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PREFACE. 

The  First  Edition. — Twenty  years  have  now  elapsed  since  this  Dictionary  was  published  in  Shanghai, 

after  having  been  in  preparation  for  some  eighteen  years  previously.  The  work  of  printing  then  occupied 

nearly  two  years,  in  spite  of  such  manifold  advantages  as  a  printing-office  specially  built  for  the  purpose 

by  Messrs.  Kelly  and  Walsh  and  placed  under  the  able  management  of  Mr.  John  Morris,  native  com¬ 

positors  to  set  up  the  Chinese  types,  and  skilled  literary  natives  to  aid  in  revising  the  proofs. 

The  Second  Edition, •— The  Dictionary  in  its  present  form  must  be  carefully  distinguished  from  a  mere 

re-issue,  under  the  cover  of  a  new  title-page,  a  new  preface， and  an  altered  date,  I  successfully  resisted 

the  great  temptation  to  stereotype  the  first  edition, — a  course  which  is  profitable  to  the  author  but  very 

unprofitable  to  the  future  student, ― ：feeling  sure  that  many  years  must  pass  away  before  anything  like 

a  satisfactory  Chinese  Dictionary  could  be  laid  definitively  before  the  public.  Early  editions  of  the  kind, 

in  any  language^  have  seldom  if  ever  come  at  all  near  to  perfection  ；  and  when  it  is  remembered  that 

Liddell  and  Scott’s  famous  lexicon,  with  all  the  wealth  of  Greek  scholarship  available  on  its  behalf,  has 

had  to  run  through  .many  editions  before  teaching  its  present  degree  of  accuracy  of  research,  some  con¬ 

sideration  may  perhaps  be  extended  to  a  work  which  has  even  now  attained  only  to  its  second  stage  of 

existence.  The  preparation  of  the  present  edition  may  be  said  to  have  begun  simultaneously  with  the 

appearance  of  the  first  edition， and  during  this  interval  the  following  improvements  have  been  carried  out 

(
1
)
 
 

— Many  useful  additions  have  been  made  to  the  meanings,  or  definitions,  of  the  leading  characters,  and 

the  number  of  cross-references  has  been  largely  increased. 

(
2
)
 
 

— A  very  large  number  of  new  illustrative  phrases,  drawn  from  all  krnds  of  sources,  have  been  inserted^ 

including  a  great  many  examples  of  modern  terms,  for  the  latter  of  which  I  am  chiefly  indebted  to  my 

eldest  son,  Mr.  Bertram  Giles,  now  H.  B.  M.  Consul  at  Chcang-sha.  In  this  connexion  the  accompanying 
table  may  be  of  interest,  showing  as  it  does  the  gradual  development  of  the  Chinese-English  

dictionary 
since  the  days  of  Morrison,  the  great  pioneer. 

COMPARATIVE  TABLE  OF  NUMBER  OF  PHRASES  UNDER  VARIOUS  CHARACTERS,  TAKEN  AS 

SPECIMENS,  TO  ILLUSTRATE  THE  PROGRESS  OF  CHINESE-ENGLISH  LEXICOGRAPHY. 

Morrison,  1819 

English 

Medhurst,  1843 

English 

Williams,  1874 

American 

Giles,  1892 

English 

GILES,  1912 

English 

說  to  speak . II 

15 

28 

96 

129 

山  mountains . 

17 

6 

19 

89 

IO9 

生  to  be  born  . . . . . 

21 

27 

42 

13s 

162 

打  to  strike  .  •—•••» 

23 

21 

24 

167 

172 

石  stones  ....... 20 

19 

23 

76
' 

89 

如  as  if . 8 6 l8 

78 

112 
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Morrison,  1819 

English 

Medhurst,  1843 

English 

Williams,  1874 

American 

Giles,  1892 

English 

GILES,  1912 

English 

神  spiritual . l8 

26 37 

74 

102 

酒  wine . H 
12 

21 

72 

89 

道  path,  doctrine  . . . . 11 

13 

33 246 261 

色  colour . 

25 

19 

29 

57 

86 

世  generation . 

23 

12 

32 

55 

75 

文 ornament . . 
18 20 

22 

91 

125 

筆  pen  . . ...... 12 

12 21 

58 

84 

畫  pictures  ••••.. 4 

. I 

24 

42 

75 

事  affairs . 
28 9 

23 

51 

69 

氣  vapour . 
16 18 

38 

98
 

126 

天  God,  heaven  .... 

41 

31 

34 

159 

g  眼  eye .
 7 11 

26 

128 

157 

物  thing  * . 
9 

20 
16 

42 

6l 要  to  want  .  .  .  .  ’  •  • 
8 

/i  2 

21 6l 

77 

9 由  cause  . H 12 22 

58 

74 

陰  dark . 
12 18 

18 

54 

64 

應0 ught  . 
10 

13 

19 

61 

78
 

月  moon . e. 

13 

14 

22 61 

76 

元 origin  ......  •. 20 10 

19 

52 

73 

Morrison  gave  no  aspirates,  a  defect  many  times,  worse  than  would  be  the  omission  of  the  rough  breathing 

in  a  Greek  lexicon.  Medhurst  attempted  aspirates,  but  omitted  many  and  wrongly  inserted  others. 

Williams  gave  the  aspirates  correctly,  and  marked  the  five  theoretical  tones  and  also  the  Peking  tones  ； 

but  he  provided  too  few  phrases,  and  mistranslated  a  large  number  of  those,  partly  from  reverting  to  the 

old  and  inaccurate  renderings  of  classical  phrases  instead  of  adopting  the  new  and  accurate  translations  of 

Dr.  Legge.  He  further  followed  Morrison  in  substituting  a  vertical  stroke  for  the  leading  character  in  all 

the  illustrative  entries,  though  this  tiresome  system  had  already  been  discarded  by  Medhurst.  As  to 

number  of  phrases,  it  is  there,  so  it  seems  to  me,  thiat  the  strength  or  weakness  of  a  Chinese  dictionary 

may  be  said  to  lie.  It  is  impossible  to  exhaust  the  meanings  of  a  Chinese  character  by  definitions,  each 

word  being  (to  quote  from  Professor  Sonnenschein)  “like  a  chameleon,  which  borrows  its  colour  from 

its  environment.” 

(3) 一 Sixty-seven  new  characters  have  been  added,  bringing  the  total  number  up  to  10,926  in  all;  the  original 

numeral  arrangement,  however， of  the  first  edition  which  enabled  persons  to  use  this  book  as  a  Chinese 

telegraphic  code,  as  it  actually  has  been  used  at  the  various  Consulates  in  China,  remains  undisturbed. 

⑷ 一 With  the  aid  of  the  初 學檢韻  Ch{u  hsuek  chien  yun,  the  Rhymes  have  been  carefully  revised,  and 
a  numeral  has  been  added  to  each  of  the  106  standard  rhymes,  showing  its  place  in  its  own  particular 

gfoup， and  enabling  the  student  to 一 turn  it  up- readily  in  the  佩 文韻府  wen  yiln  fu.  Thus,  “R.  6 •” 
stands  for.  the  sixth  rhyme  under  whichever  of  the  four  tones  may  happen  to  be  given  at  the  foot  of  the 

column  of  dialects  to  the  left  of  the  leading  character.  But  as  in  the  P、ei  wen  yiin  fu  the  even  tone  is 

divided  into 上平  and  下平、 the  combination  “ll.  6 •”  refers  in  this  case  only  to  the  former， and  the 
sixth  of  the  latter  class  is  specially  marked  “R.  6a.” 
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(5) — Since  the  appearance  of  the  first  edition  in  1892,  I  have  published  A  Chinese  Biographical  Dictionary、 

which  contains  2579  lives ；  and  to  this  the  student  is  now  referred  for  names  which  are  printed  without 

any  Chinese  characters,  in  order  to  complete,  if  necessary,  the  sense  of  an  entry  wjiich  might  otherwise 

be  obscure.  Number  references  to  the  same  work  are  also  attached  to  the  Emperors  given  in  the  chro¬ 

nological  tables  at  the  end  of  thje  Dictionary. 

(6)  — The  Tables  have  undergone  a  close  revision,  and  in  lieu  of  some  which  did  not  meet  with  general 

approval,  the  methods  devised  by  the  late  John  Williams,  F.  R.  S.  for  the  conversion  of  Chinese  and 

English  dates  have  been  added.  These  will  be  found  of  considerable  use  to  the  student  who  may  not 

possess  the  valuable,  though  occasionally  inaccurate,  Concordance  des  Chronologies  Nionthtiques、 Chinoise 

et  Europeenne^  by  the  late  P-  Hoang. 

(7) — 
Even  to  the  list  of  short-hand  or  abbreviated  characters  some  few  additions  have  been  made  ；  while 

the  Radical  catch-words,  which  on  every  left-hand  page  of  the  Index  in  the  old  edition  had  been  printed 

on  the  wrong  margin,  have  now  been  adjusted  in  accordance  with  convenience  for  use, 

(8)  
— A  number  of  duplicate  sentences,  which  had  escaped  notice  in  the  old  edition,  have  been  cut  out, 

together  with  a  great  deal  of  other  matter  which  time  has  shown  to  be  of  less  value  to  the  student  than 

had  been  originally  anticipated.  In  the  old  edition,  the  dictionary  proper,  exclusive  of  Tables,  Index,  etc” 

filled  1354  pages;  in  the  present  edition,  the  same  portion  runs  to  1710  pages. 

(9)  
一 The  last  fascicule  of  the  old  edition  was  issued  in  1892,  and  the  Dictionary  was  most  cordially  and  kindly 

received  by  the  public  as  an  up-to-date  work.  Twenty  years  of  further  excursions  into  Chinese  literature 

have  however  disclosed  many  weak  points,  careless  slips,  and  downright  blunders.  Some  few  of  my  contem¬ 

poraries  have  done  good  service  by  systematically  noting  these  down,  and  calling  my  attention  to  them. 

First  and  foremost  I  have  to  mention  Mr.  E.  von  Zach,  Consul-General  at  Singapore  for  Austria- 

Hungary,  whose  efforts  in  this  direction  have  been  of  incalculable  value  towards  securing^  a  higher  degree 

of  accuracy  in  the  present  work  than  was  attained  in  the  first  edition.  I  am  also  indebted  to  Mr.  C.  F.  Hogg 

for  notes  published  in  the  last  volume  of  the  now  defunct  China  Review、 and  for  others  which  he  kindly 

placed  at  my  disposal  after  the  disappearance  of  the  Review  ；  and  again,  to  the  Rev.  H.  W,  Moule  for 

a  small  collection  of  similar  criticisms ‘  I  do  not  say  that  I  have  in  every  case  accepted  the  emendations 

proposed  by  these  scholars,  my  own  experience  being  that  correction  of  the  mistakes  of  others  usually 

involves  a  fixed  percentage  of  mistakes  of  ones  own.  Still,  I  am  very  grateful  for  the  assistance  offered, 

and  can  only  wish  that  more  students  had  followed  this  excellent  plan. 

(
1
0
)
 
 

— As  regards  typography,  the  fount  here  employed  will,  I  trust,  meet  with  general  approval,  being 

both  larger  and  clearer  than  that  used  for  the  first  edition.  The  printing  of  this  edition,  which  was 

placed  in  the  hands  of  Mr.  G.  Peltenburg,  Director  of  the  firm  of  Messrs  Brill  and  Co.,  Leiden,  and 

most  efficiently  carried  out  under  the  supervision  of  Mr.  J.  B.  van  Duuren,  senior  Chinese  compositor  of 

that  firm,  occupied  from  first  to  last  no  less  than  four  years. 

(
1
1
)
 
 

— There  remains  now  only  the  question  of  proof-reading.  It  is  of  course  all-important  lor  a  dictionary 

that  typographical  
errors  should  be  as  nearly  as  possible  non-existent  ；  and  to  secure  this  end  the  task  of 

proof-reading  
was  performed  by  three  persons,  without  any  assistance  from  native  scholars,  as  in  the  case 

of  the  first  edition.  Of  these  three,  I  was  naturally  one ;  but  time  has  played  havoc  with  my  capacity  as 

a  proof-reader,  
and  but  for  the  most  efficient  services  of  the  other  two,  the  result  would  have  been  very 

different  from  what  I  believe  has  ilow  been  achieved.  Another  of  the  trio  was  my  second  son,  Mr.  Lionel 

Giles,  M.  A,  (Oxon),  Assistant  in  the  Oriental  Department  
of  the  British  Museum.  To  him  I  am  indebted 

pot  only  for  careful  revision  of  every  proof,  but  also  for  numerous  valuable  suggestions  and  additions  as 

the  work  was  going  through  the  press.  Last  in  numerical  order,  but  easily  first  in  all  that  constitutes 
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the  technical  skill  of  the  proofreader， comes  my  wife.  I  have  already  had  ogcasion  to, acknowledge  her 

valuable  services  to  the  first  edition,  then  confined  chiefly  to  the  English  text.  It  only  remains  to  say 

that  in  this  second  edition  she  undertook,  oftener  in  sickness  than  in  health,  to  revise  the  Chinese  text  as 

well  as  the  English, — a  task  which  only  those  who  know  the  elusive  shades  of  difference  in  many  Chinese 

characters  will  be  able  fully  to  appreciate.  Great,  however,  as  are  my  personal  obligations  for  all  she 

has  accomplished  in  this  sense,  I  venture  to  think  that  the  students  who  may  consult  this  dictionary,  and 

find  the  irritation  of  typographical  errors,  especially  in  the  Chinese,  reduced  to  a  reasonable  minimum, 

will  be  still  more  deeply  indebted.  To  these,  with  all  respect,  I  would  commend  the  popular  Chinese 

maxim :  飲 水思源  When  you  drink， of  the  water、 ihink  of  the  spring. 

Cambridge,  Jwie  12、 1^12.  HERBERT  A.  GILES. 
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EXTRACTS  FROM  PREFACE  TO  FIRST  EDITION. 

The  Characters, 一 It  was  originally  intended  to  print  every  character  with  strict  accuracy,  the  standard 

of  such  accuracy  being  of  course  K1ang  Hsi.  This  design  was  very  soon  abandoned  altogether  as  regards 

the  small  characters  used  for  the  entries,  and  slightly  modified  as  regards  the  large  or  leading  characters 

under  which  the  entries  are  arranged. 

For  the  small  characters  it  was  in  fact  imperative  to  use  such  a  fount  as  was  available  ；  not  to 

mention  that  no  strictly  accurate  fount  of  Chinese  type  has  as  yet  been  cast.  In  the  case  of  the  large 

characters,  I  have  followed  K4ang  Hsi， but  only  so  far  as  is  consistent  with  practical  results.  Contemporary 

usage  is  the  first  and  principal  object  of  a  dictionary,  and  K‘ang  Hsi  is  already  out  of*  date.  No  .pne 

writes  聚  now-a-days；  on  the  other  hand,  every  one  writes  教  and  殺  and  百. Yet  the  first  character  is 

right  according  to  K‘ang  Hsi,  and  the  second  and  third  and  fourth  are  wrong, 一 much  as  this  may  surprise 

not  merely  the  ordinary  foreign  student  but  even  accomplished  native  scholars.  K‘ang  Hsi  is  further 

very  inconsistent  in  the  matter  of  “phonetics •”  Sometimes  in  a  long  list  of  characters  which  have  obviously 

the  same  phonetic,  a  few  will,  be  written  with  some  slight  change  [see  the  groups  under  Nos.  762 1-7625, 

i3)567-i3i593,  and  many  others).  Sometimes  the  same  phonetic  will  appear  with  a  different  number  of 

strokes.  E.g. 係  is  given  under  twelve  strokes,  while  樣  is  supposed  to  have  only  eleven ; 諧  has  only 

twelve， while  僧  has  fourteen.  Again,  under  棱*,  K‘ang  Hsi  says  “a  wrong  form  of  梭;”  but  the  latter 

character  occurs  only  in  the  Supplement  where  it  is  said  to  be  “a  wrong  form  of  棱”！  Similarly,  the 

very  common  册  does  not  occur  at  all  as  a  substantive  character  in  K‘ang  Hsi,  though  it  is  given  in 

the  entry  under  冊  These  examples  might  be  multiplied  indefinitely.  It  will  suffice  to  say  .that —when 

I  started  on  my  journey  into  the  realms  of  lexicography,  I  regarded  K‘ang  Hsi  as  a  Bucephalus  on  whose 

tail— 蠅附 騾尾一 a  foreign  fly  might  safely  get  an  advantageous  lift.  But  I  soon  found  myself  unable 

to  follow  the  manifold  vagaries  of  my  guide,  and  determined  to  treat  the  characters  in  general  solely 

with  a  view  to  the  practical  utility  of  my  book.  In  this  sense,  many  little  points  have  been  ignored,  in 

order  not  to  waste  over  trifles  the  time  of  students  about  to  grapple  with  a  sufficiently  arduous  task. 

Allowing  for  ordinary  shortcomings,  the  characters  in  this  Dictionary  will  be  found  to  be  as  commonly 

written  at  the  present  day. 

Duplicate  Characters. 一 Many  characters  have  two  or  more  sounds.  In  such  cases,  the  various  sounds 

will  be  found  given  in  their  places,  with  a  reference  to  that  particular  sound  (and  number)  under  which 

the  character  is  treated.  Thus, 覺  is  pronounced  chiao\  chio 狹、 and  chiie^.  It  is  treated  under  chic^  and 

is  also  entered  under  both  chiao  and  chiiek  ；  so  that  if  any  one  sound  of  a  character  is  known,  its  place 

in  the  Dictionary  can  be  readily  traced  without  a  more  prolonged  search  in  the  Radical  Index • 

Phonetic  Arrangement. 一 The  various  •  sound-groups  of  characters  are  sub-arranged  according^  to  their 
phonetics.  Thus  under  the  sound  jyu,  于  is  followed  by 吁 ，圩 ，宇 ，杼，  etc.,  and  禹 by 寓 ，唱 ，愚 
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etc., •— a  plan  which  very  much  facilitates  search  when  the  sound  of  any  character  is  known.  [Typogra¬ 

phical  difficulties,  however,  have  sometimes  compelled  a  departure  from  this  rule.] 

The  Tones ‘ 一 Each  character  is  marked  at  its  right-hand  top  corner  with  a  number  denoting  its  tone  in 

Pekingese.  When  the  character  in  question  is  in  the  入 聲  entering  tone,  an  asterisk  is  added.  The  fact 

is  that  there  is  no  actual  standard  of  Peking  pronunciation, — a  remark  which  applies  as  much  to  sound 

as  to  tone.  One  Peking  man  says  案  an^\  another,  nan、.  The  kuets  and  the  huts  are  often  confused. 

Take  the  character  月包  No.  8701.  The  Manchus  in  Peking  say  p^ao1  ；  the  Chinese  inside  the  city  say  pao'  •、 

the  Chinese  outside  the  city  say  p^ao1.  The  Manchus  again  call  a  猫  cat  mao1  ；  the  Chinese  call  it  mac^. 

It  is  happily  now  unnecessary  to  enlarge  upon  the  importance  of  an  accurate  knowledge  of  the  tones. 

All  serious  students  of  the  new  school  regard  a  study  of  the  tone-system  of  China  as  an  integral  part  of 

the  labour  to  be  expended  upon  the  acquisition  of  Chinese. 

The  Dialects. — Beneath  the  number  attached  to  each  character  will  be  found  its  rhyme — (R.) — 

as  given  in  the 佩 文韻府  P、 ei-wen-yiin-fu.  This  is  followed  by  the  romanization  of  the  character  by 

Mr.  Parker,  in  the  Cantonese,  Hakka,  Foochow,  Wfenchow,  Ningpo,  Peking,  Mid-China,  Yangchow  and 

Ssuchluan  dialects,  as  well  as  in  Korean,  Japanese,  and  Annamese,  each  being  distinguished  by  its  initial 

letter.  These  sounds  are  followed  by  the  theoretical  tone,  which  governs  the  entire  list  in  practice,  except 

in  cases  where  necessary  changes  are  noted  by  tone-marks. 

The  Entries. 一 An  attempt  has  been  made  to  arrange  the  entries  according  to  the, order  of  the  definitions 

in  the  heading.  The  result  has  only  been  partially  successful,  though  perhaps  successful  enough  to  justify 

the  attempt.  It  was  also  desirable  to  bring  together  all  sentences  containing  the  same  combinations  of 

characters  ；  and  the  latter  end  could  often  be  attained  only  at  the  expense  -  of  the  former.  Names  of 

animals,  trees,  plants,  etc.,  taken  mostly  from  the  works  of  O.  F.  von  Moellendorff,  Bretschneider， and 

Augustine  Henry,  will  generally  be  found  at  the  end  of  the  list.  As  they  stand,  the  entries  have  been 

inserted  with  a  view  to  illustrate  so  far  as  possible  the  various  meanings  and  shades  of  meaning  attached 

to  each  character.  They  have  been  for  the  most  part  laboriously  collected  from  books  read  and  conver¬ 

sations  held  during  a  long  stretch  of  years.  The  best  of  the  sentences  quoted  by  K4ang  Hsi  have  been 

incorporated,  after  having  been  searched  out,  in  almost  every  case,  in  the  work  of  the  author  quoted. 

It  was  not  feasible  to  name  the  particular  book  in  each  case ;  this  would  have  increased  too  much  the 

size  of  a  sufficiently  bulky  volume.  I  may  well  take  this  opportunity  to  acknowledge  my  deep  obligations 

to  the  imperishable  achievements  of  Dr.  Legge， Professor  of  Chinese  at  the  University  of  Oxford.  Before 

his  time,  no  one  seemed  to  know  what  accurate  translation  from  Chinese  into  English  meant.  Now,  a 

faithful  rendering 一 with  ordinary  reservations 一 of  the  whole  body  of  the  Confucian  Canon  is  the  property 

of  the  world  at  large.  Exclusive  of  my  own  reading  in  Chinese  literature,  I  have  ransacked  for  the 

purposes  of  this  Dictionary  the  writings  of  my  contemporaries.  I  have  adopted  the  recent  revision  of 

early  chronology  by  Edouard  Chavannes,  and  similar  improvements  by  other  explorers.  Thus,  under  all 

the  departments  of  investigation  some  new  feature  has  been  added,  some  new  fact  brought  to  light,  some 
old  fallacy  exploded. 

No  division  of  phraseology  into  classical  and  colloquial  has  been  made,  for  the  simple  reason  that 

no  real  line  of  demarcation  exists.  Expressions  are  used  in  ordinary  conversation  which  occur  in  the  Odes. 
The  book-language  fades  imperceptibly  into  the  colloquial 

Phrases  have  been  sometimes  repeated  under  different  characters  ； — -occasionally  by  accident,  but  as 
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a  rule  with  a  view  to  save  the  student’s  time.  The  place  of  insertion  is  usually  determined  by  the  most 

important  character  in  a  phrase,  or  by  the  first  character  ；  but  reference  should  be  made  to  one  and  all 

of  the  characters  before  search  is  abandoned.  The  difficulty  has  never  been  what  to  put  in,  but  what 

to  leave  out.  No  fewer  than  sixty  different  names  for  Peking  have  been  given ;  yet  the  list  is  probably 

not  exhausted. 

Botanical  names  are  sometimes  written  with  the  140th  radical  and  sometimes  without；  in  searching, 

therefore,  this  Radical  may  be  added  or  subtracted  as  required.  Some  phrases  are  purposely  given  in 

wrongly  written  forms,  because  such  forms  happen  to  be  in  common  use.  A  large  number  of  entries  have 

been  introduced  to  illustrate  the  best  and  highest  planes  of  Chinese  thought.  Others,  as  affording  glimpses 

into  political,  commercial,  and  social  life.  Proverbs,  household  words， and  even  nursery  rhymes,  occur 

among  the  hundred  thousand  examples  which  go  to  make  up  this  book.  Even  a  general  reader  might 

find  it  not  without  interest  to  glance  through  the  entries  under  the  characters  for  wine  (No.  2260),  doctor 

(No.  5380),  crime  or  punishment  (No.  1 1,910),  drunk  (No.  11,913)， to  gamble  (No.  12,049),  and  many 
others  of  the  same  class. 

And  as  the  main  object  of  this  Dictionary  is  to  facilitate  the  study  of  Chinese  by  the  presentment 

of  a  large  number  of  idiomatic  phrases  covering  as  much  ground  as  possible,  it  follows  that  the  ultimate 

test  of  value  will  be  accuracy  of  translation.  If  it  can  be  shown 一 with  due  allowance  for  human  fallibility 

— that  the  entries  are  wrongly  rendered  into  English,  then  the  toil  of  years  will  have  been  thrown  away. 

At  the  same  time,  without  wishing  to  escape  in  the  smallest  degree  the  consequences  of  the  above 

challenge,  I  may  be  permitted  to  make  two  remarks. 

In  a  compilation  on  the  lines  of  the  present  work,  time  is  an  important  factor.  Between  the  first 

and  last  sentences  formally  inserted  in  this  Dictionary,  without  counting  earlier  memoranda,  no  less  than 

eighteen  years  elapsed.  Interpretations  of  difficult  phrases  often  take  a  different  hue  when  seen  by  the 

light  of  maturer  study  ；  and  although  every  effort  has  been  made  to  check  early  work,  some  small  fry 

always  manage  to  slip  through  the  closest  meshes.  Again,  with  regard  to  many  classical  phrases， proverbs, 

and  even  every-day  expressions,  the  Chinese  themselves  are  not  always  agreed  as  to  the  interpretation. 

This  feature  is  of  course  not  wanting  to  western  languages :  yet  it  is  partly  in  consequence  of  this  that, 

early  explorers  jumped  to  the  fatal  and  foolish  conclusion  that  Chinese  was  an  ambiguous  language, 一 an 

error  which  unfortunately  persists  with  the  less  well-informed  down  to  the  present  day.  To  begin  with, 

there  is  an  obvious  confusion  in  terms :  ambiguity  is  confounded  with  obscurity,  which  is  of  course  quite 

another  matter.  It  is  also  forgotten  that  other  languages  present  equal  difficulties  in  point  of  obscurity 

to  students  who  are  but  tyros.  Five  schoolboys  will  readily  turn  out  five  widely  different  versions  of  a 

passage  from  an  ordinary  Latin  author.  Yet  we  do  not  call  Latin  an  ambiguous  language,  but  rather 

seek  the  flaw  in  the  wit  of  the  translator  who  fails  to  unravel  the  true  sense.  That  the  book-language 

of  China  is  often  obscure  to  the  last  degree  may  be  readily  admitted  ；  but  it  is  not  to  any  appreciable 

extent  more  ambiguous  than  that  of  any  other  language.  Indeed  were  it  so,  it  is  impossible  to  conceive 

how  the  official  correspondence  of  this  huge  empire,  conducted  as  it  is  with  the  most  precise  formalism, 

or  the  vast  commercial  correspondence  of  some  three  hundred  millions,  could  have  been  successfully  carried 

on  for  so  many  centuries  past. 

It  may  be  added  that  the  majority  of  the  entries  taken  down  from  books  have  been  trai^sj^ited  with 

reference  to  their  original  position  in  the  text;  in  such  cases,  other  persons^  numbers、 genders,  etc.,  wo. Id 

often  be  equally  applicable.  Sometimes,  where  guidance  seems  necessary,  the  sentences  are  translated 

literally  or  word  for  word,  and  the  sense  is  made  clear  by  a  gloss.  Sometimes,  in  view  of  simplicity  or  because 

a  similar  combination  has  been  dealt  with  above,  the  English  analogue  is  given  without  further  remark. 
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Grammar. 一 The  Chinese  themselves,  during  their  twenty  to  thirty  centuries  of  literary  activity,  have 

never  produced  a  grammar  of  their  own  language.  They  have  never  attempted  to  teach  their  schoolboys 

composition  by  the  foolish  and  unscientific  method  of  synthesis.  Their  scholars  commit  whole  volumes  to 

memory,  and  read  widely.  Success  in  composition,  proportionate  to  the  talents  of  each  student,  follows 

as  a  matter  of  course. 

They  have  not  even  an  equivalent  term  for  “grammar,”  so  that  when  foreigners  undertook  to 
supply  a  want  that  nobody  had  ever  felt,  the  first  thing  to  do  was  to  coin  a  phrase.  Thus,  we  have 

had  文法  (Gonqalves)，  讀書 作文法 （Medhurst), 言备 （Marshman)， 文學 (Crawford), 言 語例暑 

and  說法 (Wade),  and  many  others.  Julien  contented  himself  by  calling  his  Syntax e  Nouvelle  a  指南 

“compass”  or  guide  to  the  study  of  Chinese;  in  which  he  showed  his  customary  sound  sense.  Altogether, 

it  seems  impracticable  to  deduce  any  set  of  rules  which  will  guide  the  foreign  student  satisfactorily  either 

in  composition  or  in  the  translation  of  an  ordinary  Chinese  author,  through  which  rules  the  traditional 

coach  and  horses  cannot  be  rapidly  and  ruthlessly  driven.  The  dictum  of  Marshman， author  of  the  Clavis 

Sinica,  that  “the  whole  of  Chinese  grammar  depends  upon  position”  has  been  regarded  for  many  years 
as  a  golden  key  to  the  written  language  of  China.  But  he  who  learns  any  number  of  rules  of  position 

and  then  attempts  to  apply  them  synthetically,  will  have  more  disappointments  in  store  than  another 

student  who  has  spent  the  same  time  in  reading  extensively  and  absorbing  into  his  system  as  much  as 

possible  of  that  elusive  mysterious  quiddity  which  we  call  the  genius  of  the  language. 

It  may  indeed  be  said  that  no  Chinese  character  can  be  definitely  regarded  as  being  any  particular 

part  of  speech  or  possessing  any  particular  function， absolutely,  apart  from  the  general  tenor  of  its  context. 

[It  is  simply  a  root-idea  in  the  abstract.]  It  may  have  the  force  of  a  verb,  a  preposition,  or  anything 

else  ；  but  rather  from  the  subtle  influence  of  its  surroundings  than  from  any  inherent  power  [or  position] 

of  its  own.  Voice,  mood， tense,  person,  case,  number,  etc.,  must  be  determined,  not  by  any  rules  which 

can  be  written  down  beforehand  and  applied  as  occasion  requires,  but  by  the  context,  by  usage,  by  pro¬ 

bability,  by  inference,  and  by  the  general  drift  of  the  subject.  There  is  no  noun-substantive  in  the  Chinese 

language  which  might  not,  at  the  fiat  of  a  master,  be  flung  from  his  pen  as  a  verb.  Position,  the  value 

of  which  should  be  learnt  analytically  from  authors  and  not  synthetically  from  grammars,  is  cast  in  poetry 

to  the  four  winds  of  heaven,  though  a  given  line  will  have  but  one  signification  to  the  practised  reader. 

This  Dictionary  will  supply  sentences  without  number  to  which  grammarians  will  have  some  trouble  in 

making  their  rules  apply  ；  and  it  is  in  this  sense  that  Chinese  is  essentially  supra  gra m 77ta ticam .  The 

character  入  means  “to  go  into;”  but  入木  means  “to  put  into  a  coffin •”  So 傷  means  ato  wound,”  and 

風  means  “the  wind but  傷風 （an  ellipsis  for  受傷 於風） means  a to  catch  cold \  傷弓 之鳥驚 曲木 
means  “a  bird  that  has  been  wounded  by  a  bow  is  afraid  of  a  crooked  stick  \  and  傷春  means  “to  (be 

wounded)  grieve  for  the  loss  of  the  spring.”  The  character  梅  “a  comb”  would  be  called  by  grammarians 

a  noun-substantive  ；  but  櫛 風沐雨  means  “combed  by  the  wind  and  washed  by  the  rain’”  though  of 

course  it  might  be  rendered  “the  wind  for  a  comb,  the  rain  for  a  bath •”  It  is  perhaps  a  good  instartce 
how  the  genius  of  the  Chinese  language  supplies  the  fundamental  and  leaves  accessories  to  the  reader/ 

The  combination  化作  means  “caused  to  appear”  or  “changed  himself  into，”  according  t0y  the 

requirements  of  the  text  ；  while  警寇  which  is  apparently  “ to  warn  rebels”  really  means  “to  warn  (the 

populace  of  the  approach  of)  rebels •”  The  character  剖  means  u to  cut  open;”  yet  此千剖  does  not 

mean  u  Pi-kan  cuts  open”  but  that  Pi-kan  himself  was  disembowelled.  There  is  a  passage  from  the  Odes 
in  every-day  use  which  says  of  a  nation’s  troubles  不可 5^  with  the  obvious  but  scarcely  grammatical 

or  positional  meaning  “they  are  beyond  the  reach  of  medicine.”  It  is  easy  to  point  to  such  phraseology 
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as 欲逮人 “to  wish  to  catch  up  others”  and  恐 逮於人  “to  be  afraid  of  being  caught  up  by  others”  as 
illustrating  how  the  passive  voice  is  formed  by  auxiliary  particles ;  but  when  we  come  to  another  such 

phrase  as  不 求於人 “not  to  seek  from  others,”  we  feel  that  the  grammatical  ground  .is  giving  way 

beneath  our  feet  and  leaving  us 一 where  we  ought  to  have  begun 一 in  the  domain  of  common  sense  and 

the  fixed  usage  of  the  language.  Without  this  “usage，” 一 fixed  only  as  regards  each  individual  example, — 

grammar  would  batter  in  vain  even  against  su^h  an  elementary  combination  as  不見. We  find  ― *  日 不見 

“not  to  see  a  person  for  a  day;”  有東 西不見  “there  are  things  missing 二人忽 然不見  “the  two 

men  suddenly  vanished;”  不見隹  “it  is  not  very  good;”  and  不見疼  “it  is  not  painful •”  The  phrase 

耶 俗邪字  can  only  mean  “耶  is  a  vulgar  form  Qf  邪 •”  We  know  this  from  the  influence  of  the  字， 

without  which  it  might  mean  exactly  the  reverse.  So 死罪  means  “the  penalty  of  death;”  but  活 罪 

does  not  mean  “the  penalty  of  life” 一 which  would  be  nonsense.  The  usage  of  the  language  makes  it 

mean  some  “penalty  which  can  be  exacted  from  the  living •”  [One  of  the  great  obstacles  to  the  easy 
apprehension  of  Chinese  poetry  is  the  almost  arbitrary  way  in  which  words  may  be  transposed.  Thus,  to 

take  some  simple  examples,  臥月明  is  put  for  臥于 明月中  to  sleep  in  the  moonlight ; 笛弄 腕風 

for 當腕風 而弄笛 to  play  the  flute  in  the  evening  breeze ; 花 開紅樹 for 花開滿 樹俱紅  the  trees 

are  covered  with  red  blossoms;  and  so  on.] 

Difficulty  of  Chinese. — A  close  observer  has  not  hesitated  to  declare  that  “the  Chinese  language 

requires  the  age  of  Methuselah  to  overtake  it.”  Yet  an  ordinary  Chinaman  practically  manages  to  overtake 

it  in  less  than  an  ordinary  life-time.  The  foreigner  is  of  course  at  a  disadvantage.  He  generally  begins  late 

in  life.  .And  it  is  only  of  recent  years  that  his  early  stages  have  been  smoothed  by  such  books  as  are  ready 

to  the  learner’s  hand  in  almost  all  other  important  languages.  When  I  came  to  China,  more  than  twenty- 

five  years  ago,  I  was  turned  into  a  room  with  an  abridged  edition  of  Morrison’s  Dictionary  and  a  teacher 
who  did  not  know  a  single  word  of  English.  Such  were  the  facilities  early  in  1867.  But  from  that  date 

onwards  a  change  came  over  the  scene,  and  now  the  would-be  Student  of  Chinese  has  only  to  pick  and 

choose.  And  as  he  passes  out  of  the  elementary  stage,  he  finds  in  every  direction  some  translation  or 

vocabulary  or  other  work  of  research  to  carry  him  rapidly  on  to  points  which  had  previously  been  attained 

only  by  infinite  toil  and  perseverance.  The  coming  generation  of  sinologues,  ̂ once  through  the  years  of 

initial  drudgery,  will  be  able  almost  to  begin  where  their  predecessors  left  off.  We  may  therefore  look 

forward  with  confidence  to  a  more  brilliant  epoch  of  Anglo-Chinese  scholarship  than  circumstances  have 

hitherto  been  able  to  produce.  The  acquisition  of  Chinese  need  no  longer  be  regarded  as  a  hopeless  task. 

Good  speakers  of  all  the  dialects  are  now  found  in  every  part  of  China  ；  many  indeed  speak  so  well  as  not 

to  be  distinguishable  from  natives.  The  book-language  naturally  presents  far  more  serious  difficulties;  but 

the  number  of  promising  students  to  the  front  at  the  present  day  is  greater  than  it  has  ever  been,  while  their 

equipment  is  that  of  scientific  ordnance  compared  with  the  battering-rams  and  ballistse  of  the  ancients. 

For  some  years  past  the  cry  on  all  sides  has  been  for  a  new  Dictionary.  Waether  this  one  will  fill  the 

void  or  not,  or  if  so  for  how  lofcng,  are  questions  upon  which  it  would  be  impertinent  for  me  to  speculate. 

It  is  the  best  thing  I  could  do  with  the  forces  at  my  control.  It  is  a  votive  offering,  however  humble,  for 

the  honour  and  advancement  of  the  British  Consular  Service. 

H.B.M.  Consulate,  Ningpo, 

8th  November  1892. 
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The  principles  upon  which  the  various 
sounds  of  each  character  are  given  under 
this  scheme  are  as  follows : — 

(i ‘)  The  theoretical  Chinese  rhyming 
word  is  given,  as  is  always  done  in  the 
Korean  and  Japanese  native-made  diction¬ 
aries.  This  is  a  new  departure  in  European 

lexicography,  but  it  is  of  absolute  import¬ 
ance,  for  in  serious  poetical  composition, 
a  divergence  from  rule  is  not  permissible 
beyond  certain  limits.  And  this  holds  good 
as  much  for  Japanese  and  Korean,  where 
there  are  really  no  tones  at  all,  as  for 
Cantonese,  which  has  more  actual  tones 
than  the  theory  of  rhymes  can  possibly 
require.  Having  the  theoretical  rhymes 
before  them,  students  will  be  able  to  judge 
for  themselves  how  far  each  dialect  is 

practically  consistent.  It  will  be  seen  at 
once  that  Dr.  Chalmers*  scheme  for  in¬ 

venting  a  syllabic  spelling  or  反 切 
system  calculated  to  represent  each  modern 
dialect  is  totally  impracticable. 

(2.)  The  tone  and  series  is  always  written 
at  the  foot  of  the  different  local  sounds. 

Where  there  is  no  lower  or  upper  series 
distinction  to  any  but  even  tones,  as  is 
the  case  in  the  four  Mandarin  dialects,  the 
additional  information  of  the  series  dis¬ 
tinction  can  do  no  harm.  Where  two  tones 

are  given,  thus,  “even  and  rising,”  it means  that  the  even  tone  is  the  more 
general ;  and  when  two  tones  and  two 
series  are  given,  the  first  series  refers  to  the 
first  tone.  Where,  as  in  Hakka,  the  lower 
rising  and  upper  even  tones  sound  in 
practice  the  same,  and  the  two  series  thus 
become  confused,  there  is  still  no  reason 

to  make  a  special  mark;  in  this  particular 
case,  however,  when  a  character  which 
should  be,  for  instance,  sinking,  or  upper 
rising,  is  sounded  upper  even,  or  lower 
rising,  it  is  impossible  to  say  which  of 
the  two  latter  tones  is,  or  originally  was 
intended,  now  that  they  have  coalesced. 
Examples  will  be  found  under  the  characters 

绑， and  耗， and  亞. Where,  as  in 
Japanese  and  Korean,  tones  have  absolu¬ 
tely  no  existence,  once  more  the  extra  infor- 
niation  can  do  no  possible  harm.  Where, 
as  in  Pekingese,  the  entering  tone  has  no 
real  existence,  there  the  modern  tone  is 

always  marked  according  to  Wade’s  Sylla¬ 
bary  duly  revised  and  corrected.  Where, 
as  in  Cantonese,  the  upper  entering  tone 
is  subdivided  into  two,  the  tone  is  specially 
marked  only  when  the  character  is  read  in 
the  most  recently  discovered  or  recently 

named  tone,  namely  the  so-called  中 A 
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chung  yep.  A  circle  is  used  for  this  pui- 

pose;  thus,  ̂  措  sekQ.  It  will  be  noticed 
that  the  rhymes  are  occasionally  irregular. 
In  some  specific  cases,  as  for  instance  in 

the  case  of  the  words  所*, 爹* ， 奉， etc., 
the  irregularity  is  universal,  and  points  to 

some  apparent  mistake  in  early  lexico¬ 
graphy.  In  others,  such  as  打 ，咳 ，歉， 

屡 ，奴 ，象 ，摔 ，孝 ，肯 ，“ ，項, 
etc.,  the  irregularities  are  very  general.  A 
number  of  modern  characters  in  colloquial 
use  fail  to  correspond  with  the  rhymes; 

such  arc 拉 ，扔 ，梓 ，打 ，呢 . The 

rising  and  sinking  tones  are  very  irregu¬ 
larly  divided  off  from  each  other  in  many 
cases;  this  is  notably  so  in  the  case  of 

the  rhymes  旱  and  翰. It  must  be 
mentioned,  however,  that  the  distinction 

between  rising  and  sinking  is  still  incom¬ 
plete  in  many  parts  of  China.  In  Ningpo 
it  is  hardly  possible  to  say  that  there 
is  any  such  distinction  at  all， in  either 
lower  or  upper  series;  in  Yangchow  and 
Wenchow  the  distinction  is  very  slight, 

and  only  perceptible  to  practised  ears.  In 
Hakka  the  upper  rising  and  the  sinking 
tone  or  tones  are  much  confused,  or  rather 
are  inverted  in  a  way  which  appears  to 
have  method  in  it.  Thus,  it  is  unnecessary 
to  mark  specific  irregularities  in  cases  where 
whole  classes  are  liable  to  irregularity;  yet 

this  is  done  as  a  rule  (where  the  informa¬ 
tion  obtained  is  of  a  decided  character) 
for  purposes  of  record,  and  for  the  use  of 
future  students  who  may  go  deeper  into 
the  mysteries  of  dialects. 

(3.)  In  Foochow  and  Ningpo  there  are 
often  two,  and  sometimes  three  forms — 
the  regular,  and  the  colloquial  or  vulgar ; 
and  these  are,  when  it  is  possible,  always 
given.  But  there  is  a  distinction  between 
colloquial  and  vulgar.  The  former  means 
that  the  regular  colloquial  usage  is  such 
and  such,  and  that  this  usage  illustrates  the 
colloquial  idiom.  The  latter  means  that 
the  vulgar  usage  is  such  and  such;  only 
applies  to  the  specific  character ;  and  has 
not  necessarily  any  philological  significance. 
Where  the  colloquial  form  is  very  irregular, 
or  merely  a  vulgar  characterless  word,  the 
contraction  or  letter  v.  is  added  to  signify 

“vulgar,”  and  that  no  philological  fact  is 
involved.  This  remark  holds  good  for  other 
idioms.  Instances  of  Cantonese  irregularity 
will  be  found  under  the  words  y 

靠， 賊 ，升 ，卅 ，法 ，暹 ，蔡 ，臍， 

荽 ，聯.  Owing  to  some  misconception, 
or  to  confusion  of  the  character  刺  with 

the  character  j  f  the  Cantonese  say  tsltk 
islik  pit  yauy  whilst  the  Pekingese  say  la 
la  pu  hsiu.  Instances  of  Hakka  irregula- 
rityare 只 ，黑 ，墨 ，賊 ，譯 ，米 ，或， 

昨 ，襪 ，暹 ，#， 繭 ，慚 1 逼 .梯. 
The  fact  that  宅  carries  two  finals,  and 
that  in  some  parts  of  Tonquin  finals  k  and 

t  are  confused,  points  to  fundamental  irre¬ 

gularity  in  ancient  times.  M.  Phan’s  Voca¬ 
bulary  often  gives  both  t  and  k  as  the  final 
in  cases  where  it  is  theoretically  /,  and  he 

makes  some  mysterious  distinction  between 
final  ch  and  final  c  (i.e.  k).  I  ignore  all 
this,  but  I  have  a  hazy  recollection  that 
there  is  some  confusion  between  the  finals 

/,  k  in  Cochin-China.  Instances  of  Foo¬ chow  irregularity  are  暹 ，炙 ，筲 ，蓑， 

螺 ，翹 ，繞 ，扶； Gf  Wenchow, 
論 ，玩 ，舊 ，昨 ，曩， 則， 狻;。 f 
Ningpo,  只 ，鉛 ，梯 ，防;  of  Peking, 

虱 ，賊;  of  Middle  or  Hankow, 玉 ，劇； 
of  Yangchmv, 弯 ，鉛 ，玉 ，昨 ，曩， 

黛；。 f  Ssiich'uan, 繩 ，玉 ，賊. 
In  Annamese  there  are  some  very  singu¬ 

lar  class  irregularities.  P  is  changed  to  t 
in  a  number  of  words,  such  as  便 ，鼻, 

此 ，戾 ，弊 ，屁  . It  is  difficult  to  guess on  what  principle  words  of  the  pin  and 
pien  class  should  become  some  of  them  ben、 
bien、 and  others  Un、 tiin.  Sh  is  changed 

to  f  in  the  ̂   class  of  words.  The  nasal 
disappears  in  a  few  finals  of  the  承  dass. 

The  two  rising  tones  are  very  much  con¬ 
fused,  and  the  upper  sinking  tone  seems 
to  be  confused  with  the  rising  tone.  These 
are  the  Hakka  peculiarities  inverted.  There 
are  also  specific  irregularities  under  the 
words,  懶， 打 ，換 ，滅 ，錯 ，街 ，嘗， 

etc.,  but  possibly  some  of  these  may  be 

misprints  in  M.  Phan’s  book. 
In  Korean  there  are  a  few  strange 

irregularities ;  for  instance,  逼力 >•  In 

Japanese  there  are  also  a  few  irregularities; 

for  instance,  the  character  is  universally 

pronunced  fu、 and  its  theoretical  pronun¬ 
ciation  hotsu  (hok}  ho5y  hoi  in  combination, 



6o,  eon 
在 u 

e,  ei3. 

English  fountain.  J 
Cjerman  aus.  ( 

(I)  English  father ;  and  (2)  the  same， but  shortened  a  little 
when  it  comes  before  consonants  and  nasals. 

Ranges  between  the  vowels  in  English  sack  and  French 

matin:  in  Yangchow  the  k  is  all  but  silent. 

French  fin  or  pain  without  the  nasal :  see  No.  II. 

Midway  between  the  vowel  of  the  last  and  that  in  French 

pere. 
English  fighi.  ]  Sounds  not  distinguished  from  each  other 

German  kaiser.  J  in  most  dialects. 
The  aho  in  German  beinah  dlig，  The  French  a  etix. 

Sounds  not  distinguished  from  each 
other  in  most  dialects. 

Midway  between  French  banc  and  English  bang, 

French  pain :  see  No.  3. 

Germail  Gesang,  j  without  sounding  the  h  or  r:  French Enghsh  harness.  ^ ”
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English  buying^  or  tying、 uttered  in  one  syllable. 
English  ah!  ung{tunf). 

English  (cr)own^  with  g  added. 

3En^|isJ*  Pa(,rjfi0'  (  Long  &  short  forms  of  the  same  sound. 
English  send.  J  6 
English  feint: 
As  in  English  (th)ey  oo{ze). 

Between  the  vowels  in  hurry  and  hurt\  not  found  in  any 

European  language  known  to  the  writer  of  this. 

As  in  English  sun,  ort£y  onion.  See  No.  31.  The  Anna- 
mese  &  (see  No.  2)  savours  of  this. 

As  in  French  (f)e  ho{inardy 

As  in  French  (m)e  hu{ait)  (compare  No.  82). 
As  in  English  hem. 

As  ia  English  heru 

As  in  English  length. 

French  peigne. 

30 

eing 

3* 

Sm 

32 

33 en 

34 

i,y 

35 

i，ih 

36 

ya 

37 

ya, yah 

38 

yaa 

39 

ia 

40 41 

iae 

42 

iai， yai 

43 

yau,  iau 

44 

yang,  iang 
45 iam,  yam 

46 

i,ye 47 

iei， yei 

48 

ieu,  yeu 

49 i^o 

50 

yen,  ien 

51 

iem,  yem 

52 

ien,  yen 

53 

ieng,  yeng 

54 

y 会 m 

55 

yi，i 

56 

yih 

57 

*i(sz) 

56a 

57这 

: iu 

English  saying  (in  one  syllable). 

English  um{brage) :  (the  Korean  very  rarely  sounds  so 
short :  see  No.  22). 

English  sung. 

English  sun. 
English  machine. 
English  pin. 

English  yard. 

English  yankee、 without  the  nkee. 
French  (s)i  ai(nsf) :  compare  No.  3. 

Japanese  ia  des\ English  {/)ia(sco). 
Between  English  {Ch)e  kei{r)  and  the  next  sound,  No«  42. 
English  {tKy  ais(le). 
English  (Jh)e  ow(J), 

French  {a)yanty  {/)ian(cei). 
English  yam  in  Hakka :  No.  14  preceded  by  少  for  the  others. 
English  (/h)e  ai{f),  t 

English  yea. 
English  yea  oo(ze):  it  does  not  matter  whether  No.  46  or 

No.  47  precede  the  op, English  (idya  o{f), 

French  (/)ien(s), . 

English  (th^e  em(J>ire). 
English  en(d), 
German  \d)ie  Englander), 

(jh、e  um{brage) :  see  No.  31 •’  The  Korean  tom  or y dm  may 
occasionally  sound  as  short. 

English  yie(ld). 
English  (vulgar)  yes  or  yi{ss) :  the  Yangchow  k  is  optional. 

English  \mu)sse(J). 

Russian Almost  like  No.  24， 25 :  some  Dutchmen  pronounce  the 

vowels  of  uit、 huis  like  this. 
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9 
10 

11 
12 *3 
14 
*5 

16 *7 
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according  to  what  consonant  follows)  does 

not  seem  to  occur  一 at  all.  瓶>.”  may 

be  the  modern  sound,  or  to-in  (唐 音)， 

like  the  word  明  min  (properly  mei、 mid) 

in  the  single  combination  明 朝；。 r  it 

may  arise  from  some  Chinese  confusion 

between  ping 、hei、 bid、 hid)  and  pin  [pin 

or  din),  as  in  the  case  of  and  模. 

To  sum  up.  If  it  is  said  at  foot  that  a 
character  is  in  the  rising  tone  and  lower 

series,  then  (unless  irregularities  are  speci¬ 
ally  marked)  it  is  so  in  all  dialects  and 

languages ;  or  at  any  rate  so  far  as  it  can 

be  so.  This  preliminary  information  in¬ 
volves  a  sonant  in  Ningpo  and  Wenchow, 

and  various  fixed  consequences  in  other 

dialects,  as  is  elsewhere  explained ;  and  the 
fact  that  there  may  be  no  tone  at  all,  or 
a  tone  and  no  series,  or  that  the  tone  is 

confused  with  another  tone,  or  with  another 

series,  or  both,  in  no  way  dashes  with  the 
main  fact.  But  if,  in  any  dialect,  the  tone 

actually  used  is  not  rising；  or  if,  in. any 
dialect  which  has  a  series  distinction,  the 

word  is  not  read  in  the  lower  series,  then 

the  peculiarity  or  irregularity  is  specially 

marked,  and  all  Pekingese  should-be  enter¬ 
ing  tones  are， specifically  or  by  reference, 

specially  marked;  and  this  without  excep¬ 
tion,  all  being  irregular.  If  a  word  is 
exactly  the  same  in  all  dialects  as  another 
word,  then  a  mere  reference  to  the  latter 
word  is  made;  if  there  are  one  or  two 

exceptions  in  one  or  two  dialects  only, 
then  these  exceptions  only  are  marked,  and 

the  general  reference  still  serves  for  all  the 
rest.  The  reference  does  not  mean  that  the 

rhyme  and  series  marked  are  necessarily 
the  same  as  those  of  the  character  referred 

to  and  also  marked;  it  means  that  the 

actual  modern  pronunciation  of  the  re¬ 
ferred  character  is  in  each  idiom  exactly 

the  same  as  the  pronunciation  of  the  cha¬ 
racter  referred  to,  in  every  respect、 unless 

exceptions  are  noted.  As  the  object  of  this 

scheme  is  to  give  an  etymological  record 

of  each  separate  sound,  it  is  unnecessary 

in  most  cases  to  give  the  two  sounds  borne 

by  one  character  when  another  character 
having  the  same  sound  will  suffice.  Thus, 

as  poungy  piong)  even  tone,  and  all  its  kind 

are  found  under  旁, it  is  unnecessary  to 

repeat  this  information  undci  ,  which, 

besides  being  in  the  sinking  tone  (entailing 

vowel  power  au  in  Foochow,  an  aspirate 
in  Hakka,  and  no  aspirate  in  Canton),  is 

also,  like  p<ong^  in  the  even  tone,  which' entails  (us  a  rule)  no  aspirate  in  Foochow. 

So  also  with  參， which,  besides  being  read 

tslan、 ts^iiy  is  also  the  equivalent  of  三 , 

and  .  Tlie  object  of  this  scheme 

is  not  to  give  all  the  various  readings,  but 
all  the  various  local  forms  of  one  or  two 

readings.'  In  short,  with  such  a  multitude 
of  facts  before  him,  no  intelligent  student 
can  fail  to  extract  the  correct  principle, 

whether  the  object  be  to  find  out  the  po¬ 
tentiality  of  an  initial,  of  a  final,  or  of  a 
medial  vowel ;  the  effect  of  a  tone,  the 

effect  of  a  series,  or  what  not；  and  where 

the  information  is  incomplete,  as  for  in¬ 
stance  under  the  primitive  or  phonetic  group 

且， a  can  nearly  always  be  supplemented 
by  comparisons  with  other  words  of  the same  class. 

TABLE  OF  SOUNDS  FOR  DIALECTS. 

No. Spelling 

adopted. 
Pronunciation. 

No. Spelling 

adopted. 
Pronunciation. 

二
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aanng 5
 

eng %
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[Between  English  un  and  />/,  as  in  the  second  syllable  of organ. 

Between 、r、ung  and  (r)ing, 
French  (心 :*;(»)• 

French  ycux. 

English  yea(r\  uttered  in  one  syllable  without  any  rattling 
of  the  r. 

Between  yar(d)  and  yaw(J). 

English  (th)e  oy(stcr). 
English  yo(ke). 
English  you, 

English  you  e(jnaciated). 

[ Almost  as  *  in  germ、 year 71. 

Dutch  Dr.  de  Jongh  :  y  as  initial,  /  as  a  medial. 
French  (T)iort. 
See  Nos.  69  and  70. 
German  jung. 

French  (/)〆《)•  • 

Between  aw(/ul)  and  ar{t/ul). 
English  d(re)  wt, 
English  {f)oy» 

English  owe. 
English  so  e{f»aciate<f), 
French  tux, 

English 
French  (J)e  hu{er)  (compare  No.  25).  It  is  doubtful  if 

these  two  are  distinguishable. 

English  {fr)om. 
French  on. 

English  {s)ong. 
French  eux  m{imes). 
French  un. 

French  jcune. 
French  (J)tun  g{ras). 

No.  8"*  nasalised,  with  a  nasal  savouring .  of 
No.  83  +  or  the  nasal  savouring  of  k. 
English  (%(//). 

English 

(/)oo  e{maciated)» 
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Pronunciation. No. 
Spelling 

adopted. 

Spelling 
adopted. 

1m 

•in 

ing 

iO，yo 

io* 

ioe 

ioa 
ioi 

iou,  you 
iu，yu 

<7.ui
 

10m 

ion 

(y)ioDg 
ioSg 
iong 

yung 
o 

pa 
oai 

oi 
ou 

oui 

oe 
oil 

Pronunciation. 

{i)wo  vj{h)ee(Je(f)* 
German  um. 

English  {iy>om. German  ti/t(ariig). 

English  {s)oon, 
German 

Longer  than  the  last. 
French  (J、 ai)  eu^  u(scr), 
French  (/)«  as» 

French  (/)u  iti{capable)^  without  any  nasal. 
French  (/)u  e(tre), 

French  {J)u  e{tais). 
English  sua(ve). 

French  (/)w  i(diot')\  the  Yangchow  々  is  all  but  silent 
French  \fa)i  eu  o(s  casse). 

French  (/)«  o{rdon?ies). 
German  (j)uh  Ing(wer). French  un{ifier). 

German  {JDyung{er). 

French  (t)u  an{imaV), 

French  (f)u  enne{nit), 
French  oie. 

French  (^f)oue(tter\  as  pronounced  by  many. 
French  lj)oi(ndr£). 
French  (p)oi(g»ee). 

Midway  between  last  &  FreDch  ouc{sf), French  ouatijles).  , 

French  ou  ail, 

French  {K)ouett. 
French  (barag)ouin. 

Longer*  than  French  (d^ouane. 
English  between  the  vowels  of  wrong  and  wrang、 without 

the  r. ' 

English  wea(ther\  long. 
English  way. 
English  wo{rry). 

English  wen. 

English  one. English  {s)wung, 

fenglish  wee. 

wa 
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N.B. 一 Each  grade  is  divided  into  two  classes,  principal  and 從  subordinate.  The  character  “old  age”  is  engraved  on  the  button  of  the  2nd 
class  to  distinguish  it  from  ,  that  of  the  1st  class. 

II.— THE  FAMILY  NAMES. 

. The  following  revised  and  somewhat  enlarged  list  of  Chinese  surnames  contains  many  more  than  are  actually  required  by  the  ordinary  student,  yet 

fewer  by  about  one  half  than  the  surnames  given  in  the  圖 書集成  TLu  shu  chi  chf'eng.  Those  printed  in  italics  will  be  found  in  the  百家姓 

Po  chia  hsing^  a  work  of  the  I oth  century,  which  gives  408  of  the  most  common  single  or  monosyllabic  names  and  30  double  or  dissyllabic  names. 

TABLES. 

I-INSIGNIA  OF  OFFICIAL  RANK. 

Grade. 

BUTTONS. BADGES. 

Colour. Material. Civil. 

Military. 

I Red  (plain) Coral 
仙鶴 

White  Crane  (fir us  viridirostris) 麒麟 Unicorn  of  Chinese  fable. 

2 Red  (chased ) 
do. 

錦鷄 Golden  Pheasant  {Thaumalia  picta) 

獅子 

Lion  of  India  {Felts  led). 

3 Blue  (clear) Sapphire 孔雀 Peacock  {Pavo  muticus) 豹 North  China  Panther  (Felis  Fontanierit). 

4 Blue  (opaque) Lapis  lazuli 雲馬 Wild  Goose  (Anser  ferus) 虎 Tiger  of  Manchuria  (Felis  tigris). 

5 White  (clear) Rock  Crystal 白鵰 Silver  Pheasant  {Gallophasis  nycthemerus) 熊 Black  Bear  ( Ursus  tibetanus). 

6 White  (opaque) Adularia 鷺鸞 
rrrvj  mra 

Eastern  Egret  {Egretta  modes ta) 罷 Mottled  Bear  {Ailuropus  melanoleucus). 

7 Gold  (plain) Gold 
鷀凍島 Mandarin  Duck'  galericulata) 彪 Tiger  Cat  {Leopardus  macroceloides). 

8 Gold  (chased) 
do. 鵪鶉 Quail  ( Coturnix  cot?i?nunis) 

海馬 
Seal  {Phoca  equestris). 

9 do. 
do. 

練鵲 Paradise  Flycatcher  (Tchitrea  Incet) 
犀牛 

Fabulous  bovine  animal. 

Unclassed 一 —— 黃鶸 Chinese  Oriole  {Oriolus  chinensis) 
— — 

ch^2* 

纏  ch‘an
2 暢  ch*ang4 

晁 

ch^ao1 

觀^  chS?ix
 

塵  ch*enl
 

ch^ng1 

劇  chi
1* 

chai1,  tis* 

産  ch‘an〔3 

ch‘ang* 巢 

ch^ao1 

厳 chW 

cheng1 c^eng1 

吉  c/ii
1* 

chai3 

張  chang1 

朝  chao1
 

朝 
ch‘ao* 

蔵  chgnl
 

征  cheng1 城  ch^ng1 

結  chi«
 

祭  chai4
 

章  changx 

鄕  chao1
 

鼂 
ch‘ao2 

針  chin1
 

徵  chengl 

JJ"  chi1,  ch‘i* 

痈  Chi
!. 

ch‘ai2 

f 几  chan
g5 

招  chao1 

鈔 
ch‘ao4 

斟  chen
1 

正  cheng* 

姬  chi
1 

痛  chi
1* 

詹  cha
n' 

chang、 

昭  chao1
 

斫 

che1# 

氣  chen
1 

cheng4 

激 咖1
. 

藉 cW-
 

chan1 

掌  chang3 

金 (j  chao1 

析 

che1* 

較  chen3
 

乘 
cheng4 

W 
chil 籍 f 

苦  chan1
 

昌  ch^ang1 chao4 

者 

che3 

枕  chen*
 

sheng2 

飢 刪 

疾  chi
2* 

展  chan
3 胃  ch-ang1 

幸兆 chao* 

堵 
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容居  jung^hii1 
龍丘  lung^ch^u1 

商麗  shangicW
 

乎 值  tsai3-chihJ
* 

西 『I  hsi^men2 
眷  jungl-chuan4 龍逢  lungVeng1 

卜 官  shangx-ku(inx tsai5-fu4 
息夫  hsil*-ful 干*  kan^chi3 

間蔡  lu^-k'uei
1 

社南  sh^4-n
aal 曹牟  ts‘ao*-mou* 

! 希 韋  hsi3-wei2
 

甘*  束 E  kan^chuang1 
麥？ 丘  mai^ch^u1 

社北 泌-pei3 

昨和  tso**-h
o> 

戲陽  hsi'-yang1 甘*  先  kan^hsien1 

彌姐  mil-chieh， 

_  屠》 s
hdn'-ful 左丘  tso^ch'iu1 

^  hsia^ch^u1 

士  kan^shih4 
mi^mou4 

申徒 sh 杏 nlt/u2 左行  tso’-hsing1 
瑕呂  hsia*-luJ 

臬落  kao>-
lo4* 

密須  mi^-hsu
*  ’ 4 勝屠  shlnS4-t，u* 

左人  tso3-jen> 

霞露  hsiaMul 

高唐  kao^t'ang1 密 .革  mi4*-kow 

^  fp 
 shihw-ts

o** 左師  tso>-shih> 

>0^  hsia^hou1
 

高陽 ka。 W 密 ̂  mi4.-mao2 

矢宮  shih^kung1
 

尊 盧  tsun1-111
* 

丨 相里  hsiang*-li» 
庚桑  keng'-sang* 万*  侯  vio^-chH1 

豕 韋  shih3-wei*
 ^  tsung、chbig、 

謝丘  hsieh'-ch'iu1 
榧陽  keng^yang1 ■^T  丘  mu^h^u1 

3ft  shih^h4!1 

獨孤 ^-ku1 

解枇  hsieh*-p*i» 

哥舒  ko>-shu
* 

木門  mu4*-menl 
士  shih^sun1 

覩斯  tus-ssti* 

酌1  丘  hsien^ch%1 

夠 戈 kouM* 

目夷 

叔孫  shul*-sun
J 

秀髪  t^u^-
fa1* 

辕  hsien^-yuan1 

古治  ku^yeh*
 

慕容  mu^-jung1 
爽鳩  shuangJ-chiu» 

p 土  奚  t
/uMisi1 

鮮陽  hsien^yang1 

姑布  ku»-pu
4 宮  nan^kung1 

P(fC  丘  shui
^h^u1 

端木  tuan'-m
u4* 

鮮于  hsien^yu* 
穀梁  ku^-liang1 

鳥俗  niao’-suw 

索盧 w 
^  tuan4-

kanl 

咸 丘  hsienWiu1 
古成  k'u'-ch'rag1 

女鍋  nu^kua1 
索陽  sos*-yangl 

端孫  tuan，-sun
， 

丨新垣  hsin'-yuan1 

瓜 田  kua^t^ien1 

歐侯  °u，-h°u，
 司城  ssti^cheng1 

東方  tung^/ang^ 

hsin、p‘ing* 

廣武  kuang3-wu
3 

歐陽 o^-yang1 

司褐 ssttW 

tung^men1 信都  hsin*-tu»
 

昆吾  k^un^wu1 

白馬  Pai*-maj
 司  sstiMung1 

東野  tung'-yeh
1 

熊相  hsiung*-hsiang4 
公 山  kung^shan1 

白冥  pai’-ming- 

司馬 ss 妒- mai 

訾辱 



梓馍  tztt*-shen4 

子車  tztl*»ch ‘会1 

子家  tzli^chia1
 

子服 

子陽  tzu^yang*
' 

子言  tzii^yen1
 

次第 

王官  wangMcuan1 

王孫  wang^sun1 

微 生  wei^sheng1 

未央  wei'-yang1 

千  wei'-ch^ien1 

尉遲  wei^-chHh1 
聞人 

巫馬  wu，-ma
l 

巫 陽  wu^yang* 武仲  wus-chung4 

有 藝  yu^she
n1 屋廬  wu'*-l

u» 
武羅 wuMc>, 

右行  yu*-hsing* 毋 張  wu’-changi 

武都  wu，-tu，
 

右師  yd-shih1 毋 車 wu*-c
W 五京  wishing1 

雍門  yung^men* 毋將  wu^chiang1 

五鹿  wu’-lu**
 

肜魚  yung*-yu
* 毋  wu^chHu1 務相  wu*-hsiang* 

於陵  yu'-Hng* 毋終  wu^hung1 

羊舌  yang*-she*
* 

處 丘  yu^ch^u1 毋還  wuMuian* 陽成  yang^ch'eng1 
yu^-win} 

毋霸  wu*-pa»
 

耶律  yehMu4
* 

御龍  yuMung1 毋鹽  wUi-yen， 葉陽  yeh**-yang’ 

蓮期  yiin^chV 吾丘  wu'-ch^iu1 

邑由  yi^-yu* 
孰失代  chih^-shih^-tai* 無庸 wuX 

樂毅 W_i4 
乾豆陵  ho^-touMing1 

武  wu’-an1 

由吾  yu'-wu*
 侯 莫 陳  hou'-mo^-ch^n1 

^  wu^h^ng1 

有熊  yu5-hsiung* 
奚斗盧 

武强  wu*»ch‘iang* 

有仍  yu3-jeng> 肝毋  hsu^mu^wan4 

The  Age  of  the  Five  Rulers . 

Hsia  . . . . . . . . 

Shang  or  Yin . .  w 

Chou . . . 

Ch^in. . . 

Han,  or  Former  Han  or  Western  Han  . 

Later  Han  or  Eastern  Han . 

The  Three  Kingdoms  .  •  •  •  •  •  • 

Minor  Han  •  . . 

Wei . . . . 
Wu . 

Western  Chin  . ......... 

Eastern  Chin . 

Division  into  North  and  South  •  •  •  • 

Sung  (House  of  Liu) . 

ChH . . 

*  Liang  . . . . . 
Ch^n  ... 

17 

28 

34 5 

M 

2 

5 

4 

4 

11 

58 

9 

7 

6 

5 

B.C.  2852 

2205 

1766 
1122 

2S5 

206 A.D.  
25 

221 

221 

220 

22<) 

265 

317 

420 

420 

479 

502 

557 

B.C.  2205 

1766 

1122 ♦ 

255 

206 
A.D.  

25 

221 

265 2 办 

26s 

265 

317 

420 

5恥 
479 

502 

557 

5 这 9 

647 

439 

644 867 

49 

23i 

196 

44 

44 

45 

36 

52 

io3 

169 

59 

55 

3^ 

IIL-THE  CHINESE  DYNASTIES. 

SYNOPTICAL  TABLE. 

NAME  OF  DYNASTY. Number  of 
Sovereigns. Began. 

Ended. 
Duration. 

f
 

a
n
 

-
'
g
a
 

-
k
 

s
 

b
a
r
 

-
l
u
 

A
 

lu
l 

A
 

-c
l 

g
5
 

*
^
 

-S
S 

u*
 

-k
 

ln
g 

ih
 

«*
 

4*
 

- 

»-
h 

J*
 

n
u
 

lJ
- 

lu
 

uJ
 

in
 

u 

ti
»-
 

*-
h 

u **
 

-y
 

-c
h 

li
u 

lu
 

ta
 

-f
u 

*-
 

-k
 

*-
n 

-t
o 

c
h
 

no
 

tz
 

)
*
 

f
u
 

i
*
 

4
H
 

v
 
 

v
 
 

4
-
3
 

n
 

l 
l
4
 

*
 
 

▲
 
 

c
 
 

t
f
 

m
o
 

l
i
 

p
a
 

p
u
 

p
u
 

p
u
 

p
u
 

t
^
u
 

w
a
 

w
u
 

w
u
 

y
i
 

' 
斤
敦
膊
 

盧
干
提
 
又
孤
根
 
汗
盧
于
 
論
于
眷
 
六
溫
褥
 

胡
伏
楊
 
隱
六
鹿
 
大
伏
紐
 
古
忸
斗
 
彊
盌
死
 

莫
阿
 
白
步
 
步
步
步
 
吐
 
万
 
烏
勿
壹
 
井
耨
自
 

漢 西 
漢 



ru-hsi  Shih 

^ao-hsi  Shih 

Ihen-nung  Shih 

^ieh-sban  Shih 

l u-hsiung  Shih 

Isien-yuan  Shih 
"hin-t*ien  Shih 

Lao-yang  Shih 

B.C. 

29S3 

2838 

2698 

2598 
2514 

帝嚳 

帝摯 

唐帝堯 

虞帝舜 

Ti  K‘u 
Ti  Chih 

T‘angTi  Y  AO  (2^26) 

YuTi  SHUN  (1741) 

高辛氏 

陶唐氏 

有虞氏 

Kao-hsin  Shih 

T^ao-t^ng  Shih 

Yu-yii  Shih 

B.C. 

2436 

2366 

23S7 
22SS 

太昊 

炎帝 

黃帝 

少昊 

顓頊 

T‘ai  Hao  (585) 

Yen  Ti  (1695) 

Huang  Ti 〈871) 

Shao  Hao 

Chuan  Hsii 

Northern  Wei  or  Wei  of  the  Yuan  family. 

Western  Weu . . .  •  • 

Eastern  Wei . . . . . 

Northern  ChH . 

Northern  Chou  . 

Sui . r . 

T‘ang . . 

The  Five  Dynasties . 

Posterior  Liang . 

Posterior  T<a?ig. . 

Posterior  Chin . 

Posterior  Han . 

Posterior  Chou . 

Liao  (Kitan  Tartars) . 

Western  Liao . • . 

Chin  (Golden  Tartars) . . 

Sung . •  •  • 

Southern  Sung . 

Y iian  (Mongols) . 

Ming.  t  . . 

Ch‘ing . 

15 

3 

i 

5 

4 

22 

13 

2 

4 

2 

2 

3 

9 

5 

10 9 

9 

9 

17 

jS6 

535 

534 

550 

557 

589 

618 

907 

9°7 

923 

936 

947 

951 

907 

1125 

ih5 

960 

1127 

1280 

1368 

1644 

535 

557 

550 

5^9 5S9 

618 

907 

960 

923 

936 

947 

951 
960 

1125 

n68 1260 

1127 

1280 

1368 

1644 

1912 

149 

22 

16 
39 

32 

29 

289 

S3 

j6 

11 

4 

9 

218 

43 

145 

167 153 

88 

276 

268 

CHRONOLOGICAL  TABLES. 

I.— 五帝紀  THE  AGE  OF  THE  FIVE  RULERS. 

(Numbers  in  brackets  refer  to  lives  in  Biographical  Dictionary.) 

Dynastic  Appellation. Personal  Appellation. 
1 

Dynastic  Appellation. Personal  Appellation. 
V) (/> o 
a 

9 

NAME  OF  DYNASTY. 
Number  of 
Sovereigns. 

Began. 
Ended. Duration. 

氏
氏
 

氏
氏
氏
 

氏
氏
氏
 

羲
羲
 

農
山
熊
 

轅
天
陽
 

伏
庖
神
 

烈
有
 

軒
金
高
 

•
S
J
3
I
n
 

p
<
 

3
A
 

E
 

<I
} 

q
 

H
 

元 or 

魏
魏
 

魏
齊
周
 
 

梁
唐
 

晉
瘓
周
 

北
西
 

東
北
北
 

^
 

狻
狻
 

狻
狻
狻
 

it
 

^
 

隋
唐
五
 
 

遼
西
 

金
来
南
 

元
明
淸
 



Ching  Wang 

a 負 

Yuan  „ 

Cheng  Ting  Wang 
K‘ao  Wang 

Wei  Lieh  Wang An  Wang Lieh  „ 

Hsien  Wang 

Sh6n  Ching  Wang 
Nan  Wang 

Tung  Chou  Chun 

519 475 

468 

440 

425 

401 

375 

368 

320, 

314 

2SS 

P4ng  Wang 

77。 

Huan  „ 719 
Chuang  „ 

696 
Hsi  „ 

68l 
Hui  „ 

676 

Hsiang  ” 

印 
Ch‘ing  „ 

6l8 
K‘uang  ” 

6l^ 
Ting  » 

606 
Chien  „ 

58s 
Ling  » 

571 

Ching  „ 

544 

Wu  Wang  (2353) 

'Ch^ng  Wang 

K/ang 

Chao 

i：iu  ，， （1559) Kung 

I 

Hsiao 

I 

Li 

Hsuan 

Yu 

IV- 周耙  THE  CHOU  DYNASTY. 

Ch*eng  T4ang  (282) 
1765 祖乙 

Tsu  Yi 

i525 
祖庚 

Tsu  Keng 

1265 

T‘ai  Chia 
”53 

祖辛 
Tsu  Hsin 

1506 

祖甲 
Tsu  Chia 

1258 

Wu  Ting 

1720 

沃甲 Wu  Chia 1490 

廪辛 
Lin  Hsin 

1225 

T‘ai  Keng 
1691 

槪丁 
Tsu  Ting 

1465 

庚丁 

Keng  Ting 

1219 

Hsiao  Chia 1666 南庚 
Nan  Keng 

1433 

武乙 

Wu  Yi 1198 

Yung  Chi 

1649 

陽甲 Yang  Chia 
1408 

太丁 

T‘ai  Ting 

1194 

T‘ai  Mou 

1637 

( 

盤庚 
P‘an  Keng 

1401 

帝乙 

Ti  Yi 

1191 

Chung  Ting 

1562 

小辛 Hsiao  Hsin 

1373 

射辛 

Chou  Hsin  (414) 

1154 

Wai  Jen 

1549 

小乙 
Hsiao  Yi 1352 

Ho  Tan  Chia 

1534 

武丁 

Wu  Ting 

1324 

1122 
平王 

H15 

桓王 
1078 

莊王 1052 

僖王 
1001 

惠王 

946 

襄王 
934 

頃王 
909 

匡王 

894 

定王 
878 

簡王 

827 

靈王 

781 

景王 

[ IO  ] 

n •—夏 紀  THE  HSIA  DYNASTY.  SURNAME  拟氏. 

DYNASTIC  TITLE. Accession. DYNASTIC  TITLE. Accession. DYNASTIC  TITLE. Accession. 

B.C. 
B.C. 

B.C. 

大禹 The  Great  Yii  (1846) 

2205 

少康 
Shao  K‘ang 

2079 

厪 Chin 

1900 

啟 
Ch‘i 

2197 

杼 
C^u 

2057 

孔甲 K‘ung  Chia 1879  - 

太康 T‘ai  K‘ang 2188 槐 
Huai 

2040 

皐 
Kao 

1848 

伸廉 Chung  K‘ang 

2159 
Mang 2014 

發 Fa 

相 Hsiang  » 2146 泄 
Hsieh 

1996 桀癸 

Chieh  Kuei  (354) 

l8l8 

Interreg num  of  forty  years, 不降 
Pu  Chiang 

1980 
commencing 2Il8 扁 

Chiung 

1921 

III.— 商紀  THE  SHANG  or  (from  !4。0 殷紀  YIN  DYNASTY.  SURNAME  子氏. 

王
王
 
 

王
 

f
 

王
 

王
定
王
 

烈
王
王
 

，王
 

覯
王
周
 

敬
元
 

貞
考
威
 

安
烈
 

顯
愼
赧
 

東
 

王
王
王
 
王
王
王
 
王
王
王
 
王
王
王
 

武
成
康
 
厢
穆
共
 
懿
孝
夷
 
厲
宣
幽
 

甲 
湯
 
甲
丁
庚
 
甲
己
戊
 
丁
壬
亶
 

成
太
 
沃
太
小
 
雍
太
仲
 
外
河
 



A.D. 

I 

6 

P‘mg  Ti  (1319) 

JuTztiYing(i373) 

Hsin  Huang-ti,  J Wang  Mang,  j 

Usurper  (2203)  1 

Huai-yang  Wang 

B.C. 

48 

32
 

Hsiian  Ti 

Yuan  Ti  (1350) 

Ch^eng  Ti  (1271) 

Ai  Ti  (1303) 

Ti  Hsiian  (1308) 

Wu  Feng 

Kan  Lu 

Huang  Lung 

Ch‘11  Yuan 

Yung  Kuang 

Chien  Chao 
Ching  Ning 

Chien  Shih' 

Ho  Ping 

Yang  So 

Hung  Chia 

Yung  Shih 

Yuan  Yen 

Sui  Ho 

Chien  P‘ing 

Y iian  Slioit^ 

Yuan  Shih 

Chit  She 
Ch‘u  Shih 

Shih  Chien  Kuo 
T‘ien  Feng 

Ti  Huang 

高帝。 r 高祖 

*3 

更始 
Keng  Shih 

B.C. 

57 
S3 

19
 

,43 

38 

P 

32
 

28 

24 

10 

i6 

2 

8 

6 

2 A.D. 

11
 

6 

8 

.9 

i:4 

20 

23 

Kao  Ti  or  Kao  Tsu 

(1334) 

Hui  Ti  (1372) 

Kao  Hou  1 

Lu  Shih  (1442)  j 

Wen  Ti  (1298) 

Ching  Ti  (1284) 

B.C. 

163 149 

M3 

140 

134 

128 

122 

116 

no 

104 

100 

96
 

92 

88 

86 

80 

74 

73 

69 

65 

61 

宣帝 

元帝 

成帝 

京帝 

平帝 
濡子嬰 

新皇帝 王棼 

淮陽王 

帝左 

179 

140 

86 

73 

後元 

中元 
後元 
建元 
元光 
元朔 

元狩 
元鼎 

元封 

太初 
天漢 

太始 征和 

後元 
始元 
元鳳 

元平 

本始 
地節 

元康 

神爵 

Hou  Yiian 

Chung  Yuan 

Hou  Yuan 

Chien  Yuan 

Yuan  Kuang 

Yuan  So 

Yuan  Shou 

Y  iian  Ting 

Yuan  Feng 

T‘ai  Ch‘u 

T‘ien  Han 

T‘ai  Shih 

Cheng  Ho 

Hou  Yuan 

Shih  Y uan 

Yiian  Feng 

Yuan  Ping 

Pen  Shih 

Ti  Chieh 

Yuan  K‘ang 

Shen  Chiieh 

187 

『94 

206 

B.C. 

武帝 

昭帝 

宣帝 

Wu  Ti  (1276) 

Chao  Ti  (1297) 

Hsuan  Ti  (1310) 

Title  of  Reign. Title  of  Reign. 
Dynastic  Title. 

Dynastic  Titlt. 

DYNASTIC  TITLE. Accession. DYNASTIC  TITLE. Accession. DYNASTIC  TITLE. Accession. 

昭襄王 

孝文王 

Chao  Hsiang  Wang 

Hsiao  Wen 

B.C. 

2S5 

25a 

莊裏王 
政王 

Chuang  Hsiang  Wang 

Cheng  Wang 

B.C. 

249 

246 

始皇帝 
二 世皇帝 

Shih  Huang-ti  (1712) 

Erh  Shih  Huang-ti  (8 16) 

B.C. 
221 

209 

vi •- 漢耙  THE  HAN  DYNASTY.  ALSO  STYLED  前 漢  FORMER  HAN,  AND  西 谨  WESTERN  HAN. 

V •-秦 耙  THE  CH'IN  DYNASTY. 

國 

始攝
始 

■建 鳳黃
 

元居
初 

始天
地 

鳳
露
 

龍
元
光
 

厢
寧
始
 

平
朔
嘉
 

始
延
和
 

平
壽
 

五
甘
 

黃
初
永
 

建
竟
建
 

河
陽
鴻
 

永
元
 

綏
建
元
 

帝
后
 

氏
帝
帝
 惠
高
 

g
t
 

M-
 

•P
9 

0.
 

O
P
 

C4
 

*
o
o
-
^
«
0
0
<
 



12 

vn.— 後漢紀  THE  LATER  HAN  DYNASTY  〜東漢  EASTERN  HAN. 

Dynastic  Title. 

§ 
s V 0 
< 

Title  of  Reign. 
8 1 
M  PL 

rt 
Dynastic  Title. 

§ 

•妄 

Title  of  Reign. 

p^S 

^  a 

A.D. A.D. 

A.D。 A.D. 

光武帝 Kuang  Wu  Ti  (1305) 

2S 

建武 Chien  Wu 

25 

質帝 
Chih  Ti  (1358) 

146 

本初 

Pen  Ch‘11 

146 

中元 
Chung  Yuan 

56 

桓帝 
Huan  Ti  (1287) 

147 

建和 
Chien  Ho 

147 

明帝 Ming  Ti  (1292) 

58 

永平 
Yung  Ping 

58 

和平 
Ho  P*ing 

IS° 章帝 Chang  Ti  (1355) 

76 

建初 Chien  Ch‘u 

76 

元嘉 

Yuan  Chia 

元和 Yuan  Ho 

84 

永典 
Yung  Hsing 

r53 

章和 Chang  Ho 

87 

永壽 
Yung  Shou 

iSS 

和帝 Ho  Ti  (1275) 

89 

氷兀 
Yung  Yuan 

89 

延熹 
Yen  Hsi 

158 元興 Yuan  Hsing 

105 

永康 
Yung  K‘ang 

167 

殤帝 Shang  Ti  (1330) I06 延平 Yen  P‘ing 106 靈帝 Ling  Ti  (1312) 
l68 
建寧 Chien  Ning 

168 

安帝 An  Ti  (1374) 

IP7 

永初 
Yung  Ch‘u 

107 

熹平 
Hsi  Ping 

172 

太 (。r 

T‘ai  (or 

光和 
Kuang  Ho 

17S 

元) 初 Yuan)  Ch‘u 

114 

中平 
Chung  P‘ing 

184 

永寧 Yung  Ning 120 少帝 
Shao  Ti  (1333) 

189 

光熹 
Kuang  Hsi 

189 

建光 Chien  Kuang 121 昭寧 
Chao  Ning 

189 

延光 Yen  Kuang 
122 獻帝。 r 愍帝 Hsien  Ti  or  Min  Ti 

189 

永漢 

Yung  Han 

189 

順帝 Shun  Ti  (1335) 126 
永建 Yung  Chien 126 (1301) 中平 Chung  P*ing 

189 

陽嘉 
Yang  Chia 132 

初平 
Ch‘u  Ping 

190 

永和 
Yung  Ho 

136 

典平 Hsing  P4ng 

194 

漢安 Han  An 142 

建安 
Chien  An 

196 mm Chien  K‘ang 

144 

延康 Yen  K*ang 

220 冲帝 Ch'ang  Ti  (1341) 

MS 

7禾嘉 Yung  Chia 

MS 

VIII.— EPOCH  OF  THE  THREE  KINGDOMS. 獨漢 紀 'THE  MINOR  HAN  DYNASTY. 

塯烈帝 Chao  Lieh  Ti  (1338) 
221 

章武 
Chang  Wu 221 

後主 
Hou  Chu 

景耀 

Ching  Yao 
258 

後主 Hou  Chu  (1272) 

223 

建典 Chien  Hsing 

223 

炎典 

Yen  Hsing 

263 

延熙 Yen  Hsi 
238 

VIII.—  魏耙  THE  WEI-DYNASTY. 

文帝 Wen  Ti  (2008) 
220 

黃初 Huang  Ch‘u 

220 

明帝 Ming  Ti  (2003) 

227 

太和 

T‘ai  Ho 

227 

靑龍 

Ch‘ing  Lung 

233 

景初 Ching  Ch‘u 

237 

廢帝 Fei  Ti 正始 

齊王芳 Ch*i  Wang  Fang(  1 996) 

240 
Cheng  Shih 

240 

嘉平 
Chia  Ping 

249 

少帝 

髙 貴鄕公 

元帝 

Shao  Ti 

Kao  Kuei lo  Kuei  Hsiang  Kungf 
(2005)  J 

Yuan  Ti  (2001) 

254 

正元 

Cheng  Y  iian 

甘露 
Kan  Lu 

260 

景元 
Ching  Yuan 

咸熙 

Hsien  Hsi 

254 

256 260 

264 



[ 

VIII.— 吳紀  THE  WU  DYNASTY. 

|  Dynastic  Title. 

d 

•i 

(/) Title  of  Reign. 

0^ 

>0 

Dynastic  Title. 

g 

•§ 

Title  of  Reign. 

a^g 

u 
< 

O 
c 

大帝 Ta  Ti  (1803) 222 

黃武 
Huang  Wu 222 景帝 Ching  Ti  (18io) 

永安 

Yung  An 
258 

黃龍 
Huang  Lung 

229 

末帝 

Mo  Ti  , 

嘉禾 Chia  Ho 232 歸命侯 Kuei  Ming  Hou  (1807)* 

264 

兀 典 Yuan  Hsing 

264 

赤烏 Ch%  Wu 238 甘露 Kan  Lu 

265 

太元 
T‘ai  Yuan 251 

寶鼎 

Pao  Ting 

266 

神鳳 Shen  Feng 
252 

建衡 

-Chien  Heng 

269 

廢帝 
F*ei  Ti 

鳳 凰 

F^ng  Huang 
272 

會稽王 Kuei  Chi  Wang  (1813) 252 

建典 Chien  Hsing 
252 

天册 

T‘ien  Ts‘S 

275 

五鳳 
Wu  Feng 

254 

天璽 T‘ien  Hsi 

276 

太平 
T‘ai  P‘ing 

256 天紀 

T‘ien  Chi 

277 

IX. —  西晉紀  THE  WESTERN  CHIN  DYNASTY. 

武帝 Wu  Ti  (1768) 

265 

泰始 
T‘ai  Shih 

265 

惠帝 Hui  Ti 
太安 

T‘ai  An 

302 

咸寧 
Hsien  Ning 

275 

永典 

Yung  Hsing] 

泰康 
T*ai  K‘ang 

280 

永安 Yung  An  1 

泰熙 
T‘ai  Hsi 

290 建武 Chien  Wu>  ( 
3°4 

惠帝 Hui  Ti  (1752) 29O 永熙 
Yung  Hsi 290 

永安 

Yung  An  J 

永平 Yung  P‘ing 291 光熙 
Kuang  Hsi 

306 

元康 Yiian  K‘ang 291 
懷帝 Huai  Ti  (1751) 

307 

永嘉 Yung  Chia 

3°7 
永康 YungK‘ang 

300 

愍帝 
Min  Ti  (1767) 

313 建典 
Chien  Hsing 

313 

永寧 
Yung  Ning 

301 

X •—東 晉紀  THE  eastern  chin  dynasty. 

元帝 Yiian  Ti  (1574) 317 
建武 Chien  Wu 317 

帝奕 

Ti  Yi  j 

366 

太和 

T‘ai  Ho 

366 

太典 

T‘ai  Hsing 

318 

海西在 

Hai  Hsi  Kung  (1755)  | 

永昌 Yung  Ch‘ang 

322 

簡文帝 Chien  Wen  Ti  (1771) 

371, 

咸安 Hsien  An 

371 

明帝 Ming  Ti  (1760) 323 太寧 
T‘ai  Ning 

323 孝武帝 Hsiao  Wu  Ti  (1766) 
373 苹康 Ning  K‘ang 

373 
成帝 Ch^eng  Ti  (1769) 

326 

咸和 
Hsien  Ho 

326 

太元 

T‘ai  Yuan 

376 

咸康 Hsien  K‘ang 
335 安帝 An  Ti  (1764) 

397 
隆安 Lung  An 

397 康帝 K‘ang  Ti  (1770) 343 建元 
Chien  Yuan 343 

元典 
Y  uan  Hsing 

402 

穆帝 Mu  Ti  (1761) 
345 

永和 
Yung  Ho 

345 
隆安 Lung  An 

402 

升平 
Sheng  Ping 357 

大享 

Ta  Hsiang 

402 

哀帝 Ai  Ti  (1758) 

362 

隆和 Lung  Ho 

362 

元典 
Yuan  Hsing 

403 

典寧 
Hsing  Ning 

363 

義熙 
I  Hsi 

405 

恭帝 
Kung  Ti  (1765) 

419 
元熙 

Yuan  Hsi 

419 ， 



武帝 Wu  Ti  (720) 

502 

武帝  I  wu  Ti  (236)  557 
文帝  j  Wen  Ti  (214)  I  560 

臨海王 Lin-hai  Wang  (241〉 567 

Fei  Ti  (1366) 

Ming  Ti  (1376) 

Ts‘ang-wu  Wang  (1377) 

XIV.—  陳紀  THE  CH^EN  DYNASTY. 

Yung  Ting 

557 

宣帝 Hsuan  Ti  (225) 569 

大建 

Ta  Chien 

569 
T‘ien  Chia 

56° 

後主 

Hou  Chu  (246) 

583 

至德 

Chih  Te 

583 

T‘ien  K‘ang 

566 

禎明 
Cheng  Ming 

587 Kuang  Ta 

567 

Chu  Yu 
Shun  Ti  (1295) 

477 

昇明 

Title  of  Reign. 

Yung  Ch‘u 

Ching  P‘ing 

Yuan  Chia 

Hsiao  Chien 
Ta  Ming 

Yung  Kuang 

Wu  Ti  (1375) 

Shao  Ti  (1314)  or 

Ying-yang  Wang 

Wen  Ti'(i3is) 

Hsiao  Wu、Ti  (1295) 

A.D. 

420 

423 

424 

454 

Title  of  Reign. 

Chien  Wu 

Yung  T‘ai Yung  Yuan 
Chung  Hsing 

494 

498 

499 

SQI 

Ta  Pao T‘ien  Cheng 

Ch*eng  Sheng 

T‘ien  Ch‘eng 

Shao  T‘ai 

T‘ai  P‘ing 

55° 

5S2 

555 

555 

556 

Chien  Wen  Ti  (706) 

Yu-chang'Wang  (705) Yuan  Ti  (705) 

Cheng-yang  Hou  (723) 

Ching  Ti  (701) 

Then  Chien 
P‘u  T‘ung 

Ta  T‘ung 

Chung  Ta  T‘ung 
Ta  T4ung 

Chung  TaT‘ung 
T‘ai  Ch‘ii>g 

Chien  Yuan 

Yung  Ming 

Lung  Ch‘ang 
Yen  Hsing 

479 

483 

494 

494 

明帝 

東昏侯 
和帝 

Ming  Ti  (709) 

Tung-hun  Hou  (711) 

Ho  Ti  (712) 

梁耙  THE  LIANG  DYNASTY. 

Kao  Ti  (714) 

Wu  Ti  (715) 

Y u-lin  ■  Wang  (699) 

Hai-ling  Wang  (698: 

479 

482 

493 

)  494 

Ching  Ho 
T‘ai  Shih 

T‘ai  Yti 

Yuan  Hui 

Sheng  Ming 

A.D. 
465 

465 

472 

473 

477 

Dynastic  Title. 

XI1 •- 南齊耙  THE  SOUTHERN  CH‘I  DYNASTY. 

14 

南北朝  EPOCH  OF  DIVISION  BETWEEN  NORTH  AND  SOUTH. 

XI •- 劉宋耙  THE  SUNG  DYNASTY  (HOUSE  OF  LIU). 
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Title  of  Reign. Dynastic  Title. 

孝文帝 

宣武帝 

孝明帝 

臨洮王 
孝莊帝 
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XV.— 北魏紀  THE  NORTHERN  WEI  DYNASTY  (拓 跋氏， HOUSE  OF  TOBA  =  “bora  in  the  sheets  ;; 
ALSO  CALLED  元魏耙  THE  YUAN  (2552)  WEI  DYNASTY. 

Yen  Hsing A.D. 

471 

Ch^ng  Ming 

476 

T‘ai  Ho 

477 
Ching  Ming 

500 

Cheng  Shih 

5°4 

Yunpr  P‘ing 

508 

Yen  Chuang 

512 

Hsi  Ping 

516 

Shen  Kuei 

517 

Cheng  Kuang 
Si9 

Hsiao  Ch‘ang 525 

Wu  T‘ai 

528 

Chien  I 

528 

Yung  An 

528 

Keng  Hsing 
S29 

Chien  Ming 

530 

Chin  T‘ai 

531 

Chung  Hsing 

sli 

T‘ai  Ch‘aDg 

532 

Yung  Hsing 

532 

Yung  Hsi 

53a 

Hsiao  Wen  Ti  (2552) 

Hsuan  Wu  Ti  (2554) 

Hsiao  Ming  Ti  (2553) 

Lin-tfao  Wang 

Hsiao  Chuang  Ti  (2569) 

Tung-hai  Wang 

Chieh  Min  Ti 
An-ting  Wang 

Hsiao  Wu  Ti  (2549) 

Teng  Kuo 

Huang  Shih 
T‘ien  Hsing 

T‘ien  Tz‘tt 

Yung  Hsing 

Shen  Jui 

T*ai  Ch‘ang 

Shih  Kuang 

Shen  Chia 

Yen  Ho 

T‘ai  Yen T‘ai  P*iDg  
j 

Chen  Chun  | 

Cheng  P‘ing 

Ch*eng  Pfing 

Hsing  An 

Hsing  Kuang 

T‘ai  An 

Ho  Ping 

T‘ien  An 

Huang  Hsing 

A.D. 

386 

396 

398 

404 
409 

414 

416 

424 

428 

432 

435 

440 

*45  2 

452 

452 

454 455 

460 

466 

467 

道武帝 

明元帝 

太武帝 

南安王 
文成帝 

獻文帝 

Tao  Wu  Ti  (1949) 

A.D. 

386 

Ming  YiianTi  (1951〉 409 

T^ai  Wu  Ti  (1952) 424 

Nan-an  Wang 

WenCh<engTi(i945) 
45  2 

452 

Hsien  Wen  Ti  (1947)  466 

Dynastic  Title. 

XVI.—  西魏耙  THE  WESTERN  WEI  DYNASTY. 

文帝 

帝欽。 r 廢帝 

Wen  Ti  (2559) 

Ti  Ch'in  or  Fei  Ti 

(2559). 

535 

552 

大統 
Ta  T‘ung 

535 
恭帝 

Kung  Ti  (2559〉 

554 

XVII.— 東魏紀  THE  EASTERN  WEI  DYNASTY. 

孝靜帝 Hsiao  Ching  Ti( 2  560) 

亞 4 
天平 
元象 

T*ien  P‘ing 

Yuan  Hsiang 
534 

5 刈 

孝靜帝 Hsiao  Ching  Ti 

534 

典和 武定 
Hsing  Ho 

Wu  Ting 

539 
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Yang  Ti  (2393) 

Kung  Ti  Yu  (2393) 

Kung  Ti  T‘ung  (2393) 

文帝  Wen  Ti  (2367) 

XXL—  唐紀  THE  T‘ANG  DYNASTY. 

Hsiao  Min  Ti  (2533) 

Ming  Ti  (2538) 

Wu  Ti  (2539) 

XX •— 隋耙  THE  SUI  DYNASTY. 

XIX •—北 周紀  THE  NORTHERN  CHOU  DYNASTY. 
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XVIII.—  北齊紀  THE  NORTHERN  CH‘I  DYNASTY. 

Dynastic  Title. 

a 
0 

•S 

in 

<u 

0 

< 

Title of  Reign. 
a  "2 

<U  is 
A  CU 

d 

Dynastic  Title. 

a 
0 

0 

Title  of  Reign. 

sl 

JS  cu 

A.D. A.D. 
A.D. 

A.D. 

文宣帝 Wen  Hsiian  Ti  (964) 

55° 

天保 T‘ien  Pao 

55° 

溫公。 r 後主 Wen  Kung  or  Hou  Chu 

5^5 天統 T*ien  T*ung 

565 

廢帝 Fei  Ti  (964) 

560 

乾明 Ch‘ien  Ming 

560 

武平 

Wu  Ping 

570 

孝昭帝 Hsiao  Chao  Ti  (966) 

560 

皇建 Huang  Chien 

560. 

隆化 
Lung  Hua 

576 

武成帝 Wu  Ch^ng  Ti  (946) 

561 

太寧 
T‘ai  Ning 

561 

安德王 

An-te  Wang 

576 

德昌 
Te  Ch‘ang 

576 

河淸 Ho  Ch‘ing 

562 

幼主 
Yu  Chu  (946) 

577 承光 

Ch‘eng  Kuang 

S7> 

Kao  Tsu  (1239) 618 武德 Wu  Te 618 

永淳 
Yung  Shun 

682 

Tfai  Tsung  (1196) 

627 

貞觀 Cheng  Kuan 

627 

* 弘道 
Hung  Tao 

683 

Kao  Tsung  (1109) 650 

永徽 
Yung  Hui 650 中宗 

Chung  Tsung  (1135) 

684 

嗣聖 

Sstt  Sheng 

684 

顯慶 
Hsien  Ch‘ing 656 睿宗 Jui  Tsung  (1207) 

684 

文明 

Wen  Ming 

684 

龍朔 Lung  So 661 武后 Wu  Hou  (2331) 

684 

光宅 

Kuang  Tse 

684 

麟德 
Lin  Te 

664 

[The  Empress  Wu, 乾封 Ch‘ien  Feng 
666 

usurper.] 

垂供 
Chui  Kung 

685 

總章 Tsung  Chang 668 

永昌 
Yung  Ch‘ang 

689 

咸亨 Hsien  H^ng 
670 

載初 

Tsai  Ch‘u 

68 夕 

上元 
Shan^  Yuan 

674 

天授 
T‘ien  Shou 

690 

儀鳳 

I  Fer  g 

676 Adopted  the  dynastic 

style  周  Chou  in 

liqu  of  唐1  T‘ang 

1 調露 
T‘iao  La 

679 

如意 

ju  i 

692 

永隆 
Yung  Lung 680 

from  a.d.  690. I 
開糴 

K‘ai  Yao 681 長壽 Ch‘ang  Shou 

692 

6。5 

大業 Ta  Yeh 

617 

義枣 

I  Ning 

618 皇泰 
Huang  T‘ai 

605 

617 

618 

S89 開皇 
K‘ai  Huang 

58i 

仁壽 
Jen  Shou 

601 

578 

宣政 Hsiian  Cheng 

大成 
Ta  Ch*eng 

580 

大象 

Ta  Hsiang 

大定 

Ta  Ting 

578 

579 

.580 

581 

557 

557 武成 
Wu  Ch^ng 

558 
56i 

保定 
Pao  Ting 

5心 

天和 
T‘ien  Ho 

566 

建德 
Chien  Te 

572 

宣帝 

靜帝 

Hsiian  Ti  (2539) 

Ching  Ti  (2539) 

侑
侗
 帝
帝
帝
 

惕
恭
恭
 

帝 

懸
帝
帝
 

孝明武 

祖
宗
宗
 

高
太
高
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Dynastic  Title. 

g 

.运 

O 

< 

•Title  of  Reign. 

ai 

<u  H 

m  a. 

Dynastic  Title. 

a 

1 
u 

< 

Title  of  Reign. 

ll 

a 

A.D. A.D. 
A.D. 

建中 
A.D. 延載 Yen  Tsai 

694 

德宗 Te  Tsung  (1158) 

780 

Chien  Chung 

780 

證聖 Cheng  Sheng 

695 

典元 
Hsing  Yuan 

784 

• 
天 册萬歲 T‘ienT‘s 咨  Wan 

Sui 

695 

貞元 
Cheng  Yuan 

785 

萬 歲通天 

順宗 Shun  Tsung  (1206) 

805 

永貞 

Yung  Cheng 

805 

WanSuiT‘ung 
T‘ien 

696 憲宗 
Hsien  Tsung(i202) 806 

元和 
Yuan  Ho 806 

神功 Shen  Kung 

697 

穆宗 Mu  Tsung  (1130) 
821 

長慶 
Ch‘ang.Ch‘ing 

821 

聖歷 
Sheng  Li 698 

敬宗 Ching  Tsung  (1093) 

82s 

寶歷 
Pao  Li 

825 

久祖 Chiu  Tsu 

700 

文宗 Wen  Tsung  (1127) 

827 

太和 

T‘ai  Ho 

827 

大足 
Ta  Tsu 

701 

開成 

K‘ai  Ch^eng 

836 

長安 
Ch‘ang  An 

701 

武宗 Wu  Tsung  (1^29、 
841 

會昌 
Hui  Ch‘ang 841 

中宗 Chung  Tsung 神寵 Shen  Lung 7°S 
宣宗 Hsiian  Tsung(  1191) 

847 

太中 

T‘ai  Chung 

847 

[resumed  the  throne] 
景龍 Ching  Lung 

707 

懿宗 I  Tsung  (1219) 
860 

咸通 
Hsien  T‘ung 

860 

睿宗 Jui  Tsung 

710 

景雲 Ching  Yun 

710 

僖宗 Hsi  Tsung  (1230) 

874 

乾符 Ch4ien  Fu 

874 

太極 
T‘ai  Chi 

712 

廣明 
Kuang  Ming 

880 

延和 Yen  Ho 

712 

中和 

Chung  Ho 88l 

左 (<- 元) 宗 Hsuan  (or  Yuan) 光啟 

Kuang  Ch‘i 

885 

w 明皇帝 
Tsung  (1172) 713 先天 Hsien  T‘ien 

713 文德 Wen  Te 888 

開元 
K‘ai  Yuan 713 昭宗 Chao  Tsung  (1107) 

889 

龍紀 Lung  Chi 

889 

y 天寶 T4ien  Pao 

742 

大順 Ta  Shun 
890 

肅宗 Su  Tsung  (1216) 

756 

至德 Chih  Te 

756 

景福 

Ching  Fu 

892 

Changed  in  761  to 乾元 Ch‘ien  Yuan 

758 

爭 乾苹 
Ch‘ien  Ning 

894 

元年， the  1st 上元 1 
Shang  Yuan 

760 

光化 
JCuang  Hua 

898 

year  of  all  time. 寶應 
Pao  Ying 

762 

天復 
T‘ien  Fu 

901 

代宗 Tai  Tsung  (1235) 
763 廣德 Kuang  Te 763 

天祐 
T‘ien  Yu 

904 永泰 Yung  T‘ai 

765 昭宣帝 Chao  Hsiian  Ti  or 

大歷 
Ta  Li 

766 

% 哀帝 

Ai  Ti  (1117) 

904 

天祐 
T‘ien  Yu 905 

五代  EPOCH  OF  THE 
FIVE  DYNASTIES. 

XXII.— (1) 後梁紀  THE  POSTERIOR  LIANG  DYNASTY. 

太祖 T'ai  Tsu  (475) 907 開平 
K‘ai  P‘ing 

907 末 帝。 r 均王 
Mo  Ti  or  Chun 

9r3 貞明 

Cheng  Ming 915 

乾化 Ch‘ien  Hua 

911 

Wang  (477) 

龍德 
Lung  Te 

921 

XXIII.— (2) 後唐紀  THE  POSTERIOR  T‘ANG  DYNASTY. 

莊宗 Chuang  Tsung  (12  20) 
923 

同光 T‘ung  Kuang 

923 

閔帝 
Min  Ti  (1222) 

933 
應順 

Ying  Shun 

934 
明宗 Ming  Tsung  (1205) 

926 

天成 T‘ien  Ch^ng 

926 

廢帝。 4 路王 
FeiTi orLu  Wang 

長典 Ch‘ang  Hsing 

93。 

(1223) 

934 

淸泰 Ch‘ing  T‘ai 

934 



1020 

1031 

1032 

io55 

io66 

1074 

1083 

1092 

1101 

mo 

1119 

Title  of  Reign. 

Tfai  Tsu  (2445) 
907 神册 Shen  Ts4e 

916 

聖宗 
Sheng  Tsung 

太平 

T‘ai  P‘ing 

天贊 T{ien  Tsan 

922 

興宗 Hsing  T-ung  (2454) 

1031 

景福 

Ching  Fu 

天顯 T^ien  Hsien 
925 重熙 

Ch‘ung  Hsi 

T‘ai  Tsung  (2453) 927 天顯 
T‘ien  Hsien 

92S 道宗 

Tao  Tsung  C2449) 

1055 

淸寧 

Ch‘ing  Ning 

會同 
Hui  T‘ung 

937 

咸雍 
« Hsien  Yung 

大同 
Ta 

946 

大康 

Ta  K/ang 

Shih  Ts，uig  (2456) 947 天祿 
T‘ien  Lu 

947 

大安 

Ta  An 
Mu  Tsung  (2450) 

951 

應歷 
Ying  Li 

951 

壽隆 

Shou  Lung 

Ching  Tsung  (2448) 

968 

保苹 
Pao  Ning 

968 

天祚 

T‘ien  Tsu  (2455) 

IIOI 
乾絲 Ch‘ien  T*ung 

乾亨 Chfien  Heng 

978 

天慶 T‘ien  Ch‘ing 

Sheng  Tsung  (2451) 983 統和 
T‘ung  Ho 

983 

保大 
Pao  Ta 

開泰 Kfai  T‘ai 1012 

Dynastic  Title Dynastic  Title. 

p 
•2 

l/l 
V o 

< 

Title  of  Reign. 

XXVIII •—  西遼耙  THE  WESTERN  LIAO  DYNASTY. 

德宗 Te  Tsung  (2452) 

1125 

延慶 Yen  Ch‘ing 

I  I2q 

承天 

Ch(eng  T‘ien  (283) 

1154 

祟福 

Ch‘ung  Fu 

1154 

康國 K‘ang  Kuo 
II26 皇德 

Huang  Te 

感天后 Kan  Pien  11011(936) 
1136 
咸淸 Hsien  Ch‘ing 

II36 重德 Ch‘ung  Te 

” 

仁宗 Jen  Tsung  (936) 
1142 紹興 

• 
Shao  Hsing 

II42 

末主 

Mo  Chu  (283) 

1168 

天禧 
T‘ien  Hsi n68 

髙祖 Kao  Tsu  (1288) 
947 天福 

Pien  Fu 

936 

乾祐 Ch£ien  Yu 

948 

高祖 Kao  Tsu  (1706) 

A.D. 

936 

天福 

T*ien  Fu 

A.D. 

936 

出 帝。 r 少帝 

齊王 
or 

Chfu  Ti  or  Shao  Ti  or 
Ch‘i  Wang  (1710) 

A.D. 

942 開 連  I  K‘ai  Yiin 

A.D. 

944 

XXV.— (4)  後漢紀  THE  POSTERIOR  HAN  DYNASTY. 

隱帝 
I  Yin  Ti  (1288) 

948 

乾祐 
Ch4ien  Yu 

948 

XXVI.— (5)  後周耙  THE  POSTERIOR  CHOU  DYNASTY. 

太祖 
T‘ai  Tsu  (1076) 

95° 

廣順 Kuang  Shun 

951 

世宗 Shih  Tsung  (1066) 
954 

顯德 Hsien  Te  (already 
in  use  under T‘ai  Tsu) 

954 

恭帝 Kung  Ti  (1066) 959 

顯德 
Hsien  Te 

960 

THE  TARTAR  DYNASTIES. 

XXVII. —  遼紀  THE  LIAO  DYNASTY  (契丹  CH：I-TAN  or  KITAN  TARTARS). 

[ 18  ] 

XXIV.— (3)  後晉耙  THE  POSTERIOR  CHIN  DYNASTY. 

祖
宗
 
 

宗
 
宗
宗
宗
 

太
太
 
 

世
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[ !9  ] 

XXIX. —  金紀  THE  CHIN  DYNASTY  OF  女眞  NU-CHEN  TARTARS. 

[ 眞  was  changed  to 

直  under  the 
Emperor  (2454),  on  account  of  taboo.] 

Dynastic  Title. 

d  I O  1 

V 
a 

Title  of  Reign. 

a  "S <U  z. 

ex 
Dynastic  Title. 

0 
0 

0 
u < 

Title  of  Reign. 

a  "S 

0> 

ra  cu 

彡 ■§ d 

A.D. 
A.D. 

A.D. 

A.D. 

太祖 T‘ai  Tsu  (6) 

HI5 

收國 
Shou  Kuo 

1 1 15 

章宗 Chang  Tsung 

泰和 

T‘ai  Ho 

1201 天輔 T‘ien  Fu 
ms 
衛紹王 

Wei-shao  Wang  (2132) 

1209 

大安 Ta  An 

I209 

太宗 T‘ai  Tsung  (2129) 

1123 
天會 T‘ien  Hui 

II23 

祟慶 Ch^mg  Ch‘ing 

1212 

熙宗 Hsi  Tsung  (2131) 

1135 

天會 T‘ien  Hui 

II23 至寧 

Chih  Ning 

1213 

天眷 T‘ien  Chuan 

1138 

旦 7JV 
Hsiian  Tsung  (2125) 

1213 

貞祐 

Cheng  Yu 

1213 

皇統 
Huang  T‘ung 

II41 

興定 
Hsing  Ting 

1217 

海陵王 Hai-ling  Wang  62127) 

II49 

天德 T‘ien  Te 

II49 

元光 
Yuan  Kuang 

1222 

貞元 Cheng  Yuan 

1153 

哀宗 Ai  Tsung  (2130) 

1224 

正大 

Cheng  Ta 

1224 

正隆 
Cheng  Lung 

1156 

天興 

T‘ien  Hsing 1232 

世宗 Shih  Tsung  (2128) Il6l 

大定 

Ta  Ting 
Il6l 

開興 

K‘ai  Hsing 

1233 

章宗 Chang  Tsung  (2126) 
II90 明昌 Ming  Ch‘ang 

II90 

末帝。 

承安 Ch ‘会 ng  An 
1196 #主 

Mo  Ti  or  Hou  Chu 

1234 

盛昌 

Sheng  Ching 

1234 

XXX.— 宋紀 
THE  SUNG  DYNASTY;  ALSO  CALLED  北朱  NORTHERN  SUNG. 

太祖 T‘ai  Tsu  (168) 

960 

建隆 Chien  Lung 

960 

仁宗 
Jen  Tsung 康定 

K‘ang  Ting IO4O 

乾德 Ch‘ien  Te 

963 

慶歴 

Ch‘ing  Li IO4I 

開寶 
K‘ai  Pao 

968 

皇祐 Huang  Yu 

1049 

太平 
T‘ai  P‘ing 

976 

至和 

Chih  Ho 

1054 

太宗 T‘ai  Tsung  (160) 

976 

典國 Hsing  Kuo 

976 

嘉祐 
Chia  Yu 

IO56 

雍熙 Yung  Hsi 

984 

-it* Ying  Tsung  (184) 

lO^ 

治平 
Chih  P*ing 

1064 

端拱 Tuan  Kung 

988 

神宗 Shen  Tsung  (157) 

1067 

.熙寧 
Hsi  Ning 

I068 

淳化 Shun  Hua 

990 

元豐 

Yiian  Feng 
IO78 

至道 
Chih  Tao 

99.5 

哲宗 
Che  Tsung  (158) 

16S5 

元祐, Yttan  Yu 

I086 

眞宗 Chen  Tsung  (153) 
997 咸平 Hsien  P‘ing 

998 

紹聖 

Shao  Sheng 

IO94 

景龠 
Ching  Te 

1004 

元符 
Yuan  Fu 

IO98 

大中 
Ta  Chung IOO8 徽宗 

Hui  Tsung  (14^) 

1 1 OO 

建中 Chien  Chung 
IIOI 

祥符 Hsiang  Fu IOO8 

靖國 

Ching  Kuo 
IIOI 

天禧 T‘ien  Hsi 

IOlf 

崇寧 

Ch‘ung  Ning 

1102 

乾典 Ch‘ien  Hsing 
1022 

大觀 

Ta  Kuan 

IIO7 

仁宗 Jen  Tsung  (144) 
1022 

天聖 
T‘ien  Sheng 

1023 

政和 

Cheng  Ho IIII 

明道 Ming  Tao 
1032 

重和 

Ch‘ung  Ho 

1118 

景祐 
Ching  Yu 

1034 

'i! 

宣和 Hsiian  Ho 

1119 

寶元 

Pao  Yuan IO38 欽宗 
广 

Ch‘in  Tsung  (1。） 
1126 

靖康 
Ching  K'ang 1126 



XXXI.—  南朱  THE  SOUTHERN  SUNG  DYNASTY. 

Shao  Ting A.D. 

1228 

Tuan  P‘ing 

1234 

Chia  Hsi 

1237 

Shun  Yu 

1241 

Pao  Yu 

1253 

K‘ai  Ch‘ing 

1259 

Ching  Ting 
1260 

Hsien  Shun 

1265 

Te  Yu 

1275 

Ching  Yen 

1276 

Hsiang  Hsing 

1278 

XXXII.— 元紀  THE  YUAN  (MONGOL)  DYNASTY  (inaugurated  in  1271V 

jjynastic  Title. 

*55 

c/> 

o u 

甘 ^ 间不 

乎 

理宗 

Kao  Tsung  (166) 

Hsiao  Tsung  (180) 

Kuang  Tsung  (190) 

Ning  Tsung  (170) 

Li  Tsung  (199) 

A.D. 

T127 

[162 

[189 

[194 

Title  of  Reign. 

1224 

建炎 

紹興 
隆興 
乾道 

淳 EE 
紹熙 

慶元 
i 泰 

開禮 

嘉定 
寶慶 

Chien  Yen 

Shao  Hsing 

Lung  Hsing 

Ch‘ien  Tao 

Shun  Hsi 

Shao  Hsi 

Ch‘ing  Yuan 

Chia  T‘ai K‘ai  Hsi 

Chia  Ting 

Fao  Ch‘ing 

S  ̂ 
m  a. 

A.D. 

II27 

II3I 

1163 

1165 

1174 

II90 

JI95 

1201 

1205 

1208 

1225 

Dynastic  Title. 

a 
.2 

*W) 

U) 
u u 
c 

理宗 

度宗 

恭帝 端宗 

帝員 

Li  Tsung 

Tu  Tsung  (147) 

Kung  Ti  (156) 

Tuan  Tsung  (182) 
Ti  Ping  (177) 

A.D. 

【264 
【274 

[276 

[278 

Titi 

紹定 端平 

嘉熙 淳祐 

寶祐 開慶 

景定 

咸淳 德祐 

景炎 祥典 

DYNASTIC  TITLE. g 

.运 

Title  of  Reipn. When 

adopted. Chinese. MODgol. 

CJ 

U 
< 

太祖 
T‘ai  Tsu  (605) Temuchin  or  Gengis 成吉思 

A.D. 

1206 

d.  1227 

Regent 
太宗 T‘ai  Tsung  (1590) Ogdai  or  Ogotai 

1229 

d.  1240 
” 

定宗 Ting  Tsung  (1078) 
Gayuk  oi-  Kuyak 

1246 

d,  1248 
Interregnum 

憲宗 Hsien  Tsung  (1493) 
Mangu 

1251 

d.  1259 

世祖 Shih  Tsu  (1012) Kublai  or  Sitchen 
忽 必烈； 薛禪 

1260 

中絲 
Chung  Tiling 

1260 至元 
Chih  Yiian 

J264 

成宗 Ch*eng  Tsung  (1929) Timur  oi^  Olcheitu 鐵木耳 

1294 

元貞 
Yuan  Cheng  , 

1295 

大德 
Ta  Te 

1297 

武宗 
Wu  Tsung  (933) Kaisun  or  Guluk 海山； 曲律 

1307 至大 

Chih  Ta 

1308 
仁宗 Jen  Tsung  (13) 

Ayuli  Palpata 愛育 黎拔力 八達 
I3II 

皇慶 

Huang  Ch‘ing 

1312 
延 ，祐 

Yen  Yu 

i3J4 

英宗 Ying  Tsung  (1744) S^tpala 碩 德八刺 

1320 

至治 

Chih  Chih 

1321 

泰定帝 ，r‘ai  Ting  Ti  (2484) Y ̂ sun  Timur 也孫 鐵木耳 叩3 泰定 

T'ai  Ting 

1324 

致和 

Chih  Ho 

1328 

幼主 
Yu  Chu  (4) Achakpa 

阿 速吉八 1328 

天順 
T*ien  Shun 

1328 

•p
 

ij
 

d
o
p
 

cs 

S
0
 

d 

ig 

ei 

R 

of 



明宗 
文帝 

順帝 W 惠宗 

Ming  Tsung  (663) 

Wen  Ti  (2110) 

Ning  Tsung  (915) 

Shun  Ti  or  Hui  Tsung  (1953) 

Hosila 

Tup  Timur 

lie  Chepe 

Tohan  Timur 

和世辣 

圖 帖睦爾 

懿 璘質班 
妥權 貼睦爾 

T‘ien  Li 

A.D. 

I329 

T‘ien  Li 

1330 

Chih  Shun 
133° 

Yuan  T‘ung 

1333 

Chih  Yuan 

1335 

Chih  Cheng 

1341 

XXXIII.—  明祀  THE  MING  DYNASTY. 

XXXIV.—  大淸朝  THE  CH‘ING,  (MANCHU)  DYNASTY. 

DYNASTIC  TITLE. Accession. Title  of  Reign. Personal  Name. 

肇祖 原皇帝  Chao  Tsu  Yuan  Huang  Ti 

典祖 直皇帝  Hsing  Tsu  Chih  ”  ” 

景祖 翼皇‘  Ching  Tsu  Yi  ”  ” 

顯祖 宣皇帝  Hsien  Tsu  Hsuan  ,,  „ 

A.D. 

【583 澤王  Tse  Wang 

慶王  Ch'ing  „ 

昌王  Ch‘ang  „ 
福王 Fu  ” 

DYNASTIC  TITLE. 

Chinese. 
Mongol. o 

Title  of  ReigD. When 

adopted 

YNASTIC  TITLE. Personal  Name. Accession. Title  of  Reign. 
When 

adopted 

T‘ai  Tsu  (483) 

元璋 Yuan  Chang A.D. 

1368 

洪武 Hung  Wu 

A.D. 

1368 

Hui  Ti  (488) 

允蚊 
Yiin  Wen !398 

建文 
Chien  Wen 

J399 

Ch(eng  Tsu  (471) 棣 Ti 

1402 

永樂 

Yung  Le 

1403 

Jen  Tsung  (456) 高熾 
Kao  Chih 

1424 

洪熙 
Hung  Hsi 

1425 

Hsuan  Tsung  (432) 

膾基 
Chan  Chi 

1425 

宣德 
Hsuan  Te 

1426 
Ying  Tsung  (435) 祁鎭 

Ch‘i  Chen 

1435 

正統 

Cheng  T‘ung 

M36 

Tai  Tsung  (436) 

祁敍 

Ch‘i  Yii 

1449 

景泰 

Ching  T‘ai 

1 4  5° 

Ying  Tsung 

(resumed 

government) 

1457 

天順 
T‘ien  Shun 

1457 

Hsien  Tsung  (438) 見深 Chien  Shen 

1464 

成化 Ch4eng  Hua 
响 

Hsiao  Tsung  (481) 
祐樘 

Yu  T‘ang 

1487 

弘治 
Hung  Chih 

14^8 Wu  Tsung  (444) 厚照 Hou  Chao 明 

正德 

Cheng  Te 

iS°6 

Shih  Tsung  (445) 厚鴆 
Hou  Tsung 

1521 

嘉靖 
Chia  Ching 

1522 
Mu  Tsung  (472) 載 i Tsai  Hou 

1566 

隆慶 

Lung  Ch‘ing 
响 

Shen  Tsung  (452) 翎鈞 Yi  Chiin 
1572 

萬歷 

Wan  Li 

1573 

Kuang  Tsung 常洛 
Ch‘ang  Lo 

I62O 
泰昌 T‘ai  Ch‘ang 

1620 

Hsi  Tsung  (479) 

由校 
Yu  Hsiao I62O 

天啟 
T‘ien  Ch‘i 

1621 

Huai  Tsung  or  Chuang  Lieh  Min  Ti  (478) 由檢 
Yu  Chien 

1627 

祟禎 

Ch(ung  Cheng 

1628 

曆
曆
順
 

統
元
正
 

天
天
至
 

元
至
至
 

帝 0 烈 莊 

祖
帝
 
祖
宗
宗
 
宗
宗
宗
 
宗
宗
宗
 
宗
宗
宗
 
宗
宗
&
 

太
惠
成
 
仁
宣
英
 
代
英
 
憲
孝
武
 
世
穆
神
 
光
熹
懷
 



Chihli 

Shantung 

Shansi 

Honan 

Kiangsu 

Anhui 

Kiangsi 

Chehkiang 

Fuhkien 

Hupeh 

Hunan 

Kuangtung 

Kuangsi 

Yunnan 

Kueichou 

Sstich^ac 

Shensi 

Kansuh1 

Provinces. 

22 

DYNASTIC  TITLE. 

太祖 高皇帝 T‘ai  Tsu  K 扑 H_g  Ti 

太宗 文皇帝 T‘aiTsungWn  ”  ” 

世祖 章皇帝  Shih  Tsu  Chang ，’  ”  . 

聖祖 仁皇帝  Sheng  Tsu  Jen  ,,  ，，  •  • 

世宗 憲皇帝  Shih  Tsuns  Hsien  Huang  Ti 

高宗 純皇帝 Kao  Tsung  Shun 

仁宗 眷皇帝 TsunS  Jui 

宣宗 成皇帝  Hstian  Tsung  Ch'eng  „ 

文宗 顯皇帝 Wgn  TsunS  Hsier 

穆宗 毅皇帝  Mu  Tsung  Yi 

德宗 景皇帝  Te  Tsung  Ching 
(Deposed  1912 ;  title  not  yet  conferred) . 

Accession. 

A.D. 

1616 

1627 

1644 

1662 1723 

1736 

1796 

1821 
1851 

1862 

1&75 

1908 

Title  of  Reign. 

天命  T‘ien  Ming  (1580) 
天聰  T‘ien  Ts‘ung  | 

崇 *V  Ch‘ung  T 会 (1923).  Call  ed  himself 
順治  Shun  Chih  (1742)  福臨 
康熙 K‘ang  Hsi  (94i)  衣求蜃 
雍正  Yung  Cheng  (2577)  亂禎 
乾隆  Ch‘ien  Lung  (364)  弘 歷 
嘉慶 Chia  CMng^8)  顒蛾 

道光  Tao  Kuang  (1889) 
咸豐  Hsien  Feng  (747)  奕許 
同治  T‘ung  Chih  (2107)  載淳 
光緖 Kuang  Hsu  (1010)  載分活 

宣 統  Hsuan  T‘ung  溥儀 

Personal  Name. 

Emp.  from. 1 63 5. 

Fu  Lin 

Hsiian  Yeh 

Yin  (or  In)  Cheng 

Hung  Li 

Yung  Yen Min  Ning 

Yi  Chu 

Tsai  Shun 

Tsai  T‘ien Pu  I 

IV. —TOPOGRAPHICAL. 

⑷ 一THE  PROVINCES  OF  CHINA  PROPER. 

Literary  Names. 

燕雲  Yen-yiin；  京畿  Ching-chi 
山左  Shan-tso ;  東  Tung 

山右  Shan-yu; 晉  chin 

豫 Ya 

吳; Wu 

院  Huan 
豫 章  Yu-chang 泡 j  ChS; 越  Ytieh 

閩 Min 
鄧 O; 楚 Ch‘u 

湘  Hsiang 

粵東  Yiieh-tung 

粵西  Y  iieh-hsi 

)臭  Tien 

齡  Ch<ien 

蜀 Shu 關中  Kuan-chung;  秦 隴  Lung 

Collective  Titles 

Circuits 

兩江  Liang  K  iang 

閩新  Min  Cheh 

兩湖  Liang  Hu  or 

湖廣  Hu  Kuang 

兩廣  Liang  Kuangj 

雪 胃*  Yun  Kuei 

陝甘  Shen  Kan 

7 

3 

4 

4 

5 

3 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

5 

4 

5 

3--* 

5 

5 

11 

84 

Turkestan,  or  the  New  Dominion,  is  now  included  in  Kansuh， under  an  Administrator,  who  is  also  Governor  ( 

Administrative  Divisions. 

Capital. 

.  Fu. 

THog. 

Chou. 
Hsien. 

II 4 

23 

122 

Pao-ting 

10 — 

II 

96
 

Chi-nan 

9 IO 

16 86 

T‘ai-yQan 

9 3 9 

97 

K4ai-feng 

8 4 6 62 
Chiang-ning 

8 i 8 

52 

An-ch‘ing 

13 

3 2 

75 

Nan，ch‘ang 

ii 3 i 

75 

Hangchow 

9 3 2 

58
 

Foochow 

10 

3 8 

60 

Wu-chtfang 

9 8 7 

64 

Ch‘ang-sha 

9 11 11 77 Canton 

ii 

6 

49 

54 

Kuei-lin 

14 

17 

35 39 

Yun-nan 

12 

14 

14 

33 Kuei-yang 

12 

13 

19 

Ch*eng-tu 

7 8 

10 

73 Hsi-an  , 

10 

21 

16 59 Lan-chow 

182 
132 

247 

1,306 

at 迪化  Ti-hua  Fu. 

隸
東
 

西
南
蘇
 

徽
西
、
 

江
建
 

北
南
東
 

西
南
州
 

川
西
粛
 

直
 

山
山
河
 

，、
江 

安
 

、江
 

新
福
 

湖
湖
廣
 

廣
雲
貴
 

四
陝
甘
 



⑷ 一THE  PREFECTURES  OF  CHINA. 

Name. Province. Name. Province. Name. 
Province. 

An-ch‘ing 
Anhui 建昌 Chien-ch‘ang 

Kiangsi 
衡州 

Heng-phou Hunan 

An-lu Hupeh 
建苹 Chien-ning Fuhkien 

河間 Ho-chien 

Chihli 

An-shun Kueichou 池州 Ch‘ih-chou 
Anhui 河南 Honan Honan 

Chang-te 
Honan 

金華 
Chin-hua 

Chehkiang 西安 
Hsi-an Shensi 

Chang-chou 
Fuhkien 錦州 Chin-chou 

Shingking 

西苹 Hsi-ning 

Kansuh 

Ch‘ang-chou 
Kiangsu 荆州 Ching-chou Hupeh 

襄陽 

Hsiang-yang 
Hupeh 

Ch‘ang-te 
Hunan 慶陽 

Chfing-yang 
Kansuh 

潯州 
Hsin-chou 

Kuangsi 

Ch‘ang-sha ，， 慶遠 
Ch‘ing-yQan 

Kuangsi 

典会 Hsing-an 
Shensi 

Ch‘ang-t‘u 
Shingking 

靑州 
Ch‘ing-chou 

Shantung 典化 
Hsing-hua Fuhkien 

Chao-ch‘ing 
Kuangtung 

九江 
Chiu-chiang Kiangsi 

典義 

HSing-i 
Kueichou 

Chao-t‘ung 
Yunnan 璃州 Ch‘iung-chou 

Kuangtung 徐州 Hsu-chou 
Kiangsu 

Ch*ao-chou Kuangtung 曲靖 Ch^u-ching Yunnan 

叙州 
Hsu-chou 

Sstich‘uan 
Chen-an Kuangsi 衢州 Ch‘d-chou 

Chehkiang 宣化 

Hsiian-hua Chihli 

Chen-chiang Kiangsu 處州 Ch‘u:chou ” 

湖州 
Hu-chou 

Chehkiang 

Chen-yuan Kueichou 楚雄 Ch‘u-hsiung 
Yunnan 

淮安 Huai-an 

Kiangsu 

Ch ‘吞  n-chou Hunan 泉州 Chluan-chou 

Fuhkien  ( 

懷慶 Huai-ch4ing Honan 

Ch*enHchou Honan 重慶 
Ch‘ung-ch‘ing 

Sstich‘uan 
黃州 

Huang-chou 
Hupeh 

Cheng-ting Chihli 
汾州 

Fen-chou Shansi 惠州 
Hui-chou  , 

JCuangtung 

Chfeng-te ” 

鳳翔 
Feng-hsiang Shensi 

徽州 
Hui-chou 

Anhui 

Ch*eng-tu Ssuch‘uan 鳳陽 
Feng-yang 

Anhui 

宜昌 I-ch‘ang 

Hupeh 

Ch‘eng-chiang 
Yunnan 奉天 

F  色  ng-t‘ien 

Shingking 

伊犁 

Mi Kansuh,  Outer 

Chi-an Kiangsi 
撫州 Fu-chou Kiangsi 沂州 

I-chou Shantung 

Chi-lin Kirin 

福州 
” Fuhkien 饒州 

Jao-chou 

Kiangsi 

Chi-nan Shantung 
福寧 Fu-ning 

” 
汝寧 

Ju^niog 

Honan 

Chia-hsing Chehkiang  i 漢中 
Han-chung Shensi 

瑞州 

Jui-chou 

Kiangsi 

Chia-ting Sstich‘uan 漢陽 

Han-yang 
Hupeh 

開封 
K^i-feng 

Honan 

Chiang-ning Kiangsu 杭 '州 Hang-chou 

Chehkiang 

開化 

K‘ai-hua 

Yiinnarr 

[  23  ] 

THE  MANCHURIAN  PROVINCES. 

Provinces. Alternative  Names. 

Capital. 

Administrative  Divisions. 

Circuits. Fu. 

Tling. 

Chou. Hsien. 

盛京 

吉林 
黑龍江 

Shingking  | 

Kirin 

Heilungkiang 

遼東 

關東 
> 

齊 齊哈尔 

Liao-tung 

Kuan-tung 

Tsitsihar 

Moukden  J 

(奉天  Feng-t'ien)  j 
Kirin-ula 

Tsitsihar 

2 

I 

(Still 

3 

i 

under 

5 

5 

military 

S 

I 

governm 

14 

I  , 

ent.) 

慶
陸
順
 

德
州
州
 

德
沙
圖
 

慶
通
州
 

安
江
遠
 

州
州
定
 

德
都
、
 

江
安
 

林
南
 

興
定
寧
 

安
安
安
 

彰
漳
常
 

常
長
昌
 

肇
昭
潮
 

鎭
鎭
鎭
 

辰
陳
正
 

承
成
墩
 

吉
吉
濟
 

嘉
嘉
、
 

江
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Name. Province. Name. Province. Name. Province. 

甘州 Kan-chou Kansuh 保定 
Pao-ting 

Chihli 

迪化 
Ti-hua 

Kansuh,  Outer 

赣州 Kan-chou Kiangsi 寶慶 
Pao-ch^ng 

Hunan 

天津 
T‘ien-ching 

Chihli 
高州 Kao-chou Kuangtung 平樂 

Ping-le 

Kuangsi 汀州 T‘ing-chou 

Fuhkien 

廣州 Kuang-chou ” 平掠 P^ng-liang 
Kansuh 曹州 

Ts‘ao-chou 

Shantung 

廣信 Kuang-hsin 
Kiangsi 平陽 

P*ing-yang 

Shansi 澤州 Tse-chou Shansi 

廣南 Kuang-nan 
Yunnan 

昔洱 
P^-erh Yunnan 

遵義 
Tsun-i 

Kueichou 

廣平 Kuang-p‘ing Chihli 
蒲州 P‘u-chou 

Shansi 

都勻 
Tu-yun 

歸德 Kuei-te Honan 紹典 Shao-hsing Chehkiang 東昌 
Tung-ch‘ang 

Shantung 

桂林 Kuei-lin Kuangsi 邵武 Shaowu Fuhkien 
東川 Tung-ch‘iian Yunnan 

貴陽 Kuei-yang Kueichou 韶州 
Shao-chou 

Kuangtung 同州 
T‘ung-chou 

Shensi 

譬州 K‘uei-chou 
Sstich‘uan 施南 Shih-nan Hupeh 銅仁 

T^ung-jen 

Kueichou 

鞏昌 Kung-ch‘ang 
Kansuh 

石阡 Shih-ch*ien Kueichou 

m  in 

T‘ung-ch‘uan 
Ssuch^an 

萊州 Lai-chou 
Shantung 

順慶 Shun-ch‘ing 
Sstich‘uan 

衛輝 

Wei-hui 

Honan 蘭州 Lan-chou Kansuh 順苹 
Shun-ning Yunnan 

溫州 Wen-chou 
Chehkiang 

雷州 Lei-chou 
Kuangtung 

順德 
Shun-te Chihli 

梧州 
Wu-chou 

Kuangsi 

黎平 Li-p‘ing Kueichou 

順天 
Shun-t‘ien ” 

武昌 Wu-ch‘ang 

Hupeh 

麗江 Li-chiang Yunnan 

朔平 

Sopping Shansi 武定 

Wu-ting 

Shantung 

涼州 Liang-chou Kansuh 泗城 Ssti-ch^eng Kuangsi 

雅州 

Ya-chou 

Ssuch*uan 廉州 Lien-chou Kuangtung 思州 Ssti-chou 
Kueichou 楊州 

Yang-chou 
Kiangsu 

臨安 Lin-an Yunnan 思恩 
Ssu-en 

Kuangsi  \ 嚴州 Yen-chou 
Chehkiang 

臨江 Lin-chiang Kiangsi 

思南 Ssti-nan Kueichou 

延安 Yen-an Shensi 
柳州 Liu-chou Kuangsi 

蘇州 ,Su-chou 

Kiangsu 
延平 

Yen-p‘ing 

Fuhkien 

潞安 Lu-an Shansi 綏靖 
Sui-ching 

Kansuh,  Outer 
兗州 

Yen-chou 

Shantung 

廬州 Lu-chou Anhui 

綵定 

Sui-ting Sstich‘uan  j 潁州 
Ying-chou 

Anhui 

龍安 Lung-an Sstich*uan 

松江 
Sung-chiang Kiangsu 岳州 

Yo-chou Hunan 

南安 Nari-an 
Kiangsi  | 

大理 

Ta-li 
Yunnan 榆林 

Yu-lin Shensi  i 

南昌 Nan-ch‘ang ” 

大名 

Ta-raing 

Chihli 

沅州 

Yuan-chou 
Hunan 

南康 Nan-k{ang ” 

大定 

Ta-ting 

Kueichou 袁州 
Y  uan-chou 

Kiangsi 

南寧 Nan-ning Kuangsi 

大同 

Ta-t‘ung 

Shansi 
郧陽 

Yun-yang 

Hupeh 

南陽 Nan-yang Honan  | 

太平 

T‘ai-p‘ing 

Anhui 雲南 Yiin-nan Yunnar 

寧夏 Ning-hsia 
Kansuh 太平 

T‘ai-p‘ing 
Kuangsi  | 

永昌 
Yung-ch‘ang 

苹國 Ning-kuo Anhui 

太原 

T*ai-yiian 
Shansi 

永州 Yung-chou 

Hunan  \ 

苹波 Ning-po 
Chehkiang 泰安 

T‘ai-an Shantung 

永平 

Yung-p‘ing Chihli 

苹武 Ning-wu Shansi 台州 
T‘ai-chou Chehkiang 

永順 Yung-shun 
Hunan 

寧遠 Ning-yuan Sstich‘uan 德安 Te-an Hupeh 

保苹 Pao-ning 

■ 

” 
登州 

Teng-chou 

Shantung 
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(C)— MONGOLIA.  DIVISIONS  AND  DISTRIBUTION  OF  TRIBES. 

Divisions. Names  of  Leagues. Names  of  Tribes. Banners. 

科尔沁 
Khorcin 6 

哲里木 Cherim 
扎賫特 

杜 尔伯特 

Jalait 

Durbet 

i 

X 

郭 尔羅斯 Ghorlos 

- /  2  | 

卓索圖 Chosotu 

p 客 淨喇沁 

土默特 Kharacin 

Tumet 

3  1 

2 
■  ̂  

敖漢 K 罕） 
Aokhan 

I 

奈曼 
Naiman 

I 巴林 
Barin 2 

. . 

厢舄達 
扎魯特 

Djarud 

2 

參 Chao  Uda 

阿嚕 科序沁 
Aru  Khorcin 2 

內蒙古 翁牛特 
Ongniot 

•參 • 

I 

Inner  Mongolia 克 什克騰 

Keshikteng 

I 

P 客尔 P 客 
Khalkha  (left  wing) 

I  j 

烏 珠穆沁 Uchumucin 2 

浩齊特 Hoocit 2 

錫 林郭勒 Silinghol  \ 蘇甩特 Sunid 2 

阿巴噶 

Abaga 

&  j 

! 阿巴 哈鈉尔 Abaganar 

2  ] 

四 子部落 
Durban  Keuked 

I 

烏 蘭察布 

Ulan  Chap  | 茂明安 
烏喇特 

Mow  Mingan 

Urad 

I 

3  i 

\ ( 口 客尔 p 客 Khalkha  (right  wing) i  ：i 

伊克厢 Ikh  Chao 鄧 尔多斯 Ordos  (Ortous) 

-7 

| 

土 謝圖汗 
T‘ush6t‘u  Khanate 

20 

外蒙古 
P 客尔 P 客 Khalkas 車臣汗 

礼薩 克圖汗 

Tsetsen  „ 

Dzassakt‘u  ” 

23  j 

l8 

Outer  Mongolia ( 三 音諾顔 Sain-noin 

22 

西蒙古 Kalmucks 
額魯特 

土 尔扈特 

Oelots  (Eleuths) 

Turgut 

2 

4 

靑海 
Kokonor 

Kalmucks  | 
和碩特 

綽羅斯 

Khoshoit 

Choros 

,  21 

2 

( 
輝特 

Khoit I 

烏理 雅蘚台 明阿特 
Mingad 

Uliasutai 
扎哈沁 

Djakcin 

• 



Spring  begins 

Rain  water 

Excited  insects 

Vernal  equinox 

Clear  and  bright 

Grain  rains 

Summer  begins 

Grain  fills 

Grain  in  ear 

Summer  solstice 

Slight  heat 
Great  heat 

Autumn  begins 

Limit  of  heat 

White  dew 

Autumnal  equinox 

Cold  dew 

Hoar  frost  descends 

Winter  begins 

Little  snow 

Heavy  snow 

Winter  solstice 

Little  cold 

Severe  cold 

Aquarius Pisces 

” 

Aries 

” 

Taurus 

n 

Gemini 

w 

Cancer 

» Leo 

” 

Virgo 

” 

Libra 

» 
Scorpio 

” 

Sagittarius 
” 

Capricorn 
n 

Aquarius 

February 

” 

March 

” 

April 

” 
®May 

n 

June 

” 

July 

” 

August 

” 

September 

October 

” 

November 

” 

December 

.，， 
January 

5 

19 

5 

20 

5 

20 

5 
21 

6 

21 

7 

23 

7 

23 

8 

23 

8 

23 

7 

Li  ch‘un 

Yu  shui 

Ching  chih 

Ch'un  fen 

Ch‘ing  ming 

Kii  yu 

Li.hsia 

Hsiao  man 

Mang  chung 

Hsia  chih 

Hsiao  shu 

Ta  shu 

Li  ch‘iu 
Ch‘u  shu 

Pai  lu 

Ch‘iu  fen 

Han  lu 

Shuang  chiang 
Li  tung 

Hsiao  hsiieh 

Ta  hsueh 

Tung  chih 

Hsiao  han 

Ta  hr*? 

(万〉 一THE  CHINESE  STELLAR  DIVISIONS  WITH  THEIR  CORRESPONDING  ELEMENTS  AND  ANIMALS, 

AND  THEIR  DETERMINING  ASTERISMS,  WITH  LONGITUDE  IN  a,d.  1800. 

No. Sign. Element. Animal. 
Constellation. 

Longitude. 

1 角 chio wood 
蛟 Hornless  Dragon 

Spica;  O,  <  Virgo 

x> 

201 3 

0  1 

2 
% 

L‘ang 

metal 
龍 Dragon 

‘， K,  A,  P  Virgo 
211 

42 

i  1 

3 氏 « earth 
貉 

Badger 

cty  (3,  y,  1  Libra 

222 

17 

35 

4 房 

fang 

sun 
焭 Hare 

在，？ r,  v  Scorpio 

240 

8 

48 

5 hsin moon 狐 
Fox 

Antares;  cr,  r  bcorpio 

245 

0 

25 

6 尾 wei fire 虎 Tiger 好， 户， 白 ，名， x ，入， v  Scorpio 

253 

27 

[ %  ] 

- V.— THE  CALENDAR. 

⑷一 THE  TWENTY-FOUR  SOLAR  TERMS. 

Approximate  Dates. 
The  Solar  Terms. Zodiacal  position  of  Sun. 

春
 
水
蟄
分
 
明
雨
夏
 
滿
種
至
 
暑
暑
秋
 
暑
露
分
 
露
降
冬
 
雪
雪
 
至
寒
寒
 

立
 
雨
驚
春
 
淸
穀
立
 
小
笆
 
夏
小
 
大
立
 
處
白
 
秋
寒
霜
 
立
小
 
大
冬
 
小
大
 



Tuan  yileK 

Yuan 
Hsing 

Ju 

T‘ao 

Huai 

P‘u 

Liu 

Ho 

Meng-yang 

Ch‘un-wang 

Han-shih 

Mai-ch‘iu Tuan-yang 

T‘ien-huang 

No. 
Ordinary 
Name. LITERARY  NAMES. 

(C)— CHINESE  NAMES  FOR  THE  MONTHS. 

Sign. Element. Animal. Constellation. Longitude. 

chi 
\ water 豹 Leopard 

y,  £y  P  Sagittarius 

o 2  63 / 

28 

" 

15 

toil wood 獬 Gryphon f^9  A,  p,  (7}  t,  ̂   Sagittarius 

277 

23 

6 

niu metal 牛 Ox 
a,  (3,  9T  Aries ;  u}  A,  B  Sagittarius 

301 

IS 

11 

nu earth 蝠 Bat 

v,  9  Aquarius 

3°8 

55 

54 

hsii sun 鼠 ^Rat (3  Aquarius;  ci  Equuleus 

320 

36 

16 

wei moon Swallow 
cc  Aquarius;  ef  6  Pegasus 

330 

33 

45 

shih fire 
猪 

Boar 
a  (Markab),  (3  (Scheat)  Pegasus 

350 

41 

59 

Pi
 

water 輸 Porcupine 
y  (Algenib)  Pegasus;  cc  Andromeda 6 22 9 

k‘uei 
wood 狼 

Wolf ( (3  (Mirach), f 〆， v,  jt  Andromeda 

卜 （2)， r,v  v,  (py  Xy  ̂   Pisces 

48 

12 

lou metal 狗 

Dog 

cc}  y  Aries 

31 

10 

39 

wei earth 雉 Pheasant Musca  Borealis 
44 8 

47 

mao sun 雞 Cock Pleiades 

57 12 

i 

Pi 

moon 烏 
Raven 

Hyades; v  Taurus 

65 

39 

58
 

tztt fire 猴 
Monkey 

入 ， 0  (2)  Orion 
80 

54 

47 

shen water 猿 
Ape 

a， P， 7, 》， 右，？ ，”， x  Orion 

79 

34 

6 
ching wood 犴 

Tapir 
Gemini 

92 
30 

21 

kuei metal 羊 

Sheep 

y,  6  Cancer 

122 

56 

24 

liu 
earth 嫜 

Muntjak 

？， ”， 八  py  u  Hydra 

127 

31 

4 
hsing sun 

馬 
Horse 

a,  t  (2),  v  (2)  Hydra 

144 

29 

44 
chang moon 鹿 

Deer 
x,  A,  fzy  u,  (p  Hydra !S2 

54 

37 

i fire 蛇 Serpent 22  stars  in  Crater  and  Hydra 
170 

56 

9 

chen water 蚓 
Worm 

(3,  y,  $  Corvus 

187 

56 
52 

From  the  £.rh  Va. 

Names. Calendaric  Signs. 

傘 

卿  Tsou 

r 

串 

甲 = 畢  Chia  =  Pi 

如 Ju 

乙=橘  Yi  =  ChQ 

宿 Su 余 Yfl 

丙 = 修  Ping  =  Hsiu 

丁=圉  Ting  =  Yu 

皐 Kao 

戊=厲  Mou  =  Li 

且 Cha 

己= 則  Chi  =  Ts6 

靑陽 Ch4ng-yang 孟陽 三陽 San  ” 

春王 中和 Chung-ho 
花朝 Hua-chao 

上巳 
Shang-ssii 

寒食 
淸和 

Ch‘ing-ho 

麥秋 
天中 T‘ien-chung 端陽 

滿月 
Man-yueh 

伏日 
Fu-jih 

天貺 

*  (Calendaric  signs.)  When  the  1st  moon  falls  under  the  sign  甲，  for  instance,  it  is  designated  甲陬，  by  combining  the  characters  given  in  the two  columns  above ;  aod  so  on  in  recurring  order. 

{  27  J 

3
^
 
 

9
^
 

端
元
杏
 

如
桃
槐
 

蒲
榴
荷
 

月 正 

月
月
月
 

月
月
 

二
三
 
四
五
六
 

6 

i 
箕
 

斗
牛
女
 

虛
危
室
 

壁
奎
婁
 

胃
 

昴
畢
营
 

參
井
 

鬼
柳
星
 

張
翼
較
 

No. 

O
I
 
 

2
 
 

3
 
 

4
 
 

5
 
 

6
 
 

7
 
 

8
 
 

9
0
 
 

I
 
 

2
 
 

3
 
 

4
 
 

5
 
 

6
 
 

7
8
 

I
 
 

I
 
 

I
 
 

I
 
 

I
 
 

I
 
 

I
I
1
I
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
 



No. 
Ordinary 

T.TI  F.R  AR  V  NAMF.S. 

From  the  Erh  Ya. 

Name. Names. 

Calendaric  Signs.  [ 

7 -tn  j
 

桐月 
巧月 

T‘ung  yueh 
Ch‘iao  „ 中元 

蘭月 

Chung-yuan 

Lan-yueh 

串 

| 
 相  H
siang

 

庚=窒以叩= 

=  Chih 

S 八月 桂月 
Kuei  „ 

中秋 Chung-ch‘iu 

壯  Chuang 辛= 塞 Hsin  = 

Se 

9 九月 菊月 

Chii  „ 

重陽 
Ch*ung-yang 

菊秋 

Chu-ch^u 

方  Hsuari 
=  Jen  =  Chung 

IO 十月 梅月 
Mei  „ 陽春 

Yang-ch‘un 

小陽春 
Hsi  aoy  an  g-ch  ‘  u  n 

陽  Yang 

癸 =極 Kuei  = 

Chi 

ii 十一月 1 

冬月 
仲冬月 

Tung  „ 

Chung-tung  ytteh 長至 
苢月 

Ch‘ang-chih 

Chia-yueh 

j
 

辜 
Ku 

12 十二月 
.  - — ^ : 

臘月 Xa  yueh 嘉平 
Chia-p‘ing 

淸祀 
Ch‘ing-ssti 

涂 T‘u
 

(Z>)— THE  TWELVE  BRANCHES,  OR  HORARY  CHARACTERS. 

T}fe  Twelve 
Branches. 

Symbolical 
Animals. Zodiacal  Signs. Poetical  Names. 1  Corresponding  Hours. 

Points  of  the 

Compass. 

子 Tzu Rat Aries 困敦 
K‘un-tun 

I I-I  A.M. 

三更 

3rd  watch 

North 

丑 Ch‘ou Ox 
Taurus 赤奮若 Gh*ih-fen-jo 

i-3 

四更 

4th  „ 
NNE  1  E 

寅 Yin Tiger 

'Gemini 

攝提格 She-t*i-ko 

3~S 

五更 
5th  » 

ENE  1  N 

卯 Mao Hare Cancer 單關 

亶安 

Shan-o  j 
Tan-an  j 

5-7 

East 

辰 Ch^en Dragon Leo 執徐 Chih-hsu 

7-9 

ESE  1  S 

巳 SsU Serpent 

Virgo  |
 

大荒落 
大苦落 

Ta-huang-lo  1 Ta-mang-lo  J 

9-h 

上午 

Forenoon 

SSE  1  E 

午 
Wu Horse Libra 敦祥 Tun-tsang II-I  P.M. 

正午 

Noon 
South 

未 Wei 
Sheep 

Scorpio 

/ 
協洽 
汁洽 

Hsieh-hsia  J 
Shih-hsia  j 

下午 
Afternoon 

ssw  1  W 

中 Shen 
Monkey 

Sagittarius 棟灘 
芮漢 

T‘un-”an  J 

Jui-han  J 3-5 

wsw  1  S 

酉 Yu Cock 
Capricornus 作噩 作鄧 

Tso-o  ) 
Tso-o  J 

5-7 West 

戌 Hsu 

Dog 

Aquarius  | 閹茂 
淹茂 

Yen-mou 

Yen-mou 

7-9 

初更 

1st  watch 
WN  W  *  N 

亥 Hai Boar Pisces 
大淵獻 Ta-yuan-hsien 

9-1 1 

二更 
2nd  „ 

NNW  1  W 

⑹ 一NAMES  AND  AFFINITIES  OF  THE  TEN  CELESTIAL  STjc,MS. 

The  Ten  Stems. Astrological  Names. 
Dual 

Combi¬ 

nation. 
Correspon¬ 

ding 

Elements. 
Binary  Exhibition. Planets. 

Yang. 

Yin. 

甲  Chia 

乙 Yi 

丙  Ping 

丁  Ting 

関逢 

旃蒙 

柔兆 
彊圉 

O-feng 

Chan-meng 

Jou-chao 

Ch^iang-yu 

焉逢 

JLIll 

端蒙 

游兆 疆梧 

Yen-fing 

Tuan-meng 

Yu-chao. 

Ch4iang-wu 

游桃 
1 

Yu-t‘ao  
|
 

甲乙 
丙丁 

Wood 

Fire 

Fir Burning 

wood 

Bamboo 

Lamp 

flame Jupiter 

Mars  j 



297 

597 

S97 

1197 

H97 

1797 

2097 

2397 

B.C. 

•  B.C. 

B.C. 

177 

477 

777 

1077 

1377 
1677 

'977 
2277 

2577 

B.C. 

II7 

417 

717 

1017 

1317 

1617 

1917 

2217 

25*7 

B.C. 

177 

477 777 

1077 

*377 
1677 

1977 
2277 

2577 

T‘u-wei 

戊己 
庚辛 
壬癸 

Earth 

Metal 

Water 

Hill 

Weapons 

Waves 

Plain 

Kettle 

Brooks 

Saturn 

Venus 
Mercury 

1  Ii^  last  Cycle  for  00， 99,  98  read  a.d.  i,  2,  3. 

Cycle  Commencing. Cycle  Commencing. Cycle  Commencing. 

(^—COMPARATIVE  TABLE  OF  THE  CHINESE  CYCLES  BEFORE  THE  CHRISTIAN  ERA. 

(Cycles  i  to  44). 

The  Ten  Stems. Astrological  N^mes. 

Dual 

Combi- 

Dation. 

Correspon¬ 

ding- 

Elements. 

Binary  Exhibition. 
Yang. 

Yin. 

Planets. 
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s 
o 

| 

o 
? 
U 

B.C. 
57 

357 657 

957 *257 

*557 
iS57 
2157 
2457 

B.C. 
I” 

417 
717 1017 

*3*7 1617 

*9*7 
2217 

2517 

B.C. 

177 

477 
777 
1077 

1377 1677 

1977 2277 

2577 

B.C. 

237 

537 

837 

*137 

*437 
1737 2037 

2337 2637 

B.C. 

297 

597 

897 

1197 
*497 
1797 2097 

2397 

甲子 57 

17 

77 37 

97 
乙丑 

56 

16 

76 

36 

96 

丙寅 55 

15 

75 35 

95 
丁卯 

54 

14 

74 34 

94 戊辰 53 

13 

73 
33 

93 己巳 

52 

12 

72 
32 

92 

庚午 

51 

11. 

71 

31 

91 

辛未 

50 

10 

70 

30 

90 

壬申 
49 

9 

69 

29 

89 

癸酉 

48 

8 
68 28 88 

甲戌 47 7 

67 
27 

87 

乙亥 

46 

6 66 26 
86 

丙子 
45 

5 

6S 

25 
85 

丁丑 44 4 

64 

24 
84 

戊寅 43 3 

63 

23 
83 

己卯 

42 

2 62 22 
82 

庚辰 

41 

i 61 
21 

81 

辛巳 

40 

00 
60 

20 、 

80 

壬午 39 99 
59 

19 

79 

癸未 

38 

98 

58 

18 

78 

Cho-yung 祝癱 Chu-yung 徒維 
T‘u-wei 祝犁 

Chu-li 

Shang-chang 商橫 Shang-heng 

Ch*ung-kuang 昭陽 
Chao-yang 

Hsuan-yi 橫艾 
Heng-ai 

Chao-yang 尙章 Shang-chang 
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Cycle  commencing. 

1: o 
A.D. 

4 

A.D. 

64 

A.D. A.D. A.D. 

304 364 

I24 1S4 

244 

<5 

604 
664 

424 
484 544 

o 
994 964 724 

784 

844 

1204 I264 

IO24 - 

f  I084 

1144 

15.04 1564 1324 1384 

1444 
rj 

1804 
1864 1624 

1684 1744 

Cy 丨 

A.D. 

4 
G 

rS 

CJ 

304 

604 

0 904 

1204 

•u 

1504 1804 

commencing.  Cycle  commencing. 

A  D. 

64 

364 

664 

如4. 

1264 

1564 1864 

A.D. 

I24 

424 

724 

IO24 

1324 

1624 

A.D. 

184 

484 
784 

1084 

1384 
1684 

A.D. 

244 

544 

844 

1144 

1444 
1744 

s 

U 

!  o 

入 .D. 
4 

304 

604 

904 

1204 

1504 
1804 

A.D. 

64 

364 

664 

964 

1264 

1564 1864 
A.D. 

124 

424 
724 

1024 

1324 
1624 

A.D. 

184 

4»4 
784 

1084 

1384 

1684 A.D. 

244 

544 

844 

1144 

1444 
1744 84 

44 

04 
64 

甲辰 
44 

04 

64 

24 

84 

8S 

45 

°s 

65 

乙巳 

45 

05 

65 
25 

85 

86 

46 

06 66 

丙午 

46 

06 66 26 86 

87 

47 

07 
67 

丁未 

47 

07 

67 
27 

87 

88 

48 

08 

68 

戊申 

48 

08 

68 

28 

88 

89 

49 

09 

69 

己酉. 

49 

09 

69 

29 

89 

90
 5c 

10 

70 

庚戍 

50 

IO 

70 
30 

90 

91
 

51 

11 

71 

辛亥 

51 

II 

71 

31 

91
 

92 

52 

12 

72 

壬子 

52 

12 

72 

32
 

92 

93 S3 

13 

73 

癸丑 
53 

13 

73 33 

93 

94 54 

14 

74 甲寅 

54 

14 

74 

34 94 

95 55 

15 

75 

乙卯 

55 

15 

75 35 

95 

96
 

56 

16 

76 

丙辰 

56 

l6 

76 

36 

96
 

97 57 

17 

77 
丁巳 

57 

17 

77 

37 97 

98
 

S8
 

i3 

78 

戊午 

58 

l8 

78
 

38 

98 

99 59 

19 

79 己未 
59 

19 

79 39 

99 

00 60 

20 

80 

庚申 
60 

20 80 

40 

00 

01 61 

21 

81 辛酉 

61 21 

81 

41 

01 

02 62 22 

82 

壬戍 62 22 

82 

43 

02 

03 

63 

23 

83 

癸亥 

63 

23 
83 

43 

03 

⑹ 一TABLE  OF  FIRST  YEARS  OF  EACH  CYCLE  OF  NINETEEN  YEARS. 
B.C.  628 — A.D.  2071. 

B.C. 
A.D. 

628 419 210 I 

209 

418 

627 

836 

1045 1254 

1463 

1672 

1881 

609 

400 

191 

19 

228 437 
646 

855 

1064 

1273 

1482 

1691 

1900 59° 
381 

172 

38 

247 

456 

665 

874 
1083 

1292 

1501 1710 

1919 

571 

362 

153 

57 
266 

475 

684 

893 

1102 

1311 
1520 

”29 

1938 

5S2 
343 

*34 

76 

285 

494 
7。3 

912 

1121 i330 

1539 

ms 

1957 

533 324 

^5 

95 

304 513 

722 
93  ̂ 

1140 

1349 

1558 

”67 

1976 514 3°5 

96
 

114 

323 

532 74i 

95° 

1159 

1368 

1577 

1786 

1995 

495 286 

77 

133 

342 

SS1 

760 

969 

1178 

1387 

1596 

1805 

2014 

476 

267 

58 

i52 

361 

57° 

779 

988 

1197 

1406 

1615 
1824 

2033 

457 248 

39 

171 

380 

589 

798 

1007 

1216 

1425 

1634 

1843 

2052 

438 

229 

20 
190 

399 608 

817 

1026 

1235 

1444 

1653. 

1862 

2071 

f  30  ] 

COMPARATIVE  TABLE  OF  THE  CHINESE  CYCLES  AFTER  THE  CHRISTIAN  ERA. 

(Cycles  45  to  76). 
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Common  Years. 

March  2 

May  i 

June  30 

August  29 

October  28 

December  27 

Leap  Years. 

March  1 

April  30 

June  29 

August  28 October  27 

December  26 

720 

800 

880 

960 

1040 

1120 

1200 
1280 

1360 
1440 

A,D. 

Si 

i 

80 

1 6c 

240 

320 
400 

480 

560 

640 

881 

801 

721 
641 

S61 481 

401 

321 
241 

161 

B.C. 

2561 
l68l 

2401 
l6oi 

2321 1521 

2241 1441 

2l6l 
1361 

2081 I28i 

2001 1201 

I92I 
II2I 

1841 1041 

1761 

961 

[  31  ] 

⑻ 一TABLE  OF  FIRST  DAYS  OF  EACH  MOON  FOR  EVERY  YEAR  OF  THE  LUNAR  CYCLE  OF  NINETEEN  YEARS. 

I Jan. 

23 
Feb. 
21 

Mar. 

23 

Apr. 

21 
May 21 

June 

13 

July 

19 

Aug. 

17 

Sep. 
16 

Oct. 

15 

Nov. 

14 

Dec. 

13 

2 12 10 12 
10 

10 

8 8 6 5 2 3 2 

Jan. 

Mar. Apr; May 

June 

July 

Aug: 
Sep. Oct. Nov. 

Dec. 

3 i 

31 

i 

31 

24 

29 27 

27 

25 

24 

艚 

23 

22 21 

Feb. Apr. 

June 
July 

Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. 
Dec. 

:  4 
20 18 

20 
18 18 

16 

l6 

14 

13 

12 

11 10 

Oct. Nov. 

Dec. 

5 9 7 9 7 7 5 5 3 2 2 

31 

30 

29 

Nov. 
Dec. 

；  6 28 26 念8 26 26 

24 
24 

22 21 

20 

x9 

18 

7 

17 

15 

i7 

15 

iS 

13 

12 11 

10 

9 8 7 
Aug. 

Sep. 
Oct. Nov. Dec. 

j|  8 
6 4 6 5 4 3 2 i 

.30 

29 

28 

27 

26 

Sep. Oct. 

Nov. 
Dec, 

9 

25 

23 

25 

23 

23 

21 21 

19 

18 

17 

16 18 

10 

14 

12 

14 

13 

12 

10 TO 8 7 6 5 4 

May 

June 

July 

Aug. 

Sep. 
Oct. 

Nov. 
Dec. 

11 3 2 3 2 i 

31 

29 

29 27 

26 

25 

24 

23 

June 

July 

Aug. Sep. Oct. 
Nov. Dec. 

j  12 
22 20 

22 
10 20 18 18 16 

15 

14 

13 

12 

Dec.  i 

13 11 9 11 9 9 7 7 5 4 3 2 i 

31 

14 

30 

28 

30 

8 28 26 26 

24 

23 

22 

2t 20 

15 

19 

17 

19 

17 

17 

25 

15 
13 

12 11 IO 9 

Oct. 
Nov. Dec. 

16 5 6 8 6 6 4 4 2 i i 

30 

29 

28 

Nov. 

Dec. 

17 

27 

25 
27 

2S 

25 

23 

23 

21 20 

19 

18 

17 

18 16 

14 

16 

14 

14 

12 12 

10 

9 8 7 6 

July 

Sep. 

Oct. 

Nov 

Dec. 
19 

S 5 5 4 3 2 i 

30 

28 

29 

26 

25 

24 

(/)— TABLE  OF  FIRST  YEARS  OF  EACH  PERIOD  TABLE  OF  DAYS  ON  WHICH  THE 
OF  80  YEARS.  CYCLICAL  CHARACTERS  FOR 

b.c.  2561— a.d.  2240.  Ist  JANUARY  RECUR. 
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(力 —TABLE  FOR  FINDING  THE  CYCLICAL  CHARACTERS  FOR  1st  JANUARY  IN  ANY  YEAR, 

B.C,  OR  A.D. 

I. 

丁  丑  ch‘011 

14 

21. 

壬戌 jgn  hsfl 

59 
41 •丁未  ting  wei 

44 

6r, 

壬 辰  jSn  ch^en 

29 

2. 

午  jen  wu 

l9 

22. 

丁卯  ting  mao 
4 

42 .•壬 子  j6n  tzti 

49 

62. 

丁酉  ting  yu 
34 

3- 
丁  杏  ting  hai 

24 

23 - 

^  jen  sh
en 

9 

43 .丁巳  ting  ssii 

54 

63. 

壬寅 j6n  yin 

39 

4 - ^
  ̂   jcn  ch

^en 

29 

24. 

丁  丑  ting  ch‘ou 

14 

44 .壬 戍㈣ h.sa 
59 

64. 

丁  未  ting  wei 
44 

5. 
戊戌  mou  hsii 

35 2S* 

癸未  kuei  wei 
20 

45 •.戊 辰  mGU  ch<«n 

5 

65. 

癸 丑  kuei  ch‘ou 

So 

6. 

J^fJ  kuei  mao 

40 

26. 

戊子  mou  tzli 

25 

46 •癸酉  kuei  yu 
10 

66. 

午  mou  wu 

S5 
7. 
戊+  mou  shen 

45 27. 

巳  kuei  ssti 

30 

47 .戊寅  mou  yin 

IS 

67. 

^ ►亥  kuei  hai 
60 

8. 

癸 丑  kuei  ch‘ou 

5° 

2I. 

戊戍 mou  hsa 

35 

48.  未  kuei  wei 

20 68. 

戊辰  mou  ch*
en 

5 

9. 
已 未 chi  wei 

56 

29. 

甲辰  chia  ch*en 

41 

49. 己  心  ch‘ou 

26 

69. 

甲戍  chia  hsti 
11 

IO. 

甲子  ch*ia  tzti 
i 

30. 

己 酉 chi  yu 

46 

5。 •甲午  chia  wu 

31 

70: 

己 卯 chi  mao 

16 

1 1. 

己 巳  chi  ssii 
6 

31. 

甲寅  chia  yin 

51 

51.  ’  己亥  chi  hai 

36 

71 

甲申  chia  shen 

21 

12. 

甲戌  chia  hsii 
11 

32. 

己 未  chi  wei 

56 

52 •甲辰  chia  ch*en 

41 

72. 

£1  chi  ch*ou 

26 
13. 

庚辰. k5ng  ch‘6n 

17 

33. 
乙丑 i  ch ‘。 u 

2 

53 .庚 戌. Wng  hsii 

47 

73. 

乙未 i  wei 

32 

14. 

乙酉 i.yu 
22 

34. 

庚午 keng  wu 
7 

54- 乙卯 , i  mao 

52 

74. 

子  keng  Izil 37 

15. 
庚寅  kgng  yin 

27 

35. 

乙亥 i  hai  _ 

12 

55 ■庚 申. keng  shen 

57 

75 - 

乙巳 i  ssii 

42 

i6. 

乙未 i 、vei 

32 
36 - 

庚辰  keng  ch'en 

17 

56- 乙丑  i  ch‘ou 

2  . 

76. 

庚戍  keng  hsu 

47 

17. 
-Jt  hsin  ch‘ou 

38 
37- 

丙戍 P^g  hsu 

23 

5  7 .辛未  hsin  wei 

8 

77.  +  两辰  PinS  ch，en 

53 

18. 

丙午 ping  wu 

43 

38. 

辛彡 P  hsin  mao 

28 

58. 丙子  ping  tztt 

13 

78. 

辛 酉 hsin  yu 

58 

19. 
辛亥  hsin  hai 

48 
39. 

丙申  ping  shen 

33 

59  •辛 巳  hsin  sstl 

18 

79 - 

丙寅 P^g  yin 

3 

20. 

丙辰  Ping  ch'en 53 

40. 
辛丑  hsin  ch‘ou 

38 

6o. 丙戌  Ping  hsa 
1 

1 

23 

8o. 

辛 未  hsin  wei 

8 

The  figures  to  the  right  in  each  column  give  the  positions  of  the  combinations/  in  table  L. 

(Z)— TABLE  OF  SIXTY-YEAR  CYCLE. 
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remarks. 

a.  Common  form. 

h.  Commonly  used  for  accounts.  Are  said  \o  be  of  Graeco-Bactrian  origin, 

but  are  known  to  the  Chinese  as  蘇州字 '碼字  Soochow  or  business 

characters.  When  i  and  2  or  3  come  together,  they  are  written  alternately  vertically 

and  horizontally.  Thus  12,332  would  be  written  1 

Adopted  for  use  on  drafts,  pawn-tickets,  etc”  as  being  less  liable  to  frau¬ 

dulent  alteration.  For  lengthened  forms  of  10,  100  and  1,000  see  next  page. 

[  33  ] 

x. 一 The  years  B.C.  or  A.D.  corresponding  roughly  with  the  Chinese  rulers  and  year-titles  will  be  found  under  The  Dynasties, 
table  III,  B. 

2.  — The  years  B.C.  *637 一 A.D.  1923  corresponding  roughly  with  Chinese  cyclical  years  will  be  found  under  table  F.y  above. 

3.  一 To  convert  (when  expressed  by  numerals)  a  given  Chinese  day  of  a  given  moon  in  a  given  year. — Refer  to  table  G.  for 

ordinal  position  of  given  year  in  lunar  cycle  of  nineteen  years.  Apply  the  ordinal  number  obtained  to  table  H.、 which  gives  the 

first  days  of  each  moon  for  every  year  of  the  lunar  cycle.  E.g.  Wanted  the  3rd*  day  of  the  2nd  moon  of  the  4th  year  of  宣和 

Hsuan  Ho.  The  year  required  (see  Dynasties)  is  A.D.  1122,  which  (see  G.)  is  the  2nd  year  of  the  19-year  cycle,  beginning  1121. 

In  the  2nd  year  {see  H.)y  the  1st  day  of  the  1st  moon  falls  on  Feb.  10,  and  the  3rd  day  of  the  2nd  moon  on  14th  March. 

[N.B,  The  earliest  day  on  which  China  New  Year  can  fall  lies  between  Jan.  21  (Fritsche)  and  Jan.  22  (J.  Williams);  and  the 

latest,  between  Feb.  19  afid  Feb,  20.  Therefore,  when  the  1st  of  the  Chinese  1st  moon  falls  before  Jan.  {  the  date  given  under 

the  2nd  moon  must  be  taken  as  the  first  day  of  the  Chinese  year,  and  so  on.] 

4.  
— To  convert  a  given  Chinese  day  (when  expressed  by  cyclical  characters)  of  a  given  moon  in  a  given  year, — Refer  to 

table  and  subtract  (if  B.C,)  the  given  year  from  the  nearest  possible  number,  or  (if  A.D.)  subtract  from  the  given  year  the  nearest 

possible  number.  The  number  remaining  will  indipate  in  table  J.  the  cyclical  characters  for  the  1st  Jan.  of  the  given  year.  Then, 

find  as  above  G,  and  H.)  the  date  on  which  the  moon  in  question  begins.  Refer  to  table  take  the  nearest  preceding  date  on 

which  the  characters  for  Jan.  1  would  recur,  and  giving  this  the  cyclical  characters  found  for  Jan.  1,  count  on  from  that  point  in 

table  Z.  unti】  the  cyclical  combination  required  is  reached.  E.g.  Wanted  the  丁巳  ting  ssu  day  of  the  4th  moon  of  the  3rd  year 

of  the  period  乾元  Ch‘ien  Yuan  of  the  Emperor  肅宗  Su  Tsung  of  the  T‘ang  dynasty.  The  year  required  (see  Dynasties)  is  760. 

Refer  to  table  and  subtract  (because  A.D.)  720  from  760  =  40,  which  in  table  y.  gives  辛 丑  hsin  chlou  as  the  1st  January  for 

760.  [The  38  on  the  right  shows  its  place  in  table  Z.]  Then  find  as  above  (G.  and  HJ)  the  date  on  which  the  4th  moon  begins  = 

Jan.  23.  The  nearest  preceding  date  to  this  in  table  K.  is  (because  a  Leap  Year)  April  30.  Make  辛 丑  hsin  chlou  in  table  L 

(No.  38)  stand  for  April  30,  and  count  on  until  丁巳  ting  ssti  (No.  54)  is  reached  =  May  16.  Answer:  May  16,  A.D.  760. 

VI. -MISCELLANEOUS. 

(乂) 一THE.  CHINESE  DIGITS 
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垓 and 秭  sometimes change  places.  See 

K*ang  Hsi  sub 

Also  written  毒 

[For  continuation  of  these 
series,  see  China  Review, 

XXII,  293;  XXIV,  46J 

One  tenth 

One  hundredth 

One-thousandth 

One  ten-thousandth 

One  hundred  thousandth 

One  millionth 

One  ten-millionth 

One  handred-millionth 

One  thousand-millionth 

One  ten-thousand-millionth 

One 

一  yi4* Ten 

十  shih
1* 

One  hundred 

百  pai
3* 

One  thousand 

千  ch^ien1
 

Ten  thousand 

wan4 

One  hundred  thousand 

億 ， 
One  million 

兆  chao
4 

Ten  millions 

經  ̂   京  ching* One  hundred  millions 

核 a 妓 kai: One  thousand  millions 

補  pu3  神  tzti3 
Ten  thousand  millions 

壤  jang1
 

One  hundred  thousand  millions 

淸  kou1. 

One  billion 

澗 chien' 
Ten  billions 

正  cheng1 
One  hundred  billions 

載  tsa
i* 

34  J 

(^)— THE  CHINESE  DECIMAL  SYSTEM. 

WHOLE  NUMBERS. 

English. Chinese. Remarks* 

FRACTIONS. 
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Chinesf. 
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Form. 
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THE  214  RADICALS 
WITH  THEIR  COLLOQUIAL  DESIGNATIONS,  AND  THE  NUMBERS  UNDER  WHICH 

THEY  WILL  BE  FOUND 

1
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i .一 （一  橫）  5342 

6528 
2525 

9170 

5341 
3248 

I  (一 竪) 

*  ( 一點） 
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二 (兩橫 ） 3363 
丄  U.449 

人  5fi24 

f  (單立 人）， ， 

儿  S622 

A  S69° 

A  8S°4 

门 (三 道榷 )2352 

〃 (禿 寶蓋 )7^44 
7  ( 兩靜 水 )9n6 
几  837 

U  5肋2 

刀  1。，783 

IJ  (立 刀） ” 

力  698o 

勺  8695 

匕  8941 

匚 (三 道権 )3458 

H( 三道榷 )4175 

十  9959 

卜  9476 

P  (硬 耳刀  ”548 

E  » 

厂 (秀 偏上 h843 

/、  10,307 
又  *3.428 
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STROKES. 

3。 

P 

6174 

(四 道権 )5^2 
32  土 （土 堆）  12,0.99 

” 戈 （提 土）  ” 
33 .士  9992 
34  1924 

35 •欠  io»428 
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7907 

4! •寸  ii.96S 
42.  /J、 .  4294 

43 允 ，兀  12,5*9 

»  JL  12,520 
44 •尸  9»98 

45 •屮 （半 草）  5«4 

46.  9663 
47 

.

 

川

 

 

2728 

” 讯 (三臥 人）” 

” 《（兩 臥 人）” 
48- X  6553 

49 .己  921 

5

。

 

 

•巾 (大
 巾旁
)
 
 

2041 

51 .干  5814 

5  2 •么  12,945 

53 •广 (偏 上)  13.148 
54- ”，吨 

55 .升  6593 

56--^；  5343 

57 .弓  6566 

58.3 •(橫 山）  977 

58 •曰 •，立  977 

59 .乡 （三 撇）  9686 

6o-  \  (雙 立人 ） 2013 

4

 

 

STROKES. 

6l •心  45心 

”  f  (竪 心） ” 
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, ，女 （反 文） » 

67 ••文  12»633 

68 •斗  xi,42  7 

69 .斤  2019 

7。 .方  3435 

71 •无  12»752 

72.  0  5642 
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13.772 
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82 •毛  7^79 

83 ..氏  9978 

84 •气  1062 

85 •水 ，水  10，128 

，，令 （三勲 水）” 

86 •火 

5326 

” … 、(四 勲火） 》 87 .爪， 

484 

88 .夂 

3736 

89 .焚 

12,928 

9。 爿 

1275 

% •片 

9213 

92 .牙 

12,797 

93 •牛 (提 牛旁 )83# 

94 •犬 

，， 名（ 反犬 01 

3 中 

犬猶） 

” 

5  STROKES. 95 .左 

479° 

96 .玉 

12,630 

”  J  (斜 玉） ，， 

97 •瓜 

6281 

9s- % 

13,420 

99 甘 

5832 

IOO. 

9865 

101 .用 

13,449 

102 •田 

11,236 

1。3  •疋 

9086 

104 .疒 (病 字旁 )^5 105. 

9403 

io6t  白 

8556 

107 .皮 

9032 

1。8 .皿 （皿 堆） 

7938 

叫 •目， 

8o8o 

II。. 矛 

7688 

111 .矢 

99卬 

112 .石 

9964 

113 •示， 軍，孝 

9953 

114 •由 

5664 

H5 .禾 （禾 木）  3943 

116 .穴 (穴 字頭 )咖。 

H7 .立  6954 
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ii8 .竹 (竹字 頭 )26i<s 

II[9 米 

78O2 
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冗 n … (扁 四） 

” 

123 •羊 

12,842 
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i3»6l7 

125 .老 

6783 

，，尹 

» 

126 .而 

3345 

127 •耒 

6847 

128 •耳 

3336 
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13,644 

w .肉 
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旁） 

” 

.臣 

648 

132 •自 

12,365 

133 •至 

1817 

134 .白 

2286 

135 •舌 

9788 

136 .抖 ，牟 

2746 

137 .舟 

2446 

I38 .良 

5972 

139 •色 

9602 

14。 •少 >{»， 琪 

1.1,631 

” 卄 (草字 頭）” 

i4i .用 

4919 



13,5扣 

8246 

7423 

7434 

7602 

7591 

6234 

S927 

9111 

11,421 463 

6894 

6430 

7886 

6073 

12,527 

2279 

13,209 

?2,978 3554 

3483 

9971 

10,014 

4256 

42 •虫  2932 

43 •血 (血堆 ） 4847 

44 .行  4624 

4S •衣  53»5 

46.商 (西 字部 )4。31 

7  STROKES. 

Sr24 
10,070 3899 

11  STROKES. 

10  STROKES. 

i87 •馬  7576 

[36  ] 

173 •爭 （雨字 

頭） 13,623 174 •靑  2184 

”5 非  3459 
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S.  mieh1 1060  S. 

12988  S. 

5449 

877 

6747 

74^2 5691 1742 

5809. 

7871 

Li 

I  九 2263  s, 

3363 

586 

13537  s. 

13549 

13805  s. 
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A 

CHINESE-ENGLISH 

DICTIONARY  / 

Even  Upper. 

A  prefix  to  names  and 

designations  of  .  people . 

Used  to  represent  the  sound 

a  or  ah  in  foreign  words. 

An  initial  particle.  Used 

with  12,816. 

阿香  name?  of  a  fairy  who  assists 

雷公  the  God  of  Thunder  by 
pushing  his  car. 

阿嬌  baby  name  of  the  beautiful 

wife  of  武帝4  of  the  Han 
•  Dynasty.  See  1334. 

阿娘  a  mother.  Read  ox  niang 
by  Manchus  as  meaning  “a 

mother；”  if  the  lady  is  a  秦 
wife  and  not  a  concubine. 

Manchu  :  eniye, 

阿姐  an  elder  sister.  Also  used 
by  the  Manchus  for  “mother,” 

if  the  lady  is  a  concubii'ie. 

阿哥  a  son  of  an  Emperor  of| 
the  present  dynasty  (from  the 
Manchu  word  age /i) ;  an  elder 
brother. 

阿公子  the  eldest  son  of 
nobleman. 

阿 恕迦。 r 阿育 Asoka,  the 
great  Indian  King  who  favoured 
Buddhism.  B.C.  319. 

阿勒 台軍台  the  military 
postroad  from  the  Great  Wall 
to  the  Altai  Mountains. 

阿迷州  a  Department  in  the 
south-east  of  Yunnan. 

阿羅漢  an  Arh^t,  or  Lo-han, 
h  one  of  the  500  disciples  of 
Buddha.  See  7291. 

阿魏  asafoetida. 

阿嚏  to  sneeze. 

A. 

阿‘
 

i 
家中 有阿誰  who  is  that  in  I the  house  ?  See  10,130. 

唯之與 阿相 去幾何 
between  answering  wci  or  ah、 
what  a  little  difference  there  is  ! 

— and  yet  what  a  great  one. 

阿骨打 (Z/;/^-)  Aguteng,  founder 
of  the  Golden  Dynasty.  See 
2032. 

阿勾齊  Akouch‘i， the  2nd  orl Mongol  grade  of  Batoru. 

阿婆  an  old  woman;  a  mother- 1 
in-law,  一 used  by  the  son’s  wife. 

阿婆湯  old  woman’s  (hair)  I soup ;  一 because  when  cold  it 
takes  shapes  like  their  coiffures. 

阿妹  my  sister. 
阿 元 w 亞元  I  2,8  IO.  丨 

阿難  A>landa, — the  cousin  andl faithful  attendant  of  Gautama 
Buddha. 

阿馉羅  the  goblins  of  Bud- 1 dhism,  said  to  cause  eclipses  by 

defeating  in  battle  the  gods  of 

light. 

阿 迦甩天  a  great  height  ini the  air,  — referring  to  Akanishta, 

the  highest  of  the  Buddhist 
worlds  of  visible  form. 

阿鼻  the  last  and  worst  of.  the  I 
eight  hells  of  Buddhism. 

阿 峨曇-  Abhidharma ,  — the  I 
philosophical  division  of  the  Bud¬ dhist  canon. 

阿 浮達摩  Adbhuta  dharma  I 

_ 阿 波陀那  A  vadana,  I — two  of  the  twelve  divisions  of 

the  Buddhist  Scriptures.  See  466 1 . 

阿僧祇 鈿 僧企耶 
the  highest  possible  number;  in- 

〆 •  numerable.  Sanskrit :  Asan‘khya. 

阿‘
 

i 

阿濕 摩揭波 Sanskrit  term 
>for  amber. 

阿物兒  a  superfine  article, something  better  than  others  of its  kind. 

阿丹  Aden  ‘ 阿藍 阿蘭  the  skylark. 
Also,  the  crested  lark. 

大阿  the  name  of  a  magic  sword. 

Read  a1.  Used  for  2. 

是阿  it  is  so  indeed ;  yes,  yes ! 

Read  a3.  An  interjection, 

mostly  of  surprise. 

你 阿甚麽  what  are  you  ah- 
ing  at? 

. — *  ̂  to  utter  an  ah! 一 of 
astonishment 

Read  ol.  A  river  bank  ； 

a  mountain  slope.  Leaning 

towards  ；  to  assent  ；  to  flatter. See  3945. 

阿丘  or  山之阿  a  slope  or 
hill-side. 

宿於崑 崙之阿 sleep upon  the  slope  of  the  K‘un-lun 
Mt. 

無阿私  no  partialities. 

皇天 無私阿 ^  thou  God, 
who  art  impartial ! 

性直 諒不阿  of  a  straight¬ 
forward  disposition. 

阿 媚奉承 t。 toady  and 
flatter. 

未嘗阿 附取悦  le  did  not 
flatter  in  order  to  curry  favour. 



▲I 

PV 

舸 
K •箇歌 
K-  oaf 
See 阿 

A.  /7,  乂 八7£.，7 
Even  &  Sink¬ 
ing  Upper. 

腌1
 

阿比  servfle;  ready  to  join  in 
evil  actions. 

不至阿 其所好 
I  Uiao^)  though  low,  not  low  enough 

to  flatter  their  favourite. 

; 勿有 親戚兄 弟之所 

! 阿  let  there  be  no  nepotism. 

! 阿斗  the  son  and  successor  of 

I 劉備  Liu  Pei.  His  house  ruled 
over  the  division  of  the 

Three  Kingdoms.  Used  to  express 
a  blockhead,  a  useless  fellow. 

i 阿黎耶  the  owl.  Sanskrit 

I  uluka. 

阿房宮  name  of  a  famous 
Pleasaunce,  built  by  始 皇^  帝 

!  B.C.  2i2,  and  greatly  added  to 

i  by  his  successor. 

阿衡 the  name  or  title  of  ̂9* 
!  I  Yin. 

1 阿 彌陀佛  Amida  Buckllia. 
I  35s9- 

阿 卜。' •阿不  an  o/>o  or  stonc- 
i  heap  marking  a  frontier  post  or 

I  boundary  of  a  pasture  district 
in  Mongolia ;  used  by  the  Chi¬ 

nese  in  the  sense  of  “cairn”  for 
religious  purposes. 

阿里吉  the  Volga. I 
I 

A  final  particle,  used  gen¬ 

erally  with  interrogations. 

你好啊  are  you  well  ?  how 
d’ye  flo  ? 

喝茶 啊、、 ill.  —  take  some  tea? 

你用心 聽啊  listen  attent¬ ively. 

Dirty,  as  heard  in  the 

combination  月每 月藏  a1  tsa1  or 

a  hang'.  Sec  8 1  and 

Reader//4.  To  sd.lt  \  to  pickle. 

l'j)pcr 

喂 
4 

欵 

See  9645. 

Same  as  9645. 
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K.^ 
J.  ai\  ye 

A.  iai 
Even  and 

Rising  Upper. 

Sec  12,799. 

An  interjection  of  regret; 

of  displeasure；  of  repletion. 

A  tone  of  negation.  Also 
read  az\ 

唉 的一聲  heaved  a  sigh. 

唉可憐  oh,  how  sad ! 

唉歎  t。 sigh. 
唉 怎麽樣  come  now,  what do  you  mean  ? 

^  ̂   sound  of  belcliing. 

唉唉  hushaby ! 
以備訊 p 矣  so  as  to  prepare the  way  for  interrogations, 

一 referring  to  a  drum  wliich 
the  Great  Yu  set  up  in  his 

court,  to  be  struck  when  neces¬ 

sary  to  call  the  sovereign’s ‘ attention  to  important  matters. 

Dust；  dirt.  Dead.  See  3 1 30. 

dust；  used  by  Buddhists 
for  the  defilements  of  this  world. 

埃垢 dirt. 塵 埃封了  dust  has  covered 

it. 

埃埃 潦滾胃 dust>'- 

:埃的  dusty ;  dead. 1 趨埃塵  to  hasten  to  the  grave. 

j  -  See  7 . 
1 
1 

1  
' 

1 
1 

I  Side  by  side.  To  lean 
on ;  to  trust  to.  To  delay. 
-To  force.  To  strike  on  the 

back  ；  to  suffer  {ai2)  ；  see 12,837. 

相挟  next  to  one  another;  to 
rely  on. 

挟背  back  to  back. 
肩  shoulder  to  shoulder. 

挨 着  side  by  side；  in  succession； one  after  another ;  close  to. 
! 

挨1
 

挟 着邊兒  alongside  of  one 
another；  side  by  side. 

— •程 一 程核  followinS 
stage  for  stage. 

挟村  neighbouring  villages. 

挟肩 立足的  in  crowds. 

挟 肩弟兄  brothers  near  of 

an  age. 

挨次  in  order. 挟膦  near  evening. 

椟 門挟戶  from  door  to  door 
(as  a  beggar). 

有大 山挨靠  he  has  a  great 
hill  (powerful  friend)  to.  rely 

upon. 

挟 了一年  I  have  waited  a 

year. 
核 得服滿  delayed  until  tlie 
period  of  mourning  had  expired. 

挟 延過日  to  procrastinate 
until  the  opportunity  has  passed. 

挟不住  unable  to  stand  the 

pain. 
挟 不進去  unable  to  get  in 
— for  the  crowd. 
一步 一步挟 到裏頭 

step  by  step  edged  himself  in. 

挟擠  to  press;  to  crowd. 

挟擠不 unable  to  make 
one’s  way  through,  一 a  crowd. 

挟打  to  be  beaten. 
挟了打  to  have  had  a  beating. 

挟餓  to  be  hungry ;  tor  come  to want. 

挨人 _  to  be  cursed  by  people. 

挨保  to  be  surety  for  candidates at  the  examination  for  hsiu- 
/slai.  It  is  merely  formal,  as  the 

candidates  are  quite  unknown 
to  this  surety,  their  real  surety 
being  the  one  who  認保 

acts  as  such  from  personal 

acquaintance. 

寧願 世上挟 不願土 

裏埋  better  linger  on  earth than  lie  in  it. 

挟上前  to  force  one’s  way 

to … 

挟查  to  examine  consecutively. 

核云國  Egypt. 
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Even
  

Uppe
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呆 
12 

m 13 

R. 

C. ( . 

M.  l  ̂ 
F.  at 

W.  a 
N.  a 

To  grieve  for.  To  pity 

To  sympathise  with.  To 

wail.  Alas !  The  minor  key 

哀憐。 r 哀#  京惜 t。 
commiserate. 

可哀 胃。1 ■哀慘 Pitiable. 

哀泣 哀哭  to  weep. 

於 ■號  to  wail  loudly. 

專求。 r 哀懇 OT 哀請 to 
implore. 

悲哀  to  sorrow. 

哀働  to  feel  grief. 

^  ®  or  M  ®  extreme  
grief. 

哀告  to  entreat;  to  importune; 
to  make  a  piteous  report. 

哀衣  mourning  clothes. 

毋死兒 爲哀子 a  child 
whose  mother  is  dead  is  called 

fztt.  See  ̂   6222.  [In  use 

since  the  T‘ang  dynasty.] 

elegies  written  upon  the 

death  of  friends. 

舉 起哀來  began  to  wail  (as 
at  a  funeral). 

哀哉 alas! 

哀  痛 5 逐  wailing  and  weep ing. , 

哀 赛上告  with  grief  this petition  is  handed  up. 

哀召  an  edict  announcing  the 
death  of  an  Emperor. 

哀樂  grief  and  joy. 

M  ̂   M  mournful,  yet  no
t 

distressing  (of  music). 

其音哀 其節寡  in  a  minor 
key,  knd  slow  time. 

今此 下民亦 孔之哀 
henceforth  the  working  classes 

will  also  deeply  grieve. 

See  10,545. 

Short  in  stature.  Low  in 

height.  To  lower. 

矮子。 r 矮人。 1: 矮仔 a 
dwarf. 

身 量矮。 r 矮矮 的身 
short  in  stature. 

矮
 3 

13 

P.  I  . 

M.|^
 

Y.  ae、 yae 

Sz.  ai 
K.  uuie 

J. 

A.  wai、 nui 

Rising  Upper. 

m 

14 

愛 

R •隊 

c.  i  . 

H.|；/ 

F.  at、 mi,  oui 
W.  ̂  

N.《 

p- j 

M.j  ai^  ngai 

Sz.' 

Y.  ae^yae 

K.^ 

A. Sinking 

Upper. 

矮胖子  a  short  fat  man. 

得很  very  low  in  height. 

矮 墩墩的  too  low;  squat ； 
dumpy. 

矮屋子  a  low  room. 

矮橙子  a  low  stool. 

矮樹  a  low  tree. 
胃  a  low  stage. 

嚇 得矮了  was  frightened  out of  his  ̂ its. 

當着 矬人別 說矮話 
don’t  talk  small  to  a  dwarf. 

[Don’t  talk  of  ropes  in  the  family 
of  a  man  who  was  hanged.] 

矮 提繫的  (the  class)  with low  or  short  loops  at  the  top 
of  the  hat  where  the  button  is 

inserted, 一 t.e.  persons  without 

any  claim  to.  rank. 

矮樂子  P hyllanthus  puberus. 

Same  as  13. 

To  love.  To  like.  To 

covet.  To  be  sparing  of； 

to  grudge. 

愛 人如已  to  love  others  as oneself. 

可愛  lovable. 溺愛  steeped  in  love;  devotedly attached  to. 

親愛 to  love  and  cherish  (as 
parents). 

蒙 你渦發  y。11  are  tC)。 
見愛 於毋而 見惡於 

to  be  loved  by  one’s  mother 

but  hated  by  one’s  father. 

龠 犢之#  the  love  pf  dumb animals  for  their  offspring, — 

extending  only  to  physical  wel¬ fare.  Opposed  to  禮教有 

care  for  children’s  moral 
welfare. 

愛 民如子  to  love  the  people as  children  (said  of  mandarins). 

愛媚  to  caress. 

愛意  inclined. 

合愛  polite  term  for  “your 

daughter. ’， 

15 

16 

R .隊 

F.  ai° 

See 暖 

Sinking 

Upper. 

愛情  amorous. 
男 有悦愛 吟女考 any man  who  fell  in  love  with  any 

girl, — would  communicate  with 

her  parents. 

愛酒  to  .like  wine. 

不 愛要  not  to  like. 

你愛 吃甚摩 茱 what  food 
do  you  like  eating? 

what  do  you  want? 

你 愛得多  you  want  too 
much. 

愛檯楨  fond  of  argument. 

See  5893. 

財  fond  of  money;  covetous See  10,689. 

你 愛學好  you  should  learn 
to  be  good. 

愛惜  to  like；  to  be  economical of. 

愛 惜日子  sparing  of  time. 天 不愛道 ，地 不愛寶 
heaven  does  not  love  truth,  earth 

does  not  love  gems,  — so  as  to 

keep  these  all  for  themselves. 

here  equals  愛惜， andmay 

be  translated  by  “grudge.” 

靡愛斯  I  have  not  grudged one  of  my  sacrificial  cattle. 

奈何 與人鄰 國愛一 
馬 乎  how  can  I  grudge  a  horse to  a  neighbouring  State  ? 

我常 愛病1  am  often  ill. 

愛 說愛笑  to  like  to  have 
one’s  joke. 

愛小  to  be  avaricious  even  of trifles. 

愛育堂  a  charitable  society  in aid  of  the  sick. 

愛 党  to  like. 
不 愛理人  not.  to  mind  about 
other  people. 

Like；  similar.  To  pant; 

out  of  breath. 

僎 然如見  precisely  as  if  one 
saw  the  thinj  itself. 

如彼 遡風亦 孔之俊 
like  going  against  t)ie  wind, 
which  makes  one  pant  very  much. 
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See 僧 

Sinking 

Upper. 

To  belcK.  A  genial  tem¬ 

perature.  Tone  of  dis¬ 

approval. 

曖明 ̂  Ai-yah  !  — an  exclamation 
of  surprise. 

1  he  sun  hidden  by  clouds  ； 

lobscure. 
I 

:暖暖  obscured,  一 as  the  moon behind  clouds. 

暖昧  dark;  stupicl* 

Dull ；  obscure；  hidden. 

瞍聰  dim,  as  the  clouded  nioon; 
not  fully  acquainted  with. 

If 

R •賄1 隊 
Rising  &  Sink¬ 

ing  Upper. 

厓 
22 

崖 23 

涯 

Luxuriant,  as  plants. 

Hidden  by  thick  growth. 

憂 障  hidden;  concealed. 

崎 憂  Vagrant  growth. 

玉 愛  a  fig,  common  in  Formosa 
and  the  south.  It  grows  on  a 

I  creeper  (Ficus  stipulata), 

1 草 木薆葑  the  grass  and  trees are  very  thick. 

愛 愛  hidden;  not  to  be  seen. 

A  cloudy  sky；  obscure. 

缓鍵  dull  and  cloudy.  Applied 
to  spectacles  which  relieve 

cloudiness  of  sight.  Said  to  be 
the  name  for  spectacles,  which 
were  brought  from  Malacca 
under  the  Mings. 

Same  as  1 2,836. 

See  1 2,836. 

See  1 2,838. 24 
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泰 
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See 暧 

K.  ac 

Rising  &  Sink 

ing  Upper. 

R. 贿 31  泰 

See 藹 

Rising  &  Sink¬ 
ing  Upper. 

The  corner  or  canthus  of 

the  eye.  To  stare.  See 

12,328. 

睚目  to  look  at  fixedly. 

睚砦  {tslai)  to  glance  at  angrily. 

睚砦㈣ 叫 之 怨必報 i 
will  certainly  pay  him  out  for 

his  angry  looks.  * 

Able  to  regulate  or  ad¬ 
minister. 

睛 豈交  T;uiAi， the  second  of  eight brothers  of  the  Emperor  高陽 

Kao-yang,  or  Chuan  Hsu,  all  of 
whom  were  statesmen. 

See  10,544. 

Whiteness. 

霜雪 腊皚兮 how  glittering white  is  the  hoar  frost  and  snow ! 

Cooked  rice  which  has 

turned  sour.  Mouldy. 

食 至于鶬  when  the  food  has become  sour. 

食 M 而 _  the  food  was  sour 
and  mouldy. 

Luxuriant  vegetation 

Shady.  Grand.  Beautiful. 

藹藹王 多吉士  the  prince has  many  accomplished  officers. 

幽譚  shady  groves. 
和譚  dignified  and  courteous. 
翠藹  a  rich  emerald  colour,  as of  'a  lawn. 

藹然  pleasantly. The  heavens  covered 

with  clouds.  A  cloudy  but 

bright  sky. 

在 杳靄中 up  in  the  air. 

掩靄之 shaded  it. 
祥 雲靄靄 ausPicio  us  clouds 
are  scattered  about. 

靄
 3 
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Sinking  Lower 

clouds 

Eg  氣  silken-looki
ng 

which  make  pictures. 

嵐謹  mountain-peak  clouds. 
Mugwort,  artemisia,  or 

any  plant  from  which  moxa 
is  obtained.  A  general  name 

for  labiate  plants,  like  mint. 

Fifty  years  old,  from  the  hair 

turning  grey,  like  moxa.  To 
quiet.  To  finish.  See  1099. 

艾子 w 艾蒿  Artemisia  vul¬ 

garis. 
艾絨  moxa  punk,  used  for . cauterisation,  and  also  with 

castor-oil  to  make  red-ink  paste for  seals. 

艾杷  mugwort,  steamed  for  use as  a  pain-killer. 

先 期求艾  to  lay  up' a  store 
of  mugwort  for  future  use. 

艾炷  a  torch. 
老 an  old  man. 
耆艾 a  man  between  50  and  60 years  of  age.  See  豭  ii64. 

天 下艾安  the  empire  is  at 

peace. 
‘艾 爾後1  wil1  Preset  and 

care  for  your  posterity. 

夜未艾  the  night  is  not  over. 

未有艾  has  no  end  or  limit. 
少艾  a  beautiful  young  girl. 

艾符  an  artemisia  charm  hung over  the  door  on  the  5th  of  the 

5th  moon.  See  7602. 

艾 旗招福  the  mugwort  ban¬ 
ner  brings  good  luck,  一 a  phrase 

used  at  the  Dragon-boat  festival, 

See  760^. 

朕 ‘有艾  WE  are  not  yet 
able  to  carry  them  out, — of  plans. 

f 之 不從是 謂不艾 
when  words  are  not  in  accord 

with  what  is  wanted,  it  is  called 

pu  at. 

Read  A  To  reap.  See0$ 

1830.  To  be  orderly. 

或 肅或艾  some  grave,  some 

orderly, 

有私 淑艾者  there  are  some 
who  privately  cultivate  and  cor¬ rect  themselves. 
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35 

R. 泰 

See 

Sinking  Lower 

An  interjection  of  sur¬ 
prise,  regret,  etc. 

哎呀  Ai-yah !  Hullo  !  Dear  me ! 

P^P 約我 錯了  oh—!  I 
have  made  a  mistake. 

Food  which  has  been 

spoilt  by  keeping. 

暑 物鹊壤  in  hot  weather 
things  spoil. 

The  hen  of  the  桃蟲鶴 
or  tailor-bird. 

呢‘
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A  stuttering  tone  of  voice 

To  chirp  ；  to  cackle.  To 

hiccough. 

呃喔  the  cackle  of  a  hen. 

To  hinder  ；  to  obstruct  ； 

to  stop  progress;  to  injure; 
to  matter  to. 

碍石  a  stone  in  the  way;  a 
stumbling-block. 

不碍  it  is  not  in  the  way;  it 
does  not  matter. - 

沒妨碍  there  is  no  objection. 
there  is  a  difficulty  in  the 

way;  it  is  impossible  to . 

碍 着風俗  interfering  with 
local  customs. 

碍 着情面  interfering  with 
friendly  feelings. 

碍着臉 面  prevented  by  one’s honour. 

不着  chao1  it  doesn’t 
interfere  with  you. 

碍4
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Sinking  Lower 

毒，
 42 

有 碍於人  it  is  objectionable to  people. 

碍 你何千  how  does  it  matter to  you? 

碍 t  眼  unpleasant  to  the  eye;  an 
undesirable  spectator. 

^:口  unpleasant  to  the  mouth 
i.e.  something  one  would  rather not  say. 

?导  to  obstruct  a  road. 

碍: 事  to  obstruct  a  scheme. 

不碍事  it  is  no  matter.  Also used  of  a  sickness,  in  the  sense 

of  “not  serious.” 

不碍 我的事 “ dQes  nc>t 
interfere  with  my  business. 

不 碍於此 ，只 碍於彼 
it  does  not  matter  in  this,  but 

only  in  that. 

碍諸 以禮樂 restrained them  by  ceremonies  and  music. 

四 無碍: four  kinds  of  limit less  knowledge,  possessed  by 

every  阿羅漢  Arhat  or 
disciple  of  Buddha,  viz. 一 every 
meaning,  every  law,  every 

argument,  and  every  pleasant 
discourse. 

Same  as  37. 

See  12,^41. 

Dust  in  the  air.  Obscured 

as  in  dust-storm. 

不 士盖水  clear  water. 

泥 化輕墙 the  mud  became light  dust. 

軼埃培 之混濁 t0  get beyond  the  defilements  of  this 

dusty  world, 一 as  when  becoming 

a  priest. 

Sparing;  niggardly. 

Unprincipled；  given  up 

to  lust.  [To  be  distinguished 

from  毒  poisonous  12,054.] 

毒，
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毐人  a  rake;  a 

roue. 

To  shut  a  door°to  keep 

others  out.  Obstructed ; 
hindered. 

阻閡  prevented. 
傷関  hindered  by  an  injury. 

止 関  deterred ;  restrained. 

進 ，則 閬山 if  we  g。 on， '代 
shall  be  stopped  ly  the  hills. 

女 意頗籣  the  meaning  is 
somewhat  obscure. 

Still ;  quiet ;  rest ;  peace  ； 

at  ease.  To  tranquilliser  to 

make  easy.  To  place  ；  to 

lay  down.  To  mend.  An 
interrogative ；  where? 

平安  a  state  of  peace. 

安樂  joy;  content ；  comfort. 

安樂公  a  man  of  pleasure From  阿斗， the  son  of 劉 

傭，  who  took  it  easy  when  he lost  his  throne. 

偷安  to  steal  repose;  to  shirk work. 

^  or  ̂  jj^  peace  and  quiet
. 

安眠  to  sleep  peaceably. 

安 居樂業  to  live  peacefully 
and  happily. 

安 享太平  to  enjoy  the  bless¬ 
ings  of  peace. 

repose  and  leisure. 

^  hearty;  robust. 

安妥 a 安穩  steady;  secure. 

安心  to  piit  one’s  mind  at  rest. 

安心作  to  act  intentionally, 

你安心 罷  put  your  mind  at 

rest. 

老 者安之 the  aged， he 
soothed  them. 

安慰  to  console. 
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安 民  t ❼  qf?iet  the  people. 

安 歐  to  rest;  to  lodge  at. 

安放  QI ■安置  to 'place;  to arrange;  to  provide  for. 

安鹿  to  arrange  guests  at  table. 

^  ̂   to  do  one’s  duty  in  that state  of  life  etc. 

安命  to  accept  one’s  destiny. 

安息  to  rest  peacefully. 

安 固  securely. 
安  in  comfort ;  easy. 

安 設  to  set  out;  to  arrange;  to 
place;  to  lay  out  or  down. 

安 業  peaceful  pursuits. 

^  富  rich  and  pleasure-loving. 

安泰  tranquil. 
身  to  settle,  or  settle  down. 

安 線、 to  lay  a  clue. 

^  to  arrive  safely. 

安 占 E  colT1fort. 
安  WL  peaceful;  quiet;  in  repose. 

安椅  to  set  chairs. 
安居  to  live  in  peace;  (Buddh.) 

to  keep  Lent,  i.e.  by  remaining 
within  a  monastery  for  three 

months  during  the  rainy  season. 
See  4227. 

問安 or  請 安  to  enquire  after 
a  person’s  health. 

WE  (the  Emperor)  are 
well. 

to  be  unwell. 

安然無 事 a11  S°hlE  welL 

吾輩 則安然 then  we  sha11 
be  at  peace. 

竟得  after  all  he  lives  in 
peace  and  happiness. 

^ ■營 k  to  pitch  a  camp. 

托他 安好了  ask  him  to  fix 
it  properly  (of  anything  loose). 

安 不上  it  cannot  be  fixed. 

安1  上  to  fix  on, — ot  something 
which  has  been  cut  or  broken  off. 

又間 '安之  also  asked  where 
he  was  going： 

主 人安在 where  is  the 
master  ? 

如 今安在 where  are  they 
now?  (as  the  days  of  one’s  youth.) 

安1
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Upper. 

安是  非  w】“ch  is  right  and 
which  wrong  ? 

安 有  how  can...?  how  is  there...? 

安敢  how  dare  you...? 
安 肯  how  can  I  be  willing  to...? 

安能 如此 .how  can  1  act  (or， how  can  it  be)  thus? 

安人  title  of  wives  of  officials 
of  the  sixth  grade；  a  husband's mother. 

安 童  servant  boys. to  set  up  a  household;  to 

marry ;  funds  left  behind  or  sent 

for  the  use ：  of  the  family;  an 
allotment  from  wages. 

jjjjp  to  calm  oneself,  as  when 
trying  to  go  to  sleep. 

安 神主牌 to  _set  up  an ancestral  tablet  and  dot  the 

character  (making  it  ), 

as  is  done  for  dead  relatives. 

本  an  Amban  or  high  Manchu official,  a  term  applied  to  (c.g.) 

the  Imperial  Resident  at  Lhassa. 

安息日  the  Jewish  Sabbath; the  Christian  Sunday. 

安息國  Parihia;  Persia ;  see 

7258. 

gum  benjar  or 
benzoin. 

安南國  Annam  or  Cochin- 
China. 

安 桂  Annam  cinnamon. Anhuf,  one  of  the  provinces 

of  China. 

K  [Marcus  Aurelius]  Anton- 
inus,  who  is  mentioned  in  con¬ 
nection  with  an  embassy  or 

trading  mission  to  .  China  in 
A.D.  166.. 

To  press  down.  To  stop； 

to  prevent  moving.  To  hold  ； 

to  grasp.  To  examine.  As； 

according  to  •,  consecutively. 
5’從 酒 2260. 

to  press  down;  not  to 

mention. 

以 手按物  to  Press  a  thing down  with  the  hand. 

按落  頭  to  cause  a  cloud to  descend,  一 of  a  magician. 

_  to  shampoo. 

w 

1  45 

那 裡按 鈉得住 hen， 
could  he  (i.e.  he  was  unable  to、 
repress  (his  emotion)  ? 

to  rein  in  a  horse. 

_lt  to  cause  to  stop. 

按 兵  to  stop  the  advance  of 
troops. 

按 兵不動  an  armistice.  Also 
in  San  Kuo  Chih  to  keep  in 

one’s  entrenchments. 

被按閣 不得入 [his  Peti- 
tion]  was  stopped  and  he  could 

not  get  it  presented. 

寻" 頭  t0  lay  the  hand on  the  heart. 

按劍而 立 he  grasped  his 
sword  and  stood  ready. 

^  to  examine. 

按察使 (◦”  司） a  Pr9vincial 
Judge. 
老穿  the  yamen  of  a  Provincial 
Judge;  the  Judge  himself. 

按 律。 r 按法。 r 按例 
according  to  law 

桉着。 1 ■按照  according  to... 

按本分  according  to  one’s lot;  to  mind  one’s  business. 

按 月支銀  to  pay  monthly. 

取 扇按柏  took  a  fan  t。 beat 
time  with. 

按板眼  keeping  proper  time (in  music. 板  refers  to  the 

instruments  that  are  beaten, 

目艮  to  flutes,  etc.  which  have 

“eyes”). 

按系工  to  press  the  red  teeth, — to  touch  the  stops  (usually 

made  of  red  wood)  of  a  musical 
instrument. 

樂  to  play  music.  1 

按 迹循踪  following  in  the 
track  of;  true  to  life.  | 

to  hold  down;  to  repress. 

按 節  the  sequence  of  verses. 
期  according  to  the  periods. 

士 J  卜  according  as  the  place 
may  require.  | 

to  borrow  on  security. : 

按値  ̂   valorem.  ^ 

< 

V 
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按鷹  to  hold  a  hawk  on  the 
wrist. 

按靜  to  reckon  up  one  by  one. 
according  to  the  number; 

proportionately. 

按臨  the  arrival  of  the  Literary 
Chancellor  at  the  Prefecture  or 

Department. 

Read  To  repress. 

以 按伹族 in  order  to  repress 
the  hostile  clans. 

A  table  ；  a  judge’s  desk. 
A  case  or  action  at  law. 

案子。 i •案  &  a  table.  The 
first  also  means  guilt,  crime. 

書案  a  study  table. 

么 案  a  magistrate’s  table;  hence, 
a  case  in  court. 

把公案 椎倒了  pushed 
over  the  magistrate’s  table. 

登 案  got  upon  the  table. 

柏案  to  strike  the  table  (as  an 
impatient  magistrate). 

喚 到案前  called  him  up  to 
the  magisterial  desk. 

案  cases  ；  trials. 

— •科1  案  a  case. 

立案财 6954 - 

案情 m 案由 the  circum - 
stances  of  a  case. 

^  ̂   a  case  of  murder  or 
homicide. 

刑 名案件  criminal  cases. 

傳案  to  summon  to  trial. 

^  ̂   to  hear  a  cas
e. 

定 案  decide  a  case;  to  give 
judgment. 

案胃  the  record  o 伍 ce. 

案  01 ■案  records  of  cases 

翻案  to  revise  a  case. 

案  it  appears  from  the  records 
that... 

^  ̂   to  reverse  a  decision、 

^  ̂   ̂   ̂   the  
case  is  still 

an  ice  frame,  — unsettled. 

無 頭公案  a  criminal  case 
in  which  there  is  no  clue  to  the 

offender. 

案
 4 

在 案  is  on  record ;  has  been 

鞍
1
 

laid  before  the  court. 

46 

在 案提質 . t。 bring  up  for 

47 

R •寒 

examination  all  connected  with 
the  case. 

See 安 

並非案 中之話 these 
Even  Upper.-. 

remarks  are  not  relevant  to  the case. 

結 案  to  wind  up  a  case. 

案条吉  the  conclusion  of  a  case. 
案  to  settle  a  case  amicably. 

調  tiaoK  案  a  superior  sending for  the  record  of  a  case. 

以 淸案牘  in  OTdei_  t。 cJear off  outstanding  cases. 

長案。 r 正案。 r 總案 & 
list  of  successful  candidates  issued 

after  the  Magistrate’s  examination. 
案 first  on  the  list  of  ̂  

students  at  the  Magistrate’s  ex¬ amination. 

^ [案  the  list  of  successful  B.A.’s. 

一 *  副香案  a  set altar furniture. 

案目  collectors  of  theatre  debts. 

案內  with  regard  to  the  case 
of." 

案  JJ^v  it  is  on  record  that;  as  it 

俺
，
 

appears. 

48 

案 丙  the  case  is  owing  to... 

R •豔 

案下  to  (your)  court. 

Sce 庵 

案  it  is  on  record  that  he  has 

P.  cnn、ctin 
M.  ̂ an 

received. 

SinUing 

案例  legal  cases. 

案  ̂   _勿  things  to  be  eaten 
Upper. 

with  the  wine. 

案 據  established  precedents; 

49 

R •感 

recorded  cases  or  decisions. 

案  to  take  the  place  of  the 

sce 庵 

accused. Rising  Upper. 

Read  wan3  A  bowl. 

[Properly  written  按  and 
said  to  be  an  old  form  of 

婉  i2；47o.] 

舉 案 齊眉  to  lift  the  bowl  up 庵 
to  a  level  with  her  eyebrows,  — 

as  did  the  ugly  wife  of 

5° 

Liang  Hung  of  the  Han  dynasty, 

R. 覃 

every  time  she  brought  in  his C.  om 

food,  to  hide  her  face.  Used  of  the 
H.  am 

respectful  obedience  of  a  wife. 

F.  ang 

A  saddle. 

鞍子  a  saddle. 

揭 鞍子。 t 把 鞍子鈴 

馬備上  •  saddle  the  horse. 

鞍_舖  a  saddler’s  shop. 
把鞍 ■^卸 下來 take 
the  saddle. 

saddle-flaps. 

鞍心子  the  seat  of  a  saddle. 
鞍橘  the  “bridge”  of  a  saddle, 
which  keeps  the  horse’s  back¬ bone  from  being  galled. 

馬鞍橋  a  bridge  with  an  arch 
like  a  saddle. 

杷 鞍上馬  hold  the  saddle and  get  on  the  horse. 

攀 鞍上馬  to  climb  into  the 
saddle. 

鞍 前馬後  now  before  the 
saddle,  now  behind  the  horse, 
i.e.  officious. 

一 鞍一 馬.  one  saddle,  one 
horse,  i.e.  no  second  husband. 

據鞍  to  grasp  the  saddle. 
The  personal  pronoun  /. 
俺的 

俺們 

mine. 

we. 

To  feed  oneself  with  the 

hand,  like  the  Hindoos, 
who  never  use  the  left 

hand  for  this  purpose.  To 
hold  in  the  mouth. 

嚤呢 队 p 爾哞 伽 Mani  Padmt  Hum  °Oh  the 

jewel  in  the  lotus !  Amen !”  or according  to  Professor  Wilson 

“Glory  to  Maiiipadme!”  A  magic 
formula  or  prayer  much  used  in 

Mongolia  and  Tibet,  as  a  charm against  evil  influences. 

A  hut；  a  cottage ；  a  chalet. 
A  nunnery,  or  a  monastery, 

always  Buddhist. 

soldiers’  huts. 

山:庵  a  summer  retreat. 



庵1
 

Wj 

N.  cih P. ( 

M •卜
" Y.  yaa 

Sz.  an 

K.  ant 

J.  an A.  am 

5。 

Even  Upper. 

菴 

R. 

51 

52 
iI5

* C. 

If.  am、 e 川， 
v.  two 

F.  v.  7igia/i^ Scc 庵 
?n  U 

蝻’
 

Ev^n  Upper. 
S 

53 r 覃 

See 南 

Even  Lower. 

谙1
 

54 
r.M 

See 暗 

Rising  Upper. 

错 
55 R •覃 

Sce 諳 
Even  Upper. 

揞，
 

56
 

Rji 

C.  an%  om 

H.  ̂em cf 掩 

Sce 暗 

Rising  Upper. 

庵 堂  a  BuSdhist  shrine. 

足姑庵  a  liunnery. 

入庵  to  become  a  nun. 

庵羅菓  the  amra  or  rnango 
( M angifera  In  die  a)、 

Same  as  50. 

A  name  applied  to  several 

species  of  Coturnix. 

鶴鶏  a  quail.  See  10,142. 

圓鵪鶉  to  fight  quails.  [The 
beaten  birds  are  called  , 

and  are  eaten.] 

Immature  locusts,  whose 

wings  have  not  fully  grown, 

are  so  called  in  Kuangtiing. 

喃子。 1 •幢蝻  unfledged locusts. 

A  burying-place  on  a 

moor,  such  as  is  granted  to 

the  poor  for  free  interment. 

An  impure  woman.  Dirty. 

培臟  filthy- C)r  as  under  58. 

To  cover  with  the  hand. 

I o  hide.  To  press  on,  or 

tap.  To  extinguish. 

把 千揞住  put  your  hand over  it. 

揞 以試之  to  hide  a  thing 
and  make  people  guess. 

棺 密鑼詖  to  muffle  the  gongs 

j  and  drums. 

指脈  to  feel  .the  pulse 

I 牛 音風琴  to  play  upon  the melodion. 

楕滅  to  extinguish. 

暗 *
 

57 勘 

R. 

C.  out 

H.  am 

F.  ang 

W.  o,  a 

N.  ein 
P.  an、 ngan 
M.  an、 ngan 

Y.  yaa Sz.  cm、 ugaii 
IC.  am 

A.c 
Sinking 

Upper. 

I 
1 

!  The  sun  obscured  by 

jdouds  ；  dark  ；  gloomy. 

! Invisible,  as  opposed  to 明 

I7946.  Opaque,  as  opposed 

to 亮 7035..  Secret. 

天色暗  a  dark  day. 
^  dark,  as  a  room,  or  night 

暗間 in  the  dark. 

暗洞裏  in  a  dark  cave. 

暗昧  obscure. 烏暗  the  dusk  which  sends  birds to  roost. 

at 

一時鳥 暗起來 a11 once  it  began  to  get  dusk. 

暗中  in  secret. 暗訪  to  secretly  enquire. 

暗害  to  secretly  injure;  to  stab a  man  in  the  back. 

暗箭傷 A  to  wound  with  a 
secret  arrow. 

暗號  a  secret  sign ;  a  pass 
word ;  holding  up  the  fingers 
to  denote  a  number. 

暗地  a  secret  place;  behind one’s  back. 

暗想  to  reflect  within  oneself. 

暗笑  to  laugh  in  one’s  sleeve. 
明 鎗易當 ，暗 箭難防 
the  visible  spear  is  easily  met, 
but  the  secret  arrow  is  difficult 

to  guard  against. 

暗石導  secret  figures ;  cipher. 

暗含着  silently  keeping  to himself. 

暗  #  to  secretly  plot  against  a 
man. 

暗藏  to  conceal. 
Bp1  藍  lapis  lazuli. 

暗投  to  desert  secretly  to  the 
enemy. 

暗處  a  dark  spot;  a  secret 

place. 暗寫  to  hint  at  in  writing;  to 
imply. 

暗泣  to  weep  in  secret. 

暗用  '暗寓  a  covert  allu¬ 
sion；  an  innuendo. 

暗*
 

57 

腊1
 58 

R 覃 

See 暗胞 

Kven  Upper. 

P 曰 

59 

R •覃勘 

C.  com、 co，n 

See  
_ 

Even  &  Sink¬ 

ing  Upper. 

m 

60 

r •覃 藶 

勘 

See 

暗 
Even  Rising, 
and  Sinking 

Upper. 

陪‘
 

6i 

Rji 

Rising  Upper. 

源水 看花暗 用桃源 

事  “looking  at  flowers  in  the fountain”  contains  a  covert  allu¬ 

sion  to  the  “Peach-blossom 

Fountain”  by  Tcao  Ch4ien. 

暗道  a  covert  way. 

暗記  a  covert  allusion. 

暗友  a  member  of  the  same 
secret  society. 

To  boil  flesh.  To  make 

soup. 

脂腊 filthy-  Or  as  under  55 

Skilled  in  ；  fully  ac¬ 

quainted  with.  To  recite. 
諳習 。 ■•諳 練。 1 音識 

畐音  aiiz  well  versed  in. 

不 諳世事  ignorant  of  the 
ways  of  the  world. 

請攀書 举 he  is  wel1  ac. 

quainted  with  the  principles  of 
the  books,  i,e.  of  Confucianism. 

深 諳兵法  he  is  very  skilled 
in  the  art  of  war. 

To  shut  the  door.  To 

retire.  Dark  ；  dim.  Private. 

闇 門謝客  to  close  th 贫  door 
and  refuse  visitors. 

闇替； 時  the  dark  time;  night. 

闇辦而 B  _  daik’butdaii 

growing  clearer  (in  intelligence). 

漢 成帝悦 _ 行 the  Emp- 
Ch4eng  Ti  of  the  Han,  liked 

going  about  in  the  dark. 

闇 弱  ignorant  and  irresolute. 
使人 闇行若 有嚴刑 

在其侧  to  cause  people  to 
behave  in  private  as  though 

the  penalty  were  at  hand,  — is 

good  government. 
Similar  to  57. 

隋然 dark;  gloomy. 



JSJ>^C3r 

颼
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62 

R 勘 
See 暗 

Sinking 

Upper. 

岸 63 
R •翰 
C.  ngon 

H.  ngan 
F.  ngang^ 

ngiang 

W.  y  'ue 
N.  ngein 
P. ( 

M .  J  au->
  nSa» 

Y.  aa、 yaa 

Sz.  an、 ngan 
K.  an 

J*  San 
A.  ngnn 

Sinking 
Lower. 

A  squall  ；  a  hurricane. 

黯 踰縈海 若霹靂 a 
squall  burst  over  the  sea  like  a 

clap  of  thunder. 

A  shore,  beach,  or  river- 

bank.  A  high  cliff.  End 

of  a  journey  ；  the  goal.  A 

high  forehead.  A  private 

lock-up. 

岸上  on  the  bank. 

上岸  to  go  ashore. 

下岸  see  4230. 

我親上 岸探望 i  _ 
myself  go  ashore  and  make  en¬ 

quiries. 

無 涯無岸  boundless  and 
shoreless. 

上 岸思財  when  he  gets  safe 
ashore,  he  will  think  of  his 

； money, — as  a  man  rescued  from 
drowning. 

櫳岸  to  go  close  to  the  shore. 

隔 岸 on  opposite  banks ;  separ¬ 
ated  by  water. 

兩 面駁岸  both  sides  are 
banked  up. 

囘 頭是岸  the  shore  is  just 
behind  you,  i,e.  you  can  easily 
reform. 

到 了道岸  reached  the  shore 
of  wisdom  (or  learning, — as  if 
emerging  from  the  waters  of 
ignorance). 

到彼岸  to  reach  that  shore, 
‘  i.e.  Nirvana, 一 by  crossing  the Sansara. 

彼岸  the  next  world  ；  hereafter. 

岸路  a  riverside  road;  a  bund. 

岸然  loftily. 

爲人 氣岸嶙 峋。 f  a  very 
angular  disposition, — crotchety, 
quarrelsome. 

魁岸  a  noble  fellow;  a  hero. 

岸幘  with  forehead  bare  and 
kerchief  over  head, —  in  undress. 

宜 岸宜獄  either  fock-up,  or 
gaol. 

Sinking 

Lower. 

諺 

65 

A  well-dressed,  elegant 
woman. 

66 

R. 覃 
J.  gan'  gon 

A.  ckarn Even  Lower. 

See  13,109. 

Devoid  of  intelligence : 

not  at  ease.  Foolish  gibes, 

jokes,  raillery. 

Same  as  66. 

6S 

J-  gan、 gon A.  hain、 cyem 

Rising  Lower. 

會1
 

69 

R 覃合 

P.  0° 

See 暗 

J.  an,  d 

Even  &  En¬ 
tering  Upper. 

望 m/V 
R- J 琰 

See 暗奄. 
Rising  Upper. 

卬1
 7i 

R. 陽 

See  H 

Even  Lower. 

To  restrain  one’s  anger. 
Large  cheeks.  A  bad 

temper.  A  woman  who  is 

partial  to  one. 

A  cover  of  a  dish,  or 

tripod. 

a  cover  with  inter¬ 

twined  dragons  carved  on  it. 

Turned  black,  as  ripe 

mulberries  or  spoiled  olives. 

Sudden  ；  quick. 

in 

mo- 

酴然而 雷擊之 
ment  the  thunder  had  struck  him. 

High  ；  high-priced.  To 
raise  the  head  •’  self-posses¬ 
sed.  Used  as  the  pronoun  /, and  with  75. 

jCfl  high  in  price ;  dear. 

物 價低卬  the  cheapness  or dearness  of  goods. 

意慷槪 而自卬 
noble  ideas  and  enthusiastic. 

卬 :
 

7i 

印 

72 

抑,
 

73 

R. 陽 

See 昂 

Even  Lower. 

w 
74 

R ■陽 

See 昂 

Even  Lower. 

昂1
 

75 

R •陽 

C.  ngong 

H.  ,ngon^ F.  ngoung 

W.  ngoa 

N.  ong 
P.  ang、 

M.  cang 

Y-  I 
Sz.  j 

K.  ang 

J-  go 

A •吒 

Even 

ngang 

； 

ngang 

Lower. 

梅，
 

76 

R -陽 

See 昂 

Even  Lower. 

不 卬自恤 i  do  not  pity  my¬ 
self. 

人渉 邛否  others  gross,  but 
I  do  not. 

majestic-looking.  Fleet; swift. 

Same  as  71. 

A  post.  Hard  ；  strong. 

馬紳  a  horse-post. 

腌 
77 

An  angry  or  startled horse. 

神_  like  a  fretful  horse. 
Read  lit^.  A  horse  with 

a  white  belly. 

神_ 千里齣  a  swift  cour¬ 
ser  that  can  cover  a  thousand 
H  in  one  day. 

To  rise  higher  and  higher 

Lofty  ；  imposing  ；  pompous  ； 
bold  ；  see  71. 

昂首  to  carry  the  head  high. 

B  M  rising  in  price. 

高昂  tall;  imposing. 

志 氣屌昂  full  of  confic  ce; 
resolute. 

昂 昂氣像  a  pompous  man¬ 

ner. 

昂 然而入  he  entered  in  a 
. dignified  manner. 

昂然曰  boldly  said. 
The  turned-up  eaves  of  a 

Chinese  roof. 

飛  flying,  turned-up,  eaves. 

See  3. 
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78 

R •漾 

I 

C. 

H. 

F.  yong 
W.  oa、 a 
N.  ong 
P.  on/ 
M.  ingang 
Y.  )  3 

Sz.|^ K.  ong 

d 

A.  dng、 an 
Sinking 

Upper. 

m 
79 

R •红陽 
^ 盎秧 
A.  ong 

Even  Upper. 

m 
80 R， 陽 

See 秧 

Even  Upper. 

Wl 
81 

R •養 

&杭康 
Rising  Lower 
&  Upper. 

m 

82 故豪 
S« 熬 

Even  Lowtr. 

A  basin tureen.  Sleek. 

Abundant.  W ell-flavoured. 

An  instrument  of-  music, 

which  yields  an  earthy 
timbre  when  struck. 

盎盂  a  bowl. 
湯盘  a  soup-tureen;  a  water- 

cooler. 

丸盘  a  delf  basin. 

盎於背  sleek  in  the  back,  as 
a  fat  man. 

盘 盘  abundant， .  as  the  bright¬ 
ness  of  spring. 

盎齊  the  third  of  five  kinds  ofj 
wine  mentioned  in  the  Chou 
Ritual. 

盘潭相 敲  basin  and  bmvl  tol- liding, — disagreement  between 
husband  and  wife. 

The  navel. 

脬腆  the  navel,  which  the  Chi¬ 
nese  regard  as  a  kind  of  valve, 
or  vent. 

脖 腆風疼  pain  from  wind on  the  stomach. 

A  small  animal. 

舊央貌 a  badger. 

Fat.  Stiff；  straight. 

骯讎  fat.  Also,  dirty ;  filthy. See  3. 

A.O. 

Tq  gaunter  ；  to  ramble. 

Tall.  Proud.  A  term  ap¬ 

plied  by  the  people  of  楚 

to  any  of  their  rulers  who 

were  slain  or  deposed  and 

therefore  not  canonised；  e.g. 

堵栽 . A  stage  fo/  plays. 
Name  of  a  region  near 

開封府  in  which  there 

敖,
 

82 

傲 

83 

R. 號 

See 熬 

A.  nau、 ngau Sinking 

Lower. 

w 

84 
R. 豪 

See 豪 

Even  Lower. 

85 

R •
豪
 

See 熬 

Even  Lower. 

was  a  noted  hill.  Used for  83. 

敖遊  to  travel. 

高栽敖 very tal1. 

彼 交匪栽  in  their  inter- course  they  were  not  proud. 

敖之鬼  the  manes  of  families which  have  been  exterminated 

or  have  died  out. 

寿^  淡  in  straitened  circumstan¬ ces. 

Proud  ；  arrogant  ；  scorn¬ 
ful  ； rude.  See  1342,  6234. 

高傲  haughty. 

傲氣 PHde- 傲性  of  a  proud  disposition. 

傲慢  to  treat  with  scorn. 

傲容  a  haughty  bearing. 

怠傲 rude. 
tyrannical. 

傲口說  to  mouth  out;  to  speak with  an  effort. 

傲着作  to  obstinately  persist 
in  doing. 

傲 骨嶙嶙  a  proud  and  lonely 
nature. 

傲霜  to  stand  frost,  as  flowers. 

Strong  ；  brave. 

赘力  great  prowess. 

Buzz  of  voices.  Noise  of 

people  clamouring. 

嗷嘈  a  hubbub;  a  great  noise ; confused  in  mind. 

衆口  傲啜  everybody  talking at  once. 

家口嗷  children  crying  for food. 

__ 待哺  (the  people)  cry¬ ing  for  food. 

哀 鳴嗷嗷  the  mournful scream, — of  wild  geese  overhead. 

廒 
86 

R .豪 

See 熬 

Even  Lower. 

慠 

87 

88 

R. 

See 

m 

熬 
Sinking 

Lower. 

熬1
 

89 

R •豪 

C.  ngou, 

v.  n 

H.  ngau 
F.  ngoa 

W.  ngoe 
N.  ngoa 

P. 

M. 

Sz. 

Y.  oa^ 

K.  ̂  

J-  gd 

A.  ngau 

Even  Lower. 

au,  ngau 

orh 

A  granary  ；  a  storehouse 
for  grain. 

倉廢  a  grain  establishment. 

Same  as  83. 

To  shake  ；  to  rattle.  To 

smite.  [Commonly  written 
as  below.] 

擊鐘子  t。 ring  a  bell. 
氅樁  to  shake  a  post. 

氅骰子  to  throw  dice. 擊簽  to  shake  up  the  divining lots. 

To  boil  ；  to  decoct  ；  to 

simmer.  To  distil  ；  see  8168. 

To  endure  ；  to  watch.  To 
disturb. 

青客  to  boil  food. 
心、 裏熬了  to  be  in  trouble. 

Read  ao2. 

熬湯  to  make  soup. 

熬酒  to  distil  spirits. 
熬  to  decoct  drugs. 

熬火關  to  boil  to  rags. 

熬粥  to  make  congee. 
熬糕  to  boil  skimmercakes. 
熬 煎  to  boil  and  fry;  to  pre¬ pare,  as  a  lotion ;  harassed ; 
worried. 

青客  to  boil  down,  or  prepare, 

opium. 

熬  boiled  tea, — huge  caul¬ drons  of  which  are  kept  going 

in  all  yamens. 

熬夜 ot 打熬 tQ  keep watch by  a  sick  bed;  to  work  at  night. 
The  first  may  be  .  used  of  any 

pursuit  at  night ;  e.g.  of  gambling. 

熬不過  unable  to  endure, — as a  drunkard,  going  without  drink. 

熬 刑不過  could  not  stand 
the  torture. 

衆 庶熬熬 the  pe°ple  loudly 
mourned  him. 
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豪 
See 熬 
Even  Lower. 

91 R. 豪 
See 熬 
Even  Lower. 

m 
92 r •豪肴 

& 熬 
Even  Lower. 

m 
93 

r •豪肴 
^ 熬 
Even  Lower. 

94 
R: 豪 
fcee 熬 
Even  Lower. 

95 

R •豪 
See 熬 
Even  Lower. 

m 
96
 

r •蒙肴 
See 熬 
Even  Lower. 

A  large  dog,  described 

as  four  feet  high,  and  fierce 

but  tractable.  Probably 

the  mastiff  of  Tibetan 

shepherds.  See  7541. 

A  stringed  musical  jnstru- 
ment. 

彈 八琅之 $ 鉸 to  play  Qn 
the  eight-gem  instrument.  [Eight- 
gem  probably  means  ornamented 
with  eight  gems  or  pieces  of  jade.] 

A  stony  surface  ；  shingle. 

山繼磡 A 相軋 the 
rocky  mountains  squeeze  one 
another. 

Refusing  to  hear. 

聱牙 （。1 ■斷)  disinclined  to 
listen  to;  indifferent  to;  cacp- 

phonous；  harsh  to  the  ear, — 
of  style. 

noisy  cries  of  a  multitude. 

The  stem  or  cut-water  of 

a  vessel.  The  keel  or  false 

keel. 

The  nippers  or  large 
claws  of  a  crab. 

車螯  a  shell  like  the  Spondylus. 
An  immense  bivalve,  under 
which  fishermen  are  fabled  to 

build  a  fire  to  open  the  shell 

and  obtain  the  flesh.  Probably 

the  great  Chanuu  Also,  a  clam 

(same  as  656)  eaten  with  wme. 

A  worthless  fellow. 

Sounds  of  weeping.  The 

appearance  of  being  great. 

警警 棘  the  cry  of  weeping 
and  sobbing. 

警 乎大哉 ，獨 成其天 
infinitely  great  is  that  which 
makes  them  divine ! 

m 
97 

r •豪號 

H. 々gau、 

See 熬 

Even  &  Sink¬ 

ing  vLower. 

98 

R •豪號 See 熬 

Even  &  Sink¬ 

ing  ̂ Lower. 

替
 * 

m 99 R 豪號 

See 熬 
Even  &  Sink¬ 

ing  Lower. 

魚 
IOO 

R •號豪 See 熬 

Even  Lower. 

101 

R •號豪 

See  熬' 
Even  Lower. 

To  ramble；  to  travel  for 

pleasure.  To  divert  one¬ 
self. 

四 海遨遊  to  roam  over  the Four  Seas,— the  world. 

戲  to  go  to  shows  and  .thea¬ trical  entertainments. 

笑 遨風月  to  revel  in  the breezy  moonlight. 

A  round  iron  cooking 

utensil,  flat  and  shallow. 

餅 鍪  a  griddle;  a  waffle-iron. 

鏊燒 t。 fry- 

A  vicious,  also  spirited, 

horse.  Indomitable  ；  stub¬ 
born. 

resolute ;  determined ; 

proudly  obstinate. 

®  stubborn,  without 
regard  to  consequences. 

A  common  form  of 

101,  q.v. 

鰲魚  a  pecies  of  scorpaena (Pterois). 

石  ̂   魚  an  orange-coloured
 species  of  scorpaena  (Scbastcs 

platyccph  a/us). 

獨 占鰲頭  occupying  alone the  Leviathan’s  head,  i.e.  to  be 

狀元  first  at  the  final  Han- lin  examination. 

鰲頭  a  gargoyle  .  shaped  like  a fish’s  head. 

莫 名鰲戴  I  shall  ever  be  in .your  debt, — i.e.  bearing  a  weight 

(of  gratitude)  like  the 

入 水能檎 海中鰲 he 
can  go  into  the  water  and  catch 
the  sea-serpent, — his  energy  is 
in8omitable. 

安 悱香餌 釣鰲魚 hQw 
do  you  expect  to  catch  a  levia¬ than  with  a  cake? 

•  •A  huge  turtle,  represent¬ 

ed,  like  Atlas,  as  supporting 

the  weight  of  the  earth. 
It  is  also  said  to  bear  on 

its  back  the  蓬萊  P'eng- 

w 
102 

R •號 

See 熬 

Sinking 

Lower. 

咬 

103 

104 

R •豪 

C.  Qou 

P.  cau 

See 墨 

Apparently 
in  part 

synonymous 

'vith  熬 . 

J.  ̂ 

A.  au 

Even  Upper. 

105 

R .豪 

C.  llOH^  OH 

H.  au 

F.  coa^  ̂ tgoa 

W.  coe  
1 

N.  coa P. ) 

M.h 仙 

Y.  Soa、 orh Sz.  cau 

K.  0 

J-  ̂ 

A.  cau 
Even 

Irregular. 

lai  islands,  or  fairy-land,  in 

the  eastern  sea.  Its  legs 

were  used  by  女鍋氏  Nii- 

wa  for  the  four  極  supports 

of  the  earth.  See  100. 

金 鼇奠海  the  golden  turtle supports  the  sea. 

A  bird  of  ill  . omen,  whose 

presence  indicates  ruin  to 
the  State.  It  has  a  white 

body  and  red  mouth. 

See  12,939. 

To  boil  ；  to  stew. 

熝齋  to  boil  vegetables. 
爐熟  to  stew  thoroughly. 

爐夜  to  watch  by  a  sick  bed. 
See  89. 

To  fight;  to  slaughter ； 

to  give  no  quarter.  To 
deceive. 

鏖兵  to  fight. . 
鏖 塲大戰  a  blo°dy  field  of 

battle. 

戰  a  Moody  battle. 
塵-編  to  impose  on  a  person. 

凹 
106 

囂 

107 
See  1 2,429. 

See  4330. 
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豪 
See 熬 
K.  o.  v.  ko 

A.  ckau 
Even  Lower. 

109 

號屋 
C.  ott、 yuk 

H.  au、 yuk 

F.  oa、 ouk 
W.  o/f,  yt^ 
N.  oa 

P.  au^  yu^ 
M.  au、 you 

Y.  oa、 orh 
Sz.  au、 yu 
K.  ̂  

J,  0^  iku、 oku 
A.  au 

Sinking  &  En¬ 
tering  Upper. 

j9lO 1 2 

m 

奥 

p. ) 
\I.  1 

To  fly  like  the  common 

hawk-kite  ；  to  soar.  To 
roam  about.  See  4278. 

皐羽翔  to  wheel  around  in  the； 
air;  to  move  about  unconcet- nedly. 

河上乎 _翔  they  roam 
about  the  Ho. 

雲 路翱翔  to  saunter  along 
the  cloud  way, — of  official  life. 

The  south-west  corner, 
where  the  lares  used  to 

be  placed.  Quiet;  retired. 

Mysterious  ；  obscure.  Warm. 
See  1 15. 

祭奧  to  worship  the  lares. 

奥主  a  popular  idol;  a  leader, 
一 as  occupying  the  place  of 
honour. 

臾  mysterious;  marvellous. 

奧 obscure ;  difficult  to  under¬ 
stand, — as  a.  text,  or  doctrine. 

昔我 往矣日 月方奥 
formerly,  when  I  started,  the  sun 

and  moon  (ix.  the  weather)  had 

just  begun  to  get  warm. 

A  building-plot ;  a  flat 

open  space.  A  shore.  To 

go  into  winter  quarters 

Interchanged  with  1 14. 

鏖限  the  headlands  and  bays 
along  a  coast. 

厥民癦  those  people  are  hi¬ 
bernating,  i.e.  they  keep  to  their 
houses. 

四 塞旣宅  the  grounds  along 
the  waters  were  everywhere  ifvade 

habitable, — referring  to  the  drain 
ing  labours  of  the  Great  Yu. 

懊  Vexed  ̂   angry；  to  regret 
懊恨  t。 hate. 
懊惱  irritated ;  vexed. 

巧 氣 怒懊鬱  to  brood  angrily 
over  anything；  to  cherish  hatred 

1 懊悔  to  regret;  to  reproach 
oneself  for  any  act. 

懊悶  distressed ;  regretful. 

懊询  sad;  sorrowful. 

R. 

M 
C.  v.  cou 

See 
Sinking 

Upper. 

噢 

no 

號 
Sinking 

Upper. 

Ill R- 皓 

F.  <oa^  v. 
w.  oe 

ati*
 See 

Rising  Upper 

Irregular. 

m 

m 
【14 

•號 

See Sinking 

Upper. 

燠 

【15 

To  grind. 

m 
,116 

，皓 

C.  on 
H.  au 
F.  oa 
W.  be 

N.  oa 
P.  atc^  v.  nau 
M.  au 

Y.  oa、 orh 

Sz.  au 
K.  ̂  

0 
A.  au 
Rising  Upper 

See  13,649. 

A  bank,  or  high  shore. 

A  bay,  or  cove.  A  dock 
for  ships. 

澳  Namoa  Island,  below 
Amoy. 

|1|^  澳  Keeow  Island,  north  of Macao. 

澳門 Macao. 
澳門話  pidgin-English. 

香山澳  original  name  of Macao. 

澳中人  men  of  the  bay, 一 Macaoese  or  Portuguese. 

船澳 a  dock. 澳_  甲 or  長  a  maritime headman,  or  headman  of  a 

fishing-station,  corresponding  to 

the  ti-pao  on  shore. 

Same  as  13,649. 

An  outer  garment :  a 

coat；  a  jacket.  Its  cuffs 
are  not  turned  back  in  the 

“horse’s  hoof”  style;  neith 

er  does  it  open  in  front like  the  孝包. 

襖兒 OT 襖子 
a  coat,  usually 

quilted. 

長夾襖  a  long,  lined  coat. 
綿襖  a  coat  wadded  with  cot¬ ton-wool. 

皮襖  a  fur-lined  coat. 
皮禊錢 a  sum  of  money  given 
at  the  beginning  of  winter  to 
the  headmen  of  local  beggars, 
and  to  the  street  watch. 

黃綿襖  the  yellow  wadded coat, — the  rays  of  the  sun  which 

keep  one  warm. 

117 

R •號 

See 

Sinking 

Upper. 

Il8 

R. 號 

C.  cou 

See 
Sinking 

Upper. 

119 

R.; 

See 凹物 

Even  Upper. 

拗 
121 

鄂 
122 

w 

123 

R •號 

C.  71gOU 
H.  ngau 

F.  ngoa W.  ngoe 

N.  ngoa 

p-  I 

M.  /  ngau 

Sz. ) 

Y.  oa'  orh 

K.  £7 

J-  go 

A,  nau 

Sinking 

Lower. 

僵
 4 

馬 

124 

R. 宥 

F.  ft  gain 

■如偶 

Sinking 

Lower. 

See  I  IO. 

A  large  and  coarse  kind 

perch  (Sciana)  brought 

to  Macao  in  winter,  weigh¬ 

ing  sometimes  a  hundred 
rounds.  Also,  a  kind  of  eel 

See  1 2,642. 

A  hollow  in  the  ground  ； 

a  cavity.  Undulating,  as 

hilly  ground. 

1 1  j  a  dip  in  the  hills;  a  ra¬ 
vine;  a  gorge. 

覆杯 水於坳 堂之上 
to  upset  a  cup  of  water  into  a 

hole  in  a  room,  i,e.  into  a  de¬ 

pression  in  the  mud  floor. See  12,947. 

See  8460. 

Haughty  ；  proud.  Name 
of  a  man  in  the  Hsia 

dynasty  (son  of  寒從  Han 

Tsu,  who  usurped  the  throne 
of  China  on  slaying*  券  in 

B.C.  2 1 39),  who  was  so 
strong  that  he  could  ■ 舟 

prope[  a  boat  over  land. 
He  and  his  father  were 
killed  in  B.C.  2079. 

To  gallop  wildly. 
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OELA. 

1  為 

I2S 

R •黯 
C.  ckaf 

H.  tsap、 (sat 
F.  chak 
W.  tsa 
N.  tsah 

P.  fha、 Uha、 、cha 

M.  tsa 
Y.  tsaa 
Sz.  cha 

K.  ch、al 
J.  atsz、 uchi 
A.  trat 

Entering 

Upper. 

126 

To  pul， up.  To  cut  out 

paper  images.  To  prick  ； 

to  pierce.  Interchanged  with 

答 il  142. 

扎得慌  cold  to  the  touch 
(character  doubtful). 

4 起兩袖  Pulled  up  his  two 
sleeves. 

扎 着胆子  screw  up  your 
courage. 

扎掙  to  make  an  effort.  See  707. 

扎 掙不住  I  cannot  make  the 
effort. 

扎  paper  images,  such  as  hor¬ 
ses,  houses,  servants,  etc.,  which 

are  burnt  in  order  to  supply  the 
dead  with  these  necessaries  of 

ordinary  life. 

扎實  S0Hd;  conclusive. 

扎得像  cut  out  to  the  life.. 

扎花  to  embroider  flowers. 

+L  傷 to  stab. 

扎死了 stabbed  to  death. 

刀扎  to  stick  with  a  knife. 

扎破了  pricked  a  hole  in. 

扎住  to  stick  into. 

扎猪  to  stick  a  pig. 

扎 寨。1 •扎營 t。 make 
stockade. 

扎蔭克 扎撒 orig'nally> 
a  ukase ;  a  Dzassak,  or  chief¬ 
tain  of  a  Mongol  tribe,  or  of  a 
Lamasery. 

扎赉特 ⑽ 扎嚕持 Dja 
laid  and  Djarud,  1  ames  of  Mon¬ 
gol  tribes. 

See  182. 

127 

R •黠 
See 扎 
J.  satst、 sathi 

Entering 

Upper. 

A  thin  wooden  tablet, 

anciently  used  for  writing  ； 

a  layer.  A  document  sent 

from  a  superior  to  a  subor¬ 
dinate.  Polite  term  for  a 
•-  _ _  _  __ 

etter.  To  die  prematurely  ； 

the 字話  says  “a  pesti- 

127 

CHA. 

札”
 

紫1
 • 

128 

R •黯 

P.  c/j«,  icha 

See^L 

Entering 

Upper. 

lence.”  Interchanged  with 

答 Ij  142.  Numerative  Qf  甲 1 167. 

簡札  writing  tablets,  used  be¬ fore  the  invention  of  paper. 

凡 問答並 以挚札 』 the  conversation  was  carried  on 

by  writing. 

札文  a  despatch  from  a  superior 
to  a  subordinate;  instructions. 
See  142. 

來札  orders  under  acknowledg¬ 
ment  ; your  orders. 

幸 L  orders  to  undertake  some 
particular  work;  to  commission. 

札開  instructions  stating . 

札發  to  despatch  with  orders. 

札催  to  write  urging...," 

札行 to  send  instructions  to. 

札飭  to  direct. 札司  to  direct  the  Three  (Pro¬ 
vincial)  Commissioners. 

華札  your  flowery  instructions, i.e.  your  valued  favour;  your 
letter. 

雁札  goose  document,  i.e.  your letter,  from  a  story  of  a  letter 
once  conveyed  by  a  goose.  See 

雁 【3，i37- 
射 穿七札  the  arrow  pierced the  seven  layers  of  his  armour. 

民 不夭札  the  people  do  not die  untimely  deaths. 

To  bind  up；  to  tie  in  a 

bundle；  to  fasten. 

紮綁 '紮縛  to  bind  toge¬ 
ther;  to  tie  up. 

一紮花  a  nosegay. 

紮脚  to  bind  the  feet  of  girls. See  6638. 

紮帶子  to  tighten  the  girdle. 

紫 I  緊  to  bind  up  tight. 

紮帳  to  hook  back  the  curtains. 

I 紮東  to  attach  
to;  to  bind  on 

紮1
 • 

128 

a* 

129 1 (.黠 

P.  ■^cha、 (fha 

See 
札 

Entering 

Upper. 

鸷
，
 

130 

R •黠 

P.  Cc/ia 

See 札 

Entering. 

Upper. 

I3I 
R.  vulgar. 
Even  Upper. 

揸 
132 

楂 

133 

134 

R. 麻 

P.  cha^  v.  Ccha 

See 棬 

Even  Upper. 

裹  to  bind  round;  to  enve¬ lop;  to  wrap;  to  dress. 

A  small  species  of  cicada, 

with  striped  wings. 

the  wheat  locust. 

竭智  a  kind  of  *  truxalis,  or green  grasshopper,  which  chirps 
incessantly.  The  term  is  applied 
to  a  woman  with,  a  long  tongue. 

A  water  bird,  with  a  long 

bill  and  plumage  of  a  lark, 
common  in  Chehkiang. 

水货  a  grebe.  Also,  small  water- fowl  ; snipe. 

鵪鶉紮  the  common  snipe. 
The  sound  of  indistinct 

utterances.  To  answer  to 

a  call  =  Yes,  Sir.  .[Should 

be  嗯 533  in  the  last  sense.] 

p 査  P 査亂叫 [the  sparrows]  are twittering  to  each  other. 

喊 喊  P 查  P 査  the  sound  of  whis¬ 
pering. 

喳 得一聲  he  called  out  cha (in  reply  to  a  summons). 

Read  ch、a}, 

打喳喳  •to  whisper. 
See  157. 

Same  as  155.  Also  used 

for  槎  a  raft,  198. 

Sediment；  dregs;  .what 

is  left  after  expressing  the 

juice  of  anything*. 

渣澤。 >■ 渣兒  leavings ^  sift 
ings ;  grounds. 

^ the  refuse  left  aft)er  de¬ cocting  drugs. 

八兔  broken  star-aniseed 

紫梗渣  shell-lac- 



OJE3LA. H 
OHA. 

134 

皺 J35 

踏 
136 

R.  vulgar. 

P.  Ccha 
Even  Upper. 

袓1
 !37 

R. 麻 
See 檀 

Even  Upper. 

苴 

咱 139 

m 

140 

C.  chat0 

H.  chot、 kHut 
F.  chi  ok、 chwok 
W.  chile 
N.  tsah 

P.  Sc  ha、 chwd\ 

chwo^ M.  isa^  chi'ic 
X-  tsouh 

K.  kul、 ch、“l、 
ch、wal、 chol 

J.  setsz^  satsz 

A.  chi’ut、 trat 
Entering 
•Upper. 

w 
142 R •合 

C.  chap。 

渣草  river  weeds. 
the  refuse  of  anything. 

昔 腐渣子  refuse  beancake. 
Read  cka\  Name  of  a 

stream  in  the  south  of 

Shensi. 

Same  as  161. 

To  tread  on  ；  to  walk 

through. 

踏一 聊班1  got  up  t0  my ankles  in  mud. 

踏雨  to  walk  through  rain. 

To  obstruct  the  passage. 
To  He  near  to.  Name  of 

a  place. 

See  2977. 

See  1 1,468. 

See  1 147. 

Sprouts  appearing  above 

the  ground.  To  sprout. 
To  increase. 

蘭 茁其芽  the  epidendrum 
puts  forth  its  shopts. 

‘苗苗 儀亭亭 now 
sprouts,  now  it  shoots  up 

straight,—  alluding  to  the  rapid 
growth  of  flowers. 

牛羊 茁壯長  the  oxen  and 
sheep  grow  fine  and  large.  See 
2397. 

萬物茁  all  things  are  produ 
ced.  See  12,823. 

4i* 

142 
H.  chap、 t"ap 

F.  chak、 t、ak W.  Isa 

N.  tsah 

P.  icha 
M.  t^a 

Y.  tsaali 

Sz.  cha 
\.  to 

A.  dap、 t、a.p 
Entering 

Upper. 

To  prick  ；  to  stab.  A 
document  ；  a  contract  ；  to 
contract.  To  hold  a  post 
A  form  of  Memorial  to  the 

Throne,  used  under  the 

閘”
 

143 

R ■洽 

C.  chap 

aP^ 

F.  chdk 

W.  za N.  'zah、 

F.  Sc  ha 
M.  tsa 
Y.  tsaa 

Sz.  cha K.  chap 

J.  so 

A*  aP, 

Entering 

Lower. 

. c'-i 

T‘ang  dynasty  唐人用 

以奏事 •  To  “instruct” subordinates.  [To  be  distin¬ 
guished  from  剂  10,482.] 

劄子。 r 劄文 紙劄。 r 

一 道劄子  instructions from  a  superior  to  an  inferior. 

劄請 t。  move;  to  request  to  •  *  • 

劄詢  to  write  enquiring. 

答 |J  開  instructions  stating  that. . . 

劄送  to  send  back, 一 by  a  su¬ 

perior. 劄知  to  communicate  with  an inferior. 

劄飭  to  give  orders  to. 

劄行  to  give  written  orders. 

劄後  to  reply  to-  the  “petition” of  an  inferior  officer. 

監劄  a  diploma  purchased  by  a 

監生 • 劄單  a  contract  for  goods. 

劄貨  to  buy  goods  to  arrive. See  9048. 

劄價錢  to  fix  upon  the  price. 

住答 )j  stationed  at — (of  a  govern¬ ment  official’s  post). 

劄噶拉  to  stick  in  the  cor¬ ner, — said  of  a  donkey  which 
is  obstinate  and  will  not  go  on 

in  the  straight  road. 

A  water-gate ;  a  lock  in 

a  canal  *,  a  weir.  Any  kind 
of  barrier.  A  stockade. 

水闊  a  sluice;  a  weir. 
閙河  the, Jock  river,  a  name 
given  to  the  Grand  Canal  from 
the  number  of  locks  in  it. 

問  口  entrance  to  a  lock;  a  lock. 

闊門 Qr 闊板 a  lQck  sate- 

閙上水  to  dam  up  water. 
閜官  the  official  in  charge  of the  lock. 

閜 卡。 r 關閙  a  Customs’ 
barrier;  a  pass. 

看 守閙門  to  keep  guard  at the  passes. 

閘 

143 

I44 

R •陌 

C.  ch、ak。 

H.  v.  isLaky F.  v.  sah^ 

chaky 

W.  v.  csa 

N.  v.  sah0 

P.  chc^ 、 "shc^ 

M.  tsa* 

Y.  v.  Qsaa 

See 播 

Entering 

Upper. 

乍 4
 

145 

R.ifi  馬 

C.  ck(i\  chat. 

H.  tsa^ 

F.  cha^ 

chic^ W.  /  , 

N.  I
  di0 

P.  cha 

s. 卜 

Sz.  cha 
K.  I 

j •卜 
A.  hsa 

Sinking 

Upper  & 

Lower. 

街閙。 ■•問 欄  street  gates, common  in  Chinese  cities.  They 

divide  off  the  wards ;  are  shut 

at  night,  except  to  known  and 
respectable  persons ;  and  are  of 

some  protection  against  mobs and  rioters. 

虎頭間  an  animal-shaped  in¬ 
strument  for  cutting  the  bodies 
of  criminals  in  two  at  the  waist. 
In  use  under  the  Sung  dynasty. 

A  palisade  ；  a  railing  of 

posts  ；  window-bars  ；  mov¬ 
able  upright  posts  to  serve 
as  a  door. 

栅欄 ot 栅櫪 栅閙 
gates  in-  the  streets  of  a  Chinese city.  See  143. 

籬栅  a  fence. 
栅棧  an  enclosure  of  posts,  as a  corral. 

門栅  movable  posts  at  an  en¬ 
trance. 

連營  AL  棚*  raised  a  stockade 
all  around  the  camp. 

看栅  on  guard  at  a  gate. 暮飽 眠深栅 慙愧主 

人恩  with  a  belly  full  at  night, and  a  large  enclosure  to  sleep  in, 

[the  deer]  might  feel  ashamed 
at  their  keeper’s  kindness. 

At  first；  for  the  first  time. 

Suddenly  *,  unexpectedly. 

乍見 ot 乍會  to  meet  for  the first  time;  to  come  upon  sud¬ 

denly. 

我跟 他乍見  I  just  know 
him, 一 of  a  slight  acquaintance. 

乍來  a  first  visit. 

乍富  sudden  wealth. . 乍然  suddenly  ；  abruptly. 

乍兒的  only  just;  for  the  first 
time. 

乍到  to  arrive  unexpectedly. 

乍進  to  enter  abruptly. 
乍聞  to  hear  suddenly^  for  the first  time. 

乍 凉乍熱 j  now  cold,  now hot, — of  changeable  weather. 
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咋
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146 

R. 踽陌 

See 炸箸 

乍 
, Sinking  & 

Entering. 
Lower  & 

Upper. 

147 

拃
 3 

147a 

炸 
148 

痄 
149 

R -麻 
See 

Even  Lower. 

R-p 

See  
鮮  

if. SinkingUpper. 

w 

151 

R •陌 

F.  chci^  v. 

W.  tso\ 
. v.  tsia^ 

N.  tso'  v,  koh、 
kah 

P.  ̂ cha^  ts? 
M.  tsa^  tse 
K.  chSek 

J.  saku、 shaku 
A.  trik 

See  also 盘^ 
Entering 

Upper. 

A  loud  noise.  Nervously； 

hesitatingly. 

昨舌  to  put  out  the  tongue,  as 
the  Chinese  do  when  very  much 
astonished. 

你刖咋  don’t  wrangle,  or 
quarrel. 

山 p 乍  a  tremendous  hubbub. 

Read  tse.  To  gnaw.1 

See  ii，743: 

A  span ;  to  span. 

—丰乍  a  span. 

神一神  to  measure  by  span. 

長 下一神  a  span  in  length, 

Same  as  1 82. 

A  running  sore. 

痄聰、  scrofulous  sores  on  the 
cheeks. 

A  water  plant,  called 

ground  hemp.  Name  of  a 
district  in  the  north  of 

Chehkiang. 

詐
 4 

詐‘
 

x52 

R •祕 
C.  cha 

A  species  of  locust. 

炸猛  the  edible  locust. 

炸輝  a  small  cicada  which 
comes  in  September. 

To  deceive  ；  to  impose 

upon  ；  artful  ；  false  ；  fraud 
ulent. 

奸雲 专  deceitful；  treacherous. 

i52 

H.  tsa 

F.  cha 
W.  tso^  dzo 

N.  tso 
P.  cha 

M.  )  „ 

Y.  i 

Sz.  cha 

K.  sa、 cha 

]. sa,  sha A.  tra 

SinkingUpper. 

鮮
 3 

JS3 
R •馬 

C.  (cha 

F.  chd\  v. 产 a) W.  Szo 

See 詐 

K.  cha 
A.  sai. 

Rising  &  Sink¬ 
ing  Irregular. 

榨‘
 

154 
R •禍 

See 齡 

Sinking 

Upper. 

詐僞  false ;  counterfeit. 

騙詳  t。 cheat. 
Iffc 詐  to  cheat  out 

 of;  to  extort. 

勒詐  to  extort;  to  “squeeze.” Protean ;  changeable ; 
fickle. 

詐老實  to  feign  to  be  hv.  aest. 

詐崴  to  feign  defeat. 

詐睡 t。  feign  sleep. 
巧詐  clever  at  imposing  on 

people. 

知 者誅愚  the  knowing  im¬ pose  upon  the  dull. 

言^  愿  deceit  and  wickedness. 

詐次  to  pretend  to  halt, falsehoods. 

稱  under  false  pretence^;  to 
sail  under  false  colours. 

言^來  to  get  hold  of  by  dishonest means. 

詐冒  counterfeiting. 

詐呆  to  pretend  to  be  an  idiot. 
See  10,514. 

_  _  to  pretend  to  goodness;
 

hypocrisy. 

詐術  to  delude;  to  mislead. 

詐贜  goods  obtained  under false  pretences. 

A  condiment  prepared 

from  fish  by  mincing  finely 

and  hashing  with  rice  and 

salt,  and  allowing  this  to 
ferment. 

鮮魚  a  species  of  edible  Acale- 
pha,  or  perhaps  a  Medusa.  It  is 
described  as  red  like  coagulated 

blood,  and  draws  crabs  after  it. 

鮮答  a  general  term  for  biliary and  other  calculi.  Bezoar  stones 

found  in  animals,  used  by  Mongol 

magicians  for  producing  rain. 

A  press  for  extracting  oil 

or  sugar；  a  press  for  spirits. 

To  squeeze ;  to  express,  as 

the  juice  from  sugar-cane. 

_  胃  a  house  or  shed  whe
re 

there  is  an  oil  or  similar  press. 

榨‘
 

154 

m 

155 

貶，
 

156 

R 洽 

C.  chapn 

v.  Cchcrm H.  v.  ngiap 

F.  v.  siak、 tHak 
W.  V..  ctstu 

N.  v.  sah 

P.  Ccha^  y.  (chan 
M.  tsa 

K.  chap so 
A.  faps 

Entering 

Upper 

Irregular. 

iS7 

R .麻 

See 
t  Even  Upper. 

越1
 

m 

158 

r. 麻 

See 查 

Even  Upper. 

油棉  an  oil-press. 

酒棉  a  wine-press. Same  as  154. 

To  wink. 

眨眼。 r 眨目。 r 目乏目 

眼兒  to  wink. 
一眨眼 的工夫 in  the twinkling  of  an  eye. 

不開 口 ，眨 眼會意 w to  speak,  but  to  intimate  by  a 
wink  that  one  has  understood. 

To  take  up  with  tl 

fingers  ；  a  handful.  To  seiz< 
to  hold  fast.  To<  squeez 

A  span  ；  see  8121. 

中盧 一 •大 中霞 grab  a  big  hand¬ 
ful. 

榷緊  hold  it  tight. 

榷 着印柄  holding  the  seal, 
i.e.  the  authority. 

中霞得  holds  it  safe,  or  steady. 

無拏榷  nothing  to  hold  on by;  no  security.  Used  as  a  nick¬ name  for  a  Buddhist  priest  in 
allusion  to  his  shaven  head  and 

his  general  slipperiness  of  cha¬ racter. 

有榷手  there  is  security. 
榷 風箱。 r 榷火筒 t。 blow  the  bellows,  as  at  a  forge. 

權 水猪肉  pork  into  which 
water  has  been  injected  to  in¬ crease  the  selling  weight 

申霞  _  to  crush  to  pieces. 

榷拳頭 t。  double  up  the  fist. 

To  place  the  finger  on 
anything  for  the  purpose  of 

choosing  it.  To  take；  to 

press  down  ；  to  feel. 
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R •麻 

C.  cha 
H.  tsa 
F.  cha 

WJ  . 

N.  !
 1 

P.  cha
  . M. ) , 

Y.  I  tsa  . 
Sz.  cha  4  s* 

sa 

J.  sa A.  tza 

Even  Upper. 

瘧1
 

i6o R. 麻 

See 

Even  Upper. 

161 R. 麻 

See 

Even  Upper. 

糖1
 

162 

嘯 
See 杳 

£ven  Upper. 

163 

R .麻 

See 

Even  Upper. 

m 164 

m 
165 

R •麻 
See 查 

Even  U'pper. 

A  sour  red  fruit  of  the 

size  of  a  cherry  ；  a  species 

ofvhawthorn  ( Cratcegus  cu- 

neata  or  C.  pinnatijida) • 

山檀  the  hill  haw,  alluding  to 
the  wild  growth  of  the  above 

fruit.  [Known  as  紅菓子 

— 山裡紅  at  Peking.] 

山植糕  a  cheese  or  jelly  made! from  the  hill  haw. 

櫨植  the  cry  of  magpies. 

The  scab  on  a  healing 
sore. 

ihn  a  cicatrix: -a  scar. 

f 屋 之下不 可坐也 
dcJn’t  sit  down  under  a  rotten 
roof. 

Discolourations  on  the 

skin  ；  pimples  ；  blotches. 

mm  a  blotchy  or  pimply  skin. 

酒鍅鼻  a  grog-blossom  nose; 
a  drunkard’s  nose.  4 

饒酒 鼻成誠  much  'vine 
brings  grog-blossoms. 

Red  upland  rice,  called 

赤權  by  some  authors, 

An  exclamation  of  regret 

and  surprise.  To  chant  or 
sing. 

Read  To  curse  or 

scold  at. 

Same  as  161. 

Irregular,  uneven  teeth. 

166 

r. 麻 

Cf. 齡 

K.  ch、a 
. ta 

A.  hsa 

Even  Upper. 

R •馬祕 See 詫 

A.  sa^  hsa 

Rising  &  Sink¬ 
ing  Upper. 

膜 

167 

R •麻 

See 麥 

Even  Upper. 

m 
168 

r •麻 

See 

Even  Upper. 

m 

169 

R •廠 

See 

Even  Upper. 

170 

炸 
171 

几祕 

See 酉雀 

A.  sa 
Sinking 

Upper. 

w 
172 

R ‘祕 

See 醉 

T.o  open  out；  to  stretch 

open.  To  brag  ；  to  make 
a  display. 

麥戶  to  open  a  door. 

二 儀穸闊  the  two  Powers (male  and  female  principles) 

widely  extended. 

麥 晉  braggart  language. 

心 、麥體 '泰  mind  and  body on  a  grandiose  scale. 

包 葉  Alchornea  Davidiy  Fr. 

靑麥包  Alchornea  rufescens, Fr. 

Not  close-grained ,  as  some 
kinds  of  meat.  To  adhere  ； 

to  stick. 

Broad,  spreading  horns. 
To  strike  an  ox  across  the 
horns. 

wide  horns. 

To  speak  hesitatingly  ； 

afraid  to  speak  out.  Angry； 

disturbed  in  mind. 

讅詉  incoherent  talk,  like  that of  one  confused  and  afraid. 

Same  as  169. 

A  as  of  a  sharp 

clap  of  thunder  ；  report  of 

a  gun. 

次壬 雷  a  clap  of  thunder. 

火乇炮 a  mortar. 

To  open  ；  to  widen  out. 

枸桫  to  expand;  to  open  out, as  flowers.  To  spread  out,  as  the 
embroidered  folds  of  a  Chinese 

lady’s  skirt. 

A.j 
Sinking 

Upper. 

m 
m 

R •祕 

See  ffc 
Sinking 

Upper. 

174 

R •支 

See (參) 
差 

k.si(shi) 

Even  Upper. 

候 

175 

R. 馬 

See 

J.  ̂  

A.  hsa 
Rising  Upper. 

暗 
176 

•祕陌 

See 

Sinking 

Upper. 一簠  r.i 

fB 

177 

R •祕 

C.  ch、a 

H.  tsa 
F.  ch^a 

W.  ts\ 

N.  dzo2- 

P.  cha 

K.  sa、 cha 

Josa,  dja A.  sa(sha)^  sik 
Sinking 

Irregular. 

班 
KH 

178 

One  of  the  branches  of 

the  river  潰 or  鄙  Yiin 

near  Suichou  in  the  north  of 

Hupeh.  See  13,837.  A  name 
of  several  other  streams. 

Tones  of  a  pipe.  A  char¬ 
coal  basket,  or  other  basket 
of  the  kind. 

Read 

寒 差  bamboos  growing  irregu¬ larly;  to  play  upon  the  flageolet. 
[In  the  first  instance,  this  is 
-merely  &  fanciful  combination 

of  ̂   bamboo  with  the  common 

term  差  irregular?^ 

Careless  about  ；  without 

arrangement. 

^  ̂   to  do  things  in  a slovenly^  careless  manner, —  al¬ 
luding  to  the  disorder  in  a  heap of  stones. 

A  sigh ;  a  groaning  noise. 
To  call.  Also  read  chiefs 

and  cha^. 

暗暗  the  cries  of  birds. 

The  Imperial  thanks¬ 

giving,  made  to  Earth  at 
the  end  of  the  year  for  the 
crops,  was  called  大蜡 

under  the  Chou  dynasty. 

Correct  form  of  177,  and 

always  used  in  the  Classics. 
Also  used  as  short  for  嫩 

wax :  see  6668. 
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179 

R •洽 
See 

Entering 

Upper. 

w 
180 

R •洽 
See 甭 

Entering 

Upper. 

Pattering  of  rain  or  flash¬ 

es  of  lightning.  Confused 
noise  of  voices.  Name  of  a 

place  and  river  in  Cheh. 
kiang. 

雨誓髻  the  rain  patters  down. 

電署髻  the  lightning  flashes. 

公 庭嘗雷  noise  of  many 
voices  in  the  court. 

Read  sa4* 

書 爾雹落  suddenly  the  hail 
poured  down. 

To  sew  and  hem  ；  to  sew 

together. 

稽1
 • 

i8i 

R •緝洽 
F.  chak、 chHak 

See 插贬 
A.  sap 

Entering 
Upper. 

A  double  hem  or  border 

on  a  robe.  To  bind  the 

loins. 

稀袋  a  pouch,  or  inside  pocket. 

182 

众洽 
C. shap 
N.  zah 

See 炸 
J.  50^  ZO 

Entering 
Lower. 

To  fry  in  oil  or  fat.  To 

scald,  by  pouring  on  boiling 
water. 

蝶熟  to  fry  thoroughly. 

^糕 or  蝶食  a  *  fried 
in  oil. 

蝶肉九  to  fry  meat  balls. 

蝶麻花  to  fry  mixed  flour  and 
sugar  in  the  shape  of  strings. 

蝶供  to  fry  sacrificial  offerings. 

蝶香椿  to  scald  ailanthus  lea¬ 
ves,  which  are  eaten  when  tender. 

Read  cha^'  To  burst;  to 

crack,  as  a  glass,  from  heat. 

mm  dyn
amite. 

蝶炮  a  mortar ;  a  bomb-shell. 

蝶裂  to  fall  through;  to  come 
to  nothing. 

183 

R •黯霧 

K.  chKal 
J.  tatsz.  tec  hi 
A.  che、 chiet Entering 

Upper. 

w 
184 

R. 黠 

See 闊 
cf •札 

J.  satsz 

A.  sap 

Entering 

Lower. 

_J 

185 

叉1
 

i86 

R. 

C. H. 
F. 

?：i 
I  y\- 

娜 

ch、L 

ts、o 

ts^a 

P.  ch、a 

M.  
j 

Y.  I 

Sz.  ch、a 
K.  ch、a J.  ja,  ska 
A.  hsa、 hswa 
Even  Upper. 

The  crowing  of  a  bird. 

嘲哳  the  sound  of  birds  calling 
to  one  another. 

A  lever  knife  for  cutting 

up  fodder,  sheet  iron,  paper, 
etc. 

剳草  to  cut  straw  for  animals to  eat. 

算 |J 刀  the  large  knife  used  as above. 

Same  as  1 84. 

cm. 

To  cross  the  arms ;  to 

interlace  the  fingers  ；  to 

fold  the  hands  when  bow¬ 

ing.  A  prong;  a  fork;  a 
bifurcation. 

叉 手躬身  to  fold  the  hands (one  over  the  other)  and  make 

a  bow,  —  as  the  Chinese  do,  rais¬ 
ing  the  hands  to  the  breast,  .or 
even  to  the  forehead,  if  wishing 

to  show  respect. 

叉腰子  to  put  the  arms  akim¬ bo. 

叉 寻 ̂  to  interlace  the  fingers. 
八叉手 而八韻 成 
the  time  of  eight  interlacings  of 

the  fingers,  he  (Wen  T^ng-yiin) 
composed  eight  couplets. 

五叉  c  hevaux-de-frise 、 —  those 
used  in  China  are  of  wood.  See 

椅 5357. 叉鎗  a  musket  with  a  fork  to 
stick  in  the  ground  and  rest  it  on 

叉子 a  fork. 

禾叉  a  pitchfork. 

銀叉  a  silver  fork. 
三 叉  a  trident;  also  a  point 
where  three  roads  meet. 

叉1
 

1 86 

187 

R. 麻 

See 叉 

A.  hstva、 hsa 
Even  Upper. 

i88 

R •麻 

See  3C 

A.  hswa 
Even  Upper. 

汊‘
 

189 

R-禍 

F：  I  ̂ 

W. 

N.  ts、o) P.  ch、a) 

O 

Sz.  <hKa 

K.  cK'a 

J.  ta 

A.  sa°  (" 'ha: 

Sinking 

Upper 
Irregular. 

M 
190 

^  the  play  of  throwing  up 
heavy  tridents  and  catching them. 

夜叉  ogres;  devils ;  they  a  kc/ias of  Buddhism. 

魚叉  a  three-pronged  fork,  used to  spear  soles  and  other  fish. 

叉 竿  a  pronged  stick. 

叉 桿兒匠  a  brothel  bully. 

To  pick  up  with  a  fork, 

or  pincers,  or  with  the 
fingers.  To  drive  out.  To hang  up. 

技 出 去  turn  him  out. 
扠上去  hang  it  up, 一 on  a  nail. stand  with  arms  akimbo. 

A  forked  branch  ；  a 

prong；  a  pitchfork.  See  62  2  7 

杈枝  a  forking  branch  of  a  tree. 

^  a  pronged  stick. 

春 來嶺樹 共生极 when spring  comes  the  mountain  trees 
all  put  forth  branches. 

权子  chevaux-de-frise.  See  叉 i86. 

祕鷄賊  a  pickpocket  who 
slips  an  arm  out  of  his  sleeve. 

七 ，頭 八衩  tangled ;  compli¬ cated. 

A  branching  stream. 
■ 

三汊河  name  of  a  river  in Liaotung,  and  of  another  in  Han 

yang  Fu  in  Hupeh. 

三汊水  the  union  of  three 
streams. 

汉港  branching  creeks. 

Same  as  199. 
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衩
 4 i9i R •卦 

See 差 

Sinking 

Upper. 

鞍1. IQ2 R. 隹 

See  3C 

A.  liswa 

Even  Upper. 

.麻 93 

C.  ch、a、 cha 
H.  Zs‘a,  tsa 

F.  tcha 
(always) 

W  ) 

N  .j  dzo、tso P. 

Sz. 
M. 
Y. 

K.sa 

J.  J0,  sai 

A.  c/ra 
Even  Lower 

8i  Upper. 

*  J  ch、a、 cha 
J  ts^a^  tsa 

The  skirt  of  a  robe. 

裙衩  the  open  seam  of  a  skirt, 
where  it  is  not  sewed  in  order 

to  allow  freedom  of  movement. 

示文 leggings  drawn  over  the 
trousers ;  see  6280. 

A  qL  Ver  ；  usually  called 

箭袋  arrow  bag. 

To  examine  into  ；  to  en¬ 

quire  into  ；  to  investigate. 
A  raft. 

杳  the  result  of  my  investigations 
is  as  follows : 一 (thus  used  in  des¬ 

patches  when  beginning*a  sta¬ 
tement). 

稽查  to  investigate. 

查察  to  enquire  officially  into. 
查禁  to  search  out  and  prohibit. 
訪查  to  make  enquiries  about; 

to  have  found  out  by  enquiry. 

即 祈査照 and  1  be&  you  t。 
take  note  accordingly. 

查照  to  make  oneself  acquain¬ 
ted  with;  to  receive.  See  200. 

查拿  to  search  for  and  arrest. 

查出  to  discover. 

查提  to  summon. 
查有  to  appear  that  there  is. 

查議  to  decide  om 
查究  to  deal  with,— as  a  case 

for  investigation. 

查訊。 r 查問 m 查考 t。 investigate. 

查開  to  examine, — as  a  list. 
查  JIlS*  to  look  into：  to  examine. 
查 酌  t0  look  into  and  consider. 

查禀  to  examine  and  report 
upon. 

查傳  to  summon  before  one. 

查詢  to  examine  into. 
查封  to  close；  to  seal  up. 

查度  to  see  how, 一 a  case  stands. 

查 *
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R. 麻 

See 查 

Even  Upper 

&  Lower. 
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R •麻隹 

支 
C.  chLa、 ch^di^ 

tsf'z 

case. 

查驗  to  examine;  to  scrutinise ; to  verify. 

查明  to  elucidate. 
查銷  to  cancel;  to  destroy. 

查看  (々‘a;/4)  to  observe;  to  see whether. 

杳 知  to  discover. 
查邊  to  inspect  the  frontier 

查吊  to  find  and  produce. 

查探  to  discover;  to  learn  by enquiry. 

查黙  to  look  into;  to  see  what 
anything  is  like；  to  go  through, as  a  list. 

查 案 to  try  a 
即 祈查收  which  I  trust  you will  find  in  order  (of  money, 

documents,  etc.  forwarded  by 

one  person  to  another). 

查辦  to  examine  into  and  deal with  accordingly, 

查街  to  patrol  the  streets  as  the 

查夜官  or  night  guard  does. 

查對  to  compare  and  find  cor¬ 
rect. 

_ 查。 r 貫月查  the  great raft  which  in  the  days  of  Yao 
floated  round  the  western  sea 
once  in  twelve  years. 

查克  the  saxaul  [Anabasis  am- 
modendron).  . 

See  131. 

To  break  off.  A  potsherd. 

齊 個馇兒  break  it  off  even. 

找幢兒  t。 find  fault. 
Read  A  potsherd. 

瓦揸兒  a  piece  of  broken potcery. 

_頭 瓦揸的  all  covered with  broken  bricks  and  pot¬ 

sherds, — as  a  bad  road. 

To  err ;  to  mistake  ； 

error  ；  difference  ；  discre¬ 

pancy  ； unlike. 

雷 輙爲差  whereupon  the thunder  went  away  (ceased). 

差了  you  are  wrong ! 

2E ig6 
H.  /sla,  tsLai、 

ts^a 

F.  ch、a、 ch、ae、 chH 

W.  /s\  tsKa^ 

N.  ts^o^  ts'-a^ 

P.  ch、a、 ch、ai、 

tsuz 

M.  /jca,  "W, 

tsLz 

Y.  ts、a、 tsKae^ 

tsLz 

Sz.  ch、a、 ch、ai、 

K.  ch、a、 

chH 
J~sat\  shi 

A.  sai 
Even  Upper. 

百不差  — •  not  missing  once out  of  a  hundred, 一 tries. 

差錯。 r 差懊:  to  make  a  mis¬ 
take. 

差錯脚  to  make  a  false  step. 

差子  a  mistake. 
大 人差矣  your  Excellency 
is  mistaken. 

— •痒点  there  is  a  trifling  dif¬ ference. 

差 不多。 r 差 本許多 

a 差不 幾多。 r 差不 

遠。 r 差不 來往。 r 差 
不着 一勲。 r 差不雕 
。>" 差不 雛形。 r 差不 

f 多少  not  very  dif
ferent, 

or  not  much  dilfference. 

差遠了  there  is  a  wide  differ¬ 
ence. 

以其 相差各 校一寸 allowing  the  difference  between 

each  (of  the  series)  to  be  one 
inch, 一 then  etc.  etc. 

若其酒 醴之差  respect¬ 
ing  the  different  sorts  of  wines. 

有差  respectively,- 一 as  used  at the  end  of  a  clause  where  several 

things  are  referred  to. 

差遲 （or  i 池） want  of  exact¬ 
ness  ; any  delay. 

三 差兩錯  mistakes ;  discre¬ 
pancies. 

差强  a  little  better. 

於 是差稀 [painters]  became 
somewhat  scarce, 一 so  many  ha¬ 

ving  been  put  to  death. 

差足  a  little. 早年行 筆差細 in  early 
life  he  used  a  fine  brush, 一 of 
Wu  Tao-yuan. 

Read  ch^ai1.  To  send  on 
official  business.  See  4839, 

9987. 
差  Imperially  sent. 

頭—欽 差大臣 an  am- bassador.  [Ministers  Plenipoten¬ 
tiary  and  Ministers  Resident 

are  distinguished  as  and 

— ， respectively.] 
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差派。 r 差委  to  send  on  offi¬ 
cial  business. 

差役 OT 差人 official  ser- 
vants ;  runners.  [The  former  also 
means  personal  service  to  the 
Emperor.] 

差官  an  official  delegate. 

宫 yamen  runners. 

聽 ("«<?*)  ̂   an  official  mes¬ 
senger. 

解差  the  guard  escorting  a 
criminal. 

快差  a  government  courier. 

差使  official  employment. 

當差  to  be  on  duty  in  a  govern¬ 
ment  office. 

差頭  the  head  of  a  gang  of 
yamen  runners. 

差枸  to  send  and  arrest. 

差傳  to  send  for  and  summon. 

差人  chlaiy-jai^  a  yamen  run¬ 
ner;  but  pronounced  chlai、 jdn\ 
to  send,  despatch  a  messenger. 

差帶。 r 差送  to  send  under 
escort. 

差提  to  send  constables  to  ar¬ rest. 

差催  to  send  and  urge;  to  press 
for. 

當差兒  to  have  the  small-pox. 
現時 小孩都 當差使 

呢  just  now  the  children  have 
all  got  the  small-pox. 

Read  tzlul  or  ch、ih' . 

Uneven  ；  different.  To  go 

wrong.  See  1983. 

irregular ;  confused ;  the 

Chinese  Pan-pipes. 

各 有差等  every  one  has  his 
own  characteristics  or  peculiari¬ 

ties.  Also  read  ch‘a'. 

罔 差有辭 n。 difference 
being  made  in  favour  of  those 
who  could  offer  some  excuse. 

Also  read  chlax. 

差須夫 于也1  fear  il  (the misfortune)  is  coming  upon  you. 

差別  the  distinction. 
其鎗 法無半 勲現差 

漏 his  spearmanship  was  quite 
perfect 

M 
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R •隹麻 
% 差槎 

Even  Upper. 

m 
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r •麻 

C.  ch、a 

H.  ts^a 

F.  Cch、a 

W.  zo^  dzo 

N.  dzo 

P.  ch、a 

M.  1  t 

Y. 卜 

Sz.  ch、a 
K.  ch^a^  sa 

J.  sa 

A. tra^  sa 

Even  Lower. 

m 
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r •歌麻 

^ 槎槎 

K.  ch、a 
A.  sa^  hsa 
Even  Upper. 

To  take  a  thing  up  with 

a  fork.  A  small  javelin. 

用叉于 刻肉 t。 take  af°rk 
and  stick  it  into  a  bit  of  meat. 

To  fell  trees  ；  to  hew  ； 

to  chop.  A  raft. 

接 本牙  wood  cut  unevenly. 
乘槎  to  travel  on  a  raft;  to take  ship. 

仙磋  a  fairy  raft. 

200 

R. 黠 

C.  ch'-at H.  ts^at 

F.  ch'-ak 

W.  ts^a N.  ts、ah 

P.  zc^a 
M.  ts^a Y.  ts、aah 

Sz.  ch、a 
K.  ch、al 
J.  satsz、 sac  hi A.  sat Entering 

Upper. 

A  skiff. 

鹽  a  boat  for  conveying  salt. 

磋頭騙  a  fish,  described  as  a skiff  in  shape. 

To  examine  into  judici¬ 

ally.  To  discover；  to  find 
out. 

查察  to  examine  into  the  de- tails,  as  a  judge  or  magistrate. 

審察 m 察間  to  examine into;  to  hear  a  ease. 

察奪  to  hear  and  decide  a  case. 

出  to  ferret  out. 
察合  to  examine  and  find  cor¬ rect. 

察考 察看。 r 監察 look  into. 

省察  to  make  a  self-examina¬ tion. 

苛察  to  question  minutely;  to examine  severely. 

釋照 same  as  i 照㈣ i93) 
in  meaning,  but  used  when  high 
officials  are  in  question. 

察酌  to  examine  as  to. .... . 

察核  to  examine  and  decide. 

察 璧  t0  examine. 察  to  consider;  to  investigate. 

察”
 

200 

擦 
201 

202 

R. 黠 

如察刹 

Entering 

Upper. 
w 
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R •洽 

C.  chLapQ 

H.  ts、ap 

F.  ch、ak 
W.  tsLa^  v.  chHd 

N.  ts^ah 
P. 
M.  t^a 

Y.  t^aah 

Sz.  ts^a 

K. chap 

J.  so 

A.  t"ap 
Entering 

Upper. w 

204 

R •洽 

P.  ch^ 

See|| 

Entering 

Upper, 

察  make  search  for. 
察理  to  examine  the  principle involved. 

辨 察其微  t。 examine  into 
the  minutest  points. 

明 察無屈 于庶子 t。 investigate  in  such  a  manner  as 
to  do  no  injustice  to  the  people. 

徐 漸能察 聲知意 HsO began  gradually  to  pick  out  the 
sound  and  understand  its  mean¬ 

ing  (of  learning  a  new  language). 

察罕  the  Chagan«  or  “White” 
Khan. 

See  ii，477. 

Demons. 

羅 鬼察。 r  _  剰  demons  which 
bring  pestilence ;  the  rakshas  of 
Buddhism. 

To  separate  the  husk 
from  the  grain.  {See  8849.) 

築 i  a  beetle  or  rammer  used to  pound  mud  into  a  wooden 
frame  for  making  walls. 

To  shut  a  city  gate.  To 

block  up  a  door  or  hole 

by  a  board.  A  sluice-gate  ； 
a  lock;  used  with  鬧  143. 

下牐版  to  put  up  the  shutters 
of  a  shop. 

棑牐  a  framework  over  a  bed, on  which  clothes  are  hung. 

下牐  to  let  down  the  sluice. 

片齒 俱  sluice-gates. 

滕座 a  lock. 過腩  to  go  through  a  lock. 
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R. 洽 
See 鋪 

Entering 

Upper 

f 

i 

To  insert  ；  to  stick  in.  I 

To  interfere  ；  to  meddle. 

^  ̂   to  fix  on  wings;  to  fly. 

插 翼難飛  even' were  you  to stick  w:ngs,  you  would  find 

it  difficult  to  escape.  * 

^  to  stick  up  flags;  to 

plant  a  banner. 

_  胃  to  put  up  a  mark,  or 
beacon. 

觀如插 標賣身 ^ 
on  as  though  ticketed  for  sale, 一 
an  easy  prey. 

插 耳遊營  t。 stlck  a  flag  (a 
small  piece  of  paper  on  a  skewer) 

through  a  man’s  ear  and  parade 
him  through  the  camp. 

插 草 賣身  to  stick  up  a  wisp 
of  grass  (notifying  that)  his  body 
is  for  sale, — as  done  with  chil¬ 
dren  in  times  of  famine.  See 
11,634. 

插  to  secretly  leave  stolen 
property  with  some  one,  and 
then  accuse  him  of  the  theft. 

插  to  put  willow-twigs  on  the 
house  at  明. .Also,  to  grasp 

the  crupper  and  vault  into  the 
saddle  from  behind. 

插 柳成陰  to  plant  a  willow 
so  as  to  get  its  shade, — i.e.  to 
work  for  future  rather  than  im¬ 
mediate  benefit； 

插關 a  bolt. 

插 上 門  to  bolt  a  door. 

插口  OT 插嘴 OT 插舌。 r 

插 W  m 插話 t。 put  in 
one’s  word;  to  interfere. 

你 別插手  don't  put  in  your oar. 

梅着手  to  put  the  arms ■akimbo. 

插永  to  wade  in  water  without 
cfethes.  See  136. 

插花  to  stick  flowers  into;  in 
Amoy,  a  present  given  (e.g.)  after 
the  signature  of  a  deed. 

插 燭  t0  put  up  a  taper,— in  a 
temple. 

插隹  to  stick  into;  to  insert； 
stuck  hard  and  fast,  as  animals 
in  coitu. 

插 訟  to  interfere  in  legal  pro¬ 
ceedings. 

插 金戴銀 tC)  wear  anc〗 
silver  ornaments  in  the  hair, - 

w 
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R •洽 

See 维 

Entering 

Upper. 

207 
r •洽 

C.  ch^ap。 

H.  ts、ap 

F.  ch^ak W.  ts^a  . 

N.  ts^aah 
P.ca^ 

M.  ts、a Y.  ts、aah 

S.  cK'a 

K.  sap  • 

], so 

A.  t、ap 
Entering 

Upper. 
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R •麻 

H.  {
  ch"a 

F.  ta 
V^.dzo 

N.  dzo 

P.  ch、a M.  /  • . 

Y.  1 
 tsa 

Sz.  ch^a、 (s^a K.  ch^a^  ta^sa 

J.  cka、 set、 ta 
A.  tra 
Even  Lower. 

to  insert;  10  interpolate. 

插 身  to  meddle,  interfere  with. 

插  to  plant  out  young  rice- 
shoots,  when  they  grow  too  thick. 

八檀 八插  eight  chair-bearers and  eight  supporters, 一 who  assist 
in  case  of  need. 

Verbose  ；  to  talk  much 

and  unintelligibly.  Used 

with  205.  f 

A  spade.  A  large  pin  for 

fastening  clothes  ；  a  hair¬ 

pin.  An  iron  bar， sharp  at 

one  end,  for  making  holes. 

幸] 1  $ 街  t0  carry  the  spade,  i.e.  to be  a  farmer. 

a  化也  Used  for  186, 

c 

The  tea  plant  (Camellia 

Thea),  originally  called  茗， 

see  7942.  Infusion  of  the 

leaf  of  the  tea  plant,  origi¬ 

nally  written  see  12,1 14. 

An  infusion  of  any  kind ; 

even  boiling  water  is  some¬ 
times  so  called.  See  7234, 

io,94i,  7369,  >689. 

茶葉  the  tea  leaf  in  its  prepared 
state. 

毛  unfired  tea  leaves. 

紅 or  黑茶  black  tea,  as  pre¬ pared  for  foreigners. 

緑茶  green  tea, 一 which  differs from  black  tea  only  in  the  method 

of  preparation. 

茶餅。 r  茶  f 專  brick  tea,  as prepared  by  softening .  refuse 
leaves,  twigs,  and  dust  with 
boiling  water,  and  then  pressing 
the  compound  into  slabs  like 
bricks.  Is  largely  consumed  in 
Siberia,  and  Mongolia,  where 
it  is  also  used  as  a  medium  of 
exchange. 

余 
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茶 壺  a  tea-pot.  1 

茶碗 ot 茶杯。 1 •茶监 Qr 

茶缸子 a  tea-cup. 茶 鍾  a  small  tea-cup,  | 

茶碟。 1 ■茶船 a  saucer- 
茶几  a  teapoy,  or  small  table. 

茶館。 ■•赛 居。 r 茶寮 a 
tea-shop  or  restaurant. 

茶 房  attendants  in  yamens whose  special  duty  it  is  to  serve 

tea,  etc.  to  guests.  Also,  atten¬ 
dants  hired  on  festive  occasions 

to  carry  round  invitations,  serve 

guests,  etc. 
日 頭 出來上 茶舘兒 
at  dawn  off  to  the  tea-shop  (to loaf  and  gossip). 

茶店。 r 茶舖。 r 茶林 a tea-dealer’s  shop. 

^  a  tea-taster;  a  chaasze. 

^  7}^  or  refuse  tea,  or 
tea-dust. 

炒  ̂   t0  fire  tea,  as  when  curing it. 

^  _  the  bottom  oi  tne  tea-pot^ 
the  best  cup. 

討 茶  to  call  for  tea,— to  ser¬ 
vants. 

泡荼 ot 贤茶 切茶 Dr 
起茶 勲茶。 r 開茶 
01 •.做 茶沉倒 茶。1" 看茶- 

These  are  all  used  for  “get  tea” 

or  “bring  tea.” 
歆治 好茶先 藏好水 
if  you  want  to  make  good  tea, 

first  get  good  water.  [: 

fit  to  hand  tea  to  visitors. . 

又 i  了一 道茶 was 
handed  round  again. 

自 送茶出 brought  in  the 
tea  herself. 

to  attend  to  the  tea, — 

a 容  a  servant. 

喝茶 飲茶  t0  drink  tea. 

茶喝  a  drink  of  tea. money  given  to  servants 
who  bring  presents.  It  is  placed 
in  a  red  envelope  marked  with 

^  ̂   “instead  of  tea”  at  the 
top,  the  amount  being  stated  in 
small  characters  at  the  bottom, 
so  that  it  may  be  fairly  divided 

amongst  the  staff. 
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茶酒  tea  and  wine;  refresh¬ 
ment;  a  rffeal  prepared  for  guests. 

喋茶  to  drink  tea;  to  be  be¬ 
trothed  (of  women),  tea-drinking 
being  part  of  the  ceremonial. 

豊  another  name  for  聘金 
/  betrothal  presents. 

茶菓  tea  and  cakes  or  fruit. 

茶壺桶  a  wadded  case  or  bas-  j 
ket,  to  hold  a  tea-pot  and  keep 
the  tea  hot. ， 

茶德  a  bamboo  cosy. 

茶具  a  tea-service: 

茶臟  the  cylindrical  piece  in¬ 
side  the  tea-pot. 

上茶。 r 上品茶  first-rate, 
tea. 

$  食  light  food  eaten  with  tea, 
etc. 

茶盤  a  tea-tray. 

茶托兒  a  small  saucer  of  me-1 
tal ;  a  salver. 

1 1  j  wild  or  hill  tea. 

茶不 是茶飯 不是飯 
tea  is  not  tea,  rice  is  not  rice, 
ue.  I  have  no  relish  for  food. 

茶不茶 飯不飯 ，另是 

一 樣光景  that  is  quite 
another  pair  of  boots. 

好人家 婦女不 喋兩 

家茶  respectable  women  do  I 
not  drink  the  tea  of  two  fami- 

. lies,  t.e.  do  not  marry  second 
hifsbands. 

茶靑  olive  or  bronze  colour. 

茶毗  to  cremate  =  闇維- 
An  abbreviation  of  the  Pali  word 

djapita  =  burnt. 

茶陵縣  the  district  of  Ch‘a， 
ling,  in  the  east  of  the  province 

of  Hunan,  famous  for  good  tea. 

野茶  Eiirya  japonic  a,  Thbg. 

茶 藍棵子  hawthorn  ( Cra/ce- 
gus  pyracantha、 Pcrs,). 

茶菓  Ardisia  japonic  a、 BL 

花  Camellia  japonica、 L. 

茶油  tea  oil,  made  from  Ca?ncl- 
lia  Sasanqua， Thbg, 

茶花。 r 茶金條  names  for 
the  Hibiscus  syriacus、 L. 

束 |j  Celastrus  variabilis^Hemsl. 

m
1
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See 差 

A.  say  sai、 tzai 
Even  Upper. 

搽
 4 
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R •麻 

N.  djo 

See 茶 

Even  Lower. 

詧 21 1 

212 

R •祕 

P.  ch、a\  Cc^a 
? ••卜 

J.  ta 
A  .  sec" 

Sinking  Upper 

Irregular. 

刹 
.  213 

故 •黠 

C.  ch、at。、 shai' H.  sat、 tat 

F.  sak 
VV.  sa 

N.  sah 
P.  ch^ 

M.  tsla^ 
Y.  saah 
K.  ch、al、 

v.  ch^  'dl 

J.  sa/szy  sec  hi 
A.  sat Entering 

Upper. 

A  final  sound,  used  in 

chanting  to  give  a  eupho¬ 
nious  end  to  a  line. 

To  rub  on  ；  to  smear  ；  to 

paint  on.  To  cross  out  as 
in  writing. 

搽粉  to  put  on  powder,  as  a Chinese  woman  oA  her  face. 

^  to  spread  a  plaster. 

to  paint  or  put  ointment 

on  a  sore. - 

擦 碑  口  面 . t0  paint  or  diS* guise  one’s  face. 

搽胭  t。 rouge. Read  ch>a\  To  trudge 

or  splash  through. 

只 好 搽了去  all  I  could  do was  to  splash  through  the  mud. 

Same  as  200. 

The  point  where  roads 
fork.  To  branch  off. 

岔道。 r 岔路  branching 
roads. 

三 岔路口  the  place  where three  roads  meet. 

你 走岔了  you  have  taken the  wrong  road. 

旁 岔的話  irrelevant  talk. 

用 話岔開  to  turn  the  con- versation. 

-  t 

The  parasol  or  other  or¬ 
nament  surmounting  a  pa¬ 

goda  ； the  spire  of  a  stupa 
or  shrine  containing  relics. 

A  shrine  ；  a  Buddhist、 mo¬ 

nastery  ； a  pagoda.  See  7291. 

寶剰  your  precious  monastery, 
-r=-a  conventional  phrase  addres¬ 
sed  to  a  Buddhist  priest. 

梵剰  a  Buddhist  monastery  or temple. 

上剰  to  visit  a  temple. 

刹 

4 拿 

213 

214 

R-祕 

See 耗 

Sinking  Upper 

215 
R •福 

W.  c(so^  tsa) 

% 酩詫 

A.  sa Sinking  Upper 

R •馬祕 

^ 詫酩 

Rising  &  Sink¬ 
ing  Upper. 

耗*
 

217 

R •麻 

See 茶 

Even  Lower. 

剥竿  a  staff  for  banners  before a  temple. 

剰帝利  kshattriya， one  of.  the Indian  castes. 

刹那  the  Sanskrit  kshana、 the 
90th  part  of  a  thought  or  the 

4500th  part  of  a  minute. 

一 ，那 之箱 I  amc>mentary 
variation. 

十方刹  the'  ten  regions  of| space ;  the  ten  quarters  of  the heavens. 

諸 佛刹土  the  spheres  of  ac¬ 
tion  of  the  Buddhas. 

A  young  girl,  for  which 

奸  is.  also  used.  An  easy 
retired  life. 

To  vociferate,  as  when 

angry.  To  grind  the  teeth  ； 

to  upbraid.  To  pity.  Name 
of  a  demon  ；  see  8091. 

ffE  此此  giggling.  ̂   796°- 

吒  cha、 to  make  a  noise  in 
eating. 

Read  ta1. - 

阿吒吒  the  Sanskrit  word atata\  the  third  frozen  hell, 
whose  damned  can  only  ssy  atata 

because  their  lips  are  stiffened. 

Read  tu\  To  set  down 
a  cup； 

A  handsome  or  elegant 

young  lady. 

嬰 兒妊女  a  baby  boy  and a  pretty  girl. 

托女  a  Taoist  name  for  vermi¬ lion,  or  for  the  fairy  who  springs 

out  when  silver  is  being  oxidized. 

A  mode  of  reckoning 

grain  when  reaped,  one  ch^a/ 
being  equal  to  four  hundred 

秉  pin f  ox  handfuls  or  ten 

稷  sheaves. 烏  name  of  3.  part  of  ancient Bactria. 
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诧1
 2l8 

R •祕 

See 詫 

Sinking  Upper 

咤 219 

姹 
220 

221 尺_祕 

See 乍 

Sinking  Upper 
&  Lower. 

22 OKC-AJC 

Irresolute.  To  boast， 

侘傺 t。  be  diverted  from  bne’s 
purpose,  or  disappointed  in  one’s aims. 

Same  as  2 1 ' 

R. 

Same  as  216. 

The  large  sea-blubber  or 
Medusa  that  floats  on  the 

ocean.  It  is  described  as 

like  a  sheep’s  stomach,  but 
having  no  belly,  body  df  a 

dull  white  colour,  and  eyes 
red  as  clots  of  blood.  The 

jelly-fish,  which  is  generally 

cnown  as  水毋  Used  with 

53. 

To  talk  big；  to  brag. 

Interchanged  with  215. 

誇幹  to  boast  oneself. 

詫異  to  be  amazed  at;  to  be 
astonished  at  (e.g,  impudence) ； 
marvellous ;  strange. 

225 

i 馬 
See 鮮詳 

Sinking  Upper 

w 
226 

R •緝洽 

C. 你  ngapo, 
)，aPo^  ngyPo、 

chyap0 

H.  kip 

F.  ngeik、 ch、ak 
N.  cih 
P. 

M.  sa K.  hip、 chap、 

sap 

\.kiu 
A.  kcp^  t^ap Entering 

Upper. 

Retired  ；  secluded,  as  the 
inner  rooms  of  a  Chinese 
house. 

兩 目窃察 having  sunken 
eyes. 

A  tumble-down  house. 

嗄 辱之下 不可 坐也 don  t  sit  in  a,  tumble-down  house, •  See  160. 

Disagreeing,  not  fitting. 

mn  not  fitting  one  into  the 
other；  not  corresponding. 

To  receive  ；  to  gather. 

To  sink  down.  To  intro¬ 

duce.  Also  read  hsix. 

收极  to  get,  to  collect. 

走 罗無极  to  get  nothing  for 
one’s  pains. 

极地  to  bow  low,  so  as  to  touch 
the  ground. 

日 又极平  the  sun  is  once more  sinking  in  the  west. 

婦 拜扱地  women  bow  down to  the  ground.  From  the  儀禮. 

极衽  to  have  the  -  skirts  of  the lower  garment  tucked  in  at  the 

waist.  . 

极 引高賢  to  introduce  the wise  and  virtuous, — to  Imperial 

側 

R. 

227 

撟 228 

陌錫 
C.  chak-^ H.  ‘tsak、 
F.  chaik。、 

teik、、 tiah 
W.  tsa 

N.  tsah、v.  tsoh 

P.  Cchai,  itse M.  tse 

Y.  t'seh Sz.  tse 
K. chok 

J.  taku、 teki 
A.  trik^jik^ 

Entering 

Upper  & Lower. 

notice. 

ohj^jc. 

See  1 1,696. 

To  pick,  as  fruit  {see 

1292);  to  take  off;  to  de¬ 

prive,  of.  To  point  out.  Also 
read 

摘菓子  to  pick  fruit. 
杷他 摘下來 Pick  Pul] it  off;  take  it  down,  as  from  a 
hook. 

子商  to  pick  tea. 摘根 t。 _  up;  to  thoroughly 
get  rid  of,  as  a  bad  habit. 

摘鞍子  to  take  off  a  saddle. 

摘帽子  to  take  off  one’s  hat. 

摘頂  to  take  away  a  mandarin’s button;  to  deprive  of  rank. 

摘印  to  take  away  an  officer’s seal;  to  deprive  him  of  his  post. 

指摘  to  point  at  one  as  un¬ worthy  ； to  criticise ;  to  warn  ； 

to  shake  a  man’s  testimony. 

撟 

i* 

228 

爾 

229 

讁 
230 

責 
231 

債
 4 

摘錄  to  make  an  extract  from a  document. 

摘釋  to  release. 摘 脫  to  get  away;  to  free  one¬ self  from;  to  separate  from. 

摘除  to  deduct  from. 
睡 覺摘蓆  the  inability  to slefep  in  a  strange  bed. 

本商 孝嬰兒  t。 remove  the  tassej 
from  the  cap. 

摘 書年號  to  write  one  cha¬ 
racter  of  a  nien  hao、 —— instead  of both  as  usual;  see  3884. 

Read  /V4. 

摘伏  to  find  out  secrets. 
See  1 1,676. 

Same  as  1 1,676. 
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r 卦 

C.  chai 

H.  tsai 
F.  ehai 
W.  tsa 

N.  tse、 tsa 
M. 

P,  chai 

Sz. 

Y.  tsae 

K.  ch-ae J.  sai^  se 
A. trai Sinking  Upper 

See  1 1,659. 

To  owe  money；  to  be  in 
debt. 

欠倩  to  be  in  debt. 債  a  creditor.  See  13,729. 

債人  a  debtor. 
還債 01 ■償債  t0  pay  one’s 
debts. 

欠 債還錢 ，殺 人償命 
if  you  have  debts,  you  must  pay 

with  money;  if  you  kill  a  man, 

you  must  pay  with  your  life. 

討倩  or  債  to  collect  debts. a  “collect  debt  devil,’1 
Le.  an  unpaid  creditor,  who  after 

death  is  born  again  as， the  son 
of  his  debtor,  and  is  thus  given  a 

terrible  opportunity  for  revenge. 

寃孽倩  a  debt  of  revenge,  to be  liquidated  as  described  in  the 
preceding  paragraph. 

酒  a  tavern  score. 

倩胃  involved  in  debt. 
放 債 的  lend  out  money  at  in¬ 

terest. 

錢 債細故  the  mere  money 
indebtedness  is  a  small  matter. 
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C?KAT 

醺 
1 

233 

R. 卦 

曬債 
Sinking  Upper 

W 
234 

R. 隹 
C. chdi 

H.  tsai 

F.  ckac、 chai 
W.  tsa 

N.  tse,  tsa 
P.  chai 

M.  tsai 

Y.  tsae 

Sz.  chai 
K.  che 

J.  sai 
A. trai 

Even  Upper. 

A  press  used  in  making 

spirits.  A  kind  of  strainer. 

To  abstain  from,  espe¬ 

cially  from  a  meat  diet,  as 

Buddhist  priests  do.  Fast¬ 

ing  ； penance.  A  study；  a 

library  ；  a  shop.  Refined  ； 

dignified.  To  respect. 

^  or  ̂   to  abstain  from 
meat. 

齋飯。 r  淸齋  vegetable  diet. 

齋戒  to  be  in  p  state  of  absti¬ 
nence  (from  meat,  wine,  etc.). 

不 入齋戒  not  admitted  in 
the  list  of  foods  proper  for  the 

priesthood. 

the  refectory  in  a  Buddhist 

temple. 

開齋  to  cease  from  abstaining 
or  fasting. 

化齋  to  beg  for  food,  as  a  priest. 

齋工  attendants  in  Buddhist 
temples,  who  live  on  vegetable 
diet,  but  do  not  shave  the  head, 

齋期  fast  days,  as  observed 
in  the  Roman  Catholic  church 

嚴齋  Lent, — as  opposed  to 
ordinary  fasting. 

長  perpetual  abstention  from 
meat  etc. 

月  abstention  for  a  month. 
to  fast  on  the  Buddhist 

festival  of  All-Souls.  See 【325. 

你便 整理些 蔌菜齋 

^  ― •  do  yor  get  some 

vegetables  ready  and  give  him 
a  maigre  meal. 

合掌誦 起齋經  joining 
his  hands,  he  began  to  chant 
the  Grace  before  Food. 

念 了結齋  he  said  grace, — after  food. 

打齋  to  eat  at  other  people’s houses；  to  sponge. 

讀書 齋。1 :  _ 齋  a  study, 
or  library.  The  term  was  first 

applied  to  the  study  of  桓温 

齋1
 

134 

235 

236. 

臨1
 

m 

237 
民隹 

妒齋 
Even  Upper. 

擇 
238 

m 

239 

宅 
240 

R. 陌 

C.  chak 

H.  ts、tt、 ts^ak F.  tUik、 telk、 
cheik 

W.  dza 

N.  dzah 
P.  Schai^  ts? 

M.  tse 
Y.  tseh 

Huan  Wen  of  the  Chin 

dynasty. 

夫  servants  in  charge  of- the library. 

閒齋  a  private  sitting-room,  or 
study. 

聊 齋志異  a  famous  •collec¬ tion  of  strange  stories,  so  called 

from  the  name  of  the  author’s 
library  or  studio. 

牙隹  elegant  leisure. 
齋 居  to  live  at  ease,  in  retire¬ 
ment. 

是 祭祀之 齋非心 齋 

也  this  is  the  fasting  of  religi¬ 
ous  observance,  bat  not  the  fast¬ 
ing  of  the  heart. 

齋壇  altars  of  abstinence,- Taoist,  temples  or  halls. 

齋 僧拜佛  to  give  meals  to priests  and  to  worship  Buddha, 

— of  forms  of  devotion. 

Read  tzu1.  A  mourning 

dress  for  parents. 

Same  as  234. 

See  1074. 

A  hut；  a  cottage. 

See  1 1,665. 

See  1 1,666. 

A  house  ；  the  private 

part  of  an  official  residence, 
where  the  women  live.  A 

site  ；  a  locality  ；  a  neigh¬ 
bourhood.  To  fix  upon  ；  to 

rest  in  ；  to  reside  ；  to  dwell. 

Also  read  tse~^.  See  3088. 

私宅。 r 官宅  private  apart¬ ments  in  a  yamen. 

240 
Sz.  tse 
K.  ch、ek、 ^ek 

J.  taku 

A.  trak 

Entering 

Lower. 

w 241 

K •陌錫 

C.  chak^  tik 

H.  tHt 
F.  tik W.  di0 

N.  dzah、 dih 

P.  ichai'iti M.  tse^  ti 

Y.  tik 
Sz.  tse^  ti 

K.  ch、ek、 chok 

內宅  the  inner  apartments, where  the  women  live. 

宅門  the  third,  or  inmost,  gate 
through  .  which  the  visitor  to  s 

yamen  has  to  pass  before  reach 

ing  the  reception  rooms. 

大 and  first  and  se¬ cond  suite ;  the  apartments  of  the 
eldest  and  second  sons,  otherwise 

called  大房  and  二房. [The 
first  is  also  heaven  and  earth,  the 

universe.] 

宅相  a  sister’s  son., 
田宅  fields  and  houses. 

宅箇。 r 宅院  a  court-yard 
宅舍  a  dwelling;  a  cottage. 

Jt  at  your  home. 
宅 眷  the  denizens  of  the  inner apartments;  the  ladies  of  the house. 

卜 to  fix  upon  a  burial-place 
by、 divination. 

非宅是  K  it  is  not  a  house 
that  should  be  the  object  of 

divination, — but  neighbours. 

宅兆  an  auspicious  day  for  a funeral;  a  burial  place. 

宅經。 r 宅鏡  a  treatise  on geomancy  in  respect  to  choos¬ 

ing  graves. 

陰宅  dark  homes, 一 ix.  graves. 

陽宅  light  homes, — i.e.  houses. 

宅 于天命  to  rest  in  the  will 
of  God. 

朕 宅帝位  WE  occupy  the Imperial  fhrone. 

O  to  establish  the  heart. 

宅師  to  settle  the  people. 

宅天命  to  consolidate  the  ap¬ pointments  of  heaven. 

宅 是鎬京  to  fix  upon  Hao- 
ching, — as  the  capital. 

The  Tartar  pheasant,  the 

plumage  of  which  furnishes 
feathers  for  fans  and  other 

articles.  A  kind  of  plume 

held  by  worshippers.  Fea¬ 
ther  trimming  for  court 

robes.  Name  of  a  feudal 
State  near  Gobi,  now  延 

安府  Yen-an  Fu,  in  the 
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OH' 

w 

241 

J.  teki、 chaku 
A.  dik 

Entering 

Lower. 

JK 
242 

窄 243 
R •陌 

H.  tsak、 tsat 
F.  chah 

P.  Cchai^  tsP 
See 責 

Entering 

Upper. 

244 

豸 4
 

north  of  Shensi.  Also  read 

and  tseA*\  Used  for  狄 

io,93°- 

右 手秉翟  thefr  right  hands 
held  the  plumes.. 

翟 羽飾車  pheasant  feathers adorned  the  chariots. 

翟謂教 羽舞者 也"^ here  means  to  teach  people  the 

feather  (civilian)  dance. 

夏翟。 r 靑翟  the  wila  phea¬ sant. 

See  1 1,682. 

Narrow  •  strait  ；  contrac¬ 

ted  - mean;  illiberal,— as 

opposed  to 寬 6382. 

窄 小  narrow;  of  small  dimen¬ sions. 

太窄  too  narrow. 

窄道 a  narrow  road. 

窄隘 a  narrow  pass;  a  defile. 

窄緊  narrow  and  tight;  com 
pressed. 

窄狹  confined ;  closely  hemmed in. 

月土  量  ̂   of  small  stomach  capa¬ 
city;  narrow-minded;  illiberal. 

窄 月匈  petty；  mean;  stingy. 

^  a  narrow-sleeved  robe 

窄住  hard  up. 
窄巴  narrow;  restricted. 

See  564. 

245 

r •紙蟹 
C.  ch6i'  Cc/ii H.  is  at 

F.  chax\  cti 
W. 三 dza 

N.  idza、 三 thi、 
isa 

To  discriminate.  A  fabu¬ 

lous  monster,  called  獬讀 

(or  解  hsieh)、 having  a 

single  horn  like  a  unicorn 

It  dwells  in  the  desert,  and 

being  able  to  discriminate 

right  from  wrong,  gores 

p. 中 y'""0  wicked  people  when  it  sees 
them.  It  eats  fire  in  its 

ravenous  fury,  even  to  its 
own  destruction.  It  is  em¬ 

broidered  upon  the  補服 

badge  worn  by  a  風 —官, 

Y. chiae 

K.  cK'ae^  cfC'i 
J.  chi、 dji、 tei 

Ar  土心， -//*/, 
trni 

Rising  Upper 
&  丨  iower 

Irregular. 

豸
 4 

245 

薦 
246 

dza、 2 

chai 

247 
R. 卦 

C.  chdi 

H.  ts^ai 
F.  chai 
W.za 
N. 
P. 

M.  tsai 

Y.  tsae 
Sz.  chai 

K.  ch、e J.  sai、ze A. trai 

Sinking  Lower 

e.g.  a  Taot‘ai,  who  is  some¬ 
times  called  g  史  as  a 

term  of  respect.  Radical  153. 

久 違遽範  1  have  long  missed your  lynx  badge  (your  righteous 

example),  i,e.  have  not  seen  you 
for  a  long  time. 

薄 完 £  an  ancient  judicial  cap, 
•from  the  above  power  of  discri¬ mination. 

豸繡  a  Censor, — from  his  badge. 

讀莫  the  tapir. Read  chi'  •  A  worm  ； 

reptiles  without  feet,  as 

opposed  to 虫. 

長 心 》<? •行薄  creatures  that move  straight  forward  like  cater- 
^  pillars. 

婢豸  a  sloping  hill-side;  to  des¬ cend  gradually. 

Read  chih1.  To  loosen. 

使卻 子遑其 志庶有 

豸乎 i  will  let  Ch^ueh  Tzti have  his  wish,  which  may  perhaps 

put  an  end  [to  the  present  evil]. 

Same  as  245. 

A  stockade  ；  a  military 

outpost  ；  a  stronghold  of 

banditti.  A  pen  for  ani¬ 

mals；  a  corral. 

寨子 ■寨概 a  Cockade; stronghold. 

營寨  an  encampment  of  sol¬ diers. 

山寨  a  hill  fortress;  an  outpost. 

mm  to  plunder  an  outpost. 

賊寨  a  bandit’s  stronghold. 
主  the  head  of  a  gang  of 

bandits. 

鹿角寨  a  deer-horn  stockade, i.e.  protected  by  a  kind  of 
chcvaux-de-frise. 

鹿寨  a  corral  for  deer. 

水寨  a  palisade  or  fort  made by  fastening  vessels  together. 

砻 248 

瘵
 ‘ 

249 

R •卦 

C.  Mi 
F.  chai、 chie 

VV.  ts、a、 
N.  ts、e、tsa 
P.  /jW,  chai 

M.  tsai 

K. sai A.  tzai 

Sinking 

Upper. 

裡1
 

2^0 

R. 隹  ， 

See 
、 

Even  Upper. 

差 
251 

m 

Same  as  247. 

A  wasting  disease,  brought 

on  by  toil  or  ̂   care. 

勞瘵  decline; ,  consumption. 

瘵凋  decay  of  the  bodily 
strength. 

自瘵  to  bring  disease  upon  one self. 

無 _ ，獠焉  do  not  get  your¬ 
self  into  trouble  with  him. 

Suckers  springing  from 

the  roots  of  a  decayed  tree. 

Dead,  rotten  wood  in  the 
roots. 

252 

r •歌卦 

C.  Js^o 

F.  fh、o 
N. 

P. 

Y.  ̂ ae 

K.  chha、 chkae J.  sai,  se、sa、sha 
A.  csa 

Even  &  Sink¬ 
ing  Irregular. 

m 

253 

r •隹麻 
See 差 

Even  Upper. 

An  epidemic  disease.  To 

get  well  from  any  disease. 

Also  read  ch、ci^  and 
•  ^ . 

札瘥  an  epidemic  of  any  kind. 

媛愈  convalescent. 

時 當自瘥  and  when  the 
time  comes  you  will  get  well  of 
yourself  (without  help). 

病  些  he  is  a  little  better. 

病 已就瘥  his  disease  wa; 
then  already  cured. 

Strips  of  meat  dried  in the  wind,  called  脂 月艮， 

were  anciently  prepared  for 

winter  provision. 

Read  ts^o^.  A  rumbling 

in  the  belly;  flatulent. 
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25 

w 
2S4 

R •陌 
F.  ch^aik^  v. 

^iak 

P.  // 之 

See 策 

K.  ch、eJi、v.  t、ak 
Entering 

Upper. 

'  ^55 

R •陌 

See 拆 
Entering 

Ripper.* 

To  break  up  or  open ; 

to  unrip， To  destroy  ；  to 

pull  down.  Also  read  ts{e4* 
To  be  distinguished  from 

55°-  See  12,324. 

柝信 w 柝書  to  open  a  letter. 

柝 書讀之  he  opened  the 
letter  and  read  it. 

柝開  to  tear  open  (as  a  parcel). 

當 堂柝開  to  be  opened  in 
the  hall,  or  public  office,  a  public 

despatch, 一 as  opposed  to  a  con¬ 
fidential  communication.  The 

latter  has  inscribed  on  it  the 

characters  私堂柝 開- 

柝衣裳  to  unrip  clothes. 

柝房子  to  pull  down  a  house. 

柝掉 柝毁  to  pull  down, — as  buildings. 

拆壤 柝 散 拆動 to 
break  up；  to  destroy. 

難 以分柝  it  will  be  difficult 
to  divide  it. 

柝封  to  break  a  seal;  to  take 
off  the  paper  cross-strips  with 
which  houses,  etc.  in ,  China  are 
officially  sealed  up. 

柝 搶一空  complete  destruc¬ 
tion  and  pillage, — of  houses,  etc. 

柝配  to  take  from  one  and  give 
to  another. 

柝艙  to  take  down  the  boarding 
which  forms  the  hold, — of  a  Chi¬ 

nese  cargo-boat. 

柝囘  to  take  down  again. 
to  knock  down  in  order 

to  clear  the  way. 

拆 大改小  to  pull  down  and 
build  on  a  smaller  scale；  to  cut 

down,  as  clothes. 

大 拆大卸  to  pull  the  whole 
down  (or  unload  the  whole), 一 
and  do  it  all  over  again. 

柝平  to  raze  to  the  ground. 

The  wrinkles  on  the  face. 

Read  ts^e^ 

雛斥皮  wrinkles;  lines  on  the 
forehead. 

•隹 

25^ 

C.  cK'di 

H.  ts'-ai 
F.  ch^ai 

W.  ts^a N.  (sLa^  ts^e 

P.  ch、ai 
K.  ch^ai 
J.  sai,  sci 
A.  swa,  hswa 

Even  Upper. 

儕1
 

257- 

R •隹 

C.  shdi 

H.  say  tsLe 

F.  ̂phae 
W.  dza,  ctsa 
N •如 

P.  ch、ai 
M.  is^ai 

Y.  tsKae K.  che 

J.  sai、 zai A.  sai  (sJiai) 

Even  Lower. 

m 

258 

R 隹 

C. shdi 
H.  t^ai 

F.  c/i^a 
W.  sa N.  zc^  za 

P.  ch、ai 

M.  ts^ai 

A  hair-pin.  Womankind. 

釵釧  hair-pins  and  bangles ; ornaments. 

釵環  hair-pins  and  ear-rings; ornaments. 

釵 環耀目  her  ornaments dazzle  the  eye. 

釵簪  women’s  head  ornaments. 
荆釵  a  thorn  for  a  hair-pin,  i.e. 

poor. 
鳳頭釵  a  phoenix-head  pin. 
I、 釵  to  divine  about  a  hair-pin, 
referring  to  the  mother  of  仁 

of  the  Sung,  who  when  en¬ 

ceinte  lost  a  hair-pin  广 of  jade. 

The  Emp.  had  recourse  to  divi¬ 
nation,  and  the  reply  was  that 
she  was  to  bear  a  son. 

群釵  a  bevy  of  women. 
釵裙  hair-pins  and  skirts,  i.e. 
womankind. 

寶釵  “precious  hair-pin,”  the name  of  one  of  the  two  heroines 

&  & 紅樓夢  or  “Dream 
of  the  Red  Chamber.” 

金 釵石斛  a  kind  of  medi¬ cine;  the  stem  of  an  epiphytic 

orchid  of  the  genus  Dendrobium, 

the  dried  yellow  stalks  of  which 

are  likened  to  hair-pins  and  look 
like  liquorice  root. 

A  class；  a  company. 

我儕 or 吾濟  we;  our  set. a  class;  a  set. 

同  of  the  same  set. 

各 其 儕  eUch  in  his  or  her own  class. 

不 齒於儕  not  of  the  same 
class. 

^ ̂ 偶  comrades;  companions. 

Brushwood  ；  faggots  ；  fire¬ 

wood  ； fuel.  To  make  a 

burnt-offering.  Branches  of 
trees.  Used  for  247. 

楽 火 ot 柴薪^柴炭 
fuel. 

firewood,  split  and  cut  to 

lengths. 

柴,
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Y.  ts'-ae Sz.  chLai 
K.  che'v.  sL 

J.  sai、 zai 

A.tsai 
Even  Lower. 

喋
，
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R •佳 

See 楽 

Even  Lower. 

— f  I  •置 

M 

260 

R •隹 See 柴 

Even  Lower. 

紫 
261 

R. 隹 

See 茱 

Even  Lower. 

跳 
262 

一把 柴。 r 橹一柴 a 
bunaie  of  wood；  a  faggot. 

打柴 的  a  wood-cutter. 

打 柴爲生 t。  gain  one^  live¬ 
lihood  by  wood-cutting. 

水流柴  timber  which  is  drift¬ 
ed  down  rivers. 

乾 楽近火  like  dry  wood  near 
the  fire,-rlikely  to  ignite. 

柴米  fuel  and  rice;  the  neces¬ saries  of  life. 

茱門 my  cottage ;  my  humble abode ;  to  bar  one’s  door  to  vi¬ 
sitors. 

廢 a  poor  stick ;  a  useless fellow. 

柴瘦  lean  as  a  lath. 

骨 瘦如楽  no  more  flesh  on 
his  bones  than  on  a  lath. 

不知 何許人 _  nothing 
is  known  of  his  origin  etc. 

柴望  to  offer  burnt-offerings  to Heaven  and  to  sacrifice  to  the 
hills  and  streams. 

火柴  matches. 

柴鷄 a  hen. 柴堆  a  stack  of  wood. 
柴蒿  Boltonia  indica,  Benth. var.  and  B.  integrifolia、 Turcz. 

A  dog  whining  for  his 
food. 

p 紫嗎  the  snarling  of  dogs  over 
food. 

A  kind  of  sudorific  me.- 
dicine. 

To  burn  wood  in  sacri¬ 

fice  *,  the  wood  thus  burnt. 

燒 紫以祭 天神 t。 burn 
faggots  and  worship  the  gods. 

See  1 2,396. 
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蠆 4
 

263 

R •卦 

C.  chW 

H.  cmat 

F.  ch^ai’,  map 

W.  ma^  ts',d> N.  "V 

P.  Cch<,wai 
Y.  tsL7vaP 

K.  ch^ae 

tai、 dai 

A.  hsai1- 
Sinking 

Irregular. 

犲 264 

豺
，
 

265 

R •隹 

C.  ck'di^  shdi 
H.  sai 

F.  chai、 ch、ai W.| 
N •卜 

P.  ch、ai 
M.  t^ai 

Y.  ts、at 
Sz.  ch、ai 
K.  che^  v.  sit 

J.  sat A.  sai 

Even  Lower. 

JJIL 
m 
266 

267 

R •鹽艷 ^ 佔 
K.  chom 

J.  sen A.  chirm 

Even  &  Sink- 

ing  Upper. 

A  sting  in  the  tail,  as  in 

the  hornet  or  scorpion. 

蜂蠆  a  bee’s  sting.;  wasps  and 
scorpions. 

卷 髪如蠆  hair  curling  like 
a  scorpion’s  tail. 

其夂死 於路， 已爲蠆 
尾  his  father  died  on  the  road, 
and  he  is  the  scorpion’s  tail, 一 
left  behind  to  sting. 

Same  as  265. 

A  raven ouo  beast,  akin 

to  the  dog,  lean  and 

tawny， with  short  fore-legs. 

Wicked ；  wolfish;  cruel. 

豺狼  a  kind  of  wolf. 

豺狼 當道:  a  wolf  stops  the 
road, —said  of  bad  o 伍  cials.. 
Officials  generally  are  spoken 
ofas 當 道者. 

豺狗  a  jackal. 

骨 瘦如豺  lean  as  a  wolf. 
其心 如虎其 面如豺 
he  has  a  heart  like  a  tiger,  a 
face  like  a  wolf, —the  latter  ani- 

jnal  being  said  to  smile  on  meet¬ 
ing  a  man. 

財 不育麟 wolves  do  not 
beget  unicorns. 

See  1 1,699. 

OI3LAJNT. 

To  divine  by  casting  lots, 
etc.  To  observe  signs.  To 
foretell. 

柚架上 書占之 he  took 
a  book  from  the  shelf  for  pur¬ 
poses  of  divination, 一 as  by  sor- 
tes  Virgilianae. 

占卦  to  divine  by  means  of  the 

八圭 I、 eight  diagrams.  See  6311. 

占 卦算命  to  cast  a  nativity, 
or  tell  one’s  fortune  by  divina¬ tion. 

占1
 

267 

占 卜。1 ■占算  to  tell  by  divi¬ nation. 

A  不  a  divination  that  does not  come  true. 

占 辱參。 r 占應 a  divination  or prediction  that  is  fulfilled. 

差 農 駿占語  weather-lore 
of  farmers. 

占圏 f  to  decide  by  some  system of  omens. 

占年  to  foretell  the  events  of 
the  coming  year,  as  Zadkiel  does. 

童女 占燈花  young  girls telling  their  fortunes  by  the  lamp- wick. 

占  口  圭 |、 to  take  an  omen,  or predict,  from  the  first  word  one 
hears  uttered  by  a  given  person. 

作口占  supply  what  is  left unsaid. 

占兆  to  take  omens. 
占候  to  foretell  the  season,  or 
the  weather,  or  good  and  bad luck. 

占雲氣  to  divine  from  the configurations  of  clouds. 

占 臘 占城國  the  central portion  of  Cochin  China,— 
Tsiampa  or  Champa.  Under  the 

T‘ang  dynasty  the  country  was 

known  as  占不勞  Chan-pu- 
lao  or  Chan-p'o  (Champa),  and 

the  king’s  residence  was  called 
Chan-chUng^  the  city  of  Chan. See  589. 

Read  chan^.  To  usurp; 

to  take  by  force.  To  take 

improper  precedence  of. 

Used  for  視 384.  To  con- 
sider. 

占地  to  occupy  ground  that  be¬ 
longs  to  another;  to  encroach. 

占地步  tor  occupy  a  coign  of 
vantage. 

霸占。 1 ■占踞  t。 usurp;  to occupy  by  force. 

占多  to  take  more  than  one’s 
share. 

占 人妻女 to  seize  upon 
other  people’s  wives  and  daugh¬ ters. 

占便宜  to  make  some  profit 
or  gain  some  advantage. 

占先  to  take  the  front  place. 

占1
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佔 268 

R •鹽艷 

C.  chym 

H.  cham 

F.  chieng、 

Qchiertg 

W.  tsie、 ctsie 

N.  tsien 

P.  chan 
M.  tsan 

Y,  tsaa 

Sz.  chan 

K.  chdm,  cK'din 

J.  ten、 den A. 

^hiem 

Even  &  Sink- 
ing  Upper. 

毡 

269 

站‘
 

270 

R •陷 

C.  cham^  chan 

H.  tiam、 t 士 am 

F.  chang 

^Ldza 

N.  dzaah 
P.  chan 
M.  tsan、 chan 

Y.  tsaa 
Sz.  chan、 tsan 
K.  cham 

J.  sett^  tan A.  tram 

Sinking  I-owet 

p 申 其佔畢  hum  over  the  ta¬ 
blets  (pi)  which -they  see  {chan) 
before  them ;  to  drone  over lessons. 

占 畢咿唔  to  hum;  to  read 
in  a  low  tone,  as  one  turns  over a  book. 

遺占  a  posthumous  command. 

占隱度  to  consider  within 
oneself. 

会賈 各以其 物自占 
bade  the  traders  assess  each  his 
own  property. 

Used  for  占  chan、 、 to 

distinguish  it  from  占  c/ian^. 
See  267,  11,118. 

十左奪  to  appropriate  wrongfully. 

佔用  to  encroach  on. 

佔 着窩子  to  “occupy  the nest,” 一  to  engross  a  prostitute’s favour. 

佔 圈士也  riding  tenures  or  lease¬ 

holds.  See  8745. 

佔八成 可以得 ^  has secured  eight-tenths  of  certainty 

that  he  will  get  it, — he  is  almost 
certain  to  get  it. 

强佔  to  take  by  force. 
Read  tien1.  Careless  *, 

superficial ;  to  trifle  ；  to 
skim  over. 

佔伯' 1；ght；  trifling. 

勿學 佔伤  don’t  trifle  with 

learning. 

See  283. 

To  stand  up;  to  stand 

still ;  to  stop.  A  stage  of 

a  journey.  ， 

站起 來。1 ■站立 to  stand  up. 
站住  to  stand  still ;  to  stop. 
See  ̂   1863. 

站開  to  stand  away;  to  stand off. 

站穩  了 ’standing ’firmly. 站不牢  not  strong  enough  to 
stand. 
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站 ‘
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苫1
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鹽艷 
\zchyin 
I  chain# 

\  cts 沾
 

chan 

. tsan 

孑 hiei 

. ch、hn、 ch  'om sen 

•  Qchiem 

ven  &  Sink¬ 

ing  Upper. 

w 

272 

咸鹽 
5 站 
>ut  Upper) 

一 站道。 r 一站路  a  stage 
in  a  journey,— usually  about  ten 
li  in  length. 

包站  to  arrange  to  make  the 
stages  for  a  lump  sum,-*— as  car¬ 
ters  do. 

驛站  the  distance  between  post- 
houses;  a  stage. 

站 頭 如  end  of  the  stage;  the 
post-house. 

站口  a  stopping-place;  a  stand 
for  carts.  See  574. 

站領兒  a  standing  collar. 

站梳杆  to  man  the  yards. 

站堂  the  magistrate’s  men  who stand  in  his  court. 

站住理  to  carry  one’s  point. 

站不 住朋 1  not  t。 be  able  to 
stand  on  his  legs;  also  to  lose 

one’s  place  (of  servants). 

站 脚 兒的話  language  that 
leaves  the  speaker  a  position  to 
which  he  can  retire  in  safety. 

站房子  to  occupy  a  house. 

太站 地方 to  take  up  too 
much  room. 

站赤  tnounted  postal  couriers. 
From  the  Mongolian  janji. 

站處  a  railway  station. 

To  cover  with  grass；  to 

thatch.  A  straw  mat. 

被 苫而耕  to  cover  oneself | 
with  grass  clothes  while  working 
in  the  fields. 

寢苫 枕塊 t。 Aep  on  a  straw 
mat  with  a  clod  for  one’s  pil¬ 
low, — as  in  grief,  when  watching 

by  a  parent’s  coffin. 

苫 瑰之戚  the  sorrow  of  the 
mat  and  clod, — alluding  to  the 
death  of  a  parent. 

在苫  “on  the  straw,” 一 put  on 
visiting  cards  when  in  mourn¬ 
ing  for  a  parent. 

苫子  a  rude  ,  mule  litter  covered 
with  matting.  [North  China  only, 

Also  read  shaii1  tzu.'] 
To  talk  and  joke  ；  to 

tease;  to  chaff. 

言占龍  to  chaff;  to  be  sarcastic. 

言占  cht  to  chatter.  See  11,148 

說大訪 tQ  talk  big_ 
: ven  Upper. 

273 R •琰 

See 占 

Rising  Upper. 

沾1
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R •鹽艷 See 佔 

K.  ch^om 

J.  sen A.  tricrn^  tHem 

Even  &  Sink¬ 
ing  Upper. 

To  raise  ；  to  move, —as 
water  by  wind. 

風亂颭  wind  blowing  things violently  about. 

招颭  to  excite;  to  stir  up, — as waves. 

To  moisten  ；  to  steep  ； 

to  imbue；  to  be  a  recipient 

of；  to  be  infected  by. 

、沾 雨  moistened  by  rain. 

沾潮。 r 、沾濕  damp;  mist. 

^  soiled  with  mud. 

汗诂背  his  back  is  wet  with sweat. 

糊] 汁沾衣  the  willow  sap  has soaked  his  clothes,  i.e.  he  has 

taken  the  third  or  highest  de¬ 

gree,  the  examination  for  which 
is  always  held  in  the  2nd  moon, 

when  the  willow  trees  are  com¬ 

ing  out. 

诂染。 r 诂潤  to  steep  in ;  to saturate  with. 

i 占染 世 saturated  with  the 
(evil)  habits  of  the  age. 

苦樂 均沾1  am  indebted  to you  for  both  sorrow  and  happi¬ 
ness. 

诂 執不通 over-methodical ; 
fussy. 

Vl^  not  t0  taste  f00
d or  drink. 

、沾恩  to  be  steeped  in  the  kind¬ ness  or  bounty  of  another. 

沾光  to  be  a  recipient  of  the 
“brightness”  of  another,  i.e.  to 
have  gained  some  advantage 
from  the  connection.  Used  as 

“please”  prefacing  an  enquiry ; 

also  as  “thanks.” 

深 沾惠澤  deeP，>r  steePed  in the  moistening  benevolence,  i.e. 

deeply  indebted  for  kindness. 

、)占  ̂   to  be  deeply  grateful. 

、》 占  t0  catch  disease. 

沾诂  (tieh%  tieh、、 self-satisfied ; 
superficial. 

诂沾 自喜  lively ;  sprightly ; 
in  good  spirits ;  frivolous  and  self- 
indulgent. 

Read  tien^.  The  old  name 

of  樂平縣  Lo-p‘ing  Hsien in  the  east  of  Shansi. 

274 

275 

R. 

See  ̂  

A.  tricm 
Even  Upper. 

•  276 

R. 

See 贈 

A.  chiem^  fiem 

Even  Upper. 

277 

R. 

See 佔 

K.  ch^'orn 

J.  sen 

A.  chiem 
Even  Upper. 

Read  Hen'.  A  small 

stream  in  壺關縣  Hu- 

kuan  Hsien  in  the  south¬ 

east  of  Shansi. 

A  soaking  rain  ；  to  wet  ； 

to  moisten  ；  to  imbue  with. 

To  bestow  favours.  Inter¬ 
changed  with  274. 

霜醉  dead  drunk. 
、 濕  soaked;  wet;  damp. 

露體  wet  to  the  skin. 

衣 濕霑體  wet  through  to  the 

y  skin. 

霜漬。 1 ■霑 in;  im- bued  with. 

仁 恩霑洽  steeped  io  your| kindness  and  bounty. 

Verbose ;  talkative.  To 

oversee  ；  to  direct.  Used  in 
old  books  for  267  and  277. 

詹事府  Imperial  Superviso- 
rate  of  Instruction,  or  depart¬ 

ment  charged  with  the  direc¬ 
tion  of  the  studies  of  the  Heir- 

Apparent. 

宮詹  Chief  Supervisor  of  In¬ struction. 

小 言詹詹  small  sPeech  is 
particular,  i.e.  opposed  to  great 

speech,  which  is  universal,  covers 
the  whole  ground  in  question, 

and  leaves  no  room  for  positives 

and  negatives  to  enter  in. 

_  詹  to  take  great 
 care. 

詹 禮之期  festivals,  etc.; — 
e.g.  Christmas  Day. 

To  look  at;  to  regard 

with  reverence. 

瞻視 01 ■贍顴 to  look  at 

贍仲  to  look  up  at  ̂ ith  rever¬ ence. 

仲 贍膝下  to  look  up  with reverence  to  the  knees  of  one’s 

parents. 
失觀贈  I  have  omitted  to  pay my  respects  to  you, — a  polite 

phrase  used  in  letters. 

民 具爾贈  all  the  people 
look  up  to  you. 

瞻望  to  gaze  at;  to  look  up  to. 
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OI3LAJX- 

277 

禮 
278 

R. 

Talkative  ；  wildly  chat¬ 

tering.  Interchanged  with 

詹 276. 
See、 贈 
A.  t^icm 
Even  Upper. 

旅1
 

279 
R •先 

See 鷓 

Even  Upper. 

栴1
 280 R. 先 

See 旃 

Even  Upper. 

彼日月  look  at  that  sun 
and  moon  !  — they  have  revolved 
many  times  since  I  saw  you  last. 

膾禮日  a  term  used  for  Sun¬ 
day  by  R.  Catholics. 

顴 膾周道  looking  upon  the road  to  Chou. 

^  國  name  of  part  of  Annam, 

under  the  T‘ang  dynasty. 

瞻德城  a  garrison  town  in  Hi 

膾徇  to  favour;  to  patronise; 
to  be  unduly  lenient. 

If  II  to  have  audience  of  the 
Emperor. 

瞻簸迦  the  Michelia  Cham- 
paca；  also  applied  by  the  Chinese 
to  the  Gardenia、 

膾部  Jambu, 一 the  world.  See 

0 詹^ *  the  incoherent  talk  of  a 
delirious  man. 

發 譫話。 ■•打 譫 語 t。 talk  like  a  madman. 

A  silken  banner,  hanging 
from  a  staff  bent  at  the 

top.  Felt.  -Used  in  the 

Tso  Chuan  二之； in  the 

Odes  =  ̂   yen. 

旃表  a  signal  flag. 
戒旃 t。  admonish;  to  warn,  as 
from  danger. 

旃蒙  a  term  for  the  six  years 
in  a  cycle  which  have  ̂   yi  in 
them. 

舍旃  put  them  aside,  i.e.  do 
not  believe  such  stories. 

上 愼旃哉  may  he  be  care- 
(上 =洫). 

旃手。 1 ■旃盧 felt. 

A  red,  hard,  close-grained 
wood  found  in  western 

China， called  栴檀  in  imi¬ 
tation  of  the  Sanskrit  chan- 

dana、 or  sandal  wood,  but 
also  including  the  Ptero- 

栴1
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carpus  and  Styrax  trees. 
It  is  used  for  carvings,  fine 

furniture  and  boxes.  Used with  279. 

檀 
28i 

旛1
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R 先 

See 鶬 

Even  Upper. 

毽1
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R .先 

See 鶄 

Even  Upper. 

Same  as  287. 

很 

285 

尺錢 

See  — 

A  sheaf  or  bundle  of  cut 

grain. 

A  silken  banner,  plain 

and  triangular,  used  in  an¬ 
cient  times  to  herald  the 

approach  of  a  prince,  etc. 

建 醮嬗壇 t。 set  Qut  and arrange  an  altar  for  worship,  as 

done  by  Taoists  worshipping  their supreme  god 玉 皇上帝 

Yli  Huang  Shang  Ti. 

敷 
3 

284 

鍋 

See 展 

Rising  Upper, 

R. 

Felt；  coarse,  rough  fa 
brics  used  for  carpets,  etc. 

See  8295.  [The  form  below 
is  the  correct  one.] 

魅子  felt;  a  rug. 

氈帽子  felt  caps. 
氈襪子  felt  stockings. 

賣毛糊 、子 a  felt  coat, 

氈鞋  felt  shoes. 
亶毛 笠  a  rain-hat  of  felt. 

桌氈  a  table-cloth. 

氈包  a  carpet-bag. 
氈趑  druggets  and  carpets. 

地氈  a  carpet. 洋氈  a  foreign  rug,  or  carpet. 

五 彩氈子  a  coloured  rug. 

寒 坐幷肩 氈 cold  wea- ther  to  huddle  together  under a  rug. 

如 坐針氈  like  sitting  on  a rug  full  of  needles. 

氈房  the  Mongol  yourt  qy  tent. 

To  peel  off,  as  a  scab,  or 

as  a  placard  drying  upon  a 
wall.  Crackling  of  roast  pig； 

crust  of  a  pie. 

皮 開肉懿 [beaten  until]  his skin  broke  and  his  flesh  peeled  off. 

Read  tan、.  The  skin  of 
the  face  broken  and  sore 

A.  i^ien Rising  Upper. 

嬗 
B 

286 

R •勉 

See 鷓 

RisiDg  Upper. 

Naked.  To  strip. 

艚 身赤體  stark  naked. 

鑌 淸衣服  stripped  off  his 
clothes. 

遭1
 

287 

K •先霰 

如鶬 _ 

Even  &  Sink¬ 

ing  Upper  & Lower. 

288 

R .霰 

C.  chyn^  y.  chen 
H.  chert F.  chieng 

VV.  tsie 
N.  tsien 

P.  chan^  v.  chen 
M.  tsan 

Y.  chiei 
Sz.  chan 

K.  chon. 

•  r.  sen 

A.  chien 

To  turn  around.  To 

follow；  to  run.  See  12,236. 

蹇 遙  lame;  halting  in  one’s 
walk. 

述道  unable  to  get  on;  unsuc¬ cessful  in  life. 

瘡吾道 夫崑務 1  shaPe my  course  towards  the  K‘un-lun mountains. 

The  head  awry.  Shiver¬ 

ing  ； shaking  ；  trembling 
with  cold  or  fear. 

Sinking  Upper 

R. 

289 

先 

See 鶬 

Even  U^per. 

躔1
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寒先 

% 鶫檀 
R. 

Even  Upper 

&  Lower. 

四 肢顫動  arms  and  legs 
shaking  with  cold. 

寒  shivering  with  cold. 

發  tC)  shiver,  or  shake. 

心驚肉 顧  heart  quaking  and flesh  shaking,  i.e.  terrified. 

顧微微  trembling;  quivering. 

摩 怨  trembling  with  resentment. 
Read  shav}  To  smell. 

Congee  or  gruel  that  has 
been  thoroughly  boiled. 

Thick  ；  rich.  ' 

偃粥  thick  and  thin  congee. 

A  neavily  laden  horse.  A 
white  horse  with  a  black 

back.  A  unicorn. 
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R •先鍋 
See 鷓觸 
Even  &  Rising 

Upper  & 
Lower, 

懿1
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R •先 
C.  chyn 
H.  c hen 

F.  chietig 
W.  tsie 

N.  tsiefi 

P.  chan 

M.  tsan 

Y.  chiei 

Sz.  chan 

K. chon 

J.  sen 
A.  chien 

Even  Upper. 

m 
293 

R •勉 
C.  chyn 
H. chen 

F.  tieng 
W.  tsie 

N.  tsien 
P.  chan 

M.  tsan 
Y.  chiei 

Sz.  chan 

K. chon 

J.  ten 
A.  trien 

Rising  Upper 

A  large  sea-monster.  The 

sturgeon.  Described  as  20 

or  30  feet  long,  and  weigh¬ 

ing  a  thousand  catties  ；  the 

mouth  opens  below  the 

muzzle,  and  a  row  of  spines 

runs  along  the  back  and 

belly  ；  the  body  is  scaleless, 

and  the  flesh  yellow.  It  is 

also  called  嫩 魚  wax  fish, 

皇 魚  Imperial  fish,  and 

黃魚  yellow  fish.  Used  for 

9718. 

魚 亶魚京  sturgeons  and  whales. 

A  kestrel  or  sparrow- 

hawk,  with  a  light  grayish 

plumage,  and  swift  and 

strong  of  flight. 

如鷹 鶬之 逐烏雀 as  a 
kite  or  a  hawk  pursuing  a  small 
bird. 

如 鷹如鶴 (chinX)  like  kites and  hawks. 

To  open  out；  to  unroll  - 

to  record  ；  to  extend  *,  to 

develop ;  to  expand.  Truly. 

To  inspect.  Used  for  10,710. 

展開。 1 •展佈  to  open  out; 
spread  out. 

展看  to  open  and  look  at. 

展誦- •展讀  to  open  and read. 

展放  to  blossom  out;  to  open. 

展發  •to  exhibit. 
展幣  to  open  the  presents, — ofj 
an  envoy  bringing  presents  or 
tribute. 

展 其功緖  recorded  his  me¬ 
ritorious  enterprise. 

展翅  to  spread  the  wings. 

展限  to  extend  the  time  allowed. 

大 展奇才  to  develop  rare 
abilities. 

展笑  to  break  into  a  laugh. 

展
 3 

293 

搌 

294 
R， 銷 

See 
Rising  Upper. 295 

R •錄 

See 展 

Rising  Upper. 

296 

R. 霰 

See. 展 

Sinking  Upper 

貶 

297 

展眉  to  expand  the  eyebrows, 
i.e.  look  cheerful. 

展舒  to  expand  oneself,  Le,  take it  easy. 

展轉  to  go  to  and  fro;  over  and 
over  again;  to  revolve  in  one’s 
mind';  mutually  convertible;  in¬ terchangeable.  See  295. 

展墓  to  worship  at  the  ancestral tombs  after  success  at  the  public 
examinations. 

玉展  a  polite  phrase  put  out¬ side  envelopes,  just  below  the 
name  of  the  addressee,  meaning 

“for  Mr.  So-and-so  to  open.” 

展臂  to  wave  or  swii^g  the  arms. 

展假  to  extend  one’s  leave  or 
furlough. ' 

展接  to  extend;  to  stretch，- something  as  far  as  something 
else. 

展緩  to  drfet；  to  put  off. 

展 矣君子  truly  a  princely man. 

To  bind  up.  To  wipe 

away,  as  tears,  etc.  Wrong 了 

ly  used  for  检 8266. 

根布  a  duster. 

To  turn  half  over  ；  to 

roll  over  on  the  side. 

輾轉  to  turn  over  and  over；  to 
revolve ;  repeatedly. 

轉 轉難忘  continually  think¬ ing  of;  unable  to  forget. 

水車展 (chanx)  a  water-mill. 

輾輪  to  revolve  the  wheels, — as  a  steamer;  to  start. 

Read  niev? •  To  roll  on  ； 

to  run  in. 

車驅 一道織 the  barr°w runs  in'  a  single  rut. 

A  horse  rolling  himself 
in  the  dust. 

See  156. 

R. 

棧
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298 銷諫 

潸 
C.  chan 

H.  ts^an 

F.  cliang 

W.  dza 

N.  dzaah 
Y,  chan 

M.  tsan 

Y.  tsaa 
Sz.  chan 

K. chan 

J.  san、 zcn A.  san  (shart) 

Rising  &  Sink¬ 

ing  Lower. 

or 

殘，
 

299 

M 普 

See 蓬 

ItiT. 

Rising  Upper. 

A  covered  shed；  an  upper 

storey  ；  a  covered  way  or 

bridge  across  precipitous 

rocks.  A  hearse.  A  wheel¬ 

barrow.  A  stable.  A  store¬ 

house  ； a  godown  ；  a  shop. 

Name  of  a  fragrant  tree 

from  the  Lingga  Islands. 
A  small  bell. 

棧  chan、 a  covered  plank 
road  along  a  precipice. 

夜 渉棧道  he  was  crossing 
a  precipice  by  night. 

路險 難行架 木而渡 

謂 之後道 Planks  laid 
across  a  precipitous  and  dange¬ 
rous  point  form  what  is  called 
a  chanz  tao. 

齒參  a  path  along  a  steep  cliff. 

賓奠 幣于棧  the  visitors 
made  offerings  of  silk  at  the 
hearse. 

竹木之 車曰梭 a  cart， 
wheelbarrow,  of  bamboo  is  cal 

led  a  chan、 

有梭之 車 barrows  with 
boxes,  for  conveying  stores,  etc, 

傅馬 棧甚難  the  manage¬ 
ment  of  a  stable  is  very  difficult. 

馬梭  a  stable. 于馬 後之下 tQ  bufy  a_- 
blesome  wife. 

to  regret  a  place, 一 as  a 
horse  its  stable. 

編之 以皁棧  he  disposed 
them  in  stables  (of  horses). 

房  a  warehouse;  a  godown. 

矛且  warehouse  rent;  price  paid for  storing. 

貯棧  to  warehouse;  to  store. 

後 商  godown  proprietors. 

A  wine-cup  so  called 
under  the  Shang  dynasty 

(see  1 184  and  22.18).  Used 
with  300. 

玉  J 蹇  beautiful， or  precious,  cups. 

殘拓  a  kind  of  saucer  for  hol¬ ding  a  wine-cup  without  burning the  fingers. 
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300 

R. 潛 

C. chan 
H.  tsan 

F.  c  ha  tig 
W.  tsa 

N.  tsa  all 
P.  chan M.  I 
Y.  I 

Sz.  cha?i 
K.  chan 

J.  san 
A. tran 

Rising  Upper, 

m 

301 
R .潛 

Rising  Lower. 

獷
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302 R •錢、 潜 See 盞 

Rising  Upper. 

m 

303 r •諫 

See 

Sinking  Lower 

m 

/3°4 

R' 諫谱 
See 

Rising  &  Sink¬ 

ing  Lower. 

m 

3°5 R. 谱 

See 盞 

Rising  Upper. 

A  lamp^bowl  for  holding 

the  oil.  A  tea-cup；  a  wine 

cup  ；  see  299.  Niuiierative 
of  lamps. 

酒盞  a  wine-cup. 

銅 盞聲聲 喚買冰 the 
brass  cup  is  jingling*  to  call  peo 
pie  to  buy  ice.  [The  ice-seller 
strikes  a  small  brass  basin  to 

attract  customers.] 

一盞燈  a  lamp ;  one  lamp. 

A  sheep-pen. 

m 

3p6 

To  fly  swiftly  and  power¬ fully. 

羽蹇  swooping  like  a  falcon. 

Read  chieri}.  Martial. 

mm  with  warlike  mien. 

A  striped  wild  cat. 

虎 I 貓  a  tiger  with  short  hair, 
[For  these  chars,  the  chars •淺 

毛  came  to  be  substituted,  and 

thus  淺  came  to  mean  “a  tiger”. 

A  carriage  used  by  mili 

tary  officials  for  sleeping  in 
as  well  as  for  conveyance. 

較車  a  war  chariot. 

輯轉  a  sleeping  chariot；  a  war 
chariot. 

Formerly  used  for  299 

anH 3bo  ；  now  applied  to 
spirits  standing  to  get  clear. 

酸酒  thick,  muddy  wine,  which 
is  beginning  to  clear 

Same as  304. 

斬:
 

3°7 

f •赚 
C.  chain 
H.  tsam F.  chang 

W.  tsa 
N.  tsaan 

P.  chan 
M.  tsan 

Y.  tsaa 
Sz.  chan 

K.  ch、am 

J.  san 

A.  tram 
Rising  Upper. 

To  cut  in  two  ；  to  deca 

pitate;  to  cut  off；  to  sever 
Unhemmed,  as  deep  mourn 

ing.  Sometimes  written  ̂  

which  is  a  form  of  310. 

斬首 斬頭  to  behead. 

斬殺  or  斬决  to  execute  by 
beheading. 

罪  a  capital  crime;  the  pe¬ 
nalty  of  death  by  beheading. 

通 問斬罪  condemned  them all  to  be  beheaded. 

to  behead  and  strangle, 

the  two  forms  of  execution  prac¬ 
tised  in  China. 

立斬 qi •斬立 •决  decapita¬ tion  without  delay, — when  the 
provincial  authorities  have  the 

power  to  carry  the  sentence  into 
execution  without  referring  to Peking. 

斬 監候。 ■•斬 監候秋 
decapitation  but  to  be  im 

prisoned  until  the  autumnal  as 

size,— in  which  case  there  is 
somewhat  elaborate  form  of  pro 

cedure  to  be  gone  through  be¬ 
fore  the  extreme  penalty  can  be 

imposed. 

秋後朝 1  tC)  behead  after  the autumn, — as  above. 

斬開  t。 cut  open.. 

斬碎  to  mince, 斬斷  to  chop  off;  to  cut  off,  as communications. 

斬伐  to  subjugate,  as  rebels;  to 
prune,  as  trees. 

月要  to  chop  in  two  at  the  waist. 

監斬  to  oversee  an  execution, 

斬祀  to  cut  off  the  'posterity, as  of  a  rebel. 

五 世而斬 ends  after  five 
generations. 

斬釘 截 鐵  t。 cut  a  nail  and . to  chop  through  iron,  i.e.  to  push 
on  in  spite  of  obstacles. 

斬 關截氣  to  cut  through  the influence  and  sever  the  aura, — 
i.e.  to  spoil  the  geomancy  of  a 

place. 

断 關而入  to  force  the  bar¬ 
rier  and  break  in. 

斬 刈民力  to  destroy  .the strength  of  the  people. 

斬:
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撕
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3。8 

R •覃 

Se 彳斬 

Even  Lower. 

R. 

擊 3°9 

曹 

3io 

勘 
C.  tsam 

H.  ts、am 

F.  chang 

W.  iciza N.  dzaati 

P.  chan 

M.  tsan 
Y.  tsan 

Sz.  chart 

K.  chain 

J.  san、 zan A.  tam 

Sinking  Lower 

斬盡  to  entirely  destroy ;  to exterminate. 

斬傷  to  wound  by  cutting. 

斬草  to  destroy  like  weeds. Also,  to  dig  a  grave. 

斬獲  to  kill  and  to  capture, as  in  a  raid. 

To  strike  ;  to  raise  up. 

To  cut  in  two.  To  throw 

into.  To  exclude.  place 

planks  for  crossing  water. 

Read  shan、.  To  cut  down 

才斬葛 t0  cut  down  creepers. 

有才斬 而播之 he  cut  it 
down  and  threw  it  about. 

Same  as  308. 

A  part  of  a  day  ；  a  short 
time  ；  temporarily ;  briefly  ； 

in  the  interim  ；  meanwhile. 
Suddenly. 

暫時 w 暫 刻。 r 暫且 fbf a  short  time;  temporarily. 

暫等  or  ̂   to  wait  awhile. 

暫住。 r 暫寄  to  reside  tem¬ porarily. 

暫留  to  temporarily  detain,  of persons  or  things. 

暫別  to  be  temporarily  sepa rated  from. 

^  ̂   to  borrow  for  a  short  time, to  be  patient  a  little  while. 

暫緩  slow】y;  gradually;  to  defer for  the  time ;  for  the  present. 

可暫 不可長 it  cgn  be  so 
temporarily,  but  not  perma¬ 

nently. 

暫 濟燃眉  to  give  temporary relief,  as  by  putting  water  to 

burnt  eyebrow.  Used*  of  loans 
of  money. 

暫遇  to  meet  suddenly. 

暫新  brand-new. 暫 行試辦  to  make  a  tempo¬ 
rary  trial,— as  of  a  new  scheme, 
to  test  the  working. 

暫停泊  to  touch  at, — as  ships. 
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3ii R •諫 
C.  chan 

H.  t'in^  v. 
Ji、wang 

F.  tcing、 teing) 
W.  ting、 din^ 
N.  dzaan 

P.  chan 

M..  is  an 

K.  tan 

J.  tan.  dan 

A. 三 dan、 dieti1 

Sinking  Lower 

w 

312 R •諌 
See 殺 
A.  trien 

Sinking 
Lower. 

m 
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r •鹽嫌 

覃 
C.  cham 

H.  tt^am 
F.  fang 
W.  dza 

N.  Sdzuan 

P.  chan 

M.  tsan 

Y.  tsaa 

Sz.  chan 

K.  tam、 cham 
J.  tan 
A.  tram 

Irregular 
Lower. 

暫 爲收下  to  receive  a  thing 
temporarily, — with  a  view  to  its 
restitution. 

A  seam  which  has  come 

undone.  Ripped  open ;  rent ; 

cracked ;  split. 

弟定娶 ̂   split;  rent；  to  tear  open. 

雜了靴 底  the  sole  of  my 
boot  is  split. 

破系定  a  rent;  a  tear.  A  hint.  •• 

^  to  patch  a  rent. 

杀定 線  frayed  out；  unravelled. 

花殺  the  petals  of  a  flower. 

殺花  an  opening  flower. 
to  caulk；  to  fill  up  seams 

in  planking. 

米色未 能飽殺 thiskind 
of  rice  will  not  swell  in  boiling. 

綻露 t。  reveal  secrets. 

賣 個破雜  appeared  to  leave 
an  opening ;  made  a  feint. 

A  seam  which  has  come 

undone.  Similar  to  3 1 1. 

^4^.  to  patch  a  rent. 

Deep  ；  clear  ；  tranquil,  as 

water.  Placid  ；  serene,  as 

moonlight.  To  sink  •’  to 

soak  in  -  to  steep ;  to  re¬ 
ceive,  as  benefits.  Moist  ； 

fresh.  Excessive.  Dregs. 

湛湛  bright ;  sparkling;  fresh. 

湛新的  brand-new.  (湛  here 
for  暫 310.) 

湛恩  steeped  in  favour  ；  under 
great  obligations. 

湛 於酒色  devoted  to^-wine and  women. 

湛河  an  affluent  on  the  north 
of  the  Yellow  River,  in  Honan, 

which  acc.  to  the  字 話 — s 

in  Honan  and  flows  into  the  汝 

忠湛湛  deeply  loyal. 

m 313 . 
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r .霰 

C.  chyn 

H.  chen F.  chi  eng 

W.  tsie 
N.  tsieh 

P.  chan 

M.  tsan  * 

Y. chid 

S/.  chan K.chon 

J- ⑽' 

A.  chien Sinking 

Upper. 

湛湛露 斯  heavy  lies  the  dew- 
Read  tan} /  Used  "for 10,615, 

Alarmed  ；  terrified.  To 

fight  ；  to  join  battle  ；  to 
contend,  as  at  examinations. 

戰戰競 競的。 r 戰枓 

枓的  trembling  with  fright. 

戰懼 &戰  J 栗  to  be  alarmed. 

打冷戰  to  quake  with  fear  ；  to 
give  a  start. 

打戰  to  fight  ar  battle. 

對戰。 r 步戰。 1 •相戰 t。 .'join  battle;  to  fight；  tactics. 

戰場 ot 戰地  a  battle-field. 
戰陣  line  of  battle；  in-  battle 

array. 

^  the  battle  drum,  i.e,  the 
signal  for  battle. 

戰攻  campaigning. 
桃戰  •to  provoke  a  battle ;  to offer  battle. 

死  to  fight  to  the  death;  a 
forlorn  hope. 

戰  or  ̂   to  die  on  the field  of  battle. 

戰 勝  t0  win  a  battle. 

戰敢  to  lose  a  battle. 

久戰士  an  old  soldier；  a  ve¬ teran. 

血戰。 r 酣戰  a  bloody  fight. 

戰船  a  war-junk. 

身 經百戰  hero  of  a  hundred fights. 

壽^  單^  come  on! 一 to  fight. 

索戰 w 叫戰  to  challenge  to battle. 

請以 戰喻1 et  me  take  an illustration、 from  war. 

知 已知彼 ，百 戰百勝 
he  who  rightly  estimates  himself 

and  his  adversary  will  be  victo¬ 
rious  in  all  his  fights. 

戰表  戰書  a  written  chal¬ lenge  to  light. 

下 ㈣ 投） 戰書  to  issue  or-j ders  for  war；  to  declare  war. 

戰 4
 

3i4 

W 
3iS 

R. 霰 

See 
顫 

不先 示戰而 攻擊基 

隆  to  have  bombarded  Kelung 
before  issuing  a  declaration  of 
war. 

Sinking 

Upper. 

316 

m 
317 

R. 陷 

C.  tsan^r  •三 yen H.  ztsiam 
F.  chang 

W.  ts.i’d'tsa 
N.  tsaan 
P.  chan 

M.  tsan 

Y.  tsaa 

Sz.  chan 

K.  cham 

J.  san^  zan 
A.  tram 

Sinking 

Upper. 

焉有 不戰而 勝者乎 
who  ever  yet  won  a  victory 
without  fighting  for  it? 

戰 策  strategy  in  war. ' 
非戰 之罪也 he  did  nDt 
lose  from  want  of  skill. — but 
from  some  other  cause. 

免戰牌  a  stop-fighting  notice- board, — a  board  bearing  these 
three  characters,  used  as  a  flag of  truce. 

戰翮  to  quarrel  and  fight, military  services. 

戰守  attack  and  defence;  mili¬ tary  operations. 

戰坪  the  lower  or  fighting  deck. 

戰局  a  state  of  war. 

拇戰  to  play  guess-fingers. 

連 戰皆捷  successful  at  every 
examination  one  after  another. 

茗戰  a  tea-drinking  match. 

文戰  a  literary  competition. 

舌 戰  see  9788. 
白 戰 exPL  as 禁體 賦詩. 

A  kind  of  white  veined 

wood,  used  for  making 

combs  and  spoons.  Also 
read  ckar^  and  skan) • 

榫傍  the  side  of  a  coffin, — in one  piece. 

See  1 1,529. 

To  dip  into.  [This  cha¬ 
racter  has  been  used  by 

some  Protestant  mission¬ 

aries  for  baptism  by  immer¬ 

sion.] 

to  dip  a  brush  (in  ink). 

藤 墨  to  dip  (a  brush)  in  ink. 

蘸濕  t。 saak  in. 
蘸上水 diP  it  in  water. 
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H# 

赚 

3i8 

場‘
 

3i9 R .賺 

Rising  Lower. 

tf 

320 

m 

321 
R-勉 

See  Jf 

cf •赚 

Sinking 
Lower. 

322 
R. 咸 

See_ 

Even  Lower. 

儳 
323 

剗1
 

324 R. 咸 

See 讒 
Even  Lower. 

325 

326 
.威 

Se:_ 
Even  Upper. 

攙1
 

327 
R •咸 

C.  Sch、am、 
itsf'&i 

H.  ts^am 

See  2721. 

The  boundary  of  a  grave 

See  289. 

To  scheme  to  get  pro¬ 

perty  by  fraud  or  robbery. 

A  crafty  hare.  Artful 

wily  ；  cunning. 

1 焭  a  cunning  rabbit. 

See  1 1,561. 

To  cut;  to  slice. 

_斷  to  cut  apart. 

327 
F.  ichang 

W.  tsia N.  ts^aan 

P.  ch、an 

M.  ts、an 

Y.  ts、aa 
Sz.  ch、an 
K.  ch、am 
J.  sany  zan 
A.  sani 
Even  Upper. 

See  334. 

A  cliff；  a  high  peak. 

巉巖  a  steep,  craggy  ascent  ； 
precipitoiis. 

_ 幢 峻如銷 teeth  jagged like  a  saw. 

To  support  ；  to  sustain. 

To  supply  what  is  wanted  ； 
to  edge  in ;  to  mix  ；  to  blend. 
See  13,781. 

攙起  to  raise  up;  to  support. 

328 

R •咸 

See 讒 

Even  Lower. 

把他 携起來 raise  him  up 一 of  a  person  making  a  kotow 

携扶  to  support;  to  hold  up, as  a  cripple. 

力 攙顚危  to  aid  the  feeble 
and  tottering. 

攙_  to  fill  up  a  crack  or  ere vice. 

多*  ― •  ̂  add  on  one  share more. 

攙嘴  to  inierrupt  a  person  in speaking. 

携銀器  Plated  ware. 
攙合  to  mix;  to  blend. 

攙 雜不純  mixed  and  not pure, — of  anything  to  which  an 
inferior  sort  has  been  added. 

攙 和着喫  eat  them  mixed together. 

攙粉  to  size;  to  adulterate  by 
sizing. 

胡 攙亂對  to  adulterate. 
銅  ̂   alloyed  with  copper. 

— 親太太  the  bride-welco mers, — female  relatives  of  the 

bride-groom  who  welcome  the 
bride  on  her  arrival  at  her  hus 

band’s  threshold. 

着  giving  one’s  arm  to... 

瀵,
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R •賺 

See 饒 

A.  t(im 

Rising  Lower. 

甎 4
 

330 

R •陷 

See 織 

SinkingUpper. 

A  tree  called  攙檀 

which  grew  near  the  tomb 

of  Confucius,  having  a  hard 

whitish  wood  and  large 

flowers.  ?  Magnolia,  Sharp 

pointed.  A  water-gate. 

攙檜 chthlS' 星。1 ■天樯 a 
comet.  The  first  is  also  applied 

to  a  rebel  leader,  from  the  idea 

of  destructiveness  always  asso¬ 
ciated  with  a  comet. 

The  rippling  sound  of 

water  is 、 漠渭， applied  also 
to  the  sportive  leaping  of 

fish.  Sweat  from  the  hands 

and  feet.  Water  gurgling 

through  a  hole. 

An  earthen  pitcher  for 

boiling  liquids. 

亀 ft  a  sort  of  jug  used  for 
boiling  congee  or  rice  gruel. 

m 

331 

r •咸 

ts'-am 

C. 
ri. F.  chang 

W.  dza 
N.  dzaah 

P.  I 

M.  S 

Y,*/sLaa 

Sz.  ts^an 
K.  ch、am J.  san,  dzan 
A.  sam 
Even  Lower. 

ts'-an 

m 

332 

•咸 

N.  ctLaaH 

See 
譜 

Even  Lower. 

333 

m 

334 咸 
C.  ts^an^  ts^ai W.  za 

P.  ch^an 

See_ 

Even  Lower. 

R. 

廛,
 

335 

先 

See 纏 

Even  Lower. 

To  cajole  ；  to  misrepre¬ 

sent  ； to  slander! 

讒人  to  slander  people. 

讒謗  to  abuse；  to  vilify. 
詔  to  slander  and.  to  flatter. 

去  cAW3 議遠  yuan*  ̂   dis- miss  slanderers  and  avoid  toadies, 

讒 嘗惹禍  slanderous  words 
get  one  into  trouble. 

讒 口交加  slandering  every one  right  and  left. 

鼎  name  of  an  ancient  tripod 
with  an  inscription  agst  calumny. 

Also  expl.  as- a  tripod  from  Ch^an, 
where  the  Great  Yii  made  his 
nine  tripods. 

f  the  stars  ̂   0  in  the  foot of  Perseus. 

A  chisel  ；  a  bore  for 

cutting  or  piercing.  To 

carve  ；  to  engrave.  Used for  324. 

亀字爲 記 he  carved  the 
words  in  memory  thereof. 

藥 金梟  a  medicine-spoon. 

黎  _ 毚  a  plough-share. 
荷 饞誅茅  to  shoulder  a  hoe 
and  destroy  the  weeds, 一 to  be 
a  farmer. 
See  345. 

To  be  greedy  ；  glutto¬ 
nous.  To  love  good  *eatiog 

|IJ  fond  of  eating. 

嘴不饞  not  particular  about 
one’s  food;  not  greedy. 

饞嘴人  a  glutton. 虫  a  greedy  insect,  a 
greedy  fellow.  ， 

饒懒  greedy  and  lazy. 

饞癆病  an  insatiable  desire 
to  eat,  without  the  power  of 
swallowing  much. 

The  ground  allotted  to  a 
retainer  in  the  feudal  times. 

A  plot  ；  an  allotment.  A market-place  ；  shops. 

靡  Tfj*  a  market-place. 
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335 

纒 
336 

m 

337 

R. 先 
% 纏 Even  Lower. 

m 

338 
r •先 
如 纏 
Even  Lower. 

339 

R •先霰 
C-chyti-^ich^yn 
H.  ch、tn 

F.  ticng^  v. 
chi  eng 

W.  idzie^  dzie1 
N.  dzien^y .  jon 
P.  ch、an 
M.  

I 
Y.  I 

Sz.  ck、an 
K. chon 

J.  ten、 den 
A.  itrien 

Even  &  Sink¬ 

ing  Lower. 

ts^an 

巡 行塵肆  to  inspect  the 
market  and  shops. 

Same  as  335. 

A  small  branch  of  the 

river  洛  Lo,  mentioned  in 

the  Canon  of  History.  It 

rises  in  穀 城縣， an  old 

name  for  the  河南  District 
of  Honan. 

To  revolve ;  the  orbit  of 

celestial  body.  An  old 

path ；  tracks;  career；  a  pre¬ 
cedent. 

日蓮爲 蹈  the  sun’s  (sup- 
posed)  orbit  is  ch^an1. 

星躔 廛次  the  orbits  of| the  stars. 

躔度  the  course  of  the  stars ; 
the  zodiac. 

蹦迹。 r 躔踐  tracks;  to  fol¬ 
low  in  the  old  path;  to  adopt 

a  precedent. 

未知 英雄之 所應也 
I  know  not  the  path  of  the  hero. 

To  bind  up  ；  to  wrap  ；  to 

bandage.  To  entwine  •’  to 

cling  to  ；  to  implicate-  To 
bother. 

纏足。 r 纏脚  to  bind  up  the 
feet. 

纏頭  to  bind  the  head;  a  tur¬ 
ban.  Also,  a  roue;  a  libertine 

纏頭費 (or  資) money  given to  a  harlot. 

纏頭者  brothel  visitors. 

纏繞  to  bind  round  and  round 

住  t0  bind  firmly. 

纏上  to  wind  round,  or  wind  up, 

纏腰  to  bind  one’s  waist  with 
a  girdle. 

a  waist  belt. 

纏身  bound  by  ties,  or  obliga tions. 

纏累  to  implicate. 

綿  bound  up  with;  inextri¬ cable. 

纏
 2 

339 

34o 

R- 鹽 

See 檐 

Even  Upper. 

w 

341 

R.l 

See 中 詹 

Sinking 

Upper. 

m 

342 

r. 鹽 

Q.chym^i.k'h H.  sham、\. k、em 

F.  si  eng 

W.  zie 

N.  dzien、 zien 

P.  ch、an 
M.  ts、an K.  som 

J.  sen 

A.  t、iem 
Even  Lower 

纏綿意  entangled,  i.e.  itnpro- per,  thoughts. 

相 見交纏  at  meeting,  they were  locked  in  each  other’s  arms. 

纏緊  t。 bind  tightly. 
句  to  bind  round,  leaving 

regular  intervals. 

hair  coiled  round  the  head. 

to  impede;  to  hinder. 

纏不淸  he  never  finishes  with one,  as  an  endless  talker,  a  bore. 

難纏  an  undesirable  acquaint¬ ance;  impatient  of  restraint. 

延纏  dragging  out;  tedious  ; interminable. 

纏磨  to  pester;  to  tease. 
The  front  curtain  of  a 

carriage  ；  see  1 2,595.  A 
screen  at  an  entrance. 

牀  ijjQ  a  curtain  round  the.lower part  of  a  bed;  a  valance. 

淚滿 前幢  his  tears  bedewed the  curtain. 

Small  sticks  to  support 

the  eaves  of  a  house,  ex 

tended  beyond  the  wall. 

m 

342 

m 

343 

蟾酥  a  kind  of  venereal  medi¬ cine,  said  to  be  extracted  from 
a  toad’s  forehead. 

A  horse  travelling  fast. 

A  rapid  gallop. 

R. 

cf •詔 

Even  Upper. 

檐1
 

344 

R. 鹽 

P.  ̂.ch^an 

See 瞻 

A.  hsiem 
Even  Upper. 

A  striped  toad, 蟾 餘 

or  蟾儲， which  is  said  to 
be  long-lived  and  to  grow 

horns  at  the  age  of  3000 

years.  It  dwells  in  the  moon, 
which  it  is  believed  to 

swallow  during  an  eclipse. 

Hence,  the  moon.  See  44 1 , 

7270. 

辟惡 之蟾餘 the  toadskin worn  as  a  charm  against  evil 
influences. 

蟾光  moonlight. 
幾 歷蟾圓  many  toad  circles, i.e.  full  moons,  have  passed  by. 

蟾宮  the  toad  palace,  i.e.  the moon. 

蟾 宮析桂  to  pluck  cassia  in the  palace  of  the  moon,  i.e.  to 
take  the  second  or  chii  jen  degree. 

m 345 

R. 鹽 

cf.i  詔， 

Even  Upper. 

jugs1 

w 

Y.  Jisiei 

See  ̂p. 

Even  Lov* 

嬗 

346^ 

An  apron  or  flap  ；  a 

covering  for  the  knees;  the 
skirt  of  a  robe.  See  5668. 

檐 ，稂  or  前檐  an  apron. mm  a  screen ;  a  covering;  an 

apron. 

檐 檐  flapping,  as  a  skirt. 

不 盈一擔  not  an  aprpnful 

檐如 也  neatly  dressed. 

檐帷  the  curtains  of  one’s  equi¬ 
page, — the  progress  of  one’s 
journey. 

檐字 命  a  loose  garment;  a  cloak 

A  saddle-flap.  Trap¬ 

pings  *,  caparisons. 

鞍 革詹  saddle-flaps;  see  47. 

花驄錦 It  a  piebald  steed 
with  emlmider 户 H  trainings. 

Beautiful  ；  graceful. 

嬋娟  pretty  and  graceful. 

花嬋 娟沃春 _  flowers 
are  beautiful  when  moistened  in 

spring. 

竹嬋娟 籠啤姻 the  bara 
boo  is  beautiful  in  the  morning 

^fiists. 

雪嬋娟 不長妍 
beautiful,  but  not  for  long. 

月嬋 娟眞可 :憐  the  moon 
is  beautiful,  beautiful  indeed ! 

女宇 連 6f  the  same  clan  or  family 

Used  with  346,  and  also 

with  348  (s/ian4)  but  exclu¬ 
sively  in  the  sense  ̂  

vicissitudes”  or  u  changes of  dynasty. 

秦 漢之嬗  the  vicissitudes  of 
the  Ch(in  and  Han  dynasties 

嬗 代0 r 相嬗 succes#on. 

snow 
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蟬
 3 347 R •錄 

See 闡 

Rising  Upper. 

禪,
 

34» 
R. 先霰 
C.Sshytn^skyn- 

W,isham^shen- 
F.  sieng 
W.  zie 

N.jon 

?Sch、an、shan' 

M.  Sts^an^san^ 
HxhHd'hsiei) Sz.  sha?i 
K.  son 

J.  sen^  zen 

A.  t'-iien,  t、i/n 
Even  &  sink¬ 

ing  Lower. 

An  old0  worn-out  car¬ 

riage  ； rickety. 

檀 車 巾單禪  his  chariot  of 
 san¬ 

dalwood  must  be  damaged. 

To  sit  abstractedly  in 

contemplation,  as  the  Bud¬ 
dhists  do.  Contemplation  ； 

meditation  ；  abstraction. 

Sanskrit  dhyanct. 

禪 廟。 r 禪林  a  Buddhist 
temple. 

禪師  Buddhist  priests. 

禪杖  a  crosier,  bee  426. 

jjjp  Buddhist  scriptures.. 

禪法  the  rules  of  meditation ; 
Buddhism. 

坐  jf 單  to  sit  in  meditation,  or  in 
a  state  of  abstraction. 

定禪。 r 禪那  to  be  in  a  state 
of  abstraction. 

禪堂  a  room  in  a  Buddhist 
monastery  set  apart  for  purpo¬ 
ses  of  meditation. 

禪舍  rooms  in  a  temple. 

禪心  the  mind  in  a  state  of| 
abstraction. 

四禪  the  four  regions  of  con¬ 
templation  through  which  the 

mind  reaches  the  final  and  per¬ 
fect  state. 

jjjp  機  Buddhist  spells. 

參禪 tQ  enter  into  meditation ; 
to  become  a  Buddhist  priest. 

禪延  the  palace  of  Indra  in  the 
city  of  善見城  which  stands 
between  the  four  peaks  of  Mt. 
Meru. 

Read  shan~ •  To  level  an 

area  for  an  altar.  To  sacri¬ 

fice  to  the  hills  and  foun¬ 

tains,  To  resign  the  throne. 

封禪&  3582. 
受禪  to  ascend  the  throne. 
禪位  •  to  resign  the  throne. 

_  to  abdicate. 

禪 代之事  the  matter  of  the 
succession  to  the  throne. 

形 形相禪 ，無 有窮盡 
like  produces  like  -without  end. 

蟬
 •- 

349 

R-先 

C.  shyin 

H.  sham 

Y， sieng W.  zU 

^.jon 

P.  ch'-an M.  U、an 

Y.  ts'-aa Sz.  ch、an 

1#K.  son 

J.  zen 

A.  tLuen Even  Lower. 

35° 

R •銷 

See 闡 

Rising  Upper. 

35】 

The  cicada  or  broad 

locust.  It  is  common  all 

over  China,  and  has  many 

names,  as  秋 輝  the  autumn 

cicada, 鈔輝  the  gauze 

cicada, 秋凉 兒  the  autumn 
cooler.  Also  read  shar^ • 

蟫脫  the  exuviae  of  the  cicada. 
少不 得要使 個金蟫 

脫壳之 法子1  wish  1 could  slip  out  of  my  skin  like 
a  cicada. 

金蟬脫 寅 之計 the  cica_ da’s  trick  of  slipping  out  of  its shell. 

蟬不 郑雪  the  cicada  knows nothing  of  snow, — it  dies  ill  the 
autumn.  Hence,  ignorant. 

覩一 蟬方得 美蔭而 

忘其身  he  saw  a  cicada which  had  just  got  comfortably 

into,  the  shade  and  was  forgetting 
to  look  after  its  safety. 

^  0^  or  ̂   the  cicada’s 

chirp. 

冠蟬  a  horned  cicada，， found  in Ssuch‘uan. 

寒蟬  dumb;  silent, — like  the cicada  in  the  cold  weather, 

ip  connected ;  a  pair  of  scrolls. 

虫單 賢  hair  on  the  temples,  dres¬ sed  in  a  manner  which  is  thought 

to  resemble  a  cicada’s  eyes. 

嫣  connected  together. 

Incoherent  talk.  Irregu¬ 

lar  and  incorrect  expres¬ 
sions. 

3S2 

R. 勉 

See 戲 

Rising  Upper; 

See  9704. 

The  foolish  look  of  a 

gaping  siilipletoii  is  P 展 只虔 • 
囅
 3 

353 

R •勉 

See  展 (but 
aspirated) 

A.  hsim 

Rising  Upper. 

臁 
354 

m 

355 

R. 琰 

C.  ch、ym 

H.  ts、am 

F.  f'ieng 

W. 

N.  tsLien 

P.  ch''a?t 
M.  ts、an 
Y.  chHei 

Sz.  ch、an 
K.  ch^om 

J.  teji 

A.  sicm 
Rising  Upper. 

m 

356 

357 

漸,
 

35» 

R. 咸 

See 議 

Even  Lower. 

m 359 

M 

360 

Ry^ 

C.1  ch、an 
\i.san 

F.  sang 

W.  ts^a^  sa 
N.  ts^aan^  sang 

P.  ch'-an 
M.  ts^an 

Y.  ts、aa Sz.  ch^an 

To  laugh  loudly. 

華展然 而 .笑 to  thirst  into  a 
loud  laugh.  s 

See  2721. 

To  flatter  •’  to  toady  ；  to 
fawn  upon. 

詔媚。 r 詔佞。 r 詔笑 t。 flatter;  to  toady. 

詔 屈  to  fawn  upon;  to  cringe  to. 

貧 而無詔  poor  and  yet  no 
flatterer. 

詔 諛取容  to  flatter  a  person 
in  order  to  curry  favour. 

詔人 .可鄙  the  flatterer  is despicable. 

上 交不詔  in  your  relations 
with  superiors  use  no  flattery. 

淫 聲詣耳 'vantQn  music 
tickles  the  ear. 

Same  as  355. 

Same  as  326. 

A  kind  of  monkey,  found 

in  Yunnan  and  known  as 

the 漸猢 •  Its  swiftness  on 
the  trees  is  said  to  be  like 

the  flight  of  a  bird. 

Same  as  326. 

To  produce ;  to  breed  ； 

to  bear  offspring.  Produc¬ 
tions  of  a  country.  An 

estate  ；  a  patrimony  ；  a 

means  of  livelihood.  A  sort 

of  flageolet  or  reed  with 
three  large  holes. 

生産 or  産生  to  produce;  to bear  a  child* 
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產
 8 

36° K.j 
J-  >  san 
A-  \ 
Rising  Upper, 

剷 
361 

m 

362 r •潛 
See 產 
Rising  Upper. 

小 産  a  miscarriage. 

産難  to  die  in  childbirth. 

難產  a  difficult  labour. 

當產 不得解  in  labour  but 
unable  to  effect  delivery. 

同 産女弟  a  twin  sister. 

産婦  a  lying-in  woman. 

產門。 r 産戶  the  vagina. 

^ ̂ 科  midwifery. 

善看産  skilled  in  midwifery. 

扶產  to  support  birth,  t.c.  to 
act  as  midwife,  Chinese  women 

being  supported  by  the  midwife 
during  delivery. 

^  胃  the  room  where  a  woman 
is  confined. 

補産  to  give  nourishing  food  to 
women  after  delivery. 

産業  real  estate ;  landed  pro¬ 
perty. 

分家産  to  divide  the  family 
proDerty. 

置産業  to  found  or  buy  an 
estate. 

産 戶  a  householder,  as  opp.  to 

業戶  a  land-owner. 

輸 淸家產  gambled  away  all 
his  property. 

傾 家蕩產 to  ruin  one's  ta- 
mily  and  dissipate  one’s  fortune. 

中産  of  medium  fortune. 

天  ̂   living  creatures. 

地產  trees  and  plants. 

土產  local  products. 

本產  natural  products. 

恒產  constant  occupation ; 
means  of  living. 

楚産  a. native  of  Ch‘u.  See  2662. 

See  yj6. 

A  winding  road  among 
hills. 

a  winding  mountain  path. 

w 
363 

R- 潛 

See 產 

Rising  Upper. 

m& 

364 

R •潛 

See 産 

Rising  Upper. 

w 
365 

R •潛 

See 産 

Rising  Upper. 

m 

366 

R •潛 

See 產 

Rising  Upper. 

m 
367 

R •潛 

See 産 

Rising  Upper. 

鏟 3
 

368 

R. 潛 

Q,.ch(an 
H.  ts^an F.  sang  v. 

ch、iang 

W.  ts^a 
N.  ts^aan P.  chhaji 

M.  ts、an 
Y.  ts、aa 
Sz,  ch、an 
K.  san、 chLan 

i •卜" 

Rising  Upper. 

W 
369 

R. 潛 

H.  ̂ tsan 

Complete  virtue,  as  shown 

in  a  well-spent  life. 

A  tree  which  grows  in 

Anhui  and  produces  a  fruit 

shaped  like  a  peach,  nearly 

two  inches  long,  of  a  yellow 

colour. 

Read  s/zan3.  A  mattress. 

Name  of  a  small  stream 

near  Hsi-an  Fu  in  Shensi. 
It  is  a  branch  of  the  灞河 

river  Pa. 

i 産漉 al1  (= 衆). 

To  breed  domestic  an¬ 
imals. 

To  put  a  sandal  or  patten 
on  the  bare  foot. 

A  spade；  a  shovel.  To 

dig  ；  to  cut  into  ；  to  smooth 

off;  to  pare. 

鑊鏟。 1 •飯涯  a  rice  shovel, used  by  cooks. 

痙山 dig  into  hills, — used of  the  surface  mining  practised 

in  China.  、 

一 副缠鉛 a  set  of  fire-irons ; shovel  and  tongs. 

痙 草除根  to  cut  down  the plants  and  .pull  up  the  roots,  i.ei 

to  exterminate,  root  and  branch. 

涯子  a  scraper. 
Sheep  crowding,  as  each 

one  tries  to  get  out  first. 

To  throw  into  confusion, 

as  records. 

m 3的 

P.  Cch、an 

i  •卜⑽ 

Rising  Upper. 

37。 

R,  vulgar. 

See 達 

Rising  Upper, 

M
3
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R •銷 

N.  ctsHen 

P.  Cch、an,  chart1 
M.  ctsan、 tsang' 

Y.  Cchi YL.ch^on 

]. ten 

A.  trim 
Rising  Upper 

Irregular. 

係 後人®  A  interpolated
 by  a  later  hand 

(suart 
372 

R. 陷 

C.  ch、am 
H.  ts^am 

F.  ch^ang 

W..  ts^a 
N.  ts^aah 

P,  ch、 an M. 

Y. Sz.  cK'an K.  ’ch、am 

J.  san 

A.  sam 

Sinking 

Upper. . »4 

375 

R. 給 

C.  ch^em 
H.  tsHam F.  ch、aitig 

W.  ts^a 

N.  dzetig 

P  ch‘hi、 ch、im 

M.  cK'ien 

Y.  ts*an 
K.  ch^dm 

J.  san 

A.  sent 

Sinking 

Upper. 

A  bare-backed  horse. 

屠 馬  a  horse  without  saddle  or bridle. 

曝_ 騎着馬  to  ride  a  horse 

without  a  saddle. 

馬 B 架 a  wooden  horse  used  for practising  equestrian  feats. 

To  command；  to  order ； 

t6  prepare ;  to  complete  ； 
to  release. 

p 武 以禦敵  to  have  the military  at  one’s  command  in 
order  to  keep  enemies  in  check. 

to  muster  troops. 

Jp 備  to  prepare;  to  hold  in 
readiness. 

扉事  to  end  an  affair. 以 爾 ̂  in  order  to  complete … 
To  regret  ；  to  ,  repent. 

The  Buddhist  and  Taoist 

rituals  aref  so  called. 

則孔 子竟成 一拜懺 

頭陀  so  that  Confucius  thus becomes  nothing  more  than  a 

priest  (see  11,441)  who  bows  and 
scrapes  at  every  sacred  word. 

To  verify  ；  to  fulfil.  A 

prophecy；  an  omen ；  a  hint. [Defined  in  the  六書故 

狀 前定 徵兆 之曹 t。 
state  what  will  be  the  ful¬ 

filment  of  an  omen.]  Used 
with  372. 

識語  a  prophecy;  a  hint. 

死字 是識語 the  word 
“death”  was  prophetic. 

太 宗得秘 —云 the  Em . peror  T‘ai  Tsung  (of  the  T/ang 
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dynasty)  received  a  secret  mis¬ 

sive  '  saying, — that  his  throne 
would  pass  to  a  woman. 

將 來之讖  an  unfulfilled  pro¬ 
phecy  ; lit、 a  prophecy  for  the 
future. 

肚 讖  a  fulfilled  prophecy. 

讖緯  the  cross  threads  or  woof 
of  a  prophecy  (which  is  likened 

to  the  warp), — ix.  completion  or 
fulfilment.  Also,  the  interpreta¬ 
tion  of  a  prophecy. 

圖讖。 r 符讖  a  diagram  or 
picture  in  which  future  events 

are  indicated, 一 as  in  Zadkiel’s Almanac. 

軍  a  military  pass-word. 

拜讖  to  supplicate;  to  pray  for, 
as  for  sons,  long  life,  etc. 

讖願 to  fumi  a  vow- 

See  346. 

See  288. 

To  dig  up;  to  level 

down；  to  trim；  to  pare;  to 

cut.  Interchanged  with  368. 

剗刀。 r 剗子  a  spade;  a 
large  kitchen  knife. 

剗削  to  smooth  off;  to  plane. 

剗傷  to  wound. 

剗地  to  level  soil. 

See  368. 

A  dog  crunching  its  food. 

Gnawing :  crunching. 

A  spit  with  meat  qn  it. 

如以 肉貫弗  like  sticking 
mgat  on  a  spit. 

狼 

380 

R 鹽 

See 檐 

Even  Upper. 

嶮 

3^1 

檢 

382 

貼
 ‘ 

3«3 

R •豔鹽 

&韜視 

A.  chiem 

A  curtain  or  screen  ；  a 

fringe  or  flounce. 

婦 車有#  a  lady’s  chariot 
has  a  curtain. 

其 精有赖 the  pall  had fringe,  or  flounce. 

See  340. 

Same  as  344. 

Sinking  & 

Even  [Upper. 

媒1
 

3^4 
R. 

See 
A.  sient,  chiem 
Even  Upper， 

間 *
 

3§S 
R. 釀齡 

rnTr  oim 

F.  v.  ctiang 

See 韜 

J.  ten 

A.  chiem 

Even  &  Sink¬ 

ing  Upper. 

追1
 

386 

R.  I See 檐 

Even  Upper. 

梃
 s 

387 

R. 先 

The  same 

To  spy；  to  peep；  to  take 

a  sly  look. 

窺貼  to  spy  around. 

To  spy；  to  peep,  etc. 
Much  the  same  as  383,  385. 

窺視  t。 sPy  around. 
占見候  to  be  on  the  look-out  for. 

使人視 視  set  people  t。 'vatch 
him. 

覘者曰  the  spies  said."" 

先 遣人覘 其醉醒 ^ 
sent  people  to  see  that  he  was 

sober, 一 enough  to  come. 

To  open  a  door  a  little, 
so  as  to  peep. 

闊閩  to  peep  through  a  crevice. 

Discord；  a  jarring  noise. 

五者不 亂則無 恝懘 

之音矣  when  the  five 
musi¬ 

cal  notes  are  not  confused,  there 
is  no  discord. 

A  long  piece  of  timber. 

The  pivot  of  a  rice  pestle. 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

挺  n,288.] 

梃，
 

3^7 

魅  except 

that  it  is 

aspirated. . Or  the  same 

as  but  in 

the  even  tone. 
No  record. 

Even  Upper. 

3 

m 

388 

嗜 

See 學屑 

Rising  Upper. 

松 梢有; long  are  the  pro jecting  beams  of  pine. 

To  strike :  to  beat. 

錙
 r 

•  389 

R •錯 

See 戰 

Rising  Upper. 

章1
 

39° 

R •陽 

C.  chong 
H.  chong 

F.  chiong 

W.  isiae 

N.  tsong 

P.  chang 

M. 

Y.  j  hang
 

Sz.  chang 
K.  chang 

「•  sho A. chong 

Even  Upper. 

To  pull  or  extend  any¬ 
thing.  To  persevere.  Also 
read  ck'en^  See  679. 

把 他鐵住  stretch  it  tight. 

鎖長了  pull  it  out  to  full length. 

鎧着辦  persevere  in  the  at¬ 
tempt. 

OiaLAJKTCa-. 

A  section  or  paragraph 

A  document.  An  essay 

A  memorial  to  the  Throne. 

A  statement.  A  stanza  of 

an  ode.  Anything  of  elegant 

composition.  Variegated  ； 

beautiful  ；  in  order.  A  nu- 
merative  of  documents,  and 

trees.  Name  of  a  small 

state  under  the  Chou  dy-. 

nasty.  An  old  name  for  a 
maternal  uncle.  A. cycle  of 

nineteen  years  introduced 
B.  C.  104,  and  apparently 

borrowed  from  the  Greeks 

the  Metonic  cycle ;  see 

5814,  922,  9518.  Name  of a  tree. 

句  sections  and  paragraphs, 
or  chapters  and  verses. 

不 守章句  not  to  keep  to  the 
formal  division  and  punctuation 
of  the  text 
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39° 

第六章  chapter  vi. 

書章  qhapters. several  documents. 

作文章 t。  compose  essays. 

見話中 有文章  seeing 
that  there  was  some  reason  in 

what  she  said. 

胃  stanza  the  first. 

其 卒章曰  the  last  lines  ran 
as  follows . 

章法  phraseology;  style. 

此古 人章法 such  was  the 
style  of  the  writers  of  old.: 

成章  to  complete  an  affair;  to 
bring  to  a  successful  termina¬ 
tion;  to  reach  a  point  of  perfect 
culture  or  excellence. 

中道 不成章  to  fail  in  mid- career. 

to  memorialise  the  Throne. 

Also,  to  make  representations 

on  a  person’s  behalf ;  to  offer 
up  prayers  for  the  sick. 

王 上章薦 諸天子 心 
prince  sent  up  a  memorial,  re¬ 
commending  him  to  the  Emperor. 

公爲太 _ 奏章 ♦ are 
you,  sir,  praying  for  the  Grand 
Secretary? 

章程  rules;  regulations;  by-laws, 
— first  used  by  Kao  Tsu  of  Han 
dyn.  B.  C.  206. 

率 由 舊  observing  the 
cient  statutes. 

維 民之章  to  be  a  pattern  to 
the  people. 

_  orders  issued  by  superiors. 

圖章。 t 印章  a  stamp  or 
seal. 

擇日章 a  guide  to  the  selec¬ 
tion  of  lucky  days. 

采  adorned ;  variegated. 

維其 有章矣 full  Of  ele- 
gance  (of  princes). 

出 ■^有  refined  in  speech 

爲 章于天  the  ornament  of 
the  sky,—  the  Milky  Way. 

五 臞五章  five  kinds  of  robes 
(for  the  nobles)  with  five  sets 
of  decorations. 

貴有 空王章 the  rich 
has  the  robes  of  a  Chakravartti 

(2711), — i.e.  he  can  have  every¬ 
thing  he  wants.  See  2797. 

an- 

man 

章1
 

39° 

偉1
 

39i 

See 
章 

Even  Upper. 

天地 相遇品 物咸章 
by  the  interaction  of  Heaven 

and  Earth,  all  things  are  beauti¬ 

fully  displayed, 一 i.e.  come  into existence. 

章歲  the  metonic  cycle  of  nine¬ teen  years. 

章甫  an  ancient  cap,  worn  under the  Shang  dynasty. 

章魚。 r 章舉  the  cuttle-fish. 
京  corruption  of  the  Manchu 

word  chan-yin^  an  assistant.  The 
sixty  secretaries  attached  to  the 
Grand  Council  軍機處 m 

so  -called,  as  also  the  chiefs  of 
small  military  colonies  at  the 

boundary  of  the  Khalka  terri¬ 
tory  and  Russia. 

章嘉呼 圖克圖 the  Me tropolitan  of  the  Lama  hierarchy at  Peking. 

三  the  Three  Penal  Laws, 一 
enacted  by  the  first  Emperor  of 
the  Han  dynasty  to  supersede 

the  laws  of  ̂   皇 帝  the  First 

Emperor;  viz.  (1)  Life  to  be  given 

*  for  life,  (2)  Compensation  to  be 
given  for  Wounds ;  and  (3)  Im¬ 
prisonment  to  be  the  penalty 
for  theft. 

九 章. the  nine  ornaments  on  the sacrificial  robe,  viz.  dragon,  hills, 

華虫  flowery  insect  =  a  phea¬ sant,  fire,  pondweed,  ground  rice, 

axe  (3630),  (3702)， and  sa- 
crificial  goblets.  To  these  are 
sometimes  added  (1)  a  3-legged 

bird  in  the  sun,  (2)  a  hare  in  the 

moon,  and  (3)  a  八  constellation, 
. .  00 making  twelve.  N.B.  The  Emp. 

had  twelve,  the  highest  nobles 
nine  (omitting  sun,  moon,  and 

constellation),  th^  next  highest 

seven  (omitting  mountain  and 

dragon),  and  so  on,  five  sets  in  all. 
Also,  the  Nine  Sections  of  Penal 

Law  into  which  the  三 were 

expanded  under  the  founder  of 
the  Han  dynasty.  Also,  the  Nine 
Sections  of  the  science  of  num¬ 
bers  — Mathematics. 

manifest ;  apparent. 

章 草  see  11,634. 

章臺  a  brothel. To  be  afraid, 

f 章 "f 皇  ̂rror-stricken.  See  396. 

璋 

392 

R! 

See 章 

Sinking 

Upper. 

嫜1
 

393 

R •
雹
 

See 章 

Even  Upper. 

幢‘
 

394 

r-M 

See 章 

Sinking 

. Upper. 

彰1
 

395 

R, 陽 

See 章 

Even  Upper. 

樟1
 

396 

See 
章 

Even  Upper. 

懞1
 

397 

R •陽 

See 章 

Even  Upper. 

An  embankment, 

separate  by  a  bank. 

To 

A  husband’s  father. 

姑嫜  mother  and  latner  of  a husband. 

A  cliff;  a  range  of  peaks. 

峰山章  a  chain  ot  hills. 

靑山章  green  hills. 

山嶂 遠重疊 mountain peaks  rising  over  one  another 
as  far  as  one  can  see. 

The  variegated  skins  of 

animals  or  plumage  of  birds. 

Beautiful  ；  ornamental.  To 
exhibit；  to  make  manifest ； 
see  10,067.. 

彰明  to  make  clear;  to  manifest. 

昭彰  to  display. 

嘉 言孔彰  his  excellent  se-y* 
ings  were  very  impressive. 

彰 其德威  to  exhibit  his  vir¬ 
tue  and  dignity. 

彰 信兆民 by  the  display  of 
virtue  he  won  the  confidence  of 
the  myriad  people. 

彰鷄  the  eastern  curlew  ( Nume- 
?iius  tahitiensis). 

To  walk  fast.  < 

f 章 惶  to  walk  hurriedly,  as  when 
alarmed.  See  391. 

Terrified. 

憧 十皇  scared  out  of  one’s  wits. 
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398 

R. 嗄 
See 章 

Even  Upper. 

The  carflphor  tree  (Lau-\ 

rus  camphor  a) 、 said  to  be 

so  called  from  豫章  Yii-j 

chang,  the  ancient  name  ofj 

Kiangsi,  because  the  tree 

grew  there.  Grows  abun¬ 

dantly  in  the  interior  of  the| 
island  of  Formosa. 

瘴
 4 

40i 

See 章 

Sinking 

Upper.' 

漳1
 399 

R •彆 
See 章 

Even  Upper. 

稽 木  camphor  wood. 

丰章 月廣  camphor,— known  in  the 
north  as  潮腦 •&P9. 

香  >|^  camphorated. 

障*
 

402 

See 
章 

Sinking 

Upper. 

A  large  tribiftary  of.  thej 
river  Wei  in  the  north-east 

of  Honan  and  south  of| 

Chihli.  It  has  two  main 

branches,  the  clear  and  the 

muddy  Chang.  Part  of  its] 

waters  join  the  *Pei-ho,  and 

part  reach  the  ocean  through 

other  channels.  Also  a  river! 

of  Hupeh,  which  falls  into 

the  沮  Chii. 鄣1
 

衡漳  the  cross-flowing  Chang, 

障—
 

— a  name  given  to  this  river  from 
its  course  east  and  west. 

404 

瑳1
 

400 

漳縣  a：  sub-District  near  鞏 

昌 府  Kung-ch'ang  Fu  in  Kan- suh. 

R •雹陽 
See 章 

Sinking 

Upper. 

R. 彆 
See 章 

Even  Upper. 

An  ancient  stone  orna-| 

ment  used  in  state  cere- 1 

monies.  A  sceptre.  A  jade  I 

plaything. 

半 圭曰璋 half 

kuei  was  層 

called  a  chang.  See  6434.  Used! 
for  the  handle  of  a  drinking-cup；  I 
hence,  the  cup  itself.  | 

左 右奉璋  the  right  and  left,  I 
attendants,  handed  the  liba-| 

tion  cups. 

如 圭如璋  like  a  jade  mace,  j 一 for  purity. 

載 弄之璋  they  shall  have  I 
sceptres  to  play  with. 

弄 璋之喜  the  joy  of  a  “play| 
sceptre,’’  心 •  of  having  a  son! 
born;  sceptres  being  given  to  I 
boys  to  play  with,  tiles  to  girls. [ 
61’ 士  12,420  for  explanation. 

Malaria  ；  miasma  ；  pesti-| 
lential  vapours. 

姻瘴  miasmatic ;  malarious. 

瘴氣  malaria. 
瘴厲  a  plague ;  an  epidemic  [ 

arising  from  malaria. 

障
 4 

4。4 

鞾1
 

405 

A  cataract  in  the  eye. 
R. 

暗翳。 1 ■目零 醫 a  ataract.  I 
Usually  described  as  緑水灌 

曈人  green  water  poured  on to  the  “man  in  the  eye，”  i.e.  the| 

pupil. 

See 章 

Even  Upper. 

m 

403 

R. 陽 

See 
章 

Even  Upper. 

406 

R •陽 

An  ancient  feudal  State, |See  簟 

situated  in  modern  Shan-I  Even  uPPer- 
tung.  Name  of  an  ancient 

city  in  Shantung.  Name 

of  a  province  under  the  秦 

Chlin  dynasty,  comprising 
the  south  of  modern  Anhui. 
Used  for  404 

障泥  to  protect  from  dirt.  Ap plied  to  various  things  thus  used 

障身法  the  gift  of  becominj 
invisible. 

A  flap  of  a  saddle  whict 

protects  the  rider’s  dress 

cal’  d 革 荸扼. 

A  water-bird；  a  kind  of 

wader,  otherwise  known  as 

水鷄  water  fowl. 

407 

R 号
 

See 章 

Even  Upper. 

To  separate  ；  to  screen  ； 

to  divide  off.  A  barricade  ； 

an  embankment  ；  a  trench 

a  screen  of  cloth;  a  veil. 

猶 雲之障 日光也 like 
clouds  intercepting  the  syn’s rays. 

遮 障  to  screen  off;  to  rail  off. 
閉  to  close  against  ingress. 

障塞  to  obstruct；  to  barricade. 

築 障  to  throw  up  defence works. 

障  to  entrench  a  camp;  to fortify. 

障  defence-works  at  the  fron tier. 

步 障  a  screen, 一 as  for  an  Imp. 
procession. 

左 右步障 screens  on  the right  and  left. . 

保障  a  protection  and  a  screen, 一 a  sure  defence.  Applied  to 
eminent  generals  and  statesmen. 

板障  a  wooden  partition. 

^  _  an  embroidered  screen. 

啓 障 紗  raised  her  veil. 

長 

408 

The  hornless  river-deer 

( Hydropotes  inermis;  Sw.J 
akin  to  the  musk,  common 

in  the  Yangtse  valley.  Also 
written  揮. 

鏖子  in  Chihli,  the  roebuck 
( Ceiyus  fygargus) ;  in  Central 
China,  the  hornless  river-deer. 

銀塵  the  silver  or  white  deer, 
which  appears  when  a  good  ruler 
is  on  the  throne. 

藤麗  the  musk  deer. 
四眼麈  the  four-eyed  deer 
( Cervus  Swinhoii)^  found 
Formosa  and  so  called  from  two 

spots  near  its  eyes. 

See  450. 

a 

409 
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Upper. 

A  curtain  ；  a  canopy  ； 

screen ;  a  veil.  A  tent；  an 

abode.  A  plan  ；  to  ealeu 
late.  To  spread  out;  a 

scroll， An  account  or  bill, 

for  which  414  is  now  used. 
Also  used  for  404. 

帳子  curtains. 帳幔  bed-curtains. 布帳 an  awning;  a  screen. 

帳鈎  a  curtain-hook. 帳頂  the  top  of  bed-curtains;  a tester. 
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圍帳  a  screen ;  curtains  round 
a  bed,  or  drawn  before  an  alcove. 

帳簾  a  screen  or  curtain  hung 
before  a  door. 

錦帳 一隹人  an  embroid¬ 
ered-curtain  beauty, 一 a  beautiful 
bride. 

帳  房  a  tent.  Also,  the  business 
department  ol  a  large  family. 

帳下  under  the  tent, — serving 
as  a  soldier ;  under  canvas. 

營帳  a  camp. 

設帳  to  pitch  one’s  tent;  to 
teach ;  to  keep  a  school, 一 from 

the.  curtain  in  馬融  ’s  school, 
behind  which  sat  female  musi¬ 
cians. 

打帳 要賴他  proposed  to 
repudiate  the  liability  to  him. 

設祖帳 t。  prepare  a  farewell 
feast. 

橫帳  a  list  of  guests. 

壽帳  scrolls  given  to  old  people 
on  their  birthdays. 

混帳  good-for-nothing ;  disrepu¬ table. 

了帳了  帳  there’s  an  end  of 
 it! 

俱 已了帳 and  th 
end  of  both  of  them. 

See  452. 

Fine  white  table  -  rice. 

Provisions  ；  to  supply  with 
food. 

以 峙其糂 (received  orders: 
to  store  up  provisions. 

See  413. 

A  sWelled  belly  ；  pot-bel¬ 

lied  ； dropsical.  To  swel 

up  ； .  to  groW  big. 

水脹  dropsy  in  the  abdomen. 

飽脹  puffed  out;  swelled;  tense 
as  the  belly  of  a  dyspeptic. 

脹肚  a  swelled  belly. 

腫脹  swollen. 

脹的荒  much  swelled  out. 

413 
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ere  was  an 

j  chang 

消脹  to  relieve  or  disperse  a swelling. 

眼滿  swelled  out,  as  a  dropsical 
belly. 

脹氣  flatulency. 
脹悶  flatulent;  tightness  of  the stomach. 

♦ 〆 

Read  ch'an^.  The  in¬ 
testines. 

R. 

An  account  ；  a  bill  ；  a 

debt.  To  charge；  to  reckon 

up.  See  409,  923. 

賬目  accounts. 賬項  entries  of  accounts;  items. 

賬單0 r 賬目 單 abm;an invoice；  a  memo  of  accounts, 

賬本。 r 賬簿  an  account book. 

賬房  a  counting-house. 
張  the  balance  of  an  account. 

賬主兒  a  creditor. 討 賬目。 r 收賬。 r 要賬 
to  collect  debts. 

今 日要討 個賬兒 ■ 
I’ll  pay  him  out ! 

管賬  to  keep  the  accounts;  to 
act  as  book-keeper. 

拉賬 t。 mn  up  bills;  to  run  into debt. 

算賬。 r 計賬。 r 弄賬 t。 
cast  up  accounts;  to  settle  up. 
The  second  is  also  used  of  the 
census  returns. 

明 天箅賬  we  will  settle  up 
to-morrow. 

不箅張  not  to  be  included  in the  account.  Used  in  the  sense 

of  “that  does  not  matter;”  also 
in  disparagement  of  people,  as 

“he  is  of.no  account,”  and  in 
many  other  ways. 

天明 與你箅 賬 “  day light  I  will  settle  up  with  you, 
— punish  you. 

欠賬  to  owe  money. 

淸賬 OT 完賬 deM  cff debts. 

倒賬  to  become  bankrupt. 

放賬  to  give  credit.  Also,  to 

pay  interest. 
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賬 務絆身  to  be  embarrassed 
with  debts. 

開花賬  to  make  out  a  flowery bill,  i.c.  charge  for  articles  r)t 
really  bought,  or  charge  more 
than  the  proper  market  rates. 

Cakes  made  of  flour, 

售長 售皇  cakes,  buns,  biscuits,  etc. 

To  draw  a  bow  ；  to 

extend  ；  to  stretch  ；  to  string 
as  a  guitar  (see  4483) ;  to 

draw  up,  as  a  document. 

To  proclaim  to；  to  publish; 
to  set  out ；  to  display；  to 

boast.  Numerative  of  tables, 

chairs,  paper,  documents, 

skins,  tents,  etc.  See  6326. 

戠 張我弓  we  have  bent  our 
bows. 

張絃  to  draw  a  bow. 天之 道其猶 張弓乎 
the  Tao  of  God  is  like  drawing 

a  bow,— the  exalted  are  brought 
low  and  the  lowly  are  exalted; 

alluding  to  the  top  and  bottom 
horns  which  are  thus  made  to 
fall  and  rise,  respectively. 

— *  ̂  ― •  one  bending,, one 
relaxing  (of  a  bow),  tte.  work 

and  play  by  turns. 

擘張  to  string  a  crossbow  with the  hand;  張  with  the  foot. 

張幕  t。 pitch  a  tent. 

張武 軍  t0  form  an  entrenched 

camp. 

張口  (0I ■嘴) t0  open  the  mouth. 

張. 嘴貨兒  goods  which  open their  mouths  for  food, — animals. 

有 錢不買 張口貨 
if  I  had  money  I  would  not 

spend  it  in  buying  u  open-mouth 
goods,’’  i,e.  mouths  to  feed. 

張開  to  open,  as  a  door,  etc. 

開張  to  open  out,  as  goods;  to start  or  open,  as  a  shop;  to  sell. 

今天 沒開張  to-day  I  have 
sold  nothing. 

亮 張 三 天  to  have  done  three days’  good  business. 
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張傘 1。  open  an  umbrella. 

張揚  to  spread  about;  to  prc-j claim. 

鋪 張華麗  to  make  a  great  | 
display  of  decoration. 

具張  to  draw  up  a  document. 

張 桂 I、 to  hang  up  for  display; 
to  post,  as  a  proclamation. 

張羅 to  help;  to  lend  a  hand;' 
to  attend  to,  as  guests ;  to  tender, 

as  for  a  contract;  to  cast  about, 
as  for  employment,  or  to  raise 
money. 

張 羅故陷  to  spread  a  net  to entrap  people. 

張 羅捕虎 t。 set  a  net  t。 
catch  a  tiger, 一 to  try  g,entle 
measures. 

鬚 眉畢張 eveiT  hair  of 
beard  and  eyebrows  made  to 

stand  out,  i.e.  minute  delinea- 

*  tion.  Used  figuratively  of  deli¬ neation  of  character. 

張大  to  hold  one’s  head  high; to  be  arrogant. 

誇張  to  boast. 
乖  cross-grained ;  unreason¬ able. 

戻 氣方張  the  noisome  va- pour  has  just  spread. 

張仙  a  demi-god  who  protects 
children  from  harm,  and  is  much 

worshipped  by  the  Manchus. 

主張 t。  manage;  to  control ;  to 
be  responsible  for. 

沒有 主 張  I  have  no  help  for 
it;  I  can  do  nothing. 

向 _ 內張 了一張 Pee- ped  inside  the  shelly 

一 *  張紙  a  sheet  of  paper. 

一 ■張 虎皮  a  Jtiger-skin. 

一 張椅子  a  chair. 

張 王李趙  Chang,  Wang,  Li, 
and  Chao, — the  four  common 
surnames  of  China. 

張 冠李戴  Chang’s  hat  on Li’s  head,  —  the  wrong  man. 

張 彐李四  Chang  the  third 
brother  and  Li  the  fourth, 一 two 
common  names  used  for  any¬ 
body,  as  John  Doe  and  Richard 
Roe  in  legal  documents. 

你說張 家好， 我說李 

家好  you  praising  Chang,  I 

w 
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praising  Li,— each  cracking  up 
his  own  side. 

張 : j 壬  insolent;  overbearing. 

張 皇六師  maintain  your  ar¬ mies  in  great  order. 

1 皇  panic;  in  confusion. 

張 惶敖露  to  fail  in  anything from  nervousness,  or  want  of 
resolution. 

張貼  to  post  up, — as  notices. 

張致  to  pose;  to  strike  attitu¬ des;  to  be  affected. 

張疑  to  bewilder. 
張法  a  plan;  an  arrangement. 

張 大其詞  exaggeration ; bombast. 

張敞筆  the  pencil  of  Chang Ch‘ang， 一 of  the  Han  dynasty, 
who  was  surprised  by  a  friend 

painting  his  wife’s  eyebrows, 
Used  in  the  sense  of  “conjugal 

familiarities.” 

Read  cJiang、 To  swell. 

To  rise,  as  the  tide.  To 

overflow  ；  to  inundate  ；  a 

freshet.  To  expand,  as  iron 

under  heat  ；  to  go  up,  as 

prices. 

水; 漲  the  water  is  rising. 

漲  * 潮  flood  tide. 
潮漲  the  tide  is  making. 
* 漲 起  to  rise,  as  water. 

漲 滿 ot 漲溢 t。 rise  to  fuL ness. 

* 漲發  to  rise,  as  the  tide;  to  be 
high. 

* 漲  be  left  dry  by  a  receding 
river  or  sea：  foreshore. 

’ 漲破了  swelled  and  burst  it, — as  water  in  a  jug  expanding 
under  frost. 

春日 漲雲岑 the  spring  sun sends  the  cloud-mountains  high into  the  sky. 

紫漲了 面皮 a  flush  over- spread  her  face. 

漲價  to  rise,  as  prices;  to  be 
at  a  premium,  as  stock. 

價 錢要； ̂   the  price  will go  up. 
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流 質漲力  the  elasticity  of  a 
fluid,  a  term  in  mechanics. 

漲海  a  name  for  the  Gulf Tonquin. 

Same  as  413. 

Irresolute. 

倘 祥  going  to  and  fro;  volatile； 
unsteady. 

徜 徉天下  to  travel  over  the 
empire. 

佞人徜 徉如此  flatterers 
working  their  will  like  this. 

The  piece  of  leather  used 
for  soles  on  Chinese  shoes. 

A  part  of  a  saddle.  A 

patch. 
打 皮萆尚  to  put  on  a  sole. 

打 個躺子  to  put  a  patch  on 
shoes. 

The  palm  of  the  hand； 
the  sole  of  the  foot.  A 

paw；  a  hoof.  To  rule；  to 
control  ；  to  direct.  See  2549, 

10,904,  9190. 

掌  the  palm  of  the  hand. 

栺掌  see  7940. 柏掌。 r 树掌 to  clap  the hands;  to  applaud. 

不信時 ，與你 柏掌爲 

定  and  then  if  you  don’t  be¬ lieve  me  I  will  clap  hands  >yith 

you  to  clinch  it.  [Here  follows 

a  vow.] 

合 座鼓掌  the  whole  party clapped  their  hands. 

和拿。 r 命掌 to  join  the 
hands, — as  in  prayer.  S^e  3945. 

合掌已 A 聖流 merely folding  the  hands  enrolls  one 

among  the  faithful, — if  it  is  done 
as  an  earnest  of  repentance. 
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看掌紋  to  inspect  the  lines  on 
the  hand;  to  practise  palmistry 
or  chiromancy. 

掌上扮  puppets  formed  by 
dressing  up  the  hands. 

打一 巴掌  to  give  smack 
in  the  face. 

一巴掌 ，將 小乙 打在 
一邊  with  a  smack  in  the  face 
knocked  the  servant  boy  aside. 

掌嘴  to  beat  on  the  mouth, — 
as  recalcitrant  or  lying  female 
witnesses. 

眞如反 掌之邊 really 
easy  as  turning  over  one’s  hand. 

易 如反掌  as  easy  as  turning 
over  the  hand. 

熊掌  bears’  paws,  considered  a 
great  delicacy,  and  one  of  the 
eight  dishes  specially  set  apart 
for  the  Emperor. 

釘馬掌  to  shoe  a  horse. 

掌史  to  be  employed  in  the 
historical  department. 

掌營。 r 掌理  to  control;  to 
direct. 

掌事  to  manage  a  matter. 

掌櫃的  proprietor  or  manager 
of  a  shop;  a  shopman.  See  9190. 

掌 握兵權  to  have  control 
over  the  army. 

掌囚  to  superintend  a  prison;  a 
gaoler. 

掌刑的  the  underlings  who 
administer  the  bamboo. 

掌簿官  the  recording  angel  in 
the  Chinese  Hades. 

職掌  to  administer  a  post, 

寧  士  Chancellor  of  the 
Hanlin  or  Imperial  Academy. 

There  are  two,  one  Manchu  and 
one  Chinese. 

掌儀司  the  Office  of  Worship, 
Ceremonial,  and  control  of 
eunuchs,  at  Peking. 

掌教  to  direct  and  teach ;  tlie 
principal  of  a  college. 

王 事缺掌 toiling  in  the 
vice  of  the  prince. 

仙人掌  hands  of  immortals, 
i.e.  the  cactus,  especially  certain 
kinds  with  flattened  branches. 

命 掌六師  was  charged  with 
the  command  of  the  six  hosts, 

i.e.  the  army. 
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掌 上明珠  a  bright  pearl  on the  palm, — a  darling.  See  2549. 

至 掌  a  leech. 掌理  to  look  after;  to  take charge  of. 

掌 印  to  be  in  charge  of  a  seal. 

掌印 鈴事中 _ 掌道 

御史  the  senior  Censors  at¬ tached  to  a  Peking  Board  and 

a  province  respectively.  The 
junior  Censors  are  not  provided 
with  seals. 

掌稱  to  handle  the  scales, — to weigh. 

善 掌此環  take  great  care of  these  bracelets. 

掌故  Master  of  Ceremonies  un¬ der  the  Han  dynasty. 

A  large  fish,  described  as 

having  horns  and  a  yellow 

body,  and  able  to  fly.  Also 
called 黃 贘魚. 

The  surname  of  Mencius’ 
mother. 

A  measure  of  10  Chinese 

feet  —  1 1  ft.  9  in.  English. 

An  elder  ；  a  senior  ；  one 

worthy  of  respect. 

丈尺  measurement. 

丈 尺有數  the  measurement can  be  ascertained. 

[ft  to  measure,  as  land,  etc 

丈勘  to  survey  or  measure  out land,  as  in  geomancy. 

沒肴丈 量過1  have  nQt measured  it. 

一丈長  ten  feet  long. 

高三丈  thirty  feet  high. 

老丈  an  old  gentleman. 

吾丈。 r 我丈 &• 

方丈  one  of  the  three  Isles  ofl 
the  Immortals;  a  table  overload¬ 
ed  with  food;  ten  feet  square ; 

丈‘
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hence,  the  apartment  of  a  Bud¬ 
dhist  abbot;  the  abbot  of  a  Bud¬ 
dhist  monastery ;  the  monastery itself.  See  5270. 

丈人  an  elder;  a  wife’s  father. Used  of  the  fathers  of  one’s 
father’s  friends,  and  fathers  of 

qne’s  own  friends. 

岳丈  a  wife’s  father. 

丈毋。 r 丈毋娘  a  wife’s 
mother. 

國丈  the  Emperor’s  father-in- 

law. 

夫  explained  in  心 說文 
as  a  man  8  ft.  (nearly  a  chang) 

in  height ;  by  Wang  Ch*ung  as 
a  man  one  change  or  10  ft.  in 

height,  which  he  says  is  the  pro¬ per  measurement  (see  1992);  in 

the 詩註  as  a  man  on  whom 
one  can  倚 仗  rely ;  hence  a 
brave  fellow,  etc.  An  old  man; 

a  master;  a  husband ;  my  hus¬ band. 

丈夫子  male  children ;  super¬ 
ior  boys. 

丈夫氣 sPirit- 

你好不 '丈夫 you're  a  fine 

fellow  indeed !  [Ironical.] 

大丈夫  a  virtuous  man;  a hero;  a  great  man.  See  11,209. 

Weapons  of  war.  To 
fight.  To  rely  upon  ；  to  look 

up  to.  See  5454,  10,321. 

兵仗  arms;  weapons. 
打仗  to  fight  j  to  be  at  war. 

打勝仗  to  win  a  battle. 

打敢 仗 to  lose  a  battle. 

接仗  to  join  battle. 
橾 仗以戰  to  drill  in  prepar¬ 
ation  for  war. 

得仗  to  get  an  ally. 
內仗  a  palace  guard, — 42  in  all， under  the  T‘ang.  dynasty. 

五仗  the  s  divisions  of  the  body¬ guard  of  the  T‘ang  Emperors, 

仗 下面陳  to  express  one’s 
views  after  the  withdrawal,  of 

the  bodyguard, — secretly. 

對仗  in  presence  of  the  body¬ guard, — as  above. 

仗劍  to  grasp  a  sVMrci;  to  trust to  one’s  sword. 
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仲仗  to  looi  up  to;  to  rely  upon. 

倚仗0 r 憑仗  to  trust  to. 

仗 人之力 to  trust  to  human strength. 

^  ̂   ̂   ̂A.  t0  trust  t0  on
e's position  to  be  able  to  insult 

people  with  impunity. 

仗着 $事  to  rely  on  one
’s own  ability. 

仗着嘴  to  rely  on  one*s  elo¬ quence  or  persuasiveness. 

仗 着有錢  to  rely  on  the  fact 
of  having  money. 

各爲 立仗馬  they  were  all his  humble  followers. 

A  staff -  a  stick  [see  2532)； 

a  coolie’s  pole  for  carrying ; 
the  heavy  bamboo  with 

which  criminals  are  beaten, 

see  答  1958.  To  beat.  To 
lean  on.  Used  for  425. 

柺杖 an  old  person’s  staff. 
杖 者  an  old  man,  or  one  who 

uses  a  staff. 

投 杖而拜  threw  down  his 
staff  and  prostrated  himself. 

杖行  to  walk  with  a  stick. 

杖 朝, t0  walk  with  a  stick  at 
Court, — a  privilege  accorded  to 
persons  over  80  years  of  age. 
Hence,  the  term  has  come  to 
mean  80  years  old. 

杖于鄕  one  who  uses  a  staff 
in  his  village  ；  a  village  elder, 
or  one  over  60  years  of  age. 

荷杖而  歸  he  shouldered  his 
carrying-pole  and  went  home. 

執杖  to  hold  the  staff, —as  a 
chief  mourner  at  a  parent’s funeral. 

哭喪杖  the  mourn-death  staff, 
held  by  chief  mourners  as  above. 

杖 頭空虛  the  staff- top  emp- 
ty,  z 上  poor  or  destitute,  it  being 
customary  in  former  times  to 

carry  money  at  the  top  of  the 
walking-stick. 

杖頭錢  drink-money;  pour- boire. 

錫杖 ot 禪杖  the  metal  staff 
of  the  religious  (Buddhist)  men¬ 
dicant,  originally  used  for  knock- 

、 ing  at  house  doors.  An  abbofs 
staff  or  crosier,  supposed  to  have 

杖
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the  power  to  release  souls  from 
torture  in  the  world  below,  and 
therefore  carried  at  masses  for 

the  dead.  Name  of  a  hair-pin 

worn  by  pious  old  women.  Sans¬ 
krit  khakkharam.  See  2620. 

九 鐶錫杖  a  khakkharam with  nine  bells  to  drown  all 

worldly  sounds  and  warn  insects 
to  get  out  of  the  way. 

夢杖  the  light  and  heavy  bam- ^oos,  as  used  for  the  flogging  of 
criminals. 

to  administer  a  bambooing. 

杖枷  to  bamboo  and  put  in  the cangue. 

杖打  to  bamboo. 
杖責  a  flogging  with  the  bam boo. 

杖 責八十  to  inflict  80  blows of  the  bamboo. 

杖一百  give  him  a  hundred blows. 

決杖 三十聲  ordered  him 
30  blows. 

臣先 TV 杖後入 _  y。111 servant  is  first  beaten  with  the 

bamboo  and  then  put  into  prison. 

杖刑  flogging  with  the  heavy 
bamboo  (the  2nd  of  the  five 

punishments) 一- of  which  there 
are  five  grades,  from  60  to  100 
blows. 

杖信  to  trust  to 朋友相 交所、 楝奢健 
mutual  confidence  is-  th^bona 

of  friendship*. 

The  light  of  the  sun  ； 

shining  ；  glorious  ；  prosper¬ 

ous  ； good.  To  make  pros¬ 
perous.  See  499. 

昌明  bright ;  shining ;  resplend¬ ent. 

昌盛  abundant ;  prosperous ; 
having  many  descendants. 

吉昌  well  off;  lucky. 

昌  splendid;  brilliant. 

順 天者昌  he  who  obeys God,  prospers. 

其此必 昌 this 
tainly  a  good  one. 

omen  is  cer- 
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Even  &  Sink¬ 
ing  Upper. 

昌 盡必硤  when  good  for¬ 
tune  is  exhausted,  then  follows 

evil  fortune ; — alluding  to  the 
alternation  theory  of  Lao  Tzu, 
in  which  the  Chinese  believe  so 
firmly. 

禹 拜昌言  Yu  bowed  when 
he  heard  the  good  words. 

猗 嗟昌兮  alas  for  him,  so 
handsome  and  accomplished ! 

子 之昌兮  how  complete  is 
your  art! 

克 昌厥狻  ensuring  prosper¬ 
ity  to  your  descendants. 

昌大  increasing  in  greatness. 

俾爾 昌而大 may  (the gods)  make  you  prosperous  and 

great 

百  _  all  plants;  all  things;  all 
creation. 

百昌 生於土 而友於 

土  all  things  spring  from  the 
dust,  and  to  the  dust  they  return. 

文 昌  name  of  a  constellation- part  of  Ursa  Major —— supposed to  be  the  residence  of  文昌 

帝君  the  God  of  Literature, who  is  much  worshipped  by 

Confucianists. 

文昌閣  a  shrine  dedicated  to 
the  God  of  Literature. 

A  leader  ；  a  guide.  To 

lead ;  to  introduce；  to  take 
the  initiative. 

爲 天下倡  to  be  an  example 
to  the  empire. 

倡 率  to  lead  on,  as  troops. 

倡導  to  lead,  or  mislead. 
倡 一 - 陣  to  lead  a  troop. 

^  ̂   to  h6ad  a  riot. 

倡貢  to  speak  first. 
倡隨  to  lead  and  follow,  as  hus¬ band  and  wife. 

倡始。 r 倡端  to  initiate;  lo originate. 

首倡  the  first  to  do  anything  ； 
an  inventor. 

^  give  the  first  note, and  we  will  join  in  with  you 

(女 = 汝 
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一人倡 之百人 和之 
if  one  man  leads,  all  the  rest  will 
follow. 

Read  chlangx.  To  sing. 
Interchanged  with  娼  a 

singing-girl. 

倡優  singers  and  actors. 

昔爲 倡家女 she  was  fc)r- 
merly  a  singing-girl. 

To  lead  in  singing  ；  to 

sing  \  to  call  out ;  to  pass 

the  word.  Anciently  ap¬ 

plied  to  a  division  of  the 

night  watch,  equal  to  one 
fifth  of  it. 

唱曲。 r 唱歌  to  sing  songs. 

他會唱  he  can  sing. 

唱雨 句我聽 sing us  a  son& 

讀唱的  a  street-singer. 

唱出調  t0  sing  out  tune. 

唱法  style  of  singing. 

唱本  a  song  book. 

唱和  to  sing*  a  duet. 
唱戯  to  perform  a  play. 

淸唱  to  perform  as  amateurs. . 

二  ̂   to  sing  in  the  Anhui 
style ;  see  5160. 

唱梆子  to  sing  in  the  Shansi 
style ;  see  8652. 

夫 唱婦隨  husband  singing 
and  wife  joining  in,  i.e.  harmony 
of  husband  and  wife. 

彈 唱  to  play  and  sing. 

主 家唱曰  the  master  of  the 
house  shouted  out  and  said. … 

鳴鑼 唱道:  to  sound  the  gong 
and  call  out  to  clear  the  road, 

as  is  done  before  the  procession 
of  a  mandarin. 

唱名  to  call  out  names,  as  of 
visitors;  to  muster. 

明年 果首唱 and  in  the  fol- 
lowing  year  he  came  out  at  the 
head  of  the  list. 

唱禮  to  direct  the  ceremonial. 

唱飯  to  call  out  rice,  to 
invite  a  departed  spirit  to  come 

and  eat,  as  is  done  near  the 

graves  of  deceased  relatives. 
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唱退  to  sound  a  retreat. 

唱 開侍從  to  order  the  atten¬ dants  to  retire, 一 out  of  earshot. 

公公 唱嘌了  my  respects  to 
you,  Sir. 

Same  as  429. 

A  singing-girl  ；  a  pros 
titute. 

娼妓。 r 娼婦 w 娼女 
prostitutes. 

i  ̂   local  prostitutes.
 

娼家  a  brothel-keeper. 

窩娼  to  keep  a  brothel. 
娼門  the  family  or  descendants 
of  prostitutes. 

當娼  to  be  a  prostitute. 

娼 優隷卒  prostitutes,  actors, lictors,  and  constables, — the  four 
classes  whose  children  are  dis¬ 
qualified  from  entering  the  public 
examinations. 

To  throw  a  cloak  or 

other  garment  loosely  over 
the  body. 

A  herd  of  animal^  fleeing. 

猖狂  mad;  wild;  boisterous; seditious. 

猖魔神  raving  mad;  demo¬ niacal. 

The  sweet  flag.  Also 

applied  to  other  water- 

plants. 

菖蒲  the  calamus  (A corns  cala¬ mus).  Its  leaves  are  hung  on  door 

lintels,  in  the  shape  of  a  sword, 

on  the  5th  of  the  5th  moon,  the 

Dragon  Festival,  to  ward  offevil 
influences.  See  7602. 

See  432. 
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The  gate  of  heaven,  in 
recent  times  said  to  be  kept 

by  關帝  Kuan  Ti,  the Chinese  God  of  War.  The 

palace  gates  of  the  Emperor 
are  also  so  called.  The  west 
wind.  5^  風 355.4. 

囿闔 始升天 之門也 
the  ch^ang  ho  is  the  first  en 
trance  gate  to  heaven. 

棑 間闔入 幽谷。 Pen  the gate  of  heaven  and  enter  into the  dark  valley. 

間門 one  of  the  gates  of  Soochow 

city. 

Alarmed. 

惝忧  nervous  and  agitated. 
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Great  billows  -  raging 
waves.  Also  read  tanf  • 

淌眼淚  to  shed  copious  tears. 

滴水 t。 drip- 
倘 出水來  the  water  is  leaking out. 

淌汗  to  drip  with  sweat. 

淌溝  a  gutter;  a  channel  for water  to  flow  off. 

See  449. 

Constant ;  .  regular  ；  fre¬ 

quent  ； usual  ；  see  1 0^382. 

A  rule；  a  principle.  A  long 

spear  in  war-chariots.  Six¬ 
teen  feet ；  see  4885.  Also 

read  shang^. 

常時  ever;  always. 
备‘ 。r 常日  constantly. 

宵 草掛念  t0  constantly  bear 

in  mind. 

平常  usually. 非常  unusual ;  out  of  the  ordi¬ 

nary. 
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常人 an  ordinary  person. 

常有  it  often  happens  that . 

常看  to  constantly  read. 

照常  according  to  custom. 

如常  as  usual. 
常言道  it  is  a  common  saying •  •  • 

往龠 的事情  past  affairs. 

常 飯 ordinary  fare;  pot-luck. 

常脤  ordinary  clothes. 

常規  a  common  custom ;  the 
ordinary  practice. 

不成常  to  become  dissipated. 

常久  for  a  long  time. 

常事  every-day  affairs. 

可暫 不可常 it  can  be  s。 
temporarily,  but  not  for  long. 

五常  the  five  virtues,  viz. :  仁 

義 禮智信  charity  (/.<?.  na¬ 
tural  goodness  of  heart),  duty 
to  one’s  neighbour；  propriety 
wisdom,  and  truth, 

師何常 ，在 .明 wherein 
lies  the  excellence  of  a  master? 

In  clearly  apprehending  the 
Canon. 

胃  H  ordinary  rules. 

常性  perseverance. 
愦常  the  law  of  love;  affection ‘ 

常造 a  constant  visitor:、 
常關  the  native  Customs, 一 as 
opposed  to  the  Maritime  Customs 

常—稅  native  Customs’  duties 
常品  ordinary  quality. 
常在  constantly  present. 
常會  to  meet  constantly. 

常價  current  rates. 
常愛  to  be  in  the  habit  of..... 

常 時頑的  a  hobby；  a  favo¬ 
rite  amusement. 

常工  long  term  labourers 
常川  uninterruptedly,  constantly. 

常 赦可原 and 常赦所 
不原  (offences)  that  do,  and 
that  do  not,  come  within  the 
terms  of  an  ordinary  act amnesty. 
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不 易其常  not  to  change  old- established  custom. 

以 此爲常  such  was  his  com-  j mon  custom. 

余獨好 ^ 修 以爲常 
my  occupation  consists  in  the 
cultivation  of  virtue. 

吾失我 常也1  am ⑽ Qf 
my  element. 

用 常之處  means  which  may be  adopted, — the  same  being 
suitable  to  the  circumstances. 

物 有常數 ，人 有差錯 
things  have  their  appointed  ends, 
and  man  is  not  infallible.  [Of  a breakage.] 

純瑕 _ 常矣 — Pure blessings  be  your  lot! 

無常  inconstant；  irregular;  used 
by  the  Buddhists  in  the  sense 
of  annihilation,  death. 

一 旦無常 萬事休 one 
morning  comes  annihilation, 扣 d 
all  things  cease. 

俱以無 常爲慮 m  w them  were  ,  afraid  of  death. 

無 常一到 ，性 命難逃 

when  a  無錫  Wu-hsi %  or  a 

常州  Ch^ang-chou  man  ap¬ 
pears  on  the  scene， it’s  all  up ! — 
used  punningly  by  the  Kiangsii 
people  in  reference  to  the  tru¬ 
culence  of  the  inhabitants  of 
those  districts. 

無常鬼  the  spirit  of  a  living man,  employed  to  arrest  wicked 
spirits  on  earth  and  convey  them 
to  Purgatory,  the -ordinary  lictors 
of  the  infernal  regions  not  being 
able  to  stand  the  light  of  day. 

走無常  to  fall  into  a  trance 
無常心  not  of  constant  heart, 一 said  of  one  who  can  never 

stick  to  anything  for  long. 

太常寺  the  Court  of  Sacrificial Worship,  at  Peking. 

常住  a  large  Buddhist  mona¬ 
stery. 

Name  of  a  lady  who  stole 

the  drug  of  immortality  and 
fled  with  it  to  the  moon 

where  she  was  changed  into a  frog. 

月 裏嫦娥 Ch<ang  O  in  the moon. 

R. 

See 刺 

A. song 
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Rising  Upper. 

廠 
444 

條 
445 

High,  level  land;  a  pla¬ 

teau.  Open ;  spacious.  *To 
display.  To  burnish.  [To 
be  distinguished  from  ̂  

8970」 

高敞 _  a  lofty,  open  spot. 

寫敞。 r 闊敞  broad ;  Bpa- 
cious. 

— * 片 敞地 a  %如， 叩郎 

space. 

處 瞼不敞  a  dangerous,  nar- 
rpw  spot. 

敞懷 or 敞 心  to  disclose 
one’s  feelings. 

事還 敞着口 兒呢 a talking  of  this  matter, — of  which 
enough  bas-been  said. 

敞 着開兒  as  much  as  one 
likes. 

敵着 _ 兒 吃 toeatasmuch 

as  one  likes. 

尚^亮 0Pen  今 nd  bright;  cheer¬ ful  ，- well  lighted  and  ventilated. 

敵開  to  open, — as  a  door. J 

A  shed.  A  yard,  or 

workshop.  An  office. 

廠子 - 廠地  a  yard, — as  a carpenter’s  or  bricklayer’s. 

草廠  a  place  for  keeping  hay 

篷肩 ̂  a  mat  shed, 廠所  a  Ration;  a  dipdt, 

煤炭廠  a  coal-yard,  or  coal- 
merchant^.. 

a  mint  for  casting 

標廠  an  office  for  selling  lottery tickets. 

關廠  a  Customs1  examination 
shed. 

廠厦  side  sheds,  i,e.  a.vcrandah 
廠匈  former  name  of  th 总  tile factories  ( Liu-li-cjilang)y  Peking. 

Same  as  443. 

Same  as  437. 
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The  downy  feathers  of  a 

crane  or  other  long-legged 

bird,  used  for  trimming 

dresses；  marabou.  See  3888. 

® 衣 ㈣ 服)  a
  crane-skin 

robe, — worn  by  Taoist  priests. 

鶴®  crane’s~down， —— like  swan’s- down. 

被。 r 披鶴® 衣  with  my 
crane’s-down  cloak  over  my 

shoulders, 一 like  壬恭 of  the 

晉  dynasty. 

Same  as  446. 

To  pay  back;  to  indem¬ 
nify  ； to  make  amends  or 
restitution.  To  fulfil. 

償還  to  pay  back;  to  restore. 

償錢。 r 償債  to  pay  debts. 

賠償 or  償  t。 compensate; 
to  indemnify. 

償命  to  give  life  for  life;  to 
avenge  a  death. 

毅人償 命 take  a  life， give 
a  life;  a  life  for  a  life. 

要 我抵償  wants  me  to  make! 
good  the  loss. 

償  願  to  fulfil  the  desire  of 
one’s  heart. 

夙 願難償  it  will  be  difficult 
for  him  to  fulfil  his  old  desire. 

To  taste.  To  try.  Past; 

forms  a  past  tense  ；  for¬ 

merly  ；  once  ；  on  one  occa¬ 
sion.  Autumnal  offering  of 

first-fruits  to  ancestors. 

嘗一嘗  taste  it. 

嘗一勲 兒。1 •嘗 一些 taste  a  little. 

先嘗之  taste  it  first. 

買 — 1 個嘗嘗 buy  one  to 
taste. 

要喫 個嘗新  he  wanted  to 
taste  one. 

嘗試  to  make  trial  of. 

不 琴嘗琴  i do  /n4t  dare  to try  it, — foreign  medicine. 

霤 449 他嘗 上過吊  he  tried  to hang  himself. 

他嘗 尋辱死 he  tried  to 
commit  suicide. 

未嘗  not  yet  tried;  not  expe¬ rienced,  etc.  [Followed  by  ̂  , 

makes  a  strong  affirmative] 

客 曰未嘗  the  stranger  said he  had  not, 一 e.g.  met  him  before. 

惟 予與女 知 愐未嘗 

死未 嘗生也  only  you and  I  know  that  you  have 
never  lived  and  have  never  died. 

[女 = 汝 y。11. 而 = 爾 —.] 

予未嘗 不在， 客未嘗 

不從  [on  such  occasions]  I 
was  always  there,  alv/ays  accom¬ 

panied  by  a-  friend. 

相馬 醫未嘗 見笑曰 
the  horse  doctor  had  hardly 

looked  (at  the  animal)  when  he 

laughed  and  said"".. 

汝實未 嘗在塲 [at  that time]  you  really  were  not  at  the 

spot, — of  an  alibi. 

實未 嘗於該 船有所 

留  there  has  really  been  no 
detention  of  the  ship, — in  conse¬ 
quence  of  something  which  has 

gone  before. 

未嘗 不可  there  is  no  reason against  it. 

嘗聞  I  have  heard  say,  or  嘗 

思  it  appears  to  me, 一 two  phra¬ ses  used  at  the  beginning  of 
essays. 

時嘗病  was  often  ill. 

高 麗嘗遣 使求之 the Koreans  on  one  occasion  sent 

ambassadors  to  get  some. 

何嘗  a  phrase  used  interroga¬ tively,  implying  an  answer  in 
the  negative. 

何嘗有  or  (in  books) 何！^ 

有之  how  have  I  got? — mean¬ ing  that  I  have  not  got. 

何 嘗不是  how  is  it  not  so? — meaning  that  it  is  so. 

何 嘗病哉  am  I  ill? — mean¬ ing  that  I  do  not  think  I  am. 

嘗業  habitual  occupation,  or 
profession.  Also  applied  to  here¬ 
ditary  property. 

輪祠潘 嘗 [sacrifices  in]  sum- mer,  spring,  winter,  and  autumn. 

Long,  of  time  or  space, 

as  opposed  to 短  short. 

Excelling  ；  advantageous  ； 

profitable.  Used  like  常 

440.  Radical  168. 

.長久 ot 長遠 （Qf  matters only)  for  a  long  time;  lasting; 

permanent. 

這 個人不 能長久 this man  cannot  last  long, — he  will die. 

長 天  a  long  day;  the  whole  clay. 
一 ' 長 子  a  taU  man. 

長夜  the  long  night;  death. 

僕 將長往  I  am  about  to  start on  a  long  journey,  or  one  which 
will  last  a  long  time,  i.e.  to  die. 

長歸  the  long  return,  or  return after  long  absence；  a  term  used 
for  death， 、 implying  that  it  is 

merely  a  return  home. 

長生  long  life;  immortality. Used  as  a  euphemism  for  coffins, 
death,  etc. 

長生 不老  long  life  without 
old  age, — the  immortality  of  the 
modern  Taoists,  supposed  to  be 
attainable  by  means  of  an  elixir, 
the  secret  of  which  has  been  lost. 

長生術  the  secret  of  immor¬ 
tality  ; the  elixir  of  life. 

長生菓  ground-nuts. 

長壽 old  age. 長 命百歲  long  life  ofahii^ dred  years.  Also  used  as  a 

wish, — “may  you  have,  etc •” 

長嘆  to  draw  a  deep  sigh. 

長 工  regular,  as  opposed  to  job1, 
work.  ( 

門長關  the  door  is  constantly shut. 

長  ̂2  l°ng  and  short;  lengthy merits  and  defects. 

不 說長短  without  going into  the  rights  and  wrongs  of  the case, . 

只有 旁人話 短長。 吻 the  looker-on  states  the  case  as it  actually  is. 

家 長里短  local  gossip  or 
scandal. 

長 江  the  long  river;  the  Yang- 
tsze. 

M
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^  the  Great  Wall. 

M  舌  lpDg-tongue;  or. 長氣 
long-winded, 一 of  great  talkers. 

長 虫  serpents. 
長 兵  long  weapons,  as  spears, 

etc. 

長毛賊 Qr 長髪賊 lonS- 
haired  rebels ;  the  T*aipcings. 

一 尺潤三 尺長。 ne  foot 
broad  by  three  in  length* 

處 長  an  excess ;  a  constant 
resort. 

長 處  good  points;  good  quali¬ ties. 

最長 於花烏 vei7  gQod  at 
flowers  and  birds, — as  a  painter. 

論 人所長  t0  sPeak  of  what 
people  excel  in,  or  their  good 

points. 

各 有所長  every  man  has  his 
strong  point. 

— 無所長  without  a  single 
good  point. 

以才 品見長 to  excel  by 
one’s  talents. 

文 武兼長  excelling  both  as 
civilian  and  soldier. 

但樸調 ，無 他長崎 
straight-forward,  with  no  other 
recommendation. 

^  ̂   ̂   reckoned  the 
profit  at  77s.  3,000. 

胃  a  servant. 

長鮮 lictors- 
長  a  long  journey. 

長绑權  Icrng  white  gaiter- 
socks,  reaching  to  the  lcnees. 

長腰  long-waisted. 
長口  loquacious. 
長史  the  Remembrancer  of  a 

Prince’s  Palace. 

長於  skilful  or  clever  at . 
See  9663. 

長材  good  abilities;  talent. 

長 形帶圓  lc)ng  and  round 
•  shaped, 一 oval. 

長葫蘆 兒 a  lQng  gourd  — oval. 

長矛。 1 ■長槍 a  spear. 
長策  a  permanent  occupation. 

長長的  constantly. 

長，
 

45° 

長桃  tall  and  slender. 

長臉  a  long  face. 

長方臉  an  oblong  face. 

長 寒發冷  continuous  cold fits, — a  form  of  ague. 

長 至 日  the  day  of  the  summer solstice ;  the  longest  day. 

日長 至  the  lengthening  of days  after  the  winter  solstice. 

長 安居， 大不易 living at  Ch‘ang-an  (the  capital  under 

the  T‘ang  dynasty)  is  not  at  all 
easy, — it  is  too  expensive.  See 
1174. 

長 安雖好 ，不 是久留 

之處  P^easant  ajs  Ch‘ang-an  is, it  is  not  a  place  for  always, — 
there  is  no  place  like  home. 

Read  change.  senior, 
To  excel  ；  to  increase  ；  to 

grow. 家長  the  head  of  the  family. 

長 子  the  eldest  son. 
胃 胃  the  apartments  oY  the eldest  son;  the  eldest  son. 

尊 長  an  elder. 長兄  my  elder  brother;  Sir. 

保 長  a  headman;  a  tipao、 

長 妾  the  senior  concubine. 

長吏  a  senior  petty  official. 

胃  _  or  seniors;  those of  a  generation  above  the  speaker. 

the  eldest  of  one’s  younger 
brothers. 

長 幼爲序  precedence  ac¬ 
cording  to  age. 

年長 一 •歲 one  year  older. 

我 此 你長 I  am  older  than 

you. 

貴 庚多長  how  old  are  you  ? (To  equals  or  superiors.) 

牛 胃  born  and  bred.  : 

在 上海生 長。1 ■生長 
h. 、海  born  and  bred  at  Shang¬ hai. 

長 成  I0  have  grown  to  be;  to 
grow  up. 

長 大了  has  grown  up, — to manhood. 

長 
3 
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大 長了  has  very  much  in¬ 
creased. 

不 長 進  makes  no  progress, — 
in  studies. 

長芽兒  to  bud;  to  sprout. 
長 價  the  price  has  risen ;  to  get 

worse,  as  an  evil. 

長 多辟子  t。 let  the  pigtail  grow. 

還 再長完 t。 srow 
complete, 一 of  a  part  which  has 
been  cut  off 

長瘤  to  grow  mangy, — of  dogs. 

長 樣  the  appearance  of  a  grow¬ ing  child ;  what  one  promises to  be. 

長 見  to  increase  one’s  ex¬ perience;  to  widen  one’s  views. 

長 毛  to  mildew. 長 勁  to  increase  in  strength. 

長 得好看 grown  up  very good-looking. 

長  it  breeds  worms,  or  moths. 

此風 不可長 this  Practice 
cannot  be  allowed  to  .grow. 

長人 聰明  it  increases  one’s 

intelligence. 

你長他 人志氣 yQU  are magnifying  the  determination 
of  others, — in  order  to  escape 

having  to  do  the  thing  yourself. 

君子 道^長  the  Tao  of  the  per¬ 
fect  man  is  prevailing,— while 

小人道 ̂   消  that  of  the  mean 
man  is  passing  away. 

長落  the  rise  and  fall  of  water. 

長 厚  generous;  liberal. Read  chan 广  A  remain¬ 
der  ； a  surplus. 

你看長 這麽多 —！ 
there  is  this  much  over；  i 

無長物  there  is  nothing  over. 

長此蒙 恩 [if] after  this  act 

of  grace, .  | 

長此以 後  henceforward;  in 
future.

  
[ 

Groping  about;  not 

knowing  the  road.  Madly  - 
blindly.  | 

鬼  the  spirit  of  a  person  who 
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R， 陽 
See 長 
Even  Lower. 

has  been  eaten  by  a  tiger.  It 
urges  the  beast  to  devour  others, 

according^  to  the  Chinese  belief 
that  those  who  have  met  a  vio 

lent  death  may  return  to  the 

world  of  mortals  if  only  fortu¬ 

nate  enough  to  secure  a  substi¬ 

tute.  See  抓 2685- 

倡倔然  bewildered ;  'undeci¬ ded. 

蕩  a  rash  man;  a  blunderer. 

倔倡乎 其何之  where  is 
he  going  rambling  to  in  this 
aimless  way? 

Disappointed  in  one’s 
hopes.  Vexed  ；  dissatisfied. 

悵悵然  very  annoying. 

帳 望 而不見  to  look  long¬ 
ingly  but  not  to  see ;  to  be  disap¬ 

pointed. 

白 雲悵膾  to  gaze  upon  the 
white  clouds  and  long  for  an 
absent  friend.  r 

悵怏  disappointed. 

帳1 T 同  dejected;  depressed;  vexed. 

Confused  •’  giddy.  Large¬ 

eyed. 

眼 睛發賬  the  eye  has  swol¬ len  up. 

A  kind  of  fruit  called 

Carambola  (Averrhoa 

caravibola).  The  curious 

polygonal  “gooseberry”  of 
Canton,  known  as 楊桃， 

or  more  correctly  羊桃， 

willow-peach  or  goat-peach  v 

respectively. 

陽有甚  in  the  marsh  grows 
the  carambola. 

烏萇國  a  country  of  north¬ 
west  India,  called  Udyana,  and 

visited  by.  Buddha. ,  Known  to 
the  Greeks  as  Suastene. 

An  insect  of  the  centipede 

family. 

mm  a  kind  of  centipede,  sup¬ 

posed  to  get  into  the  ear. 

賴
 ‘ 
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場 
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A  case  for  a  bow.  To 

put  a  bow  in  its  case. 

虎雜  a  case  for  a  bow. 

A  broad,  barren  plot  of 

ground.  Name  of  a  place 
in  the  old  feudal  State  of 

衞  Wei,  now  the  north  of 
Honan. 

田昜献 茄涼  the  fields  lie  waste and  neglected. 

The  intestines^  the  bowels. 

Bowels  of  compassion  ；  the 

feelings;  affections: 

腸子  the  bowels. 
大腸  the  large  or  lower  intes¬ tine,  which  the  Chinese  believe 
connects  with  the  lungs. 

小腸  the  small  intestine. 

小 腸嫡氣  a  rupture. 
臟腸。 r 肚腸 the  bowels; the  intestines. 

值腸  the  rectum. 
腸痔  internal  piles. 
羊  sheep’s  guts;  winding”  as 
a  road ;  involved,  as  bad  com¬ 

position. 

羊腸路  a  winding  path. 

_  胃  @  to  stuff  pork  saus
ages. 

鉸腸痧  to  have  griping  pains; a  violent  colic. 

好  AH、 腸  kindly  disposed;  feel¬ ing  tenderly. 

腸斷  heart-broken. 

j^f  么 主 .an  Emperor’s  sister，一 
under  the  Ming  dynasty. 

無 腸公子  the  bowel-less nobleman, 一 poetical  name'  for a  crab. 

古 道熱腸  polite  and  oblig¬ ing  after  the  old  school. 

Same  as  460. 

塲
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An  area  of  level  ground  ； 

an  arena；  a  plot;  a  place，- 

under  many  significations. 

A  job;  a  spell.  Numerative 
of  affairs.  Also  read  ch、anf 
in  the  north. 

官場  the  official  arena;  official 
life. 

官塲 巧傳舍 the  official 

arena  is  like  handing  down  a 

house, — one  man  goes  out  an3 
another  comes  in. 

法塲  an  execution  ground. 
文塲 the  examination  arena,  or 

hall. 

下塲 01 ■進塲 to  enter  th.e arena,  i.e.  be  a  candidate  at  one 

of  the  public  examinations.  See below. 

出場  to  leave  the  hall， 一 after the  examination. 

淨塲  to  finally  empty  the  exam hall  of  candidates. 

監塲  to  oversee  or  superintend 
an  examination^ 一 as  the  Fu-t^ai 
superintends  the  examination  for 

舉 A  or  graduate  of  the  2nd degree. 

塲期  tile  date  of  the  examina¬ tion. 

塲中  in  the  arena. 大塲  the  examinations  for  the 2nd  and  3rd  degrees. 

yj>  場  the  examination  for  the first  or  lowest  degree. 

舉  a  general  term  for  students assembled  for  examination. 

觀瘍  to  take  a  look  at  the  arena, 
— to  go  up  for  the  first  time. 

戰塲  a  field  of  battle. 
屋塲  the  site  of  a  house. 
塲院 a  court-yard ;  a  parade- 
ground;  a  winnowing-floor. 

較  _  a  drill-ground,  or  parade- ground  for  troops. 

禾塲  OT  穀 — a  freshing- floor;  a  large  concrete  floor  for 
spreading  out  grain  to  dry. 

打塲  to  thresh  grain. 

登塲  to  ripen, — as  grain. 
壇塲  an  altar  in  the  open  air. 

開攤塲  to  open  a  gambling- 
house.  • 
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_  博 場  a  g
ambling-house. 

是非塲  a  place  or  position  in 
which  it  is  difficult-  to  keep  out 
of  hot  water. 

不要 冷了塲  don’t  let  the place  get  cold,— strike  while  the 
iron  is  hot. 

道塲  a  spot  hallowed  by  asso- 
I  ciation  with  some  supernatural 

or  semi-divine  being;  the  part 
I  of  a  monastery  where  religious 

services  take  place, 一 the  chapel. 

pff-  on  the  spot;  flagrante 
delicto、 

I 塲 中作興  in  the:  middle  of! 
what  was  going  on  to  get  eleva¬ 
ted  in  spirits, 

好住塲  a  good  neighbourhood 
•  to  live  in.  . 

j  一  場大夢 [life  is  like]  a great  dream. 

場面  a  stage ;  public. 

不 知塲面  not  to  know  how 
to  behave  oneself. 

上塲  the  stage,  L. 

下塲  the  stage,  R. 

通塲  right  through ;  all;  uni¬ formly. 

其塲 面稍覺 好看。 u 
somewhat  higher  level  of  respect¬ ability. 

塲處  a  pilch  ；  a  state  of  things. 

Joyous；  contented.  Pleas¬ 

ant  ̂   exhilarating.  Clear  ； 

perspicuous.  Long.  See 

5542. 

暢快  pleased;  happy. 

懷暢  to  feel  light-hearted. 

暢膽  bold;  presumptuous. 

暢叙  to  have  a  pleasant  con¬ 
versation. 

暢飮  to  enjoy  oneself  over  wine. 

暢遂 ㈤喂  going  according  to 
one’s  wishes. 

暢達。 r 通暢  clear；  perspi¬ 
cuous— of  style. 

暢茂  Iuxuriant  growth. 

暢截1 加 g  naves, 一 to  the  wheels 
i  of  a  war-charioU. 

I 暢噔 比  hear  with  pleasure. 

:暢壊  spoilt  by  pleasure. 
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C. chiu、  shiu 

H.  ch^auy  salt 
F.  tieu、 sien 
W.  dzioe^  zwe 

N.  dzioa、 zioa 

P.  chau、 shau 
M.  tsau、 sau 

Y.  tsoa、 soil 

Sz.  chau、shau 
K.  ch、o、 so 

暢滯  expansion  and  contrac¬ tion, 一 degree  of  expansiveness, 

as  of  revenue,  or  of  flourishing 
business. 

暢  B£  flourishing；  prosperous. 

暢月  the  eleventh  moon. 
暢流  to  flow  freely, 一 of  liquids. 

暢 行無阻  to  do  anything freely,  without  let  or  hindrance. 

A  long  ,  day.  Bright  ； 

clear  ；  transparent.  Extend¬ 
ed；  filled.  Interchanged  with 

暢 46k 
日乐日  a  long  day. 

Sacrificial  spirits  made 

by  fermenting  millet*  and 
fragrant  herbs,  one  of  which 

was  turmeric.  A  bow-case. 
Radical  192. 

鬯酒  mixed  wine. 
栢變 一 • 自  a  jar  of  herb- flavoured  spirits  made  from  black 

millet. - 

喔 草  aromatic  herbs. 
主  ̂   to  conduct  the  Imperial sacrifices, 一 to  be  the  successor 

to  the  throne. 

喔茂  luxuriant,  as  the  growth 
of  plants. 

■弓  to  place  a  bow  in  its  case. 

emo 函 

To  call  ；  to  summon  [see 

9953)  ;  to  cite  ；  to  give 
notice.  A  Tibetan  mo¬ 
nastery  ； see  473. 

召見。 r 宣召。 r 召對 
to  summon  to  court,  or  into  the 

presence. 

寵召  your  gracious  summons， 一 a  polite  phrase  used  in  a  note 
of  thanks. 

召1
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夂 召無諾  when  your  father calls,  do  not  answer  “yes,  I’m coming，’’ 一 but  go. 

乃 召六鄉  thereupon  he  call¬ 
ed  together  his  six  Generals. 

召請  t。 invite. 
徵 召使來  to  send  for  an  offi¬ 
cer  to  appear  at  court. 

召租  to  advertise  a  house  to  let. See  466. 

召佃  to  get  a  tenant. 
召耕  to  get  a  tenant  to  farm 

one’s  land. 

二 類相召  each  entailing  the other, — as  its  consequence^  cor¬ 
relates. 

Read  shao^  when  used 

for  召 jj ， an  old  city  in  Honan 

To  prognosticate；  to  en 

quire  by  augury；  to  divine 

To  hail  ；  to  beckon  with 

the  hand  ；  to  invite  to  come 

To  give  notice ;  to  pro¬ 
claim.  To  raise；  to  excite ； 

to  levy.  To  confess. 

招呼  to  call  to;  t。 hail. 
招手  to  beckon；  to  hand  over the  goodwill  of  a  business. 

招工  to  advertise  for  labourers; 
“labour  wanted.” 

招租 t。  advertise  property  to 
let;  “this  house  to  let.” 

招牌  a  sign-board;  a  shop  sign. 

招子 招帖  a  hand-billj  a 
poster；  a  notice  of  a  house  to let. 

不 許招帖  stick  no  bills. 
招充  to  engage  to  serve,  as  an employe. 

招親  to  seek  matrimonial  alli¬ ance.  Mostly  used  of  the  Impe¬ rial  family. 

招魂  to  summon  the  spirit, 一 of. a  man  who  has  died  away  from 

home.  A  religious  ceremony 

performed  by  the  family  of  the 
deceased. 
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招接客  to  entertain  guests. 

招非 w ̂ 招禍  to  invite  mis-j fortune;  to  bring  evil  on  oneself. 

自招  to  bring  upon  oneself. 

招兵  to  recruit;  to  raise  troops. 

招鄕民  to  raise  a  militia. 

招 財童子 the  boy  who 
brings  wealth, — the  favourite  god 
of  shopkeeper^. 

招船  to  hail  or  signal  to  a  ship. 

招來  to  summon  or  beckon  to. 

招風 t。  create  a  draught ;  to 
make  a  breeze. 

招笑  to  raise  a  laugh  against. 

招股  to  invite  subscriptions;  to 
invite  investments. 

招考  to  invite  entries  for  the 
examinations, 

招 花惹草  alluring;  enticing. 

招議。 r 招物議 to  get 
oneself  talked  about;  to  make  a 

public  scandal. 

杀華簡 相招1  have  re- 
ceived  your  kind  invitation. 

招安 t。  proclaim  an  amnesty ; 
to  invite  rebels  to  submit. 

招 A  or 招引.  to  introduce; 
to  bring  in,  as  a  convert. 

招徭  to  put  on  airs.  Also,  the 
star  >7  Benetnach  in  Ursa  Major, 

see  12,918;  and  a  Governor’s 
standard,  because  ornamented 

with  a  figure  of  this  star. 

招棺 過市  toswagger through 
the  streets.  See  12,916. 

招展  to  wave  about. 

不 禪惹他  d。11’1  Provoke him. 

招 架不住  unable  to  resist 
him;  can’t  keep  him  off. 

招認。 r 招承。 r 招罪 
to  confess；  to  acknowledge. 

畫招  to  sign  a  confession. 

招 認口供  to  acknowledge 
the  truth  of  the  evidence. 

自 然招承  he  will  necessarily 
confess. 

招定  to  make  a  full  confession. 

招賠  to  confess  and  apologise. 

招人恨  to  be  very  unpopular. 

招1
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R •嘯 

See 照 

SinkingUpper. 
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R •蕭 

See 昭 

Even  Upper. 
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R. 嘯 

See 照 

SinkingUpper. 

招 集公司  to  start  a  commer¬ 
cial  company. 

招提  a  hut  or  shed  inhabited 
by  ascetics;  a  Buddhist  mona¬ 
stery  ； a  home  or  shelter  for 
monks.  Cf.  Sansk.  kutu 

招渡  a  term  used  to  denote  a 
religious  service  or  ceremonial 
performed  on  behalf  of  the  dead. 

招商  to  invite  merchants. 

招商局  the  China  Merchants’ 
S.  N,  Co.  . 

招壻  the  term  for  a  marriage where  the  husband  by  special 

contract  lives  with  his  wife’s 
family. 

招覆  the  re-summoning, — the continued  examination  of  can¬ 
didates  whose  names  have  not 

been  struck  off  the  list  after  the first  day. 

招蘇 烏給1  have  no  money (Manchu  jogos  ugei). 

Read  chao\  (In  collo¬ 
quial  Pekingese.) 

招呼 不過來  cannot  attend to  them  all;  cannot  get  through 
it  all. 

A  fish-pond;  a  pool；  a 

tank. 

蓮沼  a  water-lily  pond. 

池泪  ponds  and  pools. 

靈沼  name  of  a  famous  fish¬ pond  of  文王  Wen  Wang. 

. An  old  name  for  a  firefly； 

bright.  A  form  of  474. 

烟姆  brightly  shining. 

The  skin  which  grows 
over  a  scar. 

To  tell  ；  to  appeal  to. 

To  proclaim  ；  to  announce 

to  the  people,  as  has  been 

the  custom  for  Emperors 

since  the  time  of  the  Han 

詔‘
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R •蕭 

See 厢 
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R 嘯 

See 照 

Sinking 

Upper.  • 

dynasty.  To  animate  ；  to 

encourage.  Name  of  a 
small  state  of  the  Laos 

people  in  the  south-west  of 
China,  a.d.  850. 

多 瘠罔詔  multitudes  are 
starving,  with  none  to  appeal  to. 

詔告。 r 白詔  to  proclaim, as  the  Emperor* 

下 詔 降詔 to  fssue 
publish  a  proclamation. 

皇詔。 r 丹詔& 敕詔。 r 
凰詔。 r 王詔。 r 詔命 a 

詔書  an  Imperial  mandate. 
詔旨  an  Imperial  rescript,  or decree. 

恩詔  the  gracious  proclamation, 
— of  his  Majesty. 

詔對  verbal  commands  deliver¬ ed  by  the  Emperor. 

詔 令奏議  mandates,  orders, memorials,  and  decisions,  i.e. 
official  records  of  all  kinds. 

頒 詔天下  to  proclaim  to  the 
whole  empire. 

遺詔  the  Emperor’s  valedictory Edict. - 

詔導 to  give  orders  about;  to direct. 

詔 子以義  he  taught  his  sons 
their  duty  to  their  neighbour. 

待詔  a  Probationer  of  the  Han- lin  or  Imperial  Academy.  A  doc¬ 
tor  under  the  T‘ang  dynasty.  A 
term  for  a  barber  under  the 
Yuan  dynasty. 

藥 餌無徵 待詔愁 when medicines  fail,  the  doctor  is  sad. 

A  large  bill-hook,  or 

sickle.  • 

To  dig  up  ground, 
bank；  a  boundary. 

眩壁  a  boundary  wall. 

A 
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R •蕾 

AW 
C.  ch、iu See 招 

K.  so、 cho 

Even  Upper. 

The  brightness  of  the 
^un  ;  luminous；  effulgent ； 

glorious.  To  manifest；  to 

display.  A  Tibetan  monas¬ 
tery  ；  see  464. 

昭明  OT  昭著  cleari  bright; luminous. 

昭顯  famous;  renowned;  illus- tripus. 

昭彰  to  manifest •  : 

耳目  AS  彰  known  to  ear?  and eyes,  t.e.  to  all  the  world. 

昭然如 揭站 clear  as  if  be- fore  one. 

德 音孔昭  their  yirtuous 
fame  is  grandly  brilliant. 

厢 事上帝  intelligently  (with 
enlightenment)  serving  God. 

厢陽宮 w 昭陽院 加 
palace  of  the  Empress. 

厢 陽如日  bright  as  the  sun. 

文 王在上 ，於 —厢于 
天  Wen  Wang  is  on  high,  oh! 
bright  is  he  in  heaven. 

明 昭上帝 the  bright  and 
glorious  God. 

左昭 右穆。 n  the  kft， chao; 
on  the  right,  mu.  The  order  of 

precedence  used  for  the  arrange¬ 
ment  of  Imperial  ancestral  ta¬ 
blets  in  the  temple,  by  which 

the  proper  place  or  generation 
of  each  person  is  designated. 

率  1  昭  he  led  them'  be¬ fore  his  father  enshrined  on  the 
left. 

昭君 套  the  band  or  cap  with¬ 
out  a  top,  worn  by  women, — 

named  after  the  famous  王 

Wang  Chao-chun  of  the  Han 

dynasty,  who  was  surrendered 

to  the  ̂   Hsiung-nu. 

厢文帶  a  Pouch， slung  over 
the  shoulder,  for  carrying  despat¬ 
ches,  etc. 

厢雪  satisfactory  settlement; 
satisfaction  in  full;  to  prove 
innocence. 

^3  ̂   to  narrate  clearly. 

昭厢  patent;  manifest. 

天 眼厢昭 the  eye  i  of  God se^s  clearly. 
1  .  • 

照‘
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R. 嘯 

C.  chiu 
H.  chati 

F.  chieu 
W.  (side 
N.  tsioa 

P.  chau 
M.  tsau 
Sz.  chau 
Y.  choa 
K,  cho 

「•  slid A.  chieu Sinking  • 

Upper. 

To  enlighten  ；  to  shine 

on;  light ；  the  reflection  of 

ight.  To  look  at.  To  look 
after.  As;  according  to; 

seeing  that.  A  pass ;  a 
)ermit. 

照臨 下土  to  enlighten  the earth, — as  the  sun  and  moon. 

腿照  the  evening  sun. 

返 照已殘  when  they  return¬ ed,  the  sun  had  already  set. 

火照  the  light  of  fire. 
照耀  bright  light,  as  from  the sun. 

執木 照地似 有所尋 
holding  a  light  to  the  ground 
as  if  looking  for  something. 

照亮兒 》 t。 throw  a  light  on. 

照着他  give  him  a  light;  light him. 

燭照  OT  電照  to  illumine,  or cast  light  upon.  A  phrase  used 

in  petitions  =  deign  to  cast  your 

eye  upon  this. 

O  AS  ̂or  Tour  Excellency  to look  at.  A  polite  phrase  used 
in  letters,  bills,  etc. 

M  _  to  reflect ;  to  throw  a  light 

upon. 

多 獨二字 有照映 the 
two  .words  “many”  and  “alone” have  a  bearing  one  upon  the 
other. 

tall  candles  or  lanterns 

used  in  temples  or  processions. 

吉 星高照  may  a  lucky  star shine  down  on  you. 

手 •照  a  light  carried  in  the  hand. 

照明  to  make  manifest. 
照  t0  understand  thoroughly. 

心 肝照見  his  heart  and  liver are  apparent,  ix.  it  is  clear  what 
kind  of  a  man  he  is, 

照鏡子  to  look  in  a  mirror. 
照一 •照  take  a  look, — in  the 

glass. 
照臉  to  look  at  oneself  in  a 

glass. 照  reflected  in  the  water. 

照對  to  reflect. 照 人微小 t。 reflect  a  man on  a  tiny  scale. 

照‘
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正 照  a  direct  ray  of  light. 

反照  a  reflected  ray. 

照看  to  look  aften 
^  胃  to  manage;  to  superinte

nd. 

照應。 r 照料 to 心 ⑽ of;  to  look  after. 

顧  to  pay  attention  to;  to patronise.  .  • 

係出 失於照 顧所致 
it  was  brought  about  by  want 

of  proper- attention. 

垂照  to  look  kindly  down  on. 
照相。 r 照像。 r 照影畫 
to  photograph ;  a  photograph. 

^  a  portrait;  a  photograph. 

冩:照 者  a  portrait-painter. 

^  UK  to  keep  as  evidence, — as 
a  counter-foil. 

照曰蔡  the  sun-flower. 

照常  as  usual. 
照舊  as  of  old;  as  usual. 
[The  phrase 外甥 打燈寵 

nephew  with  a  lantern  =  as 
formerly,  as  of  old;  the  words 

照舅  to  light  his  uncle  having 
the  •same  sound  as  ̂   ̂   as 
of  old.] 

照樣作  to  make  according  to muster. 

照你說  accc>rding  t。 what  you 

say. 

照 算  reckon  accordingly,  i.^ according  to  some  previously- mentioned  reckoning. 

照抄  to  make  a  copy.  | 

照錄  to  copy  out* to  view  ground, ― as  an 
intending  purchaser. 

^  ̂|j  according  to  tariff. 

照 數  according  to  the  amount. 照行  to  act  accordingly,  [ 

照  according  to  regulations. 

照案  in  accordance  with  case- 
law. 

照址  everywhere. 
^  _  according  to  the  St

atute. 

照式  according  to  muster. 
照  deal  with  in  accordance 
with . 
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R •萧 
C.  ch、iu 

F.  chieu、 ch、ieu 
W.  ch^ue 

See 招 
Even  Upper. 

m 

1  477 
R •效 

See 罩 
SinkingUpper. 

照價  at  the  price. 
to -agree  in  the  decision. 

HB  to  duly  receive. 

照理  rightly;  honestly. 

照得  Whereas,  etc. 一 an  opening 
phrase  in  despatches,  proclama¬ 
tions,  etc. 

照 會  a  communication  between 
military  and  civil  officials,  c.g. 

between  a  Brigade-General  and  a 
Prefect.  The  term  agreed  upon  in 

the  Treaty  of  1842  for  communi- 
eations  between  foreign  and  na¬ 
tive  officials  of  equal  rank.  ̂ 542. 

通行照 會  a  circular  des - 
patch. 

照後  to  reply  to  a  despatch. 

照  _  to  write  and  request that . 

照  to  forward  in  a  despatch. 

執照。 1 •照單  a  pass;  a  cer- 
tificate.  See  1795. 

護照  a  passport. 

江照  a  river  pass. 

照  Commissary  of  Records  or 
Secretary, — in  the  yamens  of 
certain  high  provincial  officials. 

照  literary  designation  of  the 
above. 

照實  truly;  in  agreement  with the.  truth. 

照 實話說  t。 tel1  the  whole 
truth,— of  an  event,  misfortune, 
or  accident. 

照 照子子 namby-pamby; 
wanting  in  energy. 

See  2414. 

To  pare  ；  to  lop  off. 

Bright  ；  clear.  A  catch  on 

a  cross-bow.  To  encou¬ 

rage.  To  visit. 

劍 勉  to  incite;  to  urge  on. 

Great  ；  large  ；  rank,  as 

grass.  Wrongly  used  for 

495 - 
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C.  ch、iu、 chin 
H.  ch^au^chau 
F.  tUu、 tieu 
W.  dzide、 tside 
N.  dzioa、 tsioa 
P.  ch、au、 chau 

Y  *  J  ts^au^tsai 
Sz.  ch、au、chau 
K.  cho 

J.  cho 

A.  tricu 

Even  Lower 

&  Upper. 

1 

The  dawn  ；  the  morning 

early,  as  opposed  to  夕 

4110  and  暮  8065,  anc 

昏 5222. 朝 晖  the  morning ;  dawn. 
朝夕。 r 朝腕。 > :朝暮 
morning  and  evening. 

不可朝 夕便望 you  must not  expect  it  to  come  about  in 
a  day. 

朝 乘暮往 coming  in  the morning  and  going  away  in  the 
evening；  over  and  over  again ； 
often. 

朝日。 r 朝天 every  day； 
daily.  [The  first,  read  ch^ao1^  also 
means  “to  face  the  sun.”] 

朝朝來  he  comes  every  morn- 

'  ing. 

— • 朝 one  morning;  suddenly. 

連 朝 on  successive  days. 

朝 暮 人  a  morning  and  even¬ ing  person,  i.e.  one  who  may 
die  at  any  moment. 

7 終朝  before  the  day  was over. 

用過朝 飯沒有 have  — had  breakfast  ? 

明  ̂   to-morrow  morning;  some 

day.. 

三朝 湯餅會 the  semp  and pake  feast  on  the  third  morn¬ 

ing, — after  a  birth. 

花朝  the  10th  of  the  2nd  moon, 
when  all  flowers  are  supposed 
to  open. 

何 ■爵朝  what  is  meant  by “three  in  the  morning”？  The 
phrase  alludes  to  simple  people 
'vho  cannot  see  that  3  in  the 

morning  and  4  in  the  evening 
amount  to  the  same  as  4  in  the 

morning  and  3  in  the  evening. 

朝鮮 國  Korea.  The  term 
Chao-hsien  (vulg.  Ch^ao^-hsieii) 
was  adopted  towards  the  close 
of  the  14th  century,  from  the 

name  of  a  district  in  the  north¬ 
west  of  the  peninsula,  signifying 

the  country  nearest  to  the  rising sun. 

Read  ch>ad'  The  Court, 

50  called  because  audiences 

are  given  in  the  early  morn- 
ng.  A  dynasty;  a  reign. 
To  visit  a  father,  or  an 

朝
 2 

478 

elder.  Towards；  facing.  See 

望  12,509. 
朝  the  Court;  the  Emperor. 

朝 裏頭  at  Court,  at  the  palace. 

卜 朝  to  go  to  Court. 

着衆 官免朝 Struct  the 
various  officials  not  to  appear 

at  Court  (as  usual). 

朝衣。 1 ■朝服  Court  dress- 

朝臣  Qr  朝 官  Cpilrt  officials. 

朝额^  Court  etiquette. 

整 頓朝綱  t0  set  the  Court 
etiquette  in  order. 

廢朝五  B  suspended  the 
sittings  of  the  Court  for  five  days. 

]J^  Court  visits  of  the  feudal princes  to  the  Emperor  or  to 
each  other ;  to  invite  to  Court, 

as  sages  used  to  be  invited  in 
ancient  times, 一 with  presents. 

朝見。 1 朝 參。 r 朝天 to have  an  audience  of  the  Emperor. 

坐朝。 1 ■設朝 tD  hdd 邱. audience. 

^  ̂   or  ̂   ante-chambers 
to  the  Throne-room. 

臨朝  to  open  the  Court;  to assume  the  reins  of  government, 

j 寺朝  to  assist  at  Court,— 
of 

officials. 

^  to  close  the  Court,  i.e. 

temporarily  suspend  all  audien¬ 
ces,  etc. 

朝辑 k  full-dress  boots, 
朝帽  qi ■朝冠  a  Court  hat. 

朝衣 .大像  ̂ H-length  por¬ 
traits  of  ancestors  in  Court  dress. 

朝  standing  as  though  at  an audience. 

本 朝  the  present  dynasty, — 
whatever  it  may  be. 

朝  the  late  Emperor. 

淸朝  the  Ch‘ing  dynasty;  the 
present  dynasty  of  Ma.nchu  Tar¬ 
tars. 

天 朝  the  heavenly  dynasty,  i.e. China.  This  term  has  been  in 
use  for  many  centuries  past. 

朝  the  name  or  style  of  a 
dynasty. 

轉 朝  to  change  the  dynasty. 
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鉀代  a  dynasty. 

眼 見四朝  to  live  under  four 
reigns. 

一 朝天子 一朝臣 the 
Ministers  of  a  dynasty  are  what 
the  Emperors  of  the  dynasty 
make  them.;  like  Emperor,  like 
Minister. 

R. 

三 朝元老  a  high  official  who 
has  served  under  three  Emperors. 

六朝  see  T  2  j  6. 

一 品當朝  may  the  highest 
rank  fall  to  my  lot! 一 an  aus- 

•  picious  inscription  often  seen  on 
walls. 

朝 宗于海  to  go  to  the  Court 
of  the  sea, — as  the  rivers  江 

— 漢 dQ. [朝  was  the  spring, 
the  summer  appearance  of 

feudal  princes  at  the  Imperial 
Court.] 

朝馬  to  ride  on  horseback  within 
the  Imperial  palace, — an  honour 
conferred  upon  eminent  officials. 

朝考  the  examination  for  admiss¬ 
ion  to  the  Imperial  Academy. 

談朝政  to  talk  politics. 

朝上 坡子走 go  UP  the bank. 

朝前 一勲兒  move  forward , little. 

朝後  move.  back. 

志心 朝禮  wrapped  up  in 
ceremonial, — as  a  priest. 

朝斗毋 t。  worship  the  goddess 
of  the  Dipper  (Great  Bear), 
for  long  life. 

朝 議大夫  honorary  title  of 
the  2nd  class  of  the  4th  grade. 

朝上磕  to  kotow  to  an  absent 
person. 

至御 前朝上 禮拜加 
arriving  before  the  Throne  he 
made  obeisance. 

朝陽  to  look  towards  the  sun,  as 
phcenixes  in  ornaments.  Also, 
the  name  of  the  south  gate  to  the 
Tartar  city  of  Peking,  usually called  前門 

兩 脚朝天  feet  uppermost; see  9126, 

朝天鍩 扣  equestrian  feat 
which  the  rider  lies  on  his  back 

朝
，
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# 
C.  chati 
H.  tsau^  isau 

F.  ticn^  chan 
W.  tsioe 

N.  v.  tsoii^  tsoa 

P.  chati 

M*  is  an Y.  tsoa 

Sz.  chau 

K.r/rt* [. td^  cho 

A.  dieu,  chau 
Even  Upper. 

着 
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藥 

See 着 

Entering 

3<r 

R. 

on  the  horse,  and  finally  throws 

his  legs  into  the  air.  Also,  stir¬ 
rups  turned  bottom-upwards,  car¬ 
ried  in*  wedding  processions. 

To  ridicule ；  to  jest  at； 

to  jeer  at;  to  abuse. . 

白嘲  a  pasquinade. 

嘲笑  to  jeer  at. 
嘲_  to  rail  at;  to  abuse. 

執 螅蜓而 嘲龜龍 he 
held  up  a  moth  and  a  dragon¬ 
fly  and  jeered  at  the  tortoise  and 

dragon, — for  they  could  neither 
of  them  fly,  big  as  they  were. 

嘲謗  to  ridicule. 
嘲 風弄月  to  sport  with  the wind  and  play  with  the  moon,- 
to  be  a  pleasure  seeker. 

See  2394. 

To  set  fire  to ;  to  blaze  up. 

一 燒就瘠  merely  light  it  and it  will  burn  up. 

點缯了  燈 thelamp.islighted. 

火焴了  the  fire  has  caught UDDer. 

R. 巧 

一 
IftHK -Name  of  an  ancient  city 

See 爪 

fvm 

482 

in  the  State  of  齊  Chli,  the 
Rising  Upper. 

R. 藥
 

modern  _  南府  Chi-nan 
F.  chHok 

See 酌 

Fu  in  Shantung. 

Entering 

Upper. 

f 
484 

R •巧 

C.  chau 

H.  tsan 
F.  chau W.) . 

N.  1
 tsoa 

P.  chau、
 
chwa

 

M.  tsau%
  
tswa

 

Y.  tsoa 

Sz.  chati 

K.  cho 

J.  sd^  slid A. trau
 

Risin
g  

Upper
. 

See  2566. 

Claws  of  animals  ；  talons 

of  birds  ；  fingers.  Feet.  To 
scratch.  To  hold  in  the 

claws  or  .fingers.  Servants 

attendants.  Radical  87. 

爪子  a  claw. 予王 之爪士  we  are  the taloned  soldiers  of  the  king. 

爪牙  talons  and  teeth ^  tooth 
and  nail;  servants;  soldiers. 

予王 之爪牙 we  are  the. claws  and  teeth  of  the  king. 

484 

抓 5
 

4^5 

486 

笊‘
 

.487 

R •巧效 

F.  v.  Cchia 

See 

Rising  &  Sink¬ 
ing  Upper. 

找 3
 

488 

R .麻 v .爪 

C.  chau 

H.  isau 
F.  chau 

天子坐 殿上， 爪牙森 

立  the  Son  of  Heaven  sitting 
on  his  throne,  surrounded  by 
hosts  of  attendants. 

翼  claws  and  wings,  i.e.  atten- dant5； 

合  ilV  fingers  interlocked, 
— as  when  nursing  a  leg. 

裹爪  to  bind  a  girl’s  feet. 

狐爪皮  fox-claw  skin, 一- an  in¬ 
ferior  kind  of  fun 

鷹爪花  hawk’s-claw  flower 
{Artabotrys  odoratissimus) . 

買辦爪  the  steward’s  claw,  i.e, 
the  assistant*  who  makes  the 

market  purchases. 

虎爪  tiger-claws,  —  a  kind  of shears. 

爪搲  to  scratch. 爪破。 r 爪爛  to  scratch  raw, or  tear  to  pieces. 

一爪蕉  a  bunch  of  bananas  or 
plantains. 

爪哇  Java. 

To  cover  the  head. 

中 爪頭巾  a  turban  worn  chiefly by  natives  of  Amoy  and  the 
neighbourhood.  Its  use  is  said 
to  have  originated  in  a  desire 
to  hide  the  queue  when  first 
imposed  upon  the  people  by 
the  Manchu  Tartar  or  present 

dynasty. 

Same  as  2685. 

A  bamboo  skimmer  ；  a 

ladle.  A  nest  in  a  cave 

or  under  a  shelter,  as  dis¬ 

tinguished  from  one  in  a 
tree.  See  巢 520. 

笊 1  a  wire  ladle. 

那筑 萬眼稀 the  mesh' of 

that  wire  ladle  is  very  close. 

To  seek;  to  look  for 

To  change,  as  money.  To 

repay  ；  to  make  up.  [To 
be  distinguished  from  我 
1 2,680.] 
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找
 3 

488 

W.  tsa^  tsoa 
N.  tsoa 

P.  chau 

M.  tsau 

Sz.  chau、 tsau 
Y.  tsoa 

J.  ka,ge 
A.  hiva、 trau 

Even  Lower 
v. 

Rising  Upper. 

找人  to  seek  for  a  person. 

找他丢  go  and  look  for  him., 

找不着  I  cannot  find  him. 

找着了  I  have  found  him. 

找 回來了  I  have  brought 
him  back. 

我 找你們  I  shall  look  to  you, 
or  hold  you  responsible. 

找門路  to  seek  an  opening, 
or  employment. 

找尋  to  seek  for;  to  seek  out 
for  attack;  to  “gcr  for”  a  person. 

找錢  to  change  money;  to  give 
change. 

找換  to  change,  as  a  money¬ 
changer. 

找票子  to-change  a  bank-note. 

找 出來了  he  has  changed  it, 
as  a  note  or  draft.  Also,  he  or 

it  has  been  searched  out,  or  is 
found. 

找鈴  to  give  change  in  making 
payments. 

找補  to  supply  the  deficiency. 

找 足其數  to  make  up  the 
full  number,  or  pay  the  full  sum. 

找 數尾。 r 找還  to  pay  the 
balance  of  an  account. 

找項  a  balance. 

兩不找 no  balance  to  either 
side;  to  trade  even. 

找拿  to  go  in  search  of. . 

找頭  exchange  (on  money). 

找死  to  seek  death, — to  run  into 
danger. 

找錯兒  to  pick  a  quarrel;  to 
find  fault. 

兆
 * 

脉 

490 

珧 *
 

49i 

R-篠 

See 兆 

Rising  Lower. 

49  2 

R_1 

See 兆 

Rising  Lower 

Irregular. 

兆*
 

489 

R •篠
 

C.  chiuL 

H.  cK-ati^ 
F,  tieu^ 

N.  izioa 

P.  chaif* 

M.  tsau^ 
Y.  tsoc^ 

Sz.  chai^ 

K.  cho 

J.  chd、djd 
A.  trieu1- 

Rising  Lower 

Irregular. 

An  omen  ；  a  prognostic. 
A  miinon.  See  634,  373. 

兆頭  an  omen. 

吉兆  a  lucky  omen. 

凶兆。 r 崴兆  a  bad  omen.  I 

預 先之兆  a  foreshadowing 
omen. 

出 了個兆  a  sign  has  been 
given;  an  omen  has  occurred. 

雪花飛 六出， 先兆豊 
when  the  snow-flakes  have 

six  petals,  it  is  a  sign  of  an 
abundant  year. 晁1
 

493 

R •蕾 

-， /rfn 

See 朝 

Even  Upper 

&  Lower. 

營兆  to  prepare'  a  grave. 

我則 泊兮其 未兆1 am held  fast,  without  ^ny  definite 
ideas. 

— »  a  million. 

兆民  the  million  people;  th^ masses. 

億 兆之衆  the  myriad  mul¬ titude  of  the  people. 

售銀盈 '兆  he  SC)ld  it.  for  a million  taels. 

京兆  see  2140. 京兆尹  literary  designation  of the  Governor  of  the  Prefecture 

of  Shun-t‘ien， in  which  Peking 
is  situated. 

五 曰京兆  Governor  of  the capital  for  5  days, — perfunctory. 

兆邊  in  the  north, — probably 
referring  to  the  capital. 

Same  as  489. 

A  bank  around  a  grave  ； 

a  boundary. 

宅挑  the  boundary  of  a  grave. 

Pt  flag  with  tortoises  and 
snakes  emblazoned  on  it. 

族嬸  banners  and  streamers,  as 
used  in  processions. 

設止 放:矣  the  banner  with tortoises  and  serpents  was  raised. 

旃 堍央央  his  banners,  with! their  blazonry  of  dragons,  ser¬ 

pents,  and  tortoises,  fluttered 

gaily. 

威每繞 樹不解 the  flag kept  twisting  round  the  flagstaff 
and  was  not  to  be  freed. 

A  surname.  Was  origin- 

ally  最， and  is  the  old  form 

of  朝 478,  q.v. 

晁錯。 r 鼂錯  •  the  famous minister  of  Wen  Ti  of*  the  Han 

dynasty,  who  was  basely  sacrifi¬ 
ced  by  his  master  in  the  vain 

hope  of  checking  a  serious  re¬ bellion  which  threatened  the 

.existence  of  the  dynasty,  b.c.  155. 

m 

494
  ̂ 

r •效覺 

C.  chau 

H.  tLau 

V

.

 

-

c

h

a

u

 

W.  dzoa、 djuo-^ 
N.  d 的、 

P.  chau、 ch、au Y.  tioa、 tswak 

K.  to- 

J./d 

A.  trau 

Sinking 

Lower. 

罩 495 

R •效 

C.  chau 

H.  tsau 
F.  tau 

W.)  ̂  

N. 卜⑽
 

M. 
 j  chau 

Y.  tsoa 
Sz.  chau 

K.  cho 

J.  toy  cho A.  trau 
Sinki

ng 

Upper
. 

箄 

w 497 

R. 效 

C.  v.  chdi^ 

See 播 

Sinking 

Lower. 

An  oar*  a  scull ；  a  sweep. 
To  row.  Often  written  木卓. 

櫂船  to  scull  a  boat. 

權 楽  to  row  an  oar. 

出力權  row  harder. 權過海  row  across  the  river. 
See  3767. 

回櫂  to  return  home. 

A  basket,  used  to  catch 

fish  by  placing  it  over  them 
on  the 、 mud,  after  which 

they  are  taken  out  with  the 

hand  through  a  hole  in  the 
inverted  bottom.  A  cover  ； 

a  shade ；  a  veil;  a  pall. 

罩魚  to  catch  fish  in  a  basket. 

潘然罩 單4  multitudes  they 
are  taken  under  the  baskets. 

又以 衣罩去  he  also  took 
a  coat  and  threw  it  over,—  the 

dog,  in  order  to  catch  him. 

鷄罩  a  chicken  coop. 
轎罩  a  cover  for  a  sedan-chair, to  keep  it  clean. 

罩兒。 1 ■罩 a  cover;  a  shade. 

辑罩  a  lamp-shade. 簟面布  a  veil,  as  worn  by foreign  ladies. 

罕  2l  cloak,  or  hood. 

罩棺 a  pall- 單 眼法兒  trick  of  covering the  eyes* — of  the  lookers-on ; 

sleight  of  liand. 

Same  as  495 

To  fry.  A  blazing  fire. 

油權  to  fry in  oil. 

權到脆  fry  it  crisp. 
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趙‘
 

498 I R. 

N.  ̂ tizioa 
See 兆 

Rising  Lower 

Trregular. 

To  hasten  to  ̂   to  visit, 

ats  vassals  their  suzerain. 

Name  of  an  ancient  feuda 

State.  A  surname  ；  一  it 
stands  first  in  the  百家姓 

Family  Names  because  it 
was  the  surname  of  the 

Emperor  who  founded  the 

Sung  dynasty,  A.D.  960, 
about  which  time  the 

Family  Names  was  com¬ 

piled. 

趨趙  to  hasten  to. 

明 日奉趙 i  will  return  it 
to-morrow. 一 as  a  borrowed  book 

499 

R. 

C.  shiu^- 
H.  shati1 

F.  tieti1 
W.  ̂ ihioe 
N.  zioa 
P.  chat? 

M.  sau) Y.  tsau 

Sz.  chau 
K.  cho 
i.  cho^  djo 

A.  tricu1- 

Rising  Lower 
Irregular. 

To  begin；  to  found；  to 
devise.  At  first.  To  strike. 

To  perfect.  Used  for  兆 

489.  Also  read  shao\ 

趙久  a  good  while. 
趙女  a  beautiful  girl, 一 the  Chao 

State  being  famous  for  its  beau¬ 
ties. 

南趙  Yunnan, 一 chao  being  the 
Man  term  for  “king,”  of 

whom  there  were  originally  six. 

Read  tliao\ 

其 縛斯趙  they  ply  their  light 
hoes  on  the  ground. 

后 稷肇祀  Hou  Chi  founded the  sacrifice. 

肇 敏戎公  you  have  begun 
earnestly  displaying  your  merit. 

[戎公 = 汝功] 

德 肇其昌  the  virtue  (of  his 
forefathers)  laid  the  foundation 
of  his  prosperity. 

肇允彼 以 蟲 at  first， 
seemed  to  be  a  wren. 

肇端  the  original  scheme,  plan, 
or  institution. 

肇緖  the  beginning. 
肇典 t6  initiate :  to  inaugurate. 

肇十 有二州  [Shun]  insti- 
ti!ted  twelve  divisions,  or  pro¬ 
vinces,  of  the  empire. 

•肇 嶽 OJ  肇亂  to  stir  up  trou¬ 
ble;  to  get  up  a  row.  See  1985. 

m 
•499 

擘 

缚  chuan  本肇末  to  order 
the  essentials  so  as  to  make  per¬ 
fect  the  accessories. 

聋訟  to  go、 to  law. 

Same  as  499. 

500 

啁1
 

5°i 

R •肴尤 

N.  /sou 

S6E 嘲周 

A.  dieu、 chau 

Even  Upper. 

櫟,
 

502 

L •肴 

Irregular. 

叉 

To  boast;  to  chatter.  In 
terchanged  with  嘲 479. 

P 周  P 周。 r  |i 周  ji 周聲  thetwitterr 

ing  of  birds. 

啁 哂乃爾  chattering,  I  sup¬ 

pose. 
Read  tao'. 

_  p 周  talkative
； 

A  raised  hut  from  which 

to  watch  crops.  A  basket 

for  catching  fish ;  to  drag 

a  rr 

Read  chiac^ •  To  exetute  ； 

used  with  1360. 

命權絶 而不長 he  order ed  them  to  be  executed  and  not 

to  be  allowed  to  grow  up, — as 
the  children  c®  rebels. 

503 

弨1
 

5°4 

Same  as  484.  [To  be 
distinguished  from  叉  i86 

R. 

The  recoil  of  a  bow  when 

the  arrow  is  released.  An 
unbent  bow. 

See 剑昭 

A.  ckieu、 dieti、 

sieu 
Even  Upper. 

怊1
 

R. 

505 

剧 

See 超 

Even  Upper. 

大弨  a  large  bow. 

To  be  grieved.  Extra¬ 

vagant. 

个 S  帳 overcome  with  grief.  Also, 
dismayed  and  confused. 

起1
 

5。6 

R ■蕭 

C.  ch、iu 
H.  ch、au 
F.  ch、ieu W.  ch^ide 

N.  ts、ioa 

P.  ch^au 

M.  ts'-au Y.  (sLoa 
Sz.  ch、au 

K.  ch、o 
J.  cho 

A.  sieu 

To  leap  over.  To  go 

before；  to  excel.  To  pro* 
mote.  To  save;  to  release. 
Content. 

挟泰山 超北海 to  take 
Mt.  T‘ai  tinder  one’s  arm  and 

leap  over  the  North  Sea, — impos¬ 
sible. 

Even  Upper. 

超凡。 r 起群一超常 
out  of  the  common  run;  unusual, 

起 卓  very  clever,  or  accomplish¬ 

ed.  •  
• 超越  excelling；  ahead  of. 乃愈 見莊子 之起空 

耳  thereby  making  Chuang 
Tzti’s  pre-eminence  all  the  more 
conspicuous. 

然 起出于 桓之上 此 vertheless  he  is  superior  to  Tzti- 

huan  {= 曹 至  Ts‘ao  P‘ei). 

天 生超性  a  born  genius. 
超  first  class, — in  the  honours’ list,  etc. 

超  壹  first-class,  better  than that,  and  best  of  all, — the  order 
of  the  Chinese  and  English  being 
inverted. 

起遷。 r 起升  to  be  promo¬ ted  rapidly, 一 in  the  public  ser¬ vice. 

超拔  to  save;  to  rescue. 

起生  to  save  from  death. 

起化  to  escape  from  the  endless circle  of  transmigration. 

有赵 元之質  made  of  di¬ 
vine  stuff;  ethereal. 

^  or  ̂   _  to  save  the 
souls  of  deceased  friends,  i.e. 

secure  to  them  pleasant  times 
in  the  world  below,  by  masses 
and  other  Buddhist  ceremonies. 

起 然世外  contentment  out 
side  the  world, — that  of  a  her¬ mit  in  retirement. 

超 然  the  Tower  of  Content¬ ment, — a  name  given  by  Su 

Tung-p‘o  to  a  favourite  resort, 
as  he  explains  it  以見予 

之 無所往 而不樂 

也  meaning  “I  never， go  there without  being  happy.” 

起手  to  fold  the  arms, — by thrusting  the  hands  into  the sleeves. 



55 

cmo 

赵1
 

5。6 

吵1
 

5°7 

R •肴巧 
F.  ch'au^  ch、a 

See 抄 
K.jieu 

Rising  and 

Even  Upper. 

508 

R •肴效 
C.  cK'du 

H.  ts^au 

F,  chLau 
W.  ts^oa 

N.  ts^oa 

P.  tK'au 

M.  tsKau 

Y.  ts^oa 

K.  ck-o 

J.  shd、sp 
A.  sau 

Even  &  Sink¬ 

ing  Upper. 

胃  to  have  nothing  to  do; 
to  be  on  the  loaf. 

起豁 t。  open  a  way  for;  to 
make  it  easy  for. 

A  clamour  ；  an  uproar. 

To  wrangle  •’  to  make  a 
noise.  To  annoy. 

吵鬧  to  brawl;  to  make  an 
uproar. 

相吵。 r 吵嘴  to  quarrel. 

吵嚷  to  dispute  in  an  angry  tone. 

嘈吵  o  make  a  row. 

吵人耳  to  deafen  with  noise. 

大 吵一場  a  great  hubbub. 

卵  to  cause  a  disturbance. 

抄吵  wrangling. 

Read  miao、.  The  cry  of 
pheasants  and  other  fowl 

To  seize  ；  to  take.  To 

adle  out.  To  search ;  to 

confiscate；  to  put  an  exe¬ 
cution  into  a  house.  To 

copy  out.  Wholesale. 

杪拏  to  seize;  to  grab. 

抄搶  to  ransack;  to  loot. 

杪錢用  to  embezzle  money. 

匙杪  a  spoon. 
杪家  to  confiscate  the  property 

of  any  person.  Sec  45 令 5. 

杪佔。 r 杪籍  to  confiscate. 

攻杪  to  attack  and  surround. 

杪化  to  beg  for  subscriptions, - 
as  a  priest.  、 

杪錄。 I •杪 寫。! •杪謄 

杪糖  to  copy  documents. 
杪白  to  make  a  copy,  as  opposed 

to  the  original.  Chiefly  of  deeds 

or  o 伍 cial  papers. 

抄案  to  take  down  tb^  evidence 
in  a  case. 

杷他 杪起來  copy  it  out 

手杪  rough,  or  hastily-taken notes. 

杪枇語  to  copy  out  an  order 
of  court. 

or 

抄‘
 

5。8 

炒
 2 

抄覽本  to  copy  favourite  pie- 丨 ces  into  a  book;  to  copy  or  crib 
from  others  at  examinations. 

^  to  send  in  old  matter as  one’s  own  original  composi¬ 

tion, — at  the  public  examina¬ 
tions, 

京杪  copies  from  the  capital,— a  name  for  the  Peking  Gazette, 

杪奉  to  have  received  a … .“of 
which  the  following  is  an  exact 
copy. 

杪發  te^end  a  copy  to  a  subor¬ dinate. 

杪呈  to  hand  a  copy  to, — a 
superior. 

抄 稿  to  copy  a  draft;  to  make 
a  fair  copy. 

杪送  to  send  a  copy  of. 

杪附  to  append  a  copy  of. 

杪給  to  give  a  copy  of. 

抄單  a  copy  of  a  paper. 
抄莊  variously  explained  as  (1) *  a  wholesale  house,  and  (2)  a 

house  selling  genuine  imported 

goods. 

洋 貨杪莊  a  wholesale  ware¬ 
house  for  foreign  goods. 

杪本兒  a  manuscript  copy  of a  book. 

杪電  to  submit  a  copy  for  the inspection  of. 

抄示  to  send  copies  for  the 
guidance  of. . 

杪摺-  copy  of  a  memorial. 

抄杪  to  make  copies, — a  Peking 
yamen  phrase.  One  or  more  of 

加 當月官  secretaries  on 
duty  at  the  yamen  goes  person¬ 

ally  or  by  substitute  each  day 
into  the  Grand  Secretariat,  to 

take  copies  of  all  Decrees,  Res¬ 

cripts,  or  Memorials  affecting 

his  yamen,  sent  to  that  Depart¬ ment  from  the  Grand  Council. 

杪 着近走  to  take  the  nearest 

509 

R •巧 

F.  ch、a 

See 杪 

Rising  Upper^ 

way, 一 a  short  cut. 

To 
To  roast,  as  coffee, 

fry. 

炒栗子 or 炒風栗 t。 
roast  chestnuts.  _ 

^  to  fire  te
a. 

乾炒  to  fry  dry,  i.e.  without  oil or  fat. 

炒
 3 

S°9 

吵‘
 

5io 

R. 肴 

See 杪 

Even  Upper. 

耖1
 

R •效 

See 杪 

Sinking 

Upper. 
w 

512 

R •效 

See Sinking 

Upper. 

w 

513 

R •肴 

See 抄 

Even  Upper. 

w 

514 

R •肴效 

F.  ch^au,  cJra 

See 

Even  &  Sink¬ 
ing  Upper. 

煎炒  t。 fry  in  fat. 

炒肉  to  fry  meat. 
炒勺。 r 炒鍋  a  frying-pan. 
To  harrow. 

吵田  to  harrow  a  field. 

帶 水三眇  water  and  rake  it 
thrice. 

To  harrow  ground  after 

〕loughing.  A  harrow.  To 
scatter  seed. 

炒米 m 妙米花  to  roast 
rice. 

A  vessel  pitching  and rolling. 

風狂 舟舟少 the  wind  high  and the  ship  pitching  and  rolling. - 

To  annoy.  Graceful  : 
nimble.  Strong.  Cunning. Used  for  507. 

言少  t0  disturb;  to  annoy. 

眇輕  troublesome. 

言少婧 sraceful- 

談練 high. 

A  document；  a  voucher ； 

a  receipt.  Taxes.  Money 

orders;  money.  Used  for 

508. 

古鈔。 Id  documents；  archives, 

鈔項。 r  # 課 ot 妙銀。 1 

船鈔  tonnage  dues, 
duties  on  goods  and  ton 

nage  dues. 

苛势  to  force  the  people  to  pay taxes;  to  squeeze. 

鈔錢  paper  money ;  cash  notes 

印鈔以 佐經用 n。 were  stamped  (=  issued)  "to  re¬ lieve  expenditure. 



小鈔  a  note  for  less  than  1,000 
cash. 

government  money  oYders. 

放鈔  to  lend  money  out  at 
interest;  to  burn  paper  money. 

費鈔  to  lavish  money. 

吏鈔  the  pay  of  clerks  and  petty officials. 

關鈔 the  Customs,  revenue. 

To  limp;  to  walk  lame, 

2943. 

See  2439 

r. 

See  478. 

The  morning  tide,  des 

cribed  as  地 之喘息 the 

breathing  of  the  earth.  See 

736,4111.  Moist  ；  damp. 

海潮  the  tides. 

潮水 the  tide- 
潮長  the  tide  is  rising.  See  411 

落潮  ebb  tide. 
潮退  the  tide  is  falling. 

潮 水滿了  it  is  high  water. 

潮滿時 or 潮平 at  high water. 

乘潮  to  avail  oneself  of  the  tide 
to  take  it  at  its  flood. 

順潮  with  the  tide, 

逆潮  against  the  tide. 

潮信  spring-tide；  “bore”， as  ii 
the  river  at  Hangchow. 

每月 初三十 八必有 
潮信， 唯八 月更甚 
on  the  3rd  and  i8th  there  are 

spring-tides,  which  are  highest 
in  the  8th  moon. 

m 

R. 

巢
 3 

520 

肴 
C.  ch^du 
H.  ts^au Y.chau 

W.  zoa 

N.  dzoa 

P.  ch^au 

M.  ts^au 
Y.  ts^oa 
Sz.  ch、au 

K.  so^  ch^o 
J.  j5,  sho A.  sau 
Even  Lower. 

56 

韓潮  the  flow  of  eloquence  in 
the  writings  of  Han  Wen-kung. 

s 。蘇海  for  that  of  Su  Tung- 

pfo. 潮氣  damp  air;  exhalations  from the  ground.  Also,  impure;  in¬ decent. 

正 潮氣龍  hfe  is  a  bawdy beast. 

潮濕 * ̂ 發潮 damp- 

潮蒸  to  become  damp  and  heat¬ 
ed,  as  grain. 

潮  damaged  by  damp. 

潮海關  the  Swatow  Custom house. 

潮腦  camphor,  because  from 

潮州  . This  term  is  confined to  the  north.  .  See  398. 

A  nest  in  a  tree,  as  dis¬ 

tinguished  from  ̂   a  nest 

in  a  cave  or  under  shelter, 

and  from  窠  a  nest  on  the 

ground.  A  haunt；  a  retreat ； 

a  den.  A  kind  of  pan-pipe. 
Name  of  an  ancient  State. 

巢 裔  a  nest  in  a  tree. 

雀 巢  a  bird’s  nest. 

巢覆鳥 飛 nest  destreyed and  the  birds  gone. 

防 有鵲巢 in  Fang  are  the magpies’  nests ;  or,  on  the  em¬ 
bankment  are  the  magpies’  nests, 
一 meaning  in  the  trees  there. 

百鳥歸 缉  a11  the  birds  have 
gone  to  their  nests.  Used  .of 
rural  country,  frequented  by 
birds. 

巢 夕 C  a  den;  a  lair. 

賊巢  a  robbers’  den ;  a  rebel 
camp. 

巢居  to  live;  to  dwell. 

無 巢  houseless ;  homeless, 

毁巢  to  break  up  a  robbers, den,  or  a  rebel  camp. 

南 巢  the  place  where  湯  T‘ang 
imprisoned  桀  Chieh,  the  last 

sovereign  of  the  Hsia  dy¬ 

nasty,  B.C.  iy66. 

520 

R. 

僳，
 

521 

R •巧 

See 巢 

Rising  Lower. 

渫，
 

522 

R •係肴 
See 動 

Rising  & 

Even  Upper 

&  Lower. 

s 甾1
 

523 
肴效 

See 杪 

Even  &  Sink¬ 

ing  Upper. 

I
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524 

R. 肴 

See 巢 

Even  Lower. 

晁 
525 

M 

526 

R. 蕭 

M.  sau 

See 潮 

Even  Lower. 

巢文  a  legendary  sage,  said  to have  lived  in  a  nest  in  a  tree. 

On  hearing  of  the  offer  of  the 

throne  to  許由，  B.C.  2357, he 

at  once  washed  his  eyes  and  ears 

to  prevent  any  defilement  of  his 
own  senses.  See  Biog.  Diet,  for 
another  version. 

Tall,  as  a  man.  Small 

f 巢長大 漢  a  fine  tall  son  of 

Han. 

傭備 宇而處 M herented 
a  small  lodging  and  lived  therein, 

A  lake  in  合肥縣 in 

Anhui,  which  produces 

goldfish. 

To  speak  on  behalf  of 
another. 

A  turret  or  look-out  on 

a  war-chariot， from  which 
to  observe  the  foe. 

m 

97 

m 

528 

See  493. 

A  marine  animal,  called 

區 鼂， said  to  sing  at  night and  go  into  the  sea  by  day. See  493. 

See  509. 

See  1 1,810. 
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櫂 
S29 

鬻 
53° 

徵 
531 R •蕭篠 

See 招 

Even  (or 
Rising?) 

Upper. 

镳1
 

532 R. 麻 
See 遮 

Elven  Upper. 

曠1
 

533 
R. 祕 

See 遮 

X.gia'^Sgia 
SinkingUpper. 

拖1
 

534 
R •示馬 
See 遮 
K.  cha 

SinkingUpper. 

See  494. 

See  13,696. 

Dried  provisions  taken 

for  a  journey. 

OHE3. 

Firm. 

偃儸  firm,  but  not  virtuous. 
Artful;  clever.  Unauthenticated. 

To  screen.  Loquacious; 

babbling.  See  131. 

mm  garrulous;  a  crowd  shout
¬ 

ing. 

The  sugar-cane  (Sacc ha- 

rum  officinamm) 、 known  as 

甘蔗 sweet  cane,  or 竹蔗 
bamboo  cane,  or  竿簾  reed 
cane. 

蔗糖 sugar. 
^  iron  cane,  i.e.  dark  red 

cane. 

藤  sheds  where  sugar  is  made. 

刻 簾  Qr  棉藤  tG  extract  the 
juice  of  the  cane. 

熟麓  boiled  cane,  hawked  about 
for  sale. 

蔗渣 a 蔗和  the.refuse  after 
the  sugar  has  been  expressed ; 
cane  shreds. 

顴 橙之食 蔗云漸 A 

隹境  Ku  K‘ai-chili  (see  Biog. 
Diet.)  said  of  eating  sugar-cane 
that  he  gradually  entered, the 

delightful  region.  (He  began  hi^ 

cane  at  the  top,  or  sugarless  end, 
and  ate  downwards.) 

樵 
535 

庙 
4 

m 

536
 

r •陌祕 
See 樜 

Entering  & 

SinkingUpper. 

537 

R •藥 

See  A  酌 

Entering 

Upper. 

538 

R ■祕 

See 遮 

K.  cha 

SinkingUpper. 

遮1
 

539 

R •麻 

C.  che 

H.  cha 

F.  chia 
W.  tsi 

N.  ch  ’d'tso P.  che 

M.  tse 

Y.  chiei 
Sz.  che 

K. ch、a 

J.  sha 

A.  igia 

Even  Upper. 

Same  as  562. 

A  sort  of  grasshopper.  A 

woodlouse  ；  also  known  as 

土  繼  ground  turtle. 

廣  ̂  a  kind  of  serpent. 

To  reprimand.  To  hope 
for.  To  deceive. 

費周讀  to  talk  much  and  not convince. 

The  red  partridge  (Per- 

drix  cinerea)、 known  as 

鷓鳴. L 唱時 自呼其 

名  its  cry  is  the  sound  of 
its  own  name.  Hence,  it 

is  spoken  of  as 自呼 •仏 

6138」 

To  cover；  to  hide ；  to 

screen  ；  to  intercept  ；  to 

protect. 

衣 不遮身  his  clothes  do  not 
cover  his  body. 

遮身法  the  trick  of  becoming invisible. 

遮盖。 r 遮蔽  to  cover；  to conceal. 

遮護  to  shelter. 
遮掩 w 遮瞞  to  hide  from view;  to  conceal ;  to  hush  up; 

evasive ;  wanting  in  frankness. 

遮滅  t。 eclipse. 

遮醜。 1 ■遮羞  to  hide  one’s shame.  The  second  is  used  for 

the  pudenda. 

遮不得  it  cannot  be  conceal¬ 
ed. 

遮飾  to  gloss  over;  to  put  in  a false  light;  to  disguise. 

遮檔  to  stand  between;  to  take 
the  part  of;  to  impede. 

遮 ■  to  screen  off;  to  protect 
by  an  enclosure. 

遮 
539 

遜 

540 

着 

者 

542 

R 馬 

W.  tsie、 tsac、 

tsiae 

Y.  tsae 

See 遮 

K.c/ia Rising  Upper. 

伏在遮 堂背狻  conceal- 
ed  himself  behind  the  partition 
of  the  hall. 

遮灰  to  screen  from  the  dust. 

遮太陽  to  keep  off  the  sun. 

遮陽  a  project^  blitid  of  a sedan-chair,  to  keep  off  the  sun； 
the  awning  on  a  ship,  etc. 

雨遮  an  umbrella. 周遮  discursive,  of  talk ;  widely- 
travelled,  of  a  persdn  who  has 
been  about  a  great  ,  deal. 

遮住  shaded;  intercepted,  as light. 

遮紫鱗  to  catch  fish, — with 
a  net. 

遮莫  if  only;  supposing. Same  as  534. 

See  2394. 

A  particle,  defined  as 

語助  that  which  helps  out language,  and  as  別事詞 

a  differentiating  word.  It 

imparts  various  shades  of 

meaning,  adjectival,  adver¬ 
bial,  etc.,  to  words  to  which 

it  is  joined.  May  often  be 

rendered  one  •—  person  or 

thing.  Also,  a  demonstra¬ 
tive  pronoun,  for  which  564 
is  now  used. 

昔者。 r 囊者。 f  old;  for- merly, — with  the  idea  of  dura¬ tion. 

不 念昔者  to  think  no  more 
of  by-gone  days. 

或者  perhaps. 
壹者  once;  this  time  only. 
二 者  these  two  ones, — as  above. 

始 考不如 +  our  fo
rmer 

relations  were  different  from  the 

present.  • 

今 者不樂 ，逝 者其亡 
if  we  are  not  happy  now,  by  and 

by  we  shall  be  dead. 

再者  further, — as  when  begin¬ ning  an  additional  argument. 
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542 

兹 者 _• 
啓者  to  begin, — a  phrase  at  the 
beginning  of  letters,  advertise¬ 
ments,  etc. 

敬  者  respectfully  to  petition. 

使者  a  messenger. 

觀者  a  looker-on. 

病者  a’  sick  man. 
愚者  foolish  people. 

死者  the  dead. 

從者  followers;  disciples. 

能者  men  of  ability. 

令者  a  command. 
执 財者稱 爲强盜 
who  carry  off  property  are  called 
robbers. 

凡爲地 方官者  all  those 
who  act  as  local  authorities,^  t.e. 
all  the  local  authorities. 

嗣狻 有案情 似此者 
henceforth,  in  all  cases  the  cir¬ 
cumstances  of  which  resemble 
these. 

問 前奏誰 爲之者 he 
asked  who  had  composed  the 
previous  memorials. 

所遇 者隹人 而遇之 

者我也  the  person  met  was 
the  young  lady,  and  the  person 
who  met  her  was  myself. 

中也 者天下 之大本 
也  a  just  medium,  this  is  the 
foundation-stone  of  the  empire. 

不爲 者與不 能者之 

形 何以異  not  to  do  as 
compared  with  not  to  be  able  to 
do,  wherein  lies  the  difference  ? 

須至 照會者  a  necessary- 
to-arrive  communication,  i.e.  a 
despatch  which  it  was  incum¬ 
bent  upon  the  writer  to  forward. 

A  phrase  used,  mutatis  mutandis, 
at  the  close  of  various  kinds  of 
official  documents. 

銅 斤者錢 法之源 
j>er  is  the  basis  of  our  coinage. 

彼 姝者子  that  lovely  girl. 

彼 蒼者天  thou  azure  one, God! 

其所 爲使者  that  which 
causes  these  things  to  be  as  they 
are,  or  brings  about  these  pheno- 
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544 

螫1
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545 

R •陌 

C. shik 

F.  seik 
W.  sP 
N.  sih 

P.  Cche 
M.  tse^  se° Y.  sheh 
K.  sok 

J.  seki、 shcihu 

A.  t、ik 

Entering 

Upper. 

R. 

m 

546 

馬 
W.  tsi^  tsiae 

Y.  tsae 

See 遮 

K.  cha 

Rising  Upper, 

賴 
547 

不 者且有 火患 if  y°u don’t  (do  as  i  say),  the  result will  be  a  fire. 

See  2566. 

See  2414. 

To  poison  ；  to  sting. 
V  enomous.  Oppressive. 

Also  read  shih 你. 

螫虫  a  poisonous  insect;  the scorpion. 

蠍 子螫了  a  scorpion  has stung  me. 

螫着了  I  have  been  stung. 

整  了  字*  it  has  stung  my  hand. 

自 求辛螫  to  go  out  of  one’s way  to  get  a  bad  sting;  to  kick 
against  the  pricks. 

毒 整  poisonous;  oppressive,  as bad  laws. 

The  colour  of  ochre  ； 

reddish  brown.  [Dist.  from 

郝  hao%  3968, 瓶  nan% 
8144,  and  截  she4,  9802.] 

痈石  haematite  iron  ore,  used 
as  paint. 

代赭石  ore  from  代州  Tai- chou  in  Shansi. 

痈衣  reddish  clothes,  put  on 
criminals  at  execution*  or  when 
sent  to  banishment. 

赤 如渥賭  red  as  if  I  were rouged. 

緖其山  made  brown  the  hill, 一 by  clearing  it  of  trees. 

痛色  orange-coloured. 
雜寇  the  T‘ai-p‘ing  rebels. 

See  685. 

Same  as  685. 

See  581. 
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ss° 

R 屑齊 

C,  chyt0^  shyt 

H.  chet、 shet 
F.  chiek、 siek 
W.  tsle、zie 

N.  tsih、 cheh 

zih 
P.  iche^  is  he M.  tsc^  se 

Y.  tsieh、 hsieh 
Sz.  che、 she 
K.  chol,  sol 

J.  setsz^  zee  hi 

A.  chiet、 tliet 

Entering 

Upper  and 

Lower. 

To  snap  in  two  ；  to  break 

off；  to  break  up.  To  decide, 
as  cases.  To  fold,  as  paper. 

To  diminish  ；  to  deduct 
To  calculate.  To  set  off 

against.  To  ill-treat.  To 
sell  or  barter.  To  send. 

To  extend.  To  reprimand. 
To  reduce.  Part  of  a  coffin. 

An  act  of  a  play.  [To  be 
distinguished  from  拆 254.] See  1 2,893. 

\ 

析不得  can’t  break  it,  or  must 
not  break  it. 

to  break  asunder. 

析枝  to  break  off  a  twig. 

析柳  to  break  off  a  willow branch,  to  give  at  parting  to  a 
friend  setting  out  on  a  journey. 
See  7251. 

析花  to  pluck  flowers.  See  342. 

無析 我樹檀  do  not  break my  sandal  trees. 

析一半  break  off  half. 

^  ^  broke  both  of 

them  into  halves. 

如析了  一人一 騎^ 
lose  one  man  or  one  horse . 

析毁  to  break  to  pieces. 

析損  t。 injure. 打； ̂ 了  broken  or  snapped  off. 
析還。 r 打 _ 析; 頭 t。 
make  a  composition  with  one’s creditors. 

析中  to  break  in  the  middle ; to  strike  an  average;  to  decide 
equitably. 

析中辦  to  arrange  a  compro¬ 
mise. 

析回  to  come  back  when  in  the 
middle  of  a  journey. 

析獄  to  decide  criminal  cases. 

椎折 獄才  celebrated  for 
judicial  acumen. 

析辯  to  argue. 
暫委 甯波府 代析代 

I  temporarily  appoint  the 

Prefect  of  Ningpo  to  act  for  me. 

析證  to  act  as  umpire;  to  dis¬ pute  or  wrangle  (= 
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有 個析證  there  is  proof  of 
it, 一 e.g.  a  document  which  pro¬ 
ves  it. 

將一 張紙祈 了一祈 
took  a  sheet  of  paper  and  folded 

it, — as  required. 

析 角兒  to  turn  down  the  cor¬ 
ner  of  a  page.  See  559. 

將四書 析一角 to  turn 
down  a  page  in  the  Four  Books, 

— as  is  done  by  the  Emperor 
for  the  examiners  to  choose  a 
theme. 

析簡。 r  析柬 aslipofpaper^, 
to  send  a  card  to  any  one. 

析 柬招之  sent  his  folded 
card  to  summon  him. 

f 胃  to  abate  the  price. 

析相 相析 discount. 

減爲 五五祈 to  give  a  dis* 
count  of  45°/0. 

/V  sorts  of  deduc- 
tions. 

幾 成析還 What  dividend 
will  you  pay? 

to  beat  down  prices. 

析*  增 1  to  add,  in  calculating. 

析合。 r  析箅  to  calculate. 

每疋祈 糧二石 each 
piece  was  valued  af,  or  reckoned 

as,  two  piculs  of  grain. 

to  pay  in  proportion  to. 

j|^  to  receive  in  proportion 
to,  or  so  much  per  cent. 

銀  to  calculate  an  amount  of 
money. 

抽  to  levy  a  proportionate  tax. 
to  persecute;  to  harass  (by 

squeezing). 

人工析 箅賬目 t。 set  off 
one’s  labour  against  a  money 
debt. 

將 功析罪 to  set  off  merit 
against  fault. 

析銅。 1 •祈 席。1 ■析色 to 
take  money  instead  of  rations. 

析 磨  to  ill-treat;  worry;  anxiety. 
See  7974. 

to  sell;  t0  barter. 

析*  節下賢  t。 cro°k  one’s 
joints  and  humble  oneself  before 

w 
550. 

the  gods, — as  Kou  Chien  did 

after  his  defeat  by  Fu  Ch‘a. 

析 節下交  t。 be  humble  to¬ wards  acquaintances. 

長而折 節謹厚 ，頗覽 

書 傳  when  he  grew  up  he 
strove  to  be  respectful  and  sin¬ 
cere,  and  devoted  considerable 
attention  to  books. 

析 節讀書 t0  g。 in ⑸ exten- 
sive  reading. 

面 析*  to  personally  reprimand. 
析" to  reduce  to  submission, 一 
by  violence  or  otherwise. 

百祈 不回  intractable;  mu¬ 
lish. 

百 析不橈 unmoved  by  any di  伍  culties. 

曲析 *  to  bend  round;  bent. 
reduced  to  extremities ; 

dilapidated. 

折齒你 hang  you ! 
析*  福  to  cut  short  or  discount 
happiness.  A  person’s  quota  of 
happiness  is  a  pre-ordained  fixed 
quantity.  It  should  not  be  used 

up  too  To  give  a  child 
food  or  clothes  out  of  propor¬ 
tion  to  his  social  position  is  to 

“discount  his  happiness.”  A  man 
who  lives  beyond  his  means 

“discounts  his  happiness/*  in 
which  sense  the  term  is  used  to 

others  in  reproach.  It  is  used 

, by  oneself  in  humility,  as  on 
receiving  an  offer  of  something 

apparently  too  good:  畐 

福 = it  is  more  than  I  am 
entitled  to,  or  as  usually  expres- 

初 當不起 •  &  37°7 - 

析殺 ̂  or  祈死  to  cut  short 
(one’s  happiness)  and  cause  one’s 

•  death, 一 as  it  is  believed  that 
excessive  or  undeserved  honours 

may  do,  as  above. 

to  tack, 一 as  a  ship. 

責  to  punish,  making  the 
authorised  deduction  from  the 

number  of  blows ;  hence,  to  be 

lenient  in  punishment;  to  let  off 
easy. 

— •  i  part  in  10;  10  per  cent; 

a  part. 

還驚 九析魂 lightened, 
besides,  90。/。 out  of  one’s  wits. 

t0  sunder. 

折減  t。 reDate. 

w 
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r •霽屑 

See 足世新 

Sinking  & 
Entering 

Upper. 嘗 

552 

R. 屑 

C.  chytQ 

H.  chet 

F.  chiek 

W.  tsie 
N.  tsih 
P.  chP 

M.  tse 

Y.  chieh 
Sz.  chc、 tsa 

K. chol 

J.  setsz 

A.  tik 

Entering 

Upper. 

哲，
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R .屑 

C.  chytQ 

H.  chet 
F.  tick 

W.  tsie 

N

.

 

J

s

i

/

i

 

P.  Sche 
M.  tse 

Y.  chieh 
Sz.  tse、 che 

K.  ch、bl 
[•  setsz 

A.  triet 
Entering  , 

Upper. 

554 
1 

析變。 r  折賣  t。 realise  pro- 

perty. 

a  short  life ;  cut  off  pre¬ maturely. 

to  reduce  by  half. 

不 能前進 ，只 得析回 
being  unable  to  proceed,  I  was 

obliged  to  retreat. 

^fr  to  a  set-0ff* 

析騰  t。 squander. 
a  state  of  repose. 

. To  join  a  seam.  To 

engrave. 

HfX  ̂ 1  to  sew  a  seam;  to  join 

planks. 

A  river  from  which  the 

province  of  新江  Cheh- 

kiang  derives  its  name.  It 

is  said  to  mean  “bore,” 
and  the  river  has  been  so 

called  from  the  bore  to  be 

witnessed  at  Chapu. 

門 對新江 潮 the  dc>or 
looked  out  on  the  tidal  bore  in 
the  Che  river. 

新辨關  the  Ningpo  Custom¬ 
house. 

Wise ;  discerning.  To 
know  intuitively. 

明哲  wise;  shrewd. 

人  wise  men. 或哲或 謀  SC)me  have  perspi- cacity,  some  have  counsel. 

世 有哲 王  f。1*  generations 
there  had  been  wise  kings. 

profoundly  wise, 一 said  of 

the  Emperor  Shun. 

聖  intuitive  wisdom, 一 of 
sages  or  prophets.  Also  used  of 
the  Emperor. 

哲夫 成城哲 婦傾城 
a  wise  man  builds  cities,  a1  wise 
woman  throws  them  down. 

Same  as  553. 
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r 
R. 屑 

，/ V 

c.  chytQ 
H.  chet 

F.  tiek^  v 
W.  tsie 
N.  tsih 

?,U/u 
M.  tse 

Y.  chieh 
Sz.  tse 

K.  chT6l 

J.  setsz 
A.  truct、 triet 

Entering 

Upper. 

557 R. 霽 

See 製 

Sinking 

Upper. 

ttr7
 m 

558 
R. 覺 

See 捉 

Entering 

Upper. 

怊 
558a 

R- 茱 

2* 

w 
559 R •葉 

C.  chyp 
H. chap 

F.  ch:,'k W.  tsie 
N.  tsieh 
P.  iche 
M.  tsi 
Y.  chieh 

^yL,.che、 tse 
K.  ch6p 

J.  ihd A.  tip 

Entering 

Upper. 

Same  as  556. 

To  sting.  A 

kind-  of  crab. 

sting.  A 

蜇吻  to  sting  the  lips. 

海蜇 m 蜇皮  the  dried  skins of  various  sorts  of  jelly  fish  or 

水毋. 

A  scabbard  •’  a  case  for  a 
knife.  Soft  leather. 

To  cut  in  twain. 

新  _  to  scale  fish. 

新朝 渉之脛 [The  tyrant 
Chou  Hsin]  cut  off  the  legs  [of 
an  old  man  and  a.  boy]  who 
were  crossing  the  ford  in  the 

morning,—  to  see  if  it  was  true 
that  only  young  people  had 
marrow  in  their  bones.  j 

斯筋  to  hamstring. 

To  fear;  to  be  terrified. 

望 風畏摺  to  scent  danger. 

To  fold  ；  to  double 

A  state  p^per.  To  1 
See  4034. 

up. 

bend. 

摺紙  to  fold  paper. 
摺扇  a  folding  fan,  as  opposed 

to  a  round  fan. 

摺疊  to  fold  up,  as  clothes. 
摺子  a  memorial  to  the  Throne; 
any  "small  folded  paper  or  parcel. Also,  a  temporary  bin,  formed 
by  twisting  a  narrow  strip  of 
matting  into  a  spiral  and  insert 
ing  one  end  in  a  low  basket. 
Used  for  holding  grain. 

摺 
559 

蟄 

560 

R. 辑 

2* 

C.  chet-^ 

H.  chSits、 chiz 

F.  (ikr 

dzai 

W.  dzai^^  v. 

dzi),  dzoc^ 

N.  isih,  dzih 

P.  ich’i、 iche 

M  .  tsz^ 

Y.  tsz^ 

K.  ch、ip 

J.  chu 

A.  trep-^ 

Entering 

Lower. 

f 
0 

R •葉 

See 憎 

A.  tip 

Entering 

Upper  and 
Lower. 

memo- 

摺奏。 p 奏摺子 t。 rialise  the  Throne. 

摺畧  a  digest;  a  precis. 

手摺  notes;  memoranda. 

遞遺摺  to  send  in  a  deceased statesman’s  valedictory  memo¬ 
rial, — to  the  Emperor. 

招 差  a  courier. 摺  to  bend  the  back, — which 
T‘ao  Yuan-ming  said  he  would 
not  do  for  five  j>ecks  of  rice, 

the  salary  of  a  magistrate. 

摺 腰申謝  to  make  a  bow and  return  thanks. 

摺角  to  turn  down  a  leaf;  to 
make  dogs’  ears.  See  550. 

不要摺  do  pot  fold  it. 

摺兒 a  fold. 摺稿  the  text,  or  draft,  of  a memorial. 

摺開  to  submit  correspondence 
etc.,  to  a  superior. 

Hidden  away;  quiet.  To 

hibernate  ；  to  become  torpid. 
To  cluster. 

驚蟄  arouse  the  torpid, 一 the third  of  the  twenty-four  solar 
terms,  from  March  5th  to  20th. 
Insects  are  then  roused  from 

their  winter  quarters,  and  the 

spring  equinox  is  at  hand. 

普  insects  that  have  become 
torpid. 

宜 爾子孫 蟄蟄兮 it 
IS 

right  that  your  descendants 
should  be  in  swarms. 

蟄獸  the  hibernating  animal, 一 the"  b^ar, 

潛蟄  to  hibernate. 
出蟄  to  come  forth  from  hiber¬ nation. 

授以 營法 taught  him  the way  to  hibernate, —  so  that  he 
could  remain  torpid  like  an  ani¬ mal. 

To  mimic  what  others 

say.  Talkative. 

W 

56? 

R •示馬 

H.  cha、 ckak、、 

chit) 

W.  isi'zt.; 

M.  tse^  tsa 

See  ̂  

K.  cha 

Sinking 

Upper. 

The  Cudrania  triloba 

Hance,  a  thorny  tree  about 

15  feet  in  height,  bearing 

an  orange-coloured  fruit 
with  a  milky  juice.  The 

leaves  are  used  for  feeding 

silkworms  when  mulberry- 
leaves  are  scarce.  Also 

read  tsa\ 

斫 
563 

1* 

R. 

JTo  cut  with  a  sword ;  to 

fhop  off；  to  amputate. C.  cmo、 tokQ 

H.  chok、 tok 

F.  ch、iok、 tank 

W.  cia 

N.  tsoh、 t stall P_ ，cho\t<P 

M.  tso^  ts^o K.  chak 

J.  shaku 

A.  cliok 

Entering 

Upper. 

這‘
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K .祕 

C.  che 
H.  Cche 
¥.cchi^chia W.  chu^  ciue^ 

N.  cho 

P.  che^  v.  chei 
M.  ise 

Y.  chiei 
Sz.  che 

K.  cha 

J.  ska 

A.  gia、 ingien 

Sinking 

Upper 
Irregular. 

拏柘  a  small,  thorny  variety  ofj 
the  above,  on  which  silkworms 
also  feed. 

攘 之剔之 ，其 槩其柘 
he  hewed  and  thinned  the  wild 

mulberry-trees. 

任其斫 桃摧花 let  her 
hack  the  peach-trees  and  strip 
off  the  flowers, 一 of  a  termagant. 

This,  as  opposed  to 那 

8090  ；  here. 

這個 

這個人 this  man. 
這 裏  in  fhis:  here. 

這邊  this  side;  here. 

iS  兒  here. 
& 兒的人  the  people  of  this 

place. 

this  kind. 

這樣  this  fashion ;  in  this  way; 
thus;  this  kind. 

這件事  this  affair. 這是  this  is  fof  persons  or 

things). 

這時候  this  season ; 

這碥#  thus. 這麽 下雨不 止 such  i 
cessant  rain. 

這還了 得麽 can  this  be 
allowed  to  be  so  ? 一 meaning 

now. 

m- 

that  it  cannot. 
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See 

耳 L 
565 

葉質 

4P 

Entering 

Upper. 

567 

K .葉 
c.  shyPo^yp-y 
H.  ch^ap、、 

chap^ 

F.  niek) 
W.  sie0 
N.  hsih、 hsich 

P.  shP^  ch?、 
ni^ 

M.  se^  tiz 
Y.  nieh 

K.  sop^  chop 
J.  sho 

A.  hiep 
Entering 

Upper 
Irregular. 

m 
509 

R .葉 
See  or  the 

upper  series 

form  of 

Entering 

Upper. 

這 — •  this  particular  occa¬ 
sion. 

這日 one  day. 

這地  here;  thus. 

這纔是  ^ere  -  that’s  enough  ! 
that’ll  do! 

Long  ears,  which  are 

considered  to  be  a  sign  of 
wisdom. 

The  sides  of  a  chariot 

where  the  weapons  are 

carried.  Unceremoniously ; 

abruptly.  A  disease  of  the 
feet. 

輙敢 如此1  ventured  to  act 
thus, — on  my  own  responsibility. 

輙然。 r  $ 取卽 。■:  $ 取行 
hastily;  suddenly. 

鞞 i 足長坐  to  sit  all  day  with 
even  feet, — that  is  with  neither 
foot  in  front  of  the  other,  like 
a  statue. 

Correct  form  of  566. 

Afraid  ；  pusillanimous. 

To  subdue  ；  to  influende. 

攝摺  cowardly. 

攝 服人心  to  win  people’s hearts. 

以 威懾人  in  order  to  awe 
people. 

The  branches  of  a  tree 

swaying  in  the  wind.  A 

sort  of  vine  or  creeper. 

楓橘橘  the  maple  waving  in 
the  wind. 

: 攝虎喿  =  hu  lei^  a  trail¬ 
ing  plant  that  runs  over  trees. 

►3* 

570 

R •葉 

^ 褶摺 

EnteriDg 

Upper. 

m 

571 

R. 葉 

S- 聾 

Entering 

Upper. 

士士 

572 573 

R •葉 

See 碟 

Entering 

Upper. 
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R •麻魚 

C.  ch、e、 koi'c 
H.  ch^a,  ki 
F.  chHa,  ku 
W.  tsH  j  .. 

N,c/lLO^SiO  j  CU 
P.  chTe  \. 

M.  ts'e Y.  ch''iei Sz.  ch^e  1 
K.  ch'-a^  ke 

J.  ska,  kio、 ku 

A.  hsa'k’i 
Even  Upper. 

chu 

A  fold  or  pleat  in  a  skirt. 

打襁子  to  make  a  pleat, 一 in a  skirt;  to  fold  the  skirt  over. 

百禰裙  a  heavily-pleated 
skirt. 

An  old  name  for  a  hog. 

Same  as  553. 

To  slice  off  meat  ；  to 

mince.  To  hash.  A  hash 

of  mutton,  beef,  and  fish. 

See  193  la. 

OH^ES. 

A  wheeled  vehicle  ；  a 

carriage  {see  5326)；  a  cart \ 
a  barrow.  The  chariot  or 

rook  in  Chinese  chess.  To 

cut.  [This  character  is  read 

either  c/i^e1  or  chii'、 the 

latter  mostly  in  the  book 

language  and  Only  when 

a  noun,  the  former  in 

speaking.  As  a  surname, 

always  ch',ev\  as  a  piece  in 

chess,  always  c/iii1].  Radi¬ cal  1 59.  See  4474. 

車子  or  小車子  a  wheel¬ barrow. 

— •輛車 one  cart. 

車輛  carts. 大車。 f 長車  a  waggon.  The former  is  also  used  for  a  “chief 

engineer. ’’ 

車1
 

574 
in 

轎車  a  passenger  cart  (covered). 

跑海子 的車 a  cart  i 
search  of  a  fare;  a  “crawler. 

站口 子的車 a  cart  on  or from  a  “stand.” 

宅門 兒的車  a  private  cart. 

脚踏車  a  bicycle. 
車夫。 i •車 戶。 r 趕車的 

w 車仗人  carters. 

車幔。 r 車帷  the  front  screen or  curtain  to  a  cart. 

車栅  the  awning  stretching  out in  front  of  a  cart. 

車弓  the  arched  top  to  a  cart. 

审 圍  the  cpvering  put  over  a cart  to  preserve  it. 

車箱子  the  inside  of  a  cart. 
車 泠子。 r 車轅子 心 shafts  of  a  cart. 

車轅兒  the  shaft-board  of  a cart. 

車輪。 i •車轆 驢 cart-wheels. 

單套車  a  one-horse  cart. 車脚 •車 價 車錢 
cart-hire. 

車行 {hang1)  an  association  of carters,  which  controls  the  whole 
business  of  carting  in  a  city.  A 

fee  is  generally  exacted  from  all 
carts  entering  the  city>  not  con 
nected  with,  the  association. 

其 書五車  his  works  would 
fill  five  carts, — said  by,  Chuang 
Tzu  of  Hui  Tzli.  See  3711. 

五車  many  books. 富五車  enough  learning  to  fill five  carts. 

賃手 車一輛  hired  a  wheel¬ 
barrow. 

火輪車  or  汽車 a  railway- 
train. 

陸乘車  to  travel  on  land  by 
cart, — one  of  the  四載 

modes  of  transport.  See  2446, 

2874,  6821. 

兵車。 r 戎車  a  war-chariot. 

安 車駟馬  a  comfortable  car¬ 
riage  and  team  of  four  horses. 

A  carriage  of  this  kind  is  a 
roomy  conveyance  on  4  small 

wheels  to  prevent  jolting. 
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王 姬之車  the  carriage  of  the 
king’s  daughter. 

降車  to  get  out  of  a- carriage. 

風車  a  windmill;  a  whirligig. 

滑車  a  pulley. 

滑車架  a  pulley-block. 

指 南 車  south-pointing  chariot, 
— said  to  have  been  given  by 

周公  Chou  Kung,  B.C.  mo, 
to  certain  envoys  from  the  ex¬ 
treme  south,  in  order  to  guide 
them  back  to  their  homes.  An 

old  name  for  the  mariner’s  com¬ 

pass. 
車^  a  flying  chariot, 一 a  kind  of 

aerostat  which  從 風遠行 

could  travel  faf  with  a  fair  wind. 

吾欲 乘飛車 東訪赤 

松子1  would  mount  a  flying 
chariot,  and  go  east  in  search  of 

Ch‘ih  Sung  Tzu. 

棄 車殺將  sacrifice  the  char¬ iot  in  order  to  slay  the  general， 
i.e,  sacrifice  a  rook  to  secure  a 

mate.  Cf.  a  sprat  to  catch  a 

salmon.  [The  “chariots”  on  one 

side  are  車,  on  the  other  Y 車 •] 

I 公車  name  of  an  office  under
 

the  Han  dynasty,  in  charge  of 
Memorials,  Rescripts,  etc. 

公 車北上  he  has  gone  to 
Peking  to  compete  for  the  third 

degree. 

副車  the  supplementary  list  of 
successful  candidates ;  the  vice 

or  deputy  of  a  ruler  or  com¬ 
mander-in-chief. 

誤中 — 叹4 副車 they  struck 
by  mistake  the  second  in  com¬ 

mand, — not  the  “First  Emperor.” 

車 渠  mother-of-pearl.*  See  575. 

璋 L  厨 I  to  winnow. 
牙車。 r 車類骨 the  jaw- 
bone. 

車牀 w 車架  a  turner’s  lathe. 
車玉  to  cut  jade  or  polish  gems. 

旋車光  to  polish  on  a  lathe. 

車裂  tom  to  pieces  by  carts, — 
of  traitors. 

二 审  the  three  carts,  or  three 
conveyances  across  the  Sansara 
to  the  shores  of  Nirvana.  These 

are  severally  drawn  by  sheep, 

deer,  and  oxen,  allegorically 

車1
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w 
575 

R. 麻 

See 車 

A.  hsa 
Even  Upper. 

扯 

576 

representing  the  saving*  power 
of  the  three  degrees  of  saint- 
ship.  Sanskrit  Triydna.  See  770. 

車前草  the  plant  before  the cart, 一 Plantago  major， 

車 馬臨門  carriages  and horses  at  the  door, — a  rich  man. 

敢 报車駕  I  venture  to  drag your  chariot, 一- to  my  house. 
Used  in  invitations. 

下車 伊始未 及周知 
the  incoming  official  has  not  yet 

put  himself  au  courant  with  his 
business. 

車水  to  work  an  irrigating wheel. 

車魚  the  pomfret, 一 a  fish  found 
at  Ningpo. 

車猪  cart -pigs,  or  pigs  brought to  Peking  in  ,  carts  from  the 

country,  as  opposed  to 鞠^  猪*; 
see  9190. 

馬車  a  cart;  a  carriage. 
車  carts  and  ships, — carriage 
by  land  and  water. 

車班 兒上的  the  men  be¬ longing  to  the  suite  of  a  person, 

— carters,  attendants,  etc. 

珠 車堆子  the  sentry-boxes and  guard-houses, — surrounding 
the  Forbidden  City  in  Peking. 

車軍  the  chariot  division  of  an 
(Indian)  army.  Sanskrit:  Ratha- 
kdya、 

車轍  cart-ruts.  See  581. 
車権  the  framework  of  a  cart. 

車門  a  porte  cochlre. 車  the  later  Ouigours,  of  Lake 
Baikal  region. 

A  mineral  or  precious 

stone,  called  碑 樣， brought 

from  India.  Also  applied 

to  the  mother-of-pearl  shell 

brought  from  the  Malay 

archipelago  and  used  for 

making  the  opaque  white 
buttons  of  the  6th  official 

grade. 

See  =582. 
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R •紙馬 

真 

See 侈 

Rising  Upper. 

m: 

578 

R •屑 

F.  tiek?、 tHek、 

See 漁 

Entering 

Irregular. 

To  open  the  mouth  wide ; 

to  gape. 

哆然  with  one  consent;  unani¬ 

mously. 

Pervious  ；  to  penetrate ; 

intelligible.  To  get  at.  To 

peel；  to  skin.  To  cultivate 
on  the  share  system.  To 

remove.  Interchanged  with 

579- 

貫徹。 r 通徹  to  penetrate ; to  fully  understand. 

徹 底查明  to  sift  to  the  very bottom ;  to  thoroughly  investi 

gate. 

徹 骨生寒  felt  chilled  to  the 
bone. 

不透徹  not  to  go  right  through; not  thorough;  superficial. 

徹 始徹終  to  make  oneselfj fully  acquainted  with  all  the 
details  from。 first  to  last. 

徹天  to  rise  to  heaven. 

天命不 徹 the  wiu  of  God is  not  intelligible, 一 to  man. 

周人百 畝而徹 the  fcun- 
der  of  the  Chou  dynasty  enacted 
the  hundred  mou  allotment  and 

the  share  system.  [Ten  families 

cultivated  1,000  mou  in  com¬ 
mon,  dividing  the  produce,  and 

paying  a  tenth  to  the  govern¬ 

ment.] 

徹 者徹也  the  share  system 
means  mutual  division. 

徹法  the  tithing  system. 

徹 我牆屋  he  has  removed 
our  walls  and  roofs. 

廢 徹不遲  remove  (the  dish- 
es)  without  delay, — as  at  the end  of  a  sacrifice. 

徹侯  the  feudal  nobles  or  諸 
were  so  called  under  the 

Han  dynasty,  until  the  reign  of 

Wu  Ti 武帝  whose  personal 
name  happened  to  be  徹 . The 

term  通侯  was  then  substi¬ tuted. 
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撤 
48 

579 

(屑 
C.  ch、yt0 
H.  ch^et-r 

F.  t'iek^ 
W.  dzie 

N.  tsHh 

p.  cm) 
[•//? 
. chHeh 

5z.  ch、e 
C.  chW 

•  tetsz,  dechi 
trietj 

Entering 

Irregular. 

580 

'
M
 

:. cK-yt 

I.  ch、ei? \ 
V.  dzie 

L  Wh 

To  remove  ；  to  carry  off. 
Used  for  578. 

撒去  to  take  away;  to  remove, 
— as  dishes. 

撒 去不用  to  discontinue. 

皲 風撒去  whisked  away  by 
the  wind. 

撒 了飯罷  remove  the  food. 

撒 席散枱  to  end  a  feast  and 
leave  the  table. 

撤開  to  reject；  to  put  away;  to 
peel;  to  take  off,  as  a  garment. 

撒回  to  recall,  as  an  official 
from  his  post,  or  as  troops;  to 
turn  back;  to  send  back. 

撤戍  to  withdraw  troops 

乘陰 雨撒兵  withdrew  his 
troops  under  cover  of  darkness 
and  rain. 

撤到  transferred  to, 一 as  troops. 

撒銷  to  cancel;  to  expire,  as  a 
period. 

撒任 t。  remove  from  office. 

撤究  to  remove  from  office  and 
punish. 

撤參  to  remove  from  o 伍 ce  and 
impeach. 

撒委  to  supersede  an  official 

撤退  to  resign  one’s  post;  to 
dismiss  an  employ 6;  to  with¬ 

draw;  to  draw  off,  as  troops. 

撒 水祭魚  to  empty  out  the 
water  and  take  ,  the  fish. 

撒災  to  remove  calamity. 

酒撒子  a  wine  syphon. 

不 撤薑食  [Confucius] 
never  without  ginger  at  meals. 

撒出  to  strike  off;  to  withdraw, 
as  an  amount. 

撤出來  to  take  off  or  away, — 
of  things  partially  fixed  in  or  on 
something  else. 

撒平  to  raze；  to  dismantle. 

was 

Clear  water.  Water  ex¬ 

hausted,  or  run  off,  leaving 

the  channel  dry.  Used  for 

578. 

澄澈  clear ;  pure  in  heart; 
sincere. 

w 

580 

P.  ch^ 

M.  ts^e 
Y.  chHeh 

Sz.  ts、t 
K.  cK'ol 
J.  tetsz^  dechi A.  triet^ 

Entering 

Irregular. 

轍 *
 

*SSl 

R- 屑 

C.  ch、yt。 

H.  chht 
F.  tteky 

W.  dzie 
N.  dzih 

P.  ch、P 

M.  ts^e 
Y.  chHeh 

Sz.  ch、e 
K.  ch^ol 
J.  tetsz^  dechi 
A.  triet Entering 

Lower 

Irregular. 

w 

582 

R. 馬 

C.  ch、e 
H.  ch、a F.  ch、ia、 chHe 

W.  tsH 

N.  chyd、ts、o p.  cm 

M.  ts^e 
Y.  chHei 

Sz.  ts^e 

K.  ch^a 

J.  sha 
A.  hsa 
Rising  Upper: 

澈查  to  thoroughly  investigate 

澈 底根究  to  thoroughly  sift a  matter  to  the  bottom. 

A  rut  ；  the  track  of  a 

wheel.  A  precedent.  Also 
read  cMK 

轍箇兒  cart-ruts- 前頭有 車後頭 有轍 
a  cart  in  front,  a  rut  behind, - 
follow  the  precedent. 

俅 轍而行  to  follow  in  the existing  groove. 

再 W 復。 蹈前轍 
to  again  tread  his  former  path, 

generally,  of  wickedness. 

不能舍 其故轍  unable  to leave  the  old  groove. 

故 轍可循 &  old  precedent can  be  followed. 

不 循常轍  not  following beaten  tracks;  to  be  original. 

涸轍 a  dried-up  rut,  i.e.  at  the 
last  extremity  for  want  of  money. 

轍 亂旗靡  chariot-tracks confused  and  banners  drooping, 

—as  when  an  army  is  beaten 
and  in  disorder. 

To  tear  ；  to  pull  apart. 

To  pull  ；  to  haul  up.  See 

4554， 6662. 

檫破  to  tear. 稽毁  to  tear  down  and  destroy 

揞碎  to  tear  to  pieces. 

招 貼卽搐  bills  posted  here will  be  torn  down, 

檫開  to  pull  apart;  to  open,  as 
a  scroll.  See  2468. 

拉搐  to  pull;  to  drag. 

杷他 稽起來 haul  it  UP， - a§  a  sail,  flag,  etc. 

搐住  to  haul  taut. 
搐手  to  pull  by  the  hand;  reins. 

稽 上 and 稽下 to  haul  up 
and  down,  respectively. 

搐
 8 

582 

掣，
 

S83 

R •霽屑 

C.  ckai 

H.  chi 
F.  chie 
W.  tsi 

N.  chi 
P.  ch^ 

M.  ts% 

Y.  chHeh) 

Sz.  ts、e) 

K.  ch、e、 ch^ol •  sei、 setsz、 A.  hse、 hsiet^ 

triet。 

Sinking  &  En¬ 
tering  Upper 

&  Irregular. 

584 
屑 

see 撤 

Entering 

Upper. 

R. 

榕篷  to  hoist  sail.  See  3400, 

8901. 

挎篷拉 I 牽  to  hoist  the  sail 
and  pull  the  tow-line, — to  assist. 

搢桂  to  hoist, 一 as  a  flag. 

搐 旗望臺  a  hoist-flag  and 
look-out  terrace, 一 a  signal  sta¬ 
tion. 

挎衣衿  to  hang  on  to  one’s 
clothes, — as  a  child  does. 

搐平  to  strike  an  average. 

東 拉西搐  to  drag  in  irrele¬ 
vant  matter. 

搐 舌犯嘴  to  make  mischiefl by  carrying  tales  backwards  and forwards. 

鬼  the  devil  catching  hold 
of  one’s  leg, — as  happened  to  a 
thief  when  half-way  through  a 
hole  he  had  made  in  the  wall  of a  house. 

To  obstruct  ；  to  hinder. 

To  take  by  choice.  To 

pull;  to  grasp  tight. 

牽掣  to  drag  along  with  one. 

：j^  _  to  oppress；  to  extort  under intimidation. 

掣肘  to  impede  the  elbow, said  of  any  affair  or  state  of 

things  which  impedes  free  action 

掣 肘之虞  anxiety  lest  there 
should  be  any  impedknent. 

擊 簽0 r 擊 载 t。 draw  a lot,— as  from  a  fortune-teller’s 
bag.  The  distribution  of  appoint¬ 

ments  among  successful  candi¬ 
dates  for  the  third  degree  is 
settled  by  drawing  lots. 

遵 古法掣  choose  (the  ingre¬ 
dients)  according  to  the  old 

prescription. 
to  take  delivery, — of  goods. 

乍 掣乍縱  now  tight,  now loose, 一 as  the  twitching  of  a 
convulsive  patient 

掣 掣 的  pulsating;  throbbing； 

darting. 

Plants  sprouting.  Radi¬ 

cal  45. 
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585 R .屑 
See 撤 

Entering 

Upper. 

丁 
586 

R. .沃 
See 才束 
N.  ts^oh 
A.  hsuk 

Entering 

Upper. 

m 

587 

這 
588 

眞
1
 

一589
 R. 眞 (ii.) 

C. chcn 
H.  chin 
F.  chin 客 
W.  tsang 
N.  tsi?ig 
P.  chen 
,M.  tsen 
Y.  tseng 
Sz.  chert 
K. chin 

J.  shin 
A. chen^  chon 

Even  Upper. 

To  drivel  off  an  ill-omened 
bird. 

磐 烏 巢  to  destroy  a  bird’s
 

nest,— lest  it  be  of  evil  omen. 

To  step  with  the  right 

foot;  as  名， 2013,  is  to  step 
with  the  left  foot. 

^  j  to  step  first  with  the  left  and 
then  with  the  right  foot,  making 

to  walk.  See  2013. 

女 足街頭 O 出 門 加 niin  came  out  of  the  door  into 

the  street  one  foot  at*  a  time, 
i.e.  quietly,  cautiously;  also,  "with mincing  gait. 

See  255. 

OHEEIX. 

See  564. 

OH3E3KT. 

Real ;  true  ；  genuine,  as 

opposed  to 假  1 1 60  or  僞 

1 2,522  false.  Applied  in 

Taoist  phraseology  (1)  to 

the  complete  or  perfect 

sage  and  his  attributes,  and 

(2)  to  wizards  and  their 

craft；  see  13,025.  Alsq,  to 

all  that  is  immortal,  spiri¬ 

tual,  ethereal,  natural,  etc. 

See  4404. 

冥參  real,  genuine  ginseng. 

真金線  real  gold  thread. 
冥 true  of  heart;  sincere. 

冥實  true ;  veritable ;  genuine; 
sincere. 

爲 話  the  truth. 

說話 不眞  t。 speak  untruth¬ 
fully.  Also,  to  speak  imperfectly, 
as  a  child  or  as  a  man  whose 

tongue  is  large. 

眞
1
 

S§9 
眞 事  a  genuine  affair;  some¬ thing  that  really  happened. 

貧  good  stuff, — which  a  ta¬ lented  man  is  made  of. 

貢  ̂   a  capital  likeness.  See 

4404. 眞 喊  his  veritable  property, — of  stolen  goods. 

眞  orthodox  principles. 

不 知眞假 not  to  know whether  it  is  true  or  false. 

眞  jE  real;  bond  fide. 

眞 正 可以  it  will  do  admi¬ 
rably. 

眞 元  the  true,  i.e.  good,  nature 
(of  a  man). 

元 眞  jade,— a  Taoist  term. 
眞  *性  the  true  (better)  nature. 

眞箇 （for 眞果 6627)  or 

眞箇是  it  is  so  indeed; really；  in  reality. 

眞確。 r 眞眞的 really  and 

truly. 

眞 而切眞  absolutely  true; really  and  truly. 

眞 切  distinctly ;  clearly. 

滕 不眞切  can’t  see,  or  make out  clearly, — of  eyesight. 

iB*  trustworthy, — of  one’s word. 

眞 ’高  first-class, — as  goods. 

寫眞。 i •傳眞 t。 paint  a 
portrait. 

與眞 不別  lifelike, 一 of  por¬ 
traits. 

安 祿山眞 portrait  of  An 
Lu-shan. 

畫萬難 於寫眞 there  is 
nothing  so  difficult  to  paint  as 

a  portrait. 

必得 其 眞  likeness  guaran¬ teed, 一 of  a  portrait. 

夫; to  be  unlike  the  reality, — 
as  a  bad  portrait. 

眞  wonderfully  like, — the original v  of  anything. 

电^得 s  眞  he  skilfully  seized the  natural  appearance, 一 of  hair, 
feathers,  etc.,  in  painting. 

認  ̂   to  recognise  a  thing,  or person,  or  character;  recognising 

the  true  course,  i.e、 conscienti¬ 
ously. 

眞1
 

589 

認 眞辦理 to  take  action 
really,  i.e.  not  nominally,  nor  in 
a  perfunctory  way. 

眞 本  the  genuineness  of  any¬ thing；  the  actual  cost  of  any¬ 

thing. 

本眞 or  天眞  the  original  or natural  state  or  composition  of anything. 

天良本 眞  the  goodness  of 
natural  goodness,  as  the  natural 

purity  of  a  child. 

失 眞  not  to  be  genuine,— as forged  inscriptions,  etc. 

修 眞成仙  t。 cultivate  one’s 
original  purity  and  thus  become immortal. 

眞 人  a  pure  man,—  a  being  for whom  objective  existences  have 
ceased  to  be,  and  in  whose  mind 

positive  and  negative  are  ONE; 
an  honourable  designation  for  a 
Taoist  priest. 

有眞 人而後 有眞知 
we  must  have  pure  men,  and 

then  only  can  we  have  pure knowledge.  j 

古之 眞人不 知說 
y'neh、 生不 知惡死 the 

pure  men  of  old  did  not  know 
what  it  was  to  love  life  or  hate 
death. 

正  Zj  眞 人  a  title  bestowed 
by  the  Emperor  upon  the  Taoist 
Pope. 

遇見 一個全 眞先生 
he  chanced  to  meet  a  sage  who 

had  perfected  his  purity,  i.e.  made 
himself  into  a  spiritual  being. 

以此 全其眞 hereby  at- 
tained  immortality, — alluding  to a  famous  wine-bibber.  | 

眞  a  Taoist  term  for  gold. 

眞  ̂   the  First  Cause ;  the  human soul  as  emanating  therefrom. 

Used  by  Mahommedans  for  God. 
See  2188. 

若有 眞宰而 特不得 

其 it  seems  as  though  there 
were  a  God,  but  the  clue  to  his 
existence  is  wanting. 

四 眞  the  Four  Pure  Ones,  or leading  disciples  of  Lao  Tzu,  viz. 

莊子 Chuang  Tztt，_ 列子 
LiehTzti, 文子  WenTzti.and 

庚桑楚  Keng-sang  Ch<u. 

天 眞 領 |  his  natural  dispos 
ition  was  easy-going. 
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眞1
 

5«9 

一诊 1 

鹏 
59° 

眞 
See 眞 

Even  Upper. 

縝，
 

591 R. 轸 

W*  Usang、 

tsang* N.  citing^  /sing 

P.  ch、in、 chen 

M.  tsbt、 sen0 
See_ A.  hsen 

Rising  Upper. 

m 

592 R. 眞 
See 瞒 

Even  Upper. 

鎭‘
 

593 

R •震 
C.  chert 

H.  Cchin 

F.  teing* 
W.  tsang 

N.  ch’ing P.  chen 

Y；  !
 tsin 

Sz.  chen 

K. chin 

J.  chin、 shin 

A.  chht、 tren 

Sinki
ng 

Upper
. 

眞的假 不得， 假的眞 

不得  truth  cannot  be  made 
falsehood  nor  falsehood  truth. 

富 貴眞臘  as  rich  as  Cam¬ 
bodia, — alluding  to  its  alleged 
pagodas  and  bridges  of  gold. 
See  267. 

To  be  blessed  in  response 

to  prayer. 

To  tie.  Black  and  thick, 

as  hair.  Close-woven. 

黑  deep  black. 
whose  black  hair 

will  not  change  colour  ? 

縝密  fine  and  close, — of  texture. 

Dropsical  swelling  ；  swell¬ 

ing  legs. 

To  repress^  to  keep  in 

subjection  ；  to  guard  ；  to 

ward  off,  as  evil  influences. 

A  mart,  or  great  trading 

town  ;  a  market.  A  Prin¬ 

cipality  at  the  time  of  the 

Five  Dynasties. 

鎮服  to  reduce  to  submission. 
Also  used  of  evil  spirits. 

鎭壓  to  reduce  to  order. 
rioting  mob. 

鎮物  to  conquer  evil  influences, 
devils,  etc. 

鎭撫  to  pacify. 

鎭宅  to  put  one’s  house  to 
rights,  i.e.  get  rid  of  evil  spirits. 

鎭驚  t。 allay  fear. 

威 鎭海內 t。 hold  the 
tiy  in  awe. 

鎭守 to  guard,  as  a  pass. 

-as  a 

coun- 

鎭‘
 

593 

594 

R. 轸 

See 
瘆 

Rising  Upper, 

595 

R. 耖 

See 渗 

Rising  Upper. 

眵
 3 

597 

R. 轸 

See 參 

Rising  Upperv 

鎭守 . 將軍 the  title  of a  Tartar  General,  with  a  blank 
for  the  name  of  his  command. 

brigades,  or  divisions  of 
the  forces  under  the  command 

of  a  Brigade-General. 

台  common  name  for  a  雜 [ 

Brigade-General. 

鎭將  superior  military  officers. 

鎭江  guard  the  river, — Chin- kiang,  so  called  from  its  position 

near  the  mouth  of  the  Yang- tsze. 

鎭 國將軍  a  noble  of  the Imperial  lineage,  of  the  ninth 

degree. 

鎭市 m 鎭店 a  market- town ;  an  unwalled  city. 

四大鎭  the  four  great  market- 
towns.  These  are  漢 口 ，景 

德， 乐仙， and 佛山- 
^  towns  and  villages. 

楚鎭  the  Ch‘u  Principality. 

Bushy,  thick  hair  ；  thick 
black  hair. 

實 髮加雲  her  black  hair  in masses  like  clouds. 

黑#  賢的  glQssy black- 

Similar  to  594. 

Read  yzn1.  To  dye  black. 

Same  as  594. 

Bright  as  a  gem.  Trans¬ 

parent. 

59 

R •眞耖 

N.  tsing 

See 渗 

Even  & 

Rising  Upoer. 

珍1
 

599 

R •眞 

C.  chert 
H.  chin 

F.  ching 
W.  tsang 
N.  tsing 

P.  chen 

Y  *  J  tsl
n 

Sz.  chen 

jK'  I chin 

A. tren 
Even  Upper. 

Raised  paths  or  dykes， 

dividing  up  the  low  marshy 

ground  ̂ vhere  crops  -are 
sown.  A  boundary.  To 

announce  to  the  gods  that 

the  Emperor  is  going  to 

visit  the  boundary.  To 

terminate,  as  life. 

很 隰但畛  some  went 
through  the  low  wet  lands,  some 

along  the  dykes. 

畦 畛相接  the  dykes  of  their 
fields  adjoined. 

田畛  dykes  of  fields,  i.e.  their j  boundaries. 

畛域  a  frontier. 

幸勿 爲岭睡 please  d°n，t 

stand  on  ceremony. 

Precious  ；  fare  ；  beau- 

tiful,  as  gems.  Delicate ; 

delicious,  as  flavours.  To 

prize. 
3^  precious  things

. 

珍奇  rare  things. 

珍珠  Pearls. 珍珠粉  peajrl  sag。. 

珍珠米 maize- 珍珠花  Spircea、 or  meauow- 
sweet. 

珍珠蘭  Chloranthus  incon- 
spicuusx 一 used  to  scent  tea.  • 

珍珠勲  “pearl  drops,” 一 the fleur  de  lis. 

珍珠毛  the  so-called  “unborn 
lamb  skin.” 

如 掌上珍  like  a  jewel  in one’s  hand,  i.e.  a  daughter. 

山 珍海味  mountain  delica¬ 
cies  and  sea  flavours,  i.e.  all 
kinds  of  rare  food. 

珍鍾  味  delicious  dainties 
and  beautiful  flavours,  Le.  all 

kinds  of  nice  food.  • 

八珍豈 所敢望 h<^  & I  hope  for  the  eight  delicacies, 
一 off  which  the  Emperor  is  sup¬ 
posed  to  dine.  These  狂 re  bears’ 
paws,  deers,  tails,  ducks,  tongues, 
torpedo  roe,  camels*  hump, 
monkeys’  lfps,  carps’ .tails,  and 
beef  marrow. 

9 
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599 

R. 疹 ，
 600 

# 
C.  chKn 

H.  chin 

F.  citing^  v. mong 

W.  tsang 
N.  tsing 
P.  clihi 
M.  ̂  

Y.  ! 
 Uen Sz.  clihi 

K.  chin 

J.  shin 
A.  chert 

Risin
g  

Upper
. 

胗: 
6ot 

R •較 

Sec 參 

Rising  Upper. 

轸
 3 602 

R .轸 
N.  tsing 

See 运 

Rising  Upper. 

珍瑞  an  auspicious  token  of  any 
kind. 

3^  to  value;  to  take  care  of. 

A  phrase  used  at  parting  =  take 
care  of  yourself. 

將花分 外珍重  was  extra careful  of  the  flowers. 

前 途珍重  take  care  of  your¬ 
self  on  the  journey. 

珍愛  to  prize, 一 of  things  or 
. people. 

命 世之珍  the  priceless  pos 
session  of  an  age, — as  Confu¬ cius. 

見珍 人世者 tp be  esteem¬ 
ed  a  jewel  among  men.  [Under 

stand  於  after  珍 •] 

珍龠  rare  birds. 
珍藏 t。  treasure  up. 

珍 竒各物  various  treasures 
and  rarities, 一 the  exhibits  at  an 
Exhibition. 

珍惜  t。 prize. 

Pustules  of  any  kind  ；  a 

rash  or  eruption.  Used  for 
various  kinds  of  fever. 

子  a  rash. 
出疹子  to  have  the  measles, 
or  scarlet  fever. 

痕參  scarlet  fever. 
病  small-pox  pustules. 

瘢疹  a  sort  of  carbuncle. 

渗  small  pimples,  as  in  meas¬ les. 

\ 

To  restrain  rising  anger； 

to  keep  one’s  temper. 

憾 而能胗 者鮮矣 those 
who  can  be  angry  and  not  show 
it  are  few. 

To  twist  a  cord  round  ；  to 

bind.  Crooked  ；  obstinate. 

_  to  go  around. 

•終戾  crabbed；  obstinate. 

胗 6。3 
Same  as  600. 

珍
 3 

604 
R •龄 

N.  tsing 

Sec 參 

Rising  Upper. 605 R •較 

N.  tsing 

P.  zchen^  v. 

Cchcn 

See 参 

Rising  Upper. 

w 
606 

R-  _  ("•) N.  chivgy  tsing 

Sce 瘆 

Rising  Upper. 

貞 

607 

庚 

ching 

chin 
C.  ch 

H. 

F.  ting 

W.  i  . 

N.  <, 
 ts,,'S 

P.  chhig、
 
chcn 

M.  /sen 
Y.  tsing 

Sz.  chen^  cheng 

K.  ch  'ong 

J.  tei^ch
d 

A.  trbig 

Even  Upper.
 

Plain  dark  clothes. 

Clothes  of  one  thickness. 

Border  of  a  dress. 

兄 弟珍左  the  brothers  wore black. 

珍締絡  single  grass-cloth  or linen.  < 

To  examine, — as  a  doctor. 
To  verify. 

診視  to  examine  a  patient. 
^  B|J  to  ascertain  the  nature  of a  disease. 

診朋 ̂  to  fed  the  pulse. 

懸 繇診脈  to  feel  the  pulse by  means  of  a  silk  thread. 

診治  t0  cure. g 多 夢  to  interpret  a  dream. 

To  turn：  to  revolve.  A 

bar  in  a  carriage  to  lean 

upon.  The  pegs  of  a  lute 

Distressed  ；  sorrowful.  The 

last  of  the  twenty-eight 
constellations,  including  the 

stars  v  in  Corvus. 

奏母 較  bodies  -or  boxes  of  car 
riages  and  wheels,— carriages. 

士 卒殷畛  military  carriages in  great  numbers. 

轸 轉其道  the  carriage  went rolling  on  its  way. . 

較  to  twist  round  the  pegs  of 
a  lute, 一 as  when  tuning. . 

較  compassion;  kind  feelings 

較念  to  think  kindly  on. 

糸于龄  discontented;  fretting 
against  fate. 

To  enquire  by  divination. 

Lucky,  as  applied  to  the 

內卦  or  lower  three  lines 
of  any  one  of  the  sixty-four 
diagrams;  see  每 |、 5 1 77. 

Chaste  ；  pure  ；  virtuous. 

Used  for  “number  four,” 
being  the  fourth  character 

in  the  易經  Book  of 

Changes.  Also  read  cheng 

貞烈  chaste,  even  to  death. 

貞1
 

607 

楨1
 

6o8 

R •庚 

See 貞 

Even  
Upper. 

貞潔。 r 貞淑  pure;  unde 
filed,  as  a  virgin. 

氷 貞玉潔  ice  chastity  and jade  purity,  t.e.  pure,  unsullied. 

貞女  a  virtuous  woman ;  a virgin. 

貞 節  Pure  and  undefiled, — said of  a  widow  who  will  not  re-marry 

貞節坊  gateways  or  arches 
put  up  in  honour  of  widows 
who  have  not  re-married. 

守貞  to  keep  one’s  purity, — said of  a  girl  whose  Jianc^  has  died 
and  who  elects  to  remain  unmar 
ried  ever  afterwards. 

貞  j£  pure  and  upright. 
^  trustworthy,  faithful. 

貞 固不搖  of  immovable  vir¬ 

tue. 

貞者見 之謂貞 a  pure man  seeing  it  calls  it  pure, — to 
the  pure  all  things  are  pure.  See 

淫  13, 244 - 

貞觀 ‘開. 元 'vhenCh&igKuan 
began,  z'je.  when  the  T*ang 
dynasty  began.  貞觀  was  the 

象 ̂  or  periodic  style  of the  second  Emperor  of  the 

T'ang  Dynasty,  A.D.  627. 

貞 者事之 幹也^ _ pure)  is  the  essential  element  in all  matters. 

休 貞  prosperous  and  auspicious; a  lucky  site  for  a  grave. 

考休貞  to  search  out  a  good 
site  for  a  grave. 

貞疾  a  constant  illness. 

貞裁  an  equitable  decision. 

A  common  evergreen 

growing  in  north  China. 
It  is  the 女誉貞  or  wax  tree 

[Ligustrum  lucidum  and 

L,  obtusifolnwt).  It  is  also 

called  令靑  “green  in 
winter.”  Its  seeds,  called 

女 楨子，  are  much  used as  a  tonic.  A  post.  Also 

read  cheng1  • 

楨榦  the  posts  and  sideboards by  which  adobe  walls  of  houses 
are  raised.  Hence,  a  support. 
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GHE32M 
楨1
 

6o8 

m 
609 

R •庚 
Sec 

Even  Upper. 

榛1
 

6io 

R •眞 
C.  tsun 

H.  Siskin 

F.  chcing 
W.  isattg 
N.  tseng 

I’,  che/i 

Y*  j  tsen Sz.  chen 

K. chin 

J.  shin 

A.  trail 

Even  Upper. 

溱1
 

6n 

R •眞 
See 錄 
Even.  Upper. 

臻1
 

6l2 

R .眞 
C.  tsun 

H.  tsin 

F.  cheirig 
W.  (sang 
•N.  tseng 
P.  chen 

Y.*|  tsin Sz.  chen 

K.  chin 

J.  shin 
A. trdn 

Even  Upper. 

朝庭 者天下 之楨榦 

也  the  Court  is  the  frame  by 
which  the  empire  is  held  together. 

邦之楨  a  pillar  of  the  state ; 
a  patriot. 

維 周之植  the  supporters  of| 
the  House  of  Chou. 

Lucky  ；  propitious.  Also 

read  cheng1. 

酿 祥  auspicious;  of  good  omen. 

祟禎  the  last  Emperor  of  the 
Ming  dynasty. 

The  hazel-nut  or  filbert 

tree  (Cory his  heterophylla) 

is  known  as  棒子. A 

thorny  tree. 

榛仁。 r 榛瓤  the  kernel  of 
the  hazel-nut. 

榛榛  overgrown  with  thorns 
and  brushwood. 

若不少 記榛榧 if  y。11 
don’t  call  to  mind  my  thorns 

(my  thorny  or  bad  behaviour) — 
i.e.  if  you  bear  no  malice, 

A  small  stream,  one  of 

the  sources  of  the  river 

淮  Huai  in  Honan.  Also 
a  river  in  Hupeh. 

湊湊  abundant,  as  a  crop ; 
clustering,  as  houses;  increasing, 

as  population. 

The  utmost  ；  the  highest. 

To  reach;  to  attain  to.  To 

collect.  Many.  See  4696. 

百福 ff 漆  may  all  blessings 
settle  here, 一 a  phrase  seen  on 
doors,  etc, 

澤 臻四表  his  bounty  reach¬ 
ed  everywhere. 

饑 鞾薦辕 ramine again  and  again. 

彼 人之心 于 何其臻 
the  heart  of  man,  to  what  lengths 
will  it  (not)  go? 

臻于衛  to  arrive,  at  the  State 
of  Wei. 

華1
 

612 

R •眞 

Sec 辕
 

Even  Upper. 

你1
 

m 
614 

r •侵 

F.  chi/ig 

See 馘 

Even  Upper. 

Luxuriant,  as  foliage.  To 
wear  on  the  head. 

桃 之夭夭 ，其 葉蓁蓁 
the  peach  tree  is  young  and 

elegant  ；  luxuriant  are  its  leaves. 

comes 

6iS 
R •侵 

C.  chem 

H*  chini F.  ckeirtg W.  tsang 

N.  tsing 

chen 

Y.'  !  tsin
 

Sz.  chen 

K.  chHm 

J.  shin 
A.  chan 

Even  Upper. 

A  needle.  To  probe 

to  pierce.  To  warn；  to  ad¬ 
monish.  Interchanged  witl 615. 

石箴。 r 箴砭  a  stone  probe, used  to  puncture  sojes. 

錄言'  warnin8  words>  or  輯規 
warning  rules, — admonitions. 

箴銘  to  have  admonitory  phra 
ses  carved  on  stone  for  general 
information. 

箴疵  to  attack  people’s  faults; to  criticise. 

其 孫箴尹  his  grandson  was Minister  of  Remonstrance, 

the  prototype  of  the  modern 
Censor. 

A  needle;  a  pin；  a  probe 

a  sting.  To  probe  ；  to 

pierce.  Pine-leaves.  See 

7435,  9338,  11,265. 

鑛線  needles  and  thread;  needle¬ 
work. 

飛铖走 線  flies  the  needle and  goes  the  thread,— of  rapid sewing. 

錬 線考兒  a  woman’s  work- 
basket. 

倒* ̂ 鉞線  to  backstitch. 

鍊寧 線腦0 dds  and  ends  of 
sewing. 

穿鉞。 r 級鋪。 1 •引鑛 to  thread  a  needle. 

錬尖  the  point  of  a  needle. 
絨眼  the  eye  of  a  needle.  Also 

鑛鼻兒  the  nose  of  a needle
.  

617 

鉞刺 鑛繡  to  embroider.  I  r. 

絨攝工 0r  —指 embroid-  See 铖 ery;  fine  needle- work.  Even  Upper. 

做 些錬推 tD  d。 a  little needle-work. 

跑鉞縫  to  run  a  seam. 

緘1
 

6lS 

針 
6i6 

茸像 綉花馘 一般㈣ 
like  an  embroidery  needle, .. 

找了一 天 總無影 

響  you  look  for  it  all  day  and never  find  it. 

鉞脚稀  the  stitching  is  coarse 

海 底揲鉞  like  fishing  up 
needle  from  the  bottom  of  the 

sea, 一 impossible. 

小 時偸鉞 ，大 時偷金 
steal  needles  when  young， you’ll 
steal  money  when  old. 

金絨  the  mariner’s  compass, 

Also  known  as  定南錬 

south  pointing  needle.  ^574. 

磁 石引铖  a  loadstone  at 
tracts  needles.  See  12,407. 

寒暑鉞  a  cold-heat  needle, 
a  thermometer. 

風雨铖  a  wind-rain  needle, 
a  barometer. 

鼓雜  a  drumstick  needle,- 

a  pin. 

乞巧鉞  beg-clever  needle,- very  skilful. 

鑛 皮削鐵  sewing  skins  and scraping  iron, — parsimonious. 

鉞對  as  like  as  two  needles;  the needle  due  N.  and  S.;  needle 

opposed  to  (a  beard  of  grain),— diamond  cut  diamond,  ^ee  7655 

如坐 鏰魅。 r 铖 赴会 
所  like  sitting  on  a  rug  full  of 
needles,  i.e.  in  a  position  where 
one  is  always  being  attacked. 

碱炎  acupuncture  and  cauterisa¬ 
tion. 

鉞法  the  practice  of  acupunc¬ 
ture. 

Same  as  615. 

A  kind  of  white-bait 

[^Hemiraniplitis  interme- 

dius\  commonly  known  as 

the  錬嘴*  魚  needle-mouth fish,  from  its  sharp  pro¬ 

jecting  snout.  Also  known 
as  the 長短膜 and 馬 

婆魚. 



甄1
 6i8 

R •眞先 
C.  yen、 chin 

W.  tsang 

N.  tsing 
P.  chert 

M.  tscn^  tsLen 
chin 

J.  shin 
A.  yen^  kien、 

chin 

To  moifld  ；  to  fashion. 

To  act  on ；  to  influence；  to 

excite ;  to  alarm. 

觐 陶萬類  to  mould  and  fa¬ 
shion  all  things, — alluding  to  the 
theory  of  creation. 

甄 別人才  to  discern  the  spe¬ cial  talents  of  each  individual. 

Read  chieri^ •  The  wing 

of  an  army. 

Even  Upper. 

藏1
 6】9 

R. 眞。 
See  ̂  

Even  Upper. 

A  bright  blue  orchid,  the 

莉 親， which  grows  in  .  the 
south  of  China.  Also  known 

as 地松  ground  fir,  and 

蟾蜍蘭  toad  orchid. 

怔 
620 

肫 
621 

See  690. 

See  2848. 

622  * 
R 芎
 

C. chem 
H.  ticm 

F.  ting、 Nng 
W.  tsang 

N.  tsing 
P.  chin 

Y.'  i  lsin Si,  chen 

K.  chHm 

J.  chin 
A. chem 

Even  Upper. 

A  block  to  beat  clothes 

on  when  washing  them. 

An  anvil.  A  heavy  stone 
with  a  handle  fitted  into  it, 

used  by  athletes. 

玷板  a  chopping-board,  as  used 
by  butchers. 

石砧  a  stone  to  which  criminals 
are  chained. 

柚砧  to  throw  the  heavy  stone 
to  each  other, 一 for  catching. 

■玷  a  stone  to  beat  clothes  on 
when  washing  them.  Used  figu¬ 
ratively  for  4<a  husband.n  See 1389. 

椹‘
 

To  strike  or  stab.  The 

noise  of  felling  wood. 
R •沁 

See 

SinkingUpper. 

以右手 椹其匈  with  my 
right  hand  I  will  stab  him  in 
the  breast,— said  by  Ching  K*o. 

斟
1
 

To  pour  out.  To  delib¬ erate. 

顗
 3 

624 

斟茶  to  pour  out  tea. 

629 

R •侵 K •寢沁 

C.'chem 

H.  chim 

斟酒  to  pour  out  wine. 

See 枕 

F.  ching 

W.  tsang 

斟滿了  fill  up! 

Rising  &  Sink 

ing  Upper. 
N.  tsing 

P.  chen 

斟議。 1 ■勘酌  t。 consult;  to 

枕
3
 

tsin deliberate. 

Sz.  chen 

斟酌着  according  to  circum- 

630  ■ 

J.  shin 

stances;  as  the  case  may  be. 

R 寢沁 

A.  chem  - Even  Upper. 

斟酌爲 隹 it  is  better  t。 
C. chem 

deliberate. 

F.  ching^  v. 

翁 0  _  to  carefully  discuss. 

chieng 

W.  tsang 

^J.  it  has  all  been  settled. 

N.  tsing 

P.  chen M.  (sen 
Y.  tscng 

椹
1
 

625 

R •侵寢 A  chopping-block.  A 

target.  A  mulberry-tree. 

Sz.  chen 

K.  chKim 

J.  shin 

A. chem 
Used  for  9843. 

Rising  &  Sink¬ ing  Upper. 

C.  is  hem 
H.  is  him 

椎菌  a  fungus  growth  on  the F.  seing^ 
chen  tree. W.  -zang 

N.  zin^ 

臣之胷 不足 以當椹 
P./VV 

M.  sett* 

質  my  breast  is  hardly  the  thing Y.  t^cn 

K.  sim 

J.  chin A.  i^cm^ 
Even  &  Rising 

to  use  as  a  chopping-block. 

Lower 

Irregular. 

礁1
 

Used  for  622,  in  the 

same  senses. 
626 

R •侵覃 

Read  k、av)\  Peaked,  like 

M 
mountains  ；  hilly. 

See 站堪 

Even  &  Rising 

Upper. 

確碍 於靑霄 th? peaks  pierced  the  azure  sky. 

左右 石確碍 立 .right and left  the  stones  were  piled  up  high. 

霹靈堪 (^«')  a  name  given 
in  the  本  Pen  Tslao  to  a 
meteoric  stone  from  雷州府 

on  the  mainland  north  of  Hai- 

nan. 

營 See  1 1,522. 

627 

譖 See  1 1,578. 

6z8 

To  hang  the  head,  as 
when  weak  or  sleepy. 

A  pillow, 一 of  wood,  bam¬ 
boo,  china,  etc.  A  stake  to 
fasten  cattle  to.  Adjacent. 

The .  “bridge”  on  musical 
instruments. 

枕頭  a  pillow. 
枕箱  a  box  and  pillow  in  one. 

耳枕  a  pillow  with  a  hole  for the  ear. 

枕套。 r 枕頭袋  a  pillow¬ case. 

角 枕粲兮  how  beautiful  was 
the  pillow  ornamented  with  horn. 

伏枕  the  face  buried  in  the 

pillow. 

警枕  a  pillow  so  constructed as  to  rouse  the  sleeper.  Said  to 
have  been  first  used  by 
and  afterwards  by  司 馬光 • 

藥枕  a  pillow  containing  dried flowers,  drugs,  etc. 

枕伴  a  bed-fellow. 枕 邊教妻  teach  your  wife on  the  pillow, — give  her  curtain 
lectures ! 

枕邊言  pillow  words, — as spoken  by  a  wife  to  her  husband, 
and  against  the  insidiousness  of 
which  Chinese  moralists  inveigh. 

曲 肱而枕 he  bent  his  arm and  pillowed  his  head. 

枕之則  if  used  as  pillow, 
then . 

枕戎  to  make  a  pillow  of weapons, 一 to  be  prepared. 

高 挽而寐  he  sleeps  soundly, i.e.  without  care. 

安 枕無憂  to  sleep  peaceably 
without  care. 

枕席 難安.  unable  to  rest 
peaceably  in  his  bed. 

枕 席未安  not  yet  firmly 
fixed  on  the  throne. 

枕上死  to  die  in  one’s  bed, 
i.e.  not  a  violent  death. 



ohhunt 

69 

OJE3CE3IST 
枕
 3 

630 

m 
63 【 

R 沁覃 C.  s^hem 

H.  ctam^y.  kert 

W.  ̂ dzang 
N.  dzeng^ 
P.  chen 

M.  UsLen^ 
v.  cJken 

K.  chin 

J.  chin、 djiti 
A.  ̂ am^chem 
•  Sinking 
Lower,  very 
Irregular. 

f 

>33 

R. 沁 
% 枕 
SinkingUpper. 

木枕 墻  the  stick  leans  against 
the  wall.  * 

枕骨  the  pillow  bone,  or  occi¬ 

put. 
後枕厚  his  occiput  is  thick, 

i,e.  he  will  have  a  numerous 

posterity. 

門枕  a  door-sill. 
枕木  a  sleeper  on  a  railway. 

枕 洽衾寒  pillow  cold  and 
bedclothes  chilly, 一 of  poverty. 

兒枕  the  placenta. 

兒枕疼  after-pains. 

A  bird  like  the  secretary 

falcon,  also  called 同 力烏， 
with  a  long  black  neck  and 
red  bill.  It  eats  snakes 

and  is  supposed  to  be  so 

poisonous  that  fish  die  where 

it  drinks,  the  grass  withers 
around  its  nest,  and  its 

feathers  steeped  in  spirits 

make  a  virulent  poison. 

Venomous  ；  deadly.  To 

poison. 

吾令竭 爲媒兮 I  bade 
the  chen  act  as  my  go-between. 

献酒  poisoned  wine. 

酞毒  poisonous. 

宴安 献毒  feasting  and  ease 
are  deadly  poisons. 

飲酞卒  he  drank  poison  and die(J. 

將酞之  tried  to  poison  her. 

Read  tan'.  Addicted  to. 

献暗  greedy;  gluttonous. 

荒 酞酒色  addicted  to  wine 
and  women. 

Same  as  631. 

The  occiput  ；  the  bone  of 
the  head  on  which  one  rests 

in  sleeping.  See  630. 

Read  tanz.  Filthy. 

Read  tan}.  Silly. 

頌贪員  foolish-looking. 

JT 

634 

r •寢較 

C.  chenC- H.  -chini 

F.  teing1 W. 玉 dzang 
N.  dzetig 

P.  chen* 
M.  tseri* 
Y.  tseng^ 
Sz.  chen 

K.  chint 

J.  chin、 djin 
A. 三  trhn、 ^ire/i 

Rising  Lower 
Irregular. 

联 4
 

635 R. 寢 

〜朕 

Rising  I.ower. 

f 

R. 耖 

See 陳 d •朕 

Rising  Lower 

倔
 4 

637 

R •震眞 See 娠 

Sinking 

Upper. 

Originally  a  common 
word  for  I， me,  my;  but 
appropriated  by  始皇帝 

the  First  Emperor,  B.  C. 

222,  to  Imperial  use  alone 
WE.  Subtle. 

天 忘朕邪  has  your  Holiness forgotten  me? 

肤躬  WE, — the  Emperor. 

朕知  WE  know. 

肤德 OUR  virtue. 

朕心  OUR  heart. 
朕安  WE  are  well, — in  reply  to 

enquiries. 

朕氣 OUR  relatives. 

朕命 不易  OUR  appoint¬ ment  of  you  shall  not  change. 

而持方 得笋朕 sti11  we cannot  grasp  his  (God’s)  attri¬ butes. 

隹朕  a  happy  conceit.  [朕 for  眹 •] 

似 有隹朕  she  appeared  to be  encehite. 

朕兆  the  subtle;  the  mysterious, — as  the  future. 

未 成兆朕  not  yet  assumed shape, — form  less. 

The  head  of  a  mallet. 

A  plant,  the  leaves  of 
which  when  burnt  furnish  a 

mordant  for  fixing  colours. 

The  pupil  of  the  eye.  See 
634 - 

無目 眹 謂之瞽 Wave no  pupils  to  the  eyes  is  to  be 
ku, —— stone  blind. 

A  lad  of  ten  or  twelve 

years  of  age；  a  good  boy. 

f 辰 童  boys  employed  in  religious 

processions. 

m 
638 

r •眞 

C. shcn 
H.  Ss/iiu 

F.  sing 
W.  sang 

N.  chi  Tig  ̂  sing 

P.  shen 

M.  isen^  Lts^cn K.  sin 

J

.

 

 

shin 

A.  
t(en 

Even  Upper. 
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See 眞 

Even  Lower. 

艇 
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l 震奠 

C. chen H.  Ccken 

F.  Cchiftg 
W.  tsang 

N.  ch  ’ing 
P.  chen 

Y  *  j  tsen 

Sz.  chen 
K.  chin 

J.  shin 

A.  chen 
Sinking 

Upper. 

Pregnant. 

娠婦  a  pregnant  woman. 

胎娠  pregnant. 
娠動  quickening  of  the  foetus also,  incipient  labour. 

喜  enceinte.  See  4073. 

落娠  a  miscarriage. 
遂得娠  and  so  became 

pregnant. 

The  nose-bag  of  a  horse 
Commonly  known  as  _ 

n  m 

To  move;  to  shake.  To 

excite  ；  to  stir  up.  To 
restore.  To  call  back. 

From.  Used  for  641. 

振衣  to  shake  one’s  dress. 

手振  a  trembling  hand. 
振動  to  excite  to  action;  to  be 

up  and  doing. 

振臂  to  wave  the  hand, — \n encouragement  of  soldiers,  etc. 

振作  to  excite  to  action; ，to 
urge  on. 

振 作有爲  he  isA-ery  capable, 
or  very  able. 

那個人 有振作 that  man 

is  a  born  leader. 

振拔 to  raiw 
振救  to  save  from  danger. 
h.  ̂0  (°r 起) 精神 的 ro’use  one’s  energies. 

重  ch'ung1  振銳氣  to  rouse again  their  ardour；  See  5727. 

振怖  to  alarm. 手也 振釋生 _  my  hand 
was  also  painfully  jarred, 一 by 
the  shock. 

振覺  to  awaken. 振興  to  cause  to  piosper. 

望其振 興家業  hoping  to： 
improve  the  family  fortunes. 

大 振家聲  he  has  greatly 
raised  the  family  reputation. 
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640 

賑 4
 641 

•震耖 
H.  fhen See 振 

Sinking  & 

Rising  Upper. 

威 振四海  he  inspires  awe 
within  the  Four  Seas,  t.e.  every¬ 
where. 

振旅  to  lead  troops  back., 

^  ̂   from
  of  old. 

^  ̂   to  throw  open  
the  grana¬ 

ries. 

震
 4 

642 

642 

R, 震㈤ 
H.  (chin See 振 

Sinking 

Upper. 

Read  chht>.  Numerous. 

Noble. 

振振  in  swarms. 

振振 公子 心 noble  sons  of 
•the  prince. 

均 服振振  with  combined 
energy  and  grand  display, 

Liberal  ；  charitable.  To 

give  in  charity.  See  640 

賑濟 01 •賑捐  to  subscrib^f 
money  to  relieve, 一 as  in  famine 
times. 

賑鱗  to  relieve  the  hungry. 
脤恤  to  relieve  and  compas 

sionate. 

需  charity  in  a  concrete  form. 

娠勞 J  funds  of  a  charity. 

領賑  to  receive  relief. 

以 工代賑  to  find  work  for 
people  instead  of  giving  money. 

To  shake,  to  agitate；  to 

shock；  to  startle •’  to  terrify 

To  quicken. 

地震  an  earthquake. 
春震帝 王生， 冬震帝 
王崩  an  earthquake  in  spring 
portends  the  birth,  in  winter  the 

death,  of  a  prince. 

徐 方震驚  the  region  of  Hsii 
shook  and  was  terrified. 

不 震不動  unshaken, 
moved, ― of  a  hero. 

雷震  struck  by  thunder  (i.e. 
lightning). 

震雷  the  roll  of  thunder. 

震怒  thundering  anger.> 

震威  to  strike  with  awe. 

震破了  shattered  by  the  shock 
——as  of  an  earthquake. 

un- 
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R •震 

C. chin 
H.  chHn F.  tcing 

W.  tsang 
N.  dzing 

P.  chert 

M.  tsen Y.  tseng 

Sz.  chen^  tsen 

K.  chin 

J.  dji?i A. tren Sinking 

Lower. 

名 震 遠近  his  name  is  known far  and  wide. 

莫不震 懼其威 alltrcm- 
bled  at  his  majestic  bearing. 

震悼  to  be  shocked  with  .grief. 

震壓  to  repress;  to  keep  down., 

震動  to  move;  to  disturb,  as by  an  earthquake ;  to.  arouse ; 
to  excite. 

震懾  to  stand  in  awe  of.  Also, to  overawe. 

震徭  to  shake. 震 死  了  frightened  to  death  by a  sudden  shock. 

爲暴 雷震死  struck  dead by  a  thunderbolt. 

震 卦  the  4th  of  th-  Eight  Dia¬ grams,  referring  to  the  quicken¬ 

ing  of  nature. 

未幾 婢腹震  before  long the  maid’b  womb  quickened,  i.e. 
she  found  herself  enceinte. 

載震  to  become  pregnant. 
震 曰  a  Buddhist  name  for  China, 

To  arrange;  to  form  in 

ranks  ；  a  regiment  of  sol 

diers  an  army.  A  battle. 

Repeatedly.  Numerative  of 

gusts,  blasts,  showers,  etc 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

陳 658.]  See  4936. 

八陣圖  eight  tactical  disposi¬ tions  of  troops, — invented  by 

諸葛亮  Chu-ko  Liang,  and exhfbited  by  eight  rows  of  huge 

stones,  eight  to  each  row,  in  the 

奉節  Feng-chieh  District  in Sstich*uan.  These  eight  were 
named  after  Heaven,  Earth, 

Wind,  Clouds,  Dragon,  Tiger, 

Bird,  Snake. 

布陣  to  set  out;  to  arrange. 

陣兵  to  quarter  troops. to  draw  up  in  line  of  battle. 

上陣  to  go  to  battle. 

陣上  in  battle. 
陣 亡 w 陣上亡 t。 die  i battle. 

陣勢  position  of  troops,— in reference  to  their  strength. 

陣‘
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擺 開陣勢  to  dispose  troops 
for  battle. 

陣圖  plan  of  the  battle. 

打頭陣  the  van-guard ;  the front  of  the  battle. 

to  lose  a  battle, 

冲 蜂陷陣  rushing  on  the spears  and  throwing  him'selfinto the  fight. 

我 先去與 他見陣 
go  and  have  a  preliminary  fight 
with  him. 

擺 女人陣  to  get  a  woman  to 
do  the  fighting, — to  get  behind 
one’s  Wife’s  petticoats. 

設 迷龍陣 a 
gambling-hell. 

迷魂陣  infatuated  with,  or under  the  pernicious  influence 

of, — a  woman. 

陣陣的  repeatedly. 一 ■陣  一 ■陣冷  getting  coWer 

644 

R. 眞 

C.  ch'-en 

H.  chin 
F.  chittg W.  tsang、 

chHung 

N.  ching、ch、’ing 

P.  ch'-en 

M.  tsen 
K.  chin 

J.  shin 

A.  hsen 
Even  Upper. 

Aspirate 
Irregular. 

and  colder. 

陣熱 
now -陣冷 ，- 

cold,  now  hot. 

-陣雨  a  shower  of  rain. 

-陣姻  a  puff  of  smoke. 
-陣明 ，一陣 不明。 ne 
moment  you  understand,  and  the 

next  you  don’t, 

- 陣火焚  a  burst  of  fire¬ 
works. 

OH'ESIST. 

fo  get  angry；  to  rail  at. 
See  5163. 

生瞋  to  get  angry. 

瞋怪  to  rebuke. 瞋怪 來膦了  scolded  him 
for  being  late. 

瞋嫌  anger  and  hate. 

並 非瞋着  he  did  not  abuse, 
nor  scold,  him. 

他不尋 啤 :你來 he  ctoes 
not  seek  to  irritate  you. 

Read  t^ien1. 

怒 氣瞋胸  anger  filled  his 

breast. 
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R 先眞 
&瞋田 
Even  Upper 

&  Lower. 

琛1
 

646 

R •侵 
Even  Upper. 

m 
c.47 

臣 2 

648 

r •眞 
C.  shen 

H.  shin、 chKin 
F.  sing 
W.  tsang 

N.  dzing 

P.  ch、in 
M.  ) 

Y.  j 
 Uen 

Sz.  cK'en 

K.  siti 

]V  shin^jd
jin 

A.  iTtn 

Even  Lower.
 

To  stare  at  in  scorn;  to 

jlare  at  in  anger. 

旗 怒無度  glared  at  him, 
angry  beyond  all  bounds. 

瞋視  to  glare  at  angrily. 

A  beautiful  precious 
stone. 

來 獻其琛  they  come  to 
present  their  precious  things. 

天 球水怪  gems  from  heaven 
and  strange  things  from  the  sea, 

— rarities,  in  general. 

Same  as  646. 

A  subject  ；  a  vassal  ；  a 
servant.  A  minister  of 

State；  a  statesman.  Used 

by  Chinese  civil  o 伍 Qials 

to  the  Emperor  for  “I,” 
where  Manchu  officials  use 

奴才  your  slave;  and  by 
the  Emperor  himself  to  God. 

Radical  131.  See  3269. 

人臣  a  subject;  see  2526. 

君臣  sovereign  and  subject；  or, 
sovereign  and  minister,  in  which 

sense  the  term  appears  as  one 

of  the  Five  Relationships  of 

mankind;  ̂ 7464.  Fundament¬ 
al  and  accidental. 

稱 臣奉貢  to  become  sub¬ 
jects  and  pay  tribute. 

臣樸  servants  and  slaves, 一 as 
were  criminals  and  captives  in 
ancient  days. 

臣子  a  minister  of  State. 

&宦。 r 臣僚  government 
officials. 

臣衙門  the  minister’s  (i.e‘  my) 
yamen, 

直臣  an  upright  minister. 

忠臣  a  loyal  minister. 

，亂臣  a  treacherous  or  rebellious 
official. 

貳臣  a  traitorous  minister,  who 
passes  over  to  the  new  dynasty. 

權臣  an  influential  minister. 

群 E  # 諸臣 the 
various 

officials, —— at  Court. 

臣 
648 

沉2
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R •侵寢 

C.  ch、hn、y  • 

chem、 shem 
H.  chHm、 shim F.  tHng^  v. 

sing 

W.  dzang、 sang 
N.  dzing,  sing 

P.  ch、hi、 shen  * 

Y  *  J  ts'-cn^  sen 
Sz.  ch、ht、 shen 

文臣 and 武臣  civil  and  mili¬ tary  officials,  respectively. 

欽差; ̂ 臣  an  Imperially commissioned  great  minister, — 
an  Imperial  Commissioner,  an 
Ambassador,  etc. 

本大臣 i  the  great  minister, 一 used  by  high  officials,  as  above, 
when  speating  or  writing  of 
themselves. 

一 referring  retrospect¬ 
ively  to  the  reigning  Emperor 
while  his  late  father  was  still 
reigning. 

五臣:  the  five  ministers, 一 of  the 
Emperor  Shun. 

不臣  said  of  a  rebellious  or  dis¬ 
loyal  minister. 

素有不 臣之心 he  was  of a  disloyal  temperament. 

臣妾  my  concubine, — as  an o 伍 cial  would  say  in  addressing 
the  throne. 

率土 之濱莫 非王臣 
within  the  boundary  of  the  land, 

there  is  none  who  is  not  a  subject 
of  the  sovereign. 

襆雖小 ，天下 不敢臣 
small  though  it  be  in  body,  there 
is  no  one  in  the  world  who  dares 

to  use  it  as  a  servant.  [Said  of 

遨  Tao.] 
主者天 道也， 臣者人 

道也  that  which  rules  is  the 
. Tao  #of  jGod,  that  which  serves is  the  Tao  of  man;  or,  the  Tao 

of  God  is  fundamental,  the  Tao 
of  man  accidental. 

稱臣 &  declare  oneself  a  vassal; 
to  own  allegiance.  See  1910. 

臣順  to  submit ;  to  own  alle¬ 

giance. 

萬 國臣服  all  nations  sub¬ 
mitted. 

To  sink,  as  opposed  to 升 

see  5085  ；  to  perish.  Deep. 

Dull;  as  colour.  Bass  notes. 

Heavy.  Very.  As  a  sur¬ 

name,  read  shen%^  and  gene¬ 
rally  written  沈； see  9849. See  12,635. 

沉底  to  sink  to  the  bottom. 

沉 在水裏 to  sink  in  the 

、 water. 

沉 

649 

K.  ch、im、 sim 

J.  chin、 shin 
A.  trem 

Even  and 

Rising  Lower and  Upper. 

沉船  a  sunken  ship；  a  wreck, 

沉 船木料  wood  from  a 

wreck, 

沉沬。 r 沉沒  sunk ;  gone out  of  sight ;  perished. 

陸沉者  people  drowned  on dry  land. 

沉案  to  put  off,  or  shirk  hearing, a  case, — until  eventually  it  lapses 
altogether. 

0  網 F  沙2 西  the  sun  w
as  sink¬ 

ing  in  the  west. 

+  02  %  ten  it  sinks  against 
nine  it  floats, — the ‘  odds  are 
rather  against  floating. 

沉淪  to  perish;  to  pass  away, 一 as  a  former  faith,  good  old customs,  etc. 

沉溺  sunk  in,  as  in  vice;  in¬ 
fatuated  ; doting. 

偏沉  out  of  balance ;  unevenly balanced. 

沉昤  bass  singing;  to  bethink oneself. 

尙 在沉昤  he  was  still  deep 
in  thought. 

沉思  to  think  deeply ;  to  reflect. 

沉重  heavy ;  severe ;  grave; 
serious,  as  an  illness. 

篤  dangerous;  serious,  as  an 
illness. 

沉醉。 r 況酣 veiT  drun£- 

沉失  to  sink;  t^o  be  lost. 

沉 迷不反  to  be  irrevocably sunk  and  lost, — in  vice,  etc. 

沉默  reserved;  discreet. 

沉 下臉來  his  face  dropped. 
沉睡  fell  fast  asleep. 

沉痼  a  severe  illness. . 
沉著。 r  沉靜  unmoved;  im- perturbable ;  impassive. 

―陰 沉沉的 l_ring 
skies« 

沉 沉兒。 r 打个 沉兒 J 
stop  a  bit !  hold  on! 

玲 2 沉  very  deep;  very  heavy. 

^2  heavy  and  clumsy. 

分兩沉  heavy  in  weight. 

沉香  garoo  wood,  or  lign-aloes {Aquilaria  agallochay  Roxb.),  so 

called  because  it  sinks*  in  water. 
See  7836. 
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^ 忱沉 
J.  chin^  djin 
A.  trem 

Even  Lower. 

/AJU1 魷 
R •侵寢 
w 沉審 

Even  and 

Rising  Lower 
and  Upper. 

辰
 5 652 

眞 
C.  shen 
H.  shin 
F.  sing 

W.  zang 

N.X  zing 

P.  ch^cn 
M.  sen,  hsiin、 

shun 

Y.  ts^en 
Sz.  ch^en 
K.  sin 

J.  shin  • 
A.  f'en 
Even  Lower. 

土沉香  native  garoo  wood, -- 
a  kind  of  Agave,  supposed  to 
resemble  garop  wood. 

九天， 八爲 沉天。 f  the 
nine  heavens  the  eighth  is  the 
ch^cn  heaven. 

沉水  a  river  in  Ssuch^uan. 
4^  the  mallard ;  wild  duck 

in  general. 

Long-continued  rainy 
weather. 

陰 陰霃靈 dull;  lowering,  as 
if  about  to  rain.  See  649. 

The  roe  jof  fish. 

A  part  of  time.  A  lucky 

time.  The  heavenly  bodies 

which  mark  the  time.  Radi¬ 

cal  161.  Also  read  shen^. 

See  Tables,  Vd: 

一 個時辰  a  twelfth  part  ofj 
the  day,  as  divided  by  the 

Chinese  into  two-hour  periods. 

辰時  the  division  of  the  day 
from  7  to  9  a.m. 

好時辰  a  lucky  time；  a  birth¬ day. 

良辰  a  lucky  day. 

時辰香  time  incense,  i.e.  in¬ 
cense  sticks,  which  mark  the 
time  as  they  burn. 

時辰表  time  manifester,— a watch. 

> 邑辰  a  sacred  day? — the  death 

days  of  the  Emperors  and  Em¬ 
presses  of  the  present  dynasty. 

See  924.  、•： 

生辰  a  birthday. 

我 生不辰 i  was  born  at  an 
unlucky  time. 

天 之生我 ，我 辰安在 
O  God  who  gave  me  birth,  where 

was  the  lucky  hour  for  me?  'ix^ 
I  was  born  at  an  unlucky  hour. 

辰
 3 
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宸
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R •鮮 

C.  shen 

H.  shin 
F.  sing 

W.  zang 

Wing 
P.  ch、hi 

M.  / 

Y.  I 
 " ⑺ 

Sz.  ch^en K.  sin 

J.  shift A.  t^en Even  Lower. 

chTcn 

Even  Lower' 

星辰  the  heavenly  bodies ;  the 
zodiacal  spaces  where  the  sun 
and  moon  meet  in  conjunction. 

— sun,  moon,  and  stars. 

北 _ 謂 之北辰 the  pde- 
star  is  called  pei 

大辰  the  planet  Mercury. 

五辰 四時也  the  five  ch^en 
are  the  four  seasons. 

辰月  the  3rd  moon. 
辰維  to  be  now  thinking.  See 10,448. 

辰光  time  of  the  day. 

The  private  apartments 
of  the  Emperor  ；  Imperial 

^  宮  the  inner  or  private  part of  the  Imperial  palace.  See  3555. 

袁  the  Imperial  city,  i.e.  the 
quasi  city  where  the  Emperor 
lives,  within  the  Tartar  city  of 

Peking.  - 

宸翰 之寶.  the  Imperial  sig 
nature,  or  calligraphy. 

宾  Imperial  anxieties. 

To  jump  for  joy. 

賴朝 啟緻  hopping  and  skip- ping  for  joy. 

The  sun  shining  out. 

Morning  ；  dawn. 

晨夕  morning  and  evening. 

自 最至脫  from  dawn  to 
dark. 

晨昏  morning  and  evening ; dawn  and  dusk. 

晨 昏顚倒  to  turn  night  into day,  and  vice  versa. 

明晨  to-morrow  morning. 

晨早  arrived  at  daylight. 

鷄司晨  the  cock  heralds  the morn. 

可與數 晨夕1 0311  _ with  you  a  few  days. 

星 Orion.  Virtuous  and  good 
men.  See  11,549  shen\ 

晨風 a  morning  breeze. 

晨門  a  gatekeeper. 

蜃,
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R •轸 震 

C.  ishen^  sMn"1 

H.  Sshun 
F.  csing,  seingl 

W. 三  zang 

N.  Sjing 

P.  Qshen%  ̂ ch^en M.  csen^  csun 

K.  sin 
J.  shin、 djin 

A.  t^bi1 

Rising  and 

Sinking  Lower 

Trregular. 

657 

R •眞 

See 
Even  Lower. 
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陳 
658 

R •眞 

C.  c/i'en 

H.  chHn 

F.  ting  • 

W.  dzang 
N.  dzinsr  / 

P •"/ ‘》〆 

M.  ts^cti 

Y.  ts^eng 

Sz.  chSen、 ts^bi K. chin 

J.  chirt^  djin 
A.  tren 

Even  Lower. 

A  huge  marine  monster 
which  can  change  its  shape. 

The  Chinese  sea-serpent. 

Said  to  have  been  sug¬ 

gested  by  waterspouts,  and 

generally  associated  with 

mirage.  A  kind  of  shell¬ 
fish  ； a  clam. 

胃 胃  the  sea-serpent ;  water¬ 

spouts. 魯  sea-serpent  market;  also 

海 市蜃悽  sea  market  and 
sea-serpent  pavilions,  i.e,  the 

buildings  and  monsters  seen  in 
a  mirage  and  mistaken  by  the 

Chinese  for  realities. 

唇  ̂ 5  the  niirage  land, — Loo- 
choo,  in  which  direction  mirages 
were  seen. 

胃 敢  mortar  made  of  burnt clam-shells, 一 used  for  the  walls of  a  mausoleum. 

唇  ̂   a  hearse, — carried  so  near to  the  ground  as  to  resemble 

clam.  Others  say  because  de¬ 

corated  with  Shell-work. 

The  female  of  the  糜 

elk,  7826. 

To  arrange.  To  spread 
out.  To  marshal.  To  state 

to  a  superior.  Old；  stale; 

worn-out.  Name  of  a  feudal 

State.  A  path.  [To  be 
distinguished  from  陳 643.] 

陳饋  to  arrange  dishes  of  food. 
陳設  to  set  out;  to  arrange. 

陳設亭  a  small  pavilion  ini which  are  set  out  jeertain  favou¬ 
rite  articles  of  the  dead. 

鋪 _ 錦 帳' 40  prepare  th
e 

nuptial  couch. 

陳行。 r 陳師  to  marshal 
troops. 

陳列  to  arrange;  to  set  forth of  things  or  of  details  in  a 
written  document;  to  draw  up, 
as  troops. 

陳說  to  state  a  case ;  to  explain. 
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陳明  o  state  in  detail,  or  clearly. 

陳情表  statement  or  plaint 
made  to  the  Emperor. 

伸陳。 r 申陳  the  term 
adopted  in  the  treaty  of  1842 
for  communications  addressed 

by  Consuls  to  Governors-General 
and  Governors  of  provinces. 

陳久  old;  for  a  long  time. 

年 陳日久  years  stale  and 
days  old, — out  of  date. 

陳  ̂   an  old  acquaintance.  Also, 
one  whose  sole  claim  to  superio¬ 
rity  rests  upon  his  superior  age. 

小 舖子的 究兒爺 
like  the  rabbit-images  in  small 

shops, .…  陳人  old  acquain¬ 

tances,  the  shopkeepers  not  being 
able  to  afford  new  ones. 

陳腐  spoiled  by  keeping ;  out 
of  date. 

陳糧。 r 陳粟。 A  stale  grain. 

陳穀子  stale  grain ;  useless; 
played  out;  rotten. 

陳皮  dried  orange  peel. 

陳案  an  old-standing  case  or 
law-suit. 

在 陳絶糧  to  be  without 
food  in  the  Ch*en  State, — as 
Confucius  was.  Used  of  any 

time  of  peril. 

胡 逝我陳  why  did  he  come 
to  my  path?  i:e.  to  my  house. 

The  path  is  from  the  outer  gate 
to  the  hall  or  reception  room. 

陳紹。 r 陳紹糟  old  Shao- 
hsing  wine. 

陳對  to  reply  in  detail. 

陳 認識的  an  old  acquain¬ tance. 

陳尸  to  expose  a  body. 

陳請  to  recommend  to  a  supe¬ 
rior, — a  course  to  be  pursued,  etc. 

陳述  to  explain;  to  give  details. 

陳醋  fine  old  vinegar. 

Read  chen^.  Used  for 

643 - 

陳斃  to  kill  in  battle. 

陳石  kerb  stones;  a  plinth. 

陳枕  sleepers. 

陳子。 j： 陳兒 a  time. 

陳(
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See 陳 

Even  Lower. 
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R •眞 

See 陳 

Even  Lower. 

一陳 一陳的  every  now and  then. 

~ ^ *  陳  a  gust;  a  puff;  a  shower, etc. 

充下陳  to  be  a  serving  woman, or  concubine. 

A  medicinal  herb,  re¬ 

garded  as  good  for  rheum¬ 
atism.  See  13,219. 

See  744. 

Dust  ；  dirt.  This  world, 

as  opposed  to  the  next. 
That  which  obscures  the 

mind-  sensuality •’  vice.  See 

香 4256. 塵土。 r 塵灰。 r 塵沙 

or  塵 頭  dust. 

塵 頭大起  a  storm  of  dust arose. 

塵垢 夂 塵 靜風息 the  dust  has  set- tied  and  the  wind  has  stopped. 

塵塗。 r 塵埃  dust, — usually in  a  figurative  sense ;  the  dusty 
world. 

塵凡  mortality;  beings  of  dust, 

糸 I  塵 or  tHl  塵  red  dust  or  dust of  the  generation, — this  world; 
this  mortal  life,  as  opposed  to  the 

existence  offered  by  Buddhism. 

絶塵  to  have  done  with  the 
world, — as  a  monk. 

景 又絶塵 the  scenery,  too, beats  anything  in  the  world. 

出 塵之想  a  longing  to  get 
away  from  the  world, 一  into 
retirement. 

有出 塵之趣 ^ earthly  charm. 

塵墳  the  world. 塵令  v/oHdly  thoughts. 

塵心 俗慮  - worldly  thoughts and  vulgar  cares. 

塵 衰 or  塵 驅  this  mortal  coil. 

拂塵  to  brush  away  dust. 

an  un- 

塵1
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趁 
662 

R •震銷 

C.  chLen 

H.  (chin F.  toeing 

W.  ts、ang N.  tsHng 

P.  ch^en 
\Len 

癦尾  a  duster, 一 made  of  a  yak’s tail  or  horsehair. 

無一 勲塵  not  a  particle  of 
dust. 

承塵  a  ceiling;  an  awning. 

投 之承塵  threw  it  into  the 

. dust-bin. 

塵封 起來了  covered  up 
with  dust. 

鹿  jj 賣  dusty  archives ;  accumu¬ 
lation  of  documents. 

塵汚  to  soil  with  dust. 

惹塵  it  shows  the  dust, — as black  cloth. 

入 塵見風  exposed  to  the  air, 
一 it  gets  hard,  etc. 

維 塵冥冥  the  dust  will  only 
blind  you. 

自塵  to  raise  dust  about  oneself. 

洗塵  to  wash  away  the  dust, — of  a  feast  at  a  friend’s  return. 

置 酒迎塵  to  set  out  wine  to meet  the  dust, — of  a  friend’s arrival.  See  1588. 

步後塵 t。  follow  in  a  man’s 
dust,  i.e%  to  imitate  his  example. 

胃  to  cleanse  from  dust:  vour honourable  visit. 

風 伯淸塵  the  wind  is  the 
dust-cleanser. 

塵  dust  of  the  heart,— ^vil desires. 

六塵  the  six  senses,— 色 of 
form, 聲^  sound,  香  smell,  味 

taste,  觸  touch,  and  法 p 

cepticn  of  character,— which  it 
is  the  object  of  the  Buddhist  to 
vanquish. 

無一勲 塵俗氣 notinthe least  commonplace, — of  a  paint¬ 
er^  conceptions. 

脱 J  not  commonplace；  original. 

塵 飯猶昔  livins  as  meanly 
as  ever.  See  11,721. 

To  go.  To  follow.  To 
avail  oneself  of. 

{hang1)  to  sell  at  a  lower 
price  than  is  current  or  agreed 

upon,  with  a  view  to  monopo¬ lise  the  sale. 

趁願  to  avail  oneself  of  a  per- son’s  willingness;  to  feel  a  mali¬ 
cious-  pleasure  in. 
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趁 
662 

Sz.  ch'-cn 
K.  chin 

[. chin 
A.  sen 

Sinking 

Upper. 

趂 663 

摻
 3 664 

R .寢 
P.  ch^hi 
See 枕 

(aspirated) 

cf  _ 差 
A.  sem 

Rising  UpDer. 

w 665 

R .寢 
R  v.  ch、hi 

Rising  Upper. 

趁時候  to  avail  oneself  of  the ， time. 

趁機會  to  avail  oneself  of  the 
opportunity. 

趁空  to  avail  oneself  of  leisure, 
— to  do  something. 

早  to  take  time  by  the  fore¬ lock. 

趁 虛而入  to  take  advantage 
of  an  opening  or  opportunity  to 

get  in. 

趁着 這陣雨  taking  the  op¬ 
portunity  of  this  shower. 

趋 風揚帆  while  you  have  a 
good  wind,  hoist  your  sail. 

趁 勢而爲  to  avail  oneself  of 
one’s  position  to  do  anything. 

趁便  to  take  advantage  of  the 
opportunity. 

輕輕 不趁手  too  light  for  I 
handling  properly, — of  a  spear. 

Same  as  662. 

Dirty.  Turbid  ；  obscure, 

j； 參  dirty  ；  begrimed  with  dust. 

修 
666 R •寢 

See  士參 

Rising  Upper. 

m 667 

r •勘 

See 衫 

Sinking  Upper 

Uneven. 

寒^  tslc7ix  irregular, 一 as  the 
tops  of  mountains  or  trees.  See 
1 1,548 

Sand  ,  grit. 

牙 石參  grittiness  in  food,  which 
hurts  the  teeth.  Also,  indecent； 
lewd. 

磅的慌  very  gritty. 
含 咚 offensive;  in  bad  taste. 

你 說得這 麽牙碜 ㈣ 
speak  so  indecently. 

Vinegar-like  ；  sour. 

§ 參齡  vinegar. 

縱 

669 
R. 耖 

See 眹 

KlANGHI 

gives 

the  sound 

朕 
but  the  final 

is  wrong. 

Rising  Lower. 

疢
 4 

670 

R. 轸 

W.  is^ang 

N.  ch’.’ing 

See 參 

Rising  Upper. 

稱 
671 

藺 
672 

襯 

673 

m 

674 

r 震 

^ 襯 

Sinking 

Upper. 

m 

675 
r 震 

& 截 

Sinking 

Upper. 

See  295. 

A  rope  by  which  cattle 
are  led.  It  is  drawn  through 

the  cartilage  of  the  nose. 

及 迎牲 君執純 when  the victim  was  brought,  the  prince 

held  it  by  the  tether. 

執糾  to  hold  the  ropes  of  a 
pall,  as  is  done  by  the  nominal 
bearers  or  supporters. 

A  fever  which  breaks  out 

in  sores.  A  fastidious  ap¬ 

petite. 

疢 如疾首  I  have  a  pain  like a  headache. 

See  734. 

See  2785. 

Same  as  676. 

To  give  money,  especially 

to  Buddhist  priests  for  reli¬ 

gious  services. 

alms ;  the  spiritual  recom¬ 
pense  for  religious  offerings.  See io,473. 

說此達 概 to  Preach  this 
gospel. 
A  coffin,  especially  the 

inner  one.  To  gather 

faggots. 

棺櫬  a  coffin. 棺櫬屋  a  shed,  generally  near the  grave,  where  the  coffin  is 
kept  until  the  proper  day  for 

burial. 

扶 櫬回籍  carried  his  body back  to  his  native  plact： 

櫬梧  a  name  of  the  Elceococca cor  difolia. 

Read  kuan、 •  A  water- 

buckets  〜 

m 

676 

r .震 

C.  ch^en 

H.  tsLa?ig 

F.  ch^aing W.  t^ang 
N.  t^eng 

P.  cK'en 

Y '  J 

Sz.  ch^en 

K.  ch、’in J.  shin 

A.  sen 
Sinking 

Upper. 

m 

677 

r. 侵 

^ 球 

Even  Upper. 

Inner  garments  ；  under¬ 
clothing  ； to  lie  beneath  ； 
to  line.  To  ornament;  used 

in  the  annotation  of  poems 

etc.  in  the  sense  of  u  illus¬ 
trative, w  “making  a  point.” 

To  give  alms.  To  assist. 

襯色  to  add  one  colour  to another,  as  in  painting;  to  adorn 

the  person. 

添襯  to  put  on  or  add  another colour,  for  effect. 

陪襯  to  supply  more  colouring; to  bring  forward  in  illustration. 

此以 宮中鶯 蕻之樂 

襯 出人之 當行樂 

爲承  this  (couplet)  argues,  by 
way  of  elucidation  of  the 

theme,  that  because  orioles  and swallows  are  happy  (in  spring), 

men  should  be  so  too. 

作襯一  _  to  make  a  point by  adducing  a  strong  argument or  illustration. 

襯僧  to  give  money  to  Buddhist 

priests. 

—施供 馬  to  provide  (priests) 
with  all  requisites. . 

帮襯  to  assist  in  any  way;  to give  strength  to;  to  toady. 

襯巾 a  handkerchief  carried  in 

the  girdle. ' pouches,  or  pockets  in  the 

girdle. 
襯衣兒  an  unlined  inner  robe, 
worn  with  full  dress. 

分襯 t。  part,—  as  friends. 
襯紙  a  fly-leaf  of  a  book;  the 
extra  paper  inserted  in  the  folded 
leaf  of  a  Chinese  book,  gene¬ 

rally  to  prevent  ink  from  soaking 
through  to  the  page  below. 

襯其底  to  insert  it  (the  finger) underneath  (the  leaf  of  a  book, 
so  as  to  turn  over): 

補襯  pieces  of  ;old  cloth  for making  pasteboard. 

To  stop.  Properly  ad¬ 

justed. 

維繙  the  appearance  of.A  feath¬ 
er  or  hair  flounce  or  fringe  on 
dresses. 
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R •
譯
 

C.  shem^  v. 
ch^un 

P.  ch、in 

y  *  j  ts^cn K*  chHm 

Ji  chin 

A.  f'em 

Even  Upper. 

錙1
 

670 

捵 
68o 

681 

682 

R •震 
See 

Sinking 

Upper 

Name^of  a  district  in  the 

southern  part  of  Hunan, 

now  an  independent  chou 

Department. 

To  stretch  out.  See  389. 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

鎖 5798.] 

錐麵  to  pull  and  work  the 
dough, — as  a  baker  does, 

把繩子 细住了  PuU  & 
rope  tight. 

親鍊 or  _ 鍊睹 15 嚕 to 
test, 一 as  a  man’s  worth. 

Same  as  679.  Alsq  read 

tien' •  To  force  open,  to 
draw  forcibly  out. 

桷鎖  to  pull  out,  as  the  spring 
of  a  Chinese  lock;  to  break 

open. 

Same  as  643. 

1 
2  To  shake.  To  wipe  or 

brush  clean.  To  adjust  ； 

to  arrange. 

相刷  to  shake  and  brush, — as a  coat. 

相衣  to  brush  clothes. 

推約  to  arrange;  to  make  an 
agreement. 

m 083 

684 

站1
 

^庚 
C.  ̂ chHng 
H.  shin) 

/-ing^chHrig 

Same  as  649, 

Same  as  734. 

A  deep  red  colour,  made 

by  twice  dyeing.  To  dye 
red.  To  blush. 

齡魚轉 尾 the  &eam  fesh°w' ing  its  tail  all  red,— the  apparent 
colour  being  caused  by  the  fish 

tossing  about  in  shallow  water. 

賴
1
 

685 

N.  sing3 

P.  Meng 

Y.  lts^eng 

K.  chong 

J.  /«,  chd 
A.  tring 

Even  Upper 

•  Irregular. 

經 

正‘
 

The  bream’s  tail  is  also  said  to 

turn  red  when  the  fish  is  fright¬ 
ened. 

赭 顔寧負  a  flushing  face 
carries  its  own  conviction. 

Same  as  685. 

687 

r •庚敬 

C.  ching 
H. 

Cchang^  (hi，i\ 

chatt^ F.X 

^hiang^ 

chaing^ 
chiang* 

n!1  ts
ins 

P.  ching 

M.  tsen 

Sz.  chbi、 ching 
K.  chong 

J.  seiy  shd A.  chaing 

Even  &  Sink¬ 

ing  Upper. 

The  standard  of  correct 

ness  {see  8932).  Principal, 

as  opposed  to  secondary. 

Lawful.  Upright.  Ortho¬ 
dox,  as  opposed  to  邪 

4395.  Exact.  Straight, 
as  opposed  to 歪  12,443. 

Genuine  ；  real  (see  5642). 

The  right  side,  as  opposed 

to 反 3413.  To  enquire. 
To  correct.  To  fit.  Plus； 

⑽ 3743 - 

無 俾反正  do  not  cause  the . right  to  be  reversed, — turned into  wrong. 

正色  the  standard  colour,  as 
opposed  to  a  shade  of  the  same; 

the  normal  expression  of  a  per¬ 
son^  face,  unmoved  by  joy, 

anger,  etc.;  hence,  sedate;  grave. 

2E  黃 色  yellow,— neither  light
, nor  dark,  but  the  yellow  of  the 

五色  five  colours. 
正黃旗  the  plain  or  entire yellow  banner,  as  opposed  to  the 

鑲黃旗  or  bordered  yellow 
banner.  See  旗  1045.  」 

八  XE  門  the  eight  true  entrance- gates  into  Nirvana.  These  are 

正見  correct  views . ” 思”  thoughts 

words 語 
業 
賴 

定 

occupation 

application  of 

energy 

abstraction 

正 *
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正念  correct  memory,  —  of the  law  of  Buddha 

n  „  life. 

六正  the  six  virtues  which should  be  practised  by  officials. 

正教 the  orthodox  religion, a  term  especially  in  use  among 
Mahommedans.  Also  used  by 
Protestants. 

正  capital  punishment. 

正宗 the  true  criterion. 

正午  noori. 正卯  6  o’clock  a.m. 正 and 副，。 r 正 and 從  '{see 12,028),  or  and  ,  or  jE 

and 陪  are  principal  and  secon¬ dary,  or  principal  and  accessory, 
or  chief  and  subordinate,  etc. 

3E  堂  the  hall  par  excellence^  or the  main  hall.  The  term  is 

applied  to  Prefects  and  Magistra¬ 
tes,  to  distinguish  them  from 

theii •副堂  assistants. 

正大  weighty ;  important. 

正 單 銀  a  first  of  exchange 

正税  see  10,134. 
正位  the  principal  seat;  the 
proper  place. 

正品  the  full  rank,  i.e.  the  first or  chief  division  of  each  of  the 

九品  nine  grades  of  official 
rank,  as  opposed  to  the  從品 

or  second  division  of  he  same 

grade.  See  ̂   9273 - 

他 口音正  his  accent 

rect. 

寫  lE  字 ̂  to  write  characters according  to  the  standard  ortho¬ 
graphy,— without  contractions, 

etc. 

正室。 r 正房 the  room  par excellence ;  the  one  lawful  wife, 

as  opposed  to  concubines. 

佘正  your  wife. 先正  ancient  worthies* 

正 人。 r 正派人  a  respect¬ able,  or  honest  man;  a  loyal 

spirit;  a  true  man. 

正 人君子  an  upright,  ho- 
notirable  man. 

不正經  not  upright  and honest;  immontl. 

is  cor- 
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1 

||5 正  village  elders. 

£  orthodox  principles. 

营行而 行方 爲正理 
to  do  a  thing  because  it  is  one’s 
duty  is  in  accordance  with  true 

principles. 

[p,  the  true  interpretation. 

雄未 正言超 although  the 
word  chlao  has  not  been  actually 
mentioned. 

正 道:。 r 正途。 r 正路 
(see  7365)  the  main  road,  as 
opposed  to  bypaths ;  the  true 

path  ；  the  orthodox  doctrine. 

正途功 名 a  degree  won  by 
competition,  not  bought. 

正 當  exactly  as  it  ought  to  be； 
exactly. 

正 中  exactly  in  the  centre. 

正  exact,  or  lull,  amount. 

3E  ̂   ̂   that’s  the  time  f
or 

a  comfortable  sleep. 

是  it  is  precisely  so,  or  as 
follows. 

正在備 文之間 1  was  just 
in  the  middle  of  writing  to  you. 

正 在 要問  I  was  just  on  the 
point  of  asking;  also,  of  hearing 

the  case.  ‘ 

正在 _  前面  directly  opposite; in  front  of. 

正 合時孕 t  the  nick  of  time. 

正 4 寺  just  about  to . 

正 値  just  at  the  time  of. . 
正  to  set  a  thing  straight. 

正 直  straight-  correct ;  upright, 
—  of  men. 

正 不正呢  is  it  straight  or 
not? 

坐  IE  to  sit  straight. 

席不 正 不 坐 if  his  mat  was 
not  straight  he  would  not  sir  on 

it, — of  Confucius. 

正 席  the  chief  or  central  tables 
.at  a  banquet. 

正視 之似白 if  y。11  i。。1 
at  it  straight,  it  seems  white,— 
as  mother-of-pearl. 

正 貨  proper  or  regular  mei 
chandise,  i.e,  not  contrabanc 

goods. 

倘係正 經貨物 if  th 
things  are  actually  merchandise 

正
*
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I 

e 

一 as  opposed  to  passengers* 

baggage. 

丘  due  west.  ^ 

E  坐  to  sit  facing  due  south, 
as  the  Emperor  does;  hence,  to 
be  Emperor.  j 

葫  j£  to  have  an  audience. 
正 工  work  done  during  working 
hours;  contract  work, 

正 身  送  forward  the  man in  person,— not  merely  his  de¬ 

position. 
^  the  actual  thief;  a  ring¬ 

leader. 

TP  來  set  straight, — as 

something  which  is  awry.  • 

正  the  principal  guest. 

正錢糧 OT 正項 regular 
revenue;  the  land  tax. 

3E  firmness;  uprightness. 

正  the  central  gate. 
perfectly  right. 

正  a  regular,  fixed,  or  normal 
amount. 

日 oldish  women’s  parts, — in 
theatricals.  ,c 

IE  civil  officers, — in  theatri¬ cals. 

正  the  real  Buddha;  the  real 
personage  in  question. 

正  a  legal  or  regular  tax. 

正相布  grey  T-cloths,  best 
quality. 

正  the  principal  hall  of  a 
Chinese  house. 

矿名  to  define,  or  to  correct, 
i^rms.  It  is  an  approved  theory 
that  a  correct  terminology  in 

language  is  a  sine  qud  non  of 
successful  political  rule.  The 

“correct  terminology”  seems  to 
be  one  in  which  terms  should 

express  the  true  qualities  and 
relations  of  things. 

翰 林正字 a  corrector  oi Texts  (Words)  in  the  Han-lin College. 

卿正字 ，正 得幾字 w 
are  a  Corrector  of  Words.  How 

many  words  have  you  corrected 

正 兒 i  a  principal  in  the  firs degree,  as  opposed  to  a  帮 

a  principal  in  the  second  degree 

正 4
 

687 

jp  a  man’s  “proper  style’’ | 

or  “literary  appellation,”  as  I distinguished  from  his  J^|J  I 
or  pseudonym.  | 

正 紳  rePutable  gentry ;  persons  I 
of  repute.  | 

正 飾  to  decorate.  | 

花 正開， 未 曾結菓 & flowers  are  in  full  bloom  but  as  I 

yet  there  are  no  signs  of  fruit.  1 

善誰 使正之 wh。 sha11 1 employ  to  settle  the  matter! equitably  ?  jl 

5H  面  the  right  side  of  anything;! the  obverse,  as  of  coins  ；  the  I 
side  which  should  go  uppermost;! 
facing  N.  or  S  ij 

就  JE  於人  enquire  of  some-l 
body  about  it  1 

山命無 所就正 in  his 
mountain  village  there  was  no  I 

one  to^  correct, — his  essays  fori him.  j{ 

不 量鑾而 正柄兮 to  fit 
a  handle  without  calculating  | 

the  hole, —— it  is  to  go  into,  Le,  I 

whether  square,  or  round.  Seel 

3435 - ^  used  in  mathematics  fori 
plus  and  minus.  | 

1H  胃  the  regular  constitu-| tional,  or  territorial  0 伍 cers  ofl 
government,  distinguished  by  I 

square,  as  opposed  to  oblong,  1 
seals.  These  are  the  Provincial  I 

Treasurer,  and  Judge,  .the  Pre-I 
feet,  sub-Prefect,  Magistrate  of  a| 

州  Department,  and  Magistrate  I of  a  District.  See  13,282. 

君子正 是國人 the  su- 
perior  man  rectifies  the  people  I 
of  the  State.  | 

正 月 繁  ̂   in  the  first  month  I 
of  summer  the  hoar-frost  abounds,  1 
— the  times  are  out  of  joint.  [Not  I to  be  confounded  with  正  ̂  

cheng1  yueh  below.]  f 

Read  cheng1.  The  square 
in  the  centre  of  a  target. 

正鵠 a 吨吐 
終日射 侯不出 正兮 
shooting  all  day  at  the  target 
without  ever  missing  the  centre. 

7P  月  the  first  moon  or  month 
of  the  year.  It  was  named  cheng^ 

yueh  by  ̂   么  Duke  Yin  of 
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正 
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娅 
688 

R 庚 
See 征 

Even  Upper. 

征1
 

689 

R •庚 
Urchin 

F.  ching 

See 正 

A.  ching 

Even  Upper. 

魯  Lu,  but  chc?ig%  was  changed 
to  cheng^ by  始皇帝  the 
First  Emperor,  b.c.  221,  because 

his  Majesty’s  personal  name  政 
had  the  sound  chengx. 

開正  to  open  the  seals  of  office, 
or  resume  business,  after  the 

New  Year’s  holiday. 

來正  the  first  moon  of  next 

year. 

Read  chengz.  Whole  ； 
entire  ；  an  exact  amount, 

without  fractions 厂  See  697. 

正本  the  whole  volume,  or 
piece. 

正天 正夜的  for  days  and 
nights  running. 

正天家  all  day  long. 

三 百雨正  three  hundred 
taels  only ;  exactly  three  hundred 

taels. 
 • 

正 個兒的 a  whole  one. 

Name  of  a  woman.  Cor¬ 

rect  deportment  \  modest 
demeanour. 

To  attack  ；  to  reduce  to 

submission.  To  go  ；  to  pass, 

as  time.  To  levy  taxes. 

To  spy.  See  ̂   7576. 

f 正  to  fight  a  battle;  warriors ; 

fighting  men. 

征伐  to  attack, openly,  by  de¬ 
claration  of  war,  as  opposed  to 

襲 4142. 
征 誅 OT 征動 t。 extermi- 

nate, — as  rebelsr 

征服  to  conquer. 

征取  to  capture. 

征助  to  assist. 

征徐國  to  reduce  the  States 
of  Hsu. 

征兵  to  send  troops  to  subju¬ 

gate. 

征人  warriors. 

征夫  the  (absent)  warrior, — as 
Ulysses.  See  10,740. 

征1
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690 

R. 庚 

H.  chin) P.  cheng0 

See 正 

often  read 
Sinking. 

A.  ching 

Even  Upper. 

湿 
691 

R,  vulgar, F.  c being 

See 正 

A.  ching 
Sinking 

Upper. 

政
 4 

692 

R. 敬 

H.  chin 

我 征率至  our  expedition suddenly  arrived, — on  its  return. 

出 征無道  to  attack  the  with¬ out  Tao,  i.e.  the  barbarians. 

肅 肅宵征  swiftly  by  night we  go. 

客 赴長征  the  travellers  pro ceeded  on  their  long  journey. 

而 月斯征  your  months  (t,e. your  life)  are  passing  av/ay. 

征雁  migrating  geese. 

征稅  to  levy  duties. 

征糧  to  collect  the  land-tax. 

征鈔  to  levy  tonnage-dues. 

征收  to  collect, -^-as  duties. 

征鈉  to  levy  a  tax,  or  duty. 

征討  to  go  on  a  punitive  exped¬ ition;  to  quell  an  insurrection 

征此  a  clerk  of.  the  taxes  in  a 
magistrate’s  yamen. 

征利  to  snatch  the  profit. 

Restless  ；  afraid. 

怔炫。 i •怔忡  agitated;  ner¬ vous.  [The  latter  is  used  of  the 
imaginary  disease  contracted  by 
officials  who  wish  to  retire.] 

Disease.  Used  as  a  suffix 

to  the  names  of  various 

complaints. 

症候  or  病  ̂   disease. 

急症。 r 惡症  acute,  as  op¬ posed  to  chronic. 

夕卜  and  內  external  and internal  complaints,  respectively. 

順 症 _ 反症  curable  and incurable  complaints,  respecti¬ vely.  . 

紫痧症  scarlet  fever. 
怪症  a  strange  or  uncanny disease. 

Government；  administra¬ 
tion  of  affairs.  5^  71 29. 

國政  the  administration  of  gov¬ ernment. 

政
 4 

692 
F.  cJiHng、 • 

chiang 

See 正 

A.  ehaing Sinking 

Upper. 

M： 

693 

r •庚 

See 征 

Even  Upper. 

家政  management  of  domestic 
affairs. 

內政  petticoat  government. 

政事 a 政務  the  business of  government. 

政人  government  officials. 

不 _ 爲政  not  himself  at¬ 
tending  to  the  government. 

及秉政  when  he  came  into power, . 

政 風  political  influence;  weight. 

議政  a  councillor  of  State. 

言 哼政。 r 論政 to  talk 
politics. 

裏 ̂   優優  he  extended  his sway  with'  gentleness. 

仁政 善政  a  mild,  bene¬ 

ficent  sway. 

虐政。 r 苛政  a  cruel,  harsh 
rule. 

政^  令  government  orders. 
政教  official  admonitions,  ex horting  the  people  to  keep  order. 

從政  in  official  employ. 

七政  the  seven  regulators,- sun,  moon,  and  five  planets. 

豊  guide  to  agriculture, 一 the , name  of  a  book.  Also,  a  super¬ 
intendent  of  agriculture. 

鐵政  the  iron  monopoly, 
^  the  rules  of  drinking, 

according  to  which  fines  are 
levied,  etc.  See  7386. 

tr  MM  t0  play at  ̂ ine  ̂ or' 

feits,  also  known  as  行酒令 • 

請自政  pray,  do  as  you please, 一 in  the  matter  of  drink¬ 

ing. 

政體  the  administration  of  pu¬ blic  business;  the  ̂ government 

body”  or  health  of  an  official. 

政 體違和  to  be  indisposed, — d  phrase  used  only  of  officials. 

政府  the  Government. 

政 簡刑淸  scant  of  govern¬ 
ment  and  pure  in  his  application 

of  punishment. 

To  fry  fish  or  flesh  in 

a  pan. 
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694- 
R •敬 
H.  chin 

F.  cheitti 

See 正 

A.  ch’ing、 chaing 

SinkingUppcr. 

鉦,
 • 69S 

R •庚 
See 征 

A.  ching 

Even  Upper. 

最 
6g6 R •梗 

See 征 

A.  chxng^ 
Rising  Upper. 

螫
，
 697 

R. 榧 

C.  ching 
H.  chin^  chang mg 

P. chin^ 

Y；  I 
 tsin Sz.  ching 

K.  ch'dng 
J.  sei^  sho 
A.  ching 

Rising  Upper. 

To  remonstrate  with. 

Commonly  used  for  726. 

A  gong,  used  to  sound 

a  Retreat  to  troops,  as  op¬ 

posed  to 鼓 the  drum(624i) 

which  is  the  signal  for 

attack.  Also,  a  priest’s 
gong ;  the  spot  on  large 
bells  where  they  are  struck. 

细以 之  the  g°ng  sounded 
for  retreat. . 

鉦人  gong  men, 一 in  an  army. 
神鉦  name  of  an  ancient  stone 
drum  which  had  a  clear  ringing 
sound. 

樹頭褂 銅敍。 n  .the  tree 
hangs  the  brazen  gong, — the 
sun  shining  through  branches. 

丁 he  sun  rising. 

宵雨 初晴朝 日蟲 just 
as  the  night  rain  stopped,  the 
morning  sun  rose. 

To  adjust  ；  to  put  in 
order.  To  repair.  To 
reform.  The  whole. 

整齊。 r 整頓  to  putin  order; 
to  arrange  things. 

整 整齊齊  in  regular  order; 
trim;  proper. 

整衣  to  arrange  one’s  dress. 

整束衣  冠  t。 adjust  one’s dress  and  hat. 

to  put  in  order  the  appear¬ 

ance,  i.e.  to  shave,  etc.  A  com¬ 

mon  sigh  of  barbers， shops. 

整 我六師  put  m  order  my 
six  armies, 一 for  war. 

愛 整其旅  he  marshalled  his  j troops. 

整隊  to  draw  up  a  regiment. 
整潔  in  good  order  and*  clean ; 

in  good  condition 

整理  to  put  in  order；  to  repair. ! 

697 
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貞 
698 

偵1
 

699 

<?•  tfhtng 

R •庚 

H.  Cchin 

F- 

tiang、 t^einf 

w.i  ̂  
P.  cheng^  cher 

See 貝 

Even  Upper. 

整 理攀模  to  reform  man 
ners  and  customs. 

整治  to  repair;  to  set  in  order. 
整河工  the  work  of  keeping 

river  banks  in  good  repair. 

整 肅軍容  to  pay  great  atten¬ tion  to  tnc  proper  military 

bearing,— of  troops. 

整 橋修路  to  put  in  order bridges  and  repair  roads. 

整作  to  make  right. 

整塊的  in  large  pieces,— not broken  up  small. 

整 的破的  the  whole  aiid  the broken. 

整 吊辦他 give. him  the whole  string  of  cash. 

韁套  the  whole  lot. 
整天家 整天的 & whole  day ;  all  day  long 

五 百整兩  five  hundred  taels only.  See  687. 

轉  a  complete  character. 

轉  Jt  $  to  set  on  the  table,- as  food. 

整 千整萬  whole  thousands and  myriads. 

整 軍經武  supplies  and  pay for  the  army. 

整整的 住了五 B  stay- ed  five  whole,  days. 

整半 the  whole  and  the  half. 

整夜的  the  whole  night. 
整是… ..to  be  one,  or  a  whole. 

整壽  a  birthday  when  one  of the  decuple  numbers  is  reached, 

—q.  50,  60,  7。_ 

See  607. 

To  spy；  to  reconnoitre. 

值探 t。  make  secret  enquiry； 
to  play  the  spy. 

H  to  lie  in  wait  so  as  to watch;  to  spy. 

遊偵  to  go  out  to  reconnoitre. 

偵 獲。 r 偵拏  to  catch;  to seize  a  person  unawares. 

偵知  to  ascertain  by  a  scout. 

值緝  to  search  out. 
偵訪 t。  enquire  into. 

楨 

700 

湞1
 

701 

R •庚 

See 貞 

Even  
Upper. 

m 

702 

爭1
 

703 

p '庚 

C.  cheng^  chang 

W.  tsae 

See 禅 

J.  sd%  sho 

Even  Upper. - 

See  608. 

The  name  of  an  upper 

branch  of  the  North  River 
ia  Kuangtung. 

湞陽  an  old  name  for  翁源 

縣  in  Kuangtung. 

See  609.  ̂ 

j 

To  wrangle  ；  to  contest. 

3554. 
^  ̂   to  quarrel  over  anything  ； to  strive  for  mastery. 

爭論  to  -dispute. 爭氣  disposition  to  contest： 
energy；  determiHation. 

爭先  to  struggle  to  be  first. 
爭能  to  strive  for  mastery. 

爭訟  to  go  to  law. 

爭奪  to  seize. 

爭吵 a 爭 口氣。 r 爭嘴 

to  quarrel. 

爭 _ 。> •爭 競 ot 爭鬧 t。 

fight;  to  brawl.  ^ 

爭 執 爭物  to  be  conten¬ 
tious;  obstinate;  .pig-headed. 

維 _ 曹是爭 they  only quarrel  about  shallow  words. 

^  ̂   to  strive  for  rperit. 

難與  it  is  not  easy  to measure  lances  with  him. 

务執 鎗爭向 each  took  a 
spear  and  tried  who  could  throw the  farthest, 

由是爭 神事之  thence 
forth  they  strove  to  worship  (or 

vied  with  one  another  in  wor¬ 

shipping)  them  as  spirits. 

所 爭有限  the  amount  atl 
issue  is  trifling. 

紫綬 縱榮不 爭犮睡 
red  tassels  (of  office)  with  glory 
are  not  as  good  as  sleeping  (in 

peace). 

爭如  not  so  good  as. 强涞 富貴爭 如安隱 

.之 爲快乎 a  violent 
struggle  for  wealth  and  place  to 
be  compared  with  the  happiness 

of  peaceful  retirement  ? 
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爭 
7。3 

争 
7。4 

崢 
7。5 

睜 
706 R •敬 

如靜 
SinkingUpper. 

掙
 4 

7。7 
R •敬庚 
C. change 
H.  tsang 

F. 《keing、 

chaing* 
W.  Js^ae^  W 
N.  tseng^  tsang 
P.  clung 

Y；  i 

Sz.  c/ieng 
K. cheng 

J.  chd、 td、 sho 
A. traing 

Sinking 

Upper. 

爭奈  however;  n evertheless. 

爭家產  to  dispute  about 
family  property. 

爭地 t。  dispute  about  land. 

爭賣  to  compete  with  in  selling. 

爭端  origin  of  a  misunder¬ 
standing. 

爭買  to  bid  against  one  another, 
— as  at  an  auction, 

爭光  to  dazzle. 

爭 論不定  not_to  be  able  to 
come  to  an  agreement  about. 

爭 些  nearly. 
爭毆  a  collision,  as  between 
troops  of  different  regiments; 
to  fight, 

爭風  a  quarrel  from  jealousy; 
jealousy  in  love. 

爭食窩  the  cavity  above  the 
nape  of  the  neck. 

Same  as  703. 

See  747. 

To  draw  a  bow.  To  press 

open  anything. 

To  pierce；  to  stab.  To 

earn.  To  get  free  from. 
To  make  an  effort. 

掙塞  to  block  up. 

掙牙  to  get  something  between 
the  teeth. 

挣來 ar 挣得 t。 earn. 

掙錢  to  earn  money. 

掙家  to  support  a  family. 

掙開  to  get  free  from, — as  a horse  from  its  halter. 

掙脫  to  get  rid  of. 

掙 起身來  picked  himself  up, 
— after  a  fall. 

掙1
 

7°7 

猙1
 

7。8 

R. 庚 

See 禅 

Even  Upper. 

淨1
 

709 

R- 庚 

See 禅 

Even  Upper. 
睜1
 

710 

R. 梗 

c.  Cchhig、 

C" 叹， cchanS、 
fh、ang 
Always  read 
where  used  at 

all  like  爭 

Rising 

Irregular. 

箏1
 

711 

R. 庚 

C.  cheng 

W.  tsae、 tsang 

See 棵 

Even  Upper. 

扎 掙起身  raised  himselfj with  an  effort 广 as  a  sick  man. 
See  125. 

少 不得自 家 掙扎過 

活  you  will  have  to  make  an 
effort  to  earn  your  own  living. 

掙壤了  torn  or  wrenched  out. 

鍊 遂掙斷  whereupon  the chain  snapped  with  the  strain. 

硬掙  determined;  energetic. 

A  fabulous  creature  with 

five  tails  and  a  horn. 

^  horrid;  repulsive;  hideous. 

The  tinkling  of  gems 

striking  together. 

a  tinkling  sound. 

To  open  the  eyes  wide. 

睁着 一隻眼  to  keep  one 
eye  open ;  to  be  on  the  look-out. 

恥睁  to  glare  at  angrily. 

睁眼。 ■•睜 開眼 t。 open 
the  eyes  wide;  to  stare. 

A  kind  of  harpsichord 

having  originally  twelve, 

now  thirteen,  brass  strings, 

and  played  with  a  plectrum  ； 
said  to  have  been  invented 

by  蒙恬  Meng  T‘ien， the famous  general  of  the  3rd 
cent.  B.c. 

風箏  an  及 olian  harp.  These are  fixed  to  kites;  hence  this 
term  has  come  to  mean  a  kite. 

放風筝  to  fly  kites, 一 said  to be  good  for  children,  by  making 

them  open  their  mouths  wide 

and  so  get  rid  of  their  internal 
heat. 

彈筝  to  play  on  the  cheng  or harpsichord. 

箏寧  a  singing  sound,  as  of wind  whistling. 

VflJt1 

勝 

ts^en 712 

庚 
C.  chang 

H.  tsang 

F.  (: fieing、， 

tang 

W.  tsae N.  tsing、 tsang 

P. cheng 

M.  i 

Y.  \ 

Sz.  cheng 
K.  cheng 

J.  sd、shd 

A. traing 

Even  Upper. 

W 

7*3 

R •庚敬 

F.  tcheing^ 

chaing* 

See 挣 

Even  8c.  Sink¬ 

ing  Upper. 

The  tendon  Achilles  ；  the 

heel.  The  elbow. 

逹脬鞋  shoes*  from  which 
one’s  heel  sticks  out,  as  frequent¬ 

ly  worn  by  the  Chinese：  to  go 
slipshod. 

字 》 the  elbow. 

枕脬 to  pillow  the  head  on  the 
elbow. 

714 

R •康 

G.  cheng 

F.  cheing 
W.  tsang 

N.  ts、htg 

P.  chen^  ch^eng 
K.  chert 泛 

J.  so,  sho 

A.  traing 

Even  Upper, 

拯 2
 

.  7iS 

R •迪 

C.  ch‘ing 

H.  chin 
F.  ching 

W.  ̂tsing 

N.  tsing 

P.  cheng 

M.  tshi. K.  ching 

J.  sho 

A.  ching 

Rising  Upper. R •蒸徑 
See 葱 

VTST Even  Upper. 

To  remonstrate  with. 

諫諍  to  expostulate  with;  to 
warn. 

壽 I  ̂  to  debate;  to  discuss. 天 子之前 ，諍 論可否 
in  the  presence  of  the  Son  of 
Heaven  is  it  allowable  to  dispute? 

諍人  a  race  of  pygmies,  de¬ scribed  as  being  seven  inches 

- high. 

The  clang  of  metal.  A small  gong. 

鼓靜  drums  and  gongs. 靜錚 之士豈 易多得 
such  a  famous  scholar  do  you 
think  it  an  easy  thing  to  get? 

鐵 中錚靜  a  genius  among 
ordinary  people. 

To  lift  up；  to  pull  out ； 
to  save. 

棒民 於水火 之中 
rescue  people  from  fire  and  water. 

栩救  to  save  from  any  danger. 

搔溺  to  help  those  in  distress. 

Steam  ；  to  steam ;  to  stew. 
To  distil.  Capable,  as  a 

ruler.  To  advance.  All 

many.  Winter  sacrifice  ； 

see  嘗 449.  Vigorous.  To 
debauch,  usually  of  relatives 
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716 

^Y\\ 

717 R. 滅 
7TST 

Sec 葱 
vrSr 

Even  Upper. 

蒸1
 

7I8 
R. 蒸  10a 
C.  ching 

of  a  higher  generation.  An 

expletive.  • 

添 熟  tp  steam  thoroughly, -- 
until  properly  cooked. 

潘飯  to  steam  rice. 

播 籠  a  steam-basket,  or  kind  of 
sieve  in  which  rice  is  steamed 

over  a  pot  of  boiling  water. 

播氣鍋 ot 蓀 本鑊 a 
boiler, 一 of  a  steam-engine. 

潘酒  to  distil  spirits. 

潘 之浮浮  the  steam  from 
the  distilling  floats  about. 

文 王潘哉  a  capable  prince 
was  Wen  Wang. 

潘 我髦士  i  advance  my 
men  of  promise. 

孫進  to  introduce;  to  offer,  as 
presents. 

.潘 •徒揖 之  al1  the  men  la- 
bouring  at  their  oars.  、 

潘 民乃粒  all  the  people  had 
grain. 

潘然  in  multitudes. 

播播  vigorous-looking. 

添寡  committed  incest  with 
his ,  widowed  aunt. 

夂子 俱潘之  father  and 
son  both  debauched  her. 

有敦 瓜苦潘 在栗薪 
there  were  the  bitter  gourds 

hanging  from  the  branches  of 
the  chestnut  tree. 

蓀騰  to  rise  like  vapours. 

務 暑  a  damp  heat. 

^  short-bread. 

務作舖  a  shop  where  steamed 
cakes  or  dumplings  are  made 
and  sold. 

A  disease  of  the  bones. 

骨癒  atr°Phy- 
生乾感  to  suffer  from  atro 

l)hy. 

乾  is  applied  to  fmit  that 
has  dried  up  on  the  tree. 

Twigs  of  hemp,  used  for 
fuel;  small  branches,  fit  for 
firewood.  All.  To  rise,  as 
steam.  To  steam.  Inter- 

蒸1
 

7i8 

H.  chin F.  ching 

n：  \  tsi
ns 

P.  cheng 

M.  tsen Y.  tseng 

Sz.  chen^  cheng K.  ching 

J.  shd、 djd A.  ching 

Even  Upper. 

R, 

番1
 

7i9 

苯 
S- 莩承 

A.  tHa 
Even^Upper 

&  Lower. 

徵1
 

720 

R •蒸紙 

H.  chin 
F.  ting See 裁 /Ty\t 

K.  ching 

J.  ckd 

A.  tring 

Even  Upper. 

changed  with  热 716.  In¬ 
cestuous  ； see  8731. 

以 薪以蒸  bringing  large faggots  and  small  branches. 

天 生蒸民 God  made  all men. 

蒸 蒸日上  daily  rising  higher and  higher, — in  the  scale  of 

progress. 

蒸 錢 頭  t0  steam  dough  dump¬ 
lings. 

蒸梨 IJi 妻  to  divorce  a  wife because^ of  (badly)  stewed  pears, 

— as  did  曾子  Tseng  Tzu 

when  his  wife  prepared  some 

pears  badly  for  his  stepmother. 

Cooked  sacrificial  meat. 

Swollen.  Doltish.  To 

ascend. 

To  levy;  to  collect,  as 
duties.  To  recruit^  as 

troops  •’  to  appoint  to  an 
official  post.  To  ask  for  ； 

to  follow  ；  to  pursue.  Evi¬ 

dence  ； proof  ；  fulfilment 

{see  7779).  Effect,  as  op¬ 
posed  to  cause.  An  old 
name  for 澄城縣 in 

Shensi.  [To  be  distinguish¬ 
ed  from  微  12,586.] 仏 

373 - 徵收 賦积:  to  levy  taxes  and 
duties. 

徵厳 qi •徵解  to  gather,  as 
taxes. 

胃徵  to  begin  the  collection  of taxes. 

徵兔船 鈔章程 the  ton_ nage  dues’  regulations. 

徵召  to  summon,  e.g.  good  men 
to  come  forward  and  aid  in  the 

government. 

徵兵  to  enlist  troops.  See  4344. 

徵調  to  send  troops  on  service; 
conscription,  either  for  war  or 
for  public  works. 

徵 之不出  he  was  appointed to  a  post,  but  would  not  take  it  up. 

徵1
 

720 

癥1
 

721 

R. 葱 

7TST 

See 徵 

Even  Upper. 

膛 

722 

徵 爲  was  appointed  to  the  post 
of.. 

徵 直畫院  was  appointed  to 
the  Imperial  Picture  Gallery. 

徵 求無已  constantly  beg¬ 
ging  for. 

有徵  there  is  proof. 

@  徵  clear  P
r0Qf. 

立徵據  to  establish  proof. 

無 徵之言  unfounded  asser¬ 

tions. 

徵逐  the  intimate  intercourse of  friends;  to  curry  favour  with, 

徵採  search  out;  select. 

徵 捕  t0  Pursue  and  arrest. 
徵諸  to  apply, 一 a  principle. 

德 the  sending  of  proof, 一 the 
third  preliminary  in  arranging a  marriage. 

徵辱氣  fulfilment,  as  of  a  pro¬ phecy;  the  result  anticipated,  as of  medicine. 

凡有 怪徵者 必有怪 

every  uncanny  effect  must 

be  preceded  by  some  uncanny cause. 

八徵  tne  eight  signs  of  good fortune  as  seen  by  physiogno¬ 
mists. 

胃*  or  M  facial  features 
indicating  good  luck. 

徵君  a  scholar  who  receives  a summons  from  the  Emperor. 

j 款  ̂   胃 J  honorary  title  o
f  the 

2nd  class  of  the  7th  grade. 

Read  chi\  One  of  the 

five  musical  notes,  corres¬ 

ponding  to  fire. 

A  disease  of  the  abdomen； 

obstruction  of  the  bowels. 

癒 瘤不除 unless  the  ob- 
struction  be  got  rid  of. 

癥結  vnots  or  obstructions  in 
the  bowel. 

Read  hsia' •  A  female 
complaint. 

Same  as  10,865. 
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朕 
723 

鄭 
4 

724 

敬 
cheng 

H.  chLang 
F.  tang 

dzin^ 

P.  cheng 
M.  tsen 

Y.  tseng 
Sz.  cheng 
K.  ckong 

「•  /«•,  cho A.  /ring 
Sinking 
Lower. 

瞪 
725 

證 
4 

726 R •徑 

F.  cheing 

See 正 

K.  ch'ing 
J.  sho 

A.  ch'ing 
Sinking 

Upper. 

See  634. 

A  feudal  State  under  the 

Chou  dynasty,  b.c.  7  74 — 

500,  now  _  封府  K‘ai- 
eng  Fu  in  Honan.  Its  cap¬ 
ital  was  the  present  鄭州 

Cheng  Chou. 

周 鄭交質  [the  royal  House 
of]  Chou  and  [the  earl  of]  Cheng 
exchanged  pledges. 

鄭重  earnest ;  thorough  ; 
portant ;  weighty. 

727 
R •你 

See 證 

Sinking  Upper. 

im- 

See  10,865. 

To  prove  by  evidence  •’ 
to  testify.  To  remonstrate 

with.  Used  with  694. 

證人  a  witness. 
― •干人  all  the  parties  and 

witnesses  in  the  case, 

證見  to  bear  witness  to  what 
one  saw. 

作見證  to  have  been  an  eye¬ 
witness, 一 and  therefore  able  to 
bear  testimony. 

證據  a  proof;  a  protest  lodged 
in  order  to  serve  afterwards  as 
evidence. 

證驗  to  verify. 

證明  to  show;  to  prove. 

證質  to  confront  opposing  wit¬ 
nesses, 一 and  let  them  fight  it 
out,  as  is  dope  in  Chinese  courts, 

the  magistrate  looking  on  and 

drawing  his  own  conclusions. 

飾詞 作證 t0 如 orna - mental  evidence;  perjury. 

證佑  to  protect, — as  the  gods 
do.  In  composition,  to  prove 

by  quoting  authorities^ 

監證  to  oversee;  to  superintend. 

明證  illustrations;  examples. 

w 

728 

R •庚 

See 

Even  Upper. 

幔
 ‘ 

7之9 

R •敬 

See 

SinkingUpper. 

偎 

730 

m 

731 

R. 敬 

See 椹 

Sinking 

Lower. 

鋥 

732 

拼 
733 

Broad  ；  open.  The  echo 

in  a  large  house.  Painted 
silk. 

蔡  ̂  ample;  expansive. 

To  unroll  a  painting  or 
scroll. 

Rice  which  has  become 

black  from  damp. 

稱1
 

734 

R •蒸徑 

C.  chHng 

H.  chHn F.  ch、ing, 
eyeing 

N.j  tsHnS 
M.  ts、in Y.  ts^eng 

Sz.  ch^eng  • K.  ch、ing、 
cK-ong 

J.  sho 

A.  hsing 

•  Even  &  Sink¬ 

ing  Upper. 

See  45 

To  burnish.  To  stop  up 

磨褐  to  rub  bright  enough  to reflect  the  face. 

礓牙  minium  or  red  lead. 

Same  as  731. 

Same  as  715. 

To  weigh  ；  hence,  to  buy 

(unit  of  weight  10,070).  See 

648,  1910.  To  style  ；  to 

designate.  To  state.  To 

praise ;  to  honour.  To  raise. 
To  feign.  Originally  悄. 

稱騐  to  weigh  and  inspect. 

稱是  exactly  corresponding. 

稱東西  to  weigh  things, 一 on a  steelyard. 

稱一稱  weigh  it. 

稱貨  to  weigh  goods. 這 一桿秤 子太小 ，稱 

不了  this  steelyard  is  too  small to  weigh  it  with. 

稱 物平施  to  give  good weight. 

稱1
 

734 

one 

大戥 稱進小 戥稱出 
to  weigh  in  (to  oneself)  with 

heavy  weights,  to  weigh  (rnt  (to 
others)  with  light  weights. 

爲 、之 權衡 以稱之 
you  make  scales  and  steelyards 

for  weighing, —  則  the  result will  be,  etc. 

出稱  extra,  or  good  weight. 

不殼稱  nof  full  weight. 
稱呼 w 稱謂。 i： 稱爲 t。 call;  to  name;  to  style. 

自 稱其父 曰家夂 
styles  one’s  own  father  chia  fu, 

稱說  to  call；  to  name. 
逋稱  are  all  calk'd  (so-and-so). 
人 以孫梅 花稱之 
people  called  her  Plum-flower 
Sun. 

各 相稱呼  they  called  one 
another  by  certain  names. 

以 孝行稱  made  a  name  for 
himself  by  his  filial  piety. 

有淸  _  稱  he  .had  a  g。?? 
reputation. 

報稱  to  report  that . 稱讃。 r 稱羨。 i •稱揚 oi •稱 獎。 i: 稱頌。 ) •稱賞 

稱嘆  to  praise;  to  extol;! 
to  admire. 

你 誇我稱  you  praise  me  and, 
I  will  admire  you,— said  of 
friendb  who  flatter  each  other, 

稱人  to  praise  people. 

時 人稱焉  the  people  of  the day  praised  his  act. 

稱 彼兕觥  let  us  raise  the 
rhinoceros-horn  goblet, 一 to  drink 
a  health. 

稱爾戈  to  take  up  arms;  to fight. 

稱臣  to  declare  oneself  a  vassal. See  648. 

稱病  to  feign  sickness ;  to 
malinger. 

稱 疾不從  pleaded  sickness 
and  did  not  go  with  him, 

稱曹  t。 state. 稱便  to  commend  as  satisfac¬ 

tory. 

稱兵  to  take  up  arms;  to  adopt warlike  measures. 
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稱1
 

734 

撑1
 

735 

庚 
C.  c/^a/ir.  v, 

V//W〆 

II.  /s'yu^  v, ts'-an^ 
I.’.  v. . 

\V.  ts^ii 
N. 

rsKan^ 

P.  r//Sv/- 
M.  /A" 

稱于世  universally  extolled. 

萁 餘無稱  the  rest  (of  the 
Emperors)  are  of  no  account. 

Read  chKmg^.  A  steel¬ 
yard  or  weighing  machine, 

for  which  秤，  see  782,  is 

mostly  used.  Suitable  ；  cor¬ 
responding.  A  suit,  as  of 
clothes. 

壓稱。 1 •释 稱頭  to  allow for  tare,  as  in  weighing  goods. 

稱人意  suitable;  in  accor¬ 
dance  with  what  people  want. 

稱 量與惠 ui  ♦ k  was 
found  to  be  all  the  same  as  (the 
water)  of  Mt.  Hui. 

人生 不稱意 if  a  man  fails to  obtain  his  object  in  life,  or 
is  dissatisfied  with  life, . 

不相稱  not  in  harmony  one 
with  the  other. 

頗不 相稱  somewhat  out  of 
keeping,-  with  something  before 
mention.  〜 

若有不 相稱者  if  there  is 
anything  out  of  keeping  or  un¬ 
suitable,— -please  tell  me. 

不 稱其服  not  in  keeping with  their  -crothes. 

衣 不稱身  his  clothes  do  not 
fit;,  also,  he  and  his  clothes  are 

not  in  keeping  one  with  the 
other. 

已 令裁稱 鄉之體 I 
have  already  instructed  a  tailor 
to  measure  yotr. 

不稱其 職 he  js  not  equal  to 
. his  position. 

公 分無不 稱 t。  divide 
'  equitably. 

這 兩個可 以相稍  these 
two  can  go  together,  一  they 

match.  
^ 

To  prop  up.  To  assist. 

To  punt.  To  stretch  open. 
See  736. 

烟 霧撑天  the  mist  rises  up 
towards  heaven. 

能殼 支撑得 住 can  bear the  weight  of  it. 

; 撑不來 i  cannot  help  you. 

1勉 强撑持  to  make  the  best of  anything. 

撑1
 

73S Y.  t^eng 

Sz.  ch^cng 

K.  cheng、v,  1 

J.  to^  chd 
A.  hsaittg 

Even  Upper. 

撐 

736 

w 
737 

R -孟庚 
See 撑 

A.  fang 

Rising  and 
Even  Upper 

Irregular. 

構 

73» 

R •庚 

W 撑睦 

Even  Upper. 

IF 
739 

See 撑 

Even  Upper. 

全 賴撑持  all  crowd  round 
him  for  support. 

腐 我撑持  luckily  I  was  able 
to  help. 

撑持得 撑得住 
to  make  a  thing  succeed;  to  be 
able  to  run  the  business. 

撑打  t。 snub. 撑船  to  pole  a  boat;  to  punt, 

撑渡  to  pole  across  a  ferty;  to intrigue. 

充撑  to  curry  favour  with. 

撑起來  to  set  upright ;  to prop  up.  ^ 

撑搖  to  work^a  boat  such  as  a lighter. 

Read  tang1. 

撑犁  Tengri, 一 a  Turkic  term for  God. 

撑黎孤 塗 the  Son  of Heaven,— the  Emperor. 

The  strictly  correct  form of  735. 

A  prop  ；  a  shore. 

A  branch  stretching  out. 

A  prop;  a  shore.  A  rod 
to  make  a  window-frame 
stick  out. 

撐柱  a  truss  to  support  a  beam. 

彎撐  a  bent  brace ;  an  elbow brace. 

撐開 裔:門  fix  open  the  win¬ 
dow. 

To  eat  much. 

餘  to  gormandize;  toover-eat. 

74o 

R •庚 

See 梅 

A.  traing、 

hsong 

Even  Lower. 

741 

偵 

742 

赭 
743 

經 

744 

樫 8
 

745 

R •庚 

C.  cchLing 

W 縝 

Even  Upper 

Irregular, 

蟶1
 

A  perch  for  fowls.  A 
prop.  To  straighten  out 
To  tread  on.  To  roost. 

維角龙 4 之  the  ends  [of  the bow]  should  be  straightened  out. 

See  10,729. 

746 

R. 庚， 

C.  chking"^  v. 

F.  /ing、v. 

hing 

W.  Js^ing 

N.  tHng^ 

P.  ̂ eng 

v： !  ^in 

J,  sei、 chd 

A.  tring 

Even  Upper 

Irregular. 

睜 
747 

R •庚 

W.  tsae、 t^-ae N. 

See 掙 

Upper. 

See  699. 

See  685. 

Same  as  685. 

The  tamarisk  ( Tamarix 

sinensis、， described  as  a 
willow  with  a  reddish  bark, 

and  graceful  in  shape.  It 

fears  neither  snow  nor  hoar¬ 

frost,  but  is  very  sensitive, 

and  indicates  the  approach 

of  rain  by  its  branches 
moving.  It  is  called  梅柳 

and  三春柳 or  third 

spring  willow,  from  its  flow 
ering  late. 

A  bivalve  shell  ；  the 

razor-sheath  or  Solen 

Clams ;  mussels. 

蠓乾  dried  clams. 

mm  fresh  cockles. _紐  the  muscle  which  holds the  mussel  to  its  shell. 

To  rise  high  ；  overtopping  ； excelling. 

霄 崢特立  like  a  lofty  peak 
rising  alone  through  the  clouds. 

d| 第  dignified ;  lofty.  Used  by 
physiognomists  of  a  noble  brow. See  5287. 
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748 R. 庚 
See 挣 

Even  Upper. 

錚 
749 

攀1
 

75° R. 庚 
See 禅 

Even  Upper. 

呈 2
 

75工 R •庚 
C.  chHng 
H.  chHn 

F.  tiang、 
t^iang 

W.  dzing 

N.  dzing 

P.  ch^etig 

Y,"  I  ts^n Sz.  ch^en 

K.  ch  'dng 
J.  tei、 cho 

A.  tring 

Even  Lower. 

A  thorn. 

See  714. 

The  hair  in  disorder. 

筝 S  unkempt  hair. 

Originally  = 平  level 

To  file  a  plaint.  To  offer 

to  a  superior. 

呈子  a  charge,  or  accusation, 
to  be  filled  up  on  the  form  sold 

at  yamens  to  petty  litigants.  See 

禀 93。4. 
提呈子  to  hand  in  a  plaint. 

收呈子  to  receive  plaints, - 
as  is  sometimes  done  by  the 

magistrate  himself,  without  the 
intervention  of  doorkeepers,  etc 

和 息呈詞 （Gr 子） an  ap* 
plication  for  leave  to  withdraw 

a  case  already  settled  out  Of 
court. 

告 和呈子  to  make  applica¬ tion  as  above. 

呈期  certain  days  on  which 
plaints  may  be  filed. 

呈控  to  charge  with;  to  accuse 

呈上  to  hand  in;  to  file. 

呈報  to  report  to  a  superior ; 
to  present  a  statement. 

呈閱  to  hand  in  for  inspection. 

呈明  to  state  clearly. 

呈曰  stated  as  follows. 

呈關。 r 呈騐  to  present  for 
examination  at  the  Customs. 

呈還  to  give  back. 

呈叩  to  state  and  implore, — help. 

呈官  to  hand  ]to  the  authorities, 

呈稱  to  state. 

呈繳  to  proffer. 

呈*
 

75i 

埕，
 

752 

R,  vulgar. C.  chHng 

F.  ting、 tiang 

dzin^ 

M.  ts^en 
Y.  t^eng 

Sz.  ch^eng 

A.  Cching 
Even  Lower. 

裎*
 

753 

呈保。 r 保呈  to  hand  in  a 
guarantee. 

呈聞  to  offer  for  perusal;  to 
present  to  (our)  readers. 

呈核  to  present  for  perusal  or reference. 

呈身  to  offer  oneself, 一 for  em¬ ployment  (contr.  to  usage), 

呈荷  to  solicit  and  obtain. 

呈訴  to  submit  a  statement. 

呈照  to  hand  in  a  certificate 

呈請  or  ̂   to  present 
request;  to  apply, 一 to  be  allowed 
to  do  something. 

呈具  to  draw  up  and  hand  in, — as  a  bond.  , 

呈 交  tender;  to  pay  in. 

呈 交備寄  to  hand  in  to  be filed. 

呈出 to  produce,— ̂ as  a  certi¬ ficate,  when  called  upon. 

呈送 ot 呈遞  to  send;  to transmit. 

呈准  to  apply  and  receive  per¬ mission. 

呈  ̂   to  deliver  for  safe  custody. 

呈  to  proceed  against  at  law. 

j[||  呈  to  memorialise;  to  petition 

~ •進 呈 詞  immediately  the 
petition  is  filed. . 

呈 露  to 呈覽。 r 呈電  for  your 
Honour’s  inspection, 

呈  to  send  (an  essay  to  a 
friend)  for  correction. 

呈 瑞  signs  of  general  prosperity. 

A  pear-shaped  earthen 

jar,  without  handles  and 
with  a  small  mouth.  See 

10,800. 

水埕  a  water  jar. 
一埕酒  a  jar  of  wine. 
油埕 an  oil  jar,  holding  30 
catties.  ' 

A  by-path.  A  gully/ 

悭
 ， 

754 

R •梗 

See 

Rising  Upper. 

理
 2 

755 

R .庚 

F.  it'ing 

See 呈 

Eren  Lower. 

程
 2 

756 

R •庚 

See 呈 

Even  Lower. 

m1
 

雅 757 

R •庚 

F.  t^ing^  tHang 

See 呈 

Even  Lower. 

Obscure. 

其言愰 悖  his  words  are 
obscure. 

A  brilliant  stone  worn  at 

the  girdle.  It  will  shine 
if  buried  six  inches  deep. 

豈理美 之能當 hmv 
it  compare  with  the  beauty  of 
the  chle?ig? 

can 

To  take  off  clothes  anc 

expose  the  body.  To  carry 

in  the  girdle. 

裸裎  half-naked. 
裎衣  under-clothes. 
A  measure  ；  the  hun¬ 

dredth  part  of  a  寸  inch, 

now  known  as  a  厘 •  ‘  A 

weight.  A  rule.  A  pattern. 

A  limit；  a  period  ；  a  jour¬ 

ney；  a  career.  Percentage  ； 
touch  of  silver.  Name  of 

an  ancient  district. 

章程 "°r  程規  by-laws;  rules; regulations. 

水程 挪 10,128. 
匪先 民是程  they  do  not 
take  the  ancients  for  their  pat¬ tern. 

程式  a  pattern  to  work  by. 

工程 a  job. 不 程其力  I  did  not  gauge 
his  strength. 

這 一 ■程 子好嗎 h*ve  you been  well  lately  ? 

路程 程途 a  road;  i stage;  a  journey;  a  career. 

限程  a  stage  in  a  journey. 

程限  the  stages  of  a  work. 

登程。 起程  to  start  on  a journey; 

快程  fast  travelling.;  by  quick stages. 

歸程  the  return  journey. 
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逞 
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758 
R .榧 
C.  chHng 

II.  cK-in 
F.  t^inq 
W. 

N.  is'-ittg 

P.  ch'-ctig 
M.  ts^cn 

Y.  is^cn^ 
Sz.  cIC'en . 
K.  choiig^  v y'^ 

J.  /a\  c/ia 
A.  sing^{shing) 

Rising  Upper. 

兼程走  to  make  forced  mar- *  ches. 

V  • 

送程儀  to  give  a  person  his 
travelling  expenses.* 

把前 程丢了  threw  up  his 
career.  See  1737. 

怕干 碍前程 afraid 心 
damaging  liis  career. 

各自 奔前程  each  pursued 
bis  own  career  {lit.  or  Jig.). 

各 顴前程  every  one  wants 
to  get  on. 

多 大前程  what  rank  do  you 
hold? 

但 行好事 ，莫 問前程 
content  yourself  with  doing  good 

deeds :  do  not  ask  what  they 
will  bring  forth 

一程  one  tenth. 

九 程#; sr 以  ninety-nine to  one  it  will  do. 

幾程足  how  many  parts  are 
pure?  what  is  the  touch? 一 of 
silver  or  gold. 

程數  percentage ;  the  quality  or 
touch  of  silver. 

命程伯  orejered  the  earl  of 
Ch‘eng. 

程咬 金三斧 頭頂難 
the  first  three  blows  with  his 

axe  given  by  Ch'eng  Yao-chin 
are  v«ry  dangerous, — used  of 
something 、 very  successful  at 
first,  but  which,  if  it  can  be 
resisted,  is  a  failure  afterwards. 

To  act  with  effrontery. 
Presumptuous.  To  put 
forth.  To  forecast.  To  get 

one’s  will  ；  to  relieve  one’s mind. 

東 洋思遑  the  Japanese 
meditate  trouble  to  us. 

不逞 於東卽 逞於西 
always  making  a  disturbance 
somewhere, —of  the  French. 

達兒  to  use  violence  ；  to,  do 
murderous  acts；  to  use  violent 
and  abusive  language.  ' 

逞 惡行刼  to  commit  acts 
of  violence  and  robbery. 

逞强  to  do  one’s  utmost 

逢 强 壓鄕黨 t。 use  vio_ 
I  lence  to  intimidate  the  villagers 
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See 承 

Even  Upper. 

逞千戈  to  be  eager  for  the 
fray. 

握能  braggart. 自逞  boastful;  bragging. 

逞功能  confident  in  one’s  own abilities;  overweening. 

逞威勢  to  exert  one’s  powers of  intimidation. 

各 逞其長  each  one  did  what he  could  do  best, — played,  sang, 

or  recited.  
」 

逞 其鬼蜮  he  acted  selfishly, — entirely  in  his  own  interests. 

不逞  careless ;  reckless. 

不 握之徒  a  reckless,  worth¬ less  fellow. 

素不逞  was  a  bad  lot. 

不 可億逞  impossible  to anticipate  the  result. 

乃可以 違 and  thus  your anxiety  may  be  relieved. 

握 豪。 r  握勇  heroic；  martial. 

逞臂  to  bare  one’s  arms — as for  a  fight. 

逢 蠻  to  behave  in  an  unman¬ nerly  way. 

逞暴  to  use  power  oppressively. 

To  drink  till  fuddled  ； 

stupid  from  drink.  To  get 
sober. 

解酲  to  get  over  a  debauch. 

憂心如 酸 as  sad  as  a  man getting  sober. 

解酲當 p 酒  to  attribute sobering  to  wine, — a  hair  of  the 

dog,  etc. 

To  aid.  A  deputy；  an 
assistant. 

丞相  ancient  name  for  a  prime 
minister ;  used  for  a  foreign 
Secretary  of  State. 

中丞。 ne  of  the  designations 
by  which  the  撫台  Fu-t‘ai, 
or  Governor  of  a  province,  is known. 

御 史中丞  President  of  the 
Censorate. 

郡丞  a  sub-Prefect. 

丞1
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VilT  - 

C.  s king 

H.  shin 

F.  sing 
W.  zing 

N.  djing 

P.  ch、btg 

M.  ts^en 

Y.ts^eng 

Sz.  chLen 

K.  sing 

J.  djo、 sho 

A.  t^ia 
Even  Lower. 

縣丞  an  assistant  District 
Magistrate. 

張 丞士正  Mr.  sub-Prefect Chang  Shih-cheng. 

丞伸  the  literary  designation  of assistant  Magistrates  either  of 
Prefectures,  Departments,  or 
Districts. 

文 丞武尉  the  civilian  pre mier  and  the  military  guardian,— 

names  of  door-guardians  written 
on  doors  to  protect  the  inmates. 

上丞  the  star  a  in  Camelopar- dus. 

the  star  v  in  Tarandus. 

To  receive.  To  hold  ； 

to  contain.  To  undertake. 

To  acknowledge.  To  sup¬ 

port.  To  continue  a  given 

line  of  thought  in  compo¬ 

sition  and  enlarge  upon  it. 
A  clerk. 

承受  to  receive;  to  inherit. Ste  infra, 

承函  to  have  received  a  letter, — as  used  in  acknowledgement. 

承准  I  have  the  honour  to acknowledge, — a  communica¬ 
tion  from  a  superior.  The  term is  not  so  strong  as  奉  3574- 

Used  by  courtesy  to  equals, 

承囑  to  receive  instructions. 承差。 r 承遣。 r 承派 
to  receive  an  appointment,  or 

orders  to  go  anywhere.  The  first 
means  also  a  general  servant  in 

a  yamen. 

承情。 r 承惠  to  receive kindness.  Used  as  wyou  are 

very  kind/’  “I  have  to  thank 

you  for,”  etc. 

承蒙 i  am  indebted  to  you  for. 

承發  to  receive  a  despatch  and forward  it. 

承 你貴言  I  receive  deferen¬ 
tially  your  honoured  words,  ue. 

many  thanks  for  your  advice. 

承順  to  act  blindly  on  instruc¬ tions;  to  obey  deferentially. 

承順 其親之 顔色爲 

難  to  apprehend  and  act  upon 
the  facial  expression  of  one’s 
parents  is  difficult. 
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承歡  to  give  pleasure. 

承襲  to  receive  what  is  handed 
down,  as  a  title;  to  inherit. 

承祖  to  receive  from  one’s  an¬ 
cestors;  inherited. 

承夂  to  inherit  from  a  father. 

承詢  to  receive  a  query. 

承示 t。  receive  an  intimation, 
as  a  private  note. 

承頂  to  take  over  in  someone’s stead. 

不承招  to  refuse  to  admit  a 
•  charge. 

承審  to  officiate  in  a  court  of 
justice. 

承 審公堂  the  Supreme 
Court. 

承局  to  have  a  shop  or  agency. 

承典  to  receive  a  mortgage. 

承 您關照  thank  you  for  your 
kind  attention !  thank  you  for 

the  service  you  have  done  me! 

承携  to  receive  your  guidance ; 
to  be  indebted  to  vou  for  the 
favour. 

承認  to  admit;  to  acknowledge. 

承保  to  insure. 

承枇  to  take  the  lease  of. 

承租  to  rent  or  lease  from. 

承交  to  take  over  from. 

承宣 布攻俾  title  ofaFan- t^ai  or  Provincial  Treasurer ; 

under  the  Ming  dynasty,  a  Go¬ 
vernor. 

承應  to  undertake;  to  receive, 一 as  an  office. 

承允  to  agree  to.  ! 

承平  in  the  enjoyment  of  peace. 

承平時  in  times  of  peace.  | 

承享  to  enjoy  the  use  of, — as; 
property. 

承問  I  am  obliged  for  your 
enquiries. 

承抽  to  undertake  the  payment 
of  a  fixed  sum, — e.g.  as  likin、 

承辦會 董公司  an  execu¬ tive  council. 

今不 承于古 . we  do  not 
now  accept  the  guidance  of  the 
ancients. 

承1
 

承繼  to  be  adopted, 一 of  an 
agnate. 

子 產爭承  sons  fighting  over what  each  is  to  get  out  of  the 

property  left. 

載  to  contain, 一 of  almost  any 
kind  of  receptacle. 

雨 人以治 承女郎 ，手 

捉四角 而 入 the  tw。 men  came  in,  carrying  a  young 

lady  in  a  coverlet  which  they 

held  by  its  four  corners. 

承 受不住  could  not  keep  it down, 一 as  medicine. 

承 受不起  not  fit  to  under¬ take  the  job;  not  equal  to  the 
task. 

_  to  undertake  to  manage, 

or  to  put  through  any  business. 

承工  to  "undertake  work. 
承買  to  contract  to  buy ;  to  take 
over  goods  on  payment. 

承約  to  enter  into  an  agree¬ ment. 

承任  to  fill  an  office. 
承充  to  be  entrusted  with  the duties  of  any  post. 

百 口不承  hundred  mouths not  admit, — he  stoutly  denied 
the  charge. 

承風  to  follow  custom. 

承 風望指  to  watch  how  the wind  blows, — in  order  to  anti¬ 
cipate  the  wishes  of  superiors ; 
lit.  to  receive  impression  and 

watch  for  finger  (to  indicate). 

石承  a  stone  base  or  plinth. 

承 不起來  unable  to  bear,  or 
support  it/ 

承營  to  be  responsible  for;  to manage. 

承當  ,to  make  oneself  respon¬ sible  for;  liable  for;  to  abide 

the  consequences. 

這 事我承 當迤來 
I  will  take  the  responsibility  in 
this  matter. 

不充靈 承于旅  unskilled in  dealing  with  the  multitude. 

奉承  to  flatter;  to  toady. 

我不喜 歡奉承 1  dra’t like  being  flattered. 

起 承轉合  the  opening,  the elucidation,  the  re-statement  or 

embellishment,  and  the  conclu- 

sion, — of  a  theme.  The  four 

divisions  of  a  properly  construc¬ ted  essay. 

落木 承風高 “doping trees”  is  an  enlargement  ol  “the 

wind  is  high.” 

承首句  [this  is]  an  enlarge¬ 
ment  of  the  first  sentence. 

承上 言云云  referring  to the  above  sentence, — with  a 
view  to  further  elucidation 

承德郧  honorary  title  of  the 
i  st  class  of  the  6th  grade. 

經承  a  clerk. 
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C.  sking、 shcng 
H.  shitty  s hang ̂ 

chTm 

F.  sing、 siaftg 
ixh^iang W.  zing 

N.  dzittg 
-P.  ch、htg 

M.  ts^en 

Y.  ts^eng 

Sz.  chken、 tsLeng 

K.  sLong 

A.  t^aing 

^Even  Lower. 

To  finish  ；  to  complete  ； 

to  bring  about;  to  accom¬ 

plish；  to  succeed， as  oppo¬ 

sed  to  ̂   8567.  Perfect ； 

full  ；  whole.  To  pacify. 

To  pledge.  If  indeed.  An honorary  title.  One  tenth  ； 

ten  per  cent.  Used  for  766 

成事  to  finish  a  matter. 

成 事不說  what  is  done  can’t 
be  undone. 

成做  to  finish；  to  complete. 

成了。 r 行成  done ;  finish- 
. ed;  carried  out ;  accomplished. 

^  to  grow  up;  to  b
ecome 

man,  Le.  all  that  a  man  is  expec¬ ted  to  be  from  a  moral  point 

長 大成人  grown  up. 

哀毁有 若成人 
hernouni- 

ed  (at  5)  like  a  grown-up  man. 

居毋誕 如漁 人 hemo
um- 

ed  for  his  mother  like  an  adult. 

不成人  he  is  a  bad  lot;  worth¬ less;  incapable. 

成家 立業  to  succeed ;  to 
make  one’s  fortune. 

經 之營之 ，不 日成之 
by  working  and  toiling,  in  a 
short  time  it  was  finished,— of 

the 靈臺 built 如 文王. 

成不得  it  can’t  be  done. 
成病。 r 成疾 to  get  sick- 
成家  to  get  married.  Also,  to make  one’s  fortune;  to  succeed in  life.  See  8567,  10,793. . 
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刻 薄成家 ，理 無久享 
'  where  a  fortune  is  made  by 
avarice,  the  rule  is  that  it  is 
never  long  enjoyed. 

成 J  婦?  to  become  a  wife. 
to  have  sexual  intercourse. 

成親 ot 成婚。 1 •成偶 t。 marry. 

成  to  bring  about;  to  bring 
to  a  successful  issue. 

成何 事髓 [ what  manner  of 
thing  does  this  make  ? — Used  in 
remonstrance  against  any  wrong 

action  or  wrong  method. 

不成 文 ot 不成句 this 
makes  no  sense, 一 of  bad  or 
wrongly  punctuated  composition. 

^  not  t0  become  a  vessel 

of  any  kind,  i.e.  to  be  worthless, 
useless  in  life,  etc. 

玉不琢 ，不 成器 ^  j^e 
is  not  worked,  it  becomes  no 

thing, — it  is  useless. 

守成 文業 1。 carry  on 
trade  of  one’s  father. 

你 成了客  yQU  are  .making  a 
stranger  of  yourself, 一 in  being 
so  ceremonious. 

道"落 成之喜 to  congratu- late  a  person  upon  getting  into 
a  new  house. 

求 .你 做成功 I  beg  you  to 
carry  it  through  for  me. 

成 始成終  finished  from  be- 
ginning  to  end. 

成 湯  T‘ang  the  Successful, — the 
Prince  of  Shang  who  overthrew 

the  tyrant  ̂   Chieh,  b.c.  1767. 

現成的  ready-made.  ^4539. 

轉以成 見俟事 and  s。 let 
foregone  conclusions  hinder  the 

matter.  k 

成 .色  quality,- of  goods;  per- 
ccntage  of  pure  metal  mixed 
with  alloy 

歲之成  the  completion  of  the 
year;  the  harvest. 

收成  t0  gather  in;  to  harvest. 

成案  a  precedent,— in  law. 
大成  the  Great  Perfect, —Con¬ 

fucius., 

老 成  honest;  trustworthy；  gentle. 

內有 一個老 成些的 
among  them  was  one  of  a  some¬ 
what  better  disposition. 

成
*
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成直線  a  straight  iine. 
成 本  to  make  into  a  book  or  vol¬ ume;  an  invoice ;  money  capital. 

丁  to  complete  the  age  of 
sixteen;  to  become  an  adult. 

^  ̂   to  make  a  name. 

^  to  carry  to  a  successful issue. 

成 空  void;  vanished;  gone  into 

space. 

成 全  complete;  to  complete. 

成竹在 胸 a  ready-made bamboo  is  in  the  mind, — as 
when  an .  artist  draws  a  bamboo 

without  haying  one  to  copy  from. 

to  construct. 

to  be  successful;  to  work 

well;  successful  fulfilment;  achie¬ 
vements. 

成團 打塊  tC)  accumulate;  to increase. 

姻  to  complete  the  nuptials. 

成釁  t。 quarrel. 

^  ̂   a  p
eriod. 

這  子  all  this  time. 成 J  a  fixed  rule;  a  mode. 

成 I  奇  to  become  excellent;  to have  some  excellence. 

a  certain  sum. 

^  a  complete  agreement. 

成員, full-weight  dollars. 
to  compose；  a  set  phrase. Sec  12,633. 

^  to  attain  magic  powers. 

成 羣  in  parties;  bands;  to  form a  crowd. 

^  to  gain  the  ascendency. 

^  rules  in  fofce. 

(j^fj  to  make  things;  the  mak¬ ing  or  perfecting  of  things,  which 

is  the  office  of  the  士申 or  earthly 

principle ;  ready-made  articles. 

t0  suit;  to  look  well. 

to  make,  or  act  on,  a  hard 
and  fast  rule. 

成 精 的  attain  to  the  supernatural. 

成 I  to  complete  all  funeral ceremonies. 

成  to  complete  the  ceremo¬ nies, 一 of  marriage. 

成
*
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t0  perform  double  Sacra 
gentilicia.  See  11,079. 

成^ _  the  heavenly  bodies. 

成 位  t0  establish  a  position. 

成  _  all  together；  altogether; 
in  all;  wholesale. 

volumes;  whole  volumes. 

成千 百！ thousands  and 
tens  of  thousands. 

to  become  a  pleasure ; 

pleasantly. 

一  35l  twenty-five  per  cent. 

八 成銀子  eight  Parts  Pure 
silver  in  ten. 

一 •成 數目 one  tenth  part. 

百  a  full  hundred. 

成疋  a  whole  piece, 一 of  shirt¬ 
ings,  etc. 

成 日 ot 成天家 the  whole 

day. 

難道哄 你不成 y。11  don’t 
mean  to  say  I  want  to  cheat  you? 

難道 叫我打 钒去不 

成 j  you  don’t  mean  to  say  you would  have  me  go  and  steal  ? 

See  8135. 

只 怕我取 經不成 
I  fear  I  shall  not  succeed  in 

obtaining  the  Sacred  Books. 

成不 以富  ̂  indeed  you  are 
not  influenced  by  her  wealth. 

固 孰成見  tQ  hc)ld  obstina_ 
tely  to  one’s  own  view;  to  per¬ 
sist  in  one’s  intention. 

成  j\j)  a  mind  which  has  recog¬ nized  criteria,  instead  of  being 
a  tabula  rasa.  Popularly  used 

in  the  sense  of  preconceived 

ideas,  foregone  conclusions, 

“made  up  one’s  mind,”  etc. 

未 成乎心 而 有是非 
for  a  mind  without  criteria  to 

admit  the  ideas  of  positive  and 

negative, — is  an  absurdity. 

隨 其成心 而師之 t。 be guided  by  the  criteria  of  one’s own  mind. 

他 是成心 作 he  did  il:  on 
purpose. 
戚 I  a  model;  an  example;  a 
precedent. 

成 文的  a  great  many;  a  lot 
{Peking). 
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C.  shing、 shtng 土  城  a  mud  rampart. 
H.  shin's  hang 

F.  sing、 siang 
W.  zing 

N.  dzing、 zing 

萬 里長城  the  10,000  li  long 
rampart, — the  Great  Wall  of 

Hbtg 
China. 

M.  tsLen 

Y.  ts^eng 

Sz.  c)iLen^  ts'-eng 
五 晉長城  a  master  of  penta¬ 
syllable  verse. 

K.  s^ong 

城脚。 r 城根 foot  of  the 
city  wall. A.  f'aitig 

Even  Lower. 

城坡  the  embankment  of  earth 

A  wall  of  a  city.  A  city. 

To  build"  a  city  wall.  See 

at  the  foot  of  a  city  wall. 

城頭  top  of  the  wall. 

城 上 or  城頂。 n  the  city  wall. 

城市  thoroughfares  or  frequent¬ 
ed  parts  of  a  city. 

城門  a  city  gate. 

城門領  captain  of  a  city  gate 
at  Peking. 

城門吏  clerk  of  the  same. 
城樓  tower  over  a  city  gate. 

城池。 1 •城濠  moat  round  a 
city;  the  first  is  also  the  city  itself. 

城郭  city  and  suburbs. 
成城 t。  build  a  rampart;  to  be¬ 
come  like  a  rampart,  as  soldiers 
who  remain  firm. 

守城  t。 guard  a  city. 

城守  a  garrison. 

城守尉  a  military  comman¬ dant. 

京城  the  capital, — Peking. 
閉城 t。  close  the  city  gates, 一 

as  on  the  approach  of  an  enemy. 

祟城  the  Emperor’s  dwelling. 

紫禁城  the  purple  forbidden 
city, 一 the  Imperial  palace  and 
grounds  at  Peking. 

困城。 r 圍城  to  invest  or 
besiege  a  city. 

干城  a  buckler  and  rampart, — 
that  which  protects  a  city,  sc. 
a  great  general. 

又隱去 長城一 .角矣 
away  goes  a  comer  of  our  Great 

Wall, — of  an  eminent  general 
just  deceased, 

難 解愁城  it  is  di 伍 cult  to 
take  the  city  of  your  grief,  i.e. 
to  vanquish  it. 

m 

763 

>r\r2 成 
764 

R. 庚 

See 成 

Even  Lower. 

成 r 
765 

.庚 

^ 盛 

Even  Lower. 

R 

m 

766 

R. 庚 

See 盛 

Even  Lower. 

壽城  the  city  of  old  age,  or 

隹城  the  happy  city,— the tomb. 

全城  a  coffin  made  of  six  boards, 

火城  a  procession  of  torches, 

金 城湯池  a  metal  wall  and a  hot  water  moat, 一 of  an  im 

pregnable  city. 

五城  the  five  municipalities  of 
Peking, .  under  special  officers 
subordinate  to  the  Censorate, 

坐城 t。  sit  on  the  Municipal Board. 

都 城埴，  the  tutelary  guardian of  every  Chinese  city. 

登 城不指  when  you  mount the  city  wall,  do  not  point. 

城 上不呼 cm  the  top  of  the 
wall,  do  not  call  out, —  for  fear of  exciting  people. 

築我矣  to  build  a  city  wall. 

費伯 城郧邑  Earl  Pi  built Lang-i. 

An  office  for  storing 

archives,  which  according 
to  Chinese  custom  are  never 

allowed,  to  be  wilfully 
destroyed. 

皇史歲 office  of  Imp.  Histo¬ riography. 

The  name  of  a  feudal 

State,  held  by  descendants 
of 文王， in 兗 州府， 
Shantung. 

隠成 P  an  ancient  town  in  Honan. 

Guileless  ；  sincere.  Ver 

ily  ；  indeed. 

中庸不 外一誡 the  Doc- trine  of  the  Mean  is  nothing 

more  than  (the  inculcation  of) sincerity. 

誠實。 r 誡則 sincereJ 
genuine. 

— 然  very  true. 

誠心 在乎人  sincerity  ofl heart  rests  with  a  man  himself.0 

至誡 M 神  perfect  sincerity moves  the  gods, — to  recom- 

pense  it. 

虔 誠再拜  reverently  pros¬ trated  himself  twice. 

誠,
 

766 

R 

o 

盛 767 

膨 

768 

•蒸 

See 稱 

used  also 

站瞋 

Even  Upper. 

扔 
769 

乘、
 

770 

R •蒸徑 

C.  s king 

H.  shin F.  sing,  seing 
W.  zing 

N.  dzing^  djing 

P.  ch^eng 

著 誠去僞  manifest  the  true and  put  away  the  false — “ring 
out  the  false,  ring  in  the  true. 

克誡  to  school  oneself  to  be 

sincere.  。士, _  ̂   sincere  and  respectful. 

輸誠 t。  manifest  sincerity, 一 in 
friendship. 

投_  to  return  to  one’s  alle 
giance. 

_  胃  sincere  purpose;  one^  real intention ;  unfeigned. 

誡恐。 r 誠怕1  am  really afraid  that ;  there  is  reason  to 
fear  that., 

誠欲  with  a  genuine  intention 
of., . 

誠信  good  faith;  to  trust. 
不誠  is  it  not  really......? used  at  the  beginning  of  a  sen 
tence.  , 

誠訓  the  true  explanation. 

_  _  very;  exceedingly  {Shan- tunS)\  but  comi»only,  “if  we 

could*  only  manage  to . ’’ 

_使  if  indeed  it  were  only-tru^ 
that . 

誠奪 而守之  if  you  could 
only  seize  and.  hold  it. 

能  if  he  could  but . * ;  if only.  ••… 

See  9889. 

To  stare  sternly. 

See  5638. 

To  mount  on；  to  ascend 

To  ricje, 一 in  almost  any 

way.  To  avail  oneself  of. 
Calculation  ；  to  multiply  ; 
see  13,215.  • 

乘彼 诡垣1  mounted  that 
ruinous  wall. 
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7/o 
tsK'n 

M. 
、•  L 

Sz.  ch、en 
K.  sing 

J. 咖 

A.  U、、’a、 
Even  &  Sink 

、 ing  Lower. 

乘屋  to  get  up  on  the  roof. 

乘 雲 上天 t0  rise  on  the 
clouds  to  heaven. 

乘車  to  ride  in  a  cart. 

乘馬  to  ride  on  horseback. 

乘船  to  travel  by  boat ;  to 
embark. 

乘其 四 骐  in  his  carriage drawn  by  four  piebalds. 

乘轎 ot 乘輿  riding  in  a 
chair. 

乘 陰陽二 氣之军 * 
rioted  upon  the  due  equilibrium 

of  the "  Yin  and  Yang, 

乘 坐  to  ride  in. 

乘 上  ̂   to  mount  and  be  off. 

乘便  to  avail  oneself  of  the 
occasion. 

因 利乘便  to  take  advantage 
of  an  (Opportunity  to  do  some¬ 
thing  without  trouble  or  outlay. 

乘』 陕 or 乘典 to  seize  the 
opportunity  of  being  in  high 

spirits. 

乘時 乘間 ot 乘機會 
to  avail  oneself  of  the  time;  to 
seize  the  opportunity. 

乘 其無備  to  catch,  him  un¬ 
prepared. 

乘風  to  take  advantage  of  th* 
wind. 

不 如乘勢  nothing  like  tak¬ 
ing  the  opportunity  when  you 

get  it. 

乘隙而 A  (the  wind)  avails 
itself  of  a  crack  to  get  in. 

乘潮  to  catch  the  tide. 

乘凉  to  get  cool, — as  by  going 
into  the  shade,  etc. 

乘除  to  multiply  and  divide; 
increase  and  decrease. 

乘法  multiplication.  [The  Chi 
nese  write  their  figures  horizon¬ 
tally,  and  then  begin  from  the 
left-hand  end.] 

用 三乘之  multiply  by  three. 

先 乘狻歸  first  multiply  and 
then  divide.  See  6419. 

乘以 一 •百  to  multiply  by  100. 

歲 月乘除 the  years  and 
months  pass. 

Read  sheng^  or 
A  numerative  of  vehicles 

乘
 2 

77° 

77r 

R •徑 

See 盛 

and  temples.  A  team  of 
four  horses.  Annals. 

Sinking 

Lower. 

乘車 one  cart] 

-乘寺  a  temple  or  monastery. 

在車 千乘。 ur  prince’s  cha¬ 
riots  are  one  thousand. 

乘 c/’ ‘耐5 乘 馬 rnoun- 
ted  in  his  chariot  and  four. 

發乘矢  shot  four  airrows. 
— ^  the  Three  Conveyances, 一 
across  the  Sansara  to  the  shores 

of  Nirvana.  Sanskrit  Try  Ana 

Also  called  the  “Three  Develop 

ments.” 大乘  the  Great  Conveyance,— the  system  developed  by  the 
northern  Buddhists  of  India, 
about  the  time  of  the  Christian 

era.  It  is  this  form  of  Buddhism 

which  prevails  in  China.  Sanskrit 
Mahay&na. 

小乘  the  Small  Conveyance, - 
is  based  upon  the  original  books 
of  Buddhism,  and  is  the  system 
of  the  Southern  Buddhists  and 

of  the  Cingalese.  Sanskrit  Hi- 
naydna. 

中乘  the  Middle  Conveyance, 一 is  for  those  who  are  half  way 
between  the  Great  and  Small 

Conveyances.  Sanskrit  Madhi. 
mdydna. 

辕上乘 ot 最上乘 t。 
attain  the  highest  point.  Used 

for  “esoteric”  as  opposed  to 

“exoteric”  knowledge  of  Bud¬ dhism. 

遇上 乘之人 反說下 

乘之！ ̂   to  expound  the  exo¬ teric  to  one  who  already  knows 

the  esoteric, 一 to  teach  one’s 
grandmother  to  suck  eggs. 

晉之乘  the  annals  of  Chin, 

^  ̂   family  annals. 

史乘  historical  records. 

碑乘  old  tablet  records. 

A  District  in  邵興府 

in  Chehkiang,  south-west  of Ningpo. 

m 

772 

R •蒸 

See 曾 

Even  Lower. 

m 
773 

r •庚 

C,ch、ang 

H.  ts、en 

F.  teing 

W.  dzae 
N.  dzeng 

P.  ch、hi、 chLeng 

M.) 

Y.  J  ts^en 

Sz.) 

Y^.ch'dng^chen
g 

J.  to、 cho 

A. traing 

Even  Lower. 

橙 2
 

774 

R •庚 

H.  
I  
ch'anS 

F.  c being 

W.  dzaey  v. 

三  dzae 

N.  dzang 

P.  ch^eng 
M.  K 

Y.  J 

K.  ching^  cheng 

J.  td^  djo A.  traing 

Even  Lower. 

w 

775 

R •藏 

/anr 

C.  chHng、 teng1 
H.  chHn F.  teing、 ting 

^'i  dzins 

P.  ch^eng^  teng 

M.  ts^en^  tsen^ 

K.  ching 

J.  cho.  djo 

A.  tririg 

Even  Lower. 

To  geld  a  stallion. 

攻特謂 .之顧 1  to  operate 
on  a  stallion  is  called  chlhtg\ 

A  prop  ；  a  stay.  Door 
posts.  A  rule.  To  follow. 

槇柱  a  side  post  or  pillar.  • a  staff  to  walk  with. 

申槇  a  native  of  魯  Lu  arid a  disciple  of  Confucius,  who  said 
of  him  that  he  was  subject  to 

his  passions. 

企 門植  to  stand  on  tip-toe  on the  door-sill. 

The  common  orange 

(Citrus  aurantiurn)  or  coo¬ 
lie  orange,  poetically  known 

as  the  金 球  golden  ball. 

甘橙  sweet  oranges  from 
會  , a  District  south-west  of| Canton. 

皮  dried  orange  peel. 

提  orange  sweetmeats, orange  marmalade, 

|l|  a  wild  fruit  of  the  dog¬ bane  family  {Melodinus\  like 

an  orange  in  shape  and  colour, 

growing  on  a  creeper  found  in Kuangtung. 

Clear  ；  limpid  ；  pure.  To 

make  clear,  as  water.  Also 
read  teng^.  Same  as  779. 

澄淸  transparent ;  clear ;  to clarify;  hence,  a  state  of  peace. 

月澄明  clear  as  the  moon. 
潑 a  clear  stream. 

澄波  the  limpid  wave. 

把這水 澄一澄 this  water  clear, — by  settling  the 
mud  with  alum  as  the  Chinese 
do. 

潘心紙  a  transparent  kind  of| 
paper  used  by  EE  Hsu  Hsi, 

a  painter  of  the  S.  T‘ang  State, 
a.d.  950. 
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775 

m 

776 

r •蒸轸 
M 

See  繩！ I 

M 

Even  &  Rising 
Lower. 

壤1
 

777 

R •葱 ^JTtv 

k 繩 

I  ch'-ing 
:卜 

澄 其思慮 get  rid  your 

fears.  _ 

淹州  an  ancient  Department  in 
the  north  of  Kuangsi. 

港茄  cubebs- 

P. 

Sz. 

Y. 

M 

Even  Lower. 

塍 
778 

澂
1
 

.  779 
R.  M 7tvT 

See 僧 
Even  Lower. 

H.  Chin 

F-  Jing 
W.  Sdzing 
N.  idjing 

P.  ̂ ch^ng 

M.  ̂ tsKen^tsen 
Y.  Jseng 
K.  eking 

J.  chd 

A.  itr^ng 
Even 

Irregular. 

See  9885. 

A  dyke  or  embankment 

between  fields,  used  as  a 

pathway. 

盛夏迩 田 泛緑雲 at 
mid-summer  the  dyked  fields 
look  like  clouds  of  waving  green, 

Same  as  777. 

Clear  ；  limpid.  Same  as 

775 - 

徵江府  the  Prefecture  of 
Ch^ng-chiang,  in  the  east  of 
Yunnan, 

To  punish.  To  repress  ； 

to  stop.  To  restrain  or 

condemn  oneself.  To  warn； 

to  take  warning. 

懲治  t。 punish, 

從 重 懲辦  t0  deal  with  se» verely. 

定懲 不貸  I  shall  certainly 
punish  and  not  pardon. 

寧 莫之懲  is  there  no  way 
of  stopping  it? 

懲忿  to  restrain  one’s  wrath, 

予其懲 i  condemn  myselt, — 
for  the  past. 

懲創  to  keep  in  goad  order;  to 
train  by  good  laws. 

小^ {  an  admonitory  hint 

懲,
 

780 

騁5
 

781 

R •梗 

ck 

\hHng 

U.cpHn 

F./W 

N.  cts<,ing 

P.  \h、htg、 

ch^eng^ 汁 
K.  ch^ing^  v. 

pbg 

J.  tei、 chd A.  sing  {shtng) 

Rising  Upper 

Irregular. 

秤‘
 

782 

R. 徑 

See 稱 

In  Annamese 
vulgarly 

pronounced 

ibing 

Sinking 

Upw 

783 

784 

現 
785 

R •庚 

See 撑 

Even  Upper. 

勸懲  to  exhort  and  warn. 

各懲 其所由 tr  — took  warning  by  that  which 

had  caused  the  downfall, 一 of 
his  predecessor. 

懲誡  to'  punish  and  reprimand. 

懲責  to  reprimand. 

To  gallop  a  horse.  To 
hurry  on. 

馳騎  to  ride  fas;. 
騁懷  elated;  in  a  devil-may-Gare 
mood 

騁詞  an  animated  style,— in composition. 

以駝騁  in  order  to  ride  rap¬ idly  along. 

好騁馬  fond  of  horse-racing. 幾1
 

A  steelyard  for  weigh¬ 

ing  things.  Used  for  赛 I 

734 - 
一 * 軒拜。 r 狎子 a  steel 

yard. 
秤杆  the  beam  of  a  steelyard. 

秤星  the  gradations  of  weight as  marked  on  the  beam. 

秤鉈  the  weight  used  for  the 
steelyard. 

秤鈎子  the  hook  at  the  end of  the  beam. 

心如秤  my  he^t  is  like  a steelyard, — able  to  weigh  the 

right  and  the  wrong, ' 

秤 平斗滿  even  balances aiid  full  measures, ― of  an  honest 

dealer. 

Same  as  734. 

Same  as  780. 

To  look  at.  Red,  like 

the  bream’s  tail;  see  685. 
Twice  dyed. 

786 

R •尾微 

C.  kei H.  ki 

F.  ki、ckwi W. v.  ke 

N;« 

P. 
M. 

Y. 

Sz. 

K.  kii 

J.  ki 

A.  ki^  kd 

Even  and 
Rising,  both 

Upper. 

chi 

OKd. 

To  be  near to  approxi¬ 
mate.  . Almost ；  nearly；  to 

a  certain  extent.  Minute  ； 

subtle.  To  desire.  Many  •, 
several.  Used  for  787. 

天 之降網 ，維 其幾矣 
heaven  sends  dov：Ti  a  net  (of 

calamities),  and  soon  all  will  be in  it. 

庶幾  to  approximate  to;  in some  degree.  See  庶  10,078. 

g  說胃‘ they  be&in  t0  be happy  and  glad. 

式蠢庶 幾 we  wil1  the 
food  to  see  if  it  will  dc. 

不 可幾及  no  one  can  come 
near  him, — in  point  of  talent, etc. 

幾可 嚼鐵碎  almost  able 
to  crunch  iron  to  pieces, — of 

strong  teeth. 

幾乎。 r 幾於㈣ 5〜) 
nearly ;  almost;  at  the  point  o£ 

_  希  almost;  a  part;  not  many 

月幾望  the  moon  is  nearly 

full 
•一 

幾 致成災  dmost  amounting 
to  a  calamity. 

幾 不欲生  almost  did-  not 
wish  to  live. 

幾無  一 1  不  scarcely  one 
but. . 

事文 毋幾諫 &  serving your  father  and  mother  use 
gentle  remonstrance.  [Children, 
according  to  Chinese  ideas,  ought 

to  censure  their  parents’  short¬ 
comings,  but  not  in  too  severe 
language.] 

萬幾  the  10,000  cares, — of  an 
Emperor.  See  787. 

B 理萬 幾.  daily  attending  to 
a  myriad  affairs. 

無 怠萬幾  do  not  be  the  least 
remiss, — not  a  little  out  of 

10,000. 

幾微  subtle;  atomic. 卜 爾百福 ，如 幾如式 
they  confer  upon  you  a  hundred 
blessings,  each  as  desired,  each 
sure  as  law. 

幾 蹬櫊踏 此 siting  or bumping  of  a  cart. 
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786 

Read  chi% •  How  much  ? 

how  many?  Many；  several. 

有 幾多。 ■•有 幾個 

有幾 許 howin〒ny  are  there? 

幾何  how  many  ?  —  implying  | 
few.  Also,  geometry. 

人 生幾何  how  long  does 
man  live  ? 一 not  long. 

吾 其幾何  my  days  are  num¬ bered. 

爾居 徒幾何  your  follow¬ ers  are  few. 

幾 時來的  when  did  you come  ? 

蟬在 幾勲鐘 what timeis it  now? 

你今 年幾歲 how  old  are 

you? 

第幾  which  nu  mber  ?  一  of  a series. 

_  +  several  tens.
 

不過 幾千本  not  more  than several  thousand  volumes. 

來日 無幾  I  have  not  many 
days,— to  live. 

未  _  after  no  great  interval; 
soon. 

幾萬  how  many  tens  of  thou¬ 
sands  ?  Also,  several  tens  of 
thousands. 

所差  ch‘a'  無幾  no  great difference. 

無 幾相見  y。11  _wi11  not  see each  other  long. 

今兒 幾兒了  whafs  the  day of  the  month  ? 

無幾時  the  day  when . is 
not  to  be  looked  for;  not  any 
time;  in  no  time,  i.e.  very  quickly. 

幾度。 r 幾叠  how  many times  ? 

The  moving  power,  as  of 

jthe  universe,  or  a  machine 

Cunning.  .  Secret.  Oppor: 

„  -w,  tune.  6423.' Same  as 

Even  Upper,  j  與造化 同機緘  having the  same  springs  of  movement 
as  God, — ^divine.  Said  of  the  lute. 

意_者 其有 機 碱 s_ think  there  is  a  mechanical  ar- 

機1
 787 R 微 

機1
 

7.87 

rangement,— which  makes  tke 
heavenly  bodies  move. 

人又 € 入於 機 [at  death] man  goes  back  into  the  great 

Scheme, 一 from  which  he  came. 

有機 械者必 有機事 
those  who  have  cunning  imple¬ 

ments  are  cunning  in  their  deal¬ ings. 

有機 事者必 有機心 
those  who  are  cunning  in  their 

dealings  are  cunning  in  their 
hearts. 

acuteness;  knowledge  of 

the  world;  resource ;  tact.  9210. 

機械變 詐 ful1  of  crafty  dod¬ 

ges. 

神 機變化  the  evolutions  ofl 
nature. 

天 nature;  the  natural  colour 
or  bent  of  a  man’s  mind  at  birth, 
— as  opposed  to  the  artificiality 
he  gets  from  contact  with  other men. 

足見天 機相對  showing how  excellently  Nature  lent  itself 

to  harmony, 一 by  causing  flowers 
to  bloom  in  a  spot  devoted  to 
contemplation. 

繪工 以爲天 機所到 
painters  thought  that  Nature 
herself  had  come  to  his  assist¬ 

ance, — of  Wang  Wei  and  his landscapes. 

不 可洩了 天, the  secret workings  of  the  Divine  Power 

must  not  be  disclosed. 、 

Hi 慾 深者， 天機淺 h 
men’s  passions  are  deep,  their 
divinity  is  shallow. 

機車  a  machine. 
機  machinery;  any  mechan¬ ical  contrivance. 

機器局  an  arsenal. 
有機思  he  had  a  mechanical 

turn. 
• 

機關  the  power,  or  spring,  in a  machine；  a  trick;  a  dodge. 

機子。 1 •一架 機。1 •織 

布機 a  loom. 本  j 幾 own  loom, — pongee. 

t 幾木子  a  weaver’s  shuttle;  the 
nioving  agent. 

十幾房  a  weaver’s  shop. 
機匠  a  weaver;  a  mechanic. 

機1
 

7«7 

观1 

788 

r •微 

See 幾 

Even  Upper. 

t 幾巧  cunning;  clever. 

機謀  an  artifice. 用盡心 機  exhausting  every artifice  at  his  command. 

機 不相契  they  did  not  suit 
one  another. 

觸 動靈機  to  excite  01  stim- 1 
ulate  one’s  ingenuity ;  to  sug¬ 

gest  an  idea. 

機密  secret ;  not  to  be  divulged. 
機會  an  opportunity.  See  乘 

77。. 

不料中 chung、  了大王 

機會  unexpectedly,  we  metj with  your  Highness, . 

失  jj* 幾  to  lose  the  opportunity; to  be  defeated. 

見 機而作  do  it  at  the  right  I 
moment, — when  you  see  your 
chance.  Used  of  a  man  skilled 

in  noting  the  signs  of  the  times; 

or， one  who  knows  when  to  stop 
and  when  to  go  on. 

智者見 機而作 ，不俟 

終日  the  wise  man,  when  he sees  his  chance,  acts:  he  does 

not  wait  all  day,— until  it  is  too 
late. 

軍機處  the  place  of  plans  for the  army, — the  Grand  Council, 

or  actual  privy  council  of  the 
Emperor.  See  803. 

councils  of  State. 

不 親萬機 did  nGt  attend 
personally  to  affairs  of  State. 

See  789. 

機星  a  name  for  the  star  Vega. 
人心 妙不測 ，出 入乘 

氣 機  the  human  mind  is  a mystery :  it  passes  in  and  out 

(of  man)  upon  the  mechanism 
of  vitality. 

t 幾 宜  a  policy;  the  policy  to  be 
followed.  ， 

A  pearl  not  quite  glob¬ 
ular.  A  large  mirror.  See 

4782, 2549. 

滿 腹珠璣  his  belly  is  full  of' 
pearls, — his  mind  is  well  stored. 

天 瑞  the  star  y  Phad  in  Ursa 
Major. 
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789 

R •微 
^ 幾 
Even  Upper. 

m 

79° R. 微 
See 幾 
Even  Upper. 

蟣
 3 

79i 

R. 微尾 
See 幾 

Even  and 

Rising  Upper. 

織1
 m 

792 
R •微 

See 

Even  Upper. 

armour 

793 

R. 微 
See 幾 

Even  Upper. 

Stones  or  ledges  in  a. 

stream  [= 水中 磧也， 
830.]  A  pier  or  jetty.  An 

eddy.  An  obstruction.  To 
rub. 

璣頭  a  breakwater;  a  jetty. 

機 IT 古東的 joking  or 
bumping  about. 

An  omen,  of  good  or 

evil.  Opportune. 

Read  chi\  To  drink  wine 

after  taking  a  bath, 一 to 

restore  any  lost  vitality. 

進  to  send  in  the  bath-cup. 

A  louse  ；  an  apm^.  The 

131,712,000th  part  of  a 

yodjana  or  day’s  march. 
Sanskrit  likcha. 

蛾  g  lice- 

甲胄 生嵝風 thek 
breeds  lice, — so  long  have  they 
had  it  on. 

Read  ch>i%.  A  synonym 

of  棋  a  leech. 

To  slander  ；  to  rail、 at 
To  mock  at;  to  jeer.  To 

blame.  To  examine,  as  at 

a  Custom-house  ；  see  6368. 

好^^ 以詩詞 譏切時 
事》 to  be  fond  of  railing  at  the 
age  in  verse. 

譏 諷大臣  to  satirize  high 
officials. 

譏笑。 r 譏誚。 r 譏刺 t。 ridicule. 

譏發  to  exasperate. 

議察  to  inspect  inspector 
whose  duty  it  is  to  be  on  the 

look-out  for  traitors  at  Court. 

A  barb  on  a  hook  ；  a 

fluke. *  Used  for  機 787. 

無 鐵之鈎  a  hook  without  a 
barb, ― catches  no  fish. 

鑲發。 r 連鐵  a  catch ;  a 
spring,  as  in  machinery  ；  the 
motive  power. 

韈1
 

794 

R. 微 

See 

Even  Upper. 

The  bit  on  a  bridle : 

check  a  horse. 

to 

795 

R .▲支 

F.  v.  kwi 

See 

Even  Upper. 

796 

R.  vulgar
. 

C.  kei 
Even  Upper. 

竒 
797 

奇 

798 

是猶以 _而 御騨突 
like  using  a  bit  to  hold  a  bolting 

horse, 一 impossible.  [Only  the 
snaffle  is  known  to  the  Chinese. 

Dearth  ；  famine  ；  hunger. 

饑荒。 r 饑饉  famine  See 

5098. 打饑荒  to  be  in  distress;  to borrow  money.  Also,  to  pretend 

to  be  in  want,  so  as  to  get  money. 

Also,  to  settle  up  accounts.  To 

pick  up  a  scanty  living. 

I  t0  run  int0  debt. 

找饑荒  to  make  trouble;  to 
pick  a  quarrel. 

周饑荒  to  quarrel,  as  about accounts. 

肚儀。 r 饑餓 hungry. 

饑色  a  starved,  hungry  look. 

饑不 擇食。 r 眞饑者 

無擇也  hungry  people  are 
not  particular. 

鑛死  to  die  of  starvation. 
r  广  i 

如 儀得食  like  a  hungry  man who  has  got  food, 一 overjoyed. 

賙霉路 之饑琴 aid  thase starving  by  ̂ the  roadside. 

梂野 菜茸饑 to  piek  — plants  to  satisfy  hunger. 

饑 渴之際  in  the  midst  ofj hunger  and  thirst, — at  the  last extremity. 

A  demon  which  bewilders 

people.  Devilish. 

W 

799 

r •支紙 

C.  J^ei 

H . skH 

F.  iki W.  // 

F.cchil 

M.  uhH 

K.  kii 

J.  ki 

A.i* 
Even  and 

Rising 

Irregular. 

800 

R •支 

C.  ik'ei'kei 

F.  ki 
W.Sc/ji 

N.  ci 
P.  chi 

Y.  ichH 

K.  kii 

Even  Upper 

and  Lower. 

A  crooked  burin  or 

chisel,  called  剞劂，  used 
in  wood  carving. 

剞劂氏  the  wood-carving 
trade. 

付 之剞劂  to  hand  over (MS)  to  the  printer. 

A 

Same  as  991. 

See  9QI. 

觭1
 

8oi 

支 
幾崎 

P.  (coll.)c^/ Even  Upper. 

R. 

騎 
802 

寄 4
 

8。3 

R •寘 

F.  kie 

S- 記 

Sinking 

Upper, 

Surplus,  waste  land.l 
Refuse  ；  leavings. 

W 田  odd  bits  of  la
nd. 

崎零 odds  and  ends;  refuse. 
崎籍  a  list  of  wandering  people! 

of  the  gipsy  class. 

左畸  the  left  wing  of  an  army.  I 

夕 ̂ 方畸人 啡3^， eccentric  j people.  Used  of  Taoist  magi-| 

cians,  etc.  
u 畸人者 •，畸 於 人而浑 

^  extraordinary  men  are  I 
extraordinary  to  men,  but  ordi-| 

nary  to  God. 

畸 輕畸重  to  be  prejudiced  j against;  to  favour  one  side  or| the  other. 

One  horn  turning  up  ahd| 

the  other  down.  Not  a  pair. 

To  obtain. 

綺 角  uneven ;  irregular ;  three- 1 
cornered. 

角奢偶 odd  and  even. 觭 輪無反  not  a  single  wheel  j returned, — an  utter  defeat. 

See  1001  • 

To  lodge  at.  To  deliver  I 
over  to.  To  send.  A 

letter.  The  east.  See  1 1 64, 

6908. 寄居。 r 寄寓 a 寄身 to| 
lodge  at;  to  stop  at  a  place. 

寄宿  to  pass  the  night 
寄客  a  visitor;  a  sojourner. 
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寄託  to  confide  to  another  as 
a  trust;  to  commission. 

寄貯。 r 寄放。 - 寄附 t。 
deposit  with  any  one. 

重寄 a  weighty  responsibility. 

寄頓  to,  send  for  .storage;  to 
lodge  with. 

寄^  賣  to  commission  one  to  sell. 

寄意  to  convey,  one’s  wishes. 

寄 to  convey  oneTs  feelings, 一 
广  as  by  a  present. 

寄情 詩酒間  devoted  him¬ self  to  poetry  and  wine. 

寄送  to  send. 

寄箱  to  send  (paper)-  trunks, - to  the  dead,  by  burning  them, 

寄帶  to  forward, — as  in  a  letter. 

寄語 ot 寄口信 tQ  send  a 
verbal  message. 

寄信  to  send  a  letter. 

寄信館  a  post-office. 
寄信旗  signalling  flags;  code 

signals. 

准 軍機大 臣字寄 
have  received  a  communication 
from  the  Grand  Council. 

我 身如寄  I  am  but  a  bird  of| 
passage. 

寄住  attached  by, — as  a  rope, 

寄交  to  transmit;  to  send  by 

post. 寄言  to  send  word ;  to  let  one 
know, 

寄 画  to  send  a  note. 

寄銷  to  dispose  of 、in  foreign 
parts,,  or  at  a  distance, 

寄售  consigned  for  sale. 

寄名鎖  a  clasp  inscribed  with 
a  name. 

寄生  parasitic  plants  belonging 
to  the  genera  Loranthus  and 
Vis  cum, 

栗寄 生  Viscum  cirticulatutn^ 

m Same  as  804. 

805 

m Same  as  804, 

806 ^jpjf 

The  kindly  behaviour  of 

807 R. 紙 

two  friends  meeting. 
See 已 

Rising  Upper. 

覉 ̂
 

An  inn-  To  lodge. 

808 

騷旅  a  wayfarer. 

R •支 

F.  kie 

See 幾 

Even  Upper. 

胃*  胃 i  a  guest  at  an  inn. the  inconveniences  of 

. travel. 

攝臣0 r 覉旅 之臣 a  re- fugee  official  from  another  State. 

嘆1
 

A  sound. 

809 

^  症  a  strange  chatter- 

欹1
 804 

r. 紙 
^ 幾 
A.  ki、vi 

Rising  Upper. 

To  take  up  anything  with 
chopsticks  or  pincers.  Un- 

，en  ;  crooked.  [To  be 
distinguiished  from  歌 995. 

奇支 舉來贺 take  some  up  and eat  it. 

今 J  敬  irregular  or  distorted. 

Even  Upper, 

鷄1
 

8io 

R. 齊
 

J 
 kai
 

C. 

H. 
F.  ktc 
W.l 

N.  1 

P. 

M. Y. , 

Sz. ] 

K.  kie 

J.  kei 

A.  ke 
Even  Upper. 

ci 
chi 

The  fowl.  The  cock, 

oy  the 五 德靈食  divine bird  with  five  excellent 

points,  as  follows  : — 

文  he  is  a  civilian,  wearing  a  hat 
(comb). 

武  he  is  a  soldier,  wearing  spurs. 

勇  he  is  brave,  never  flinching 
in  fight. 

仁  he  is  kind,  calling  his  hens 
to  share  his  food. 

信  he  is  faithful,  in  his  duty  of 
announcing  dawn.  See  7576 

8346. 

小鷄子  a  fowl, 一 for  the  table 兵  spring  chicken* 
鷄子 祕。 r 鷄蛋。 r 鷄卵 
•hens’  eggs.  See  12,688; 

鷄蛋白 ㈣ 淸)  the  white  of| 
an  egg. 

一隻鷄 一頭鷄 
fowl. 

鷄有 千餘頭 over  a  thou sand  “head”  of  chickens. 

m 

810 

公鷄 a  cock. 毋鷄。 r4t_ahen. 
鐵公 鷄  an^roncock，  —a  stingy fellow;  so  called  because  — 毛 

不拔  you  can’t  pull  out  a 
feather.  See  7536. 

鷄手  chicken  feathers.  See  7679. 

鷄冠  a  cock’s  comb. 鷄冠花  the  cock’scomb  flower, Celpsia  cristata. 

鷄冠油  fat  of  sheep’s  guts. 

鑤鷄。 r 刹鷄  a  capon. 

鷄 狗鵝嚷  the  four  lesser 

domestic  animals.  See  8346. 

指 鷄買狗  to  direct  abuse  at 
one  while  seeming  to  mean 

another;  to  talk  at  a  person. 

鷄鳴。 r 鷄呷。 r 殫 呌 
cock-crow, — which  is  said  to 
occur  thrice  every  night,  the 

three  times  being  known  as  the 

三遍. iT 旣鳴乃 寂無聲 but 
as  soon  as  the  cock  crew,  all  was 

silent, 一 of  disembodied  spirits 

making  themselves  heard  at 

night. 

鷄司晨  the  cock  heralds  the dawn. 

牝 鷀司晨  the  hen  heralds 
the  dawn, 二 the  wife  wears  the 
breeches. 

鷄人  watchmen.  They  wore  red caps  in  imitation  of  the  cock. 
See  11,661. 

雛鷄 OT 鷄仔 ehickens- 

鬪鷄  cock-fighting. 
水鷄 or 田鷄 the  frog. 

眼  c_. 

鷄眼 草  Sedum  spectabilty  Bo- reau, 一 used  for  sore  feet, 

鷄屎頂  the  queue  coiled  up. 

鷄出了  hatched, . 
鷄蛋糕  sPmige'cakes- 

鷄鴨寵  fowl-coops. 
鷄犬 不留  not  a  chicken  or 
dog  left, — of  a  universal  mas¬ sacre. 

鷄 犬不，  a  feeling  of  abso¬ 

lute  securityi 

銀鷄  a  boatswain’s  whistle, 
because  it  wakes  one  up. 
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8io 

as  a 

樹鷄  mushrooms. 

鷄爪子  a  fowl’s  claw. 

鷄足山  Fowl’s-Foot  Hill, — in Yunnan. 

鷄姦  sodomy. 

有如 落湯鷄  [as  wet] 
soused  chicken. 

食鷄 跖者不 必全鷄 
已 盡 嘹全鷄 之味矣 
a  man  who  is  eating  the  leg  of 
a  chicken  need  not  devour  the 
entire  bird  in  order  to  thoroughly 
enjoy  the  flavour  thereof, — and 

, so  with  the  works  of  an  author 

引魂鷄  the  cock  which  leads 
the  soul, — a  white  cock  carried 
in  funeral  processions,  under 
the  belief  that  this  bird  alone 

can  guide  the  dead  man’s  ghost 
to  its  destination. 

叫天 鷄只餘 一長嘴 
the  lark  has  nothing  but  a  long 
tongue, — of  a  man  who  is  all  talk 

寧 作鷄口 ，不 爲牛後 
better  be  a  chicken’s  beak 

(which,  though  small,  goes  in 
front)  than  an  ox^  buttocks,- — 

better  reign  in  'hell  than  serve in  heaven. 

鷄 黎之約 the  Pact  af  fowl 
and  millet.  Chu  Ch‘ing  promi¬ 
sed  his  friend  Yuan  Po  that 

he  would  call  on  him  that  day 
two  years.  Therefore  Yuan  Po, 

in  spite  of  his  mother’s  object¬ 
ions,  prepared  chicken  and  millet 
to  receive  him；  and  at  the  ap¬ 
pointed  time  his  friend  arrived. 

風鷄  fowls  which  have  been 
gutted,  filled  with  salt,  etc.,  and 
hung  up  Xo  dry  in  the  wind. 
Esteemed  a  great  delicacy  in 

Anhui.  
^ 

山鷄  grouse;  also  the  pheasant. 
See  12,989. 

竹鷄  a  species  of  partridge 
{Bambusicola).  Also,  snipe. 

錦鷄  the  golden  pheasant  (Pha- 
sianus  pictus).  It  is  embroidered 
on  the  robes  of  the  Governor- 

General,  Governor,  and  Provin¬ 
cial  Treasurer. 

^  fire  fowl, -the  turkey.  Also 

Pallas’  eared  pheasant  ( Callipo- 
gon  Pekinense、'  and  the  moorhen 
(Gallinula  chloropus).  Also,  the 
“cock”  of  a  gun. 

沙鷄  sand-grouse  {Syrrhaptus 
paradoxus、. 

Sio 

難 
811 

劑 *
 

812 

R •靈支 

j  t
sP 

C.  ctsai 

H.  /si0 

F. chae^ W. 

N. P. 

M. Y. 
Sz.  J 

Yi.che 

J.  sei、 zai A. 三 
Sinking 

Irregular. 

che 

吐綬鷄  the  medallion  phea¬ sant  {Lophophorus  Impeyanus). 

金錢鷄  the  peacock  pheasant {P hasianus  torquatus). 

松 鷄  a  francolin  pheasant;  see 10,449. 

烏 骨鷄。 r 繇毛鷄 心 
black-boned  fowl,  or  silken- 
feathered  fowl. 

畫鷄  the  Formosan  silver  phea- 
sant  {Phasianus  Swinhoii). 

海鷄毋  the  albatross  {Diome 
dia  nigripes)^  found  near  For¬ 
mosa. 

暴暴鷄  the  crowned  pigeon of  Papua  (Lophyrus\ 

蓑衣鷄  the  rain-clothes  fowl — the  Nicobar  ground-pigeon 

( Columba  Nicobar ica). 

； ̂ 鷄  the  curlew  {Nuntenius). 

鷄火樹  a  kind  of  maple  {Acer oblongum、 Wall). 

鷄公花  Celosia  argenteay  L. 

鷄尿藤  P°^eria  to?ne?itosa)  Bl. 

鷄  子  P 0 如似 &  disco  lor 
毛鷄  ̂   Potentilla  multifida^  L. 

鷄蔺亂  a  kind  of  grass  given 
to  horses  {Batratherum  echina- 

turn、 H.,  now  referred  to  Arthra- 

xon). 

Same  as  810. 

To  trim ;  to  cut  even. 

To  adjust.  To  compound, 
as  medicines. 

調劑  to  even  off;  to  arrange. 
Used  for  “compensation”  in  the 
sense  of  giving  a  good  post  to 
an  official  who  has  been  some 

time  in  a  bad  one;  or  generally, 

for  making  up  a  deficiency  of 

any  kind. 

質  (/zUl)  a  check  or  tally  in 
two  parts,  one  of  which  is  the  com¬ 
plement  of  the  other.  A  token. 

藥劑  medicines. 一劑藥  a  dose  of  medicine, — 
of  powders,  etc.  Draughts  are 

服 3727- 
分 //«* 劑  the  weight  or  size  of a  dose, 

救 世轻劑  a  sovereign  re medy;  a  panacea. 

m 

813 

R. 霽齊 

C.  coll,  tsai2- 

See 劑 

Sinking  & 

Even  Lower. 

814 

R •霽齊 

C.  atsai 

F.  Cchae 

See 霧 

SinkingUpper. 

擠 3
 

815 

齊霽 

To  taste.  See  810. 

晴嘗 t。  taste;  to  essay. 

唷福  to  taste  the  offerings. 
Read  chiehK  Noise  o 

birds. 

鵾 鷄唷嘹  the  jungle  fowls 
cackle  and  crow. 

Read  ckaiK  Smiling. 

嗜 嗎  a  pleasant  countenance. 

Angry.  Suspicious.  Usee 
for  11,515. 

夫 之方懷  God  has  just  got 

angry. 

懷疑  full  of  suspicions. 

R. 

C,ctsai、v,  chai 

H.  ctsi、ts& 

F.  chae、 卞 kae、 

ich'd 

W.|  , . 

N.  
Jn 

P. 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. K.  che 

•  sei,  sat 

A.  Ctc 
Even  and 
Sinking 

Irregular. 

chi 

To  crowd  ；  to  press 

against. 

擁擠  to  crowd;  to  crush. 

擠 擁不透  so  crowded  as  not 
to  be  able  to  get  through. 

擠死了  crushed  to  death, — in 
a  crowd. 

擠不動  so  crowded  as  to  be 
unable  to  move. 

擠 上前去  to  crowd  to  "get 
first. 

擠得慌  very  crowded- 亂 擠  crowding  in  confusion. 

擠奶  to  milk, — as  a*  cow. 
擠水  to  force  up  water, — as with  a  machine  for  irrigation, or  a  pump. 

擠眼。 r 擠顧和 3)  wink. 
See  1132. 

擠 滿  veiT  crowded ;  quite  full. 

擠佔  to  push;  to  try  to  gain  a 
place,  as  in  a  crowd. 

to  squeeze  or  crush  one’s 
hands. 

住了  jammed;  stuck;  hard 
up. 

住 字 •了  hard  up  for  money. Read  ch^.  To  arrange. 

擠棑 人短處  to  enumerate people’s  weak  points. 
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擠
 3 8i6 

R. 齊 

See 齎齊 

A  fruit0  tree  found  in 

Honan,  called  the  白康 

white  date.  A  variety  of 

jujube. 
Even  Upper 
&  Lower. 

濟
‘
 8i7 

雹霽
 

See 劑 

R. 

Rising  &  Sink¬ 
ing  Upper. 

To  help.  To  be  up  to 
the  mark.  To  cross  a 

stream.  See  5679. 

rescue. 

救濟 t。 
濟人死  to  rescue  from  death. 

不薺事  not  to  help  the  matter; 
of  no  use. 

何濟 於事哉  how  does  that 
help  the  matter  ? 

在此 吵閙無 濟于事 
stopping  here  and  making  a 
disturbance  will  no  advance 
matters. 

不 濟不濟  t^t’s  no  use;  that won’t  do. 

以薺燃 眉之急 
help  an  eye-brow  singeing  crisis, 
一 when  in  imminent  danger. 

濟私  to  serve  one’s  own  ends. 

^  困  to  relieve  the  oppressed. 

濟 人  to  save  men. 

濟惡  to  aid  one  in  doing  wrong; 
to  help  on  a  bad  cause. 

道 濟天下  salvation  for  the world  in  Tao. 

常懷 濟世志 he  always 
longed  to  do  .some  good  to  his 
generation.  See  9969. 

不濟的 貨 _物 g°°ds  not  up to  the  mark, 一 inferior  in  quality. 

不濟 的和尙  a  worthless 
Buddhist  priest, — having  no  su 
pernatural  powers. 

t 學雖 然不濟
  although in  education  not  up  to  the  mark. 

至 不  at  the  very  least 

以 資接濟 in  order  to  keep 
up  the  supply. 

勝濟度 之十倍 ten  times 
better  than  carrying  across,  Le. 
than  building  bridges  or  repairing 
roads,  the  usual  forms  of  charity 
practised  by  the  Chinese. 

濟渉  to  cross, 一 as  a  fon^ 

同 舟共濟  to  cross,  in  the 
same  boat, — be  fellow-workers. 

濟 
4 

8i7 

河 濟俱淸  all  the  rivers  and streams  were  clear. 

Read  chi%.  To  be  fine- 

looking.  To  be  numerous. 

四 驪濟濟  her  four  black horses  are  beautiful. 

濟濟鎗 '鎗  with  correct  and 
reverent  deportment. 

濟 薺多士  numerous  is  the array  of  officers. 

載 穫濟濟  then  come  the reapers  in  crowds. 

W 

818 

& 霽薺 

H.  coll.  tsLi 

contagious” 

See 劑 

SinkingLower. 

m 

819 
R. 霽 

tsai 

之 chae 

A.  cte^  cte 

See 劑 

Sinking ' Upper. 

齊 
820 

R •薺 

See 蕃 

Rising  Upper. 

K.  chae、 clu 

J.  sei,  sai 
A.  te 
Even  Upper. 

Sick  ；  diseased.  Stunted 

in  growth. 

親瘠  my  parents  are  unwell. 

To  cut  grain  and  lay  it 

ready  to  be  bound  in 
sheaves. 

東擠而 回 bind  the 护心 4ito  sheaves  and  then  come  back. 

此有 不激擠 this  is  n<3t  to be  gathered  in, — but  to  be  left 

for  gleaners. 

To  squeeze  out  with  the 
hand.  To  strain. 

薺 
821 

.薺 8. 

The  shepherd^s- purse 

( Capsella  bursa-pastor  is). See  8204. 

支平 4 

C. 

Sts^z 
H.  tsKz 

F.  chae^ 
W.  <zi 
N.  Sdzi、 Uiz 

p-  1 

M.  I  ,t. 

Y •卜， 

Sz. ) 

K.  ck&、che 

J.  set、 sat 
A.  Stse、 幺 U 

Rising 

Irregular. 

靈 巾  to  wring  out  a  napkin 

^  ̂  於 f-  to  press  th
e  juice  from sugar-cane. 

霧出汁 來  press  the  juice  out. 

薺茱  greens;  various  esculent herbs. 

其 甘如薺  it  (the  sow-thistle) is  as  sweet  as  the  shepherd’s- 

purse. 
薺1
 

822 R, 齊 
C.  tsai 
H.  tsi 

F. chae 

wvc"/ 

N.  tsi 

P. 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 

chi 

w 

823. 

•支齊 

tsai 

chi 

N.  tsi P. 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 

K.  chd^  v.  che 

J.  sei、 sai 
A.  te 

824 

R •霽齊 

C.  ctsai 
Y.  (chi 

A. 

See 

Sinking 

Upper. 

A  kind  of  leek  •’  see  6008. 

To  salt.  To  mix;  to  blend. 
Pounded  ；  see  3519. 

斷薩 .畫部 to  chop  up  aieek 
and  slice  his  ( cold)  congee, — as 

范伸淹 Fan  Chung-yen,  of the  Sung  dynasty,  did  for  three 
years  when  a  poor  student. 

鹽 薩 菜  Pickled  vegetables. 

和蠤  to  mix, — as  spices. 

碎 米 2  re^use  y  broken  food. 

黃薩  a  saffron  colour. 

F.  Cchac、 Cchae 

W.  tsz 

Even  Upper. 

To  take  in  both  hands 

and  offer.  TV  send,  as  a 

present  or  a  letter.  [For 

correct  form,  see  835.  Also 
written  as  below.] 

親責  to  give  to  personally. 
胃 送  to  forward  to  an  equal  or 
superior. 

賢呈  to  present  to  a  superior; to  forward,  as  common  in  letters 
between  equals. 

責奏官  a  government  courier. 

費賜  to  bestow,  on. 賣 至  to  be  forwarded  to, — part of  an  address. 

捧貴  to  offer;  to  present. 
費裝  to  pack  up  baggage. 

輕賣  hand  baggage. 

責. 咨涕涙  to -sigh  and  weep. 

費 出  t0  pay  over. 費帶  to  bring;  to  convey. 

黌投。 r 賣解  to  deliver  to. 

胃# to  send  to. 
賣面  to  send  a  letter: 
To  go  up  To  increase. 

Steep..  Ruin.  See  1260. 

濟 彼么堂 let  us  go  up  to 
the  hall  of  our  prince. 

攀躋  to  clamber  up. 
躋升  to  go  up;  to  be  promoted. 

氣躋  the  mist  rises. 

朝 躋于西  in  the  morning (rainbows)  rise  in  the  west. 
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c/sai 

•  Cchae、 chae"1 

.cchi,chP 

ee 

Sinking 

Upper. 

寵 
827 

828 

•霽 
. Cchae 

无劑 
nkingLowei 

勣 
829 

•錫 
. chtik、 chaik 

冗積 
■  Ccki、 chi)

 

Entering 

Upper. 

磧 
830 

陌錫 
. tsik 

•  tsak 

chaik^  cheik 
. tsik 

chichi 
. chi 
chi 

•  chok 

seki、 shaku 
•  tik 

Entering 
Upper. 

聖 敬日躋  his  wisdom  and 
virtue  daily  advanced. 

道^  阻 且 擠  the  way  is  difficult 
and  steep. 

告 予顚蹲  tell  me  of  the  im 
pending  ruin. 

Same  as  824. 

The  sky  clearing  up.  See 

5265. 

晴霧  a  clear  sky. 
霧 色  the  blue  of  the  sky. 
雨霽  the  rain  has  cleared  off 

雨欲霽  the  transition  from 
rain  to  fine  weather. 

仲祈 霧威1  implore  you  to 
moderate  your  severity. 

月  the  moon  in  a  clear  sky. 

See  822. 

To  bite. 

i  胃胃  to  ̂ ke  a  bite. 

Merit;  praiseworthy  con¬ 
duct. 

Rocks  under  water  that 

wash  at  low  tide. 

砂磧  the  desert  of  Gobi. 

灘 磧微露  sandbanks  and 
rocks  '  appearing, 一 above  water. 

831 

R •陌真 

C.  tstky  isz 

H.  tsit'tsz 

F.  cheik、 chou 
W.  /jz,  tsz 

N.  tsih、tsz 

P.  Cchi^  ichi、 ckP^  tsz 

M.  chi' tsz 
Y.  chik'tsz 

Sz.  chi、 tsz 
K.  chok^  chd 

J.  seki、 shaku 

A.  tik' 

Entering  and 

SinkingUpper. 

or 

To  gather  together;  to 
accumulate. 

積取  to  collect. 
積蕃。 r 堆積。 1 •積儲 
積磊。 r 積壓。 r 積攢 
to  pile  up；  to  accumulate. 

積財  to  pile  up  riches. 
發積  to  get  rich.  Used  for  834. 

積善。 1 ■積德  to  accumulate virtue. 

積福  to  store  up  happiness, 一 
by  good  works,  which  according 
to  Buddhism  will  increase  each 

man’s  allotted  share.  See  550； 

禍 因惡積  misfortunes  arise from  stored-up  wickedness. 

積 小高大  many  a  little, makes  a  mickle.  See  906. 

積 勞成疾  to  get  ill  from overwork. 

積書  to  collect  books. 

日 積月累  days  accumulate and  months  increase, — time 

passes. 

積年  for  many  years. 

積久  for  a  long  time. 

積弱  decrepit. 積爵  to  gather;  to  collect,  as humours. 

積習  a  long  standing  practice or  abuse. 

其 積習然  such  being  the fixed  custom. 

積痼  a  disease  of  long  standing. 

i 蟹  long  accustomed  to. 

積案  a  long-pending  case. . 
積地  reclaimed  land;  or  land 

left  dry  by  rivers  or  sea  receding. 

積 之栗栗 心  (sheaves)  are set  up  solidly. 
緩
。
 

832 

R •錫 

F.  v.  chali 

See 積 

P. M 

Entering 

Upper. 

Read  tzu%. 

grain. 

To  pile  up 

有 實其積  and  the  grain  is piled  up  in  the  fields. 

迺 積迺看  he  stored  up  the produce  in  the  fields  and  in  barns. 

w 

833 

R. 陌 

See  7^^ 

Entering 

Upper. 

ir 

834 

r •陌 

See 積 

P.  chP 

Entering 

Upper. 

To  spin  ；  to  twist.  To  I 

splice.  Meritorious  services. 
To  finish.  An  affair. 

績紡  to  spin;  to  wind. 
八月 載績 in  the 舞  month  J they  begin  spinning. 

不績其 麻  she  ceases  twisting  j 
the  hemp. 

績續  to  join  on, — as  threads. 
勞績。 r 績功  meritorious  j 
acts.  See  <5554. 

維； 之繪  through  the  merfj 
torious  labour  of  Yu. 

p 都 .于 禹之績  establish¬ 

ed  their  capitals  on  [the  scene  of]  I the  labours  of  Yu.  j 

三載 考績  every  three  years! 
examined  into  their  services. 

庶 績咸熙  the  worthy  deeds  j of  all  were  quite  complete. 

績成  to  complete. 
of  abundant  merits. 

績事  an  affair. 績業  a  patrimony. 

效績  an  utter  rout. 

A  pleat, — as  in  a  skirt. 

Foot-prints  ；  traces;  al 

clue.  Works；  remains,  as  I 

of  artists  ；  also,  handwriting. [ 

To  follow  up  ；  to  search  out. 
Material,  as  opposed  to 神  f 

piritual  5  see  9819. 

足蹟  a.  foot-print;  a  track, 

及 84i. 

蹤蹟  a  track;  traces. 
並 無縱靖  there  are  no  traces  J of  him；  he  is  not  to  be  found. 

無形蹟  no  trace  of  him;  nol clue  to  his  whereabouts. 

形 蹟可疑  :iis  movementsl are  suspicious, 一 he  is -a  suspici-[ ous  character. 
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蹟 
834 

蹟 類行兕  to  show  signs  of 
breaking  out  into  violence. 

神 蹟。 r 異蹟  divine  traces, 
— evidences  of  spiritual  presence, 

interference,  etc.;  miracles. 

痕蹟  scar  of  a  wound;  a  grudge; 
a  trace;  a  track. 

陳蹟  old  tracks, 一 for  us  to  tread 
in;  examples. 

遺 蹟早見  works  by  him  are 
rarely  seen, 一 of  a  dead  painter. 

眞蹟猶 有存者  genuine 
remains  (/.^.-pictures)  are  still  in 
existence. 

萬 蹟自身  to  pursue  one’s own  course  steadily. 

念 彼不蹟  when  I  thinjc  of| 
those  who  will  not  keep  in  the 

(right)  track. 

雖有自 盡實蹟  although 
there  is  clear  proof  of  suicide . 

玉 有起蹟  the.  jade  has  veins in  it. 

以維手 蹟較之 he 
pared  it  with  some  of  [Wang] 

Wei’s  handwriting. 

發蹟  to  put  forth  traces,  i.e.  to 
come  to  the  front;  to  distinguish 

oneself;  to  make  one’s  fortune. 

豈 訓讀所 能發蹟 hc)w 
can  I  make  a  fortune  out  of 
teaching? 

彼以孰 鞭發蹟 he  made 
his  money  by  holding  a  whip, 
i.e.  as  a  carter. 

有 何發蹟  how  is  that  going 
to  advance  me?  what  advantage 
is  there  in  that?  / 

功蹟  insignia  of  merit. 
風蹟  effects  of  wind ;  influence 

of  custom. 

勝蹟  overpowering  energy, 一 as 
of  a  god. 

7^  sentiments. 

王蹟  traces  of  Imperial  rule; 
empire;  royal  fortunes. 

深 蹟其道  deeply ,  examine 
into  the  principle  of  it. 

有奇蹟  to  have  striking  char¬ 
acteristics, — as  a  good  picture. 

有眞蹟  to  have  a  real  or  ob¬ 
jective  existence. 

蹟象  objective  forms  or  exist¬ 
ences. 

Q 主 

m 

834 

齎 

835 

m 

836 

R •支 J 

See 資 

Even  Upper. 
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R. 紙 

C.  ckei,  ci 

H». 

F.  ̂ki 
W.  I  . 

N •卜“ 

P.  Cchi、 孑 hi 

M. 

Y.  zchi 
Sz. K.  kwe 

A，!
^- 

Ris
ing

  

Upp
er 

Irr
egu

lar
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蓮 之以神 而非蓮 

之以蹟  the  soul  revolving (around  the  axis  of  heaven  and 

earth)  is  not  the  same  as  one’s material  body  so  revolving, 一 
spiritual  is  not  material, 

所罪者 其蹟也 what  he objects  to  are  the  command¬ 
ments,—  of  Buddhism. 

七績  the  seven  sacraments, 一 of  the  Roman  Catholic  church. 

Same  as  823. 

Grain  piled  up  on  the 

threshing-floor.  Used  with 819. 

A  small  table  with  short 

legs,  now  placed  between 

two  people  sitting  on  the 
divan  or  brick  couch,  but 

formerly  on  a  mat  on  the 

ground.  Self-composed.  Ra¬ 

dical  16.  [To  be  distinguish¬ 
ed  from  凡  3398,  3399-] 

俾 筵俾几  he  caused  mats  to be  spread,  with  low  tables  on them. 

或 授之几  some  are  given low  tables, — to  lean  on. 

隱：^ 4 几而坐  sat  leaning oiv  the  table. 

几案 ，具  large  long  tabic  with 
legs,  framed  in,  consisting  of  two 
teapoys  with  drawers  connected 

by  a  top  face. 

^  J\j  a  long  narrow  table. 

區几 a  small  table  on  a  klahg\ or  brick  bed. 

茶几  a  tea-poy. 
文几 a  study  table, — hence,  a student. 

几席  table;  one’s  “mahogany.” 

赤 舄几几  self-composed  in his  red  slippers. 

安几  quiet ;  composed. 

机1
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R •微紙 

See 機 

Even  Upper. 

肌1
 

839 

R.'
 

See 

Ev^n  Upper. 
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R •緝 

c.  mp 

H.  kHp 

F.  kik 
W.  djiai 
N.  djih 

P.  ichi 
M.  chi 

Y.  chik 

Sz.  chi 

K.  kip 

J.  kiU,  kitsz 

A.  hep 

Entering 

Lower. 

A  tree  like  an  elm,  the 

ashes  of  which  make  good 
manure.  Used  for  837  ； also  for  787. 

The  flesh  ；  meat  on  bones. 

肌膚  the  flesh  of  the  human 

body. 

H  骨  flesh  and  bones — the  body. 

肌骨 I  the  body. 
肌 瘦面黃  flesh  emaciated 
and  face  yellow. 

裏 肌  the  under-cut  of  a  sirloin 

浸肌  drenched  to  the  skin. 
氷肌 玉骨。 r 玉肌 

flesh  and  jade  bones, 一 said  of a  beautiful  girl. 

肌巴  the  membrum  virile. 

米肌  a  viscid  preparation  made 
among  the  苗子  Miao-tzu  by 
chewing  rice  and  spitting  it  into 

a  vessel,  where  it  ferments  and 
is  afterwards  drunk. 

Same  as  795. 

To  come  up  to；  to  reach 

to;  to  attain.  To  follow. 
When.  And, — in  joining 

the  names  of  things  and 
inferiors.  See  950. 

不及  not  to  catch  up;  not  so 

good  as. 

之不及  could  not  keep  up with  him. 

來得及 and 來不及 wU1 or  will  not  come  in  time ;  can 
or  can  not  do. 

這樣 事我是 來不及 

的  that  sort  of  thing  I  cannot 
do, 一 being  infra  dig”  etc. 

說及  to  allude  to;  referring  to. 
言 及再婚 ，便 欲尋死 

if  any  allusion  were  made  to  her 

marrying  again,  she  would  at once  threaten  suicide. 

及其迎 入大廟 butwhen 
it  comes  to  be  led  into  the  great 

temple, 一 to  be  sacrificed. 
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人績 罕友  the  footstep  of 
man  seldom  reaches  there. 

累 及他人  to  involve  others, 
or  outsiders. 

不惟 無及于 事且有 

禍 患衆人 ncjt 。吻 nc)t 
advancing  the  matter,  but  also 

bringing  misfortune  on  all  con¬ 
cerned, 

及 一 《 •年  extending  to  a  year; 
as  long  as  a  year. 

膾望 弗及1  looked  untU  I 
could  no  longer  see  her. 

毎  ̂   ̂   ever  anxious  lest 
he  should  not  succeed. 

延及 遠方*  extending  to  dis¬ 
tant  regions.  ' 

走及奔 馬  he  c()uld  11111  as 
fast  as  a  galloping  horse. 

追 莫 及  I  could  not  catch  Kim. 

狻悔 不及。 r 悔之無 
及 也  it  will  then  be  too  late 
for  repentance. 

論 及何事  what  are  you  dis¬ cussing  ? 

及 今如何  how  is  it  getting 
on  up  to  date?  ' 

連 ，及  also  reached  to, — as  one 
house  catching  fire  from  an¬ 
other,  etc, 

lH^  with  reference  to  this. 

以此 及彼  to  avail  oneself 
of  this  to  reach  that;  one  step 

’  leading  to 、 another. 

及  ̂   arrived  at  the  cap, 一 at 
manhood,  or  18  years  of  age. 

See  888. 

及罷  when  he  was  dismissed 
from  office,—”. 

及 長  when  he  was  grown 

及 云  he  went  on  to  say;  he 
added . 

及  a  term  embracing  the  1st, 
2nd,  and  3rd  successful  candida¬ 
tes  at  the  Palace  examinations. 

^  7C  1 3.744 - 
倘遇 緊要以 及中外 

@  @  in  the  event  of 
anything  important  happening, 
involving  Chinese  and  foreign 
interests.  ••… 

841 
將及卖 |j  just  about  to  .  arrive. 

將及至 家之際 just  as  he *  was  about  to  reach  home. 

而已 無及矣 as  it  is  al- ready  done,  there  is  no  help 
for  it,— what  is  done  cannot  be undone. 

自 •… … 之外別 無一 

語他 及 beyond . " "… there is  not  a  single  word  on  any  other 
subject, 

 
t 

目 方及牛 just  caught  a glimpse  of  an  ox. 

太 匕不及  not  to  be'  compared with. 

自 以爲 不及也 thinking that  he  himself  could  not  come 

up  to, — some  given  person,  (e.g.) 

as  a  poet. ， 

有不可 及者四 there  are four  points  in  which  he  is  un¬ 

equalled. 

不 及  inadequate  to  or  for;  in¬ sufficient. 

他 才及你  he  is  not  so  good 

as  you.  
- 失  ̂  ̂ 不及  to  make  the  mis¬ take  of  not  going  far  enough. 

See  6622. 

彼此 不相及 the  two  do not  interfere  witlr  one  another. 

及時  seasonable. 
及門  at  the  door,— hence,  a 
.•  disciple.  , 

驅 本及者 ̂   a  team  of  four horses  cannot  bring  back  a  word 

once  spoken, — verbum  irrevoca- bile  volat. 

^  ̂   the  six  divisions of  the  army  followed  close  on. 

錡 •及 签^  tripods  and  pans. 

及^  彼南夷  together  with  the southern  barbarians. 

及窗同 死  with  you  to  1Ive and  die. 

及  as  soon  as;  when. 

及^早  while  there  is  time;  while it  is  early. 

in  regard  to . ;  con¬ cerning . 

及兹 now.  , 

842 

R. 緝 

C.  象 

H.  kip 

F.  ngeik 

W.  ciai 

N.  cih P.  Schi 

M.  chi 
Y.  chik 
Sz.  chi 

Yi.kip 

•  kin、 ho A.  ke/> 
•  Entering 

- Upper. 
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R •緝 

C.  k^p 

H.  hf-ip 

F.  ngeik、 keik 
W.  ciai 
N.  cih P.  xhi^  Uhi、 

chi° 

M.  chi 
Y.  chik Sz.  chi  . 

J.  kiu 

A.  ngepy 

Entering 

Upper, 
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R. 辑 

c.  mp 

H.  kip'kep 

F.  ngeik 
W ‘  ciai 
N.  cih 

PW 

M.  chi 

Y.  chik 

Sz.  chi 

K.  kip 

].kiu 

A.  kep 

Entering 

Upper. 

Empty；  unsatisfying. 

你 係  unreal;  uns^tisfactctry. 

孔係  the  name  and  personal 
name  of  the  grandson  of  Con¬ 

fucius,  known  as  子思 •  Re* 
puted  author  of  the  中 

Doctrine  of  the  Mean. 

A  lofty  peak.  Dangerous. 

殆哉 岌岌乎 in  *what  a 
perilous  and  unsettled  condi¬ 
tion! — is  the  empire. 

炭 戾可逢 in  imminent 
danger. 

To  draw  water  from  a 

well.  To  imbibe.  To  emu¬ 
late.  See  13,265. 

汲 水。 ̂   淡井  t。 draw  water. 

汲  ̂   unremitting  effort;  cease¬ less;  never  failing. 

不谈汲 于富貴 dQnQtbe 
too  eager  for  i*iches  and  honours. 

未及 於風铸 尙汲汲 

於形也 {  not  equal  in  spirit, but  holding  their  own  in  form 
and  likeness, 一 of  painters. 

级引高 風  tQ  emulate  a  lofty 
example. 

汲縣  a  ’  District  forming  the prefectufal  city  of  in 
Honan. 

books  which  were  found 

in  a  tomb  in  the  above  district, 

3rd  cent.  a；d. 

*3 
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45 
R •緝葉 
C. 於 if 
H.  kHp 

F.  ngtik 
W.  ciai 

P.  Schi 
M.  chi 

Y.  chik 
Sz.  chi 

K.  kip、kdp 

J.  kid、 kiu 
A.  kiep?、 kipy 

Entering 

Upper. 

if 
增 
c.  mp 

H.  k-ip 
F.  ngdk、 keik 
W.  ciai 
N.  cih 

P.  ichi 
M.  chi 

Y.  chik 
Sz.  chi 
K •你 

f.  kiU、kd 
A.  kep 

Entering 

Upper. 

w 847 

辑 
知 急复 

Entering 

Upper. 

A  box,  or  satchel. 

員 笈從師  to  shoulder  one’s satchel  and  follow  one’s  teacher, 

一 said  of  Su  Chang,  2nd 
cent.  a.d. 

遍 讀祕寒 • read  through  all the  secret  writings. 

R. 

Threads  arranged  in  order 

Steps.  A  mark  for  merit. 

A  storey.  An  octave.  A 

decapitated  head. 

板級  a  step  in  a  flight  of  stairs. 

級階  stairs;  steps. 

等鈒  a  sort;  a.  class,  as  of officials. 

品級  the  grades  of  official  rank; 
rank. 

升一級  to  be  promoted  one 
grade.  See  1255. 

一 級級上  to  rise  gradually. 

加十級  ten  steps  added, — 
good  marks  granted  to  Chinese 
officials,  and  allowed  to  count 

as  a  set-off  in  subsequent  cases 
of  demerit.  See  922,  10,396. 

袷 級聚足  to  bring  one  foot 
level  with  the  other  in  going 
upstairs,  i,e.  to  plant  both  feet 
on  each  step,  avoiding  hurry. 

登 幾級玻  how  many  step? 
are  there  to  the  top? 

七 級浮圖  a  seven-storey 
pagoda. 

- 層級子  an  octave  in  music. 
首級  the  head  of  a  criminal, 

after  decapitation. 

斬首 十五鈒  fifteen  heads 
of  criminals. 

The  name  of  a  plant,  the 

白 n  or 白及，  which  is 
an  orchidaceous  plant  like 
the  Cymbydium、 with  pink 
flowers.  Its  roots  are  mu¬ 

cilaginous,  and  are  used  to 

w 

R •葉 

See Entering 

Upper. 

吸 

849 
R. 緝 

See 級 

Entering 

Upper. 

基1
 

850 

R •支 

See 幾 

Even  Upper. 

rub  on  the  ink-stone  with 

vermilion,  to  fit  it  for  writing. 

白  ̂   powdered  root  of  the above  plant,  used  for  making 
secret  ink.  The  paper  which 
has  been  thus  written  upon  is 

dipped  in  water  and  held  up  to 
the  light  to  be  read. 

紙荽  a  plant  found  in Fu-sang,  from  the  bark  of  which 

paper  could  be  made. 

The  hinder  skirt  of  a 
robe. 

R. 

Used  for  846. 

頻登梯 陳  g。 UP  the  ladder 
slowly. 

The  foundation  of  a  wall. 
Land.  Property. 

基址  the  foundation  of  a  wall. 
基根  a  foundation;  a  good 

constitution. 

創基  to  lay  the  foundation, — as of  a  family. 

立基  to  establish  the  basis, — of  any  undertaking. 

開基 01 ■肇基 t0  beSin  an undertaking. 

基圍  a  dyke;  an  embankment, 
— to  prevent  rivers  from  over¬ flowing. 

新基  new  land, 一 as  .  foreshore which  has  been  filled  in. 

壽 基  the  domain  of  old  age, — the  tomb. 

厝基  a  hut  or  shed  in  which  a 
coffin  is  placed,  raised  off  the 
ground  and  filled  in  solid  to  the roof. 

基業  family  property ;  patri¬ 
mony. 

登基  to  ascend  the  throne. 
不  the  great  patrimony, — the throne. 

基羅  a  kHogramme, — an  imita¬ tion  of  the  sound  kilo. 

851 

真 

See 忌 

Sinking 

Lower. 

碁1
 

852 

R. 支 

See Even  Upper. 

祺 

853 

期 

854 

箕1
 

855 

R •支 

C.  kei 

H.  ki 
F. v.  kie 

W. 
' 

N. 

P. 
M. 

Y. 
Sz. ) 

K.  kii 

J.  ki 

A.  ki^  ko 

Even  Upper. 

ci 

chi 

Injurious  •’  fatal  ；  poison¬ 
ous.  To  teach. 

^  害  injurious,  etc. 

與朝廷 生悉間 t。 cause 
trouble  at  Court. 

A  full  year.  An  anniver¬ 
sary.  Used  (with  1030) 

on  visiting  cards  when  in 
mourning  for  one  year. 

碁三 百有六 旬有六 

日  A.  is  366  days. 

未 碁而卒  in  less  than  a  year 
he  died. 

碁月而 已可也 in  the 
course  of  twelve  months  I  should 

have  done  something  considera 

ble, — said  Confucius. 

朞之喪  in  mourning  for  one 

year. 

朞服  clothes  for  the  one-year mourning  period. 

朞 功之慘  the  sorrows  of 

mourning. 

Same  as  852. 

See  10  jo. 

A  winnowing  basket.  A 

basket  for  dust.  A  sieve. 

To  spread  out  like  a  fan. 
Name  of  a  constellation. 

Marks  on  the  hand. 

宾  a  corn  fan;  a  winnower. 

奉 宾 蕾  I  who  have  received 
the  dust-basket  and  broom, 一 

the  wife.  . 

賛  a  wife  or  concubine. i 不 勝作他 人箕蕎 

is  not  this  better  than  be¬ 

coming  another  man’s  dust- basket  and  broom? — his  sweeper, 
i.e.  wife. 

坐無箕  don’t  sit  with  your 
legs  spread  out.  See  踞 2997. 

箕斂  to  rake  in;  to  “squeeze.” 
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856 
R. 支 

幾奇 
Even  Upper 
&  Lower. 

m 

857 

r. 支 
& 幾奇 
Even  Upper 
&  Lower. 

維 南有箕 ，不 可以簸 

揚  in  the  south  is  the  constel¬ 
lation  Sieve;  but  it  is  of  no  use 

to  sift.  [It  is  part  of  Sagittarius 

consisting  of  four  stars,  two  of 

which,  called  the  “Heels”， are 
close  together,  and  two  more 

widely  apart,  which  are  called 

the  “Mouth.”] 

哆兮 侈兮成 是南箕 
a  few  diverging  points  may  be 
made  out  to  be  the  Southern 
Sieve. 

箕好風 ，畢 好雨  Sagitta¬ 
rius  loves  wind,  Laurus  loves 

rain, — wind  comes  from  the 
N.E.,  rain  from  the  S.W. .  Used 

figuratively  of  the  various 
sitions  and  wants  of  the 

宮 保騎箕  a  “Palace  Gustg 
dian’’  rides  the  Sieve, — death,  of 
a  Kung  Pao%  See  6580. 

, 驗明 宾 斗  examine  carefully 
the  “sieve”  and  “ladle”  marks. 

— on  his  hand.  [The  sieve  and 
ladle  are  terms  used  in  chiro 

mancy,  borrowed  from  the  two 

constellations  so  called.] 

扶箕  a  kind  of  “planchette.” See  877. 

箕 裘世業  to  continue  the 
family,  calling.  See  2325 

箕伯  Uncle  Chi, — the  Chinese 死 olus. 

箕子  the  Viscount  of  Chi.  Lived 
during  the  reign  of  紂辛 

Chou  Hsin,  b.c.  1154 ;  was 

thrown  into  prison ;  was  released 

by  the  victorious  武王 Wu 

Wang,  but  retired  to  the  modern 
Korea,  as  unable  to  serve 
usurper. 

Stalks  of  pulse.  Tendrils 
of  vines. 

萁草  a  kind  of  aquatic  grass 
woven  into  quivers  and  other 
things. 

萁蕨  a  species  of  edible  fern. 

A  large  hoe  with  a  long 

)lade， called  辕棋 • 

7^鈐
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358 

R. 職 

C.  kik、 k-ci P.  ichi、 chi' 

chH^ 

See 涵氣 

Entering  & 
Sinking 

Upper. 

楣 
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859 R •職 

C.  kik 

H.  k^t 
F.  kik 

W.  djiai 
N.  djih、 dzih 
P.  Schi 

M.  chi 
Y.  chik 
Sz.  chi 

K.  kik 
I.  kioku、 goki 

A.  kik 
Entering 

Lower. 

Haste  ；  speed.  Urgent 
A  crisis, 

勿亟  be  not  in  a  hurry. 

亟 其乘屋  let  us  quickly  on to  our  roofs. 

爾 之亟行  you  go  along 
quickly. 

两 速  with  the  greatest  expedi¬ tion;  urgently. 

旣 M 只且  the  urgency  is  ex 
treme, 

亟應  it  is  urgently  necessary. 

合 亟傳知  it  is  very  impor¬ tant  to  inform  you. 

中法 之事亟  Chinese  and French  relations  at  a  crisis. 

商 意  most  anxious  to … 

亟欲  to  long  for … 
亟 加  the  utmost  possible. 

齑得  it  is  very  necessary. 

亟 切  pressing;  of  importance 
Read  Often. 

M 靝鼎肉  he  often  sent  him delicacies. 

The  ridge-pole  of  a  house 
The  extreme  limit  ；  very. 

極好。 r 好極  very  good. 

妙極。 r 是極  capital ! 
極 是  quite  so;  quite  right. 

極力  with  one’s  utmost  strength. 

極便  very  convenient. 

難  very  difficult. 

極品  the  highest  rank. 

忙得極  very  busy. 

極 言  hyperbole. 
天極  the  pole-star. 三極  heaven,  earth,  and  man. 

四極  N.  E.  S.  and  W. 
五極  the  five  punishments.  See 

4621. 

六極 （0  the  four  cardinal points,  the  zenith,  and  the  nadir. 

(2)  The  six  extremes  of  misery  : — 
misfortune  shortening  life,  sick¬ 

ness,  sorrow,  poverty,  wicked- 
、 ness,  and  weakness. 

楣 

859 

八極  the  four  points  of  the compass  and  their  halves. 

北 極 and 南極  north  and south  poles,  respectively. 

物 掻必反  when  the  zenith 
is  reached,  decline  begins. 

群 星拱掻  all  the  stars  bend towards  the  pole, — and  so  do  all 

officials  towards  the  'Emperor； 

至極  the  very  extreme. 

享 福至極  he  enjoyed  the greatest  happiness. 

掻 粗芄器  the  coarsest  pot¬ 

tery. 

掘 爲明晰  extremely  clear perspicuous. 

畏不 能極1  am  afraid  of never  getting  to  the  end, — of 

my  journey. 

掻于天  reaching  to  the  sky, 

士 也罔極  it  is  you,  sir,  who transgress  the  right. 

視 人罔極  to  see  through 
and  through  a  man. 

以 申罔極  to  show  his  love 
for  his  dead  mother. 

曷 其有極  when  shall  this 
have  an  end? 

曷 有極止  why  do  you  still 
*  allow  her  to  go  to  this  extreme? 

永錫爾 極 they  eVer confer  upon  you  the  choicest 
favours.  • 

從 予極焉  he  would  after¬ 
wards  drive  me  to  an  extremity. 

以 掻反侧 ^  order  to  probe your  choppings  and  changings. 

王 國來極  the  royal  state  to 
serve  as  model. 

阻 碍之極  a  very  great 
obstacle. 

皇極  the  Imperial  function  ； 
sovereignty, 

民極  a  support,,  or  guide,  of  the 

people. 

到 了掻地  reached  the  end, 
— as  when  there  is  nothing  more 

to  be  said. 

到棰處  in  the  extreme ;  to the  last  degree. 

極其數  exhausted  his  plans. 

莫 非爾掻  there  is  nowhere 
where  you  have  not  been. 
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R. 職 
C.  kik 
H.  kit 

F.  ktik 

W.  ciai 

N,  cih 

P.  Schr\  ch? 
M.  chi 

Y. chik 
Sz.  chi 

K.  kik 

J.  kioku、 koki 
A.  kik 

Entering 

Upper. 

伎‘
 

861 
R- 紙 
See 

with  which- 

it  corresponds 
in  fact 

throughout. 

Rising  Lower. 

極 樂世界  the  abode  of  per¬ 
fect  bliss ;  paradise. 

渺 無掻  illimitable ;  bound¬ 
less;  unknown. 

義 理之掻  the  perfection  ofj 
abstract  right. 

太掻  the  Absolute, 一 of  Confa- 
cian  cosmogony,  as  explained  by 

乐夫子  Chu  Fu  Tzu.  Also, 
the  元 of  the  春秋  and  the 

道^  of  Lao  Tzu. 
太掻 只是個 一而無 
對者  the  Absolute  is  simply 
one  by  itself  without  anything 
to  compare  it  with. 

太極公  personification  of  the 
Absolute, 一 Nature. 

立我 蒸民、 莫匪爾 
極 。不 識不知 、順帝 

之則  he  who  made  us  was 
none  other  than  Thou,  the  Ab¬ 

solute,  and  without  knowledge, 
without  wisdom,  we  obey  the 
laws  of  our  sovereign  (on  earth). 

極其  ...(followed  by  an  attri¬ 
butive  word)  was  extremely. . . 

極邊  the  frontier  of  one  of  the 
new  Mongolian  provinces. 

北極海  the  Arctic  Ocean. 

極 而言之 t。  take  an  extreme 
case. 

To  kill.  To  imprison  for 
life. 

天 命殛之  God  ordered  their 
destruction. 

我 P 其大 罰涵之 
I  will  proceed  to  severe  punish¬ 
ments,  and  put  you  to  death. 

如 有悔， _ 明殛之 
if  I  go  back  from  what  I  have 

said,  may  the  gods  kill  me  on 
the  spot. 

鯀 則殛死  Kun  was  impris¬ 
oned  for  life. 

Cleverness；  ability.  Used 
with  1 104. 

伎巧  cunning；  ingenious. 
伎倆  craft;  cunning  j  clever¬ 

ness;  ability. 

小 伎倆子  a  sharp,  bright 
little  fellow. 

ir 

861 

妓 
862 

K •紙支 

H.  ̂ i,cki^chi 

See 黃 

with  which 
it  usually 

rhymes  in  fact. 

Rising  Lower. 

w 

863 

R •寘 

C.  kei、- 

U.SkH  - 
F.  kef 

W.； ... 

N.  ( 
 dJl 

Sz. ) 

K.  ki J.  々 /，# 

A.  ki 
Sinking  Lower 

Irregular. 

屐 

k、iak 

864 

R. 陌 

C.  k、ck 
H. 

F. 
W.  djiai 
N.  djih 

P.  chi， 

M.  chi 

Y.  chi) 

K.  kik 

J.  keki^  ̂ ioktt 
A.  kik 

Entering 

Lower. 

無 f 也伎能  he  has  no  other 
ability. 

鹿 斯之奔 ，維 足伎伎 
the  stag  is  running  away,  but 

his  legs  move  slowly. 

伎  mechanical  arts. 

伎 藝學館  a  Polytechnic. 

衆 伎翩翩  her  accomplish¬ ments  were  many  and  varied. 

A  singing-girl.  A  pros¬ 
titute. 

妓女。 r 妓家。 r 妓者 
prostitutes.  [The  first  is  also  a 
name  for  the  day-lily.] 

妓館 Qr 妓院 a  brothel. 
目 中有妓 ，心 中無妓 
whores  in  my  sight,  but  not  in 

my  thoughts.  Commonly  used 
in  extenuation  by  persons  found 
in  evil  company. 

A  variety  of  the  water- 

calthrop  (Trapa  incisa) 、 

having  three  or  four  prongs 
on  the  fruit. 

芰荷  calthrops  and  lotuses. 

of 

A  patten；  a  wooden  shoe. 

紅皮屐  red  leather  pattens. 

木屐  wooden  pa 飞 tens. 
套屐  a  heelless  slipper. 

屐酋 印蒼苔 the  teeth the  patten  leave  prints  on  the 

green  moss. 

屐 齒留痕  the  teeth  of  his clogs  left  a  mark. 

不 4 屐齒 之 析 hedidnot notice  that  a  tooth  of  one  of. 

his  clogs  was  broken, — of  Hsieh 
An,  excited  by  news  of  victory, 

although  he  pretended  to  be 
quite  calm  and  went  on  playing 
chess. 

一生當 著 幾兩展 hQw 
many  pairs  of  clogs  does  one 
wear  in  this  life? 

M 
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866 

j  J  kwei、 chi 

R. 紙 

C.  kwai II.  kwei、 ki 

W.  cu N •‘ 
P. 

M. 

if-
 

K.  ki 

J.  ki 

A.  kiL'i 

Rising  Upper 

m 
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2* 

86S 

R 錫 

See Enlering 

Upper. 

,1* 

869 

R. 錫 

P.  Uhi、 chi) 

See 涵 

K.  kiok 

J.  kcki、 kiaku A.  kik 

Entering 

Upper. 

Same  as  864. 

A  pantry;  a  cupboard. T  o  store.  To  bury  things 

on  the  mountains  when 

worshipping  the  gods. 

皮食物  put  away  the  eatables. 
皮閣  a  press  or  cupboard  for storing  valuables  or  archives, 

皮匿  t。 put  away. 

Same  as  866. 

To  jostle  and  hit  each 
other.  To  rub;  to  brush. 

砉交拂  to  tap  and  rub,— a  bow. before  un'ng  if,  as  a  test. 

殼兵  a  long  spear. 
To  beat.  To  rout. 

擊打  to  strike;  to  beat. 

擊 鼓  tQ  beat  a  drum. 
擊 殺  to  kill  by  striking. 
擊攻  t。 attack  an  enemy. 

擊 破  tC)  rout. 擊 齋蒙童  to  rouse  stupid boys, — by  punishment. 

衝 擊  to  rush  violently  against. 

目 擊  AH、 傷  the  eye  seeing  it, the  heart  was  grieved. 

擊  ̂Ij  to  play  at  broad-sword. 
擊節  to  strike  the  table  with admiration,  etc. 

擊節不 止  never  left  off  beat¬ 
ing  time;  also,  never  left  off 

applauding. 

擊 寃  to  strike  (the  drum  out¬ side  the  magistrate’s  door  and 
call  attention  to)  one，s  wrongs. 

擊掌  to  strike  with  the  hand. 

雷 擊死了  thunder-struck 
dead, — struck  dead  by  lightningv 

擊走  to  drive  away;  to  rout. 

擊敢  to  defeat. 
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Entering 

Upper. 
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«7i 

錫 

Entering 

Upper. 

擊沉  to  sink  a  vessel, 一 as  by  a 
shot. 

擊翻  to  capsize  a  vessel. 

擊傷  to  injure  by  a  blow,  shot, 
etc. 

擊 壤而歌  hoeing  and  sing¬ 
ing  the  while, 一 alluding  to  the 
happy  state  of  the  people  under 

the  Emperor  Yao,  China's  “gold- 

en  age.” 

See  4104 

To  attack. 

4104. 

Used  for 

Unburnt  bricks. 

炭墼  briquettes  of  charcoal 
used,  when  heated,  for  evapora 
ting  aromatic  substances. 

土堅  sun-dried  mud  bricks. 

See  1949. 

To  finish ;  to  clear  off. 
Done.  To  reach  to.  Used 

with  4149.  Colloquially 
ch、iK 

驗訖  the  examination  being 
concluded ;  also,  the  inquest 
being  ended. 

淸訖  fettled  up, — as  accounts 
已訖  already  finished  or  done. 

咨 覆去訖 when  the 叫以 
had  already  been  sent. 

收訖  received  in  full, —his  bill. 
兩託  squared  up;  settled,  as 
accounts. 

付訖  has  been  given；  settled, 
as  a  bill. 

盖印 I  訖  having  been  sealed. 

訖不告  to  the  last  did  not  tell. 

何 訖至此  how  has  it  come 
to  this  ? 

訖 
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C.  kei 
H.  ki 
F.  kie 
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R •支 

C.  kd 

1 1  - 

S'! M.  I 

K.  kii、 hii 
ki 

A.  ko 

Even  Upper. 

ci 

chi 

自洪武 訖弘治 from Hung  Wu  (1368)  to  Hung  Chih 

(1488). 
訖今  up  to  this  date;  until  now. 

無訖糴  do  not  engross  grain. 

聲轉 It 于四海 his  fame 
and  influence  reached  to  every 
where  within  the  Four  Seas. 

天旣訖 我殷命 Gd  i 

IS 

ending  tKe  destiny  of  our  House 
of  Yin. 

A  halter.  To  restrain. 
To  detain.  See  9742. 

羈所。 r 外羈  a  lock-up  for 
prisoners 

羈留。 r 羈住。 r 羈滯 

or  羈候  to  detain 

賤 務羈身  my  business  kept me. 

無所羁  nothing  to  hinder;  at leisure 

羁廢  to  restrain  ；  to  keep  in order. 

羁雜  t0  tie， or  hobble,  a  horse； 
fettered,  as  by  business. 

落魄 〜 不羈  idle .  harum- scarum  fellow. 

任 性不竊 putting  no  re- straint  upon  himself. 

少  shaox  不羁  a  wild  fellow in  his  youth. 

男 角女羈  boys  in  horns, girls  in  knots, — of  the  hair. 

羈柙。 r 鶴禁 to  keep in 
custody;  to  put  in  quarantine. 

The  family  name  of  黃 

帝  Huang  Ti  or  the  Yel¬ 
low  Emperor,  adopted  from 

姬水 the  name  of  the 
place  where  he  was  born. 

毋姬  a  step-mother. 
Read  z1.  A  beautiful  girl. 

姬妾  a  beautiful  concubine. 

家 無姬侍  kept  no  concubi¬ 
nes. 

彼美 淑姬可 與晤歌 
that  beautiful  virtuous  lady  can 

respond  to  you  in  song. 

此 4 北 草夸攀 this  is  a famous  Peking  singing-girl. 

乩1
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R •齊 

See K.  He 

J.  kei 

A.  ke 

Even  Upper. 
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r •職 

C.  tsik 
H.  tsit 

F.  cheik 
W.  tsi 

N.  tsih 
P. 三  chi 

Sz.  (
  cht 

Y.  chik 

K.  chik 

J.  shoku
、 

soki 
A.  tik 

Enter
ing 

Upper
. 

To  divine  by  means  of  aj 

stick  writing  upon  sand. 
Planchette. 

扶乩  to  write  in  sand  with  al stick  which  is  held  by  two  I 

blindfold  persons  and  is  sup-f 

posed  to  be  guided  by  spirits.  I 
This  is  a  common  method  ofl 

fortune-telling  in  China,  usually! 
practised  at  a  temple. 

以 乩卜神  to  tell  fortunes  byj 
planchette. 

請占 L  to  invite  the  spirits  to  dis-| close  events.  This  is  done  by! 
making  offerings  upon  the  altar,  | 

and  burning  a  paper  with  the! 
question  required  to  be  answered  J 

"written  upon  it.  」 
降乩  the  spirits  have  come  to  I the  divination.  This  is  said  I 
when  the  point  of  the  stick  [ 

held  by  th^  mediums  begins  to  I 
whirl  round  and  round  in  thel 

sand,  preparatory  to  writing  the! 

answer  asked  for.  k 乩仙  to  consult  the  god,  orj spirit, 一 generally  呂純陽 

Lu  Shun-yang,  one  of  the  Eight  | 
Immortals. 

乩壇  the  divining  altar, 一 an  I ordinary  altar  covered  with  sand. 

To  come  to.  Now；  im-| 

mediately  ；  forthwith.  Near. 

Alias.  Even  ；  if.  Corres-| 

ponds  in  some  senses  to  tfiej 
more  colloquial  就  2283. 

子 不我郎  you  do  not  cornel 
to  me, 

胡 爲我作 ，不 卽我謀 
why  does  he  call  us  to  action,  I 
without  coming  and  consulting! 
with  us? 

我 卽爾謀 i  come  to  advise  J with  you. 

卽位  to  ascend  the  throne. 

卽 去卽來  go  and  come  back! 
at  once. 

故此即 去卽來 hence  (by| 
this  magic  power)  I  am  no  sooner  | 

gone  than  I  am  back  again. 

年 膦在卽 the  end  of  the| year  is  at  hand. 

大 難臨卽  great  calamity  is| 
at  hand. 

今 我卽命 于元龜 I 
I  will  now  seek  orders'  from  the  画 

great  tortoise. 
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or 

once 

卽刻。 r 立卽。 r 卽時 

卽日  immediately.  The  last 
two  also  mean  “at  •  .the  same 
time”  and  “on  the  same  day,” 
respectively. 

卽速  quickly;  speedily. 

^  ̂|J  urgently;  with  the  utmost 

expedition. 

遐 未卽飲  Hsia  did  not  pro¬ 
ceed  to  drink, 一 when  the  wine 
went  round. 

未 卽見之 did  not  at 
see  him, — when  he  called. 

不 卽不離  neither  near  nor 
far, 一 the  happy  medium;  neither 
one  thing  nor  the  other,  though 

partaking  of  both;  without  haste 
and  without  delay. 

卽 卽回來  make  haste  back. 

卽今  at  once. 
卽然  even  if  it  were, 一 which  it 

is  not 

卽或。 r 卽令 supposing 
that, 一 as  an  alternative. 

卽 或不然  even  if  it  were 
not  so, 一 which  it  is. 

大鼻卽 李三也  Big-nose, alias  Li  San. 

吾 卽子期 ，子 期卽吾 

也  I  and  Tzil  Ch{i  are  one  rnd 
the  same  person. 

卽午  near  noon. 
如此  Just  this;  only  this;  thus. 

非 此卽彼  if  nc)t  this， then 
that. 

非 大卽小 ，總 不合式 
if  not  too  big,  then  too  small ; 
never  exactly  right. 

卽時事  seasonable  matters. 

卽卽 i 實  crammed  full. 

卽 如惡六  he  is  like  a  vici¬ ous  dog,  which,  etc. 

卽 事賦詩  poems  suitable  to 
the  occasion ;  topical  verses. 

卽畢。 r 卽係  that  is  to  say; if  it  is；  it  is  so;  the  same  as. 

卽使0 r 卽舍間 supposing 
that;  even  if；  or  supposing. 

卽使 一人去  even  if  a  man is  sent. 

旣 已違約 ，卽 非緊要 

大事 ，總當  since  there  has 

w 
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been  a  breach  of  Treaty,  even 

though  not  an  important  one； 
still  it  will  be  necessary . 

黎 明卽起  at  dawn,  he got  up. 

卽 此足矣 this  be 
enough. 

卽此可 以類椎 as  may be  inferred  from  this;  take  this 
to  draw  an  analogy  from. 

未郯卽 此事否  I  know not  whether  it  is  this  matter  or 

not/ — to  which  you  allude. 

吾卽爲 子曹之 1  wiu explain  it  to  you. 

卽 有高于 此者⑽ there  are  any  higher  than  this. 

彼卽不 言， 吾 亦知之 
though  he  does  not  speak, .] 
know,  all  the  same, 

一 1  卽  polished  him  off 
in  a  single  fight；  or,  conquering 
whenever  they  fought. 

卽問福 安不另 1  there fore  wish  you  health  and  pros¬ 

perity,  not  on  a  separate  sheet. 
A  formal  phrase  at  the  end  of 
letters  =  I  have  the  honour  to 
remain,  etc. 

卽 曰  if  it  be  said. 

卽上怪 公來遲 if  the Emperor  is  angry  at  your  coming late. 

舭 如我  as  for  instance  my¬ 
self . 

卽願  is  prepared;  is  willing. 

卽可  may  thereupon . 

卽將  immediately  to . 

將卽  very  shortly.  ‘ 
卽經 ot 卽 ’便 forthwith. The  latter  also  means  even  if, 
notwithstanding. 

卽由  whereupon  it  will  be  the duty . 

卽行  thereupon. 卽補。 r 卽用。 r 卽選 
expectant  officers,  after  public 

examination,  through  the  provin¬ 
cial  authorities,  and  the  Board 
of  Civil  O 伍 ce,  respectively. 

定卽  without  fail. 
不特 . 卽  not  only . but also. 

卽千  an  elephant.  From  the Sanskrit  Gaja  elephant. 

啷 
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R •質職 

See 積 

P. 

K.  chil、 ch'ik 

Entering 

Upper. 
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R •質職 

See 積 

Entering 

Upper. 

榔 881 

R •屑 

See 櫛 

(These  two 

were  originally 

R .質） 

See 

A.  tik  (sic) Entering 

Upper. 

882 

R •職 

See 卽 

P.  Schi 

Entering 

Upper. 

OJEXX 

The  hum  of  insects.  The 

noise  of  a  crowd.  To  whisper. 

哨 1  _ 徐禾 the …… (of 
the  cicada)  begins  to  make  itself 

heard.  ' 
p 秋 啷甚久  groaning  a  long; 

time. 

啷 p 卽復啷 啷， 木蘭當 

戶織  with  a  chi  chi  across and  a  chi  chi  back,  Mu-lan  sat 

weaving  at  the  door, — alluding 
to  the  noise  of  the  shuttle. 

啷 p 農  a  low  sound, 一 as  of  people 
talking. 

啷叮  a  squeaking  sound, — as  of ungreased  wheels. 

_  Pill  狐  _  quick  g
abble,— of 

people  talking  fast. 

啷叮咕 p 冬  of  noise,  jabber, 
clatter,  etc.,  etc. 

啷啦 P 查啦 的。 r 哨) 時 
呱魄。 r 啷呀 呱呀 chattering. 

To  brick  a  grave.  The 
snuff  of  a  candle.  To  hate. 

To  snuff  out. 

左手 秉燭， 右手析 M 
hold  the  candle  in  the  left  hand 

and  snuff  it  with  the  right. 

朕塱讒 說殄行 WEhate 
evil  speaking  and  malicious actions. 

Name  of  a  tree  allied  to 

the  ash,  and  called  ‘榔栗 • 

榔人  a  man  who  makes  arrows.  I 

病憐 榔栗隨 身馉 & weak  old  man  feels  kindly 
towards  his  staff  which  he  is 

accustomed  always  to  have  with him. 

A  centipede. 

由卽 且 （OT  姐） the  centipede,— 
said  to  eat  snakes.  See  10,554. 

螂蝸  a  kind  of  worm. 

滄虫卽 a  kind  of  beetle. 
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See 部 

P.  cr/",  chP 

K.  ch’6k、 chik 
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R •齊# 
C.  cJ^ai 

chi^ 
F. 

W,V/ 

5z. ) 
1C.  kie 

kci 

A.  ke 

Even  & 

Rising  Upper. 

The  bastard  carp  (Caras' 

sius  Pekinensis)^  of  which 

the  goldfish  is  a  variety. 

鯽乸魚  a  bream  with  a  long 
dorsal  fin  (Cyprinus  gibelioides). 

縮骨飾  the  blunt-headed 
bream  ( Cyprinus  abbrevixitus)、 • 

命 鎖 ] the  red-tailed  bream  (Cy¬ 
prinus  auratus).  See  685.  The 

gold  fish:  first  mentioned  by  Su 

Shun-ch‘in. 

海 唐卽  a  species  of  perch,  found 
in  the  Gulf  of  Chihli  and  pre¬ 
sented  to  the  Emperor. 

鮮鯽 銀繇膾  fresh  bream 
and  sliced  pork  dumplings, 一 
fine  eatin^ 

To  examine.  To  hunt 

up,  as  a  quotation.  To 

reach  to.  To  detain  ；  to 

cause  delay.  [Correctly 

written  稽 •] 

稽察  to  investigate  judicially. 

稽查。 r 稽考。 r 稽核 t。 
examine;  to  search  for. 

稽查 弁兵勇 丁數目 
to  muster  officers  and  men  gen¬ 
erally；  a  general  muster. 

無 稽之談 (OT 詞) unf_d- 
ed  talk;  gossip. 

無稽之 言勿聽 d。 not 
listen  to  words  for  which  there 

is  no  proof. 

稽天  reaching  to  the  sky.  See 
859 - 

稽留  to  detain;  to  keep  waiting. 

稽時。 r 稽延 t。 delay. 

有稽時  日  procrastinating ; 
there  has  been  delay. 

幸 勿再稽  please  let  there  be 
no  further  delay. 

稽遲  to  make  late  by  delay ; 
to  hinder.  . 

反  相 5^  mutual  recrimina¬ tion. 

稽征  to  examine  (goods)  and 
collect  the  duties. 

Read  ̂ ^，s.  To  prostrate 
oneself  ；  to  bow  to  the 

ground. 

大 小稽首  great  and  small 
prostrate  themselves. 

R. 

w 

884 

w 

835 

陌篠 

德 
8 -繳激 

Entering  & 

Rising  Upper. 

w 
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R .錫 

P.  Cchi 
See 
A.  kik、kHk Entering 

Upper. 

稽首- •稽顙  to  knock  the head;  to  kotow, 

虎 拜稽首  Hu  bowed  with his  head  to  the  ground. 

_  _  _  胃  folding
  the  hands and  bowing  the  head. 

To  respect.  To  beat. 

Read  yo^  or  ck'iao^.  A 
bright,  pleasing  sight. 

Water  overflowing.  To 
overflow.  To  rouse.  To 
stimulate.  See  13,617. 

激刷  to  wash  away> 

M 激不盡  ever  grateful, — for 
kindness. 

激 ，康  boiling  over;  exasperated. 

激怒  very  angry. 

激筒  a  hose-pipe; 
激流  an  angry,  troubled  stream. 

roused  to  exasperation. 

激 出病來  brought  on  an illness. 

激反  to  cause  to  flow  back, — as  water. 

爲 世奮激 tQ  exert  oneself for  the  good  of  one’s  generation. 

激勵- •激捋  to  stimulate ; to  excite. 

激發  to  be  rouagd  to  the  display of. 

擎 萌 激擎他 w  something to  pique  him, — to  stir  him  up to  action. 

故 召辱之 ，以 激其意 
I  therefore  sent  for  him  and 

insulted  him,  in  order  to  stimu¬ 
late  him. 

請將不 如激將  inviting  a general  is  not  to  be  compared 

with  piquing  him. 

遣將不 如激將 4。_- mission  a  general  is  not  so  good 

as  to  stimulate  a  general, 一 as  by 

disparaging  his  abilities,  etc. 

激切  roused  to  exertion, — by advice  or  taunts. 

激忿  indignation, 一 of  the  po¬ 
pulace. 

激”
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R •緝 

C.  kip 

H.  kip 

F.  keik 

W.  ciai 

N.  cih P.  ichi 

M.chi  ■ 

Y.  chik 

激 成干戈  to  stir  up  armed 
resistance. 

激生  to  cause ;  to  give  rise  to. 

激變  to  excite  disorder. 
〆 

激昂  to  excite  to  a  high  pitch 

激勸  to  encourage. 
激濁  to  dash  against. 

激楊哀 烈  swelling  and  dying away;  crescendo  and  diminu¬ 
endo,  of  music. 

A,  tie-beam  connecting 

two  posts,  or  supporting 
&  roof. 

A  hair-pin,  on  which  the 
hair  is  bound  at  the  back  of 

the  head.  Fifteen  years  of 

age  ；  marriageable. 

笄禮  the  ceremony  of  binding 
up  a  girl’s  hair  at  fifteen. 

副 笄六珈  head-dress, 
hair-pins,  and  six  jewels. 

年已 及舞 in  age  already marriageable, 

十 五而鋅 ，二十 而_ 

a  girl  should  bind  up  her  hair 
at  fifteen  and  marry  at  twenty. 

Same  as  888. 

Same  as  834. 

Same  as  834, 

Haste.  Impatient, 

xious.  Earnest.  U 

necessary.  To  be  1 

See  5071. 

急忙。 1 •急促 in 

急速 rapid. 

急行 無善步 
haste  the  less  speed. 

a 
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急
 2。 892 

Sz.  chi 

K.  hip 

J.  kiU、 kd 
A.  hip 

Entering 

Upper. 

急性  impatient  in  disposition. 

氣 性甚急  very  quick-tem¬ 
pered. 

急慌。 丨急燥  disturbed ; 
anxious ;  irritable ;  passionate. 

不焉 急務  business  of 
 no  im¬ mediate  importance. 

何 苦事此 不急務 why 
so  anxious  about  this  matter  of 

no  immediate  importance  ? 

你 不要着  chao1  do  not be  disturbed  in  mind  about  it. 

臨事靠 急 in  the  hcmr  w 
trial  ；  when  the  pinch  comes. 

發急  to  get  excited. 

你莫心 急  do  not  get  excited; 
or,  do  not  be  impatient.  See 2187. 

事急  the  matter  is  urgent. 

急 病而亡  to  die  suddenly  — 
as  from  heart-disease  or  internal 

complications  of  an  acute  cha¬ 
racter. 

急症  an  acute  disease. 

急急  in  a  great  hurry;  impa- 
tient. 

急死  hurried  to  death, — by 
excitement  or  press  of  business. 

I  very  much  hurried. 

急 叩伏乞  I  earnestly  im¬ 
plore, 一 as  in  a  petition. 

氣  out  of  breath, — usually 
from  anger. 

萚急  to  relieve  the  necessities 
of  others. 

急十幾  quick-witted ;  fertile  in 
invention. 

zealous  for  the  public 

welfare. 

緊 急:做  do  it  promptly. 

沒急才  no  presence  of  mind. 

流不急  will  not  flow  off 
quickly. 

急迫  urged;  forced. 

急切  most  urgent. 

告急  to  report  the  danger  or 
necessity  one  may  be  in. 

H 毒急； to  ask  leave  of  absence  on 

account  of  urgent  affairs. 

急沪
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C.  tsik0^tsekQ 

See 讀 

P.  (chi、 ichi 

K.  ch^dk J.  shaku^  djaht Entering 

Upper. 
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Rl 

See 籍 

Entering 

Lower. 

急用。 1 ■急需 tQ  need;  tQ require  for  use;  necessary ;  very 
much  in  want  of. 

兄弟急 難 when  brothers are  in  difficulties . 

我 是用急  we  were  there¬ 
fore  in  a  state  of  great  urgency 

[是 =是 以] • 

急分 (f 祕) angry;  vexed. 

急 出事來  to  worry  oneself about. 

急於  anxious  to . for . ; 
pressing  for . 

4 綳綳  bursting  with  rage
. 

急 驚  acute  convulsions. 

急 急巴巴  uneasy ;  never 
still. 

急雨  a  driving  rain. 

急改索  Polygonum  perfolia- 
tum^  L. 

The  spine.  A  ridge.  An 
arete.  A  bone. 

脊梁  (niang2)  or  脊梁骨 

。1 •背 脊骨 o ■:脊 骨 the backbone. 

脊梁背 the  back. 脊  c】 “、 marrow  in  bones. 
the  long  beam  in  the  roof. 

山脊  a  ridge  of  hills. 
無骨脊  without  backbone；  a worthless  fellow. 

有 倫有脊  having  both  right and.  might. 

窮斷 脊梁筋  poverty  has broken  his  back. 

死脊  dead  men’s  bones. 

脊子  the  back, 一 of  furs. 

虎 脊天馬  a  tisei'  ridine Pegasus, 一 name  of  a  picture  by 
Li  Lung-mien. 

Poor  land,  as  on  hill-tops. 
A  ridge. 

士脊  00  unproductive  land. 

崗琦  a  ridge  of  hills. 

瘠 

«9S 

R. 陌 

See 脊 

P.  Sc  hi 

[Entering 

Upper. 

896 

r •陌 

See 脊 

Entering 

Upper. 

鶴
 0 

897 

R. 陌 

See 脊 

P.  ichi 

Entering 

Upper. 

898 

R. 陌 

See 籍 

Entering 

Lower. 

Lean； emaciated.  Barren. 

損瘠  he  wasted  away. 

瘠瘦  thin;  lean. 
痛馬  a  lean  horse. 何 必瘠人 以 肥已咖 
must  you  impoverish  others  to 
enrich  yourself? 

瘠土  barren  land. 

茱 瘠過甚  terribly  thin. A  short,  careful  step. 
Cramped. 

足晴不 前  he  dc)es  nQt  ad- 
vanoe  much. 

謂 地盖厚 ，不 敢不蹐 
we  say  that  the  earth  is  thick, 
yet  I  dare  not  but  walk  daintily on  it. 

J? 局蹲 不安  cramped  a
nd  not 

at  ease.  See  2959. 

The  鶴鶴  pied  wagtail 
[Motazilla  htzoniensis)  com¬ 
mon  in  south  China.  It  has 

a  mottled  neck,  and  is  also 

called  雪 姑  the  snow  lady, 

or  錢毋  money  mother. 

鶴 鴿在原  there  is  the  wag¬ 
tail  on  the  level  height. 

The  Emperor’s  field  of  a 
thousand  亩 X  mou、 called  the 

帝 猎田，  on  which  he 
began  the  annual  ploughing 

himself,  in  order  to  encou¬ 
rage  the  people.  The  crops 
were  used  in  offerings. 

藏帝错 於神滄 store  the 
crops  from  the  crown  lands  in the  sacred  granary. 

\ 

A  record  of  population, 

kept  in  every  district  ma¬ 

gistrate’s  yam^n  ；  a  list  of 
prostitutes；  a  register.  To 
be  registered  as  a  native 

of*,  to  be  under  the  rule  of. 
To  attach  ；  to  sequester. Used  with  1537. 

書籍  (chik)  books ;  records ; 
literature. 
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K.  chok 

J.  sckl、 shaku 
A.  tik 

Entering 
Lower. 

900 

901 R •陌 
C.  tsik 

stik、 cheik 
W.  Ui 
N:  tsih 

P.  c/n° 
M.  hsi 

Y.  chik 

Sz.  hsi、 chi 
K. chok 

J.  seki、 shaku 
A.  tik 

Entering 

Upper, 

was  em- 

民籍。 r  戶籍  register  of  the 
number  of  the  people;  census. 

籍貫  register  of  details  of  place 
of  residence,  occupation,  etc. 

原  one’s  native  place, — where 
registered. 

削籍 爲庶人  to  be  reduced 
to  the  ranks  of  the  people. 

_  民  homeless  vagrants. 

在 籍養病  he  is  at  his  native 
place  recruiting  his  health. 

回籍  to  return  to  one’s  native 
place. 

籍隸  to  belong  to；  to  be  a 
native  of. 

不隸俾 籍  nGt  to  become  the naturalised  subject  of  another 
country. 

祖 籍在此  his  ancestral 
home  is  here. 

傭爲造 齒籍者 
ployed  as  registrar,  of  a  clan 

violent;  savage ;  destruc¬ 
tive.  Not  to  be  confounded  with 

狼藉， w  ̂ 37 - 

籍籍  the  noise  of  talking. 

籍有司  to  be  under  the  control 
of  the  authority 

脫籍  to  remove  from  the  list, — 
to  take  a  woman  from  a  brothel. 

帝親 籍其家  the  Emperor 
personally  searched  his  house. 

籍 其財産  to  confiscate  his 
property. 

籍沒  to  confiscate  (stc  508). 

竝 歸仙籍  to  pass  together 
into  Paradise. 

See  1537. 

To  take  long  steps.  To 

walk  reverently.  See  10,981. 

g  do  not  step  on  the 

mat, — in  ancient  days  before 
chairs  were  used. 

執爨賭 .錯  they  attend  to 
the  furnaces  with  reverence. 

w 

902 

R •職 

C.  tsik、 tsHk 

F.  cheik、 ch'-aik 

N.  ts、ah 

K.  ch、'ik 
J.  shoku、 shiki 
A.  trak Entering 

Upper. 

w 

9°3 

R •陌 

See 

Entering 

Upper. 

稷 
9。4 

R •‘ 

See 

P.  ichi、 chi) K. chik 

J. shoku,  soku A.  tik^  tak Entering 

Upper. 

劇 

4*， 

9°S 

R-陌
 ， 

C.  U^ik、 k^ek 

H.  ki° 

F.  kHok 

W.  djiai 
N.  djih 

P.  chi) 

M.  chu 

Y.  chik,chu\ 

A  plough-share.  Sharp. 

畏 麥頁郝  very  sharp  are  the excellent  shares. 

&  3^  an  old  name  for  dice. 

Read  ml.  To  point  out. 

A  final  particle,  as  used  in 

the  transliteration  of  San¬ 
skrit. 

Small. 

傻 民之勞  the  t()il  Qf  the poorer  classes. 

Panicled  millet  [Panicuvt 

miliaceum、  L.)，  also  called 

傺  935,  one  of  the  five grains.  To  be  expeditious. 

稷子 and 黎稷  varieties  ofl millet,  the  seeds  of  which  differ 
in  size  and  colour. 

稷方 華  the  millet  was  just in  flower. 

樹黎考 不釋稷 he  wh。 sets  glutinous  millet  does  not 
obtain  common  millet.  As  you 

sow,  etc. 

后稷  Minister  of  Agriculture 
under  the  Emperor  Shun,  wor¬ 
shipped  after  death  as  the  God 
of  Agriculture. 

后稷教 民稼穡 Chi taught  the  people  husbandry. 

安社 稷之臣 a  patriot statesman.  See  9803. 

是 日下稷  on  that  day  in  the 
evening. 

旣 齊旣稷  you  have  been exact  and  expeditious. 

稷山  a  District  in  the  south-west of  Shansi. 

To  increase.  Distressing； 

troublesome.  More；  very. 

To  sport；  a  play  (first  ap¬ 

plied  to  the  plays  of  the 
Yuan  dynasty). 

專病 日劇  my  infirmity  and 
illness  daily  increasing. 

病劇  a  distressing  illness. 

劇 

4- 

9°S 
K.  kik 

J.  kcki、 gioku 
A.  kik 

Entering 

Lower. 

集”
 

go6 

R •緝 

C.  tsap 

H.  sip、 tHp 

F.  chik 

W.  zai N.ya 

P.  ichi M.  chi 
Y.  chik 

Sz.  chi 

K.  chip 

J.  shU、 dju 

A.  tep 

Entering 

Lower. 

一 生苦劇  miserable  all  his 
life  long. 

理 繁治劇  to  manage,  busy to  govern,  troublesome,  —  an arduous  official  post. 

地 劇淸間  a  quiet  and  peace¬ ful  place. 

汝 癡劇我 y。11  are  more 
foolish  than  I. 

口吃不 能劇談  unable  to speak  plain. 

玩劇  to  sport;  to  play. 

作惡劇  to  play  wicked  pranks. 

戲劇  theatrical  plays. 
一劇戲 a 

To  flock  together  ；  to 

collect.  To  mix；  to  blend. 

To  hit  the  mark.  To  com 

pile.  To  finish；  to  accom¬ 

plish. 齊集  all  assembled ;  a  full 
meeting. 

文集  a  collection  of  essays. 

名賢集  a  collection  of  pro¬ 
verbial  sayings. 

集會  to  bring  together;  to  con¬ vene. 

集衆  a  multitude;  to  collect, — as  subscriptions. 

集成  to  collect  into  a  whole. 

別 集 W 總集  are  indivi¬ 
dual  and  general  collections, 

respectively,  under  the  class  of 

literature  known  as  集  belles, lettres, 

修集  to  prepare  a  book  for 
publication. 

一集  one  p^irt,  section,  or  vol¬ ume  of  a  work ;  also,  a  complete 

work. 

而 詩不見 於集也 but the  poem  (in  question)  is  not  to be  found  in  his  collected  works. 

安集  peacefully  gathering, — as the  people  in  their  villages. 

終日 來集  collecting  round the  whole  day  long, — as  visitors or  friends. 

集 左肩上  settled  on  or  hov¬ 
ered  around  her  left  •  shoulder, 
— of  a  phoenix. 
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集 

go6 

!*> 

A 
907 

z* m 

908 
r. 緝 
“集 

(but  upper 
initials). 

Entering 

Upper. 

吉 
9°9 R. 質 

C.kei 

H.  kit 

F.  keik 

W.  ciai 
N.  cih 

P.  Lchi 
M.  chi 

chik 

Sz.  chi 
K.  hil 

J.  kitsz、 kichi 
A.  kiet 

Entering 

Upper. 

我 行旣集  since  my  expedi tion  has  resulted  successfully 

集腋  to  collect  arm-pits, 
small  pieces  of  fur  from  under 

the  fore-legs  of  animals  and  else¬ 
where  joined  together.  Used  in 

the  sense  of  “every  little  helps/' 

集 少成多  many  a  little 
makes  a  mickle.  See  831. 

集州  an  old  name  for  順慶 

府  in  the  south  of  Sstich‘iian, 

集資  to  collect  money, — as 
capital  by  a  company. 

集貲  to  collect  funds. 

集訊  to  bring  together  for  pur¬ 
poses  of  examination. 

集案  to  bring  together  before 
the  court. 

糾集  to  collect  crowds ;  to 
collect. 

集市  a  market. 

起集  to  go  to  market, 一 from 
the  custom,  which  obtains  among 

petty  tradesmen  in  the  north,  of 

going  from  town  to  town  at 
which  markets  are  held  every 

five  days  in  rotation. 

Same  as  906.  Keally 

an  old  radical,  as  shown 
in  the  Shuo  Wen. 

A  fountain  bubbling  up. 

The  noise  of  water  boiling. 

Auspicious*  lucky, 一 as  op¬ 
posed  to 凶 4689.  Happy; 
well  in  health. 

吉凶 （in  the 易經  Canon 
of  Ghanges)  the  conformity  or 

non-conformity  of  the  焚 （433 1) 
individual  lines  of  the  Diagrams 
with  a  supposed  natural  order, 
and  the  good  or  evil  results 
which  thereby  arise.  See  4689. 

吉日  a  lucky  day.  A  list  of  these 
is  given  in  the  official  almanac 
published  annually, 

吉祥  happy ;  auspicious.  See 
8720. 

吉於
 

9°9 

omen. 

吉祥板  the  Imperial  coffin. 

吉祥所  the  hall  in  which  the Imperial  coffin  lies  in  state. 

吉 祥如意  all  happiness  to 

you. 吉兆  a  lucky 
吉 星拱照  may  a  lucky  star shine  upon  you. 

吉事  happy  affairs, — such  as weddings.  Also,  a  fortunate 
stroke  of  business. 

卜吉  to  find  out  lucky  days  by divination. 

卜 云其吉  he  divined  and got  a  fortunate  response. 

吉慶  happiness  and  joy. 

吉服  clothes  for  festive  occa¬ sions： 

吉 人天相  God  protects  the good  man,  i.e,  you  will  get  out 

of  your  difficulty,  or  recover 
from  your  illness,  etc. 

吉 人辭寡  solid  (as  opposed to  frivolous)  people  talk  little. See  11,619. 

吉便  it  your  convenience;  when 
opportunity  offers. 

^  ̂   the  ten-thousand year  happy  ground, — the  Imper¬ ial  tombs. 

吉信 w 吉函  a  family private  letter. 

吉  the  first  day  of  a  moon, 一 considered  to  be  a  lucky  day. 

吉期  a  festive  or  happy  occa¬ sion. 

吉堆  generally  good,,  i.e.  un¬ 
occupied,  land. 

吉語  good  news, 
吉言  auspicious  words, — good wishes. 

借 吉 晉  thanks  to  your  good wishes, — it  has  come  about. 

開 張大吉  may there  be luck  on  opening  business, — 
after  the  New  Year  holidays. 

吉称話  auspicious  phrases, — such  as  are  used  between  friends 
at  New  Year  time. 

or 

吉
 ” 

9°9 

佶奸
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R .質 

See 吉 

A.  kiet 
Entering 

Upper. 

劼1
 • 

911 

w 

912 

R •質 

See 吉 

A.  kety 

Entering 

Upper. 拮 
9!3 

大 吉利市  may  you  have great  joy  and  good  business ! 
the  phrase  posted  up  by  shop¬ 
keepers  to  show  that  they  are 

subscribers  to  the  Beggars’  Guild 
and  must  not  be  annoyed.  Gen¬ 
erally  written  on  the  picture  of  a 

gourd,  the  emblem  ofbeggardom, 

大吉利  is  often  said  to  a  per¬ son  who  has  sneezed  =  God bless  you ! 

吉丁虫  an  insect  which,  when carried  on  the  body,  makes  one beloved. 

王 多吉士  many  are  your 
admirable  officers,  O  King ! 

吉 蠲爲餚  with  happy  auspi¬ ces  and  purifications  thou  bring- est  the  offerings. 

吉了财 2093. 
你近 來鈉吉  I  hope  you 
have  been  well  lately. 

吉席  the  happy  mat, — wedlock, 

吉貝。 r 刼貝  an  Indian 
name  for  cotton  or  some  of  its 
tissues. 

吉貝草  the  cotton  plant. 林邑 等固出 吉貝木 
Lin-i  and  neighbouring  coun¬ 

tries  produce  the  cotton  tree. 

Read  cAP*.  A  clan  name. 

尹吉  the  clans  of  Yin  and  Chi 

Robust.  Exact  ；  correct. 

四牲 旣佶旣 佶且閑 
the  four  steeds  were  strong,  both 

strong  and  well  trained. 

See  4224. 

A  concubine  of  黃帝  the 

Yellow  Emperor. 

See  1466. 
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An  animal  described  as  a 

monkey  -with  a  short  tail 

a  black  stripe  down  the 

back,  and  yellowish  with  a 

black  fa.-e.  It  is  up  at 

night,  .and  sleeps  in  the 
day. 

秸掘。 r 風狸  an  animal  like 
a  lemiir,  and  allied  to  the  Loris 

tardigradus  of  India. 

Black  spots  on  the  skin. 

The  dressed  hair  of  a 

Chinese  woman  ；  hair  in 

generah  [For  correct  form, 
see  917.1 

^  to  comb,  or  do  up  the  hair. 

禿鬌  bald  head-dress,  i.e.  with¬ 
out  head  ornaments. 

丫角鬌  a  term  for  children 
under  five  years  old,  when  their 
hair  is  trimmed  like  two  horns. 

山 如螺鬌  hills  like  twisted 
hair-locks. 

鬌押。 r# 壓  a  large  hair¬ 

pin. 
光 馨  said  of  the  first  time  of 
shaving  a  boy’s  head,  when  one month  old. 

^  馨  a  nickname  in  Can
ton 

for  a  procuress. 

肉 馨  a  fleshy  protuberance  on 
the  head, — one  of  the  charac 
teristics  of  a  Buddha, 

養圍子 an  ornamented  head- comb. 

眷頭 and 奪尾子 the  front 
and  back  of  a  headdress. 

鬌雲  curls  of  hair  bound  round 
and  round. 

Same  as  916. 

r 
R •質 

C.  tsat 
H.  (Hi 

F.  chik 
W.  zai 

N.  dzih 
P.  S£hi 
M.  chi 

Y.  chik 

Sz.  chi 
K.  chil 

J.  shitsz、 djich 
A.tet Entering 

Lower. 

w 

R •質 

P.  chP 
M.  chi,  ckP 

Entering 

Lower. 

Sickness  ；  disease.  Haste 

urgency.  Severely  ；  angrily 

疾病  ailments ;  diseases. 

問疾  to  enquire  after  an  in¬ valid^  health. 

托疾免  to  avoid  anything 
on 

the  plea  of  illness.  Frequently 
used  of  examinations. 

疾首  to  have  a  headache. 

染疾  an  infectious  or  contagiou 
disease;  to  become  infected  by 

any  disease. 

患疾  to  be  ill. 

厥 疾弗瘳  his  disease  will not  be  cured. 

坐 以詐疾 懲下獄 was convicted  of  malingering  and 
thrown  into  prison. 

疾速  hurriedly;  in  great  haste 

疾忙  in  a  state  of  flurry;  irri¬ table. 

急疾  urgent. 疾 疾茄茄 vefy much  oc^- 
pied;  hurried. 

疾雷  a  crashing  clap  of  thunder. 

疾 便回來  come  back  imme¬ diately  after. 

疾 見數人  when  he  suddenly saw  several  men . 

並 無疾嘗  he  never  spoke hasty  word. 

旻 天疾威  compassionate Heaven,  arrayed  in  terrors ! 

則疾 視其長  chang1  上 thereupon  they  looked  angrily 
at  their  superiors. 

無 W 不疾  for  every  word  I am  hated. 

Envy ;  jealousy.  To  hate. 

嫉賢  to  envy  the  good. 

同藝 者相嫉 fellow- craftsmen  envy  one  another; 

two  of  a  trade  can  ne’er  agree. 

嫉姑  to  be  jealous. 

深 懷憤嫉  to  be  full  of  hatred and  envy. 

嫉忌  to  jealously  avoid;  to  hate 
from  jealousy. 

r. 質 

P.  Schi M.  chi、 chH 
Entering 

Lower. 

R •紙 

C.kei、ki 
H. 

卜 

chi 

F. 

W. 

N. 
P. 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 
K.  kii 

J.  ki  , 

A.  ki Rising  Upper. 

Gorse  ；  furze. 

蒺藜  the  calthrop  (Tribulus  ter- restris)  found  in  Chihli.  Camels 
are  fed  with  it,  and  the  seeds 
are  used  in  diseases  of  the  eye 
and  coughs. 

黃蔡  a  kind  of  furze  with yellow  flowers. 

據 于疾黎 tc>  grasp 心 cal throp, — awkward;  not  easy 

鐵蒺藜 —  iron  calthrop, — a weapon  used  in  war. 

授 .以寧 藜骨朵  handed 

him  an  iron  scourge. 

沙蒺藜 a 

mean  man. 

Self.」 Personal.  Private. 

Selfish.  Sixth  of  the  Ten 

Stems  (see  Tables  Ve);  some¬ 

times  used  as  “No.  6”  (see 

3612).  Radical  49.  [To  be 
distinguished  from  已 546^ 

and  巳  10,284.] 

己身  one’s  own  person. 

己 5^  one’s  own  relatives. 

損 人肥己  to .  injure  others 
and  fatten  oneself. 

私己  to  appropriate  to  oneself. 

己  to  keep  oneself  ,  to  one¬ 
self;  to  mind  one’s  self-respect. 

安 分守己  to  mind  one’s 

own  business, 

自己  self, — referring  to  the  per¬ 
son  in  question.  Combined  with 
either  義， 你，。 r  他. 

捨 己從人  to  yield  one’s  own 
and  adopt  another’s  opinion  or 

plan. 

先人 而後己  to  put  others 
in  front  and  oneself  behind. 

結交 須勝己  in  friendship 
you  should  get  a  friend  who  is 
better  than  yourself. 

你我知 己 you  and  I  are 
bosom  friends.  See  1783. 

酒逢 知己飲  drink  wine only  with  intimate  friends. 

己所 不欲勿 施於人 
what  you  do  not  wish  done  to 

yourselves,  do  not  do  to  others. 

克 己狻利  vanquish  self  and 
put  interest  in  the  background. 
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己 
92 1 

紀 4
 

922 
R. 紙 

See 幾 

Rising  &  Sink¬ 
ing  Upper. 

人之 有枝若 己有之 
' regarding  the  talents  of  others 
as  though  he  himself  possessed 
them. 

不由己  not  in  one’s  own 
power;  not  of  one’s  own  accord; 
without  being  able  to  help  it. 

己獨  he  only;  he  alone. 

己飢 己 溺之志 此 
(earnest)  disposition  of  one  who 
considers  that  he  is  responsible 
for  the  hunger  and  drowning 
he  sees  around  him. 

Read  ch、i\ 
11,025. 

See 

To  sort  threads  ；  to  ar¬ 

range.  To  record.  Annals. 

A  year;  a  period  of  twelve 

years;  also  of  1440  years, 

see  9511.  A  dynasty.  To 

regulate  ；  bonds  of  govern¬ 
ment.  Nooks  in  hills.  Name 

of  a  feudal  State.  Read 

chiz,  A  surname. 

耙功  to  record  merit;  recorded 
for  merit. 

紀錄  honourably  recorded, 一 
as  a  deserving  official  by  the 
Board  of  Civil  Office.  See  846. 

‘耙 錄十次  honourably  re¬ corded  ten  times. 

紀事  to  make  a  note,  or  memo¬ 
randum.  See  12,050. 

耙 事本末  to  write  a  narra¬ 
tive  from  first  to  last. 

帝紀  Imperial  Records, 一 a  suc¬ 
cinct  chronicle  of  the  Emperors 
of  each  dynasty. 

紀述  to  record,  to  relate. 

I 耙律  written  rules ;  a  fixed 
system  of  rules. 

I 方 W 非揚 雄耙也 the 
“Fang  yen”  was  not  written  by 

j  Yang  Hsiung. :經 紀學問  the  science  of 
brokerage,  or  of  trade  generally 

I 紀經  servants. 
紀年  a  reign;  a  dynasty. 

i 紀 年六十  [if]  I  reign  sixty 
years. 

年紀  a  person’s  age. 

紀4
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戶 口年耙  the  year  of  the 
census, —— a.  d.  39, 

尊紀  how  old  are  you? 

旣歷 三紀1  have  been  at my  post  already  three  years. 

增 壽一耙  added  twelve more  years  to  his  life. 

五耙  the  five  arrangements, — 
the  year,  the  month,  the  day, 

the  stars,  and  the  calendaric 
calculations. 

南 國之耙  regulators  of  the southern  States, 一 of  the  two 

great  rivers  and  漢  which 

defined  their  boundaries,  drain¬ 
ed  their  territory,  etc. 

綱 紀四方  giving  law  and order  to  the  four  quarters, 一 of 
the  kingdom. 

耙 行不爽  walking  in  the law  without  fail;  law-abiding. 

之 綱名紀  regulating  all,  and determining  each  point. 

終 南何有 ，有 耙有堂 
what  is  there  on  Chung-nan  ? 
There  are  nooks  and  open  glades. 

耙 綱法度  obligations  and regulations. 

貴紀  your  servant;  your  mes¬ senger. 

新君 正紀元 the  first year  of  the  new  monarch. 

元紀， 明耙  the  Yuan  dy¬ nasty,  the  Ming  dynasty,  etc. 

To  remember.  To  record. 

A  mark  ；  a  sign. 

我記得 i  remember. 
HE  ̂   ̂   unable  to  remember. 

你 記得不 記得 do  you remember? 

1 記性好  his  memory  is  good. 

忘記了  I  have  forgotten  ；  I 
forgot  it. 

記憶  to  remember. 汝 “猶小 ，當 不複記 
憶  you  were  then  too  young  to 
remember  it  now. 

多 記損心  over-taxing  the memory  strains  the  intellectual 

powers. 

記住  to  remember, — more  or less  permanently. 

記 4
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遂 牢記之  accordingly,  he was  very  careful  to  remember  it. 

記念  to  keep  in  mind;  to  think 
of. 

記念兒  drops  or  beads  at¬ 
tached  to  the  Court  necklace 

worn  by  the  1st  and  2nd  ranks 
of  officials. 

我澈 不淸楚 I 心 nQt exactly  remember. 

一 ■時 記不來 I  cannot 
recall  it  off-hand. 

猶恐 .是記 間之學 - I  fear  it  is  learning  he  has  got 

by  heart, — mere  cram,  depending on  memory  only. 

强記  to  make  an  effort  to  re¬ member；  to  rack  one’s  memory. 

撻 以記之  the  scourge  to 
make  them  remember. 

廣記 不如 淡墨 a  g°°d memory  is  not  equal  to  bad 
ink, 一 as  a  means  of  recording 

an  event. 

打了 三十記  he  got  thirty blows.  • 

圖記 a  seal- 打印記  to  affix  a  seal.' 
記室  a  record  office. 

作記室  to  be  a  secretary. 
史記 The  Historical  Record, 一 a  history  of  China  from  the 

earliest  days  to  b.c.  122,  by 

司馬遷  Ssti-raa  Ch‘ien. 記論  a  treatise.  Used  of  Bud¬ dhist  treatises  on  the  structure 

of  Sanskrit. 

授記  a  section  of  Buddhist  lite¬ rature  comprising  works  which 

contain  explanations  of  the  fu¬ 
ture  destinies  of  saints. 

記名  to  take  a  note  of  names  ; to  make  a  list  of  persons;  to 
nominate. 

記 名提督 (a  Brigade  Ge- 
neral)  noted  for  promotion  to 
Commander-in-chief. 

記 識。1 •記載  to  record. 

日記  a  diary. 記事簿  a  log-book,  or  diary. 
記賬  to  keep  accounts;  to  put 
down  to  one’s  account, 

記淸  to  take  a  full  note  of. 
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記號  a  mark;  a  trade-mark ; 
mark  on- packages  of  merchan¬ 
dise. 

pE  ̂   ̂et  those  distinguished 

by  merit  be  recorded. 

記在 心裏  to  bear  in  mind. 

記述  to  give  publicity  to: 
記  t0  remember  wrongly. 

記掛  着  remembrances;  to 
bear  in  mind. 

記下  to  remember；  to  make  a 
note  of;  bear  in  mind. 

記委  a  corporal,  or  lance  cor¬ 
poral. 

To  dread.  To  shun；  to 
avoid.  To  hate.  To  be 

jealous  of.  A  superstition. 

A  final  particle.  Inter¬ 

changed  with  iM： ， 己， and 

記.  See  10,072. 

忌日。 r 忌辰 the  dread  day, 
— when  an  Emperor  or  Empress 
of  the  present  dynasty  died. 
Officially,  these  are  dies  non  in 
China.  No  business  is  supposed 
to  be  transacted,  and  a  board 

bearing  the  above  characters  is 

placed  in  front  of  the  great  gate 
of  every  yamen,  so  that  all 
visitors  have  to  take  the  side 

gate.  Also  used  of  the  death- 

day  of  a  friend  or  relative. 

The  following  is  a  list  of  the  anni¬ 
versaries  of  deaths  of  Emperors 
or  their  Consorts. 

Moon. 

! 
 3 

II 

III 

IV 

y 

VI 

Day. 

,  7,  11,  14, 
2】， 23,  29 

7,  11,  20；  26 

10,  11  - 
17,  29 

3,  23 
None 

Moon. 

VII 

VIII 

IX 

X 

XI 

XII 

Day. 

9,  10,  17,  25 

9,  11,  23 

27,  29 None 

13 

6,  6,  11,  12,25 

明曰 是你夂 親週忌 
tomorrow  is  the  anniversary  of 

your  father’s  death. 

燒忌 Qr 拜忌  to  keep  the 
anniversary  o£  a  death. 

畏 M  敬忌  to  respectfully 
avoid  the  use  of, — as  a  personal 

or  private  name. 

胡 斯畏忌  why  this  fear? 

忌恨  t。 hate. 

924 

忌心  a  jealous  feeling  which 
breeds  hate. 

維 予胥忌  you  regard  me with  hatred. 

思 其才能  jealous  of  his 
abilities.  See  10,565. 

無忌  audacious;  reckless;  un¬ ceremonious. 

津 無忌憚  no  respect  for anything;  fearing  neither  God 
nor  man. 

百 無禁忌  no  restrictions  of| 
any  kind. 

忌避  to  shun;  to  avoid. 

紅 衣最忌 的是酒  what red  clothes  most  fear  is  wine, 

nothing  spoils  red  clothes  like 
wine,  the  ordinary  Chinese 
“wine”  being  a  strong  spirit. 

戒忌  to  forswear  anything,  or 
any  habit. 

忌 卩  to  fast;  to  abstain  from food. 

忌烟  to  give  up  opium. 

M 食  to  avoid  eating . 

多忌韓  full  of  superstitions,- of  many  things,  words,  etc.,  to 
be  avoided. 

沒有這 個俗忌 I  have 1  not,  i.e.  do  not  believe  in,  this 

superstition. 

叔 馬慢忌 ，叔 發罕忌 
Shu’s  horses  are  slow:  Shu  shoots 
but  seldom. 

媳
 4 
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R. 紙 

See 忌 

with  which 

in  fact  it  cor¬ 

responds  in 

rhyme  and tones. 

Rising  Lower. 

To  envy.  To  be  angry 
with.  See  919. 

娘妬  to  be  jealous  of;  to  envy. 

To  kneel  ；  to  go  down 
on  the  hands  and  knees. 

Awe-struck  ；  trembling. 

敬跽  to  feel  a  respectful  dread 
of. 

擎跽 曲拳人 臣之禮 
to  prostrate  oneself  with  folded 
hands  is  the  ceremonial  of  a 

minister. 

何跽 之遠也  why  kneel far  off? 

so 

.  927 

R. 輯 

c.  k、ip 
H.  kiap 

F.  keik 
W.  ciai 
N.  cih 
P.  Cchi,  chi\ 

Ckci 

M.  chi,kl 

Y.  chieh、 ckei Sz.  chi 

K.  kip 

J.  kiU、 kd 

A.  kep 

Entering 

Upper. 

To  give；  to  grant.  Also 
read  kei”  mostly  in  such 

cases  as  given  below  under 
that  heading. 

鈴與。 1 ■鈴予 t。 sive  t。. 
鈴照。 r 給單  to  grant  a  pass or  certificate. 

鈴護 t。 鈴 發護照 t。 
grant  a  passport. 

給文  t0  give  a  despatch  or  letter. 

給札  to  give  written  instruc¬ 
tions. 

鈴發。 1 •鈴執 t。 
給領  to  give  for  another  to  take; 

to  grant  to. 

給還  to  hand  back  to ;  to  repay 

鈴回  to  give  back  to. 

鈴 假三天  to  give  three  days’ 
leave  of  absence. 

鈴 以存票  to  grant  a  draw¬ 
back. 

鈴 以免單  to  grant  an  exemp¬ 
tion  certificate. 

賞給  to  bestow  on. 

曰  lo  daily  needs. 
傭力自 鈴  he  supported  him- 
self  by  manual  labour. 

朝夕 不自鈴  not  to  know 
where  to  turn  for  a  meal. 

無暇 f 鈴  no  leisure  to  at 
tend  to  it. 

給足  comfortable  and  suffi¬ cient  ; see  1139. 

供鈴  to  supply  with  food. 
Read  chiefs ,  Loqua¬ 

cious. 

口鈴。 r  捷 給  glib-tongued； talkative. 

Read  kep*.  To  give. 

For；  on  behalf  of. 

鈴我罷  give  k  t0  me. 
你 給不鈴  are  you  going  to give  it  or  not? 

鈴不給 都一樣 &  all 
the  same  whether  you  give  it  or not. 

辞 是不給  whether  you  give 
it  or  not;  also,  I  am  not  going 

to  give  it. 
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鈴  了沒有  have  you  given  it? 

我奋你 S 頭1  wil1  make you  a  kotow. 

交鈴  to  hand  over  to. 

你 鈴我寫  write  for  me. 

給他 買一個 buy  _  fOT him. 

給誰家 作活呢  for  whom 
do  you  work? 

給  _  說他  sc°ld  him  forme- 
一 句一句 的 鈴勲出 

來  punctuate  it  for  me,  sen¬ 
tence  by  sentence. 

給我上  to  flatter  me. 

Read  chi 你 • 

給事中  Supervising  Censors, 
or  members  of  the  Imperial 

Supervisorate  over  the  Six 
Boards.  See  421. 

大鈴諫  the  literary  designa¬ 
tion  of  a  Supervising  Censor, 
as  above. 

、 A  weapon  for  thrusting 
and  hooking;  see  6061. 

A  lance  with  two  points. 
A  kind  of  halberd  with 

crescent -shaped  blade  at 
the  side.  Emblematical  for 

吉 909. 
劍戟  swords  and  spears. 

持戟  to  grasp  the  spear；  to  take 
up  arms. 

執戟郧  a  halberdier  of  the 
Imperial  guard. 

修 我矛戟  I  will  prepare  my 
spear  and  lance. 

則 •戟 牙與 ，袁 劉和好 if  I  hit  the  halberd’s  point,  Ytian 
and  Liu  must  make  peace, — so 

said  呂布  Lfi  Pu. 

三戟 = 張儉  <or 崔琳) 
and  his  two  brothers. 

To  grasp ;  to  seize. 

mm  to  clasp* 

Entering 

Upper. 
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Sz.  chi 
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R 霧卦 

C.  tsai 
H.  /si 
Y.chic 

W.J 

N.  J 

tsi 

The  moustache,  called 

the  義 銳， because  divided 
into  two  parts  like  a  hal¬ 
berd^  head. 

A  common  medicinal 

plant,  the 大获，  a  species 
of  Euphorbia.  Used  as  a 

purge. 

Still  ；  quiet  ；  solitary. 

寂寥 m  _ 如 ot 寂歷 lonely ;  retired;  solitary ;  unem¬ 

ployed. 

寂 無人聲  not  a  voice  to  be heard. 

寂 寂無聊  lonely  and  with¬ out  support. 

不耐 邊寂寞 to  hate  the dulness  of  quiet. 

寂 绅不動  perfectly  still; 
motionless. 

quiet;  contemplative. 

寂靜  perfect  quiet, 一 as  in  a monastery  or  up  on  the  hills 
where  hermits  live. 

Same  as  931. 

Silent;  quiet. 

伞經 啤聲  to  repeat  the 
liturgy  in  a  low  tone. 

solitude  and  silence. 

Read  c/iu4*.  To  sigh  and 
lament.  > 

口权 p 叔  sounds  of  sorrow  and 

grief. To  sacrifice  to  the  gods； 

to  worship.  Read  chai\ 
A  surname. 

祭天  to  sacrifice  to  Heaven,  or God. 

祭祖  to  sacrifice  to  ancestors. 

934 

chi 
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M. 
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K.  che 
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A.  te  - 

Sinking 

Upper. 

祭祀。 r 祭奉  to  offer  sacri¬ 

fices. 

祭硫肉  Al^at  used  at  the Confucian  sacrifices. 

文  a  funeral  oration  or  address 
to  the  deceased,  written  upon  a 

piece  of  paper  and  burnt,  after 
recital,  at  the  tomb. 

祭掃  to  worship  and  sweep  (the 
tombs), — as  is  done  annually 

at  the 淸明，  towards  the 
beginning  of  Ajjril. 

祭神 如神在  to  worship 
the  gods  as  though  they  were 

actually  present, — reverently. 

祭幽  to  sacrifice  to  departed 
spirits  ‘ 

祭品  sacrificial  offerings. 

擺路祭  to  lay  out  offerings along  the  way, — to  greet  the 
coffin  of  a  friend  or  relative. 

祭司  an  overseer  of  sacrifices; 

a  priest. 

_  黑祭並  
to  offer  a  lamb

 

in  sacrifice  with  scallions. 

視 祭于舫  (the  priest)  sacri 
fices  inside  the  temple  gate. 

祭 以淸酒  we  sacrifice  first 
with  pure  spirits. 

惟取 蕭祭脂 we  take 
southern-wood  and  offer  it  with 
the  fat. 

酒  a  Libationer  of  the  國 

子監  or  Imperial  Academy. There  are  two,  one  Manchu  and 
the  other  Chinese.  So  called 

because  they  pour  out  libations 

at  the  great  sacrifices  to  Con¬ 
fucius.  Also,  a  term  for  one  who 
is  skilled  in  Taoist  magic. 

祭祀 供應官 Commissary of  Sacrifices, — a  kind  of  military 

chaplain.  ， 

祭  I  (or  ) to  make  offerings 
to  the  kitchen  god  on  the  23rd 
of  the  12th  moon. 

^  sacrificial  offerings. 

祭席  the  funeral  offerings  at  the 

grave. 
祭旗  to  sacrifice  to  the  flag, — done  before  a  battle,  the  victim 

being  an  ox,  a  horse,  or  some¬ times  even  a  human  prisoner. 
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R 寘 
C.  k^ei 

H.cki^ki 
See 氣 
SinkingUppei 

A  variety  of  panicled 

millet  [P-anicum  miliaceum) 
cultivated  in  Shansi  and 

Chihli.  It  resembles  904, 

but  is  not  glutinous.  Also, 

a  small  coarse'  grain  re¬ 
sembling  sorghum. 

蘆襟 and 木槪 are  tw。 
sorts  of  sorghum  cultivated  in 
Kiangsu. 

A  border  ；  a  limit  ；  the 

boundary  line  between  two 

times,  states,  conditions,  etc. 

A  juncture. 

一 望無際  could  not  see 
across  it, — as  a  river. 

仍于庭 際取適 but  went 
and  amused  himself  in  the  court¬ 

yard, 一 meanwhile. 

死 生之際  between  life  and 
death. 

男女 之際大 可存焉 
the  boundary-line  between  the 
sexes  ought  by  all  means  to  be 

preserved. 

E 在 修画之 释
 I  was  just 

on  the  point  of  writing  a  letter 

to  you. 

此際 w 際此  at  this  junc¬ ture. 

事當不 際之際 theaffh 
was  at  an  unfavourable  juncture. 

好際遇  a  favourable  juncture. 

際昌  a  good  time;  a  capital 

或因 際遇未 通。1 * the  force  of  circumstances  failed 

to  come  to  the  front.  See  9990 

無際  without  1  a  juncture, — never ;  endless. 

交際  the  intercourse  of  friends. 

風 雲際會  the  meeting  of| 
wind  and  clouds, — used  for  the 
familiar  intercourse  of  friends. 

實際  the  true  state  of  the  case; 
actuality. 

To  hope.  One  of  the 

九州  nine  divisions  of| 
ancient  China. 

冀望。 r 冀希  to  hope, 

冀幸  to  wish  one  good  luck. 

冀
 4 
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H.ke 
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屮 

Sz. ] 

K.  kie 

J.  kei 

A.  he Sinking 

Upper. 

冀州  Chi  Chou, — one  of  the nine  divisions  of  ancient  China 

made  by  大禹 the  Great  Yu. 
It  comprised  Chihli,  Shansi,  and 

parts  of  Honan  and  Manchuria. 

Violent  ；  crafty  ； 

bearing.  See  1874. 

over- 

A  thorough-bred  horse. 

^  the  bay  steed, 一 one  of 

穆王  Mu  Wang’s  eight  famous 
horses. 

按 圖索驥  to  seek  a  good horse  according  to  the  map,  t.e. 

at  a  given  point  where  such  an 
animal  is  known  to  have  been, 

but  without  reference  to  the 

fact  that  it  may  no  longer  be 
there.  Sometimes  used  in  the 

sense  of  a  priori^  as  applied  to 

argument. 

蠅 附驥尾  a  fly  on  Bacepha- lus’  tail, — said  of  one  who  tacks 
himself  on  to  a  great  man  in 

order  to  get  along  in  the  world. 

駿不稱 .力 a  fine  steed  is  ̂ot valued  for  strength  alone. 

白 驥  the  white  steed, — a  name for  the  carp. 

To  plan.  To  calculate. 
To  enclose；  to  annex. 

計策  a  plan;  a  military  strata¬ 

gem. 
多計  full  01  ；hemes  or  devices. 

計謀  to  scheme;  to  plot. 

計到遠  to  forecast. 
計較  to  go  minutely  into  a matter ;  to  be  particular ;  to 

point  out  a  man’s  shortcomings. 

和 你計較  to  arrange  a  plan with  you. 

有 何計較  what  plan  have you  to  propose  ? 

將 計就計  act  as  agreed upon;  follow  the  plan  planned ; 
to  meet  plot  by  plot. 

計 辦不出  it  cannot  be effected. 

無 計可奈  it  can’t  be  helped. 

If 

940 

貴領事 之願與 不願， 

在所 不計也  whether 
you,  the  Consul,  are  willing  or 

not,  does  not  enter  into  my  cal¬ culations. 

妙計  a  capital  plan. 
暗計  an  underhand  scheme;  a secret  plot. 

詭計 多端 ful1  °f  crafty 

tricks. 

中  chung%  g-J-  to  fall  into  a  trap. 

墮 其計中 {chungx)  fell  into 

the  trap. 

自應預 垮計及 k  is 叩 
duty  to  provide  against  it, 

事 急計生  with  the  crisis 
comes  the  plan, — for  meeting  it. 

生計 家計  means  ofj living;  livelihood. 

國 計民生  the  country’s  wel¬ 
fare  and  the  people’s  livelihood. 

百計 的營謀 & busi- 
ness  schemes. 

計 口而耕  to  cultivate  land 
according  to  the  number  of 
mouths, — to  feed. 

計核。 i •計算  t。 calculate. 

計簿  an  account  book. 

計勲。 r 計數 tc>  count* 

計明  to  reckon. 計開  as  follows;  to  wit. 輕者 則以日 計以月 

計  short  (terms  of  imprison¬ ment)  are  for  so  many  days  or 

so  many  months, 

計 月有之  (the  above)  hap¬ pens  regularly  every  month, — 
of  persons  accidentally  drowned. 

mental  calculation. 

主計僕  the  servant  who  man¬ ages  the  reckoning, 一 a  steward. 

共計一 百彘正 comes altogether  to  Tls.  100. 

除已往 之不計 let  by- gones  be  by-gones. 

計量  to  measure. 
計 頓科鈔  to  reckon  tlie  ton¬ 
nage  and  calculate  the  tonnage, dues  accordingly. 

瑱大計  riloted  at  the  great reckoning, — which  is  made  trien- 
nially  of  the  standing  of  all officials. 
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941 R •葉緝 
c.  isyPo 
H.  tsiap 
F.  chiik^  v.  stek 
W.  tsie 
N.  tsih 
P.  Sc/tie 
M. 

Y.  chieh 
Sz. 

K.  chip、 chop 

J.  sho 
A.  tiep 

Entering 

Upper. 

臓 
942 

$r 
943 r •緝 

C.  tsKip^ 

H.  sip'、 tsKip^ 
F.  cheik、、 chik-r 
W. 

N
.
 
j
V
i
r
 

P.  Sr/ii^  chP 
Y.  chik,  chHk 
K.  chip 

J.  sku、 dju 
A.  (ip 

Entering 

Upper  & 
Lower. 

計送  forwarding  herewith, — as 
money,  etc.,  with  a  despatch. 

計抄單 一 件 one  copy 
annexed, 一 to  a  despatch. 

計粘  to  append, ― of  enclosures) 
stuck  on  to  a  despatch. 

計附  appended. 
t0  hand  over  the  ap¬ 

pended . 

計窮  at  the  end  of  one’s  resour¬ ces. 

■j*  to  talk  over;  debate ;  to 
devise. 

計値  worth. 

An  oar；  a  paddle.  To 
row. 

剡 木爲楫  to  make  an  oar 
out  of  wood. 

孫 •碑 揖之  all  the  rowers 
pulling  at  their  oars. 

若 濟巨川 用 汝作舟 
if  I  cross  big  streams  I  shall 

use  you  as  my  boat  and  oars. 

Employed  figuratively  of  bor¬ 
rowing  assistance. 

林楫  a  thicket. 

Same  as  941. 

To  connect  and  arrange 

Used  of  the  production  of 

a  book  of  poems  written 

by  some  one  else;  to  edit. 

To  introduce  harmony. 

輯要  to  bring  together  the  most 
important, 一 as  a  digest  or  con¬ 
densation  of  a  book. 

輯歛  to  gather. 
輯編  to  compose 广 as  a  book. 
和輯 in  harmony;  in  accord. 

寧 輯  peaceful. 
輯睦  friendliness. 
辭之 輯矣民 之洽矣 

if  your  words  were  kindly,  the 
people  would  be  united. 

f 参  _  隣邦  t。 urge  neigh bouring  States  to  be  at  peace. 

輯 
943 

m
4
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r •寘 

C.  kwai 
H.  kwei 

F.  kie 

W.  cu 
N.a 

M.  i 
 M 

Sz.1
^ 

K.  ke^  kie 

J.  ki 

A.  kwi 
Sinking 

Upper. 

輯 柔爾顔  you  make  your countenance  harmonious  and 

mild, 一 when  in  public. 

思輯 hoping  to  keep  united, — his  people. 

Tender  ；  young.  The 

youngest  brother  ；  the  last 
of  a  series.  A  season；  a 

crop.  A  surname. 

- 女斯飢  this  young  lady 
is  hungry. 

予  my  young  son. 

予  行 alas !  my  child is  away  on  public  service. 

^  small ;  junior. 昆  brothers.  See  6536. 

孟 伸  used  for  one,  two, 
three,  as  applied  to  the  three 
months  of  either  of  the  seasons, 

to  brothers,  to  qualities  of  goods, etc. 

春季  the  spring  quarter. 

春月  the  third  or  last  month of  spring. 

季子  the  third  son. 
季栺  the  little  finger. 

明季。 r 季明 the  clo^e  ofl the  Ming  dynasty. 

季世  the  last  generation  or period  of;  the  declining  years, 
as  of  a  dynasty. 

自 元豐季 年至今 frc)m the  last  year  of  the  Yuan  Feng 

period  (1085)  nntil  now. 

季夂  an  uncle. 
四季  the  four  seasons. 

換季  to  change  the  dress, 一 as  is done  twice  a  year,  for  summer 

and  winter,  by  all  officials  in 
China,  the  dates  being  fixed  each 

year  by  the  high  authorities. 

一季无 的東西 a  thing of  a  season  only, — such  as  a  fan, 
or  a  fur-lined  coat. 

下季 OT 聣季  the  second crop;  the  last  half  of  the  year, 
the  title  bestowed  by 周 

公  Chou  Kung  on  his  great¬ 
grandfather. 

季 常之懼  the  fear  of  Chi Ch‘ang, — • who  was  terribly  afraid of  his  wife. 

季 
4 

944 

W 945 

R •寘 

F.  kii 

W. 

See 季 

(apparently 

always  Upper.) 
Sinking 

Lower. 

痒
 4 

946 

R. 寘 

See  *序 

Sinking 

Lower. 

鮮1
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R .寘 

See 季 

Sinking 

Upper. 

无 *
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R. 未 

See 記 

SinkingUpper. 
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R. 未 

See 記 

Sinking 

Upper. 

毎  quarterly. 
季 路一言  a  single  word from  Chi-lu  (Tzti-lu), — words  in 
which  men  place  implicit  con 

fidence;  gospel  truth. 

Uneasy；  perturbed. 

驚  in  a  great  fright. 

垂帶  兮  with  the  ends  of 
his  girdle  hanging  down  as  they 

do ! — in  so  jaunty  a  manner. 

Frightened  ；  nervous. 

Starting,  as  in  sleep. 

A  delicate  fish,  common 

in  the  Yang-tsze.  It  is 
about  a  foot  long,  with  a 

pointed  nose,  small  scales, 

and  beautifully  marked. It  is  called  鮮  ̂   ̂   at 

Nanking,  and 花季魚 at 

Shanghai. 

安齒季  a  small  kind  of  shad, with  jagged  dorsal  and  pectoral 

spines,  with  which  it  is  believed 
to  make  a  noise. 

A  rising  in  the  stomach  ； 

to  hiccough  ；  to  belch. 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

无  12,752.] 

To  finish.  Sine%  when. All. 

旣 已違約  since  there  has 
already  been  a  breach  of Treaty. • 

旣然 如此。 r 旣是這 

樣  since  this  is  the  case. 
旣 然到此 ，只 顴前進 
since  we  have  got  thus  far,  it 

only  remains  to  go  on. 
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旣經  from  the  time  when ;  ever 
since. 

旣 是不肯  since  you  are  not willing. 

旣 不能用  sinre  - cannot 
be  used. 

旣 昏便息  when  it  is  dusk, 
then  rest. 

旣雨 晴亦隹  fine  weahier 
after  rain  is  charming. 

旣 不我與  since  you  will  not 
1  give  it  to  me. 

吾旣已 知之矣 i  already 
know  it. 

鷄旣 鳴矣朝 旣盈矣 
the  cock  has  already  crowed, 

and  the  Court  is  in  full  swing. 

理旣有 得于心 s..  ce  you 
have  grasped  the  principle. 

月斟; at  the  end  of  the  month. 

蜱雨旣 .處  (c/iluz)  seei
ng that  the  rain  had  then  passed. 

予 旣烹而 食之1  _ 
cooked  and  eaten  it. 

亦旣 見止亦 旣觀之 
let  me  have  seen  him,  let  me 

have  gazed  on  him. 

日有 食之旣  there  was  a 
total  eclipse  of  the  sun. 

沾 恩無旣  I  shall  be  infini¬ 
tely  obliged  to  you. 

畢 來旣升  a11  come,  all  go 
up, — into  the  fold. 

文王 旣勤止  Wen  Wang 
laboured  earnestly. 

旣 事藏之  when  the  cere¬ 
mony  is  over,  (the  things、 ^re 

put  away： 

旣成  when  it  was  finished. 

旣就謂 主人曰 when  H 
(a  portrait)  was  finished,  he  said 
to  his  sitter, . 

余释兼 _ 彖 when  1  was 
acting  magistrate  at  Ch^ao-chou 
in  addition, — to  my  own  post. 

旣久  already  for  a  long  time. 

旣而 … •  finally . ；  in  the 
end . ；  and  after  that 

旣生魄  the  4th  of  the 

旣畢  on  the  expiration  of. 

moon. 

m: 

95° 

R .寘未 See 锂 

Sinking 

Upper. 
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952 
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953 

R .質 

C.  kd、 k'ci 

See 記 

SiukingUpp 

m 

954 

R •寘 

See 記 

Sinking 

Upper. 

955 

曁 4
 

956 

R •寘未 

H.  ki 

See 糞 

Sinking 

Upper. 

To  plaster  a  wall.  To 

collect;  to  gather.  To  rest. 

To  be  angry  with.  A  rest; 

a  spell. 

途 链  to  plaster  up;  to  fill  with mud. 

頃 筐墊之 in  my  shallow basket  I  have  collected  them. 

民 之攸塋  be  the  centre  ofl rest  to  your  people. 

不 念昔者 ，伊 余來堃 
you  do  not  think  of  former  days, 

you  are  only  angry  with  me. 

[伊 = 惟； 來 = 是.1 

一 塱之安  a  spell  of  rest. 

Same  as  5792. 

See  5792. 

Plants  or  grain  closely 

set,  as  previous  to  planting 

out.  Name  of  a  place  near 
Nanking. 

Grass  growing  thickly. 

To  reach  ；  to  arrive  at 

Name  of  a  place  in  Shan¬ 
tung. 

猶 懼不蓺  it  is  to  be  feared he  will  not  come. 

See  6445. 

The  sun  peeping  out. 

The  end.  To  reach.  To 

give.  And,  as  correctly 

used  in  joining  th^  names 

of  equals,  or  superiors, 
their  communications,  etc. 

[Does  not  occur  either  in 
the  Odes  or  in  the  Fonr Books.] 

^  without  end. 

感 激無曁  infinitely  grateful. 

曁 4
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R. 寘 

C.  kci\ 

II.  StW 
F.  kei\v, 

N.  ci,  hsi 
P.  chi、hst 
M.  chH 

Y.  hsi 

K.  k'ii 

J*  }  ki A.  \ 

SinkingUpper. 
薊 4
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R. 霽 

^ 計繼 

Sinking 

Upper. 

餘不 盡  S  the  rest  cannot  all 
be  finished, 一 a  phrase  used  at 
the  end  of  a  letter,  signifying 

that  there  are  other  details. 

曁今  up  to  the  present  date. 

朔南曁  to  the  utmost  limits 
of  the  north  and  south. 

曁 候某翁 1  als。 send  my respects  to  Mr.  So-and-so, — in a  letter. 

推 曁其終  to  arrange  a 
matter  from  first  to  last ;  to 
forecast. 

應是仁 風所曁  this  must 
be  the  result  of  your  excellent 
administration. 

爰 曁小人  remaining  with (t.e.  among)  the  people.  See 13,573- 

義 璧 和 Hsi  and  Ho. 

嘴珠 璧 魚 oyster-pearls  and 

fish. 

准大 移璧 附送章 
I  have  received  your  despatch 

with  the  regulations  annexed. 

尙胥  S  顴  Pray  consider 
with  one  another. 

戎 容曁曁  his  countenance 
full  of  martial  spirit. 

諸曁縣  Chu-chi  Hsien, 一 a District  in  the  紹典  Shao, 

hsing  Prefecture,  Chehkiang. 

To  covet  ；  to  long  for. 

覬覦  to  wish  for  ardently.  See 
13,584, 11,578. 

無覬覦 以求幸 
no  desires  and  so  attain  happi¬ ness. 

覬幸  to  hope  for  a  stroke  of luck. 

A  general thistles. 

name 

for 

丄 

馬薊 a  tal1  thistie- 
薊州  a  small  Department  in  the north-east  of  Chihli,  the  ancient 

capital  of  the  State  of  薜  Yen. 
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棘 
959 R. 職 

C.  kik 
H.  kit 

F.  keik 
W.  ciai 

N.  cih 

P.  chi) M.  chi 
Y. chik 
Sz.  chi 
K.m 

[. kioku、 kohi 

A.  li'ik 
Entering 

Upper. 

Small  species  of  the 

genera  Rhamnus  and  Zizy- 
phus、 useful  for  hedges. 

The  jujube  tree  -  [Zizyphus 

jujtiba)  ；  see  ̂   1 1,623. 

Thorny  brambles, 

earnest.  Prompt  - 
To  be  hazardous. 

堉 ‘
 

if 

960 
r •職 
& 棘 

Entering 

Upper. 

凱風 自南吹 彼棘心 
the  genial  wind  from  the  south 
blows  on  the  heart  of  that  jujube 
tree. 

園有  there  is  a  jujube  tree 
in  the  garden. 

棗棘爲 薪赏棗 ，何攻 

之太急  to  take  the  date  tree 
as  fuel  to  cook  the  dates  with, 

what  a  hurry  you  must  be  ill! 

叢 棘之中  among  the  bram¬ 
bles, 一 in  prison. 

解 邊會棘 wherever  (the 
eye)  lights,  all  thorny, — not  to 

be  able  to  read  a  single  word.* 

积棘樓 戀 — phoenix  resting 
on  a  bramble, — a  man  of  talent 
in  obscurity. 

棘人  a  man  earnest  to  observe 
all  the  prescribed  forms  of  mour¬ 

ning.  A  phrase  used  by  mour¬ 

ners  upon  a  訃文  notice  of 

death  or  billet  de  part, 

孔棘  very  urgent. 
維 曰于仕 ，孔 棘且殆 

it  may  be  said  of  office  that  it 
is  arduous  and  full  of  peril. 

維 其棘矣  we  must  use  des¬ 
patch. 

如 矢斯棘  like  an  arrow 
flying  rapidly. 

匪 棘其欲  not  that  he  wished to  have  his  desire. 

棘牆0 r  .轉圍 a  thorny fence; 
the  provincial  examination-hall, 
because  surrounded  by  such 
fence. 

撤棘  the  close  of  the  examin¬ 
ations. 

棘手  to  get  a  prick  in  the  hand 
— from  meddling.  Also  used  of 
ally  awkward  business. 

The  collar  of  a  coat. 

961 

R .寘 

sce 泊 

To  be  SinkingUpper. 
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R •寘 

C.  kei\k^ 

F.  kei\  k-ai 
W.  dji 

N.  ci 
P. 

chi 
M. 
Y. 

Sz. 

•MW 
K.  ke 

A.  kV- 

Sinking 

Irregular. 

昝 
963 

964 

R •葉辑 

C.chypQ^chapi Entering 

Irregular. 

965 

R._ 

s -繼 

SinkingUpper. 
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R •霽 

C.  kai 

H.  ki 
F.  hie W.|  . 

N •卜 P. ) 

M. 

Y, 

Sz. ] 

K.  hie 

J.  hei 

A.  ke Sinking 

Upper. 

chi 

Clay  used  for  pottery. 

The  broth  of  boiled 

meat.  To  reach  to;  and. 

Name  of  a  river.  [To  be 

distinguished  from  yg  :  =淚 6856.] 

洎 a 洎乎  and  when ;  then when;  and  then  when  it  came  to. 

洎 見乃寓 宿秀才 
when  he  appeared,  lo!  it  was 

the  hsiu  tslai  who  was  spending 
the  night  in  the  house. 

洎 炎 IJ 後之後 then  when (the  territory)  was  reconquer- 
ed””... 

李元 應洎弟  Li  Yiian-ying and  his  younger  brothers. 

See  12,328. 

A  lined  garment. 

摺 衣  lined  clothes. 
摺褲  a  kind  of  trouser  for  the ankle  and  calf,  worn  by  women. 

黑  {hst1)  black  overalls. 

The  Loropetalum  chi- 
nense  ；  its  chewed  leaves 
are  used  as  a  styptic. 

To  connect.  Lineage. 

To  continue  ；  to  take  the 

place  of.  To  adopt.  To 
add  on.  To  follow. 

繼毋  a  stepmother. 
繼 父  a  stepfather;  an  adoptive father. 

是我 家主人 的繼室 
she  is  my  master’s  second  wife. 

繼聘  to  arrange  a  second  mar¬ riage, — of  a  man. 

繼續  to  marry  again ;  following 
on.  Sec  9974. 

966 

偈 
967 

親1
 ° 

968 

R 錫 

C.het^y^sheng 

H.  shang) 

F.  k^ik^  v. 

chieng 

W •少  <，少兮 

N.  cchHm 

P.  hsi) 

M.  chi 

Y.  hsik Sz.  hsi^  chi 

K.  hydk、 kyok 

J.  geki、 kaku 

A.  hikr 

Entering 

Lower. 

娶下 一個狻 生繼妻 
he  married  a  young  second  wife, 

繼嗣  to  adopt  a  son, 一 of  one’s 
own  brother  or  other  agnate, 

See  761. 

過繼  to  hand  over  a  child  to be  adopted.  Also,  to  adopt. 

自 己親兒 ，情 願過繼 

與 人爲子  willing  to  give 
one’s  own  son  to  be  adopted 
into  another  family. 

繼 富者多  those  who  give  t。 
the  rich  are  many.  See  2450. 

繼志  to  Continue  the  plans,- as  those  of  a  deceased  father. 

糧食不 繼  the  supplies  failed. 

棍 繼而來  they  came  oiie after  the  other;  in  close  succes¬ sion. 

繼 序  succeeding  to  one  another 
in  order. 

出 繼  irregularity  of  succession, — as  when  a  younger  brother 
takes  precedence. 

始 而繼而  as  at  the  begin¬ 
ning,  so  ever  afterwards. 

繼善會  a  benevolent  associa¬ 
tion. 

繼 襲  hereditary  rank. 

繼又  it  also  follows  that. 

繼則  and  then ...  or  next. 

繼世  for  many  generations. 

繼業  to  continue  the  family 
estate,  etc. 

〜 1453. 

One  who  fasts  and  wor¬ 

ships  the  gods  in  order  to 

get  their  aid.  A  professor 
of  the  black  art；  a  seer. 

a  wizard. 

信巫硯  to  believe  in  witches 
and  wizards. 
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K •職 
Y.  hsik、 chik 

K.  hyoh 

J.  koki、 kioku 

A.  h'ik 
Entering 

Upper. 

卟1
 

97o 
R •齊 

See 雞 
Even  Upper. 

Grief  of  heart  at  tyranny. 

民周不 盡傷心 the 
people  were  all  sorely  grieved 
at  heart. 

97 

R •紙 
C.  kei 

[I.  ki 

b\  ki 

L! 
K.  kwe 

Rising  Upper. 

To  ask  the  spirits  to 

decide  anything  by  some 

token  -  to  divine  by  lots. 
Same  as  877. 

A  large  species  of  deer 

found  in  western  China, 

said  to  have  long  tusks, 

feet  like  a  dog’s,  and  to  be 
fond  of  fighting.  Also,  a 

small  kind  of  fallow-deer, 

with  a  white  belly  and  large 

spots,  the  antlers  having 

four  prongs. 

972 

♦1* 

973 

職 
;ec  哨 J 

Entering 

Upper. 

974 

< .職 
;ee  哨] 

Entering 

Upper. 

賺殘 
v.  QcAam 

•  v» 

v. c chang 
. v.  tsih) 

Same  as  971. 

The  noise  5of  insects,  and 

of  mice.  一 

老鼠 p 雀纟 的一聲 ，竄 
入穴  the  rat  gave  a  squeak 
and  ran  into  its  hole. 

Water  trickling*  out.  To 
sprinkle. 

A  disembodied  spirit 

which  has  died  again.  This 

character  is  pasted  over 

doors  during  times  of  pesti¬ 
lence,.  as  a  charm.  Also 

read  chien\ 

聲
；
 

•975 

Sce 漸 

A.  tiem、 (am9 

tram 

J.  san 

Enterings 

Upper. 

m 

976 
977 

R.: 

人 死爲鬼 ，鬼 死爲颦 
when  man  dies  he  becomes 

disembodied  spirit,  when  a  disem 

bodied  spirit  dies  it  becomes 
a  chi. 

See  羅 [ 

Sinking  Upper 

屬 

978 

R •霽 

C.  kei,  u-ei H.  ki 

F.  kie 

See 記 

K.  kie 

J.  kei 

A.  he 
SinkingUpper. 

Used  for  975.  Correctly 

read  cha^^  as  the  name  o 
a  devil. 

Turned  up,  like  the  snout 

of  a  pig；  pointed  like  a 

pig’s  head.  Radical  58. 

979 

R •霽 

_  ■  rm 

See  0 

SinkingUpper 

S4
 

， •寘 

I N.  v.  c^ih 

],ki A.  k-e 

SinkingUpper. 

妻1
 

981 

齊霽 

A  kind  of  fishing-net 
made  of  hair. 

^y[  a  small  felt  rug  made  of 
hair. 

^ [腻加  Kanishka,  an  Indian king  who  was  a  great  patron 
of  Buddhism,  a.d.  10. 

屬饒 •夷  Canouge»  orKanoj, the  city  of  Kanyakubja;  lit.  the 

city  of  hump-backed  maidens, 

R. 

C.  ts^ai H.  tsH 

F.  ch、ae 
W. 

N. 

P. 
ts^i 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. chLi 

A  coarse  carpet  of  camels’ hair. 

Wild  ；  incoherent.  Mad. 

瘈狗  a  mad  dog. convulsions;  fits  of  young 

children. 

cm 

Wife,  as  opposed  to 妾 

572,  the  former  being  the 

one  legal  and  recognised 

consort  of  the  husband, 

entitled  to  equal  honours, 

but  liable  to  divorce  ；  see 
2620. 

妻子  (chH^  tzu)  a  wife；  also 
{ch‘il  tz^})  wife  and  child. 

妻1
 

981 

K.  chTe 

J.  sei^  sai 

A.  t^e 

Even  Upper. 

妻子 如衣服  wife  and  chil 
dren  are  like  clothes,— they  can 

be  replaced.  See  4688. 

妻女  wives  and  daughters. 

妻室。 r 妻房  a  wife, — allu¬ ding  to  the  principal  chamber 
occupied  by  the  wife  as  opposed 
to  the  concubine. 

令 妻  your  wife. 賢 妻  my  good  wife, — usually 

spoken  of  as  #  or  # 

平妻  equal  to  a  wife, — a  con 
cubine. 

歸 妻  to  bring  home  a  wife. 

取妻如 之何， 必告 ^ 

夂毋  how  do  we  proceed  in taking  a  wife?  Announcement 
must  first  be  made  to  our  parents. 

取 妻如何 ，匪 媒不得 
how  do  we  proceed  in  taking  a 

wife  ?  Without  a  go-between  it 
cannot  be  done. 

路頭妻  a  wayside  wife,  t.e.  one who  is  picked  up  in  distant  parts, 

as  by  a  trader,  and  regarded  io\; 

the  time  being  as  his  “wife.” 

半 路夫妻 a  man  and  the 
wife  of  another  man,  who  live 

together,  are  so  called. 

客妻  a  prostitute. 妻  a  beautiful  wife. 

富易妻  rich  men  easily  find 
wives. 

家 _ 思賢妻 when  the 
family  is  poor,  look'  out  for  a 
good  wife.  See^2i2. 

_ 妻不 在顔色 
d。 not marry  a  wife  for  her  beauty, ― . but  for  her  virtue,  etc. 

蠢 妻逆子 ，無法 可:治 
、 stupid  wives  and  disobedient 
children  are  beyond  the  pale  of 

management. 

巧 妻常伴 拙夫眠 
a  clever  wife  is  often  mated  with 
a  doltish  husband. 

妻 兒老小  all  the  family. 

妻弟  a  wife’s  brother. 

嬌 妻美妾  an  accomplished 
wife  and  a  handsome  concubine, 

露 水夫妻  husband  and  wife a  la  belle  etoile, 一 of  illicit  inter¬ course. 
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妻1
 

981
 

凄1
 

982
 R.

  
*  •  * 

F.  chlaey  v.  sac 

See 

Even  Upper. 

淒 
983 

僂1
 

.9^4 

齊 
See 妻 

Even  Upper. 

梭 
985 R -齋 

C.  Is^ai 

H.  /j1/,  tse 

Y.ch^ae  ' 

W.j 

N. 
ts^i 

Read  ch、i\  To  give  in 
marriage. 

妻 以女。 r 以女 妻之& 

以其 子妻之 gave  him 
his  daughter  to  wife. 

Cold；  freezing.  Afflicted ; 
miserable. 

率冷0 r  凄凉  cold;  also,  “out in  the  cold”；  lonely;  plaintive; 
thoumful. 

凄 凄冷洽  intense  cold. 

風 雨凄凄 cdd  wind  an<i rain. 

豨 兮絲兮 ，凄 其以風 
linen,  fine  or  coarse,  is  cold  when 
worn  in  the  wind. 

留君 不住 益凄其 ^ 
and  not  being  able  to  keep  you 
makes  the  cold  more  intense. 

羨 寒烟衰 草凄迷 me 
the  chilly  autumnal  vapours  and 
the  paths  hidden  in  the  high 

grass. 

凄 凉景坭  in  desperate  I misery. 

凄楚甚  in  urgent  need. 
凄切  bitter  suffering, — as  from 

poverty. 

凄  j^Juxuriant,— as  vegetation. 

凄  f 宛  pathetic ;  plaintive. 
•  / . 

Same  as  982. 

Grieved,  Suffering.  In¬ 

dignant. 

悲悽  grieving  for;  pitiable. 
懐慘  sorrowful；  melancholy. . 

悽惶  fondly  anxious, 
悽惘  disturbed;  confused. 

憧楚難  W  l)ainful  t。 speak  of. 

含悽  to  repress  one’s  grief. 

To  roost  ；  to  perch  ；  to 
settle^  to  stay.  See  4699, 

鷄棲  a  hen-roost.  • 

^  it  Co  stoP  at. 

暫 時棲住  t6  remain  tern 
porarily. 

樓 

985 P.  hsi、chH 
M.  chH 

I  ksi、ch、
i 

K.  se^  (so) 

J.  sei^  sai 

A. 

Even  Upper. 

樓 

986 

R.  vulgar
. 

F.  y^cK'ae* 
“cakes.” 

SinkingUpper. 

987 

R .齊 

See 妻 

Even  Upper. 

988 

R. 齊 

See 

Even  Upper. 

鄭1
 

989 

R. 齊 

See 妻 

Even  Upper. 

棲 身無定 n。  fixed  place  of abode. 

借此 以爲棲 身之所 
I  will  avail  myself  of  this  as  a 

shelter,  or,  as  a  dwelling-place. 

可 以棲遲 1  can  rest  here  at 
my  leisure. 

實憚 棲屑1 really  fear  the long  journey, 一 there  and  back. 

樓 皇 皇  anxious  and  hur¬ 
ried. 

六月 筚棲戎 車旣飭 
in  the  sixth  mdnth  all  was  bustle 

and  excitement,  the  war  carria¬ 

ges  had  been  made  ready-. 

棲流所  a  refuge  or  lodging for  vagrants. 

棲心 道門 to  turn  one’s thoughts  in  the  direction  t)f 

Tapism. 

Flour  made  from  rice. 

mm  to  send  a  present  of  rice- flour  to  mourners. 

糠精白  snowy  white* 

The  stripes  or  shades  in 
silken  fabrics.  Elegant  ； 
ornamented. 

Luxuriant  foliage  ；  courtly 
in  manner. 

萋且敬  courtly  and  respectful. 

有 萋有且  reverent  and  dig¬ 
nified. 

妻* 兮裴兮  e?eSant  waving 
■*  lines. 

有徐 萋 寨 心 clouds  roll  up in  dense  masses.- 

萋菲  used  of  the  intrigues  of courtiers. 

Name  of  an  old  town  in 

the ‘  State  of  魏  Wei. 

割丘 an  ancient  place  in  the 
State  qf  Ch‘i. 

妻 P  a  fQrmer  name  of  身卡 

洪縣  in  SsUch‘uan. 

990 

R、 齊 

See 

Even  Upper. 
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99 1 

R •支 

C.  kei 

H.  ki 

F.  kiy  k、ie、N, 
kHa 

N.  j 如〆‘ 

P. 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 
. 

J- 

A.  ki^  k'o 

Even  Upper 

&  Lower. 

chH、 chi 

Clouds  driving  along  the 

sky. 

雲  雲  the  storm-clouds  are  clea¬ ring  off. 

Extraordinary  ；  marvel¬ 

lous.  Rare  ；  out  of  the 
common.  仏居 298；. 

奇怪  wonderful；  mysteriously 
strange.  . 

奇異  extraordinary；  unusual. . 
奇巧  ingfeiuous;  clever；  curious. 

奇 計  clever  stratagems.  ^ 

奇:邪  uncanny. 
奇像  a  strange,  uncanny  coun¬ tenance. 

奇事  a  strange  affair. 

奇書  a  rare  book, 奇貨  rare  commodities. 
^  distinguished  merit. 

奇才  remarkable  talents. 

奇男予  a  clever  lad. 奇逢  a  capital  opportunity. 

奇門  of  great  skill;  an  expert. 

奇士  an  adept. 

奇橫  perverse. 
以 求奇也  in.  order  to  appear 
different  from  ordinary  people. 

奇緣  a  singular  destiny  to  meet one  another. 

奇種  Kichong  tea. 
奇物  a  curious  thing. 
奇傳  a  story;  the  wonderful story  of. .... .  ， 

奇*  谢 J  severe  distress. 
奇遇  strangely  met, —why!  is that  you? 

花  wonderful  flowers. 
奇處 a  strange  thing;  wonder¬ 

ful. 

奇變  strange  modifications ; clever  tricks. 

奇方  an  unfailing  recipe. 

^  unequalled;  unique. 
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993 

R .支 
C.  ̂ ei 
H.  H 

F.W 

W.  sJji 
N.  kH 

m'.|  ̂ K.  Hi 

].ki 
A •朽 

Even  Upper 
Irregular. 

w 
994 

R. 支 
See 崎 
Even  Upper* 

欹1
 

995 

R •紙支 
See 

Rising  Upper. 

— the  three  essentials, 一 viz. 

精  semen,  vital  energy, 
_ 神  animal  spirits. 

出奇  to  be  unusual；  to  excite 
surprise ;  to  surprise,  as  an 
enemy. 

梁以 此奇籍 Liang  in  con- 
sequence  of  this  thought  a  great 

deal  of  Chi  (項 羽). 

奇兵  a  reserve  force;  a  body 
of  troops  in  ambush. 

Read  chi\  Odd;  single. 

Surplus  ；  remainder. 

陽 奇陰偶  male  odd,  female 
even, — of  numbers. 

竒數  odd  numbers.  See  8501. 

奇日  the  odd  days  in  the  month. 

奇偶  odd  and  even. 

奇零 a  remainder. 

三 十有奇  there  are  some 
thirty  and  more. 

奇幾毫  a  few  hao  over.  See 
3873. 

Same  as  991. 

A  path  over  mountains. 

Precipitous. 

崎 iii 區  rough  and  irregular  as 
a  dangerous  mountain  path. 

Disquieted :  anxious. 

Stones  to  cross  water  ； 

a  bridge.  To  cross  on 

stepping-stones. 

Not  standing  even  on 

its  base;  inclined.  [To  be 

distinguished  from  奇支 804.] 

欹 器易覆  leaning  vessels 
are  easily  upset. 

995 

琦 2
 

996 

R •支 

See 奇 

Even  Lower. 

綺
 8 

997 

R. 微 

See 奇 

Even  Lower. 

綺
 3 

998 

R -紙 

C.i 
F.  HHe 
W./, 

N.  cH 
L  cLi P.  /， chH 

M. ) . Y. 卩 

K.  kii 

J.  ki 

A.  I 

Rising  Upper, 

m 
999 

r: 紙 

See 

Rising  Lower. 

蹐1
 

IOOO 

R •支紙 See 起 

Even  Upper. 
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1001 

R •支真 

C.  kLei,  kLe,  ke? 

n.k%cki  ’ 
F.  k、ie’  k^ia^kei 

小 睡則枕 欹而覺 if  he began  to  cloze,  the  pillow  would 
wobble  and  he  would  wake  up. 

A  valuable  stone.  A 

rarity；  a  curio.  Large. 

valuable, — as  a  gem. 

綺胳。 1 ■綺貨 a  rare  &  vali>- able  article. 

玩琦  a  curiosity;  an  article  of； vertu. 

A  craggy  shore.  A  stone 
bridge,  or  jetty. 

綺嶺  a  craggy  cliff. 

An  open-work,  variegated 
kind  of  silk,  called  綺羅， 

used  for  summer  dresses. 

緑綺  green  silk;  hence,  a  lute, — so  called  from  its  silk  cover. 

綺穀  fine  silk  garments;  elegant 

apparel. 語*  fine  phrases.  See  13,038. 

念  your  embroidered  thoughts. 

綺窗  a  gauze-silk  window, — used  to  keep  out  insects. 

An  insect. 

長虫舒  the  long-legged  house- 
spider.  See  1106. 

崎蛭  a  variety  of  the  leech. 

Having  only  one  good 

leg  ;  crippled  ;  halt.  A 
defect.  Single  5  alone.  The 

shin-bone.  See  1401. 

蹄足  lame. 
蹐間  talking  through  a  gate  ajar. 

To  sit  astride  ；  to  ride. 

騎馬  to  ride  a  horse. 

倒 4 着驢子 tQ  ride donkey  face  to  the  tail. 

善騎  a  good  horseman. 

on  a 

騎
 2 

IOOI 

W.|  ... 

N.  !  
jji 

chi 冬 

P. 

M. 

Y. 

Sz.’ 

K：  kii 

J.  ki 

A.  ki 

Even  &  Sink¬ 

ing  Lower. 

善 騎者墮  good  riders  are 
the  ones  who  are  thrown, -r-they 
are  always  at  it.  See  13,421. 

飛 to  ride  full  speed;  light  horse. 

順風騎  to  put  one’s  hands  in 
the  stirrups  and  ride  with  the 

legs  stretched  out  behind. 

騎 軍。 r 騎兵  horse-soldiers ; 

cavalry. 

mounted  archers. 

車  chariots  and  horses. 

招 之以騎  sent  an  animal  for 
him  to  ride  back  on. 
一出 前後 數十騎 

whenever  he  went  out,  there  were 

always  several,  t^ns  of  horsemen 
before  lind  behind. 

騎 虎勢。 r 騎 虎難下 

，之勢  k  the  state  of  a  man  riding 
at  tiger, — he  cannot k  dismount ; 

1  used  of  an  awkward  predicament. 

騎藍馬  to  ride  the  blue  horse, 
— menstruation. 

騎馬布  cloth  used  by  men- struating  m>men.  、 

騎縫印  t  “astride^  the  joining-! 
seal,”  ue.  stamped  partly  on  one 
piece  of  paper  and  partly  on 

another^— w.  on  two  copies  of 
an  agreement. 

將兩張 凑着寫 了騎 

縫  一 ■行 {hang'1)  bripging  the two  sheets  of  paper  together,  he 

wrote  a  column  of  characters 

down  the  joining, — so  that  half of  each  character  was  on  one 

sheet  and  half  on  ‘  the  other. 

This  plan  is  ofteil  adopted  with 
counterfoils. 

騎 馬找馬  to  ride  a  horse to  get  a  horse,— to  1  search  for the  very  animal1  one  is  riding. 
Also,  to  accept  an  undesirable 
situation  as  a  means  to  some¬ 

thing  better. 

紫禁城 內騎馬 the  fight 
of  riding  on  horseback  within 
the  precincts  of  the  Imperial Palace.  See  7576. 

Read  chi\  See  43 16, 

10,606. 

騎都尉  hereditary  rank  of  the. 7th  degree. 

雲  尉  hereditary  rank  of  the 
8th  degree. 

恩騎尉  hereditary  rank  of  the 9th  degree. 
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陌 
C.  kwik 
II.  hit 

F.  k^cik 
W.  c^iai 

N.  c、ih 

P.  cc，iH 
M.  /is/\  hsi 
V.  hstk 

Sz.  hsi 

K.  kyok 
]•_ 

. hik、 k^ik 
Entering 

Upper. 

w 1003 

K •
陌、
 See 郊 

Entering 

Upper. 

r 
R •藥慶 ij 
Sce  •劇 
A.  kkik 

Entering 

Lower. 

R. 
f 

See 嗎 

Entering 
•  Lower. 
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K •齊 

Scc 溪 
Kvcn  Upper. 

A  coarse  hempen  fabric 
made  from  the  fibre  of  the 

Dolichos  bean. 

締絡  fine  and  coarse  linen.  See 

982. 

Name  of  a  city  in  the 

晋  Chin  State.  To  look 

up  to.  The  intimacies  of 

relatives.  [To  be  distin¬ 

guished  from  gf]  ==  Jp 

2230.]  Used  fo〆 隙  1 1 19. 

郤地  adjacent  countries. 

人生天 地之問 ，若白 

齣過郤  man  passes  through 
this  sublunary  life  as  a  sunbeam 

passes  a  crack. 

與 人有郤 to  have  a  grudge 
against  any  one；  to  be  on  bad 
terms  with. 

Labour ;  toil  ；  exertion  in 

a  good  cause. 

微洛 to  be  ill-used ;  languor  ； 
weariness. 

Laughter  -  to  laugh  bois 
terously. 

A  valley  with  a  stream 
in  it.  A  ravine  ;  gully  ; 

gorge. 

深山奚  a  deep  ravine. 
嵝子國  an  ancient  regiqu  in 
Yunnan.< 

山喂 乏險  the  •  dangers  of mountain  passes. 

谿 
1007 

Even  Lower. 

1009 

R. 齊 _ 

H.|.^
 

F.  k'-ac 

二 .h_ 

li) 

K.  kie 

J.  kei 

A.  k^e 

Even  Upper. 

R •齊 

See 溪 

Even  Upper. 

Same  as  1006,  with  ex¬ 
ceptions.  Used  for  1009. 
See  1010. 

難 刻  mean ;  petty ;  harassing* 

谿徑  a  beaten  track. 

A  girdle.  A  sleeve. 

The  opening  or  slit  at  the 
bottom  of  a  long  robe 

which  enables  the  wearer 

to  walk  easily. 

開權  to  open  or  make  a  slit  at the  bottom  of  a  robe. 

A  mountain  stream.  A 

stream  •’  a  creek  ；  a  river, 

A  ravine.  Also  read  hsi' • 

淸^  溪  a  clear  stream. 
溪^ freshet  waters, — which follow  the  spring  rains. 

溪船  rapid-boats, 一 which  can be  taken  through  shallow  waters 
and  up  rapids. 

善溪 無擾1 et. not  the  pure stream  [of  truth]  be  disturbed. 

_  溪  to  fish  in  brooks. 不臨 深溪不 知地之 

厚也  unless  you  approach  a 
deep  ravine,  you  can  have  no 
idea  of  the  thickness  of  the  earth. 

溪鬼虫  a  large  insect,  resem¬ bling  the  stag ■: beetle,  found  in rivulets. 

尤溪縣  a  District  in  the  north of  the  Fuhkien  province. 

屯 溪  Twankay, — the  name  of  a kind  of  tea,  so  called  from  the 

place  in  the  province  of  Anhui 
where  it  is  produced. 

A  bird  with  variegated 

plumage,  found  in  marshes. 
It  has  a  high  tail  which  has 
been  likened  to  a  rudder. 

Known  as 鶴編 。1 •溪中 

之勑，  because  it  goes  in 
regular  file  or  order  ；  also 

as 紫 鴛鴦， 鷀式 I ， and 

谿 式！. 

IOII 

R -微‘ 

See 奇 

Even  Lower. 

fff 

1012 

R •微 

Sec 奇 

Even  Lower. 

m 

1013 

R •微 

See 奇 

Even  Lower. 

A  border;  a  limit;  the 

frontier.  Imperial  lands. 
Used  with  1066.  [To 
be  distinguished  from  诉 
ii,693-] 

無  boundless. 
圻父  >3 薄違  the  minister of  war,  who  deals  with  the  rebel¬ lious.  See  1013. 

申 畫郊圻  define  anew  the 
borders  and  frontiers. 

The  wooden  platter  on 

which  the  tongue  and  heart 
of  the  sacrificed  ox  and 

■4* 

sheep  were  placed.  To 
reverence. 

佐食 升所姐 t。 present 
the  sacrificial  tray  with  all  the 

accompaniments  for  the  feast. 

所之 爲敬也  chH1  means 
to  reverence. 

To  offer  a  sacrifice；  to 

pray  to  the  gods；  to  im¬ 
plore.  A  multitude. 

祈 雨  to  pray  for  rain. 

祈 禱天主 .to  PW  tQ  Gc)d- 

祈 天永命  to  pray  for  eternal 
life. 

祈文  a  prayer,  written  or  print¬ ed  on  paper  and  burnt  -by  the 

supplicant  before  the  altar  of 

the  god  whose  aid  is  invoked. 
These  prayers  are  sometimes 

signed,  dated,  etc.,  so  that  there 
shall  be  no  mistake. 

祈年  to  pray  for  a  good  year, 

— of  crops. 

爲之 夫祈福  praying  for the  repose  of  her  dead  husband’s soul. 

祈望  to  hope;  to  trust  that. 

祈求。 r 祈懇  to  implore. 
^  I  earnestly  beg  of  you. 

尙 祈見復 i  further  beg  for an  answer. 

祈爲  h°pes 祈請  to  request. 0)*  7^  to  implore  future,  and  give thanks  for  past,  blessings. 
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ioi4 

R •微 
See 奇 
Even  Lower. 

頎
 2 

1015 

R. 微
‘ 

See 奇 
Even  Lower. 

蘄
 2 

ioi6 

R 支文 
See 奇 
Even  Lower. 

旅 
ioi7 

祈賜  beg  some  one  to  grant. 

即祈訓 示祇遵 I  have 
therefore  to  ask  for  instructions 

for  my  guidance. 

來 _  & 祈祈 they  come  in multitudes. 

祈夂。 r 圻夂  minister  ofl 
war, 一 whose  duty  it  was  to 
define  the  boundaries  of  the 

royal  domain,  and  of  the  various 
States.  See  101 1. 

祈連  a  Turkic  name  for  heaven ; 
the  name  of  a  -mountain  near 
Lake  Barkul. 

A  tierce  fly  which  is 

constantly  rubbing.,  its  head. 

a  species  of  mantis. 

4 奚 斬  a  green  grasshopper  or 
Truxalis. 

Tall  ；  elegant  ；  erect. 

万頁長  tall, 一 as  a  man. 

万頁  然  hQW  tall  and  graceful ! / 

Read  kH  Extreme. 

To  feel  kind  to  another. 

Hard.  Few. 

厢典  full  of  endurance. 

To  seek  for；  to  beg.  To 
intend.  A  bridle. 

_ 至其人  to  endeavour  to 
equal  that  man. 

原不 蘄於 两世 — 
first  intending  it  for  publication. 

a  yellow  venomous  snake, 

so  called  from  薇外 j  Ch‘i  Chou 
in  the  province  of  Hupeh,  where 
it  is  found. 

^  a  species  of  artemisia, 
from  the  same  district  as  above, 
the  moxa  of  which  is  used  in 
cautery. 

蘄棍  a  low  succulent  weed 
found  in  Kiangsi.  Its  thick, 
fleshy  leaves  are  covered  with 
white  down  like  flour.  These 

are  applied  to  boils. 

Same  as  1045. 

戚 
ioi8 

R. 錫 

C.  tsHk 
H.  tsHt 

F.  chLeik 
W.  tsH 
N.  tsHh 

P.  c/ri3 

M.  chH 
Y.  chHk 

Sz.  chH 
k.  c/m 

J.  seki、 s/iaku A.  Hk 
Entering 

Upper. 

城
 15 

1019 

R •錫職 

See 戚 

Entering 

Upper. 

1* 

慽 
1020 

R •錫 

See 戚 

Entering 

Upper. 

感 
1021 

1022 

R. 錫 

Seei 

Entering 

Upper. 

I* 

Related  to ;  kin.  To  pity. 

To  distress.  Angry.  A 

battle-axe.  A  hunchback. 

親戚。 ̂ 戚屬  relatives  not of  the  same  surname ;  relatives 

by  marriage.  Those  of  the  same 
surname  are  本家 

戚 戚兄弟 devoted  or  at tache.d  brothers. 

憂 戚相關  mutually  affected by  each  others  sorrows. 

哀戚  mourning;  pitiable  ? 
271. 

小 人長戚 戚 >e  mean man  is  always  dejected. 

有皴 盆之戚  in  mourning for  his  wife.  Lit”  the  drumming- 
on-the-bowl  sorrow,  in  allusion 

to  Chuang  Tzii  who  did  this 
when  his  wife  died. 

未 可以戚 我先王 y。11 may  not  so  grieve  our  ancient kine^s, 

干 戋戚楊  with  shields  and spears  and  smaller  axes  4nd 
larger  axes. 

得 此戚施 sLe 糾 this hunchback, — for  a  husband. 

The  steps  of  an  ascent 
or  stairway. 

階域  the  steps  of  a  flight. 

左 域右平  a  stairway  on  the left,  and  on  the  right  a  level 

plot. 
Grief  -  sorrow.  Sad  ； 

pained.  Used  with  1018. 

自貽 伊 t 威 i  have  involved him  in  sorrow. 

Same  as  1020. 

A  kind  of  battle-axe,  or 
halberd. 

‘1* 
IO23 

R .質 

C.  ts^et 

H.  tsHt 

F.  ch、eik 

W.  ts^ai N.  ts、ah 
P.  cchH、 ch^ 
M.  ch、i、 

Y.  chHk 

Sz.  ch、i 

K.  chHl 

J.  setsz,  hitsz A.  tet Entering 

Upper. 

泰 

1024 

The  varnish  tree, 、Rhus 

vernicifera  ox  Vernix  ver- 

nicid)  from  which  the  Chi¬ 
nese  collect  sap  for  lacquer 

ware.  Paint.  To  paint  or 

varnish.  Black.  Sticky. 

山  Rhus  sylvestrtSy  S.  &7Z. 
毛漆^  Spircca  sorbifolia^  L. 

油漆  varnish. 油漆匠  a  painter  and  var 

nisher. 

漆樹  the  varnish  tree.  Applied 
also  to  certain  species  of  Croton 
and  Elceococca, 

漆 不厭黑  varnish  cannot  be 
too  black. 

上漆  to  varnish. 
漆 水未乾  the  varnish  is  not 
yet  dry. 

漆精  clear  varnish. 

漆器  ware. 
雕添器  the  carved  red  lacquer 
ware  of  Soochow. 

金漆器  gnt  lac(iuer  ware. 

漆黑  jett  black. 
^  p|  deep  gree

n. 

漆緑  Sreen  Paint. 

泰 食木。 r 漆咬人 PQi- 
soned  with  lacquer. 

火螆  sealing-wax.  See  6668. 

^  a  black  carriage. 

情 如膠漆  affection  like  glue 
and  varnish, — very  sticky,  i.e. 

Tery  clinging  or  faithful. 

漆書  documents  written  with varnish, — as  on  bamboo  tablets 
before  the  invention  of  ink. 

古人 以漆 書竹簡 the ancients  wrote  with  varnish  on 
bamboo  slips. 

Read c/i'ze/i1*.  Composed； 

dignified. 

mm  quiet  and  dignified, — as persons  engaged  in  performing ceremonies. 

Same  as  1023. 
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支寘 
C.  W 

il.  k^i 
F.  /./,  v.  kac 

W.  r/>/；  Si  - 
N.  dji 
P. 

R. 

OKC^I 
120 

CJEM 

ch、i 
Sz. 

fit 

A.  ki  - 
Even  Lower. 

Same  as  1023. 

He；  she；  it.  His;  hers ； 

its.  They.  Theirs.  The. 

This.  That.  Defined  by 

the  Chinese  as  指 物之辭 

a  word  which  points  at 

things,”  under  which  sense 
it  has  the  varying  force  of  a 

personal,  a  possessive,  and  a 

demonstrative  pronoun.  An 

emphatic  particle,  defined 

as  助語辭  “a  word  which 

helps  the  expression •”  A 
particle  of  imperative  force, 

like  着. Also  of  optative 

force.  If.  Then.  An  ex¬ 

pletive.  An  interrogative. 

仏 言  13,025,  ̂   12,521. 

其奈  pity  that . !  Alas ! 

其誰 who? 

是其也 it  is  lie. 

是其否  is  it  he  or  not? 

其所欲  what  he  desires. 

這其中  herein. 
其 ¥ 。彳其 中沉 其間 

it;  therein ；  amongst  them. 

只 知其外 ，不 知其內 
to  be  only  superficially  acquain¬ 
ted  with;  to  judge  superficially, 
or  from  appearances  only 

其外另 有他商  besides 
him  there  are  other  merchants. 

豈惟是 其有女 how  is 
this  the  only  (land)  which  has 

girls? 

將其 革 職 to  take  him  and 
cut  off  rank， 一 to  deprive  him 
of  his  rank. 

凡 其所有  all  that  he  has. 

其 子  his  son. 
i 誡其子 ，兄 勉其弟 
a  father  admonishes  his  son,  an 
elder  bmther  exhorts  his  younger brother. 

自剌其 喉而死 cut  l〗iS 
own  throat  and  died. 

必 有其故  there  must  be 
some  cause  for  it. 

in 

其
 5 

1026 

只知 其一不 知其二 
only  to  know  a  part  of  anything. 

其或 是邪其 或非邪 
is  one  partly  right  and  the  other 
partly  wjong? 

其餘  the  rest;  the  balance. 

其斯 this. 
the  fact ;  the  truth ;  in 

point  of  fact;  that  is  to  say. 

其後  thereafter;  afterwards. 

其時  at  that  time, 
其 ……… 者  those  who ;  the things  which. 

其去 繳呈者 th<)se  wh。 have  not  yet  handed  in, — e.g. 
their  certificates. 

其次  the  second ;  the  next  in order. 

其權 屬在該 _  &  Power to  do  so  is  vested  in  the  said 
Custom  House. 

其人 其言均 不足信 
the  man  and  what  he  says  are 
alike  unworthy  of  credence. 

皆 非其人  were  all  the  wrpng class  of  men, 一 not  ihe  njen  re¬ 

quired. 

妁妁 其華  brilliant  are  its 
flowers. 

天 其蓮乎 ，地 其處乎 
the  sky  turns  round,  the  earth 
stands  still. 

君 其待之  O  Prince,  wait  for 
that! 

王 其毋忘  O  Prince, forget ! 

該道 其速爲 禀覆1 the  Taot‘ai  hasten  to  reply, 

其 雨其雨  oh  for  rain!  oh for  rain ! 

其 君也哉  may  he  prove  a ruler  indeed. 

我其 敢求位 how  dare  I demand  the  throne  ? 

as  if;  it  is  as  if. 

g 之其臧 ，則 具是違 
if  a  counsel  is  good,  they  are 
all  found  opposing  it. 

其妹 其其曰  her  younger sister  said  stammeringly 

Read  chi1.  A  final  par¬ 
ticle.  See  982. 

夜如何 其 _  is  the  night? 

never 

其 
1026 

m 

1027 

r •支 

See 起 

Even  Upper. 

iK 

1028 

r .支 

See 奇 

Even  Lower. 

•琪 2 

1029 

R. 支 

See 奇 

Even  Lower. 

期 
2 

1030 

R. 支 

C.  k(ti、kei 
H.  kH,  ki 
F.  Jd 

M.  (  Uh% 

Y.  Cc/i^  chi 
Sz. ) 

K.  kii 

W， & 

A.  iki^  Jid 

Even  Lower 
and  Upper. 

起視 夜何其  he  gets  up  to 
see  how  it  is  with  the  night, — 
how  far  advanced  it  is. 

子 曰何其  what  do  you  mean by  your  words  ? 

Ugly  looking.  To  criti¬ cise  sarcastically. 

謀 錤其文  he  ridiculed  his 

essay. 

A  tributary  of  the  river 

衛  Wei  in  the  north-east of  Honan. 

洪澳  the  island  of  Kee-ow, north  of  Macao. 

A  valuable  stone  of  a 

white  colour. 

琪歼  a  gem  found  in  fairy-land. 

瑞 草琪花  jasper  plants  and 
coralline  flowers, of  fairy-land. 

A  period  ；  a  limit  of 
time;  a  date  agreed  upon; 

see  4025.  To  define.  To 

expect；  to  hope.  Used  for 

其  chi' 、 see  1026. 

日期  a  day;  a  date  fixed. 
期候  a  limit  of  time ;  time. 

滿期  the  time  has  expired. 

到期。 r 届_  to  reach  the 
time;  at  the  time  appointed. 

上期 所夂的 錢你還 

我罷  pay  me  the  money  over due, 一 lit.  the  former  settling-day 
owed  money,  do  you  repay  me. 

下期的 — 說 of  the 
sums  still  to  fall  due,  we  will 

speak  at  another  time. 

過期  to  pass  by  the  date;  to exceed  the  time  allowed. 

期 逝不至  the  time  is  past, and  he  is  not  here. 

期促  the  time  is  nearly  up. 

期畢  in  the  end;  finally. 

無常期  before  long . 

無  no  date  fixed. 

/ 
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不 期而會  to  meet  without! 
having  fixed  a  time, 一 unex¬ 
pectedly. 

於期  at  the  appointed  time. 

限期  to  ♦  fix  a  .limit  of  time, — 
within  which  something  is  to 

b 唸  done.  
'  '  • \ 

期限  a  fixed  date  or  limit. 

約期  to  agree  upon  a  date. 

相見 未有期 i  cannot  say 
when  we  shall  meet  again. 

沒了期  there  is  no  end;  it 
will  never  be  finished. 

其 柙之期 有遠近 the 
terras  of  imprisonment  are  longer 

or  shorter,— according  to  cir 
cumstances. 

昌  flourishing  times, 

匪我想 期 k  is  nQt  1  wh。 
would  put  off  the  每 me. 

秋 以爲期  let  autumn  be  the time. 

萬 壽無期  may  your  years 
be  myriad,  without  end. 

以镡期 爲須臾  to  regard 
eternity  as  but  a  moment. 

期拜 乎桑巾  an 
appointment  with  me  in  Sang- 
chung. 

期而曹 .之 ，其 可得乎 
how  can  it  be  defined  in  words? 

—being  itself  indefinite. 

期票 ■期單 a  time  dnift- 
See  9118. 

刑期 于無刑  to  punish  in 
the  hope  that  punishments  may 
cease  to  be  needed. 

期望  to  look  forward  to;  to 
hope. 

而實 不期至 於殺也 
but  never  anticipated  killing  him. 

期當  to  aim  at  what  is  suitable. 

總期  lumping  several  dates  into 
one  and  the  same  date.  Also, 

in  a  word;  I  hope  that;  to  sum 

up;  I  trust  that 

期許  hoping  that  it  will  be 
allowed. 

期  M/1  服  the  one-year’s  mourn 
ing.  See  碁 852. 

其 期必往  at  the  dated  fixed, 
I  shall  certainly  go. 

帝鄕不 可期1 
aspire  to  the  Court. 

期:
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快 io3r 

R •支 

See  jJJT 

,Evep  Lower. 

實 維何期  who  are  they? 

示期 A 學  to  notify  the  date for  the  commencement  of  studies. 

以期  in  thp  hope. 
期逢  every  3rd,  6th,  and  9th of  the  month. 

期 期艾芡  stammering. 
A  term  for  games  played 

with  counters  upon  boards 

variously  designed.  [A 

board,  with  two  boxes  of 

pips  for  playing  圍  wei  ch、i、 
is  used  pictorially  as  an 

emblem  of  culture.] 

象； ̂   the  elephant  game, — chess 
(see  4287).  The  board  ha.;  64 
squares,  but  the  pieces  are  placed 
on  the  intersections  of  the  divi¬ 

ding  lines.  There  are  16  men 
on  each  side,  with  powers  very 

like  those  of  the  pieces  in  western 

chess;  especially  the  “horser 
which  moves  like  the  “knight.: A  river  diyides  the  opposing 

forces,  over  'which  some  of  the 
pieces  cannot  pass.  The  General, 

or  “King”  is  confined  to  an 
area  of  nirte  squares.  Altogether 
the  evidence  is  in  favour  of  a 

common  origin  with  our  chess. 

圍棋  the  surrounding  game, 
the  Game  of  War.  It  is  playec 
on  a  board  containing  324 

squares,  or  18  x  18.  Each  player 
has  a  bag  of  black  or  white  pips, 

and  he  endeavours  to  lay  these 

down  on  the  361  intersections 

of  the  dividing  lines  in  such  a 

way  as  to  surround  and  capture territory. 

棋盤  a  board  for  paying  either 
of  the  above  games- 

一盤棋  a  game  of  chess  or war. 

一 着棋。 r  一步棋 
move, 一 in  the  wax  game.  In 

chess  步 only  is  used. 

那 一步棋 走得好 _ 
was  a  good  move. 

殘局  an  unfinished  game. 
拂退殘 棋與消 i 從新 

更着  put  up  the  unfinished game,  and  I  will  play  another 

with  "you,  sir  Minister  I 11,564. 

棋子兒  chessmen,  or  pips  for the  war  gamer 

棋
，
 

i03i 

棊 1032 

碁 

- 套棋芋  a  set  of  chessmen. 
棋客  a  professional  chess-player, 
下棋。 r 着棋。 r 奕棋 

w 捉棋  to  j^ay  chess  or  the war  game. 

棋局  a  chess-board  or  board for  the  war  game  with  pieces 

arranged  on  it,— a  “position.” 

打棋局  to  arrange  pieces  on a  board  for  a  position  or  for  a 

problem. 

世 事粉紛 一局棋 心 affairs  of  this  world  are  as  mixed 

as  a  game  of  chess. 

世 _ 如 棋 局局新 the 
affairs  of  this  world  resemble 

chess,  where  every  combination is  a  new  one. 

棋譜  a  chess  or  war  manual, — containing  problems,  solutions, etc. 

； ̂ 勢  chess  or  war  problems. 

能 覆棋 he  could  beat  every one  at  chess. 

他的棋 好得狠 he  plays 
chess  very  well. 

棋 逢對手  to  meet  one’s 
match  at  chess, — well  matched. 

敲棋  to  tap  on  a  chessman, — as when  considering  the  advisabil¬ 
ity  of  a  move.  Hence,  to  think； 
to  consider. 

棋 思甚遲  he  thinks  a  tre¬ 
mendous  time  over  his  moves. 

棋酒  chess  and  wine, — an  enter¬ tainment. 

_  _  in  cubes, — th
e  idea  is 

taken  from  the  squares  on  the 
chessboard. 

棋布  thick  together, — as  villa¬ 

ges. 

棋布 星羅  chess-spread  and 
star-scattered, 一 scattered  around 
on  all  sides. 

棋盤領  a  collar  worn  by 
women. 

根棋  a  foundation. 
Same  as  1031. 

Same  as  1031. 
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See 奇 

Even  Lower. 
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AUU  2 蜞 
1038 

支 R. 

F.  y. 
See 奇 

Even  Lower. 

m I039 
R •支 
See 奇 

Even  Lower. 

骐 
, 104? R •支 

See 奇 

2 

Fortunate.  Happy. 

Even  Lower. 

IO41 R •支 
See 奇 

Even  Lower. 

近醜不 一 ■  may  you  soon 
have  much  happiness. 

安 賴  peace  and  happiness. 

職  may  your  prosperity  in¬ crease. 

壽 考維賴  may  your  old  age be  happy. 

R. 

See 起 

Even  Upper. 

免 855. 

A  thin  sweet  cake. 

See  856. 

A  small  land  crab,  the 

螯棋  found  in  rice-fields. 
水蜞  a  white  slimy  grub  dug 

out  of  the  ooze  for  food. 

馬 棋。 i •牛棋 the  blood sucker. 

雷蜞  a  kind  of  worm. 
流蜞  an  edible  worm  of  a  green¬ 

ish  colour,  found  in  fresh  water. 

Stalks  of  pulse. 

The  tracks  of  a  horse 

To  cross  the  legs. 

錤踞  to  sit  cross-legged 

A  piebald  horse.  Spotted 

我馬 維骐  my  horses  are 
piebald. 

藥其四  _  in  his  carriage 
drawn  by  four  piebalds. 

其 弁伊戰 his  cap  i 
spotted  deer-slLin. 

_  壤  name  of  one  of  the  eight 
horses  of  Mu  Wang.  See  5010. 

is  of 
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R. 支 

See 奇 

Even  Lower. 
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See 奇 

Even  Lower. 
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An  ugly  demon. 

麒頭  a  demon  with  two  heads and  four  eyes,  in  olden  times 

personated  by  men  to  drive  off 

pestilence. 

A  kind  of  small  wild- 

goose.  The  horned  owl. 

One  of  the  four  fabulous 

animals  of  China,  gener¬ 

ally  translated  “unicorn,” though  an  attempt  has  been 
made  to  identify  it  with 

the  giraffe.  Said  to  have 

appeared  just  previous  to 
the  death  of  Confucius.  It 

is  the.  symbol  of  all  good¬ 
ness  and  benevolence.  It 

has  the  body  of  a  deer,  the 
tail  of  an  ox,  one  horn,  the 

scales  of  a  fish,  etc.  It 

does  not  tread  on  any  living 

thing,  not  even  on  living 

grass.  Its  horri  is  covered 
with  flesh,  showing  that 

while  able  for  war,  it  desires 

peace.  See  7186. 

See 奇 

Even  Lower. 

須求 麒麟方 乘馬亦 

恐終身 無馬騎 he  wh。 must  have  a  unicorn  before  he 

will  ride,  is  not  likely  ever  to 
have  a  horse. 

麒 麟過山  the  chH  lin  passes over  the  hills, —— scattering  fire. 

以符拔 爲麒麟 t。 mis: take  a  fu  pa  (Which  has  no 
horn)  for  a  chH-lin 广 么  goose 
for  a  swan.  See  3687. 

麒麟閣  a  national  portrait- gallery  of  heroes  under  the  Han dynasty. 

A  flag  ；  a  banner.  A 
division  of  the  Manchu 

army.  [For,  “white  flag,” 
see  1963.] 

族子 a  flag. 掛旗。 r 升旗  to  hoist  a  flag. 
下旗  to  haul  down  a  flag. 

旗!
 

1。45 

下 旗示絶  to  haul  down  the 
flag  in  token  that  diplomatic 
relations  are  at  an  end. 

下牟旗  to  half-mast  a  flag. 
旗杆  a  flag-staff, — as  seen  at yamens,  temples,  etc.  Allowed 
also  to  be  erected  by  families 

who  number  amongst  them  a 

graduate  ̂   ̂   of  the  second 
degree,  but  these  fly  no  flags. 

the  oblong  box-shaped 

ornament  seen  half-way  up  a 

Chinese  flag-staff.  Supposed  to 
be  a  relic  of  Phallic  worship. 

花 flowery  flag, — the  Stars 
and  Stripes]  hence,  a  name  for 
the  Unitqd  States. 

|jj 銳  flags  and  pennants. 

族 羽布  bunting  for 
making  flags. 

旗號  a  signal  flag;  a  distin¬ guishing  flag,  as  a  national 

the 

ensign. 

火 光中現 出旗號 
flag  appeared  through  the  torch 

light. 

旗牌官  an  ensign ;  a  mes- 
senger. 

淸道旗  a  banner  carried  to 
clear  the  way, — of  a  procession. 

蚩允旗  a  banner  ^  ill-omen, 
一 a  comet.  So  Cimed  from 

蚩允  Ch‘ih  Yu,  a  legendary prince  who  rebelled  against 

黃帝  the  Yellow  Emperor, 
b.c.  2637. 

打 着人家 的旗號 
another  man’s  flag;  to  sail  under 
false  colours. 

八旗  the  Eight  Banners,  or divisions  of  the  Manchu  army. 

These  Banners  are  distinguish¬ 
ed  by  colours  as  given  below, 
and  are  further  divided  into 

three  superior  and  five  inferior Banners 
1.  Bordered  Vellow  鑛黃  j  上 

2.  Plain  ”  正 黃丨三 

3.  „  White  正白旗 

4.  Bordered  „ 

5.  Plain  Red 
6.  Bordered  ,, 

7.  Plain  Blue 
8.  Bordered  « 

鑛白 

正紅 

鑲紅 
正藍 1 旗 

鑲藍 

下 
五 
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* 旗下。 r 旗人  Bannermen,- 
including  Manchus,  Mongols, 

and 漢軍  descendants  of 
those  Chinese  who  sided  in 

early  days  with  the  conquering 
invaders. 

內 旗 and 外旗  inner  and 
outer  subdivisions  of  each  Man- 

chu  or  Mongol  banner.  The 

latter  are  composed  of  包衣 

“bond-servants”  who  are  especi¬ 
ally  bound  to  render  suit  and 
service. 

貴旗是  your  honourable  Ban 
ner  is . ? 

旗粧  the  Manchu  style  of  dress 
for' women. 

銷 除旗檔  to  cashier  a  man 
from  his  Banner. 

旗員  officers  of  the  Banner 
Forces;  officials  who  are  Banner 
men. 

旗禮  .Manchu  customs  or  eti¬ 
quette. 

旗槍  banner  pole,— a  quality 
of  tea. 

各率 旌;^  each  leading  on those  under  his  own  flag. 

西路 跑了紅 旗了心 
insurrection  in  the  west  has  been 

quelled. 

046 

Upper. 

To  cheat;〆  to  deceive. 
To  insult.  To  ridicule. 

欺驅。 r 欺 罔 OT 欺詐 
to  cheat;  to  swindle. 

欺人  to  deceive  people. 

欺 我太過  he  has  deceived 
me  too  much. 

君  to  deceive  one’s  sovereign 

毋自欺  do  not  deceive  your¬ 
self. 

欺三 欺四的  an  all-round 
cheat. 

欺哄  to  deceive, 一 by  lying. 

欺心  a  guileful  heart. 

欺住  to  successfully  carry 
through  a  cheating  design. 

欺負  to  humbug;  to  insult. 

蹲辱。 1 •欺凌 01 •欺壓 to 
insult;  to  oppress;  to  defraud. 

欺 弄。1 ■欺笑 沉 欺侮 t。 
turn  into  ridicule. 

欺1
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R. 支 

See 起 

Even  Upper. 

m 1048 

R •支 

See 奇 

Even  Lower. 
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支 
C.  rka 

I  Cki 

W.  Cci 
N.  idji 

P.  zchi、 ichH 

K.  Mi 

J*  ki、gi 
A.  cki^  ckd Even  Upper 

&  Lower. 

欺善 怕惡。 r 欺軟怕 
硬 to  bully  inoffensive  persons 
and  cringe  to  bullies. 

欺 妻重妾 t。 exalt  a  concu bine  at  the  expense  of  the  wife 

隱  to  mislead  by  suppressing 
the  truth,  of  by  not  speaking  out. 

欺滕  to  befool;  to  deceive. 

To  act  like  a  drunken 
man. 

屢^ 儆傲  the  unsteady antics  of  a  tipsy  mai>. 

Gems  set  in  caps  or 
coronets. 

弁堪  cap  gems,4-a  pearl  or other  stone  is  often  set  in  the 

middle  of  the  ordinary  Chinese 

cap,  just  above  the  forehead. 

星 天基  star  gems, — the  cluster  of 
gems  on  a  coronet. 

A  dark  grey  colour 

Variegated.  Shoe-strings. 

Very  ；  the  utmost.  Usee 
for  1026. 

綦嚴  very  severe;  very  strict. 
綦 大而王 ，綦小 

而亡  the  great  came  to  be 
rulers,  the  small  died, — in  the 
struggle. 

R. 

See 

1050 

支 

奇 
Even  Upper 

&  Lower. 

IT 

IO^I 

黠 

劼 

A  variety  of  edible  fern, 

the 蕨 •綦歹 紫 •慕’ which 

grows  in'  Kiangsi. 

R. 

See Entering 

Upper. 

To  cut  a  notch  in  a 

stick. 

却 
4 

1052 

R .霽 

See  ̂ 2 

S  inkin  gUp  per. 

契
‘
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R •霧屑 

物 
C.  k、ai、 sy  tQ、 

kytQ 

H. 々V， %、 at 
F.  k、ie、 siek、 k^duk 

W.  c、i、cHh、sie 

N.  f‘z.,  c、ih P.  ch、i、 hsif 

M.  
j 

Y.  >  fh、i、 hsich 

Sz.| 

K.  kie、 s’d!, 

kidl、k.i£ 

JU,  setsz、 ketsz、 kitsz 

A. 々V,  k'iet Sinking  and 
Entering 

Upper. 

To  carve ;  to  cut  in 

wood,  as  block  types. 

Read  To  cut 
off. 

^  ̂   gr
ieved. 

Bamboo  or  wood  with 

notches  cut  on  it, used 
before  the  invention  o 

writing;  to  notch.  A  cove 

nant;  a  bond  ；  a  deed  ；  *  see 

3159.  Adopted  ；  devotee 
to ;  dedicated  to.  To  be 
sorrowful.  An  instrument 

used  in  divination. 

契紙 契約 契 •書。 r a  bond ;  an- agreement 

自書 契以來 ever  since 
contracts  were  made  in  writing. 

地契  or  title-deeds  for land. 

田  or  房  deeds  for  land and  houses. 

紅契  red  deeds, 一 title-deeds  for land,  which  have  been  duly 

sealed  by  the  authorities. 

紅 契邊焚  the  original  title- 
deeds  have  been  burnt. 

內  white  deeds, 一 unsealed deeds  as  usually  substituted  for 

lost  originals,  and  of  more  or 

less  value  according  to  circum¬ stances. 

古 契據  to  execute  a  deed. 

契尾 a  stamped  document 
pasted  on  to  a  title-deed, 

showing  the  amount  of  land- 
tax  payable ;  a  fee  payable  on 
the  execution  of  a  deed. 

the  left-hand  portion  of 

contract,  held  by  .  the  creditor, 

as  opp.  to 右契  held  by  the 
debtor. 

聖人 執左契 而不責 

於人  the  holy  man  holds  the creditor’s  half  of  the  contract, 
but  does  not  enforce  his  claim. 

契厚  close  and  lasting— of 
friendship. 

契 合  bound  together;  united, like  the  two  halves  of  a  tally; 
friendly.  See  787. 
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OEC^I 

^  an  Adopted  father,  to 喫 
whom  one  promises  the  same io53. 
allegiance  as  to  a  real  father. 

io54 

^  to  be  dedicated  to  the 

七 service  of  the  gods, 一 as  sick 
children  sometimes  are,  entering 

the  priesthood  if  they  recover. 

io5S 

子*  and  女1  sons  and 

R ■質 

daughters  sworn  over  into  other 

families,  or  dedicated  to  the  gods 
as  above. 

sworn 
拜契  to  enter  into  a 
alliance  or  friendship. 

最 契之友  a  very  dear  friend. 

契樹  to  adopt  or  worship  the 

(才容  banyan)  tree, — with  a  view 
to  attain  as  great  an  age. 

^  ̂   a  catam
ite. 

契 弟館子  catamite  establish¬ 
ments. 

刀  the  akhife  money, n — of  the 
earlier  Han  dynasty,  so  called 

because  shaped  like  a  knife  or 
razor-bJade. 

賢  a  form  of  address  used 
beween  friends  and  acquaint¬ 
ances,  always  by  the  elder  to 

the  younger. 

契 契寢歎  sorrowful  I  awake 
and  sigh. 

爱契 ‘我龜  there  he  singed the  tortoise-shell,—  and  divined. 

^  Kitans,  or  Khitans, — 
Tartars  who  ruled  northern 

China,  907 — 1115  a.d.,  under 

the  name  of  the  遼紀  Liao 

dynasty.  Hence  the  word 

Caihay、 corrupted  through  Per¬ 
sian,  used  by  Marco  Polo,  as 
Kitai,  to  designate  China  gener 

ally.  [The  Mongol  for  "Chinese’ 
is  Kitan,  pi.  Kiiai,  Radloff.] 

Read  chHeh^  To  be 

separated. 

死 生 契闊  f。1"  life  or  for 
death,  however  separated. 

話契闊  t0  talk  of  what  had 
happened  daring  their  separa¬ tion. 

契 闊中饋  attentive  to  her cooking. 

Read  hsieh^.  One  of  the 
five  celebrated  ministers  of 

the  Emperor  Shun. 

See  1948. 

C.  ts^ct II.  tsHt 

F.  ch'-eik 

W.  ts'-ai N.  ts、ih 

P.  cchH : chH 

l  .  ch、ik Sz.  chH 

K.  ch^il she  hi、 shtsz 

A.  t'-ct 

EntcriDg 

Upper* 

The  number  seven.  See 

692,  1426,  2 187,  2620. 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

匕 8941.] 

七個。 r 七仵  seven  articles. 

第七  the  seventh. 

十七  seventeen. 

七十七  seventy-seven. 
人生 七十古 來豨。 f men  who  have  lived  to  seventy, 
there  have  in  all  times  been  few. 

we  are  seven  sons. 

有 子七人 

七 上八下  some  things  satis¬ factory,  others  not  so;  the  longs 

111 

taken  with  the  shorts, 

七 零八落  scattered  about  i all  directions. 

七顚 八倒的 at  sixes  and sevens. 

亂七 八蹲  in  a  state  of  utter confusion. 

七 言八語  all  sorts  of  gossip. 

七 繞八繞  tortuous. 
瞎 七瞎八  blind  seven  blind eight, 一 said  of  the  mental  con¬ 
fusion  of  any  person  labouring 
under  excitement,  etc. 

七手八 脚 夾七夾 

八  seven  hands  and  eight  feet, 
— the  confusion  of  several  people 

doing  anything  in  a  hurry  or 
under  excitement. 

七 嘴八舌  seven  mouths  and eight  tongues,—  all  talking  at once. 

七巧  or  七夕  the  seventh evening  of  the  seventh  moon. 

七巧圖  the  Chinese  puzzle, consisting  of  five  triangles,  a 

square,  and  a  rhomboid. 

理七。 1 ■做七  to  attend  to the  funeral  rites  of  each  seventh 

day  after  death  until  the  forty- 
ninth  day,  after  which  burial 
takes  place. 

過了七 七之期  when  the 7X7  period  has  passed^ — the  49 
days  of  mourning  and  ceremo¬ 
nial  which  always  elapse  before 
burial. 

七 

l 令 

^>SS 

柒 io.S6 

切 

i®57 

沏 1058 

1车 

R. 屑 

P.  v.  cchH 

Se ，切 

Entering 

•Upper. 

七絶  a  verse  of  four  lines  wi seven  character?  to  each  Jine. 

七律  a  verse  of  eight  lines  wi seven  characters  to  each  line. 

七  星  the  seven  stars  of  the  i Dipper,  which  is  a  part  of  Ur Major.  See  6361,  1659,  4602 

七 錢二。 r 七二 _  I 
the  dollar  at  72, 一 each  doll 

being  equal  to  seven-tenths  ar 

two-hundredths  (7  mace  *2  cai dareens)  of  a  tael,  or  $  100 T/s.  72. 

七 里 確 化6  Min  reef,  ne Foochow. 

七星確  Pag°da  Rock,  at  tl Anchorage,  Foochow. 

七九  nouns  and  verbs, - books  on  Sanskrit  gramma: 

the  former  being  so  called  fro; 
•the  number  of  their  cases,  t\ 
latter  from  the  number  of  the 

moods  and  tenses. 

七葉 一枝花  Paris  p(h 
phylla、 Sm. 

七寸子  a  spotted  brown  vip( Hal ys  ( Trigouoccphalus)  Bio, 

hojffiiy — the  only  venomous  sna] in  northern  China.  .  See  11,96 

七寸子  the  pastern. 
七節鞭  the  seven-jointJ 
whip, 一 a  weapon  consisting 
a  handle  and  seven  successii 

hexagonal  iron  cylinders. 

七寶  the  Seven  Precious  Thing! 
— the  paraphernalia  of  Ch^kr 
vartti  or  Wheel  King.  The； 

are  (1)  a  golden  wheel  or  dis 
(2)  concubines,  (3)  horses,  (4)  ei 

phants,  (5)  guardians  of  the  tre 
sury,  (6)  soldiers  and  attendant 
and  (7)  the  Mani  gem.  Sanskri 

sapta  ratna. 

Same  as  1055. 

See 

I552- 

The  sound  of  watf 

rippling. 

沏茶  to  make  tea. 
沏上  to  make, 一 as  tea. 
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:. ts^ai 
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^  cfCit'i、 kie^ 
W.  fs%v.  cie、 
ST.  ts'-i 
\  chH 

Vf,  chH 

>Z. 

^ch>t 
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Sinking 

Upper. 

乞‘
, 

io6o 

R •物末 C.  het 

H， ngiet、hat 
F.  J^ouk 

W.  (f'iai 
cHh 

P.  cc/iH 
M.  chH 

Y.  ch、ik 
5z.  chH 

K.  it/,  k'ol 
f.  kitsz、 kochi 

A.  k、U 

Entering 

Upper. 

A  stone  step ;  ornamental 

tiles,  used  in  steps.  To 

raise  in  layers,  as  a  wall. 

To  pave. 

階砌  stone  steps. 
玉硕  a  white  marble  step. 

硕牆  to  build  a  wall. 

硕墳  to  make  a  grave. 

湖不直  not  built  straight. 

砌石路  to  pave  with  slabs  of! 
stone. 

砌 詞揑控  to  heap  up  false 
accusations  against  any  one. 

硕告 硕控 ot 硕飾1。 
concoct  charges. 

To  beg  for  alms.  To 

implore.  To  give. 

^  ̂   to  beg  for  foo
d. 

乞子。 r 乞兒。 r 乞丐 a 
beggar. 

乞 丐馬猴 ，猴 馬乞丐 
the  pot  calling  the  kettle  black. 

乞  士  a  mendicant  Buddhist 
priest;  a  bhiksku. 

內乞  the  mendicant  'bhikshu 
who  controls  his  nature  by  the 
Law  of  Buddha. 

外乞 the  mendicant  bhikshu 
who  controls  his  body  by  the 
food  he  eats. 

伏乞  to  humbly  beg. 

乞恩  to  implore  favour;  to  ask 
for  mercy, 

乞企  to  anxiously  entreat. 

求乞。 1 ■乞懇  tQ  implore. 

夸爲 示知1  beg  you  t0 inform  me. 

乞救  to  implore  help. 

乞米  to  beg  for  food. 

乞 初 ̂  to  tender  one’s  resignation 

乞身。 r 乞假 t。 ask  for 
leave  of  absence. 

乞巧  to  beg  (the  Weaver  God¬ 
dess)  for  skill, 一 in  needlework. 

穿乞 巧之針  to  thread  the 
needle  of  cleverness.  This  was 

done  by  the  ladies  of  the  palace 

under  the  T‘ang  dynasty  on  the 
7th  of  the  7  th  moon.  Holding 

a  needle  up  to  the  moon,  each 

乞 
io6o 

吃 
io6i 

气； 
1062 

R. 寘 

See 
SinkingUpper. 
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R. 質 

See 紘 

K.  ki/y  hil 

J.  kitsz 

A.  hout^ 

Entering 

Upper. 
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r. 未 

C.  hei 

H.  hi 
F.  k、ei、kH W. 
N. 

P. 

M. Y. 

Sz. K.  kii 

].ki 

A.  kH 

cH 

chH 

Sinking 

Upper. 

would  try  in  turn  to  thread  it; 

and  whoever  succeeded  was  ac¬ 

counted  the  most  skilful  needle¬ woman. 

乞頭 t。  arrange  a  gambling 
party,  and  then  to  take  so  tnuch 

per  cent  頭 水 on  the  win¬ 
nings  for  the  special  purpose  of 

providing  some  friend  of  the 

party  with  funds. 

乞 我  give  it  to  me. 

See  1949. 

Breath  ；  vapour.  Radical 

84.  See  ̂   1064. 

A  tribe  of  苗子  Miao- 

tzu， known  as  矻他 still 

found  existing  in  the  pro¬ 
vince  of  Kueichou. 

讫猩兒  a  ground-squirrel found  in  northern  China. 

The  vivifying  principle 

or  aura  of  Chinese  cos¬ 

mogony.  Breath  ；  vapour ; 

air ;  steam ; 二  the  Greek 

nviv[j.a^  and  should  be  used 
for  the  Holy  Ghost.  The 

vital  fluid.  Force.  Influ¬ 

ence.  Temper  ；  feelings. 

福 37。7， 贍  10.629, 
香  4256， 財  ii，500,  神 

9819, 派 8583, 韻  13.842- 

天地有 正氣， 雜然賦 

流形  there  is  in  the  universe 
an  aura,  which  permeates  all 
things  and  makes  them  what 
they.  are. 

正氣  the  “particle  of  the  divine 
gale，’’ 一 in  which  sense  Mencius seems  to  use  浩然 之氣- 

氣
士
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人之生 也以食 爲氣， 
草 木生也 以土爲 

man  derives  his  vitality  from 

food,  plants  from  the  earth. 

二 氣  the  Dual  Powers, 一 the  陰 
Yin  and  the  陽  Ya?ig}  of  male 

and  female,  positive  and  nega¬ 
tive,  principles. 

五氣  the  Five  Vapours,  —  as proceeding  from  雨 rain， 陽 

sunshine, 癖  heat， 寒  cold,  and 

風  wind. 

六氣  the  Six  Influences, — the Yin  and  the  Yang,  \\  ind,  rain, 

light,  and  darkness. 

二十 四氣。 i ■節氣 the twenty-four  solar  terms.  See Tables、 Va,  and  1477. 

氣候  a  solar  term;  a  period  of 
fifteen  days  between  the  begin¬ 

ning  of  one  solar  term  and  the 
end  of  the  next;  climate ;  weather. 

氣 候頓暖  the  weather  sud¬ 
denly  became  warm. 

以 寧候之 早 because  of  the 
earliness  of  the  season. 

明發 _ 候玫  dawn  comes,
 

and  with  it  a  change  of  tem¬ 

perature. 

天 氣  weather;  temperature. 

地氣  or  climate.  } 

地 有氣脈  the  earth  has  vital fluid  pulses, — which  the  Chinese 
say  produce  minerals,  vegetables, 

etc.,  and  act  upon  the  health. 

望氣  to  consider  the  influences,  I 
— as  a  geomancer. 

土  exhalations  from  tne 
ground;  miasma. 

人氣  the  constitution  or  crasis  I of  humanity. 

有 天子氣  this  piace]  has  an  I Imperial  atmosphere, —— i.e.  likely 

to  produce  an  Emperor. 

^  to  hold  the  breath. 

沒 有氣兒  to  swoon;  to  faint.  I 

:氣  g  flavour. 

j  to  practise  breathing, 一 in 
j  a  particular  way,  as  the  Taoists 

do,  with  a  view  to  secure  immor¬ 
tal  life.  See  4034. 

飲 氣而卒  to  die  a  prey  to  I silent  grief  or  resentment. 
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倒抽 噎 '氣 t0  impede  the respiration. 

遂 成氣疾  which  deveI°ped 
into  asthma. 

賜紫 茸 雲氣帳 present 
him  with  a  soft  purple  curtain, 

light  as  a  cloud. 

、槪 氣  atmospheric  dampness;  a 
damp  air,  as  from  a  clayey  soil. 

煤氣  coal  gas. 

放氣富 " tc>  let  Qff  steam>— from  a  boiler. 

氣盡 OT 氣絶 exhausted; 
withont  life. 

說罷氣 就絶了  when  hc 
had  finished  speaking,  he  expired. 

敛聲 屛氣' vith  bated  breath. 

薄 而走氣 (the  coffin)  was 
thin  and  gas  escaped. 

生  to  get  angry;  life-like. 

別 生氣 ■勿氣 d。 not  §et angry. 

奕奕 有生氣 grandly  life- 
like, — of  a  portrait. 

秋公 氣不過 Mr.  Ch‘iu 
was  beside  himself  with  rage. 

氣得成 病 he  Sd  quite  ill 
from  anger. 

尙 氣  pugnacious;  fiery. 
衛地 其俗剛 武尙氣 
力  in  the  Wei  territory,  violence 
and  pugnacity  are  the  fashion. 

受 氣爲人 1。 be  intQ 
the  world  as  a  man. 

我受了 氣了。 r 氣着 
chao1  y  I  have  been  put  out  of 
temper. 

受不 得人氣 tould  not 
stand  being  scolded. 

氣恨  anger;  hate. 
舒氣  to  ease  off  bad  fedings  ； 

to  recover  one’s  equanimity. 

出氣  to  get  rid  of  one’s  anger, — 
by  taking  vengeance. 

替 我出氣  he  take  ven- 
geance  for  me. 

便 出不得 你的氣 
which  case  your  anger  would 
not  be  appeased,— by  taking  the 
proposed  vengeance. 

義墓一  _ 氣的人 I  am a  very  passionate  man. 

氣
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起了一  口氣  got  very 
angry. 

氣  人 ⑺  exasperate  any  one. 

氣死風  n^me  of  a  large gauze-covered  standing  lantern. 

盛氣 ，平過 ，自寡 keep 
your  temper,  mend  your  faults, 
and  meddle  not. 

angry；  mortified. 

氣到 鬍子直 了 his  beard ■  stiffened  with  rage. 

氣了個 半死1 ike  to  die 
with  rage. 

氣惱 anger. 
氣 不忿兒  angry.  A  cater- 
pillar;  sec  7958. 

氣忿忿 veiT 娜1'：/. 氣  maddened  by  bad  temper. 
Jf%  unrelentingly  angry. 

氣 生氣死  enraged  beyond all  'bounds. 

氣  Z 中 牛*  the  vapour  rose  to the  Dipper  and  Cowherd, — to 
the  sky. 

帝 先患氣  the  Emperor  had previously  suffered  from  wind. 

那 個人盛 氣得狠 _ 
man  is  very  hot-tempered. 

good  breath  and 

blood, — a  good  constitution. 

好氣负  good  complexion. 
臉 i 氣色還 沒復元 

兒  you  don’t  quite  look  your¬ self  yet. 

氣派。 r  氣象  bearing-  air. 臉上 帶着被 累氣象 
his  face  wears  a  careworn  ex¬ 

pression.  y  ..外 ， 

讀之 惟見當 年雍熙 
on  reading  it  one  only 

sees  the  spirit  of  the  Yung  Etsi 

epoch  (a.d.  984 — 988), — of  the 
Old  Drunkard’s  Arbour. 

全 是學道 人氣象 al> this  is  in  the  style  of  a  man  who 
is  studying  Tao. 

老子 便是這 般氣# 
such  are  Lao  Tzti’s  ideas  or 

principles. 

氣枕。 r  氣轉  air-pillows  or cushions. 

氣
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一股 氣 兒作了  t。 do  it without  stopping,— at  one  go. 

氣促  breathless.  i; 

氣 魅  the  vapour  ball, — a  boun¬ cing  ball;  a  football ;  a  balloon. 

氣力  strength ;  speed,— as  of  a steamer. 

開 足氣力  t0  be  g°ing  at  full 
speed. 

氣 5^  luck, — used  of  the  State’s 
prosperity.  See  12,633, 文 专 

_  luck, — used  of  persons. 

你 運氣好  yau  aie  in  luck. 氣盈 [ conceited;  sclf-satisfiecl.  | 

習 氣  habit;  custom ;  manner ； 
temper;  nature,  as  of  soil. . 

恐 _ 氣染兒 faring  that 
his  son  would  be  coirupted.  j 

探口氣  to  probe  a  person’s 
feelings  or  intentions.  See  6174. 

語氣 P—OTt. 

the  character,  or  differen¬ 

tiating  element,  of  handwriting. 
So  ， S€C  12,633.  :! 

以其村 氣鄙之 despised 
him  for  his  rustic  manners  .(or 
ignorance). 

出 詞吐氣 十 分溫雅 
very  refined  in  his  speech. 

倘能吐 氣  if  you  can  pass,— 
an  examination. 

士氣宜 培養也 the  ambi - 
tion  of  scholars  must  be  fostered. 

志 氣  energy ;  determination. 

不屑下 氣  not  worth  while 
to  take  the  trouble.  | 

氣  下  he  exerted  himself 
still  more. 

有氣敢 任  a  darins  fellow; 
one  ready  to  take  responsibility. 

椎廣  M  氣  to  extend  the 
practice, 一 as  in  the  case  of  adop¬ 
tion  of  new  machinery,  etc. 

the  resentment  of  one  who 

has  been  wronged. 

兀 氣 .original  or  inherited  con¬ stitution  of  body. 

氣  temper;  disposition.  ! 
氣 質  the  nature  of  a  person,  iiv the  sense  of  which  he  may  be 

active,  indolent,  clever,  stupid, 

ect. .  Physique. 
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有 氣度  to  be  very  energetic 
and  ambitious. 

氣 度宏遠  . his  capacity  and 
ambition  were  great  and  far- 
reaching. 

氣壯  firm;  bold. 

善 觀氣色  a  physiognomist ; 
one  who  tells  fortunes  by  the 

face. 

他是我 們同氣 he  is  cne 
of  us. 

氣數  a  person’s  power  of  resist¬ 
ing  noxious  influences,  said  to 

be  either  [|J  vigorous  or 

feeble  =  fate ;  destiny. 

一鼻孔 出氣。 nly  cne 
nostril  between  them, — of  friends 

who  hold  similar  opinions. 

— •鼓作  the  first  stroke  .oi 
the  drum  inflamed  their  ardour'； 

願作 氣以助 揮毫1 
( wish  you  would  put  on  a  little 

(martial)  ardour,  to  help  me  in 

painting  (your  portrait), — a  pain¬ 
ter  to  a  general. 

一氣  _  靡  T  ./poured  it down  at  a  dr 难 gfeL 

與 人會氣  td,l6 或 ve  ah  under¬ 
standing,  or  be  in  coilusion,  with 

someone. 

通氣  the  power  going  through, 
— in  connection/  as  a  line  of 

pawns  on  a  ches 豸  board  placed 

so  that  each  is  supported  by  the 

one  that  follows ;  in  communi¬ 

cation  with,  as  two  towns.  Also, 

very  sympathetic,  as  friends；  to 

have  an  understanding;  to  form 

a  “ring”  in  commerce. 

楊氣  to  make  a  display;  to  put 
on  side. 

骨骼有 些道氣 he  is 
somewhat  impregnated  with  Tao, 

. — under  the  influence  of  the 

doctrines  associated  with  this 

term. 

氣髙貌  haughty;  arrogant. 

氣迷心  goitre. 

螺  a  steam  fog-horn. 

氣柄。 r 氣餅  a  piston. 

氣 管  a  steam-pipe. 

氣表  a  stearti  gauge. 

gj  a  steamer’s  cylinder. 

三 連氣鼓  a  triple  expansion 
boiler. 
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氣水  aerated  water. tlie  condenser  of  an  engine. 

氣蓄  a  steam-whistle. 
A  fragrant  plant  or  grass, 

the  气 輿 ， said  to  be common  in  Yunnan  under 
the  name  of  野  草香 

wild  sweet  grass.  Used 

for  ofterings  at  the  autumn 
festivals. 

The  royal  domain,  as 

set  apart  for  the  Emperor. 
The  Court.  A  threshold. 

Also  read  chi^ 

邦畿 千里維 民所止 
the  royal  domain  of  a  thousand 

li  is  where  the  people  stop. 

阜  the  Imperial  domain;  the 
Court. 

畿輔 .重地  the  Court  and  its neighbourhood  are  places  of  the 

utmost  importance, — in  the  sense 

of  observing  decorum  within  the 

precincts. 

送  tC)  accoinPany  t0  the 
threshold. 

A  kind  of  willow  which 

grows  by  the  water,  with 
a  coarse  white  leaf  and 

small  reddish  veins.  Also, 
a  medlar  tree. 

以 人性爲 仁 義猶以 

祀柳 爲桔棬  to  develop charity  and  duty  to  one’s  neigh¬ bour  out  of  human；  nature  is 

like  making  a  cup  or  bowl  out 
of  willow. 

枸祀  the  Lycium  ch inense — the juice  of  the  berries  of  which  is 
used  for  diseases  of  the  eye. 

無析 我樹祀  do  not  break my  willow  treqs/ 

陟彼北 山 ，言 采其祁 
I  ascended  that  hill  in  the  north, 

to  gather  the  medlars.  See%*] 02. 

祀國  name  of  a、 feudal  State. 心 多過慮 ，何 異祀人 

天  if  you  are  over-anxious, ， what  difference  is  there  between 

you  and  the  man  of  Ch‘i  who was  afraid  that  the  sky  might 

fall  on  him? 
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K.  kii 

J.  ki 

A.  ̂ c/,  v.  k^oi Rising  Upper. 

cH 
〖 chH 

A  stone  ornament,  hung* 
at  the  girdle. 

A  variety  of  succory 
( Cichorium the  若 葉 

leaves  of  which  are  milky 
and  can  be  eaten.  Also,  a 

kind  of  white  millet  ；  grass  - 

a  prickly  tree. 

To  rise  up.  To  raise. 

To  start.  To  begin  ；  exor¬ 

dium,  as  opp.  to  peroration 

{see  1470).  See  {fj  *2620, 

死  10,280, 承 761  and 

病 9298. 
起來 get  up. 起不來  he  cannot  get  up. 

^  knew  that  he 
would  not  get  up, — recover  from his  illness. 

； ̂ 中  c/tung、  小 吏之額 
jumped  up  and  hit  the  petty 

clerk  on  the  forehead, — of  a  ball. 

起 _ 居㈣ 2987) 。1 •起坐 
rising  and  sitting, — the  ordinary 
state  or  condition  of  a  person, 

as  being  always  either  one  or 

Other  of  these  two. 

他起 坐不安 he  is  not  at 
all  at  his  ease. 

起身  to  raise  the  body, — to  get 
up,  as  from  bed;  to  start. 

起手  to  raise  the  hand, — tc begin. 

幾 時起手 when  are  we going  to*  begin  ? 

起 工  to  begin  work. 

起 刀筆吏 he  began  as  a 

scribe. 

幾 時起轎  when  does  the 
chair  start? 一 with  the  bride  in 

it,  z.e.  when  is  the  wedding  to  be  ? 

起錨  to  weigh  anchor. 

起蓋  to  begin  to  build. 
起立  to  stand  up.  Also,  to  set 
anything  up. 

起牀  to  get  out  of  bed. 
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f 胃  to  state  the  lowest  price. 

起竭 幾個錢 what  is  the 
lowest  you  will  take  ? 

起 兵  to  raise  troops. 

那邊 起火 ■了 there  is  a  fire 
over  there. 

起了火 《  he  got  angry. 

起先。 1 起初。 1 •起頭 OT 
起首。 r 起前 OT 起初 

at  first;  in  the  beginning. 

從 這邊起  begin  from  here, 
— in  writing,  building,  sweeping, 
measuring,  etc.,  etc. 

起動。 I •起造  to  begin  doing 
anything. 

殼利起 心  t。 be  tempted  by 
the  prospect  of  gain. 

走? 念 ̂  to  think  a  thought.  See 
8303. 

途 g  意  to  conceive  the  idea  of 
anything. 

"0  t0  give  a  name  to. 

起他一 個混名 give  him 
a  nickname. 

陡 起風波 t0  stir  UP  wind 
and  wave, — cause  an  excitement, 
as  by  false  rumours. 

貨  to  land  cargo ;  to  take 
delivery  of  goods. 

起貨 單*  a  permit  to  land. 

起 岸  to  land  goods;  to  be 
landed. 

起下 來  t0'  bring  off— as 
baggage  from  a  ship. 

淸 七0  completely  discharge, —cargo. 

起卸貨 物  t。 discharge  cargo. 
^  an  improvement,— as  in 

one’s  prospects;  in  trade,  etc. 

起  to  reckon ;  to  begin 
reckoning  from. 

見  motive ;  object  in  view. 

爲你起 見  in  y。111"  behalf；  in 
your  interests.  • 

_ 爲保 護起見 theorigi- 
nal  object  (of. above-mentioned 
action)  was  protection. 

將絕 齒迸起 knocked  the 
teeth  out. of  the  rake, — by  strik¬ 
ing  against  a  stone. 

越 1070 ^  to  cause  strife。 

起予 者商也 he  who  can bring  out  my  meaning  is  Shang. 

倒 one  end  up  and  the  other 
down, — of  things  in  unstable 

equilibrium. 

起典  to  prosper. 
起 發  to  make  one’s  way;  to 
get  rich. 

元 首  哉  let  the  prince  be zealous  in  his  duties. 

百 餘字中 ，有 起承轉 

^b.  ̂   in  the  compass  of about  a  hundred  words  we  have 

opening,  elucidation,  re-state¬ 
ment  or  embellishment,  and 

conclusion, — a  perfect  essay. 
See  7  61. 

一 *  遍的人  al1  the  party. 

他是我 一起的 、heis one  of  my  party. 

一 ■走 §  來看'  come  in  all  at once  and  see. 

不 下數十 起之多 ^ less  than  several  tens. 

我 想不起  I  cannot  remem¬ 
ber. 

怒起來 t。 ㈣ 助町- 

大聲 笑起來 to  burst  into a  roar  of  laughter. 

趣？ 來  begins  to  get  painful. 

不 敢題起  I  don’t  venture 
to  allude  to  it. 

不  (in  history)  he  would  not take  up  his  post. 

累 徵不起 he  was  often appointed  but  would  not  take 

up  'his  posts. 

我實在 當不起 I  really am  not  equal  to  the  honour; 

you  do  me  too  much  honour,  etc. 

Ir  I  can’t  afford  to engage, — a  teacher. 

起故官  he  resumed  his  old 

post. 

to  begin  the  service  for 
the  dead. 

^6 鼓  t0  begin  beating  the  drum, 
when  the  funeral  guests  arrive 
at  the  mortuary  chamber. 

至  thence;  as  far  as. 
to  erect. 

起 回  to  bring  back. 
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R 紙 

See 祀 
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位鲁 

See 枝 

Rising  Lower. 

起事  to  cause  trouble. 

起根 originally. 
建^誓 1  to  take  an  oath. 毛  to  have  a  rough  or  hairy surface. 

起粉  to  become  powdery. 

起息  to  bear  interest. 
^  to  open  and  close;  to 

begin  and  end. 

起 那兒過 to  Pass  b.y  that way;  which  is  the  way? 

的  a  diviner;  a  calcula¬ 
tor  of  destinies. 

_卜  to  cast  a  horoscope. 

起程 01 ■起行  to  start;  to begin  a  journey. 

旱  to  start  on  a  journey  by land. 

建 to  start. 一 of  high  officials. 

案  to  be  put  in,  or  be  pro¬ duced  to  a  court,*— as  (c.g.) 

weapons  used  in  a  case  of  murder. 

出  to  give  up,  as  plunder； 
to  produce;  to  discharge  cargo, 

"f 田  to  let  on  lease: to  begin  tilling  land.  | 

A  hill  without  trees  or 

grass.  See  4968. 

艘彼  |I| 己兮 *  I  ascend  that  bare 
hill, 一 and  think  of  my  mother. 

Hence, — 

涉 山 己  to  have  a  longing  for  one’s 
mother. 

空陟屺 其何望 IUK>kfOT 
my  mother  but  cannot  see  her, 一 she  is  dead. 

A  plant  with,  a.  bitter 

taste,  good  for  gunshot wounds  and  cuts.  | 

An  old  name  for  宜 城 

縣  in  the  northern  part  of 
Hupeh. 
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ts^ai 

t^si^  (sLe 
chae 

T 
. che 

sei,  zai 

•  te、 trai 

Sven  Upper. 

Even ；  level;  equal ；  uni¬ 

form.  To  arrange.  All. 
Name  of  a  State.  Used 

in  the  Classics  for  234. 

Radical  210.  Used  with 

1076  (see  9949). 

齊整  orderly  ；  well  arranged ; 
even;  neat;  complete. 

齊和  mixed;  blended. 
齊備  all  arranged;  in  readiness. 

收 齊賬目  to  collect  all 
outstanding  debts. 

齊賬  to  collect  accounts. 

齊全  complete. 

齊集  all  together,— ̂ as  a  full 
meeting. 

杷我 的東西 都歸着 

齊截了  put  all  my  things 
together  in  order. 

齊心  of  one  mind;  unanimous. 

你 這里人 心不齊 心 
people  of  this  village  of  yours 

are  not  in  agreement, — as  to  a 
course  of  action. 

一齊去  all  go  together. 

齊鑒  (your)  acute  perusal. 
齊眉  even  with  the  eyebrows, 

a  married  couple.  See  46  (read 

wan2). 

齊眉棍  a  quarter-staff. 

齊大夥  in  a  body;  altogether 

齊肅  with  regularity  and  order. 

不齊  uneven ;  incomplete ;  de¬ 
ficient;  scattered;  not  in  one  lot. 

年 籍不齊  of  varying  ages 
and  birthplaces. 

歸齊。 r 歸其 after  all 
the  end. 

歸 齊怎樣  how  is  it  going 
to  end? 

齊盛  correct ;  regular ;  exact ; 
vessels  of  millet  (see  12,341). 

齊家  to  govern  a  family. 

我 沒齊截 i  have  not  yet 
finished  it  off, — as  a  job. 

等 齊纔來  wait  until  they 
are  all  here  and  then  come 

齊物論  to  level  down  the 
distinctions  of  things, — to  bring 
positive  and  negative  and  all  such 
antagonisms  into  one  category, 

in 

w 
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C.  ts^z 
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F.  Ichae^chae^ 

Ssai W.  dzi'zi 

N.  dzi 
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M. 

Y. Sz. ) 

K.  che 

J.  sei,  sai  * 

A.  te 

Even  Lower. 

鱭’
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R •齊 

See 齊 

Even  Lower. 

1078 

thus  making  contraries  identi¬ 
cal.  The  title  of  Chap.  II  of 

Chuang  Tztc. 

齊國  an  ancient  feudal  State. 
The  first  Ch‘i  State  began  b.c. 

1122,  when  it  was  conferred  by 

武 王 Wu  Wang  upon  尙夂 
Shang  Fu,  and  lasted  until  b.c. 

412,  when  it  was  destroyed  by 
the  descendants  of  公子完 

Kung  Tzu  Wan.  The  second 

Ch‘i  State  was  raised  upon  the 

ruins  of  the  first,  and  lasted 

down  to  b.c.  224.  It  comprised 

large  portions  of  northern  Shan¬ 
tung  and  southern  Chihli ;  and  its 

capital  was  營丘  Ying-ch‘iu， 

n-v 臨淄縣  Lin-tzu  Hsien. 

齊東野 人之語 the  talk 
of  the  savages  east  of  the  Ch‘i 

State, — very  unreliable. 

齊人  a  man  of  Ch‘i — often  used 
in  the  sense  of  a  “beggar.” 

Read  tzu1.  The  hem  of 

a  mourning  garment. 

Read  chai' •  To  respect. 
Used  for  234. 

See  815. 

The  navel.  To  cut  even. 

The  point  where  the  grain 

joins  on  to  the  ear.  See 

9794. 

肚臍  the  navel. 
臍帶  the  umbilical  cord. 

嗤 臍何及 w  9949- 

靑 腰白臍  green  in  the waist,  white  at  the  navel, — as 

unripe  grain. 

The  hole  in  the  scull  for 

inserting  the  pivot  is  called 

檐擠， being  as  it  were  the navel.  See  7389. 

See  821. 

鱭 2
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R. 齊
 

F.  Cc/iac See 
Even  Lower. 

鱭 3
 

io8o 

R :齊薺 

F.  (chae See  濟 C 

Even  Lower. 

A  large  maggot；  a  grub. 

虫賁蜻  the  carpenter  beetle. 

領 如蝤嶙  her  neck  was  like the  tree-grub, — the  larvae  of  a 
beetle  which  deposits  its  eggs 

in  trees.  These  larvoe  are  re¬ 

markable  for  their  whiteness  and 
length. 

A  thin  fish  vvith  a  silvery 

belly  and  a  sharp  back.  It 

|is  also  called  刀魚  knife 
Ifish.  A  mullet.  Also,  cer¬ 
tain  kinds  of  mackerel. 

俟 
1081 

哇:
 

1082 

R •齊 

H.  Jzwci 

N •卜 

P.  SchH,  chii 

Y.  chsi 

A.  kwe、 hive 

Even 

Irregular. 

馬  a  kmd  of  anchovy  {Coilia Playfairii)% 

黃尾鱭  the  yellow-tailed 
mullet  (Afu//us  xanthzirus). 

白  the  greenish  mullet  (Mugil ventricosus), 

刀  魚  a  species  of  Thryssa. 

See  10,281. 

Pi  field  containing  fifty  献 

mou.  A  piece  of  ground  ； 

an  allotment. 

畦子  a  small  plot  of  land. 

茱畦  a  kitchen  garden. 

病 於夏畦  to  toil  harder 
than  the  summer  (labourers)  in 

the  fields. 

一哇茱  a  row  of  growing 
vegetables. 

豈
，
 

1083 R •紙尾 

& 起 

A.  v.  k、di Rising  Upper. 

Read  kuei' • between  fields. 

A  boundary See  11,275. 

An  interrogative  particle 

implying,  like  7ium  in  Latin, 

the  answer  No^  or  a  nega¬ 

tive  of  the  proposition  con¬ 

veyed. 

豈敢  how  can  I  dare? 一 a  polite 
phrase  signifying  that  the  speaker 

is  unworthy  of  the  honour,  or 

the  compliment,  or  the  attentions 
lavished  on  him. 

豈不知  how  do  you  pot  know? — you  must  know. 



cm 

30 

o 逆 i 

豈
 3 

io8_j 

See 

豈有此 迤  how  is  there  thisl 
principle  ?  —  there  is  no  such 
principle  as  this. 

豈賢 於子乎  how  is  he  I 
more  worthy  than  you? — he  is 
not. 

was 

it 

豈其慮 未周與 
that  their  anxious  thought  left 

any  point  uncared  for? — No. 

豈 不爾思  do  I  not  think  of| 
you? — I  do. 

豈 無他人  is  there  nobody 
else? — there  is. 

豈 其食魚 ，必 河之鯉 
why,  in  eating  fish,  must  we 
have  a  carp  from  the  Ho  ? 

there  are  other  fish  good  enough. 

豈其 取妻， 必朱 之子 
why,  in  taking  a  wife,  must  we 

have  a  Tzu  of  Sung?^ there 
are  plenty  of  other  women  with 
whom  one  could  be  happy 

豈 其然乎  how  can  this  be 
right  ? 

豈 不相同  are  they  not  iden¬ tical? 

豈 能獨樂  how  can  he  be 
happy  alone? 

豈 可如此 how  can  it  be 
allowed  to  be  thus? 

豈 非如此  how  can  it  not 
be  thus? 一 how  can  it  be  other¬ 
wise? 

豈 若是乎 hcnv  can  it  be thus? 

Even  Lower. 

祇
 2 

To  respect  ；  to  esteem. 

恍个氏  cordial ;  friendly. 

軾
 3 

i.o88 IR. 支 

I  See  奇 

Even  Lower. 

1086 

支紙 H.  c",  ikH 

F. 〔chie、 

Cchie、 iki 

See 奇只 

芝 

Repose.  Great.  Thel 

divinity  of  earth.  [For-I  1089 

merly  identical  with,  but|R. 支 
now  to  be  distinguished  |see  奇 

Even  Lower. 

Even  &  Rising 

Upper  and Lower. 

from, 祗  1887.]  Used  for| 

只  1863， ⑽  1887. 

壹 者之來 ，俥 我祇 

(also  chi/12)  也  if  you  would  I 
come  to  me  but  once  it  would! 
set  me  at  rest. 

Read  k、ai\  Delighted  ； 
joyous ;  complacent.  Used 
for  the  more  modern  凱 
5795  and  禮 5797. 

孔_ 豈弟  grandly  we  feast, delighted  and  complacent. 

豈 弟君子  easy  and  self- 
possessed  was  our  prince. 

豈 樂飫酒  merrily  drinking wine. 

fe 1084 

支賄 
崎凱 

A.  kH 

Even  and 

Rising  Upper. 

A  fast-growing-  tree  found 
near  streams  and  in  marshy 

places. 

無祇悔  no  great  regret. 

天曰神 ，地 曰祇  heaven I is  called  sken}  earth  is  called! 
ch‘i, 

上 下神祇 心  spirits  of| heaven  and  earth. 

弗事上 帝神祇 not 
serv-l 

ing  God,  nor  the  spirits  of  heaven  | 

and  earth.  
" 

地祇  Earth,  一 person  ified. 祇陀。 r 祇跎 太子 1 
of  king  Prasenadjit  of  S’rivasti, 

芪 S
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R. 支 

See 奇 

Even  Lower. 

葺 
1090 

the  original  owner  of  the  parkj  |R. 緝 in  which  the  Djetavana  vihara|see 
was  built.  I 

祇洹。 r 辦 洹精舍 Djeta-|  ̂  vana  vihara, 一 a  famous  mon 

astery  in  the  suburbs  of  S'ra-I  ^ 
vast!,  and  a  favourite  resort  ofl  agH 

Shakyamuni  Buddha.  I  "xop? 

祇夜  metrical  passages  in  the 
Sutras,  repeating  the  sense  of  the  I C,  ts^ep 
preceding  prose  text.  Sanskrit :  I H.  tsHp^ 

Geya.  One  of  the  12  divisions  |  F。 

of  the  Buddhist  Scriptures.  See\W "淤 ai 

r  IN.  tsHh 

3945  •  h.cai,cchi, 
chi\  chH 

M.  chi、 ch^i 

A  medicinal  plant,  oflK.^ 

which  there  are  several  1^;  sh^2 djTi varieties 

黃莴  a  yellowish  root,  with thick  rind  and  pith  inside,  used  I 

in  asthma,  supposed  to  be  derived  I 
from  the  P tar  mica  sibirica.  The! 

flexible  roots  of  the  Sophora  I 
tomentosa  are  referred  to  under  | 
the  same  name. 

Entering 

Upper. 

Irregular. 

The  end  of  the  axle,  pr 

jecting  beyond  the  hub. 

約 概錯衡 the  axie  eni 
leather,  the  yol bound  with 

ornamented. 

To  be  large.  Self-poi 
sessed.  Gently.  Leisurel] 

In  crowds.  A  surname. 

贈 彼中原 ，其 祁孔窄 
we  looked  to  the  midst  of  tl: 

plain,  where  the  animals  wei v  large  and  abundant. 

祁祁  the  appearance  of  leisurel ease.  Also,  numerous. 

典 雨祁祁 the  rain  comf 
down  gently. 

諸娣 從之祁 祁如雲 
the  virgins,  her  companions,  fo 
lowed  the  lady,  leisurely  like 
beautiful  cloud. 

采 蘩祁祁  they  gather  i: 
crowds  the  white  sou  them- wooc 

冬祁寒  the  coldest  time  ii 
winter. 

祁州  a  Department  in  the  prc vince  of  Chihli. 

To  whisper  in  the  ear 

To  asperse  ；  to  blame. 

無冓茸 以悦聽 d。 noth 
fond  of  hearing  slander. 

To  twist  a  cord.  To  join 

to  continue.  To  follow  up 

to  pursue；  to  catch. 

緝 熙敬止  continuous  anc 
bright  was  his  feeling  of  reve 

rence. 

辑御  a  continuance  of  attend¬ ants, 一 many  attendants: 

緝 緝翩翩 ，謀 欲譖人 
with  babbling  mouths  you  go 

about,  scheming  and  wishing  to 
slander  others. 

巡  to  get  on  the  trail  of. 

查辑  to  search  out  .and  arrest. 

緝獲。 r  _ 捕。 r 辑 _  t() catch ;  to  seize, — as  a  criminal. 

緝捕勇  a  force  whose  duty it  is  to  search  out  aud  capture 
brigands. 
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R •輯 
P.  chH) 
M.  chH 

See 辑 
Entering 

Upper. 

1093 

R •辑 
s- 戢 

Entering 

Upper. 

戢 4
S 

1094 

C.  ts^ep 
H.  chit 

F.  cheik、 chik - 

W.  ts^ai  
? 

N.  tsHh 

P.  chH) 

辑私  to  seize  smuggled  goods 
See  3366. 

緝着了  he  has  been  caught. 

輯私船  revenue  cruisers. 

辑盗  to  capture  thieves. 

辑防  to  keep  clear  from, — as 
pirates. 

緝究  to  bring  to  justice. 

緝辦  to  search  for  and  deal 
with. 

追緝  to  go  in  pursuit. 

嚴緝  to  make  rigorous  search 
for. 

Read  To  fell  a 

seam.  See  1 2,248. 

密 密的緝  felled  or  stitched 
so  that  there  is  no  free  edge. 

的  sewn  on  whole  to  a  ground, 
一 of  embroideries. 

To  repair；  to  put  in  order. 

葺補  to  rebuild, — as  part  of  a wall  or  house  which  has  fallen. 

葺牆  to  build  a  wall. 

修葺花 圃 to  fence  off  a 
garden  plot. 

葺覆  to  cover;  to  roof  in. 

葺 理舊址  to  repair  the  old 
foundations. 

葺成  repairs  completed. 

葺累  overlapping, — as  tishes, scales,  etc. 

Water  flowing  rapidly 

out.  Friendly  ；  harmon¬ 
ious. 

戰 然鳧沒  in  a  moment  the 
duck  was  gone. 

其 角微戳  they  have  horns, 
yet  agree  together. 

To  put  away  weapons. 
To  collect  oneself.  To  fold 

up. 

載 敢干戈  he  has  called  in 
shields  and  spears. 

不 敢不難  are  they  n°t  self- 
restrained  ?  are  they  not  careful  ? 

戢 
1094 

M.  chi 

Y.  chik,  chHk K.  chip 

J.  shu 

A.  trip 

Entering 

.Upper. 

蕺1
, 

I09S 

R. 緝 

See 散 

Entering 

Upper. 

1096 

r •緝 

See 敢 

A. 咖、 irep^ Entering 

Upper. 

蛣”
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R •質 

See 吉 

A.  ket Entering 

Upper. 

R. 

刍士并 

Fm 
1098 

質 c.  k、yt。 
H.  ket0 

F.  kHky 

W.  cie,  ciat 

N.  cih 
P.  ichie 

M. 
) 

Y.  )  chi  eh 

Sz.) 

K.  kil,  hil 
f.  kitsz^  gichi 
A.  ke(r 

Entering 

Irregular. 

戢 其左翼  their  left  wings 
gathered  up, 一 of  birds. 

敢 .激  to  gather  in. 

I 較# 斂戢  chese  are  fewer  in comparison  with  the  former. 

大戢山  Gutzlaff  I., — seventy miles  from  Shanghai. 

戢兵  to  put  away  weapons;  to 
cease  hostilities. 

A  kind  of  Iridce  found 

growing*  in  damp  places 
in  Chehkiang  and  Hunan. 
The  leaf  is  used  for 

preserving  fish. 

蕺茱  Houttuynia  cor  data、 the leaves  of  which  are  sometimes 
eaten. 

蕺山  a  hill  in  Chehkiang  where 
the  above  plant  is  found. 

The  noise  of  driving  rain. 

The  clangor  of  musical 
instruments. 

詰 1098 

A  name  for  beetles  of 

various  kinds. 

赌辕  the  dung-beetle  or  Gcotru- pes、 and  other  allied  genera. 

蝎蛣  a  tree-grub. 

霉 雨生蛣  the  summer  rains breed  the  paddy- worm, 一 which 
eats  the  kernel  of  the  grain. 

To  ask  ；  to  examine;  ta 

investigate.  To  punish;  to 

keep  in  good  order ;  to 

restrain.  Also  read  chieh?^. 

詰詞  an  interrogative. 
諸 or 語問。 r 盤諸 to 
examine;  to  question. 

詰口供  to  take  depositions. 

詰姦慝  to  search  out  the villainous  and  secretly  wicked. 

詰罪  t。 punish. 

耆 5
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R. 支 

See 奇 

Even  Lower. 

L  ICO 

R •支 

See 蓄 

詰  _  暴慢  t。 Punish  the 

rebellious. 

其克 _ 爾戎兵 have 
your  military  accoutrements  and 
weapons  well  arranged. 

以 詰四方  in  order  to  restrain the  people  of  all  quarters- 

詰 朝。1 •誌旦 to-morrow morning.  [Generally  read  chick 

摩  an  abbreviation  for 
摩詰  which  is  expl.  as  華 

曹淨 名也，  and  was  adop¬ 
ted  by  the  poet  Wang  Wei  as his  style. 

此是摩 詰自幸 語 these 
words  are  meant  to  convey  a 

picture  of  his  own  happiness, 

別有 天地非 人間摩 
it  was  another  universe,  and 

not  the  condition  of  things  we 
have  in  this  world. 

A  man  of  sixty.  One 

who  should  advise  others 

Old;  aged.  To  cause ；  to 

bring  about. 

耆老。 r  #  壽。1 d  PeoPle elders ;  men  of  experience. 

紳耆  the  gentry  and  elders. 

蓄  signifies  “seniors  in  wis¬ dom, M  as  opposed  to  those  who are  our  seniors  in  age  only. 

皆以 耆艾爲 重 a11 regard  the  wisdom  as  the  impor¬ 

tant  part, — and  not  the  mere 
advantage  of  years. 

耆 定爾功  when  old， your 
reward  shall  be  fixed  upon. 

瘢耆  a  scar  on  a  horse’s  back. 
蓄  to  cause  to  be  established ; 

to  effect 

蓄眛  to  cause  people  to  be blind, — to  their  own  interests, 

so  as  to  get  the  better  of  them. 

A  horse’s  mane.  The 

dorsal  fin  of  a  fish. 

Even  Lower. 
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See 奇 

Even  Lower. 
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R. 支 
F. 々•*•， v. 

See 奇 

Even  Lower. 

The  spmes  in  the  dorsal 
fin  of  a  fish.  A  kind  of 

sea-blubber  which  furnishes 

a  condiment. 

振鰭奮 鱗  it  bristled  its 
dorsal  fin  and  raised  its  scales， 一 
in  anger. 

See  884. 

The  scene  of  the  earliest 

labours  of  大禹  the  Great 

Yii,  and  the  home  of  the 
ancestors  of  the  Chou 

dynasty.  The  region  now 

know  as  鳳翔府  Feng- 

hsiang  Fu， in  the  south¬ 
west  of  Shensi.  A  hill 

with  two  peaks.  A  fork 

in  a  road.  Divergent.  See 
1105. 

治 梁及岐  he  took  effective 
measures  at  Liang  and  Ch^i, 
to  make  the  country  available 

for  human  habitation. 

狴 狄遷岐  to  avoid  the 
barbarians,  he  (  Tan  Fu) 

removed  his  residence  to  Ch‘i. 
Used  of  the  flight  of  an  Emperor 

before  a  foreign  invader. 

岐山  Mt.  Ch‘i, 一 the  hill  which 
gives  the  name  to  the  modern 
District. 

突] 夷] 巍  he  looked  majestic 
and  intelligent. 

以 免兩岐  so  as  to  avoid 
taking  two  different  routes,  Le. 
a  want  of  uniformity  in  the 

action  of  two  people  who  should 
be  working  on  the  same  lines. 

兩岐語  two  different  versions 
of  the  same  affair. 

岐開 則爲二  opening  into 
two, — as  a  pince-nez. 

岐出  to  be  discrepant. 

岐黃篇  a  well-known  medical 
treatise,  by  Ch‘i  Po  (see  Biog. 
Diet.)  and  Huang  Ti. 

通岐黃  he  knows  his  Ch‘ 
huang、 一 he  is  a  good  doctor. 

技‘
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H.  Cchi See 

Irregular 
Lower. 

歧
 3 

11。5 

R •支 

Ss6 妓岐 

Even  Lower. 

Skill  ；  ingenuity.  Talent  •’ 
ability.  Interchanged  with 
861.  See  10,618. 

技能  talent  ；  ability. 

技巧  clever ;  ingenious. 

手枝  cleverness  of  hand. 

pj  枝  cleverness  of  mouth, — at mimicry,  etc. 

枝  very  clever ;  wonderful. 

薄枝  a  trifling  handicraft ;  a 
“trade.” 

枝術  skill ;  cunning. 
枝  the  skill  of  an  expert  in 
any  art  or  science. 

工枝  the  skill  of  an  artisan, 一 as  opposed  to  that  of  an  artist. 

枝 勇  the  gymnastic  exercises in  which  military  students  are 

examined ;  military  talent. 

枝蓋 至此乎 恤 ^  skill indeed ! 

所以爲 是道非 枝 what is  achieved  is  the  result  of  Tao, 

not  of  skill. 

枝 進于神  almost  super human  skill. 

惜此 神枝創 於婦人 
alas  that  this  divine  art  (painting) 

should  have  been  invented  by  a 

woman, ——  嫦  Lei,  sister  of  Emp. 
Shun. 

方枝  medicine  and  surgery. 

F orked.  A  stalk  of  grain 

with  two  ears.  Divergent. 

Schismatic. 

歧路  a  fork  in  a  road,—  hence, wandering  from  the  Tight  path 
in  conduct. 

兩歧 w 雨岐 11。3. 

這話 兩歧了  these  words are  open  to  two  constructions. 

心 無他歧  the  mind  with  no other  diverging  path,  i.e.  fixed 
on  one  object. 

原 無歧意  there  is  no  radical difference  of  opinion  between  us. 

歧誤  a  mistake. 歧念  a  different  thought. 
歧異  conflicting ;  discrepant ; divergent. 

歧
 2 

iio5 

爲他 歧所惑 i  have  been 
deceived  by  his  vacillation. 

歧歧  rapidity, — as  of 

running. man 

1106 

R •支寘 

% 奇器 

A.  ̂.chi 
Even  &  Sink¬ 

ing  Lower and  Upper. 

岐 *  I  To  crawl  along. 岐岐  crawling  along,  —  as 
insects. 

如岐 行喘息 they  Puff  and pant  along  like  a  row  of  insects 
crawling. 

長岐  the  long-legged  house- 
spider.  See  999. 

践:
 

iio7 R •寘紙 

支 
See 

Irregular. 

穀1
 

no8 

R. 支 

See 
Even  Lower. 

趄 
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啟
 3 

mo 

R. 薺 

C.  k、ai H.  kH F. 

W.  j 

N.  
J 

P. 
M. 

c^i 

chH 

Y. 

Sz. 
K.  kie 

J.  kei 

A.  k、ai 

Rising  Upper. 

A  foot  with  six  toes. 

The  crawling  of  insects. 

Read  ch、i\  To  stand  on 

tiptoe.  Used  for  1 1 14. 

妓 踵而望  to  stand  on  toe 
and  heel  (alternately)  and  look out  for  any  one. 

妓行  to  crawl. 歧 而及之 to  follow  and 
overtake. 

歧 足以辞  to  wait  on  tiptoe; 
to  be  waiting  to  start. 

A  stiff  bow. 

穀 弓勁矢  a  stiff  bow  and  a 
stout  arrow. 

See  2978. 

To  explain.  To  open  ； 

to  begin.  To  inform  ；  to 

state.  ’ 

子曰不 憤不敢  Confu¬ 
cius  said,  To  one  who  is  not 
eager  for  knowledge  I  do  uot 

explain. 

天 敢 示人  God  revealed  it  to 
man. 

啟閉  to  open  and  shut. 

啟口 告人難  to  open  the mouth  and  tell  people  (of  one’s 
difficulties)  is  hard, — one  does 
not  like  to  appear  as  a  suppliant. 
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不好 厫口。 r 不好啟 
齒  it  is  very  awkward  to  begin. 
一 not  a  subject  that  one  likes 
to  broach. 

W 厫。 r 升 厫。 r 安啟 fbr 
the  honoured  person  above-men¬ 

tioned  to  open, — conventional 
phrases  following  the  name  of 
the  addressee  on  a  letter. 

敢封  to  break  a  seal, 一 of  a 
letter,  of  a  house  which  has  been 

sealed  by  the  authorities,  etc. 
Also,  to  open  the  seals  after  the 

New  Year  holidays. 

啟顔  to  smile. 

啟明星  the  morning  star. 

啟者。 r 敬啟 者。 r 逕 

啟者  this  is  to  begin,— a 
phrase  with  which  letters,  noti¬ 
ces,  etc.,  open. 

啟知  to  inform. 

敢 足 OT 啟程。 r 啟節 
to  begin  a  journey. 

啟蒙  to  instruct  the  young  or 
ignorant.  See  迪  10,940. 

不 遑啟處  no  leisure  to  take 
a  rest. 

附敢  to  add  as  a  postscript  to 
a  letter. 

啟奏  to  memorialise  the  Throne. 

密厫 切  make  a  secret  report 
to  the  Emperor. 

敢疎  a  list  of  persons  who  ask 
an  audience  to  return  thanks  for 

Imperial  favour. 

啟行  to  start  from. 

啟輪 t。  put  the  machinery  in 
motion;  to  get  up  steam. 

啟初  at  first. 
啟瞼  to  open  the  eyelids;  to 
keep  open  the  eyelids. 

啟戶  to  open  the  door. 

啟衅  to  originate  a  feud;  a 
hostile  collision. 

書 啟先生  a  secretary  or 
clerk. 

辦書啟  to  act  as  secretary. 

敢服  a  horse  with  a  white  fore¬ 
head, — ?  because  a  white  horse 
was  supposed  to  guard  Buddhist 

temples  and  王  beg  princes 

not  to  destroy  them. 

啓 
ii  ii 

w 
III2 

R. 薺 

See 啓 

Rising  Upper. 

w 

1113 

R •薺 

See  培 C 

Rising  Upper. 

1114 R •紙真 

C.  W 

H.  W 
F.  kHi W.  dji\  v.  ̂  

N.  cH 

P. 、ch、i M.  chP 

Y.  chH) 

K. 卜 

A.  
si°  

(shi) 
Rising  &  Sink¬ 

ing  Upper 
Irregular. 

Same  as  1 1 10. 

A  flag  or  board,  used  for 

various  purposes. 

有荠之 噼曰綮  a  dressed 
lance  (i.e.  with  a  flag  attached) 

*  is  called  chH. 

取 漀信閉 諸禁門 
armed  with  a  flag  of  authority, 

he  closed  the  gate  of  the  Imp 

city. 

荥者 刻木爲 合符也 
a  chli  is  wood  cut  into  two  halves 

for  a  tally  and  given  to  officials 
as  a  token  of  authority. 

綮戟  wooden  arms  carried  with a  magistrate,  and  after  his  entry 

through  a  gate  exhibited  thereat 

as  “signs.” 

俱列赛 戟  alKthreebrothers} were  entitled  to  flag  and  halberd 

insignia. 

'An  embroidered  banner. 

The  cover  of  a  lance-head 

To  fold  §ilk. 

綮 幟遙臨  their  banners  are approaching  from  afar. 

Read  chHngz.  The  artic¬ 
ulation  of  bones. 

肯 紫  the  point  at  which  two bones  unite. 

每不得 其肯綮  whenever one  does  not  hit  upon  the  point, 

一 of  an  argument,  i.e.  the  point 
of  junction  of  two  bones,  by 
insertion  of  a  knife  into  which 

the  two  bones  are  easily  se¬ 

parated. 

To  stand  on  tiptoe.  Erect. 

Anxious.  Precipitous. 

企望  to  anxiously  look  for, 

企仲  to  anxiously  look  up  to, — for  help. 

企 候回音  to  anxiously expect  an  answer. 

~if  to  stand  erect. 

企倦  tired  from  standing. 

企不穩  it  does  not  stand  firm. 

企及 尊府1  have  been  to your  house, — to  see  you. 

[114 

刺 

iii6 

R .寘 

See 氣 

Sinking 

Upper. 

行 企不斷  uncertain  in  all 
his  ways. 

企高  to  stand  high  up. 
高  high  and  steep, — as  a  hill, expectant;  longing. 

企  medium  cloth. 

See  12,412. 

To  throw  aside, 
abandon. 

To 

抛 棄。 r 丢棄。 r 棄却 1。 cast  aside. 

儒就賈  t。 thrQw  aside 
literature  and  become  a  trader. 

棄 邪歸正  to  throw  a»ide  the 
heterodox  .  and  return  to  the 
orthodox. 

棄之  he  cast  it  aside. 
棄廢  to  throw  aside  as  useless; to  waste. 

棄業  to  give  up  one’s  ancestral profession. 

棄  to  be  cast  out  in  the market, 一 to  be  executed.  See 
h,5!3. 

收琴 者棄市 any  one  con- 
cealing  him  to  suffer  death. 

同惡 者七人 並棄市 
his  accomplices  in  crime,  seven 

in  all,  were  executed. 

不 我遐棄  do  not  forget  me 
when  absent. 

遺棄  to  forsake, — as  a  friend. 
自棄  to  throw  oneself  away;  to take  to  evil  courses. 

棄捨  to  discard;  to  abandon. 

棄絶  to  renounce. 棄世  to  renounce  the  world,  as a  monk;  to  die. 

棄宫  to  renounce  an  official 
career. 

棄嫌。 1 •厭棄  to  disdainfully abandon;  to  disdain. 

見棄於 A  to  be  despised 
and  rejected  of  men. 

投 棄海中  to  throw  over¬ 
board. 

棄置  to  neglect ;  to  pay  no 
regard  to;  to  throw  by;  to  cast 

away. 
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棄
 4 

棄  堯品  cast  away  as  straw 
and  stubble;  to  reject  as  worth- 

iii6 less. 

乗  to  cast  away  the  remains 
of  a  dead  man. 

棄 信負約  Vagrant  breach  of 
faith. 

w 
1117 

To  weep  = 無聲出 

涕也- 
R •緝 

泣哭  to  weep. C.  yep 
W.hip 

泣念0 r 泣-思 to  weep  and 
F.  k、dk think  of. 

N.  c^ih 

數 行  卜  she  shed  some 
P.  chH° M.  hsi 

tears. 

Y.  chHk 
chH 泣 訴  to  weep  and  tell  one’s  tale. 

K  .  k  ip 
T  hir.  bri 说  M|J  t0  tearfully  implore. 
A.  k'-ef 

Entering 

Upper. 

炁‘
 

iii8 R •寘 

See 

Sinking 

Upper. 

w: 1 119 
R •陌 

C.  kwik 

H.  hit 

F.  k^ik,  v. 

k、iak、 S.kf'iak 

\V.  c^ia^  c^iai 
N.  hsih、 tsHh. 

v.  hweh 

P.  ch>i\  hsi) M.  hsi 

Y.  hsik 

Sz.  hsi、 chH 
K.  kik 

J.  keki、 kioku 
A.  kHk 

Entering 

Upper. 

佇 立而泣 i  stood  still  and 
wept. 

泣涕 to  weep  with  snivel, 一 
which  the  Chinese  regard  as  a 

sign  of  genuine  grief. 

泣血 稽顙 weeping  blood 
(i.et  bitterly)  I  knock  my  head 

on  the  ground  before  you, 一 a 
conventional  phrase  in  a  Chinese 
notice  of  death. 

Read  Impetuous. 

奈泣  rapid ;  swift. 
Used  in  Taoist  charms 

and  other  writings  for  1064. 

煞炁  noxious  influences, 
good  influences. 

一索化 三淸。 ut  Of  one force  the  Three  Pure  Ones  were 

produced.  See  淸 2188. 

A  fissure  ；  a  crack ;  a 

chink.  An  opportunity ;  a 

pretext.  A  grudge  ；  a 
quarrel.  Used  for  1003, 

1130..  [Correct  form  隙 •] 

人 生如白 駒過隙 the 
life  of  man  is  like  a  white  colt 

(a  sunbeam)  passing  a  crack, 一 
gone  -in  a  moment. 

隙地  vacant  or  waste  land. 

伺 隙圖財 watching  his 
opportunity  to  make  profit. 

蹈 隙輙往  we  went  at  every 
opportunity. 

隙 
iii9 

镦 
1120 

w 
1121 

R •陌 

C.  kwik 
N.  hsih 

K.  hidk 

J.  saku、 shaku 

A.  k'-ik 

Entering 

Upper. 

1122 

nti 4 

器 
1123 

R .寘 

See 
Sinking 

Upper. 

乘 隙而入  he  availed  himself of  that  pretext  to  come  in. 

與 人有隙  to  have  a  grudge against  a  man.  See  5184. 

這兩 人有隙 there  is 
split  between  these  two  men,- 
they  have  quarrelled. 

開隙  to  make  the  rift, — to  begin 
the  quarrel. 

尋隙  to  try  to  pick  a  quarrel. 

于， 中求隙  to  be  hyper¬ 
critical. 

Same  as  1 1 19. 

To  terrify.  Frightened, 

as  when  treading*  on  a 

tiger’s  tail.  A  species  of 

spider. 

震 來麟微 the  thunder claps  are  terrible. 

See  1551. 

A  vessel  ;  a  dish  ;  ,  a 

platter,  etc.  Implements  ； 

utensils.  Capacity  ；  ability. 
To  employ. 

美食不 如美器  choice food  is  not  so  important  as  a 
choice  service, — of  bowls,  dishes, 
chopsticks,  etc. 

器  皿  plates,  dishes,  etc., 

器具  utensils  generally. 
器材  materials,  —  for  making things. 

器物  things ;  utensils. 
兵器。 r 器械  weapons. 

用  implements;  utensils.  Also, 
useful ;  capable. 

大 器聣成  a  great  thing  is slowly  made, — Rome  was  not built  in  a  day. 

不成器 的東西 a *  for-nothing  fellow.  See  762. 

君 子不器  the  perfect  man is  not  a  thing, — e.g.  a  mere  pot, 

or  any  thing  which  has  but  a 

器 

1123 

HH 

••  二 

1124 

答1
 

men  ac- 

1125 

R •支 

See  |1^ 

Even  Lower. 

single  use  or  function;  that  is, 

he  is  not  a  function  of  one  vari¬ 
able  but  of  many. 

大器  and  小器  are  used  for 
great  characters  and  petty  cha 

racters,  respectively. 

先自 治而後 治人之 

爲大器  to  govern  oneself 
first  and  others  afterwards,  that 

is  to  be  a  great  man 

琴琯 有遠器 Fang  Kuan 

is  a  man  of  far-reaching  ability, 

眞宰 相器也 truly  this 
man  has  ministerial  capacities 

深器之  thought  very  highly of  him. 

器重他  to  regard  him  with 
reverence. 

器 .局 不大方 his  way 
doing  business  is  petty. 

量 才器使  employ 
cording  to  their  abilities. 

器量  large-minded ;  magnani mous;  generous. 

王公大 所不 能器 卜 
man  whom)  princes  and  nobles 
could  not  make  use  of, — his  ideas 

being  too  lofty  for  this  world. 

神器  a  divine  article,  —  the 
Throne.  Also,  the  soul.  ̂ 9819. 

房中僞 器 an  imitation 

陽物 • 

見乃謂 之象， 形乃謂 

之器  becoming  apparent  is then  termed  figure,  endowment 

with  body  is  fhen  termed  form. 

形 而上者 謂之道 ，形 

而 下者 fl 之 _  that 
which  transcends  matter  is  term 

ed  law,  that  which  supports 
matter  is  termed  form. 

Same  as  1123. 

Uneven,  like  the  leaves 
of  the  bamboo. 
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(.支 
;ee 奇 Even  Lower. 

m 
1127 

^ 啟 
Rising  Upper. 

w 
1128 

R •霧 
5ee 

SinkingUpper. 

w 
1129 

R •緝 
Z;yep^  v.  mp- 
\l.  hip 
F.  k'eik 
W.  cHai 

cHh 

P.  hsi\  chH) 
M.  hsi 
V.  ksik 

5z.  hsi 

K.  lap 

SinkingUpper. 

郄 
1130 

觜 
1131 

夾 
14 

1132 

K •葉洽 
C.  kapQ 

H.  kap、 k、af、 hiap 

F.  kak、 keik 

W.  ka^  ko 
N.  ciah、 kah、 

v.  gah 

P.  c""a,  uhia 
M.  chi  a 

Y.  chiak、kak 
Sz.  chia 

K.  kdp、 hi  dp 
J.  kid^  ko 

Entering 

Upper 
&  Lower. 

A  reptile. 

㈣祁  an  old  name  for  the 

scorpion.  See  9467. 

To  open  the  buttons  of 
a  coat. 

僅痃  to  marcn  with  regular  steps. 

傻 襟敞領  an  open  robe  and 
a  loose  collar. 

A  vessel  emptied  of  its 
contents. 

瓶 中酒罄  the  wine  is  all 
gone  from  the  bottle. 

Damp.  Juicy.  Dark. 

浥滑  dark  and  dank. 

Same  as  1003. 

Same  as  1080. 

To  press  ；  to  squeeze. 

To  pick  up  as  with  pincers. 
To  carry  secretly.  Double; 
lined. 

央緊。 1 夾住  press  it  tightly, 
or  firmly. 

書央  boards  used  as  binding 
for  Chinese  books. 

夾持  to  support  on  each  side 
by  holding. 

央板子  boards  for  the  squeez¬ 
ing  torture;  castanets. 

夾1
 # 

1132 夾板船  a  foreign  sailing-ship. The  origin  of  this  term  is  un¬ 
known.  Perhaps  it  should  be 

甲板  “overlapping  boards，’’  in allusion  to  the  clinker  build  of 

old-fashioned  sailing-ships. 

命夾之  ordered  him  to  have his  fingers  squeezed. 

夾棍 and 夾棒  two  instru¬ ments  for  the  squeezing  torture. See  1134. 

快 夾起來  quick !  begin  to squeeze  him. 

夾 不起來  could  not  pick  it 
up, 一 as  a  pigeon’s  egg  with 
chopsticks. 

鉗夾  to  nip  a  thing  up,  as  with 
tweezers;  to  delude  by  false 

promises. 

夾蠟花  to  snuff  a  candle.  | 
夾剪  shears.  j 

用夾 剪夾開  use  the  shears to  cut  it  open. 

夾帶  to  carry  .secretly;  to smuggle. 

夾 帶私貨 to  smuggle  in 

goods. 夾襖  a  lined  coat.  j 

是單的 是夾的 is  h single,  or  lined  ? — of  a  garment. 

夾雜  mixed;  ill-assorted;  to  mix. 

尾夾 於髀間  [bulls]  stick their  tails  between  their  legs, — 
when  fighting. 

夾輔  assistants ;  aides-de-camp. 

夾道  a  walk  or  passage  between two  walls  or  rows  of  trees. 

Also,  to  stand  in  two  lines  for 

a  departing  official  to  pass  down 
the  middle.  This  is  done  as  a 

mark  of  respect  and  esteem. 

夾城  a  covered  way;  an  under¬ ground  passage. 

a  needle-case ;  a  house¬ 
wife. 

衣夾  a  portmanteau  or  bag  for 
clQthes. 

^  or  {chia1  ku2)  to  wink. 

夾膝  a  leg  rest,  used  in  bed  in 
hot  weather, — a  “Dutch  wife.” 
See  3612. 

^  or  ̂   a  rash, 

夾借  to  press  one  to  lend.  j； 

夾當  straits, — of  circumstances. 

夾杆石  the  stone  base  or  step of  a  flagstaff. 

夾攻  or  3^  ®  to  attack  from 
both  sides. 

兩 下 央 攻  to  take  in  front 
and  rear. 

央 漢而居  lived  on  opposite sides  of*  the  Han. 

To  clasp  under  the  arm. 
To  pinch.  To  foster  ；  to 

cherish.  To  presume  on. 

To  help.  To  oppress. 

Also  read  hsieh^. 

挟帶  to  carry  under  the  arm. 
非挾 泰山以 超北海 

之類也  it  is  not  the  same as  to  carry  off  Mt.  T‘ai  under 
one’s  arm  and  to  jump  over  the 

north  sea, 一 which  is  impossible. 

從左 右脇下 挾了兩 

put  one  jar  under  each  arm. 

懷扶  to  take  in  cribs  to  the public  examinations. 

旣 挾我矢  we  have  fitted  ouf 
arrows  to  the  string. 

挟輝。 1 ■挾 恨。 r 挾仇 tc> nourish  a  feeling  of  dislike  or  a 

grudge  against  any  one. 

有 挾而求 ，孟 子所戒 
to  presume  upon  one’s  position 
and  ask  for  anything,  was  for¬ 

bidden  by  Mencius, — who  main¬ tained  that  there  could  be  no 

true  esteem  where  one  presumed 

upon  adventitious  advantages  as 
enumerated  in  the  five  following 

entries : — 

挟長  to  presume  upon  one’s  age. 

挟賢  to  presume  upon  one’s 
talents. 

挟貴  to  presume  upon  one’s 
rank. 

挟 有勳勞  to  presume  upon 
one’s  services. 

挟故  to  presume  upon  old  ac¬ quaintance. 

挾佐 t。 aid. 
挟制  to  oppress;  to  intimidate; to  coerce. 

挟 持甚大  great  ability  to 

manage. 

挟告  to  accuse  maliciously. 

1132 

w 

1133 

R •葉 

C.  hyp 

H.  hiap 

F.  hick^  v.  keik 
W.  ye^  v.  ga 

v.  djih^ 

P.  ihsia M.  hsia 

Y.  hsiak 

Sz.  hsia 

K.  hidp 

]'kid、gid 

A.  hiep 

Entering 

Lower. 
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狹 ii34 

R •葉洽 

甲煩 
莢 

Entering 

Upper. 

莢
-
 

[i35 

R •葉 
C.  kapa 
H.  hiapr 

F.  kitk)、 kak0 
W.  ka0 

N.  ciah、 cieh 

P.  chia) M.  chia 

Y.  chiak 
Sz.  chia  . 

K.  kii}p、 hidp 

J.  hid A.  hiep^siap^ 
Entering 

Upper. 

刻 r 1136 R. 洽 

See 甲 

Entering 

Upper. 

鋏1
 • H37 

R .葉 
C.  hafQ 
F.  kick 
N.  ciah 

K.  hidp 、 kidp 

J.  kid A.  hiep^ 

Entering 

Upper. 

頫”
 i!38 R •葉 

c.  kap0 
H.  hiapy, kKiap 

F.  kick 
W.  ka 
N.  ciah 

P.  Cchia、 chi^ 

Pieces  of  wood  joined  on 

a  hinge  at  one  end. 

挾棍  a  wooden  instrument  for 
squeezing  the  ankles  to  extort 
evidence. 

Pods  of  leguminous  plants. 

The  sheath  on  the  leaf¬ 

stalk  of  grasses.  Seeds. 

输英  elm-seeds. 
英錢  small  light  coins  used 
under  the  Han  dynasty. . 

蓂英 ot 歷英  a  felicitous 
plant  found  growing  in  the  court¬ 
yard  of  the  Emperor  Yao.  It  was 
said  to  produce  a  leaf  every  day 

for  1 5  days,  and  then  to  lose  one 
every  day  for  a  similar  period, 

thus  serving  as  a  monthly  cal¬ 
endar.  See  7957. 

A  District  in  Honan. 

郏鄢 an  ancient  place  in  the 
North  of  Hupeh,  where  成王 

Ch^eng  Wang  established  the 
Chou  dynasty  about  1100  b.c. 

郷室  the  buildings  on  each  side 
of  the  entrance, — to  a  temple. 

A  pair  of  pincers  to  hold 
a  crucible  over  the  fire. 

To  pick  up  with  pincers. 
A  sword. 

火鋏  a  pair  of  tongs. 
馮 驩彈鋏 而歌曰 
Huan  tapped  upon  his  sword  and 
sang, 

長 杂歸來 乎 O  long  sword， 
let  us  go  home ! 

The  jaw；  the  cheek. 

聰 、頰 the  jaws. 

頰骨 ■頰車  the  jaw-bone. 
相匕  peach-like  cheeks. 

鬚 •  the  whiskers. 
旁  to  be  at  the  side  of;  to 
guard. 
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緩頬  to  talk  for;  to  make excuses  for；  to  get  one  out  of  a 

difficulty  by  talking.  Defined  as 

徐言弓 j 譬也 t。 persuade by  gentle  words.  See  5071. 

汝乃爲 我緩頰 do  you go  and  try  to  arrange  the  matter 
on  my  behalf. 

red  jo'vl, — a  poetical  name 
for  the  stork. 

The  family  ；  home：  house¬ 
hold  ； relatives.  People. 
A  class;  a  side；  a  party; 

a  school.  Thoroughly  ；  com¬ 

pletely  ； see  10,792.  A  suffix. 
See  1174， 8592. 

家子 家室 or 家庭 
(see  h，286)  ot  家屬  a  family ; 
a  household. 

本家  relatives  having  the  same 
surname,  /.  e.  relatives  on  the 
father’s  side. 

一家人  persons  of  one  family, as  above. 

家人  the  family；  one  of  the family ;  a  domestic.  Also,  the 

37th  Diagram.  Also,  an  execu¬ tioner. 

宜 其家人  she  will  order  well her  family. 

着家  to  stay  in  the  house. 

發家  to  enrich  the  family. 

外財 不發家  ill-gctten gains  do  not  enrich  a  man. 

家裏 家裏頭  at  home ; 
my  wife. 

有 ▲家裏  I  have  a  family, — lam a  married  man. 

家中  among  the  family;  at  home. 

沒於家  to  “die  in  one’s  bed •” 出夕 卜一里 ，不 如家裏 
a  mile  from  home  is  not  as  good 

as  being  at  home, — alluding  to 
the  Chinese  dislike  for  travel. 

在 家  he  is  at  home. 

^  ̂   my  cold  home, — a  conven¬ tional  phrase  for  my  home,  or 

my  house. 

坐 家欺客  to  impose  on,  or insult,  strangers  from  the  vantage- 

ground  of  home. 

家 5
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來 學於吳 因家焉 he 
came  to  study  in  Wu  (Kiangsu), 
and  so  made  it  his  home. 

不  0  家爲家 did  nc>t  treat 

their  homes  as  their  homes, — 
were  not  often  there. 

家事  domestic  affairs. 

淸官難 呼家事 even  an 

honest  official  has  trouble  in 

settling  family  differences,— they 

are  proverbially  difficult  to  ar¬ range. 

家穿 J 戶 至 ㈣叩 fr9m  house 
to  house. 

家夂 a 家嚴  my  father. 

家毋  or  家  my  mother. 

家眷  a  wife;  a  family. 

家小 a  wife. 家兄  my  elder  brother. 

家姐  my  elder  sister. 家政  the  management  of family;  family  regulations. 

合家。 r 閨家  the  whole  fa¬ 

mily. 

家道: 復興㈣ 複初） ⑽ fortunes  of  the  family  revived. 

舊家 扣 世家丨 子弟 
scions  of  an  old  family. 

家用雜 物  articles  fbi  domes¬ 
tic  use；  household  stores. 

家書 w 家信  a  letter  from 
home., 

東家 M 家長 家主。 >■ 

家君  or  ̂   ̂   the  head  of  a 
household. 

a  butler  or  vialtre  d* hotel, 

家産。 ■•家 當。 ■•家 業。 r 

家私  famiiy  property. 

家器 w 家生  household  ef¬ 
fects. 

起家  to  make  one’s  fortune  or way  in  the  world. 

富家  a  weaUhy.  family, 

f  one  who  lms  been bought;  a  slave. 

家將  retainers' 

視天下 爲一家  to  regard 
all  mankind  as  one  family. 

家破 At:  home  broken  up. 

家 給人足 comfortable 
homes  and  contented  people. 
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出  to  leave  the  family, — to 
become  a  priest  or  a  nun. 

一 子出家 ，九 族舁天 
if  one  son  becomes  a  priest,  nine 
generations  go  to  heaven. 

何  出 家  what  religion  have 
you  joined? 

削髪 出 家  tc>  shave  the  head 
and  become  a  priest. 

一- 十  more  than  twenty 
families. 

家 翻宅亂  the  whole  house 
topsy-turvy. 

pj  the  members  of  a  family. 
Also,  colloquially,  a  wife. 

to  marry;  to  succeed  in 

life.  See  762. 

家下 a  wife. 
菊 J  one’s  native  place, 

the  fatherland. 

^  the  foundations 
of  the  State. 

ordinary  conversation. 

^  ̂   Wi  every-day  fare;  pot- luck. 

國  the  family  of  the  nation,— 
the  State. 

^  the  State;  the  empire, 
hired  servants. 

家僕 w 家丁。 r 家奴。 * 

家 下 人  domestic  servants, 
maid-servants. 

domestic  discipline. 

the  officers  of  the  Em- 

peror’s  household. 

PI  the  threshold;  the  position 
of  a  family. 

in  poverty;  a  pauper. 

家住  living  at . . 

家雀  a  sparrow. 
a  family  gathering  at  a 

meal. 

a  family  school, — where 

only  the  relatives  of  the  family 
study. 

家産 子兒。 r 家常子 
兒  lads  bom  in  tlie  house,— 
used  either  of  purchased  slaves, 
or  of  vernce,  i,e.  slaves  born  in 
the  household,  of  slaves  already 
in  the  family. 

家
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家生 孩兒。 r 家生兒 

'家 生奴 (。>" 奴產 子） children  of  slaves. 

家祠 .  or  家堂  a  family  an- cestral  shrine. 

家資  property. 

人家  People. 擾了 這一 家人家 trc>u- bled  the  people  of  this  family. 

不 是我的 ，是 人家的 
it’s  not  mine,  it’s  somebody  else’s. 

奶媽子 抱孩子 like  a child  in  the  nurse’s  arms, — 

人家的  somebody  else’s. 

自家 oneself. 

吾家  I  myself. 沒家  a  corrupt  form  of  沒有， 
used  in  reply,  the  家  being  in 

most  places  pronounced  ka  or  ke. 
Is  much  used  in  Central  Man¬ 
darin. 

是個 女人家 she  is  a woman. 

他是 老人家 he  .is  an  dd 
man. 

寃  one  who  feels  aggrieved ; 
an  enemy.  . 

大 家  a  ̂ reat  or  wealthy  family ; 
the  whole  family ；  all;  each  of 
two.  Also,  your  Majesty. 

大家 小戶 rich  and  poor 
together. 

大家行  jM  may  tlie  whole family  be  prosperous. 

我們大 家 dl 。£  us- 大 家兩貫 ，孩 子是誰 
的  if  we  each  (of  two)  give  two 
strings  of  cash,  who  is  to  have 
the  child  ? 

雨家 OT 兩家頭 bDth  Par- ties. 

― •家 交貨， 一 ■家 交銀 
one  party  to  hand  over  the  goods, 

the  other  party  to  hand  over  the 

money  • 

肺家  the  lunss- 

時家⑽ 992 

百  姓  the  Family  Names.  See 

8560. 

諸子*  百  the  various  philo¬ sophers  and  scholars  of  all  liter¬ 
ature,  The  term  is  applied  to 

家1 ! 
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persons  in  the  sense  in  which  we 

call  a  man  an  “Encyclopaedia.” 

writers  on  Confucianism. 

兵家  ”  ”  military  topics. 

法家 ，，”  legislation. 

農家 ，，”  agriculture. 

醫家  ”  ”  medicine. 

雜 家  ”  ”  miscellaneous topics. 

釋家 and 道家 writers  on Buddhism  and  Taoism,  respec¬ 

tively. 

婦道家  womankind. 

小說家  essayists- 家 底  the  Javanese  word  kati  or 

catty. 

Read  ku)\ 

曹力 C  the  Lady  Ts‘ao  = 

Pan  Chao  {q,  v.) 

Tools；  furniture. 

傢伙 傢具 傢器 

or  彳家海 ̂   (Shantung)  household gear ;  utensils ;  implements,  etc. 

a  good  article ;  a  fine 

specimen. 

傢伙 (slang)  the  penis. 
To  marry  a  husband  ；  see 

娶 3119.  To  give  a  daugh¬ ter  in  marriage.  To  attach to.  See  ̂   5454 - 

嫁 人 ̂  嫁夫。 r 出嫁 to marry  a  husband. 

任氏來 嫁于周 the  Prin- 
cess  Jen  came  to  be  married  to 

the  prince  of  Chou. 

女头當 嫁 when  a 扣1  is grown  up  she  should  be  married. See  888. 

收嫁。 r 反頭嫁 to  marry a  second  husband. 

嫁 鷄隨鷄 marry  a  cock, 
follow  a  cock, — the  bed  you 

make， you  must  lie  on. 

嫁窗。 1 •嫁 粧。1 ■嫁資 a 
bride’s  irousseau，一\he  things  she 
has  given  to  her,  including  money, 

to  take  to  her  husband’s  home. 

^  to  escort  the  bride  from 
her  father’s  house. 

i8 
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隨嫁  '广 頭  waiting-maid who  follows  the  fortunes  of  the 
bride. 

to  give  one’s  dn  nab  ter  in 
marriage. 

嫁給  tc  give  a  woman  in  mar¬ riage. 

嫁粧鋪  a  shop  where  marriage 
chairs,  lanterns,  etc.,  can  be  had 
on  hire. 

i 爲 人作嫁  to  act  on  behalf! 
of  anybody;  to  be  employed  by 

any  one. 

嫁 禍於人  to  maliciously  get 
another  into  trouble. 

i 嫁怨  to  feel  resentment. 

Same  as  1 157. 

I i 
1 

j  Spikes  of  grain  •’  see  9607. 

|To  sow  grain  ；  to  farm 
[Sheaves.  Husbandry. 

不 稼不穡  you  neither  sow 
nor  reap.  See  9607. 

好 /W 是稼稽 what  they 
love  is  husbandry. 

不知稼 稽 _ 難 '  do not  know  the  toil  of  husbandry, 
一 how  hard  it  is  to  earn  money. 

i 禾稼  ripe  grain；  crops, 

I 莊稼  growing  grain；  crops  in 
I  general, 

I 莊 稼人。 r 莊稼漢 hus 
bandmen；  field-labourers. 

加 
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Even  Upper. 

我释 旣同。 叩 cr°ps  are now  in. 

十月 納禾稼  in  the  tenth 
moon  the  sheaves  are  gathered  in. 

學稼  to  learn  agriculture. 

To  add  to；  to  affix.  To 

: inflict,  as  punishment. 

■•麻  j 加增。 r 加添 to  add  on  to. 
〜家  ！ 加多些  add  a  little  more. 

加  ~ •籌  add  on  a  little. 
加減  to  add  and  subtract;  to 

increase  and  diminish. 

亦無 所加矣  it  is  impossi- 
ble  to  improve  upon, — the  above. 

有 加無已  no  limit  to  the 
increase. 

加1
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無 以複加  nothing  more  to be  added ;  the  ?ie  plus  ultra, 

加十  times  as  much 

加 僧賠還 t0 呵叮 double- 
較 去年價 錢加倍 

com¬ 

pared  with  last  year  the  price  is double. 

^  jfjjj  上  add  to  that;  in  ad¬
 dition  ; besides. 

加以 … .. to  be  immoderate . ; 
to . in  excess;  particularly  as... 

加 以刑嚇 t。  jptimidate  by bambooing, 一 e%g.  a  recalcitrant witness. 

加刑  to  inflict  punishment;  to 
bamboo  with  a  view  to  elicit 
evidence. 

加 以重罰  to  inflict  a  heavy 
fine. 

別 加我罪  to  inflict  further punishment  on  me. 

加擬  sentenced  to  the  additional 
penalty  of," 

加宼  to  invest  a  young  man 
with  the  cap  of  manhood,  sig¬ 

nifying  that  he  is  of  full  and 
marriageable  age. 

加鞠 I  子  to  lay  on  with  the  whip 
加黑索  to  lay  on  the  black  | cords, 一 to  flog. 

加詳  with  extra  minuteness  orl 
care. 

加之。 r 加着  besides；  more¬ 
over. 

加 之少年  and  what  is  morel he  is  very  young. 

有愛花 惜花的 ，加之 

以福  if  there  are  any  who  love  I 
flowers  and  treat  them  well,  let 
them  have  an  extra  share  of 

happiness. 

加治  to  deal  with  with  extra  I 
severity. 

加印 。>^加 蓋印信 bset one’s  seal. 

加戳  to  stamp;  to  seal. 

加進  to  increase. 

加利  to  pay  interest. 
加 一分利  to  pay  one  fen  perl 
month  interest, 一 /•  e.\2  per  cent 

per  annum. 

加1
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加 一 •八 當十 to  lend  at  20 per  cent  discount. 

加 息六厘  interest  at  six  li 
per  month  =  7^  per  cent  per annum. 

加意  to  take  especial  care. 

加封  to  put  inside  a  cover  or 
envelope. 

加官  to  be  promoted. 
加 '官 進爵 may  you  be  pro- moted  and  further  ennobled. 

加級  to  receive  honorary 
distinction.  See  級 846. 

加恩  to  be  kind  to. 
加衣  to  put  on  more  clothes 

加獎  to  award  praise. 

加科 加税  extra  duty. 

加工  extra  work. 

于我 又何加 焉 、vhat 
more  have  I  to  do  with  him? 

加水  to  charge  a  discount  on coin  or  bullion  on  account  of 
difference  in  the  value  of  silver. 
See  12,636. 

加偷  to  add  on  a  tax. 

加法  a  process  of  adding  = multiplication.  See  1609. 

加囑  to  give  further  orders;  to specially  enjoin. 

加  muslins.  Same  as  袭裟 See  1151. 

加等  to  an  increased  degree. 

加 等反坐  (the  punishment) 
will  recoil  upon  (the  accuser)  in 
an  increased  degree. 

加 了嚴了  they  have  given him  a  yen  (severe), — they  have 
committed  him  for  the  extreme 

penalty  of  officials  in  trouble. 

加銜  a  nominal  rank;  a  titular 

dignity.  . 

欽加 同知銜  brevet  sub 

Prefect. 

加厘  to  increase  or  levy  likin, 

弋 言加之  when  your  arrows 
and  line  have  found  them, — 
referring  to  birds  shot  by  the 

sportsman  and  'brought  home 

tied  by  the  string  of  the  arrows. 

加籃茱  the  white  cabbage  of northern  China. 
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A  cangue  or  wooden 

collar,  worn  by  criminals 

for  such  offences  as  petty 

larceny,  etc.,  which  *  are 

duly  inscribed  thereon 

Its  weight  is  regulated  by 

law,  as  also  the  time  for 

which  it  may  be  imposed 

It  is  generally  taken  off 

at  night,  but  during  the 

day  the  wearer  must  be 

fed  by  his  friends.  [To 

be  distinguished  from  架 
H57-] 

枷號  the  sentence  written  on 
the  cangue;  to  put  a  person  in 
the  cangue. 

枷示  to  cangue  as  a  warning  to 
others. 

檐枷 and 杠枷 t0  wear  the 
cangue. 

細1  責。 r  _  打  tQ  Put  in  the cangue  with  a  bambooing, 
which  is  usually  administered 
both  before  and  after. 

彼枷帶 鎖  t。 cany  the  cangue 
and  wear  a  lock, — fastening  the 
hands. 

那見死 鬼帶枷  who  ever 
saw  a  disembodied  spirit  with 

a  cangue  on? — that  we  should 
believe  in  punishment  in  the  next 
world. 

手枷  stocks  to  confine  the  hands. 

木匠 做枷， 自枷自 the 
carpenter  made  a  cangue  to  be 

put  on  his  own  neck, — hoist  with 
his  own  petard. 

Ornaments  attached  to 

the  hair-pin.  A  kind  of 

fillet  worn  by  women. 

珈飾  an  ornamental  headdress 

The  scab  which  grows 
over  a  cut  or  sore. 

結掏  to  form  a  scab. 

至痘 已結摘 when  the 
pustule  forms  a  scab: 

笳1
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A  whistle  made  of  reed 

without  holes  for  the  fin 

gers；  a  kind  of  flageolet. 

鳴 笳協節  blow  the  whistle to  help  in  keeping  time. 

胡辞 i 十八柏  eighteen  mel¬ 
odies  for  the  flageolet, 一 com 

posed  by  Tscai-yen. 

笳労  flat  bamboo  sieve-like  ves¬ sels  for  holding  sugar. 

笳似 感栗 ，捲 蘆葉吹 

之  the  chia  is  like  a  Tartar 
horn ;  it  is  the  leaf  of  a  reed 

twisted  up  and  blown  through 

A  flail 

連  _  a  flail. 打勃 P  to  thresh, grain. 

See  1559. 

A  coarse  kind  of  camlet. 

the  long  robe  worn  by  the 

Buddhist  priesthood.  Sanskrit 
jKachdya、 a  coloured  garment, 

as  distinguished  from  that  of 

laymen  who  in  India  are  sup¬ 
posed  to  dress  in  white.  See  1 144, 
8101. 

但脤袭 裟之人 _ 
Mongolians)  are  subject  only  to 

the  priesthood. 

袭裟 爲 率辱鎧 & priest’s  robe  is  armour  which 
enables  him  to  bear  insult. 

袈裟布  muslins. 
To  sit  cross-legged. 

結 跏缺坐  to  cross  the  legs and  sit  down, — as  for  medita¬ tion,  so .  that 身心 不動 

body  and  soul  are  motionless. 
Sanskrit  Utkatukasana, 

、、如  1  !  Used  to  represent  the 
XlSi  Sanskrit  sound  ka. 
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迦 腻色迦  Kanichka,— the 
famous  chief  of  the  Tochari,  who 

was  converted  to  Buddhism  and 

became  one  of  its  most  liberal 

patrons,  b.c.  15 一 a.d.  45. 

迦維羅 衞 Kapila  vastu, 一 the 
birthplace  of  Shdkyamuni  Bud¬ 
dha.  Sec  9983. 

迦葉波  Kas’yapa  Buddha, 
the  sixth  of  the  seven  ancient 

Buddhas.  Among  his  disciples 

was  Shakyamuni,  while  under  a 
former  incarnation,  and  to  him 

Kas’yapa  predicted  future  attain¬ ment  of  Buddhaship.  See  7969 

迦 陵頻伽  a  sparrow.  Also, 
a  bird  with  a  note  sweeter  than 

anything  except  Buddha's  voice Sanskrit  kala^inka, 

迦 頻闇羅  the  francolin  par¬ 
tridge.  Sanskrit  kapinjaha. 

To  yoke.  .  A  chariot. 
Used  as  a  polite  or  respect¬ 
ful  term  of  address.  To 

ride  in.  To  span. 

駕 言行狩  we  yoked  and 
went  there  to  hunt. 

駕 彼四璐  I  yoked  my  four 
white  steeds,  black-maned;  hence 

駕四  drawn  by  four  horses. 

尊駕 。^_駕  your  honour¬ 
able  chariot, 一 yourself.  Also 

駕上  you,  sir,  in  the  chariot. 

勞駕。 f 屈駕  I  trouble  your chariot, 一 a  conventional  phrase 

of  apology  for  causing  a  person 
to  travel  out  of  his  way,  as  when 

paying  a  visit,  or  going  anywhere 
on  one’s  behalf. 

檔駕  stop  the  chariot, — a  con¬ ventional  phrase  conveyed  to  an 
intending  visitor  to  signify  that 

it  will  be  impossible  to  receive him. 

恕 I 匡 駕之罪 pardon  my rudeness, 一 used  when  obliged 
to  leave  a  visitor. 

駕 臨敝處  your  chariot  ap¬ 
proaching  my  humble  place, — 
your  visit,  your  arrival,  etc. 

_  貢  your  visit
  to... 

駕上  to  harness. 駕車  to  harness  a  horse  to  a cart;  a  cart  or  carriage. 
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常 i 駕衣  the  uniform  worn  by  the 
▲Vfy  j  musicians  at  a  wedding. 

11 M  I  返駕  t0  returr^  home. 

i 御駕  the  Imperial  chariot, — 
th^  Emperor 

駕下  palace  officials. 

聖駕  the  holy  chariot, — the 
Emperor. 

駕幸  Imperial  visits. 

駕崩  the  death  of  an  Emperor. 

犯 駕當死  if  you  meet  with 
his  Majesty  you  will  be  put  to 
death. 

駕到了  his  Majesty  has  ar¬ rived. 

法駕  the  chariot  of  the  Law, 一 
a  polite  term  for  Buddhist  priests. 

戎 車旣駕  the  'var-chariot  is i  ready. 

i 乘齊 已辱矣 get  int0  the 
] carriage,  it  is  ready. 

騰 雲駕霧 t0  mount  the 
clouds  and  be  charioted  on  the 

mist, — to  become  an  Immortal, 

行駕 騰駕 start  on  a 
journey. 

隨駕  those  who  follow  any 
procession  or  cortege. 

圳駕  the  epistolary  title  of  an 
assistant  sub-Prefect  and  of  a 

first-class  Assistant  Department 
Magistrate.  See  2244,  12,294 

州別駕  epistolary  ̂ itle  of 
second-class  Assistant  Depart¬ 
ment  Magistrate. 

駕訟  to  embark  in  legal  pro 
ceedings. 

駕駿。 1 ■駕船  t0  travel  by boat. 

替駕子  the  skipper  of  a  junk. 

石 梁駕之  with  a  stone  across 
it  for  a  bridge. 

駕犁  a  kind  of  shrike  (Dicntrus 
cat/uvcus), 

駕部  the  Board  of  War. 

1156 

R •祕 

See Sinking 

Upper. 

R. 祕 

See 價 

鹿1
 

m i'55 
K •麻 
See 家 

Kvcn  lippe. . 

A  buck;  a  stag. 

糜
 4 

[i57 

Sinking 

Upper. 

To  build  a  house. 

架
、
 

H57 

A  frame  ；  a  stand  ；  a 

rack  ;  a  clothes’  -  horse. Numerative  of  framed 

things,  or  things  which  one 

frames.  [To  be  distinguish- 
ed  from  枷  ti45.] 

架子 a  frame;  a  stand  for flowers,  etc. 

書架子  a  book-case. 
衣架子  a  clothes-horse;  a  fop. 

十字架  a  frame  shaped '  like the  character  十*  ten\  a  cross, 
in  which  sense  it  is  used  for 

Christ’s  cross  by  Protestants  and Roman  Catholics.  See  3884, 

10,470. 

不負 其十字 架而從 

i 我者  he  that  taketh  not  his| j  cross  and  followed!  after  me. 

I 鬧架子 拿 架子。 r 

擺孝子 or 架弄 t0  Put on  airs；  to  swagger;  to  be  arro¬ 

gant;  to  put  on  side. 

装出 家主公 的架子 

來  he  put  on  the  frame  of  the 
master, — gave  himself  the  airs 
of  the  master  of  the  house. 

架子大  giving  oneself  airs ; putting  on  side.  See  8562. 

支架子  a  mere  frame, — of  a small  shopkeeper  with  no  stock 
in  trade. 

支 虛架子  an  empty  frame, 一 of  the  shabby  gentility  which 
has  more  show  than  substance. 

架式  an  affected  style.  Mateer 
says  “Conditions ;  circumstan- 

ces.” 

一架畫  a  picture. 

一  ▲床 a  bed. 
架物  to  support  things. 

架花  to  prop  up  flowers. 
架起  to  raise  up,— as  by  putting trestles  underneath. 嘉1
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R •麻 

See 家 

Even  Upper. 

打架  to  fight;  to  come  to  blows. 
See  1254. 

招架  to  resist;  to  ward  off;  to 

oppose. 

架住了  parried  the  blow. 
架不住  cannot  support, 一 a 
weight.  Also  used  figuratively. 

架不住 人央求  unable  to 
resist  entreaty. 

架樘  to  fabricate, 一 as  charges. 

架生  to  graft. 架 橋他過  lay  a  bridge  for . him  to  pass  over, 一 and  so  escape 
from  the  difficulty. 

考 之高閣  put  them  up  high 
in  the  shelves, 一 as  books  in  a 
bookcase,  etc. 

金鐘杂 ■舉架 a  bel1 - 
frame ;  the  truss  which  supports 
the  roof. 

人 命架子 a  row  involving 
life. 

架名  to  use  the  name  of  another for  one’s  own  ends. 

^  着他  to  make  use  of  a person;  to  use  as  a  cat’s-paw. 

不敢架 禍他人 I  could 
not  think  of  bringing  misfortune 

on  any  outsider, 一 in  this  case, 
or  on  any  one  who  did  not 
deserve  it. 

架枝桃  the  oleander. 
下 了架子  scaffolding  down; played  out;  busted. 

Good  ;  admirable  ；  ex¬ 
cellent.  To  approve  ；  to 

admire.  To  take  a  wife. 

Name  of  a  fish. 

嘉意  an  excellent  idea;  your idea. 

可嘉  capital;  very  good. 
嘉禮  the  marriage  ceremony ; a  wedding. 

嘉偶- ■嘉耦  a  well-matched pair;  a  happy  union. 

量  good  measure. 
嘉賓  respected  guests, 

j  嘉餚  nice  food 

1 其 新孔嘉  the  new  (relation- j I  ship  entered  into  by  a  bride) 
is  admirable. 
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嘉尙  hlSh  Praise. 
褒 嘉  to  Commend;  to  praise. 

^  to  encourage. 

嘉樂 君子。 ui*  admirable, 
amiable  sovereign. 

嘉乃 2 績  admirable  are 
your  great  achievements. 

_  甚嘉尙  worthy  of  all 

praise. 

嘉平月  the  twelfth  moon, — 
so  called  from  the  name  given 
to  the  winter  sacrifice  under  the 

商  Shang  dynasty' 

嘉 告 (kux)  to  announce  in  a 
blessing. 

文 王尋止 ，大 邦有子 
when  Wen  Wang  would  wive, 

there  was  the  lady  in  a  large  State. 

南有  魚  in  the  south  there 
is  the  barbel.  {Barbus  deanra- 
tns\  the  Chinese  name  is  given 

from  the  frequent  use  of  this 

fish  in  presents). 

嘉魚縣  a  District  near  Han¬ kow. 

嘉略關  the  pass  at  the  ex- 
treme  west  of  the  Great  Wall 

leading  to  Barkul. 

州  an  old  name  for  the  present 

嘉與府  in  Chehkiang. 
嘉^  commendation  and  com¬ 

passion. 

嘉納之  the  Emperor  re- 
ceived  it  approvingly. 

To  plough. 

■UJ  田  to  plough  fields. 

雨狻 有人雜 1 緑野 after 
the  rains  (in  spring)  men  plough 
the  green  fields. 

False  ；  unreal  ；  not  gen¬ 

uine,  as  opposed  to 眞 

589.  To  pretend;  see  5367. 
To  avail  of.  To  borrow. 

To  bestow  upon ;  to  appoint 

to.  Great.  Used  for  1 158, 

4204.  If;  supposing  that. 

不知 眞 假 I  don't  know 
whether  it  is  true  or  not,  gen¬ 
uine  or  not,  etc. 

假  to  mix  in  false  or  inferior 
kinds;  to  adulterate；  to  gloss. 

假 3
 

1 160 假 中又假 deceit  within deceit. 

假僞  false;  spurious. 

假  pretended  affection. 

假  falsehoods;  lies. 
t0  niake  a  false  report. 

假 參  imitation  ginseng. 

假_  金 線  imitation  gold  thread. 

假 仁假義  false-hearted; 
hypocritical. 

y|^  單^  a  false  dociunent, 一 as  a false  manifest,  etc. 

假： ̂   a  false  name.  See  4956. 

假 冒借名  to  fraudulently assume  another  name. 

假冒官  to  falsely  impersonate an  official. 

^  to  borrow;  to  use  a 
metaphor;  to  personate  some 

one  else;  to  take  another’s  name 
in  order  to  get  some  advantage. 

Also,  one  of  the  six  classes  under 
which  the  written  characters 

have  been  distributed,  contain¬ 

ing  those  which  originally  with¬ 
out  a  written  counterpart,  have 
borrowed  the  forms  of  others. 

不 通乞假 （men  and  women) should  not  borrow  things  from 
one  another. 

夜 不假燭 did  nc>t  use candles  at  night, — there  being 
enough  light. 

假 扮官差 t0  dress  up  and pretend  to  be  policemen. 

to  falsely  represent ;  to 

pretend  to  be. 

假充熟  to  affect  an  intimacy with. 

假裝。 r 假粧。 r 假做 

or  ̂   to  pretend. 

IK  to  counterfeit;  to  invent a  story. 

花假  pretended;  not  genuine. 

假局  it  is  all  humbug. 

•夕 C  a  false  hole, — an  ill-chosen or  unlucky  grave. 

^  ̂   ̂   t0  serve  self  under the  pretence  of  serving  the 

public. 假  borrowed  phraseology. 

假 搜  t0  deceive. 

假 3
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假  a、 false  hnnd, 一 a  substi- 

j  tllic. 

1  假  於人  t。 pmss  Oil  tc’ somebody  else, — as  an  order, 
instead  of  executing  it  oneself. 

1  假陰天 兒  a  false  dark  day， 1  一 a  day  in  which  there  is  a slightly  overcast  sky  but  no 
chance  of  rain. 

願 少假以 辭色 wished  t。 
treat  her  a  little  better 

天 假其便 Gcxl  gave  him 
this  stroke  of  luck,— of  anything 

very  much  to  one’s  advantage. 

天假之  a  heaven-sent  co¬ 
incidence, — as  the  meeting  of  two 
persons  suited  to  each  other,  etc. 

痕 哉天命 great  are  the appointments  of  Heaven. 

假 哉皇考 O  gmt  afui august  Father ! 

自假  self-elated. 
假  [溢我  how  docs  he  show 
his  kindness? 

假寐 永歎 I  &  mv 
dressed  and  sigh  continually. 

假 上匕  as  for  example . 假若。 r 假如。 r 假使 if; 
supposing  that. 

假 ★'一  毫差了  if  there  is the  slightest  error  or  dciiciency. 

假  granting  it  to  be  so. 

_  allowing ;  even  if. 

假此間  availing  oneself  of this;  if  herein. 

Read  chia~ •  Leave  of 
absence. 

告假  to  ask  leave,  or  the  loan of  (3289). 

告假 三 天  t。 ask  three  days’ 
leave. 

於^  假  to  grant  leave;  to  give  a 

holiday. 

寞 1  假  to  extend  leave;  to  com¬ pound  a  felony. 

假滿  his  leave  expired. 

休假  leisure. 

Read  ke^\  To  draw 

near  to  ；  to  influence 

成王旣 昭假爾 ch<-g 
Wang  brightly  brought  himself near. 
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R. 麻 
V.  Cchia、 ihsia 

M.  Qc/iia 
See 家 

A.  cgia、 s/ui 
Even  Upper. 

A  tree  with  a  fruit  like 

a  shaddock.  A  lever. 

Manacles  ；  fetters. 

爲 椴舁物  to  raise  things 
with  a  lever. 

A  disease  of  the  bowels  ； 

also,  of  the  lungs  ；  asthma. 

A  flaw；  a  defect. 

嶢瘕  short  worms  in  the  bowels. 

瘕端  to  breathe  hard;  asthmatic. 

瘕嗽  to  cough  distressingly. 

A  bulrush  or  reed 

( Phragniites  Roxburghii). 

A  flute.  Matrimonial  al¬ 

liance.  Name、 of  a  district. 

Wrongly  used  for  4205. 

菌 葦  reeds;  rushes. 
苢月  the  (eleventh,  acc.  to  von 
Zach)  seventh  month.  ( Yuan 
chicn  lei  han、 7th). 

苢 灰飛。 r 苢 管飛灰 
the  ash  of  the  reed  is  flying,— 
winter  has  come.  Just  before 

the  winter  solstice,  magicians 
arrange  tubes  of  bamboo  filled 
with  rush  ashes.  When  the  exact 

moment  of  the  solstice  has  ar¬ 

rived,  ‘the  ashes  fly  out  of  the tubes. 

苢笛 a  reed-pipe  or  flute. 
鳴苢  to  sound  the  reed, 一 play 

on  the  pipe. 

願 系苢莩  wishing  to  form  a matrimonial  alliance. 

苢州  a  Department  in  the  north 
of  Shensi. 

豭1
 1 164 

R 麻 
See 家 

Even  Upper. 

m 
1165 

A  boar. 

旣^ 婁豬， 盍歸吾 
j  艾 锻  since  you  have  allayed the  heat  of  your  sow,  why  not 
I  send  back  our  old  boar? 

i 寄锻  to  debauch  another’s  wife. 

Same  as  1155. 

3* 

m3 
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R. 馬 

C.  ka、 ku 

H.  sha^  cka 

w.  i 
 ku 

N.  cue 

P. chi a 

Y.  ku 
K.  kaA  v.  ha 

J.  ka^ke 
A. gia、 kou Rising  Upper 

甲 
1167 

^洽 

H.  I  ̂ 

F.  kak 
W.  ka 
N.  ciah、 kah、 

v.  k、ah 
M.  chia 
Y.  chiak、 kak 

Sz.  chia 
K.  kap 

J.  kid'kd A.  giap 
Entering 

Upper. 

Felicity；  prosperity.  Dis¬ 
tant.  Large  and  strong. 

視嘏  to  implore  blessings. 

降嘏  to  send  down  blessings. 

命 古 段 (々“ 3)  puref  unalloyed  hap¬ 
piness. 

An  opening  bud.  Scaly  ； 

armour  ；  a  cuirass :  a  buff- 

coat；  military.  The  first  of 

the  天干 or  ten  heavenly 

stems;  see  Tables  Ve.  First 

[see  12,970)  ；  best  ；  see 

10,955.  A  tithing  or  group 
of  10  families  under  the 

Sung  dynasty,  and  of  100 
families  under  the  present 

dynasty  ；  a  ward,  or  divi¬ 
sion  of  a  town.  See  7199. 

甲坼  a  sprout;  a  bud. 
甲蟲  scaly  animals, 一 as  snakes, turtles,  etc. 

栺甲  the  finger-nails. 

爪甲  claws. 
響甲  jingling  plaques  of  metal, 一 worn  by  actors,  or  used  by 
pedlers  to  announce  their  coming. 

甲魚  a  tortoise. 
甲 魚蓋子  a  tortoise-shell. 
士衆棄 甲而走 the  s。1 diers  all  threw  down  their  arms 
and  fled. 

銷子甲  a  kind  of  chain armour. 

俾兩 國化甲 曽爲冠 

裳  cause  both  nations  to  change 
the  cuirass  and  helmet  (of  war) 

for  the  cap  and  robes  (of^diplo- 
matic  intervention). 

鐵甲船  aa  iron-clad  ship.  1 

甲卒 OT 甲兵  mailed  sol¬ diers  ; buff-coat  and  weapons. 

修 我甲兵  I  will  prepare  my  I buff-coat  and  weapons. 

兵甲  military  equipments. 

甲庫  a  depot  of  arms,  military stores,  etc. 

甲:
 

1167 

: man  in 

甲香 OT 甲煎  a  snail’s  shell 
甲子  the  combination  of  the 
first  of  the  天 千  “ten  stems” 
with  the  first  of  the  地支 

“twelve  branches,”  the  further 
combinations  of  which,  until 

甲  is  again  united  to 子， form 
the  sexagenary  cycle,  a  method 

of  reckoning  time  which  has 

been  practised  by  the  Chinese 
since  the  earliest  ages.  See  1873, 

5814: 

六 十花甲  the  sexagenary 
cycle. 

花甲  sixty  years  of  age. 

貴甲子  how  old  are  you? 

求 椎甲子  begged  him  to 
cast  his  nativity. 

六甲  the  gravid  uterus, 
懷六甲  six  months  gone  with 

child. 

甲夜  the  first  watch. 
能 不我甲  he  is  not  superior 
to  us. 

富 甲天下  the  richest 

the  world.  See  9883 

三鼎甲  the  three  highest  on the  list  at  the  examination  for the  Han-lin.  See  10,955 

名 登黃甲  his  name  is  on  the 
yellow  list, — as  a  graduate,  either 

舉人 or  士  .The  lists, being  Imperially  issued,  are  on 

yellow  paper. 

_  班 a  —  士  by ra
nk- 

科 甲出身  to  have  begun  life 
as  a  graduate,  either  as  羅人 ot 進士. 

甲族  a  distinguished  family. 

正白旗 第三甲 the  third ward  of  the  plain  White  Banner. 

保甲  a  tithing;  the  headman of  a  tithing.  See  8711. 

十家 爲一甲  ten,  families 
make  a  chia)  see  above. 

甲長 {c^ianSz)  headman  of a  tithing;  a  village  elder. 

甲頭  the  headman  of  a  street 
or  ward. 

以 爲沒甲  I  thought  it  didn’t 
belong  to  any  one. 

甲 乙丙丁  etc.,  these  “ten 
stems’’  are  used  as  ordinal  num¬ 

bers,  as  mathematical  signs,  as 
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r .洽 
N.  kiah 

K.  kap 
].ko 
A.  giap 

Entering 

Upper. 

權 
1170 

ii7t 

R •黠 
H.  fat 

F.  ngak 
W.  ka 
N.  cih 

P.  Sr  hie  ̂  chici\ 

zka Y.  hsiak 

k.  kal^  v.  al 
J.  katsz、 kechi 
A.  kiet 

Entering 

Upper. 

substitutes  for  names  like  “Mr. 

So-and-so,’’  “John  Doe  and  Ri¬ 

chard  Roef^  a9  d,  cy  i.e.  known 

quantities  (see  天，  11,207), etc* 

etc.  The  four  characters  given 
here  are  used  to  denote  the  four 

classes  under  which  books  are 

ranged,  viz.  經史 子集， 
respectively. 

有 某甲者  there  is  a  certain 
man. 

甲味 'J  a  column  of  an  army 
(Manchu  jalan). 

The  steep  side  of  a  hill. 

車 駕岬蝎  a  procession  of| 
carriages, 

The  part  under  and  be¬ 
tween  the  shoulder-blades. 

乃臂 胛肥耳  it  was  because 
his  shoulders  were  too  fat. 

See  1444. 

A  lance  ；  a  spear.  To 

tap  lightly.  Sometimes  = 

輟 7002. 

輕 敲曰綦  to  tap  lightly  is 
called  chia. 

憂 擊鳴球  to  tap  and  smite 
the  sounding-stone, — a  piece  of 
jade  suspended  in  the  air. 

毫禮  propriety ;  usages. 

憂  乎  want  of  co-ordination. 

Read  ch‘ia 气  To  coerce. 

不 率大憂  those  Who  are 
disobedient  are  to  be  severely 
coerced. 

Read  ka1*.  Used  in 

transliteration  of  foreign 
words. 

憂刺兒  a  corner. 

1172 

稹，
 

R. 馬 

See 槽 

Rising  Upper. 

佳1
 

ii74 

R •隹 9 

麻 6a 

C.  kdi 
H.  ka、 kai 
F.  ka 

W.^ 

N.  cuo 

j  chi  a 

K.  kac、 ka 

J.  kai、ke 

A.  giai Even  Upper. 

See  5768. 

or 
A  name  for  the  m 

Catalpa  Bungei  of  northern 
China.  The  correct  form 

of  憤  1183， of  which  it  is 
given  as  a  synonym. 

Good;  beautiful,  esp.  of 

form  [see  7727)；  nice;  aus¬ 
picious.  See  1656.  [To  be 
distinguished  from  隹 2795.] 

隹妙  excellent  ；  clever  ；  ingen¬ ious. 

隹意  a  good  idea. 隹音  good  news;  a  good  voice. 

甚隹  very  good;  capital. 

偶不隹  on  one  occasion,  he was  unwell. 

隹章  an  elegant  composition. 
隹作  good  workmanship；  good 
composition. 

隹人  a  graceful  or  beautiful woman. 

隹人 不同體  graceful  wo¬ men  are  not  aH  shaped  alike. 

不 甚隹雅  not  very  elegant. 
elegant  handwriting  ；  cal¬ 

ligraphy. 

隹 景  lovely  scenery: 

隹禮  marriage. 隹境  a  beautiful  region.  See  534. 

精神 不隹了  my  energies are  exhausted. 

隹麗。 * 隹美  handsome; beautiful. 

不見 隹  not  good;  I  don’t  think much  of  it. 

西 望長沙  looking  west  to¬ 
wards  Ch‘ang-sha  •…  不見家 

I  do  not  see  my  home, — which 

is  phonetically  equivalent  to 

不見隹  as  above. 隹期  an  auspicious  time, — as  a wedding-day. 

會隹期  the  time  for  the  meet¬ 

ing. 

隹節  a  festival. 

佳1
 

ii74 

[!75 

胳 1176 

R 洽 

See 甲 

Entering 

Upper. 

:i77 

尺洽 

C.  hap'、 hapQ 

H.  kiap0 

F.  kak0 

W.  ̂  

See A.  ///>/-,  hap、 
Entering 

Upper. 

w 
1178 

尺洽 

See 甲 

A.  hap^  giap 
Entering 

Upper. 
w 

1179 

R 洽合 

See 甲 

A.  hap、 giap 
Entering 

Upper, 

w 

1180 

尺洽 

See 夾 

Entering 

Upper. 

are 

隹城  the  beautiful  city, — the tomb. 

湯以黑 色爲隹 they nicer  when  well  browned, — of 
certain  things  cooked  in  boiling 

qil. 
See  1504. 

Eyes  dim  and  tired. 

A  lined  dress  without wadding. 

a  lined  garment. 

單 給衣服  single  and  double garments. 

Read  chieh1*. 
collar. 

A  kind  of 

天子視 ，不上 于袷不 

下于帶  in  looking  at  the Emperor,  do  not  look  above  his 
collar  nor  below  his  girdle. 

A  cuirass.  A  leatnern 

jerkin,  worn  beneath  the 
clothes  for  protection,  and 

sometimes  plated  with  metal. 

鈴革  a  leathern  under-shirt. 

A  knee-pad  of  leather. 

A  white  girdle  worn  by 

mourners. 

A  kind  of  cake.  A  bait. 
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1 182 
R. 祕 

F. ) 
W.  ho 

N.  c]iio、ko 
v-  i 

M. chi  a 

lui 

公 “t Sinking 

Upper. 

See  6250. 

Price  ；  value. 

價 錢多少  Yliat  is  the  Price? 

價錢貴  the  price  is  high;  dear 
at  the  price. 

價 錢便宜  the  price  is  cheap. 

價本。 ■•價 値。 r 價銀。 r 

價目  price ;  value. 

價式  the  standard  value. 

市價。 i ■時價 the  market 
price ;  the  ruling  rate. 

I  價 重 金  'vorth  more  than 
its  weight  in  gold. 

索 價。 r 要價  to  ask  a  price. 

出價 01 ■開準 to  name' a price, — as  a  basis  of  operations. 

講  to  arrange  the  price. 

報價單  a  price-current. 

實價  the  real  price. 
一 '紙 千金 不當谭 a  thousand  taels  is  not  the  equi¬ 

valent  in  value  of  a  single  pict¬ 
ure, 一 of  a  famous  artist. 

不飾價  not  to  ornament  the 
price, — to  state  the  fair  price. 

早脱 時價 不同 prices 
vary  between  morning  and  eve- ning, 

價 有高低  l)Hc:es  val：y- 

故 高其價  lie  therefore  raised 
the  price. 

減價  to  abate  the  price. 

落價 °r 跌價 to  fal1， as 
prices;  a  falling  market. 

货 眞 價 實  goods  genuine  an(l price  reasonable, 一 an  advertise¬ ment. 

無價寶  a  priceless  jewel. 

待 惯而沽  don’t  sell  until you  can  get  your  price, 
c/nvio  ̂   船髙 ，高抬 

市惯  when  water  rises,  vessels 
rise,  and  so  rise  market  prices, 

fu 高招遠 客 high  prices 
at  tract  sellers  from  afar. 

帶惯  to  baggie  over  t.hc  price. 

w 
L  l82 

檟
 3 

1183 

K 馬 

C.ka) 

See 家 

Rising  Upper. 

I 爭價 不爭平  haggle  over the  price,  but  not  over  the  weight 

I  given, — advice  to  a  shopkeeper. 

打價兒  t0  bargain;  to  haggle 1  over  the  price. 

!打 價兒: T、 賣  I  won’t  have any  bargaining, — said  by  the seller. 

言 不二價  you  may  talk,  but no  two  prices, 一 will  be  stated 
in  this  shop.  Seen  placarded 
outside  shops  =  fixe. 

春 宵一刻 千佥價 
a  quarter  of  an  hour  of  spring 
is  worth  a  thousand  ounces  of silver.  , 

你聲 價高得 狠 you  think a  great  deal  of  yuorself. 

A  small  shrub,  from  the 
leaves  of  which  a  bitter 

infusion  is  made.  Used 

with  檀  1 173. 

舍 其梧檟 ，養 其橘棘 
to  discard  the  varnish  tree  and 

the  tea-plant,  and  cultivate  the 
thistle  and  the  thorn, — neglect 
the  good  and  associate  with  the 
evil. 

A  tripod  goblet  or  beaker 
of  stone  or  metal,  with  ears, 

used  under  the  Yin  dynasty  •’ 

see  299,  2218,  and  con¬ 
taining  several  升 9879. 

1184 

r •馬 

N.  ci'io 
Sec  家  i  , 

Rising  Upper.  I  洗 爵奠绎  he  rinses  the  cup, 

and  the  guests  put  theirs  down. 

齒*  菊 t  I  have  washed  the goblets  and  await  your  conver¬ 
sation, — a  phrase  used  in  invi¬ 
tations. 

走; 绎 傳觸  the  'vine  circu¬ 
lated  freely. 

茚 
1185 

秸 
>i  i86 

榕 
1 1S7 

Correct  form  of  11 84. 

Same  as  1444. 

See  6123. 

R. 

1188 

合 
C.c^a/c/ila 

H.  ts'-ap^ 

F. chak^ 

Ha 
N.  dzah P.  “々a,  zchHa 

M.  cchHa 
\.\-hHa 

Sz.  kua 

K.  not  used 

J.  sd^  zd 

A.  tap^ 

Entering 

Lower 
Irregular. 

R. 

洽 
C./i, 
F. 

GTE3L 

house  at  2 A  guard-house  at  a  pass 
A  Customs*  barrier.  To 
stick.  An  old  term  for boxing. 

卡路。 r 卡口 。1 ■街卡 a 
guard-house. 

卡防  a  guard-house;  guard- 
station. 

守卡  a  frontier  station. 

卡隘。 r 卡子  Customs’  bar¬ 
riers.  [The  latter  is  used  for  the 
clasp  of  a  belt.]  、 

卡 着了  stopped ;  barred ^  the  cash  paid  in  for 
Customs’  tax. 

魚刺 在哼子 裏卡住 

了  the  fish-bone  has  stuck  in  his throat. 

Read 

卡倫  a  frontier  post.  Manchu 
karun. 

Read  To  cough  ； 

to  hawk. 

卡不出 來  cannot  cough  it  up. 
卡痰  to  cough  up  phlegm;  to 
expectorate. 

w 

1189 

To  prostrate  oneself  with 

R .麻 

fear. 

See 牙 

恐 竹  fearful;  bashful. 

P.  ̂ch^ia 

Even  Lower and  Upper. 

To  dig  the  nails  into. 
1190 

To  pinch.  To  enter.  Used 

^恰 

tor  1 191. 

See 洽 

副花  to  pluck  a  flower. 

Entering 

Upper. 

切1
 * 

To  dig  the  nails  into. 
To  clamp  ̂   to  pinch.  To 

1191 

twist.  To  tear  up. 

這 個表我 掐不開 
I  can’t  open  this  watch. 



H5 

OH'
 

招1
 • 

II9I 
W.  k、 
P.  cchHa 
M.  chHa 

Y.  chHak 

K.  kidp 

].kd 
A. hap^ 

‘  Entering 
Irregular. 

命 r 
1192 

尺洽 
See 恰 
K.ktp 

Entering 

. Upper. 

袷
好
 

H93 

R 洽 
See 恰 

Entering 

Upper. 

4* 恰 
ii94 

政洽 
C.  hip、 hap 
H.  k'ap 
F.  k^ak 
W. 

N.  (f'iah 

P.  chHa^ 
M.  chHa 
Y.  chHak 

掐鼻  to  seize  by  the  nose. 

掊嗓 子眼兒  to  clutch  by 
the  throat. 

掐出血  to  scratch  or  pinch  to 
bleeding. 

抬死了  to  choke  to  death. 

掐驚風  to  pinch  when  in 
convulsions,  as  is  done  with 
Chinese  children. 

杷他 掊住了  damp  it 
firmly. 

牙齒梢 A 肉 _ to  bite  the 
lips  until  the  blood  comes. 

梢花  to  pluck  a  flower. 

掐草帽  to  twist  straw  braid 
for  hats. 

掐指箅  to  reckon  on  the  fin¬ 
gers, — by  bending  them  down 
See  3078. 

手掐訣  the  twisted  fingers’ 
mystery, 一 twisting  the  fingers  so 
that  the  middle  one  stands  out, 
done  in  connection  with  oracular 

deliverances.  See  12,621. 

梢不齊  not  fitted  evenly. 

促梢 (狹? ) 見識 a  mischiev 
ous  disposition, — of  a  practical 

joker, 

掊籌  to  count  tallies. 

To  pierce；  to  cut. 

A  scholar’s  cap,  like  a 
military  cap  without  corners. 

Used  about  a.d.  300,  to 

distinguish  the  literati  of 

魏  Wei. 

Fitting  ；  opportune  ;  at 
the  nick  of  time. 

恰値  just  then. 

恰 f 纔他去  he  has  just  gone. 

恰:好 >r 恰當  just  the  very thing ;  most  fortunately;  at  the 
nick  of  time. 

當語  apposite  remarks. 

恰
 4。 

1194 

K.  kidp^  v.  hip 

J •初 

A.  kap 

Entering 

Upper. 

跄
 好 

^95 
尺洽 

C.  kapo 

F.  keik 

W.  ciai 
N.  cih 

P.  ch^ia* 

M.  chHa 
K.  kdp 

J.  kid'kd 
A.  kie，p、 kap、 

kip 

Entering 

Upper. 

1196 
R •祕麻 

馬 
A.gia 

See  f  牙 

Sinking  & 

Even  Upper. 

m 

1197 

r •麻 

See 恍 

J.  kc^ke A.  nia 
Even  Upper. 

1198 
r •福麻 

See 押
 

Even  Upper. 

剛恰巧  at  the  very  moment 
required ;  most  suitably ;  most fortunately. 

可恰  suitably;  opportunely. 

恰遇  to  opportunely  meet. 

野 航恰受 兩三人 心 rude  boat  would  just  hold  two 
or  three  persons. 

恰似 恰如  precisely  the same  as. 

恰照  in  exact  accordance ; 
exactly  like. 

恰 恰鶯啼  “chHa  chlia”  cries the  mango-bird. 

To  stumble；  to  fall  back 

To  stammer. 

跆後  to  fall*  backwards. 

曹 前定則 不始 make  up your  mind  what  you  are  going 

to  say,  and  you  will  not  hesitate. 

To  walk；  to  step. 

mm  to  walk-  without  advanc¬ 
ing;  to  mark  time,  as  in  drilling; 

to  squat  on  the  hams. 

Pretty. 

the  affectation  of  a  girl 

who  thinks  herself  pretty. 

simulated ;  pretended. 

To  hide.  Also  read  chHa'、 
and  used  with  1 189. 

十 客‘衫 p  hiding  from  bashfulness  or fear. 

tr 

1199 

歓1
 

1200 

R .麻 

See 寧 

A.  kak 
Even  Upper. 

m 1201 

r .黯 

^ 劫 

A.  kat 
Entering 

Upper. 

1202 

楷，
 

T203 R •蟹隹 

C.  IHi 

H.  ckai 

w.i
^ 

N. 

P.  chHai、 chLte^ 

k、ai 

M.  k^ai 

Y.  k'-ae 
Sz.  k、ai 
K.  key  v.  he 

J.  kai A.  giai、 kuai 

Rising  Upper. 

The  pelvis.  The  haunch 
bone. 

To  emit  vapour. 

A  felicitous  plant,  known 
as  菝籲 • 

Same  as  1201. 

OH'
 

Name  of  a  straight, 

graceful,  and  durable  tree 

which  grows  at  the  grave 
of  Confucius.  A  model  ；  a 

pattern.  Also  pronounced 

楷 一 • 束  a  bundle  of  hemp- 
stalks. 

楷模  a  pattern;  an  exemplar, 

賦楷  models  of  the  fu  or  poeti¬ cal  prose  style. 

楷書  one  of  the  six  styles  of writing,  generally  spoken  of  as 

the  “clerkly  style.”  It  was  in¬ 
troduced,  by  王羲之  Wang 

Hsi-chih  a.d.  321 — 379,  as  a 

practical  improvement  upon  the 

more  cumbrous  隸書 m  use 

during  the  early  centuries  of  our 

era,  and  is  the  style  seen  in 

ordinary  despatches  and  official 
documents.  See  11,025. 

，甚 端楷  yQur  handwriting 
is  very  neat  and  regular, 

强楷  very  formal  and  precise. 

*9 
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1204 

Ril 

See 腔 

Even  Upper. 

缸 I2°S 

R 江 

See  江‘
 

Fven  Upper. 

虹 
1206 

豇1
 1207 

R. 江 

See 降 
Even  Lower. 

江1
 1208 

江 3. 

n.  I  kons F. 知 ouftg、kdng 
W.  koa 
N.  kojlg、 

chiiotig 
P. 

M. .. 

Y#  ch ⑽ g Sz. 
K. 

].kd 
A.  gicwg 

Even  Upper. 

03E3CI-A.3STC31-. 

A  bridge  of.  stepping- 

stones；  a  stone  foot-bridge. 
Trustworthy. 

徒紅  汪  foot-bridge. 

跨石杠  to  step  across  stepping- stones. 

德厚  _  紅。 f  sdid  virtue and  of  unimpeachable  sincerity. 

[ 石 I  is  here  defined  堅 .] 

To  lift  up.  To  carry  on 

a  pole.  Used  for  5886. 

See  *5265. 

A  small  kidney-bean, 
common  in  northern  China. 

The  beans  are  called  白肛. 

昔 and 靑 紅 昔， being  of 
two  kinds,  white  and  green. 

肛 昔瓣子  a  kidney-bean 
pod. 

A  river.  The  Tiver  par 

excellence、 一 the  Y ang-tsze. 
Abbreviation  of  the  names 

of  the  provinces  江南 

Kiangnan  or  江蘇  Kiang- 
su.  See  Table  IVa. 

•九 江孔殷  the  Nine  Chiang 
were  brought  to  complete  order, 
— by  the  engineering  labours  of 
the  Great  Yu;  but  the  meaning 
of  “Nine  Chiang”  is  uncertain. 

九江  Kiukiang,— in  Kiangsi, 
one  of  the  Ports  opened  by 
Treaty  of  1858. 

红之 永矣不 可方思 
the  length  of  the  Chiang  (Yang- 
tsze〉 cannot  be  navigated  with a  raft. 

滔滔 江漢  grandly  flow  the 
Chiang  and  the  Han. 

i 江淮  the  Yang-tsze  and  the 
Hnai  river. 

1208 

from 

江漢關  the  Hankow  Customs. 

江海 關。1 •江南 海關。 r 

江海 北關  the  Shanghai 
Customs. 

I  江 窗  Chiang-ning  Fu
, — Nan¬ 

king. 

江綢  silk  piece-goods Chiang-ning. 

江  Chehkiang  silk. 

江北岸  north  bank  of  the river, 一 a  name  for  that  part  of 
Ningpo  where  foreigners  mostly live. 

長江。 r 大江。 r 揚子江 
the  Yang-tsze  Kiang. 

江豬。 r 江豚  a  porpoise 
found  in  the  Yang-tsze. 

大江不 捨細流  the  Great River  does  not  reject  small 

streams, — it  avails  itself  of  all, 
no  matter  how  humble. 

兩江  the  two  provinces  of  江 
南  Kiangnan  (made  up  of  安 

徽  Anhui  and  江蘇  Kiangsu) 
and 江西  Kiangsi. 

江右  the  right  bank  of  the 
River, — a  name  for  Kiangsi. 

江左  Kiangnan. 
江 山  rivers  and  hills,  —  the empire.  See  3891. 

江 山如畫  the  view  is  like a  picture, 一 for  beauty. 

他就 奪你江 he  will then  seize  your  kingdom. 

各江 貨物  goods  from  every 
province. 

江海  rivers  and  seas;  the  waters of  a  country. 

江河  rivers  in  general. 
江心  the  middle  of  a  river. 

江  JU  the  mouth  of  a  river. 

江頭  the  river-side  or  bank, 

江水  river  water. 

江魚  river  fish. 過江  to  cross  a  river;  to  cross 
the  harbour  (as  at  Swatow  or 

Amoy). 

過江 兄弟  brothers  in  afflic¬ 
tion. 

yX  rivers  and  lakes；  to  have 
seen  them,  sc.  travel. 

江 
I2o8 

茳3
 

1
2
0
9
 

R 江 

See 江 

Even  Upper. 

m 1210 

R. 陽 

See 
Even  Upper. 

river 

江湖客  itinerant  traders. 

老江湖  an  old  traveller ; 
well-informed  man;  an  old  hand 

十年 學不到 一個江 in  ten  years  you  cannot 

learn  to  be  a  traveller, 一 so  diffi¬ cult  is  it. 

江 湖散人  a  man  without 
cares, 一 said  of  陸龜蒙 Lu 

Kuei-meng.of  the  T‘ang  dynasty, 

who,  on  failing  to  gain  a  degree, 

spent  his  time  in  travelling  about, 

外江人  a  person  from  other parts;  a  stranger. 

江裏來 水裏去 by 
come,  by  water  go, 一 easily  earn¬ 
ed,  easily  spent;  or,  what  comes 
over  the  devil’s  back  goes  under 
.His  belly. 

江米  glutinous  rice. 

江瑤柱  the  scallop. 
江西刺 the  China  aster. 江星  a  star  near  the  Milky  Way, 
which  helps  people  across  the water. 

江 山千古  four  characters 
used  for  classification,  the  items 
to  be  classified  being  arranged 

according  to  the  first  stroke  of 

the  pen, 一 a  dot,  a  vertical  stroke, 
a  dash  from  right  to  left,  or  a 

horizontal  stroke,  as  in  the  above four  characters. 

汀 防  ifj  a  riverine  sub-Prefect. 江州  an  old  name  for  九江 Kiukiang. 

A  leguminous  plant 
[Cassia  tor  a). 

茳 若英明  the  small,  black, 
bean-like  seeds  of  the  above, 

used  in  eye-diseases. 

Any  thick  fluid.  Broth. 
Congee.  Starch.  Pus. 

汁漿  gravy. 
酒漿  wine  and  soup, 一 a  ban¬ quet;  see  8419. 

求 漿直酒  to  ask  for  soup and  get  wine,  i.e.  more  than 
one  expected. 

漿粉  starch  in  powder. 
漿水  starch  ready  for  use. 

I 
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1212 

R •陽漾 
C.  ts'dng 
H.  tsiong 

F.  chiong 
W.  tsiae 

N.  tsiang 

Y  *  I  chiang Sz.) 

K. chang 

J  ‘  sd 
A.  tong 

Even  &  Sink¬ 

ing.  Both 

Upper. 

mussel. 

漿 洗衣裳  to  wash  and  starch 
clothesr 

冲漿  to  make  starch. 

新 漿布衣  newly-starched cotton  clothes. 

神. 锻。1 ■天鍛 Poetical  names for  dew. 

塌锻 wine. 

玉漿  nectar 合漿 

Read  chiang^.  Used  with 

1279， 1254 

锻糊。 r 鍛子。 r 麵漿 
paste  of  flour  and  water. 

太漿  too  thick ;  too  sticky. 

泥鍛。 r  地紫  muddy  slush. 

Same  as  1210. 

To  take  in  the  hand,  as 

杷  8514,  in  colloquial  ； 
known  to  foreign  grammar 

ians  as  a  “sign  of  the 

accusative ’  Future；  will ; 

about  to.  Optative.  Im¬ 

perative.  To  increase  ；  to 

be  great.  To  escort.  To 
nourish.  The  side.  To 

act ;  to  do.  To  put  in 
order.  To  advance.  To 

be  strong.  To  lead. 

將 仁待人  to  treat  men  with 
charitableness. 

將執 照帶回  to  bring  back 
the  passport. 

将謠 言傳布  to  spread  false 
reports. 

將被 拏之人 立卽釋 

放  to  at  once  release  the  men 
who  had  been  seized. 

將 一手去 接茶歐 with 
one  hand  he  took  from  her  the 
teacup. 

相 將而去  they  went  off  to¬ 
gether. 

我 將我享  I  have  brought 
my  offerings. 

將1
 

1212 
湯 孫之將 (sacrifices)  pre sented  by  the  descendant  of 

T‘ang. 

總是一 將人也 these men  are  all  in  collusion. 

將 纔去了  he  has  just  gone 
將就  to  be  near  to;  to  make the  best  of  anything；  to  put  up 
with;  to  let  pass. 

將 就木矣  to  be  drawing near  the  wood, — the  coffin. 

將就刑  they  were  about  to flog  him,  when . 

總要幾 分將就 y。11  must put  up  with  a  certain  amount. 

將 錯就錯  to  make  the  best of  an  error, — without  trying  to 
rectify  it. 

將 然未然  about  to  be. 

將然未 然之時 the  time when  one  is  just  going  to  and 
has  not  quite. 

我 將要去 i  am  about  to  go. 

我 將去之  I  propose  to .  go there. 

天將雨  it  is  going  to  rain. 

時幾將 矣 the  hcmr  is  at hand. 

吾 將仕矣  I  will  take  office, 亦將 有以利 吾國乎 
which  will  eventuate  in  profit 

to  my  country. 

將來  in  future. 將次  about  to.  See  4624. 

將將兒  just  and  only  just; 
barely. 

將將兒 的 just;  just  as •… 

將彀  just  enough. 

將死  about  to  die. 

將聰  towards  evening. 

將 A 門  just  as  he  was  going in  at  the  door. 

不知老 之將至  he  did  not know  that  old  age  was  at  hand. 

逝 將去女  we  will  leave  you. 

誰 將西歸  who  will  go  back to  the  west? 

將信 將疑  half  believing， half doubting. 

將受  about  to  receive. 

將到  about  to  arrive. 

將1
 

1212 

將開 船時刻 nea: the  time 

of  sailing. 

吾將 問之1  wil1  ask  him. 

將 近動身  will  soon  stare. 
將 可以走  then  he  can  go. 

將 能已乎  will  perhaps  be 
able  to  cure  him. 

將 有爲也  it  is  about  to  be 
done;  it  shall  be  done. 

將 及一月  nearly  a  month, 

將 次就辦  it  shall  be  done 
gradually,  z.e.  step  by  step,  in 
order. 

福 履將之  may  happiness 
and  dignity  come  to  you ! 

將 其來食  would  that  he would  come  and  eat!  • 

將 朝將翔  bestir  y°urself> 
and  move,  about. 

哀 我人斯 ，亦 孔之將 
his  compassion  for  us  people  is 

very  great. 

百 輛將之  a  hundred  chariots 
are  escorting  her. 

不 遑將父  I  had -not  leisure 
to  nourish  my  father. 

將養  to  rear;  to  keep  alive. 

無 將大車  do  noc  push  for¬ 
ward  a  waggon, — do  not  worry 

yourself. 

在 渭之 將  alongside  the  river 

Wei. 

仲山 甫將之  Chung  Shan- 
fu  carried  it  into  execution,- 
of  a  command. 

何 人不將  what  man  is  not 

moving? 

或 肆或將  some  arrange, 
some  adjust. 

日 就月將  daily  going  to wards,  monthly  advancing, 一 of 

progress. 

鮮 我方將  they  think  few 
like  me  in  vigour. 

將軍  Manchu  General-in-Chief, commonly  known  as  Tartar 
General.  The  commander  of  a 

garrison  of  Bannermen,  stationed 
at  some  important  centre  to  act 
as  a  check  upon  the  action  of 
the  civil  authorities.  The  Tartar 

General  in  the  provinces  ranks 

with  but  before  the  Governor- 
General.  His  literary  designation 

is  大元戎  sreat  military 
chief.  Also,  a  title  of  the  Im- 
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將1
 

perial  nobility  of  the  9th,  10th, 
nth,  and  12th  degrees.  The 

Shogun  of  old  Japan. 

將 軍不怕 出身低 — 
one  may  become  a  general,  how¬ 
ever  low-born, — it  is  a  question 
of  merit. 

將軍不 下馬  the  general does  not  dismount, 一 the  soldiers 
may  flee  if  they  like,  every  man 
for  himself. 

將軍  check ! — at  chess.  Lit. 
capture  the  army. 

將軍  a  name  for  the  蟋蟀 
cricket. 

蘿 蔔將軍  a  giant  turnip. 

書 中將軍  the  biggest  book 
of  all. 

將軍帳  a  large  tent  or  awning. 

將領  to  guide;  to  lead.  See 
chiangx, 

韓 信將兵  like  Han  Hsin 
leading  on  his  troops,..  多多 

善  the  more  the  better. 

Read  chiang^1.  A  leader 

The  “king”  on  one  side  in 
Chinese  chess  ；  on  the  other 

side  he  is  帥  9909 - 

將指  the  thumb. 
兵  private  soldiers  and  officers 

天 兵天將  soldiers  and  offi 
cers  from  the  other  world- 

supernatural  troops. 

將士  officers  and  petty  officers 

將備  commissioned  officers  of 
senior  and  junior  rank. 

兵 多將廣  plenty  of  soldiers 
and  officers. 

副將  a  colonel.  Literary  desig¬ 
nation  副戎  ; common  name 

協台. 該將  refers  to  colonels,  majors, 
and  senior  captains. 

圳將  a  field  officer. 
將相  generals  and  ministers  of 

State. 

將相本 無種， 男兒當 

自强  generals  and  ministers  of  丨 
State  are  not  sown  (to  grow  up 
like  plants),  but  men  must  exert 
themselves  (to  become  such). 

將1
 

1212 

驭 

^3 

獎2
 

國亂 思頁將 when  the country  is  in  rebellion  look  out 
for  a  good  general.  See  886,  981. 

有必勝 之將， 無必勝 

之民  there  are  must-conquer 
generals  but  no  must-conquer 
men,  t.e.  victory  depends  entirely 
upon  the  general  and  not  upon 
the  rank  and  file. 

强 將手下 無弱兵 
under  a  good  general  there  are 
no  bad  soldiers, 一 good  officers 
make  good  men. 

陛下 不善將  chian gx 
而善將  chianSx  ̂ chiang^ your  Majesty  is  not  skilled  in 
leading  troops,  but  skilled  in 
leading  leaders. 

將令  general  orders. 

i 的老 將轉癖 
at  cne’s 

wits’  end,  like  the  “king”  going 
round  the  mill, — the  king  at 
Chinese  chess  being  confined  to 
an  area  of  nine  squares,  round 
which  he  travels  when  hard 

pressed. 

猛將如 雲  fierce  generals  like clouds, — in  any  quantity. 

將官  military  o 伍 cers. 

將畧  military  strategy 
將弁  military  officers,  superior 
and  inferior. 

將材  military  talents. 

將帥  a  generalissimo. 將領  officers;  commanders.  Stc 
chiangx. 

Read  chHang'.  To  beg; 
to  ask. 

將 子無怒  I  pray  you  be  not 
angry. 

佩 玉將將  the  gems  of  her chatelaine  tinkle. 

應 門將將  grand  was  the court  gate. 

Same  as  1212. 

1214 

R •養 

See 將 

Rising  Upper. 

To  exhort；  to  encourage. 

To  praise. 

獎勸 ot 獎勵  to  encourage 
獎賞  to  commend  and  reward to  encourage  by  rewards. 

獎 

1214 

锵1
 

1215 

R •陽漾 

See 將 

Even  &  Sink¬ 
ing  Upper. 

驅果 or 誇骚 to  praise. 
何备 勞） 過奬 * 
such  extravagant  praise  ? 

獎飾  to  flatter. 獎 恤三軍  to  encourage  the army  by  gifts. 

請獎  to  request  that  praise  may be  bestowed, 一 as  upon  a  deserv¬ 

ing  official. 

獎札  a  testimonial. 獎拔  to  advance  a  person. 

獎勤  to  encourage  industry. 

奬叙  to  confer  honours  upon. 

To  lead.  To  pierce  with 

a  spear. 

用手利 I  他1 ead  him  by the 
hand. 

槳
 3 

I2l6 

R, 養 

See 將 

Rising  Upper. 

1、J 

1217 

蔣 
I2l8 

R •養 

See 將 

3 

An  oar.  A  kind  of 

centre-board. 

打槳。 r 榷槳。 r 掉槳 t。 
row;  to  scull. 

艇 子 盪雙槳 如 bc)at  was 
rowed  by  two  oars. 

惫 水下槳  in  rough  water  let 
down  the  centre-board. 

Same  as  1216. 

A  species  of  aquatic  grass 

[Hydropyrum  latifoliuni)' 
cultivated  for  its  sweet 

stalks.  The  leaves  are 

given  to  cattle  and  the Rising  Upper*jgrain  boiled.  An  old  name 

& 光州  Kuang  Chou  in the  south-east  of  Honan. 

蟹1
 

1219 

R. 陽 

See 將 

Even  Upper. 

蔣澤  Jansujung, — a  town 
Tibet. 

A  small  locust  or  cicada, called  寒當. 
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1220 

R. 濛 

See 將 

Sinking 

Upper. 

畺 
1221 

僵1
 

1222 

R. 陽 
H.  ikHong 
See 薑 

Even  Upper. 

A  soy  made  by  mixing 
salt  with  j)ean-flour.  Sauce 
Pickled  food. 

醬油  bean-sauce;  soy. 

醬茱  pickled  vegetables. 

醬薑  pickled  ginger. 

醬 昔 腐  pickled  bean-curd. 

昔 醬  bean-sauce. 

打 爲肉醬  pounded  him  to 
a  gravy. 

酒醬. wine; 你 548^. 

醬有淸 濃之分 s°y is  °f 
two  kinds,  the  clear  and  the  thick 

乾醬  dry  relishes. 

茹醬  to  eat  relishes/ 

醬坊 w 醬園  an  oilman’s shop. 

檑醬  to  mix  relishes. 

醬色  soy  colour, — a  dark  red¬ dish  drab.. 

打醋 的錢不 胃醬油 
he  won’t  use  money  for  vinegar 
to  buy  soy, — and  vice  versa  \  as 
if  it  mattered  which  money 
bought  which. 

Same  as  1230. 

To  lie  down  ；  prostrate. 
Stiff  in  death.  Used  with 
224. 

僵仆  to  fall  prostrate. 

僵臥  to  lie  down  at  full  length 

手 凍僵了  hands  stiff  with cold. 

偈 人  a  stiff  man,  —  a  corpse. 

發僵  to  get  stiff. 
身 雖僵定 ，尙 可救活 
although  the  body  is  already 

stark,  a  recovery  may  still  be 
effected. 

宜僵  the  equivalent  of  : 
you  deserve  death. 

倔僵  to  oppose;  to  be  wilful. 

硬白僵  obstinate ;  immovable. 

•檀 
1223 

R •陽 

See 聾 

Even  Upper. 

敏 
1224 

㉚
一
 

See 僵 

Even  Upper. 

礓1
 

1225 

R •陽 

See 養 

Even  Upper. 

1226 

R •陽 

See 薑 

Even  Upper. 

as 

>. — 3-S 

韁 
1227 

The  handle  of  a  hoe.  A 

name  for  the  萬年木  ever 

lasting  wood,  used  for  cer 

tain  parts  of  carts. 

椹椹  vigorous;  brawny. 

Stiff;  dead.  Numbed. 

礓尸  a  rigid  corpse. 

礓性  stiff  disposition, — without 
feeling ;  hard. 

直礓礓  stiffened  out, wh^n  dead,  or  in  a  convulsion 

礓臉子  a  stiff  face, 一 that shows  no  emotion. 

歹臺  stiffened  silkworms, 
they  ’are  just  before  spinning 
the  cocoons. 

Gravel;  small  stones. 

礓 靜淺波  pebbles  dot  the shallow  brook. 

A  bridle  ；  reins. 

馬系畺  a  bridle. 系匱 繩。1 ■纏皮 the  reins. 
收繮  to  draw  bridle;  to  pull  up. 

放繮 to  slacken rein ;  to  give  a  horse  his  head. 

野 馬無繮  a  wild  horse  with out  a  bridle, 一 a  wild  harum- 
scarum  fellow. 

賞 用黃縝  besiowea  on  him the  privilege  of  using  a  yellow 

bridle, 一 a  mark  of  distinction 

granted  by  the  Emperor  to 
princes  of  the  blood.  Others  are 

granted  the  ̂   purple  bridle. 

溜系 臺馬車  a  runaway  horse and  carriage. 

溜 繮傷孩  a  child  injured  by a  runaway  horse 

Same  as  1226. 

A.  kong 

Even  Upper. 

蟠1
 

1229 

See 薑 
Even  Upper. 

Ginger  ；  the  rhizomes  o 
Alpinia  Gala/nga、 Willd 
The  name  is  also,  applied 

to  other  plants  of  a  similar 
kind.  Regularly  eaten  by Confucius,  see  579. 

乾薑。 1 ■白薑  the  ordinary ginger  of  commerce. 

生薑  green  ginger. 
糖薑  preserved  ginger. 

薑黃  turmeric. 薑汁  ginger  syrup. 

薑水  ginger  tea. 
薑芽。 子薑。 r 紫薑 
ginger  shoots. 

請 飲薑酒  to  invite  to  drink ginger  wine,  i.e.  to  a  festivity 
upon  the  birth  of  a  child,  ginger 

tea  being  always  administered  to 
a  woman  after  childbirth. 

開薑  to  have  a  child. 

良薑二 高良薑 ginger from  高頁府  which  is  the 
old  name  of  高州府 Ka。- 

chou  Fu  in  Kuangtung.  Com¬ 

monly  known  as  “galangar 
\Alpinia  Galanga、 Willd.).  Also, 

a  name  for  Polygonatum  sibiri- 
cumy  Red. 

黃薑  a  species  of  Dioscorea. 

薑 通神明  ginger  clears  the 
intellect. 

煨薑 t。  toast  ginger  by  putting 
it  on  the  fire  in  wet  paper. 

黃薑粉  curry-powder. 
薑半夏  ginger  prepared  in 
summer. 

薑 桂之性  in  nature  like ginger  or  cassia, 一 growing  more 
pungent  with  age  = 老而 

愈辣 • 

Silkworms  turning  white 

and  dying ,  from  weather  or 
bad  food  are  called  螺白. 

They  are  used  medicinally. 
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疆1
 1230 R •陽 

II.  hHoiig Sec 養 

Even  Upper. 

彊 
1231 

A  boundary  ；  a  frontier. 

See  3627. 

疆界。 r 疆宇。 r 疆域。 r 

疆土  a  boundary；  the  frontier. 
[The  latter  is  used  in  a  general 

sense  for  newly-conquered  ter¬ ritory.] 

菊 f  【he.  new  frontier, — Turk¬ 
estan,  conquered  by  K‘ang  Hsi 
and  Ch^en  Lung. 

出疆  to  forsake  the  land ;  to  go 
into  another  province. 

1 封 疆大臣  the  highest  offi¬ 
cers  of  a  province. 

無疆  illimitable;  boundless. 

無疆 之 f 畐  boundless  happi¬ ness. 

姜1
 

1233 1 〈.陽 
See 薑 

A. 

Even  Upper. 

Same  as  1 292. 

疆疆  southern  for  剛 剛 just; 
only  just.  See  5895. 

Also  read  chkiang\  A 
strong  bow;  stiff;  of  great 

strength.  To  conquer. 

Same  as  1228. 

The  name  of  the  Emperor 

神農  Shen  Nung,  inventor 
of  agriculture  (b.c,  2838), 

adopted  .from  姜水 the 

place  where  he  was  born. 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

羞'  1264」 

姜太 公。1 ■姜 子牙 asage 
of  the  time  of  文 王  Wen 

Wang,  otherwise  known  as 

^  Shang  Fu,  and  呂尙& 

祿 7379.  . 

姜太公 釣魚， 願者上 

钩  like  Chiang  T^ai-kung  an 
gling,  only  those  who  like  get 
011.  the  hook.  His  hook  had  no 

barb,  yet  many  fishes,  recognis 
ing  his  worth,  allowed  them¬ 
selves  to  be  caught.  Used  in 
the  sense  of  “Volunteers •” 

姜太公 在此， 諸神廻 
Chiang  T{ai-kung  is  here 

i  all  gods  keep  back, 一 a  protect 

姜1
 

1233 

m 

1234 

強 

1235 

糨 1236 

織 

1237 

膙 
^238 

R •養 

N.  v.  cicn 

P.  v.  (chiang 

See 

Rising 

Irregular. 

藹
 3 

1239 

R 陽養 

C.  ck(,o;ig F.  (kiong 

N.  idjiang 

y*  chHang 
K. kang 

J.  kid、 kd、 go 
A.  hong^  kok 

Even and  Rising 

Irregular. 

m 
1240 

^養 

C.  ̂ 0/1^ 

y'  j  ho 叩 

W.  ccLiac N.  c^iah^ 

P. 三  chLia，ig、 

ive  phrase  written  over  Chinese 
doors  and  windows. 

a  river  supposed  to  be 

one  of  the  head- waters  of  the 

Yang-tsze. 

姜 家大被  the  great  quilt  of the  Chiang  family, — under  which 
three  brothers  and  their  wives 

all  slept  together,  because  the 
former  could  not  bear  to 

parted. 

Same  as  1228. 

See  1292. 

Same  as  1255. 

Same  as  1 240  and  1241 

Skin  that  has  become 

hard  on  the  foot. 

修 去膙子  to  remove  callos¬ 
ities  from  the  foot. 

Small  roots. 

樹菔  the  surface  roots  of  trees. 

竹薇  bamboo  canes. 

無根 菔之人  an  untrust¬ 
worthy  man. 

薇水  a  white  lily,  a  species  of| Hemerocallis. 

The  cloth  in  which  child 

ren  are  carried  or  the  back. 

赛 S  the  cloth  above-mentioned- 
also  used  figuratively,  like  swad¬ 

dling-clothes,  for  “infancy”. 

始 免襁褓  he  is  just  out  ofl swaddling-clothes,  一  leading- strings. 

m 
1240 

chiang3^ 

c chiang 

J  Juicing 

K. kang 

J.  kid^  kd 

A.  kong^- 

Rising 

Irregular. 

m 
1241 

養 
C.  (k、dng 

See 槐 

Rising  Upper. 

構 1242 

m 

1243 

r •講 

& 講 

Rising  Upper. 

1244 

R •講 3. C.  koiig H.  kong 

F.  koutig 

W.  koa 
N.  ciiong^  kong 

V*  chiang 

LI  . 

K.  kang 

J.  kd 

X

.
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Rising  

Upper. 
襁負  to.  carry  a  child  straj on  the  back. 

襁屬  closely  connected. 

梳 屬不絶  in  a  contini 
stream. 

Money  ；  cash.  A  str 
of  a  thousand  ca^sh. 

15^  PaPer  money  burnt 
the  use  of  the  dead〆 

白  15^  silver  bullion. 

藏 銳巨萬 he  has  ama 
an  immense  fortune. 

See  6154. 

To  plough. 

雨下透 了該耩 
when  the  rain  has  soaked 

the  ground,  it  is  time  to  ploi 

To  talk  ；  to  discuss., 

explain.  To  preach, 

investigate  ̂   to  analyse. 

9969 - 講說 講話 ot 講飼 talk;  to  discuss. 

他不 是好講 話的1 not  one  who  likes  to  argu 
of  the  Ruler  of  Purgatory. 

你會講 官話麽 can 
talk  Mandarin  ? 

我 講不來  I  cannot  tall 

See  below, 

不再講  we  will  say  n。 n 
about  it.  • 

這 且不講  we  will  not  sj 

of  this. 

不 消講了  there  is  no  1 
to  say  any  more. 

講妥了  it  is  .settled. 講和  to  propose  peace;  to 
cuss  terms  of  peace. 

兼 講和好 als。 dis 

terms  of  peace. 
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講
 3 

1244 

講 東講西 t0  east  and 
west, — te  talk  in  an  irrelevant  I 

way;  to  take  exception  to  every- 1  1244 
thing. 

講章兒  a  great  talker；  a| 
chatterbox. 

講心事  to  speak  of  what  is  I 
nearest  to  one’s  heart. 

講 事不船 集來定 when| 
considering  matters  which  I  dol 

not  understand,  I  assemble  people  | 
to  settle  the  question. 

講理  to  argue  a  question  upon| 
its  merits ;  to  listen  to  reason. 

講談  to  chat;  to  converse. 

講港  conversation. 

講嘴。 r  講口  t。 argue. 
講古 t。  discuss  antiquity. 

講授  to  teach. 

講解  to  explain, — as  a  coir 
mentary. 

講學  to  expound;  to  lecture. 

主講  a  lecturer. 

講書  to  expound  the  classics； 
to  explain  books  in  general;  to 
preach. 

講明  to  explain  clearly.  See 
4523. 

不  unable  to  explain  away 

我 講不來  I  cannot  explain 
it, 一 of  any  isolated  phrase. 

你 講下去  explain  what  fol¬ 
lows. 

我講 不下去 i  cannot  ex¬ 
plain  what  follows. 

沒有講  has  no  explanation  ； 
is  unmeaning. 

平講  to  deal  with  words  in¬ 
dividually  in  interpreting  the 

sense  ofa  phrase,  as  妻子 wife 
and  child. 

串講  to  interpret  words  collect 
ively,  with  regard  to  their  in¬ 
fluence  upon  each  other,  etc.,  as 

妻子 a  wife.  - 

講情  to  explahi  sentiments, ― .1 
to  intercede；  to  make  an  appeal. 

講求  to  investigate；  to  search 
out;  to  endeavour.  Elliptical  for 

講習而 硏求. . 
講究  to  analyse;  to  refine；  to 

港 3
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|r.^ 

I  OpJ 

F.  kong 

卜* 

K.  kang^  v. '  hang 

J.  kd 

A.  kang 

Rising  Upper. 

fine;  to  criticise  behind  a  per¬ 
sonas  back ;  to  be  fastidious  or 
particular  about.  Used  of  the 

result”  of  such  fastidiousness or  care. 

講 究頭兒  something  to  talk or  boast  of. 

不 大講究  not  very  .  parti- j cular  about,  as  the  individual; 

not  very  refined,  as  the  result. 

他所 喫的茱 講究得 

狠  he  is  very  particular  about | 
his  food. 

文 理講卑  very  refined  in| style, 一 of  writing. 

講面子  superficial 

講不逛 ，我得 ^ 去  there is  no  help  for  it,  I  must  go. 

_  得 出  口  &  or  abl
e  to  be expressed  in  words,  sc.  reason¬ able. 

講不 出去的 that  which cannot  be  spoken  of, — as  being 

devoid  of  reason,  etc.  - 

講轎子  to  order  the  wedding- 1 chair. 

匠 chi  a  fig 246 

P. 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 

K.  c/iang 

J.  s/w^  so 

A. 

Sinking 

Lower. 

每 
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R •江 

See 降 

A 

A  lagoon  ；  a  port；  a  har-l  Even  Lower, bour. 

the  coarse  and  take  the 

1246 

R •漾 

C.  tsong^ H.  siofig. 

F.  ck'iong^ W.  ziae N.  dziaiig^ 
ziang 

香港  the  fragrant  lagoon； Hongkong. 

港口  a  harbour；  an  anchorage. 

港內  in  port. 收港  to  take  shelter  in  port; 
to  remain  in  harbour. 

船港  an  anchorage. 

各港貨  goods  from  all  parts. 

港脚  the  mouth  of  a  river, 

港脚船  an  old  name  at  Canton 
for  ships  from  India. 

說 得入港  he  talks  very reasonably. 

荻 港漁燈  the  reedy  creeks where  the  fishermen’s  lamps, 
sparkle  as  they  fish. 

A  workman  ；  an  artisan. 

匠人  an  artisan. 匠頭  a  foreman  of  artisans  ； 
master  workman. 

瓦匠 ot 泥水匠  a  brick¬ layer. 

木匠 a  carpenter. 

w 

1249 

lR.
 释 

See 降 

SinkingUpper. 

洚 +
 

250 

R •释江 

東 

See 降 

SinkingUpper, 
絳
 4 

1251 

R •終 

See 降 

Sinking 

Upper. 

鋇匠  a  silversmith. 

小爐匠 a  tinker. 
匠作 主家謀  a  workman 
follows  the  master’s  design. 

頗 費匠心  difficult  work, 
as  of  composition. 

1 匠石運 斤成風  the  stone mason  plied  his  adze  with  great 

, dexterity. 

匠藝畫  pictures  painted  for 
the  trade. 

匠 殺  workmen  employed  by  the Government. 

哲匠  skilled  workmen, 一 artists and  poets. 

Same  as  1255. 

Unsubmissive. 

儸怿  contumacious, — as  rebels not  yet  reduced  to  submission. 

To  hate. 

perverse ;  unaccommo¬ dating.. 

傲怿  wilful  ；  disobedient. 

An  inundation  ；  a  flood. 

Name  of  a  tributary  of  the 

old  Yellow  River. 

洚 水警余  the  inundation frightened  me. 

洚 洞之世  a  dissolute  age. 

A  deep  red  colour.  See 
2870. 

释工 a  dyer. 释色。 1 •释紫  a  deep  crimson or  purple  colour. 

設释帳 以受徒 t。 hang up  a  red  curtain  in  order  to  take 
pupils, — as  was  done  by  馬融 

Ma  Jung  of  the  Han  dynasty, 

a.d.  79 — 1 66. 

释州  a  Department  in  the  south¬ west  of  Shansi.- 
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R. 陽 

C.  cts、ong、 

ts^ong* 
W.  JsSae、 chHaf N.  ts%iahg 

P.  cK-iang 

M.  ccfHang、 

ch'iang’ Y.  ̂h^iang 

r.  so,  sho 

A.  ctong,  /ong 
Even  Upper 

Irregular. 

OH^X-AJMTCa- 

降 龍伏虎  to  vanquish  the 
dragon  and  reduce  the  tiger, — 

said  of 藥王  the  Chinese ^Esculapius. 

降魔  to  vanquish  demons. 

降魔杵  a  club  for  quelling demons,— as  seen  in  the  hand 

of  尉*  陀  Wei  T‘o,  the  gua.  dian painted  on  temple  dodrs. 

_ 不得 那“怪 they  wert 

unable  to  exorcise  that  bogy. 

降婁  a  star  in  Aries,  on  the meridian  in  the  fifth  moon,  and 

a  harbinger  of  fine  weather.  * 

GJE3L^TLAN€3rm 

To  peck.  To  cough. 
To  be  frightened. 

嗜*  着嗦子  coughing  violently from  irritation  in  the  throat. 

5^  p]^  an  irritation  in  the  throat. 

喝  了  choked  while  drinking, 
from  swallowing  the  wrong  way. 

嗆的出 不來氣 he  has something  in  his  throat  and  can’t 
breathe. 

塵 土嗆人  dust  enough  to 
choke  one. 

噜蚊子  to  smoke  out  mos¬ quitos. 

To  paint  on  lacquer-ware. Old  form  of  2770 

戲金  to  paint  in  gold  on  lac¬ 

quer. 

倉矣花 lacquer- ware  with 
flowers  painted  on  it. 

闖進 鐵戧  they  broke 
through  the  iron  chain  barrier, 

一 at  the  Taku  forts,  in  the  Peiho. 

To  take  by  force  ；  to  rob. 

To  ravish.  To  struggle  for. 

槍刼 w 搶椋。 r 搶奪 
to  rob;  to  plunder;  to  seize  upon. 

搶出。 r 槍去  to  carry  off by  violence. 

强 槍女僧  to  carry  ott  a  nun. 
槍過來  to  take  from,  one;  to 
snatch. 

w 

1252 

R.  vulgar. 

^ec 虹 降 

SinkingUpper. 
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1254 

漾 
R  chiang* See 降 

•.  kd、kid 
Sinking 

Upper, 

OXH-AJNTC^ 

52  ] 

A  rainbow.  Used  in  the 

north  for  虹  1 206. 

Same  as  1 207. 

Starch.  Paste. 

chiajig^  =  to  starch. 

Read 

R. 

降 1255 

絳江 
C.  kottg,  ho  fig 

I  I.  hong  - 
(always) 

F.  kaung、 
houiig . 

W.  koa、oa. 

N.  ciiong^  J:ohg、 
ong 

p.  1 

M.  I  hsiang^ 

Y.  I  chiang 
Sz. ) 

K.  kattg、 hang 

].kd 
SianL 

koufig 

Sinking  & 

Even  Upper 

. &  Lower. 

粒子 a 镜糊 or 
starch ;  water  thickened  with  rice. 

麵粒 P^te. 
打糢子  to  make  paste ;  to 

starch. 

稀的检  starch  it  lightly. 

韓 稠麻子 a  face  thickly 
marked  with  small-pox. 

To  descend  {see  574)  ；  to 

come  down  from  heaven  ； 

to  fall.  To  be  degraded. 

To  send  down.  See  9880 

降榻  to  get  down  from  a  couch 

降落  to  descend;  to  alight. 

降 階相迎  to  go  down  the 
steps  to  meet. 

降生。 r 降世  to  be  born  into 
the  world;  Used  for  the  incar¬ 
nation  of  Christ. 

耶穌 降生一 千八百 

八 十九年  A.D.  1889. 

你是神 仙降生 y°u  are 

in  conse 

an  immortal  bom  on  earth. 

因皇 女降生 
quence  of  the  birth  of  a  princess 

降不 世之才  to  send  down 
talent  of  no  mortal  cast, — as 
when  some  prophet  is  sent  into 
the  world. 

拏 了三百 鋇子， 喜從 

天降  took  the  three  hundred 
ounces  of  silver,  rejoicing  over 
it  as  a  godsend. 

遠降  to  come  from  afar. 
降旨  to  issue  an  Edict,— of  the 
Emperor  only, 

:降臨  to  condescend  to  visit. 

降
 4 

I2SS 

幾 時光降  when  will  your brightness  descend  upon  me? — 
when  will  you  come  to  visit  me? 

何 勞下降  what  trouble  I have  put  you  to  in  this  visit  to  me! 

流星降 下來了  a  meteor 
has  fallen. 

降革  to  deprive  of  rank. 

明 升暗降  apparently  pro¬ moted,  but  in  reality  degraded, - 
as  when  transferred  to  a  higher 

post  which  is  a  mere  sinecure. 

降調  to  degrade  and  transfer  to another  post. 

降 級留任  tc>  lQse  rank  but to  be  kept  in  office^a  mild 

punishment  inflicted  with  a  view 

to  give  the  erring  official  another chance. 

下降  to  descend. 
降下來  to  send  down, — from the  point  of  view  of  those  to whom  sent. 

降下去  to  send  down, — from the  point  of  view  of  the  sender. 

降福  to  send  down  happiness; to  bless. 

降 之以災  to  send  down  ca lamity  upon  them. 

誕 降奇才  a  heaven-sent 
genius. 

降香。 r 宿降  laka-wood, burnt  at  temple  worship. 

打降  to  fight. 

Read  hsiang1.  To  sub¬ 

mit  ；  to  return  to  alleg¬ 
iance.  To  reduce  to  sub¬ 

mission  ； to  exorcise. 

降順  submissive. 降脤  to  submit;  to  yield. 

降敵  to  go  over  to  the  enemy. 

歸降  to  return  to  allegiance, as  rebels,  or  deserters. 

教他早 早受降 tell  hitji to  make  submission  at  once. 

投降  may  be  either  to  go  over to  the  enemy  or  to  come  over 
from  the  enemy,  as  a  deserter, 

降 兵  troops  that  have  returned to  their  allegiance. 

詐降計  a  feint  of  submitting, 
—— as  a  trap. 
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I2S9 

R 陽庚 
C.  ts^ong 

H.  (sLiortg 
F.  chHong 
W.  (sHae 

N.  ts^iang 

y  *  I  ch、iang Sz. ) 

K.  ch、ang 
J.  sd^  shd 
A*  f'dng 
Even  Upper. 
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I26o 

cR. 陽 

H.  j  tsk
°nS 

F.  tch、oung、 
^ch^oun
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獪親  to  carry  off  and  marry  a 
woman  by  force. 

槍風  to  seize  upon  the  wind, 
to  get  to  windward  of  another 
vessel. 

搶攘  in  confusion. 

搶嘴。 > •搶頭  forward ;  self- assertive. 

槍先  to  struggle  for  precedence. 

檜着買  to  struggle  to  buy, 
to  buy  at  auction. 

Read  chHang'.  To  rush 
against；  to  oppose；  to  rub 

the  wrong  way；  to  ruffle 

鷄已飛 搶至地 the  fowl 
had  already  flown  to  the  ground. 

呼  which  is,  elliptical  for  呼 

天槍地  to .  call  on  heaven 
and  strike  earth, 一 in  one's  grief. 

以 頭檜地  to  beat  the  head 
on  the  ground. 

搶風  an  adverse  wind. 

搶起來 t。  brush  the  wrong way. 

Read  ts^ang1.  To  cut  up 
into  pieces. 

A  spear.  See  1 263. 

檜頭  the  head  of  a  spear. 

槍尖  the  point  of  a  spear. 

槍桿  a  spear-handle. 

槍鑽  the  butt-end  of  a  spear. 

長檜  a  long  spear. 

槍法  spear  drill  ；  the  art  of 
soldiering. 

槍 刀愈] 戟  weapons  of  war. 

回馬檜  to  give  a  back  thrust, 
一 a  Parthian  thrust： 

槍手。 r 槍替  a  substitute 
who  enters  the  examination  for 

秀才  hsiu-ts^ai  on  behalf  of 
another. 

槍鎗  to  shoot  dead. 

To  move ;  to  walk  rapidly. 

鎗 ■鎗 ■.濟  _  bustling  about, but  with  dignity. 

見. 四子躋 躋蹌轉 
seeing  the  four  boys  scampering about. 

1260 
N.  ts^iatig 

P.  cchHang、 

(chHang 

Y.'  (  ts、ang 

K.  chkang 

J.  so,  shd 
A.  t'-ong^  tong 

Even  Upper. 

膾 
1261 

.给1 

pm 

1262 

R •陽 

See 檜 

Even  Upper. 

鎗1
 

1263 

R.  vulgar. 
See  li ■鏘 

鐺錚 
A.  hsaing 

Even  Upper. 

奔 走趨繪  rushing  about  in all  directions. 

烏 獸鎗鎗  raPid  (but  di^ni- fied)  movements  of  birds  and beasts. 

走 獸蹌舞 &  animals  skip and  dance, — their  movements 

being  dignified. 

Same  as  1 260. 

To  contradict.  To  scold. 

陵白 一 *  頓  gave  him  a  scold¬ 

ing. 

■着 來的  irritating;  pro voking,  bullying. 

g 倉  to  irritate;  to  provoke. 

A  gun  ;  a  pistol.  An 

opium-pipe.  A  wine-tripod. 
[Vulgar  form  of  1259.]  See 
186. 

鳥 鎗。1 •洋鎗  a  fowling- 

piece. 

鎗藥  gunpowder. 
鎗子。 r  鎗瑪  cartridges; shot;  bullets. 

鎗機子  the  lock  of  a  gun. 

鎗探子  a  ramrod. 刀鎗  a  musket  fitted  with  a 
bayonet 

手鎗  a  pistol；  a  revolver. 

鎗架子 a  gun-rack. 鎗薄^  small  arms  and  artillery. 

風鎗  an  air-gun. 

打鎗 t。  shoot. 
要 開鎗麽  are  you  going  to fire  ?— at  the  speaker. 

食鎗糧  to  be  a  soldier. 

眼 藥 丢鎗  take  medicine  and throw  away  the  opium-pipe. 

成年 的抱着 桿鎗不 

起來  he  has  always  got  his 
gun  in  his  hand, — of  an  inveter¬ 
ate  opium  smoker. 

鎗 a  spearman. 

羌1
 

1264 

R •陽 

C.  k'dng 

F.*  j  kionS 

Wf.  cHae 

N.  c^iang 

y*  chHang^ 

K. kang 

J.  kid%  kd 

A.  k^ong 

Even  Upper. 

in 
An  ancient  tribe 

Tan  gut,  living  from  early 

times  west  of  Ssuch'uan 
and  Kansuh.  Tibetans 

Obstinate.  Strong*.  Edu¬ 
cated.  Elegant.  To  return 
An  exclamation. 

1266 

R •漾 

See 羞 

SinkingUpper. 

蜣1
 

戎羞。 r 羞胡。 r 羞人 
tribes  on  the  west  of  China. 

自 彼 氏羞莫 敢不來 
even  from  the  Ch^ang  of 

Ti,  they  dared  not  but  come  with their  offerings. 

羞內恕 己以 韋人兮 
condoning  their  own  sins  at  the 
expence  of  others. 

羞活  Peucedanum  decursivum Max.,  —  the  variety  with  red flowers ;  see  12,073. 

Read  chiang' •  In  want 

羞 量  famished  and  helpless, as  fledglings. 

Correct  form  of  1 264. 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

姜  I233-] 

The  crying  of  children. 

1267 

R. 陽 

C.  k’dng 

P '  j  kiong 

W.  (f-iae 

N.  cHang^  v. 

tsLong 

M.  j  chHan
S 

K. kang 

] , kid,  kd 

A.  Jf  ong 

Even  Upper. 

1268 

R-^r ^腔 

Even  Upper. 

The  dung-beetle. 

蛣蜣  a  small  beetle,  also  known 
as  the  推九  pill-roller. 

蜣蜋 之志在 于轉九 
the  energy  of  the  dung-beetle 
is  put  into  rolling  its  ball  of 

dung, — every  man  to  his  trade 

Phlegm  in  the  throat, 
The  sound  of  coughing. 
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桴 
1269 

R 江僉 
&腔空 
Even  Upper. 

w 

1270 

R^X  . 
See 腔 

Even  Upper. 

羥1
 

1271 

R. 江送 

See 腔空 
A.  k、outig 
Even  &  Sink¬ 

ing  Upper. 

腔1
 

1272 
R. 江 
C.  ho  tig 
H.  ) 

¥,  J  k  w
,^ 

[fW.  diae 

N.  kHang 
P, 

M. 
Y. 

Sz. 
K.  ka/ip 

].kd 
A.  hsang、 

^oung 

Even  Upper. 

ch、 icing 

A  small-sized  U 

2596. 

see 

A  disease  of  the  throat. 

Vacuous  ；  empty. 

The  ribs  or  skeleton  of  a 

sheep.  A  sheep’s  tendons. 

七羥羊  seven  sheep. 

Read  k'ting^.  Dried 
mutton. 

The  breast.  A  tune 

Accent  of  voice ;  brogue:、 
Numerative  of  sheep;  see 

1271'. 

滿 腔怨氣 her  breast  was 
full  of  resentment, 一 for  wrongs 
inflicted. 

腔子 中便不 出血加 
blood  however  .came  from  hi? 

neck, 一 at  the  point  where  his 
head  had  been  cut  off. 

帶腔  with  a  tune  to  it. 
腔調  a  tune;  a  tone  of  voice  or 
accent  in  speaking. 

按 腔合柏 的 ycu  must 
make  time  and  tune  go  together, 
一 cut  your  coat  according  to 
your  cloth. 

你改 過腔來  you  have  al¬ 
tered  your  tune, 一 changed  your 
views  or  behaviour. 

然 後翻 腔轉謂 then  he 
changed  his  tune  and  said that . 

他省 了腔了  he  begins  to see  his  way. 

高腔  high  notes. 
土  腔太重  t。。 much  brogue; 

his  local  accent  is  too  strong. 

腔口好  his  voice  is  well 
modulated. 

京腔  a  Peking  accent. 
腔  to  assume  an  appearance ; 

to-  put  on  airs. 

腔1
 

1272 

餞 

1273 

1274 

R. 江 

See 腔 

Even  Upper. 

爿 

1275 

R. 陽 

See 妝 

Even  Lower. 

戕1
 

1276 

R. 陽 

C.  ts^ong 
H.  cts^ong 
F.  chiong 

W.  ziae N.  d&iang 

P. 

chHang 

M. 

Y. 
Sz. K.  chang 

J.  shd、 sd 

A.  tong 

Even  Lower. 

裝面腔  to  assume  a  facial expression, 一 of  anger,  kindness, 
fear,  etc.  See  6605. 

不 必作腔  you  needn’t  make 
such  a  fuss. 

拿 腔作勢  to  bluff;  to  put on  side. 

腔子大  pretentious ;  bump¬ 
tious. 

人腔子  a  vain,  conceited fellow. 

榫腔兒  you  are  fooling  me. 

起腔  to  rise  in  one’s  demands ; to  strike  for  higher  pay. 

昆 月空戲  play_actc>rs  from  Soo- 
chow. 

反月空  to  get  the  better  of, — in abuse  or  in  argument. 

柔毛 一 1 月空0 ne  sheep. 

Same  as  1272. 

The  end  bone  of  the 

spine. 

tits  the  os  coccygis  or  end  bone of  the  spine. 

Radical  90,  really  a  con 

traction  of  牀. Used  for 

8595  as  a  numerative  of 

shops,  firms,  etc.  [To  be 
distinguished  from  片 92 13.] 

一 爿酒店  a  grog-shop. 
is  here  vulg  ly  read  pan'  and stands  for  班 .] 

A  spear ；  a  lance, 

wound；  to  kill. 

To 

戕傷  to  wound. cruel;  ruthless. 

戕官  to  slay  officials. 

戕賊  to  do  violence  apd  in¬ 
jury  to. 

自戕  to  commit  suicide. 

戕 害生民  to  destroy  the 
people. 

戕1
 

1276 

Hit1
 

1277 

r. 陽 

C.  ̂s^ong 

F.  Sch^iong 

W.〆/ 似 
K.  chang 

J.  sd^  shd 

A.  t^ong 

Even 

Irregular. 

蔣
 4 

1278 

R •養漾 

S66 檜將 

Rising  &  Sink¬ 
ing  Upper. 

m 

1279 

R.  vulgar. 

C.  ctsdng 

H.  ctsiong 

P.  chiattg1 

Se6 將檢 

Even  Upper. 

1280 

鏘
 ‘ 

1281 

R 陽 

See 娜 

A.  tong 

Even  Upper. 

鏘1
 

1282 

R •陽 

See 槍 

K.  chang 

J.  so,  shd A.  tong、 f'ong 
Even  Upper. 

戕 物者必 償其死 he who  destroys  a  living  creature 

shall  pay  the  penalty  with  his 
own  life, — in  a  future  state. 

予不狀 ，禮 則然矣 
am  not  putting  you  to  death 

wantonly,  but  in  accordance 
with  the  rite. 

A  heavy  axe；  a  pole-axe 
To  hack；  to  wound. 

取 彼斧昕  they  took  their 
bills  and  axes. 

自 相祈賊  to  injure  oneself, 
or  one’s  party. 

To  split  bamboos.  A mat. 

壊蔣  the  cross-sticks  which strengthen  •  the  bottom  of  a 
basket. 

Paste.  See  1210， 1254. 

打 漿子。 r 冲漿子 t。 make  paste.. 

漿糊刷  a.  paste-brush. 
Same  as  1279. 

To  walk  quickly.  Used 
with  1260. 

趨 蹓不皇  go  quickly  but 
without  haste, ― festina  lente. 

雕蹄  hurrying- 蹯蹯 搌搌  hobbling  away  in 

a  hurry. 

The  ringing  of  bells  ；  the 

jingling  of  stones  or  pieces 
of  metal  ；  the  clank  of 
chains. 

和 鳴謝嫌  sounding  in  tink- 
liflg  harmony. 

音 節鍟鏘  singing  in  perfect 

time. 
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m 
1283 

墙 
1284 

嬙
 2 

iz8S 

R •陽 
3ee 牆 
Even  Lower. 

W 
1286 

i 陽 

;ee 購 
Even  Lower. 

艢 
1287 

瞳 
m 

1288 

魅 
51 

1289 

% 

[•  tsHong 
•  cK'iong 
厂. ziae 

: •  j 
 ch^ian

g 
•'  chang 
shd%  20 

. t  ong 
Cven  Lower. 

See  714. 

Same  as  1289. 

Female  court  officials. 

^  ladies  of  the  bed-chamber  I 
under  the  Han  dynasty. 

王嬙  a  concubine  of  元帝, 
Yuan  Ti  of  the  Han  dynasty, 

otherwise  known  as  厢君. 
Chao  Chun.  See  Btog.  Diet.  I 
[Not  to  be  confounded  with! 

毛墙; 俯 7&79]. 

A  boom  ；  a  gaff. 

桅檣 w 女德  a  boom  or  a  I 

gaff. 

帆墙  sails  and  spars. 

牙檣  ivory  spars, — used  on  the  I 
barge  of  the  Emperor  Ming  I 
Huang. 

牆 
2 

1289 

Same  as  1286. 

Same  as  1289. 

A  wall. 

牆脚下  at  the  foot  of  the  wall. 

泥牆  a  mud  wall. 

砌牆。 r 葺牆  to  build  a  wall. 
板打牆  to  build  a  (mud)  wall 
between  boards. 

盪牆 a 秣牆  to  plaster  a wall. 

牆倒 衆人椎 every  one 
>  gives  a  shove  to  a  falling  wall. 

照牆  a  screen  wall. 

唆 宇雕牆  lofty  roofs  and 
carved  walh — figuratively  used 
for  wealth,  etc. 

無 踰我牆  do  not  come  leap¬ 
ing  over  my  wall. 

徹 我牆屋  he  has  removed 
our  walls  and  roofs. 

山躕。 r 金字牆 the  end 
wall  of  a  house. 

薔1
 

1290 

|R •陽職 |See 牆患 
Even  and Entering 

Lower 

&  Upper. 

薩 1291 

1292 
r •陽養 

C.  ik'dngy 三 k、dng、 kon^ 
H.  k-iong 

ckiong 

F.  kiong 

W.  djicu N.  djiaHg、 

ckHah 

P. 

Y.#  I  ch、ian 笔 
Sz. K.  kang 

牆垣  walls  high  and  low. 

牆宇  buildings. 
牆頭兒  the  top  of  a  wall. 

牆 壁不隔  walls  cannot  keep them  out, — they  can  penetrate 

walls,  as  perfect  Taoists  are  sup¬ 
posed  to  be  able  to  do.  j 

牆_ 有耳伏 宼在侧  walls  j have  ears  and  robbers  lie  con¬ 
cealed  alongside. 

牆垛子 a  buttress, 
城牆  the  city  walls. 
女牆  a  parapet;  battlements. See  8986. 

兄弟 鬨于牆  brothers  may quarrel  at  home, — but  they  will 
not  outside. 

牆 內之變  domestic  troubles. 

在 ^ 牆之內 within  the precincts  of  hoipe. 

禍 起蕭牆  the  trouble  began at  home. 

幽于園 牆之中 in  a private  houne. 

不 學牆面  without  study  (<?f| 
the  Odes)  you  are  as  though  I 
face  to  a  wall, — unable  to  seel 
anything. 

A  red  rose. 

薔薇花 the  cii 

f 薇水  attar  of  : 
薔薇 露 rose-water.  12,587.] 

Read  shih^  A  species  | 
of  water  polygonum. 

Same  as  1290. 

Strong  ；  violent  ；  over- 1 

bearing;  relying  on  brute | 
force.  A  remainder；  a| 

surplus. 

見强  i67i. 强弱  the  strong  and  the  weak.  I 

强壯  strong  and  healthy. 

强  to  see  which  is  the  best  I man. 

他 此我强  he  is  stronger  than  | 
I  am, — in  a  trial  of  skill,  etc. 

cinnamon  rose, 

roses. 

fife
2 

m 

1292 

J.  kio^gd 

A.  kdng 

Even  and 

Rising  Lower 
Irregular. 

强人  a  violent  man;  a  clever  J man. 

强 人自有 强人收 1 
a  strong  man  will  be  beaten  by  I 

a  strong  man, — he  will  meet  his| match. 

强人。 1 •强 寇。1 •强盜 
robbers;  highwaymen;  robbery | 
with  violence. 

强 中更有 强中手 there are  always  better  men  to  be  found 
even  than  the  best. 

强暴。 r 强橫  violent；  over¬ 

bearing. 

强些  a  little  better. 
强爭  to  strive  for  mastery. 

强借。 r 强乞  to  violently insist  upon,  or  ask  for;  to  beg 
with  threats.  [These  may  also 

be  read  chiia?igz.'\ 

强戰  to  fight  fiercely;  good  at fighting. 

舌强  sharp-tongued. 

强 打精神  to  rouse  one’s 
energies. 

强要  to  insist  upon. 强討  to  demand  from  any  one. 

强搶  to  rob  with  violence. 

强 貿食物  to  violently  buy food,  i.e.  paying  what  one  chooses. 

强 _  k 菓不甚 甜办0 u pick  melons  and  fruits  when 

green,  they  will  not  be  sweet. 

自强  to  exert  oneself；  to  per¬ 
severe;  stable;  firm;  resolute, 

(read  chiang^)  1212. 

男兒 當自强  a  young  man 
should  exert  himself. 

恃强  to  rely  on  one’s  superior force;  to  trust  to  violence. 

剛强  wilful ;  obstinate. 

心强， 命不强 his  wiu  is strong,  but  his  destiny  is  not 

strong,： — fate  is  against  him 

雖 柔必强  though  weak,  he will  surely  become  strong. 

少飲 强如醉  better  drink 
little  than  get  drunk. 

不 以爲强  not  to  consider 
advisable,  or  better  than  some¬ 
thing  else  proposed. 

算 是强了  that  will  do；  that 
is  better. 
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强半  the  larger  half. 

强水  acids. 

硝强水  nitric  acid. 

强水房  a  laboratory. 

五 軍兵强  the  whole  army  in 
good  fighting  condition.  [兵 

refers  both  to  men  and  weapons.] 

See  3276. 

比沒有 東西强  better 
than  nothing  at  a；ll. 

强似  to  surpa 

强 盛  PowerM， 一 of  States. 

强臣  powerful  ministers. 

强幹  competent;  able. 

不 畏强鐵  he  aoes  not  fear 
the  strong  or  the  oppressive. 

强哉矯  how  firm  in  his  energy, 

賞賜 百千强  he  gave  him more  than  a  hundred  thousand. 

二兩 六錢强  ovqtT/s.  2.60. 

Read  chHang 名. To  com¬ 

pel.  To  force.  To  streng- 
th/en.  To  make  an  effort. 

勉强  to  force  oneself  to  do 
anything,  contrary  to  inclination, 

or  which  is  beyond  one’s  power 
to  accomplish. 

那是 勉强說 ot 那是 
强辯  that  is  special  pleading. 

我勉 强說一 個解法 
I  will  venture  upon  an  explan 

ation  of  the  passage, — which 
if  forced,  is  better  than  none. 

强說  to  force  a  person  to  speak 
to  extort  a  statement  or  con 
fession. 

和 人强嘴  to  bandy  words 
with  anyone. 

强 顔备奖  forced  a  smile. 
非其 所欲不 即强爲 
也  he  would  not  force  himself 
to  do  what  he  did  not  want  to  do. 

强預 人家事  to  meddle 
other,  people’s  affairs. 

强姦 t。  violate;  to  rape.  [Com 
monly  read  chHangx^\ 

將 以强合  tried  to  rape  her 

强 輸官稅  to  force  to  pay 
Government  duties. 

強2
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强 

56
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强制  to  force  a  rule  upon. 

强求  to  urgently  demand;  to covet. 

强 求不得  not  to  be  forced out;  not  to  be  insisted  upon; 
not  to  be  coveted. 

富貴 莫强求  do  not  strive too  much  to  obtain  riches  and 

honours. 

强 而狻可  the  only  way  is  to force  him. 

强留  to  detain  by  force. 

屈强  perverse;  contrary.. 

强忍  to  force  oneself  to  bear. 

强性  a  violent  disposition. 
强派  to  insist  on  sending;  to force  one  to  go. 

强行  to  force  oneself  to  do anything. 

木强  stiff  as  a  stick;  mulish ； 
not  to  be  made  to  do  anything. 

强 壓着頭  to  leave  one  no option  but  to ... . 

强拗着  obstinately. 

强逼  to  coerce. 
强 他不過  you  cannot  force him  to . 

强要  to  insist  on, — what  is  not 
one’s  rightful  due. 

强讓  to  press  on, 一 as  food,  etc. 

强情  to  pretend  to  a  feeling; to  insist  on  a  thing  being  what 

it  really  is  not. 

强佔 t。  seize  forcibly ;  to  usurp. 

强入  to  force  something  on,  or 
in,  or  into. 

雖 强記猶 不淸 though  I try  hard  to  recollect,  I  am  not 
clear  about  it. 

道與一 ，神之 强名也 
Tao  and  One  are  forced  names 
for  God. 

强 W 而答  answered  with forced  composure. 

不 免有間 之未强 it  is impossible  to  avoid  interstices 
which  cannot  be  brought  together. 

w 

1294 

R 養 

See 擁 

Rising. 

To  exert  one’s  strength. 

To  pursue.  To  resist. 
1295 

R •漾 

See 强 

SinkingLower, 

餘 1296 

A  trap  to  catch  animals, 

or  a  net  for  birds. 

交1
 

I297 

R .肴 

c. 

kdn 

1293 

Same  as  1292. 

See  2202. 

OHIAO. 

H.  I 

F.  kau^  v.  ka 

W.koa 
N.  ctoa^  koa、 

v.  goa Fj  !  chiau 

M.  I 

Xj,  chioa 
Sz.  chiau 
K.  kio 

J[.  kd^  kid 
A.  giau 
Even  Upper. 

To  cross  ；  to  interlock  ； 

to  unite ；  to  blend；  to  ex¬ 

change  ； to  join.  Friend¬ 
ship；  intercourse.  To  hand 

over；  see  5977.  Both  to¬ 

gether  \  all. 

交脚  to  cross  the  legs.  See  below ‘ 

交 鋒。 r  交 兵  to  cross  blades; 

一 to  fight. 

交合  to  blend ;  to  be  united  j •  sexual  intercourse. 

交手  to  fold  the  arms  across  the breast;  to  cross  hands;  to  fight . 
to  strive.  See  below. 

你 同 他交過 手沒有 
have  you  had  a  try  with  him! 
一 to  see  who  is  the  best  man  al 
anythirig. 

交銷  to  lock  together. 

交雜  to  mix;  to  blend ;  thick close. 

交蕴 财 8781. 交界。 r  交疆  adjoining  ter 
ritories,  conterminous. 

^  crosswise  and  diagonally interlocking, 一 as  adjoining  coun 

tries  with  a  crooked*  frontier. 

戲 酬交錯  they  present  th< 
cup  and  drink  in  turn. 

^  ̂   dove-tailed;  interl
ocking 

交渉  mutually  involving, 一 intercourse  between  two  coun 
tries. 
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交 易  mutual  exchange;  barter； 
trade;  commerce. 

終日 不交一 言 a11 衂 
long  without  exchanging  a  word. 

碍  to  interfere  one  with  the 
other;  to  affect  prejudicially. 

四五 月之交 the  point'  of junction  between  the  fourth  and 

fifth  months, 一 the  last  day  of 
one  and  the  first  of  the  other. 

夏 秋之交  between  summer 
and  autumn. 

交夏後  just  after  the  begin¬ 
ning  of  summer. 

交 白露後 just  after  the 

“White  Dew.”  See  ̂   *1477. 

交亥時  about  9  o’clock  p.m. 

交中時  about  3  o’clock  p.m. 
十月之 交  at  the  conjunction 
in  the  tenth  month, 一 of  the  sun 
and  moon. 

交情  friendship ;  intercourse. 

交好。 r  交和  to  be  on  terms 
of  friendship.  [The  second  is 

also  gate  against  gate,  of  two 
hostile  camps  pitched  opposite 
to  one  another.] 

好交  easy  to  get  on  with. 

交友。 1 •交 結朋友 t。 make  friends. 

交 長了  became  more  intimate. 

，結交  to  establish  a  friendship. 

結交 須勝己 we  ̂ ould 
choose  our  friends  among  those 
who  are  superior  to  ourselves. 

善 與人交 ，一 受知終 
身不易  he  understood  the 
art  of  making  friends,  and  if  he 
once  admitted  a  man  to  friend¬ 
ship  it  was  known  that  he  would 
never  change. 

絶交  to  break  off  a  friendship. 

君 子交絶 ，不 出惡言 
the.  superior  man  breaks  off  an 

acquaintanceship  without  un¬ 
pleasant  words. 

交接  to  receive  and  entertain, — 
a  visitor. 

不明 交接之 道 not  t。 
know  the  rules  of  social  inter¬ 
course. 

今 人結交 惟結面 the 
men  of  to-day  make  friendships 
only  of  the  face, — not  the heart. 

父 
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淡交  intercourse  without 
warmth, — a  mere  acquaintance¬ 
ship. 

君子淡 如水， 交久情 

済 ̂  the  superior  man  is  cold, 
but  his  friendship  is  strengthened 

by  time. 

小人甘 似蜜， 轉眼成 

仇 人  the  mean  man  is  sweet 
as  honey  (demonstrative),  but 
his  friendship  readily  changes 
to  hate. 

愼 所交與  be  careful  as  to your  friendships. 

文  t  交  a  literary  friendship. 

夕 1  交子  the  sons  carry  on 
their  father’s  friendships. 

兩申交  spiritual  intercourse, — the friendship  of  two  persons  who 
have  never  seen  each  other. 

交 sexual  intercourse. 

^  盃 盖 如  nuptial  cup, — two cups  joined  by  a  piece  of  red 
thread. 

^  to  drink  the  nuptial 
cup, — as  man  and  wife  do  to¬ 

gether,  on  the  wedding-day. 
unnatural  intercourse. 

.交 遊甚廣  he  has  friends everywhere. 

其女 也以道 his  friend ships  are  also  in  accordance  with Tao. 

貴易交  men  of  position  easily find  friends. 

^  a  cordial  friendship.  See 
8227. 

難 打交  it  is  difficult  to keep  friends  with  him. 

炭之交  the  alliance  of  ice and  red-hot  coal, — an  impossible 
friendship. 

交義 方交財 be  friends with  a  man’s  goodness,  and  not 
with  his  wealth. 

交兌  to  pay;  to  make  payment. 
t0  hand  over;  to  allow. 

交鈴 我作1 et  me  do  il. 

^  to  deliver  up. 
to  pay  the  price. 

交付。 r 交執。 r 交盤。 r 

交與。 r 交代 t。 give  to ; to  hand  over  to. 

交
1
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交割。 r 交 代淸楚 t。 
hand  over  everything, — as  to 
one’s  successor  in  office.  ̂ 4439. 

須 是三日 內 交付與 

我  you  must  hand  it  over  to me  within  three  days. 

交印  to  hand  over  the  seal, — to  hand  over  charge. 

^  Jg  or  [gj  to  restore；  to 

repay. 

交  to  pay, — as  duty. 
交保  hand  over  to  a  bailsman； to  release  on  security  coming 
forward. 

交 往  t0  associate  with;  to  have transactions  with. 

交 關  having  transactions  with; transactions  between. 

交帶  to  hand  over  to  the  custody 
of . 

交  to  substitute;  to  be  sub¬ stituted. 

交迫  crowded  together. 

@  口  to  wrangle
. 

^  ̂   to  deliver  goods. 交讓 ̂   to  hold  an  interview  with  ； to  have  conversation. 

交月  to  hand  over  duty  at  a 
yamen  at  the  expiry  of  one’s  term. See  10,721. 

t0  deliver  to. 

交  to  hand  over  to  the  cus¬ 
tody  of  police, — as  warrants. 

交角羊  to  send  to;  to  forward. 

交來  to  be  handed  over. 

^  t0  give  over  charge. 

^  jJ^  to  make  over  
to. 

to  hand  to  one;  a  trading 

constituent ;  to  hand  to . 
personally;  also  used  for  脚 手 

and  pronounced  chiaox  shou\ 

scaffolding.  See  above»  ' 

交於來 字*  to  hand  to  the bearer. 

交入  to  pay  into. 交案  to  bring  before  a  court. 

^  salute, 一 as  a  bridegroom his  bride,  by  four  prostrations 

and  four  head-knockings. 

交  t0  one  in  charge  to 
the  police. 
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OHIA.O 

父 
1297 

交戰  to  cross  arms;  to  meet  in 
battle. 

左 手交鋇 ，右 手交人 
with  the  left  hand  I  take  the 

money  you  give,  with  the  right 
hand  I  deliver  over  the  man. 

交足。 r 交淸  to  pay  in  full; 
to  cleai*  off  a  debt. 

力 H  t0  P^e  one  on  the  top  of 
the  other;  to  mix  with. 

未嘗交 加士類 has  not 
mixed  with  educated  men. 

殴 踢交加  both  beating  and 
kicking  him. 

雨 雪交加  raining  and  snow¬ 
ing  all  at  once. 

雷 電交作  thundered  and 
lightened  at  the  same  time. 

當道 者交章 攻賈& mandarins  all  memorialised 

against  Chia. 

上下 交征利  superiors  and 
inferiors  will  try  to  snatch  this 

profit  from  one  another. 

交  in  disorder ;  pell-mell. 

交 亂四國  they  throw  the 
whole  kingdom  (its  four  quar¬ 

ters)  into  confusion. 

交脛國  the  cross-legged •1  at  ion. 

交趾 (ot 趾) 國  Cochin-China 
- (see  13,781),  which  wad  subject 
under  the  Han  dynasty  to  China. 
The  Chinese  characters  represent 
a  native  name  for  the  aborigines 

of  Annam,  said  by  some  to  be 
derived  from  the  separation  of 

their  big  toes  from  the  rest  of 
the  foot,  like  thumbs.  See  1 1,009. 

交交 黃烏， 止于棘 _ 
flit  about,  the  yellow  birds,  and 
rest  upon  the  jujube  trees. 

交州  old  name  for  Turfan. 

佼
 3 1298 

R. 巧肴 
See 狡 
Rising  Upper. 

咬 1299 

Handsome ,  beautiful. 

後人  a  beauty. 

较好  lovely- 
较 人僚兮  how  lovely  is  that 

beautiful  lad}  ! 

12,939. 

姣
 3 

1300 

R •巧肴 

See 狡交 

Rising  and 

Even  Upper. 

Handsome  ；  pretty.  Co¬ 

quettish.  Artful. 

齩美. ot 殺俏 beautifui; captivating. 

姣態  of  attractive  manner; 

挖 
1301 

R •肴效 

See 

Even  &  Sink¬ 
ing  Upper. 

To  compare.  To  criti¬ 
cise.  To  oppose.  Used 

with  1302,  1311.  See  2515. 

枝 
4 

1302 

R •效 

C. 

hau、 kau H. 
F. 

W.  oa^  ckoa N.  yoa^  cioa^ 

koa P.  )  hsiau、 

M.  )  chiau Y.  hsioa、 chioa 
Sz,  hsiau.  chiau 
K.  hyo、 kyo 

J.  kd,  gio^  kid 
A.  hieu Sinking  & 

Rising  Lower 
and  Upper. 

winsome. 

核童  a  pretty  lad. 
寵 而施較 1  lQve  her  and she  employs  winsome  ways. 

鲛 生 養帽^  delicately  brought up.  See  1334. 

校 講是非  to  discuss  the rights  and  wrongs;  to  criticise. 

君义之 命不抆 d。 n。1 oppose  the  commands  of  prince 
or  father. 

To  compare；  to  collate ； 

to  revise  for  publication. 

To  oppose.  A  wooden 
collar  or  stocks. 

計校  to  compare  accounts;  to 
audit ;  to  “settle  up”  with ;  to  have 
an  altercation.  Also,  a  device. 

校書  to  collate  books.  Also  a 
nickname  applied  to '  a  higKer class  of  semi-educated  courtesans. 

校訂。 r 校正  to  revise;  to 
correct, — as.  the  manuscript  of  a 
book  before  it  is  cut  on  blocks. 

This  duty  is  generally  under¬ 
taken  by  some  literary  friend 
whose  name  appears  jointly  with 
that  of  the  author. 

考校。 '•校 勘  to  collate;  to compare. 

先烫 椟對  they  must  first  be 
compared. 

to  correct  errors;  to  revise. 

校 對無訛 i  have  compared them  and  found  no  error. 

相差各 校一寸 an  inch difference  (in  size)  between  each 
of  them. 

誠如 所言已 校五分 
矣  if  it  is  really  as  you  say, 
that  makes  a  difference  of  one 
half. 

校閲  to  examine;  to  verify. 

枝 
4 

1302 

Read  hsiaoK  A  building 

for  a  school.  An  enclosure 

for  horses. 

狡
 3 

1303 

R •巧 

C.  I  ,, 

h.  rau
 

F.  kieuy  v.  kau 
W.  koa 

N.  cioa 

M.  I
  chiau 

Y.  chioa 
Sz.  chiau 

K.  kio 

J.  kd、 kio 
A.  giau 
Rising  Upper. 

犯 而不校  though  offended against,  entering  into  no  alter¬ 
cation. 

荷校  to  carry  the  cangue. 

校刀子  foot-swordsmen. 

學校  a  Government  school;  an academy ;  education-  See  4839. 

校者象 也  the  word  hsiao 
meaijs  to  teach. 

校尉  a  petty  official  employed at  the  city  gate  to  check  entries; 
a  master  controller;  Governor 
of  a  Protectorate  under  the  Han 

dynasty,  etc. 

校人  a  fish-pond  keeper;  a steward. 

前鋒校  sergeant  of  the  van¬ guard  division. 

親軍校  sergeant  of  the  PaL  ce 
Guards. 

Crafty  ；  clevei . 

狡 賴：。 r 狡獪 狡詐 cunning；  crafty. 

狡徒  a  sharper;  a  smart  fellow. 

狡計  a  crafty  trick. 

狡童 十轉琴 ten  or  a  dozen 

kinds  of  performing  boys. 

狡 兎三窟  like  the  cunning 
hare  with  three  holes  to  its 
burrow, — said  of  crafty  people, 

but  meaning  that  in  the  end 

they  get  caught. 

狡棍  a  fraudulent  villain. 
狡賴 t。  prevaricate ;  shifty,  as 
one  trying  to  get  out  of  his 

responsibilities. 

彩 ̂   wicked ;  bad;  brutal. 

毛  perverse ;  quarrelsome. 

狡犬  a  black  Peking  dog. 

狡飾  fabricated;  pretended. 

狡强  craft  and  violence. 

狡誦  ot  狡執  trieky; fraud- 
ulent. 

狡展  OT  狡 供  t。 prevaricat
e- 

狡謀  to  con^)ire  to ;  crafty designs. 
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1303 

玟
 4 

1304 

効 
kau、 kLau 
kau^  v.  ka 

e 較 
Sinking 

Upper. 

皎
 3 

g
°
5
 

J  kdu 
kieu 

. koa 

= 狡繳 kieu 

ising  Upper 
Irregular. 

笺
，
 

1306 

肴蕭 

nerally  used 

fcr 攻 
Generally 
kingUpper. 

狡擺  to  prevail  on  by  one 
representations. 

狡諉  fraudulent  delay；  evasion 
狡避  to  evade  punishment  .by 

false  statements. 

粒閙的  loud;  extravagant ; 
ouiri^  of  dress,  etc. 

狡情  stubborn ;  perverse. 

Two  pieces  of  wood,  orig¬ 

inally  of  stone,  shaped  like 
kidneys,  with  one  side 
convex  and  the  other  flat 

They  are  called  玫林 or 

攻卦， and  are  pitched  up 
in  the  air  by  suppliants  at 
temples  in  front  of  the  altar 

of  the  god  to  whom  their 

prayers  are  addressed.  If 

both  convex  sides  turn  up, 

the  answer  is  陽陽  indiffer¬ 

ently  good  ；  if  both  flat 

sides  turn  up,  it  is  ̂  
negative  and  bad  ；  but 
one  convex  arid  one  flat,  the 

answer  is  勝攻 。彡 勝卦 absolutely  affirmative,  anc 
the  prayer  will  be  granted. 

I、 与 t  to  consult  the  oracle,  as 
above. 

The  bright  white  moon 

Effulgent;  splendid.  Pure; 
immaculate. 

较日  bright  daylight. 

月. 色皎兮 滿畫堂 the 
bright  moonlight  filled  the  gay hall. 

皎潔  pure  and  unsullied. 

白 石皎皎  the  white  rocks 
stand  glistening. 

月出 皎兮  the  moon  comes 
forth  in  her  brightness. 

A  bamboo  rope, 

a  kind  of  pan-pipes. 

t 張  coarse  bamboo  matting, 

lined  with  leaves  and  used  for 
roofing. 

絞
 3 

!3°7 

R. 巧 

See 
狡 

Rising  Upper. 

茭 
1308 
肴 

F.  v.  ka 

See 

Even  Upper. 

R. 

蛟1
 

1309 

R •肴 

交 
Even  Upper. 

See 

Tq  bind  ；  to  wrap  ；  to 

twist.  To  strangle.  Un¬ 
ceremonious. 

絞續  t。 twist  roPes* 
絞緊 些  bind  it  异  little  tighter. 

杷他 絞住了  bound  it 
firmly. 

絞頭布 cloth  twisted  round the  head, — a  turban. 

綾#  to  spin  thread. 
三絞繩  a  rope  of  three  strands. 

起來  upset, - of  the  stomach. 
鉸樁  the  windlass  used  to  hoist 
boats  up  the  sluices  in  the  Grand 

Canal ;  the  stake  at  which  cri¬ 
minals  are  strangled. 

問鉸  to  condemn  to  strangu¬ lation. 

絞罪  the  punishment  of  strangu¬ lation.  See  307. 

定鉸罪  to  sentence  to  strangu¬ lation. 

窓^死  death  by  strangling. 
絞總 t0  hang;  death  by  hanging. 

直 窓^  blunt;  brusque. 

鉸 刺人非  to  show  up  the faults  of  others. 

Another  name  for  1218， 

a  kind  of  aquatic  grass,  thel 
stalks  of  which  are  called 

麥夢 at  Canton, 麥白 at| 
Shanghai,  and  麥瓜  at  Pe-| 
cing.  Dried  grass;  fodder. 

茭耳茱  a  kind  of  water-cress.  I 

地民茭 牧其中 the 
people  pasture  their  cattle  there. 

時乃芻 f  to  collect  forage  | for  camp  animals. 

茭塘司  the  township  in  which  I Whampoa:  stands. 

费  Kajang, 一 leaves  of  palm- 
trees  used  by  the  Malays  for| 
paper  and  thatching  houses. 

A  scaly  dragon. 

螞蟻蚊  the  ant-dragon, — sup- 1 posed  to  be  gradually  produced! 
in  the  earth  by  myriads  of  ants.  I 

騰蛟起 4  a  rising  dragon  I and  a  soaring  phoenix, 一 a  great  | 
scholar. 

蛟 

1309 

铰
 3 

1310 

R •篠 

See 个交 

A. hau、 - 

Rising  Upper., 

較
 4 

1311 

效覺 

&覺攪 

Sinking  and 
Entering 

Upper. 

蛟 龍豈是 池中物 how is  a  dragon  a  thing  to  be  kept! 

in  a  pond  ? —— figuratively  used  of | 
scope  for  men  of  talent. 

一淵 不兩蚊  there  cannotl be  two  dragons  in  one  pool. [ 
See  4699. 

Leathern  trousers. 

mi  water-tight  leathern  le:'| 

gings， worn  by  fishermen  and  I 
others  who  have  to  stand  a  long! 
time  in  the  water. 

To  compare.  To  test. 

此較。 r 較量  to  compare，- 
to  see  which  is  the  bigger,  etc. 

較對  to  compare,— -to  see  that! they  agree.  Used  for  1302. 

較 重  comparatively  heavier. 

較多  and  較少  comparative¬ ly  more  and  comparatively  less,! 一 than  previously,  than  usual,  | etc. 

較多 幾至一 元有半 
nearly  a  dollar  and  a  half  more,  I 

— than,  etc.  1 

較爲近 理 _e  in  accord- 1 
ance  with  what  is  right  or| 
fitting, — than  some  other  plan. 

較早  sooner ;  earlier. 
較兌 to  tally；  to  agree. 
較勘  to  have  knowledge  about; to  compare. 

較量勁  to  see  who  is  the  best  | man. 

較準  to  adjust  to  a  standard;! 
to  equalise. 

較準  瑪  weights  that  have! 
been  : verified,  or  adjusted-  a9«| 
cording  to  standard. 

較之  compared  with . 
大較  generally；  on  the  average., 

較射 trials  of  archery. 

較衆^  bright ;  correct. 
較繁  perplexing ;  troublesome. 

較轉  to  equivocate, to  see  who  can  drink  thel 
most. 
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較
 4 

I3l] 

郊1
 

1312 R •肴 

See 交 

鉸
1
 

Read  cMo^.  The  state 

carriage  of  a  nobleman. 

猗重 較兮  there  he 

Ever  TTDper. 

is  in  his  chariot  with  its  two 

high  sides. 

Waste  land.  The  unin¬ 

habited  suburb  of  a  city  ； 

country,  as  opposed  to 
town.  Borders  ；  frontiers. 
Suburban  altars  ；  sacrifices. 

郊野  the  country, 一 as  opposed 
to  town. 

郊郭  the  country  outside  the 
walls  of  a  city. 

交 夕卜  in  the  country ;  in  the 
wilds,  beyond  the  pale  of  civil¬ 
isation. 

農郊  suburbs  under  cultivation. 

適 彼樂郊 to  g。 to  that 
happy  land, — where  good  govern¬ 
ment  prevails. 

陳 于商郊  in  ’battle-array  on the  borders  of  Shang. 

用牲于 郊牛二  offered 
two  bulls  as  victims  in  the  suburbs. 

郊 社不修  he  neglects  the 
sacrifices  to  Heaven  and  Earth. 

自 郊伹宮  from  the  border 
altars  I  have  gone  to  the  an¬ 
cestral  temple. 

郊廟 a  temple  for  sacrifices  to 
Heaven  and  to  ancestors. 

郊天  to  sacrifice  to  Heaven,- 
as  the  Emperor  does. 

郊祀  the  State  sacrifices  and worship. 

郊社 之禮所 以事上 

I3M 

R ‘効 

C* 

H •、如 
F.  ̂ kieu 

W.  Ccide 
N.  cioa 

M.  i 
 'MaU 

Y.  cchioa
 

Sz.  Cchiau
 

K, 

not  used 

1313 

R •巧効 

F.  v.  Jta 

See 

Rising  &  Sink¬ 
ing  Upper. 

the  ceremonial  of  the  sacri¬ 

fice  to  Heaven  and  Earth  is 

worship  of  God. 

西郊  the  plain  on  the  west  of 
a  city ;  the  execution  ground. 

十途郊  the  ten  guilds  of  as¬ 
sociations  at  Amoy,  under  which 

all  the  import  and  export  trades 
are  distributed. 

Pivots  on  which  a  Chi¬ 

nese  door  turns.  A  hinge 

To  shear  ；  to  cut. 

^  the  pin  of  a  hinge. 

鎖鉸  the  bolt  of  a  Chinese  lock 

一 杷敍剪  a  pair  of  shears. 

鉸1
 

i3r3 

Read  chiao% •  A  slender 

knife,  called  鉸 刀子， with 
which  barbers  cut  the  hairs 

in  the  ear  and  nose. 

餃
 3 

A. 

Colloquial 

Irregular. 

鮫1
 

1315 

R •肴 

See 
Even  Upper. 

鵁1
 

1316 

R. 肴 

See 交 

Even  Upper. 

焦
1
 

i3i7 

R. 

C.  tsiu 

H.  tsiau 

F.  chieu 
W.  (side 

鉸紙花  to  cut  out  paper flowers. - 

$  I  to  cut  out  cl
othes. 

or 

A  meat  dumpling. 

水餃 子。1 ■煮 較子 

鹤辑 ot 敍 子  a  boiled dumpling  made  of  dough  and 
containing  meat. 

A  large  shark. 

a  fabulous  fish  of  immense 

size;  a  leviathan. 

馬鮫郧  the  mango  fish  {Poly- nemus  xantho?iemus), 

鮫人  a  mermaid.  She  is  said to  be  able  to  spin  beneath  the 

water,  and  to  shed  pearls  for tears. 

A  long-legged  bird,  the 

鵁鶄。 r 魚鵁，  described 
as  having  a  mallard’s  body, 
long  legs,  and  a  reddish 

feathery  4  crest.  Its  colour 
is  dun  yellow；  it  makes  its 
nest  in  the  hollows  of  high 

trees  ；  and  its  young  hold 

on  to  its  wings  with  their 
beaks  and  are  carried  down 

to  feed  on  fish. 

鵁鷓。 r 頭鵁  a  cormorant. 

Scorched  ；  burnt  ；  singed. 

Anxious;  harassed.  Name 
of  a  feudal  State.  See  1323. 

炒焦  to  burn  in  roasting. 

焦黑  blackened;  burnt  black. 

焦
上
 

13^7 

N.  tsiau 

M.  I
  chiau 

Y.  chioa 

Sz.  chiau 

K.  chSo 

J.  sho 

A.  tint Even 
 
Upper

. 

_  _  了  sunburnt.
 

焦炭 cQke- 

焦馇糕 a  kind  of  fried  cake.j 

焦  the  coating  or  cru  st  of  rice left  in  the  pot  after  boiling. 

焦頭爛 額  scorched  head  and 
smashed  forehead, 一 exposed  to 

great  dangers.  Alluding  to  in¬ 
juries  received  by  certain  people 

who  aided  in  putting  out  a  fire 

at  a  friend’s  house* 

m 

1318 

r •蕭嘯 

s- 焦 

Even  Upper. 

焦疤乾  dry  as  a  scab, — at  the 
last  extremity. 

焦尾  a  lute, — alluding  to  the story  of  one  made  from  a  charred 
log  of  the  wti-fung  tree,  which 
an  enthusiast  rescued  irom  the 
flames  for  that  purpose. 

焦月  the  sixth  moon, 一  from  its 
great  heat. 

parched ;  hot,  as  a  bilious 
stomach ;  anxious ;  worried. 

整 居焦穫  when  they  con¬ 
fidently  occupied  Chiao  and 
Huo. 

焦棗  fire-dried  dates. 

焦思  anxiety- 焦黃  bright  yellow ;  sallow; auburn. 

焦悶。 i •心焦  sad  at  heart; 
melancholy. 

心 焦。1 r  焦 灼  vexed;  harass- 

ed. 

焦舌兒  a  burnt  tongue, 一 a 

lisp. 

雷  a  thunder-clap. Silver  I.,  near  Chinkiang. 

焦脆。 r 穌焦  crisp. 

、 To  understand  quickly 

and  clearly.  Clever. 

以己之 f 焦僬， 受人之 

搣械  those  who  think  them¬ 
selves  cunning  will  be  fooled  by 
others. 

僬僥 _  a  race  of  pygmies, 
three  fe^t  in  height. 

Read  chiac^ • 

俏僬  hurriedly- 
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o#1 
1318a 

1 •嘯蕭 

尤 
;ee 暢 

Sinking 
Lower  and 

Even  Upper. 

燋
 4 

1319 

R -蕭巍 
〜焦 
Even  Upper. 

瘸1
 

1320 

R •蕭 

w 焦樵
 Even  Upper 

&  Lower. 

礁1
 

1321 
R.  vulgar. 

C.  ctsiu 
W.  ctsioe 

N.  ctsiod 
P.  ichHau 

M.  SxhHau、 

【chiau 
Y.  chHoa 
A.  Uiau 

Even 

Irregular. 

W 

1322 

R •蕭 
See 焦 

Even  Upper. 

醮1
 

J323^ 

See 然 
Even  Upper. 

To  munch. 

無 p 焦類  not  a  muncher  (i.e. 
soul)  left, 一 as  after  a  massacre. 

Read  chiao' •  Shrill. 

Read  chHvK  To  twitter. 

To  burn  moxa  •’  to  cau¬ 
terise  ； to  scorch  ；  to  char. 

炙三燋  to  cauterise  thrice. 

燋心  heart-burn. 

燋木  to  char  wood. 

Thin  ；  shrivelled  ；  lean. 

樵瘁  cadaverous;  emaciated. 

Rocks  which  wash  at 

low  tide.  Rocks  generally  - 
stones  in  a  river. 

礁石  a  rock. 
^  to  run  on  a  rock, 

礁淺 to  ground;  to  run  on  a 
rock. 

Raw  fibres  of  the  nettle- 

hemp  (Bcehmeria)  not  yet 
rotted. 

維麻  undressed  hemp. 

The  parts  of  the  body 
between  the  heart  and  the 

groin,  consisting  of  imagin¬ 
ary  organs  and  passages, 

supposed  to  play  an  impor¬ 
tant  part  in  the  operations 

of  digestion  and  secretion. 

三遍  three  divisions  of  the 
body  between  the  heart  and 

the  groin；  the  peritoneum,  the 
pleura,  and  the  pericardium. 

Read  chiao、 ，  Want  of 
flesh.  Out  of  season,  as 
food. 

崔1
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蕾 See 隹 

Even  Upper. 

R. 
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m 
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R.l 

See 焦 
Sinking 

Upper. 

The  plantain  or  banana. 

Fuel  ；  straw.  See  8520. 

^  the  plantain  (Musa  sapien- 

tu?n). 

甘淦 Qr 美冬蕉  the  banana {Musa  paradisiac  a), 

蕉子。 r 芭蕉  plantains  or bananas. 

香牙蕉  green-skinned  plan¬ tains. 

鼓槌蕉  the  triangular  plan¬ tain. 

鳳尾蕉  the  phoenix-tail  plan¬ tain  (Cycas  revoluta  or  Cycas 

circinalis\ — a  sort  of  palm. 

蕉樹  the  palm  tree. 

蒸  palm-leaf  fans； 
焦  ̂   linen  made  from  plantain 

fibre. 

Canna  Indica、 

“ 蕉葉上 作字
 to  write on  green  plantain  leaves, — as 

was  done  by  a  student  of  old, 
for  want  of  better  material. 

種 蕉學書 a  plantain tree  and  study, — in  reference  to 
the  last  entry,  and  in  general 

allusion  to  *self4aught  men. 

蕉薪 fueL 覆之以  _  he  covered  it  with brushwood  or  undergrowth. 

To  sacrifice  and  pour 

out  libations  to  the  dead. 

A  thanksgiving*  service. 
Religious  rites.  Completed  ； 
finished. 

打醮 作醮。 r 建醮。 >• 
設醮  to  celebrate  the  festival of  All-Souls. 

再醮  to  re-marry, — as  a  widow.  | 

醮席  a  wedding-feast. 

^  ̂   the  annual  festival 
to  the  God  of  Fire. 

平 ̂   酿 I  thanksgiving  service after  the  disappearance  of  an 

epidemic. 

呼道 士醮章 he  summoned a  Taoist  priest  to  present  a  me¬ 
morial  (of  his  wrongs  to  God). 

設醮  to  arrange  prayers  for  the sick. 

m 

1325 

m: 
1326 

R •肅 

Aim 

See 隹 

mT 
Even  Upper 

and  Lower. 

1327 

R •蕭 

See 焦 

Even  Upper. 

1328 

R •蕭 

See 焦 

Even  Upper. 
1329 

R. 蕭 

C.  chiu 
H.  Jiiau 
F.  Jiieu、 yeu 

W.  cdik、 'doe N.  yoa 

P.  Cchiau 

M.  Jisiau 

Y.  Qchioa 

K.  kio 

J.  kid 

A.  ckieu 
Even  Upper 

Irregular. - 

湊 
133° 

父 毋酿 之  her  parents  offered up  prayers, 一 for  her  recovery. 

滿心 戚酿  inflamed  in  heart， 
— as  with  a  desire  of  gain. 

水醮  the  water  dried  up. 

A  soldier’s  brass  kettle, 
holding  about  a  peck. 

饑斗  a  pan  for  cooking. 

R •雷 

C.  \kiu 
H.  hiau 

F.  chUu、in 尺 ieu W.  cide、 hsioe 
N.  cioa 

P.  ckiau、 hsiau 
yi,chiau^hsiau 
K.  kio、 v.  yo 

J.  kid 

A.  kieu 
Even  Upper. 

A  shrivelled-up  face. 

函焦  wrinkled  and  worn-out, — 
with  care  and  age. 

A  small  bird  like  the 

wren. 

鶴鹩  the  tailor-bird  (Ortho- 

tomus). 

By  mere  chance.  Used 
for  1364.  See  12,228. 

小人 行瞼以 僥倖& mean  man  acts  recklessly,  trusting 

to  his  luck, 

僥價  to  try  to  evade  payment. 

Read  yao2.  A  race  of 

pygmies.  See  1318.  False； 
deceitful. 

To  sprinkle  ；  to  moisten  ； 

to  water ；  see  10,128.  Bad； 

perfidious. 

澆花  to  water  flowers, 

繞淋  tC)  water- 湊灌之 功  the  merit  of  water- 
ing, — a  garden. 

j 堯  ̂   to  make  candles  by  dipping wicks  in  tallow. 

澆風  bad  customs,,  or  bad reputation,  of  a  place. 

ai 
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澆 
J33o 

璃  weak;  spoilt;  demoralised 

薄  ungrateful ;  treacherous. 

澆腸  to  moisten  one’s  guts,- 

矣 丄 4 
m 

1331 r._ 

s” 蹺發 
SinkiogUpper. 

龄
 4 x332 

R.l 

See 暢 

Sinking 

Lower. 
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蕾 
See 
叫 

Even  Upper. 

嬌1
 1334 

~*r*r  >w •蕭條 
呌 See 

Even  Upper. 

with  wine. 

Read  liacP\ An  eddy. 

Uneven,  as  a  path.  Un¬ 

easy  in  mind. 

我 亦平行 踏觀魷 
I  also  went  stumbling  over  the 
rough  path. 

The  ridge  or  highest  part 
of  a  mountain.  A  moun 

tain  path. 

員嶠  a  lofty  mountain  in  Shan， 
tung,  one  of  the  five  where  the 
genii  d^ell. 

海嶠  seaboard  regions. 

閩嬌  Fuhkien. 

A  low-minded  man 
flushed  with  success.  A 

braggart.  Self- indulgent. 
Kind ;  compassionate. 

Beautiful；  graceful 
Delicate.  Dear  ；  petted. 

嬌姿  elegant;  graceful. 

嬌媚。 r 辑美  hanasonie. 
pretty. 

嬌態  graceful  ；  attractive. 

嬌嫩 (als。 =  fragile、 。1 ■妖嬌 
fascinating  ；  bewitching. 

嬌艷  gay;  bright ;  pretty. 
喚嬌娘  call  out  the  handsome 
woman, —  name  given  to  the 
instrument  Dy  which  the  hawker 
of  women’s  finery  makes  his approach  known. 

貴  dainty;  delicate；  high-born. 

嬌 羞  bashful;  modest. 
矯矣  delicate ;  tender. 

嬌生  tc  spoil. 
嬌寵  endearing. 
矯滴滴  beautiful  in  every  way. 
矯惰  effeminate  and  lazy. 

嬌
 3 

1334 

撟
 3 

I33S 

R. 孫嘯 
See  j 

嬌娜  lovely. 
爭 奈嬌波 不顴人 As! the  beautiful  ey^s  are  only  painted 

and  cannot  see  vou,- trait. 

-of  a  por 

嬌童  good-looking  boys. 
嬌妻  a  beautiful  wife;  my  dear wife. 

嬌養  to  bring  up  delicately;  to 
spoil,  as  a  child. 

嬌養 （or 憚 } 忤 逆兒 to bring  up  children  delicately  is 
to  make  them  unfilial.  ̂ 8655 

嬌 兒不孝  a  spoilt  child  is 
never  filial. 

嬌粧  a  wedding-dress. 
嬌客  a  term  of  respect  used  to 
a  daughter’s  husband. 

黃嬌  the  yellow  beauty,— wine, which  in  China  is  almost  invari¬ 

ably  of  this  colour. 

誅 嬌  querulous;  peevish. 
嬌 聲  a  kind,  winning  tor  e.  Also, shrill-voiced. 

若 得阿婿 ，當 以金屋 

for  which 

much  used 

K.  kio 
A. 三 kieu 

Rising  &  Sink¬ 
ing  Lower. 

rW 

3 

See 

Rising  Upper. 

蠕 

x337 

R1 

See 

Rising  Upper. 

貯之  if  I  could  get  A-chiao I  would  keep  her  in  a  golden 

house, — said  by  武帝  Wu  Ti 

of  the  Han  dynasty,  when  a  child, 
in  reference  to  the  little  girl  who 
afterwards  became  one  of  his 
consorts. 

To  lift  up  the  hand.  To 

grasp.  Firm  ；  unyielding. 
To  twist；  to  bend  Used with  1340. 

橋然 剛折。 f  unbending straightness. 

舌稽  chiiaoK  然 而不下 
his  tongue  was  stiff  apd  would 
not  move, — to  speak, 

To  roll  up；  to  tie  up. 

連敲  to  tie  up. 
裔支 乃 千  have  tiie  laces  of  your shields  well  secured. 

To 

A  species  of  ant. 
wriggle. 

^  4^  writhing，一 as  of  汪  snake. 

1338 

R. 係 

See  |}1|- 

Rising  Upper, 

雜3
 

m 
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R1 

See 叫 

Rising  Upper. 

To  raise  one  horn  higher 

than  the  other. 

郭其目 ，鳍 其角 glared 
^ith  its  eyes  and  cocked  its  horns, 

—— as  a  bull. 

To  tattle. 

燏
 3 

!34。 R. 篠 P.  (chiau、 v 

Schiau 

See 

Rising  Upper. 

糾 譎人罪  to  tell  of  the  faults 
of  others;  to  sneak. 

To  feign；  to  dissemble 

To  .  force；  to  oppose, 

Martial  5  strong  ；  hard. 

To  raise.  To  regulate. 
Straight.  See  12,496. 

矯命不 相承禀 t。 feign orders  and  not、 hand  up  the 

petition. 

矯 詔决之 ■  Put 心 tQ  death by  a  forged  edict. 

矯情  in  opposition  to  the  feel¬ ings, —— of  the  people.  Also,  ca¬ 

pricious  ； arbitrary ;  wilfully  ec¬ centric. 

矯託  to  make  a  pretence  to, — know  anything  or  anybody. 

矯 誣上天  falsely  assuming 
the  sanction  of  God. 

矯强  to  force;  to  compel;  un 
reasonable ;  exorbitant.  . 

矯住理  to  insist  on  one’s  way, 

老 子乃續 時之說 k Tzti’s  doctrines  were  but  wilful 

opposition  to  prevailing  doctrines, 

矯接造 作 tQ  play hard  and soft  (t.e.  fast  and  loose)  accord¬ 
ing  as  interest  dictates. 

矯 廉  to  strain  after  virtue ;  over¬ scrupulousness. 

矯健  vigorous ;  brave. 

彎 矯虎臣  his  martial-looking 
tiger  leaders. 

矯首  to  lift  up  the  head. 外 無所矯 ，則 內全我 

才 with  no  external  rules  of 
conduct,  I  am  able  to  perfect  my 

inner  (and  natural)  integrity. 

矯正  to  put  right. 
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矯
 3 

1340 

m 
1341 

R •嘯蕭 :. kiu 

kHau 

F.  kieu 

W.  djiot 

djioa 

!i.  I chia
u 

/.  chioa 

5z.  chiau 

kio 

•  kid、 gid 
V.  kieu 

Sinking 
Lower. 

囚枸 念輕矯  the  prisoner 
thinks  of  (longs  for)  milder  res¬ 
traint,  i.e.  for  liberty. 

揉 曲爲矯 t。 ben 彳 the 
crooked  and  make  it  straight, 

A  sedan-chair,  borne  in 

China  upon  the  shoulders 

The  Emperor  has  16 

bearers  ；  a  prince  of  the 

blood  8  ；  the  high  provincial 

authorities  8, 一 though  ex¬ 

cept  on  State  occasions 

or  when  travelling,  they 

never  use  more  than  4. 

All  other  officials  down  to 

a  Prefect,  4， including  a 

Dist.  Magistrate  if  actually 
in  office.  The  chairs  of  al 

o 伍 cials  down  to  and  in 

elusive  of  the  三 司 {see 

10,250)  are  green;  below 

this,  blue,  with  slight  vari¬ 

ations  of  detail.  Foreign 
Consuls  in  China  are  en 

titled  to  use  green  chairs. 
See  574. 

轎子  a  sedan-chair. 
-頂。 r  一乘 or  —坐 

(Qr 座） 轎  one  sedan-chair. 

轄衣  the  lining  of  a  chair. 

橋桿  ot  轄异  the  chair-poles. 

轎頂  the  knob  at  the  top  of  a 
chair. 

暢圍  the  curtain  of  the  chair. 

轎担  the  short  pole,  used  when 
there  are  four  bearers,  to  prop 
up  the  chair  while  they  change 

shoulders,  wait  at  a  door,  etc 

輪夫  暢班  chair-bearers; 
chair-coolies. 

檯轎  to  carry  a  chair. 

他 是坐轎 子來的 he 
came  in  a  chair. 

暢  an  open  chair, 一 used  by 
military  officials. 

顯轎  an  open  chair,  as  used  by 
the  Examiners  for  M.  A.  degree 
when  entering  the  Exam.  hall. 

輪  a  chair-screen. 

轎 4
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R •蕭 

/mm 

See 叫 

Even  Upper. 

鑣 3
 

1343 

蕭 

Even  Upper. 

轎櫃  the  space  under  the  seat 
of  a  travelling  chair,  in  which 
things  can  be  put. 

嬌廳  the  chair  hall, 一 the  first 
large  hall  in  the  range  of  a 
Chinese  house. 

花嬌。 r  喜暢  a  bridal  chair, — always  red  and  heavily  gilt. 

竹橋  a  bamboo  chair. 

過 山  a  light  mountain  chair. 

驟献橋 a  mule  litten 

A 檯橋 or 八座輸 an 
eight-bearer  chair. 

燒嬌馬  to  burn  a  sedan-chair and  a  horse,  both  of  paper,  for 
the  use  in  the  next  world  of 

person  just  deceased. 

寧轄。 I •起暢 OT 琴暢 t。 tip  up  one  end  of  a  chair  while 
on  the  ground,  so  that  a  person 

may  step  over  the  poles. 

不慌不 忙 ，踱 下轎來 
he  quietly  alighted  from  his  chair. 

A  restive  horse.  Proud 

arrogant  ；  boastful. 

騎傲。 1 •騎 誇。 r 騎#。 r 

心騎氣 傲  arrogant;  proud; 
- haughty ;  boastful;  presumptuous 

不以 富 貴驕人 制 not treat  people  haughtily  because  of 
his  wealth  and  rank. 

驕 奢淫佚  pride,  extrava gance,  levvdness,  and  idleness. 

騎縱 overbearing;  regardless  of 
any  one  or  their  advice. 

憤驕  blustering;  noisily  arrog¬ ant. 

騎泰  purse-proud. 
驕肆  aggressively  rude,  or  vio¬ 

lent 

驕慢  to  treat  with  contempt. 

A  name  for  all  forms  of 

the  genus  Culter,  a  fish 

peculiar  to  China. 

鷄1
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R. 

See 叫 

Even  Upper. 
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R •肴效 

F.  keu、 kau、 

v.  ka 

N.  y4  koa 

See 
Even  Upper. 

A  species  of  long- tailed 

pheasant. 

鷗鶄  the  “cluck”  of  this  phea-J sant,  from  which  its  name  is  said  j to  be  derived.  | 

隸雉  the  long-tailed  or  Tartar  | 

pheasant. 
See  3245. 

Glue；  gum.  Sticky ；  toj 

adhere  to.  Obstinate.  Seel 

4276. 

牛皮膠  CQW’S  glue. 魚膠  fish-glue;  isinglass. 

黃明膠  clarified  glue. 麵筋膠  flour  and  lime  mixed  | 
for  joiner’s  work. 

鍊膠  to  make  glue, 一 by  boiling! with  hot  water. 

膠液  melted  glue. 

膠稍  to  glue. 

膠住  stuck  fast, — e.g,  ice-bound.  I 
似魚 膠粘口 ，一字 $ 
開  not  uttering  a  word,  as  though! 
his  lips  were  glued  up. 

膠 固  the  power  of  cohesion. 

膠連  banded  together, — as  as-j sociates  in  some  plot. 

如 J  膠 l  之  love  which  adheres  I like  glue. 

旣 見君子 ，德 音孔膠 1 
when  I  see  the  superior  man，| 

his  virtuous  reputation  attaches  I 
me  to  him. 

膠舟  the  vessel,  fastened  with  | 
glue  instead  of  nails,  by  means  | 
of  which  the  people  of  楚 

Ch‘u  compassed  the  death  ofl 

周厢王  Chao  Wang  of  thej Chou  dynasty. 

人膠  bandoline  for  the  hair.  I 

三仙膠  a  medicine  made  ofl tortoise-shell,  deer’s-horns,  and  I 
tiger’s-bones,  boiled  together. 

阿膠  a  medicinal  glue,  namedl 
from  東阿 縣  Tung-oHsien| 
in  Shantung,  where  there  is  al 

j  卜  glue  well,  from  the  water | of  which  a  tonic  is  made  by[ 
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1346 

w 
1347 

R •肴 

See 交 

Even  Upper. 
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1348 R •肴 

See 交 

Even  Upper. 

M
*
 1349 

R. 巧 

^ 檀 
J.  ko^  kid 
A.  kau 

Rising  Uppe 

椒1
 

i35° 

boiling  anoass’s  skin  in  it  for 
seven  days.  Used  for  dysmenor- rhoea. 

膠膠 擾擾乎 what  uttei* confusion  and  turmoil ! 

膠葛  the  complications  which 
arise  from  disputes  of  any  kind. 
Used  with  1348. 

膠漆自 謂堅， 不如雷 

與陳 glue  and  varnish  bind 
fast,  but  not  so  fast  as  the  love 

of 雷義 Lei  i fOT 陳重 

Ch^en  Chung  of  the  Han  dynasty. 
The  former  having  gained  an 
honour  wished  to  give  it  up  in 
favour  of  his  friend,  and  on  this 

being  refused,  he  feigned  mad¬ 
ness,  with  the  best  result  to  both. 

_ 漆相投  sticking  together 
like  glue  and  varnish, ― of  in¬ 
timate  friends. 

膠 柱鼓瑟  trying  to  play  the 
cithern  with  the  stops  glued  fast, 

— pig-headed. 

膠州  a  Department  in  the  south¬ west  of  Shantung. 

Name  of  a  river.  Ex¬ 

tensive. 

•膠 湛浩汗  a  barren  waste of  waters. 

Indistinct  ；  confused. 

鞟 _ 不淸  in  a  state  of  con¬ 
fusion, — as  badly-kept  accounts, 
etc.  See  1346. 

車輳子  the  nave  of  a  wheel. 

A  small  boiler  or  kettle. 

To  stir  up  ；  to  mix. 

把糖盪 一蟹 stir  up  the 

R •萧 

^ 焦 
Evch  Upper. 

sugar. 

溘 和勻了  it  is  evenly  mixed. 

Spice-plants  of  various 
kinds.  Peppery. 

椒樹  the  pepper  tree. 

椒 _  椒粉。 r 椒末 
ground  pepper. 

紅椒。 r  _ 椒  red  pepper  ； 
cayenne  pepper. 

椒1
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I3S1 

k •尤肴 

H.  ckau 

S 杜求交 

Even  Lower. 

敎 
^352 

R •效肴 

C.  kau 
H.  kau 
F.  kaW 、 kf 、 

Jtieu 

胡椒麵  black  pepper  for  the table. 

花椒  the  pepper-tree  of  China {Zanthoxylon  piperitum.  L.). 

Jll  梯 l  pepper  from  Sstich‘
uan. 

椒房  pepper  room,  —  private apartments  of  the  Empress,  so 
called  because  (1)  an  Empress 
of  the  Han  had  the  walls  of 

her  palace  smeared  with  pepper 

in  order  to  generate  warmth, 

or  (2)  because  she  always  had  a 

supply  of  pepper  flowers  about 
her,  hoping  to  be  fruitful,  like them. 

椒 聊之實 ，蕃 衍盈升 
the  clusters  of  a  pepper  plant, 

large  and  luxuriant,  would  fill  a 

pint. 貝台 我握椒 give  me  a  stalk of  the  pepper  plant. 

有 椒其馨  like  pepper  is their  smell. 

椒月  a  name  for  the  12th  moon. 

獻椒 花之頌  to  present pepper-flowers  (congratulations) 

at  the  New  Year.  “Pepper  wine” 

椒酒  was  also  offered  on  these 
occasions. 

c 

山椒  the  peak  of  a  hill. 

狗花椒  Zanthoxylum  ala  turn, Roxb. 

野花椒  Zanthoxylum  setosum, Hemsl. 

A  medicinal  plant,  the  秦 

充;，  found  in  Shansi.  It  is 
one  of  the  Acanthacece  ；  it 

has  leaves  like  the  lettuce, 

which  grow  in  a  tuft  from 
the  top  of  the  short  stem. 
The  root  is  used  in  rheum¬ 

atism  and  jaundice； 

Read  chHu^.  A  wild;  a 
moor.  Lair  of  a  wild  beast 

究野  a  wilderness. 
艽胥  the  burrows  of  some anihials  described  as  wild  hogs. 

To  teach.  Doctrines  ； 

sects;  schools.  To  cause ； 
to  make.  Used  with  叫 

1376.  See  正 687. 

教誨。 r 教習 w 教訓 
to  teach*  to  instruct. 

敎 
W.  koa 
N.  cioa、 koa 

p- ) 

M.  >  chiau 

Sz. ) 

Y.  chioa 
K.  kio 

J.  ko^  kid 

A.  giau 

Sinking 

Upper. 

請教  please  instruct  me,  i,e. explain  to  me,  or  give  me  your 

opinion  on, 一 what  follows. 

幸不 吝 以教我 do  not 
withhold  your  instructions. 

領教  to  receive  a  person^  in¬ structions, 一 a  polite  way  of 
"  inion. ’’ 

saying  “hear  their  opin: 

未 扣 沒） 領教  I  have  notl 
yet  been  instructed, 一 as  to  what 
your  name  may  be.  A  polite 

phrase  used  by  a  person  who 

has  just  told  his  own  nam^. 

我 領教過 他脾氣 
have  had  experience  of  his  tem¬ 

per, 一 and  don’t  like  it. 

unmannerly;  ill-bred. 

先生有 何見教  what  in¬ 
structions  have  you  for  me,  Sir? 

匪 用爲教  you  would  not 
regard  me  as  your  teacher. 

施教  to  give  instruction ;  to teach.  See  13,215. 

教調  to  admonish. 

教令  to  give  orders. 教諭  tne  o 伍 cial  Director  ofl Studies,  attached  to  a  District. 

教授  Director  of  Studies,  at¬ tached  to  a  Prefecture. 

教官。 r  教職  general  name 
for  the  o 伍 cials  described  in  the 

last  two  entries. 

教雜  the  officers  of  public  in¬ struction,  as  above,  and  the 
assistant  Magistrates, 

養不爹 ，义 之過 tc)  bring 
up  without  teaching,  is  the 

father’s  fault. 

養子 不教， 如養驢 
bring  up  a  boy  without  teaching 
is  like  bringing  up  an  ass. 

惜錢 莫教子 if  yQu 
money,  do  not  have  your  sons 
taught.  [Ironical.] 

上 等人不 教而善 the best  men  are  good  without  being 

taught. 

教練  to  drill  troops, 三  the  Three  Doctrines, 

儒教。 f 大教  Confucian- ism， 道教  Taoism,  and  佛 

or  釋  Buddhism.  Also, the  three  chief  factors  in  govern¬ 
ment,  as  employed  by  the  Hsia, 
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Yin,  and  Chou  dynasties：  to  wit, 

敬 ，文， and 忠. 

定三 教先後 fixed  the  pre- 
cedence  of  the  Three  Doctrines, 

— of  Yu- wen  Yung,  3rd  Emp. 
of  N.  Chou  dynasty. 

三 教雖姝 ，總 俘不得 

孝弟 二字  although 
the  Three  Doctrines  are  different, 

yet  they  are  one  as  regards  filial 
piety  and  fraternal  love. 

五 泰 ̂  the  five  lessons  of  duty 
in  connection  with  the  Five 

Relationships  of  the  human  race. 
See  7464. 

七萎 ̂   the  seven  obligations, — 
same  as  the  Five  Relationships 

(see  7464),  plus  those  between' 

^  elders  and  juniors,  ̂  

客  host  and  guest. 

聖教  Confucianism;  se^  1845. 

天 主 教 心  Roman  Catholic 
ChurGh  or  religion. 

天主教 總統， 稱謂教 

化 皇 教 皇 (authorised 
by  Imp.  Edict,  1899)  the  head 
of  the  Roman  Catholic  Church 

is  called  the  Emperor  of  the 

Teaching, 一 i.e.  the  Pope. 

辞一 省有一 位主教 in  each  province  there  is  a 

(Catholic)  bishop. 

二 十二年 文教主 fcr 
22  years  a  master-teacher  of 
literature. 

潔 淸教主 t。 the  Lord  God 
of  the  pure  religion, — inscription 

in  synagogue  at  K4ai-feng  Fu. 

聖 會 (he  Catholic  Church, 
一 a  term  in  use  among  R.C. converts. 

耶穌 教 the  Protestant  Church. 

教民。 i •教友  Chinese  con¬ 
verts  to  Chrikianity.  [The  latter 
term  is  usea  by  Protestants,  the 
former  by  Catholics.] 

民教 [ the  ordinary  people  and 
converts. 

民教本 可相安 （and 
thus)  the  people  and  converts 
to  Christianity  will  be  able  to 
live  together  in  peace. 

to  receive  the  doctrine, 一 

to  become  a  convert. 

華民 易於見 理難於 

受奉 ̂   the  Chinese  people  are 

教
 4 
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readily  amenable  to  argument, 
but  do  not  readily  accept  a 
doctrine. 

教師。 r  教士  a  teacher;  a Protestant  missionary.  See  3736. 

秦^  堂  a  Christian  church  or chapel. 

傳孝 ̂   to  spread  the  doctrine ;  to 
preach;  to  teach. 

各 止其分 ，故 不傳教 

於彼 也  every  one  confining himself  to  his  own  business,  and 

consequently  not  engaged  in 
teaching  others. 

入 教領洗 to  be  baptised into  the  (Catholic)  faith. 

出  to  excommunicate ;  to 
renounce  the  faith. 

"ftd  to  re^orm；  t0  influence 
for  good  by  teaching;  to  civilise. 

泰^身 ̂   a  tutor  in  a  family. 

奉^門  disciples;  adherents. 
十二分 教=十 二部. See  9484. 

to  make  mischief;  to  egg 

on  people  to  quarrel. 

育  to  supply  spiritual  and 
bodily  food. 

這一服 藥要教 你好 
this  dose  of  medicine  will  make 

you  well. 不要 教他在 這裏住 
do  not  let  him  live  here. 

Read  chiao' • 

_ ̂弓  to  teach  archery. to  instruct  with  authority. 

教^引  to  bring  up;  to  educate. 

教^  teach  a  language, 
your  advice,  etc. 

教學。 1 •教讀 (/W)  t。 teach; to  act  as  private  tutor. 

胃  a  school-house. method  of  instruction. 

to  teach  the  books,  of 

Confucianism ;  to  be  a  school¬ 
master. 

萎 ̂書的  a  teacher. 

財主敖 落便教 _when the  rich  man  loses  his  money 

he  forthwith  takes  to  teaching. 

m 
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r. 効 

F.  kau^  v.  ipuv 
W.  koa、 ka 

See 教 

Sinking 

Upper. 

角 

1354 

W 

1355 

R .覺 

Set 角 

Entering  . 

Upper. 

爵 
!356 

嚼 
1357 

皭
 4 

1358 

R. 藥嘯 
S66 醮爵 

Sinking  & 
Entering 

Upper. 

歡 

X3S9 

R •嗛 

See 焦 

Sinking 

Upper. 

Leaven  ；  yeast. 

酵  yeast  cakes. 
發  to  rise,  as  dough ;  to ferment. 

麵酵。 I •酵子 OT 引酵 

barm;  yeast.  [  expresses  the 
idea  of  fermentation ; 引  of 
propagation.]  ' 

酒酵； “grains,”  or  the  mash which  remains  over,  from  distil¬ 
lation. 

See  2215. 

To  seize  by  the  horns. 
To  stab. 

桷  to  stab;  to  bayonet. 

^  ̂   to  seize  by  the  horns  and 

feet. 

See  2218. 

See  2219.  ? 

To  close  the  eyes  in 

sleep.  Used  for  覺 22 1 6. 

睡嚼  to  sleep.  |i 

H 爵貝  a  shell,  the  sight  of  which will  cause  a  miscarriage.  Also 
said  to  be  taken  as  a  powder  in 

order  to  procure  abortion. 

To  drain  a  goblet.  丨 

長者舉 未醱， 少者不 

敢飲  until  the  elders  had drained  their  goblets,  the  youn¬ 

ger  ones  did  not  venture  to drink. 

割 鮮飮食 ，舉 蜂命皭 
he  dressed  fresh  viands  for  their 

entertainment,  lighted  the  fire, 
and  bade  them  drink  deep. 

飮 不釀者 ，浮 以大白 
any  one  who  does  not  drain 
his  cup  to  be  made  to  drink  a 

brimming  goblet, 一 as  a  forfeit. 

See  8556. 
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C.  tsiu 

H.  tsiau 

F.  Uhau 
W.  Usoa 

N.  Js^oa P. 

M. 
Y.  chioa 
Sz.  chiau 

K.  cK'o 

J.  shd A.  tieu> 

Rising  Upper 

Irregular. 

: i.i chiau 

To  attack  ；  to  destroy. 

To  plagiarise.  [To  be  distin¬ 
guished  from  the  next.] 

追剿  to  pursue;  to  chase, — as 
a  flying  enemy. 

征剿  to  attack  and  conquer. 

勸匪。 r 劍賊 t。 destr°y 
rebels. 

巢 |J  辦  to  deal  with, — as  a  rebel¬ lion. 

R. 

w 
1361 

篠肴 
C.  tsiu 

H.  Lt 士 au 

W.  izoa 

N.  ctslau 

M.  i 
 chiau Y.  chioa 

Sz.  chiau 

J.  shd 
A.  tieu^  sau 

Rising  and 
Even  Upper 

&  Lower 

Irregular. 

脚 2
 13^2 R， 藥 

C.  kok 
H.  kiok 

F.  kiok%  v.  k>a 
W.  cia 

N.  ctah 

P.  (chiau、 
Schuo 

M.  chuo 
Y.  chiak 
Sz.  chiio 

K.  kak 

「•  kaku、 kiaku 
A.  kok 

Entering 

Upper. 

剿 絶。1 •剿滅  tQ  extermi - nate. 

剿捕淨 盡  tc}  make  a  clean 
sweep  of. 

毋剿說  do  not  plagiarise. 

不剿 襲先民  not  to  plagia¬ rise  from  those  who  have  gone 
before. 

To  trouble  ； .  to  annoy. 

Nimble.  [To  be  distin¬ 
guished  from  the  last.] 

勦其民  to  harass  or  oppress 
the  people. 

勸勞  to  weary. 

非動 不能爲  unless  you 
are  active  you  cannot  do  it. 

The  foot；  the  leg.  The 
bottom  or  base,  as  opposed 

,441.  Also  read 

chi》’4^ :  See  2260， 了 480, 
10,567,  12,883. 

脚  the  sole  of  the  foot. 
.脚心  the  hollow  of  the  foot. 

脚面。 r 脚背  the  instep. 

脚眼  the  ankles. 

脚肚 脚襄  the  calf  of  the leg. 

脚踏  a  foot-stool. 

脚爐  a  foot- warmer. 
脚 跡。 r 脚印 footsteps; 

traces. 

脚夫。 r 脚力  a  coolie;  a 
porter. 

脚
 3 

1362 

脚力大  his  influence  is  great the  carriage  is  heavy. 

脚錢。 i •脚價  porterage; coolie-hire. 

多 少水脚  how  much  is  the freight  ? 

脚程  a  journey  on  foot. 

我 jPl 是 行脚僧 we  are priests  travelling  on  foot. 

脚尖兒  the  point  of  the  fpot. -the  part  of  the  foot  from  the ball  forwards. 

站脚尖  to  stand  on  tiptoe. 

脚後跟 the  heel. 撇脚  to  knock  the  ankles  in 
walking. 

^  ̂1  to  set  foot  o
n. 

脚晌  footfalls. 脚子  conveyances  (either  pack- mules  or  carts) ;  coolies  w 

carry  burdens;  'a  small  boat. 

拉 二脚子  the  extra  animal in  addition  to  those  in  the  shafts. 

脚下  the  present  moment. 

網脚下 up  till  now. 脚車  treadles  or  wheels  worked 
by  the  feet. 

脚驢子  a  donkey  for  riding. 

脚蘭  ankle-squ6ezers. 
脚繚  irons  for  the  feet. 
脚色  a  military  register,  giving 
names， description,  rank,  etc,  of 

officers  and  men;  the  role  of  an 
actor  (read  chueh) ;  profession  ； 
occupation ;  standing;  quality. 

頂好 的脚色  a  very  good sort, —  of  fellow,  or  of  goods. See  2215. 

脚貨  inferior  goods. 
脚香  common  small  joss-stick. 

脚底下  the  pace  or  paces, — of  a  horse. 

脚底 下有幾 位兄弟 
how  many  brothers  have  you 

younger  than  yourself? 

踯。 r 停隹脚 t。 stop  — as  in  flight,  or  in  walking. 

留脚 t。  detain  a  person. 

失脚  to  slip;  to  trip;  to  make 
a  faux  pas,  as  a  woman. 

順着脚  following  one’s  nose. 

w 
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【363 

雨 脚壁立 his  toes  tun up, — dead. 

赤脚。 r 光脚  barefooted. 

大 手大脚  extravagai 
wasteful. 

弄 •^脚  to  perform  tricks; 
act  cunningly. 

難 作手脚 [in  which  case 
will  be  difficult  to  do  the  tri 

t.e.  put  one’s  cunning  into  pr tice. 

好手脚  clever;  skilful, 

f 脚 6 便你麻
锎)^ 

in  the  use  of  hands  and  fd 

handy. 

手 脚穩當  careful  and  att< 
tive, 一 as  a  good  servant  to  ] 
master’s  interests. 

抱  朋 I  to  clasp  Buddha’s  fo 
i.e,  pray  to  the  gods. 

畫鬼脚  to  draw  a  devil’s  fe 
— false ;  baseless;  without  four ation. 

修脚的  a  chiropedist. 
hawkers;  pedlars. 

粧脚  to  bind  up  the  feet  to  lo« like  women’s,  as  done  by  actc 

who  play  female  parts. 

黐脚  a  hanger-on;  a  parasite 

露 出馬脚 t。 let  the  hOTsi 
hoof  (cloven  foot)  be  seen. 

攙脚。 r 控 後脚根 
undermine  a  person,  so  as 

bring  about  his  fall. 

雨脚  the  point  where  a  dista cloud  is  seen  falling  to  earth 
rain. 

有脚路  to  be  well  backed  u 
—as  by  rich  or  powerful  frienc 

不 容倒脚 t。 give  a  perst 
no  time. 

先打 好墙準 1  first  careful 
lay  the  foundation  of  the  wall 

一 prepare  your  plans  well. 

拾淸 蓬脚索  arrange  car 
fully  the  ropes  of  the  sail, 一 i 
as  to  catch  hold  of  the  right  or 
when  wanted. 

山  the  foot  of  a  hill. 
Same  as  1362.  [Th 

middle  part  is  not  ̂   k\ 

a  valley  but  ̂   chio*  th roof  of  the  mouth.] 
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1364 

f 篠 

徽 
ven  and 

ng  Upper. 

嫩 

linking 

Upper. 

on. 

1366 

•ng  Upper. 

w 
1367 

_ 

: das  僥
 

i  &  Sink- 

Upper. 

儇倖  luckily ;  by  mere  chance, 
Used  for  the  success  of  taking 

one’s  degree.  See  1329,  1367. 

To  wail.  To  call  after. 

To  neigh  ；  hence  used  as  a 
numerative  of  horses. 

3^  to  sob  and  cry. 

毋  pjjjj  應  don’t  bawl  out  in  reply. 
a  deep  tone. 

P 敦畴  to  call  out.
 

馬二千 嗤 ㈣ 敦 mouths?) 
two  thousand  neighs  (=  head) 
of  horses. 

徵 啜夜猿 P 辱 the  wailing  cry 
of  gibbons  by  night. 

Bandages  used  by  por¬ 
ters  and  chair-coolies  to 

To  do  ；  to  act.  Intent 

strength en  the  legs. 

To 
go  around. 

To 

assume. Stakes in  a 

stream. A  narrow road. 

Frontiers  ；  a  boundary. 

微 游禁盜  to  go  on  a  round 
for  suppressing  brigandage. 

徼去 其國萬 二千里 
this  country  (Japan)  has  a  cir¬ 
cumference  of  12,000  li. 

邊徼  the  frontier. 

徼外  beyond  the  frontier. 

微妙  mysterious;  occult. 

徼藤  Wistaria  chinensis,  D.C. 

茱徵藤  Millettia  reticulata, 
Benth. 

Read  chiao' •  To  desire. 

To  pray  for  blessings.  To 

pry  into.  Lucky.  Used 

with  1329  and  1364.  To 

follow；  to  imitate. 

徵福  to  obtain  blessing. 

敗 1367 
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1368 

R •
蕭
 

See 

Even  Upper. 

皦
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1369 

R •
篠
 

H.  kau 

See 叫 

Rising  Upper. 

繳
 3 

1370 

R •篠藥 See 叫 

Rising  Upper. 

惡_ 徼以爲 知(= 智) 
者  I  hate  those  who  take  pry¬ 
ing  to  be  wisdom. 

使 徼者去  sent  out  spies. 

德 ̂   luckily*  by  mere  chance 

Read  yao1.  To  stop  the 

way；  to  intercept. 

Lucky  ；  prosperous. 

t 敦』 瞭  sincerely;  h
onestly. 

Read  chV^ •  Hasty  ； 

quick-tempered. 

White；  brilliant ；  dazzling. 

皦皦  twinkling  bright, — like stars 

謂 予不信 ，有 如皦日 
if  you  say  that  I  am  not  sincere, 

by  the  bright  sun  I  swear  that  I 
am.  See  5668- 

To  wind  around  ；  to  bind. 

To  hand  over；  to  surrender. 

^  to  wind  thread. 

繳呈  to  hand  up  to  a  superior. 

繳案  to  hand  into  court,  as 
documents;  to  pay  into  court, as  money. 

繳回  to  hand  back. 

繳還  to  pay  back;  to  return. 

繳贓  to  deliver  up  stolen  pro¬ 
perty. 

完繳  to  complete  payment  of, or  transfer  of. 

繳存  to  deposit. 
繳庫  to  pay  into  the  Treasury. 
卽將應 繳銀兩 ，加倍 

罰繳  let.  him  be  fined  double the  amount  due. 

繳銷  to  hand  in  for  cancelment. 

繳卷  to  hand  in  one’s  paper, — at  an  examination. 

盼 繳爭曹  to  wrangle  and browbeat  otie  another. 

微出  t。 pay  up. 

緻納  t。 pay —taxes,  etc. 

繳解  to  forward. 

1370 

1372 

R •篠 

See 叫 

Rising  Upper. 

1373 

1374 

375 

R. 巧 

C.  kdu 

H.  kau F.  kicu^  v.  ka 

W.  koay  v.  c々《, 

N.  cioa、 koa 

P.  chiau M.  chiau、 kau 

Y.  chioa、 koa 

Sz.  chiau、 kau 

K.  kio 

J.  kd、 kid 

A.  giau 
Rising  Upper. 

鶴^交  to  deliver  up;  to  hand  over. 

繳到 paid 
緻 禀  to  give  in  a  petition. 

繳籠  covering  for  the  feet  ofl 
small-footed  women. 

繳價  to  pay  a  price  for. 
to  submit  for  examination 

Read  c/101*.  A  string  tied 

to  an  arrow  so  as  to 

recover  it  after  shooting. 

思 援弓繳 而射之 
wishes  to  bend  his  bow,  adjust 

he  string  to  the  arrow,  and 
shoot  it. 

Read  ho^.  Binding  on 

the  hem  of  a  garment. 

See  3965. 

A  metal  handle  or  ear 

of  a  vessel.  To  cut  with 

shear#’’ 

cut  it  in  two. 

. 鎩 翦絲羅 to  cut  °ut  silL 

See  2216. 

Same  as  2216. 

To  stir  up  ；  to  mix  ；  to 

excite.  To  interrupt. 

^  _  wind  and  snow  at  t
he 

same  time. 

t0  give  trouble ;  to  make 

a  disturbance;  to  put  to  incon¬ venience. 

攪亂  to  excite  a  disturbance； to  stir  up  a  row. 

攪混  to  excite  confusion. 

攪搜。 i 攪動  to  disturb;  to rouse. 

^  to  disturb;  to  incommode. 

打攪你  I  have  put  you  to inconvenience,： — a  polite  phrase 

used  by  a  departing  visitor. 
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呌
 * 1376 R. 嘯 

C.  kilt 

H.  kiau 

F.  kieu 

W.  cide 

N.  cioa、 koa 

p.  I 

M.  >  chiau Sz.) 

Y.  chioa 

K.  kio 

J.  kid 
A.  kieu 

Sinking 

Upper. 

攪 是攪非  to  be  argumenta¬ tive;  to  dispute. 

日  tl  夜搜  _  .and  night alike,  always  in  mischief. 

攪唆  to  make  mischief;  to  stir 
up  bad  feeling. 

攜 星  an  evil  star, — a  bad  cha¬ racter. 

攪勻  to  mix  evenly. 

攪酒  to  mix  in  wine. 

携赶水  to  stir  up  the  water 
in  a  water-jar. 

攪和  to  mix;  to  stir  together. 

To  call  out,  The  cries 

of  certain  animals  and 

birds  ；  see  1388.  Instru¬ 

mental  *,  by.  To  cause；  to 
let ；  used  with  1352.  See 
2660. 

叫他來  call  him；  summon  him. 

叫 廚子來  call  the  cook. 

做 飯的人 呌廚子 the 
man  who  prepares  food  is  called 
the  cook. 

一呌 就來  he  comes  when  he is  called. 

叫呼 叫喚  to  call  out. 

叫 喚甚麽  what  is  he  calling 
put  about  ? 

叫喊  to  bawl  out. 

呌賊  to  cry  “Thieves!” 

叫救命  to  cry  “Help! 

叫破口  p 桑  to  shout  oneself! hoarse. 

叫甚麽  呌做 甚麽 

叫甚 麽喝字 what  is  it: called  ?  what  is  his,  her,  or  its 
name? 

to  call  out  for  alms. 

呌花子  a  beggar. 

叫市價  to  call  out  the  market 
price. 

呌魂  to  call  the  spirit, — as  of 
a  dying  child,  in  the  hope  of 

or 

preventing  death.  This  is  done 
at  the  door  of  the  house,  or  in 
procession,  often  with  one  of  the 

child’s  garments  in  the  hand  as 
a  refuge  for  the  disembodied 

spirit. 
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1376 

叫 
1377 

1378 

w 

1379 

R •巧允 

C.  ckau F.  ckieu,  Qkiu P. 

M. 

Sz. 

Y.  ̂ hioa 

chiau 

1380 

呌住  to  stop  by  calling  out  to. 

_ 眞兒  strictly  speaking. 
叫醒  to  awaken  any  one. 

叫好兒 t。  cry  “Bravo  !rt;  to 
applaud. 

叫個 倒好兒  to  cry  “Not good!’’；  to  hiss. 

不相 叫  not  on  speaking  terms. 
大語呌 呌。 r 大呼小 
呌  the  noise  of  loud  talking. 

我可 以包叫  I  can  guaran¬ 
tee  he  will  come. 

我叫 不上來 i  can’t cal1 
to  mind. 

叫 風吹了  were  blown  about by  the  wind. 

叫我 打了  一 ■頓 got  a beating  from  me. 

呌大師 傅嘆了  h  was eaten  by  the  cook. 

明月 呌人行  the  bright moon  causes  people  to  go  out. 

眞 叫人萬 慮皆空 >iy 
causing  one  to  forget  all  one’s worldly  troubles. 

不願 呌去  unwilling  to  let 
him  go. 

呌驢子  Rhamnus  parvifolius、 
Bge. 

Same  as  1376. 

Same  as  T376. 

J.  kiii、 ku 

A.  giau 
Rising  and 

Even  Upper. 

A  colic  with  gripes. 

腸  Asiatic  cholera. 

痄肚  gripes;  colic. 

Same  as  1351. 

W 

1381 

r •効清 

肴 

kau 

C.  kau 

?：i 

w. 々w 
N.  koa 

P.  chiau 

M.  kau 

Y.  chioa 

Sz.  chiau 

K.  kio 

J.  kd、 kid 

A.  tau\ 

Sinking 

Upper. 

1382 

白 白 i383 

1384 

刺 T 

1385 

r .效 

See 教
 

A  cellar  or  pit  for  storii 

things.  A  vault.  A  he 
in  the  ground. 

氷曹  an  ice-house  or  ice-pit 

冬燒氷  W  when  an  ice-
hoi 

is  burnt  down, — it  is  clea 

天意  the  will  of  God. 

W 氷  to  store  
ice. 

地 W  a  cellar. W 藏  to  store  in  a  cellar. 

白茱上 .寶  put,  the  cabbj 
into  the  pit, 一 to  preserve  it. 

鹽滷窨  salt  pans, 一 where  s 
is  made  by  evaporation. 

潑 水控曹 pour  on  water  a 
make  a  hole. 

瓦曹调 的房子 a 
like  a  brick-kiln. 

寶密  profound;  deep,  as  in  1 heart. 

Same  as  1381. 

Same  as  1305. 

SinkingUpper. 

1386  ; 

R •蕭 

See 焦 

Even  Upper. 

Same  as  1300. 

A  kind  of  vegetable  m< 
row,  known  as  赖瓜. 

is  long-shaped,  and  strip' 

green  and  white  lengthwis 

To  scorch  the  shell  of 
tortoise  for  divination- 
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Small  birds  in  general  ； 

especially  the  sparrow. 

雀鳥  small  birds. 

雀寵  a  bird-cage. 

麻雀 a 家雀 瓦雀 

賓雀  the  house-sparrow. 

麻 雀雖小 ，肝 If 俱全 
though  the  sparrow  is  small,  it 
has  liver  and  gall  all  complete, — 
attend  to  detail  even  in  small 
things. 

麻雀王  the  shrike  {Lanius 
sc  hack). 

誰謂 雀無角 whQ  can  W 
the  sparrow  has  no  horn? — as 
would  be  inferred  from  seeing 
the  hole  it  can  make. 

雀角  quarrelling；  litigation. 

孔雀  the  peacock. 

靈雀 ^ 山麻雀  two  kinds 
of  larks. 

筆雀  the  munia. 

時辰雀  the  canary. 

未花雀  rice-birds  or  ortolans. 

黃雀  the  oriole. 
螳 螂捕蟬 ，不 知黃雀 

在狻  the  mantis  grabs  the 
cicada,  not  knowing  that  the 
oriole  is  behind, — and  will  grab 
it  in  turn. 

皇雀  the  bird  of  paradise. 

梅花雀  the  avedavat. 

暗雀  the  night-heron  {Nyctico- 
rax  grtseus). 

蕪雀  a  small  gray  finch. 

_ 雀豈知 鴻鵠志  what 
can  the  finch  know  of  the  snow- 

goose's  intentions?— the  flight 
of  the  latter  being  so  far  beyond 
its  own  narrow  sphere. 

雀弁  a  kind  of  cap,  of  a  bird¬ 
like  shape. 

雀键  the  chrysalis  of  the  虫占 
caterpillar. 

雀仔鋲  bird  silver, — Mexican 
dollars,  from  the  eagle  on  the 
obverse. 

雀鷹  the  kite  {Milvus  govinda). 

1387 

m 

1388 

R •藥 

C.  t^6k0 

H.  siak 
Y 、chHok、chHoh 

W.  (f'iah 
N.  tsHah 

M.  chHo 
Y.  chHak 

Sz.  ckHo^  ch^uo 
K. chak 

J.  sakti、 shoku 

A.  f'dk 
Entering 

Upper. 

雀兒紮  the  Mongolian  plover {/Egialites  mongolis). 

雀鼠  the  squirrel.  Also,  liti- vgation；  see  10,072. 

飛啼雀  a  species  of  surmullet 
( Upeneus  biaculeatus)% 

雀舌花  the  Gardenia  radicans, 

雀舌茶  a  kind  of  fine  tea. 

The  magpie;  see  1878. 

The  jay ;  the  jackdaw,  and 
other  similar  birds. 

喜 鶴 or 四 喜 鶴 the  bird 
of  joy, — the  magpie.  [Legend 
says  that  the  Emperor  順治 

Shun  Chih  was  ctoce  saved  by 

a  magpie  perching  on  his  head, 
his  enemies  in  consequence  mis¬ 
taking  him  for  the  stump  of  a. 

tree.] 

乾鶴 OT 驳鶴。 r 鶴鶴 the 
magpie. 

靖鹊 打破蛋  (you  chatter like)  magpies  over  a  broken  egg. 

鴉鵲 堂前呌 ，不 久有 

客到  when  magpies  chatter before  the  house,  ere  long  a  guest 
will  come. 

喜鵲尾  the  turned-up  ridge¬ pole  of  a  Chinese  roof. 

七夕 鵲成橋  on  the  eve¬ ning  of  the  7th  moon  the  magpies 
make  a  bridge, — to  unite  牛 耶 

the  Cow-herd  (0y  Aquilce)  with 

織女  the  Spinning  Damsel 
(cc  Lyrce\  separated  by  the  Milky 

Way.  . 

維 鵲有巢 ，維 鳩居之 
the  nest  is  the  magpie’s,  the  dove dwells  in  it. 

1 1|  喜  the  Asiatic  blue  magpie 
{Cyanopolius  cyaneus,  Pall.). 

喟 辱于鵲  the  hedge-hog  is disgraced  by  the  magpie, — turn¬ 
ing  over  on  its  back  and  allowing 
the  latter  to  kill  it. 

烏鵲  crows  and  magpies. 

練鵲  the  long-tailed  blue  jay  ofl 
Formosa  ( Urocissa  cosrulea).  Also 
the  Paradise  flycatcher  (Tchitrea 
Incei、 Gould). 

敲
1
 

响 

R 肴故 

C.  hau 

H.  k、au F.  k"teu^  v.  kf'd 

W.  k、oa 
N.  cHoa、 k、oa、 

V.  k^o 

P.  chHau 

M.  k^au Y.  chHoa、 k^oa 
Sz.  ckHau、 klat K.  ko,  kio 

J.  kd、 kio 
A.  hsau 
Even  Upper. 

扁鹊 a  famous  physician,  sur- 
named  秦，  mentioned  in  the 

史記  Historical  Record. 

A  club  ；  a  baton.  To 
pound；  to  beat；  to  knock ； 

to  tap.  [To  be  distinguished 

from  敲  1336.]  Seei2,iSs 

敲 冰取水  to  break  ice  to  get 
water. 

敲門  to  knock  at  a  door. 

敲打  to  beat;  to  hammer  at, 

敲 敲打打  repeated  rapping, 
— at  a  door. 

敲鼓  to  drum. 
敲經念  _  t。 time  and 
chant  the  liturgies  to  Buddha. 

敲木魚  to  strike  the  wooden fish, — as  is  done  at  intervals 

during  the  night  in  all  Buddhist 
temples.  See  13,510. 

敲碎  to  smash  to  pieces, 

鈴 他敲死  strike  him  dead. 

敲下去  to  knock  off, — as  with 
a  hammer. 

敲梆  to  beat  the  watchman’s 
rattle. 

敲背  to  thump  the  back;,. to shampoo. 

敲鎌  to  beat  the  gong, — a  mili tary  signal  to  stop. 

風 雨敲寐  wind  and  rain  beat upon  the  window. 

胃  beat  time  to  music. 

敲詩  to  beat  a  tattoo  on  the table  when  thinking  how  to  go 

on  in  making  verses.  See  1031. 

砧 杵厳殘 深卷月 & baton  of  the  washerman  has 

beaten  away  the  moon  in  the 
narrow  street, 一 very  late  at  night. 

[The  batons  go  on  so  long  that 
at  last  the  moon  passes  above 
the  narrow  street 一 which  it  must 

do  to  light  it  at  all — and  begin¬ 
ning  to  sink  in  the  west  finally 
withdraws  its  light  and  leaves 
the  street  in  darkness.] 

敲 船三日 坐， 敲捥三 

日餓  if  you  drum  on  a  boat you  will  have  three  days’  delay： 
if  you  drum  on  a  rice-iowl  you 
will  hunger  for  three-  days. 
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i39° 

R •肴效 

C.  ckdu 
F.  hieu 
W. 石 W 

N.  ̂ioa 
P.  ̂ hHau 
Y.  inoa 

K.  kio 

J.  kd、 kid 

A.  cksau 
Even  &  Sink¬ 

ing  Upper. 

境 
1391 

m 
1392 R •蕭 

F.  ngieu 

See 

Even  Lower. 

蹺 1393 

Stony,  gravelly  .soil. 

澆瘠  poor  soil. 

地 有肥澆  land  is  either  fer¬ tile  or  poor. 

Same  as  1390. 

The  long  tail-feathers 
which  turn  up.  To  raise  ； 

to  elevate  ；  to  stimulate. 

翠翹  a  feather  head-dress. 

翹首  to  raise  the  head. 

翹尾  to  cock  the  tail, — as  a  bird 
does. 

引 領翹足  to  crane  the  neck 
and  stand  on  tiptoe. 

翹 發其意  elevated  or  stim¬ ulated  his  thoughts. 

高 翹  stilts.Oftenwritten"^  脚 high  legs. 

高翹會  the  stilt  festival, — 
which  lasts  for  three  days  in 

tKe  3rd  moon. 

春  spring  bursting  forth. 

難 出衆人  excelling  all  other men. 

翹膀 w 翹望  to  look  for 
anxiously. 

翹人 之過而 護己之 
to  call  attention  to  the  faults 

of  others  so  as  to  conceal  one’s 
own  defects, — to  compound  for 
sins  one  feels  inclined  to  by 
damning  those  one  has  no  mind  to. 

翹 翹錯薪  many  are  the 
bundles  of  firewood. 

予 室翹翹  my  house  is  in  a 
perilous  condition. 

連翹  a  medicinal  plant. 

Same as  1401. 

m 

1394 

R •蕭 

See 踏 

Even  Upper. 

荷 

1395 

R .蕭 

See 薔 

Even  Lower. 

R. 蕭 

See 養 

Even  Lower. 

High；  elevated.  Turned 

up  at  the  ends. 

弓雨 頭鐃起 來 both ends  of  the  bow  curl  up. 

踹臭堯  tipped  it  up  by  stepping on  one  side  of  it. 

鷂頭白  a  fish  with  a  curved snout;  a  kind  of  dace. 

讓 m 子  to  tu
rn  up  the  queue, 

— to  die. 

High  ；  stately ;  proud. 
Crooked.  Idle ;  dissipated. 
See  1398. 

喬木類  a  lofty  tree;  a  term 
used  for  “paternal  authority.” 

南 有喬木 ，不 可休息 
in  the  south  rise  the  trees  without 

branches,  beneath  which  one 
cannot  rest. 

喬松  a  tall  fir.  Also,  ellipt.  for 
Wang  Ch‘iao  and  Ch‘ih  Sung 
Tzu  {see  Biog.  Diet.). 

喬 松之壽  longevity  like  that 
of 王  Wang  Ch‘iao  and  赤 Ch‘ih  Sung. 

喬 遷之喜  congratulations  on going  into  a  stately  (i.e.  new) house. 

喬而野 proud  and  rude. 

喬 梓之稱  the  appellations chHao  and  /ztiy 一 father  and  son. See  1398. 

喬志  arrogance. 
賢喬梓  your  father  and  his 
family. 

矛喬  a  hook  on  a  spear. 

不 應喬裝  he  was  not  right to  change  his  dress,— from  a 
man’s  to  a  woman’s. 

喬 模喬樣  pretty  airs  and graces ;  elegant  bearing. 

^  摩  Gautama, 一 Bud
dha. 

An  inn.  To  sojourn.. Lofty. 

僞居 却是家  where  one sojourns,  there  is  home. 

傭木 與天參  this  lofty  tree blends  with  the  sky. 

偽如  name  of  a  giant  of  old. 

難
 2 

1397 

R .蕭 

See 

Even  Lower. 

橋1
 

i398 

R. 蕭 

F.  kieu、 kio 

See# 

Even  Lower. 

To  fly  downwards. 

翻翬  to  soar  and  sail  round  and round, — as  a  kite. 

An  arched  bridge  (see 

7021)， first  made  b.c.  1003. 
To  bridge.  To  warp  ；  to 

curve.  Used  for  1 395. 

一度 橋 ot  —道橋 a 
bridge ;  one  bridge. 

橋宰 01 ■橋洞  the  arches  of 
a  bridge. 

五洞橋 or 五眼橋 a&e arched  bridge. 

橋欄杆  the  rails  of  a  bridge. 

橋站 or 橋擎 the  piers  or supports  of  a  bridge. 

the  cross-pieces  ；  the  beams 

that  span  the  distance  between 
the  piers. 

橋梁 冲壤了  the  bridge  has 
been  swept  away. 

板橋。 r 草 _  a  footbridge, 
経橋  a  suspension-bridge ;  a  rope across  a  stream  along  which  a 

ferry-boat  slides  backwards  and forwards. 

懸橋。 r 鐵索橋  a  suspen¬ 

sion-bridge. 

天生橋  a  natural  bridge;  a “devil’s  bridge.” 

弔 _  摺疊橋 
a  draw - 

bridge. 

浮橋  a  bridge  of  boats. 
虹橋。 1 •飛橋  the  rainbow. 

過河拆 橋  t。 break  the  bridge by  which  one  has  crossed,- 
leaving  one’s  friends  in  the  lurch. 

過 橋撒跳  to  cross  the  bridge and  remove  the  plank, 一 to  leave in  the  lurch. 

過鐵 橋  to  cross  the  iron  bridge, —— into  paradise.  See  8121. 

門橋  the  lintel  of  a  door. 

風雨吹 晒橋了  warped {lit.  bridged  up)  by  exposure  to the  weather. 

鈴我窟 1 橋走嗎 d。 you  want  me  to  walk  across  a 
hole? — do  you  think  I  am  a  fool? 



Buckwheat. 

Active  ；  strong. 

輕趫。 r  趫捷  nimble ;  activ< 
with  a  quick,  firm  step. 

To  raise  the  feet,  as  whei 

squatting  on  a  couch.  Se 

工393， 4070,  2697  is'ap. 

蹯脚  to  stand  on  tiptoe  or  oi 
one  leg;  an  unstable  condition 

the  stroke  to  the  right  in  writing 

as  in  and  戈. 

蹈脚成  that  chlSng  which  i! 
written  with  one  foot  lifted,  viz 

成 • 蹈 足待也  to  stand  on  tipto( 
(the  tiptoe  of  expectation)  and wait. 

你駕 我的橋 you  have 
played  me  false. 

搭礙  to  play  into  one  another’s hands. 

蹈 然不固  floating;  unsettled. 

蹈躍  full  of  pride;  strong;  mar¬ 
tial. 

蹈 {^without  secure  foundation; 
unstable；  curious;  bizarre.  See 
4070. 

山 有橋松  on  the  hills  the 
is  the  lofty  pine. 

橋木 高而仲 ，梓木 1 

而俯  the  pine  is  lofty  a] 
looks  up,  the  tzU  tree  is  low 

and  looks  down, —  emblematic 
of  father  and  son.  See  1395. 

橋凸  warped;  bulged. 

屈橋  {chiaox)  the  appearan 
of  being  strong. 

1407 
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1408 

r .蕭 

Qtstau 

F.  cchHeu 

5ee 檇 

Even  Lower. 

譙1
 

1409 

蕭侖 

. zchide 
used  also 

“誚 

ven  &  Sink¬ 

ing  Lower &  Upper. 

樵薪 w 採樵。 ••樵 蘇 
gather  fuel. 

禁 止樵採  it  is  forbidden  to| cut  firewood  here, 一 near  a  grave. 

樵徑  a  mountain  path,— such  j 
as  made  by  wood-cutters. 

樵靑  the  name  of  one  of  張 

志和  Chang  Chih-ho’s  two  j servants. 

To  glance  at；  to  look  at；| 
to  see. 

瞧一瞧 take  a  iook. 

瞧不見 i  cannot  see  it. 

瞧過了  I  saw  it. 

東  _  西看  looking  about  in  I 
all  directions. 

瞧 破了。 r 瞧透了 
have  seen  through;  to  have| 
detected. 

瞧客  t。 pay  visits. 瞧上  to  look  up  to;  to  fancy. 

瞧 不上。 r 瞧不起 _ 
to  think  much  of;  to  despise. 

白  to  have  a  look  and  seel 
nothing. 

瞧香的  women  exorcists. 
試試瞧  taste  and  see,— if  you  I 

like  it.  
J 

瞧一 個夥計  to  engage  an| assistant. 

瞧瞧  to  see;  t。 call  on. 

瞧 你析墮 的樣子 wWl a  gallows'-bird  you  are! 

瞧門脈  to  receive  patients. 
瞧病  to  examine  an  illness；  to  I 
diagnose;  to  consult  a  doctor. 

To  blame；  to  scold.  Tol 

ridicule.  A  drum-tower.  | 

Injured  ；  worn. 

譙責  to  blame;  to  scold. 
譙門  a  look-out  place  over  a  I 

city  gate.. 

譙 樓已打 二鼓 had  al-| 
ready  struck  the  second  watch  [ 
at  the  drum-tower. 

胃胃  ̂   turrets  mounted  on  wheels! and  used  by  archers,  like  thel 
turret  mentioned  by  C^sar  and  I 
Livy. 

?re| 

蹯1
 

1401 

ndl 

ly 

: all 

cel 

atl 

n、 

n-\ 

驕 
1402 

劁
 4 

14。3 

■  R. 

1 

lSee  樵 

Even  Lower. 

1404 

|R •蕭 

卜樵 Even  Lower. 

憔*
 

肚 裏蹯蹊 神 道先知 
evil  thoughts  are  foreknown  to 

the  gods. 

蹒起 脚兒來  to  stand  on tiptoe. 

蹒起 腿兒來  to  rest,  stand, or  sit  with  one  leg  or  foot  raised 
from  the  ground. 

Read  chiaoz.  A  straw 
sandal. 

履踏  to  wear  straw  sandals. 

躍履  with  big  strides. 

Same  as  1429. 

To  cut  or  bite  in  two. 

To  mow  or  reap. 

劁禾 t。  cut  grain. 

劁穫  to  harvest  crops. 

Mountainous. 

山焦  ranges  of  mountains  rising 
one  over  another. 

1405 

ilR. 

C.  /sc/u 

H.  ctsiau 
F.  Cchiu^  Schieu W.  zoa 

N.  zioa1- 

1 1 

Grieving  ；  depressed  ； 
melancholy. 

檇摔 於虐政 sufferine 
$lp  ) 

under  a  tyrannical  government.  I 

•|y.  chHoa 

ISz.  ch、iau 

IK.  ch^o 
i|J.  sd^  zd 
I  A.  tieu 

匿  Even  Lower. 

顧 

|R.
 

Same  as  140*5. 

J  ISe 

I  1406 

m 

1  1407 
卜 •蕭 

Fuel.  To  gather  firewood.  | 

A  look-out.  Woodcraft：  seel  E 

、  1 

1783. 

SeefB 

樵子。 r  樵 夫  a  wood-cutter.  I I  Even  Lower. 

_  胃  an  old  wood-
cutter. 

橋1
 

i398 

w 

1399 

R •蕭 
kHu 

H[.  k、iau 

F.  kitu、 kio 

W.  dji'de 
djioa  . 

yr.  I  aia
u 

V.  ch、ioa 

5Z.  ch、iau 
K.  kio 

•  kid^gid 
Even  Lower. 

趫1
 

1400 

lee 

Even  Lower. 

蹯1
 

1401 

•篠藥 hiu 

. kHeu 

「•  &ioa 

•  eh'-ioa 

“kio 

kid 

•  Meu、 JiHcu 

Sven  Upper. 
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1410 R-巧 

See 

Rising  Upper. 

1411 

R •巧  18. 
C.  hdu 

H.  k^au 'Hi 
rttUy  v. 

kHe^ 

W.  k^o  X 

N.  cHoa、y.  klou 

M.  I 
 chHau Y.  ch^ioa 

Si.  chHau 

K.  kio 

J.  id,  kid 
A.  hsau 

Rising
  
Upper.

 

OXZ^X^LO [72 
OXX^I^.0 

m 
1409 

芍 3
 

巧 3
 

于 羽譙譙  my  wings  are  all injured. 

譙邑  an  old  name  of  毫州 in 
Anhui. 

Air  striving  to  free  itself. 

Also  read  k^ao^. 

Clever  ；  skilful  ；  cunning  •, 
artful.  The  nick  of  time. 

See  1060. 

巧免 I?  clever;  admirable;  skilful； 
ingenious. 

巧匠。 i :巧手  a  skilled  work¬ 
man. 

巧計  a  capital  plan. 

巧様  a  capital  way  of  doing 
anything. 

巧  ingenious  mechanism;  an 
ingenious  machine. 

技巧  ingenious;  complex. 

巧姐  a  clever  young  lady. 

巧妻常 件 拙夫眠 a 
clever  woman  is  often  mated 

with  a  stupid  spouse. 

弄 巧反拙  too  clever  by  half. 

大 巧若拙  great  skill  is  as 
clumsiness, 一 extremes  meet. 

巧 者 拙之; cunning  is 
the  slave  of  stupidity. 

以巧 太過而 神不足 

as 

也  as  being  too  artificial,  and 
wanting  in  spirit, — of  an  over¬ 
elaborated  composition. 

巧 笑倩兮 w^at  dimples, 
she  artfully  smiled ! 

巧笑之 辖 white  teeth  seen 
through  artful  smiles. 

巧 趨蹌兮  what  skill  in  the 
swift  movements  of  his  feet! 

巧 言如流  artful  speech  flow¬ 
ing  like  a  stream. 

巧言 令色， 鮮矣仁 he 
words  and  a  captivating  coun 
tenance  are  seldom  associated 
with  true  virtue. 

巧 W 不如 值道 
cunning 

words  are  not  as  good  as  true 
principles. 

巧 
1411 

3 巧 晉如黄  artful  words,  like 
organ-tongues. 

巧捷  good  at  repartee ;  witty. 

、淫  specious;  assumed;  tricky. 

巧月  the  seventh  moon, 一 said to  be  so  called  because  women 

then  ̂   pray  for  skill  at 
needlework. 

Q  the  seventh  of  the  seventh 
moon, 一 as  above. 

or 
巧子 the  membrum  virile. 

可巧。 r 遇巧 or 恰巧 

凑巧  when  as  luck  would have  it . . 

巧機會  a  capital  opportunity. 

巧婦鳥  the  clever  housewife- bird, 一 the  tailor-bird.  See  1412 

巧狴  to  evade. 
巧合  to  meet  by  chance. 

15  innuendoes. 

幣1
 

1414 

R. 篠 

See 剌 

(M.  Phan 

misreading  the 

C.  tsiu  for 

C.  tsin  has made  A.  tienf) 

Rising  Upper. 

愀 3
 

i4i5 R 篠尤 

C.  C"1  ctsLiu 

A  kind  of  turban,  an¬ 

ciently  worn  by  women  as 

mourning.  To  hem. 

W.  ctsHu 

N.  ̂ts^ioa P.  cchHau 

Y.cch、iu 

K.  ch>o 

J.  sho 

A.  tieu 

Rising  &  Even 

Irregular. 

To  blush；  to  colour  up. 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

愁 2498.] 

椒 然作色  he  coloured  up. 

原 野嘐揪  the  wilderness  is 
desolate  and  dreary. 

巧 語  specious  words. 

1412 

R •巧 

See 

Rising  Upper. 

an 

巧思  ingenious. 巧了  luckily ;  perhaps ;  possi¬ bly;  it  may  be  that . ;  very 
likely.  ••… 

巧得很 (of  men)  very  ingeni¬ ous;  (of  events)  very  luckily. 

巧極了 the  very  thing ! 

巧 ornamented. 

The  tailor-bird 
sutoria). 

{Sylvia 

1413 

R •嗛 

C.  Js'-au 

Y^ch^iu^^
hieu 

only 

colloquial 
as  above. 

Ill ;  disabled. 

傻 揪不仁  palsied;  paralysed. 
Read  ch^tu1.  To  stare  at See 揪 

J.sid 

SinkingU
ppcr. 

不 揪不眯  to  pay  no  atten¬ 
tion  to. 

佯 揪不脒  to  pretend  to  dis¬ regard  any  one. 

愀 
3 

I4l6 

R •磕 

C.  v.  Js、au 

See 
揪 

Rising  Upper. 

To  change  the  colour  of 

by  smoke. 

祥^黑  smoked  black. 

火揪障  the  fire  has  blackened 

鍪1
 

1417 

R. 

蕭 

C.  ts、iu 
H.  ts^iau 
F.  chHeu 

W.  ts^we 
N.  ts^iau 

PM.| 

ch^iau 

Y.  chHoa 

Sz.  chHau 

K.  ch、o 

J.  sho 

A.  t^au Even  Upper. 

it. 

被 烟愀之 cured  by  the smoke, 一 as  a  ham. 

揪蚊子  to  smoke  out  mos-| 
quitoes. 

To A  shovel  ；  a  spade, 

dig  out. 

鍪鍤  a  spade, 鍪泥  to  dig  the  ground. 
一鍪泥  a  shovelful  of  mud. 

鍪塘  to  dig  a  fish-pond. 

大動鍪  a  crowbar. 
黎 築  t。 dig  out. 
黎 銷  spade  and  hoe. 

俏 *
 

Like  ;  similar, 

some;  beautiful. 

1418 

r 嗛 

C.  tsHu 
F.  cchHeuy  sieu^ 
W.  W 

N.  ts^iau 

P.  J  cchHau 

M.  j  chHaW 

Y.  ck'ioc^ 

Hand- 悄生  life-like,— as  a  picture,  or 
statue. 

悄 然得狠  very  nice;  very 
elegant,  etc. 

悄皮 a 俏式  pretty ;  w 
some;  smart. 
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俏 4
 

1418 
Sz«  ch、iau 
K.  chSo 

J.  sho 
A.  titu 

Sinking 

Upper. 

哨 
1419 

峭4
 

1420 

R. 嗛 
C.  t 士  iu 

H.  ts^iau 
F.  situ 
W > 
N.  tsHoa 

M.  i  ch'iau 
Y.  chHoa 

Sz.  ch、iau 

K.  ch'-o 
sho 

A.  tieu 

SinkingUpper. 

陏 
1421 

悄,
 

142  2 

篠 
F.  chHu 

W.  c/si,idey  v. 

See 峭 
Rising  Upper. 

悄皮話  witty  language. 

俏隹人  a  beautiful  woman. 

俊俏， 悄麗。 r 俏爭 beautiful. 

生得悄  of  handsome  appea¬ 
rance. 

面孔俏  a  handsome  face. 

賣俏  to  make  a  display  of  one’s 
beauty, 

俏精  refined. 
悄步  a  delicate,  mincing  gait. 

俏貨  costly  goods;  (in  Peking) 
a  good  bargain. 

see  9747 - 

man 

Steep  cliffs.  Strict.  Vig¬ 
orous. 

峭壁  a  sheer  precipice. 

爲人峭 直刻深 a 
stern  and  impatient  of  trifling, 

賴 _ 若檀弓 vigorous  i: 
style,  like  the  T‘an  Kung,- 
a  section  of  the  Book  of  Rites 

named  after  a  sage  of  old 

峭風  a  biting  wind. 

R. 

Same  as  1420. 

To  be  full  of  grief  and 

care.  Silent^  still. 

憂心 悄悄  my  anxious  heart 
is  full  of  trouble. 

劳心 悄兮  how  anxious  is 
my  toiled  heart ! 

靜 悄悄的  quiet;  retired. 

悄沒 聲兒的 ⑽ a  sound 
to  be  heard;  jn  a  whisper. 

悄 語低言  in  a  whisper. 

誚‘
 

R 

i423 

嗛 
W.  tsLide 

(practically always  Upper) 

See 悄 

SinkingUpper. 

鞘
 4 

1424 R •嘯肴 

To  blame；  to  scold, 
ridicule. 

To 

C.  tsHu^ H.  csiau 

F.  sieu* 

W.  side%  v. 

hsia°
 

N  csioa 
P.  chHau 
M.  hsiatf 

Y.  hsioa 

EC.  sio^  v.  chHo 

J.  s-hd 

A.  csau Sinking  & 

Even  Upper. 

w .1425 

R •錫知 
SE6 擊敲 

Entering  & 

SinkingUpper. 

竅 ‘
 

1426 

R_ 

C.  kHu 
H.  kHau 
F.  kHeu 

W.  c^ide N.  cHoa 

P,  ck^iau、 ch^ue 
M.  chHau 

Y.  ch^ioa 
Sz.  chHau 

K.  kio 

J.  kid 
A.  kHeu 

Sinking 

Upper. 

請讓  t。 scold. 誚皮人  to  mortify  or  humi liate  anyone. 

背 狻誚人  to  abuse  people behind  their  backs. 

譏誚  to  hold  up  to  ridicule;  to 
satirize. 

A  sheath  ；  a  scabbard. 

劍鞘子  the  scabbard  of sword. 

刀 出了鞘  the  blade  has  left the  scabbard. 

銀銷。 r  銅銷  wooden  cases for  conveying  treasure,  made  of 
hollowed-out  wood. 

Read  shao' •  The  end 

of  a  whiplash. 

揮鳴銷  he  cracks  his  sounding 
whip. 

To  whip,  as  a  horse.  To 

screen.  To  lay  hold  of. 

An  opening ;  a  hole ; 

the  finger-hole  of  a  flute. 

Mind  ；  intelligence. 

日 鑿一竅  every  day  made one  hole. 

九竅  the  nine  passages  of  the 
body. 

七竅  the  seven  holes, —  (i) 
which  are  supposed  to  exist  in 
the  human  heart  as  channels 

of  intelligence；  or  (2)  the  eyes, 

nostrils,  ears,  and  mouth. 

人皆 有七竅 以視聽 

食息  every  man  has  seven apertures,  for  seeing,  hearing, 

eating,  and  breathing. 

- 竅不通  not  .one  of  his 
seven  channels  unobstructed, — 

stupid;  unintelligent. 

4^、 the  heart’s  channels, 一 the 
intelligence. 

開心 竅。 ■•轉 過竅來 

m 

1426 

1427 

R •蕭尤 

^ 薔收 

Even  Lower 
and  Upper. 

m 

【428 
R. 

ckiu 

C.  kiu\ 

H. 

F.  ckieu^  kieu1- W.  ̂ djide 

N.  djioa 
P.  chHaif 
M.  cchHau、 

ch^iau* 

Y.  chHoa 
Sz.  chHau 

kid 

A.  Jzieu、 k、ieu 

Even  Upper 

Irregular. 

1429 
R •蕭霽 

See 禱毳 

•  ii  w  L  ti 

A.  ngieu 
Even  Upper. 

to  get  hold  of  the  idea;  to  begin 

to  grasp  or  understand 

你懂竅 不懂竅 ^  w understand? — as  the  trick  of 

anything  which  one  has  been explaining. 

沒 得竅。 r 不得 訣竅 
not  to  get  hold  of  the  way  or 
trick  of  doing  anything. 

靈竅  clever ；  smart;  able. 

合竅  of  the  same  mind. 
百敦  all  the  holes, — the  pores  I of  the  skin. 

medicines  which  clear 

the  passages, 一 including  sudon- 
fics,  etc. 

地秦窥 于山川 the  earth 
finds  its  passages  in  mountain 
streams. 

五 竅朝天  five  holes  up, 一 ofl 
a  man  with  a  receding  forehead, 

prognathous  chin,  etc. 

姝未中  chung%  竅  very  far! from  hitting  the  mark. 

The  thorny  mallow.  The 

hollyhock.  Used  for  1^399, 

視 爾如蓝 1  bQk  Qn  y。11  as 
the  flower  of  the  thorny  mallow, 
— so  handsome  are  you. 

萜 葵向日  the  hollyhock  and  I 
the  sunflower  turn  to  the  sun. 

To  prise  open.  To  force 

up  by  leverage 

開  to  prise  open；  to  force  open. 
這 個門我 撬不開 

I  can’t  force  open  this  door. 

把釘于 撬起來  force  out  J 
the  nail. 

我撬 不動  I  cannot  move  it.  I 

撬棍  a  crowbar. 孔  to  make  a  hole, 一 as  with a  spike. 

橇破了  broke  it  in  prising. 

禱壤  to  break  up. 
A  small  wooden  sledge, 

used  to  cross  mud. 

Read  ch、iuK  A  skid. 
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143° 
R .嘯黯 
s« 縐繞 
軋 

Sinking  and 
Entering 
Lower 

-&  Upper. 

厮 
1431 

蠛1
 

1432 R •蕭 
See 

Even  Upper. 

m 

, U33 R •蕭 

See 悄 

J.  J 初 
、.jieu 

Even  ypper. 

w 
1434 

R 隹 
C.  kdi 

H.  kai 
F.  kae 
Ika 

N.  ci'e^  ka 
P.  ckie、 kai 
M.  kai 

Y.  kai 
Sz.  kai 
K.  ka 

J.  kai'ke 

nyni^  tiya^ 

giai 
Even  Upper. 

A  turn-up  nose. 

鼻 L 頭鞋  shoes  with  turaea-up 
points. 

Same  as  1417. 

Used  with  1414. 

Hemp  tuning  black  with 
damp. 

黑黯子  moles,  or  black  spots 
on  the  face 

OJEX^DESXZ. 

A  street. 

一 道街。 r  一條街  a  street. 

胃  public  streets. 

出街 t。  go  out, 一 for  a  walk,  or 
on  business. 

上街  to  go  to  market;  to  “go 
into  town.” 

街上 街裏  in  the  street. 

街 面兒的 in  the  street; 
ordinary;  Commonplace. 

街闊  the  gates  or  barriers  which 
divide  up  the  streets  of  a  Chinese 
town,  and  serve  as  a  protection 
against  thieves  or  rioters. 

街坊  neighbourhood;  neigh¬ 
bours. 

緊街坊  a  near  neighbour. 

看街的  watchmen. 
查街  to  patrol 'the  streets, — as 

the  watch  does. 

花 街柳巷  flower  streets  and 
willow  lanes, 一 brothels. 

街 3
 

1434 

1435 

R •馬紙 

C.  tse 
H.  tsia 

F.  chie、 chia 

W.) . 
N. 卜 

M.\cAi
e 

Y.  chiei 

Sz.  chic 

K.  r 々 谷, cha 

J.  sha A.  /i*, Rising  Upper. 

疽 
1436 

w 

1437 

R 隹 

F.  kai 

See 街 

Yi.ke 

A.  giai Even  Upper. 

街 衢洞達  passed  through  the streets, — as  a  procession. 

巷 議街談  street  gossip. 
氣街  the  pulse  of  the  femoral 
artery  in  women. 

天街 the  stars 局 and 酋 
k  v  in  Taurus;  the  Milky  Way. 

天 街夜色 凉如水 the Milky  Way  looks  by  night  as  cold 
as  water. 

街正  the  headman  of  a  street, 
elected  by  the  residents. 

街門  a  street  door. 
An  elder  sister.  A  term 

of  respect  for  a  young  lady. 
Proud. 

姐妹  sisters,  elder  and  younger. 
姐姐  an  elder  sister;  also,  sister, 
as  a  form  of  address;  women; 

1  dies. 

令姐  your  elder  sister. 

家姐  my  elder  sister. 

姐 夫。 r  姐丈  an  elder  sister’s 
husband. 

小姐  young  lady ;  Miss. 

阿 w 亞） 姐  a  ulster;  mother (Manchu  aja). 

4 愛肆, ifl  (*<m1)  to  rely  on the  aflfeetion  {e.g. ,  of  one’s  sove¬ 
reign)  and  give  way  to  pride. 

See  2975. 

All  ；  every, — either  of 
men  or  things  which  have 

been  previously  mentioned. 

人 人皆知  all  men  know 
that  … 

我軍 _ 不及他 none  of 
our  soldiers  is  his  equal. 

老 少皆在  old  and  young  all 
there. 

你我皆 同一體 yQU  and I  are  both  the  same, — in  nation¬ 
ality,  interests,  feelings,  etc. 

大籴 皆大歡 i ai1  the party  rejoiced  greatly. 

政: 5^  i  皆無  _  ncme  of the  gentlemen  are  ill. 

皆1
 

x437 

偕,
 

M38 

C.  Jiai 

H. ihai 

F.  Jzai 

N.  Ccie 
P.  sJisie M.  ihai、 Jiai 

Y.  ihsiae 
Sz.  ihai、 ckai 
IC  ke、lu 

J.  kai 

A.  giai 

Even  Upper 

&  Lower. 

四海 之內皆 兄弟也 
all  within  the  Four  Seas  are 

brothers, — to  the  superior  man 

所作 胃然  all  he  does  is  in 
the  same  style. 

寸土皆 是王地 every inch  of  ground  is  the  Emperor’s. 

俱 皆一樣  all  the  same;  all 
alike 

滔 m 者天下 皆是也 
swelling  and  surging  (i.e.  in  dis¬ 
order),  such  is  the  whole  empire 

both  of  them .... 

皆屬 are  all  •… 皆因  simply  because  •… 
皆得  must  all,  or  always  … 

皆都  all  of  them. 
皆可  either  will  do;  any  one will  do. 

皆 受印號  seal  and  title  both 
received. 

皆杭 之咸陽 w  6<5I5- 當坐 者翁濡 皆縱不 

罰 ̂  all  those  who  were  impli¬ 
cated  Weng-ju  let  off  without 

punishment. 使刑 徒三千 人皆伐 

湘 山 棱 J  he  sent  3000  convicts 
to  cut  down  all  the  trees  on  Mt. 

Hsiang. 

To  accompany.  To 

take  with  one.  Together. 

Jointly. 

偕同  to  accompany. 

與 子偕行  I  will  go  along 
with  you. 

夙 <  夜必  morning  and  night they  must  be  together. 

百 年偕老  grown  old  to¬ 
gether, — as  an  old  couple. 

魚 水和偕  agreeing  together 
like  fishes  and  water. 

淸 濁不偕  purity  and  ii purity  cannot  co-exist. 

飲 酒孔偕  they  drink  wine, 
all  equally  reverent. 

物其 旨矣維 其偕矣 
the  viands  are  excellent,  both 
from  the  land  and  sea. 

偕 偕士子  an  officer,  strong 
and  vigorous. 
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喈1
 

1439 

R 隹 
F.  hai 

AW〆 

Even  Upper. 

階,
 

1440 
R •隹 

5, 卜‘
. F.  kai、\ •  kie 

W.  ka  一 
N.  cie^  v.  kaan 
P.  chie 

M.  chit、kai 
Y.  chide、 kae 
Sz.  kai 
K.  kit 

J.  kai 
A.  giai 

Even  Upper. 

w 

f 

Music  ；  melody  ；  melod¬ 
ious  sounds. 

烏鳴 暗嗜 the  birds  sing 
sweetly. 

北 風其喈  the  whistling  of| 
the  north  wind. 

A  flight  of  steps.  A 

degree；  a  rank.  5^  2638. 

階齒  the  individual  steps  of  a 
flight. 

階梯  steps;  a  flight  of  steps. 

階 梯而升 t0  mount  the 
ladder, 一 of  promotion. 

階上  at  the  top  of  the  steps; 
high  in  office. 

階級  an  offecial  grade. 

升階  t。 rise  in  rank. 

台階  steps  leading  up  to  some 
elevated  building,  as  a  亭 
kiosque. 

圖握篆 ，苦 無階 he 
wanted  to  get  an  o 伍 cial  post, 

but  had  no  steps,  i.e.  no  means 

of  so  doing,  no  interest,  no  in¬ 
fluence^  etc. 

孔子以 聖爲階  Confu¬ 
cius  made  holiness  the  ladder 

by  which  he  mounted. 

亂階  the  steps  of  disorder,  ue. 
by  which  disorder  is  gradually 
brought  about.  , 

遊金階  to  traverse  the  golden 
steps, 一 of  the  Imperial  palace, 

i-e.  to'  graduate  as  a  Han-lin  or 
Imperial  Academician. 

言語 以爲階 t0  Pass 缈 
progressive  steps  through  a  dis¬ 
course. 

典 廢之階  the  stages  of  pros¬ 
perity  and  of  decay. 

階州  a  Department  iil  Kansuh. 
婦 有長舌 ，維 厲之階 

a  woman  with  a  long  tongue  is 

like  a  stepping-stone  to  disorder. 

誰 生厲階  who  is  responsible 
for  the  (present)  evils? 

Same  as  1440. 

See  1203. 

溜 
1443 

R 隹 

F,  kai 

See 街 

K.  he 

A.  giai Even  Upper. 

稭1
 • 

1444 

R •黠 

See 皆猪 

Yi.ke 

A.  giai Even  Upper. 

m 

1445 

R •隹 

See 皆 

K.  ke 

A.  giai Even  Upper. 

1440 

R 洽葉 

H.  hiap 

W.ye 

N.  yah Pi,  Lhs’a、 sc  hie 

See 狹 

K.  hidp、 kidp 

J.  kid 

Entering 

Lower. 

狹 
1447 

The  rippling  sound  of 
water.  Incessant  rain  and 

wind. 

淮 水锴谐  the  murmuring waters  of  the  Huai  river. 

The  stalks  of  corn,  millet】 

or  hemp.  Clean.  To  weave 

into  hassocks.  Usual  ；  cus¬ 
tomary. 

昔稭  bean  stalks. 
棉花稭  cotton  sialks,  used  for 

fnel. 

稭根兒  the  stalk  of  a  plant, 

The  male  quail ；  see  8762. 

鵲鶉  a  quail  that  will  not  fight. 

Generous  ；  magnanimous  ； 

heroic;  bold. 

俠氣  magnanimity;  courage; heroism. 

俠烈  resolute;  heroic. 

豪俠  a  high-principled  man, endowed  with  both  physical  and 

moral  courage;  a  hero. 

遊俠  a  wandering  hero;  a  knight- errant,  such  as  乐家。 r 郭解 

of  the  Han  dynasty.  [Explained 

& 以權力 俠輔人 .] 

任 俠有名  to  have  tjie  repu¬ tation  of  a  hero. 

俠客  a  person  who  does  not hesitate  to  right  the  wrongs  of 
others. 

劍俠  an  expert  swordsman；  a swashbuckler 气 

5^1133. 

m 
1448 

& 葉泠 

C.  tsypQ 

H.  kiap 

F.  chak 
W.  tsie 
N.  tsih 

P.  Cchiay  Sc  hie  ̂ 

hsie^ 

M.  chia、 ch、ia、 

•  hsia 

Y.  hsiak 

Sz.  chia、 hsia 
K.  hidp、 chop 

J.  shd、 kd、 kid A.  hiep^  t^iep^ Entering 

Upper. 

【449 

決治 
friendli 

峽 i4S° 

R •葉 

See 類 

A.  hiepy 

Entering 

Upper. 鋏 i45i 

1452 

偈 M53 

R •屑霽 

C.  kai、 k^yt0 
H.  ket) 

F.  kieh^  kie^ 

W.  He、、 dji^ 

djie1- 

N.  cih^  sih 

See 羯 

H6l、ke 
J.  ketsz、 get ErtteriDg  & Sinking 

L*wer. 

W ater pen etrating.  Moist； 

damp.  A  complete  circuit. 

imbued  with;  cordial ; 

endly;  to  conciliate ;  agreeing. 

流 汗浹背  the  sweat  ran  in 
streams  down  his  back; — from fright. 

恩浹  to  extend  one’s  benefits on  all  sides. 

決日  from  甲  to 癸 ， •— ten  days (see  Table  Ve\ 

浹辰  from  子 t。 亥  ，— twelve days  (see  Table  Vd). 

浃旬  a  decade  of  days. 

Same  as  i486. 

A  butterfly. 

硤蝶  a  butterfly. 

See  1137. 

See  1 1 38. 

Martial；  brave；  venement； rushing. 

偈 偈爲義  earnest  in  ?er- forming  one’s  duty  to  one’s  neigh¬ 
bour. 

匪 車偈兮  not  because  of  the 
speed  of  the  chariot, — ami  pained 
at  heart. 

Read  chi^.  A  geya  or 

versified  passage  in  a  sHtray 

repeating  or  paraphrasing 
what  has  been  said  in  prose. 

A\soy  2l  gatha  or  hymn,  one 
kind  of  which  is  limited 

to  thirty-two  words.  An 

enigma.  A  secret  code. 

講 偈語。 r 講佛偈 t。 plain  the  gdtkds. 

ex- 
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偈
 23 1453 

惕”
 1454 

R •靈泰 
曷 

C.  he? 

F. 々1如°,  kick、 

J^it3 Vf  •  yiie。、 wd。 

N.  hsih0 
P.  chHX 

^0 
M.  bo^'ho) 
Y.  thieh^ 

K.  ke、 kae、 lial 
kei、 kai、 ketsz 

A.  kiet^  ke1- Very 

Irregular. 

w !455 

月屑 
截 

C々/0 
H.  ket 

F.  kick 

W.  c^ie 
N.  cieh 

P.  (chie 
M.  chU 

Y.  chieh 
Sz.  chic 

K.  kal.kol 

f.  ketsZy  gcchi 
A.  kiet'yet 

Entering 

Upper. 

R. 

間 談講偈  tc>  chat  and  ask conundrums. 

知偈  to  know  the  secret  allu¬ 
sion;  to  take  the  cue;  to  under¬ 
stand. 

To  rest；  to  stop. 

棲惕  to  lodge  at;  to  sojourn. 

少 愒半晌  rest  awhile. 

讫 可小愒  perhaps  a  little 
rest  may  be  got  for  them, — the 
heavily-burdened  people. 

不 尙惕焉  who  would  not 
wish  to  take  shelt  er? — under  this 
willow. 

Read  k^ai^.  To  desire; 
to  long  for. 

惕生 tQ  love  life. 
Read  H •  Mutual  fear. 

To  lift  up  ；  to  lift  off. 

To  pull  apart.  To  make 

known  ；  to  solve,  as  a 
riddle.  To  borrow.  Also 

read  ch、i'  See  7966. 

褐簾  tr  uiise  a  bamboo  blind. 
See  7129. 

淺貝 in  shallow  water 
I  will  pull,  up, — my  skirts. 

褐 蓋紅巾  to  lift  the  red  veil 
了 and  see  the  bride  for  the  first time. 

褐起來  raise  it  up. 

揭 起衣服 t0  PuU  UP  one’s clothes. 

褐開  to  open  by  lifting  off  the 
cover,  sec  3954;  to  strip  off;  to 
open,  as  a  book.  Also,  put  it 
down !  drop  it! 

揭開長 衣。 pentduphislong coat. 

用刀褐 開 t0 。卿 with 
knife, — as  a  fan,  the  folds  of 

which  are  stuck  together.  1 

揭鬚  to  pull  open  the  mous¬ 
tache, — so  as  to  show  the  mouth 

揭封  to  strip  the  paper  from  2 
door  which  has  been  officially 
sealed  up.  Also,  to  drink,  because 

spirit-jars  have  paper  seals  pasted over  them. 

西 柄之揭  raising  its  handle 
in  the  west, 一 like  the  constella 

tion  斗  Ladle.  See  11,427. 

揭,
 

M55 

去 r 

1456 

rM 

c.  k^ytQ 

H.  ket  ̂   k^et^ F.  kiek^ 
W.  djieT 
N.  cHk) 

P.  ichie 

M. 
) 

Y.  }  chieh 

Sz.》 

K.  kdl、 hul 

J.  ketsz、 kechi 

K

.

 

y

e

t

^

 

 

kict 

EnteriDg 

Upper 
and  Lower. 

■  20 

457 
K •月屑 

W.  djier 

N，cih、sih、djih 

See_ 

K.  kal、kdl 
A.  kiet Entering 

Upper, 

揭 …… 去  to  detach  one  thing from  another. 

揭回  to  take  back;  to  remove. 

顚 沛之褐  when  a  tree  falls utterly, — it  must  first  have  been 
pulled  up. 

揭告  to  charge;  to  prosecute. 

揭參  to  report  for  misconduct ; 
to  impeach.  See  1514. 

揚榜。 t 揭曉 t。  publish  the list  of  successful  candidates  at 
an  examination. 

揭 曉日期  thed^teformaking known  the  result  of  an  examina¬ tion. 

揭揚  to  publish  abroad. 

揭樊 or 揭短 t。 "pick  out defects  in  others;  to  find  fault. 

揭帖  a  placard, 一 usually  of  a libellous  or  seditious  character. 

Also,  an  accusation;  a  plaint. 

揭示 t。  post  proclamations. 

揭欠。 r 揭借  to  borrow 
money. 

揭單。 r 揭字  幺  promissory note. 

項  borrowed  capital. 

裔 英揭揭  rushes  and  sedges growing  rank. 

To  go.  Martial-looking. 

同率 塌來兮 I  turn  my 
chariot  back  and  go. 

車旣駕 兮竭而 歸 38 soon  as  my  chariot  is  harnessed, 
I  take  my  leave  and  return. 

庶  士  有  martial  looked  the attendant  officers. 

竭伽  a  rhinoceros.  Sanskrit k^adga. 

A  stone  ；  a  tablet  ；  a 

pillar；  a  pinnacle  rock. 

碑碣  stone  tablets  or  pillars, 
of  a  commemorative  character, 

usually  bearing  inscriptions. 

栺路碣  a  stone  guide-post. 
碣石  a  kind  of  granite. 

自 題壙碣  to  write  one’s  own 
epitaph. 

歇 i458 

J4S9 

R •月屑 

c.^Vo 

H.  k^etr 

F.  kiekr 

W.  djie 
N.  djih 

P.  Sxhie 

M. 
) 

Y.  j  chieh 

K.  kal^  kdl 

J.  ketsz^  gee  hi A.  kiet 

Entering 

Lower. 

羯
，
 6 

1460 

R •月 

See 竭 

A.  hiet^ 

Entering 

Lower. 

See  4361. 

To  exhaust；  to  put  forth 
to  the  utmost.  Exhausted； 

finished ;  dispirited.  See 
2870. 

泉之 竭矣不 云自中 
a  spring  becomes  dry:  is  it  not 
because  no  water  rises  in  it? 

竭力  to  exhaust  one’s  full strength  in  doing ;  to  do  one’s best. 

力堪  strength  exhausted;  used 

up. 

盡心 竭力  to  use  one’s  best 
efforts. 

旣-竭 吾才1  have  Put  forth 
all  my  ability. 

竭 蹶以赴  to  proceed  hur¬ 
riedly.  See  蹶  3210. 

竭 誡來見  I  have  come  to  see 
you  in  full  sincerity. 

竭 盡  exhausted;  finished ;  with 
full  purpose  of  heart. 

竭 鐘  wearied  out;  worn  out. 

三 鼓而竭 by  the  time  the 
third  drum  beat  (for  the  charge), 

they  were  tired  out. 

竭藥以 漁  to  dry  up  the  pond to  catch  all  the  fish,—  of  greed 
for  large  profits. 

竭衷  with  all  one’s  heart. 
竭到  to  the  extreme  point. 

竭慮  the  utmost  anxiety. 

To  castrate  a  ram.  Deer’s 
skin. 

羯羊  a  gelded  ram;  a  wether. 
羯室  ancient  name  of  a  place 

ne - 武鄕縣  Wu-hsiang Hsien  in  Shansi. 

拓羯 a  Scythian  word  for  war¬ 
rior. 

擊羯鼓 以催花 t。 beat 
the  deerskin  drum  to  hasten  the 

blossoming  of  the  flowers, 一 as 
was  done  by  the  Emp.  Ming 

Huang. 

佛前 作羯磨 t。 confess 
one’s  sins  before  Buddha. 

羯教  a  name  for  “Mahommed- 
anism”  in  Western  China. 
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榻 
1461 

R •屑黠 
月 

w 揭 
、•  kiet、yet 

Entering 

Upper. 

w 
1462 

R •屑 
See 

kiet、yet 

Entering 
Lower. 

m 
响 

m
1
 

1464 

r. 麻 
C.  tse 

H.  tsia 

F.  chia 

W.  tsi 

N.  ek’d、 f so 
P.  chie、 chua 
M.  chie 

\.chiei 

$z.  chie 

K.W 

J.  sa、 ska 
A.  ta 

Even  Upper. 

1* 剖 
1465 

R. 黠 
c.  v.  hit 

8 -黠吉 
J»  ia/sx^  hechi 
K.kip 

Entering 

Upper. 

A  board,  put  up  where 

a  person  has  died  and  been 

buried  on  the  highway, 

and  stating  his  name,  etc. 
A  wooden  instrument  to 

mark  time. 

褐豆  a  sacrificial  platter. 

禿椙  bald-headed. 
褐镇  a  ticket  or  slip  nailed  to 
the  door  of  a  house  which  has 

been  sealed  or  confiscated. 

A  fragrant  plant  which 

gr,_  in 蘇州府 the 
Prefecture  of  Soochow  in 

the  north-west  of  Kiangsu, 

and  is  known  as  稿車。 r 

稹耳香 • 

Same  as  1462. 

To  sigh.  An  interjection 

of  sorrow  or  regret， or  of 

astonishment.  See  13,273. 

嗟嘆  t。 sigh. 

嗟 呀  to  sigh  for. 

嗟悼  to  sigh;  to  grieve. 

嗟 我懷人  with  a  sigh  for  the 
man  of  my  heart. 

嗟 乎 alas ! 

嗟予 子行殺  lias!  my  son, 
abroad  on  the  public  service. 

嗟 我婦子  alas!  our  wives 
and  children. 

猗 嗟昌兮  alas  for  him!  so 
handsome  and  accomplished. 

嗟 嗟臣工  ah !  ah !  ministers 
and  officers. 

To  brand  the  face  as  a 

punishment.  To  flay  the 
skin  from  the  face. 

w 

1466 

R •質屑 

c.kit 
H.  kiet 

F.  keik 
W.  ciai 

N.  cih^  cieh 

P.  uhie M. 

Y.  chieh 
Sz. 

K.  kil,  ki'dl J.  kitsz、 ketsz 
A.  kiet 

Entering 

Upper 
Irregular. 

TO 

1467 R. 屑質 

C.  kytQ^  ket 

H.  kit 
F.  keik 
W.  ciai N.  cih , 

P.  ichi、 Schieh 

M.  chi、 chieh 
Y.  chik、 chieh 

Sz.  chi、 chieh 

K.  ki'dl 
J.  kitsz\  ketsz A.  kiet 

Entering 

Upper. 

結 
1468 

1* 

R. 

See 劼 A.  kety 

Entering 

Upper. 

秸 1469 

社 
W 
1470 

R .屑 

c.  kyt0 

H. 知 / 

F.  kiek、 kaik 
W.  cit 
N.  cih  or  cieh、 

v. ",  tih 
Y.Uhieh M. 

Y.  chieh 

Sz. 

Occupied  ；  labouring  hard. 

To  seize  firmly.  To  pur¬ 
sue. 

桔椐  embarrassed,  as  for  want of  funds;  in  difficulty  ；  perplexed. 

A  water- bucket  worked 

up  and  down  a  well  by 

means  of  a  lever  ；  a  well- 

sweep.  Used  for  橘 3026. 

子獨 不見夫 桔槔者 

have  you  never  seen  a  well- 
sweep,  sir?  See  榫 5945. 

桔梗  a  common  medicine  for 
coughs,  made  from  the  root  of 
Platycodon  grandiflorum.  See 

蓳 2。51. 
桔仔  the  small  loose-skinned orange. 

桔水  orange  juice, — used  in making  gum  and  paste. 

Firm  ；  solid.  Abrupt ; 

sudden. 

否 吉然不 動 t。。 heavy  to  move. 

褚然而 來 t()  arrive  suddenly. 

Same  as  1444. 

To  tie  in  a  knot.  To 

wind  up ;  to  close  an  argu¬ 
ment,  as  opposed  to 起 

1070.  To  connect  ；  to 

make  an  alliance.  To  form, 

as  fruit  or  scabs  ；  see  1 147. 

打結  to  tie  a  knot.  See  1473. 

活結  a  sliprknot. 死結  a  knot  which  will  not  slip. 

X  IT 

栢 
1470 

K.  kydl 

J.  ketsz、 kitsz A.  kiet'kU 
Entering 

Upper. 

打的 [是 個單結 what  he 
has  tied  is  a  single  knot. 

結繩  to  knot  a  cord, — an  ancient mode  of  reckoning  or  means  of 

communication,  the  details  of 
which  have  not  come  down  to  us. 

結繩之 治  dealings  by  means 
of  knotted  cords. 

當是 時民結 繩而用 
之  at  that  time  (the  Golden  Age), 
the  people  used  knotted  cords 

結細  to  make  a  net, 結締 t0 tie  together:  close  union. 

將船拜 結在樹 上—e 
the  ship’s  cable  fast  to  a  tree. 

同心結  a  true-lover’s  knot. 
The  Chinese  variety  will  not  hold, 
but  slips  on  being  pulled. 

AH、 如結兮  his  heart  is  as though  tied, 一 to  what  is  correct 

我心 翠結兮 sorrow  is 
knotted  in  my  heart. 

心之 憂秀如 或結之 
my  heart  in  its  sorrow  feels  as 
though  bound. 

我心 苑結  my  heart  grieves 
with  a  sorrow  from  which  it 

cannot  get  free. 

結訟  to  institute  legal  proceed¬ 
ings；  to  go  to  law. 

智 者結舌  the  wise  hold  their 
tongues. 

弄結  to  quarrel;  to  wrangle. 

結累  to  entangle  in. 
結髮.  to  put  up  the  hair, — as  at 
marriage.  See  3375. 

一 結繇線  a  skein  of  silk. 
結束  to  tie  round;  to  wind  up, as  a  discourse. 

收結  to  wind  up;  to  bring  to a  conclusion,  as  an  essay  or  a 
sermon. 

結出 箇情字  finished  up by  bringing  out  the  single  word 
“emotion •” 

結局  to  finish  off:  to  bring  to a  conclusion. 

結鼇  to  gather  up  the  threads of  a  narrative. 

報結  to  announce  completion, 
— of  a  building. 

易 备不結 nQt  t。 sfttle  a case  on  its  obvious  merits, 一 a 

punishable  offence. 

23 
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結
 於 1470 

j 
j 
1 

完  dosed;  finished, 一 as  an 
outstanding  case. 

結 案  to  wind  up  or  close  a  case. 

了  此案  t。 finish  this  case. 

咨  communicate  a  decision 
to. 

^^册  a  statement  of  income  and 
expenditure  for  a  past  period ; 
a  balance-sheet. 

結淸  to  settle  up;  to  clear  off, 
— as  indebtedness. 

結眼  to  pay  off  a  bill. 

日後歸 結 wil1  pay  the 
amount  later  on. 

無  梢  unable  to  make  a living. 

月結  monthly  settlements, 一 of 
accounts. 

結仇 f 結怨 t。 contract 
feelings  of  ill-will  or  resentment. 

交  to  form  an  acquaintance¬ 
ship,  or  friendship.  See  1297. 

結交 須勝己 in  making. 
friends  seek  those  who  are  supe¬ 
rior  to  yourself. 

t0  make  a  matrimonial 

alliance. 

薛 .拜。 r 綠盟 t。 become joined  in  sworn  brotherhood. 

廣結納  to  extend  one’s  circle of  communications. 

結 菓 or 結實 to 
form  fruit, 一 as  a  fruit-tree  after 
blossoming.  See  6627.  f 

菓結了  the  fruit  hfas  formed. 
結實 .(more  correctly  堅實） 

strong.;  durable. 

結 實信據  a  material  guar- 
antee.  f 

你 睡的 很結實 you  sleep 
very  soundly. 

凝結  t。 coagulate;  to  congeal; 
to  stiffen. 

結于石 上  stuck  to  the  stone, 一 from  frost. 

亦 結成冰  also  froze  into  ice. 

是通 段結穴 it  is  the  key 
to  (or  the  important  part  of)  the 
whole  paragraph. 

末一句 是結穴 the  last 
sentence  is  the  key-note  to  the whole. 

W 
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出結。 r 具結。 r 結谭 tc enter  into  a  bond;  to  give  security 

同鄕 官印結 the  certificate to  be  issued  under  the  seal  of 

an  official  of  the  applicant’s 
neighbourhood  that  the  bearer 
is  a  fit  and  proper  person  for Government  employ. 

巴結  to  toady.  See  8510. 

巴巴 結結的 troublesome ; pestering. 

巴  to  stammer. 

結巴殖 子 a  stammerer. 
結壯  strong,  healthy. 

毒  a  collection  of  virus  (espe¬ 
cially  syphilitic);  an  unhealthy 

part. 

^  the  outcome,  result,  moral, 
as  of  books.  Also,  to  finish. 

結 果性命 t。 cut  off the 脱， — of  an  enemy,  usually  by  hired assassins. 

結 果了他  “settled”  him. 結頂  a  button  of  knotted  velvet or  braid. 

結了  ifhieh}  fo、 there’s  an  end of  it;  {cJiieh1  liao2)  completed ; ended. 

結構  to  tie  the  bridal  sash, 一 to  marry. 

結成  to  connect;  to  join 
together. 

associated  firms;  the  Co- 

Hong  Monopoly. 

結拜籙 蘿  t。 form  an  alliance 
that  of  the  范籙  and  女 

羅  cuscuta  and  wistaria, 一 to 
marry;  also  to  have  an  intrigue with.  See  7298. 

前 世有綠 今世結 
marriage  results*  from  ante-natal causes.  

^ 

t0  the  ear;  to  ripen, 

as  grain. 

勾  to  conspire  together.  \ 

取  t0  a  guarantee. 

單  a  bond,  as  for  an  exam, candidate. 

結底  strongly  soled  or  sewed, — of  boots. 

草 1  to  reward  kindness,  as below. 

結 草 之報  the  “recompense of  woven  ropes •”  A  certain  man 

W 
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R •屑 

C.  hyt^  v.  lyt^ 
F.  kiek^ 

K,  hidl、v,  hil 

【•  ketsz^  gee  hi 

A.  hiely 

Entering 

Irregular. 

had  in  apparent  disagreemen 

with  his  dying  father’s  wis 
prevented  his  favorite  concubin 
from  being  buried  with  him 
The  son  was  afterwards  hare 

pushed  in  battle,  when  he  sav 
an  old  raan,  who  by  bindinj 

ropes  of  grass  was  entanglinj 
the  enemy’s  cavalry  and  thu 
assisting  him.  This  old  mar 

was  the  grateful  father  of  tin 
concubine. 

結燥。 f  糞結  constipation. 

To  pull  up  the  skirt. 

結 衣上稚  t。 pull  the  skirt up  to  the  breast. 

薄  W  豬之  we  place  [the seeds]  in  our  skirts. 

To  fly  up  ；  to  soar. 

Vague;  ambiguous.  To  rob. The  neck.  See  1 1,591. 

燕 燕于飛 ，頡 之頑之 
the  swallows  go  flying  about, 
now  up,  now  down.  See  3855. 

韻滑  ambiguous;  d  double  en- tente]  specious. 

韻？1 i*  有實  in  this  va^ue undefinedness  there  is  an  actua¬ 

lity. 

盜 韻 •資糧 to  Pander  the 
military  train. 

挺 頡就戮 而不畏 if  I stuck  out  my  neck  for  you  to 

cut  off  my  head,  I  should  not be  afraid. 

fy  Ghekirij  a  Turkic  chief¬ 

tain. 

To  tie  up  silk  in  skeins. 
To  knot.  Used  for  1470. 

打個  to  tie  a  knot. 

老鼠 線  a  slip-knot  or  running 
noose. 

死  a  knot  which  will  not  slip. 

核杉 匕顧子 the  “walnut”  knot 
of  twisted  silk  at  the  top  of  an ordinary  cap. 

打實如 為  to  incite  pe°ple to  quarrel. 
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To  tuck  the  skirt  under 

the  girdle.  The  fold  of  a 
robe. 

薄曹 禾規之 we  tuck ⑽ 
skirts  under  our  girdles. 

敵織 以哺  she  opened  her 
robe  to  give  suck. 

願君 多采滿  I  would  have 
you  gather  a  lapful, -r-of  love 
beans.  See  11,412. 

The  stalks  of  the  northern 

or  Abutilon  hemp  {Sida 

tilicefolid)^  which  are  dressed 

for  ropes  and  cordage. 

See  6067. 

The  knots  or  joints  of 

plants.  Sections ;  para¬ 

graphs.  Limits  ；  moderation. 
Affairs.  Divisions  of  time 

(财年 8301  andjj^  12,481). 

Measure  ；  rhythm  ；  time  in 

music.  Lofty.  \ 

九節鞭  a  riding-whip  /made 
from  nine  joints  of  a  particular 
kind  of  bamboo  which  has  the 

joints  very  close  together. 

★誕 乏節兮 how  wide 
apart  are  the  joints ! 一  of  the 
Dolichos. 

事 分三節  the  matter  is 
divisible  into  three  parts,  or 

under  three  headings,  or  into 
three  periods. 

分兩節 還他 pay him  by 
two  instalments. 

節節高  joint  by  joint  higher^ 
一 gradually  rising  higher. 

無節制  no  limits  to  expendi¬ 
ture;  lavish. 

節飮食  temperate  in  food  and 
drink.  See  13,269. 

節食 以 濟饑者 t。 set 
aside  one’s  own  food  in  order 
to  feed  the  hungry. 

Iff  用  °r  節儉  frusal;  within limits. 

小節  a  small  matter;  a  trifle. 

w 
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尙屬小 你 that  (心 •  the preceding)  is  unimportant, 一 it is  what  follows,  etc. 

不 修細節  neglecti  al  in  small matters, — of  ceremony. 

臨大 節而不 可奪也 
at  a  great  emergency  he  cannot 
be  forced  to  desert  his  principles. 

節畧  a  statement  of  particulars; 
an  abridgment.  See  4766. 

析節 w  55。* 
多 生枝節 full  of  branches and  knots,— full  of  complica¬ tions. 

節女  a  chaste  woman. 

節義  chaste  and  good, 一 as  a widow  who  does  not  remarry. 

守節  to  preserve  chastity， 一 as a  widow  who  does  not  remarry, 

or  a  girl  who,  on  the  death  of 

her  fiance、 elects  to  remain  single 

失節  to  lose  chastity, — as  above, 

得 全其節  ko  keep  oneselfl immaculate. 

名 節攸關  involving  one’s 
fair  fame,  or  reputation.  See  7940. 

買關節  to  get  degrees  by  bri¬ 
bery. 

八節  the  eight  epochs，一 四 

立二分 二至也 the 
first  days  of  spring,  summer, 
autumn,  and  winter,  the  two 

equinoxes,  and  the  t々o  solstices. 

節經  have  repeatedly . . . . , have  on  various  occasions. . . . 

節莅  to  be  established  at；  to 
take  up  one’s  post  at.  Used  of 
high  officials. 

節哀  be  consoled.  .  ’ 

節 哀保重  for  your  health’s sake  weep  less, — said  to  mourn¬ 

ers  by  their  intimates. 

食贫孝 ̂  wifely  fidelity  and  filial 
v  piety. 

^  _  shrines  to  p
ersons  dis¬ tinguished  by  the  above  virtues. 

節目  sections;  paragraphs. 

節次 repeatedly;  the  sequence of  verses. . 

節旄  a  tasselled  staff  given  to high  officials  travelling  by  Im¬ 

perial  command. 

樂和樂 謂之#  when music  is  in  accord  with  music, 

it  is  called  chieh. 

W
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節柏  the  “time”  of  music.  See 
6241. 

打節 w 湊節  to  beat  time 
in  music. 

以足頓 地爲節 to  beat time  on  the  ground  with  the  feet. 

皆 能應節  were  all  able  to keep  in  time. 

節省  to  be  economical. 

過節兒  a  polite  formality ：^urtesy ;  rules  of  courtesy；  for oalities. 1 
ma 

or 

二十 四節氣  the  twenty： four  solar  terms  or  periods  of 
fifteen  days  each,  corresponding 

with  the  days  pn  which  the  sun 
enters  the  first  and  fifteenth 

degrees  of  a  zodiacal  sign.  When 
an  intercalary  month  occurs, 

they  are  reckoned  as  in  other 

years,  but  the  intercalation  is 
made  so  that  only  one  term  shall 
fall  in  it.  See  Tablt  Va. 

節氣 w 節令。 1 ■節候 
時 節〜。 r 節序㈣ 477i)  a term  or  solar  period,  as  above 
the  festival  of  a  solar  term. 

尙節氣  to  be  of  the  highest integrity  ；  proud  and  honoura¬ ble;  to  be  morally  strong;  equal 

to  emergencies. 

隹節  a  festival 過淨 oi •做節 to  keep  the 
festival. 

天年節  tjie  Dragon-boat  fes¬ 
tival. 

三 節兩壽  the  three  festivals and  the  two  birthdays, — dates 
on  which  subordinate  officials 

are  expected  to  give  presents  to 

their  superiors.  The  dates  are 
the  5th  of  the  5th  moon,  the 
15th  of  the  8th  moon,  .New 

Year’s  Eve,  and  the  birthdays 
of  the  superior  official  and  his 
wife. 

^  jjj^  presents  sent  on  a  festival, 

那時節 站  that  time  or  junc¬ 
ture.  - revenue；  quarterly  returns. 

[The  Chinese  financial  year  is 

divided  into  three  “quarters. 
See  12,089. 

收節張  to  collect  the  quar¬ terly  bills. 

慎持腕 飾  0  cautiously  pass the  evening  of  life. 
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櫛 
A  comb.  To  comb  the 

hair.  See  8880. 
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屑 
See 節 

Entering 

Upper. 

接1
 

腕 節尤謹  and  became  more 
devout  as  he  grew  older. 

節草。 ■■節 柏草  Equisetum ramosissimum,  Desf. 

節 彼南山 1<)fty  is  that southern  hill. 

節下  form  of  address  to  an 
envoy  or  commissioner. 

巾樹 ot 侍巾梅 she  who 
hands  the  towel  and  comb, — a 
wife  or  concubine.  See  9734. 

櫛 風沐雨  combed  by  the 
wind  and  washed  by  the  rain, 
— of  the  hardships  of  travel. 

A  small  sore;  a  pimple 

瘡癤 a  boil. 
長癤子  to  have  a  boil;  to 
have  a  rash. 

火癤子  a  rash;  prickly  heat 

癤 子消了  the  boil  ha 纟  dis- 
persed. 

1480 R 葉 

C.  ts)'p 
H.  tsiap 
F.  chick 
W.  tsie 
N.  tsih 

P.  (chie 
M.  

j 

Y.  chich 
Sz. ) 

K. chop 

J.  slid A.  tiep 

Entering 

Upper. 

To  receive  in  the  hand  ； 
to  take.  To  take  over 

charge  of.  To  receive,  as 

a  guest.  To  connect ;  to 

join  on.  To  graft. 

接收。 r 接受 w 接 A 

接得 t。  receive 
or 

接准  to  receive,— from  a  supe¬ 
rior  or  equal. 

接奉  to  receive, 一 from  a  supe¬ rior. 

接據  to  receive,— from  an  in 
ferior. 

接 到尊函 i  have  received 
your  letter. 

接儎  to  receive  for  shipment. 

接 我以力  put  forth  your 
strength  to  catch  me, 一 as  when 
jumping  from  a  wall. 

接領  to  take  over;  to  take 
charge  of ‘ 

接1
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承接  to  take  orders  for  work. 

接 印視事  to  take  over  a seal  of  office  and  attend  to  the 

business, 一 of  that  office. 

接任  to  take  over  charge  of  an office. 

接辦  or  to  take  in  hand, 
or  take  over,  the  management  of. 

接生婆  a  midwife. 接引  to  conduct;  to  guide；  to 
induce;  to  tempt. 

接地。 ̂ 接六  a  favourable 
spot. 

接應兵  a  supporting  force  of| soldiers. 

接 聲  to  catch  the  sound, 一 and 
pass  it  on. 

接着  connectedly;  thereupon. 

接 上帶下  connected  both with  what  goes  before  and  with 
what  follows. 

接理  to  take  over  seals  and 
business;  to  act  in  the  place  of. 

接頭兒  all  over  again  from the  -beginning. 

接晤 t。  receive  in  an  interview; 
to  learn  at  an  interview. 

接展  to  receive  and  open  a letter. 

接手  to  take  over,  as  the  duties 
of  another ;  a  receiver  or  ac¬ 
complice. 

接客  to  receive  guests. 

雖家人 举接焉 even  his own  family  he  seldom  admitted 

to  it, — of  a  study. 

接神  to  welcome  or  receive  a 
god— used  of  various  acts  of worship. 

迎接  to  go  to  meet；  to  greet, — 
arriving  guests. 

接待。 r  接陪  to  attend  upon to  entertain, 一 guests. 

接風  to  welcome  back. 

接風酒  a  feast  of  welcome. 

接連 接續  to  connect;  to 
join  on. 

接 連不斷  continuous ;  in uninterrupted  succession. 

無 得接續  there  is  no  means of  continuing  it；  there  is  no  one 
to  carry  it  on. 

撲 
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水 光接天  the  bright  ligt 
on  the  water  joining  the  sky,- 
at  the  horizon. 

湧波接 漢  a  wave  reache 
up  to  the  Milky  Way. 

接脣爲 _  to  amuse  then 

selves  by  kissing. 

接 姑奶奶  to  receive  a  newl married  daughter  at  her  father1 
house — on  the  1 6th  of  the  u 
moon. 

接着吹  to  pass  on  a  whistle to  signal  to  the  next  man. 

接保  to  insure. 接宗子  to  continue  the  stod 

接 准移交  to  take  over  charg of  the  archives, 一 as  an  incomin official. 

接署  to  take  over  an  office. 

接月  to  take  over  in-duty  at yamen.  See  10,721. 

接班兒  to  take  one’s  turn  c 

duty. 

接蓮  to  receive  and  forward to  forward  on . 

口  to  rejoin ;  to  continue 

接劄 to  receive  a  despatch, 
neutral  term. 

接申。 r 接申陳  to  receiv 
a  communication.  See  9817. 

接替  to  take  the  place  of. 

接開  接誦  have  receive- 
and  read. 

接見  to  receive  for  an  intei 
view. 

接回  to  receive  back. 
接二連 三  catching  here  am then  there, — of  fires. 

接止  to  put  up  at;  to  lodge. 

衆人接 脚隨去 thec>th« 
all  followed  after  him. 

接腔  to  join  in  a  song. 

_  應  to  support;  to  b 

in  reserve,  as  troops ;  to  respond 

早 接應道  promptly  ans 

wered,  saying . 

接骨  ̂   bone-setters;  surgeons 

接骨科  surgery. 

沒接 骨眼兒  no  join  in  th 
bone, — abrupt;  disjointed. 
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那 兩堵墙 接不上 
two  walla  don’t  join. 

把這兩 個接上 _  these 
two  together, -一 of  anything. 

接不下 來||  could  not  connect it. 

移花接 木之計 the 
system  of  grafting  the  flower  of 
one  tree  on  to  another. 

接長 一 ■尺  make  it  a  foot 
longer. 

接  — the  service  pn  the  3rd  day 
after  death. 

^  ̂   to  help;  to  supply  one’s necessities;  to  supply. 

接櫳  to  dovetail. 

接就  to  come  to  terms  about; 
to  agree  about;  to  accommodate 

or  adapt  oneself  to  circumstances. 

To  graft.  Used  for  1480. 

接杏  to  graft  apricots. 

To  join.  To  braid. 

綏續  to  splice  together. 

Convenient,  as  a  short 

cut.  Used  with  1485. 

Handsome. 

婕妤  a  title  usually  conferred, 
under  the  Han  dynasty,  upon 
the  Imperial  concubine  most 

distinguished  for  her  literary 
abilities. 
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To  gain  a  victory  in 
battle.  Alert.  Active 

Clever. 

一 月三捷  in  one  month  three victories. 

紅族報 捷 the  red  flag  an_ nounces  victory. 

捷書  a  despatch  announcing victory.  See  3741. 

連捷  to  attain  the  master^ 
degree  one  year  and  the  doctor’s 
the  next；  a  series  of  successes. 

^  ̂   _  his  men  were
  alert. 

直 _ 急捷  prompt；  ener¬ 

getic. 快捷0 r  捷  ̂   active;  nimble. 

捷足 者先登  the  nimble¬ footed  gets  up  first, 一 the  most 
active  will  win. 

捷 捷幡幡  cleveryou  are  and ever  changing. 

捷徑  a  short  cut;  the  “royal 

road.” 

夫惟 捷徑以 窘步. 
because  they  lost  themselves  in 

by-paths, — instead  of  keeping  to 
the  main  road. 

捷速  rapidity. 捷報  notices  of  promotion,  of 
successful  examination,  etc. 

捷南宮  to  win  the  Southern Palace, 一 to  gain  the  third  or 
chin  shih  degree.  See  8128. 

The  eye-lashes,  called 

眼 睦毛. Used  for  156. 
Also  written 

忽 忽承睫  in  the  twinkling of  an  eye. 

眉睦間  between  eyebrow  and eye-lash, 一 very  cloje. 

交眭  crossed  eye-lashes. 

俯 睫視己  to  close  the  eyes and  examine  oneself. 

蚊睦 a  mosquito’s  eye-lash  ；  in¬ finitesimally  small. 

Same  as  1 1,125. 

丰
 4 

1488 

r. 卦 

See 界 

SinkingUpper. 

契 

1489 

予黠 

No  record, 

but  has  power 

kat、 kiat 

Entering 

Upper. 

1490 

R •黠 

C. 

H.  U-at 
F.  ngak 

W.  ka 

N.  cih 

P.  chie^  ch、ia) 

M.  chia、 chHa 

Y.  chiak 
K.  kal、 kwal 

J.  katsz、 kechi 
A.  kHet'giai)、 

Entering 

Upper. 

潔 

2, 

i49i 

R •屑 

C.  kyt 

H.ket 

F.  kiek 

W.  cie 

N.  cieh 
P.  Schie 

M. 
) 

Y.  J  chieh 

Sz. ) 

K.  kid/ 

J.  ketsz、 kechi A.  kHet Entering 

Upper. 

Plants  growing  wild  and 

rank.  [To  be  distinguished 
from  丰 3561.] 

To  scrape  off  rust  and 

dirt；  to  brush  and  clean. 

An  indifferent  heartless 

manner. 

恝然  thoughtless;  unsympathet- **  ic,  unconcernedly;  heartlessly. 

不想於 懷  nc)t  tc>  be  indif- 
ferent  to  in  one’s  mind :  to  bear 
in  mind. 

以孝 子之心 爲不若 

是恝  he  supposes  that  the heart  of  a  filial  son,  could  not 

be  so  free  from  sorrow. 

想身不 拜而去 went lightly  without  doing  homage, 一- 
of  the  Amherst  Mission. 

Clear  ；  pure  ；  clean. 

淸 潔  clear;  limpid;  pure-mind¬ 
ed;  chaste. 

^  pure  in  heart. 

潔 己奉公  upright  in  dis- 
charge  of  duty. 

氷 淸玉潔  clear  as  ice  and pure  as  jade. 

處 身高餒  to  be  nobly  incor¬ 
rupt. 

欲 潔其身  desiring  to  purify 
oneself. 

潔榑  to  cleanse  the  cups, 一 a phrase  used  in  cards  of  invitation. 

潔 盃候叙 1  have  cleaned  my wine-cups  and  await  your  conver¬ 
sation, — a  conventional  phrase 

in  an  invitation. 、 .  - 

以餅釋 之  cleaned  it  (a  knife) 
on  a  piece  of  cake. 

潔淨 clpan. 中年不 能自餒  in  middle 
life  could  not  keep  herself  chaste. 

潔白  very  white. 
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絜 
1492 

絜,
 1493 

R •屑 

See 潔 

A.  hiei、 
Entering 
Upper. 

1* 禊 1494 R •屑 

See 韻歇 
Entering 

Upper. 

m
v
 

l49S 
R .盾 

See  9^ 

Entering 
Lower. 

m 
I496 

R .屑 
See  9^ 

Entering 
Lower. 

桀1
 I498 R .屑 

See 艰 

K.  kSjl 

Same  as  1490. 

A  marking-line.  To  ad¬ 

just.  To  regulate.  Pure. 

禁 度  t0  adjust;  to  limit. 

絮靜  tranquil. 

辩矩之 道 a  Principle  of 
measuring  and  squaring  one’s 
conduct, 一 by  doing  unto  others 
what  you  would  they  should  do 
unto  you. 

禁齊  to  regulate ;  to  level  down; 
to  make  even. 

Short  garments.  [To  be 

distinguished  from^4i6i.] 

帮 爾牛 羊  the  oxen  and  sheep 
all  pure. 

四 開襖匏  a  robe  with  slits at  the  sides  as  well  as  before 

and  behind. 

To  measure  with  the 

thumb  and  finger.  To  span. 
To  uncover. 

tr 1497 

Same  as  1495. 

A  perch  for  fowls  to  roost 

on.  A  hen-roost. 

A  perch  for  fowls;  see 

1497.  A  hero  ；  brave  ；  see 

1.499.  Luxuriant.  The  last 

king  of  夏  Hsia  -  hence 
cruel.  To  carry  on  the 
shoulder. 

Kntcring 

Lower. 

鷄 棲于桀  the  fowls  roost  on 
their  perches. 

邦 之桀兮  the  hero  of  his country. 

維 莠桀架  the  weeds  will 

1498 

傑 

1499 

R 屑 

See 竭 

K.kd/ 

[ 182 
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2* 

Entering 

Lower. 

杰奸
 

1500 

R •屑 

See 竭 

K.  kidl 
Entering 

Lower. 

蛀 
1501 

R •葉洽 See 去 

Entering 

Upper. 

only  grow  rankly, — if  you  try  to 
cultivate  too  large  an  area. 

樂射不 勝其惡 C&h (Kuei)  and  Chou  (Hsin)  are  not 
as  black  as  they,  are  painted. 

桀之 治天下 也使天 

下 瘁瘁焉  when  Chieh governed  the  empire  he  caused 
the  empire  to  be  sad. 

桀 犬吠堯 ，各 爲其主 
(the  wicked)  Chieh’s  dog  barking 
at  (the  virtuous)  Yao:  every  one 
for  the  master  he  serves. 

助桀。 r 輔辩  to  aid  Chieh, i.e.  one  who  is  already  bad 

enough, 一 to  gild  refined  gold. See  2600. 

梁  tyrannical  and  proud. 

^  黑 g good-for-nothing;  ne
’er-do- 

well. 

桔桀  the  form,  or  appearance 
of  &.ny  one;  remarkable  appear- 

敍 

rS°3 

R. 葉 

See 现 

ance. 

梁 石以投 人 tocarry stones to  throw  at  people. 

A  hero.  The  appearance 

of  grain  growing  high. 

英傑 m 豪傑  a  brave  fellow ; 
a  hero. 

傑性  of  heroic  disposition. 

饿作  done  like  a  hero!  well done! 

俊傑  a  scholar  of  light  and 
leading. 

^  其  well  nourished,  the stalks  grow  long. 

四傑  the  “Four  Heroes”  of  the T‘ang  dynasty  (see  Yang  Ch‘iung 

in  Biog.  Diet.) ;  also  of  Wu 

(see  Yang  Chi). 

Used  for  1499. 

魏杰  a  famous  statesman  and 
general  of  the  後周祀 

Chou  dynasty,  a.d.  956. 

A  sea  animal,  called  紫 

岐 and 石法，  and  likened 
in  shape  to  the  foot  of  a 

tortoise.  The  sea-anemone. 

1502 

1* 

Entering 

Upper. I504 

R •葉洽 

c-  bPo 

H.  kiap 

F.  kiek 

W.  kie 

N.  kieh、 cieh 
P.  ichie 

M. 
) 

Y.  >  chte 

Sz.) 

K.kd/> 

[. kid、 kd 

A.  kiep 

Entering 

Upper. 

An  iron  hook  fastened 

to  the  girdle. 

To  rob  ;  to  plunder.  A 

kalpa、 or  period  of  time 
which  cannot  be  reckoned 

)y  months  and  years.  [Also written  劫 ，去 ij， 去刃 ，胡] 

See  羊  12,842. 

Same  as  1501. 

劫奪 。1 •打劫 to  rob;  to 

plunder. 

盜  banditti. _  flSl  t0  P^^der,  as  h
ighway¬ 

men. 

刼 椋一空  made  a  clean sweep;  plundered  everything. 

强 盜遇着 賊打刼 
thieves  plundered  by  robbers, 一 hoist  with  their  own  petard. 

刼色  to  ravish;  to  violate. 

刼皇貢  to  intercept  produce or  specie  destined  for  Imperial 
use. 

刼波。 r 刼 波簸跎 a 
Kalpa、 — of  which  there  are  smajl, 
middling,  and  great. 

小 劫 則劫  a  small  kalpa 
of  16,800,000  years. 

中劫  a  middling  kalpa  =  twenty 
small  kalpas. 

大刼  a  great  kalpa  =  foui 
middling  kalpas. 

萬劫 莫 饋  in  a  myriad  kalpai
 

one  could  not  atone. 

大 刼將來  the’  millennium  is 

at  hand. 

避刼  to  avoid  ruin^-r-as  an 
impending  cataclysm. 

刼數  a  fatal  calamity;  a  cata¬ clysm. 

浩刼  steps  of  the  palace  stair¬ 
case. 

均 罹浩刼  all  came  to  a  ter 

rible  end. 



受刼  to  suiter  the  evils  of  this 
world. 

却灰  turned  to  ashes ;  destroyed ; 
peiished. 

刼刼  eager ;  hurried;  im port- 
unate. 

刼貝  cotton  ripe  for  picking, 一 
from  the  Sanskrit  karpdsi. 

Alone.  Orphaned.  The 

appearance  of  a  person  who 

has  lost  his  right  arm；  half 

a  man.  Conspicuous.  [To 

be  distinguished  from  子 

12,317.]  See  474. 

孑 影孤單 left  alone  with 
one’s  shadow  only. 

孑 然一身  left  desolate  and 
alone, — as  a  widow, 

靡 有孑遺  there  will  not  be 
half  a  man  left, — so  severe  is 
the  famine. 

降 無孑遺  not  a  drop  left, — in  the  bottle. 

孑 孑干旄  conspicuously 
rise  the  staffs  with  their  ox-tail 
streamers. 

句孑  a  halberd ;  the  crescent- 
shaped  blade  of  a  halberd. 

子 子  the  larvae  of  mosquitoes. 

See  4402. 

See  4403. 

See  4385. 

Same  as  4388. 

See  4388. 

See  5771. 

1512 

R 隹 

See 

A.  kai 

Even  Upper. 

截 i5x3 

R •屑 

C.  tsyt 

H.  t 亡 

tset^ 

F.  chick 

W.  zle 

N.  zih P.  schie 

M. 
) 

Y.  >  chieh 

Sz.) 

K.  chdl 

J.  zetsz、 zee  hi 
A.  triet Entering 

Lower. 

OHXE.H 

183  ] 

An  intermittent  tever, 

known  as  痠瘧，  which 

comes  on  every  other  day. 

To  cut.  To  intercept  ； 

to  stop.  To  keep  in  check. 

To  quibble.  See  1074. 

截 而爲梁  to  cut  into  beams. 
萄^  g|(  to  cut  in  two ;  to  cut  off, 

as  by  a  partition. 

截 一 •段去 cut  eff  a  piece. 
截開  to  cut  off;  to  separate; 

to  cut  in  strips  or  pieces. 

一截 一截的  in  strips. 

截拿  to  stop;  to  intercept  and arrest. 

截句  same  as  絶句.  &«32i3. 

截箅  to  stop  reckoning, 
to  stop  and  seize. 

截奪  to  carry  by  force  to. 

截留  to  detain. 截擊  to  attack  in  flank ;  to intercept. 

截獲  to  intercept. 
截堵  the  compartments  of  a 

ship. 

截勦  to  oppose,  or  bar,  the 
enemy’s  advance^, 

截止 w 截住 ％ 截攔 to 
cut  off;  to  intercept;  to  stop. 

截 住去路  cut  them  off, — so that  they  could  not  continue 
their  route. 

截路  communications  cut  off; 
an  impossible  route  to  travel. 

截他于 和平橋  intercep¬ ted  him  at  the  Ho-p‘ing  bridge. 

有截  under  restraint,— the united  empire;  all  China. 

有 截其所  the  country  was brought  under  complete  re¬ 
straint. 

海 外有截  beyond  the  Four Seas  his  restraint  was  acknow¬ 

ledged. 

截被 淮浦. securely  kept  was the  country  about  the  banks  of 
the  Huai. 

截 
i5T3 

訐1
 • 

iSH 
R •月屑 

c 却。 

H.  ket 
F.  kHok 

W.  cie 
N.  cih 

P.  Schie 

M. 
] 

Y.  }  chieh 

Sz.  1 

K.  kal^  v.  al 

J.  ketsz^  hoc  hi 
A •少" 

Entering 

Upper. 

解，
 

1S^5 
K •卦蟹 

C.  kdi、kdi 
H.  kdi,  hai 

F.  kai、 "kae 

N.  cie^  ka^ 
W.  ka^  a 

P.  chie、 hsie 
M.  ihie、 kai、 

chiai、 hsie、 hai Y.  chiae、 kae% 

tsae^  hsiae、 hat  r 

Sz.  kai、 hai、  I( 
hsiai 

K.  ke^  he 

J.  kai^ge 
K

.

 

g

i

a

i

 

Rising  &  Sink¬ 
ing  Upper 
and  Lower. 

兩 截 額》 子  a  robe  cut  into 
two  parts, — having  a  body  and 
skirt  of  different  colours. 

截選  ♦o  stop  an  official  e?i  route for  a  certain  post  and  send  him 
to  another. 

惟 截截善 _ 言 as  to  men 
of  quibbles,  skilful  at  cunning 
words. 

To  accuse. 

面 許  to  accuse  to  one’s  face. 
許  to  accuse  a  superior  officer to  a  higher  tribunal ;  lo  impeach. 

•See  1455. 

告訐。 r 控訐  to  accuse  to a  superior  officer ;  to  bring 

charges  against, 

訐 揚人過  to  chatter  about 
the  faults  of  others. 

惡⑽, 訐以爲 直者1 
hate  those  who  denounce  others 

in  order  to  show  how  virtuous 

they  are  themselves.  [Cf.  I  hate 
the  man  who  builds  his 

etc.] 
fame, 

To  loosen  ；  to  undo；  to 

cut  through；  to  counteract. 

To  explain.  To  get  rid 

of;  to  get  free  from.  See 

1 3^768.  [Read  hsieh^  as  a surname  and  also  meaning 

a  relax  ；  remissr  as  though 

懈.  Also  when  used  for 
4423.]  A  paragraph  of bur  lines  in  a  poem. 

解帶子  to  unloose  the  girdle. 

知頤 5421- 解衣  to  undo,  and  take  off, one’s  clothes. 

解 衣包火  to  strip  and  em- 
°  brace  fire, — foolish;  futile. 

解開  to  untie;  to  upeo;  to  settle 
up,  as  quarrels;  to  explain. 

解不開  unable  to  unfasten, 
解散  to  loosen ;  to  explain ; scattered,  as  a  crowd. 

解下  to  take  off. 你把 圍裾解 下來心 off  your  apron. 

解屨  to  take  off  the  sh^es. 
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解
 3 1515 

解  ̂   to  undo  a  button. 

解 毒  to  undo  the  effects  of 
poison, — to  act  as  an  antidote. 

則 毒可解  thus  the  poison will  be  counteracted. 

解  to  neutralise  or  g^t  rid  of, 
as  the  effects  of  poison;  to  expel; 

to  exorcise,  as  evil  spirits. - 

解  to  relieve  the  pain. 

解 厄  to  relieve  distress. 

解免  to  avoid. 

解乏。 1 •解攔  to  rest  oneself. 

解和。 r 解息 to  make  up  a 
quarrel;  to  make  peace  between. 

移_  難 解紛*  t。 set  forth  the 
difficulty  and  resolve  the  con¬ 
fusion, 一 to  settle  up  a  mis¬ 
understanding. 

解恨  to  get  rid  of  ill  feeling ; 
to  make  peace. 

解意通 k  t。 make  nut  the  mean¬ ing. 

解  to  explain  the  meaning  of. 

使人 不可解 方是妙 
處 obscurity  is  indispensable  to 
the  beauty, 一 of  a  poem. 

解說。 r  說解  to  make  clear; 
to  explain;  to  interpret. 

解釋  to  comfort;  to  relieve  the 
feeling;  to  explain. 

註 解  commentary ;  exegesis. 

解得切  you  have  rightly  ex¬ 
plained  it, 

_  解失之  a11  the  commen- 
taries  have  missed  the  point. 

皆可迎 刃而解 a11 画1 d 
meet  the  edge  of  the  blade  and 

open  out, 一 all  could  be  easily 
explained. 

不 知所謂 ，不 敢强解 
not  knowing  what  this  means, 
I  do  not  venture  to  force  an 
explanation. 

此解 究竟牽 强無當 
this  interpretation  is  however 
forced  and  unsuitable. 

有可 作此解 彼解處 
there  are  passages  which  can  be 
interpreted  in  two  different  ways. 

沒有別 的解法 there  is 
no  other  way  of  explaining  it. 

解錯了  he  has  explained  it wrongly. 

解
 3 

ISIS 
講 解  to  expound,  as  doctrines; 

to  preach. 

殊 不可解 1  really  un't 
understand  what  it  means. 

能 解人語 k  can  talk>— as 
a  parrot. 
^  to  interpret  a  dream. 

分 解  to  discriminate. 

解民專  to  get  rid  of  ennui， zs 
by  amusing  oneself ;  to  dispel melancholy. 

解渴  t。 slake  thirst. 

解暑湯  a  cooling  drink. 

解罪  to  get  rid  of,  or  atone  for, 
one’s  error, 一 as  bv  an  apology. 

^  to  retire  from  office. 

解難 (nan^)  to  set  free  from 
peril ;  to  succour  one  in  distress. 

解 圍  to  break  through  sur¬ rounding  lines;  to  raise  a  siege. 

辨 解  to  get  free  from;  to  escape; 
the  self-liberation  or  enfranchi¬ 
sement  of  the  soul  on  its  way  to 
Nirvana.  Sanskrit :  Vimdkcha, 

八解股 J  the  eight  sta'ges  of enfranchisement,  as  above,  com¬ 

prising  freedom  from  all  tram, 
mels  of  sense-knowledge,  etc., 

subjective  and  objective. 

天下 之大解 脫無過 

於此  the  great  enfranchise¬ ment  of  man  upon  earth  does 
not  amount  to  more  than  this. 

不解 (hsieh”  位  not  slack in  his  duties. 

^  to  urinate. 

出 門小解  to  go  out  to  make 
water. 

尸 解  to  become  immortal  so 
that  the  body  is  not  liable  to 
corruption. 

解 家裏來 t。 CGme  from home. 

勿 用傍人 解構之 W 
do  not  listen  to  the  insidious 

{i,e.  mischief-making)  remarks  of outsiders. 

兼陳解 館之由 further setting  forth  my  reasons  for 
leaving  the  office. 

解星入 命  a  propitious  star enters  into  his  destiny, 一 and saves  him. 

無解  there  is  no  escape. 

解
 3 

^5l5 

見解  savoir-faire.  See  1671 

四句爲 一 •解 four  senten¬ ces  (qj.  lines  of  poetry)  form 
one  paragraph. 

此詩 五解如 淸水中 

數魚， P 頭分明 心 five  quatrains  of  this  poem  are 
like  so  many  fishes  in  clear  water, 
each  one  distinct  from  the  other. 

Read  chieh^  or  (in  the 

south)  chiai\  To  send  ； 
to  forward. 

解  to  forward  a  criminal. 

解送  to  forward;  to  send; 一 as 
prisoners. 

費  expenses  of  forwarding. 

解 差  解子  escort;  con¬ 
stables  in  charge. 

^  to  forward  in  custody. 

^  ̂   to  send  on, 一 as  boxes. t0  °ver, — as  a  sum of  money. 

解交  t0  hand  over, — as  a  des¬ titute  to  his  own  authorities. 

^  ̂   t0  send  to  the  provincial capital, — as  prisoners. 

^  ̂)pt)  to  forward  duties, — to 

Peking. 

解案  to  send  up  a  case  to  a higher  court. 

解元  the  first  on  the  list  0: successful  ̂   graduates  01 
the  second  degree. 

解回  t。 send  back. 

解  to  transmit. 解 殺  escort  or  guard. 

解辦  to  send  to  be  dealt  with 

_  or  ̂   to  forward,  01 bring,  with  a  report. 

解  had  the  honour  to  handover. 

解訊。 1 ■解審 to  send  for 
trial. 

M  _  produced；  handed  ov
er, as  a  prisoner. 

解 至  t0  forward  to . 

解質  to  send  to  give  evidence. 

Wf  forward  to  one’s  relief; 
to  send  supplies. 

解赴  to  take  wjth  one. 
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.卦 
. kdt° 

lckai 

： hai、 - 

•  chic 

[» kai、 chiai、 

hai、 hsiai 
:. he 

, kai、ke 

Sinking 

Irregular. 

鮮 
IS” 

介
 4 

iSiB 

卦 
-界 

Sinking 

Upper. 

A  building,  or  part  of 

a  building,  of  an  official 
character. 

官廨  a  Government  building; 
a  public  office. 

Same  as  1515. 

A  servant  ；  an  assistant. 

A  one-legged  man.  Alone. 

Small;  petty.  To  aid；  to 

benefit.  To  be  great  ；  to 

increase.  Mail  ；  armour  ； 

scales.  Resolute.  To  in¬ 

volve；  to  be  of  importance. 

介  a  servant-boy;  difference f 
the  point  at  issue. 

保介  assistant  officers  of  hus¬ 
bandry. 

介 者栘畫 ，外 非擧也 
a  one-legged  man  discards  or¬ 
nament,  his  exterior  not  being 

open  to  commendation. 

惡 乎介 也  how  is  it  he 
has  only  one  leg? 

我一 介武夫 
soldier. 

二介士  two  soldiers. 

鐵介  petty;  unimportant. 

以 介眉壽  for  the  benefit  ofj 
the  bushy  eyebrows,  of  the 

old, — alluding  to  wine. 

以介  _  福 in  order  to  in- crease  his  bright  happiness. 

騮 介旁旁  the  mailed  chariot 
team  moves  hither  and  thither. 

鯓介頫  the  scaly  family, — 
including  fishes,  turtles,  tor¬ 
toises,  lobsters,  etc. 

是 用大介  he  thereupon 
donned  his  grand  armour. 

介胄之 士不拜  a  soldier 
under  arms  does  not  make 
obeisance. 

a  mere 
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To  walk  in  a  staggering 

way.  See  ̂   1631. 
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木介。 r 樹介 trees  covered with  ice, — like  armour. 

耿介 介介  earnest;  reso¬ 
lute. 

介性  a  determined  disposition. 

易其介  to  change  one’s  bent. 

節介  well  principled. 
介及 t。  feel  estranged  from. 

貴介  rank  and  power ;  your 
servant. 

貴介裔  come  of  a  good family. 

遂不 介而見 s(>  1  was obliged  to  come  and  see  you. 

上介 誣其詐  tiie  Emperor  I thought  he  was  shamming 
ness). 

介紹  an  intermediary.  See  9775. 

介 於兩可  belonging  to  both sides, — as  common  ground,  in 

argument  and  otherwise. 

所居 介於銅 鐵兩匠 

之間  his  dwelling  was  sand¬ 
wiched  between  a  coppersmith’s 

and  a  blacksmith’s.' 

介 人之寵  to  get  round  a person;  to  get  on  the  weak  side 
of  any  one. 

不介意  not  to  pay  attention to;  it  is  of  no  importance. 

不 介意他  I  do  not  consider him  of  any  importance. 

不 介葬奪  Ido  not  care  what 
his  opinion  is. 

A  servant  ；  a  waiter. 

Used  with  1518.  Good. 

貴俏。 r 令俏  your  servant. 

侣俏  See  9772. 

侦 人維藩 meu  are  a fence, 一 to  a  country. 

€ 

R. 卦 

N.  ctc^  kch 

Seel^ 

SinkingUpper. 

A  small  tablet,  called 

玢圭， made  of  jade,  and 
used  by  officials  at  Court 

to  indicate  their  respective 
ranks. 

A  boundary  ；  see  5013. 

A  rule；  to  rule  a  line.  The 

world. 

無邶 疆爾界  without  dis¬ 

tinction  of  territory  or  boundary. 

界石  a  boundary-stone. 

私 移界石  to  secretly  remove a  boundary-stone, — to  remove 

one’s  neighbour’s  landmark. 

交界  to  border  on;  to  adjoin. 
the  boundary；  the  frontier, 

界上  on  the  frontier, 
界址  the  boundaries, — as  of  a field. 

界限。 r 界線 a  limit;  a boundary-line. 

以 禮爲界  to  maKe  decorum 
the  boundary-line. 

界尺  a  ruler, — to  rule  lines. 

水 晶界方  a  carpenter’s 
square,  made  of  crystal. 

這個 地界是 我們的 
this  land  is  ours. 

下 界  the  world,  as  opp.to  heaven. 

下界了  has  gone  down  into 
the  world, — ffom  heaven. 

世界  the  world;  the  age;  the times;  society.  Set  9969. 

意界  the  world  of  the  mind; the  mental  faculties.  Sanskrit : 
Manodhdtu. 

三界  the  three  regions, —  (i) the  region  of  lust,  (2)  the  region 

of  form,  and  (3)  the  region  of 
formlessness.  Sanskrit :  Trilokya. 

我 超出三 界之外 i have  emancipated  myself  from 

the  triple  trammels  of  existence. 

界指兒  a  ring.  See  1531. 
The  itch.  An  itching. 

你長  change  了疥了  y- 
have  got  the  itch. 

济癬  ringworm- 

济瘡  itch  sores. 
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疥 癩之疾  a  scabby  itching disease. 

疥膿  pus  from  itc^i  sores. 

济毒  the  “poison”  of  the  itch, 
its  contagious  character. 

甲疥  a  kind  of  leprous  itch. 

無事济 吾壁 you  have  been 
unnecessarily  spoiling  my  wall, 

一 by  painting  a  picture  on  it. 

Hard；  rocky.  Obstinate. 

祕 如金石  as  hard  as  metal 
or  stone, 一 obstinate ;  determined. 

The  mustard  plant,  in¬ 

cluding  other  pungent 
Crucifercs.  Small;  petty; 
trifling.  See  4476. 

芥茱  the  mustard  plant. 

芥粉。 1 ■芥 末。 r 芥麵 
ground  mustard. 

芥 豆之微  the  smallness  of! 
the  mustard  seed, 一 insignificant. 

芥子  mustard  seed;  a  Buddhist 
measure  of  length  =  the 
i  o,8 1 6,000th  part  of  a  yodjana. 

^ee  由  I3>4°7 -  Sanskrit^：  Sar- chapa, 

覆林水 於坳堂 之上， 

則芥 焉之舟 uPset  a  CUP of  water  into  a  small  hole  and 
a  mustard  seed  will  be  a  (pro¬ 
portionate)  boat. 

蘿 荀生兒 芥有孫  while 
the  turnip  is  having  a  son  (i.e. 
running  to  a  second  crop), 
mustard  is  having  grand-child- 
ren  (t.e.  third  crops), — -it  grows so  fast. 

芥草  a  stalk  of  mustard;  of  no 
account ;  worthless. 

芥  t 舍靑紫  t()  rise  from  a  low station  to  honour. 

芥 蒂 or  芥 戀  a  trifling 
. cause  of  enmity;  a  grudge.  See 

10,969.' 

似此 各仔芥 ®ekhthUS having  a  feeling  against  the  other. 

芥蘭茱  ̂  coarse  kind  of  cab- 
bage. 

大芥茱  a  long  white  turnip. 

界 荆芥  a  hairy  kind  of  sage,  used 
in  medical  preparations. 

1525 

水  kinds  of  cress,  like  the Sisymbrium  irioy  L.,  Erucay  and 
similar  plants. 

蚧
 4 

A  red  spotted  lizard,  call¬ 

1526 ed  給顿， ‘  about  six  inches 

R •卦 

long,  with  small  scales  anc 
W.  ka^  kai 

See 爲 

a  long  tail.  It  is  employed 

as  a  tonic  and  aphrodisiac. 
SinkingUpper. 
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Facings  on  uniform. 

Long  robes. 
1527 
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Read  hsieh~ •  Coverings 

See 紛 

for  the  knees. 

Sinking  Lower 
and  Upper. 

不 交承介  broad  knee-bands,  made like  wide  garters. 

骱
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The  sole  ；  the  plaice  ； 

the  flounder.  Known  in 
Canton  as  the  達沙魚 

and  左口；  in  Amoy  as  鞋 

底魚  (sole -of-  the  -  shoe- fish)  r  in  Peking  as  龍鯽 

魚 OI •龍舌 魚； and  as 

比目魚  in  other  places 
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See  12,978. 

To  swallow.  To  drink. 

师  ~ •唤 茶  take  a  drink  of  tea. 
Rip  ― *  口酒  drink  a  little  wine 

嗅呻  the  hum  of  voices. 

吸師  breathless. 
翕岬  the  appearance  of  clothes 
spread  out, 一 as  by  the  wind. 

To  take  precautions；  to 
be  cautious.  To  w^rn.  To 

avoid；  to  refrain  from.  A 
limit.  To  prepare. 

戒 其傷女  beware  of  getting hurt. [女=汝.] 

戒 
用 戒不虞  be  prepared  fo 
unforeseen  danger. 

旣 敬旣戒  be  reverent, 
cautious. 

戒之。 r 戒哉  beware !  tak< 
care ! 

不 戒于火 not  to  guarc against  fire. 

戒指  “guard  the  finger,” 一 i finger-ring.  See  1522. 

切戒  most  carefully  guarc 
against. 

豈不 B 戒  shall  we  not  dail) 
warn  one  another  ? 

鐘 鼓辱节 the  bells  an« 
drums  having  given  their  warning, 

戒我 師旅  warn  all  my  troops, 

以 戒將來  as  a  warning  foi 
the  future. 

^  t0  take  the  vows  of  a 
priest, — to  abstain  from  wine, 
women,  and  flesh.  Pastilles  to 
the  number  of  vows  required, 

usually  three  as  above  but  some¬ 
times  as  many  as  nine,  are  placed 

upon  the  candidate's  head, 
lighted,  and  allowed  to  bum 
down  into  the  flesh. 

戒牒  a  priest’s  certificate,  or 
diploma. 

_  酒  to  give  up  wine；  to  take 
the  pledge. 

戒殺  to  abstain  from  taking  life. 

戒姻方  a  prescription  for curing  opium-smokers. 

戒嘴编  quite  g。1  rid  pf  the 
craving, — for  opium. 

勸戒  to  urge  to  take  a  pledge against  opium. 

告戒  to  give  notice  of  absten¬ 
tion；  to  take  the  pledge. 

力戒 t。  strive  against. 
戒 行  austerity;  asceticism;  strict 

morality. 

戒刀  the  knife  of  interdict, — the  knife  of  a  Buddhist  priest 

with  which  he  is  forbidden  to  kill. 

戒律  the  Disciplinary  Rules,- 
of  the  Yinaya. 

戒條  list  of  practices  to  be  ab¬ stained  from；  rules  of  abstention. 

自戒  to  restrain  oneself ;  tem¬ 
perance. 

戒口  to  be  temperate  in  eating and  drinking. 
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道人卽 捨大戒 the 
devotee  forthwith  gave  up  the 

great  vows, 一 by  which  he  was 
bound. 

十戒  ten  rules  or  “command- 
ments”  for  Buddhist  priests. 
Sanskrit :  Shikchdpada,  The  fol 

lowing  is  a  complete  list :  一 

1.  Thou  shalt  not  take  life. 

2.  Thou  shalt  not  steal. 

3.  Thou  shalt  not  commit  adul¬ tery. 

4.  Thou  shalt  not  lie. 

5.  Thou  shalt  not  drink  wine. 
6.  Thou  shalt  not  sit  on  a  grand 

couch. 

7.  Thou  shalt  not  wear  an  orna¬ 
mental  dress. 

8.  Thou  shalt  not  sing,  dance, 
nor  witness  plays. 

9.  Thou  shalt  not  wear  jewels. 

1

0

.

 

 

Thou  shalt  not  eat,  except  at 

fixed  hours. 

五戒  the  five  principal  com¬ 
mandments,  forming  the  first  half 

of  the  above,  to  be  observed  by 

all  Buddhists,  laymen  or  clerics. 
Sanskrit :  Pantcha  veramani. 

河戒  the  boundary  of  the  river 

戒尺  a  ruler, — to  rule  lines. 

See  界  1522. 

旣 戒旣平  prepared  before¬ 
hand  and  properly  mixed, — of 
soups. 

旣 種旣戒  having  selected 
the  seed  and  looked  after  the 

implements. 

請 卽戒塗  please  have  every¬ 
thing  got  ready  for  my  journey. 

戒馬  to  order  one’s  horse. 
戒旦  to  give  orders  to  be  ready 

in  the  morning. 

To  enjoin  on;  to  charge. 

Read  chi^.  Hasty  ； 

urgent. 

Read  k^o^.  Alarmed  ； 
nervous. 

A  rule  of  conduct  ；  a 

“commandment.”  To  warn； 
to  prohibit.  Used  with 

531.  [To  be  distinguish¬ 
ed  from  |)^  766.] 

十 誡  the  Ten  Commandments, 
一 used  by  Protestant  and  Catholic 

誠 
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missionaries  alike.  It  was  not 

possible  to  adopt  戒  , the  term 

used  for  the  Buddhist  command¬ 
ments,  as  the  sense  of  that 
character  limits  it  to  purely 

negative  injunctions. 

rules  of  conduct. 

禁誡  to  prohibit. 
教誡  to  enjoin  upon. 
有誡  to  lie  under  a  prohibition 

懲 一誡百  to  punish  one  so as  to  warn  the  rest. 

See  94 1  _ 

— 8. 

Same  as  941 . 

To  borrow.  To  avail 

oneself  of.  To  lend.  If; 

supposing  that. 

借錢  to  borrow  money. 

開 口 借錢難  it  is  hard  to ask  for  a  loan. 

告借  to  ask  for  the  loan  of. 

有 借無償  he  borrows  but 
never  pays. 

借貸 ot 借用 M 借債。 r 
借到。 r 借賬。 r 取借 
to  borrow. 

不借  not  to  be  borrowed, name  for  straw  sandals. 

借單。 r 借字。 t 借券 a 

借約  the  receipt  or  acknow¬ ledgement  given  by  the  borrower; 
an  I.O.U. 

借 水行舟  - to  borrow  water to  float  the  boat, 一 to  borrow 

capital. 

推 窻借月 to  °pen  the window  and  borrow  the  moon¬ 

light. 

借 刀我人  to  borrow  a  sword to  kill  a  man, — to  make  a  cat’s- 
paw  of  some  one  else. 

借說的  to  borrow  a  phrase, — 
as  a  quotation  to  illustrate  one’s 
meaning. 

借應  to  borrow  what  is  neces¬ 
sary. 

借
 4 

iS3^ 

案  to  take  the  opportunity 
of  a  man  being  charged  with 

one  offence  to  charge  him  with 

another. 

借賴  to  rely  Oil. 借重  to  request  one  to  put  one self  to  the  trouble  of . ;  to 

beg  one’s  good  offices. 

借逕  A  題  to  lead  up  to  a subject. 

借繳  to  find  money  to.  pay. 

借與  to  lend  to;  to  advance  to. 

價歎 a  loan. 

借 契  a  bond  for  money  lent. 

谓1  bonds  on  the  issue  of  a  loan. 

借 因由兒  (of  illness)  to  be 
brought  on  by;  the  immediate 
cause  of . 

借光  I  borrow  your  brightness — excuse  me;  by  your  leave 

kindly  allow  me  to  pass,  etc. 

借路 ot 借光  to  avail  oneself 丨 of  another’s  influence  to  get  on 

借問  may  I  ask  you ;  may- 
venture  to  enquire. 

借 勢爲惡  to  avail  oneself  ofl one’s  position  or  power  to  do  evil. 

借意 。1：借 喩 metaphorically; figuratively. 

借名  to  borrow  a  person’s  name. 此刻 沒錢 ，我 枏借於 

你1  have  no  money,  I  will 
borrow  from-  you. 

借來 and 借去  to  borrow and  to  lend,  respectively. 

相借  one  lending,  the  other 
borrowing. 

你 借我一 塊錢罷 
come,  lend  me  a  dollar. 

把你 帽子借 鈴他1 end him  your  hat. 

堅 比不借  absolutely  refused 
to  lend  it. 

借主  a  debtor. 借 曰未知  if  you  say  you  did not  know. 

借如 m 假借  if;  supposing that.  See  1160. 
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To  avail  oneself  of.  To 

lean  on  for  aid.  To  help. 

Rushes.  [To  be  distinguish¬ 
ed  from  籍 899.] 

藉資  to  avail  oneself  of. 

藉 故椎辭  to  plead  a  cause 
and  put  off, — to  excuse  oneself, 
it  being  understood  that  the  cause 

is  a  pretext. 

藉 端生事  to  avail  oneself  ofl 
a  pretext  for  making  trouble. 

藉 生口舌  to  use  as  a  pretext 
for  stirring  up  a  quarrel. 

藉邀  to  avail  oneself  of  an  in¬ vitation. 

藉聆  to  avail  oneself  of  listen¬ 
ing, 一 to  a  host’s  conversation. 

藉口  to  make  a  pretext  of. 

藉藥 與之.  gave  it  with  th
e 

medicine, — “given  away  with  a 

pound  of  tea.” 

_  稱  to  all
ege. 

藉辭於  to  bring  forward . as  an  excuse. 

藉知  from  which  it  may  be 
gathered. 

藉詞  on  the  plea;  to  give  as  a 

plea. 
藉言  to  excuse  oneself  on  the 

score  of. 

藉 …… 之計 by  means  of. 

藉 悉  to  have  acquainted  one¬ self  with. 

something  trust-  to. 

藉舒 積仲- •藉 慰積 
忱  and  thereby  to  calm  accu¬ 
mulated  anxieties  or  satisfy  i 

long-felt  desire, 一 a  note  phrase 

藉圖  to  make  use  of  an  oppor¬ 
tunity  to  try  to . 

藉足以  by  means  of  which  to 
be  enabled  to ..... . 

藉 以均濟 by  means  of  which 
to  distribute  equally  the  aid. 

藉 神埤佑  trusting  to  the protection  of  the  gods. 

藉呈  availing  myself  of  your 
forwarding, 一 this  letter. 

慰 藉頁厚  to  sympathise deeply. 

枕藉  pillow  and  mat, 一 mutual 
aid;  close  together. 
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W.  ka,  kaa 

See^ 

酉盘藉  accomplished;  liberal. 

才 名藉甚  a  wide  reputation 
for  ability. 

Read  chi^%  In  confusion. 

To  lead  by  a  cord.  To 
tread  on.  To  offer. 

狼藉  in  confusion;  the  appear¬ ance  of  a  banquet  when  the 

guests  have  left. 

口  語藉藉  chattering；  jab- 
bering. 

A  W  ̂   pe°ple  were  unan- 
imous  in  saying. 

藉 藉知辛  are  universally famous, — of  pictures. 

藉田 •免 邱8. 

藉恩。 '•藉 福  borrowing your  grace  or-  your  kindness, — 
a  conventional  phrase  =  thanks 

to  you,  etc. 

To  reach  ；  to  arrive.  A 

jlimit；  a  term.  See  10,157. 

Sinking 

Upper. 

1539 

君 子如届  let  the  superior man  come, — into  office. 

不知 所届 you  know  not where  it  (a  drifting  boat)  will  go. 

節 届夏至  it  is  now  the  sum¬ 
mer  solstice. 

無 遠弗届  there  was  no  dist¬ ance  to  which  it  did  not  reach. 

罔 識所届  no  one  knows where  they  reach  to. 

届期 °r 届時 at  the  ap- pointed  time；  at  due  date. 

届滿  at  the  expiration  of  the term. 

天届  the  horizon. 

靡 届靡究  without  limit, without  end, — of  curses. 

靡 有夷届  there  is  no  limit, 一 to  our  misery. 

敎 天之届  (the  will  of)  God was  carried  out  in  due  season. 

歷届  annually  on  the  occasion 
of;  annually  at  the  season  of. 

Same  as  1538. 

1540 

R •屑 

See 節 

Entering 

Upper. 

The  queen  or  king  pos 

put  in  the  truss  of  a  roc 
called  斗辦 or  短； I 

Also,  the  capital  of  a  pilla See  2419. 

傑 
i54i 

II 
1542 

辖 4
 

!S43 

R •卦 

See 

Sinking  Upper. 

A  gelded  bull.  A  bv lock.  Strong. 

jT 

1544 

r .屑 

% 結 

Entering 

Upper. 极 

2* 

1545 

R •葉 

C.  v.  chap 

s -笈 

Entering 

Lower. 

m 

1546 

R •轉 

See 織 

K.  SOM 

A.  tievi Even  Upper. 

w 

15.47 

陌 

See 藉席 

Sinking  and 
Entering 

Lower. 

See  12,994. 

See  12,998. 

辖刑  the  punishment  of  cast 
tion. 

五十 辖爲餌  So  bulloc 
formed  the  bait, 一 of  Jen  Ka 
Tzii. 

To  split  fish  for  dry  in 

To  cut  open  ；  to  dissect. 

The  frame  of  a  pac 

saddle  on  which  loads  a 

bound  Tor  mules  or  came to  carry. 

Underclothes；  a  girdl< 

clothes  of  fur  or  feather Waving. 

蜚 權等霄  her  waving  giro 
and  flowing  skirts. 

Children's  clothes；  ma 

in  which  their  clothes  ai 

wrapped. 
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1548 

R •屑 

;ee 節 
Entering 

Upper. 

E 
1549 

155° 

r •屑 

;ee 
節 

Entering 

Upper. 

rr>ir» 

翦 
iS5i 

1 •靈 
:. hei 
i.  hi 

T.  k^ai 

V.  f1/,  hsue 

chH 

C.  ke 

•  kei 

i.k^k^e 
>inkingUpper. 

w 

XSS2 

屑霧 
:•  ti、it 

I.  t^et 
r.  chKiek 

V.  ts^ie 
ts、ih 

vw 
f.  chHe 

r.  cK'it 

z,  ck'it 
【•  chol 

•  sets% 

“  Het 

Entering 

Ppper. 

An  officer’s  seal  in  ancient 
times.  It  was  in  two  halves, 
one  of  these  being  kept  at 
the  capital  for  purposes  o 
verification.  Radical  26. 

信 [J  a  check  or  tally. 

Same  as  1548. 

Mountain  peaks. 

夤緣山 缴之旱 to  creep 
through  the  sinuosities  of  the 

hills, — as  creepers  get  round  a 
mountain. 

To  rest  ；  to  take  repose. 

愁息  to  take  a  rest. 

暫愁  to  rest  awhile. 
遊愁  to  rest  after  a  stroll. 

得所愁  to  have  got  a  resting- 
place. 

吾 將愁焉  my  hour  is  at  hand. 

OH^IESJEI. 

To  cut  ；  to  carve  ；  to 
mince.  Urgent；  pressing. 

[iV』 • 一 切  io  cut  is  pronounced 

colloquially  as  in  the  first 
six  examples  which  follow.] 

切開  to  cut  apart;  to  cut  into 
pieces. 

切剝  to  tear;  to  rend. 

切斷  to  cut  asunder. 

切碎  to  cut  up  small;  to  mince. 
切肉  to  mince  meat;  minced 
meat;  to  slice  meat. 

不切事  not  to  cut  into  mat¬ 
ters, 一 not  to  be  of  any  practical 
value;  academic. 

切水面  at  the  water-line, — of 
a  ship. 

如 切如磋  as  from  the  knife 
and  file, — so  is  our  elegant  prince. 

切齒  to  grind  the  teeth. 

J5S2 

反切。 r 切音  the  method  of “spelling”  characters.  See  3413 

自切。 r 切身  a  self-spelling 
system,*  under  which  the  com¬ 
posite  character  is  spelt  by  its 

component  parts;  thus  足  and 

亦  are  placed  together  跡  to 
produce  the  sound  tsi_chi)、 

切韻 the  sound  of  a  character, 
as  obtained  by  spelling. 

皆切 當世 之急務 all directly  bearing  upon  (cutting 
into)  the  most  pressing  questions of  the  age. 

切近  nearly  related. 
切切  very  urgent;  very  impor¬ 
tant.  See  4562. 

切要  very  important. 
切不可  cannot  on  any  account. 

切弗 饥切勿  do  not  by  any means. 

切赴  an  urgent  letter^  “imme- 

diate.” 

urgent  remonstrance. 

切洽  intimate；  on  very  good terms. 

切愛  ardent  love. 
切 膚之痛  a  sharp  pain  or 

grief. 我狠 關切他  I  am  very anxious  about  him. 

這# .事關 切得狼 this affair  is  giving  me  much  anxiety. 

確切 不疑  beyond  all  doubt； indisputable；  something  about 

which  one  has  made  up  one’s mind. 

切脈  to  feel  the  pulse. 
切結  formal  or  precise  engage¬ 

ments  ; guarantees. 

切速  immediate  j  urgent. 

切 底跟究  to  sift  thoroughly, —of  an  investigation. 

切叩  an  urgent  or  earnest  prayer. 

切實  wholly  sincere;  “the  real 
thing;’’  genuine. 

一切  the  entire  lot;  altogether; 
one  and  all. 

切口語  wit;  comic  talk.  Used 
for  歇 後語; w  4361. 

親切  very  apposite  or  to  the 

point. 

l553 

R. 屑 

C. 矽/0 

H.  ts^iap 

F.  chHek 

W.  tsHe\  ts'-U 
N.  tsHh 

P.  chHe) 

M.  j 

Y.  chHeh 
Sz. ) 

K.  chm 

J.  setsz. 

A.  tHet 
Entering 

Upper 

Irregular. 

窃 
1554 

To  steal.  A  term  ofl 

self-depreciation  used  inj 
petitions,  etc.  Preceding! 

and  qualifying  a  verb 
“furtive!y.” 

偷竊  t。 steal. 

竊搶 to  rob. 
竊盜  to  steal;  larceny;  a  thief. I 

竊取  to  walk  off  with;  to  steal. 
竊 匪。1 •竊 犯。 r 竊賊 thieves. 

失竊  st°len- 

不知 其從此 竊去也 
not  knowing  that  it  had  been| 
stolen  from  here, — of  a  plagia¬ 
rised  passage. 

竊身  I,— of  a  man. 

竊氏  I, — of  a  woman. 

I  聞  I  have  hear
d. 

竊謂  my  opinion  is. 

竊察  I  find  that. 

竊民 I;  we. 

竊笑  to  feel  silent  contempt  for; 
to  secretly  ridicule. 

竊窺  to  peep  cautiously. 照  the  formal  initial  ph^se 
of  a  report  by  a  subordinate 
official  to  the  high  authorities; 

“I  venture  to  inform  you,”  etc. 

竊意。 r 竊思。 1 •竊查 

竊念  my  humble  opinion  is, 

商  I， the  merchant. 

竊職商  we,  officials  and 
merchants. 

竊 臣  y°ur  servant, 一 a  Chinese official  addressing  the  Emperor. 

奴、 your  slave, — aManchu official  addressing  the  Emperor, 

竊位  to  usurp;  to  take  a  place to  which  one  has  no  right. 

竊藍  light  blue. 
^  short  hair, — of  animals. 

月旨  a  bird,  like  the  Java 
sparrow,  fond  of  fat. 

Same  as  1553. 

or  I 
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且 3
 JS55 

R •馬魚 
C.  ch、e 
H.  ts(ia 

F.  chLia 

W.  ts*i 

N.  //zV,  ts'-ia 
chHe P. 

M, 

Y.  chHei 

Sz.  ch、ie 

K.  ch  ''a 
J.  sha 

A.  t^a 
Rising  Upper. 

And-,  moreover.  Soon  ； 

during  ；  until  the  end  ；  still 

Gives  sometimes  a  condi¬ 

tional,  sometimes  an  im 

perative  force.  This. 

終 溫且惠  both  gentle  was 
she  and  docile.  See  2894. 

高 而且寛 high  and  also 
broad. 

貧且賤  poor  and  despised. 

久之 病且作 after  some 
time  he  gradually  became  ill. 

疾且革  the.  disease  having 
abated  a  little, . 

且 以喜樂 ，且 以永日 
both  to  give  a  zest  to  your  joy, 

and  to  prolong  the  day. 

且 行且語  talking  as  they 
walked  along. 

况且 01 ■而且 01 ■且亦 or 

又且。 r 且兼  moreover. 

且或。 r  else. 
且 信且疑  half  believing, 
half  doubting. 

且 往片時 d。 you  g。 on  a 
little. —— while  I. 

你 且莫拜 now  don’t  you be  bowing. 

相在且 不要哭  now  don’t 
cry,  sir ! 

這勲 兒字且 寫不完 

嗎  haven’t  you  finished  this  bit 
of  writing  yet? 

H.  he  also  said;  to  resume； 

let  us  now  speak  of,  as  a  di¬ 

gression. 

我且 問大人 let  me  now 
ask  your  Excellency. 

且住。 r 且停  stop !  hold  on ! 
且慢  gently !  not  so  fast ! 

不然 餓且死 n()t， he  will 
die  of  hunger. 

權且  as  an  exceptional  expe- 
dient;  yielding  to  circumstances. 

暫且  temporarily  ；  meanwhile. 

暫時且 不回去 for  the 
present  he  will  not  return. 

且別  temporary  separation. 
且如  supposing  that:  thus;  as. 

且夫  or  今且  now  suppo¬ 
sing；  now  for  instance. 

且 3
 

1555 

趄 
1556 

駔 
!557 

w 
1558 

R 麻歌 

C.  ik'-g 

H.  sk'io F.  Jia、 cki<t、 
Skia 

彼且 故吾得 ifhe were  to . then  I  would  be  able 

to....；  as  he  was  ready  to. 
I  was  therefore  in  a  position  to... 

姑且  to  make  the  best  of  any 
thing;  to  make  an  exception 
when  forced  by  circumstances 

temporarily.  See  姑  6209. 

且 然  granting  this;  let  this  be  so 

且 略之辭  a  particle  lightly indicating  a  purpose. 

Read  chii1.  An  untrans¬ 

latable  particle.  Many. 

匪 且有且  it  is  not  only  here that  there  is  this  (abundance) 

不 見子都 .乃 見狂且 
I  do  not  see  Tzil-tu,  but  I  see 
this  mad  fellow. 

狂童之 狂也且 _  f。。1 ish,  foolish  fellow ! 

匪 我思且  it  is  not  of  them I  think. 

士 曰旣且  chii, 曰  chHeh? 

往觀乎  a  gentleman  says “I  have  been,”  but  let  us  go 

again  to  see. 

椒聊且  oh  the  pepper  plant! 

旣 蓝只且 the  urgency  is extreme. 

楊且 之晳也  her  high  fore¬ head,  so  white. 

Read  ch{ux.  Looking 

dignified. 

有 萎有且 reverend  and dignified. 

Same  as  2978. 

See  2678. 

A  character  adopted  by 

the  Buddhists  to  represent 

the  Sanskrit  sounds  ga  and 

kcL » 

伽藍  a  monastery  or  nunnery; 
see  9617.  Also,  the  name  of  18 

伽 5
 

!558 
W.  djie,  i/ji 

N.  djia 

P.  Cchia、 ichHc 

M.  chi  a、 

UK'ia 
Y. chia 

K.  ka 
J.  hia^ga 

demons  who  guard  a  Buddh 
temple. 

夢伽 藍語曰 he  drea 
that  the  guardian  demon  spo 
to  him  and  said •… 

Even  Upper 

and  Lower. 

J559 

R. 麻歌 

瘸 

1560 

伽陀  a  gdt/id  or  hy mn.  See  141 One  of  the  12  divisions  of  t 
Buddhist  Scriptures.  See  13,3^ 

伽邪  Gaya,  or  Buddha-Gay  a, an  ancient  city  of  Magad: 

where  Shaky amuni  lived  f 

seven  years,  and  where  int( 
esting  Chinese  remains  ha 
been  found. 

伽观 黎  Kapilavastu.  ii5 

伽樓羅  Garuda, — a  bird  wi 
golden  wings  said  to  be  stroi 
enough  to  fight  Nagas  or  spirii 

伽邪 迦葉波 Gayak4 yapa, — one  of  the  eleven  for 
most  disciples  of  Buddha. 

伽 邪舍多  Gayashata, — t] 
eighteenth  Indian  patriarch. 

樂伽山  the  hill  where  觀^  董 
Kuan-yin  Hwells. 

伽那  an  elephant. 
伽 ⑼ 茄） 楠子 兒素每 

or  伽 楠手串  a  rosary  \ beads  made  from  a  fragrai 

wood  like  lign-aloes. 

d 
H.  kHo 

F.  kio、 kia 

W.  dji  _ 

N.  djia、 djieti 

P.  chHe 

M.  ch、ue 

Y.  cK-ia 
Sz.  chHe 

K.ka. 

J.  ka 

A.  Sgia 

Even  Lower. 

The  egg-plant  ；  ih 
brinjal. 

茄子。 i： 牛心茄 the  egj plant ;  the  brinjal  (Solanur 
?fielongena). 

番茄  foreign  brinjal, 一 the 
mato. 

天茄子  Solatium  nigrum, 

荷包茄  the  “bottle-squash.” 
¥  35 &  bitter-sweet  (Solanum  

dm 

camara). 

茄 皮眼兒  ectropium  of  th< 
eyelid. 

See  3251. 
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挈*
 

1561 

.屑 
• 々1少4 :. 
•  kick 

n 

•  c^ih^  cih 

. iJisie、 icK'ie 

[. chU、 cK'ie 

:丨  chick 
•  kyol  v.  syol 

ketsz、 kechi 

.. IHiet、 kHet 

Entering 

Upper. 

锲”
 

1562 

“黠 
« :乳晏 
l.  U'iet 

Entering 

Upper. 

m 

1563 

•盾 

ee 挈
 

Entering 

Upper. 

葉 
'•hy_H 【•  kiap 

kHtk、 kHok 
cHt 

hsik、eiah 

•  ck'i^^  ch^ite 
【•  chiie)  ch^tio 

i  i  ch'Uh 
’、•  kdp . kid^  

kd 

l.  k^iep Entering Upper. 

To  raise.  To  help. 

^  to  carry;  to  recommend. 

挈 出凡塵 t。 raise  above 
the  dust  of  this  world. 

Read  chH\  Exhausted  ； 

failing.  To  record  on  a 
board  the  offence  of  a 

criminal. 

Evil-disposed. 

mu  vicious ;  ferocious. 

Read  hat\  A  beast, 

called  多 笑输， which  leaps 

upon  its  prey  like  a  tiger. 

A  sickle.  To  cut  ；  to 
carve. 

揆朝 渉之脛 cut  off  (the 
legs)  of  those  who  in  the  morning 

crossed  the  ford, — as  紂辛 
Chou  Hsin  did.  Used  with  558. 

刻鑽  tc)  engrave. 

多契薄  t0  maltreat;  to  oppress. 

音 信鍥斷  news  has  ceased 
to  come:  communication  is  cut 
off. 

Afraid  ；  nervous  ；  cow¬ 

ardly.  Not  to  conform  to 

the  right  standard. 

畏怯  to  be  afraid. 

發怯  to  be  nervous. 

心怯  nervous;  fearful. 

烤胆  cowardly^ 
怯戰 or 怯陣 to  fear  to  go 

into  battle;  cowardice  before  the 
enemy. 

怯風 t。 —  a  draught. 

怯 恥。 r 怯羞  to  be  bashful. 
怯志  weak  of  purpose;  vacil¬ lating. 

見 大不怯  not  to  be  abashed 
before  the  great. 

怯 
i564 

2« 

1565 

R. 葉 

See 怯
 

Entering 

Upper. 

呦 

is 

瘦怯  lean  and  nervous, — of  no account ;  pitiful. 

不怯上  not  to  be  afraid  of 
superior. 

怯龕兒  one  who  cannot  speak plainly  ；  a  country  bumpkin See  2978. 

一 ■嘴 怯話  pronouncing 
everything  wrong. 

最子 篕得怯  the  house 
built  wrong. 

怯 頭怯腦  a  strange-looking face ;  faint-hearted ;  fidgetty ; 
green ;  a  clodhopper ;  dull ; 

stupid;  ignorant. 

怯貨  you  idiot ! 

Weakness  ；  lassitude  ； 
debility. 

4* 

1566 

R. 葉 

see 怯现 

Entering 

Upper. 

夾 1567 

tr 

1568 

r •葉 

C.  hypr 

H.  hiap 

F.  kLuk N.  (Hah 

P.  fW,  
ihsit 

M.  hsic 

Y.  hsiak 

K.  ki'dp^  
y.  hidp 

J.  kid 

A.  hiep、 

Entering 

Upper 

Irregular. 

^4* 

569 

R. 葉 

C.  hdp。、 haap) 
H.  hiap?、 

k'iap^ 

F.  kiekx 

A  creaking,  rustling,  or 

whispering  sound. 

See  1 1,700. 

Pleased ；  satisfied;  cheer¬ ful. 

joyful ;  in  good  spirits. 

愜 意 心 愜  pleased;  satis¬ 
fied. 

諸 事愜洽  everything  satis¬ factorily  arranged. 

不 愜其意  not  pleased,  or satisfied  with. 

A  trunk  ；  a  chest.  A 

satchel  ；  a  portfolio.  See 

6406， 1661. 

^  when  the  drum  is  beaten 
to  open  the  satchel  and  get  out 
the  books. 

箧 

1569  •. 

W.  ka^  cie 

N.  ciah 
P.  ch、ie'  ihsia 

M.  chiaz 

Y.  hsiak 

Sz.  hsia、 chi  a K.  hidp、 kidp 

]. kid 

A.  hup]、 hap? 
Entering 

Irregular. 

m 

1570 

w 

1571 

r •葉鹽 

& 歉謙 

Entering  and 
Even  Upper. 

妾 
[572 

R. 葉 C,  ts^yp 

H.  ts、iap 

F.  chHek 
W.  tsHe 

N.  ts、ih 

P.  chHi 

M. 
) 

Y.  >  chHeh 

Sz. ) 

K,  Mp 

J.  sho 

A.  tHep 

Entering 

Upper. 

行 僮  a  travelling  trunk. 

箱篋  boxes  and  trunks. 

囊 篋蕭然  the  money-box  is 

empty. 

篋 詞 f  a  satchel. 

篋子  a  portfolio. 

Same  as  1569. 

Happy  ；  contented  ；  grati¬ fied. 

無 慊於鼻  nothinS  Pleases his  nose, — nothing  satisfies  him. 

甚 慊所好  tC)  give  oneself  UP 
to  enjoyment. 

自 』賺  self-enjoyment;  elated. 

足慊  contented. 
Read  cklienz.  Angry. 

To  hate. 

A  concubine,  as  opposed 

to  the  one  recognised  wife. 

A  conventional  term  of  de¬ 

preciation  applied  by  women 
to  themselves.  See  1 1,177. 

立妾。 r 買妾。 1 •置妾 to take  a  concubine. 

小 妾。1 •賤妾  I， your  concu  l bine.  Also  used  conventionally 

for  one’s  own  wife. 

愛妾  your  concubine.  ! 

處妾  a  virgin  bought  for  a  con-1 cubine. 

侍妾  waiting-women.  [! 
身 ̂ 、or  I， your  handmaid. 

娶 妻娶德 ，娶 妾娶色 
marry  a  wife  for  her  virtue,  a 
concubine  for  her  beauty. 

妻妾切 忌黯牯 avc)id 
wives  and  concubines  who  go 
in  for  dress. 

寧可與 窮人補 破衣， 
不 可與富 人當妾 

妻  better  mend  old  clothes  as 
a  poor  man’s  wife,  than  be  the concubine  of  a  rich  man. 



m 

I58i 

R. 鹽 

See 織 

K.  ch、dm A.  tiem 
Even  Upper. 

1582 

R. 鹽 

S- 織 

Even  Upper. 

m 

馬 

See 車 

A.  hsa 

Rising  Upper. 

R. 

\ 

t 

( 

\jtnL 
燈 

15780 

R.| See 緘 

Even  Lower. 

m: 

1579 

鹽豔 
& 籤織 

Even  &  Sink¬ 

ing  Upper.' 

R 

[ 192  1 

To  stand  crooked,  as 

vhen  one  leg  is  longer 

: han  the  other. 

Read  c/ikel.  Angry  ；  to drag. 
先删 

^ 殘箋 

Even  Lower 
and  Upper. 

OI3CEE32XT. 

To  die  out；  to  be  extin¬ 

guished. 

箋1
 

i584 

先 

See 煎 

Even  Upper. 

R. 

漢火之 熠宜矣 it  was right  that  the  Han  fire  should 

die  ouf 

Evil  ；  corrupt. 

(j  载  p 取  avaric
ious ; greedy. 

grasping; 

To  destroy；  to  kill. 

-刀 寧死他 killed  him with  a  single  blow  of  his  sword, 

t 殲人命  to  recklessly  des¬ troy  human  life. 

說 厥渠魁  killed  the  actual 
chiefs. 

I 除。1 ■殲滅  to  exterminate 

To  moisten.  To  destroy 

Used  with  1580. 

谶漬  to  imbue;  to  soak  in. 

An  awl.  A  sharp  iron 

point.  A  peak. 

鐡擔  a  staff  with  a  sharp  iron 
point  to  stick  into  faggots ;  car¬ 

rying-poles  shod  at  each  end  with iron. 

鐵峻  a  peak;  a  pinnacle  reck. 

牋 
i58.^ 

m 

1586 

r •鎖先 

Small  ；  narrow；  cramped. 

束 帛戔戔  a  poor  present. 
戔狹  straitened;  in  narrow 
circumstances. 

A  bamboo  tablet  for 

writing  on.  Fancy  note- 

paper.  A  letter；  a  written document. 

箋紙。 r 花箋  the  ornamental ruled  note-paper  rsed  by  the Chinese. 

婆 幸 L  a  letter. 
^  glazed  noce-paper. 

寫在 繼箋方 t 紙 h< 
wrote  on  a  square  inch  (smal 

piece)  of  phoenix  paper. 

箋幅  ornamental  scrolls ;  slip! of  paper  for  writing  sentences. 

萎 扇 ornamental  paper  fans. 
詩有 必箋之 而後明 

者  there  is  some  poetry  whicl must  have  a  commentary  befon 
it  is  clear. 

Same  as  1584. 

Artful,  cunning  talk.  T( 
flatter. 

See 錢 

Rising  Lower. 
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1587 

R .錢 

C. 三  tsLyn 

H. 

F.  ̂ chieng 

W.  -zie 

N.  dzien1 

P. 

chien^ 

M. 

Sz. 

Y.  chief 

K.  ch>on 

J.  sen 

A. 

Rising  and 

Sinking 

Lower. 

悦謙 賤芩言  to  be  please 
with  flattering  remarks. 

To  tread  upon.  To  walk 

to  follow.  To  fulfil.  T 

be  arranged  in  a  row. 

牛芊 勿蹲履 let  not  th 
oxen  and  sheep  trample  on  then 

踐踏  to  tread  down;  to  trample 

作 & 踐  to  oppress;  to  ill-us< 

自己各 兒作踐 hisow 

enemy. 

毋 許作踐  let  there  be  d oppression. 

踐殘 t。  desfroy  by  trampling to  smash;  to  spoil. 

妾 1 
1572  I 

唼
-
 1573 

R •合洽 
葉 

N.  sah 

Y.  chick 

K.  ch'-ap^  sap 

J.  sho 
A.  trap、 nicp 

Entering 
Lower 

and  Upper. 

噱 
!574 

措1
 1575 

R 隹 

C.  hdi、 k^dt 
F. 於 ai 
W.^ 

N.  (He、U"a 
P.  chHe 

M.  k、ai 
Y  ‘  k-ae 
K.  ke 

J.  kai 
A.  giai 
Even  Upper. 

臣妾  a  vassal. 

遠 方臣妾  distant  vassals. 

欲臣妾 我 —hed  t。 make vassals  of  us. 

臣妾逋 逃  if  y。111"  vassals abscond.  See  9465. 

The  noise  of  birds  feed¬ 

ing.  To  speak  evil. 

唼嚓  the  gobbling  of  ducks  and 

geese. 

P 妾侯*  slander;  to  backbite. 

鍇1
 

k •蟹隹 

^ 皆楷 
K •知 

K.giai 
Even  and 

Rising  Upper. 

w 
1577 R 屑 

See 頡 

Entering 
Lower. 

Same  as  1573. 

To  rub；  to  wipe ;  to  mop-, 
to  clean. 

楷乾淨  to  wipe  clean, — as  the shoes. 

楷磨  to  rub  clean. 

楷面  to  wipe  the  face, 一 as  with 
a  hot  cloth. 

把船楷 抹乾淨 mc)p the 
boat  clean. - 

徘楷  to  run  up  against  any 
one, — as  in  the  street. 

楷了 眼淚蠢 wiped  his tears  and  said. 

楷癢虎  scratching  an  itching 
tiger, — name  of  a  picture  by 

Li  Lung-mien. 

Strong  •,  firm. 

To  droop  the  head,  as 

from  fatigue. 

f
 鹽  l f &
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15»7 

m 
1588 

鍋霰 
. tsyr^ 
•  chien^ 
Cchunp 

r.  tsie 

•  tsien 

I  chien 

•、chiei :. chien 
•  chon 
sen 

. ^tien 

Rising  or 

Sinking 

Upper. 

w 
!5»9 

霰 
tsyn 
t^en 

chieng^  v. 
siang 

. tie 

dzien^  zien 

chitn 

chiti 

:踐 形之難  the  difficulty  of 
1  doing  justice  to  one’s  good  in¬ stincts. 

不踐跡  not  to  follow  footsteps, 
一 to  disregard  precedent. 

踐其位 行其禮  to  occupy 
the  post  (e,g.  the  throne)  and  to 
perform  the  ceremonial  thereof. 
See  11,851. 

踐言  to  fulfil  one’s  promise. 

以踐其 W  so  as  to  keep  his 
word. 

踐 人之約 to  keep an  ap- 
pointment. 

東 門之栗 ，有 踐家室 
by  the  chestnut  trees  at  the  east 

gate,  is  a  row  of  houses. 

蓬 豆 有 " the  vessels  (for  the 
marriage-feast)  are  arranged  in 
rows. 

踐踐 多多的  simpering ; 
affected;  grimacing. 

To  entertain  a  departing 

friend.  Comfits :  salted  pro¬ 
visions. 

餞行  to  give  a  farewell  enter¬ 
tainment  to  any  one.  See  13,291. 

治 酒餞別  to  prepare  a  fare¬ 
well  banquet. 

忽 忽餞別  in  the  hurry  of 
the  farewell  banquet. 

餞禮  presents  of  food  to  a 
departing  friend. 

飮琴 Qr 餞酌  to  drink  a 
parting  cup. 

餞 程之 酒將闌 & 
stirrup-cup  being  nearly  finished. 

爾 _ 義， 義餞爾 y°u 
drinking  to  me/ and  I  drinking 

to  you, 一 at  parting.  ' 

餞瓜  preserved  melon. 

餞菓  preserved  fruit. 

Mean  ；  low  ；  worthless  ； 
cheap. 

一賤 破九善  one  mean  act 
neutralises  nine  good  ones. 

貧賤  the  poor  and  lowly. 
賤相  a  low  type  of  face. 

下賤  the  “lower  classes.” 
賤者  people  not  holding  official 
rank;  the  lowly. 

賤
 4 

吵9 
K.  chSon 

J.  sm 

A.  tien Sinking 

Lower. 

m 

159° 

R 霰先 

C.  ̂ -ts^yn H. 

F. 、hieng、 

chimg'N , ichtang 

W.  tsie^  v.  tsa* 

N.  tsaati* 

M.  chierf* Sz. 

Y. chid 

K.  chon、 ch、dn 

J.  sen 

A.  ̂ tien 

Lower 

Irregular. 

JS91 

R •先 

F.  Schieng 

W.  sdzie 

See 煎 

Even  Upper. 

IS 

or 

i 賤者雖 自賤， 重之若 

! 千鈞  the  humble,  although 
j  himself  humble,  he  esteemed  at 
； great  price.  See  6461. 

:賤人  a  mean  man；  a  low  fellow 

賤垤  low;  worthless. 

j 賤 骨頭。 i •賤 壤人 a  lmv I  worthless  fellow. 

1  賤格。 r  賤才  mean  abilities 
my  poor  talents. 

賤姓翟  my  humble  name  i 
Chat1  (or  Ti1  *). 

賤內。 ■•賤 房。 r 賤室 

賤荆  my  wife. 作賤  to  do  mean  acts;  to  dis¬ 
grace  oneself. 

輕賤  to  hold  in  low  esteem;  to 

素貧賤 ，行 乎貧賤 （the scholar)  who  is  poor  and  lowly 
should  act  as  becomes  one  poor 
and  lowly. 

賤貨 而貴德 desPise  riches and  esteem  virtue. 

價 錢太賤  the  price  is  too 

•  low. 

賤賣  to  sell  cheap. 

賤務  my  affairs. 

賤名  my  name. Water  dashing  along. 

To  splash. 

濺濺  like  rushing  water. 

漉了  一身水  the  water splashed  me  all  over. 

濺泥 t。  be  splashed  with  mud 
請得 以頸血 濺大王 
I  would  that  my  neck’s  blood 
would  splash  your  Majesty, — to 

prove  my  loyalty.  Said  by 

Lin  Hsiang-ju  of  the 
Chao  State. 

雪 浪濺衣  the  surf  soaked 
my  dress. 

A  Chinese  Methuselah, 

known  as  _ 鍟  Chien 

K4eng.  He  is  said  to  have 
reached  the  age  of  767  and 

then  to  have  vanished. 

蹌 |to JS92 

R •願 

C.  kyn 

H.  ken 
F.  kio/ig 

W.  cie 

N.  ciett 

P. ； . . 

M.  I  c
hien 

Y.  chid 
Sz.  chien 

K.  kon 

J.  ken、 kon A.  kien 
Sinking 

Upper. 

To  establish  ；  to  found, 

organise.  The  relation 

!of  a  moon,  or  Chinese 

I  month,  to  its  cyclica 
^character;  used  for  2055. 
Abbreviation  for  jjjg  建  the 

province  of  Fuhkien. 

建立 w 建置  to  establish; 
to  found. 

建都 t。  found  a  capital. 

建築  to  build;  to  erect. 

建 造房屋  to  build  houses, 

立 國建業  to  found  a  king¬ dom  and  -establfsh  one’s  family. See  below, 

建功  to  accomplish  some  meri¬ torious  act;  to  deserve  well. 

f 多  to  build  and  keep  in  repair; to  construct. 

屢建奇 謀 he  frequently 
formed  admirable  plans. 

正月大 ，建丙 寅 the  first 
moon%. great  (i.e.  has  30  days) ; 

it  is  related  to  the  cyclical  cha¬ racters  ping  yin. 

大建  and  小建 •  (pronounced tax  chin、 and  hsiaoz  chinK)  are 

used,  by  a  misconception  of  the 
text  in  the  Imperial  almanac,  for 

months  of  thirty. and  twenty-niue 

days,  respectively.  See  2055. 

建國  to  constitute  a  feudal  king¬ dom. 

建子 （建 丑,  etc.)  to  set  up tz^Xy — referring  to  the  tail  of  the 
Great  Bear  pointing  to  fzil,  and 
the  other  ten  divisions  of  the  dial. 

建星  the  stars  v^oyrp  in  Sagit- tarius’  head. 

建州  a  name  used  under  the T£ang  dynasty  for  the  district 
in  which  Foochow  now  stands. 

Nanking, — as  at  first  so called  by  its  founder  孫權 

Sun  Ch‘0an,  a.d.  212,  who  sub¬ 
sequently,  in  a.d.  229,  assumed 

the  title  of  大帝  、 Emperor  and 
founded  the  dynasty  of  Wu: 

白  t0  give  advice  to  the 
Emperor,— of  Censors. 

建章  name  of  a  palace,  built 
b.c.  104. 

建烟  Foochow  tobacco. 

25 



R .賜 
C.  kyn 

H.  k、en 
F.  kiong^  y 

kiang 

W.  djie 

N.  djl7?l 
p. 

M. 
Y.  chiei 
Sz.  chic ?t 
K.  kon 

J.  ken、 kon 
A.  kieti 

Sinking 
Lower. 
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健 4
 1593 

cliien 

徤 !S94 

建 安七子  the  seven  literary 
men  of  the  Chien-an  period  (a.d. 

196 — 2  20).  They  were  孔融， 

王粲 ，陳琳 ，徐幹 ，劉 

相， 應碭， 阮瑀. 

Strong*；  robust •,  see  6258. 
Indefatigable  ；  persevering. 

Regular  ；  constant. 

{更  strong ;  firm;  muscular. 

壯 健。1 ■强健 strong> 化。1*- 
oas;  able-bodied. 

强 健如常  as  well  as  ever. 

健得過  capable  of  enduring, 一 hardships. 

健卒  able-bodied  soldiers. 

賴 —。^康 健  he_; in  s°od 
health. 

筆力健  a  bold  handwriting. 

實屬健 訟爲能 he  is  _ 
of  those  in  whom  perseverance 
in  litigation  stands  in  the  stead 
of  ability. 

天行健  the  heavenly  bodies 
are  regular  in  their  courses, 一 
so  should  the  superior  man  be 
in  his  practice  of  virtue. 

健動  the  an  deviating  operation 
of  natural  laws. 

刁健  recusant ;  obstinate. 

健僕  sturdy  fellows. 

^  ̂   slow  burning. 

健穿  lasting, 一 of  clothing, 

f 建 步辦之  doit  unflinchingly. 

犍1
 

1597 

R 先元 

F.  skiong 

See 肩 

K.  kon 
Even  Upper. 

m 

1598 

願 

& 健 

Sinking 

Lower. 

楗 4
 1595 

R 阮 
See 鍵 

Rising  Lower 
Irregular. 

m 

!S96 R •霰 

F.  kiong 

^ 肩建 
Sinking 

Upper. 

Same  as  1593. 

The  bolt  or  bar  to  a 

gate  or  door.  See  1599 

善閉 無關健 thQse  wh。 
/  know  how  to  shut,  use  no  bars. 

Read  chiian^,  A  horse 

going  slowly. 

A  shuttle-cock,  which  is 

kicked  by  the  players  from 

one  to  another,  never  being 
allowed  to  fall  to  the 

ground. 

楊 柳而死 賜键子 Men 
the  willow-leaves  die,  then  kick 
the  shuttle-cock, 一 in  autumn. 

R. 

J.S99 

R •阮 

See 健 

Invariably 
sinking. 

Rising  Lower. 

1600 

R .元 
Se 韻 

Even  Upper. 

間 4
 

1601 

R •删諫 

kan 

C. 
H. 
F. kang 

W.  ka 

N.  cien、 kaan 
P.  chien 
M.  chien^  kan 
Y.  chiang 

Sz.  chien、 kan 
K.  kan、 kan 

J. ken、  kan 
Pi.,  gian 

Even  and Sinking 

Upper. 

A  gelded  bull  ；  a  bullock. 
A  fabulous  monster,  half 

leopard  half  man. 

/]、 步建子  a  bull  calf. 

幸建爲 縣  aDistrictinSsticVuan. 

賴陀羅  the  Gandharvas,  or musicians  in  attendance  upon 
Buddha. 

To  walk. 

踢足逢 to  kick. 

The  male  portion  or  bolt 
of  a  Chinese  lock；  see  8990. 
Used  with  1 595. 

鍵閉  the  two  parts  of  a  Chinese lock;  to  lock  up. 

一 部書的 大關鏟 the 
leading  or  important  idea  run¬ 
ning  through  a  book. 

key  and  padlock. 

天鍵 星  the  star  v  in  Scorpio. 

A  case  for  bows,  used 

by  cavalry.  See  5949. 

犍橐  to  put  arms  in  their  cases, — to  sheathe  the  sword. 

A  crevice  ；  a  space  be¬ 
tween  ； the  arches  of  a 
bridge.  During ;  in  ;  on. 

Numerative  of  rooms  or 
houses.  See  4487. 

天 地之間 無此法 
between  heaven  and  earth  (/.  e, 

in  the  universe),  therais  no  such law  as  that. 

夜間  in  the  night. 
一年問  in  a  whole  year. 

陽間  on  the  upper  world ;  during life. 

終 食之間  during  the  time of  a  meal;. a  little  while, 

忽然間  all  of  a  sudden ;  sud denly.  See  chien、 

PpT 

1601 正 在訊間  I  was  in  the  middle 
of  examining  him. 

中間  in  the  middle. 

中間人  a  middleman. 

少間  in  a  little  while. 
其問  in  that;  therein;  in  that 
matter. 

置 於案間  laid  it  on  the  table. 

十畝 之間兮  among  their ten  acres, — the  mulberry-planters stand. 

間量大  spacious. 一 間房子  a  house.  5^3440. 
一 * 間屋子 a  room- 

房間  houses;  buildings. 一 ' 坐 三 間  a  three-roomed house. 

第  間  which  house  is  it? 

兩間  heaven  and  earth. 
間關  the  creaking  of  wheels ; the  chirping  or  song  of  birds; 

rough  and  winding. 

跋 渉間關  travelling  over  i 
rough  and  winding  road. 

居 而排難 t0  stand 
between  and  arrange  differences. 

Read  chien、 •  To  sepa¬ 

rate  ； to  put  a  space  be¬ tween. 

間 — •日  every  other  day. 

間 月一來  coming  once  i: 
two  months. 

常無 間言則 已耳。 吻 you  must  not  talk  about  separa¬ tion  any  more. 

秉間  to  seize  the  opportunity 
to . 

無 間可乘  not  a  loop-hole  to 
take  advantage  of. 

間隔  to  partition  off;  to  alter¬ nate;  to  intermit. 

間 以白雲  separated  by  the 
white  clouds. 

間不 容髮  couldn’t  put  a 
hair  in  between. 

間人  to  cause  people  to  sepa¬ rate;  to  set  at  loggerheads. 

離 間的話  talk  which  causes 
the  separation, — of  friends. 

in 
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間
 4 

i6oi 

離 間骨肉  t0  separate  rela- 
tives, 一 by  malicious  representa¬ 
tions, 

反間言 ̂   the  trick  of  setting 
friends  at  enmity  by  carrying 
tales  of  each  to  the  other. 

開金 爲反間 to  use  bribes 
as  a  means  of  setting  persons 
at  enmity. 

間 別許久  separated  for  a 
long  time. 

間練的  separated;  distant ； 
apart. 

間遠 far  aPart. 

間隙  the  “little  rift;”  a  grudge; 
to  set  at  variance. 

間 壁隣舍  next-d^or  neigh- ’  bours. 

兩 5^  間 【he  space  between  two. 

間拂 之不去 brushed  them 
away,  but  they  would  not  go, — 
as  flies. 

新 不間舊  the  new  (friend) 
does  not  come  between  us  and 
the  old. 

皇 以朗之 made  him  (Wu 
Wang)  sovereign  in  the  place 
of  (Chou  Hsin). 

雖有 百盎可 得而間 

哉  could  even  a  hundred  袁 
Yuan  Yangs  have  succeeded 

in  alienating  him? — Ch‘ao  Ts‘o 
from  his  prince. 

紅 中間紫  PurPle  (flowers) 
mingled  with  red. 

聲 音相間 ⑽ sounds  alter¬ 
nated  with  each  other. 

疾 並 少間 心 illness  decrea¬ 
sed  pari  passu. 

較 之檀取 他物者 ，情 

尙有間 （to  steal  flowers)  is 
very  different  from  unauthori- 
sedly.  taking  away  other  kinds 
of  property. 

無間  endless;  without  interval. 

自此 ，閨 中之 往來無 

間而 翁增間 (fhien^) 
henceforth  he  was  always  going 
backwards  and  forwards  from  the 

ladies’  apartments,  but  between father  and  son-in-law. . .... 

渾 然無間  blurred  and  with¬ 
out  spaces  between, — of  words. 

議 間  t0  impeach. 

間
 4 
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m
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1602 

R •潛 

See 閒 

Rising  Lower. 

澗
4
 

" 1603 
R. 諫 

See 簡 

A.  gian、 nian 
Sinking 

tipper. 

簡
 3 

1604 

R •锴 

H.  i
  kan 

F.  kang 

W.  ka 

N.  kien、 kaan 

M.  i 
 chien 

Y.  chiang 

Sz.  chic? i 
K. ) , 

j.  \kan 

A.  gian Rising  Upper. 

公子起 而請間 they_g man  got  up  and  asked  for  a  few 
words  in  private. 

聞 或有之  supposing  it  to  be so ;  what  if  there  be? 

間 有  every  now  and  then；  there are  occasionally  found. 

間然  all  of  a  sudden. 
間斷  to  intermit;  to  break  off; 
to  interfupt;  breaks ;  intervals. 

Used  for  ̂   1601. 

A  mountain  torrent. 

Name  of  a  small  river 
which  rises  in  繩池縣 

Mien-chlih  Hsien. 

1 1  [  mountain  streams. 

锻匕 山 澗  t0  jump  into  moun¬ tain  streams, — in  order  to  pro¬ 
pitiate  the  gods  in  favour  of  sick 

parents. 

^  streams  and  brooks. 

于 •澗 之中  along  the  streams in  the  valleys. 

南澗之  _  W  the  banks  of the  stream  in  the  southern  valley. 

A  single  slip  of  bamboo 

for  writing  on;  see  1 1,691. 

A  tablet  for  memoranda. 

Documents  ；  records.  To 

arrange  ；  to  abridge  (see 

8917)  ；  terse  (see  13,025). 
To  choose.  To  examine. 

Negligent  *,  rude  ；  impetu¬ 

ous.  Easy ;  indifferent. 

簡之所 容一行 han^ 
a  slip  for  writing  on  con¬ 

tained  one  column  of  characters. 

三 十字一 簡之文 
thirty  characters  were  written 
on  one  slip. 

牙 ■簡  an  ivory  tablet. 

_  a>  memorandum. 

畏 此簡書 've  were  in  awe of  the  orders  in  the  tablets. 

w 

1604 

簡札。 1 ■簡策 an  —  d。- cument. 

白簡  a  report  from  a  Censor, written  on  white  paper,  and 

therefore  more  serious,  as  com¬ 
pared  with  those  on  yellow  paper. 

平頭簡  a  stamped  official receipt, — issued  in  all  important 
cases. 

簡  賣  a  register;  a  record-book. 
簡 編  to  arrange  materials  for  a book. 

簡暑  t0  make  an  abridgement or  resume  \  meagre. 

簡直的  cc)ncisely;  directly ; without  circumlocution. 

簡明  terse  and  perspicuous. 

語 簡而明  his  language  was 
terse  and  perspicuous.  6^.12,135. 

簡練得 狠 胃 teirse- _  terse  and  full  of  meaning which  lies  beneath  the  surface. 

簡 便  simple;  convenient;  handy. 

簡  short ;  concise ;  to  the 

point. _ 乃 太簡乎 are  y。11  not 
too  lax  in  small  matters  ? 

簡忽于 事  careless  in  busi¬ 

ness. 

簡. a  quiet  post, 一 as  opposed 
a  busy  post,  at  some 

great  commercial  centre.  See 
2916,  3404. 

簡 拔過刻  t。。 Particular  in choosing, 一 a  wife. 

簡 派委員 t。 choose  and 
send  a  deputy. 

簡  to  specially  select, 一 for 
any  particular  duty. 

簡放奶  appoint  as . 
J 胜簡  of  a  wild  unmanage¬ able  disposition. 

簡命 OT 簡授 to  appoint. 

請 旨簡放  t0  request  orders 
to  select  and  send, 一 an  official. 

簡旨  a  commission  from  the 
Emperor. 

夏迪簡 在王庭 （the officers  of)  Hsia  were  chosen 
and  promoted  to  the  Imperial 
Court. 

予其 懋簡相 i  wiU  exert 
myself  in  the  selection  and 

guiding  of  you. 
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惟簡 在上帝 之心1 
will  examine  these  things  in 

harmony  with  the  mind  of  God. 

簡厥修 ，亦簡 其或不 

修  mark  those  who  manage 
their  affairs  well,  and  also  those 
who  do  not. 

簡宇 t。  examine  evidence  and 
come  to  a  conclusion. 

簡 薄  insignificant, — as  presents. 

簡易  to  simplify ;  simple,  in tastes. 

簡 恤爾都  inspect  and  com¬ 
passionate  all  in  your  capital 

簡閲  to  examine,  as  essays;  to 
review,  as  troops. 

篕歎麗 元之簡 fOT  1  was 
disgusted  at  Li  Yiian’s  want  of accuracy, 

簡慢 oi ■簡藝  to  slisht; to 
treat  discourteously. 

狂簡  ambitious  and  too  hasty, 

簡而無  impetuous  but  not 
arrogant.. 

臨下 以簡  t6  be  easy  in  small 

鐧 4
 

1607 

R. 諫 

j  ckan 

F.  ckan
g 

See 簡 

The 
wheel, 

on  the 

P.  Cchien Y.  Cchiang 

A.  cgian 

SinkingUpper. 

茼1
 

i6o8 

“washer”  inside  a 

to  prevent  friction 
hub.  A  mace. 

使雨 把雙鐧  to  brandish  a pair  of  double-ended  maces. 

鐵鐧  an  iron  truncheon. 

% 間閒 

Even  Upper 

and  Lower. 

A  climbing  plant  which 
has  been  most  .  nearly 

identified  with  valerian 

( Valeriana  villosa).  One 

name  given  for  it  in  the  本 

草  Pen  ts^ao  is  孩兒菊 

“child’s  chrysanthemum.” 

士 與女方 秉藺兮 
ladies  and  gentlemen  are  carry¬ 

ing  flowers  of  valerian. 

有 蒲與簡  there  are  rushes with  valerian. 

matters  in  the  government  of 

the  people. 

奏 鼓簡簡  the  rolling  of  the drums. 

m 1605 

& 諫潛 
See 簡 

簡 簡决决  readi'y；  easily； 
glibly. 

簡簡  abundant,  as  blessings ; 
full-toned,  as  music;  easy,  care¬ 
less,  in  manner. 

Embroidered  pleats  on  a 
robe. 

IS  孕間  pleats  in  the  skirt.
 

^  to  pleat  a  dress. 
Rising  and 

SinkingUpper. 

1606 R. 諫 
Sec 簡 

SinkingUpper. 

To  spy.  To  mix. 

、 txa 

减 
1609 

賺 
kam 

F.  keing 

W, 知 
N.  kien、 kaan 
P.  j  chim 
M. Y.  chiang、 

chien 

K.  kam 

J.  kan、gen 

A.  giam Rising  Upper. 

to 

To  diminish  ；  to  lessen 

輕減  to  lighten;  to  alleviate. 

減價  to  lower  the  price. 

減手。 r 減 去一半 diminish  by  half. 

減法  a  process  of  subtraction = division ;  see.  1144. 

減稅  to  reduce  the  duty. 

減少  to  diminish；  to  lessen  the number  of. 

減息 or 減利 t。 lower  the rate-  of  interest. 

減成  to  lower  the  percentage or  the  rate;  in  part,  as  part  of 
a  whole  sum. 

減 小樣作  to  make  a  thing on  a  smaller  scale, — than  the 
original. 

減色  to  lower  the  quality.  See 

9602. 每日 漸減下 來 every day  gradually  decreased 

quantity, 一 of  food  taken. 

減筆寫  to  write  in  the  abbre¬ viated  form  of  character, — as 
当 & 當 

減一等  one  degree  lower  in the  scale, — as  of  punishments. 

OHXEHXT 

减 

1609 

減 
i6io 

1611 

R. 咸 

減 等議處  to  propose  punish- 
ment  on  a  lower  scale, — than 
the  existing  penalty. 

蒙減  by  your  kindness  an 
abatement  has  been  made. 

減省  to  diminish. 

減 省得過  can  be  dimin¬ 

ished. 

有得減  there  is  room  foi 
diminution. 

胃  _  dull  or  slack,— as  business etc. 

減刻  to  diminish  by  withhold ing, — implying  meanness. 

減損  to  diminish  and  injure,— to  infringe  upon  another’s  rights： 

to  prejudice. 

風知不 減螂子 in  excel 
lence  not  inferior  to  a  peach. 

其 句 法不減 孟浩然 
his  management  of  sentence! 

(in  verse)  was  not  inferior  tc 
that  of  Meng  Hao-jan. 

減收  to  receive  a  smaller  sum to  compromise  the  matter  for.... 

減免  to  reduce, 一 a  tax. 
減取  to  ask  less, — of  prices. 

減從  with  but  few  followers. 

減刑  to  reduce  a  punishment 

得 減死論  °btained  commu 
tation  of  the  penalty  of  death. 

械
 3 

^ 咸監 

Even  Lower 
and  Upper. 

緘1
 

The  correct  form  of  1 609 

A  casket；  a  box；  a  bow】 
To  allow. 

搣桩  a  dressing-case. 

1612 

R__ 

C.  Jiam H.  iU'iam 

F. ihang 

W.ia 

N.  zcien 
P.  ihsien 
M.shsien,s.han Y.  ihsiang 

To  bind  up.  To  close 
to,  seal  up.  See  787. 

緘封  to  seal  up. 

滅口 無曹.  to  seal  one’s  lip 

and  say  nothing. 

緘密  closely  sealed  up. 

書緘  an  envelope.. 吉緘  a  letter  from  home. 
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緘1
 

1612 
K.  ham 

J.  kart 
A.  pam 

Even 

Irregular. 

揃
 3 

1613 

See  ■剪 
Rising  Upper, 

撙 
1614 

1615 

R •先霰 
See 剪 
Even  &  Sink¬ 

ing  Upper. 

煎1
 

i6i6 

R •先霰 
See 剪 

Even  Upper. 

緘默 t。  keep  silence. 

接 到玉緘  I  have  received 
your  jade  letter, 一 your  esteemed 
favour. 

以葛 萬爲碱 t。 use  the 
wild  vine  as  a  shroud;  see  12,059 

To  tie.  To  choose.  To 
strike. 

倒椾着 雨隻手 tying 
both  his  hands  behind  his  back, 

揃 起手來  tied  up  his  hands. 

Same  as  1613. 

The  name  of  a  river  in 

Ssuch'uan.  To  sprinkle. 

湔洙  to  cleanse  thoroughly. 

湔除  to  rid  oneself  of. 

湔其恥  to  wash  away  his 
shame. 

湔 腸伐胃  you  have  made  a 
new  man  of  me, — by  your  kind 
ness,  etc: 

To  fry  in  fat  or  oil.  To 
simmer.  To  decoct.  Anxi 

ous.  To  buy. 

用油煎 u  in  fat. 

煎碴 •煎炒  to  fry. 

煎炎  to  grill. 

煎 至半碗  let  it  boil  away 
until  there  is  only  half  a  bowl  left. 

煎藥  to  decoct  medicines. 

煎湯  to  heat  broth, — as  for  the 
sick. 

煎茶  to  prepare  brick  tea, 一 as 
the  Mongols  do. 

煎餅  to  fry  cakes. 
煎心  anxious;  worried. 

急煎煎  very  much  disturbed 
in  mind. 

煎魚  t。 buy  fish. 
Read  c hien\  To  crys¬ 

tallise  fruit  by  dipping  it 
ill  boiling  sugar. 

蜜 煎菓子  crystallised  fruit; 
sugared  fruit. 

甲煎  name  of  a  perfume. 

箭
 4 

1617 
See 剪 

Sinking 

Upper. 

An  arrow.  The  stem  o 

a  plant.  A  small  species 
of  bamboo. 

弓箭  bows  and  arrows. 

箭秀。 1 ■箭頭 ㈣ 《28)  the point  of  an  arrow. 

箭壺。 1 ■箭袋  a  quiver.  The former  will  contain  the  bow  also 

箭杆  the  shaft  of  an  arrow. 

箭剑子  the  feather  of  an  arrow. 

箭道  an  archery-ground. 
箭耙。 ■•箭 垛。 r 箭檔子 a  target. 

一 ■箭之 地  a  bow-shot,— 
about  fifty  yards. 

百步 穿—箭 tQ  Pierce  a willow-leaf  at  100  paces, 一 as 

養由基  Yang  Yu-chi  could 
do. 

好箭  a  good  shot. 
光 陰仞箭  light  and  shade (/.  e.  time)  fly  like  arrows. 

_  ̂   a  secret  arrow, 一 as  some 
evil  geomantic  influence  which 
is  felt  but  not  seen. 

暗 箭傷人  to  wound  with  a secret  arrow  ；  to  stab  in  the  dark, 
or  in  the  back. 

箭猪  the  arrowed  pig, 一 the hedgehog. 

潮流箭 至  the  tide  comes  in like  an  arrow. 

箭 搭上弓  the  arrow  is  fitted to  the  bow, — everything  is  ready. 

相上箭  to  fit  an  arrow  to  the 
string. 

箭離弦  the  arrow  has  left  the 
string, 一 the  die  is  cast. 

穿 耳箭。 r 插耳箭 t。 wear arrows  through  the  ear, — as  an 

exposed  thief. 

火箭  a  rocket. 冷箭  a  treacherous  arrow, — shot 
without  warning. 

政冷箭  to  shoot  such  arrows, i.e.  at  random. 

響箭  sounding  arrows, 一 fired  by 
banditti  as  a  signal  to  begin  the 

attack.  Jap、 =  Kabura-ya  or 
turnip-headed  arrow,  called  hiku 

'  me.  It  has  a  perforated  head. 

馬箭  mounted  archers. 

箭
 4 

1617 

1618 

R •錯 

C.  tsyti 

H.  tsen 

F.  chieng、 
cheing 

W.  (sic 
N.  tsien 

V.  ) 

M.  i  c
hten 

Y.  chici 

Sz.  chien 
K. chon 

「•  sen 

A.  tien 

Rising  Upper. 

葡 

箭釉  narrow  sleeves. 
— »  ― • 花  each  stem  bears 
a  flower. 

漏箭  the  gauge  or  index  in water- clock. 

鋇 箭金壺 漏多水 
much  water  has  run  out  of  the 

clepsydra, — it  is  late. 

箭眼  sores ;  pimples. 

To  cut,  as  with  shears 

or  scissors. 

攀 剪^ 子剪開 cut  it  out  with 
scissors. 

把 他剪去 cut  it  ofr- 裁剪  to  cut  out, — as  dresses 
epats,  etc. 

竟 剪不就  quite  unable  to  cut 
out, — e.g.  from  cold. 

剪伐  to  trim;  to  prune. 
一 坤剪沉 剪子。 r 剪刀 
a  pair  of  scissors. 

摺 叠剪刀  folding  scissors, 一 
introduced  by  the  Japanese. 

鉸剪。 r 裁衣#  tailors 
shears. 

髪  to  cut  the  hair;  to  keep 
the  hair  short. 

剪蠟花  to  snuff  a  candle.  See 
2579 - 

剪絨  velvet, — both  silk  and cotton ;  velveteens. 

剪地求 和  t。 give  up  territory and  beg  for  peace.  See  6055 

剪 斷狻隊  to  cut  off  the  rear regiment. 

剪 ffH  過  to  cut  across  a 
river. 

to  put  a  stop  to 

the  practices  of  sorcerers,  etc. 

佞人之 心剪 _ 者 the 
voice  of  the  flatterer  is  at  work 
on  all  sides. 

剪滅 而朝食  to  annihilate 
(an  enemy)  before  the  looming 
meal. 

剪徑  a  foodpad ;  a  highway robber. 

Same  as  1618. 
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儒
 3 1620 

R. 先銷 

霰 
See 剪 

Even  and 

Rising  Upper. 

讅
 3 1621 

R- 錄 

See 剪 

Rising  Upper. 

堅1
 l622 R •先 

See 肩 

Even  Upper. 

The  hair  at  the  side  of 

a  woman’s  face. 

Superficial;  shallow 

stupid.  Also  written  鶴. 

才 識謭淺  of  shallow  ability. 

謗陋  stupid. 
_劣  weak;  feeble；  incompetent. Firm  ； 

Deter- 

Hard  ；  solid, 

strong  *,  durable, 
mined  ；  obstinate. 

堅實  solid ;  strong. 

乘 堅 策肥 t。 ride  in  a  solid 
(carriage)  and  whip  fat  (horses), 
一 of  a  fine  equipage. 

堅白  the  “hard  and  white” 
theory, — one  of  the  sophisms  of 

惠子  Hui  Tzti.  See  below. i 白 無不合 無不離 
也  the  hardness  and  whiteness 
of  anything  cannot  be  separated 
and  cannot  be  taken  together, 
— as  a  mental  concept. 

堅固。 r 堅牢  strong;  firm; 
lasting. 

堅緻  strong  and  well  made, 一 
e.g.  of  fans. 

堅立  to  establish  firmly ;  to 
insist  on. 

堅壁  to  strengthen  fortifications 
堅  congealed ;  hardened. 

堅 {更  firm;  unbending. 

堅抑  to  insist  on . 
堅供  to  give  positive  evidence 
堅栺  to  indicate  positively. 

堅貞  chaste;  inflexible  virtue. 

堅稱  maintained  that . . 

堅厚  substantial;  solid. 

堅 不認案  to  persist  in  deny¬ 
ing  an  accusation. 

堅壯  hale;  vigorous ;  robust. 

堅守  to  guard  safely. 

[ i98  ] cniEiNr 

堅1
 

l622 

慳1
 

1623 

R.- 

C.  han 

H.  ken、 k、an、 han 

F.  kKicng 

N.  k^eng^  k^aan 
P.  chien、 h^eng 

M.  kLan^  k、hi Y.  k^eng 

K.  kan 

J.  kan、 ken A.  kien 

Even  Upper. 

鰹1
 

1624 

R •先 

See 堅 

Even  Upper. 

肩 
1625 

R .先 

C.  kyn 

H.ken F.  kieng 

W.  cie 

堅心  a  resolute  heart;  mind made  up. 

取  ̂   ̂   determined  to  pay¬ off  an  old  score. 

堅 志堅意  a  fixed  determina¬ 
tion. 

堅  t0  endure  resolutely. 

堅欲  to  very  much  wish. 

堅執  obstinate ;  pig-headed. 

堅信禮  a  Protestant  term  for “Confirmation.” 

以堅 其信德 in t。 confirm  his  faith. 

堅不 卩 土眞  he  obstinately  re¬ fused  to  speak  the  truth. 

鑽 之彌堅  the  more  they  are tested,  the  more  reliable  are  they, 
— of  the  doctrines  of  Confucius. 

堅 强不屈  firm  and  unyield¬ 

ing. 

執 銳披堅  he  grasped  his spear  with  the  firmest  resolve. 

中 堅  the  centre  or  main  body of  an  army. 

Stingy;  economical. 

怪 吝  stingy;  parsimonious. 

慳儉。 r 慳省  saving;  eco¬ nomical. 

慳簡  to  curtail  expenses. 
to  be  close  with  the  money¬ 

bag;  to  tie  up  the  purse-strings. 

^  to  be  sparing  of  one’s 
strength. 

慳煩  to  avoid  taking  trouble; 
to  spare  oneself  the  bother. 

A  large  fish,  described  as 
a  kind  of  mullet. 

The  top  of  the  shoulder. 

肩頭。 r 肩膊。 ■•肩 膀子 the  shoulders. 

肩背  the  back  of  the  shoulders. 

肩臂 the 

arms. 

肩1
 

1625 

N.  cien 

p-  I 

M.  /  chien 

Sz •丨 

Y.  chiei 

K.  ky  'd  n 

J.  ken 

A.  kien 
Even  Upper. 

畧 可及肩  about  up  to  one’s 
shoulder. 

此肩  joined  at  the  shoulders, like  the  Siamese  twins, 一 of  a 
fabulous  race.  Also,  of  equal 

height. 

二  ̂   the  two  men  are of  the  same  height;  the  two  men 
are  equal. 

並 肩而行  to  walk  abreast. 

求者肩 背相望  those  who 
came  to  ask  saw  each  other’s 
shoulders  and  backs, 一 were  very numerous. 

肩 祧背負  carrying  on  the 
shoulder  and  bearing  on  the 

back, — a  porter’s  life. 

肩 桃生理  a  livelihood 
earned  by  carrying  on  the 
shoulders. 

一人肩 行李以 從 a 
man,  carrying  the  baggage  on 
his  shoulders  (with  a  pole),  ac¬ 

companied  him. 

肩 負重任  to  sustain  great responsibilities. 

杠肩的  one  who  carries  on 
the  shoulder；  a  coolie. 

— •肩 to  undertake  the 

whole  management. 

作事有 肩膀的 1  have  a 
man  of  shoulders  (a  capable  man) 
for  the  business. 

朕 不肩好  hao^  WE  will 
not  employ  those  who  love  bribes. 

肩  to  take  charge  of;  able  to sustain.  See  12,318 

息 肩逆旅 tQ  rest  one’s 
shoulders  {Anglic^  legs)  at  an inn. 

凭如 ^ 子肩  leaning  on  the 
concubine’s  arm, 一 in  walking, 

pf  水肩  a  bib  for  a  child. 

欲 胃  a  jacket  without  sleeves; 
a  waistcoat. 

雲肩  a  lady’s  tippet. 
肩隨  to  walk  at  one’s  shoulder, but  slightly  behind. 

肩摩  shoulder  to  shoulder. 君子 小人摩 肩於朝 
good  and  bad  men  rub  shoulders at  Court 
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1626 

C,  Jtan 

H^kon 

F.  Jiatig、 
kwang^  v. 

kwoui\  Skeittg 

W.  ckue 
cien 

i  I ch
icn 

f  •  (kou、 
ihsiang 

;ee 奈 
Even  Upper 
Irregular. 

尖1
 

1627 

: •鹽 tsyvi 

I.  isiam 

^  chieng 

V.  tsie 

L  tsiat 

r  j  chien 

':Li z.  chien 

“  cK'om 

The  stalks  of  a  coarse 

grass,  used  for  making 
mats. 

白 菅爲席  the  whitened  j 
stalks  are  made  into  mats*. 

編菅  a  straw  mat. 

視 同菅草  to  regard  as  mere 
straw, — to  treat  as  worthless.  I 

菅 草人命  to  regard  human 
life  as  of  no  account. 

A  sharp  point.  Acute : 
clever.  The  male  of  crabs.  I 

w 
1628 

sen 

•  tiem 

Even  Upper. 

奸1
 

1628 

删 
6姦 
ven  Upper； 

尖頭  a  sharp  point, 
尖刀  a  sharp-pointed  knife. 
尖刀子  Laetuea  versicolor , 
D.C. 

尖石  a  pinnacle  rock. 
尖峯山  a  mountain  peak. 

玉 指尖  ̂   her  jade  {i.e.  beau- 
tiful)  fingers  tapered  to  points. 

筆尖 the  tip  of  the  writing-brush 
or  hair  pencil. 

尖圓  conical. 
頂尖  very  sharp;  very  smart. 
尖利  clever ;  sharp. 

手下 第一出 尖的人 
the  sharpest  of  all  his  subordi¬ 
nates, 一 usually  in  a  bad  sense. 

尖推頭  sharp-fingered, — used 
of  people  given  to  peculation, 
as  “light-fingered”  of  thieves. 

才 反尖鞋  to  wear  pointed  shoes, 
一 to  act  women’s  party 
尖 嘴縮卿  lantern-jawed; 
hatchet-faced. 

打尖 t。  take  a  snack ;  to  lunch. 

發尖寒  to  shudder. 

尖團 蟹莫辨 the  male  and 
female  crabs  could  not  be  dis¬ 
tinguished. 

Wicked  ；  false  ;  treach-| 
erous  ；  malicious  ；  dishonest. 
Also  read  kan1. 

奸惡 ，奸瞼  bad;  wicked ； | malicious. 

漸 4
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R •琰鹽 

C.  tsym 

H.  ts^iam F.  chieng 

\  W.  zie 

N.  dzien 

M.  I
  chien 

Y.  chiei 

Sz.  chicn 

K.  chom 

J.  sen、 zen 
A.  Hem 

Rising  Lower. 

奸猾 ^ 奸狡。 r 奸巧。 r 
奸佞  cra%;  cunning；  slippery. 

奸能  deceitful ;  fraudulent. 
奸祖  (Jisiang、、 or  奸臣 ％ 

traitor  minister,  one  who  betrays  I his  trust. 

奸細 a  spy. 、漢奸 么  traitor；  one  who  goes over  to  the  enemy. 

奸雄  one  who  falsely  assumes  I 
the  appearance  of  a  good  man.[ 

奸賊  a  scoundrel. 
奸黨  a  traitorous  society  ； cabal. 

奸計  a  wicked  plot. 
奸柺  to  deceive  and  kidnap. 

奸商  dishonest  traders. 
奸害  to  treacherously  injure. 

盤 奸綺盜 t。 search  out  I smugglers  and  capture  thieves.  | 

奸—1 絶我好  (haoK)  ypul have  maliciously  deprived  me  ofl what  I  love. 

奸吏  corrupt  clerks. 

奸狼  brutal ;  cruel. 

奸刁  designing. 

1629 
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To  find  its  way  in,  as 
water  does.  To  advance 

by  degrees.  Gradually.  To flow. 

漸漸的  gradually；  by  degrees. 

漸漸消  to  gradually  melt. 
漸漸來  to  come  gradually,  or; 
by  degrees. 

疾大漸  my  illness  has  greatly increased. 

賴 神漸減  his  energy  gra-j dually  failed. 

漸冷 些  t0  gradually  get  a little  colder. 

長暗  gradually  formed a  shoal. 

漸 入聖道  to  gradually  enter | the  true  or  holy  path, — of  Con- 1 fucianism. 

漸 明漸滅  now  shining,  now 
qark, — of  a  revolving  light  at  a 
lighthouse. 

漸或  very  rarely;  occasionally. 

R .鹽 

C.  kym 

H.  kiam 

Y.Jiieng 

W.  etc 

N.  cien iP. ) 

u.\chie
n 

Y.  chiei 

Sz.  chien 

K.  Horn 

J.  ken 

A.  kiem Even  Upper. 

漸次  in  order :  one  after  the] other. 

循 序漸進  to  advance  in| regular  order. 

涕漸  the  tears  flowed. 
漸卦  the  53rd  Diagram. 
Read  chien1.  To  tinge; 

to  soak.  To  reach. 

漸 仁摩義  imbued  with  cha- rity  and  duty  towards  one，s neighbour. 

漸染  to  moisten  with. 漸臺  the  stars  戶， i， /， in  Lyra. 

東 漸于海  eastwards  reach¬ ing  to  the  sea, 一 of  influence. 

漸 乎二十 而狻嫁 at twenty,  a  woman  should  marry. 

漸 漸之石 ，維 其高矣 
those  frowning  rocks,  how  high 

they  rise !  [Read  chlan  chla?i  = 
326.] 

大 寒 j  the  second  stage  in  a  fatal miady.  See  7254,  13,678. 

Both  ;  together  ;  also  ； 

equally.  To  unite  in  one.  I 

二者不 可得兼 you cannot  have  both, — have  yaurl cake  and  eat  it  too.  | 

本 末兼該  applies  to  bothj 
fundamentals  and  accidentals. 

兼辦。 r 兼昝。 r 兼埋 
(jw  6879)  or  兼轄。 i •—攝 
to  also  have  the  management! 
of  or  the  administration  of  (some  I 
office  or  function)  in  addition 
(to  one’s  own).  丨 

兼署  temporarily  charged  with! the  duties  of, — in  addition  to  | 
some  other  office. 

兼有。 r 更兼。 r 兼之 , 
further;  moreover ；  there  is  also,! — another  matter.  j 

一 人兼之  the  man  united! in  himself, 一 all  the  above  excel¬ 
lencies. 

罕 能兼之  rarely  found  uni- 1 ted  in  the  same  individual, 一 ofl 
qualifications. 

兼 聽則明  hear  both  sides  in  j order  to  get  at  the  truth.  S^e\ 

92iS* 
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See 窗 

Even  Lower. 

^4 33 
R •琰艷 
C.  hyp、 

nyy-r H.  hfiap 
F.  kHtk} 
W. 

云其重 兼常兒  saying  his 
weight  was  double  that  of  an 
ordinary  child. 

兼合  to  mix;  to  blend. 

兼雜  to  mix  in  other  kinds;  to 
adulterate. 

兼全  both  complete ;  complete 
in  both  ways. 

彩 色相兼  various  colours 
brought  together. 

兼 人之量  the  capacity  (e.g. 
for  drinking)  of  two  men. 

以道 德兼人 t。 unite  men 
by  moral  teachings. 

兼天下  to  unite  the  empire 
under  one  rule. 

兼旬  several  consecutive  de¬ cades. 

兼幷  to  monopedise ;  to  grab; 
to  usurp. 

尹^  Governor  Adjoint  of  the 

順天  Prefecture,  一  ranks above  Governors-General  and 
Governors. 

兼帶  moreover；  at  the  same time. 

兼苢 w  i635_ 

To  walk  lame  ；  to  limp. 

嫌 尬事體  a  state  of  things 
when  one  can  only  go  flounder¬ 
ing  along, — not  knowing  how 
to  act. 

To  pick  up  food  with 

chopsticks. 

Read  lien、 •  To  strike  a 
drum. 

N.  <^un 

chter^^  cchHen 

To  eat  without  being 

satisfied.  Not  enough  ；  defi¬ 
cient.  Discontented.  Bash¬ 
ful. 

歉歲  a  year  of  dearth. 

歉收  a  bad  harvest. 
精 ̂  deficient, — as  a  small  crop. 

歉 4
 

633 

M.  chie，？、 
chHe。 

Y.  chHeh 

^z.cK'ie^cK'ien 
K.  kio?n 

J.  ken 

A.  SkHem 
Rising  and Sinking 

Irregular. 

1634 

R 鹽 

See 兼 

w 

鎌 

r •鹽 

歉餘  a  deficit  and  a  surplus. 

豐年玉 ，歉 年穀 in  plen¬ teous  years  jade,  in  years  of 

dearth  grain, 一 is  what  we  want. 

甚歉  very  discontented,  or  ill- tempered. 

歉 仄  remiss, — as  when  failing an  engagement.  See  11,682. 

抱歉之 象  the  uncomfortable appearance  of  a  person  unable 
to  fulfil  a  promise  or  otherwise 

failing  an  engagement.  See  8709. 

歉事  an  uncomfortable  affair; an  awkward  business. 

歉然  dissatisfied. 
歉忱  sincere  regrets. 

Even  Upper. 

R •鹽 

See 兼 

A.  sJiem 
Even  Upper. 

See 兼 

Even  Upper. 

A  kind  of  silk  woven 

with  double  threads,  and 

waterproof. 

細 綣染縑  fine  and  beautiful coloured  silks. 

縑紳  a  variegated  silk.  Used 
figuratively  for  elegant  composi¬ 
tion；  the  classics. 

賜 其家縑 鋇二百 
bestowed  on  his  family  silk  and 
T/s.  200. 

古人 有戲一 字而索 
the  men  of  old  got  a 

thousand  pieces  of  silk  for  a 

single  word. 

縑袋蓮 水 the  silk  bags carried  the  water, — alluding  to 

a  story  of  曹操  Ts‘ao  Ts‘ao who  filled  bags  of  this  silk  with 

water,  which  when  frozen  enabled 
him-  tp  defend  his  camp. 

A  tall  kind  of  sedge. 

蒹 裔蒼蒼 the  ieeds  and rushes  are  deeply  green. 

蒹苢 倚玉樹  the  poor  reed leans  against  the  fine  tree, — for 

support. 

The  sole  or  plaice. 
8080. 

See 

鶼1
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R. 鹽 

See 兼 

Even  Upper. 

【63a 

rl 

i639 

R •删 

H.  kert 

See 蒸 

Even  Upper. 

A  fabulous  bird  with  one 

eye  and  one  wing,  so  that 

a  pair  must  unite  to  fly. 

See  翼 5507,  8080.  The 
spoonbill  [Platalea  major). 

Same  as  1663. 

Difficult  ；  hard, tressing. 

Dis- 
艱瞼。 > •艱危  difficult  and dangerous. 

艱難  difficult;  troublesome ; calamitous. 

天 方艱難  God  is  uow  in¬ 
flicting  calamities. 

生 意艱難  k  is  hard  t0  Sain 
a  livelihood. 

^  hard-earned  food, — such as  crops  raised  by  agriculture, etc. 

於食  difficulty  in  eating; unable  to  eat, — as  from  illness or  anxiety. 

艱阻  to  seriously  obstruct, troublesome. 

莫或 不艱  there  is  not  one 
that  is  not  difficult;  also,  do  not 

regard  any  as  easy. 

艱辛。 r 艱苦。 1 •艱困 distressing ;  grievous. 

艱:苦 備嘗  I  have  had  experi- 
ence  of  troubles. 

居 艱守制  in  the  sorrow  of 

mourning. 

其心 孔艱  his  mind  is  very 
difficult, 一 he  is  a  difficult  person 
to  deal  with. 

莫 知我艱  there  is  not  one 
that  knows  of  my  distress. 

1^：  with  toil  and  moil;  checked 
and  impeded. 

艱窮  abjectly  poor. 
丁艱  to  be  in  distress, 一 for  a 
deceased  parent. 

內  to  be  in  mourning  for  a 
mother. 

外艱  to  be  in  mourning  for  a 
father. 
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R •咸陷 
See 

Even  and 

Sinking 

Upper. 

To  examine  carefully  ； 

to  revise.  To  superintend. 

[The  arrangement  under  1st 

and  4th  tones  is  of  modern 

date,  and  the  distinction 

is  in  some  cases  but  laxly 
observed.] 

監 観 四 方  t0  look  down  over 
the  four  quarters  of  the  earth, 

— of  God.  [In  this  case  both 

chieji 1  and  chienk  are  heard.] 

周監 於二代 the  Chous 
had  the  advantage  of  viewing 
the  two  previous  dynasties, — the 
Hsia  and  the  Shang,  and  adopted 
from  them  whatever  was  good. 
[Read  chienK  by  preference,  as 

though  鑑  1644,  with  which 

監  is  interchanged.] 

國子監  the  Imperial  Academy 
of  Learning. 

國子 監祭酒 the  auSur  of 
the  Imperial  Academy,  the  one 
who  pours  the  libations  to  Con¬ 
fucius；  he  is  the  first  Han-lin 
graduate. 

監生 or  坐監 (see  chienx) 
nominally,  a  student  of  the 
Imperial  Academy  ；  actually,  the 
lowest  literary  degree,  to  be  ob¬ 
tained  by  purchase  ̂ throughout 
the  empire.  The  holders  of 
these  degrees  are  often  spoken 

of  respectfully  as  國學生 • 

入  to  enter  the  Academy；  to 
get  the  degree  of  student. 

欽天監  the  Imperial  Board  of 
Astronomy. 

太監。 1 ■監寺 a  eunuch. 
天 監 在 下  God  surveyed  the 
world  below, 一 and  chose  Wen Wang. 

天 監有周 God  beheld  the 
ruler  of  Chou. 

日 監在兹 (God)  daily  su- 
perintends  us  wherever  we  are. 

运察 (都) 御史 supervising 
Censors  of  the  provincial  circuits. 

監印官  the  officers  in  charge 
of  the  seals  in  the  yamens  of 
high  provincial  authorities. 

Read  To  inspect  ； 
to  examine.  To  oversee. 

A  gaol. 

何用不 監 how  is  it  you  do 
not  consider  the  state  of  things? 

龄 
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1641 

檻 
1642 

1643 
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1644 

r. 陷 

H.  i
  kam 

F.  kattg 

W.  ka 

N.  cien、 kaan 

M.  J
  chien 

Y.  chiang 

Sz.  chien 

K.  kam 
•  kan 

A.  giam SinkingUpper. 

旣  JLJL  之 監  an  arbiter  bibendi (or  master  of  drinking  cere¬ 
monies)  is  appointed. 

j  監督  to  superintend;  a  Super¬ intendent  of  Customs;  a  Pro¬ 
testant  bishop. 

監理。 1 ■監視  to  oversee；  to 
superintend. 

監 守自 盜  to  steal  that  with which  one  has  been  specially 
entrusted;  to  embezzle ‘ 

監工。 1 ■監造 to  oversee work；  an  overseer. 

監臨  t0  superintend  examina¬ tions, 

監視行 刑  t0  superintend  an execution. 

監  @1  a  Resident  in  ,a  subdued 
State;  a  title  given  to  the  heir 
to  the  throne. 

表請太 子監國 request- ing  the  Heir  Apparent  to  be¬ 

come  Regent,  or  “Protector,” 一 
something  short  of  “Emperor.” 

監獄0 r 監牢 a  gao1. 
坐 監  to  be  in  prison. 

收 監  to  put  in  prison. 
監  to  keep  in  prison,  or  in custody, 

監黯  died  in  gaol. 

司獄監 a  turnkey. 
走 監  an  escaPed  prisoner. 

Same  as  1631. 

See  4510. 

See  4511. 

A  mirror  of  metal.  To 

glance  at；  to  examine；  to 

criticise  (see  5013).  See 

2170. 

我心 匪鑑 my  mind  is  not  a mirror, — which  receives  all  im¬ 
pressions  without  discrimination ; 
or,  which  reflects  merely  the 
outward  form. 

生而 美者人 與之鑑 
to  a  beauty,  mankind  is  the 
mirror  in  which  she  sees  herself. 

1644- 

透 光鑑  a  mirror  which  appears to  show  on  its  surface  the  orna¬ 
ments  engraved  at  the  back,  or 

other  designs;  a  amagicn  mirror. 

髪 光可鑑 her  hair  was  so glossy  you  could  see  yourself in  it. 

鑑核  to  examine；  to  look  into. 

察 如氷鑑 t。 examine  a matter  as  ice  reflects  things, — 
with  the  utmost  minuteness  of 

detail. 

盍鑑于 人無鑑 f 水 
why  not  make  your  mirror  of 
mankind,  and  not  of  water? 

鑑 空 衡平  t()  oversee  the universe  and  deal  out  justice, 一 
as  God. 

聖  the  Sacred  Glance, — of 
the  Emperor,  i.e.  his  Majesty’s 
inspection  or  approval, — used  in 
memorials. 

台鑑。 r  雅鑑  a  convention- al  phrase  similar  t)  the  above, 
used  in  petitions,  etc.  =  for  ycTur 

Excellency’s  approval. 

明鑑  bright  mirror,  —  of  the mind.  Used  of  perspicacity, 

clearness  of  apprehension,  etc. 

觀今 宜鑑古 regarding  the present,  we  should  be  guided 

by  the  past. 

殷 鑑不遠 the  wa™ing  of Yin  is  not  far  off, — meaning 

the  tyrant  Chieh  by  whose 

fate  the  tyrant  Chou  of  the 

Yin  dynasty  had  been  advised  to take  warning. 

當 爲鑑戒  which  should  be 
taken  as  a  warning. 

鑑前矩  t。 heed  previous  ex¬ amples. 

前每咖 1 之鑑 the  warning of  the  cart  ahead.  See  13,238. 

永 思民痪 ，弗 忘鑑寐 
to  be  always  thinking  of  the 

people’s  sufferings,  and  not  to 
forget  them  even  in  sleep. 

有知 人鑑。 r 善風鑑 to  understand  the  science  of 

physiognomy. 

U  the  name  of  a  history  by 

司馬光  Ssti-ma  Kuang,  a.d. 1084.  It  is  in  294  books,  and 
covers  the  period  from  the  4th 

century  b.c.  to  the  close  of  the 

3£  Five  Dynasties,  a.d.  960. 

26 
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F.  katig 
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N.  cien、 kaan 

M.  i  chien Y.  chiang 
Sz.  chien 

f：  i kan A.  gian 

Even  Upper. 

通鑑綱 目  a  condensation 
of  the  above  work,  in  59  books, 

edited  by  乐熹  Chu  Hsi  about 

a  century  later. 

鑑 賞第一  the  first  (art) 
critic, 一 of  his  day. 

此人 定非賞 鑑之賴 
this  man  is  certainly  not  a  dis¬ 
cerning  critic. 

不逃 ，識者 之鑑 1:t  wil1  nC)t escape  the  discernment  of  the 
connoisseur. 

耳鑑  ear  criticism, — e.g.  valuing 
a  picture  because  of  its  antiquity 
and  not  because  of  its  beauty. 

Same  as  1644. 

See  618. 

Fornication  ；  adultery  in¬ 
cest  ； rape ;  illicit  intercourse 

in  general.  Treachery. 

姦淫  or  姦汚  lewd;  adult¬ erous. 

姦婦  an  adulteress. 

姦婦女  to  debauch  women. 

奈夫  the  paramour. 
抓姦  to  catch  in  the  act. 
强姦  to  force  a  woman  ；  to  rape. 

See  1292. 

釋奉。 r 情赛。 1 ■和奈 illicit  intercourse,  —  where  the 

woman  is  a  consenting  party.' 

姦生  illeeritimate. 

鷄姦  sodomy. 
姦幼女  to  seduce  a  young  girl. 
姦邪  obscene;  vile；  wickedness; 
crime. 

姦柺  to  seduce  and  carry  off. 

通姦  to  have  criminal  inter¬ 
course. 

姦宄  villains;  traitors. 

Fat  ；  fleshy.  Strange. 
Valiant；  heroic.  Surname, 
Chiian. 

肥雋  fat;  plump. 

末 一句收 得冷, the last  sentence  wound  up  in  an 
unexpected  way. 
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Rising  Upper. 

搴 1651 

1652 
R •鍋阮 

See 蹇 

Rising  Upper. 
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詩 意深雋 the  meaning  of the  poem  is  profound  and  bizarre 

英雋  a  hero. 賢雋  virtuous  and  brave. 

雋縣  the  name  under  the  T‘ang 
dynasty  of  祟陽縣  Chcung- 
yang  Hsien  in  Hupeh. 

To  engrave  ；  to  carve. 
To  censure  ；  to  degrade 
{see  1883). 

鐫刻  to  engrave,  —as  a  block for  printing. 

鐫石  to  engrave  ：on  stone. 
菊 f  new  cut, 一 of  the  blocks  for 
printing  a  book;  a  new  edition. 

_  _  t0  chisel  
out. 

鐫山石  to  tunnel  through  a mountain. 

鐫上  to  cut  on  anything. 

舍寿 寫  to  inscribe, 一 as  on  stone. 

銷明  plainly  inscribed. 
鐫級  to  deprive  of  the  honorary 
grades  granted  for  merit.  See 
846,  1883. 

The  men  whose  duty  it 

is  to  strike  the  musical 

stones. 

See  ‘  1690. 

To  speak  out  boldly.  To 

beg；  to  entreat;  see  13,264. 

to  be  outspoken,- — as  a 

loyal  minister. 

廣 鈉謇謇  to  hear  many honest  truths,— as  a  sovereign 
who  allows  his  ministers  to  speak 
freely. 

謇 謇值言 outspoken, straightforward  language. 

賽 響爲赛  Plain  sPeakinE 
brings  calamities  in  its  train. 

謇 而無愴  to  entreat  without leaving  .  off ;  to  be  importunate. 

蹇
 3 

1^53 

R .鍋阮 

C.  ehyn 

H.  fien 

F.  kiong 

W.  cie 

N.  cien 

P. chien 

M.  1 

Y.  chiei 
Sz.  chien 
K.  hon 

J.  ken 

A.  kien Rising  Upper. 

m 

1,654 

655 

r .銷晓 

s- 蹇 

Rising  Upper. 

m 
1656 

r- 鎖 

See 樹 

A.  ten、 tien 
Rising  Upper. 

Sinking 

Upper. 

Lame.  Feeble.  Proud. 

To  pick  up.  Trouble;  dif¬ 
ficulty.  A  donkey.  Also 

read  ch>iert)\ 

跛蹇 or 蹇滥 lame;  halt; crippled. 

無中 道夭於 聾盲跛 

you  have  not  perished  in 

mid-career,  deaf,  blind,  or  halt. 

命蹇時 乖  my  destiny  is  weak 
and  the  times  are  unfavourable. 

彼 皆偃蹇  they are  a11  very 
arrogant. 

裳蠼步  he  picked  up  his 
skirts  and  strode  forward.  Used 

for  1693. 

in  great  straits. 

f 多  name  of  a  minister  under the  Emperor  Fu  Hsi, 

who  attended  to  matrimonial affairs. 

作蹇修  to  act  as  go-between 
in  arranging  a  marriage. 

Used  for  1653. 

A  lame  mule  or  ass. 
Used  for  1653. 

覓個 罐驢跨 t。 seek  a 
lame  donkey  to  ride, — as  less 
likely  to  kick,  etc. 

To  exhaust  ；  to  finish. 

To  destroy；  to  kill. 

近隹 不戬  may  your  imme-| 
diate  happiness  be  without  end. 

俾 爾戬穀  may  (God)  grant 
you  all  blessings.  ' 

A  kind  of  wood. 

竹 箭如榻  the  bamboo  arrow 
is  like  chien  wood. 

Read  chin、 An  ancient drum. 

4
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P.  \hien 

VI.  chiei? 

chiei、 
5Z.  chiert 

iC.  kom 

•  ken、 gm 

kiim2- 
Rising 

Irregular. 

劍
 4 

i659 

艷 
e 兼 
Sinking 
Upper. 

Economical,  as  opposed  I 

to 奢  9782.  Moderate  ；[ 

temperate*  See  6099. 

從儉入 奢易， 從奢入 

儉難  it  is  easy  to  go  from 
economy  to  extravagance,  but  not  I 

from  extravagance  to  economy.  | 

自奉必 須儉約  in  spend J 
ing  on  oneself,  one  should  be[ 
economical. 

儉節。 r 儉少 儉省 I 
a 儉用  economical ;  thrifty； 
frugal. 

太儉  over-thrifty. 

儉夸。 r 儉薄  stingy;  parsi-| monious. 

凶 年不儉  in  a  year  of  dearth  | 
do  not  be  stingy. 

不 儉之害  the  evils  of  a  lack  | 
of  frugality. 

與其奢 也寧儉  better,  be  J 
frugal  than  lavish. 

儉德  self-restraint. 

恭 儉有禮  humility,  and  j economy  have  their  proprieties,  I 

一 they  must  not  be  practised  | 
without*  discrimination. 

儉要得 其所  economy  J 
should  be  practised  in  accord¬ 

ance  with  requirements, — and| 
not  otherwise. 

A  two-edged  sword.  See\ 
6061. 

一 1  杷劍  a  sword. 

劍殼。 1 ■劍鞘  a  scabbard.. 
劍套  the  cloth  cover  for  the 
scabbard.  See  3619. 

舞劍  to  dance  and  brandish  al 
sword ;  sword-play. 

跳劍  to  dance  the  sword-dance. 

手 舞雙劍  brandishing  aj sword  in  each  hand.  Used  for  the 

two  horns  of  a  logical  dilemma. 

寶劍贈 與烈士 the  sharp 
sword  is  given  to  the  brave  [ 
soldier, 一 in  the  right  distribution! 
of  things. 

雙劍將 離別， 先在匣 

中鳴  when  twin  swords  arej 
about  to  be  separated,  they  first 

rattle  in  their  scabbard,  —  of| 
friends. 

劍
 4 

i659 

R 

w 
1660 

、琰 

C.  kym 

H.  kiarn 
^,ckieng 

W.  cie 
N.  cien 

M.l  
chten 

Y.  chiei 

Sz.  chim 

K.  kom 

J.  ken 
A.  kiem 

Risin
g  

Upper
. 

刻 舟求劍 to  cut  down  a boat’s  (mast)  to  fish  up  a  sword 
which  has  dropped  overboard, 

一 throwing  good  money  after  bad. 

劍術  the  art  of  swordsmanship. 

撫 劍疾視  he  grasped  his sword  and  glared  at  him. 

雄 冠劍佩  armed  cap-a-pie. 
伏劍  to  fall  on  one’s  sword;  to stab  oneself. 

書劍  book  and  sword, — book¬ learning  and  sword-play. 

七星劍  the  seven-star  sword, 
一。 f 孔明  K‘ung  Ming, 

仙劍  a  magic  sword,  which would  kill  when  ordered. 

劍仙。 r 劍客。 r 劍俠 a 
Taoist  priest, — supposed  always 
to  have  a  magic  sword  about  him. 

愈 J  mandarin-duck  sword, — two  blades  in  one  sheath, 
The  male  and  female  of  the 

mandarin  duck  are  supposed  al¬ 
ways  to  keep  together. 

雌雄劍  two  swords  called 

千將 and 摸娜， from  the names  of.  the  man  and  his  wife 
who  made  them. 

匕首劍  an  assassin’s  dagger. The  handle  is  bent  at  an  angle 
to  the  blade. 

舌劍唇  _  tongue  lik
e  a sword  and  lips  like'  spears, ~~ ofl 

one  who  uses  biting,  caustic 
language. 

用 仁： — 作劍鋒 use  cha- rity  and  duty  to  your  neighbour 
as  your  sword  and  spear. 

劍眉  oblique  eyebrows. 

To  bind；  to  restrain.  ToJ 

search。；  to  check :  to  tally. 
To  revise.  To  pick  up.j 
Used  with  1661. 

梢東  to  bind;  to  keep  in  check. I 

點  一 •遍  made  a  searchingl round, — of  the  garden. 

検勲人 數都在  mustered! the  men  and  found  that  all  were  | 

present. 

失 于栘勲  remiss  in  check- 1 ing,  tallying,  taking  stock,  etc. 

欠桷勲  to  proceed  without  | 
exactness;  wanting  in  method. 

桷校  to  revise;  to  collate. 

撿
 3 

i66o 

檢
 3 

i66i 

R. 琰 

See 桷 

Rising  Upper. 

桷書  to  revise  a  book  for  pub- 1 lication. 

杷他 桉迦來  pick  it  up. 
^  stage- waiters； gleaners.  I 

.梢 窮的  rag-pickers ;  beggars  | 
who  pick  up  the  odds  and  ends| 
in  the  street. 

梢柴  to  gather  firewood. 摘呈  to  arrange  and  hand  to,  I 一 a  superior. 

To  examine  •’  to  sec 

see al 10,227.  A  rule  ； 

pattern.  To  gather  up.  An 
envelope.  To  revise ;  to 

compare.  Interchanged  with 1660. 

檢閱  to  examine;  to  look| through;  to  revise. 

檢驗  to  examine;  to  hold  an| 
inquest. 

檢 驗果然  on  examination,  | !  such  \  found  to  be  the  case. 

1 檢查  to  examine ;  to  look  upj 

j  the  records. 

檢出 篋旣得  in  turning  out  J a  box  I  found . 

檢黙  to  take  count  of.  Under  I 
the  Sung  dynasty,  equivalent  to  I 
Lord  High  Commissioner；  also! 

written  都 檢勲.  See  1660.  J 

a  police  inspector  in  al 
Prefecture.  See  4884. 

辛余  an  example. 蕩 檢踰閑  to  trample  on  rules  J and  transgress  limits. 

上 山檢柴  to  go  up  into  the  I hills  and  gather  fuel. 

檢封  to  label;  to  mark  with 
name. 

檢 討  a  Han-lin  graduate. 

檢對  to  compare. 檢齊  to  bring  items  together ;  I to  collect. 

檢核  to  search  into. 

泥 金玉検 a  splashed-with-1 gold  jade  letter, 一 of  a  successful  I 
Han-lin,  informing  his  family  of| 
his  success. 

檢韻  to  find  out  the  rhyme  ofl 
a  character;  a  guide  to  the  rhymes. [ 

a  guide  to  help  in  finding! 

the  radical  of  a  character. 
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•殯艷 
See 臉檢 

A  ram  or  deer  with  three 

twists  in  its  horn  is  called 

三阻驗 or  three-twist 
horn. 

Rising  &  Sink¬ 
ing  Lower. 

R. 賺 

H.  I
  Ckan F.  JtUng
 

See 減 

A.  giam、 ngiern 

Rising  Upper. 

聦 

The  eyelids.  A  州  chou 

or  province. 

The  impure  carbonate  of 

soda  or  natron,  which  is 

collected  from  the  saline 

lakes  in  Mongolia  by  lixivia- 

tion,  and  extensively  used 

for  soap.  A  nitrous  efflor- 

escence  on  the  earth,  com¬ 
mon  in  northern  China. 

齡沙  soda  in  powder. 

鹵鹸  common  soda. 

石鹸  rockT  soda. 

絵水  soda  lye. 

齡地。 r  齡土  salt  soil. 

See  7140. 

Silk  clothes  wadded  with 

cotton. 

% 
R. 渚 

F.  keing、 kang 

〜 揀簡 

Rising  Upper. 

R •錢 

C.  kart 

H.  kam 

F.  kitng、1uing 

;N.  cie 

N.  kien 

U.\Mtn
 Y.  chiei 

Sz.  chien 

K.  kydn 

J.  ken 
A.  kien 

Rising  Upper. 

The  cocoon  of  the  silk¬ 

worm.  The  silky  pupae  of 
other  moths. 

蠶繭  the  cocoon  of  the  silk¬ 
worm. 

結繭  to  weave  the  cocoon. 
繭壳  pierced  cocoons, — from 
which  the  insect  has  bored  its 
way  out.  Their  market  value 
is  small. 

窟繭  cocoons  buried  to  delay 
their  hatching. 

繭絲  a  silken  thread. 

絲 繭繩迹  silken  thread  and 
rope  line, 一 from  the  firm¬ 
ness  of  silk  to  the  thickness  of 
cordage；  a  versatile  pen. 

繭虫  a  fur  moth. 
蘭網  Shantung  silk  piece-goods; 

silk  pongees. 

程鄕繭  pongee  from  嘉應 
州  in  Kuangtung. 

不作繭  not  to  bear  children. 

I3
 

R •谱霞 

H.  i
  kan 

抵死 不作繭  never  to  settle down  in  life. 

手 足重繭  hands  and  feet badly  chapped  or  blistered. 

繭繭  a  low  mournful  tone. 

重補® 衣裘  put  on  a  fur  robe lined  with  wadded  silk. 

See  3274. 

A  slip  of  paper  ；  a 

Chinese  visiting  card  on 
which  a  letter  is  written. 

To  condense  ；  to  abridge. 
To  select；  see  1 669.  [To 
be  distinguished  from  東 
12,248.] 

柬帖 巧 紅舉  an  ordinary 
red  visiting  card:  See  below. 

柬書  a  note;  a  letter, 一 written on  a  card. 

接 准來柬  I  have  received your  card, — on  which  you  say 
that,  etc. 

傳 書寄柬  to  distribute  let¬ ters  and  cards. 

全柬  a  “card”  of  several  leaves, 一  used  on  special  occasions. 

禮柬  a  card  or  list  accompany¬ 
ing  presents  sent. 

庚柬  a  document  setting  forth the  date  and  hour  of  birth,  etc., 

forwarded  as  a  proposal  or  ac¬ 

ceptance  of  marriage.  The  ex¬ 

change  of  such  *  documents  be¬ 
tween  families  is  regarded  as  a 
formal  betrothal. 

柬帖 and 媒柬  other  names for  the  above. 

柬 理精神  to  husband  one’s energies. 

F.  keing 

Vf.ka 

N.  ka 

To  select  ；  to  choose. 

不揀  not  to  choose ;  without 
distinction；  no  matter  which. 

揀擇  to  choose,  as  a  lucky  day; 
to  pick  out,  as  from  among  a  lot. 

揀選  to  select, — as  an  officer for  special  duty. 

1609 

P.  chien M.  chien、 kan Y.  chiattg^  
kaa 

Sz.  chien、 kan 

K.  kan 

J-  ken 

A.  gian 
Rising  Upper. 

R •諫  l6. 

See 簡 

Sinking 

Upper. 

揀派  to  select  and  send, 一 an official  to  fill  a  post,  or  upon  a 

mission. 

揀 梂名山  to  choose  out  well- 
known  hills,  i.e.  good  brands  of 

tea,  which  are  named  from  the 
hills  where  grown. 

杷一 勲頭的 揀出來 
he  picked  out  one  (an  orange) 
with  a  bruise  on  it. 

祧揀  to  pick  out;  to  choose. 

揀好的 挑出來 pick  _ 
the  best. 

揀淨  selected,  as  when  the  bad or  inferior  has  been  picked  out; 

to  sort;  to  clarify. 

揀貨  to  sort  goods. 乘 jj  the  remainder  after  sorting. 

揀查  to  pick  out  for  examina¬ tion  j  to  refer  to. 

揀發  selected  for  a  post, 一 by the  system  of  drawings  at  the Board. 

揀糞的  a  scavenger. To  admonish  ,  to  warn  ； 

to  reprove. 

諫官 a 諫臣。 ••給 諫 officials  whose  duty  it  is  to  ad¬ 
monish  the  sovereign, — Censors. 

是 用大諫  therefore  I  thus 
strongly  admonish  you. 

不 諫^^  入  without  admon
¬ 

ition  he  went  on, — in  the  path 

of  goodness. 

諫 於其君  he  remonstrated 
with  his  prince. 

扶蘇諫  曰  FuSu  thus  warned, 
一 his  father,  the  First  Emperor. 

君 有臣諫 ，夂 有子諫 
princes  have  ministers,  fathers 
have  sons,  to  admonish  them. 

事父 毋三諫 in  servine parents,  one  should  admonish 
them  three  times, 一 after  which 
it  only  remains  to  weep. 

一 諫而不 聽則再 ，再 

_ 而不 聽則三 
ifhe (the  prince)  does  not  listen  to 

the  first  remonstrance,  remon¬ 
strate  a  second  time,  and  if  he 

does  not  listen  then,  remonstrate a  third  time. 

君有 過則諫 when  the 
prince  has  faults,  admonish  him. 
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; •霰 :. kyn 
ken 

r.  kUng 
He 

V.  cien 

p- 1  . M.  >  chien 

5z. 、 
{•  chiei 

〈•  kyon 
•  ken 

A.,  kien 

Sinking 

Upper. 

諫勸。 1 ■諫止 tG  urge  one 
to  desist, 一 as  from  evil  courses. 

See  3558.  ! 

忠  loyal  remonstrance.  See 
1671. 

to  remonstrate  with. 

to  bitterly  admonish;  to 

reprove. 

直 諫 仿  remonstrate  openly  and 
without  fear. 

今 也爲臣 ，諌 則不行 
now-a-days  the  remonstrances  of 
a  minister  are  not  followed. 

諫 菓  the  admonishing  fruit, — 
the  olive,  because  of  its  sharp 
taste. 

諫過  to  reprove  faults. 

To  see.  To  apprehend. 

View；  experience.  Regard¬ 

ed  as  “a  sign  of  the  pas¬ 

sive/*  Every.  Radical  147. 

See  愛  15; 長 450; 短 

12,135;  P®  9855; 還 5°47； 

說  io,x64- 

未 見君子  while  I  d。 not  see 
my  lord, 一 I  am  sad. 

愛 而不見 loving  and  not 
seeing, — the  lady  of  my  heart. 

一日 不見 ，如 三月兮 
a  day  without  seeing  him  is  like 
three  months ! 

你見 過沒有 have  yQU  seen 
him  (or  it)? 

見 說是鬼  perceiving  from 
what  he  said  that  he  was  a  dis¬ 

embodied  spirit. 

日 久 見人心 after  many 
days  we  see  a  man’s  heart, 一 know  what  is  his  character. 

我 見的透  I  see  through  it. 

見面勝 此聞名 t。 see  a 
person’s  face  is  better  than  to 
hear  of  his  reputation. 

見 機而作  t0  see  one’s 
portunity  and  act. 

植不 友見也 alas !  1  sha11 
not  live  to  see  it. 

試可以 見好歹 b/trying 
you  can  see  whether  it  is  good 
or  bad. 

我是 週歲上 不見起 
的  I  began  to  lose  my  sight 
from  my  first  year. 

I 

見
 4 

1671 見  着 {chao1)  I  cannot  see  it. 

見證  a  witness. 

見 他有病  seeing  that  he  was sick. 

原 無見由 i had  n。 reason 
for  going  to  see  him. 

^0  to  have  an  interview;  to 
see  anyone.  See  8952,  13,265. 

你 們二位 見一見 let me  introduce  you  two  gentlemen 
to  one  another. 

勢 將以戎 衣相見 the state  of  things  is  beginning  to 

look  like  war  clothes, — things 

are  beginning  to  look  like  war. 

有東 西不見 there  are things  missing. 

二乂忽 然不見 the  two men  suddenly  vanished. 

早 已不見 了三藏 San 
tsang  had  already  disappeared, 一 
when  they  came  to  look  for  him. 

看見 to  see. 

聽見  to  heaf- 忠諫不 見聽， 卽當却 

” 去  if  your  loyal  advice  be  not 
attended  to,  then  you  should 
withdraw. 

易 見  easy  to  understand. 

你聞 得見 聞不見 d。 
you  smell  it  or  not? 

見 聞  to  see  and  hear;  to  have 
some  knowledge  of. 

令日有 何見聞 whathave you  seen  or  heard  to-day  ? 一 
what  news  is  there  ? 

請見教  pray  tel1  me  your opinion.  See  1352. 

意見相 符  the  opinions  agree. 

有 何高見 what  is  yQur opinion  or  plan? 

你有甚 麽高見 whathave you  to  suggest  ? 

故蘇 臺髙見 三百里 
the  Tower  of  Soochow  was  so 

high  that  it  commanded  a  view 

of  (or  could  be  seen  from)  three 
hundred  li. 

甸以見 得 what  makes  y°u think  so? 

勿 執己見 d。 not  stick  t0 
your  own  opinion. 

見
 4 

1671 

益服 妻之遠 見 mMe than  ever  recognized  his  wife’s foresight. 

見 識 opinions;  sentiments;  ex¬ perience.  See  9928. 

見識廣 of  wide  experience. 

何見之 不廣也 what  a 
limited  experience ! 

見 事  my  experience  came too  late, 一 the  mischief  was  done. 

村嫗 之見解 the  savoir 
faire  of  a  .village  dame. 

頗  _  見  not  wanting  in  dis¬
 

cernment, 一 used  critically. 

惟有退 之之見 1 然後 

可以 闢佛。 nly  ify°uhave the  discernment  of  T‘ui-chih 
(Han  Wen-kung)  should  you 
abuse  Buddhism. 

惟有子 厚之見 ，然狻 

可以 嗜佛。 nly  ify°u  have 
the  discernment  of  T zu-hou  (Liu 

Tsung-yuan)  should  you  defend Buddhism. 

智者所 見暑同 the  views 
of  wise  men  are  pretty  much  the same. 

總不許 見哭聲 on  no 
account  allow  her  to  cry. 

捨之 恐見食 if  UM。，1 
fear  I  shall  be  eaten,— by  a  tiger. 

見傷  to  be  wounded. 

^  ̂   ̂   Chien  
was  murdered. 

何以 郑其 將見殺 h°w do  you  know  that  he  will  be 

killed?  ? 

見竭 殺  was  taken  off  by  poison. 

見留 w  7254. 

見老 w  6783. 

見罪  w  11,910. 見 功  to  be  efficacious;  to  turn out  work. 

見吃  to  last,— of  food. 

^  ̂   susp
icious. 

屈原忠 而見 疑投江 

而死  Yuan  was  loyal, 
but  becoming  “suspect”  drowned himself  in  the  river. 

君可 見助當 厚相報 
if  you  will  help  me,  I  will  repay 
you  liberally. 



CH3ZE33NT 

見 
1671 

見 商於有 約各國 to  be 
discussed  with  the  various  Treaty 
Powers. 

不見隹  it  is  not  very  good. 

不 見怎的  of  no  special  ac¬ 
count;  he  is  not  up  to  very  much. 

見 棄  to  be  rejected,  or  despised. 
See  1116. 

見召  to  be  summoned. 

見笑  to  laugh  at;  laughable. 

見更改  to  be  altered. 
此 鼠之見 閉而不 得 

出者也  the  rat  has  got  in 
here  and  can’t  get  out. 

不 要見怪  do  not  think  it 
strange;  do  not  take  it  amiss. 

請 卽見諒  I  pray  you  excuse me. 

見 新  looking  as  if  new. 

見小  to  be  niggardly. 

見利  profitable ;  advantageous. 

見禮  to  be  polite;  to  make  the 
usual  salutations. 

見好  to  seem  good  (of  things) ; 
to  feel  or  seem  better;  to  be 

obliging  (with  an  anterior'motive). 

見肚滯 i  feel  my  belly  ob¬ 
structed. 

見 观曰消  when  it  feels  the 
sun’s  heat,  (snow)  dissolves. 

他 見天到  he  comes  every day. 

見腫消  Gynura  finnatifida、 
D.C. 

1  見風乾  Evodia  mdicefoHa 私 h. 

見血飛  Mezoneururn  sinense、 
Hemsl. 

卽 布見覆  I  shall  hope  to 
get  a  reply. 

見諭  to  receive  instructions, — 
a  conventional  phrase. 

見說  hearing  what  he  said;  at 
this  •  •  •  See  10,164. 

見間 t。 be  asked.  See  12,650. 

I  見用  to  be  employed.  &  13,449. 

見還知 5°47- 
見方  to  be  made  square, 一 of 
something  which  has  been  round 
Also,  square. 
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見
 4 

1671 三 尺見方  three  feet  square. 
見强  to  be  the  best;  there  is 
an  improvement  (of  a  sick  person). 

見 個局低  to  try  a  fall;  to see  who  is  the  best  man. 

見世面  to  have  seen  the  world; 
experienced. 

見鬼  to  see  a  spirit ;  to  have bad  luck. 

見示  your  reply ;  your  view  as 
to  • 

見信  to  believe;  to  feel  con¬ fidence;  to  hear  from  by  letter. 

見鈉  to  have  one’s  present received. 

貝^  責*  to  be  reprimanded. 見宰 官而說 法則現 

宰官 之身， 見婦人 
而 說法則 現婦人 

之身  to  a  minister  of  State preach  the  Gospel  of  Buddha  as 

though  yourself  a  minister  of 
State:  to  a  woman,  as  though  a 

woman, — i.e.  adapt  yourself  to 

your  audience. 

見愛  to  be  foved  by. 

見遠  far-seeing. 

見作  to  establish. 

花字 只二見  the  character hua  only  appears  twice, —— in  the 

poem. 

水見 不得油 water  is  a  nta- gonistic  to  oil. 

這個 綢子見 不得水 
this  silk  won’t  wash. 

他見 不得我  he  despises 
me. 

我見不 得甜的 1  can’t eat  sweets, — they,  disagree. 

見 不得人  not  fit  to  be  seen, — e.g.  as  bad  handwriting. 

Read  hsienK  To  appear  •’ 
to  become  manifest  ；  to 

assume  shape.  See  現 4539. 

載 見辟王  they  appeared before  their  sovereign  king. 

見 龍在田  the  dragon  has appeared  in  the  fields. 

見則其 地大水 its  ap- pearance  is  followed  by  severe 

floods, 一 of  a  fabulous  animal. 

見 
167  j 

梘 4
 

1672 

R .霰 

See 見 

SinkingUpper. 

筧 3
 

1673 

R •鎖 

See 見 

Rising  Upper. 

M 

1674 

i67S 

R.  vulgar. 

C.  v.  ckan 

See 麵:齡 

A. 三 kani 

Rising  Upper. 

w 1676 

R. 

C.  ts^ym 

H.  tsiam 

F.  chieng、 
chaing 

W.  tsie 

N.  tsieh 

P.  ckien、 chHen 
M.  chicn 

受夂 毋責， 無一怨 

心 、，見 其孝 to  take  his parents’  punishments  without 
any  resentment  showed  his  filial 

piety. 

在 _ 見時 候在春 the fact  that  the  flowers  were  warm 

shows  that  the  season  was  spring. 

頁心 發見  his  better  feelings are  asserting  themselves. 

莫 見乎隱 ，莫 顯乎微 
there  is  nothing  more  manifest 
than  the  obscure,  nothing  more 

visible  that  the  infinitesimally minute. 

從者見  ^  disciples  intro¬ 
duced  him. 

京 師不見  not  noticeable  at 
the  capital, —— of  an  earthquake. 

A  wooden  peg.  A  cover， 

ing  for  a  coffin. 

Read  chie# •  A  bamboo 

pipe  to.  carry  water. 

A  bamboo  pipe  to  carry 
water. 

Same  as  1675. 

Soap. 

香 齒敢  scented  soap. 

To  go  to  excess 
12,412.  To  be  in 
To  arrogate  to  onese 
usurp. 

不 借不賊  committing  no excess,  doing  nothing  injurious. 

才 僭不濫  no  partiality  (in rewarding),  no  excess  (in  punish- 

ing). 
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uttt* 僭 
1676 

【•  chom^  v. 

ch^df/i 
. sen 

i,  ticm 

Sinking 

Upper. 

件
‘
 

1677 

R. 鉍 
C.  kyn 
H.  kLen 
F.  yong^  kiong 

N.  djiTn 
P. 

M.  chien 
Sz. 

Y.  chili 
K.  kon 

我有僧  I  am  arrogating  to 
myself, ~ a  conventional  phrase 
used  when  taking  the  place  of 
honour. 

這個 坐兒實 在有倡 

得狠  I  really  have  no  right 
to  take  this  seat. 

遜 了一會 ，還 是楊御 

史僧了  after  a  bout  ofj 
mutual  yielding,  Censor  Yang 

ultimately  took  the  place  of 
honour. 

僧位  to  usurp  th 专  throne.  See 
12,612. 

倡尊  to  usurp  a  dignity  or 
honour. 

•  '  V— - - 

倡先講  he  usurps  the  right  to 
speak  first. 

倡稱  to  usurp,  or  arrogate  to 
oneself, — a  title  or  rank. 

借分  to  usurp  the  rights  or 
functions  of  others. 

<普  to  pass  beyond;  to  exceed. 

倡妄  arrogating;  presumptuous. 

借 擬宮辱 [their  temples] 
throw  palaces  into  the  shade. 

Read  chin^.  Slander. 

亂之初 生倡 始旣涵 
disorder  is  born  when  the  first 
insinuation  of  slander  is  received. 

Read  Error  ；  con¬ 
fusion. 

以 籥不倡  dancing  to  their 
flutes  without  error. 

覆謂我 倡 he  says  ̂   the 
contrary  that  my  words  are  not 
true. 

To  divide  ；  to  separate 
A  classifier  of  all  kinds  of 

things.  See  9960. 

一仵事  an  affair. 

一 件衣裳  a  garment. 

一 件文書 &  despatch. 

內二件  with  two  inclosures. 

一仵物  a  thing. 

件 4
 

1677 

J.  ken 

A.  kien Sinking 

Lower. 

(Rising  
in 

theory.) 

牮‘
 

1678 

R •霰 

C.  tsyn 
F.  chieng 

N.  tsien 
Y. chid 

J.  sen 

A.  den 

SinkingUpper. 
1679 

R 先 

(Cf. 墊 

C.  tsyrt*) Y.  chi、 chid 

See 愈 

Even  Upper. 

曾 

1680 

R •霰 

See 箭 

Sinking 

Upper. 

八 件點心 eight  kinds  of sweets. 

許 多物仵  a  great  many 
'things. 

件仵俱 全 ot 仵件都 
all  the  things  are  here. 

件 件都能  he  is  good  at  all these  things. 

一仵 一件 的分開 
separate  them  one  from  the  other. 

夺 ̂  the  number  of  packages. 

仵色  the  description  of  packa¬ 

ges. 

若千仵  so  many  packages,  or articles. 

案仵  a  case;  a  lawsuit. 

條仵  a  list；  a  schedule. 

飾件  metal  ornaments. 

A  prop  or  shore  ；  a  beam. 
A  ditch. 

打 棠撥正 Put  UP  a  prop  t0 
keep  it  straight. 

犁牮  a  plough-beam. 

A  saddle-cloth. 

革鹰  M  心  saddle-cloth  or  pad placed  under  the  saddle. 

Grass.  To  introduce；  to 

recommend.  To  worship ; 

to  sacrifice.  To  set  forth  ； 

to  present. 

麋 鹿食薦 deer  eat  grass- 

胃  _  coarse  grass  matting. 

自薦  to  recommend  oneself. 

舉薦  to  recommend  for  employ¬ ment  or  promotion. 

薦賢  to  bring  forward  worthy men. 

昔者 舜薦禹 於天。 f old,  Shun  presented  Yu  to  God, 
— as  his  successor. 

w 

1680 

響: 

R-嫌 

P.  v. c chien K.  mam 

J.  ban 
A*  ckien 

Sinking 

Lower. 

1682 

R •先 

See 肩 

Even  Upper. 

薦祖  to  worship  ancestors. 

祖薦  to  speed  a  parting  friend. 

薦  sacrifices  of  food, 一 before 
these  are  eaten  they  are  薦， 

afterwards  they  are  4658. 

命薦 之宗廟  ordered  it  (a 
double  ear  of  corn)  to  be  offered 

up  in  the  ancestral  temple. 

誦經 爲薦福  to  say  masses 
for  the  repose  of  his  soul. 

薦茱  let  me  offer,  you  a  little food, 一 a  conventional  phrase  to 

a  guest. 

薦饌  to  set  foced  before  one. 

薦 牲  sacrificial  animals. 
薦引  to  introduce;  to  bring  in; 

to  “push，”  e.g.  by  political  means. 

保薦  to  recommend;  to  bring forward  for  reward. 

薦主  a  patron;  a  person  who 
will  recommend. 

薦書。 1 ■薦信  a  letter  • 。£ 
introduction. 

薦  servants’  “characters.” 

薦派  to  appoint ;  to  nominate. 

以紫羅 薦地1 aid  d_ 
crimson  silk, — for  the  queen  to 
walk  on. 

Read  ch'ien^.  To  repeat 

天 方薦媛 6011  is  continu- 
ally  redoubling  our  afflictions. 

饑 饉薦辕 famine  comes 
again  and  again. 

To  cover  with  silver  or 

gold  ；  to  plate.  To  inlay metal. 

竣銀  silver-plated. 
金 經玉鑲  inlaid  with  gold 
and  set  in  jade. 

A  three-year  old  hog. 

獻 辦于在  offered  a  hog 
to  their  ancestors, 一 at  harvest time. 
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趼
 3 1683  • 

R. 勉霞 
See 妍 

Even  Lower. 

Read  yen1.  The  cloven 
hoof  of  an  animal. 

I
1
 

See 

Even  Upper. 

Another  name  for  the  交島 

離  egret,  found  on  the  coast 
of  Chehkiang. 

劇1
 1685 R. 先 

〜建虔 

ox. 

Even  Upper 
and  Lower. 

1686 R. 銷 

F.  v.  ckiang 
Amoy  v.  kian 
K.  kon 

J.  ken 
A.  kien 

Rising  Upper. 

1687 
R. 霰 

(KlANGHSI 
wrongly  reads 

this  group 

lower  series). 

SinkingUpper, 

w R. 霰 
See 箭 

SinkingUpper. 

Hard  skin  on  the  foot  or 

hand  ；  a  blister. 

重趼  thick  hard  skin. 

脈足汗  hard  skin  caused  by  work; 
a  corn. 

蹄趼  the  horny  part  of  the  hoof. 

To  cut.  To  castrate  an 

A  child. 

男囝 a  boy. 

女囝 a  girl. 

小囝  children. 

囝子  a  serving-boy. 

Readjy^^4*.  The  moon 
as  ordered  to  be  used  for 

月  by  the  Empress  Wu 
Hou  of  the  T‘ang  dynasty. 

See 
Water  flowing. 

10,440. 

水 、存至 the  water  flowed  up, 
一 to  the  spot  in  question. 
海） M  continuously  dripping. 

碎懼  successive  emotions. 

To  repeat;  to  come  again 

w 

Same  as  1649. 

事 1690 

r •先銷 s- 愆 

Even  Upper. 

To  pluck  up  ；  to  seize. 

To  gather. 

搴旗  to  capture  a  flag. 

搴簾  to  draw  aside  a  bamboo 

蹇 1691 

蜜1
 

1692 

R •先 

See 愆 

Even  Upper. 

OJEJ^XEJXT, 

curtain. 

See  1653. 

To  defective. 

不 騫不崩  never  waning, never  failing. 

_  狗  disgraced, 一 as  in  reputa 二 
tion. 

杳宵賽 slack  and  careless. 
褰1
 

1693 

R •先 

See 愆 

Even  Upper. 

禳 

1694 

i 

r. 鹽 

See 較 

A.  tUm、 f'ten iven  Upper. 

w 

R. 鹽 

C.  ts、ym 

See 故 

A.  tiem 
EVen  Upper. 

Underclothes.  To  *  pick 

up  one’s  skirts  ；  to  raise, 
as  a  curtain. 

褰 裳渉溱  to  raise  the  skirts when  crossing  the  brook.  See 

i653,  5005* 

Same  as  1693. 

A  species  of  wild  garlic 
or  onion.  See  1 1,244. 

To  cut.  To  stick  in. 

載 m  to  stick  a  pig. 

1697 

R •鹽 

See 截 

A«  tiem、 f'iem 
Even  Upper. 

籤1
 

1698 

R. 

C.  ts^ym 

H.  ts、iam 

F.  chHm§ 

W.  chH: 

N.  ts'-ien 

M.  I
  chHen

 

Y’.ch
Hei 

Sz.  chHen
 

K.  chydvi
 

J.  sen 

A.  tiem、 tHem 

Even  Upper. 

A  label.  To  make  a  note 

of；  to  record. 

貼 中截子  Paste  on  a  label. 

薄 面題帳  write  a  label  01 
the  account-book, — describing  it 

mm  a  slip  pasted  on  to  a  bool or  roll,  stating  the  name  am 

price. 

幟改  to  mark  for  alteration. 

織處  a  marked  passage. 
A  slip  of  bamboo.  A  lot 

as  used  for  divination,  etc 

A  warrant.  A  tally.  In 
terchanged  with  1714. 

柚籤  to  draw  lots. 竹着  slips  of  bamboo,  witl responses  inscribed  on  them 
used  as  lots. 

一筒截  a  tubeful  of  lots, — ai contained  in  a  piece  of  thid 

bamboo. 

求着問  卜  to  divine  by  draw ing  lots. 

訣 _ 靈極  the  response  oi 
the  lot  was  very  accurate, — ir its  fulfilment. 

籤語  the  response  of  the  lot. 

範譜  a  “Book  ofFate;^  a  hand¬ 
book  of  divination  by  lots. 

籤掣  to  select  by  lot, — as  offi¬ cials.  The  successful  candidates 
at  the  final  examination  dra^ 

lots  to  decide  in  what  provinces 

they  are  to  serve. 

緑頭截  green-headed  bamboc slips,— inscribed  with  the  name 
and  other  details  of  an  official) 
and  handed  in  as  a  card  at  a levee. 

鞍 票  a  warrant. 出截。 r  給截  to  issue  a  war¬ 
rant  or  order, — as  done  in  open 

court  by  the  presiding  o 伍 cial 

drawing  the  requisite  “slip”  from : he  bamboo  tube  before  him， 

and  flinging  it  to  one  of  his 
lictors  for  immediate  execution. 

火範 an  urgent  warrant. 
插籤  to  stick  bamboo  slips  or 

tallies  into  packages  of  mer¬ 
chandise  when  carried  from  one 

place  to  another  by  coolies,  as 

a  check  upon  the  number  of 

packages  issued. 

範柙房  a  private  office. 



誠 
1699 

鈐1
 

170c 

1 •鹽 
;ee 齡 
V.  ko/n 

Even  Lower. 

See  373. 

A  stamp；  a  seal.  Latch 

of  a  door.  A  spear  handle. 

金今 雲 B  a  wooden  or  copper  seal, 
as  used  by  petty  officials. 

鈐 蓋關防  to  affix  a  seal.  See 
6368. 

鈐鎖  a  door-lock. 

鈐 ft  a  plough-share. 

鉤鈐  two  stars  'w  in  Scorpio 
connnected  by  astrologers  with 

filial  piety  and  brotherly  love. 

鈐子手 a  tide-waiter. 

Black.  A  name  for  the 

province  of  Kueichou.  See 

驢 7536. 

黒^黎  the  black-haired  people, — 
the  Chinese. 

遠方齡 首未集 ere  the 
black-headed  people  in  distant 

parts  had  united, — under  the 
sway  of  the  First  Emperor. 

黔中  a  name  for  the  region 
west  and  north-west  of  the  river 

湘  Hsiang  in  Hunan,  because 
of  the  black  tribes  who  lived 

there. 

齡零0 r 齡羸 11 脈 of 
Taoist  god. 

石 着齡衣 the  racks  are 
covered  with  lichen. 

To  pull  ；  to  haul.  To 

connect；  to  implicate. 

牽絲  to  stretch  silk, — as  when 
twisting  into  thread. 

牽繼  to  pull  a  rope;  to  track  a 
boat. 

牽挽  to  drag  (a  person)  along. 

牽 挽逆流  to  warp  a  vessel 
up  against  the  tide. 

牽  to  lead  an  ox;  the  stars 
P  y  Aquilae.  See  1388  and  below, 

牽耶  the  Herdboy.  See  1388. 

一牽羊  a  sheep. 

It 來文 內牽及  but  when 
in  your  despatch  you  come  to 
lug  in . . 

銮 
TJ02 

牽混  to  lug  in  what  is  irrel¬ evant；  to  create  confusion. 

與他事 牽 混 mixed  up  with irrelevant  matter. 

牽連。 r 牽渉  to  connect 
together;’  to  involve  in;  to  im¬ 
plicate；  to  criminate. 

意 惹情牽  closely  allied  in opinions  and  feelings. 

牽扯。 1 •琴學 or 牽 揑 to involve;  to  implicate. 

牽纏  to  detain ;  to  be  unwilling to  let  go. 

腸  in  great  anxiety. 

牽念  to  be  attached  to;  to  think of  with  affection. 

牽 合  connected;  attached. 

牽引 01 ■牽 曳  to  draw;  to  drag. 
牽 着不走 ，打 着倒退 

pulling  won’t  make  him  go,  and 
beating  only  makes  him  back, 
— an  obstinate  brute ! 

牽計  to  strike  an  average. 

叫他做 個牽頭  bade  him : devise  some  means. 

牽掛  to  hold  in  suspense;  un¬ decided. 

來去 無牽掛 without  a stitch  of  clothes  on. 

牽 五掛四  catching  house after  house, — of  fires. 

牽藤  creepers. 
枸 文牽禮  to  be  a  stickler for  forms  and  ceremonies. 

學者牽 于所聞 the scholars  stick  to  what  they  have 

learnt,  Le.  if  they  have  learnt  that 
a  thing  is  so,  then  it  must  be  so. 

苹  Ipomcza  hederacefl,  Jacq. 
See  above • 

w 

1704 

R 先 

p. 
M. 

Sz. 

Y. 

See 

Even  Upper. 

〔chSUn、 

chHen^ 

捧 
17020 

w 
1703 

R. 霰 

w 很繾 

SiokingUpper. 

Same  as  1702. 

A  board  which  lies  cross¬ 
wise.  Name  of  a  tree. 

柑
2
 

1 7°S 

R •鹽 

See 鉗 

Even  Lower. 

w 

1706 

R. 鹽 

See 

Even  Lower. 

AIL2 

m 

1707 

R •鹽 

C. 

H.  k'iarn F.  JHeng、 k^ing 

W.  djic 

N.  djten 

M.  !
 chHen 

A  tow-rope.  To  bring 

together.  To  lead. 

拉捧  to  pull  a  tow-rope；  to track.  Also,  to  act  as  go-between. See  below, 

拉篷 扯系牽  to  hoist  the  sail 
and  haul  on  the  tow-rope, — to 
do  odd  jobs  for  people. 

捧板  the  piece  of  wood,  or yoke,  at  the  end  of  a  tow-line, 
against  which  the  trackers  pull. 

系牽繩  a  tow-rope;  a  tracking¬ 
line. 

練夫  trackers. 緯手  a  go-between;  a  mediator. 

縴馬  to  lead  a  hor^e. 

拉 這練  to  pull  this  rope,— 
to  bring  the  principals  together 
in  this  transaction. 

jnfe  猜 系牵  to  bring  landlord  and 
tenant  together. 

皮傾^  系幸 the  string  which  works 

a  puppet. , 

皮條 i 牽 and 拉皮條 I 牽 
to  pull  the  leather  strap  rope, -- to  act  as  a  brothel  tout. 

To  nip;  to  seize,  as  with 
forceps. 

杷他相 ■住  niP  it  tig111- 柑口  to  hold  one’s  tongue;  to 
keep  one’s  mouth  shut. 

Tweezers  ；  pliers.  To 

nip  ；  to  gag.  Used  with 
1705， 1707. 

箱語  to  stop  free  speech;  to 
shut  people’s  mouths. 

馬箝  the  bit  of  a  bridle. 

箝 制其口  to  stop  the  mouth of;  to  gag. 

箝 口無言  (so  that)  they hadn’t  a  word  to  say. 

Tweezers  ；  pliers  ；  for¬ 

ceps  ； tongs.  Gyves  ；  a  ring ; 

a  collar  put  on  prisoners. 

pincers;  tweezers;  earrings. 

夾鉛  a  carpenter’s  circular  pin¬ 
cers. 

鐵鉛  iron  pincers;  forceps.. 
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1707 

Y.  ch、iei 
Sz.  cliHen 

K.  Ry  dm 

J.  kei!、 kan 
A.  kiern 

Even  Lower. 

1708 R .鹽 
See 鉛 

Even  Lower. - 

CmZEMNT 

AIL2 m 

髫!
 To  remove  a  criminal’s 

hair  and  make  敛  wig  of  it. 
A  dun  colour. 

嵌1
 1709 

R •咸勘 
C.  hoi，。 

F.  S/^ieng 
W. 

N.  k'-aan 

P.  chTicn) M. 

ich^ien 

Y.  k^aa3 
K.  kam 

kan 

ih  am  ̂k^afn 
Even  &  Sink¬ 

ing  Lower 
&  Upper. 

m 
r .先 

火鉗  tongs. 

螃蟹鉛  a  crab’s  claws. 
多甘  manacles; 含 yves. 

頸鉛  a  neck-ring  worn  by 
children. 

金甘口  to  gag  by  a  cross-stick. 

P  ̂   t0  shut  the  mouth 
tight  and  not  speak. 

鈕惡  grasping;  grabbing. 

鉛徒  prisoners. 

A  ravine.  To  fall  into. 

嵌巖  valleys  and  cliffs. 

赤嵌  Formosa. 

嵌城  T(ai-nan  Fu. 

Read  chHenK  To  inlay. 

^  t0  inlay  and  set. 

嵌銀匠  a  silversmith. 

嵌 寶  inlaid  with  gems. 

C.  ts^yn 
H.  ts、en 

F.  ch、ieng 
W.  ts^ic 

N.  tsHlti 
p.  I 

M.  >  ch、icn Sz.) 

Y.  clHei 

K.  ch^dn 

J.  sen 
A.  rien 

EvervUpper. 

To  graft；  to  stick  into. 

插菓木  to  graft  fruit  trees, 

脚  a  chiropodist. 
棬子 an  iron  rod  ending  in  a 

spoon  bowl  with  a  sharp  point, 

used  by  tide-waiters  for  thrusting 
into  packages  when  examining 

goods. 

權子手 or 釋 手 tide- waiters  in  -the  Chinese  Customs’ 
Service  are  so  called. 

棬上  to  stick  into, as  into 
sheath. 

姆1
 

遼 
1 1 R •先 

Sec 千 

Kven  Upper. 

To  move  ;  to  remove 

to  be  removed；  to  transfer 
an  official. 

遷國 
empire 

to  remove  the  seat  of 
See  12,050. 

還 

2  10 
CJEHEUNT 

1712 

r •先 

See 
Even  Upper. 

僉1
 

i7i3 

R •鹽 

See 鞍 

Even  Upper. 

遷徙。 r 遷移。 1 ■遷居 
。> •喬遷  to  move;  to  change one’s  residence. 

遷  客  an  official  en  route  for  his place  of  banishment. 

技 出遷費 t°  pay  the  ex- penses  of  removing, — graves. 

柙遷  to  evict ;  to  turn  out  a tenant. 

遷避  to  remove；  to  clear  out; to  flit. 

以 我贿遷  I  v/ill  remove  with 
my  goods. 

遷 于喬木  flitting  t。 a  lofty 
tree. 

遷 于王都  remove  to  the royal  capital. 

舍 其坐遷  they  leave  their seats  and  go  elsewhere. 

帝 遷明德  God  moved  thither this  intelligent  ruler. 

是 斷是遷  we  cut  them  down, we  conveyed  them  here. 

善則遷 ，過則 改。 r 遷 

善改過  advance  towards good  and  reform  your  faults. 

遷延 時日 t0  Put  0任； t0 procrastinate. 

左- send  to  the  left, — to 
degrade.  In  ancient  times  the 
place  of  honour  was  on  the  right. 

遷  to  accommodate ;  to  make 
a  compromise. 

遷戍  to  remove  the  quarters  of 
troops. 

遷 4 弗  _再  ill-adapted  to  the 
novel  position. 

遷棺  to  move  the  coffin, _ to start,  at  funerals. 

遷閉  to  shut  up  a  shop  and  go elsewhere. 

A  swing.  See  .2307. 

All  ；  everybody  ；  sign  of 

plural. 

僉 以爲是  all  thought  that it  was  right,  or  the  right  course. 

命不允  all  were  unwilling. 

僉1
 

1713 

簽1
 

1714 

R. 

See 

A.  tiem^  t^iem Even  Upper. 

愆1
 

17^5 

R •先 

C.  hyn 

H.  k、n 
F.  k、iang 

W.  <^ie 
N.  Hen 
P. 

M. 

Sz. 

Y.  chHei 

K.  k'dn 
J.  ken 

A.  kHtn 

cK'ien 

Even  Upper. 

僉言如  ― •  they  were  un¬ 
animous  in  their  opinion. 

命稱  to  state  unanimously. 

a  joint  petition. 

金 妻  his  wife  along  with  him. 

免僉  she  need  not  go  with  him. 

^  ̂   or  ̂   mean  creatures. 

A  bamboo  slip.  A  lot 
used  for  divination ;  see 

1698.  A  label.  To  send， 
as  constables.  To  sign  ；  to 
endorse. 

牙簽子  a  bamboo  tooth-pick. 

紅簽子  a  strip  of  red  paper 
or  label  on  a  letter  or  parcel  on 

which  the  address  is  written ; 

see  3582. 

看 了 封簽子 上十五 
seeing  the  fifteen  words  on the  address  slip. 

簽 差  t0  send  off  police. 

簽 差持票  to  send  constables 

with  a  warrant. 

簽傳  to  summon  by  warrant. 

簽派  to  send  off  with  a  warrant. 
簽字。 r 簽名。 r 簽柙 

to  sign;  to  affix  a  signature. 

簽掣  to  select  officials  by  lot. 
See  1698. 

簽  to  subscribe  for;  the  super¬ scription  on  a  letter. 

簽書  to  label  books. 

簽館  to  open  a  school. 

胃  f P  stamped, — as  papers. 簽分 •  to  assign  by  drawing  lots. 

簽訂  to  execute;  duly  signed. 

A  fault;  an  error.  To 

prolong；  to  overstep. 

式禮莫 想  wehaveperfbmed 
every  ceremony  without  error. 

不想 .不忘  erring  in  nothing， 
forgetful  of  nothing. 

旣 想爾止 y°u  g。 wrons in 
all  your  conduct. 

不 龜有想  anxious  not  to  do 
anything  wrong. 

想允。 r 罪舉。 r 想爽 
error ;  transgression. 
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愆1
 

ni5 

慊 
1716 

〜謙 
iliem 

Entering 

Upper. 

嗛1
 

1717 

r 琰 

3<:e 銜謙 
Even  Lower 

and  Upper. 

慊 
1718 

歉 
1719 

歉 
1720 

賺 3
 

1721 

R .嫌陷 
謙 P 
han、 hiem、 

litm 

Rising  and 
sinking  Upper 
and  Lower. 

繩愆  to  lay  the  line  of  straight 
conduct  ^alongside  of  error ;  to 
reform  faults. 

匪我 想期 k  is  nQt  1  wh。 
would  prolong  the  time. 

愆 期未緻  passed  the  ap¬ 
pointed  time  without  having 

paid  up. 

To  wait  on  •  to  accom 

pany. 

儻人  an  attendant. 

The  pouch  of  a  monkey. 
Deficient. 

嫌嫌之 德  inadequate  virtue. 

嗛一  chHeh^  然而 終日不 
^0  so  satisfied  that  he  said,  not 
a  word  the  whole  day. 

Read  hsietr.  To  carry 
in  the  mouth. 

See  1571. 

M 
1722 

艮 •鹽 
:. him 

k'iam 

k'ieng 

N  •汐 ie 

Same  as  1717. 

See  1633. 

The  flank  or  hollow  part 

of  the  rump  of  an  animal. 

The  meat  in  a  dumpling. 

赚窩  the  noil ow  of  an  animal’s thigh. 

赚皮  the  fur  on  che  breast  and 
flanks. 

the  part  above  the  hip¬ 
bone. 

金鋇赚  the  yellow  and  white 
fur  of  the  fox. 

Humility；  modesty.  Dimi¬ 
nution. 

^  humility  receives  in¬ 

crease.  Sec  7622. 

謙讓  to  yield;  to  give  way  to 
others. 

碰1
 

謙 

chHm 

1722 
N.  c^ien 
P. M. 

Y.  ch、iei 
Sz.  ch、ien 
K.  kiom 

J.  ken 
A.  k'iem 
Even  Upper. 

m 
1723 

KJ 炎 

See 激 

Rising  Lower. 

鼸,
 

1724 

琐 

See 謙 

Rising  Upper. 

R, 

千1
 

!72S 

R. 先 

C.  ts、yn 

H.  ts^en 
F.  chHeng 

W.  tHe 

N.  ts^ien 

P. 

M.  chHen 

Sz. 

Y.  chHci 

K.  cK'on 

r.  sen 

A.  t'ien 
Even  Upper. 

謙遜。 r 謙虛。 r 謙車 

or  謙 退  modest;  retiring; 
yielding. 

謙恭  QI ■謙敬  respectful;  un- 
assuming. 

謙和  pleasant ;  agreeable, 一 as 
a  companion,  because  not  over¬ bearing. 

謙詞 or  謙口  modest  lan- 
guage. 

何角太 謙 why  so  very modest? 

太謙。 r  過謙 over-modest. 

謙 謙君子  a  modest,  un-j assuming  gentleman. 

孝經 謙半之  (the  tablets used  for)  the  Classic  of  Filial 

Piety  were  only  half  the  .size, — of  those  used  for  the  Six  Classics. 

三 分居一 又謙焉 still 
smaller  by  oue-third. 

Read  ckieh^.  Used  for 

i57i- 

此之 謂自謙  this  is  called self-enjoyment. 

To  eat  insu 伍 ciently  •’ 
unsatisfied. 

Read  lierv".  Something 

brought  on  after  a  meal 
The  meat  in  a  dumpling. 

A  hamster,  or  large  kind 
of  rat. 

畐赛 車  a  person  who  stuffs  his mouth  full  as  the  hamster  stuffs 

its  pouch. 

A  thousand.  Many；  all. 

Earnestly  ；  by  all  means. 
See  6870,  8560,  9959.  [To 

be  distinguished  from  干 

58i4  and  于  13,537-] 

其 車三千  his  chariots  were three  thousand. 

千年  a  thousand  years. 

千百。 r 千萬  vast  numbers. 

千百年  over  各  thousand  years. 

十千  ten  thousand  (cash  under¬ 
stood). 

千1
 

1725 

千萬 .年  thousand  and  ten 
thousands  of  years. 

一 千萬年  ten  million  years. 
人 無千日 好， 花無百 

日 紅  man  is  never  happy  for 
a  thousand  days,  a  flower  never 
blooms  for  a  hundred. 

山中 也有 千年樹 there 
are  trees  on  the  mountains  a 

thousand  years  old. 

人生不 滿百， 常懷千 

歲 憂  man  does  not  live hundred  years,  but  he  worrit 
himself  enough  for  a  thousam 

人 生百歲 ，那 有三萬 

六千 日之樂  man  may 
live  to  a  hundred,  but  does  he 

ever  get  thirty-six  thousand  days 

of  happiness  ? 

千歲  “thousand  years,” 一 the title  of  a  prince. 

恭 視千秋  to  congratulate  on the  “thousand  autumns,” 一 the 
birthday. 

千金  a  thousand  ounces  of silver, 一 a  conventional  phrase 

for  another  person’s  daughter. 

千斤闊  a  portcullis. 
the  “bachelor’s 

button •” 
千總  a  chiliarch;  a  lieutenant. 

千戎  the  literary  designation  of 

a  _  lieutenant. 

千方  versatile. 千 方百計  by  hook  or  by 
crook. 

千 奇百怪 very  strange. 

千恧百 ㈣萬） 想 M  of 
thought. 

大 千世界  the  whole  uni¬ 

verse： 

千繁  a  great  embarrassment. 

车 , 片石 talc. 千戶  the  title  of  a  petty  tribal chieftain. 

name  of  the  winning  card; 

a  sharp;  a  blackleg. 

千字文  the  “thousand  charac¬ ter  essay,” 一 a  composition  in 

pne  thousand  different  charac¬ 
ters,  arranged  so  as  to  yield  sense. 
It,  is  (?  was)  the  second  primer 

studied  by  Chinese  schoolboys. 
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千 
i725 

仟1
 

”26 
R •先 

See 

Even  Upper. 

1727 

杆1
 

1728 R. 先 

See 

Even  Upper. 

芊1
 1729 

R •先霰 
S« 千茜 

Even  Upper. 

千 山萬水  many  hills  and 
streams, 一 between  us. 

千 變萬化  full  of  tricks ; 
changeable. 

千 祈回來  I  earnestly  beg 
you  to  come  back. 

千萬 不要作  by  no  means do  so. 

千 萬千萬  be  sure  you  attend to  what  I  have  said. 

千一 不改  nine  hundred  and 
ninety-nine  to  one  he  will  change. 

打 to  bend  one  knee. 

千古  all  antiquity ;  for  ever. 

千古 不易之  never  chang¬ ing. 

千層疔  a  form  of  syphilitic boil. 

千 恩萬謝  unbounded  grati¬ tude. 

千 叮萬囑  to  repeatedly order. 

千 軍萬馬  vast  numbers  of 
infantry  and  c^alry. 

千 章錁子  paper  money 
burnt  in  worship. 

千里光  Senecio  chinensis^D.C, 

千 里鏡㈣ 眼)  a  telescope. 

A  chiliarch,  or  ruler  over 

a  thousand.  A  thousand 

cash. 

仟總  a  lieutenant.  See  1725, 

Same  as  1710. 

A  kind  of  conifer  akin 

to  the  fir  (Adzes  leptolepsis). 
A  lofty  straight  tree  found 
in  Shansi  and  Hunan, 

Luxuriant  foliage.  The 
colour  of  green  jade. 

後 年  luxuriant  in  growth. 

I 草 色芊芊 the  colour  of  the 
grass  is  bright  green. 

迁 
1730 

阡1
 

1731 

R •先 

See 

Even  Upper. 

鉛1
 

1732 

R •先 

C.  yun H.yen 
F.  yong 
W.ye 

N.  kaSan 
P.  chHtn 

M.  k、att、 chHen 

yuan 

Y.  k^aa Sz.  chHen、 

yuan 

, yon J.  ett、 yen 

K

,

 

j

u

e

n

 

E
v
e
n
 
 

L
o
w
e
r
 

Irregular. 
Also,  Upper 

Even  (with 
the  k  initial). 

鈒 
1733 

Same  as  1711. 

A  road  leading  north  and 

south.  See  8017.  A  path 

leading*  to  a  grave. 

阡陌  the  public  road;  the  high¬ 
way ;  a  path  between  paddy- 
fields. 

嗟 PT •陌 之將蕪 alas!  the streets  are  beginning  to  be  over¬ 

grown  with  weeds. 

有吁 哼之得 gains  from  the four  points  of  the  compass, — 
of  the  income  of  traders. 

新阡 a  new  burial-place. 

阡張  strips  of  paper-money burnt  at  funerals. 

Lead.  Also  read  yuan 交 

and  yeri\  See  2620. 

黑鉛 di •鉛錫 lead. 

白鉛  pewter；  spelter. 

鉛粉。 r 鉛華  white  lead; ceruse.  The  second  is  also  face- 

powder. 

鉛塊  pig  lead. 鉛筆  a  lead  pencil. 
鉛片  sheet  lead；  leads  used 
by  compositors  to  make  spaces 
between  lines. 

鉛壺  a  leaden  pot. 

鉛礦  lead  mines. 
鉛 子。 r 鉛九 子 shot)bullets. 

鉛 糧子兒  leaden  shot.  See 

7016. 

鉛  子  loaded  dice. 
鉛罐  lead  canisters, 一 to  hold tea. 

釘鉛。 r 夾鉛。 r 徤鉛 

灌鉛  to  insert  lead  into silver.  Holes  are  often  bored  in 

dollars,  filled  up  with  lead,  and 
covered  with  silver. 

鉛字  lead  type. 

Same  as  1732. 

!  Short ;  shallow.  Thin  ； 

I 戈  jbeaten  out,  as  a  plate  of 1734  1 

R •勉 

See 錢 

Rising  Lower. 

1735 

R •銷 

See 

Rising  Upper. 

'metal. 

小 戎後收  there  is  his  short 
war-carriage. 

後 駟孔群  his  mail-covered 
team  moves  in  great  harmony. 

後甲  trappings  of  mail  for  war- 
horses. 

. Shallow,  as  opposed  to 

深 9823.  Simple  (see 
9918).  Superficial.  Vulgar. Short.  A  tiger  [see  303). 

Light  in  colour.  Weak  in 

strength,  as  glasses  for 

spectacles. 

淺水  shallow  water. 
淺處  a  shallow  place. 

淺沙灘  a  shoal;  a  bar  at  the 
mouth  of  a  river. 

就 其淺矣 where  it  (the water)  was  shallow. 

撊淺  to  run  aground;  to  get ashore,  as  a  ship. 

淺花  ornamented  in  low  relief. 

不 知深浇  not  to  know  the 
deep  from  the  shallow;  not  to 
know  the  depth. 

害 人不淺  to  injure  one 

severely. 

甚淺  very  superficial ;  very  easy; not  abstruse. 

淺 而易見  simple  and  easy 
to  understand. 

他 的學聞 淺得狠 his learning  is  very  superficial. 

淺近之 会 a  superficial 
scholar. 

深人 無淺語 deeP  Pe°Ple 
never  say  shallow  things. 

淺知  superficial  knowledge. 

淺見  small  experience. 

意思不 淺  the  meaning  is  not 
simple. 

淺 淺可說  he  can  talk  a  little, 

— of  a  child. 

淺陋。 r 淺薄 vile;  mean. 

淺 率  vulgar;  pretentious. 
淺毛  short-haired, 一 of  fur. 
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m 
1735 

錢 2
 

1736 

1 先敍 
:. ts^yn  t 
i.  ts、m 

r.  chicng 
V.  dzie^  die 

dzie,  ditn, 
aieh 

chHen 

\i.  1 
chHei 
chbn 

•  sen 

L  tien 

Even  Lower. 

淺蠛  a  tiger’s  skin  to  cover  it. 
^  is  supposed  to  mean  a  tiger 
because  of  the  shortness  of  that 

animal’s  hair, 

淺顔色  a  light  shade  of  colour. 

淺黃  light  yellow. 

這個眼 鏡太淺 these 
spectacles  are  too  weak. 

眼淺  shallow-eyed, — of  a  person 
who  has  seen  little  and  is  asto 
nished  at  much. 

淺鮮  slight  and  few;  insignifi 
cant. 

Copper .  coin,  or  cash, 

i，ooo  of  which  were  origi¬ 

nally  equal  to  the  兩  tae 
or  Chinese  ounce  of  silver. 

Cash  (from  the  Sanskrit 

knrsha、 karshapana\  seem 
to  have  been  first  coinec 

under  the  Ch'in  dynasty, 
from  221  b.c.,  each  cash 

having  a  square  hole  in  the 

middle  for  convenience  in 

carrying  a  quantity;  hence 

the  term  “strings  of  cash.” 
[Stands  pictorially  for  全 

3176， complete.]  Money  ； 
wealth.  A  mace， or  the 

t^ith  part  of  a  Chinese 

ounce.  See  6378,  7924. 

開錢 t。  spend  money. 
the  shape  of  cash、 See  5665. 

銅錢  copper  cash, 

錢貨  copper  cash, 一 as  cargo, 

銀錢  silver  coins. 

— 口金錢  a  piece  of  gold 
moneys 

錢文  money;  cash. 

不値 半文錢 not  worth  half 
a  cash.  See  12,633. 

小錢。 r 爛錢 w 毛錢 
light  weight  or  bad  coin. 

私錢  illicit  or  small  cash. *  〆 

飛錢  bills  of  exchange, — term 
used  under  the  T‘ang  dynasty. 

篚錢  spade-shaped  money,  said 
to 為 ave  been  in  use  in  early  ages, 

錢:
 

though  this  has  been  questioned 

by  some  Chinese  numismatists. 

蟻鼻錢  ant’s-nose  money shaped  like  half  a  cartouche, 
and  said  to  have  been  in  use 
in  early  ages. 

布錢  cloth-money,  known  to 
foreigners  as  ̂ trouser-money, n 
in  use  as  late  as  1st  cent.  b.c. 

5329. 
刀錢  knife  or  razor  money,  so 
called  from  its  shape,  in  use  as 

late  as  2nd  or  3rd  cent.  b.c. 

兩個錢  two  cash;  a  little 
money;  a  “trifle.” 

等錢用  to  have  occasion  for ready  money 

撒開 一 赚錢 t。 make  n。 end  of  money. 

錢舖。 1 ■錢 莊。 r 錢店 
a  money-changer’s;  a  bank 

貧票 oi •錢鈔  bank-notes 
payable  in  cash. 

錢串  a  string  of  straw  used  to 
thread  cash;  strings  of  cash： 

錢串虫  the  spider-millipede 
祖錢  the  coin  upon  which  the 
matrix  is  formed. 

毋錢  a  matrix ;  principal  (sei 
8067). 

一 *  没|1  the  amount  of  one 
casting  of  cash  =  5662  strings  + 

369  cash. 

以 錢箅帳  to  keep  one’s  ac¬ counts  in  cash, 一 not  in  dollars 
and  cents. 

錢賦  exactions;  charges. 

錢簿  an  account-book. 

錢倩案 civil 
錢 局* 'a  mint. 
錢筒  a  bamboo  tube  for  holding cash. 

錢行  {hang1、 the  market  price 
of  cash;  a  bank. 

錢 落下。 r 錢本低 加 rate  of  exchange  is  low;  the 

price  of  cash  has  gone  down. 

錢； [撞  a  cash  box;  a  till. 

換錢。 1 •桃錢  to  change  silver into  cash. 

守錢奴 

値 多少錢  what  is  the  value 
(or  price)  of  this? 

cases. 

miser. 

錢 
2 

1736 錢財 如糞土  riches  are  but 
clirt. 

糧  taxes.  See  7016. 

錢法堂  the  Coinage  Depart¬ ment, — sub-Departments  of  the 
Boards  of  Revenue  and  Works 

紅錢 red  paper  slips  with  jjjg 
“blessings”  cut  in  them,  hung 
on  doors  at  the  New  Year. 

白錢。 r 紙錢。 1 •路錢 
the  paper  cash  which  are  used at  funerals,  etc. 

惯 用白錢  accustomed  to spend  other  people’s  money. 

slips  of  paper,  to  represent 

money,  placed  on  graves. 

錢 倩細故  the  money-debt  is 
a  trifling  matter. 

錢 能通神  money  can  move the  gods, — enable  a  man  to  do anything. 

瞎子 見錢， 眼也開 
money  makes  the  blind  see. 

和尙 見錢， 經也賣 
money  will  make  a  priest  sell 
even  his  Bible. 

無錢喚 得人來 
without  money  it  is  no  use  calling, 
一 no  one  will  come. 

用 錢猶如 水冲沙 
spending  money  is  like  water 
soaking  into  sand, 一 it  is  quickly 

gone. 

火到猪 頭爛， 錢到公 

事辦  as  with  tire  a  pig’s  head gets  cooked,  so  with  money  can 

you  get  business  done, 一 at  a 
yamcn  or  Government  office. 

丨 有錢  to  have  money  in  hand ; to  be  wealthy. 

有 錢使得 鬼椎磨 with money  you  can  make  the  devil 

turn  your  mill. 

有錢 蓋百醜 money covers 
a  multitude  of  sins. 

有 道之錢 方可取 * only  the  money  which  is  honestly 
come  bye 

有錢 金眞語 if  y。11  have 
money,  all  you  say  is  gospel  truth. 

有錢 高三麵 money  will raise  (a  family)  for  three  gene¬ rations. 

有錢 始作人  money  makes 
the  man. 
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有錢 堪出衆  with  money 
a  man  can  appear  in  public. 

有 錢難買 親生子 
money  will  not  buy  a  son  of 
your  own  begetting. 

無錢可 討有錢 妻 〖 
poor  man  may  marry  a  rich  wife.' 

富 人捨錢 ，窮 人捨力 
a  rich  man  parts  with  money, 

a  poor  man  with  strength, 一 to 
' enable  each  to  live. 

一文 錢逼倒 英雄漢 
the  want  of  a  single  cash  may 

drag  a  hero  to  the  ground. 

文籍雖 滿腹， 不如一 
囊 錢  a  bellyful  of  learning  is 
not  as  good  as  a  purseful  of 
money. 

到處不 用錢， 到處惹 
人嫌  if  wherever  you  go  you 
spend  no  money,  wherever  you 

go  you  will  be  an  object  of  dislike. 

錢眼 當枷戴 &  regards  the 
hole  in  a  cash  as  the  hole  in  a 

cangue, 一 very  stingy. 

錢龍  the  “hundred  legs，’’  an insect  common  in  the  north  of 

China.  See  2324. 

錢塘  name  of  a  river  in  Cheh- 
kiang  ；  a  fancy  name  for  the 

Tung-t‘ing  lake. 

待潮於 錢塘江  waiting 

w 

to  witness  the  “bore”  in  the 
Ch‘ien-t‘ang  river. 

緑錢  a  name  for  lichen  or  liver¬ wort. 

錢毋  a  name  for  the  pied  wag¬ tail. 

白 礬四錢  four  mace  weight 
(t.e.  I  of  an  oz.)  of  alum. 

幾  how  many  mace  does 
it  weigh  ? 

三兩三 錢三％ •  3.33,  or 
3  ounces,  ̂   and  j  of  an  ounce, 
of  silver. 

Read  chieriK  A  weeder 

an  agricultural  instrument. 

錢縛  spuds  and  hoes. 

1737 R •先 

C.  ts^yn 
H.  ts、m 
F.  ckieng、 sc/ig 
W.  zie 

Before,  in  time.  Before 

in  place;  recto^  of  the  first 

page  of  a  leaf  in  a  Chinese 

book,  see  1  2,978.  [The  anti¬ 

thesis  to  each  of  these  is  後 
after,  and  behind,  respecti 

w 

i737~ 

N.  dzie、 zien 

P. 

ch^ieti M. 
Sz. 

Y.  chHei 
K. chon 

J.  sen,  zin A.  tien 

Even  Lower. 

vely.  See  4025.]  South, 

as  applied  to  hills,  houses, 
etc.  See  12,185,  12,402. 

前天 前 B  OT 前兒 
the  day  before  yesterday.  [The 

second  is  also  “formerly.”] 

日 前  formerly;  on  a  previous occasion. 

前月  a  previous  month :  the month  before  last. 

前秋  last  autumn  but  one. 

前 經轉飭  have  already  in¬ 
structed. 

前人  a  predecessor;  by  the  same 
author  (as  the  preceding  extract). 

前 人弄怕 了後人 〜 first  individuals  have  made  one 
cautious  about  those  who  come 
after  them- 

前署  predecessor  in  office. 

貴前任  your  honourable  pre¬ decessor  in  office. 

前次。 n  a  former  occasion;  last time. 

前此  previous  to  this. 
前輩  a  previous  generation ; 

seniors. 

前稅  duty  previously  paid. 

前領事  the  former  Consul, 
前知  foreknowledge ;  see  1783. 
前識者 道之華 也 
knowledge  is  but  a  showy  orna¬ 
ment  of  TAO.  See  9928. 

前項  the  above-mentioned;  of the  aforesaid  kind. 

前朝  previous  dynasties. 
前世  previous  generations ;  in a  former  birth. 

前  before  and/ after;  first  and last.  See  9865. 

前後 也曾會 過五六 

次  they  had  met  some  five  or six  times,  first  ̂ nd  last. 

前前 狻狻共 請有三 

四個人  first  and  last,  I  have employed  some  three  or  four 

persons. 從前 至後已 不知濟 

過 多少人 i  could  not  say how  many  people  he  has  assisted, 
from  first  to  last. 

前
，
 

1737 

月初前 後可到 _  he  will  be 
here  about  the  beginning  of  the 
month. 

前言 戲之耳 what  1  — 
was  in  joke. 

雨前  before  the  rains, 一 young hyson  or  uchain  tea,  which  term 
is  an  imitation  of  the  Chinese 
sounds. 

他 來在前 ，我 去在後 
he  came  before  I  went. 

前 頭  previously;  in  front. 

於前  in,  or  to,  one’s  presence ; 
before  one. 

前面  in  front. 面前  before  one’s  face. 
曝前 ot 眼面前 thatwhich is  before  one’s  face ;  ordinary ; 
ready-  to-hand ;  simple.  5^13,129. 

你 滅于我 前弄巧 
dare  to  play  your  tricks  before  me, 

前心  the  breast. 前進  to  progress;  to  advance, 

上 — 往） 前走 tG  g。 on; 
to  proceed. 

在 &先走  walked  in  front, 前來  come  to  hand, 一 a  phrase which  often  follows  a  quotation 

from  a  despatch  or  other  docu¬ 
ment  received  by  the  writer. 
While  necessary  to  complete 

the  Chinese  idiom,  its  sense  will 

already  have  been  su 伍 ciently 
expressed  in  English  by  the 

terms  of  quotation  or  receipt, 

前程  official  career ;  rank ;  sta¬ 
tus.  See  757. 

貴前  what  is  your  official 
rank? 

前 程難料  it  is  difficult  to 
say  what  his  career  will  be. 

前引  to  guide  forward. 

前 引大臣  chamberlains 
the  vanguard. 

御 前大臣  Grand  Chamber- 
lain, — the  great  officer  who 
stands  in  the  Imperial  presence. 

御 前侍衞  guards  of  the  Im- 
perial  ante-chamber. 

御 前行走 Monsolian  princes having  the  right  of  entrie. 

前 鋒侍衛  Imperial  guards- 
men  of  the  vanguard  division, 

做 事不前  to  make  no  pro¬ 

gress. 
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前
 2 

mi 

儘先前  before  the  very  first； 
first  of  tire  first. 

業已告 知前路 I  be 
already  told  “our  friend，’’ 一 the 

phrase  前路  is  used  in  con¬ 
versation  for  any  known  person 

whose  name  it  may  be  undesira¬ 
ble  to  mention.  See  12,106. 

前廳  the  front  rooms. 

前 三後四  first  this  and  then 
that. 

前 仲後合  swaying  back¬ 
wards  and  forwards.  See  12,885. 

前者  formerly. 

前已  already. 

前 ，天。 r 前半日 the 
morning ;  the  forenoon. 

前半夜  before  midnight. 

前事  the  foregoing  affair. 

前功  past  services. 

前諸。 r 前往。 1 •前行 
。> ■前赴  to  proceed  to. 

前 擁狻護  to  crowd  pell-  i mell. 

前 思狻想  >to  turn  over  and: 
over  in  one’s  mind;  to  desire; 
to  ardently  wish  for. 

前由 前情 ot 前因 the 
foregoing.  See  等  10,877. 

前手 a  predecessor.  Also,  the 
previous  time  of  doing. 

前古  antiquity ;  past  ages. 

前敵  fronting  the  enemy;  the 
front  line  of  one’s  forces;  the 
front. 

前期  before  the  cime  named; 
beforehand. 

前 期四天  four  days  before 
the  time. 

前站  the  petty  official  who  goes 
Qn  ahead  to  make  arrangements 

for  the  reception  of  a  high 
official. 

前失  a  previously-committed 
mistake ;  a  past  error.  See  9951, 
12,365. 

前植  the  foremast. 

前 

m 

1738 

r. 先 

See 前 

Eveii  Lower. 

潛 
[739 

R. 

C.  tsKym 

H.  ts^iam F.  chi  eng 

W.  zie 

N.  dzien 

p.  ! 

M. ( 

Y.  chHd 

Sz.  ch、im 
K.  c/iLo//i 
J.  sen^  zen 
A.  tiem 

Even  Lower. 

chHen 

the  forestay  of  a  ship. 

山前  south  of  the  hills. 

前山  the  southern  hills. 

前街 south  street. 
前門  the  south  gate  of  Peking. 

前胡  Angelica  sp. 

The  planet  Venus  is  女 

椾星  as  a  morning  star, 
and  is  regarded  as  the  wife 

of 太白 上公， the  same 
planet  as  an  evening  star. 

To  lie  hid  at  the  bottom 

of  water.  A  breeding-place 

for  fish.  Secret  ；  retired. 

琿 潛在淵 the  fish  W  deeP 
in  the  pool. 

潛 雖伏矣  although  they (the  fishes)  dive  down  to  the 
bottom. 

潛逃  to  escape  to;  to  abscond. 

潛 逃于淵  to  dive  and  hide in  the  deep. 

潛 有多魚  in  the  breeding- places  there  are  many  fish. 

[These  are  roughly  constructed 

places  of  refuge  for  the  fish,] 

飛潛 .動植 各爲類 
birds,  fishes,  beasts  (including 

insects,)  and  trees,  each  has  its 
own  class. 

中  to  walk  under 
water. 

潛 龍勿用  the  dragon  is  in hiding,  it  is  not  the  time  for 

action.* 
龍 潛之舊  an  old  friend  of  j 

the  Emperor’s  days  of  obscurity. 

潛住  to  live  in  retirement. 

潛修  to  go  into  retirement  and cultivate  virtue. 

潛身聽  to  listen  secretly. 

潛步  secret  steps ;  to  walk furtively. 

潛心 釋氏  to  be  secretly  a Buddhist  at  heart. 

潛 吳生眞  secretly  sketched a  portrait  of  Mr  Wu. 

沉潛  solid;  substantial ;  trust¬ 
worthy. 

潛 

1739 

潜 
!74o 

i74i 

乾 
1742 

m 

1743 

R.  vulgar. F.  v.  kieng 

See 虔 

Even  Lower. 

虜
 2 

. 1744 

R •先 

C.  kyn 

H.  k、en 

F.  kicng 

W.  djie 

N.  djicn 

M.  I 
 chHen 

Y.  chHei 
Sz.  chHen 

K.  kon 

J.  ken'gen 
A.  kien 

潛入  to  enter  secretly. 

潛匿  to  hide;  to  lurk. 
潛往  to  make  off  secretly. 

潛至  had  secretly  arrived  at. 

潛藏  (i)  of  criminals  in  hiding; 
(2)  of  officers  in  retirement. 

Same  as  1739. 

See  4508. 

Even  Lower. 

See  5809. 

A  shore  ；  a  bank  ；  an 
edge. 

水增  the  brink  of  the  water. 

To  be  reverential  ；  de¬ 

vout  ； respectful  ;  sincere. 

To  take  by  force  ；  to  kill. 

Trifling;  unimportant. 

虡 共爾位  reverently  dis¬ 
charge  your  duties. 

有 虚—鉞  reverently  he 
grasped  his  axe. 

方 斲是虔  we  reverently 
hewed  them  square. 

^  devout;  earnestly. 

虡告。 r 虡禱。 ••虔 懇 ％ 

虡求  to  humbly  pray. 

虔誠  sincere. 佛欲試 其虔誡  Buddha 
wished  to  test  his  sincerity. 

虔潔  spotless ;  pure. 

虞劉 我邊陲  he  ravaged 
our  frontier  with  slaughter. 

矯虔  dissemblers  and  oppres¬ 
sors. 

虚婆  a  witch. 
虔州  an  old  name  for  赣州 

府  in'Kiangsi. 
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See 縫 

SinkingUpper. 

To  follow  on  the  track  of. 

傯傭  a  string  of  people. 

、也: M 

1746 
•錄霰 

C.  hyn 

H.  k、cn 

F*  k^icng 
W.  He 

N.  <Hen 

j  ch^icn 
M.  \ 

Y.  chHei 

Sz.  ch^icn 
K.  kidn 

[•  ken 

A.  k'ien 

Rising  Upper. 

To  send  ；  to  appoint  to 

a  post.  To  drive  away. 

To  banish  to  some  point 

outside  the  18  Provinces. 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

遺 544。.]  * 

王 遣申伯 the  king  sent 
away  the  chief  of  Shen. 

遣派  to  send, — as  servants, 
workmen,  etc. 

差遣  to  send;  to  commission, - 
as  an  official. 

遣使  a  messenger；  an  envoy. 

遣 員代往  to  send  a  deputy. 

遣人問 候 t。 send  a  man  t0 
present  compliments,  or  to  en 
quire  after  health. 

遣 '丁  ot  遣侦  t。 send  a servant. 

遣車  to  send  one’s  carriage  to 
accompany  a  funeral.  Now-a- 
days,  this  means  a  servant  with 

a  card  and  a  sum  of  money  to 

help  to  defray  expenses. 

遺發  to  despatch;  to  send  on 
an  errand. 

遣詞  to  amend  the  text. 

遣令  to  send. 

遣歸  to  order  home. 

遣謫  to  banish. 
遣抱  to  send  a  representative 

to  present  a  petition,  etc. 

遣散  to  discharge, 一 as  a  crew. 

遣叩  to  send  to  implore.、 

遣興  (Jising、、 recreation. 
遣奠  an  offering  made  at 

burial. 

遣將  {chiangk)  to  despatch  mi¬ 
litary  commanders 

遣居  banishment  of  members 
of  the  Imperial  clan. 

把 兩人都 遣開了  sent 
away  both  the  men, — out  of  the 
room,  temporarily. 

遺
 3 
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遣罪  banishment  for  crime. 
遣逐 t。  drive  away;  to  expel. 

消遣世  _  to  banish  
the 

cares  of  this  life. 

聊以自 遣 so  as  to  find some  vent  for  one’s  feelings. 

則 詩酒可 遣 then  with wine  and  verse  (care  or  ennui) 

^  may  be  banished. 

1750 
Y.  chHci 

Sz.  chHen 
K.  k'dm^  v.  him 

J.  ken 

A.  k、iem 

桃 花莫遺 隨流水 d。 

m 

1747 r. 錄霰 

C.  hyn、 k'-yn 

See 遣 

Rising  and 
SinkingUpper, 

譴
』
 

1748 

R .霰 

See 遣 

(always  read 

Rising). 

Sinking 

Upper. 

1749 

R.= 

See 遣 

SinkingUpper. 

欠
 4 

[75o 

R. 
C.  hym 

H.  kH(wi F.  k^ien^ 

W.  cHc 

N.  c^ien P. 

M. ( 

chTun 

not  let  the  water  carry  away 

with  it  the  peach-blossoms 

Joined  to;  attached  to; oving. 

以 謹鑓鎔  in  order  to  make parasites  careful. 

鑓綣  sexual  intercourse ;  love. 

縫絡 難忘1  sha11  never forget  our  love. 

To  blame  ；  to  scold  ； 

angry  reprimand. 

畏 此謎怒 I  am  afraid  of angry  reproof. 

謎罪  to  blame. 
不 加嚴譴  I  will  not  blame 
him  severely. 

責  to  reprimand. 

千天譴  to  have  incurred  the displeasure  of  heaven. 

陰譴  a  secret  reprimand, 
what  we  call  a  “judgment”  on 
a  person  for  wrong-doing. 

譴喘  to  scold  oneself  out  of breath. 

A  leathern  girdle ;  a  belt 

To  owe.  To  be  wanting 

in;  see  5966.  To  yawn; 

see  3935.  To  bow.  Radi¬ cal  76. 

欠錢。 r 欠眼。 r 夂倩 t。 owe  money. 

夂 數 ot 欠項 ot 欠欵 
debts ;  liabilities.  See  7898. 

欠1
 

Sinking 

Upper. 

欠丰。 r 夂戶  a  debtor. 

欠 倩還錢  a  debt  owed  must be  paid  in  money. 

欠據。 r 欠契。 1 ■欠單 an I.O.U.;  a  promissory  note. 

貧欠  to  repudiate  a  debt. 

_  欠  to  let  a  debt  drag  on,— 
without  payment. 

抵欠  to  give  security  for  money borrowed. 

夂 錢大王  a  princely  debtor. 
-one  involved  to  very  large 

amounts. 

欠字 壓人頭  the  charactei 
ch、ien  (to  owe)  is  “a  weight  oe 
the  head  of  man;、 一 thus  drawing 
from  the  component  parts  of  the 
character  the  moral  that  debt 

weighs  a  man  to  earth. 

owe. 

欠領  still  unpaid. 

短欠 夂落1。 
欠發  due；  owing, 一 as  money. 

夕 C  命  to  owe  a  life  (Buddhist) 我花 了欠不 兩千多 

吊  I  spent  nearly  2,000  tiao. 
一頓飯 ，欠不 吃一升 

米  at  one  sitting  to  eat  ver> 
nearly  a  pint  of  rice. 

_  利不爲 
 if  the  interesl 

is  paid  there  is  no  question  0] 
indebtedness. 

忍嘴不 .欠律 he  who  checks 

his  appetite  avoids  debt. 

欠債不 如勤見 面^ you  owe  a  man  money  there  u 

nothing  like  seeing  him  often,— 
he  will  be  less  suspicious  of  you】 
intentions. 

欠爽 ot 欠安  to  be  wanting in,  or  out  of,  health.  Used  of： 
or  to,  others  only. 

夂缺 欠少.  to  be  deficient； 
a  deficit. 

欠解  wanting  in  explanation; not  clearly  explained.  See  1 1,344, 

欠功  wanting  in  diligence. 

欠 學 習  wanting  in  knowledge 
and  practice. 

欠  整、 t0  k  wanting  in  p： 
priety  and  correctness, — of  dress 

slovenly. 

iro- 
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R •琰 
K.  kom 

I.  ken^  gen 
A.  kiim1 

Rising 

Irregular. 
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1756 

R. 霤 

See 倩 
A.  ̂ aing 

Sinking 

Upper. 

I 欠至誠  to  be  wanting  in  per 
feet  sineexity. 

夂雨  to  want  rain, 一 as  the  crops, 

打欠。 r 呵欠  to  yawn. 
欠身  to  bow;  to  bend  low. 

欠伸  to  bend  down；  io  bow 
assent;  to  stretch  oneself. 

萬 石欠伸 ，似 有動容 
Wan-shih  bent  forwards  as  though 
under  the  influence  of  emotion, — 
e.g.  recognising  the  justice  of  a 
reprimand. 

忽見土 偶人 欠伸而 
下  suddenly  I  saw  the  clay 
image  relax  into  life  and  step 
down. 

欠 伸而卒 he  stretched  him¬ 
self  out  and  died. 

•  not  satisfactory；  imperfect. 

Same  as  4508. 

Same  as  1721. 

A  water  plant  [Euryale 

ferox)  allied  to  the  water- 

lily,  having  round  spotted 

leaves  and  containing  starch. 
A  decoction  of  the  leaves 

is  given  when  the  after-birth 
is  retarded.  The  meal  of 

the  seeds  is  made  into  a 

coarse  biscuit. 

矣實  the  seeds  of  the!  above 
water-plant. 

See  4573 - 

See  2132. 

A  dark  reddish  colour 

produced  by  the  Chinese 

madder  [Rabid).  To  tighten 
a  string  so  that  it  will  not 

loosen.  [To  be  distinguish¬ 

ed  froin  績 832.J 

緒 孩旃旌  banners  of  a  dark 
red. 

輔 
4 

1757 

R •霰 

See 倩 

SinkingUpper. 

倩‘
 

1758 

R •霰敬 

C.  sytt^ H.  ̂ C7l 

F.  ch^aitig3^  v. 

chHang) 
W.  tsHe 

N.  tsHm 
P. 
M. ( 

Y.  chHei 
Sz.  chHen 

K.  ch^on 

J.  sen 

A. 三 saing、 

Sinking 

Upper Irregular. 

chHcn 

禱
 4 

1759 

R. ： 

A  pall  to  cover  a  hearse  ； 

that  of  a  prince  was  o 

j  tapestry,  an  officer’s  o 
plain  cloth,  and  a  scholar’s of  matting. 

The  appearance  of  the 
dimple  in  smiling.  Comely; 

pretty. 

巧 笑淸兮  what  dimples,  as she  artfully  smiled ! 

美倩  handsome. 離 魂淸女  the  separated  soul 
of  Miss  Chlien,  which  fled  wjith 

lover,  leaving  her  body 

See 淸 

Sinking 

Upper. 

w 

1760 

R 願霰 
w 樽薦 

SinkingUpper. 

w 

1761 

R •霰 

巧薦賤 
Sinking  Upper 

and  Lower. 

her 

behind. 

Read  chHng^.  A  daugh¬ 
ter's  husband.  To  borrow  ； 
to  hire；  to  plagiarise: 

代倩㈣  on  behalf  of;  instead  of. 

催倩  to  hire;  to  engage, — as workmen. 

倩募  to  engage;  to  enroll. 

疑爲倩 人  I  suspect  you  have been  “ploughing  with  somebody 

else’s  bullock,”  or,  availing  your¬ 

self  of  the  services  of  a  “ghost.” 

A  plagiarist. 

The  name  of  a  tree. 

Luxuriant  vegetation.  Fine 

grain.  Used  with  1762. 

茂  luxuriant  growth. 

蓓 蓓嘉穀  a  luxuriant  field 
of  grain.  ；..；'：;：■ 

A  fence.  A  palisade  in 

a  water-course  to  keep  back 

fish.  To  hedge  in. 

To  continue；  to  repeat : 

to  recur  often.  To  bring  to¬ 

gether.  Used  for  薦  1 680, 

repeated  famines. <r 

荐居  to  lead  a  nomad  life. 

w 

1762 

R •霰 

C.  syti^ 

F.  Sieng、 ch^airt^ 

W.  csie^  csi 
N.  ts^ieh^  csi 

M.  I 
 chHen 

Y.  chHei 
Sz.  chHen 

K.  chL'6?i 
J.  sen,  zen A.  Hen 

Sinking 

Irregular. 

槧 4
 

17^3 

R •遽黯 

潛 
A.  tam,  tiem 

Rising  Lower. 

Rtibia  cor  difolia、 L., — 

from  which  “Indian  mad- 

der”  is  prepared,  used  under 
the  -  Han  dynasty  for  the 

Imperial  colour.  It  is  em¬ 

ployed  as  a  tonic,  and  in 

cases  of  irregular  menstru¬ 
ation. 

塹 *
 

1764 

R. 艷 

C.  ts^yn 

H.  ts^iam 

F.  chiengl, 

c^ieng’、 v 
change 

N.  ts^ien 

P. 

M.  chlien 
Sz. 

Y.  chHei 

K.  ch^om 

J-se/t 

A.  tum^ 

Sinking 

Irregular. 

塑 Ms 

1766 

R •陷咸 
S£e 監陷 

Sinking  and 

Even  Lower 
and  Upper. 

Boards  for  cutting  in¬ 

scriptions  or  other  matter 

for  printing.  Tablets  for 
memoranda. 

牘 衝  blocks  for  printing  docu ments. 

簡槧  a  tablet  for  writing  on. 

鉛 戴  leaden  tablets :  books. 

The  moat  jound  a  city, 

outside  the  wall.  A  ditch  ； 

a  Kennel. 

深 而型守 to  guard  by  a  deep 
moat. 

坑塹  a  morfl  outside  a  rampart. 

掘塹  to  dig  a  channel  for  water. 
天  ̂   a  natural  boundary  ；  used 
to  denote  the  bar  at  Wu-sung, 

and  rendered  by  “Heaven-sent 

Barrier •” 

長江 天塱聃 隔南北 
the  Yang-tsze  is  the  natural 
boundary  between  north  and 
south. 

/f Sam〆  as  1764. 

A  small  covered  tub  for 

holding  ice,  in  order  to 

preserve  sacrificial  meats  in 
hot  weather. 

28 
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1767 R. 先 

See 

Even  Upper. 

1768 R 先 
See 肩 

Even  Upper. 

幵 
响 

m
1
 

1770 

R. 先 
See 

A.  k、ien、 ?igicn 

Even  Upper. 

w 

1771 
R. 
先霰 

See 岍研 
Even  Upper 
&  Lower. 

1772 

先 
See 

Even  Upper. 

妍1
 1773 

R •先 

See 

A.  k、ien、 ngicn 

Even  Upper. 

A  road.  Green ;  verdant. 

望山 谷艽邦  see  how  green 
the  valleys  are! 

Even  ；  level, 
in  both  hands, 

read  chien^.] 

To  raise 

[Correctly 

罕  f  于  names  of  two  clans  of  the 

羞  Ch‘iang  tribes  in  Ssuch‘uan. 

幵官氏  name  of  the  wife  of 
Confucius. 

Same  as  1 768. 

A  hill  in  鳳翔縣  Rng- 
hsiang  Hsien  in  Shensi,  also 
called  吳嶽. 

Name  of  a  branch  of  the 

river  谓  Wei  in  Shensi. 

济陽縣  a  District  in  the 

鳳翔  Feng-hsiang  Prefecture, Shensi. 

A  medicinal  plant,  called 

秦弃 • 

A  .firefly,  the  酱妍， 
which  is  said  to  be  bred 

from  rotten  grass. 

擧1
 1774 

R •先删 

See 牽 怪 

A.  k、Un、 kicn 

Even  Upper. 

ThicK  ；  firm  ;  substantial. 
To  drag  along. 

挈好惡  to  abjure  loves  and hates. 

Read  ch、ien\ 
to  drag. 

To  lead; 

萆
 4 

1775 

R •銷 

See 遺 

Rising  Upper. 

A  stubborn  ox  which 

cannot  be  led；  pig-headed ； 
obstinate. 

m 

1776 

r •咸 

〜 堪 

Even  Upper. 

鵷 
1777 

慽
 2 

1778 

R •鹽感 
See 謙 

J.  ken 

A,  Sham 
Even  &  Rising 

Upper. 

Uneasy  in  mind. 

慽情 H 域慽  anxious;  worried. 

楗 
2 

1779 

R •先銷 

F.  kieng,  k’wng、 
v.  kiak-^ 

^ 虔健 

Even  and 

Rising  Lower. 

m 

1780 

r •願 

See 餘 

Sinking 

Lower. 

K 

1781 

r 撼燙 
& 憾戶 

Rising  Lower. 

拘 
1782 

To  peck,  as  birds. 

敢破了  have  pecked  a  hole it. 

鷄 詖碎米  the  fowls  pick  up the  broken  rice. 

Same  as  1776. 

To  raise.  To  carry.  To 

fix  a  boundary.  To  shut； 

to  close;  to  bar. 

楗棺  to  raise  the  coffin, 一 the night  before  the  funeral,  so  as 
to  notify  the  corpse  of  impending 
burial. 

to  raise  the  fins. 

A  large  muscle  or  tendon. 

A  small  door  inside  a 
house. 

Same  as 

知
1
 

1783 

R •支 

C.  chi H.  //,  chi 

F.  ti 
W.  tsz 

N.  chi 
P. 

chi 

tsz 
chi 

A.  tri 
Even  Upper. 

OHIH- 

To  know;  to  be  aware 
of.  To  perceive ；  to  feel； 

knowledge  ；  sensation.  To 
have  experience  of.  To 
inform.  To  administer；  to 

manage.  Used  for  1784. 

See  13,025， 8016,  10,280, 

I3,39i- 

知道  to  know  the  road;  to  know; 
to  be  aware  of ;  to  learn ;  to  care 

to  pay  attention  to. 

令 還而不 知道:  ordered  j him  to  return,  but  he  did  not know  the  way. 

不 知道。 r 刘不道 I  d。 
not  know. 

知 道^了  “knoWn，”  or  “noted, 
— a  formula  supposed  to  be 

written  by  the  Emperor  at  the 
end  of  any  State  paper  with  the 
contents  of  which  he  has  made 

himself  acquainted. 

知道信  to  know  of  the  report 
or  news. 

不知 道保養 not  to  take 
care  of  one’s  health. 

知悉 {  to  be  thoroughly  acquaint¬ 
ed  with, 

letter. 
-as  the  contents  of  a 

不 知底細  I  do  not  knowj 
the  details. 

隔 板知物 之法 the  trick 
of  knowing  things  the  other  side 

of  a  board, — (e.g.)  hidden  in  a  box. 

誰知  who  knows  ? 一 meaning that  nobody  knows.  Also,  who 

knew  that ......  ? — meaning  un¬ 
known  to  any  one;  suddenly; 

unexpectedly.- 

知識。 r 知曉  knowledge; comprehension  ；  experience. 

明 知故犯  to  deliberately 
break  a  law. 

無 知之徒  an  ignorant  fellow. 

石無 知之物  stones  are  in-| 
animate  objects. 

鵷 微有 卻之物 
hawks  are  animate  beings. 

謂草木 無知乎 d。 ㈣ say  that  plants  and  trees  are inanimate  ?  See  8016. 
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1783 

i 

彼嫩 燭無知 that  wax 
candle  has  no  mind, — and  yet  •… 
See  8016. 

— •  解  to  know  one  thing 
and  half  its  explanation, — of 
limited  knowlege. 

知之爲 知之， 不知爲 

不知， 是知也 ' to  kn°w and  to  know  you  know,  not  to 
know  and  to  know  you  do  not 
know :  this  is  knowledge. 

或生而 知之， 或學而 

之  knowledge  may  be  either 
innate  or  acquired. 

五  ̂0  see  Li  Jo-cho  (Biog.  Diet.). 

知 事  an  archivist,  or  clerk 
employed  in  the  office  of  a  Pro¬ 
vincial  Judge,  Salt  Comptroller, 
and  formerly  of  a  Prefect.  Also, 
the  second  in  rank  or  sub- 
director  in  a  Buddhist  monas¬ 
tery.  Sanskrit :  karmadana. 

矢 0 者 *  a  knowet;  (read  chih>)  a 
wise  man;  a  sage.  See  below. 

労 J  to  know  writing, — to  be 
able  to  read. 

^31  to  know,  or  acknowledge, 
oneself  in  fault. 

知根兒 知畔兒 tQ  know 
all  about  a  man,  all  the  parti¬ 
culars  of  his  origin,  etc. 

知我者 其天乎 it  is 
heaven  that  knows  me. 

知 人知面 不知心 we 
know  men  and  their  faces,  but 
not  their  hearts. 

樵 則吾； 不知: e 矣 
woodcraft  is  a  thing  I  do  not 
understand. 

會*  矢 11  to  make  one  see  or  under¬ 
stand, — as  by  a  hint  or  nudge. 

乾 知大始 the  heavenly 
principle  concerns  itself  with  the 
origination  of  things.  \ 

知  *淸  to  acknowledge  one’s  obli¬ 
gations  to.  Also,  to  know  about 
the  matter. 

知 音" an  intimate  friend. 

知交  intimacy. 

知關 注念1  kn°w  you  are 
anxious  about  me, — a  phrase 
used  in  letters. 

穷 1  言正  to  bring  to  the  knowledge 
of;  witnesses. 

^31  to  know;  to  be  warned. 

知
1
 

1783 知  to  compromise;  to  kirow 
how  to  accommodate  oneself  to 
circumstances. 

^31  to  receive  the  ideas  or 
decisions  of  another. 

世  to  have  experience. 

知趣  to  have  tact. 
不患莫 已知， 求爲可 

^f|  也  I  am  not  concerned  that I  am  not  known:  I  seek  to  be 

Worthy  to  be  known. 

知貢舉 and 知武舉 
literary  designations  of  the 

臨官  Supervisors,  at  the  public examinations,  civil  and  military. 

問訊 知之1  sha11  know  by 
asking. 

不知老 之將至 not knowing  that  old  age  was  at 
hand. 

你 夂毋皆 不之知 
neither  your  father  nor  your 
mother  know. 

大 知閒間 ，小 知間間 
great  knowledge  embraces  the 
whole,  small  knowledge  a  part 
only. 

將薄知 而 後鄰傷 a 
little  knowledge  is  a  dangerous thing. 

珅 止乎 其所不 

能知 （必約 至矣 let 
knowledge  stop  at  the  unknow¬ 
able:  this  is  perfection.  See  4562. 

ptj  ̂   the  hall  of  the  four 
“knows,” 一 the  ancestral  hall  of 

the  family  of  震  Yang 

Chen,  so  called  in  memory  of 
his  famous  reply  to  one  who 
offered  him  a  present  of  money, 

urging  that  no  one  would  know: 
— “Heaven  will  know,  Earth  will 
know,  you  will  know,  and  I  shall 

know.” 不知天 地日月 are  not conscious  of  the  existence  of 

heaven,  earth,  sun,  and  moon. 

子 one  who  knows  before¬ hand, — a  fortune-teller. 

前  to  know  beforehand ;  also, 
to  know  what  has  gone  before. 

若不 見所狴 之事卽 

非前知  if  things  which  are to  be  avoided  are  not  perceived, 
that  is  not  foreknowledge. 

知
1
 

i783 
前 知千歲 ，狻 知萬世 

to  know  the  events  of  1000  years 

past  and  of  10,000  generations 
to  come, 一 is  a  characteristic  of 

a  聖 人  Prophet. 
foreknowledge ;  to  be 

beforehand  in  knowing  or  per¬ 
ceiving;  the  former  is  applied 

to  such  “prophets”  as  Confucius and  Mencius.  See  1737. 

^  one  who  is  beforehand in  knowing;  a  term  wrongly  used 

by  Protestant  missionaries  for 

the  prophets  of  the  Bible. 

先 知其幾 神乎 
foreknowledge,  how  it  borders 

upon  the  divine ! 

先 知非間 之所及 y。11 can’t  get  at  what  foreknowledge is  by  asking. 

蓋先知 其死矣 &  was because  you  knew  beforehand 
that  he  was  de^d. 

使先知 覺狻刘 
those  who  are  first  informed  to 

instruct  those  who  are  later  in¬ 
formed. 

秋 冷先知 是瘦人 & autumn  chill  is  first  felt  by  the thin  man.  ; 

水泉猶 未動, 庭樹已 
ere  the  waters  have 

begun  to  move  (in  spring)， the 
trees  in  the  courtyard  have 

already  a  presentiment  (of  tli^ir 
arrival). 

^31  ̂   ̂   one  who  is  friendly disposed,  or  ready  to  aid  in  any 
way.  ? 

故矢 P  an  old  friend.  See  10,508. 

知彼知 己  t0  know  the  other rtian  and  to  know  oneself, 一 of 
friends  who  are  thoroughly 
known  to  each  other  and  are 

very  intimate.  See  921. 

知 己相好 a 知己朋 

友  very  intimate  friends.  See 

4562. 

知己 須知彼 _ 兵法 

says)  besides  knowing  one’s  own strength,  it  is  necessary  to  know 

the  enemy’s. 

知 過必改 when  you  know your  faults  you  should  correct 
them.  ；■ 

人 之相知 ，貴 相知心 
the  best  kind  of  acquaintance  is 

acquaintance  with  each  other’s hearts. 
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知1
 知足  to  be  content. 

知足者 貧賤亦 樂 he 
who  is  content  is  happy  though 

poor. 不知 足者富 貴亦憂 
he  who  is  not  content,  though 

rich,  is  sad. 

聞知  to  hear;  to  become  aware 
of. 

知風聲  to  hear  by  report  or 
rumour;  to  get  wind  of. 

知覺  to  be  aware  of;  to  notice. 

不知 不覺  without  noticing, 
or  without  being  aware  of  it, 

something  happened ;  imper¬ 

ceptibly. 

針 灸莫知  acupuncture  [and 
cauterisation  failed  to  restore  her 

to  consciousness, — from  a  trance. 

不知人 事10  be  unconscious. 

不知 些疼癢 he  did  not 
feel  the  slightest  pain. 

知羞。 r 知恥  to  feel  ashamed. 

不知寒  not  to  feel  cold. 

知照。 r 知會。 r 通知 
inform, 

莊周者 知過之  Chuang 
Chou  (Chuang  Tzti)  passed 

through  this  place. 

不知 _ 不爲罪  ignorance is  a  vdid  excuse.  Cf.  Ignorantia 

juris  neminem  excusat. 

知 ji  to  entertain  a  sense  of | 
gratitude. 

良珅  intuitive  knowledge. 

知府  the  one  who  administers 
a  Prefecture, — a  Prefect. 

知州  a  Department  Magistrate. 

知縣  a  District  Magistrate.  See 
5615.  [The  above  three  titles 

date  from  the  Sung  dynasty.] 

命知 红腋府  ordered  him 
to  Chiang-ning  as  Prefect. 

受 知明皇  received  an  ap¬ 
pointment  at  the  hands  of  Ming 
Huang. 

他在此 知之乎  is  he  here 
in  o 伍 ciar employ? 

知相位  to  be  a  Minister  of  I 
State. 

歴 知南昌 裔二縣 

智 4
 

1784 

R •支真 

chi 

H.  chi 

F.  /«•, 
W.  tsz 
N.  chi 
P.  chi M. 
Y. 

Sz.  ch’i、 tsz K.c/ii 

J.M 

A.  tri 

to 

successively  administered  the 

Districts  of  Nan-ch‘ang  and  Li, 

知1
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tsz 

Sinking 

Upper. 

he 

220 OUX3E3E 

.  o/l0 

獲受知  received  an  appoint¬ ment  from . . . . 

知政  to  manage  public  affairs; to  administer  the  government. 

Wisdom;  knowledge. 

Cleverness  ；  sagacity.  See 

6190. 

智勇  wise  and  brave. 
智 識  knowledge  and  experience. 
智 者過之 ，愚 者不及 

w 
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也  the  wise  (t.e.  those  who 
account  themselves  wise)  go  too 

far,  the  foolish  not  far  enough 

人皆 曰于智 every says  “I  am  wise.” 

智慧  perfect  wisdom  (Sanskrit : 

man 
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pradjnd)、 一 by  means  of  which 
alone  the  human  race  can  pass 

across  the  Sansara  and  attain 

Nirvana. 

智燭 the  light  of  wisdom, another  name  for  pradjnd、 as 

above. 

一切智  universal  knowledge 
(Sanskrit :  sarvadjncC)、 — attained 

by  Shakyamuni  when  he  became 
a  Buddha. 

智明  wisdom. 無智  without  discretion. 

5 以 爲智
士  canbe regarded  as  a  wise  man. 

智暑。 r 智謀  cleverness shrewdness. 

張 趫有智 ，其 猶在君 

子 之後乎  Chang  Ti  is clever  fellow,  yet  he  falls  short 

of  the  perfect  man. 

人 之材智 ，老 則漸絀 
a  man’s  capacity  lessens  as  he 
grows  old.  See  聞  i3>777 - 

幹智 薄逾昏  to  boast  of| one’s  wisdom  makes  the  way 
more  obscure.  See  13,559 

智智  perspicuous;  clear-headed 

智 珠在握  to  keep  one’s presenc#  of  mind. 

智 印三眛  the  samddhi  called the  seal  of  knowledge,— a  degree 
of  ecstatic  m  editation.  See  7733 

智月  name  of  a  prince  who became  a  Buddhist  priest. 

智光  name  of  a  famous  Bud dhist  debater  with  heretics. 

蜘1
 

A  plant  called  the  _  毋 

the  seeds  of  which  are  usee 

as  a  cooling  medicine  an( 

expectorant  {Anemarrhem 
asphodeloides、 Bge.). 
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chi Even  Upper. 

A  spider. 

蜘蛛  the  spider, 一 said  to  be  s 
called  because  it  知誅 know 

how  to  kill. 

細蛛網  a  spider's  web. 

To  arrive ;  to  go  t 

proceed  ；  hence,  to.  Th 

personal  pronoun  he,  she 
or  it.  The  demonstrativ 

pronoun  this,  that,  these 

etc.  Mark  of  the  genitive 
of  or  belonging  to.  A 

expletive.  A  particle  use 
to  show  that  the  action 

linished.  Zig-zag. 

行不知 所之 t。 walk,  n 
knowing  whither. 

心  f  所 之  what  the  hea 

desires;  the  bent  of  the  inclin tion. 

聽 ■其 所之  letting  it  go  whe it  would. 

學 者須知 其所當 < 

而 之之也  learners  shou 
know  the  direction  in、whi< 

they  ought  to  go,  and  go  in 

將何之  where  are  you  goinj 

卷一 之卷三  Section  I Section  III,— inclusive. 

之死 矢靡他  swore  nev 
to  marry  another. 

癯 夢之陰  dreamt  she  wc 
to  hell. 

托 故之都  made  an  cxai 
for  going  to  the  capital.

 

不如 我所之  it  is  not  eqi 
to  the  course  I  was  going  to  Ul 
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旣之 陰女1  g。 t0  do  you 
good. (女 = 汝). 

自無情 而之有 情 from 
a  state  of  non-emotion  passing 
to  a  state  of  emotion, — of  a  tree 
changed  into  a  woman. 

行 而不至 者有之 there 
are  some  who  go  and  never  arrive. 

之 （= 遺） 後 世君子 t。 
leave  to  posterity. 

使使之 烏孫 sent  an  envoy 
to  Wu-sun. 

曰 東東之 ，曰北 北之 
if  he  said  east,  they  went  east, 
if  north,  north. 

欲 飯飯之 ，欲 錢錢之 
(said  that)  if  he  wanted  food, 

they  would  give  him  food,  and 

if  money,  they  would  give  him 
money. 

海 寐求之 waking  and 
sleeping  he  sought  her. 

維 鳩居之  the  dove  dwells  in 
it, 一 in  the  magpie’s  nest. 

教之讀  ̂ ught  her  to  read. 

乃 授之詞  but  told  him  what 
to  say. 

有能割 肉者妻 之 
whoever  will  cut  off  a  piece  of 
his  flesh  shall  marry  her, — my 
daughter. 

皆 樂受之  received  them  all 
gladly. 

子之  made  a  son  of  him. 

中  B  之  made  a  Chinaman  of 
him. 

瓜分而 二之 divided  it 
equally. 

向之 爺之 者太之 those 
who  had  formerly  yeh'd  him 

(&•  gave  him  the  title  of  爺), 
now  fat'd  him  (t,e.  called  him 

太 在). 

公益妄 之  Mr.  *  *  •  thought 
he  was  lying  harder  tftan  ever. 

益 神之  thought  him  more  a 
god  than  ever. 

貧之  his  father  said  she  was 
too  poor. 

難之  praised  her  beauty, 

勢 難再謀 ，然 試爲之 
it  is  difficult  to  make  another 
scheme,  but  we  will  try  to  do  it. 

之
1
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始猶 以汚 釉與之 he 
began  by  giving  them  the  stained 
sleeve. 

天命之  God  ordered  it. 

之 子于歸  this  young  lady 
is  going  to  her  future  home. 

Hence  之子 •  is  used  for  “a 

bride.” 我觀之 子  I  see  these  princes. 

每見之 客也 whenever  you receive  this  stranger. 

之二蟲 又何知 those  two creatures,  what  can  they  know? 

之 數人者 all  the  above 
persons;  (contemptuously)  that 
crowd ;  that  lot. 

之 夢眞邪 has  that  dream come  true? 

之謂  this  is  called . 免 挫 11,779 - 

在河 之洲。 n  the  islet  of  the river. 

天 之明命  the  clear  will  of God. 

千 乘之國  a  State  of  a  thou¬ sand  chariots. 

三-年 無玫於 夂之道 
for  three  years  not  to  alter  from 

the  way  of  one’s  father. 

銀 號所存 之餘銀 心 
balance  of  money  which  is 
retained  by  the  bank. 

人之初 ，性 本善 at  the birth  of  man,  his  disposition  is 
radically  good. 

有德 之人  a  man  of  virtue. 

有 三年之 小孩 children three  years  old. 

上 施之下 (what)  superiors 
employ  towards  subordinates. 

彼 其 之 子  that  hero  there. 

其 之霍也 her  Pheasant- figured  robe. 

香 屑爲之  made  of  powdered incense. 

然 其有之  yes,  this  was  so. See  13,376. 

何 見之車  why  look  so  low  ? 
~ *  之爲甚  Gnce  is  enough,— 
you  must  not  do  it  again. 

留 則留之 ，否 則死之 
if  you  will  keep  me,  do  so;  if 

not,  I  will  die. 

之
1
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一 

十死 之不能 解此轱 
were  he  to  undergo  ten  deaths  my  I 

disgrace  would  not  be  wiped  out.  I 

召 忽死之 Shao  Wu  died,- 
with  his  master. 

我不能 死之1  cannot 
kill  it.  ' 

在如所 請可之 if  y。11  d。 as  I  ask  you  it  will  be  all  right.  I 

不如 所請否 J^ifyou  willl not  do  as  I  ask,  it  will  be  all  I 

wrong.  •  I' 

曰驅之  u Hurry  up!”  said  he，| 
故難之  therefore  he  made  I difficulties.  || 

較之  compared  with. 總之  t0  sum  up;  in  a  word. 

究 之如何  as  to  how  it  willl turn  out:  as  to  what  is  going  I 
to  happen. 

卽可 究之1 et  hiln  be  im-| mediately  punished. 

火之  lighted  a  light.  ；； 

W  之竟夜  he  was  a11  night  1 
telling  me. 

W  之勿 驚  don，t  be  frighten- 1 

ed  when  I  tell  you. 

此 話我宜 W 之 R  is 
rather  I  who  should  say  this.  | 

谓: •然之  his  mother  agreed. 

我自 欲之1  myself  am  mll-l 
ing-  I 

疑 信半之  half  doubting,  half! 
believing.  、 

均之死  that  in  eith^*  case  he  I 
would  die. 

均 不之聽  would  not  listen  I 
to  any  of  it.  ; 

我 固不之 沖耳1  did  not| 
know  all  this.  彳 

亦 不之覺  did  not  even  per- 1 
ceive  it.  jl 

亦 不之顴  also  would  not! 
look  at  him. 

心 低徊之  reflected  deeply.  I 

何 之不可  what  is  there  im- 1 possible  in  it?  1 

_  有之  the  proverb  has  it.,.  .1 
See  7017. 

寖 食共之  ate  and  slept  to- 1 
gether. 

 
p 

味 無奈之  his  mother  had  no  | alternative. 



I  君願之 乎  are  you  willing, s
ir? 

如之何  what’s  to  be  done? 
S€e  5668. 

臣卓 如之何 how 
should  a  minister  serve  his  prince? 

未 之有也  there  has  never 
been  such  a  thing,  or  such  a  one. 

未 之聞也 i  have  never  yet 
heard  of  such  a  thing,  01;  of  such 
a  one. 

古之 of  old. 
烏 之将死 ，其 鳴也京 
when  the  bird  is  dying  its  note 
is  sad. 

傷 弓之烏 驚曲木 
bird  which  has  been  wounded 

by  a  bow  is  afraid  of  bent  wood. 

聽 之之人  the  man  who hears  it. 

那得 知其去 之之故 
how  can  they  know  the  reason 
of  his  departure  ? 

不知之 之之路 he  d0es 
not  know  the  way  there, — (i) 

Z  g。， ⑷之  = there, 

(3) 之 = sign  of  genitive. 

之 乎者也  four  particles  on 
the  correct  use  of  which  much  of 

the  literary  elegance  of  Chinese 

composition  depends.  Hence  they 

mean  “overrefined;  pedantic.’’ 

漢 王之出  after  the  departure 
of  Liu  Pang  from . 

漢王之 敖彭城 after  the 
defeat  of  Liu  Pang  at  P4eng- 

rli ‘卢 

質 之 黎梁氏 等供亦 

相 同  upon  Li  Liang  and  others 
being  brought  face  to  face,  their 
evidence  was  the  same. 

之於 天下也  as  concerns 
the  empire. 

之江  the  winding  river,— the 

錢塘  Ch‘ien-t‘ang  river  at 
Hangchow •[之  is  commonly 

used  in  the  sense  of  zig-zag, 
from  its  shape.] 

Z%  Chefoo. , 

A  species  of  fungus  or 

agaric,  which  if  picked  at 
the  beginning  of  winter  will 
not  fade；  it  is  regarded  as 
an  emblem  of  long  life, 

r 
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or 

and  often  seen  depicted  in 

the  mouth  of  a  deer.  See 

7434. 靈 芝草。 r 靈魂芝 

瑞芝，  the  plant  of  long  life 

^  _  sesamum. 芝蔴貂  sesamum-seed  sable, greyish  or  speckled  sable  from 
Korea,  which  looks  as  if  sprinkled 

with  sesamum-seed. 

芝蔴油  sesamum-seed  oil. 芝 蔴占。 r 芝蔴寸 

芝蔴片  a  sweetmeat  of  sesa- 

or 

mum. 

芝顔  your  lucky  face. . 

芝儀  your  presence. 
芝柵  a  species  of  mushroom. 

華芝  an  ornamental  umbrella. 

黑靈芝 smoke- 
Juice;  gravy；  liquor; 

milk.  See  8022. 

汁子。 r 汁兒 OT 水 汁 juice; 
gravy 

茱汁  the  liquor  in  which  vege tables  have  been  boiled. 

汁漿  gravy. 飲其汁  drink  their  milk, — ofj herds. 

汁液 sap- 啜汁 t。  suck  the  juice. 

雪 汁  melting  snow;  slush. 

葡萄汁  the  juice  of  the  grape. 

檳榔汁  betel-nut  juice  and saliva. 

汁巾  a  handkerchief  or  dinner- 
napkin. 

Fine  ;  beautiful  ；  excel¬ 
lent.  Purport  ；  meaning  ; 

drift.  An  Imperial  Decree. 

我有 旨蓄1  have  a 触 collection  of  vegetables. 

沖有 旨菩。 n  the  height grows  the  beautiful  pea. 

我 有旨酒  I  have  good  wine., 

多且旨  plenty  and  good  of  its kind. 

旨 
179。 

tsz 
tsz 

稱旨  agreeable  to  one’s  taste 
or  views. 

美旨。 r 甘旨  nice  things  tc eat. 

指，
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旨哉  how  luscious !  how  nice 1 

意 旨甚遠  its  purport  is  far- 
reaching.  See  11,095. 

與上 一 •首同 旨 having 
the  same  purport  as  the  stanza above. 

本旨  the  drift,  object， or  〜 of  anything. 

― ■章  #  大旨  the  drift  or 
leading  idea  of  an  essay. 

失 其旨矣  missed  the  point： 
of  it. 

慈旨  Buddhism. 聖旨  the  Imperial  will. 

奉旨  to  receive  a  Decree. 
請旨  to  request  orders;  to  ask for  a  Decree ;  a  Rescript  or 

an  Imperial  Decree  is  solicited 
Also  used  of  applications  to 
divinities. 

旨遵行  to  give  directions】 
of  the  Emperor. 

A  finger  ；  a  toe.  To 
point  at;  aim.  To  point out.  See  2939. 

栺頭  a  finger. 栺 頭肚兒 &  fleshy  end  ofj 
the  finger. 

指節  a  finger- joint;  a  measure 
= of  a  財  forearm,  which 

last  is  Tvivir  o1^  a  yodjana.  See 

13,407. 

手指 節不全  the  joints  ofj 
the  fingers  not  complete,— some wanting. 

大栺。 r 巨栺。 r 手推杏 
Qr 大梅 推頭 °r 將推 

the  thumb,  or  (将  chiang%) 

commanding  finger.  See  8069. 

食指。 r 二指  the  “tasting” 

or  index  finger. 

中指  the  middle  finger. 

無名指  the  nameless,  ix.  thcj 
third,  finger. 

小推。 r  禁稚  the  little  finger. 

十個 補頭不 能一載 
齊  one’s  ten  fingers  cannot  be 

之 
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all  the  same  length, — we  must 
take  the  short  with  the  long. 

取給 十指不 以千人 
I  rely  on  my  own  ten  fingers, 

and  not  on  the  help  of  a  thousand 
other  men. 

手 中十指 有長短 ，截 

之痛惜 皆相似 your 
ten  fingers  are  some  long  and 

some  short,  but  the  pain  ofcutting 
them  off  is  the  same  in  each  case. 

指甲  finger-nails. 

指甲  sheaths  for  preserving 
long  nails  from  injury. 

修相 [甲刀  a  manicure  knife. 

指甲 草  hnpatiens  balsamina、 
L.,  or  China  balsam,  used,  with 

the  following  plant,  to  dye  finger¬ 
nails. 

指甲花  the  henna  flower 
{Lawsonia  inermis、. 

1 1 1  指甲  a  species  of  Symplocos^ 

often  confounded  with  the  henna 
flower. 

11 起 一 •個指 頭 held  up 
one  finger, — to  tell  the  price. 

此一指 必倒矣 1  shall 
knock  this  fellow  down  with  one 

finger. 

三 推  j? 【he  thickness  of  three 
fingers. 

苹推 於鼎 to  have  a  finger 
in  the  pie. 

食指 日千計 Ceding 
fingers  daily  a  thousand, — a 
hundred  mouths  to  feed  daily. 

以 指喻栺 之非指 ，不 
若 以非指 喻指之 

^  ̂0  ifc  to  take  a  finge
r  in 

illustration  of  a  finger  not  being 

a  finger,  is  not  so  good  as  to  take 

something  which  is  not  a  finger. 

指 [ 奇 '  — 1*  t0  sketch  a  clever 
plan  with  the  finger, — in  the  air. 

to  make  a  finger-print, — 

•as  a  signature.  See  13,282. 

栺環。 r 戒指 or 界指 

DI ■約推 .a  finger-ring. 

金約推  一 ■圈  a  gold  finger- 
rinS-  &<f  1531， 13,349- 

彈指間  the  fillip  of  a  finger; 
in  a  trice. 

商 推  upright  conduct;  a  Censor 
sent  on  tour  to  right  abuses ; 

pointing  only  to  (see  5624). 

指
,
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老子 栺歸與 經無異 
the  object  aimed  at  by  Lao  Tzu 
is  not  different  from  that  of  the 
Canon. 

指 呼奮躁  t。 Point， shout> 
rush,  and  jump, 一 of  gesticulation and  movement. 

^1  望  to  hope  for;  hope ;  ex¬ 

pectation. 

指質  to  indicate  in  evidence. 

言正  to  give  evidence  as  to  the 
identity  of;  to  prove. 

to  point  out；  to  reprove. 

to  correct  ；  to  reprove. 

See  228. 

指  to  assign  tunds  for  certain 

payments. 

指定。 i ■指明  to  define;  to show；  to  report,  as  an  offender; 

to  mark,  as  a  buoy  or  beacon. 

指認  t。 identify. 

指着 t0  shake  one’s  finger in  a  man’s  face. 

to  indicate  what  is  to  be 
done. 

ijj 旨  to  correct  or  point  out  the right  way. 

指黙  to  show；  to  demonstrate. 

千 人所指 ，無 病而死 
a  man  at  whom  everybody  points, 

dies  without  being  ill.  Cf.  give 

a  dog  a  bad  name  etc. 

指[ to  point  out;  to  accuse. 

指 事 one  of  the  six  classes  of 
characters.  See  7276. 

to  give  authoritative  indi¬ 
cations. 

指 [ 之助  the  assistance  of 
finger  and  forearm, — mutual  as¬ sistance. 

^  t0  refer  to;  to  be  said  of ; 
in  allusion  to. 

你栺着 甚麽度 B 、vhat do  you  do  for  a  living? 

莫 之敢指 f  no  one  dares  point at  it, — a  rainbow.  See  5265. 

推天誓 1  0  to  point  to  heaven and  swear  by  the  sun. 

指  -the  south-pointing 
needle, — the  Chinese  compass. 

^  ^  as  plain  as  to  point to  your  hand, 一 as  Confucius  did. 

指
，
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你說 是誰， 指出來 
point  out  who  you  say  it  is. 

_ 栺給 拜知道 (ot 看} you  point  him  (or  it)  out  to  me. 

手持 戒尺指 定悟盎 
seized  a  ruler  and  with  it  pointed 
at  Wu-k‘ung. 

推 泊人。 ne  who  points  out  the anchorage, — a  berthing  officer. 

指勲 ^ 指使。 r 指揮 or  旨  to  point  out ；  to  direct  ； 
to  employ. 

你栺勲 栺勲我 —v  me how, 一 either  by  words  or  acts. 

指 示迷途  to  point  out  the 
dangerous  path. 

指薦  to  point  out  and  recom¬ mend, — for  employment：. 

指名  to  nominate. 

用手栺 著對門 Ported 
with  his  hand  at  the  opposite  door. 

指 f  者 one  who  falsely  ac¬ cuses. 

指寻*  to  wave  the  hands and  throw  the  feet  about;  to 

gesticulate. 

又 懸足指 遂至死 he was  also  hung  up  by  his  toes, 

in  consequence  of  which  he  died. 

指 談風月  tQ  talk  about  the weather. 

指桑馬 槐 to  point  at  the mulberry  and  curse  the  ash, — to  talk  at  a  person.  See  7434. 

指 擊 西  t。 aim  east  and hit  west, — to  make  a  feint. 

^  西  to  make  insin
ua¬ 

tions. 

_  本  ijjg  I  fear  thi
s  was  not 

the  original  aim  or  intention. 

這 是梢日 的事情 恤 is  a  poiftt-at-th e-sun  matter, — 
something  which  will  go  on 

rapidly ;  used  of  official  promo¬ 
tion. 

指日  at  an  early  date. 

指 日高挺  may  you  rapidly, rise  high, 一 in  your  official  career. 

指 證  to  conduct  a  case  against 
any  one. 

to  conduct;  to  lead. 

推 揮使司  title  of  a  chieftain 
of  the  native  tribes. 
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脂1
 

chi 

1792 R •支 

c. 
H. ) 

F.  chit 

W.  tsz^  tsi 

N.  tsz^  tsi 

y •.卜 K.  I 

chi 

A. 

Even  Upper. 

搐1
 

稽1
 【794 R •支 

See 檜 

Even  Upper. 

The  fat  of'  animals; 

grease  ；  lard  ；  ointment  ； — 
hence,  wealth.  The  gum 

or  sap  of  trees  ；  cosmetics. 
See  13,030,  12,365. 

取 蕭祭脂  we  take  southern¬ 
wood  and  offer  it  with  the  fat,- 
in  sacrifice. 

”93 R. 支 

See 之枝 
Even  Upper. 

脂油  lard;  pork  fa,t. 

膚如 凝  _ his  skin  was  like congealed  ointment. 

遑 脂爾車  you  have  leisure 
to  grease  your  wheels. 

脂 車株馬 he  greased  the 
wheels  and  fed  the  horses. 

民脂  the  fat  of  the  people, — 
their  money. 

脂膏  unctuous,  greasy  matter  ； 
wealth. 

出 泥入脂  to  get  out  of  mud 
and  into  fat, 一 to  prosper. 

花脂  the  juice  of  flowers. 

龍 骨木脂  a  gum  obtained 
from  a  plant  of  the  order  Eu- 

phorbiaceae. 

_ 根出 脂如血 sap iike 
blood  flowed  from  the  root  of 
the  tree. 

赤石脂  a  red  kind  of  clay 
used  in  making  ointment. 

脂粉  cosmetics  in  general ;  the 
fair  sex. 

脂 粉之費  pin-money. 

脂色  rouge. 
脂飾  to  paint  the  face. 

山脂麻  Linum  usitatissi- mum,  L. 

胭脂麻  Patrinia  villosa、 Juss. 

A  stone  plinth  which  sup¬ 
ports  a  tablet,  called  才蓄梧 

、see  1873).  To  prop  up. 

構起憲 戶 fix  0Pen,  the 
window, 一 push  it  out  at  the 
bottom,  there  being  hinges  at  the 

top,  and  prop  it  out  with  a  stick. 

The  plinth  of  a  pillar 
when  made  of  wood. 

執
，
 

!795 

R •緝 

C.  chip 

H.  chip 

F.  cheik^  v.  teik 
W.  tsoe 

N.  tsih 

P.  Sc/11 
M.  tsz 

Y.  tseh 

Sz.  chi K.  chip 

J.  shu 

A.  chep 

Entering  * 

Upper. 

To  hold  ；  to  grasp  ;  to 

seize.  To  attend  to  ;  to 
manage. 

手執  holding  in  his  hand. 

執 手同行  to  walk  hand  in 
hand. 

孰 子之手  we  held  their hands, — of  our  wives.  See  9691. 

執 轡如粗 i  hold  the  reins like  ribbons, — easily. 

孰活字  to  set  types. 
名*  胃 t  ~ -  each  following  his 
own  profession. 

執  ' — •  obstinate ;  unalterable. 

執定  to  hold  fast  by. 

所執處  the  place  for  the  hand, e.g.  on  a  ju  i. 

孰筆  to  seize  a  pen. 

捕孰  to  arrest;  to  seize. 

執言  to  positively  assert. 
固執 執拗。 r 拘執 
obstinate;  pig-headed. 

執寧。 r 執已見  to  hold  to 
one’s  own  opinion. 

執法  to  uphold  the  law. 

執籌  to  draw  lots. 
執守  to  guard;  to  maintain. 
執正  holding  to  what  is  right ; 

impartial. 

執中  to  keep  the  mean  between extremes. 

偏執  biassed ;  partial., 

孰理 w 執掌  to  manage;  to superintend. 

孰事  to  manage ;  a  manager ; 
!  the  retinue  of  a  mandarin,  in¬ 

cluding  the  insignia  of  his  rank. 

貴執事  used  in  direct  address, 一 your  Honour. 

執 事有恪  to  be  reverent  in discharging  the  duties, 一 of  sacri¬ fice. 

其無執 事人員 *Qse officials  who  are  not  entitled  to 

a  retinue  with  insignia. 

與你一 仵義事 I  will give  you  some  official  employ¬ ment. 

孰政  to  administer  the  govern¬ 
ment. 

執 

1795 

憝 

必： 

【796 

R .緝 

See 孰 

A.  iiyiet^ 

Entering 

Upper. 

1797 

R. 寘 

See 志 

Sinking 

Upper. 

^ 緝 

蟄 

To  lose  heart  ；  to  submit 

to  yield. 

執政： A： 臣  a  (Europear 
Cabinet  Minister. 

執照  a  certificate;  a  pass;  a authorisation. 

孰據  a  license. 回孰  a  receipt  for  letters  an- despatches  delivered. 

夂孰  a  father’s  friend. 
執友  a  comrade；  a  chum. 

孰 競武王  full  of  strengt: 
was  Wu  Wang. 

豪强愁 服 the  brave  mai 
has  succumbed. 

To  seize  with  the  hand 

to  grasp.  To  advance 

To  pull  down  ；  to  loosen 
Name  of  a  State. 

C.  chep 

H.  chip、 chi) 

F.  cheik 

N.  tsih 

P.  ch  f 

M.  tsz、 

Y.  tsz ,  tseh 

K.  chHp 

. chu 

A,  chip 

Entering 

Upper. 

1799 

執拳  to  hold  firmly；  to  grasp, 

摯獻  to  offer  up；  to  present. 

大 攀  very  obstructive  or  in  th 

way. 

摯倒  to  pull  down. 

^  _  extremely
. 

篤  sincere  devotion. 

To  tie  up,  as  an  animal 
to  fetter  ；  to  secure.  T 
connect. 

繁 維  to  shackle ;  to  be  hampered 

_  蹇  to  tie  nip  a  beast. 

See  560. 



i8oo 

真 
无志 

Sinking 

Upper. 

. To  make  a  present,  as  to 

a  bride  ；  offerings  of  hom¬ 
age  ； gifts  of  ceremony. 

男贊 _ 玉帛食 (= 獸） 鳥 
以 章物也  the  offerings  of| 
men  are  gems,  silks,  animals， 
and  lards,  by  which  they  mark 

their  rank. - 

女贄 不過榛 栗攘脩 
the  offerings  of  women  are  only 
filberts,  chestnuts,  dates,  aud 

dried  meat,  —  by  which  they( 
mark  their  respect.  ( 

胃  ceremonial  presents. 

贄見  to  visit  with  a  present. 

出疆 必釋贄 when  y°u 
cross  the  frontier  you  must  take 
presents  >vith  you. 

贄敬  presents  to  a  newly- 
married  couple,  from  a  pupil  to 
his  teacher,  from  a  successful 
candidate  to  the  examiners,  etc. 

A  heavily-laden  or  un¬ 

manageable  horse. 

馬騖 不能行  the  horse  was 
overladen  (and  sank  in  thie  mud) 
and  could  not  go  on. 

A  hawk  ;  a  vulture ;  a 

bird  of  prey.  Ardent  ； 

eager ;  blood-thirsty.  See 

3325. 

鵞 鳥不羣  vultures  do  not 
fly  in  flocks. 

猛驚  ardent  ；  violent  ；  ruthless. 

無 S 驁之兵 soldiets  who 
are  not  fierce. 

See  12,37.0. 

See  12,374. 

See  12,371. 

See  12,372: 

See  12,376. 

輜 
1808 

戠' 

1809 

R •職 

See 職 

Entering 

Upper. 

撤 
i8to 

R •寘 

See 禪 

Sinking 

Lower. 

熾 
1811 

織”
 

1812 

R •職真 

N.  (sih^  v.  tsia 

See 職 

Entering 

Upper. 

OHIH 
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oum 

See  12,375. 

A  sword.  To  gather. 

Potter’s  clay. 

雙 .飛 粉蝶 戠花叢 a pair  of  white  butterflies  on  the 

wing,  sipping  from  a  cluster  of flowers. 

To  compare.  To  try. 
To  ascertain. 

打揃子  to  enquire  the  price or  ruling  rate. 

橋這墙 的長短 _  out the  length  of  this  wall. 

揃 水深淺  try  the  depth  of| the  water. 

See  1965. 

To  weave. 

織布  to  weave  cloth. 

織蓆  to  weave  mats. 

織機 a  loom. 
織得箱 緻  beautifully  woven. to  weave  figured  fabrics 

休 其蠶織  leaves  her  silk¬ worms  and  weaving. 

織紡  to  reel  silk  or  cotton. 

織餘  the  ends  of  the  threads ; the  thrums. 

Superintendent  of  an  Im¬ 
perial  silk  factory,  which  sup¬ 
plies  the  Court  with  silks  and 
other  textile  fabrics.  Of  these 
factories  there  are  three ;  at 

Nanking,  Soochow,  and  Hang¬ chow. 

織染局  manufacturing  and 
dyeing  department, — of  the  Im 
perial  household. 

織女  the  Weaving  Damsel,— the  star  cc  Lyrae.  See  1388. 

促  a  name  for  the  cricket. 

促織 鳴東壁  the  cricket chirrups  on  the  east  wall. 

織就  uncut;  woven  throughout. 

織網  to  spin  a  web, — of  spiders 

織紬子  to  weave  silk. 

w 

1813 

R •職 4 

C. chik 
H.  chit 

F.  chcik 

W.  tsi 

N.  tsih 
P.  Cc/ii\  Sckt\ c/if 

M.  tsz 

Y.  tseh 

Sz.  ch’i 

K.  chik 

J.  shoku、 shiki A.  chik 
Entering 

Upper. 

The  duties  of  office.  An 

official  position.  To  over¬ 
see；  to  manage；  to  direct. 

Especially  ；  particularly. 

職分 official  rank;  official  duties. 

職銜  real  and  brevet  rank. 

職官 officers. 職 員  a  bearer  of  official  rank. Also  used  by  petty  o 伍  cials 

for  “I.” 
職道  I,  the  Taot‘ai. 
設 官分職  to  institute  a  post 
and  define  its  duties. 

車職  I,  tlSb  humble  official, — a conventional  phrase  used  to  a 

superior. 

受  to  receive  an  appointment. 

革職  to  deprive  of  rank. 
落職  to  be  degraded  in  rank 

劾 我落職  applied  for  me  to 
be  degraded. 

職任  to  be  in  office. 

^  ̂   0  ̂   t0 
 retain  rank  and 

titles  on  retirement. 

加虛職  to  confer  a  nominal rank  or  appointment. 

世 職  hereditary  office. 

鈉職  to  pay  tribute;  to  make 
presents. 

職貢  usual  or  regular  tribute 

[職 = 常]. 

職名  a  statement  of  official 
rank,  etc.,  used  on  certain  occas¬ ions  as  a  visiting  card. 

職^守  to  be  on  duty. 

職事  official  business. 

職司  official  duties. 

職 此之故  especially  for  this reason;  hence  the  cause. 

上等司 舟之職 a  ist class  master’s  certificate. 

職 思其外  let  us  direct  our 
thoughts  beyond  the  present. 

庶 人之愚 ，亦 職維疾 
the  stupidity  of  the  ordinary  man 
is  determined  by  his  natural 
defects. 

民 之未裒 ，職 盜爲宼 
that  the  people  are  unsettled  is 
owing  to  the  robbers  -who  prey 
on  them. 
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職 
2* 

1813 

織 
1814 

nib 

m 
i8!5 

R. 職 
See 職 

Entering 

Upper. 

asii 

m 
1816 

至 4
 1817 •寘 

^  AS、 

Sinking 

Upper. 

R. 

See 

職方 淸吏司  a  department 
of  the  Eoard  of  War,  which 

deals  with  rewards,  punishments, 
inspection  of  troops,  etc. 

Same  as  1811 

Dried  or  pickled  meat, 

formerly  included  among 

betrothal  presents.  Greasy  ； 
sticky. 

髪 月能  a  kind  of  bandoline. 

See  9928. 

To  go  to  ；  to  reach  ； 

to、 arrive  at.  The  end. 

Greatest;  utmost；  best ；  see 

4600.  Radical  133. 

先至  to  arrive  first. 

卽至。 r 自至  will  be  here directly. 

或 至  it  sometimes  happens  that. 

四至  the  four  boundaries. 
東至  reaching  on  the  east  to .•… 

無 所不至  there  is  no  place 
to  which  it  does  not  reach；  omni¬ 

present,  as  the  Deity. 

五至七  five  to  seven  inclusive. 

君 子至止  the  prince  has  ar¬ rived. 

至  it  thus  far  and  no  farther, 
— a  phrase  seen  outside  shops, 
referring  to  visits  from  the  God 
of  Wealth. 

道 不可致 ，德 不可至 
TAO  cannot  be  made  to  come, 
and  TE  (its  due  exemplification) 
cannot  be  attained.  See  1832. 

具至哉  where  is  he  now  ? 
不至  (with  another  verb)  will 

not......  does  not . 

不至於 . 麽 will  not . ? 
would  not . ?  might  not . ? 

至 於  with  regard  to;  in  the 
case  of. 

言 至於漕  until  I  arrived  at  I 
Ts‘ao. 

至 于頓  Ff.  as  far  asTun-ch^iu. 

至 
自 古至今  from  of  old  until now. 

至 老奸邪  even  to  old  age  a vile  intriguer. 

至 期必來 will  be  sure  to come  at  the  appointed  date. 

革 日 on  that  day. 

至 時  when  the  time  comes. 

百 禮旣至  when  all  the  cere¬ monies  have  been  performed. 

至完 稅一節  with  regard to  the  matter  of  paying  duties. 

至所稱  in  regard  to  what  he 
said. 

至此  with  reference  to  this. 

革 矣  that  is  perfection, — refer¬ 
ring  to  something  just  stated 
See  1783. 

至 矣 盡 矣 t。 the  utmost possible  degree. 

至誠  most  sincere 

至好 best. 至不仁  most  inhuman ;  most 
wanting  in  charity  of  heart. 

至關 緊要 of  the  highest importance. 

是 爲至要 this  is 
portant. 

most  im- 

至厚  very  thick, — as  friends. 

至 便  most  convenient. 

至囑  most  stringent  orders. 

至  /p*  at  the  least;  the  fewest. 

至連 at  the  very  latest. 

享 福至極  he  enjoyed  the greatest  happiness. 

至  is  my  most  earnest  desire. 

至爲  is  in  the  highest  degree. 

至意  the  good  intention. 

至近的  very  intimate；  fami¬ 
liar. 

至若  respecting ;  regarding. 

至再  again  and  again. 

至親  a  near,  or  the  nearest, relative. 

革 交  very  good  friends. 

2 农 

侄 
i8i8 

R. 質 

^ 姪郅 

Entering 

Lower 
and  Upper. 

姪 

2 次 

i8i9 R •質屑 

C.  chet H.  ctHt 

F.  tik 

W.  dzai 

N.  dzih 
P.  ichi 

M.  tsz V.  tseh 

Sz.  chi 
K.  chil 

J.  chitsz、 tetsz 
A.  diet 

Entering 

Lower. 

厓 

1 由
 

1820 

R. 質 

&質 

Entering 

Upper. 

唐 
1821 

Firm；  unbending* 
Foolish. 

佳仡  hampered;  hindered;  un¬ 
able  to  advance. 

The  son  or  daughter  ol 
a  brother  ；  a  nephew  ；  a 
niece.  See  9873. 

姪兒。 1 姪予 

a  brother’s 

姪女  a  brother’s  daughter. 

內姪  a  wife’s  brother^  child. 

外姪  a  wife’s  nephew  or  niece. 

表姪  a  sister’s  child. 

姪孫  a  brother’s  son’s  son. 

姪婦  a  nephew’s  wife. 

姪婿  a  niece’s  husband. 
舍娃  my  humble  nephew,  or 

niece. 

眷姪 i  your  nephew, — a  con¬ 
ventional  term  used  to  uncles 
and  aunts. 

愚姪  I  your  foolish  nephew, 一 used  to  the  friends  of  one’s father. 

年姪  I  your  -  year-nephew, 一 
used  to  those  who  were  success¬ 
ful  candidates  in  the  same  year 
as  one’s,  own  father. 

世姪  I  your  hereditary  nephew, — used  to  elders  of  a  family 

with  which  one’s  own  family 
has  been  on  terms,  of  intimacy 

for  several  generations. 

The  meanderings  of  a 

mountain  stream.  In  com¬ 

bination  with  識  a  winding- 
hills”  forms  the  name  of 

the  盖 屋  District  in  Shensi, 
so  called  from  the  con¬ 

figuration  of  the  country. 

Same  as  1820. 
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挂奸
 

1822 

:e 桎質 
Entering 
Lower. 

1823 

文質 
-質 

Entering 

Upper. 

桎 1
3 

1824 

R •質 
二  chety 

kit、、 chit、 

F. "夂, tieh^ 
N,  dzoe^  dzai 

chih^ 

inrt 
你
姓
 

Entering 
Lower 

Irregular. 

桎 
1825 

m 
1826 

丈 •寘 
& 志 

Sinking 

Upper. 

蛭1
 • 

1827 

屑 
chit、 tyt 
tick 
a 
C.  chil 
•  shits% 
、•  chU、 diet 
Entering 
Lower 

Irregular. 

The  sound  of  reaping. 

胃  _至  t0  give  a  thrust, — as  with 
a  lance 

Luminous  ；  splendid. 

Gyves;  manacles ；  hand 
cuffs.  To  fetter. 

^  jj^  gyves  and  f
etters. 

桎械 而不問  fetter  him  and 
ask  him  no  questions. 

並桎 梏以死  chained  them 
up  together  until  they  died. 

談於桂 梢之間 tc)  preach 
amongst  gyves  and  fetters, • 
when  preaching  is  too  late  or 
ill-timed. 

桎鑌  a  linch-pin;  a  moralist. 

丹桎  a  medicinal  bark. 

Same  as  1822. 

The  seeds  of  a  plant, 

which  resemble  the  gall- 
nut. 

莖  the  prickly  elm  {Hemiptclea 
davidiatia、 Planch.). 

竿  ̂   another  name  for  the  牛 

籐  Achyranthes. 

A  leech. 

水蛭  a  leech. 

踁
 4 

1828 

R •寘 

See 志 

Sinking  Upper. 

輊
 4 

1829 

R. 真 

F.  chei、tci 

k 志 

J.  chi 

A.  chi、tri Sinking 

Upper. 

m 
1830 

R •質寘 

F.  chei) 

See 郑 

K.  chil 

J.  shitsz A.  (ret 

Entering  and Sinking 

Upper. 

郅 1831 
R •質寘 

C.  chet^  chi 

H.  chit、 chi 

F.  chei) 

W.  tsz3 

N. cheh 

P.  c/u° Sz.  chi 

K.  chil 

J.  shitsz A.  chet 
Entering  and 

SinkingUpper. 

致 4
 

1832 

R •寘 

F.  tei、 chei 

N.  ch'i 

See 寞 

J.  chi 
A.  tri Sinking 

Upper. 

To  walk  hastily. 

足至踱  to  pass  in  and  out;  to  go 
to  and  fro. 

A  war-chariot  low  in 

front. 

戎 車旣苛 ，如輊 如軒 
the  war-chariots  were  well  made, 

nicely  balanced  before  and 
behind, 

軒輊  relative  merit;  superiority 
or  inferiority. 

A  sickle.  A  name  during 
the  Han  dynasty  & 宿州 

in  Anhui. 

禾金至  a  sickle. 

奄 観举艾 we  shal? 
see  the  sickles  at  work. 

鍾刈  to  reap  grain  close  up  to the  ear. 

鈉絰  to  bring  in  ears  of  grain 
as  revenue;  to  pay  the  Govern¬ 
ment  land-tax  of  grain. 

To  go  up  ;  to  ascend. 
Flourishing.  Very. 

鄄治  a  Government  under  which 
the  people  are  prosperous. 

郅隆  very  prosperous. 

郁郅  a  name  under  the  Han dynasty  for  安化縣  in 

Kansuh. 

To  cause  to  go  to.  To 

bring  about;  to  cause；  to 
result  in.  Effect,  as  in 

painting.  To  send ;  to 
transmit. 

Y  g  not  s
o  as  to . 

不致不 could  not  fail  to …… 

致 汝至此  has  brought  you to  this.  See  1817. 

致 4
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a  n*an 

遠 莫致之 I  am  far  off  and 
cannot  get  to  you. 

招致  to  induce  to  come. 

致 使他來  make  him  come 玄宗 命方士 致貴如 

之神  the  Emp.  Hsiian  Tsung ordered  the  Taoist  priests 

cause  the  spirit  of  [Yang]  Kuei- 
fei  to  be  present. 

言能 致其神 said  he  r°uld 
cause  her  spirit  to  appear. 

事君能 致其身 if 
in  serving  his  prince， is  ready 
to  devote  his  life. 

敎命  or  敦身  to  devote  one’s 
1 1  tip  •  jn  tri  1 

有会命 之處, 有致命 

之傷  there  are  fatal  spots,  and there  are  fatal  wounds. 

仲面 致命共 十四處 
on  the  front  of  the  body  there 

are  fourteen  fatal  spots. 

合面 致命共 十處。 n the  back  of  the  body  there  are 
ten  fatal  spots. 

以致  so  as  to  cause,  or  result  in. 

以轉生 HI 事端 s。 as  tc> 
give  rise  to  difficulties,  or  troubles 

以致  ~  此  s。 as  to  bring 
about  this  state  of  affairs. 

能致風  can  cause  the  wind 
to  blow. 

致自盡  to  cause  the  suicide  of. 

是積 想所致  it  (a  dream) 
was  caused  by  thinking  so  much 
about  you. 

致謝  to  convey  thanks. 

致傷  to  cause  a  wound. 

致死。 r 致斃  to  cause  the death  of. 

欲 其鳴而 不致也 he wanted  it  (a  bird)  to  sing,  but 

could  not  make  it  do  so. 

致生  to  beget;  to  evolve. 

富 貴自致  riches  and  honours must  be  obtained  by  one’s  own exertions. 

致 to  convey  congratulations. 

致爲  to  cause;  to  bring  about. 

致 干例禁  so  as  to  offend against  the  law. 

是 致有此  resulted* in  this. 
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皆 以爲陰 德所致 u 
brought  about  by  the  good  deeds 
he  did  in  secret. 

甚 有遠致  produce  effects  of 
great  distance, 一 of  painting. 

委致  to  transfer  to;  to  hand 
over  to. 

欲爲 君致福  I  wished  to 
bring  happiness  upon  you. 

致于人  to  send  to,  or  notify 
a  person. 

函致。 r 致書  to  send  a  letter 
or  despatch  to. 

另致  to  forward  separately, 
as  a  letter  or  document. 

^ [意  to  inform;  to  intimate  to. 

遣 人致意 sent  a  man  to 
inform  him  of  his  intention. 

致思  suggestive,— as  in  art. 

以 聲致人  in  order  to  attract 
attention  by  the  noise. 

致 天之届  and  (the  will  of) 
God  was  carried  out  in  due  time. 

致告  to  announce. 
致仕  to  resign  office;  to  give 
up  official  life. 

一致而 百慮。 ne  result 
from  many  deliberations. 

其初 一 * 致也 they  were 
originally  brought  about  in  one 
and  the  same  way, 一 of  writing 

and  painting.  " 

事 不二致  there  are  not  two 
ways  of  doing  things. 

風致  demeanour；  mien；  ap¬ 
pearance. 

致之  throw  it  away;  get  rid  of  it. 

以重 不可致  because  of  its 
great  weight  he  could  not  trans¬ 

port  it, — of  a  huge  piece  of  jade 
found  by  Bayan  at  Khoten. 

轉致  to  be  in  turn  forwarded  to, 

備 物致用  to  prepare  things 
for  use. 

象以 鼻致用 而不以 
(IJ  the  elephant  provides  for 

itself  by  its  trunk,  not  by  its mouth. 

致師  to  challenge  to  single 
combat；  to  engage  a  teacher. 

致知  to  extend  knowledge  to 
thp  principles  which  underlie  all things. 

致 4
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R •真 

See 致 

SinkingUpper. 
1834 

真 
N.  chi 

See 寞 

J.  chi 

A.  tri 
Sinking 

Upper. 

大教  generally  speaking；  in  all 
probability. 

極 盡其寧  excelling  in  every possible  variety  of  skill, 一 e.  g.  in 
football,  painting,  etc. 

致勝  to  win  a  victory, 一 by 
strategy. 

如 不勝致  as  though  not equal  to  the  effort. 

To  stab  ；  to  pierce.  To 

plunder.  To  point  with 
the  finger. 

To  mend  garments  ；  to 

patch.  Delicate  ; '  fine ;  o 
close  texture  ；  see  9097. 

Secret. 

精緻  fine;  delicate;  beautiful. 

采綣  elegant. 

窒 

4* 

R. 

I835 

質 
F.  (ikr 

W.  dzdey^  dzai-^ •N.  chih^ 

P.  chi) 

M.  //V 

(the  rest 

lower.) 

See 娃 

A.  diet^  tret Entering 

Upper Irregular. 

標緻  fine, — as  a  semi-trans¬ 
parent  fabric. 

細緻  minute;  beautifully-work¬ 
ed;  frugal. 

密 緻虛詞  a  secretly  con¬ cocted  falsehood. 

To  stop  up  ；  to  obstruct. 

洒 掃穹窒  to  sprinkle  and sweep  and  stuff  up  the  crevices. 

窒塞  to  stop  up, — as  a  hole, 

蝰 

4* 

1836 

質 

See 窒 

R. 

Entering 

Upper. 

窒 手窒脚  obstructing  hand and /oot, 一 difficult;  troublesome. 

其 內有窒 礙之處 there are  difficulties  in  the  way  of  this. 

窒 礙難行  difficult  to  carry 
out 

氣窒  breath  impeded, 一 to  hic¬ cough. 

窒 皇  d。。1"  leading  to  the  inner apartments  in  the  palace. 

A  kind  of  spider. 

a  ̂ Id-spider. 

1837 

R •紙 

c. 
chi 
isz 

H. 

F..
 

W. 
N. 

P.  chi 

M. 

Y.  i 

Sz.  ch’i、 tsz 
K.  chi 

J.  shi 

A.  chi 

tsz 

Rising  Upper. 

Foundation  ；  base.  , 
foot.  To  stop ;  to  cease 
to  desist.  Conduct  ；  behj 

viour.  A  final  particle 
Radical  77. 

止于棘  they  rest  upon  tl jujube  trees, — of  birds. 

載 飛載止  now  flying,  no 

resting. 

止處  a  halting-place. 

靡 所居止 we  have  n 
abiding-place. 

國 雖靡止 although  th 
country  is  unsettled. 

知 止 不殆 he  who  know when  to  stop  does  not  come  t 

grief. 其痛立 止 the  pain  at  one 
stopped. 

止 血  t0  staunch  blood. 
止息  to  stop;  to  desist  from. 

止不住  cannot  be  stopped. 
止怒  to  cease  from  anger. 

止痛  t。 stop  pain. 禁止  to  forbid;  to  prohibit. 

可以 止則止 when  it i! 
proper  to  remain  in  retirement 
remain  so；  if  you  can  stop,  stop 

不止  not  so  few ;  you  are  under stating  it. 

不 止三個  not  three  only,— 
but  more. 

不 止 -T- 次  not  once  only. 

不 止一樣  not  one  kind  only. 

止得  it  only  remains  to . 愛 之如身 ，不 止如子 
he  loved  him  as  himself,  not 

merely  as  a  son. 

無 止之徒  a  rascal  who  stops 
at  nothing。 

無定止  no  fixed  object. 

卜止渴  to  quench  thirst. 

止留  to  dttain. 猶來無  may  he  come  back 
and  not  remain  there. 

人 而無止 ，不 死甸侯 
if  a  man  has  not  right  behaviour, 
what  has  he  to  wait  for  but  death? 

旣 愆爾止  you  go  wrong  in all  your  conduct. 
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1838 

.紙 
找止 
•ising  Upper. 

扯 3
 

^39 

、紙 
代止 
rising  Upper. 

祉，
 

1840 

〔•紙 
L  chH 

饮止 
Using  Upper, 

芷5
 

1841 

^ 紙 
;ee 止 
Using  Upper. 

容止  mien;  deportment. 

舉 [h  or^T  fh  acts;  behaviour; 
bearing. 

亦 旣見止 ，亦 旣覯止 
let  me  have  seen  him,  let  me  have 
met  him. 

曷 又棰止  why  do  you  allow 
her  to  go  to  this  extreme  ? 

小止  a  small  carved  ivory  or 
wood  figure,  used  as  a  kind  of 

ornamentaL  button.  Japanese : 
netsuki.  See  5974. 

A  foundation.  The 

limits  or  boundaries  of  land. 

基址  foundations, — as  of  walls. 

故址  old  ruins. 

住址  a  dwelling-place. 

地址  a  lot  of  land. 

四址  the  four  boundaries  of  a 
lot. 

A  small  island  in  a 

stream  ；  an  eyot. 

于 泪于址  by  the  ponds  and 
on  the  islets. 

在水中 址  he  is  on  the  islet 
in  the  river. 

Happiness ;  blessedness, 

blessedness  and  joy. 

順 頌日祉 may  y。11  have 
daily  happiness. 

受祉  to  be  blessed. 

特 候近龇 i  trust  that  happi¬ 
ness  is  at  hand  for  you. 

A  fragrant  bitter  plant 
used  as  a  carminative.  It 

is  the  root  of  the  Iris 

florentina、 and  is  known  as 

白芷. 
正陽  a  name  under  the  晉 
Chin  dynasty  for  西安府 
in  Shensi. 

a
t
*
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〈 .紙 
w 止 
Rising  Upper. 

To  accuse  to  one’s  face. 
To  impeach. 

M 

1843 
R •紙 

see 止 

Rising  Upper. 

趾 3
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R •紙 

See 止 

Rising  Upper. 
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R •支寘 

C.  chH、 chi 

H.  chH^chH 

Y ,  ti、 tei 
W.  dz)、dz 

N.  dji^  dj'i 
P.  chH^  chi 

Y.*  j  ts\  tsz 

Sz.  chH^  chi 

K.  chH》 chH 

J.  dji、 chi A.  tri)、tri 

Even  and Sinking 

Lower. 

The  toes  ；  the  foot  ；  a 
hoof. 

無趾  having  no  toes. 

麟之趾  the  feet  °f  the unicorn, 一 never  trea：d  on  any 

living  thing,  not  even  on  living 
grass.  Used  in  connection  with 
a  numerous  posterity ;  see  7186. 

四之 日舉趾 ^  the  days  of  | 
our  fourth  moon  they  lift  -up 

their  toes, — set  to  work. 

玉 趾惠臨  let  your  jade  toes 
benignly  approach, — have  the 
goodness  to  visit  me. 

左  the  left  foot. 

楊 氣高趾  to  give  oneself airs  and  put  on  a  pompous  walk. 

請 袵何趾  which  way  will 
you  have  your  sleeping-mat  laid? 

The  foundations  of  a  wall. 

基  Pit  foundations. 交 [J 止  Cochin-China.  See  1297. 

To  govern.  To  manage  ； 

to  arrange.  To  cure  {see 

2  5  2  6)；  to  treat.  [To  be  distin¬ 
guished  from  冶  12,990.] 
See  1910， 12,633， 7679, 

1989， 8080. 

治殴  to  govern  a  country.  [As 
an  active  verb, 治  is  read  chih^ 
in  the  Classics.] 

治 理天下  to  administer  the 
empire. 

政 治日新 his  mIe  daily improves. 

平治  a  peaceful  rule;  see  eh%1. 
~ *  '/p  ― *  ̂  now  in  a  state 

of  peace,  now  in  a  state  of 
rebellion. 

治 世之才  the  capabilities  ofl a  ruler  of  men. 

治下者  subjects ;  under  the 
jurisdiction. 

Vp  ̂   who  am  of  your  juris¬ diction,-— used  to  a  magistrate. 

Vp  ̂   official  jurisdiction. 

治不得  impracticable ;  hope¬ less;  incurable. 

治‘
 

1845 

治 •不 得我。 r 你治不 

得我 怎麽樣  you  can  do 
nothing  to  me;  you  won’t  get the  better  of  me! 

治 不了命  you  can’t  control 

Fate. 

府治  the  prefectural  city. 

治掌  to  manage;  to  govern. 

治家  to  govern  one’s  family. 

官 莫能治  the  officials  were 
unable  to  settle  the  matter. 

無 法可治  or  (colloquially) 

沒有 “兒治 there  is 
"no  way  of  dealing  with  him, 

or  with  it. 

無爲 而治者 其舜也 

與  may  not  Shun  be  said'  to  have governed  by  Inaction  ? 

聖人 之治也 治外乎 
does  the  government  of  the  true 
Sage  concern  itself  with  the 
external  ? 

聖教安 歸乎， 歸於自 

治 而已矣  what  is  the  end 
and  aim  of  Confucianism  ?  Its 

end  and  aim  is  self-government. 

治人 事天， 莫梦嗇 ^ governing  men  and  in  serving 

God,  there  is  nothing  like  mod¬ eration. 

治大 國者若 烹小暴 
govern  a  great  nation  as  you 

would  cook  a  small  fish, — do 
not  overdo  it. 

治心  to  cleanse  the  heart. 

治亂  to  put  down  rebellion. 

治 罪。1 r  處  治 tQ  punish. 
治辦  to  deal  with;  to  punish. 

治獄  to  decide  criminal  cases. 

治具  to  make  ready  the  imple¬ ments, — especially  of  wine-cups, 

etc.,  for  a  feast. 

治酒  to  get  ready  wine,  as  for 

guests. 治席  to  prepare  an  entertain¬ 
ment. 

治喪  to  attend  to  funeral  rites. 

少 治春秋  when  young,  I made  a  close  study  of  the  C^un 
ChHu. 

治 病0 r 治療 10  cure  a 
disease* 
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r. 嗷 
See 値 

i  Entering 
Lower. 

治  了  I  have  been  cured;  I am  well. 

這個 病總治 得過來 
this  disease  can  certainly  be 
cured. 

這個 病我看 你治不 

來  I  don’t  think  you  can  cure 
this  complaint. 

他那 i 毛 病治不 了、 
he  can’t  be  cured  of  that  habit. 

西國 藥材， 治洋人 

則驗， 治華 人則否 
foreign  medicine  is  efficacious  in 

the  treatment  of  foreigners  but 
not  in  the  treatment  of  Chinese. 

、冶 歹 E  to  treat  a  case  so  that  the 
patient  dies;  see  5380.  Also,  to 

make  away  with,  as  an  illegiti¬ 
mate  child. 

、冶  ̂   to  compound;  to  make  up. 

、治  ̂   to  guard  against  evil  spirits. 

备命 ̂   7962. 
Read  ckih^.  To  look 

after  ；  to  manage. 

to  establish  tranquillity 

and  good  order;  to  make  level, 
as  a  road. 

治任 將歸 collected 
their  baggage  and  prepared  to 
return. 

洽  to  dust  a  mirror. 

有婢 晨治地 a  maid  was 
one  morning  sweeping  the  floor, 
一 when  etc. 

溝 渠失治 the  drains  got 
beyond  control, 一 as  in  the  event 
of  a  violent  flood. 

Straight,  as  opposed  to 

曲 3062， or  膂  12,477. 
Honest  ；  upright.  Justice. 

Smooth  ；  even.  Only.  : 

直線  a  straight  line.  | 

筆直  straight  as  a  line. 

值打 ■直 助  straight  as  can  be. 
— ■直走  go  straight  ahead. 

其直如 矢  as  straight  as  an 
arrow,  — of  a  road. 

直 不起來  cannot  straighten, 
— as  one’s  back. 

直鈔  the  warp  in  a  loom. 

值 1846 直  upright ;  perpendicular. 
巷 裡赶豬 ，值 來值去 

like  running  after  a  pig  in  an 

alley :  keeping  a  straight  course. 

Applied  to  a  moral  course. 

^  I®  t0  stretch  out  one’s legs;  to  die. 

眼 已直了  his  eyes  were already  fixed, — in  death. 

直  the  straight  road;  the  true 
path,  or  doctrine. 

直 道兒。 r 值盪兒 & 
straight  (vertical)  line. 

打個 i [道兒 t? draw  a straight  line. 

嘴  1^*  outspoken;  blunt. 
商  straightforward  language. 

直  ̂   ̂   ̂   to  speak  out  with¬ 
out  concealment. 

直  ff 。> ■骨直 obstinatei trustworthy. 

正 直  honest;  upright. 

其 繩則直  with  the  line  they made  straight, 一 for  building. 

寧在直 中取， 不向曲 

中  $  better  take  what  you can  get  in  a  straight  way  than 

try  to  acquire  by  crooked  means. 

莫信 直中直 do  not  believe straight  within  straight, —— Le.  too 
straight  or  too  violent  assevera¬ tions. 

胃 ]1[  to  hold  fast  to  what  is right. 

柔惠且 直  mild， well-resu- latpd,  and  upright. 

河杀 淸且直 the  river- waWr  clear  and  smooth. 

31  值  not  only. 直不百 步耳， 是亦走 

也  they  only  did  not  run  (as 
much  as)  a  hundred  paces,  but 

they  ran  away  all  the  same. 

值 亩步而 止 will  only  cany a  hundred  yards, — of  guns. 

原告不 直  the  plaintiflf  has no  case,  is  non-suited. 

甫  ̂   departments  under  govern¬ ment, — alluding  to  the  provin¬ 
cial  administrations  as  establish¬ 

ed  under  the  元  Yuan  dynasty. 

[This  expression  is  derived  from 
the  nomenclature  of  the  Ming 

dynasty,  in  contradistinction  to 

直
 许 

1846 
the  中書 省 or  Ministries  of the  Capital*  The  term  includes 

the  東三省 •]  Also,  to  do service  in  the  palace. 

直隸省  the  province  of  Chihli, 
—called  北直隸 _  under  the 

Mings. 南直隸  being 

Kiang-nan. 

直 隸^州  a  magistrate  of  an  inde¬ pendent  Department,  Le.  sub¬ 
ject  to  no  prefectural  control  but 

reporting  direct  to  the  Intendant 
of  Circuit.  [The  same  is  true  of 

the  Chih.li  廳  T‘ing.] 

入 直  t0  take  up  office*  | 

值 流  to  pour  from;  to  stream with. 

直 陳  to  make  a  plain  statement of  the  case. 

直說  to  speak  out  or  to  the 
point;  to  directly  affirm. 

商 景  direct  measurement. 

商 革  direct  to. 
直 通  straight  through. 

直 頭  straight  on. 直 胃  leading  direct  to. 
直概  bolt  upright;  straight. 

1  盲  straight ;  straight  on. 
直 向  straight  towards;  facing. 

商 木  the  keel  of  a  vessel. 

直同  it.  is  simply . 

商  >泮  honest ;  straightforward, 

直 漢  a  straightforward  fellow; an  honest  man. 

直  upright  and  open. 

直頂麥 1  right  up  to;  .straight 
down  to. 

直 行  to  continue  to . 
商  ̂   to  keep  911  coughing. 
直聳 半盗。 r 直插雲 

端  to  rise  imc  the  clouds. 
直是。 r 直值 是 

is . ;  is  nothing  else  than. 

值  absolutely ;  exactly;  entire- 

iy. 

直 絶  utterbs  altogether;  point- 
blank. 
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•職真 
, chik、 chi 
•  chHt 

. sik、 tik、 teik, 
v.  tih 

\  dzi 
. dzih 

Sc  hi、 chi’ •  tsz 

, tsek 

:. ch  ’i、 tsz 
•  chik、 chH 

choku、 chi 

. tr’ik、 tri 
ntering  and 

Sinking 
Lower. 

To  meet  ；  to  happen  ；  to 
occur  in  turn.  To  hold  in 

the  hand. 

相値  to  meet. 

値凶禍  to  meet  with  mis¬ 
fortune. 

一  B 訪僧 不値。 ne  day 
he  went  to  enquire  for  the  priest, 

but  “found  him  out.” 

適値  it  just  happened  that;  just 
at  that  moment 

現値  it  is  just  the  time  of... 

値其事 之粉転 just  when 
things  were  in  a  state  of  con¬ 
fusion. 

値日  to  be  on  day-duty；  one’s 
day  for  duty. 

値宿  to  be  on  night-duty. 

値班  to  take  one’s  turn  on  duty 
値事  to  attend  to  an  affair. 

値 事人。 r 値理人  direc¬ 
tors  of  a  company. 

値 其鷺由 holding  your 
egret’s  feather,— in  the  dance 

Read  chih^ •  Price  ；  value. 

値不値  is  it  worth  so  much? 

不値 一 ■個 大錢 it  is  not 
worth  a  "single  cash. 

其 値無幾  it  is  of  no  great 
value. 

價 値多少  what  is  the  price 
of  it? 

値 百抽五  worth  ioo,  take 
5> ― to  charge  an  ad  valorem 
duty  of  5  per  cent. 

不値與 他計轉 it  is  n°t 
worth  while  wrangling  with  him 
over  it. 

値 當的。 r 値得 worth; 
worth  while. 

値 當幾何  what  is  it  worth  ? 

不値當 的一謝  not  worth 
giving  thanks  for;  not  worth 
mentioning. 

値錢  to  have  a  money  value; 
worth. 

不 値識者  ― *  pjg  not  worth 
one  laugh  of  an  experienced 
man, — beneath  contempt. 

爭値 .頁久  they  haggled  a long  time  over  the  price. 

植:
 

1848 

R. 真 

Se6 値稚 

Sinking 

Lower. 

1849 

R •職寘 

F.  sik 

See 値 

K.  sik,  chH 

J.  shoku、 shiki、 ski 

A.  f°'ik 

Entering 

Lower. 

‘1* 

1850 

R. 職 

F.  sik 

See 値 

K.  chik 

[•  choku、 chiki 
A. trak 

^Entering Ltmer. 

1851 

R •職 

F.  sik 
W.  dzi,  di 

See  — 

K.  nk 
「•  shoku、 djiki 
a.  m 

Entering 

Lower. 

To  lean  on  a  staff. 

Read  ch^ih^.  To  hold 

to  grasp. 

To  plant  ；  to  set  up 
straight.  Trees  and  plants see  1739. 

栽植。 r 樹植  to  plant  trees 

生植  to  produce  plants. 
木植  timber;  wood  material 

poleSj  as  cargo. 

戶植  door-posts. 
植其杖  he  stuck  his  stick  in 
the  ground. 

多 蒙培植 i  am  very  thank ful  to  you  for  setting  me  up, 

for  preventing  me  from  coming 

to  grief  by  banking  me  up  as a  tree. 

植 黨  to  form  a  clique,  or  society. 

The  grain  first  sown  ；  the 
first  crop. 

To  fatten  ；  to  get  rich  ； 

to  prosper.  To  set  up  ；  to 

establish  ；  to  plant. 

豐殖  rich ;  prosperous;  abund¬ ant. 

專 物蕃殖  all  nature  flour¬ 
ishes. 

同 姓不婚 ，惡胃 * 不殖 
也  persons  of  the  same  name 
must  not  marry  lest  they  should 
not  increase. 

本殖貨  not  to  be  avaricious. 
我 有田疇 ，子 產殖之 
whatever  land  we  have,  Tzti 

Ch‘an  gave  it  us. 

封殖  to  lay  in  a  store  of  wealth. 

w 1851 

1852 

R •真 4. 

S: 
 h*.

 

F.  Ui W.  tsz^  (si 

N.  chi P. 

Sz. 

M •丨 

Y. 

K.  chH 

5  hi A.  chi、 tri 

Sinking 

Upper. 

chi 

tsz 

凡 殖財者 ，貴 其能施 

也  the  chief  object  in  the  acqui 
sition  of  wealth  should  be  the 

power  of  bestowing  it  upon others.  See  7285. 

殖殖  to  be  level  and  smooth 

龠 獸繁殖  birds  and  beasts 
swarmed. 

貨 財殖焉  articles  of  value a^d  sources  of  wealth  abound there. 

不受命 而貨殖 .焉 he does  not  acquiesce  in  U4J appoint¬ 
ments  of  Heaven,  and  his  goods 
are  increased  by  him. 

骨殖 bones. 送 出骨殖  to  escort  the 
remains  of  a  deceased  person  to 
burial. 

To  get  rid  of;  to  put 

away.  To  arrange  ；  to 

settle；  to  lay  out；  to  build 

置 身事外  to  keep  oneself! 
out  of  the  affair. 

置 身無地  no  place  to  go  to, 
一 in  concealment. 

念念 不置  thinking  of  you 
without  ceasing. 

教 不置口  kePt  on  giving  his advice, — a.t  chess. 

欲 置哮巷  wished  t。 expose 
(the  child)  in  a  lane, — so  as  to 

get  rid  of  it. 

廢置  to  remove  from  office；  to 
supersede. 

處  chcul  to  settle  things  for 
any  one, 一 either  by  punishing 
or  rewarding,  according  to  cir: 
cumstances. 

置之死  to  punish  with  death. 王 后死， 王 欲置后 ， 
queen  having  died,  the  king 
wanted  to  marry  again. 

置家  to  many  a  wife. 
置 開  to  set  up;  to  start  as  a business. 

置 之不理 （°r 論& 問). 
to  take  no  notice  of;  to  dis¬ 

regard;  to  leave  unquestioned. 

姑 罝不問 to  let  a  thin$ pass;  to  take  no  notice  of  it, — in  deference  to  circumstances. 

置諸 不議  to  reject  or  refuse 
to  entertain  a  proposal. 
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1852 

寘 1853 

腌 

置  ̂   to  treat  as  if. 

置貨  to  deal  in  produce. 

置 之死地  to  be  the  death of  one. 

置辯  to  advance  in  contradic¬ tion  or  criticism  of;  to  protest 

against. 

置 之度外  to  leave  out  of 
one’s  calculations. 

位置。 r 安置  to  put  a  thing 
in  its  place. 

置 諸左右  to  arrange  so  as 
to  be  handy. 

置 古  to  set  up;  to  establish. 

建置  to  build;  to  establish. 

貞觀十 A 年置 built A.D.  644. 

东樂元 年置北 京 
the  first  year  of  Yung  Lo,  Peking 
was  built. 

置 酒話別  prepared  wine 
and  spoke  of  separation. 

置我雜 鼓 here  are  set  m 
our  hand-4rums  and  drums. 

置辦  to  arrange.;,  to  settle;  to buy. 

置買 t。 buy. 

置用  to  buy  or  lay  in  for  use. 

置 奴  t。 buy  a  slave.  ̂   is 
also  used  for  buying  land,  fur¬ 
niture,  clothes,  etc. 

置 予于懷  cherish  me  in 
your  heart. 

置辭  to  arrange  what  to  say. 

置郵 t。  establish  a  postal  ser¬ 
vice;  couriers. 

置 已從之  to  become  oneself 
a  follower  of  his. 

日月所 置 你。 f  the  sun 
and  moon, — title  of  Hsiung-nu 
Khan. 

Same  as  1852.  [R. 去 4.] 

Same  as  1815 

w 

3 审 

1^55 

R.i 

Entering 

Upper. 

1856 

& 質 

C.  chet 
H.  chit、 tsit 

F.  kkHk 
W.  cLiai^  (Ha、 

tsai 
N.  tsih 

P.  fh’i、 chi0 

M.  ctsz^  tsz' 
Y. cheh 

Sz.  chi 
K.  chH!、 chi l 

J.  shitsz A.  chet Entering 

Upper.  _ 

騭 

i857 

卮1
 

I8S8 

R •支 

C.  chi 
H.  chH 

F.  chie 

W.  
j 

N.  j 

Sz. 

M. 

Y.  j 

K.  chH 

J.  shi 

A.  chi 

tsz 

chi 

(sz 

Even  Upper. 

To  go  up.  To  advance. 

To  promote. 

C. chik H.  chit 

F.  t^eik W.  ts'de^  Cchie 

N.  tsih 

P.  Cch’i、 chi’ 
M.  ctsz 
Y.  tseh 
Sz.  chi 

K. chok 

J.  choku、 chiki 
A. trak 

A  stallion.  To  go  up. 

To  promote.  To  fix  ；  to 
determine. 

陟 彼高岡 i  was  ascending that  rocky  height. 

文主 卩步降 WSn  Wang  as- cends  and  descends, — in  heaven. 

涉梯  to  go  up  a  ladder. 

涉 進聖戚  to  mount  into  the heavenly  land. 

陟臨  to  go  up  and  look  down 
on. 

黜陟  to  degrade  and  promote. 

陰  secret  settled.  This  term 
stands  in  popular  language  for 

the  blessings  which  accrue  to 
men  who  perform  good  works 
in  secret. 

惟天 陰隱下 民 Gcxi， 
unseen,  has  given  their  consti¬ 
tution  to  mankind,  i.e.  God 

working  unseen,  has  made  men 
with  certain  hidden  springs  of 
character. 

Correct  form  of  x 856. 

A  goblet,  with;  handles, 

and  shaped  like  a  broad- 
bottomed  bowl. 

危  ̂   goblet  words,— the  natural overflowings  of  the  heart,  which 

run  over,  like  water  from  a  full 

goBIet,  spreading  equally  on  all 
sides  and  embracing  all  positi¬ 
ves  and  negatives  within  their 
scope :  隨口 而出 .不論 

是 非也. 巵言日 出 ，和 以天倪 
language  which  flows  constantly 
over,  as  from  a  full  goblet,  is 
in  accord  with  God. 

i 扈凟雇 曹 Shanghai 
items.  This  is  the  popuh 
of  the  term. 

漏巵 t。  leak;  to  run  to  waste. 

news 

popular  use 

说1
 

扼 

i8S9 

R-支 

See 

Even  Upper. 

f4» 

i860 

t 陌 

C.  chak 

H.  chHt)、 fit。、 ts^ak^ 

F.  tik W.  dzie、 djie 
N.  djih 

P.  'chi M;  tsz Y.  tseh 

Sz.  chi 
K.  Mk 

J.  teki、 chaku 
A.  trik 

Entering 

Lower. 

i86i 

R •陌 

See 樹 

Entering 

Lower, 

Gardenia  Jlorida、  L. 

known  as  黃 栺子， the 

seeds  of  which  are  usee 

for  making  a  yellow  dye. 

中后子  Gardenia  ruT?ray  L. 

山栺子  Gardenia  florida^  L. 

幅 植爭妍  the  gardenia  anc 
the  pomegranate  vie  with  on< another  in  beauty. 

To  throw；  to  fling  away 

to  reject. 

擲下  to  throw  down;  to  giv( to  an  inferior. 

^  to  hand  over  to  an  infer lor. 

抛擲  to  throw;  to  fling. 

飛 擲石礫  stones  and  tile flying  about, — as  in  a  riot. 

擲傷  to  wound  by  throwing  at 

擲棄  to  throw  away;  to  discard 

擲回  to  reject, — as  a  petition. 

擲還  to  give  back;  to  return. 

^  to  throw  dice. 

擲中  {chung^)  to  throw  and  hit 

虛 擲光陰  to  waste  time. 

郷擊  to  stone. 
擲破  to  break  by  stoning. 

擲打 to  fight  with  stones. 

模 P  災  casting  away  calamities, - 
to  scatter  cash  at  a  cross-roac 

or  cross-street  on  the  night  0 
the  15th  of  the  1st  moon,  t( 
ward  off  calamity  during  th( 

coming  year. 

A  large  green  caterpillar 

the  綱，  which  feeds  01 the  bean. 
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1862 

陌 
Z,  ckak 

i.  chHt) 
tik 

N,  dzie 

djih、 djoh 
\  ehf 
A.  tsz 

l,  tseh 

>z.  chi 

C.  Mk 

teki、 chaku 
K.  trik 

Entering 
Lower. 

1863 

:紙 
chi、 chit、 

ckik 

3.  chit、 chak 
Hi 

iV.  tsz^  tsai'tsi 

tsahy  tsih 
?.  chi 

Vf.  tSE 

ist 

)z.  tsz、 chi 

chi 

shi 

chi 

Rising  Upper 
Irregular. 

Embarrassed ;  bewildered. 

赚 獨 irresolute;  undecided;  now 
advancing,  now  retreating.  Also 
the  name  of  Rhododendron  indi- 
cuvi. 

跳 躑爲戲  they  jump  about 
in  play, — of  kittens. 

Only;  merely ；  yet；  how¬ 

ever  ； but.  An  untranslat¬ 

able  particle,  generally  final. 

只有 這一個  there  is  only 
this  one. 

只 有一節  there  is  only  one 
matter,— about  which,  etc. 

只聽 樓板晌 i  only  heard 
the  floor  above  creak. 

只 替賭博  he  thinks  of| 
nothing  but  gambling. 

只營  only  to  attend  to;  nothing 
more  than;  just. 

只 此而已 only  this  and 
nothing  more. 

世上 無難事 只怕有 

^  there  is  nothing  di 伍 cult 

in  the  world,  the  only  fear  is 
that  men  of  determination  are 
wanting. 

只 可如此  this  is  the  only 
切 ay, — of  doing  anything. 

只得  compelled  to；  no  alter¬ 
native  but  to. 

只 得回去  you  have  only  got 
to  go  back. 

我只 是不要  but  I  don’t want  it. 

只 顴自已  only  look  after 
yourself. 

只因 or 只焉 but 
but  since . ;  inasmuch  as. 

只爲 用錯了  一個奸 
臣  yet  because  of  the  employ¬ 
ment  of  a  single  traitorous  min¬ 
ister. 

毋 也天只  O  mother!  O 
God! 

as. 

只 3 

iS63 

棋
 3 

I864 

R. 紙 

C.cchi,cke^ 
H.  chit) 

F.  Cchi W.  tsai^ 

N.  ctsz 

P.  Cchi 

M.  c/sz 
K.  chi、ki 

J.  shi、ki A.  Sc  hi 
Rising  Upper 

Irregular. 

不 諒人只  why  will  you  not understand  me? 

樂 只君子  to  be  rejoiced  in is  our  princely  lady. 

只 昝不來  just  don’t  come, 
that’s  all. 

只知道  all  he  knows;  all  he can  do  is . 

只能  can  only . 

只准  to  permit  only . 

只是  however；  still ；  neverthe¬ less;  the  only  thing  is  that . 

只就是  merely;  it’s  only  in . 
只好  the  best  thing  is . ;all I  have  to  do  is . 

只恨  but  unfortunately . 

只如  just  as  if. 
^  the  mere  fact  that . 

只論  it  all  depends  on . 
只怕  I  suspect;  I  think ;  very 

likely ;  probably.  Also,  the  only 
thing  to  be  afraid  of  is . . 

不怕慢 ，只 怕站 d<-’t be  afraid  of  going  slowly,  be 

afraid  only  of  standing  still. 

只要  were  it  only;  if  only;  it 
is  only  necessary;  provided  that; 
so  long  as. 

只要下 一天雨 ，這花 

救 得過了  if  it  only  would rain  for  a  day,  these  flowers 
would  be  saved. 

別 管別的 ，只 要你去 

罷  well,  never  mind  anything 
else,  you  have  only  to  go. 

A  hedge-thorn  ；  a  bram 

ble.  A  kind  of  orange. 

Occurs  as  a  contraction  of 

3026.  Hurtful  ；  prickly.  An 
old  name  & 南川縣 in 

Ssuch*uan. 

衫^棘  thorns;  prickles. 

枳殼  the  skin  of  Citrus  Auran- tium^  L. 

枳實  the  dried  seeds  of  the Citrus  Aurantiumy  L. 

枳棋  Hovenia  duicis、 the  enlar- 
ged  stems  of  which  are  used  to 
flavour  spirits. 

殡 3
 

1865 

R •紙 

See 止 

Rising  Upper. 

职 1866 

IP； 

1867 

R •紙 

See 止 

Rising  Upper. 

1868 

R •紙 

H.  chH、 

See 止 

Rising  Upper, 

M
1
 

1869 

R 陌 

C.  chekQ 

H.  chak 

F.  cheik、 chiah 
W.  tsi 

N.  tsah 

P.  Cch'i 

M.  ctsz^  tsz Y.  tseh 
Sz.  chi 
K.  cAok\v. 

ttjak 

J.  seki 

A. chik 

Entering 

Upper. 

A  bruise  ；  a  bump. 

疚痏  a  black  and  blue  bruise. 

Same  as  1877. 

The  end  of  the  axle 

projecting  from  the  hub. 
An  old  name  for  癣源縣 

in  Honan. 

岐軔  cross-roads. 斬首蛇  a  two-headed  serpent. 
The  foot  measure  of  the 

Chou  dynasty,  supposed  to 

be  the  length  of  a  woman’s 
fore-arm,  and  divided  into 

eight  inches. 

八寸 爲期  eight  inches  make 
a  chih、  See  1992. 

咫 尺之間  between  a  foot  of  I eight  and  a  foot  of  ten  inches,, 

very  close ;  almost. 

搜 尺天顔 close  to  the Imperial  face， 一 an  intimate  ad¬ 
viser  of  the  Emperor. 

咫 尺山河  a  very  little  land and  water  between, 一- so  near 

and  yet  so  far. 

One  by  itself  ；  single 

half  a  pair.  Numerative  of 

oxen,  sheep,  fowls,  ducks, 

geese,  tigers,  ships,  eyes 

boots,  shoes,  stockings 

boxes,  hands,  feet,  arms,  etc. 

一隻船  a  ship. 
~ •隻眼 one  eye, 

牛 •隻 oxen. 
each  one  has  a 

tail. 

船 隻若千  so  many  ships. 

雙手不 能遮天  one  hand 

cannot  hide  the  sky. 

形 單影隻  form  solitary, 
shadow  single, — lonely;  by  one self. 

30 
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w 
1869 

m 
1870 

r 紙 
C.  c/ii2- 
H.  ̂ chH 

F.  teP- 
W. 从 

N.  dj'i^  dzi P.  ckP 

M.  I  . , 

Y.  )  ̂ 
Sz.  ch'i^ K.  chH 

'“hi 
A. 三 tri 

Rising  Lower. 

稚 4
 1871 

R •寘支 
% 雉治 
穉 
Sinking 
Lower. 

箱 
1872 

^  ̂   only  I;  myself  alone. 

不 過幾隻 wy a  few  of them. 

隻隻  in  pairs. 

片紙隻 字 a  sIiP  of  PaPer 
with  a  single  character  on  it;  a 
short  note. 

隻字無  Ift  not  a  single  wrong 
character, 一 an  announcement 
often  seen  in  books. 

The  ringed  pheasant 

、P hasianus  torquatus).  A 

crenelated  wall. 

^  a  cock-pheasant. 

維鳴 求其牲 the  pheasant 
is  calling  for  her  mate. 

維之 朝雕 the  pheasant 
crows  in  the  morning. 

郑 t  鐵 t  the  Reeves’  or  long-tailed 
pheasant  (Syrmaticus  Rt  eve  sit). 

黑  the  eared  pheasant  (C f os- 
sop /icon  Mantch  uricu  m ) . 

失隹 尾  the  long  tail  feathers  of 
the  Argus  pheasant,  used  in  the 
caps  of  actors. 

鳴維呼 盧 to  call  out  the 
“pheasant”  and  shout  out  the 
“house,” 一 these  being  the  3rd 
and  2nd  highest  throws  with 
dice,  respectively. 

維蝶  a  parapet. 
門  the  southern  gate  of  the 

palace. 

雄經  to  hang  oneself. 

Young ;  tender  ；  small  ； 
immature. 

幼稚  young  and  tender. 
手隹子 (of  both  sexes)  or 童 手隹 

a  young  lad.  \ 

老稚。 Id  and  young.  丨 

尙 在 稚齡 she  was  still  a child. 

童 稍 之交  early  friendship. 

苹隹年 犯罪。 ne  of  tender 
years  committing  a  crime, 

f  隹 氣  the  grace  and  innocence 
of  childhood. 

Same  as  1871. 

支1
 

1873 

R.  4. 

See 枝 

Even  Upper. 

A  branch,  of  a  tree  or 

family.  To  prop  up.  To 

pay.  Numerative  of  troops, 

tobacco-pipes,  etc.  Radica 

65. 以持  1982, 賓 9233. 

or  +  二  the  bran¬ ches  of  Earth, — the  twelve  hor¬ 
ary  characters  which,  combined 

with  the  天 —p  ten  stems  of 

Heaven  (see  5814),  give  names 
to  the  sixty  years  of  the  Chinese 
cycle.  See  Tables  Vdy  Ve. 

苑 蘭之支  the  branches  of the  sparrow-gourd. 

本  r()ot  and  branch ;  father 
and  son;  the  original  stock. 

木  百  in  the  direct  line and  collateral  branches  for  a 

hundred  generations. 

^  all  children  not  the  direct 
lineal  descendants  of  the  elder 

son;  younger  sons. 

庶  the  child  of  a  concubine, 
a  collateral  branch  of  a 

family. 

nearly  related  to；  blood 
relations. 

新 房近支  near  relatives, descendants. 

of  the  same  clan  or  sur¬ name. 

a  branch  of  a  family;  to 
send. 

離  branching  off ;  lonely ; 
solitary;  irrelevant ;  . inexact ; 

hump-backed. 

時解支 離可笑 & 
common  explanations  (of  some 

phrase)  are  absurdly  astray. 

久之形 體支離 after some  time,  he  got  very  emaciated. 

面 目蓋支 離 he  looked  very much  broken  down. 

支吾  to  support ;  to  be  different 
from；  to  be  in  discord;  to  hesi¬ 
tate；  to  prevaricate ;  to  make 
excuses；  to  put  off. 

凡事  吾  he  prevaricates  in everything. 

支^  吾了事  to  put  through  a business  carelessly  or  perfunc¬ 
torily. 

杷彘 話支吾 he  turned the  conversation  into  another 
channel. 

支1
 

1873 

支^吾 牟^  載  can  manage  half a  year, — though  it  is  not  enough, 

a  prop;  a  pillar. 

支綴  t。 prop  up. 

支起來  t0  ProP  up,— as  a 
window,  to  keep  it  open. 

病 體莫支  ailine  in  health 
and  unequal  to  the  task. 

支 出  to  rig  out;  to  boom  out. 

支 出去  t0  get  one  out  of  the way;  to  get  rid  of. 

痛不可 " unbearably  pain¬ 
ful. 

3^  送  to  advance  (some  money) 

to. 

支演  to  put  off;  to  delay. 
不 支  insufficient  to;  not  able to  support. 

春 光不支  the  glory  of  spring 
tarries  not. 

取  to  draw  upon；  to  make  a 
requisition. 

^  河  branching  streams. 
應  to  meet  the  demand  for. 

支 k 動動兒 潑撥轉 

轉 兒  shove-shove-move-move, flip-flip-turn-turn, 一 requiring  to 

be  constantly  ordered  before 

doing  a  thing  ；  requiring  constant 
looking  after. 

支應局  a  pay-office,— for 

troops. 

付支 ot 支發。 r. 支給 
to  pay  out;  to  defray  expenses; 
to  advance  to;  to  disburse. 

動 to  defray. 

支 錢  to  pay  in  advance. 

支領  to  pay  out  to. 

^  ̂   ̂   7^  advances  of 

money. 

停  t0  st0P  advances;  to  sus¬ 
pend  payment. 

支工銀  t。 pay  wages, 

日中  用  the  daily  outlay, 

or  支^數  expenditure, payments;  to  credit. 

消  to  expend ;  outlay. 

瞳 支帘銀  to  waste  the  public 

money. 
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支1
 

i8?3 

忮 4
 

1874 

支真 
[ W 

26 支寘 
Even  and 

inkingUpper. 

姑1
 

TX 
1875 

支 

j  chi 
chie 

. tsi 

tsz 

\ch
 

tsz 

chi 

Sven  Upper. 

足 支兩耙  enough  (teeth)  to 
last  24 又 ears. 

支持不 住 unable  to  meet 
calls, 一 as  upon  one’s  purse. 

可以支 持得住  might  be 
able  to  hold  its  own,  or  struggle 
along. 

支使  to  employ;  to  send  out 

候支  to  await  payment. 

支那  a  Buddhist  name  for 
China,  in  use  since  the  秦 

Ch‘in  dynasty. 

支提 支帝  the  miniature 
pagoda  in  the  grounds  of  a 

Buddhist  monastery;  the  pagoda¬ 
like  structure  over  the  ashes  of 

a  priest;  any  sacred  pile  or  pagoda  . 
Sanskrit :  chatty  a. 

支伐羅  dyed;  not  of  the  nat¬ ural  colour.  Sanskrit:  tchivara 

支隣  name  of  a  Naga  king  who 
guarded  Shakyamuni  Buddha 

during  seven  daysJ  meditation 
Also,  the  name  of  a  mountain 

near  Gaya.  Sanskrit:  Muchilinda, 

支更  a  watchman. 

一支兵  a  body  of  troops.  See 
1875. 

Stubborn;  perverse ； 

aggressive. 

伎愼  violently  aggressive. 

不 忮不求  he  hates  none  and 
he  courts  nothing. 

A  branch.  An  upright 

post；  a  prop  [see  1873). 

Numerative  of  flowers,  pens, 
arrows. 

枝子 a  twig;  see  5810.  Also,  a 
column  of  troops. 

— »  ̂   a  detachment  of  troops. 

枝葉 未有害  branches  and 
leaves  yet  uninjured. 

金 枝玉葉  members  of  the 
Imp.  family.  [The  play  金 

枝  hinges  on  slapping  a  Princess.] 

猗儺 其枝’  soft  and  pliant  are its  branches. 

疾用無 枝  stripped  by  disease 
of  all  its  branches. 

枝 
i875 

莛1
 

1876 

R •支 

See 枝 

Even  Upper. 

肢*
 

1877 

1 .支 

See 枝 

Even  Upper. 

1 

鵠 
1878 

R. 支 

See 枝 

Even  Upper. 

枝梢  the  tips  of  branches. 

枝指  an  extra  finger  or  toe. 

生有 枝栺  born  with  an  extra finger  or  toe. 

枝於 手者樹 無用之 

栺也  extra  fingers  are  but useless  excrescences. 

分 枝下來  to  branch  off  into various  lines  or  families,— of ancestry. 

刖 生枝節  give  birth  to  other branches, 一 give  rise  to  fresh 
contingencies  or  complications. 

鹪鶴巢 於深林 ，不過 

一枝  the  tit,  building  its  nest 
in  the  mighty  forest,  occupies 
but  a  single  twig. 

棲枝  to  rest  on  a  branch,  as  a bird  does. 

有 較可棲  to  have  somewhere to  lay  one’s  head,  friends  to  fall back  on,  etc. 

其辭枝  the  language  is  irrele¬ vant. 

枝誤  erroneous ;  wrong. 

枝 花  sameas  备休; 此<?11，629. 

生枝雕 葉_  in  vivid  detail ; graphically. 

杜 
4 

1879 

R •支寘 
See 枝 

Even  Upper. 

W 
1880 

R •祕陌 

C.  chikQ^  chek。 

H.  chak 

F.  chia* 

W.  ctsi^  ts? 

N.  tsih 

P.  chi) 

M.  tsz^ 

Y.  tseh 

Sz.  chi K. cha、  chok 

J.  seki、 shaku A.  chik 
Sinking  and Entering. 

Down.  Soft  felt  or  plush. 

The  limbs. 

四 肢五內  the  four  limbs  and the  five  viscera. 

肢體  limbs  and  trunk. 

腰 肢嬝娜  slim-waisted. 
肢解  to  cut  off  the  limbs;  to 

quarter. 

A  bird  of  good  omen  ； 

see  1388. 

支島鵲  a  bird  7  ft  in  height,  able 
to  talk,  found  in  Persia. 

支 I 鵲觀  a  famous  belvedere  in Shansi,  built  by  武帝  Wu  Ti 

of  the  Han  dynasty. 

R. 

帙 
i88i 

質 
C.  tytr H.  ch%, 

F.  tick、 

W.  die 
N.  slh、 chih 
P.  chi\ 、hi 

M.  sz^ 

Y.  tseh^  tieh Sz.  ch'i^  tU) 

K.  chil 

J.  djichi、 chitsz 

A.X 

Entering 

Irregular. 

袠 
1882 

秩 

1883 

R •質 

C. 的 

H. 产" 3 

F.  tik^  tiek 
W.  dzai 
N.  djih 

Many. 

敛多  numerous. 

無敍  not  many. To  broil.  To  heat  ；  to 

dry.  To  be  intimate.  [To 
be  distinguished  from  灸 

2275-] 

或 燔或炙  some  roast,  some 
broiled. 

炙炒  to  broil. 

焚炙  to  burn. 
薰炙  to  singe;  to  burn;  to  be contaminated,  as  by  bad  com 

pany. 

^  上  ̂   the  fire  of  the 
mind  (anger)  rising  up  to  scorch 

— the  lips. 

武乾 to  dry. 炙衣服  to  dry  clothes  by  the fire,  or  in  an  oven. 

炙手  to  warm  the  hands  at  a fire. 

^  草  dried  liquo
rice. 

親炙  very  intimate. A  cloth  or  paper  case 
for  books  {see  5385).  A 

satchel  or  bag.  An  en 

velope  ；  a  numerative  ot 
despatches.  Ten  years. 

卷帙。 r 書帙  a  portfolio  for 
carrying  papers.  ' 

公 文一帙  one  despatch. 

不用 開書峡 wil1  not 
avail  me  to  open  a  book, 一 this 
will  not  distract  me. 

Same  as  1881. 

Decorum  ;  orderliness. 

Precedence ;  rank.  A  de¬ 

cade：  N 

不 知其秩  to  lose  all  sense of  decorum. 

轶 軼大猷  wisely  arranged 
are  the  great  plans. 



i883 

P.  chf 

M.  sz.  tsKz 

Y.  tsih  
一 Sz.  chi 

K.  chil 

J.  chitsz、 djichi 
A. tret 

Entering 
Lower. 
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秩 
轶]
 

帝 
i88S 

砥
 3 1 886 

R •紙薺 

左 右秧秧  right  and  left  in 
an  orderly  manner, — of  guests. 

秧 轶斯千  where  the  river 
banks  curve  gracefully. 

轶 秧德音  his  virtuous  fame 
spread  far  and  near. 

此軼然 之序也  this  is  the 
proper  order  of  precedence, 一 
of  clauses. 

品秧。 r 班秧  official  rank 
or  precedence. 

序秧。 r 秩次  series ;  order ; 
rank. 

滌轶  official  salary. 

秩 滿爲令  at  the  end  of  his term  of  office  he  was  made 

Magistrate. 

顯秧  a  distinguished  post. 

秧 比提督  equal  in  rank  to 
a  tH  tu  or  provincial  Commander- 
in-Chief. 

銷秩。 r 鹿轶  to  reduce  in 
rank. 

以其 轶殺之  he  killed  it 
as  a  matter  of  official  duty. 

開七秧  entered  into  his 
seventh  decade* 

散 秧大臣  Assistant  Cham berlain. 

1887 

R •支 

See 脏 

Even  Upper. 

1884 
R •質 

&e 秩 •才失 Entering 
Lower 

and  Upper. 

To  stitch  ；  to  mend. 

系失衣 t。  mend  clothes. 

Same  as  1889. 

A  whetstone.  To  sharpen 

To  improve. 

周 道如砥  the  road  to  Chou 
’  was  like  a  whetstone, 一 for smoothness. 

扔 石砥子  to  fling  stone 
weights, — as  an  athletic  exercise 

砥 礪之資  the  help  of  grind¬ 
ing  and  polishing, 一 as  afforded 
小 y  friends  who  point  out  our 
faults. 

祗揭自 修。1 ■祗行 
mend  one’s  ways. 

to 

砥
 3 

1 886 

祗1
 

中 流砥柱  a  rock  in  mid¬ stream, — unmoved  under  the 

most  trying  circumstances.  The 
allusion  is  to  the  Ti-chu  rock  in 
the  Yellow  River,  Honan. 

To  regard  with  awe.  To 

happen  ；  just  now  = 適. 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

祇  io86.] 
祇敬  to  venerate;  to  treat  with 

respect. 

祇領。 r 祇承  to  reverently receive, — as  from  the  Emperor. 

祇遵  to  reverently  obey. 

祇候  to  respectfully  await. 

祇謝  to  respectfully  thank. 
人 面祇今 何處在 
where  are  those  faces  now? 

Read  chihK  Only  = 只 • 

祇 自多産 兮 you  will  only  make 
yourself  ill. 

此 only this. 

祇可  can  only. 祇有 一 •樣  there  is  only  one 

m 

1888 

R •支 

See 之 

Even  Upper. 

紙
 3 

1889 

R. 紙 4. 

F.  chai 

See 止 

Rising  Upper. 

kind. 

Ripening  grain. 

工夫 祗及此  this  is  what he  can  accomplish. 

Slips  of  silk  ；  also  a  paper 

made  from  silk  floss,  used 

for  writing  on ;  after  a.d 

105,  paper,  said  to  have been  invented  by 蔡倫 

Ts‘ai  Lun;  see  3441. 

document.  Numerative  o 

documents. 

一刀紙  a  quire  of  paper. 

一張紙  a  sheet  of  paper. 
柢張  sheets  of  paper;  paper  in sheets. 

紙 張筆墨  paper,  pen,  and 
•  ink. 

紙2
 

1889 
OJEXIXX 

每得片 紙必畫  whenever 
he  got  hold  of  a  bit  of  paper, 
he  would  draw  on  it. 

紙傘  Qr  紙遮  paper  umbrel- las;  kittysols. 

紙扇  paper  fans. 廢紙  waste  paper. 紙花  paper,  or  artificial,  flowers, 

金銀紙 gold  and  silver  paper, — imitation  bullion  burnt  at  re¬ 

ligious  ceremonies  as  an  offering 
of  money  to  the  gods,  to  frienck 

in  purgatory,  etc. 

紙錢  square  pieces  of  paper stamped  with  a  dab  of  gold  or 

silver,  and  used  as  in  the  last 

entry. 

紙  $果  paper  ingots  for  religious 

purposes. 紙萡  sheets  of  coloured  paper 
with  gold-leaf  pictures  on  them: as  above. 

紙帛  folded  paper,  with  a  band round  it,  to  resemble  pieces  of 

silk,  burnt  in  honour  of  Sages. 

PaPer  used  in  sacrifices. 
Holes  are  punched  in  it,  and  it 

is  then  supposed  to  resemble 

紙豬子  pasteboard. [错 

釋名] 
失紙  a  coarse  brown  paper. 

高鹿紙  strong  thick  Paper- 

京院紙  a  soft  cottony  paper sold  in  Canton. 

毛邊紙  rice-straw  paper,  with rough  edges. 

毛頭 )|Ri  flax  paper,  rough  edges. 

白 驚班^  large  white  paper,  best quality.  Made  of  Broussonetia 

papyrifera. 
徑縣榜 紙 whiteglossypapen 
Made  of  Broussonetia  papyrifera. 

川連  paper  of  bamboo  fibre. 

烏金紙 8lossy  paper,  with  gold spots  on  black  ground. 

紙劄  a  general  term  for  all  kinds of  things  burnt  in  honour  of  the dead. 

打紙牌  to  play  at  cards. 丢紙  to  throw  down  paper  on 
the  ground, 一 which  earns  a  black 
mark  at  the  public  examinations. 
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1890 

R. 支
 

C.  fkH'Uai 
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Even  Upper 
Irregular. 

礙 惜字紙  reverently  spare 
written  paper, 一 do  not  allow  it  to 
be  trampled  upon  or  put  to  any 
base  use.  Societies  exist  for  the 

purpose  of  collecting  all  scraps  of 

written  paper  found  lying  about 

in  the  street  and  reverently 

burning  them  in  the  roadside 
crematorium  erected  for  that 

purpose. 

紙 裏頭包 不住火 w 
can  ’t  wrap  fire  in  a  paper  parcel. 

班 ̂   子  paper  covers  for  books. 
鎮紙  a  small  brass  frame,  used 

for  flattening  paper  when  writing. 

See  3456.  * 

紙煤  a  roll  of  twisted  paper, 
which  burns  like  tinder  and  is 

used  to  keep  fire  going  for 
smokers;  a  spill. 

紙上難 成片語 not  able 
to  put  two  words  together, — in 
composition. 

一時爲 之紙貴 心 the 
moment  raised  the  price  of  paper, 

— by  the  vast  sale  of  his  books. 

遞紙  to  hand  in  a  document 

一紙書  one  document,  or 
letter. 

一 樣兩紙  a  document  in 
duplicate. 

原告一 張紙， 韨告就 
要死  from  the  statement  of 
the  prosecutor,  the  accused  must 
surely  die. 

被告一 張紙， 兩下都 
有理  from  the  statement  of 
the  accused,  both  parties  have 
right  on  their  side. 

鞦板  the  paper  and  printing  of 
a  book. 

鞦筋  paper  pulp  for  strength¬ 
ening  mortar. 

徒 費紙劄  waste  of  paper, 
as  when  writing  rubbish. 

Hard  skin  on  the  hands 

or  feet 

手 拼足祗  horny  hands  and 
feet 

手 肘成胝  hard  lumps  form¬ 
ed  on  my  elbows, 一 from  leaning 
on  my  study  tabl^. 

爾 1891 

R .紙 

See 止 

J.  chi 
A.  tri 
Rising  Upper. 

L3* 

1892 
R •質 4 •真 

C.  chit、 chi 

H.  chit、 chi 
F.  ckeik、 chei 
W.  tsoe^  tsz 

N.  tsih、 tsz 

P.  S£hi、 chi^ 
M.  tsz^  ts^ 
Y.  tseh^  tsz 

Sz.  ch’i)、ch’i K.  chil、chi 

J.  shitsz、 chi 
A.  chit、 chi 

Entering  and Sinking 

Upper. 

To  embroider；  to  braid 

Radical  204. 

鍵黹  to  do  fancy  needlework 

Matter,  as  opposed  to 氣 

1064.  Substance,  or  ele¬ 
ments  of  which  anything  is 

composed  ；  stuff;  material 

constitution.  Disposition 

Solid  ；  real,  as  opposed  to 

文  12,633.  To  confront 
to  call  as  witness. 

本 無定質  have  no  fixed  (or uniform)  presentment, — as  fire and  water. 

體質  the  physical  constitution of  anything. 

其 質至美 ，物 不足以 

飾 之  if*  the  stuff  itself  is  per¬ 
fect,  nothing  can  be  used  to 
ornament  it, — you  cannot  gild 
refined  gold.  See  10,569. 

上之質  of  the  best  breed, of  dogs. 

地質  underlying  substance; constitution. 

質 有餘而 文不足 
material  in  abundance,  but  langu- 
age  inadequate  to  its  expression, 一 of  poetry. 

白玉 不彫質 有餘也 
white  jade  needs  no  carving,  ’tis 
good  enough  of  itself.  See  2549. 

氣質  matter  informed  by  氣； 
mental  and  moral  characteristics； 

disposition. 

聞他氣 質不好  hearing that  his  disposition  was  not  a 

good  one. 

品質  ingredients,  as  of  gun¬ 
powder;  a  man’s  standard  of  ex¬ 
cellence,  moral  and  intellectual. 

器具 質而潔 plates  and dishes  simple  but  clean. 

良質  good  stuff;  a  good  dis¬ 
position. 

性質直  an  honest,  straight¬ forward  disposition. 

好荽質  having  excellent  nat¬ ural  gifts;  fascinating. 

質 1892 

質勝 文則野 where  the 
solid  is  in  excess  of  the  orna¬ 

mental,  we  have  rusticity. 

君子質 而已矣 in  the superior  man  it  is  only  the  sub¬ 
stantial  qualities  that  are  wanted. 

質樸  plain ;  simple;  natural ; unaffected. 

質實  simple  and  sincere.  Also used  as  a  heading  for  the  col 

lection  of  “original  sources”  or 
“parallel  passages”  given  with 
the  commentaries  Upon  poems. 

質成  to  come  to  terms；  to  settle differences. 

質明  by  next  morning ;  openly confronted. 

對質  to  confront, — as  prosecutor and  accused’  who  are  allowec 

to  question  each  other. 

質訊  to  examine  when  both parties  are  present. 

質對  same  as  last  entry,  but more  used  in  the  sense  of  to 

compare,  to  check,  to  tally,  etc. 

質證  to  give  evidence. 

質問  to  question  in  court. 

質斷。 r 質審  to  confront and  decide  between. 

-a  *. 

質錢  to  exchaDge  for  tooney. 

質諸鬼 _  he  calls  spiritual 
beings  to  witness, — to  the  recti¬ 
tude  of  his  conduct. 

伏質  to  come  to  the  scaffold. 
Read  chih^.  A  pledge  ； 

a  hostage  ；  to  pawn.  An 

introductory  present. 

信質  an  earnest;  a  pledge  of 
good  faith. 奪取一 .地爲 ，質 
a  place  as  a  guarantee. 

交質  to  exchange  hostages. 

質當。 l 質 庫。！ ■質舖 a licensed  pawn-shop.  The  single 

character  質  is  often  painted 

on  a  huge  scale  outside  these 
shops  to  advertise  the  business 
within.  See  10,721  and  12,825. 

質借  to  hypothecate. 

質柙  a  pledge. 
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質 189 3«* 

貭 1893 

贊 r 1894 

r •寘質 
See 郑

 

出疆 必載質  when  crossing 
the  boundary  of  his  State,  he 

always  had  with  him  the  intro¬ 

ductory  present, 一 to  the  ruler 
of  the  State  he  visited. 

傳質⑼ 委質） 爲臣 t。 
hand  in  the  introductory  present 
and  become  minister  of  a  State. 

劫 質其毋  carried  off,  and 
held  to  ransom,  his  mother. 

Same  as  1892. 

Entering  and 

SinkingUpper. 

慣 i895 

躓‘
 1896 

R. 寘 

〜 志 

J.  chi 

A.  chU、tri 

SinkingUpper. 

A  pawn-ticket. 

則劑  a  ticket  taken  from  a  book, 
leaving  the  counterfoil. 

Same  as  1927. 

To  stumble. 

躓蹶  to  stumble  and  fall. 

前人噴 後人警 the  _ 
ahead  stumbles,  and  the  man 
behind  takes  warning. 

An  axe;  a  hatchet.  An 
anvil. 

m 
1898 

1899 

斧鑕 an  executioner’s  axe. 

Same  as  1871. 

Same  as  1871. 

峙,
 

1900 

R •紙 

C.  chr、 skV- 

F.  sei^ 

W. 三 dz、zz: 

N. 三  Jzi 

P.  shi\  chi^ 

Sz.  shi’,  chi’ K.  chH 「.  chi、 dji 

A.  tri 

A  peak.  To  pile  up；  to 

store  up.  See  8771. 

峙立 不搖  firm  and  unmoved. 

供峙  to  prepare  stores. 

以 峙其糂 S。 as  t。 lay  up stores  of  provisions. 

Rising  Lower 

Irregular. 

涛
 3 

igoi 

R- 紙 

F.  sei’
 - 

畔恃 
]•  chi、 dji 

Rising 

Irregular. 

To  keep  in  stock  ；  to 
have  ready. 

痔 乃錢縛  mattocks  and  hoes 
all  ready. 

Urfl 

1902 

r •紙 

See 止 

Rising  
Upper. 

痔‘
 

1903 

只紙 

H.  chSP 
N.  dzi 

See 雄
 

Rising  Lower. 

偫 4
 

1904 

R •紙 

See 時
 

A.  chi、 tsi 

Rising  Lower. 

m 

l9°5 

滯 ‘
 

1906 

R. 霧 

Name  of  a  place  where 

the 五帝  Five  Emperors 
were  worshipped. 

Piles. 

外痔 and 內痔  external  and internal  piles,  respectively. 

、得瘡  bleeding  piles. 

_  腸胃  fistula  _in  ano. 

男子十 人九涛 nine  men out  of  ten  suffer  from  piles.  See 
8629. 

To  store  up. 

儲偫  to  lay  up  in  readiness, - as  stores. 

Same  as  1904. 

To  impede；  to  obstruct. 

Stoppage;  stagnation ； 
dilatoriness. 

C. chai 

H.  ch、e、che 

F.  tei 

1906 

W.  dzi 

N.  dj  'i 

P.  chi 

M.  tsLz 

Y.  isz^  ts^z 
Sz.  chi、 chH 

K.  ch>e 

r.  tei,  tai 

A.  tre 

Sinking 

Lower. 

滯礙 a 滯隔  to  obstruct;  to hinder. 

滯 4
 

拓 
1907 

1908 

R. 陌 

C.  chekQ 

F.  cheik 

W.  tsi 

N.  tsih 

P.  chi) 

M.  tsz 

Y.  chiei^ 

K.  ch>ok 

J.  seki、 shaku 

A.  chik 

Entering 

Upper. 

歲4
 

i 一 9。9 

R •霽 

C.  chi \^chH 

F.  tei 

W, 三 dzi 
N.  dji 

P.  chi 

M.  
j  , 

Y. 卜 

Sz,  chi 

K.  cK-c 

J.  tei^  tai 
A.  tre 

impeded;  restrained. 

阻滯  to  hinder  the  progress  of. 

滯流  to  impede  the  course  of  a river. 

滯病。 r 凝滯  constipation. 
氣  stoppage  of  the  vital  fluid, 

消  to  get  rid  of  an  ob- struction, 一 as  in  the  digestive 

organs. 

滯蓮  to  interfere  with  the  pros¬ 
perity  of. 

留 滯他鄕  to  be  detained away  from  home. 

是何 濡滯也  how  dilatory 
and  lingering ! 

五重滯  the  “five  grave  hind¬ rances, — a  series  of  moral  im¬ 

perfections,  as  follows : — 貪 

cupidity ;  m  anger;  癡  fool- 

ishness;  ̂   irreverence ; 疑 

doubts.  Sanskrit:  pantcha  kies' a. 

滯貨  unsaleable  goods. 

Same  as  1 9 1 4  or  1 1,366, 

The  sole  of  the 
Used  for  1915. 

foot 

足石足 .下  to  tread  under  foot, 

鷄跖  a  fowl’s  foot. 
'盜妬  a  famous  brigand,  in  re¬ 

ference  to  whose  alleged  inter¬ 
view  with  Confucius  a  spurious 

chapter  was  added  to  the  works 
of  Chuang  Tzti. 

盗跖 死利於 東陵之 

SinkingUpper. 

卜  Robber  Chih  died  for  gain 
upon  the  Tung-ling  range. 

Swine.  . 

二母彘  two  brood  sows. 

野霖  a  wild  boar. 
狗 _ 食 人食 m ‘) dogs  and  swine  eat  the  food  of men. 
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制4
 

1910 

R •審 
C. chai 

See 製
 

Sinking 

Upper. 

r  com- 

To  restrain  ；  to  govern. 
Laws  ;  .regulations.  To 
limit.  A  limit  of  time 

To  make;  to  prepare.  See 
1845， 10,904. 

禁制  to  prohibit. 
制度  to  govern;  to  keep  in  order; 
organisation ;  polity. 

你制 不了群 那兒去 
you  can  do  nothing  to  me 

制法。 r 制令  laws;  orders ； 
rules. 

節制  a  regulation^  a  by-law. 
國制  the  government  of  the 
country. 

國將亡 必多制  the  fall  of 
a  nation  is  preceded  by  a  period 
of  over-legislation. 

制地  the  Court;  the  seat  of | 
government. 

制書  an  Imperial  command. 

帝 皇制曰  the  Emperor 
mands  as  follows. 

立 法無二 制 the  law  is 
uniform, — for  rich  and  poor  alike. 

品制  the  etiquette  of  the  Court； 
a  person’s  moral  and  intellectual 
standard  in  the  eyes  of  the  world. 

監制  to  restrain ;  to  set  a  limit. 
洋行 之設並 無限制 
there  are  no  restrictions  upon 
the  opening  of  foreign  hongs. 

不 能不示 以限制 ^ 
impossible  not  to  have  restrictions 
attached. 

自制  self-restraint. 

自 制不住  could  not  control 
himself. 

定制  a  fixed  or  authorised 
standard. 

受制于  to  be  in  subjection 
to . 

先 發制人  he  who  strikes  first 
gets  the  mastery. 

後發 制於人 he  who  strikes 
second  is  mastered. 

臨 朝稱制  (the  empress)  as¬ 
sumed  the  reins  of  government. 
See  648. 

服制 沉遵 制成服 to  put 
on  the  regulation  mourning. 

制脤  three  years’  mourning. 
Also,  to  subject;  to  reduce  to 
obedience. 

制4
 

1910 

m 

1911 

R. 

C. chai 

H.  chi^  che 

F.  chie 

W.  (si N. 

P. 
M. 

Y.  # 

Sz.  chi 

K.  che 

|j.  sei 

A.  che Sinking 

Upper. 

chi 

tsz 

1912 

R •靈 

See 

Sinking 

Upper. 

守制  keeping  the  limit,— three 
years  nominally,  27  months 
actually, — of  mourning  for  a 
parent.  This  phrase  is  written,  or 

制  only,  on  the  mourner’s  card 

守 制思親  in  mourning  for  a parent,— a  phrase  written  on  doors. 

制中  in  mourning, 一 as  above. 
士制死  the  officer  dies  at  the 
command  of  his  sovereign. 

制臺  the  colloquial  title  of  a  卜限 

總督  Governor-General.  See  | See  樜 12,010. 

制軍  the  official  designation  of the  above. 

兩制  an  official  who  is  both 
翰林  Han-lin  and  a  中書 
Secretary  to  the  Grand  Secre¬ tariat. 

制 彼裳衣 preparing clothes  for  us. 

金制木  metal  overpowers wood, — by  cutting  it. 

體制  the  constitution,  as  of  a 
State;  the  personal  standard  up 
to  which  a  man  unconsciously 
lives;  prestige. 

不踰前 , he  did  not  im. prove  on  his  earlier  efforts. 

制錢  small  cash,  as  opposed  to 
the  large  cash  used  in  Peking. 

制敵  to  conquer  an  enemy. 

制勝  to  work  for  one’s  success to  take  measures  for  winning. 

制 藝  literary  essays. 

1  搴 

our 

To  cut  out ；  to  fashion; 

to  make.  To  corfipound, 
as  drugs. 

製造  to  manufacture. 
美製  of  an  elegant  cut  or  fashion. 

好製法  a  capital  way  of| 
making  up  a  medicine, 

製藥  to  compound  medicines. 

御製  Imperially  executed, — of 
a  work  produced  under  instruc¬ 
tions  from  the  Throne. 

狸製  a  fox-skin  garment. 

大明成 化年製 made  in the  reign  Ch ‘谷 ng  Hua  of  the 

Ming  dynasty, — as  porcelain. 
tsz 

監製  to  superintend  the  manu-"p* chl 
facture ;  “our  own  make •” 

樜 
!9X3 

Entering 

Upper. 

摭*
 

1914 

R •陌藥 

C. chek。 

H.  chit 

F.  chid* 

W.  ctsi 

N.  tsih、 j/td, 

v.  ctso 

P.  chi) 

M.  tsz 

Y.  Cchie,  chie) 

K. chok 

J.  seki、 shaku 
A.  chik 

Entering 

Upper. 

Name  of  a  fish. 

R 

19  了  5 

陌 

See 妬 

Entering 

Upper. 

1917 

志‘
 

1918 

R. 寅 

J  chi 

F.  chii 

w.j 

N.  I 

P. 

M 
Y. 

tsz 

The  foundation  of  a  wall. 

高 m 城  a  place  in  Shensi,  nearj Hsi-an  Fu,  noted  for  a  battle. 

To  take  up  ；  to  gatherj 

together.  To  improve. 

樜其 事來告 the| matter  up  and  laid  a  formal  | 

plaint. 樜 拾遺文  to  restore  corrupt  | texts  by  collation. 

植取  to  take;  to  seize;  to  pla-| 
giarise；  to  take  a  rubbing. 

樜本  a  rubbing, — of  an  engraved  j stone. 

開樜  to  be  prosperous. 
文氣 .開概  his  style  improves,  j 

樜落  to  fail  in  one’s  -  under:  | 
takings. 

To  tread  on;  to  follow. 

The  sole  of  the  foot.  Used! 

with  妬  1908. 

自 無踹有  from  non-exist-J ence  to  pass  into  existence. 

See  245. 

Same  as  245. 

Will  ；  resolution  ；  deter- 1 
mination;  fixity  of  purpose. 

Ambition  ；  desires  ；  emo-l 
tions ;  feelings.  Aim；  scope. 

Annals;  topographies ；  seel 
1922.  Used  with  1919.  See\ 

9918,  11,366. 

志意。 1 ■心志  wil1;  Purpose; intention. 
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志‘
 

1918 
Sr.  chi 

K.  chi 

J.sAi 
A.  chi 

Sinking 

Upper. 

持其志  keep  firm  the  will. 

女兒志 不可奪 the  gifl’s resolution  was  not  to  be  shaken. 

無 志之人 a  man  of  no  pdr- 

pose. 

有志者 事竟碑 &  re- solved， and  the  thing  is  done  = 

where  there’s  a  will,  tSere’s  a  way. 

志於此  bent  upon  this. 

大志  great  resolution ;  lofty 
aims. 

事業 要好只 在志氣 
for  business  to  prosper,  all  de¬ 
pends  upon  determination. 

有 志吃志 ，無 志吃力 
if  a  man  has  resolution,  he  can 

live  by  it；  if  not,  he  must  live 

by  the  toil  of  his  hands. 

志  士  the  determined  scholar. 

韦 志不 在年髙  resolu¬ 
tion  has  nothing  to  do  with 

length  of  years. 

甸 '足 展吾志 hc>w  dc>es  this 
give  me  scope  for  my  ambition  ? 

窮志氣  the  spirit  of  resolution 
and  independence  by  which  a 
man  gets  on,  without  favour  and 
without  injuring  others,  by  his 
own  unaided  efforts. 

無志空 長百歲  without 
resolution  one  vainly  lives  to  a 
hundred  years. 

上 成芩岑  the  Emperor granted  his  wish. 

用 志不 分乃 凝於神 
excessive  concentration  in  one 

direction  leads  to  a  stiffening  of 
the  mental  faculties. 

志 氣不墜  his  courage  did not  fail. 

志向  the  direction  or  bent  of 
•purpose;  ambition. 

志弱  wanting  in  purpose. 

志量高  of  lofty  aspirations ; 
ambitious. 

瘥 志而爲  to  act  according 
to  one’s  fancies. 

自喩 適志與  conscious  of| 
following  my  own  fancies. 

平生 志願今 B 镬從 
I  have  to-day  realised  the  wish 
of  my  life. 

得志  to  realise  one’s  wishes. 

賢 那得志  your  son  is  very 
ambitious,  or  bent  upon  suc¬ 
ceeding. 

志 
1918 

m 
1919 

R •寘 

N.  tsi 

See 志 

SinkingUpper. 

1920 

R. 真 

See 志 

SinkingUpper. 

m 

1921 

r .真 

s 饮志 

SinkingUpper. 

誌 
4 

跡 

1922 

R. 真 

% 志 

Sinking 

Upper. 

似 訴平生 不得志 as though  telling  the  tale  of  an 
.unsuccessful  life. 

not  satis 行 ed. 

謂 人失志 ，如 涸轍之 

鮒  of  a  man  who  has  failed  in 
life  we  say,  He  is  like  a  fish  out 

of  water, — lit.  a  fish  in  a  dry  rut. 

百志  all  one’s  aims. 

不以 辭害志  not  to  let  the wording  interfere  with  the  value 
of  the  meaning. 

其訶具 見漢志  the  phra¬ 
seology  is  all  after  the  style  of 
the  Han  dynasty. 

神 志惽憒  not  quite  clear  in 
his  head. 

三國志  the  Annals  of  the Three  Kingdoms. 

上 海縣志  the  official’  guide- book  of  the  Shanghai  District.  * 

腰有 紫志 she  had  a  purPle spot  at  her  waist. 

Spots  on  the  body；  moles. 

面盛  spots  on  the  face;  freckles. 

痣鬚 &  hairs  growing  from  a mole. 

痣記  characteristic  marks  upon 
a  person’s  body. 

A  kind  of  medicine. 

遠袭  the  roots  of  Polygala tenuifolia  and  P.  sibirica  used 
in  fevers. 

To  examine；  to  inspect. 

To  remember  ；  to  take 

note  of ;  to  record.  Annals  ； 

topographical  and  historical 
records  published  by  the 

government  ；  see  1918, 
Used  with  1919. 

誌念  to  keep  in  mind. 

誌 

1922 

1923 

R •寅 

See 志 

SinkingUpper. 

^  1924 

R •支 

See 制 

Even  Upper. X92S R •寅支 

^志 

K.  chi,  ch、i 
SinkingUpper. 

養 4
 

1926 

R •真霽 

C.  chH 

H. 

F. 

W. 

N.cki 

P.  ch% 

M.  tsz 
Y.  n 

St,  chi 

K.  ch%  ch^e 

A.  I
  chi 

SinkingUpper. 

多學 而誌之  to  learn  much 
and  remember  it. 

處 處誌之  he  noted  every place  as  he  went  along, — so  as 
to  know  his  way  back. 

水  the  water-mark,  or  register, 
according  to  which  a  lock  (see 

204)  is  managed. 

誌文。 r 誌書  records; annals. 

誌銘  to  carve  an  inscription  on stone. 

墓誌 the  inscription  on  a  tomb, 

自 誌其墓  he  wrote  his  own epitaph. 

誌 乘 (skinSK)  tte  topography or  history  of  a  place. 

以襁 而不朽  in  order  to 
preserve  the  record  for  ever. 

誌慶  to  record  or  signify  one’s congratulations. 

To  record；  to  engrave. 

銘鉉  to  engrave  a  record  on 
stone. 

结 于五內  it  is  engraved  on my  five  viscera, — on  my  heart. 

To  step  forwards. 
Radical  34. 

A  goblet  with  a  wide  lip, 
narrower  waist,  and  bulging 

out  below,  sometimes  with 
a  cover. 

舉解  to  raise  the  goblet, 一 to drink. 

Hindered  ；  embarrassed. 
Used  for  1896. 

拫 跋其胡 ，載 棄其釋 
the  wolf  springs  forward  on  his 

dewlap,  or  trips  backward  over 
his  tail. 

跋 前蠢後  to  be  able  either! 
to  advance  or  retreat, — as  ex-| 
plained  by  the  preceding  entry.  | 

Read  /i4.  The  stem  of  a fruit. 
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OH4
 

w 

1927 

真 
。致 
Sinking 

Upper. 

w 

T928 

R •霽屑 
See 新

 

A.  chiet 

Sinking  and 

Entering 

Upper. 

晰 
1929 

w 
1930 

^制帶 
A.  tre 

Sinking 

Upper. 

攝 
i93i 

R •緝 
K.  chHp 

J.  chu 

A.  chip 

Entering 

Upper. 

m 

193^ 
Entering 

Upper. 

Angry  ；  resentful, 
hate.  To  desist. 

To 

身有 所忿愫 if  a  man  be 
angry. 

叨  日參 C  he  daily  honoured 
the  covetous  and  cruel. 

The  light  of  the  stars. 

明 星晳晳  how  brightly  the 
stars  twinkle. 

Read  che1*.  To  illumine ; 
to  make  clear. 

朋 [ to  brighten  up;  to  illumine, 

縷 晳呈明  to  hand  in  a 
clearly-drawn  statement. 

Same  as  1928. 

Bright  eyes, 

glimpse  of. 

To  get  a 

To  fetter  a  horse.  A 

shackle. 

天 脫羁畢  Gcd  has  released 
us  from  our  earthly  bonds. 

To  cut  open,  as  formerly 

done  to  corpses  of  murder¬ 

ers,  for  which  棄市 was 
substituted  under  the  Em¬ 

peror  景帝  of  the  Han 
dynasty. 

寸磔之  hacked  him  to  pieces. 

傑數州  put  several  Districts 
to  the  sword. 

磔格鉤 W  gibberish;  the  call 
of  the  partridge. 

痴 
1932 

W 

1933 

R. 支
 

C.  ichH 

H.  cchH 

UH 

W.  dz^  dji 

P.  ich、i、 ^ch^i 

M.  its'-
z 

K.  chi 

J.  chi、 dji 

A.  Uri 
Even  Upper 

and  Lower. 

差 1934 

啜 
1935 

侈 3
 

1936 

R  W 

C.  ckH 

H.  tchH、 Cch、a 
F.  ch、ie、 chHa 
W.  ts^ 

N.  chH 

P.  chH 

M.  i  t 

Y. 卜 

Sz.  chH 

K

.

 

c

h

H

 

J.  shi、 sha A.  hsi 

Rising  Upper. 

w 

1937 

R ■支紙 
w 時是 

侈 
Even  and 

Rising  Lower 
and  Upper. 

w 

1938 

R. 紙 

Sec 

Rising  Upper. 

CJJE3D 

Same  as  1966. 

Undecided;  embarrassed 

踟蹰  in  a  state  of  indecision 
not  knowing  what  course  to  take, 

See  196. 

See  1 1,777. 

Extravagant；  lavish.  To 

exaggerate. 

奢侈  extravagant  in  spending. 

奢 侈繁華  extravagant  and making  a  great  show. 

侈用  lavish  outlay. 

侈談。 r 侈曹  wild,  or  exag¬ 
gerated  talk. 

移  侈兮， the  appearance  of the  stars,  —  small  and  widely 
extended. 

侈兵  to  collect  a  large  army. 

A  pretty  and  wanton woman. 

姑移  a  seductive,  fascinating 

girl. 
Read  shih^%  or  i'os.  A 

deceased  parent. 

父錄 and' 毋娣  a  deceased father  and  mother. 

To  cling  to,  as  a  child  to 
its  mother. 

枯衫  to  rely  on. 

眵1
 

1939 

R •
支
 

s«e 賊
 

A.  tchi 

Even  Upper. 

w 

1940 

R •紙 

See 侈
 

Rising  Upper, 

趁1
 

1941 

R. 支
 

See 遲
 

Even  Lower. 

w 

1942 

R •職 

C.  shik 

H.  shit 

See 敕
 

A.  sik 

Entering 

Upper. 

Eyes  diseased  and  dim. 

兩 目眵# 頭雪白 心 eyes  dim  and  his  hair  as  white 
as  snow. 

To  separate.  To  spreac out. 

該别 J  separated, — as  friends. 

To  move  rapidly. 

趁趙  for  a  long  time. 

不趁  ere  long. To  order；  to  command ； 

to  get  ready.  Carefully  ； 
diligently. 

飭行。 r 飾令  to  issue  orders 

飭 屬遵照  to  instruct  sub 
ordinates  to  act  accordingly. 

嚴飭  to  strictly  charge. 
仲飭 i  would  beg  you  to  order 

飾知  to  make  known  to  sub¬ ordinates. 

恭 錄翁知  has  been  reverent¬ ly  copied  for  your  information 
—as  an  Imperial  decree. 

飾賜  to  order  the  bestowal  of. 

飭察  to  order  an  investigation 

飭差  to  give  orders  to  the  run 
ners. 

飭補 to  order  to  fill  a  vacancy; 
to  appoint  to. 

整 飭地方  to  keep  a  district 
in  order. 

飭 力以長  chang1  地財 to  make  great  efforts  to  increase 

the  produce  of  the  soil. 

戎 車旣飭  the  war-carriages 
had  been  made  ready. 

飭承  to  direct  a  subordinate  to take  in  上 and. 

飭吊  to  direct  the  attendance  of. 

餅調  to  instruct  to  proceed  o 

a  post. 

3* 
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飭 
4 容 

1942 

勑 1943 
R •職 

C.  ch、ik 

H.  chHt 

F.  t、eik 

W.  tsH 

N.  tsHh 

P.  M3 

M.  ts^z 

Y.  ts、lh 

Sz.  ch、’i K.  chHk 

J.  chiki、 choku 

A.  sSk 

Entering 

Upper. 

飭交  to  order  delivery  of. 

飭卽  orders  were  forthwith 
given. 

韵催  to  urge. 

申飭  to  reprimand. 

飭傳  to  cause  to  be  summoned. 

^  下  to  direct, — of  the  Emperor. 

飭派  to  despatch. 

飭司  to  instruct  the  Provincial 
Commissioners. 

飭查  to  Qrder  examination  as to ... . 

钫拿 ot 飭捕  to  order  the arrest  of. 

飭據  to  give  instructions  and 
receive  a  report  in  reply. 

餅 發  to  send . with  instruct¬ ions. 

飭遵  to  give  orders  for  the 
guidance  of. 

飭辦  to  order  to  act. 
Read  s/it/i1*.  Used  with 

飾 9907.  See  3639. 

unclean ;  {fig.)  peculation. 

脱 節不飭  became  dirty  in 
his  old  age. 

Imperial  commands.  See 
1010. 

勅旨  an  Imperial  mandate;  by 
Imperial  order. 

勅封  appointed  by  Imperial 
command. 

誥勅。 r 勅書  (entitles  the 
holder  to  use  欽 命) credent¬ 
ials;  letters  patent. 

勅賜  bestowed  by  order  of  the 
Emperor. 

勅贈  Imperial  orders  to  bestow 
honours  on  an  officer’s  dead 

parents. 

勅令符  charms  bearing  the 
divine  commands  of  the  god. 

勅命  the  patent  by  which  titles 
of  honour  are  conferred  by  the 
Emperor,  from  the  6th  to  the 
9th  ranks  inclusive. 

勒造 I  founded  by  Imperial  order. 

勅下  to  lay  commands  on, — of 
the  Emperor. 

勅乐  an  Imperial  written  order. 

敕 1944 

勑 
1945 

【946 

叱 
4^ 

1947 

R •質 

C.  chHk 

H.  chHt 

F.  ch、eik 

W.  tsH 
N.  tHh 

P.  M) 

M.  is^z^  c//z, 

Y.  ts^eh 
Sz.  ch% 

K.  chil 

J.  shitsz 

A,  t'et 

Entering 

Upper. 

喫 
$ 

i948 

R. 錫 

C.  yakQ 

H.  ngat 

F.  k、eik 

W.  cH 

N_  <Hh 

P.  CM 
? ••卜 

Sz.  chyi 

K.  kik 

J.  keki'  kiaku 
A.  kHk、 kHtt Entering 

Upper 
Irregular. 

Same  as  1943. 

Same  as  1943. 

Same  as  2012. 

To  hoot  at；  to  revile. 

叱狗  to  drive  away  a  dog. 

此馬 or  . 呼此 辱馬 to  rail at;  to  revile. 

詞此  to  breathe  hard;  to  speak loud. 

煩爲此 名致候  kindly mention  my  name  and  present 

my  compliments. 

to  vent  one's  astonishment. 

此 p 宅  to  make  loud  and  threat¬ 
ening  noises. 

To  eat  ；  to  drink  ；  to 

swallow.  To  take,  at  wei- 

ch、i  or  chess.  To  suffer. 

See  1949,  9971,  6869. 

契食。 r 喫口 （or 的） 東 

西  provisions  ；  eatables. 
eat  rice, 一 to  take  a  meal. 

靠天  trusting  to  God for  daily  food. 

好喫 不好喫 is  it  good  to eat? 

喫不得  it  is  uneatable.  Also, 
at  chess,  etc.,  “you  can’t  take 
that  piece,”  in  which  the  cha¬ 

racter  (=  I’ll  eat  you !)  stands 

for  “Check!’， =  Persian  shah、 

and  may  have  been  colloquial- 

ised  from  食  which  in  Cantonese 
would  be  skik. 

再撋三 天就喋 不得 
in  three  days  more  it  won’t  be 
good  to  eat. 

原來是 喫得的 why,  it is good  to  eat! 

再喫， 我喫不 下去咯 
'  I  really  can’t  eat  any  more. 

了  I  have  eaten  a  bellyful. 

被我們 生喫了  was  eaten  j alive  by  us. 

喫 
1948 

l* 

喫了 早起無 那腕夕 
having  eaten,  in  the  morning, 
there  is  nothing  in  the  evening, 

-living  from  hand  to  mouth. 

又不 是嘆 人的虎 
besides  he  isn’t  a  tiger  to  eat 

people. 

璋個 藥難受 this  medicine 
is  nasty  to  take. 

我喋不 過你1  eat 
more  than  you. 

中 @ 茱我 喫不來 
I  can’t  eat  Chinese  food. 

我 喋不起  I  can’t  afford  to 
eat  it. 

你說話 太重， 我喫不 

起  your  language  is  too  strong, 
I  can't  stand  it. 

多突 就要喫 傷肚予 
if  you  eat  too  much  you  will 

injure  your  internals. 那一 隻船喫 多少水 
how  much  water  does  that  ship 
draw? 

這樣紙 喫墨不 喫墨 
does  this  paper  eat  ink? — does 
the  ink  run  on  this  paper?  See 8022. 

喋酒  to  drink  wine. 

茶  t。 drink  tea. 
喋姻  to  swallow  smoke, — to smoke  opium  or  tobacco. 

契玩 (OT 耍） 姻  to  smoke 
an  occasional  pipe, — usually  of 

opium. 

他喋 進去了 一個蟲 
子  he  has  swallowed  an  insect. 

喋 飯館子  a  restaurant. 

喋 館子飯  to  be  emp^yed  in 
a  restaurant. 

喫穿  food  and  clothing. 

喋春酒  to  drink  spring  wine, 一 the  New  Year’s  festivities. 

怕  笑  afraid  of  being  laughed 

at. 

喫 不了的 兜着走 to carry  away  what  one  cannot  eat 

Used  in  abuse,  somewhat  as  “and take  the  balance  along  with  you. 

i ^  to  take  the  breast 

喋 不尅化  cannot  digest  it. 
喋風  to  get  the  breeze, 一 of  the 
situation  of  a  room. 
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喫1
 

1948 

吃1
 4 

1949 

物 
hek  zch、i、 

h^yak0 
” giet、 ngat 

k、eik、 kHh、 
ngeik 

.cH 

c、ih、 c^uoh 

chH 

ch^yk 
ch\  m 

Hi,  Kil 
Uisg 

，⑽ t 

Entering 

L’pper. 

喫疼  to  suffer  pain. 
驚  ter  be  frightened. 

突 喝嫖賭 dissipation. 

喋 米大蟲  a  consumer ; 
Buddhist  priest. 

吳 十方的 a  priest- 

喫 响午飯  to  have  one’s midday  meal. 

贺一頓 挨一頓 to  live 
from  hand  to  mouth. 

^  to  fas
t. 

喋苦  to  endure  hardship. 

喋虧  to  suffer  loss;  to  get  the 
worst  of  it. 

喫 啞吧虧  to  make  no  ado 
over  one’s  troubles;  to  have  no 
thing  to  say  for  oneself;  to  be 

“shut  up.” 

喫 眼前膺  to  receive  obvious 
or  patent  injury, — as  when  fight 
ing  although  overmatched. 

喋麵。 r 喋壽麵 t。 eat 
birthday  vermicelli. 

臂我 一 •  I 巴  to  get  a  taste  of 
my  rake.  See  1949. 

喫怕了  to  have  eaten  so  much 
of  something  that  one  gets  tired 
of  it. 

不 住  unable  to  keep  it  down, 
一 to  be  annoyed  or  ruffled. 

To  stammer.  Common¬ 

ly  used  for  1948  in  all  its 
senses. 

口 吃㈧ w  or  ko2*)  to  stammer 

口 吃不言  hesitating  i 
speech. 

楊 雄口吃  Yang  Hsiung 
stammered. 

吃舌 t。  have  an  impediment 
in  one’s  speech. 

昌 爲人吃  Ch‘ang  had 
impediment  in  his  speech. 

chli%)  smiling. 

吃吃此 此  t。 ^tter;  to  giggle. 
吃菜  to  eat  food,  especially, 
that  part  of  a  meal  which  is  not 

the  staple.  See  1948, 

一年吃 蛇咬， 三年怕 
草索  one  year  bitten  by  a 
snake,  three  years  afraid  of  grass 

ropes, — i.e.  of  anything  that  looks 
like  a  snake. 

in 

an 

.1^ 

1949 

輋1
 

!9So 

I 

.

 

支

 

See 痴
 

J.  shi 

A.  hsi 

Even  Upper. 

嗤 
i95i 

支 

See 痴 

A.  hsi 

Even  Upper. 

R. 

吃力  requiring  strength ;  diffi¬ cult. 

吃 辛吃苦  to  suffer  trouble and  vexation. 

吃我 一 •刀  take  that  (blow 
from  my  sword.  See  1948. 

吃他 看不過  was  intolera¬ bly  stared  at  by  her. 

吃水  to  drink;  to  draw  water, as  a  ship. 

後來 有錯兒 我吃不 
in  case  of  any  mistake, 

can’t  take  the  blame. 

總找 那不吃 柱的地 

方  be  sure  to  get  a  place  free 
from  obstruction  by  a  pillar, - 
as  in  a  theatre. 

吃腻了  to  have  eaten  till  one has  a  loathing  for  food. 

吃個 毛栗子 tQ  have  “a knuckler”  on  the  head. 

吃個 4 毫屁股  to  be  chuck¬ ed  under  the  chin. 

吃不 愣登  = rub-a-dub,  of  a drum. 

見吃 w  1671. 
A  worm.  Stupid 

ignorant  ；  unrefined.  To 
despise. 

蚩民  the  “common  people,’  ； 
the  “lower  classes’’；  the  “great 
unwashed”；  the  masses. 

氓 之蚩蚩  a  simple-looking lad  you  were. 

眩  stupid  and  confused. 

妍 蚩自見  {hsieti%)  the  clever and  the  stupid  naturally  show 
themselves  as  such. 

贵光惟 始作亂 Ch‘ih  Yu was  the  first  to  produce  disorder. 

— He  was  a  legendary  rebel  who 

fought  against  and  was  van¬ 
quished  by  the  Yellow  Emperor. 

蚩允旗  a  Ch‘ih  Yu  banner, a  comet,  supposed  to  foretell  war. 

To  laugh.  [Commonly 
written  as  below.] 

嗤笑  to  laugh. 

含嗤  to  smile. 
時 人嗤之  the  men  of  the day  laughed  at  him, 一 for  his  odd dress. 

嗤1
 

J9S1 

媸1
 

x952 

R. 支 

See 痴 

A.  hsi Even  Upper. 

w 

J9S3 R •古 

豈 
Even  Upper. 

匙 

1954 

m 

自嗤  to  laugh  at  oneself. 

見 嗤於鬼  to  be  laughed  at 
by  a  devil. 

但爲 後人喃 a  mere  laueh 
ing-stock  to  posterity.  See  13,099 

An  ugly  woman. 

嫂奴 an  old  crone. 

妍 媸好惡 0  ao*  wuk)  to  love 
the  handsome  and  hate  the  ugly, 

妍媸亦 頗辨之 heefc 
cussed  their  respective  merits. 

姨皮 裹妍骨 beautiful 
bones  in  an  ugly  skin, 一 a  beau 
tiful  soul  under  a  rough  exterior. 

A  kind  of  dog. 

mm  a  hound  with  long  shaggy 
hair. 

!955 

R, 支 
C.  IchH 

H.  cchH 

Fv  Ltie 

W.  dzi 

P.  ch>'i 

M.  
1 

Y. 
 i  ̂
 

Sz.  ch
、’i 

K.  chi J.  chi,  dji 

A.  tri 

Even  Lower. 

褫
 2 

1956 

支紙 

See  9941. 

A  bamboo  flute  with 

seven  holes.  See  4830. 

R. 

真 

C.  CM,  Cch% ch、ik' 

II.  CN 
F.  tae*- 

••  c 的， 

idi 

N. 

P.  Cck% 

ichT% M.  c"csr, 

Y.c"‘* 

cbi 

J.  chi 

A.  ̂ tri 

Even  Rising, 

and  Sinking 

Irregular. 

To  undress.  To  strip  off. 

褫脫  to  take  off, — as  clothes. 

褫 革頂翎  to  deprive  of| button  and  peacock’s  feather. 

截去衣 頂  to  deprive  of  robes and  button, — to  cashier. 

棰 禮而號 （〜〃)  he  laid aside  (his  honours  and  insignia) 
with  all  decorum. 

三褫  a  system  of  triplicate  sen¬ tences  passed  in  capital  cases  in 
order  to  give  the  Emperor  time 
to  reflect.  Introduced  under  the T‘ang  dynasty. 

^  thick  felt  for  sleeping  on. 
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治 1957 

笞1
 !9S8 

支 
See 痴 

R. 

A.  hsui 

Even  Upper. 

齢 x959 

趾 
i960 

耻 
1961 

斥 
1962 R •陌 

Entering 

Upper. 

See  1845. 

To  beat  with  the  bamboo  ； 

the  light  bamboo  (as  op¬ 

posed  to 杖 426)， of  which 
there  are  five  degrees, 

ranging  from  10  to  50 
blows. 

答責  to  punish  by  bambooing. 

答五十  fifty  blows  with  the 
light  bamboo. 

答杖  the、 light  and  the  heavy 
bamboo, 一 instruments  for  flog- 

ging. 

笞臀 t。  flog  on  the  buttocks, 

棰答  to  beat；  to  flog. 

N.  tsz 
M.  tsz、 

SeeM 

K.  chH 

J.  shi 

A.  hsi Sinking 

Upper. 

Same  as  2016 

See  1840. 

Same  as  1999. 

C.  chHk 

H.  ch、it 
F.  ch^ik 

W.  tsH 

N.  t 亡  ih 

P.  ch'V 
M.  /s^z 
Y.  ts^eh 
Sz. 

K.  ch^dk 
J.  seki、 shaku 
A.  hsik 

To  drive  out；  to  expel. 
To  scold  ；  to  blame  ；  to 
abuse.  To  indicate.  Salt 
land  in  the  east. 

斥逐 屏斥  to  drive  out; to  send  away. 

斥放  to  dismiss. 
揮斥  without  restraint;  to  mo¬ 

tion  one  off. 

斥革  to  deprive  of  rank  or 
official  position. 

面斥  to  speak  severely  to. 

斥馬  to  revile;  to  curse. 
斥 寅  to  reprimand  and  punish 

賊 匪充斥  the  rebels  were 
very  numerous. 

不斤所 格何物 n。1 indicate  what  things  one  is  in¬ 
vestigating.  , 

斥候 ordering  (petitioner) 
wait, 一 until  the  reply  is  ready. 
Also,  a  watch-tower. 

斥 

1962 

_r 1963 

r. 寘 

施 1964 

m 

1965 

r •寘 

C.  chH 
H.  chi 
F.  chHe 

P.  ch%  chi 
M.  tsz^ 

Y.  tseh^  tsz 

Sz.  ch^  chi 

K.  ch'i 

].5hi' 

A.  hsb . 
Si&Jdng 

Upper. 

1966 

R. 支 

C. 
chH 

H. 

F. 

W.  ts^z 

A  long  narrow  flag  or 

pennon. 

斥釋  to  dismiss, 一 as  from  a court  of  justice. 

斥退  to  dismiss  or  eject. 

海 濱廣斥  wide  tracts  of  salt land  near  the  sea. 

斥  賣鳥  a  bird  resembling  the 

quail. 

J 

旗幟 flags  and  pennons. 

考  |f^  to  seize  the  flag, 一 as  by the  winning  boat  at  the  Dragon 
Festival  races  ；  hence,  to  win. 

拔幟  to  pull  up  the  flag, — plant¬ ed  by  the  enemy;  to  conquer. 

拔 趙幟易 _ 幟 toPullup 
the  Chao  banner  and  substitute 

the  (victorious)  Han  banner;  to 
disguise  oneself  as  a  woman. 

錦幟  an  embroidered  pennon. 

自立 一幟  to  set  up  one’s own  banner, 一 of  independence. 

僞 立 白幟請 _  falsely jxhibited  a  white  flag,  in  token 
of  their  intention  to  surrender. 

Same  as  1963. 

The  blaze  of  fire  ；  to 

burn.  To  illumine  ；  illus¬ 
trious.  Numerous； 

炎織 I  in  a  blaze. 熾炭  to  burn  charcoal. 以 油救火 ，愈 樸愈熾 
like  putting  out  fire  with  oil, 
the  more  you  throw  on  the  more 
it  burns. 

^\j  ̂   all  ablaze, -.-with  rebellion. 

熾起  to  blaze  up.  Also  used of  the  fire  of  passion. 

勢熾  of  blazing  power, — like fire. 

俾爾 昌而熾  may  (the  gods) make  you  grandly  prosperous. 

Stupid;  foolish.  Doting ； 
lustful. 

癡子  a  simpleton. 癡默。 '•癡 呆。 r 癡價 

or  療愚  doltish;  foolish. 

M. 

Y. 

Sz.  chH 

K.  chH 

J.  chi 

A.  si  (shi) 

Even  Upper. 

?：i 

癡1
 

1966 

chH 

赤 
1967 

4* 

R 陌 

C.  chHk、 ch、ek0 

H.  ch^ak 

F.  ch、eik、 

chHah 

W.  tsH 
N.  ch、Vt、 tsHh 

P.  ck-  t 

M.  ts'-z 

Y.  ts、Vi 

Sz.  chH 

K. chok 

J.  seki、 shaku 
A.  hsik 

Entering 

Upper. 

癡癡呆 呆討個 I&m: get  enough  to  eat, — while  rogue： starve. 

癡漢不 會饒人 
never  know  how  to  be  merciful 

癡心 妄想  foolish  exagger 
ated  hopes. 

不 癡不聾 ，曷 作阿家 

^  not  a  fool  and  not  deaf,  hov is  such  a  one  to  be  head  of  \ 

family  ? 一 in  which  position  hi 
will  have  much  to  ignore. 

癡 頭瘕腦  stupid-looking 

heavy. 

癡迷  besotted ;  stupefied. 
療  niad  about;  cracked;  ex 
travagant  in  behaviour. 

療纏  bound  up  in ;  devoted  to doting  on. 

書療  mad  about  books;  a  biblic ， maniac.  See  5002. 

癡情子  a  votary*  of  passion 
a  debauchee. 

癡想  vain  thoughts ;  lost  h 
thought. 

療處  a  fault;  a  failing. 

療 頑  dulness;  vanity. 

癡蠢 duU- 
癡病  idiocy- 發癡病  to  be  idiotic. 

療氣  half-wittedness. 

Red.  Fire  *,  hot.  Naked 
bare.  Pure；  trustworthy Radical  155. 

莫 赤匪狐 nothing  red  i 
seen  but  foxes. 

赤金  the  red  metal, — copper sometimes  used  for  gold. 

足赤  Pure  gold. 
^5^  _  brown  sugar, 

木  sapan  wood. 
赤病 1  Qr 赤白痢 dysentery hemorrhage  from  the  bowels. 

臉 上二紅 一 ■赤 his  fac turned  from  red  to  crimscii. 

赤土國  an  old  name  for  Sian to  throw  aces  and  fours 
which  are  marked  in  red  0: 
Chinese  dice:  a  name  for  dic( 
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赤 
!967 

968 R. 支 
^ 豨 
Even  Upper, 

窘赤  to  throw  no  reds  (at  dice); 
to  be  unlucky. 

赤帝。 r 赤神 the  God  of 
Fire. 

赤 日當空  a  fiery  sun  in  a 
cloudless  sky. 

赤日  a  red-hot  day. 
the  equator.  See  5124. 

赤子  a  baby ;  the  “children,” i,e.  the  people. 

赤身。 r 赤體 with  bare 
body;  naked. 

赤 制剝。 r 赤 條條的 
stark  naked. 

赤光  bare;  stripped ;  naked. 

赤手。 1 •赤手 空掌的 
empty-handed. 

赤脚  bare-footed. 

^  bare,  waste  land. 

赤吾族  to  exterminate  my 
race. 

赤心  a  heart  with  blood  in  it, — 
compassionate.  See  618. 

赤瞻  a  full-blooded  gall, — cour¬ 
ageous  ; brave. 

赤貧  absolutely  destitute. 

赤 憑  substantial  proof. 

赤縣  an  old  name  for  China, 

赤縣 新秋夜  on  an  early 
autumn  night  in  China. 

赤呢  a  Mahommedan  name  for 
China. 

赤城  red  rampart, 一  a  mountain 
in  Chehkiang. 

赤 城霞起 而建標 the 
Red  Rampart  rises  like  a  red 
cloud  and  forms  a  beacon. 

赤 鄧衍那  an  ancient  pro¬ 
vince  and  city  of  Tukhara,  the 

present  Chaganian. 

赤沙澳  Breaker  Point,  near 
Swatow. 

赤眼魚  a  species  of  lenciscus 
(Squaliobarbus  currirulus). 

赤嘴鳥  the  blue  tree-pie 
( Vrocissa  sinensis). 

A  large  jar  for  holding 

spirits. 

1969 

R •支 

C.  hei 
? ••卜 

W.  ts^z 
N.  clH 

P.  chH 

M.  ts^z K.  chH 

J.  chi 

A.  hi^  si  C shij 

Even  Upper. 

擒 
1970 

m 
1971 

R. 支 

Sec 虫离 

(in  its  sound 

Even  Lower. 

m 
1972 

R. 支 

See 離 

Even  Lower. 

The  fine  fibres  of  Doli- 

chos  bulbosus.  Grass-cloth. 

綠葛布 fine  iinen- 

黼 敝豨繡  embroidered  with the  axe  and  ̂   •，/  see  3630,  3702. 

締絲  fine  and  coarse  linen. 

973 

R •支 

C •卢， 

H. 三 mi 
F.  Slie 

W.  <li 

N. 卢 

P.  Cch%  Sli 

M.  ̂ts^z 

Y.  C/Jl2 

Sz. 【chH K.  chH、s.  ngi 

J.  chi 
A.  // 
Even  Upper 

and  Lower. 

See  68q6. 

To  examine  seriatim. 

To  stick  ；  sticky. 

摘得實  it  sticks  tight. 

檢膠  birdlim
e，. 糙烏  to  catch  birds  with  bird¬ lime. 

糙竿  a  limed  pole  for  catching 
“scissor-grinders,”  etc. 

檎脚  to  sponge  on  people. 

A  dragon  whose  horns 

have  not  grown.  Cruel. 

(Dist.  from  2102). 

由离  t 幼 or  4 离頭  carved  dragons at  entrances  to  temples,  etc. 

螭紐  dragon  handles  to  cups. 

虫爵楚 to  • 

螭陛 the  Dragon  Steps, — the Throne;  the  Emperor;  a  name 
for  Peking. 

蜋 首龜趺  dragon-headed and  tortoise-crouching, 一 the  pil¬ 

lars  at  graves,  crowned  with  a 
dragon  border  and  supported  on 
the  back  of  a  tortoise. 

m 

1974 

R •支 

C.  sJei 

F.  Llie 
W  •三 // 

N.  Cch^i 

P.  Cch%  LcJH 

M.  /  〆  t 

Y.  I〆'
 

K.  ch^i^  v.  ngi 

J.  chi 

K

.

 

l

i

 

Even  Upper 

and  Lower 

Irregular. 

黐 

1975 

坻
 2 

1976 

R •支蕃 
^ 

S- 遲阪 

Even  and 

Rising  Lower and  Upper. 

祗 2
 

1977 

K •支 

See 遲-頹 

Even  Lower. 

m 

1979 

R. 支 

See 痴 

]•  shi 

A.  hsi Even  Upper. 

鷓1
 

1980 

R. 支 

See 痴 

J.  shi、 dji 

A.  hsi Even  Upper. 

A  species  of  devil  or 
hobgoblin.  See  7738. 

魑魅  a  hobgoblin. 
趟魅喜 人而食 也 the chHh  mei  likes  human  beings 

and  eats  them. 

Same  as  1972. 

An  islet  ；  a  rock  in  a 
stream.  An  embankment. 

如 坻如京  like  islands  and like  mounds, — are  our  stacks  of 

grain. 在水 中 抵  he  is  on  the  islet 
in  the  stream. 

坡坻  a  sloping  bank;  a  dyke. 

寶坻  {til)  a  District  in  Chihli. 

To  go  to  and  fro. 

祗徊  irresolute. 

Larvae  of  ants. 

虫氐臨  larva  in  pickle. 

The  mackerel. 

An  owl.  Sometimes  = 

直  a  kite. 

*»rcr 

琢 I 目 有所適  an  owl’s  eyes 
are  adapted v  to  their  use. 

於是滕 得腐鼠 just  then an  owHad  got  the  rotten  car¬ cass  of  a  rat.  . 
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1980 

1981 

19B2 R •支 
F.  ̂  

N.  dz^  dzi 
See 遲 

Even  Lower. 

氏 I  体$ 。> •角滕  the  white 
horned  or  eagle  owl 、Bubo  maxi- 
mus\ 

鷓鵂 夜撮蚤 察毫末 
an  owl  can  catch  fleas  or  see 

the  tip  of  a  hair  at  night. 

怪鷓。 r 梟鴻  the  barn-owl. 
鷓鴉 跟鶴旣 取我子 
O  owl,  O  owl,  you  have  taken 

my  young  ones. 

氐毒鴉  undutiful  grandsons. 

氏 I  不 生鳳。 wls  do  not  beget 
phoenixes. 

張  to  act  violently  and  op¬ 
pressively. 

氏蓦義  conduct  like  that  of  the 
owl,- — which  watches  its  oppor¬ 
tunity  to  dart  upon  its  prey; 
cunning  and  fierce. 

邸夷  a  leathern  pouch;  a  skin 
to  hold  wine. 

5| 尾  an  ornament  on  a  roof  to 
keep  off  fire.  See  12,656. 

蹲岛 a  taro. 

See  9916. 

To  seize  in  the  hand  ； 

to  grasp；  to  hold  on  to. 

To  support.  To  manage. 
To  restrain.  To  resist. 

Numerative  of  fans. 

孰持  to  hold  in  the  hand. 
持刀  t。 grasp  a  knife;  armed 

with  a  knife. 

持帖 t。 take  (or  be  armed  with) 
a  card. 

待住  to  hold  tight. 

持 不甚牢 nc>t  t。 grasp firmly. 

意  t0  hold  on  to  one’s  opinion. 
待照  to  be  provided  with  a  pass. 

操 持權柄  Welding  full  au- thority. 

堅持  t。 firmly  hold  on  to, — a 
resolution  or  vow. 

待 盈保泰  to  hold  on  to  and 
secure  present  advantages. 

持法  to  uphold  the  law.  San¬ 
skrit:  Dharma  dhara. 

持
 2 

1982 

扶持  to  support；  to  hold  up, — as  an  old  man  or  invalid. 

危 而不持  not  to  hold  up one  who  is  tottering. 

天地無 不持載  heaven and  earth  support  and  contain 
all  things. 

怠 于持久 wanting  in  perse¬ verance. 

支持  to  attend  to;  to  direct; 
to  manage;  to  resist. 

能 支待者  those  who  were able  to  resist, — the  attacks  of 
sea-sickness. 

挟 持甚大  his  administrative ability  is  very  great. 

持身 t。  keep  the  body  under 
restraint. 

持躬  to  preserve  one’s  integrity. 

杷持  ⑽ 8514. 寇 衆我寡 ，難 與持久 
the  rebels  are  many  and  we  are 

few：  we  can’t  hold  out  long 

against  them. 

持地  name  of  a  fabulous Bodhisattva,  in  whose  presence 

Shakyamuni  revealed  the*  future 

history  of  Avalokiteshvara. 

持戒  he  who  keeps  the  precepts, 
’  一 a  title  conferred  upon  Upali, 

one  of  Shakyamuni’s  disciples. 

持作  to  keep  as  a . 
持往  to  proceed  with, — as  a warrant. 

持平  justly. 持齋  to  be  devout. 
持携  to  take  with  one. 
持馬僉  to  produce  in  proof. 

持 滿而發  to  draw  (the  bow) 
full  and  shoot, 一 to  do  all  in  one’s 

power, 重  conscientiously  or  punc¬ 
tiliously  exact.  Also,  staid. 

持械  with  arms  in  their  hands; armed. 

特 P  器  with  some  instrument  in one’s  hand. 

咒  armed  with  magic  or  sacred 
formulas. 

持正  upright  conduct. 
特守  to  keep  fast  hold  of;  to fix  the  attention,  as  in  Taoist  and 

Buddhist  religious  exercises. 
~ one  fan. 

-^3 

19820 

池 2
 

响 

R •支 

C.  j 

H.  
t 

F.  
tie 

chH 

W.  j 

N.  
i dzi 

P.  c!H 

Y.#  j 

Sz.  ch、’i 

K.  chi J.  chi,  dji 

A.  tri 
Even  Lower. 

吔 3
 

1984 

R •紙歌 

知褫陀 

馳 
Rising  and 

Even  Lower. 

To  set；  to  arrange. 

時兵  to  marshal  troops. 
A  pool  of  water；  a  tank 

a  ditch；  a  moat.  Uneven 

池塘  a  pond. 
池水  pond-water, 
水池  a  tank  or  reservoir  for water. 

魚池  a  fish-pond. 或欽于 池  some  (of  the  cattle: 
are  drinking  at  the  pools. 

泉池  springs  and  pools. 

池中物  a  thing  in  a  pool, — of  no  experience;  of  no  account 

溝池  a  large  ditch. 城池  the  city  moat;  cities. 

東 門之池  the  moat  at  the 
east  gate. 

泮池  the  pool  around  the  exa¬ 
mination  hall  in  the  Confucian 
temple. 

池沼  ornamental  waters. 

池魚之 禍 w  I2>865- 
池子  a  pond;  the  pit  of  a  theatre. 

硯池  the  hollow  on  the  ink-slab for  holding  water. 

酒池肉 林 a  tank  Qf  wine 
and  a  forest  of  meat, 一 plenty. 

中池  the  heart. 
玉池  the  kidneys.  Also,  the 
strip  which  bears  the  title  on 
the  outside  of  a  book. 

差  /2‘总 1  池其羽  their  feathers 
uneven.  [Mateer  says  M^1.] 

jf^  池  four  small  stars  near  大 

角  Arcturus. 
咸池  a  piece  of  music  attributed to  the  age  of  the  Yellow  Emperor. 

Also,  a  star  north  of  the  stars 
<  x  入  in  Virgo. 

A  hill-side；  a  bank.  To 

crumble  away；  to  fall. 

登陝貤 之長坺  to  mount 
upon  a  lofty  and  crumbling 
embankment. 

崩貤  to  break  away ;  a  landslip. 

鞠 祀頹貤 the  bonds  of 
society  were  dissolved. 
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响 
R. 支 

H.  zchH 
F.  s(i 

N.  dzi 

See 遲 
K.  chH 

Even  Lower. 

刷1
 

1986 
R. 齊
 

See 届 

Even  Upper. 

w 
1987 

R •支 
W.  dzi 

s« 遲 
Even  Lower, 

To  pass  quickly,  like  a 

trotting  pr  galloping  horse. 
To  travel  far  and  wide. 

驟 之馳之  trotting  them  and 
galloping  them. 

to  ride  fast. 

衆生奔 馳如影  all  living 
things  pass  away  like  a  shadow. 

馳驛  to  ride  post;  mounted 
couriers. 

馳馬報  express  ；  by  mounted 
courier. 

馳 馬肇禍  a  runaway  horse 
bringing  about  misfortune， 一 by 
killing  people. 

馳道 ̂  the  Imperial  highway. 

- 0 ，馳 千里  to  travel 1,000  li  in  one  dsy. 

四遠釀 名 his  fame  has 
spread  to  the  four  quarters  of 
the  earth. 

鵰 口妄談  to  talk  at  random 
without  restraint. 

馳 騖粉華  to  lose  oneself  in 
dissipation,  etc. 

馳 逐虚名  tc>  gain  a  false 
reputation. 

馳赴  to  go  direct  to. 

馳禀  to  report  immediately. 

馳送  to  send  by  mounted  cour¬ 
iers；  to  send  with  all  despatch. 

To  cut  open  the  skin. 
To  dismember. 

凌鐦  the  so-called  “lingering 
death”,  which  strictly  speaking 
should  consist  in  mutilation  of 

the  limbs  before  giving  the  coup 

(U  grace.  Is  the  punishment  for 

parricide,  high  treason,  etc.  The 

character  涵 |  (ig88)  is  generally used. 

A  porch；  a  court-yard. 

堦禪  the  court-yard  of  the 
palace. 

兵 禪 or 赤墀 or 玉墀 an 
open  space  between  two  long 

buildings  within  the  entrance 

to  the  principal  court  in  every 

Confucian  temple；  the  Emperor’s 
palace;  the  Court. 

以 丹漆地 ，故 云丹墀 
it  is  called  tan  chHh  because  the 

ground  is  covered  with  red  lac¬ 
quer  or  paint. 

遲1
 

1988 

R •支真 

S: 卜 

F.  ti 

^N.dz 

N.  dti'dji 

P.  Uh^i  - 

y  •卜 

Sz.  chL'i 

K.  chi 

J.  chi、 dji 

A.  tri 
Even  Lower, 

kH 

tsz 

响 

R •鞦 

C.  chH 

H.  chH 

F.  ch\ 

W. N. 

P.  chTx 

Sz.  chSi 

K.  chH 

J.  shi 

A.  si 
Rising  Upper. 

Slow ；  behind  time；  late. 

To  lengthen  out；  tedious. 
To  delay.  See  1986. 

遲緩。 r 遲慢  遲滯* ; dilatory  ；  tardy. 

來得遲  he  came  late. 

遲 來不及  if  you  come  late, you’ll  miss  it. 

— 降不遲  T>ng  was  not born  too  late. 

遲 速有時  sooner  or  later  the time  will  come. 

早 遲褐楚  sooner  or  later  I will  settle  up. 

to  wait  a  bit. 

春 日遲遲  the  spring  days lentghen  out. 

行 道遲遲  long  and  tedious will  be  our  m 二 rch. 

周 道倭遲  the  way  from  Chou was  winding  and  tedious. 

遲一日  a  day  later. 

遲日  some  days  later. 

拖遲 or 延遲 to  put  off;  to procrastinate;  to  delay. 

遲留  to  postpone. 遲換  to  spoil  an  affair  by  delay  ； to  loiter. 

輕風生 _ 遲 a  Hght  wind 
is  slow  to  raise  waves. 

棲遲  to  rest  awhile;  to  sojourn. 

遲令  then  he  ordered  him.  Used 
for  乃 8.113. 

遲欠  to  fall  into  arrears. 
遲疑。 r 遲疑 不斷。 r 遲 

疑未决  hesitating ;  in  doubt; irresolute. 

Read  chihx.  To  wait. 

The  teeth  ；  strictly  speak¬ 

ing,  the  upper  front  teeth. 

See  12,797.  Notches  ；  the 

“scores”  on  the  sole  of  a 

shoe.  See  864.  Age  ；  se¬ 

niority.  To  classify.  Radi¬ 
cal  21 1. 

牙齒  the  teeth. 

齒 牙不固  teeth  not  firm. 

汍酋。 r 齣酋  milk  teeth. 

儀 
駒 齒未落 ，已 是吾家 

龍文  though  his  milk-teeth 
are  not  yet  gone,  he  is  already 

our  iamily  Lung-wen, — a  famous 
horse. 

齒箱!  toothless. 
切齒  to  grind  the  teeth. 相  hsiang、  鼠有齒  look  at that  rat:  it  has  teeth. 

象齒  an  elephant’s  teeth. 

不 好啓齒  it  is  awkward  to open  the  teeth, — to  broach  the 
subject. 

上爲 w 之啓齒  the  Em¬ 
peror  opened  his  mouth  (in 
astonishment)  at  this. 

叩齒  to  click  the  teeth, 一 by rapidly  opening  and  shutting  the 

jaws. 

露齒*  protruding  teeth. 

版齒  fine,  regular  teeth. 

好齒音  good  tooth-sound, — a 
fine  voice  as  a  speaker. 

治齒當 如治軍 
should  doctor  your  teeth  as  you 

govern  the  military, — with  seve¬ 

rity;  see  8080. 

酋冷  to  ridicule;  to  scorn. 玻 翁有卻 ，能 無酋冷 
if  Su  Tung-p‘0  has  knowledge 
(now  that  he  is  dead),  surely  he 

must  have  cold  teeth, — from 

laughing  at  the  absurdities  of his  critics.  See  2870. 

生 酋日繁  the  number  ofl 
teeth  (i.e.  people)  increases  daily. 

說 話尖齒  talking  with  sharp 
teeth, — saying  cutting  things. 

刻 齒 於竹木 tocut  notches 
on  bamboo  or  wood. 

上山則 去前齒 ，下山 

則 去後齒  going  up  hill 
take  out  the  front  teeth,  and 

down  hill  the  back  teeth, — of  a 
climbing-shoe. 

沒齒  no  teeth, — old  age ;  death. 

沒 齒不忘  I  will  never  forget 
it  until  I  have  no  teeth, — until the  day  of  my  death.  T 

尊齒  your  venerable  teeth  ? 一 a conventional  phrase  for  “How 

old  are  you?’’-  j 

賤 my  humble  teeth, —my  age. 

年齒長  (chang1)  elderly;  old. 
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齒
 3 i989 

以齒則 吾爲長 1  am  the elder. 

我齒 較汝長 . 1  am  older than  you. 

加馬酋 1  daily  grow  older. 

以 盡吾齒  in  order  to  com¬ 
plete  my  allotted  span, — of  life. 

豈吾齒 之盡乎 can 

my  span  of  life  be  at  an  end? 

父之齒  a  father’s  age;  a  father’s contemporary  in  age. 

鄕 黨叙齒  the  village  elders  j 
according  to  seniority. 

齒座 t。  seat  people  according 
to  seniority.  Also,  the  jaw. 

遂 得齒院  he  thus  qualified 
for  the  Academy, 一 of  Painting. 

招二三 齒命來 sum_- 
ed  two  or  three  of  the  respectable 
elders. 

鄙之齒  debased  them, — by 
not  enrolling  their  names  in  the 

family  register. 

薄 齒  young;  undistinguished. 

不齒 人數。 r 不以人 
齒  not  to  class  as  a  man, — of 
an  undeserving  blackguard. 

人 所不齒  of  no  account ; 
diclassi. 

齒類  t<3  class- 

望 加收齒  kindly  receive 
him  amongst  you. 

齒錄  the  register  of  the  進  士 
chin  shih  or  “doctors.”  It  gives 
the  genealogy  of  each  successful 
candidate. 

不  A  人齒 錄  he  doesn't  lay himself  open  to  be  talked  about 

幸 勿惜齒 牙餘惠 
please  do  not  grudge  saying  a 
kind  word  for  me. 

不 足掛齒 not  enough  to 
hang  on  the  teeth, — of  no  con¬ 
sequence. 

金齒  Laos  tribes  who  gilded 
their  teeth.  The  Zardandan  of 
Marco  Polo. 

國 
i99o R •紙 

&齒 
Rising  Upper.l 

A  weed. 

馬甚梵  purslane  {Portulaca)-. 

1992 

R •陌 

C.  ch、ik。 

H.  ch'-ak 
F.  chLeik^  v. 

chHoh 

W.  tsH 

N.  ts、ih、 tsLah P.  schH 

M.  ts'-z Y.  ts^ch 
Sz.  chSi 

K.  ch^ok 
J.  seki^  shaku 
A.  hsik Entering 

Upper. 

Caterpillars,  known  as 

呎媛;  see  5307. 

A  foot,  of  varying  size 
at  various  times ;  see  黎 

10,070.  Now  divided  into 

ten  寸  inches,  and  for  in¬ 
ternational  trade  purposes 

fixed  by  Treaty  at  14.1 

inches  English  or  0.3381 

mitre.  The  Chinese  them¬ 

selves  roughly  distinguish 
three  kinds  of  feet :  (1)  the 

tailor’s  foot,  which  is  the 

longest  ；  (2)  the  metropoli¬ 
tan  foot  京  尺，  which  is 

about  9/10  of  an  inch 

shorter  ；  and  (3)  the  Canton 

foot  廣穴，  which  is  be¬ 
tween  the  two.  Another 

classification  is  ⑴  the 

Board  of  Works  foot  of 

12.25  inches,  used  for  mea¬ 

suring  land,  (2)  the  car¬ 
penter’s  foot,  and  (3)  the 

tailor’s  foot.  The  fifth 

note  (G)  in  the  modern 
diatonic  gamut.  See  12,089. 

十 寸爲尺  ten  inches  make a  foot.  See  1868. 

古尺短 ，今 六寸 the  an- cient  foot  was  short,  being  equal 
to  six  inches  of  the  modern  foot. 

古茂 此之周 尺將九 

tJ"  the  ancient  foot  was  equal 
to  nearly  nine  inches  of  the 
Chou  dynasty  foot. 

尺寸  (colloq.  chHh、 tslujiK)  feet and  inches ;  length. 

多 少尺寸 how  long  is  it? 

不 彀尺寸  not  full  length. 
尺地  a  small  piece  of  ground. 

這是尺 寸地方 this  is  a foot-inch  place, 一 where  one  must 
mind  one’s  p’s  and  q’s,  or  put 
on  one’s  company  manners. 

1992 

厠 

1993 

m 
chH 

1994 

R •寘 

C. 
H. 

F.  ch、ie W.  v.  Z1/, 
N.  tsz 

t?.  chH 

Sz.  M 

K.si 

J.  shi 

A.  si、 chi 

Sinking 

Upper. 

尺牘  letters ;  the  collected  cor¬ respondence  of  any  eminent  man 
is  so  called. 

一 尺之書  a  brief  note, — a name  given  under  the  Han  dy¬ 
nasty  to  the  tablets  on  which 
the  Emperor  wrote. 

三 尺孩童  a  three-foot  boy; 
a  lad. 

— three-foot  laws, 一 in 

reference  to  the  size  of  the  tablets 

upon  which  the  laws  were  written. 

三  j^lj  the  three-foot  blade,- 
of  the  first  Han  Emperor. 

三尺  _  綱 three  feet  of  silk， 
一 the  silk  rope  sent  by  the 
Emperor  to  erring  officials  in 
order  that  they  may  strangle 
themselves. 

六 尺之孤  a  six-foot  orphan, 
—— an  orphan  of  fifteen  years  of 

age.  
^ 

量天尺  a  sextant. 響尺  the  sounding  foot, — a popular  name  for  the  sonorous 

stone  磬  or  musical  “square.” It  is  used  in  funeral  processions. 

界尺。 r 戒尺  a  ruler  to  rule lines  with. 

曲尺  a  carpenter’s  square. 

尺頭  a  piece  of  silk  or  satin for  a  present. 

不滿尺  not  a  foot  long. 

縱橫 尺餘。 a  foot  square, 

See  10,296. 

A  wing.  A  fin.  Merely； 

only  = 音 9996. 

翅子 a 翘謗子 a  _ 

賽  wings ‘ 

展翅 t。  spread  the  wings. 

振翅  to  flap  the  wings. 

上 翅體兒 t。 add  0 
wings, — to  go  swiftly. 

生翅髖  to  grow  wings, 一 to 
become  exhilarated,  as  with  wine. 

靖艇翅  dragon-flies’  wings,- 
a  kind  of  fine  gauze. 

魚翅。 1 ■黨翅  sharks'  fins. 
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M 
1994 

m 
1995 

豉，
 

1996 

寘 
. shil 

.shi\cchi 
、 sie^ 

.zz^ 

shih) . ct^z 
. si 
ski 
.shuil 

nkingUpp'er. 

掣 
1997 

i998 

支 
:e 胝 
Iven  Upper. 

恥 •
 

*999 

紙 

j  chH 
，》•

 

(s^z 

卜 
chH 
chH 
chi 

si(shi) 
sing  Upper. 

翅棑  in  a  row, 一 like  feathers 
on  a  wing  or  the  bones  in  a 
dorsal  fin. 

金翅  a  kind  of  finch. 

奚 翘食重  why  merely  say 
that  eating  is  the  more  impor¬ 
tant? 

翅頭魚  a  species  of  fish  ofi 
the  genus  Cultef. 

Same  as  T994. 

Salted  fruits,  etc.,  driec 
and  used  as  relishes. 

昔  ̂   salted  beans. 

欖豉  salted  olives. 

豉油  soy;  sauce. 

妓蟲  a  kind  of  beetle. 

583. 

The  crop  of  a  fowl.  The 

tripe  of  animals. 

臁月至  the  entrails  of  a  bird. 

To  feel  shame. 

恥 /(!、  a  feeling  of  shame. 

沒恥的 東西。 r 無恥 
之徒 a  shameless  fellow. 

你不怕 羞 取、 do  you  not 
dread  the  shame  ? 

見羞恥  to  be  disgraced. 

不知 （OT 覺） 羞恥。 r 無 
廉恥  to  be  without  sense  of 
shame.  • 

辱奴 恥于主  abusing  the 
servant  reflects  shame  on  the 
master. 

恥禺  to  feel  disgraced  by  being 
sworn  at. 

愧恥  put  to  shame；  confused. 

恥
 8 

1999 

苊
 3 

2000 

R •賄 

C,  /jz2-, 、chH 
H.  Cchi 
F.  ccAi,  cchH 
K.  chH 

A.  chi 
Rising  Upper. 

m 

被人取 、笑  t0  get  laughed  at, 

君 子恥之  the  superior  man abominates  it. 

小恥  the  penis. 

A  fragrant  flower,  callec 

蘭  I  cultivated  for  its scent. 

2001 

R. 霽 

No  record  in 

any  dialect 

cf •足世 and 

(aspirated) 

製 
J.  sei、 tai 

SinkingUpper, 

鳘 
2002 

R .霧 

See 製 

SinkingUpper. 

埴 
# 

2003 

r 
2004 

RJ 

cf .晳 

(The  sound  is 

that  of  滯， 

but  aspirated 
and  upper initials) 

SinkingUpper. 

w 
20CXK 

R. 真 

H.  chi 

See 織 

SinkingUpper. 

To  leap  ；  to  jump  about 
Lame. 

足折手  a  maimed  hand. 

A  noisome  smell. 

See  9976. 

To  stop；  to  detain.  See 
218. 

Food.  To  cook. 

_  Victuals;  a  livelihood. 

禧人  a  took. 
榴爨  a  cooking-pan. 

饍 
2006 

翼‘
 

2007 

R •真 

See 翅 

SinkingUpper. 

2008 

m 
2009 

w 
2010 

R •職 

See 鄉拭 

A.sdk 

Entering 

Upper. 

2011 

R •職 

See 式 

「•  choku、 chiki Entering 

Upper. 

驢 

4* 

2012 

R •職 

see 敕 

A.  hsik 

Entering 

Upper. 

2013 

R. 陌 

N.  tsHh 
P.  ckV 

M. 

stki、 shaku A.  hsik 
Entering 

Upper. 

Same  as  2005. 

The  primary  feathers  o 
the  wing.  A  wing；  a  quil . 

Rapacious.  > 

Same  as  1967. 

Same  as  1962. 

To  fear；  to  venerate, 

regarding  with  awe. 

Name  of  a  tree.  An 

instrument  used  in  divina¬ 
tion. 

A  water-fowl.  See  1010 

A  picture  of  the  腿  shin. 

To  step  with  the  left  foot  ； 
to  waJk.  Radical  60. 

^  J  to  step  with  the  left  foot  and 
then  with  the  right  =3 行  to 
walk.  See  586. 

乃 無首而 f  f  it  nods  its 
head  and  walks  with  mincing 

gai:, ― of  a  pec  cock. 

3a 



緝葉 
See 蟄 

(and  the  same  , 

aspirated  with  to  pile  up  earth. 

upper  initials) 
A. 

Entering 
Lower 

and  Upper. 

R. 質 •軼 

(but  upper, 
and  aspirated) 

Entering 

Upper. 

OH'
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OHITST 

埸 
2014 

4* 

To  go  down  into. 

Read  c/iez*.  To  add  to 

斤1
 

2019 

20l6 R. 支 

see 答 

Even  Upper. 

2017 

20i8 

R. 陌 
F.  heik,  seik See 奭 

Entering 

Upper. 

斤 

To  flog. 

To  chew  the  cud. 

Same  as  2016. 

A  rain-coat. 

孕奭  a  rain-coat. 

禮義以 爲撥塽 letp 
priety  and  duty  to  your  neigh 

bour  be  to  you  as  a  rain  coat, 

— to  guard  you  from  harm. 

2019 

R 文問 
C.  kin 
H.  kin 

F.  kung^  y. 

W.  ciang 
N.  ctng P.  I 

M-  \ckih 
Sr.) 

Y. ching 

K.  kin 

J.  kin A.  ken 

Even  Upper. 

To  chop.  An  adze  ；  a 

hatchet  (see  3738).  The 

Chinese  “catty”  or  pound 

originally  an  axe-head,  equa 

by  Treaty  to  Ids.  avoir¬ 
dupois,  or  grammes 

also  to  one  升  pint,  liquic 

measure  ；  see  7360.  Radi 
cal  69. 

斧斤  axes  and  adzes. 

匠 石蓮斤  the  stone-mason 
plied  his  adze. 

fy  重  weight. 

2020 

See 斤 Sinking; 

Upper. 

2021 

斤 兩  catties  and  ounces;  weight. 

十六兩 爲一斤 16  _ ces  make  a  pound. 

八 兩半斤 like  8  ounces and  half  a  pound:  — •  般大 

equal;  six  of  one  and  half  a dozen  of  the  other. 

斤 兩多少  what  is  its  weight? 

千 斤重担  able  to  carry  1,000 catties, — very  able;  competent. 

虛斤  a  short-weight  catty. 

足斤  a  full-weight  catty 

量斤斗  to  measure  by  pecks; dry  measure. 

斤  copper  in  bulk. 

油斤 oil  in  bulk. 

斤斗。 i •勉斗 {kinx  ton1)  a fall.  Correct  form  under  2025. 

^  5977- 

打斤斗  to  turn  somersaults. 

斤 斗虫兒 the  larv*  of mosquitoes,  gnats,  etc. 

女斤斗  {chin1  touz)  a  female 
acrobat. 

近‘
 

chin) 

2021 P. 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 

K./nn 

].kin、gon 

A.  ken1- 

Rising  &  Sink- 
inp  Lower. 

Read  chin^.  To  cut  into ; 

to  pierce  ；  minute. 

斤 斤其明  how  penetrating was  their  intelligence ! 

斤 斤自守  most  scrupulously 
guard  it. 

近‘
 

Great  strength. 

不吃肋  wanting  in  strength  or stability, 一 ^.abadly-f*xed  prop, 

使劢 拍門  to  knock  hard  at 
a  door. 

學 得渾身 有了肋 兒 
he  practised  it  until  his  whole 

body  gained  strength. 

費 我一 股子肋 1  have made  a  great  effort. 

R 吻間 

* 

C.  ken1- 
H.  ̂ iun, 

k'iun'^ 

F.  kdiing^ W.  djiang 
N.  djing 

Near,  in  place  and  in 
time.  To  draw  near；  to 

associate  with.  A  particle 

= 其  1026.  See  就 2283 

_  near  the  sea. 

近鄰  near  neighbours. 

近些  a  little  nearer. 

將近  nearly. 

挨近  close;  adjoining. 

附近  near;  neighbouring, 
貼近  closely  associated  with  ；  i close  attendance  upon. 

遠近  distance. 
路近  the  distance  is  not  grea! it  is  not  far. 

你不是 走近路 的^ 
are  not  on  a  short  journey. 

頗 爲近理  very  reasonable. 

不 敢近前  did  not  venture  \ 
approach. 

親近  near;  intimate;  familiar 

近密  close;  tight;  intimate. 

會 言近止  they  unite  i saving  he  is  near. 

小 大近喪 {sang^)  affaii 
great  and  small,  are  approachir ruin. 

以 近有德  in  order  to  ass 
ciate  with  the  virtuous. 

近之 則不遜 famUiari 
(with  women)  breeds  contemj 

性 之所近  that  to  which  01 
is  naturally  inclined. 

這句話 切近得 狠《 remark  is  very  much  to  the  poii 

近來。 r 近起來 E 

沉近時  lately;  recently, 
recently  arrived. 

近聞  I  have  lately  heard. 
將近 about  to  be;  coming  clos at  hand. 

人無 遠慮, 必有近 i 
if  you  do  not  take  thought  i the  distant  future,  you  will  so 

find  sorrow  near  at  hand. 

近視眼  short-sighted,— 
people. 近  near-sighted, -of  spectacl 

approaching  to;  like. 

近邊  the  nearer  frontier,— 
one  of  the  18  provinces. 

近 於愚蒙  almost  a  fool. 

他頋意 近文人 he  Ui 
mixing  with  educated  people 

近侍 饥 近事男 male members  of  the  Buddhist  chur 

who  without  entering  upon  r 

nastic  life  observe  the  princi 

commandments.  Sanskrit :  u 

5 aka. 
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OHEJUNT 

近
 4 

2021 

r 
2022 

眞 
;<:t 斷斤 
Even  Lower 

and  Upper. 

w 
2023 

(•問 
、 

:. 知 v 

r.  koung^ 

kdiing3- 
V.  djang 

djing 

I
 
 

ch
in
 

ki
n 

•  kin、 hon 

L  三 kin'  ngen1 
Sinking 

Irregular. 

近事  >  近善） 女  female! 
lay  members,  as  above.  Sanskrit 

upasika. 

往 近王舅  go,  my  uncle,. 
lit.  king’s  uncle. 

雖拿鐵 不可近 even  gdd 
and  iron  will  not  touch  it, 一 of 
cutting  jade. 

To  chop  ；  to  chip,  as 
with  an  adze.  To  smooth. 

訢木  to  hew  timber. 

訢 鋸制焉  to  hew  and  saw 
and  prepare  for  use. 

Read  ch>i\  An  adze. 

Ornamental  trappings 

fastened  under  a  horse’s 
neck  like  a  martingale.  To 

be  greedy  ；  stingy.  Firm 
strong. 

斬 制其行 the  trappings 
impede  his  progress. 

不斬  without  stint. 

有得 亦不 靳示 K  he 
made  any  (literary  discovery),  he 
was  not  slow  to  impart  it. 

靳惜  to  be  loth  to  part  with. 

靳 固不答  he  positively  de 
dined  to  part  with, — any  of  his 
paintings  to  friends  who  asked 
for  them. 

何斬 之不 令飲邪 why 
is  he  so  determined  not  to  drink? 

勁 
2024 

筋1
 

2025 

文 
«斤 
Even  Upper. 

See  21 19. 

The  sinews  ；  muscles  ； 

tendons  ；  veins  ；  nerves. 

胃  Wi  ̂ones  and  muscles ;  related 
to  by  blood. 

有筋骨  he  is  related  to  me; 
he  can  be  depended  upon. 

好筋力  strong；  muscular. 
三條筋  three  strips  of  muscle, 
— very  thin. 

要他一 貫鈔， 就如桃 
他 一 條筋  to  get  a  string 

cash  out  oPhim  is  like  pull¬ 
ing  out  one  of  his  muscles. 

筋1
 

2025 

觔 
2026 

今1
 

2027 

R. 侵 

C.  kem  t 

H.  kim 
F.  king 

W.  ciang 

N.  cing^  v.  cih 
P. 

M.  chin 

Sz. Y.  ching 

K.Hm 
[•  kon、 kin 

A.  kem、 kem 
Even  Upper. 

細筋 人 骨 如秋鷹 with fine  tendons  round  the  bone,  like 

the  leg  of  a  kite  in  autumn, — 
used  of  a  vigorous  calligraphy 

|fj|  veins；  blood-vessels. 

麵筋  the  glu  tinous  part  of  flour. 
separated  in  water  and  cooked 
in  various  ways. 

筋竹笕  a  fine-toothed  bamboo comb. 

筋斗  (pronounced  ketix  fou1) head  over  heels;  a  fall  ̂ somer¬ sault.  See  2019,  5977. 

筋頭  a  core, — as  of  a  wart. 

筋骨疼 rheumatic  pains. V 

饰  ̂   numb;  nervous. 
筋節  a  joint;  the  wrist.  Also hitting  the  happy  mean. 

這個 菜作的 正是筋 
this  food  is  cooked  to  a  nicety. 

Same  as  2019. 

Now ;  the  present  time. 

今 者。 r 如今。 r 目今 

今 天 Qr 今日 to-day. 

今年  or  今歲  this  year. 

今早。 r 今朝  this  morning. 

今腕。 r 今夕  this  evening. 

今夜  to-night. 今時  the  present  time. 

今*  生  this  life. 
今世  the  present  generation. 

今番  this  time. 
今 日有酒 今日醉 t。 
day  we  have  wine,  to-day  let’s 

get  drunk. 

今之人 the  men  of  the  present 
day. 

凡今 之人 all  men  in  the world. 

今山 不及古 山之高 
the  hills  of  to- day  are  not  so 

lofty  as  the  hills  of  old. 

今海 不及古 海之廣 
the  sea  of  to-day  is  not  so  broad 
as  the  sea  of  old. 

今古  (see  6t88)  or  今昔 
cient  and  modern  times. 

now, 

an- 

2027 

妗 
2028 

R •鹽 

C.  ̂ em 
H.HHm 

F.  keingl 

W.  ̂  djang 

N.  djing^ 

P. 

M. 

Y. 

chin* 

Sz. 

f.  ken 

A.  zhsiem 

Even 

Irregular. 

w 

2029 

R •侵 

See 矜 

A.  kem Even  Upper. 

w 
2030 

R. 沁 

See Sinking  Upper 

and  Lower. , 

今 昔不同  modern  and  an¬ 
cient  times  are  jiot  the  same. 

追 古傷今  to  call  up  the  past! and  grieve  over  the  present. 

至 今。 r  迄今  /until  now;  up  I to  the  present  date. 

自 '今 而後 01 ■今後 hence- 
forth. 

當今  at  the  present  time. 

當 今皇上  the  reigning  Em- 
peror.  佛 3589. 

迨 其今兮  now  is  the  time! 今¥ 不樂， 日 月其除 
if  we  do  not  enjoy  ourselves  now, 

the  days  and  months  will  have 

passed. 
今翼 B  to-day  and  to-morrow. 今 朝不知 今腕事 

thp  morning  one  knows  not  what 

may  happen  in  the  evening. 

無古 不成今  without  the 
past  we  never  could  have  had 

the  present. 

今 職 one’s  present  office  or  post. 

The  wife  of  a  mother’s  | brother. 

龄姐江  sister-in-law  on  the  wife’s  | 
side. 

連妗。 r 妗兄弟  husbands  I 
of  a  wife’s  sisters. 

大妗  women  who  attend  the  I bride  during  the  three  days’ | 
wedding  ceremonies. 

A  sash  ；  a  string.  See\ 

2031. 

鈐#  gentry  and  elders. 

靑衿 不敢進  he  is  only  a  I “blue  collar’’  and  does  not  dare  I 

to  appear  before  your  Majesty. [ See  2184. 

A  disease  in  a  cow  s| 

tongue.  To  be  silent. 

直辭一 以薦， 巧舌千 

皆鈐  one  honest  word  ofl recommendation  will  -silence  a| 
thousand  cunning  tongues. 



2031 

金1
 2032 R •侵 

C.  hem 
H.  kim 
F.  king 

W.  ciang 
N.  cing 
P •丨 . 
M.  >  chin Sz」 

Y.  eking 

K.  kim 

「•  kin、 kon 
A. kim、  kem 

Even  Upper. 

OHX3NT 
[  252  ] 

Same  as  2039.  See  2 1 84. 

Metal  ；  a  name  given  to 

the  ancient  copper  coin. 

One  of  the  five  elements, 

ruling  in  the  west.  Weap¬ 
ons.  Gold,  said  to  be  the 

only  thing  which  will  not 

perish  by  decay.  In  or¬ 
dinary  language,  if  not 

otherwise  specified,  silver • 

Money  ；  to  sell.  Radical 

167.  See  8972,  4430,  1 182, 

i3,623， ii，77o. 

金 石流而 不熱 were 
metals  and  stones  to  melt  (with 

the  heat),  he  would  not  be  hot. 

金三品  three  grades  of  metal, 
t— gold,  silver,  and  copper,  which 

are  also  called  southern 

metal
s.  一 

五金  the  five  metals, 一 gold, 
silver,  copper,  lead  or  tin,  and 
iron. 

黃金  the  yellow  metal, 一 gold. 

白金  the  white  metal, — silver. 

赤金  the  red  metal, — copper. 
Also  used  for  gold. 

靑  the  dark-bluish  metal, 一 
lead. 

黑金  the  black  metal, — iron. 

面 如烏金  with  a  face  like 
bronze, — of  an  Arab. 

立刻 ft： 爲白金  immedi¬ ately  changed  into  silver. 

亡金 革之危  free  from  the 
dangers  of  metal  and  leather,- 
of  war. 

金戈  arms；  weapons. 

袵金革  to  make  clothes  of| 
sword  and  shield, 一 to  be  alway: 
under  arms: 

金瘡  wounds  made  by  edged 
weapons. 

不 過幾金  not  much  money. 
^  5149. 

一 個竹十 _ 金之 
a  single  batnboo  fetched  ten 

shoes  of  silver, — of  pictures. 

請買其 方百金  offered  to 
buy  the  prescription  for  100  oz 
of  silver. 

金1
 

2032 
千  a  thousand  ounces  of  silver； 

also  a  conventional  phrase  for 

“your  daughter.” 

一 刻千金  one  klo  (half  an hour)  is  worth  a  thousand  taels. 

千金 難買寸 光陰 
a  thousand  taels  will  not  buy  an 

inch  of  time, 一 on  the  sun-dial. 

禮金 一 ■封  one  package  of silver  as  a  present. 

家 人身金  wages  of  domestic servants. 

金銀 gold  and  silver. 

金毋  nuggets  of  gold. 

金屑。 金沙  gold-dust. 

金葉  gold- leaf. 金箔  gold  foil;  tinsel. 

金 g  ot 金絲  gold  thread. 

AH、 線  gold  thread  with  col¬ oured  threads  wound  round  it. 

金礦  gold-mines. 

足金  pure  gold， 
潮金  alloyed  gold. 地有 百端美 者惟金 
of  all  things  on  earth,  gold  is  the 
most  lovely. 

二> 人同 一 •心 ，黃 土變 
成 I  金^  ̂  two  men  are  of  one mind,  yellow  earth  can  be  changed 

into  gold, 一 by  their  energy. 

二人同 心其 利斷金 
if  two  men  are  of  one  mind, 

the  resulting  acuteness 一  will  cut through  metal. 

金魚 ot 金鯽魚  gold-fish, — first  mentioned  by  Su  Shun- 
ch‘in,  nth  cent. 

屑  gold-spangled,— as  the  sky with  stars. 

飛金  splashes  of  gold-leaf  on ornamental  paper,  etc. 

金 瘡进裂  the  scab  over  the wound  swelled  and  burst. 

金黃色  orange  colour. 

金色  a  golden  yellow. 
金諾 a  sure  promise. 

差  your  honourable  runners. 

毋金 玉爾音  don’t  m^ke 
news  from  you  as  rare  as  gold 
and  jac^e. 

金 玉其育  thought  a  good 
deal  of  his  singing. 

金 2032 

OJEII3M 

金 玉之言  your  precioi 
words. 

金安  your  good  health. 
合  ̂   the  golden  crow, 一 the  su】 

金樞  the  golden  pivot, — th 
moon. 

金 鏡  the  golden  mirror, — tl: moon. 

卦金  or  執金  to  take  up  an re-inter  the  ashes  of  the  dead 

金陵  the  golden  burial-groun< — Nanking.  So  called  becaus 

a  prince  of  楚  Ch^u  is  said  t 
have  buried  some  gold  there. 

金木  elliptical  for  金在 an 

木毋  , the  Adam  and  Eve  < Chinese  superstition. 

金星 or 罰金 the  plam Venus. 

、金 星石  iron  and  c°pper  p： rites. 

花  brass-leaf  ornaments,  raac 
like  flowers  and  used  as  offering: 

gilt  ornaments  of  paper,  two  ( 

which  are  handed  to  every  su， 

cessful  candidate  for  the  degre 

of  B.  A. 

金 花婊婊  a  goddess  of  chil( birth. 

金^  花  patents  of  nobilil granted  to  women,  so  calk 

from  the  gilt  paper  on  whic 

they  are  written  ̂  

煉金丹  to  prepare  the  golde elixir, — of  life. 

裝  dressed  in  gold, — an  idc 
看詩 須著金 剛眼辭 

in  reading  poetry  it  is  necessai 

to  have  a  diamond  eye, 一 I 

enable  one  to  distinguish  fustiai 

金剛經  the  diamond  sutra, - 
the  sutra  of  the  Pradjna  whic 

is  able  to  crush  diamond. 

金 剛 刀 士 加 diamond  her< 
— a  name  for  Indra  as  a  protectc 

of  Buddhism.  Sanskrit：  Vadju 

pdnL 

金剛杵  the  diamond  club,- 
wielded  by  Indra,  and  now  use 

by  the  Buddhist  priesthood  as 

symbol  of  the  irresistible  e 伍 cac 

of  prayer. 

金剛刺  sarsaparilla. 吞金 swallow  gold, — a  euph- mism  for  taking  poison.  [For 

long  time  it  was  believed,  an 
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2032  I 

even  now  many  Chinese  bqlieve, 

i  that  the  words  are  to  be  taken 
1  literally.] 

佘盞花  the  marigold, 

: 佥蓮花 the  golden  water-lily. 
I  See  7115. 

i 金針茱  dried  lily-flowers. 

金門。 r 金闕 cr 金驚 

金臺  Peking- 
金門島  the  island  of  Quemoy 

金牌門  the  Kimpai  pass,  on 
the  Min  R.,  near  Foochow， 

金山  California  ；  also  Australia 
The  two  are  distinguished  as 

“old”  and  “new”,  respectively. 
Also,  Chinese  Altai. 

金馬門  the  Han-lin,  or  Im¬ 
perial  Academy, 一 so  called  from 
a  bronze  horse  placed  there  by 

武帝  Wu  Ti  of  the  Han 
dynasty. 

金朝。 r 金  -ne  Golden 
Dynasty, 一 which  ruled  over  th© 

north  of  China,  with  開封府 

K^i-feng  Fu  as  the  capita],  from 
1 1 15  to  1235  A-P-  They  were 
the  ancestors  of  the  present 
Manchu  dynasty. 

金方  the  metal  quarter, — the 
West. 

金風  the  west  wind;  autumn 
breezes. 

金盤陀  Khumbhandas,- 
hideous  ogres  who  cause  night¬ 
mare.  - 

金佛  Chin  the  Buddha, 一 an 
official  who  was  so  named  from 

remarkable  manner  in  which 
his  prayers  for  rain  were  an¬ 
swered. 

金裏藍  enamels. 

金錁子  small  pieces  of  gold; 
gold  <<charms,>  or  ornaments  with 
auspicious  words  on  them,  given 
as  presents  to  the  young. 

金 皆  precious  commands, 一 of 
Buddha. 

金 光單  a  nimbus;  a  “glory.” 
友  golden  friends, 一 sc.  worthy 

brothers. 

金屋  golden  apartments, 一 wo¬ 
men^  rooms. 

1 金猪  roast  pork. 
合 吾  see  12,700. 

金1
 

2032 金錢會  a  festivity  instituted 
a.d.  713  by  the  Emp.  Ming 

Huang,  at  which  the  high  officials 
scrambled  for  gold  coins, 

金鷄  a  lady-bird. 
金紫貂  gold  and  violet  sable, -—one  of  the  most  valuable  varie¬ ties. 

金 鐘  加  wooden  framework of  a  house. 

金鐘  the  gong  struck  before  an 
Imperial  levee. 

合 字  characters  written  in  gold. 
Also,  the  end-on  view  of  a  Chi¬ 
nese  roof, 一 considered  unlucky. 

金 字招牌  a  s 给 op-sign  in  gold characters. 

金騷  golden  goblets. 
金珠  gold,  and  pearls;  golden 

beads. 

金冠  a  gold-embroidered  cap. 

I  _  酒  wine  from  Chin-hua Fu  in  Chehkiang. 

金水  liquid  gold  for  gilding. 

金帛  gold  and  silks;  wealth. 

金 碧  gold  and  jade;  brilliant 
and  glittering；  burnished. 

金鼓  gong  and  drum, 一 sounds of  war. 

金鋇羅  silk  with  stripes  of  any colour. 

金銀緞  satin  of  a  deep  red- black  colour. 

金銀花  honeysuckle  [Lonicera 
•Japonica、 Thbg.). 

金 漼浮釘  a  large  door-nail. 
合 貨  treasure ;  money. 

金菓樹  Sali’sburia  adiantu 

folia. 
金不換  not  to  be  exchanged 
for  gold, 一 very  precious. 

金 衣公子  a  name  given  to the  oriole  by  Ming  Huang. 

金背子  the  golden  plover. 

金翅兒  a  small  finch  (Chloro- spiza  spinus\ 

金章  a  golden  seal. 湯  metal  and  scalding, — i.e. 

金 城湯池  metal  walls  and moats  of  scalding  liquid;  a  city 

of  impregnable  strength. 

金1
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2033 

R. 泌* 

F.  keinf, 

keing 三 

See 金 

A.  kem 
Sinking 

Upper. 

金 口木舌  metal  mouth  and wooden  tongue, — a  bell. 

合  fU  玉  ̂   Imperial  utteran¬ 
ces. 

金人  the  Golden  Tartars  or 

女眞  Nu-chen  Tartars.  Also, a  golden  statue  said  to  have 
existed  under  the  Chou  dynasty. 

Also,  a  magician;  see  2151. 

金人三 緘其口  the golden  statue  {see  above)  had  its 
mouth  sewn  up  with  a  triple 

stitch, 一 to  warn  people  against 
loquacity. 

金 張古  the  old  race  of Chin  Mi-ti  and  Chang  An-shih. 

See  Biog.  Diet. 

To  forbid  ；  to  prohibit 

To  restrain  ;  to  prevent 

to  keep  off. 

禁止。 r 禁戒  to  prohibit. 
禁 令 qi ■禁制 ot 禁條 f。- hibitory  orders;  prohibitions,  etc 

禁貨  contraband  goods. 

違 禁反運  to  deal  in  contra¬ band  goods. 

禁城。 r 紫禁城 w 禁袁 
the  Forbidden  City, 一 the  palace 

and  grounds  of  the  Emperor  at 

Peking. 

禁中  in  the  palace. 禁 軍 。1 ■禁兵  Imperial  body¬ 

guards. 禁地  forbidden  ground. 

犯 禁。 r  違禁 tc)  break  regula¬ tions;  to  violate  prohibitions. 

開禁  to  cancel  an  existing  pro¬ 
hibition. 

禁卒。 i ■禁子 a  gaoler；  a 
turnkey. 

A 邦間禁  when  you  enter a  country  enquire  what  is  for¬ 
bidden  there. 

不 能禁遏  he  was  powerless 
to  prevent  it. 

禁  _  風寒  t0  keeP  off  win4 
and  cold. 

禁 忌無犯 d。 not  offend against  what  is  forbidden, — 

by  superstition,  as  to  break  a 
looking-glass,  which  will  entail bad  luck,  etc. 

禁書  a  prohibited  book. 
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襟 4
 2034 

R •侵沁 
See 

Even  Upper. 

襟
 * 

禁門  the  forbidden  gate,— the 
principal  one  in  certain  build¬ 
ings. 

禁置  to  avoid. 
禁阻  to  forbid  to  pass ;  to 

obstruct. 

禁柙  to  keep  in  prison. 

禁鬼  to  prevent  the  entrance 
of  spirits. 

禁案  an  injunction;  a  prohibi¬ tion. 

P  to  keep  one’s  mouth  closed. 

禁約  to  prohibit ;  prohibitory 
regulations. 

禁逐  to  prohibit  and  eject, — of official  action. 

禁封  to  seal  up;  to  officially 
taboo. 

Read  chin'.  To  bear. 

^  ̂   not  to  last  long, — of 

persons. 

禁穿  to  stand  wear, 一 of  clothes. 

禁做  to  be  difficult  or  laborious. 

禁不住  cannot  support,  or 
bear，- 一  in  a  physical  sense. 

禁 不住笑  cannot  help 
laughing. 

怎麽 就不禁 這一下 
why  could  it  not  stand  this 

blow  ? — if  it  was  so  strong. 

喜不禁  could  not  control  his 
joy-  See  4073 - . 

A  kind  of  musical  instru¬ 

ment.  To  look  up  at  and 
follow. 

後僧僧 而方馳 the  rest 
came  following  after  with  their 
heads  up. 

2035 

R 寢 

See 

Rising  Upper. 

Cold  ；  chilled. 

打冷 m  to  have  a  shiver. 

噤
 4 

2036 

R •沁寢 

F.  keirtg2- 
N.  djiiig 

See 金 

A.  khn 
SinkingUpper. 

傅
 4 

2037 
R 侵 

See 金 

A.  kern 
Even  Upper. 

2038 

R •寢 

See 錦 

Rising  Upper. 

襟1
 

2039 
R •侵 

C.  k'bn H.  kHm F.  k-ing 
W.  ciattg N.  cing 

I  chin li\ 

K.  k’im 

J.  kin'gon 

A.  k'im Even  Upper. 

Unable  to  speak,  as  with 

lockjaw.  To  be  silent,  as 

from  grief. 

襟口痢  tetanus. 

Determined  ；  resolute. 

4^、 一 • 个禁  my  decision  is  made. 

To  gnash  the  teeth  with 
rage.  Exhausted  ；  without energy. 

mm  to  gnash  the  teeth  with rage. 

A  garment  of  a  single 
thickness.  The  collar  of  a 

robe,  which  up  to  the  time 

of  the  present  dynasty  used 

to  distinguish  the  literati. 

The  overlap  of  a  robe.  The 

bosom ;  the  feelings. 

靑靑子  O  you  with  the blue  collar, — graduate  of  the  first 

degree. 

relying  on  their  collars, — 

upon  their  position  as  graduates. 

大  a  large  overlap  to  a  robe ; 
used  of  a  coat  that  folds  over 

and  buttons  on  the  right  side. 

對襟。 r 對 面 _  a  coat 
opening  down  the  middle. 

霜  to  drench  a  garment, — with  tears. 

連襟。 r 襟兄弟 the  hus - bands  of  two  sisters  are  so  called. 

襟懷  the  feelings. 
胸襟濶  liberal-minded ;  mag¬ nanimous. 

襟  J_L|  帶河  cloaked  with  hills and  girdled  by  the  river. 

襟售  lasting, 一 of  colours. 

襟燒  slow  burning. 

荆 2040 

巾1
 

2041 

R .眞 

C.  ken 

H.  kin 

F.  kiirtg 
W.  ciattg N.  cing 

p •丨 . 

M.  >  chin 

Sz.  \ 

Y.  ching 

K.  k’in、 ken 

J.  kin、gon 

A.  ken 
Even  Upper. 

2042 

R •吻文 

See 僅 

Rising  and 

Even 

Irregular. 

僅 3
 

2043 

K .震 

C.  cken H.  ckiun 

F.  koiing-1 W.  djang1 

N.  djing 

P. 

Cchin 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 

K.  kin 

J.  kin、 kon A.  ̂ kert 

Sinking 

Lower 

Irregular. 

See  2157. 

A  cloth;  a  kerchief •’  a 
towel.  A  cap  ；  see  7472. 
Radical  50. 

巾帕  a  kerchief;  a  head-wrapper. 

手巾。 r 汗巾  a  handkerchief; 
a  towel. 

f|^  a  turba
n. 

縞 衣綦巾  a  thin  white  silk 
robe  and  a  grey  head-kerchief. 

巾幗  womenkind. 自 巾至屐  from  my  cap  to my  shoes, — from  head  to  foot. 

公子巾  the  cap  of  a  young nobleman. 

華陽巾  a  Taoist  cap. 

儒巾  the  literati. 
佩巾  a  girdle;  a  sash. 

長巾  a  scarf. 
搭 膊巾。 r 膊肩巾 a shawl;  a  cape. 

Clay  ；  yellow  loam.  To 
plaster.  A  time；  a  season. 
Few.  Used  with  2051. 

赤 堇 山  a  hiU  near  Ningpo. 

Only；  hardly ；  scarcely ； 
barely. 

谭 僅敷用  barely  enough  for 

use. 

僅 僅用得  I  can  just  make 

; it  do. 

僅可  it  will  barely  do;  just 

enough  to .  
' 

僅够  just  enough  to . 
僅止  is  only . ;  is  not  more than . 

僅及 一 ■年  a  year  having 
barely  elapsed. 

僅 足日給  just  enough  for daily  expenses. 

僅 幸得免  I  luckily  escaped. 
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2。44 

R •震文 
See 僅勧 
Sinking  and 
Even  Lower 

Irregular. 
anxious 

See 

廑 
2045 

瑾 3
 

2046 

眞震 

僅勤 
Even  and 

Sinking 
Lower 

Irregular. 

2047 

R. 吻
 

See 僅 
Rising 

Irregular. 

饉,
 

2。4*8 
《.震 
;ee 僅 

Sinking 
Lower 

Irregular. 

瑾
 3 

2o49 

1 •震 

Sinking 
Lower 

Irregular. 

A  hut;  a  hovel.  Few 

Careful  ；  thoughtful.  Usee 

for  2043  and  2097.  To 

cause  anxiety.  See  653. 

茅厪 a  hut. 

厪念 廑系 tc>  be 
about. 

厪 能勿失  with  care  you  will 
be  able  to  avoid  error. 

厪窄  narrow,  confined. 

實 厪朕懷  truly  causes  US 
great  anxiety. 

Same  as  2044. 

To  plaster；  to  stop  with 

mud.  To  cover  over  ；  to 
bury. 

塞 向堪戶  the  windows  that 
face  (the  north)  are  stopped  up 
and  the  doors  are  plastered, 
in  the  tenth  month. 

行 有死人 ，尙 或堪之 
on  the  road  there  is  a  dead  man 

some  one  will  bury  him. 

A  tree  which  blossoms 

and  fades  in  a  day.  Trans¬ 

ient  ； fleeting. 

黃槿  Hibiscus  tiliaceusy  L. 

朱槿  Hibiscus  rosa-sinensisy  L. 
木槿  Hibiscus  syriacus^  L. 

To  die  of  starvation 

Used  with  2052. 

道 碏相望  the  corpses  of 
those  who  have  died  of  hunger 
lie  strewn  about  the  roads. 

The  lustre  of  gems；  bril¬ 
liant. 

瑣 瑜. 之美有 瑕匿焉 
even  in  the  most  brilliant  gem there  is  a  hidden  flaw, xo  a.  iiluucu  naw. 

瑣 發奇光 the  gem 
wondrous  rays， 一  genius 
declare  itself. 

emits  its 

must 

瑾 

2049 

蓳1
 

2050 

R •文 

See 斤 

Even  Upper. 

蓳
 3 

2051 
R •吻眞 

See 声 I 僅 

A.  kert、 ngen 
Rising 

Irregular. 

R. 

覲 3
 

2052 

m 

C.  ckert^  ken* H.  ̂ kiun 

F.  kdiing1 
W.  djang^ 

Idjing、 

P.  zchin 

M. 
) 

Y.  }  chin) 

Sz. ) 

K.  kin 
kin、 kon 

A. 三 kin Sinking 

Lower 

Irregular. 

何故懷 殘握瑜 而_ 

令放 爲  how  with  such  jewels of  hand  and  heart  could  he  cause 

himself  to  be  dismissed? 一 said 

of  the  virtuous  ©  Ch‘ii 

Yuan.  
^ 

戶  the  vagina. 

A  large  variety  of  bam 

boo  from  the  province  o 
Kuei-chou. 

Aconite,  also  known  as 

烏頭  crow’s  head；  poison ous. 

飮堇 無苦者 奇士也 
he  who  can  drink  off  a  cup  of 
aconite  without  harm  is  a  wonder 
ful  man. 

藥也 其實堇 _  druSs may  be  actually  aconite  \q.d. 
poisonous), 一 and  yet  used  as medicines. 

堇蓳菜  a  wild  flower  like nightshade. 

紫 羞  Corydalis  incisa. 

1 茶如飴  crow’s  head  and sow-thistle  as  (sweet  as)  dump¬ lings. 

Read  chinz.  Viola 
Patrinii. 

To  have  an  audience 

with  the  Emperor.  To  see 
a  superior.  To  display. 

朝覲。 ■■觐 見。 r 覲光 
see  the  Emperor;  to  have  audi¬ 
ence. 

韓侯 A 覲  the  marquis  ofj Han  came  to  court. 

入 覲于王  he  went  in  to audience  with  his  prince. 

三年 A 覲  to  have  audience once  in  3  years, — the  rule  for 
high  provincial  officials  since  the 
Ming  dynasty. 

乃 日覲四 岳羣牧 he 
daily  gave  audience  to  (the  rulers 
of)  the  Four  Mountains  and  the 
crowd  of  o 伍 cers. 

覲親  to  visit  parents. 

以覲文 王之耿 光 in order  to  display  the  bright  glory 
of  Wen  Wang. 

to 

謹 3
 

2。53 

R 吻 

C.  hen 

H.  kin、 kiun 

F.  king 

W.  ciang 

N.  cinff 

P. ) 

Y #  chin 

Sz. ) 

K.  kin 

J.  kin、 kon  ' 

A.  kert 
Rising  Upper, 

饉 
3 

2054 

震 

See 僅 

Sinking 

Lower 

Irregular. 

Cautious  (see  6423)；  vigi¬ 

lant.  Respectful. 

謹 爾侯度  be  careful  in  yourj 
duties  as  a  prince. 

以 謹無頁  in  order  to  make| bad  men  cautious. 

謹愼  careful. 
謹守  to  carefully  guard,  or  | attend  to. 

謹選  to  carefully  select, 
謹盗賊  be  on  your  guard  | 

against  thieves. 

舉大事 不細謹 in  carry- 1 ing  out  a  great  work  do  notj attend  too  much  to  detail. 

謹票  a  respectful  petition. 
饉呈  to  respectfully  s^te,  orl hand  in. 

^  t0  reverently  remember. 

謹遵。 1 ■謹按  to  respectfullyj 

obey. 

敬謹  to  respect;  to  venerate. 

恪 謹天命  respect  the  will! 
of  God. 

謹 具微儀  I  have  respect- 1 fully  prepared  this  trilling  pre¬ 
sent. 

謹識  t0  become  respectfullyj 
aware, — as  by  an  intimation. 

謹奏  to  reverently  memorialise. 

謹此  this  with  respect, — usedl •at  the  end  of  notes. 

謹領  to  receive  attentively ;  to 
receive  with  respect;  to  accept, I 

as  a  present 

謹恭  humbly. 謹啟 謹白  to  respectfully  I announce, — as  in  a  notice  or[ 
advertisement. 

謹避  to  carefully  avoid,— tres- 1 
passing  upon  the  rights  or  digni-[ ties  of  another,  as  when  avoiding  | 

the  use  of  personal  or  sacred  | names. 

A  dearth  of  vegetables  ；l 
without  crops. 

|fl  謹  famine  (=  no  grain)  and  I dearth  (of  vegetables). 

三 穀不升 謂之饉 wen| three  (out  of  the  five)  grains  are  I 
not  harvested,  it  is  called  chin.  | 
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盡4
 jdiL 

' chin 

Sinking 

Lower. 

2°S5 

R- 震轸 
C.  tsun 

H.  tsHn 

F.  c being 

W. 三 zang 
N.  djing P. ) 

M. 
Y. 
Sz. ] 

K.  chin 
J-  dj^ 
A.  tin 

An  empty  vessel  ；  ex¬ 
hausted  ； finished  ；  nothing 

left ;  the  last  ；  the  utmost  ； 

all ;  both  ；  wholly  ；  entirely. 

已  gone  ；  used  up. 

有 餘不盡 there  is  sti11 
little  left;  there  is  still  more 
which  I  have  left  unsaid. 

命 盡  his  life  is  ended;  his  race 
is  run. 

家 財散盡  his  Patrimony  is 
all  gone. 

月 盡給你  at  the  end  of  the 
month  I  wHl  pay  you. 

感謝不 — 1  cannot  thank 
you  sufficiently. 

盡人事  to  do  one’s  duty  as  a 

盡職  to  thoroughly  and  con¬ 
scientiously  do  one’s  duty  as an  official. 

自盡  to  commit  suicide. 

書不盡 晉 ， 晉 不盡意 
books  do  not  exhaust  words,  nor 
words  ideas. 

無窮盡  inexhaustible. 

盡 瘁以仕  worn  out  with  ser¬ vice. 

盡情  to  exhaust  the  feelings, — 
in  act’s  of  kindness. 

盡 其所有  exhausted  all  his 
resources;  did  his  utmost. 

盡  ̂   preserved  chastity  to  the 
last ;  died  for  chastity. 

盡 係水漬  are  all  soaked  with ， water. 

走 盡天涯  to  go  to  the  utter¬ most  end  of  the  earth. 

盡頭  the  uttermost  end. 

已 譲至盡 頭地步 have 
already  made  the  utmost  possible 
concessions. 

一 綱打盡  took  them  all  at 
one  haul  of  the  net. 

盡在, 不晉中 (the  meaning) 
is  all  in  that  part  which  is  left 
unsaid. 

盡貪玩  he  cares  for  nothing 
but  play. 

軍腺 盡 有  there  is  both  garlic and  meat  in  it.  See  5234. 

盡我心 with  my  whole  heart. 

M 
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2058 

R. 耖 

C.  tsun^  ̂ chun 

H.  ts^in1- 
F.  cheing^ 

殺個盡 絶  he  slew  them  every 
one. 

盡  ̂   every  one  of  them. 

盡 忠  thoroughly  loyal 

盡 力  with  all  one’s  might. 

盡美 盡善  most  excellent; capital  ̂   faultless. 

盡 told  the  whole  story. 

盡 責  to  fulfil  all  one’s  functions; 
to  be  equal  to  one’s  responsibili¬ ties. 

盡用  in  general  use. 
大 盡  and  小 盡  months  of  30 and  29  days,  respectively.  The 

character  1592  is  often 

wrongly  used  in  this  sense. 

升 安不盡  may  you  enjoy promotion  and  repose  without end. 

盡 ；性  to  be  perfect  in  nature •，一 as  (e.g.)  Confucius. 

盡  with  the  utmost  rigour  of 
the  law. 

盡行  entirely. 盡 淨  altogether  ；  clean,  used adverbially. 

盡 各  each  and  every:  all  with¬ out  exception. 

盡棄  utterly  thrown  away ;  lost. 

盡是  it  is  simply . 

盡數  the  whole  amount. 

盡上來 used  up. 
盡裉  absolutely  and  without 
reserve  of  any  rights, — of  a  sale of  land,  etc. 

盡量  to  exhaust  one’s  powers ; to  do  full  justice  to,  as  to  a  meal. 

See  1592. 

See  2 163. 

To  complete  ；  all ;  the 

utmost.  Used  with  2055. 

儘東  on  the  extreme  east. 

儘 可以行  it  can  oe  managed very  easily. 

儘:
 

(chin 
2058 

WV  三  zang 
N.  dzing 

P. ] 

M. 
Y. 

Sz. ) 

K. chin 

]. djin 
A.  ten^ 

Rising  Upper. 

2059 

R •轸 

See 儘 

Rising  Upper. 

燼
 4 

2060 

R •震 

C.  Cchun 

W.  znng- 

N.  (sing0 

SeeM 

K.  sin 
SinkingUpper. 

蕎‘
 

2061 

R. 震 

C.  Cchun 

W. 三 zang 
N.  tsing 

K.  sin 
Sinking 

Upper. 

2062 

R. 震 

C.  Cchun 

W.  zang^ 

N.  tsing* 

See 蓋 

K.  sin SinkingUpper. 

儘 自不來  he  will  not  come 
for  an  age. 

儘 下得去  it  will  do  very  well 

儘溜頭  the  farthest  end, — as of  a  passage,  etc. 

儘 數  t0  the  full;  fully. 

儘着 量。1 ■儘着 力 witt all  one’s  might；  to  do  one’s  ver) utmost. 

儘讓  to  be  very  obliging. 

儘先  the  very  first；  in  the  fronl 
rank. 

儘 先補用  to  be  the  very  firs 彳 
on  the  list  of  expectants. 

偷 前  above  the  very  first  or the  list, — a  position  involving  2 
certain  extra  outlay, 

儘行  totally. 
儘末後 兒 the  vei*y last A  rapid  stream.  A 
branch  of  the  river  Han  ir 

Hupeh.  Used  for  2163. 

flowing  swiftly. 

Ashes  ；  embers.  Rem¬ nants. 

餘燼  what  is  left  from  fire. 

化爲灰 儘 a11  reduced  tc 
ashes. 

燈燼  the  snuff  of  a  candle. 

民燼  the  remnant  of  the  popu¬ 
lation. 

A  plant,  the  roots  oi 
which  yield  a  yellow  dye. 

Loyal  ；  faithful. 

蓋忠  lc>yal- 

進 思藎忠 ，退 思補過 
when  in  office  he  thought  of  his 

loyalty,  when  in  private  life  he 
thought  of  repairing  his  errors. 

Presents  to  departing 
friends. 

贐儀  parting  gifts. 
餽贐  delicacies  sent  to  a  de¬ parting  friend. 

offer  presents.  一 as  vassal nobles  did. 
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Same  as  2062. 

The  nuptial  cup,  ml 
which  bride  and  bride¬ 

groom  pledge  each  other. 
It  is  usual  to  have  two 

cups  joined  by  a  red  string, 
and  these  are  exchanged  [ 

by  the  pair  in  token  of  their  | 
union. 

合卺。 r 交卺。 r 合卺交 
林  to  drink  the  wedding-cup. 

Same  as  2064. 

狺 
2o66 

3nr5 

•  [  kin 
ising  Upper. 

13,263. 

To  bind  tight.  Urgent  ； 
important. 

綁緊  tie  it  tightly. 

緊 妥  fast;  secure, 一- as  a  package. 

緊 緊閉着  it  is  securely  shut.  I 
緊慢  excitability;  hurry. 

緊密  secret.  | 
緊要  urgent ;  necessary. 

要緊  important；  to  be  sure  to; 
not  to  fail  on  any  account  to ... . 

不 要緊。 r 不打緊 it  is 
not  important；  no  matter. 

無 關緊要  it  is  not  of  great 
importance. 

緊急  in  straits;  at  a  crisis  of | need. 

吃 緊之際  crisis. 

軍 情甚緊  military  affairs  are 
in  a  critical  state. 

東南 風甚緊  the  south-east 
wind  blowing  very  hard. 

那個 東西我 等緊得 
I  am  very  anxious  to  have 

that  thing. 

我緊 等多時  I  have  been 
anxiously  expecting  you  for  some time. 

手緊  hard  up. 

錦 3
 

2o68 

|R •寢 

I  See  金 

水緊  water  running  swiftly. 

赶緊做  make  haste  and  do  it. 
眼緊  a  good  memory  for  faces., 

緊跟着  close  behind. 
緊事  important  business. 
緊身兒  a  close-fitting  jacket. 

緊挨着 緊鄰 close  to; next  to; 

四 大緊關  the  four  chiefj obstacles  to  virtue, — viz. : 酒 

色財氣  wine,  women, wealth,  and  wrath. 

緊那羅  the  Kinnaras, — inno¬ cent  musical  creatures  of  doubt¬ 

ful  shape  and  constitution,  often 

depicted,  when  in  attendance  | 

upon  Buddha,  as  having  horses7 heads. 

Brocade  ；  embroidered! 
work.  Ornamental  ；| lowery. 

錦 3
 

2o68 

2069 

R •震 

See 進 

Sinking 

Upper. 

錦 衾爛兮  how  splendid  was |K.  kem  the  embroidered  coverlet ! 

Rising  Upper •錦綱  figured  pongee. 

錦系段  figured  satin. 
錦盒  gilt  boxes;  caskets. 
錦幕  embroidered  tapestry  or 
, hangings. 

brocades  and  embroideries； 

ornamental,  as  style  or  scenery. 

花如錦  flowers  like  em¬ 
broidery. 

錦  beautiful  embroidery. 

錦 上添花  to  add  flowers  to embroidery, 一 to  paint  the  lily； 

to  give  things  where  not  wanted. See  10,650. 

錦文 fine  writing. 

什 錦碗碟  painted  china- 
ware. 

衣 (〃) 錦夜行 t。 wear  em- broidered  clothes  at  night, — 
which  nobody  can  see  to  be  what 

they  are.  Said  of  a  man  whose 
talent  is  not  recognised. 

果然 奪得 錦標歸 
I  shall  certainly  return  with  the 

embroidered  trophy, 一 as  first  on 
the  list  at  the  final  examination. 

無 煩錦念 d。 not  trouble your  embroidered  thoughts, 一 on 

my  behalf. 

晉 20J0 

搢 4
 

2071 

R 震 

See 進 

Sinking 

Upper. 

錦 語  fanciful  language,  used  as  I a  substitute  for  ordinary  terms  | 

in  games,  etc.,  like  “kiss”  at | billiards,  “love”  at  lawn-tennis.  I 

錦製  one  who  can  cut  a  dress  I out  of  brocade  without  spoiling  I 

it, 一 a  name  for  a  Dist. Magistrate.  I 

錦還  to  return  home  in  silk  I attire, — as  a  sign  of  honours  [ 

gained;  an  honourable  return. 

錦城 = 蜀郡  Ssuch^uan. To  increase  ;  to  grow. 

To  attach  to.  To  curb  a 
horse.  A  drum.  To  go! 

to  ；  to  enter.  Name  of | 
a  State  ；  now  used  fori 

“Shansi •”  [To  be  distin-j 
guished  from  昔 951.3」 

晋爵  take  another  glass, — said! to  a  guest.  Also,  to  rise  to  af 
higher  rank. 

上晋  to  rise  in  office. 
晋謁  to  have  a  personal  inter- 1 view;  to  visit. 

如 晋如齊  like  the  States  of  I Chin  and  Ch‘i, — in  their  fraternal  | 
feelings. 

晋朝0 r 晋紀 the  Chin  dy- nasty, — subdivided  into 西  West  I 

and 東  East,  and  lasting  from! 
265  to  317  a.d.,  and  from  317 1 
to  420  a.d.,  respectively.  ! 

雨晋  the  West  and  East  Chin 
dynasties,  as  above. 

晋 國  a  feudal  State  under  the  I 
Chou  dynasty,  occupying  the  I 
southern  half  of  Shansi  and  the! 
north-west  of  Honan.  It  lasted  | 

from  737  to  436  B.a 

晋封  to  bestow  posthumous  I 
honours  on  a  man. 

Same  as  2069. 

To  stick  into.  To  shake.  I 

To  strike  the  watches.  Tq| 
rescue. 

措插  t。 stick  into. 
搢#  elliptical 心 搢轉於 i 

紳  to  stick  one’s  official  tablet into  one’s  girdle. 

33 
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進
 4 

沒長  chang1  ̂   he  does  not 

進
 4 

advance;  he  makes  no  progress. 

2075 

引 進  t。 bring  into  notice;  to 

2。75 

introduce. 

進 秀才。 r 進學 tc)  pass  the 
first  or  bachelor’s  degree. 

初  ̂   t0  take  the  first  step, 一 the  first  degree. 

+  an  ̂ advanced  scholar^, — 

a  graduate  of  the  third  or  doc¬ 
tor's  degree.  Instituted  a.d.  606. 

中  chu?igK  ̂   士  to  take  the third  degree. 

登 進  士  graduated  in  the third  degree. 

賜進 士出身 conferred upon  him  the  hon.  degree  of 
chin  shih. 

求 也退 ，故進 之 Ch‘iu  is retiring,  therefore  I  urged  him forward. 

進門  to  enter  a  door;  to  enter 
a  family;  to  become  a  disciple 

or  apprentice；  to  begin  to  learn. 
See  5690. 

進京  to  go  to  Peking, 
進  to  go  to  any  walled  city; 

to  go  “into  town.” 

進省  to  go  to  any  provincial 
capital. 

進來  come  in ! 

璣
1
 

進人  t。 enter. 

2076 

三 揖而 進 .to  make  three 

R •眞震 

bows  and  enter. 

See 

進香  to  offer  up  incense, 一 to Even  &  Sink¬ 
ing  Upper. 

worship. 

^  貢  to  send  tribut
e. 

蠛
‘
 

the  official  communication 

2。77 

which  accompanies  the  tribute ; 

to  present  a  statement  to  the Throne. 

R •震 

See 進 

獻  to  present;  to  offer  up. 
SinkingUpper. 

再進  _ .  let  us  have  another 

glass ! 

浸 

先進 於禮樂 〆， 野人 

2078 

也  the  men  of  former  times,  in 
寖
1
 

the  matter  of  music  and  cere- 

monies,  were  rustics. 

2079 

the  men  of  modern  times. 

R .沁侵 

PJ  to  enter  a  port;  imports. 

See 浸 

5^  t0  imPort. 
(generally 

Even) 

to  present  oneself  to  some 

A.  tem Sinking  & 

one. Even  Upper. 

搢 4
 2071 

瑨 
< 2072 R 震 

See 進 

SinkingUpper. 

縉1
 2。73 •震 

See 進 

Sinking 

Upper. 

晉 IT 2074 

r •震支 
See 進 

SinkingUpper. 

進
‘
 

措糸申 officials  at  Court, — because 
they  stick  their  tablets  in  their 
girdles.  See  2073. 

德 聲搢鐸 the  fame 。£  his 
virtue  strikes  the  bell, — is  heard 
far  and  wide. 

A  grained  pebble,  like 
cornelian. 

Red  silk, 

with  a  sash. 
To  gird,  as 

籍紳  red  girdles, 一 those  whose names  appear  in  the  糸申 

or 天会釋 紳 guide  to  the civil  and  military  officials  of  the 

Empire,  known  to  foreigners  as 
the  “Red  Book”  from  its  red 
paper  cover.  See  2071. 

A  town,  formerly  in  靑 

州府  in  Shantung.  Also 
read  tzu1. 

2075 
R. 震 
C,  tsun 
H.  tsin 

Y  %cheing^ching 
W.  tsang 
N.  tsing 
p •丨 . 
M.  >  chin 
Sz. ) 

Y.  ching 
K. chin 

J.  shin 
A.  ten 

Sinking 

Upper. 

To  advance,  as  opposed 

to 退  1 2,183  ；  to  be  pro¬ 
moted.  To  enter.  To  send 

in  ;  to  offer. 

進退 維谷。 r 進退雨 
難  to  go  forwards  or  backwards 
is  equally  difficult. 

進 厥虎臣  he  advanced  his 
tiger-like  officers. 

進達  to  advance ;  to  .be  pro¬ 
moted. 

進 位司空 he  was  promoted  to 
the  post  of  Sstt-k‘ung.  See  6595. 

官不 進自請 if  he  did  not 
get  promotion,  he  himself  asked 
for  it. 

進 身之計  a  scheme  for  get¬ 
ting  promoted. 

不 知進退  to  be  wanting  in 
discretion  or  judgment. 

日進  daily  progress. 
前進 to  go  ahead；  to  advance 

收 拾前進  to  prepare  to  start 

進呈  to  present  to  the  Emperoi 
進項  income ;  receipts  and  pei 

quisites. 

進祿  to  have  advancement*、 

進數  receipts. 
進  ̂  revenue ;  income;  receipts 

進取  advancement  and  wealth 

進攻  to  take  the  offensive;  t gain  an  entrance  {e.g.)  into 

foft;  to  advance  to  the  attack 

_  胃  to  take  office;  to  take u; or  enter  upon  one’s  duties;  t attend  office. 

進鮮的  presented  to  the  Era peror  when  in  season, ― as  cei tain  kinds  of  fish,  etc. 

進風  the  wind  comes  in;  t let  the  wind  in. 

進發  to  set  out;  to  start, 
進場  to  enter  the  examination as  a  candidate. 

進勦  to  attack  and  destroy, - 
as  rebels. 

進 履岑謙  the  humility  0 
presenting  the  shoe, — which  張 

Chang  Liang  did  to  an  ol< 
man  who  had  dropped  his  she 
down  an  embankment. 

A  stone  resembling  jade 

A  shell. 

蝤蜆  a  Pinna. 
See  2090. 

The  ancient  name  of  2 

river  in  the  north  0 

Kiang^u.  A  marsh.  Grad 

寖 以成俗  to  gradually  be 
come  a  fixed  habit. 

寖劇  got  gradually  worse, 一 o a  disease. 
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L 侵泌 
:. cfslem 
■I.  ctsi，n 

7.  ̂hing 
N.  Js^artg 

i.  I 
 ^chin 

(. Cching 
l.chHm 

•  shin 

L  hsim 

Even  &  Sink¬ 

ing  Upper 
Irregular/ 

2081 

眞 
. t^en 

•  ts^in 

. chHtig 

r.  ts^ang 

. ts^ing 

. I
  chHn 

. chSing 
•  chKin 
shin 

. ren 

: ven  Upper. 

To  influence.  A  malign  I 
halo  round  the  sun.  Abund-| 

ant  ；  full. 

陰 陽相緩 the  and  the| 
yang  did  and  re-act  on  each  other,  f 

禝氣  a  noxious  air;  malaria. 

妖禝  an  evil  influence, — as  ofl 
evil  spirits. 

2081 

or  I 

To  love；  to  be  attached 

to  ；  to  be  intimate  with 

Near,  in  point  of  time；  see 

9gi  3 -  Relatives  ；  parents  ； 
relations  by  marriage.  Of 

or  belonging  to  self；  per¬ 
sonal.  See  7182,  6567. 

皇 天無親  God  has  no  affec- 
tion, — except  for  the  virtuous. 

百 姓不親  the  people  do  not 
love  one  another. 

親愛  to  love  dearly. 
親交  a  close  friendship；  to  per¬ 
sonally  hand  to. 

親熱。 r 親厚 親密 
親睦  very  friendly  ；  very  in¬ 
timate. 

親近  closely  connected  with； 
intimate;  fond  of. 

不要失 了親情 don’t  in 
terrupt  our  friendly  relations. 

我親 親的娘 my  very  dear 
lady, — as  a  term  of  endearment 

親戚。 1 ■親屬  see  1 01 8. 
親派  relatives  of  the  same  sur- 
name. 

內親  relatives  on  the  mother’s 
or  wife’s  side. 

有親  to  be  related  “s  above. 

親眷 m 親串  relatives  ofi 
another  surname. 

— *  層親  relationship  by  a  single 
tie, — as  the  first  intermarriage! between  two  families. 

親上加 _  親  t。 add  relationship 
to  relationship, — as  by  marrying a  cousin. 

舉目 無親 to  be.  a  total stranger  in  .a  place. 

貧窮 斷六親 poverty  puts an  end  to  the  six  relationships, 一 
of  father,  mother,  elder  brother, 

younger  brother,  wife,  and  child. 

遠親不 如近鄰  a  far-offj relative  is  not  so  good  as  a  near 

neighbour. 

親疏  near  and  distant, — of relationship. 

疎不間  chien、  親 ，你我 

終 是外人  distant  relatives (or  friends)  may  not  come  be- 1 
tween  near  ones:  you  and  I  are| 
after  all  but  outsiders. 

I 親友  relatives  and  friends. 
親支  near  relatives. 

I  親信  trusted ;  tr
usty. 

親隨  a  close  attendance. 
親歴  personally  experienced. 
親 督  to  take  command  in  person.  I 

親 加一半  to  add  half  oneself,  f 

親 手去伸 t。 g。 and  do  it| oneself, — without  aid. 

親毋 8。6_7. 親爹 one's  own  father. 

親爲  to  do  personally. 
親兵  the  Emperor’s  own  troops,  I 
— the  Banner  force  is  so  called. [ 
Also,  the  bodyguard  of  any  civil 
or  military  official. 

皇親  the  Emperor’s  relatives  by  I marriage. 

I 親 薦枕席  to  spread  oneself! the  pillow  and  mat, — to  wait  [ 
personally  on  a  husband. 

! 親徳  to  visit  in  person. 

I 親 臨上司  one’s  immediate  I superior. 

親黯  personally  marked  off， 一 I 
as  the  names  of  Han-lin  grad-j 
uates  by  the  Imperial  pencil. 

I 是親不 是親， 非親却 

是親  though  a  relative,  one  I 
may  not  be  a  relative :  though  I 
not  a  relative,  one  may  still  be  I 

a  relative, 一 in  the  true  sense  ofl 
the  term. 

I 親 不僭友  relatives  lmist  notl take  the  places  of  friends, 

i 親族  clan ;  kindred ;  blood  re-J latives. 

2081 
親兄弟  brothers  by  the  same] 

parents. 

至 親的莫 如爹娘 there| is  no  relationship  so  close  as  that[ 
of  father  and  mother. 

子賢， 親自樂 if  a  son  is  I worthy,  his  parents  are  happy. 

雙親在 堂  both  parents  alive.  I 

或 弯親在  in  the  event  of| 
Graving  parents  living. 

嚴 親 ot 夂親  a  father. 

轉 結其總  their  mothers  have  I tied  their  sashes,— ready  for  mar¬ 
riage. 

二 1  _  father  and  mother. 

親祖  a  paternal  grandfather. 

親伯  a  father’s  elder  brother. 

親叔  a  father’s  younger  brother. 

成親  to  marry；  to  consummate a  marriage. 

迎 X  親  to  go  to  meet  the 
bride. 

一 ■門親 事  a  marriage. 

好親事  a  capital  marriage. 

這相 ，應 的親事  this  very 
suitable  marriage. 

親自  QI ■親身 one^  own  self; personally. 

故 筆寫的 written  by  the person  in  question,  by  the  signa¬ 
tory;  holograph. 

親 手畫柙  to  sign  with  one’s 
own  hand. 

親 身銳任 I  myself  will  take 
the  responsibility. 

親生  of  one’s  own  begetting, as  children.  Also,  those  who 

actually  begot,  as  parents.  ■ 

親供 one’s  own  deposition. 

弗. 躬弗親 —g  nothing himself  personally. 

大人不 親細事  great  men do  not  personally  attend  to  small matters. 

親迎 于渭  he  person¬ 
ally  met  her  on  the  Wei. 

王 親命之  the  king  himself gave  the  charge. 

親諸  to  go  in  person. 親王  an  hereditary  prince  ofl the  1st  order. 
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2o8i 
親軍營 the  Imperial  Guard. 
See  1302. 

Read  chHn4,  or  chHng\ 

Relationship  ；  affinity. 

庶 人工商 ，各 有分親 
the  common  people,  mechanics, 

and  traders  have  their  different 

relatives  of  various  degrees. 

親家  a  term  by  which  the  parents 
of  a  married  couple  address  one 

another.  Relatives  by  marriage. 

乾親家  relatives  by  adoption. 
人主 人臣是 親 

家, the  Emperor  and  his  sub 
jects  are  all  one  Family,— the 
change  of  tone  being  a  poetical 
licence. 

駸1
 

2086 

r .侵 

C.  ts^em 

F.  ching 

N.  tsHng 

P.  chlin M.  chin Y. ching 

K.  cK-im 

j. shin 

A.  hsem 
Even  Upper 

Irregular. 

'  2082 

卜沁 |P.  coll,  ch^itf* 

(not  used 
elsewhere). 

卜寢 
Sinking 

Upper. 

To  vomit, 一 of  animals 

only.  To  spit  forth  ；  to 

use  bad  language. 

狗 p 曼  the  dog  vomits. 

亂 if 沉 胡 嗜  to  rail;  to  abuse to  use  foul  language. 

P 曼 不出好  he  never  utters 
a  decent  word. 

2083 

Same  as  2082. 

2084 

|r 侵 lsee  寢 

I  A.  hsem 

Even  Upper. 

The  red  silk  crest  of 

helmet. 

侵1
 

2087 

r. 侵 

寢1 如 
j  ching

 

See 寢 

A  fleet  horse. 

駸 駸其馬  the  coursers  flew  I 

2089 

R •侵沁 

over  the  ground.  |See 

載驟駸  it  (my  coursers)  hur-  Ev
en^Sink- 

ried  away  with  speed.
  "  1 

駸駸  superficially. 
2090 

R.f 心 

To  usurp  :  to  encroach  I  c.  tsim 
upon；  to  appropriate ；  used|F  cheing 

H.  tsim 

of  a  raid,  or  stealthy  attack, I I  ts^ang 

as  opposed  to 伐 3369.  [n.  tsing 

侵佔 

to 

chin 

A.  hsem 

Even  Upper. 

encroach  upon,  or  JM 

occupy,  the  land  of  another.  |Sz* 

侵犯  to  encroach ;  to  invade  I K- another’s  rights;  to  act  aggres-| 
sively. 

2085 

鹽寢 
侵 

I C.  is^em \¥.cchin
g, 

I W.  ts^ang 

P.  fhHm 
I  K.  chHm 

J.  shin、 sen 
I  A.  tim、 ticm 

I  Rising  Upper. 

An  awl. 

Read  ch、iev}.  To  en¬ 

grave. 

遂鋟梓  it  was  then  printed. 

併命 複寫一 部鋟諸 
梓 orders  were  also  given  for 

copy  to  be  *made  for  printing, 
-of  the  Yung  lo  ta  tie 71. 

Sinking 

Upper. 

侵 奪  to  seize  upon  by  violence. 

侵伐  to  invade. 侵读反  to  rebel ;  to  .^isurp. 

侵近  to  approach;  to  encroach 

upon. 
侵欺  to  cheat ;  to  take  by  fraud. 

to  injure;  to  act  to  the 

detriment  of. 

侵  to  insult;  to  oppress. 

侵 含 lj  to  gradually  encroach  upon. 

侵越  to  encroach  on;  to  infringe 

侵吞  to  appropriate  (funds,  etc.) 
for  one’s  private  use. 

侵吞 A 己 °r 侵用 to  ap- 
propriate  to  one’s  own  use. 

i 銀 ot 侵吞賬 目 tQ 
embezzle. 

勿使 風雨所 侵 d。 notlet|R. 寢 a the  wind  and  rain  get  in.  I C.  ts'-em 

冷 氣侵人 the  cdd  air  g°es|?;^ 
through  one. 

寢 3
 

2091 

w 
2088 

R ■沁 

See 寢 

SinkingUpper. 

W.  ts^artg 

大侵  a  bad  year  for  harvests.  |  p  *  ^  ㈣ 

侵踹  to  trespass  upon. 侵擾 to  invade;  to  disturb.  \芝 戈；： 

To  flood  ；  to  soak.  Grad¬ 
ually.  Name  of  an  ancient 
District  in  Honan. 

To  flood;  to  soak ；  tc 

penetrate.  To  baptise. 

浸 彼稻田  flooding  the  rice， 
fields. 

水浸街  the  water  flooded  th( 
street. 

■胃  _  do  not  soak  th< 
firewood  I  have  cut. 

浸不透  not  soaked  through. 

浸了 幾次.  soaked  severa 

times. 

浸 在酒中  steeped  in  spirits 、浸 、藤  wet5  soakcd, 

浸潤  imbued  with;  to  bias;  t influence,  as  by  bribes. 

汗 浸紅顔  the  perspiratio: 
•  stood  on  his  flushed  face. 

浸死  downed. 

absorbed  in;  devoted  tc 

as  music. 

其 說浸淫  his  words  wei 
seductive. 

、浸 晝  ̂roa(^  daylight. 

浸禮  the  rite  of  baptism,- according  to  the  Baptists.  S 

4146. 

貌侵 （W«s)  deformed;  ugly. Rising  Upper, 

An  implement  used  in 

making  ink.  A  bamboo 

style  for  marking  lines 

To  sleep  ；  to  rest.  T 

stop.  The  back  parts  ( 
an  ancestral  temple. 

寢寐  t。 sleep. 

寢息 t。 rest 
獨寢 2I。7,. 

寢 食不安  unable  either 
sleep  or  to  eat  comfortably,

 

寢苫枕 塊 〜eping  on  a 
 m; pillowed  on  a  clod, 一 in  mour 

ing  for  a  parent.  See  271. 
寢 其皮而 食革鳟 

sleep  on  a  man’s  skin  ana  e his  flesh,— as  vengeance. 

乃安斯 寢 he  sleeps quietly. 
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寢8
 

2091 

載寢 之牀  he  (the  son)  shall 
sleep  on  a  bed, — the  daughter 
on  the  ground. 

廢寢  to  lose  one’s  sleep. 
寢不寧  to.  sleep  uneasily. 

寢室  a  bedroom. 

其 事遂寢  the  matter 
then  allowed  to  rest. 

難寢  difficult  to  stop,  or  hush 
up. 

寢兵  to  stop  fighting. 

正 寢 加  death-chamber  of  a 
man,  in  the  palace. 

內寢  the  death-chamber  of  a 
woman,  in  the  palace. 

— 終內寢  to  end  life  in  the 
inner  chamber, — is  the  ideal 
death  for  a  woman. 

太 ，祖寢 疾多年 His 
Majesty  had  been  bedridden  for 

years. 

寢 廟旣成  when  the  ancestral 
temple  was  completed. 

六寢  the  six  apartments  of 
prince  under  the  Chou  dynasty, 
一 five  for  private  purposes  and 
one  for  a  public  hall. 

寢  PI  door  leading  to  the  inner 
apartments  in  the  Palace. 

Celery  ；  parsley  ；  cress. 

言 凍其芹  they  gather  the 
cress. 

水芹  water-cress,  Nasturtium 
falustre,  D.C. 

掇 h 梂） 芹  to  pluck  cress, 
— to  become  a  hsiu-ts^ai  or  take 
the  i  st  degree.  The  allusion  is 

to  the  line  in  the  Odes  ̂   樂 

泮丰， 蒲 采笋芹 Plea- sant  is  the  semi-circular  water, 
and  we  will  gather  the  cress 
about  it. 

芹筵。 r 芹酌  a  feast  given 
to  successful  hsiu-ts^ai, 

旱丹菜 celery- 
芹芽  celery  sprouts. 

水芹茱  CEnanthe  stolonifera、 
D.C. 

野  Cardamine  hirsuta,\j. 

假月 ̂   Car damine  macro f  hy l- 
lay  W. 

芹意  my  humble  opinion. 

秦 2
 

2。93 

R 眞 

C.  ts、tm H.  tsHn F.  ching 
W.  zang 

N.  dzing 

K.  chin 

J.  skin 
A.  thr 

Even  Lower. 

A  fine  kind  of  rice.  I 

Name  of  a  feudal  State  and 

dynasty.  Used  down  to  thel 
2nd  cent.  a.d.  as  a  name| 
for  China.  See  4440. 

秦國  the  Ch‘in  State, 一 which  I 
arose  with  非子  Fei  Tzu,  b.c.  I 

897,  and  gradually  extended  over! 
the  whole  of  Shensi  and  Kan- 1 

suh,  until  in  b.c.  221  the  Chou  I 

dynasty  was  finally  overthrown,! 
the  feudal  system  came  to  an  end,  I 

and  the  Ch{in  State  became  thel 
Ch‘in  dynasty  under  ̂   皇 帝 

the  First  Emperor  of  a  united  | 
China. 

結爲 秦晉。 r 秦晉之 
交  to  be  as  friendly  as  were 
the  Ch‘in  and  Chin  States.  Also 
used  of  matrimony. 

秦人  people  to  whom  we  are 
indifferent, 一 strangers. 

秦 人之弟  the  younger brother  of  a  man  of  Ch^n, — 
who  is  less  to  me  than  my  own 
brother. 

不 用于秦 ，猶 用于楚 
if  I  am  of  no  use  in  Ch‘in， I 

may  still  be  of  use  in  Ch‘u. 

視 若秦越  regard  each  other as  men  of  Ch‘in  and  Yiieh, — 
who  would  have  nothing  to  do 
with  one  another. 

秦 人之肥 ，越 人之瘠 
the  fatness  of  a  man  of  Ch‘in， 
the  thinness  of  a  man  of  Yiieh, 
— of  no  mutual  importance. 

秦緩 何能； ̂ 力 what good  can  I  do,  when  you  wait 
until  the  sickness  is  mortal  before 
calling  rue? 

大秦  Syria, 一 so  called  because its  inhabitants  were  like  the 

Chinese  but  taller. 

秦 

2。93 

W 

!  2094 

R .眞 

See 秦 

Even  Lower. 

螓 2
 

2095 

R •眞 

See 秦 

Even  Lower. 

室 女誕聖 於大秦 a 
virgin  brought  forth  the  Holyj 
One  in  Ta-ch^n. 

秦椒  pepper  from  Ta-ch^n,  or 
the  west. 

秦地  Shensi. 秦嶺  a  range  of  mountains  in 
the  south,  of  Shensi. 

秦壤 a 秦叔寶  the  'vh^tc  J 
faced  guardian  painted  at  the 
gate  of  every  Chinese  yamen. 

He  is  better  known  by  his 

Shu-pao  than  by  his  名  Ch‘iung. 

He.  was  originally  a  soldier  who 

馑
 2 

2096 

R •支 

See 勤 

Even  Lower. 

勤2
 

2097 

R. 支 

C.  kLen 
H.  k、iun、 kHn 
F.  k^ung 

W.  djattg N.  djing 

M.  I 
 chHn 

Y.  chHng 

Sz.  chHn 

K.  kin 

J.  kin、 gon 
A.  ken 

Even  Lower. 

assisted  in  the  establishment  ofl 

the  T'ang  dynasty.  His  black! 
__  is 尉遲恭 ，一 

12,621. 

秦吉了  a  kind  of  cockatoo. 
秦叔嘴  a  large  species  of| king-fisher. 

秦檜  a  spittoon,  一  so  called  I from  the  name  of  the  infamous | 
traitor-statesman  of  the  Sungl 

dynasty,  who  obtained  the  exe-[ 
cution  of  the  heroic 

Yo  Fei,  a.d.  1141, 

三秦  the  three  portions  into  I 
which  the  Ch'in  State  was  di- 

vided  by  項來 J  Hsiang-yii. 

秦川  another  name  for  關中； | 
see  6368. 

Old  name  for  an  ox. 

A  small  cicada,  which 

has  a  square  striped  head.  I 

4 秦 首蛾眉  cicada's  head 
and  moth’s  eyebrows, — said  ofl 
a  beauty. 

胡螓  a  kind  of  blue-bottle  ily.J 

Brave  ；  intrepid.  Com- 
Dassionate.  Cautious. 

惜然 後得免  ie  lamentedl 
(that  his  purpose  had  miscarried)  I and  brought  about  his  flight  only  | 
at  the  last  moment. 

Diligent ；  attentive；  ready 
to  work.  To  encourage  to[ 

toil. 

勤做  to  do  diligently. 
勸儉  diligent  and  frugal. 
勤學  to  learn  diligently. 
勤工  to  work  diligently；  a  dili-l 
gent  workman. 

勤敏  diligent  and  intelligent. 

勤愼  diligent  and  careful. 
勤政  diligent  in  the  acjministra- 1 

tion  of  government. 
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勤 2097 

M 

2098 
R. 文 

H.  k-iun 
See 勤 

Even  Lower. 

勤士  a  diligent  scholar. 

勤奪 or  殷勤  diligently  at tentive. 

勤奮  diligence  and  energy. 

勤力 w 勤劳 a 勤苦 
diligently  laborious ;  taking  great 

pains. 

勤 能補拙 diligence  can 
make  up  for  stupidity. 

一勤 天下 無難事 with 
diligence  there  is  nothing  diffi¬ 
cult  in  the  world. 

勤爲無 價之寶  diligence 
is  a  priceless  jewel. 

文王 旣勤止 Wang 
laboured  earnestly. 

恩斯勤 斯鬻子 withbve 
and  with  toil  I  nourished  my 

young. 

四骨 I 不 勤 four  limbs 
are  unaccustomed  to  toil. 

終 歲勤動  to  toil  the  whole 
year  long. 

勤 家立業  to  establish  one¬ 
self  by  diligence. 

勤民  to  be  active  on  behalf  of 
the  people. 

大 富由勤  riches  come  from  1 
diligence. 

周么 ■咸勤 Chou  Kung  en¬ 
couraged  them  all  to,  diligence. 

倦于勤  wearied  with  labour. 

勤行 {^g1)  waiters;  atten dants. 

勤求  diligently  searched. 
勤公  zealous  for  the  public 

good. 

勤勇  devoted  troops. 

勤樸  active  and  well-behaved. 

勤下雪  to  snow  steadily. 
勤王  aiding  the  sovereign, 
said  of  those  who  assist  their 
country  in  times  of  trouble. 

禽2
 

2099 

丈侵 

See 琴 

Even  Lower. 

噙!
 

R •侵 

See 琴 

Even  Lower. 

Birds ;  animals  (see  1 800) 
Used  for  2103.  See  9883 

食獸  birds  and  beasts;  the  brute creation. 

家食  the  family  bird, ―  the  cock, 

仙龠。 r 胎食 the  crane： which  is  regarded  as  食之宗 

the  chief  of  birds. 

^  圖  civilians, 一 because  they wear  birds  as  badges  of  rank. 
See  Table  /. 

委龠  to  send  bridal  presents. 
子食 " the  designation  of  陳 
Ch^en  Kang,  a  disciple  of  Con fucius. 

服者 不食" those  who  submit will  not  be  put  under  restraint, 

鳴食  sinSing-birds* To  hold  in  the  mouth. 

To  restrain. 

Zealous. 

盤懸  diligently  attentive;  care¬ 
ful;  particular  about. 

檎
 2 

2101 

R •侵 

噙 齒戴髪  with  teeth  in  the mouth  and  hair  on  the  head, 
a  man. 

龍噙 一顆珠 the  dragon holds  in  its  mouth  a  pearl. 

噙着一 把眼淚  restrain¬ ing  a  flood  of  tears. 

See 琴 

Even  Lower. 

蠄 
% 

2102 

R -侵 

See 琴 

Even  Lower. 

擒
 5 

R. 侵 

C.  kLem H.  kHm F.  k'ieng 
W.  djang 

N.  djing'v, 
^jang 

P. 

A  species  of  Pyrus,  called 

林檎，  which  bears  a  small red  fruit. 

A  long-legged .  spider, 

called  虫禽蝶 •  (Dist.  from 
J973) - 

To  seize ;  to  clutch  ；  to 
arrest. to 

M. 
Y. 

Sz. 

chHn 

檎祭。 r 檎獲 Qr 搁捉 
seize;  to  arrest.  1 

檎住了  he  has  been  caught! 

若檎得 他就檎 ^  you can  seize  him,  do  so. 

檎賊 須檎王  in  capturing rebels  the  important  point  is  to 

capture  the  chief. 

2103 

K.  k  'im 

J.  kin、 gon A.  kem 

Even  Lower. 

入山 檎虎易  to  go  into  tl 
mountains  and  catch  a  tiger 

easy, 一 as  compared  with  askir a  favour. 

猩猩啼 而檎之 

衿
 3 

2104 

R .寢 

See 欽 

Rising  Upper 

HOS 

R •侵 

See 

•  Even  Lower. 

orang-outang  weeps  and  the 

seizes, — its  prey;  crocodile  tear 

檎送  to  capture  and  deliv< over  to. 

生檎  to  take  alive. 
殺出 生檎 子胥 t。 tak 
Tzu-hsu  alive  or  dead. 

檎 王封王  to  seize  a  (rebe 
prince  and  get  appointed  princi — in  his  stead. 

七檎孟 獲 Hu。， 
chief  who  was  seven  times  caj 

tured  by 諸葛亮  Chu-k 

Liang. 

A  pit. 

妗坎  a  well. 

Occurs*  in  the  name  o 

“Father”  Ch‘ii 

of  Pi, — in  Shantung. 

‘2 

芩 2106 

R. 侵 

F.  k、ing、 K'ieng 

See  考 S  . J.  ken^gen 
Even  Lower. 

衾:
 

2107 

R •侵 

C.  J^em 

H.  ̂ im 

F.  ckHng W. 卢 ang 

N.  ccHng 

M.  [
  uhHn

 

Y.  uhHn
g 

Sz.  ich'in
 

K.  k’im 

kin、 kon 

A.  JHm 
Even 

Irregu
lar. 

A  salt-marsh  plant,  witt 

lanceolate  leaves  like  the 

bamboo,  and  creeping  roots 

黃苯  a  yellowish-coloured  med 
icinal  root  {^Berber is  nepatensis 

Spr.),  used  as  a  tonic. 

A  coverlet；  a  quilt ；  bed¬ clothes. 

抱 衾與稠  carrying 
coverlets  and  sheets ;  hence,  to 

be  a  concubine. 

被衾  a  quik ;  bedclothes. 1^  coverlet  and  blanket;  bed. 

寒戀重 & ‘ 衾 
refuge  from  the  cold  under  plenty 
of  bedclothes. 

衾 影無惭  coverlet  and  sha- 
dow  nothing  to  be  ashamed  of, 
-to  have  no  cause  for  shajpe 
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2107 

摻
 4 

2108 

沁 
kim 

ckHm,  kim0 
lacing 

•  /iang 

AV 

chHrt 

kin、 kon 

Sinking 

Irregular. 

琴5
 

2109 

侵 
•  k'-em 
[. k-itn 

•  kHng 

/.  djang 

’•  djing 

ch'in 

:. kim 

, kin、 gon 
“  kim 

Even  Lower. 

either  by  day  or  by  night.  A 
condensation  of  the  lines, 一 

獨 行不愧 影獨寢 

不愧衾  walking  alone,  not 
ashamed  to  face  one’s  shadow ; 
sleeping  alone,  not  ashamed  to 
face  the  quilt. 

枕 冷衾寒  cold  pillow  and 
chilly  coverlet, — without  a  bed¬ 
fellow. 

翡翠衾  the  kingfisher-wings’ 
quilt, 一 the  Emperor’s  bedclothes. 

To  press  down  with  the 

hand  •’  to  lean  on. 

捨壓  to  press  down. 

捨桌  to  lean  on  the  table. 

捨 地泅水  to  swim  with  one 
foot  on  the  ground, — - to  have 
something  to  depend  on. 

槎 圓檎扁  to  roll  round  and 
press  out  flat, — as  cakes. 

The  Chinese  psaltery  or 

lute,  which  now  has  seven 

strings.  Under  Yao  and 

Shun,  it  had  only  five.  A 

sixth,  the  文紙  ， was  added 

to  commemorate  the  capti¬ 

vity  of  文王  Wen  Wang； 
and  the  seventh,  the  武 紘， 

to  commemorate  the  victory 

cf 武王  Wu-  Wang  over 

射  Chou.  It  is  said  to  have 
been  called  琴  because  it 

禁  “restrains”  evil  passions, 
and  is  used  pictorially  as 
an  emblem  of  culture. 

彈琴。 r 撫琴。 r 鼓琴 t。 
play  the  lute. 

琴有 七不彈  there 
seven  conditions  under  which 

the  lute  should  not  be  played, — 
(i)  within  sound  of  mourning, 
or  (2)  of  music;  (3)  when  one 
is  busy  or  (4)  dirty  or  (5)  en 
deshabille \  (6)  without  burning 
incense;  (7)  in  the  absence  of 

are 

a  connoisseur. 

琴,
 

2109 
琴 雖是淸 高之品 
although  the  lute  is  classed  as 
a  refined  instrument . 

對驢 (OT 牛） 彈琴 tQ  play 
the  lute  to  a  donkey  (or  ox), 一 
to  cast  pearls  before  swine. 

琴音亂  the  lute’s  notes  make discord, — the  time  is  out  of  joint. 

風琴。 ̂ •筒琴  an  organ.  [The first  is  properly  a  kind  of  Aeolian 
harp,  fixed  to  a  kite.] 

啼琴 OT 提琴  a  two-stringed violin. 

月  a  four-stringed  guitar  with 
a  round  belly  like  a  banjo. 

洋琴  a  kind  of  dulcimer,  with 
wire  strings.  Also  used  for  a 

pianoforte. 

胡琴  a  kind  of  small  violin  with 
four  strings,  between  which  the 

bow  passes. 

雙琴  an  octagonal  guitar  with a  long  neck  and  four  strings. 

八音琴  a  musical  box. 

口琴  a  Jews'-harp. 
琴堂  formerly  the  music-room of  a  dilettante ;  now  applied  to 

the  hall  or  court-room  of  2. y amen. 

See  Biog.  Diet.  Fu  Pu-chu 

余張燈 坐琴堂  I  lighted a  lamp  and  took  my  seat  in  the 

judgment-hall. 
steps  leading  to  the  dais 

of  the  court-room. 

琴心  the  “belly”  of  a  lute. 

琴心 可桃  his  heart  is  sus¬ ceptible, — can  be  stirred  to  vi 

bration  as  the  “belly”  of  a  lute. 

琴之 神理盡 奏 thedivine power  of  the  lute  could  no  farther 
go, — than  in  this  melody. 

i  a  lute  stand, 一 a  small r  arrow  table. 

妻 子好合 ，如 鼓瑟琴 
happy  union  with  wife  and children  is  like  the  music  of 

harp  and  lute, — perfect  harmony 

琴 瑟之释  the  strings  of  lute and  harp, — the  harmony  of  hus¬ 
band  and  wife;  matrimony. 

琴 瑟之事 ，終 身已矣 
there  is  an  end  to  my  prospects 
of  matrimony. 

琴 瑟調和  conjugal  felicity. 

琴瑟 不調  conjugal  discord. 

w 2110 

.泌 27. 
C.  ̂ sem^  tsen^ 

F.  Sing' 

ch^eing^ 

N.  seng 

M.  i 
 chW 

Y.  hsing3
 

K.  chHrn、 sim 

J.  shin 

A. 三  thn 
Sinking  Upper 

Irregular. 

捡 
2111 

w 
2112 

R •侵合 
See 欽盡 

Even  and 
Entering 

Upper. 

嶔1
 

2113 

R. 侵 

See 欽 

Even  Upper. 

欽1
 

2114 

R •侵 

C.  yem H.  kHni 

F.  kHng 

W.  cHang N.  <Hng 

M.  I 
 chHn 

Y.  chH?tg 

Sz,  ch、in 

K.  kim^  v.  him 

J.  kin、 kon A.  JHm 

Even  Upper. 

To  soak  into  ；  to  pene¬ 

trate；  to  fathom.  An  afflu¬ 
ent  of  the  Yellow  River  in 
Shansi. 

^  A  to  soak  i
nto. 

凉沁 心脾  the  cold  pene¬ 
trates  one’s  vitals. 

香 沁鼻端  the  fragrance 
penetrates  the  nose. 

日 沁 乎其中  daily  soaking 
therein.  Also  used  figuratively. 

Same  as  2103. 

A  severe  chill  ；  .ague. 

Also  read 

Mountain  peaks. 

嶇嶔  high  peaks. 嶔嶔  yawning ;  gaping. 

To  command  respect. 
That  which  emanates  from 

the  Emperor  ；  Imperial. 

Reverent;  respectful ‘ 

欽命  by  Imperial  command. 
欽 賜  bestowed  by  the  Emperor. 

欽 差  sent  by  the  Emperor;  an 
Imperial  Commissioner;  ambas¬ sadors  and  ministers. 

欽派  commissioned  by  the 
Emperor. 

欽定 ordered  by  the  Emperor. — as  reprints  of  valuable  books, 
etc. 

欽此  a  concluding  phrase  to  all Imperial  Edicts  and  Rescripts. 
It  has  been  variously  rendered 

by  “Respect  this!’’， “This  from 
the  Throne  !”， “Such  is  His 

Majesty’s  pleasure  !”， “The  above 
is  imperial!’’， etc.  It  is  added 
by  the  secretaries  to  the  Grand 

Council  in.  process  of  trans¬ 

cription,  and  means,  “The  above 

has  been  reverently  received  ** [Manchu :  sehe  =  these  are  the 
Imperial  words.] , 
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欽1
 2114 欽 召進京  summoned  to  the 

capital  by  the  Emperor. 

牵欠 奉  respectfully  received, — as 
an  Imperial  mandate,  decree,  etc. 

欽勒  marked  off  by  the  Emperor, 
— to  be  members  of  the  Han-lin. 

欽敬  to  esteem  highly. 

憂心 欽欽  my  heart  cann
ot 

forget  its  grief. 

鼓 鐘欽欽  they  strike  the 
bells,  ding  dong. 

認欽 21 作鳳凰  to  mistake 
an  osprey  for  a  phoenix. 

惟 臣欽若  then  his  ministers 
will  reverently  accord  with  him 
— their  prince. 

欽厥止  reverently  determine 
your  end, 一 be  careful  as  to  that 
in  which  you  are  going  to  rest. 

2115 R •庚 
See 經

 

Even  Upper. 

欽哉  be  reverent ! 

欽使  a  Minister  at  a  foreign Court. 

欽限  an  Imperial  appointment 
for  a  certain  time;  a  special 
mission. 

^  respectful  gratitude. 

onusrca-. 

Streams  running  under¬ 

ground.  Water  flowing. 

2116 
R. 庚
 

徑 2S. 
H.  kang) 

蛵敬 
Even  and 

Sinking  Lower 

and  XJpper. 

A  by-way；  a  short  cut 

the  diameter.  Straight¬ 
forward.  Used  with  2  1  24. 

See  1618. 

行不 由 do  not  take  by 

paths. 

俚路  the  direct  road. 

路俚 a  road;  a  track. 

路 俚不熟  the  road  was  un familiar. 

曲徑  a  roundabout  way 

捷俚  an  easy  way;  the  “royal 

road.’’ 
"f 至秦 jj  to  go  direct  t 

大 可俚尺  about  a  foot  in 
diameter. 

to. 

慳‘
 

俚五尺  five  feet  in  diameter. 

2116 

徑 

口俚 闊九寸  9-inch  bore, 
-of  guns. 

環 軸半徑  the  radius  of  gy¬ 
ration. 

俚情  straightforward. 

斜 Y 莖  sly;  underhand;  tricky. 
to  reply  direct, — not 

through  another. 

徑徨者  I  beg  to  inform  you 
in  reply. 

R 靑 

See 經
 

Same  as  2116. 

2117 

2Il8 

R •迴 

See 經
 

Rising  Upper. 

m 

To  cut  one’s  throat. 

令從 者到之 bade  the attendant  cut  off  his  head. 

2119 

R •敬 

C.  king 

H.  ckin 

F.  being* 

W.  djang^  v. 

ciang 

N.  djing、 
djie 

P.  )  chin、 

M.  \  ching 
Y.  ching 

Sz.  chin^  ching 
K.  kiong 

J.  kei、 kid 

A. 三  king 

Sinking 

Lower. 

Strong  ；  muscular  ；  stiff  ； 

unyielding.  See  1 108.  Also 
read  chin\ 

勁  well-matched  foes. 

對勁  well  matched ;  congenial, — as  friends. 

勁 胃  able-bodied  braves. 

馬 肥弓勁  their  horses  are in  good  condition  and  their  bows stiff. 

徑 4
 

2120 

豕徑 
See 徑 

SinkingUpper. 

勁届 L  a  stiff  breeze. 

沒勁兒  it  has  no  strength as  wine,  scent,  etc. 

狻 勁不小  its  after-strength is  not  small, 一 it  is  heady,  as  wine, 

^  3)}  t0  Put  如出  strengt
h;  to make  an  effort. 

趲勁  to  make  a  great  effort;  to 
try  hard. 

A  kind  of  hard  timber 

A  roller  used  by  silk-dyers 

to  straighten  the  silk. 

涇1
 

2121 

Even  Upper. 

經1
 

R. 

2122 

靑徑 
C.  king'v.  kang 
H.  kin 

F.  king%w.  kiang 

W.  ciang N.  cing 

P.  ching 

VL，chin 

Y. 

Name  of  a  large  river 

which  rises  in  Kansuh  and 

joins  the  谓  Wei  in  Shensi 

Y 渭 I2  ,577)  To  flow straight  through. 

淠 彼涇舟  quickly  go  "the 

boats  on  the  Ching. 

分  to  distinguish  between 
the  Ching  and  the  Wei, 一 to  see 
the  rights  and  wrongs  of  a  matter 

、徑 、遵  to  flow  straight  through. 

Sz. 

J  ching 

K.  kiong 

「•  kei、 kid 

A.  king、 

Even  Upper. 

That  which  runs  length¬ 
wise  the  warp  in  a  loom, 

The  larger  veins  or  arte¬ 

ries  ; ⑽ 80 1 1  •  Meridians  oi 
longitude.  To  pass  througl 

[see  6622);  hence,  the  past, 

already,  etc.  Permanent,  as 

opposed  to 權 3 1 90  = 常 

To  manage ;  to  regulate 

The  “  Canon”  of  Confu 

cianism.  The  stltras  o 

Buddhism  and  Taoism.  Set 

8956,  13.330- 

經緯  warp  and  woof;  length wise  and  crosswise. 

經轉  M  踹  under  aU  po
ssibli 

conditions. 

其人 有文經 武緯之 

才  this  man  has  a  warp  of  civi and  a  woof  of  military  genius 
一 in  the  web  of  his  character. 

經綸  threads;  principles ;  t< classify;  to  manage.  See  7472 

抱經 “之志 having  a  loft： 
moral  character. 

經絡  the  greater  and  lesse blood-vessels. 

經脈  the  blood-vessels  generally 

經線。 1 ■經度  degrees  0?100^ 
tude.  See  12,535. 

經 度英國 中線東 
longitude  east  of  Greenwich. 

經水。 r 月輕  the  menses. 
經時  the  time  of  the  menses. 

閉  stoppage  of  the  menses. 

美 國經由  via  America. 經過  to  pass  by  or  through;  ti experience. 
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經
1
 

2122 

見一秀 才經過 he  sa'v 
a  b.a.  pass  by. 

經字*  to  pass  through  the  hands 
a  broker. 

沒經 過我手 it  did  not  pass 
through  my  hands. 

事 非經過 不知難 w 
do  not  know  how  difficult  any¬ 
thing  is  until  you  have  tried  it. 

經 過之事  events  that  one 
has  been  through. 

不經 事之人 an  inex_ 
perienced  hand. 

不經 一事不 長一智 
without  actual  experience,  wis¬ 
dom  is  not  attainable. 

經練  experience. 

經目之 事  something  one  has 
actually  seen. 

曾經 眼過1  have  already 
seen  it. 

曾 經報過  has  already  been 
reported. 

燕子 經秋可 以去矣 
swallows,  when  autumn  is  over, 
can  depart, 一 but  I  must  remain. 

經 今 ■  出  he  has  not  come 
out  up  to  now, — since  he  went  in. 

經 歷  t。 pass  through ;  registrar 

宗人府  the  Imperial  Clan 
Court  secretary  of  records  in 
a  yamen^  known  colloquially  as 

經廳. 
經承  a  chief  clerk. 

經費。 r  經用 •  outlay；  ex- 、 penditure. 

經 摺子  a  banker’s  pass-book. 
經商  a  commission  agent. 

已經。 i ■業輕 already. 
經紀 order;  rule;  principle.  A 
broker；  an  agent.  Skill;  profi¬ ciency. 

毋 失經紀  they  never  fail  in 
their  regular  courses, — as  the 
stars.  Don’t  relax  your  efforts. 

經常  constant ;  unchanging, 一 
as  the  eternal  principles  of  right 
and  wrong. - 

經勉； the  five  graduates  of  the 
second  or  master’ 各  degree  whose 
names  immediately  follow  that 
of,  the  successful  candidate  who 
is  first  on  the  list. 

經
1
 

2122 
經絲  thrown  silk. 

不是 我經嘗 it  is  not  m> business;  it  is  not  under  my 

jurisdiction. 

經理 or  經治  to  manage ;  tc direct. 

系至 營  the  fifth  of  the  six  styles 
under  which  paintings  are  clas¬ 
sified;  to  trade;  to  do  business. 

i3,S°5 - 

經 之營之  planning  it  and marking  it  out.  See  10,577. 

經 營四方  t。 plan  and  labour in  all  parts  of  the  empire. 

此 少年經 營之作 this 
1  (poem)  is  the  work  of  a  young man. 

經世 者當志 於大成 
statesmen  should  devote  their 
energies  to  ultimate  perfection, — 
rather  than  to  immediate  results. 

經籍典  canonical  and  general literature. 

五 經  the  Five  Canonical  Books, 
— of  Confucianism :  the  Canons 

of  Changes,  Poetry、 and  History、 
the  Rites 、 and  the  Spring  and 
Autumn t  Thus  finally  classified 
under  the  Ming  dynasty. 

九歲 通六經 at  nine  years of  age  he  was  proficient  in  the 
Six  Classics,— the  Rites  of  the 
above  Five  being  regarded  as 
two  works.  Another  enumera¬ 
tion  includes  the  Classic  of  Music 
with  the  above  Five. 

九翁 ̂  the  Nine  Canonical  Books, 
— aS  classified  under  the  T‘ang 

dynasty : 一 The  Five  Books  as 
above,  with  the  Chou  Ritual, 
Decorum  Ritual、 Canon  of  Filial\ 

Piety,  and  the  Confucian  £)is-\ 
courses, 

天 下國家 有九經 the States  and  families  of  the  em-| 
pire  have  nine  standard  rules  ofl 
conduct.  r 

十經  the  Ten  Canonical  Books,  1 
— as  classified  under  the  Sungl 
dynasty. 

十  the  Thirteen  Canon- 1 
ical  Books, — consisting  of  the  I 
Niae  above-mentioned,  with  thel 
Erh  Ya,  the  commentaries  ofl 

Kung-yang  and  Ku-liang,  and  I 
the  works  of  Mencius. 

無不 讀爲讀 經之法 
to  study  everything  is  the  truel 

way  to  study  the  Canon  (ofl 

Confucianism), — heterodox  and  I 
orthodox  writers  alike. 

1 經1 

〆 

!  ̂  

聖 經  the  Sacred  Books, — thel Canon  of  Confucianism.  Used! 

by  Roman  Catholics  for  the  Bible.  1 

使 老子之 W 而皆若 
此則 列之 于聖經 

何 不可哉  if  all  that  Lao  I 
Tztt  said  was  like  this,  where  I 
would  be  the  reason  for  notl 
admitting  his  words  into  thel 
Sacred  Canon  ? — of  Confucian- 1 

ism.  1 

經  the  Canon  says . ；  thel 
Bible  says . 

非經  uncanonical  ；  not  classical.  I 

不 經之談  uncanonical  talk,! 
— nonsense.  (；| 

經傳 {fhuanS)  Canon  and  com- 1 mentary,  i.e,  the  Ching  proper! 
and  the  three  Chuan)  the  Classics  I 

.in  general.  : 

不 見經傳  not  to  be  found  | in  the  Canon;  not  classical,  as  I 

a  quotation. 

輕書  the  Confucian  Canon;  thel Chinese  Classics. 

經筵講 官  an  Imperial  ex- 1 
positor  of  the  Classics.  ；■ 

經典  allusions  drawn  from  thel 
Classics.  I! 

political  economy. 

不複有 經濟意 ceased  to| take  any  interest  in  politics",  I 

法經。 r  佛經  the  Canon  ofl Buddhism ;  Buddhist  sutras,  con- 1 
taining  the  actual  words  ofl 

Shakyamuni,  ■  also  known  as| 

契經.  i 
經棚  the  marquee  for  thel prayers  for  the  dead.  See  1680.I 

念每 or  誦經  t0  chant  thel liturgies；  to  perform  religious | services.  See  1680.  ;； 

念 些經文  t。 repeat  a  few  1 
Buddhist  prayers.  丨 

念空每 不濟事 t。 repeat! 
Buddhist  liturgies  to  no  purpose,  | 
— unanswered  by  Buddha. 

^  5E  prayers ;  invocations;  ser-l 

vices. 

妙法蓮 華經。 r 正法 the  Lotus  suira  of  thel 

wonderful  Law,— the  standard! 
classic  of  the  Lotus  school,  | 

brought  to  China  a.d.  300.  San-| 
skrit :  Saddharma  pundarika  su-\ 
tra%  See  2032， 

34 
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鏈1
 2122 

莖 2123 

逕 4
 2124 

R •徑 

H.  kang， See 敬 

SinkingUpper. 

鄄1
 

南華經  the  sutra  of  Nan-hua, — the  works  of  Chuang  TzO, 

canonised  by  the  Taoists. 

眞經  the  True  Scriptures, — a 
name  given  by  the  Emp.  Ming 
Huang  to  the  works  of  Chuang 
TzU,  L；eh  Tzti,  Wen  Tzu,  and 

Keng  Sang  Tzu,  as  being  of 
equal  value  with  the  Buddhist 
Scriptures. 

念完了 經打和 尙 after 
the  service  to  beat  the  priest, 

ingratitude. 

蓋持經 之力也  for  he  was 
fortified  by  the  holy  book. 

經旬  the  cremation  of  a  Bud¬ dhist  priest. 

善經  a  good  rule, — of  life,  or of  conduct. 

系莖陷 L  a  Generalissimo.  Also,  tq 
administer. 

Read  chingK  To  put  an 
end  to  oneself. 

自經。 r 經死 suicide,— 
generally  by  hanging. 

自_ 于溝瀆  to  commit suicide  in  a  ditch. 

See  3921. 

To  pass  ；  to  approach. 
Direct. 

逕敢者  I  beg  to  inform  you, 一 
as  at  the  beginning  of  a  letter. 

大 相逕庭 the， are  very unlike. 

212< 
R 靑 

See 刑 

A.  Shing^ 〔king 

A  village  in  高密縣 

in  Shantung. 

Even  Lower. 

頸
，
 2126 R. 榧 

C.  king、 keng 
H.  kiang 

F.  keing2- 
W.  cian 之 
N.  cing 

P.  ching、 keng 
M.  chin 

Y.  eking 

The  neck,  especially  the 

front  part；  the  throat.  The 

narrow  part  ；  an  isthmus. 

頸項。 r 頸子  the  neck. 

頸帶。 i •頸巾  a  neck-tie. 

刎 頸之交  a  cut-throat  friend¬ 
ship, — each  party  to  which  would 
die  for  the  other. 

頸 3
 

2126 
K.  kiong 

J.  kei、 kid 

A.  kaing 

Rising  Upper. 

凊 
2127 

R .敬 

C.  tsingl 

N.  dzingL 
F.  coll,  eyeing 

See 淸 

P.  ching、chLing 

M.  chin、 ck'in 

A. 三  saing、 

tLawg 

SinkingUpper. 

圚 
>128 

R- 庚 

See 

Even  Upper. 

婧1
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R •敬 

See 淨 

Sinking 

Lower. 

睛1
 

Ji3° 

R •庚 

H.  tsiang 
N.  tsing'  v 

tsien 

See 精 

Even  Upper. 

生頸癧  to  have  swellings  on the  neck;  swelled  glands. 

^  ̂   fire-neck, — irascible. 

交頸  to  put  necks  together,— of  the  billing  and  cooing  of  birds. 

To  cool. 

t0  allay  the  heat. 

淸 凉  cool;  refreshing. 

^  f^L  M  ipl  in 
 你 inter  warm- in  summer  cool;  also  of  filial 

sons  who  warm  their  parents’ bed  in  winter  and  cool  it  in 
summer. 

A  privy. 

Modest  ；  retiring.  Slen¬ 
der  •,  supple. 

婧婧  supple ;  lithesome. 

The  iris  of  the  eye；  also, 

the  pupil  ；  also,  the  eye-ball. See  13,129. 

黑睛  the  pupil  of  the  eye. 

白  ̂   the  white  of  the  eye. 

謗  _  a  blue  iris;  blue  eyes,— given  by  Chinese  painters  to 
devils. 

碧睛  green  eyes, 一 as  in  pre¬ ceding  entry. 

睛珠  the  crystalline  lens. 

OiII3NrC3r 

定睛 一 看  fixed  his  eyes  on 
him, 

目 不轉睛 eyes  with  fixed pupils, —— staring  fixedly. 

i 龍 不爇睛
 t。 draw  a 

dragon  without  putting  in  the 

eyes, — of  incomplete  work. 

方睛  a  square  iris, — a  sign  of long  life. 

2131 

R •榧 

H.  (tsin 

See 靜 

Rising  Lower 

Irregular. 

霄 
2132 

R •庚梗 
See 精債 

Even  and 
SinkingUpper. 

精1
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R •庚 

C.  tsing、 tseng 

H.  tsin F.  ching^  v. 

chiang 

W.  tsing 

N.  tsing^  v. 

chon 

P.  ching 

M.  chin 

1  chin^ 

K.  chong 

J.  sei、 sho 

A.  ting 

Even  Upper. 

Quiet  ；  tranquil  ；  peace 
restored.  To  tranquillize. 

地 方安靖  the  place  is  quiet and  peaceful 

靖 共爾位  quietly  perform 
the  duties  of  your  office. 

肆 其靖之  and  so  to  secure 
its  tranquillity. 

靖逆  to  put  down  rebellion. 

日 靖四方  seeking  daily  tc 
secure  the  tranquillity  of  the 

kingdom. 

俾 予靖之  if  I  were  to  try  tc order  his  affairs. 

實靖 夷我邦  these  are  the 
men  employed  to  tranquillize our  country ! 

A  basket  or  cage  ；  fishing- 
baskets  ； creels. 

菁  basket  traps  for  fish. 
Read  ch、ien\  To  draw 

a  bow  or  crossbow. 

The  essential  part  ；  es¬ 

sence  ； spirit  ；  the  ethereal 

part,  as  opposed  to  the 
gross.  Fineness  ；  detail  in 

painting  [see  5013)  as  op¬ 

posed  to  暑  7564.  Semen  ； 

animal  spirits  -  skill.  Infini¬ 
tesimal.  Very  [see  .9381). 

不 偷不精  neither  first  nor 
best  of  its  kind. 

君 子雖死 ，其 賴誠不 

错^  though  the  perfect  man  may die,  the  essential  part  of  him does  not  perish. 

方悟 諸女皆 衆花之 

賴也  he  then  became  aware that  these  young  ladies  were  all 

the  spirits  of  the  various  flowers. 

賴怪  a  supernatural  manifesta¬ 
tion  of  form  without  substance; 

. bogeys ;  elves.  See  4956. - 

精氣  an  aura  which  makes things  what  they  are;  an  incor¬ 

poreal  essence  which  is  insepa¬ 
rable  from  the  phenomenon  of 
life. 
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兵 貴於餹 ，不 貴於多 
the  strength  of  an  army  depends 

upon  its  morale 、 not  upon  its 
numbers. 

精華  the  essential  and  the  orna 
mental, — the  sun  and  the  moon 

圓賴  the  round  essential, 一 the 
ether;  the  sky. 

業 賴于勤  the  essential  of 
work  is  diligence. 

賴者 神之本  semen  is  the 
basis  of  mental  power. 

男子 六十 精絶 vin 
lity  ceases  at  sixty. 

五 精成毒  the  origin,  accord¬ 
ing  to,  the  Chinese,  of  syphilis 

流稍0 r 遺賴 ^voluntary emissions. 

精神。 r 歸氣 神兒  animal 
spirits ;  mental  energy ;  wits 
brightness. 

沒 有精神 i  am  tired  out. 

枓 摟精神  to  pull  oneself  to¬ 
gether, — for  an  effort. 

精 神外漏  precocious- 
looking；  not  so  clever  as  he 
looks. 

題中精 神 血脈處 the 
spirit  and  scope  of  the  theme. 

精 詳謀國  to  contrive  well 
for  one’s  country. 

心 精道妙  his  heart  is  pure 
and  his  doctrine  admirable。 

精靈  ethereal ;  refined ;  clever. 

精 工  skilled  workmen. 

精巧  clever;  skilful. 

精潔 dean- 
賴爽  brisk ;  lively ;  full  of  spirits. 

賴 爽不亂  no  failure  of  the 
faculties. 

你精， 我不呆 if  you  are 
clever,  I  am  not  a  fool. 

精鬪精  wit  struggling  with  wit, 
— “when  Greeks  joined  Greeks, 
diamond  cut  diamond,  etc. 

賴明  clever;  bright. 

精通0 r  精 於  versed  in;  ac- quainted  with. 

賴 粗^  and  coarse.  ^11,863. 

賴微  minute ;  infinitesimal;  de¬ 
licate  ; abstract. 

至 賴無形  the  infinitesimally  I 
small  has  no  form. 

精1
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夫精小 之微悔 the  infi. nitesimal  is  a  subdivision  of  the 
small. 

而 盡精微  so  as  to  embrace all  the  minutiae. 

精濕  very  damp. 

精短  very  short. 

賴淡  very  insipid. 

食 不厭精  he  (Confucius) did  not  dislike  to  have  his  rice 

reduced, — by  cooking,  to  about 
third  of  its  original  volume.  Rice 

thus  prepared  was  called 

精絶國  a  country  lying  near 
the  bay  of  Bengal. 

精醫  skilful  treatment, — of  a disease. 

_  詳  minute;  scrupulous. 

精熟  minutely  acquainted  with 

精美  elegant. 觸 類皆賴  nihil  tetigit  quod non  ornavit, — of  a  painter. 

精進  skilfulness  acquired  by 
practice.  Also,  energy  in  the 

practice  of  Buddhism.  Sanskrit 
virya. 

精魂  spirit;  pluck. 
失賴魂  to  feel  cowed;  to  lose one’s  spirit. 

精采  elegant;  refined. 

賴利  ingenious  and  useful. 

精壯  well-trained  and  muscular, 

賴力  spirit  and  strength, — of 
one’s  faculties  or  energies, 

泰 I 、液  secretions. 賴細  fine, 一 of  the  quality  of| 
materials ;  smart ;  clever. 

筆 意精湛  piquancy  of  con¬ ception, — a  phrase  used  in  mar¬ 
king  the  essay  of  a  candidate. 

水精  rock-crystal.  See  2149. 

賴兵  the  flower  of  the  troops ; 
picked  men;  trained  troops. 

精衞  a  bird  like  a  pheasant. 

精 衞啷石  like  the  ching-wei carrying  stones  in  its  beak,- 
vain  exertions.  The  daughter  of 

the  Emperor  炎  Yen,  b*c.  2838, 

was  drowned  while  crossing  the 
Eastern  Sea.  Being  changed 

into  a  bird,  the  chi?ig-wei^  she 
ever  afterwards  was  to  be  seen 

carrying  stones  from  the  western 

m hills  ̂ 0  fill  up*  the  Eastern  Sea, 
some  say,  out  of  revenge.  As 
that  sea  was  on  the  site  of  mo¬ 

2I33 

dern  Shantung,  her  task  may 

be  said  to  have  been  actually- 
accomplished. 

腈1
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Lean  meat. 
R. 

See 賴
 

Even  Upper. 

菁1
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R. 庚 

C.  tsing,  tsHng 

H.  tsin、 tsiang 

F.  ching、chHng W.  tsing 

N.  tsing、 ts^ing 

Y*  I  chinS 

sj 

K.  chdng、 
ch^'ong 

J.  sei、 shd 

A.  ting 

Even  Upper. 

蜻1
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R .庚 

H.  ts^iang 

See 淸
 

K.  ch'ong^ 

chldng 

A.  ting 

Even  Upper. 

The  flower  of  the  leek 

called  龍 齊； small  onions. 

蕾 茅  a  lar 卜 •  “d  of  sedge,  used 
for  clearing  liquor  of  sediment 

蕪菁  a  kind  of  vegetable,  used as  a  relish. 

菁華  splendour；  display. 

R. 覯 

2137 

敬榧 

v.  leng* 

C. 

See 淨
 

Sinking 

Lower. 

A  dragon-fly. 

蜻 埏勲水  like  the  dragon fly  sipping  water, — upside  down or  inverted,  from  the  position 
of  the  insect. 

蜻 蜓勲水 欵欵飛 & dragon-fly  takes  a  sip  of  water 
and  flies  away  contented, 一 of 
one  who  has  received  timely 

assistance  and  goes  on  his  way 
rejoicing. 

誓  _  to  stand  on  one’s  head 
蜻 4 列  a  black  field-cricket. 

似蜻蟋 撼石柱 like dragon-fly  shaking  a  stone  pillar, 
— in  vain. 

To  ornament  ；  to  paint 

the  face. 

敲粧  painted— like  a  Chinese 

woman’s  face. ' 詐覯  false  ornaments;  meretri¬ 
cious. 

閃觏  brilliant;  splendid. 

豐 容覯飾  a  pretty  face  with pretty  ornaments. 

嗶覯  bright ;  luminous,  as  a flash  of  lightning. 
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|R 庚 I  See  精 

Even  Upper. 

See  2190. 

Water-fowl,  called  交島鵠 

(see  1 3 1 6)  and  氏 I ,  re- 
semblinj：  the  heron. 

214c 
IR. 庚 

x{.  kin、 kiang 

■  See  藏 

Even  Upper. 

A  height；  an  eminence. 

A  capital;  metropolis.  A 
numeral  =  ten  millions. 

景  與專  high  hi
lls  and eminences.  See  1976. 

乃 覯于京  he  looked  at  a 
height. 

念 彼周京  thinking  of  the 
capital  of  Chou. 

曰 嬪于京  she  married  him 
at  the  capital. 

京 華  the  capital. 
京師  a  spacious  plateau,  such  as 
would  be  suitable  for  a  capital 

city;  hence,  a  capital  or  metro¬ 
polis;  the  Kins  ay  or  Quins  ay 

of  Marco  Polo,  by  which  is 

meant  杭州府  the  modern 

Hang-chow  Fu,  the  capital  under 
the  Sung  dynasty.  Also,  Peking 

京 師之業  the  uncultivated 
land  of  the  plateau. 

京都  the  capital;  the  city  of 
Kioto  in  Japan.  Also,  Peking 

京卿  a  member  of  Dne  of  the 
Nine  Ministries. 

京外 at  the  capital  and  in  the 
provinces. 

京控  to  appeal  to  Peking. 

京中  at  the  capital. 
京官  petty  officials  engaged  in 
Peking  at  the  Boards ;  metro¬ 
politan  officials. 

京轶  metropolitan  officials. 
京 飾  the  Peking  contingent, 

of  t：  xes. 

京兆  {see  below)  or  京城〜 
capital  or  a  capital.  Also  Peking 

—京。 r  京幾  Peking- 
京譏道  Peting>  as  a  Censor’s circuit.  Also,  Kinkitao,  the  me 

tropolitan  province  of  Korea. 

東京  see  12,248. 

• 
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西京  the  Western  capital  =j 

長安  Ch(ang-an. 北京  the  northern  capital, — Peking ;  first  occupied  as  such 

by  Kublai  Khan.  The  Cambaluc 
of  Marco  Polo. 

條 條大路 通北京 
every  high  road  leads  to  Peking. 

南京  the  southern  capital, 一 Nanking;  under  the  Ming 

dynasty,  from  a.d.  1368  to  1403. 

進京。 r 上京  to  go  to  Peking. 

京油子 an  oily-mouthed  Pe¬ kingese. 

京舍。 :京派  Peking  fash" 

2141 

•庚 

C.  king、 keng H.  kiang 
F.  kiong 

經 
Even  Upper. 

R-;. 

See 影 

Same  as 

ions, — in  clothes,  etc. 

京報  the  Peking  Gazette、， issued  daily,  except  during  the 
New  Year  holidays  when  it 

appears  every  other  day,  and 
containing  selected  memorials 
from  high  officials,  promotions, 
Court  movements,  etc.  Existed 

as  far  back  as  the  T‘ang  dynasty. 

京  口  the  mouth  of  the  capital, — Chinkiang,  because  of  the 
Imperial  grain  supply  which 

passes  through  on  the  Grand 
Canal. 

pen 

from 京 庄水筆 
Peking.  See  8979. 

京堂  directors  or  sub-directors of  the  four  minor  “Courts, 
Sacrificial  Worship,  of  the  Imper¬ 

ial  Stud,  qf  Imperial  Entertain¬ 
ment,  and  of  State  Ceremonial, 

莫 之與京  he  has  no  equal. 

憂心 京京  the  sorrow  of  my heart  grows  intense. 

十 兆曰京  “ten  million”  is 
called  ching、 

京兆  ten  millions  and  one  mil 
lion,  respectively;  the  name  of 

a  Fu  under  the  Han  dynasty, 

in  which  was  situated  長 

Ch‘ang-an,  the  capital ;  the  capi 
tal  par  excellence.  See  489. 

京觀 a  common  burial-ground for  those  slain  in  battle. 

Read  yuan2.  Used  for 

原  i3,7oo. 

起九京 而問之 were you  to  bring  him  back  from 
the  Nine  Cities  (Hades)  and  ask him … 

A  large  deer,  with  one 

horn  and  a  cow’s  tail. 

璟
 3 

黃罾  the  mouse-deer. 
a  leather  fob. 

2142 

榧 The  lustre  of  gems. 

A.  aing、 kaing 

Rising  Upper. 

景 
3 

2143 

R. 梗 

C.  king 

H.  kin 

F.  king 

W.  ciang 
N.  cing 

P.  ching 

M.  chin 

Y.  I 

Sz.{ — 

K.  kyong 

J.  kei 

A.  kaing 

Rising  Upper. 

Bright  ；  beautiful.  Scen¬ 

ery,  a  view;  a  vista.  Pros¬ 
pects  ； circumstances;  detail 
in  a  picture.  See  6412, 2187,  3554 - 

介 爾景福  t。 increase  your bright  happiness. 

無 景^  disreputable 擺景  to  display  beautiful  things. 
淸 bright  or  beautiful  scenery. 

玩 景得趣  to  get  pleasure 
out  of  scenery. 

景教  the  luminous  teaching,— of  the  Nestorian  Christians 
who  introduced  Christianity  into 

China  towards  the  close  of  the 
6th  century  a.d. 

朝下 以蔽 景 let  _  Wind} 
down  in  tae  morning  to  deaden 

the  glare. 

景 物寬潤  the  view  (from  it) 
is.  splendid. 

景色  the  view ;  landscape. 

景*  系爱  a  view;  a  prospect. 

隹景 ot 美景 beautiful 

scenery. 

八景 •  the  eight  beautiful  views； 
— to  be  seen  in  any  given  neigh¬ 
bourhood. 

man’s  life  has  bul 

a  narrow  horizon, 一 he  cannol see  far. 

[J^  in  the  depth  0] winter  when  the  days  are  short 

天 寒景短 the  weather  i< 
cold  and  daylight  is  short, 一 o winter. 
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. 

冬景 天寒冷 k  is  cdd  in 
winter. 

|| 展景  pleasantly  situated. 

西 洋 景  foreign  scenery；  ste¬ 
reoscopic  views. 

好脫景  good«vening  scenery, 
— as  after  a  stormy  day.  Used 
as  “all’s  veil  that  ends  well.’’ 

時 景  present  prospects;  signs 
of  the  times. 

年 景  the  prospects  of  the  year. 

對 景無心 吵, take  things 
philosophically. 

光景  Qr  景狀  prospects;  out- 
look;  circumstances. 

光 景十個 about  ten. 

光 景有 、的  there  are  proba¬ 
bly  some. 

看起 光景來 seeing  the 
state  of  affairs;  under  the  cir¬ 
cumstances. 

値 兹景况 in  face  of  such 
scenery  and  surroundings. 

此路 行艱瞼 之景况 
such 'are  the  difficult  and 

dangerous  conditions  of  travel, 

談 ̂ 景況  to  talk  about  affairs 
in  general.  See  6412. 

見景 生 情 t。 adapt  Qne’s 
feelings  to  circumstances. 

景行  行  hsing1  止  the 
great  road  may  be  travelled  on. 

胃*  _  cloisonne  enamel  ware, 
一 so  called  from  the  seventh 
Emperor  of  the  Mings. 

老景 old-fashioned, 一 of  things 
and  people. 

過景了  was  past  the  season. 

景 象  appearance；  state;  condi¬ 
tion,  e.g.  of  a  family,  as  pros¬ 
perous  or  otherwise. 

景象黯 然  a  gloomy  scene  or 
look-out. 

此是 富貴人 家景象 
this  is  a  picture  (or  delineation) 
of  a  (really)  rich  and  powerful 
man. 

阜帝門 景如何 what  like 
is  the  Emperor’s  household  ? 

景 星慶雲  lucky  stars  and 
propitious  clouds. 

景*
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R. 敬 24. C.  king 

H.  kin F.  keing 
W.  ciang 
N.  cing 

P.  1 

M. , . 

Y#  chtn
g 

Sz. ) K.  kiong 

J.  kei,  kid 
A.  king 

Sinking 

Upper 

Read  yingK  A  shadow. See  13,339. 

凡纟 凡其景 their  shadows floated  on  the  water. 

考 日景以 正四方 t。 determine  the  cardinal  points 

by  examination  of  the  shadow 
made  by  the  sun. 

駐景 恨無千 _藥 ▲ that  I  had  not  the  elixir  of  life 

so  as  to  make  time  stand  still, — 

said  by  Su  Tung-p^o  of  his  dead 
Chao-yun. 

To  be  reverent  ；  respect¬ 

ful.  That  which  shows 

respect；  a  present.  Atten¬ 
tive. 

各 敬爾身  let  each  attend reverently  to  his  duties. 

各敬爾 儀  be  careful,  each of  you,  of  your  deportment. 

我 友敬矣 if  my  friends would  only  be  careful  of  them¬ 
selves, — there  would  be  an  end 
to  slander. 

必 恭敬止 they  must  be regarded  with  reverence. 

五倫之 要在敬 the  Point of  greatest  importance  in  regard 
to  the  Five  Relationships  is 
respectfulness.  See  7464. 

禮 主於敬  the  essential  of politeness  is  respect. 

_ 敬不如 ^ 命 respect  is not  so  good  as  obedience. 

敬啟者  I  beg  respectfully  to 
inform  you, 一 at  the  beginning 
of  a  letter. 

^  a  respectful  petition. 

敬請 台安1  resPectfully trust  that  you  are  well. 

敬 重  to  respect;  to  venerate, 
to  respectfully  obey. 

^  ̂   I  have  been  wanting  in 
respect;  I  beg  your  pardon, 一 a 
conventional  phrase. . 

回 敬  I  return  your  civility；  I 
return  the  compliment  ；  many 

thanks, — a  conventional  phrase 
equivalent  to  the  actual  perfor¬ 
mance  of  any  act  of  ceremony. 

敬神  to  venerate  the  gods. 

^  ̂   to  be  careful  of  one’s  own conduct- 

w 
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K •梗敬 

See 經 

Rising  Upper. 

敬 酒  to  honour  with  wine;  to 
drink  to  a  person’s  health；  to 
hand' a  person  wine. 

親敬 一 »  allow  me  to  drink 
your  health. to  respect  books.  6^1889. 

別敬  a  present  at  parting. 
節 敬  a  present,  see  1 47  7 ;  a  bribe. 

不成敬 意 an  ̂ complete respect,— said  by  a  host  in  de- 
preciation^of  the  entertainment 
given  to  a  guest. 

聊 以爲敬  kindly  regard  it as  a  mark  of  respect.  1 

敬 信  to  reverently  believe, — as in  a  religion. 

_  ̂   gravely  respectful. 

修 己 以敬 以  self-cultivation 
take  reverence. 

事  attentive  to  business. 

M  _  to  salu
te. 

敬 佩  respectfully  devoted  to... 

^  ̂   to  reverently  present. 

^  ̂   I  respectfully  wish  you.-. 

敬避 w  2053. 敬 陳  a  respectful  statement. 

敬 意  a  present, — ue.  a  mark  of respect. 

不成敬 意得狠 u  was nothing  at  all  of  a  present  for you.  丨 

敬  money  given  to  the  bearer of  a  .card  which  is  sent  with  a 

present. 
To  warn  ；  to  caution  ；  to 

urge  to  reform. 

to  warn;  to  caution. 

教^  — ^  百  teaching  one  man 
(by  punishment)  warns  a  hun¬ dred. 

以 傲將來  as  a  warnins  for ^  the  future. to  warn  the  masses. 

世  Words  to  warn  the age, 一 as  pamphlets  against  vice, etc. 

to  arouse  to  a  sense  of 

danger. 

偽 ̂  to  make  an  example  of. 

^  t0  excite;  to  stimulate. 
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儆
 2 2I4S 

2146 

m 

驚1
 2148 r. 庚 

C.  king、 kcng 
H.  kiang 

F.  king、 kiang 
Sec 經 

Even  Upper. 

2147 
R •极 

See 經 

Rising  Upper. 

儆船浮  a  warn-sh  ip-float, — a buoy. 

儆人  a  bully. 

傲報 Qr 做句 （•>•«  2947) 
alarming  hews. 

儆動  to  startle ;  to  alarm.  Also, 
to  “trouble”  a  person. 

儆省  (hsi?igz)  to  awake  to  an understanding  of. 

儆絶  very  clever ;  able  or  skil¬ ful  with. 

儆鐘  an  alarum;  alarm  bell. 
clever;  sharp ;  intelligent. 

striking  and  refined, — as 

an  essay  or  poem. 

Same  as  2145. 

A  gem；  a  precious  stone. 

Frightened；  terrified.  To 
cause  alarm. 

驚駭。 r 驚怕。 r 驚 懼。' 

驚恐。 1 ■驚惶 tQ  be  alarmed- 
馬驚了  a 驚下去 & 
horse  was  frightened,  or  bolted. 

吃了-  -驚  he  was  startled  or alarmed. 

驚死人 t。  frighten  people  to 
death. 

咸 謂驚人  all  (his  pictures) 
were  said  to  startle  people, — 
by  their  beauty. 

假意失 驚  he  pretended  to 
be  frightened. 

震驚  to  shake  with  terror. 

驚 得呆了  frightened  out  of his  wits. 

驚 客到也  startled  by  the 
arrival  of  a  stranger, — as  a  dog. 

腰 細驚風  her  waist  was  so 
small  as  to  fear  the  wind,- 
it  should  snap. 

-lest 

驚 風駭浪  fearful  winds  and 
dreadful  waves. 

2148 

晶1
 

^49 

R. 庚 

See 精 

Even  Upper. 

旌1
 

2150. 

R 庚 

See 精 

Even.  Upper. 

風微 浪不驚 a  gentle breeze  and  no  waves  to  cause 
alarm. 

驚風。 1 ■驚瘋  convulsions; fits. 

膽戰心 驚  shaking  with  fear, 

驚衆  OT  驚 場, afraid  of  the public；  bashful ;  shy. 

^  marvellous;  strange;  fright¬ 
ful;  astonishment. 

徒 御不驚  the  foot-soldiers and  charioteers  created  no  alarm 

驚疑  to  suspect ;  in  a  state  of 
apprehension. 

驚避  to  hide  from  fear. 

驚 天動地  to  startle  or  sur¬ prise  the  world. 

Bright  ；  clear.  Trans¬ 
parent  stones  ；  crystal  ； 

pebble. 
水晶  quartz  crystal.  See  2133. 

水晶宮  the  crystal  palace, — the  sea. 

已內 水晶宮  had  already entered  the  crystal  palace, — was 
drowned. 

黑水晶  an  old  name  for  grape- wine. 

茶晶  the  cairngorm. 

墨  ̂   smoky  quartz. 
髮 晶  acicular  tourmaline  or actinolite  in  quartz, 

紅晶  rose  quartz. 

藍晶 beiyl- 天氣晶  clear  weather. 
銀晶  a  kind  of  crystal. 

A  banner  ；  a  kind  of  long 

whip  with  tufts  fastened  at 
intervals  down  the  lash. 

To  signal  ；  to  make  mani¬ fest. 

千旌  the  staff  and  pennon  of! 
a  high  official. 

悠悠 施旌 lc)ng and  sbw moved  the  line  of  pennons  and 
banners. 

_  banners  and  flags. 

旌
1
 

2150 

2151 

R •梗 

C.  tsing 

H.  tsiang 

F.  cking、ckang 
5； •卜 

'smg 

ching 

P. 

M. 
Y. 

Sz. 
K.  ch  'dng 

J.  sho 

A.  ting 

Rising  Upper. 

王召 以旌節 the  Prin« 
sent  to  summon  him  with  a  pen¬ 

non, — consisting  of  tufts  fastened 
at  intervals  on  a  string  arranged 

like  a  whip-lash. 

旌表  honorary  distinctions, — 
conferred  by  the  Emperor  upon 

loyal  o 伍 ciais,  chaste  widows  and 
others. 

請旌  to  request  that  such  a distinction,  as  above,  be  con¬ 
ferred  upon  some  one. 

旌卹  a  posthumous  reward  for 
merit. 

誅之而 旌其間 put  him to  death  (for  murder)  and  con¬ 
ferred  an  hon.  distinction  on  his 

village, 一 for  producing  a  filial  son. 

銘旌  a  kind  of  long  scroll,  with art  inscription,  carried  at  funerals. 

[以释 帛爲之 •] 

欲 叩行旌 i  desire  to  knock 
my  head  to  your  departing 
banner, — to  see  you  off. 

旋 別淑慝  to  separate  the good  from  the  bad. 

A  well  ；  a  pit；  the  shaft 
of  a  mine.  One  of  the  28 
zodiacal  constellations. 

井水  well-water. 4  jc 不犯 河水。 ur  inte- 

rests  do  not  clash. 

^  P  the  mouth  of  a  well. 

井臺  the  platform  round  a  well, on  which  the  windlass  stands. 

打了  一 •眼 井  he  has  sunk 
a  well. 

鑿井。 r 控井。 r 掘井。 r 

開井。 t 穿井  to  sink  a  well. 

坐 井觀天 to  sit  in  a  well 
and  look  at  the  sky, 一 thus  seeing 

only  a  small  portion  of  it.  Used of  inexperience. 

井竈 不可以 語於海 

者  you  cannot  talk  of  the  ocean 
to  a  well-frog. 

井裡蝦 蟆井 裡好心 frog  of  the  well  is  best  in  the  well. 

井里 a  village. 
殊 厥井疆 mark  the 
boundaries  of  their  hamlets, 

井 白  well  and  mortar, — drawing water  and  pounding  rice,  sc. 
woman’s  work. 
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2151 

姘
 4 

2152 

敬 
6穽 

Sinking 
Lower. 

穽‘
 

2IS3 

梗敬 
tsingi 

. Usiattg 

seingi 
. -zing 
dzing^ 

*=靜 
sing  &  Sink¬ 

ing  Lower. 

阱 
2.154 

m 
2ISS 

市井人  a  loafer. 

臨 渴掘井  to  wait  till  one  is  j 
thirsty  to  dig  a  well. 

浚 井 询井  to  clean  a  wel】 

淘古井  to  clear  out  an  old 
well, — to  marry  a  rich  widow. 

天井  a  sky  well, — an  open  court 
in  the  middle  of  a  house. 

— ■井地  nine  hundred  献 

(8050)  of  land, 

萬 井之樹  many  thousand 
ching  of  forest. 

井 井有條  arranged  in  re¬ 
gular  order. 

井宿  the  22nd  constellation^— 
the  stars  y  e 《 入〆  v  in  Gemini. 

佥井  a  cunnus  diaboli.  Supposed 
to  be  opened  by  a  金人  who 

smites  the  ground  with  a  wand 
Also  used  for  a  grave. 

二人 不看井 two  men 
should  not  examine  a  well,- 
lest  one  should  fall  into  it  and 

the  other  be  accused  of  murder. 

^  5342. 

井學  a  name  in  Yunnan  for  the 
public  schools  or  gymnasium 

through  which  pass  all  candi 
dates  for  the  first  degree. 

Female  virtues. 

A  hole；  a  pitfall；  a  snare. 

陷穽  pitfalls  and  holes. 

布弈 以自陷 to  dig  a  pit 
and  fall  into  it  .oneself. 

■爲弈 于國中 it  will  be 
snare  to  the  country. 

金穽  see  2151. 

Same  as.  2153. 

Same  as  6007. 

耕 
2156 

荆
 3 

2157 

R .庚 

F.  iking 

See 經 

K.  kiong^  y. 

hiong 

Even  Upper. 

m 2158 

See  6007. 

A  bramble  ；  a  thorn.  Old 

name  of  the  楚  Chlu  State 

荆榛  thorn  trees. 拙 而無能 ，以 荆爲釵 
stupid  and  without  ability,  she 
takes  a  thorn  for  a  hairpin. 

拙荆  stupidity  and  thorns  (or 

弗 |J  妻  thorn  wife), — my  wife. 
See  9839. 

素不 識荆。 r 素未班 
荆 I  have  not  the  pleasure  of 

your  acquaintance.  The  character 

荆  stands  for  韓朝宗 _ 
Ch‘ao-tsung  from  the  district  he 
ruled  over,  and  is  taken  from  a 

verse  by  Li  T^ai-po  expressive 
of  regret  at  not  being  acquainted 
with  his  illustrious  contemporary 

但 願一識 韓荆州 
I  should  like  once  to  have. met 
Han  of  Ching-chou. 

荆 欽布裙  thorn  hairpin  and cotton  skirt, 一 poor. 

負荆  to  make  apologies, — lit.  I to  carry  a  birch  to  the  person  j offended. 

荆棘  thorny ;  annoying. 

班 荆相對  t0  treat  court- 
eously. 

手 生荆棘  thorns  spring  ini the  hand, — from  this  affair;  it | 
is  an  awkward  business. 

柴荆 &  Judas  tree  ( Cercis\ sinensis).  See  13,325. 

荆 蒿花。 r 蔓荆花 incisa. 

荆條  stems  of  the  above,  woven  I 
into  baskets,  like  osiers. 

荆州。 ne  cf  the  九州  Ninel 
Divisions  of  the  Great  Yu. 

荆楚  a  name  for  the  State  ofl 
Ch‘u  which  occupied  the  region  [ 
above-mentioned. 

荆芥  P htheirospermu7n  chi-\ nensey  Bge.,  Mosla  dianther  a  \ 
Max.,  and  other  plants. 

Same  as  5990. 

更 

2I59 

稷 
2l6o 

粳 
2161 

私1
 

TJ 
2162 

R •眞葱 

C.  ken、 king 

H.  kHm 

F.  kHng 

W.  ciang N.  cing 

P.  chin,  ching 

M.  chin 

Y.  ching 

Sz.  chin、 ching 
K；  kin、 king 

I T.  kl ■  “  kon 

kid、 kd 

A.  kang 

Even  Upper. 

See  5990. 

Same  as  5997. 

See  5997- 

To  pity；  to  commiserate ； j 
to  spare.  To  attend  to. 
To  boast.  Vigorous ；  firm.) 

蒼天 蒼天幹 此勞人 
O  azure  heaven,  pity  those  I 
troubled  men! 

寧 不我羚  shouldest  thou  not| 
have  compassion  on  us? 

幹憐  to  compassionate. 

羚 老憐幼  to  pity  the  old  and| young. 

可  #  pitiable. 
不 钤不躁  undisturbed ;  im¬ perturbable. 

sympathy ;  pity  for. 

羚 孤恤寡  to  pity  the  orphan  I 
and  feel  for  the  widow.  ] 

何人不 幹 which  of  them  was  I not  to  be  pitied  ? — as  being  se-1 
parated  from  their  wives;  hence， | 

wifeless;  helpless,  etc.  ' 

爰 及羚人  all  were  objects  ofl 

pity. 

居 以凶幹  to  be  in  a  statel of  pitiable  misery.  |! 

特 予矜全  in  consequence  ofl which  they  had  spared  his  life.j 

羚全  to  take  every  measure. 

不 矜細行  not  to  attend  to  I 
small  affairs. 

不幹 於同而 矜於治 
not  to  be  particular  about  uni¬ 
formity  (in  the  incidence,  of 

penalties)  but  al^out  the  actual 
government, — of  the  people. 

幹張 沉 矜誇  to  boast；  to 

brag. 

頗 以自柃  rather  fancied 
himself, 一 at  the  game. 

多 自幹大  very  boastful. 

自 羚己善  to  boast  ot  one’s 
own  abilities. 
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矜1
 

21^2 

自 矜生長 邯鄲裏 
boasted  that  they  were  born  and  I 

bred  at  Han-tan.  Cf.  svx°^\ 
elveti.  • 

躬拜。 r 全脅钤 持 Self：l 
opinionated;  cocksure. 

矜矜  vigorous-looking. 

^  ffij  ̂   ̂  
 finn  but  not  qua

r^l relsome. 

有 所粋式  to  be  emulated; 
worthy  of  emulation. 

魚矜鱗 而井凌 the  fish| 
moved  their  scales  and  advanced) 

together. 

钤尙  to  admire;  to  esteem. 
Read 

6371. 

kuari} •  Used  fori 

津1
 

不 侮矜寡  he  does  not  insult  I 
the  wifeless  (or  helpless)  or  the  j 
widow. 

Read  chin、 

of  a  lance. 

The  stock! 

其中 津津乎  there  is  a  foul- 1 
ness  within,  e.  the  passage  is | 
not  clear. 

津 液。 r  口中津  saliva. 

生津  to  cause  a  secretion  of| saliva. 

、津 漏  to  leak;  to  ooze. 

津貼  extra  money ;  pourboire  •入 douceur  \  squeeze ;  tax. 

天津  the  port  of  Tientsin,  fori 
which  津 only  is  often  used  ini 
writing ;  the  star  y  in  Cygnus. 

[Ty 呈經 says  that 夫津 
is  a  constell.  of  9  stars  in  the| N.  River.] 

朝發軔 於天津 兮&&| morning  I  started  from  the  starj 

y  in  Cygnus. 

五津  five  rivers  in  Sslich‘uan，| 心白華 ，萬里 ，江 首， I 

渉頭， 江南 • 

!i63 

R. 眞 

A  ford;  a  ferry  •， a| 
stream.  To  overflow] 

Saliva.  Tientsin, 

耿 
2164 

I C.  tsun 

I H.  tsin 

I  F.  ching 

I  W.  tsa”g 

IN.  ishig 

|
y
*
 

ki 
I K. chin 

. shin 

I  A.  ten 

Even  Upper. 

津口  a  ferry. 
關津  custom-house  stations  at ferries. 

津 梁  ferries  and  bridges. 

迷津  the  stream  of  error, — that leads  astray. 

2166 

卜敬 

C.  cking 

See  6009. 

See  6010. 

Sinking 

Upper 
Irregular. 

H.ckin 

藉 作津梁  t。 use  as  a  bridge,  I 
to  help  one  over  a  difficulty.  I N*  ci^Sty-  tsmS 

Also,  to  use  as  a  muster.  1 chins ，  I M. 

問津 過來人  to  enquire  ofjY.  5  chin 
one  who  has  .crossed  the  ford, — I  kidnz 
a  man  of  experience.  kid 

間津  to  ask  for  the  ford ;  to  seek!  A.  ̂ kaing wife 

to  miss  the  ford;  to  go 
astray. 

是 知津矣  that  man  knows 
the  ford, — knows  which  way  to 
go  in  life.  Said  of  Confucius 

往 胳要津 on  her  way  to 
bribe  the  authorities. 

武陵津  fairyland ;  Elysium. See  12,744. 

、净 津 overflowing. 

津 津有味  I  like  it  more  and more. 

竟
 4 

2i66 

To  finish ；  finally;  after 

all  ]  only. 

竟酒  Xo  finish  one’s  wine. 

吾欲寶 此曲1  wish  to 
finish  the  song. 

吹  when  he  had  finished 
playing，一 the ■簫  pan-pipes. 

其 未覚者 ，次 夜復至 

其 處笫之  what  I  had  not! finished  (reading),  I  'went  back the  next  night  and  finished. 

小 者數寸 ，長 或竟天 
measuring  at  first  only  a  few 

inches,  it  increased  until  it  stret¬ 
ched  almost  across  the  sky,- 
of  a  comet. 

吾不 知其胸 中有何 

憤懣 竟至於 斯 Ik_ 
not  what  feelings  of  anger  brought 
him  to  this. 

竟 不曉得  he  was  quite  un¬ 
aware. 

事覚罷  when  the  matter  was ended,  (the  arrangement)  came 

(also)  to  an  end. 

竟自  actually;  all  the  same ;  in spite  of  all；  notwithstanding； 
nevertheless. 

竟 自去了  he  finally  went  off 
by  himself;  he  actually  went, 

竟 然不至 乎 _’t  he  come 
after  all? 

竟 然如此  it  is  thus  after  all. 

畢 竟  finally;  after  all. 

而 竟不死  but  he  did  not  die 
after  all. 

究 竟如何 how  is  it  to  be 
after  all? 

胃  _  — •  ̂  he  did  not  say  a 
single  word. 

韋 送了一 値空箱 ^ only  sent  an  empty  box. 

胃 至  at  most;  in  fine;  altogether 

竟好  splendid !  best  luck  in  the 
world ! 

竟管  have  only  to . 

^  ̂   really  do  not  know... 

竟爾無 聞其聲 itis_ 
impossible  to  hear  the  sound  0 
it, — of  falling  snow. 

竟 不理俾 nc)t  t。 Pay  thl 
slightest  attention  to  him. 

胃  nothing  but  repose. 

無  without  end. 

巴究竟  the  final  limits  ot  th 
world  of  desire；  the  last  of  th 

eighteen  heavens  of  Brahm< 

境 ‘
 

2167 

R •榧 

C.  (king 

F. 【king 

W.  cian^ N.  cing 

M.  ! 
 chin^ 

K. kyong 

A.  (kaing 

Rising  Upper 

Irregular. 

Sanskrit :  akanichtha. 

A  region  ;  a  district 
neighbourhood  ;  residence 

Circumstances ;  condition. 

境界  frontier;  boundary;  plol concession. 

邊  the  frontier. 

隣  neighbourhood. 

入  間  when  you  enter 
district,  enquire  what  is  proli bited  therein. , 

上 司 入境  the  arrival  of  one 
superior  officer. 

^  very  like  a  drea
i 

See  534  and  12,633. 

境社  the  local  temple. 
越境  to  cross  the  boundary ; go  out  of  one’s  province; meddle.  See  3428. 
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境遇  circumstances ;  condition. 

處 逆境難  to  be  in  adverse  | 
circumstances  is  hard. 

苦樂境  circumstances  both  ofl 
sorrow  and  joy. 

境內  in  the  locality. 
境地  frontier;  territory. 

冒雪 看花乃 實境也 
to  see  flowers  in  a  snowstorm  I 

is  a  real  thing,： — and  not  merely  I 
invented  by  Wang  Wei. 

m 
2168 

( •敬 

以 竟 
Even  Upper. 

An  animal,  known  as  the  I 

梟猿  which  on  being  bornl 
eats  its  mother.  See  4327. 

破獍。 r 獠虎  the  Muntjak  I 
tiger  of  Manchuria  (Fclis 

chyurus).  
1 

Same as  2 142. 

2170 

:敬 
:. king、 keng 

j  kiang 

饮竟 
“  -kaing 

Sinking 

Upper. 

A  mirror  of  polished 
metal.  Now  used  for  a 

looking-glass.  [This  seems 
to  be  乒  much  later  word 
than  1644.] 

至人 之用心 若鏡 the 
perfect  man  uses  his  mind  as  a 

mirror, -which  不 將 不遨， 

應 而不藏  grasps  nothing, 
refuses  nothing,  receives  but  does not  keep. 

引 鏡自照  he  took  a  mirror 
and  looked  at  himself  in  it. 

舞鏡  a  hand-glass, 一 formerly 
used  when  dancing. 

面鏡  a  mirror  for  the  face. 

玻嚀鏡  a  glass  mirror；  a 
looking-glass. 

鏡粧  a  Chinese  lady’s  dressing 
case,  with  mirror. 

鏡盒  a  box  containing  a  mirror. 

鏡台  a  stand  for  a  mirror. 

願 以鏡台 自獻1  beg  t。 
offer  myself  as  a  husband. 

照身鏡 a  cheval-glass. 

心鏡. 用書磨  the  mirror  of| 
the  mind  should  be  polished  up with  books. 

如鏡 花水月  like  flowers 
in  a  mirror  or  the  mooivin  a 
stream, — unsubstantial. 

m 2170 

競 2171 

R •敬 

C.  king 

F.  keing 

W.  djangi、 

^djang 

N.  djing. 
|P.  ching 

M.  ckin Y. ； 

Sz.|  c
htnS 

K.  ki'dng 

|j-  kei^g
id 

A.  kaing 

Sinkin
g 

Lower.
 

I 眼鏡  spectacles.  [The  different 
powers  of  lenses  are  designated 
by  the  characters  of  the  地支 

Twelve  Branches.  See  Table  Vd.] 
&  13,129,  and  21. 

千里鏡  a  telescope. 

顯微鏡  a  microscope. 

取火鏡  a  burning-glass. 
花鏡  a  convex  lens;  spectacles for  old  sight. 

百花鏡  a  reflector;  a  kaleido¬ scope. 

護心鏡  a  plaque  of  metal  worn by  soldiers  as  a  defence；  a  charm 
worn  by  a  bridegroom. 

明 鏡高懸 y。1^  bright lnirFOT  is  hung  aloft, — a  conven¬ 
tional  phrase  praising  the  per¬ 
spicacity  of  the  person  addressed. 

明 鏡聖法 y。11  aFe  vei7 clear  upon  the  doctrines  of  the 
Prophets. 

鏡聽  the  mirror-and-listen, — method  of  divination.  A  mirror 
is  wrapped  secretly  up,  and  the 
words  next  heard  by  the  enquirer 
determine  the  issue  in  question.  | 

天鏡  the  moon. 
龜鏡  a  mirror  “with  tortoise¬ 
shaped  handle,”  says  one  autho¬ 
rity,  but  more  probably  a  mirror 

兢1
 

•  2m 

R •蕊 

THy 

C.  king 

H.  k'in 

F.  king 

W.  ciang 
N.  cing 

P.  ching 

M.  chin 

Y. ) " 

Sz.  i 
 ch,nS 

K.  king 

J.  ka^  kid 

A.  kdng 

Even  Upper.
 

盡 

2174 

甑 

2175 

净 4
 

Same  as  2171, 

To  fear；  cautious. 

兢兢  strong；  cautious；  terrified. 

较懼  t。 dread. 

See  2055. 

with  a  tortoise  for  a  stand. 

是 卷古誼 若龜鏡 this| essay  shows  us  the  moral  co^j| 
of  the  ancients  as  in  a  mirror. 

,To  quarrel.  To  emulate. 

[To  be  distinguished  from[ 

兢 2I73-] 

開競  to  begin  the  fray. 
爭競  to  quarrel;  to  wrangle. 

不 競不絲  neither  violent nor  remiss. 

灰 心 .無 競 he  is  ashen- j hearted,  without  emulation. 

出 人釋競  to  excel  others  by  | a  head;  distinguished. 

競節  plain-spoken. 
競張  to  make  an  uproar. 

人 競珍夸  people  vied  with  j one  another  in  valuing  them,- 

pictures  of  a  great  artist. 

2176 

R. 敬 

C.  tsing 

H.  ts^iang 
F.  cheing、 

ching、 chiarg 

I W.  zing 
N.  thing、 zing 

P. ) 

Y.  i  ching 

^z. ) 

M.  chin 

K. chong 

J.  set\  djo 

A.  ting 

Sinking 

Lower. 

See  1 1,721. 

Clean;  pure.  To  wash.J 
Net,  as  opposed  to  gross. 
A  comedian  who  plays  the 

part  of  a  dissolute  man. 

淨潔。 1 ■乾淨  clean.  See  5809.! 

眼不 見爲淨  what  the  eye! does  not  see  is  regarded  as  clean. [ 

淨水  clean  water. 淨水符  a  cleansing  charm, - written  on  yellow  paper  and  I 

stuck  on  the  wall.  J 

洗淨  to  wash  clean. 
淨了口  rinsed  his  mouth,— 

before  saying  prayers. 

淨地  a  pure  place, — as  a  mo¬ nastery  or  convent. 

平土  the  pure  land,— a  paradise in  the  west,  popularly  regarded  I 
as  Nirvana.  Sanskrit :  Sukhavati.  I 

潔淨其 心 t。 purify  the  j 
heart.  j 

身 登淸淨  to  mount  to  the  I 
Pure  Serene,— to  go  to  heaven.  | 

淨心意  to  purify  one’s! 
thoughts. 

個 個都掃 了乾淨 i| 
have  got  rid  of  them  all. 

淨 魚翅  clarified  sharks’  fins. 
淨 重  “ie  net  weight. 

35 
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'淨 貨輕重  the  net  weight  of 
goods. 

除 皮淨剰  the  clean  remain¬ 
der,  less  packing,  —  the  net 
weight. 

the  net  amount. 

淨桶  a  close  stool.  See  12,289. 

淨器  a  utensil  supplied  at  the 
public  exams  for  the  use  of  can¬ 
didates. 

冷 冷淨淨 a11  alone;  by 
oneself. 

淨德  pure  virtue, — the  wife  of 
a  king  who  was  converted  to 
Buddhism.  Sanskrit :  Vimala- 
dattd. 

淨有  to  have  nothing  but . 
Used  for  2166. 

淨手  to  wash  one’s  hands  of  an 
affair;  to  have  done  with  it. 

淨身  to  castrate  oneself ;  chast¬ 
ity；  celibacy, 一 of  men. 

淨 【77 

W 
2178 

顿 
See 靜 

Rising  Lower 

Irregular. 

Correct  form  of  2 1 76. 

Quiet  ；  still.  To  com¬ 

pose. 

惟賤謅 善铮言  cunning 
at  putting  together  words, 一 as 
a  clever  debater. 

靜
 ‘ 

2179 
R 榧 

C.  tsingl 

H.  tsW - 

F.  c/wing^  v. 

sa?ig- 

N.'  i  izinS 

Y '  I s；.! 
K.  cho/ig 

J.  sei、 djo 
A.  ting 

Rising  Lower 

Irregular. 

Quiet  ；  still ;  peacefulness  ； 

repose.  Modest.  Soft  in 

tone.  Clean.  See.  6554. 

靜間  quiet;  repose. 
夜靜  the  stilly  night. 

靜極  absolute  quiet. 

靜默  silent;  no  sound 

山 靜似 太古 the  Mis.  are 
as  quiet  as  in  primeval  days, — 
ere  man  existed. 

買 靜求安  to  purchase  peace 
and  quiet, — as  by  hush-money 

動靜  movement  and  repose,— 
conduct  or  behaviour,  as  coming 
under  either  one  heading  or  the other. 

一 動不如 一  _  to  try do  anything  (in  relief  of  given 
circumstances)  is  not  so  good 
as  to  remain  quiet. 

齡 
4 

静 

2179 

箸 »i8o 

秋 
2l8l 

脛 
2182 

2  74 

靜坐常 思己過  to  remain quiet  and  reflect  upon  one’s faults. 

百官靜 事毋刑 all  the officials  stopped  business  and 
inflicted  no  punishments. 

靜養  to  keep  quiet  and  take care  of  oneself. 

靜息  to  rest;  to  take  repose. 

靜聽 t。  keep  quiet  and  listen. 

靜幽  quiet ;  still;  in  solitude. 

靜 言思之  silently  I  think of  it. 

靜女  a  modest  girl. 

貞靜  chaste. 心水靜  contented ;  patient ; unruffled. 

靜嘉  clean  and  elegant. 

靜中  in  silence. 守  to  remain  quietly. 

靜候  to  await  with  reverence ; 
to  wait  patiently. 

靜心  serenity ;  tranquillity  of' mind. 

靜鞭官  the  whip-of-silence bearer,  an  officer  whose  function 
it  is  to  crack  a  whip  at  intervals 

during  Imperial  worship. 

好 /⑽4  靜  to  be  fond  of  quiet. 

Same  as  2132. 

Same  as  5997. 

2183 r •庚敬 

C.  hing、 heng 
H.  k、iang 

F.  k、ing 

W.  c^iang N.  cHng 

P.  chHng 

M.  chHn 

See  4629. 

Light,  as  opposed  to 重 

2880.  Frivolous；  worthless. 

Of  no  importance.  Easy. 

Young.  To  esteem  lightly. 

輕重  light  and  heavy;  weight ; 
serious  and  unimportant;  to  des¬ 
pise  and  to  esteem;  discretion ； 

judgment. 

輕1
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Y.  chHng 

Sz.  chHng 
K.  kyong 

J.  hei 

A. kHng 

Even  Upper. 

無 所輕重  of  no  importance. 

不 足輕重  no  lightness  one 
way  and  no  heaviness  the  other, 

一 not  enough  to  matter  either 

way. 

輕載  to  be  lightly  laden, 一 as a  cart  or  boat. 

輕粉  light  powder,  一  calomel. 
See  2814. 

輕騎  “light  horse;”  in  light  mar¬ ching  order. 

輕 騎減從  to  travel  with 
little  baggage  and  few  attendants. 

輕吹  to  blow  lightly. 

輕輕的  liShtl>r；  gently. 

輕耗  loss  in  weight. 
輕巧  nimble;  agile ;  handy. 

light  and  thin, — frivolous; 

impudent;  worthless. 

任其輕 薄  suffered  his  em¬ 

braces." 

輕狂  frivoloi1  s ;  dissipated ; harum-scarum. 

輕躁。 1 ■輕 桃浮躁 哗 

pant;  volatile;  wanting  in  steadi¬ ness  and  seriousness. 

口輕  light-mouthed, 一  of  one who  is  too  ready  to  promise. 

輕許 t。  lightly  promise. 

關 係非輕  the  consequences 
are  not  unimportant. 

輕易  easy;  to  treat  disrespect¬ 
fully,  as  opposed  to  尊重. 

他輕易 不在家 he  is 
scarcely  ever  at  home. 

非 輕容邊 it  is  no  easy 
matter. 

年輕人  a  young  man. 
輕之  he  made  light  of  it. 

輕棄 a 輕慢 OT 輕薄。 f 
輕待 t。  treat  disrespectfully. 

悄  low;  soft, — as  a  voice. 

輕恕  to  forgive；  to  deal  lightly 
with. 

當 俅於輕 ，愼 無與人 
incline  towards  leniency : 

beware  of  being  severe  with others. 

輕粗  a  low  rent. 
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靑 93. 
ts'-ing^cng ts^iang 
ch^gy 
ch、ang 

'\^ing 

輕 也不好 ，重也 ’不好 it  won’t  -do  either  way. 

輕視  to  disregard;  to  hold  in 
light  esteem；  to  make  light  of. 

輕 W 輕語  to  speak  with， disrespect. 

輕  W  亂語  foi[)lish  random 
talk. 

輕動  to  act  precipitately  or 
inconsiderately. 

輕貝 |j    . 重 則  the  least  evil 
being  that ......  while  it  may 
result  in . 

輕縱  lenient. 

輕 舉妄動  a  rash  and  reck 
less 'enterprise. 

輕筆  a  light  style  of  writing;  a 
description  by  slight  touches. 

輕  in  light  marching  order; 
with  light  baggage. 

輕 車都尉  hereditary  nobles 
of  the  sixth  rank. 

輕生 t。  make  light  of  life;  to 
determine  to  die.  See  10,280. 

輕身  light  of  body;  to  have 
small  regard  for  one’s  person. 

輕木  soft  wood. 

輕 重木桅  soft  and  hard 
wood  spars. 

輕省  light;  better,  of  a  cough 
{set  6100)；  unencumbered ;  flip¬ 

pant. 

_  輕。 1 •飄輕  very  light. 

ch、ing 

ch^ong shd 

t、aing 
ven  Upper. 

l  he  colour  of  nature  ；  a 
dark  neutral  tint.  Green. 

Blue.  Black  [Cf.  ̂   4790, 

and  Gr.  jtxsXag).  Grey.  Re¬ 
fers  to  the  east.  Radica 

74 -  See  3784,  9964,  9893, 

9632. 

其 葉靑靑  its  leaves  are 
green. 

緑 竹靑靑  a  luxuriance  of 
green  bamboos. 

靑藤  ̂ een  hemp. 

靑鐵  green  alum；  copperas. 

靑昔  green  peas. 

靑緑。 r 靑石。 r 靑 晶石 
lapis  lazuli. 

靑梅  green  plums. 

靑1
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靑 苔  moss;  lichen. 

靑草 grass. 燒靑  to  burn  green  wood. 

靑衫子  “green  shift，’’ 一  the heroine  in  a  tragedy,  etc. 

靑 黃不接 there  is  no  se¬ quence  in  the  greenness  and 

yellowness, — of  the  crops,  as  ini 

a  plentiful  season.  Also  expl.i 
as  the  time  when  the  old  corn  I 

is  used  iip  and  the  new  not| 
come  in. 

靑春 靑年  green  spring,  | 一 the  green  and  salad  days.  of| 

youth. 靑  one  of  the  five  planetary  | 
Gods;  the  God  of  Spring. 

願 教靑帝 長爲主 
would  cause  the  God  of  Spring  I 
to  reign  always. 

踏靑  to  ramble  over  the  green] 
(fields)；  to  worship  at  the  an-| 
cestral  tombs,  which  are  gener¬ 
ally  in  the  country. 

靑菓。 r 靑子  the  olive. 

靑鹽 sQda- 鷄蛋靑  the  “white”  of  an  egg.  I 
靑顧  to  look  at  with  the  iris，- 
"•to  regard  kindly,  as  opposed  I 

to  looking  with  the  white  of| 

the  eye,  sc.  coldly.  See  8556. 

茶靑  tea-green. 人 面靑白  sallow  and  pale.  I 

靑 天白日  a  blue  sky  and  aj 
bright  sun. 

靑天 大老爺  your  intelli-l gent  Honour, 一 used  to  a  magi- 1 
strate. 

靑冥  br  靑 丙  the  sky;  heavep.| 

靑衿  the  blue  collar, — of graduate  of  the  1st  degree.  See\ 
2029. 

靑  a  graduate  of  the  1st  degree,  | 
who  has  only  come  out  in  the  I 

5  th  class  at  the  歲考  ， and  is  I 
excluded  from  the  M.A.  exam.l 

靑  JItt  a  student;  a  graduate! of  the  i st  degree. 

降爲靑  took  away  his  degree. 
靑  blue  clouds;  the  empyrean. 
Used  of  advancement  in  official  | 
life. 

靑 楓林 the  green-maple  grove, -a  cemetery;  a  burial  ground. 

靑1
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靑女  a  pure  woman.  Also,  the  I 
goddess  of  hoar  frost. 

靑蘭  blue  orchids. 靑龍  the  green  dragon, 一 a  geo- 1 man  tic  term  =  the  left  side;  see\ 

8556.  Also,  the  four  at  dice. 

靑龍初 ̂  winding  hills. 

不分靑 紅黑白 not kn?'v  green,  red,  black,  andf 
white, 一 stupid. 

靑銅片  copper  sheathing  or  I sheathing  metal. 

靑衣  black  or  blue  clothes. 

5385. 
靑  the  black  oxen, 一 on  which  | tradition  says  老子 and 尹 

喜  departed  for  the-deserts  ofl the  West. 

靑 牛白馬  a  black  cow  and] a  white  horse, 一 an  ill-assorted  | match. 

^  a  grey  horse. 靑嵩  Artemisia  apiacca, 
靑藤  Cocculus  Thunbergii、TiSz\ 
Also,  Pericampylus  incamcs^  Miers.I 

靑  lead;  also,  tin. 
靑白  light  shades  of  bluish-grey. 

佛頭靑  or  佛靑  the  colour! 
of  Buddha’s  hair, — ultramarine.  | 

左 (or 元） 靑  very  dark;  black. I 

靑樓  brothels. 
靑 缺  copper  cash.  The  chLing  fu\ is  an  insect  resembling  the  locust. 

Mother  and  young  shew  a  pecu-| 
liar  mutual  attachment.  If  the  I 
blood  of  each  be  smeared  on  81  [ 

cash、 these  cash、 no  matter  how  I 
widely  distributed,  will  always  | 
return  to  their  original  owner. 

靑州 one  of  the  Nine  Divisions! of  the  Great  Yii. 

靑 山典  Sing-seu  I.,  near  Amoy.' 靑鳥  the  Chinese  oriole;  the| 
bird-messenger  w 西王母 

the  Queen  of  the  West. 

靑雀  the.  wax-bill, 一 a  kind  of | hawfinch. 

靑 烏難通  hardly  could  the  I bird-messenger  bring  us  news  ofl 
each  other, 一 so  far  apart  are  we.  | 

靑 烏之術  geomancy. 
靑莊。 r 靑鄣  the  common  I 
heron. 
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淸 
2i8s 

晴
，
 2i86 

庚 
C.  ts^ing 
H.  tsHa?ig 

F.  ching、 sang 
W.  zing 

N.  zing、 dzing 

P.  cK'ing 
M.  chHn 

i  c,Hns
 

K.  cK'drtg 

靑莊魚  the  bleak  {Leuciscus cethiops). 

J.j A.  ting  4 

Even  Lower. 

情 2
 

靑鶴  the  common  crane. 

靑條子  the  hobby  {Hypotrio, 
chis  subbuteo). 

靑麗  the  kestrel. 

靑眼子  a  kind  of  sparrow- hawk. 

靑  the  edible  frog. 

胃 胃 虫  a  greyish-green  snake, with  red  marks  on  neck  and 

black  spots  at  sides 、Tropidonotus 

tigr  uius). 

靑 州益事 gQQd 
wine. 

See  2127. 

A  clear  sky  after  rain. 

晴時。 r 天氣 晴爽 clear 
weather. 

晴天。 1 •晴日 a  fine  day. 

夭晴了  the  weather  has  cleared 
up. 

晴和  fine  and  mild;  genial； 
propitious. 

雨晴  the  rain  has  cleared  off. 

發晴光  to  show  signs  of  being 
fine, 一 as  the  weather. 

2187 R 庚 
C.  tsHng 

H.  cK'in 
F.  ching 
W.  zing 

N.  dzing 

Y*  chHnS li) 
K.  cKong 

J.  sei、 djo 
A.  ting 

Even  Lower. 

晴雲  fair  weather  clouds. 

春晴  a  bright  spring  day. 
雲 斂晴空 ，冰 輪乍擁 

the  clouds  gathered  in  the  blue 

void  and  the  ice-wheel  (the 
moon)  was  suddenly  obscured. 

求晴  to  pray  for  fine  weather. 

晴欲雨  {yu^)  fine  weather 
changing  to  rainy  weather. 

The  passions  ；  emotions 

feelings.  Affection  ;  lust 

Circumstances ;  facts.  See 

5844,  803. 

七情  the  seven  passions, 一 

喜  joy, 怒  anger, 哀  sorrow, 

懼  fea: •，愛  love， 惡  hatred, 
and 欲  desire. 

情急  chagrin. 
情 急自盡  committed  suicide 

while  under  excitement. 

情 
2 
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276 OH'iDxrca- 

情意  feelings;  affection ;  kind¬ ness. 

情 投意合 of  congenial  senti¬ 
ments. 

絶 情絶意  totally  estranged. 

在情意 ，不 在東西 the point  is  the  good  intention  of 

the  giver,  not  the  value  of  the 
thing  itself. 

若 念舊情  if  you  ever  think of  the  old  friendship. 

薄情。 1 •無情  ungrateful. 
有情  having  affection ;  they  are 
in  love.  Also,  a  Buddhist  term 
for  all  human  beings  as  subject 

to  metempsychosis.  Sanskrit : 

pudgala. 
>  宵  affection ;  sympathy. 

求情 尋情  to  appeal  to a  person’s  feelings  of  friendship, 
— generally  by  bribes, 

情  茅者  the  course  of  love  or friendship ;  train  of  thought  or 
feelings.  See  4772. 

情緖無 聊  depressed;  listless. 

情苗  an  affection  for. 

情敦  cordial  affection. 

情 苟相得  if  they  are  in  love with  one  another,  •… 

ill-treatment ;  want  of  faA 
dealing. 

情怳  feelings. 凡 人生之 有情者 eveiT man  of  feeling . 

同  consenting:  at  once. 

情知  to  fathom ;  to  know;  to 
be  conscious  of. 

我 情知你 不願意 
I  know  why  you  are  not  willing 

情慾。 ■•情 欲  .affection ;  lust. 

★  有— 的  P™Per  ; right reasonable. 

水 流花謝 兩無情 
water  flows  away  and  flowers  die 
both  without  feeling.  [Explained 

無 情去而 不能復 

留也] 
情鬼  persons  of  deep  feeling 

stock  of  affection;  to  in 

dulge  the  affections;  infatuate. 

情濃  strong  affe  ctions. 

情思  feeling;  sentiment. 

2187 

情殷  devotion  to;  warm  regard 
for. 

留情  to  make  allowances  for. 
^  {/爸 n、、 affection;  solicitude; 

favour;  influence. 

討情分  to  ask  a  favour, — on 
the  strength  (e.  g.)  of  relationship. 

作情  to  grant  a  favour；  to  be a  peace-maker;  to  esteem  highly. 

蒙情  to  receive  a  favour, — from an  equal. 

得 相 I  to  obtain  what  one  wants； 
to  succeed,  as  opp.  to  失志. 

欠情  to  be  under  an  obligation. 
See  7254. 

弟 i  _ 欠情1  am  very 
much  in  your  debt, — in  such 
matters  as  exchange  of  courtesies. 

說情 謙情 OT 求情 tc plead  with  or  for  another.  Set 

5624. 
破 除情面  to  show  no  resped for  persons, 一 but  only  for  justice 
and  right. 

以情 還情  t0  treat  as  one  ij 
treated. 

多情 重情 grateful- 

悦情  pleased- 
用情  to  respond, — as  wher granting  a  favour  asked  for,  etc 

甘。 r 情願 ot 情允 wi】 
ling；  to  consent  to. 

情所不 甘4  nc>t  agreeable;  no 
willing  to. 

我 情願作 i  am  willing  t( 
do  it. 

不知 見之將 何以爲 

*1^1  don’t  know  what  they  couk 
make  of  such  a  sight  as  that. 

寫得 最有情  very  happil] expressed. 

無才  M  stupid;  stolid;  of.n( 

parts. 情深  deeply  attached. 

情愛  affection ;  love. 

人情  see  5624. 情人。 r 情郧  a  lover. 

情人 眼內出 西施 th lover’s  eye  sees  a  Hsi-shih  (> 

great  beauty)  in  his  mistress. 

方與 情人別  having  jus 
parted  from  my  sweetheart. 
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情書  a  love-letter. 

爲 情所累  in  the  meshes  of 
love. 

情字始 ，情 字終  love  the 
alpha、 love  the  omega, 一 of  life 

f 俞 to  have  illicit  intercourse 

See  10,308. 

事情  affairs  and  their  phases; 
matters ;  business. 

情 勢所有  within  the  range 
of  conditions  or  circumstances; 

quite  possible. 

無 情之辭  unfounded  accus 
ations. 

見 景生情  to  adapt  oneself 
to  circumstances. 

情狀 w 情形  the  aspects  of 
a  matter；  conditions  of  a  case 

情節 or  情景  details ;  circum¬ 
stances. 

情由  cause;  Origin  of. 

實情  the  real  facts  of  the  case 

情 實難已  matters  really  dif¬ 
ficult  to  bring  to  a  conclusion 

情 難椎却  the  circumstances 
made  it  difficult  to  decline. 

不卸情 not  t。  know  anything 
about  it;  not  to  be  a  party  to; 
not  to  be  acquainted  with  the 
details. 

本情  the  truth  of  the  matter;  it 
is  quite  true  that...；  no  doubt. 

情理。 r 天 理人情 the 
whole  aspect  of  a  case,  viz.  5- the 

理  or  eternal  principle  ̂ upon 
which  the  question  is  strictly 
decided  either  one  way  or  the 

other,  and  the  情  or  special 
circumstances  which  are  allowed 

to  modify  the  too  stringent  ap¬ 
plication  of  the  principle  afore said. 

出夫 (or 乎 or 於） 情趣 
之外 w 不在 情理之 
中  beyond  the  scope  either  of 
principle  or  of  modifying  circum- 
stances, — unreasonable. 

沒有 情理。 r 沒情沒 
理  unreasonable. 

當於 理而厭 人情也 
right  in  principle,  but  repellent 
to  the  feelings. 

情:
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淸1
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R. 庚 

C.  ts'-ing 

H.  ts、in 
F.  ch、ing、 

chHang 

N.'I  tHnS 

Y*  I  chHnS 

l.) 

K.  chLong 

J.  sei、 sho 
A.  t^aing 

Even  Upper. 

情 虛畏罪  to  be  conscious  I of  guilt  and  to  dread  punishment  | 
in  consequence.  : 

今日 ★情 歙酒 is 此| a  suitable  occasion  for  wine- drinking? 

Pure  ；  unsullied.  Res- 1 

pectable  ；  honest.  Clear  ； 

transparent  ；  bright  ；  lucid. 

A  surd,  as  opposed  to 濁 

2409  ；  a  sharp  in  music. 
To  clear  off， as  accounts. 

淸朝 (chiao1)  the  Pure  Dynasty,  I 一 of  the  Manchu  Tartars  or  I 
present  rulers  of  China.  See  7946. 1 

淸朝  {chaox)  the  fresh  dawn. 
淸字  the  Manchu  written  | character. 

淸文  Manchu  literature. 
猜話  the  Manchu  spoken  j 

language. 

能 淸 W  he  was  a  good  speaker, — in  conversation. 

淸 國  China, — a  term  commonly  I 
employed  by  the  Japanese. 

見他相 貌淸奇  seeing  I that  his  features  were  refined  and  | 
out  of  the  common. 

聞白昤 詩淸竒  notingl the  refinement  and  originality! 

of  [Li]  Po’s  verses. 

淸業  the  pure  business,— of  a  I 
priest;  Buddhism. 

淸廟  a  pure  temple, — implyingl 
quiet  and  seclusion. 

三淸  the  Three  Pure  Ones，- or  Taoist  Trinity,  consisting  ofl 

老子 La。 Tzti， 盤古 Pan  j 
Ku， and 玉 皇上帝 Yii 

Huang Shang  Ti.  Also,  the  Three! 

Heavens :  玉淸 for  the 聖 ，[ 

上 淸 forthe 眞， and 太淸 for  the  Y|lj. 

淸眞  used  by  Mahometans  fori 
God；-  Also  applied  by  the  Jews! 

to  their  寺  synagogue  at  K‘ai-| 
feng  Fu. 

守淸  to  preserve  purity, 一 as  a  I 
girl  who  will  not  marry  after  | 
the  death  of  her  betrothed.  !j 

淸心  a  pure  heart;  to  purify  I 
the  heart;  polite  for  “you •” 

淸規  the  pure  rules, 一 of  vege- tarianism,  as  enjoined  upon  good 2188  Buddhists. 

淸 正持躬  to  keep  oneself pure  and  upright. 

淸 淨。1 ■淸潔  undefiled；  pure 

家世淸 白 a  family  of  un- 
sullied  reputation.  See  below. 

淸淸白 白之人 a  respect- 
able  member  of  society. 

淸廉  clean-handed;  honest. 

淸官  an  incorrupt  official. 淸 官難逃 滑吏手 
honest  officials  cannot  escape 
from  the  hands  of  dishonest 
clerks. 

水 洗不淸  water  cannot  wash it  out, 一 of  a  bad  act. 

酒未淸  the  wine  had  not  got| 
clear. 

淸濁  clearand  muddy.  See  2409. 

淸 見毛髪  it  is  clear  enough  j to  see  a  hair  through  it. 

淸泉  clear  springs. 

淸水  clear  water. 淸凉  clear  and  cool. 淸 風徐來  tlie  clesx  j 
blows  gently.  ! 

淸 道而行  t。 travel  along  the highway, — as  opposed  to  across] 
country. 

淸  or  淸 幽 secluded;  quiet. 
淸閒  at  leisure;  peaceful  and  I 

quiet. 

淸夜  night  time,  when  all  is  I 

quiet. 
淸和  clear, — as  weather. 

淸和月  the  fourth  moon. 

淸  break  of  day. 

淸俊 w 淸秀  elegant；  re-j filled.  ：| 

淸 白  clear, — to  the  understand- 1 

ing. 

淸爽  clear；  lucid,  of  style.  Also,! the  brightness  of  good  health  ;| 

cheerful.  I 

淸淡  thin;  poor;  without  body. 
一  Also,  pure. 

淸客  an  amateur  actor. 
淸 楚  clear;  settled,— as  an  affair  I or  a  statement  of  accounts. 
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淸1
 料 理淸楚  to  settle  up. 

淸 淸楚楚  clean ;  clear  or| 
plain ;  neat  or  good  looking. 

淸了數  cleared  off  the  account. 

數 尾未淸  the  balance  of  the  | 
account  has  not  yet  been  settled. 

淸款項  to  settle  items, — to  I 
close  an  account. 

淸越  clear  and  shrill, — of  voices. 

淸 操  integrity ;  high  principles. 

淸 ̂  your  attention. 

淸 湯  clear  soup, 一 i.e.  withoutl 
relishes  or  anything  floating  in  it.  I 

淸神  your  faculties  or  attention.! 

淸單  a  memo  of  accounts;  a  I 

淸 
2188 

淸陽  ethereal- 淸 正  Pure  and  upright. 

^  very  poor.  Also,  poor  but 
honest. 

淸雅  elegant ;  spruce ;  clean¬ 
looking. 

淸箅  to  settle  an  account. 

淸償  to  pay  it  all  back. 

淸道  to  clear  or  cleanse  the 
path  (to  the  grave). 

淸  ̂   cooked  without  seasoning. 

淸 酒  clear  wine,— good  wine. 

淸 酒 紅人面 g—  wine makes  the  face  red. 

statement  of  items;  an  invoice ; I 

a  specification;  a  ship's  manifest. I 

淸册  a  list;  a  register;  a  table. I 

r >188^ 

淸摺  a  report;  a  statement  ofl 
accounts  ；  a  memorandum  ofj 
details. 

淸 妥 *  cleaT， 一 as  a  ship’s  cable. 

淸明  a  clear  bright  day.  Speci¬ 
ally,  the  solar  term  which  falls 

about  April  5th  and  is  the  oc¬ 
casion  upon  which  the  Chinese 

annually  worship  at  the  tombs  | 

of  their  ancestors.  ' 

子 之淸楊  clear  are  her  eyes. 

会觀 者淸' lookqrs-on  are clear  of  sight, 一 see  most  of  the| 
game.  See  2955. 

淸醬  soy;  sauce. 

Jungle. 

縮箐  Myinsin. 

艶1
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淸福  blessedness,  —  as  of  the 
saints. 

淸香  fragrant. 
淸理  to  purify, — as  the  blood 

淸芬  the  pure  fragrance  of  a 
flower;  the  influence  of  a  good 

or  great  man. 

淸  your  (or  his)  disease. 

'淸寒  clear  and  cold,  of  the 
weather ;  poverty-stricken. 

‘淸名  a  pure  name. 
I 淸醒  to  get  sober ;  sober. 

I  淸  clear  vocal  notes. 

!淸談  to  talk;  to  debate. 

1  淸食 jf  chaste, — of  widows. 

淸  pure;  polished,  of  style. 

I 淸光  lustre. 

2190 
R 榧敬 

C.  tsLing、 ts^e/ig H.  t slicing 
F.  ch、ing、 ch、ia，tg 

W.  tsHtig 

N.  ts、’mg 
P.  chHng 

M.  cJHn Y.  ) 

SZ.I  ch 
 i,'s 

K.  ch、’dng 

J.  sci 

A.  tHng 

Rising  Upper. 

A  dark  colour. 

To  beg；  to  request；  have 

the  kindness  to ;  please.  To 

invite  •’  to  engage. 

請 間  I  beg  to  ask  you,  —  the following  question. 

請先 生過來  request  the teacher  to  come  here. 

我打 箅要 請先生 
think  I  will  engage  a  teacher. 

請 他等一 下 beg  him  t。 wait  a  moment.  # 

大人請  his  Excellency  re¬ quests, —— youf  presence. 

請坐  please  sit  down. 

請上。 r 請上坐  please  take 
the  upper  seat, 一 of  honour. 

請客  to  invite  guests. 
請帖  an  invitation,  —  always taken  by  the  guest  and  returned 

to  the  host. 

請  _  匣兒3 •  box  t。 hold 
invitations. 

法 術不靈 ，請 他不來 
their  magical  art  is  not  effica- 

错 
3 

m 2190 

cious,  and  he  (the  god)  will  no 

come  in  reponse  to  their  invo 
cation. 

請廚子  to  engage  a  cook,— 
used  only  in  certain  parts  0 
China. 

請以 遺之1  bes  b< allowed  to  leave  it. 

閣下自  please  excuse 
me,  sir, — as  from  joining  in  j 

drink;  go  on  by  yourself. 

崔請之  Ts，ui  begged,— 1( 
know  what  it  was. 

勿見害 ，請 如所求 
don’t  hurt  me,  and  I  will  d< 

what  you  ask  me. 

請安  to  trust  that  a  person  i well, — a  Manchu  salutation,  a( 

companied  by  the  bending  of  on 

knee  to  the  person  addressed. 

^  to  request  a  Decree  fror the  Emperor;  to  ask  for  order! 

請 .命  to  request  orders;  to  aj 
ply  for  Imperial  sanction. 

請罪  to  ask  for  punishment;  t confess  a  fault;  to  beg  pardoi 

請告  to  beg  to  be  informed please  tell  me. 

SQ  to  ask  for  a  date  to  l fixed, — the  fifth  preliminary  i 

arranging  a  marriage ;  vul^ 送日 

請便  don’t  let  me  interfere  wit you;  don’t  stand  on  ceremon) 
go  on  with  what  you  are  doinj 

請假  to  ask  for  leave. 
II  to  apply  for,— as  a  pass

 

請煩 查照。 f  which  Pleal 
take  note  accordingly. 

請勿  to  request  not  to . 

gH  辱負  to  invite  e
xamination. 

請免 pray  do  -not …… 

請寬  t。 engage. ^  to  call  in  the  doctor.
 

蔽  to  implore  clemency. 

請惠  Please  Sive. 

請禱  t0  imPlore- 
請教  may  I  enquire?  may  I 

 as] 

請咨  to  request  a  superior 
consult  with  his  colleagues 
to . 

請鑾 w  745& 
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Upper. 

贵 
m 

194 

_ 酒  to  invite  to  a  meal;  please 
take  wine. 

請茶。 r 請用茶 Please  take 
tea;  may  I  offer  you  some  tea? 

請茱  please  take  something  to 
eat. 

請與  to  asK  permission. 
to  request  to  be  informed. 

請備  to  request  the  prepara¬ 
tion  of. 

請爲  to  request . to. 

請鈴  to  request . to  give. 

請代  to  request . to   for, 
or  in  the  place  of. 

請將  to  request  one  to . 

請韵  to  request  that  orders  be 
given. 

請险車 (c^x)  please  get  into 
your  carriage,— and  not  wait  for 
me  to  go  indoors  first;  used  to 
a  departing  guest. 

請走  please  go  on, — ahead  of 

頃 
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R •榧庚 

C.  kHng、 k、 eng 
H.  IHn 
F.  k、ing 
W.  cHung 
N.  cHng 

P.  chHtig 

M.  ch、im Y.-ch^ing 

K.  ki'dfig 

J.  kei、 kid 
A.  k'wavig^ hawing 

Rising  Upper. 

me. 

To  receive；  to  come  intoj 
possession  of. 

贿家產  o  receive  one’s  patri-| mony. 

Read  chingK  To  mak'e| 
a  present. 

Mackerel  ；  mullet.  See' 
4698. 

海鯖魚  a  kind  of  mackerel. 

鯖魚  a  fresh-water  fish,  two  to 
three  feet  long  and  prettily  mar¬ bled. 

鯖騨  a  variety  of  the  last. 

Read  eking1.  To  fry. 

Read  cheng1. 

五侯鲷  a  dish  made  of  fish 
and  other  ingredients,  originally 
served  by  Lou  Hu  to  the  five) 

王. nobles  (Biog.  Diet.  1397). 

See  1758. 

^  1759* 

傾1
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Ir. 庚 

C.  k^ing 

H.  kHn 
F.  kHng、v. 

SkHng 

W.  c^iung N.  cHng 

P.  chHng 

M.  chHn、 ch'-ii, 

Sz.  J  chHnS 

K.  kiong 

]•  kei'kid 
A.  lowing 

Even  Upper. 
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The  head  awry.  A  hun- 

dred  献  niou  =  15.13  acres 
or  6.1 1  hectares.  A  mo- 1 

ment;  just  now;、 presently. | 
Shallow.  Respectful. 

頃 畝多少  what  is  the  area  ?  I ^  6397.  1 

萬 頃波濤  a  boundless  ex-J panse  of  water.  ：| 

頃 接來函 i  have  just  recei-l ved  your  letter. 

頃聞  I  have  just  heard. 

頃 刻不離  not  separated  forj a  moment. 

少頃  a  short  time. 
食頃  the  space  of  a  meal. 
俅頃  in  a  moment  ；  suddenly. 

頃間  just；  recently；  of  late. 

頃  have  just  read. 

有頃  in  a  short  time. 
Read  ch、ing'.  Used  for| 

2196. 

不 盈頃筐  not  enough  to  fill| 
my  shallow  basket. 

頃心 料理  pay  attention  toj what  you  are  doing. 

To  incline  the  head.  To 

fall；  to  be  overthrown.  To 
turn  upside  down  ；  to  pour 

out  ；  to  subvert. 

傾耳聽  to  incline  the  ear  to 
•  listen. 

日旣 西 傾 the  sun  was  al- ready  down  in  the  west. 

傾 蓋而語  to  put  one’s  um¬ brella  down  and  talk, 一 as  Con¬ 
fucius  did  when  he  met  程子 

Ch<eng  Tzti.  Hence,— 

傾蓋  a  close  friendship. 

傾侧  leaning  ；  inclined  to  one side. 

傾缺 to  fall. 傾倒  to  fall  down  flat;  to  be 
utterly  prostrated. 

傾塌。 1 •傾頹  to  collapse；  to be  overthrown. 

傾敢  defeated;  overthrown 

傾家  to  ruin  one’3  family. 

傾1
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r •梗迥 

See 苘 

Rising  Upper, 
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卜庚 
See 
A.  k、aing 

Even  Upper. 

OH^IONrcS- 

傾心悦 服  to  pour  out  one’s  I heart  and  joyfully  submit. to  turn  the  wine-cup  upside  J 

do'Vn, — to  show  that  you  have! 

emptied  it. 

傾 囊相贈  he  emptied  hisj purse  and  gave  him  all. 

傾 在裡頭  pour  it  in. 
傾酒量  to  try  which  can| 

drink  the  most. 

傾才學  to  compete；  to  makej 
a  trial  of  ability. 

傾 一 •時  the  best  man  of  the  I 
day, — in  any  given  line, 一 顴傾城 ，再 顧傾國 ， 

•one  glance  would  upset  a  city, a 
second  would  upset  a  State,— l 
so  beautiful  is  she.'  Thus  sang  I 

李延年  Li  Yen-11  ien  about  I 

his  sister,  known  as  李 夫人， I 

the  favourite  concubine  of  武 

帝  Wu  Ti  of  the  Han  dynasty.  I 

哲 婦傾城  a  wise  woman  is  I 
the  ruin  of  a  city. 

大 命以傾  your  mandate  is| 
exhausted.  See  5367. 

傾錄  t。 melt. 

傾化  to  assay. 
傾 錄之費 meltage  fees. 傾成一 脑足 色大錐 
melted  (the  pieces)  down  intoj 
a  large  “shoe”  of  pure  sycee.  I 

傾盆。 1 ■傾盆 盘 to  overturn  I 
a  bowl;  in  torrents,  as  rain. 

傾計  to  debate;  to  talk. 

傾覆  to  capsize. 
A  plant  from  the  fibres 

of  which  clotjji  is  made.f 
Used  with  2213. 

嗔蔴  Abutilon  hemp 
tilicefolia). 

A  high  minister；  a  noble；] 

a  general..  The  “Directors” of  the  Four  Minor  Courts  I 

at  Peking.  Used  For  2211. 

無 暗無卿  without  intimate 
adviser  or  minister. 

卿士  chief  minister ;  premier. 

鄕相  a  minister. 
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必 卿大夫  dukes,  nobles, 
and  high  officials  generally. 

卿家  our  ministry. 

六鄉  the  Six  Ministers  under 
the  Chou  dynasty : — 

家宰  the  Premier. 

司徒  the  Minister  of  Instruc¬ tion. 

宗伯  the  Minister  of  Religi¬ ous  Ceremonies. 

司馬  the  Minister  of  War. 

司寇  the  Minister  of  Crime 

司空  the  Minister  of  Public Works. 

[Also,  six  generals ;  see  464.] 

九  same  as  the  above,  with 
three  added: 一 

少師  the  Junior  Tutor. 

少傅  „  „  Assistant. 

少保  „  „  Guardian. 

大九卿  the  nine  chief  minis¬ 
ters, 一 under  the  present  dynasty, 
are  the  heads  of  the  Six  Boards 

and  of  the  Censorate,  Office  of 

Transmission,  and  Grand  Court 
of  Revision. 

小九卿  the  nine  lesser  minis¬ 
ters, — under  the  present  dynasty 

are  the  heads  of  the  五寺 

Five  Courts,  Censorate,  Office  of 

Transmission,  Han-lin  College, 
and  Imperial  Academy. 

少卿  "sub-Director  of  the  Four 
Minor  Courts  at  Peking.  Also 
a  name  for  the  wild  duck. 

飽卿  Director  of  Bellyfuls, 一 a 
serio-comic  name  for  the  official 

who  presides  over  the  光祿 

寺  Imperial  Banqueting  Court 

睡卿  Director  of  Sleep, 一 a  si¬ 
milar  title  given  to  the  official  who 

presides  over  the  鴻臚寺 

Court  of  State  Ceremonial. 

先卿  my  late  wife. 

I 愛卿  my  dear  girl. 

1_卿  a  term  used  in  addressing 
women ;  a  term  of  endearment 
used  to  a  wife. 

R. 庚 

See 擎 

R. 庚 
See 

Even  Lower. 

R. 

剠 il99 Same  as  2201. 

勅1
 

2200 Strong  ；  violent 

効敵  a  powerful  foe. Even  Lower. 

2 

黥!
 

To  brand  the  faces 
criminals. 

2201 

黥面  to  brand  the  face. 

墨隸  to  tattoo. 丰豕黯  castration  and  branding. 

m 

22 庚 
2202 

H.  skHang、 

Skin 

See 

Even  Lower. 

檠
 3 

漀
 4 

2206 

R. 迥 

See 

A.  Paing、 

Rising  IJpp 

A  leviathan  which  mea¬ 
sures  i  ,000  li  in  length, 

causes  thunder  by  beating 

the  waves,  and  rain  by  its 

spray.  The  whale.  Vast overwhelming. 

騎 線上天  to  ride  a  whale  to 
heaven, — as  李太 白  Li  Tfai- 
po  did  at  his  apotheosis. 

鯨吞  to  gulp  down;  to  cheat out  of  the  lion’s  share. 

線 .吞 地方  to  annex  territory 

鯨 波未靖  the  waves  (of  re¬ bellion)  have  not  yet  subsided, 

2203 

R •庚敬 

See 塑 

A  stand  for  a  lamp,  for 

dishes,  etc.  A  frame  for  a 
bow. 

r- 庚 

C.  lining 
H.  kHang 

F.  zking W.  djang 
N.  djing 

P*  ) 

y/  ch
^ing 

Sz. ) 

K.  kidfig 

J.  kei?  gio 
A.  king 

Even  Lower. 

燈  a  lamp-stand;  a  candlestick 
Even  Lower. 

^  or  ̂   a  stand  for bending  a  bow. 

彎 Same  as  2203. 
2204 

擎1
 

To  raise；  to  lift. 

2205 

擎  to  raise  the  folded  hands, — in  salutation. 

持擎  to  hold  up  in  the  hands 

學  ̂   to  raise  up. 

擎天柱  a  pillar  which  holds up  the  sky, 一 a  patriot  statesman 

擎受  to  receive  respectfully. 

擎受 不起1  don’t  deserve 
this  honour. 

A  sfream  flowing  from 

the  side  of  a  hill.  To  pour 

oilt. 

於 ing 

m 

1 

2207 

R •迴 

C.  hing^ 
See 

k.k'-aing^ing 

Rising  Upper. 

R, 
2208 

.徑 

See 慶 

Sinking 

Hot；  scorching. 

頭襃  a  feverish  head. 

Upper. 

Musical  instrument* 
made  of  sonorous  stone 

which,  though  opening  a 

an  angle  of  1 35!°,  hav< 
been  wrongly  identifie( 

with  the  “square”  as  ai 
evidence  of  the  existena 

of  Freemasonry  in  ancien 

China.  To  gallop  a  horse 

[Stands  pictorially  for  慶 

22ii,  good  luck.] 

持磬。 r 離磬  the  single  sor 
orous  stone, 一 generally  shape 

like  a  carpenter’s  square,  bu 

opening  at  an  obtuse  angle,  an' 
hung  in  a  frame  by  a  hole  bore at  the  apex. 

編磬  the  stone  chime, 一 sixtee of  the  above  stones,  of  graduate 

thickness,  hung  in  two  rows  i a  wooden  frame. 

歌磬  an  old-fashioned  variet 
of  the  above,  consisting  of  1 

or  24  stones  carved  into  far tastical  shapes. 

to  strike  the  musical  ston< 

Also  understood  as  “May  ble! 

sings  attend  you,”  from  th 
similarity  in  tone  to  吉慶 

有心哉 擊磬乎 心 he« 
is  full  who  beats  the  musics 

stone  thus, 一 said  by  a  man  wh 
overheard  Confucius  playing. 

笛 磬同音 &  organs  and  th 
sonorous  stones  are  in  harmon) 

銅磬  an  inverted  bell,  used  i temples  and  struck  on  the  rir with  a  short  stick. 
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磬‘
 

2208 

Sinking 

Upper. 

謦
‘
 

2210 

徑迥 
e 慶 

inking  and 

sing  Upper. 

引磬  a  small  hand-bell,  used  by 
priests  to^guide  the  worshippers 
when  chanting  the  liturgies. 

掉磬  to  stir  up；  to  incite；  ag 
gressive；  to  impeach  one  another, 
as  two  hostile  officials.  Also,  over 
flowing. 

磬口盃  cups  with  narrow 
mouths. 

磬析  an  obtuse  angle；  to  bend 
one’s  body  to  the  angle  of  a 
musical  stone,— respectful  obei 
sance. 

磬 於匈人  handed  over  for 
strangulation  to  the  officers  of 

agriculture, — of  any  members  of 
the  Imperial  family  condemned 

to  death  under  the  Chou  dynasty 

抑磬 控忌抑 縱送忌 
now  he  gives  his  horses  rein, 
now  he  brings  them  up,  now 
he  discharges  his  arrow,  now  he 
follows  it. 

Empty  ；  exhausted  ；  all 

everything.  Stern. 

磬淨 ot 馨盡 all  gone;  ex 
hausted, 

囊麟  my  purse  is  empty. 

罄囊  to  empty  one’s  purse. 
鯡 之罄矣  when  the  pitcher 

is  exhausted. 

其書久 已告罄  this  book 
has  long  been  out  of  print. 

罄 無不宜  everything  is  as 
it  should  be.  Or  optatively, 

“may,  etc.” 

室 如懸罄  my  house  is  like 
an  empty  (jar)  hung  up, — I  am 
very  poor. 

不 能罄述 i  cannot  tell  you 
all  the  details, — they  are  so  many 

罄 吐平生  to  tell  all  about 
one’s  life. 

罄然 stem. 

To  cough  or  hawk.  To 
speak  softly. 

謦效  to  speak  loud  and  soft； 
the  tone  of  the  voice. 

躬 聩謦效  to  make  your 
honourable  acquaintance  in  per¬ son. 

謦 談缉語 talking  secrets a  low  voice. 

in 

2211 

R •敬陽 

C.  hi，Udng 

H.  kHn F.  ̂ eing\ kHong 

W.  c^iang 
N.  (Hng 

P. chHng 

•  Cch、iang 

Sz. K.  ki’dng,  kang 

] •  kei、 kid  * 

A.  h^uing 

Sinking  and 

Even  Upper. 

Gook  luck  ;  happiness  ； 

well-being  ；  blessings.  To 
congratulate. 

慶賀  to  congratulate.  ' 
慶新年  to  congratulate  at  the  | New  Year. 

吉慶  joy  and  blessings. 
慶壽  to  congratulate  on  a  birth¬ 
day. 

慶賜 t。  congratulate  on  being rewarded. 

慶喜 t。  rejoice  in  the  blessings , 
of  another;  to  felicitate. 

餘慶  a  superabundance  of  bless- 
ings， — such  as  the  virtuous  are sure  to  get. 

慶鬧  j。％;  lively；  noisy. . 

慶典  joyful；  merry. 
慶中秋  to  have  a  good  time! at  the  mid-autumn  festival. 

慶慰  to  feel  consoled.\ 

角 

2215 

W.  ko 
N.  cuoh%  koh 
P.  (chiao、 

三 chiic、 Sxh  'ue 

M.  chio、ko、kw、 

I Y.  chiak^  kak 
Sz.  chio 

K.  kak 

J.  kaku、 kohl 

A.  giak,  giouk 

Entering 

Upper. 

quially)  chiao^.  Numerativel 
of  despatches,  snakes. 

dolences. 

具慶下  both  joys  are  with  me, 
— my  parents  are  both  alive. 

軍  ch^uiig1  ̂   both  parents 
and  grandparents  alive. 

親 
2212 

一. 

雌3
 

A  grassy  plant,  from  the 
fibres  of  which  cloth  can 

2213 

R •梗迥 
be  made.  Used  with  2197. 

See 苘 

錄藤  Abutilon  hemp  (Sida  tilice- A.  k^waing 

Rising  Upper. 
folia)]  jute. 

2214 

角 
2215 

H. 
 I  kok 

F.  kauk,
  
kok、 

ka'dk
 

Same  as  2197. 

OHIO. 

The  horn  of  an  Animal. 

A  cup,  with  handle.  A 

corner ;  an  angle  ；  a  foot] 
(see  6638).  A  quarter；  a 

t^n-cent  piece.  Radical  148. 

Also  read  chiceh?  and  (collo-l 

麟之角  the  horn  of  the  uni- c?rn, — is  as  nothing  compared  I with  the  noble  family  of  our  I 
prince.  See  1387.  :[ 

有 梂其角  with  its  crooked  I 
horns, — of  a  bull. 

角端  an  animal  with  the  body  I of  a  deer,  the  tail  of  a  horse,  f 
green  in  colour,  having  a  single  1 
horn  on  the  forehead,  and  able! 
to  speak  all  foreign  夷  lan-[ 

guages.  One  of  these  creatures  | 
appeared  during  the  reign  of | 

寧宗  A.D.  H95 — 1225,  andf another  appeared  to  Genghiz 
Khan  when  marching  on  India.  | 

[角  may  here  be  read a  single  horn,— as  though 
two  fused  into  one. 

鹿角  deer's  horns. 
解角  to  shed  horns. 角勝  to  butt  with  the  horns  ;J to  compete  with. 

角抵戲 or 角紙 the  sport| of  fighting  with  horns, — buils,| heads  being  fixed  on  to  the| shoulders  of  the  players. 

角器  horn  ware. 角梳  a  horn  comb. 

角 枕粲兮  how  beautiful  was! the  pillow  of  horn ! 

角弓  a  bow  adorned  with  horn； the  title  of  one  of  the  Odes. 

總角  to  gather  into  horns,  i.e\ into  the  two  tufts  in  which  a  I 
child’s  hair  was  tied  up.  Boys] 
wore  their  hair  like  this  until  | 

they  received  the  cap  of  man- 1 
hood;  girls,  in  knots. 875)1 
until  they  were  married. 

總 角之宴  in  the  happy  days  I of  girlhood  (or  boyhood).  I 

皂角  black  horns, 一 the  pods  of  I Gleditschia  sinensis,  used  as  soap;[ 

soap-bean. 

三 角  triangular. 

三 角米  buckwheat. 三角銀  in  the  north  of  China  | 
= three  quarters  of  a  dollar;  ini 
the  south  =  ̂   or  thirty  cents.] 

三角法  trigonometry. 

四 角俱全  four-cornered 

36 
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2215 

八角  star  aniseed  (Illicium  ani- sa/um). 

轉 灣八角  to  go  round  the 
eight  points  of  the  compass;  to 

角 
2215 

box  the  compass. 

眞角  'a  right  angle. 

銳角  an  acute  angle. 

銷 角。 ■•麥 角  an  obtuse  angle. 

原角  the  angle  of  incidence. 

回角  the  angle  of  reflection. 

屋角晴  the  sign  of  fair  weather 
in  the  corner  of  a  room, — a 

spider’s  web. 

角田  a  corner  field. 

角門  a  small  side  door. 

角色  the  particular  business  in which  a  man  is  engaged ;  his 
2216 

class,  often  written  脚色 • 

他是 什麽角 色 what’s  his value?  what’s  the  good  of  him? 
Also  of  actors,  what  role  does 
he  play? 

他很是 個角色 he’s  a very  clever  man. 

一角在 文 (ot 文書） an official  despatch. 

角鶴  the  crested  lark. 

角鷀  the  horned  owl. 

眼 角傳情  to  convey  one’s feelings  from  the  corner  of  the 

eye；  to  ogle;  to  wink. 

口角。 r 角嘴  mouth-corner, 一 to  quarrel;  to  abuse;  to  use 
bad  language.  * 

秣角  a  folded  note;  a  three- cornered  note. 

天 涯海角  the  uttermost 
corner  of  sky  and  sea;  remote 
regions. 

兔  ̂   a  quarter  chest, 一 of  tea. 

_  角  t。 wrestle. 

請一 角低  B  let  us  try  a  fall. 
角車  the  same  as  僞器， w 1123. 

角 其相} 巧  t。 pit  stupidity  and 
cleverness, 一 to  compete. 

兩 不相角  no  rivalry  between them. 

兔 星  the  first  of  the  Chinese 
constellations,  comprising  the 

stars  ci  (Spica)  and  ̂   in  Virgo. 

犄角  a  projecting  point;  the 
wing  of  an  army. 

到柺 角地方 就往西 
on  reaching  the  turning,  go  west¬ 
wards. 

截角  to  break  a  corner, — off  an 

鼻 角  the  rhinoceros. 

To  feel  ；  to  perceive  ； 

to  be  awake,  as  opposed, 

to  7779.  To  cause  to  per¬ 

ceive  *,  to  instruct.  “  Awake”  ； 
sc.  Buddha.  Straightfor¬ 

ward  ； upright  — 直 . Also 

read  chueh^mZA  and  chiao%A^ 
according  to  circumstances. 

身上 覺着冷 feeling  chilly. 

覺疼  t。 feel  pain. 

覺有 些倦意  to  feel  rather 
tired. 

労 I  覺  to  apprehend ;  to  be  aware 
of;  perception. 

不知 不覺  without  knowing or  perceiving;  suddenly ;  un¬ 
awares  ; ere  one  could  notice  it. 

^  to  fail  to  perceive  a  hint ; inattentive. 

覺察  to  keep  an  eye  on;  to 
understand;  to  “twig.” 

全 然不覺  positively  felt nothing  at  all, — in  the  way  of  pain. 

22l6 

R •覺 3. 

效去 ^ 
C.  kokQ、 kat^ 
H.  kok、 kat^ 

F.  kauk、 ’  nh、 
kadk、 At/w' 

kiet^ 

W.  ko 

N.  ciioh、 koa 

P.  ichio、 ichite^ 

chiao 

M.  chio,  chiao3 
Y.  chiak、 kak、 

koa 

Sz.  chio、 chiau K.  kak、kyo 

J.  kaku、kd 

A.  giak Entering  and Sinking 

Upper. 

official  seal.  Every  official  seal 
is  made  originally  like  a  small 

table  with  four  legs,  the  engraved 

part  being,  so  to  speak,  under 
the  table  and  consequently  not 
available  to  make  impressions 
until  the  legs  have  been  removed. 

One  is^broken  off  at  the  official 
department  where  the  seal  is 

made,  a  seoqnd  by  the  Board 
of  Civil  Office,  a  third  by  the 
Governor  of  the  province,  and 
the  last  by  the  mandarin  for 
whom  the  seal  is  destined. 

昏 迷不覺  dazed  and  uncon¬ scious, — of  what  is  going  on 
around. 

覺悟  to  be  roused  to  a  sense 
of;  to  become  enlightened  as  to 
conditions  before  unperceived. 

夫 子覺者  you,  sir,  are  in¬ 
telligent. 

先覺者  one  who  is  quick  of apprehension  ；  one  who  knows 

by  intuition. 

m 

2217 

以先知 覺後知 t。 u 
fore-knowledge  to  impart  kno 
ledge. 

以先覺 覺後覺 t。 u preconceptions  to  impart  co 

ceptions. 

發覺  to  make  known;  to  brii to  light. 

覺  t0  manifest  to  the  wori 

有覺其 橘 >fty  are  the  pilla 
around  it. 

有覺 德行， 四國順 < 
to  an  upright  virtuous  condu< 
all  in  the  four  quarters  of  t] 
State  render  obedient  homage 

覺賢  Buddha  Bhadra, 一 who a.d.  419  introduced  an  alphab 
of  42  characters  into  China,  f 

the  purpose  of  transliterati] Pali  or  Sanskrit. 

正 覺  perfect  intelligence.  Sar krit:  Bodhi. 

獨覺。 r 圓覺。 r 緣 f 
ascetics  who  attain  to  Buddh 

ship  without  a  teacher  and  wit 
out  being  able  to  save  othei 
Sanskrit :  Pratyika  Buddha. 

七覺分 °r 七箄支 t〗 seven  branches  of  intelligenc 
Sanskrit:  Bodhyanga, 

覺羅  Gioro  or  Ghioro, — tl 
Manchu  surname  of  the  prese] 

Imperial  family  of  China.  A 
“Red  girdles/ y  see  紅 5”o,  ̂  
Gioros. 

愛 新覺羅 Aisin  GiOT。 1 
“Golden  Race,’ ’一the  suraan 

of  the  legendary  progenitor 、 
the  Manchu  chieftains  who  su: 

sequently  reached  the  throne. 

淨覺 Pure  intelligence, 一 a  nan for  Buddha. 

Read  chiao、  To  sleej 

To  wake. 

睡覺  t。 sleep. 
睡不着 覺 unable  t 

sleep. 

始 覺  whereupon  he  waked  u] 

尙寐 無覺1  wish  1  _ sleep  and  never  wake  more. 

Same  as  2216. 
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霞 
1C 

•J 气 々o tsiok 

hiok 

cia 

’siah 

chue^  ichio 
: huo 

hiak 

: huo 

hak 

\aku^  saku 
ok 

Entering 

Upper. 

A  wine-cup,  standing  on 

3  legs,  with  2  ears,  and  a 

projecting  lip.  [This  name 
was  used  under  the  Chou 

dynasty.  See  1184,  299. 

Dignity  ；  rank.  A  term 
for  small  birds.  Also  reac 

chueh^*  and  chiid1* 

公 言錫爵  the  duke  handed 
me  a  cup  of  wine. 

以 祈爾爵  I  shall  ask  you 
to  drink  a  cup, — as  being  the 
loser  in  a  bout  of  archery. 

洗爵  to  rinse  a  goblet. 

爵杯  a  wine-cup. 

爵後  half-seas  over. 

受 爵無讓  to  obtain  a  dignity 
and  be  without  humility. 

誨 爾序爵  I  instruct  you 
bow  to  arrange  men  according 
to  their  ranks. 

^  hereditary  ranks. . 

世釋。 r 襲爵  hereditary 
nobility,  —  consisting  in  all  of 
nine  ranks,  as  follows : — 

1

.

 

 

—
 
 

duke. 

2

.

 

 

—
 
侯
 
 

marquis. 

3 

.

 

—

伯

 

 

earl. 4  —  子  viscount. 

5 .-男  baron. 
For  the  remaining  four, 

⑽尉 I  2,62  K 

.尋位  the  rank  of  a  noble. 
錫爵  to  bestow  noble  rank. 

爵祿  noble  rank  and  salary. 

貴爵帥  your  nobility  the 
Commander-in-chief, — a  conver¬ 
sational  phrase. 

有 天爵者 ，.有 人爵者 
there  is  a  divine  nobility  and 
a  human  nobility,—  the  former 
consisting  in  charity,  duty  to 

pne’s  neighbour,  loyalty,  sincer 
ity,  and  good  works. 

古之 人修其 天爵而 

冬 爵從之 the  men  of  old 
aimed  at  divine  nobility,  and 
human  nobility  followed  in  its train. 

爵前  before  your  Lordship；  to 
your  Lordship. 

爵 22l8 

m 

2« 
R. 

2219 

藥 
> 

C.  tsdky^  tsiu1 
H.  tsiok。 

ts^iau"*
- 

F.  chiok^ 
chioh^

 

W.  cia^ja-^ ’ah$、 ziahy^ 

ciah、 

P.  ichiau^ 

chiat^ 

M.  ichiau、 

chuo^ 

Y,  tsiak 

Sz.  ckiau 
K. chak 

. . shaku、  zdk 
A.  tok Entering 

Irregular. 

爵閣  Grand  Secretary  and  ofl noble  rank. 

鬻爵  to  sell  rank, — used  a.d. 

117& 

2222 

R •藥 

C. tsdky 

See 爵 

Entering 

2223 

2220 

r, 蕭 
See 促 

K.  ch、ak'  cho 
r.  saku、 soku 

A.  hsuk 

Entering  and 

SinkingUpper. 

To  chew  ；  to  bite  ；  to 
ruminate.  Also  read  (col¬ 

loquially)  chiad1.  Upper.- 

駿嚼。 r 阻嚼 t。 chew. 

我 嚼不動  I  can’t  masticate it,  or  break  it  with  the  teeth. 

貪多 嚼不斕  if  you  put  too  I R. 覺 much  in  your  mouth,  you  will  jgee 

not  be  able  to  chew  it  soft, 一  I  ee  Vt 

applied  in  the  sense  of  “do  not  | K. ch<mnk、 chak 
attempt  too  much.”  To  biteK* saku^  soku 

off  more  than  one  can  chew •屬  %trok 

正要 狼嚼我  he  wants  to gobble  me  up. 

咬 文嚼字  to  munch  style and  chew  wordsj — in  the  vain 
effort  to  produce  literary  work. 

結 搆雖工 ，咀 嚼無徨 
although  the  argument  is 

well  worked  out,  on  reconsidera¬ 
tion  there  is  not  much  point  in  it. 

嚼 蠟無味  as  tasteless  as chewing  wax.  I 

嚼舌頭  to  chew  the  tongue,!  \ 
— to  calumniate.  I  2226 

嚼子 a  bit.  |r •覺 
倒嚼  {chiaox)  to  chew  the  cud.  I  See  榷 

嚼說  to  chatter.  J  Entering 

嚼過兒 。〃嚼 用 one’s bread ;  daily  bread ;  rate  of 

living;  maintenance  of  life. 

Pure  white  ；  clean. 

嚼然泥 而不滓 [Ch<u| P‘ing]  was  so  pure  that  he  could! touch  mud  (mingle  with  evilf 

men)  and  not  be  defiled.  u 

To  sow  wheat  between! 
the  rice-crops. 

冬 徐夏稽  in  winter  rice,  in| summer  wheat. Entering 

Upper. 

脚 

2224 

2225 

The  rippling  of  water.  I 

The  appearance  and  disap- 1 N 

據 

2227 

藥 

djih 

2221 

R •藥嘯 

C.  tsdky 

F.  chHok) 
P.  j  chiat^ 
M.  J  chio 

SEe 爵燋 

Entering  and 

SinkingUpper. 

pearance  of  stones  in  a|p* chi(p .  I Y.  chu 

rapid,  ihe  darting  of  fishes.  |  k.  Uak 

See  1362. 

Same  as  1362. 

Occurs  in  the  name  ofl 

李  丫萑， ’a  general  mentioned in  the  三國志  History | 
of  the  Three  States.  AlsoJ 

a  surname.  [To  be  distin¬ 
guished  from  催  i  i，9i8.] 

J.  kioku、gaku 
I  A.  kdk、 

Entering 

Lower 

Irregular. 

A  torch.  To  light  a  fire 

曰月 出矣而 爝火不 I  2ir8 
息  if,  when  the  sun  and  moon  | R •覺 
are  shining,  you  persist  in  light- 1 N.  cuoh 

ing  a  torch, 一 is  not  that  misap-lK*  kok^kak 

plication  of  fire?  |J.  kaku 1  A.  koj^k^  giak 
Entering 

Upper. 

Laughter. 

談 笑大離  laughing  andj talking  uproariously. 

嗯嗦  t0  smile. 
大嚷醉  roaring  drunk. 

Gems  placed  together. 
Occurs  in  names  of  persons.  ) 



OHIO 

2229 

|r. 藥 
IN.  d'uoh 

|See  擭 
Entering 

Upper. 

To  walk  respectfully  in 

the  presence  of  superiors. 
To  bend.  : See  1653. 

瓔走  to  walk  .with  a  long  stride. 

蠼跳  to  skip  across;  to  jump. 

鳧 洛蝦蠼  when  the  duck bathes  the  shrimp  jumps  away. 

足 蠼砝也  his  legs  seemed  to 
bend  under  him, — of  Confucius 

when  executing  the  commissions 

of  his  prince. 

却 
4* 2230 

R. ： 

kHok 

C.  k、ok、 

b：i 

I W.  c^ia^  c^iai 
IN.  c、iah 
IP.  ch'-u^^ f 

|M.  ch'iio I Y.  cK'iak 
ISz.  cK'uo 
Ik.  kak 

|J.  kaku、 kiaku 

I  A.  k'dk 

To  decline；  to  reject,  as 

opposed  to 愛  15.  A  parti 

cle  meaning  now,  then,  it 

is  evidently  so,  really,  etc. 

and  used  after  雖 （10,387 

and  若 (5644)  to  introduce 

the  apodosis. 

Entering 

Upper. 

椎却  to  decline;  to  put  off  with 
excuses. 

却 其銀釵 ，受 其机扇 
declined  the  silver  hair-pin  but 

、 accepted  the  fan 

了却  to  finish  off;  to  have  done with. 

幸 勿見却  I  trust  you  will 
not  reject, 一 my  gift. 

副 使何喬 等却之 
the  assistant  Commissioner  Ho 

Ch‘iao,  and  others,  drove  them 
off,— of  bandits,  barbarians  etc. 

却病  to  drive  away  disease. 

遠 却繁華  to  '  flee  from  the pomps  and  vanities  of  this  world. 

以却 者爲輸  those  who  are 
pulled  over,  lose, — of  tug-of-war. 

却意  to  disappoint  hopes. 

忘却  to  utterly  forget. 

却說  let  us  now  proceed  to 
relate, —  as  of  a  digression  in  a 

story,  etc. 

好 却好， K 是  I  admit  the advantage,  but. ... . . 

却 是。1 ： 却係  evidently;  the 
fact  is  that. 

却不知  really  do  not  know. 

却 

a* 

2230 

卻 
2231 

2232 

2233 

2234 

284  ] 

爵 

却不行  on  no  account  willl it  do. 

却原來  it  really  was  so. 

却也 but. 却 是一仵 美事.  a  pretty  I piece  of  business  this  is!  | 

却有來  so  you  have  come,  I have  you? 

和尙 杪化完 了却來 

Entering 

Upper. 問  when  the  priest  had  finished 
collecting  subscriptions,  he  then 
came  to  enquire . 

這一 相公却 是何人 
and  who  may  this  young  gentle- 1 - man  be?  J 

方鳴 睡却矣  has  just  gone  I to  sleep  after  a  cry.  j 

問 以 却老柘 asked  him| the  secret  of  immortality. 

却 走。 r 却行  to  step  back¬ wards;  to  withdraw. 

大 駭却走  greatly  terrified  | 
he  stepped  back.  

h 

却 之不恭 ，受 之有愧 
rude  to  refuse  it  and  embar¬ 

rassing  to  accept  it. 

却又 作怪。 n  the  other| hand,  it  was  strange  that. . . 

却流  to  flow  backwards. 

却 而西流  flowed  backwards! to  the  west. 

m 
2238 

m 

2239 

餓 

撒 2241 

Same  as  2230.  See  also! 

1003,  and  1 363  for  con-j 
struction  of  character. 

Entering 

Upper. 傕 
See  2218. 

2242 

Same  as  2235. 

〕lock. 

Coloured  stones;  gems. 

Read  ksi1*.  A  stumbling 

See  1 1,765. 

See  1388. 

The  old  bark  of  trees 

Rough  ;  wrinkled  ；  corn 

gated. 
皮絨棘 以龍驚 t。 pai, 
wrinkles  on  the  skin  in  ord( 

to  frighten  dragons,  — by  tl 
likeness  to  themselves. 

餓 皺有緻  this  mottled  su 
face  is  very  pretty. 

The  rough,  wrinkled  bai 
of  trees. 

See  22.26. 

確 

4^ 

See  2219. 

雀 

I  k-ok 

See  1387. 

!r 

223s 

R. ： 

See 鶴 

EnteriDg 

Upper. 

Name  of  a  famous  dog. 

2243 

|R •覺 

C. 

H. 

F.  k-auk 

W.  k^o 

IN.  c'-iioh^  k、oh 

IP. 

M.  cK'uo 
Y.  chHak 

|Sz.  cK'uo 
J  K.  kak、 hwak 

I  J.  kaku、 

kwaku、 koku 

A.  hsak 

Entering 

Upper. 

A  firm  rock.  Soli( 

substantial  ；  actual.  Re; 

ly  •’  certainly. 

的確 OT 確實  actual;  tru 

確情  the  actual  facts  or  circu 
stances. 

確據  positive  proof. 

確鑿  trustworthy ;  reliab beyond  all  doubt. 

^  really  true
. 

確知  to  know  for  a  fact. 

碎 I  然  surely;  certainly  so. 確 4 能其事 
manage  this  matter? 



觳 
2247 

kwak^  v. 
hwak 

'iaku、 kaku 

kok^  kwak 

Entering 

Upper. 

w 
2?49 

嗦 
Entering 
Lower. 

確 
2243 

w 
2244 

覺 

:: 卜吨 
•  k、auk 
Ho 

•  c^iioh 
chW、 chHte 
•  ch>uo 
, chHak 

•  kak 

koku、  kaku 
. hsak 

Entering 

Upper. 

確否  is  it  so  or  not? 

確切  with  the  utmost  accuracy. 

確當  correct  and  in  order. 
確查 to  investigate  carefully. 

確信。 r 確育。 r 確耗 
trustworthy  information. 

確探  to  find  out  really. 

確證 _  testimony. 啾1
 

upright ;  in- 
Guileless 

genuous. 

謹  ̂   retiring;  reserved. 

See  6103. 

Same  as  6103. 

Same  as  6103. 

To  look  right  and  left  in| 
alarm. 

矍矍  scared;  in  a  state  of  trepi-l 
dation. 

矍踢 t。  run  hither  and  thither,] 
seeking  to  escape. 

矍視  to  glance  hastily  at. 

謹鑠哉 是翁也  what  a  fine  I 
old  man  he  is! 

2250 

R. 尤 

C.  ts^au H.  chiau 

F.  chLiu W.  tsiu 
P.  chiu 

M.  chHu 
K.  ch>u 

J.  shd、 shu 

A.  tu、 f'ti 
Even  Uppc 

Irregular. 

楸1
 

2251 

允 

F.  v.  ich'-iu P.  chiu 

R. 

j  See  秋 

Weary;  tired. 

精 神忽街  my  energies  are  j exhausted. 

攀 2252 

湫1
 

22S3 

|R •尤# 
|See  秋 

Even  Upper. 

OHIXJ. 

湫1
 

• 

2253 

The  wailing  of  infants. 

P 秋  P 秋  sound  of  children  crying 

Pi|l  the  hum  of  insects ;  mur- 

w 
muring  sounds. 

2254 

r 

R •靖 

. 

See 秋 

To  grasp  with  the  hand. 

SinkingUpper. 

To  pinch. 

揪住  t。 grasp  tight. 

瞅1
 

22SS 

揪着 不撒手 Elding  tight 

R .尤 

m  and  not  letting  go. 

_  耳  to  seize  by  the  ear. 

See 秋 

Even  Upper. 

•揪  to  catch  hold  of  the 
m 

queue, 一 as  Chinese  do  when 
fighting. 

unable  to  break  in  t'vo. 

22^6 

揪  t0  gather  up, — as  stalks  of 

grain. 

酋1
 

问  r 

^  ̂   to  bind  into  a  sheaf. 

揪着心 繫 兒去做 put 

2257  t 

R. 允  a 

C. 
your  whole  heart  into  it. H.  siu  - 

_  皮  to  pinch  the  skin, — as  the 

F.  tu  > N.  dziu^yu  / 

Chinese  do,  generally  on  the P.  chTiu 

neck,  for  purposes  of  counter¬ 
irritation. 

M.  you^  chHou Y.  chHio  / 

t0  clutch  and  wrestle;  to 
K.  ch、tt  A 

struggle  with. J.  shli、 dju  t 
A.  tu  A 

彬 t  t0  seize  and  throw  over, Even  Lower.  ̂  
一 a  man. 

揪繫兒 t0  hold  it; 坤 the 
i 

handle, 一 of  baskets,  etc.,  with 

hooped  handles. 

消』 P 

22S8  、)i 

Same  as  ̂ 251. 

-it 
 Yl 

See  如 

A  pool  ;  a  pond.  A 

Even  Lower, 

branch  of  the  Yellow  River, 

famed  for  its  clear  water. 

Mournful  ；  sad.  ! 

龍漱  a  waterfall. 湫湫 者悲愁 之狀也 ； 

醫 kl 

2259 

)•  (chiu 

i,  zchico 

chiu  chiu  ̂   means  a  sorrowful 
appearance.  c 

揪 兮如風  ehill  as  the  wind. 

敝 居湫隐 humble  dwell- 

,ee 揪酒 3 

Even  Upper. 

ing  is  insignificant  and  lowly. 

- 

觀斯 景也好 不湫人 
to  gaze  at  this  scenery  is  enough  | 
to  make  a  man  sad. 

湫狹  narrow  and  confined. 
揪鄙  bare  and  poor,— -of  rooms. 
To  heal  up,  as  a  sore. 

腫癍了  the  swelling  has  gonel 
down. 

A  singing  in  the  ears. 

耳中 耳秋鳅  singing  in  th 
ears. 

See  2306. 

Liquor  after  fermentation  ； 
ust.  To  come  to  perfec- 
)n;  to  end.  A  headman  ；| 

(your  days)  like  your  ancestors ! 

speaking. 

To  float.  Same  as  4666. 

S  scum. 

卜  affluent  of  the  M in  Shensi. 

The  hair  done  up  in  a! 

lot  or  coil. 

挽 — 梳) 一個 f 兒 do 
up  your  hair  in  a  coil, 一 at  the 

the  cow-pat  coil, 一 the 

壳
 2245 
殼
 
 

I
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酒
 3 

226o R. 有 

C.  tsau 
H.  tsiu 

F.  ehiu 

N.  1 

M.  1
  cHu Y.  chieo 

Sz.  chin 

K.  chu 
「•  shU、 shu 
A.  tin 
Risfnp  Upper. 

Spirit,  as  distilled  from 

yrain  and  subsequently 

■nodified  in  various  ways  so 

is  to  produce  a  variety  of 

z brands;”  usually  rendered 

)y  "wine."  It  is  sold  by 

.he  斤  catty, 撕容 5754; 

ind  is  always  drunk  hot 

rom  small  pewter  jugs 

which  stand  in  boiling  water. 

See  also  12,553.  [To  be 

distinguished  from  猶 2258 

and  洒 953i.]  See  3497, 

759.  1220,  12,504,  8149, 

3487,  4624,  3120,  7331. 

燒酒  distilled  spirit, — the  ardent 
spirit  of  millet  as  commonly 
drunk  in  north  China.  It  is 

sometimes  called  thrice 

fired,  a  name  which  has  been 
corrupted  by  Europeans  into 
samshoo. 

^  興 酒  wine  fr
om  Shao-hsing 

in  Chehkiang.  It  is  a  light  table 
wine  made  from  glutinous  rice, 

of  varying  price,  according  to 

quality. 

紹興爲 名士， 燒酒爲 
Shao-hsing  wine  is  a 

polished  gentleman,  samshoo  is 

a  rowdy, 一 alluding  to  the  dif¬ 
ferent  effects  produced  by  each. 

黃 酒  yellow  wine,  —  another 
name  for  Shao-hsing  wine,  as 
above.  Also,  a  cheap  wine  made 

in  the  north  from  glutinous  millet. 

酒天 之美祿 wine  is  the 
1  glorious  gift  of  God. 

紅酒  and  白 酒  red,  and  white 
wine,  are  Anglo-Chinese  terms 
for  claret  and  sherry  or  hock. 

_ or  旨酒  fine  wine.  See 

釀 8414 - 
淸酒爲 聖人， 濁酒爲 

賢 人  clear  wine  is  as  it  were 
a  Prophet,  while  turbid  is  only 
a  Sage. 

淸者 爲酒濁 者爲醴 
the  clear  is  chiu、 the  thick  is 
li  {see  6950). 

pJC  poor  wine, — used  when 

speaking  of  one’s  own  cellar. 

陳酒。 Id  wine. 

3 

酒 
2260 酒 非內法  unless  the  wine  is of  the  best, — i.e.  made  acc.  to 

the  method  employed  in  the Palace. 

天 、酒  the  wine  of  heaven, — dew. 

古 酒  the  wine  of  earth, 一 water. 
酒 杯。1 •酒 鍾。1 r  _ 危 

a  wine-cup;  a  goblet. 

酒瓶 or  酒縛  a  wine-bottle. 

酒 组  a  wine-jar. 

售 ft  a  distiller’s  vat. 酒 樓 ot 酒店 酒肄 
OT 酒舖 or 酒館。 r 酒局 
a  wine-shop;  a  public-house；  a 
restaurant. 

呌酒 保烫酒 bade  the waiter  heat  some  wine, 

酒坊  a  distillery. 

酒 頭茶脚 the  top of  the wine-flask,  the  bottom  of  the 

teapot, — is  the  best 

善另 |J  酒  able  to  distinguish wines, 一 a  connoisseur. 

酒 wine-vessels. 

酒炒  to  &oil  with  wine. 
酒 酣  affected  by  wine;  tipsy. 

酒 色  wine  and  women, — debau¬ 
chery. 

酒 色 財氣  drunkenness， lust, avarice,  and  passion. 

酒病。 r  酒 癖  a  weakness  for wine. 

酒 食  eating  and  drinking. 

逃酒 or  * 混酒  to  shirk  drink¬ 
ing, 一 at  a  feast  etc. 

酒 醒  t0  Set  sober- 

酒  ̂8  wine-baskets. 

酒鑽  a  cork-screw. 

^  ̂   to  have  eaten  an
d drunk  one’s  fill. 

酒漏子 a  funnel- 
縮酒  to  strain  wine. 

酒標。 r  酒 帘  a  tavern  sign. 
酒毋。 r 酒麵。 r 酒餅 

ot 酒 媒。 i •酒頒 yeast  or 
ferment  for  making  spirits.  See 
8241. 

酒 菜。 r 酒肉。 r 酒饌 

01 ■酒裁 

M 
賞你 們下酒 Ibestowit。 you  to  help  your  wine  down,- of  some  delicacy. 

按 酒之物 something  to  g with  wine. 

酒 肉朋友 wine  and-mei 
friends, — friends  in  prosperit 
only.  See  5665. 

酒席  a  feast;  a  banquet. 

酒锻  cookery;  see  8419. 

^  a  boon  companion. 酒 鬼。 r 酒徒。 r 酒 和 

or  醉酒  f 老  a  sot;  a  tipple 

酒狂  delirium  tremens.  See 
12,807. 

^  @  to  be  elevated  wi
t 

wine. 

酒瘋脚  gout  in  the  feet,  fro 

drinking. 

囊 飯  _ 
 a  wine-skin

  ar 

rice-bag, 一 a  worthless  fellow. 

酒刺  wine  thorns, — grog-blo soms  on  a  man’s  nose.  See  351 

dimples  in  the  cheeks. 

酒力  the  strength  of  wine. 

被酒 oi ■酒中 under  the  * fluence  of  wine;  in  his  cups. 

有七八 分酒意 half  se 
over. 

^  ̂   ̂   whenever  he 
 ha 

been  drinking, . 

乘其 酒典來 勸女吳 
took  the  opportunity  of  beir 

a  little  “elev 狂 ted”  to  come  ar 
advise  Jiis  daughter. 

酒在 肚裡， 事在心 巷 
when  inspired  with  wine,  th 
is  the  time  for  .business. 

$  drunk  and
  di 

orderly. 

wine  that  will  ma) 

one  drunk  for  a  thousand  da.) 

See  2875. 

酒行  _  過  when  the  wi
n— 

been  round  several  times. 

酒話 不在心 4： drunk, 
talk  does  not  remain  in  the  min 

i,e.  the  drunkard  forgets  what has  been  saying. 

酌水爲  _  t。 turn  water  in 
wine, — mentioned  as  a  feat  p< 

formed  by  magical  aid ‘ 
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2260 

厭世而 逃于酒 t。 seek 
refuge  from  the  cares  of  this 
world  in  wine. 

得 全 于酒 to  find  peace  in 
wine. 

以 酒生思  he  sought  inspi- 
ration  in  wine. 

好使 "JB  fond  of  boozing. 

余性不 近酒1  aiu  nQt 
naturally  fond  of  wine. 

見 其面尙 帶酒容 
seeing  that  he  still  looked  the 
worse  for  liquor. 

酒神  the  Spirit  of  Wine  has 
descended, — the  influence  of  the 
wine  is  beginning  to  be  felt. 

酒 量  a  person’s  capacity  for wine. 

我 是無滔 量 I  cannot  stand 
much  wine. 

莫飮過 量之酒 
drink  more  wine  than  you  can 
carry. 

酒不 可雜飲 don’t  mix 
your  liquor. 

祭酒  a  Libationer  of  the  國 

子  Imperial  Academy  of 
Learning.  There  arc  two;  one 
Chinese,  and  one  Manchu. 

賣酒不 說酒酸 the  pub- 
lican  never  tells  you  his  liquor 

is  sour.  C/.  Don’t  cry  stinking fish. 

今日有 酒今 B 醉 
to-day  we  have  wine,  to-day  let’s 
get  drunk. 

滅臂 卯時酒 don’t  drink 
wine  between  5  and  7  a.m.,  i.e. 
in  the  early  morning. 

酒不 解眞愁 wine  cannot 
dispel  real  sorrow. 

酒 璋尋常 行處有 he 
got  into  debt  for  drink  wherever 

he  went.  Said  of  Li  T‘ai-po, 
the  tippling  poet. 

破 除萬事 無如酒 
for  solving  difficulties,  there  is 
nothing  like  wine. 

酒逢知 己千 林少。 f 
wine,  taken  with  a  dear  friend, 
a  thousand  cups  are  too  few. 

酒 能成事 ，酒 能敖事 
wine  can  both  make  and  mar. 

酒發心 腹之言 * 
veritas. 

酒 3
 

2260 

m
1
 

2261 

r. 光 

See 

Even  Lower. 

m 

2262 

r •嘯 
% 醮 

Sinking 

Upper. 

九 
3 

2263 

R •有 

C.  kau 

H.  kiu 
F.  kiu、 kau 
W.  ciau 
N.  ciu P. 

M.  chiu 

Sz. 

Y.  chieo 

K.  ku、 kiu 

J,  ku、 kiu A.  kiu 

Rising  Upper. 

酒不 醉人， 人自醉 
wine  does  not  make  a  man  drunk: 

it’s  the  man  himself. 

美不美 ，鄕中 .酒 gQc)d  Qr not,  it  is  the  wine  of  my  country. 

人 狠不攙 ，酒 狠不喫 
do  not  mix  with  violent  men, 
nor  drink  strong  wine. 

無酒 不成禮 without  wine no  ceremonial  is  complete. 

The  oily  scum  on  rich 

spirits. 

To  shrink  up. 

酿酿了  shrivelled  up. contracted,  as  dry  timber. 

分兩  to  shrink  in  weight, 
shrunk  one  half. 

shrank,  as  cloth  in washing. 

a  group  of  stars,  partly 

in  Leo  and  partly  in  Cancer. 

Nine. 以 州 2444, 卿 

2198,  and  品 9273.  In  ac¬ 
counts  written  as  2276,  in 

order  to  prevent  alteration. 

九九。 r 隆 冬數九 eighty- 
one ;  the  nine  periods  of  nine  or 

eighty-one  days  of  winter. 

九秦花  when  the  nine periods  of  winter  end,  flowers 

open. 
二 九  the  three  periods  of  nine 
days  each,  which  immediately 
follow  the  winter  solstice  and 

form  the  coldest  part  of  the  year. 

九  the  nine  sections  of  ma¬ thematical  science. 

九九。 r  九歸  arithmetic. 

小九  _  addition - 

大九歸 division - 小九； ̂   w 九 九合數 
the  Multiplication  table  as  far 
as  nine  times  nine. 

九九 圖  cabalistic  tables. 

九 
3 

2263 

甫  ch^uvg1  the  double  nine, 一 
the  ninth  day  of  the  ninth  moon. 

九  {chlung)  nine  storeys ;  also, nine  folds  or  enclosures;  the  nine 
heavens  of  the  Taoists,  hence, 

heaven  in  general ;  Peking. 

九宮  the  Imperial  palace. 

九有 = 天 下 the  empire. 

九省統 制 an  officer  of  the T‘ang  dynasty,  something  like the  present 夫門 提督. 

九 城。 r 九門 M 九華 names  for  Peking.  j 

九 成九有  there  are  nine  to one  (out  of  ten)  chances  in  its favour 

九天。 r  九霄  the  nine  divi¬ 
sions  of  the  celestial  sphere ;  the 

nine  divisions  of  the  Buddhist 

or,  Taoist  Paradise. 

九__  連環 5。43. 

九鼎  the  nine  tripods  of  the Great  Yu. 

九 死 一 • 生  a  very  narrow 
escape  of  one’s  life. 

九二八  exchange  at  92.8, — i.e.  7.2  discount. 

九  the  Nine  Similitudes, — 
(i) 如山 (2) 如阜 (3) 如 

岡 (4) 如陵 (5) 如川之 

方至 （6) 如月 之恒 
(7) 如日 之升 ⑻ 如南 

山之壽 （9) 如松柏 

之茂. 
九泉。 1 •九原 the  Nine Springs,  —  Hades ;  death.  See 2140  and  6450. 

雖九死 ，其猶 未悔 
though  I  had  to  die  nine  times, 
yet  I  should  feel  no  regret. 

乂代。 r 九輩 子。 r 九族 
the  nine  generations, -four  above 
and  four  below  the  individual 

in  question. 

九  *7*  a  mother  of  many sons. 

登九 五之尊 t0  mount  the Throne, 一 a  phrase  based  upon 
certain  permutations  of  the 

Diagrams. 

九  Kiukiang,  one  of  the  ports opened  by  the  Tientsin  Treaty of  1858. 
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2263 

2264 

辉1
 

2265 ^ 尤 

[J.  kia'ku 
1  A.  Skau 

究‘
 2266 

IR •宥 P.  Cchiu、 chit^ See 救 

Sinking 

Upper. 

九段。 ■•九 團  Kiutoan,  the I 
site  of  the  lighthouse  nearj 
Shanghai. 

Read  chU  To  collect. 

九 合諸侯 to  call  together 
the  feudal  princes. 

Same  as  2267. 

A  disease. 

Even  Upper 

Irregular. 

療 坑沈荷  the  illness  has| 
assumed  a  dangerous  phase. 

To  examine  into :  tol 

investigate,  especially  with  I 

torture,”  i.e.  bambooing.  | 
After  all  ；  finally. 

288  ] 
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2266 

究察  to  investigate. 

考究  to  enquire  into;  to  hunt up. 

究審 w 究問  to  try  a  case. 

究 情間事  to  examine  into the  details  of. 

究辦  to  investigate  and  settle 
a  case。 

! 究霞 to  hear  and  give  judgment. 

究治  to  investigate  and  award 
punishment  accordingly. 

追究  to  follow  up  a  clue ;  to 
investigate  step  by  step. 

究追  to  recover  stolen  goods 
by  a  prosecution. 

嚴卑。 r  究鞫  t。 strictly  j enquire  into. 

深究  to  probe ;  to  investigate minutely. 

究度  to  investigate  and  weigh ! 
the  facts. 

亦 不復究  nor  would  he  re¬ 
open  the  case. 

窮 究根源  to  investigate  to| 
the  very  bottom. 

不 舒究之  he  does  not  lei-| surely  examine  into  things. 

究惩 w 究罰。 r 究處 
to  bring  to  trial  and  punish. 

究禁  to  enquire  into  and  issue prohibitions  against. 

to  examine  into  and  report. 

究詰  to  question ;  to  examine in  court. 

究結  to  finish  a  case. 
究心、 thoroughly. 

究革  to  investigate  and  dis¬ 
miss. 

究抵  to  enquire  into  and  compel redress. 

是 究是圖  examine  this  and 
.study  it. 

卽其新 ，不 究其舊 
pay  attention  to  what  a  man  is, not  to  what  he  has  been. 

^  ̂   you  will  not  find out  if  you  are  in  too  much  of 

a  hurry.  • 

老學究  an  old  pedant,  or  one who  never  emerges  from  the 
student  stage. 

究竟。 1 ■究之 （at  the  be- 
ginning  of  a  sentence)  even  sup¬ 

posing  that;  even  then;  in  that 
case;  really ;  after  all;  indeed. 

[The  polished  equivalent  of 

鳩1
 

2267 

R .尤 

C.  kau、 k‘au H.  keu 
F.  kiu、 kHu、 

ku 
ciati 

到底 •] 
靡 届靡究 without  limit without  end 

其 究安宅  in  the  end  we  had rest  in  our  dwellings. 

自我人 究究 you  use  us with  cruel  unkindness 

他那 個茱做 得講究 
he  is  very  particular  about  having 

his  food  nicely  cooked.  See  講 1244* 

The  turtle-dove  ；  the 

pigeon,  which  is  believec 
to  hatch  nine  young  ones. 

To  assemble.  To  collect. 

N.  ciu 

M, 
 I  chiu 

Y.  chieo 

Sz.  chiu 
K.  ku 

|J.  ku、 kiu 
A.  kin 
Even  Upper. 

維 鳩居之  the  dove  dwells in  it, — the  magpie’s  nest. 

鳩居  to  take  up  one’s  residence as  a  bride;  to  sponge  on. 

_ 鳩在桑  the  turtle-dove  is 
in  the  mulberry  tree. 

于 嗟鳩兮 ，無 食桑葚 
ah!  you  dove,  do  not  eat  the mulberries. 

雎鳩  the  osprey. 

鳩1
 

2267 

班鳩  the  blue  rock  pigeon.  Fig. in  Tlu  shu  suggests  common 

sandpiper  or  summer  snipe. 

火鳩  the  fire-dove  of  Formosa ( Turtur  humilis). 

白 the  dove  of  the  Pescadores. 

蒙鳩  a  name  for  the  grass warbler. 

金鳩  the  golden  dove  of  For¬ 
mosa  (Chalcophaps  formosantts) 

鳩聚  to  flock  together. 

鳩鳩聲  the  noise  of  wrangling 

鳩 錢修路  to  collect  mone】 
to  repair  a  road.  This  meaninj 
is  said  to  be  taken  from  pigeon 

sitting  in  the  sun  and  “collect 

ing”  陽氣  in  their  bodies. 

鳩資  subscriptions. 鳩工  to  collect  workmen. 

鳩杖  an  old  man’s  staff, — 
symbol  of  longevity,  taken  fror 
a  custom  which  prevailed  unde 

the  Han  dynasty,  of  presentin 

persons  over  80  years  of  ag 

with  a  jade  staff  upon  which  th 

figure  of  a  pigeon  was  engravec 

implying  the  wish  that  the  r< 
cipient  might  digest  food  as  we 

as  pigeons  do. 

鳩其民  to  give  peace  to  th 

people. 

▲  口  the 
 pubes. 

鳩兹邑  an  ancient  name  f( 
the  port  of  蕪湖  Wuhu  c 
the  Yangtsze. 

鳩盤茶  Kumbhandas.  *S 
2032. 

吒
‘
 

2268 

R •尤 

See 求 

Even  Lower. 

2269 

R. 有
 

— 

H.  kiu° 

W.  Cciau 

P.  tchiu、 Cchiu 
Y. 〔chieo 
K.  kiu 
A.  ku 

To  join  ；  to  connec 
Also  read  chiao1  or  chHm 

To  carry  the  head  higl 
Valiant. 

Rising  Upper 

Irregular. 

(hsiuK)  a  dragon  stretchii 
out  its  neck  in  a  menacii 
manner. 

赴 赴武夫  a  gallant  soldu 
果赴  .energetic;  firm  in  actio 
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22JO 

•，有 
•  ckau 

•  kiu) 

. c々/.«,  ckieu 

r.  ciau),  ciau 
. Cciu 

Cckiu、 Cchiu^ chitf 

•  Cchiu 

. zchieo 
•  chiu 

•  ku,  kiu 

ktt、 kiu 
. ku 

.ising  Upper 
Irregular. 

摻1
 

2271 

纪肴 
鳩 
en  Upper. 

A  three-fold  cord.  To 

collect  ；  to  bring  together. 
To  connect.  Light  ；  thin. 

To  examine. 仏 糾  12,133. 

糾衆  to  collect  a  crowd. 

糾會  a  club,  or  mutual  associ¬ 
ation,  sometimes  for  gambling. 

糾 合匪盜 t。  bring  together 
bad  characters. 

糾 纏爲禍  from  this  leaguing 
together  misfortune  will  result. 

糾 打不開 not  to  be  sepa- 
rated, — as  two  men  quarrelling 
and  each  holding  on  to  the 

other’s  queue. 

勿復 相糾纏  we  must  not 
be  connected  any  more. 

繩 想糾譲  applying  the  line 
to  one’s  faults  and  exhibiting one’s  errors. 

其笠 伊糾, with  their  light 
splint  hats  on  their  heads. 

糾 糾葛屢  thin  shoes  of 
Dolichos  fibre. 

糾黨。 r 糾夥  to  band  to 
gether；  to  collect  together. 

糾去 |J  to  rob  in  bands. 

摻1
 

2271 

穋 

kau 

2272 

R •尤 

c.  I 

H.  I 

F.  Jtiu、 ikiu, 

JzHu 

W.  Cciau,  hty, 

liu-^ 

N.  ciu 

P.  chiu 
K.  kiu 

J.  ku、 kiu A.  iku 

Even  Upper. 

Read  chiao1.  To  curl  up. 

天雨 草而葉 相穋結 
the  sky  rained  grass,  with  the blades  curled  up. 

Read  naoz.  Confused  ； 
mixed ;  connected. 

生 死相穆  life  and  death  are  I bound  up  in  one  another. 

Hanging  or  “weeping” 
branches  of  trees.  Crooked； 
twisted. 

南 有惨木  in  the  south  are  I trees  with  drooping  branches, 
— as  the  banyan.  See  12,672. 

糁流 roam  about. 

久 

2273 

久 
3 

2273 

R .有 

See 九 

Rising  Upper. 

For  a  long  time  past  or 
to  come.  Slow ；  see  9279. 

好久。 r 久之。 r 久遠 

?274 

R. 宥 

See 救 

SinkingUpper. 

長 長久久  for  ever  and  ever. 

色不 耐久  the  colour  will  notl 
last. 

久後  by  and  by. 久留  to  detain  a  long  time. 
久 已  lbngsince;  for  a  long  time.  | 

久經  has  long  ago . 
久 未  has  not  for  a  long  time. . 

久矣  now  for  a  long  time. 
久延  long  enduring;  delaying. | 

久雨  a  long  rain. 

久 而自明  time  will  show. ■久懸  lGng  pending. 

久暫  length  of  time. 
久常  lasting；  enduring.. 

Poor  and  diseased, 

live  long  in  a  place： 

To 

糾葛  mutually  involved, 一 as  by  I 
accounts  in  which  each  owes! 
the  other  different  sums. 

糾繆  to  correct  errors. 

糾謀  to  conspire. 

糾察  to  investigate. 
糾殛  to  punish  according  to  I 

deserts. 

糾萬民  to  examine  into  thel 
behaviour  of  the  people. 

Read  chiaoz.  Deep  ； 
intense. 

舒 窃糾兮  oh  to  have  my  I 
deep  longings  for  her  relieved !  ■ 

To  enquire  into,  Tol 
strangle. 

椹天道 其焉知 how  i 
the  way  of  God  to  be  found  out 
by  searching? 

Read  liu1  To  bind. 

is  I 

for  a  long  time  past  ；  a  long while. 

歲久  for  many  years. 

以年 月少久 because  it was  rather  a  long  time, — since 
it  had  been  built. 

久 而久之 as  time  w^nt  on. 
久別  long  parted,— as  friends. 
: A  違  I  have  not  seen  you  for  a 
long  time,  —  a  complimentary 
colloquial  phrase. 

久 而敬之  I  have  long  known 
and  respected  him. 

久病 知醫 a  long  illness makes  one  acquainted  with  the 
doctor. 

久仲 a 久慕 I  have  long wished  to  know  you. 

久 聞大名  I  have  long  heard 
of  your  great  name. 

年久  or  日久  many  years, or  days,  since. 

日久 見人心  time  shows what  a  man  is  at  heart. 

長 久之事  an  affair  which  is likely  to  last. 

不 得長久  it  (or  he)  cannot 
last  long. 

灸
 3 

R.： 

2275 

有宥 

C.  kau0 

H.  kiu F.  zkiu、 koi^ 

W.  ciau0 

N.  ciu 

P.  chiu0 

M.  chiu\  chiat^ 

Y.  cchieo 
Sz.  chiu K.  ku 

J.  kiu、 ku A. ikiu 
Sinking  and 

Rising  Upper. 

玖!
 

2276 

.有 

See 九 

Rising  Upper. 

To  cauterise  by  burning 

the  dried  tinder  of  thel 

Artemisia  ；  see  32.  [To  bel 
distinguished  from  或  i88o.][ See  1783. 

灸瘡  to  raise  a  blister  by  cau-| 
terisation,  as  a  counter-irritant. 

用火灸  to  cauterise  with  fire. 

艾絨灸  to  cauterise  with  Arte-\ 
misia,  

j| 

定 然是神 針法灸 （his advice),  is  really  like  skilful  acu-f puncture  or  well-applied  cautery,  I — sure  to  do  you  good.  | 

天灸  to  mark  the  foreheads  ofl children  with  red  pigment  inf 
order  to  keep  off  disease,  on 

14th  of  8th  moon. 

灸災  to  cauterise  in  order  tol ward. off  noxious  influences. 

Smoky  quartz.  Used  in 
accounts  for  九 2263. 

報之 以嚷玖  I  repaid  himl with  a  piece  of  beautiful  smoky 

quartz.  
* 

37 
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疚 4
 2277 

|R. 宥 I F.  k'-eu 

I  See  救 
Sinking 

Upper. 

雜
 4 2278 

R.； 

C.  kau， - 

lU.kiu3 IF. 

\^J.^djiau 
I N.  djiu 

M.  I 
 M 

lY.  chieo0 

|Sz.  chiu° IK.  ku 

A. -kiu 

韭
 3 

Hu 

cliiu 

A  chronic  disease  -  some¬ 

thing  wrong,  or  out  of  order. 

災疢  an  epidemic. 
wicked ;  loathsome. 

憂心 孔疚  an  incurable
  mel¬ ancholy. 

在狹  he  is  still  sick.  See  2375. 

hsing^  前定 則不疢 if 

one’s  actions  have  been  previ¬ 

ously  determined,  there  will  be 
no  sorrow  in  connection  with 
them. 

君子 內省不 疢 thesu_ 
perior  man  examines  his  heart 
that  there  may  be  nothing  wrong 
there. 

韮
 3 

2280 

A  coffin  with  a  corpse 
in  it. 

Sinking 

Lower 

Irregular. 

送柩  to  escort  a  coffin  to  the 
burial  place. 

蓮柩  to  transport  a  coffin  from 
one  place  to  another. 

a  coffin  with  a  corpse  in  it. 

旅柩  coffins  of  those  who  die 
away  from  home. 

停柩  to  keep  a  coffin  unburied. 

榷車  a  hearse. 

出  to  carry  out  tile  coffin  for burial, 

望 柩不歌  when  looking  to¬ wards  a  coffin,  do  not  sing. 

R .宥 

2279 

Ik 有
- 

I C.  hau H.  j 

If. 

J  W.  ciau In.  du 

|p
 

|M. 
1 Y.  chieo 
ISz.  chiu 

\}C.ku 

Ij.  kiU'ku 

I  A.  kiu 

I P  i.-iiug  Upper. 

Leeks ;  scallions.  Radi¬ 
cal  179.  See  2280. 

獻黑禁  il  havine  offered  in
 

sacrifice  a  lamb  with  scallions. 

m 

3 

.  2280 
■  R •有 

卜韭
 Rising  Upper, 

Leeks ；  onions.  See  2279 

罪  leeks;  scallions, 

野韮茱  A  Ilium  T hunbergi i Don. 

烏韮  a  name  for  the  石韮 
a  species  of  split  mos 幺 [Andrece 
found  under  trees. 

救
 - 

228l 

chiu 

290  ] 

OKLTCJ 

禹  a  name  f01.  the  麥門 
々r ， a  species  of  Allium  which 
produces  bulbs  on  the  stems. 

龍有 百補， 最 損兩目 
leeks  are  in  many  ways  nourish¬ 

ing,  but  very  injurious  to  the 

eyes. 

昌雨剪  _  out  in  the  r
ain cutting  the  scallions. 

觴 麕蓮韮  entrails  and  scal¬ lions, — sent  to  a  mother  by  her 

parents  on  the  birth  of  a  child, 
in  token  of  their  wishes  for  its 

long  life,  because  the  words 

腸義  have  the  same  sound 
as 長久  long  lasting. 

C.  kau 

H.  kiu F.  keu 

W.  ciau 
N.  ciu 

PM.| 

Y.  chieo 

Sz.  chiu 
K.ku 

[. kin、 ku 

A.  kiu 
Sinking 

Upper. 

To  rescue;  to  save  from; 

to  help.  To  choose  ；  to 
affect. 

搭救  to  go  to  the  rescue. 
救命  to  save  life.  Also,  help 
help ! 

救 夂 ot 救息木 tc>  rescue from  fire, — by  helping  to  put  it 
out. 

救火的  firemen. 救難  to  rescue  from  danger  or difficulty. 

見死不 救  to  see  a  man  perish without  trying  to  save  him. 

救生局  a  society  for  rescuing drowning  people. 

救生船  a  life-boat. 

不 可救藥  medicine  cannot save  him.  .Also  fig.,  there  is 

nothing  to  be  done. 

救世  to  save  the  world, 一 as Buddha  or  Christ. 

救世主  the  Saviour .  of  man¬ kind, — a  foreign  term  for  Christ 

救  ̂   to  rescue  from  bitterness, 
— a  name  for  the  goddess  觀音 

Kuan  Yin. 

救出  to  succeed  in  saving, — as 
property. 

救護  to  save;  salvage. 

救 護章程 salvage  regu 
lations. 

救 起之貨  goods  salved, 一 as 
from  a  wreck. 

救轉  to  rescue  by  retransform¬ ing  into  one’s  proper  shape. 

救
 4 

228l 救 活過來  to  save ;  to  restore 
to  life. 

救患0 r 救危  to  rescue  the 
distressed. 

救度  to  save,  as  souls. 
救全  to  save;  to  keep  safe  anc sound. 

沒 救兒*  there  is  no  help  for  it 救濟 。>* 救援。 > •救應 

2282 

R. 宥 

See 救 

SinkingUpper. 

R. 

就
 4 

2283 

宥 

救拔  to  succour；  to  relieve 
to  rescue. 

樹救  to  rescue, 一 as  from  pov 

erty. 

救駕  to  rescue  the  Emperor. 

救急回 生  it  quickly  restore 
to  life, — as  a  medicine. 

救飢  to  appease  hunger. 

^  ̂   it  grows  in  w
ild  places, - 

as  a  plant. 

To  be  pleased.  Diligent 
attentive. 

C.  tsau H.  tsHu 

F.  chm、 chiu W.  dziu、 ziu、 

y.  ziu^ 

N.  dziu,  ziu 

P •丨 . 

M.  >  chiu 

Sz. ) 

Y.  chieo 

K.  ch、u 

J.  shu A.  t'iu 

'Sinking 

Lower. 

To  go  or  come  to.  T 

approach,  or  make  to  aj 

proach  ；  to  arrive  at.  T associate  with,  as  oppose 

to 去  to  reject.  Then;  ju: 

now  ；  immediately  ；  accon 
ing  to.  See  940,  949. 

就 婦翁家 ，見 went  t。 
wife’s  father’s  house  where 
saw , 

就 其深矣 〜  reaching  tl 
deep  part, . 

屈 之則首 尾相就 ^ 
can  bend  it  (a  pliant  wand) 

as  to  make  the  two  ends  touc 

言 就爾居 iwenttolivewi you •[言  is  an  initial  particl< 

故就 酒家举 s。 we  we 
to  drink  at  a  wine-shop, 

p 就口食  
in  order  to  fe 

himself. 

三 事就緖 that  thethreefc 
labours  (of  husbandry)  may  p】 
ceed  in  order. 
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就 
2283 

sum- 

將 予就之  however  I  endea 
vour  to  reach  them  . , 

日就月 將  daily  progress  and 
monthly  advance. 

百姓就 他來了  the 
people  all  came  to  him. 

下 艙就寢  went  down  into 
the  cabin  to  sleep. 

以爲卽 可就安 in  order 
that  he  might  speedily  be  re 
stored  to  health. 

新築 之土如 何得就 
how  can  freshly-beaten  earth 

get  dry  all  at  once? 

就 他的車  I  went  in  his  car 
riage. 

都 畢煉就 的金丹 allaf 
it  is  ready-prepared  elixir  of  life 

就 地辦理  to  settle  a  case  on 
the  spot, — summarily. 

就 地取材  t0  gather  material 
on  the  spot, 一 instead  of  con 
veying  it  from  a  distance.  Used 

of  the  employment  of  officials. 

就 地正法  to  execute 
marily. 

成就  to  bring  to  a  conclusion. 

東成西 就  thoroughly  carried 
out  or  completed. 

東不成 西不就  every¬ 
thing  in  confusion；  all  at  sixes 
and  sevens. 

初無四 Hi 名就 at  first  i(; 
was  not  divided  into  five  parts ; 
see  10,291. 

就之  went  there,  or  to  him； 
see  4130. 

不就  not  to  arrive ;  not  to 
succeed  in;  “did  not  proceed,” 
i»e.  take  up  his  official  post. 

t 日 不就  but  could  make 

nothing  of  it  at  all, 一 as  when 

trying  to  write  poetry. 

凝 思不就  thought  a  long 
time  but  could  not  succeed, 一 

in  finding  an  antithesis  to  a  given 
verse. 

就手  handy ;  coming  to  hand 
at  the  nick  of  time;  convenient. 

就丰去 .做 go  and  do  it  at your  convenience. 

將就  see  1212. 
就道  to  take  the  road；  to  star L. 
See  10,780. 

就 
2283 

都不就 席 they  none  of  them sit  down  at  table. 

就來  he  will  be  here  directly, 

就 來就去  come  just  for few  moments ;  just  come  and 

just  go. 

就要去  I  will  go  directly. 

就知 明白 and  s。 you  will understand  clearly. 

這樣就 好 this 胃 wil1  do 
very  well. 

叫了 就死的  it  died  imme¬ diately  after  crying  out. 

就便  thus  it  will  be  convenient. 

就有  and  even  if  you  have  (or there  are,  etc.). 

就是  of  course;  naturally  so; 
then . ;  in  that  case;  very  well, 

but . ;  the  only  thing  is......; 
however. 

就是了  that  wil1  do. 給他 十兩就 是了― 
him  ten  taels  and  that  will  do. 

不要說 八百兩 ，就是 
三雨 也多了 
mention  800  taels,  even  3  taels 
would  be  too  much. 

或 者就是  perhaps  ’tis  he. 
就 着熱鍋 溫勲水 t。 take  advantage  of  a  kettle  being 
hot  to  warm  a  little  water. 

就着你 的掃 箒把我 

的門 口也 掃一掃 I  will  take  advantage  of  your 

broom  to  sweep  before  my  own 
door  as  weH. 

就貨價 ，每 百柚二 
!  per  cent  ad  valorem. 

就 在這裡 u  is  here. 
就此 (= 當時）  then;  just then;  just  now. 

-就 事兒  by  so  doing;  at one  and  the  same  time. 

就日  on  the  same  day.  Also, 
ellipt. 印 就之 如日 to 

tend  towards  (the  Emp.)  as  to¬ 
wards  the  (blessing-giving)  Sun. 

就着喫  to  take  something  (as sauce,  etc.)  with  onVs  food、 

就中  as  a  mediator  or  friend  of| 
both  parties ;  thereby. 

就  then  it  will  do, — a  phrase at  the  end  of  a  sentence. 

就 

2283 

僦
 4 

2284 

宥 not  t0  See  f°r 

P.  M.  Y.  Sz. 

K.  J.  and  A SinkingUpper. 

w 

2285 

R. 宥 

See 就 

Sinking 

Lower. 

就只  but;  only. 就簡  to  simplify;  to  shorten. 
就 勢 to  seize  the  occasion;  there and  then. 

就範  to  perfect  one’s  manners 
就緖  to  follow  up  a  clue;  to 

develop,  as  an  idea. 

就醫  to  put  oneself  under  med¬ ical  treatment. 

就衰  to  begin  to  fail  in  power, 
就近  to  choose  the  near,  as  an official  for  his  post;  to  prefer 

the  nearest,  as  being  the  most 

convenient;  to  be  near；  at  the 

nearest;  at  the  first  opportunity 

粗 識去就  to  know  roughly what  it  is  right  to  reject  and what  to  keep. 

就俯 w  3683. 

氣 鉍兒的  definitely. 
To  rent；  to  hire. 

僦屋  to  rent  a  house  or  room. 

^  ̂   to  hire, 一 as  workmen. 

傲載  to  hire  a  conveyance;  to 
engage  freight. 

臼*
 

2286 

有 

C.  Sk、au 
H.  Sj^iu 

F.  J^ou、 - 
W.  Ldjiau 

N.  djiu 

A  vulture  or  condor  ；  see 

10,649.  A  large  bird  des¬ 
cribed  as  having  black 

plumage,  a  yellow  head, 

and  piercing  sight.  Rapa¬ 

cious  ； cruel. 

借 梵宮而 爲餐室 to change  the  temple  of  Buddha 

into  a  vulture’s  nest, 一 into 
“den  of  thieves.” 

[Jj  the  mountain  of  the spiritual  vulture, 一 a  peak  in  India, 

named  耆 闇崛山  Gridhra- 
kuta,  upon  which  Mara  (Satan) 

frightened  Ananda,  one  of  Bud 
dha’s  disciples. 

i 焊  rapacious;  greedy. 

A  mortar,  as  commonly 

used  for  preparing  rice.  A 

bowl,  or  deep,  broad  vessel. 

Radical  134.  [To  be  dis¬ 
tinguished  from  白 8556.] 

白子  a  mortar. 
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臼 
2286 

M.  I 

Y.  chieo^ 

Sz.  ckiu* K.  ku 

J.  kiu^gu 

A.  k’iu、 keu Rising 

Irregular. 

桕 4
 2287 R. 有 

C.  &k、au 

F.  k^eur-^  v. 
k^dung^ 

W. 三  djung 

N.  djiu 

M.  ! 

Y.  chih) Sz.  chit^ 

K.  ku 

].gu^kiu 

A.  k'iu2- Rising 

Irregular. 

舅 
2288 R. 有 

C.  ̂ au 

Rising 

Irregular. 

井白  well  and  mortar,  z.e.  draw¬ 
ing  water  and.  pounding  grain, 
-women’s  work. 

杵 白之利  the  profits  of  the 
pestle  and  mortar, 一 small;  in¬ 
significant. 

門户 T  a  socket  for  the  pivot  on 
which  a  Chinese  door  turns. 

張贍 炊白夢  Chang  Chan’s dream  of  cooking  rice  in  a  rice 

mortar, — instead  of  in  a  pan; 

sc.  the  death  of  one’s  wife,  this 
dream  being  interpreted  to  signify 

that  Chang  Chan  cooked  his  rice 
in  a  mortar  because  he  had  no 

fu  [導^  a  kettle  or  婦.  a  wife], 

and  when  he  reached  home  he 

found  that  his  wife  was  actually 
dead. 

H.  ik^iu 
F.  keuL 

W. 三 djiau 

M.  I
  chiu" Y.  chieo^ Sz.  chit^ 

K.  ku 

J.  kVa、 ku 

A.  kiu^  keu^ 

The  tallow  tree  [Still- 

ingia  sebifera). 

相 子樹。 r 烏柏樹 the tallow  tree. 

鴉桕  the  tallow  tree, — said  to 
be  so  named  because  crows  like 
the  seeds. 

桕油 作蠟燭  candles  are 
made  from  the  fat  of  the  tallow 
tree. 

A  maternal  uncle. 

是 我舅舅  he  is  my  uncle 
私 474 - 

舅; ̂   m 舅爺。 r 毋舅 
or  娘舅  a  mother’s  brothers. 

舅姑  a  husband’s  father  and mother. 

舅嫣  or  舅毋  a  mother^ 
brother’s  wife. 

舅子。 r 妻舅 a  wife’s  bro thers. 

舅  a  wife’s  elder  brother. 
小舅 °r 細舅。 r 亞舅 

a  wife’s  younger  brother. 

外舅  a  wife’s  father. 
兄 弟甥舅 they  are  your 
brethren  and  your  relatives  by affinity. 

兀舅  a  great-uncle. 

w 
2288 

w 

2289 

R .
宥 

> 

C,  kau 
H.  kHu 

F.  keu、 kou 

W.  ciau) 

N.  djiu P. 

chiu M. 

Sz. 
Y.  chieo 

K.  ku 

J.  kiU、 ku 
A.  kiu Sinking 

Lower. 

以 速諸舅  in  order  to  invite my  maternal  uncles.  Princes  of 
a  different  surname  were  so  styled 

by  the  王  king；  those  of* the same  surname,  or  paternal  uncles, were 諸文. 

舅老表  first  cousin, — when the  mother  of  the  speaker  is  the 
sister  of  the  father  of  the  person 
meant. 

sons 

舅表兄 弟 ot 姊妹 
(or  daughters)  of  a  maternal uncle. 

Old, 一 of  time,  persons 
(families,  see  5624),  places, 
or  things. 

舊時。 r 舊日  former  times; old  days. 

舊年  last  year;  in  former  years. 

舊案  an  old-standing  case. 
古舊 old;  ancient；  by-gone. 

不 念舊惡  do  not  remember 
old  wrongs. 

仍舊做  do  it  over  again. 

舊恨 m  old  grudge. 
舊留  to  have  kept  for  a  long time. 

玉堂 話舊 t0  talk  at  your house  over  old  times. 

山 水俅舊  the  scenery  is  the same  as  of  old. 

原舊  the  same;  as  before. 

與 人有舊  to  be  old  acquaint¬ ances. 

舊友  an  old  friend. 
舊 交  an  old  friendship. 

故 售知交  an  old  acquaint 
ance. 

無 傷舊好  do  not  injure  the old  friendship. 

依舊 堂  the Consfrvative  party. 

舊 人  an  old  servant. 

任 :舊人  to  employ  men  of  old families. 

舊家風  the  prestige  of  an  old 
family. 

不是名 門舊族 mn illustrious  or  ancient  family. 

舊貨  old  goods. 

舊
 * 

2289 

厩
 ‘ 

2290 

Ri 宥 

F.  kLeu 
P.  fhiu、 chit^ 

See 救 

A.  k’iu、 kKai 

Sinking 

Upper. 

廐 
229! 

咎
‘
 

2292 

R •有豪 

C.  kaif 

H.  kiu0 

F. 々W,  k'evr- 

W. 三 djiau 

N.  djiu 

P.  chiu.  chiu^ 

M.  cAin0 

Y.  chieo 
Sz.  chiu K.ku 

J.  ku、 kiu A.  kiu 

Rising 

Irregular. 

舊衣 old  clothes. 舊規  the  old  rule ;  custom ;  pr 
cedent. 

舊套  monotony. 舊病  an  old  complaint •- 

舊部  old  troops, — veterans. 

舊員  one’s  previous  offia former  office. 

舊 的不去 ，新 的不贫 
if  the  old  (e.g.  servant)  is  n< 

got  rid  of,  the  new  won’t  com 
衣 不經新 ，從 何而者 
clothes  must  be  new  before  the 
can  be  old. 

棄 舊換新  to  forsake  theo] 
for  the  new. 

The  Imperial  stables. 

鹿圈  stalls  in  a  stable. 

腐號  a  large  stable. 

縣卒  a  groom. 
戎烏反 乎外鹿 加 horse  goes  back  to  the  stud. 

Same  as  2290. 

Fault;  error.  Kespon 

sibility  ；  blame.  Calamity 

Inauspicious. 

改咎  to  reform  one’s  faults. 

旣往 不咎1 et  bygones  b 
bygones^ 引咎  to  take  the  blame  on  one self. 

咎罪  a  crime；  criminal. 

咎 由有歸 &  crime  will  b< 
brought  home  to  the  person  whe 
committed  it 

寧 適不來 ，谶 我有咎 
better  they  should  not  be  able 
to  come  than  that  any  blame 
attach  to  me. 

不自 咎而轉 咎他人 
to  blame  others  instead  ,  of  one¬ 
self 

歸咎 于東風  to  throw  the 
blame  on  the -east  wind. 

誰敢 孰其脊 wh。 dares 

take  the  responsibility  ? 
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w 

2292 

r 
2293 

.有 
龙咎 
ising  Lower.  • 

2294 

有 
e 咎
 

丨 sing  Lower. 

咎無 可辭。 r 咎實難 
i 辭  you  cannot  evade  respon 

sibility, 一 for  what  has  happened 

畏咎  to  be  apprehensive  of 
blame. 

咎 有辱歸  the  blame  rests, 
or  falls,  exclusively  on  one  side 

(or  person). 

咎 有攸歸  the  blame  will  fall 
upon  the  person  responsible. 

咎 由自取  to  have  oneself  to 
blame  for  it. 

咎畏  a  crime;  a  fault. 

咎 有應得  des«ving  blame; 
open  to  censure. 

間休咎  to  enquire  whether 
auspicious  or  inauspicious, 一 as 
the  Chinese  do  of  fortunetellers. 

爾 卜爾链 ，體 無咎言 
you  had  consulted  the  tortoise¬ 
shell  and  the  reeds,  and  there 

was  nothing  unfavourable  in  their 

response. 

言不 從之咎  he  said  it  was 
I  a  judgment  on  him. 

1 天 降之咎  a  heaven-sent 
calamity. 

災咎  calamities. 

美女 國之咎  a  beautiful 
woman  is  a  curse  to  a  country, 
of  an  Imperial  mistress.  See  9992. 

To  destroy  ；  to  demolish 

Read  tsan'.  I  ；  me.  See 
11,538. 

The  male  of  the  糜 .elk. 

晷嚢 短月自 elks  and  staSs 
have  short  necks. 

\w 
229S 

it 

kau 

H'eu 

k"au 
, ciau 

chiu 

. kou 

chito 

. chiu 

kin、 k“ 

k'iu 

ven  Cpper. 

A  lot;  a  ticket,  as  used 

jfor  balloting  or  telling  for- 
Itunes. 
I 

j  拈闇 . 抓鬧  t。 draw  lots. 

丨隱 I  to  divide  by  drawing  lots, 
i  as  is  sometimes  done  with  family 

property. 

: 呈閹書  produced  the  will. 

2296 

系 L 
2297 

m 2298 

尺尤 

See 
囚 

Even  Lower. 

鰌:
 

2299 

•允 

See 囚 

Even  Lower. 

w 
2300 

R •宥 

See 胄 

F.  coll,  teu^ Sinking 

Lower. 

糈 
2301 

秋1
 

2302 允 
C.  ti^au 
H.  ts^iu F.  chHu 

W'j 

M.  i  chHu 
V.  cK-iio 

R. 

Correct  form  of  2295. 

Same  as  2270. 

Another  name  for  the  白 

臟, a  long  thin  fish  o the  pike  family. 

Read  chhi)'.  A  fish  with 

spines  on  its  head,  saic 

to  have  been  transformec 

from  a  bird. 

A  herring,  said  to  be 

transformed  from  a  birc 

and  to  have  a  gizzard. 

黑鱧  a  kind  of  perch  {Lates calcarifer). 

鳍魚  a  silver  perch  {Lates nobilis)^ 

杭鱧魚  a  yellowish  herring found  at  Macao  {Megalops  seti- 

pinnis). 

鳙白  a  greenish  herring  found 
at  Macao  [Ilisha  abhor  mis), 

- Rice  fully  ripe. 

割帽  to  reap  the  rice. 

稽出穗  the  rice  has  formed in  the  husk. 

稍徨。 r 糟馬  a  frame  on which  rice  is  beaten  out  by  hand. 

Same  as  2300. 

OH'ITJ. 
£  ,  _ 

Autumn, — the  season  of 

the  great  public  examin¬ 
ations  and  of  the  execution 1  # 

of  criminals.  A  time;  an 

I  epoch.  See  2854,  12,707. 

秋天 m 秋季  the  autumn. 

;秋 以爲期  let  autumn  be  the 
time, — for  our  marriage. 

秋1
 

2302 Sz.  chHu 
K.  ch>u 

J.  shu、 shu A. 
Even  Upper. 

一 日 不見 如三琴 aday without  seeing  you  is  like  three 
autumns,  sc,  years. 

秋日 淒淒  the  autumn  days get  chilly. 

春 秋匪解  in.  spring  and autumn  he  does  not  omit, — 
the  sacrifices, 

^  f  autumn  crops. 

秋收  the  autumn  harvest. 

秋罗; 之時  the  time  of  ripe 
grain. 
素秋  white  autumn.  [注秋 

西方 白也] 

秋氣  autumn  weather. 

中秋  mid-autumn；  a  rilme  for the  8th  moon.  The  mid-autumn 
festival,  one  of  the  三節， 

see  1477,  is  held  on  the  15th 
of  the  8th  moon.  Debts  are 

collected,  and  tutors  are  re¬ 

engaged  or  notified  that  their 
services  will  not  be  required  for 
the  coming  year. 

月到中 秋 分外明 心 mid-autumn  moon  is  extra  bright. 

年怕 中秋， 月怕牟 & 
year  fears  mid-autumn  as  the 
moon  fears  half, — because  from 

( that  point  each  seems  to  httrry 
on  to  its  end. 
!  . 

秋月  the  autumn  moon. 中 華 冬煖夏 凉春花 

I 秋月  in  China,  the  winter  is i  warm,  the  summer  cool,  spring 
has  flowers,  and  autumn  a  moon. 

秋分  the  autumnal  equinox, 
j  falling  about  the  9th  day  of  the 

j  8ih  moon. 

竹秋  a  name  for  the  3rd  moon. 

麥秋  the  wheat  harvest  in  May; a  name  for  the  4th  moon. 

蘭秋  a  name  for  the  7th  moon， 
菊秋。 r 三秋。 r 九秋 
names  for  the  9th  moon. 

秋老虎  autumn  tiger, — the 
i  unusually  hot  days  at  the  end 

of  summer  and  beginning  of 

ap/umn  are  so  called. 

秋末  the  end  of  autumn. 
1 秋審  the  autumnal  assize. 
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2302 
秋官。 r 秋曹  autumn  offi¬ cials, — officials  of  the  刑部 

Board  of  Punishments,  so  called 

from  the  decision  of  cases  at  the 
autumn  assize. 

秋後  in  the  autumn, — of  the execution  of  criminals. 

^  very  small  fans  used  in autumn. 

秋狻扇  a  deserted  wife,  lit.  a 
fan  after  autumn, — something 

no  longer  wanted. 

秋香色  russet-coloured, 

秋祭  the  autumnal  visit  to  the 
family  tombs. 

秋帽兒  the  cloth  hat  worn  in autumn. 

打秋風  to  collect  subscript¬ 
ions;  see  2486. 

秋冬颳 東北風 i 

23°3 

R. 尤 

See 秋 

Even  Upper. 

m 

autumn  and  winter  the  wind  is 

north-east. 

腕立 秋， 熱 死午' vhen autumn  is  late  in  coming,  it  is 
hot  enough  to  kill  an  ox. 

秋毫 w  3873- 

会 肅秋霜  the  discipline  is 
as  severe  as  autumn  frost. 

秋波  autumn  waves, 一 laughing 
eyes. 

秋水  autumn  floods, — a  name 
for  Chuang  Tzu,  from  the  beauti¬ 
ful  section  of  his  work  known 
under  that  title. 

秋水 共長天 一色心 autumn  floods  extend  the  colour 

of  the  sky, — by  reflection. 

多 事之秋  a  season  of  much anxiety. 

危急存 亡之秋  a  life  and death  crisis. 

今 歲有秋  very  prosperous 
this  year, — of  crops. 

乃 亦有秋  there  is  slili  time 
for  another  crop. 

遊 子悲秋 the  trials  of traveller. 

鳳 凰秋秋 the  sprightly 
movements  of  the  phoenix. 

秋石 urea- 
秋千  a  swing ;  see  2307. 

A  forest  tree,  the  Catalpa 

Kcempferi^  S.  and  Z.,  and 

Catalpa  Btingei、 C.  A.  Mey. 

刺楸樹  the  Acanthopanax^ ridnifoliumy  Seem. 

楸枰  a  chess-board, 一 made  of| chHu  wood. 

揪 玉碁局  a  jade  chess-board 
of  the  colour  of  the  chHu  tree, 

2309 

R •允 

See 秋 

Even  Upper. 

A  long-legged  bird,  like 
a  crane  or  stork,  five 

feet  high,  with  red  eyes,  a 

yellow  bill,  gray  plumage 

and  a  bare  neck.  It  eat* 

snakes. 

2304 

r .允 

See 秋 

Even  Upper. 

-green. 

A  syngenesious  plant  | 

like  the  may-weed  [AntenA 

naria  and  Anthemis)^  with! 

fragrant  leaves,  burnt  to | 

dispel  noxious  vapours. 

菽苴  a  Korean  term  for  the  sons! of  titled  statesmen. 

2305 

R •允 

See 秋 

Even  Upper. 

丘1
 

m 
2306 

r •尤 

See 秋 

Even  Upper. 

2307 

R. 允 

See 秋 

Even  Upper. 

赖 轉如風 the  wheels  go round  like  the  wind. 

2310 

The  spokes  of  a  wheel.  |r •尤 

C.yau 
H.  hiu 

F.  kHi^  vt  k'-u 
W.  c^iau N.  cHu 

M.  i
  chHu 

Y.  chHeo
 

Sz.  chHu 

K.  ku 

J.  ktu^  ku 
A. 

 
iki 

A  chicken. 

Even  Upper. 

The  traces  of  a  carriage.  | 

A  crupper. 

後鞦  a  crupper  of  wood. 

打跡; 驟  t。 swing  on  a  rope  I swing  suspended  in  a  wooden  I 
frame.  An  amusement  occas- 1 
ionally  indulged  in  by  Chinese  I 

ladies,  who  generally  swing  stand- 1 

ing  up.  
e 

鞠: 驟一架 a  swine- 

鰍1
 

2308 

R •尤 獄巻 reins. 

N.  v.  tsLoh、 
chTeh 

See 秋 

Even  Upper. 

The  loach  (Cobitis  an-\ 

guillicixudatus 、 

泥魚秋  fresh-water  eel. 
j  j  j  a  small  brown  lizard. 

mm  the  sea-serpent;  a  long  I narrow  boat. 

秃繁  the  bald  crane, 一 a  kin( of  stork,  or  adjutant. 

有 驚在梁  the  marabou  is  01 
the  dam. 

烏騖  the  black  adjutant  (Dicru rus  macrocercus). 

繁鷺鳥  the  secretary  falcon. 

驚驚子 江  name  for  Sharipul tra,  one  of  the  disciples  of  Shli 

yamuni  Buddha. 

A  mound  ；  a  hillock 
This  character,  having  bee】 

the  personal  name  of  Cor 

fucius,  is  now  always  respeci 

fully  pronounced  w ⑽， as 

it  were  某  ascertain  perso 

or  thing.  [To  be  distir 
guished  from  兵 9279.]  Si 

7908. 
丘中 有麻。 n  the  _n 

there  is  hemp. 

止 于丘隅  sitting  on  a  corn< 
of  the  mound. 

旄丘  a  mound,  high  in  froi and  low  behind. 

丘陵  a  mound. 
一丘地  a  plot  of  ground. 

九 丘  the  nine  divisions  of  Y 

丘里  a  small  village. 

園 丘方丘 round  and  squa mounds, — supposed  to  be  trac 
of  an  ancient  phallic  worship. 

(y  the  mound  over  a  grav 

丘 起 棺材？ aetheearth<)V 
the  co 伍 n, — to  make  a  mound 

丘 子  a  brick  grave  above  groui in  which  a  coffin  is  temporari housed. 

三丘  fairy-land,— in  the  easte 
seas. 

狐死 正丘首 a 如 叫 {, turns  its  head  towards  the  mouD — where  it  was  whelped. 
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坻 
2311 

邱1
 

r 
23M 

宥 
V.  hiu) 

e 糗 
akingUpper. 

kHu 
kin 

» djiau 

djiu 

I  chHu 
chHe

o 

chHu
 

ku 

f、g
u 

kiu 

Lower. 

Same  as  2310,  except! 
that  it  does  not  stand  fori 

the  name  of  Confucius  and 

can  always  be  read  ch'-iu^A 

The  common  earthworm  I 

[Lumbricus). 

蚯蚓  the  common  worm.  It  is  I 

called 歌幸  the  singing-girl,j 
from  the  belief  that  it  sings  under- 1 

ground  at  night.  ̂   ̂  97i6.f 

A  mound；  a  place.  In-I 

terchanged  with  2310. 

歸邱園 （t0  give  up  office  and)  I 
return  to  one's  home.  | 

邱 櫳 a  high  mound  or  embank- 1 
merit, — useless  toil;  labour  lost. f 

以 邱櫳勞 費天下 t。 
cause  unnecessary  trouble  in  the  I 
empire.  | 

一 邱一壑  a  hill  and  a  pond,  | 一 pretty  scenery. 

不須邱 塾 也 you  need  not  i 
try  to  please  him. 

邱縣 a  District  in  Shantung. 

A  pug  nose,  like  that  of| 
a  Peking  pug. 

To  beg ；  to  entreat;  to 

implore  ；  to  pray  for；  to  I 
aim  at.  The  personal  name! 

of 子有  Tzu-yu,  the  fam-| 
ous  disciple  of  Confucius. 

求告  to  play  the  suppliant. 
哀求  to  entreat  with  tears;  to  I 
implore. 

懇求  to  earnestly  entreat. 

求恩  to  beg  a  favour;  to  ask  I 
for  mercy. 

祈求  t。 pray  for. 

求天。 r 求神  to  pray  to  God.  I 
求財  to  pray  for  wealth;  to | 
seek  wealth. 

求 2
 

23!5 
求子。 r 求嗣  to  pray  for  a| son. 

23i5 

求饒  t0  Pray  for  forgiveness. 

求成  to  sue  for  peace. 

求利  to  seek  profit. 

求名  to  seek  fame. 
求人  to  entreat  a  person. 

不求人  a  scratch-back.  See 

9576. 

求人不 如求己  applying to  others  (for  help)  is  not  so  good 
as  applying  to  oneself. 

求則 得之。 r 有求必 
ask  and  ye  shall  receive. 

求不得  to  ask  and  not  obtain; not  to  be  asked  for. 

何 求不得  what  can  you  not get  out  of  him  ? 一 under  torture. 

求 之不得  he  sought  her  and found  her  not；  not  to  be  had  for 
the  asking；  used  colloquially  to 
express  our  “I  should  be  only  too 

glad”  or  “I  only  wish  I  might.” 

老漢求 之不得 I  ask  for nothing  better, — than  what  you 

suggest. 

求情  to  ask  for  a  person^  in¬ 
fluence  ; to  ask  a  favour;  to 

appeal  to  a  person’s  mercy. 

不 欲奇求  not  to  wish  to make  any  out-of-the-way  or  exag¬ 
gerated  request. 

務 求無過 aim  at  being  with¬ out  fault. 

求勝  to  aim  at  excelling. 

求親。 r 求婚  to  seek  in  mar¬ riage. 

命裡 無時， 莫苦求 if your  horoscope  does  not  portend 

a  great  future,  do  not  struggle 
to  make  one. 

不知 我者謂 我何率 
those  who  did  not  know  me,  said 
to  me,  what  are  you  seeking  ? 

萬事 由天， 莫强求 all 
things  are  in  God’s  hands :  do  not 
pray  too  earnestly.  See  3589. 

事求  the  matter  demands •••" 
求允  to  request  the  consent  of. 

^  to  beg  for. 

求助  to  beg  for  assistance. 

求 您辛苦  would  you  be  so kind?  would  you  do  me  the|  Even  Lower, 
favour? 

2316 

R 尤 

■See  求 

Even  Lover. 

渌 
2 

2317 

R .允 

P.  v.  cchHau 
Even  Lower. 

w 

2318 

R •宥虞 

允 
N.c 以 

See 救 

also 驗 

Sinking  and 
Even  Upper. 

求取  to  search  for;  to  seek  to  I 

gain. 
求不着  (chaoY)  independent! 

of. . 

求煩 ot 求造  to  beg  a  favour.  I 

求 深反淺  the  more  one  en- 
quires  into  it  the  harder  it  be- 1 comes. 

有求 全之製 there  are 
cases  of  reproach  when  the  par- 1 
ties  have  been  seeking  to  be  I 

perfect.  
■ 

求 雪  to  pray  for  snow. 

求雨  to  pray  for  rain. 
只求  so  long  as  it  is  possible 

to....;  provided  that  one  can … 

An  ornamental  cap. 

係冠  t0  Put  on  the  cap， 一 ofl manhood. 

載 弁俅你  with  his  cap  on  I his  head,  looking  so  respectful.  I 

The  membrum  virile. 

Long  and  curved. 

有 梂天畢  long  and  curved  I 
is  the  Rabbit  Net  (the  Pleiads)  f 

of  the  sky.  I 

有 梂其角  with  its  crooked  I horns, 一 of  a  bull. 

Read  chii1.  To  carry  a  | 

〕asket  of  earth. 

梂之 隈隈  crowds  brought! 
the  earth  in  baskets. 

The  cup  of  an  acorn.  I 
‘he  cap  or  shield  of  ,al 

chisel.  A  raft. 

櫟梂 the  cup  of  an  acorn. 

羊棣子  a  name  for  the  haw. 
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毬
 2 2320 R •尤 

See 求 

Even  Lower. 

w 
2321 R .允 

A  ball,  filled  with  hair 

or  air  for  use  as  a  football  ； 

of  wood,  hollowed  out  and 

lacquered  red,  for  polo 

[see  2966)；  a  globe.  Inter¬ 
changed  with  2321. 

打毬。 r 擊毬 w 抛毬 
to  play  polo, 一 the  first  is  now 
used  for  billiards；  bowls,  croquet, 
etc. 

寧王調 馬打毬  Prince 

球1
 

2321 

Ning  playing  polo, 一 a  picture 

打栽房  a  term  used  for  a 
foreign  club-house. 

抛繡魅  to  throw  the  embroid¬ 
ered  ball, — to  choose  a  husband 

among  several  suitors.  The 

phrase  is  taken  from  a  short 

play  under  this  title » 

戲  to  plaiy  with  a  ball. 

踢毬  to  kick  the  ball;  football. | See  11,875. 

毛 I  門  a  football  goal. 

氣毬  a  football. 

毬塲  a  racquet-court,  bowling- alley,  etc. 

毬杖  a  polo  stick. 

花毬  a  bouquet  of  flowers. 

線 魅  the  corded  cap-knob  worn 
by  the  Chinese. 

雪 铺 花  the  snow-ball  or  Vibur- 

See 求 

Even  Lower. 

w 
2323 

view  to  keeping  the  muscles 

supple.  They  are  made  at  保 

定府  Pao-ting  Fu  in  the  pro¬ vince  of  Chihli. 

久球  a  stinkpot. 

赇
 2 

2327 

R •尤 

See 求 

Even  Lower. 

Urgent ;  pressing.  See 
2171. 

r •允 

S 邛求 

Even  i*ower. 

The  seeds  of  the  英萸 

or  Boymia^  a  species  of  wild 

pepper  tree. 

num. 

F.  kiu  and 

(where  the 
Loochoo  trade 

was)  k、iu， 
See 未 

洋 繡毬花  the  hydrangea. 

mm  the  sugar-plum, 一 a  name 

k  the 山楂  or  haw  (Cra/ce- 

㈣. 
A  precious  gem.  A  ball  ； 

a  globe.  Interchanged  with 

2320. 

天球  the  heavenly  sounding- stone. 

地球  the  earth ;  the  terrestrial 
globe. Even  Lower. 

I  球式  spherical. 

I  golden  balls, — oranges. 

球刀  a  jewelled  sword. 

手球。 r 鐵球  hollow  iron 
balls,  two  of  which  are  twirled 
round  and  round  in  the  hand  by 

old  people  and  athletes,  with  a 

隊 2324 

R •尤 

See 求 

A.  kiu 

Even  Lower. 

A  sore.  The  spider- 
millipede. 

蛛峡  the  spider-millipede  or 

錢龍  “hundred  legs” （O: matia).  Sec  1736. 

裘5
 

2325 

R .尤 

See 求 

Even  Lower. 

Fur  garments. 

裳  fur  clothes. 

狐裘 蒙戎。 ur  fcx  furs  are frayed  and  worn. 

羔 裘如濡  his  lamb’s  fur  is glossy. 

熊 熊是裘 furs 。£  the  brown bear  and  grisly  bear. 

千金裘  sable  fur, — so  called from  its  great  value. 

夏萼 而冬裘  grass-cloth  i 
summer,  furs  in  winter. 

輕 裘快馬  light,  and  there¬ fore  valuable,  furs,  atid  swift 

horses, — wealth. 

flE  ̂   war-clothes;  armo
ur. 

勉 紹箕舉  to  strive  to  carry 
on  the  traditions  of  the  family, 

by  following  in  the  footsteps 

in 

w 

R •尤 

See 求 

A.  hu、 keu 
Even  Lower. 

of  one’s  father. 

To  be  long  and  curved 

Compare  採 2318. 

角 弓其觫  how  they  diaw (into  a  curve)  their  bows  tipped 
with  horn ! 

To  obtain  by  underhan( 

to  bribe. means 

脒賄  to  bribe;  to  give  present! 

眯免  to  purchase  escape  fror punishment,  or  from  filling  a: 
undesirable  post,  by  bribes. 

坐 行脒免  to  be  cashiere 
for  bribery. 

受 眯枉法  to  take  bribes  an pervert  justice. 

t0  presents  for  favoui 
received. 

2^28 

R •尤 

See 求 

Even  Lower. 

To  collect；  to  assemble 

To  pair  ；  to  mate. 

以爲民 逑 and  make  it 
gathering-place  for  the  people. 

好逑  a  desirable  marriEgc，- from  a  phrase  in  the  Ode: 

君 子好逑  for  our  prim 
a  good  mate  is  she. 

好述傳  title  of  a  Chinese  nov 
translated  by  Sir  John  Dav 

as  “The  Fortunate  Union.” 

逑合  to  pair;  to  mate. 
逑偁  a  suitable  pair, — for  mati 

mony. 

銶,
 

2329 

R •尤 

See 求 

A  single-headed  picl 
A  stone  chisel. 

Even  Lower. 

仉 
2330 

R 尤 

See 求 

Even  Lower. 

See  2517. 

A  spear,  the  head 
which  has  three  edges. 

2332 

Same  as  2331. 
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2333 

R •允紙 
See 求蓋 

Even  and 

Rising  Lower 

and  Upper. 

訄:
 

2334 

R •尤 

See 求丘 A.  keu、 kht 
EveV  Lower 

and  upper. 

鼽 
2335 

R •尤 
See 求 
Even  Lower. 

The  nose  stuffed  with  a 

cold. 

鼻九嚏  to  sneeze.  Apparently 
an  imitation  of  the  sound  of 
sneezing. 

闪 
2336 

R •尤 
C.  ch、au 
H.  sin 

F.  chHu 
W.  dziu 

N.  dziu^  v.  zoi'i 
P.  ck、iu、 hsiu 
M.  chHu 
K.su 

J.  shU、 dju 
A.  tu 

Even  Lower. 

A  kind  of  wild  plum. 

To  harass. 

Read  k(aol  or  nao\ 

eer  at；  to  mock. 

To 

A  prison.  To  confine ; 

to  imprison.  A  criminal 
case. 

監囚 or 囚房 a  prison. 
一國 之囚不 過數人 
only  a  few  prisoners  in  gaol 
throughout  the  country. 

囚禁  to  imprison. 

囚鼇  a  cage  in  which  prisoners 
are  sometimes  transported  from 
place  to  place. 

囚犯  a  prisoner;  a  convict. 

掌囚  a  gaoler. 

囚車  prison  cart. 

囚囊的  pawn  of  a  gaol, — a 
term  of  abuse；  a  gaolbird. 

囚飯  prison  fare. 

幽 囚日久  mprisoned  for  a 
long  time. 

俱囚于  imprisoned  them  all in . 

要 # 囚， 服 念五六 
日  in  important  criminal  cases, 
consider  the  evidence  for  five 
or  six  days. 

w 

2337 

R •尤 

See 因 

Even  Lower. 

m
s
 

2338 

R •有 清' C.  ch^au* 

F. 

W.  chiau、 hidu^ N.  chsiu 

P.  zhsiu 
K.  ku 

J.  kiu^ku 

A.  hsu) 

Rising  and Sinking 

Upper. 2339 

R. 有 

See 粮 

Rising  Upper. 

熵
，
 

2340 

R. 允 

See 

Even  Lower. 

m 
2341 

r •允 

s« 秋酋 

Even  Upper 

and  Lower. 

遒1
 

2342 

R, 

允 
See 

Even  Lower. 

A  kind  of  gynandrous 

plant,  called  茵芝， which 
is  regarded  as  felicitous 
because  it  flowers  three 
times  a  year. 

Cooked  rice.  Roughly 

crushed  grain. 

糗 椾已具  food  was  ready 
prepared. 

飯 CA«3) 糗  to  eat  parched  grain 

粮粮  cured  dry  grain. 

飯糗了  the  rice  is  boiled  to  a 
paste,  or  sticky  from  too  much 
water,  etc. 

Broken  or  spoiled  food. 

To  scorch  ；  to  roast  ；  to dry. 

To  put  on  a  crupper. 

賴 i 轡  the  crupper  and  reins. 

To  collect  ；  to  consolidate. 
To  be  collected  or  concen¬ 

trated.  [To  be  distinguished 

from  適 8 1 20.] 

周 公東征 ，四 國是遒 
the  object  of  the  duke  of  Chou 
in  marching  to  the  east  was  to 
consolidate  the  four  States. 

百 祿是道  all  dignities  and riches  were  concentrated  in  him. 

璋忽忽 而道盡 the  year is  rapidly  drawing  to  a  close. 

道健  vigorous. 詩亦 道逸淸 新 his  poetry too  is  very  lively  and  original. 

逍人  a  marshal;  a  herald. 

2343 

W 

2344 

R. 允 

See 求 

Even  Lower. 

w 

2345 

R .允 

See Even  Lower. 

蚪 
2 

2346 

R. 尤 

See 求 

A.  ku 
Even  Lower. 

虬 

2347 

2348 

Same  as  2308. 

A  stone  like  jasper, 

tinkle. 
To 

m 

2349 

235° 

窘 3
 

23S1 

R ■轸 

C.  k^zven0 

H.  ckHun、 
sJiHung F.  ̂ kung、 

koutig^ 

W. 么 djung、 

idjung 

N.  ding) 

P.  Cchiung 

M.  chiir^、 

ich^un 

環珮玉 聲璆然 the tinkling  of  the  gems  that  hung 
at  her  girdle. 

A  term  applied  to  trees 
whose  branches  droop  or 
“weep”  like  the  weeping 

willow,  banyan  and  others. See  2272. 

A  young  dragon,  with out  horns.  To  writhe  ；  to 

wriggle. 

酙髯  a  curly  beard. 
百尺酙  a  name  for  the  shell bark  pine  of  northern  China. 

Same  as  2346. 

Same  as  2302. 

CJECTDlNrCSk 

Same  as  2362. 

See  2362. 

Afflicted;  in  distress. 

又 窘陰雨  moreover  you 
have  the  embarrassment  of  soak 

ing  rain. 

英 員被窘  a  British  official 
in  straits, — as  when  threatened 

by  a  mob. 

窘迫  t。 molest. 
窘辱  deeply  insulted. 
窘 窮  miserably  poor. 

38 
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窘
 3 

235i 
K.  kun 

J*  kin.gon 
A. 三  kwin、 

k'win 

Rising  Upper 
Irregular. 

n8 2352 R* 庚 
P.  ckiung 
M.  hsun 
See 扃 
A.  twing 

Even  Upper. 

冋 
23S3 

坰1
 2354 R. 靑 

F.  Jiing、 Jiing 
See 迴 

K.  kiong 

Even  Upper. 

洄1
 23SS 

R •迥 

P.  ihsing 

M.  chsim、 Cchurt 

See 迥 

Rising  Upper. 

邛
 5 2356 R. 冬 

M.  Uk、itutg、 

See 

Even  Lower. 

窘急  in  great  straits, -of  poverty 
or  danger. 

視人 之災窘 tc>  ic5Qk  Qn 
at  other  men’s  misfortunes, 一 
unconcernedly. 

^J-  ̂   abortive;  without  resource. 

窘  口無言  having  nothing  to 
say, — in  extenuation. 

Border  waste  land.  Radi¬ 
cal  1 

Same  as  2354. 

Waste  land  near  the 

frontier  ；  desert. 

在 铜之野  on  the  plains  of 
the  far  distant  borders. 

畝垌  a  desert;  a  prairie;  a  wild. 

火 燒到调  the  fire  has  burnt itself  out. 

The  appearance  of  water. 
Name  of  a  place. 

Read  hsiungz.  Vast ; 
expansive. 

涧野  a  wilderness. 

涧遠  wide-extending ;  of  vast 
expanse. 

A  mound.  To  be  trou¬ 

bled  ； distressed. 

邓 有旨兹 on  the  height 
grows  the  beautiful  pea. 

亦孔之  I  am  greatly 
pained. 

‘王之  IP  they  do  but distress  the  king. 

邛州  name  of  a  Department, 
formerly  called  臨邛， h 
Sstich‘uan. 

莫向臨 邛去  don’t  go  to Lin-chiung, — a  place  where 

馬相如  eloped  with  a  wi¬ 
dow；  qd,  keep  away  from  the 

girls. 

頃 
2357 

傾 
2358 

穹2
 

23S9 

R •東 

C.  sJ^ung 

H.  Jdung 
F.  ck^ung^ 

ckung 
W.  djung 

N.  ̂ uung 
P. 

三 chHun 只 
M. 

Y. 

Sz. 
K.  kung 

J.  kiU、 ku 
A.  Jt^ung Even 

Irregular. 

2260 

R •送 

See 弯 

SinkingUpper. 

2361 

R •送 

See 弯 

SinkingUpper. 

窮,
 

2362 

^東 

C.  k-ung 
H.  kHuiig 

F.  k  'uttg,  k'img 

N^'l  dJunS y'  chHung si) 
K. kung 

J.  kid、gu A. kung 

Even  Lower. 

OH^ixjNca-. 

See  2195. 

See  2196. 

Lofty ;  vast  ；  eminent. To  stop  up. 

穹蒼  the  canopy  of  heaven;  the 
empyrean;  the  sky. 

天形 穹隆其 色蒼蒼 
heaven  is  lofty  as  regards  form, 

and  blue  in  colour,； — hence  the name. 

弯 富  lofty  ；  eminent. 

上穹 God. 穹 窒熏鼠  to  stop  up  (hoico) and  smoke  out  rats. 

鳴穹柝  to  beat  a  hollow  rattle. 

To  press  down  with  the 
hand  -  to  steady. 

To-  question, wordy. Prolix 

Exhausted  ；  impoverish¬ 

ed；  poor,  as  opposed  to 富 

37ii;  without  resource ; 
without  end  [see  6264) ; 

unsuccessful.  Desolate.  See 

1918. 

貧窮。 r 窮乏 a 窮苦。 r 

窮跛  poverty-stricken. 貧 窮者爲 手頭鬆 
poverty  is  all  the  result  of  slack¬ 
ness  of  hand, — idleness. 

窮困。 r 受第  in  straits;  with¬ out  resource ;  impoverished. 

窮掻  in  the  last  stage  of  povei  cy;| 
at  one’s  wits’  end. 

GIU^XTJNCSr 

2362 

窮 極智生  in  great  extrern 
ities  wisdom  is  born, — necessity 
is  the  mother  of  invention. 

窮學 者。1 : 窮儒 a  p0。1 
scholar, 

窮家  a  poor  family. 窮鄕。 r 窮鄕 僻壤 Poo： or  remote  villages;  in  obscurity 

窮鬼 a  man  without  a  penny. 

窮 髪之地  ground  devoid  o 
a  hair, 一 of  vegetation. 

其 味無窮  its  flavour  is  inex 
haustible. 

窮工 極麗。 f  exquisitel) 
beautiful  workmanship. 

詞  窮  arguments  exhausted 
nothing  more  to  say. 

水 盡山窮  no  way  either  bj water  or  by  land;  at  one’s  wits 
end. 

中州 淸淑之 氣於是 

the  pure  pellucid  atmos¬ 
phere  of  China  ends  here. 

窮究  to  thoroughly  investigate 

又窮  — •  they  further  inves¬ tigated  a  hole, . 

窮追  to  pursue  to  the  bitter  end See  2801. 

無窮 盡  inexhaustible; infinite, 

由無 II 觀有數 tQl<wka< 
the  finite  from  the  point  of  view 
of  the  infinite. 

本無 窮兵黷 武之心 
we  did  not  desire  war  to  the 

knife  and  the  prolongation,  of hostilities. 

窮途  unable  to  advance；  with¬ out  resource. 

窮達。 r 窮通  failure  and 
success.  See  10,473. 

不 榮通， 不 ii 窮 noPiea 
sure  in  success,  no  chagrin  at failure. 

壽 夭窮通  old  age,  prema¬ 
ture  death,  failure,  and  success. 

窮措大  a  nickname  for  “liter- 
ary  failures.” 

窮巷  a  blind  alley;  a  cul-de-sac， 窮 園  a  small  State  under  the  夏 Hsia  dynasty. 

窮的伴 富的, 窮的沒 

褲子穿  if  the  poor 
consorts  with  the  richr  the  poor 
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2362 

2363 

咖4 
1 東 
;ee 窮 
Even  Lower. 

w 
2365 

"冬 
eeS 
Sven  Lower. 

筇，
 

2366 

冬 

•  koung 
Sven  Lower. 

man  will  have  no  trousers  to 

wear, — from  being  obliged  to 
spend  beyond  his  means. 

窮 诂富恩 ，富 沾天恩 
the  poor  man  enjoys  the  kind¬ 
ness  of  the  rich  man:  the  rich 

man,  that  of  God. 

貧窮 自在， 富貴憂 & 
poor  are  happy,  the  rich  have 
troubles. 

2368 
N.  Ccuung^ 

idjuung 

Y  *  I  ch^ng 
K.  kong 

|J.  kid、gu 

A. kung 

Even  Lower. 

Same  as  2^62. 

Name  of  a  drug  ；  seel 

4698. 
•■疇 •  *  ■ .  1 

窮采  a  kind  of  fennel.  Also 
known  as  蒲芹. 

The  tallow-tree.  Also 

used  for  a  kind  of  coir  I 

palm,  and  a  willow 

恝 
2369 

恐 
2370 

梁，
 

2371 

R •冬 

See 茲 

Even  Lower. 

飛 ffi 滿野  the  country  is  full of  flying  locusts. 

山 2 虫  a  name  for  the  spider- 
millipede. 

aa  a  fabulous  creature,  like 
the  gryphon  (acc.  to  some,  the 
horse). 

志 2  S 而 懷顧兮 his heart  is  weighed  down,  yet  he, 
remembers  them  all  kindly. 

Same  as  6603. 

See  6603. 

M 
2376 

R •庚 

C.  kHng 

H.  k^iun 

F.  king 

W.  djung 

N.  djuung 
P.  chHung 

M.  ch'un 

Y.  chHung K.  kiong 

J.  kei^gid 

A.  kwing 

Even  Lower. 

To  reap  ripe  grain. 

W 
2367 

冬 

koung 

ven  Lower. 

遝 
23^8 

dJ’u”g 

A  variety  of  bamboo  with 

many  knots,  and  of  great 

strength,  brought  from 
Yiinnan， and  seen  in  Bac- 

tria  by  Chang  Ch‘ien.  [To 
be  dist.  from  筑 2575.] 

箱杖  a.  bamboo  staff;  a  walking- 
stick. 

扶筇  to  lean  on  the  staff, — as 
old  people  do. 

筇州  a  place  in  Yunnan. 

The  seeds  of  the  冥 英， 

a  pod-bearing  plant， con 

sidered  in  ancient  times  to|  s 
be  highly  felicitous.  j 

堯階生 3  the  day-lily  grew 
on  Yao’s  steps. 

蛮 
2372 

跫
 8 

2373 

R •冬腫 

tL 

See 

Even  and 

Rising  Lower. 

签 237^ 

R •冬 

Seel| 

I  A.  k、ung 
Even  Lower. 

Same  or  2368 

The  tramp  of  men  march¬ 
ing. 

聞 人 足音跫 然而喜 

矣  I  heard  the  sound  of  men 
tramping,  and  was  glad= 

A  cricket；  a  locust.  The 

exuviae  ot  a  locust.  Anxious. 

^  the  chirping  of  crickets. 

聖 鳴脚畔  the  cricket  chirps 
by  the  wall. 

2375 

R •庚 

C.  kHng 
F.  king 

W.  djung 

N.  djuung 
P.  chHung 

M.  ch^un Y.  ch、iung K.  kiong 

|j.  kei^gid 

A.  kwing 

Even  Lower. 

The  eye-hole  of  an  axe 
or  hammer. 

方銎  a  square  hole. 
斧  ̂   the  hole  in  an  axe-head, - for  the  handle. 

Lone ;  desolate ;  helpless  ； 

orphaned. 

煢獨  the  fatherless  and  child¬ less. 

罄竭 所有以 濟煢獨 
to  take  all  that  one  has  and  give 
it  to  the  poor. 

羚 羚無告  I  have  none  to whom  I  can  open  my  heart. 

幹幹 余在疚 dispirited  am I,  and  full  of  distress. 

炯 3
 

2377 

R •迥 

|C.  kwing H.  kwm 

IF.  keing 

W.  ciung 
N.  cuohg 

P.  chiung 

M.  hsiin 
；Y.  i 

SZ •丨  chl
uns 

K.  hyong 

!  J.  kei^  kid 
A.  kwing 

Rising  Tapper. 

A  red-veined  stone.] 

Beautiful ;  excellent. 

3^  玉  a  valuable  kind  of  jade. 

報 以塌琚 i  returned  for  it  j a  beautiful  chii  gem. 

礓瑰  precious  jasper. 

壤枝  the  precious  branch, — a  I name  for  coral,  taken  from  a  | 

tree  in  fairy-land. 

樓锻⑽ 1210. 塌臺  a  beautiful  terrace. 

壤樓  splendid  buildings. 瓊花  a  kind  of  Hortensia^  said  j 
to  confer  immortality  if  elten.| 

Also,  snowflakes. 

瓊州  the  island  of  Hainan, -^-so  I called  from  its  red  breccia  mar¬ 

ble.  See  6^942. 

礓海關  the  Kiungchow  Cus-j 
toms. 

壤林。 r  樓 島  the  Imp.  palace;  j 
Peking. 

Hot ; 

Severe. 

bright  ；  clear. 

曰 考㈣侧 the  1咖 of  the  j 
sun  illumines  all  things. 

婀蛔  clear；  lucid, — as  a  state- 1 ment  or  exposition. 

以 昭炯戒  in  order  to  mani-l fest  the  rigour  of  the  law. 

m 
2378 

m
a
 

2379 
r •週靑 

P. 七  chHung 

M.  Jiutt 

See 烟 

K.  kong 

Rising  and 
Even  Upper. 

Same  as  2377. 

A  garment  of  one  colour  I 
without  lining. 

衣 錦尙綱  over  her  embroi-| dered  robe  she  puts  a  plain  I 

single  garment. 
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迥 3
 2380 

R •迴 24. 

C.  ckwirtg 
H.  ckwen 
F.  being 

W.  Cciung 
N.  ciiung 

P.  (chiung、 
(ckHung 

M.  zhsun^hitn 
Y.  ̂ chiung 

Sz.  zchuh^ Cchiung 

K.  hi'dng 
J.  kei,  kid 

A.  kwing’ 
Rising  Upper. 

Far  apart;  distant ；  separ¬ 
ated  ；  in  a  high  degree. 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

迴 5I73-] 

R. 

P.  ̂ chiung 
M.  kun 
See 蝴 

Rising  
Upp^r. 

間 
2381 

梗 

迴 隔地方  places  wide  as¬ under. 

迥 出其下  very  inferior  to those. 

風光迥 然不同 the  — 
of  things  is  very  unlike, — what 
it  used  to  be,  or  what  one  is 
accustomed  to. 

迴異前  _  very  differ
ent from  former  times. 

迥別  very  different. 

硃 迥鄕景  very  dififerent 
from  my  own  part  of  the  country. 

迴不和 特 by  n。 means 
tallies. 

迴 不相同  by  no  means  alike 

2386 

R 庚 

See 

Even  Lower. 

w 
2387 

R .送 

See 弯 

SinkingUpper. 

Bright  light. 

moon 

固 
2382 

月吐 留冏冏 the 
shines  brightly  through  the  win¬ dow. 

冏命  the  Charge  to  Ch‘iung, 
a  minister  to  穆主 . The 

title  of  Bk.  xxvi  of  the  書經 

Canon  of  History. 

Read  chinf  • 

冏王  x  iuice  Ching  of  Ch*i 

Same  as  2381. 

响 
r •冬腫 
See 

Even  Lower. 

襞 
2384 

R •庚先 

羚旋 
Even  Lower. 

A  cricket. 

Gazing  at  in  terror.  Sor 

rowful ;  lonely. 

蓑蓑  desolate；  lonely. 

2385 

Same  as  23B4. 

Alone ;  helpless. 

憂心 惇懷  my  sorrowing 
heart  is  very  sad. 

哀 此懷獨  alas  for  the  help¬ 
less  and  solitary ! 

R. 覺 

See 卓 

Small  ；  dwarfed.  To 

bend  ；  to  crouch. 

襞 
2388 

卓 
2389 

.覺 

C_  ch^ok H.  tsok 
F.  tauk、toh 

W.  cuo 

N.  tsoh 
P.  Lcho 
M.  tso 

Y.  tswak 
Sz.  cho 

K.  ch^ak、 t^ak 
f.  taku 
A.  trak Entering 

Upper. 

他 居陋處  huddled  up  in wretched  hovel. 

Same  as  2379. 

2392 

k •覺效 

s£6 卓櫂 

Entering  and 
Sinking  Upper 

and  Lower. 

OHO. 

To  establish  ；  to  settle、 

To  surpass.  Eminent ;  lofty ; 

profound. 

一卓 錫泰山  one  (priest) 
hung  up  his  staff  at  Mt.  T‘ai ue.  went  thither. 

起卓  excelling；  surpassing； 
eminent. 

卓 越人群  above  the 
mon  herd. 

卓異  deserving  of  special  merit. 

如旗杆 之卓立 like  the stateliness  of  a  flag-staff. 

卓然 高堅也 profound  and 

corn- 

well  substantiated, — of  doctrines 

倬 

one  s 

卓然自 表 tD  Show 
strength. 

如有所 立卓爾  as  though something  stood  upright  before me. 

顔哲孔 f •卓  Yen  (Hui) found  the  principles  of  Confucius 
too  lofty  for  him. 

争  ̂   your  enlightened  decision 

卓奪  to  decide. 卓 著  eminent;  established. 

2390 

R. 覺 

See 卓 

Entering 

Upper. 

Manifest  ；  bright  ；  clear. 

明倬  clear;  luminous. 

有 悼 其道  the  principle  is 

plain. 

啤 
239I 

A  multitude  of  people 

disputing. 

P 阜  P 卓  the  cry  of  a  bird. 

Entering 

Upper. 棹 
Same  as  2393.  Als< 

used  for  權  an  oar,  494. 

桌 R. 

2393 

覺 
C.  Mk 
H.  tsok ¥^chiok^  toh 

W.  chuo 

N.  tsoh 

P.  ccho 

M.  tso 

Y.  tswak 

Sz.  cho 

K.  ch^ak 

rA  taku 

A. trak 

Entering 

Upper. 

着 

2394 

R. ] 

See 著 

A  table. 

- 張桌子 a  tabie- 

桌 面  the  top  of  a  table. 

扛桌面  to  carry  a  table-top, - 
the  cangue. 

桌帷  a  Chinese  table-cove 
having  embroidered  sides  wil 

a  plain  top. 

桌 子腿  the  legs  of  a  table. 

桌單。 r 桌衣子 a  tabl cover, 一 generally  foreign. 

倚桌  a  small  】ow  table,  place between  guests  sitting  on  a  diva: 

橫桌  a  long  side-table 
flowers  and  ornaments. 

八仙桌  a  square  dining-tabl 
to  seat  eight  persons. 

成桌  a  ready-laid  dinner, 一 at 
restaurant. 

喫獨桌  to  eat  by  oneself. 

同 桌而食  to  eat  at  the  san 

table. 

Entering 

Upper 

and  Lower. 

To  place；  to  put  on  (工 

2566).  A  move  at  ches 
To  order；  to  call ；  an  in 

perative,  as  u  Let . 5 
6078.  A  participial  or  cor 

plementary  particle.  Vu 
gar  form  of  2566. 

[Several  of  the  followin 

also  read  chao^  in  tl 

north.] 

are 

似無所 着 m  if  she 
nowhere  to  put, — her  feet. 
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穿 
2394 

着  Jt  些  put  on  a  little, — as  salt. 

不自 着羅衣 she  did  not 
put  on  her  clothes  herself, 一 of 
the  luxury  of  Hsi  Shih. 

着  to  put  on  shoes. 

着 落  a  Place  of  residence ;  a 
whereabouts;  a  local  habitation; 

to  put  down  to  the  account  of; 
to  hold  responsible  for. 

全 無着落 nowhere  to  be 
found. 

這事還 沒着落 this  aflfair 
is  not  settled  yet. 

着落給  t0  charge . with  the 
duties  of . 

着實  really ;  truly.  See  chad1. 
胃  this  fashion ;  if  this  is 

the  case, . 

着力  to  exert  one’s  strength. 

胃 胃  to  give  attention  to. 

三 十六着 ，走 爲上着 
of  the  36  moves  (at  chess),  the 
best  move  is  to  move. 

時常 要悔 幾着 ^  is 
always  wanting  to  have  his  moves 
back. 

着他來  tell  him  to  come. 

着人去  bid  some  one  go. 

着丁 前赴天 _ 辦事 
let  Ting  proceed  to  Tientsin  to 

attend  to  the  business.  See  2 566. 

着令  to  order. 

斜着 眼看人 tQ  lc>ok  at 
people  askew, — contemptuously； 
also,  surreptitiously；  suspiciously. 

咬 着舍頭 to  sPeak， 
biting  one’s  tqngue, — not  to  be 
able  to  get  out  what  one  wants 
to  say. 

櫊着 ，烫了 爪兒 drop  ̂  
or  you’ll  burn  your  paws, — like 
a  hot  potato. 

背着 面  turning  away  his  face. 

仲着頭  raising  his  head. 

溜着走 gluing  on. 

你 杷他儘 攉弄着 keep 
on  stirring  it. 

別 遑麽擠 着我 don’t 
press  me  so  tight, 一 as  in  a  crowd. 

把衣 裳都歸 着起來 
put  all  the  clothes  away  together. 

彎着腰 兒過去 bend 
your  back  and  pass, — under. 

wr 

2394 嘴 裏含着 熱鷄蛋 
(speaking  as  though)  with  a  hot 

egg  in  his  mouth. 

昨日 家裡問 我來着 
was  I  enquired  for  at  home 

yesterday  ? 

我 要杷他 禀來着 i 
was  going  to  bring  an  action 

against  him. 

椎 門來着 ，叫 門擠了 

咯  as  I  was  pushing  open 
the  door,  I  got  my  finger  pinched. See  6679. 

那 兒永着 where  have  you been? 

這 是誰的 詩來着 
whose  verses  are  these  ? 

_  着我的  let  rae  have  my 
say  now. 

Read  chao^.  To  attain 

to.  [The  reading  chao^  be¬ 
longs  strictly  to  northern 
dialects  only.] 

尋着了  I  have  found  it. 
~ *  問便  found  him  at  the first  enquiry. 

祭 不着  can’t  get  at  it;  can’t take  up  in  the  hand, — as  water. 

用不着  have  no  use  for  it. 

找不着  can’t  find  it. 
睡不着  can’t  get  to  sleep. 

睡 不着覺  can>t  sleeP，一 as from  noise. 

人家 的事你 昝不着 
don’t  you  mind  other  people’s business. 

兩顏 殼不着 the  two  ends won’t  meet. 

怕 遇不着  I  fear  I  shall  not come  across  him. 

一出 九月蚊 子就叮 

不  ̂   after  the  ninth  moon mosquitoes  do  not  bite. 

着 忙 容 o  be  in  a  hurry. 

着 驚  to  feel  alarm. 

不 要着急  don't  fret;  don't worry  yourself. 

那個 火是怎 麽着起 

來的  how  did  that  fire  begin? 
你 別凝着 — 我 

clear  out  of  my  way! 

着 衫
 

2394 

著 

2395 

拙 ̂
 

2396 

R •屑 

C.  chut0 

H. chot 

F.  chiok、 chwok 
W.  chue 
N.  chch 

P.  ̂fhwo M.  chwo、 ch  'uc 
Y.  tsouh、tswoh 
Sz.  chwo、 chue 
K.  chol^  chul 

pj"  #  了  now  youVe  done 
it! 

着 人  to  cause  or  order  someone 
to . ;  to  infect;  to  “give”  a man  a  disease. 

着了  年紀了  he  is  getting 

old. 

着  了览了  he  is  possessed  by 
a  devil. 

那個病 你小心 着上 
take  care  you  don’t  catch  that disease. 

一 *  失 寻*  his  hand  slipped; he  let  go. 

胃  to  hit  the  target. 

着 甚要緊 “at  dc)es  il 
matter  ? 

^  to  set  hands  on；  to  get 
hold  of. 

着 （or  照所議 Let  it 
be  as  proposed, 一 a  form  of  Im¬ 
perial  rescript. 

雨  to  be  caught  in  the  rain; 

to  get  wet. 

着交  to  cause  to  be  brought. 
^  to  order  to  proceed  to. . 

胃  down  to  the  ground. 

着氣。 r 着惱 in  a  rage; 

angry. 

着 事  to  get  into  trouble;  to work  hard  at  a  matter. 

着 事則迷  when  in  trouble, he  loses  his  head. 

^  ̂   to  be  dilig
ent. 

着了  asleep;  “off.” 着實 w  9947. 
^  ̂   ― •曰  suppos

e  that  the 
time  comes  when .  1 

See  2566. 

Stupid,  in  which  sense 

it  is  applied  conventionally 
to  one’s  own  belongings  ； 

unskilful,  as  opposed  to 巧 

1 4i  i  {g.v.)  ；  clumsy  ；  unsuc¬ 

cessful.  [To  be  distinguish- ed  from  掘 3231.] 

拙子  my  stupid  son. 
拙 筆  my  poor  penmanship. 



OHO 
[  302  ] 

OECO 

拙 1* 
2396 

J.  setsz 
A.  chuet 

Entering 

Upper. 

茁一
 2397 

蚺 
2398 R. 物 

See 础 
A.  chuet 

-Entering 

Upper. 

2399 
R. 屑 

知拙賴 Entering 

Upper. 

啄5
' 2400 

R •覺屋 
C.  v.  ctong 
H.  tok 
F.  tank 

W.  v.  tai^  dai) 
N.  v.  tih、tah 
P.  v.  V<7,  te^rh 

K..  ch、dk、v.  t、ak 
J.  taku、 ioku 
A. trak 

Entering 

Upper， 

拙作  my  stupid  composition. 
my  limited  experience. 

拙嘴 an  unskilled  speaker;  a 
stupid  lout. 

拙性  slow  of  apprehension. 

守拙 or  藏拙  to  act  the  fool; 
to  pretend  to  be  stupid. 

拙笨  stupid. 
拙荆  my  stupid  thorn,  sc.  my 

wife. 

我老拙  my  stupid  old  self. 

拙力  brute  force. 

拙計  a  stupid  plan. 

拙箅  a  bad  speculation. 

弄 巧成拙 t0  try  t0  be 
cunning  and  make  a  bungle. 

以 勤補拙  to  make  up  forj 
dulness  by  industry. 

See  141. 

A  garden  spider,  known 
as  the  础 4 無. 

the The  cheek-bones  ； 

physiognomy. 

顴出員  the  cheek-bones;  the  face. 

隆邮 high  cheek-bones. 

To*  peck  up  food  as  fowls 
do.  To  dress  the  plumage. 
In  writing,  a  quick  stroke  to 
the  left,  bearing  downwards. 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

嗦 52i6_] 

咏食  to  peck  up  food. 
一 飲一啄 ，莫 非前定 

not  a  sup  nor  bite  which  is  not 
preordained. 

故口 豕我粟 d。 not  eat  my 
paddy. 

啄 
2400 

2401 

R •覺 

See Entering 

Upper. 

u 

2402 

R. 覺 

See 琢 

Entering 

Upper. 

涿 

1* 

2403 

R •覺 

See 琢 

Entering 

Upper. 

琢於
 

2404 

R •覺 

C.  tok 
H.  tok 

F.  (auk 

W.  cuo 
N.  tsoh 

P.  icko 

M.  tso 

澤雉 十步一  口 豕  water fowl  get  a  peck  once  in  ten 
steps, — yet  they  are  happy  be¬ cause  free. 

口 豕毛  to  dress  the  plumage. 

口 豕木烏 （OT 虫兒） the 
woodpecker. 

啄殼  to  break  its  shell, 一 as  a chicken  does. 

剝啄  to  rap, 一 as  at  a  door. 

To  rap  ；  to  beat. 

播門  to  rap  at  a  door. 

To  strike.  To  castrate. 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

杨 2590-] 

t 豕 之丁丁  chengx) 
sound  of  continuous  rapping. 

天 夭是梂  God  is  po.unding 
them  with  calamities. 

昏梂  ignorant  and  oppressive. 

橡船  to  moor  a  boat. 

楝人  a  eunuch. 

To  drip  ；  to  trickle. 

雨 琢濕了 衣服 the  ‘ has  soaked  my  clothes. 

water  falling, 一- as  a  cas¬ 
cade,  etc. 

涿鹿  the  capital  of  China  under 
the  Yellow  Emperor,  the  modern 

保安州  in  Chihli. 涿州  a  Department  in  the  pro¬ vince  of  Chihli,  named  after  a 
local  riveT. 

To  cut  and  polish  stones, 
as  a  lapidary.  See  6555. 

琢玉  to  cut  jade, — with  a  disc of  iron,  made  to  revolve  by  a 
treadle,  and  a  certain  kind  of 

sand  (corundum)  found  in  Chihli. 

玉 不琢， 不成器 if  jade is  not  cut  and  polished,  it  cannot 
be  made  into  anything. 

琢 

2404 

Y.  tswak 

Sz.  cho 

t、ak 

J.  taku、 toku A. trak 

Entering 

Upper. 

1* 

M 

2405 

r. 覺 

See 

K.  ch'-ak 

Entering 

Upper. 

w 

2406 

R •覺 

C.  ckuk。、 chuk. 

H.  tsuk 

F.  cK'dak 
W.  cuo 

N.  ts、oh 

P.  ccho 

M.  tso 
Y.  tswak 

Sz.  cho 

K.  ch、ak J.  saku、 soku A. trok 
Entering 

Upper. 

浞 

2407 

R •覺 

F.  ch'd'uk 

W.  cuo 
N.  tsoh 

P.  ̂ho 

K.  ch、ak J.  saku^  zoku 
A.  trok 

Entering 

Upper. 

如 琢如磨  as  from  tne  tool and  the  polisher. 

敦加 •■琢 其旅  the  polished members  of  his  suite. 

彫琢  to  cut  and  polish. 

琢工  a  lapidary. 

修 琢詩文  to  polish  up poetical  compositions. 

To  accuse；  to  vilify. 

謠詠  to  slander. 
謠 詠謂余 以善淫 

vulgar  ditties  slanderingly  say  I 

am  given  to  debauchery. 

to 

To  take  in  the  hand；  to 

grasp.  To  seize；  to  arrest. 

捉刀  to  seize  a  knife. 

捉刀人  a  champion. 
捉手  to  grasp  the  hand. 

捉住了  grasped  it  tight. 

捉鼠  to  catch  rats. 
捉賊  to  catch  thieves. 捉拏。 r 捉獲。 r 捕捉 
arrest;  to  seize. 

捉住  to  stop;  to  desist. 

^  Wt  to  seize  ro
b. 

捉月  to  grasp  at  the  moon. of  impossibilities. 

捉人  to  capture  a  man；  to  im¬ press  for  military  service. 

守捉  military  posts  on  the 
frontier. 

捉弄 t。  meddle;  to  play  tricks 

upon, 捉  three  in  a  line, — a  game 
analogous  to  the  “three  card” trick,  played  by  sharpers. 

To  soak  ；  to  steep  in 
water. 

案交足  a  man  of  the  夏  dynasty, 
famed  for  his  slanderous  pro¬ 

pensities. 



Entering 

Lower. 

m 

2411 

R •覺 

C.  chak 

H.  t、ak F.  ckouk、 cheU 

W.  djwo 
N.  djoh 

P.  Uho 

M.  ts^o 
Y.  tswak 

Sz.  cho 

K.  t、ak 
J.  toku、 taku 
A. trak 

Enter: 
Entering 

Lower. 

303 

OHO 

was  nom- 

To  pull  out.  To  select.  I 

櫂 髪不足 以數。 r 櫂 

髪難數  as  countless  as  the hairs  of  the  head. 

權用 權取  to  select  for  j government  employ. 

權禮部 員外耶 
inated  to  a  secretaryship  in  thej 
Board  of  Rites. 

拔 權人材  to  choose  men  ofl talent. 

櫂爲第  — placed  him  first, — in  the  competition. 

權解 the  first  of  the 舉人 
chu  jen. 

權德  to  make  a  show  of  virtue. 

To  wash；  to  dip  in  water. I 

Grandly.  To  be  fat  and| 

sleek.  Bright  ；  brilliant. 

可以釋 槪 it  may  be  used| for  washing  purposes. 

逝 不以濯  must  he  not  dipl it  in  water? 一 if  he  wants  to  be| 
able  to  hold  any  thing  hot. 

洗濯。 1 •洒 _  to  wash;  to  j cleanse. 

濯足 萬里流  I  have  wash- j ed  my  feet  in  water  which  has  I 
run  10,000  //. 

濯 征徐國  grandly  proceed-! ing  to  set  in  order  the  States  f of  Hsu. 

王 公伊濯  his  royal  merit  I was  brightly  displayed. [公 here  for  .] 

濯濯  glittering,— as  trappings. 

磨 鹿濯濯  the  does  so  sleek  j and  fat. 

融 翩濯濯  lithe  and  sleek, as  a  youth. 

濯 濯厥靈  brilliant  was  his| 

energy. 

Heavy  rain. 

大雨 ■  ■  a  heavy  rain  camel pouring  down. 

酌 
2414 

R. 

C.  chdk0 

H. chok 

F.  chiok 

W:  chia 

N.  tsiah 

P.  ccho 

M.  tso 
Y.  chak 

Sz.  cho 
K. chak 

J.  shaku 

A. chok 

Entering 

Upper. 

To  pour  out.  To  consult  ； 
to  consider.  To  deliberate. 

酌酒  to  pour  out  wine;  to entertain. 

且 以酌醴  and  moreover  j pour  out  sweet  wine. 

酌 以大斗  he  poured  out  I 
from  a  large  vessel, — i.e.  largely, bumpers. 

喜酌  a  marriage  feast. 
對酌 ^  drink  wine  together; to  pledge. 

春酌  a  New  Year’s  entertain¬ 
ment. 

媒酌  a  return  feast  given  by  a 
bridegroom. 

薑酌  ginger  feast,— given  upon the  occasion  of  a  birth,  divided 

into 上酌 ，中 酌， and 下 

•酌  ， for  the  guests,  servants,  and carters  or  chair-bearers,  respect¬ 

ively. 

薄酌 a  slight  repast,-— said  by host  to  guest. -酬 一酌， 都非偶 

every  toast,  every  bumper,  is  pre ordained. 

酌量。 r 酌核。 ? 酌議 

參酌。 r 斟酌  to  consult; 
to  deliberate. 

酌 量妥當  it  has  all  been 
settled. 

斟 酌而行  deliberate  before 

acting. 

酌定。 1 •酌奪 or 酌度 

酌辦  to  deliberate  and  de¬ 
cide  upon. 

酌體  to  meet  the  wishes  of  an other；  to  treat  with  consideration 

酌視  to  consult  about  and  look 
after. 

酌改  to  consider  about  altering, — regulations. 

酌減  to  propose  to  diminish. 

酌記  to  propose  to  record, ― an official’s  merit. 

酌復 t。  consider  upon  a  reply 
and  make  one  accordingly. 

酌數  the  authorised  amount;  in certain  quantities. 

酌帶洋 銀若千  reckon ing  upon  taking  with  one  acer-| 

tain  amount  of  money.  " 

or  I 

or  I 

OHO 

1. 錕 
2408 

R. 覺 
See 從 
(but  Lower) 

A.  hsuk 

Entering 
Lower. 

濁 
24。9 

覺 
Z,  chvk 

fi.  ts、uk 
F.  chouk 

djuo 
dzoh 

?.  icho 

VI.  tso 

if.  tswak 

5z.  cho 

1C.  ch^ak、 tKak 
\  taku、 (ioku 

trdk、 trok 

Entering 
Lower. 

To  put  fetters  on  the  feet, 
A  hoe. 

Muddy  ；  turbid  ；  thick 

as  opposed  to 淸 2188;  a 

sonant ；  a  “flat”  in  music 
Stupid.  Name  of  a  rivei 

in  Ssuch‘uan.  '  [Japanese 
nigori.] 

濁水  muddy  water. 
濁酒  thick,  unstrained  wine. 
重濁  the  sediment  of  muddj 

liquors. 

濁流  the  muddy  class,  —  th( 
Great  Unwashed. 

濁肚  a  corrupt  age. 

濁痰  mucus；  phlegm. 

白 濁  gonorrhoea. 

濁意  muddy  ideas. 

濁氣。 r 濁勁兒  blind  witl 
rage. 

濁勁 琴上來 打死人 
in  his  blind  fury  he  struck  z 
man  a  deathblow. 

濁臭  dull  and  disagreeable. 

濁口  foul-mouthed. 
濁霧  thick  fog;  mist. 

故 荠音濁 consequently  hij 
voice  was  thick, — of  Hsieh  An: 
who  had  a  disease  of  the  nose. 

濁才 or  濁物  a  stupid  fool. 

A  small  bell  formerly 

used  for  giving  signals  in 

connection  with  military 
music.  A  bracelet. 

列鼓鐲 於上下  a  drum 
and  a  bell  are  placed  in  the 
upper  and  lower  storeys, — of  an 
ancient  “taxicab,”  to  record  the 
distance  of  one  and  ten  //,  res 
pectively.  See  6241. 

鐲子。 r 手鐲 m 鐲頭 a 
bracelet. 

濯 
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oxxo 

齊 f 
2414 

m 
2415 

R •藥效 

See 酌 
Entering 

Upper. 

折 
2416 

fr 
2417 r .覺 

C.  tok 
Ii.  chok'  tok、 , choh^  t tiok^ 

Entering 

Upper. 

m 

2418 

2419 r .屑 

C.  trhi.U。 

以酌於 民爲政 t。 CC)n- 
sider  care  for  the  interests  of  the 

people  as  true  government. 

酌 情準理  to  decide  equita¬ 
bly;  to  adjust. 

酌擬  to  propose. 
酌付  to  hand  over;  to  make 
over;  to  pay. 

酌看  to  take  into  consideration, 
— in  deciding. 

A  squirrel. 

See  550. 

To  chop.;  to  hew;  to 

hack；  to  mince.  [Correctly 
written  撕 •] 

F.  tank 
W.  ciio 
N.  tsoh 

P.  cho\  to* M.  /so 
V.  tsak 

K.  ch^ak 
J.  tahi、 tohu 
A. trak 

削  to  hew  and  trim, 一 as  a  log. 

斲棺  to  hew  a  coffin, — from  a tree. 

I 代大 匠斲者 希不傷 

I 其手  of  those  who  do  the  chop¬ 
ping  of  a  master-carpenter,  there 
are  few  but  wound  their  hands. 

使匠 石澌之 sent  for 
stone-mason  to  chip  it  (a  scab 
on  his  nose)  off. 

mm  to  chop  up  small. 

斲肉圓  to  make  minced-meat balls. 

Same  as  2417. 

A  wooden  pillar  or  post. 

A  stick  ；  a  club.  Used  for 
1^375 - 

山 節藻税 ，君 子以爲 
II.  chot^  v.  i/S*1 F.  chiok 

W.  chue 

N.  chVi 

\\  /V， cfw) M. 

K.  ch^cl 
J.  sets:、 iatsz 

A.  chi’n't、 t'wat 
Entering 

Upper. 

濫矣  hills  and  duckweed  carved 
upon  pillars  are  considered  by 
the  superior  man  to  be  extra¬ 

vagant, — referring  to  臧文 

仲  Tsang  Wen-chung  who  was 
guilty  of  this  extravagance. 

杖 ̂  a  staff;  a  club. 

税 
2419 

揮税 而呼狗 tQ  shake  a stick  and  call  a  dog, — not  likely 

to  get  the  dog. 

裰 
2420 

凡禮 始乎栊 ，成乎 

文， 乎 all  cerernonial  以- gins  when  omission  would  be 

negligence,  is  completed  in  ele¬ 
gance,  and  ends  in  satisfaction. 

粢 栊之材  material  for  king¬ posts  and  joists. 

Same  as  2419. 

啜 
2421 

r. 屑 

C. 

H

.

 

 

chot 
F.  
chiok、 chHok、 chouh 

W.  chue 
N. cheh 

P.  c/nvo^^  chue" M.  tso、 chiie、 

ch'uo 

Y.  tsouh 

Sz.  ch  'uo K.  ch'dl 
I.  tetsz、 setsz 
A.  chuet Entering 

Upper. 

燦 
2422 

R •黯支 

See 

s 追 

Entering  and 
Even  Upper, 

惙'
 

2423 

R .屑 

C.  chiit。 

H.  chot、tot 
F.  chiok、 (wok 
W.  chue 
N. cheh 

P.  chwo^ 

M.  chue 

Y.  tsouh 

K.  ch^ol 
J.  tetsz 
A.  chuet 

Entering 

、. Upper. 

To  suck  up  ；  to  sip.  To weep. 

啜茗  to  drink  tea. 

悮啜 汁作酒  he  drank  the juice  by  mistake  for  wine. 

啜 菽飮水  to  eat  pulse  and 
drink  water. 

to  live  on  vegetable  diet. 

留啜  to  keep  a  person  for  a drink  or  snack. 

流啜  to  slobber. 

啜面  to  kiss. 啜泣  to  sob  and  weep. 

啜其 泣矣 her  tears  flow. 

Noise  of  quarrelling 

angry  ；  irate. 

虫官耀  good-looking. 

Mournful  ；  grieved, 
certain. 

Un- 
憂心 极慑  my  sorrowful heart  is  very  sad. 

毋 病緜惙  his  mother’s  state 
was  very  critical. 

畷 

2 屯 

2424 

R •屑霽 

H.  chot 
F.  twok 

Raised  pathways,  01 

dykes,  between  the  paddy 

Seeg  衮 

K.  chldl,  ch、t 
J.  tetsz、 tH 
A.  chuet 

Entering 

Upper. 

fields 

I  畛峨  pathways 

綴 

2425 

2426 

R •屑 

C.  chiit^  choi? 

H.  tot F.  chiok、 thk 

W.  chue 

N. cheh 

V^ckwo"* 

M.  chiio、 ckiie 
Y.  tsouh 
Sz.  chuo 
K.cA^/ 

J.  tetsz A.  chi'tet 

See  2814. 

Entering 

Upper. 

2427 

R •屑霽 

N. cheh 

P.  chwo^ 

M.  chue 

Y.  tsouh 

K.  fW,  ch^e' J.  tetsz、 tti A.,  chile t 

To  stop  ；  to  suspenc 

operations.  To  mend. 

^  工  to  stop  work;  to  rest  fron 
labour. 

輟 朝三日  to  suspend  busi 
ness  at  Court  for  three  days,— 
because  of  the  death  of  a  con 
cubine. 

讀書勿 ，賴  study  without  re 
mission. 

輟業而 _  to  stop  work  anc 

take  a  holiday. 

或 作或輟  now  working 

now  stopping. 

豈 作輟盡 由爾项 ar: 
you  to  stop  or  go  on  (in  thi 
action)  exactly  as  you  please  ? 

不輟  unceasingly. 
不輟辂  not  to  break  the  con tinuity, — ceaseless. 

手不 輟筆  to  write  withou stopping, 一 currente  calamo. 

Wine  poured  in  libatior 

to  gods  or  departed  spirits 

奠醸  to  offer  libations  of  wine 
Entering 

Upper. 鐵 
! 

2428 

r •屑黠 

see 賴 

Entering 

Upper. 

j  A  needle;  an  awl.  Sharp, 
To  offer,  as  a  present. 

綴貫頤  the  goad  (at  the  end 
of  his  riding-whip)  passed  through his^jaw. 
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2429 

243° 
..黠 
* 掇皲 
Entering 

Upper. 

►1* 

2431 

R •黠 
[C.  ch'wal 
[. tatsz 

trat 

•  Entering 
Upper. 

2432 

歟 
2433 

W 

2434 

ts、iah 

P.  cK'o 
f.  chaku 

hs’dk 

Entering 

Upper. 

L 

2435 

m 

2436 

戳 
2437 

2438 
.藥 
-綽 
Entering 
Upper. 

Same  as  2427. 

Looking  out  from  a  hole 

The  mouth  stuffed  full 

to  eat  fast. 

Same  as  2421. 

Same  as  2421. 

Going  on  and  stopping  ； 

to  run  fast  and  stop.  Rad¬ 
ical  162. 

The  contracted  form  of 

2434 • 

0»0. 

See  2938. . 

See  2939. 

\  # 

Beautiful.  Used  for  2439. 

绰約  pretty  and  modest. 
Read  JP'  A  sick  wo¬ 

man. 

綽必
 

2439 

R •藥 

C.  chLok H.  tsok 

F.  ch^iok 
W.  chHa 

N.  ch、ah、 ts'-iah 

P.  Cch、au、 ch、(^ 

M.  ch、o Y.  ts、ak 

Sz.  ch、o 
K.  chak 

J.  shaku A.  hsdk Entering 

Upper. 

w 

2440 

R •覺效 See 卓 

(but  aspirated) Entering 

Upper. 

w 

2441 

R •覺效 

權 and 罩 
(aspirated) 

Sinking  Upper 

and  Lower. 

To  be  gentle  ；  kindly 

Ample；  spacious.  Liberal 

generous. 

寬 兮綽兮  how  magnani¬ mous  is  he  and  gentle ! 

寬綽  liberal-minded;  ample 
spacious. 

縛態  gentle;  loving. 
縛約  gentle  and  modest.  See 

2438. 

綽號  a  nickname. 

縛裕  liberal. 縛 縛有裕  to  be  free  to  act and  without  restraint;  of  abun 

dant  generous  feeling. 

縛刀 在 grasped  his  sword 

自縛其 ■而曹 stroked his  beard  and  said.. 

To  hasten；  to  travel  fast 
and  far. 

舶趕風  a  spanking  breeze, - Le,  one  to  make  a  boat  go.. 

To  stride  ；  to  get  ahead  ； 

to  excel. 

遠  to  cover  a  distance ;  far 
off. 

掉 絶之能  unusual  ability. 

踔脚  to  walk  lame. 
^  stretch  out,  as  when 
walking  fast  ;  to  writhe,  as  when 
trodden  on. 

裰 
2442 

婼1
 

2443 

R •藥麻 See 縛 

Entering 

Upper. 

See  1 1,316. 

Disobedient；  disobliging 

Read  erA2.  Name  of  k 
country. 

婼美  one  of  thirty-six  tribes  on the  west  of  China,  of  Tibetan 
origin. 

2444 

R. 允 

See 周 

Even  Upper. 

CKCOXJ. 

SO 

An  islet  ；  see  2445  ̂   an 

eyot,  as  opposed  to 島 

10,790.  A  Department  or 
political  division,  anciently 

comprising  2,500  families 
The  term  was  substitutec 

under  the  隋紀  S.ui  dy- 

nasty  for  郡 (⑽ 3273),  but 
changed  back  again  under 
the  T‘angs.  A  region 

術 十爲州  ten  shu  (10,053 make  a  ckou^  i.e.  =  2,500  fami¬ 
lies. 

九州  the  Nine  Chou,  or  divi¬ sions  of  the  empire  subsequent 

upon  the  engineering  labours  of 

夫禹 the  Great  Yu. 
海 外徒聞 更九州 
vain  do  we  hear  that  beyond  the 

ocean  there  is  yet  another  era 

pire, 一 a  future  state. 

二百州  the  192 郭  were called  under  the  Sui  dynasty, 
the  empire. 

神州  a  poetical  name  for  China 

知州。 r 州牧  a  Department Magistrate. 

散州  Magistrate  of  a  Chou  sub ordinate  to  a  Prefect. 

直隷州  Magistrate  of  an  in dependent  Chou,  i.e.  subject  to 

no  prefectural  control  but  report¬ 
ing  direct  to  the  provincial 

government. 

州同  first-class  assistant  Depart ment  Magistrate. 

州戸 （馬。 1 •別駕 literary 
designation  of  the  above. 

州判  second-class  assistant  De partraent  Magistrate. 

州別駕  literary  designation  of 
the  above. 

州里  a  neighbourhood. 

州吏目  departmental  police- master  and  gaol-warden. 

州城  a  department  cify. 
州縣  Department  and  District 
Magistrates, 

39 
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306 伽1
 2445 R. 尤 

See 周 

Even  Upper. 

舟1
 

2446 

尤 
See 周 

feven  Upper. 

An  islet；  a  continent. 

在 河之洲  on  the  islet  in  the river、 

淮 有三洲  there  are  three islands  in  the  Huai  R. 

勝神洲  the  island  of  those 
who  conquer  the  spirit, — one  of 
the  four  great  continents  which 
constitute  the  inhabited  world 

of  every  Buddhist  uni  verse.  Sans¬ 
krit  : Purvavideha. 

俱 盧洲。 r 勝沙: the  su- perior  continent, 一 said  to  be 
square,  as  also  the  faces  of  its 
inhabitants.  Sanskrit :  Uttar  a- 

kura  or  Kurudvipa. 

沙洲  a  sand  bank；  a  spit. 

洲田  alluvial  fields. 

九洲  Nine  Islands -near  Macao. 

A  boat.  A  saucer  ；  a 
stand.  To  carry  at  the 

girdle.  Radical  137.  See 
IIJ93， 1659. 

二 子乘舟  the  two  youths 
got  into  their  boat. 

汎 汎楊舟  it  floats  about, that  willow  boat. 

舟子  the  master  of  a  ferry-boat. 

舟人  boatmen. 
無赃 之舟  a  rudderless  boat, — a  widow. 

有路 莫登舟 if  you  can  go 
by  road,  don’t  go  by  boat. 

水行莫 如角弁 for  tra- 
veiling  by  water  there  is  nothing 
like  a  boat. 

为*  次大估  the  vessel  touched at  Taku. 

舟車  conveyance  by  water  and land. 

两* 車 並 途 the  water  and 
land  routes  are  parallel. 

舟車之  the  fatigues  ofl travelling. 

屋 小如舟  house  small  as  a 
boat, — a  mean-looking  dwelling. 

陸 地行舟  to  sail  a  boat  on 
land, — of  absurd  impossibilities. 

一 葉扁舟  a  %ht  skiflr. 
坐 於舟首 如 in  the  bow  of 
the  boat. 

棄駕 舟之業  to  give  up  the 
occupation  of  a  boatman. 

舟1
 

2446 

w 

2447 

Rit 

See 周 

Even  Upper. 

2448 

R •允 

See 周 

A.  chu 
Even  Upper. 

Ill1
 

2449 

R 尤肴 
See 周 

A.  cheu、 chieu 
Even  Upper. 

周3
 

245° 

R .允 

C.  than 
H.  chu 
F.  chiu 

W. 
[ 

N. ( 

P. 

M. ( 

Y.  tseo 

Sz.  chou 
K.  chu 

J.  shu、 shu A.  cheu 

Even  Upper. 

tsiu 

chou 

漏網吞 舟之魚 a  great villain  who  escapes  from  justice. 

貴 領事誼 切同舟 ㈣ 
the  Consul,  in  point  of  doing 

what  is  right,  are  in  the  same 
boat  with  me. 

舟載  the  cargo  of  a  vessel. 

何 以舟之  what  was  it  that he  carried  at  his  girdle? 

舟山  boat  island, — - Chusan,  so 
called  from  its  fancied  resem¬ 
blance  to  a  boat. 

水乘舟  to  travel  on  water  by boat, 一 one  of  the  四載 _ 

modes  of  transport.  See  574, 

2874,  6821. 

To  cover  ；  to  conceal. 
Used  with  2446. 

誰 俏予美  who  has  been  i posing  on  my  lover? 

俏張  to  deceive. 
俏子  a  boat;  boatmen, 

f 舟行  to  go, — as  a  boat. 
俏師  the  master  of  a  vessel. 

The  pole  of  a  carriage. 

im- 

A  crested  lark,  called 

鵲鵃。 r 鶬鳩 • 

鵃子  a  long  narrow  boat. 

The  territory  occupied 

by  亶父  Tan  Fu  (14th 
century  b.c.),  from  which  the 

dynasty  of  his  descendants 
received  the  name  of  周 

Chou.  A  bend  (see  4661). 

To  surround  ；  on  all  sides  ； 

everywhere.  Close  ；  dense, 

as  population.  To  assist. 

周朝  the  Chou  dynasty  b.c. 1122— B.c.  255. 

周京  the  capital  of  Chou. 

周 
245。 

OECOXJ 

宗周 ■周宗  the  honourec 
House  of  Chou. 

周文武  the  founder  and  firs' 
Emperor  of  the  周  dynasty 

文 王  was  a  minister  of  th< 
Emperor  射 Chou; 武 王 

was  his  son.  They  are  frequentl) 

spoken  of  as  model  princes. 

周  &  the  Duke  of  Chou, 一 fourtl son  of  _  Ch^ng  or  ̂   Ip 

Wen-  Wang  the  西  ̂   chief  0: 

the  West,  and  younger  brothei 

& 武王  Wu  Wang,  the  firs' 
sovereign  of  the  Chou  dynast] 

(12th  century  b.c.).  To  him  ha! 
been  attributed  the  invention  0 
the  mariner’s  compass  (see  574) 

and  also  the  composition  of  th( 

周禮  Chou  Ritual,  consisting of  rules  for  the  guidance  of  Cour 
officials. 

周 在執事  there  was  nothing Chou  Kung  did  not  take  in  hand 

夢 見周公  I  dreamt  I  sa^ 
Chou  Kung. 

猶猨 狙之異 乎周在 

也  as  different  as  Chou  Kunf and  a  monkey. 

旣讀孔 子之書 ，必達 

周 公之禮  as  a  student  ol 
the  Confucian  Canon,  you  must 

make  yourself  thoroughly  ac 

quainted  with  the  Chou  Ritual 

周道  the  road  to  Chou;  a  royal road;  a  broad  highway. 

生 于道周  growing  in  the 
middle  of  the  road. 

周圍 ot 周 阻  to  surround: 
on  all  sides. 

周身  all  round  the  body. 

不周  insu 伍 cient,  —  the  circle not  being  completed. 

何方圓 之能周 兮1^ can  the  square  and  the  circle 
be  made  to  coincide  ? 

周流  to  wander;  to  roam. 

周遍  to  extend  on  all  sides. 

待客 周不到 t。 treat  a 
guest  with  insufficient  politeness or  hospitality. 

周到。 r 周致  most  thought¬ 
ful；  considerate ;  hospitable ; liberal. 

周珅  to  inform  all.  Also,  gen eral  acquaintance  with. 
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周 1
 

245° 

周密  complete  and  thorough. 

周備  fully  prepared. 
周妥  satisfactorily  arranged. 

君于 周而不 此 the 
perior  man  is  catholic,  and  n 

partisan. 

周咨  to  consult  fully. 

周甲  a  cycle. 
周全  perfect；  faultless;  all  tha 
is  possible;  in  every  way  coir 

plete. 

perfect. 

周正  to  straighten；  to  correct 
complete ;  shapely ;  well  pr， 
tioned. 

tive  to;  to  attend  upon. 

周 而復始  to  complete  th 
circle  and  begin  again. 

周天  a  complete  revolution  c 
the  sun, — a  whole  day. 

小周天  an  ordinary  day  of  2. 
hours. 

大周天  a  cycle  of  (1)  60  year 
or  (2)  of  240,000. 

周歷  to  thoroughly  scrutinize. 

周郧  a  great  scholar. 

周詳  very  minute ;  to  be  a 
great  pains. 

周恤  to  have  pity.  See  2453. 

ous. 

省了許 多周析  it  w 
have  saved  many  complications. 

周 防  to  guard  completely  or  on 
all  sides. 

周濟  to  assist ;  to  succour.  See 
24S3. 

周 急者少  those  who  succour 
in  adversity  are  few.  See  966. 

靡 人不周  there  is  no  one 
who  has  not  (tried  to)  help  them. 

示 我周行  to  show  me  the 
true  path. 

周婆  a  jealous  wife. 

作 周身具  to  prepare  for  a 
death  and  burial. 

周張  repeatedly;  hastily. 

周
1
 

周 章  an  appearance  of  fear; 
looked  all  around.  See  2451. 彳 

245° 

l- 

0 

周路  to  consider. 
周  name  of  one  of  the  books of  the  Odes. 

周日卒  the  test  of  th?  baby;  see 
6284. 

t  w 

2451 Hurried  ；  flustered. 

、•允 

> (固猜  hurriedly;  in  a  flustered 
] See  周 

manner. 

立  A. cheu S  Ev.en  Upper. 

:裯
 2 

!  2452 ， R •尤 Quercus  glauca、 Thbg. 

Also  read  ck'ot^. 
See 府 
F.  used  for 

:  櫥 

Even  Lower, 

f 

To  bestow  in  charity. 

>Vri 

2453 

^  ̂   to  succour；  to  give  money. 

R. 尤 

調鈴  t。 give  in  charity. 

See 周 

調恤  beneficent  ；  charitable. A.  chhi、 chu 
Even  Upper. 

禮 物不刺  the  gifts  are  not adequate. 

鯛
1
 

2454 

R •尤 

A  heavily  loaded  cart. : 

See 周 

A.  chu 
Even  Upper. 

週
1
 

2455 

R. 尤 

See 周 

A. cheu、  chu 

To  revolve.  Used  for 

2450.  See  924. 

週 年旺相 may  the  whole year  be  prosperous  for  you ! 

三 週年  the  third  revolving 
Even  Upper. year ;  the  third  anniversary, 

especially  of  a  death. 

~ one  turn  or  revolution. 

~ •週時  twenty-four  hours;  a  c 
day  and  night.  H 

週遭  all  round. - 一" ■週遭 once  round.  ^ 

週時 一 ■樣  always  the  same. 

週
』
 

24SS 

粥 ”
 

2456 

屋 

( chuk 

tsuk 
Entering 

Upper. 

2457 

m 

. z  'du 
tsou 

對週  the  return  of  the  year. 

週 流不息  flows  round  un¬ ceasingly, — as  the  blood  circu¬ 

lating. 

to  revolve. 

週麥 Ij  completely  ；  absolutely. 
週轉  enough  to  go  round ; I enough  for  all  needs  ；  never! 

ceasing；  continuous. 

週圍  to  go  round;  to  surround; the  circumference. 

週圍 有多大 .what  Is  the| 
circumference  ? 

Rice  boiled  to  a  gruel  ；| 

congee.  Also  read  chtc1*. 

煮粥。 > ■熬 粥。1 •煲粥 1。| 
make  congee, — as  drunk  by  the! 
Chinese  in  the  early  morning. 

寧 人等粥 ，毋 粥等人 
better  that  a  man  should  wait  I 

for  his  congee,  than  his  congee  I 
for  him, — because  it  spoils  by| 
standing. 

粥廠  a  place  in  which  congee  I is  distributed  to  the  poor,  likcj 

a  “soup  kitchen •” 

獸粥  to  eat  gruel, — of  a  new  I Emperor  in  mourning  for  his| father. 

猪肉辦  a  kind  of  porridge  | with  bits  of  pork  in  it. 

昔粥  bean  porridge. 
茗粥  a  preparation  like  the! 
thickened  tea  of  the  Tibetans. 

臘八粥  a  kind  of  gruel  made  I from  mixed  grains  and  eaten  [ 
on  the  8th  of  the  12th  moon,  I 

the  day  when  idols  are  washed.  | 

Read  yu^  See  13,696.! 

粥粥  humble ;  simple;  respect- 1 ful. 

樵粥  the  Huns  (see  4857). 

Wrinkles  ；  furrows.  To| 
frown.  See  2458. 

歡夸交 wrinkles. 面皮雛  a  wrinkled  face. 
額上堆 敏  wrinkles  cover  his  | brow. 

皴眉  to  wrinkle  the  brows ;  to| frown. 
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OHOXT 

w 
V.  tseo 

Sz.  isou 

K.  ch‘u 
J.  slid、 shu 
h.  triu 

Sinking 

Upper. 

聽訟 耆老莫 不皺眉 

忿恨  all  the  elders  who  were 
present  at  the  hearing  of  the 
suit,  frowned  angrily. 

葉 上起皺  with  wrinkles  on 
the  leaves, 一 as  cabbages,  etc. 

皺 皺巴巴  creased. 

紅皺  red  wrinkles, — dates. 

皺金  wrinkled  or  corrugated 
gold, 一 as  used  in  ornamentation. 

R. 宥 
C.  tsau 
H.  tsiu 

F.  chain 
W.  tsau 

N.  ts  'du P. chou 

M.  \  tsou^ 
Y.  1  tsung 
Sz.  chou 

K.  cK'u 
J,  shu^  shu 
A.  triu 

Sinking 

Upper. 

R. 
F 

Wrinkled ；  crumpled. 

Crape.  To  shrink.  See  2457. 

總子。 1 ■纖紋  wrinkles;  folds； the  first  is  also  taffetas. 

赛  puckered ;  crumpled. 

水面風 來緑縐  the  breeze 
raises  green  wrinkles  on  the  water. 

Cf,  “The  wrinkled  sea,”  etc. 

纖耖 crape. 

纖紳  crape  silk. 

綿纖 camlet- 
to  shrink;  to  shrivel. 

線織  a  kind  of  satin. 

C.  skuky 

H.  shuk、 

F.  tik?、 

Hu 
W.  dziu^ 
N.  djoh^、 dzoh^ 

P.  ichou M.  tsou^  tsu0 

Y.  tsuk 

Sz.  chu 

K.  ch、u、 ch、uk 
f.  chu、 ckiku 
A.  itriu^  truk? 

Even  and Entering 

Irregular. 

See 雛 

SinkingUpper. 

m 

R. ¥ 
s-才 芻 

Rising  Upper. 

2伸 

M 

Creases  ；  folds. 

豬痕。 1 ■稽 摺子 creases  in 
clothes,  paper,  etc. 

See  1 1,810. 

To  bind  with  thongs  of 

leather.  Used  for  2458. 

Same  as  2466.  Also 

read  yu^: 

R. 宥 

Sec 胄 

Sinking 

Lower. 

A  helmet.  [To  be  dis 

tinguished  from  胃  2466 
(under  Rad.  130)  and  胃 
I2,574.] 

甲冑  buff-coats  and  helmets 
armour. 

貝 胄乐錢  with  shells  on  red 
strings  adorning  their  helmets 

R. 

雄 
240? 

屋允 
The  wives 、 of  brothers  ； 

sisters-in-law. 

Read  ch、ou'. ill  at  ease. 

? 
C.  chau 

H.  ts^iu F.  teu、 tieu 
N；l 

P.  chou 

M.  isou 

Y.  tseo 
Sz.  chou 
K.  chu 

J.  chii、 dju 

A.  tru Sinking 

Lower. R •宥 

C.  chau 

H.  ztsHu 
F.  teu^  tieu 

n：  I
 dziu 

P.  chou 
M.  isou 
Y.  tseo 

Sz.  chou 
K.  chu 

J.  chU、 dju 

A.  tru 
Sinking 

Lower, 

R. 
P 

See 胄 Sinking 

Lower. 

弟 兄之妻 爲妯娌 & wives  of  brothers  are  chou  li 

sisters-in-law. Anxious  ； 

Time  infinite,  past  and 
future.  See  13,540. 

宇宙 之江山 不玫細 
physical  aspect  of  the  universe 
does  not  change. 

Descendants  ；  posterity. 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

胄 2463  (under  Rad.  13), 
and  胃  12,574.] 

冑子  the  eldest  son. 
胄裔  descendants；  posterity. 

貴胄  the  scions  of  noble  families. 

世胄  the  descendants  of  old families  ；  lineage. 

未 詳世胄  his  lineage  is  not known. 

雜 

2o 

R •屋 

C.  chuk 

H.  ch、uk F.  tiik 

^N.dju 

N.  djtloh 
P.  ichu、 ichou 
M.  tsu^tsou 

Y.  tsuk 

Sz.  chu 

K.  ch、uk 

J.  djiku 

A.  truk 

To  ask  blessings  for  ；  to 

pray  for. 

Entering 

Lower. 

247c 

An  axle-tree.  A  shaft 

An  axis.  A  pivot.  A  rolle 

for  maps  or  scrolls.  Num 
erative  of  scrolls.  Usee 
for  13,408. 

車軸。 i •軸子  an  axle-tree [The  second  is  also  a  roller  fo 

scrolls.] 

叢 輕析軸  a  large  load  c 
light  things  will  break  an  axle tree. 

軸頭  the  projecting  end  of  ai 
axle-tree. 

輪軸  the  shaft  of  a  steamer. 

乾軸 and 坤軸 the  axes  c heaven  and  earth,  respectively 

懸軸  the  axis  of  suspension. 

剪軸  the  pivot  of  a  pair  0 

cn 

足 底 下通圓 竅作链 

轉 軸  there  was  connection  be neath  the  feet  (of  the  figure 
through  a  round  hole,  forming 

pivot, 一 on  which  the  figure  coul( 
turn  round  and  thus  point  a] 

ways  to  the  south. 

當軸  one  who  is  the  pivot  01 which  an  affair  turns ;  a  manager 
a  ruler. 

卷軸  a  roller  for  maps,  scrolls 

etc. 

雙手扯 開軸子  with  bot] 
hands  opened  the  scroll. 

祭軸  a  eulogistic  scroll  hunj near  a  coffin. 

畫三軸  three  scroll  pictures 

千 軸不如 ~ ■書 a  thou 
sand  pictures  are  not  equal  t one  book. 

橫軸  a  scroll  which  opens  hori zontally, — as  for  a  long  land scape. 

軸兒  a  catch;  a  bolt. 

五人軸  a  water-wheel  turner by  five  men. 

出機軸  to  break  loose  free the  teachings  or  traditions  of master. 

See  8351. 

Same  as  2471. 
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w 
2471 

R .有 
C.  chau 

H.  chu 

F.  cK'ui 
W.) . 

N.  ! 
 tslu 

P.  chou 

M.  /sou 

V.  tseo 

3Z.  chou
 

ch^u 

f.  shu、 shu 

chui、 tr'iu 
Rising  Upper. 

w 
2472 

:有 
Z.  chau''- 
i.  ch^ 

r.  teu^^  tieu^ 
N  • 三 dziu 

dziu 

'i  I chou" 7.*  tsh) 
12.  chot^ 

Z.  chu 

. chU 

l.  tru1- 

Lising  &  Sink¬ 
ing  Lower. 

w 
2473 

有 
eeM 
rising  Lower. 

肘 3
 

2474 

: •有 :. chan 

[•  tsiu 
tiu 

J'l Uiu •  chou 

[. tsou 

\  tseo 

z.  chou 
“  chu 

chu^  chu 

«  tr'iu 

isiug  Upper. 

A  broom;  a  besom.  See 

9574 -  Also  read  chtf • 

炊箒  a  broom  or  whisk  used  to 
wash  dishes. 

執箕箒  she  who  manipulates 
the  sieve  and  broom, — a  wife 
also,  a  concubine. 

箒星  a  broom  star, — a  comet 
See  9596. 

掃箒茱  a  species  of  goose-foot 
、Chenopodium  scoparia)^  the  leav¬ 
es  of  which  are  eaten  and  the 

stalks  used  for  making  besoms 

掃愁箒  the  sw^eper-away  of 
care, —— wine. 

The Traces,  of  harness, 

crupper  of  a  saddle. 

糸寸辛 or 射王 the  tyrant 
whose  crimes  brought  about  the 

fall  of  the  商 （or  殷  Yin)  dy¬ 
nasty  b.c.  1122.  See  2600. 

射 _ 王子 此干 Chou 
slew  Prince  Pi-kan, — by  causing 
him  to  be  disembowelled 

惟射 罪 浮于桀 the 
crimes  of  Chou  exceed  those  of 

Chieh.  See  1498.  These  two 

personages  are  the  typical  tyrants 
of  Chinese  history. 

The  crupper  of  a  saddle 

革 系寸棍  a  stick  used  on  pack- 
animals  as  a  crupper. 

驢 i 射榼 兒似的  stupid 
and  self-willed. 

The  arm  from  the  shoul 

der-joint  to  the  elbow-joint； 

the  upper  arm  (8790).  The 

elbow;  the  wrist.  Num- 
erative  of  hams. 

手財。 r 射 子、 the  elbow. 
捉肘 t。  take  by  the  wrist. 

肘 腋相交  as  near  as  elbow 
and  armpit, — of  close  friendship 
or  relationship. 

捉衿 而肘見  if  he  pulled  his 
sleeve,  his  elbow  came  through, 
一 poverty-stricken. 

交着財  to  fold  the  arms. 

肘行 而逆之  went  to  meet 
him  on  his  hands  and  knees. 

肘:
 

2474 

書 
4 

J^TS 

R •宥 

C.  chau 

H.  chu 
F.  teu、tieu、tau 
W.  chiu 

N.  chiu 
P.  chou 

M.  tsou 

Y.  tseo 
Sz.  chou 

K.  chu 

「•  chu 
A.  tru Sinking 

Upper. 

掣 肘之虞  the  annoyance  of： an  impeded  elbow, -^-of  some  hin¬ 
drance  to  action. 

扯肘  pulling  back  at  the  elbow 
— hindering. 

欲 去被肘  prevented  from 
going. 

女肘之  the  girl  nudged  him. 

猪肘  a  shoulder  of  pork. 

脉蹄 一 ■財 a  ham. 

卩口  4 

几 
2476 

宥 
C.  chau 

H.  chu 
F.  chieu 5； •卜 

chou 
M.  tsou 

Y.  tseo 

Sz.  chou 

K.chu 

\  shu、 shu 

A.  chu Sinking 

Upper. 

Day-light  ；  daytime.  See 

3721. 
畫 夜不息 ot 不舍畫 
夜  not  stopping  by  day  or  night. 

不分 晝 夜  making  no  distinc tion  between  day  and  night, 一 

e.g.  working  all  the  same. 

畫寢  to  sleep  in  the  daytime. 

白 畫  broad  day. 
俾 畫作夜  to  turn  day  into night, 一 to  commit  excesses,  in 
broad  day-light. 

晝 爾于茅  in  the  daytime  col lect  the  grass. 

畫瞑  the  light  of  day  darkened, 

To  curse  ；  to  swear  an 

oath.  To  recite  incanta¬ 

tions  : to  employ  charms 

or  spells. 

咒馬  to  curse. 咒  curses ;  imprecations ; 

spells. 

咒詛  to  rail  and  curse  at. 

咒他死  curse  him  dead ! 一 天一咒 ，添 福添壽 
to  curse  a  man  every  day,  only 

adds  to  his  happiness  and  long 
life. 

便 賭咒道 ，我 若見你 

的， 我眼裏 出 耻 he  then 
swore  (lit.  staked  his  "oath)  say¬ 
ing,  “If  I  ever  saw  you  before, 

may  my  eyes  run  blood.” 

念咒。 r 誦咒  to  recite  incan¬ tations. 

大悲咒  charms  to  invoke  the protection  of  Kuan  Yin. 

不敢 咒我毋 親有病 

pp4
 

TL 

2476 

詋 

2477 

m
1
 

JluL 

2478 

r •尤 

See 舟 

A.  tr'iu 

Even  Upper. 

m 

2479 

r- 宥 

C. 三 lau、 chau1- 
F.  lev> 

W.  - 

N.  dziu 
P. chou 

Y.  liu K.  chu •  chU、 dju 

A.  tru 

Sinking 

Lower 

Irregular. 

咮‘
 

2480 虞遇 

宥 

R. 

See 乐注 

A.  tru 

Even  &  Sink¬ 

ing  Upper. 

嚼 4
 

2481 宥覺 

R. 

See 畫 

SinkingUpper. 

W 

2482 

•宥 

See 驟 

SinkingLower. 

來了  I  could  not  venture  to bring  down  sickness  upon  my 

mother, 一 by  pretending  that  she 
was  ill  when  she  was  not>  in 

order  to  get  leave  to  see  her. 

能直 咒人死 稹咒而 

甦  able  to  charm  a  man  into  a 
trance,  and  to  bring  him  back 

again  to  consciousness. 

Same  as  2476. 

To  strike.  To  pluck  out. 

The  winding  lines  of  hills. 
See  1820. 

The  “seal”  character, 

called  權書。 r  權文  after 
its  inventor  權大 史 Chou, 

a  minister  to 宣壬  Hslian 

Wang  of  the  Chou  dynasty, 

b.c.  800- 

To  peck,  as  a  bird, 
star  in  Hydra. 

鳥 p 朱  a  bird’s  beak. 
不 濡其咮  it  will  not  wet  its beak. 

Read  chu1.  Talkative 

1  chP  咮  talkative ;  garrulous. 

To  peck.  A  large  bird 
with  a  crooked  bill.  Used 
with  2400. 

To  rail  at  ；  to  buuid. 

Sad  ；  morose. 

傳德  to  abuse；  to  rail  at. 



K, 
ch'o 

J.  shd、 shu 

A. 产⑽〕 Sinking. 

k. 

See 

OH^OXJ 

m 
2483 

宥 

An  attendant；  an  assist¬ 
ant. 

僖子 使助蘧 氏之擧 
Hsi  Tzil  made  them  act  as  assist¬ 

ants  to  (his  concubine)  of  ̂ie 

family  of  Wei.  ^ 

聽 遙弄者 ，遙 思於古 
hearing  these  ditties  makes  one 

w 
2484 

宥 

南 
Sinking 

Lower. 

軸,
 2485 

R •允 

See 綢 

Even  Lower. 

柚1
 

2486 R. 尤 

•  j  v.  chLiu 
See、 瘳 
A.  hsht、 triu 

Even  Upper. 

think  upon  the  olden  times. 

OH'OXJ. 

Grieving  ；  sad. 

憂心 且怕  a  sorrowing  and anxious  heart. 

柚怕  weary  and  sad. 

A  thread  ；  a  clue.  To 

follow  up  ；  to  investigate. 
To  make  trial  of.  Used 

for  2503. 

織紬  to  wind  off  threads,  as  for 
weaving. 

紬繹  to  investigate. 

苹紬  a  kind  of  satin. 

To  pull  up ;  to  take  out. 

To  divide  up；  to  allot.  To 

levy；  to  exact.  See  9563. 

言 抽其棘  theypulledupthe 
thorny  bushes. [ 言  is  an  initial 

particle.]  “ 

左旋古 抽 (the  driver)  on  the 
left  wheels  about,  (the  warrior' 
on  the  right  draws  (his  sword) 

柚身  to  get  away;  to  absent oneself  from  business. 

不能 抽身1  cannot  get  away 

抽 身不暇 i  have  no  spare time. 

抽身跑  he  took  himself  off. 

柚 身事外  to  get  out  of  the 
affair, 一 i.e,  to  get  clear  of  all 
responsibility.  Generally  used 
in  a  contemptuous  sense. 

抽間 ot 抽空兒 to  teke 
little  leisure;  to  find  time  for 
doing  anything. 

抽取。 r 抽出  to  select  or  take from  a  lot. 

柚1
 

2486 

,IO 

OH'OTJ 

柚屉  a  drawer. 
柚枱  a  chest  of  drawers. 

柚查  to  pick  out  and  examine one  of  a  lot. 

抽 查數樣 to  examine musters. 

柚除  to  pick  out  and  reject;  to weed  out. 

柚發  to  divide  in  percentages; 
to  allot  in  proportion  to. 

柚分。 r 柚 頭。 \神 水 a 
percentage  or  commission. 

柚积: 抽課  to  levy  duties or  taxes. 

私柚  illegal  taxation. 

抽厘  to  levy  lekin. 

柚剝  to  “flay”  by  taxation. 

抽收  t。 levy- 
加一抽  add  on  a  tenth. 

値 百抽五 five  Per  cent  ad valorem. 

打柚封 i。  collect  subscript- -generally  by  needy  tra- 
10ns,  ̂   ^  , 

vellers,  to  enable  them  to  return 
home.  See  2302. 

柚換  to  take  out  and  change, 
as  goods  from  original  packages. 

抽 不敷解  amount  collected not  reaching  the  amount  to  be 
remitted. 

抽絲  t。 reel  silk- 
抽氣  to  gasp;  to  pant, 

柚息 t。 sQb- 
柚冷子  all  of  a  sudden. 

祭  _  柚他  beat 
 him  Mth 

whip. 

我祸你  I’ll  whip  you. 
柚拔  to  rescue;  to  deliver. 

抽子  a  watch-case. 
抽案卷  to  produce  the  record of  a  case. 

抽筋  cramps;  spasms. 

抽着疼  spasms  of  pain. 
柚 一 •陣 瘋 a  convulsion;  a  fit 

抽脚筋  pulling  out  the  tendon of  the  foot, — an  ancient  pun¬ 
ishment. 

抽砧  to  heave  the  stone, — an athletic  exercise  in  which  a  heavy 

抽1
 

2486 

抽 

2487 

R •允 

See 儔 

Even  Lower. 

癭1
 

tsHu 

2488 

-尤 

C.  cJC'au 

H.  chLu 

F.  iHu 

W. 

N. 

P.  i 

M.  j 

Y.  t^eo 

Sz.  ch、ou 

K.  ch、u 

chU、 chiu 

A.  triu、 ilieu Even  Upper. 

ch、ou 

犓 

2489 

購 
2490 

IW 249 1 

R. 尤 

W.( 
N.  1 

K.  chu J.  cAS,  djo 

A.  tru 

dziu 

stone  is  thrown  from  one  to  an 

other  to  catch. 

草抽 新緑 漸知春 wher plants  put  forth  their  new  greer 
buds,  it  is  a  sign  of  spring  a hand. 

抽寶  to  extract  the  truth. 

抽了  shrunk,  --  of  wood. 抽 亂  pulling  and  straining;  wit! effort ;  struggling,  as  vegetation 

柚調。 r  撥  to  detach ;  t< 
draft, — troops,  etc. 

柚捐  to  assess. 抽鈴  to  provide;  to  give. 

A  medicinal  plant  with bktcr  root,  called  蒱 i 

It  is  a  species  of  Hedyi 

rum. 

To  be  cured  ；  convales 

cent.  To  reform. 

云 胡不瘳  does  he  say  he not  yet  well? 

不寥  incurable. 瘳愈。 r  病寥  cured;  well. 

See  1 1,806. 

Same  as  2499. 

A  company  c 

party.  A  class Comrades  \  frienc 
See  2492. 

See 丑 

Even  Lower. 

儔侶  a  band  of  associates. 

儔黨  a  clique;  a  ring;  a  caba 

濤類  friends  of  the  same of  thinking ;  birds  of  a  feathe 

匹儔  a  fellow；  a  match ;  01 of  the  same  kind  or  class. 
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w 

2491 

禮1 囑 
2492 

J .尤 
以籌 
Fven  Lower. 

2493 

l 尤 
Z,  ch、au 

HL  ch、u 
F.  tHu 

SI 
?• ) M.  >  ch^ou 
3z. ) 
Y.^eo 
K.  chu 

[. chU、 djo 
、tru 

Even  Lower. 

濤伴  comrades ;  friends. 

儔: ̂   — 爲之  who  will  do it  for  himr 

騖濤  a  young  bride. 

A  cultivated  field.  Who? 

A  class  •,  divisions.  A  mate. 

易 其田疇  to  cultivate  arable 
land. 

禱随膏 腴  the  furrowed  fields 
are  rich  and  fertile. 

九  the  nine  fields, —— divisions 

of  Yti，s  洪範  6reat  Plan 

疇 其宅邑  made  his  fief  here¬ ditary. 

who  will  seek  out .  •  •  •  ? 

See  7468. 

疇 若予工  who  is  equal  to 
the  duty  of  superintending  my 
workmen  ? 

予 將疇俅  on  whom  can  I 
rely? 

惠疇  in  accordance  with  their 
classification. 

若疇  your  mates. 

_ 人  men  of  the  class, — of  astro¬ 
nomers,  understood.  Hence,  this 
term  has  been  taken  to  mean 

“astronomers”  or  “mathemati- 

cians.” 

古 _  or  Pfe  昔 of  old;  in  form¬ er  times. 

To  calculate；  to  consider 

about；  to  devise.  A  tally ； 

a  ticket.  A  point  or  goal 

at  a  game  (football  or  polo). 

籌計0 r  籌算 to  cajcuiatei to 
reckon. 

通 盤籌箅  to  calculate  the: 
whole  lot  at  once. 

― 1  籌 莫 展  he  has  not  pro 
posed  a  single  plan. 

M  半籌之  h  t
。 have  the 

least  success. 

籌策  a  plan;  a  scheme. 

籌謀  to  plot;  to  scheme. 

籌辦 ot 籌議。 1 •籌商 ot 

籌維。 r 籌畫  to*  deliber¬ ate；  to  arrange;  to  devise. 

籌措  to  devise  some  arrange¬ ment. 

m 
2493 

謹 
2 

2494 
R, 允 

See 周 

A.  chu、 tru 
Even  Upper. 

2495 

R. 允 

H.  Cc^u 

s- 籌 

Even  Lower. 

2496 

R •有尤 

See  醜、 

Rising  Upper. 

籌 防 ⑺  make  provision. 

籌發  to  fix  a  sum, — for  a  re¬ ward  etc. 

籌防公 局  a  Municipal  C；oui 
cil. 

^  to  prepare  betorehand. 

籌 備米  extra  rice  for  suppl ing  loss  by  voyage,  etc. 

銅  army  estimates. 

籌思  to  think. 貝占  to  provide, — a  sum  of 
money. 

角_  to  provide  for  the  remit tance  of. 

籌 借 的  negotiate  a  loan. 

運 籌帷幄  to  plan  strategy  in his  tent, 一 of  a  great  general. 

更籌  the  time-float  in  a  clep¬ 
sydra  or  water-clock.  See  1 1,662. 

派籌  to  give  out  tallies  or  tickets 

橫 籌  to  collect  tallies, — as  from 
coolies  employed  in  carrying 

執籌  to  carry  a  tally, 一 as  coolies with  merchandise. 

a  bamboo  tally. 

籌碼  a  counter. 籌 矢 ⑽  ancient  game  of  skill, 
consisting  in  pitching  arrows 
into  a  vase  with  three  long  necks. 

Hurried  ；  bustling.  To 
deceive. 

_  張爲幻  to  deceive  by  mis- 
statements. 

Embarrassed  ；  irresolute. 

躊躇 &  a  quandary；  undecided. See  2636. 

To  discard ;  to  reject. 

Disagreeable  ；  bad. 

無我 壽鬼兮 d。 not  cast  me  off- 

2497 

2498 

r. 尤 

C.  shau 
H.  seu 

F.  ch、eu 
(W.  zau 
N.  dz'd'u.  zoii 

hcK-ou 
d 

Sz.  ch、ou 
K.  ch、u、su 

J.  shii、 dju 
A.  seu 

Even  Lower. 

w 

2499 

R.  vulgar. 

c. ) 

H.  > not  used 

F- ) 

W.  U、au P.  (ch、ou M.  \ 

Y.  >  not  used 

Sz.  \ 

K. 

J. 

A.  isiu 
Rising  Upper. 

瞅 

2500 

not  used 

Same  as  2508. 

Melancholy  ；  grieving  ； 

sad  ；  fearful. 

愁悶  melancholy. 
愁顔。 r 愁容  a  rueful  coun¬ 
tenance. 

含愁  to  brood  over  grief. 

消愁  to  dispel  sorrow. 

释腸百 結 呵 bowels  are  tied 
in  a  hundred  knots  of  sorrow. 

愁 眉不原 not  t0  smooth 
one’s  gloomy  browrs. 

愁 勢花前 月下人 who  carries  his  grief  to^flowers 

or  moonlight, 一 with  a  view  to shake  it  off. 

戴 愁帽兒  to  be  sorrowful. 
^  to  die  of  grief  or  melan¬ 

choly. 

攻 破愁城  has  broken  into the  city  of  grief^ — i.e.  has  turned 
grief  into  joy,  as  good  news. 

愁苦  ̂ ieved* 
愁 不  to  fear  that  bad  will come  of  it. 

愁煩' 愁得梳 anxious； apprehensive. 

發愁  to  be  anxious  or  depressed； 

愁胡  a  monkey. 
Read  is^ao2.  Confused  ； 

in  disorder. 

牢愁  tangled ;  disordered ;  an¬ noying.  一 

To  look  at  •’  to  gaze. 

懋不見  I  cannot  see  it. 

眼夥着  eyes  gazing  at. 

勝着 字念書 lc>c>k  at  the 
words  when  you  read. 

你 憋什麽  what  are  you 
staring  at? 

鼈憋蛋  the  turtle  watches  its eggs, — till  they  hatch： 

Same  as  2499. 



{W 
2t；0I R •尤 

F.  t’icu、 tiu See 綢 

A.  tru、 tr'iti Even  .Lower. 

m 
2502 r •尤 

F.  Cc/iiu See 紬 
Even  Lower. 

CEC^OTJ 

312 

OH'OTT 

2  5°3 
R 尤豪 

C.  ch^au 

II.  ch^it 
F.  tiu 

N.  \
'h,"

 r. 
m.  l 

V.  ts^co 

Sz.  ch'-ou 
K.  chu 

J.  chu^  (/jo 
A.  tru 

Even  Lower. 

ch^ou 

Vexed  ；  disappointed. 

惆悵  disappointed  in  one’s wishes. 

Grain  growing  thickly. 

Close  ；  crowded  •’  dense,  as 

opposed  to 薄 938 1.  Thick； 

stiff.  
^ 

人 烟稠密  people  and  smoke 
(of  houses,  sc.  population)  closely 
crowded. 

稠 人廣衆  a  dense  crowd  of 
people. 

恐稠人 中迷失  fearing 
lest  they  should  miss  each  other 
in  the  crowd. 

有稠的 有稀的 there  is 
both  thick  and  thin, — of  gruel 
or  soup. 

_  clouded  over. 

Thin  silk  ；  silk  cloth.  See 

1671.  Used  with  2485. 

綢子  silks;  silk  articles. 

綢緞 _  silk  piece-goods;  silk  da¬ 
mask  and  satin. 

manufactured  silks. 

綱絹  silk  goods. 

綢衣服  silk  clothing. 

綢帽 silk  caps. 

綢襖  silk  quilted  coats. 

綢褲  silk  trousers, 

j  鈔  silk  and  gauze.
 

1 生綢  raw  pongee. 

山網  Pongee. 
熟綢  soft  or  boiled  silk. 

妨継 I  reeled  pongee. 

糸 g  silk  ami  cotton  mixture 

蘭綱  coarse  silk  serge ;  punjom 

線  f 周  a  kind  of  silk  or  thread camlet. 

綢緻  fine;  close  woven. 

綱 直如髪  with  their  hair  so 
thick  and  straight. 

2503 

稠 2
 

2504 
R •允豪 See 綢 

Even  Lower. 

m 
2S°5 

t 有 

See  帚： 

Rising  Upper. 

m
3
 

2«；o6 

R. 有
 

See 帚 

Rising  'Upper, 

m 
2507 

r. 尤 

s- 曝 

Even  Lower. 

酬 
2 

2508 

R •允 

綱 縁束薪  round  and  round the  faggot-bundles  are  bound. 

^0.  sexual  intercourse.  This 
sense  is  based  upon  the  pre¬ 
ceding  entry  from  the  Odes、 
which  is  held  to  signify  the  union 
of  husband  and  wife. 

綱膠 騰戶1  bound  round  my window  and  door, 一 with  mul¬ 
berry  roots,  before  it  came  on 
to  rain.  Hence  the  following 

popular  application : — 

^ 参于 未雨焉  to  make hay  while  the  sun  shines. 

聖人 達綢繆 the  Sage  is free  from  all  embarrassments, 一 

he  regards  all  things  and  con¬ ditions  as  ONE. 

A  coverlet.  A  bed-cur- 
tain. 

^  ̂   bed-cloth
es. 

稠帳  a  bed-curtain. 

A  kind  of  gibbon  or 

macacus  found  in  Ssu- 

ch'uan.  It  is  the  female  of 

the  獲 3244. 

To  grasp,  as  a  fan. 

丰州扇  to  flirt  a  fan. 

ch'-au 

ch、u sin 

j  dziti 

[ ch、o
u ts、h) 

ch、ou 

siu shli、 lijli 

产// 
Even  Lower. 

To  answer. 

胃  to  reply  to. 

To  pledge  with  wine  ；  to 
entertain.  To  requite  ；  to 
repay. 

獻 酬麥錯  present  the  cup, handing  it  from  one  to  another. 

酬酢  to  pledge, — as  host  and 

guest. 一酬 一醉 都非偶 even 
the  interchange  of  toasts  is  not 

a  mere  matter  of  chance, — every 

thing  is  pre-ordained. 

應酬朋 友 t(>  entertain friends. 

2^08 

酹 
25°9 

酎 

2510 

R. 宥 

See 冑 

A.  triu Rising  Lower, 

醜 3
 

應酬 的禮節 the  cerem°- 
nial  of  entertainments. 

應酬大  great  expense  for 
entertainment,  etc. 

酬客  to  return  an  invitation. 
酬謝  to  make  a  return  present； to  remunerate. 

買 I 物不围 H 價 When  buying 
things,  he  did  not  haggle  over 

the  price. 

酬愿  to  make  a  thank-offering. 
酬 or 酬答天 晷 to 
thank  the  gods  for  mercies  re¬ 
ceived. 

拜酬  to  return  thanks,- — by  sa¬ 
crifices. 

MM  to  repay;  to  requite. 

酬勞。 i 酬庸  to  reward  ser¬ 

vices. 

2511 

R. 有 

C.  ch、au 

H. ch、u 
F.  ch、iu 

N.  I
  ts  m 

P.  ch^ou 

M.  ts、ou 
V.  ts^co Sz.  ch、ou 

K. ch、u J.  shu、 s/ifi A.  hsn 

Rising  Upper. 

酬値 ot 酬 金 a  gratuity- 

酬還 酬倩 tQ  rePay- 吾素 望於皐 者今果 

酬矣 i  have  long  placed  my 
hopes  in  Kao,  and  now  he  has 
justified  them, 一 by  graduating 
first  on  the  list. 

Same  as  2508. 

New  or  pure  spirits,  as 

used  at  the  summer  sacri¬ fices. 

見  hsien、  於嘗酎 just  at  the time  of  the  summer  sacrifice, 

酎金  a  tax  levied  in  b.c.  112, nominally  to  provide  wine  for 

sacrifices,  but  really  as  a  war-tax, 

Ugly ;  hideous,  as  op¬ 

posed  to 美 7727.  Shame¬ 
ful  ； abominable  ；  evil,  as 

opposed  to  M  3889；  ̂  

9883.  A  crowd.  To  com¬ 

pare  ；  of  the  same  kind. 

醜惡  repulsive. 
醜陋 a 貌醜。 r 醜樣* 
looking :  ugly. 

醜女所 以保其 貞 an 
ugly  woman  preserves  her  chast¬ 

ity. 
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醜:
 

2511 

其里 之爾人 見而美 

之  an  u^ly  woman  of  the  neigh¬ 
bourhood  saw  how  beautiful  she 
was. 

希醜  horribly  ugly. 

醜 俊  amount  of  beauty;  looks. 

醜事  a  disgraceful  affair. 

醜行  shameful  conduct. 

所可道 :也; 言 之醜也 
what  would  have  to  be  told, 

would  be  a  vile  story. 

小醜  a  mean  fellow ;  a  low 
wretch. 

丢 ta  disgrace  oneself. 

可醜  shameful. 

不知酺  brazen-faced;  without 
shame. 

不見醜  not  to  be  put  to  shame. 

怕醜  shamefaced;  bashful. 

醜類  scamps；  vagabonds. 

_  a  disgrace  to  the  family ; 

a  black  sheep. 

家 醜不可 外談 
your  dirty  linen  at  home. 

^  regardless  of  the  disgrace 

or  shame ;  facing  the  reproaches 
of  the  world. 

命醜  of  evil  destiny. 

亦 孔之醜  a  thing  of  very 
evil  omen. 

醜謂己 之等夷 
means  one’s  own  class  or  col¬ 
leagues. 

獲 醜。! •醜虜  a  crowd  of  cap¬ tives. 

仍 執醜虜  and  forthwith 
seized  a  crowd  of  captives. 

以 謹醜厲  in  order  to  warn 
the  crowds  of  evil-doers. 

屈 此群醜 subduing  the 
masses  of  the  people. 

從 其群醜  to  pursue  the 
herds  of  game, 

戎 醜攸行  from  whom  (God) 
all  great  undertakings  should  pro¬ 

ceed.  [ gives  the  idea  of  the 

number  of  people  employed.] 

Jt 物醜類  to  compare  sorts 
and  kinds. 

2«；I2 

R. 允 

See 警 

Even  Lower. 

w 
2513 

R •允 

See 
Even  Lower. 

m 

2SM 

叩5 

R •允 

C.  shau、 ch、au H.  shu 
F.  siu 
W.  dziu,  djau 

N.  dziu 

P.  ch、ou 
M.  ts^ou 

Y.  ts'-eo Sz.c^ou 
K.  su 

J.  sku、 shu 

A.  t^u 
Even  Lower. 

A  brace  of  birds.  Birds 

fighting.  To  wrangle.  A 

silkworm  found  on  the  Ai- 
lantus  tree. 

The  grunting  of  an  ox. 

To  go  forthi 

_牛  the  grunting  ox；  the  yak. 

Same  as  251 2. 

An  enemy  ;  hatred  ；  re¬ 

venge.  A  match；  a  rival. 

To  compare  ；  to  verify.  See 
61 16. 

讎 
2516 

me 

反 以我爲 — _  take for  an  enemy  instead, — of  a 
friend. 

大 邦爲譽  the  enemies  of  pur great  nation. 

簪檔  to  withstand;  to  oppose. 

簪人  one  who  incurs  the  en¬ mity  of  another.  See  2526. 

惹簪人 t。  make  enemies, 

謦敵 w 警家  an  enemy. 
含髻  to  cherish  a  grudge. 

成譽  to  have  a  feud  or  quarrel. 

報簪  to  repay  a  grudge;  to  take revenge. 

寃簪  a  grudge. 記髻  to  bear  a  grudge^ 

譬 應  revenge;  vendetta. 

宿簪  an  hereditary  feud  which has  to  be  washed  out  in  blood. 

恩 將簪報  to  return  evil  for 

good. 與 人有簪  to  be  on  bad  terms with  any  one. 

pj  to  abuse;  to  blackguard. 

簪匹。 1 ■髻對 OI •髻 .類 the same  kind;  a  match ;  rivals ;  op¬ 

ponents. 
朽 ̂ to  compare, -as  documents. 

Same  as  2515. 

仇
 2 

2517 

R •尤 

S66 求警 

Even  Lower. 

丑 
3 

2518 

R •有 

C.  ch、au H.  ch>u 

F.  t'-iu 
P.  ch、ou 

M.  ts、ou 

Y.  ts^eo 
Sz.  ch^ou 

K. ch、u 

J.  chu^  cho 
A.  siu 

Rising  Upper. 

杻 
2SJ9 

杻 

2520 

臭‘
 

2521 

R •宥 

C.  ch、au 

H.  ch、u 

F.  chLeu^ , 

tsHu 
ch、au 

W.  j 

N.  I 

P.  ch、ou 
M.  ts^ou 

Y.  ts^eo 
Sz.  chLou 

K.  ch、u 

J.  shU,  shu A.  hsu 

Sinking 

Upper. 

Used  as  an  abbreviation of ■譬 2515. 

Read  chU  A  surname 

仇英 a  famous  portrait  painter of  the  Ming  dynasty. 

The  second  of  the  twelve 
horary  characters  or  地支 

branches  of  earth  ；  see  Ta¬ 
bles  Vd.  The  fourth  watch 
from  i  to  3  a.m. 

丑時  the  period  from  1  to  3  a.m 

丑月  the  twelfth  moon. 
小  *Br  or  *Br  脚  the  low-comedy man  of  a  Chinese  troupe. 

See  8350. 

See  8351. 

Sweet-smelling  ；  strong- 

smelling.  Stinking,  as  op¬ 

posed  to 香  4256. 

胡 臭亶時  fragrant  it  is,  and 
in  due  season. 

其 臭如蘭 as  sweet-smelling 
as  the  epidendrum. 

臭味  a  bad  smell;  a  stink. 

臭胜  rancid;  tainted. 

臭 壇  frowsy;  rank. 臭氣 a  stinking  atmosphere；  a 
bad  smell. 

鶴臭  putrid ;  foul-smelling. 
臭虫  the  stinking  insect, — bed 
bugs. 

海畔逐 臭之夫 ，自古 

有之  there  have  always  been people  to  follow  stinkers  to  the 
seashore, — i.e.  fond  of  nastiness. 
The  allusion  is  to  a  foul  crea¬ 

ture,  named  Lii,  who  though  Ex¬ 

pelled  from  the  haunts  of  ordi¬ 
nary  men,  still  managed  to  secure 
a  following  of  his  own. 

40
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3H  ] OHTJ 

臭 
2521 

2522 R •宥有 See 臭 

SinkingUpper. 

w 
2523 

R 送宥 
C.  vr 
See 嗅 

J-  kiii^  
kit/ 

SinkingUpper. 

诱 
25-24 

自大 是個臭  se//3.ndgrea/\ 
make  up  a  stinker y — i.e.  people 
who  think  a  lot  of  themselves 

stink.  [For  the  sake  of  this  ap- 

OHXT 

主，
 

2526 
plication,  the  character  is 

regarded  as  composed  of  自 
. and  大 •] 

臭 ，舌  foul-mouthed, 
pj  foul  breath. 

3 
252S 

駐 
Rising  Upper. 

Radical  3.  Used  in  some 
senses  of  2526. 

^  ̂  or  ̂   ̂   to  add  a  dot  to 

王。 n  the 神主  ancestral 
tablet  of  a  deceased  parent,  chang- 

臭油  paraffin  and  other  strong 
smelling  oils. 

臭水  carbolic  acid.  | 

臭腐  stinking  bean-curd ;  nox¬ ious. 

臭爛  putrid ;  rotten.  } 

臭得快  it  soon  gets  “bad”,  or begins  to  smell. 

臭名  a  foul  reputation.  | 

遺 臭萬年  to  leave  a  bad 
name  for  generations  to  come. 

臭東西  a  worthless  thing  or 
person. 

錮  stinking  copper, — the 
hoard  of  a  miser.  Is  also  used 

in  allusion  to  the  purchase  of 
official  posts. 

真 語難聽  fciul  talk， unfit  for liearing. 

臭  柏子  the  mole-rat  (6*^- neus  psilur ius、 

Read  hsiu^.  To  smell. 

See  4685. , 
. I  . 

臭之  smelt  it. 

善臭  a  pleasant  smell. 

Name  of  a  stream  which 

joins  the  Yellow  River  in 

孟 縣  the  District  of  Meng 
in  Honan. 

1  o  walk  as  if  weary,  or 
lame. 

ing  王  into 主  and  making  the 
disembodied  spirit  present  (as 

though  住 ), and  therefore 
“efficacious”  or  able  to  take  care 
of  the  survivors*  A  special  day 

is  appointed  for  this  ceremony, 
and  some  eminent  person,  known 

- m  ̂   , is  invited,  if  poss¬ ible,  to  affix,  the  important  dot. See  2526. 

Read  tienz.  A  dot  in writing. 

A  host  ；  a  president  of  a 

feast.  A  master,  as  op¬ 

posed  to  ̂   5520；  a *lord ； 
a  sovereign  ;  a  ruler ;  a 

manager.  See  2525.  To 

preside  over ;  to  have  to 
do"  with  ；  see  3336. 

主人  a  host ;  a  head  of  a  family  ； 
a  master；  a  patron;  a  customer 

(949〉. 丰  the  head  of  a  family. 

主 家婆 c>r 主 毋 a  mistress. 

小 主  the  young  master, 一 of  a child  of  the  family. 

曾孫維 主  a  distant  descend¬ ant  presides  over. the  feast. 

百 神爾主 .矣 the  host  of  all !  the  spirits, — the  Emperor,  who 
!  performs  the  sacrifices. 

! 主 在 你  you  are  host, — I  am 

!  guest. 
:侯 主侯伯  the  master  and  his eldest  son. 

:主 '子 w 主公。 1 ■主上 w 

主 3
 

2526 

C.  chit 
H.  chu 

F.  chii、 chio 

W.  ts'u 

N.  chi 
P.  s.chu 
M.  chii、 tsu 

Y.  tsu 
Sz.  chii\  chu 

K.  chu 

J.  shtt'so A.  chu 

Rising  Upper. 

j 人主 政  不德 reign  is  deficient  in  his  goverr 

ment,  •… See  648. 

見 善不喜 ，見 惡不袭 

此 人主也  to  behold  gooc 
ness  without  elation,  and  wickec 

ness  without  anger,  this  is  to  b a  ruler  of  men. 

國主  the  sovereign. 
君主  a  monarch.  This  term  ha been  adopted  as  the  equivalen 

of  King  or  Queen. 

公 主  the  Emper»r’s  daughters a  princess.  See  6568. 

上公主  the  Emperor’s  sisten 

太公主  the  Emperor’s  aunts 天 主  the  lord  of  heaven.  Titl of  the  first  of  the  Eight  Spirit 

worshipped  in  ancient  times 
used  in  Buddhism  for  Indra 

also  applied  to  a  Taoist  deity 
This  term  has  been  adoptee 

by  the  Roman  Catholics  as  th< 
Chinese  equivalent  for-GW,  an( 
is  the  least  open  to  objectioi 
of  all  terms  so  far  in  us< 

amongst  Christian  missionaries 
See  11,208. 

天主教  Roman  Catholicism 
the  Roman  Catholic  and  Greel churches. 

貧 幸  the  true  lord, — a  term  usee 
by  the  Mahommedans  for  God 

主  Q  the  Lord’s  day;  Sunday the  Sabbath. 

主  a  controlling  power;  Na 
ture;  a  First  Cause.  [Used  b) 
Chu  Hsi  as  one  of  his  interpre 

tations  of  天  ii,2o8]. 

神主 qi ■木 主。 r 栗主 
the  tablet  of  a  deceased  person, See  2525,  2530. 

縣主  a  District  Magistrate. 

ip  考  the  Grand  Examiners,— appointed  by  the  Emperor  tc 

preside  over  the  triennial  exa¬ 
minations  for  the  second  degree. 

! 主婚 th  e  promoter  of  a  marriage. i  e,  the  person  who  occupies  the 

responsible  position  in  connect- i  ion  therewith.  He  may  be  said 

to  “give  away”  the  bride,  and  is 

j  usually  her  paternal  grandfather. 

Same  as  抽 
2486. 

!  sovereign, — the  Emperor. 

I 我主  my  master, 一 the  Emperor. 

I 先主  the  late  Emperor, 
i  天 . 之 主  the  lord  of  all under  heaven, — the  Emperor. 

財主 a  rich  man;  a  capitalist. 

施主。 who  practises  charity ; a  benefactor  ；  a  title  of  honour 

given  to  all  who  support  Budd¬ 

hism  by  acts  of  charity.  Sans¬ 
krit:  Ddnapati, 
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業 主  a  landlord. 

2526  警主  the  one  whose  enmity  has  I 
been  incurred.  See  2515. 

債主  the  one  towards  whom 
indebtedness  has  been  incurred， | 一- the  creditor. 

主顴  a  patron;  to  patronise;  to  I 
help;  a  customer. 

一 部之主  the  heroes  and| 
heroines  of  the  book. 

自主  self-governing ;  free；  in¬ 
dependent. 

自專主  an  autocrat. 

民 主之國  a  republic. 

某處主 自華官  such-and-| 
such  a  place  is  under  the  juris- 1 
diction  of  Chinese  officials.  j 

主治  to  govern;  to  control ; I 
curative  properties, 一 used  of  any  I 
substance,  as  a  heading.  Also,) 
a  Buddhist  abbot. 

主張 t。  manage;  to  oversee. 

主 守  to  guard;  to  protect. 

主事  to  manage  the  affairs,  as  I 
of  a  household.  An  Assistant] 
Secretary  in  the  Imperial  House¬ 
hold.  A  second-class  Assistant! 
Secretary  in  one  of  the  Six  I 

Boards.  [First  used  under  the| 
Han  dyn.J 

千 人上 路主事 一 ■人 
the  movements  of  a  thousand  | 
men  are  managed  by  one. 

主政  literary  designation  of  a  | 
second-class  Assistant  Secretary  I 
to  one  of  the  Six  Boards.  j 

主簿  a  deputy  Assistant  Magis¬ 
trate.  An  Archivist  in  the  詹 

事府  Imperial  Supervisoratel 
of  Instruction.  

j 

主 意  intention、;  plan  ；  decision;  | 
leading  idea；  gist.  [Colloq.  chuA 

主意頭  the  docket  on  a  des-l 
patch. 

有主意 1  have  a  plan. 

打主意  to  make  a  plan, — forj 
doing  something, 

出主意  to  suggest  a  plan. 

主意 不在释  the  initiative  j does  not  rest  with  me. 

主聲 不主意 determines 
the  sound  but  not  the  meaning.  I 

主作  to  undertake ;  to  be  at  the  I 
head  of. 

315 OKXJ 

2526 

誰作主  who  is  the  responsible  I 
person  or  director  ? 

4 不了 他的主 兒 w 
have  no  control  over  him. 

我不 敢專主  I  can’t  ven¬ ture  to  decide  on  my  own  res¬ 
ponsibility. 

爲主  to  be  the  chief;  to  take! 
j  the  lead;  to  be  of  chief  import- 1 ance. 

main 

總以勸 和爲主 仏 object  being  to  arrange  terms  | 

of  peace.  
a 

以不玫 一 字爲主 mak-| ing  it  a  leading  principle  notj 
to  change  a  single  character. 

自覺天 君舍 主 Ireflected| that  God  has  a  purpose, 一 in  what  I 

he  does.  1 

丰 戰  to  vote  for  war， 
買主  to  buy  a  man,  i.c,  to  win 

. him  to  one’s  interests  by  bri¬ 
bery;  a  purchaser. 

主使  to  instigate. 
疑 他主使  suspected  him  ofl instigating  it. 

主旗  the  ruling  flag, 一 the  na¬ tional  ensign. 

主祭  the  leader  of  the  sacrificial 
ceremonies. 

主令  to  order. 
主 小兒驚  it  is  good  for  con vulsions  in  children. 

牟 主  one  half  (of  such  char¬ 
acters)  have  to  do  with  the meaning. 

十八 亟信 此主義 at  A he  became  a  firm  believer  in 

this  doctrine, — of  anarchism. 

以 平權自 由 爲主義 
to  make  equal  rights  and  in¬ 

dependence  their  aim, — of  suf¬ 
fragettes. 

魄主 ，魂 主動  he  p^o ^9420)  indicates  repose,  the  huti 

(5244)  movement. 

其 法主于 搏人而 ⑽ essence  of  the  method  consists 

in  seizing  a  man  and  then  …. 

有頭主  she  has  a  head  or master, 一 is  married.  Also,  the 

goods  have  a  master,  Le.  are  sold. 

家敖， 奴欺主  when  the family  is  ruined  the  servant  is 
rude  to  the  master. 

主，
 

25126 

住 ‘
 

2527 

R. 遇 

C.  chil 

H. ch^u 

F.  ckdi't、 chi)、 

teu^  tieu 
W.  dzii、 dji 
N.  djii^  dji 

P.  chu 
M.  tsu、 chu 

Y.  tsu 
Sz.  tso、 chu、 tsu 

K.  chu 
J.  chu、 dju 

A.  tru 
Sinking 

Lower. 

_ 瘦主人 羞 a  lean  dog  is| its  master’s  shame. 

三 分匠人 ，七分 i 人 
the  workman  has  T^ths  (his  own  I 

way),  the  master  y^ths. 

喫何飯 ，報 何主  be  loyal to  the  master  whose  rice  you  eat.  I 

主持  to  control ;  to  act  as  I 

master.  
" 主位  the  host’s  place  or  seat. 

主 帥  Commander-in-chief. 
主席  the  host  at  dinner;  also! used  for  Chairman  of  a  Board,  | 

etc.  
’ 主闈  the  superintendent  of  the  I examination  enclosure. 

主講  a  lecture;  a  lecturer. 

主 吉  and  主 凶  to  be  of  good  I and  bad  omen,  respectively. 

主雨  to  be  a  sign  of  rain. 

主當 夜有風 is  a  _  that| it  will  blow  at  night. 

主 稿  the  Department  Keeper  ofl Drafts  in  the  Peking  Boards.  I 

The  person  drawing  up  the  draft! 

of  a  document ;  the  act  of  draw-f 

ing  up  the  draft. 

失主地  land  belonging  to  al person  who  has  just  disposed  | 

of  (sc.  lost)  an  adjoining  piece  I 

of  land.  A  term  used  in  a  state- 1 
ment  of  boundaries. 

主 吾  the  Jews:  see  also  2^49,1 10,052. 

To  cease;  to  stop ；  to 

make  to  stop.  To  abide; 
to  dwell.  Is  used  as  an  I 

auxiliary  or  complementary! 
verb  with  various  shades  ofl 

meaning， but  all  involving! 
a  sense  of  permanence,] 
continuance， or  stability. 
Used  with  2542. 

^  p|  to  cease  talking. 

你快 些住口  make  haste  | 
and  stop  talking. " 他 嘴裏的 話 總不住 
he  never  stops  talking. 

不住的  continually. 住俠兒  to  stop  the  chopsticks^! 
—to  cease  eating, 

住手 to  stay  the  hand;  to  stop! work. 
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住 
2527 

4 你不 要住手  don  t  stop,- 
doing  anything. 

住步  to  stay  one’s  steps ;  to  halt. 

輪船 停住了  the  steamer has  stopped. 

停住脚  to  stop  walking. 

住了哭  she  stopped  crying. 

這個雪 老不住  it  doesn’t stop  snowing. 

住 目  to  fix  the  eyes  on. 

住定了 船 b_ght  the  vessel to  an  anchor. 

你 在 那裏住  where  do  you 
live  ? 

民称。 r  伟定  residing  at. 

住所。 r 住處 or 住宅 a 
dwelling-place;  a  residence. 

無 止住處  without  fixed 
place  of  residence. 

住宿  to  stop  fora  night;  to  lodge. 
住 待  the  chief  priest  of  a  temple, 
一 who  resides  and  manages. 

住不牢  cannot  stay. 
住年  a  servant  ；  to  serve  an 
apprenticeship  with  a  small  wage. 

住歇。 r 住下  to  be  stopping 
at;  to  lodge;  to  put  up  at. 

這兒住  living  here. 

住 屋  dwelling-house. 
住房  a  dwelling-house;  also,  a 
bedroom 

住 址單兒  list  of  residences, 
— of  his  colleagues,  given  to  a 
new  member  of  a  yamen  in  order 
to  enable  him  to  pay  his  visits 
of  ceremony  to  them. 

住 雜院兒  to  live  in  the  same 
house  but  to  have  a  separate 
menage, 

借住  to  live  by  permission  in 
some  one  else’s  house 

天胧了 你 就住下 it’s 
so  late  you  had  better  stop  here 
to-night. 

這個地 方我住 不住 
I  am  not  going  to  stop  long  in 

this  place.  • 

這個地 方我待 不住 
I  don’t  care  to  stop  here, 一 in 
consequence  of  some  unpleasant¬ ness. 

住刼  the  kalpa  of  continued 
existence  or  the  stationary  kalpa, 
Sanskrit:  vivartta  sidhakalpa. 

住‘
 

2527 
in 

住是 最後身  dwelling the  final  body, 一 the  last  stage 

previous  to  absorption  in  Nir¬ vana. 

守 住路口  keep  guard  over the  passes. 

守不住  caq’t  preserve,  —  as 
chastity. 

252 & 

R. 虞 

Se© 主 

Rising  Upper. 

拏不住  can’t  hold  it  firmly. 
See  _  8093. 

靠不住  can’t  be  relied  on. 

穿不住  won’t  wear  well, — as cloth. 

定不住  can’t  be  decided  ab¬ 
solutely. 

梱不住  can’t  be  bound  to¬ 

gether. 

夾不住  can’t  hold  tight, — as with  chopsticks. 

長不住  won’t  take  root. 

開不住  doesn’t  succeed, — as a  business. 

攔不住  can’t  be  stopped, — of a  man  in  a  hurry. 

止不住  can’t  be  stopped, — as haemorrhage. 

貼不住 won’t  stick, 一 as  paper on  a  wall. 

騎不住  can’t  stick  on  a  horse. 

坐不住  can’t  sit  down, —— have not  leisure. 

關不住  won’t  keep  shut. 

存不住  can’t  keep, -as  money. 

躺不住  can’t  lie  down.- 

留不住  can’t  keep  him, — he 
insists  on  going. 

檔不住  won’t  keep  out, 一 as rain. 

忍不住  can’t  bear, — as  pain. 

不 住  can，t  bear, — as  a rickety  table. 

住頭 a  stay. 

To  call  fowls.  Used  for 

2480. 

P 主 P 主 the  sound  of  calling  fowls. 

茔 

2529 

2S3o 

R •屢 

See 主 

Rising  Upper. 

A  stone  tablet  dedicated 

to  ancestors  in  the  family 
temple. 

神？ 主  an  ancestral  tablet. 
柱 15  a  niche  in  which  the ancestral  tablet  is  placed. 

2531 

柱 3
 

2532 

R .虞 

C. 三 ch、ii 

H.  chu) 

F.  Cchii、 chou^ W.  tsi?%  chi? 

N.  cchi 

P.  Cchu、 cku° 

Y. 卜 

Sz.  chu 

K.  j 

J.  >  chti 

A.  \ 

Rising  Upper 

Irregular. 

奸 
4 

Same  as  2530. 

Same  as  2530. 

A  prop ;  a  post.  Tc 
oppose.  Used  for  2533. 

柱相  a  prop  or  stretcher,  as  tc 
an  awning. 

柱柺 w 柱杖。 r 柱梘 & walk  with  a  staff  for  support;  s 

staff;  a  crutch. 

以 之柱門  used  it  to  jaml 
the  door. 

2533 

R .處 

C. 1 -  ch、h 

H.  ̂ ch^u 
F.  chou^  v.  t'-eu 
W. 三 dzii 

N.  dji 

P.  chu 

M. 
( 

Y.  I 

Sz.  chu 
K.  chu 
J.  chu、 dju 

A.  tru2- 

A  pillar；  a  post.  A  co 
lumn  of  Chinese  script.  Tc 

support  ；  to  sustain.  Set 
1 949 -  Used  for  2535. 

tsu 

Rising  Lower 

Irregular. 

柱子  a  pillar. 
柱脚。 1 •柱下  the  foot  of  2 

pillar. 

柱 頂石。 r 柱頭 彳拱 
the  capital  of  a  pillar. 

柱墩  the  base  or  plinth  of  i 

pillar. 
pillars  and  beams, 一 minis 

ters  of  State. 

梁 柱之材  the  talents  o\ great  statesmen: 

國柱。 r 氏柱。 r 柱石之 

臣  pillars  of  the  State, — states 
men.  &e  2205. 

望柱  pillars  at  the  graves  o scholars, — often  pointed  to  re 
semble  a  Chinese  pen. 

件 廳  a  hail  supported  on  pillars 
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2533 

2534 

•遇虞 . chi^ 

.chu^ 

•  chd'u^ 
l,  dzii 

•  chi 

光 註 
sku、sz 

•  chu* 

Sinking 

Irregular
. 

m 
2535 

.虞 
力 柱 
ising  Lower. 

蛀 4
 

*536 

遇 
chdu,m, 
V.  cheu 

e 註 
chu 

Sinking 
Upper. 

雄干將 軍柱邊 knelt  by 
the  pillars  of  the  general’s  pavilion. 

柱意  the  leading  idea;  the  gist 

柱工  musicians. 

珠柱  pearl  nuts, 一 a  poetical 
name  for  the  3^  lute. 

柱狻  a  kind  of  official  cap. 

件  a  staff  for  any  old  or 
feeble  member  of  the  Buddhist 

community. 

何 況爲官 不柱寃 how 
much  more  should  officials  fail 

to  right  grievances  ?— than  an 
unjust  God. 

二語一 篇柱子  these  two 
phrases  are  the  keynote  to  the 
whole  essay. 

柱首  the  headman, — of  a  clan, 
village,  etc. 

八柱粘  paper  ruled  in  8 
lumns. 

四 柱淸册  books  ruled  in 
columns,— for  accounts.  A  state¬ 

ment  of  account  under  4  heads, 

一 bt.  forward,  received,  expen¬ 
ded,  balance. 

The  wick  of  a  candle. 

A  stick  of  incense.  To 
burn. 

燈炷  a  lamp- wick. 
三姓香  three  sticks  of  incense, 
一 as  usually  burnt  in  honour  of 
the  Buddhist  or  Taoist  Trinities. 

炷香  to  burn  incense. 

co- 

The  nuts  or  pegs  to 
which  the  strings  of  a  lute 
are  fastened^ 

•  Worms,  moths,  or  other 
insects  which  destroy  books, 
clothes,  etc.  To  eat ;  to )ore. 

铨虫  a  worm  which  eats  into 
books. 

虫娃了  it  is  sjl  moth-eaten. 
铨空  all  eaten  through. 

性爛  destroyed  by  insects. 

註
 4 

2537 

R. 遇 

C.  chit 

H.  chu 
F.  ckdu^  chio 

W./jw 

N.  chi 
P.  chu 

M.  I 

Y.  \ 

Sz.  chu 
K.  chu 

J.  shu^sz、 chu 
A.  chu 

Sinking 

Upper. 

tsu 

2538 

R. 遇 

See 注 

SinkingUpper. 

耽 
2539 

R. 遇 

See 性 

SinkingUpper. 

To  annotate  ；  to  com¬ 

ment  on  ；  to  explain.  Notes 

explanatory  of  phrases, 
allusions,  etc.  See  轷  9315, 

10,32 1  (sti*).  To  make  an 

entry  ;  to  sign  ；  to  endorse 
To  determine. 

註解  Qr  註脚  explanatory notes, — • of  an  abstruse  text. 

此 .語 可爲此 .段 註脚 
this  sentence  may  be  regarded 
as  the  key  to  this  paragraph, 

註釋。 r 註疏  to  explain;  to elucidate. 

註 附句下  explanatory  notes following  the  text  sentence  by 

sentence, 一 a  method  first  e 

ployed  by  馬融  Ma  Jung  of| 
the  i st  century  a.d. 

補註  with  additions  to  the 
(original)  notes；  dlso,  with  ex¬ 
planatory  notes  added. 

旁註  notes  written  alongside 
the  text. 

註書  to  make  notes  on  books. 

註明  to  make  clear, — by  notes, 
or  by  any  entry  or  written  record, 

iB  to  take  note  of;  to  enter, 一 in  a  register. 

册  to  enter  on  a  list;  to 
register. 

註銷  to  write  off;  to  cancel. 

註賬  to  charge  to  an  account. 

註生, 註 .死  to  fix  the  day  of birth  and  of  death. 

註定  to  explain;  to  define. 

To  inter  valuables  with 

the  dead.  To  indicate,  as 

various  soils  indicate  the 

presence  of  various  min¬ 
erals. 

鈷鋇  (the  soil)  indicates  the 
presence  of  silver. 

Leathern  gaiters. 

ifi： 2540 

遇 C.  ch^ 

H.  chu) 

F.  choi?^  chou1 

W.  d^ai'ir- 

N.  dji 

P.  chu 

M.  
\ 

Y.  t 

Sz.  chu 
chu 

J.  shu 

A.  chu) 

tsu 

Sinking 

Irregular. 

mi- 

厘 
2541 

R .虞 

See 主 

Rising  Upper. 

To  halt；  to  stop  at；  to 

reside  temporarily. 

駐足  to  stop；  to  lodge;  to  main tain  one’s  ground,  as  troops. 

駐寓  to  reside  at. 
駐锋 lj  (or 扎 or 絮） to  be stationed  at;  appointed  to. 

駐 京大臣  the  foreign 
nisters  stationed  at  Peking. 

駐嗶  places  where  the  Emperor halts  in  an  Imperial  progress. 

駐防  the  Manchu  garrisons  out side  Peking.  These  consist  of 

(1)  garrisons  in  25  cities  of  the 
province  of  Chihli,  guarding 

the  approaches  to  the  capital ; 

(2)  garrisons  in  charge  of  the 
Imperial  Tombs;  and  (3)  garri¬ 
sons  in  the  various  provinces 

at  important  centres.  ’ 

駐 藏. 大臣  •the  Imperial  Resi 
dent  in  Tibet. 

駐華  at  the  court  of  China. 

踺節 t。 tab  up  residence, — a complimentary  phrase. 

駐守  to  occupy, — as  a  region by  troops. 

武 陵溪月 鞋扁舟 & moon  on  the  Wu-ling  river  is 

exactly  over  your  small  boat, 

[駐 =正.] 

駐顔  to  preser/e  a  youthfuLap- 

pearance. 

A  large  stag  ；  the  leader 

of  a  herd  ；  the  Elaphurus Davidianus、 or  四 不像; 

see  10,291， 7826. 

麋之大 者日麈 large  w (see  7826)  are.  called  chu, 

麈尾  a  deer’s  tail, — now  the  tail of  the  yak  or  Tibetan  grunting 
ox.  This  tail  was,  under  tl 

晋  Chin  dynasty,  adopted  by 
the  great  conversationalists  of 
the  day  as  an  instrumental  part 

of  their  profession.  It  is  now 

used  as  a  fly-brush. 

羣麁 所往以 麈尾所 
轉爲 準故談 者執 

the  herd  of  deer  is  guided 

by  the  movements  of  the  stag’s 
tail,  and  consequently  conversa¬ 
tionalists  adopted  it. 
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2541 

注 4
 2542 K. 遇 

F.  ch  '6  't?^  v. 

tio’ - 
See 註 
J.  shu^sz 

Sinking 

Upper. 

拂 麈而談  to  wave  the  yak’s- tail  and  talk. 

祇聆 麈談1  had  the  benefit 
of  your  conversation. 

揮麈 無由停  never  to  cease 
playing  the  yak’s-tail, — talking. 

麈論  to  converse  at  one’s  ease. 

Water  flowing.  To  fix 
the  mind  on.  To  stake. 

Used  for  2537  ；  to  com¬ 
ment  on. 

流注  to  flow,  as  water.  See 

7248. 

豐 水東注  the  Feng  water 
flowed  eastwards. 

挹 彼注兹  draw  (the  water) 
from  one  vessel  and  let  it  flow 
into  another.  . 

大雨 淋如注  the  heavy 
rain  comes  down  like  a  sluice. 

口如注 ，曹 無據 Me 
reliance  can  be  placed  upon  the 
words  of  a  babbler.  See  3919. 

注 向  to  tend  towards. 

仲 承俯注  to  receive  from 
above  and  continue  below, — to 
see  that  there  is  a  due  and  proper 

sequence,  e.g.  in  literary  com¬ 
positions  ; also  between  your 
superiors  and  subordinates,  with 

yourself  as  the  connecting  link. 

注念  to  ponder;  to  reflect. 

注意  to  fix  one’s  thoughts. 

I 閱 者注意  readers,  please 

I  note. 

北京 紳民對 於國會 

間 題異常 注意 心 
gentry  and  people  of  Peking  are 
extraordinarily  taken  up  with  the 
question  of  a  Parliament. 

一 眼注意 其行李 with 
one  eye  on  his  baggage. 

先注 于我心 it  had  already 
occurred  to  me. 

上注 to  ik  the  thoughts  on 
heaven. 

重 劳關注  I  have  put  you  to 
great  trouble  to  take  so  much 
thought  for  me. 

注重  to  attach  importance  to. 

非注 重漢文  they  attach 
no  importance  to  the  Chinese 

language. 

OHXJ 

注1
 

2542 

I  注目  to  fix  the  eyes  on. 

爲全 世界之 所注目 

也  attracted  the  attention  of 
the  Avhole  world. 

I 注 矢於弦  to  fire  the  arrow I  on  the  string, 一 to  hit  the  nail j  on  the  head. 

注記  to  enter;" to  record. 

注册  to  enter  one’s  name, 一 as a  candidate. 

注 明 ⑽  make  clear^as  by  notes. 

注子  a  vessel  for  holding  wine 

注存  to  bear  one  in  mind. 

孤注  to  stake  all  one  has, 一 a I  final  venture. 

: 以陛下 爲孤注 
tostake the  Throne  on  a  single  throw. 

省喫 儉用， 下大注 
sparing  in  food  and  economical 
generally,  but  Hvish  in  gambling. 

丨出公 —若千  to  stake  a 

!  given  sum. 

打刹注  to  put  one’s  name down  for  a  subscription  to  build 

: a  temple. 

i  注  to  compose ;  to  write. 

注 解  to  explain, 一 of  a  commen¬ 

tary. 

^  ̂   ̂   the  comm
entators give  a  wrong  explanation. 

J543 

R •遇 

如註 

Seasonable  rain. 

a  pelting  rain-storm. 

SinkingUpper. 

2544 

R. 

C.  chti 
H.  chti 
F.  chio 

W.  tsic 
N.  chi 

P.  chu 
M.  chit,  tsu 
Y.  tsu 

Sz.  cku、 chti 

K.  chu 

J.  shu 
A.  ckett 
Even  Upper. 

Vermilion  ；  red.  Also 

read  shzt1. 

乐色。 r 乐紅色 vermilion； red. 

乐衣  red  clothes;  the  attendant on  the  God  of  Literature.  See 12,033. 

乐桃。 r 乐楼 a  red  kind  of 
cherry. 

朱門。 r 朱戶  red  doors, 一 the gentry.  See  7343. 

乐門靑 families  of  wealth and  position. 

朱樓  red  chambers, — houses  of the  rich. 

2  544 

R. 

254S 

m 

咮 
*546 

近 乐者赤 he  wh。 gQes  nea 
vermilion  will  make  himself  rec 
Sec  8022. 

■乐釋 （ot  _  筆） the  “ve: 

milion  pencil,”  or  sign  manuj 
of  the  Emperor  as  affixed  t 
State  documents.  Any  writin 

：  or  endorsement  in  red  ink. 

乐 雀  the  scarlet  bird, — the  nam of  a  certain  position  in  gee 

mancy. 

乐雀 ，含 (_ 眞) 武， 黃 
! 龍 ，白虎 ，爲 四方之 

神  the  red  bird,  the  black  o: 
I the  green  dragon,  and  the  whit 

tiger,  are  the  gods  of  the  Fou 

Quarters. 

F.  chio、6ii 

See 杀 

A. 

Even  uppef-. 

乐雀門  name  of  a  palace  gat< 

共 結乐陳  to  make  a  coi 
tract  of  marriage. 

朱  (read  shux  shih1)  silver, - from  the  name  of  the  mine. 

朱魚  goldfish
. 

乐元璋  Chu  Yiian-chang,  th 
founder  of  the  Ming  dynast) who  ruled  under  the  年 ii 

“year  name’’  of  洪武 Hun 

Wu,  a.d.  1368 一 1399. 

乐熹  Chu  Hsi,  the  great  phi! osopher  end  expositor  of  th 
Confucian  Canon,  who  flourish 
ed  under  the  Sung  dynasty,  a.e 

II30 —— 1200. 

乐簾  red  screens. 

乐墨  red  ink. 乐 幡阜蓋  red  banners  am 
black  umbrellas, — carried  befon 

太守  governors  under  thi 
Han  dynasty. 

乐乎得  Jehoud  (Persian) = Jews;  see  10,052. 

A  dwart ;  a  pygmy. 

侏儒  a  dwarf  of  the  Chou  dy 

nasty. 

侏柱  a  short  thick  post  insertcc between  the  large  beams  of  < 
Chinese  house. 

習侏 離之語 1。 leafn  th< 
languages  of  barbarians. 

See  2480. 
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2547 

R. 虞 
F.  Z1//,  v.  tau 
A.  triu、 chu 

See 乐 
Even  Upper. 

进1
 休 

2S4« 

R •奧 
F.  c^ii 

珠 
(but  usually 

read  like 

A.  1/ ‘“ 
Even  Lower. 

The  trunk  of  a  tree  ；  a 
stump  ；  a  stem ;  a  stalk 
Numerative  of  trees,  posts， 
pillars， etc.  Used  for  2556. 

採榦  the  trunk  of  a  tree. 

! 株枸  a  stump  of  a  tree. 

桑 樹七株  seven  mulberry 
trees. 

株拽  a  kind  of  hard  wood. 

株 根淨盡  to-  exterminate 
root  and  branch.  See  12,122. 

何 可株待  how  can  one  wait 
at  the  tree? 一 alluding  to  a  story 
in  which  a  hare  ran  against  a 
tree  and  killed  itself,  whereupon 
a  foolish  rustic  sat  down  to  wait 
for  a  similar  occurrence. 

株守  to  adhere  to;  to  cling  ob 
stinately  to, — from  the  above. 

株 守一隅  to  hold  obstin¬ 
ately  to  one  point. 

! 一株花  a  flower  on  a  stalk. 
以先 王之政 治當世 

I 之 民皆守 株之類 

I  也  to  try  to  govern  the  people 

of  to-day  by  the  methods  of  the 
princes  of  old  belongs  to  the 

category  of  “waiting  at  a  tree •” 

株連  to  involve;  to  implicate. 
.i 

A  small  stream  in  Shan¬ 
tung. 

洙 洇之間  the  region  be¬ 
tween  the  rivers  Chu  and  Ssji; 

the  “Mesopotamia”  of  Confucius. 

珠1
 

2549 

R. 處 
F.  chio 

A.,  ckeu 

A  pearl,  said  to  be  the 
concrete  essence  of  the 

|moon， collected  within  the 
jOyster-shell  by  the  action 

|Of  the  陰  yin  or  negative 
^  ‘  “  iprinciple  in  nature.  Is  a 

Everupper.  jc^arm  against  fire.  A  bead. 

|The  pupil  of  the  eye.  See 
1788,  8620,  7479. 

1 珠子  pearls;  beads. 
— 粒珠。 ••一 顆珠 erne 
pearl. 

一串珠  a  string  of  pearls.  See 
2752. 

珠1
 

2S49 

眞珠  real  pearls. 
礬珠。 r 假珠  false  pearls 

魚目 混珠  fishes’  eyes  mixed up  with  pearls, — bad  men  with 

good. 珠寶  gems ;  jewellery. 
朝珠  a  necklace  worn  by  offi 

I  cials. 

I 素 （oi 數） 珠0 r 誦珠 the ； Buddhist  rosary  of  108  beads. 

念珠  the  counters  attached  to the  rosary. 

I 智 珠在握  the  pearl  of  'vis dom  in  his  grasp, — of  great 
intelligence. 

:珠圓 玉 潤  round  like  the pearl  and  smooth  as  jade, 一 
handsome  ；  also  elegant,  of  com- 

i  position. 

:美珠 不文質 有餘也 
fine  pearls  need  no  adornment, 

they  are  good  enough  of  them¬ selves.  See  1892. 

隋 珠彈雀  to  shoot  a  bird 、vith  a  pearl  (like  the  Marquis 

of)  Sui, — to  give  much  to  get little. 

掌珠  a  pearl  on  the  palm, — a 
. son ;  the  apple  of  one’s  eye. '  Taken  from  the  following  line 

by  杜甫  Tu  Fu:— 

掌 中榮見 一珠新 ^ your  palm  the  lustre  of  a  pearl 

!  is  seen. i 北 船不到 ，米 如珠 
when  the  northern-bound  boats 
do  not  arrive,  rice  is  as  dear  as 

pearls, — grain  for  grain.  Hence 

珠  pearls  is  sometimes  used 
!  figuratively  for  rice.  See  4575. 

I  今甫  _  還  their  (former) I  wealth  has  now  been  renewed, 

i 珠花  pearl  flowers. 

:珠冠  women’s  caps  adorned with  pearls. 

: 珠邊 時辰表 watches cmaillies  a  perles. 

以明 珠备暗 t0  fail  t0  get one’s  talents  recognised. 

夜明珠  the  pearl  that  is  bright 
I  at  night, 一 the  carbuncle  or  ruby. 

赤 珍珠  a  rut)y*  Sanskrit : 
padmardga. 

定顔珠  a  pearl  which  is  put in  the  mouth  of  a  corpse  to 
preserve  it  from  decay. 

珠1
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綠 
2SS° 

R- 虞 

F， chio 

See  _ 

A. cheu 

Even  Upper. 

OKTCJ 

生 不布施 ，死 何含珠 
uncharitable  during  life,  in  death 

why  have  a  pearl  in  its  mouth  ? 一 as  was  an  ancient  custom  with 
corpses. 

jp 中有珠  there  is  a  pearl 
in  the  (corpse’s)  mouth. 

咳唾皆 成珠璣 every drop  of  spittle  turns  to  pearls. 

I 藥珠  seed  pearls.
 I  珠拍散  Pearl  powder,  sprink- 

i  led  on  ulcers. 

I  珠 江  the  Pearl  River, -at  Canton. 

取珠  a  name  for  amber. 

連珠袍  string-of-pearls  can- non,^shots  fired  in  quick  succes¬ 
sion；  a  cannonade. 

節荻珠  flat  beads  made  from a  kind  of  grass-seed. 

_ ̂ 蘭  Chlwanthus、 一 used  in . scenting  tea. 

珠 蘭茶  scented  teas；  “scented  | 

j  caper.” 

i 眼珠  the  pupil  of  the  eyes;  also, | 
1  the  iris. 

:有 眼無  _  you  have  eyes 
without  pupils, 一 you  can’t  see, 

i  or  understand. 

1 眼珠子  the  apple  of  one’s  eye.  I 

j  See  13,129. 
I 火珠  a  crystal  lens  or  burning | 
I  glass;  the  golden  knob  onrthe 
丨  roof  of  a  palace  or  temple. 

I 珠利耶  Tchola, 一 an  ancient  I 
kingdom  in  the  Madras  presi- 

!  dency. 

:珠翠 （卽狀 中之飾 

i  )  the  bridal  headdress;  orna¬ ments. 

I  a  screen. 

Jfs  ̂   ̂   ̂   to  fix  the  eyes  on any  object. 

I 珠皮  the  skin  of  young  lambs,! 
i  specially  wTiitened  and  curled. 

:珠赫  the  Jews;  see  2526， 2544,1 10,052. 

Vermilion.  Imperial,  be¬ 
cause  the  Emperor  always 

signs  in  red. 

鋇硃  vermilion,  一  the  powder  I used  by  the  Chinese  for  making 
their  red  ink. 

銀硃錠  a  cake  of  red 
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2552 

R.  vulgar. 
C.  v.  r/iii 

mm  the  vermilion  pencil, 一 the 
sign  manual  of  the  Emperor  as 
affixed  to  State  docu merits. 

硃批  an  Imperial  minute  or 
endorsement. 

硃諭  an  Imperial  mandate. 

徵 it 硃墨  the  department 
for  stamping  warrants,  etc.- 

the  “fourth  mat.”  See  9909. 

沒蟬蛛  not  yet  signed, — of| official  documents,  on  which 

mandarins  inscribe  certain 

marks  and  characters  in  red  ink 

before  they  are  finally  issued. 

姊卷  red  essays,— -of  candid¬ 
ates,  which  are  copied  in  red  so 

that  the  examiners  may  not 

: recognise  the  handwriting. 

I 硃砂  c
innabar. 

i 沒 有硃砂 ，紅 土之爲 

2551 R 處 

F.  chio 

乐 
A.  chu 

Even  Upper. 

Sue 乐 

A.  chu 

Even  Upper. 

where  there  is  no  cinnabar, 

red  earth  is  in  high  esteem,- 

among  the  blind,  a  one-eyed 

man  is  king. 、 

硃砂桔  the  red  mandarin 
orange  ( Citrus  nobilis), 

硃票  an  indent, — made  by  can¬ 
didates  in  examinations  for  arti¬ 

cles  they  require. 

Red  garments.  Elegant 

雜橋  short  garments;  "nder- 
jackets. 

轉腰  a  kind  of  wadded  waist¬ 
coat  or  jerkin  (Manchu  juyen). 

The  cheeks. 

面脒墩  round  rosy  cheeks. 

The  Evodia  rutc^carpa. 

Bth.， known  as  吳茱萸 • 
Its  seeds  are  used  as  a  tonic. 

菜黃肉 the  fruit  t〗ie 山 
英萸，  a  sort  of  dogwood 
(Cornus  officinalis) ̂   used  as  a 
vermifuge. 

uu  .  vcrmnuge 

承； 英吳江  a  river  in  Shantung. 
菜英會  the  9th  of  the  9th 

茱1
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蛛1
 

2554 

R. 虞
 

C.  chii 
H.chu 

W.  tsii 
N.  chi 

M-i. 

Lv! - 
K.  chu 

J.  chu 

A.  ctru 
Even  Upper. 

moon;  so  called  because  sprays 

of  this  plant  are  carried  by  those 

who  “go  up  high.”  义  10,858. 

茱萸灣  a  place  9  li  east  of 
the  Prefectural  city  of  楊州 

The  spider.  See  1786. 

土  the  burrowing  spider； 
a  lazy  good-for-nothing  fellow. 

蜘蛛網  a  spider’s  web. 
蛛絲  the  threads  of  a  spider’s 

j  web. 

I  孽翰) 蛛  grou
nd  spiders. _ 蛛集而 百事喜 

w 

255S 

R. 

s 比株 

A.  chu 
Even  Upper. 

WK 

25s6 

R •虞 

F.  (^u 

See 杀 

A.  tru 

Even  Upper. 

where  spiders  collect,  there  will 

be  joy  in  all  things. 

To  curse. 

咒祿  to  imprecate  evils  upon. 

To  punish  ；  to  put  to 

death  ；  penalty.  To  eradi¬ 
cate.  To  subdue,  as  terri 
tory. 

誅除。 1 ■誅滅 t。 utterly exterminate, 一 as  rebels. 

課罰  to  punish. 誅戮  to  behead;  to  execute. 

誅其過  to  punish  a  transgress¬ ion. 

寬 其妄 作之誅 sPare one  the  penalty  of  a  foolish 

attempt.  . 

天誅 a  divine  punishment, — as 
to  be  killed  by  lightning,  which 

is  believed  to  occur  only  to 
wicked  people. 

伏誅  to  submit  to  punishment; 
to  be  beheaded. 

不敢伏 其誅1  cannot submit  to  punishment  for  this, — 

said  by  an  official  who  destroys 
himself  for  some  error  in  his 
administration. 

誅累  to  involve  m  punishment. 
誅 連  to  be  incriminated  with, 
一 as  a  criminal’s  neighbours  for 
not  informing  on  him. 

2556 

跦1
 

25S7 

R •虞 

See 株 

A.  chu Even  Upper. 

s 

R •虞 

F.  Hi 

A. treu、  cheu 

See 乐 

Even  Upper. 

鐘 

2559 

渚 8
 

2560 

R. 語 

C.  chit. 
H.  tu 

F.  chu 
W.  dzu^  dju 

N.  chi 
P.  chu 

M.  l  , 

Y. 卜 

Sz.  chu 

K.  cho J.  shu^  so 

A.  chu 

Rising 

Irregular. 

睹 

2561 

煮 8
 

2562 

R •語 

C.  chu 

H.cAu 

F.  chu 
N.  chi^  tsz 

P.  chu M.  tsu、 chii 

誅草  to  clear  out  weeds. 

以 惠誅怨  to  punish  hatr 
by  kindness,— to  do  good  for  e\ 

誅 求無厭  to  desire  inord; 
ately;  insatiable. 

誅兩越  subdued  the  t\ 
Yueh;  see  13,781. 

To  hop.  Used  for  263 

蛛蛛  hopping  about. 

Name  of  a  feudal  Sta 

which  existed  from  700  1 

469  b.c.  Now  the  Distri 

◦f  挪縣  in  Shantung. 

Same  as  2554. 

An  islet；  a  bank. 

江有渚  rivers  have  islets, - 
which  temporarily  divide  the 
waters. 

鴻 飛遵渚  the  wild  geese  f 
about  the  islets. 

蓬萊之 渚在海 心 isl 
of  fairy-land  are  across  the  se 

寶渚  the  precious  island, — tl ancient  name  of  Ceylon.  San 
krit :  Ratnadvipa. 

Same  as  2560. 

" To  boil  ；  to  decoct  ； 

cook. 

煮肉  to  boil  meat. 煮飯  to  boil  rice;  to  prep food. 

煮茱  to  cook  food. 
煮熟  to  boil  until  cooked. 
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煮
 3 

2562 

\  chu 

Y. 

Sz. 

K.  che^  v.  cha 
J.  shd 

A.  ch'd 

Rising  Upper. 

2563 

R. 御 
C.  chu 

H«  ch'u 
f.  m 
Idzi 

N.  dji 
P.  chu 

?: 卜 
Sz.  chu 
Yi.che 

J.  cho 

A.  tr'6 
Sinking 
Lower. 

响 
R •御 

C.  Cchii、 chii) 
N •说 

^ 煮 
Sinking 

Upper. 

m 
2565 

煮爛。 r 煮老㈣  10,648)  to 
overboil;  to  boil  to  rags. 

煮 海爲鹽  to  boil  sea-water 
to  get  salt;  to  get  salt  by 
evaporation. 

煮茗  to  make  tea；  to  prepare 
feast. 

煮 豆燃萁  boiling  beans  by 
burning  beanstalks, 一 one  of  a 

family  injuring  another,  allud¬ 
ing  to  the  famous  verse  made 

by 曹榷  Ts‘ao  Chih  while 
taking  only  seven  steps,  and 
referring  to  the  uncalled-for 
jealousy  of  his  elder  brother. 

煮的是 筋觔兒  ’tis  boiled 
just  right. 

Chopsticks.  See  6336. 

箸子  chopsticks. 
牙著  ivory  or  bone  chopsticks 

竹箸  bamboo  chopsticks. 

一雙箸  a  pair  of  chopsticks. 

箸籠子  a  chopstick  case. 

玉 林象筹  jade  cup  and 
ivory  chopsticks, — luxury. 

飯泰每 以箸 dcn’t  eat 
millet  with  chopsticks. 

聞 雷失箸 t。 drop  one’s 
chopsticks  (from  nervousness 

and  pretend  it  was)  from  hearing 

a.  clap  of  thunder, — as  Liu  Pei 
did  in  the  presence  of  Ts‘ao 
Ts‘ao. 

不 堪下箸  it’s  not  wQrth 
putting  one’s  chopsticks  into, — 
not  worth  eating. 

舉箸 .用茱  to  pick  up  one’s chopsticks  and  begin  to  eat. 

加 一雙箸  put  on  another 
pair  of  chopsticks, — as  for  an 
unexpected  guest. 

火箸兒  a  poker. 

To  fly  up;  to  soar. 

凰翥  the  phoenix  is  soaring, ― 
the  bride  is  going  to  her  hus¬ 
band^  home. 

鳳 翥鸞翔  phoenix  soaring 
and  argus  wheeling, 一 a  newly- 
married  pair. 

Same  as  2564. 

4* 

R. 

著 
2566 藥御 

prt C.  chdk^  chdkt H.  ch、ok'、 

chok^  chu、 

ch、u 

c 汾, h tdic^ 

•  touk^ 
W.  chia、 djia、 

tsu 

N.  dziah、 tsiah^ 
sah、 dzoh^ 

chi 

P.  (cho、 Sxko、 

fhau、 ickau、 

cht^ M.  tso、 tsau、 

tsuJ 

Y.  tsak、 tsu 
Sz.  cho、 chau、 

chu 

K.  ck'ak^  che 

'  chaku、 cho 

trdk'、 tr’i 

Entering 

Irregular 
and  Sinking 

Upper. 

The  original  form  o 

2394,  in  the  various  senses 
of  which  it  is  still  inter¬ 

changeably  used.  Also  usee 

for  2537.  To  make  known； 
to  make  manifest；  to  write, 
as  a  book  ；  to  publish  ；  to 

Y.chiok^tioh^ state  [see  2718).  To  put 
on,  as  clothes  ；  to  wear. 

廟 門雖開 ，殿 門還關 

著  although  the  temple  door 
was  open,  the  chapel  door  was 
still  shut. 

著 照所議 以行 let  it  be as  agreed  upon ; — the  words  of 
the  Imperial  Rescript  endorsed 
upon  the  British  Treaty  of  1858. 

著述。 r 表著  to  write  down; to  set  forth;  to  narrate. 

顯著  to  make  manifest；  to  bring 
to  light. 

其 名彰著  his  fam  e  is  spread abroad. 

信著乎 其體也 their  sin¬ cerity  is  evident  in  their  sub- 
stances,  —  of  water,  fire,  etc” 
which  are  seen  at  once  to  be 
what  they  are,  as  opposed  to  the 
dissimulation  of  mankind. 

品 望素著  of  established capacity  and  good  repute. 

英國  土著。 f  boni  fide British  stock, 一 as  opposed  to 
the  stock  of  a  British  subject 
of  Chinese  descent, 

著袭娑  to  assume  the  kachya 
(priest’s  robe). 

雨著 人皆 作酒氣 the rain  which  fell  on  people  made 
them  all  smell  of  wine. 

著其善  to  make  a  display  of 
his  goodness. 

齒著 於門闔 the  teeth  he (had  knocked  out  he)  exposed 
at  the  door, — as  a  trophy. 

俟葬於 著乎而 he  was waiting  for  me  between  the  door 
and  the  screen. 

其人 行脚跟 不著地 

也  when  they  walk,  their  heels 
do  not  touch  the  ground. 

惡 專文 之著也 
hating  a  display  of  elegance. 

著名  notorious ;  to  sign  (see\ 

794。). 

维 
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諸 

2567 

R •魚 

See 

A,  chu Even  Upper. 

R. 

豬 

2568 

m 

2569 

魚 
C.  chu 
H.  chu 
F.  tu 

W.  tsi 
N.  chi 

P.  chu M.  tsu、 chu 

Sz.  chu K.  che 

] “ ho 

A.  tri Even  Upper. 

著匪  notorious  criminals. 
著追  to  order  the  recovery of. 

著明  distinct;  clear. 

An  edible  worm. 

蟾 虫 for  a  toad. 

Correct  form  of  2569. 

The  pig, — one  of  the  “six 
domestic  animals"  of  China. 
See  8144. 

八口猪  eight  pigs. 
公猪 or(N.) 秧猪 or  (C.  and 

S) 脚猪  a  hog;  a  boar. 

毋 (<« 栂） 猪  a  sow, 一 a  terfti of  abuse  for  old  women. 

猪子  a  young  pig. 
野猪。 r 山猪  a  wild  boar. 
箭猪  the  “arrow  pig,”  一 the 
hedgehog. 

豪猪  the  porcupine. 

猪羊  farm-stock. 猶物  domestic  animals. 

猪肉  pork. 

猪 肉一邊  •  a  side  of  bacon  e 

猪頭  a  pig’s  head. 
猪油 猪膏1 ard. 猪圈。 r 猪窩  a  pig-sty. 

猪毛 峋  bristles. 

猪徘骨  pork  chops. 

猪踯凍 (°r  Pis，s-foot 
jelly. 

猪下水  pig’s  chitterlings. 

猪 不可 寶肝血 d。 nc>t 
eat  the  liver  or  blood  of  pig^, 

黑 毛猪兒 家家有 
every  family  Las  a  black  pig, 一 

so  that  you  cannot  say  this  one 
has  been  stolen  from  you. 

41 
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2S7o R •魚 

F.  tuy  ch, See  ‘ 

Even  Upper. 

請1
 

R. 魚 
C.  chu 

H.  chu 
F.  chu 

W.  tsu 
N.  chi 

P.  chu 
M.  chu 
Y./su 

Sz.  chu 
Yi.cho 

L  sAu-  so 

A;  ch’i、 gia 
Even  Upper. 

猪寵草  the  “pig-basket”  or 
pitcher  plant  {Nepenthes  distil- latoria). 

猪苓  a  kind  of  China-root. 

猪熊  bears, — in  general. 

猪障  to  make  an  embankment 

猪獾  the  badger  {Meks  chinen sis). 

猪耳朶  Monochoria  vaginalis, Presh 

猪 transformation 
undedy  a 江 猪子 

porpoise  or  else  by  a  鼉龍 • 

A  pool ;  a  small  lake. 
Also  written  满. 

跨 其宮 而傭焉 t。 raze 
the  palace  and  turn  its  site  into 
a  marsh. 

潴河水  an  affluent  of  the 
Grand  Canal  in  Shantung 

孟潴  name  of  a  marsh,  said 
to  have  been  drained  by  the 
Great  Yu. 

潴 屎鈒子  a  name  for  the mainah. 

All  ；  every  •’  一  generally 

only  imparting  a  plural 

sense  to  the  word  following 

A  final  particle  (i)  turning 

the  preceding  words  into 
an  interjection  [see  5642), 

and  (2)  implying  a  doubt. 

At；  on；  in;  to;  about.  See 

空 6595. 

諸 凡乜 11;  every. 
諸  numerous；  very  many. 

諸如此 類  all  .are  like  this. 

諸 事勞駕  in  all  these  matters 
I  am  giving  you  much  trouble. 

諸說  the  various  opinions. 

諸般  all  kinds. 
諸侯  the  various  nobles  or 
princes, — of  feudal  States. 

邦# 諸侯  the  lords  of  the 
various  States. 

諸 兄之言  the  words  of  my brothers. 
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諸 領事官  suls;  the Consular  body. 

2SYl 諸子。 r 諸子 百家 加 

philosophers  of  the  various schools. 

申 報 館諸位 the  gentlemen of  the  Shen-pao  office. 

諸位先 i 皆 無病， 
of  the  teachers  are  ill. 

某 有何方 得庇諸 
how  can  I  help  you  young  ladies 

人 其捨諸  en  reject him? 

不 識有諸 i  know whether  there  was  or  not. 

馬言被 汝藥死 ，有諸 
the  horse  says  your  medicine 
killed  him:  is  this  so? 

文王之 囿方七 十里， 櫧1
 

2572 

R •魚 

See 諸 

Even  Upper. 

有諸  was  Wen  Wang’s  park really  seventy  li  square  ? 

譬 諸小人  he  is  like  unto mean  fellow,  who . . 

王 如改諸 ，則 必反予 
if  the  king  alters  his  mind,  he 
must  recall  me. 

其諸 異乎人 之求之 
與  is  not  his  method  ot  seeking 
information  difFeretft  from  that 
of  other  people  ? 

書諸紳  he  wrote  it  on  his 
girdle. 

遇諸路  I  met  him  on  the  road. 

告 諸其夫 told  it  t。 her husband. 

視諸斯  look  at  this. 
惟 求諸己  he  consults  only his  own  interests. 

諸蔗  sugar-cane. 桃諸。 1 ■梅諸 preserved peaches  or  plums,  respectively. 

諸于  a  robe  worn  by  Empresses under  thq  Han  dynasty. 

諸夏  “many  and  great, ’’-China. 
諸色  all  classes;  all  kinds. 

諸 事遂心  may  all  go  as  well 
as  you  desire ! 

諸尊  gentlemen » 
諸史  historians. 諸王  the  native  Rajahs  and 
Maharajahs  of  India, 

諸公  see  656b. 

2573 

R. 

w 

■  2S7S 

R •屋 

See 

K.  ch、uk 
A. truk 

Entering 

Upper. 

築 
206 

26 

57 

R •屋 

See 筑 

Entering 

Upper. 

An  evergreen  oak  [Quet 

cus  sclerophylla、  Lindl. 

known  as  櫧櫟， the  acorn 
of  which  are  used  to  male* 

a  kind  of  curd. 

苦 子  bitter  acorns. See  2456. 

2574 

屋沃 

&筑篤 

A.  tr3k 

Entering 

Upper. 

A  kind "  of  bamboo. 

天丝國 沉西 竺國。 r 竺 
國  India.  See  13,282, name  has  been  given 
Jews.] 

A  five-stringed  lute.  A 
kind  of  zither,  called  五 

系京筑 •  [To  be  distinguish¬ 
ed  from  2366.] 

擊筑  to  play  the  lute  or  zither. 
筑陽  the  old  name  of- 穀城 

^  in  Hupeh. 

貴筑縣  the  metropolitan District  of  the  province  of  Kuei- chou. 

To  strike  ；  to  beat  down； 
to  ram  down, as  in  laying 

pavements  or  building  mud 
walls.  To  build ；  see  5784. 

儘 力一寒  struck  a  blow 
with  all  his  might. 

欲 必築之 with  intent  to 
strike  him. 

九月 築場圃 h  the  9th moon  they  make  hard  floors 
(for  stacks)  in  the  garden. 

築坭墙  to  build  mud  walls,- by  ramming  mud  down  into  a frame. 

築 室 or  築房 build  a  house. 築室 道旁無 時可成 
he  who  builds  a  house  at  the 

roadside  will  never  finish  it, 一 
too  many  will  interfere. 

築 城伊滅  he  repaired  the 
walls  along  the  moat. 

築壇  to  erect  an  altar. 
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2576 

朮 
2577 

1 3^ 

2578 

R .沃 
Hf.  chuk^  v. 

kiuk 、 

’•  Cchu 
>ee 屬 

Entering 

Upper. 

I 
2S79 

:沃 

[. I  chuk 

chduk^  v. 
chio} 

V.ciio 
(•  choh 
•  Uhu 
I.  tsu 

•  tsuk 

z.  chu 

:. ch、ok 

shoktt、 soku 
： chuk 

Entering 
Upper. 

築 圍  to  build  a  surrounding 
wall. 

築碼頭  to  build  a  jetty. 

起 築袍臺  to  build  a  fort. 

築石磡  to  build  a  bund  or 
sea-wall. 

築堤  to  repair  or  build  embank 
ments. 

修築  to  repair. 

^  ̂   to  raise  fortifications. 

桃築  to  raise, — as  earthworks. 

See  10,052. 

To  bid ;  to  order ;  to 

instruct.  See  10,061  chu%. 

囑咐。 i ■囑令  to  order;  to instruct. 

囑託  to  beg;  to  request. 

賄囑 01 •買 囑  to  suborn  J  .to bribe. 

買 囑人心  to  influence  by 
bribery. 

餘 不多囑  I  have  no  further 
instructions  to  give. 

囑請  to  request ;  to  desire, - 
used  by  equals. 

囑爲  to  direct  that . 

囑令  to  order. 

囑曹  nuncupative, 一 as  a  willi 

f 書  the  written"  injunctions  or will, — of  a  deceased  parent. 

A  candle.  To  illumine. 

See  l^253,  9305 - 

蠟燭  a  wax  candle ;  a  tallow 
candle  enclosed  in  wax.  See 
6668. 

貢燭  candles  for  ceremonial 
uses. 

看燭  candles  made  of  wood,  for 
show  only. 

花燭  painted  candles,  as  used 
in  temples,  at  marriages,  etc. 

洞 房花燭  the  nuptial  cham¬ 
ber  with  its  painted  candles,— 
matrimony. 

2579 

1 4* 

2580 

R. 沃 

C.  chuk 

H.  shuk、 ch、uk 

F.  ch^'duk 
W.  ch^uo N.  djoh 

P.  chd 
M.  ts、u、su 
Y.  tsuk、 tswak 

K.  ch^ok ’•  taku^choku 

A.  hsuk Entering 

Upper also  Lower. 

不須 另 作花燭 not  allow him  to  enter  into  any  other 
matrimonial  engagement. 

坐花燭  to  take  their  seats  by 
the  painted  candles, — of  bride 
and  bridegroom. 

行花燭 于人家 tQ  take 
bride. 

燭花  the  wick  of  a  candle 
Omens  of  good  or  evil  are  seen 
in  its  varying  shapes. 

剪 燭談心  to  snuff  the  cand les  and  converse  freely. 

何當 共剪西 憲燭 when shall  we  ever  again  snuff  candles 

together  at  the  west  window  ?- 

qd,  meet. 

燭 剪  snuffeirs. 燭涙  the  guttering  of  candles. 

燭臺。 r 燭斗。 r 燭插 a 
candlestick.  [The.  first  was  ori¬ 

ginally  applied  to  structures  of 
earth,  30  chang  high,  set  up  by 

Ts‘ao  Pei  to  light  the  road  to 
the  capital  for  a  favourite.] 

燭 架尙虛  the  candlesticks were,  as  yet  empty. 

盤 梢燭  to  feel  for  a  candle in  a  candlestick, 一 forgetting  that 
the  one  which  was  there  has  been 

burnt. 

閉關息 燭 tQ  bdt  the  door and  blow  out  the  candle. 

發燭  slips  of  wood  dipped  in 
sulphur  and  used  as  matches. 

小心 火燭  be  careful  with lights. 

無 微不燭  not  a  particle  but what  it  illumines. 

燭 照無私  illumining  all, without  partiality. 

To  walk  slowly；  to  limp. 

to  halt;  to  limp.  To 

amble,  as  a  horse. 

跼躅  he  movements  of  an  un¬ manageable  horse. 

羊職獨  Hyoscyamus  niger}  L. 
var.  physaloides. 

嫕1
 • 

2581 

R 沃 

See 燭 

Entering 

Upper. 

1 3 轚 

2582 

R •沃 

See 才承 

K.  ch、ok、 ch'-ak A.  trok、 trak 

Entering 

Upper. 
2S«3 

沃 

H.  shuk^ 

See 屬 

K.  Mok 

Entering 

Upper* 
2584 

R. 沃 

See 燭 

Entering 

Upper. 

The  respectful  deport- 1 
ment  of  a  wife. 

To  cut  up  grcmnd. 

晰厭 a  hoe, 
勵基  to  lay  the  foundations, - of  a  house. 

To  gaze  at  earnestly. 

凝 神遠矚  to  gaze  at  fixedly  | from  afar. 

2585 

R 沃 

See 觸 

Entering 

Lower. 

A  short-legged  spider,  | 

known  as_  蛾. The  cater- 1 

pillar  of  a  sphinx  moth': 

A  medicinal  poisonous! 

plant,  of  the  oleander  family.! 

烛 
'2586 

尺東 

蟲 
Even  Lower. 

妯 
2S87 

Same  as  2579.  Alsol 

read  ch、un#、 to  dry  by  the| 
fire. 

See  2464. 
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舳 
2588 

|R 屋 
I C.  shuk IW.  idziu 

卜 軸 
Entering 

Lower. 

軸 
2589 

The  stern  of  a  boat；  the 

tiller. 

轴  j| 盧  the  stern  and  stem  of  a vessel. 

舳 鱸在望  a  fleet  lies  before 
us. 

See  2468. 

2590 
•魚 

卜猪 Even  Upper. 

A  dead  tree.  [To  be  dis¬ 

tinguished  from  ̂   2402.] 

枯杨  dead,  rotten  trees. 

衆木槁 杨 a11  the  trees  are 

逐 

dead. 

2591 IR •屋 

C.  chuk 

H.  ch、uk、v, 
k、iuk 

F.  tuk 

y^.dju 
N.  djoh 
P.  Schu 

M.  tsu 

Y.  chuk 
Sz.  chu 

K.  <hKuk 
J.  chiku^  djiku 
A.  truk 

To  follow ; 

To  expel ;  to 

In  order  •’  one 
seriatim. 

to  pursue 
drive  out 

by 

one 

Entering 

Lower. 

逐 

2* 

2S91 逐層  successively. 
逐 火  to  reduce  fever  or  inflam¬ mation. 

^  to  follow  a  wrong  or absurd  line. 

逐加  individually ;  each  separ¬ 
ately. 

逐站  stage  by  stage  ‘ 

邃 
2592 

邃 
2593 

屋 

See 逐 

2597 

W.  ciu 
N.  choh、 tsoh 
P.  M 

M.  tsu Y.  tsuk 

Sz.  chu 

K.  ch、uk 
. shoku 

A.  chuk 

Entering 

Upper. 

Same  as  10,939. 

R. 

A  sort  of  weed,  like  dock, 

also  known  as  羊蹄  goat’s - hoof. 
Entering 

Lower. 

逐出。 r 逐去  to  drive  out. 

逐馬 to  expel  with  curses. 

赶逐  to  drive  away;  to  deport. 

朋 友徵逐  urged  or  led  on 
by  companions. 

逐日  day  by  day. 

日 逐小利  engaged  in  daily 
struggle  for  a  small  livelihood 

逐  一 ■  or  一  逐二 

逐 個逐個  in  order;  one  by 
one;  one  and  all;  categorically. 

逐 一指示  pointed  them  all 
out  in  turn. 

遂 一 •點記  to  go  over  ment- 
ally  one  by  one；  to  say  over  to 
oneself. 

逐 時浮出  each  (of  the  12 
jade  discs)  floated  at  its  appoint¬ 

ed  time, — to  mark  the  hours. 

逐欵  paragraph  by  paragraph ; 
item  by  item. 

逐細  in  detail  ；  minutely. 

逐 漸而進  to  advance  little 
by  little. 

其 欲逐逐  he  was  sincere  in 
his  wish.  Here  also  read  tt1*  tP- 

逐逐  eagerly;  rapidly. 

w 

2594 

R .屋 

See 音 

Entering 

Upper. 

A  shackled  pig. 

豕豕 the  appearance  of  a  shack¬ 
led  pig  trying  to  walk. 

595 

R •沃 

N.  tsoh 

K.  f：h、uk、 ch、ak 
J.  chiku、choku 
A. chuk Entering 

Upper. 

逐 忽割斷 &  easily  split  into  |^* 
two  pieces. 

R. 

柷 
2596 

m 

See 視 

A.  t、uk? 

Entering 

Upper. 

Sores  from  cold. 

凍瘃  chilblains. 

A  musical  instrument  o 

wood,  shaped  like  a  four¬ 
sided-  grain-measure,  with  a 
hole  in  one  side  through 
which  the  hand  is  insertec 

to  strike  with  a  止  mallet 

raised  discs  fixed  on  the 

other  three  sides.  Usee 

only  at  State  services  anc 
at  Confucian  festivals.  See 

3,625. 

R. 

視 
2597 

屋宥 

j 
 chuk
 

F.  chouk 

To  invoke；  to  pray  to 

to  call  to  witness ;  to  make 

oath.  To  tie  up ;  to  bine 

To  cut  off 

視告。 ■ ■視禱  t。 inv°ke>- as  the  gods. 

m: 

詛
 3 

2S98 

H.  ctsz^  ise* 

F. chou 

W.  tso\ 

N.  ck  f、 

祝讚  to  praise;  to  glorify. 

^  宗  to  invoke  one’s  ancestors. 

視福  to  pray  for  blessings. 

祝遐齡  to  wish  the  Emperor long  life, — on  New  Year’s  Day, with  an  offering  of  capsicum 

flowers. 

祝板  a  tablet  with  a  prayer written  on  it,  and  burnt  for 
communication  to  the  gods. 

工 視致告  the  able  priest 
announces,— the  will  of  the  gods. 

門示兄  Taoist  lay-brothers.  They shave  the  head  and  plait  the 

queue,  as  laymen  do,  and  are 
allowed  to  marry. 

廟視 acolyte  in  a  Buddhist temple. 

祝壽  to  congratulate  on  one’s 

birthday. 

不必 在彼遊 歷爲覼 
I  beg  of  you  not  to  insist  upon 
rambling  in  that  neighbourhood, 

頌 祝九如 ma>'  y°u  eni°> 
the  nine  forms  of  prosperity, 

See  5668. 

素  g  祝之  bound  with  whit
e 

silk  cords. 

視 髪文身  to  cat  off  the  hai: 
and  paint  the  body. 

視融  the  god  of  fire,  said  to  b< 
a  deified  son  of  the  legendar] 

Emperor  Chuan  Hsii. 

視鳩  a  kind  of  shrike  [Dicruru' 
Cathxcus). 

視視  a  chicken, — from  祝鷄 

翁， a  man  of  the  晉 .dynast: 
who  used  to  keep  chickens  an( 
call  each  by  a  name. 

R •語啷 

C.  ch(P 

ZOy 

Read  choiA  To  curse. 

侯作侯 視 they  g。 on  oik 
[侯  is  here  a  mere  rhytt 

mic  expletive.] 

厥 口詛磁 he  bQth  c_ 
and  prayed.  ， 

To  take  an  oath  •， t< 

imprecate； 

以諷 爾斯1  will  ratify  it  t you  by  an  oath. 

訊  to  take  an  oath. 

詛邋  to  swear  an  alliance. 
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2598 

P.  fhu'  c/hti 
M.  (chn 
Y  tm 

K.cho 

\.  fho、、” 
A,  tro 

Rising  &  Sink¬ 
ing  Upper 

Irregular. 

阻 
2599 

助 ▲
 

2600 

R •御 
C.  cho 

H.  ts^z 

F.  ckou^  chad 
W.  %o^  zu 
N.  dtu、 dju 
P.  chu 

M.  tsou 
Y.tsu 

Sx.  chu 
K.cAo 

J.  d%、 djo 

A.  tr  '6 

Sinking 
Lower. 

f ■2001 

口 毒詛人  to  curse  or  rail  at 
bitterly. 

詛馬  to  curse;  to  revile. 

餌盡嘴  to  utter  the  most  fear¬ 
ful  curses. 

to 

See  11,831. 

To  help；  to  succour;  to 

strengthen  ；  to  accentuate. 

See  1671. 

帮助 t。 aid. 

助者  a  helper. 
助臂  to  lend  a  helping  hand. 

你一 臂之力 I  will 
lend  you  a  helping  hand. 

助忙  to  help  when  busy  or 
short-handed. 

助銀 。纟 助錢。 r 資助 
assist  with  money. 

樂助 t。  cheerfully  aid, — as  by 
charity. 

助 成其事  to  help  to  finish 
the  business. 

隻 身無助  alone  without  any 
one  to  help. 

選求 賢內助  to  choose  a 
helpmeet, 一 a  good  wife. 

助威 t。  aid  towards  an  imposing 
effect, — as  a  large  retinue,  para¬ 
phernalia  of  office,  etc. 

助 紂爲虐  to  help  Chou  to 
be  cruel;  to  out-Herod  Herod. 
See  2472,  1498. 

助賑  to  relieve  distress. 

協助  to  co-operate. 
助勦  to  aid  the  Government 
against  rebels. 

助語辭  an  expletive;  an 
auxiliary  particle. 

風露初 助其凄 凉 wind 
and  dew  accentuate  the  chill¬ 

ness  (of  the  scene). 

2602 

R •語 

S6E 苧佇 

Rising  Lower. 

It 
52603 

貯 4
 

2604 
R 語 

H.  tu 
F.  Hii,  ztio, 

tio^ 

W.  dzit^  djil 

See 竿 

Rising  Upper 

Irregular. 

2605 

2606 

R •語 

Same  as  2563. 

W.  {/ziiy  dji 

See 孕 

Rising  Lower. 

ff 

2607 

R 

•卩卩 

See 竿 

Rising  Lower. 

W 2608 

R •纽 

•卩卩 

See 竿 

Rising  Lower, 

The  space  between  the 

door  and  the  door-screen. 

All  characters  with  this 

phonetic  are  now  written 
^ .  See  2608. 

See  2655. 

To  stare  at ;  to  open 

the  eyes. 

哼目  to  fix  the  eyes  on. 

呼 美目 其何望 what  do they  behold  when  they  open 貯 4
 

2609. K.cheCchdJ 

J.  cho  I1 A.  ciro 

Rising  .IfM-er Irregular. 

2610 

their  beautiful  eyes? 

R. 

2609 

纽 
PR 

C. 三  chHi 

H.  ctu 
F.  c/c«,  v.  tioh) 

W.  idzii N.  dji 

P.  chu) 
Sz.  chu 

Same  as  2655. 

A  coarse  hempen  cloth ; 
sackcloth. 

^  fine  and  coarse  hemp. 

今 押 自 斤耶 are  you  still a  private  individual  ? 

A  five  months’  old  lamb. 

肥拧  a  fat  lamb. 

Knowledge.  Having 

been  the  personal  name  of 

the  Emperor  咸豐  Hsien 

Feng,  this  character  is  now 

commonly  written  See 

52I7- 

To  store  up；  to  hoard. 

積貯  to  keep  in  store, 一 as  grain 
stored  by  the  Government  against 
times  of  scarcity. 

貯收。 r 藏貯。 r 貯屯。 r 

貯存  to  store  up;  to  hoard. 

貯棧  to  warehouse. 

存 貯無幾  there  is  not  much left. 

W 20Ii 

R. 語 

C.  chHi 
H.  ch、u、 shu 

F.  tHi 
W.  dzu 
N.  dji 

P.  chu 

M.  tsu、 ts^u 

Y.  ts、u 

K.  che 

J.  s/10^  so 

A.  tr'i 

Rising  Lower. 

R 

M 2612 

遇 

See 樹注 

A.  chu 
Sinking  Lower 
and  Upper. 

琴
 4 

2013 

R. 遇 

C.  chu 

H,  chu 
F.  chio 

V^.tsu 

N.  chi 

P.  chu、 chou 

M.  I  , 

Y.  j
  tsu 

Sz.  chu 

K.  chu 

J.  shu、s
z 

A.  chu 

Sinki
ng 

Uppe
r. 

貯庫  to  store  in  the  treasury. 

貯粟  to  store  up  grain. 

滿 盆貯水  the  bowl  'vas  full 
of  water. 

中若可 貯水狀 in  the 
middle  it  looked  as  if  meanit  for 

holding  water, — of  a  slab  of  jade, 

See  12,055. 

The  shuttle,  containing 

the  thread  of  the  woof.  See 

柏  13,408. 
杼柏其  the  shuttle  and cylinder  (sc,  the  looms)  are  emp¬ 
ty.  Figuratively,  of  a  time  of want. 

昔孟毋 斷 機杼。 hid Mencius’  mother  cut  the  web, 
—of  her  loom,  as  a  rebuke  to 
her  idle  son. 

驊  If  經綸  a  man  whose 

inside  has  its  warp  and  woof  duly 

arranged, — a  man  of  parts. 

豐 人杼首  a  very  tall  man 
Water  running.  Moist- 

tened  ；  saturated. 

澍 生萬物  rain  makes  all 
things  grow. 

澍濡  saturated;  enriched  with benefits. 

To  fuse  metal  ；  to  cast. 
Name  of  a  small  feudal 

State  in  Shantung.  Used 

for  視 2597. 

鎔鑄  to  fuse;  to  smelt. 

禱錢  to  cast  money. 

_  胃  to  cast  a  be
ll. 

鑄袍  to  cast  cannon. 

今禱不 及 we  can’t  cast (bronzes)  luce  that  now. 

大 冶鑄金  a  master-founder 
smelting  metal. 

冶 工鑄器  workmen  casting vessels, 一 for  domestic  or  sacrifi¬ 

cial  purposes. 

聚鐵 鑄錯字  to  collect  iron 
to  cast  the  character  錯  error 
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m 
2613 

2614 

r •虞 ^ 
See 住 

A.  cht^ 

Sinking 
Lower. 

2615 

R •遇緝 
See 註 
J.  s/iu^  sz 

SinkingUpper. 

or  wrong, — all  the  iron  in  the 
world  would  not  suffice  to  cast 

one  such  character  for*  every 
time  you  have  done  wrong. 

鑄 金事之  cast  a  metal  image 
and  cared  for  it, — as  for  the  dead 
parent  whom  it  represented. 

_ 就 ot 鑄成 tQ  cast 

盜鑄  to  coin  illegally. 

Short  boards  used  as  a 

frame  when  making  mud 

walls.  A  screen.  A  cess- 

竹 
2616 

chuk 

R .屋 
H-  I 

F.  t  'diik 
W.  ciu 

N.  choh、 tsoh 
P.  ichu 
M.  tsu 
Y.  tsuk 

Sz.  chu 
K. chuk 

J.  chiku 
A. trok 

Entering 

Upper. 

pool. 

A  horse  with  the  near 

hind  leg  white  -  a  halter  or 
hobble  for  a  horse. 

駕 我骐扉  a  war-chariot  with 
its  piebalds,  and  horses  with  white 
'trear  feet. 

The  bamboo,  of  which 

sixty  varieties  are  recog¬ 
nised  by  the  Chinese. 

Radical  1 1 8.  See  1 1,287. 

竹子  the  bamboo. 
器: vessels  or  implements  of 

various  kinds,  made  of  bamboo. 

竹竿  bamboo  .canes;  a  fishing- rod. 

竹杠  a  bamboo  pole, — for  carry 
ing  burdens. 

竹板  - bamboo  split  and  flattened 
by  planing. 

竹篾子  thin  flat  slips  of  bam¬ boo. 

得一方 竹爲杖 g。1  a 
square  bamboo  for  a  walking- 
stick. 

竹實  bamboo  seeds. 

竹黃  a  siliceous  concretion 
found  inside  the  joints  of  the 
bamboo  and  employed  by  the 
Chinese  as  a  medicine;  tabasheer. 

竹布  bamboo  cloth, — a  cotton 
texture  of  Chinese  manufacture. 

竹茄  the  siliceous  skin  of  the 
bamboo. 

竹籃  a  bamboo  basket. 

竹
 2。 

2616 
竹絲  bamboo  splints  or  threads. 

竹瓤  bamboo  shavings,  —  for stuffing  mattresses,  etc. 

竹札  pointed  bamboos,  —  for 
throwing. 

竹紙  bamboo-made  paper, — a 
whitey-brown  paper. 

竹單  bamboo  tokens,  used  in 
the  foreign  Settlement  of  Shang¬ 
hai  and  in  Hangchow  and  Soo- 
chow  for  amounts  of  cash  from 

100  to  1,000,  to  avoid  carrying 

copper  cash. 

^  bamboo  paths;  footpaths. 

竹笋  bamboo  shoots. 竹 •簡  tablets  of  bamboo, — used 
for  writing  upon  before  the  in¬ vention  of  paper.  See  7940,  8979, 
10,783. 

竹帛  bamboo  tablets  and  silk, — chronicles ;  records. 

竹 書紀年  the  Annals  of  the Bamboo  Books, — an  ancient  col¬ 
lection  of  writings  inscribed  in 
the  lesser  seal  character  upon 

bamboo  tablets,  said  to  have  been 
discovered  a.d.  279. 

竹林  the  bamboo  grove, — name of  an  ancient  club,  founded  in 

the  3rd  century  a.d.,  and  con¬ 
sisting  of  seven  members  七賢 

of  Bacchanalian  tendencies. 

竹節  the  joints  of  the  bamboo. 
W 如破竹 ，數 節之 

後 ，迎刃 而解1 ike  sPUt- ting  bamboo,  after  the  first  few 
knots  it  yields  readily  to  the  knife. 
Used  of  matters  difficult  at  first. 

Cc  11'est  que  le  premier  pas  qui 

coute.  Also  (i.e.  the  first  four 

characters)  of  a  state  of  division 
in  the  empire ;  a  split  in  the 
camp,  etc. 

靑  bamboo  skin, — used  as  a medicine. 

竹葉靑 竹葉緑 a  dear spirit  in  which  bambooleaves 
have  been  steeped. 

竹酸 5 日  the  13th  of  the  5th moon， so  called  because  the  wine 

of  preceding  entry  is  drunk  on that  day. 

竹夫人  a  Dutch  wife,  or  leg- rest  used  in  bed  during  the  hot 

weather.  See  8387.  SuTung-p‘o says 贈君 無語竹 ^ 

人. 

竹鷄  the  snipe. 

w 

2616 

饳 
。 

2617 

R •質 

See 黜 

and  the  same 

unaspirated. 

Entering 

Upper； 

南天竹  Nandina  domestica, TLbg.,  much  cultivated  for  its 
red  berries. 

淡竹  the  tasteless,  as  opp.  to  the 

苦  bitter,  bamboo. fire-crackers. 

竹 報平安  a  home  letter,  an¬ 
nouncing  that  all  is  well. 

虛 心竹有 低頭葉 & hollow  bamboo  has  drooping 

leaves, — and  similarly  the  man 

who  is  “hollow”,  ix.  without  pre¬ 

judices,  or  foregone  conclusions, 
or  overweening  self-confidence, 
is  likewise  humble. 

竹 箭有與  large  and  small 
bamboos  have  a  sheath, 一 which 

protects  them. 

竹 罄南山 ，斷 難盡述 
you  might  exhaust  all  the  bam¬ boos  on  the  Southern  Hill,  and 

yet  not  be  able  to  write  it  all 

down, — for  want  of  tablets. 

寧可食 無肉， 不可居 

無竹  better  meals  without meat  than  a  home  without  the 
bamboo.  See  3269. 

緑竹猗 骑  with  their  8reen 
‘  bamboos  so  fresh  and  luxuriant. 

竹手 擎雲重  the  bamboo 
supports  with  its  hand  the  weight of  the  clouds.  See  10,449. 

玉竹  an  emulgent  sweetish  root used  in  throat  disease. 

> ̂ 馬  bamboo  horses, — on  which the  boys  .of  幷州  Ping  Chou 

went  out  to  receive  the  virtuous 

郭你  Kuo  Chi,  of  the  Han dynasty,  on  his  return  to  his old  magistracy. 

竹葉茱  Coim?ielyna  communis 、 L”  and  C.  Benghalcnsis^  L. 

水竹子  Phyllostachys  nigra、 Munro,  a  common  small  bam¬ boo  which  flowers  annually. 

Grieved  ；  pained. 

憂心惝 个出  sick  at  heart  and 
cast  down. 
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To  call  fowls. 

Same  as  2618. 

To  go  in;  to  debouch. 

To  go  out,  as  opposed  to 

入 5690;  to  issue  forth; 

to  proceed  from.  To  beget  ； 

to  produce.  To  get  rid  of. 

To  surpass  ；  beyond  ；  out¬ 
side  ；  over；  see  8301. 

出河  enters  the  river. 

出海西 至大秦  passes 
through  Hai-hsi  and  so  reaches 
Syria.  See  10,780. 

其微 言不能 出吾書 
this  trifling  talk  cannot  be  ad¬ 
mitted  into  my  book, — said  by 

Ssti-ma  Kuang  in  reference  to 
Buddhism  and  Taoism. 

出入  to  go  in  and  out;  one’s 
daily  life；  income  and  expen¬ 
diture., 

畫出 A 董巨  his  paintings 
were  after  the  styles  of  Tung 

[Yuan]  and  Chu  [Jan]. 

出 A 之類  amphibious  crea¬ tures. 

出 入多寡  amount  received 
and  amount  expended,  i.e.  the 
balance  of  the  two. 

量 入爲出  base  your  expen¬ 
diture  upon  your  income, — cut 

your  coat  according  to  your  cloth. 

出將 and 入相  the  “exit” 
and  “enter”  of  stage  directions. 

Hjl  塊入 脂。 ut  the  m
ire 

into  the  fat, 一 to  rise  in  the  world. 

出家  to  leave  the  family, 一 to 
become  a  priest  or  nun. 

出街  to  go  out  of  the  house, 一 
on：  business,  etc. 

出 沒無舍  appearing  and  dis- 
appearing  at  intervals. 

出外 t。  go  abroad.  See  12,442. 

出3
 

2620 

出上  even  if  I  have  to ;  at 
the  sacrifice  of. 

出身  to  begin  life;  to  begin  an official  career. 

他做甚 麽出身 in  what capacity  did  he  begin  life? 

一個 人出本 一個人 

出身  one  finds  the  capital, the  other  the  labour. 

庄 家出身  a  farmer  by  birth. 

出仕  to  enter  upon  an,  official career. 

出使  to  be  sent  on  a  mission, as  an  envoy. 

出頭  to  take  the  lead ;  to  be  the 
prominent  or  responsible  person. See  11,441. 

出 人頭地  to  come  to  the front;  to  take  the  lead. 

人 才出衆  in  talent  above  the common  herd. 

出凡  out  of  the  ordinary  run. 

出首  to  give  the  first  informa¬ tion;  to  inform  against. 

出名  to  become  famous,  or  no¬ torious. 

人怕 出名， 猪怕壯 a /nan  dreads  fame  as  a  pig  dreads 

fat, — one  brings  cares  and  the 

other  the  butcher’s  knife.  ̂  

出隊 i2,i73. 

出 馬  to  go-to  war;  also,  a  doctor’s 
visit.  See  7576. 

出兵0 r 出征 t0  go  t0  war 

出師  to  go  to  war;  also,  to  finish , 
an  apprenticeship. 

出行  to  go  on  a  journey. 

出門 (•^  775r) 出嫁。 r 

出閣 a 出閨  to  marry  a husband. 

出典 t。  mortgage;  to  hypothe¬ cate. 

出 賣  t。 sell;  for  sale. 

出 租。 r 出 賃。 r 出 枇 t。 
let;  to  lease. 

出恭  to  go  to  stool. 

出小恭  to  urinate. 

託 他出恭  pretended  he  had gone  out  to  stool, — to  a  visitor. 

1 令 

2620 

is 

出世  to  be  born.  Also,  to  die； to  leave  the  world,  to  become 

a  priest. 

卽^ 請出王 夫人來 ^g- 
^Jged  Lady  Wang  to  come  out. 

不郑 出自何 手4  to know  from  whose  hand  it  is，- of  a  book. 

此篇 由乎漆 園自作 

this  chapter  is  from  Ch‘i  Yuan’s 
(Chuang  Tzti)  own  hand. 

春必 桌 出右丞 there  1 
no  certainty  that  it  (a  painting) 

is  by  Yu  Ch^ng  =  Wang  Wei. 

無所出  had  no  issue. 

汝 其所出  the  girl  was  her 
daughter. 

不知其 所出耳 I  d。 not know  when  (or  where)  it  origin¬ ated. 

從心 所出 it  was  my  own 
idea. 

隨你 •出  AH、 do  as  you  like 

about  it.  , 

有出處  there  is  a  place  where this  (phrase)  comes  from;  it  is 

a  quotation. 殺人 者不出 汝等四 

五人中  the  murderer  is  one of  you  four  or  five  men. 

一 出九月  once  past  the  9th 
moon,  •… 

出 月初 二 on  the  2nd  pro¬ 
ximo. 

出正  the  New  Year. 

不 出正兮  never  hitting  out¬ side  the  centre, — the  square  in 
the  middle  of  the  target  on  which 

was  the  figure  of  a  bird. 

不出 此四章 之有* (they)  never  go  beyond  the  idea of  these  4  paragraphs. 

出格  out  of  order;  contrary  to rule. 

出毋  a  divorced  mother. 

出汗  to  sweat. 

出涕  •to  weep. 出 天花。 r 出痘  to  have  the 
small-pox. 

出 話不然  the  words  you 
utter  are  not  right. 

出聲  to  utter  a  sound. 

出 言有章  speech,  full  of  ele¬ 

gance. 

20 真
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2620 
見他出 W 不俗 noticin« 
that  he  was  not  vulgar  of  speech. 

出 晉 無  to  speak  unreason¬ 
ably  or  indecorously. 

及 由出王 (God)  is  with  you 
in  all  your  goings. [ 王 = 往 •] 

出 氣  to  let  off  steam;  to  get 
rid  of  anger,— by  venting  it  in 
word  or  deed.  Also,  to  be  aspi¬ 

rated,  as  出  chlu, 

道^  出 申 江  my  road  will  lie through  Shanghai. 

並留 各墳出 路以便 

行 走  besides  leaving  commu¬ 
nication  with  each  grave  from 
the  road. 

出 島  to  leave  the  island. 

出  to  make  a  vacancy, — as 
by  death  or  retirement. 

知出乎 爭  knowledge  begets 
contentions. 

出  to  incur  disgrace. 

出 貴  to  bring  honour, — t。 one’s family, 

出 to  issue  a  proclamation. 
to  exert  oneself;  to  use 

strength. 

出 死力  to  take  vast  pains. 
出 資  to  provide  means;  to  pay 

for. 

出  to  carry  a  coffin  to  the 
grave;  a  funeral. 

出口  to  leave  port;  to  export. 

出口税  exPort  duty- 

出  口  單  a  port  clearance. 

出  口貨 單  an  export  mani¬ fest. 

出 洋  to  export  to  foreign  coun¬ 
tries;  to  emigrate;  to  go  to  sea. 
See  3767. 

出 洋輪船 an  “ocean”  as 
opposed  to  a  “river”  steamer. 

出 內地  transit  outwards. 
出 水  t0  come  out  of  the  water; 
to  be  exported  across  the  sea. 

出 水面  t0  stand  out  from  the 
water, — as  a  sand  bank  or  a  rock. 

出 具甘結 to  enter  into  a bond. 

連叫 •不 出  though  they  called 
several  times,  he  did  not  come 
out. 

出
”
 

2620 逾 期不出  refused  to  take  de¬ livery  at  due  date. 

遂不 [Jj  after  which  he  took no  other  official  post.  See  720 
and  1070. 

出 其不意  catching  him  un¬ awares. 

出 奇  extraordinary. 

lU  Mi  to  get  return  or  interest on  capital ;  gain ;  profits. 

沒^  出 息  he  is  good  for  nothing, i,e.  he  makes  no  return  on  the 

capital  invested  in  him. 

見 出息。 r 見出長 t。 be 
growing  up  finely,  as  children; 
to  be  coming  on  well,  as  plants, 
etc. 

出利  to  produce  interest. 

出 善^ *  the  Feast  of  Good Works, — on  the  8th  of  the  4th 
moon. 

豈浮 屠錫杖 所能救 

而出 之者乎 hc>w  can the  pewter  staff  of  Buddha  rescue 
those  ? — who  are  in  hell  fo”  their misdeeds. 

出關  to  cross  the  frontier. 
出燈 虎兒。 r 出謎兒 to  set  a  riddle. 

出 題  t。 set  a  theme. 

此舖出 倒。 r 出盤 心 goodwill  of  this  shop  is  for  sale. 

出 乎反乎  contradictory  ；  in¬ consistent. 

出 産  natural  products  ? 

你們這 兒出甚 麽 what are  your  products  ? 

出  to  appear;  to  be  mani¬ fested. 

出  to  come  out  from  the  exa¬ minations. 

出  the  day  of  execution. 
出都  to  leave  the  capital. 

出 方法  t0  contrive  a  way；  to scheme. 

出  ̂   to  present  a  memorial. 

出類  t。 excel. 
出銀  to  expend. 
如鉛出 銀 站 lead  yields silver. 

出自  to  come  from ;  to  rest with;  to  depend  ̂ :.  ̂  

nr 

2620 

出跳  to  spring  up；  to  grow  to be,  as  a  growing  boy. 

出 跳得很  veiT  precocious 
or  forward. 

出 月舍  to  show  leprosy  on  the  face. 

出榜。 r  出案  tQ  publish  the 
list  of  successful  candidates. 

出 借  t。 lend  to. 出 韻  to  fail  to  rhyme,  as  by 
having  a  word  of  the  wrong 

rhyming  category,  not  the  wrong tone. 

{JJ  山  to  leave  the  mountains; to  go  into  public  life.  Also,  to 

go  to  the  grave  with  a  funeral. 

出 乖  to  have  one’s  underhand dealings  exposed. 

}JJ  to  escape  the  danger. 

出  to  make  a  legal  complaint. 

出空  to  empty. 出 淸  to  sell  off;  to  dispose  of. 
出  first  to  last ;  beginning  to 
end;  to  have  grown  to  be. 

出遠門  to  go  on  a  distant journey. 

出 此  to  do  this;  to  be  the  author of  this. 

出 ― •  to  follow  in  the  same track. 

出 to  spring  from;  to  lead 
to;  to  reach. 

出 於此  to  originate  iaor  fromi 

this. 

决 裂之勢 ，必 出於戰 
strained  relations  must;  end  in war. 

出於非 望 (。> ■想） bey°nd 
one’s  hopes  or  expectations. 

出  to  be  adopted, -of  agnates. 

出  to  vacate  the  register, 一 to  leave  one’s  home  for  good. 

造出  w  11,624. 來  to  001116  out;  to  make  an 
appearance;  to  appear  in  a  given 

capacity;  to  assume  responsibi¬ 
lity;  to  happen;  to  occur;  to  be 
found,  as  a  product  or  sentence; to  start.  ̂ 6263, 10,164, 11,299. 

爐出來  to  arrange, -as  tangled 
threads. 

保出來 t。 bail 心 葱 '出來  t0  cause;  to  bring about, 一 as  misfortune. 
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嘗出來  to  bring  up;  to  rear/ 

騰出來  to  clear  out, — of  a 
house. 

权出來  to  criminate. 

露出來  to  let  out;  to  divulge. 

走出來 t。 g。 out- 

行出來  to  put  in  practice. 

栺出來  to  point  out. 

出 來作官 t。 start  on  an 
official  career. 

出來報  to  re-enter  on 
public  life,— after  mourning. 

出面游 7886- 
四出  see  10,291 ;  六出 w 
4845. 

其 形五出  as  to  shape,  di¬ 
vided  into  s  equal  parts, — of  a 
coin. 

凡 草木華 皆五出 all 
flowers  of  plants  and  trees  have 

five  petals. 

2621 

r •質物 
C.  ehut'chUt。、 

ckdii 

H.  chot、 f'Ht 
F.  Mok、 f'ouh 

H'ouk 
W.  tsiie 
N.  chTeh 

P.  d  V,  chuo^ 
M.  chiio、 chue 
Y.  tsouh 

K.  ch、ul、kul 
J.  shut  hi、 

shutsz 

A.  truet^  k^wet 
Entering 

Upper. 

黜 
2622 

R •質 
C.  chut 

H.  t'ut 
F.  fouk 

W.  tsue^  ck^iie 
N.  c/m 
P.  ch^ 

M.  ch^  t^u 
Y.  ch、wVi 
K.  ch、ul 
J.  chitsz 
A.  truet 

Entering 
Upper. 

Crimson  silk.  To  stitch 

coarsely.  Deficiency  ；  want  ； 

see  1784. 

發絀。 1 •支 絀。 r 短絀 
short  of  money ;  hard  up. 

財 用之紳  want  of  scope  for 
employmeni  of  capital. 

^  surplus  and  deficit. 

To  dismiss；  to  degrade. 

三  thrice  dismissed  from 
office. 

黜辱  to  expel  with  dishonour; 
to  drum  out. 

黜 陟幽明  to  degrade  the 
inefficient  and*  promote  the  in 
telligent. 

黜革。 r 黜退  to  cashier;  to 
dismiss. 

黜夜字  eliminate  the  word 
“night.”  / 

廢黜  to  degrade, 一 e.g.  from  the 
status  of  Heir  Apparent. 

黜
』
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樞 
2623 

初1
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R 魚 

C.  ch、o H.  ts^o 
F.  chLu.  chLo 

. tsLu 

N.  (s^u 
P.  ch^u 

y  *  j 

Sz.  ch、u 

YL.ch^o J.  sku'so 

A.  so Even  Upper. 

黜落  to  exclude, — as  a  candi¬ date  from  an  examination,  for 

some  fault  of  omission  or  com¬ 
mission. 

殿試 無黜落 at  the  Palace examination  no  one  is  plucked. 

See  10,092. 

To  begin  ；  the  beginning  ； 
at  first. 

太初  at  the  beginning  of  all things. 

初 開天地  at  the  creation. 
初初。 r 起初。 r 初次。 r 

當初。 1 •初 時。 r 初來; it 
first;  at  the  beginning;  the  first time. 

人之初 ，性 本善 nian,  at his  birth,  is  naturally  good. 

初 生 如  first-born. 

初 學  to  begin  one’s  studies. 
初開  to  open  for  the  first  time, 
— as  a  house  of  business  or  a 

new  port. 

愼厥初  be  carefal  how  you 
begin. 

初 來之人 莫馉了  a 
new  arrival,  or  a  beginner,  is 
not  accustomed  to  it. 

初交 ]the  beginning  of  friend¬ ship. 

初會  the  first  meeting. 

初婚  a  first  marriage. 
beginning  and  end. 

初更  the  first  watch, 一 from  9 to  11  p.m. 

初伏  the  first  term  after  mid¬ summer. 

出初  the  beginning  of  next moon.  See  2620. 

初旬  the  first  of  the  three  de¬ cades  into  which  the  moon  is 
divided. 

初 間 during  the  first  decade. 

初一  Qr 大初一  the  first  of  I 
the  moon.  [Up  to  the  10th  day 

inclusive,  the  word  初  always 

precedes  the  numeral.] 

今 天初幾  which  of  the  first ten  days  is  it  to-day  ? 

初〕
 

2624 

2625 

R •虞 

F.  t^u 

W.  ts'-ii 

N.  c'-u 

See 乐 

A.  hsu 
Even  Upper. 

ar 

2626 N.  chTeh 

P.  Cch、u 
M.  ch'-u 

Practically 

the  same  as 

出 

A.  kwok;、 kau" 

Entering 

Upper. 2627 

R •魚 

See 標 

A.  hsu Even  Upper. 

初印的  a  first  edition. 
初見  to  meet  for  the  first  time. 

初作  to  begin  t6  do;  to  be  thq 乇 rst  to  do. 

初坐位  to  ascend  the  throne. 

初 試  a  first  experience. 

初犯  a  fir 審  Affence. 
初無  there  is  never . ;  there 
has  never  been  a  question  of...... 

初 非今是  it  was  not  right 
at  first  but  is  so  now. 

初次到  a  first  visit  to  a  place. 

A  pretty  woman  ；  elegant , 
handsome. 

靜女 A 姝  how  lovely  is  the 
retiring  girl !  、 

彼姝 者子.  that  lovely  girl! 
also,  that  admirable  gentleman ! 

姝 — •姝色  pretty;  beauti¬ 
ful. 

A  stanza ；  a  couplet；  a 

play  ；  a  scene.  Also  read chf 

小 曲一  _句  a  ditty;  a  song. 一 齣戯’ a  short  play. 

又呈购 .目 aSain  he 

handed  the  list  of  plays. 

—齣詞  a  single  verse. 

was 

A  ilantus  glandulosa、 

Desf”  otherwise  known  as 

臭椿。 r 臭樗  Paradise tree.  Its  timber  is  only  fit 

to  burn.  Also  applied  to 

the  Euscaphys  or  bladder- 
nut  of  Japan. 

樗 櫟之材  timber  of  the 
ch^u  and  li  trees, 一 useless  stuff. 
Used  figuratively  of  persons.  See 

6997.  
二 

the  ailantus  fowl, — a  beetle 

with  gray  elytra  and  red  wings, 
found  on  this  tree,  and  also 

known  as  紅娥子 red  lady. 

42 
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CH‘XJ 
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OH'XJ 
徂
 3 2628 

R •處 

C.  tsf'ou 
Hj/sz 
F.  Schu 
W.  zo 
N.  dzu 
P. 

M. 
K.  cho 

J.  so%  z> 
A.  tou 

(tsu 

Even  Lower 

Irregular. 

To  advance  to.  What 

is  past. 

自 我徂爾  since  I  went  with 

you. 

我但東 山 we  went  to  the eastern  hills. 

以 锋祖旅  t。 stc)p the  in- vading  foes. 

汝伹征  do  you  go  and  correct 
him, — of  a  recalcitrant  vassal. 

征 東伹西  to  attack  in  the 
east,  march  west, — as  a  strategi¬ 
cal  feint. 

當 六月伹 暑 inthe&h 
moon,  when  very  hot, ...... 

我伹 維求定 my sole  desire 
now  is  for  peace. 

鋤,
 

2632 

R 魚 

C.  ch、o 
H.  ts^o 

F. 

W.  zu^  zz 

N.  dji、 zz 

P.  chht 

M.  ts^u Y.  ts^ou 

Sz.  ch^u 

K.  cho^  se 

J.  shu、zo 

A.  s'i^  t'i 
Even  Lower. 

A  hoe.  To  hoe；  to  root 

out,  as  weeds. 

领 (頭 a  hoe- 枉鋤  to  carry  a  hoe  over  the shoulder. 

鋤地。 r 誅翊 t。 hoe  the 

ground. 

锁 I  禾  to  hoe  crops. 

犁 鋤之計  the  business  off plough  and  hoe, 一 agriculture. 

帶 經而鋤  with  a  book  he went  off  to  hoe, 一 so  eager  was 
he  to  learn. 

衞 頁鋤莠  protect  the  good, root  out  the  evil. 

鋤鍩難 A  unsuitable  or  un¬ fitted  to  one  another.- — of  things. 

263s 

R.  vulgar. 

C.  ch'du 

H.  ch、u 

F,  Hu 

W.dzii 
N.  dji 

P.  chhi 
M.  chHi 

Sz'.  i 
 ch"u 

fi 

A.  tru 

chu 

Even  Lower. 

2636 

R •虞 

See 廚 

Even  Lower. 

A  screen,  put  up  to  make 

a  temporary  kitchen. 

Undecided  ；  irresolute. 

掻 首躊躕  he  scratched  his 
head,  uncertain  what  to  do. 

伹徠山  a  hill  in  Shantung, 
associated  with  石守道 

Shih  Shou-ta.o  of  the  Sung 
dynasty. 

厨 

2633 

•處 

C.  is^ou 
H.  tsz 

F.  chu 
W. 似 

N.  dzu 

P.  ch、u 
M.  ctsu 
K.c/10 

J.  ZO 
A.  tou 

Even  Lower 

Irregular. 

To  die,  一  generally  of 

some  eminent  personage. 

殂落  to  perish.  | 

草 容殂謝  the  beauty' of  the flower  perishes. 

尉 

2634 

R •虞 

C.  ch^du 

H.  ch、u F.  tio W.  dzu,  dji 
N.  dji 

P.  chLu 

M.  ts'-u^  chu 

Y.  ts^u 
Sz.  chSu.  ch、U K.chu 

J.  chu 

A.  tru 

Even  Lower. 

組 
2630 

Same  as  2632. 

赖 r 2631 

士御魚 
% 爵锄 
A.  tro 

Sinking  and 
Even  Lower. 

A  certain  number  of 

days’  work  on  the  suzerain’s 
land,  performed  in  lieu  of 

taxes  during  the  operation 

of  the  feudal  system  in 
China.  To  till.  Used  with 

2632. 

锄耕  to  till  the  ground. 

肺  to  plough  and  harrow. 

锄鐮  a  kind  of  scythe. 

Same  as  2634. 

A  cook-house  ；  a  kitchen. 

A  wardrobe  or  press.  A 

quiver.  The  wooden  cage 

in  which  criminals  are  some¬ 

times  placed,  with  their 

heads  coming  out  at  the  top. 

廚人 OT 廚子。 I ■廚官 OT 

廚 師傅。 r 廚司務 a cook. 

廚房  a  kitchen.  | 

廚下  in  the  cook-house. 
廚竈  a  kitchen  stove,  ； 

庖廚  a  large  kitchen,  as  at¬ tached  to  public  buildings. 

廚店  a  restaurant  I； 
幫廚  a  cook’s  matt.  | 
司 廚之功 居其六 ，買 

辦 之功居 其四。 f : redit  (for  good  food)  sixty  per 
cent  is  due  to  the  cook,  and 

forty  to  the  steward, 一 who  buys 
the  raw  material. 

— •口  衣廚‘ a  wardrobe. 

碧耖廚  an  alcove  screened  off for  summer  use  (see  8402);  a 

gauze  safe. 

廚樞  the  cupboard  part  of  a sideboard  or  press. 

A  kind  of  toad,  called 

^  parts  of  which  are used  medicinally. 

To  deduct；  to  take  away. 

To  weed  out；  to  get  rid  of. 

To  divide  by  several  fig¬ 

ures,  as  in  long  division; 

see  6419  and  13,349,  To 

pass  away.  The  steps  to 

a  palace.  A  porch  or  vesti¬ 
bule.  To  be  appointed,- — 
to  an  official  post. 

除支  to  deduct  payment. 

除 收之外  deducting  what 
has  been  received. 

除 收尙欠  deducting  what 
has  been  received,  there  is  still 
owing . 

除咚 以外  deducting  this; 

not  including  this. 

除 皮锌弃  to  calculate  (the 
net  weight)  by  deducting  weight 
of  coverings,  etc.;  to  tare. 

除了皮  deducting  the  tare, ••••• 

t2 

R 魚 

C.  chLdu、 

v.  kLdu 
H.  ch、u、y\  shu F.  tu 

W.  dzu N.  dji 

P.  c.h、u M.  ch、H 
che 

A.ji\  tH 

Even  Lower. 

除‘
 

2638 

R .魚 

C.  cK-du 

H.  ch、u 

F.  tu 

W.  dzu 

N.  dji 

P.  ch^u 

M.  /slu,  ch^u 

Y.  ts^u 
Sz.  ch、u 

K.  che^  cho 

J.  chu、 dju 

A.  tri 

Even  Lower. 



OH^TJ 

33! 

on* 

除1
 

2638 

set! 

除8
 

2638 除了他  not  counting  him;| 
leaving  iiim  out. 

除非  with  the  exception  of;l 
unless ;  not  except;  only  if ；  willj 
have  to. 

除 非你 來 ，我 f 去 
only  if  you  come  win  I  go;j 
unless  you  come,  I  .will  not  go. 

除非你 不在我 門裏， I 
旣然 在. then  you  will  have  I 
to  leave  my  family !  So  long  as  I 
you  remain  etc. 

若要人 似我， 除非兩 

個我  if  you  want  a  man  like  I 
me  you  can  have  him  only  ifl 

you  get  another  me. 

若要人 不知 除非己 

莫爲  if  you  don’t  want  peo-l 
pie  to  know,  don’t  do  it. 

除非 知 除了） 這箇 

j^^^pthis  is  the  only  way;l 
only  by  this. 

除非 有一層 我纔答 
應  I  will  agree  on  one  condition, 

除根  to  eradicate. 

除出三 十畝地 t。 
apart  thirty  viou  of  land. 

除去  to  get  rid  of. 

除拔  to  pull  up；  to  select. 

除害  to  get  rid  of  something 
harmful. 

除 害安頁 get  rid  of  evil  I 
and  give  peace  to  the  good. 

除 習氣  to  get  rid  df  bad  I 
habits. 

除病  to  get  rid  of  a  disease,  or 
a  vice. 

病除中  to  fall  ill  of  a  wasting! 
disease. 

除治  to  set  to  rights. 

除銷  to  cancel. 
除免 t0  dispense  with;  to  excuse. 
除服  to  lay  aside  mourning. 

喪雁二 十七日 而除 
to  wear  mourning  for  2jr  days 
and  then  leave  it  off.  \ 

除官  to  be  appointed  to  office. 

洫昤睁 中書舍 人 atthe  R.i 
expiration  of  mourning  he  wasl 
appointed  to  be  secretary  in  the  I 
Council.  I  Even  Lower. 

滁
 * 

2639 

to  make  arf  acting  appoint 

ment  substantive 

除書  a  letter  of  appointment. 

除潁 州太守  to  be  appoint¬ ed.  Governor  of  Ying-chou 

除拜 不待昔 in  appointing officials,  he  did  not  await  the 

Imperial  sanction, — but  appoint 
ed  them  himself. 

除校  to  appoint  to. 

除蓴  to  open  a  road. 
歸除。 r 除迤 to  divide,  as  in arithmetic.  See  6419. 

除 以一百  to  divide  by  100. ^Division  is  of  course  merely  the 

operation  of  subtraction  perform- 1  命 
ed  to  the  number  of  times  re- 1  欣 
quired.  Hence  this  use  of  the  |  See  除 
tCrm^  I  Even  Lowe, 

除災  to  rescue  from  a  calamity. 
除額  to  strike  off  from  the  list|  w 

2643 

除樊  to  do  away  with  abuses.  I R,  處 

除夜。 r 除夕。 r 除日 
New  Year’s  eve. 

蟋蟀 鳴前除  the  cricket chirps  at  the  front  steps. 

庭除  the  outer  porch. 

階除  the  steps  to  a  house, 

2640 

R. 御 

^除 

Even  Lower. 

m 2641 

r •魚 

% 除 

Even  Lower. 

w 
2642 

scar.  Stupid. 

stupid ;  dunder- 

1C. 
 cc/tLo 

H.
  

ct
s^
z 

F.
  

Cc
kl
u 

W
.
 

N.  Cchhi 

P.  ch^u^  ̂ ch^u 

M.  ts^ou 

Y.  its^oU 

Sz.  ch、u 
K.cMu 

癡 瘵不達 
headed. 

A  mat  rolled  up. 

運餒  a  coarse  mat.  A  loath¬ some  disease.  A  hunchback. 

See  3096. 

A  small  medicinal  plant 

[Hedysarum  brachypterum、 

Bge.)， known  as  蒱 薛, and 

地输  ground  elm. 

To 
straw : 

cut  grass, 
lodder. 

Hay; 

Read  chu、. 

何 福不除  what  happiness  I does  (God)  avoid  subtracting! 

from  you? — every  one,  i，e.  you| 
have  them  all.  Used  optatively : 

may  you  have  every  happiness !  I 

[Legge  explains  this  by  “what| 
happiness  is  not  taken  away  ?  I 
— that  is,  to  be  replaced  by[ 

greater.’’] 
風 雨侦降  so  as  to  keep  away  j wind  and  rain, 一 of  walls. 

日 月其除 the  days  and  I mojiths  pass  by. 

A  small  branch  of  the  I 

Yang-tsze,  joining  it  nearl Nanking 

滁州  a  Department  in  the  pro- 1 vince  of  Anhui. 

I  A.  sou 

Even  Upper 

Irregular. 

生 芻一束  a  bundle  of  fresh 

grass. 

芻草  weeds. 

^  ̂   fodder  for  cattle;  to  feed 

綢 繆束芻  round  and  round the  grass  is  bound. 

詢 于激堯 者 c_iltthe 
grass  and  firewood  gatherers, 
consider  the  wishes  of  the  people 

at  large.  Also,  the  opinion  even 
of  the  humblest  is  worth  having. 

i 舞靈  figures  buried  with  or  burnt on  behalf  of  a  dead  man,  to  ac 

company  him  to  the  nether  world. 
These  are  servants,  horses,  etc, See  13,451. 

芻狗之 未陳也  before  the straw  dog  is  offered  up, — it  is 
kept  carefully  in  a  box,  but  when 
its  function  is  fulfilled,  it  is  cast 
oiit  into  the  street.  These  straw 
dogs  were  used  in  some  way  \>y 

magicians,  probably  to  induce dreams. 

老子 以民物 爲芻狗 
Lao  Tzu  regarded  the  things  of 

the  people  as  straw  dogs, — worth¬ less. 

與 著  simple  words;  a  plain  un varnished  tale. 

芻豢  animals  fed  on  grass  and grain,  respectively.  See  5089. 

芻甩  a  name  for  the  magpie. 
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w 2644 •虞 

See 與 

Even  Lower. 

\  2 2645 

R •處先 
知讎 
Even  Lower 

and  Upper. 

Rj 

W.i 
See 與 

Even  Lower. 

蒭 
2646 

2647 

鷄 
2648 

楮!
 2649 

R 

八 •卩卩 

C. 

H.  c/u 
F.  chii 
W.dzii 
N.  chH 

P.  ch、u 
M.  ts^u  - 

K.  elid
'd 

J.  chu A.  chi 

chht 

A  pregnant  woman, 
widow. 

惠于媸 
widow. 

be  'kind  to  the 

The  stalk  of  millet. p« 

See 貯 

RisiDg  Upper. 

Same  as  2643. 

from  凝  11,823.] 
[Dist. 

A  chicken  ；  a  fledgling. 
To  rear  a  brood.  See 

i3,728. 

R. 

was 

雛鳥  y_g  birds. 

雛鷄  a  little  chick. 

雛 尾盈握  the  chicken 
well-grown.  - 

力 不能勝  shingK  — • 匹 
雛  his  strength  was  not  equal 
to  lifting  a  duckling. 

雛得狠  very  unfledged ;  very 
young. 

雛女  a  young  girl;  a  slave-girl. 

雛 於其中 brought  up 
amongst  us. 

2651 

魚 F. 

See 除 

Even  Lower. 

Same  as  2647. 

A  species  of  mulberry, 

the  褚桑  Broussonetia  pa- 

pyrifera、 Vent.,  from  the 

bark  of  which  paper  is 
made. 

Rising 

Irregular. 

楮錢  a  name  given  under  the 
Ming  dynasty  to  bills  of  ex¬ 

change  ; paper  money,  as  used 
at  worship,  etc. 

楮儀  money  given  by  friends 
to  help  towards  the  expenses 
funerals. 

褚紙 paper. 
! 楮片  a  slip  of  paper. 

楮5
 

2649 

褚 5
 

2650 

特 修寸楮 i  therefore ite 
you  this  note. 

褚幣  bank  notes. 
SL  W  ir  ̂1^  a  lette

r  full  of  wild 
talk. 

R. 語 

See 

Rising  Lower. 

A  bag  ；  a  satchel. 

豬小 者不可 以懷大 
if  the  bag  is  small,  it  will  not 

hold  great  things.  See  練 5998. 

豬幕  a  pall;  a  covering  for  a bier. 

素屏 有豬齊  oil  the  white 
silk  screen  are  inscriptions  by 
Ch‘u  Sui-liang. 

Undecided : See  2495. 

R. 

儲:
 

2652 

魚 
C.  M 

H.shu 

F.  Ssii、 soy?- N./t 

P.  cK-u^y.  Cch、u 

M. 
Y.  1 

Sz.  ch'u 
K.  che^  cho 
[. cko、 djo 

A.  ti 

tsLu 

irresolute. 

C.^ii 

H. 三  ch‘u F.  -/a1,  v.  tad^- W.W 

N.  dj'i^  v.  dzi 

P.  chu1 

M.  chii\  /8u° 

Y.tsu0 

Sz.  chd、 cckLii K.  cho 

\t  cho 

A.  -tri 

To  collect  ；  to  store  up. 

儲收  to  collect. 儲庫  to  store  in  a  treasury,  or 
place  of  safe  keeping. 

儲貨  to  store  up  goods ;  to  ware¬ house. 

accumulated;  to  hoard. 

儲君 OT 東儲 the  Heir  AP- 

parent. 

傕儲  the  Czarewitch. 
Even  Lower. 

m 

2653 

r •魚 

See 諸 

Even  Upper. 

it 

2654 

Name  of  a  small  river 

which  flows  into  the  Pei-ho 
at  Tientsin. 

Same  as  2637. R 語 
)55 

of 

H.  tu 

& 苧貯 

Rising  Lower. 

To  stand  and  wait. 

"fr  Jo  stand  still. 
to  wait  in  hope. 

佇切  eagerly  awaiting. 

倚 欄佇眺  to  lean  on  the  rail and  gaze. 

{宁 看  to  gaze  upwards. 

2656 

竚 

2657 

孕 8
 

2658 

R •語 

Rising  Lower. 

杵
 3 

26S9 
R •語 

C.  ̂ ch>u 

H.  c-ch、u 

F.^u 

W.  ctsH 

N.  cchH 

P.  ch'-u 

卜 

Sz.  ch'u 

K.  che 

J.  sho、 so 

A.  ch’i、 hs’i 

Rising 

Irregular. 

Clear  ；  limpid, 一 as  watei 

Same  as  2655. 

A  hemp-producing  plan 

like  a  nettle  {Boehmeri 

nivea、 Hook,  and  Arn.). 

苧麻  the  textile  fibre  of  th above  plant,  commonly  know 

as  China  Grass  (French :  ramie 

from  which  grass-cloth  is  mad< 

举麻裙 衫  hemPen  garment 

苧店  a  grass-cloth  shop. 
苧根  hemp  roots,  —  they  ai ground  with  rice-flour  and  use for  food. 

荣竿麻  Villebrunea frutescen 

Bl. 

A  pestle.  To  pound.  1 

washerman’s  baton. 

白杵  pestle  and  mortar.  S 
below. 

春杵  to  pound  with  a  pestle. 

杵碎  to  pound  small. 
砧杵  a  washerman’s  block  an 
baton.  See  1389. 

秋 山響杵  the  autumn  hil 
echo  the  washerman’s  baton. 

一杵子  a  blow;  a  whack. 

金杵。 r 金 _ 杵 the  di mond  club, 一  the  sceptre  oflndi 

as  god  of  thunder  and  lightnin： 
with  which  be  slays  the  enemi( 
of  Buddhism.  A  symbol  of 

power  of  Buddha  to  overcon 
evil  and  sin.  The  wand  or  mac 

of  modern  priests  and  exorcis 
is  so  called.  Sanskrit:  veuijra 

杵頭子  a  pestle  (North).  S 

12,169. 

白  pestle  and  mortar.  Also, 
group  of  stars  in  Cygnus  ar 

Pegasus. 

杵 白之交  an  allusion  to  tl 
friendship  which  was  cemente 

between  吳祐 Wu  y .巧 

the  poor  scholar  在沙套 
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杵 3
 

2659 

兩 
3 

2660 

•語御 
•  chku、 shii 
•  c/iLu 

ch^  ch^dii 

r.  c/s%  is^P 
, ch^'i 
ch、u 

.卜 
:. chLu •  ch^d 
sho 

. hsi、 ck'i 
Rising  and 

Sinking 

Upper. 

Kung-sha  Mu,  who,  being  with¬ 
out  means  to  pursue  his  studies. 

took  service  in  a  menial  disguise 

in  Wu  Yu’s  household,  and 
pounded  rice  for  humble  wages. 

His  learning  was,  however,  be¬ 
trayed  by  an  accidental  rencontre、 
and  Wu  Yu  adopted  him  hence 
forward  as  his  friend,  taking  him 

from  the  “pestle  and  mortar.” 

To  abide  ；  to  dwell.  To 

decide；  to  punish;  to  settle 

up. 

莫 敢邊處  not,  venturing  to 
stay  at  leisure.  See  mo. 

爱 居爰處  hefe  we  stay,  here 
we  stop. 

誰 與獨處  with  whom  can  I 
dwell? 

不與 他相處  would  not  live 
with  her. 

處不來 i  can’t  live  with  him； 
I  can’t  abide  him. 

成功 之下不 可久處 
you  should  not  long  rest  content 
with  what  you  have  achieved. 

處貧  to  be  in  a  state  of  poverty 

處士  an  unemployed  scholar; 
a  recluse.  •' 

處世  to  be  in  the  world;  in  life 

處夫婦  to  be  ..husband  and 
wife ;  the  married  犹 ate. 

試設 身處地 #re  yQU  in 
my  place, 一 you  could  do  no more. 

處分  the  punishment  of  officials 
for  errors  in  administration,  in¬ 

flicted  according  to  a  graduated 

scale.  Also,  to  settle  up:  to  ad¬ 

just. 

處 分軍事  to  makfe  military 
dispositions. 

最善 處夯鄕 里之事 
very  clever  at  settling  up  village matters. 

如 此處分 ，方 有兩便 
this  settlement  will  suit  both 

parties. 

交 部議處  to  hand  over  to 
the  proper  Board  for  determina¬ 
tion  of  punishment. 

處死  to  visit  with  death;  VU 
be  the  death  of  you ! 

處决  to  sentence. 

難處  not  easy  to  decide, 
settle  up. or 

电 
3 

屬 
2660 

處置  to  place;  to  adjust;  to 
establish;  to  settle. 

處 治。 r 處制  to  regulate;  to 

govern. 

處 jkor 處子  a  virgin. 士 子守身 如處子 
gentleman  should  be  as  careful 

of  his  persQn  as  a  virgin. 

處十  '月  ten  months  subse quently. 

處事  to  do  business;  to  dispose 
.  of,  or  administer,  affairs. 

處變  to  be  suffering  from  trou bles  or  calamities. 

處常  to  be  prosperous  or  at 
peace;  to  make  a  long  stay. 

處館  to  take  up  one’s  abode with, 一 as  a  tutor  engaged  for p  family. 

久處約 ，長 處樂  to  abide long  in  poverty  or  to  live  long 

in  happiness, 一 should  not  be  at¬ 
tempted  by  those  without  true 
virtue. 

處 長  lasting ;  long;  enduring. 

處 暑  stopping  of  heat,— one  of the  solar  terras  which  begins 
about  23rd  August. 

處君身  employed  about  the person  of  the  sovereign. 

手時處 處_  here  he built  places  to  dwell  in.  [時 for  ̂  ■] 

逝 不古處  he  treats  me  not according  to  the  ancient  rule, 

吾夂處 我于此  my  father placed,  me  here. 

T 處  (in  novels)  eunuchs’  hall; (in  Tientsin)  an  establishment 

for  catamites.  See  ch‘u\ 

Read  chKu^.  A  place. 
Numerative  of  houses  [see 

3440)5  of  jobs  (5324).  A 
state  or  condition.  A  side 

or  party.  The  matter,  point, 

question  of,  etc.  See  2620. 

處所  a  place. 尋 個下處  to  seek  a  halting- place, — for  the  night.  See c‘kuK 

各處。 r 處處。 r 四處 all 
places ;  everywhere. 

在 處有之  are  everywhere  to be  found. 

處 2660 

處 2661 

別處  elsewhere. 無處 不到  there  is  110  place  I 
he  does  not  go  to.  See  7809,( 
10,792. 

有 個去處  he  has  a  place,  orl a  home  to  go  to, — meaning  that! 

he  is  a  respectable  man  with  the ! 
usual  family  connections,  and  not  I 
a  vagabond  of  whom  nothing  is| known. 

不數 日又到 了一個 去處  before  many  days  they  I arrived  at  another  place. . 

這住 船所在 是甚麽 

去處  what  place  has  the  boat  | 
stopped  at  now? 

不可 言之處  the  pudenda.  I 
七處放 # 八 處燒姻 
light  a  fire  in  seven  places  and  I 

there  will  be  smoke  in  eight,- 
of  the  spread  of  slander. 

無一筆 無來處 n()t stroke  of  his  brush  but  had  its  I 

origin,  —  of  one  of  the  old| masters. 

長處  a  merit;  advantages. 
短處  a  shortcoming;  a  failing*.  | 

好處  a  good;  an  advantage. 
See  3889. 

你只 要兒子 落了好 1 

處  you  only  want  your  child  | 
comfortably  settled. 

亦有 可取處  even  he  has| his  good  points. 

正見 他靈處 verily u  man-l 
ifested  its  spirituality. 

本處  this  place;  this  office;  I;| 
the  writer. 

尊處  and  敝處  your  honour- 
able  place  and  my  humble  place,  I 

respectively, -conventional  terms | 
for  one’s  own  and  other  people’s | 

dwellings;  also,  for  the  indivi-| duals  themselves. 

兩處難  either  course  is  hard,  j 

雨 處之鋇  money  belonging  J to  both  parties. 

大憲處  the  high  authorities. 

如何辦 理之處  as  to  how  J to  deal  with, — the  preceding. 

所 難之處  the  difficult  part,  | 
or  point. 

Same  as  2660. 
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楚 3
 2662 ^語 

C.  chLo 

H.  /slo 
F.  chcu 
W.  t^o、 ts^u 

N.  tsLu 
P.  ch^u 

cw 

Sz.  ch^u 

K.  ch'-o J.  j//M,  SO 
A：  so 

Rising  Upper. 

憷 4
 

2663 R •御 
See 楚 

SinkingUpper, 

2664 

Name  of  a  feudal  State 

which  existed  from  740  to 

300  b.c.,  and  was  known 

in  the  early  years  of  its 

existence  as  荆-  Sharp  ； 

painful  ；  to  punish.  Clear; 

distinct.  The  province  of 

Hupeh. [疋  is  here  a  con¬ 
traction  for  足 •] 

不歸楚 則歸漢 if  yQu 
don’t  side  with  the  Ch‘us,  you 
must  side  with  the  Hans.  Used 
m  the  sense  of  a  dilemma. 

^  ̂   painful ;  sore.  See  12,291. 

苦楚。 r 辛楚。 r 酸楚。 r 

悽楚  distressful  ；  grievous. 

夏楚  a  ferule  for  punishing 
schoolboys. 

鞭楚  to  flog..  See  2808. 

淸楚  clear;  perspicuous；  settled 
up,  as  accounts. 

南楚  a  region  in  the  south  of 
Hunan  and  Kiangsi. 

楚水第  — •  the  water  of  Ch‘u 
is  the  best, 一 for  making  tea. 

前朝 楚水流  of  former 
dynasties  there  remain  the  flow¬ 

ing  waters  of  Ch‘u,— and  that is  all. 

Rough;  rugged. 

R 魚 

See  初 J 

Even  Upper. 

To  scold  •’  to  abuse. 

憷^
 2665 

R .語  \2662 
Grieved  ;  pained.  See 

See 楚 

Rising  UppcrJ 

w 
2666 

R •語 

See 楚 

Rising  Upper. 

礎 3
 

2667 

R. 語 

See 楚 

Rising  Upper, 

2668 

R •語 

See 楚 

Rising  Upper. 

畜 

4，**
 

2669 

R •屋宥 

C.  ch、uk 
H.  hiuk、 k'iuk F.  houk 

W.  hsiu、 clique 
N.  hsiio/t, 

cluoh、v.  chung 

D  7. P 

P.  hsii3.  ch、t^ 

M.  hsiu、 ch、u 
Sz.  hsiu 

Y.  hsiuk、 ts、uk 
K.  ch、uk、 hiuk 

J.  ckiku、 kiku 
A.  suk Entering 

Upper. 

Streamlets. 

The  base  or  plinth  of  a 

pillar.  A  pedestal. 

礎潤 而雨 
betokens  rain. 

damp  plinth 

基礎  a  foundation. 而爲 玫頁政 俗之基 

礎  and  lay  a  foundation  for 
reform  of  the  methods  of  govern¬ 
ment. 

The  teeth  set  on  edg^ 

by  something  sour. 

To  feed  ；  to  nourish  ；  to 

rear.  To  cultivate.  To 'keep 
in  store.  To  restrain.  Also 

read  hs)i 供、 and  used  with 

4744. 
畜養  to  feed;  to  rear. 不足以 畜妻子 
enough  to  keep  wife  and  children. 

畜一金 煞小犬  kept  a 
small  golden-haired  dog. 

音牧  to  rear, — as  domestic  ani¬ mals. 

六音  the  six  domestic  animals, 
— ox,  sheep,  horse,  dog,  pig,  and 
fowl. 

音之池  kept  it  (a  fish)  in  a 

pond. 音類 or  音生  animals;  brute beasts. 

音生  you  brute ! 音衆  to  nourish  the  people. 

音德  to  cultivate  virtue. 

苟 爲不音  if  you  have  it  not in  store. 

畜 君何尤  what  fault  is  it  to restrain  one’s  prince  ? 

錐音  di 伍 cult  to  rear;  difficult to  restrain. 

m 

2669 

儒 
2670 

R •屋 

See 音 

Entering 

Upper. iW 
2671 

R. 屋 

See 畜 

Entering 

Upper. 

澝1
 

2672 

R •屋 

See 音 

Entering 

Upper. 怵 

2673 

R. 質 

4^ 

C.  chut、 tut 

F. 公 ouk 

W.  ts^d 
N.  ch^eh 

P.  ch、u) 

M.  chHi 

Y.  tsweh 

Sz.  cK'u 

K.  chhil 

J.  chutsz 

A. truet 

Entering 

Upper. 悚 

2674 

C.  chhik 

F.  ch^diik 
, ch^uo 

N.  ts、oh P.  ch*w<^ 

Y.  ts^uk 
K.  cK'uk 

J.  shuku A.  t、uk 

Entering 

Upper. 

畜幸臣  to  keep  a  harem： 
大音  the  26th  Diagram,  relati to  wind. 

Bent  down. 

mr 

2675 

r •屋 

cramped ;  compelled 

stoop. 

To  nourish  •’  to  foste 

To  bear；  to  tolerate. 

搭驕  to  nourish  feelings 

pride. 
搭怒  to  nourish  wrath. 

不 我能搐  he  cannot  be 

me. 

Water  flowing.  To  flus 
from  excitement. 

谙摞  waters  running  togethe 

Afraid  ；  timorous.  T 
entice. 

見害 而不怵  unmoved  i 
the  hour  of  danger. 

怵惕  apprehensive. 
倾 迫之徒 ⑽ whQ  is  ur8e on,  or  tempted. 

不即 執筆以 死怵之 
threatened  to  kill  him  if  he  di 

not  at  once  take  up  his  brush, - 

and  paint. 

See  10,459. 

Straight  ；  upright.  Lofty 

直矗的  very  straight. 

蟲然 不 誣  upright  and 
 wit! 

out  guile. 

崇  jJj  hHls  over  hills. 
矗燈  to  raise  a  lamp. 
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歜 
2676 

沃 篇 

Entering 

Upper. 

2677 

沃 
chuk、 c/i^uk 

. ts€uk 
ch^ouk 

•  ck'uo 

, ts^oh. 
y,  dzoh 

•  cK'u^  cK'o 
ts、uk 

. ch^wo 
. ch、ok 

xhoku、 soku 
, hsuk 

Entering 

Upper. 

Choked  with  anger. 

歜怒  filled  with  wrath. 

叔歜國  a  region  beyond  the 
sea,  to  which  the  legendary  Em¬ 

peror  ̂   Chuan  Hsu’s  son 
was  appointed. 

Read  ts^an^.  The  root 

of  a  waterplant  cut  into 
cubes 

昌歜  the  minced  roots  of  sweet 
flag, 一 eaten  as  a  relish. 

To  butt,  as  horned 

animals.  To  strike  against  ； 

to  meet  -  see  6853.  To 
offend. 

頂觸  t。 butt. 

牛觸角  the  oxen  are  butting. 

羝 羊觸簿  like  a  ram  butting 
a  fence, -it  gets  its  horns  throjugh, 
and  cannot  get  them  back  again. 

觸 簿之勢  the  butt-fence 
state, 一 in  inextricable  difficul 
ties. 

觸機會  to  hit  the  opportunity. 

觸 目驚心  strike  the  eye, 
rouse  the  mind, — of  an  interest¬ 

ing  book. 

觸 眼之處  a  conspicuous 
place, — as  suitable  for  posting 
handbills,  etc. 

觸 處洞然  whatever  subject 
he  attacked,  he  mastered. 

觸類 而長. 咖⑻ 之 to. 
extend  the  application  of  a  prin¬ 
ciple  or  system ;  to  apply  a 
principle  or  system  to  new  or 
other  departments  or  categories 
according  to  analogy. 

觸 類引伸  to  hit  on  some- 
thing  analogous  as  a  means  of 
explanation；  to  shew  by  analogy. 

觸 景生情  the  scenery  (also 
circumstances)  stirred  his  feel¬ 
ings. 

觸 動情懷  to  arouse,  to 
awaken,  to  give  a  shock  to  the 

; feelings. 

觸 寒  t0  take  cold. 
傷觸  to  wound;  to  offend. 

觸憨  to  irritate;  to  excite  anger. 

觸犯  to  insult. 

除必 • 

2677 

開”
 

2678 

R •沃 

See 灼簷
 

Entering 

Upper. 

If 

2679 

撾1
 

2680 

R. 麻 

C.  cha 

H.  cku 
F.  f、wo、 wa\ ch^wc^ 

W.  ku 

N.  uizo、 ctslou 
P.  chwa 
M.  chwa、 wa 

Y.  tswa 

K.  chwa、 kwa 

A.  kwa 
Even  Upper. 

觸起  suddenly；  to  bring  to  mind 

觸 山之力 herculean strength. 

觸衣  a  waistband  worn  by 
princesses. 

觸鼻  to  strike  the  nose,— as  a smell. 

觸沙  to  ground, — of  ships. 

空 神無身 而覺觸 mere spirit  without  body  and  yet 

having  thfe  sense  of  touch. 

新若 未手觸 
though  they  had  never  been 
handled. 

A  crowd  in  a  doorway. 

阿閎婆  a  fabulous  Buddha  who 
was  a  contemporary  of  Shakya- 
muni.  Sanskrit: A ̂ c/iofya.  Also, 

a  numerical  term  equal  to  one 
followed  by  seventeen  cyphers. 

as  new  as 

See  10,468. 

OHXJ-A.. 

To  beat  ；  to  strike.  Used 
with  2681. 

撾門  to  strike  a  door, — with  a stone. 

I®  gj  to  beat  the  drum, 一 as  that 
outside  a  magistrate’s  yamen^ 
which  should  be  struck  only 
under  urgent  necessity. 

更鼓 畏添撾  fearing  the beating  of  the  night  watches, 

specially  of  New  Year’s  eve,  as 
suggestive  of  the  flight  of  time. 

m  may  here  be  read  kol.
~\ 

漁 陽腿鼓 tG  sing the  > 
yang  song  and  beat  the  drum, 一 

as  was  done  by  jj^|  ,  tutor  to 

曹操  Ts‘ao  Ts‘ao,  seizing  the 
opportunity  to  abuse  the  latter. 
Hence  the  phrase  has  come  to 
mean  abuse. 

m 婦翁  a  “Bluebeard,”  from 
a  man  named  伯魚 p。 ％ 

who  married  three  wives. 

糖1
 

2681 

R •麻歌 

C.  cha、 kwD 

F.  chwa、 k"wo 

N.  k'ou 

K.  chwa,  hwa 

A.  kwa 
Even  Upper. 

嫩 
2682 

m 

2683 

r •麻 

See 腿 

Even  Upper. 

爪. 

2684 

2685 

R •肴巧 

C.  Cchdu 

H.  ctsau 
F.  (chau'fhwa 
W.  ctsoa、 Jsoa 

N.  tsoa^  v.  tso、 

cho、 ch、o 

P.  chau、 Qchwa 
M.  tsau、 Qtswa 

Y.  cfsiva Sz.  (chwa K.  cho 

J.  so,  s/10 
A.  trau 

Even  and 
Rising  Upper. 

A  switch ;  a  whip.  Used 
with  2680. 

馬 a  riding-whip. 
脩撾  the  black  bamboo  pipes of  the  hand-organ  (see  9^69); 

each  pipe  has  a  long  narrow  slit 
on  the  inner  side,  and  a  circular 

finger-hole  near  the  lower  end. 

Same  as  2681. 

The  thigh. 

See  484. 

To  scratch  ；  to  seize  ；  to 

grab；  to  take^  Also  read 
tsao%  and  nao2.  See  4210, 
6284. 

抓頭。 r 抓首  to  scratch one’s  head, — as  when  in  doubt 
or  perplexity. 

抓癢癢  to  scratch  an  itch. 

抓破臉  he  has  scratched  his face  and  made  it  bleed. 

抓住  to  seize,  ab  a  hawk;  to 
take  possession  of. 

抓 乖 ‘  to  grab  the  best, 一 like  a 
spoilt  child. 

七 抓八拏  meddlesome ;  pil¬ 

fering. 

抓闈  to  draw  lots. 

抓替身  to  grab  a  substitute,- 
as  the  spirits  of  drowned  people 

and  those  who  have  met  violent 

deaths  are  supposed  to  do.  See 

451. 

抓取  to  choose;  to  select. 
抓裂  to  break  by  scratching, etc. 

一把抓  the  name  given  to  the caps,  rather  like  caps  of  liberty, 

worn  by  junkmen  in  the  south. 

抓 尋  to  seek  out. 抓局  to  make  a  raid  on  a gambling  hell. 
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2685 

JK 
2686 

W 
2687 

r •麻 

H.  ̂ts'-a^ P.  rhwa 

Y.  tswa 

K.  chiva 

J.  sa^  sha 
A.  kwa 

Even  Upper. 

大 
2688 

茁 
2689 

2690 

R •覺藥 
Se6 雹勺 
A.  Hk 

Entering 

Lower. 

叉 
2691 

欸 
2692 

拽 2693 

轉 2694 

抓賊  to  ayst  a  thief. 

抓空  to  make  a  useless  attempt. 

^  上  了  to  have  seiz
ed  it, — as 

a  hawk. 

See  11,682， 

To  dress  the  hair. 

S 髻  an  ancient  style  of  coiffure、 ! 

worn  by  women  in  mourning, 一 
the  hair  being  set  free  and  then 

fastened  up  loosely  in  a  coarse 

net  by  a  large  hair-pin. 

霊 而相弔 they  dressed  their 
hair  (as  above)  and  mourned. 

See  10,470. 

See  iai. 

A  shooting  star.  Also 

read  pao\  [Dist.  from  ̂  
10,167.] 

Same  as  爪 484.  [To  be 

distinguished  from  叉  i86.| 

OH^TT 

See  4983. 

OHXTAI. 

See  5476. 

See  271 1. 

惴 4
 

269S 

R. 寘 

C. 

^ch^ou 

F.  cchS(nii 

W.  tsu3 

N.  tse? P.  chweP^ 

M.  tswei^ 
K.  chhvi、 ch^wc 
J.  fsui,  sui 
A.  (chui、 

Cchuen 

Sinking  Upper 

Irreeiilar. 

OH4 

Mournful  ；  in  grief. 

揣懼  anxious;  worried. 

惴 惴其慄  very  much  fright¬ ened. 

姆 
3 

jUS 2696 
R 支紙 

鍛 
C.  cMn 

H.  ch、ui) 

Y.cc^om 

W.  ts^ai 

N.  ts^e 
P.  VAW 

Cch、u，ai 

M.  cts、wai, 

^s^wai 

Y.  ctsLwai 

K.  ch^wi 
J.  sui,  sen 
A.  chui 

Even  and 
Rising  Upper. 

踹 4
 

2697 

R •銷翰 

C.  ̂ ch>ai 

H.  Wai F.  v.  takr 

P.  Cch、wai 
M.  cts、wai、 

ts^wat3 

J.  sen^  tan 

A.  Cchuen^ 

dwart3- 

Rising  and Sinking 

Irregular. 

To  feel  for;  to  estimate; 

to  conjecture. 

揣摩。 r 揣摸 t。 t。 
guess;  to  estimate. 

揣度  to  conjecture. 

殊 不自揣  unable  to  gauge oneself；  to  act  inconsiderately. 

揣測  to  fathom. 
不揣  cannot  guess. 
揣練 t。  study  and  imitate, — as 

a  good  author. 

揣在懷 裏 stuck  it  in  his bosom. 

To  stamp  on  ；  to  trample. 

To  destroy.  To  trace. 
Used  with  12,396. 

碼 足而怒  stamped  his  foot 
in  anger. 

踹了  一 •脚  stamped  his  foot. 
踹死  to  trample  to  death. 

端 一 卿蜗  stepped  up  to  his 
ankle  in  mud. 

踹實  step  firmly  on  it. 

踹住他  stamp  it  down. 

踹 成肉漿  to  trample  to  a 
jelly. 

踹 西瓜皮 tQ  tread  on  a melon  skin, 一 to  be  deceived.. 

馬 踹芳草  the  horse  treads over  the  sweet  grass, 一 of  a  spring 
ramble. 

踹高脚  to  walk  on  stilts. 

踹輭索  to  walk  on  the  slack- rope. 

臟 

2697 

m 

’  2698 

r .支隹 
See 月隹 
a •檬揣 

Even  Lower. 

踹繩子  to  walk  on  a  tight  rope 

端 破營盤  to  destroy  a  camp 

踹拏  to  trace  and  seize. 踹辑  to  examine  step  by  step 
to  follow  up  the  traces  of. 

想 當踹緝 i  think  they  wil 
be  caught. 

踹准  to  follow  up, — traces. 
Read  tslai^. 

^  to  wear  false  feet,— ai women  do,  when  their  own  ar< 

too  large  for  beauty.  The  fals< 
foot  is  fixed  underneath  the  heel 
and  the  toes  and  front  part  0 
the  real  foot  are  bent  down,  a! 
if  standing  on  tiptoe. 

，馬  the  knight’s  move  at  chess See  5642. 

Fat ;  gross  ；  unwieldy 

[To  be  distinguished  frorr 

m  3977.} 

滕猪  a  fat  pig. 

腦肉  fat  pork. 胃  ~ ■瑰雁  he  is  a  lum! 
of  fat. 

那個 人狠胖 ，是個 

mm  that  man  is  very  stout he  is  only  a  lump  of  fat. 

膪 4
 

2699 

R 祕卦 
See 醉蠆 

A.  sa  (sha) 

SinkingUpper. 

m 

2700 

R 隹紙 

C.  v.  nuk? 

H.  c  W 
F.  v.  rtuJi^ 
W.  v.  koa'so。 

N.  v.  niioh^ 

P.  chhuai 

M.  Js^wai^ 

Uslz 

Y.  ̂ ts'-wai 

Soft  fat;  suet. 

猪 肚下膪  the  fat  under  a 

hog’s  belly. 

牡猪 政掃地 the  sow，i 
belly  sweeps  the  ground. 

To  thump  ；  to  pound. 

To  put  into  the  pocket  or bosom  of  the  dress. 

根麵  to  knead  dough. 

權起來  put  a in  y。111"  p°cket, 
只 宜肚飽 ，不 可懷报 

J.  sai、 chi 

A./;；,  ̂ tri 
Even  and 

Rising  Upper. 

you  may  only  fill  your  bellies, 
you  must  not  pocket. 

报着 一本書  walking  off 
with  a  book. 

报一壯 子的壤 1。 cherish  evil  schemes. 

Read  ch^i1.  To  split; 

knock  to  pieces. 
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嘬
 3 

2JO! 

卦 
hhdi^dP 

cch{,oui 

. "V,  /xW3 
/iV 

’ •chhuai 

I  ts^wa
? 

cK'w
e 

sai^ 
 
se 

•  niua
i* 

Sink
ing 

Irreg
ular.

 

惠
1
 

% 

寒先 
•  chiin 

[•  chon 

•  chiong 

/•  ts'ue 
••  chon 
. rhzvart 
[. tszvan 
(sou 

z.  chwan 

:•  chon 
sen 

.. chiien 

Even  Upper. 

To  lap  with  the  tongue  ； 

to  suck  ；  to  sip. 

嘬血  to  suck  blood. 

食 獸同嘬  birds  and  beasts 
feeding  together, 一 as  on  a  car¬ 
cass. 

繩蝴 姑噪之 the  flies, 
gnats,  and  mole-crickets  ate  it  up. 

chxj^jnt. 

Single  ；  particular  •,  spe¬ 
cial  ； express.  Only  ；  alone. 

To  take  upon  oneself；  to 

assume  responsibility. 

專專的  specially ;  for  the 
express  purpose. 

— •  concentration  upon  one; 

specially;  particularly. 

專 人  a  special  messenger. 

專己  selfish, 
專說  to  particularly  allude  to. 

專等  to  specially  await. 

專 垮拜客 ，不 作別用 
specially  for  visiting  purposes, 

and  for  no  other, — an  endorse¬ 
ment  on  cards. 

專誡  in  full  sincerity ;  simply 
and  entirely. 

專謂。 r 專栺  to  specially 
refer  to. 

專碑 藥料而 霄 with 
special  reference  to  medicines. 

專辦  to  specially  transact,  or 
attend  to, — any  particular  busi 
ness.  [Has  been  strained  to 
mean  to  be  the  only  person  or 

persons  who  shall  transact,  etc.] 

專務  to  specially  attend  to, 
as  any  branch  of  business. 

專權  sole  control. 
專寄 to  forward,  as  by  special 
messenger. 

專 此奉布 i  therefore  write 
this  expressly  to  inform  you. 

專意來  to  come  on  purpose. 

專 心致意  singleness  and 
fixedness  of  purpose. 

專1
 

2702 

儀 

剿1
 

27°4 R •鉍霰 

& 專團 

Even  Upper 

and  Lower. 

受 人專貴  I  have  been  spe¬ cially  entrusted， or  commiss¬ ioned. 

專對  to  give  replies  unassisted; 
ready  of  wit;  a  referee. 

專 房之寵  the  special  favour accorded  to  the  favourite  con¬ 
cubine. 

擅專房  to  be  sole  favourite, — as  a  concubine. 

專門  a  specialist;  an  expert. 

多病專 門之見 they mostly  suffer  from  the  narrow 
view  of  the  specialist. 

專照  a  special  certificate. 

專單  a  special  permit. 

辱章。 r 專條  special  rules. 

專差  a  special  mission. 

專重  special  attention  to . 

專信  a  special  note. 
專肅  specially  and  respectfully, 
- a  final  phrase  in  notes. 

辱覆  to  write  back  with  refer¬ ence  to  a  special  matter. 

專主  to  be  devoted  exclusively or  specially  to, 

專昝  to  deal  specially  or  exclu¬ sively  with. 

辱泐  to  write  specially,  —  a formal  phrase. 

專候  to  specially  await. 

辱用  to  use  exclusively. 

專臨  to  come  specially. 
是四 國者專 足畏也 
those  four  States  are  alone  a 
sufficient  source  of  fear. 

專美  to  engross  the  favour  of. 

不敢 擅專1  do  not  venture to  act  on  my  own  responsibility. 

[自  you  can  act  on your  own  responsibility. 

See  2740. 

To  cut  to  pieces  ；  to 

mutilate. 

2705 

r. 先 

See 

Even  Upper. 

鵠 
2706 

2707 

R •先 

See 專 

Even  Upper. 

镇' 
R •鉍霰 

篆絹 Rising  and 
Sinking 

Lower 

and  Upper. 

Gentle.  Beautiful. 

鳩才完 eentle  and  yielding. 

嬌 嬸秀媚  delicate  and 
beautiful,-— as  flowers. 

Same  as  2707. 

A  brick  {see  7720)  ；  a 

square  flat  tile  for  paving. 

磚頭  a  brick  (South);  a  piece of  brick  or  brickbat  (North). 

磚 頭英塊  pieces  of  brick 
and  broken  tiles. 

石磚  a  flag  stone. 
磚萁  bricks  and  tiles. 

搏麵子  brick-dust. 
磚地  a  brick  floor. 

石專 審  a  brick-kiln. 靑磚。 1 •沙 板搏 the  blue or  common  brick. 

靑磚梨  a  brick  pear,  —  a 
stingy  fellow  out  of  whom  no 
juice  is  to  be  got. 

火頭磚  red  bricks. 方搏 or  階搏  square  red  tiles 
for  paving. 

抛 磚引玉  to  throw  a  brick to  get  back  jade, — a  sprat  to 
catch  a  salmon. 

打磚  to  beat  the  brick,  —  to beg,  beggars  often  beating  their bodies  with  stones  to  excite  com 

passion. 

^  brick  tea,  i.e.  tea  in  com¬ pressed  cakes,  much  used  in 
Mongolia,  where  the  cakes  pass as  currency. 

春坭磚  to  make  mud  bricks. 

桂元磚  cakes  of  the  dried 

龍眼  lungan  fruit. 
A  fresh  white  colour. 

Used  with  3139.  A  bundle 
of  a  thousand  feathers. 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

縛 3幻4.] 

43 
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cjaro-AJNr 

ir 
2709 

r •先勉 
S6e 

Even  Upper. 

罈
1
 2710 R •先 

?ee 

Even  Upper. 

轉
 3 2711 

R •鈇霰 
C.  ehiin 
H. chon 

F.  dong 
W.  chile 

N. chon 

P.  chwan 

M.  tkoati 
Y.  tsou 

Sz.  tswan 
K.  chon 

j.sen 
A.  ckiUn 

Rising  and 
Sinking 

Upper. 

Name  of  a  place. 

專 m  an  ancient  city  in  Honan 

A  large  fish  found  in  the 

Tung-t4ing  lake. 

縛 （- 專） 諸  name  of  a  man 
*of  the  Chou  dynasty,  who  killed 

王僚  Wang  Liao,  the  prince 
of  Wu,  b.c.  540,  with  a  pois 

oned  dagger  concealed  in  the 
belly  of  this  fish  served  at  dinner 

有 餺之勇  brave  as  Chuan 
Chu.  See  above. 

To  turn  round.  See  1070. 

m  a 

轉间  to  turn  round. 

轉 囘來看  turn  round  and look. 

轉身  to  turn  the  body;  to  turn 
round. 

轉眼 L t0  turn  the  eyes. 
轉 眼間。 r 轉息間 
twinkling；  instantly. 

轉灣  to  turn  a  corner;  to  turn, 
as  an  argument. 

轉語  to  turn  the  subject. 
轉旗  to  join  the  enemy  ；  to 
leave  one’s  party ;  change  of front. 

轉動  to  revolve. 

法 輪常轉  the  wheel  of  the 
Law  (of  Buddha)  is  always  re¬ 
volving, — and  bringing  back  to 
the  world  those  who  have  gone 
out  of  it,  in  good  or  evil  con¬ 
ditions  according  to  their  deserts; 
sc.  metempsychosis. 

轉輪 王  a  Chakravartti  king, 一 
the  conqueror  and  monarch  of 
a  universe.  So  called  because 
when  he  ascends  the  throne,  a 
wheel  falls  from  heaven,  indi¬ 
cating  by  its  material  (gold,  sil- 
ver,  copper,  iron)  the  character 
of  his  reign. 

不 能轉 移爾1  can’t  go back  on  what  I  have  said. 

以 花烏爲 險作轉 using 
illustration  of  flowers  and 

birds  as  the  embellishment  clause 
(see  1070). 

轉
 3 

27M 
色 轉皎然  his  complexion remained  as  white  as  ever. 

轉轉都 是眼睛  having eyes  all  round, — of  a  man  with nine  heads. 

那屏風 後轉出 一 ■個 
人來  a  man  came  round  from behind  the  screen. 

意 欲轉一 轉再來 
thought  he  would  take  a  turn 
and  call  again. 

轉風  a  change  in  the  wind;  the wind  is  veering. 

得 風便轉  to  alter  one’s 
course  according  to  the  wind, 一 of  circumstances. 

轉症  the  crisis  of  a  disease. 

轉 ■念 換辛 his  second thoughts  spoilt  it, 一 hindered  the 
course  of  action  at  first  adopted. 

轉曲  serpentine；  winding. 

想 轉他  I  will  try  to  bring him  into  a  proper  frame  of  mind. 

轉蓮  to  have  a  change  in  one’s luck;  to  re-transport  goods. 

轉展售 於寒家 in  the course  of  events  she  was  sold 
into  my  family.  See  295. 

轉相效 先 they  will  then (after  the  turn  or  change  6f  front) act  still  more  badly. 

轉 析太大  too  much  chang¬ ing;  very  troublesome. 

轉輪骨  a  ball  and  socket  joint, 一 Le.  similar  to  an  articulation. 

轉批。 r 轉租  to  sub-let. 

轉 賃與人  to  turn  round  and let  to  another, — to  sub-let. 

轉飾  to  turn  round  and  order, 
— to  instruct  subordinates  in  the 
sense  of  orders  receiyed. 

轉報  to  report  information  re¬ ceived. 

轉咨 OT 轉照  to  transmit  a communication  to  an  equal. 

轉請  to  transmit  a  request. 

轉賣  t。 re-sell. 轉付  to  transfer  to, 一 as  money, 
property,  etc. 

轉詳。 r 轉呈  to  transmit communications  to  superiors. 

轉遞  to  forward  on;  to  hand over  to. 

2711 

轉淮  to  authorise  in  one’s  turn 
— having  been  previousl) 

authorised  by  a  superior.  Also, 
to  receive  a  communication  from 

one  party  for  transmission  to  a 
third.  Thus,  a  Consul  at  Foo¬ 

chow  might  write  to  the  Taot*ai 

there  saying  轉淮 i  have  re- 
ceived  a  commumcation  from 
the  Consul  at  Ningpo,  etc. 

轉伸  to  forward  the  communi¬ cation  of  another  to  a  superior. 

轉移  to  communicate  through . ; to  communicate  to  equals 
on  behalf  of...... 

轉述  to  report  to  a  superior. 

轉達  to  communicate  to. 
胃 i  received  from  a  superior 
under  flying  seal. 

轉據 w 轉接  according  to a  despatch) . forwarded 

{e-g- 
by... 
轉發 OT 轉送。 r 轉解 

轉給。 i: 轉交 to  send  0 
to  pass  on. 
轉禀 某某再 行酌杉 
to  appeal  from  a  lower  to 
higher  court 

轉行。 r 轉札。 r 轉鼸 
to  issue  orders  that  have  bee】 received. 

轉頂  to  hand  over  in  substitu tion  (as  a  business). 

轉  t0  come  to  life;  to  retun to  the  world. 

轉聘  to  glance. 
轉侧  ‘0  turn  half  round;  to  tos to  and  fro. 

轉船軸  the  shaft  of  a  steamer 

轉過來  returned ;  come  back 

轉 過口來  to  tell  a  different 
story ;  to  turn  round  and  say . 

轉 …… 爲 … •-  .  to  change  frorr “ •… to...... 

轉保  further  security  beyonc 

& 原保  or  original  security, 

轉 定天下  to  change  the 
dynasty. 

轉筆  to  vary  the  use  of  a  word. 
轉  modifications;  modes. 

轉贷 t。  negotiate  a  loan  for . 

轉奏  to  memorialise  on  behali 
.of. . 
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27II 

2712 

霞 

Sinking 

Upper. 

谎 
2713 

願 . 
2714 

先 
*專 
vcn  Upper. 

轉 語辭  disjunctive  particles. 

我心 匪石 ，不 可轉也 
my  mind  is  not  a  stone :  it  cannot 
be  rolled  about. 

胡轉 予于恤 why  have  you 
rolled  us  into  this  sorrow  ? 

女 轉棄予  you  have  turned 
and  cast  me  off.  [  .] 

日輪 一 ■轉  a  revolution  of 
the  sun, — a  day. 

反轉  to  turn  upside  down. 

墙 壁都團 團轉動 
the  room  spun  round  him, 一 of 
a  drunken  man. 

轉 or  chuanh  飞  土  音  turned 
back  into  the  local  dialect, 

having  previously  spoken  in 
Mandarin. 

轉 手于人  to  hand  over  to 
some  one  else, — as  a  job. 

轉 注  deflected  characters, — one 
of  the  Six  Scripts  under  which 
all  Chinese  characters  are  ar¬ 

ranged.  E.g. 山  shan  “moun 

tains”  when  turned  round  on 

its  side  becomes  摩^  fou  “a 

mound’’  (in  their  antique  forms). 

Read  chuan、. 

連軸兒 轉  to  turn  with  the 
turning  axle, — not  to  be  able 
to  stop. 

轉筋  spasms ;  convulsions ; 
cramp. 

Tc  warble,  as  a  bird; 
melodious. 

鶯囀  the  song  of  the  oriole. 

黃鷉囀  the  warbling  of  the 
oriole  or  mango-bird. 

聲缟囀 a  sweet  voice. ' 

Same  as  2702.  Also 

read  tuan'. 、 See  12,136. 

To  carry  the、 head  high. 

Dignified  ；  sedate  ；  respect¬ 

ful.  Only  ；  alone. 

顓項  Chuan  Kkii, 一 a  legendary 
Emperor  (2513-2435  b.c.)  whose 

personal  appellation  w 髙 

陽氏  and  who  was  grandson 

2714 

僎
 4 

27*5 R •銷眞 See 撰 

Rising  Lower 
Irregular. 

m 

2716 

R •霰 

See 撰 

A,  tuen Sinking 

Lower. 

w 
2717 

R.: 

See 

K.  son,  chon 

A.  swan^  f'tien Sinking 

Lower. 

m 

2718 

r •潛旱 

C.  chan2- H. 三 sm、 三 tsHon 

F.  chwang2- 
W.  ̂ dzd 

N.  djiien^  dj'dit 
P.  chwar^  • 

M.  /swan0 

Y.  tswaa0 

Sz.  chwan^ 
K.  ch、an、 chon 
「•  san、 sen 

A.  swan 

Rising  and Sinking 

Lower 

Irregular. 

of  the  Yellow  Emperor.  A  star 

in  Aquarius,  named  after  the 
above. 

願 爲丞相 became  sole minister. 

疾其顓  was  jealous  of  his influence  or  power,— ?>•  of  his 
sole  (position). 

顧蒙  ignorant;  feeble-minded simple;  inexperienced. 

知蠢顯  _  hazy  Qr  deficient in  knowledge. 

鄕 塾願蒙  the  ignorance  of| a  village  school. 

The  president  of  a  village 
feast.  To  number.  Tools  ； 

gear. 僎爵。 r 僎席  to  preside  over a  feast. 

Valuable. 

珍  J 異  precious;  desirable. 

To  exhort  by  precept. 

Tq  discourse  in  praise  of. 

Used  for  2718. 

論_  to  eulogise,  as  some  de¬ serving  man. 

_  文  a  eulog
y. 

手譟  his  own  composition. 

To  compose；  to  compile, 

as  an  encyclopaedia  ；  to 

record  ；  to  write  a  book- 

Principle  ；  object  ；  aim.  To 

take  up.  Used  for  4822. 

撰文  to  compose. 
撰制  to  prepare  a  book  for  the 

press. 著撰  to  write  a  work. 
撰述  to  narrate,  as  anpals. 

修撰  to  prepare  the  annals  of 
the  dynasty,  as^  is  done  in  the 

@ 史館  State  Historiogra¬ pher^  Office. 

撰 
2718 

m 

2719 

p. 渭霰 

H. 三 sim、 ^■t 夯  ion 

See 撰 

Rising  and 
Sinking 

Lower. 

聽 

2720 

2J2I 

R. 陷 

C.  chant 
H.  ts、an 

F.  Cchwattg、 

v.  t^ein^  ■ 
W.  ̂ dza^  v. 

三  chiang 

N.t^. 祕， dzaan 
P.  chwar^ 

M.  tswan 

Y.  tsaa 

Sz.  chwan、 

chan 

K.  cham 
\  tan、 dan、 

wan 
A.  JHern、 

kwan、 lie\ 

Sinking 

Lower. 

撰 四聲韻  to  classify  the 
rhymes  under  the  4  tones  for 

purposes  of  poetry. 

不著撰 人名氏 it  d0es not  give  the  author’s  name, — of a  catalogue. 

撰人闕  by  an  anonymous 
writer. 

天 地之撰  the  principles  of| heaven  and  earth. 

撰杖屨  to  take  up  staff  and sandals. 

To  feed ;  to  provide  for 
flesh  food :  dainties. 

1  1 

__  to  set  out  food. 

盛饌  a  banquet. ^  ̂   delicious  food ;  dainties. 

茱饌  vegetable  and  animal  food Read  hsuan、 An  ancient 

weight  of  six  ounces  o 
silver. 

Same  as  2721. 

To  make  a  profit  on 

sales  ；  to  earn.  To  cheat to  humbug. 

嫌錢  to  make  a  profit;  to  earn 
money. 

賺得多  a  large  profit. 
沒有嫌  I  have  made  no  profit 

賺不着  there  is  no  profit  to be  made. 

加倍賺  to  make  cent  per  cent. 

賺辛苦 t。  earn  disappoint¬ 
ment  and  sorrow. 

賺得作  to  gain  nothing  but one’s  pains. 

賺人  to  cheat  people. 

赚詐  t。 palm  off. 
賺 生離門  he  inveigled  the 
gentleman  into  moving  from  the 
door. 

赚奪  to  gain  another  man’s 
business  out  of  his  hands. 

賺食  to  gain  one’s  bread. 
賺利  interest  accruing. 
賺賬 account  of  profits  or earnings. 



sir 

2729 

r 
霞/
 

See 劍 

SinkingUpper. 

m 
2730 

R. 霰 

See 串 

SinkingUpper. 

2731 

4 全 
273* 

川水  stream  water. 

川澤  marshes. 
川 流不息  flowing  withe 

ceasing. 

平 川大路  a  perfectly  le\ 

road. 

盤川 01 ■川資  travelling  c 

penses. 三川  a  Prefecture  in  Hon； under  the  T‘ang  dynasty.  Nc 

滎澤縣  Jung-tse  Hsien. 四川  four  streams, — the  pi vince  of  Sstlch‘uan;  so  call 

from  the  岷江  Min  river,  t 
沈 江  T‘o  river,  the  黑；^ 
Black  river,  and  the  白 i 

White  river,  which  water  th 

part  of  the  empire. 

川羌  (correctly  薑  ) ging 
from  Sslich‘uan,  —  a  kind medicine. 

川土  Sstich^uan  opium. 
川 糊  Sslich‘uan  silk  piece-good Sstich‘uan  crape. 

川纖  Sstich‘uan  crape. 

川爾  fans  from  Sstich‘uan. 
川廠  the  usual  name  for  tl city  of  Kirin.  See  2742. 

A  ring  of  jade. 

An  armlet;  a  bracele 

欽劍。 i •劍替 hairpins bracelets,- — women’s  ornam< 

in  general. 

See  10,109. 

See  io,i  10. 
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W 

2722 
r. 銷 
see 篆 

Rising  Lower 

Irregular. 

m 
2723 r. 錄 

See 篆 

Rising  Lower 
Irregular. 

篆
 4 2724 R •勉 

C.  sun*- H.  cchHon 

F.  tiongi 

W.  c-dzid 

N.  djuen1 

P.  chwan) 

M.  tswan^ 

Y.  tsou) 
Sz.  chwatt> 
K. chon 

L  ten、 den 

K.juen^  trim 

Rising  Lower 
Irregular. 

To  plough. 

An  ornament  on  the 

tablets  formerly  used  by 
officials  at  an  audience. 

To  engrave. 

頁 玉不瑺  good  jade  should 
not  be  engraved. 

The  so-called  “seal 
character  of  the  Chinese. 

A  seal  of  office.  Also  ap 

plied  to  curving  lines  in 

natur^  01  art.  To  style, 
or  designate. 

大篆  the  “greater  seal”  charac¬ 
ter,— a  style  of  writing  said  to 
have  been  invented  about  b.c. 

800,  by  史權  Shih  Chou  to 

take  the  place  of  “hieroglyphs” 
or  simple  pictures  of  things  and 
ideas.  But  there  is  no  evidence 

to  show  that  Chinese,  though 
doubtless  springing  from  a  pic¬ 
torial  germ,  was  ever  practically 
a  hieroglyphic  language. 

小彖  the  “lesser  seal”  charac¬ 
ter, 一 invented  towards  the  close 

of  the  3rd  century  b.c.  by  李 斯 
Li  Ssti,  the  notorious  minister 
of  the  First  Emperor.  In  this 

character  is  written  the  說文， 
the  earliest  Chinese  dictionary, 
published  a.d.  ioo. 

秦篆  another  name  for  the 
“Lesser  Seal.” 

i 篆 家法妙 尙鉤勒 
: writers  of  the  seal  character  are 

fond  of  the  very  effective  Kou 
lo  method.  See  7316. 

1 篆字。 r 篆文  seal  character, 一 applied  to  any  ornamental 
form  of  writing,  especially  as 
used  by  the  Chinese  upon  their 
seals,  public  and  private,  whence the  name. 

篆章 a  seal. 
印篆  the  name  or  legend  on  a 

seal. 

接篆  to  take  over  the  seals  of 
office. 

篆
 4 

2724 

2725 R 先元 

删 

See 痊 

C.  Us^un 
F.  Cch^wang 

P.  ̂chwan K.  ck^dn^  ch^ati 
J.  sen^  son,  san 

A.  ̂ uen 
Even 

Irregular. 

2726 

2727 

川1
 

2728 

R .先 

See 穿 

Even  Upper. 

署篆  to  hold  an  acting  appoint¬ ment. 

篆姻微  the  curling  of  rising smoke. 

蝸牛篆  the  curving  track  of a  snail. 

請 教雅篆  may  I  ask  what is  your  personal  name? 

葉大人 彖名琛 心 Excel. lency  Yeh,  named  Ming-shan. 

To  curl  up.  To  crawl. 

To  kick；  to  trample.  Also 

read  ch^iian1. 

身 子  J2 全着  t。 curl  up  the body, — as  when  in  bed. 

足全 莊  a  crouching  attitude. 

跄 泊之處  a  stopping-place. 

Same  as  2719. 

CJHC‘TXAJNT. 

Same  as  2728. 

A  mountain  stream.  To 
flow.  Of  or  (rom  the  pro 

vince  of  Ssuch^uan.  Radi cal  47. 

如川 之方至 like  the  ever flowing  stream. 

百 川沸騰  the  streams  al bubble  up  and  overflow. 

百川 異趣必 會於海 
rivers  run  in  different  directions 
but  must  meet  in  the  sea. 

山川  hills  and  streams;  moun¬ 
tain  streams,  or  simply  streams : 
also  used  for  that  which  con¬ 
sists  of  hills  and  streams,  sc.  the country. 

滌 滌山川  parched  are  the hills,  arid  the  streams  are  dried 
up.. 

反山川  he  made  streams  run backwards. 
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喘:
 

2733 

《.銷 
:. ch^iin 
i.  ch、on、 chhm 
7*  ckkwa，tg、 

chHong 
N. 

Ul 诚 

’•’  cK'wan 
4.  tfwai、 

ts^wan 

[•  ts^ou 

\z,  chSwart 

C.  ch、’6n 
•  sen 

L  sien  ( \hitn) 

Using  Upper. 

m 

2734 

(先 
如專 
Even  Upper. 

遄1
 

2735 

(先. 
:. ckun 

i.  chon 

?  'chiong、 
SJHuang、 

isiong 

iV. 

^^jon^chon 
)•  chHuan 

if'OU 

C.  ch、’6n 
泰 sen 

V.  sien 

Even  Upper. 

2736 

泛删洧 
先 

… shan 

To  pant  ；  to  breathe 

quick  and  short,  as  in 

asthma  •’  breath  •’  life.  See 
10,137. 

發喘  to  pant. 
喘氣  to  pant  for  want  of  breath  ; 

to  fetch  a  deep  breath. 

喘 不上來  cannot  get  breath. 
[Or  with  秦 J  after  上 .] 

P 爵 喘氣兒  to  take  a  breath¬ 

ing  space;  to  rest  for  breath. 

喘定了  the  bre^hing  settled 
down;  the  panting  ceased. 

吳 牛喘月  the  buffaloes  in 
Kiangsu  pant  when  they  see 

the  moon, — mistaking  it  for  the 
hot  sun.  Used  of  imaginary  fears. 

喘逆  to  hiccough；  a  catch  in 
the  breath. 

喘吠 t。  wheeze  and  cough. 

殘喘  my  decayed  breathing, 一 
my  poor  old  life, 

喘 _  to  cough. 

咳嗽喘 asthma. 

賊 不能延 殘喘矣 心 
rebels  are  at  their  last  gasp. 

To  number;  to  reckon. 

To  yield. 

To  hurry.  To  go  to  and 
fro. 

胡 不遯死  why  does  he  not 
quickly  die? 

亂 庶遄已  the  disorder 
would  probably  quickly  cease. 

遄往。 1 •遍行  to  go  quickly. 

式 邋其行  in  order  to  accel¬ 
erate  his  progress. 

戎 馬避征  the  cavalry  hasten 
forth  to  war. 

Embarrassed ;  in  poor 

circumstances.  Enfeebled ; 
unfit  for. 

孱商  a  poor  trade；. 

孱弱  enervated;  enfeebled. 

孱1
 

2736 
H.  ts^an^  ctsan F.  chang 

W •咖 

N.  dzaan 

P.  ts^an 

^wan  
- 

M.  ts^an 
Y.  ts^waa 
K.cAan 

J.  san 

A.  sim、 san、 

(shan) 

Even  Lower. 

僞1
 

2737 

R •删潸 
See 孱 

A.  san 
Even  and 

Rising  Lower. 
潺1
 

2738 

R •删 

See 孱 

A.  san 
Even  Lower. 

穿1
 

2739 

R •先蠢 

C.  ch^un 

H.  ch、on 
F.  chHong、 ch、wong 

W. 

N.  ch'dn 
P.  ch、wan 
M.  ts^wan 

Y.  ts、ou 
Sz_  cK'wan 

K.  chLdn 

J.  sen 
A.  hsuen 

Even  Upper. 

孱劣不 堪任事  unequal to  the  management  of  affairs. 

攝 衣步孱 ㈣ 嶋 3%) 顔 

(for  巖  13,090)  to  pick  up  one's skirts  and  climb  a  mountain 

peak. 孱陵  an  old  name  for  華容 
Hua-jung  Hsien,  north  of 

the  Tung-t‘ing  lake.- 

To  abuse. 

傷傯  to  scold  at;  to  revile. 

Read  ching% • 

鳩儸功  to  display  one’s numerous  merits. 

Read  hsiian^. 

傅拱木 於山林  to  supply trees  from  the  mountains  and 
forests. 

Water  flowing.  A  river 

in  Ssuch^uan. 

簿令爱  rushing  water;  tears  flow 
ing.  See  8860. 

口  露  saliva;  phlegm. 

吐潺  to  expectorate. 

mm  to  drivel. To  bore  through  ；  a 

hole.  To  leak  out.  To 

thread,  as  beads.  To  put 

oh,  as  clothes,  opposed  to 

脫 ,375,  N umerative  ofl 
seals  ；  see  4143.  See  2033 
chin\. 

穿石  to  bore  through  rock.  See 

9964. 穿窬  to  bore  through, — as  a burglar  does  a  wall. 

何以 穿我屋  how  could  it bore  into  my  house  ? 

穿出  went  right  through, 一 as a  bullet. 

民舍山 石胃穿  houses and  rocks  were  alike  pierced, — 

by  a  rain  of  iron. 

穿 土中出  made  a  hole  in the  ground  and  came  out. 

穿1
 

2739 

眼望穿  to  bore  through  by gazing  at, 一 of  a  person  anxiously 
watching. 

穿鑿  to  bore  through； 

穿 鑿道理  to  bore  through 
principles  of  right  and  wrong, 
— to  set  them  at  naught. 

百 步穿楊  to  pierce  a  willow- 
leaf  at  100  paces, — as  was  done 

by  the  Tell  of  China. 

穿弁: to  dig  a  well. 

穿鼻  to  make  a  hole  in  the nose, 一 e.g.  of  buffaloes,  to  lead them  by.  See  8919. 

穿耳  to  bore  the  ears. 

穿眼  to  gouge  out  the  eyes. 

穿透  penetrate. 穿山甲  the  scaly  ant-eater 
(Ma/iis  tetradactyla)  \  a  crafty 
fellow. 

百穿  hundred  “bores,” 一 a  bee¬ 
hive. 

穿珠  to  string  pearls;  elegant 
sequence. 

穿錢  to  string  cash. 

洛字 在穿上  the  char,  lo  is 
above  the  hole,— of  cash  minted at  Lo-yang. 

藍字 在穿有  the  character 
lan  is  on  the  right  of  the  hole, — of  a  cash. 

穿針  to  thread  a  needle. 

穿貫  to  string;  to  connect. 

貫 穿經傳  conversant  with 
the  Classics,  etc. 

穿 房入屋  to  have  the  run 
of  a  house. 

穿 房使喚 a  general  servant. 

穿 插衙門  to  be  a  yamSn 
habitui  •,  to  be  accustomed  to 

the  public  offices. 

穿廊  a  passage;  a  covered  way. 

穿換  intimacy;  business  rela¬ 
tions. 

穿堂  an  open  building. 
穿花  fluttering  in  and  out  of flowers, 一 as  butterflies. 

穿往  social  intercourse ;  inti¬ 

macy. 

過穿往  to  exchange  social 
civilities. 
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穿
1
 2739 

傳
 1 2740 

R 先霰 
C. 
n •  "/、，" 
V.  tiofj^ 

W.  t/ziic 
X.  t/jon 
P.  t 

r/ncnn 

M. 
/S7C(7n 

V.  /jSv/,  /.rrw  . 

Sz.  trli^wn，!、 
chtvctn 

K. chon 

J.  ten、 den 
trite tt 

Even  nnd 
Sinking 

Lower- 

穿朝馬  to  ride  on  horseback 
through  the  Palace  grounds, — 
a  privilege  conferred  by  Imperial 
Decree. 

穿紅 掛緑的 gaUy  dressed, — of  women. 

穿 起衣裳 put  Qn  yQur clothes.  See  4334. 

重 覆穿 上  put  them 
on  again. 

穿裤子  t。 put  on  trousers. 

穿鞋  to  put  on  shoes. 

穿衣鏡  a  dressing-glass. 

皮 襖還是 穿不住 it  is 
too  soon  to  put  on  fur  clothes  yet. 

那 個材料 穿不住 that 
Stuff  wears  very  badly. 

這個 馬褂兒 我穿不 

上  I  can’t  wear  this  jacket, — 
it  is  too  small. 

我皮 襖你都 穿壌了 
you  have  quite  worn  out  my  fur 
coat. 

穿  what  a  woman  wears  on 
the  body  and  carries  on  the  head, 
一 apparel. 

穿 金" 翼^銀  splcndidly  dress¬ ed. 

穿 珠花的  a  seller  of  female 
head-ornaraents. 

穿 草 鷄  the  Siberian  fieldfare 
( Tji rdus  ru fi coll  is). 

To  transmit  by  word  of 

mouth  ；  to  hand  down.  To 

deliver,  as  orders；  to  sum- 

mon ;  to  send  a  message. 
To  spread,  as  a  disease. 
To  interpret, 

胃  _  to  announce. 

傳聞  to  hear  news. 

人 傳我聞  I  hear  from  some 
one,  as  a  rumour. 

傳說  to  tell  to  some  one. 
傳法  t0  preach  the  Law, — of 
i  Buddha. 

傳教  to  spread  or  teach  a  doc- 
triae， 一 as  missionaries  preaching 

i  Christianity. 

祖傳  handed  down  by  one’s 
ancestors. 

1 

傳
，
 

2740 

風俗 都是傳 下來的 
customs  are  all  handed  down 

from  generation  to  generation. 

得於心 傳於手 what  he gets  in  his  mind,  he  transmits 

by  his  hand, 一 of  a  painter. 

傳 位  to  transmit  the  Throne. 

g  to  promulgate  the  Imperial 
will. 

角^  晉  hearsay;  something  one has  heard  = 人傳 之言. 

傳  gj  to  convey  a  person’s  words 
or  orders  =  _  話 於人. 

Also,  to  interpret. 

裏 邊又傳 話出來 
orders  were  again  sent  out. 

傅情  to  give  a  hint ;  to  tip  a 
wink. 

傳 書遞簡 to  convey  】etters and  notes. 

to  make  known  to  man¬ 
kind. 

傳於 世  t。 be  in  circulation, — as  a  book. 

傅 f  黙  to  announce  •  guests. 
二 1  十六傳  twenty-sixth  in descent  from  the  founder  of  the 

ancestral  hall,  sc.  family. 

傳令  to  publish  or  circulate orders. 

傳  a  circular  notice ;  an 
“express.”  See  8574. 

胃： ̂   to  deliver  to  any  one. 

傳家  to  hand  down  in  the 
family. 

傳 家寶  an  heirloom. 
_  secretly  handed  down, — as  some  valuable  recipe  or  pre¬ 

scription.  , 

meanly  refused  to 

spread, — to  give  seeds  or  cut¬ 
tings  of  rare  flowers. 

相傳。 r 舊 傳 there  is  a 
legend  that . 

傅 染 a  contagious  or  infec¬ tious  disease. 

驛 傳  a  mounted  courier. 
傳 案  to  summon  to  the  hearing of  a  case. 

傳  JfJ  to  cause  to  appear, 一 as  a witness. 

傳 喚  to  summon. 

w 

2740 

, 

傳訊 OT 傳究。 1 ■傳審 t summon  for  examination. 

傳 票  a  summons. 傳  to  summon  witnesses. 

傳他來  summon  him;  bid  hir 
come. 

隨 傳隨到 to  be  brou8ht  u 
for  trial  when  wanted. 

an  underling  who  acts 

medium  between  the  magistrat 
and  the  parties  to  the  case,  spe 

daily  as  interpreter  of  the  loa 

patois. 
傳集人  t。 summon  all  th parties  to  a  case. 

抗 傳不到 disobeyed  th 
summons. 

傳 奇  to  relate  wonders,  as  stor) books  do.  Also,  to  turn  pros 

episodes  into 曲  verses  for  th 

stage;  to  dramatise ;  a  nam 
given  to  the  musical  plays  coir 

posed  a.d.  700 — 900. 

傳 開謠言 to  sPread  fals 
reports. 

這個 病滿村 子都相 

開了  this  disease  has  sprea 
over  the  village.  See  9300. 

^  to  survive,  as  a  custom to  be  handed  down. 

胃流  to  give  or  leave  a  recor< of . ;  handed  down. 

傳  to  send  for  dinner, 一 fron a  restaurant. 

傅 習  to  instruct  in . 

傅 電報  to  send  a  telegram. 
傳!^  lanterns  announcing  th return  of  the  soul  to  the  corps 

at  the  三 . See  1480. 

傳： ̂   to  get  one’s  name  known 
to  become  famous. 

傳卻  to  apprise. 傳解  to  summoft  and  send  onto 

傳 信  to  send  word;  to  let  on< 
know. 

傅 論  to  notify  through  an  in termediary;  to  send  a  message 
ordering. 

^  gjt  to  spread, — rum
ours. 

伟  to  report  the  words  of..... 
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船
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2742 
先 
shun 

•  short 
sung 

Kzue^jiie 

jon 
ch、wan 

. ts、wan 
ts^ou 

••  cK'wan 
. son,  chon 
sen 

. f'utn 
: ven  Lower. 

傳  the  fourth  on  the  list  at 

the  殿試  Palace  examination. 

Read  chuan~ •  A  record; 

a  chronicle;  a  biography. 

See  2328  -  n,753. 

古 傳  an  ancient  record. 

家  a  family  record. 

列  biographies. 

夕卜  an  unofficial  biography. 

入 to  insert  a  biography, — 
in  the  dynastic  annals. 

傳  commentaries  on  a  text. 

Same  as  2742. 

A  boat  ；  a  junk  ；  a  ship  ； 

a  canoe,  etc.  A  saucer；  a 

stand.  [This  character  has 

been  analysed  as  follows  ： 

舟  a  vessel, 八  eight,  口 
mouths,  or  individuals, — sc. 
the  Ark !] 

一" *  舶 f  one  boat,  or  junk,  etc. 

船隻  vessels;  ships. 

船頭。 1 ■船首 the  bow  of  a ship. 

船尾  the  stem. 

船身  the  hull. 

船面。 r 船板 the  deck. 

船梳  the  mast. 

船欄  the  taffrail. 

船贼  the  rudder. 

蓬  the  sails.  Also,  the  mat 
roofing  to  a  boat. 

船  _  the  hoM.  Also  used  for 
cabins. 

船頭支 出之桅 the 〗ib- 
boom. 

船家  the  crew.  On  a  junk : 
工  the  helmsman,  in  charge 

of  the  navigation ; 出  j^：  the 

supercargo,  who  decides  upon  the 

port  of  destination,  etc.;  丁 

a  check  on  the  two  last-men¬ 

tioned  ; the  boatswain  or 

mate; 水手  the  sailors; 廚 

戶  cooks. 

船 
2742 

船- 戶。1 ■船夫 boatmen» sailors. 

行船手  to  be  a  sailor. 

船夥  a  mate;  a  ship’s  officer. 

船主  QI ■船公  the  master; the  skipper. 

船廠  a  dockyard. 

船澳 w 船塢 a  dock- 

船政局  a  government  dock¬ yard  ; an  arsenal  ；  the  Harbour 
Department,  Hongkong. 

j|Qf  ̂   tonnage  dues. 

船 妙執照 tonnage  dues certificate. 

船利" port  dues, 一 paid  by  junks 
at  native  custom-houses. 

船) a  ship’s  register;  a  junk’s 
license.  The  Customs’  Grand 
Chop  is  also  so  called. 

船契  a  ship’s  certificate  of  sale. 

船名之 旗 a  signal  flag denoting  the  name  of  a  ship. 

紅 船  a  term  often  seen  ,  oh  a 
ship’s  banner,  and  carrying  an 
idea  of  good  luck. 

船路  the  channel  for  ships, — as  in  a  river. 

船匪  pirates- 
stations  for  examining 

junks. 
船 銅  maritime  customs’  duties. 

船票。 r  船 紙  a  passage  ticket. 
船東 - the  owner  of  a  vessel. 

檐  the  large  scull  at  the  stern 
of  a  Chinese  boat. 

船費。 i •船價 passage- 
money. 

船簿子  a  shiP，s  loS- a  merchant  vessel. 

船麥 ̂   the  vessel  sprang  a  leak. 

船腰闊  the  breadth  of  beam of  a  vessel. 

撑船。 i ■刺船  t。 pole  ot  punt a  boat. 

~ *  帮船  a  fleet;  a  squadron. 

拖船  a  tug-boat. 
兵船 or  戰船  a  man-of-war. 

鐵甲船  an  fronclad. 

袍船  a  war-iunk. 

船1
 

2742 

1 

官船  a  junk  employed  on government  service ;  passenger- 

junks  for  high  officials. 

^  a  revenue  cruiser. 

a  customs’  guard-boat. 

渡船  a  ferry-boat.  : 

樓船 高十餘 丈 a  vessel 
with  upper  works  over  100  ft. 

above  water.  i 

夾板 船。1 •篷 船。 r 帆船 a  sailing-vessel.  | 

輪船。 r 火船。 r 火輪船 
a  steamer.  [The  first,  “wheel 

ship,”  appears  to  have  been  used 
at  the  siege  of  Hsiang-yang,  °a.d. 

1272.] 

明輪船  a  paddle-wheel 
steamer. 

暗輪船  a  screw  steamer. 
開船  to  weigh  anchor;  to  sail. 

整 備開船  tQ  get  ready  fc)r 
sea. 

開 得船來  the  anchor  having been  weighed.  f 

船 駕不 住風 the  vessel 
could  not  make  way  in  (or, 
could  not  ride  out)  t 命  gale. 

看 風戰船 nGte  the  wind before  you  sail. 

解船卞 墜  tQ  lower  a  boat. 上  ̂7/伽《3 船  to  gr  on  board  a 
ship;  to  join  a  ship. 

上 船上 (s/iang*)  to  ga on  board  a  vessel.  ( 

少 個幫手 ，就 上了他 

的舟&  a  hand  was  wanted,  so I  joined  his  vessel. 

下 船  to  go  on  board.  Used  in the  north  for*  “to  go  ashore •” 

下 船之後 when  he  had  got on  board  (or  ashore,  as  above). 

携寻 •下船 went  on  board 
hand  in  hand.  j 

一齊相 下船來 breught them  all  on  board, 一 by  force,  j 

八個 箱子都 下了船 
the  eight  boxes  are  all  on  board. 

蓮船 盈尺  boat-shaped  lilies 
(sc.  feet)  a  foot  long. 

茶船  a  tea-saucer. 旱  a  pavilion  built  in  the shape  of  a  boat. 
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mz  i 跑阜船 t。  play  at  ships, 一 as 
/Tt-t  j  children. 
2742 

2743 

天船  the  stars  y  >j  in  Perseus. 

船廠  the  city  of  Kirin. 

R. 先 

C.  yi'tn H.  yen 

F.  (''long. 
t^votig 

W.  djiie 
N.  djiieii 
P.  cl^wati 
M.  tsHvan 

Y.  ts^ou 
Sz.  ch^wan 

K.  ch'on^  v.  yoji 
J.  ten、 den 

K
.
 
j
u
e
n
 

Even  

Lower. 

The  beam  which  supports 

the  eaves.  A  rafter ;  figur¬ 

atively,  houses. 

采榇  painted  beams,  —  fine '  houses.. 

棣料  timber  for  beams  or  raf¬ 
ters. 

棑槺  short  side  rafters. 
無 — " y  一~ ■  not  a  rafter 
nor  a  man  left, — of  a  deserted 
site. 

數槺  several  houses ;  a  few 
rooms. 

欲 煩狳筆  I  venture  to 
trouble  your  grand  pen,  —  to 
write  for  me. 

忽然 扛起如 祿大筆 
he  suddenly  begins  to  flourish 

a  pen  as  big  as  a  beam, 一 to 
write  grandly. 

ir 2744 
r .露 
s<：e  % 

A.jiie/i SinkingUpper. 

w 274s 

R •霰先 

A  bird,  known  as  癡鳥 
the  stupid  bird. 

An  animal  moving 

See  串傳  through  vegetation. 
. ten 

Sinking,  and 
Even  Upper 
and  Lower. 

2746 

R. 鉍 
C.  ch^un 

II.  eh('on^ch{,nn , 
F.  ch、wahg  | 

N,  ch^oh 
P.  ch^ivan 
M.  tss,7iuiii 

ts^ivan 

V.  ts^oii* 
Sz.  ch^wan 
K.  ch^on 

Contradictory  ；  incompat¬ 

ible  - perverse.  Radical  136.， 

钟驳  contradictory. 

何前 狻之舛  why  this  dis¬ crepancy? 

钟 錯。 r 辨換  mistaken ; erroneous. 

舛 錯之誤  a  mistake, — of  a 
purely  accidental  character. 

舛謬  to  deceive  purposely. 

鲜 
2746 

J.  sen 

A.  sien Rising  Upper, 

舛 
3 2747 

r •勉 

See 抖 

Rising  Upper. 

憐 
2748 

R. 銷 

S 

See 

Rising  Upper. 

篡 
2749 

m
 
 ‘ 

275° 

R .願 

See 反 

SinkingUpper. 

t 

R •霰諫 

C.  ch^un 
H.  ch、on 
F.  chHong、 

ch^wong 

W.  t^-ue 
N.  cK'dn 
P.  chLwan 
M.  ts^wan 
Y.^ou 

Sz.  ch^wan 

K.  ch^dn 

J.  sen 

A.  hsuen^  v. 

kwatt Sinking 

Upper. 

钟忤。 r 乖抖  opposing; 
perverse;  disobedient. 

命 途多抖  in  the  path  of  my life  there  have  been  many  slips* 

The  old  leaves  on  the 

tea-plant. 

賜茶荈 以當酒  to  bestow old  tea  instead  of  wine. 

To  flow  in  opposite  di¬ 
rections.  To  turn  a  dying 

man’s  feet  inwards  from 
the  door,  as  is  done  among 
the  Laos  tribes. 

See  1 1,903. 

A  small  mortar  for  hull¬ 

ing  rice. 

See  379. 

To  string  together ;  to 

connect  ；  to  league  together. See  1 244. 

串貫  to  string, _ as  beads. 

錢串兒  the  string  on  which cash  are  threaded. 

一串錢 a  string  of  1,000  cash. 

穿了  一 "串錢  he  has  strung a  string  of  cash. 

二千串 V-  tiao,  or  strings of  1,000  cash  each. 

串過了  it  is  strung  on, — as  a bead. 

串通 t。  league  together;  to 
conspire, — as  beads  pierced  by 
a  thread  mutually  communicate 
without  the  thread  being  visible. 

串計 串謀 t。  conspire. 

串  or  串 若 combine  to swindle. 

串 4
 

2752 

庄1
 

2753 

R •陽 

F.  choung、 ch^ouftg 

^ 裝 

Even  Upper. 

串 同作弊  to  combine  fo] purposes  of  fraud. 

串合  in  connection, 一 -as  th( divisions  of  an  army. 

不串  irrelevant;  unconnected as  two  sentences  in  a  book. 

文 理貫串  the  argument  if correctly  worked  out, — accord 
ing  to  the  proper  sequence. 

串炮  a  string  of  fire-crackers. 

串  complicity  in  a  theft 

串 珠花的  women  who  ad 
minister  drugs  to  pregnanl 

women,  and  having  put  their 

to  sleep,  disembowel  them  anc 
use  the  eyes,  brains,  and  after¬ birth  of  the  unborn  children  foi 

composing  certain  medicines. 

串珠  strung  pearls;  classified extracts  from  celebrated  authors 

A  farm.  A  workshop 

A  place  of  business  ；  2 
warehouse.  Numerative  o 
affairs.  Used  for  2760. 

田庄。 r 庄子  a  farmstead 
立爲 _ 庄以 贍鄕里 turned  it  into  a  free  farm,  foi 
the  benefit  of  (the  poor  of)  the 
neighbourhood. 

庄戶 ot 庄稼人 ㈣ 漢) 
farmers；  peasants. 

替 庄 的  a  farm  bailiff;  an 

overseer. 

庄丁  farm  labourers,  belonging to  the  place. 

庄客  hired  farm  labourers. 

木庄  a  carpenter’s  yard  or 

workshop. 

飯庄子  a  restaurant. 
庄  口  a  mercantile  house. 

布庄  a  piece-goods  establish¬ 
ment. 

庄主 OT 作 庄 a  manager;  a working  partner. 

茶庄  an  establishment  where tea  is  prepared  from  the  raw 
leaf. 

那 一庄事  that  affair. 
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粧1
 

2754 

陽 
:裝 
ven  Upper. 

妝 
27SS 

To  adorn  oneself,  as  a 

woman,  especially  by  paint 

ing  the  face.  To  disguise 

to  feign  ；  to  pretend.  See 

2759,  12,496. 

粧修  梳粧  to  paint  the 
face  and  dress  the  hair,  —  to 
adorn. 

粧扮  costume ;  to  dress ;  to 
decorate. 

作 時世粧  to  dress  in  the 
fashion. 

素粧。 1 •淡粧  dressed  with¬ 
out  paint  or  rouge, — as  when  in 
mourning. 

濃粧  thickly  painted ;  over¬ 
dressed. 

粧奩。 1 •嫁粧  a  bride^  trous¬ 
seau]  a  dowry. 

粧匣  a  lady’s  dressing-case. 

桩閣  the  dressing-room  of  a 
lady  of  the.  seraglio. 

桩次 ^ 粧臺  ypur  ladyship 

慵粧  dowdy. 

粧飾  to  dress;  to  adorn;  to 
gloss;  to  pretend. 

外 面粧作 羊似的 
dressed  up  to  look  like  a  sheep. 

粧假 w 粧作  to  pretend ;  to 
make  believe. 

你這 個樂是 粧作出 
來  this  joy  of  yours  is  all  put  on. 

粧 模作樣 to  put  on  the 
appearance  of;  to  pretend;  to 
feign. 

粧病  to  sham  illness. 

粧腔  to  affect;  to  pretend;  to 
sing  falsetto,  as  male  actors  who 

play  the  parts  of  women. 

賜粧  the  name  of  a  palace  built 
by  an  Emperor  for  a  favourite 
concubine. 

梳粧盤  a  paper  toilet  service, 
burnt  by  women  on  the  7th  of  the 

7th  moon  in  honour  of  織女 

the  Weaving  Damsel. 

Same  as  2754. 

r 
2756 

r •漾 

C.  chong 

H.  tsLong 

F 
W.JOu N.  zoiig 

P.  chwang 

M.  I  / 

Y.  (  tsw
ang 

Sz.  chwang 
K.  chang 

ydjo 

A. trang 
Sinking 

Lower. 

con 

Form ；  shape  ；  appear 

lance ;  behaviour.  To  state 

i  
■ 

a  biography  [see  4624).  To 
accuse. 

形狀。 ■•體 狀  form;  outline embodiment. 

狀貌 非常。 f  _sual  ap pearance, — generally  in  a  good sense. 

狀 貌短小  small  in  stature 

毫無善  _狀  1  have  nothing good  to  tell  you  about  myself, 

一 a  conventional  phrase  used  in —letters. 

子問吾 近狀乎 dQ ㈣ ask  what  I  am  about  just  now? 

狀如  in  appearance  like;  as  if. 

情狀  the  appearance  of  the  cir¬ cumstances；  the  aspect  of  the 

case;  circumstances;  condition; 
environment. 

近 數年之 情狀心 dition  of  things  for  some  years 

past.  z. 

此棚 中人售 報之情 

I 狀  such  was  the  behaviour  ofl 
the  men  in  the  shed  who  were 

selling  the  newspaper. 

以 求情狀  in  order  to  find a  subject, — for  a  painting. 

易狀 and 難狀  easy  and  dif¬ 
ficult  phases, — of  landscape,  to 

paint. 
口寫而 手狀之 wr°te with  her  mouth  and  shaped  with 

. her  hands, — described  by  word 
of  mouth  and  gesture. 

無狀  unmannerly. 

醉 後無狀  drunk  and  disor¬ 
derly. 

口 言無狀  he  spoke  rudely, 

無 狀之狀  the  likeness things  unseen. 

口不 能狀也  no  tongue  can tell. 

具狀  to  draw  up  a.  statement; 
to  prepare  a  case. 

不 可具狀  indescribable. 

無謊 不成狀  without  lies, you  cannot  get  up  a  case. 

_  遞解狀  to  file  a  with - drawal  of  a  charge, — for  the 
release  of  the  accused. 

of 

r 
2756 

壯
 4 

2757 

•漾 

F.  chaung 

See 裝 

Sinking 

Upper. 

狀子。 5 狀詞 a  Plaint；  a 

charge. 

狀棍  one  who  assists  in  pre 
paring  or  fighting  a  case;  a  petti¬ 

fogging  unlicensed  attorney. 

狀師  the  term  adopted  for  “bar 

rister.” 

告狀  to  file  a  plaint;  to  accuse 
See  10,014. 

氣死 莫告狀  though  you die  of  anger,  don’t  go  to  law. 

告御狀  to  appeal  from  a  pro vincial  decision  to  the  Censorate. 

告人 一狀， 三世寃 - plaint  filed  makes  three  gener 
ations  of  foes. 

久狀不 離原詞  however protracted  the  case,  it  must 

always  keep  to  the  lines  of  the 
original  plaint. 

狀元  the  title  of  the  candidate who  wins  the  first  place  at  the 

殿  or  triennial  Palace  Ex amination,  which  is  a  final  test 
of  th^  already  successful  進士 

graduates  of  the  third  degree. 
The  holder  is  thus,  popularly 

speaking,  the  best  man  of  his year.  Instituted  under  武則 

天 of  thje  T‘ang  dynasty. 

有狀元 徒弟， 無狀元 

師傅  there  are  Senior  Clas¬ sics  among  pupils  but  not  among 

teachers,  一  the  teacher  is  one 
who  has  failed  to  attain  such  a 

position ;  had  he  clone  so,  he 
would  have  found  some  better 

employment  than  teaching. 

Strong  ；  robust  ；  vigorous  ； 

flourishing  ；  fertile. 

壯大 ot 强壯  str 加 g;  vigor¬ 
ous. 

壯人  a  strong  man. 
少壯  a  lusty  young  fellow. 
壯丁  an  able-bodied  man；  an adult. 

壯士  a  lusty  soldier；  a  good 
fellow;  So-and-so. 

壯而 行  grown  up  a  man, put  in  practice  (what  you  have 

learnt). 

壯勇  irregular  troops;  braves. 44 
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壯‘
 2757 

裝 
^7S8 

R. 養 
P.  chivang 

M.  clswang、 

tsivang' K. chang 

J.  sdj  sho A.  tang 

Rising  Upper. 

裝1
 27S9 R •陽 

C. chong 

H.  tsong、chcmg 
F.  chonttg 

W.  tsoa^  chuoa 

武壯  martial  and  strong;  an 
athlete. 

壯健 01 ■壯盛  hale;  healthy- 
■ 壯; (mtt*)  martial  dignity. 

關壯繆  (inu^)  a  title  of  Kuan Ti,  the  God  of  War. 

壯氣  vigour ;  robustness. 

壯肥  portly;  stout;  in  prime 
condition. 

壯年  from  20  to  30  years  of 
age;  the  prime  of  manhood, 

壯 心 or 壯志  determination ; 
firmness ;  strength  of  mind. 

壯 他的贍  to  strengthen  his 
— courage. 

帝壯之  the  Emperor  was 
strengthened, 一 in  his  purpose, 
as  by  advice. 

-六  ̂|jt  name  of  the  34th  Diagram, ^7hich  refers  to  thunder. 

Large;  thick -  stout ； 
strong. 

有奘的 有細的  there  are both  thick  and  thin. 

To  dress.  To  pack；  to 

load；  to  contain  ；  baggage. 

To  pretend.  Used  with 

2754.  See  10,793. 

N.  tsong 
P.  chwang M.  I  , 

y  j  ts
wang Sz.  chwang 

K. chang 

J.  sho^  so 
A. trang 

Even  Upper. 

裝 東好看  well  dressed. 

裝殓 a 穿裝裹  to  .dress  a 
corpse. 

間裝  ordinary  dress ;  plain  cloth¬ 
es；  en  dishabille. 

裝神像  to  dress  idols.  See  be- /07V. 

天 然裝飾  dressed  by  nature, 一 as  flowers. 

男女改 裝易服 ，有于 
例禁  for  men  and  women  to 
wear  each  other’s  clothes  is 
against  the  law. 

裝 男扮女  women  dressed  as 
men  and  men  dressed  as  women. 

裝成  to  dress  as ... . 
裝點  to  dre^s  up, 一- a  statement. 

裝1
 

2759 

裝黙析 聞 t。 falsify  accounts. 
裝作  to  make;  to  manufacture, 

裝修  external  woodwork. 
to  bind, 一 as  a  book. 

on 

夕卜裝 曲 謹 in  outward  de¬ meanour  scrupulously  decorous. 

裝載  to  pack ;  to  stow,  as  cargo; to  be  laden  with;  to  contain. 

裝載 于驳船 to  place board  a  cargoboat. 

裝 車  to  load  a  cart. 

裝箱  to  pack  a  box. 
裝運  to  carry  to, — as  a  ship carrying  cargo. 

裝有  laden  with  •… to  load  a  ship. 

裝船處  the  place  of  shipment. 

卸裝  to  unload,  as  a  boat. 

裝卸  to  ship  and  to  discharge cargo；  to  work  a  ship. 

裝免 t。  carry  cargo  exempted from  duty. 

裝 免數目  the  “exertiption account”  of  the  Customs,  show¬ 
ing  exemption  from  duties  on 
account  of  tribute-rice  carried. 

^  to  load  a  gun. 

裝藥  loaded, — as  a  gun. 

僅存八 桶原裝 。— eight  tubs  remained  in  their 

original  condition,— were  undam¬ 

aged. 

無天裝  there  is  no  place  for you  to  hide  in. 

行  travelling  dress ;  baggage. 

收 拾行裝  packed  up  his  bag¬ 

gage. 裝裱  to  mount '  scrolls  or  pic¬ 
tures. 

裝整  to  put  in  order;  to  furbish 
up. 

裝頭  a  pattern ;  a  fashion ;  a 
style. 

裝 頭賣面  to  advertise  one’s wares  by  putting  the  best  at  the 

top. 

裝佯  to  feign；  to  pretend. 

裝 不聽見  pretended  not  to 
hear. 

裝棵子  to  counterfeit  a  trade¬ mark  or  sign;  to  wear  the  dis- 

裝1
 

2759 

莊1
 

276c 

R. 陽 

W.  tsoa 

See 裝 

Even  Upper. 

tinguishing  badge  of  one’s fession. 

裝像  to  imitate  the  cries  of mals,  birds,  etc.  See  above. 

Sedate  ；  serious  ；  gra’ 
correct.  A  point  where 
roads  meet；  a  village; 

5908.  The  correct  form 
2753 -  Used  for  2754. 

端  correct；  proper; dignif decorous. 

莊重。 1 •莊敬 serious respectful. 

莊誠  grave  and  earnest. 

莊闊  grand;  imposing. 
莊嚴  stern  ；  severe ;  majes Also,  of  adornment,  splenc 

imposing；  to  decorate. 

莊嚴王  the  king  of  omami 
— a  fabulous  Bodhisattva,  sail 

have  been  in  the  retinue  of  S 

kyamuni. 

莊嚴 ■  the  sutra  of  ornam( 
— an  exposition  of  the  princi 
doctrines  of  the  Tantra  sch( 

不莊  see  9456. 旗莊  the  Banner  or  Man< style  of  dress. 

那 個婦人 是漢莊 * lady  is  dressed  in  Chinese  st 

莊整  dressed  in  the  height fashion. 

柳莊  a  prosperous  appearar 

色  者  is  he  so  only 
appearance?  is  it  all  put  oni 

故 莊其詞 以實之 s。 
began  to  speak  gravely,  in  or 

to  give  an  air  of  truth  to  it. 

莊 于 qi ■舉周 the  fam， 
Taoist  mystic,  moralist  and  sex 
reformer,  who  flourished  in 
third  and  fourth  centuries  】 
and  wrote  the  work  now  kno 

Whe 南華經  Sutra  of  N 

hua. 

義莊  a  free  dead-house, 一 wh poor  people  may  place  cofl to  await  interment. 

一座莊  a  village. 治這 個要灸 幾莊〕 

子  to  cure  this  disease  it  ' be  necessary  to  have  several 

plications  of  moxa. 
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2761 

w 

VJ62 
 、 

wang 
»ng、 

ba,  dj  'uoL 
^ng 
vang 

tswang 

wang 
抓 g 

'ivcn 

1  Upper. 

763 

Upper. 

r 
764 

Upper. 

Same  as  2754. 

A  post ;  a  stake；  a  club ; 
a  stick.  To  beat.  A  bea 

con  ；  a  buoy.  The  mark  to 

show  how  high  the  “stone” 
must  1  :  raised  at  examina¬ 

tions  of  military  candidates 

棒子  a  post ;  a  pile. 

打樁 t。  drive  piles. 

栓馬 椿、 a  post  for  tying  up 
horses. 

拔椿  to  pull  up  the  stake, 一 to 
return  home;  to  have  done  with 
anything. 

你牽牛 ， ^ 我拔 樁 •ymilead 
the  ox,  I  will  pull  up  the  stake, 
一 do  the  hardest  part. 

半樁子  half  a  post, 一 a  youth; 
a  hobbledehoy. 

子孫椿  the  membrum  virile ; 
see  11,424,  10,760. 

獸 醫椿子  a  frame  for  rais¬ 
ing  horses  off  the  ground  in 
order  to  shoe  them.  Also,  a 

veterinary  surgeon’s  pole  or  shop- 
sign, — shaped  like  a  gallows,  in 
imitation  of  the  frame  to  which 

horses,  mules,  etc.,  are  made  fast 

捲其心 beat  his  breast. 

浮樁  a  buoy. 
^  a  windlass  for  dragging 

boats  across  a  <<haul-over,J,  * 

-椿事  an  affair.  See  2753. 

石 必及椿  the  “stone”  must 
be  raised  up  to  the  mark. 

Short  clothes;  unbe¬ 

coming  dress.  Also  read 

ch、uang' ‘ 

To  tread  on. 

m 

2765- 

R. 冬 

See 春 

Even  Upper. 

懂 

2766 

R. 释江 

C. chong 

H.  chLong 
F.  taung 

W.  (ijiloa 
N.  dzong^  v. 

P.  chwang 
M.  tswang 

Y.  ̂tswang Sz.  chvJa7ig 
K.  change  v. 

tang 

、 td、dd A.  ichang Sinking 

Lower. 

A  bird,  known  as  蜀鵠 

and  resembling  the  cuckoo  I 

in  its  habits.  It  appears  I 
in  Kiangnan  in  the  spring, 
and  its  note  is  said  to  be 

麥 黃辦割 the  yellow  I wheat  will  soon  be  cut. 

To  strike ;  to  run  up| 

against;  to  meet ；  to  collide [ 
with. 

種 

2766 

獍 
2767 

2768 撞鐘  to  strike  a  bell;  to  play  I  r.-^ 
pitch-farthing.  1^ 

撞木  wooden  hammers  fori  牌 

striking  bells.  
|Evenu 卯 er_ 

撞門  to  knock  or  push  at  a  door.  I  4 
撞額  to  bump  foreheads;  heads  I 

close  together,  as  for  a  confi-l 

dential  talk;  tcte-a-t^te.  |R •私 ̂   送 

相撞  to  meet, — as  in  the  street.  I n^0ng 
撞頭  to  collide  with;  to  run  intob；；^£^ 

one  another.  
' 

撞破  to  smash  up  by  collision 
撞倒  to  run  up  against  and 
knock  over;  to  push  down. 

撞遇。 > •撞見  to  meet  unex¬ pectedly;  to  run  up  against. 

劈面 撞着了  ran  right against;  met  face  to  face. 

一時 撞不着 人家要 
I  can’t  meet  with  any  one  at | the  moment  who  wants  it. 

撞 着和尙  to  meet  a  priest,  | a  bad  omen. 

撞鬼  to  meet  a  devil;  to  have| 
a  fright;  to  meet  a  foreigner. 

撞開  to  burst  open  by  collision. 
撞； to  be  in  collision, 一 as  when  I 
more  prolonged  than  a  moment- 1 

ary  shock. 

撞屍  a  wanderjng  corpse, 一 a| term  of  abuse. 

See  12,307. 

A  war-chariot. 
ch、ung\ 

Also  read 

maurtf、 

koung3^ 

noung3 

W. kung\ 

^kung 

N.  kung) 

P.  Cch',wang 

K.  change  v. 

J.  td^  do 
Sinking  Very 

Irregular. 

窟! r 

Simple  ；  stupid  ;  crazy. 

戆 拙不苟  a  simple,  honest  | fellow. 

粗戆  dull;  half-witted. 
愚戆  idiotic;  stupid. 

詐懸  t。 feign  idiocy. 

戆喪  crazy  ；  wild. 
hasty ;  unmethodical. 

2770 

R •陽漾 

C.  ch^ong 

瞎  Mindly  beating, 一 as  a  bird  I H.  cts、、ong 
against  its  cage;  reckless;  des-JF*^f^^. pcr3.t0.  I W.  ts^oa 

撞口卦  to  hear  some  word  or  IN.  tswang 
phrase  of  evil  omen.  1^  J  ch>wang 

衝 了  I  beg  pardon  for  myl  Y.  ts^wang ,  ̂   I  Sz.  ch、wan 泛 rudeness.  W.ch^ang 

白  to  go  in  anywhere  under  I  J*  sd-> shd 
pretence, — as  a  thief  to  rec( 
noitre.  I  Even  &  Sink- 

白撞雨  a  sun-shower.  I  Upper. 

撞騙  to  swindle. 撞殖  to  come  suddenly  against.  | 

撞沈  to  run  down, 一 as  a  ship.  J 

撞壤  to  damage  by  a  collision. 

To  begin  ;  to  lay  the  I 
foundations  of;  to  be  the  I 

first  to  make;  to  invent. 

創始 t。  make  a  beginning ;  to| initiate. 

創事業  to  found  a  family,  orj a  business. 

創# 狠好  getting  on  well；J 
thriving. 

創 開 ot 創立  to  found ;  to  j 
begin. 

創 世以來  from  the  begin- 1 ning  of  the  world  until  now. 

創 國基 t。  found  a  dynasty. 
創草  to  draft, — a  law  or  scheme.  I 

創 造 創作 ot 創#  t。 be  the  first  to  make;  to  invent. I 

創 意勲綴  he  invented  tier\ 
chui  (see  2814). 
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創 
43 

2770 

w 
277] R. 漾 

C.  ch、ong 

H.  cts、ong 
F.  (cffoung 

W.  rtsLoa 

初創  a  novelty. 

無一 意不創  not  a  single 
thought  (in  the  book)  which  was 
not  original. 

創 藝賴緻  a  clever  contri¬ vance. 

創設  to  establish;  to  set  up,  as 
a  lighthouse. 

Read  chHtangK  To  cut； 
to  wound. 

身 被多創  his  body  was  cov¬ ered  with  wounds. 

金創  a  wound  from  a  metal 
instrument. 

未 得獸者 ，唯 恐其創 

之小也  before  you  have  se¬ 
cured  your  quarry,  your  only  fear 
is  lest  you  should  not  wound  it 

severely  enough, 一 followed  by 

已 得之， 唯 恐傷肉 

之多也  when  you  have  got 
it,  your  only  fear  is  lest  you 
should  have  damaged  its  flesh 
too  much. 

懲創  to  punish. 

創風  a  side  wind. 

析創走  to  tack,  in  sailing. 

創 深痛鉅  deeply  wounded 
and  sorely  afflicted;  in  great 
distress. 

創劇  to  be  very  ill;  1o  grow 
worse. 

創口  a  wound;  a  sore. 
創木  wooden  supports ;  piles  to 

support  an  embankment. 

創底鋪  do'yn  to  the  bottom 
layer, 一 of  financial  ruin 

N.  tsHang) 
P. 【ch^vang、 

ts^ang* 
K.  ch^ang 

J.  sho A.  sang 

Sinking  Upper 

Irregular. 

m 
2772 

Sad  ；  grieved. 

悽愴。 ■ ■槍惻  sorrowing;  sick 
at  heart;  disappointed. 

愴 怳昏迷  flurried  and  con¬ fused. 

An  ancient  form  of 創 
chuang^.  See  2770. 

瘡1
 

2773 

R. 陽 

C.  ch、ong 
II.  ts^ong 
F.  cli^oung 

W.  ts'-oa 

N.  ts、ong 

P.  ch、wang. 

Y  *  J  ts、wang
 

Sz.  ch、wang 
K.  ch、ang 

J.  so,  sho 

A. sang 

Even  Upper. 

A  sore；  a  boil;  an  ulcer. 
See  2032. 

瘡'  boils.;  ulcers,  etc. 

^ ■痛  a  running  sore. 

火&瘡 w 疔瘡  a  boil  with a  head. 

長瘡。 1 •生 起瘡  to  have  a boil  forming. 

楊梅 瘡  venereal  ulcers. 
P  the  mouth  of  a  sore. 

瘡疤。 1 •瘡瘢  the  scab  or  scar of  a  sore. 

打 or  踢瘡 ■  to  touch  a  raw or  tender  point. 

瘡姨  to  ill-treat;  ill-treatment. 

瘡 痍滿目  ulcers  and  sores(jr. poverty-stricken  people)  every¬ 
where  meet  my  eye. 

寄瘡。 i ■過瘡  to  communi¬ cate  sores  to  other  people, 一 by 

means  of  magical  charms. 

刮 肉成瘡  to  scrape  the  flesh and  make  a  sore,  一 to  make 
trouble  by  meddling. 
囱1
 

2774 
R 江東 

N.  ts^ung 

K.  chiang. 

ch、ong 

See  窗/ 

Even  Upper. 

The  vent  or  flue  of  a 

furnace.  The  original  form 
of  2775.  See  4634. 

窗1
 

2775 

R. 江 

C.  ch^ong 

H.  chLong  • F.  ch^oung 

W.  chHioa 

N.  ts^otig 
P.  ch'-wang 
M.  ts^vang 

Y.  ts'-wang 

Sz.  ck^wang 
K.  c  ha  tig 

J»  so 

A. song 

Even  Upper. 

烟 齒忽裂  the  boiler  sud¬ denly  burst. 

A  window.  See  6029, 

3554 - 

窗戶 Qr 窗門 a  window. 

窗木匡  a  window-frame. 

窗臺  a  window-sill 
窗紙  the  paper  on  a  window, — used  in  the  north  instead  of  glass. 

窗帳子  window-curtains. 
窗  a  window-blind. 

窗搭子  an  outer  screen  to  a window. 

天窗  a  skylight. 紗窗  a  gauze  frame  for  keeping out  insects. 

窗下  below  the  window, 一 at one’s  studies. 

胃  ̂   window  pursuits, — study. 

R. 

窗1
 

同 窗。 r 窗友。 r 窗兄. 
fellow-students. 

277S 

^  a  poor  student. 西窗  a  window  looking  w 
wards. 

牕 
2776 

Same  as  2775. 

窓 

2777 

Same  as  2775. 

床
 2 

A  bed  $  a  couch.  A 
board  or  framework 

2778 which  things  rest. 
C.  shong 

H.  ts^o?ig 
F.  ch^oung 

W.y^z,  jwoa 
N.  jong、 zong P.  ch^wang 

J  ts、wang 

Sz.  chSwang 

K.  chang、 sang 

J.  sho 

A. sang 

Even  Lower. 

be  distinguished  from 
2753.] 

床子。 1 •一 張床 a  bed bedstead. 

床榻  a  bed;  a  couch. 

藤床  a  cane  bed. 
入 我床下 ㈣ under 
beds, — of  crickets,  for  warn 
in  the  10th  moon. 

上床  to  lie  on  a  couch, 

床 上安床 t。 put  °nebed 
the  top  of  another, 一 stupidil 

坐 在 床頭 sat  at  the  heac the  bed  (=  bedside), — to  nu 

床舖  bed  and  bedding. 

鋪床  to  make  a  bed. 

床  blankets. 
床帳  bed-curtains. 

床幃  the  valance. 

同床  bed-fellows. 移床  to  sleep  in  another  bed change  the  place  of  the  bed,- is  done  for  sick  people,  to  ex 

dite  recovery,  generally  acc( 

panied  by  religious  ceremon 

停床  a  death-bed ;  the  spe< 
bed  to  which  dying  people 

removed,  generally  consisting 

three  planks  on  trestles  or  c 
door  taken  off  its  hinges.  I 
sometimes  called  水床 wa 

bed,  because  the  corpse  is  was! on  it. 

停 了床了  he  is  on  his  dea 

bed. 

我 想要裡 床去睡 
want  to  sleep  on  the  inside 
the  bed, 一 next  the  wall. 
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床:
 

2778 

one 

con 

牀 
2779 

霖 
2780 

“  vulgar. 

'Sed  for 

'•  fffi、wang 

Even  Upper. 

涼 
2781 

懊
，
 

2782 

養 

£e 留瘐 w  san 

Using  Upper. 

棉 一床。 r 被一床 
coverlet. 

翻床  to  turn  the  mattress  of  a 
bed. 

床 第之情  married  life; 
jugal  affection. 

東床  a  son-in-law. 

東 床坦腹  see  3715. 

囚床  a  kind  of  shelf,  on  which 
prisoners  are  chained  for  the 

night. 

睡編床  to  sleep  on  the  piled- 
up  bed, 一 as  in  gaol,  where  many 
prisoners  are  forced  into  the 

same  bunk,  unless  prepared  to 

bribe  the  gaoler. 

拉氷床  to  drag  an  ice-sled. 

区床  a  couch  or  divan  for 
guests.  See  5919. 

羅漢床  a  comfortable  divan, 
arranged  with  pillows,  for  sleep¬ 
ing  on. 

牙床  an  ivory  bedstead. 

牙床子  the  cheek-bone；  the 
gums. 

載 寢之床  they  shall  be  put 
to  sleep  on  couches, — of  boys, 
as  opposed  to  girls  who  will  be 
put  to  sleep  on  the  ground. 

碰息 偃在床 3麵 loll 
about  on  couches. 

床位  a  sleeping-place ;  bedstead. 

床席  the  matting  of  a  bed. 

Correct  form  of  2778. 

Heavy  rain. 

天沛 然作霖  the  weather 
suddenly  became  rainy. 

See  1 2,025. 

Evil;  wicked ；  perverse. 

懷塽  to  harbour  evil  designs. 

刻:
 

2783 

R. 養 

See 
Rising  Upper. 

2784 

R ■養 

比留 

K.  chuang 

J.  sd、 sho 
A.  sa?ig 

Rising  Upper. 

闖 9
 

2785 

R. 泌 

C.  ̂ ch'ong 

H.  ts^ong^ 
F.  ch、aung\ 

ch^aung2- 
W.  cch、iioa 

N.  ts‘ong P.  ̂ chLwang、 

chSwang^ 

M.  ctsLwang^ 

ztswang 

Y.  zts、wang 

Sz.  ch^wang 

K.  chHm、chyim 

J.  chin 
A.  t^em1- Sinking  Very 

Irregular. 

To  wound  slightly. 

mm  to  break  the  skin. 

爽 S 了肉了  a  flesh  wound. 

慑 爲棘爽 I  accidentally  ran a  splinter  in. 

鏃爽 J  wounded  by  an  arrow head. 

To  clean  things  with 
sand. 

幢8
 

2786 

R •江释 

C.  ich^ong H.  it^ung^ 

t^ong^ 

F.  Uung 

Wdung、 

djtioa1- 

P.  ich^wang 

M.  Js、wang Y.  UsLwang、 

tswang* 

Sz.  ch^wang 

To  burst  in  or  out；  to 

rush  violently.  Suddenly  ； 

forcibly  ；  rudely. 

闖進。 r  闖  A to  burst  in. 

闖轅門  to  burst  in  at  2.yamen door. 

闖道  to  rush  across  a  person’s 

path. 闖關  to  evade  the  Customs. 

闖 然而出  he  rushed  out. 

闖出頭  to  force  oneself  into notice. 

闖婚作  to  marry  without ceremony. 

闖亮的  a  thief  who  watches for  the  door  to  be  opened  in 

the  early  morning  to  rush  in  and 
steal. 

闖禍  to  court  misfortune. 

李闖。 r 闖王 an  ePithet 
applied  to  李自成 Li  Tzti- 
ch‘eng,  th€  rebel  who  helped  to 
overthrow  the  Ming  dynasty, 
a.d.  1643. 

A  curtain  for  a  carriage. 

A  streamer  ；  a  pennant. 

(Sanskrit  dhvaja)  ；  an  hexa¬ 
gonal  or  octagonal  pillar 
of  stone,  used  to  take  the 

place  of  a  collection  of 
banners  hung  up  in  temples 

in  token  of  thanksgiving. 

幢幡  pendant  scrolls  of  silk, inscribed  with  words  of  thanks¬ 

giving  and  hung  before  shrines. 

幢1
 

2786 

K.  chang、 tang 

J.  /5,  do 

A.  doung, chang 

Even  Lower 

Irregular. 

憧 4
 

2787 
R •释冬 

See 衝 

Even  Upper. 

鏟1
 

2788 

R 江 

See 幢 

A.  doung 

Even  Lower. 

m 

2789 

r. 江 

See 幢 

A.  doung 

Even  Lower. 

刃、 

2790 

m 

2791 

樅1
 

2792 

R 江 

s- 窗 

Even  Upper. 

海幢寺  the  so-called  Honam temple  at  Canton. 

Read  t^ung^.  To  screen. 

樹 羽幢幢 _  the  drum 
stand)  are  feathers  thickly massed. 

幢幢 = 不明貌 dim- 

Unsettled  ；  irresolute. 

Read  ck'ung1. 

憧 憧往來  hesitating;  waver¬ 

ing. 

憧擾  in  a  flurry. 

To  sow  seed. 

To  eat  immoderately. 

鐘雷農  to  gorge;  to  be  a  glutton. 

艟酒  to  soak, — as  a  sot. 

Same  as  創  chHtanf  •  See 

27.70. 
Same  as  2770. 

To  beat  ；  to  strike.  To 
beckon. 

摊金鼓  to  beat  the  gong  and drum. 
2793 

R 江 

See Even  Upper. 

Grain  half  withered.  To 

cut  grain. 
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C.  y.  cchortg 

F.  v.  ̂ chiong 

N.  v.  ts、ong 

f 櫬 
id 

A.  i^ung 

Even  Upper. 

See 

隹1
 2795 

支 
F.  ch、wi、 chwi See 追 
A.  chui 

「•  sui 

Ev^d  Upper. 

To  see  indistinctly.  To 

peer  ahead. 

OHXTI- 

Short-tailed  birds.  Rad¬ 

ical  172.  [Tq  be  distin¬ 

guished  from  隹  1 174.]  See 

9279. 

2797 

R. 支 
C.  v.  you 

F.  ch'wi 

Read  tsui' •  Wind  blow¬ 
ing- 

山林 之畏隹 
dread  of  the  gale. 

the  ibrest’s 

See  5076. 

An  awl  •’  a  sharp-pointed 
tool.  The  tip  or  point；  a 

trifle. 

See 隹 

A. ichui 

Even  Upper. 

錐子 an  awl. 

錐眼 兒。1 ■錐孔 tQ  bOTe holes. 

錐 鑽不動  can’t  bore  into  it 

囊 中之錐 an  awl  in  a  sack 
— sure  to  work  its  way  out 
sooner  or  later.  Used  of  genius 
in  obscurity. 

無 地立錐  not  ground 
enough  to  stick  an  awl  in, 
miserably  poor. 

貧無 置錐地  the  poor  have 
not  even  land  enough  to  stick 
an  awl  in.  See  390. 

上 無瓦片 ，下 無立錐 
no  shelter  for  my  head,  no 

resting-place  for  my  feet* 

錐刺股  he  pierced  his  thigh 
with  an  awl, 一 to  keep  himself 

awake  for  study.  Said  of  蘇秦 

an  eminent  statesman  of  the  4th 
century  b.c. 

錐牛不 若鷄豚 a  chick 
en,  or  a  pigling,  (though  small) 

is  better  than  a  lean  ox  * 
sacrifice,  or  as  a  present. 

in 

^797 

毛錐 a  hair  awl, 一 the  Chinese hair  writing-brush  or  pen. 

毛錐子  a  mere  penman;  a 
copyist. 

安南毛 錐  why use  the  hair point  {sc.  the  pen)  ?— why  not 
the  sword  point  ?  A  saying  attri¬ 

buted  to 班超  Pan  Ch‘ao  who 
exchanged  his  pen  for  a  sword 
and  became  a  famous  military 

commander,  1st  century  a.d. 

2798 

R •支 

F.  ch^wi 

See 隹 

A.  ichui 
Even  Upper. 

離 1
 

2799 

支 

See 隹 

Even  Upper. 

錐鈀  pointed  and  sharp. 

錐 刀之未  an  awl’s  tip, 一 a 
mere  trifle. 

A  piebald  horse.  A 

horse  with  grey  and  white 
markings. 

烏驊馬  a  piebald  horse,  which belonged  to  項羽  Hsiang  Yu, 

the  usurper.  3rd  century  b.c 

有驊  some  are  piebald. 

黃驊魚  a  yellowish  kind  ofl 

carp. 

2800 

R •支 

See 隹 

Even  Upper. 

2801 

R •支灰 

C.  choii 

H.  chui 
F.  twi 
W.  tsu^  tai 

N.  tsei 

P.  chwei M, . v.  i 

Sz.  chwei 

K.  chLwi 

J.  tsui 
A.  trui 
Even  Upper. 

tswei 

A  pigeon;  a  turtle-dove 

沙鶴 a  snipe. 

An  old  name  for  the  rat. 

pursue 

To  follow  ；  to 

To  trace  out.  To  press 

for  payment.  To  go  back； 

to  revert  ；  to  reflect  upon. 
To  escort.  Name  of  a  wile 

tribe. 

追起  to  pursue. 
追不到 or 追不及 can’t 
catch  him  up. 

追 他囘來  fetch  him  back. 
^  soldiers  in  pursuit. 

窮 宼莫追  do  not  press  an enemy  at  bay, 一 resistance  will 
be  desperate. 

OHTJI 

2801 
追拏  to  pursue  and  seize. 
追究  to  follow  up  a  clue;  t( investigate. 

恨 不能追 其萬一 
cannot,  alas,  come  anywhen 

near  him, — in  point  of  achieve 
ment. 

追出來  to  trace  out. 追還。 r 追繳。 ■■追 償。 

追出。 r 追呼  to  force  t( pay  or  hand  over;  to  recover 
as  debts. 

追取  to  get  out  of  a  person,— 
as  money. 

追討 or 追債 to  dun  fo debt. 

追領  to  recover  and  receive,- as  money. 

追尋 1。  follow  up;  to  enquir 
closely  into. 

追價  to  recover  the  value  of... 

追權  to  pursue  pleasure ;  t share  in  another’s  pleasure. 

逍求  to  investigate;  to  go  the roughly  into. 

何必 那麽撒 開追球 

why  go  so  deeply  into  the  sut 

ject? 

好些事 情追着  a  numbe 
of  matters  to  be  attended  to. 

追 魂得影  spirit-pursuinf 

shadow-seizing, 一 a  graphic  d< 
scription. 

追索  to  pursue  to  the  death. 
追脏  to  recover  booty  or  stole 

goods. 
追給  to  recover  and  pay  ov( a  debt. 

追 仿前人 to  imitate  (as  i writing)  those  who  have  gon before. 

追辦 t。  act  with  oromptitude. 

追問  to  exert  pressure  on  or at  a  trial;  to  examine  severel] 

追  to  pursue  j  to  follow. 

追捕  to  seize  after  a  chase. 

銀 追不回 上） ^ money  cannot  be  recovered. 

不追論  not  to  revert  to,  c continue,  the  subject. 

追念  to  reflect  upon. 

追憶  to  call  to  mind. 
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OEEXJI 

280I 

糙1
 

2802 

支 
-追 
(K4ANGH1’S 

initial  t 

s  irregular.) 

-ven  Upper. 

m 
2803 

寘 
. chou 

•  ch、ui 
tout . 

. zei 

r.  dzii 
chwei 

. tswei 

•  ch{u 
tsui 

. chui 

Sinking 
Lower. 

腿 4
 

2804 

寘 

售 
Sinking 
Lower. 

追思往 日  tC)  lecail  days 
gone  by. 

惧 終追遠  carefully  attend  to 
the  last  (funeral  rites  of  parents) 
and  let  them  be  followed  when 

long  gone  (by  the  proper  Cere 
monies  of  sacrifice). 

追封  to  canonise  with  posthum 
ous  honours. 

追薦  to  say  masses  for  the  dead. 

追悔  to  feel  remorse. 

追傷  to  be  saddened  by  the 
memory  of, — a  dead  friend. 

追非  to  lay  the  blame  on  others. 

後世 其追數 吾過乎 
posterity  will  censure  me  for  my 
faults. 

來者猶 可 追  the  future 
may  be  provided  against, — but 
not  the  past, 

薄 .曹 .追之 i  will  despatch 
him  (with  a  parting  feast). 

Read  tui1  To  engrave 

追 琢其章  to  engrave 
ments. orna- 

Dumplings  ；  “  stick-jaw.1 
To  stick. 

飮 槌亦醉  to  get  drunk  even 
on  pudding, — of  one  who  for  a 
bribe  will  shut  his  eyes  and  ears 

as  though  he  were  drunk. 

A  cord.  To  let  down. 

鎚下水  let  it  down  into  the 
water. 

夜 鏈而出  he  was  let  down 
by  night  and  got  out, — of  the city. 

徤城  to  let  down  over  a  city 
wall, — as  a  letter. 

A  swelling  of  the  foot. 

鎚1
 

2805 

R .支 

C.  ch^dii H.  chHti 

F.  t^ui W.  dzu^  tsil 

N.  zei,  dj’i 

P. ) 

M. Y. 

Sz. ] 

K,  ck^ti 

J.  dztii 
A.  chui 
Even  Lower. 

ch^wei 

觜 
2806 

m 

2807 

r .紙女 

奇， 

^ 挺錘 

楢朶 
A.  chui、 三 dwa 

Even  and 

Rising  Lower. 

2808 

R •紙 

tswn 

N,  tsei 
P.  chwei 

M. 

Y、 

Sz.  chwei 

K.  ch、u [•  sui 
A.  trui 

Rising  Upper. 

綞 
2809 

R •寘哿 
SeeM  秦 

A.  Schui 
Sinking  and 

Rising  Lower 
and  Upper. 

A  hammer  -  a  mallet 

To  pound.  Commonly  reac ch、ui\ 

打鐵雜  a  sledge-hammer. 

鐵銷 對鐵钻 the  iron hammer  against  the  iron  anvil, 

一 when  Greeks  joined  Greeks. 

一雙 銅鎚  a  pair  of  brass maces. 

金瓜鎚  “melon  hammers,’’ gilded  maces  carried  in  proces¬ 
sions. 

不鎚我  don’t  beat  me ! 

See  12,332. 

To  beat  ；  to  cudgel. 

Used  for  2808  and  2836. 

棰朴  to  beat  a  criminal. 

棰鈎  the  bit  of  a  bridle. 

棰布 石。！ •棰板 石 
smooth  squared  stone,  on  which 
starched  clothes  are  pounded 

with  wooden  clubs  to  smoc4-^  and 
stiffen  them. 

A  cudgel.  To  extort  a 

confession  by  beating. 

棰 楚之下  under  the  lash;  in the  act  of  being  beaten. 

Read  /os 
vegetation. 

Luxuriant 

To  press  things  down  ； 
to  weight. 

锤 之以石  keep  it  down with  a  stone. 

秤確  the  weight  on  a  steel-yard. See  2811. 

千斤褪  a  stone  weight  to press  things  with. 

箠
 5 

ich^wei 

2810 

R •紙支 

F,  ich^woi^ 

N.  Lzei、 ctsei 

P. ) 

M. 

Y. 

Sz.  1 

K.  ch、u 

J.  sui 

A.  t^ui Even  Lower 
Rising  Upper. 

錘 *
 

2811 

R 支寘 

灰 

C.  u/iLou 
H.  ich、ui、v, 

it^o 

F.  ULui W.  i.dz'u^  cizii^ 

N.  Szei、 Ldj’i P.  chui\  Sch^ui 

M.  j  used  for 

£.1  ̂  

K

.

 

 

ch、u 

J.  tsui A.  t-ui 

Even  and 

SinkingLower. 

惴 
2812 

W 

2813 

R' 霽 

C.  chou''-
 

H.  chut3 

F.  chwoui\ 

touil、 choui^ W.  (si? 
N.  zei 
P.  chwei 
M.  )  f  . 

Y  j 
 tswei 

Sz.  chwei 

K.  chHvi 
[. sei、 se 

A.  nytte^  niuai 

Sinking 

Irregular. 

Bamboo  twigs.  A  whip To  flog. 

答箠  to  bamboo  a  criminal. 

鞭華 t。 flog. 

An  ancient  weight  of 

twelve  Chinese  ounces. 

The  weight  on  a  steel¬ 

yard  ； also  read  t'o1.  To hammer. 

秤錘。 > •稱鍾  the  weight  on a  steel-yard.  See  11,351. 

戰錘 the  weight  on  a  money balance. 

錘煉  to  work  by  hammering, 一 as  iron  on  an  anvil. 

See  2695. 

To  repeat  ；  iteration.  To 
connect.  Useless  ；  an  ex¬ 

crescence  ； a  parasite. 

贅瀲。 r 贅語。 r 贅言 t。 repeat  what  has  already  been 

said;  reiteration ;  repetition. 

白贅上  all  for  nothing;  all  in 
vain. 

累贅  tiresome ;  annoying. 
冬  prolixity ;  verbiage. 

to  importune, 一 as  by  letter 

or  petition. 

再贅 pr 贅筆 ot 贅及 tQ add  a  postscript. 

行  to  bore ;  to  pester. 

賛  2^  切  make  repeated  or 
farther  reference  to . 

賛  a  son-in-law  who  Jives 
with  his  wife’s  parents. 

出贅  to  leave  one’s  parents  to 
go  and  live  with  one’s  wife’s 

parents. 



OHXTI 

w 
2813 招贅  to  have  a  daughter’s  hus¬ band  to  live  in  the  house. 

入  to  enter  the  family  of  one’s wife. 

綴4
 2814 

R .屑— 
C.  choi? 
H.  tot 

F.  chiok 

W.  chite 
N.  chch 

l\  rhd\  chuP 

M.  tso、 chiie 
Y.  tsouh 

Sz.  .chiio、 chui 
K.  c ch'-e 
J.  tetsz'tel 
A.  cJiuet^  ?iii? 

Entering 

Upper. 

To  sew  together ;  to 

connect;  to  continue.  To 

mix  ；  variegated.  To  put  a 

stop  to.  Also  read  cho 气 

綴衣  to  mend  clothes ;  the 
keeper  of  the  Imperial  wardrobe. 

Also,  an  Imperial  pavilion. 

補綴  to  patch  a  rent. 

綴 之以砘  to  connect  them 
by  sacrifices. 

常綴此  I  often  come  here. 

綴 錄前報  continued  from  a 
previous  issue, — of  a  newspaper. 

4 轉綴趣  following  her whenever  she  weru  out. 

I 尾 而綴之 dogged  him. 

:爲下 國綴旒  who  depend¬ ed  on  him,  like  the  pendants 
of  a  banner. 

鄆綴  to  put  those  touches  to  a 
picture  which  bring  the  various 
details  into  harmony,  and  give 

a  real,  life-like  appearance  to  the whole. 

掙綴 輕粉縱 口吹之 

2815 

w 
2816 R- 隊 

See 墜 

Sinking 
Lower. 

to  sprinkle  vi  h  calomel  blown 

from  the  mouth, 一 of  '  putting 
clouds  into  a  picture. 

草草 勲綴而 意已足 
成  with  a  few  touches  the  idea 
would  be  completely  rendered, — 
of  impressionism  in  painting. 

勲 綴結構 w Qut  and 
connect  together, — as  grounds. 

禮 以綴淫 by a  sense  of 
propriety  to  check  lewuness. 

綴綴然  friendly ;  on  good 
terms  with. 

See  1  1,316. 

To  fall;  to  tumble  down. 

星礞地  a  star  fell  to  the  earth. 

隊 
2817 

2818 

R. 

C. chou 

H.  chui) 

F.  ioui 

W.  dzii 
N.  zei 
P. chui 

M.  
j 

Y.  ! 

Sz.  chui 

K.  ch'-u 

J.  tsutr  dzui 

tsui 

A.  trui 
Sinking 

Lower. 

m 

2819 

352 

墜‘
 

To  fall  down  ；  to  slide  ； 

to  sink,  as  though  weighted 

at  the  bottom,  which  last 

sense  differentiates  it  from 

墮  1 1,335,  though  in  prac¬ 
tice  the  two  are  freely  inter¬ 
changed. 

See  12,173. 

2818. 
Used  for 磬 

2820 

識 

Same  as  1 2,166. 

282] 

Same  as  1  2.1 66. 

推 

墜落- ■墜下  to  fall  down." 
墜跌  it  toppled  over. 

隊  ̂   to  fall  off  a  horse. 

善騎 者必墜  the  best  riders 

2822 

get  the  most  falls, 一 they  become 
over-confident. 

玉釵墜  a  jade  hair-pin  fell,- from  her  hair. 

墜星  an  aerolite. 
墜底  to  sink  to  the  bottom. 

胎  falling  of  the  womb.  See 

未 墜於地  not  yet  collapsed, 一 of  plans. 

雖天 地覆墜 thoush heaven  and  earth  may  pass away, . 

墜脚  hung  by  the  end  of, — as an  ornament  suspended  at  the 
end  of  a  string. 

作 爲墜脚  to  serve  as  ballast. 

髪與足 齊墜地 her  hair reached  down  to  the  ground. 

墜轂轆 /w3 兒的 bent  on (having,  etc.) ;  resisting,  as  a child. 

墜獸  a  hell-hound. 
small  ear-drops. 

墜角兒  a  single  large  bead  at the  end  of  the  記念兒 •  & 

923 - 高 君墜筆 亦成畫 if 
Ka。 [道典  Tao-hsing]  drops 
his  brush,  even  thus  the  result 

is  a  picture. 

See  1 2,166. 

稚 

2823 

OJE3L4 

See  1 2,185. 

Same  as  2837.  Als< 

blunt  ；  rude  ；  boorish. 

椎魯。 ■■ 椎陋。 r 椎年 
boorish. 

g^|  clownish  silence. 

椎牛  to  poleaxe  an  ox. 

椎髪。 r 帷嚳 unkempt. 

m 
282*4 

R. 支 

F.  chwi) 

See 椎 

Even  Lower. 

吹1
 

2825 R •支寘 

C.  elid'd  it H.  ck'ui ¥  .ch^wi^ch^oui 
W.  M 

N.  ts'-ei 

P. ) 

M. 

Y. Sz. ； 

K.  'chHvi 

A  projecting  forehead. 

項顦  the  vertebrae  of  the  nec 

ch^vei 

A.  hsui . Even  and 
Sinking 

Upper. 

To  blow  upon  ；  to  bio 

into；  to  blow  out；  to  bio 

open  ；  to  blow  to  pieces 
to  blow  down.  To  prais< To  brag.  See  4937,  494； 

吹火  to  blow  a  fire. 吹灰  to  blow  away  dust, 

i 把土 吹下去  blow  the  du 

;  off  it
,  _ 

風 吹日曬  blown  upon  1 
the  wind  and  scorched  by  tl 

sun, — exposed  to  the  weather. 

風 其吹女  how  the  wind 

blowing  you  away !  [女 

汝-] 

風 吹浪湧  wind  blowing  ac 
a  rough  sea. 

吹哨  to  whistle. 吹氣  to  expel  the  breath ;  t whistle,  as  a  steamer. 

吹 氣昌烟 t。 blcw  311 smoke  (see  7699), 一 to  reek  wit self-conceit. 
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吹]
 

2825 

as 

or 

吹 戒瞼汽 螺 to  blow  a 
steam  fog-horn. 

吹蕭 tQ  play  the  flageolet. 

橫吹  horizontal  blowing,  — 
for  a  transverse  flute. 

吹笙 t。  blow  an  organ. 

吹筒  to  blow  a  sum  pi  tan, 
pipe  for  throwing  small  poisoned 
darts. 

吹手  musicians. 

吹打  to  blow  and  beat, — music. 
wind  and  stringed  instru¬ 

ments. 

吹臺  to  blow  the  stage,  —  to 
signal  the  end  of  a  play  by  a  few 
notes  on  the  la-pa  (see  6654),  as 
is  customary  in  Chinese  theatres  ； 

hence  =  it  is  all  over;  there’s 
an  end  of  that.  See  12,050. 

吹水  to  blow  water, — into  meat 
to  make  it  weigh  heavier. 

吹滅。 1 •吹息  to  blow  out； 
to  extinguish. 

吹燈  to  blow  out  a  lamp.  Also, 
to  light  a  lamp. 

童子自 外至， 吹燈當 

我前  my  servant  comes  in 
and  lights  the  lamp  before  me. 

吹開  to  blow  open. 

吹 毛求疵  to  blow  open  the 
fur  to  find  the  blemish, 一 to  go 

out  of  one’s  way  to  discover 
weak  points. 

過 事吹求  to  rake  up  old 
grievances. . 

吹壤  blown  to  pieces， 一 as  a  Hag. 

吹倒  to  blow  down, — as  the 
wind  a  house. 

吹墟  to  praise；  to  recommend; 
to  puff. 

吹奬  to  flatter. 

吹牛。 r 吹 牛角。 r 吹喑 
to  brag；  to  boast. 

吹呼  to  talk  loud；  to  storm  at. 

丨吹號  to  give  a、 signal,  e.g.  by 
j  winding  a  horn. 

I  Read  ckHdK  The  wind ; 
sound  of  music. 

吹唱  playing  and  singing. 
鼓吹  drums  and  trumpets. 

習吹  to  practise  playing  wind 
instruments. 

m/、 

2826 

2827 

支 

C.  ch^  'dii II.  chilli F.  chHvi 

W.  ts^u 
N.  ts^ei^  ch、’i 
P.  chHvei 

M.  ts^wei^  tsLei 
Y.  ts、wei 

Sz.  ch^wei 
K.  chSwi 

J.  sui、 shi A.  hsui 
Even  Upper. 

2828 

2829 

R. 支 

C.  shoii 
H.  shui 

F.  sui 
W.  dzii 
N.  zei 

P.  ch^wei 

Y#*  j  "‘卿 ’ 

Sz.  ch^wei 
K.  su 

J.  sui,  zui 
A. 

Even  Lower. 

2829 

Same  as  2825. 

To  cook  food  ；  to  steam 
Used  for  2825. 

炊會反  to  steam  rice. 

炊餅  to  bake  cakes. 

先炊 者先餐  first  to  cook his  food,,  first  to  eat  his  meal, 
first  come,  first  served. 

先炊 ot 古炊  my  late  mother. 

晨炊  an  early  meal. 
炊爨  to  blow  up  the  stove；  to cook. 

彈半炊 許 she  played  for more  than  half  a  meal-time, - 
for  some  time. 

Same  as  2829. 

To  hang  down  •,  to  droop  ； 
to  let  fall  ；  to  be  on  the 
point  of.  To  be  gracious  ； 
to  condescend. 

垂頭 to  hang  the  head. 

垂 首不敢 聲 hung  his  head and  dared  not  speak. 

垂下來  to  hang  down, — as  a . tassel. 

垂 手而得  to  hang  the  hands and  get, — without  effort*  Cf. 
“hands  down.” 

天 垂雨露  heaven  sends down  rain  and  dew. 

垂拱而 天下治  they  let fall  their  robes  and  the  empire  ； 

was  governed, —— of  the  virtuous 
administration  of  Yao  and  Shun. 

名 垂狻世  his  name  will  bej handed  down  to  posterity.  j 

垂 法於後  to  leave  an example  for  posterity. 

垂老  to  grow  old. 
垂  to  let  fall  tears. 

I  垂 念  to  think  of*  to  dwell  upon. 

I 垂柳  a  weeping  willow. 
'垂姻  overhanging  smoke,— used!  JsYo 

of  a  flower  overhanging  in  a  r.  -db* 
vase,  or  of  a  weeping  willow. 

垂領 t。  hang  down  over  the  See 垂 
shoulders.  Even  Lower- 

垂鞭  to  let  fall  one’s  whip. 
垂眉  to  droop  the  eyebrows. — as  at  death. 

垂 照  to  look  down, — as  from 
: heaven. 

i  垂 to  hand  down  for  the  u\- 
formation  of, 一 posterity. 

. 垂  to  hand  down,  or  leave •  as  a  warning. 

垂危  to  be  in  imminent  danger, 

垂 诗] the  city  was  on  the point  of  being  taken. 

垂絶  nearly  dead. 

叢 毆垂斃  the  crowd  beat 
him  within  an  inch  of  his  life 

垂系  to  extend  to;  to  reach 
as  far  as, 一 of  Imperial  condes¬ cension,  etc. 

垂顧。 r 垂愛  to  regard  with 
kindness. 

垂詢  to  graciously  enquire, 
after  a  subject’s  health. 

垂 憐豁免  to  have  pity  and magnanimously  pardon. 

垂恩 qi •垂情  gracious  kind¬ 
ness. 

垂 靑樂購  to  cast  a  favour¬ 
able  eye  on  and  wish  to  buy. 

千金 之子坐 不垂堂 
a  youth  of  one  thousand  ounces 
of  silver  \i.e.  one  to  whom-life 
is  worth  something)  does  not  sit 

with  one  leg  of  his  chair  over¬ 
hanging  the  dais.  See  3912.  [Lin 

Hsi-chung  supports  this  render¬ 

ing  by 恐 垂堂下 •  E.  von 

j  Zach  reads  睡 and  renders  by 

j  “does  not  sit.  on  the  verandah 
lender  the  eaves,  as  a  tile  might 1  kill  him.”] 

: 玉體不 垂堂  tne  owner  of  j !  a  valued  person  (a  rich  man) 
1  does  not  sit,  etc.  See  1 1 ,698. 

垂穗  a  frinse - 垂花門  the  second  gate  before entering  the  inner  gates  of  a 

yameji. 
Name  of  a  famous  artisan 

of  legendary  times. 

工個 旋 而蓋規 矩 Ch‘ui 
the  artisan  could  draw  circles 

with  his  hand  better  than  (an¬ 

other  man)  with  compasses. 45 
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捶 
2831 

and  Lower. 

鮮 2834 

支 
See 垂 

Even  Lower. 

283s 

支 
See 挺 

Even  Lower. 

槌 3
 

2832 

R •支真 
See 馨 

(Upper 
unaspirated) 

Even  Upper 

陲 2
 2833 

R. 支 
See 垂 

Even  Lower. 

A  frontier  ；  a  boundary 

an  edge. 

邊陲  the  frontier. 

The  wind  bending  things 

by  its  force. 

2836 

r •支灰 
C.  cK-ou 
H.  ch、ui 

F.  tui、 f'ui 
W.  dzu 

Jsei'dji 
P.  ch^wei 

Y  *  J  t^wei Sz.  chLwet 

K.  ch、u、 t、we 
J.  tai、te 
A.  chui、 doui 
Even  Lower. 

See  2807. 

The  callosities,  or  rudi¬ 

mentary  toes  on  a  horse’s 

leg.  A  cock’s  spur.  The 
buttocks. 

腥縣  the  ancient  name  of  福 

山縣  in  Shantung. 

弱 柳受風 廳 the  soft  willow bends  to  the  blast. 

The  front  tresses  of  ah 

unmarried  girl. 

高凳 雲髻不 復馨髫 
the  hair  once  bound  up  high  (in 
wedlock)  can  never  again  fall 
in  maiden  tresses. 

To  beat  ；  to  pommel ; 

to  shampoo  ;  massage.  To 
throw. 

槌鼓  to  beat  a  drum. 

挺 金爲范 tc>  beat  g°Id  into leaf. 

槌楚  to  give  a  beating. 

一 槌打倒  knocked  him 
down  with  one  blow. 

植 才 f  ― •頓  gave  him  a  beat- ing. 

槌胸  to  beat  the  breast, -一 in 
anger,  or  in  grief. 

禱 枕槌床  to  pound  the  pil¬ 
low  and  beat  the  bed, 一 unable 
to  sleep. 

槌腰。 r 槌背  to  pound  the 
loins, — to  shampoo  or  knead  the 
body  with  the  hands,  as  is  done 

in  barbers’  shops,  often  to  relieve 
rheumatic  pains,  etc. 

褪!
 

2836 槌石  to  cast  stones. 

槌 提仁義  to  discard  charity I  and  duty  to  one’s  neighbour. 

槌魯  stupid;  doltish. 

槌 
2 

2837 

R •支真 See 槌 

Even  Lower. 

m 2838 

揣 

2839 

毳 
2840 

埠 3
 

2841 

r. 轸震 

See 

Rising  &  Sink¬ 
ing  Upper. 

德
 4 

R •震 

See  dp 

SinkingUpper. 

w 

2843 

R •眞震 

C.  I  r 

H.  I  
chun 

F.  tung 

W.  ciung 

N.  ch  'ing 
P.  chun 

A  mallet;  a  beetle ；  a 

rammer  or  pile-driver  ；  a 

bludgeon. 

槌鼓  to  beat  a  drum. 

鼓槌  a  drum-stick. 
研槌  a  beetle;  a  rammer. 

打樁槌  a  pile-driver. 
槌檑  an  apothecary’s  pestle ; large  fingers. 

楢子  a  pestle;  a  stroke  with  a 

pestle. 

Same  as  2824. 

See  2696. 

See  11,940. 

OKCXJN. 

A  target. 

A  truss  of  hay  or  straw. 

To  impress  upon  ； 

reiterate  ；  repeatedly. 

to 

諄諄然 命之乎 did(God) confer  the  empire  on  hinV  -(the 

Emperor  Shun)  with  specific  in¬ 

junctions? 

諄囑  to  give  particular  orders. 

w 

2843 

M.  chun、 chun 
Y.  chun^  ten 

Sz.  chun 

K.  sun、 ch^un 

J.  shun 

A.  chwhi 

Even  Upper. 
2844 

屯 

2845 

吨1
 

2846 

R 元 

See 龙 

Even  Lower. 

窀1
 

2847 

R 眞元 

C.  Cchun、 U^uti 

H. 

F.  ctung 
W. 【ciung N.  sdeng 

P.  Cchun 

?和 

K.  tun、 chun 

J.  chun、 ton 
A.  chwirt Even  Upper 

and  Lower 

Irregular. 

w 
2848 

R •眞 

C.  chun^  v. 

H.  v.  ̂ kLin F.  v.  keittg1 

W.  ciung 

N.  ch'ing 
P.  tsen^  chun 
M.  tsun^  chun 

Y.  tsun 
K.  chun 

J.  shun 

A.  chwen 
Even  Upper. 

諄諄 的求雨 t。 earne pray  for  rain. 

誨 爾諄諄  I  taught  you  v 
assiduous  repetition. 

諄懇  to  importune. 

Same  as  1 2,203. 

See  12,232. 

Babble  ；  gibberish  ；  driv 

Read  t、 un\  Discc 

tented. 

To  bury. 

谘穸  to  store  away  for  the  h night, 一 to  bury. 

笟 穸之敬  contribution 

wards  funeral  expenses. 

The  cheek-bones.  Fie 

dried  for  winter  use. 

meat  dumpling.  Used 12,215. 

打肫兒  to  take  a  snack 
a  journey. 

鳥肫腩  the  offal  of  a  bird 

胸胞 其 仁  his  charity  ofhe 
was  genuine. 

砘誡  sincere;  earnest. 

肫肝  fried  dried  liver. 

友 于肫篤  to  be  addicted 
earnestness, — as  a  perse ver 
student. 
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2849 

耖 
:準 
>ing  Upper. 

To  authorise  ；  to  grant: 

To  acknowledge  receipt  o 

communications  from  an 

equal  or  others,  as  below 

不准  not  allowed, — to  be  filed, 
as  a  plaint  or  petition.  Such  is 

the  formula  endorsed  by  an 
official  upon  any  case  into  the 
merits  of  which  he  declines  to 
enter. 

禀准  the  petition  has  been  allow¬ 
ed, 一 the  case  can  go  on. 

准狀 t。  allow  the  filing  of  a 
plaint. 

准行  to  sanction. 

旨准  WE  grant  his  request;  a 
Decree  authorising. 

准奏  his  memorial  is  granted. 

允准  to  agree  to  allow;  to  con¬ 
nive  at. 

准 以十日  to  grant  ten  days 
for  •  •  •  • 

准期  to  appoint  a  day. 

准單  a  Customs’  permit. 

准 予免稅  to  grant  exempt¬ 
ion  from  duty. 

准 往憑單  a  parents’  certi¬ 
ficate  of  emigration  granted  to 
minors. 

准此  on  receipt  of  the  above 
— used  between  equals.  Maybe 
used  conventionally  in  reference 

to  the  communications  of  super¬ 
iors  or  inferiors  of  other  nation¬ 
alities. 

准文  to  receive  a  despatch. 

声准貴 道來文 1  have 
just  received  your  (the  Taot’ai’s) communication. 

准據此  on  receipt  of  the  above, 
-—two  or  more  documents,  show¬ 
ing  that  some  were  from  an  equal, 
others  from  an  inferior. 

准奉  to  receive  from  an  equal 
and  superior,  respectively. 

案准  referring  to  a  communi¬ 
cation  already  placed  on  record, 

If.  received  some  time  pre¬ 
viously. 

准令。 ••准 爲。 r 准與 t。 allow. 

准駁  sanction  and  reversal. 

淮子  a  lien  or  option  of  pur¬ 
chase  (on  a  house  or  oh  land.) 

隼 
2850 

鶴 2851 

準
 3 

2852 
R. 轸屑 

H.  
I  chun 

F. chung 

W.  citing 

N.  ch'ing 

p-  j 

[  chun 

LI 
K.  chun 

J.  djun A.  chwen 

Rising  Upper. 

See  10,162. 

Same  as  10,162. 

j  and 

Even ;  level.  A  water 

level.  To  adjust ;  to  equa 

ise.  To  fix；  to  determine 

Originally  the  same  as 

2849， and  still  to  a  certain 
extent  interchanged 

繩 璋生準 a  straight  mark¬ ing-line  produces  evenness, 

準能 內守其 水而外 

不流  a  water-level  keeps  its wat^r  within  and  does  not  let 

it  run  out, — referring  to  the  im¬ 
portance  of  the  internal  as  op¬ 
posed  to  the  external. 

準 种  adjusted  scales. 

準繩  a  marking  line, 

準人  a  magistrate. 
對準。 1 ■較 準 to  compare 

verify. 

準  ̂  。1 •準則  a  .rule-;  a standard 

準 情準理  to  consider  the circumstances  of. 

、準  fixed  regulations 

準時刻  the  proper  time. 
準不準 is  it  certain  (or  right, 

as  a  watch)  or  not? 

準得  to  be  certain  of  getting 

射到準  he  has  hit! 一 anything aimed  at  with  bow  and  arrow 

準析多 少 'vhat  discount  will 
you  allow  ? 

探準  to  enquire  accurately. 

瞧準  to  look  carefully, 

準確。 r  準 對  perfectly  cor¬ rect. 

準成  absolute. 

準話  the  truth. 準賬  to  compound  for  a  debt 
by  accepting  articles  in  lieu  of monev. 

準兒  something  to  go  by;  a 
standard. 

M3  i 取 鋇爲準 2852 

衡1
 

2^53 

R •寘 

see 諄 

Even  Upper, 

春1
 

2«54 

R. 眞 

H.  i  cM,ln 

F.  ck^ung W.  c^iung 

N.  ch、’ing 

M.  I 
 ch"wi 

Y.  tsHvbi 

Sz.  ch、un 
K.  ch^tm 

J.  shun 

A.  hsivhi 
Even  Upper. 

to  take  silver  as 

the  standard  of  values. 

準於某 月某日 shall,  on 
such  and  such  a  day  •… 

Read  ckiiek^.  The  nose. 

隆準  a  nose  that  is  not  flatten¬ ed  down  on  the  face, 一 a  mark 

of  good  looks. 

鼻 準  the  nose. 鷹準  an  aquiline  nose. 準頭  aim；  accuracy  of  aim ； the  end  of  the  nose. 

Genuine ；  unmixed;  pure 
simple. 

Spring  ；  used  figuratively 

: for  a  year.  Pleasant  or 

joyous  ；  wanton  or  lewd. 

5353, 9742. 

春季  the  season  of  spring. 

春天  spring-time. 

I 春間  in  spring. ^生 ，夏長 ，秋收 ，冬 藏  born  in  spring,  gronui  in 
summer,  reaped  in  autumn, 

stored  in  winter, 一 of  grain， 

春 生秋成  born  in  spring. completed  in  autumn,— of  grain. 

jjL  春  the  beginning  of  spring, — a  solar  term  beginning  about 

the  6th  February.  • 

鞠 I  another  name  for  the  above, from  the  ceremony  of  whipping 

the  clay  ox  on  that  day.  See  8346. 

迎 春  meet  the  spring, 一 an annual  official  ceremony. 

春牛  the  spring  ox, — of  clay, carried  in  procession  at  the  above 

ceremony,  and  afterwards  broken 
up  as  a  sacrifice  to  agriculture. 

春分  the  vernar  equinox，— a solar  term  beginning  about  the 

20th  March. 

春曉  a  spring  morning;  the  early spring. 
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2854 
春 物尙餘  there  was  still  a 

little  of  spring  left. 

春雨  spring  rains. 

春 祭 加  spring  visit  to  the 
family  tombs. - 

春 光明媚  spring-time  bright and  winsome. 

春氣  spring  warmth. 

春  spring  swallow, — a  pattern. 

春茶  spring  tea, — one  quality 
of  tea 

熙春  hyson  tea. 

春 紳  sPring  gauze,— a  very  light 
quality. 

春 餅  spring  cakes.  See  9288. 

靑 春  the  green  spring-time, — of 
life;  one’s  green  and  salad  days. See  below. 

間靑 春多少  asked  how  old he  was. 

春 FJ 載陽。 '•春 日遲 
遲  the  spring  days  lengthen  out. 

維 莫之春  it  is  now  the  end 
of  spring. 

人不 知春, 草知春 
man  does  not  recognise  spring, 

plants  do. 

I 春 來無處 不花香 *11 

spring  comes,  every  spQt  is  per¬ 
fumed  with  flowers. 

花怕 春光老  flowers  dread 
the  departure  of  spring. 

春 茗候光  I  shall  expect  you 
at  .my  feast. 

春秋  Spring  and  Autumn, 一 the 
annals  of  the  kingdom  of  魯 

Lu  from  722  to  484  b.c.,  said  to 
have  been  compiled  by  Confucius 
himself.  So  called  fron\  the 

custom  of  prefixing  to  each  entry 
in  the  national  annals  the  year, 
month,  day,  and  season^  in  which 
the  event  recorded  took  place. 

Thus,  spring  includes  summer, 
and  autumn  winter. 

春秋人 a  man  of  the  Spring 
and  Autumn  period, -of  the  early 
centuries  of  the  Chou  dynasty. 

春 秋高。 r 有春叙 his 
springs  and  autumns  are  many 
-he  is  old. 

i 幾 易春秋  how  old  are  you? 

已有了 春秋了  already old. 

2854 

僖
 3 

z855 R •診 

See 蠢 

新春  the  new  year. 

滿 面生春  smiled  all  over  his 
face. 

滿 口春風  very  pleasant  of| 
speech. 

春色  joyous-looking;  gay. 

i、 添春色  slightly  ‘‘sprung;’’ a  little  elevated, — with  wine, 

百 病回春  in  all  diseases  he can  bring  back  health, — of  a 
clever  doctor. 

春畫 春宮  (see  6580)  or 
春工  obscene  pictures. 

春 册  books  with  indecent  plates. 

春藥。 1 •春方  aphrodisiacs. 

春  t 意  lewd  Noughts. 人到了 歲數了 ，春心 

是要動 的  at  a  certain  age, a  man’s  fancies  “lightly  turn  to 

thoughts  of  love •” 

春王月  the  first  moon. 

陽春月  the  tenth  moon. spring  dreams, 一 unreal. 

春 婆之夢  dreams  of  love. 春官  officials  of  the  Board  of | 
Rites, — from  the  周禮  Chou 
Ritual. 

春组  Egrdta  modes ta, 

春明  Peking. 
春喚 5079. 

Rich  ；  well-to-do. 

俦厚  well-off;  rich. I 

Rising  Upper. 

樁1
 

2856 

R •眞 

See 春 

J.  chin 

Even  Upper. 

A  long-lived  tree.  A 
father. 

香椿  Cedrela  odor  at  a  ̂ 一 the  buds of  which  when  boiled  in  water 

and  eaten  are  said  to  be  “yery 

exciting,” ^  ilantus gla?idu/osa{Dtsi.) 

大椿。 r 椿堂  your  father. [The  first  is  also  the  name  of 
a  long-lived  tree,  mentioned  by 
Chuang  TztL] 

樁1
 

2856 

賸 

2857 

R ‘較 

See 春 

Rising  Upper. 

2858 

R •較 

See 春 

Rising  Upper. 

睹
 3 

2859 

R •夥 

& 蠢 

Rising  Upper, 

靈椿未 老彳。 ur  vivaci< 
father  does  not  grow  old. 

棒 萱 並 茂  both  parents  al 
and  well. 

Corpulent  ；  fat. 

To  wriggle  like  worn 

Stupid  ;  doltish. 

蠢子  a  blockhead. 
蠢笨 蠢鋪。 r 愚 j 

a 蠢才  foolish ;  doltish. 

萌 孽蠢動  sprouting  3 wriggling  (like  plants  and  inse 
in  spring), 一 of  incipient  sediti 

製蠢  silly-looking. 
Blended  ；  mixed.  Obj nate. 

2860 

r 眞 

see 春 

Even  Upper. 

涪 
2861 

u 

2862 

w 

2863 

R •眞 

See 醇 

Even  Lower. 

諄 

2864 

醇 

2865 

反春較  self-contradictory.  A: multicoloured;  variegated. 

A  salt-water  fish  ； 

mullet.  Also,  a  roach. 

Same  as  10,139. 

10,138. 

See  10,139. 

An  ox,  seven  cubits  hi 餐 

yellow,  and  having  bla 
lips. 

九十其 搏  ninety  great  ox See  2843. 

See  10,141. 
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鶉 
2866 

純1
 

2867 

眞 
se# 
•  hsuen 

iven  Upper. 

純 
2868 

酏 
2869 

唇
，
 

2870 

眞 
. hs  'un 
. chin 

shin 

. t'en 

: ven  Lower. 

See  10,142. 

The  wild  varnish  tree  or 

野 漆樹.  Often  used  for 
2856. 

脣 
2871 

See  10,149. 

See  10,15 1. 

The  lips. 

口唇  the  lips. 

啓一 勲乐春  opened  a  little 
rosy  dot  of  a  mouth. 

唇 紅酋白  red  lips  and  white 
teeth， 一 pretty. 

絳唇  red  lips. 
點唇  to  rouge  the  lips. 

鶬唇  gaping  lips. 

劐唇子 Dr 崩口唇 
hare-lip.  See  5300. 

費唇舌  to  waste  one’s  breath in  talk. 

舌  to  be  plausible;  to  have 
the  gift  of  the  gab. 

唇酋  to  compress  the  lips,— in 
anger. 

唇 齒之誼  an  intimate  friend¬ ship. 

唇竭 h 亡） 而齒寒 
when  the  lips  are  gone,  the  teeth 
feel  cold.  Figurative^;  used  of 
the  exposed  condition  of  the  cen- 

tral  power  when  its  outlying  de¬ 
fences  are  taken.  Said  b)  Kung 
Chih-ch‘i， 7th  cent.  b.c. 

唇齒之 邦  States  which  stand 
to  each  other  in  the  relation  of 
lips  and  teeth,  as  above, 

唇寒  to  ignore;  to  take  no  no¬ 
tice  of. 

Correct  form  of  2870. 

糌1
 

2872 

R.  vulgar. 

C.  Cc/^un Even  Upper. 

欏 
2873 

2874 

R. 眞 

See 春 

K. ch、un 

J.  chun A.  t"iuen 
Even  Upper. 

中 
2875 

R 東送 

J  chung 
F.  tilng^  toting 

I  —g 

chung 

W, 

N. P. 

M. Y. Sz. ) 

K. chung 

J.  chu 

A.  trung 

Even  and Sinking 

Upper. 

I 

j  The  eggs  of  birds,  rep 
I  tiles,  etc.  ；  testicles  ；  truffles, 

i 鷄橘 hens’ 哪. 

蛇橘  snakes’  eggs. 
雷在補  the  eggs  of  the  Thun der-God, —  aerolites:  also,  truffles, 

Same  as  2867. 

A  hearse.  A  mud  sledge 

mm  a  hearse  ornamented  with 
dragons. 

泥乘轆  to  slide  across  mud  on a  sledge, -  one  of  the  四載 

j  four  modes  of  transport.  'Sec 
1  574,  2446,  6821. 

GHXJlSTGr. 

The  middle  ；  that  which 

is  in  the  middle,  as  opposed 

to 外  12,442.  Within  ； 
inner.  Midway.  Medium  ； 

middling,  as  of  stature  (see 

4661),  or  of  size,  etc.  Pain¬ 
ted  on  a  wall, 中  stands 

for  “commit  no  nuisance," 
from  its  rough  similarity  to 

a  turtle;  see  6421. 

當中  in  the  middle  ；  at  the 
centre. 

中間  in  the  middle；  among ； 
within. 

內中有  among  them  are  ... . 
中 — • 童 曰 one  lad  among them  said. 

中有 一個人  among  them was  a  man. 

個中人  an  insider,  or  one  of us,  as  opposed  to  門外漢 

an  outsider. 

非 個中人 ，不 能道及 

^  unless  to  one  of  the  ini¬ 
tiated,  you  cannot  say  a  word 

about  it, — they  won’t  understand 

you. 中人。 r 中保人  a  middle¬ 
man  ； a  go-between.  The  former 
is  also  a  man  of  mediocre  abi¬ 

lities;  a  eunuch. 

中
】
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! 五中  the  five  viscera.  ^3715 1 

中年  middle-aged. 

中流  in  mid-stream. 失中  to  fail  to  strike  the  mean between  two  extremes. 

栢 黍中者  black  millet [grains]  of  an  average  size. 

中門  the  middle  or  principal 
gate;  to  stand  in  the  middle  of 
the  gateway. 

: 中道。 1 •中途  half  way ;  in- 

j  complete. 
I 中 道而衩  he  died  in  mid 

career. 

I 中天  in  the  tunes  of  Yao  and 

!  Shun. 

中 天懸％ 月  the  bright 
moon  hangs  in  the  middle  of 
the  heavens. 

中 天景蓮  the  noon-tide  of prosperity. 

i  中線  the  middle  thread, — the I  meridian  from  which  longitude 
!  is  reckoned. 

中揉  the  ridge-pole,*— forms  the basis  on  which  rents  are  reckoned 

中覺 ("“W)  the  midday  siesta 

中腯  the  diaphragm. 

中止  to  stop  midway. 
!屮 和  equilibrium  and  harmony 

丨 中和節  ilie  first  day  of  the second  moon. 

中衣兒  stockings. 

中飽  to  pilfer. 
中表  cousins  of  different  sur¬ names. 

人中白  salts  of  urine,—  used in  the  Chinese  pharmacopoeia. 

中古  the  “middle  ages,” 一 of China,  about  1100  b.c. 

中秋  mid-autumn,—- the  15th  of the  8th  moon. 

中友  mutual  friend;  a  friend of  both  parties  ;  ail  arbitrator. 

難中悔  to  repent  when  in trouble, — when  too  late. 

心中  in  my  mind. 中心  fair-mihded;  impartial. 

中央  the  centre;  the  bull’s-eye. See  4562. 
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在水中 央  he  is  in  the  middle of  the  water. 

舟 中望去  he  looked  out  from 
the  ship,  — and  saw  … 

黃 流在中  full  of  yellow  wine, 
— as  a  goblet. 

中國  the  Middle  Kingdom, — 
China,  from  a  belief  that  it  was 
situated  at  the  centre  of  a  vast 

square  earth,  surrounded  by  the 
Four  Seas,  beyond  which  lay 
islands  inhabited  by  barbarians. 
The  use  of  the  t6rm  dates  back 

to  many  centuries  b.c.  The  term 

is  also  found  in  the  sense  of  “the 

middle  of  the  kingdom, 0  the 
capital.  Also  used  by  early  Budd¬ 
hist  writers  for  Central  India. 
See  13,376. 

中 國爲天 下共主 
China  is  the  suzerain  of  all  under 

heaven.  [Said  by  the  Japanese 

on  Ld.  Amherst’s  mission]. 

今中 國亦云 目口也 
“Chung  kuo”  is  now  also  called 

“Mu  k‘ou.”  [Here  中 國 can 
only  mean  Honan.] 

哀 恫中國  alas  for  the  Middle 
Kingdom ! 

惠 此中國  let  us  cherish  this 
capital. 

中 _  OT 中土。 r 中原 
similar  terms  for  “China.” 

守中 (=存 之於 胸中) 
to  keep  in  mind.  Also,  to  pre 

§erve  a  mean 

中軍。 t 中軍官  a  military 
secretary. 

中 軍作好  the  general  in  the 
middle  looks,  plear^d. 

冲軍帳  a  military  commander- in-chief. 

中冓 之言不 可道也 
the  story  of  the  inner  chamber 
cannot  be  told. 

中外 说 12,442. 
中西  the  mijldle  and  western 
nations, -Chinese  and  foreigners. 

中都  Peking, 一 a  term  used  by 
the  Mongols. 

中上。 r 中時。 r 中午 
midday;  noon. 

中飯  the  midday  meal. 

不 辨中夕  couldn’t  tell  noon from  night. 

上中下  best,  medium,  and 
worst, — three  degrees  of  excel 

中1
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lence  under  which  persons  or 

things  may  be  classified.  These 
are  each  again  divided  into  three; 

^ 上上 ，上中 ，上 下， 

best  of  best,  medium  of  best, 
worst  of  best,  and  so  on.  Also, 

original,  duplicate,  and  tripli¬ 
cate,  e.g.  of  deeds.  Also,  first, 
second,  and  third,  of  volumes, 

中 中兒的  medium  of  the medium  class;  medium. 

人物却 K 中中  of  medio¬ cre  personal  attractions. 

中碗  a  medium-sized  bowl. 

中 等人才 n-  of  ordinary capacity. 

中宮  the  Empress. 
中 堂  colloquial  designation  of  a 

大學士  Grand  Secretary. [First  came  into  use  utider  the 

Sungs.]  r 

貴中堂  you,  the  honourable Grand  Secretary. 

中翰  a  secretary  of  the  Grand Secretariat. 

中書  see  10,024； 
中書科  the  Imperial  Patent office 

中 書行省  the  (thirteen)  pro¬ vincial  Governorships  establish 

ed  under  the  Yuan  dynasty. 

中 議大夫  title  of  a  function¬ ary  of  the  second  division  of 

the  3rd  grade  of  honorary  rank. 

中 憲夫夫  title  of  a  function¬ ary  of  the  first  division  of  the 

4th  grade  of  honorary  rank. 

中允  an  officer  of  5  th  rank ;  lit, shield-bearer. 

中 epistolary  designation  of  a 

^  ̂   Governor  of  a  provi
nce. 

secretary  of  the  Council 

for  the  administration  of  Tibet. 

中呂  the  first  moon;  the  begin¬ ning  o>f  spring.  See  7520. 

中數  the  middle  number, 一 five. 

中庸  the  invariable  medium, one  of  the  Four  Books,  trans¬ 
lated  by  Dr.  Lboge  as  Doctrine 
of  the  Mean.  It  is  ascribed  to 

子思  Tzti  Ssu,  a  grandson  of Confucius. 

適 之中庸  to  hit  the  happy mean. 

中 

d75 

7}r  ̂   4*  this  is  t0  hit  th{ 
happy  mean. 
中庸 之人不 教不知 
ordinary  people  must  be  taught 

or  they  will  not  know. 

中行  to  walk  in  the  mean  (cf medio  tutissimus  ibis);  to  ac 

in  accordance  with  right. 

中州  an  old  name  for  Honan 

中旛  a  rod  with  a  pennant,  usee 

by  jugglers. 

中涓 OT 中官  a  eunuch. 
中山  an  old  name  for  Lewchew 

# 中 山之嘩 
! Chung-shan  reputation, -for  hart 

drinking.  Referring  to  the  stor 

^ 劉元石  Liu  Yuan-shih 
who  had  wine  given  him  at  a】 

inn  at  Chung-shan  which  mad 
him  drunk  for  a  thousand  days 

so  that  his  family  thought  b 
was  dead  and  buried  him,  hi 

living  body  being  exhumed  a the  instance  of  the  innkeepe 

just  before  the  expiration  ofth thousandth  day. 

Read  chun^.  To  hit  th( 

centre  ;  to  be  successful 
To  be  struck  or  affecte( 

by；  to  fancy.  To  fall  into See  9300. 

中了。 r 中上了  he  has  hit 

—as  a  target. 

中不得  he  can’t  hit. 
中計  to  make  a  lucky  hit;  t succeed  in  a  plan. 

猜中 or. 估 中 .to  guess  righl 
一 as  a  riddle. 

量中  to  make  a  correct  estimate 
一 of  weight  or  size. 

果 中其言 vedy  his 
have  come  to  pass. 

中 了六 十五名 he 
sixty- fifth  on  the  list.  [  I 

used  for  the  2nd  and  3rd  degree 
but  not  for  that  of  秀才 ^ 

進  being  substituted.] 

被太師 批卷不 中 h had  liis  essay  rejected  by  th 

wore 

examiner. 

高中  to  reach  the  highest  d< grees.— by  success  at  exarom^ tions. 

他沒 考中了  he  has.nc passed, — at  the  examination. 
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送 
chung 

chi'ung 
toting 
•  djung 
dzung 
chung 

j 加 ng 
chung 

cK'ung 
•  chu^  dju 
L  trong 

Sipiking 
Lower. 

忠1
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東 

C.  ch^ung 
Even  Upper. 

一不中 即奉去  because' he  did  not  pass  at  the  first 

attempt,  he  gave  up  trying. 

中寒  to  catch  cold. 

中暑  to  get  a  sunstroke,  or  heat 
apoplexy. 

中 風不語  struck  with  wind 
and  unable  to  speak, — paralysis 

中酒  to  get  drunk. 

看中了  approved  of;  took  a 
fancy  to,  as  a  woman.  See  5852. 

不 知你中 意 那一位 
which  young  lady  may  you  fancy  ? 

_  _  worth  hearing.  See  11,299. 

中 毒  to  be  accidentally  poison¬ 
ed.  See  37*27. 

中了他 尚圈兒 1  have 
fallen  into  his  trap, — been  taken in. 

不中  chung^  or  chungx  ̂   of 
no  use.  今 

不 中用了  at  the  point  ofl 
death;  no  hope. 1 

能 中何用  of  what  use  is  it? 

不中  unpalatable. 

那釋 不中拜  that  scoun¬ drel  is  not  worth  a  salute. 

The  second  in  order  of 

birth; ⑽伯 9340.  The 

younger  of  two.  Used  for 
2875 - 

伸氏  the  younger  of  two,：— men 
or  women. 

仲子 Mr.  Chung. 

仲 父  a  father’s  younger  brother; 
an  old  title  =  chief  adviser, 

given  to  王導  Wang  Tao. 

伸秋  the  eighth  moon. 
仲  the  second  moon  of  winter. 

伸甩  Chung-ni, — the  style  or 
common  name  of  Confucius,  who 
was  the  second  son- 

Loyal ;  patriotic  •’  faithful, 

as  opposed  to 奸  1628. 
See  10,077. 

忠臣  a  loyal  minister. 

忠烈。 1 ■忠勇 lc)yal  and devoted. 

忠義  loyal  and  unswerving  from 
the  right. 

忠1
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R.m 

chung 

C. H. 

F*  chLung W. 
N. 

ctung 

P.  chung 

M.  I  ̂ 

r  I  tsung Sz.  chung 

K.  ch、ung 

J.  chu 

A. trung 

Even  Upper. 

2879. 

R 東送 

j  ch-ung 

See 中 

K.ch'-ung 

Even  Upper. 

盡 忠報國  thoroughly  loyal 

忠信  honest ;  faithful.  J 
忠厚  upright ;  without  guile； worthy. 

忠良  the  faithful  and  the  good. 

忠厚是 _用 之別名 
worthiness  is  another  name  for 

uselessness, 一 worthy  people  are 
mostly  fools. 

忠 曹逆耳  honest  advice  is unpleasant  to  the  ear. 

私臣 不忠 ，忠 臣不私 
a  selfish  minister  is  not  loyal;  a 

loyal  minister  is  not  selfish. 

忠 臣視死 無難色 
loyal  minister  faces  death  without blenching. 

忠菓  the  loyal  fruit, 一 the  olive which  tastes  sharp  at  first,  like 

- loyal  counsels. 

A  cup  with  a  cover  to  it, 

in  which  tea  is  infused,  and 

from  which  it  is  drunk.  A 

bowl;  a  goblet. 

茶盅  a  tea-cup,  with  a  cover. 

酒  A  a  wine-cup. 湯盅  a  soup-plate;  a  soup-tureeri. 

Inner  garments.  The  in¬ 
ner  man  ；  the  heart  ；  the 

feelings；  a  sense  of  justice. 

To  weigh  ；  to  agree  upon. 

和衷  to  harmonise  the  moral 
. nature  (of  the  people), — as  when 
sovereign  抑 d  minister  act  in 
due  fulfilment  of  their  proper 

functions.  Also,  friendly  ；  in  sym- 

>  pathy.  、广 

4 帝降衷 于下民
 Gcxl 

fias  bestowed  a  moral  sense  upon 
the  people. 

天 誘其衷  God  moved  his heart. 

不衷  insincere.  ̂  
言不 由衷  your  words 
not  sincere. are 

衷懷  to  cherish  in  one’s  mind. 

衷情 衷腸  the  feelings; the  emotions. 

衷1
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R •腫朱 

冬 
C. 、ch、ung' 

c hungry 三  chhtng 
H. 三  ch‘ung、 

ch^unf 、 

ich^ung 

F. 

tdong% 抓 ng、 

W.  i-djuoa^ 

Ldjiioa 

N.  djung 

P.  chungi、 

三 ch、ung 

M.  (  tsung、 
Y.  J  ts^utig 

Sz.  chung、 
ch、utig 

K.  chung 

「•  chd、 dju 

A.  trongt、 trungL' 
itrung 

Evea,  Rising， 
Sinking 

Lower. 

衷 曲所發  one’s  train  of] 
thought  or  feelings. 不 "得 ~ 1 時展 其衷曲 

never  getting  a  moment  for  ex¬ 
pression  of  feelings. 

析衷  to  weigh  opinions;  to  dis 
criminate;  to' mollify ;  to  concil 
iate. 

言者莫 衷一是 the 
speakers  could  not  agree  to  any 

one  course  ；  no  consensus  of 

opinion. 

私 衷抱歉  to  be  conscious  of| oi^e’s  deficiencies, — as  towards  a 
friend. 

- Heavy,  as  opposed  to 輕 

2183;  weighty  ；  important. 
Strong  •  violent  ；  severe. 

Deep,  bf  mourning. 

重 輕  heavy  and  light. 
輕 重  light-heavy, 一 weight. 

不 足輕重  the  matter  is  of 
i\o  importance. ' 

审 — Jj"  three  catties  in  weight. 

有多重  how  heavy  is  it? 
恩 重 如 山  favours  weighty  as 
mountains. 、 

重大  grave；  important;  serious. 
■  .  ■  •  ■  .  _ 、 . 

审  important  ground, — atenn 
applied  to  any  official  precinct. 

重位  tan  important  post. 

重臣  a  high  official. 自重  to  respect  oneself.  AIS9, 
to  weigh  oneself  down, — as  with 
cares,  etc. 

君 子自重  “commit  no 
nuisance  •‘，  、 

以 ‘ 重稅餉  in  order  to maintain  due  regard  for  the 

Custom? -  revenue. 

須 念前 程爲重 m  must make  your  career  of  paramount 

importance. 

以 重人倫  in  ordei  to  give weight  to  the  (five)  relationships： 

、： See  7464.  A 

以 重 其 國  in  order  t。 honour 
that  nation. 

— 审  the  three  important  things, 

& •議禮  to  determine  cere- 
monies，  制度  to  enact  laws, 
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and  考 文 t0  hold  examinations 

I  in  literature.  Sec  chlung}. 

i  不重 虛詞1 1131  tC)  give  any 
attention  to  unimportant  ex¬ 
pressions. 

以重論  to  interpret  in  its  se-| 
verest  sense, 一 as  a  law,  by  appli¬ 
cation  of  the  severest  penalty. 

重 以口赛  a  hard  (ot  un- pleasant)  thing  to  have  to  say. 

武不 吉 重用  force  should! not  be  used  to  excess. 

重打  to  beat  severely.  ( 

見老 兒口重  seeing  that 
the  old  man  was  using  strong 
language. 

重究 不貸  to  be  severely 
r  dealt  with. 

重罪 治 .之 Punished  him severely. 

他 的罪重  his  crime  was 
very  great. 

重 傷  a  severe  wound. 

重活  heavy  work.  See  5324. 

重寶  >recious  gems, 一 a  term1 for  large  copper  cash. 

寧  ̂   to  treat  well;  to  make much  of. 

2880 

重 生女， 不 重生男 t。 
think  more  of  getting  daughters 

than  sons, — a  phrase  which  took 
its  rise  from  the  influence  of  the 

famous  楊貴如  Yang  Kuei-I fei. 

重星  the  planet  Jupiter.  | 

重 晉  weighty  w  rds, — the  words 
of  recognised  authorities  quoted 

in  argument  against  an  adver¬ sary. 

重嘗所 以已 言也1 an- 
guage  based  on  weighty  authority 
is  used  to  bar  further  argument. 

不倚重  not  to  be  relied  onA 
of  men；  not  to  be  leant  on,  of things.  

^ 

重用  very  desirable  for  employ¬ 
ment, 一 of  men  and  things. 

重用他  to  depend  much  on 
him;  to  put  great  faith  in  him. 

重 木板  hard-wood  planks. 

重 數  a  large  number. 
重報  a  substantial  recompense. 

輕 事重報  to  represent  a 
light  matter  as  a  grave  one. 

重筆  a  laboured  style  of  writing.  | 

重案  an  important  or  difficult  I 
or  grave  case, 

重以 t。  regard  with  attention.  | 

重重的  severely ;  heavily  ；| liberally. 

重情  a  serious  matter.  | 

Read  ch^un^.  A  fold ; 

a  layer  ；  a  thickness  ；  a 
repetition.  See  5495. 

二 审  thrice ;  three  thicknesses, 
measured  either  vertically  or 

laterally.  See  12,529  and  chung^. 

重三  3  duplicates, 一 in  a  lot,  I 
e.g.  of  coins. 

九重  the  sky；  heaven ;  the  Em- 1 
peror’s  palace. 

圜 則九重 ，孰 營度之 
the  nine  layers  of  the  round  sky, 
who  has  measured  them  ? 

門嚴 九重靜 the  door  is fast  closed  and  the  palace  is  still. 

重九 。《 ■重陽 the  9th  of  the  I 9th  moon.  See  10,858 

重陽節  the  festival  of  the  9th  I of  the  9th  moon. 

重叠。 f 重複  to  repeat ; 
tautology.  、、 

此語 _ 犯重 a11  these 
phrases  violate  the  rule  against 
tautology. 

重 墨  piled  up. 一 重一重  one  laid  above the  other  in  a  pile. 

重重  one  above  (or  behind)  the 
othet;  thick ;  numerous. 

重刊  to  re-cut  blocks, — for  a new  edition. 

重夫  a  second  husband.  | 

打 入重圍  to  break  through the  enclosing  lines. 

重杪  to  re-copy. 
抄重 t。  copy  out  in  duplicate. 

重修  to  revise;  to  repair. 

福 無重至  blessings  never come  more  than  one  at  a  time. 

5313. 面 如重棗  his  cheeks  like  two dates, 一 very  red.  Said  of  関 
Kuan  Yu. 

重 
2880 

4 若 重覆之 ，得 二十給 

by  putting  a  new  one  over  the old,  it  will  Last  twenty  years. 

耳 重 deaf. 
人 不知 其重聽 pe°p1{ 
did  not  know  he  was  deaf. 

重落  to  relapse, — of  illness. 

重孫  a  great-grandson. 

重  callosities. 重演  to  repeat  a  performance 

重說  to  repeat. 
重用  to  reduplicate. repeated ;  reiteration. 

重累  duplicated. 重兵  reinforcements. 

重岡  numerous  ridges. 

重 新  anew;  afresh. 
相重  doubled ;  duplicated. 

重底  having  a  false  bottom. 

倕
，
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尺朱 

see 種 

Careless;  heedless. 

備價  fickle;  unstable ;  careless 
A.  chung 

SinkingUpper. 

M 2882 
Same  as  腫 2887. 

幢 

2883 

Same  as  2889. 

r •腫 

See 種 

Fire 

kindle. 

A.  chung 

Rising  Upper. 

flaming  up；  t( 

Swelling  of  the  legs. 

Se， 腫 

A.  t、ung 

Rising  Upper. 
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腫朱 
hung 

'chu”g、 

tsung) 
hung 
cuon 

chting 

: hung 

hd、 shu 
: hung、 
chong 

ising  and 
Sinking 
Upper. 

A  seed ；  a  germ.  A  kind； 

a  sort；  a  race  [see  5124). 

[In  colloquial  tstcngl,\ 

種子。 r  種兒  seed.  See  be¬ low. 

播種 布種 t。 sow  seed 

穀種  grain  for  sowing,  etc. 

布種  to  scatter  seed ;  to  dissem¬ 
inate,  as  doctrines. 

詾 降嘉種  he  gave  his  people 
the  beautiful  grains. 

傳種  to  propagate  a  species, - 
of  plant. 

打種 tQ  beget. 

遺種  to  leave  descendants  be¬ 
hind. 

雜種  of  mixed  seed,  as  the  son 
of  a  harlot;  illegitimate；  a  term 
of  abuse. 

痘種  vaccine  lymph.  See  below. 

種類  a  kind;  a  class；  brute  beasts, 
as  opposed  to  human  beings. 

沛艾馬 種遂絶  the  breed 
of  fine  horses  came  to  an  end. 

遂 得其種  and  thus  obtained 
the  breed. 

今 失其種  this  kind  (of  bam¬ 
boo)  is  not  grown  nowadays. 

不同 者五種 five  sped- 
mens,  all4  different, — of  coins. 

種 種不合  everything  goes 
wrong；  wrong  in  every  way. 

頭 髮種種  a  few  scattered 
hairs  on  his  head.  • 

禍種  the  source  of  misfortune. 

種式。 r 種樣  a  pattern. 

種切  minutely;  in  detail. 

Read  chung\  To  sow ; 

to  plant. 

種茱  to  plant  vegetables. 
種花  to  cultivate  flowers.  Also, 

to  vaccinate. 

種種  chungz  兒  t。 sow  seed. 
種植  to  plant  trees;  to  plant. 

種子  (/2^s)  to  beget  children. 
種牛痘  to  vaccinate.  See  above. 
種禍  to  sow  the  seeds  of  mis¬ 

fortune-. 

種1
 

2886 

2887 

R. 

See 種 

A.  taxing 

Rising  
Upper. 

謹 4
 

2888 

R 朱 

See 中 

SinkingUpper. 

m 
2889 

r •腫 

See 種 

A.  chu?ig 
chong 

JRising  Upper. 

種瓜 還得瓜  plant  melons 
and  you’ll,  get  melons；  as  you 
sow,  so  will  you  reap. 

種竹  to  garden. 種 因  to  sow  causes,  —  to  do 
things  which  will  entail  conse¬ 
quences  in  another  life. 

種田。 r 種地  to  till  fields 

福 田廣種 t。  prepare  a  rich harvest  of  blessing. 

To  swell. 

腫膜  t。 swell. 

_ 然腫 迤來了  suddenly 
it  swelled  up. 

腫 起靑黑  swollen  up  black and  blue. 

癀腫  puffy;  dropsical. 
浮腫  a  dropsical  swelling. 

腫傷  a  swollen  bruise. 

腫疼  swollen  and  painful. 

To  offend  by  harsh 

words. 

The  heel ;  to  follow  at 

the  heels  of,  or  in  the  foot¬ 

steps  of.  To  reach.  See 

4034,  7500. 

踵不 貼地  his  heels  did  not touch  the  ground. 

車 輪曳踵  to  drag  the  feet along  like  a  chariot  wheel,  with¬ 
out  lifting  them. 

衣 敝踵决  clothes  dirty  and shoes  with  the  heel  torn  off. 

機 發於踵  to  give  an  earnest or  inkling  of  one’s  inward  grace 
or  energy — lit,  to  manifest  power 

through  one’s  heels. 

不旋踵  without  turning  the heel;  immediately. 

計 不旋踵  in  plots  there should  be  no  going  back. 

敖 不旋踵  from  the  lost  battle not  a  man  returned. 

目 前 所爲旋 踵遺忘 
what  I  have  just  done,  when  I 

come  back  to  it  I  have  totally 

forgotten, 一 of  loss  of  memory. 

踵 3
 

2889 

ir 2890 

只朱 

See 重 

Sinking 

Lower. 

2891 

R. 冬 

H.  \ 
 chu 叩 

F.  chitng 

W.  c'uoa 

N.  cititjg 

P. ) 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 

chung 

K.  chong 

， sko、 s/n 
A.  chung 

Even  Upper. 

接 踵而至  they  arrived  in quick  succession,  i.e,  heel  upon 
heel.  Also,  to  follow  in  the  wake of.  See  3741. 

踵步 而前也  to  advance )vith  one  foot,  continually  bring¬ 
ing  the  toe  of  the  other  foot  to 
the  heel  of  the  former, 一 in  token 
of  respect. 

踵其後 t。  hang  on  the  rear (of  an  enemy)；  to  dog. 

踵跡 t。  follow  one's  footsteps, or  example 

踵 其意而 推廣之 
followed  out  the  idea  {i.e.  carrifc 
out  the  scheme),  but  on  a  larger scale. 

踵門  to  reach  a  door;  to  visit. 

踵貴國  to  visit  your  honour 
able  country. 

踵轅  to  visit  your  yamS?t. 

踵 事增華  to  adorn  or  carry 
out  with  eclat  whatever  one 

undertakes. 

A  woman  with  child. 

An  ancient  measure  equal 

to  six  ̂   hu  and  four  斗 

11,427.  A  cup;  a  goblet. 
To  cherish；  to  love.  To 

bring  together  = 聚 3061 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

鐘 2893.] 

鍾林  a  cup. 酒鍾  a  wine-cup. 
鍾蓋  a  tea-cup  with  a  cover. ' 

千 鍾電醒  he  drained  a  thou¬ 
sand  cups  in  a  twinkling. 

鍾情  feelings  of  affection. 

鍾愛  to  love. 鍾建  a  htisband. 
天 鍾美於 是 God  has 
brought  together  beauties  in  this 

spot. 

復鍾 於吾郡  there  was  a 
renaissance  (of  art)  In  my  part 
of  the  country. 

46 
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with 

2891 If1  i 鍾 靈毓才
 Wowed 

supernatural  talent, — as.  a  pro¬ 

phet, 

鍾靈  a  term  in  geomancy  re¬ 
ferring  to  auspiciousness  of  site. 

I 龍鍾  imbecile；  childish. 
丨號鍾  a  kind  of  lute, 

鍾子期  a  connoisseur  of  music 
— from  the  name  of  a  musical 

woodcutter  in  the  story  of 

伯牙 

鐘1
 2893 

R •冬 

I  chung
 

C. 

H. 
F.  c ftung 
W.  chuoa 

K. ckung 
P.  ckung M 小 

y#  j  i
sung §z.  chung 

K.  chung 

J.  shd、 shu 
A. ckung 

Even  Upper. 

m 
2892 

R. 冬 

•See  鍾 

Upper. 

To  stagger  along  ；  to 

shamble；  to  fall, 

i 行 路亂蹿  to  stagger  along the  road. 

蹟下水  to  topple  into  the water. 

A  bell  without  a  clapper. 

A  clock.  [To  be  distin¬ 

guished  from  鍾 2891.]  See 

903， 

鼓樂之  with  bells  and 
drums  let  us  show  our  delight 
in  her. 

打鐘。 r 敲鐘  to  strike  a  bell. 

徭鐘子  to  shake  a  hand-bell. 

槺木鐘  to  strike  a  ,\vooden 
bell, — used  figuratively  of  labour 

lost,  like  our  “blood  from  a 
stone,”  etc. 

一 口佥鐘  a  golden  bell. 
鐘樓  a  bell-tower；  a  belfry. 
碰鐘 same  as 星 兒 4^02. 
編鐘 a  set  of  16  bells  hung  in 
two  rows,  used  to  lead  the  or- 
chestrt  at  Confucian  services. 

老茗鐘 漏並歇 & ⑽ 
man’s  clock  and  clepsydra  are 
both  stopping, — I  am  about  to die. 

黃鐘律  name  of  the  longest 
of  the  pitch-pipes,  corresponding 
with  the  nth  moon.  See  7548. 

鐘黃長 棄  you  have  long  neg- 
lected  yourself, — to  aid  me. 

時辰鐘  a  clock. 

I 鐘表舖  a  watch  and  clock- 
j  maker’s  shop. 
坐鐘  a  “sitting”  clock, 一- as  for 

a  mantelpiece. 

鐘1
 

2893 

終1
 

2894 

^東 

F.  chung 

See 中 

A.  chung 

Even  Upper. 

The  end ;  final  ；  for  ever. 

Hence,  death.  Extreme  ； 

utmost ；  the  whole；  to  last. 

A  cycle  of  twelve  years. 

A  thousand  square  li.  Used 

to  strengthen  the  introduct¬ 
ion  of  the  apodosis. 

— ^  ̂   three  o’clock. 

鐘時  clock  time, — according  to the  foreign  division. 

不 知鐘點  not  to  be  able  to tell  the  time. 

自 鳴鐘  a  strikinS  clock- 

醒鐘 Qr 鬧鐘 an  alarum. 

問鐘  a  repeater. 
鐘弦  a  watch-spring. 

始終  beginning  and  end;  first and  last.  See  9982. 

年終  the  end  of  the  year. 

終久  in  the  end;  at  death. 
終  the  extreme ;  the  very  last. 

未知 其所終 there  is  n。 saying  where  it  will  end. 

請終之  please  let  me  finish, 一 what  I  was  saying, 

終不 可諼兮  he  can  never be  forgotten. 

終 其天年  to  complete  one’s 
allotted  span  of  life. 

竟以 終老“ and  they  lived 
happily  ever  afterwards.” 

終  _  之間  in  the  t
ime  of 

finishing  a  meal. 

終身  one’s  latter  end;  the  end of  life. 

終 身沒作  I  never  did  it  in 
all  my  life. 

終 身大事  the  great  business of  finally  settling  oneself, 一 mar¬ riage, 

歡好不 終  their  friendship has  not  lasted. 

以 永辞擧  in  order  to  perpet¬ 
uate  their  fame. 

終 性  改  it  is  hard  to  change one’s  nature. 

從 一 而終  faithful  to  one 
(husband)  to  the  la^t. 

★然不 聽  hewouldnot’ieed. 

終1
 

2894 

螽1
 

2895 

只東 

H. 【chung、 Sxh^ung 
F» chung 

See 中 

A.  chung 

Even  Upper. 

鼠冬
1 

2896 

R 冬東 

See 終 

Even  Upper. 

這 雨終止  this  rain  must  st 
sooner  or  later. 

善終  a  happy  end. 
臨銳 I  near  his  end. 

送終  to  perform  last  obsequi< 

老 毋終堂  your  old  moti: 

dead. 

壽終  dying  in  old  age.  1 12,901. 

愼終  to  perform  the  last  rit( 

終日 m 終朝  the  whole  da 

every  day. 

終日 延揮  keptdelayingfrc 
day  to  day. 

終曰 唆 訟譯生 &  W his  days  in  stirring  up  litigatii 
for  a  livelihood. 

不終日 而不 知病 S 

去也  before  the  day  waso he  was  well  again. 

終古  through  all  antiquity. 

雖然 …終是  •… althouj . still  (or  after  all) . 

終須  it  is  absolutely  necessai 一- in  spite  of  all  that  may  ha' 
been  previously  said  or  done. 

終留  to  keep  for  good. 

終非  is  by  no  means;  is  in  ] 
sense. 

終覆  the  final  bout, — e.g.  at  t! 
District  Magistrate’s  examir tions  of  students. 

一 賣終休  an  absolute  sal 

終不  can  or  will  never •… 

終南山 w  8I28- 
A  long  •  headed  gree 

grasshopper,  known  as  福 

斯 ( Truxalis). 

螽斯 辦慶㈣ 蟄蟄― your  children  be  numerous grasshoppers ! 

A  rodent  found  in  wes 

ern  China,  marked  wii 

spots  like  a  leopard. 
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家
 3 

2897 

R. 腫 
See 塚 

Rising  Upper. 

I 

塚
 3 

2898 

H:  I 
 ch^ung 

F.  futtg、 f'iing 
W.  cuoa 

?：( M.  )  chung 
Y. 

Sz.  1 
K.  cK'tmg 
J*  chd、 chti 

A.  trung 

Rising  Upper. 

m 
2899 

r •腫 
5 -塚 
Rising  Upper. 

M 
2900 

R. 送 

H.  I  chunS 

F.  chcung 

W.  citing 

^.cuung
 

I  A  mound；  a  peak.  Em¬ 
inent  ； great.  See  844. 

系土 a  mound;  an  altar  to 
Earth. 

赛碣  a  boundary-mark. 

山 系畢崩  the  peaks  of  the 
hills  came  crashing  down. 

茗子  an  eldest  son;  the  Heir 
Apparent. 

系宰  a  minister  of  state  =  ̂  
官 

系君  an  old  term  for  a  sover¬ 
eign. 

A  mound；  a  tomb. 

墳塚 a 塚墓  atomb;abury- 
ing-ground. 

開塚  to  dig  a  grave. 

舂塚  to  make  a  hard  or  con¬ 
crete  bottom  to  a  grave. 

荒塚  an  abandoned  grave, 一 at 
which  no  one  worships. 

義塚  a  public  cemetery, 一 for 
the  temporary  accommodation 

Of  the  bodies  of  strangers. 

明塚  a  grave  or  vault  above 
ground;  a  temporary  grave. 

古 塚巋然  old  graves  like  a 
chain  of  hills. 

控塚  to  rifle  graves. 

發塚  to  open  a  grave,  as  for 
removal,  etc.;  to  rifle  a  grave. 

疑塚  sliam  tombs  which  have 
been  built  to  put  enemies  off 
the  scent. 

雙 蓀窩塚  the  last  resting- 
place  of  two  swallows, 一 i.e.  of 
a  betrothed  couple  who  have 

died  before  marriage. 

The  tumulus  over  a 

grave. 

A  company  of  three  or 

more.  A  crowd  ；  many  (of 

men  and  things) ;  all ;  the 

majority.  Numerative  of 

Buddh.  priests.  See  2901. 

衆人。 r 衆民  people  in 
general ;  mankind;  the  majority. 

衆 

chung 

2900 
P. M. 
Y. 

Sz. K.  chung 

J.  shd、 sho 
A.  chung 

Sinking 

Upper. 

衆 
2901 

2902 

R •冬 

See 鍾 

F.  v.  ctLai Even  Upper. 

以衆人 遇臣， 臣故以 

衆報之  he  behaved  towards me  as  though  I  were  a  common 

person,  so  I  returned  the  com¬ 

pliment 
of  or  belonging  to  the 

public. 

衆皆  all；  every. 
衆生  all  living  creatures, 一 in 
eluding  man. 

衆目所 _ 卜 共） 見  every 
one  saw  it. 

衆論。 1 ■衆議  public  °pinion- 
See  12,777. 

衆 論悅服 呵 P0Pular;  ac- ceptable  to  all. 

寡 不敵衆  the  few  cannot oppose  the  many. 

衆 口難犯  it  is  difficult  to 1  oppose  the  voice  of  the  public. 

衆口  一詞。 r 衆口如 
一。 ■•衆 口僉同  all  agree 
in  saying ;  unanimous. 

出衆  to  emerge  from  the  com mon  herd. 

衆位  you  gentlemen. 

盛  many;  abundant. 

衆多  numerous. 
衆全  all;  entirely. 
衆 志成城 ot 衆 心 成 

城  collective  purposes  form  a 
fortress —union  is  strength.  See 10,175. 

衆志專 一 *  unanimity  of 

purpose. 
一衆僧  a  Buddhist  priest. 

有 幾衆僧  how  many  priests are  there? 

寺衆  the  priests  of  the  temple. 

天衆  Devas. 
Correct  form  of  2900. 

To  scrape.  To  oppose. 

相台 |卜  quarrel  and  fight. 

忪 
2903 

松1
 

2904 

R-冬
 ， 

See 鍾 

Even  Upper. 2905 

R. 冬 

See 鍾 

Even  Upper. 

中 

2906 仲 
2907 

# 中 

2908 

R •東 

H  t  I  chhinS 

F.  ch^wig W.  cHung 
N.  ts'-ung^ 

c'-iung 

P. 

M. 
Y. 

Sz. K.  L-h、uug 

J.  cku、 chit 

A.  listing^ 

trung 

Even  Upper. 

Same  as  2904. 

Agitated. 

征径  restless ;  nervous;  fidgetty, 

chhtng 

Agitated. 

宜 爾惶怯  it  is  right  that  you should  be  nervous- 

CJE3^TJT^C3k 
See  2875. 

See  2876. 

X 

To  shake  ；  to  mix  ；  tQ 

infuse.  To  soar  to；  to  dash 

against  ；  to  collide  with. 
To  be  rude  to.  Used  with 

2910,  2916.  Also  :  =和 

complaisant. 

冲動  to  shake. 冲服  jljl  效  mix  and  swallow, 
and  you  will  at  once  feel  better. 

冲漿子  to  make  paste. 

冲茶  to  infuse  tea: 
冲天 m 冲霄  to  rise  towards 
heaven.  See  2911. 

怒 氣冲天  his  anger  went up  to  heaven, — filled  the  sky. 

冲 天羽翼  wings  for  rising  to 
heaven, — a  term  applied  by  an 
Emperor  of  the  Sung  dynasty 

to  a  newly  appointed  Minister, 

who  might,  as  it  were,  assist  in 
that  sense. 

天) the  vertical  fixed  shop- sign  or  advertisement  tablet  seen before  shops. 

冲 鋒陷陣  to  rush  on  spear- 
points  and  fall  upon  the  line  of 
battle, — to  attack  fiercely. 

冲破  to  defeat；  to  burst  over, as  water. 
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冲1
 

2908 

冲開  to  burst  or  split  open. 

冲倒了  a 冲躺下  broke 
down, — as  water  a  dam. 

冲 塌河岸  to  burst  the  banks of  the  river. 

冲卸  to  break  or  burst  over, 一 ! 
as  a  cascade. 

冲散  to  disturb  or  break  up  al 
company. 

冲 圍而出  to  burst  through  I 
the  besieging  lines. 

冲撞  to  offend  a  person；  to  run! 
up  against  angles;  to  tread  on 
corns. 

不是冲 撞你說  I  don’t! say  it  out  of  rudeness  to  you. 

出 言冲撞  to  use  rude  lan¬ 
guage. 

謙冲  unassuming  and  complai¬ sant. 

冲和  on  good  terms;  propitious! 
and  unpropitious. 

日 子相沖 the  day  not  in 
harmony, 一 e.g.  with  the  nativity 
characters  of  a  person  who  wants 

to  be  married  on  that  day. 

某日冲  such  a  day  is  unpro¬ 
pitious, -as  opposed  to  和  3945 - 

冲童  a  youth. 
冲齡。 r 冲年  young;  boyish. 
冲 人  a  sovereign  who  is  a  minor. 

士1 i 頗冲融 fairly tented  in  mind. 

con- 
冲急  malign, 一 as  a  bad  geo- 
mantic  influence. 

冲遠  spreading  afar;  wandering 
from  the  point；  digressing. 

宰相 肚子 冲下船 a 
Minister  must  be  prepared  to 
“swallow”  a  great  deal. 

冲羽耖  imitation  camlets. 

冲 小羽綾  imitation  lastings. 
冲銷  to  sell  clandestinely  while 
evading  payment  of  taxes. 

冲冲  the  noise  of  tinkling  gems, 
of  bubbling  water,  etc. 

打冲河  name  of  a  river  in 

寧遠府  Ning-yuan  Fu  (the 
insect-wax  region)  in  Ssuch‘uan. 

Read  ch、ung、 , 

冲着  facing；  confronting；  to¬ 
wards. 

沖 2909 

种1
 

2910 

R 東 

See 冲 

A. trung 

Even  Upper. 

舯1
 

2911 

R •東送 
See 冲 

A.  trung 

Even  Upper. 

忡1
 

2912 

:東 

H.  !  ch^ung 

F.  ch^ung W.  cHung 

ch^ttng 
N. 

P. M. 

Y. 

Sz. K.  ch‘ung 

J.  chu 

A. hsung 

Even  Upper. 

w 
2913 

R 東 

See 

Even  Upper. 

重 2914 

m 
29l5 

R •朱腫 
See 衝鍾 

A.  hsung 

Sinking  and 

Rising  Upper. 

衙1
 

2916 

R •冬 

See 冲 

A.  hsung 

Even  Upper. 

Correct  iorm  of  2908. 

Tender  ；  delicate. 

幼种  young  and  delicate. 

To  fly  up；  to  soar. 

志可翊 1 霄  his  determination reaches  to  the  sky, 一 of  an  ambi¬ 
tious  man. 

Sorrowful.  See  690. 

憂心 忡忡  deeply  grieved  in heart. 

A  wide  expanse  of  water. 

舯 谶沆潢  vast  and  deep. 

See  2880. 

To  push  into;  to  stir  out. 

榷 通水渠  to  clear  out  a drain  with  a  pole. 

榷落來  poke  it  down. 

莫申 重蜂裔 don’t  stir  up  a wasps’  nest, — meddle  with  dan¬ 
gerous  things. 

To  rush  towards,  or 

against  ；  to  collide  with. 
A  thoroughfare. 

相衝  to  collide  with. 
衝倒  to  knock  over  by  collision. 

OH^xnsrca- 

2916 

2917 

R 冬東 

衝突  to  bang  up  against. 

衝散  to  scatter;  to  rout. 

衝透  to  dash  through. 
衝決  to  burst  open, — as  a  river its  banks. 

_  _  to  run  against;  to  be  rude to.  See  2908. 

衝 撞馬頭  to  get  in  front  of 
the  horse;  to  impede;  to  come 
into  conflict  with. 

析衝  to  break  the  onset  of  an enemy;  to  break  through,  as  an 

enemy’s  lines;  a  name  fora  field 
officer;  a  major. 

不越 尊俎析 衝千里 

wu  are 

夕卜  without  stepping  over  one’s cups  and  dishes  (see  11,832)  to 

unve  the  enemy  a  thousand  li 

away, 一 i.e.  by  diplomacy. 

子 牛碑衝 and 

(astrologically)  opposed, 一 these characters  must  not  both  appear 

under  the  names  of  persons  to  be 

betrothed,  in  the  name  of 
man  and  the  expression  of  the 
date  on  which  he  purposes  to  do 

anything  particular,  and  so  on. 
See  2908 

衝移  to  carry  away, 一 as  a  gale carries  away  a  buoy. 

衝途  a  public  road. 水衝  a  v^ater-course ;  a  canal; a  sluice. 

中衝  the  pulse  in  the  middle 
finger. 

衝 繁疲難  populous,  busy, wearying,  difficult, — four  words 
applied  to  provincial  posts  to 
indicate  their  relative  import¬ 
ance.  It  is  customary  to  ask 

j  if  such-and-such  an  appoint- 

s« 冲童 

Even  Upper 

ami  Lower. 

men t  is  a  “four- word”  or  only 
a  “three-word”  post,  and  so  oh. See  1604,  3404. 

臨 衝閑閑  the  engines  ofj 
assault  were  steadily  applied. 

Read  ch^ung^.  Towards. 

面衝上  face  upwards. 
衝要  an  important  point;  the 
key  to  a  position. 

A  trap  to  catch  birds. 

雉雕于 I  the  pheasant  tails 
into  the  snare. 
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艟 
2918 

TO 

2919 

舂1
 

2920 

f 

j  chung 

chun^ 

ch^ung 
•  sung 

chlurtg 

j  ts^ung 
ch、ung 
song^  v. 
yong 

'hd、 shu / ‘阿 
ven  Upper. 

恩 
2921 

江冬 
释 

hsung 

vcn  Upper. 

捧1
 

2922 

冬 

ven  Upper. 

克 
2923 

Same  as  1 2,280. 

Same  as  2916. 

To  pound  grain,  in  order 
to  remove  the  husk.  To 

ram  down.  {To  be  distin¬ 

guished  from  春  2854.] 

春米  to  hull  rice, 

春  pound  and  hoe, — a  name 
for  the  white  egret  or  paddy- 

bird,  from  its  bobbing  move¬ 
ments  when  seeking  food. 

春墙  to  ram  mud  in  frames  and 
make  walls  for  houses. 

春容 乎大篇  what  a  long 
document ! 

春牘  a  clapper  formed  of  twelve 
slips  of  bamboo  strung  on  a 

leather  thong,  and  used  by  sing¬ 
ers  at  State  services  to  mark 
the  time. 

Simple  ；  unsophisticated. 

S 笨  stupid;  doltish. 

To  pound  ；  to  ram  down. 

To  run  against  ；  to  batter. 

樓其 喉以戈 he  ran  his 
spear  through  his  throat. 

榕脫 之牙酋 樯還個 

牙酋  a  tooth  for  a  tooth. 

樓 門甚迫  t。 knock  violently 
at  a  door. 

榷趺倒  knocked  over,  —  by 
collision. 

榕盌蓋  to  smash  the  dishes. 

Same  as  2924. 

充3
 

2924 

^東 

Sec 冲 

A.  sung 

Even  Upper. 

To  fill;  to  satisfy;  to 

fulfil.  To  act  in  place  of. 
To  stuff  up. 

充滿  to  fill;  to  gratify. 

充補  to  fill  a  vacancy. 

充當 or  序; 充  to  fill  an  office. 

充 當水手  to  be  a  sailor  by 
profession. 

戀充  to  cling  to  one’s  post 
充役  to  be  a  runner  in  7^ y amen. 

充作  to  serve  as；  to  fill  the 
place  of;  to  pretend  to  be;  to 
act  as. 

充 名冒籍  to  usurp  the  name and  address  of  any  one, 一 foi 
nefarious  purposes. 

假 充官長  {changz)  to  pre tend  to  be  an  official. 

充雜  mixed;  adulterated. 

他人物 還充得 過 k 
his  general  appearance  (manners, 

etc.)  he  is  prepossessing. 

食 不充口  not  enough  to  eat. 

充足。 r 充盈  ample;  well 
supplied ;  vigorous. 

充  i  t。 fill  up. 
仁 義充塞  full  of  charity  and 
duty  to  one’s  neighbour. 

充實  stuffed  full  of;  abundant. 

充耳盈 聽 filled  the as  with  music. 

如充  notwithstanding your  full  robes,  your  ears  are 

. stopped.  Also  explained  as  “not 
hearing  what  you  say,  answers 

with  a  spaile.” 

充公  to  become  public  property. 

充人  one  who  fattens  animals. 

大充  repletion;  surfeit;  stuffed too  full. 

充軍  liability  to  labour  as  a 
camp-follower;  banishment  for 

^  military  service. 

口 外充軍  sent  for  ten  years’ servitude  beyond  the  Great  Wall. 

充徒  to  banish  for  seven  years. 

充發  to  banish  for  three  years. 

充數  to  fill  up  the  number;  to 
be  something ’merely  in  name. 

^  ̂   to  fill  the  post  of. . . . :  to 
act  as • •  •  • 

ears,- 

充1
 

2924 

恍1
 

2925 

R 東 

See 冲 

A.  stnig 

Even  Opper. 

w 

2926 

R. 送 

See 銃 

SinkingUpper. 

2927 

R 東 

See  充. Even  Upper. 

茺1
 

2928 

R. 東 

See 充 

Even -Upper. 

充賺  to  make  money  by  in 
fringing  the  right  of  others,  as 
against  a  monopoly. 

充俊  very  pretty. 隱  a  sham  scholar,  who  rc 
ceives  a  summons  from  the  Em¬ 
peror  on  the  understanding  that 
he  will  decline. 

Excited  ；  agitated. 

To  feap  ；  to  skip. 

銃‘
 

j  cK'ung 

2929 

R 送 

c. 

H. 

F.  c/iSoung 

S’  I 吸 
P.  ch'-ung 

y  .*  j  ts'unS 

Sz«  ch、un 只 

J.  dju、 shu 

A. sung 

Sinking 

Upper. 

Murmuring  water. 

統 综  the  bubbling  of  a  spring. 

A  labiate  plant,  known 

as  笼蔚， used  in  female 
complaints. 

A  gingal；  a  blunderbuss  ； 
a  mortar.  See  8742. 

銃聲如 雷  their  artillery boomed  like  thunder, 一 arrival 
of  Feringhee  ships  at  Canton  in 

1518. 

銃炮  artillery- 鐵銃子  the  petards  fired  as 
salutes  at  Chinese  yamens. 

銃手  the  man  whose  duty  it  is to  fire  the  petards. 

手銃  a  pistol;  a  hand-petard. 

三 銃出巡  with  a  salute  ofj three  guns  he  goes  forth  on  his 

round.  [The  Chinese  salute  con¬ sists  of  three  guns  only.] 

水銃 a  water-gun, -a  fire-engine. 
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OKC^XTO 

293o R 東 
C.  shung 

H.  ts^ung 
F.  ckung 
W.  zung 

N.  dzung 

P.  ck^urtg 
M.  j  . 

Y.  I  t^ung Sz.  1 

K.  csung^  v. chong 

J.  jAii^  dju 
A.  sung 

(shun^) 
Even  Lower. 

郭，
 293i 只東 

See 

Even  Lower. 

虫*
 2932 R. 東 

H.  
I 

F.  fiing,  f'dng 

二 .卜— P.  ch>ung 

Y.*  (  ts、unS Sz.  cK-ung 

K.  ck^ung 

J.  chu^  djo 
A.  (rung 

Even  Lower. 

Lofty :  eminent  ；  noble  ； 

worthy  of  worship.  To 

reverence  ；  to  adore.  {To 

be  distinguished  from  祟 
io,424.] 

福 祿來祟  may  your  happi¬ 
ness  and  prosperity  be  the  very 
highest ! 

祟安  I  wish  you  peace,  一  a 
phrase  used  in  letters.  Also, 
name  of  a  District  in  Fuhkien. 

敬祟 a 欽崇  to  reverence; 
to  respect. 

祟尙 w 祟奉  to  esteem  very 
highly;  to  venerate. 

祟拜  to  worship. 

祟階  your  house. 
祟朝  the  whole  morning. 
祟山  name  of  a  peak  in  Hunan, 

to  which  驩究  Huan  Toil  was 

banished  by  the  Emperor  Shun. 

祟明縣  name  of  a  District  on 
an  island  at  the  mouth  of  the 

Yang-tsze  river. 

每 一 •祟進 . whenever 
there  was  a  memorial  service, 一 
for  the  dead  Emperor. 

Name  of  a  feudal  State. 

An  old  term  for  all  creat¬ 

ures  with  legs,  as  opp. 

to 薄 245,  classified  as  羽 

，介 鳞裸 feathery, 
hairy,  shelly,  scaly,  and 

naked.  Insects  and  reptiles, 
classified  % 飛 者潛者 

動 者植者  of  air,  water, 
earth,  and  wood. 、 Radical 

142.  [This  character  is  pro- 

perly  read  hui\  but  is  now 

universally  used  for  2933.] 

五 虫之內  among  all  living 
creatures. 

百 虫。 r 昆虫 insects  and 
reptiles  generally. 

虫災  a  plague  of  insects. 

虫:
 

2932 

2933 

2934 

R •踵 

H.  i 
 ch"unS 

F. 
 
Hmg 

J

.

 

 

卜
—
 

P.  cV-ung 

y；  j  ts"u^g 

Sz.  ch^ung 
K.  ch^ong 

J.  chd,  chu 

A. sung 

(shung)、 lung 
Rising  Upper. 

虫 類 or  虫  ̂   the  insect  and reptile  class. 

長虫  a  serpent. 
虫積  worms  in  the  bowels. 

大虫  the  tiger. 

小虫 my  son. 
彫 虫小枝  engraving  worms with  little  skill, —  to  get  one’s 
living  as  a  literary  hack. 

夏 草冬虫  a  plant  in  summer, an  insect  in  winter, 一 Cordyceps 
sinensis. 

華虫  a  pheasant. 桃虫  a  name  for  the  tailor-bird, 
虫虫  the  irritation  of  great  heat. 
夏虫 不可以 語於氷 

者 ，篤 於時也  you cannot speak  of  ice  to  a  summer  insect, 
the  creature  of  a  season. 

Read  ckung\  To  eat 

into,  as  moths  do. 

Correct  from  of  2932. 

Favour；  grace;  kindness. 
To  esteem  ；  to  love.  [To 
be  distinguished  from  龐 8692.] 

寵踢  gracious  favour. 

思寵  grace ;  kindness. 

寵貺  special  favour. 寵命  the  favour  of  your  com¬ mand. 

寵愛  to  delight  in:  to  love. 

承天寵  to  receive  favours  fr^m God  or  the  Emperor. 

得寵0 r  會  to  find  favour 

寵
 3 

2934 

罷 

2935 

2936 

R •送 

F.  v.  ck'durg 

See 銃 

Sinking 

Upper. 

2937 R 東送 

充銃 

A.  cliung* 

Even  and Sinking  Upper 

and  Lower. 

in  the  eyes  of  any  one. 

失寵  to  lose  favour. 

居 寵思危  in  the  enjoyment of  favour,  think  of  peril. 

內寵。 r 寵妾  a  favourite  I concubine. 

納寵  to  take  a  concubine. 

毋啟 寵納侮  neither  listen to  flattery  nor  let  people  despise 

you. 

2938 

R •覺 

H.  ts'-uk^ F.  cfC'duk^  v. 

ch^OUky 

P.  fhLwo 

M.  ch^u'tsu 

Y.  ts^wak 

K.  cK'ak 
J.  saku、 soku 

A.  hstik 

Entering 

Upper. 

畏其 奪己寵  fearing  th 
she  (a  rival)  would  rob  her 

the  Emperor’s  affection. 

必然 檀 寵  suretofindfavou 

— in、 his  eyes. 

當其被 寵之時 ★ they  basked  in  the  Imperi 
smiles. 

希寵  longing  to  get  into  favou 威 則斧鉞 ，寵 則轚爷 
axes  to  inspire  terror,  girdles  f( 
rewards. 

希 爲寵臨  I  hope  you  will  c 
me  the  honour  to  call. 

想 來寵兒 必定美 II 
I  fancy  his  favourite  must  t 

very  good-looking. 

Same  as  2934. 

To  enter  abruptly ‘ 
nod. 

mm  to  arrive  uninvited. 

敕食  to  drop  in  at  a  meal;  t “sponge”  for  food. 

亂敕  to  intrude  rudely. 

趺趺 P 敕  reeling  about, 

when  tipsy. 

敕着  nodding;  sleepy. 

敍肫  to  be  sleepy;  to  nod 

Leisure  ；  retirement 

OH'TTO. 

To  pierce  ；  to  breal through.  Used  for  1677 

1 1,788. 

榴剌  to  spear;  to  stab. 

濁刃  a  prong,  used  for  stabbinj soles  and  other  fish. 

以鐵 叉檷鼈  with  the  iroi 
prong  he  stabbed  the  turtle. 

榴#  to  embroider. 
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obtCt 

獨 
2938 

w 
2939 

覺 
•  ch、dk 

, chLouk^  v. 
cheik 

c^uo 
•  t 士  oh 

‘ 

t^o 

•  ts^wak 

，“  ck、o 

saku、 soku 
. trak 

Entering 

Upper. 

2940 

ir 
2941 

:覺 v« 
Jsou 

王 •  v.  Jsau 

ch、auk 

W.  v.  ̂tsoe 
分. t^oh^  v. 

c(sau 

P.  kcA\  ch、wc 
W.  t^o 

if.  t^uk 

v.  tsang K.  ck^ak 
],saku^  soku 
A,.  Asuk 

Entering 

Upper. 

用手榴 破蒽戶 t。 break 
w 

句
 4 

through  a  (paper)  window  with 
the  hand. 

2942 

2947 

獨  ~ ■ "濁  take  a  pinch, — as  of 

R •覺 

To  pierce.  To  dart,  as 
snuff. 

濁了手  jarred  the  hand. 

See 濁 

and  the  same 

pain. 櫊  f 並  to  run  up  against;  to  col- 
aspirated 

upper  series. 
lide,  as  ships. 

t0  apply  a  light, — as  to  a 

Entering 

Lower 

and  Upper. 

touch-hole. 

濁  _ 艮  to  do  something  against 
the  grain. 

W 

2943 

To  stab  ；  to  stick  into. 

To  stamp  ；  to  seal. 

狄藥 

C.  cfi^ok H.  f'sak 
Light ;  bright  ；  hot.  Also 

read  ch^ao1. 
錐 爾戮捐  the  flukes  of  the F.  ch、auk 

N.  ts^oh 

掉 機  glowing;  flaring;  spar' 
anchor  pierced, — the  vessel. 

P.  Cch、au、 ch、o) 

■  ■ 祭 棍手觀  give  it a  Prod  with M.  ts^o Y.  tsiak 

glittering. 

your  cane. 
Sz.  ch、o 

戮 傷  to  wound  by  stabbing. 
to  rouse  or  stir  up. 

戳印  to  seal;  a  stamp. 

箸 霍 to  affix  a  seal. 

戮記  Qr  木 戮 the  wooden  seal 

K.  ch、ak • shaku 

A. chok Entering 

Upper. 

綽 2944 

See  2439. 

of  0 伍 ce  granted  to  petty  officials. 

名 翟^子  a  block  or  seal  for 
stamping  visiting  cards. 却 See  2230. 

蓋 4  ―戳記  to  seal  du-
 

2945 

plicate  documents  with  a  single 
seal,  half  on  each. 郤 

2946 

Same  as  2230. 

M  t0  deceive；  to  play  a 
trick  on. 

指 [ 蕾^  to  make  signs. 
Sambucus  Sieboldiavus, 

一截 一觀的  limping^- 

句
‘
 

A  sentence;  a  clause, 

such  as  would  be  ended 
See  2677. 

2947 

R 遇虞 

尤宥 
F.  kwo 

by  a  semi-colon  {see  12,069 

tou^)\  a  phrase.  [To  be  dis¬ 
tinguished  from  勾 6 1 35.] 

See 雜 

See  10,793,  3213. 

K- ) 

J.  >  ku 句  _  {ioui)  sentences. To  grind  the  teeth. 

A.  i 

Sinking 

句段  clauses  and  sentences. 

委瑣 钱琴棚 ̂  paltry  and  narrow- Upper. 

#  _  _  to  punctuate. 
minded. 

黙 淸句讀 to  mark  °ff  the , dirty;  pettish ;  peevish; 

mean.  See  12,693. 
sentences  clearly, — as  by  Chinese 

punctuation. 

一句讀 非 是匪* 
not  be  read  as  one  sentence, 一 
but  be  divided* 

黙 句勻股  mark  the  senten- ces  and  point  the  paragraphs. 

4  * 

一句話  a  sentence. 
一句詩  a  verse;  a  line  of  poetry. 

欲字 屬下句  the  character 
belongs  to  the  next  sentence, — and  not  to  this  one. 

不成句  not  a  sentence ;  un¬ grammatical  ; nonsense. 

上三句  the  first  three  lines, e.g.  of  a  poem. 

落句  the  last  line, — of  a  poem. 以上 之回三 字爲句 

大誤  to  make  shang  chih  hui a  complete  sentence  was  a  great 
blunder. 

斷句云  an  extract  runs  as 
follows. 

句 貴單行  single  sentences 
are  best, — be  sparing  of  words. 

得 新句如 得頁友 
meeting  a  new  phrase  is  like 

making  a  good  friend. 

句 見莊子 第三篇 ^ this  passage,  see  the  3rd  chapter 
of  Chuang  Tzti. 

並 無半句 虚曹 riot  a word  of  what  he  says  is  false. - 

句句中  chung^  圈  every  sen¬ 
tence  hits  the  mark. 

半句 非言誤 捐平生 

之德 a  single  wrong  word mars  the  virtue  of  a  life-time. 

琢句  to  polish  up  one’s  sen¬ tences, 一 the  labor  limaoi author¬ 

ship. 

題句  to  take  a  theme. 

兩 扇句  two  halves  of  a  couplet. Also,  two  antithetical  sentences 
of  two  characters  to  each;  in 
which  sense  三 , 四 , and  五 

are  used 

小 君 

人 子 

喻 % 
于 于 

Also,  a  phrase  with  two  mean¬ 

ings;  a  double  entente. 

四六句  compositions  in  sen¬ 
tences  of  four  and  six  charac- 
teu  consecutively,  as  letters  and 
certain  kinds  of  poems. 

句就 鬼神驚  a  phrase  to 
startle  the  gods. 



OHtJ 

句 ! 句容縣  a  District  south  of 
2947 Nanking,  famous  for  its  barbers. 

Read  kou'.  Crooked. 

句章 an  old  name  for  Chusan. 

Read  kou、 •  Drawn  to 

: the  full,  as  a  bow.  See 

卜 988.
 

|敦 弓 旣句 the  orna- !  merited  bows  are  drawn  to  the 
!  full. 

句股  trigonometry. 

R. 枸1
 

2948 

虞 

cii 

C.  U'dit 
II.  ki 
F.  kit VV.  I 

N.  j 

P.  chit 
M.  chit、 
Y. ) 

Sz.  I
  chu 

JK.i 
A.  Jem 

Even  Upper 
Irregular. 

; To  grasp ；  to  seize;  to 
detain.  To  adhere  to,  in 

a  conventional  or  bigoted 

jmanner. 

I _  to  seize;  to  arrest. 

:构令  to  seize  and  order. 

枸追  to  seize  and  press  for 

hi) 

payment,  etc. 

杷 他枸來  arrest  and  bring him  here. 

构禁。 i •构押 01 •拘管 t。 
keep  in  custody. 

鈴他 枸住了  I  was  caught, 
or  detained,  by  him. 

所 得何罪 ，枸 我在此 
i  what  have  I  done  to  be  kept 
i  here? 

盡 孰拘以 歸于周 
arrest  them  all  and  send  them 
to  Chou. 

枸緊。 > •枸束  to  restrain;  to 
keep  in  order. 

构秦。 r 构解。 r 构赴 

! 构傳  to  arrest  and  bring  to 
court. 

枸究。 r 枸訊  to  arrest  and 
put  on  trial. 

鎖枸票  a  warrant  for  arrest, 
: authorising  the  use  of  chains. 

枸留  to  detain  forcibly. 

丨枸饉  to  be  rigidly  precise. 
法 度所枸 ，不 得不如 

or 

此  the  law  compels,  it  is  im 
possible  to  do  otherwise. 

是拘 枸於塵 垢糠秕 
this  is  to  liold  on  to  dust  and 

husks, — not  to  be  progressive, 
not  to  improve. 

拘1
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不拘枸 於畫法  not  to  be bound  by  rules  in  painting. 

拘定  certain;  positive. 

构牽  t。 drag. unconventional. 

构禮  to  stick  to,  or  stand  on, 
ceremony;  to  be  formal. 

不枸禮  excuse  my  want  ofl ceremony, 一 used  when  about  to 
do  anything  of  an  unceremonious character. 

不用枸  don’t  stand  on  cere¬ 
mony. 

不枸。 r 莫 拘  without  res¬ traint  ; immaterial;  no  matter ; 

optional；  make  yourself  at  home, etc. 

縱 任不枸  wild ;  harum- 
scarum. 

不 枸多少  never  mind  the amount,  much  or  little. 

不 拘往來  come  and  go  as 
you  please. 

無 所枸忌  without  restraint of  any  kind. 

枸泥  to  be  bigoted;  to  see  a 
thing  only  in  one  light;  to  stick 
to  the  letter  of  the  law. 

枸板。 r 枸孰  obstinate;  self- opinionated. 

2949 

R •虞 

See 颂 

Even 

Irregular. 

2950 

R. 虞 

See 句 

Rising  Upper. 

跔1
 

A  crooked  back;  a 

hunchback. 

椅僂  a  hunchback. 
痴長  an  old  man  bent  with 

years. 

Crooked  plumes.  A  horse 
with  white  hind  feet.  The 

feather  on  an  arrow. 

295J 

R .虞 

see 騎 

Even  Upper. 

The  feet  benumbed  ；  stiff 

with  cold. 

陡跔 to  limp,  as  when  one  foot is  asleep. 

跔拳  (//>;/ 4)  curled  up;  bent; cramped. 

I 

齣
』
 

2952 

R. , 

See 锁 

Even  Lower 

Irregular. 

駒1
 

2953 

R 虞 

C,  kLoii 

H.  ki 

. kHi 

W. ) .. 

N.  1 

P. ) 

M. 
Y. 

Sz. 

K. 

chii 

i 
A.  kett 

ku 

29S4 

R •‘ 

C.  k'dii^  v.  Jan 
H.  v.  jeu 

F.  kii^  v.  Jen 

W.  Vi  ilau 
N.  cu 

P.  chii 

K. 
ku 

The  ends  of  the  yoke 

which  press  on  the  sides 

of  the  animal’s  neck. 

Read  kou1.  The  project¬ 

ing  end  of  the  axle. 

車句牛  a  small  ox. 
鞠車  the  chariot  used  by  the Empress  under  the  W  Hsia 

dynasty,  having  bent  axle-ends. 

The  colt  of  a  horse,  ass, 

or  mule，  Strong  ；  spirited 
See  1989. 

Even  Upper 

Irregular. 

J. 

A. 

Rising  Upper, 

白駒  a  white  colt;  a  sunbeam. 
Set  1 1 19. 

良齣  a  fine  horse. 千里齣  a  horse  that  will  go 1,000  It  a  day.  Used  figurative¬ 

ly  of  men. 

齣 光易舉  the  brightness  of 
the  sunbeam  is  soon  gone, — time flies. 

我 馬維駒  my  horses  are 
colts, — young  and  strong. 

嘴勤 出佥馬 齣兒來 
energetic  use  of  the  mouth  brings 

out  a  golden  colt  at  last, — seek 

and  ye  shall  find. 

老馬 反爲齣 {chiiK)  the  old 
horse  thinks  himself  a  colt  again. 

The  betel  pepper. 

藐  betel  pepper  ( Chavica  betk、 

Miq.). 

雜顔  a  kind  of  wild  arum. 

w 

*955 

R •沃 

C.  kuk 
H.  kHuk F.  kwoh^  v. 

kwah 

W.  djuo 

N.  dji'ioh 

P.  Ufiii 

M,  chit 

To  stoop  ；  to  bend  to 
be  twisted.  A  game  of 

chess,  draughts,  etc.  Posi¬ tion  ； circumstances ;  style  ； 

fashion.  A  board;  an  asso¬ 
ciation  ； an  office  ；  a  shop. 

不敢 不局1  d。 nc)t  venture 
not  to  stoop. 
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295S 

V. chiuk 

5z.  chiu 
K.  kuk 

[. kioku^goku 
kuk、 kwok 

Entering 
Lower. 

予 髪曲局  my  hair  is  twisted 

up.  ‘ 

世事 如棋局 life  is  like  a 
game  of  chess.  See  1031. 

局勢  the  position  of  the  pieces ; 
the  situation. 

局 勢已成  a  winning  position 
has  been  secured. 

不 能了局  you  can’t  finish 
the  game,  ihe.  as  a  winner；  you 

can’t  settle  that  up. 

和局  a  drawn  game. 

實力 .備戰 ，以 保和局 
to  actively  prepare  for  war,  with 
a  view  to  secure  peace. 

局 外之人  non-players ;  out 
siders  whose  interests  are  not 
involved, 

局 外之例  the  laws  of  neu 
trality. 

守局 外之義  to  maintain 
neutrality. 

當 局者迷  those  engaged  in 
play  are  dull  of  vision, 一 from 
excitement,  etc.  See  2188. 

不成局  incomplete  ；  wanting. 

平 局一式  a  drawn  game； 
fai^  even  transaction；  both  sides satisfied. 

11 局  to  cheat. 

不入局  not  to  enter  the  game; 
not  to  take  a  hand. 

是串局  it  is  a  case  of  col¬ 
lusion. 

作 局 to  play  cleverly;  to  scheme. 

設屌。 r 擺局  to  lay  plans ; 
to  make  arrangements. 

大局  the  great  arrangement, 
the  main  object;  the  great  under¬ 
lying  scheme ;  the  general  state 
or  condition  of;  the  public  in¬ 

terests.  
L 

合局 打箅  syllogistic  reason- 
ing,  i  e.  where  the  game  is  push¬ 
ed  to  a  conclusion ;  a  general 
reckoning. 

局式  style ;  fashion. 

處 此時局  under  the  present 
circumstances. 

局面  correct ;  good  form. 

看了 這 ，局面  when  he 
saw  how  things  stood. 

格局  appearance;  bearing. 

局 
295S 

侷5
。 

2956 

沃 

See 足局 

Entering 

Lower. 

w 

2957 

R. 沃 

See 菊 

Entering 

Upper. 

44^ 
m 

2« 

2958 

沃 

See 錫 

Entering 

Upper. 

有局格  with  proper  arrange¬ ments;  properly. 

局 量福小  a  mean  fellow. 

各馬宜 合併也 the various  administrations  should 
cooperate. 

總局  a  board  of  general  control; a  head  office. 

局 董  a  manager  of  a  company. 

局員  clerks  in  a  government office. 

調查局  an  Intelligence  Bu¬ 
reau. 

跼 

2*» 

2959 

R •沃 

C.  kuk 

H.  kHuk 
F.  kwoh 
W.  djuo 

N.  djuoh 
P.  ichu^  chi? 

M.  chu 

Y.  chiuk 
Sz.  chiu 
K.  kuk 

J.  kioku、 goku 
A.  kuk、 kwouk 

Entering 

Lower. 

錢局 a  mint, 
藥局  a  dispensary. 

鋦
妙
 

賬 _局  a  charitable 

•；  2960 

tion， 一 for  giving  away  clothes, 
gruel,  etc. 

R， 沃 

P.  S.chu 

人局  a  trap  baited  with  a 
J.  kioku、 koku 
A.  kuk^  kwok、 

pretty  face. 

Entering 

keeper  of  a  gambling-hell. 

Upper. 

局 局然笑  to  laugh  in  one's 
sleeve. 

匈 

局 卡  likin  offices  and  barriers. 
局紳  the  members  of  a  (Tithing 

2961 

掬
 ” 

Office  or  similar)  Board. 

通商局  the  Board  of  (Foreign) 
2962 

Trade. 

收局  to  economise;  to  reduce 
or  close  one’s  establishment. 

Narrow  ;  confined. 

^ 局 促  cramped ;  hindered. 

The  part  of  a  spear 
where  it  is  held.  A  barrow 

or  small  cart. 

To  put  spikes  on  shoes, 
as  for  mountaineering. 

R •厓 

C.  kuk 

H.  kiuk 
F.  koiik 
W.  ciu N.  cueh 

P.  2-chii 
M.  chit 
Y.  chiuk 

Sz.  chiu、 chu 

K,kuk 

J.  kiku 

A.  kuk 
Entering 

Upper. 

w 

2963 

屋 

S- 掬 

Entering 

Upper. 

-it；80 

菊 
2964 

屋 

See 掬 

Entering 

Upper. 

Bent  down  ；  cramped  ; 

narrow*  See  2580. 

高天何 媚兮， 厚地何 
why  is  high  heaven  so  low, 

massive  eUrth  so  cramped  ? — that 
there  is  no  more  room  for  me. 

Said  by 替仲  Kuan  Chung 
when  in  prison.  See  896. 

跼促 不安  to  feel  constrained 
and  ill  at  ease. 

無 故跼頓  for  no  apparent reason  (the  horse)  went  lame. 

To  bind  or  hoop  anything 

with  iron. 

Same  as  2962. 

To  grasp  with  both  hands: A  double  handful  ；  see  5486 

雨 手爲掬  a  chu  is  a  double 
handful, 

掬 水擎天  to  pick  up  water or  to  push  up  the  sky, — imposs¬ 
ible. 

不 盈一掬  not  a  handful. 

掬 氣包腮  cheeks  swelled 
with  anger. 

笑 容可掬 迎著道 
received  him  with  a  smiling  face, 
and  said . 

R. 

A  leather  ball,  used  as  a 

football. 

The  chrysanthemum  ；  the 

China-aster. 

賞菊  to  enjoy  chrysanthemums, —by  looking  at  them. 

菊月  the  9th  moon, 一 when  the chrysanthemums  are  in  bloom. 

47 
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菊,
 

2964 

飾 
2965 

鞠 
2966 R. 屋 

See 掬 
Entering 

Upper. 

鞠 
2967 

屋 
See 掏 

Entering 

Upper. 

菊放， 蟹初肥  when  chrys¬ 
anthemums  bloom,  crabs  begin 

to  get  fat. 

菊花酒  chrysanthemum  wine. 

菊花茶  a  tea  made  of  dried 
chrysanthemums. 

菊花靑  dapple-grey. 

萬壽菊  the  marigold. 

Same  as  2969. 

A  leather  ball,  filled  with 

(i)  hair  or  (2)  air.  See  2320. 

mm  to  kick  a  football.  See 

2963  and  2967. 

To  nourish.  To  be  ex¬ 
hausted.  To  allow  one  to 

go  to  excess.  Altogether. 
To  address.  A  ball.  A 
child. 

毋 兮鞠我  O  my  mother, 
who  nourished  me ! 

鞠 于祖毋  was  brought  up 
by  his  grandmother. 

昔育 恐育鞠 formerly  I 
was  afraid  our  means  might  be 
exhausted. 

降 此鞠幽  sending  down 
these  exhausting  disorders. 

曷 又鞠止  why  do  you  still 
indulge  her  desires  ? 

鞠 爲茂草  it  is  all  overgrown 
with  grass. 

陳 師鞠旅  he  marshalled  his 
hosts  and  .addressed  them. 

; 爾惟自 鞠自苦 you  must 
meet  your  own  troubles  yourself. 

:鞠九  a  bal
l. 

:善織 ..鞠 g—  at  football. 

嚟 上騎鞠  he  taught  the 
Emp.  to  play  polo, 

i 鞠仗  a  polo  club  or  mallet. 

鞠 躬盡瘁 ，死 而後已 
to  bending  my  body  and  exhaust- 

ipg  my  energy  (in  the  service 
( r  the  State),  only  death  shall 

put  a  stop.  Said  by  孔明 
KHing-ming,  the  famous  patriot. 

鞠子  a  stripling. 

鴒”
 

2968 

R. 屋 

See 掏 

Entering 

Upper. 

鞫 
2969 

R. 屋 

See 掬 

Entering 

Upper. 

顧 

2d 

2970 

R •屋 

See 掬 

Entering 

Upper. 

且 
297] 

阻,
 

2972 

R •語魚 

C.  tsoic 

N.  chi 

^ 阻詛 

Y.  tsu、 chit 
K.  che、 chu 
A.  tro 

Rising  &  Sink¬ 
ing  Upper. 

蛆1
 

2973 

R. 魚 

F.  Sxhu、 : chu 

% 苴伹 

A.  Z4©,  tro 

Even  Lower. 

The  common  cuckoo 

{Cticulus  canorus)^  known 
as 鵠緘 • 

To  reduce  to  extremity. 

The  further  shore  of  a  river. 

To  investigate  judicially. 

鞫窮  to  reduce  to  extremities. 

鞫哉 .庶政  reduced  to 
 ex¬ 

tremities  are  the  heads  of  de 

partments. 

鞫人  to  beat  people  down. 

芮 鞫之卽  they  went  to  the other  side  of  the  Juu 

訊鞫 a 鞫審  to  hear  a  case; to  take  depositions. 

Curvature  of  the  spine. 

See  1555. 

To  suck ;  to  chew. 

咀片  lozenges. 
咀嚼  to  suck  and  chew. 

舍 英咀華  to  hold  in  the mouth  excelhnce*  and  suck  or¬ 
nament, 一 to  dwell  upon  the  beau¬ 
ties  of  a  composition. 

商 量咬咀  to  consider^  pro¬ 

posal. 

Rocky  ；  rugged. 

涉 彼蛆矣  toiling  -up  that rugged  mount. 

姐晤 hilly.  See  2632,  2982. 

姐 语而不 安 up  and  down; uneven；  irregular. 

狙 “
 

2974 R 魚御 

See 伹苴 

K.  che、 cK'e A.  /ro,  t^o Even  and 

Sinking 

Upper. 

疽1
 

砠 
2976 

苴
 5 

2977 R •魚麻 

SL an 

C.  tsou 

H.  tsz 

See 

雎植 

F.  chu 
P.  chti^  cha 

M.  chi 
Y.  chu 

K.  che^  ch、a J.  so^  sa A.  ^6 
Even  Upper. 

A  monkey,  known  as 

狙 猿  and  猿 — . To  spy； to  watch  for. 

2975 

r •魚 

C.  tsoii 

F.  chu 

P.  chu 

See， 宜 

A.  ̂ 6 

Even  Upper. 

狙伺  to  lie  in  wait  for. 
狙察  to  examine  closely;  slyly. 

祖伏  to  lie  in  ambush. 
冬 &  詐  treacherous,  deceitful. 

犯 誰之兵  troops  in  ambush. 

其人狃 詐不測  this  man’s 

tricks  are  unfathomable. 

狙 擊  t0  attack  from  an  ambush. 

An  ulcer；  an  abscess；  a 

carbuncle. 

疽爛了  the  abscess  has opened. 

主 擁 3§[  he  went  and  lived  with 
a  curer  of  abscesses  and  cancer. 

乳 痕  cancer  of  the^breast. Same  as  2973. 

Read  tsu1.  Also  =  m 

2809,  used  in  the  sense  of 
a  weight. 

祖拇碌 emerald. The  female  plant  of  the 

nettle  hemp  (Bcehmeria 

nivea)y  of  which  泉  is  the 

male.  Sackcloth  ；  rush  mat 

ting.  Rustic  ；  coarse. 

苴蔴  the  female  plant  of  the 
common  hemp. 

宜 布  sackcloth ;  mourning  cloth¬ 
es. 

苴杖  the  chief  mourner’s  staff. 
補苴  to  mend  sackcloth, which  costs  more  than  the  sti 

is  worth.  Also,  simply,  to  mend; 

and  to  make  a  shift,  to  make 

up  deficiencies,  to  make  econo¬ 

mies. 

宜  sandal  or  straw-shoe  grass. 

如 韨棲苴  as  water-plantsat- 
tached  to  a  tree, — in  a  state  of 

decay. 

蔣  ̂   name  of  an  ancient  place near  the  gulf  of  Chihli. 
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2978 

F.  ///«,  v.  ̂6 

P.  Cch>u^  v. 
Mi 

Sec 姐苴 
A. 

Even  Upper. 

蛆 
2979 

阻 
298O 

雎1
 

298I 

R. 魚 
C. chou 

H.  tsz 

F.  chKwi 
W.  tsu 

N.  chi 

P.  chU 

M.  chii、 chi 

K.  che 

f.  sho、so 
A.,  t'i 

Even  Upper. 

2982 

C.  c/xii>  ccho 
.tsz 

•  ̂chu、 . F.  chu、 ichu 

• ， .  ctsz 
N.  dzu 

P.  Cchu 

M.  Cchu^  its^u 
Y.  ctsz、 Lts^u 
Sz.  chu 

K.  cho、 chu 
J.  so、 sho 

Rising 

Irregular. 

沮
，
 

响 
R 語魚 C.tsii 

H.  /jz,  tsi 

F.  chu、 ckii、 
chou 

N".  tsu^  chi P.  cK'u 

Halt;  lame. 

沮
3
 

2983 

押  JLfc  t0  st0P;  t0  end. 
ft  hobbling  along. 

于是 王氣沮 下 therc- See  12,343. 

M. ) 

upon  the  king’s  anger  abated. 

^  t0  stumble  along. 

Y.  >  /jw,  chu 

Sz. ) 

沮  ̂   ̂   t0  stoP  him  with 
就成了 個趄 條子了 

K.  che^  ( : hd) 

J.  shu、 so 

troops. 

then  you’ll  become  a  mere 
A.  trd 

Read  c kii、  Marshy 
country  bumpkin.  See  1564. 

粗  chHeh>  破子  a  bank;  a 

Rising  and 

Even  Upper. 

ground. 
slope. 

彼 汾沮湖 in  the 。。吁 
起榜了  it  is  warped, — as  a 

grounds  of  the  river  Fen. 

plank. 

濕沮 damp. 
押  ̂   to  leak  out;  to  become 

Same  as  2978. 
known. 

地 氣沮拽  the  malaria  es- capes. 

See  1 1,831. 
自 有此失 ，法 之氣稍 

淋 矣  since  which  loss,  the 
energy  of  the  French  has  some¬ 
what  ebbed  away. 

A  kind  of  fish-hawk ;  an 

沮人是 非  chatter  about osprey. 
other  people’s  doings. 

鳩  a  waterfowl  {Casarca  ru- Read  chux.  The  name 
tila\  emblematical  of  conjugal 
harmony. 

of  a  river. 

_  g  the  cry  of  the  above  bird. 
Read  chieri}.  Ripples. 

Used  for  “marriage，”  in  refer¬ 
ence  to  the  first  of  the  Odes, 

涓沮  a  rippling  flow. which  is  on  that  subject. 

次 难  same  as  趨起 •  2978. 

菹
1
 

2984 

R. 魚 

Pickled  fruit  or  veget¬ 
ables. 

范 菜  salted  vegetables. Teeth  which  do  not  fit C.  zcho 

F.  Cchii 

Read  chieh' •  A  marsh  ； 

one  against  another  ；  irre¬ 

gular  5  not  in  harmony.  To 

gnaw.  See  1 3,627. 

P.  Cchii 
M.  Cchi 

A. a  morass. 

驅 蛇龍而 放之菹 *ive off  the  dragons  and  snakes,  and 
let  them  loose  in  the  swamp. 

See 菔 

Even  Upper. 

齒 at  cross  purposes;  locked 
together  so  as  to  be  unable  to 
move.  See  2632,  2973. 尻 2985 Same  as  2987.  Used 

其志龜 離  his  disposition  was for  5961. 
not  in  harmony,  一  with  other 

people’s. M Same  as  2987. 

2986 

To  stop；  to  abate.  Also To  inhabit；  to  reside  in； 

read  ch、 於  and  hsuz. 

何 日斯沮  when  will  he  stop 
in  his  course  ? 

亂 庶遊沮 the  disorder  might 

s 
R •魚支 

See  舉^ 

Even  Upper. 

to  occupy.  To  be  in,  of  va¬ 
rious  states  and  conditions  ； 

general  conddct.  Only. 

我 獨居憂  I  dwell  here  alone be  quickly  abated. and  sorrowful. 

不 可 沮  it  cannot  be  stopped, 
&  無 居 人  in

  the  street  there — as  a  drought. are  no  inhabitants. 

居1
 

2987 

!  ̂  ̂   ̂   ̂   here  will  he  resi
de, here  will  he  sit. 

不 遑啟居  no  leisure  to  rest. 

居住  to  dwell  at. 居處。 r 居址。 r 居屋 a 
residence. 

蝸居  my  snail-shell  of  a  house. 

居家  to  live  at  home. 
閒居  to  live  in  retirement. 
居士  a  retired  scholar ;  the Buddhist  laity. 

歇居  to  re^t  awhile. 
民居  the  people’s  dwellings. 
居民  the  resident  population; 

the  inhabitants. 

居喪  to  be  in  mourning. 

居官  to  be  an  o 伍 cial. 

官 居極品  he  has  reached  the highest  rank. 

居仁  to  be  charitable. 

居敬  to  be  respectful. 
居停  to  remain  quiet.  A  host; an  entertainer.  Also,  a  polite 

term  for  one’s  employer  or  chief. 
See  11,277. 

居坐  to  occupy, — as  rooms. 

居無何  after  the  lapse  of  a short  time. 

居人下  to  remain  below  people,  | 
— of  one  who  has  not  distin¬ 

guished  himself. 

居 高臨下  to  look  down  from 
on  high. 

居常  usually;  it  was  my  habit. 

居月  in  childbed.  ! 

居孀  to  be  a  widow. 

是 個孀居 she  is  a  widow- 

豈 敢定居  how  dare， we  re¬ 
main  inactive  ? 

居  disposition;  habitual  state of  mind.  See  4562. 

居心 散蕩  he  is  bent  upon  I dissipation. 

居心 爲声物 之本. centration  is  the  foundation  (of 

success)  in  all  things. 

居則 致其敬  in  his  general! 
conduct,  he  is  extremely  reverent.  | 
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居
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2987 

2989 

倨 4
 

2988 

御 
U;ki、cki 
See  — 

Sinking 

Upper. 

居 易學問  the  study  of  chiii、 一 of  not  insisting  on,  or  forcing, 
a  course  of  action. 

居身務 期質樸 in 
personal  habits  aim  at  simplicity. 

自居  self-opinionated. 

居 在斷值  he  is  just  and  up¬ 
right. 

善居室  to  be  good  at  domes- *c  economy. 

居奇  to  hold  goods  until  the 
market  price  has  gone  up.  See 

5329. 

何居乎  what  is  the  matter  ? 

其 意何居  what  is  the  mean¬ 
ing  of  this? 

起居  rising  up  and  sitting  down, 
— whatever  is  embraced  by  these 

two  states;  condition ;  circum¬ 
stances;  way  of  going  on. 

問 候起居  to  enquire  how  a 
person  is  getting  on. 

居 之不疑  there  was  no  doubt 
about  it. 

居然  off-hand;  presumingly ; 
contrary  to  expectation ;  simply ; 
nothing  else  than;  after  all; 
nevertheless. 

居 然生子  she  easily  brought 
forth  her  son. 

居居  unkindly. 

成居多 ，不 成居少 the 
odds  are  in  favour  of  success. 

Read  chi'.  An  untrans¬ 

latable  particle. 

爲爾 惜居諸  grudging  the 
loss  of  time  to  you.  See  5642. 

Rude；  haughty.  Power¬ 
ful. 

前倨 而後恭  to  treat  rude 
ly  at  first  but  respectfully  after 
wards. 

倨傲。 ■•驕 倨  haughty ;  im 
perious. 

倨牙  strong  teeth, 一 an  ugly 
customer;  one  who  will  not  be 
sat  upon. 

倨句  {kouK)  relative  width  of 
an  angle ;  angular  measurement 

嵋1
 

2990 

R •魚 

See 居 

Even  Upper. 

搌1
 

R. 

C •秘 
H 

魚御 
. kdii\  ckou 

. cki 

See|* 

Even  and Sinking 

Upper. 

Same  as  2996. 

2991 

榍1
 

2992 

r •御居 
Sm 鋸舉 

Even  and 
SinkingUpper. 

琚1
 

2993 

R 魚 

See 舉 

Even  Upper. 

m 

2994 

r .魚 

See 居 

Even  Upper. 

Name  of  a  peak  in  Ssu- ch‘uan. 

嵋州  the  old  name  of  松潘 
the  independent  sub-Prefect- 

ure  of  Sung-p‘an， in  Sstich‘uan. 

To  seize.  Used  for  據 

3044 - 

予 手桔椐  with  my  claws  I tore  and  held,— the  grass  for  my 
nest.  See  1466. 

椐 以驕傲  he  gives  himself 
great  airs. 

椐法  in  accordance  with  law. 

椐難開  口  unable  to  say  what one  wants  to. 

m 
2996 

r •魚 

^ 居 

^ven  Upper. 

W 

2997 

御 H.  cki 

See|g 

Sinking 

Upper. 

A  knotty  tree ,  known 

as 椐槙，  which  furnish¬ 
es  walking-sticks  for  old 

people. 
椐木  the  timber  of  a  kind  of 
elm,  found  in  Kiangsu. 

Ornamental  gems  for  the 

girdle. 

琚佩  girdle  ornaments. 

報之 以塌琚  I  returned  for it  a  fine  girdle. 

1 

耨1
 

2995 

R .魚 

See 
Even  Upper. 

The  dried  flesh  of  birds 

夏用服 in  summer  use  dried 
poultry. 

The  flap  of  a  coat ;  a 

robe  ；  a  skirt. 

絶 裾而去  broke  away  from her  grasp, 一 leaving  part  of  the skirt  behind. 

長据  a  long  train. 

爲 人廉据 (=29s8)tobe honourable  and  proud  man. 

以 裾蔽之  concealed  him  be¬ hind  her  skirt. 

an 

R. 

2998 

R. 御 

C.  koii 
H.  ki 

F.  kou^  v.  sJzii 

W.  cu^  v.  ku° 
N.  cu^  v.  cka^ 

kein P. 

chu 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 

K.^ 

J.  kio、 ku 
A.  ki 

Sinking 

Upper. 

To  store  property. 

踞賣  to  keep  on  hand  for  sale, 

To  crouch  ；  to  squat.  To 

occupy. 

箕 踞而坐 to  sit  with  the legs .  spread  out;  to  squat;  to 
attitudinise. 

超遂 踞  to  sit  with  the  legs  doubled up, — in  a  disrespectful  attitude 

踞處  a  squatting  place. 

虎踞江 東  to  squat  like  a  tiga 
on  (i.e.  to  hold,  to  occupy)  the 
east  bank. 

踞杭  to  hold  a  city, 一 as  rebels, 
etc. 

A  saw；  to  saw;  serrated 

鋸齒 m 雜牙  the  teeth  of  a| 
saw. 

葉 有鋸齒  the  leaves  are  ser¬ 
rated. 

下視城 如鋸牙  looking! down,  the  city  wall  (i.e.  the 
battlements)  appeared  like  the 
teeth  of  a  saw. 

拉雜 to  saw- 
雜開 OT 雜斷 to  saw  intw。- 

繩鋸木 斷 by  the  sawing  of| a  rope,  wood  is  cut  in  two.  See 

10,128. 

銷麵。1 銀末 子。1 •報糖 

w 鋸屑  sawdust. 

鋸頸  to  cut  one’s  throat. 

齒森 森如雜 (a  bQar) with teeth  as  close  set  as  a  saw’s. 

鋸價  to  abate  the  price, 

刀 鋸不加  not  to  apply  the knife, 一 as  of  criminals  who  are 
not  to  be  executed. 

Galium  apariney  L. 

Read  chu1.  To  mend  by riveting. 

鋸碗  to  mend  bowls,  ue.  crock¬ ery  in  general. 

鋸 不結實  it  is  not  strongly 
mended. 

鋸上  to  rivet；  to  bring  together to  reconcile. 
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居島
1 

2999 

魚 

tren  Lower. 

t*5* 派 
3000 

屋 
:掬 
Entering 

Upper. 

掘 
3ooi 

屈 
k^wet 

Entering 

Upper. 

茁 
3002 

巨 4
 

3°°3 
a 
PR 

koul 
三 

djti3-
 

距 
Rising 
Irregular. 

A  sea-bird  with  a  white 

breast,  known  as 鐲 鹛. 

串 I 賴  the  eastern  jackdaw 
(Lycos  dauricusy  Pall.). 

The  ripples  made  on 

water  by  the  wind. 

An  animal,  known  as  狼 

猸，  said  to  feign  death 
when  wounded. 

See  141. 

Chief ；  great ;  very. 

巨  the  thumb. 

巨室  a  large  house;  a  powerful 
family. 

巨 室大戶  large  houses  and 
big  doors, 一 flourishing  villages. 

巨 工  a.  fine  performance, 一 
literary  or  otherwise. 

巨 盜。 r 巨寇 powerful 
banditti  or  rebels. 

張 開巨口  to  open  a  big 
mouth, 一 to  draw  the  long  bow. 

巨萬  myriads;  innumerable. 

巨紅  crimson. 
巨端 a  serious  matter. 

巨覦  a  great  misfortune  or  dis¬ 
turbance. 

巨眼1 arge  eyes. 

巨觴 a  great  goblet. 

巨浪  a  heavy  sea. 
巨 镇  large  commercial  centres. 

不 在巨細  it  is  not  a  question 
of  size. 

岷
 4 

3004 

R. 語 

See 距 

Rising 

Irregular^ 

柜1
 

3°°S 

尺語 

See 距 

Rising 

Irregular. 

3006 

R 

on 

c. 三  mu H. 

F.  kduz 

W.  ̂ -dju 

See 距 

Rising 

Irregular. 

To  reach；  to  go  to. 

peak. 

A 

相
 3 

3。。7 

R •語 

See 距 

used  also  for 

櫸 & 櫃 

Rising 

Irregular. 

ff 

只_語 

C.  kou^ 

H. 

F. 

W.  dju^ 

See 距 

Rising 

Irregular. 

Disrespectful ;  contemp- 
tuous. 

To  ward  off  with  the 

hand ;  to  oppose  •’  0  de¬ 
cline.  See  1 0,1 20 •‘ 

拒守  to  guard. 抗拒 to  resist, 一 by  refusing  to 
obey. 

力拒  to  strenuously  oppose. 

拒敵  to  oppose  an  enemy. 

拒住  held  them  at  bay. 

拒 傷官兵  resisted  and wounded  the  Imperial  troops. 

柜捕  to  resist  arrest. 
拒絶  to  cut  off  all  communica tion. 

萬 望不拒 i  trust  you  will not  decline. 

拒阻 t。  impede；  to  object  to. 

拒覇  to  hold  to  wrongfully. 

A  large-leaved  tree,  the 

bark  of  which  yields  an 
infusion  like  tea. 

A  torch.  See  3009. 

火炬。 r 炬枝 a  torch. 

付 之一炬  commit  it  to  the flames, — as  a  letter  one  wishes 
to  be  destroyed. 

寶炬  a  painted  candle, — as  used 
in  worship,  and  for  illumination 
at  the  Feast  of  Lanterns. 

炬 

3。。8 

矩$
 

3009 

R. 鬓 

C.  cJkou 

H.  cki 
F.  ku 

W.  dju^  c  'u 

A.  ku 
Rising  Upper. 

租
 3 

3oio 

R 

K 卩卩 

C.  kou^ 

F.  koii0 

W.  dju^ 

P.  Cc/iu 

See 距 

Rising 

Irregular. 

!f 

R 

K •卩卩 

See 

Rising 

Irregular. 

4 躐炬 成灰， 涙始乾 

only  when  the  candle  has  burnt 
to  ashes  are  its  tears  (its  melting 

fat)  dried  up.  Used  figuratively 

of  human  aspirations  and  affect¬ 
ions. 

A  carpenter’s  square.  A 

rule；  a  pattern.  Used  with 
3008.  A  right  angle. 

規矩  compasses  and  square. 
See  6423. 

循 規蹈矩  follow  the  com 
passes  and  tread  in  the  square, 一 conform  to  rules. 

方 不盈矩  not  a  square  foot 
in  area. 

不踰矩  (Confucius)  did  not go  beyond  the  square, 一 of  right 
action. 

是以 君子有 絮矩之 
thus  the  perfect  man  has 

principles  by  which  he  can 

square  his  conduct。 

矩瑟铊  putchuck, — the  root of  a  species  of  thistle  found  in 
Cashmere. 

金 蓮華矩  torches  fixed  in 
gilt  handles  carved  to  resemble 
lotus-leaVes. 

法矩  the  torch， or  light  of| Buddhism. 

一 矩有牟  a  right  angle  and a  half. 

中矩  to  be  a  true  right  angle. 

倨於矩  less  than  a  right  angle, 

Black  millet. 

有 稻有租 rice  and  black 
millet. 

f 巨黎  b
lack 

租鬯  millet  wine, — one  of  the 

九錫; w  4157 - 

Cakes  of  rice  flour,  made 

in  the  shape  of  rings. 

粗 汝細勲  cakes  and  pastry 
of  the  finest  kind. 
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3012 R 語 
See 距 

Rising 

Irregular. 

詎‘
 

3。13 
R. 御語 
C.  kou^ 
m 
f.  m? 

W. 三  djli 
See 距 

3。14 
R. 

Ptt 
C.  ̂ dii 
H.  W 

F.  kdu\  koiV- 

^ •卜 
y '  I  c  Jl  ̂  
K.ke  ' 
i.  kio^gu 
AH 

Rising 

Irregular. 

A  small  rush.  Lettuce  ； 

endive  ；  sowthistle,  etc. 

束苴  to  bind  rushes  for  torches. 

宜藤  a  name  for  sesamum. 

白苴  a  kind  of  lettuce. 

|1|  嵩 直  wild  lettuce  (Prenan- thes). 

苦會0 r 首賛菜 chicory 
and  endive  ( Cichorium  intybus 
and  C.  endivia). 

An  interjection  of  sur¬ 
prise  ； an  interrogative  par 
tide. 

Sinking  and 
Rising 

Irregular. 

頁會 甑幾日 a  Pleasant 
meeting  lasts  but  a  few  days, 一 
then  part  again.  • 

詆知。 r 謀意。 r 詆料 t。 
my  astonishment;  unexpectedly； 
who  would  have  thought  it? 

詎 于此乎  has  it  come  to this? 

良辰 甑可待 how 
wait  for  a  good  occasion  ? 

言巨容 獨步耶  how  can  he 
be  allowed  to  be  the  only  one? 
— without  a  rival. 

飯否。 r 詎非  is  it?  is  it  not? 
一 expecting  the  answer  yes. 

can  we 

A  bird’s  spur;  the  callo¬ 
sities  on  animals’  legs.  To 
go  to；  to  occupy,  Distant 
from.  To  resist.  See  61  ?8, 
10,503. 

鷄距  a  cock’s  spur. 
超距 t。  leap  over. 

距 乎四海  I  have  gone  over 
the  whole  country. 

佔 距城池  (the  rebels)  oc¬ 
cupy  the  city. 

東 西相距  distant  from  east 
to  west."". 

距 岸約 一 ■里  about  a  li 
from  the  shore. 

距水面  above  the  water  level. 

違 距  to  resist, 

閉距  to  obstruct. 

不 距朕行 d。  not  resist  OUR 
proceedings. 

政 距六邦 they  dare  co 
oppose  this  great  reakn. 

鉅 4
 

3oi5 
R.i 

PW 

C.  kou^ H.  c-kH 

F.  kdii3 
W. 

N. 

^-dj
u 

See 距 

3016 

R 語 

See 距 

Rising 

Irregular. 

車 
3oi7 

具
 4 

Rii 

See 懼 

Sinking 

Lower 

Great.  Hard；  obdurate; 

fierce.  Used  with  2998,  in 

both  its  senses. 

Rising 

Irregular. 

See  574  (and  add).  Ra¬ dical  159. 

積小致  by  collecting  the \  small  you  make  the  great. 

鉅公  the  Emperor. 
犯 伊之威 ，态 如鉅鐵 
if  you  offend>  his  dignity,  his 
wrath  will  be  as  hard  upon  you 
as  iron. 

鉅累  great  hardship;  injustice, 

The  offspring-  of  a  stal¬ 
lion  and  a  she-mule,  raraly 
born  alive. 

馬巨 辱 虚  a  kind  of  mule.  Said  to consort  with  the  jerboa,  which 
it  carries  off  on  its  back  in  the 

face  of  danger. 

攪車  a  trolley. 
機關車  a  locomotive. 

To  prepare;  to  arrange. 
All;  every；  used  with  3019. 

Implements ;  tools  ；  utensils ; 

the  membraan  v.  A  numer- 

ative  of  corpses,  suits  of 

armour,  apparatus,  etc. 

具 辦 ot 備具 t。 make 
ready. 

全具  all  ready. 
爾 牲則具  your  victims  for sacrifice  are  ready. 

具禀  to  petition;  to  hand  in  a 
report. 

具結  to  enter  into  a  bond. 

具 呈保單  to  file  a  security. 
見  ̂   to  memorialise  the  Throne. 

具控。 r 具狀 告人 to  file a  charge  against  any  one. 

具帖  to  write  a  card  of  invita¬ tion. 

具 帖請客  to  send  an  invi¬ tation  to  guests. 

名另具  my  name  is  added  sep¬ arately, —  on  a  card  which  is 

generally  enclosed  in  a  letter. 

3018 

ontir 

知 名不具  as  . you  know  n 
name  I  do  not  put  it, 一 a  phra 

used  in  unsigned  letters. 

謹具  respectfully  prepared, - as  a  present,  or  a  representatic 
to  a  superior. 

具在  already  existing. 

具限  to  give  a  bond  to  do  < pay  something  within  a  spec fied  time. 

出具  to  issue  or  write  out. 

具陳  to  present  a  statement. 
具報  to  present  a  report;  to  gn formal  notice. 

具^  存: Prehived;  at  hand;  kep 

具繳  to  prepare  and  hand  ove 
— as  a  reward. 

具見  well  aware ;  very  eviden 

具領  to  fully  take  in ;  to  recei\ in  full;  to  receive  under  an  awar 
of  Court. 

具復  to  reply  to  enquiries. 

具訴  to  draw  up  a  defence  c counter-plaint. 

具詳  to  draw  up  a  report. 

具文  to  prepare  a  document. 

視 爲具文  t。 regard  asamer 
formal  document,  the  terms  c 
which  will  not  be  actually  pu 

in  force. 

文具  articles  required  for  writ ing;  stationery. 

具*  奉過你  I  Present  them  t 

you. 

貝 日 all  say,  we  ar 
wise. 

兄 弟旣具 ，和樂 且_ 
when  your  brothers  are  al 

present,  you  are  harmonious  an( 
happy  with  childlike  joy. 

JfjJ  具  implements  of  punishment 

考 具^  an  old  man’s  staff ;  a  coffin the  necessaries  taken  by  a  studen 
into  the  examination  hall. 

具神 之靈者 oneint( 
whom  the  spirit  of  the  god  hac 
entered. 

屍 首一具  one  corpse. 

甲胄 數千具  several  thou 

sand  suits  of  armour. 

梵具  a  conch,  used  for  Buddh^1 
'nusic,  with  cymbals. 
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俱1
 

3019 

M 

kii^  v.  kou 

: hu%  v.  chi? 

I  xhn 

en  Upper. 

塡
 4 

3020 

遇 

具 
Sinking 
Lower. 

惧 
3。21 

3022 

橐 

:矩 
Rising 

irregular. 

蜞 
3023 

All  ；  every  ；  altogether  ； 
the  whole. 

俱全  all  complete. 

俱備  all  ready. 

俱在  both  are  alive, 一 as.parents. 

俱 是一樣  all  are  of  the  same 
kind. 

俱 是隱瞞 in  everything  he 
was  deceiving. 

俱存 乎一心 all  were  ofl 
one  mind. 

所 爲俱善  whatever  he  does 
is  good. 

俱盡  totally  exhausted;  at  an 
end. 

俱行 t。  accompany. 

俱譚  Gautama, — Buddha. 

俱胝  a  crore,  or  10,000,000. 
Sanskrit:  koti. 

俱藍 陳 Ceylon.  (Yuan  dyn.) 

An  embankment  ；  a  dyke. 

Wrongly  used  for  坎 8532. 

堤惧 —  embankment  to  keep 
out  water. 

築俱  to  build  a  dyke. 

抵通 俱 (/巧  reached  the  land¬ 
ing-place  at  T‘ung-chou. 

Same  as  3053. 

The  edible  fruit  of  the 

Hovenia  dulcis,  also ,  known 

as  the  金 銘/李  gold-hook 

plum,  the  萬字菓  svastika 

fruit , 拐康  crooked  date, 

鷄爪子  cock’s  claws,  and 
by  other  names. 

Same  as  2951. 

3024 

r. 癍 

C.  k'du^  v.  kau1- 

H. 三 ki、m) 
F.  kou^  v.  po(^ 

See 懼 

Sinking 

Lower. 

足 
3°25 

橘'
 

3026 

R. 質 

C.  kwet 
H.  kit 

F.  keik 

W.  ciai 
N.  cueh 

P.  Schii 
M.  chu 

Y.  chiuk^chueh 
Sz.  chiu 
K.  kiul 

J.  kitsz、 kichi 
A.  kwit、 kwet Entering 

Upper. 

w 
3027 

R •質屑 

C.  hwet^ 

lut、 See 鍚 

K.  ytil、 sul^ 

kiol^  v.  hiul 
Entering 

Irregular. 

w 

3028 

R •食 

H.  kit、 See 譎截 

Entering 

Upper. 

A  typhoon. 

颶風  a  typhoon. 

颶毋。 r 颶躉  clouds  which indicate  a  typhoon. 

打颶風 t。  meet  a  typhoon. 

See  1 1,840. 

Oranges  of  various  kinds 

橙 774  and  甜 5833. 

橘子 an  orange. 
硃砂橘  the  mandarin  orange ( Citrus  nobilis). 

四季橘 a  nutmeg  orange. 

紅橘。 r 福橘  the  Foochow orange. 

金橘  the  cumquat  ( Citrus  japo- nica、 Thbg.). 

蘆 （ot 攄。1 ■盧 廬） 橘 
the  loquat  {Eriobofrya  japonic  a). 

廣橘  Citrus  aurantium. 

橘白。 r 橘絡  the  dried  fibres of  the  orange. 

橘瓣  the  sections  of  an  orange. 

橘皮。 1 •橘紅  dried  orange- skin,  used  for  coughs. 

橘酒  orange  'wine. 

歸 來寒橘 剝金衣 when I  came  home  the  winter  oranges 

were  losing  their  golden  robes, — 
being  eaten.  See  11,574. 

Foreshore  reclaimed  from 

•  ^ a  river. 

Fluttering  with  fear,  as 

frightened  birds. 

鳳以 爲音故 烏不辦 
tame  the  phoenix  and  other  birds 
will  not  fly  from  you. 

薇 3029 

R •質屑 
See 鷄 

Entering 

Irregular. 

w 

3030 

R. 質 

See 橘 

Entering 

Upper. 

R •質屑 

C.  kwet^  lut^ 

See 裔感譎 

Entering 

Irregular. 

偶 

3032 

踽
 3 

3。33 

Empty；  vacant ；  free  from 

passion. 

if 如也  pure;  free  from 
guile. 

Lame, wildly. To  run  about 

R., 

^ 舉禹 

K.  ku^  v.  u 
Rising  Upper 

and  Lower. 

舉
 3 

3034 

R 

A、.  DU 

C.  k'du 

H.  hi 
F.  ku W. 
N. 

P. 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 

cu 

chu 

K.  k'o^  ke 

J.  klo、 ku 

A.  ki Rising  Upper. 

A  ring  ；  a  clasp  ；  a  buckle. 

鍤軸  a  ring  on  a  carriage  for tying  the  reins  to. 

鎖鋪  the  hasp  of  a  padlock. 

自 固扃鏑  fasten  the  clasp 
securely. 

Same  as  3033. 

To  walk  alone  ；  inde¬ 

pendent. 

獨 行踏踊  walkinS  alone; unfriended;  independent. 

踏踏谅 涼  a  self-reliant 
manner. 

To  raise  up  ；  to  elevate ; 

to  appoint.  To  undertake  ； 

to  begin.  To  bear  children. 

All；  the  whole.  [Original¬ 

ly  written  聚， and  Vulgar- 

ly  S.] ' 

舉起  to  lift  up. 舉目  to  raise  the  eyes, to  raise  the  hand. 

舉 手不回 一 梅)  touch and  move, — at  chess. 

舉林  to  raise  the  cup,— to  drink. 

舉措  to  start;  to  put  into  opera¬ 
tion. 

舉言  to  lift  up  the  voice;  to 
begin' to  speak.  ' 

舉哀  to  lift  up  the  voice  and 

weep. 
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舉
 3 3034 

不 能自舉  dannot  grow  up¬ 
wards  of  itself, — as  a  creeper. 

舉步  to  take  a  step;  to  start, 

舉鄕貢 t。  appoint  headman 
of  a  village. 

公舉  appointed  or  nominated 
by  the  public. 

不 中檯舉  he  is  not  worth 
bringing  forward. 

舉 爲民上  he  was  appointed 
over  the  people. 

總統四 歲一舉 the  Pres - 
ident  is  elected  once  every  four 

years. 

薦  to  recommend  for  employ¬ 
ment. 

舉善  to  advance  the  worthy. 

善舉  a  worthy  undertaking;  a 
virtuous  act. 

所當 爲之: i：  any  under¬ taking  which,  is  proper  to  be 
carried  out. 

舉動  actions；  behaviour. 

— *  — *  _  in  all  one^  act¬ 
ions. 

舉 止大方  behaviour  after 
the  pattern  of  a  superior  man. Sce  3435- 

to  begin ;  to  put  into 

operation. 

客不. 先舉  the  guest  should 
not  begin, -the  talking,  drinking, etc. 

自  t0  confess  or 
expose  one’s  own  errors. 

舉子  to  bear  children;  candid¬ 
ates  for  the  public  examinations ; 
literary  men. 

竟 舉一子  nevertheless  bore a  son. 

舉世 不忘1  wil1  never  forget. 

舉不信  I  don’t  believe  a  word. 
舉家  the  whole  family. 
舉凡  the  whole  of;  in  all  cases 

of. . 

舉人  a  man  who  has  taken  his 
second  degree, 一 for  which  ex¬ 
aminations  are  held  in  the  eighth 
moon  of  every  third  year  at 
the  various  provincial  capitals 
throughout  the  empire,  open  to 
all  licentiates  of  the  first  degree. 
The  highest  on  the  list  receives 

the  honorary  title  of  解元; 

m
s
 

3034 

the  next  five  that  of  魁， 

Each  of  the  first  eighteen  may 

inscribe  鄕魁  over  his  door; 

the  remaining  successful  candi¬ dates  . 

半 個舉人 half  an  M*A •— one  whose  name  appears  on  the 

副榜  •、淑 37。5. 
中 舉  to  take  the  second, or  master's,  degree. 

舉班  by  rank  a  chU  jen. 

舉業  chu  jins、 composition, — essays  written  by  them,  or  set 
for  them. 

舉進士  to  go.  up  for  the  chin shih  or  doctor’s  degree. 

舉進 士不第 tj  go  up  for the  3rd  degree  and  fail. 

累 嗶不中  chun^  ̂   often 
went  up  for  his  final  degree,  but 
always  failed  to  pass. 

一 舉成名  at  a  single  effort he  made  himself  famous. 

一 舉兩得  to  kill  two  birds with  one  stone. 

舉 一反三 

I  舉案， etc.  46. 1 舉辦  to  take  up  a  case;  to  deal with. 

舉鼎  to  lift  a  cauldron, 一 great strength. 

櫸
 3 

3035 

R. 語 

See 

Rising  Upper. 

宴
 3 

3©36 

R.S 允 

c. 獅, m° 
H.  Hui'kH) 
f.  • 
W.  Vw 

N.  c'u 

M.  I 
 ch^ 

Y.  chil Sz.  chu^  Hi 

K.  ku 
J.  kio、go 
A.  lu 

Rising 

Irregular. 

A  small  tree  resembling 

a  willow  {Pterocarya  stenop- 
ter  a,  c.d.c.). 

櫸柳  a  kind  of  willow,  the  wood of  which  is  used  for  boxes. 

Popularly  known  as  the  胖柳 
fat  willow. 

Unceremonious  ；  rustic  ； 

poor. 終 窶且貧  rustic  and  poor. 

雲人子 a  poor 

man. 

家簍狹  his  home  was  a  hum¬ 
ble  one. 

窶藪  a  straw  pad  for  the  head, used  by  porters. 

屢 3037 

3038 m 

3039 

R. 遇 

C.  k'du 

n.u 

F.  Idii、 k  'du 

W.| 

N.  \ 

P. 

cu 

PM.| 

chii 

K. 

!  ku 

A. 三 /w, 

Rising  Upper. 

筲 

3040 

R. 語 

H.  V/ 

See Rising  Upper. 

莒
 3 

3°4i 

R. 語 

H.  c-li 
F.7« 

M.  chi? 

See 

Rising  Upper. 

m 

3042 

r 魚御 

% 渠據 

Even  and 

Sinking  Lower 
and  Upper. 

w 3043 

R. 魚 

See 渠 

Even  Lower. 

See  7514. 

Same  as  -3036. 

Sandals  ；  straw  shoes. 

瓜田 不納屨 d。 not  tie your  shoes  in  a  melon-field, — 
or  people  will  think  you  are 
stooping  to  pick  the  melons. See  6888. 

戶外之 屨滿矣  his  court¬ 
yard  was  filled  with  shoes, — of 
visitors,  left  in  accordance  with 
ancient  custom  outside  the  door. 

葛履  coarse  sandals. 

A  round  osier  basket， as 

opposed  to 售 6406,  which 
was  square. 

米苢  a  rice  basket. 

A  plant  from  the  fibres 
of  which  cords  were  made. 

Name  of  a  State.  A  Depart¬ 
ment  in  Shantung. 

莒 g  a  petty  feudal  State,  in  the south-east  of  modern  Shantung. 

A  wild  boar.  Also,  a 

fabulous  animal,  like  a 

yellow  and  black  baboon, 
which  butts  with  its  head 

and  is  very  rapid  in  its 
movements.  To  fight;  to 
struggle. 

Ashamed  ；  bashful. 

慚憧  full  of  shame. 
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據*
 

3044 

R •御 
II.  cki 

See 雜 

Sinking 

Upper. 

To  take  in  the  hand  ；  to 

receive,  -as  communications 
from  a  subordinate.  Some¬ 

thing  to  rely  upon;  a  legal 

instrument  ；  evidence.  To 

reject. 

J^Jj[  to  take  the  ground 

in  the  hand, -to  prostrate  oneself. 

據舖 _； 租  to  hold  the  shop and  withhold  the  rent. 

佔才慮  to  encroach  upon. 

霸據  to  take  by  violence;  to 
usurp. 

據 爲己有  to  appropriate  to 
oneself. 

據守  to  maintain;  to  guard. 

據 事論事  to  take  each  item 
in  turn  for  discussion. 

神 必據我 the  wil1 
surely  help  me. 

據 禀已悉 i  have  received 
and  read  the  petition. 

兹  t 慮覆  I  have  now  receiv¬ 
ed  his  reply  to  the  effect  that . 

據此  on  receipt  of  this ;  on 
these  grounds. 

據云  in  reference  to  the  state¬ 
ment  that .....  according  to  what 
he  states, . 

據他說  according  to  what  he 
says;  he  says  that. 

失據  to  lose  one’s  clue  or  hold, 
as  when  badly  frightened ;  not 
to  know  what  to  make  of  un¬ 

usual  phenomena,  etc. 

據實。 r  據 情  judging  from 
the  facts  of  the  case;  under  the 
circumstances. 

據 實禀明  to  submit  a  full 
and  true  account  of. 

胃  actual  proof;  evidence. 

皆未可 爲據也  not  one  of  | 
these  can  be  accepted  as  proof. 

亦有 兄弟不 可以據 
I  indeed  have  brothers,  but  I 

cannot  depend  on  them. 

憑據  proof, — documentary  or 
otherwise,  of  any  event  or  trans¬ 
action. 

有 何證據  what  proof  have 

you? 

立 此爲據  in  witness  whereof 
the  above  document  is  hereby 
executed. 

w 
3°A4 

W 3。45 

R •赛 

SeeP 虜 

Entering 

Lower. 

w 

3046 

R •魚御 

纽 pp 
See 鋸距 

西虜 

Rising, 

Sinking  and 

Even  Lower 
and  Upper. 

M 
3°47 

R. 御 

H.  cki 

See 雜 

Sinking 

Upper. 

虛 

3048 

椎據  a  deed  of  renunciation, — of  rights,  claims,  etc. 

轉  I 慮  a  deed  of  transfer. 
海不據 細流， 所以成 

其深  the  sea  does  not  reject 
small  streams:  hence  its  depth. 

私  13,031. 

據爲 tc)  use  as . 
字據  a  contract;  an  agreement. 

據 以爲質  to  seize  as  secu¬ rity  for"  •… 

The  upper  part  of  an 

animal’s  face ;  the  lips. 

嘉 殺脾臁 the  deiicate morsels  were  the  tripe  and  lips. 

A  padded  stick  to  beat 
a  bell  or  drum. 

削 木爲鑛  to  carve  w6od into  a  stand  for  musical  instru¬ ments. 

鑛鍋  an  instrument  for  boring 
women’s  ears. 

Read  chU  Gold  and 

silver  dishes.  A  kind  of 

jewel,  or  regalia. 

Hurried  ；  agitated, 

denly  ；  quickly 

Sud- 

驚  '摩  flurried;  frightened. 

慌遽而 手卑亂 he  is  so 
nervous  that  his  hands  and  feet 

get  confused, — he  doesn’t  know what  he  is  doing. 

遽議  to  decide  hastily. 
遽然。 r 卒遽。 r 遽爾 

遽行  suddenly;  all  at  once； unawares. 

遽見  to  suddenly  see. 

急遽  hurried;  urgent. 

傳 遽之殺  a  government courier. 

See  471 1 . 

3°49 

R •御魚 

C.  tsdii' 

H.  ts^i 
F,  cK'dii 
W.  cchHi 

N.  ckii 

P.  chsii、 ch'-i? 

M.  hsil\  /isP 

Y.  hs.e 

Sz.  hsu,  ch、ii 
K.  M 

J.  shTi'so 

A.  f'ii 

Sinking  and 

Even  Upper. 

戲 

305° 

眼 4
 

3。5工 

R. 遇 

See 句 

SinkingUpper. 

想 

3。52 W 
3053 

C.  koii H.  kH 

F.  hou 

W.  gii^  djii N.  djii 

p. ) 

Y.  \
  chl 

Sz. ) 

K

.

 

k

u

 

J.  
ku^gu A.  

ku 

Sinking 

Lower. 

To  spy  out  ；  to  watch 

for  ；  to  reconnoitre. 

覷 便而行  to  watch  for  a good  opportunity  and  act. 

北寇  M  邊  the  northem 
hordes  are  reconnoitring  our frontier. 

戯機會  to  watch  one’s  chance. 

近戯眼  short-sighted. 戯  mean ;  narrow;  on  a  small scale. 

Same  as  3049. 

To  look  right  and  left. 
A  form  of  麗 3081. 

彥  @ 目  a  statesman  of  the  Sung dynasty. 

m
x
 

3054 

r 虞 

See 拘 

Even  Upper. 

m 

3055 

Same  as  3053. 

To  fear;  to  be  afraid. 

懼怕。 r 恐懼。 1 ■畏懼 t。 fear;  to  be  afraid. 

毫 無懼怕  he  is  afraid  of  no¬ 

thing. 

恐 懼倏省  to  proceed  in  fear and  trembling  to  self-reform¬ ation. 

畏  > 懼 王 法  t。 fear  the  law. 

戰懼  to  tremble  with  fear. 

怯懼  nervous. 

赧懼  mortified. 懼內  to  stand  in  awe  of  one’s 
wife. 

To  ladle  out. 

挹奭 f  to  transfer  liquids  from' 
one  vessel  to  another. 

See  2318. 

48 
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3。5( R. 沃 
See 錫 

Entering 

Upper. 

3056a 

3057 
R •質 

Kcang-hi 

gives  the 
spelling  as 

許率 
which  would 

•  be  hut^  or 
hwU、 but  the 
character  is 

synonymous 

with 

Entering 

Upper. 

3°S8 

3°S9 

娵1
 

3060 R •虞 

See 諫 

Even  Upper. 

霧 
R. 
鬓遇 

C.  tsou 
H. 

F.  c/ioii 
W. 

N._/7 p-  1 

M. ... 

Y. 
 \  c'lH Sz.  I 

K  ch、u 
J.  dz 
A.  $fi 

losing  and 
f  linking 

Lower. 

A  dung-cart. 

To  stow  away.  See  866, 

Used  for  去  ch、ii%  3068. 

Violent  ；  imperious, 

t 戌名匡  wild;  ungovernable. 

Read  chiieh 访. 

悄怒  violently  angry. 

Same  as  303] 

Same  as  3061. 

The  name  of  certain  stars 

called  嫩誉  which  lie  near 
Perseus  and  Andromeda. 

閭娵  a  famous  beauty  of  the 
State  of  魏  Wei. 

To  collect；  to  assemble ； 

to  bring  together.  Opp.  to 

離 6906,  and  to  散  9559. 
See  10,014. 

聚集。 r 聚會。 r 聚同 t。 
collect  together. 

聚衆 t。  collect  in  numbers；  to 
form  a  crowd. 

聚居  to  dwell  together. 

聚議  to  meet  for  deliberation. 

聚首  a  gathering  of  friends. 
完聚  reunion  of  husband  and 

wife,  or  parent  and  child. 

一 *  家團聚  the  family  all united. 

聚 4
 

3061 

曲 

3062 

R •沃 

1*3 

C.  huk、 k^uk H. kHuk 

F.  k^ouk^woh 

W.  c^uo 
N.  c^uoh 

P.  c (々‘ 公, cckLu M.  ch^i^ 
Y.  chiuk 

K.  kok 

J.  kioku、 koku 

A.  k、uk 
Entering 

Upper. 

聚 少離多  seldom  together, often  separated. 

聚 散之情  the  circumstances (including  emotions)  of  meeting 
and  parting. 

鄕聚 a 聚落  a  collection of  houses  forming  a  place ;  a 
hamlet. 

不聚財  not  money  collecting, — either  of  places  or  people. 

君子學 以聚之 the superior  man  studies  with  a  view 

to  bring  together, 一 information. 

聚載  to  pack  together  with. 

聚賭  to  assemble  people  for 
gambling. 

聚合  to  unite. 聚斂  to  collect  specimens;  to 
amass  property;  to  concentrate 
the  vital  forces  and  senses. 

聚匿  to  harbour;  to  resort  to. 

聚齊  to  meet  all  together. 

聚黨 t。  hold  a  meeting  of  con¬ federates. 

Crooked ;  bent,  as  op¬ 

posed  to 值  1 846 ;  hence, 

accommodating，  False; 

deceitful.  A  carpenter’s 
square  ；  see  1992,  3009  ； 

an  instrument  for  drawing 

curves.  Songs;  plays.  A 
district  smaller  than  鄕； 

hence  probably,  brogue ; 

patois、 

分 •解曲 茴  to  distinguish  the crooked  from  the  straight. 

曲行  crooked  ways. 

立于空 潭之曲  standing at  a  corner  (or  bend)  of  the  still 

pool. 

曲曲彎 彎 OT 曲溜柺 

彎兒。 r 七彎八 曲 winding;  serpentine;  zigzag. 

曲 盡 其 體  exhausted  all  var¬ ieties  of  form, — in  his  drawings. 

曲 盡其態  exhausting  all  the details  of  his  bearing,  —  of  a 
characteristic  portrait. 

曲 

Jo62 

1^3 曲斜 in  an  oblique  course;  ou of  the  true  path. 

理曲  principle  bent, —— i.e.  righ made  to  appear  as  if  it  wa! 

wrong. 

私曲  tricky ;  underhand. 

曲心的  deceitful. 

人心 多曲析  man’s  heart  is 
full  of  tricks. 

心曲。 r 衷曲  the  windings of  the  heart  or  feelings. 

離憂 繞心曲  the  sorrow  ol 
parting  winds,  around  my  heart, 

受委曲  to  suffer  wrong. 

委曲求 全 to  seek  to  have 
one’s  wrongs  righted. 

愛 民如子 ，生 成曲育 
you  love  the  people  as  though 

your  own  children,  and  even 

when  grown  up  are  at  pains  tc nourish  them. 

曲體眠  to  sleep  cuddled  up. 

曲子。 r 曲詞  songs. 

唱曲  to  sing  songs. 

曲調  song  tunes. 
隨 心 應心一 曲 an  im_ 
provised  song. 

曲 髙和寡  he  who  sings  well 
will  have  few  in  harmony  with 

him, — few  friends. 

曲 高必賤 ，棋 高必貴 
a  man  who  sings  a  song  well  will 

take  a  low  position  in  life :  a  man 

who  plays  chess  well,  a  high  one. 

辱係 _ 中姊 _ since
  she 

is  a  singing-girl. 

曲演  to  perform  a  play. 

女優進 呈曲目 one  of  the 
actresses  presented  a  list  of  plays, 

— for  the  visitors  to  choose  from. 

曲傳  to  cause  to  be  made known. 

曲 卷之游 going  on  the 

loose. 

鄕曲  the  village;  one’s  native place  (see  9746);  village  brogue ; local  patois, 

鄕 曲驚怕  the  village  was 

terrified. 

曲諭  to  cause  to  be  made known  to, —— ue.  indirectly. 

曲律  banners, 一 the  transcrip¬ tion  of  a  Manchu  word,  kiru  a banner. 
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w 
3063 

沃 

Entering 

Upper. 

苗 
3064 

沃 

A 

Entering 
Upper. 

JLJL 

蛐 
3o6s 

屋 
:曲 
Entering 
Upper. 

r 
3066 

kuk 

f^iuk 

V5uk 

ch^u 
c^uoh 

cA^i 
chSii 

c/i^wik 
chHu 
kok 

koku 

huk、 kf-uk 

Entering 

Upper. 

A  bamboo  frame,  also 

called  蠶范， having  its 

frame  made  of  thin  splints 

doubled  in  bows,  to  give 
silkworms  more  room  on 

which  to  spin  their  cocoons 

A  coarse  tray  made  o 

rushes,  and  used  as  3063 

The  common  earthworm 

called  触！ bi.  Also  used 
for  the  cricket. 

_曲  to  fight  crickets. 

蚰 触兒 不寶 螞蚱肉 
the  cricket  does  not  eat  the  grass 

hopper’s  flesh, — hawks  do  not 

peck  out  hawks'  eyes. 

虫 曲虫曲  the  name  given  to  the 
staple  of  a  Chinese  door-latch. 

虫曲 I 了鋪  staple  and  hasp. 

Leaven  ；  yeast  ；  barm 

The  “mother”  of  vinegar 

and  other  liquors.  [Com¬ 

monly  written  as  below.] 

麵九  balls  of  leaven. 

麵  ̂  yeast  for  fermenting  liquor 

酒  _  distillers， grains. 

麵生  produced  from  barm, 一 
spirits;  a  name  for  Chinese  wine. 

不足了 麵蘖事  not  suffi¬ 
cient  (grain)  for  purposes  of 
distillation. 

一斗 麵 殺米 一石八 
^  one  tou  of  barm  will  ferment 

eighteen  tou  of  rice. 

沈緬 麵蘖  given  over  to drunkenness. 

神 麯 茶  a  medicine  for  colds. 

紅麵 M 麵 米  a  kind  of  rice 
which  reddens  the  food  with 
which  it  is  cooked. 

蛆1
 

3。67 

R 魚 

C.  tsu 
fl.  tsz、 isi 
F.  chit 

W.  tsH 
n.  cm 

y'  ̂  

K.  ch'o 

J.  sho^so 
A.  •，产 0 
Even  Upper. 

去 4
 

3。68 

R •御語 

C.  hou 

H.  kH F.  kK  '6ti^  ku^ k、oa 

W. 

N.  cH 

P.  ck、U 
M.  ke 

Y.  ch^u,  kH,  kLc 

Sz.  cK'ii^  kLe 
K.  ke 
I.  kio^  ko 

a.  m 

Sinking  and 

Rising  Upper. 

Maggots. 

發姐  to  breed  maggots；  to  be¬ come  maggoty. 

無縫生 姐  maggotsappearing where  there  is  no  crack. 

水蛆  larvae  in  water,  like  mag¬ 

gots. 

雪蛆  the  snow  maggot,  found 
in  Sstich‘uan. 

Read  chii1.  The  centi 

pede 螂姐，  which  is  said 
to  eat  serpents.  See  10,554 

as 

own 

To  go  away  ；  to  depart 

opposed  to 來  6679 

to  go  to,  or  from,  a 

place ；  distant  from；  to  die 

Largely  used  to  strengthen 

or  complete  the  sense  o 
other  words  implying  mo 

tion.  See  2660. 

去了  he  nas  gone  away 

你去 罷>_ 

你 等起去  be  off,  you  fellows! 

去 你的罷  mind  your business ! 

去 來未定  it  b  uncertain whether  he  goes  or  comes. 

說 來說去  talking  come  and talking  go,  —  considering  the 
question  from  all  points. 

來 去各便  either  to  come to  go  will  suit. 

尋 他去來 go  and  look  for 
him. 

看 花去來  I  have  been  to  see the  flowers. 

等 我去來  wait  until  I  have been, 一 to  see. 

我去 了來的 i  have  just been  there. 

一 去不回  once  gone,  never returns. 

拏去  to  take  away;  to  go  and fetch. 

出去  to  go  out  of  doors. 

進去  to  enter. 

下去  to  go  down. 

過去 之事  past  affairs;  by¬ 

gones. 

or 

去‘
 

3068 

過不去  you  cannot  pass, — by 
or  across. 

說不去  improper  to  be  said. 

過 意不去  I  do  not  feel  com- 1 
fortable  in  my  mind, — as  fori 
some  want  of  courtesy  to  a  friend.  I 

去頭  object  in  going. 
巴不得 去見他  would  j that  I  could  go  and  see  him! 

去不得  I  can’t  go  there. 

那裏去 不得  what  place  is  I 
there  to  which  I  cannot  go? 

相去 不遠  not  very  far  apart. 

其 時去孔 子不遠 the| . date  is  not  far  removed  from[ 
that  of  Confucius. 

賣不出 去  not  to  be  able  to  j sell.  一  |[ 

去 就本苟 t。  leave  or  to  I follow  (to  go  or  to  remain,  to  I 
decline  or  to  accept),  is  a  matter! 

not  to  be  carelessly  decided; — I 

e.g.  whether  one  should  take! 
office  or  not  is  a  matter  for| 
careful  consideration. 

出 處去就  to  go,  to  remain,  I to  reject,  to  accept, — used  of| official  rank. 

去年 a 去歲  last  year. 

去日⑽ 5642. 去 聲  the  “sinking”  or  “depart- 1 ing”  tone.  See  9883. 

領 事去漢  the  Consul  has  I 
left  Hankow. 

去世  to  leave  the  world, — to  die.  I 

他 去英國  he  goes  to  Eng-j 
land. 

去文  despatches  sent. 

去後  subsequently. 

去走  to  journey. 去路  the  way  one  is  going.  See\ 

7365. 

去向  the  place  one  has  gone  to. 

去 天尺五  a  foot  or  so  from 
heaven. 

Read  ch^.  To  get  ridj 

of；  to  dismiss；  to  remove  : 
to  subtract.  See  3056a. 

去泥水  take  off  the  mud, — as  I from  boots.  See  6103. 

有北来 之雄， 去其壙 t 
he  had  all  the  masculinity  of| 



CH‘tir 

380 

去 
3。68 

was 

the  N.  Sung  period  (960 — 1127), 
without  its  lack  of  restraint, — 

of  Chao  Meng-fu,  as  painter. 

去留  to  dismiss  and  to  retain, — 
as  officials. 

留同留 ，去 同去 ifoneis 
j  to  be  kept  in  office,  both  must 

be  kept ;  if  one  is  dismissed, 

' both  must  be  dismissed. 

去  ̂   we  remove  the 
insects  that  eat  the  heart  and 

leaf. 

i 不得已 而去之 he 
obliged  to  dismiss  him. 

I 去惡  to  get.  rid  of  evil,
  —  to 

j  reform. 

去官  to  deprive  of  office. 

天所去  rejected  of  God. 

去勢  to  castrate. 

去 紅加紫  violet-coloured. 

去火  to  reduce  inflammation 

[ 去  may  also  be  read  c/i
lu\] 

and  follow  Ts‘ao. 

買了兩 刀紙、 去一吊 
八  I  bought  two  quires  of  paper 
and  bung  went  one  ticio  eight. 

3068a 

咹 
3o69 

K •魚麻 

葉 
See 怯觖 

Even  and 

Entering 

Upper. 

foreign  sound  k'a  or  ka. 

住沙  Kashgar. 

I 

mouth.  .  Used  for  th 

foreign  sound  k、a  or  ka. 

祛1
 

3°7° 
K. 魚 
See 觫 

Even  Upper. 

grasp. 

1 

祐！ 
The  sleeve  ；  the  cuff. 

3071 

Dist.,  from  3073.]  1 
p 

r .魚 

i.i •上 

栘執子 之袪兮 1  h°ld  S 

See 酿 

you,  sir,  by  the  cuff.  ^ 
Even  Upper,  j 
联] 

The  flank  of  an  animal. 

To  open  ;  to  rifle.  To 

3。72  1】 

•eject. 

R •魚 

See 酿 

右 月去  the  right  flank, — of  an Even  Upper. 

army. 

月去 筒  t0  open  trunks,— the  tide of  one  of  Chuang  Tzti^  chapters; 

commonly  used  of  burglars. 

； 

乘間月 去其囊 t0  take  the opportunity-  to  make  a  haul. 

陽鉢月 i 於沙 ，思水 

則 無逮矣  when  the  light- loving  minnow  (?)  gets  on  the 
bank,  it  is  too  late  to  want  to 
be  back  in  the  water. 

1 

m 
To  drive  away  ；  to  dis¬ 

perse.  [Dist.  from  3071. 3073 

、.魚 

魅風去 濕 tD  exPei  wmd  and 
) See  區 

•  IC.  kc,  kd 

bad  vapours. 

jj^  散  to  disperse;  to  alleviate, 

' . kio^  ko 

a.  m 

Even  Upper. 
a 

as  pain.  ^ 

祿 酿  strongly  built, 一 as  horses. 

退  to  exorcise, — evil  spirits. 

月艮  to  leave  off  mourning. 

w 
3074 

To  enclose ;  to  make  a 

pen  for  keeping  animals. 

e  R 魚 江 河爲陆 surrounded  by 
e  See  祐 

streams. 

Even  Upper. 

駭 
Same  as  3091. 

3。75 

鍅
1
 

3°76 

The  flounder  •’  the  sole  ； 

K •魚 

the  walrus.  i 

See 酿 

Even  Upper. 

趨1
 

3°77 

虞 

Even  Upper. 

OH^XJ 

To  run  ；  to  hasten ; 

go  on. 

趨 繪 趨步 hurry 
趨赴  to  hasten  towards. 

趨走 or 趨行 t。 g。 hun^ 

!y- 

趨迎。 r 趨赴 逢迎 

趨見  to  hasten  to  meet. 

趨利  to  run  after  money. 

趨諸。 r 趨謁 to  g° tovi, 

趨候  to  wait  upon ;  to  1 
respects  to. 

趨領  to  hasten  to  receive . 

趨吉  to  run  to,  or  take  to,  w] is  auspicious. 

趨前  tQ  repair  to. 
趨避  to  go  forward  (if  adv tageous,  and  if  otherwise), 
withdraw. 

趨教  to  hasten  to  ail  intervi 
with. 

步 亦步， 趨亦趨 step step,  walk  for  walk, 一 used 
close  pursuit  or  imitation  of, 

ferring  to  the  imitation  of  C 

fucius  by  顔子 Yen  TA 

趨 炎附勢  to  hurry  towa 
the  light  (of  wealth)  and  to  att; 

oneself  to  the  powerful- 

parasites  do. 

宇內 之道各 擇所〗 
among  the  doctrines  of  t 

world,  each  chooses  his  0 
line. 

趨時 t。  follow  the  fashion 
the  times. 

人莫不 有趨時 
n。 n 

but  has  some  weakness,  or  t 
in  some  direction. 

其詞頗 近時趨 
thel guage  is  common-place. 

趨向  to  dwell  on  fondly ;  to  1( for:  destination.  See  3120. 

， •，〆
 

Read  /s'u1.  To  urge  ( 

趨 民收斂 urge  the  pec 
to  get  in  the  harvest. 



OH'XJ 

381 屈 
3078 

1^ 

jet 
^iut 

Kouk 
^ue 

iuch^  v, 
&'iioh 

h>u 

h、wik、 
: hHUh 

Mu 

iuI 

itsz^  ketsz 
wU、 

Entering 

Upper. 

To  bend  ；  to  stoop  ；  to 

{crouch  ；  to  contract.  See 

I9817. 2283. 

屈身。 1 ■屈背 t。 bend  the body. 

屈指  to  bend  the  fingers, — usu 
ally  in  calculating. 

指 不勝屈  too  many  for  the 
fingers  to  calculate. 

屈膝易 ，屈 心難  it  is  easy 
I  to  bend  the  knee,  difficult  to  bend 
; the  heart. 

i  忠. 勇不屈  the  loyal  and  brave 

J  yield  n
ot. 

屈 此羣醜  subduing  all  this 
foul  horde. 

屈曲  to  bend  by  force;  bent; 
crooked. 

能屈能 伸  aWe  to  expand  and 
contract.  See  9817. 

雖天 不能屈 even  the  Emp 
could  not  “catch  him  out”  or 
non-plus  him. 

屈節  crouching;  cringing. 

屈尊。 r 屈駕 I  beg  of  you 

螈 

1 令 

3079 

R •物 

See 屈 

A.  k^u'et Entering 

Upper. 

It 

m 

3080 C.  wet 

I  I.  kLiuk 
F.  k、ouk W.  die 

N.  (f'ueh 
tsouh 

K.  ktil 

J.  kntsz A.  k^wet Entering 

Upper. 

sir. 

屈殺  to  kill  wrongfully. 

屈死  untimely  death;  done  to 
death. 

寃屈  a  grievance；  a  wrong;  in¬ 
justice. 

受屈  to  suffer  wrong. 

屈枉  oppressed;  wronged. 

屈抑  injustice ;  oppression. 

屈從  to  be  forced  to  submit 
to  submit  under  protest. 

屈心的  rascally. 

屈計  to  reckon. 

屈坐  to  take  a  higher  seat  than 
one  has  a  right  to. 

屈量  to  fail  to  do  justice  to  one’s 
drinking  powers;  to  have  drunk 
too  sparingly. 

屈全  to  strain  a  point. 

往 曰 之喜乃 爲親屈 
也 i  his  joy  the  other  day  was 
put  on  for  the  sake  of  his  mother. 

3081 

R •虞遇 
Sm 衢句 

Even  and Sinking 

Lower 

and  Upper. 

A  grub  ；  a  woodlouse. 

蛣崛  a  tree-grub. 

To  bend  ;  to  contract. 

To  crease  ；  to  wrinkle.  To 
stutter. 

I 道 不可謝 ，身 絀何傷 
， if  you  do  not  bend  the  truth, 
what  harm  is  there  in  bending 

your  body? 

老子 有見於 it 無見 

於伸  Lao  Tzu  dwelt  much upon  bending  (/.<?.  yielding),  but 

not  upon  straightening  (i,et  right¬ 
ing  wrongs). 

訕人 而從道  to  bend  the human  {i.e.  our  passions)  and 
follow  Tao. 

未嘗 Hi 意於八 he  never gave  in  to  the  opinion  of  others. 

不充訕 于富貴 _  t。 be too  elated  by  wealth  and  position. 

習其俯 仲訕伸  practised in  looking  down  (benignantly, 
on  inferiors),  in  looking  up  (res¬ 

pectfully,  to  superiors),  in  con¬ 
tracting,  and  in  expanding  (ac¬ 

cording  to  circumstances^.- 

陳 衣不訕  to  smooth  the  folds in  clothes. 

f  rJ  to  hesitate  in  speech. 

誰 然  dying  away, — like  the  vi¬ brations  of  a  musical  note. 

To  be  timid;  nervous. 

頁 士瞿瞿  the  good  man  is anxiously  thoughtful. 

狂 夫瞿瞿  the  reckless  fel¬ lows  stand  in  awe. 

jj{E  t0  gaze  at  in  terror. 

瞿然 … alarm - 濯  ft  Gautama, — a  name  ofSha- 
kyamuni  Buddha,  meaning  “most 
victorious  on  ea“h.”  See  1395. 

瞿 陀尼。 r 瞿耶足 GM- 
hanya, 一 the  continent  in  the  west 
where  people  use  cows  instead 
of  money.  One  of  the  four  con¬ 
tinents  yito  which  every  universe 
is  divided.  It  is  circular  in  shape, 
as  also  are  the  faces  of  its  in¬ 
habitants. 

櫂1
 

3d 

R .虞 

See 衢 

Even  Lower. 

氍 
3 

3083 

R •虞 

See 衢 

Even  Lower. 

癯
 2 

3084 

R. 虞 

See 衢 

Even  Lower. 

A  rake  with  four  teeth. 

The  twisted  roots  of  trees. 

A  fine-woven  woollen  I 

cloth.  A  square  mat,  called 

I  瞿毛 齡， for  the  Emperor  to 
•sit  on  when  worshipping 

i 上帝 God. 

3085 

w 

3086 

R •處 

C.  k-'dii 

H.  Jii 
F.  kii 

chHi 

ku 

A, 
Even  Lower. 

m9
 

fmj 

3037 

R .虞 

See 衢 

Even  Lower. 

Thin  5  wasted. 

形 容甚癯  his  form  and  fea-J 
tures  are  emaciated. 

心 戰而癯  thin  from  fear. 

Same  as  3084. 

A  point  where  roads  I 

ineet.  A  highway  ；  a  thor-l 

oughfare. 

通衢 a  thoroughfare;  a  public  I street. 

天  the  Milky  Way. 

步 入天衢 t。  reach  the  Milky  I Way, 一 to  see  the  Emperor. 

衢1  a  road  among  the  clouds, 
一 literary  eminence. 

the  dusky  road, 一 of  life. 

互 交衢頭  a  point  where  j crossroads  meet. 

霜 覆九衢 塵 the  hoar-frost  j 
covers  the  dust  on  the  highway,  f 

衢州府  a  Prefecture  in  Cheh-j 
kiang.. 

The  niainah  or  mynah 

[A cridotheres  cristatellus)^ called  鶴鴻. 

I  1 

，鶴卷 I  眼  greasy 'vhite.spotsseenj 
in  ink-stones. 



R •處尤 
C.  k^ii 
H.  kH 

F.  k^u 
W.) 

N.  }
 〜 P. 

V. 

J 
 ku 

A.  k(u 
Even  Upper. 

OEE'tJ 
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OH'
 區1

 
3°88 

chHi 

A  place;  the  world.  To 

store  away.  To  assign；  to 

put  in  its  proper  place. 

Petty  ；  unimportant.  Nu- 
merative  of  dwellings. 

R. 

大區  the  universe. 

眾謝 區中緣  to  say  good¬ bye  for  ever  to  the  ties  of  this 
world. 

區域  a  region. 

混 一區宇  he  united  the 
whole  empire  in  one. 

省 會之區 a  place  of  meet¬ 
ing, — a  provincial  capital. 

區藏  to  store;  to  hoard. 

不可 一 •理區 they  cannot 
be  all  dealt  with  on  the  same 

principle. 

勿以 我爲區 d。 nc>t  take 
me  as  the  standard. 

區別  to  discriminate  between. 

再 作區處 an(i  then 
decide  on  some  plan. 

自 有區處  there  must  neces¬ 
sarily  be  some  plan, 一 as  for 
getting  out  of  a  difficulty. 

區 處不安  disquieted  in mind. 

區 畫方已  the  arrangements 
had  just  been  completed. 

必留此 區區者 we  must 
leave  these  small, 一 sums. 

就 是區區 it  is  only  I- 

是 區區者  it  is  but.  a  trifle. 

何必 區區於 是哉咖 
take  trouble  over  a  small  matter 

like  this? — collecting  curios. 

區 區之心 my  private  feel¬ ings. 

區 區之地  a  petty  place. 

C.  kf'du H.  kH 

F.  k^u 

W 

賜 宅一區  bestowed  upon him  a  mansion 

佛 圓一區  a  pagoda. 

嶇1
 

3。89 

虞 A  rugged,  steep  moun¬ tain. 

(f'ii 

ch^u 
Sz. 
K.  i 

ku 

A.  k^u 
Even  Upper. 

軀1
 

3°9° 

R. 魇 

See 區 

Even  Upper. 

驅1
 

3°9 - 

R •虞遇 
See 區 

Even  Upper. 

崎幅  precipitous ;  difficult  of access. 

嶇嵴  name  of  a  mountain  in Shantung. 

The  body;  one’s  own  self. 

肉軀。 1 ■軀體  the  Physical 
body. 

軀幹  the  trunk,  as  opp.  to  limbs. 

佛像一 軀  an  image  of Buddha. 

捐軀  to  contribute  one’s  body;, 一 to  the  welfare  of  the  State ; 

e,g.  to  die  rather  than  serve  a 
usurper. 

爲  _  捐軀  t0  —  UP  one’s
 life  for  one’s  country. 

全 軀保妻 子之臣 
official  who  protects  himself,  his 

wife,  and  his  children, —  as  his 
first  care. 

千 金之軀  a  great  beauty. 
To  drive  away;  to  expel 

to  urge  on. 

驅 出^ 驅逐 a 驅除 
to  drive  out;  to  expel;  to  suppress. 

1 驅邪 tCh  expel  evil  influences, 
devils,  etc. 

前驅者  the  attendants  who precede  a  mandarin  and  clear the  way. 

創榛 闢莽前 驅先路 
to  clear  the  brushwood  and  open 

the  undergrowth  and  lead  the 

way, 一 as  by  writing  a  pioneer work. 

前驅  the  van-guard. 

後驅  the  rear-guard. 

馳 驅奔走 to  urge  t。 ful1 
speed, 一 as  a  horse. 

驅 兵前進  to  urge  troops  to battle. 

驩口  male  and  female  slaves; 
prisoners  of  war, 一 formerly  kept 
as  slaves. 

驅1
 

309 1 

囷 

3°92 3093 

R •魚 

See 渠 

Even  Lower. 

選
 2 

3°94 

R •魚 

See Even  Lower. 

釅 3°9S 

R •魚御 

藥 
N.  djih 

See 渠嚷 

遽 
Even,  Sinking, 

Entering 

Lower. 

邏,
 

3°96  J 

R •魚 

See 渠 

Even  Lower. 

驅暑  to  drive  away  heat. 

驅制  to  urge  on;  to  drive horses. 

驅令  to  cause  to  go. 

驅馬 稹未歸 he  gal> away  and  has  not  come  hi 

經月 餘驅使 如舊: expiration  of  a  month,  she 
about  her  work  as  usual. 

See  3307. 

An  earring.  Used 

3046. 

應瑶  a  general 

of  the  魏  Wei 

and  state! 

State. 

A  species  of  Triti 
which  resembles  wheat, 

has  no  eatable  kernel. 

蘧蔬  a  kind  of  mushroom '' grows  on  rotten  plants,  a】 
eaten  fresh. 

To  contribute  to  a  fe 

to  have  a  picnic.  Also  1 

chueh!^ 

無以 祭祀， 進醵飲 

(the  poor)  have  no  sacrifi< offer,  neither  can  they  cc 

bute  towards  a  common  fe 

Coarse  bamboo  matt 

An  ugly  disease  wl 

prevents  one  from  stoop】 
dropsy. 

膝  a  bamboo  mat  rollec 
which  looks  like  a  man  W( 

and  swollen  so  that  he  ca 
stoop.  See  2641. 

蘧臧不 殄 a  vicious  bl< 

mass,— for  a  husband. 

售  silkworm  trays. 
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3097 

1  Lower. 

3098 

3099 

JlOO 

ff
i3
 

5101 

A  plant  resembling  sweet 

basil.  Also  used  for  苦 蔡 
bitter  mallows. 3106 

Rit 

See 句 

Even  Upper. 

kdii3 

ig  Lower 

egular. 

|I02 

See  4713. 

Same  as  3089. 

See  3049. 

A  fabulous  animal,  with 

a  deer’s  head  and  a  ser¬ 

pent's  body.  The  upright 
posts  of  a  drum  frame. 

虡 業維樅  on  his  posts  was  I 
the  toothed  face-board,  high  and strong. 

絢
 2 

3io7 

R •虞 

See 勒 

Even 

Irregular. 
朐
 2 

3io8 

.虞 

See 勅 

Even 

Irregular. 

R, 

Same 
as  3101. 

Same  as  3067. 
1103 

104 

I0S 

ou 

Same as  3049. 

ku 

ven 

Jgular. 

Toil;  labour ；  distress  ； 
misery  ；  anxiety. 

劬勞  grievous  toil. 

劬 勞于野  grievous  toil  in| 
the  wilds. 

身 .锁莫 擬獄舌  physical  I 
toil  is  not  to  be  compared  with 
the  misery  of  a  prison. 

The  west  branch  of  the 

北塘  Pei-t{ang  river  in  the 
province  of  Chihli. 

臨沟  an  old  name  for  河 
San-ho  Hsien  in  Chihli. 

Read  kotD\  The  mur¬ 

muring  noise  of  water. 

Thread  used  to  embroider! 

shoes.  The  blunt  figured 
toes  of  shoes. 

絢屨  the  blunt  toes  of  shoes. 

Strips  of  meat  cut  from 
the  flank  and  dried  in  the  I 

wind.  To  offer  dried  meat! 
in  sacrifice.  See  2947. 

朋肉  cutlets. 朋脯  slices  of  dried  meat. 

臨月 Lin-ch{u  Hsien, 一 a| District  in  Shantung. 

m 3113 

r. 魚 

C. 

H 

F.  kit W./  .... 

N.  I 如 

y "  !  c/M 

Li 

K.ke 

]•  ̂ o^gu 

A.  ki 
Even  Lower. 

嶋 
31。9 

R. 虞 

See 锁 

Even 

Irregular. 

麴 

3iio 

佢1
 

3HI 

R.  vulgar. 

•  ̂oii 

\  Ski 
Local  Vulgar 

See Rising 

Irregular. 

鉬 

3112 

Same  as  3087. 

僳 
3ii4 

磲:
 

Same  as  3066. 

That  person  or  thing*. 

3115 

■R. 魚 

I  See 

Even  Lower. 

蕖
 2 

3116 

卜魚
 

I  See  渠 

Even  Lower. 

m 

See  3015. 

3117 

，r •魚 

I  See 

Even  Lower. 

A  mple  ；  spacious.  Great ; 
(chief.  A  drain  ；  a  gutter.  | 
The  felloe  of  a  wheel. 

Used  as  a、 pronoun,  andl 
sometimes  in  the  sense  ofl 
“Soand-so，”  when  it  isf 
wished  to  conceal  a  namej 
See  1 2,106. 

於 拜乎夏 屋渠渠 he| assigned  us  a  large  and  spacious! house. 

殲 厥渠魁  I  will  destroy  thej chief  criminals. 

檎 其渠帥  he  seized  their  | 
leader. 

a  scallop-shell,  also  known  I 

as  海扇  sea  fan， from  its  I 
shape;  mother-of-pearl. 

渠縣  a  District  in  Ssuchcuan. 
省 I  an  iron  calthrop  or  spiked  I 

ball,  thrown  down  to  stop  thef 
advance  of  cavalry. 

渠黃  cream-coloured, 一 one  ofl Mu  Wang’s  famous  steeds. 

Same  as  31 1 1. 

A  veined  white  stone,  I 

said  to  be  玉屬 of  the 
same  class  as  jade,  and 

called  碑磲， used  far  the 

opaque  white  “buttons”  ofl the  sixth  rank. 

The  water-lily  ；  the  lotus.  | 

芙葉  the  water-lily  in  bloom. 

灼 若芙葉  splendid  as  a  full-l 
blown  lotus. 

石蕖  a  mineral  like  pumice- 1 stone,  found  floating  on  water.  I 

A  water-bird,  known  as| the  鷗  1|. 



OEC^tJ 
取 

1 

3118 R.S 遇 
有 

C.  fs^'dii 
H.  /s^i 

F.  chkii'  ch'-oiL 
ItsH 

N  .  Jr  / 
l\  \ 
M. 

V. 
Sz.  J 

K. ch^u 

J.  shii'so 

A.  t^u 

ch'-ii 

j  To  take  hold  of  (derived 
from  hand  and  ear^  refer¬ 

ring  to  the  taking  of  the 
left  ears  of  the  slain,  see 

6608)  ；  to  take  out,  down, 

away  from,  as  opp.  to 舍 

9789  she%  and  9790.  To 

bring*.  To  exact.  To 
choose.  To  take  a  wife; 

see  3119；  occasionally,  to 
take  a  husband.  See  1  3,522, 

13. 776- 

Rising  rind 
Sinking 

Upper. 

取來  to  bring. 

取去  to  take  away. 

取出  to  take  out,  as  from  a  box; 
to  choose  out. 

取下  to  take  clown -from  a  wall.  I 

左膊 上取下 一個圈 
子  he  took  a  bracelet  off  his 
left  arm. 

取回  to  take  back;  to  withdraw. 

收取  to  receive；  to  require,  as 
payment  of. 

取除  to  take  away;  to  deduct. 

取入  to  bring  in. 

取拔  to  select；  to  choose. 

自 取之禍  a  misfortune 
I  brought  on  oneself. 

命他 ̂ 取 過棋來 bade  him 
; bring  chess  (men  and  board). 

取吉利  to  bring  good  luck. 
to  apply  for, •— as  a  loan. 

取债  to  exact  a  debt. 

取贖  to  redeem  a  pledge. 

琢 （用 ̂  to  gain  a  victory. 

取 益防损  to  derive  ad  van  t- 
1  age  and  prevent  injury. 

! 取信 t。  inspire  confidence;  to 
1  fetch  a  letter. 

1 取名  to  strive  for  fame;  to  give 
!  a  name  to. 

:取錄  t。 record. 

1 吾 所不取  not  ill  my  line. 

，就 地取才 make  use  of 
materials  ready  to  hand,  or  of 
local  talent. 

取給  to  provide;  to  furnish. 

取中  、c hung、、 ox  取魁 t。 be 

取 
3 

3ii8 

chosen, 一 as  at  an  examination. 

384 OH"tT 

取不上  unsuccessful  in  the competition. 

不 稹進取  not  to  attempt to  advance, —— beyond  the  first 

degree. 

取笑  to  chaff；  to  ridicule. 

I 取慾。 1 ■取樂 tQ  pursue 

j  pleasu
re. 

1 取法  to  take  example  from. 

I  耳 （鬧  to  cause  a 
 row. 

取巧  to  invent  an  ingenious 
plan ;  to  exact  an  undue  ad¬ 
vantage;  to  select  the  easiest  job. 

取巧 販賣  to  deal  fraudu¬ lently  in  goods. 

這 麽小取  thus  grasping. 

大 有可取  very  desirable,  or 

3119 

R-5i 

C.  v. 

F.  ch'-ou 

See 取 

!  suitable. 

一 無可取 not  a  single  re commendation. 

取城池  to  capture  the  wall and  moat  of  a  town. 

取其  with  the  object  of. . 

取其好  with  the  object  of  its being  benefited. 

取 其方便  with  a  view  to advantage  therefrom. 

用 以取舍  (the  hand)  is  used for  taking  and  discarding. 

取討  to  demand. 
I  取償  to  demand  an  indemnity. 

1  _ _ 

I 取罪  to  get  oneself  ipto  trouble. 

! 取憂  "to  bring  sorrow. 
丨取供  to  take  down  depositions. 

1 取保  to  find  security. 

:取利  to  derive  interest, 一 from I  an  investment. 

:取有  to  procure. 
取具  to  require  a  written. . . 

取服  to  rescue;  to  snatch  from. 

:取還  t。 take  back. 

:取火  to  strike  fire. 
! 取送  to  take  and  to  present. 

取錢  t。 cash. 
to  avail  oneself  of  condi 

tions  or  circumstances. 

取事  to  arrange  matters. 

! 取次  in  succession ;  one  after another. 

娶,
 

To  marry  a  wife. 

娶妻。 『 娶親。 ■•娶 媳彳 

Sinking 

Upper. 

。! •聘 娶。 r 娶老婆 

marry  a  wife. 

娶妾。 1 ■娶偏 房 ta  taki 
concubine. 

娶 下妻了  he  has  marrie 

wife. 

續 娶  to  marry  again, 一 afte wife’s  death.  See  966. 

娶 二 婚婆  t0  marry  a  wid< 
榮  your  noble  marriage. 

; my  humble  marriage. 

3120 

k •遇沃 

F.  rh^ou 

■See 取令勺 

A.  /‘w,  hs“、 

siu^  hstik Sinking  and 
Entering 

Upper. 

To  hasten  to.  To  incli 

towards  ；  bias.  Pleasai 

nice  ；  amusing  •’  elegant.  • 

4530. 
左右趣 之 right  and 
they  hastened  to  him. 

疾 趣王事  to  hasten  in 
discharge  of  public  duties. 

於  for  the  sake  of. i v a  view  to . 

趣 於近之  as  an  approxii 
tion ;  approximately. 

異 i 耑同歸 to  reach 
same  point  by  different  routi 

趣向  bias  towards ;  inclinati 
See  3077. 

心之趣 向不同 t! inclinations  are  not  the  sain 

趣 橾不同  tastes  differ. 
意  thoughts;  mind;  soul. “ 神意趣 而盡得 
thoroughly  caught  the  exp 

sion  and  reproduced  the  mine 
of  the  sitter.  Said  of  the  fam 

painter,  郭拱辰 Ku。!^ 
ch*en,  of  the  Sung  dynasty. 

狠 有趣兒 very amusi 
very  nice. 

有 情有趣  interesting. 

趣話 a  jest. ^  not  to  see  the  f
ur 

打 趣人家  to  chaff  peop 

頗 有典趣 very  j。1* 

討 ―無趣  t。 get  snubbe 
趣事  a  matter  of  interest. 
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趣
 4 

3120 

漆 
3121 

齲
 3 

3122 

;st 禹舉 
C.  ku^  v.  u 
. u 

VU^  VO 

Rising  Lower 

and  Upper. 

臭 
3123 

関#
 

3124 

R •錫陌 
Z,kwik 

heik、 k'eik 

k'siai^  c^iai hsih 

P.  cK-u\  hsi 
M.  su^  hsi 

hsik 

K.  kiak 

f.  keki、 kiaku 
A.,  kst^ 

Entering 

Upper. 

趣味  an  agreeable  flavour, — of  I 
people  as  well  as  of  things. 

趣 舍萬姝  likes  and  dislikes 
are  many  and  various. 

未得酒 中趣耳  you  have 
never  known  the  joys  of  wine. 

趣女人  a  beautiful  woman. 

六趣  the  six  paths  of  transmi¬ 
gration,  or  six  conditions  of  sen¬ 
tient  existence,  viz, :  devas,  men, 

titanic  demon?,  beings  in  hell, 

hungry  demons,  and  animals. 

Sanskrit :  gdti.  See  10,780. 

Read  ts‘ouz.  To  breed. 

趣馬  to  breed  horses ;  an 
equerry. 

蹶 維趣馬  K<uei  is  Master  of the  Horse. 

Read  ts^u^.  To  urge  on. 

使 趣齊兵  to  hurry  on  the 
levy  of  troops. 

局趣  cramped ;  confined. 

趣裝  to  pack  up. 

See  1023. 

Rotten  teeth  ；  toothache. 

齒禹朽  decayed;  rotten,  as  teeth. 

f'J 脣 而治龋 tQ  cut  off  the 
lips  to  cure  the  toothache, 1 — 
remedy  worse  than  the  disease. 

See  2521. 

To  live  alone.  Still  ； 

quiet. 

闐寂。 1 ■闓如  silent;  soli¬ tary. 

窺 菩戶関 其無人 PeeI> 
ed  into  the  house  and  saw  that 
•it  was  empty. 

仲圭之 門関然 Chung- 
kuei’s  house  was  deserted, — by customers. 

鶏
 。 

3125 

R •錫 

C. 
F.  kiok 

P.  Uhiic 

K.  kiok 

J.  keki、 kioku 
A.  kwik Entering 

Upper. 

The  widow-bird.  A  wife 

: who  has  been  badgered  to 

jdeath  by  her  mother-in-law 

jis  said  to  be  changed  into 
jthis  bird,  and  to  cry  苦 苦 

k、u-k、u、 “bitterness,  bitter¬ 

ness^  in  token  of  her  grief. 

堉 
3 

3126 

R •錄 

N.  V«r/7 

J.  hen^  gen 
A. 

Jiu*en 

Rising  Upper 

Irregular. 
娟1
 

3127 

R 先 

See 捐 

K.yd?t 

]. yen 

Even  Upper. 

悄 
4 

3128 

R 先 

See 捐 

K.yon^  kion 

J.  ye?i 

Even  Upper. 

捐1
 

3129 

R •先 

C.  kun 
H.  ken F.  kiong 

He 
N.  ciie.h 

P‘  I 

M. ( 

Y.  child 

Sz.  chiian 

chiiart 

A  police-station.  A  gaol 
for  women. 

Beautiful；  elegant ； 

sprightly.  See  346. 

禪 娟  pretty  and  graceful. 

眉 聯娟 以蛾楊 apiW gracefully-curved  eyebrows  like 
those  of  flying  moths. 

便娟  graceful ;  elegant;  of  easy 
deportment. 

娟娟  swaying  gracefully,  —  as bamboos  in  the  wind. 

娟 娟明月  the  beauty  of bright  moonlight. 

Anxious*,  distressed •’ 
irritated. 

中心 捐椙  my  inmost  heart is  full  of  grief. 

搔首 立捐捐 (cMn\  c/ifm1) to  scratch  one’s  head  in  per¬ 

plexity. 

‘忿捐  伽 2) 之節  to  put aside  justifiable  anger. 

To  reject  ；  to  renounce  *, 
to  part  with.  To  subscribe, 
either  voluntarily,  or  in 

response  to  an  official  de¬ 
mand.  To  purchase,  as 

rank  or  title.  [Correctly 

read  yer^  or  yuan2.] 

捐天下  to  resign  the  Throne. 

捐棄  to  reject;  to  throw  away. 

捐1
 

3129 

K.  yon 

J.jjy" 

A. 
Even  Upper. 

涓3
 

3130 

只先 

See 

Even  Upper. 

:捐命  to  throw  awa}*  one’s  life. 

捐 軀赴義  to  sacrifice  one’s 
life  in  the  cause  of  duty. 

捐館舍  to'  shuffle  off  this  mor¬ 
tal  coil. 

捐# 珥佐之  parted  with !  her  jewellery  in  order  to  help, 
i  — the  cause. 

塵 事可捐  the  affairs  of  this world  may  be  set  aside, — in  old 

I  age. 

開捐  to  open  a  subscription. 捐題。 1 •捐 銀。 r 捐資 

a 捐給  to  subscribe. 

捐納房  department  of  the  Fi¬ 
nancial  Board  for  the  sale  of office. 

捐項  subscriptions. 捐賑。 r 捐濟。 r 捐助 
to  subscribe  in  aid  of  … 

捐 助善舉  to  contribute  to¬ 
wards  a  laudable  purpose. 

釐捐  cash-contribution, — likin. 

See  6939. 

捐欵  sums  on  account  of  likin. 
捐票  a  "々/"-office  receipt ;  a likin  pass. 

捐升  promotion  by  purchase. 
捐生  graduates  by  purchase. 

捐花樣  see  5002. - 
捐班  holders  of  purchased  rank 

捐 班出身  to  begin  life  by purchase, 一 instead  of  by  success 

at  the  public  examinations. 

捐官  to  purchase  admission  into 
official  life. 捐銜。 r 捐職 a 捐功名 
to  purchase  an  official  title. 

A  brook  ；  a  streamlet  ； 

bubbling  water.  Pure  ； 

clean.  To  choose.  To 

expel. 

滑潰 flowing  water. 
涓水  the  clear  water  of  a  brook. 
臣受恩 深重， 未報涓 

埃  your  Majesty’s  servant  has received  much  gracious  kindness, 

but  has  given  in  return  neither 
a  drop  of  water  nor  a  grain  of 

sand, 一 sc.  nothing. 49 
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涓 3
 

3!3° 

狷 4
 

3i3i 
R •霰鋼 
W.  cdie 

Y.  Cchiiei 
See 捐 

K：  kio?i 

J.  lien 
SivikingUpper. 

瑨 
3132 

m 
3133 

先霰 
^ 捐 

. ken 

Even  Upper. 

稍1
 

3134 R 先 
See 捐 

J.  ken 
Even  Upper. 

w 

泉涓 涓而始 流心 spring 
water  bubbled  up  and  began  to 
flow  away. 

雨洗 山涓涓 the  rain  has 
washed  the  hills  and  made  them 

look  bright. 

涓人 an  ascetic. 

中涓  a  eunuch. 

涓吉  日  to  choose  a  lucky  day. 

滑 惡  to  expel  evil  influences. 

Timid  ；  cautious. 

狷 者有所 不爲也 there 
are  some  things  which  the  cau¬ 
tious  mail  does  not  do. 

狷介不 敢行也  timid  and 
afraid  to  act. 

Same  as  3137. 

To  look  at  angrily  ；  to 
dislike. 

m  b 胃胥讒  maledictions  are 
exchanged  with  eyes  askance. 

Stalks  of  rice  or  wheat. 

3135 

R.： 

To  hang  up；  to  bind;  to 
entanele. 

% 捐 
J.  ken 
Even  Upper. 

蜎1
 

3136 
R •敍先 
See 捐 

K.  ydn、 kiort 

J  •少 "j,  ken 

Even  Upper. 

胃結  caught  in  a  net. 

Little  red  worms  found 

in  puddles.  To  move  about； 
to  be  nimble. 

絹 蜎者觸 creeping  about 
were  the  caterpillars. 

蔭備竹 $ 輝竭 the  nim 
ble  cicadas  in  the  tall  bamboos， 
shade. 

3137 

r •先銷 
A  scabbard.  The  traces 

of  harness.  Also,  the  reins. 
s« 捐法 

J.  ken 

A.  kiien、 hiicn 

Even  and 
Rising  Upper 

and  Lower. 

鵑1
 

3138 

R •先 

See 捐 

K.  kion 

J.  ken 

Even  Upper. 

3139 

r 霰 

H.  Jien、 ke?P 

See 捐 

K.  kion 

J.  ken 

Sinking 

Upper. 

羈 

3MQ 

R. 先 

See 捐 

K.  ktoti 

J.  ken 

Even  Upper. 

絹  _  佩瑶  long  dangling girdle  gems.  Used  figuratively 
of  useless  people. 

The  goatsucker  or  night¬ 

jar,  known  as  杜釀， 一 the 

^aXxtg  or  xu|JLtv(Jtg  of  Homer 

(II.  xiv.  291).  *'043, 
12, 317 - 

杜鵾花  the  azalea. 
A  thin  kind  of  silk；  silk 

taffeta  ；  pongee. 

絹子  a  silk  handkerchief. 
小 來穿綿 ，大 來穿絹 
when  young  wear  cotton,  when 
old  wear  silk. 

黃絹  yellow  silk;  an  Imperial order. 

紬絹  coarse  silk  and  lustring. 

書 系胃  glazed  lustring  for  paint¬ ings. 

絹布  cotton  like  lustring. 

耖絹  gauze  lustring. 
絹壊  a  silk  sieve  or  strainer. 

絹燈  rauze  lanterns. 

鋇 絹萬匹  io,ooo  pieces  ofj silver  threaded  silk. 

Same  as  3135. 

A  kind  of  glow-worm  or 
luminous  grub.  Bright  ； 

clean  ；  pure.  To  store  up. 

To  excuse  ；  to  remit.  A 

sea-bird  used  as  a  figure¬ 

head. 

除其 不蠲  exclude  whatever 
is  impure. 

鋪潔  clean;  purified. 

吉 蠲爲餚  with  happy  aus¬ pices  and  purifications  thou 
bringest  the  offerings. 

3141 

3H2 

R. 霰 

See 卷 

Sinking 

Upper. 

桊 
3M3 

幽1
 

3J44 

R •江願 

See  also  棬 

J.  kd 

A.  k、war^ 

Even  Upper. 

314s 

R.： 

See 
卷 
Sinking 

Upper. 

A  bag  to  hold  three  斗 

pecks.  To  turn  down  th( 
cuffs  so  as  to  cover  th( 

不鋪播  neither  purity  nor  prc gress, 一 in  his  administration. 

弗 鐲乃事  as  you  canno 
cleanse  your  way, — you  shall  h 

put  to  death. 

i 年鑛 的雨水 rain 
water  which  has  been  kept  a  Ion] 

time, — is  said  to  be  the  best  fo 
making  tea. 

上 帝不蠲  Gpd  could  no 
hold  them  excused. 

镯免 。> •蠲邺  to  remit, — a 
taxes. 

蠲賬  to  excuse  from  paying  ； bill. 

蠲緩  to  temporarily  remit  th< 
payment  of  taxes. 

蠲首  the  figure-head  of  a  ship 

hand,  turned-up  cuffs  beinj 
unceremonious  and  disres 

pectful. 

常 鞲鞠跽  to  turn  down  th 彳 
cuffs  and  bow  reverently. 

Same  as  3144. 

The  ring  through  ar 

animal’s  nose， by  which  i 
is  led. 

拳牛  to  ring  a  buffalo. Read  A  wooder 
bowl  or  dish.  See  3165. 

To  love；  to  be  fond  of 

Family  ；  relatives. 

眷戀。 1 ■眷念 。 ■•眷 顧 
to  regard  or  think  of  with  affect 

ion. 

眷注 to  set  the  **2eart  on. 

天 眷世人  God  loves  man 
kind. 

皇 天眷佑  God  Almight] 
loves  and  protects  him. 

眷 倚不衰  his  regard  for  hin 
remained  unaltered. 
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3145 

卷
 4 

3146 

嘴霰 
:. kun 

I.  ken 

r.  hvong 
W.ciu 

:•  cuen 

i.  I ch
ian 

r.  chweiy  tswei •z.  chiian 
“  kwfy 
. ken、 kan 
i.  huen 

Rising  and 
Sinking 
Upper. 

眷 眷不忘  unalterable  affect 
ion  for. 

廷 眷  favoured  by  the  Emperor, 
— as  a  concubine. 

失帝眷  to  lose  the  Emperor* favour. 

親眷  near  relatives. 

眷族  relatives;  clansmen. 

鄕眷  relatives  of  the  same  lo¬ 
cality. 

眷 _  or 眷口  one’s  family. 
家眷  a  wife;  my  wife;  family. 

無家 眷  unmarried, — of  a  man 

寶眷  your  (or  his)  wife, 

眷姻弟  a  wife’s  relatives. 
@  眷  the  female  members  of  the 
family. 

眷米  rice  for  family  eating, 
the  best  kind. 

A  roll  of  paper ;  a  book 

(Latin,  vo/umen)  ；  a  section 

or  chapter；  a  document,  a 

record  ；  an  essay.  A  vol 
ume.  See  1787. 

書卷  books;  manuscript,  etc. 

降 卷有益 there  ls  advantage 
in  opening  a  book — you  are  sure 
to  learn  something. 

初開卷  to  begin  one’s  studies for  the  first  time. 

一卷書  a  book. 

聚書至 二萬卷  he  had  a 
libraiy  of  20,000  volumes. 

在卷  on  record 
卷袋  a  satchel;  a  portfolio. 

卷宗。 r 案卷  the  “record” 
of  a  case;  archives. 

卷 查  by  reference  to  the  archives. 

卷之三  chapter  iii. 

硃卷  copy  of  an  essay  in  red 
ink  for  the  examiners;  an  ac¬ 
cepted  essay,  printed  for  cir¬ 

culation  among  friends.  " 

落卷  a  rejected  essay. 

汚卷 a  soiled  essay, — rejected 
in  consequence. 

交卷 to  hand  in  one’s  paper, — 
at  an  examination. 

受卷  a  collector  of  examination 
papers. 

卷
‘
 

3146 

R .霰 

C.kiin 

H.  k^en F.  kwong 

N.  djiun 

chiian 

勧‘
 

31460 

倦
‘
 

3M7 

P. 

M.  f 

Y.  cAiUi,  
chwei 

Sz.  chiian 
K.  kwon •  kn、 gen 
A.  kuen Sinking 

Lower. 

白頭 ^ 白） 卷子  a  blank document. 

薦 卷  to  have  one’s  exam  papers sent  up  for  approval,  as  by  the 

房  t。 the  座一. 

宜 署卷保 I  must  write  you an  I.O.U. 

卷舌  the  star  v  in  Perseus. 
Read  chiianK  To  rol 

up.  Used  with  3152.  See 10,045. 

我心 匪席 ，不 可卷也 
my  mind  is  not  a  mat:  it  can 
not  be  rolled  up. 

卷甲  to  roll  up  buff-coats, — ofl soldiers  preparing  to  march. 

卷毛  curly  hair  (of  animals),  as 
opposed  to  順  io，i43. 

環卷 兒頭髪 curfy hair* 

卷耳  mouse-ear. 手卷  scroll  pictures, — obscene and  otherwise. 

Read  ch^iian1.  To  curl 

有 卷者阿 ，飄 風自南 
into  the  recesses  of  the  large 

mound  came  the  wind  whirling 
from  the  south. 

卷 琴如蔓 their  hair  curiing up  like  a  scorpion’s  tail. 

匪伊卷 $  it  was  not  they who  gave  it  that  curve. 

Same  as  3147. 

Tired  ；  weary. 

身倦  tired  in  body. 

困倦  tired  out. 

倦于  tired  of.  -  •  •• 

不 知厭倦  he  does  not  mind fatigue;  he  is  indefatigable. 

居乏  _  倦  untiringly  fixed，. 
as  the  mind  on  any  object. 

倦極  dead  beat. 
疲 倦不堪  too  exhausted  to bear  it. 

賴 神念倦  energies  exhaust¬ ed. 

倦惰 lazy. 倦勤  to  desist  from  exertions. 

圈 

3*48 w 
3149 

R .霰 

See 卷 

SinkingUpper. 

彝 

3i5° 

啳‘
 

3IS1 

R .霰 

See 卷 

Sinking 

Upper. 

m 

3152 

R •鍋 

W.  ciU^v.ciung 

See_ 

Rising  Upper. 

See  3162. 

A  wall  or  mound  round  | 

|a  grave. 墦垣  a  surrounding  wall. 

Same  as  3144. 

To  look  back  fondly. 

還 顧睢睢  looked  back  after  | 
him  with  longing  eyes 

睹睹不 捨 never  taking  one’s  | eyes  off, — of  unremitting  care. 

允 加勝遇  showed  him  still  | 
greater  kindness. 

To  roll  up,  as  opposed  tol 

舒  io,04.s. 

把他 捲起麥  roll  it  up,— as  I 
a  scroll,  or  a  piece  of  carpet. 

祭紙捲 起來1 "ol1  it  UP  in| 

paper. 捲簾子  to  roll  up  a  bamboo  I 
blind. 

捲上  t。 roll  up. 
to  double  the  fist. 

捲釉  to  tuck  up  the  sleeves. 

捲角  to  turn  up  a  comer;  tol 
dog’s-ear. 

風 捲殘雲  the  wind  rolls  | away  the  clouds. 

風捲雨  the  wind  whirls  around  I the  rain. 

^ ̂ 席  to  roll  UP  one’s  mat, ‘and I be  off. 

席 捲而回  to  pack  up  and  go  | back. 

席 捲山川  to  travel  far  and| wide. 

姻捲 & 卷） a  cigar. 
捲領兒  a  flat-lying  collar. 

捲着包  bag  and  baggage. 
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3153 R 先 

See 

Even  Lower. 

3 hm 

銷 
3!54 

圈 
Rising  and 
Even  Lower 

and  Upper. 

m 

3 

3155 

Se* 卷 

Rising  Upper. 

鄄‘
 

3iS6 
R. : 

See 絹 
SinkingUpper. 

儇 
3157 

猥 
3158 

Mouse-ear.  Also  written 

卷、 see  3146. 

采 采卷耳  we  gathered  the mouse-ear. 

To  bend  iron. 

柔則鎔 ，剛 則析  the  soft 
will  bend,  the  hard  will  snap. 

Thin  cakes  in  which  meat 

is  rolled. 

蛋 f 卷  thin  dry  wafer  cakes. 

An  ancient  place  in  the 

kingdom  of  衞  Wei. 

Same  as  3128. 

Same  as  3131. 

券‘
 3iS9 R •願 

F.  kwong 
See 勸 

A.  k'wan 
Sinking 

Upper. 

A  bond  ；  a  deed ；  an 

instrument  in  writing,  origi 

nally  on  a  tablet  of  wood 
which  was  cut  in  two,  each 

party  having  half. 

以 券畀之  gave  him  the  title- 
deeds, 一 of  the  land. 

a  deed;  a  bond. 

券約  an  agreement;  a  contract, 

無 券可憑  there  is  no  evi¬ 
dence  in  writing, 

券據  a  certificate;  a  voucher. 

操券  to  hold  on  to  the  deeds 
券別 之書以 刀判其 

旁  the  chluan  differs  from  the 

券
‘
 

3159 

3160 

尺先 

See 圈 

shu  in  having  cuts  made  with 
a  knife  at  the  side. 

執 券  to  hold  the  left  or creditor’s  half  of  a  contract, — 
to  have  an  advantage.  1053. 

^：to  cancel  a  contract  or  debt 

(in  favour  of  the  debtor), —  re¬ 
ferring  to  the  notched  wood  used 
for  contracts  in  early  ages. 

地券  written  tiles  placed  in 
graves  in  .  token  of  ownership. 

案券  the  documents  in  a  case. 
券: books;  papers;  documents. 

券書  a  written  agreement. 
an  iron  deed, 一 not  to  be 

repudiated. 

搬券頭  to  rake  up  old  scores. 

A  kind  of  magazine  cross¬ 
bow,  which  discharges  sev 
eral  arrows  or  bolts  one 

after  the  other. 

Even  Upper. 

爭 

3161 C.  k^iin 

H.  kLen 
F.  kwong%  v. 

kung 

W.  djue 

N. .  dj'dn^  djiiet 

cK-uan M. 

Sz. Y.  ch^uei K.  kwon 

J.  ken 

A.  kuen 

Even  Lower. 

The  fist. 

拳頭  the  fist. 
攥"# 卜 检着） 拳頭 

doubling  his  fists. 

空季  the  bare  fist ;  empty- 
handed  ; without  capital. 

套寧。 r 打拳  to  box. 

拳法  the  art  of  self-defence. 
拳師  a  professor  of  boxing;  a 

pugilist. ^  Boxing  and  wrestling. 

一 寧打倒  felled  him  at  a blow. 

— •  ― •  ̂1  hitting  and  kick¬ 

ing. 

三 拳兩脚 a  few  cuffs  and kicks. 

学 其 頭  punched  his  head. 
寧 棒  boxing  and  quarter-staff. 

雙拳難 敵四手 tw。 fists are  no  match  for  four  hands, 

磨 寧檫掌  rubbing  fists  and wiping  palms, 一 itching  to  begin 
a  fight. 

欲 奮老寧  wanted  to  fight him. 

攘狹 奮拳 t。 turn  up  the sleeves  and  show  fight. 

義和寧  the  Boxers. 

寧 

3161 

m
1
 

3162 

r.p 霰 

阮 
C.  hurt 

H.  k、en 

F.  k'wong 

W：  c^iie N.  c'-iiert 

P.  
( 

M.  J  chiian^ 

Y.  ch^wei 

Sz.  cK'uah K.  kwon 

J.  ken 

A.  k'-uen^  kuen 

Even  Upper 

and  Sinking 

Lower. 

猜举。 r 豁寧 升拳 

to  play  at  guess-fingers.  ̂ 7720 

無 拳無勇  without  strength 
or  courage. 

拳 拳服膺  to  clasp  firmly  tc the  breast；  to  hold  fast  to. 

何以 致拳寧 how  does  h( 
make  me  faithful  ? 

不 勝拳拳  most  carefully  0】 
respectfully. 

A  circle  ；  a  ring  ；  used 

in  books  as  a  mark  of  punc¬ 

tuation  and  as  a  tone-mark 
also  to  draw  attention  tc 

striking  passages， etc.  Also read  chuan^.  See  5357, 

91 18. 
打 圈  to  draw  a  circle;  to  mart with  a  circle. 

圈 內  within  a  circle; 汪  clique 

跳出迷 人圈子 to  breal 
through  the  snares  of  sin. 

打不 破酒色 財氣圈 

子  unable  to  break  through  th( bonds  of  evil  passions. 

跳不出 圈子裏 
beyond  the  circle. 

打 個紅圈  to  make  a  rec 
circle, — as  is  done  by  mandarin! 
on  certain  characters  in  procla 

mations  and  other  official  docu 

ments,  previous  to  their  issue. 

圈籠  to  entrap;  to  ensnare. 

落 i 的圈套 feU 心 hii 
snare. 

圈 黙  circles  and  dots, 一 punc tuation. 

密圈 a  small  circle,  used  as  a comma  or  a  semi-colon,  and 
sometimes  as  a  full  stop.  These 

circles  are  also  placed  at  the 
right-hand  side  of  each  of  any 
number  of  characters  of  which 

a  critic  desires  to  express  ap¬ 

probation. 

重  chlungl  圈  a  .  circle  inside  a 
circle,  thus  (^)y  used  to  mark 

any  characters  of  paramount  im¬ 
portance,  such  'as  those  which 
form  the  key-note  to  an  argu- . ment,  etc. 

尖圈  a  triangular  mark,  used  in compositions  as-  above. 

可 圈可勲  to  be  marked  with 
circles  or  dots,  according  to  the 
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3162 

w 
3163 

先霎 
S^Wl 
Hen 

hwong* 

^^djue,ccue 
「•  djueh 

•  ichLHan^ 
chl'uan^ 

•  MW 

:. kwdn 

ken^gen 
•  kuen 

Even  and 

inking  Uppei 
and  Lower. 

捲 
3*64 

换：
 

TO 
3*65 

先 
•  c^un 
fifing 

r*  c^,， ̂ jiiQ 

^iUMy 
^fhuaH 

•  kwdn 

ken 

Sven  Upper 
wd  Lower. 

greater  or  lesser  beauty  or  im¬ 
portance  of  the  sentence. 

_ 圈 兒。1 ■圈 聲。 r 圈破 

綣
‘
 

3i66 

Bound  together；  in to  mark  the  tone  of  a  character 

R •鈇願 

阮 
C.  kiin\  kiin^ 
H.  ken 

at  its  corner,  as  is  often  done 
when  the  tone  is  abnormal.  The league ;  confederate.  A 

five  tones  of  Southern  Mandarin 
are  marked  thus: 一 parasite. 

Upper  even  tone  Peking  ist  尸 

F.  kwong 

W.  kue^  <^ue 困播  bound  up;  strapped. 
Lower  even  »  »  and ^,cuth 

P.  Wiiart 

格領  a  t^pet. RUing  »  卜_  thang*  »  3rd. 

M.  Cchuan^ 

以 謹链格  in  Qrder  t。 make 
Sinking  • 去*  »  4th  世 ̂ 。 

Y.  chUeP 
K.  kwdn 

the  parasites  careful. 

Entering  »  —  _  -X-* 

J.  ktn 

A.  kuen 

圈脫  to  erase  by  drawing  a Rising  and 

circle;  to  cancel. 
SinkingUpper 

圈圍  to  form  a  circle  so  as  to 
drive  game  into  one  spot. 

浮水圈  a  life-belt. 
峨 
3167 The  wriggling  of  a  snake ; 

圈住  to  hem  in. 

R 先 

a  snake  coiled  up. 

圈 咖 伽1 高猜 t。 imprison 

See 權 

within  high  walls,  —  imprison¬ 
ment  of  the  members  of  the 

Even  Lower. 

. •  •••  
- - 

Imperial  Clan. 

3 1 68 

The  legs  drawn  up  or 

馬  _  (chuanx)  a  stable. 
doubled  under 

1 1  • .  ~  ■ 

R. 先 

足卷踢  huddled  up;  crouching. 
See 

蹲 :着腿  legs  drawn  up, 一 as 

i  . 

Even  Lower. 

j  / 

when  sleeping.  | 

蛛 爪蹲腹  the  spider's  legs drawn  close  to  its  body. 

Careful.  Mournful. 

earnest；  attentive  to. A  fine  head  of  hair. 、 3169 

r •先 

其人 美 .且 .寒 handsome and  possessing  a  fine  head  of  hair, 

Sce：^ 

— of  a  huntsman. 

Even  Lower. 

鐫 
See  1649, 

See  3152. 

3^7° 竄 
See  11,894: 

3171 

A  small  wooden  bowl. 

Used  with  3144. 

m 
■ 

3172 

See  11,895. 

wooden  bowls  to  eat  out 
of. 驥 3173 

See  1 1,896. 

攢 See  1 1,898. 

3^74 •  )  .• 

全 
3175 

全,
 

3176 

R. 先 

C.  ts^un 
H.  t^en^  ts^on^ ts^ion F.  chiong 

W.  tue  ■ 

N.  djoh 

P- ( 

M.  j 

Y.  t^ivei 

Sz,  ch^iian 

K.  ch  'dn 

J.  sen^  un 
A.  twan、 turn 

Even  Lower. 

ch^uan 

Same  as  31  7  6.  [Tol 
be  distinguished  from  全 
12,287.] 

All  ；  the  whole  ；  com- 1 
plete,  as  a  work  in  one] 

volume  ；  perfect.  To  pre-l 
serve;  to  keep  ；  see  7940. [ 

Absolute,  as  opp.  to  rela-| tive. 

全都  all;  every  one;  altogether.) 

全 家利市  may  your  whole  | family  prosper! 

全數  the  full  amouiu;  m  full. 

全案  the  complete  “record”  of | a  case. 

全 卷照錄  to  copy  all  the  I 
documents  in  a  case;  to  drawl 

up  the  “record.” 

全叙 . 全錄  t。 copyinfoU,j ^-as  is  sometimes  done  when  ac-l 

knowledging  a  despatch, instead! 

of  quoting  a  part  only,  which  is  | 

節叙. 

全 備  all  ready;  all  present;  none! 
wanting. 

全來了  all  have  come. 兼全  all  together;  in  a  lump. 
全盤  the  whole  dish;  the  whole] matter;  entirely.  • 

寧 在人前 全不會 ，寞^ 

在人前 會不全  better  j be  able  to  do  nothing  than  some¬ 
thing  imperfectly. 

語全 則逮爽 恥  succeed- 1 
ed  in  part]  but  if  we  come  tol 
talk  of  the  whole,  then  he  was] 

far  [from  having  attained]. 

全權  full  powers;  plenipoten-| tiary.  See  3190. 

大圣。 1 ■禽全 complete. 

宜 審萬全  you  must  devise  I 
some  plan  for  the  general  safety. 

卷全  complete  in  one  part,- of  a  book. 

完 全。！ :全就 toe 神  to  com- 1 

plete. 都已備 得十全  had  made  J every  preparatioil. 

全 才 " general  or  universal  abil— ities. 

才 貌雙全  both  talented  andj good-looking. 
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全俸  whole  salary, 一 on  which officers  over  60  can  retire. 

全銜  the  full  official  title. 

全 集  all;  the  whole  of. 

徳全德  the  full  form  of  te 
(i  stroke  short)  is  te  (with  the 
stroke  added). 

全行  to ... .  entirely. 

全局  the  general  position  or interests  at  stake. 

以 全 大局  to  satisfy  all  neces¬ 
sary  requirements;  to  make  the 
best  possible  arrangement. 

全然  altogether. 

全美  altogether  good. 

無 計可 全 no  means  of 
escape;  no  satisfactory  plan. 

以 全和好  in  order  to  give 
completeness  to  our  friendly 
relations. 

全 仗着冬 天的雪 a11 
depends  upon  the  winter’s  snow. 

斷不 許世界 中有一 

佺
 2 

-  3r77 

痊全 Even  Lower. 

全人  will  not  allow  that  any¬ 
body  is  a  blameless  man. 

名士少 有全者 few 
scholars  were  successful, — at  that 

time,  in  consequence  of  revolu¬ 
tionary  troubles. 

得全者 全昌， 失全者 

全亡  with  the  successful,  all 
goes  well:  with  the  unsuccessful, 
all  goes  ill.  See  10,842. 

賈哀賜 以全尸  the  trader 
begged  to  be  allowed  a  whole 

corpse,  —  to  be  killed  without 
mutilation,  which  is  so  much 

dreaded  by  the  Chinese. 

病者全  the  sick  man  made whole. 

你快 回去全 你性命 
make  haste  back,  and  so  save 

your  life. 

全  whole;  not  damaged, — of 
a  garment. 

全 國爲上  to  preserve  the 
nation  is  of  the  first  importance* 

全人  the  perfect  man. 

全人惡 天 ，惡人 

之 天  when  the  perfect  man 
hates  the  natural,  it  is  the  arti 

ficially  natural  that  he  hates. 

洤 

3178 

牷
，
 

3^79 

R. 先 
See 

Even  Lower. 

痊 
5 

3180 

R. 

先 
C. 三  Mn 
H.  itren 

F.  ̂.ch^wang W.  v. 

izue 

N.  Cch>dn 

M.i  ̂
Uan 

Y.  ctswei Sz.  ch^tian 
K.  chon 
[•  sen 

A.  t'-utn 

筌1
 

3i8i 

390 A  perfect  man.  See 
12,738. 

荃1
 

3182 

k •先 

Sce 痊 

Even 

Irregular. 

Same  as  3187. 

A  bullock  fit  for  sacrifice, 

complete  in  all  its  parts, 

and  without  blemish.  See 

4094. 

牲 牷肥腯  a  fat  unblemished sacrificial  ox. 

Cured  ;  convalescent  ； 
well. 

Even  Upper 

Irregular. R •先 

H.  k^en 

See 疫 

Even  Upper 

Irregular. 

病 recovered  from  illness. 

醫  cured. 
未 能大痊  not  quite  con¬ 
valescent. 

痊可 a 痊瘉  to  recover;  to 
get  better. 

告痊  to  report  return  from  sick leave. 

A  bamboo  trap  to  catch 
fish. 

筌者所 以在箄 thera_ cCetre  of  a  fish-trap  is  the  fish. 

得魚 而忘筌  when  the  fish is  caught,  the  trap  may  be 

ignored. 

A  fragrant  plant. 

筌蕪香  a  perfume  found  in  the 
波 country,  which  makes 

^^the  earth  fragrant  wherever  it 
wis  buried,  and  causes  flesh  to 
grow  on  old  bones,  etc. 

羞 照。 r 签 _  fOT  your fragrancy^  information,  or  peru¬ 
sal, 一 a  conventional  phrase  used 
in  letters. 

场1
 

vSl 
3183 

先 

See 疫 

To  explain;  to  discourse 

upon  ；  to  enforce  ；  to  laj 
stress  on. 

Even  Upper 

Irregular. 

3^4 

w 

3185 

〔先 

m 

3186 

r 

See 痊 

Even  Upper 

Irregular. 

泉 
3187 

尺先 

C.  ts^un 

H.  ts^an 

F.  ’chiong 

W.  zue 
N.  djoh 
P. 

M. Sz. 

ch^iian 

註詮  to  explain  by  commentar) or  notes. 

餘 義  to  expound  the  meaning 

言設  to  explain. ^  explanatory  evidence. 

未奉 謗論1  have  nDt  re 
ceived  your  instructions, — you】 
letter. 

詮其理 不論其 文 
enforce  one’s  argument  at  th( 
expense  of  mere  style. 

See  2725. 

See 全疫 

Even  Lower. 

To  estimate  the  quantitj 

or  quality.  To  choose. 

wagon. 

銓度  to  estimate;  to  calculate 

銓衡  to  put  in  the  balance ;  t( weigh.  See  below. 

銓量  to  estimate;  to  judge  of. 

銓選  to  choose;  to  select,  a for  a  post. 

銓曹。 r 銓部。 r 銓衡〜 Board  of  Civil  Office.  The  thin 

is  also  applied  to  the  system  0 
official  appointments  (Civil). 

銓才  small  abilities.  Also,  t( estimate  men’s  abilities. 

銓才諷 說之徒 
cavillers. 

A  spring  of  water,  Goins 

see  8793  ；  money ;  wealth 
See  7479. 

泉源。 r 泉池。 r 泉眼 : 
spring  of  water. 

泉水  spring  water. 

爱有 寒泉^ e  is 心 C0C 
spring. 
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39】 

泉
：
 

3i»7 
chKuei^ 
ts'-wei 

C.  ch、’dn 
•  sen、 zen 

tuen 

Even  Lower. 

w 
3188 

吴眞 
•  sun 

[•  ̂tsun^t^en 

•  ch^wang J,  so 

•  chon 

•  SchKuan 
[•  ichSiert 

•  ̂hwei 
•  chon 

以 n、 shun 

•  f'uen^  t^wan 
Even  Upper 
Irregulsur. 

勸‘
 

3189 

M 

•  hiin 

•  &en、 hen 
•  khuang 
厂. cue 

•  c^utn 

i  {  ch^uan 

如 彼泉流  (we  are  going 
down)  like  the  stream  flowing 
from  a  spring. 

立泉。 1 ■飛泉  a  cascade. 
黃泉  the  Yellow  Springs, 
Hades；  the  next  world. 

九泉  the  Nine  Springs, — the 
next  world,  etc. 

黃 泉路上  on  the  road  to  the 
next  world, 一 dying. 

不 及黃泉 ，無 相見也 
I  shall  never  see  her  again  until 
we  meet  in  the  next  world. 

黃泉 共爲友  to  be  friends 
at  the  Yellow  Springs,1— even 
after  death.  *• 

泉壤  the  grave. 

歸泉 to  die. 

君亦 歸泉中  and  thou  art 
already  dead. 

安泉壤  to  give  peace  to  his 
spirit. 

泉府  the  treasury.  A  term 
used  in  the  周禮. 

貨泉 the  money 王恭 
Wang  Mang,  the  Usuq^en 

歸 泉養老  to  lay  by  money 
for  one’s  old  age. 

寶泉  from  the  mint  of  the  Bd 
of  Revenue, 一 on  coins. 

To  change  ；  to  reform. 

Used  with  4868. 

枯 惡不梭  wickedly  obdurate 
and  irreclaimable. 

不 速悛玫  if  you  don’t 
ipeedily  reform, . 

俊  penitent 

To  exhort；  to  admonish  ； 

to  scold  ；  to  encourage. 

勒諫  to  admonish;  to  remon¬ 
strate  with^as  with  a  parent  or 
sovereign. 

勸善  to  preach  morality. 

勒化  to  urge  to  reform. 

勸‘
 

3^9 

Y.  ch'-uci 
Sz.  ch'-uan 
K.  kwon 

J.  ken 
A.  k'uen Sinking 

Upper. 

權1
 

3190 

R. 先 

See 

A.  kuen^  v. 

kwon 
Even  Lower. 

or 

勤世文  tracts  for  the  times; 
sermons ;  any  document  warn 

ing  people  against  evil. 

相勸  to  mutually  advise  or encourage. 

勸勉。 r 勸勵  to  stimulate to  encourage. 

勸解。 1 ■勸和 勸息 t。 
make  peace;  to  make  up  a 

quarrel, — of  a  third  person. 

勸捐  to  call  upon  the  people  to 
subscribe,  or  pay  a  tax 

勸戒  to  advise  people  to  leave 
off, opium,  alcoholic  drinks, 
gambling,  etc. 

勸酒  to  urge  a  person  to  drink 
to  pledge. 

敢 以酒勸  I  venture  to  drink your  health. 

勸慰  to  console. 勸讓。 r 勸教。 r 勸導 

勸誡  to  advise;  to  exhort；  to urge. 

勸他作  urge  him  to  do  it. 
勸諭  a  public  admonition;  to advise. 

勸令 ot  _ 處  (cklu^)  to  get ope  to；  to  induce. 

勸允 Persuade  one  to  consent. 

勸散  to  induce  to  separate, men  quarrelling. 

勸住  to  stop  by  advice. 

勸駕  to  exhort  to  come. 

勸濟  to  solicit  aid  for. 

The  weight  or  balance 

on  a  steelyard  ；  hence  that 

which  is  variable,  as  op¬ 

posed  t。 經  2  122  ；  to  weigh. 
Direction ；  authority；  power； 
influence. 

權衡  to  weigh ;  to  deliberate 
upon. 

平權  to  adjust;  to  equalise. 

權 整^  重 t0  estimate  the  weight; to  consider. 

權之重 十嘗斤 ^  weigh- ed  over  10  lbs. 

權勢  power；  influence, -usually j in  a  bad  sense. 

— RS 

櫂,
 

3190 

英 國利權  the  power  of England. 

越權  to  exceed  one’s  powers. 

平權  equal  rights, — as  for  men and  women. 

兵權  control  of  soldiery. 權柄。 1 •權 能。 r 權力 
power;  authority. 

權柄單  a  power  of  attorney. 

以 一事權  in  order  to  com¬ bine  the  thing  to  be  done  and 

the  power  to  do  it. 

事權不  — •  duties  and  powers not  one, — as  when  the  powers 
entrusted  to  an  official  are  not 

adequate  to  the  discharge  of  the 

duties  expected  of  him. 

權當 （治0  to  make  as  if；  to 
pretend  to. 

權  able  to  leave  the  beaten 
track  ；  versatile, 一 as  opposed  to 

安常  routine ;  customary;  in 
a  groove,  etc. 

通 權達變  to  be  capable  of| 
versatility. 

從權  to  adapt  oneself;  to  act  in accordance  with  the  exigencies 

of  affairs;  opportunism. 

只 得權時 順了。 r 不 

得已權 且相從 刪 obliged  to  make  the  best  of：  a 

bad  job  and  consent  to  act  as 

required. 

權術  the  art  of  making  allow¬ 
ances. 

權辦 t。  act  under  the  pressure 
of  circumstances ;  to  adopt  an 

exceptional  course. 

權 避在此  he  has  under  the 
circumstances  been  permitted  to 
hide  himself  here. 

請他權 用 d  him  t。 use as  an  exception  to  the  ruie,- 
as  a  teetotaler  drinking 

wine. 

權 宜之舉  a  temporary arrangement  to  meet  pressing 

circumstances ;  a  measure  of 
expediency. 

釋爲二 十吗拜 to  dq 
instead  of  24  obeisances, — said 

of  24  simple  bows. 

掌權 的夥社 &  manager;  a director. 

主 權  sovere^gn  rights  ;-sovereign power.  &e  1 2,480. 
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權,
 

3190 

類 
3I91 R. 先 

See 寧 

Even  Lower. 

3192 R •鍋 
C.  hurt 

H.  h^n、hm 
F.  kUing 
W.  c^ue 
N.  v.  ei 
P. 

ch^uan M. 
Sz. 

Y.  cK-uei 
K. kyon 

J.  hen 
A.  k'uen 

全 權大臣  a  Minister  Pleni¬ potentiary. 

天子受 制于權 宦 the 
Emperor  under  the  power  of 
eunuchs. 

權輿  the  beginnings  of  things. 

于嗟 乎不成 權輿心 that  he  could  not  continue  as 

he  began ! 

^  ̂   intriguing;  treacherous, 

肚內 有權謀 he  is  ful1  of 
plans  or  resources. 

權子毋  to  unite  principal  and 
interest  in  order  to  get  com¬ 
pound  interest;  to  invest ;  to  live 
on  the  interest  of  loans.  .  See 
12,317. 

權任  to  act  as  deputy. 

^  Hibiscus  syriacusy  the  bark 

of  which  is  used  for  ringworm. 

The  cheek-bones. 

額 骨高榮  high  cheek-bones, 一 are  a  sign  of  cruelty. 

兩 _ 高 ，殺 夫刀 卿 
cheek-bones  are  knives  for  kill¬ 

ing  husbands, — women  with  high 
cheek-bones  are  likely  to  be 
savage. 

The  dog.  A  large  hound, 

or  hunting  dog.  Radical  94. 

See  2669,  3499,  6141.  [To 

be  distinguished  from  允 

3,4i3-] 

Rising  Upper. 

犬屬 of  the  dog  species. 

犬子 w 小犬  a  puppy; 
conventional  phrase  for  “my son/ 

犬守夜  the  dog  watches  at 
night. 

犬吹 the  dog  barks. 

犬窩  a  dog’s  kennel. 

密雪犬 行車。 ver  deep 
snow,  dogs  pull  sleds. 

#  犬十頭  ten  dogs  for 

eating, — specially  bred  for  that 

purpose. 

効犬 馬之 勞以報 
will  repay  you  by  imitating  the 
services  performed  by  your  dog 

or  your  horse. 

犬
，
 

3192 

畎,
 

3*93 

R. 鍤 

See 犬 

A.  iiiefty  k'tlen Rising  Upper. 

甽 
3^94 

3i9S 

W 

3196 

R. 月 

See 厥 

犬 馬酋二 十有二 the teeth  of  your  horse  and  dog  are 

twenty-two, 一 I  am  twenty-two 

years  old. 

狗不吠 犬不鳴 nc)tad<)g 
barked. 

虎 落平陽 被犬欺 a 
tiger  down  on  the  plain  is  set 

at  naught  by  a  dog, — who  is 
then  quite  its  match  in  speed. 

村中 無犬， 狗爲王 ina village  where  there  is  no  hound, 
a  cur  will  be  king. 

虎女焉 配犬子 ht)W 咖 a  young  tigress  wed  a  puppy? 

卽 如惡犬 ，遠 遠見了 

就 該避之  he  is  like  a  vici¬ ous  dog,  when  seen  from  a 
distance  to  be  avoided. 

痕心 犬肺  a  wolfs  heart  and a  dog’s  lungs, —• cruel;  fierce. 

六 牙相錯  fitting  in  and  out, like  dogs’  teeth ;  interlocked. 

A  small  drain  or  channel 

between  fields.  To  flow 

to  be  diffused. 

舜發於 耿畝之 中 shun rose  from  the  furrowed  fields, — 
to  the  Throne. 

畎燴  ditches  to  drain  fields. 

畎 流大道  let  the  great  doc¬ trine  be  spread  abroad. 

Same  as  3193. 

See  1 1,897. 

Entering 

Upper. 

To  hiccough.  To  dig 

out.  To  expand. 

肝歟病  an  epileptic  fit. 

m 
3197 

R •月 

^ 厥 

Entering 

Upper. 

厥 

3i98 

R •物月 

J^ut0 His  ；  hers  ；  its  ；  theirs, 
see  3210.  Thine  ；  yours. 

This  ；  that.  The. C.  kutQ 

H.  k、et 
F.  thwok 

Sec 決 

N. P. 

M. 
Y. 

Sz. 
K.  kul^  kwol 

J.  kepz、 kwachi A.  kiUi Entering 

Upper. 

劂 3199 

R •物月 
See 厥 

Entering 

Upper. 

a* 

劈 

3200 

R. 月 

See 

Entering 

Upper. 

3201 

R.  vulgar. 

P.  ̂ hue Even  Upper. 

To  hiccough.  The  hu¬ mours  of  the  body. 

氣痛  fits;  Convulsions. 
一 夜痰瘀  one  night  he  was 
choked  by  phlegm. 

寒瘰 and 熱無 are  Ae  coId and  hot  humours  of  the  body, 

respectively,  the  disturbance  of which  causes  paralysis. 

厥德不 0  his  virtue  was 
without  deflection, 

厥猶 翼翼.  zealously  and 
reverently  pursuing  their  plans. 

單 厥  exerting  all  his  heart 

釋 疾不瘳  that  disease  is 

incurable. 

厥等  those  persons. 
此厥不 趙 if  y。11  g  n<)t 
hearken  to  this. 

無 愧厥職  not  ashamed  of 
the  office. 

此時厥 辞立王  after  this, 
they  had  kings. 

播厥 百勤: we  sow  aU 加 
kinds  of  grain. 

儒宗 而外縻 有仙釋 
besides  Confucianism,  there 
also  Taoism  and  Buddhism. 

A  gouge;  a  chisel. 

剖展 fl 刀也 f  a  chi、 cMeh、 

a  kind  of  knife. 

To  compel；  to  urge. 

辱 析了  broken 

;napped, 

那個 人背過 氣去了 

我 把他# 過來了 
that  man  having  lost  conscious¬ 
ness,  I  brought  him  round  by 
bending  his  limbs. 

To  pout. 

噘着嘴  pouting. 
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厥 
3202 .月 
tcrt 

:em 

Entering 

Upper. 

Iwt 

M 

3203 

W 

3204 

.月 

Entering 

Upper. 

糜 
3205 

R .月 
5枕厥 

Entering 

Upper. 

3* 

To  stick  up  ；  see  12,601. 

To  throw  down；  to  strike. 

獗 
3206 

R •月霽 
C.kiit0^ut0 
See 

A.  kuet^  kwe 

Entering 

Upper. 

TS=tta» 

蕨 
3207 

R •月 

see 厥 
Enter^ag 
Upper. 

A  platter  used  in  sacri¬ 
fice. 

Same  as  3200. 

A  post；  a  stake;  a  peg； 

a  linch-pin.  A  horse’s  bit. 
A  button  to  pull  open  a 
door.  The  hodk  on  a  cart 

to  which  the  trace  is  at¬ 

tached 

sn  a  stake;  a  post. 

缀子 a  peg. 

銜墨  to  “take  the  bit  between 
the  teeth;’’  to  bolt. 

Insolent  ；  unruly. 

mm  fierce;  lawless. 

Bracken  [Pteris  aquilina、 

L.)， known  to  the  Chinese 

as 鼈脚  turtle-foot,  the 

sprouts  of  which  are  used 
for  food. 

蕨粉  starch  from  the  above 
plant. 

山 有藤薇 on  the  hills  are 
the  bracken  and  thorn  ferns, 

w 采其蕨  to  gather  bracken. 

cm20 

蜃 

3208 

R. 月 

See 厥 

Entering 

Upper. 

The  Siberian  jerboa 

{Dipus  annulatus')、  found 
in  Shansi,  and  known  as 

i 鼠 ami 此肩獸 ，仏 
12,122. 

撞虫  a  worm  found  in  wells, 
the  legless  larva  of  a  kind  of  fly. 

3209 

R •月 

See 厥 

Entering 

Upper. 

m 

3210 

R •月霽 

(：•々‘％，• 

^wai H. 

F.  k、wok:、 

kwoui^ 
P.  ichue^  v. 

k^wei 

v*  chueh^ 

c*  k'wei Sz. 

K.  kwd!、 k、we 
J.  ketsz、 kei^  ke 

A.  kiiet、 kwe 
Entering  and Sinking 

Upper. 

To  skip  ； 

stumble. 

to  jump  ；  to 

镢
於
 

3211 

R •月 

^ 橛 

Entering 

Lower. 

To  stumble；  to  fall ；  to 

slip  down.  Also  written  as 

3208.  See  7908. 

蹶者趨 者 是氣也 a man  falls  or  runs  in  obedience 

to  his  chH、 — meaning  that  such 

acts  are  performed,  not  in  op¬ 
position  to  but  in  accordance 
with  simple  volition.  See  1064. 

崩蹶  to  crash  down. 
願得一 簡缺， 免有竭 

蹶之虞  I  should  like  a quiet  post,  so  as  to  be  free  from 
the  disagreeables  of  work  and 
responsibility. 

Read  kuei\  To  move  ； 

to  excite. 

文王 蹶厥生  Wien  .Wang stimulated  their  natural  virtue* 

天之方 蹶 _  is  giving  us these  movements,— of  the  people. 

畏士  m 厥  the  good  man  is ever  diligent. 

蹶然  suddenly ;  nimbly. 

足毋镢  do  not  kick  your  feet about. 

Read  chiieh^. 

賜蹶子  to  kick, — of  animals. 

A  pick :  a  hoe.  To 

grind. 

镢 頭掘地  a  pick  breaks  up the  ground. 

•1* 

3212 

R •月 

See 厥 

Entering 

Upper. 
m 

3213 

r •肩 

C.  tsut 

H.  t^et 
F.  chiok、 chwok 
W.  zue 
N.  djeh 

P.  ichue 

M. ) 

Y.  }  chueh 

Sz. ) 

K.  chdl 

j.  zetsz 

A.  tuet 
Entering 

Lower. 

The  end  of  the  backbone 

the  bones  of  the  tail. 

To  cut  short；  to  break 

off；  to  put  an  end  to；  to 
exhaust；  to  interrupt.  To 
pass  or  shoot  across.  Very； 

extremely  ；  completely  ；  de¬ 
cidedly.  See  2187,  7186. 

斷絶  cut  short ;  broken  off. 
絶交  to  break  off  intercourse or  friendship. 

絶裂  to  break  off,— as  diploma¬ tic  relations  with. 

絶路  to  cut  off  communications or  retreat. 

天無絶 人之路 God never  cuts  off  man’s  chances  of 

repentance. 

絶流  to  cut  off  the  flow  of. 

絶奶  to  be  weaned. 
絶食 bbe  without  food. 

絶 糧自盡  to  leave  bff  food 
and  commit  suicide. 

絶斷粮  to  starve  out, -as  a  city. 

絶 而不離  separated  but  not 
sundered. 

自絶  to  commit  suicide, 自 絶于天 ，結 怨于民 
he  has  cut  himself  off  from  God3 

and  incurred  the  odium  of  man. 

絶 後。 r 絶 嗣。 r 絶戶 
posterity  cut  off;  without  an  heir. 

門 者絶之  the  gate-keeper 
wouldn’t  let  him  in. 

馬 不絶口  to  curse  without ceasing.  、 

我絶  to  kill  all;  to  exterminate. 

絶域  distant  lands. 絶命  life  cut  short;  death, 
五 the  five  deaths, — by  hang* 
ing,  falling,  devil-possession, 
drowning,  and  crushing 

^  三  ̂   three  master¬ 
pieces,  unrivalled  in  ancient  or 
modern  times. 

絶賣  to  sell  finally, -giving  up all  claims  of  redemption. 

50 
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m 
3213 

w 

3214 R. 屑 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

w 

3215 

R 屑泰 
C.  ts^utQ 
F.  ch、auk 

〜 蕞絶 
A.  tvut 

Entering  and 
SinkinglJpper. 

絶山  to  cross  mountains. 

絶對  a  single  possible  antithesis, 一 as  to  a  sentiment  or  verse, 

絶句  a  stanza  of  four  lines,  with¬ 
out  any  set  theme,  rhyme  obliga¬ 
tory  in  second  and  fourth  lines ; 

a  “stop^short.”  Also,  a  super¬ 
latively  fine  line  or  sentiment. 

句絶而 意不絶  the  words 
(in  a  “stop-short”)  break  off  but 
not  the  sense, 一 of  an  impromptu. 

[語 is  also  found  for  句] 

妙絶  capital !  very  good! 

駭絶  greatly  surprised. 

絶色  very  beautiful. 

絶 代隹人  the  most  beautiful 
woman  ever  seen. 

絶世  a  paragon  of  beauty. 

冠 絶當時  the  best  hand  of| 
the  day, 一 e.g.  at  making  verses. 

絶 無好處  no  advantage whatever. 

絶 無更改 i  shall  certainly 
not  change  it. 

絶笑  very  laughable. 

絶倫  to  excel;  to  surpass. 

絶壁  a  high  wall;  a  sheer  cliff. 

高不絶 丘陵， 跛羊遊 

其顚  a  hill  may  be  ever  so 
high,  yet  a  lame  goat  will  walk 
over  its  summit. 

絶開  to  break  off;  to  sever, — 
as  an  understanding. 

不 碑於耳 not  to  stop 
reaching  the  ears, 一 to  continue, 
as  sounds. 

絶飛 四 海 t。 办 all  over  the 
Four  Seas. 

To  break  ；  to  snap. 

一 勞兩節  to  break  into  two 
pieces. 

v  Coarse  grass,  called  茅 
葙，  used  for  straining  spir> 
its  . 

Read  tsKuix. 

綿葙  a  name  for  the  Imperial 
Court  under  the  Han  dynasty. 

懾 

3216 
p 商 

3217 

R •屑 

C.  «/。,  kwU、 
H.  kit， 

Y.  chuik 

See 決 

K.  kiol^  v.  hiul 
A.  knet^ 

Entering 

Upper. 

决 

3218 紙 
3219 

R •屑 

C. 
H.  ket 
F.  kiok 

W.  ciie  - 
N. cueh 

P.  ichue M. 

Y.  chueh 

Sz. 
K.  kiol 

J.  ketsz A.  kuet Entering 

Upper. 

Same  as  3217. 

To  agree  with.  To  feign  ； 

to  delude  ；  to  play  the 

hypocrite. 

倍 誦不同  Points  of  disagree¬ ment  and  agreement  not  iden¬ 
tical.  • . 

諭 而不正 crafty  and  not upright;  disingenuous, 

詐誦  deceiving;  guileful. 

欺譎  to  delude;  to  gull. 

詭誦  treacherous ;  untrust¬ 
worthy. 

Same  as  3219. 

To  cut  off ;  to  slay；  to 

pass  sentence ；  to  decide; 

to  settle.  Decidedly  ；  cer¬ 

tainly.  An  archer’s  thumb¬ 

ring. 

大決  the  annual  execution  of criminals  at  Peking,  ten  days 
before  the  winter  solstice. 

決 有日矣  a  day  is  fixed  for the  execution. 

處決  to  sentence  to  death. 

熱決。 r 立決  to  execute  a criminal  immediately. 

決其首  cut  off  her  head. 

時而 {田家 決僧。 n  Qne occasion  a  labourer  killed  a 

priesj:.  — ^ 

欲 知其決  wanted  to  know when  he  would  die. 

從 容引決  to  cause  oneselfl to  die  gradually  and  slowly： 

決獄  to  settle  a  case. 
決斷  to  decide ;  to  give  judg¬ 
ment. 

以 理決之 ，必 無是事 
it  stands  to  reason  that  this  did 
not  take  place. 

分 爭辨訟 ，非禮 不決 
disputes  and  lawsuits  cannot  be 
settled  except  in  accordance  with 
propriety. 

決定  to  decide  upon;  fixed; certain. 

w 

3219 

w 

3220 

艮屑 

See 決 

Entering 

Upper. 

棘於
 

57V 

3221 

R •屑 

See 決 

Entering 

Upper. 

家中 事皆請 決焉。 n all  family  affairs  they  asked  (the 

god’s)  advice. 

解決  to  settle  definitely ;  to  dis¬ 
pose  of, — a  question. 

決書  an  ultimatuir 決計  to  make  a  firm  resolution. 

決戰  to  fight  a  decisive  battle; to  fight  it  out. 

決決。 t 決然  determined. 

決 意不往  I  am  determined 

not  to  go. 

決不食 W1  will  not  retract my  words. 
決不 姑寬。 r 決不寬 
貸。 n  no  account  will  leniency 
be  shown. 

決要  I  must  have；  it  is  indis¬ pensable  that, 

決絶  to  utterly  renounce. 

索性做 個決絶 make  UP 
your  mind  to  come  to  a  definite 
settlement, 一 as  by  a  final  round, 
a  fight  to  the  death  etc. 

河決  the  river  has  burst  its 
banks. 

決諸 東方則 東流。 pen a  passage  for  it  to  the  east,  .and it  will  flow  to  the  east. 

石決明  the  ear-shell  or| 
Haliotis. 

An  archer’s  thumb-ring. 

To  dig  ；  to  rake.  To 

draw,  as  a  bow.  To  cas¬ trate,  of  boars  (see  9794). 
Used  with  3224. 

BR  t0  gouge  out  an  eye. 

抉弦  to  draw  a  bow. 

抉首  to  decapitate. 

皆搜 抉無隱  he  studied 
them  all  thoroughly, — of  books. 

抉石  to  heave  the  stone  weight. 
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玦
 费 

3222 

i 屑 

;ee 決 
Entering 

Upper. 

芙 
3223 

屑 
e 決 

Entering 

Upper. 

觖,
 • 

3224 

屑 
chiUh、 
ck'ueh 

6決 
Entering 
Upper. 

*** 訣 
3225 

盾 
kioky  v.  kiek 

6決 
Entering 
Upper. 

A  broken  ring；  a  semi- 1 

circle.  An  archer’s  ring  ；[ 
used  with  3219,  3220. 

Jewels  ；  ornaments. 

指玦  an  archer's  thumb-ring. 
佩玦  ornaments  worn  at  the  I 

girdle. 

烏玉玦  a  fine  quality  of  ink. 

A  plant  known  as  英明 

Cassia  tor  a、 used  for  diseas- 1 

es  of  the  eye. 

馬 蹄英明  horse-hoof  cassia,  | 
— its  leaves  are  edible. 

英明子  seeds  of  Cassia  tor  a.  I 

石英明  Cassia  occidentalism 

To  long  for；  to  be 

dissatisfied.  To  criticise  I 

people’s  faults. 

觖望  to  long  for  impatiently； 
to  be  disappointed  in  one’s  hopes, 

自 視綱如  djssatisfied  with 
what  one  has  got. 

摘觖  to  criticise :  to  pass  re¬ 
marks  on. 

觖事  a  defect. 

訣 
3225 

Parting  or  dying  words. 

A  secret  ；  a  mystery  ； 
occult  ；  esoteric. 

留訣  last  dying  words. 

訣月 |J  to  part  from.  • 

訣詞  farewell  words. 

.永 訣 01 ■長  a  long  oreter- 
nal  farewell. 

與 其毋訣  parted  from  hisi 
mother. 

臨訣謂  at  parting,  he  spoke 
as  follows  to . . . 

秘訣  a  secret ;  the  “mysteries” 
of  an  art. 

長 生之訣  the  secret  of  lon¬ 
gevity. 

訣法  the  secrets  of  the  craft. 

其 訣有四  the  secret  (of  pro¬ 
perly  boiling  rice)  is  fourfold. 

跌 

3226 

R. 屑 

卜決 Entering 

Upper. 

3227 

R •屑錫 

lsee 決鴻 

Entering 

Upper. 

3228 

R 錫 

See  || 

Entering 

Upper. 

倔 

Entering 

Lower. 

崛 

检訣 以 手叠訣 1。 
make  (Buddhist)  signs  with  the 

fingers.  |  •  3229 

三山訣  the  thumb,  forefinger,  I R*  物 
and  little  finger  sticking  up,  while  | w. 
the  other  two  fingers  are  bent  I 

lSee  掘 

靈  g  ̂   the  first  and  third  fin¬ gers  sticking  up. 

劍款  the  first  and  second  fingers 
held  up  close  together. 

觀音 訣  the  thumb  and  middle finger  touching  at  the  tips. 

龜訣  the  fingers  of  the  two  hands 
linked  together  and  turned  over 
to  resemble  a  tortoise. 

妙 訣  abstruse ;  occult 

訣竅  the  secret;  the  “trick”  of| anything. 

口訣  charms ;  magic  formulas; 
gibberish. 

梢 訣念咒  to  twist  the  fingers (see  1191)  and  mutter  charms. 

以大 筆開訣 With  his  great pen  he  wrote  the  opening  words,  I  p 

— of  my  book.  [This  is  a  com- 1  •明 
mon  form  of  compliment,  and|c- 

may  also  be  used  of  an  artist  d’"’；） 
who  gives  the  first  strokes  of  the  I  ^  ku^e 
brush  to  a  friend’s  painting.]  |N 

P.  ichiie 
M.  chiis 

gallop  5  tolLS 

hasten.  To  kick  with  the|K- kul 
|J.  kotsz^guchi 

323° 

卜物 

I W.  c^tu 

I  See  掘 

Entering 

Lower. 

A  horse’s 

抶 前趺後  throwing  out  its feet  before  and  behind, — as.  a 

galloping  horse. 

要 缺追蹤  to  intercept  their flight  and  follow  in  their  tracks. 

I  A.  kivet 

Entering 

Lower 

Irregular. 

m 
3232 

R •物 

A  bird  like  the  starling,  |See  掘 
which  can  be  taught  to  talk 

S9 

Entering 

Lower. 

降蠻 鴃舌之 冬 his  tdk| 
is  like  the  bird-twitter  of  the| 
southern  savages. 

The  tailor-bird.  It  is  said  I 

to  sing  at  the  equinoxes,  | 

and  is  classed  as  an  owl. 

寧播  the  tailor-bird. 
是 I 郏  {kuei%)  the  goatsucker. 

w 

3233 

R. 物 

See 楣 

A.  kwiiy  k  'uet 

Entering 

Lower. 

3234 

Crabbed  ；  tough. 

倔 强猶昔  he  is  as  crabbed  | as  ever. 

必倔 强於盤 中 wiu  be  l come  tough  in  the  cooking. 

老發倔  always  surly. 
倔氣。 r 倔喪  boorish;  chur-j 

lish. 

A  lofty  peak;  eminent ;| 

distinguished. 

洪 臺崛出  a  vast  tower  rising  | 
up  by  itself. 

Ijj)^  to  distingqi^i  oneself. 

崛起 於田間  to  rise  to  high  I posts  from  the  fields, — as  Shun| 
and  Cincinnatus  did. 

To  dig  out；  to  excavate. 
To  be  stupid  ；  see  2157,1 

9620.  [To  be  distinguishe4| 

•rom  2396.] 

掘井  to  dig  a  well. 
掘 坑, to  dig  a  pit 

掘塚  to  prepare  a  tomb. 

掘子軍  sappers  and  miners. 

The  new  feathers  after! moulting. 

脫羣了  (this  bird)  has  moulted.  I the  new  feathers  havel 

curled* 

Short  ；  scanty  ；  curtailed.  | 

短堀  short,  as  a  dress;  stumpy. I 

Same  as  3233. 
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OXX^XTSUEZ 

角 
3^35 

R •覺 

See 角 

Entering 

Upper. 

桷 
3237 R. 覺 

See 角 

Entering 

Upper. 

See  2215. 屬 

l*a 
Rough,  rocky  land. 

境确  a  rugged  country. 

3245 

|R. 藥 Co 
If.  kiok 
In.  ciioh 

|K.  kiak 

I J.  kiaku、 kaku 

I  A.  kieu 

Entering 

Upper. 

3238 

m 
3239 

滕 
3240 

蠢1
 

R •麻 
See 嗟 

A  rafter  ；  a  lath. 

桷板  laths  for  roofing. 

都桷子  a  kind  of  fruit. 

m 

3246 

ir. 屑
 

I  See  厥 

1* 

Shoes  woven  from  hemp 

or  straw. 

躡草履  to  wear  straw  sandals. 

3250 

R •屑 

C.  k、iit0 

F.  kkwok、 k、ick W. 

N. 

P. 

A  pig  rooting  up 

earth  with  ,  its  nose. 

Entering 

Upper. 

See  2216. 

罝 3
 

Same  as  22.16. 

See  1464. 

3247 

IR •麻 C.  tse 

H.  tsia 
F.  ehia 

ItsU 

N.  che、ch  ’d 

J {.卜 

Y.  chiei 

Sz.  chic 
K.  chHa'chd 

To  sigh;  to  regret.  Also, 

strange  words.  Used  with 

1464. 

Ij.  sha 

I  A.  ta 

Even  Upper. 

Even  Upper. 

爵 
3242 

3243 R •覺 

J 

2« 

See  2218. 3248 Ir. 月 C.  k^ut0 

IF.  k^wok 

See 確 

A. 《iak、 hsak 
Entering 

Upper. 

A  toll  levied  at  bridges 

or  ferries  on  spirits  and 

other  produce.  A  foot¬ 
bridge.  A  kind  of  fruit. 

榷酤  to  levy  a  toll  on  liquor 

渡権  toll  levied  at  bridges  or 

See 決 

|j.  kttsz、 

•  gwachi 

Entering 

Upper. 

the 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 

K.  kyol 

~  ketsz 

A.  U-uet 

A  net  for  catching  hares 

or  rabbits. 

To  mark  off ;  to  mark  a 

new  paragraph.  Radical  6 

匀]  to  mark  off  criminals  for  exe¬ cution,  as  is  done  by  the  Emperor 
on  the  list  submitted  to  him 

Read  kou}.  A  vertica 

stroke  with  a  hook  at  the 

bottom 

ferries. 

榷 易商人  traders  were  made 

w 
3244^ 

R •藥陌 
See 矍 

A.  kwdk 
Entering 

Upper. 

to  pay  duty  on  goods. 

榷使  a  name  for  the  Hoppo,  or| 
Superintendent  of  Customs. 

A  large  ape  found  in 

western  China,  said  to  be  I 

six  feet  high  and  to  walk| 
like  a  man. 

ir 3249 

R •錫 

C.  kwik)、 

See 決 

K.  kiok 

J.  keki、 kiaku A.  kwik、 kuet Entering 

Upper. 

一] 一捺  one  vertical  hooked stroke  and  one  downward  stroke 

slanting  to  the  right. 

A  shrike  [Lanius  major 

Pall.).  It  is  said  to  indicate 

by  its  singing  the  time  for 
spinning. 

鴻烏  the  butcher-bird;  an  un filial  child,  this  bird  being  said 
to  eat  its  mother. 

七 月鳴鵑  in  the  seventh month  the  shrike  is  heard. 

缺 

•  <^ueh 

ch、wh 

Entering 

Upper. 

Broken  ；  defective.  A 

want  ；  a  deficiency  ；  a  va¬ 

cancy  ； an  official  post. 

破缺  broken;  cracked. 

缺去  to  break  off. 
缺 殘  smashed;  ruined. 

又 缺我昕  we  also  chippec 
our  hatchets. 

缺角  wanting  a  comer. 崩缺  broken  down;  given  way as  an  embankment. 

缺站 a  flaw. 
缺陷  imperfect ;  defective. 
欠 缺  deficient;  incomplete. 

缺虧  a  deficit. 

缺少。 r 缺短。 r 缺鑛 

a 缺乏  short  of  the  full  nu
m ber  or  amount. 

缺本 t。 lose  capital. 

心 無缺 1  am  not  0011 
scious  of  any  deficiency, 一 in  m; 
conduct. 

成 有缺誤  if  _  °ne  (playei 
or  sang)  false  notes  •… see  3253 

缺蕩  a  break  in  the  bank  of 
canal  or  in  a  road. 

缺筆  to  abbreviate  a  charactei 

缺勲  to  omit  a  dot  in  a  chs 
racter. 

月 有圓缺  the  moon  is  some 
times  full  and  sometimes  def 
cient. 

缺防  to  insufficiently  guar 
against. 

缺處  an  empty  place;  an  ope 

spot. 

開缺  to  make  a  vacancy, 一 b 
transfer  or  resignation. 

出缺  to  make  a  vacancy,— -2 by  death. 

得缺  to  get  a  vacant  post  c 
appointment. 

補缺  to  fill  a  vacancy. 

缺分 a  post;  an  appointmenl 
a  vacancy. 

好缺  a  good  (i.e.  lucrative)  pos 

討了 這個缺 糾 this  p°s 
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缺1
 * 

3»S° 

瘸1
 

3叩 

歌 
SJ^c 
S^io 
SMwo 

•  dju 

irkui 

ch^ia,chSfU 祕，々 
vcn  Lower. 

I
f
 3*5* 

月 
Mit,  I^U/ 

eit 
kwil 

ketsu 

K'utt 
Entering 
Upper. 

武長 縣缺 了縣官 & 
post  of- District  Magistrate  at 
Wu-ch^ang  is  vacant. 

繁缺  a  busy  post. 
缺， 要缺， 中缺， 

and 簡缺  posts  of  first-class 

secondary,  third-rate,  and  fourth 
rate  importance,  respectively, 一 
terms  used  in  the  classification 

of  Intendancies,  Prefectures,  sub- 
Prefectures,  Departments,  and 
Districts. 

這個缺 下  let  us  leave  thisfoi 
the  moment, — for  verification  01 
reconsideration  later  on. 

列 缺天閃  Lieh  Ch*aeh  (the 
Goddess  of  Lightning)  flashes 
along  the  sky. 

缺疑  see  3252. 

缺月藤  Bauhinia  glauca 
Wall. 

A  kind  of  paralysis  of 
the  hands  and  feet.  Lame. 

腿瘸了  lame  in  the  leg. 

瘸乎  a  lame  man.. 

胎裏瘸  lame  from  birth. 

_ 骨妥 la
me. 

A  look-out  tower  over 

a  gate.  A  city  gate;  an 

Imperial  city.  A  fault；  a 

deficiency  (see  12,122) ； 

wanting；  to  omit  (see  8979). 

Used  with  3250.  To  ex¬ 
ercise  reserve: 

在 城闕兮  by  the  look-out tower  on  the  wall. 

闕門。 r 闕廷  the  Imperial 
palace. 

望 闕行禮  to  make  obeisance 
towards  the  capital. 

凰闕  the  capital ;  Peking. 

金闕  the  golden  gate, — of  Para¬ 
dise. 

袞 職有闕  if  there  is  any 
remissness  on  the  part  of  the 
sovereign, . 

書 闕一篇  the  book  is  a  leaf 
short.  See  12,521. 

3252 

攤 

曰日 jot  •  • 

_  通 omissions. 

有闕誤  to  make  a  fault,— in singing;  see  3250. 

_  a  hiatus;  a  lacuna;  amis take  in  the  text. 

疑 .有闕 文九字 these nine  characters  appear  to  be 
erroneously  inserted. 

考無少 1  nothing  is  want¬ ing;  no  deficiency. 

某 酸果也 ，從 木甘闕 
mou  means  sour  fruit  and  is  com 

posed  of  wood  and  sweet  in  an 

opposite  sense  {lucus  a  non  lu 
ccndo). 

月闕  the  waning  moon. 

盈闕  waxing  and  waning. 

義闕  the  meaning  is  lost, — has not  been  preserved,  as  of  an 
obscure  text. 

君 子於其 所不知 ，蓋 

闕如也  the  superior  man, in  regard  to  what  he  does  not 
know,  shows  a  cautious  reserve, 

付 之欄如  to  relegate  to  the category  of  things  unknown. 

多聞 P 疑  hear  much,  and '  put  aside  the  points  on  which 
you  are  in  doubt. 

闕 地及泉  he  dug  down  to the  water. 

See  3210. 

ri* 

3254 

R .屑 

C.  ^k^wai 
H. 發  et 

F.  kLwok 

W.  cii° N.  k、wah P. 

M 

y  cK
-ueh 

Sz. 

K.  kydl 

J.  ketsz 
A.  kiiet、 kwet Entering 

Upper. 

親 

To  shut  the  door  ；  to 

close;  to  end;  to  be  at  rest. 

不 闋時月  without  ceasing from  day  to  day. 

樂闋  the  music  ceased. 
服關  to  lay  aside  mourning. 

歌數關  to  sing  several  songs. 
君 子如届 ，俾 民心關 
let  superior  men  come  (into 

office),  and*  thus  bring  rest  to the  hearts  of  the  people. 

闋廣  a  curly-maned  horse. 

See  2236. 

•  3256 

w 

R.l 

See 却 

Entering 

Upper. 

Tat 

3258 鵡 

3259 

3260 
養 

榫 

3202 

R. 覺 

See 確 

Entering 

Upper. 

3263 

f
t
1
 

3204 

R .歌 

See 瘤 

(K‘anghi 

is  wrong  in 
the  series) 

A. 
Even  Upper. 

4*> 

m 3265 

R •覺 

See 確 

Entering 

Upper. 

Same  as  2230. 

Tired  ；  wearied, 

exhausted. 

See  2237. 

See  13.88. 

See  7323. 

See  1387. 

To  strike.  To  pick  out. 

To  ridicule.- 

榷腫  to  strike  so  that  the  place swells. 

榷眼  to  gouge  out  the  eyes. 

榷瓜子  to  pick  out  melon seeds, 一 from  the  husk. 

商榷  to  consult  with;  to  deli¬ berate  upon. 

揚 _ 古今書  to  cite  books, 
ancient  and  modern. 

See  2243. 

Stiffness  of  the  joints  ； 

ankylosis. 

厢負它  a  stiff  joint. 

To  cross；  to  pass  a  thing 
across. 
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OECTT2>ff 

熾 
3266 

|R 覺 I  See  確 

4r 

To  dry  anything  in  the 

sun,  or  at  a  fire. 

Entering 

Upper. 

營 
5267 

|R. 覺 I  See  確 
Entering 

Upper. 

jiih 
m 

3268 

3269 

卜 文 |C.  kwen 
H.  kiun 

IF.  kung 

I W.  citing 

IN.  filing 

I  M.  >  chutt 

卜 •  i |Y.  chUng、 chuing 

|】K
. 卜、
 

I  A.  kwen
 

Craggy;  rocky. 

Same  as  3267. 

Even  Upper. 

Sovereign ；  prince;  ruler 
One  who  is  honourable  ； 

a  gentleman ;  sir；  a  perfect 
man.  A  title  used  in  direct 

address  to  a  father  ；  see 

10,562.  Superior,  as  op¬ 
posed  to  subordinate. 

人君。 r 國君。 r 君王 

a 君上  a  sovereign;  a  ruler 

人 笋者代 夭理物 sov- ereigns  rule  mankind  as  the 

vicegerents  of  God. 

君臣  prince  and  minister. 

君民  sovereign  and  people. 

君主—  or  queen. 

君長  chiefs  of  tribes;  superiors. 

君嗣  the  son  of  a  monarch. 

寡小君  I,  the  Empress.  See below. 

不君  to  behave  badly  as  a  ruler. 

皂君  the  black  prince,  一  the heron. 

昏君  the  blinded  prince, - 
name  given  to  紂辛  Chou 

Hsin  (see  2472)  on  account  of 
his  vices.  Hence,  a  bad  husband, 

老君。 r  道  La。 Tzti; 
6783. 

道 君皇帝  a  title  assumed  by 
the  Emperor  徽  of  the  Sung 

dynasty,  after  his  deposition  in 
a.d.  1126. 

中書君  a  writing-brush  or  Chi¬ nese  pen. 

從道 不從君 follow  the right  rather  than  the  sovereign. 

君爲重 ，身 爲輕 ，侯 

何有焉  the  sovereign  is  the important  unit,  the  individual 

is  unimportant,  where  does  no¬ 
bility  come  in? 

君 三民七  three  for  the  king and  seven  for  the  people, 一 re¬ 

ferring  originally  to  the  propor¬ 
tion  paid  in  taxes,  but  now  used 

of  apportioning  anything  accord¬ 

ing  to  the  requirements  of  the 
case. 

先 到爲君 ，後 到爲臣 
he  who  is  first,  is  prince:  he 

who  follows,  is  minister, — first 
come,  first  served. 

君 君臣臣  let  the  prince  act as  prince,  and  minister  as  minis¬ 
ter. 

國家不 可一日 無君 
the  king  never  dies. 

君*  國  to  rule  over  a  State. 

^  to  rule  over  the  em¬ 

pire. 嚴君  a  father ;  a  head  of 
family. 

君 與客語  while  you,  father, were  talking  to  our  guest.... 

尊君  your  father. 先君  a  deceased  father  or  an¬ cestor. 

府君。 r 太君  a  deceased father  and  mother, 一 used  in 

inscriptions  on  tombs. 

家君 w 夫君  my  husband 
[The  first  is  also  wife.'] 

家君作 彈棋以 獻 his wife  made  some  fillip  chessmen 

(tiddlywinks)  for  him, 一 of  成 

帝 of  the  Han. 
封君  living  parents  who  have . been  ennobled;  a  feudal  prince. 

少君。 r 郧君  your  son. 
小君 a  wife’s  mode  of  styling herself. 

細君  my  wife.
 

如君  a  subordinate  wife  or  con cubine.  See  5668. 

此君  this  gentleman, — the  bam¬ 
boo.  From  a  line  by  王徽 

3269 

之  Wang  Hui*chih， 何可 

一曰 無哗 #hcw 咖1 be  one  day  without  this  gentle¬ 

man?  Also  applied  to  the  Chi¬ 

nese  pencil,  or  pen,  and  used  ol 

books  by 盧志少  Lu  Chih- 

shao  of  the  晉  Chin  dynasty. 

誓與此 君共老 1  sweai 
to  grow  old  in  the  company  0: 

“these  gentlemen,” 一 books. 

天君*  the  mind;  the  intellect 

諸君 *  the  gentlemen;  the  varioui 

gentlemen. 

君家  the  gentleman. 君子  the  son  of  a  prince  0: ruler ;  hence  one  who  should  b< 
a  pattern  to  others;  the  perfec 

man;  the  superior  man;  th 

princely  man;  the  ideal  man etc.,  as  opposed  to  小 人，〃 

4294.  The  “rex”  of  the  Stoics Hor.  Serm.  I,  3,  line  125.  b  fieyu 

Xo^vxo^;  Aristotle’s  Ethics^  IV, 』 
Occasionally  used  in  a  bad  sens 

(see  7021),  and  also  in  the  Qde 
of  a  woman. 

人多 君子揭 good  men  ar 
scarce. 

君 子一言 ，快 馬一鞠 one  word  to  the  wise  man  is  lik 
one  touch  of  the  whip  to  a  goo 

horse, — enough.  Verbum  sap. 

君 子曹前 不言後 th superior  man  speaks  beforeham 
not  afterwards, 

酒中不 語眞君 子°( to  chatter  in  liis  cups  is  the  mai 

of  the  genuinely  superior  ma] 

義 動君子  the  superior  ma 
is  moved  by  duty, —  C/.  “■ 
sense  of  duty  pursues  us  ever, 

君 子上達 ，小 人下葛 
the  progress  of  the  superior  ma 

is  upward,  of  the  mean  ma downward. 

頭大 是君子 a  big  hea 
marks  the  superior  man.  S 

4294. 

君子 喫滋味  a  supcri< 
man  eats  for  the  enjoyment 、 flavour. 

德勝才 爲聲子 hewh。, virtue  exceeds  his  talents,  is  tl 

superior  man. 

君知否  do  you  know,  sir,  « 
not? 

餐 君理斯 Mn  Chai  Li'ssti 
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3269 

捃 4
 

327° 

震間 
Sinking 

Upper. 

窘 
3271 

着1
 

3272 

轸 

6 窘囷 
sing  Lower. 

郡 *
 

3273 

問 
kwen 

. ik^iun 

koung 

•  djung 

•  nguing 

J  chun 
. c  hiking 
;•  chun 
•  kun 

kun^gnn 
. kwen 

Sinking 
Lower. 

我醉 欲眠， 君且去 i 
am  drunk  and  want  to  sleep : 

pray,  sir,  pass  on. 

十二君  the  twelve  kinds  of 
“principal  ingredients”  with 

which  are  mixed  the  二 十 

四臣  or  “complementary 
drugs,”  in  such  proportions  that 
the  whole  compound  may  sym¬ 
bolise  and  tally  with  the  union 
of  the  Yin  and  the  Yang. 

那藥不 按君臣  that  med¬ 
icine  is  not  properly  compound¬ 

ed, 一 it  does  not  contain  prince 

and  minister,  leading  and  sub¬ 

ordinate  drugs,  in  due  propor¬ 
tions. 

To  pick  out；  to  put  to 

rights. 

楞樜  to  bring  together;  to  sort ; 
to  arrange;  to  collate. 

郡 4
 

3A3 
郡宰  an  assistant  sub-Prefect. 
首郡  the  Prefectural  city,  within 
which  the  provincial  capital  is 
situated. 

郡城  a  Prefectural  city. 

郡 會之區  a  centre  of  popu¬ lation；  a  large  city. 

郡名  a  territorial  name  attached 
to  a  surname  and  used  by  women 
in  marriage  documents  (rarely 

by  men)  and  otherwise  6419. 

多羅— 王  a  prince  of  the  and class, — an  adult  son  of  the  reign¬ 

ing  Emperor. 

郡 主  daughter  of  an  -Imperial 
prince  of  the  first  degree. 

郡君  daughter  of  an  Imperial 
prince  of  the  third  degree.  Under 

the  Ming  dynasty,  the  grand-： 

daughter  of  a  郡王  . Used  as； 

a  term  of  respect  to  old  ladies. 

郡馬  the  son-in-law  of  an  Im- 

State,  of  three.  Military  ； 

martial. 

其 軍三單  his  armies  were 
three  troops. 

子 行三軍 則雎與 ifyou had  the  conduct  of  the  armies 

of  a  great  State,  what  sort  of  a 
colleague  would  you  wish  to have? 

三軍可 奪帥也 the  com- 
mander-in-chief  of  a  great  State 

may  be  taken  prisoner, — see  9029. 

勇 冠三軍  the  bravest  of  the 
brave. 

全 軍爲上 ，破 軍次之 
to  capture  an  army  entire  is 
best,  to  destroy  an  army  is  only 
second  best. 

軍旅 之事未 之學也 
I  have  not  studied  military 

matters.  、 

兩 軍對壘  the  two  armies  en- 

>  327
6 

W  秦  dung 

N.  cuing 

M.  I 
 chUn 

Y.  chung
 

Sz.  chun 

K.  kun 

J.gun
、 

kun 
A.  kwer 

Even 
 
Upper

. 

See  2351. 

Mare’s  tail 、Hippuris\ 
also  known  as  牛尾窘 • 

Is  used  to  feed  gold  fish. 

麄蓮茱  a  kind  of  coarse  cab¬ 
bage. 

3274 
R •鋏耖 

C.  shun 

perial  prince. 

君火  the  principal  source  of warmth,  situated  in  the  upper 

part  of  the  body.  . 

To  suck；  to  lick. 

A  political  division  of  the 

empire  under  始皇帝  the 

First  Emperor,  b.c.  221,  of 
which  there  were  at  first 

thirty-six,  four  more  being 
added  shortly  afterwards. 

Under  the  T‘ang  dynasty, 
there  were  192  in  all  (see 

州  2444).  The  term  is 

H.  fHon、 tsion 
F.  choung^  v. 

siong1- 

^•jung^yung 

N.  yen^  v. 

cc^on 

M.  I  chim  - Y.yiiti Sz.  chien 

K.  ydn,  chon 
J.  shun、 sen、 

djun 
A.  t^uen^  t^wen 

Rising  Lower. 

眺乾淨 to  suck  dry- 

吮味  to  test  the  flavour. 
坑  to  lick  an  ulcer, — to  toady; 
a  lickspittle. 

魄涛  to  lick  piles  , 一 to  toady,  etc. 

now  used  to  denote  a  Pre- 1 

fecture,  an  independent 

sub-Prefecture,  or  an  in¬ 

dependent  Department. 

府郡  a  Prefecture.  See  3682. 

郡首。 r 郡守。 r 郡侯 the 
ruler  of  a  division  of  the  empire 
under  the  First  Emperor.  Now 

used  as  a  designation  of  a  Prefect. 

蜀郡  the  province  of  Shu, 一 
Ssiich‘uan. 

東郡  see  13,115. 

郡丞  a  sub-Prefect. 

3275 

R •文 

See 

Even  Upper. 

箪1
 

3276 

R •女 

C.  kwen 

H.  kiun F.  kung 

The  skin  chapped,  as 

from  cold. 

手 足輝裂  their  hands  and feet  chapped. 

An  army,  according  to 

心 周禮  Chou  Ritual^  ov< 
12,500  men.  The  Imperial 
forces  consisted  of  six  such 

armies  ；  those  of  a  great 

trenched  themselves  opposite  to 
one  another. 

軍營 a  camp. 護軍營  a  corps  of  the  Chinese 
army,  the  principal  duty  of  which* is  to  furnish  guards  for  the  Im¬ 

perial  palace. 

_  裝所 （or  局） a  military 
<Upot. 

軍法  martial  law. 軍令 w 軍命  military  orders; 
words  of  command. 

願 當軍令  I  am  willing  to  j stake  my  life. 

軍犯  military  offenders. 軍 需  military  equipments,  pay, etc. 

軍器。 r 軍火。 r 軍前 

要物  munitions  of  war. 
軍務。 1 ■軍情 military  affairs. 
軍  a  parade-ground  ；  a  theatre 
of  war;  a  battle-field. 

軍壁。 r 軍壘  a  breast- work. 
甫軍  to  entrench  an  army. 

軍士  soldiers  參 軍民  soldiers  and  civilians. 

軍威  prestige  of  the  army. 

漢軍  descendants  of  natives  of north  China  .who  joined  the 

Manchu  invaders  against  the 

Ming  dynasty. 
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箪1
 

32*76 

軍逃  deserters. 

軍功  military  distinction. 

軍牌。 r 軍功牌  a  medal for  distinguished  bravery,  etc. 

投軍  to  join  the  army;  to  be¬ come  a  soldier. 

招軍  to  recruit;  to  call  troops ; 
a  trumpet. 

軍 寮  barracks, 
軍典 t。  be  on  a  campaign. 

軍家  military  families,— as  op¬ 
posed  to  the  民家  families  of! 

the  people.  Marriages  are  per¬ 
mitted  between  these,  even  if  of 
the  same  name. 

軍政  military  administration. 
Also,  the  quinquennial  review. 

軍籍  the  roll  of  convicts  upon 
which  the  names  of  new  arrivals 
are  entered. 

充軍  banishment  for  life  with 
military  service. 

問軍。 r 軍罪  banishment  to 
a  garrison, 一 the  third  and  worst 
sort  of  banishment,  that  is,  for 

life  to  a  frontier,  either  近邊 

of  one  of  the  eighteen  provin¬ 

ces,  in  light  cases,  or  掻邊 
outside  of  China  Proper  to  one 
of  the  Mongolian  provinces,  in 
serious  offences,  with  liability  to 
hard  labour  as  a  camp  follower. 

軍國  a  country  when  at  war. 
軍謀  strategic  considerations  or 

、 questions. 

軍報  news  from  the  seat  of  war. 

軍  ̂   military  supplies. 

軍粮  military  provisions. 
軍  .military  discipline. 

軍實  war  material. 
軍台  military  posts  along  the 

great  road  to  the  west 

軍田  lands  set  apart  for  soldiers, 
or  criminals  undergoing  military service. 

胃  g  the  etiquette  of  force；  the 
ultima  ratio.  See  9279. 

將軍  a  commander-in-chief;  a 
Tartar  general.  See  1212. 

軍門  epistolary  designation  of| 

a 提督  provincial  Command 
er-in-chief  or  of  an  Admiral. 

軍1
 

3276 

俊‘
 

3277 

N.  ch'ing 
P.  chun 

See  淺, 

Sinking 

Upper. 

中軍  Adjutant, — as  to  a  Gover- ' nor  General  or  Governor  of  a 

province. 

行 軍調將  to  move  troops and  appoint  generals. 

養 軍千日 ，用 在一朝 troops  are  kept  a  thousand  days, 
to  be  used  on  one, 

軍機處  the  Grand  Council  of| State, — the  Privy  Council  of  the 
Emperor. 

小軍機  secretaries  who  per¬ form  the  clerical  work  of  the 

Grand  Council.  They  are  sixty 
in  number. 

Superior  ；  elegant  ；  hand¬ 
some  ； refined.  See  2511, 

3,462.  [When  meaning 

beautiful,  read  tsun4  in 
Peking  colloq.]. 

俊士  a  fine  scholar;  a  refined 
gentleman. 

俊 傑在位  men  of  distinction and  mark  are  in  power. 

識時 務者呼 爲俊傑 
he  who  knows  what  to  do  at  the 

right  moment  is  the  true  genius. 

俊 民用章  heroic  men  stand forth  eminent. 

俊 民用微  heroic  men  are reduced  to  obscurity. 

隆 歸俊秀  all  were  distin¬ guished  for  their  refinement. 

俊悄  elegant;  graceful. 、 

他 的模 樣狼俊  her  form is  very  elegant.  • 

俊乂  a  man  among  a  thousand 
and  one  among  a  hundred,  res¬ 
pectively.  See  8675. 

俊 逸  refined;  elegant, — of  style. 

俊人物  a  refined-looking  man. 

俊美。 r 俊雅  refined  and elegant. 

三有俊  the  three  classes  of possessors  of  ability. 

i  expressive  eyes. 

俊爽  fine  looking,  strapping. 

挨‘
 

3278 

R •女氣 

See 背逡 

Even  Upper. 

睃 ‘
 

3279 

R.J
 

See 淺 

SinkiDgUpper* 

浚‘
 

3280 

R •震 

H.  
I  
t!Un 

F.  choung W.  ciung 

N.  shing 

P.  churty  hsiin 

M.  chin Y.  churtg 

K.  chun 

J.  shun 

A.  twen 

To  pinch  ；  to  lay  th 
hand  on. 

梭蝨  to  crack  a  louse. 梭 衛侯之 手及柳 
pushed  the  hand  of  the  princ 

of  Wei  in  up  to  the  wrist. 

Dawn  ；  bright  ；  clear. 

Sinking 

Upper. 

梭
‘
 

328l 

R •震 

See 狻 

SinkingUpper. 

峻‘
 

3282 

R. 

N.  ch  'ing 
P.  fsun、 chun 

See 浚 

SinkingUpper. 
睃‘
 

3283 

R •霣 

See 淺 

SinkingUpper. 

Deep；  profound.  To  dig 
To  enlighten. 

莫俊匪 泉>  there  is  r.othinj 
deeper  than  a  spring. 

谋淺  very  deep. 

浚 哲文明  profoundly  wis 
and  clear-sighted. 

使浚井  they  made  him  dig  ； 
well. 

浚湖  to  dredge  a  lake. 

夙 夜浚明  day  and  night  t( 
enlighten. 

乎淺 我以生 ㈣ takefron 
us  to  nouridi  yourself 

禀烫  to  respect;  to  reverence 
浚縣  a  District  in  the  provinci of  Honan. 

A  fire  burning  $  to 

out  a  fire. 

坺 了香火  to  put  out  the  in 
cense  and  candles, — as  at  i 
temple. 

A  landlord；  a  bailiff. 

田晚  a  bailiff. 寒睃 a  peasant;  also,  a  pool 
scholar.  See  10,376. 

To  look  at  carefully— 

賤晉灼  name  of  a  hero  who 
liyed  under  the  Former  Han 

dynasty.  、 
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眞先 

J  tsur^ 
choung 

. Cch{ue 
jhing 

^chufty  chUn)
 

cchwH 

chun、  chon 

ikun、 sen 

thwart 

: ven  Upper 

Irregular. 

践1
 

3285 

眞 

. tKwan^  toun 

: ven  Upper. 

逡1
 

3286 

眞 
. sun 

:. tsun 

. chung 

h  ciung 

•  ching 
. chun 

【•  chir^ 
. tsun 

•  chun 

shun 

•  f'wan 

Even  Upper. 

錢 
3*87 

餞‘
 

3288 

•震 
r.  eking 

«浚 
Sinking 
Upper. 

To  stop  work；  to  com¬ 

plete  a  task. 

告竣  to  report  completion, — of 
any  work, 

諸 事已竣  everything  has 
been  done. 

竣事。 1 •完竣  to  complete. 
勢 不能按 限報竣 
under  these  circumstances  it  will 

be  impossible  to  report  com¬ 
pletion  within  the  given  time. 

To  fall  back；  to  retreat 
To  hop. 

已 事而踐  to  finish  the  matter 
and  then  stand  back. 

J? 矣]? 荽  hopping  like  a  magpie. 

日 中有踐 烏 in  the  sun 
there  is  a  3-legged  crow, — sym¬ 
bol  of  the  perfection  of  the  male 

principle. 

Read  ts、un\  To  strain. 

我 的腿踐 了  一下子 
I  have  strained  my  leg. 

To  retire  ；  to  shrink 
from.  To  feel  abashed. 

A  revolution  of  the  moon. 

逡 巡退縮  to  shrink  back. 

逡辦若 復有詞  hesitated 
as  if  she  had  more  say. 

_  行  to  shirk;  to  shrink. 

逡次  to  retreat  in  order. 

Same  as  1649. 

The  remains  from  a  sa 

crifice  or  a  meal.  To  eat 

up  the  scraps. 

餞 旣盡也  the  scraps  have 
been  eaten  up. 

餞 餘不祭  leavings  cannot  be 
used  for  sacrifice. 

日 中而餞  to  eat  at  noon  the 
scraps  from  breakfast. 

佐錢 t。 urge  a  father  and  mother 
to  eat, 一 as  a  son  and  his  wife 
should  do,  being  themselves  con 
tent  with  what  remains. 

3289 

R •震 

N.  ch'ing 

See 

K. chun、 sun Sinking 

Upper. 

A  fine  horse  ；  swift  ；  fleet. 

Great  ；  exalted.  Used  with 

唆 4897. 

駿馬  a  fine  horse. 
追風墩  a  courser  fleet  as  the wind. 

駿足  an  elegant  term  for  a  horse. 

告假駿 足一乘 t。 ask  the loan  of  a  horse. 

駿速  very  fleet. 
精駿  excellent,  —  as  of  work¬ 
manship. 

駿 命方易  the  great  appoint- ment  (as  ruler  of  the  earth)  is not  easy. 

駿極于 天 .their  large  masses reaching  to  heaven, — of  mount¬ ains. 

駿駿  exalted;  grand. 

駿 發爾私  to  make  clear  his private  opinions. 

不 墩其德  not  to  prolong kindness. 

通 駿厥聲  great  is  his  fame 

駿奔走 在廟  assiduously they  hurried  about  the  temple. 

八駿 the  eight  steeds, — of  穆 

王  Mu  Wang,  fifth  sovereign  of the  Chou  dynasty ;  see  410,939, 

3113,  6916,  7544,  8556,  9663, 
and  13,588. 

3290 

See 淺 

SinkingUpper. 

昀
1
 

3291 

R. 眞 

See 

A.  jwen Even  Upper. 

构1
 

3292 

R. 眞 

See 鈞 

Even  Upper. 

A  kind  of  marmot,  found 

in  Ssuch‘uan  and  known 

as 駿鼠。 r 剷鼠 •  Its  tail 
furnishes  hair  for  pencils. 

To  vomit. 

A  soldier’s  uniform  ；  a 
soldier. 

紺钧服  purple  or  violet clothes. 

均1
 

3^93 

R •眞 

C.  kwen 
H.  kiun 

F.  king 

W.  ciung 
N.  cuing 

P. 
M.  chun 

Sz. 

Y.  chung 

K.  kiun 

J.  kin 

A.  kwen 

Even  Upper. 

A  potter’s  wheel.  To  be 
equally  adjusted；  to  be  fair. 
Even ;  level  ；  in  harmony. 
All;. every;  altogether ；  any; 
in  either  case  (see  1787). 

六 德旣均  the  six  reins  are 
well  in  hand, 一- the  tension  being 

equal  in  all. 

大 夫不均  the  great  officers 
are  unjust. 

舍矢 '旣 .均  they  discharge  the 
arrows  and  all  hit, 

秉留 之均^  holding  the  bal- 
ance  of  the  State. 

_ 平。 r 均調。 r 均勻 impartial;  equal;  uniform. 

均平 出 入  issued  and  accept¬ ed  at  equal  values, 一 of  bank¬ notes. 

均齊  even;  well  adjusted. 

大 家均分  every  one  had  an equal  share, 

均劳逸  to  keep  the  balance 
between  work  and  play. 

哲 樂均沾 and  joy  in equal  proportions. 

^  — •  all  equally. 

均意  an  impartial  feeliag. 均可 either  will  do  equally  well. 

各商 均有益 a11  the  mer 
chants  will  profit  equally. 

不 患寡而 患不均 not troubled  lest  their  people  should 

be  few,  but  lest  they  should  not 

keep  their  places. 

或… .或… 可  whether . . . . .  or . is  immaterial. 

均應  should  all . 
均 萬其中  to  lie  entirely  with¬ 
in  the  scope  of. 

均係 are  all . 

均當  are  all  t。 . 

須[ must  all . 
^  are  or  all  •… 

均經。 r 均已  having  tho. roughly •…. (perused,  etc.). 

均毋  let  none  ....I 
均攤 句 散  t。 share  and  sh^re 

alike. 

均攤  to  pay  one’s  share. 

5* 
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均1
 

3293 

鈞1
 

3^94 
IR. 眞 

■  See  均 

Even  Upper 
and  Lower.. 

均背 拉一算  to  strike  an| average. 

alligation,  — in  mathema¬ 
tics. 

菌 

3298 

Read jyun4.  Rhyme.  For¬ 

merly  used  for  韻  I3>^43- 

To  balance；  to  equalise ； 

to  harmonise.  You；  your. 

A  quarter  of  a  石  stone  or 

picul ;  a  weight  of  30  catties. 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

釣  1 1,042.] 

3299 R •眞耖 

文 
囷 

Rising  and 
Even  Upper. 

天花菌  an  edible  fungus  found! on  willow-trees. 

發菌  to  get  mouldy. 
耳  fungus  growth  in  the  ear. 

菌桂  似 33。8. 

See 

鈞裁  to  decide  equitably. 

鈞座  civil  officials. 

鈞 同其聲  he  harmonised! their  voices. 

釣命 鈞 割。 r 鈞諭 
your  orders. 

鈞坐  your  seat;  you. 

鈞函  your  letter. 
鈞安  may  you  enjoy  an  even  I 

repose! 

^  ̂   or  ̂   the  great  Ma¬ 
ker 一 God;  Nature.  See  10,831 

力足 以 舉百鈞  strong  I 
enough  to  lift  twenty-five  stone. 

鈞州  an  old  name  for  禹州 

3297 

A  general  name  for  horn¬ less  deer.  The  miintjak 

[Cervulus  Reevesii)、 which 

is  said  to  fly  from  its  own 

reflected  image.  To  collect； 

to  band  together. 

水 中麕影 ，猜 疑輙拜 
the  muntjak,  seeing  its  form  in 

the  water,  flees  away  full  of  sus¬ 

picion. 

野 有死疆 there  is  a  dead deer  in  the  fields. 

麕脯  dried  venison. 
^  ̂   banded;  collected  together. 

賊 匪麕聚  the  rebels  collect¬ ed  together. 

京 電麕錄  a  bundle  of  tele-j grams  from  Peking. 

濬 

33oo 

Same  in  many  cases  as 

3280. 

in  Honan. 

儁 4
 

3301 

Same  as  3294. 

只震 

〜 浚 

SinkingUpper. 

Intelligent；  quick  o 

apprehension. 

心 思靈悄  of  an  imaginative  I turn. 

慧悄  intelligent;  shrewd. 

Same  as  3299. 鐫 See  1649. 

3302 

Same  as  3291. 

The  mushroom. 
mildewJ 

Mould : 幂 Same  as  3306. 

3303 
3298 

卜轸 I F:  ̂k^  'ung^ SkKung 

I W.  Idjutt^ 三  zang 

I  P.  Cchiin、 ch  'un^ 

I M.  chiin^ 

卜 e 囷 I  Rising  Lower. 

toadstool/ 
地菌 a  mushroom, 

朝菌不 知晦朔  the  mush 
room  of  the  morning  knows  not 
the  alternations  of  day  and  night 

[The  old  interpretation  makes 
chao  chun  =  2047  Hibiscus  syr- 
iacusy  L.] 

鷄爪菌 an  edible  species 
Clavaria. 

33°4 

R .文 

^ 裙 

Even  Lower. 

A  group  of  three  or more.  A  flock  of  sheep  ； 

a  herd ;  a  crowd；  a  collec¬ 
tion  (of  things).  A  com: 

pany；  a  class ;  other  people. 
To  move  in  concert. 

of 

or  of  two. 

3304 

或 羣或友  in  groups  of  three  I 
群 

on<'cnNr 

— *  羣 羊  a  flock*  of  sheep. 

羣鶴 a  flock  of  storks;  men  of distinction. 

三 胃  _  _  three  hundred  in 
each  herd. 

羣陣  a  flock  which  moves  in regular  order,  as  a  flock  of  geese. 

失羣  to  stray  from  the  flock; to  break  up,  as  a  crowd. 

超羣  to  rise  above  the  common herd;  eminent. 

惟 于羣小  [ am  hated  by  the 
herd  of  mean  creatures, — who 
surround  the  sovereign. 

羣黨  a  society;  a  club;  a  clique; 
a  league. 

狐 羣狗黨  a  league  of  foxes 
and  a  cabal  of  dogs, — a  rascally set. 

羣 后  the  body  of  feudal  princes 

羣臣  the  body  of  officials. 

一羣兒  a  bevy  of  children. 

寧 生  mankind. 羣友  one’s  circle  of  friends. 

_ 羣 索 1 居 明吐 a  lonel] 

dwelling. 

物 以羣分  creatures  are  dis 
tinguished  according  to  thei 

同羣  of  the  same  cla 

羣才  the  talented. 

羣迷  the  misguided. 

3305 

classes ;  hence,  to  classify  system 

atically.  Used  in  the  sense  0 unosciiur  a  socio^ 

羣 己權界  the  limits  to  othe 
persons’  and  one’s  own  power  c 

rights. 

所有羣 房以及 羣# 
all  the  various  houses  togeth( 
with  the  walls. 

後 騸孔羣  his  mafl-covcre 
team  moves  in  great  hannon; 

羣 策羣力  by  all  means  an 
with  all  one’s  power. 

Same  as  3304. 
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33 

R •文 
C.  k^wen 

H.  kHun 

F.  knng 

W.  djung 

N.  dj iiirtg 

ck'un 

Sz. 

K.  kun 

). kun、 gun 
A.  kwen 

Even  Upper. 

The  skirt  of  a  woman’s 

dress.  -A  petticoat.  See 
1 2,45  7 - 

裙子  a  skirt;  a  petticoat. 
裙釵  skirts  and  hairpins;  wo¬ 
men. 

裙 下雙鈎  a  pair  of  hooks 
(small  feet)  beneath  the  skirt. 

C/.  “Her  feet  beneath  her  petti¬ 
coat,  Like  little  mice  stole  in 

and  out.” 

紅裙  a  red  skirt;  a  maiden. 

中裙。 1 ■內裙 a  petticoat. 
裙 帶子親  near  relatives  of 
different  surnames. 

馨裙  a  skirt  hung  with  tinkling 
ornaments. 

百摺裙  a  heavily  pleated  skirt. 

帷裙 01 ■圍裙 an  aPron. 
朝裙  an  embroidered  silk  apron, 
worn  at  court. 

着木裙  he  wears  the  wooden 
skirt, 一 of  a  shopman  who  stands 
behind  the  counter. 

水 缸穿裙  the  water-kong 
has  on  ;ts  petticoat, 一 a  damp 

囷 
*  32。7 

R •眞 

C. 

H.  Jt^wen 

F.  ck、uttg、 

Skkung 

W.  idjung N.  Cciiing, 

M.  I 

Y.  Cckung 

K.  kiun 

「•  kin、 kon 

A.  ckf-wen 
Even  Upper 

Irregular. 

mark  on  the  lower  part  of  the 

kong  means  rain. 

裙脚妹  the  waiting-maid  who accompanies  the  bride. 

裙拖  a  fringe  of  ornaments  hang¬ 
ing  from  the  girdle  over  the  skirt 

布裙  a  poor  dress. 
裙懊  skirt  and  bodice, — a  lady’s dress. 

裙衣  a  covering  to  a  table,  etc 

裙 屐少年  a  dandy. 

A  granary.  A  pen  ；  a 

fold.  Spiral.  [To  be  dis¬ 
tinguished  from  困 6542.] 

輪囷  spiral ;  corkscrewlike. 
天囷  a  group  of  stars  in  Cetus. 

菌 

33。8 

R •眞珍 

See 囷 

Rising  and 

Even  Lower 

and  Upper. 

変1
 

33。9 

R •眞 

See 逡
 

Even  Upper. 

爵 

33io 

331 

卻 

3312 

A  kind  of  black  bamboo  | 

used  for  arrows. 

菌桂  a  fine  kind  of  cassia,  said! to  resemble  bamboo  sprouts. 

To  dawdle  ；  to  move  I 

slowly.  The  name  of  the  I 
father  of  the  Emperor  Yao.f 

行產戔 t。  walk  mincingly. 

OEitiro. 

See  2230. 

Same  as  2230. 

E. 

我 
33X3 

歌 
ec 峨 
Even  Lower. 

331S 

.歌 .  ou 

f 蛾
 

Sven  Lower. 

See  12,680, 

To  chant  ； 
intone. 

to  hum  ；  to 

哦詩  to  hum  poetry;  to  read 
poetry  in  a  sing-song  voice. 

昤哦  to  hum;  to  chant. 

Good；  beautiful.  See 44 1 , 
10,348. 

娥女  a  beautiful  woman. 

矯娥  elegant；  refined. 
宮娥  the  Imperial  concubines. 
娥皇  one  of  the  two  daughters 

of  the  Emperor  Yao,  wh  were 
bestowed  upon  Shun  as  wives, 
b.c.  2288. 

素姻 ̂  a  name  for  the  moon. 

33i6 

^歌 

C.  ngo 
H.  ngo 

F.  ngo Ing 

N.  ngou 

p- ) 

M.  >  ngo^  0^  wo 

Sz. ) 

Y.  <?u,  won 

K.a J.P 

八. nga 

Even  Lower. 

3317 

R  _ 

C-  I 

H.  ?  ngo 
F. ) 

W.  ng、 ngwai N.  ngo 

A  moth. 

蛾子。 r 蛾虫。 r 撲燈 

蛾兒  a  moth. 蠶蛾  the  silkworm  moth. 
蛾眉  beautiful  moth-like  eye¬ brows;  see  7714. 

蛾眉月  the  crescent  moon, 

白蛾瘋  a  white  fungus  in  the 
throat;  diphtheria. 

Hungry. 

肚子餓  hungry. 
你 餓不餓  are  you  hungry? 

餓了一  B  went  hungry  a whole  day. 

會^倒  to  collapse  from  hunger. 

wo、 ngo 

33!7 

P. ) 

M. 

Sz. Y.  ou^  wou 

A.  nga 

Sinking 

Lower. 

餓壤了  prostrated  with  hun-l 

ger. 

餓死  to  die  of  hunger. 

餓不死  won’t  die  of  starva-| tion.  Also,  won’t  kill  by  star-| vation. 

老天 爺餓不 死瞎家 I 

雀兒  the  Heavenly  Father! does  not  starve  even  a  blind! 
sparrow.  Cf.  Matthew,  x,  29. 

餓掻了  starving. 
眞餓了  very  hungry. 
轉 手兒。 r 截勁兒  greed- 1 

incss. 

餓眼  a  hungry  eye. 
餓殍  bodies  of  the  starved. 

餓蚊 子見了 血 the  hun-| gry  mosquito  has  smelt  blood.  I 
Used  in  the  sen^e  of  “where  the  | 

carcass  is,  etc.” 
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33T7 

R. 

33 

歌 
F.  ngo、 tigie 
W.?Jg^ngo 
S« 蛾 

Even  Lower. 

餓鬼  hungry  demons, 一 one  of the  six  classes  of  sentient  beings 

comprised  in  the  circle  of  trans¬ 

migration  (see  3120),  containing 

the  souls  of  men  who  in  their 

human  state  were  avaricious  or 

uncharitable.  Sanskrit :  pretas. 

Also,  the  manes  of  persons  who 
have  not  received  the  rites  of 

burial,  sacrificed  to  on  the  15th 

of  the  7th  moon.  Also,  an  un¬ 
invited  guest, 

窮 思餓想  to  think  deeply. 

The  domestic  goose.  See 

:3，i37. 

草鵝  the  common  goose. 

鵝掌  goose-feet. 

1^1  goose-feathers;  tri
fles. 

鵝絨  goose-down ;  fine  velvet 

鵝翊營  g°ose-quills- 

鵝翎扇  a  goose-feather  fan. 

鵝翊筆  a  quill  pen. 

鶴毛片  flakes  of  snow ;  “old 
Mother  Goose.”  4845. 

鵝頭  goose-head ;  stupid;  a  pro 
minent  forehead. 

默鵝頭  a  stupid  booby.. 

鵝眼  goose-eye ;  small;  small cash. 

鵝蛋臉 ari  OTal  face- 

鵝脂  goose-fat, 一 used  of  shin 
ing  faces. 

鵝腿  a  goose’s  leg, — a  name  for 
the  back  dressing  of  a  woman*： 

R. 

C. 

H.  (  ̂  

F.  ngwo 

N.  ngou 
P.  o)  ngo 

M.  0^  wo 

Y.  ou Sz.  0， wo^  ngo 

K.  wa 
. ka、gu 

A.  ngwa 
Even  Lower. 

hair,  from  the  shape. 

I 水 盡鵝飛  water  exhausted 
I  and  geese  gone,  —  beggared 

bankrupt ;  stone  broke. 

鵝蠱  a  sort  of  slow  poison. 

鵝酒禮  the  goose  and  wine 
ceremony,  —  consisting  of  pre 
sents  of  geese  and  wine  sent 
upon  concluding  a  betrothal,  the 

goose  being  emblematical  of  con¬ 

jugal  fidelity. 

塘鵝  the  pelican. 

企鵝  the  penguin 
天鵝  the  crane;  the  wild  swan. 

水翎鵝  a  kind  of  teal 

" ̂ 袋鵝 《 海鵝  the  white 
albatross  {Diomcdea  brachyurci) 

33l8 

m; 

阿 
3319 

身 先鵝鸛  I  mvself  led  the 
squadron. 

現 放着鴨 子不拏 ，要 

拏鵝  allowing  the  duck  to escape  in  order  to  get  the  goose. 

Said  of  one  who  neglects  a  fair 

profit  in  order  to  defraud  some 
one  out  of  a  larger  sum,  訛 

being  punningly  understood  for 

R. 

鵝. 

See 

3322 

陌 
C.  tigak 

. ngiak F.  ngiah 

W.  nga 

N.  ngah 

⑽ J 

M.  iige 

Y. eh,  ek 

Sz.  nge 

ek 
\.  gaku^giaku 
A.  ngak^^  k^ak 

Entering 

Lower. 

訛1
 

332° 

歌 

To  lie  ；  to  deceive  ；  to 

cheat.  False.；  erroneous 
To  change.  To  move.# 

言  ot  訛語  lies;  false 

stories. 
" 

民 之訛言  the  false  words  of| the  people. 

以 訛傳訛  to  propagate  false hood. 

虛訛  false ;  erroneous. 
誤  to  make  a  mistake;  to  mis¬ 

represent. 

隻 字無訛  not  a  single  word 
wrong. 

篇中 多訛字  many  wrong characters  in  the  chapter. 

人  to  be  importunate ;  to  take 
no  denial. 

訛繆  erroneous. 

Kk 錯  an 
 error. 

原 _ 訛九年  the  original edition  has  “9th  year”  by  mis¬ 
take, 一 instead  of  etc. 

訛索  to  extort  by  lies;  to  de¬ fraud  of . 

Ht  詐人錢  t0  cheat  peoPle  of 
money. 

式 訛爾心 以 畜萬邦 
if  you  would  but  change  your 
heart,  and  nourish  the  myriad 
States. 

平轶 南訛  to  arrange  the transformations  of  summer. 

心訛訛 如懸旌 myheart flutters  like  a  banner. 

或 寢或訛  some  lying  down, some  moving  about. 

頟 

332i 

Same  as  3322. 

額 

2* 

The  forehead.  A  fixed 

number. 

額頭  ot  額顱 the  forehead- 

遍 貼額上  stuck  them  all 
over  his  forehead. 

額角  the  temples. 

額頂  the  top  of  the  head. 

以 手加額  raised  his  hand  to 
his  forehead, ― delighted  at  the 

good  news. 

額 手相慶  congratulated 
each  other  by  raising  the  hand 
to  the  brow. 

額數  a  fixed  number. 額外  over  and  above  the  fixed number  or  amount;  supernu¬ 

merary. 

額 外外委  a  lance-corporal, 

—Chinese  army. 

額 外叙會  a  special  meeting, 
一 as  of  shareholders. 

額兵  a  fixed  number  of  troops. 

無缺額  there  is  no  vacancy in  the  number. 

額 設船隻  a  fixed  number  ofl 
vessels. 

寬額  a  liberal  number  or  allow¬ 
ance. 

廣額  a  tablet  with  characters inscribed  horizontally,  eulogistic 
of  some  person  or  place. 

額然  suddenly- 

額額  unceasing. 

額引  government  salt. 
馬甘  the  husband  of  an  Imperial princess  under  the  present  dyn¬ 

asty. 

額魯特  Oelot  or  Eleuth, 一 the 
Kalmuks  or  western  Mongols. 

額濟納  the  river  Edsinei. 

額爾沁  Erch‘in,  —  the  envoy 
from  the  Dalai  and  Paushen 

Lamas,  sent  annually  with  pres¬ 
ents  to  Peking.  (Manchu:  dcin), 

額 辣濂亞  a  term  adopted by  Ricci  to  express  gratia. 
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5W 

时 
3323 

R •藥 

See 孽 

Entering 
Lower. 

APS. 

m 

3324 

ir 

3325 

See 萼 

Entering 
Lower. 

惡 
3326 

疆 
3327 

R.  j 

C. 
H. 

3328 

j  ngok 
F. ngauk 
W.  ngo 

N.  ngoh 
P.  ”go\  0 
M.  ngo.  wo、 0 
y.ak 

Sz.  tigo'wo 
K.  ak 

^gaku 

•A.  ngak 
Entering 
Lower. 

譌 
3329 

Honest,  sincere  words 
See  8453. 

謇譯  to  speak  brusquely. 

直謁 to  speak  plainly  without 
circumlocution. 

千 人之諾 諸不如 一 • 

士  之譯謂  the  toadying 
approval  of  a  thousand  people 
is  not  worth  the  straightforward 
criticism  of  one  scholar. 

Same  as  3328. 

The  osprey  or  fish-eagle 
also  called  ‘鷄  and  魚 

鷹 .  5^  2981. 

m±  to  wait  patiently, — as  this 
bird  does  for  its  prey. 

秋闈轉 薦  at  the  autumnal examination  he  took  his  second 

degree. 

鶸 展鵬程  the  osprey  has 
started  upon  the  journey  of  the 

rukh, 一 of  a  successful  graduate. 

騖 烏累百 ，不 如一鶚 ioo  hawks  are  not  worth  one 

osprey. 

See  1 2,779. 

Same  as  3323. 

The  crocodile ;  the  alli¬ 

gator.  Rapacious  ；  cruel. 

躍魚  a  crocodile  or  alligator. 

鱷& 劣吏朋 比爲奸 
the  rapacious  gentry  and  unscru¬ 

pulous  underlings  are  leagued  in 
villainy. 

Same  as  3320. 

恩1
 

3330 

R •元 

C.  yen H.  cn F.  oung 

W.  hig,  ang N.  ertg 

P. M. 

Sz. 

Y.  hi、 ngen 

K.  in 

J.  on 
A.  en 

Even  Upper. 

hi、 ngen or 

E3KT. 

Favour;  grace ；  mercy ； 

kindness  ；  affection. 

恩典。 1 •恩 澤。 r 恩德。 r 

恩 惠 _ •慈 b_ty grace;  kindness. 

皇恩 or 天恩  Imperial Divine  favour. 

恩眷  Imperial  favour. 
恩愛  affection ;  love  of  the sexes. 

恩 愛夫妻  an  affectionate husband  and  wife. 

恩情  kindness ;  affection. 

|感 恩  to  be  grateful  for  kindness. 
I 開恩  to  show  mercy  or  kind I  ness  to. 

|結 之以恩  to  bind  by  ties  of gratitude  for  favours, 

i 恩准  to  kindly  grant. 

恩膏  rich  favours. 
恩 恤商艱  to  have  sympathy with  tl>e  troubles  of  the  mer¬ 
chants. 

恩 公雨便  satisfying  both mercy  and  justice. 

恩主  a  benefactor, 一 generally of  a  master  or  superior. 

恩人  benefactors, 一 in  general. 

大 恩人怎 做敵頭 hcnv can  my  benefactor  become  my enemy  ? 

恩試。 ̂ 恩科  special  exami nations  granted  in  celebration  of 

great  public  events. 

恩貢生  a  degree  granted  to 

秀才  hsiu-tslai  at  a  special examination  as  above. 

恩賞  to  graciously  reward. 

恩全  great  compassion. 

盾 l  f/ti  love  and  hatred. 

於是恩 情即歇 at  this， her  love  (for  him)  ceased. 

恩綸  gracious  words, — of  the 
Emperor. 

恩赦  gracious  pardon. 

恩鑒  your  gracious  considera¬ 
tion. 

恩 

333° 

搵 

333i 

哼 

3332 

3333 

.支齊 

C./，c/ 

^ngi 

F.  v.  nic 
W.  w/ 
N.  hh、 Jr/i^ 

mg 

P.  erh M.  ngi.yi 

Y.  orh^oa 

Sz.  erh 

K.d 

i.dji、kci 

A.  nyi 

Even  Lower. 

i 恩命  your  gracious  command 1 恩  gracious  courtesy ;  con 
descension. 

恩義  kindness  and  justice generous  and  just. 

恩信  kindness  (on  one  side) and  devotion  (on  the  other) 

恩 信相宇  bound  by  mutual 
ties  of  kindness  on  one  side  and 

devotion  on  the  other. 

:恩相  kind  Sir. 
忘 恩賓義  to  forget  kindness and  to  neglect  one’s  obligation 

恩 將仇報  to  requite  good 
i  with  evil, 

i 報恩單  a  notice  Or  placard  of 
a  cure  or  other  blessing  which 

has  been  prayed  for  to  some 

I  god,  and  which  is  supposed  to 
be  the  result  of  the  prayer. 

恩斯勤 斯鬻子 with  lOTe 
and  with  toil  I  nourished  my 

I  young. 

See  1 2,644. 

See  3907. 

A  child  (male  or  female) ； 

a  son  ;  male.  See  5809. 
A  suffix  to  substantives, 

the  extensive  use  of  which 

is  a  feature  of  the  Peking 

dialect. 

兒女  boys  and  girls. 

兒 女之事  sexual  inter 
course. 

小兒 my  son. 我兒  my  child, — to  a  girl  or 

boy. 

兒 時聰慧 she  was  very 
clever  as  a  child. 

兒孫  sons  and  grandsons ;  pos terity.  See  10,760. 

^  a  s
on. 
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EinJEI 
兒，
 3333 

能 兒子乎 can  you  be  as  a 
little  child? 

_  it  is  not  child’s play, 一 trifling. 

兒童 a  lad- 

兒 耶  a  son;  a  young  gentle¬ 
man;  a  husband;  a  soldier. 

快 馬健兒 steeds  and 
sturdy  “boys”  =  soldiers. 

有兒 貧不久 with  s()ns， 
one  is  not  long  poor. 

兒 女乃是 眼前歡 
children  are  present  joys. 

十八個 羅漢女 ，起不 
上個勲 脚的兒 
teen  Lo-han  (sc；  gifted,  ̂ 7291) 
daughters  are  not  equal  to  one 
lame  son. 

小兒 ‘的心 似佛心 心 heart  of  a  little  child  is  like  the 

heart  of  Buddha.  Cf.  “Of  such 

is  the  kingdo.m  of  heaven •” 

偷兒 a  thief- 

女兒 a  girl. 

不員 男兒志 he  didn0tS0 
back,  upon  his  manly  resolve. 

兒女息  a  daughter-in-law. 

兒夫  a  husband. 

兒馬  a  stallion. 

兒驟  a  he-mule. 

一 點兒不 錯  ilQt  the  slisht - 
est  mistake ;  quite  right. 

寶貝兒 my  Pet. 

今兒  to-day.  [In  this  and  the 
four  following  entries, 兒  is  a 

popular  corruption  of  日 .] 

明兒  to-morrow. 
後兒  the  day  after  to-morrow. 

咋兒  yesterday. 
前兒  the  day  before  yesterday. 

沒 有風兒  there  is  no  wind. 

這邊兒 this  side. 
兒茶  an  extract  obtained  by 
boiling  the  brown  heartwood 

of  Acacia  catechu %  Commonly 
known  as  Cutch、 from  the  Runn 

of  Cutch,  near  which  the  tree 

grows. 

兒
，
 

3333 

3334 

R •齊 

See 愧 

Even  Lower. 

¥ 

R •齊 

See 愧 

P.  v. erh 

See 
Even  Lower. 

耳 

333$ 

R •紙 

C.i II.  cngi 
F.  ngi、 ngd^ 

v.  mi W.  zz^  w,  iig、 N.  erh^  ttg 

P.  erh 

M.  ng  'i Y. oa、  orh 
Sz.  erh 

K.i 

J.  dji、ni A.  nyi 

Rising  Lower. 

兒  the  sunflower  ：  the  ane¬ mone.  J 

Read  nz2  or  z2.  A  sur¬ 
name  ； used  with  5429. 

打起声 鶯兒 drive  the young  orioles  away. 

A  tributary  State  under 

the  Chou  dynasty,  also 

known  as  免 JJ  朱 [I， situated  in 
the  south  of  modern  Shan¬ 

tung.  [Correctly  read  z2.] 

A  small  horse.  Also 

read  e2. 

貌‘馬  a  stallion.  See  3333. 

The  ear.  A  handle ;  that 

which  is  at  the  side.  A  fun¬ 

gus  ； see  8077  and  10,956. 

An  expletive.  A  final  par¬ 
ticle.  Radical  128.  See 
1617,  6254. 

耳  the  ear.  See  11,321. 

耳  ̂   長  Ion 皮  eared, — meaning one  who  hears  all  that  is  going  on. 

耳聾 耳朵背 deaf, 2880. 

soft-eared, -credulous. 

耳 朵眼兒  holes  in  the  ears for  earrings. 

耳環。 r 耳圈 earrings- 

耳帽 or 耳包兒 hats  or coverings  for  the  ears  in  cold 
weather. 

長耳  Mr«  Long-ears, — a 
donkey. 

耳巴 子 °r 耳瓜子 the side  face. 

打 一 ■個 耳巴子 tQ  give  a box  on  the  ear. 

初 打耳光 子數下 got several  boxes  on  the  ear. 

耳 門  the  cartilaginous  promi¬ nence  in  front  of  the  concha  of 
the  ear  (tragus) % 

3336 

耳郭。 r  耳輪  the  beading  or rim  of  the  ear. 

耳 根  the  protruding  round  bone or  cartilage  at  the  back  of  the 
ear. 

耳是主 聽之敦 the  ear 
is  the  aperture  which  governs 

hearing, 一 the  organ  of  hearing. 

写 ̂   the  cavity  of  the  ear. 

耳 塞  ear-wax. 耳; 子  an  ear-pick. 控耳 Dr 梢耳。 r 取耳 to clean  the  ear. 

，害耳 朶底子 to  have 
«ar，ache.  r 

耳 目、 #rs  and  eyes;  the  senses ; 
observation ;  spies.  | 

耳目 之官 ear  and  eye  offi- 
cials, — the  Censors,  | 

耳目之 _ 不思 & organs  of  hearing  and  seeing  do 
not  think. 

耳力  power  of  hearing. 

耳  f {島  a  singing  in'  the  ears.  \ 

不顧屬 垣有耳 regard- 
less  tha^  walls  have  ears.  See 

10,061. 

打耳  P 査 [cAcal]  to  whisper. 一 * 耳 穴 一 •耳出 in  at  one 
^ar  and  out  at  tKfe  other. 

經  _  必誦  what  she  had 
once  heard,  she  could  repeat. 

掩 耳盜鈴  to  stuff  on^s  ears 
when  stealing  a  bell, 一 forgetting 
that  others  will  hear;  to  deceive oneself. 

耳子  the  trunnions  of  a  gun. 

耳  S  斯磨  inseparable  com¬ panions. 

耳 並私謀  t0  lay  heads  to¬ 
gether  and  make  a  secret  plan, 
— used  of  persons  whispering. 

兩 耳撮風 ，敖 家的妖 

泰 |  two  ears  flapping  in  the  wind forebode  ruin  to  the  family. 

兩耳 垂肩， 大貴人 eats hanging  down  to  the  shoulders 
indicate  high  rank  to  be  attained. 

老人耳 垂子乾 ，必定 
if  an  0以  nian^  ears 

hang  down  and  are  shrivelled, he  will  soon  enter  his  coffin. 
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耳後 不容指 ，八 十不 

age  of  eighty  will  be  passed. 

作耳語 t。  whisper. 

not  be  so  very  palatable. 

耳 食之徒 卜 流） Sobe- 
mouches. 

was 
遠近多 耳其名 he 
. known  far  and  near. 

耳鼠  a  name  for  flying  squii 
and  flying  foxes. 

耳聞  to  hear  as.  a  rumour. 

門耳  a  door-knocker. 

耳門  a  side  door. 

耳房  a  side  room. 

ancestor. 

要 聽者洙 耳而聽 let 
those  who  want  to  listen,  wash 

their  ears, — out  of  respect  ] 
the  subject. 

六十 而耳順  at  sixty,  r 
ear  was  an  obedient  organ, 
for  the  reception  of  truth.  Said 

by  Confucius. 

年 至耳順  sixty  years  of  age, 
— from  the  above. 

充 耳势璧 precious.  stones  to 
stop  the  ear;  see  4676. 

雨餘 忽生耳  when  the 
ceases,  fungi  suddenly  come  into 
being. 

六 轡耳耳  the  six  reins  soft 
and  pliant. 

女 4 人焉耳 乎 have 
you  got  good  men  there  ? [ 女 

卞
 •]

 前言 戲之耳  what  I  said 
just  now  was  in  joke. 

直好 aw 世俗 之樂耳 
1  only  like  the  music  of  the 

present  day.  ’ 

何哉， 無西施 之色耳 
why?  Because  they  have  not 
the  beauty  of  Hsi  Shih. 

rain 

饵
 4 

a 

—  3337 

A  second;  an  assistant. 

、.寘 

Also  read  ni\ 

seeH 

SinkingLower 
) 

:耳 r The  punishment  of 

3338 

cutting  off  the  ears. 

， 真 無或剔 則人 y。11  may  not 

See 耳 

of  yourself  cut  off  the  nose  or 

ears  of  a  man, — there  must  be !  Sinking 

；!  Lower. 
the  sanction  of  the  law. 

; P 耳 4 
The  space  between  the 3339 

mouth  and  ears. 

R .寘 

F.  7U? 

明^  而對 *  to  turn  the  mouth 

See  餌； 

to  one  side  and  answer. 

SinkingLower. 

w An  affluent  of  the  Yellow 

■River  in  Honan. 

3340 
、)耳 、海  name  of  a  lake  in  Yunnan. 

R •紙 
See 耳 

習 1  夕 耳  a  Prefecture  in  Yunnan, 
RisiDg  Lower. where  P^  erh  'tfea  is  prepared. 

珥
 3 

. Ear  ornaments. 

334i 

R •寘紙 

替 琪  hair-pins  and  earrings. 

See 餅 

日  a  kind  of  rainbow  issuing 
N.  v. 三 mi 

from  the  sun. 

Rising  and 

SinkingLower. 

畔 
The  blood  of  a  fowl 

offered  in  sacrifice.  'To  pull 

3342 

R •寘 

the  hairs  out  of  a  victim’s 
ears,  that  the  gods  may 

See  HL 

hear  the  prayers  offered Sinking 
'  Lower. 

up  with  the  sacrifice. 

blood  of  the  ears. 

tr Cakes  ；  meat  dumplings. 
Also  read  nP. 

3343 

r •寘紙 

C.  net2- 
H.  v.  hen 

F.  neP 

W. 三 mi、 mil 
N.  erh\  三 mi, 

flour  cakes. 

糖 餅菜如 gar  /takes. 
Read  ni^.  A  bait. 

^  胃 or  眷 胃  to  swallow  the 
P.  cerh 

M.  cng.i 

bait. 

餌
 3 

3343 
Y.  zorh 

Sz.  Qerh 
K.i 

J.  ni^lji 
A.  nyi 

Rising  and 
Sinking 

Irregular. 

水 寒魚不 輯 when  the water  is  cold,  the  fish  won’t  bite. 

誘餌  to  tempt;  to  lure  on. 

m 

s 

3344 

R •紙 

See Rising  Lower. 

而 3345 

R •支 

C.i 
H.  v.  P 

F,i 
W.zz 

N. 

2 

P. 

erh 

Y. oa^  orh 

, dji、 shi、 i 

Even  Lower. 

One  of  the  八駿  eight 

steeds  of  穆王  Mu  Wang, 

the  fifth  sovereign  of  the 
Chou  dynasty.  See  7385. 

Whiskers  (see  3352).  To 

reach  {see  5668).  A  con¬ 

junction  = and.  A  disjunc¬ 

tive  conjunction  =  neverthe¬ 

less；  yet；  and  yet；  but. 
Like;  as.  You;  your  {see 

5668).  A  final  particle. 
Radical  1 26. 

學而 時習之  to  learn  and. 
as  occasion  offers  to  put  in 

practice, 一 what  one  has  learnt. 

惠而好  hao、 我  ye  who  love 
and  regard  me. 

愛 而不見  loving  and  not 

seeing. 

幼 而學， 壯 .而行 learn while  young,  and  when  grown 

up  put  into  practice. 

人而無 禮 t<3  &  a  man  and yet  to  have  no  sense  of  propriety. 

善 人雖多 而不厭 
though  good  men  may  be  many, 

yet  there  will  be  no  objection  to 

them, — it  is  impossible  to  have too  many. 

日 出而作 ，日 A 而息 
at  dawn  to  work,  at  night  to  rest. 

瓜 時而往 ，瓜 及而代 
to  go  away  at  one  melon  season 
and  to  return  at  the  next.  See 
6281. 

不 嚴而治 he  governs  with¬ 

out  severity •令 

用 晦而明  to  use  darkness  as 
a  means  to  light 

不 思而得  he  got  it  without having  thought  of  it. 

煮海水 而作鹽  to  make salt  by  boiling  sea-water. 
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3345 
其狀如 虎而犬  in  appear- 1 
ance,  a  cross  between  a  tiger 
and  a  dog. 

輪船拖 帶而入  towed 
into  port  by  a  steamer. 

拖 帶而來  it  was  towed. 

止此 而已矣 this  and 
nothing  more. 

九 人而已  only  nine  men. 

有仁義 而已矣  charity 
and  duty  to  one’s  neighbour : 
that  is  all. 

胡然 而天也 as  thoush 
divine ! 

而 月斯征  your  months  are 
going  on. 

而以是 償我矣 take 
this  one  and  make  good  to  me 
一 the  one  I  have  lost. 

而 秉義類  you  ought  to  em 
ploy  such  as  are  good. 

_ 華乎而  there  were  ap 
pended  to  them  beautiful  hua 
stones. 

二 十而一  one  out  of  twenty, 

而今。 r 此而今 now;  the 
present  time. 

而今 的世界  the  present 
generation. 

而後 OT 而后 henceforth; 
afterwards. 

而怳  still  more;  a  fortiori. 

而且  besides ;  in  addition  to 
what  has  been  said. 

此莫而 且  a  strengthened 
form  of  the  above,  the  first 
two  characters  representing  the 
Manchu  equivalent  of  the  last 
two. 

而 乃 _  then;  withal;  and  yet. 

而竟  and  yet;  still. 

作其 鱗之而 tQ  erect  the 
hair  or  bristles  on  the  jaws, 

[作 == 起： 而= 鬍] 

3346 k .虫 
Sec 而 

Even  
Lower.  

I 

The  sides  of  the  mouth 

3339. 

椾,
 

3347 

R •支 

See 而 

Even  Lower. 

w 
3348 

See 而 

Even  Lower. 

蓄 
3349 

R. 支 

See 而 

Even  Lower. 
鮞,
 

335° 

R. 支 

See 而 

Even  Lower. 

RT 

3351 

R ■支 

See 而 

^ven  Lower. 

m 

3352 

R. 支 

See 而 

Even  
Lower. 

m 
3353 

r •支屋 

^ 而肉 

Even  and Entering 

Upper 
and  Lower. 

A  small  post  standing  on 

the  beam  to  support  the 

roof.  A  fungus. 

柵栗  a  variety  of  chestnut found  in  Kiaiignan. 

Water  flowing. 

涕 流連湎  tears  flowing thick  and  fast. 

A  fungus. 

芝谎 a  ground  fungus. 

A  hearse. 

駕奉而  to  hold  a  funeral-  • 

靈緬 反里  the  remains  of  *  ♦  * 
are  sent  back  to  his  native  place. 

See  7222. 

Name  of  a  place  near 

which  伊尹 i  Yin  over¬ 

threw  the  夏  Hsia  and 
founded  the  商  Shang 

dynasty,  b.c.  1766. 

Whiskers  ；  hair.  A  form 
of  3345- 

髫鬍  bristling, — as  the  hair  of| 
an  angry  animal. 

Fish-roe.  Name  of  a  salt¬ 

water  fish.  Also  read  ju 讲. 

魚 禁鲲鮞  fishes  with  eggs may  not  be  caught. 

3354 

R •紙 

c.* 
H. 々/•,  v.  ingi 

F-  h  ngi 
W.zz 

N.  erh 

M. 
 i  irh 

Y.  oa^  orh 

Sz.  erh 

K.i 

]•  dji、 iei 

A.  nyi 

Rising  Lower. 

You ;  your.  A  final  part- 

icle  = 矣 5474 ;  also  used 

with  interrogatives.  An  ex¬ 
pletive.  Used  for  3345. 

Also  read  =  8235. 

爾等。 r 爾曹。 r 爾有衆 
you;  all  of  you. 

爾我  you  and  I- 無受爾 汝之辱 n<3t  tc 
suffer  the  disgrace  of  being 

(or  thou’d)、 一 not  to  be  spoken 
to  in  the  second  person,  which 

is  contrary  to  Chinese  etiquette. 

爾爲爾 1 我爲我 pu  are you,  and  I  am  I, 一 we  are  quite distinct,  and  nothing  that  you 

may  do  will  reflect  upon  me. 

爾衆士  you  scholars. 
百爾  the  various  officials  : 

百官 • 
魏勿爾  don’t,  mother ! _  repeatedly ;  alike  ；  abun¬ 
dant. 

若復爾 爾 if  you  do  this again. 萬千 波之不 過爾爾 
all  waves  are  similar.  See  9336. 

$  if  not,  we  shall  still 
have  to . 

不 得不爾  there  was  no  alter¬ 

native. 

不 得爲爾  you  must  not  act 

I  thus. 

聊 稹爾耳  the  same  thing 
over  again. 

二 十年後 不復爾 

twenty  years'  hence  you  won’t 

say  this. 黃筌 徨生亦 復爾爾 
were  Huang  Ch‘iian  to  come  to 
life  again,  he  could  do  no  better, 
— than  a  certain  artist.  See  ̂ 21, 

故 爾如是  it  therefore  hap¬ 
pened  thus. 

偶 爾違和  became  casually 
indisposed. 

又 都爾耶  at  it  again,  eh? 
云爾  and  so  forth ;  etc. 

自爾 from  that  moment. 

式爾  purposely. 
適爾  accidentally. 
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7J3' 爾 
3354 

乃爾  just  that  way;  it  is  thus; 
since  it  is  so  that;  thus ••… 

何敢爾  how  can  he  dare? 

爾撒  Mahometan  name  for 
Jesus. 

特爾撒  followers  of  Jesus, 
Tersa.  See  11,116. 

〜爾 
Rising  Lower. 

Near  ；  close  ；  akin. 

1 遠邇  far  and  near. 

邇近  near；  hard  by. 

邇來  hitherto ;  recently. 

密邇  adjoining;  close  by. 

已不 可嚮邇  already  not 
to  be  closely  approached, — as  a 
raging  fire. 

日 期伊邇  the  hour  is  at 
hand. 

歲 暮在邇 the  end  Gf  the 
year  is  at  hand. 

余 
3356 

w 

See  13,6.12. 

3357 

R .寘 
;ee 辑 

me、 nyi 

jinkingLower. 

喏 ‘
 

335» 

芯、 
used  also 

u 識？ & 

Rising  Lower. 

入 
3359 

336o 

1 紙 
忧爾 
li/mg  Lower. 

The  tail  or  hair  of  the 

yak.  An  embroidery  of 
feathers. 

白牦 拂二校  two  white  yak- 
tail  fly-brushes. 

A  respectful  reply  to 

superiors.  Also  read  jp 

and  no4*  See  429. 

唱個喏  to  cry  but  a  respect 
ful  assent. 

See  5690. 

An  emphatic  particle, 

implying  certainty.  A  sur- 
name.  Used  with  3354, 
and  often  wrongly  written 

众 • 
氽時  at  that  time. 

3301 

槭‘
 

3362 

R •寘 

See  二 

SinkingLower. 

Same  as  3360.  Used  for 

3354. 

A  variety  of  jujube  plum 

[R  hamnus). 

3363 

R. 寘 

C.t H.  nyi 

F.  nei^  ni 

W.” 
N.  erh^  nyi 

P.  erh 
M.  ngi 

Y. oa、  orh 
Sz.  erh 

K.i 

A.  nyi 

Sinking 

Lower. 

Two;  both  {see  1437) ； 

the  second ；  twice；  to  divide 

into  two.  To  be  double  or 

insincere.  '  Radical  7.  See 

3365. 
Hi  tw^  people  ；  parents. 

有 懷二人  I  think  of  my 
parents. 

二皇  Fu  Hsi  and  Shen  Nung. 

二帝  Ya。 and  Shun. 
二都  the  two  capitals, — of  the 
Han  dynasty,  Ch‘ang-an  and Lo-yang. 

二 人同心 ，其 利斷金 
if  two  men  are  of  one  mind, 
their  sharpness  will  cut  metal, — 
they  will  be  able  to  accomplish anything. 

第二  the  second. 
H  the  second  moon. 

-ZB  the  twelfth  moon ;  see 

5342. 

二則。 r 二來  in  the  second 
place;  secondly. 

二 次  the  second  time. 

老  familiar  mode  of  address¬ 
ing  the  second  son  of  a  family 

不 二價。 r 言無 二價 
no  second  price, — a  shop  notice, 
meaning  that  all  goods  are  at 
fixed  prices. 

無二鬼  a  blackguard;  a  rascal 
. [?  no  second.] 

_  一  而致二 . although there  is  only  one  point  at  issue, 

*  question  has  been 
a  second 
raised. 

於 斯二者  in  these  two 
things. 

不二其 必、 do  not  let  the 
mind  work  in  two  directions, 一 
cultivate  singleness  of  purpose. 

3363 

JESRH 

I 至 明不二  until  dawn,  with- 

j  out  changing，- 

Yen  Shu-tztt. 

-bi*5  feelings.  Seel 

1 姆
 

指1 之 無二字 his| “dame”  never  had  to  teach  himf 

the  same  word  twice, 一 of  Pol 
Chu-i  at  7  months. 

願 收爲沒 菌不二 (志 
ami 

is  understood)  之臣 

willing  to  be  your  faithful  ser¬ 
vant  until  I  have  no  teeth  left, -until  death.  See  648 

I 陰 陽二五 ，交 通成和 _ the  Yi?i  and  Yang  each  five  (out! 
of  ten,  sc.  in  equal  proportions)  I 
produce  harmony. 

夭  two  heavens,— two  chan¬ ces  of  life.  Used  by  a  corrupt! 
official  in  reference  to  his  friend  f 

蘇章  Su  Chang  of  the  Han  I Synasty,  who  he  thought  would  | 

not  betray  him  and  would  there- 1 
fore  be  a  second  heaven  or  crea- [ 
tor  to  him ;  but  he  was  mistaken  [ 
as  to  his  friend’s  integrity. 

二 天之戴  under  a  second! sky, 一 restored  to  life. 
two  or  three. 

二 三其德  to  be  variable  I (now  two,  now  three)  in  conduct.  | See  9552. 

德 二三 動， 罔不凶 
when  the  conduct  is  variable,  I 
mischief  is  sure  to  result. 

二 來枣。 r 二來謂 al woman  with  a  second  husband. 

二 宅先生  a  gegmancer. 一. 藍  dark  blue. 

二吾 猶不足  with  a  levy  j even  of  two-tenths,  I  find  them[ 
(the  taxes)  not  enough.  • — 人計短 ，二 人計長 1 
one  man’s  plan  is  short,  twoj 
men’s  plan  is  long, — two  heads  | 
are  better  than  one. 

二套車  {c^e1)  a  two-horse  | carriage  or  cart. 

二馬車 a  water-pipe. 

二 門  a  side  gate. 

二膀子  the  forearm. 
我 年二六 i  am  i?  years  old.l 二 八  twice  eight, — sixteen  years] old. 

二十 許麗人  a  beautiful  I girl  of  about  twenty. 

52 
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一  4 

3363 

二具  both. 

二 豎爲灾  a  tw0  page-bay 
calamity, — an  incurable  illness. 
The  allusion  is  to  an  incident 

related  in  the  Tso  Chuanr  where 
a  sick  man  dreamt  that  two 

boys,  the  embodiment  of  his 

disease,  hid  in  his  vitals  in  such 

places  as  to  be  beyond  the  reach 
either  of  acupuncture  or  drugs. 
See  5095. 

二 二  indistinctly  heard. 

二  both  parties  being  mu¬ 
tually, — a  phrase  used  in  deeds. 

二 1  十 兩  twenty-five  taels, 
— or  牟封  half  a  package. 
Used  in  the  sense  of  瘋 

half-cracked. 

二四寶 and 二七寶 2.4 
ingots  and  2.7  ingots, — i.e.  ingots 

一‘ 

摯  _ 
33幻 

弍 

3364 

at  Tls.  52.4,  and  Tls.  52.7,  the 
standard  being  nominally  Tls.  53. 

二梯脚  double-explosion  fire¬ crackers. 

二 貝 (I  音  1  another  name  for  the 

八 團掛子  robe  with  eight lasg^  figured  circles  on  it. 

二 報鼓。 ̂ 二炮。1 二更 
the  second  drum  of  the  night, — 
the  second  watch. 

二二 忽忽  indistinct;  con- fused. 

Same  as  3363.  Written 

thus  in  accounts  as  a  se¬ 

curity  against  fraudulent 
alteration  of  amounts. 

1 

才‘
 

3365 

R •寘 

See  二 

Sinking 

Lower. 

To  be  double  or  char 

geable.  To  have  doubts Same  as  3363.  See  336^ 

1 1,646. 

士  蕺其行  y。11， sir， hav 
been  double-dealing. 

始蓖 於更始 began  tc>  1 
disloyal  to  the  Emp.  Keng  Shi 

戴 臣 傳  biographies  of  state 
men  who  have  served  under 

dynasties. 

無蕺爾 心 have  n。 doubts your  hearts. 

戒戴無 導 have  n。 doubt 
have  no  anxieties. 

任賢 when  you  emplc good  men,  do  not  suspect  ther 

胃  a  sub-Prefect. 
S  之第  second  in  the  State, - 
the  Heir  Apparent, 

FA. 

法
 炉 

33紆 

c./«/Q 
n.fap 
F.  hwak 
W./。 

^.fah 

V.JaJa\ifa M.  j  r 

Sz.  S/
a 

Y./aa/i 
K.  pop 

J./id A./ap 

Entering 

Upper. 

7 

The  law  of  the  land  {see 

1910)；  statutes  ；  rules  ;  re¬ 
gulations.  To  imitate  ；  see 

4349.  Means ；  method  •,  plan. 
A  working  factor,  either 

multiplier  or  divisor ;  see 

9947.  The  doctrines  or 

Law  of  Buddha  ；  the  Sans¬ 
krit  dharma,  France;  the 

French.  Also  read  fc^ 
and  See  7940,  7548, 

9987. 

國法。 r 律法。 r 王法。 r 
制  the  law  of  the  land. 

因 法律劣 敖之故 
because  the  laws  were  bad. 

立 法不可 不嚴1 _ 
should  be  enacted  with  severity. 

1 行 法不 可不恕 laws should  be  administered  with 

1  mercy. 

懼法 朝朝樂 t。 fear  the 
law  is  to  be  happy  day  by  day 

無 法無天 n。 respect  fm 
either  God  or  man. 

法 不可活  the  law  cannot  le 
you  live. 

3366 

不法  contrary  to  law. 案 上無刑 ，案 下無法 
no  punishment  above,  and  no 
crime  below, 一 a  happy  state  of 

things  between  rulers  and  ruled. 

沒巳法  to  break  the  law ;  to  offend against  the  right.  See  3428. 

^  to  make  laws;  to  confess 
one’s  sins  before  Buddha.  See 

1  1460. 

作 法自弊  t0  0ffend  against one’s  own  laws. 

爲法 之弊一 至于此 the  abuses  of  the  law  having 
once  reached  this  poiut. 

法眼觀 之 m  seen  with  the eye  of  the  law ;  from  the  point 
of  view  of  the  law. 

辑私 奉法也 t。 seize  smug- gled  goods  is  to  uphold  the  law. 

販私 犯法也 t。 ^  smuS- gled  goods  is  to  break  the  law. 

刑法  Penal  laws;  corporal  pun¬ ishment. 

孰法 如 山  to  maintain  the law  like  a  mountain, — immovably; rigidly. 

法  場  an  execution-ground. 

法 

3366 

&  _  the  net  of  the 
 law;  tl arm  of  the  law. 

法  constitutional  law, — modern  term. 

萬 國 公法  inteniational  la， 
家法  home  punishment, 一 
offenders  against  the  law.  Th 

a  family  will  bury  a  memb 
alive  rather  than  suffer  disgrac 

and  the  authorities  say  nothin 

法家  writers  on  legislation. 

^  ̂   rules  of  polite
ness;  e 

quette. 法度。 r 法則 Wes; tions ;  method. 

法令 ot 法命 0Tdets;  C01 
mands. 

人法 則天地 man  imitat 

heaven  and  earth, 

天明  to  imitate  the  bri 
iancy  of  the  sky. 

法古 所以鲆 今也1 the  analogy  of  antiquity  one  c ‘ 
predicate  of  the  present， 

取法 於上僅 得其寸 

取法於 中才免 1 
if  you  aim  at  the  top  y 
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法 
3366 

will  only  hit  the  middle,  and  if| 
you  aim  at  the  middle  you  willl 

infallibly  find  yourself  at  the  I  、於、 
bottom.  I  3366 

^  methods ;  plans. 

法帖  a  copy;  writing  for  pupils 
to  copy 

锋法 /a :子。 r 無法 there 
is  no  help;  no  remedy.  Also, 
beyond  measure;  excessively 

你想 個法早  think  of. some 
plan. 

— 以爲法  no  means  of 
doing  so. 

歡喜 得沒法  rejoiced  be¬ 
yond  measure 

方 法  means ;  way  of  doing. 

閹鷄猪 等小法  method 
of  castrating  cocks  and  hogs. 

法  standard  weights. 

水法  hydraulics. 

析法  a  plan  for  breaking 
through,  solving,  releasing,  etc. 

佛法  the  Law  of  Buddha;  Bud¬ 
dhism. 

說法。 r 轉法輪  to  preach 
Buddhism. 

得法  to  come  to  apprehend  the 
reality  and  truth  of  Buddhist 
doctrine. 

法輪  the  wheel  of  the  Law, 
the  emblem  of  Buddhism.  Sans¬ 
krit:  dharmatchakra. 

法 /a ‘旨  the  precepts  of  the 
Buddhist  Law. 

法相  the  appearance  of  Buddha 
incarnate 

法耙  the  Law;  what  the  Law 
directs;  a  form  or  appearance 

put  on  by  magic.  See  4249. 

法門  the  south  gate  of  the  卜洽 
sovereign’s  palace;  a  temple  I  gee  汁 gate;  a  set  of  Buddhist  doc」 
trines;  the  Buddhist  church. 

三 乘法門 心 systems  of  the 
Three  Conveyances.  See  770. 

佛 法辉邊 ，大 開法門 
the  religion  of  Buddha  is  bound¬ 

less:  open  wide  the  temple  door. 

法象  modes  and  forms;  pheno 
mena;  see  6627. 

法教  the  religion  of  Buddha. 卜 •月 

法  /a4 語  words  of  the  Law, — |See  罰 
words  of  admonition.  |j.  bochi、 batsz 

法台  the  Buddhist  altar.  | 

琺并
 

33^7 

Entering 

Upper. 

3368 伐 
3369 

法船  the  vessel  of  the  Law,- 
a  paper  ship  burnt  at  funerals.  I 

法王  King  of  the  Law, 一 Bud-| 
dha.  Sanskrit :  dharnui  rddja. 

法 /y 寶  the  siitras.  Also,  I Buddhist  emblems ;  see  5629, 

8720. 

法師  priests  engaged  in  popular! teaching. 

法身  the  spiritual  body. 
法器  the  various  instruments  | 
used  by  Buddhist  priests. 

法號。 r 法名  the  religious  I designation  of  a  Buddhist  priest, [ 
assumed  at  ordination  to  replace  | 

the  姓  name  which  he  then  re¬ 
nounces  for  ever. 

法衣  clerical  robes. 
法水  the  holy  water  sprinkled  | 

by  priests. 

法力  the  magic  arts, — of  the| 
Buddhists. 

法術  tricks ;  mysteries  of  an 
art;  the  black  art. 

符法  to  exorcise. 
or /a* 國。 r 法蘭西 

^ 法郞西  France.  ^3589.! 

法人。 r 法國 A  a  French- j 
man. 

法文  the  French  text. 
法  /a*  蘭  enamel.  See  3367. 
法坐 the  principal  seat  ( 坐 : 

座） • 
Cloisonne  enamel.  [Fori 

correct  term,  see  2143.] 

琺琅瓶 抑  namelled  vase. 

Same  as  3366,  used  only  I 

in  reference  to  Buddhism. 

伐 

33^9 

To  cut  down  ；  to  fell.  A 

go-between.  To  smite；  to 

chastise  ；  to  reduce  •， used 
of  an  open  and  regularly 

organised  attack,  as  opposed 

to 侵 2087.  A  shield.  To 

3370 

m •月 

|§ee  罰 

Entering 

Lower. 

袱 

337i 

垡一
 

make  a  show.  [To  be  dis-l tinguished  from  托  10,547.] 

伐木。 r 伐樹  to  cut  down  I trees. 

伐 萁條枚 i  cut  down  the  j branches. 

勿伐  cut  it  not  down.  [Also 

不伐  not  boastful.] 

伐 柯如何  in  hewing  an  axe- 1 handle,  how  do  you  proceed  ? 一 I 
you  must  use  another  axe.  Andl 

so,  in  marriage,  you  must  have! 
some  one  to  arrange  matters! 
between  the  contracting  parties;  I 

sc.  a  go-between. 

'爲 人作伐 to  act  as  go- between. 

與令 愛作伐  to  arrange  a  j match  for  your  daughter, 一 to| 

be  the  go-between. 

伐氷  to  break  ice. 

^  ̂   to  shave. 
伐國  to  subject  a  country. 

斬 伐四國  destroying  all  I through  the  kingdom. 

韋 顴旣伐  when  the  Wei  andl 
Ku  States  had  been  smitten. 

伐罪  to  punish  an  offence, 

殺 伐利害  to  slaughter  indis¬ 
criminately. 

且 旌君伐  he  set  forth  the| prince’s  deeds. 

伐鼓  to  beat  a  drum.  Also,| 6241. 

伐善  to  make  a  display  of  one’s  | 

goodness. 

不自伐 故有功 he  did| 
not  boast  himself,  consequently  [ 

he  was  rewarded. 

謙 退不伐  modest  and  un-j 
assuming. 

To  till. 

耕垡  to  plough. 

Same  as  3372. 



3372 R •月 

See 伐 

3373 R. 启 

See 伐 

^Entering 

筏#
 

Entering 
Lower. 

A  bamboo  raft. 

紮筏子  to  lash  bamboos  to¬ gether  for  a  raft. 

棑種  rafts  bent  up  at  one  end 
for  going  up  rapids,  etc. 

^  fire-rafts, — for  setting  fire 

to  an  enemy’s  ships. 

w 

Lower. 

筏渡  a  ferry-boat. 

寶  the  precious  raft, 一 of  Bud- 
dha^  teachings,  which  carries 
us.  across  to  the  other  shore. 

The  left-hand  entrance  of 

a  triple  gate,  as  opposed  to 

閲  the  right-hand  entrance. 
Classification  according  to 

rank. 

闊聞  rank  and  length  of  service See  13,777 

或起 Pill 畝 ，不 繫闊閲 
men  were  raised  from  fur¬ 
rowed  fields  (like  Shun),  without 
reference  to  their  rank  in  life, 

-provided  they  were  able  men 

間閲 之家鮮 克由禮 
people  of  rank  and  position  are 
rarely  given  to  being  polite. 

不 審官閥 did  not  ask  his 
name,  etc. 

具 展宗間  told  all  about  his family. 

3374 
R •月物 
發弗 

Entering 

Upper. 

髮 
3375 

\fa^o 

To  open  sluices.  See 

3697 - 

谈灌  to  irrigate;  to  water. 

F.  hwak、 hwok W.> 

If  ah 

?.c/a 

\./aah 

K.pa/ 

J.  hatsz 
K.  fat 

Entering 

Upper. 

The  hair  on  the  human 

head,  as  opposed  to  that  on 

the  body  and  to  the  hair 

of  animals,  both  of  which 

are  毛 7679.  Vegetation 

plants.  See  2687,  6288 

7053  (a  lock) ；  5562  (dye) 

頭  ̂   the  hair  of  the  head. 
一 根髪。 r  一條 頭髪 

a  single  hair. 

J 迨其踵  she  had  hair  down to  her  heels. 

412  ] 

髮 
3375 

髪 委藉地  her  hair  swept  the 
ground. 

髮 同漆黑  hair  as  black  as lacquer, — j  et-black  hair.  See 

6942.
  ^ 

髪  yellow  hair,  i.e.  whitening 
hair, — hoary  heads ;  old  people. 

髪赤  red  hair, — a  small  child； 

髮 白更黑  his  hair  changed from  white  to  black. 

髪鬚皆 白 hair  and  beard quite  white. 

臂  the  hair  on  the  tem¬ 
ples  is  becoming  speckled, — with white. 

三元 女梳整 髪如雲 
the  Heaven-Earth-and-Man  comb 
for  ladies  makes  the  hair  appear 
like  clouds.  Advt. 

削髪  to  shave  the  whole  head, 
—as  priests  do. 

益髪  added  hair;  false  hair; 
chignon. 

髪辮  a  pigtail;  a  queue. 
留髪  to  let  the  hair  grow ;  (of  a 

priest,)  to  become  a  layman. 

^  命蓄髪  the  Emperor  bade him  (a  priest)  let  his  hair  grow. 

^  to  shave  the  head ;  to 
become  a  priest. 

披扉 [散髪  dishevelled  hair. 

髪落  to  become  bald. 
髪綱  a  silk  cap  worn  by  bald women. 

3^  to  put  the  hair  up. 

結 髪夫婦 an  dd  couPle the  woman  being  the  man’s  first wife  and  he  her  first  husband 

Darby  and  Joan. 

髪妻  a  man’s  first  wife. 
束髪  to  bind  the  hair  in  a  knot 
on  the  top  of  the  head,  accord¬ 
ing  to  the  fashion  of  the  Ming 
dynasty. 

髮完&  hair-cap — the  knot  of  hair as  above. 

散髪  with  streaming  hair ;  expl. 

& 不爲冠 所朿也 n。1 confined  by  a  hat;  hence, 
retirement  from  official  life. 

竪髪  hair  standing  on  end. from  fear.  For  anger、 see  6373 

毛髪倒 翌 OT  4 髮袅 

竪  his  hair  stood  on  end. 

髮 
3375 聞 者髪指  one’s  hair  stam 

on  end  at  the  recital  of  su< 

things.  See  8080. 

令 人髪指  enough  to  make 
man’s  hair  stand  on  end. 

毫 髮不爽 not  a  hair  coi 
fortable, 一 completely  wretche 

間 不容髪  couldn't  put  a  ht 
in  between, — exactly  alike. 

人之 有髪兮 ，旦旦 4 

發1
 * 

理  _  has  hair  which  he  pt 
in  order  every  morning, — f< 
lowed  by  有 身有心 4 

胡 不如是 he  has  a 
and  heart :  why  not  treat  the 
likewise  ? 

胃  devoid  of  vegetation. 

髪茱  a  kind  of  edible  sea-wee 

笞  lichen ;  moss. 

石髪  stalactites. 石髮 唾若鬟 stakcti, hang  down  like  hair. 

3376 

:卜。 

F.  hwak、 pwok 

W.> 

N./ah 
P.c/a 

M./fl 

\.faah 

Sz,fa 

Yi.pal 
tsz 

J.  hats 

Entering 

Upper. 

To  send  forth  ；  to  issui 

to  put  forth  ；  to  dismiss ; 
utter;  to  offer；  to  rise； 

shoot  with  a  bow  ；  to  sta 

on  ；  to  be  manifest.  1 
open.  See  10,494. 

發鮮 ■ 01 ■發出 to  send  01 
to  issue. 

發出來  to  emit;  to  send  lort to  break  out,  as  a  fever  or  a  sl« 
disease. 

發了。 r 發出 來了  n 
dewed. 

發票 or 發籤。 r 發鮝 
issue  a  warrant. 

發單  to  issue  a  permit. 

發 單起貨  to  issue  a  pem 
to  land  goods. 

發 還存票 issue  a  dra 
back, 一 to  recover  duty  paid. 

發兵  to  send  troops. 發火。 r 發怒。 r 發氣 
get  angry. 

發 起火來  to  make  fire  bu 
up;  to  get  into  a  passion. 

發梳  to  be  flurried. 

發急  to  get  excited. 

發昏  to  faint 
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發熱。 1 ■發燒 t。 get  hot. 
發潮  t0  get  damp  or  mouldy. 

發汗  to  sweat. 

發誓  to  take  an  oath. 

發叹  to  curse;  to  take  an  oath 

發吾。 r 發語 to  speak  ；  to 
call  out. 

發語詞  initial  particles， 一 
顧 on  the  contrary, 載  etc. 

發信  t。 send  a  letter. 

^JT  發  t。 send;  to  send  away 
to  dismiss.  See  10,494. 

設. 計打發 他出門 
devise  some  plan  to  send  him 
out  of  the  house. 

好打發  easy  to  satisfy. 

打 發不開 unable  to  get 
rid  of. 

我木 杷銀錢 打發你 
I  will  give  you  a  lot  of  silver 

money, — if  you  etc. 

發財  to  make  money ;  may  you 
make  money ! 

快發才  to  call  “nine”  at  the 
game  of  guess-fingers. 

發售。 r  發賣  to  sell;  for  sale. 

發客  for  customers. 
發兌  to  sell  by  retail. 

發行  hang^  to  sell  wholesale. 

發 奮  energetic. 

發糜0 r 發瘋 to  be  mad 
發福  t0  be  in  good  health;  to 
b?  stout. 

發交  to  forward  to;  to  issue  to. 

發回  to 發還  to  return;  to 
send  back；  to  remit  to  the  origi¬ 
nal  court.  ! 

發 文  t0  distribute  (instructions). 
發批  to  lease.  Also,  to  send  a 

reply,  as  a  superior. 

發田批  t。 lease  fields 

發拽  to  give  vent  to  ；  to  exude, 
發解  to  send;  to  forward. 

to  take  the  burial  proces¬ 

sion  to  the  grave.  S 

發作  to  become ;  to  develop 
into；  to  break  out,  as  illness. 

發作 （/tf1  加  not  /d  *•〆） or 

發 

3376 

發 害  t0  storm ;  to  get  intc 
a  passion. 

發願 to  vow. 發愣  t。 be  wool-gathering. 
發帖  to  issue  invitations；  to 

issue  proclamations;  to  be  posted 

d、 發整  t0  be  nervous;  dis¬ couraged. 

發案  tb  publish  a  list  of  success¬ 
ful  hsiu  ts^ai. 

發榜  to  publish  a  list  of  suc¬ 
cessful  chu  jen  or  chin  shih、 

發漏  to  spring  a  leak. 

發默  to  be  stupid. 
發愁  to  be  grieved  or  sad： 

送  to  follow;  to  accompany, 
as  a  funeral. 

發柙  to  send  into  confinement. 

發遣。 r 發配 to  banish. 

發引  to  hold  a  funeral. 
發帯  t。 bestow  gifts,  —  of  a 
monarch’s  presents. 

發電  to  send  a  telegram. 
發] ̂   to  assume  a  charming  or 
winning  manner;  to  fascinate 

發粘  to  be  sticky. 

發煩  to  be  annoyed. 
發 生  to  bud;  to  spring;  to  feel 

strange;  to  seem  new  to. 

發白  to  turn  white. 
東方發 白  it is  getting  light; 
day  is  dawning. 

發采 I  to  turn  red;  to  blush. 

0  胃  to  turn  green, — as  trees in  spring. 

發 晕  t0  turn  giddy. 
發跡  to  set  forth  from.  j 

發 拉  the  strip  of  cloth  car- 1 
ried  with  the  purse  at  the  girdle.  I 
See  3942. 

發 拉 罕木  red  clubs  placed! in  the  doorways  of  Imperial  1 
clansmen,  as  insignia. 

發令  to  give  the  order. 
發號  t。 give  a  signal,— as  by  I 
trumpet,  etc. 

發  to  direct,  —  subordinates.  1 
^  to  publish;  to  make  public,  I 

as  Decrees,  etc.;  to  send  out  fori 
copying. 

I  w 

3376 

1 

發怯  to  be  nervous. 發愤  to  be  nervous, — of  horses.  1 

發遞  to  address,— as  a  despatch! to  an  inferior. 

發屬  to  direct  inferiors. 
發  to  send  to  a  subordinate  I 

for  examination.  f, 

發堵  embarrassed ;  obstructed,! as  the  organs  of  the  body. 

發脹  swollen. 
發搭  the  display  or  procession  I of  led  horses  and  crosier-bearers  I 
in  a  funeral  procession  (Man- 1 
chu  faidan). 

發忙  to  beat  fast,— of  the  heart.  I 

發滑  t。 be  slippery.  [； 

發 個利市 to  commence  1 under  favourable  auspices. 

發縣  to  send  to  the  Districtl Magistrate^, -as  for  punishment.  | 

發麵 yeast. 

發起來  to  rise， as  in  life;  alsoj 
as  dough；  to  grow；  to  increase.! 

發身  to  become  an  adult;  to j 
start  in  life;  to  emerge  from! 

obscurity.  1 

以財  _  身  t0  get  (int0  an| official  career；  by  purchase, — I 
instead  of  by  competition. 

發達 or  备揚  to  rise  to  dis-| 
tinction.  j 

發科甲  t。 graduate  at  the  j 
public  examinations. 

發威  to  stand  on  one’s  dignity,  j 

發現  t。 appear；  to  become! manifest. 

發明  to  make  clear;  Co  dawn.  I 

故以下 痛發之 therefore! 
he  developed  it  more  fully  ini 

the  .context.  .  丨 

發之 鼠 .生 三子。 n  open-1 ing  it  (a  box),  the  rat  was  found! 
to  have  given  birth  to-3  young! 
ones. 

有盜發 張墩陵 some robbers  opened  Chang  ChOn，s| 
tomb.  I 

飄 風發發  the  rushing  wind! is  very  fierce.  I 

要開發 兒  I  want  a  present,! 
i.e.  a  money  tip. 

不要 啓备我 dcmlt 办 to| get  a  tip  out  of  me. 
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_  落  to  dis
pose  of. 

怎 生 發落  what  will  b
e  the 

end  of  it? 

_  其發
落  let  him 

settle  it. 

獨行發 落各案 proceed- 
ed  to  dispose  of  the  various  cases 
by  himself.  , 

侯發落 各案畢 waituntil 
all  the  cases  have  been  dis¬ 

posed  of.  丨 

自 應酌 量發落 Sh0uld  F 
necessarily  be  taken  into  consi¬ 

deration  in  determining  punish-  s 
ment. 

Read  p。' 

鱸 鋪發發 shoalsof 伽吧。〜 
large  and  small.  丨 

3377 
A  large  vessel  ；  a  raft. 

r. 月 

Read  feix.  A  kind  of See 筏 pumelo.  \ 
Entering 
Lower. 

乏 。
 

To  fail ;  to  be  in  want 

of;  exhausted  ；  finished. 

3378 
R 洽 

反 正爲乏 the  character 
fC./^r 

F.  hwak 

cMng  reversed  makes  fa. 

不敢 乏事  I  shall  Hot  ven- W.  vo^  0 tu re  to  hinder  the  matter. 
N.  vah 
P.  if  a 

乏 人照應  wanted  some  one U.fa to  look  after  him. 
\,faah 
Sz./a 

不 乏 人 才  no  want  of  clever K./印, v.  pHp men. 

J.  ho^  bo 
A./ap 

以乳 哺乏人 because  he Entering wanted  a  wet-nurse. 
Lower. 

窮乏。 r 空乏 destitute; 
without  resource. 

缺  $  deficient  in;  lacking;  not 
supplied  with. 

掌 乏利劍 n。 sharp  sword in  hand. 

家中乏 •物  nothing  in  the 
house,— to  eat. 

非中 國所乏 not  a  com- modity  which  is  lacking  in  China. 

困 乏  tired;  weary. 

走 得乏了  I  have  walked 
myself  tired. 

乏乏的  very  tired. 
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3378 

乏銀 or  乏  without  funds. 

使乏了  exhausted ;  finished. 

火某  exhausted  coal, — cinder. 

道乏  to  thank  for  trouble. 

無人保 之乏商  needy 

贬 
3379 

洽 

Entering 

Lower. 

33S0 
Entering 

Lower. 

3381 Entering 

Lower. 

3382 F.  hwak 

W.  vo 

traders  who  cannot  find  sureties. 

Handsome  *,  ladylike. 

Weary  -  exhausted. 

罰”
 

3382 

罰 充入官  confiscated,  一 ; by  the  Customs. 

罰辦  to  deal  with  an  offende to  decide  a  case  by  fine  or  co] 

fiscation. 

恭行天 ii  to  reverently  car】 
out  the  divine  punishment. 

罰令  to  compel  by  way  of  pu ishment. 

罰惰  to  punish  idleness. i 者有賞 ，惡 者有 
the  virtuous  will  be  rewarde 

i  and  the  wicked  punished. 

^  1 

W 
3383 

r •元寒 

歌 

C.fan^p'" 

j  A  tim
e 

： repeat  ；  to 

罰 

To  pound 
read  fei\ 

rice. 
Also 

Yi.fan^p'-an 

F.  hwang， 

p'-wang 

W./a.p^o 

P.  if  a 

U.fa 

Y.faah 
Sz./a 

K.pol 
J.  hetsz^  batsz 

K

,

 

.

f

a

t

 

Entering 

Lower. 

To  punish  •’  to  fine. 

賞  _  rewards  and  punishments. 

責罰 ot 罰罪 punish- 

刑罰  corporal  punishments  of all  kinds. 

罰酒  to  fine  a  person  a  cup  of 
wine,  i.e.  to  make  him  drink  it. 

受罰  t。 be  punished. 

罰不 論骨肉  in  punishing, there  must  be  no  question  of 

flesh  and  blood, — of  favouritism 
on  account  of  relationship. 

罰就不 打， 打 就不罰 
if  you  fine,  do  not  bamboo;  if 
you  bamboo,  do  not  fine.  [This 

rule  holds  good  in  Chinese  po¬ lice  cases.] 

罰銀。 r 铜錢 to  fine. 

罰俸  to  mulct  one’s  salary. 

罰糧 or 譯米 to  cut  one’s 
pay  or  rations. 

罰項。 1 •罰欺 Bes- 

M 

Y.faa、p、aa 
Sz.fan^p^ati K.  pd，t、 pan 
J.  ban、 hart、 

hon、 bon 

K.  fieri 

P:ven  Upper. 

a  turn change. 

ancient  Turkic  tribe ; 

origines  ；  savages. A1 

幾 巷; several  times. 

三番 兩次。 ver  and  ov -w-  again. 

揮番  continuousl P：  »»  炫  W 

做過了  一番官 didat。 
of  duty  as  an  official.  t 

番攤  fan  tan, —the  famous  ga: 
bling  game  of  Macao  and  sou China.  A  heap  of  cash  is  plac 

under  a  bowl,  and  players  bet ' 
what  will  be  the  remainder  wh 
it  has  been  divided  by  four,  v 

one,  two,  three,  or  nothing.  T 

term  means,  “to  allot  seve: 

times^  in  allusion  to  three  tin’ the  stake  which  is  paid  to  the 

who  back  the  right  number. 

更番  t。 alter. 
今番 at  the  present  juncture 

番外  extra. 

八番  eight  tribes  of 苗子 

定番州  i'ing-fan  Chou  in  t 
province  of  Kueichou. 

往 番貿易  to  go  abroad 

trade. 

生 番  barbarians  or  savages, e.g.  of  the  interior  of  Formo 

熟番： savages  who  have  subir ted  to  Chinese  rule. 

社番  the  tribal,  or  unreclaim savages  of  Formosa. 
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番1
 

33*3 

墦:
 

33«4 

元 
i-fan 

Jiwang 
. va 

botih 

faa. 

pon 

bon 

fien 

Even 

^regular. 

XstiLl 

幡 
3.?«5 

fan、 fien 

an  Upper. 

平埔番  Pepo-hwan  or  savages 
of  the  plain, — the  civilised  ab 
origines  living  near  the  moun 
tains  in  the  southern  part  of 
Formosa. 

一番僧 a  foreign  Buddhist 
priest. 

^  語 ， 嘯  jabbering  their foreign  lingo. 

番銀  Mexican  dollars. 

銅番  a  copper  dollar 

番鬼  a  foreign  devil, — term  of 
abuse  applied  to  foreigners. 

番系巴  flannel. 

番茄  the  tomato. 

番石竹  the  Diant hus  or  pink. 

番殺  policemen  ；  constables. 

番像  a  Buddhist  image. 

番奴  servants  to  foreigners. 

番棗  a  name  for  the  波斯 

康， w  11,623. 

Read  po'.  Martial.  See 
12,100. 

番 番良士  a  brave  warrior 

土番  the  T^-poh,  a  tribe  on  the 
west  of  China;  Tibet.  See  12,100 

西番  Sharbar, 

Read  />(anl.  Name  of  a 
District、 

番禺縣  p‘an-yQ  Hsien,  — a 
District  including  a  part  of  Can 
ton  and  Whampoa. 

A  grave. 

墦 間之祭  worship  at  the 
tombs. 

墦琅  a  burying-ground. 

A  banner；  a  pennant  ；  a 

strip  of  silk  with  characters 

embroidered  on  it.  See 

3395. 

張 幡一對  to  display  a  pair 
of  banners. 

幡 
33^5 

R. 

瑶
 2 

3387 

元 

See 播 

k，fan、fien 

Even  Lower. 

繙1
 _3388 

R 元 

See 

A.  Jien、 ifien 
Even  Upper. 

播 
2 

33% 

R •元 

See 燔 

Even  Lower. 

3386 

元 
Q.  fan 
H*  c/ ‘⑽， J 似 
F.  Jiwang 

W.  va 
N.  vaan 

i.  j/a
w 

T ,  faa 

Sz./an 

K.  pon han、 bon . 

Even  Lower. 

樹 素幡降  to  hoist  the  white flag  of  surrender.  [Conquest  of 
Korea  by  China,  a.d.  668.] 

三幡  the  triple  banner  carried 
before  a  corpse  to  the  grave  and there  burnt. 

打幡  to  carry  the  banner  before the  corpse. 

I 幡幡  waving  about,  as  leaves; 
I  frivolous ;  changeable. 

幡然  suddenly；  without  rhyme or  reason. 

幡 系麗  waving;  fluttering；  flap¬ 
ping  in  the  wind.  See  6916. 

To  roast  meat  for 

sacrifices.  To  burn. 

燔 肉不至 ，不 稅冕而 
when  a  part  of  the  flesh  pre¬ 

sented  in  sacrifice  was  not  sent 

to  him,  he  (Confucius)  went  away 
even  without  taking  off  his  cap 

of  ceremony.  Used  in  the  sense 

of  a  pretext  as  opposed  to  the 
real  cause.  Confucius  quitted 

Lu  because  of  the  bad  con¬ 

duct  of  the  prince. [稅 = 脫 • 

盡燔 其糧縠  burnt  up  all 
the  grain. 

燔 以草火  burnt  him  with lighted  (wisps  of)  grass. 

遭 秦燔書  when  the  Chains “burnt  the  books”， •… 

A  precious  stone  found 

in  the  State  of  魯  Lu， and 

known  as 

To  display;  to  open  out, 

as  a  flag.  To  interpret. 

繙譯官  official  Interpreters  of  1 
Manchu;  Interpreters  of  the  Con¬ 
sular  Services. 

繙甚 麽漢話 what  is  k when  translated  into  Chinese  ? 

A  small-sized  deer  found 

among  the  mountains  of 

Koko-nor. 

To  come  back；  to  turn 

over ；  to  change；  to  re-open. 

R  -|39°  〜 供 6572.  A  bout；  a  I I  set.  Used  with  3413. 

See 番  •咖 

Even  Upper. 丨翻生  to  come  back  to  life. 

I  翻飛  to  flutter  hither  and  thither. 

融翻  to  soar,— as  a  kite. 

翻 覆無定  backwards  and| 
forwards  without  deciding. 

翻 來覆去  tossing  about;  I ) restless.  !| 

如江 翻海沸  like  tumblingl river  and  boiling  sea, — of  a  tu-f mult. 

翻江  to  make  a  river  run  back¬ wards, — by  magic. 

杷箱子 翻過來 _  the| box  upside  down. 

翻過來 掉過去 ，總睡 

不 着  turning  over  and  over, unable  to  get  to  sleep.  J 

杷他 稠個過 兒 turnitthej 
other  side  up, 一 as  of  a  blanket,  I etc.  \ 

杷這一 篇翻開 turn  over 
this  leaf^—of  a  book.  j 

翻  _  赛 西  to  turn  things  over,  I 
一 into  disorder.  | 

_  弄  to  turn  over, — as  the  leaves  | of  a  book. 

弄 *  了  overturned  it;  upset  it.  I 
翻 轉  turned  round;  wrong  side 

up. 

打翻  to  upset. 雨翻盆  to  raiu  in  torrents. 

翻筋斗  to  turn  somersaults. 
翻異  to  “go  back  on;”  to  alter  I one’s  conduct. 

翻閱  to  turn  over  the  leaves  ofl a  book  and  examine  it. 

翻潦  topsy-turvy, 翻出來  to  shake  out;  to  qause I to  flutter  out 

翻了身  to  turn  round. 翻臉  to  change  countenance; to  get  angry. 

只怕 你又翻 悔起來 _ 
I’m  afraid  that  you  will  repent,  | 

— your  promise. 

翻控  to  re-open  a  closed  case,  I -of  one  of  the  parties  to  it. 
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重 m ‘胃1 翻前案  to  re-open 
a  closed  case, 一 of  a  Magistrate 
or  other  official. 

翻 刻必究  ^e-printers  will  be 
prosecuted,  —  a  notice  (=  All 

rights  reserved)  seen  on  the  title- 

pages  of  officially-issued  books 
and  others,  apart  from  which 

there  is  no  legal  copyright  in 

China,  though  officials  will  often, 

on  general  grounds,  interfere  to 

stop  piracy.  See  3588. 

翻車  a  spring  net  for  snaring birds. 

奔走 一 ■翻 a  bout  of  rushing, 
— as  on  important  business. 

一翻雨 遠一翻 風^111 
of  rain  followed  by  a  bout  of  wind 

又是一 翻夫地 quite  an 
other  sphere,  or  another  universe 

叫水手 在艙 板底下 

翻 將起來  ordered  the  sail¬ 
ors  to  pass  up  (the  goods)  from 
below. 

翻 花楊梅 a  bub。- 

翻然復 入 he  turned  aDd 
went  in  again. 

3393 

R. 元 

C.  if  an 

F.  jiwang 
N.  vaan 

P.  I  Jan、 M.  (  tfan 

K.  port [. han,  bon 

Even 

Irregular. 

^339
! 

R 元 
See 播 

E  /en  Lower. 

Meats  used  in  sacrifices 

蕃 

J39
2 

R 元 

H.  cp、art、zfan 
F.  Jiwang See 藩 
P.  Jan、 If  an. 
Even  Lower. 

Luxuriant  vegetation.  To 

increase；  to  breed ；  numer 

ous.  Used  for  3383  po' 
and  3397. 

蕃茂  flourishing,  as  a  garden 
to  increase. 

令類 不蕃  cause  the  various species  not  to  breed. 

蕃 令行  large  and  luxuriant,  — as clusters  of  fruit. 

蕃生  to  breed ;  to  increase. 

蕃馬  to  breed  horses. 
蕃 庶  numerous;  increasing,  as 
population,  or  progeny. 

支 孫蕃昌  his  descendants are  numerous. 

蕃盛  abundant;  luxuriant. 

四 國于蕃  acting  as  screens to  the  various  States. 

西蕃  barbarians  of  the  west. 
^  3383»  pox. 

南蕃 =蜀  Sstich4 
,uan. 

賴 

^39
4 

R 元 

See 

Even  Upper 

and  Lower. 

w 

_3395 

R 元 

See 番 

Even  Upper. 

w 
3396 

R •元 

An  animal’s  paw. 

胃胃  ̂ears， Paws» — one  of  the 

八 珍 (see  599)  eight  delicacies on  which  the  Emperor  is  sup¬ 

posed  to  dine. 

王 請食熊 潘而死 the 
king  begged  for  a  meal  of  bears’ paws  before  he  died, — because 
they  take  a  long  time  to  cook, 
and  he  hoped  that  meanwhile 
assistance  would  arrive. 

A  screen  or  hood  for  a 
cart,  called  車 爵蔽. 

A  "banner.  Used  with 

3385 - 

旗嬸  flags  and  banners. 

招魂罐  a  banner  to  summon spirits  to  their  tombs,  especially 

those  of  persons  who  have  died abroad. 

靑  branches  of  trees,  placed 
over  graves,  to  call  back  wan¬ 
dering  spirits. 

信嬸  banners  with  characters written  down  the  middle  to  serve 

as  signals  or  cognizances. 

See 藩 

A./an 
Even  Lower* 

瀋1
 

3397'
 

R 元 

F.  chwatig 

See 播 

A.  cfien,  Jan 
Even  Lower. 

A  sieve. 

簿德  a  refuse  basket 

A  fence ;  a  boundary 

a  frontier  ；  feudatory.  To 

guard. 
藩籬  a  bamboo  fence, a  boundary  wall. 

藩維 a  fence;  an  outlying  de 
pendent  State. 

办 人維藩 good  men  are  a fence, — to  their  country. 

藩域  the  frontier. 
藩邦  leudatory  States. 

3397 

fl 
3398 

凡’
 

suze 

稱 藩于秦  Owned  the 
rainty  of  the  Ch‘ins. 

理 藩院如  Mongolian  Sup erintendency,  —  a  departmen 

charged  with  the  control  of  th 
tribes  of  Mongolia ;  also  wit! 
Tibetan  and  Lamaist  affairs. 

外藩  the  Mongplian  princes. 

藩邸  the  Court  or  capital  of feudatory  prince. 

藩臣  officers  employed  at  Couri an  officer  who  defends  the  realir 

藩蔽  to  protect  and  defend. 

藩屏  a  screen, _ an  official  wh protects  the  frontier. 

胃 official  designation  of  th 

布政使  Financial  Commii 
sioner  or  Provincial  Treasurer. 

藩台  colloquial  designation  c 
the  above. 

藩憲  H.E.  the  Provincial  Con 
missioner. 

藩庫  the  Provincial  Treasur 

藩 f 之頟  such  offi
cials  a 

provincial  governors  and  general 
— Viceroys  and  Tartar  General 

3399 

R. 咸 

0,.  fan 
H,fam 
F.  hwang 

W.  va 

N.  vaan 

M. 
 \fan

 

\.fa
a 

Sz.f
an 

K.  pom 

J.  han、 bon 

K

.

 

f

a

m

 

Even  

Lower. 

Same  as  3399. 

All ;  everybody  ；  th 

common  herd.  Generally 

for  the  most  part.  Mortal 

secular  ；  earthly.  See  700( 

凡人 ai1  men;  men  of  this  worl mortals.  See  below. 

凡事  all  matters. 凡物。 r 凡百 all  thin® 
everything. 

諸凡  all;  every. 
凡有  in  every  case  of;  wherev 
there  is. 

凡遇。 r 凡是  whenever. 

諸 凡多勞  I  am  giving  you 
great  deal  of  trouble. 

不知 凡幾1  d。 nQt  _ how  many  there  are  altogethc 

大凡  in  general;  generally  spea 

mg. 

凡常  usual; common; ordinal 

凡要  the  most  important  oftl 
whole. 
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F'jhjsr 
凡,
 

3399 

帆 *
 

34oo 

咸陷 

/ ‘阿， hwang 
. va、 wa 
vaah 

\ja
n 

faa 

fan 

pom 

han、  bon 

ven  Lower. 

發 凡起例  to  take  a  rough 
or  general  survey  of  a  qtiestion 

a'  d  then  proceed  to  definite 
aiictngements. 

凡 爲瑰 方官者 a11 心 
local  authorities. 

凡回 籍之人  all  those  who 
return  home. 

凡人那 有此法 广 h()w 
should  mortals  have  this  power  ? 

凡世。 r 凡間  the  world. 

凡夫。 r 凡庸  a  common 
person；  an  ordinary  mortal. 

非凡 ^  Of  this  vulgar  world; 
uncommon. 

降凡。 r 下凡  to  come  down 
to,  or  be  born  upon  earth. 

脫凡尸  to  shuffle  off  this  mor¬ 
tal  coll. 

凡胎  of  human  birth. 

思凡  to  long  for  the  world, 
and  its  sinful  vanities. 

凡囂  the  turmoil  of  the  world. 

凡心  worldly  desires. 

凡眼  mortal  eyesight. 

凡雲  earthly  clouds. 

A  sail. 

帆蓬 a  sail. 

帆隨風 張慢也 the  W 
offers  its  full  surface  to  the  wind, 
— running  free. 

帆船  a  sailing-vessel. 

帆布  sail-cloth ;  canvas. 

揚帆  t。 set  sail. 

扯 起半帆  to  close-reef  the sail. 

趁 風起帆  to  set  sail  when 
the  wind  is  fair. 

張雲帆  to  set  the  sky-sails. 

錦 帆高褂  to  hoist  high  the 
embroidered  sail. 

借 一帆風  to  borrow  a  sail- 
ful  of  wind, 一 to  get  help. 

帆 隨湘轉  to  trim  to  circum¬ stances. 

帜柱  a  mast. 
石帆  a  kind  of  seaweed. 

机'
 

3401 

R .咸 

See 凡 

Even  Lower. 

汎 

3402 凡 
*  3403 

R •陷 

C./an^ 

H.  S/am 

F.  hwang) W.  ^wd 
^,,vaan 

M.\^a
n 

Y./a
a 

Sz. /an 

K.  pom 

J.  han、 bon 
Sinking 

Irregular. 

A  large  tree,  the  bark  o 

which  floats  in  water. 

Same  as  3423.  [To  be 
distinguished  from  级 4894. 

Brahma.  Sanskrit  or 

. s  wri- 

3404 

R •元寒 See 鐵 

Even  Lower. 

PMi. 

梵王。 1 •梵 天王。 r 梵 

嚆摩  Brahma, — the  first  per¬ son  of  the  Brahminical  Trinity, 

adopted  by  the  Buddhists  but 
relegated  to  an  inferior  rank  in 
their  hierarchy. 

梵天  the  heavens  of  Brahma, 
consisting  of  eighteen  (in  South 
ern  Buddhism,  sixteen)  heavenly 
mansions  which  constitute  the 

world  of  form.  Also,  the  retinue 
of  Brahma. 

梵相  a  fabulous  Buddha  whose 
domain  is  south-west  of  our  uni¬ 
verse. 

梵國  India. 
梵字 w 梵書  Brahma* ting, — the  written  characters  of 
the  Brahmans,  said  to  have  been 

the  invention  of  Brahma,  but  re¬ 
ferring  to  Pali  as  well  as  to 
Sanskrit. 

梵言。 1 ■梵語  Sanskrit. 

梵志  a  Brahmin. 
梵乘 I  a  Buddhist  monastery. 

梵宇  the  hall  of  image?  in monastery. 

梵咒  Buddhist  prayers  and charms. 

^5  P 貝  Buddhist  hymns;  heavenly 
or  supernatural  music. 

Read  fhig\  The  sough 

ing  of  wind  through  the 
trees. 

Many  ；  multitudinous  ； 

troublesome  •’  harassing,  as 

>pposed  to 簡  1 604.  Used 

with  341 1. 

以爲繁 則近簡 there 叩 pear  to  be  many  (brush-strokes), 
but  seen  close  there  are  few, — 

of  a  picture. 

繁,
 

3404 

3405 

R. 

s+ee  織 

K,  fieri 
Even  Lower. 

3406 

R. 元 

See 鐵 

\.fien 
Even  Lower. 

w 
34°7 

元 

See 礬 

Even  Lower. 

繁 多  multitudinous. 

繁省  many  and  few. 
繁凟  very  numerous;  engross¬ 

ing. 

繫雜 。紛繁  multifarious. 
繁 盛  abundant;  prolific. 

繁  complex ;  complicated 

繁緖  OT  繁冗 overburdened 
with  work  or  cares. 

繁費  extravagant;  costly. 

繁  pomps  and  vanities;  show; 
display. 

繁缺  a  busy  post.  See  1604. 

繁難。 r  繁疲  troublesome 
difficult  to  manage,  as  a  busy 

post.  See  2916. 

繁慝  superfluous；  redundant 
in  excess. 

繁  S.  unwieldy;  cumbrous. 

繁鑽  the  elk. 
繁 / ‘伽2  girth  and  martin 
gale  richly  ornamented  with  co¬ loured  silk. 

Read  p'o2,  A  surname. 

To  water  plants. 

渫溢  to  overflow. 

A  kind  of  artemisia、 

ciefined  as  白嵩； white 

southernwood. 

于 以采蘩  she  gathers  the 
white  southernwood. 

A  hedge;  a  fence. 

53 



34。！ 
R 元 
See 

Even  Lower. 

A  fence  ；  an  enclosed 

Iplace. 

營 營靑蠅 止於樊 the 

磬 
_34©9

 
R 元 
C.  )  r 

H.  
\  fan F.  hwcme 

W.  ̂  
N. vaah 

Y./aa 

Sz.  fan 

K.  pon 
J.  ha nt  bon 

fan、fien 
Even  Lower. 

3410 R •元 
See 

Even  Lower. 

煩,
 

34ii R •元 

See 

h.Jien 
Even  Lower. 

； flitting  blue-bottle  fly  has  stopped 
in  the  hedge. 

樊寵 a  cage. 

不鄭 畜乎彎 (birds)  do  not wish  to  be  fed  in  a  cage. 

飾以 金'  樊  put  it  into  a  golden cage. 

Metallic  salts  for  dyeing 

or  painting.  Alum.  To 
tan  leather  with  lime  and 

copperas.  „ 

I  白  alum.  [Followed  by  珠 

= 1st  quajity ;  by  片 ） =  2nd 
quality.] 

織石  alum  shale. 

璋； 鐵。 r  靑鐵  sulphate  of iron. 

膽  sulphate  of  copper. 

紅鏤  arsenic. 
緑鐵  acetate  of  copper. 
I I  j  a  tree  in  Honan,  the  leaves 

of  which  furnish  a  dyeing  salt. 

織紙  paper  sized  with  alum. 

■皮店  a  tanning-shop. 

A.  small  grasshopper, 
called 貧聲 

氣攀  the  cockroach. 

To  trouble  ；  to  annoy. 

Repetition  ；  fatigue. 

敢煩 i  venture  to  trouble  you. 

煩駕 01 •多煩 您 may  I trouble  you? 

干煩。 r 煩勞  to  trouble  one, 一 to  do  anything. 

I 煩 帶此信  please  take  this letter.  .  • 

I 煩交  please  deliver  to. 

煩爲  to  request  one  to;  to  trouble 
one  to. 

:有一 事相煩  I  have  a  mat¬ 
ter  to  trouble  you  with. 

煩
 5 

34” 

殯3
 

反 3
 

418 
煩凟  to  importune;  to  bother 

煩托  to  trouble;  to  request. 

煩憂 low  spirits ;  depression 

煩望  to  venture  to  hope. 

煩慮 anxious- 

煩喧 noisy. 
煩擾。 r 煩簡  to  annoy. 

煩瑣。 r 煩释。 i •煩碎 troublesome;  vexing. 

煩』 勝  vexed ;  annoyed. 
^惱 皆因强 出頭. 

noyances  all  come  from  making 
oneself  violently  prominent. 

煩悶  depressed ;  downcast melancholy. 

禮煩員 亂  t。。 much  cere mony  is  confusing. 

不 耐 煩  cannot  bear  the  annoy 

an- 

ance;  impatient. 

怪煩的  very  annoying. 
煩難  to  be  in  trouble  about. 

W 要不煩  
the  important points  without  detail.  See  11,660. 

卜 邊 絮  tautol°gy- 

I 濯去 支體煩  to  wash  away 

3412 

R. 元 

See 鐵 

X.fiCfl ^ven  Lower. 

the  fatigue  of  the  body, — as  by a  bath. 

3413 

R 阮元 

ii  \f
an 

F.  hwang^  v. 

W./a 

N.  faan 

\fa
^ 

Y./aa 
Sz.  fan 

,foti 

han 

A./au 

Rising  Upper. 

An  aquatic  grass  or  sedge, 
known  as  靑藏- 

To  turn  back.  To  turn 

over.  To  turn  wrong  side 

up.  Contrary  ；  opposite. 

To  rebel  ；  to  clash.  Used 

with  3390.  See  1272,  1601, 
8080,  884. 

反回。 r 反還  to  turn  back； to  revert  to. 

晉 文反國  when  (Duke)  Wen 
of  Chin  (=  耳) returned 
to  his  country. 

反覆 w 反來 覆去 back- wards  and  forwards ;  over  and 

over.  [The  first  is  also  “to  go 

back  on.’’] 

反
 3 

3413 

反棹  to  back  water. 
反教  to  give  up  one’s  religior 

反悔  to  repent. 
照反  to  reflect  light. 

反照  the  afternoon  sun。 

反轉  to  turn  round. 

反 轉面皮  to  change  conn 
tenance；  to  get  angry. 

反倒  to  turn  upside  down；  01 the  contrary. 

反首  to  disarrange  the  hair. - 
反面  to  turn  the  cold  shoulder the  reverse,  as  of  a  coin;  thi 

wrong  side  of  cloth. 

從反  A  從一  k  (the  chai 千  kan)  is  composed  of 
upside  down  and  — • . 

反  |IJ  to  go  back  on  what  om has  said;  to  say  the  opposite. 

反 言  words  spoken  ironically 
Sec  5367. 

將每反 言之耶 surel> 
you  speak  ironically  ? 

正 言若反  the  truest  sayings are  paradoxical. 

以 此夫 妻反目  because of  this,  husband  and  wife  quar¬ 
relled. 

相反  contrary  to；  opposite  to, 

反芷  to  go  back  to  what  is  right 
{see  9365) ;  to  turn  right  into wrong  {see  687). 

勢如 _ 而反正 they  look 
crooked,  but  are  really  straight. 

這 仵事有 反正®  this 
matter  has  two  sides  to  it. 

遑 仵事反 正得辦 

this 
matter  must  in  any  case  be  put 
through. 

一  ̂   — »  diametrically  op¬ 

posed. 

二者 正相反 the  two  are 
diametrically  opposed. 

反 接其臂  tied  their  hands 
behind  them. 

反性  intractable;  unruly. 

反道  to  act  contrary  to  Tao, 

- as  opp.  to 從道. 

造反 QI •作反 t。 rebel- 反叛。 r 反宼。 r 反賊 rebels. 
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^■-Ajxr 

3413 

倡反  to  drive  into  revolt. 

平  to  reduce  insurgents ;  (read  I 
fan1)  to  set  aside  a  judgment. 

反骨  the  blimp  of  rebellion. 

反亂  anarchy  ；  rebellion ;  con¬ 
fusion. 

反侧  on  the  verge  of  rebellion  ；  I 
wavering. 

反 案  to  send  a  case  back  I 
for  rehearing  .[反 = 翻 •]_ 

反 其所餘  to  send  back  the  I 
surplus. 

反 胃噎食  to  reject  food  from  | 
the  stomach. 

反此 五者未 嘗不危 
也  he  who  offends  against  these! 
five  (rules)  cannot  but  be  inj 
danger。 

未 便出反  it  would  not  bel 
convenient  to  alter  the  arrange- 1 

merit.  
y 

反心 自間  examine  your  own  | 
heart. 

反病  to  have  a  relapse  in  illness.  I 

反 爲不美  on  the  contrary,  it  j 
was  disagreeable. 

反嫌其 短.… but  on  the| 
contrary  object  to  it  as  being | too  short. 

反風  a  contrary  wind. 

反論  to  argue  from  the  opposite,  | 

as  opposed  to  .正論  —e.g.  to 
show  the  advantages  of  孝; filial 

piety  by  establishing  the  disad¬ 

vantages  of  不孝  unfiliai  con¬ duct. 

反語辭  a  disjunctive  particle. 

反切 &  system  of  spelling*  or 
expressing  the  sound  and  tone 
of  any  given  character  by  two 
other  clmracters,  the  initial  of  one 
of  which  added  to  the  final  of 
the  other  making  up  ttie  sound 
required.  First  adopted  by  Sun 

Shu-jan. [及 j^was  used  alone  at 
first,  and  when  it  became  taboo, 

切  was  substituted.  Later  on, 
the  two  were  used  together.  E.g. 

甬 尹錬切  the  character 

卿^ ■  is  spelt  尹鍊  y[in  s]u/ig2 
~yungz.  The  first  char,  gives 
the  initial,  the  second  the  vowel 
and  tone,  even  or  oblique.] 

反罪  to  be  punished  for  an¬ 
other^  crime. 

5413 

坂
,
 

3414 

R. 扁 

H.  I 
 tan 

F.  pang 

W./a 
P. 

M. 
Sz. 

\Jat 

K.  p、an 
J.  han 
A.  ban、 fa, 

Riring  Upper. 
\fan 

反祧  to  give  the  other  side  of 
the  question. 

/ to  put  on  after  turning； 
inside  out. 

反成  became ;  was  turned  into 
反反  respectful ;  observing  the 
rules  of  politeness；  to  fondle； 
to  tickle. 

十八反  eighteen  drugs  which “clash”  when  taken  simulta¬ 
neously,  two  or  more  in  one 

, prescription. 

反 美不美  to  turn  good  into not  good, — to  spoil  in  the  pro¬ cess  of  making. 

用 反間計  to  contrive  to  set at  loggerheads. 

反 不如初  not  equal  to  what 
he  (or  it)  was  at  first. 

反身  to  turn  round. 
反映  to  typify；  to  foreshadow; 

to  prefigure. 

反者  on  the  contrary. 

反是則  if  nQt， then  • . 
反話  reverse  language  as  op¬ 
posed  to  正 面話,  —i,e.  phra 
ses  used  with  a.  meaning  the 
reverse  of  what  they  seem  to 

express. 

反撇下 t。  throw  away  ；  to 
abandon.  . 

反覆 無常咖 e. 

反覆詳 訊  tQ  interrogate  mi- nutely  backwards  and  forwards， 
— with  a  view  to  elicit  the  truth. 

反 風滅火  to  turn  the  wind and  put  out  a  fire, — as  was  done 
by  a  virtuous  magistrate  of  old. 

反變  to  shift  one’s  ground;  to tell  another  story. 

反繫張  and  struck  Chang  in 
stead, 一 of  letting  Chang  strike him. 

34TS 

R .諫 

See 販 

SinkingUpper. 

34i6 

R •諫 

See 販 

SinkingUpper, 

3417 

R •願阮 

See 反 

Sinking  and 
Rising  Upper. 

To  regret  ；  penitent. 

I 恢悔  to  regret. 

A  plain；  a  field.  A  farm a  hamlet. 

田反禱 fields. 

To  vomit  ；  to  faint. 

3418 

R. 願 

0^  fan 

H. 【fan、 fad F.  hwang 

Ifa 

^.faan 

M.  I 
 fan 

Y./aa 

fan 

K.  p、an [j.  han、 hon 

A. 三 ban 
Sinking 

Upper. 

A  hill-side  ；  a  slope  ；  a 
cliff.  Used  with  3421. 

坡圾  a  bank；  a  slope. 

蒲圾  the  place  where  Shun  built |  ̂ 2。 
his  capital,  now  蒲州 府卜 .扁 
P‘u-chou  Fu  in  Shansi.  I  卜 

See 反 

Rising  Upper. 

m 

3419 

To  buy  ；  to  trade  ；  to 

carry  about  for  sale  ；  to deal  in.  See  3743. 

贩 賤賣貴  t0  buy  cheap  and  J sell  dear. 

販貨  to  trade. 販糧  to  deal  in  grain. 
馬  t°  deal  in  horses. 

販戶  dealers. 

販客。 1 •販 夫。 r 販仔 

pedlars. . 販蓮  to  convey  for  sale;  to  trade. 

販賣人  PJ  to  deal  in  male  and  I female, — children. 

人販子  a  dealer  in  children. 

販家  a  dealer  in  women. 

柺販  to  kidnap  for  sale. 
販莊  a  warehouse;  a  large  shop. 

Same  3418. 

To  return;  to  revert  to. 

On  the  contrary.  Used  for 

3413 - 
往返幾  日  how  many  days  to  | go  and  come  back? 

返旋  to  go  back. 
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圾板 
Rising  Upper. 
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返
 3 

3420 

飯 

3422 R. 願阮 

fan F.  hwan
g\ 

^  2^  the  return  of  the  soul 
 to 

the  body  after  death. 

返棹  to  back  water.  ^3413.' 

返 之於天 to  g。 back  tc> 
heaven, — as  the  soul  at  death. 

返程  a  return  journey. 

而 返受累 but  on  the  con- 
trary  got  into  trouble. 

A  bank ;  a  mountain-side. 

陴有漆  on  the  hill-side  are 
varnish-trees. 

Cooked  rice  ；  food  ；  any 

cooked  grain.  See  7254. 

白 沐^飯  cooked  white  rice，- 
of  good  quality. 

pwong2- W.  va 

N. vaan p- ) 

M.  }  fan Sz.  \ 

Y./aa 

Yi.  pan 
hart 

k.fan 
Sinking 
Lower. 

湯  the  water  in  which  rice 
has  been  boiled, 一 much  used 
after  meals. 

水飯  rice  water  with  the  rice 
left  in  it. 

突飯 m 用 飯。1 ■食飯 to  eat;  to  take  a  meal. 

雙過飯 沒有。 r  (more  ele¬ 
gancy)  用過 _飯 沒有 have 
you  eaten  rice  ?— a  conventional 

phrase  of  enquiry  after  a.  person’s 
general  well-being.  See  3930, 

9215. 

一 頓飯。 r  一 餐 飯 a  meal. 

早  breakfast. 
夜 飯  supper.  See  9731， 12,769. 

無飯臂  without  food  to  eat. 

言、; 飯  to  beg  for  food. 

他的 飯量大  he  is  a  great 
eater. 

飯狻  after  eating. 

當 下治飯 &  then  got  food ready. 

飯 不是飯  food  is  not  food, 
i.e.  it  is  no  longer  enjoyable,  as 
under  anxiety,  etc. 

飯尖  a  snack. 
飯 館子。 r 飯莊子 

飯店。 r 飯 舖 arestau- 
rant;  an  eating-house. 

飯攤子  an  eating-stall. 

or 

IT 

3422 

泛
 4 

飯 金  rice-money, 一 board. 

飯單  a  napkin  or  bib. 

靠 天喋飯  trusting  to  Pro¬ vidence  for  their  daily  bread. 

This  sentiment  is  often  expressed 

pictorially,  viz.,  by  two  or  three 

people  靠  leaning  against  the 

character  天  God  and  eating 
rice  out  of  bowls. 

肉 食謂之 下飯. meat  is called  that  which  makes  the  rice 

go  down. 

緊活 不緊飯 be  quick  over your  work,  but  not  over  your 
food. 

肚饑好 喋 麥米飯 
a  hungry  man  will  gladly  eat 
boiled  wheat. 

cooked  millet. 

煮萱飯  to  cook  beans  and glutinous  rice, — for  mourners. 

看反  rice-cutters, 一 the  teeth. 

烏  black  groats,  made  from 
millet;  a  Buddhistic  sacrifice. 

白飯魚  the  whitebait  [Leuco 
soma), 一 so  called  from  its  trans¬ 
parent  body. 

匙 頭  the  spoon-shaped  head, —— the  cobra. 

3423 

R 陷洽 

C,fan 

H,/am F.  hwang 

W.  fa 
P. 

M. 

Sz. 

Y./aa 
Y..  p'om^pdp^ 

Read  fan%.  To  eat 

放飯  to  eat  immoderately. 

不  俱去  they  all  went  away without  eating. 

飯疏食 W 飲水 with coarse  rice  to  eat,  and  water  to 

drink, 一 Confucius  said  he  could 
be  happy. 

亞飯  the  band  master  who  play¬ 
ed  at  the  second  meal  of  a  feu¬ 

dal  prince.  So  三 飯 and 四 

飯. 

To  float  ；  to  drift  ；  to 

sail.  'Unguided  ;  careless  ； reckless. 

floating  about. 

泛漂  light;  buoyant. 

泛 泛其流  drifting  with  the stream. 

to  float  a  vessel. 

泛遊  to  wander;  to  travel. 

泛
 4 

3423 
v.  p、ip 

J.  han、 ho ?t 

A.Jie/n 

Sinking 

Upper. 

3424 

R •陷咸 
See 泛 

Sinking  and 

Even  Upper. 

氾‘
 

3425 

R. 陷 

C.fan 

H./am 

F.  hwang\ 

hwang^ 

W./a 

N./aan 

M.  \
fan 

Y.fa
a 

Si.  fan 

K.  pom 

J.  han、 hon 
SinkingUpper. 

發兵 泛海往 _  sent force  by  sea  to  his  aid. 

vague  expressions. 

泛言事  to  vaguely  allude  t matters. 

泛說 t。  speak  vaguely  0 roughly. 

人泛推 衆人也 mus here  be  regarded  as  a  plural, - 

men. 

泛視  to  regard  as  a  mere  matte of  form. 

泛濫  to  overflow;  verbose. 

泛溢 t。 flow- 泛 常 ordinary;  usual. 

泛泛 的交情  a  casual  ac 
quaintanceship. 

泛 淫  excessive;  overwhelming 

泛洒 t。  sprinkle  abundantly. 

Read  /a2*. 泛潼  the  sound  of  waves  dash 
ing  on  a  shore. 

Read  fhtf.  To  throw 
as  a  horse  its  rider. 

泛駕之 馬 a  horse  tha 
throws  its  rider. 

Plants  floating  on  water 
to  float. 

Water  overflowing.  Agi 

tated.  Name  of  a  river  ir 

Shantung  and’  Honan. 

yg  overflowing;  a  flood. 

旭論  the  title  of  one  of  Huai nan  Tzti’s  chapters,  in  whicl 
success  and  failure  are  reducec 

by  Tao  to  uniformity. 
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范
 4 

3426 

i 

範 
og  Lower 

w 

3427 

兼 

范 
ig  Lower. 

r 

342? 

i 

範 
»g  Lower. 

Plants ;  grass. 

范冠  an  ancient  kind  of  cap. 
See  342^. 

范張 ⑼批  for  Fan  Shih  and 
Chang  Shao  (see  Biog.  Diet.  101). 

A  bee  or  wasp. 

靈 則冠而 蟬有綏 the 
bee  has  the  cap,  the  cicada  the 
fringe. 

To  rush  against  ；  to  clash 

with；  to  invade；  to  offend 

against；  to  transgress ;  to 
violate. 

犯死  to  risk  one’s  life. 

犯夜  to  be  benighted. 

犯潮  t0  get  damp. 

犯潮濕  t。 suffer  from  malaria. 

天 是犯了 潮了  the  air  is 
damp. 

不犯 or 犯本 上 it  is  not 
worth  while. 

犯 不 着生氣 it’s  _  worth 
while  getting  in  a  rage. 

玉 字犯了 寶 玉的名 
the  character  jade  (in  her  name) 
clashed  with  Pao-yu^  name, — 
which  'also  contained  the  word, 
jade.  Such  a  point  would  con¬ 
stitute  an  objection  to  the  be¬ 
trothal  of  two  young  people, 
whose  names  should  not  be  sim- 
ilar  but  rather  complementary 
one  of  the  other. 

犯 ~ 1 個唐字 to  utter  the 
tabooed  word  <-T<angZ, 

河水不 犯井水 river- 
water  does  not  interfere  with 
well-water,— each  goes  its  own way. 

犯地。 r  侵  to  invade  or 
violate  territory. 

犯 境。 r 犯邊 t。 cross  or 
violate  the  frontier. 

客星 犯牛女 a  strange  star 
appeared  in  the  Herdboy  and 
Weaving  Damsel  constellation. 

犯界  to  break  bounds. 

犯名  to  discredit  one’s  name. 
犯字 •  to  take  trouble;  to  be  at 

pains. 

犯
 4 

3428 

犯思 量  to  set  people  wonder¬ ing;  to  give  cause  for  conside¬ ration. 

沒 11  分 (/^4)  to  go  beyond  one’s 
duty；  to  exceed  one’s  powers 
or  duty. 

犯疑  to  encounter  suspicion ; 
to  be  open  to  suspicion ;  to  look, 
or  be,  suspicious. 

注巳 罪  to  commit  a  crime;  to 
incur  punishment. 

犯斬罪  to  commit  a  capital crime. 

才巴  to  violate  prohibitions. 

犯！ 規  t0  break  through  a  rule or  custom. 

才巳人  a  criminal. 
囚 才 H  a  criminal  in  gaol. 

首 沒巳  ringleaders ;  principals. 

夥身 Ei  accomplices. 
積 案饌繫 之竊犯 a thief  with  a  long  and  bad  record. 

:把案  to  be  arrested  on  a  charge 

^  Q 經 犯過案 he  has 
already  been  convicted. 

犯法。 r  沒 11  例  t0  break  the  law. 
斬鉸軍 流徒， 法不可 

沒 巳  decapitation,  strangling^  mil¬ 
itary.  service,  banishment  (for  a 

period),  and  banishment  (to  a 
distance),  are  punishments  not 
to  be  incurred. 

懼法自 不犯法 
fear  the  law  you  will  not  break  it. 

肥童 生犯法 a  fat  student is  an  offence  against  all  rule, — 
he  should  be  thin  from  study. 

The  same  is  said  of  a 

thin  priest,  who  should  be 

fat  from  absence  of  care,  etc. 

千犯例  to  do  what  is  for¬ bidden  by  law. 

相才巳  to  clash,  as  colours  etc.; 
to  violate. 

舉動 各無相 犯 there  was nothing  inharmonious  in  the 

pose  of  each, — of  a  monkey  and 
a  crane  in  the  same  picture. 

欲相才 &  wished  to  violate  her. 

灸 不相犯 》 工 never  touched her*  improperly. 

有犯 尊 顔1  ̂ ave  offended against  you. 

犯
 4 

3428 

範
 4 

3429 

H.  famL 

F.  hwang 

W.‘ 

N.  vaan 
M.  i 

Y./aa3 Sz./an0 

K.  pom 
hon、 han 

K.farrii" 

Rising  Lower. 

343° 

R •陷咸 
See 帆 

Even  and 
Sinking 

Lower. 

換沒巳  to  unintentionally  infringe 

觸犯  to  intentionally  offend. 

犯 上  to  offend  against  one’s  s” 
periors;  to  rebel 

衆 怒難犯  il:  is  awkward  t0 incur  public  resentment, — one 
will  not  be  able  to  stand  against  it. 

沒 巳言韋  to  violate  the  taboo, — as by  using  certain  characters  which 
have  been  set  aside  or  tabooed. See  5217. 

不犯前 輩  does  not  violate the  rights  of  predecessors, — is 

not  plagiarised  from  them. 

犯 而不校 offended  against, and  yet  entering  into  no  alter¬ cation.  Said  to  refer  to  ̂  

Yen  Yiian,  the  favourite  disciple 
of  Confucius. 

犯漆瘡  to  get  sores  from  var¬ 
nish-poisoning. 

遣 已病  to  get  an  illness  back again ;  to  have  a  relapse. 

身 巳小人  to  be  hindered  in  the accomplishment  of  a  matter  by 
the  interference  ofa  third  person. 

A  Jaw；  a  rule ;  a  pattern ; 

a  custom. 

洪範  the  Great  Plan, — title  of one  of  the  chapters  in  the  Canon of  History. 

章 §  a  mould;  a  matrix;  a 

pattern. 
a  constant  law ;  a  custom. 

防範  to  guard  against. 
風  a  stylish  appearance. 

範 圍不過  not  t。 g。 beyond bounds. 

雅範 尊範  your  good  self, 
— a  conventional  phrase  used  in 
letters. 

塑  土  範 金  t0  model  in  clay and  cast  in  metal, — as  Buddhas. 

A  horse  galloping；  to  go 

quickly. 

驚馬風  a  frightened  horse  run¬ ning  away. 

船職 驅而行 a  boat  sailing 
rapidly. 
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3431 
R .元 
See 鐵 

f  -^ov 

Even  Lower. 

酹‘
 

3432 
只 •願 

C.  Lfan 
P.yW 

J.  han、 hon 

A.  Sfan、 ^-van 
Sinking 

Lower, 

# 
3433 

3434^ 

R •鋼元 

遇 
% 娩翻 
赴 
Rising 

Even  and 

Sinking  Lower 
and  Upper. 

方1
 3435 R. 陽 

H.  I  ̂ F.  hwong 

W./oa 
^•fong 

P. 

M. 

An  osier  basket,  used  in 

ancient,  times  by  brides  to 

carry  millet  and  dates  to 
their  husbands.  Also  read 

pien、 、 

_  拜之禮  
the  ceremony  of

 carrying  a  basket  (of  chestnuts), 

一  by  wife  on  introduction  to 
husband’s  parents  the  day  after 
marriage. 

Spirits  distilled  from 

refuse  grain. 

Same  as  3432. 

The  young  of  rabbits, 

said  by  the  Chinese  to  be 
born  at  the  mouth.  To 

litter,  as  rabbits.  Also  read 

fav>  and  fu\  Used  with 

规 7901. 

fanS Y. 

Sz. 
K. pang 

J*  ̂  ^fong 

Even  Upper. 

Square,  physically  or  mor¬ 

ally  (see  4600).  A  place  ;  a 

region.  To  possess  {Odes: 
explained  by  以 爲其所 

也) . .A  slip  or  tablet  of! 
wood  for  writing  on  ；  see 

11,691.  A  recipe；  a  pres¬ 

cription  ；  a  means.  Now； 
still;  ever;  then  ；  at；  at 

most;  actually.  To  com¬ 

pare.  5^5438.  Radical  70. 

四方  square;  rectangular;  N.E.S. 
and  W.;  everywhere  outside  Chi 

na,  which  is  中. 

四 方之極  a  model  for  all 
parts  of  the  kingdom. 

方 
3435 

五方  N.  E.  S.  W.  and  the  centre. Hence  used  to  denote  China  and 
the  remainder  of  the  world  lying 
on  its  four  borders. 

西方  the  west ;  from  the  west. 

方式  square. 方格  chequers;  chequered, 

方圓  square  and  round ;  all 
I  round.  See  2450. . 

方平  a  plane  quadrilateral  sur¬ 
face. 

the  measurement  of  cubic 

area. 

字！  square  characters. 
square  ingots  of  silver. 

方目  a  square  on  a  chess-board. 

方桌  a  square  table. 方面  the  face  of  a  square ;  a 
square  face. 

方 面大耳  square  face  and large  ears, — regarded  as  good 
features  in  a  man. 

志 圓行方  round  in  dispos ition,  square  in  action, — as  a man  should  be. 

何 方圓之 能周兮 hc>w can  a  square  (handle)  fit  into  a round  (hole)  ? 

方丈  an  abbot.  See  424. 

方單  square  document, — a  title- deed  for  land,  issued  in  lieu  of 
original  deeds  which  may  have 

been  lost.  So-called,  either  be¬ 
cause  the  document  itself  is 

square,  or  because  it  is  sealed 
with  a  square  seal. 

圓而秦 向方矣 round with  a  strong  bias  towards  square 
ness. 

無 方之傳  the  doctrine  of non-angub  rity,  —  which  adapts 
itself  to  all  circumstances. 

寸4  the  square  inch, 一 the 
heart,  from  its  supposed  size. 

端  correct,—  as  one’s  demean¬ our. 

方正  square  and  upright, — of high  moral  character. 

做 人甚是 端方胃 
honourable  or  straightforward. 

大方  a  master  workman;  a  man of  eminent  virtue.  A  doctor  for 
adults ;  see  6089. 

不 能知方  unable  to  recog- 

方 3435 

nise  the  rules  of  righteous  c( 

duct. 

教子 要有義 方 & children  their  duty  to  their  nei^ 
bour. 

詖以 直內， 義以方 3 
be  reverent  and  thus  straight 
the  internal:  do  your  duty  a 

thus  square  the  external. 

維 鳩方之  the  cuckoo  p， 
sesses  it, — the  magpie’s  nest. 

方便  convenient.;  the  “go 
works”  of  Buddhism. 

萬 望方便  I  sincerely  ho 
it  will  be  convenient, 一 to  do* 

於 人方便 自己方 a 
if  you  are  accommodating 
others,  you  will  find  it  an  a 
commodation  to  yourself. 

行方便  to  bestow  alms,  etc 佛以慈 悲爲本 ，方益 

門  Buddha  makes  comp sion  the  root  and  charity  tl 

door, 一 of  salvation. 

說方便  to  say  a  good  wo] 

for. 

方便 方便我 say  a  g°c 
word  for  me. 

a  place;  see  10,956. 

方位  location;  situation. 

俅方位  to  proceed  to  a  plac 
or  in  a  direction,  indicated. 

^  local  dialect. 

方物  local  produce, — usually  < 

presents. 

遊 必有方 （a  son)  who  trave abroad  must  keep  his  .paren' informed  of  his  whereabouts. 

上方  a  superior  place;  a  Bu( dhist  monastery. 

上方來 的 _e  f_ th 
Emperor,  or  from  the  palace. 

賜 i 矢 劍  presented
  hir 

with  a  sword, — of  the  Emperc 

to  a  general  going  on  a  campaigr 

適至寶 古 天腕 】ust  33 
got  to  your  country,  evenin, came  on. 

下方人  a  mortal, — as  oppose’ 
to  the  gods. 

何戈 T  人  where  is  the  man  from 

夕 i 方人  a  man  from  anothe 
part  of  the  country;  a  foreigner 

方外  beyond  the  limits  of  th< 
visible  universe;  transcendental 
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方]
 

^435 

beyond  bounds ;  out  of  the 
limit;  a  wandering  priest ；  see\ 

12,442.  
^ 

毋及 妻皆有 方外志 
both  his  mother  and  sister  were  I 
anxious  to  retire  from  the  world,  | 一 into  seclusion. 

方向  direction;  bearings. 

連方向 都忘了  you  have I 
even  forgotten  your  way  about. 

省方  to  examine  the  places. 

修方  to  change  the  aspect, 一 as  I 
of  a  grave,  for  geoman  tic  pur- 1 
poses.  I 

往 埤于方  to  go  and  build  a  I 
city  in  that  place.  j 

方子  a  prescription；  a  cure；  al 
remedy.  I 

開方子  to  write  a  prescription.  I 

方士  a  master  of  recipes, — a  I 
medicine  man;  a  necromancer. I 

草 頭方兒  a  domestic  recipe,l 
一 that  can  be  made  up  at  home,  f 
方脈  to  feel  the  pulse  and  write  I 

a  prescription. 

良方" a  good  prescription. 

沒 有方法  there  is  no .  way,  | 
no  means  of  doing  it. 

方術  a  trick ;  a  stratagem. 

方略 a  plan  ; a  mode  of  action.  I 

方畧館  Military  Archive] 
Office.  I 

仁 之方也  the  art  of  virtue,  j 
墨 一 方 of  ink,  one  cake. 

吾家 嫁我兮 天一方 1 
my  family  have  married  me  into  | a  remote  part  of  the  world.  I 

任 在一方  our  jurisdictions! 
lie  in  the  same  quarter. 

眞有天 各一方 之嘆， truly  it  is  a  case  of  sighing  that  I each  is  in  a  different  corner  off 
the  earth.  j 

相怨  ~ 1  方  tc>  repine  against 
ea〒h  other,  each  holding  his  own  | point  of  view. 

多 方培植  you  have  much  I 
banked  up  my  roots,  — I  am 
deeply  indebted  to  you.  j 
曰 之方中  then  when  the  I 
sun  is  at  the  meridian.  J 

方 何爲期  what  time  can  bej 
fixed  for  his  return  ? 

如川 之方至 like  the stream  ever  coming  on. 

黎 稷方華  the  millet  just 
I  then  in  flower. 

方可  in  which  case  it  will  do. 

方纔 】ust  now  ；  a  moment  ago. 

方今  at  the  present  time. 

方且  then;  forthwith. 

方始  then  and  not  till  then. 

方始放  必、 upon  which  he began  to  feel  at  ease  in  his  mind. 

年 方十歲  just  ten  years  old. 
方命  to  violate  orders;  a  polite 
phrase  for  declining  to  obey,  etc. 

[方 =放] 

只 得方命  we  cannot  but disregard  your  orders. 

不 可方思  it  cannot  be  navi gated  with  a  raft. 

萬 邦之方  the  centre  of  all the  States. 

苑方 秦地少  its  parks, compared  with  those  of  Chfin 
(Shensi)  are  few. 

方人  to  compare  or  measure 
n\en’s  abilities.  Also,  upright men. 

方程  equations. 
立方  cubic  involution. 

方田  plane  mensuration. 
方頂 車子。 「方車 
寺  square-roofed  carts, — used  only 
by  high  officials. 

方良  a  spirit  of  the  lakes  and mountains. 

方伯  epistolary  title  for  a  Pro¬ vincial  Treasurer.  Anciently,  a 
Governor. 

方城  a  fortified  place;  old  name 

& 裕州  in  Honan. 
方殷  critical；  in  a  critical  posi¬ tion. 

方相氏  an  exorcist  charged with  the  duty  of  driving  away 

evil  influences  in  dwelling-houses 
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A  lane ；  a  street；  al 
hamlet  ；  a  subdivision  of  a  I 
city;  a  ward；  a  parish;  a| 
istore  ；  a  workshop. 

坊社  the  altar  to  local  deities,! l.e.  those  who  protect  the  district.  I 

牌坊  an  honorary  stone  gate- 1 
way  put  up  in  commemoration  I of  the  virtues  of  some  local! 

S。 坊表. 

yjj  a  street;  a  neighbourhood;! the  office  of  a  petty  police  nia-| 

gistrate. 

便宜坊  a  restaurant. 
堆坊  a  warehouse. 

書坊  a  book-shop. 

作坊  a  work-shop. 春坊  the  study  or  private  apart- j ments  of  the  Heir  Apparent. 

僧  a  Buddhist  monastery 

寶坊  your  monastery, 一 saic  tol a  Buddhist  priest. 

表坊  a  pattern  or  exemplar  tol be  followed. 

會 禁洋坊  a  notice  put  up  I in  the  fields,  signifying  that! 
the  neighbouring  farmers  have! 
entered  into  an  association  tof 

protect  each  other's  crops  from) 
the  depredations  of  thieves. 

To  hinder  ；  to  oppose. 

紡碍  to  be  an  obstacle ;  anl 
impediment. 

不紡。 r 無紡  there  is  no  | 
objection；  it  does  not  interfere. 

小心 妨害  beware  of  injury.! 

紡 賢病國  a  hindrance  tol 
good  men  and  a  curse  to  the  [ 
State, — as  an  evil  minister 

紡事  to  matter. 妨生 以送死 t0  injure  the living  from  eagerness  to  honour| the  dead. 

To  be  like.  Used  with  I 

3456. 

彷佛  like;  resembling. 

1^*  f 皇  undecided；  agitated. 

彷祥  unsettled;  doubtful. 

仿祥 無所倚 in  a  state  of| uncertainty  without  anything  tol 

rely  upon. 



A  room ;  a  house.  The 

seed-case  of  a  flower,  A 

District  in  Hupeh. 

房子。 i •一處 房 a  hoUi,e. 
The  former  is  used  in  the  south 

for  a  room.  See  12,737. 

房間。 r 房屋。 r 房舍 
houses ;  buildings. 

房  that  part  of  a  Chinese 
house  which  is  in  the  middle 

and  faces  the  south.  See  below. 

照 房  the  back  or  north  aspect. 

廂房  the  wings,  east  md  ost 

of  the  正房 •_ 

蓋房子  to  build  a  house. 

耳 房。 1 "陪房  side-buildings. 
The  second  is  also  a  bride’s 
female  servant. 

上 猜  the  central  or  best  suite 
of  rooms  in  an  inn,  always  re¬ 
served  for  mandarins;  the  rooms 

occupied  by  the.  master  and  mis¬ 
tress  of  a  house. 

走過許 多房頭  passed  by several  rooms. 

房  the  gate-keeper’s  quarters; 
the  porter’s  lodge. 

號房  the  registry  office  of  a 
yamdn\  a  station  for  sentries,  as 
at  the  gate  of  a  city. 

房 ■  the  proprietor  of  the  house. 

房租 Q1 •房錢 rent-、 

房丰它  a  tie-beam. 
房脊 1  the  ridge  of  a  house;  a 

roof. 

房項子 the  rc)c)f. 

房  the  eaves. 

房廠  the  buildings  of  a  factory, etc. 

房 house-allowance. 

房飛子  notices  of  houses  to 
let,  stuck  up  on  walls. 

房親  agnatic  relatives  of  the 
same  branch. 

房族  fellow-clansmen  of  the 
same  branch. 

房長  the  head  of  a  Branch  of 
a  family. 

房地  houses  and  land. 
猜 產  house  property.  Also, 
houses  and  land. 

春冬  title-deeds  for  houses. 

TTjSLJSSCSr 
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房檩  the  cross-beams  of  a 
house. 

the  women’s  apartments. 

下 房  the  servants’  quarters. 

房 下有多 少姬妾 hQW 
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Rising  Upper. 

many  women  have  you  in  your 
household  ? 

賤房。 1 ■敝房 my  wife- 

正 房  the  one  legal  wife.  See above. 

偏房。 i •二房 See  below. 
concubine. 

一連 取過三 遍妻房 
married  three  wives  in  succession. 

補妻房  to  take  a  second  wife. 

辱房之  the  favourite  con¬ 
cubine.  See  2934. 

行房。 r 同房。 r 房 事 
sexual  intercourse. 

房中丹  apnrodisiacs. 
長 房  and  二 .房  the eldest  and  second  married  bro¬ 

thers;  first  and  second  class  as¬ 
pects  for  a  grave.  See  above, 

還要 尋幾雳 喚人 
I  also  want  to  find  some  servants. 

房禾平 an  office. 房  the  six  offices  or  depart¬ 
ments  in  a  ycmen  among  which 
the  work  is  distributed.  They 

are  supposed  to  bear  a  resem¬ 
blance  in  miniature  to  the  Six 
Boards  in  Peking. 

房官。 r 十房司 the  ten officials  who  examine  essays  pre¬ 
vious  to  handing  them  to  the 
Grand  Examiner.  See  9909. 

出 房  to  have  one’s  papers  at an  exam,  passed  on  from  the 

房師 t。 the 座師 .，  instead 
of  being  plucked  at  once. 

The  bright  light  of  dawn； 

to  appear  ；  to  be  made 
manifest. 

防亮 dawn. 防亮炮  the  morning  gun. 

防於 何時, when  did  this become  known? 

造紙昉 於漂絮  themanu- paper  began 
facture  of  paper  began  with 
silk  floss  steeped  in  water. 
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A  wood  used  in  maki 

carts  and  boats.  A  wh 

board  used  at  night  with 

lamp  to  attract  fish  to 跳  I 

jump  into  a  boat. 

飛 搶输枯  in  flight  tc>  re; 
only  an  elm  or  fang, — to  fly  0 
from  tree  to  tree,  as  a  dead: 

偶以枋 榆之飛 just 
cause  I  can  take  a  short  flig 

枯子  a  support;  a  strip  of  wc used  to  strengthen  the  gird 
in  a  roof. 

laths ;  thin  pieces boarding. 

蘇枋木  a  kind  of  sapan  wo 

柿棋 有隼的 否 (asked 
all  the  supports  to  the  bea 
were  accurately  placed. 

clay, 

as To  mould 

potter. 

放人 爲簋豆 the  Pot 
makes  sacrificial  dishes. 

陶旅 po«ers  and  moulders. 

Indistinct.  Used  f( 

3439- 
0^  0^  resembling. 

雨下 相肪 ' the  tw。 are  mu 

alike. 

To  spin ;  to  reel ;  to  twi! 

紡 耖。 r 紡績 OT 紡線 
spin  thread. 

紐絲  to  make  silk  thread. 

紐車子  a  spinning-wheel. 

紡車上  to  go  under  the  be 
of  a 
in - horse  and  resume  one’s  s( 

the  saddle. 

紡織  to  spin  and  weave. 

紡花  to  spin  cotton. 
川紐  Ssuch^uan  pongee. 

输綱  reeled  pongee. - 

Fat  ；  goose-grease. 

脂肪  the  fat  of  meat. 
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芳
1
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/Fragrant;  agreeable ；  ex¬ 
cellent  ； virtuous.  , 

■陽 
芳 薄 /ragrant.

 
«方 芳氣  fragrance. 
Sven  Upper. 

芳正。 1 ■芳草  fragrant  plants. 

尋芳問 衫 P  t()  amuse  oneself 

訪
 8 

3449 

.漾 
*方 
everywhere 
ead  Rising) 
•Png;fong 
Sinking 

Upper 
Irregular. 

Two  boats  lashed  to 

gether  ；  a  large  boat;  a 

galley. 

畫肪  a  “flowe 卜 boat,” 一 a  large 
gaily-painted  barge  used  for  fes¬ 
tive  purposes. 

輕 舫如葉  a  boat  light 
leaf;  a  skiff. 

採蓮舫  a  pick-lily  boat, 
pleasure  boat  for  a  lake. 

舫 中談飲  talking  and  drink¬ 
ing  on  a  barge. 

as  a 

with  flowers  and  trees. 

芳名  a  fragrant  name;  a  good 
reputation. 

流 芳百世  to  hand  down 
good  name  for  many  generations. 

遺芳  to  leave  a  fragrancy  be¬ 
hind  one. 

芳踪  fragrant  records, 一- as  of 
good  men  of  old. 

芳德  fragrant  virtue. 

芳塵  fragrant  dust  ；  the  scent 
of  flowers. 

芳魂  a  woman’s  spirit. 
芳麗  tasteful  and  savoury, 一 as 

a  meal. 

芳儀  your  fragrant  presence. 

To  search  out;  to  enquire 
about.  To  visit. 

明 查暗訪  to  openly  investi¬ 
gate  and  secretly  enquire  about. 

訪問。 r 訪察  to  enquire 
about. 

私 行察訪  to  make  secret 
enquiries, 一 as  a  detective. 

1 祭。 t 訪緝  to  hunt  up  and 

seize,— as  a  criminal. . 

訪確  to  find  out  for  certain;  to 
ascertain. 

訪聞  to  learn  on  enquiry. 

訪  to  search  \jfor  Tao  or 
abstract  truth. 

w 
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訪查。 r 訪尋  to  search  for to  hunt  up. 

訪悉  to  discover. 

訪事人  a  newspaper  corres¬ 
pondent. 

採訪使  the  title  of  a  kind,  of Censor  employed  under  the  遼 

Liao  dynasty.  
w 

訪賢  to  make  search  for  virtu 
ous  men, — to  be  officials. 

訪議  to  consult  about;  to  deli¬ berate. 

嘗訪 僧不禮 he  went  to the  priests  about  it,  but  they 

paid  no  attention  to  him. 

讀 見。 r 訪謁 to  visit. 

訪親  to  visit  one’s  parents  or relatives;  to  enquire  about  the 
connections  of. 

訪 友 to  go  out  calling  on  friends, 

恰 好吳翰 林訪他 bp fortunate  chance  Dr.  Wu  of  the 
Han-lin  called. 

訪 于落止  I  take  counsel  at the  beginning, — of  my  rule 

The  ancient  name  for  武 

康縣  in  Chehkiang. 

A  square  goblet.  A  boil¬ 
er  or  kettle.  An  imitation 

of  the  word  fanam^  an  old 

Madras  coin  worth  about 

one-tenth  of  a  rupee. 

An  embankment.  To 

protect  from  ；  to  guard 

against；  a  remedy.  To  be 
a  match  for. 

隄防  an  embankment ;  {fig、 么 
bar;  a  protection  against. 

防 有鵲巢  on  the  embank¬ ment  are  magpies*  nests.  [防 

may  here  be  the  name  of  a  place.] 

方  it  Qr  防豫  t<5  be  ready for;  to  take  precautions  against. 

防微。 r 防範 t。 take  Pr。- tective  measures. 

防賊  to  guard  against  thieves. 

防1
 

34S2 

m 
3453 

防患  to  guard  against  calami¬ ties. 

人 不及防  one  cannot  guard against  it, — of  a  secret  or  sudden 
attack. 

防 不勝防  impossible  to guard  against. 

防 m  w 防饑  to  provide 
against  famine, — by  laying  in 

stock  of  provisions 

防避  to  take  shelter;  to  seek 
refuge. 

防禦。 > •防 守。 r 防護 t。 
guard;  to  watch  over;  to  protect. 

防禁  to  forbid;  to  prohibit. 

防險號  danger  signals. 
防風  to  guard  against  flatulen¬ cy；  carraway  seeds.  Al^o,  name of  an  ancient  State  situated  in 
modern  Chehkiang. 

to  guard  against  abuses. 

防後手  to  lay  up  for  a  rainy 

day. 

不防頭  to  forget  oneself, — in 

talking. 

防身  to  guard  the  person ;  self- defence. 

防務  defence  works ;  defence measures. 

防 戰 offensive  and  defensive. 

防軍  a  defence  corps. 

大 爲之防  to  draw  Jie  line 
between. 

中 外之防  the  line  drawn 
between  Chinese  and  foreigners. 

冷不防 all  of  a  sudden;  before one  had  time  to  guard  against 
it.  See  6869. 

私防  private ;  secret. 

海 防同知  a  maritime  sub- 
Prefect. 

海防廳  a  maritime  sub- Prefect  or  sub-Prefecture. 

百 夫之防  a  match  for  a 
hundred. 

防民之 口 ，甚 于防川 
to  stop  the  mouth  01  the  public 
is  more  important  than  stopping 
a  river, 一 which  may  be  causing 

flood. 

Same 

as  3439, 

54 
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A  bream. 

豈 其食魚 ，必 河乏魴 
why,  when  eating  fish,  must  we 
have  a  bream  from  the  Ho? 

魴 魚赭屌 the  bream  is 
showing  its  tail  all  red. 

伊洛 鯉魴美 如牛羊 
the  carp  and  the  bream  from  the 
river  I-lo  are  as  sweet  as  beef 
and  mutton. 

To  let  go ^  to  loosen；  to 
let  off :  to  issue;  to  scatter; 

to  put.  To  appoint  to  a 
post.  See  13,151,  7329. 

放行。 1 ■放走 OT 放開。 r 
放回  to  release；  to  let  go. 

故行單  a  release  permit ;  a 
clearance. 

放狗  to  let  slip  dogs, — as  from 
a  leash.  . 

故鷹  to  fly  a  falcon, 

放手 to  let  go  one’s  hold;  to 
stop  work.  See  5304. 

放鬆  to  slack  off;  to  loosen. 

放縱  to  release  from  superin¬ 
tendence;  to  allow  to  run  wild. 

^  to  release  living  creatures, 

一 to  buy  birds  and  fishes  and 
let  them  go  as  the  Buddhists  do, 

hoping  to  secure  thereby  rewards 
in  the  world  to  come. 

放 出來了  he  has  let  it  out, — 
as  a  bird  out  of  a  cage. 

放風箏  to  fly  a  kite. 
故 ，河 （Qr 水） 燈 tQ 
water-lanterns,-— as  is  done  on 
the  15th  of  the  7th  moon,  to 

soothe  the  ghosts  of  those  who 
have  been  drowned. 

放戒  to  release  from  a  vow  of 
abstinence. 

放爆竹  to  let  off  crackers. 

放花  to  let  off  fireworks 

放砲  to  let  off  cannons. 

釋放。 r  發放  t。 release, — 
as  a  prisoner  who  has  served  his 
time. 

放蔽  to  pardon  and  release. 
放給  to  issue;  to  give  out,  as  pay. 

放賑  to  distribute  relief, 一 as 
during  a  famine. 

放屁  to  break  wind. 

敗 3455 
放肄  to  be  impertinent;  to  be 
disorderly  in  conduct. 

放謂 食之放 肄而得 

^  fant  eat  in  an  extra¬ vagant  way,  without  any  limit. 

放蕩  to  be  profligate. 

放 金銀紙  to  scatter  tin-foil money, — upon  the  departure  of 
an  avaricious  and  unpopular 
mandarin. 

放心 w 放寬心  to  relax the  tension  on  the  mind;  to 
cease  to  be  anxious  about. 

放心 不下。 r 心 中放 

不下  unable  to  quiet  one’s anxiety;  did  not  feel  easy  in  his mind. 

不 放在心 上  did  not  think any  more  about  it. 

放在心 裏  to  bear  in  mind; not  to  speak  of. 

^  7^  to  put  to  s
ea. 

放羊  to  tend  sheep. 
放頁  to  give  freedom  to  a  slave; to  allow  a  prostitute  to  marry 

and  become  a  respectable  mem¬ ber  of  society. 

放衙  to  dissolve  or  adjourn  a court. 

放着 . 不做 to  gke  up (doing,  making,  etc.). 

放印子  to  lend  small  sums for  short  periods  at  exorbitant 
Tates;  reckoned  by  the  day. 

放 閭王賬  to  lend  money  at devil’s  (i.e.  at  exorbitant)  rates. 

放家口  to  admit  the  family, to  allow  an  interview  between 

a  condemned  criminal  and  his 

wife/  in  order  that  she  may  bear 

him  a  son  after  his-  death,  and 

the  line  may  thus  be  continued. 

放 學  to  give  holidays  to  school¬ boys. 

^  to  set  fire  to. 

放桌子  to  set  out  the  table ; to  pui  on  the  food. 

放 ▲去  t。 let  g。- 

怎麽放 得他過 w  can I  let  him  go  scot  free  ?— meaning 

that  I  won’t. 

放聲  to  utter  a  sound. 

放氣  to  let  off  steam. 

故號筒  tQ  blc)w  a  steam- 
whistle. 

放‘
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放案  to  publish  a  list  of  sue cessful  candidates. 

放 京債。 r 放官債 
make  loans  to  officials  to  enabL 

them  to  proceed  to  their  posts 

^  to  set  foot;  to  step. 

放 大收小  to  expend  agrea 
deal  and  to  get  back  very  little 

放血  to  let  blood. 

放下  put  it  down. 
放下 外任來 t。 get  aP 
pointed  to  a  provincial  post. 

放 在這邊  Put  on  this  side 
放戶  depositors, — as  in  banks 

放光 gleam；  to  glisten. 

放藍光  to  burn  a  blue-light. to  give  off  and  concentrate 
again, 一 as  a  fixed  and  flashing 
light. 

放膽  to  pluck  up  one’s  courage, 
to  venture. 

放浪 江湖間  roamed  aboui 
j  the  streams  and  lakes. 

毋放飯  do  not  eat  immoder 

ately. 

放  Wi  appears  also  to  mean  “tc 
!  distribute  rice  in  charity.” 

放差  to  release  from  duty;  tc give  a  holiday. 

放牌  to  release  batches  of  can didates  who  have  finished  theii 

essays,  as  is  done  at  intervals 
during  the  examination. 

放晴  to  clear  up, — of  weather, 
1 

放定  to  betroth, — as  a  daughter, 
Read  fan#.  To  rely  on. To  reach.  To  imitate. 

摩 放鍾  from  head  to  foot 

放 乎四海  extending  to  th« 
Four  Seas. 

Fang  Hsiin, — the  name  oi 
the  Emperor  Yao  =  Imitatoi 
of  the  achievements  (of  the 
ancients). 

To  be  like  ；  to  resemble  j according  to. 

相做  much  alike. 傲照  like;  as;  according  to; conformably  with. 

倣造  to  make  according  to 
pattern. 
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3459 

。微 
\fei 

L/ui 
\  hi 

fei 

t 

Even  Upper. 

傲效  like；  in  imitation  of. 

傲格& 傲紙。 r 傲影 
copy-slips.  See  13,339. 

寫傲字  to  write  copies. 
做樣  to  follow  the  pattern. 

傲古 筆意  to  imitate  the 
writings  of  the  ancients. 

傲圈  a  flat  brass  ring,  placed 
on  writing  paper  to  keep  the 
surface  smooth.  See  1889. 

Same  as  3443. 

An  open  basket  with  a 

handle,  holding  about  a 

peck.  - Radical  22. 

r'ESI. 

Not；  that  which  is  not,— 

right,  sc.  wrong.  Negative 

as  opposed  to 是  9940. 
Sometimes  forms  a  whole 

sentence  by  itself  =  But 

this  is  a  mistake.  To  dis¬ 

approve.  Radical  175. 

非不  not  not, 一 a  strong  affir¬ 
mative. 

非 此則彼  if  not  this,  then 
that. 

非易  not  easy. 

不非輕  it  is  light. 

非常  not  usual ;  uncommon. 

必 非無因  it  was  certainly 
not  without  a  cause. 

非神 仙而何 if  nc)t  a 职屯 
what  are  you  ? 

非 喫卽暍  if  not  eating,  then 
wanting  to  drink. 

非 禮勿言 ，非 禮勿動 
if  not  in  accordance  with  pro¬ 
priety,  neither  speak  nor  act. 

赤止 OT 非但。 r 非特。 r 
非徒。 r 非獨。 r 非直 
not  only. 

非 此不行  cannot  do  without 
this. 

非1
 

3459 
非 體  disreputable;  not  respect able. 

非語  wrong  language. 

非 僻  profligate ;  abandoned. 

豈 非如此  how  is  it  not  so 一 meaning  that  it  is  so. 

非 同小可  not  a  small 
matter. - 

無 非是他  it  must  be  he. 
溥 天之下 ，莫 非王土 
under  the  wide  heaven,  all  land 

is  the  king’s 

坪 ，也 or 非然 not  so;  not right. 

非 分 办4 之事  not  his  busi¬ 
ness. 

是非  see  9940. 

不 敢爲非  will  not  venture to  misbehave. 

四十 九年非  I  have  made a  mess  of  my  forty-nine  years of  life. 

或 非笑之  some  one  ridicul¬ ed  him  for  acting  thus. [非 

put  him  in  the  wrong.] 

非老子  the  title  of  an  article 

^ 湛 若水  Chan  Jo-shui, adverse  to  the  claims  of  Lao  Tzu 

as  author  of  the  Tao  Te  Ching. 

俱非  they  are  both  wrong, in  their  identifications. 

何 非何惡  why  should  (God) disapprove  of  and  dislike  it? 

喜 或作善 _  _e  write shan  for  hsi,  but  this  is  a  mistake. 

俗作兔 知是也 the  vul 
gar  form  费 （a  hare,  ̂ 12,122) 
is  not  correct. 

俗作 避字非  the  common 
reading  of  避 [for  is  wrong. 

無 非無儀  to  do  neither  evil nor  good, — such  is  the  function of  woman. 

賊 使非智 ，宫 動非刑 
when  thieves  practise  unusual 

cunning,  the  official  employs 

unusual  punishments. " 

非法  illegal;  wrongful. 

非 戰之罪  not  the  fault  ofl the  fighting, 一 i.et  doomed  to  be 
defeated;  a  saying  of  項羽 

.Hsiang  Yu  on  his  final  over¬ throw. 

非
 3 

3459 

R. 

3460 

未 

See 肥 

SinkingLower. 

w 

3461 

R •未微 
See 肥 

Sinking  and 

Even  Lower. 
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K.pi 
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Rising  Upper. 
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3463 

.未 

Sqe 肥 

SinkingLower. 

w 

# 骈就騙  always  cheating 
in  one  way  or  another. 

非望。 r 非想  unexpected unhoped  for. 

非解  r‘ t  easy  to  understand ambiguous. 

非得  tnere  must  be . 非離  not  without;  only  by. 

非 他不可  indispensable. 

非我也 nQt  L 
The  punishment  of  cut¬ 

ting  off  the  .feet,  or  re 

moving  the  knee-pan.  Also 
written  跳. 

The  south  corner  of  a 

room,  where  a  table  was 

spread  with  offerings  to  the 

spirits  of  earth.  Hidden 

low  ；  base. 

Streaks  ；  lines ;  see  988. 

Graceful ；  elegant;  polished 
finished. 

斐美  elegant  ；  polished,  一  of| things  and  persons. 

有 II 君子  an  accomplished 
prince.  See  3479. 

斐 然成章  a  .finished  com position. 

3464 

屌 
H.Jui 

匪 
Rising  Upper. 

R. 

Coarse  grass  sandals. 

To  b e  d e s i r o u s  of 

speaking. 

不 悱不發  I  do  not  help  out any  one  who  is  not  anxious  to 

explain  himself. 

憤悱  eager  (to  learn)  and  anxi¬ ous  to  explain  oneself. 
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3465 .微 

F.fi 

See 

Evpn  Upper. 

42B  ] 

3466 M 鼓 
^非肥 i 
Even  Upper  | 
and  Lower. 

m
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3467 r .扇 
See 匪 

Rising  Upper. 

A  door  with  one  leaf；  a 

cottage. 

俅 扉而待  leaning  against 
the  door  and  waiting. 

柴 ̂ 扉  movable  bars  in  a  fence; 
a  rough  door;  a  hut. 

雙 扉外扃  the  two  leaves  ofl 
the  gate  were  closed  on  the 
outside. 

黃扉  the  Grand  Secretariat. 

圜扉 a  gad. 

To  pace  to  and  fro  ； 
undecided. 

斐 嬰遲遲 hesitating« 

江裴  a  water-nymph. 

Torreya  nucifera^  a  spe¬ 

cies  of  yew  found  in  northern 

China.  To  strengthen  •,  to 
assist. 

裴子  the  nuts  of  the  above  tree, 
used  as  a  vermifuge. 

裴几  benches  or  tables  made  of 

yew.  
• 

粗荣  Cephalotaxus  drupacea^  an 
evergreen  tree  like  a  yew. 

篤罙  to  zealously  assist. 

以 辈民彝  in  order  to  assist 
the  people  in  their  virtuous 

緋1
 

3469 

翁‘
 

3470 

R •未 

c./o* 

H.  Jut 
F.  houP,  Yi 

p. M. 
Y. 

Sr, 
K.pi 

J.  hi 

A./ 

Sinking 

Irregular. 
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3471 

R. 微 

See 肥 

Even  Lower. 

works. 

w 

3468 R •微未 

賄 
See 飛 

Even  and 

Rising  and 

SinkingUpper 
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3469 R •微 

F.  ft 
See 非 

Even  Upper. 

An  ulc^r.  Anaemic 

swelling  of  the  feet. 

Dark  red. 

一緋 衣小女 a  girl  dressed in  dark  red. 

緋紫  Purple. 

緋紅  deep  red. 

牙  the  ivory  (audience-tablet' 
and  red  (robe〉， 一 used  under  the 

T‘ang  dynasty  by  officers  of  the 
5th  grade  and  upwards. 

w 

3472 

R •微尾 

Y.pH 

H-  cfui 

See 非匪 

Even  and 
Rising  Upper. 

脫刺 史系非  to  put  off  the  dark red  dress  of  a  Governor,— -as  on 

promotion. 

A  cock  king-fisher.  See ii，933. 

翡翠  the  small  turquoise  king¬ fisher  (Halcyon  smyrnensis) ;  a 
silicate  of  aluminum. 

翡 赤羽， 翠靑羽 the  /« are  the  red,  the  tslui  the  blue, 
feathers. 

翡翠玉  chrysoprase ;  green 
pyroxene;  malachite. 

The  calf  of  the  leg 

To  protect.  To  decay；  to 
change. 

掛 p  賜 f  the  calf  of  the  leg. 

小 人所腓  our  protection. 

牛羊 腓字之  the  sheep  and oxen  protected  him  with,  loving 
care. 

百 ̂典*  具 用 p  the  plants  all 
decay. 

A  kind  of  radish  or 

red  turnip,  called  by  the 

Chinese  土  瓜  earth-melon. 
Frugal  ；  mean  ；  trifling  ； 
unworthy. 

采葑 采菲無 以下體 
when  we  gather  the  mustard- 
plant  and  earth-melon,  we  do 
not  reject  them  because  of  their 

roots,— neither  should  a  wife  be 
rejected  because  her  beauty  has 
decayed. 

菲飲食  coarse  food  and  drink. 

菲薄  mean;  trifling. 
菲儀。 i 罪物  my  poor  gift. 

菲敬  with  my.  poor  respects, written  on  a  present. 

菲悵。 r 菲憝  mournful;  sad 

菲材  ny  poor  abilities. 

R. 

蜚1
 

3473 

微尾 
F. 

See 非 

Even  and 

Rising  Upper. 

w 

3474 

R •微 

F./r 

See 非 

Even  Upper. 

Read  fei'.  Fragrant. 

^  菲  fragrant;  luxuriant. 

菲菲  odoriferous. 

誹
 3 

3475 

K 微未 

尾 

See 非 

Even,  Rising, 

SinkingUpper. 
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R •微 

F./z 

See Even  Upper. 
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347  / 

R. 微 

See 非 

Even  Upper. 
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3478 

R •微 

Y.pH 

See 非 

Eveh  Upper. 

匪 
3 

3479 

尺屌 

C./ei 

W 

An  insect  produced  in 

damp  places,  which  devours 

grain  and  clothes  ；  a  cock¬ 
roach.  Used  for  3483. 

蜚零  a  ground-bee. 裴 語  slander ;  calumny. 

Robes  dragging  on  the 

ground  ；  the  train  of  a  dress. 

To  slander. 

怨誹 t。  spitefully  slander  an other. 

mn  to  calumniate. 

Driving  rain  and  snow sleet. 

雨 雪霏霏  the  sleet  is  falling 

fast. 

Fragrant. 

碧非 _  w 芳稱 fragrant  & 

3472. 
郁 郁耕辦  very  sweet  anc 
fragrant. 

The  outer  horses  of  foui 

driven  abreast  ；  an  extra 

horse  fastened  to  the  axle 

with  long  traces.  See  1 1,556 

四 牡  _  _  my  four 
 steedi 

advanced  without  stopping. 

Not  ；  without.  Vaga 

bonds  ；  banditti  ；  rebels 

Variegated.  Used  wiri 

'3459,  3462. 

稼 穡匪解  we  have  not  beer 

remiss  in  our  husbandry  . 
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匪 
3479 

/" Y.  I Sz. ] 

K；pi 

J.  hi 

Rising  Upper. 

榧 
3480 

篚 
348 1 

RJi 

SM 非匪 
Rising  Upper. 

妃1
 

3482 

R. 微 
See 飛 

Even  Upper. 

is  our  ac- 

匪媒 不得  without  a  go 
between^ou  cannot  get, 一 a  wife. 

匪 遙  not  far  off. 

莫 高匪山  there  is  nothing 
higher  than  a  mountain.  See 

4956,  12,721. 

匪女 之爲美 i£  is  nc>t  y。11 
(the  flower)  who  are  beautiful, 

— it  is  the  lady  who  gave  you. 

[女 = 汝] 

匪我 想期」 t is  nc>t  1  wh。 
would  protract  tne  time. 

有 匪君子  there 
complished  prince. 

匪類。 r 匪徒  vagabonds ; 
rebels ;  banditti. 

耍匪類  to  become  dissipated. 

奸匪  insurgents;  rebels. 

會 P  or 匪黨  a  league  or 
society  of  bad  characters,  rebels, 
etc. 

教匪  rebels  who  have  formed 
a  sworn  brotherhood. 

比 之匪； v 凶  the  company of  bad  men  is  dangerous. 

匪犯  one  who  has  been  con¬ 
victed  of  highway  robbery,  sedi¬ 
tion,  etc. 

匪首  leaders  of  brigands. 

匪巢  a  rebel  stronghold. 

匪色  particoloured. 

Same  as  3467.  See  also 

8572 - 

Bamboo  baskets,  round 

or  oval,  with  a  cover  and 

short  legs. 

筐篚  baskets  of  various  kinds. 

女 受以篚  a  woman  should 
receive  things  (from  a  man)  in 

a  basket, 一 so  that  their  hands 

may  not  touch. 

A  wife；  an  Imperial  con¬ 
cubine  of  tl\e  third  rank. 

3E  the  wife  of  the  Heir  Appar¬ 

ent;  the  wife  of  any  prince  of 
the  blood. 

天如  the  guardian  goddess  of 
sailors. 

妃1
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R •微 

C.fei 

U.fui 
F.  hi'pwi W.l  , 

N. 

P. ) 

M. . . 

Y/ 卜 

Sz. ) 

K./>i 

J.  hi 

A./ 

Even  Upper. 

皇貴如 and 貴如  Imperial concubines  of  the  first  and 
second  ranks. 

太如 a  Dowager  concubine. 

宮如。 r 嬪如 ladies-in- waiting；  a  general  term  for  the 
women  in  the  Palace. 

奸如  a  designing  woman. 
一 ■騎紅 塵如子 笑 at 
the  clouds  of  dust  beneath  the 

horsemen’s  feet  the  concubine 

laughed, —  said  of  the  famous 

楊貴如  Yang  Kuei-fei,  who caused  lichees  to  be  forwarded 

to  her  from  the  south  by  express 
couriers.  See  698^. 

To  fly  ；  to  moye  with 
speed.  See  1736,  12,836. 

High  ；  see  7784.-  Radical 183. 

飛翊  to  soar  and  wheel  around, 
as  a  hawk. 

飛潛 動植， 各爲類 
birds,  fishes,  animals,  and  plants, 
each  form  a  separate  class. 

飛食 ot 飛烏 birds- 

飛 食走獸 birds  and  beasts- 

飛 沙走石  dust  and  stones flying, — in  a  storm. 

飛 詹走壁  along  eaves and  walking  along  walls, •― -as  a housebreaker. 

飛  th5  wild  goose. 

飛犠  flying  ants. 星  a  shooting  star;  a  meteor. 

黃 鳥于飛  the  yellow  birds (orioles)  flew  about. 

不 能奮飛 i  cannot  spread my  wings  and  fly  away. 

插 翼難飛  even  with  wings it  would  be  hard  to  get  away. 

飛 龍在天  the  flying  dragon is  in  the  sky, — the  weather  is 

rainy.  • 
the  Emperor  has  ascended 

the  throne. 

飛漲 lip  with  a  rush, —  as 

prices. 飛楊  to  be  raised,  as  dust;  to 
spread,  as  fire. . 

飛 上天去  to  escape. 

飛奔  to  hurry. 

m 

3483 

飛 scudding  clouds. 

飛就  'the  flying  bowl  — the  wine passing  from  one  to  another, 
especially  for  forfeits  in  drinking. 

飛 觥給他  he  had  U  pay  the forfeit  by  drinking. 

飛； 昇  to  go  up  to  heaven. 

飛車  a  flying  chariot;  an  aero¬ 

plane. 
飛— t0  %  upwards;  to  get rapidly  promoted. 

飛鷹  to  fly  a  falcon.  | 

飛速  post  haste. 飛馳 m 飛跑  to  go  express 

speed. 

飛 黃之快  with  the  speed  of 
Fei-huang, 一 a  famous  horse. 

飛面  an  urgent  note. 飛咨  to  send  an  express.  | 
飛報  an  urgent  message;  poscers; bills. 

飛禀  to  send  an  express  des¬ patch, 一 to  a  superior. 

飛飭  to  send  urgent  orders.  L 

差飛馬  to  send  an  express! courier. 

飛啓者 i  write  in  haste  to  say  I 
that. 

飛送  to  forward  by  express  I courier. 

飛賊 台 rebels,  i.e.  here  one 
day  and  gone  the  next 

_  _  swift  of
  foot. 飛筆  flying  pencil,  一  quick! 

writing. 

quick  with  one’s  fists. 

飛災  an  unexpected  calamity. 

火 藥飛災  a  powder  explo-| 
sion. 

飛射士  rapidly-shooting  ar-| chers. 

飛白體  chai  deters  written  as it  were  with  insufficient  ink,  so 

as  to  show  white  spots  in  them. They  were  invented  by  蔡邕 

Ts‘ai  Yung,  who  took  the  idea 
from  a  whitewashes 

太 宗飛白 答劉洎 心 Emperor  T‘ai  Tsung  (of  the 

T‘ang  dynasty)  replied  in  the  fei 

pai  character  to  Liu  Chi, — mean¬ 
ing  that  he  dashed  off  a  reply. 
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34^3 

飛 熟  to  thoroughly  master  a 
subject. 

他念 過的書 他飛熟 

不 能忘了  the  books  he 
has  studied  he  has  thoroughly 

mastered  and  cannot  forget. 

飛劍  to  let  fly  a  ̂sword, — put 
of  the  mouth  or  elsewhere,  as 

magicians  do. 

飛廉  name  of  a  wicked  minister 

of  糸寸  Chou;  name  of  a  palace 
under  the  Han  dynasty ;  name 

bird  with  a  stag’s  body, 
of 

horns,  and  a  snake’s  tail,  which 
can  cause  wind  to  blow  and 

is  worshipped  as  the  Chinese 

^Eolus;  name  of  a  drug. 

飛語  anonymous  placards. 

乃縣飛 書難謗 he  there- 
upon  posted  up  anonymous  and 
scurrilous  placards. 

飛 ( 鹽  flying  salt, 一 snow.  A.  cer- 

_ 謝道瓤  Hsieh  丄  ao-yun 
compared  falling  snow  with  the 

scattering  of  salt,  in  a  verse 

miming 撒鹽 空中差 

可擬  ‘‘It  seems,  methinks,  as 
though  the  air  were  filled  with 

scattered  salt,”  which  line  his 
niece  immediately  capped  by 

the  following  不 如柳絮 

滿天飛  “Say  rather  willow- 
catkins  floating  thick  oW  Vav- 
en’s  vault. n 

飛 頭老子  the  old  man  with 
the  flying  head, — referring  to  a 
superstition  that  the  heads  of 

certain  people  fly  away  at  night¬ 
fall  and  return  at  dawn.  The 

day  before,  the  neck  is  said  to 
become  encircled  with  a  scar; 

and  towards  evening  on  the  fol¬ 
lowing  day,  wings  make  their 
appearance.  This  story  is  told 
in  reference  to  Java  by  an  Indian 

凡僧  Brahmin,  菩蔭勝 
the  P‘u-sa  Sheng. 

飛駁烏  the  eastern  magpie 
(Pica  media). 

飛鼠  a  flying  squirrel  (Pteromys 
xanthipes、 alborufus  et  melano- 

ptenis、 A.  M.-Edw.;  also  the 
Siberian  Sciuropterus  volans^  F. 

Cuv.).  The  term  is  loosely  ap¬ 
plied  to  bats. 

飛生。 r  飛覺  flying  squirrels 
and  flying  foxes. 

肥 3
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3485 

R. 微 

See 肥 

Even  Lower. 

Fat;  plump,  as  opposed 

to 瘦  io,02 1.  Unctuous*  ； rich  :  fertile. 

月 巴爲土  stout  and  strong.  ̂ 3428. 

肥胖。 r 肥大  corpulent. 

肥澤  fat  and  glossy ;  sleek. 

肥美 plump- 

肥肉  fat  meat. 
通肥0 r  精肥  rolling  in  fat. 

君 瘦民肥  let  the  ruler  be thin  so  long  as  the  people  are fat. 

車 馬輕肥  our  carts  are  light and  our  horses  are  fat, — adver- 

I  tisement  of  a  livery - stable. 

策肥  to  whip  fat, — horses,  sc.  to 
have  a  fine  equipage.  See  1622. 

損 人肥己  to  injure  others and  profit  oneself. 

只 顴己肥  only  caring  for one’s  own  benefit. 

分肥  to  share  the  fat;  to  divide 
the  plunder. 

肥弭 肥甘  fat  and  rich,  as meat. 

潤肥  fertile;  rich,  as  soil. 

肥土  fertile  soil. 

肥田  to  manure  fields. 

上肥。 r 落肥  to  lay  down manure. 

肥腯。 r 肥豚膝 纪 as  a  pig. 

肥皂  soap,  —  made  from  the seeds  of  Glcditschia. 

肥 頭子兒  name  of  a  fruit, the  sticky  inside  of  which  is  used 

as  a  hair-pomadd. 

肥國  a  small  feudal  State  in  the east  of  modern  Chihli. 

Name  of  an  affluent  of 

the  Po-yang  lake. 

淝水  a  small  stream  in  Anhui. Also,  the  old  name  of  蒙城 

縣  Meng-ch^ng  Hsien  in  the 
same  province. 

淝泉  diverging  streams  from the  same  source. 

3486 

R •微屌 

肥 
Even  Lower. 

3487 

R. 隊 

C.fai K./ui 
F.  hie 
W.  j  - 

N. 

p- ) 

Y.  U
el 

Sz. ] 

K.fe 

T.  hat  ' 

A./e 

Sinking 

Upper. 

A  grub.  A  kind  of  snake. 

璺嵴  the  grubs  of  beetles. 

螗璺  a  cockroach. 
Ruined  ；  useless  •’  aban¬ 

doned  ； waste. 

殘廢  useless ;  worn  out;  good  I for  nothing. 

廢物  a  useless  thing.  Used  as a  term  of  abuse. 

廢去  thrown  aside ;  discarded, 

廢時  to  waste  time. 
廢事  to  waste  one’s  labour. 

牟 途而廢  to  fail  when  halfj way;  an  abortion. 

不 人廢 言也 d_tlet 
the  (iniquity  of  the)  man  cause 
us  to  undervalue  what  he  says. 

0  g  &  to  let  pr
ivate  busi¬ 

ness  interfere  with  public. 

廢 長立幼  to  set  aside  the  I 
elder  in  favour  of  the  younger. 

不 豫則廢  without  precaut¬ 
ions  there  will  be  failure. 

舉一 而廢胃 laying  too 
much  stress  on  a  single  point 

_  廢 弛  the  admi
nistration 

of  the  State  is  going  to  ruin. 

視 爲廢紙  to  regard  as  waste； 

paper. 廢堕  lazy;  unthrifty. 

廢鐵。 Id  iron. 廢  1^  going  to  wrack  and  ruin. 

廢官。 r 廢員  to  dismiss  an official ;  discarded  officials,  who 
have  been  removed  from  office. 

廢棄  to  abandon. 廢 酒  to  give  up  wine;  to  become a  teetotaler. 

I 薩人  cripples  ；  the  infirm
  and superannuated. 

廢王  to  depose  a  sovereign. 

廢帝  a  deposed  Eraperor. 

廢鐙塔  an  abandoned  light¬ 
house. 

廢了他  destroy  it. 

漢廢 郡爲縣 iheHans 
changed  it  from  a  Department into  a  District, 
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3488 

R. 隊 
F.  y,pouP 

See  
— 

SinkingUpper. 

w 
3489 

R •隊 
;ee 廢 
MnkingUpper. 

沸 4
 

349° 

R •寘物 
Z»fai、fU 

H.  fui 

F.  p^woi^  houk 

Nf./M,/ 

p. /«_，/«'/« 
M  ‘  fei、fu 
V.feijuk 

3z.yw,/« 
K.  pi^  pul 
f.  hi^futsz 
k.fi 

Sinking  and 
Entering 

Upper. 

Incurably  diseased. •  > 

癡疾  a  disease  which  renders 
one  hopelessly  unfit  for  anything. 

A  rush  mat. 

編 廬爲盛 
into  mats. 

to  weave  rushes 

To  bubble  up  ；  to  boil. 

百川沸 騰  tbe  streams  all 
bubble  up,  and  overflow. 

如 沸如羹  like  the  bubbling 
of  boiling  soup, — is  sedition  in 
the  State. 

鼎沸  the  caldron  is  bubbling,— 
sedition  is  rife. 

水 沸山崩  the  water  is  bub¬ 
bling,  the  hills  are  falling, — 
anarchy  reigns. 

風 浪沸騰  waves  lashed  up 
by  the  wind. 

過三 沸則老  boiled  more 
than  three  times,  (water)  is 

spoilt, — for  making  tea. 

沸淫  to  boil；  to  seethe.  Used 
also  of  a  volume  of  sound. 

it 沸不 如去華 to  stop 
water  boiling,  there  is  nothing 

like  removing  the  fuel. 

是止 沸而益 之薪也 
this  is  only  to  throw  oil  on  the 
flames. 

沸水  a  stream  in  Shantung,  the 
water  of  which  is  believed  to 

prolong  life. 

Read  fu 访、 The  appear¬ 
ance  of  water  issuing  from 

a  spring. 

麥 沸檻泉  right  up  bubbles 
the  water  from  the  spring. 

Read  ei\ 

\ 

鴻沸  gteatly  raging, — as  wave 龙 

狒
 4 

3491 

R •未 

F.  hci\  /"? 

P.  c/ei K.pi 

J.  hi 

Dfi 

Sinking  Lowei 

Irregular. 

w 

3492 

R •未 
See 燎 

K
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SinkingUpper. 

w 
3493 

R •寘 

See 費 

SinkingUpper. 

費 
3494 

R •真未 

C.fai 
H./ui 
F.  hie IV 

s.) 

Y.  Un
 

Sz. ) 

K.// 

J.  hi 

Sinking 

Upper and  Lower. 

A  kind  of  ape  found  in 

the  south-west  of  China. 

It  is  described  as  black, 

with  large  lips,  carnivorous, 
and  four  or  five  feet  in 

height. 

Pimples；  an  eruption. 

瘸子 w 補瘡 熱痢 
severe  form  of  lichen  tropicus、 

known  as  “prickly  heat.” 

生 拂子。 r 長痢子 t。 
have  prickly  heat. 

To  talk  fast. 

To  expend  ；  to  waste ; 

to  involve  expenditure  of. 

Extended. 

費錢  to  spend  money. 

使費。 r 花費  expenditure. 
See  5002. 

費項。 r 費用 ot 費銀 ex- 
penditure;  fees. 

斂費  t(J  collect  fees. 
盤  travelling  expenses. 

小費  tips,  etc. 

惜 小筆而 忘犬莕 to sink  a  ship  for  a  ha’p’orth  of  tar. 

惜 費之心  a  frugal  mind. 
枉費  incidental  expenses. 

厚費  to  go  to  great-  expense. 費 去多金 竟不起 
spent  a  lot  of  money,  but  did 

not  get  well. 

浪費  to  spend  extravagantly ; to  dissipate. 

耗費  waste. 費唇舌  to  « waste  one’s  lips and  tongue, — one’s  breath. 

費財  to  waste  wealth ;  to  spend 
money. 

費材料 t。  Waste  material. 

費
 4 

3494 

費草。 f 費料  eating  their heads  off. 

又費一 番枝節 asain giving  a  lot  of  trouble. 

費事  to  involve  trouble;  diffi¬ cult. 

白費事  to  labour  in  vain；  ! 

過費  :: have  put  you  to  too much  expense  or  trouble,  —  a 
conventional*  phrase  used  to  a； 
host. 

you  have  spent  too  much 

on  me, 一 said  to  the  giver  of  a 

present. 

費盡  to  the  utmost. 
費眼  to  try  the  eyes;  to  .hurt I the  eyes. 

費心。 > •費神  involving! mental  labour;  troublesome. 

費心 費心  you'  have  expend- 1 
'  ed  your  mind, — on  my  behalf, 

i.e.  many  thanks  for  the  trouble 
you  have  taken.  i| 

頗 ■^万 j 申  involving  considerable 
effort  of  mind. 

費手  involving  labour  of  hand; | difficult. 

勞 to  make  physical  or  mental effort. 

費力。 r 費勁兒 to  take. trouble ;  anything  involving 
exertion  of  strength ;  difficult. 

_  to  waste  time. 

共費 二 十天 will  take  at 
least  twenty  days. 

\  費  involving  trouble  to  ex¬ plain  ; difficult  of  explanation. 

着子惠 而不寶 when  a 
prince  is  beneficent  without  great 

expenditure, — that  is  one  of  the 

五美  five  excellent  things.  I 

君 子之道 費而隱 the Way  of  the  superior  man  reaches 
far  and  wide,  and  yet  is  secret. 

費時則 有饑餒 ifthe times  (for  husbandry)  are  neglect¬ 
ed,  the  result  will  be  hunger. 

Read  pi\  Name  of  a 
District  in  Shantung.  See 
2105. 

1 

爲費宰  to  be  governor  of  Pi.l 
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ZF^INT 

潰 
3495 

柿 
3496 

肺 4
 

3497 

隊 
% 芾廢 

Sinking 

Upper. 

w 

3498 R •未泰 
物 

C,fai、fU 

F.  hie、 houk 

^N.JiJai 

V.fi'fuh 

\A.feiJu 

又. pi、p、ae、ptd 
J.  hi、hai、futsz 

Sinking  and 
Entering 

Upper. 

Same  as  3490. 

See  9906. 

The  lungs.  See  1 1,584. 

师子。 1 市家  the  lungs；  the lights. 

祭肺  to  sacrifice  the  lungs  of  a 
victim 

肺擁  an  abscess  on  the  lungs. 

以肺 疾斷酒  to  leave  off| 
'vine  because  of  lung  disease. 

如專其 肺肝然 as  though 
seeing  his  very  iungs  and  liver, 
— into  his  inmost  self. 

自 有肺腸 he  holds  only  to 
his  own  opinions. 

調 理肺經  to  put  the  lungs 
in  order, — as  by  medical  treat¬ ment. 

說 肺腑話  to  express  one’s real  convictions. 

知 吾肺腑  to  know  my  in¬ most  feelings. 

欲以 爲肺腑  wishing  to 
associate  him  closely  with  them. 

肺石  a  reddish  kind  of  jasper. 

地肺 the 終 南山;  see  8128. 

Read  /W4.  Luxuriant. 

其 葉肺肺  the  leaves  are  very 
luxuriant. 

To  be  umbrageous. 

蔽 芾甘棠  this  umbrageous 
sweet  cherry-applt  iree. 

Read  fuxie\  A  knee- 
cover  worn  with  the  sacrifi¬ 
cial  dress. 

三 百赤带  three  hundred  red 
knee-covers. 

步 带斯皇 his  red  knee- 
covers  were  resplendent. 

吠 *
 

3499 

R •隊 

C./ai 
F.  hie、pU、 

pout 

W.  vi,  bl 

N.  vi 
P. 

fei 

M. 
Y. 

Sz. 

K.ple J.  hai、 ba‘ 

A.fe 

Sinking 

Lower. 

w 

3500 

R. 物 

C.  put^ 
F.  hoitk) 

N./e/i 

P»° 
K.  p’il、 pm 

],futsz、fuchi 

A./"' 

Entering 

Irregular. 

蟥 

3501 

R 微 

See 月巴 

Even  Lower. 

朋 r 
35°2 

RJi 

See 

Rising  Upper. 

To  bark,  as  a  dog.  See 
6141. 

亂吹狗  a  dog  which  barks without  rhyme  or  reason. 

犬 所吹也  -that  which  would make  a  Hog  bark, 一 a  strange 
sight. 

一 犬吠形 ，百 犬吠聲 
one  dog  barks  at  something,  and 
the  rest  bark  at  him. 

狗各吠 非其主 a11  d。# bark  at  strangers. 

黃 犬背後 吹 the  yellow  dog barks  behind  one’s  back.  Used 

in  the  sense  of  “back-biting •” 

射㈣ 桀) 犬畎 堯各爲 

其上  like  the  dog  of  the  (evil) 
Chou  (or  Chieh)  barking  at  the 

(good)  Yao:  every  one  for  his master. 

無使 尨也吠  do  not  make my  dog  bark. 

吠噬  to  bark  and  bite. 

Ropes  used  for  coffins; 

see  3662.  Weighty  •’  power¬ 
ful.  Also  read  fu 气 

使一 介禾某 相執絆 
caused  a  certain  old  servant  to 

hold  the  rope  of  the  coffin. 

王 言如“ ，其出 如綍 
the  king’s  words  are  like  silk 
cords :  they  issue  forth  like cables.  See  7472. 

The  dung-beetle.  See 1079. 

Read  pen}.  A  clam；  a 
mussel. 

The  crescent  moon,  three 

days  old.  [To  be  dist.  from 

6273.] 

細明  by  the  light  of  the  young moon. 

础 魄之變  the  phases  of  the moon. 

Read  A  fabulous 

kind  of  wild  cat,  also  pro¬ 

nounced  k、u  tu. 

鬨 

3S°3 

35。4 

R. 卦 

See 派 

SinkingUpper. 

徠 
3S°9 

R •月隊 

泰 

See 伐吹 

Sinking  and 
Entering 

Lower. 

分1
 

35。6 

R 文間 

C./en 

H./un 

F.  —hung、 

pwong^ 

'Vf.fang 
N./^ 

小 

Sz. ] 

K.  pun 

].fun 

A./en Even  Upper. 

Same  as  3491. 

A  shaving.  To  plane 
wood. 

Luxuriant.  Also  read 

茅  covered  with  leaves.  Name 
of  a  person  in  the  Tso  Chuan 

Read  pei\  In  regular 
order. 

To  divide；  to  distribute ； 

to  separate；  to  detach；  to 

distinguish.  A  tenth  of  an 
inch,  or  of  anything  ；  a 
candareen  or  tenth  of  p  錢 

mace， see  1736， or  the 
hundredth  of  a  兩  tael,  see 

7010.  A  minute.  See  8504. 

^  — •  ̂  to  divide  out ;  to  make a  division.  See  fenK  below. 

平分。 r 平等分 析。 r 中 

分  to  divide  equally. 

分身  to  be  in  two  places  at once, 一 body  in  one  and  soul  in 
another.  Also,  to  absent  one¬ 
self;  to  get  away;  see  6115. 

分業  to  divide  up  an  estate, — as  between  brothers. 

一 ■分爲  二 one  divided  makes 
two. 

分 作十分  (/en%)  divide  it 
into  ten  parts.  , 

話 分雨頭 ，却說 the story  dividing  into  two  heads, 
let  us  say, — let  us  now  digress 
to  say . 

呼 子分金 ，兄 八之弟 

二之  calling  hi?  sons,  he  di¬ vided  his  money,  giving  eight- 

tenths  to  the  elder  and  two- 
tenths  to  the  younger. 
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分 派兩處  to  send  to  two  dif¬ 
ferent  pkces, 一 e.g.  one  official 
to  one  place  and  one  to  another. 

分佈  to  distribute  over,  —  as 
over  a  tract  of  country. 

分別  to  part;  to  distinguish 
between ；  respectively.  ^9155. 

分 別賞罰 t。 reward  or 
punish,  respectively, 

^  ̂   to  distribut
e. 

不分*  上  not  to  distin¬ 
guish  top  from  bottom;  to  make 
no  distinctions  of  rank ;  not  to 

know  one’s  place. 

五 穀不^ •  you  cannot  distin¬ 
guish  the  five  kinds  of  grain. 

分 而爲二  to  distinguish  two 
kinds  of. 

分開  to  divide;  to  pull  apart； 
to  distinguish. 

杷這 個柚子 給他們 
divide  this  pumelo  be¬ 

tween  them. 

分不開  not  to  be  pulled  apart. 

四 寧他分 不開 he  can’t distinguish  between  the  four 

tones.  Correctly  分不出 

來. 可也分 得出來 yet  they 
can  be  distinguished  one  from 
the  other. 

分淸。 r 分 明。 r 分晰 
to  clearly  distinguish 

between. 

妾身 未分明 yQur  hand- 
maid’s  (i.e.  my)  bust  is  not  yet 
developed. 

分 59 多事  it  is  manifest  that 
Jie  attends  to  what  doesn’t  con¬ 
cern  him. 

但恐 女死之 後不見 

矣^明  but  fearing  lest,  after 
my  (your  daughter’s)  death,  the 
matter  should  not  be  properly 
cleared  up, . 

分明 我箭中 了白兎 
I  am  sure  I  hit  a  white  rabbit 

with  my  arrow. 

辨; ̂ 非  t。 discriminate 
between  right  and  wrong. 

#  ̂   to  saw  into  planks. 

分雕 or 分 _  or 分携 to 
separate ;  to  part,  as  friends. 

分
1
 

35。6 

i 

分當  the  separation  of  married 
couples. 

妻  to  divorce  a  wife. 

兩 口子 要分家 husband and  wife  want  to  separate. 

_  separated. 分 久必合 ，合 久必分 
things  (or  persons)  which  have 
long  been  separated  will  unite, 
and  things  which  have  long  been 
united  will  separate. 

分 出 之  made  him  (her  step¬ 
son)  live  away  from  home. 

分 散  t0  utterly  raut;  to  scatter; 
to  distribute. 

^ •夥  to  dissolve  partnership. 

分  ̂   to  distribute  in  portions. 

分  to  detach. to  send  in  various  direc¬ 

tions. 

分次序  in  order；  in  rotation. 

分次  by  instalments. 
^ •夷真  to  classify;  according  to classes. 

^  ̂   t0  divide  into  clauses ; 
according  to  the  clauses. 

分  to  take  in  hand  one  after 
another, — as  in  dealing  with  a 
number  of  different  matters. 

分掛同 味 half  an  °range tastes  as  sweet  as  a  whole  one. 

分 憂  to  share  a  person’s  sorrow  ； 
to  sympathise  with. 

分 章  by-laws. 分喊  to  share  the  plunder.  See 

3484. 
分 心  the,  mind  divided;  dis¬ tracted. 

^  ̂   to  take  different  roads. 
to  order;  see  3508,  3667. 

隨天 分付來 Mme  at  the call  of  God, 

分晚  child-birth. 
分 胃  subscription  tickets. 

十 分  the  full  measure,  —  ten- tenths. 

十分好  excellent;  capital. 

九分  樂  nine_tenths  (xr. very  much)  displeased. 

二十四 分兩之 一  one 
twenty-fourth  of  an  ounce  or  tael. 

分
1
 

3S°6 

— 分  ̂   —  one-third. 

二  ̂  •銀  tw6  hundredths  of  a tael  of  silver;  two  candareens. 

五 分鍊之 四〗。 f  a 叔 
See  10,038. 

— 寸 三 分  three  inches  and 
three  tenths. 

三分 天下％ 其 二 於 possess  two-thirds  of  the  empire. 

雨得分 寸不等 rain  feU 
more  or  less  in  different  places. 

分 毫不多 ，分 毫不少 
not  a  fraction  more  nor  less, 一 
to  either  party  ；  exactly  equal. 

分項  an  amount  to  be  pided； a  dividend. 

分等  varying ;  of  different 
degrees. 

^  ̂   to  share  in  the  clan's  an¬ 

cestral  meat.  See  11,277. 

分剖  to  make  clear. 
分補  to  fill  the  places  of. 

^  ̂0.  t0  rent  t0  joint  holders. 

分門  separate  gates, — various 
professions. different  roads. 

分投  making  for  different  places. 

分 疆畫界 to  delimitate  a 
frontier. 

分巡  detached  patrols.  See below. 

^  ̂   to  be  allotted  to  one  of the  Six  Boards, 

分 保  security  for  a  certain  por¬ tion  of  a  sum. 

無分寸  without  measure¬ ments, —  of  a  person  who  is 
wanting  in  tact  and  does  not 

know  the  proper  bounds. 

分 《  a  single  cash)  to  divide 

up  a  paragraph. 

分 文不取 not  to  take  a farthing, 一 of  reward. 

不過 B 進 分文。 nly  earn 
a  small  sum  a  day. 

分文析 字〃 to  divide  up  para¬ graphs  and  explain  words. 

分利  to  pay  a  dividend. 

^  to  live  apart. 

^  ̂   to  dispute. 
 i 

分半  in  part;  to  divide. 
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分限  to  divide  into  instalments.! 

分 解開  tC)  explain  in  detail. 

不分忖  not  to*  consider  or 
weigh  one’s  actions. 

分往 t。  visit  the  various ••… 

分訴。 1 •分冤  to  go  into  the 
details  of  a  grievance. 

分 設  to  establish  in  various 
places. 

分咨  to  communicate  with  the 
various  authorities. 

分札飭 01 •分飭 t0  give 
.  orders  to ， the  various  subordi¬ 
nates. 

非卖! 1 二十 分危急 ，必 

不可行  unless  in  utter  ex 
tremity,  it  may  not  be  done,— 

e、g、 ask  a  favour. 

長 分始醒  after  some  time 
he  awaked. 

自 分必死  knew  that  he  was 
dying. 

不容 分說  without  allowing 
any  explanation. 

照 俅分關 ，再 沒話了 
go  according  to  the  (written) 

instruction  and  there  will  be  no 

more  to  say. 

人性 無分於 善不善 
man’s  nature  is  indifferent  to 

good  or  evil, 一 it  will  take  which¬ 

ever  is  offered  to  it,*  not  being 

under  the  guide  of  a  moral  sense： 

欲知舜 與躕之 
I  you  want  to  know  what  is  the 

difference  between  Shun  and 

(Robber)  Che, — one  thinks  of 

getting  good  and  the  other  of 
doing  it 

周與 蝴蝶則 必有分 
矣  between  Chou  (Chuang  Tzu) 
and  a  butterfly  there  is  undoubt¬ 

edly  a  barrier, — to  be  crossed 

only  by  metempsychosis. 

分巡道  territorial  Intendant 
of  Circuit,  or  Taot£ai, — an  offic 
ial  who  has  administrative  con 

trol  over  two  or  more  府^  Pre- 

I  fectures. 

! 分 替佐領 a  n  on-hereditary 
captain  under  a  Manchu  Banner 

分府  a  sub-Prefect. 
分司  a  petty  magistrate,  work 
ing  under  and  subordinate  to  a 

District  Magistrate. 

35。6 
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分守 
to  have  administrative 

control  of  several  districts ;  part 

of  the  official  title  of  the  Hunan 

Gram  Intendant ;  also  colloquial¬ 

ly  applied  to  sub-Prefects. 

分闈  the  food  given  to  Bud¬ 
dhist  mendicants ;  alms.  Sans¬ 

krit  : pmda-pata. 

行分闈  to  go  about  for  alms. 
Read  often  written 

份.  A  part ;  a  share. 
Function;  role  ；  lot  ；  duty. 

See  9921. 

fenx  — *  fhi、 give  or 

receive  one  share  or  portion. 

分 /〜 分 (你 4)  to  divide  into 
shares. 

分子  a  share;  a  contribution  of| 
money  sent  to  friends  on  the 

occasion  of  a  wedding  or  death 

三釐 小分子  3  .per  cent  of the  profits  made. 

分書  land  register, — kept  by 
private  persons  but  officially 
controlled. 

股分  a  share, 一 as  in  a  company. 

分兩大  the  weight  is  very 

great. 分外  more  than  the  share ; 
extra;  beyond  one’s  “province. 

分 內功名  worldly  honours not  exceeding  the  amount  allot¬ 
ted  by  Fate. 

本分  duty, -opposed  to  人情 
sympathy  as  a  spring  of  action. 

給你是 人情， 不鈴你 

是本分  that  I  give  it  to  you is  mere  kindness：  my  strict  duty 

would  be  not  to  give  it. 

情分  obligations,— as  of  friends and  relatives. 

詩 情酒分 合相親 pa 
try  and  wine  are  closely  allied. 

身分  one’s  position  in  society ; one’s  moral  and  intellectual standing. 

自 佔身分  to  stand  on  one’s dignity ;  to  assert  one’s 
 rights. 

這等如 分之事 thesP  in> proper  doings. 

喜 出非分  ov^rioyed. 

天分高  oi  great  natural  abili¬ 
ties. 

分1
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份 
3S°7 

R •麒 

See 噴 

: F1  金  N 

若天 分不髙 者安能 

學此  if  his  abilities  were  not great,  how  coiild  he  learn  this? 

安分。 r 安本分 m 守 

本分  to  mind  one’s  own  busi¬ ness;  to  do  one’s  duty  in  that state  of  life,  etc. 

有癖 玉分否 sha11 1  eve, 
wear  the  dragon  robes  and  jade 

girdle  ? — become  a  Secretary  ol State. 

越 分  to  go  beyond  one’s  powers 
or  functions. 

^  fate  or  lot, 一 to  come  to¬ 
gether,  as  friends  or  husband  and 

wife,  the  union  of  the  latter  being 

specially  held  to  be  pre-ordained. 

fame ;  reputation.  Set 

7940. 

一 * 分 行 貨 一 ' 分 

錢  each  kind  of  goods  has  its 
own  price. 

-- ^  one  lot  of  presents 

一 分桌椅  one  set  of  tables 
and  chairs. 

卜  the  maximum  that  one 
can  get  or  expect. 

若有 桃子喋 就爲上 

分了  to  have  peaches  to  eai is  quite  the  most  one  can  expect 

看 我分上 饒他罷 
her  for  my  sake ! 

分兒 (= 地步） Pitdl;  degree 

到這 個 '分兒 上 reached  this  pitch  of. . 

要分兒  to  put  on  “side.” 
有分教  it  must  have  come  tc 
this,  that . 

分位  social  standing;  condition 

各 人自覺 是分兒 ead thinking  himself  the  best  man. 

分起  in  detachments. Same  as  分  fX  3506 

Also,  another  .form  of  彬 

X  9255 - 
盼1
 

35°8 

Even  Upper. 

A  form  of  8853.  Usee 

for  3506；  to  give  orders. 

盼咐  to  command;  to  order. 
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文吻問 
;ee 憤 

Using  Lower. 

坌 
35i° 

盼1
 

35H 

文 
沈文 
Even  Upper. 

贫 
3Sr2 

文吻 

Even  and 

ising  Lower. 

忿
 4 

3513 

吻問 
-fen  ̂  fen1- 

. c/un 
三  hung 
. H'ang 
vbig 

. |/-
3 

/%r
' 

.fetP 

pun 
fun 

fen^
 

Rising  and 
Sinking 

Irregular. 

Dust;  a  bank  of  earth. 

To  bring  together.  To  dig. 

玢 集京師  to  collect  at  the 
capital. 

玢鬆  to  loosen  soil  by  digging. 

扮息  breathless  haste. 

並丹 乐扮身 they 
their  bodies  with  rouge. 

Same  as  3509. 

A  kind  of  elm,  with  small | 
seeds  and  white  bark. 

smearl 

粉1
 

3Sr5  1 

R •文  東 門之扮  the  elm  at  the  east  I 
-  gate.  I 

扮 榆猶  the  elm  shrine, — a  I temple  erected  by  the  founder  | 
of  the  Han  dynasty. 

汾1
 

3Si8 

F.  Jiung^iu?ig 

I See  焚 

Even  Lower. 

A  handkerchief  or  towel 

hung  at  the  girdle. 

中分蛻  a  towel  or  napkin. 

3Si6 

|R 文 

I  See  分 
Even  Upper. 

A  hill  ；  steep. 

登隱 弈之邱 he  went  up| 
the  Yin-fen  mountain. 氛1

 
35^7 

|R 文 

■  See 

Even  Upper. 

Anger. 

忿火  hatred;,  fury. 

忿怒  angry  ；  wrathful. 

’ 一 ■朝 之忿  the  wrath  of 
morning, ― temporary  or  hasty 
anger. 

忿恨  to  hate  bitterly. 

棄 搰小忿  to  lay  aside  petty 
resentments. 

忿疾  cross;  displeased. 

未嘗 見其忿 厲之容 , 
never  once  saw  him  out  of| 
temper. 

忿 忿不消  implacable  anger. 

不忿。 r 氣不忿  cannot  but 
be  angry. 

甚 是不忿  was  very  dis¬ 
pleased. 

忿憶  perturbed;  feeling  deeply. 

m
x
 

3514 

文 

分 
zen  Upper. 

汾1
 

3Sl8 

R •文 

H.  ZfU7l 
F.  Jiung 

See 焚 

Even  Lower. 

The  light 

issuing  forth. 

of  the  sun 

Hair  falling  off；  feathers| moulting. 

An  aura  which  may  bej 

either  auspicious  or  inaus¬ 

picious  ； vapour  ；  miasma 
poisonous  exhalations.  Seel 

氲  i3>826. 
海  ̂   sea  malaria,— pirates. 

國氛  malaria  of  the  State, - 
rebels;  sedition. 

賊 氛正熾  the  poisonous  gas| of  sedition  fiercely  blazed. 

逃俗氛  to  flee  from  the  banej of  vulgarity. 

氛禝。 1 ■妖氛  evil  portents；j dreadful  omens. 

楚 氛甚惡  the  spirit  of  the! Ch‘u  State  is  evil. 

非祭 祥也， 喪氛也 it  is not  auspicious,  it  is  a  vapour  of| 
death. 

Name  of  a  river  in  the| 

衛  Wei  State. 
汾水  the  chief  river  of  the  I 
province  of  Shansi. 

汾 王 之甥  the  niece  of  king  I 
Fen,  。> •厲王  of  the  Chou  I 
dynasty,  who  was  so  called  from  I 
the  river  near  which  he  lived  | 
after  he  was  driven  from  the| 
throne. 

汾酒  spirits  or  wine  made  at  I 

汾州府  Fen-chou  Fa  in  I Shansi. 

汾陽王  prince  of  Fen-yang, 
a  petty  ruler  under  the  T^angl 
dynasty  who  had  a  great  number  | 
of  descendants. 

粉
 3 

3Sl9 

|R 吻 

See 

Rising  Upper. 

jelly  made  from! 

汾 陽點頭 (may  you  be  like)| Fen-yang  bowing  his  head, 一 I 
in  recognition  of  each  member! 
of  his  numerous  family;  i.e.  mayl 
you  have  a  numerous  progeny !  | 

Rice-flour ；  meal；  powder 

of  any  kind,  especially  face 

powder.  Pus；  matter.  See 

2183. 

米粉  rice-flour. 
麵粉  wheat-flour. 粉麵子  flour  of  any  kind. 
粉繇。 r 粉條。 r 粉仔。 r 

粉皮  vermicelli. 粉 團  cakes  of  bean  or  rice-flour. 

研成粉  rub  it  to  a  powder. 

粉碎  ground  to  powder 

已 成鳌粉  already  smashed to  a  jelly, — of  persons, 

粉 不厭白  powder  can’t  be 
too  white. 
凉粉子 

agar-agar. 

塗脂林 粉 to  rub  cn  r0l,ge and  daub  on  the  powder, 一 to 

paint  the  face"  Also  used  of, 
touching  up"  inferior  or  damaged 

goods. 

粉澤  to  colour  the  face;  glossy. 

粉*黛  painted  and  pencilled,- young  ladies.  See  10,553. 

粉白  young  ladies. 
tricked  out;  bedizened. 

粉裝兒  a  cosmetic  box. 粉面  to  rouge  or  powder ;  a 
delicate  complexion. 

粉蝶 &  white  butterfly. 
粉棍  a  rod  painted  white  with black  rings,  carried  in  funerals. 

粉頭  a  prostitute. 
靠着粉 頭過活 living the  proceeds  of  prostitution. 

這 是有名 的粉頭 this 
is  a  famous  courtesan. 

胭粉計  a  paint  and  powder 
trap, 一 a  pretty  woman*. 

脂粉客  an  habitue  of  evil houses;  a  rake. 

粉 花蕩産  tG  ruin  oneself 
over  women. 
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粉飾  to  paint  and  adorn ;  to 
gloss  over;  to  put  on  a  specious 

appearance ;  the  ornamental  “get 
up’’  of  goods. 

粉 飾家童 之耳目 t。 
keep  up  appearances,  or  to  make 
a  show,  before  the  servants. 

粉 飾太平  a -pretended  gen¬ eral  prosperity. 

粉油  whitewash. 

粉牆  to  whitewash  a  wall. 

粉壁  a  whitewashed  wall.  See 
12,748. 

粉紅  flesh-coloured. 

粉嫩  blooming. 
>^red  powder;  red  and  white; 

womenkind. 

紅粉 隹人不 及當初 
the  rouged  beauty  is  not  equal 

to  what  she  was  at  first, 一 in 
youth,  before  she  had  recourse 

cover- 

to  paint. 

! 紅粉膾 與隹人 _ 

i  rouge  and  pearl  powder  to  the 
I  beauty. 

I 不檫紅 粉也風 流@ 

beauty)  is  beautiful  even  without 
rouge.  Beauty  when  unadorned, 
etc. 

粉板。 r 粉聛  a  board 
ed  with  powder  or  flour,  on  which 

boys  learn  to  write. 

不 襲粉本  he  did  not  inherit 
any  “studies”  or  preliminary 
sketches  for  paintings. 

粉袋  a  tailor’s  chalk  bag. 
粉線  a  chalk  line  used  by 

lors. 

粉刺  pus  thorns, — pimples  on  a 
woman’s  nose.  See  2260. 

粉流  the  pus  is  running. 

粉瘤 a  tumour. 
粉侯 the  same  as 駙馬， an 
Imperial  son-in-law. 

紛1
 

3S2C 
R •文 

See 分 

Even  Upper. 

Numerous;  confused;  dis 

orderly;  ill-assorted. 

盼転。 r 盼繁 numerous 
endless. 

盼粉 ■楊揚 abundantly ; 
thickly,  as  snow;  mentally 
disturbed. 

朌朌 亂動  moving  about 
confusion  ；  much  disturbed. 

紛1
 

352° 

盼盼 潰敢 defeated  and flying  in  confusion. 

紛 粉故允  many  others  will imitate. 

朌 粉爹事  distracted  by many  affairs. 

雨 粉粉 a  steady  fall  of  rain. 

盼紛然 &  a  disorderly  man¬ ner;  in  great  numbers. 

盼粉不  ― »  contradictory  and confused. 

盼亂  confused;  disorderly. 

禁掃 各紛然  sacrificing and  sweeping  (at  the  tombs)  all 

going  on  at  the  same  time,  sc. 
in  confusion. 

盼雜  mixed  up  in  confusion. 

粉華  bustle;  gaiety. 

用志不 never  confused  in his  aims. 

R. 

3524 

文 

See 文 

Even  Upper. 

w 

3S25 

R. 文 

See 续 

Even  Lower. 

鷀1
 

3526 

R •文 

See Even  Upper. 

利欲 .粉祭  befooled  by  desire 
of  gain  and  by  lust. 

聞隔院 粉 _  hearing 
sounds  of  a  scuffle  in  the  next 

yard. 粉更  to  make  different. 

紛囂  a  number  of  voices ;  con¬ fused  murmur. 

盼岐  a  misunderstanding. 

w 

3521 

R. 

文 
〜汾墳 

Even  Lower. 

翁1
 

3S22 

R •文 

See 
Even  Upper. 

ewe. 

To  fly.  [To  be  distin 
guished  from  翁  12,667.] 

in 

玢1
 

35^3 

R. 文 

See 
Even  Upper. 

翻翁  flying  around. 

盆盆  soaring  about. 

Long  flowing  robes. 

拇 扮棑棑  a  wide  flowing skirt. 

雰1
 

Misty;  foggy. 

雨， 雪雰雰  the  sleet  falls 
thick. 

Aromatic  ；  fragrant. 

花酚香  the  flowers  smell  sweet, 

香 •韧敢  very  fragrant. 

Birds  flying  in  flocks 
A  dark-coloured  bird， the 

feathers  of  which  are  used 

in  helmets. 

3S27 

R 吻 

See 粉 

Rising  Upper. 

Read  pari^. 

鴻鳩  the  wild  pigeon. 

Court  robes  covered  witl 

a  spotted  embroidery. 

書  gaily  embroidered. 

鼢1
 

3528 

R •文吻 

問 C.  ̂ fcn 
F.  (hung 

N.  Sveng 

See 忿 

P.  Jin'  ifen 
Even,  Rising, 

and  Sinking 

Lower. 

芬
 3 

3529 

R •文 

See 文 

Even  Upper. 

A  kind  of  mole  (Scapto 

chirus  moschatus、、 said  t( 

be  transformed  from  th< 1 

shrike,  and  known  to  th( 
Chinese  as  ̂   ̂   plougl 

rat,  田鼠 field  mt, 地宠 

^  earth  rat,  etc. 

Fragrant.  Used  fo 
3520.  See  8933. 

^  fragrant;  sweet-smelling 

^  ̂   smelling  nice, 一 lik
e  coo^ 

ed  meats. 

其 芬可以 奪沉麝 
fragrance  it  surpasses  garoo-woo and  musk. 

泥芬  c°nfused- 芬然  like  a  cloud  of  dust. 
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3530 
R. 文 
s« 分焚 Even  Upper 

and  Lower. 

棼1
 

3531 

R. 文 
C.  Sfen^  v.  Jcti 
F.  (hung 

See 墳 

A  kind  of  wood  burnt 

for  perfume. 

Beams  in  the  roof  of 

a  house  ；  the  ridge-pole. 

Disordered  ；  tangled.  Used 
with  3529. 

泯 泯棼棼  in  disorder；  in 
confusion. 

EVCnL0Wer- 治絲 而棼之  t。 wind  silkj and  tangle  it. 

焚1
 

3S32 

R. 文 
F*.  hung'y. hang 

5ee 

Even  Lower. 

廳1
 

•ec 势 
Even  Lower. 

To  burn. 

焚香  to  burn  incense. 

焚化 切  consume  by  burning； 
to  burn  paper-money. 

焚燒  to  set  fire  to；  to  destroy 
by  fire. 

焚如  burnt  down ;  destroyed 
by  fire. 

焚  (//»>  or  fen*)  i^to  be  burnt 
to  death, 

焚拆。 >r 焚製  to  burn  down. 

焚紙 t。  burn  paper-money, 一 
for  the  use  of  departed  spirits. 

焚書 辞:儒  burnt  the  books  J 
and  buried  alive  the  scholars, 一 

which  was  done  by  始 皇 帝 
the  First  Emperor,  b.c,  213. 

伸 春毋泰 lii  _  d。 not| set  the  woods  on  fire  in  spring. 

象 有齒以 焚其身 心 
tusks  of  the  elephant  are  its 
destruction, 一 because  ivory  is 

wanted.  
1 

A  large  bass  drum. 

償‘
 

3  S3  5 

R 吻問 

C.fcn 

H.fun F.  hung 
W.  vang 

\^.veng 

Y； 

Sz. ) 

K.  pun 
\]./uny  bun 

]A./e^ 

Rising  Lower. 

m 

[  35
36 

r •文吻 

C./en 

Yi.fwen 
F.  hung 
W.  vang 
N.  veng 

ISz. ) 

K.  pun 

bun 

\A.fen 

Even  Lower. 

幘 

:  3537 

R •文 

Prostrate  ；  overthrown  h.  c/«« 
to  ruin.  I  See  黎 

一 一  .  _  I  Even  Lower. 
一 *  W  俱事  a  single  word  will 

spoil  an  affair. 

憤‘
 

3S3« 卜問吻 

]C.^/en 

|H.  zfun 

F.  ̂ hung W.  ivang, 

^wang 

N.  veng 

P, 

I  /-a  3 

Y. 加 

Sz. 

K,  pun 

bun 

K.feri1 

Sinking  and 

Rising 

Irregular. 

To  steam  rice. 

可 以餅餚  (certain  water) 
may  be  used  to  steam  rice  or  | 

millet.  
" 

A  grave；  a  mound.  An 
embankment.  Soil ;  earth. 
Great. 

填墓。 r 墳塋 or 墳山 

a  grave. 

墳地。 r 墳院  a  grave-yard; a  cemetery. 

掃墳  to  sweep  the  tombs, — of 
one’s  ancestors,  as  performed 

annually  at  the  淸明  festival. 

拜墳  to  worship  at  the  ancestral 
tombs. 

生墳  a  tomb  prepared  for  a 
person  still  living. 

荒墳  a  neglected  grave. 

墳少爺 a  custodian  or  care¬ taker  of  graves. 

钒墳賊  robbers  of  graves, 
jewellery,  money,  etc”  being 
often  buried  with  the  corpse. 

三 年打朵 ，會 看墳塋 
he  who  has  split  firewood  for 

three  years  is  fit  to  determine 
favourable  sites  for  graves, 一 
which  is  a  difficult  branch  of 

the  geomancer’s  art. 

旁有新 土墳起 alongside there  was  new  earth  raised  up. 

遵 彼汝墳  along  the  raised banks  of  the  Ju. 

黑墳  black  loamy  soil. 

壤  rich  soil. 

样 羊墳首  the  ewes  have large  heads. 

三 墳五典  the  books  of  the 
三皇 and 五帝 （游 9952 10,942). 

鼓 
!  3539 

潰
 2 

3540 

R. 文 

See 黎 

Even  Lower. 

癀
，
 

3541 

R 問 

see 份 

Sinking 

Lower. 

I 潰 
3542 

R •文 

See 续 

Even  Lower. 

The  ornament  on  a  bridle, 

near  the  horse’s  mouth,  alsoj 

, called  厨汗  a  sweat  fan. 

乐幀  a  red-tasselled  bridle. 
Read  fen^.  A  bag  full] 

of  grain. 

Zeal ;  energy  ；  ardour. Used  with  奮 3549. 

發  *廣  to  be  excited ;  to  be  roused 
to  effort.  S 

壯 復發憤 h  mature  life  he  I again  [took  to  it  j .  with  great  | 

energy.  f 

發 憤爲學  tC)  be  eager  tC)| learn;  to  show  zeal  for  study. 

J^to  revive；  to  regain  ardour. 

憤力  to  exert  one’s  strength. 
憤激  much  concerned;  moved;  I 

exasperated. 

憤恨  angry. 

憤悶  vexation. 
Same  as  3533. 

A  river  in  Honan. 

Pimples  or  boils  caused 

by  fever. 

癀月希  fever  boils. 

A  sexless  goat.  Another 

form  of  3536， in  its  sense [ 

of  great. 

镇样  the  “genius”  of  a  river or  mountain. 
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See 墳 

Even  Lower. 
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Luxuriant ;  abundant, 

abundant  in  fruit. 

賛子  carraway  seeds. 

m 

35*14 

文 

3545 

m 

3546 

鮮 
3547 

R 問 

Sec 憤 

Sinking 
Lower. 

To  geld  a  pig. 

磧豕 之牙吉  there  is  no¬ thing  to  fear  from  the  tusks  of 

a  gelded  boar.  * 

Same  as  3534. 

Same  as  3525. 

A  skate；— said  to  be 
transformed  from  the 

osprey. .  See  3528. 

3543 

The  seeds  01  flax  or 

hemp. 

R. 文 
See 汾墳 

Even  Lower. 

奮 ‘
 3549 

R.fi 

嫲貧不 類布而 可以爲 

布  though  flax-seeds  are  not  like 
cloth,  cloth  can  be  made  from 
them. 

C.  ̂ fen 

H.  cfun 
F、 koufj^ 
^N.fang 

N‘  veng-1 

M.|^
V 

^zifen^ K.  fun 
].加 

A./2V 
•Sinking 

Irregular. 

To  spread  the  wings. 
To  rouse.  To  rush  out 

Impetuous  ；  violent ;  cour¬ 

ageous  *,  determined.  To 
diffuse.  Used  with 憤 3538 

不 能奮飛 i  cannot  spread 
my  wings  and  fly  away. 

王 奮厥武  the  king  roused 
his  warlike  energy. 

奮伐  to  attack  vigorously. 

有 能奮庸  is  there  any  one 
who  can  vigorously  display  his 
merits? 

奮興  or  to  rouse  one’s energy. 

叔 寧奮行 Shu-pao  (=Ch* Ch‘iung)  at  once  volunteered 
to  go. 

奮
」
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宗 元亦不 常奮筆 
neither  was  [Wu]  Tsung-yuan 
in  the  habit  of  making  much 

j  effort  to  get  work, 一 a  painter  of 

'  the  Sung  dynasty. 

奮勇  to  put  forth  one’s  cour¬ age;  with  great  bravery 

奮 震  to  shake,  as  by  an  earth¬ quake.  , 

奮發  to  burst  forth;  enthusiasm. 

奮力  to  exert  strength. 

_  to  dasn  against. 

奮起  to  rise  or  go  up  at  a  bound, 一 as  a  suddenly-made  reputation. 

奮跡  to  press  on  to 
with  active  fist, — by  force ; 

see  3161. 

奮勉  to  incite;  to  emulate. 

奮 志不懈  to  keep  up  one^ determination  without  faltering. 

i 奮至 德之光  to  diffuse  the light  of  perfect  virtue. 

奮乎百 世之上 they made  themselves  distinguished 
hundred  generations  ago、 

m 

3552 

R. 間 

See 

SinkingUpper. 

3550 

R •吻 

& 憤粉 

Rising  Upper 

and  Lower. 

糞 4
 

3551 

R 問 

C.fen 

H.  pun 

F.  houngi 

poung 
•fang^pang l^.feng 

M.  ! 

^•feng 

fen 

Y^.fen 

]-fun 
A.  pun 

Sinking 

Upper. 

A  sack  crammed  with 

grain.  A  bow-string. 

Ordure  \  dung  ；  liquid 
manure. 

鸯厠  a  privy. 

费 門  the  anus. 
—坑。 r 糞 池。 r 糞窟 

cess-pool. 

落 糞。 r 上糞  to  put  down manure. 

糞田  to  manure  fields. 

視錢 如糞土  to  look  on money  as  so  much  dirt, 

sweepings;  refuse. 

糞肥。 I •糞料 OT 糞土 manure. 

糞除 a  dust-pan;  to  clean  up, 
constipation, — of  animals 

糞箕子  a  manure-basket. 

糞 汁灌之  dosed  him  with liquid  manure, — as  an  emetic. 

Name  of  a  river  in  Shansi 

神! 糞  the  vapours  which  ris 彳 from  a  valley  after  rain. 

縦 
3553 R.  vulgar. 

C.  y./en° 

F.  v.  k、aung 

W.  v.  ̂ iie0 

SinkingUpper. 

3554 

^東 

\fun
g 

F.  Jiung 

W. ) , 

N.  !  fu
ns 

V.feng
 

M. 

To  sleep；  to  doze. 

合目&  to  nod  and  doze. 

你_勻  you  are  half  asleep. 

funS 

Y. 

Sz. K.  pLu?ig J» 

^•fong 

Even  Upper. 

The  wind.  Rumour.  Re 

putatian.  Custom.  Spirit 
Influence.  Example 

Habit.  Skill ;  inspiration 
afflatus.  Lust.  Used  fo 

諷 3558.  Radical  182.  Se 
6363,  4587,  6497,  6029 
12,089,  10,656. 

酹風  to  blow.  See  2825,  629^ 

-陣風  a  blast  of  wind;  a  blov 

順風  a  fair  wind. 

因風 色不順  because  th 
wind  was  not  fair. 

頂 風 逆 風 ot 打靡 

風。 r  迎風  a  head  wind< 

橫風  a  beam  wind. 
大風  a  gale.  Has  been  suggeste as  the  etymology  of  typhoon， 

風力  the  force  of  the  wind. 

風似刀  the  wind  cuts  like 
knife. 

淸風  a  clear  breeze. 
風灾  a  hurricane;  a  blizzard. 

羊角風  a  whirlwind. 寒風  a  cold  wind.  See  below， 

風寒  a  chill. . 見風 t。  be  exposed  to  the  wine 

見不得 風  I  can’t  stand  wine 

受届 ̂  not  exposed  to  wine 
-as  a  sick  room. 

不 欲串風 did  not  wish  1 
expose  himself  to  draughts. 

傷風  to  catch  cold. 
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鬼頭風 a  hot  wind. 

閃山風  a  Putf  or  gust  coming 
down  between  hills. 

明 庶風。 風- •滔風 the  east  wind. 

淸 明風。 r 熏風 the  south- 
east  wind. 

景風。 r 凱風。 r 巨風 
the  south  wind. 

涼 風。 r  凄威  the  south-west 
wind. 

闇 闔風。 r 秦風 the  west 
wind. 

不 周風。 r 厲風 the  north - 
west  wind. 

廣漠風 oi •寒風 the  n°rth 
wind. 

融風。 r  炎風  the  north-east 
wind.  [The  above  terms  are  fancy 

names,  the  direction  of  the  wind 

being  usually  expressed  by 

南， 西北， eta] 

東 風微拂  an  east  wind  was 
gently  stirring.  Sec  below. 

戚伯 01 •風神  the  wind-god; 
the  Chinese  及 olus.  See  3483. 

信  the  direction  of  the  wind. 

花 傳風信 flowers  {Angl. 
straws)  show  how  the  wind  blows. 
See  4587. 

偶 聞風信  chanced  to  hear 
a  rumour, 一 “nouvelle  de  vive 

voix，”  says  Pere  Hoang. 

風<  色 順了  the  direction  of  the 
wind  is  fair. 

賊届 L  a  draught,  一  such  as  is 
liable  to  give  cold. 

風口裏 坐  to  sit  in  a  draught. 

此時風 已定了  by  this 
time  the  wind  had  already 

dropped. 

' 良  the  wind  has  fallen. 

等 k 頭緩 了好走 —it 
until  the  wind  has  taken  off  be¬ 
fore  we  start. 

甚麽 風兒吹 了你來 
what  wind  has  brought  you  here? 

當作 耳旁風 tQ  resard  as 
wind  at  the  side  of  one’s  ear, — 
idle  rumour. 

石允風  an  adverse  wind,  一 
from  the  name  of  a  woman  who 

wasted  away  in  longing  for  an 
absent  husband,  and  wished  to 

m 
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be  changed  into  a  storm  which 

might  prevent  husbands  from 
leaving  their  wives. 

風領  a  hood;  a  cowl. 

^  ̂   a  portable  st
ove. 

風篷 a  sail. 風匣。 r 風箱 bellows. 

風琴  an  organ. 
風 景  a  view;  a  prospect;  do¬ ings. 

殺風景  to  destroy  the  poetry 
of  a  situation, — by  some  tactless act. 

scenes,  as  in  the  country; 

manners  and  appearance,  as  of 

cities.  Also,  customs ;  usages. 

届 ̂  _  the  features,  both  natural and  artificial,  of  a  landscape ; 

a  scene；  a  landscape. 

風烟  scenery;  population. 

風絲  a  breath  of  wind. 

_  moved  by  the  wind. 

毛  a  fringe  of  hair;  a  “bang;” 
the  edge  of  a  fur. 

風毛松 the  asPen- 
風 生  wind-born, — very  rapid. 

届 ̂   swift  as  the  wind. 
風行 海內於 今數十 

与^矣  it  has  circulated  (of  a 
book)  within*  the  empire  now for  many  years. 

lanterns  in  streets. 

^  ̂   to  see  how  the  land 
lies. 

風  the  miseries  of  wind 
and  frost,  一  the  hardships  of travel. 

臉 上風霜  travel-stained. 
JSl  圈  a  wind-ring, — a  halo  round the  moon,  presaging  a  gale, 

a  windsail. 

風吹 草 動 when  the  wind blows,  the  grass  moves. 

風波。 r 風浪 wind  andwa- ves, — a  storm. 

幾釀風 潮  very  nearly  caused a  riot. 

風雨 風'日  the  weather. 
届 1  詞 1  favourable  weather;  a favourable  season. 

風
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風 調雨順  wind  and  rain  in proper  quantities  and  at  proper times. 

風雨表  a  barometer. 風 化  influence  or  example ;  cus¬ 
toms;  public  morals;  to  reform 
by  influence  or  example： 

漸 染華風 had  gradually 
come  under  Chinese  influences, 
— and  felt  like  a  Chinaman. 

風^  幡^動  is  it  the  air  or  the banner  which  moves  ? — used  in 
the  sense  of  Buddhist  doctrine. 

堂  a  Buddhist  teaching- 
hall. 

濕  rheumatism. 
得^ <  疾  to  become  insane. 上 届^  the  superior  'vind，"/.  the wind  which  gives  an  advantage, 
as  in  shooting,  sailing,  etc. 

我 得個上 風來了  Igot to  windward  of  him. 

^  to  get  to  windward  of. 

由 上風飛 至 _ingupfly_ ing  before  a  fair  wind. 

下  the  inferior  wind,  or  that 
which  gives  one  the  inferior  po¬ 
sition. 

順下風 膝 行而進 aP- 
proached  on  his  knees,  against 
the  wind, — ix.  respectfully.  Cf. 
“To  come  between  the  wind 

and  his  nobility.” 

甘 拜下風  I  willingly  take  up a  position  against  the  wind, 一 
leaving  you  the  windward  posi¬ 
tion;  sc.  I  willingly  admit  your 

superiority. 

繫靠 下風一 岸 nude 
fast  under  the  lee  of  the  bank. 

wind  and  water,  一  that 

which  cannot  be  seen  and  that 

which  cannot  be  grasped.  The 

geomantic  system  of  the  Chinese, 

by  the  science  of  which  it  is 

possible  to  determine  the  desi¬ 
rability  of  sites  for  tombs,  houses, 

or  cities,  from  the  configuration 
of  such  natural  objects  as  rivers, 

trees,  and  hills,  and  to  foretell 
with  certainty  the  fortunes  of  any 

family,  community,  or  indivi¬ 
dual,  according  to  the  spot  se¬ 
lected  ; by  the  art  of  which  it 
is  possible  for  the  geomancer  to 
counteract  evil  influences  by 

good  ones,  to  transform  straight 
and  noxious  outlines  into  undu¬ 

lating  and  propitious  curves,  and 

generally  to  rectify  the  influences 

of  nature,  which  if  left  to  them- 
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* 

1 

selves  would  entail  ruin  upon  all 

concerned.  [In  Amoy,  these  cha¬ 

racters  mean  “a  grave;”  in  Ning- 

po,  “a  typhoon.’’] 

風 水先生  a  professor  of  geo- mancy. 

_  M  t0  Poetise  geomancy. 

前臨 大溪， 狻靠髙 
崖， 左 右諸峯 環抱， 

風水甚 好 a  wide  r—  in 
front,  a  high  cliff  behind,  en¬ 
closing  hills  on  the  right  and  left, 

一 such  is  a  first-class  geomantic 
position  (for  a  grave). 

^ 風 水度活 t0  Poetise  as 
a  geomancer  for  a  living. 

風 水轉了  their  luck  chang¬ ed. 

SL  wind  comes  with  the 

tiger, —— i.e.  with  the  negative  or 
evil  current  in  nature. 

姑 年風燭 my  mother-in- 
law’s  life  is  like  a  candle  in  the 

wind, — liable  to  be  extinguished. 

豈爽風 所活耶 hGw  can you  live  on  air? 

風 聲  the  noise  of  wind ;  rumour; 
fame. 

風曹。 r 風語。 r 風傳 
rumours. 

說些風 話歡酒 to  talk 
a  lot  of  gossip  to  give  a  zest  to 
the  wine. 

風胃  I  have  heard  that  •  •  • ;  a 
rumour  has  reached  me  that  … 

聞風。 r  知 風  to  get  wind  of. 

聞風逃 走  getting  wind  of  the 
matter  (e.g.  hearing  they  were 

“wanted”） ran  away. 

聞 風捉影  listening  to  gossip 
and  grasping  at  the  shadows, — 
raised  thereby. 

聞 風而逃  hearing  who 、vas 
opposed  to  them,  ran  away.  Such 
is  said  to  have  been  the  force  of 

the  reputation  of  |^}*  Hsieh 

An,  a  famous  statesman  and  ge¬ 

neral  of  the  4th  century  a.d. 

安天 下人聞 其風而 

歸者不 可勝計 加 
number  of  persons  who  on  hear¬ 

ing  his  reputation  flocked  around 

him,  was  beyond  all  count. 

聞 柳下意 之風者 those 
who  hear  the  character  of  Liu- 

hsia  Hui, — become  themselves 
elevated. 

風
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向風  turned  towards  the  north; 
to  be  influenced  by  some  one’s 
teaching  or  example.  Also,  a 
name  for  the  lute. 

向 風長嘆 息 my  face turned  northwards,  I  continually 
sigh. 

天 下學士 靡然向 

(or  ̂ 5 )  of  all  the  scholars 
in  the  empire  not  one  but  was 
influenced  by  him. 

風門  a  touch-hole. 

門 風。 r  風調  family  repu- tation ;  standing. 

別是 一 家風 things  have changed  at  home. 

有包孝 肅遺風 & mantle  of  Pao  Hsiao-su  had  fallen 

upon  him. 

義 婦可風 (the  act 。0  an  hp roic  woman,  worthy  of  imitation. 

[風 = to  be  adopted  as  a custom.] 

其術 it 有可風 心 skm is  truly  worthy  of  imitation. 

有 古人風 on  the  model  of the  men  of  old. 

有 义遺風  he  possessed  the afflatus  of  his  father,  —  i%e.  his 

genius. 寫 中 一段太 古風氣 describing  the  state  of  things  in 

the  good  old  days. 

民風 （ the  temperament  of  a 
people  ；  the  national  character. 

風  customs;  usages.  [Expl.  in 
the  Sacred  Edict,  as  =  tem¬ 

perament,  characteristics,  due  to 

climate ; =  difference  of  likes 

and  dislikes,  due  to  the  particular 

bent  of  people  of  various  parts. 
Also  as 上所化 曰風， 

下所習 曰俗] 

成  to  become  a  custom. 

蓮 斤成風  wielding  the  adze had  become  habitual, — was  very 
skilful  with  his  adze; 

溺 女之風  the  practice  of drowning  girls. 

文風  a  literary  spirit. 

有國 士之風 he  had  the spirit  of  a  perfect  gentleman, 一 
W.  Kuan  Ti；  see  6368. 
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風 致  temperament, — of  a  man 

風 氣  the  air;  the  atmosphere locally  speaking;  the  temper  or 
attitude  of  a  community.  Also 

= 風 俗  customs; 於  above. 

矢 B  風  _  to  be  a  good  weather- 
prophet. 

受風氣  to  catch  an  infection or  poison  conveyed  by  air. 

開風氣  to  open  up  a  new  line or  system;  to  enlighten. 

他們 風氣還 沒開了 
they  are  not  sufficiently  enlight- 
enedx — to  receive  you  properly 

Argument  against  an  expedition 
to  Hunan. 

古 今風氣  the  characteristic 
tempers  of  ancient  and  modern times. 

風流  gay;  dissipated;  stylish, refined ;  accomplished  Used  in 

both  good  and  bad  senses. 

風 流子弟  gay  young  sparks mashers;  stylish  and  accomplish¬ 

ed  young  fellows. 

處 士風流 水石間 the hermit  is  happy  among  streams 
and  rocks. 

淫 風  wanton;  lascivious. 

風雅  graceful;  refined. 
風情  seductive ；  gaiety;  dissi 
pation ;  poetical  inspiration. 

風  the  dissolute  life  of  a  harlot 
Also,  mortal  affairs. 

風 人  an  inspired  person;  a  poet 

非風 人其孰 ，能之 _ could  have  written  this,  save  a 

true  poet? 

愛風月 風月 
to  love  dissipation. 

風狂。 r 風月 子弟 細 
pated  rakes ;  profligates. 

爭風  to  contend  for  “favours •’ 

漸 知風月  to  be  “up  to  snuff •’ 

男風  sodomy- 發風  to  be  on  heat.  *5^9581. 

風馬 牛不相 及也。 ur 
horses  and  oxen  at  the  breeding 

season  will  not  meet, 一 so  far 

apart  are  our  territories.  Hence 
the  term  has  come  to  mean 

people  whose  walks  lie  in  differ¬ 
ent  directions. 
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風 馬無關  like  our  horses  at 
the  breeding  season :  no  con¬ 
nection  with  one  another.  [This 

is  only  a  variety  of  the  last  entry.' 

馬 牛其風  when  horses  and 
oxen  are  on  heat. 

匪 類失風 ，官 軍奏凱 
•  the  rebels  were  beaten  and  the 

I  Imperialists  reported  a  victory. 

歌大 風之章 sang See  the 
I  Conquering  Hero  comes ! 

i 國風  the  title  of  the  first  book
 

I  of  the  Odes,  See  6497. 

I 缺 少東風  short  of  east  wind, 

— having  no  money.  Cf.  To 
raise  the  wind. 

風 鬃雲轡  wind-manes  and 
cloud-reins, 一 swift  horses  and 

many  chariots. 

走風。 r  露風  t。 let  the  cat. 
out  of  the  bag. 

中 chung^ 風不語 struck 
speechless  by  paralysis. 

頗有 風味  it has  rather  a  nice 
flavour. 

風 烈得狠 very  irascible. 

風帳  wind-shelters  for  plants, 
etc.,  made  of  millet-leaves  dried. 

接風酒  a  feast  to  welcome 
home. 

晨風  the  falcon, — alluding  to 
its  flight  against  the  wind. 

風車 a  whirligig. 

風車花  the  passion-flower. 

風笙  a  whistle. 

旱 來東風 不下雨 in 
time  of  drought,  an  east  wind 
brings  no  rain. 

襟 來北風 不晴天 in 
time  of  flood,  a  north  wind  does 
not  clear  the  sky. 

聽風 卽是. _  hearing  wind and  calling  it  rain,  — of  exag¬ 
geration. 

不 行春風 ，難 望夏雨 
no  wind  in  spring,  no  rain  in 
summer. 

要 求南風 ，須 開北牖 
if  you  want  to  get  a  south  wind 

you  must  open  the  north  win¬ 

dow, — to  secure  health  keep  the 
passages  clear. 

風窻  a  vent-hole;  a  ventilator. 

德律風  a  telephone. 

風1
 

3554 

Read  fen^. 

to  ridicule. 

To  abuse 

楓1
 

3555 

R 東 

See 風 

Yi.  p^ung 

Even  Upper. 

颯
 2 

3556 

R •東咸 
See 逢凡 

K.  pKung^  porn 
Even  Lower. 

3SS7 
See 風 

Even  Upper. 

風以意  talked  at  him ;  censur¬ ed  him  in  an  underhand  way 
not  openly.  See  5460. 

風示 t。  make  enquiries. 

The  maple.  Also,  Liquid- 
ambar  Formosana.  Usee 

for  the  plane,  the  sycamore 
and  the  tallow  tree. 

丹楓  the  maple, — from  the  co lour  of  its  leaves  in  autumn. 

袁  the  palace, — so  called  from 
a  number  of  maples  planted  about 

the  palace  by  an  Emperor  of  the 
Han  dynasty.  A  name  for  Peking. 

楓陛  a  name  for  Peking,  as above. 

霜染江 _醉  when  frost  co¬ 
lours  the  river,  the  maple  gets 

drunk, — turns  red. 

坐 愛 楓林腕 to  sit  and enjoy  the  autumn  tints  on  the 

maple.  • 

楓香  the  gum  of  the  liquid- ambar, 一 said  to  turn  into  amber. 

大楓子  Lucrabau  seeds,  — of Gynocardia  odorata ,  brought 

from  Siam  and  Java  and  used 

for  leprosy  and  the  itch. 

The  rippling  of  waves 

along  a  shore.  Also  read 

Leprosy  ；  scrofula.  Par 
alysis.  Insanity.  Wild；  un ruly. 

痳 .瘋  leProsy- 
發瘋  to  become  leprous;  to  be¬ come  insane. 

瘋院  a  leper-hospital. 

羊角瘋 ePilePsy- 
^ [癱。 1 ■瘋病  Paralysis- 

瘋癲 w 瘋狂  insane ;  mad. 

瘋子。 ■•瘋 魔 a  madman. 

瘋話  gibberish. 

3SS7 

諷‘
 

355» 

R  4 

H.c/ 阿， 

， X 

F.  houng) 

P-  I  K 

M.  {  fen^ 

See 風 

Rising  and 
Sinking 

Upper. 

3559 

尺東 

See 風 

Even  Upper. 

鳳 4
 

35^0 

R 送 

H. \f
unS 

F. houn^ 

W.( 

N.  I 啊
 

P./ 耐 

M •丨 

Y.  J  fung 

Sz. ) 

K.  pong 

J-  bo 

Sinking 

Lower. 

j  瘋狗  a  mad 
 dog. 半瘋子  a  half-witted  man. 

i  瘋僵  
Stupid. 

i 瘋氣 QI ■瘋癡 lunacy. 

鷄爪  contraction  of  the  fin¬ gers  in  paralysis. 一勲 不瘋一 勲不野 
not  the  least  wild  or  unmannerly. 

To  chant  ；  to  intone.  To 
ridicule  ；  see  1 1,366. 

諷誦  to  intone;  to  chant ;  to hum. 

諷經 to  chant  liturgies,  —  as 
priests  do. 

諷書  to  hum  over  the  words  of a  book. 

譏諷。 r 諷刺  to  ridicule;  to 
chaff. 

不知 其諷刺  did  not  see  the 
satire  conveyed. 

諷諫  to  remonstrate  with, — as 
by  satire. 

諷語  ridicule. 
詞諷  pasquinades;  lampoons. 

The  wind  swaying  the 

trees.  The  sound  of  priests chanting. 

The  male  phoenix, — one 

of  the 四靈  four  super¬ 
natural  creatures,  said  to 

appear  only  when  a  virtu¬ 
ous  sovereign  is  upon  the 

throne.  See  7222.  Is  an 

emblem  of  matrimonial  alli¬ 

ances,  and  of  happiness 

See  5 108. 

鳳凰  the  male  and  female  phoe¬ nixes;  the  phoenix. 

凰 毛鷄膽  the  feathers  of  a 
phoenix  with  the  courage  of  a 
chicken. 

沒有 梧桐樹 ，叫 不着 

鳳凰來  if  you  have  not  a 
wu  t^mg  tree,  you  will  not  get 

a  phoenix  to  corhe,— as  it  will 
not  settle  on  any  other  tree. 
See  12,707， 

56 
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草鷄 窩裏拉 不出凰 

凰來  you  can’t  get  phoenixes 
out  of  hens’  nests. 

凰 凰落架 不如鷄 
phoenix  on  your  perch  is  not 

as  good  as  a  chicken. 

鳳凰蛋  a  phoenix  egg, —— a  son 
who  is  the  sole  support  of  his 

aged  parents. 

夏后之 世民始 食卵， 

凰凰乃 去 in  the  days  of| 
the  Great  Yii  mankind  first  took 

to  eating  eggs,  whereupon  the 

phoenix  disappeared. 

應 生畢免  the  phoenix  begets a  phoenix. 

烏 鴉不與 鳳凰棲 the 
crow  does  not  -  roost  with  the 

phoenix. 

析鳳之 憂 the  sorrow  of| 
being  separated  from  a  husband. 

鳥中之 鳳 a  phoenix  among 
birds;  chief. 

鳳髓  Phoenix  marrow, — a  great delicacy. 

鳳冠  a  bride’s  coronet. 
鳳 兮鳳兮 ，何 德之衰 
O  phoenix!  O  phoenix !  how  has 

thy  virtue  fallen,— by  coming  out 
of  due  season.  Said  to  Confucius 

by  an  eccentric  personage  who 

wished  to  imply  that  Confucian¬ 
ism  was  unsuited  to  the  age. 

凰仙花  China  balsam. 

吐 鳳之才  vomit-phoenix  ta¬ 
lents, — great  talents,  like  those 

Qf 楊雄  Yang  Hsiung  who 
dreamt  that  口  吐 白凰 

he  brought  out  of  his  mouth  a 

white  phoenix. 

凰 韦濟美  addins  beauty  to 
the  plumage  of  the  phoenix, 
said  of  an  o 伍 cial  who  has  a 
virtuous  son. 

胃 《  _  _  ornamented  ladies1 shoes. 

鳳尾草 

龍 鳳之姿 au  Emperor's children. 

鳳眼  the  Emperor's  eye. 
凰池 and 鳳城  names  for Peking. 

鳳凰池  the  Phoenix  Pool, — 
guests  at  which  are  the  success 

ful  candidates  at  the  Metropo 
litan  examinations. 

鳳‘
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F.  hung 

See K.  pong 

Even  Upper. 

w 

356， 

R •冬 

See 

Even  Upper. 
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3563 

R •冬 

See 逢 

Even  Lower. 

峯1
 

3564 

R. 冬 

See 
Even  Upper. 

昔 爲凰閣  IP  formerly  I  was
 *  a  gentleman  of  the  Court. 

鳳尾 金魚.  Phoenix-tail  gold¬ 
fish, 一 the  cultivated  trilobous  or 

quadrilobous  tailed  varieties  of 
Carassius  auratus. 

鳳頭 阿藍兒 the  crested lark  {Galerida  cristata). 

凰頭 鴨子  the  tufted  duc
k (Fulix  cristatd)^ 

Plump  and  good-looking； 

handsome  ；  graceful  ；  refin¬ 

ed.  [To  be  distinguished 
from  丰  1488.] 

子 之丰兮  full  and  good- looking  was  the  gentleman. 

丰  graceful ;  elegant. 

丰  refined. 
丰 i  ot 丰神  sylph-like; 
graceful. 

丰 姿縛約  g^d-looking  and 
well  made. 

丰儀  dignified. . 
丰裁0 r 丰格0 f  easy  man¬ 
ner. 

丰 情蕭灑  very  pleasing  and 

animated. ' 丰  a  mellow  sound;  a  pleas¬ 
ing  voice. 

luxuriant  vegetation. 

言 其丰範  describing  their 
appearances. 

To  trifle；  to  flirt. 

To  butt,  as  cattle  do；  to 

oppose. 

The  peak  of  a  hill.  The 

hump  of  a  camel. 

峯  peaks  of  mountains. 

峯嶺  mountain  ranges. 

高塞  a  lofty  peak. 

峯1
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烽1
 

35^5 

R •冬 

See^ 

Even  Upper. 

蜂1
 

35^7 

R. 冬 

H. } 
 funS 

F.  p、urtg 

N：i>^ 
f ⑽ s 

A  conical  brick  structure, 

in  which  to  light  a  beacon 

fire  by  night.  See  10,406. 

3S66 

R •冬 

See 蜂 

Even  Upper. 

Y. 

Sz. 

K.  pong 

J-  hoJu 

^fong 

Even  Upper. 

玉 峯  a  green,  grassy  peak；  a sacred  peak. 

孤峯  a  solitary  peak. 

夏雲 多奇峯 insummei 
clouds  there  are  many  wonder¬ 

ful  peaks. 一峯 旣盡一 峯又典 
one  height  hardly  vanquished  ere 
another  is  in  sight.  See  9336. 

鼻峯  a  high  bridge  to  the  nose. 

蜂烟  the  smoke  of  a  beacon 

fire. 

燒  火  to  light  a  beacon  fire. 

五蜂  the  Five  Beacons,— be¬ 
yond  the 玉  門關  Y 

pass  on  the  Kansuh  frontier. 

Half-open  eyes. 

昧目拳  half-closed  sleepy  eye, 

眼都 合峰了  >胃 eyes  are 
half-closed. 

A  bee；  a  wasp ；  a  hornet. 

蜜蜂 a  bee.  See  7834. 

蜜蜂 數萬頭  many  tens  ol 
thousands  of  bees. 

蜂王  the  queen  bee. 蜂裔。 1 •蜂房 7834)  01 

蜂衛 a  bees’-nest;  a  wasps’- 

nest. 

土蜂  a  humble  bee ;  a  carpenter 
bee. 

縫 酿 密  bees  store  honey. 

蜂 梂百花 人食蜜 
gather  from  a  hundred  flowers； 
and  man  eats  the  honey, 一 sic 
vos  non  vobis  ipellificatis  apes, 

蜂針 蜂蠆。 r 蜂釘 a  bee’s  or  wasp’s  sting. 

馬蜂  a  hornet;  a  horse-fly. 

蜂崽 兒  thelairvaeofwasps 

黃蜂 a  wasp. 蜂腰 a  wasp  waist.  See  12,893. 
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ven  Upper. 

崑崙 山有大 蜂一丈 

其 毒殺象  on  the  K‘un-lun mountains  there  is  a  kind  of  bee 

ten  feet  long,  whose  sting  will 

kill  an  elephant. 

掇蜂  to  catch  a  wasp, 一 as  伯 

奇  Po-ch‘i  did,  on  the  neck  of 
his  stepmother,  for  which  his 

suspicious  father  turned  him  out 
of  doors. 

盜 賊蜂起  robbers  arose  like 
bees, — in  swarms. 

蜂擁而 上  Pressed  forward  in 
swarms. 

蜂 媒蝶使 the  bee  g°-be- 
tween  and  the  butterfly  assistant, 

—alluding  to  the  fertilisation  of 
flowers. 

吳蜂  a  blue-bottle. 

蜂糖罐  Rehmannia  glutinosa、 
Lib. 

A  sharp  point  ,  a  spear 

head;  the  tip  of  a  lance  or 

bayonet.  See  10,656 

鋒鋩。 r 蜂鏑  the  point  of  a 
weapon. 

交蜂  to  cross  swords;  to  join 
battle;  to  fight. 

鋒 刃交加 p°ints  and  edges 
crossed, — in  fight. 

鋒 快的刀 a  sharp-pointed blade. 

蜂稜  sharp  and  angular  =  thin. 

及 蜂而試  when  the  point  is 
sharp,  try,  —  do  not  wait  until 
it  is  blunt.  Strike  while  the  iron 
is  hot. 

不可 與 他碰鋒 do  not 
run  against  thq  enemy’s  spears, 
一 kick  against  the  pricks. 

爭鋒  to  struggle  for  mastery. 

先鋒  the  van-guard. 

同 他鼓動 幾舌鋒 ex 
changed  a  few  sharp  remarks 
with  him. 

前鋒  a  sergeant  of  the  provin¬ 
cial  Banner  forces. 

前鋒校  a  sergeant  of  the  van¬ 
guard  division  of  Banner  forces. 

m 

3569 

r .冬東 

H.  j 
 funS 

F.  hung 

W.) 

N.  I  ̂   , 

P./ 〜 

Sz.fengjtt/ig 
K.  pong 

J.  ho Even  Lower. 

To  meet.  To  happen  -  to 
hit  on. 

相逢  to  meet, — as  two  people 

弟兄 喜相逢  a  joyful  meet¬ ing  of  brothers. 

逢吉。 r 逢喜  to  meet  with 
good  fortune. 

逢迎  to  go  out  to  meet;  to  re¬ ceive,  as  a  guest. 

巧 於迎逢  clever  at  enter taining  guests. 

難逢  hard  to  meet  with. 

逢 人之怒  to  encounter  peo¬ pled  anger. 

每逢  whenever  one  meets  with, 
or  lights  upon,  or  reaches. 

每逢三  whenever  a  3  occurs — as  in  the  3rd,  13th,  and  23rd 
of  a  moon. 

逢場  when  there  happens ;  on the  occasion  of  … • 

逢 危  to  incur  danger. 

逢時  to  supceed  in  life. 
時 just  now  met;  it  is  the 
season  of ... . 

逢 此百凶  meeting  with  all these  miseries. 

逢 人便說  to  meet  a  man and  straightway  tell  him, — said 

of  people  who  gossip. 

狹 路相逢  to  meet  in  a  nar row  way,  —  where  jne  or  the 
other  must  yield. 

逢_之 惡罪大  the  crime of  him  who  excites  the  wicked¬ 

ness  of  his  prince  is  great. 

衣灼逢 掖之衣  to  wear large-sleeved  robes, — as  Confu¬ 

cius  did;  hence 一 

徒見 三千石 不如- better  than  an  interview 

with  a  Governor  is  a  visit  from 
a  sage. 

Read  peng^. 
drums. 

The  roll  of 

鼉 鼓逢逢 the  iizard-skin drums  rolled  harmonious. 

Read  p^eng^.  A  surname. 

To  sew  •’  to  baste;  to 
mend.  Used  with  3572 

撻1
 

3570 

R. 冬 

See 逢 

Even  Lower. 

The  name  of  a  river；  a 

jpool  ；  a  marsh. 

3571  |%) 

；y^ 、浮  harassed;  anxious, 

See 逢 

Even  Lower. 
Read p‘hig\  The  eddies 

in  a  rapid* 

3572 

r •冬朱 

C.fung^p'-ung 

pooling 

W.  viijig N.  vung 

P,/k 

^•fcng^fu?ig 

Y/fung 

Sz./e/i^  fung 
K.  pong 

J.  ho 

^fung 

Even  and 
Sinking 

Lower. 

Fo  sew  ；  to  stitch.  To 
mend.  See  8588. 

裁縫  to  cut  and  sew;  a  tailor. 

鏠衣裳  to  sew  or  make  clothes. 
縫  to  sew  up  a  rip,  or  the mouth  of  a  bag. 

口  to  pay  promised  bribes. 
See  6654. 

縫窮的  women  who  do  stray jobs  of  sewing  in  the^  streets. 

縫 線  sewing-thread;  to  sew. 

杀宠  to  mend;  to  repair  clothes. 

縫 補雜 tQ  _d  and 

patch. 
—密行 + to  sew  with fine  stitches, 一 as  in  quilting. 

臨時 密密縫  to  mend  up (a  son’s  clothes)  when  he  is  about 

to  (leave  home). 

彌縫  to  mend;  to  rectify  a blunder;  to  conceal  the  truth. 

See  7812. 

以糸 ▲縫之  bandaged  it  with 
cotton  wool. 

Read  fhtg\  A  crack;  a 

split ;  a  seam. 

糊縫子  to  paste  up  cracks, 一 
with  strips  of  paper, 

齊縫  to  level  cracks, — as  when pointing  bricks,  etc. 

無地 縫可鑽  not  a  crack  to 
hide  in. 

綻了縫  the  seam  has  split. 

如 天衣無 縫 without  seam， like  heavenly  raiment, — used  in 
the  sense  of  without  break  or 

pause. 



To  receive  respectfully 
with  both  hands.  To  have 

the  honour  to,  as  conven¬ 

tionally  used  to  imply  self¬ 
depreciation  by  the  speaker. 
To  nourish. 

無縫衫  a  shirt  (or  robe)  with¬ 
out  seam, — as  worn  by  theTEmp. 

Ch^eng  Ti  of  the  Han  dyn. 

找人 錯縫子  to  look  out  for 
a  person’s  wrong-doings. 

漏縫 tQ  lQse; tc>  let  slip， .今 

指縫  the  creases  of  the  fingers. 

Same  as  3567. 

奉命  to  receive  a  command,  as 
from  God;  to  receive  orders. 

奉旨  to  receive  an  Imperial 
Decree. 

奉劄飭  to  receive  instructions 
to  the  effect  that  … 

to  receive  commands. 

奉 天承蓮  entrusted  by  God 
with  the  care  of, — the  empire. 

奉天府  Moukden. 

奉 錦山海  the  Circuit  of  the 
Taot‘ai  at  Newchwang,  consisting 

&奉 天府  Feng-t^en  Fu, 

itl  ifiP  Chin-chou  Fu,  and 

山海關  Shan-hai  Kuan. 

奉遵。 r 奉行  to  receive  and 
act  in  accordance  with  orders. 

奉 行古事  to  follow  old customs. 

奉楫  to  make  a  bow. 

奉法  to  profess  the  Buddhist faith. 

我能畫 ，可 奉君法 i 
can  draw,  allow  n.e  to  teach  you 
method. 

奉教  to  receive  instruction；  to 
obey ;  to  become  a  convert  to 
Christianity. 

願 謹奉教 i  am  willing  to 
respectfully  receive  your  instruct¬ 
ions,  or  enter  your  sect. 

奉承  to  flatter;  to  do  service 
(in  a  good  sense〉. 

奉勢  to  flatter  the  powerful. 

3574 

買奉  to  curry  favour  with. 

奉求  to  entreat. 奉候  to  pay  one’s  respects  to. 

奉賀  to  congratulate. 
奉拜  to  make  obeisance  to;  to 
pay  one^  respects  to. 

奉攀  to  venture  to  drag,— a  con¬ ventional  phrase  used  in  invi¬ 
tations. 

奉暗  to  have  the  honour  to  bear 
company  to  any  one. 

還  to  have  the  honour  to  re¬ 
pay  or  to  return. 

奉到  to  have  hac}  the  honour to  receive. 

to  have  the  honour  to  warn; 

to  venture  to  advise. 

奉 獻奉上 t。  have  the  hon¬ 
our  to  offer. 

送  to  have  the  honour  to  send. 

自奉  one’s  personal  expendi¬ 
ture. 

奉  ̂   (ya^)  to  respectfully  nou¬ rish, — one’s  parents. 

厚 自奉養  lavish  in  expen diture  on  oneself. 

侍 奉晨昏 to  wait  on  mor ning  and  night. 

奉公  employed  on  public  bus¬ iness. 

奉複  to  have  the  honour  to 
reply. 

奉批  to  receive  the  reply, 一 of 
a  superior. 

奉聞  had  the  honour  to  hear. 
奉繳  to  hand  back  respectfully. 

奉膾  to  present  respectfully. 
奉謁 t。  have  an  interview, 一 with  a  superior. 

奉迎  to  receive, — as  a  guest. 

奉宸苑 ㈣院)  the  Depart¬ 
ment  of  Parks  and  Hunting 
Grounds. 

奉官  to  be  officially  licensed  or 
appointed. 

奉懇  to  respectfully  beg. 

奉頒  to  be  appointed  as .  •  • 
奉調  to  have  the  honour  to  be transferred  to ... . 

^  ̂   or  ̂   ̂   have  the  hon
- 

奉
 ‘ 
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N.  fung 
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K.  pong 

J.  ho 
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Irregular 

Sinking 

Upper. 

our  to  inform. 

奉淮  to  receive,  —  from  a 

perior. 奉申  to  write  a  despatch  t 
superior. 

奉派  to  be  deputed. 奉發  to  receive  something  \ 
or  sent  by  a  superior. 

奉詢  to  beg  to  ask ... . 
奉領  to  have  the  honour  tc 

my  ceive. 

奉煩  to  beg  to  trouble. 

奉約。 mm  to  have 
honour  to  invite. 

奉事  to  serve;  to  wait  on. 苹自死 了也 不事: 
一- 丰  better  to  die  than  se 

a  second  master. 

奉託  to  beg  to  request, 一 sc one  to  do  something. 

實 言奉告 I  beg  t。 sp 
plainly  to  you. 

奉 姻奉茶  to  hand  toba> 

and  tea. 

供奉 to  wait  upon;  to  sup 
with. 

奉此  on  receipt  of  these  ord< 

奉留  to  venture  to  detain. 

奉布  to  "have  the  honour acquaint. 

Salary  ；  emolument. 

俸祿 俸米。 r 薪 1 
银。 r 棒條 or 棒; official  salary,  —  paid  in  gr 

down  to  the  time  of  the  K 

dynasty  ；  from  tfee  Han  to 
T‘ang,  half  in  cash  and  half 

grain ;  and  since  the  T‘a: wholly  in  cash. 

鈴 捧 棘之半 put  him 

half-pay. 

棒 廉  salary  and  allowance; 7128.  Also,  his  salary  is  sm; 

額俸  a  fixed  salary. 
罰俸  to  fine;  to  deduct  frc 
one’s  salary. 

加俸  to  increase  the  salary. 

帶 俸歸田  to  retire  on  on 

salary. 

痒滿  when  the  term  of  off 
(3  years)  is  at  an  end. 
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3576 
R .重 
C.  Jung 
ll.fung 

F.  cpiung 

iV.|x 
^•feng 

Y；|>^ 

Sz.fungje
ng 

K.  pong 

J.  ho 

A.  boung 

捧 
3577 

rl 

3578 
R •東 
See  B rx\ 

K.  p^ung 
Even  Uppe 

爾俸 爾祿民 膏民腊 

醜1 

醫 磬 隆  the  god  of  thunder  or  of 

封
1
 

your  salary  is  the  fat  of  the 
clouds. 

people, -^-be  careful  not  to  take 
too  much.  An  inscription  seen 

3578 

樂  pleasant  and  prosperous. 

35g2 

in  the  ya?nens  of  magistrates. 

豐 本  garlic. 
歷 棒椎陛 promotion  by 
length  of  service  or  seniority. 

自 棒至儉  he  sPent  very  little 
on  himself.  See  3574. 

the  capital  of  ̂  王  Wen 

'"Wang,  in  modern  Shensi,  called 

after  the  豐 水  river  Feng. 

作 邑 于 豐  he  fixed  his  capi- T 
tal  at  Feng. 

To  intone；  to  chant. 

儍1
 

P 奉經  to  chant  liturgies,  一  as 
3579 Spirits  ；  genii. 

Buddhist  priests  do. 

R •東 

"CM  the“immortals”  of  Taoism. 

P 奉  P 奉  very  productive. 

See 風 

Read  pen^.  To  laugh 

Even  Upper. 

aloud. 

灃1
 

358° 

A  stream  in  Shensi. 

只東 

See 風 

See  8903. Even  Upper. 

豐 |T 

The  old  way  of  writing 

Luxuriant  ；  fruitful  ； 

abundant,  as  opposed  to 

歉  1633. 
3581 

R 東 

the  surname  豐， 3573. 

暫 J  都  a  District  in  Sstich‘uan， 

See 風 

Even  Upper. 

where  is  said  to  lie  the  entrance 

豐 草  luxuriant  grass. 
豐 年  a  year  of  plenty. 

to  the  Infernal  Regions. 

鄭 都城  Hades,  or  the  city ruled  over  by  閻羅主  Kjng 

臀  abundant  harvest. Yen  Lo  (Yama),  the  Chinese 

五 穀豐登 the  five  grains 
Pluto,  to  which  all  departed  spi¬ 
rits  go,  and  where  a  ghost  life 

abundantly  rising, — in  the  gran- 
continues,  on  much  the  same  lines 

aries,  sc.  plenty. 

豐  ‘。 r  豐 盈  abundant; 

is  in  this  upper  world. 

prosperous. 

封
1
 

A  fief  or  principality,  held 

豐足 01 ■豐滿  ample;  plenti- 

3582 

r 冬朱 under  the  feudal  system. 
ful. 

To  appoint  to  territory  or 

豊 熟  full  and  ripe, 一 as  fruit  or office.  A  boundary;  a  dyke. 

grain. 

See 鋒 

A  mound  ；  a  tumulus. 

豐富  wealthy. 
Even  Upper. 

Name  of  the  ninth  son  of 

磬  sumptuous, 一 as  a  feast. 
文 王  Wen  Wang.  To 

豐席  a  plenteous  table. 
enrich.  To  seal  up  ̂   to 

打抽豊 w  2486. 
attach.  To  blockade.  s. 

從 豊  from  one’s  own  abundance, 
往 卽乃封  go  to  your — to  give  to  others. principality. 

豐 人  a  stout,  well-fed  man. 
封之也 ，或 曰敢焉 he 

肌膚微 粵  inclined  to  plump- 
made  him  a  prince,  which  some 
said  was  famishing  him. 

ness. 

面貌 豐 隆  a  fine  hearty  coun- 無有封 而不告 $  there be  no  appointments  which  are tenance. 
not  announced, -to  the  Emperor. 

- 

_L 

周公 封於魯  Chou  Kung was  appointed  to  Lu. 

^f*  to  set  up  as  a  feudal  prince： 
to  enfeoff;  to  establish. 

自玫封 建爲郡 縣 ever 
since  fiefs  were  exchanged  for 

departments, — ever  since  the  feu¬ 
dal  was  changed  to  the  Imperial 

system. 

_  建  M  福  he  firmly  esta
b. 

lished  his  happiness. 

封國  to  confer  the  right  to  rule over  a  vassal  State. 

封神  to  raise  to  the  rank  of  a| 
god;  to  deify;  to  canonise, 

封官  to  appoint  to  office. 

封大官  to  raise  to  high  office; to  ennoble  as;  to  rai^e  to  the 
rank  of. 

封爵  to  ennoble;  to  bestow  the rank  of  a  noble. 

驾 *  titles  of  honour, — as  封 
bestowed  upon  wife,  parents  or 

grand-parents,  - 贈  granted 

as  posthumous  honours  to  de¬ 
ceased  progenitors. 

素 封之家  a  wealthy  family. 

愼 固封守  be  careful  to 
strengthen  the  guard-posts 

throughout  the  territory. 

域 民不以 封疆之 •界 
a  nation  is  bounded,  not  by  the 

limit  of  dykes  and  frontiers, — but 
by  the  virtue  and  enterprise  of 

its  people. 

封 疆大臣  the  high  officials 
at  the  frontier；  the  high  .pro¬ 
vincial  officials. 

封 比干墓  raised  a  tumulus 
over  the  grave  of  Pi  Kan. 

封十 有二山  he  raised  al- 
tars  upon  twelve  hills. 

封樹  to  throw  up  a  mound  and plant  trees  at  the  grave. 

專利以 自 _ 殖  entirely 
devoted  to  gain  in  order  to  en¬ 
rich  oneself. 

比 戶可封  groups  of  s  fami¬ 
lies  and  single  households  will 
be  in  a  condition  to  prosper. 

See  8942  piK. 

封典  the  granting  of  hereditary rank. 

the  stone  pillars  at  the 

grave  of  an  official  wfio  has  been 

posthumously  promoted； 
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3586 

Y*  \/un^ 

^•P^ng^ping 

J.  hiyd、 hei^fu 
A.  bbtg、 fung 

Even  Lower. 

3587 

R •腫 

See 風 

K.  pong 

J.  hd、fu 

A./ung1 Rising 'Upper. 

怫 

3589 C.  ) 

H.  i 
 fet 

F. houk 

W.  vai、 wai 
N.  vak P.  Sfo^  ifu M./u 

Y.feh Sz./« 

K.pul 
\.futsz、 buchi h.fet Entering 

Lower. 

r'O 

不 敢嗎河 they  dare  m 
cross  a  river  without  a  boat. 

有 瑪有翼  you  have  helpe 
and  supporters. 

嗎翊  an  Assist.  Magist.  und( 
the  Han  dyn. 

W 馬  a  sound  indicative  ( 

solidity. 

竭氣  Pride;  arrogance. 

瑪夷  the  god  of  streams. Read p、htg'.  Wide；  vast 

To  oppose.  To  throw  ; rider. 

1 駕之馬  an  unmanageabl 

horse.  See  3423. 

To  give  aid  toward! 
funeral  expenses. 

賵啤。 r 脂 名物 _e】 or  other  contributions  to  funera 
expenses.  See  3635. 

To  see  without  examin¬ 

ing；  to  take  a  general  view. 
Buddha,  in  which  sense  it 
is  said  to  be  short  for  佛 

[For  names  of  some  fabul¬ 
ous  Buddhas  of  the  Maha- 

kalpa， see  China  Review、 

XXIV， p.  45,  col.  ?.]  See 

4680， 7812， 9050. 

其 _ 之 .卑佛 what  they 

seek  is  heretical. 

佛爺。 r 佛祖。 r 佛眈。 r 
佛圖 (a  variation  of  浮圏; 
see  3600, 3088)  Buddha;  the  Lord 
Buddha, — by  which  term  must  be 

understood  釋 迦牟甩 

Shikyamuni  Buddha.  See  8720. 

佛門。 r 佛家  Buddhism.  See 

1671. 
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3582 

封土  to  heap  up  earth. 

封禪  (s/ian*)  sacrifices  in  hon¬ our  of  the  high  heaven  and  the 
broad  earth,  respectively.  Said 
in  the-  Yuan  chien  lei  hany  ch 

159,  to  be  a  contr.  of  封泰 

山 禪梁文  Liang-fu  being a  small  hill  at  the  foot  of  Mt. 
T‘ai.  See  13,367. 

封地  the  ground  frozen.. 

封河  to  close  a  river, — by  frost, 

封書 封信  to  seal  a  letter 

一封信 ㈣ 書  ) a  letter. 

公文 一總封  a  general  des 
patch  cover,  i.e.  one  cover  con¬ 
taining  several  despatches. 

封密  to  seal  closely. 

發封則 皆美珠 when  he 
broke  the  seals  (over  bottles)  he 
found  them  all  full  of  pearls. 

封套。 r 封袋  an  envelope, 

封筒  a  bamboo  tube, — used  for 
the  conveyance  of  letters. 

釘封  a  despatch  nailed  up  in 
boards, 一 either  for  secrecy  or 
safe  keeping  if  sent  to  a  distance. 
Sometimes  a  certain  distance  is 
mentioned  within  which  the 
boards  are  not  to  be  removed 

e-s- 五十 里釘封 to  be 
kept  nailed  up  for  fifty  //. 

封條。 r 封皮  strips  of  red 
paper  pasted  down  the  middle 
of  letters  or  parcels  and  used 
for  the  address  (see  1714).  Also, 
strips  of  paper  used  for  sealing 
a  house  or  goods.  See  below. 

露 封照送  to  enclose,  under 
flying  seal,  in  a  despatch. 

一 '封 銀子  a  package  of 
money,— usually  Tls.  50.  See 

33幻. 
封固  to  seal  up,-— as  in  an  en¬ 

velope. 

查 封入官  to  confiscate. 
賞封  to  give  a  tip  or  a  bribe. 

一 ■脑 賞封兒 a  present. 
門封  the  money-package  given 
as  a  bribe  to  the  doorkeeper. 
Alsor  the  inscription  of  titles, 
etc”  placed  outside  the  front  p：ate 
of  a  high  official. 

封門  to  seal  up  a  door, 一 with 
cross  strips  of  paper,  as  is  done 

封1
 

3582 

-攻 

嶎1
 

3583 

R •冬 

See 

Even  Upper. 

w 

3584 

R •冬 

See 

Even  Upper. 

w 

3585 

R. 冬東 

朱 

See 鋒 

^'pong^p^ung 
Even  Upper. 

35恥 

R •東蒸 

C.fung^p^ing 

H.  fung^  p^iti 
F.  hung、ping W.  I  vung、 

N.  J  bing 

j 

when  officially  attached  for  debt, etc. 

封舖  to  seal  or  attach  a  shop 

鎖  to  seal  and  lock  up, — as when  attaching  property. 

封禁  to  seal  and  prohibit  access to. 

啓封  to  remove  an  attachment 
on  property. 

封船  to  impress  boats, 一 for  go¬ vernment  use. 

封貨  to  “seal”  or  arrange  for purchase  of  goods  at  a  pawn 

broker’s  on  expiration  of  the  time 
allowed  to  the  pawner.  This  is 
effected  by  payment  of  bargain money. 

詞 •印  to  close  up  the  official  seals 一 as  is  done  all  over  the  empire 
during  the  New  Year  holidays, 
See  6595. 

封存  to  keep  under  bond;  to deposit  officially. 

由法 人封堵 之各口 
the  ports  blockaded  by  the 
French. 

A  fabulous  hill,  said  to 

have  been  ascended  by  a 

carp  which  became  a  dra 

gon.  An  emblem  of  literary 
succes3.  See  7479. 

An  ox  with  a  hump;  the 

Zebu  {Bos  indicus、、 found 
in  Persia. 

A  species  of  mustard- 
piant.  See  12,759. 

爱采 薪矣1  am  going  t0 gather  the  mustard. 

^  ̂   mustard  and  earth-melons, 一  cheap  vegetables ,  trifling ; unworthy. 

A  surname. 

Read  A  horse 

running  swiftly.  To  cross 
a  river  without  a  boat. 

To  rely  on.  Used  for  适 | 

9328. 
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佛道。 r  佛教  the  religion  of 
Buddha. 

佛道日 子 days  sacred  to 
Buddha  {e.g.  1st  and  15th  of  the 

moon)  when  people  ought  to 

“be  good •” 

佛門 子弟  Buddhist  priests and  nuns. 

佛法  the  Law  of  Buddha.  See 

3366: 

遵佛法 餓煞， 遵王法 

^  in  the  observance  of  the 
Law  of  Buddha  there  is  much 

hunger  (from  fasting),  and  in 
the  observance  of  the  law  of  the 

laAd  there  is  much  bambooing. 

^  佛  to  repeat  the  
name  of 

Buddha;  to  pray;  (of  a  cat)  to 

purr. 

唐  as  devoted  to  Buddhism 
as  an  Emperor  of  the  T‘ang 
dynasty. 

五佛冠  a  imt  worn  by  Bud¬ 
dhist  priests,  and  having  5  lap¬ 
pets  folded  up  as  a  brim. 

佛 國  the  Buddhistic  kingdoms, 
一 the  various  States  of  the  0Dn- 
tinent  in  which  Buddha  lived 

and  taught,  and  in  which'  his 
religion  prevailed. 

佛像  images  of  Buddha;  Bud¬ 
dhist  figures. 

然 燈佛。 r 定光佛 DiPan- 
kara  Buddha, — the  predecessor 

of  Shakyamuni,  so  called  be¬ 
cause  of  the  radiance  which 

emanated  from  his  body  when 
a  baby, 

阿 彌陀佛 ‘。 F。， 
Amida  Buddha, — the  favourite 
Buddha  of  the  Chinese.  Mere 

repetition  of  this  name,  if  ut¬ 

tered  sufficiently  often,  is  sup¬ 
posed  to  cure  diseases,  while  its 

employment  in  every-day  life 
is  frequent  and  varied.  B.g. 

when  a  layman  styles  a  priest 

尙  Ho-shang,  the  latter 
politely  replies  阿 彌陀佛 

Amida  Buddha,  meaning  that 

if  he  is  a  priest,  the  layman  is 
Buddha. 

阿彌 跎佛不 要殺他 
for  God’s  sake  don’t  kill  him ! 

求看佛 面敏他 for  God's 
sake  pardon  him ! 

是不信 佛之報 k  is  what 
you  get  for  not  believing  in 
Buddha. 

fr 

3SS9 

求佛求 一 •尊 lf  you  pray 
to  Buddha,  pray  to  one  Buddha 
only. 

閒時不 燒香， 急時抱 

佛脚  when  all  is  well  you  do 
not  burn  incense,  but  when  in 

trouble  you  clasp  Buddha’s  foot. 
C/.  When  the  devil  was  ill,  the 
devil  a  saint  would  be,  etc. 

有事抱 佛腿， 無事把 
when  there  is  anything 

i;he  matter,  to  cling  to  Buddha’s foot :  when  there  is  nothing,  to 

push  him  aside. 

或下 屠 刀便成 佛 down with  the  butcher’s  knife,  and 

you  are  a  Buddha  forthwith, — 
alluding  to  the  value  of  prompt 

repentance. 

臥 佛  sleeping  Buddha, — a  name 
given  to  recumbent  images  of 
Buddha. 

活  living  Buddha, — a  cardinal 
in  the  hierarchy  of  Lamaism. 
See  4912. 

活佛 不敬， 敬死佛 
do  not  honour  living  Buddhas 

(sc.  your  parents),  but  you  honour 
dead  Buddhas; 

萬 家生佛  the  living  Buddha of  a  myriad  families, — a  compli¬ 

mentary  phrase  to  a  just  official. 

出' 家如初 ，成 佛有餘 
if  you  remain  as  when  you  'first 
took  orders,  it  will  suffice  to 

'  make  you  a  Buddha  and  to  spare. 

心 堅 卽是佛 strength  of mind  makes  a  man  a  Buddha. 

滅却心 頭火， 剔起佛 

燈  you  must  extinguish 
your  inward  fire  'of  passion) 
if  you  would  trim  the  lamp  of Buddha. 

不受 磨難， 不成佛 
without  suffering,  one  does  not 
become  a  Buddha. 

佛做不 成也1  can’t  be_ come  a  Buddha, — I  am  not  good enough. 

$  自  _  #  ea
ch  perfect  in 

his  own  estimation. 

小 兒的心 似佛 心心 heart  of  a  little  child  is  like 

Buddha’s  heart,— pure. 

佛卩 蛇必、 the  mouth  of Buddha  but  the  heart  of  a  ser¬ 

pent. 齒惱佛 （you  are  enough)  to make  Buddha  angry. 

佛
 好 

35S9 
賴佛 偷章鞋 to  rely  °n 
Buddha  to  steal  food  and  clothes, 

一 to  make  religion  a  cloak  for crime. 

'漢 前有佛  there  was  a  Bud¬ dha  before  the  Han  dynasty, — 

meaning  that  right  knd  wrong 
were  not  first  rewarded  and 

punished  by  Shakyamuni.  Also 

interpreted  to  mean  that  Bud¬ 
dhism  was  known  in  China  be¬ 
fore  the  usually-accepted  date. 

奴  a  cat.  See  above. 
q  the  commands  of  Buddha. 

事  religious  services  in  con¬ nection  with  death. 

a  niche  for  the  figure  of 

a  god. 

佛 火長明  the  ever-burning 
sacred  flame  of  Buddha、 

a  Buddhist  pagoda. 

Mother  of  Buddha, — 

Maya.  Also,  Maritchi,  popularly 

known  as  天 后  the  Queen  of Heaven ;  see  4027. 

浴 卷|} 胃  the  festival  of  washing idols, — 8th  of  4th  moon. 

>性 of  a  nature  like  Buddha’s, sc、 kind,  forgiving,  etc. 

我 佛舍悲  the  lovinS-kind- 
ness  and  sympathy  of  our  Bud¬ dha. 

佛眼相 看  tG  regard  with  the eyes  of  Buddha, 一 with  loving¬ kindness,  etc. 

佛 眼參心 the  eye  (心 . the appearance)  of  a  Buddha  but the  mind  of  an  old  woman. 

佛頭  Buddha’s  head;  promi¬ nent  hills  are  often  so  called ; 

the  large  beads  which  occur  at 
intervals  in  a  rosary. 

佛頭銀  Spanish  dollars. 佛  any  dollars  taken  by  weight. 

番佛 二 尊  two  foreign  dol¬ 

lars.  See  3653. 

佛郎  a  franc. 
佛郞機  Farangh!， Feringhee, or  Franks, — the  early  name  given 

by  the  Chinese  to  the  Portuguese 
or  Spaniards,  expl.  by  Verbiest 
as  referring  to  the  French. 

法蘭西 一曰弗 郧掘， 
即 明之佛 郧機也 
the  Fa-lan-hsi  (French),  or  Fu- 

lang-hsi， are  the  same  as  the 
Franks  of  the  Ming  dynasty. 
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佛骨  a  bone  of  Buddha ;  the 
pith  or  essence  of  Buddhistn. 

正佛  the  mistress  of  the  house. 

嘗今 老佛爺  the  present 
Buddha, 一 the  Emperor. 

佛茄兒  the  thorn-apple  (D( 
tura  Stramonium) • 

佛甲草  the  house-leek. 

佛菓草  the  stone-crop. 

佛手  a  kind  of  citron,  almost 
all  rind,  found  on  the  櫞旅; 

see  13,738.  One  end  of  this 
citron  terminates  like  a  hand, 

with  fingers.  Used  by  the  Chi¬ 
nese  for  scenting  rooms,  at  reli 

giQus  sacrifices,  etc.  [Stands 

pictorially  for  fu  happiness.] 

佛 Buddha VfingeiV  dew, 
-a  wine  flavored  with  佛手 

佛公壳  Buddha  shells,— 
mussel  shells  found  in  Siam, 

containing  one  or  more  figures 

of  a  sitting  Buddha  in  relief. 

Pious  priests  watch  for  half¬ 
open  mussels,  and  slip  into  their 

shells  thin  clay  images  of  Bud¬ 
dha,  over  which  the  mussel  de¬ 

posits  a  thick  layer  of  nacre, 
with  the  above  result. 

佛桑  ⑽ 3613. 

佛靑  the  colour  of  Buddha’s 
hair, — ultramarine. 

黃 坭饅頭 好供佛 clay 
dumplings  are  good  enough  for 
Buddha. 

墙泥匠 不拜佛 ，孝底 

兒在他 心裏 the  'image- maker  does  not  worship  Buddha: 
he  knows  what  stuff  he  is  made  of. 

墀佛 勸土佛  the  mud  Bud¬ 
dha  reproving  the  clay  Buddha, 

一  the  pot  calling  the  kettle  black. 

‘  Read  pi 你. To  aid ;  to 
support.  Great. 

佛 時仔肩  assist  me  to  bear 
the  burden, 一 of  my  position. 

佛肸召  Pi  Hsi  invited, — 
Confucius  to  go  and  see  him. 
This  individual  was  a  rebellious 

military  official,  and  it  was  not 
considered  right  for  the  sage  to 
visit  him. 

3590 

1 《•物 

See 弗 

Entering 

Upper. 

3591 婦 

3592 

3593 

3594 

R •物 

C.  pet^ 
F.  houk) 
W.  bo^ 

N.  bah^ 

P.  Ipa 
M./a 

paah 

K.pu/ 

J./u/sz 
A./e/ Entering 

Irregular. 

不 
3595 

The  countenance  chang¬ 
ing. 

艴 然不悅  his  countenance showed  his  displeasure. 

祿 To  remove^  evil ;  to  wash 

away  sins;  to  cleanse,  as 

by  lustration.  See  3698. 

359 R ■有紙 

C,  fau、 p^ei 

VJ.foe.pH 

Y*  \f0U^PH 
l.) 

K.  pi 

J.  hiu,  hi 

A:/",/ Rising  Upper. 

Read  pu^.  Flushed. 

色 艴如也  his  face  flushed，- 
with  anger. 

Same  as  3589. 

See  3749- 

see  3745. 

跋 除釁洛  to  cleanse  and  to wash, 一 for  the  removal  of  sins. 

視祓社  caused  the  priest  to sprinkle  the  altar  of  earth. 

跋 飾厥文 purify  and modernise  language. 

See  9456, 

Not  ；  on  the  contrary; 

negative. 

是否  is  it  so,  or  not?  whether it  is  or  is  not. 

是 否屬實  whether  it  is  true 
or  not. 

王 曰  the  king  said,  “It  is 

not.” 

可否  whether  or  not  it  may  be 
possible. 
夫 人聞珅 ，卽 亦無所 

可否  Lady  X.  heard  them, but  was  unable  to  scold  one 
more  than  the  other. 

否 
3 

3596 

事 無可否  there  were  not  tw 
sides  to  a  question  (for  him), - 

only  his  own  side. 

是 否可行  whether  or 

nc 

action  may  be  taken  in  th 
said  direction :  whether. or  nc 
it  will  do. 

更換 與否， 悉聽自 價 
whether  they  change  (their  styl 

of  dress)  or  not,  is  a  matter  fo 
themselves  to  decide. 

唯 唯否否  yes,  yes :  n。， nc 
-of  indecision. 

允 少否多  more  negative 
than  affirmatives. 

而用 人獨否 （he  coul1 
value  foreign  goods)  but  onl: 

could  not  employ  the  men. 

未 知合否  not  to  know  i 
suitable  or  not. 

否則不  _ if  nQt， then 

shall  not  kill  him. 

予 所否者 天厭之 
whatsoever  I  have  done  (th 

thing  which  is  not’， may  Go< 

punish  me  I 
其本 亂而末 治者否 

矣  for  the  root  (the  fundamen 
tal)  to  be  in  confusion  and  ye 
the  branches  (the  accessories)  tc 

be  in  good  order,  is  impossible 

我 不識能 至否乎 I  * 
not  know  whether  he  can  hav( 
reached  it  or  not. 

然  in  order  to  decide yes  or  no. 

Read Bad；  wicked 

One  of  the  Diagrams. 

臧否  good  and  evil. 

臧 否人物  to  praise  and 
blame  people;  to  criticise. 

否 則威之  if  evil,  then  over¬ 
awe  him. 

晦 盲否塞  dark  and  gloomy. 

否世  an  evil  world. 

命 a  hard  lot. 

先 否後喜  sorrow  first,  joy 
afterwards, 

否 掻則泰  when  things  get 
to  the  worst  they  begin  to  mend. 

戲 可替否  recommend  the 
practicable  and  set  aside  the  ob¬ 
jectionable. 
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3597 

it 
p'-eu^peu 

6浮 
ven  Lower. 

罘
 2 

35 的 

it 

Fresh-looking  silk. 

絲衣其  his  silken  robes  are  I 
fresh  and  bright. 

feu 
\  bat 

.vdu 

.1，
 油 

•A 
ufu^fou 
.fu 

A 知 
•/ « 
Even  Lower. 

rtn*
 

3599 

“尤 
:. tfau、 ifau 
hcfeu 

’•  p^eu V.  voe 
L  vou 

\\
 

•>， 
、fu 
Even  Lower. 

w 

3600 
R 

C.  fau、 pKou 
Ht/eu 

F.  p^eu%  f'-u 
W.  voe^  vu、 wo 
N.  vou、vu 

Y./u 

St./ou 

K.  pu 

A./« 

Even  Lower. 

fo
u 

、 bu 

A  net  to  catch  rabbits. 

A  screen  or  partition. 

罘 Ma  wooden  screen,  placed! 
across  a  doorway. 

芝罘  Chefoo.  See  1787. 

Rib-grass  or  rib-wort. 

^  "g  Plantago  major， —  also  I 
known  as  車前草 and 牛, 

舌草  . It  is  cooked  and  eaten  I 
by  the  Chinese,  and  its  seeds  are  I 
used  as  a  diuretic.  | 

芣醜山  a  mountain  in  Honan.  I 

浮,
 

3600 

To  float ;  to  drift  ；  seel 

81 49.  Volatile ;  unsubstan-l 

tial ;  fleeting.  Cracked  •’  silly.  I 

浮橋。 r 浮 梁 a  floating| 
bridge;  a  pontoon  bridge. 

浮雲  floating  clouds ;  brick  hou-l 
ses  over  graves. 

浮塵  floating  dust. 

浮石  floating  stone,  —  pumice  | 
stone. 

浮于  to  ftoat  above;  to  surpass ;| 
to  exceed.  See  2472. 

浮 尸三尺  the  corpse  floated  I 
three  feet, 一 in  the  air  above  the  I 
ground.  Said  to  have  happened  I 

to  the  coffin  of  乐夫子 Chu 
Fu-tzU. 

沉者 自沉浮 者自浮 
let  them  sink  or  swim,  —  of | 
friends’  letters  thrown  into  the| 
river  by  Yin  Hsien. 

偶得 魚雁亦 不免浮 

沉  sometimes  T  receive  letters 
and  sometimes  they  are  lost, 一 
based  on  the  above. 

雪 上浮凍  the  snow  lightly frozen  on  the  surface. 

浮 遊在世  drifting  about  the world. 

泛 宅浮家  having  no  fixed place  of  abode.  C/.  floating  pop1 
ulation. 

浮頭  flotsam. 浮 頭兒的 floatins  on  the  top. 

浮 頭浪子  a  wandering  wave; a  thriftless  man  who  never  sticks 

to  anything.  C/,  A  rolling  stone 

浮 浪子弟  dissipated  young men. 

浮揠釘  a  “froth  nail,” 一 i.e.  a nail  with  a  bulging  head,  usee 

for  large  doors. 

浮議  frivolous  suggestions. 

浮 文不叙  not  to  speak  of unimportant  matters. 

浮水 to  float  on  water ;  (read 
fu%)  to  swim. 

浮華 a  pendent  blossom. 

浮餘  left  over；  over  and  above 

浮收  to  take  more  money  than is  due. 

浮鞍  the  foil  or  detachable  part 
of  (e.g»)  a  cheque  book.  See 

9118. 浮出來  to  project  from  a  sur face. 

浮 花  floating  flowers;  ornaments in  relief. 

郧意 在浮花 the  y°ung man’s  thoughts  were  wandering 
like  the  flower, — which  he  had 
thrown  into  th^  stream， 

浮薄  fickle ;  untrustworthy treacherous. 

浮躁  frivolous ;  fickle. 

輕浮  light;  unsteady ;  shifty 

浮浮 汎汎  floating  hither and  thither;  wanting  in  fixity, 

交情 是浮的  the  friendship is  superficial. 

莫 信浮言  do  not  believe random  talk. 

浮 面皮兒  an  insincere  conn 
tenance. 

浮1
 

3600 

浮 生若夢  life  passes  away 
like  a  dream. 

浮生 言人生 如萍而 

無根脚  fou  sheng  (float born)  means  that  man’s  life  is like  duckweed,  without  anything 

to  hold  on  to  below. 

浮額  an  excess;  more  than  the fixed  number. 

一 浮太白  a  bumper  of  wine. 

請浮君  I  beg  to  fine  your Majesty  a  drink, — for  some  for¬ feit  incurred. 

浮記賬  daily  accounts. 

俘 冒開銷  to  enter  as  ex pended  more  things  than  actu¬ 

ally  procured  (  ),  and  of  a 

better  quality  than  they  really 

were  (冒) • 

事浮於 人 mOTe  things  to  be 
done  than  men  to  do  them. 

浮財  uncertain  gains, 一 not  a fixed  income. 

浮報  to  return  over  and  above (the  amount  due). 

浮浮  abundant;  spreading  over; rising,  as  vapour；  superficial ; vain. 

雨 雪浮浮  rain  and  snow  in 
abundance. 

浮圖。 r 浮屠。 r 浮度 
characters  used  to  represent  the 
sound  Buddha.  See  3589.  The 

old  name  of  an  Indian  toran  or 

pagoda. 

浮圖 本 子也  Buddh
a  .was 

the  Heir  Apparent, — of  Suddh^ 

dana,  King  of  Kapilavastu. 

不用浮 圖 he  did  nc)t  use 
Buddhist  rites, 一 at  the  funeral 
services  of  his  parents. 

酹 浮圖起  a  fallen  (image  of) Buddha  getting  up  again ! 一 
used  ironically  of  a  mistake  or 

mismanagement  which  cannot 
be  righted. 

三層浮 圖一所 a  three - storey  pagoda. 

救 人一命 ，勝 起七鈒 

浮屠  better  save  one  man’s 
life  than  build  a  pagoda  of  seven storeys. 

初 爲浮屠  he  began  life  as 
a  Buddhist  priest. 

57 
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36oi 
R •尤 
See  f 手 

Steam. 

i 火麥氣 steam. 

浮人  one  who  steams  food. 
Even  Lower. 

蜉5
 

j 

3602 
R.:k 

See 浮 

Even  Lower. 

A  kind  of  larg-e  ant. 

4^  助 ̂  gnats  produced  from  dung. 

蚍 蜉撼樹 ，可 笑不自 
量  an  ant  pushing  against 

w 
3603 

虞肴 

允 
C^fu^pdu 
H.  po 

F.  Jiu^  v.  p、au 

W.  c/w,  v.p^oe 
p* : fu、 上 A, 

Sfou 

M.  
' 

tree :  how  laughable  not  to  know 
its  own  strength ! 

A  drum-stick. 

Y. 

Sz. 

See 柏 

又 •  PU、P、0 

_•  hd、,bd 
A.c/« 
Even  Lower. 

R. 缶^
 

3604 

有 
C.  Jau 

H.  Jeu^  cfeu 
F.  cp,'eu 
W.  ̂ voe 

N.  fdii、 vdii 

援本包  t0  draw  forth  a  drum-stick 

執 抱而鼓  to  take  a  drum 
stick  and  drum. 

梅早  (/wl  /tan4)  the  ancient 
name  of  河州  Ho  Chou  in 
Kansuh. 

Read  paox.  Bushy. 

p. 
M. 

Y. 

Sz. fou
 

K.^u 

\-fuJu 

K.  feu Rising 

Irregular. 

Vessels  of  earthenware 

for  holding  wine,  drawing 
water,  etc.  A  musical 
instrument.  Radical  12 1 

銥 
36。5 

3606 

阜 
4^ 

R. 

3607 

有 
C.fau1- II •三 /O 

瓦缶  earthenware 
3723 - 

坎 其擊击 hQw  y。11 
your  earthen  vessel ! 

general 

beat 

Same  as  3604. 

Contracted  form  of  3607. 

A  mound ;  a  tumulus. 

Fertile  ；  abundant  ；  pros¬ 
perous.  Radical  170,  which 
in  its  contracted  form,  3606, 
is  always  seen  at  the  left- 

阜 ^  [hand  side  and  is  thus  dis-| 
3607 

F.faiu9- 

W.  ̂ vde 

N.  v'dil 

pu
 

J.  hti、
 
bu 

A./
u^ 

Rising  Lower 
Irregular. 

垾
，
 

3608 

R. 遇 

C»fati 

H.  feu 

F.  pwo 
W.  j  . 

N.  I
  bu 

. ho、 bu 

A./u^ 

Sinking 

Lower. 

R. 蟲 
3609 

.fau^
 

W.  feu 
一 ， p‘aiuh 

W.  ̂ voe P. 

M. 
Y. 

fou
^ 

Sz. 

K./>u 

hu,  hit 

A./u- 

Rising  Lower 

Irregular. 

3610 

tinguished  from  |J  the  con¬ 
tracted  form  of  邑 5481. 

如 山如阜  like'  mountains and  like  hills, -is  your  prosperity. 

豐阜 w 盛阜  abundant 

物 阜民康  things  in  plenty and  the  people  happy. 

阜成 .兆民  to  improve  the condition  of  the  masses. 

賴汝小  — 亨  my  small  pros¬ perity  (sc.  property)  v  has  come 
to  me  by  your  means. 

_ 孅孔阜  his  four  -iron- 
black  horses  are  in  fine  condition, 

火 烈具阜  the  fire  spreads 
widely, 

香阜  a  scented  hill, — a  Bud¬ dhist  monastery,  so  called  from 
the  incense  burnt. 

車 財解恨 (the  south  wind) brings  prosperity  and  removes discontent. 

趨 趨阜蟲  the  grasshoppers 
jump  about. 

3611 

I  See 
Sz./m 

K./>u 

|J.  //«,  bu Even  Lower. 

A  river  in  Ssuch4ua 

关 

known  as  治陵 or 治 % 

01 •黑今 江-  It  joins  tl: Yang-tsze  at 疳州. 

治湛  bubbles  on  water；  foar 

nr. 

361 

R. 
&> 

A  port；  a  trading-place, 
on  a  river  or  on  the  sea. 

F.  hu W.  hu、fu、vu 

N.>, 

P. 

M.  r  , Y.. 

Sz. 

K.  pu 

J.> 

A./u 

Even  Upper 

and  Lower. 

A  man;  a  hero；  a  huj 

band.  Used  as  a  title  fc 
&  工 6553. women. 

夫子  a  sage;  a  prophet;  aher< Added  as  a  title  of  respect  I 
the  names  of  great  teachers; Master. 

夫子曰  the  Master  said. 夫子 先生長 者之港 

毕口。 r 旱頭。 r 毕子 
port;  a  trading-place. 

過準  to  visit  a  port. 

穀毕  a  grain  port. 
新毕  new  pSrt, — a  name  for- 1 merly  given  by  the  Chinese  to  I 
Singapore. 

毕商  wholesale  salt  merchants. 

A  grasshopper.  See  3607. 

See  3723. 

•ffc  fu  tz 众  and  hsien  shing titles  for  elders. 

孔夫子  Confucius— the  La 
nised  form  of  K^ung-fu-tz K‘uiig  the  Sage. 

乐夫 Chu-fu-tzii, _  乐 I 
Chu  Hsi,  the  great  commentati of  the  Sung  dynasty. 

大夫  a  great  officer;  a  hi^ minister  of  State；  a  chief  mat< 

(read  tai^  /ul)  a  doctor. 

大 夫君子  ye  great  office: 
and  gentlemen ! 

五大夫  five  trees  appointe by  the  First  Emperor  to  t 
Ministers  of  State  because  the 
sheltered  him  from  a  rainstori 

during  his  decent  from  Mt.  T‘a 

二夫 or4  夫  second  an third  mates. 

匹夫  a  common  man；  one  c the  masses；  a  low  fellow.  & 

9029. 

鄙夫  a  low,  mean  fellow. 

夫夫也 g°od  sir! 
大丈夫  a  man  of  libera mind;  a  great  and  good  man 
a  hero.  See  424. 

萬 夫之長  (chang1)  the  chie 
of  all  the  heroes, 一 the  sovereign 

萬 夫之勇  courage  to  oppose 
ten  thousand  men. 
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夫1
 

36i2
 

百 夫之長  (change)  leader  of 
a  hundred  men;  a  centurion. 

老夫  your  humble  servant;  I. 

轎夫  chair-bearers. 

販夫  pedlers ;  hucksters. 

挑夫。 r 秀殺。 r 夫馬 
porters;  coolies. 

a  coolie  head-man. 

車 夫  carters. 

馬夫  grooms- 

厨夫  a  cook. 

農夫  agricultural  labourers. 

武夫  a  warrior ;  a  leader  ； 
troops. 

丈吳。 r 夫君。 r 夫主 a 
husband.  See  4249. 

夫 妻交拜  husband  and  wife 
saluting  each  other  at  marriage. 

這 是小婦 的後夫 this 
is  my  second  husband. 

人 盡夫也  everybody  has 
been  her  husband. 

人 倫有五 ，未 婦爲先 
of  the  Five  Relationships,  that 
of  husband  and  wife  ranks  first. 

夫 唱婦隨  the  husband  sings 
and  the  wife  accompanies, 一 do¬ 
mestic  harmony. 

夫婦不 和， 奴婢欺 if 
husband  and  wife  fall  out,  their 
servants  cheat  them. 

有福死 夫前， 無福死 

夫狻  if  fortunate,  she  die§  be¬ 
fore  her  husband :  if  unfortunate, 
after  him. 

夫 妻本是 同林烏 ，大 

限穿 I 來各 自飛 b 
band  and  wife  are  like  birds  to¬ 

gether  in  a  forest :  when  the  great 

limit  (death)  comes,  each  flies 
its  own  way. 

夫人 title  of  ladies  whose  hus¬ 
bands  are  of  the  1st  or  2nd  品 

rank.  Politely  used  of  anybody’s wife. 

夫人城 an  earthwork  thrown 
up  by  women.  See  Chu  Hsii, 
Biogr.  Diet. 

大夫人  your  mother. 

Jd  ̂   ̂   as  a  wife, — a  concu
¬ 

bine. 

竹夫人  a  bamboo  wife, — a 

夫1
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bamboo  leg-rest  used  in  bed  in 
hot  weather;  a  Dutch  wife. 

夫 己 氏  So-and-so,  No.  6;  some 
body;  other  people. 

Read  An  initial  par¬ 

ticle  ； now  ；  forasmuch  as  ； 

then  ；  in  that  case.  A  pre 

position, =於  13,515.  A 

final  particle,  used  as  an 

interjection.  A  demons¬ 
trative.  An  untranslatable 

particle,  lending  rhythmic 

vigour  to  a  sentence, 

夫孝考 •善繼 人之志 now  filial  piety  consists  in  skil¬ 
fully  carrying  on  the  purpose  of 
one's  forefathers. 

夫固  indeed;  then. 
夫然  this  being  the  case, •… 

夫將 •… 故吾得 •  •  •  K  he will  … then  I  shall  be  able  to 

…； as  he  is  now  on  the  point 
of  … then  I  am  in  a  position 
to  • .  •  • 

夫何敢  what  then  will  he  dare do? 

夫後 何詞  what  will  you  have ft)  say  to  that? 

夫 豈不知  surely  you  must know  that  … 

夫人 而知之  why,  every one  knows  it. 

夫 如是則  it  seems  then that  • ， 《 . 

夫 微之顯 ，誠 之不可 

換， 如此夫 sudi  is  the manifestness  of  what  is  minute ! 

such  is  the  impossibility  of  re¬ 

pressing  the  outcroings  of  sin¬ cerity  ̂  

甯習於 勤劬， 勿貪夫 

樂  rather  practise  a  labor¬ ious  diligence  than  desire  a  plea¬ 
surable  ease. 

嗟夫 alas! 悲夫  ’tis  sad  indeed ! 

道 :其不 行矣夫 how  un- trodden  is  the  Way ! 

其某之 W 夫  it  was  So-and- 
so  who  said  so. 

夫 也不頁 that  man  is  not 

good. 

3612 
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R •虞 

C./u 

H.» 

F.  hou^  sJiu N. 卜 

P- ] 

M. 

Y.  \ 
 fu 

Sz. ) 

K,  pu 

Even  Lower. 

非夫 人之爲 働而誰 

爲  if  I  am  not  to  mourn  bitterly 
for  that  man,  for  whom  should 

I  mourn  ? 

今夫天  the  heaven  now  be¬ 
fore  us. 

原夫立 法之意  this  then is  the  object  of  the  law. 

君子 疾夫舍 曰欲之 
the  superior  n  an  hates  that  de 

dining  to  say  “I  want  it.” 

且夫  moreover ;  besides. 

若夫  if  indeed. 

故夫  and  tnus. 
To  aid  ；  to  support  ；  to 

prop  up.  A  measure  of 
length,  equal  to  four  jfingers 
spread  out.  See  5366. 

扶助  to  aid;  to  succour. 

扶持 w 扶挾  to  uphold;  to 
sustain. 

把 俾扶上  hold  it  up, — by 
putting  the  hand  underneath. 

分兩 大我扶 不起來 
it  is  too  heavy  for  me  to  hold  up. 

把他 扶起來 helP  him  up， 
— of  one  unable  to  move. 

顚 而不扶  did  not  help  him 
when  fallen. 

扶出之  carried  him  out, — 
a  drunken  man. 

扶災  to  bear  up  under  calamity. 

扶櫬  to  escort  a  coffin. 
扶手  to  support  by  the  hand. 

扶手板  a  narrow  board  cover¬ 
ed  with  cloth  and  placed  across 
a  sedan  chair  for  the  hands  to 
rest  on. 

扶液  to  support  under  the  arms. 

扶杖  to  lean  on  a  staff. 
扶老  an  old  man’s  start ;  a  fancy name  for  the  adjutant,  from  its 
habit  of  standing  on  one  leg. 

策扶老 以流愁 Ileanon 
my  staff  as  I  wander  on  or  stop 
to  rest. 

扶 蠻  planchette.  See  877. 

赤 子扶扶  young  and  help¬ 
less  chiluren. 

山有 扶蘚。 n  the  mountains 
is  the  mulberry  tree. 

as 
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j?" i_r 

扶
，
 

3613 

扶
，
 

3614 R •虞 

See 夫 

Even  Lower. 

L  l 

3615 R •虞 

See 夫 

EvenjUpper. 

呋 
3616 

芙
，
 

3617 

See 夫 

Even  Lower. 

扶桑。 r 佛桑  Fu-sang,  — a| 
country  named  after  a  plant  so 
called  which  was  seen  growing 

there,  and  is  said,  but  without 
foundation,  to  be  the  Mexican 
aloe.  It  has  been  identified  by 
Klaproth  with  Saghalien;  by 

de  Guignes  and  Leland,  with 

a  part  of  the  American  continent; 
and  by  others,  with  Japan.  Is 

mentioned  by  Ch*u  Pfing  (d.  b.c. 
295);  see  12,010.  The  term  is 
also  used  for  Hibiscus  rosa-si- 
nensis.  See  3633. 

扶荔宮  a  palace  built  by  Wu 
Ti  of  the  Han,  to  commemorate 

the  conquest  of  Nan-yiieh. 

扶保  to  protect. 
扶搖  to  steady;  to  soothe.  See 

12,916. 

扶車  to  support  the  shafts  of  a 
cart. 

扶作  to  raise  one  to  be ;  to  pro¬ 
mote. 

扶風  bending  to  the  wind.  Also, 
a  tempest;  a  District  in  Shansi; 
title  of  an  official. 

扶拔  JW  3687. 

扶住  to  support. 

扶疏  spreading,  —  of  branches. 

扶窮  to  relieve  the  poor. 

To  spread  out. 

扶疎  to  spread  out  and  cover over. 

A  kind  of  agate  from  an 

inferior  pebble. 

域 块亂玉  pebbles  mixed  up 
with  jade, —  the  good  and  the 
bad  together. 

Same  as  3615. 

The  Hibiscus  flower. 

英蓉花  Hibiscus  mutabilis 
Also,  the  lotus  flower. 

芙蓉面  a  pretty  face;  fancy 
name  for  a  looking-glass. 

阿芙蓉  an  imitation  of  the 
Arabic  word  Afiyun^ — opium, 

芙蓉江  a  branch  of  the  烏 
Black  River  in  Yunnan. 

芙 
3617 

蚨*
 

36i8 

.虞 

H.c/» 

See 夫 

Even  Lower. 

祙1
 

3619 

R.  I 
See 夫 

Even  Upper. 

3620 

R. , 

F.  Jiu、 s.pwo 
W.  Jiu 

See 夫 

|Even  Upper. 

44
ix
 

3621 

R •虞 

c. H. 

F.  ihu 

w.c> 

p.  -/« M.  ifu 

See 夫 

J.  hu 

Even 

Irregular. 

笑蓉城 七耶子  the  son  of  j a  high  o 伍 cial. 

^  _  the  lotus  flow
er. 

A  kind  of  water  beetle, 

known  as  靑缺 or 缺輝 • 

It  is  said  that  if  the  mother 

and  a  young  one  are  killed, 
and  the  blood  of  each  is 

rubbed  on  81  copper  cash、 

these  162  cask、 although 

dispersed  in  the  market, 

will  always  find  their  way 

together  again. 

靑  C0PPer  cash.  So  first  named 

如 淮南子  Huai  Nan  Tzu. 
i  花  coins;  dollars;  rupees,  etc. 

京 蚨四吊  four  strings  of  Pe¬ king  cash、 

洋 蚨五餅  five  cakes  of  for¬ eign  money, — five  dollars. 

缺虫。 1 •缺蝶  a  butterfly. 

The  lapel  of  a  skirt. 

Leggings. 

祙稽  a  case  for  a  scabbard. 

To  sit  with  the  legs  under 

one.  See  1 152.  To  bow； 
to  make  obeisance.  Used 
with  3677. 

趺坐  to  sit  cross-legged,  一  as 
priests  do. 

趺趺然  bowing  low. 
女缺坐  the  woman  bowed  and sat  down. 

An  axe. 

hatchets  and  battle-axes. 

See  13,780. 

人有亡 鉄者 a  man  lost hatchet. 

m 

3622 

r •虞 

See 夫 

Even  Lower. 

麩1
 

3623 

R. 摸 

C./u 

H.  k^u 

F.  p、wo  * 

See 夫 

Even  Upper. 

甫!
 

3624 

R •襞 

v.  pLoti> 

H./« 

F.  huy  p^ivo W.  p、u、fu 

N. 

P. 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 

fu 

Yi,po 
JA.i> 

Rising  Upper, 

哺 3^25 

A  storm. 

酷風  a  tempest. 麩翻  a  gust  of  wind;  a  squall. 

Bran. 

麩子  bran. 

^  3(^  the  food  of  a  horse  or  mule, consisting  of  bran  and  chopped 
straw. 

麩楊  the  Chinese  nutgall  tree [Rhus  semialaia、 Murr.)  which 

produces  the 五 椅子 ㈣- 

nuts. 
 1 

麩皮  dandruff. 
Great  ；  large.  To  begin. 

Just  now；  a  short  time  ago. 

A  name  or  a  style  \  see 

3884.  Name  of  a  State  ； 
of  a  hill,  etc. 

無 田甫田  do  not  try  to  cul¬ 
tivate  fields  too  large. 

倬 彼甫田  bright  are  those 
extensive  fields. 

魴鱗 甫甫  full  of  big  bream 
and  tench. 

甫初  at  first;  a  beginning. 

甫謂  first  began  to  state .... 

甫識  knew  for  the  first  time; first  became  acquainted  with. 

甫及月  a  month  ago, 

年甫弱 冠 he  has  just  been capped, — he  is  a  very  young  man. 

年 甫十歲  just  ten  years  old. 

請 問台甫  may  I  ask  what  is 
your  “style?” 一 the  fancy  names 

by  which  friends  address  each other. 

章甫  a  coronet.  A  cap  worn 
by  scholars  under  the  Yin  dy¬ 
nasty.  , 

Read  A  garden. 

甫草  vegetables. 
See  9457. 
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脯
 3 

3626 

Z»fu、 f-'ou 
l.p^u 

hUyP^Wo 
农 ，ju 

/« 

EC. /‘a 
•A 
K.fu 

Rising  Upper. 

輔 3
 

3627 

Z.fu^ 

F.  hou*- 

^1^ 

//
« 

Sz. 

K.  po 

[•» 
A../W2* 

Rising 

Irregular. 

Dried  meat. 

市 脯不食 (Confucius)  would 
not  eat  dried  meat  from  the 

market. 

脩腩 w 束脯  slices  of  dried 
meat  formerly  given  in  payment 
to  school  teachers,  from  which 

the  term  came  to  mean  a  teach- 

er’s  salary, 

脯舴品  preserved  meats. 

桃脯  dried  peaches. 

Poles  used  prevent 

carts  from  upsetting,  or  as 

levers  to  raise  the  wheels, 

etc.  To  help.  Numerative 

of  scrolls  and  paintings. 

乃 棄爾輔  if  you  throw  away 
your  cart-props, — your  cart  will 
be  upset. 

輔 車相俅  the  mutual  re¬ 
liance  of  prop  (Legge  says  “wheel- 

aid”） and  cart, — when  one  is 
taken  away,  the  other  falls. 

爲 周室輔  to  be  a  support  to 
the  House  of  Chou. 

輔隹。 r 輔助。 1 •輔翼 to  aid;  to  succour. 

輔行 to  assist  in  carrying  out; 
to  act  as  colleague. 

相與 If 相  {hsiang^)  joined 
in  assisting,— the  work  of  ad¬ 
ministration. 

四輔  four  chief  ministers  of 
State;  to  help  the  four  quarters, 
sc.  the  empire. 

宰輔  a  minister  of  State. 

輔 國將軍  a  noble  of  the 
Imperial  lineage,  tenth  in  line 
of  descent. 

輔衛 01 •輔保  to  protect. 

輔政司  Colonial  Secretary’s office. 

輔笏 high  statesmen；  in  geo- 
mancy,  hills  which  surround  or 

guard. 

以 友輔仁  by  friendship  to 
help  on  one’s  virtue. 

明輔 the  arbiter  appointed  by 
the  various  feudal  States  to  pre¬ 
side  at  their  conferences. 

輔 佐之物  condiments ; 
pickles,  etc. 

輔 3
 

3627 

3628 

R. 囊 

See 

Rising  Upper. 

3629 

See 府 

Rising  Upper. 

3630 

R .薨 

S66 府補 

Rising  Upper. 

輔頰  the  jaw-bone. 

輔 爾噶甩  the  Furg’dn  or 
Koran. 

關輔。 r 幾 輔 neighbour- hood  of  the  metropolis. 

畺 域相輔  having  adjacent frontiers. 

有彩 _ 三輔 there  were three  paintings. 

A  large  measure,  con¬ 

taining  six  斗  pecks  four 

升  pints.  A  boiler  or cauldron.  See  3739. 

A  star  in  Ursa  Major. 

専 

3631 

傅‘
 

3632 

R. 齒 

C./u^ 

See  杀 I、 

A./o 

Sinking 

Upper. 

An  ornamental  texture 

of  black  and  white  in  alter¬ 

nate  stripes ；  see  3702.  The 

figure  of  an  axe,  one  of 

the  symbols  on  the  Em¬ 

peror’s  lower  robe. 

白與 黑謂之 黼 white  and black  embroidery  is  ca“ed  /u3. 
See  3702. 

^；a  screen  used  at  audiences, 

adorned  with  figures  of  axes. 

常 服黼浔  constantly  anpear- ing  in  State  robes  and  coronets. 

黼繡  finely  embroidered. 

黼 黻夫章  elegant  composi¬ tions. 

Same  as  3638. 

To  reach  to.  A  1  ator  ； 

to  teach.  To  lay  on,  as 

colour  ；  to  gloss.  [To  be 
distinguished  from  傳 2740.] 

Used  for  3666,  3690. 

亦 傅于天  even -reaching  up to  heaven. 

w 

3632 

on 

w 
3633 

K •虞遇 

See 扶附 

Even  and 
Sinking 

Lower. 

縛 。
 

3634 

R •藥 

C./okQ 

H.pHokr 

F.  pwoh、 

W.  voh 
N.  foh、 voh、 

v.  bou^ 

?.</u 

po
 

Y./ak 
K.pak 

J.  haku、 baku Entering 

Irregular. 

傅 ̂ nd  great  officers under  the  Chou  dynasty.  Now, 

Grand  Tutor  and  Junior  Tutor 

of  the  Heir  Apparent.  Collect¬ 
ively  known 'as  宮傅. 

傅訓  to  teach. 師絛  a  tutor;  a  master-work¬ 
man.  A  term  of  address  to 
Buddhist  priests.  See  9909. 

傅彩。 1 ■傅 顔色 t。 lay colour. 

i 傅粉  to  powder  the  face. 

面 如傅粉  your  face  is  as  if| you  had  powdered  it, — white. 

傅油  to  anoint. 

傅會  see  5184. 
壬 命傳御  the  king  charged 
the  chief  steward. 

傅別  a  deed  or  like  document, of  which  each  party  took  one 

half. 

A  tree  or  plant  known  as 

搏 桑  said  to  grow  where 
the  sud  rises.  5*^  3613. 

To  bind  ；  to  tie  up.  [Dist. 

from  縳 2708.] 

綑縛。 r 縛綁。 r 縛. 束 
to  bind,  as  a  prisoner  or  a  bale. 

縛 在車下 tie  it  under  the cart. 

縛帶  to  fasten  up  a  girdle. 

縛緊  tie  it  tight. 縛上 一道箍  bind  a  hoop round  it. 

縛一雙 .獲  to  tie  a  pig，’— by the  feet,  for  carrying  on  a  pole. 

縛行囊  to  strap  up  one’s  bag¬ 

gage. 

手 無縛鷄 之力 心 strength  enough  to  tie  lip  a 
chicken. 

憂病 病彌縛 the  mQre  you 
worry  about  illness， the  tighter its  grip. 
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膊‘
 

3^35 
R •遇 

C.fu^ 
See 赴 

A./uL Sinking 

Upper. 

齋 
3636 R •虞 

See 夫 

Even  Upper. 

蒡1
 

3637 
R. 虞 

‘敷 
Even  Upper. 

敷1
 

3638 

虞 
tl-Ju 
W» 
N.^« 
See 夫 

Even  Upper. 

To  contribute  towards 

funeral  expenses.  See  3588 

_  胃  presents  of  money  for
  fu¬ 

neral  expenses. 

賻膾  to  give  pecuniary  assist¬ 
ance;  to  make  pecuniary  amends, 

Hasty. 

hasty,  irascible  disposi¬ 
tion. 

To  display  ；  to  manifest. 

To  make  known  to；  to 

announce.  To  distribute  ； 

to  diffuse  ；  to  open,  as  a 

flower.  To  arrange.  To 

apply.  Ample  ；  sufficient. 

敷  to  memorialise  the  Throne. 

敷告  to  proclaim, — as  the  Em 
peror. 
_ 施 敷放 敷佈 
to  distribute ;  to  circulate;  to 
make  known. 

敷 演經典  to  extend  the 
knowledge  of  the  canonical 
books. 

敷教  to  propagate  a  doctrine. 

敷求先 王 t0  widely  study  the 
doings  of  former  rulers. 

敷言。 1 ■敷衍  surPlus  °run- 
necessary  words, — “padding.” 

旻天 疾威敷 于下土 
the  angry  terrors  of  God  above 
extend  through  this  lower  world. 

草 木敷榮  plants  and  trees 
difiuse  a  glory  around, -in  spring. 

如蓮 花初生 未敷時 
like  the  bud  of  a  lotus,  before 
it  has  opened. 

禹敷 下土方  Yii  arranged 
and  divided  the  regions  of  the 
land. 

敷藥  to  apply  medicine, — ex¬ 
ternally. 

敷1
 

3638 

甫 
3 

3639 

R •塵 

s- 簠 

Rising  Upper. 

盟 

3640 袍 

3641 

g1
 

3642 

R •尤肴 
〜浮 

Even  Lower. 

孚1
 

3643 

敷 天之下  all  under  the  sky. 
不敷。 r 不敷用 n。1 enough. 

敷不敷 is  it  enough  or  not? 

敷解  to  remit  in  full. 

入 不敷出  income  not  equal to  expenditure. 

敷餘  over  and  above. 

A  basket,  square  outside 
and  round  inside,  used  to 

hold  boiled  grain  in  State 
worship.  See  6455. 

1 簋  dishes  used  at  State  wor¬ 
ship.  See  6455. 

恵 簋不飾  sacrificial  dishes not  kept  in  good  order.  Used 

figuratively  to  express  a  fault  in 
conduct. 

Same  as  3639. 

See  3603. 

A  net  for  catching  birds. 

雉 離于苞  the  pheasant  has got  into  the  snare. 

R.- 

W.» See 夫 

Even  Upper. 

To  repose  confidence  in. 

萬邦作 字  the  myriad  regions have  confidence  in  you. 

成 王之手  he  secured  the confidence  due  to  a  king. 

作 周竽先  to  be  an  example of  loyalty  to  the  future  states¬ men  of  Chou. 

罔 不是手  every  one  reposed confidence. 

交  'mutual  confidence. 

宇信  to  trust. 上下 相字。 n  terms  of  con¬ fidence  with  high  and  low. 

以 竽衆志  as  a  satisfaction to  the  general  wish. 

手甲 w  3675. 
中字  the  6 1  st  Diagram,  which refers  to  confidence. 

俘1
 

3^44 

R •處 

w» 

\\L/u 

See 夫 

Even  Upper. 

桴
 : 

3645 

R it 

C.  Ju、 ifau 
H.  ifcu 

F.  Jiu、 ip^eu P.  i/«,  Sfou 
M.  sfou 

Li# 

K.  pu 

J.  hu、 hu 

A.  S.fu 

Even 

Irregular. 

浮 

3646 

稃1
 

3647 

R. 虞 

See 字 

Even  Upper. 

Uxg 

字 

3648 

莩1
 

.3649 

R •虞篠 

s« 夫浮 

Even  Upper 
and  Rising 

Lower. 

A  prisoner  of  war；  to 
take  captive. 

俘囚  prisoners ;  captives. 

賤俘  I,  a  poor  captive ! 

俘椋。 r 俘擴 to  take  cap- 
tive. 

不 相遺#  did  not  leave  any prisoners  behind. 

俘 擄甚衆  many  prisoners 
were  taken. 

獻俘  to  hand  in  captives, 一 to a  superior. 

A  raft.  A  ridge-pole  in 
a  roof.  Used  with  3603. 

乘桴 浮于海 t。 flc>at  mm 
the  ocean  on  a  raft. 

炭  floating  charcoal;  hence, 
anything  light. 

梓思、 a  door-screen.  See  3598. 

See  3600. 

Bran  of  rice, 

sule  of  a  seed. 
The  cap- 

The  white  pellicle  lining 

the  culms  of  a  water-plant; 
the  inner  membrane  of  the 

bulrush.  Hence,  related  ； friendly. 

裔 華之親  related;  connect- 

ed. 

Read  piiaoz  =  9141. 
die  of  hunger. 

To 
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Jk?BU 

The  parts  outside  a  city； 

suburbs;  territory. 

3650 

R. 虞 
See 夫 

Even  Upper. 

^  其  entered  their  territory. 

五鼉笋 衆說郭  within the  limits  of  the  Five  Canons 

(see  2122)  all  other  literature  is 
contained. 

膚1
 

3651 

R. 處 
See 夫 

Even  Upper. 

The  skin  ；  flesh.  Great  ； 
admirable.  The  breadth  of 

four  fingers. 

膚 如凝脂  her  skin  was  like 
congealed  ointment, — white. 

麻紙 緩膚飲 墨 hemP 
paper  is  of  a  “slow”  consistency 
and  absorbs  the  ink, — i.e.  the 
ink  runs. 

觀子 膚極胎  I  notice  that' your  body  is  very  well  nourished. 

皮膚  the  skin. 

髮膚  hair  and  skin, — the  body. 

肌膚  flesh  and  skin. 

膚受  in  his  own  skin  he  re¬ 
ceived, —the  wound. 

膚淺  skin-deep ;  superficial. 
左右 見其膚 淺不覺 

哂之  the  attendants,  seeing 
the  feebleness  of  his  remark,  burst 
out  laughing. 

膚文  superficial  writing. 

公孫  領膚  the  duke 
was  humble  and  greatly  admi¬ 
rable. 

以奏膚 公 th«eby  achieving 
great  merit. [ 公 = 功 

膚敏  admirable  and  alert. 

樹膚  the  bark  of  trees, — first 
used  by 蔡倫  Ts‘ai  Lun  for 
making  paper. 

薦1
 

3652 
R. 處 
^ 膚 
Even  Upper. 

A  plant  used  to  make 

besoms  (Kochia  scoparia). 

w 
3653 

&物 
C./et 

H.  fwct 
F.  honk 

Not.  Used  in  Japan  for 

the  sign  $  =  dollars,  the 

concrete  佛, with  its  appro¬ 

priate  numerative  尊 , being 

'often  substituted.  See  3 5 89. 

弗 3^53 

W./fl/ 
^/fehjah 

F./u3 

M../u 

Y.feh 

Sz.  fti 

Yi.pul 

].futsz^fuchi 
A./et Entering 

Upper. 

贍 望弗及 i  looked  until  I could  no  longer  see  her. 

矢弗告 he  swears  he will  never  tell. 

结 弗如雨  snow  is  not  equal to  rain, 一 in  usefulness. 

弗 敬弗愛  neither  to  respect nor  to  love. 

弗 乎弗乎 々  no  means 

弗成  incompletg. 

弗克  inadequate  to. 

弗措  insufficient. 

以 弗無子  in  order  not  to  be childless. 

飄 風弗弗  the  rushing  wind is  blustering. 

弗耶西  France;  see  3589. 

怫*
 

3658 

R •未物 

F.  houk 

P./«3 

M./u 

J.  hi、 hutsz Sinking  and Entering 

Irregular. 

拂 
。 

3659 

R. 物 

C •爲外 ， 
W./4, 吟 

^ 弗弼 

Entering 

Upper 

and  Lower. 

Anxious  ；  annoyed. 

$  _  anxious  and  irritable. 

怫 而不釋  unable  to  get  rid 
of  anxiety. 

怫 然作色  flushed  up  with 
anger. 

To  oppose.  To  brush 

away；  to  drive  away  To 
cross.  See  3554，  1031, 

4483. 
狒人性  to  run  counter  to  the 

disposition  of  people. 

拂輿情  in  defiance  of  popular wishes. 

勿 拂吾意  do  not  thwart  my 
wishes.  • 

佛 
3654 

3655 

R. 物 

See 弗 

Entering 

Upper. 

3656 

R •物 

See 弗 

Entering 

U 、per. 

W
'
 

36S7 

R •物 

Entering 

Upper. 

See  3589. 

To  chop.  To  strike. 

苑子 荆林雍 斷其考 
Yiian  Tzu  made  a  slash  at  Lin 

Yung  and  cut  off  his  foot. 

撕 1 鐘無聲  to  strike  a  bell without  making  a  noise. 

To  oppose. 

罔绋 百姓以 從己之 

欲  do  not  oppose  the  people 
in  order  to  follow  your  own  de¬ sires. 

從 諫弗绋  he  listened  to  ex¬ postulation,  and  did  not  seek  to 
resist  it. 

吁绋哉  oh  no,  by  no  means! 

啡 其鸯長  to  oppose  the  old men  and  elders. 

沸囑  flannel. 

Like. 

彷佛  like ;  resembling. 

拂戻。 r  拂逆 opposing;  per- verse;  contrary. 

四方以 _ 拂 throughout 
the  kingdom  none  dared  oppose 
him. 

拂拭  to  dust  and  wipe. 

但畧 拂拭而 S  giving merely  a  few  touches,  一  as  op¬ 
posed  to  detail  in  drawing. 

拂塵  to  brush  away  dust. 

拂淚  to  wipe  away  tears. 

拂慮  to  drive  away  care. 

拂暑  to  drive  away  heat, — to fan  oneself. 

拂 釉而去  he  shook  out  his 
sleeve  and  left, — as  a  sign  of  dis¬ 
approbation  or  contempt.  Cf% 

shaking  off  the  dust* 

拂 衣早退  he  soon  retired  in 
disgust, — from  official  life. 

互相題 拂 〉 to  lift  up  one 
another  and  cleanse  from  stains ; 
to  mutually  aid. 

拂蠅  a  fly-brush. 

拂手  a  duster. 早雁 拂金河 the 
geese  sweep  across  the  Golden 
River. 

拂堤  to  sweep  the  bank, — as hanging  boughs. 

拂念 or 福 樓。1 •拂郞 has  been  identified,  through  the 

old  sounds  but  lam、 with  Bethle- 
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拂 
'  3659 

4* 

沸 
3660 

m 

3661 R •物 

See 弗 

Entering 

Upper. 

2 功 紼 
3662 R ‘ 

如紱葙 

Entering 

Upper. 

M 

3663 
R 物 

see 弗 

Entering 

Upper. 

3664 R •物 
See 弗 

Entering 

Upper. 

A  bamboo  screen  at  the 

back  of  a  carriage.  Used 

with  3663. 

hem  {Hirth).  This  view  is  borne 

out  by  the  fact  that  拂霖 
is  stated  to  be  identical  with 

大秦  {see  2093),  in  which,  says 
the  Nestor ian  tablet,  a  virgin 

gave  birth  to  a  son.  Also,  Syria. 

See  3490. 

餐 箱  an  ornamental  carriage- screen. 

Tangled  silk.  A  cord  for 

dragging  a  bier;  see  3500. 

a  cord;  a  rope. 

執紼  to  hold  the  ropes  of  a 
hearse；  to  attend  a  funeral. 

紼箱  a  cparse  silk  outer  robe. 

Luxuriant  vegetation 

choking  a  road.  A  screen 

of  a  carriage  To  clear 

away.  Happiness.  Head 
ornaments. 

翟 葙以朝  with  pheasant- 
feather  carriage-screens  she  went 
to  Court. 

茜 厥豐草  having  cleared 
away  the  thick  grass. 

茜祿 爾康表  with  peace 
around  your  happiness  and  dig¬ nity. 

臨 衝弗葙  the  engines  ofj 
siege  were  vigorously  plied. 

婦 喪其蒴  the  woman  lost 
her  head-ornaments. 

獸死不 擇其音 ，氣息 

蒲然  an  animal  at  point  of 
death  makes  wild  and  random 
sounds. 

蒴蒜國  see  3659. 

A  light  breeze. 

飄 風 _  j 弗  the  zephyrs 
gently  blow. 

惠 風鹏葬  the  breeze  of  your kindness  has blown  upon  me. 

L 必 

3665 

R •物末 See 弗 

Entering 

Upper. 

付‘
 

3666 

R. 癍 

C./u^ 

See  走 

A.» 

Sinking 

Upper. 

咐*
 

3667 

R •遇 

C.>3 

F.  hou^  v.  nor^ 

See  夫1、 A./«，> 

Sinking 

Upper. 

驸，
 

3668 

R •處 

See 府 

Rising  Upper. 

Dishevelled  hair, 
for  3657. 

Used 

To  give  to；  to  hand  over 
to  ；  to  transfer  to.  As  a 
numerative,  used  for  3705. 
See  3667. 

付給  to  give  to;  to  hand  over 

交付  to  hand  over  to. 

付寄  to  send. 利 •書。 i •付*  信  t。 send  a  letter 

付 諸東流  to  entrust  to  the east-flowing  streams, 一 to  leave 
a  matter  to  luck. 

付 之流水  to  throw  to  flow ing  water, 一 sc,  to  the  winds. 

付淸  to  pay  in  full；  to  acquit  a debt. 

付託  to  charge;  to  entrust  with. 
Also,  to  transfer  the  Throne. 

過付  to  arrange  a  bribe. 

過付人  one  who  introduces, —— a  middleman. 

付償  to  repay. 付  to  entrust  to  the  care  of. 

付價  to  pay  the  price. 

付貨  to  ship  cargo. 
付刊  to  send  to  be  engraved, — on  blocks；  sc.  for  publication. 

付之  to  entrust  to … 

一 付對子  a  pair  of  scrolls. 

To  order.  Used  for 

3666;  see  3506. 

盼咐。 r 囑 咐  to  order ;  to 
enjoin. 

Rea<J  To  breathe 

gently  on. 

The  ,  middle  of  a  bowi 

where  it  is  grasped.  See 
85工3- 

怼1
 

3669 

R •處 

See 

Even  Upper. 

拊 3
 

367° 

See 府 

Rising  Upper. 

w 

3671 

R •虞 

See 夫 

Even  Upper. 

拊5
 

3672 

R .虞 

See 夫 

Even  Upper. 

Iff 
3673 

R. 遇 

See 駙 

A./«2. 

Sinking 

Lower, 

m 3674 

To  think 

pleasure. 

on  with 

To  pat；  to  slap；  to  tap. 

拊心  to  lay  the  hand  on  the heart. 

拊 我音我  you  patted  me, 
you  fed  me, — my  parents. 

榷拊  to  pat  and  stroke ;  to 
soothe. 

拊其背  patted  him  on  the back, — in  commendation. 

相 ■掌 大笑  clapped  their hands  and  laughed  loudly. 

A  railing.  A  raft. 

Calyx  of  a  flower.  Handle 
of  a  knife.  To  wash  and 

bleach. 

拊推  a  raft;  a  ferry-boat. 
A  raft.  See  3645. 

庶 民乘谢  the  people  got  on 
rafts. 

mm  bubbles  on  water. 

To  worship  ancestors  ；  to 
inter. 

as 

跗食  a  general  sacrifice, when  a  newly-deceased  ancestor 
has  his  tablet  added  to  the  rest. 

耐葬  to  bury  together. 

升耐 太廟  gone  UP  int0  the 
great  temple, 一 gathered  to  his forefathers. 

廟 不爾姑  there  is  no  wor¬ 
ship  in  the  ancestral  temple  for an  aunt. 

Same  as  3647. 
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苻
 a 

3675 

R •處 

H./tt 

See 符 
Even  Lower. 

A  herbaceous  plant  with 

round  and  downy  leaves 

and  red  seeds,  known  as 

鬼目  devil’s  eye. 
Read  fv}.  Buds  bursting, 

as  in  spring. 

苻甲  the  outer  scale  of  a  leaf 
or  bud. 

Read  See  5076. 

跗
 4 

3676 

R. 遇 
See 附 

Sinking 
Lower. 

m
1
 

3幼7 

R. 處遇 
See 夫 
Even  Lower. 

鲋 3
 

价8 
R •腫虞 
茸府 

Rising  Lower. 

3679 

R •遇 

CH.i> F.  hou 

P. ] 

Y. A 

Sx. ] 
K.pu 

bfn 

A.  fu\ifo 

SinkingLower. 

鮒‘
 

3680 
R •遇 
w.yw 
See 酣 

Sinking 
Lower. 

The  scales  on  the  belly 

of  a  serpent. 

蛇 4 付  a  snake’s  scales. 

The  instep.  A  pedestal. 

礙 塊濡甜 to  get 叩 toone，s ankles  in  mu 山 

跗注  gaiters. 
劍跗  the  tip  of  a  sword. 

To  tilt  up  a  cart ;  to 

push. 

附 車奉鶴  t。 tilt  the  cart 
and  give  refreshments, — attend 
to  an  arriving  guest. 

An  extra  horse,  harness¬ 

ed  alongside  of  the  team. 

駙馬  the  name  from  the  Han 
dynasty  downwards  for  an  Imper¬ 

ial  son-in-law,  known  as  額駙 

under  the  present  dynasty. 

A  kind  of  freshwater  fish, 

resembling  a  perch,  said  to 

go  in  pairs  and  remain  faith¬ 
ful  to  each  other. 

酣 行  to  go  like  perch, — in  pairs. 

鮒魚涸 _  like  a  perch  in  a 
dry  rut, — perishing  for  want  of 

-i  water.  ’ 

w 

3681 

r-E 

See 夫 

Even  Lower. 

府，
 

3682 

R •矍 

s: 卜 

F.  hu 

W.j  f 

P. 

M. Y. 

Sz. 

K./// 

A.  i  > 

Rising  Upper, 

The  noisy  din  of  an  army. 

前軍 fi 譟  the  van-guard 
raised  a  great  din. 

A  store-house  ；  a  trea¬ 

sury；  a  palace.  A  political 

division  or  “Prefecture,”  as 

established  under  the  T‘ang 
dynasty. 

天府  the  store-house  of  God,- eternity.  Used  for  the  Imperial 
Court.  See  3711. 

萬物  一 ■府  a11  things  are 

ONE
.  ' 

府庫  a  treasury;  a  depot 

六府  the  six  treasuries,  —  of | nature,  viz.  water,  fire,  metal, 

wood,  earth,  and  grain. 

佩 文韻府  the  great  “Trea- sury”  of  Chinese  literature, 

known  as  the  “Concordance.” 

王府  the  palace  of  a  prince. 

宗人府  Court  of  the  Imperial clan. 

在府  i.  a  palace；  2.  Public  (see 
6568)  departments. 

事  a  Consulate;  a  Consul. 

府上 貴府。 r 尊府 a 
conventional  phrase  for  “your 
house •”  The  second  is  also  a 
term  of  address  to  a  Prefect. 

府 上都好 are' a11  weli  at your  home  ? 

府城  a  Prefectural  city. 

知府  he  who  administers  the Prefecture, — a  Prefect.  Corres¬ 

ponds  with  the  郡首。 f  the 

First  Emperor,  b.c.  221,  and 

with  the  ̂   of  the  Han 
dynasty.  See  3506. 

太府。 1 •府拿  his  Honour  the Prefect.  The  first  was  Compt¬ 
roller  of  the  Imperial  House 
hold  under  the  Han  dynasty. 

首府  the  Prefect  in  whose Prefecture  lies  the  provincial 

capital ;  the  Prefecture  itself. 

府署  a  Prefectural  yamin. 

府離府 三百五  Prefect¬ ures  are  350  li  apart. 

3682 

W 
3683 

R., 

See 府 

Rising  Upper. 

Governor  of  the  Imperial 

Prefecture  of  天  Sliun-t‘ien, 
in  which  lies  Peking.  Also,  Civil 

Governor  of  the  Manchurian 

province  of  奉天  Feng-t^ien. 

府丞  Vice  Governor  of  Shun- t‘ien  Fu;  also  Civil  Vice  Gov¬ 
ernor  of  Feng-t^en.  See  above. 

Also,  Vice. Director  of  the  Im¬ 
perial  Clan  Court. 

空一 府隨之 tl?e  whole Prefecture  (or  Prefectural  city) 
followed  him. 

身 居府職  he  is  in  govern¬ 

ment  employ. 

開府 ̂  provincial  chancelleries  or 
department  of  Imperial  Secret¬ aries  under  the  Mongols;  hence, 

the  modern  Censorate. 

府考。 r 府試  the  .Prefect- 
ural  examination  of  students. 

^  胃  the  first  on  the  list  
at the  Prefectural  examination. 

府學  the  Educational  officers  of a  Prefecture. 

本府。 ■•敝 府。 r 車府 l 
the  Prefect. 

無 政府黨  the  brotherhood 
of  anarchists ;  see  692. 

To  come  down  ；  to  look 

down,  as  opposed  to 仲 

1 2,885.  To  stoop ；  to  bend ； 

to  condescend. 

引 之則俯 ，舍 之則仲 
you  pull  it,  and  down  it  comes : 

you  release  it,  and  up  it  goes, — - of  a  well-sweep. 

俯 仲之間  between  looking up  and  down, — in  the  twinkling /  of  an  eye. 

俯 仰皆寬  whether  looking 
down  or  up,  he  treats  all  well, 
sc.  his  inferiors  and  superiors. 

不能 _ 世俯仲 unable  t。 
adapt  himself*  to  the  exigencies 
of  his  environment :  too  uncon - 
ventional. 

俯伏  to  fall  prostrate;  to  make obeisance. 

俯首 t。  bow, — as  to  equals  or inferiois,  in  recognition  of  a 
salute. 

俯首 默想。 r 俯思 t。 bend  the  head  and  reflect. 

俯首  _  言  he  his  head 

and  said  nothing. 

58 
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w 
3683 

捬 
3684 

腑 5
 

3685 R? 

C.
  ’ H.

 

|/«. F.  hu 
W.^  f 
N •卜 P.  j 

Y.  Uu
 Sz.  I 

Yi.pu 

j  /w Rising  Upper. 

腐 3
 

3636 R •囊 

C./«^ 
H./«2 
F.  hou2-^  v. 

pou-
 W.  vu、 vii 

N.  vu、 wu 
P. 

M. 
Y. 

Sz. 
y« 

俯准  to  graciously  authorise. 

俯念  to  graciously  remember ; 
to  condescend  to  read. 

俯 恤商情  looking  with  pity 
upon  commercial  interests. 

俯 賜照會  to  favour  with  a 
despatch. 

俯 察地理  to  examine  into 
the  configuration  of  land, — as 
strategist  or  geomancer. 

俯視  to  look  down  on  from 
above. 

俯窺 不厚人 looking  down from  the  cliff  I  could  not  see 
anybody. 

俯從  to  condescend  to  do  as 
proposed. 

俯就  to  make  the  best  of;  ̂to 
adopt,  as  the  plan  of  an  inferior; 

to  attend,  or  to  wait  on,  as  infer¬ 

iors  going  to  superiors  on  busi¬ 
ness;  to  accommodate  oneself  to 

the  peculiarities  of  others. 

俯順  to  defer  to. 

俯順輿 *  t。 defer  to  popular 
opinion.  • 

俯允  to  entertain, — as  a  claim 

Same  as  3735. 

The  bowels. 

喊腑  the  bowels. 

六腑  the  stomach,  gall-bladder, 
the  intestines,  bladder,  and  two 
functional  passages. 

肺腑  lungs  and  bowels, — one’s inmost  thoughts. 

Rotten  ；  putrid  ；  worth¬ 
less. 

腐肉  rotten  flesh. 

去 腐生肌  remove  the  proud 
flesh  and  cause  healthy  flesh  to 

grow. 

腐爛。 r 腐朽。 r 腐敢 
rotten ;  spoilt. 

腐刑  the  punishment  of  castra¬ 
tion. 

3686 

K./tt ]» 

k •三  hu 
Rising 

w 
3687 

R •虞 

See 夫 

Even  Lower. 

腐氣  pedantic;  pig-headed. 

腐儒  a  pedant. 昔 腐  bean-curd.  See  11,417. 

昔 腐官  bean-curd  officials, - a  term  of  contempt  applied  to 

certain  of  the  poorer  classes  of 
official  servants  who  are  com 

pelled  to  feed  largely  on  this 

cheap  food.  Also  explained  as 

flabby  or  unenergetic  offir^als. 

奶昔腐  a  Mongol  name  for cheese. 

穿 L  展 f  a  kind  of  milk  made  from beans. 

腐語。 1 ■陳腐  Platitudes; old  saws. 

The  two  halves  of  a  tally, 

one  half  of  which  is  en 

trusted  to  an  official  {e.g. 

at  a  city  gate),  and  the 

production  of  the  other 

half  is  authority  for  any  act 

to  be  performed  by  him 

{e.g,  opening  the  city  gate) 

To  tally  ；  to  agree.  A 
charm；  a  spell. 

虎 符。1 ■兵 符 a  tally， as 
above,  issued  on  military  busi¬ 
ness,  in  time  of  war,  etc. 

符節  a  tally  given  as  a  warrant or  commission ;  credentials. 

若 合符節  (their  statements agreed)  like  the  two  halves  of 

tally. 

恃符  relying  on  official  position. 

符板  a  tally, 一 as  used  for  check¬ 
ing  goods,  etc. 

符信  credentials  of  office;  evi¬ dence  ; proof  of  identity. 

不符 or 不相符 not  t。 fit together,  as  the  halves  of  a  tally ; 
not  to  agree. 

字 跡不符  the  handwriting ‘ does  rfot  agree, 一 it  is  a  forgery. 

符合  to  reconcile. 
符頌  to  happen  according  to 
good  wishes  expressed. 

符咒  charms;  spells ;  amulets. 
small  bags  for  scapularies 

or  amulets. 

畫符 ％ 書符  to  draw  and write  charms,  respectively. 

符3
 

3687 

It
4 

3090 

遇 

Sec 赴酣 

A./«i 

Sinking 

Upper 

and  Lower. 

3688 

r. 虞 

See 夫 

Even  Upper 

and  Lower. 

w 

R. 遇 

See 附 

Sinking 

Lower. 

i 

靈符  an  efficacious  charm, books  on  magic. 

符瑞  auspicious  or  genial  in¬ 
fluences. 

病符  sickness ;  disease. 不得 恃游歷 爲護符 
must  not  screen  themselves  under 

the  pretext  of  travelling. 

符拔 形似麟 而無角 
the  fu-pa  is  like  the  unicorn 

(see  7186),  but  has  no  horn. It  has  been  identified  by  von 
Gutschmid  with  the antelope. 

To  cross  a  stream  on  a 
raft. 

A  coni  turn  variegatum  ； 

wolfs-bane.  Also  written 

附 . 
. 

術子  the  poisonous  seeds  of  the above,  used  as  a  tonic. 

爾片  tubers  of  the  above. 

地雨 1 子  the  seeds  of  Kochia、 one  of  the  Ckenofodiacece  or 
goose-foot  family. 

白  PH*  a  plant  of  the  arum  fa¬ mily  brought  from  Manchuria and  used  as  a  medicine. 

To  be  near  to*.  To 
adhere  to；  dependent.  To 

add  to  ；  to  enclose.  See 

3689. 

附近  near;  neighbouring. 

附耳道 ̂   whispered  into  his  ear. 

扯 袂附語  caught  hold  of  her 
sleeve  and  whispered  to  her. 

附離不 以膠漆  things 
which  stick  naturally  require  no 
gi 叫 

如 塗塗附  like  adding  mud to  mud,— carrying  coals  to  New - 
castle. 

女 蘿附松  the  wistaria  clings! to  the  pine, — so  should  a  wife 
cling  to  her  husband. 
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3690 

附喬松 clinging  to  tall  pines, 
— the  wistaria. 

附和 t。  play  the  sycophant. 

附會  to  add  to；  to  gloss;  to 
exaggerate. 

蓋 其書本 無文章 ，我 

不 欲附會  as  the  book  ori 
ginally  contained  no  wen  cha^g, 
I  would  not  add  any. 

太 埤兴附 會之誣 the 
T‘ai-shih  laughed  at  what  he  con 
sidered  mere  idle  talk, 一 the  gra¬ 

dual  exaggeration,  of  the  circum¬ 
stances. 

附庸 a  petty  dependant  State 
of  feudal  times,  the  chieftain  over 

which  had  not  the  right  of  au¬ 
dience. 

被鬼 附身。 r 附鬼 PC- 
sessed  by  a  devil. 

附在 人身上 t。  possess  or 
inspire  people:— as  spirits  do. 

附於其  to  put  oneself  last 

附生  a  licentiate  of  the  first 
degree  whose  name  is  amongst 
the  number  allowed  by  ancient 

regulation, 一 as  opposed  to  the 

增生  additional  licentiates. 

附貢生  accessory  senior  licen¬ tiate. 

歸附  to  return  to  allegiance, 
as  rebels. 

附益  to  increase  one’s  wealth; to  benefit. 

侬附.  to  depend  on. 

‘ 附續。 r 附錄。 r 附編 to  append;  a  supplement. 

附手 to  join  hands. 

附搭  to  add  as  an  extra. 

附 搭便細 f  t。 join  a  conven¬ 
ient  ship, — to  take  passage  in 
one  starting  at  the  time  and  go 

ing  to  the  place  required. 

附勢  to  take  sides  with  the 
strongest. 

附片  a  postcript  to  a  Memorial. 

附去  enclosed;  forwarded  here¬ 
with. 

附從  to  become  adherents  of. 

附繳  to  send  enclosed. 

附呈  to  send  enclosed, 一 to  a 
superior. 

附杪  to  append  a  copy  ot 

附 ‘
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伏 
3691 

R •屋清 

C.fuk H./uk, 

F.  huk 

W.  vu 

N.  voh ?.S/u 

M./u 

Y./uk Sz./« 

K.,pok 

'.fuku 
A./uk 

Entering 

Lower. 

附卷  to  add  to  the  papers  of 
case；  to  place  with  the  recorc 

附交  to  send  the  appended  . . 

附貨  to  ship  goods. 
附登  to  insert, — as  a  letter  in 
a  paper. 

附上。 r 附送  to  annex  or 
forward  as  an  enclosure, — in 
despatch. 

附呈杪 案淸摺 t。 —ul a  copy  of  the  record  of  a  case, 

附有  enclosed  there  is  •  •  • 

附單  to  enclose  an  account. 

To  fall  prostrate  ；  to 

yield  ；  to  suffer  ；  humbly. 
To  lie  in  ambush.  To  sit 

as  a  bird  on  eggs.  A 

P^uk  summer  decade. 

寢毋伏  in  sleeping  do  not  lie 
on  your  face. 

匍 伏台堦  crouching  before your  steps, 一 up  to  the  dais  or 

raised' 卽  11  in  which  a  mandarin sits. 

伏  to  suffer  decapitation.  See 

2556. 

伏罪。 r 伏刑  to  admit  one’s guilt;  to  accept  punishment, 

君# 伏 4  i 也 d。 y。11 gentlemen  yield  the  point  or  not> 

旣 伏其辜  they  have  suffer- ed  for  their  misdeeds. 

伏乞0 r  伏 祈  t。 humbly  beg. 

伏 望0 r 伏 希 to  humbly hope. 

伏查  to  humbly  consider;  it  is 
my  humble  opinion,  etc. 

伏候 t。  humbly  await. 

伏謁  to  receive  with  great  de¬ ference. 

伏思 °r 伏念 to  Presume  to think. 

伏願  to  humbly  desire. 

伏几  to  rest  one’s  head  on  one’s hands,  —  as  on  a  teapoy. 

^  to  attend  on ;  to  wait  upon. 

伏 奶0  lay  or  prepare  a  clue. 

伏 道 ̂  an  underground  passage ; 
a  mine. 

伏出  to  half  conceal. 

伏 

3691 

袱”
 

3692 

R. 屋 

See 伏 

Entering 

Lower. 

伏身  to  conceal  oneself;  to throw  pneself  down. 

凉風 伏秋字 "Cold  wind 
(in  this  passage)  contains  a  hid 
den  reference  to  autumn. 

伏蔽  to  throw  oneself  down  so as  to  cover  something. 

伏 莽未淸  those  lurking  in 
thickets  not  yet  cleared  out, — 
of  rebels,  savages,  etc. 

伏兵  soldiers  in  ambush. 

設 伏要路  to  set  an  ambush 
righfr  in  the  way, 一 to  be  passed through. 

伏下  to  place  in  ambush. 

埋伏。 r 伏藏  to  hide;  to  con ceal  oneself. 

摘妇^  發伏; to  expose  the  wiles 
of  treacherous  men. 

潛伏  to  slink  away  and  hide. 

伏卵。 1 •伏裔  to  sit  on  eggs: 
—as  a  bird. 

轉 輾伏枕  tossing  over  and 
over  on  my  pillow. 

伏无。 r 三伏  the  three  de¬ 

cades  of  summer,  初伏 ，中 

伏: and 末伏  ， equivalent  to the  “dogdays,”  and  extending 
from  about  the  middle  of  July 

to  the  middle  of  August. 

三不伏  the  three  which  don’t yield, — one  any  more  than  the others.  These  are  the  蛾盼 

centipede,  the  給螞 〜g， and 

the 蛇  snake.  The  first  is  des 
troyed  by  the  second,  the  second 
by  the  third,  and  the  third  by the  first. 

伏 臞炎凉  the  summer  and 
winter  months  are  hot  and  cold, 
respectively. 

歇伏  to  spend  the  hot  season. 

伏侍 ot 伏事  to  serve ;  to wait  on. 

伏翼  the  bat. 伏氣  satisfied;  appeased. 

•  A  girder  to  strengthen 

a  beam. 
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Wi 3693 

M 
See 伏 

a 坊 

R. A  race ;  “chow-chow” 
water  ；  an  eddy； 

Entering 
Lower. 

m 
3694 

屋 
See 伏 

2- 

Entering 
Lower. 

茯 
369S R. 屋 

See 伏 

Entering 
Lower. 

Li« 

3696 R 爲 
See 跋 

Entering 
Lower. 

3697 
R 物 

See 弗 

Entering 

Upper. 

w 

3698 R: 物 

See 弗 
Entering 

Upper. 

A  square  cloth  for 

wrapping  bundles. 

包袱  a  wrapper;  a  bundle. 
a  small  cloth  with  a  string 

at  one  corner. 

A  false  tuber,  called  土 

获答 [P achyina  cocos、 
Fries),  found  growing  like 

a  fungus  from  the  roots  of 

fir  trees.  Used  medicinally 

by  the  Chinese,  and  com¬ monly 

Root.” 

known  as  “  China 

茯苓糕  a  kind  of  cake  made 
from  t^ie  above. 

To  prick  a  dog  to  make 

him  go  on.  Used  in  Manila 
for  a  real、 

Y> 

Cold  winds.  See  3374. 

A  split  feather  used  in 

one  kind  of  dance,  as  op¬ 

posed  to  the  全羽  whole 
feather  used  in  another 

kind.  Also  explained 

=  3594- 

as 

蚨舞  the  split-feather  dance,  or 
a  dance  for  purposes  of  exor 
cism  or  lustration. 

紱!
 

3699 

R. 物 

P./«3,  ifu 

See 弗 

Entering 

Upper. 

w 

37 00 

r 物 

C.fet 

H./ 

F.  houk 

W./ai N./a 
P.  ifu 
U./u 

\.feh Sz./« 

Yi.pul 

].futsz、fuchi 
A./e^  bat Entering 

Upper. 

A  ribbon  ；  a  sash. 

乐  the  red  sashes,— the  gentry. 

乐紱 皆大夫  those  with  the red  sashes  are  all  high  officials. 

A  knee-pad  or  covering 
for  the  shins  ；  greaves  ； 

buskins. 

乐祓  red  buskins. 
找 補。 r 找膝 k«ee-pads. 

ditjl5 
m 

3701 

r 物未 
See 带 

Sinking  and Entering 

Upper. 

A  knee-pad.  A  cap  used 
worship.  A  strap 

fastening. 
in 

or 

敝 

37。2 

R •物未 
See 带弗 

Entering  and Sinking 

Upper. 

3703 

An  ornamental  texture  of 

black  and  blue,  in  alternate 

stripes,  used  for  the  Em¬ 

peror's  sacrificial  robes.  See 

3630.  [  3^  (to  be  dist.  from 
亞， see  6987  and  12,810) 
seems  to  have  been  un  old 

form  of  弗 (3653).  used 

later  for  紋  and  敝. There 

is  no  authority  for  its  iden¬ 
tification  with  fg  fu  happi¬ 

ness.] 

黑與靑 謂之黻 black and  blue  together  is  called  fur 

賊紗 an  ornamental  skirt. 
書  embroidered  figures. 

Same  as  3696. 

w 

3704 

& 蝠伏 

Entering 

Upper 

and  Lower. 

gr 

3705 

R •宥職 

See K.fo Sinking 

Upper. 

To  be  full；  to  fill.  A 
roll  of  cloth. 

To  aid  ；  an  assistant  (see 

7219)；  a  deputy,  as  op¬ 
posed  to 正 687.  A  second； 

a  duplicate.  Numerative  of 
pairs  or  sets  of  things  ；  also 

of  faces  (see  7886).  See 
8022. 

副使  a  subordinate  rank  in  use amongst  the  土司  native  tribes 

of  the  south-west  frontier. 

副將  a  colonel, — of  Chinese,  not Banner,  forces. 

副 5^  literary  designation  of  a colonel. 

副爺  common  designation  of  a 

把總  sergeant. 副榜。 t 副車 &  supplement¬ ary  list  of  candidates  for  the  sec- 
degree,  who  though  un ond  degree,  who 

successful  at  the  examination 

have  deserved  honourable  ment¬ ion. 

副元  first  on  the  list  of  supple¬ mentary  candidates. 

副 亂  literary  designation  of  a second-class  secretary  to  one  of 

the  Six  Boards. 

畐 II  分  deputy  sub-Prefect. 

副管輪  assistant  engineer. 
副夥  the  second  officer  on  a 

ship. 

and  chief  and  sec¬ 
ond  officers. 

副帥  assistant  Commander-in- 
chief. 

副外 務大臣  Under-Secre¬ 
tary  of  State  foj:  foreign  affairs. 

副事  assistant  manager. 

副室  a  second  wife. 

正副  original  and  duplicate. 

副本  a  duplicate  copy. 

全 副執事 d  the  parapher¬ 
nalia  complete, 一 as  for  a  man¬ darin  procession. 
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一副心 腸  the  general  dis¬ 
position  gi  a  person.  1 

又是一 副臉色 in  that  3707 
case  he  wears  quite  a  different 
countenance. 

揀 一副潔 淨坐頭  chose 
a  couple  of  clean  seats. 

一 副環子  a  pair  of  earrings. 

Read  /汉1*.  To  split；  to 
divide. 

^  there  was  no  burst¬ 

ing,  nor  rending, — -\vhen  后稷 
Hou  Chi  was  born. 

Read  pi\  A  queen’s headdress. 

3706 

屋職 

r 幅倡 
、pok、pm、 

I  V.  pHp 

bik 

Entering 

Upper. 

A  strip  of  cloth.  A  roll 

of  paper.  A  hem  ；  an  edge； 
a  border.  Numerative  of 

maps,  scrolls,  banners,  etc. 

四條幅  four  scrolls, — for  hang¬ 
ing  on  walls. 

幅 員遼闊  of  wide  浼 rea.  j 

邊 幅 border;  frontier;  externals. 

修 飾邊幅  to  pay  attention 
to  external  appearance. 

成幅  to  behave  in  a  ceremon¬ 
ious  or  proper  manner. 

過 失邊幅  to  offend  against 
•  etiquette. 

當 脫邊幅  we  *nay  lay  aside 
ceremony. 

蕩 無檢幅  without  self-res¬ 
traint  ; dissipated. 

幅寬  the  breadth  of  a  flag.  | 

幅地  an  imitation  of  the  Eng¬ 
lish  foot  measure. 

鎖 幅。1 r 梭 幅 a  terai  for 
woollens  and  other  foreign  fa¬ 
brics,  said  to  be  a  corruption  of 
the  Arabic  suf. 

福
於
 

3707 
•屋 
ee 幅
 

•fohjuk 
Entering 
Upper. 

Happiness  ；  luck  ；  bless¬ 
ings,  as  opposed  to 禍 

5313.  Success.  The 

province  of  Fuhkien.  See 

2476,  8106,  11,368,  3759. 
A 

無 事爲福  happiness  consists 
in  having  no  cares. 

[  461  ] 

i 轉 福隽禍  to  turn  happiness I  into  misfortune. 

! 福氣。 1 ■福分 (/^4)  a  man’s *  allotted  share  of  worldly  happi¬ 

ness  or  good  luck,  more  than 
which  he  is  incapable  of  enjoying 

or  appropriating. 

惜 福養身  to  take  care  of  one¬ self  by  not  drawing  too  largely 

on  one’s  顧氣  as  above.  See below. 

i 福薄不 能任  his  allotted 
share  of  luck  is  inadequate  to 

it, — as  for  instance  of  a  person 
promoted  to  a  high  position 
which  he  fails  to  fill  satisfactorily. 

璋是天 大的福 氣 this is  great  good  luck. 

有 福之人 不年忙 此 man  destined  to  happiness  need 

not  be  in  a  hurry, — it  will  come 
of  itself. 

休說 這般析 福的話 
don’t  make  such  inauspicious  re¬ 
marks,—  allusions  which  carry 
bad  luck  with  them.  See  550. 

望財析 福 lQngingfor  wealth destroys  happiness. 

福 自天來  blessings  come from  God. 

豈 可望福 於天乎 hcw can  you  expect  God  to  bless  you  ? 

— if  you  act  thus. 

有福 不會享  he  has  (what makes)  happiness,  but  not  the 
power  of  enjoying  it. 

lE'TJ 

I 

:福 在 醜人邊 happiness 
川田  stands  beside  the  ugly. 

3707 

ugly. 

居之安 平爲福 tQ  dwe11 
at  peace  is  happiness. 

福至心 靈  when  happiness comes  the  mind  is  spiritualised. 

一 兩 黃金， 四兩 n® 氣 
for  one  ounce  of  gold  a  man 
must  have  four  ounces  of  fu 

chli  {see  above、、 一 to  enable  him 
to  avail  himself  of  the  possession 
of  the  gold. 

自 求多福  he  who  depends on  himself  will  have  much  hap¬ 

piness. 

樹福田  to  plant  that  from 
which  you  will  reap  happiness, 

一 to  do  good  works. 

欲廣 福田， 須平心 地 
if  you  would  extend  your  fields 

of  happiness,  you  must  level  the 
soil  of  your  heart. 

禍福 無不自 己求之 

者  failure  and  success  are  al- ways  of  one’s  own  bringing. 

五  IS 畐  the  Five  Blessings, 一 viz.: 

壽 old  age， 富  wealth. 康寧' health,  攸好  haox  德  love  of 

virtue,  and  考 終命 a  _r-| al  death.  See  3709. 

發福  to  grow  fat. 散福 t。  distribute  offerings  to one's  friends  after  a  sacrifice. 

有福不 可享盡 d。 _ exhaust  your  happiness, 一 by  too 

large  drafts  on  it. 

一 人有福 ，托 帶滿屋 
if  one  man  is  blest,  the  whole 
house  shares  in  it. 

福不 •雙莩  bless  二 gs  do  not 
come  in  pairs.  See  5313. 

福當 in 此愛 搶 he  is 
rightly  careful  of  the  blessings 
of  this  life, — stid  by  Ming  Huang 

when  his  son  wiped  a  carving- 
knife  on  cake  and  then  ate  the 
cake. 

i 福兮禍 之所伏  success  is the  lurking-place  of  failure, — 
according  to  the  eternal  law  of 

change  by  which  all  human  affairs 
move,  as  it  were,  upon  a  wheel, 

up  to  a  certain  point  and  then 
down. 

無 端獲福 ，禍 必隨之 
if  success  is  improperly  obtained, 

calamity  will  certainly  follow. 

福晉  the  wife  of  an  Imperial Prince, 一 under  the  present  dyn¬ 

asty. 

厚 德載福  great  virtue  carries happiness  along  with  it. 

福建 the  province  of  Fuhkien, for  which  thq  first  character  is 
often  used  alone. 

福地  blessed  ground;  one’s  na¬ tive  place. 

福祉 the  blessings  of  happiness^ 

福音  the  Gospel. 福蔭  the  beneficent  influence  of one’s  ancestors'  virtues. 

福 德正神 beneficent  and good  divinities. 

福澤  favour. 
福祿  happiness  and  a  prosper- ous  career.  Also,  a  name  for  the 
wild  ass,  from  the  Arabic  fara. 
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37。7 

富 
37。8 

R-M_ 
■，ee  幅 

蝠 

Entering 

Upper. 

2* 

3709 K •屋 

H.  \
^uk F. houk 

W./«
 

If  oh P.  i> 

U./u 

Y./uk 

^z.fiik 
YL,pok 

].fuhi 
A./uk 

Entering 

Upper. 

輻”
 

37io R •屋宥 
p.yv 

A.  th、fuk 
Entering 

Upper. 

I  福庇  the  blessed  protection  of... 

福字履  shoes  with  the  char- 
j  acter  福  on  the  front. 

:福命  a  haPPy  destiny. 

i 頭大福 大 if  yw  head  is big,  your  luck  will  be  big.  Said 
also  of  mouth  and  feet. 

I 有 福之人 大腦袋 ，無 

福之 人 腦袋大 a]ucky 
man  has  a  large  head,  an  un¬ 

lucky  man’s  head  is  large. 

jjj 畐  religious  merit,  Sanskrit: 

punya. 

積 福德行  {hsifig1*)  a  course of  conduct  by  which  religious 
merit  is  accumulated. 

福德舍 a  wayside  shrine  and 
rest-house  for  sheltering  tra¬ 
vellers. 

A  wild  vegetable,  called 

富 菜， found  in  Shantung. 

s, 副 
K.  pok'pu 

The  bat’  which  stands 

pictorially  as  an  emblem 

of  happiness,  from  identity 

of  sound  with  3707.  Five 

bats  = 五 福  the  Five 

Blessings,  are  often  used 

in  ornamenting  porcelain. 

蝙幅。 r 幅 鼠 the  bat; the 
flying  squirrel. 

虫虽  a  scorpion ;  an  evil-minded 
person. 

虫§  萱  a  kind  of  bean  found in  Yiinnan. 

The  spokes  of  a  wheel. 

三十轉 芳一轂 thir” spokes  unite  in  one  ku  ；  see  6232 

輻計 三十以 象日月 

37io 

I 脫輻  the  wheel  coming  to  pieces, 

j  一 family  jars. 

每占 脫顆焚 whenever they  cast  the  wheel-com ing-to- 
pieces  lot, — whenever  they  quar¬ relled. 

萬方 輻輳之 p the  hub
 of  the  universe, 一 said  of  Peking. 

皆4
 

田 
Wealthy,  as  opposed  to 

3711 

F.  hou^  v.  pau 

See 赴 

A./w Sinking 

Upper. 

j 窮 2362.  See  6323,  7608. 

the  spokes  of  a  wheel  are  thirty 
in  number,  in  order  to  resemble 
the  sun  and  the  moon. 

地 輿輻輳 a  place  where 
people  collect,  as  spokes  at  the 
hub  of  a  wheel, 一  sc.  the  capital. 

人 烟輻輳  a  centre  of  popu¬ 
lation, — as  above. 

371 

富貴  rich  and  holding  official rank. 

富豪 a 富厚。 r 富足 
rich;  affluent. 

富家。 r 富戶。 r 富室 
wealthy  family. 

富餘  surplus  of  wealth. 

多 文爲富  learning  is  wealth. 

富者怨 之府也  wealth  is the  storehouse  of  resentment, 一 
arising  from  the  envy  of  the world. 

富人思 來年， 窮人思 

眼前  the  rich  man  thinks  of the  future,  the  poor  man  of  the 

present. 
富 人讀書 ，窮 漢餵猪 

the  rich  man  studies  books,  the 

poor  man  feeds  pigs. 

富 人猞錢 ，窮 人捨力 
the  rich  man  expends  money : 

the  poor  man,  strength. 

非 富天下  he  did  not  esteem the  wealth  of  the  empire. 

學富者  a  very  learned  man. 
然未 有富如 子美者 

yet  none  are  so  rich  as  Tzii-mei 
(= Tu  Fu),  —  referring  to  his 

poetry. 

詞辨富 胃 
plished. 

年 富  in  the  Drime  of  life 
splendid;  luxurious. 

富强  riches  and  power. 

富 國强兵  to  enrich  a  nation and  increase  its  military  power. 

accom- 

Same  as  3708. 

复 

Vf- 

3713 

R. 屋 

See 伏 

Entering 

Lower. 

m: 

3714 

r •屋 

^ 覆伏 

Entering 

Upper 

and  Lower. 

腹
 2 

Entering 

Upper. 

To  go  back  ；  to  retrace 
steps. 

3715 

R 屋 

H.  puk 
F.  houk、 pouk 

P. 

See 

The  belly  ；  the  uppei 

side  or  belly  of  a  chHn 

see  2109.  To  bear  in  the 
arms. 

To  make  a  cave  to  live  in 

陶 愎是也  just  a  kiln-shapec] 
hole  in  the  hill-side. 

肚腹  the  belly. 
yj'v  the  belly  below  the  navel 

腹脹  swelling  of  the  belly 

dropsy. 

肚腹 大  big-bellied;  gluttonous 

腹結  constipated. 

腹疼  belly-ache. 令 人棒腹  enough  to  make 
one  hold  one’s  belly  (sides)  wit! laughing. 

腹 隱機謀  full  of  contrivan 
ces  or  plans. 

指 腹意婚 t。 pQint  at 心 belly  and  betroth, - unborn  child； ren. 

割 腹明心 to  cut  open  tht belly  and  expose  one’s  inmos 
heart. 

不 過滿腹 nQt  mOTe  that 
enough  to  fill  the  belly. 

果腹 a  bellyful;  satisfied. 

6627. 

聖 人 虛其心 而實其 

^^the  true  Prophet  keeps  men 
minds  open  an<J  their  bellies  full 

剖腹  _  _  t0  cut  吧1
1  th< 

belly  to  hide  pearls, — to  sacri fice  one’s  life  for  gain. 

稿 懷於腹 I  kePt  the  draf 
of  it  in  \ny  mind. 

腹中全 無滴墨 uttert] 

uneducated. 

遺腹子  a  posthumous  child. 
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腹
 2 

37rS 

37i6 

M 

:蜗 
Entering 
Upper. 

痛 

腹心  beloved;  dear,  a  child, 

心腹人  a  confidant. 

心腹話  secrets. 

么 the  belly  and  heart 
(intimate  or  trusty  adviser)  of 

his  prince. 

腹地  the  interior. 

腹背  belly  and  back, 一 front  and 
back. 

腹庇  to  shelter;  to  protect. 

窈 腹非毋  secretly  made  fun 
of  his  mother. 

瞻 (°r^) 腹之言  inmost 
words ;  trustworthy  statements. 

口 是腹非  mouth  yes,  heart 
no, — of  people  who  make  pro 
raises  intending  to  break  them, 
etc. 

專 爲口腹  all  for  mouth  and 
belly, — greedy. 

坦 腹之倚  the  support  of 
a  bare-the- belly, — a  son-in-law 

From  the  story  of  a  man  who 

chose  a  son-in-law  for  his  negligi 

attire,  in  preference  to  other  can¬ 
didates  who  had  dressed  for  the 

occasion. 

水 澤腹堅  the  pond  is  cover¬ 
ed  with  ice. 

出 A 腹我  out  and  in  ye  bore 
me  in  your  arms,—  of  parents. 

A  venomous  snake.  See 

1 1,840. 

蝮蛇  the  viper；  the  cobra,  etc. 

蝮虺  a  python. 

4*  I  Double  or  lined  gar- 

iments- 

噌 
ntering  and 
Sinking 

Upper 
ind  Lower. 

屋宥 I 複姓  double  surnames.  See 
4599 - 

馥道  two  covered  galleries  built 
I  one  over  the  other;  a  covered 

bridge, 一 as  often  seen  in  south¬ 
ern  China. 

軍  chlungl  ̂   double ;  repeated. 

敵 馥提刀  to  buckle  up  and 
seize  one’s  sword, — to  prepare to  fight. 

馥襟  a  double  flap  to  a  robe  or 
coat. 

w 

3718 

R •屋一 

See 蝠 

Entering 

Upper. 

馥 371? 

R .屋 

H.  puk 

See 蝠 

A./uk^/ukf 
Entering 

Upper. 

372C 

R. 覺屋 See 蝠 

K.  pak^pok 

J.  haku、 boku Entering 

Upper. 

372 

R •屋宥 

F.  huk、 houk 

W./«,  vu^  voe 
N.yi?//,  voh、 

voii 

See 覆 

].fuku^  buku GnteriDg  and Sinking 

Upper and  Lower. 

Two  pieces  of  wooc 
which  hold  the  axle  firm 

on  both  sides  underneath 

the  body  of  a  cart.  Also 
used  for  3710. 

A  fragrant  smell. 

芬髓 odoriferous. 
寵有 [J  fragrant  and  beautiful. 

Haliotis  or  ear -shell, 

called  鮑魚， and  used  as 
a  medicine,  especially  in 
Korea. 

To  come  or  go  back 

Again  ；  a  second  time  ； 

repeatedly :  further.  On  the 

other  hand  ；  as  an  altern¬ 
ative.  Used  for  3723.  To 

remit  taxes.  [As  a  particle 

with  a  peculiar  force,  see 

4761,  10,313.] 

複來  to  come  again. 

複我邦 .族  back  to  my try  and  kin. 

禮我諸 兄  baek  'to+  my bro- 
thers. 

復话。 r 稹生  to  come  back to  life;  to  revive,  as  from fainting. 

徨 降在原  he  descended again  to  the  plains. 

復元  to  get  back  to  health. 

復 舊如初  as  it  was  origin¬ 

ally. 

日 徨一日  one  day  slips  away and  another  comes. 

後原 a 復初  to  begin  again ; to  go  back  to  the  beginning ; 
to  be  as  one  was  at  first. 

復轉。 r 複返。 r 後還 
return  once  more. 

r coun- 

復 

372i 

so 

複新  anew;  afresh. 起複  to  resume  business, — as 
after  mourning. 

後 勿復爾 d。 nc)t  d。 

'again.  See  3354. 

二 十年後 不複爾 
twenty  years  hence  it  will  not be  so.  See  10,011. 

復讎  to- take  revenge. 

報復  to  4pay  a  person  out, — as 
for  a  grudge. 

反 backwards  ai>d  forwards repeatedly. 

復戰  to  renew  the  battle. 
後典  to  recover  prosperity. 

復 出爲惡  on  the  contrary proceeding  to  more  evil.  [Here 
used  for  3723.] 

復 行下船  to  re-ship;  to  re export. 

復進  口  to  re-iniport,-as  native goods  from  another  Treaty  port. 

復進 口半稅  coast-trade 

duty. 

徨 入內地  to  be  taken  on.) 
into  the  interior. 

複查 d  re-examine. 
複  者  in  reply  to  your  letter, I  beg  to  say. 

徨 准 譯 核可行 t。 
send  a  reply  authorising. 

是頟接 復 (bad  men) 
looked  after  and  continually  ad 

vanced, 一  while  good  men  are 
left  out  in  the  cold. 

有不複 能辨者 \ 
impossible  to  tell, — the  originals 
from  the  copies. 

無 徨晝夜  there  was  no  alter¬ 
nation  of  day  and  night, — he 
was  always  drunk. 

榮華誡 足貴， 亦複可 

憐傷  glory  is  a  grand  thing, but  it  has  nevertheless  its  sad 
side. 

非 稹人世  unlike  the  world 
of  mortals.  [For  similar  usage, see  4761.] 

後任  to  resume  office. 
後蓮  to  re-con vey;  to  re-export. 

複文  a  despatch  in  reply. 

照復  to  reply  in  a  despatch. 

復叠  repeatedly. 

are 

was 
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復 
3721 

徨 力棑之  still  more  energet¬ 
ically  denounced  him. 

復示  instructions  in  reply, — 
used  conventionally. 

:複論 01 ■稹  _  to  discuss further. 

禮到  to  send  back  in  reply. 

複經  further . 
複諭  a  reply  from  a  superior. 

後職  to  re-install  an  official. 

復位  restoration  to  a  throne,  etc. 

複 姓歸宗  to  resume  one^ 
family  name  after  having  prev¬ 
iously  been  adopted  into  another 
family. 

m 

3722 

‘ 备:.* 

3723 

屋宥 
d,fuk、Jau' 

F.  honk、 

W./u^/oe 

'H.foh^fd'u 
P.  if  11、 f 
M 

\.fuk、fou 

Sz.fu^fou 

K.  pok^  pit 
].fuhu^  ho^  hit 

K.fuk^fu 

Entering  and 
Sinking 

Upper. 

Same  as  3714. 

On  the  contrary  •’  the 
reverse.  To  overthrow  ；  to 

defeat  ；  see  1031.  [Used 

for  3717  and  3721,  and 

colloquially  pronounced  in 

many  instances  fu1.] 

不 懲其心 ，覆 怨其正 
he  will  not  correct  his  heart,  but 

on  the  contrary  resents  endea¬ 
vours  to  rectify  it.  See  3721. 

覆北  when  the  back  is  turned. 

畏 邱 尽覆 i am  afmid  °f the  vicissitudes  of  things.  See 

3413. 

傾覆 overthrown;  fallen. 

顚覆  overthrown;  in  a  state  of| 
destitution. 

顚 覆厥德 yQur  virtue  is subverted. 

顚 覆流連  overthrown  and 
scattered, —  as  a  beaten  army. 

覆奏  to  reply  in  a  memorial; 
to  reply  to  questions  from  the 
Throne. 

覆溺  to  capsize. 
覆 盆  t0  turn  a  basin  upside 
down ;  (dark  as  though  under) 
an  inverted  bowl,— used  of  unjust 
imprisonment  or  punishment. 
See  13,729. 

覆審  to  re-examine. 
覆 試  the  test  examination  un 
dergone  {e.g.)  by  chil  jen  before 
admission  to  the  Metropolitan 
examination. 

‘4* 

3723 
覆壓  to  press  down. 

覆板  to  reprint. 

覆賽 ̂   (or  產 ） to  return  to  one’s 
occupation  or  calling. 

覆土  to  cover  with  earth. 

覆 上  to  cover  with,-^.^.  gilding. 

全 軍皆覆  the  whole  army was  destroyed. 

覆敖  to  be  utterly  routed 

覆舟  a  capsized  ship. 
_  sunk,  as  a  ship;  lost. 

查覆  to  find  out  and  reply. 

覆白  to  make  a  further  report. 

覆奉  to  again  receive, 一 as  fur¬ ther  orders. 

覆 碗絶食  to  upset  the  bowl and  cut  off  food, 一 to  take  away 

one’s  livelihood.  [In  this  and 

the  three  following  entries 

is  read  fu、 ox  fou^^\ 

覆 水難收  you  can’t  pick  up spilt  water  (milk).  See  120 

馬前覆 水  watei*  uPset  before a  horse, — impossible  to  get  it  up 

覆 車之戒  the  warning  of  the cart  upset, — ahead  of  you. 

Read  fou\  To  cover 

over；  to  sit\  as  a  bird.  An 
ambuscade. 

覆蓋  to  cover  over. 
射覆  to  guess  something  hidden 
under  a  bowl, — an  ancient  pas¬ 
time.  See  6138. 

覆击  to  cover  pickle-pots, with  valuable  MS.,  as  was  done 

by  the  illiterate  widow  of  a 
famous  writer. 

留爲覆 之用。 nly  fit  for covering  jars.  Cf.  quidquid 
chartis  arnicitur  ineptis. 

鳥覆翼 之  birds  Weltered 

(后稷  Hou  Chi)  with  their wings, 一 at  his  marvellous  birth. 

天 無私覆  heaven  covers  no man  in  particular,  一  but  all 
equally.  See  5642,  10,956. 

天地無 不覆載 there  i nothing  which  heaven  and  earth 
do  not  cover  or  support, 

equally  with  all  the  rest. 

3723 

3724 

鳧 
3725 

R ‘虞 

VV.  vu、 vii 

See 矣 

Even  Lower. 

服 
3727 

R •屋 

See 伏 

Entering 

Lower. 

自遺覆 載之外 t。 W 
oneself  beyond  the  pale. 

爲三覆 以待之 P^ce three  bodies  in  ambuscade  to 

be  ready  for  them. 

See  7833. 

A  name  for  various  kinds 

of  wild  duck. 

3726 

R. 虞 

See 夫 

Even  Lower. 

家梟  a  tame  duck. 

冠鳥  a  crested  duck. 

沉鳧  a  diver. 麵醫在 徑 duck  and  wid' 
geon  are  on  the  R.  Ching. 

泛 若水梟  driftin8  about 
like  a  duck  on  water, 一 aimless ; 
good-for-no  thi  ng. 

梟尊  a  drinking-cup  shaped  like a  duck, — used  at  banquets  to 

warn  people  not  to  take  too 
much  liquor.  [The  duck  rests 
on  the  surface,  and  does  not 
sink  below  as  a  drunkard.] 

鳧趨  to  hasten  towards. 

最水  to  swim. 
雙鳧  a  pair  of  ducks,  sc.  shoes， 
一 from  a  story  about  張天 

師  the  Taoist  Pope,  who  chang¬ ed  his  shoes  into  ducks. 

梟鳥重 來 his  duck 
shoes  (he  himself)  have  come 
back. 一 said  of  an  official  resum¬ 

ing  his  post. 

鳧 脛雖短 ，續 之則憂 
a  duck’s  leg  may  be  short,  but 
it  cannot  be  lengthened  without 
sorrow  to  the  duck.  See  3888. 

An  edible  tuber,  called 

鳧苑， resembling  a  water- 
chestnut. 

The  two  inside  horses  of 

a  team.  Clothes；  to  put  on 

clothes.  Mourning、 garb. 

To  think  affectionately  of. 

A  quiver.  Business； 
doings.  To  submit  to;  to 
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3727 

serve.  To 

swallow. 

subdue.  To 

雨 服上襄  the  two  inside 
horses  are  very  fine  animals. 

象服  figured  robes. 

之子 •無服  that  man  has  no 
clothes. 

衣服  clothes.  See  2759. 

服衣  to  wear  clothes. 

服 之無戰  to  wear  a  garment 
without  getting  tired  of  it. 

未服丞 相之服 he  had 
not  got  on  the  robes  of  a  Minister. 

佩服  to  hang  on  to  the  dress, 一 
to  respect；  to  reverence. 

朝服。 r 公服  court  dresses. 

服官  to  put  on  official  dress; 
to  take  office. 

服飾  clotkes  and  headdress, 一 
personal  adornment. 

服食  dress  and  food.  Also,  a 
term  used  for  elixirs  of  life, 
spiritual  drugs,  etc. 

吉服  ordinary  clothes. 

凶服  mourning  garb. 

服 喪服二 十一天 t。 
wear  mourning  for  21  days. 

換素服  to  change  into  white 
clothes, 一 for  mourning. 

服內 qi ■有服  to  be  within 
the  five  degrees  of  mourning. 

服 內鈉妾  to  take  a  concu¬ 
bine  while  in  mourning, — -is  a 
punishable  offence. 

服制  mourning  regulations. 
Also,  style  of  dress. 

在 ▲艰 制之內 t0  be  a  near 
relative, — as  above. 

改換服 制  to  change  the  style 
of  dress, 一 as  from  Chinese  to 
western  style. 

在 私第內 之服制 心 
style  of  dress  worn  in  private  life. 

五服  the  five  degrees  of  mourn¬ 
ing  garb,  viz.： — 

斬衰  for  parents  or  husbands,  i 
to  be  worn  27  months. 

齊衰  for  grand-parents,  to  be 
worn  27  months. 

大功  for  brothers,  sisters,  etc., 
to  be  worn  9  months. 

服1
* 

小功  for  uncles,  aunts,  etc., 
to  be  worn  5  months. 

緦麻  for  distant  relatives,  to 
•be  worn  3  months.  See  7504, 
10,348.  [A  husband  usually 
wears  mourning  one  year  for 

a  wife,  but  this  is  not  com¬ pulsory.] 

服 中生子  to  have  a  child while  in  mourning, 一 a  punish¬ 
able  offence  if  the  child  is  born 

at  any  time  between  ten  months 
after  the  death  of  a  parent  and 
the  expiration  of  the  full  three 

years’  period  o(  mourning. 

成服去  he  has  gone  into mourning,— as  on  the  third  day after  a  death. 

服滿  at  the  expiration  of.  the term  of  mourning. 

除服。 ■•脫 服。 r 迤服。 r 
釋服  to  go  out  of  mourning. See  3254. 

三 日釋服 mourning  to  be 
left  off  after  3  days, — so  ordered 

for  the  people  at  large  in  a 
posthumous  edict  of  the  Emperor 
Wen  Ti  of  the  Han  dynasty i, 

袒免  wenK  服  mourning  for distant  relatives. 

國服  national  mourning. 
服叔  a  paternal  relative,  of  the 
same  generation  as  one’s  father, within  the  mourning  degrees. 

jE  月艮  the  regular  or  legal  mourn¬ 

ing. 

義服  mourning  worn  in  defer¬ ence  to  circumstances. 

加服  extra  mourning 广 as  when 
a  nephew  has  to  conduct  the 
funeral  ceremonies  of  his  uncle, 

and  consequently  wears  three 

years’  mourning  as  if  he  were the  son. 

降服  diminished  mourning, — as 
when  a  married  daughter  wears 

mourning  only  one  year  for  a 
parent  instead  of  three. 

報服  three  months’  mourning for  a  son. 

_  寐思雁  waking  and  sleep- ing  he  thought  about  her. 

魚服  a  seal-skin  quiver.  See 

i3>510- 

我 服旣成  when  our  pre¬ parations  were  completed. 

厢 哉嗣服  to  brilliantly  cort- tinue  the  achievements  of  one’s 
father. 

服 
& 

3727 

服從。 r 歸服  to  submit  to. 

服法  to  submit  to  the  law. 

■» 

服罪  to  admit  one’s  guilt;  to 
pay  the  penalty. 

無 思不服 nc)t  a  thought (among  the  people)  but  was subservient  to  him. 

淮 夷攸服  the  tribes  of  the 
Huai  will  submit. 

以徳服 人 t0  win  men  by 

virtue.  • 
心 服口服  to  have  complete 
j  confidence;  to  assent  cordially  to. 

I 豈無 服馬 is  there  then j  no  subjugation  of  horses?  —  no 
driving  about  in  chariots. 

I 諸 侯見子 胥把宏 _ 

大 辯理 服哀公 the  .n。- 
bles  seeing  that  Tzu-hsii  had,  by 
the  force  of  his  arguments,  utterly 
routed  Duke  Ai, . 

欽服 t。  respectfully  submit  to. 

不服教  not  to  submit  to  be taught ;  intractable. 

水 土不服  not  to  stand  the water  and  earth, — to  find  the  cli¬ 
mate  unsuitable. 

這瑰兒 水土， 他服不 

來  the  climate  here  does  not 
agree  with  him. 

不服老  not  to  be  willing  to  be considered  old. 

服  _  o.r  服侍  to  serve;  to 

wait  on. 

服勞爲 .養  was  obliged  to 
toil  for  a  living. 

以 勤服勞  with  diligence  to toil  for, — parents. 

無替厥 服 dc>  n。1  perform your  duties  perfunctorily. 

爾 服爾耕 attend  to  your ploughing. 

不 以服箱  they  do  not  help to  draw  our  carts, — of  a  con¬ 

stellation  called  the  “Draught 

Oxen.” 

舒服  in  good  health;  comfort¬ able. 

服藥  to  take  medicine. 
~ ^  a  dose  of  medicine. 

眼毒  to  swallow  poison  pur¬ posely.  See  2875. 

59 
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服相實 以輕身 t。 shQW 
his  contempt  for  life,  he  fed  upon 

cypress-seeds. 

it  does  not  agree  with 
me. 

荒 服之人  people  from  wildj 
outlying  districts;  border-men  ； 
savages. 

月 艮衆心  to  conciliate  popular 
feeling. 

脤禮  to  apologise. 

服…營  to  own  subjection  to  •  •  • 

^  ̂   men  employed  in  a  general 

capacity;  servants. 

不服氣  not  to  accept  a  decis¬ 
ion;  won’t  submit. 

To  rub  •’  to  clap.  To 

soothe  ；  to  cherish  ;  to 

pacify.  To  play,  as  on  a 
lute,  ect. 

以手撫 之漸瘟 rubbed 
(the  body)  until  warmth  was  gra¬ 
dually  restored. 

撫 掌 大笑  clapped  his  hands and  laughed  aloud. 

撫劍  to  grasp  a  sword. 
撫尸  to  “soothe”  a  corpse,  i.e.  \ 
to  stroke  it  in  an  endearing 
manner. 

撫之悲 號  stroking  (the  corp^ se),  he  cried  out  in  lamentation. 

撫 3
 

3735 

R. 費 

H.  wu 
F.u 

See 府 

Rising  Upper. 

w 
3728 R •屋 

See 服 

Entering 
Lower. 

A  quiver.  See  3727. 

w 

撫  t0  mourn  by  the  side  of  a coffin. 

撫字 t。  care  for  like  a  father. 

安撫。 1 ■撫慰  tQ  soothe;  to 
pacify. 

撫邺  to  compassionate ;  to  re¬ lieve. 

摩撫  to  pat;  to  soothe. 

撫心  to  comfort  one’s  mind; 

3736 

R. 虞 

C./u 

H./u 

F.  hou、 hu 

W.  wu, 

wu、fu N.  vu'fu 

P. 

Sz. 

Sinking 

Lower. 

A  father.  An  uncle  ； 

elderly  relatives  of  the 
same  surname.  Used  for 

male、 see  4699.  Radical 
88.  See  966. 

夂親。 r 生夂  a  father.  Sre\ 
3269,  13,088. 

家夂  my  father.  See  11,945, 
12,667. 

本生夂  one’s  real  father. 
所 狻夂。 r 嗣夂。 ̂  adopted  father. 

同 居繼夂  a  step-father  with 
whom  the  children  are  living. 

腕义  a  step-father. 
先夂  my  late  father.  I 

謂 他人夂 i  call  a  stranger 
father. 

不如 我同义 none  are  like 
those  who  have  the  same  father 

with  me, — my  brothers. 

長兄 如夂， 嫂如毋 the eldest  brother  takes  the  place  of 

father,  the  eldest  sister-in-law  that of  mother. 

3729 A  kind  of  turnip.  See 
R •屋職 6691, 9355 - 
See 服哥 

Entering 
Lower. 

IT 
373° R •屋 、 A  small  kind  of  owl. 

See 服 
Entering 
Lower. 

m Same  as  3727. 

3731 

俛 See  7899. 

3732 

頫 Same  as  3683,  1 1,081  • 

3733 

See  4108.  Also  used  for 
/JM 

3734 躐 6667. 

to  ponder  carefully  upon. 

撫心 嘆曰  laid  his  hand  on his  heart  and  said  with  a  sigh. 

撫番  to  pacify  {sc.  subjugate) savages. 

撫御  to  soothe  and  drive, 一 to 

govern. 

撫 綏四方  to  pacify  the 
country. 

撫養 。> •撫育  to  cherish;  to foster. 

撫女  an  adopted  daughter. 

撫膺  to  yield  to  circumstances. 
巡撫 。^撫 部院。 r 撫軍 

or  (colloq.) 撫 臺  the  Governor 
of  a  province.  Ranks  with  the 
Governor-General,  and  exercises 
much  the  same  functions,  in  a 

slightly  inferior  degree.  In  pro¬ 
vinces  where  there  is  no  Go¬ 

vernor-General,  he  wields  su¬ 
preme  power. 

撫標  troops  under  the  control of  the  Governor.  They  garrison 

the  provincial  capitals. 

撫絲竹  to  play  on  guitars  and flutes. 

神夂  a  spiritual  father, — a  Ro-I 
man  Catholic  priest. 

父毋官  father  and  mother 
cials, 一 a  term  popularly  applied 

to  Prefects  and  Magistrates  from 
the  close  connection  of  their 

functions  with  the  people’s  wel¬ 
fare. 

知子 莫若夂  no  one  knows! 
a  man  so  well  as  his  own  father. 

有此夂 斯有 此子。 1 

是 夂是子  like  father,  like! 

son.  I 

父執 a  father’s  friends  or  con- 1 temporaries;  7rarfuioi  sratpot. 

父 义子子  to  treat  a  father 
as  a  father  should  be  treated,  a 

son  as  a  son  should  be  treated. 

夂命  a  father’s  orders.  | 

父 倩子還  the  son  must  pay 
i  the  debts  of  his  father. a  grandfather.  | 

i 大夂夂 五世相 
韓  for  five  generations  his  an- 1  ； cestors  had  served  the  Han  State 
as  Ministers.  j 

養身！ ̂ 毋  f°ster'Parents* 
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3736 

哎 3
 

3737 

襞 

'府 
Using  Upper. 

斧
，
 

3738 

襞 
. pu 

hu、v,  p^wo 

'府
 

rising  Upper. 

夂不仁 ，子 奔他鄕 if 
fathers  are  not  kind,  sons  flee 

to  other  neighbourhoods. 

夂 慈子孝  a  kind  .  father 
makes  a  filial  son. 

嚴夂 出孝子  stern  fathers 
have  filial  sons. 

老文臺 a  term  of  address  to 
a  Prefect. 

夂要子 亡， 子不留 if 
father  wants  his  son  to  go,  the 

son  may  not  remain. 

.文在 ，子不 敢自專 
while  the  father  is  alive,  the  son 

may  not* act  of  his  own  author ity. 

天 下夂毋 愛小的 ^ 
fathers  and  mothers  love  their 
little  ones. 

伯叔夂  paternal  uncles -elder 
and  younger,  respectively. 

以 速諸夂  in  order  to  invite 
my  paternal  uncles. 

夂老  village  elders. 

Read  /us.  A  title  o 

respect  =  Mr”  given  to  ole 

people,  and  used  after  clan 
r 

names. 

漁文  the  old  fisherman. 

家 夂作誦 i，’  Chia-fu,  have made  this  song. 

To  chew. 

叹咀  to  chew;  to  ruminate;  to 
think  over. 

An  axe.  [Said  in  the 

釋名  to  be  the  same  as 

甫  (3624)  to  begin  ;  be¬ 
cause  to  make  any  article, 

one  must  begin  by  cutting* 
down  a  tree.] 

斧頭 m 斧斤。 r 斧子 
an  axe;  a  chopper. 

_  斧 伐枯―
 tw。 axes  cut- 

ting  down  an  old  tree, — will  soon 
bring  it  to  the  ground.  Said  of 
any  one  who  is  a  slave  to  his 

passions.  [Was  actually  applied 
to  an  old  man  who  married  a 

young  wife.] 

斧,
 

3738 

3739 

R •囊 

H.j^w 

See 府 

Rising  Upper. 

仆 4
 

374<? 

R •遇屋 

宥 

C.  p、uk 

H./u 

F.p^auk^  v. 

pwak?  • 

N.».  f、oh 

P./O 

Y./u0 

K..  pu 

\*fu^  hoku 
A./。 

Sinking  and Entering 

Upper. 

訃
 ‘ 

374i 

遇 

See 赴 

A./o 
Sinking 

Upper. 

R. 

斧削  to  lop  off；  to  prune；  to 
correct,  as  composition. 

斧  battle-axes  and  halberds. 

資 斧  travelling  expenses. 

資 斧不濟  not  enough  to  pay 
expenses. 

作冰斧  to  act  as  ice-hatchet, — to  act  as  marriage  go-between. See  9277. 

A  pan ;  a  caldron :  a  boil 
er.  Used  for  3628. 

釜 中之魚  a  f^sh  in  a  kettle 一 in  imminent  clanger. 

釜 底游魂  a  wandering  ghost at  the  bottom  of  the  caldron, - 
in  hell  fire. 

签 底毒烟  ^  noxious fumes coming  from  the  bottom  of  the 

cooking-pot, — to  be  cursed  with 
a  bad  wife. 

破 釜沉舟  to  smash  the kettles  and  sink  the  ships, — to 
make  return  impossible  =  burn 

one’s  boats.  Colloquially  =  in  all details. 

To  fall  prostrate.  Also 

read  /‘鉍1* 仆倒  fallen  down;  dead. 

胃 4 卜  to  fall  down  from  fright. 

眩仆 to.  turn  giddy  and.  fall. 

昏仆  to  lie  unconscious, — as  an 
injured  person. 

男仆 女仲 (drowned)  men lie  face  downwards,  women  face 

•upwards, — in  the  water. 

To  announce  the  death 

of  a  parent  ；  see  9951.  Bad 

news  in  general. 

1 卜音。 r 言 K 聞。 >•  II、 報 an  announcement  of  death；  a 
billet  de  part, 

聞 訃丁憂  to  go  into  mourn¬ ing  on  hearing  of  a  parent’s 
death, —  which  involves  retire¬ 
ment  from  office  for  a  term  of 

27  months  for  Chinese  civilians, 

though  in  special  cases  the  period 
is  sometimes  reduced. 

4 

3741 

赴4
 

3742 

Rjg 

C./u^ 

H./u 

F.  W 
W. 
N. 

M.  )^
u 

Y. 

Sz. K./w 

J./w 

A.> 

Sinking 

Upper, 

負‘
 

3743 

R •有 

C.fu、- 

F.  hou2- 

W.  M/u,  ̂ wu 

U.viHi 

捷音 與訃踵 至鄕里 I 
the  news  of  his  success  and  of 

his  death  reached  his  home  in | 

quick  succession. 

To  go  to. 

速赴  to  proceed  quickly  to. 

赴任  to  go  to  one  s  post. 
不赴  equiv.  of  formula  wbut  did| not  proceed see  2283. 

赴省  to  go  to  the  provincial  I 
capital. 

赴席。 r  赴宴  tog。 t。 a  feast.  I 

赴會  to  go  to  a  meeting. 
赴海  to  jump  into  the  sea;  toj drown  oneself. 

赴 幽 冥  to  go  to  Hades ;  to'die. 
赴蓬萊  to  go  to  fairy-land;  to| 

die. 

赴 湯蹈火 •  get  int。 hot| water  and  walk  on  fire, — for  any  I 

one’s  sake;  to  go  through  fire  I and  water. 

赴約  to  go  to  a  tryst. 赴命  to  obey  a  call;  to  go  as  I invited. 

赴告  to  go  to  inform. 
切 赴台前  I  venture  to  cornel before  you, 一 used  in  petitions,  | 

etc. 

趣 試 _..or  赴考  to  go  to  an  I examination. 

赴體  to  get  into  the  body, — as| an  evil  spirit. 

赴難。 1 ■赴 救。 r 赴援 
to  go  to  the  assistance  of. 

赴案  to  go  before  a  court. 
赴 質  to  come  forward  with  evi¬ 
dence. 

赴官  to  go  before  the  authori»| 
ties. 

赴猓  to  come  forward  and  gol security, 

赴鄕  to  go  into  the  country. 

To  trust  to  •’  to  rely  upon. 

To^carry  00  the  back  ；  tol 
Suffer.  To  turn  the  back! 

on;  to  owe ；  to  be  ungrate¬ 
ful；  to  wrong.  To  defeat  ；  I 
to  lose  (see  9876  sheng) ； 
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je'Xj 
負
 d 3743 

駙 See 

Rising  Lower 
Irregular. 

to  fail  to  comply  with.  See 

13,564.  Minus；  see  687. 

負 劍賓劍 trust  t0 兩 
sword !  trust  to  your  sword ! 

或 負其餱  some  carry  tneir 
provisions  on  their  backs.  •.  See 

S6lS- 

貧荷  to  bear  on  the  back;  to 
sustain. 

4 學賓販 1  will  now  learn 

carrying  on  the  back  and  sell¬ 

ing, — as  a  pedler,  sc.  trade. 

賓贓  to  make  off  with  the  plun 
der. 

賓戴  to  carry  on  the  head. 
^  to  carry  a  heavy  weight ; 
burdened  with. 

如釋 重 賓 ak  if  he  had  got 
rid  of  a  heavy  burden. 

負 販窮人  a  poverty-strickei} burden-carrier. 

負苦  to  endure  hardships. 

賴 J  賓其子  strapped  her  child 
on  her  back. 

阿賓。 r 賓耳。 ne  who  car- 
I  ries  on  the  back, — a  mother, 

! 貴屈  to  suffer  a  wrong. 

I M  債0 r  M  欠  t0  owe 
 money. 

i 賓物者 
 a  debtor, 

i 汝先夫 賓我
家  your  late 

I  father  owed  my  family  •… 

皇天 不負苦 心人 Al- 
mighty  God  never  turns  from 
those  who  sorrow. 

負 陰就陽  to  avoid  shade  and 
make  for  sunshine, —— of  bamboos, 

負心 賓 _  ot 辜負 
ungrateful. 

賓心賊  you  ungrateful  wretch! 

賓背*  to  carry  on  the  back;  hence 
ungrateful. 

負義。 r  負恩  ungrateful  for kindness. 

癉 人負我 ，我不 (-• 毋 

我) 負人  let  others  be  un¬ 
grateful  to  me,  not  I  to  others 

C/.  Better  be  the  pigeon  than 
the  rook. 

寧 教我負 天下人 ，休 

教天下 A 賓我  rather 
let  me  be  ungrateful  to  the  world 
than  the  world  to  me.  Cf.  Better 

to  sin  than  to  be  sinned  against. 

負
 4 

3743 

我 不負人 ，人 何負我 
I  do  not  wrong  others,  why  should 
others  wrong：  me? 

負主  to  turn  against  one’s 
master. 

生 素員氣  the  young  man had  naturally  a  bad  temper. 

又賓 令兄這 段美意 
and  thus  defeat  the  good  inten¬ 
tion  of  your  brother. 

勝負  to  win  and  lose. 

賓敏  to  suffer  defeat. 

負棋  to  lose  at  chess. 

負失  to  lose;  to  fail. 

莫 賓吾*  W  d。 not  fail  to cotfiply  with  my  words. 

虧 賓了他  treated  him  un¬ justly. 

抱 賓不凡  containing  and carrying  no  common, — stock  of 
knowledge,  as  a  learned  man. 

自負  self-confident;  see  5423. 

以 功自負  to  be  self-confi¬ dent  from  one’s  achievements ; 
took  the  credit  to  himself.  See 

4594- 

自焉才 地高華  consider¬ 
ed  himself  as  a  man  of  brilliant 

parts. 
常覃 其才地  was  alwayi boasting  of  his  talents. 

少 負驚才  of  extraordinary talents  in  youth. 

負 才不遇  to  meet  with  no chance  to  exercise  one’s  talents. 

賓約  to  break  an  agreement  or a  Treaty. 

賓 違  to  oppose;  to  rebel. 
賓咎  to  bear  the  consequences, 一 of  an  offence. 

徒 質虛名 t。 gain deserved  reputation. 

芾 

3746 

綍 
3747 

賦 

3748 

R •遇 

C./"3 

See 赴 

A./u Sinking 

Upper. 

an  un- 

債‘
 

3744 

R •有 

See 負 

Rising  Lower. 

婿 
3745 

resembling.  To 
Also  read  fou\ 

Like 

rely  on 

禮樂偵 天地之 
monies  and  music  are  as  it  were 

the  emotions  of  the  universe. 

自 偵其志  relying  on  his  own determination. 

Same  as  3749. 

See  3498. 

See  3500. 

To  diffuse ;  to  spread 

To  give.  To  levy,  as  taxes 
or  troops.  An  irregular 

metrical  style  of  composi¬ 
tion  in  rhyme,  something 

between  poetry  and  prose, 

used  for  narrative；  to  com¬ 

pose  verse.  See  12,402. 

賦 政于外  to  spread  govern 
ment  abroad. 

賦布  to  spread  out. 

賦予  to  give. 賦貢  to  pay  tribute. 

賦稅  to  pay  taxes. 

賦 粟倍他  曰  to  exact  dou-i 
ble  the  amount  of  grain  formerly 

paid. 
_  賦輕搖  smaU  taxes  and 
light  dues. 

賦敵之 臣 a  collector  of 
revenue. 

重 賦於民  to  heavily  tax  the 
people. 賦鈉  to  forward  taxes, — to  the 
Emperor. 

顏 J  殺  land-tax  and  personal  ser¬ vice  to  the  State ;  to  be  a  govern¬ 
ment  servant. 

賦額  the  fixed  amount  of  taxa tion. 

詩賦  shih  and  fu、 — two  kinds of  poetry.  See  above、 and  991B. 

秋聲賦  an  autumn  dirge, — a 
famous  prose-poem  by  歐曝 

修  Ou-yang  Hsiu. 
賦閒  verse-leisure; 一 t.e.  leisure time,  because,  by  a  pleasing 

fiction,  a  Chinaman  writes  verses 
when  he  has  nothing  else  to  do 

賦 詩陳詞 set  fcrth  °ne’s 
thoughts  in  verse. 

因賦五 w 詩  accordingly he  composed  a  poem  in  five， word  lines. 

賦形  the  natural  form. 
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赋 
3748 

Pu 

•M 
Using  Lower 

Irregular. 

賦畀之  the  moment  of 
birth.  - 

世人賦 分有定  a  man’s 
share  of  this  world’s  goods  is  a 
fixed  quantity, — by  fate. 

賦性。 r 賦質'  one’s  natural powers  or  talents. 

— 性呆蠢  naturally  a  fool. 

A  married  woman  ；  wo¬ 
mankind.  See  4035,  6306, 

10,121. 

夫婦  husband  and  wife. 

婦女  wives  and  daughters ; 
women. 

婦人 a  wife. 

/I、 _  入  I，一 a  wife  speaking  of herself. 

小婦 a  concubine. 

婦工  women’s  work. 

婦節  a  wife’s  fidelity. 

娶新婦 to 心 a  wife- 

婦容  feminine  appearance  or 
deportment. 

m 
3749 婦 道人家 woraenkind. 

爲婦 之蓴貴 乎柔順 
it  is  a  wife’s  business  to  be 
yielding  and  submissive. 

婦人 長舌維 厲之階 
the  long  tongue  of  a  wife  is  the 

flight  of  steps  by  which  mis¬ 
fortune, — comes  into  the  house. 

十個 婦人敵 不得一 

個男子  ten  women  are  no match  for  one  man. 

婦 / 無 德有三 ，曰獨 
妒毒  if  a  woman  is  without virtue,  she  will  be  one  of  three 
things,  viz.:  selfish,  jealous,  or 

poisonous. 

最毒 婦人心  most  poison¬ ous  of  all  things  is  woman’s heart. 

婦 人之仁 ，匹 夫之勇 
a  woman’s  goodness  is  like  a 
coward’s  courage. 

婦 人可以 共患難 ，不 

可以 共富肯  a  woman 
can  share  adversity,  but  not 

prosperity. 

_ 人九 個炉。 f ten  women,  nine  are  jealous. 

鄺1
 

375° 

R •虞 

See 手 

Even  Upper. 

3751 

R •物未 

See 带 

Entering  and 
SinkingUpper. 

m 

3752 

R •灰尤 

N.  bou 

K.pe 

b  Kd'fu 

A./iu  ̂ 
Even  Upper 

and  Lower. 

儸 
3753 

A  small  Department  in 
the  west  of  Shensi. 

A  devil’s  head.  Used  t, Buddhists  for  鬼  6430. 

諸 由子等  all  you  spirits. 

Coagulated  blood. 

_ 如 轉 血者死 
if  red 

like  coagulated  blood,  he  will  die. 

Read  / ⑽1. 

蚍林  oats. 
Same  as  3589, 

HA. 

哈1
 • 

J7S4 

合 
kep^\.  cha 

I.  kap? 
\Jta 
V.  ha^ 

hak、 kahy  v 

Kga 
ha^  cha 

M 

C;  hap 
^d,gd 
V.  haf、、 hapy 
'•Entering 
Irregular. 

Sound  of  laughter.  See 
1^473 - 

哈 哈的笑  to  laugh  loudly  or 
heartily. 

打哈哈  to  joke;  to  jest. 

拏人 打哈哈  to  make  a 
joke  of  a  person. 

l^lj  shoulder-blades  (Man- 
chu  halba). 

打哈息  to  yawn.  See  3935. 

With  公  after  打 = unbecom¬ 

ingly  ; with  毋  after  =be- 
comingly. 

哈巴  to  straddle. 

哙 巴狗兒  a  Peking  pug  dog. 

哈 兒嗎的  careless；  slovenly; 
no  distinction  between  great  and 
small. 

哈喇子  saliva;'  driveL 

哈 
3754 

哈拉 （。>* 辣)  fetid ;  rancid ; 
frowzy. 

哈腰  to  bend;  to  stoop;  to  bow. 

哈 ■凍  to  thsliv  the  fingers  by 
blowing  on  them. 

Read  ha^  'or  ka^ 

心 ， 

ii1 

哈密  Hamil.  or  Khamil,  a  town near  Barkoul  in  the  west  of 
Kansuhl  It  was  once  the  capital 
of  a  Turkic  State. 

哈密瓜  gourds  from  Hamil. 

哈味 J  doth.  [Read  k^ax  la1  or 
ha、 /a1.] . 

哈蔭  to  jog;  to  shake. 

哙沙  Cantonese  -  Manchu  for cash. 

Read  h(^*.  To  sip. 

哈飲 to  sip. 

哈1
 • 

3754 

3755 

375( 

亥‘
 

3757 

^贿 

SK 

F.  Mai9- 

S.  I  ̂
 

哈 pft 嗎  a  small  insect,  dried and  used  as  food ;  the  game  and 
other  articles  of  food  imported 
from  Manchuria  into  Peking. 

See  6058. 

See  4199. 

The  last  of  the  地支 

Twelve  Branches  ；  see 

Tables  Vd.  It  is  associated 

with  water,  and  stands  for 
North  on  the  compass. 

亥月  the  10th  moon. 
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3757 

Y.  ha? . 
Sz.  ha? 
K.  he 

J. A.  hoi1- 

Rising  Lower 

Irregular. 

咳 
3758 

孩
，
 

3759 
R. 灰 

C.  hoi、 hdi 
H.  hai 

F.  hai 
W •之 
N.  v.  ein 

p •丨 . 
M.  }  hai Sz.  j 

Y.  hae 
K.  ke 

hgai . 
A.  hai 

Even  Upper. 

4 亥锋  the  period  trom  9  to 

p.n.^ 

亥  every  twelfth  year  in  the 
/cycle,  beginning  with  the  twelfth. 

巳 亥一冲  ssU  and  hai  clash, 
一 Le,  persons  born  in  years  with 
those  cydiic  signs  should  not 
marry.  See  2908. 

魯 魚亥豕 ，以 己爲誰 
(if  he  mistakes) 魯  for  魚 

. yii  and  ̂   hai  for  shih、 

for  whom  will  he  take  己  chi 
himself? 

亥市  a  market  held  on  all  days 
marked  by  the  cyclical  sign  hai. 

亥 夕卜  spectacles  of  very  low  mag¬ 
nifying  power,  —  the  strengths 
of  lenses  being  ranged  under 
the  Twelve  Branches,  the  last 

of  which  is  亥. 

See  6100.. 

A  child.  The  young  of 
animals. 

夢子。 r 孩兒。 r 孩稚 a ^child;  children. 

男孩子 a  boy. 

女孩子  a  little  Sirl. 

添了  一 ■個孩 子 she  has had  a  child. 

這 個孩子 狠福胎 this 
child  is  very  heavy. 

孩童 a  lad. 

嬰孩 w 孩赤  an  infant. 

孩 提之童  a  baby  in  arms. 

孩氣。 r 孩子 脾氣  child¬ 
ishness;  playfulness, 

孩兒聽 我道來  my  child, listen  to  me! 

孩 兒似的  like  a  child. 

孩 兒見識  having  the  wis¬ dom  of  a  child. 

孩兒 兵  chM-soldiers;  childre 
playing  roughly. 

_  殺孩  M  kiu  the 

young  ones. 

孩兒面  a  name  for  the  peony. 

孩兒茶  cutch  or  Terra  Japo- 
?iica.  See  ̂   3333- 

jk 

3760 

R ‘泰 

See 害 

Sinking 

Lower. 

咳4
 

37^1 

R. 賄 

See 亥 

Rising  Lower. 

裙 

3762 還 
3763 

隹4
 

皿 

3764 

See 海 

Rising  Upper. 

榼,
 

3765 

R •賄 

See 海 

Rising  Upper 

Sorrowful  ；  anxious. 

惊病 to  be  very ilL 

忮眼  to  suffer  with  one’s  eyeb. 

Name  of  a  deity.  To 
raise  up. 

禹命豎 域度地 Y*i  or- dered  Shu  Hai  to  arrange  for 

the  appearance  of  land, — at  the 
great  draining  of  the  empire, 
circa  b.c.  2000. 

See  6102. 

3766 

R •賄 

F.  hdi'ai 

N. haah 

See 海 

Rising  Upper. 

See  5047. 

A  wine-jar. 

A  wooden  vat  for  hold¬ 

ing  spirits. 

酒 植  a  wine  cask  or  vat. 

榼燈  the  perpetual  lamp  in Buddhist  temples. 

To  mince  ；  to  cut  up  and 

pickle  ；  hash. 

斷 爲肉臨  may  y。11  be  made into  minced  meat ! 

M 醢  preserved  fruits ;  the 
minced-meat  death, -being  chop¬ 
ped  up  into  small  pieces. 

录、 to  boil  alive, 一 an  ancient 
punishment. 

臨 pickled  shrimps. 

毋歡酿  do  not  suck  up  the hash. 

hoi 
3767 

R 賄 

&.i 

F.  hai 

W.( 
N.  I  • 

P.  hai^  y.  ha 

M.  hai 

Y.  hae 
Sz.  hai 
K.  he 

J.  kai 

A.- hai 
Rising  Upper. 

he 

The  sea ;  any  expanse 

of  water  ；  often  used  fo,i 
“rivei.”  See  5085,  9624, 

2728. 
塞外 得水皆 謂之海 
beyond  the  Great  Wall  all  water is  called  hai.  See  3936. 

過海  to  cross  the  sea.  Also, to  cross  a  river  or  any  expanse 
of  wat«r. 

出海  to  go  abroad ;  the  super¬ cargo  of  a  junk.  See  2742 

海上。 r 海面上 on  the  sea. 
[The  first  is  also  “on  the  sea- 

shore.’’] 海上篇  idle  stories;  a  yarn, 

牧 豕海上  tended  pigs  on the  sea-shore. 

下 海现船  to. g。 t。 sea  and plunder  vessels, 一 as  pirates. 

海外  beyond  the  sea;  beyond the  Yang-tsze. 

海外 奇談。 r 海說 beyond-the-sea  talk , — traveller〆 tales. 

海  口  a  sea-port. 
_  t0  talk  big;  to  brag. 

海岸。 1 ■海 邊。 r 海濱 

海泠  the  sea-side. 
海賊 m 海盜  pirates. 

海鬼  water-deraons. 

海疆  the  sea-coast. 海糉 a  kind  of  palm. 

海汉  tidal  creeks. 海若  the  God  of  the  Sea. 

海船  a  sea-going  junk. 
海洋  seas  and  oceans;  the  ocean, 

海圖 海道圖 a  chart- 

海塘。 r  海墦  a  bund;  a  sea- 
wall. 

海墁  the  paved  space  just  inside 
the.  Peking  city  gates. 

海量 or  海涵  sea  measure¬ 
ment  or  capacity,  —  sc.  very 

large;  capacious.  Hence,  liberal- minded  ; able  to  forgive,  etc. 

海馬  to  abuse  everybody  all 
round. 

遂得稱 雄海上 and  so 
came  to  be  called  Cock  of  the 
Ocean, 一 Mistress  of  the  Sea. 

or 
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滄 海桑田 ，世 事多變 
the  affaire  of  this  life  are  ever 

changing,  like  the  sea  and  dry 
land. 

海味  marine  delicacies. 

海 角天涯  the  extreme  of  sea 
and  sky, — the  horizon. 

海豹  a  swordfish. 

海馬  a  sea-’  ;>rse. 

海帶  sea-w^ed.. 

海  agar  q：ar,  一  the  Malay 
name  for  a  kind  of  sea-weed; 

edible  sea-weed  generally. 

海開  a  custom-house. 

海 關監督  Superintendent 
of  Customs.  Known  at  Canton 

as  the  “Hoppo.” 

海腰  a 

海股  a'  gulf. 
海灣 a  ba>^ 

海島  an  island. 

海市  sea-mar1  t, 一 mirage,  like 
the  Fata  1  of  the  Straits 
of  Messina.  Said  to  have,  been 

originally  ̂   .零 海市  the 

Chefoo  sea-market,  from  the  pre¬ 
valence  of  mirage  at  that  point 
on  the  coast. 

福如東 海  may  your  harni- 
ness  be  like  the  eastern  sea! — 

plenty  of  it. 

'两  western  sea, 一 has  been 
referred  to  the  Caspian,  the 
sea  of  Aral,  the  Indian  ocean, 

Kokonor,  and  Baikal. 

推西海 以爲期 1  p°inted 
to  the  western  sea  as  my  goal. 

西  the  country  to  the  west 
of  the  (Red)  sea, — - Syria. 

北 海  >ke  Baikal. 

靑海  lake  Kokonor. 

苦 海  the  bitter  sea, 一 this  life. 

生 死大海  the  great  sea  of 
life  and  death, 一 the  world  of 

mortals  as  subject  tQ  trans¬ 
migration.  Sanskrit :  sansara. 

ffj：  ̂   an  hereditary  title 

given  to 黃梧 one  of  the 

generals  of  鄭成功  Koxin- 

ga,  who  expelled  the  Dutch  from 
Formosa  towards  the  middle  of 

the  seventeenth  century.  See 
below. 

睦 海  a  country  which,  from  the 

*  3 
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richness  of  its  products,  can  q 一! y 
be  compared  with  the  ocean. 

海  the  Chinese  Admiralty. 
protection  of  the  sea-coast； 

HaiphcM)g,  a  port  in  Tonquin. 

海防廳  a  maritime  sub-Pre- 
fect 

海防 兵備道 a  Taot‘ai with  military  jurisdiction  and 

charged  with  the  coast  defence. 

海防  費  coast  defence expenses;  the  Hai-faiig  tax. 

•歸防 無他得 人而已 in  the  matter  of  coast  defence, 

the  one  essential  is  to  get  men. 

海  the  grain  transport  by  sea, — to  Peking. 

海子 a  name  for  the 南苑 
park  within  the  Imperial  city, 

4  Peking. 

南海子  an  Imperial  park  to the  south  of  Chinese  city,  Pe¬ 

king. 

萬川 罈海而 海不盈 all  the  rivers  run  into  the  sea, 

yet  the  sea  is  not  full. 

家雀子 過海， 沒有落 

兒  like  a  sparrow  crossing  the 
sea,  he  is  without  resource, 一 the 
bird  having  no  place  on  which 
to  settle. 

揭竿而 求諸海 to  try  to fathom  the  sea  with  a  pole. 

海 不楊波  the  sea  raising  no 
waves,— a  golden  age  in  which 

sages  are  born. 

ptj  海  the  Four  Seas, — the  ocean 
which  was  supposed  to  surround 
China  on  the  N.  E.  S.  and  W. 

Hence,  the  term  is  sometimes 

used  for  “China.”  This  term 

also  means  “possessing  a  spirit¬ 

ual  horizon •” 

四 分^崩  his  rule  fell  to pieces, 一 his  dynasty  was  broken up. 

四 海之內 皆兄弟 all within  the  Four  Seas  are  brothers. 

人狠 四海的 he  is  a  ve7 cheery  fellow. 

出去 遊逮就 四海了 
if  we  go  out  for  a  stroll  we  shall 
cheer  ourselves  up! 

、海 內  within  the  (four)  seas, 一 
China. 

今海 不及古 海之廣 
the  sea  of  to-day  is  not  as  broad 
as  the  sea  of  old.  Su  9663. 

海
 3 

3767 

w 

3768 

K •泰曷 

G.  hotQ 

Not  to  include 

vulg.  Cant. hdi  and  Ning. ein, 

H.  hoi 

See 孩具 

Sinking 

Lower, 

and  Entering 

Upper. 

池魚放 入海， 一往何 

時還  throw  a  pond-kept  fish into  a  river,  once  off,  when  will 
it  return? 

、海 澄 縣  a  district  in  Fuhkien, 
near  Amoy. 

澄海縣  a  district  in  Kuang- tung,  near  Swatow. 

來 着  as  mucji  or  many  as one  likes ;  whatever  one  likes. 

你只管 海來着 ，我倍 

着 你  do  just  whatever  you like,  I’m  your  raan ! 

PE  shells  used  as  money, — so  called  in  the  Ming  history. 

To  injure:  To  suffer 

frorh  ；  hence,  very ;  extre¬ 
mely.  See  13,129. 

害傷 or 妝害 to  wound. 

殺害。 1 ■害死 人 tQ  kiU  a 

person. 害命  to  take  a  life;  to  murder. 

被害  was  put  to  death. . 

害 自己  to  injure  oneself. 害衆  to  injure  the  public.  t； 

害處  injuries. ^  ̂   to  seriously  injure. 

水 害  injury  by  water. 

有 害無害  is  there  any  harm 

in  it  or  not?  : 

除害  to  get  rid  of  an  evil. 

爲 害不淺  it  does  no  slight 
evil. 

害  福謙  t<3  injure  the  full (sc.  the  proud),  and  give  blessings 
to  the  humble. 

害處 因貪其 利 hiscalam- 
ities  arose  because  he  was 

greedy  of  gain. 

害人 卽害己 to  inJure 
others  is  to  injure  yourself. 

害人利 己  t0  oneself at  the  expense  of  another. 

我獨無 害 咖 do  1  alone 
suffer  this  misery  ? 

王 其罔害  the  king  will  n# 
be  injured. 

心害 其 能 envious  of  his 
power.  j 
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3768 

on 
要 害之處  vital  spots 
the  body;  important  strategical 

points. 

i 害怕  to  suffer  from  fear;  to  be sore  afraid. 

你害 甚麽怕  what  are  you afraid  of? 

害臊  to  be  sore  ashamed. 

利害  severe;  dangerous;  wicked; 
“awfullv.”  See  6885. 

那 賊來燒 得利害 

3774 

R •灰 

F.  zhai、cM 

he 

. kai 

A.  t^ai 
Even  Upper. 

those  robbers  came  and  burnt 

everything. 

好 得利害  “awfully”  good. 
害病  to  fall  ill.  [Not  used  of 

illness  from  which  one  has  before 

suffered.]  See  3760. 

害口  the  pica  or  longings  of 
pregnant  women. 

害 課  injurious  to  the  revenue. 

害不着  not  to  signify matter. 

害羅  to  injure. 

or 

嘻 4
 

3769 

R •泰黠 
Sec 害轄 

Ka.ad  /102*.  What? 
which  ? 

害 擀害否  which  need  to 
be  rinsed,  and  which  do  not? 

An  interjection  of  sur¬ 

prise  or  regret.  Also  reac 

hsia  狄. 

Sinking  and 
Entering 
Lower. 

377° 
R •泰 
See 害 

Sinking 

Lower. 

啃呀  alack ! 

嘧 可惜了  oh,  what  a  pity 

Bones. 

餞 骨骨害  an  ungrateful  wretch, 

味 
3771 

和 
3772 

齡 
3773 

Same  as  3945. 

See  394> 

Same  as  3945. 

咱1
 

Sounds  of  laughing.  To 

smile.  An  interjection  of 
astonishment. 

fm
2 

3775 

R. 灰 

See 孩 

Even  Lower. 

m 

3776 

R. 灰 

See 孩 

Even  Lower. 

Tall  and  thin. 

mm  a  gaunt,  lank  man. 

Undecided. 

w 
3777 

k. 卦 

See 菊界 

Sinking  Lower | 

and  Upper. 

Envy;  jealousy.  To 
nourish  envy. 

相 友 無 _ 傷之心 
friendly  and  without  malice. 

3778 

R 覃翰 

Even  and 

SinkingLower 

蚶1
 

3779 

R •覃 

C.  om 

H.  ham F.  hang 

W.  ho 
N.  heth 

K.  ham^  v.  kam 

J.  kan 

A*  ham、 kam 
Even  Upper. 

酣 

378。 

R. 覃 

See 愁 

A.  ham 

Even  Upper. 

Used  for  舍 38i8. 

Bivalve  shells  with 

scolloped  surfaces,  known 
as 蝴 j 绀. 

Merry  from  wine  ；  tipsy. 

Smiling,  as  a  landscape 

Deep,  as  sleep.  Fearless, 
as  a  soldier. 

酣暢  jovial;  smiling,  as  a  land- scape;  lively,  of  style. 

酒牟酣  half-seas  over. 

酣 

37  8o 

邯,
 

378i 

R •寒覃 

C. ikon 

F. ihang^ 

cha”g 
W.  cko 

P.  j  Jian 

M.  I  s.han K.  han、 ham 

\  kan 

A.  han Even 

Irregular. 

/ 

m 

3782 

s 

酣歌  to  sing  in  a  tipsy  way. 

酣醉  drunk 

酣飲  to  drink  to  intoxication. 

酣 J*  睡  to  sleep  heavily, — as  wher drunk. 

酣足  excellent,  —  of  composi tions. 

Capital  city  of  the  趙 

Chao  State  and  the  Choi 

dynasty.  See  2162. 

邯鄲  a  District  in  Chihli,  when| there  is  a  rain-compelling  tablet 
which  in  times  of  drought 
carried  in  state  to  Peking. 

魯 酒薄而 邯鄲圍 
was  the  thinness  of  the  wine  0: 

Lu  which  caused  the  siege 

Han-tan.  [The  presentation  wim 
of  Lu  was  maliciously  passed  of 
as  the  wine  of  the  Chao  State 

and  its  inferior  quality  was  mad(| 
a  casus  belli •入 

學行 於邯鄲  to  study  a， 
Han-tan, — as  was  done  by  cer 

tain  youths  of  壽  |^Shou-li，g 

the  result  being  that  they  no1 
only  failed  to  learn  what  the) 
wanted,  but  even  forgot  all  the) 
had  known  before. 

不失邯 鄲故步 not depart  from  the  ways  of  Han 

tan, — of  one’s  youth. 

邯鄭夢  _  the  Han  tai
 

dream  and  awakenings — refer.* 

t。 呂洞賓  I.u  Tung-pin who  fell  asleep  at  Han-tan  anc 
dreamt  a  long  life  as  Emperor 

awaking  to  find  that  only  a  shor 
time  had  elapsed. 

Same  as  3779. 

Same  as  3778. 

3784 

r •翰寒 

H.  I
  hm 

F.  hang、 hang 

V^.y
ue 

N.  ein 

S.I 

Sz. ) 

han 

Sweat.  A  wide  expanse1 as  of  water.  Used  for  ̂  

3829. 

出汗  to  sweat. 汗衫  a  “sweater;”  a  shirt. 

發汙  to  cause  to  sweat. 

發汗藥  a  sudorific. 
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汗‘
 

37 鸿 
Y.  haa 

K.  han 
. kart 

A.  han 

Sinking 
Lower, 

奸’
 

3785 

R •寒翰 
删 

C.  ko?^、 ngonx 
F.  ngang^ 
W •力 
N.  Sngein 
P.  Jian 
M.  Jiart^  

art* K*  an 

hgafi 

ngan^ 
Even  and 

binkingLower. 

諫得 衆人一 身冷汗 
frightened  them  all  into  a  cold 
sweat. 

自汗。 ■•盜 汗  sweating  fits; 
night  sweats. 

令 無反汗  orders  are  like 
sweat:  if  once  issued,  they  cannot 
be  recalled. 

汗 牛充棟  (books  enough) 
to  make  a  bullock  sweat  (to  drag 

them),  and  to  fill  (a  house)  up 
to  the  rafters. 

汗巾  a  girdle. 

無汗的  w^hout  sweat, — with¬ out  trouble. 

汗靑  to  sweat  out  the  sap  from 
bamboo  tablets  for  writing  pur¬ 

poses.  See  9632.  ' 

無日 汗靑  shall  never  get  the 
sap  out,— shall  never  reach 
the  end,  win  a  place  in  history. 

汗 馬功勞  sweat-horse  merit, 
— achievements  in  war. 

洗汗澡  to  take  a  sweat  bath, 
— over  a  hot  fire. 

心汗濁  heart-sweat-dirty,  一 
full  of  guile;  evil. 

香 汗如珠  the  ragrant  sweat 
stood  like  pearls  upon  her. 

氣汗水  condensed  steam. 

汗瘢  sweat-blotches, — blotches 
supposed  to  be  caused  by  ob 
structed  sweat. 

汗顔  shame；  bashfulness. 

濉汗  bright;  dazzling. 

仵汗。 r 瀾汗  a  vast  expanse 
of  water. 

Read  han^. 

汗。 t 可汗  a  Khan.  See  6078. 

A  wild  dog  like  a  fox 
but  smaller. 

Read  an\  A  prison. 

由不 平 ，以 立繫犴 
because  of  disturbances  arising, 

the  lock-up  Was  established, 一 

i.e.  a  village  lock-up  in  which 
disturbers  of  the  peace  could  be 

temporarily  confined. 

犴 狴中人  a  -man  in  the 
lock-up. 

矸
 ‘ 

3786 

R. 翰 

See Sinking 

Upper. 

罕
，
 

S787 

R •旱翰 

H.  i
  hon 

F.  hang 

W.  hue 

N.  hein 

M. 
 i  han

 

Y.  haa 

Sz.  han 

K.  han 

J.  kan 
A.  han 

Rising  Upper. 

A#  rock；  a  cliff. 

矸白玉  white  marble. 

丹矸  cinnabar. 

A  net;  a  snare.  Few; 

rare  ；  seldom. 

早得見  seldom  seen. 

看希早  tQ  see  seldom ;  hence, JLo  value.  See  4048. 

举有  it  is  rare. 

罕物  a  curiosity. 
罕規  an  uritlsual  custom. 

叔 發早忌  Shu  shoots  but seldom. 

物以 举而 見珍。 r 早 

者見珍  things  which  are! rare  are  prized,-  -as  a  one-eyed 
man  in  the  kingdom  of  the  blind. 

早 晉 of  few  words;  reticent. 

鈉早  to  be  astonished  at. 

雲早 an  ornamental  flag. 

罕 車  eight  stars  in  Hydra. 

w 

3788 

R •旱 

See 

Rising  Lower. 

轩 
3789 

邗:
 

379° 

R •寒 

P.  Jtan、 sJ^ar 

M.  ik、an Y.  i.haa 
K.  han 

J.  kan  - A. Lhan 

Even 

Irregular. 

To  run  away,  as  a  pig. 

豕顸則 難獲  when  pigs 
mage  off,  it  is  difficult  to  catch them. 

Same  as  3785. 

Name  of  an  ancient  place, 

干 |5 淸  Han-kou,  in  the  State 
of  吳  Wu.  Another  name 
for  the  State  of  ̂  Yiieh. 

邗州  an  old  name  lor  揚州 

府  Yang-chou  Fu  in  Kiangsu. 

釺‘
 

3791 

R •翰 

F.  hang\  ang^ 

See 掉 

Sinking 

Lower. 

閛
‘
 

3/92 

R- 翰 

C.  hon 

F,  chang 

W.  yut 
P.  han 

K,  /tan 

J.  kan 

A. Shan 
SinkingLower, 

Greaves  ；  leg-guards  for 
soldiers.  To  solder. 

軒口。 r 釺住。 r 打奸 to solder. 

釺料。 r 釺藥。 1 •釺 口錫 solder. 

拏錫鐵 #上  take  spelter 
and  solder  it  an. 

The  gate  of  a  walled 

village,  or  of  a  ward  in  a 
town.  Hence,  a  village. 

高 其閛閎  raised  high  his 

gate. 

里閑 a  walled  village. 
同  of  the  same  village. 

ffif 

3793 

R •翰 

See 幹 

SinkingUpper. 

預1
 

3794 

R •寒 

C.  ikon 
w.c 衂 

^.Uin 

P.  zhan 

M.  Jian、 kart" 

Y.  chaa 

J.  ban、 man A. 三 han 
Even 

Irregular. 

3795 

^ 翰 

C. ikon 

H.  chang 

F.  chang 

W.  Jiue^yue1- 

^.hein\  Jieih 
P.  han、 Jian 

M.  Jiart 
Y.  Jiaa Sz.  ̂ han K.  han 

J.  kan 

A.  han 

Sinking 

Irregular. 

Dark  spots  on  the  face. 

A  large  face. 

項額 [ bald-headed. 臉1 [皮 厚  thick-skinned  on tht  face,— ：shameless. 

To  snore. 

鼻新。 r 鼾齣  to  snore.  v 臥 榻之旁 ，豈 容他人 

鼻 j1  睡乎  how  can  I  let  an¬ 
other  man  snore  by  the  吝 ide  of 

my  bed? — skid  by  the  Emperor 

方 卞 ‘ai  Tsu  of  the  Sung 
dynasty,  in  reference  to  the  pre- 

tender  李媪  Li  Yfi,  meaning 
that  there  was  not  room  for  two 

sovereigns  in  China. 
60 



Y.  haa 
K.  hart 

f.  kan 

A.  han'- 
Rising  Lower. 

Drought.  Dry  land,  as 

opposed  to  water  {see  2742). 
The  name  of  a  mountain. 

天旱  the  weather  is  dry, 一 without  rain. 

旱天 多雨勢  in  drought,  it 
often  looks  like  rain. 

如 彼歲旱  as  in  a  year  of 
drought. 

旱荒。 r 旱災 drought. 

旱、) 勞  drought  and  inundation. See  6803. 

夏大旱 ，公欲 焚巫苊 
there  being  a  great  drought  in 
summer,  the  Duke  wished  to 
burn  a  witch  and  an  emaciated 

person. 

旱 旣太甚  the  drought  is excessive. 

大旱 不過五 月十三 
a  great  drought  will  not  extend 

i  beyond  the  13th  of  the  5th  moon. 

I 旱 魃爲虐  the  demon  of| 
I  drought  is  raging. 

I 旱 來東風 不下雨 
I  times  of  drought,  an  east  wind 

brings  no  rain. 

旱歉 米如珠  in  times  of 
drought,  grains  of  rice  are  like 

pearls. 

久旱 逢甘雨  genial 
after  long  drought, — is  one  of 
the  pleasant  things  to  fall  in  with. 

走旱路  to  travel  by  land, — as 
opposed  to  water. 

我是旱 路來1  eame  by road. 

旱道 road，_ 
旱雷  dry  thunder, 一 i.e.  without 

in 

rain 

-not  water. 

ram. 

垾‘
 3797 R .翰 

See 汗 

Sinking 

旱烟  dry  smoke,  一  ordinary 
pipes,  not  hookahs. 

旱金蓮  the  nasturtium.  See 
3804. 

A-  bank  \  a  dyke. 

悍
 4 

Fierce；  cruel；  over- 

Dearing  ；  imperious. 

3798 

R •翰 

桿急  hasty;  violent- 
H.  hon、 kon F.  ̂ hang 

强 悍 overbearing;  imperious. 
See 

jJ^L  cruel;  fierce. 
Sinking 

Lower. 

悍婦  a  virago;  a  shrew. 

^ ̂潑  unabashed;  bold. 

捍
‘
 

To  ward  off;  to  defend; 
to  forbid.  f 

3799 

R •翰 

C.  ̂ hon、 honx to  guard  against. F.  ̂ hang 

能桿大 患則砘 之 he 

See 浮杆 

who  can  ward  off  calamity  should Sinking 

Lower. 
be  sacrificed  to, — as  a  god. 

皲
 * 

3800  . 

R .翰 

See 
Sinking 

Lower. 

晖
，
 

3801 

Leather  armlets  for 

archers. 

Protuberant  eyes. 

R. 锴 

& 脘莞 

聘其目  his  goggle  eyes. 
A.  hwan 

Rising  Lower. 

銲 
Same  as  3791. 

3802 

騁
 * 

A  vicicas  horse. 

3803 

R •翰 

無櫸策 御輯馬 t。 drive a  vicious  horse  with  whip  and 

no  bridle, 一 is  dangerous.  Used 

of  government. 

See 
Sinking 

Lower. 

w 

3804 

A  pungent  plant  like 
cress,  known  as  瘤菜. 

R •旱 

Also,  the  nasturtium.  See 

See 漢 

3796.
 

Rising  Uppei 

3805 

R. 覃 

C.  hom 
H.  ham 

F.  hang 

W.  ho 
N.  hern 

M.  i
  han 

Y.  haa 

Sz.  han 
K.  ham、 kam 

J.  kan、 kon 
A.  kam Even  Upper. 

3806 

R. 勘陷 

賺 

C.  honi\  hom2- H.  ̂ am 

F.  ”iang、 

kLartg° 

W.  ̂  

N；  k、aaH P.  k、at^、 chan、 

chsien 

M. 

K.  ham、 kam 

J.  kan 

A.  ham^ 

Sinking  and 

Rising  Upper. 

鬬 
3807 

ri 

po8 

函，
 

3809 

r •覃咸 

H.  i
  ham 

F.  hang 

W.« 

M.  i
  han 

Y.  haa Sz.  han 

K.  ham 

J.  kart、 gon 
A.  ham 

Even 
 
Lower

. 

Foolish  ；  silly. 

憨生  sil
ly.  ' 

愁療  idiotic;  hare-brained. 

截頭郞  a  crazy  loon. 
半憨子  half-witted;  cracked. 

截頑  childish. 愁頭截 腦 duU;  stuPid_ 

looking. 

截包  dull;  useless;  stupid. 

The  growl  of  an  angry 
animal;  savage. 

關 如虓虎  as  savage  as  a 
mad  tiger. 

Read  k^anA.  To  peep 

to  spy.  Name  of  a  cit) 
in  the  State  of  Lu.  A 

pavilion. 

鬼 闊其室  devils  watch  th< 
houses,— of  good  men. 

Correct  form  of  380( 

when  read  hari^. 

Same  as  3809. 

A  press；  a  box.  A  cas< or  cover  for  books,  espec 

ially  a  wooden  case  witl 
silk  cover.  To  contain；  t 

envelop.  Hence,  large 

minded；  see  3810.  A  letter 
a  writing.  Armour  ；  se 

3816. 

實 函斯活  seeds  contain germ  of  life. 

癌 之如海  enfolding  it  叫 the  sea. 

函容  generous;  forgiving. 

函 忍1。  )e  patient  with, 

辦函。 r 修面 to  write letter. 

函件 OT 信函。 r 書面 letter. 



函*
 

38o9 

3810 

覃 
. y-  yen 

:e 函 Sven  Lower. 

or 

琅函。 r 瑤函。 r 尊函。 f 

吉函。 r 華函  your  valued 
favour;  your  letter. 

手函 an  autograph  letter, 

專函  I  specially  write  this  letter. 

函託 ot 函懇 ot 函請 to 
request  by  letter. 

面 請核示  to  apply  by  letter 
for  instructions. 

函稱  to  state  by  letter. 

函致 函達。 r 函知 

函布  to  inform  by  letter. 

函詢  to  enquire  by  letter. 

函復  to  send  a  note  in  reply. 

函送  to  send  with  a  note. 

函商  to  consult  by  note. 

函開  stating  in  a  note  that . 

函申  to  communicate  by  note 
to  a  superior. 

古人 萬億不 盡兹函 
the  myriad  heroes  of  antiquity 
are  not  exhausted  in  this  book. 

石 函尙存  the  inscription  on 
the  stone  is  still  there. 

函丈  enclosing  ten  feet, 一 3.33 
feet  for  the  master,  3.33  feet  for 

the  disciple  opposite  to  him,  and 

a  space  of  3.33  between  them 

=  one  chang  or  ten  feet. 

两  ̂   at  the  feet  of  a 
teacher. 

同函丈  fellow-pupils. 

函人惟 恐傷八 the 。吻 fear  of  the  armourer  is  men 

should  be  hurt,  —  through  his 
armour. 

To  swamp  ；  to  submerge. 

Vast  ；  capacious.  Large- 
minded  ； lenient.  Used  with 

3809  and  3818. 

涵沉  submerged ;  sunk, 

涵洞  a  weir;  a  sluice. 

波 浪涵天  the  waves  reached 
the  sky, 

海涵  sea-  capacity,  —  large¬ 
mindedness;  indulgence  towards 

faults.  First  said  of  an  Emperor 
of  the  Han  dynasty. 

萬望海 涵赦罪 Pray  for- 
give  me. 

涵
，
 

38【o 

菡
 3 

38xi 

R. 撼 

C,cam F.  hang 

W.^a 

N.  ̂ ein 
P. 、han 

M.  ihan 
K.  ham 

J.  kart 

A.  ham1' 

Rising 

Irregular. 

凾 

3812 

m 

38x3 

R •覃 

See 函 

Even  Lower. 

m 

3814 

R. 覃 

See 函 

Even  Lower. 

3815 

R •覃 

See 函 

Even  Lower. 

3816 

R. 拿 

See 函 

Even  Lower. 

涵養  to  cherish;  to  be  patient 
with;  to  be  lenient  towards. 

涵量  to  be  lenient. 

乞 賜包涵  pray  be  lenient. 
See  8699. 

涵照  your  information. 
涵泳  to  widely  penetrate；  to 
wander  at  will ;  to  be  free  to 

go  and  come, —— esp.  of  fishes. 

The  bud  of  a  lotus  flower. 

有 蒲菡萏  there  are  rushes and  lotus  flowers. 

Same  as  3809. 

A  wooden  bowl  ；  a  casket, 

The  chin. 

A  sleeve. 

插綠  a  long  sleeve. 

Armour,  the  best  of  which 

was  formerly  made 

Yen,  the  modern  Chihli. 

鏹甲  armour. 鍤人  armourers.  See  3809, 

3817 

含1
 

3818 

R •覃勘 

C.  hom 
H.  ham 
F.  hang、' 

hang1- 

W N.  eih 

P.  han、 hen 

M.  han 

Y.  haa 
Sz.  han 

K.  ham 
J.  kan、 gon 

A.  ham Even  Lower. 

Same  as  3814. 

To  hold  in  the  mouth  ； 

to  contain  ；  to  cherish  ；  to 

restrain.  Used  for  3809, 

3810. 
生 不布施 ，死 何含珠 

if  one  is  not  charitable  in  life, 
how  should  one  have  a  pearl  in 
the  mouth  after  death  ? 

含斂  to  prepare  a  corpse  for burial,  —  some  valuable  being 

usually  placed  in  the  mouth. 
Quicksilver  is  poured  down  the 
throat  of  a  dead  Emperor,  in  the 

belief  that  it  preserves  the  body. 

嘴裏 .含鲁  holding  in  the 
mouth. 

含笑  to  smile. 含笑花  the  magnolia. 含差  to  feel  bashful;  to  be ashamed. 

含涙  to  restrain  tears, 

舍怒 ot 含忿  to  restrain anger. 

舍記  to  bear  in  mind. 
含德  to  trust  to  one’s  natural (as  opposed  to  artificial)  virtue. 

含姻  to  hold  the  mist,  —  as willows  do  in  the  early  morn¬ 

ing;  hence,  beautiful,  etc. 

舍春  to  look  merry  or  in  good! 

spirits. 

含香  to  be  sweet. 含悲  to  feel  compassion, . 

含啦子  saliva. 
流 含啦子  to  slobber. 潛含  to  keep  to  oneself;  to  make 
a  secret  of. 

舍章 to  possess  virtues  which are  not  openly  manifested, 一 as 
women  do. 

含恨  to  cherish  resentment. 

含而不 露  vague;  ambiguous, as  of  language  purposely  used 

to  veil  a  secret,  etc. 

含究  to  have  a  grievance. 

含  ̂   to  put  a  pencil  in  one’s mouth. 

舍糊。 1 ■含 混  indistinct;  va- gue;  careless；  scamped,  as  work. 



含,
 

38!8 

含蓄  to  contain  a  great  deal 
within  it,  as  “pregnant”  language; to  be  reticent. 

含 弘光大  the  vast  and  glor¬ 
ious  canopy  that  embraces

  all. 

jJCj  舍  four  classes  into  which
  Chi- 1 

nese  Buddhists  divide  the  sutras 

of  the 小乘  Hinaya?nat 

含桃  a  cherry. 
他含 w 箸意 思是來 

的不脱  his  implied  meaning 
being  that  he  was  not  late. 

頷
 3 

3819 

卜覃 |s« 含喷 
Even  Lower. 

3824 

R .藶 

C.  hom H. 三 ngam、 

【ngam 

F.  hang、 

W.  V 

N.  ein%  v.  hah 

m.  !
 han 

Y.  haa 
Sz.  han 
K.  ham、 am 

].kan^gan 

A.  ham1' 

The  chin；  the  jowl.  Toj 

shake  the  head；  see  5421. 

Rising  Lower. 

A  sound.  To  put  into| 
the  mouth. 

寒 2
 

R. 3820 覃 

哺啥  to  feed  by  hand, 一 as 
baby. 

羹 藜啥糗  to  make  soup  ofj 
weeds  and  to  eat  broken  rice. 

■cf. 闊 
(but  always 
with  the  h 

initial, 

never  k^.) 
Even  Upper. 

To  restrain;  to  suppress. 

含大 笑  to  suppress  a  smile. 

3825 

R •寒  I4. 

H. 
 1  hon 

F.  hang'
v, 

kang
 

W.  yue N.  ein 

M. 
 j 
 han 

Y.  haa 

Sz.  han 

K.  han 

J.  kan^ 
 
gan 

A.  ha?i 

頤頷0 r  麒 頷 the  chin;  the 

jaws. 
額下 珠  a  pearl  under  the  chin,  I 
一 of  a  dragon,  sc,  difficult  to  get.  I 

下頷尖  a  sharp  chin. 
薛頷  a  swallow’s  beak, — sharp- 

pointed. 有向 之賀喜 者頷之 , 
to  those  who  congratulated  him,  I 

he  replied  by  a  bow.  
L 

Gems  and  other  valuables! 

formerly  put  into  the  mouth] 
jof  a  corpse.  See  3818. 

Sinking 

Lower. 

3822 R-W- 

See 

Even  Lower. 

m
1
 

3823 R. 覃 

Sec 掛 

Even  Upper. 

A  water-jar,  with  ears. 

訊空  a  drain;  a  spout. 

溝瓿子  dram-pipes. 
水瓿  a  sluice;  an  aqueduct. 

An  opening  ；  a  mouth. 

the  mouth  of  a  cave; 

cavity ;  the  entrance  to  a  ravine ;  | 

a  gorge.  
" 

Cold；  icy；  chilling.  Poor. 

Even  Lower. 

寒洽。 r 寒凍。 r 寒凉 cold. 

冷 ffS 不寒  cold,  and  yet  notj chilling, — of  wine. 

嚴  extremely  cold. 

寒 氣  cold  air;  cold. 

鐵案  hungry  and  cold. 

案凉 藥  cooling  medicines, to  catch  cold. 

老怕 傷寒 ，少 Ma4 怕 
病 J  疾  the  aged  fear  catching! cold,  the  young  fear  dysentery.] 

寒疾  a  chill,  or  the  result  of 

'chill. 

偶 诂寒氣  accidentally  got ; 
chill. 

救寒莫 如重裘 fOT  keep- 1 ing  out  the  cold  there  is  nothing! like  heavy  furs.  | 

實寒  true 、Le.  dangerous)  cold, 
as  opposed  to  虛寒  false  cold, 
— a  sub-division  invented  by  Chi-I 

nese  physicians.  
" 

發寒病 agm 打 寒襟。 r 打寒戰 叫 
shiver  with  cold;  to  shudder. 

実衣  winter  clothing. 姜能 寒而忘 衣飢而 

忘食  he  cannot  be  cold  andl yet  neglect  clothing,  be  hungry! 

and  neglect  food,— hold  a  fire  ini 
his  hand  by  thinking  on  the  frosty  | 
Caucasus,  etc. 

◊版  cold  and  warm;  thel 
weather ;  adversity  and  prosper- 1 

ity. 

叙寒溫  to  talk  about  the| 

weather ;  to.  exchange  conven¬ 
tional  remarks. 

寒熱 feven 
案暑  cold  and  heat. 

十  sixteen  colds  and heats, — years. 

寒暑表  a  thermometer. 

究  ̂   ̂   ̂   cold  and  heat  al
ter¬ 

nate. 

— »  ̂  ― *  暑  now  cold,  now  hot 

案食節  the  cold  food  time,— the  day  before  the  annual  festi 

淸明㈣  2 1 88),  wher 
only  cold  provisions  are  eaten 

寒具、 a  cold  repast,  as  above. 

i 民 被這六 話一 寒 
the  crowd,  having  their  ardou 
cooled  by  this  strong  language,... 

jj^k  cold  at  heart;  afraid;  dis 
heartened. 

見者莫 不寒心 allthebj 
standers  were  horrified,  ty.bloa 
running  cold. 

豈可不 爲之寒 心畜 
how  can  it  but  give  cause  fc fear? 

実露  cold  dew, 一 a  solar  ten which  begins  about  8th  Octobe】 
the  ninth,  moon. 

案 露兒 加  butcher-bird  (Z< niu^  sphenocercus), 

寒 至此哉  to  such  destituticj 
have  we  come ! 

寒家  a  poor  family. 
i 儒。 r 寒士。 r 寒 8 
a  poor  scholar  {see  3282). 

雖 寒生儉 士皆得 

見  so  that  even  poor  or  thril students  may  have  a  chance 

see  it, 一 of  a  book  in  a  che 

edition. 

孤実  alone;  destitute. 

^  ̂   poverty-
stricken. 

寒舍  or  案門  mypoorhonj 
一 a  conventional  phrase. 

我們 是寒門  our  family! 
a  poor  one, 

寒族  n?y  poor  clan
. 

^ 窻誦讀  to  study  at  a  c 
window, — poverty-stricken 
of  study. 

案素  plain ;  unpretending. 



ELAN 
477  1 

寒1
 

3»25 

還 
3826 

韓 
3827 

，寒 
ren  Lower, 

翰‘
 

3828 

*5- 

^ion 
a”g、 ihang yue 

han 

aa 

han1- 

linking 
Lower. 

寒毛  hair  on  the  skin;  pubes¬ 
cence;  the  tront  tresses  of  an 

unmarried  girl. [寒  is  said  to 

be  a  corruption  of  毫 •] 

寒鴉  the  white-necked  or  “par- 
soir  crow. 

See  5047. 

A  boundary  ；  a  fence. 

The  star  5  in  Ophiuchus 
A  small  feudal  State,  An 

old  name  for  Korea. 

韓湘子 one  of  the  Eight  Im¬ 
mortals  {see  4449);  a  woman- 
hater. 

韓非子  a  philosopher  of  the 
3rd  century  b.c. 

韓信  the  general  who  chiefly 
contributed  to  the  foundation 
of  the  Han  dynasty. 

韓 擰曾爲 跨下夫 Han 
Hsin  was  once  between  the  legs, 
—of  a  bully  of  his  neighbour¬ 
hood  who  forced  the  future  Jiero 
to  crawl  under  the  arch  of  his 
legs. 

韓 文公。 1 ■韓愈 the  fam- 
ous  poet,  -philosopher,  and  sta. 
tesman  of  the  T‘ang  dynasty. 

韓江？  nver  near  Swatow. 
三韓 the  three  Han  States,— 
Korea;  so  called  from  the  three 

kingdotas, 馬， .辰， and  弁， 
into  which  the  peninsula  was 
formerly  divided. 

今人 謂遼東 爲三韓 
nowadays,  people  speak  of  Liao¬ 
tung  as  the  Three  Han. 

The  red  feathers  of  the 

天鷄;  to  fly  high.  Used 
for  餘 58i3;  a  prop ；  a 
support.  A  pen  or  pencil ; 
to  write. 

翰海  the  sea  of  feathers  which 
fell  from  the  crows  when  the 
archer  Houl  dispersed  the  9  false 
3ns  by  shooting  at  them  with nis  arrows. 

翰 飛戻天 k  ̂ es  UP  to  hea- 
ven.  See^K\  5668. 

w 

3828 

瀚 
3829 

R. 翰 

See 翰 

Sinking 

Lower. 

王 后維翰  (regarding)  the! royal  prince  as  their  protector. 

維 周之翰  the  support  of Chou. 

翰筆  a  pencil. 染翰 t。  dye  one’s  pencil, — to, write  a  letter, 

翰書  a  letter;  a  document. 

華翰。 r 翰音  your  letter； your  valued  favour.  The  second! 
is  also  a  name  for  the  cock  or  I 
cock-crow. 

墨 翰  pen  and  ink. 
翰墨香  the  fragrance  of  pen 
and  ink.— odour  of  scholarship.  I 

詞翰。 1 ■文翰  literary;  pol-| i-shed  in  style. 

翰林院  the  Han-lin  Yiian,  orl College  of  Literature  at  Peking,  I 

election  to  which  is  the  reward) 
of  the  best  of  the  Metropolitan  I 

graduates  at  the  triennial  exa-| mination. 

點翰 林  to  be  marked  off  as  a member  of  the  above  College,  | 

一 nominally,  by  the  Emperor’s  | own  hand. 

翰 苑之才  the  talents  of 
(future)  Han-lin. 

喊,
 

3831 

rMM 

ham1 

Cn.\ 

F.  hang、v, 

hang* 

W.  ha^  v.  ̂ -ga N.  hein 

I  h ⑽、 hsien 

Sz.  han 

K.  ham- 

J.  kart 

A.  ham 

To  call  ；  to  vociferate. 

喊他來 細 him- 

喊呼  to  shout. 喊寃 t。  call  out  one’s  wrongs, 一 a  method  of  obtaining  justice 
adopted  when  ordinary  proce¬ 
dure  has  failed.  The  aggrieved 

party  puts  on  a  kind  of  loose 
sack,  and  often  a  conical  hat, 
upon  which  the  character  寃 

wrong  has  been  conspicuously 

painted,  and  parades  the  streets 

Rising  Upper.  or  applies  at  the  magistrate's 
ya7mn  until  the  attention  of  the 
latter  is  duly  attracted  to  the 
case. 

> 咸救  to  call  on  to  rescue, 一 from danger. 

苦  P 咸  bitterly  wailing. - 

喊 殺連天  the  great  lioise  of 
shouting  filled  the  sky. 

喊叫  to  roar  out, 一 in  anger  or 

pain. 

拏  to  call  out  to  people  to 
stop  a  tnau. 

喊明  to  cry  aloud. 

喊叩  to  implore. 
喊聲  to  give  a  shout. 
喊控  to  loudly  accuse. 
喊堂  to  announce  closing-time 

The  northern  sea ;  the 
ocean. 

波 濤浩瀚  the  vast  expanse of  Qcean  wave. 

瀚海  the  desert  of  Gobi. 

瀚海石  petrified  wood  from the  desert. 

翰‘
 

3830 

.翰 

See 翰 

nkingLower. 

咸 
3830a 

A  pheasant,  known  asj 

白韓， also  known  as  白 

雄  white  pheasant. 憾‘
 

3832 

R •勘 

C.  horn 
H.  ham 

F. hang 

W.d 

N.  aan、 y*gaan 

m.  i
 han 

Y.  haa 
Sz.  han 

K.  hartley. kam 

'•kan、gon. 
A.  ham 

Sinking 

Lower. 

See  4498. 

搣 3^33 

h-ji 

IN.  hei 紀 

|see  憾 

(in  practice 

Sinking) 

■  Rising  Lower. 

Regret;  remorse、；  vexa¬ tion. 

抱 憾終身 t。  regret  a  thing all  one’s  life. 

死 而無憾  t<3  die  without regret. 

人猶有 所憾 all  men  have 
something  to  be  vexed  at. 

憾恨  to  be  vexed  with;  to  cher¬ ish  resentment. 

缺憾  to  be  disappointed. 

以私憾 忘在事 tc>  sacri， fice  duty  to  private  spite. 

To  move；  to  shake.  See 2136 

動撼％ 撼搖  to  move;  to shake. 

風撼  shaken  by  the  wind. 

撼振人 心、。 excite  people’s 
minds. 



1.  1*^ 

撼 
3833 

類 
3«34 

贌
 2 3835 

|See  漢 
SinkiDg 

Upper. 

漢
 4 

3836 !R •翰 

|C.  hon I H.  hon 

IF.  hang 

|W.  ho 
I N.  htin 

IP. 
han 

撼山易 ，撼岳 家軍難 黨 
to  shake  a  mountain  is  easy,  but  I 

it  is  difficult  to  shake  the  armies  I 

of  Yo  Fei. 义， 岳  13,7挞  and! 

735°- 

Same  as  3837. 

Hot  •’  dry  ；  parched. 

嘆 其乾矣  it  is  scorched  up  I 
in  the  drier  places, — of  a  plant.  I 

農夫耐 嘆而耘 the 
farmer  must  weed  even  though  | 
it  be  hot. 

M. 

ISz. 
I Y.  haa 

IK.  han 

Ij.  kan 

I  A.  han、 hon 
Sinking 

Upper. 

The  large  branch  of  the  I 

Yang-tsze  which  joins  it  at j 
Hankow.  The  Milky  WayJ 

called  Han  because  it  wasl 

regarded  as  the  correlate 

in  the  sky  of  the  Han  river  I 

on  earth；  see  3936.  Name! 

of  a  famous  dynasty  ；  hence, [ 

of  or  belonging  to  China. 

漢 有游女  on  the  banks  ofl 
the  Han  are  girls  rambling  about.! 

維天有 漢  there  is  the  Milky  I 
Way  in  heaven. 

倬 彼雲漢  vast  is  the  Milky! Way. 

出 天 漢之外  to  travel,  be¬ yond  the  limits  of  the  Milky  Way,  I 

— sc.  beyond  China. 

3836 

敬王十 四年 漢不見 

天  in  the  14th  year  of  king! 
Ching  the  Milky  Way  disappears  J 
ed  from  the  sky. 

雲漢。 r 銀漢。 ^ 天漢 
names  for  the  Milky  Way.  [Thel 

first  expresses  the  belief  that  it  I 
consists  of  the  vapour  (some  say  j 

essence)  of  water. 

漢朝 &  Han  dynasty, — which  I 
lasted  from  b.c.  206  to  a.d,  220.J 

It  was  divided  into 前 漢 

Former  Han  or  西漢  Western  J 

Han， and  後漢  After  Han  orl 

東 漢， Eastern  Han,  by  the  re¬ moval  of  the  capital  from  長 安  I 

Ch‘ang-anto 洛陽  Lo-yang  in  I 
a.d.  25. 

蜀漢耙  the  Minor  Han  dyn¬ asty, — one  of  the  Three  King¬ 

doms,  which  was  established 
 in 

Ssuch'uan  and  lasted  from  a.d 
221  to  a.d.  264. 

漢室  the  House  of  Han;  the Han  dynasty 

、漢人 么  man  of  Han,  as  above; 
a  native  of  China;  a  Chinese  as 

opposed  to  a  Manchu. 

滿漢  Manchu  and  Chinese. 

漢文  the  literature  of  the  Han dynasty;  Chinese,  as  opposed 
to  Manchu  or  foreign  writing. 

Also,  the  Emp.  Wen  Ti  of  the 
Han. 

漢 話  the  Chinese  spoken  lan- 

I  guage. 
I 漢 洋兩文 

 Chinese  and  for
¬ eign  texts. 

m 制 '非 劉氏 不得王 
(wanz^)  according  to  the  regu¬ lations  of  the  Han  dynasty,  no 

one  not  named  Liu  could  come 
to  the  throne. 

投 徵  to  submit  to  or  acknow¬ ledge  the  suzerainty  of  China 

漢禮  the  Chinese  fashion  or 
. custom 

漢 妝  the  Chinese  style  of  female dress 

漢 兵  Chinese  troops.  See  3276. 

漢 奸  a  traitorous  Chinaman;  a 

spy 

好 漢子。 r 好漢相 "舻 fellow. 

何 物漢子  a  fine  son  of  Han V  indeed!— Used  contemptuously, 

by  i st  Emp.  of  N.  Ch‘i  dyn.  of 

_  + 豈  Wei  K‘ai  (died
  561) who-  refused  Vo  take  up  an  ap¬ 

pointment. 

大漢  a  tall  man;  name  of  a  reg iment  of  giants,  Yuan  dyn 

老漢未 曾經目  I  (the  old Han)  have  never  seen  hirft. 

壯 漢  strong;  lusty ;  brave 

莊稼嘆  a  farmer;  a  peasant. 
有錢男 兒漢， 無錢漢 

漢
 4 

3836 

漢黃德  the  three  Prefectun 
which  form  the  circuit  of  tb 
Taot4ai  at  Hankow. 

_  _  g  Hano
ver;  Hanoveriai 

漢謝城  the  Hanse  towns  i 

Germany. 

漢白玉  a  white  marble  sue 
as  stone  lions  are  made  of. 

漢仗  figure;  person. 

燠 4
 

To  roast； 

Wearied. 

to  di 3837 

r •翰 

See 漢 

SinkingUpper. 莫 燦乎火  nothing  is  mo 
drying  than  file ‘ 

拜孔 燠矣1  am  
exceeding 

tired. 

383S 

R •翰 

See 漢 

SinkingUpper. 

Arable  land. 

咏 3§39 

和 

3840 

3841 

Same  as  3945. 

See  3945- 

Same  as  3945 - 

歛‘
 

3842 

R. 勘 

I  See  掛 
SinkiDgUpper. 

To  desire  ；  to  ask  for 

thing  playfully.  [To  bet tinguished  from  敛 71, 

兒 難  with  money,  you  are  a brave  son  of  Han  :  without  it,  it 

is  difficult  to  be  (even)  a  son  of 

Han,  —  with  money,  you  are 
everybody:  without  it,  nobody. 

漢  pj  Hankow.
 

3843 

R •翰 

|See  漢 SinkingUpper. 

A  cliff  which  proje 
Radical  27. 

I 

漢  ̂   a  Hankow  firm.
 

裏 
3344 

Same  as  3845. 



HJUNTCS- 

+ 丄 a 
3856 

陽 

A  boat.  A  pontoon.  To 
cross  a  stream.  See  3852. 

— *  ^  crossed  the  stream 

J  hong 

on  a  reed.  [Some  say,  “on  a 

bundle  of  reeds.’’] 

479 

閬‘
 

3»4S 

{.潛 
限 

Rising  Lower. 

m 
3845^ 

i 賺 ％ 
Rising. 

狢
 2 

3846 

也 
;ee 降 
L  -giang 
Even  Lower. 

峰
1
 

3«47 

1 東 
;ee 紅 
*.  v.  Jiang 
『夯 
Even  Lower. 

几 
3848 

矿 
3849 

“養陽 
漾 

ee? 杭 Rising  and 
Even  Upper 
and  Lower. 

沆 3
 

3850 

〔養 

n 
r.  k、an 之 “  hcin^ 
•  kd 

“  hang、 k、ang Rising 

Irregular. 

A  threshold. 

門間  a  door-sill. 

君子立 不踐問  the  super¬ 
ior  man  does  not  step  on  the 

door-sill, 一 but  over  it. 

門問稅  a  door-tax,  —  levied 
according  to  the  number  of  doors 
to  a  house. 

Half-grown  beans. 

HAJNTCSr. 

A  surly  dog. 

■牵  an  obstinate,  intractable 
hound. 

Noise  of  stones  clatter 

mg  ；  to  ram  down  earth 

for  making  foundations,  etc, 
Correctly  read  hun《 • 

碌谤  the  noise  of  stones, —  roll 
ing  down  hill. 

絳歌  the  sing-song  of  workmen, 
~^as  when  ramming  earth,  driving 
piles,  etc. 

碎號  the  signal  to  strike,— -as 
above. 

See  5917. 

The  throat,  generally  of 
a  bird； 

鳥弄吭  the  bird  is  working  its 
throat, 一 singing. 

珠吭  pearl- throat, 一 sweet  mel¬ ody. 

扼 吭而死  throttled  him. 

絶 吭而死  choked  him,  —  of| a  bone. 

Mist;  fog.  An  expanse； 
a  waste.  See  4429. 

沆瀣  a  smoky  mist. 

沆茫  an  expanse  of  marsh. 

7 凡 a  wide  expanse, -as  of  water. 

棼沆  vast;  expansive. 

焭1
 

3851 

R. 陽 

See 岡 

Even  Upper. 

m 

3852 

r •陽 

See 杭 

Even  Lower. 

R 

w 3853 

•陽 

See 杭 

Even  Lower. 

迖，
 

3854 

R •陽 

See 杭 

Even  Lower. 
.3855 

r .陽鑫 

C.  hong^  k^ong 

H.  k'ottg* 

F.  sJioung^ 

Sngoung 

W.  So  a N.  song 

P. Shang 
K.  hang r.  kd^gd 

A.  hangl 
Even  and Sinking 

Lower 
Irregular. 

Bamboo  poles,  as  used 

for  hanging  clothes  to  dry. 
A  rude  kind  of  fiddle  made 

by  raising  the  skin  of  the 
bamboo  in  strips. 

Two  boats  lashed  to¬ 

gether  ；  a  large  vessel.  To 

sail;  to  navigate. 

乘航  to  take  ship;  to  go  afloat, 

航船  a  large  junk;  a*  passenger 

junk. 

昔 渡慈航 a11  pass  Qver  in the  merciful  barge, 一 of  觀音 

kuan  Yin  (6363),  who  is  sup¬ 
posed  to  transfer  departed  spirits 
from  the  ills  of  mortality  to  a 
state  of  bli?s. 

溥 示慈航  to  show  far  and wide  the  ship  of  mercy, — applied 

to  the  circulation  of  good  books. 

蓮烟 1  boats  for  plucking 
lilies, — alluding  to  picnic  parties 
and  dissipation. 

梯 山航海  to  scale  hills  and sail  over  seas, 一 to  travel. 

Musicians， formerly  call- 
ed 伉 f 掀. 

The  tracks  of  an  animal 

or  a  cart. 

車迖  cart-ruts. 

To  fly  down. 

韻 頑  buttering  up  and  down, as  birds.  See  1472. 

與李杜 相頡頑  on  terms of  equality,  or  on  a  par  in  in¬ 
tellectual  ability,  with  Li  Po  and 
Tu  Fu. 

C. 

H. 

F. 

W •似 

N.  ong 

P. ) 

M. 

Y.  I 

Sz.  I K. hang 

J.  kd^gd 
A.  han 史 

Even  Lower. 

hang 

杭 3§57 

行 

3858 

桁 
3»59 

W 

3860 

R •庚陽 
See 桁 

Even  Lower. 

3836. 
杭州  Hangchow, — the  capital of  the  province  of  Chehkiang. 

The 京  師  Kinsai  or  Quinsay 
of  Marco  Polo；  it  was  the  cap¬ 
ital  of  the  empire  under  the 
Sung  dynasty. 

杭綱  Hangchow  silk. 上 有天堂 ，下 有蘇杭 
above  us  there  is  paradise,  on 

earth  the  cities  of  Soochow 

and  Hangchow, — famed  for  their 

beauty. 

Same  as  3851. 

See  4624. 

See  3909. 

巷
 4 

芯、 

3862 

R •释 

ltd 

A.  ckan 
SinkingUpper. 

閽:
 

3863 

R •陽 

].kd 

A.  hang 

Even  Upper. 

A  coarse  bamboo  mat, 

called  符箧 (/a«4),  to  spread on  the  ground;  see  10,492 
Also  read  hen^. 

See  4292. 

Stern  ；  fierce  ；  angry. 

Correctly  read  kan\ 

To  open  a  door.  Fra¬ 

grant. 
有 f 無色， 有色無 

(flowers)  which  have  scent  have 
no  beauty,  and  those  which  have 

beauty  have  no  scent. 



R.3 

C.  ̂ k-ong 
N.  hong 

P.  hang'v. 

Jiartf . ko 

A.  hang 工 

Rising  Upper. 

l^LAJSTCSr 

480 
頂 
3864 

傾1
 

3恥5 

See  4291 

Noises  made  by  work¬ 
men  and  others  when  using 

great  effort.  To  ram  down 

earth.  See  384^ 

打檷  to  ram  down  earth, 

拽子  a  beetle；  a  rammer. 

才項 藥  to  pound  gunpowder. 

才頃性  obstinate perverse. 

蒿 3
 

38/J 

R •豪 

夯 
3»66 

哮 
3867 

C.  hou 
H.  kau 

F.  koa 
W.  hoe 

N.  hoa 

p.  1 

M.  
> hau 

Sz. ) 

Y.  hoa 

K.  ho 
ko 

A.  kau 
Even  Upper. 

Plants  of  various  kinds  - 

jungle.  See  4891,  6691. 

靑  wormwood  or  southern¬ wood 

食 野之蒿 

Same  as  3865. 

KC^3LC>. 

漓 4
 

3868 R 

See 推 

Rising  
Lower. 

Name  of  a  river  in  Shensi. 

The  bubbling  or  rippling  of 
water. 

薄 
3869 

R •皓藥 

肴 

Rising  and 

See  4335 - 

交高汗  wide,  spread  out,  as  a  shed of  water. 

搞浪  water  foaming. 

Name  of  a  place,  now 

高邑縣  in  Chihli.  Also 

read  ho^ 

Entering 

Upper. 

鎬 
3870 

R. 皓 

C.  cAou 
H. ^kau 

F.  ikoa、 hoa1 
W.c^ 
N.  oa 

☆ 卜⑽， 
w 

Y,  ckoa 

ISz.  tkau.  /iau° 
IK.  Ac 

].kd A.  kau^  kieu 
Rising 

IrregulaF. 

Name  of  a  place.  A 

stove  5  bright. 

京  the  capital  of  武 王  Wu 
Wang,  lying  to  the  west  of  西 

安府  the  modern  capital  of| 
Shensi.  Its  $ite  was  turned  into 

a  lake  by  武帝  the  Erapero: 
Wu  of  the  Han  dynasty/ 

emistal 

(deer)  eat  thel southernwood  of  the  fields.  Seel 
8433. 

嵩子 or  香富  artemisia,- coiled  into  ropes  and  burnt  to| 
drive  away  mosquitoes. 

嵩子  a  worthless,  ̂ good-for-no-| thing  fellow. 

臭蒿。 r 黃花蒿 annua^  L. 

齊頭蒿  Artemisia  japonica^  | 
Thbg. 

筒  ̂   Chrysanthemum  corona- 
riupiy  L- 

筒嵩菜  a  kind  of  celery. 

塘萬  celery. 簾 蓄 及  iragant  edible  plant  found  I 
among  the  rushes  along  the  banks  | 

of  the  Yang-tsze. 

嵩草  jungle. 
嵩里 a  tomo. 
槁死三 尺蒿下 to  rotbe-| neath  three  feet  of  jungle, - obscurity. 

蒿目  perplexed. 

嚆1
 

柳2 

肴 

See 滅 

Sometimes 

read  as  嵩 

•Even  Upper. 

毫,
 

3»73 

R 豪 

see 豪 

Sound;  noise. 

嚆矢  a  sounding  arrow,— -dis- 1 charged  by  bandits  站  a  signal  | 

to  begin  the  attack.  See  10,928. 
Used  in  the  sense  of  magnum  opus  A 

焉知曾 史之 不爲桀 

跡 嚼矢也 hGW  ean  1  tel1 that  (the  sages)  Tseng  and  Shihl 
are  ilot  signals  for  the  appearance  I 

of  (scoundrels  like)  Chieh  and  I 

Che? — teaching  “good”  calls  into  | 

existence  its  correlate  “evil.” 

山食嚆  the  wild  birds  sing. 
The  down  on  plants；  long 

soft  hair.  Trifling；  minute. 

The  ten-thousandth  part  of| 

兩  tael  or  ounce ；  the 

毫5
 

3^73 

3«74 

a 

Even  Lower. 

thousandth  part  of  a  献  mou 

or  Chinese  acre.  See  5580. 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

%  9399.] 
白 毫 茶  Pekoe  tea, — so  called from  its  downy  white  leaves. 

C.  hou 

H.  hau 
F.  hoa Vi.oe 

N.  oa 

p- ) 

M.  )  hau 

Sz. ) 

Y.  hoa 
YLho 

IJ.^M 

A.  hau 

JE3LA.O 

秋毫  variously  explained  as  tl down  on  hares  in  ̂ autumn,  tl 

autumn  spikelets  of  corn,  ai 
autumn  down  on  plants;  henc trifling  ；  petty. 

天下 莫大於 秋晕乂 
there  is  nothing  on  ear 

greater  than  the  tip  of  an  autur 
spikelet, 一 greatness  being  or 
relative. 

毫末事  petty,  trifling  aflfai 

毫 a  hair. 毫褚 M 毫端 thehairPen< 

See  10,783. 

毫 毛  hair, — as  of  a  Chinese  p( 

^  ̂   to  put  hair  in
  the  mou 

— t.e.  a  Chinese  hair  pencil : 

writing,  in  order  to  make  a  fi 

point. 
揮 毫  to  flourish  hair, — to  wi< the  pen;  to  write. 

毫  a  small  fraction ;  very  litl 

失於毫 釐之中 tosW 

豪,
 

Even  Lower 

ship  for  a  ha’p’orth 

一 毫私心  a  trifle  of  selfi ness. 

毫 髮之多  the  amount  0 
hair;  very  trifling. 

秋 毫無犯 ot 辭毫: f 錯。 r 分 毫不璋 I 

3506)  there  is  not  the  slight 
error  or  discrepancy. 

毫 無過犯 1  have  nc>t  in 
least  transgressed. 

毫 不容情 he  n()t 
any  allowances. 

毫 無疑議 there  is  n(>t 
slightest  doubt 

^  ̂   
do  not  make 

slightest  change. 

mi 

A  porcupine,  Bra\ 
heroic  ；  overbearing,  G2 

lively.  A  hair  ;  a  brus used  for  3873. 

豪猪。 r 豪麄  a  porcupii 

豪氣  heroism 豪傑 ^ 豪客' a  hero* 

遴 選英豪  to  chobse  a  bi 
man, 一 as  leader. 

豪民  a  brave  people. 

豪馬  a  noble  steed. 
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3g74 

嚎 
3875 

壕，
 

3»76 

R •豪 
See 豪 
Even  Lower. 

m 
3877 

r- 豪 
&<： 豪 
Even  Lower. 

3878 

R •豪 
% 豪 
Even  Lower. 

豪俠  one  who  goes  about  re¬ 
dressing  wrongs;  heroic,— gener¬ 
ally  in  an  exaggerated  sense,  sc. 
Quixotic. 

性奢豪  of  a  quixotic  dispos¬ ition. 

豪强  brave;  violent;  overbear¬ 
ing. 

豪橫 overbearing；  tyrannical. 

土豪  a  local  bully. 

豪光  a  bright  flash. 

豪舉  bullies；  ruffians. 

豪奴  truculent  followers  or 
slaves. 

豪富 well 。氐 

豪 放  impassioned;  masculine, — 
of  poetry.  See  13,468. 

豪典  exhilarated. 

豪華  gay  and  gallant. 

豪 分縷析  defining  each  par- 
ticular  hair  and  thread, — in  paint¬ ing. 

苹 於豪端  collected  at  the  tip 
of  his  brush, 一 of  effects  which 
a  painter  could  reproduce. 

豪豹  the  buzzard  (Archibuteo 
aquilinus). 

Same  as  3885. 

A  moat;  a  ditch. 

城壕  a  city  moat. 

壕塹 架吊橋  let  down  the 
drawbridge  over  the  moat. 

To  compare;  to  estimate. 

To  pull  out. 

檫較  to  compare  and  estimate. 

才蒙  _  to  pull  out  the  beard. 

A  moat；  a  ditch.  Used 
with  3876. 

通濠  to  clear  out  a  ditch  or 
moat. 

溝療  ditches;  drains. 

濠州  an  old  name  for  凰陽 
府  in  Anhui,  so  called  from  the 
river  Hao  which  runs  near. 

m 3379 

r .豪 

^ 豪 

Even  Lower. 

m1
 

3880 

R. 豪 

See 豪 

Even  Upper. 

撓 

3S8i 

耗 

3882 

3883 

R •號 

H.  Jiau^  三 hau 

See 好 

Sinking 

Upper. 

An  oyster. 

蠔殼  oyster-shells. 
爆山 Qr 辕塘  oyster-beds, dried  oysters. 

蠓油  a  native  preparation  of 
oysters. 

蠔螯  the  Second  Bar  near 
Whampoa,  so  called  from  the 

oysters  there. 

To  cry  out  loudly. 

See  8155. 

Same  as  3883. 

To  waste ;  to  destroy. 

Hence,  a  rat. 

耗 戰下土  wasting  and  ruin- ihg  our  country. 

損耗  to  destroy:  to  spoil. 

耗磨日  the  1 6th  of  the  1st moon. 

耗 磨日子  to  waste  time. 

虛耗國 帘 t0  exhaust  the exchequer  of  a  State. 

錢都 耗得賴 光 hehasrun through  all  his  money. 

耗 散元氣  to  undermine one’s  constitution. 

耗費  to  squander ;  waste;  loss 
in  value  or  weight,  as  when  alloy 
is  separated  from  silver,  etc. 

耗輕銀  waste  silver. 

耗銀色  of  inferior  “touch,” 一 as  alloyed  silver. 

耗米  waste  allowance  of  rice. 

耗減  to  diminish. 

啤水耗 去一寸  the  water in  the  pond  has  gone  down  an inch. 

加耗 t。 add  on  loss,  ue.  to  make 
an  allowance  to  cover  loss,  as 

by  evaporation,  etc. 

w 

3883 

號 4
 

3884 R. 豪和. 

^2°
- 

See 
豪 

A.  ihau、 hieu^ Even  and 

Sinking 

Lower. 

羡  extra  silver  paid  into  the 
Treasury  to  cover  loss  in  melting. 

斗鈴 耗二升  allowing  two 
siting  on  every  ton  (of  wine)  for 

wastage, —— i.c.  one-fifth. 

煞耗  mischievous;  pernicious, 一 as  evil  spirits,  malaria,  etc. 

作耗  to  do  mischief;  to  play 

pranks. 

年 之豐耗  the  balance  of  the year’s  profit  or  loss. 

傷耗  loss;  damage. 
鼠耗  loss  from  the  depredations of  rats. 

無鼠 耗之糧  not  enough  to 
feed  a  rat. 

耗子  a  rat.  See  7676,  10,072. 
狗 拏耗子 ，多 昝間事 
a  dog  catching  rats:  minding 

another’s  business, 一 the  cat’s. 

耗 子纔知 耗子路 it takes  a  rat  to  know  the  ways  of 

rats, 一 every  one  knows  his  own 
business  best. 

耗子進 書房1 ike  a  rat  in a  library,  —  he  is  one  who 

字㈣ 嚼字)  gnaws  words, 
i.e.  is  over-precise  or  pedantic. 

我是 耗子尾 巴上長 
changz  瘡 i  am  but  a  pimple 
on  a  rat’s  tail, — of  no  authority. 

天生 個耗兒  a  heaven-born 
waster, 一 a  spendthrift. 

音耗。 1 •耗息  news;  report; rumour. 

行耗 行耗飯  to  take  a  “con- stitutional •” 
A  mark；  a  distinction  ；  a 

designation  ；  a  fancy  name 

for  a  person,  usually  given 

by  a  friend.  A  firm  ；  a 

bank. 

國號  the  name  or  style  of  a  dyn¬ asty.  See  6609. 

年號  the  style  or  designation  of 
an  Emperor’s  reign,  according 
to  which  the  years  are  dated 

i st,  2nd,  3rd,  etc.  Formerly, 

this  style  or  designation  was  fre¬ 

quently  changed  during  the  same 
reign,  but  the  custom  of  thus 
changing  ceased  at  the  accession 
of  the  Ming  dynasty/  a.d.  1368. 
Down  to  the  Sung  dyn.  both 6i 
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characters  of  the  nien  hao  were 

always  given;  but  under  the  Sung 

and '  Ming  dyns.  it  became 
customary  to  give,  in  certain 

cases,  one  only,  either  the  first 

or  last,  as  necessary  to  avoid 
confusion. 

廟號  the  temple  name,— of  an 
Emperor,  i.e.  the  title  under 

which  he  is  canonised  in  the 

ancestral  temple. 

稱號  to  Style. 

正號  a  fancy  name  or  pseudo¬ 
nym, — now  confused  with  the 

字  12,324.  [In  books,  the  hao 
often  precedes  the  surname  and 

private  name;  thus  昌黎韓 

Han  Yii,  whose  hao  was 

Ch‘ang-li.] 

別  another  name,— an  addi¬ 
tional  fancy  name  or  pseudonyi 

of  which  several  are  often  adopted 

by  the  same  person. 

閣 下尊號  what  is  your  ve¬ nerable  style,  sir? 

35 稱尊號 [Ts‘a。]  Fei  took the  Imperial  title. 

腕號  the  hao  assumed  on  re¬ 
tirement  from  public  life. 

酋 .號  w  2257. 

混號  a  nickname. 

法號  the  designation  of  a  Budd¬ 
hist  priest.  See  3366. 

懺佛號  to  call  on  Buddha’ name. 

字號  the  name  of  a  shop;  a 
mark;  a  brand.  Hence,  respect¬ ability. 

字號貨  goods  marked  with 
the  shop  name  or  brand ;  gen 
nine  wares. 

他狼 有字號 he  is  a  veiT 
respectable  man. 

號主  the  master  of  a  shop. 

你寶號  what  is  the  name  of 
your  shop? 

銀號  a  bank. 
號收  a  bank  receipt. 

記號  a  distinguishing;  mark  or 
brand.  See  below. 

立 個記號  to  take  a  note  to 
aid  memory. 

號上個 記號 put  a  mark  on 
it, 一 to  know  it  by. 

掛號  to  enter  on  a  register. 

號
 4 

3884 

號數  a  register  number. 

號船  a  registered  vessel. 

號單。 r  號 照  a  certificate，— 
of  registry,  etc. 

號商  licensed  merchants. 

號 頭  numbers  or  marks;  a  trum¬ pet  signal. 
number  one. 

the  items  of  a  bill;  the 

parks,  etc.,  on  boxes. 

號令  an  order;  a  word  of  com¬ 
mand. 

雲已  signals.  above、 

號旗  a  signal  flag. 

.放 號袍  to  fire  a  signal-gun； to  fire  a  salute. 

號標  a  signal-post;  marks;  bea cons. 

i 廢  a  signal  lamp;  the  “lights” on  a  steamer,  etc. 

號筒  a  trumpet. 

號衣 uniform - 
號軍  the  attendants  at  examin¬ ations,  supposed  to  be  drawn from  the  army. 

號房  the  registry  office  of  a yam^n\  a  station  for  sentries. 

掌 起雙號  two  men  began  to blow  trumpets, 一 as  at  a  funeral 

毕  the  sacred  symbol, 一 used 
by  the  Roman  Catholics  for  the 
cross  of  Christ.  See  t  157. 

起號  to  give  a  name  to  any body  or  anything;  to  give  a  signal. 

暗號  a  secret  sign;  a  password. 
一" *  買賣。 ne  class trade, 
一 >as  the  wool  trade,  tea.  trade,  etc. 

口號  a  watchword;  a  saying. 
傳出 幾句口 

several  sayings, — usually  doggrel 

rhymes  in  praise  or  blame  of 
some  one. 

號召、  to  summon. 

將號 召鄕里  was  about  to summon  the  village, — to  his  res cue. 

Read  hao^.  To  call  out; 

to  appeal  to  ；  to  wail. 

號呼 t。  shout  out;  to  scream 

號啼  to  crow,  as  a  cock;  to scream,  as  a  parrot,  etc. 

號 a
 

3884 

嘷1
 

388S 

R •豪 

C.  hou%  chou 

H.  hau F.  hoa、 ngoa、 

Jioa 

W.  ckoe 

N.  oa 

P] 

M. ) 

Y.  ho  a 
Sz.  hau 
K.ho 

J.  kd 

A.  hau Even  Lower. 

hau 

m 

3886 

r •皓號 

& 髙吴 

Rising  and 
Sinking 

Upper 

and  Lower. 

3887 

R .皓 

C. hou^ 

H.  thau 

F.  hoa*- 

W.  -oe 
P. 

M.  hau^ 

Sz. 

Y.  hoa° 

A.  hieuL、 haux 

Rising 

Irregular. 

H-A.O 

誰之 永號  whose  will  be  t
h 

endless  wailing? — not  ours,  i. 
we  shall  not  wail. 

或 不 知叫號  some  neve 
hear  a  sound, — have  nothing  t 
distract  them. 

號哭  to  bewail. 鬼 哭神號 demons  weePin and  angels  wailing, — a  frightft din. 

號泣 于昊天 tQ  inVQi 
Almighty  God  with  weeping. 

號天  to  call  to  God  for  help 
The  cries  of  wild  animal! 

To  howl；  to  bawl；  to  wai 

狼 嘷怪叫  the  wolvescho\ 

hideously. 

P 韋  P 皐 聲  a  roaring;  a  h
owlini 

a  bawling. 

兒 子終日 嘷 而卩益 3 

P 夏  a  child  will  cry  all  day  lor 

and  yet  not  become  hoarse, - because  of  乘 1 之 至也 1 11 

perfection  of  its  constitution 
harmony. 

Bright  ；  glorious.  Use 
with  3887. 

王 者之民 哼皞如 il under  a  true  sovereign,  the  peop 

have  an  air  of  deep  contentmer 

熙熙皞 皞之風 ve grand  and  excellent  customs. 

太皞  the  dynastic  title  of  tl 
legendary  Emperor  伏義  I 

Hsi,  b.c.  2953;  an  old  name  f the  i st  moon. 

少曝  the  dynastic  title  of  tl 
legendary  Emperor  天  Ch 

T'ien,  b.c.  2597;  an  old  nan 
for  the  9th  moon. 

The  appearance  of  tt 

sky  in  summer.  Vast  < 

the  sky；  an  epithet  of  tl 

Deity.  Used  with  388* 

[To  be  distinguished  froi 

旻 792  7.] 

昊天  Almighty  God. 

昊  f  不傭  Almi
ghty  God 

unjust. 

昊天不 ，惠 Almighty  God 
unkind. 
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3887 

鸛,
" 

3888 

藥 

\ko
k 

hou
k 

，” go 

n^o
h 

iha
u、 

h<? 

ho 

hak
 

. ho 

hak
 

kaku、 gaku 
hak 

Entering 
Lower. 

吴天上 帝  Almighty  God  and 
the  Ruler  on  high;  see  10,942; 
Almighty  God. 

昊 天金闕  the  golden  palace 
of  God. 

投 畏有吴 t。 hand 
(wicked  men)  to  God. 

昊慈  God’s  mercy. 

昊昊然 bright. 

over 

A  crane, — used  pictor- 

ially  as  an  emblem  of  lon¬ 

gevity.  Cranes  are  said  to 

be  divided  into  four  classes, 

viz.,  black,  white,  yellow, 

and  blue,  of  whicli.the  black 

is  the  longest  lived.  They 

are  the  horses  of  the  gods 

Also  read  ho 气  See  446, 

5943 - 

仙鶴  the  Manchurian  crane 
( Grus  viridirostris).  Paper  i ma¬ 
ges  of  it  are  carried  and  burnt 

at  funerals,  in  the  belief  that 

the  departed  spirit  rides  upon 
its  back  to  heaven.  Its  blood 

is  said  to  be  a  virulent  poison. 
It  is  the  distinguishing  badge 

upon  the  official  robes  of  a 

書  President  of  one  of  the  Six 
Boards. 

墨 染仙鶴 不受觀 if 
you  dye  a  crane  black,  it  will 

not  be  fit  to  look  at, 一 things 
should  be  naturally,  and  not 
artificially,  what  they  are. 

左鶴  a  black,  t.e.  an  aged 
crane ;  hence  the  term  is  used 

for  a  long  period  of  time. 

鶴 箅同長  may  your  life  be 
as  long  as  the  crane’s! 

鶴 髪童顔  the  hair  of  a 
crane  (sc.  of  age)  with  a  face  of 

youth. 

鶴 立鷄群  a  crane  among 
chickens, — a  Triton  among  the minnows. 

鶴 脛雖長 ，斷 之則悲 
a  crane’s  leg  may  be  long,  but it  cannot  be  shortened  without 
misery  to  the  crane.  See  3725. 

I 轉脛 有所節  a  crane’s  leg is  of  the  length  required. 

陳 兵鶴列  troops  marshalled 
after  the  manner  of  the  flight of  cranes. 

鶴
 ， 

3888 

R. 

好,
 

38S9 

皓號 

C.  hou 

H.  halt 
F.  ho  a 
W.  hoc 
N.  ho  a 

P. 
M.  hau 

Sz. 
Y.  hoa 

K.ko 

J.  kd 
A.  Lfiau、 hicu* Rising  and Sinking 

both  Upper. 

鶴 骨松姿  crane-bone  and pine -complexion,  —  lean  and i  shrivelled. 

i 

有 鶴在林  the  crane  is  in  the forest. 

聞鶴唳 於華亭 t。 
i  the  cry  of  the  crane  at  Hua-t‘ing, 
!  一 to  be  happy.  See  13,297. 

梅 妻鶴子  plum-wife  and ； crane-sons, -referring  to  the  poet 
Lin  P11,  who  said  that  the  plum- 

i  trees  which  he  grew,  and  the 
: cranes  which  he  kept,  stood  him 

j  in  stead  of  wife  and  children 

, 鶴頂  the  fleshy  knob  on  a crane’s  head.  Its  blood  is  said 
to  be -poison. 

仙鶴 頭上血 the  blood 
from  a  crane’s  head,  —  though 
a  virulent  poison,  is  nothing 

•  compared  with  woman. 

因鶴敢  lost  through  a  crane, 一- alluding  to  a  battle  lost  by 

懿公1  Kung,  b.c.  676,  in 
consequence  of  infatuated  devo¬ 
tion  to  a  pet  crane. 

風 鶴皆兵  wind  and  cranes all  soldiers, —  of  panic-stricken 

troops  who  mistake  the  whistling 
of  the  wind  and  the  screams 

of  cranes  for  the  shouts  of  the enemy. 

鶴膝瘋  crane-knee  scrofula, - diseased  knee-joint. 

白 鶴  the  white  crane, — another 
name  for  the  仙鶴  above. 

霧水鶴  a  gray  crane  found near  Canton. 

乐頂鶴  the  red-crested  crane. 

i  Good,  as  opposed  to 歹 

!io,54i,  and 壤 5031 ;  right； 
: fit ；  well ；  safe；  dear；  kind ； 

: friendly  ；  meritorious,  etc, 

jetc.  Very  ；  extremely. 

I  
' 

j  为子 歹  good  and  bad.  See  bel
aw, 

:好人  a  good  man.  Also,  the !  healthy  relatives  of  a  sick  person. 

:好 人服之  a  great  man  wears them. 

好事  a  meritorious  act.  See 

j  haoA  below. i 好得狠 OT 好極了  very 

j  good;  first  rate。 

j  單 好  good. and  雙好  very 

好 3
 

38S9 

good, 一 marks  given  to  candi 

!  dates. 

好 的一路  equally  good. 

好嘴  a  good  mouth, 一 the  gift I  of  the  gab. 

好看  good-looking. 

:好突  good  to  eat. 

1 
 " 

奸 說  proper,  or  easy,  to  say. 

j 好說 好說。 r 好話 very 

kind  of  you  to  say  so. 

y  a  birthday;  a  holiday. 

i 不好過  not  well  ；  out  of  sorts. 

好了  he  has  got  well ;  it  .is 
i  finished;  that’ll  do. 

j 好了  锋齊 
 is  he  all  right 

j .  again?  is  it  finished? 

作好了  it  is  finished, ~ as  work I  to  be  done, 

不好了  it  is  not  well, — a  cry indicating  that  things  have  come 

to  extremities,  that  the  first  blow 
has  been  struck,  that  a  sick  man 

is  dying,  etc.  etc. 

不好兒  an  evil;  a  misfortune 
一 家都好  the  whole  family is  well. 

ready  to  fa.ll, — as  flowers 

好上學  time  to  go  to  school. 

他不 好回來  he  can’t  very 
well  come  back, — under  existing 
conditions. 

好 不 好  is  it  good  or  not?  do 
you  approve  ? 

如此 i、 麽好  what  is  to  be 

j  done  now? 

: it  is  all  right,  but . 

1 好却 好只。 r 好倒好 

I  只  I  admit  the  advantage, 

j  but. .. . - 

好 上去麽  is  it  safe  to  go  up  ? 

好姐姐 deair  sister! 
我 好回話  to  enable  me  to give  an  answer. 

好心。 r 好意  a  kind  or  good 
j  intention. 

i  好  一 ■個馬  what  a  nice  horse ! 

j 好個 馬 ，不 作臉
  that’s  a 

I  nice  horse  to  do  you  credit ! 一 used  sarcastically. 

好道  the  right  way  or  course. 

好 端端的  ri8htlyj  Properly. 
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好樂  affectionate.
 

好打  a  good  thrashing. 

好巧  well  done!  good  stroke ! 

好命婆  women  of  luck, — who! 
in  some：  parts  of  China  assist  the  I 

bride  to  step  over  the  threshold  I 

of  her  husband’s  house.  Their | 
husbands  and  children  must  be[ 
living. 

好用  feasible;  good  to  employ. 

好數目  very  exactly  reckoned. 
See  hao4. 

好死的 办㈣ by  natural  I 
from  poisoning,  I causes,  —  not 

violence,  etc. 

好在  it  is  a  good  thing  that.... 

相好  to  be  on  friendly  terms, 

永 以爲好  to  be  always 
friends. 

有甚 麽好處 
what  is  the  I 

good  of  it?  See  2660  chlux. 

好處 在那裏  where  is  the  j 
advantage  ? 

你來的 _ 好 y。11  have| come  in  the  nick  of  time. 

作 行好 的事情 tQ  H 
meritorious  acts. 

倏好  to  practise  goodness ;  to| 
cultivate  charity. 

君 子好逑  a  good  mate  fot| 
our  prince.  See  2328. 

楫—謂 我好兮 H 
bowed  and  said  I  was  skilful. 

驕 人好好  the  proud  are  j 
elated, 

好好 界的 quMy;  _Peace - fully ;  with  deliberation. 

昨 天 還好好 的呢 I 
yesterday  he  (or  it)  was  all  right.  | 

不 營好歹 he  is  a  fool. 

不 知好歹 he  is  a  bad  lot- 
不知 好歹就 跟着他 I 

foolishly  (without  suspecting  any| 
mischief)  followed  him. 

好 歹別作  on  no  account  I 
do  it. 

叫好  to  applaud. 

花 錢買好  to  lay  out  money! 

你 鈴我帶 個好去 
present  my  compliments  for  me. 

替 我間好  ask  after  him  for  | 
me. 

討不 出好來  nothing  good| 
to  be  got  out  of  it. 

好不答 言的笑 了 he laughed  for  no  reason. 

已經 說好了  has  already  | been  agreed  upon. 

好到 不値錢  however  j good,  it  is  not  worth  anything. 

雨好 並一好  as  lh：*:  as  two  | 

peas. 
好些個  a  good  many;  a  large  I number. 

免 p  些 or  免 p  — • 些  d.  little better ;  improving,  as  a  sick  man. 
Sec  4363. 

免 F  次  very  many  times. 

好多  a  great  many. 

好大  very  large. 好^  very  laughable. 

好熱  very  hot. 好  jlp  very  clever ;  capital ! 

好似 ot 好一似  very  like. 

好像你  very  like  you. 

好久  a  long  time. 

好采  very  lucky. 
好 生詫異  to  be  very  much  I astonished.  See  hao4. 

好容易  5754- 
4 生… w 好聲  …. Mind  I 
you.. ..  Be  careful  to ... . 

好沒  not  to  have  the  least  ； 

好不 耐煩1  can  easily  put| 

up  with  it ! 

好 不辛苦  very  trying;  very painful.  See  9456. 

好 不疼呀  how  dreadfully 
painful ! 

好 不費事  very  difficult; very  troublesome.  [In  this  and 
the  three  previous  entries,  the 

negative  disappears  through  the 
ironical  tone  of  the  speaker. 
See  9456.] 

旣係至 親來請 ，他好 

Read  hao1.  To  love;  to 

like,  as  opposed  to 惡 

1 2,779.  To  look  pleased. 
；The  hole  in  a  cask  ；  see 

|5665
 - 

好酒  fond  of  wine. 

好色  fond  of  women. 

敏 而好學  clever  and  fondo： 

study. 

各 有所好  every  one  has  hi: fancy,  or  his  own  particular  taste 

外好  a  “weakness，”一 as  foi gambling  or  wine. 

妻有 外好 his  wife  has  i 
lover. 

偏好  to  have  a  partiality  for. 

百姓心 好義  the  heart  0 
the  people  is  for  justice. 

好事  to  be  fond  of  fun;  to  lov< mischief;  officious;  interfering 
to  be  a  connoisseur.  See  9990 

以 資好事  as  a  contributioi 
to  curiosities  of  literature, 一 o 
a  tale. 

惟 好事者 能辨也 
connoisseurs  could  tell  the  diffei 
ence. 

噫好 事者爲 之也心 the  work  of  some  dilettante, - 

of  a  pious  fraud  in  literature. 

pj? 軍 作好  the  general  in  th 
middle  looks  pleased. 

好古 翠新者  Conservative 

or  Tories, 

好數目  overreaching.  *S^hao 

好 生之德 the  virtue ' 
loving  production,  as  attribute 
to  the  creative  energies  of  heave 

Also  applied  to  ma 

with  a  view  to  get  some  ad- 1 
vantage  or  benefit. 

不來  since  she  is  invited  byl 
very  near  relatives,  she  will  have 
to  come. 

and  earth, 

in  the  sense  of  love  for  the  we 

fare  of  living  things.  See  hao 

好 喜  to  be  addicted. 

好 吃懶作  ready  to  eat  bi 
not  to  work, — good-for-nothin 

好道  to  be  a  Taoist  devotee. 

好强  to  be  fond  of  athletic 
warlike. 

好高  proud ;  thinking  ve: highly  of  oneself, to  like  to. 
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3890 

•皓 
:e 始 
ising  Lower. 

瓣 
38900 

浩‘
 

皓 
hou^ 

, ^hau 

•知 > 
hoa: 

Aau1 

hau^ 

Aoa* 

^豪 
Rising 

Irregular. 

Fear；  anxiety. 

皓‘
 

3892 

hou^ 
^hau 

>soe 
hoal- 

hav)- 

I
 
 

hau
^ 

hoa3 

M 

Rising 
Irregular. 

Same  as  3891. 

Vast  ；  grand. 

浩然 overwhelming,  as  a  flood; 
beautifully  embracing  or  extend¬ 

ing,  as  moonlight;  without  hesi¬ 

tation  ; resolute ;  on  a  grand  scale. 

浩 然之氣  a  term  used  by 
Mencius  to  express  a  natural 

greatness  or  elevation  of  soul, 
fostered  by  strict  practice  of  duty 

towards  one’s  neighbour 

所 生者.  <<Passion-nature,; 
was  coined  by  Dr.  Legge  to  meet 
the  exigencies  of  translation. 
Commonly  used  in  the  sense  of 
resolution. 

浩 然而去  to  depart  quickly, 
without  a  moment’s  hesitation. 

浩 浩昊天 o  great  and  al¬ 
mighty  God! 

浩繁  numerous;  perplexing. 

江山 之浩蕩  the  grandeur 
of  the  scenery. 

Bright；  luminous.  White； 
noary. 

月 出皓兮  the  moon  comes 
forth  in  her  splendour, 

楊 之水诌 石皓皓 
amidst  the  fretted  waters,  the 
white  rocks  stand  glistening. 

太皓  the  firmament. 

趁着 睹月走 ̂ 路 t。 take 
advantage  of  moonlight  to  travel. 

光 苦睹耀  bright  and  glo- 
rious  to  behold. 

皓皓  shining；  glittering;  dazz¬ 
ling. 

唯齒  gleaming  teeth. 
皓首  a  white  or  hoary  head. 

四皓  the  Four  Gray-heads, 一 j 
four  recluses  who  fled  from  the 
troubles  which  marked  the  close 
of  the  reign  of  the  First  Em- 

皓
 4 

3892 

m 
3893 

r •遇藥 

C.  k^0ko 

H.  k、ok 
F.  k'auk 

N.  hoh 
P.  h(P^ 

hatf 、 kwo\ 

ku^ 

M.  k\ 

Y.  hak 
K.  hu%  v.  ho、 

hak 

J.  kaku A.  hak 
Sinking  and Entering 

Upper. 

peror,  b.c.  212.  and  returned  to 

ordinary  life  after  the  final  esta- 
blishment  of  the  Han  dynasty. 

天皓 a  star  in  Sagittarius. 
To  dry 

exhausted, 

and  ku、 

up  ；  to  become 

Also  read  ho 必 

顥 3^94 

m: 389s 

r， 皓 

See 推 

Rising 

Irregular. 

薅
1
 

3896 

R •豪 

F.  koa、 hau 

seefif 

A.  kau、 k'-au Even  Upper. 

袱 3897 

乾  f 固  parched;  in  want  of  water； needy. 

泉涸 魚相與 處於陸 
when  the  stream  dries  up,  the 
fishes  are  left  upon  the  ground. 

腾 個轍之  it  t。 give  iife  to a  fish  in  a  dry  rut, 一 to  help 

person  in  extremities. 

水始涧  (thereupon)  the  water began  to  dry  up. 

無 本之水 ，涸 可立待 
if  a  stream  has  no  source,  one 

can  wait  for  it  to  dry  up, — it 
will  not  be  long  in  doing  so. 

濟涸  to  help  people  in  distress. 

陰涸  loss  of  virility. 
涸鮒  a  fish  out  of  water;  strand¬ 
ed;  at  the  last  gasp. 

以 涸其船  so  as  to  strand their  ships. 

Same  as  3892. 

Vast;  boundless ；  unfath¬ 

omable.  The  liquor  in  which 

pulse  has  been  boiled,  once 

used  for  washing  the  hair, 

and  by  Buddhist  priests  for 

washing  images  of  Buddha. 

爆具漁  a  boundless  waste  of waters. 

漯 員濱貝  deep;  obscure;  abstruse. 

To  pull  up  weeds. 

薅草  t。 weed. 
藤  ̂   ̂   to  pull  out  the  hair, — in  a  rage. 

薅 亂絲膠  to  unloosen  the sticky  snarls  of  raw  silk. 

Same  as  3896. 

徕 

3S9S 

3899 

R •職 

C.  hak H.  hU 

F.  haik、 heih 
Die 

N.  hah 

P. 

M.  he 

Y.  hek 

Sz.  he 
K.  hik 

J.  koku 

A.  hdk 
Rising  Upper. 

Same  as  3896. 

1 

Black ;  dark  ；  evil.  Also 
read  he^.  Radical  203.  See： 
12,721. 

黑色  black  colour, 一 is  generally, tabooed  as  evil  or  unlucky. 

漆黑的  black  as  lacquer, — as 

jet. 

黑子  a  mole;  a  black  spot;  a common  name  for  a  black  dog. 

黑 子彈九  a  figurative  ex¬ 
pression  for  a  very  small  place. 

H 中屢 有黑予 -re 
were  frequent  spots  on  the  sun, 
一 at  accession  of  first  Emp.  of 
Ming  dynasty. 

黑胳星  a  blemish ;  a 黑 土。 r 黑貨。 r 黑烟 
opium.  [The  second  is  also  stolen 
goods.] 

黑籍 on  the  black  list,1— a  no¬ tice  pasted  by  the  authorities  on 
the  doors  of  all  who  continue, 

in  spite  of  prohibition,  to  smoke 

opium. 

他 染了黑  he  is  dyed  black, 一 he  is  an  opium-smoker. 

黑 乾枯瘦  yellow  and  3iri 
I  veiled. 

I 覺得 一 ■陣黑 all  became 
black  before  him. 

白 紙上寫 著黑字 black 
words  written  on  white  paper, 
— in  black  and  white. 

不 分黑白  not  to  know  black from  white, — stupid；  unreason¬ 
able.  See：  11,604. 

^  a  black  man.  Also,  one 
whose  ancestry  is  unknown.  Used 

in  works  on  tibet  for  “layman.” See  Mow. 

黑道 B  an  unlucky  day.  Cf. Black  Monday. 

黑稿  a  pencil  sketch;  an  outline. 

黑蒼蒼  veiT  black,— as  hair. 

厥土黑 墳  the  soil  was  black¬ 
ish  and  rich. 

黑暗 dark. 
黑覷戯  quite  d;rk-. 
黑下 or  黑 家  nightfall;  dusk. 
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黑夜。 r  黑更  a  dark  night; 
night  time. 

黑 早  very  early ;  while  yet  dark. 

次日起 個黑早 next  _ 
he  got  up  before  it  was  light. 

黑上來  to  grow  dark. 

黑姑冬  just  before  daybreak. 

摸 着黑兒  feeling  in  the  dark 
for  something. 

黑 天黑地  dark  above  and 
dark  below. 

黑  black  at  heart ;  evil. 

黑話  dark  language, — myster¬ 
ious  ; not  easy  to  understand. 

黑水  a  river  forming  one  ofl 
the  head  waters  of  the  Yang- 

tsze, 一 (?)  an-  affluent  of  the  岷 

yT.  •  See  10,128. 

黑龍江  the  Amoor  river  up 
to  its  junction  with  the  Songari 
river. 

黑 龍江省  the  Manchurian 
province  of  Tsitsihar. 

黑鉛瑰  plumbago. 

黑  心  black  metal, 一 iron 

黑 康  black  dates. 

黑  pf  the  black  animal,— a 
euphemism  for  “pig,”  much  used 
by  Mahommedans. 

黑臉。 r  黑  ®anegro  ;aMa lay- , 

黑了臉  to  turn  black  in  the 
face, -  to  become  angry. 

黑 豆  black  pulse. 

黑淨  actors  who  take  civil  offi 
dais’  parts. 

黑胡椒  black  pepper. 

黑芝蔴  blaek  sesamum. 

黑勲魚  the  bleak  {Leuciscus athiops). 

黑魚 or. 黑魚豊  the  snake  fish 
( Ophiocephalus  argus). 

M  頭  _  子  the 
 black  tern 

、Hydrochelidon  nigt^a). 

黑紅壳 _a  game  played  with 
bamboo  tube  and  two  pieces  of! 
stick,  one  coloured  black  and 
one  red. 

黑瓜 the  black  (really  dark 
purple)  melon. 

R. 

黑
1
 

黑  BE  相  &  the  Black  Princ
e, a  name  given  t。 王德用 3899 

Wang  Te-yung  of  the  Sung  dyn¬ 

asty. 

學 人  the  Banshen’s  lamas.  See 
above. 

黑徒  Urga  lamas. 

HEsrsr. 

哏 See  5973 - 

3900 

很
 3 

Angry  ；  quarrelsome  ； 

overbearing  ;  sullen  ；  in- 

39。1 

tractable.  Very  ；  used  with 

C.  he/i 
H.  hen F.  houng^  v. 

heing 

W.  hang 
N.  king 

P.  hen^  v.  heng 
M. 

' hen 

K.  h  'dn 
J.  kon、 gon 

A.  nghi、 - 

Rising  Upper 

3904- 
^  ̂overbearing;  quarrels

ome 

發很  to  get  angry. 

勇鬪很 femd  of  vi。 
lence  and  fighting. 

很好。 r 好得 很 veiTg°°d 

很多  very  many, 

i  很很的  thoroughly. 

恨‘
 

39。2 

.願 

C.  hen 
H. han、  hen F.  haung W.  ang 
N.  eng 

P. 

M. 

Y. 
Sz. 

K.  hdn 

y.kon'gon 
A.  hen 

Sinking 

Lower. 

To  hate.  Used  at  the  be 

'ginning  of  sentences  in  the 
sense  of  “Alas,  that.../  etc 

hen 

可恨  hateful ;  odious. 

恨掻  very  detestable. 
恨怒  to  feel  resentment;  ani¬ 
mosity. 

懷  oi •怨恨  to  cherish hate;  to  bear  a  grudge. 

抱 恨終身  to  cherish  hate  all 
one’s  life, 

m 視  to  look  at  angrily;  to  glare 

It. 

惹 得人恨  to  stir  up  people 
enmity. 

恨人  to  irritate;  irritating. 

悔恨  to  feel  remorse. 

遺 恨於人  to  cause  people  to bear  a  grudge  against  oneself. 

I 雪恨  to  wipe  out  a  grudge;  to wreak  vengeance. 

理舊恨  to  avenge  an  old 
grudge. 

出我心 頭之恨 to  WOTk off  my  feeling  of  hate, — by  taking 

vengeance. 

恨‘
 

39。2 

恨不能  vexed  at  not  being! able  to ;  alas!  that  I  wasi 
unable  to ;  only  too  glad  to 

(or  that). 

H 恨義不 能 胃 胃， 1 am  unable  to ;  the  worst  is| 
I  cannot  •… 

恨不得  vexed  at  non-attain- ment;  I  only  wish  I  could ! 

恨 不得如 此爲如 if]| could  only  get  one  like  her  foi 
a  concubine. 

長 个艮歌  the  ode  upon  the  ev
en 

lasting  resentment  of  明皇 

Ming  Huang  (the  Emperor  Hsuari Tsung  of  the  T‘ang  dynasty)  a 
the  death  of  his  famous  favour 

ite  楊貴如  Yang  Kuei-fei and  of  all  those  connected  wit! the  tragedy. 

恨狐  the  horned  owl. 

拫
 5 

39°3 

K -元 

See 痕 

Even  Lower. 

To  pull ;  to  drag  ；  t< 

stop  ；  to  restrain. 

报格  to  drag  out;  to  turn  ouf 

根抑  to  press  down ;  to  restrair 

狠
 3 

39°4 

R, 阮 

C.  hen 

H.  三 hen 

’， houng^  heiftg W.  hang 

N.  heng 

J 
 hen
 

Y.  heng 

Sz.  hen 

K.  hdn 

].gan,gon Rising  Upper 

Correctly  read  yen^^  dog 

fighting.  Also  kKenz^  t root  like  a  hog.  Used  fo 

3901,  as  below. 

厥心 疾狠  he  was  at  his 
 wit 

end. 

難  velT  difficult. 狠是  that’s  very  true !  quill 
right ! 

多得狠  very  many. 

狠小  very  small. 

不 狠怕他  I  don't  much  f— 

him. 

狠勁的  truculent;  overbcaj ing;  bullying. 

痕:
 

_39°5
. 

R .元 

C.  hen H.  hen、 Jun 

F.  houng、 oung W.  ang 

N.  ̂  

P. 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 

hen 

A  scar  ;  a  .mark  ；  trace： 

傷痕  the  scar  of  a  wound. 

瘢痕  a  scar;  a  mark,  as  tl pitting  of  small-pox. 

涙痕  traces  of  tears. 枕上啼 痕固在 .七 

traces  of  tears  were  on  her  pillo' 

7K  _  water  st
ains;  stains  fro liquids ;  watermarks. 
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痕 2
 

39°S 
“  kin 

. hon^  gon 

l.  ng》n 
Even  Lower. 

3906 

舉 
. hin 它 

•  k'en 
. heing 
h  hat 

•  hang 
, hens 

. hen 

[. J  hing
 

•  hidng 
kd、 kid 

. kaing 

-ven  Upper. 

哼1
 

39^7 

庚 

ven  Upper. 

w 

庚 

哼 
ven  Upper. 

雨 跡添來 隔宿痕 the 
traces  of  last  night’s  rain, — as on  flowers. 

痕跡  marks ;  traces 

露痕跡  to  betray  oneself;  to 
give  a  clue. 

波痕  ripples  on  water. 

荅痕 上墙緑 the  _s  is 
green  upon  my  door-step, — there 
are  no  footsteps  to  wear  it  away. 

不 免有痕 之未化 k  is 
impossible  to  avoid  traces  which 

will  not  disappear, 一 referring  to 
the  passage  of  material  existence, 

HES3XTC31-. 

To  pervade  ；  to  perse¬ 
vere  ； to  be  successful. 

出 入亨通  in  every  way  suc¬ 
cessful. 

大 亨天衢  an  Imperial  road; 
a  causeway. 

亨嘉。 r 泰亨  prosperous; 
successful. 

亨屯  (chunx)  to  free  from  diffi 
culty. 

Read  p{engx.  Used  for 

烹 (8907)  to  boil ;  to  cook. 

或 剝或亨  some  flay  (the  vie 
timsh  sorae  boil  (the  flesh). 

Frightened.  A  sound  of 

reply.  To  moan. 

嗆哼 aghast. 

哼 哈二將  the  two  ferocious 
guardians  painted  on  temple 
doors.  See  12,114. 

哼哈  to  hum  and  haw. 

哼 阿哼的  humming  and hawing. 

哼不 是他麽  what !  is  not 
that  he? 

哼咳  to  moan. 

6  P? 的  groaning. 

Fat;  puffed  up. 

膨脖  a  swollen  belly；  bloated ; 
puffed  out. 

39°9 

R •陽庚 

'M. 

C.  ha'ng、 hong H.  hang 

F.  heing、 ang 

W.  oa^  ̂ oa 
N.  ang 

P.  hhig、 hang 
M.  hhi、 hang 

，.入  W，ig 

K.  hidng 

J.  ko 

A.  haing、 hang 

Even  Lower. 

珩 
2 

39io 

R .庚 

H.  hang 

W •阳 
Vi.  hen 

See 衡 

Even  Lower. 

Beams  which  support 

rafters.  A  row,  as  of  tiles’ 

trees,  etc.  Planks  for  var¬ 

ious  purposes.  A  clothes- 
horse.  A  pontoon. 

桁桷  beams  and  rafters. 
屋桁  the  beam  of  a  house. 

樹桁子  a  row  of  trees. 

桁楊  a  cangue. 

The  top  gem  of  the 

girdle-pendant. 

有 繪葱珩  the  gems  of  his girdle-pendant  sounding. 

391 
W 

3912 

R •庚 

C.  heng 

H./en F.  heing 

W.  a  • 

N.  big 

P.  heng 

M.  heti^  hun 
Y.  I 

sz.  )  hen
s 

K.  hidng 9 hweng 

'•ko^gid 

A.  haing 

Even  Lower. 

See  4625. 

Cross-wise,  horizontal,  or 

east  and  west,  as  opposed 

to 從 (12,028)  vertical  or 

length-wise  or  north  and 

south; ⑽橫 3915.  Dis¬ 

orderly  ； perplexed.  The 

yoke  of  a  draught  ox.  The 

beam  of  a  balance  or  steel¬ 

yard；  to  weigh.  A  balus¬ 
trade；  a  railing.  The  space 

between  the  eyebrows. 

衡 從其畝  the  acres  must 
be  (ploughed)  cross-wise  and 
length-wise. 

二 衡一縱  two  horizontals 
and  one  perpendicular,  —  des¬ 

cribing  the  character  工 . 

衡說  is  the  opposite  of  從說； 
see  12,028. 

衡 門之下  beneath  my  door made  of  crossed  pieces  of  wood, 

— the  simple  door  of  a  hut. 

一人 衡行於 天下。 ne 
man  was  pursuing  a  disorderly 

course  in  the  empire,  —  the 

tyrant  糸寸  Chou;  see  2472. 

衡,
 

3912 

衡於慮  Perplexed  in  thought 

見 其倚 於衡也 let man  see  these  things  (truth  and 
rectitude)  attached  to  the  yoke 

of  his  carriage, 一 have  them  ever 
with  him.  See  below. 

同量衡 he  made  uniform  the measures  of  length  and  of  capa¬ 

city. 

玉衡  part  of  an  ancient  astro¬ nomical  instrument,  said  to  have 

been  'used  by  the  Emperor  Shun, 
the  bOar  Alioth  e  in  the  Great 
Bear. 

玉衡 指孟冬  the  yii  heng indicates  tive  'first  month  of 
winter, 一 (= 处 e  7th  moon  of 
the  modern  calefi^ar). 

穆 穆迓衡  to  reveres  Jy 
make  even, 一 as  with  SGales,  i.e. 
to  adjust  difficulties  and  establish order. 

衡量  to  measure;  to  estimate. 

衡平  a  pair  of  scales. 
鑑 空衡平  to  have  a  quick and  clear  perception  of  what  is 

just. 

衡情  to  consider  the  circum¬ stances  of  a  case. 

衡文  to  examine'  essays, 
衡論  to  consider;  to  discuss. 
爭衡  to  contend  for  victory. 

杭衡  to  oppose ;  to  refuse  to 

yield. 

權衡  the  weight  and  fhe  steel¬ yard,  Le.  the  power  of  adjusting; authority. 

權 衡執掌  the  power  is  in 
his  hands. 

百 金之子 不倚衡 
man  of  100  taels  (sc.  a  man  of 

some  small  property)  does  not 

lean  against  a  balustrade, — his 
life  being  too  well  worth  having, 
and  the  balustrade  possibly 
rotten.  See  垂 2829. 

阿衡  the  名  personal  name, according  to  the  史記  Histor¬ 

ical  Record,  of  伊尹 lYin; 

considered -by  others  to  be  the 
title  of  his  office. 

衡  |_Lj  a  mountain  in  Hunan,  one 
of  the  五岳  five  mountains  of 

China. 

台衡  designation  of*  a  Grand 
Secretary. 



X30EllSrC3r 

銜 
39x3 

W 

Same  as  3912. 

39x4 
R •庚 

W.  a,  wae 
See 衡 

Even  Lower. 

A  plant,  called  杜衝 

'which  flowers  early  in 

'spring,  and  occurs  in  shaded 

jplaces  on  cliffs  [Asarum 

\maximum、  Hemsl.).  See 

橫,
 

39i5 R •庚敬 
C.  wdrtg 
H.  wang 

F,  hwartg、 hahi^ 

W.  wae 

4564. 

Cross-wise  ;  horizontal, 

as  opposed  to 翌  10,079. 

j At  right  angles  to.  Side- 
jways.  Unexpected.  Evil; 

j  perverse.  See  391  2,  2825. 

叹橫木  a  cross*beam；  -  boom; 
M.  hun^  hen  the  axle  of  carts ;  the  spokes  of 

wheels. Y.  hung 

K.  hweng 

J.  kwo^  wd 
A.  hwain^ 

Even  and 
Sinking 

Lower. 

橫梁  cross-beams. 

橫經  the  warp  of  a  texture. 

權斜  criss-cross. 
打橫  {see  below)  or  橫躺著 

- •擺橫  to  lay  cross- wise. 

橫竪 要過河 i  must  cross 
.the  river  at  all  costs. 

橫 竪不可  on  no  account  can it  be  so. 

橫 躺竪臥  to  lounge;  to 
lollop  about 

橫 線^  horizontal  stripes, -painted 
on  anything. 

橫骨  the  share-bone. 

橫門  a  side  door. 

橫植  at  right  angles. 

橫 於道左  at  right  angles  to 
the  road,  on  the  left-hand  side. 

橫行  to  walk  sideways,  like  a 
crab；  to  overspread.  See  below. 

橫量  to  measure  cross-wise, — the  breadth. 

橫水渡  ferries. 
to  raise  on  all  sides ;  a 

cross-presentation  at  birth. 

橫 生事端  to  stir  up  trouble on  all  sides. 

從橫  agreeing  and  disagreeing； 
by  fair  or  foul  means.  ^3912. 

橫眉 立目的  surly-looking. 

橫,
 

39!S 

[  488
 

橫撐。 r 橫妨 spokes  of wheels. 

橫向  the  outline  or  profile  of  a hill,  etc. 

橫 互  t0  cross. 
to  take  a  seat  at  the  side, 

— of  a  table,  not  at  either  end. See  above. 

橫梳  a  ship’s  yards. 

橫隹 i  lying  across. 

橫 對洋面  lying  length-wise towards  the  sea, — as  an  island 

lying  across  the  mouth  of  a  bay 

橫設  set  cross-wise. 

橫巾 g 。彳 横披  an  oblong hanging  inscription ;  pictures 
which  unroll  horizontally,  as 

opp.  to 直  vertically. 

引兵 以橫突 tQ  take  in flank. 

橫 道兒。 r 橫盪兒 
horizontal  line. 

打個 橫道兒 tQ  draw  a horizontal  line. 

橫躲裏  the  diagonal  of  a rectangle ;  across. 

橫躲 裏殺出 程咬佥 
cross-wise  to  be  interrupted  by  a 

Ch'eng  Yao-chin, — to  be  unex 
pectedly  interrupted  in  a  fight, 

[Ch^ng  Yao-chin,  who  plays  a 
comic  part  in  Chinese  theatricals, 
was  a  general  under  李世民 

Li  Shih-min  the  founder  of  the 

T‘ang  dynasty.  See  9632.] 

打 橫做事  to  act  perversely. 

横 行霸道  to  act  contrary  to all  reason  and  right.  See  4427 

橫 三  四  in  all  sorts  of 
ways. 

橫抽  to  levy  blackmail. 

橫 徵私派  to  exact  unlawful 
levies, 

住了  stopped  him  by  getting 
across  his  path;  parried  the  blow 

橫手買  to  buy  underhand,  or 
through  another’s  agency. 

雲 橫秦嶺 心心 lie  athwart the  Ch‘in  mountains. 

洪 水橫流  the  vast  waters, flowing  out  of  their  channels. 

天橫  eight  stars  in  or  near Cassiopeia. 

橫,
 

3QI5 

3916 

姮,
 

39l8 

m 
W.  iyiit 

N.  woun 

P.  heng 

M.  hen 

Y.  ou 

K. hang 

J- 

A. hdng 

Even  Lower 

Irregular. 

HJEUSfCSr 

Read  hengK  or  hung 

Perverse  ;  unreasonable 

unlooked-for. 

處  cW  士  橫議. unemploye scholars  indulge  in  unreasoi 
able  discussions. 

橫  a  lawless  government. 

家 無橫事  nothing  to  troubl 
the  family  happiness. 

其待我 以橫遒 he  trca, 
me  in  a  perverse  and  unreasor 
able  manner. 

I
S
1
 

3917 

R •葱 

TiTT 

see 恒 

Even  Lower. 

豪 橫  arrogant;  overbearing. 

/]  violent;  disobedient. 

發橫  to  show  perversity；  to  b cross;  threatening ;  blustering. 

橫遭  to  meet  sudden  and  ue looked-for  misfortune. 

橫覦  an  unexpected  calamity. 

橫財  a  wind-fall. 橫 死  an  untimely  death. 

兇橫人  an  evil  fellow. 

橫心 横腸  heart  aiuj  bowel 
put  the  wrong  way  across,— 

of  a  person  with  whom  it  i difficult  to  get  along. 

Same  as  3919. 

A  rope ;  see  1 398.  Hasty 

quick. 

絚梯  a  rope  ladder. 
梂 者腰玆 而入水 
who  seek  (pearls)  bind  a 

round  their  waists  before  enter 

ing  the  water. 

The  goddess  蛾, now 
known  as  嫦娥㈣ 440i 

桓  being  changed  to 嫌 
because  恒  was  the  personal 

name  of  穆宗 of  the  T‘ang 

and  眞宗  c  ’  the  Sung 

dynasties. 
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恒
 * 

39^9 
R. 葱 vTST 

C.  king 

H.  herty  v. 
shong 

F.  heing 
W.  a; 

N. 

?.ht 

M.  hen 

Sz.\A^'
 

K. hdng 

J.kd 

A.  hang 
Even  Lower. 

r.  ang 
•^g 

綹 
3920 

莖，
 

3921 

R •庚 
C.  kLi”g、 iheng 
H.  ̂in 
F.  tkeing、 

sJieing 

, man 

Constant  ；  permanent ; 

regular ;  persevering. 

無 恒安息  do  not  reckon  on 
your  rest  being  permanent, 

則 財恒足  thus  wealth  will 
always  be  sufficient. 

得見有 恒者， 斯可矣 
could  I  see  a  man  possessed  of 

constancy,  that  would  satisfy  me. 

難乎 有恒矣  it  is  difficult 
to  be  constant. 

人 而無恒 ，不 可以作 

/|A  醫  a  man  without  constancy 
cannot  be  either  a  wizard  or  a 

doctor. 

非恒人  no  ordinary  man. 

AH、 with  perseverance. 

有 恒產者 有恒心 th(^se 
who  have  a  fixed  source  of  in¬ 
come,  have  their  minds  fixed,  t.e. 

they  mind  their  own  business 
and  are  disinclined  to  agitation. 

人 有恒言  people  have  this saying,  
- 

口如扃 ，言 有恒 ifa 
keeps  his  mouth  shut,  his  words 

become  proverbial.  See  2542 

愛 人‘人 恒愛之 thQse 
who  love  others  aje  themselves 
beloved. 

^  for  a  long  time. 

恒常  constant;  enduring. 

恒性  a  persevering  disposition. 

恒情  a  rooted  feeling  or  bias. 

如 巧 之恒 (^')  like  the waxing  moon. 

惰 (kengx)  ̂   universal. 

恒河 恒伽  the  Ganges. 

恒河沙 那麽多  as  many 
as  the  sands  of  the  Ganges. 

Same  as  3917. 

The  stalk  of  a  plant  ；  a 

stem  ；  the  hilt  of  a  sword. 

Numerative  of  hairs  of  the 

head, 

^  a  lotus  stalk. 

莖 

3921 

W.  Ccinng^ 
uijatig N.  sJeng 

?.cchit7g^S.hetig 

M. 【chin、 Uibi 
Y.  rchin^  cke?i 
K.  hid n v. 

•kidng 

J-  ko^gio A.  ill  a  in g 

Even  Upper 

and  Lower. 

ml 

3922 

尺庚 

See 訇 

A.  Jivjaing 
Even  Upper. 

w 
3923 

R •梗 

See 幸 

Rising  Lower. 

莕 
3924 

劐 
3925 

3926 

3927 

3928 

— ^  ̂   one  stalk. 

玉莖。 J •莖 物。 r 陰莖 
the  penis. 

贺 舉  an  erection 

Sound  ；  noise. 

the  mingled  sounds  of 

bells  and  drums. 

Angry  words  ；  reproof. 

向 他發詩  scolded  him 
roundly. 

曷 
3929 R •揚 7. 

C.  hot0 
H.  hot^ 

F.  hak^ 

w.x 

N.  ahy 

P.  iho 
M.  ho 
Y.  hcoh 

Sz.  ho 
K.  hal、kal 

Same  as  4625. 

HO. 

See  5300. 

See  5304. 

See  5306. 

See  50j8. 

How  ?  Why  ?  Where  ? 

What?  When?  To  check; 
to  stop. 

曷 維其已  how  can  it  cease? 

曷故  for  what  reason  ? 

曷可  how  is  it  possible  to . ? 

曷嘗出 乎衆哉 _  wil1 
they  manage  to  distinguish  them¬ selves? 

■•j 

萄 

** 

3929 J.  katsz、 k  tic  hi A.  hat 
Entering 

Irregular. 

喝1
 * 

3930 

R •爲卦 

( 

hotn 
C. 

H. 

F.  hak 
W.  ho,  ha 

N.  hah 
、•  dho、 

f .  Jio'ho 

P. 

M 

Y.  heoh 

Sz.  k^o 

K.  hal、kal 

J.  katsz 

A •声 

Entering 

Upper. 

ho) 

曷若 速化歸 虛之爲 

愈也哉  how  is  it  to  be  com 
pared  with  quick  dissolution  and 
return  to  the  Infinite  ?，of  em 
balming. 

曷 勝藶戴 how  can:  I  ad- 
equately  express  my  gratitude  ? 

曷勝  k  i  1  am  very mftc^ delighted. 

易其 奈何弗 敬 _  this 
disrespect  ? 

馬至哉  where  is  he  now? 

曷月  in  what  month  ? 
^ { 舌  when  will  he  come back  to  me? 

易極  what  limit  or  end  to •… 

曷之用  to  decline  to  use. 
To  shout  out.  To  drink. 

暍道  said  in  a  loud  voice,  ̂ as 
follows).  Also,  to  shout  to  clear 

the  road  before  a  mandarin’s 
procession,  or  as  the  gate-keepe 
of  2.  y  a  men  does  before  throwing 

open  the  gates. 

聽得 遠遠暍 道的聲 
heard  the  distant  cry  of  lictors 

clearing  the  road: 

_  大聲  to  bawl 
 loudly, 

把 他暍住 J  shouted  to 
him  and  made  him  stop. 

聞 '喝 （W4)  _  —聲  heard ，a shout. 

暍開  to  shout  at  and  separate, 
as  people  fighting. 

暍令  to  shout  an  order ;  to incite;  to  egg  on.  See  10,014. 

p 乎 鳴  to  shout  at;  to  order  about. 

嘶暍  to  sob;  to  waii. 
暍杀  to  applaud ;  to  encore. 

蟬暍柳  the  cicada  chirps  on the  willow. 

喝阻  to  call  upon  one  to  stop； 
*  to  check. 

暍 盧呼雄  to  shout  the  black and  call  out  the  white， 一 to  cry 
the  throws  at  a  game  with  certain 

dice  shaped  like  apricot-seeds 
with  five  black  calves  on  one 

side  and  five  white  pheasants 
on  the  other.  The  term  is  now 

applied  to  ordinary  dice. 

暍早 華時候  time  of  early 

tea-drinking. 

62 
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HO 

喝 1* 
393° 

耗 
393i 

r. 曷 

See 褐 

Entering 

Irregular. 

3932 R •爲 
C.  ho/. 

F. hakx 

喝茶 了沒有 have  _ 
drunk  tea  ? —— an  early  morning 

, salutation.  See  3422. 

喝 瘂巴酒  to  sit  niumchance 
, drinking  wine,  —  as  when  not 

'•  playing  “guess-fingers,”  etc. 

喝得 成了泥  so  drunk  that 
'  one  can’t  stand. 

暍酒  to  drink  wine.  So  tea, 
soup,  water,  etc. 

:暍醉  to  get  drunk. t 

暍墨水  to  drink  ink -water, — 
to  study  ;  from  the  habit  of  put¬ 
ting  the  brush  into  the  mouth. 

喫 喝嫖賭  to  eat  and  drink 
and  whore  and  gamble. 

■喝 西北 風  t。 drink  the  north- 
j  west  wind, — for  wages;  sc.  to  get 

none. 

Serge.  Used  with  3932. 

M  曷毛  coarse  woollen cloth. 

褐护
 

Coarse  woollen  stuff  ； 

serge  ；  baize. 

衣褐  to  wear  serge. 

I 褐夫 a  serge-wearer, —— a  poor 

\V. 
N.  ahr 
P.  Lho 

M.  ho 

Y.  heoh 

Sz.  ho 

K.  hal、 kal 

].[ka/sz^  kachi 
A.  hat、 kak 

Entering 

Irregular. 

man. 

車褐子  a  carter, — - from  the 
serge  coats  worn  by  this  class. 

被 褐振裙 he  Put  Qn  his 
serge  coat  and  shook  out  his 
skirts. 

無 衣無褐 ，何以 卒歲 

fi 
3933 R. 爲 

See 具 

without  warm  clothes,  how  shall 

we  get  through  the  winter? 

寓眠 多擁褐  when  sleep¬ 
ing  at  an  inn,  have  plenty  of 
woollen  wrappers. 

解褐 ◦!* 釋褐 t。 cast  off 
serge, 一 to  become  an  official. 

Entering 

Irregular. 

A  stocking；  a  buskin. 

紅輯  red  buskins. 

鞮巾  a  kind  of  turban. 
革易  name  of  a  nomad  tribe. 

鷄1
 

3934 

3ce 具 

Entering 

Irregular. 

A  variety  of  Reeves1  or 
long-tailed  pheasant  [Syr- 

maticus  Reeve  sit).  It  is  an 

emblem  of  courage,  and  its 

long  tail-feathers  are  worn 

by  actors. 

畐島冠  a  cap  adorned  with  pheas¬ ant  feathers. 

易 島冠子  the  actors  who  wear the  above  cap  are  so  called. 

Also,  name  of  a  Taoist  philoso¬ 

pher  of  the  State  who  is  said 

以 ■羽 爲冠 tQ  have worn  a  cap  of  pheasants1  feathers. 

mm  a  kind  of  nightingale which  is  said  to  sing  for  the 
dawn  to  come. 

呵
1
 

3935 

R •歌 

C.  V.  SO 

H.  Jio F. 

soa 

Y.  Jiou N.  hou%  v. ho 

P.  ho^  v.  ha 

See 訶 

K.  ha^  v.  ka 
Even  Upper. 

To  expel  the  breath  ； 

to  yawn.  To  instruct  ；  to 

order.  See  0A.  3754.  Also 

read  k^o1. 

打呵欠  (pronounced  iaz  ha1 shiJi)  or  打呵。 i •打 呵氣 

to  yawn;  to  gape；  to  hiccough. 

只 是呵欠  does  nothing  but 

yawn. 也 一 氣呵成 seems  as though  completed  in  a  yawn, 一 
in  a  single  unbroken  effort.  Of 

composition. 

i 呵問 凍筆  to  thaw  a  frozen 
brush  with  the  breath. 

呵 凍作字  to  breathe  on  the frozen  (tip  of  a  pencil  to  warm 

it)  for  writing. 

呵 之不化  couldn’t  thaw  it by  breathing  on  it. 

不要 呵奉他 do  not  flatter him. 

呵斥  to  scold;  to  reprimand. 

呵索  to  vex;  to  harass. 

嘗呵某 畫工曰 Struct- ed  a  certain  painter,  saying  •… 

出入 呵引  preceded,  in  and out,  by  (a  retinue)  shouting  to 
clear  the  way. 

Read  ha'.  Sound  of 
laughing.  See  3754. 

口可口 可大笑  roared  with  laugh¬ ter. 

呵
】
 

是個呵 呵兒事 it  is 3935 very  amusing  affair. 

拏 着人打 呵呵兒 
make  fun  of  a  person；  to  “draw1 a  person.  See  3574. 

河,
 

3936 

R •歌 

F.  oa 

See 
何 

Even  Lower. 

The  river,  t.e.  the  Yellov 

River；  see  5 1 24.  A  river 

[This  term  is  used  mostl; 
in  the  north；  in  the  south 

江  1 2o8.]  The  provina of  Honan.  See  4819. 

不 敢瑪河 they  dare  no 
cross  the  Yellow  River  withou 
a  boat. 

f 可套  the  great  bend  of  th 
Yellow  River  in  the  Ortou 

country  in  Mongolia. 

張騫 窮河源 Chang  Ch-iei 
traced  the  source  of  the  Yellov 
River, ― to  the  Milky  Way. 

北人 得水皆 謂之问 
northerners  call  all  water  he See  3767. 

河海  rivers  and  seas. 

河渠  rivers  and  creeks. 

河水  river  water. 河岸。 r 河泠。 1 •河邊 river  bank. 

河 泠兒上  on  the  river  bank 
河卩  the  mouth  of  a  river. 

河身  the  body  or  “volume”  0 
a  river. 

河  the  channel  of  a  river 
waterways. 

to  change  the  course  of  j river. 

河面  the  surface  of  a  river. 

河淺  the  river  is  shallow. 

河路  a  navigable  stream. 
河 下  in  the  river;  on  the  river 
一 of  shipping,  etc. 

^  the  boating  populatioi 
on  rivers. 

河溝子  a  small  stream ;  * 
brook. 

河工  river  works. 
蓮河。 r 閙河。 1 ■御河 〜 Grand  Canal. 

天河 OT 銀河。 I •明 河。 

秋河。 ••释 河 the  Milk3 
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3936 

Way.  fThfi  last  is  used  because 
the  Milky  Way  is  seen  south  of 
the  nortif  pole,  and  the  colour 

corresponding  with  south  is  red.] 

See  3836. 

鋇 河高耿  the  Silver  River 
(Milky  Way)  shining  brightly 
overhead. 

天对 掉角 ，要 褲要襖 
when  the  Milky  Way  flows  across 

the  sky,  you  will  want  wadded 

clothes,  -  for  the  cold. 

天 河劈夂 ，要 褲要褂 
when  the  Milky  Way  divides, 

you  will  want  thin  clothes, 一 for 
warm  weather. 

河燈  river  lamps, — the  paper 
lotus-shaped  lanterns  sent  floating 
on  rivers  on  the  15  th  of  the 

7  th  moon. 

隔河 一銳金 across  the 
river  is  an  ingot  of  gold, — out 
of  reach. 

口 如懸河  his  mouth  is  like 
a  cascade, 一 for  flow  of  talk. 

河潤之  fertilised  him,  as  a 
river  does,  —  aided  him. 

— *  統山河  union  of  the 

mountains  and  rivers, — of  Chi¬ 
na;  sc.  a  united  China. 

能走凍 河一寸 ，不走 

開 河一尺  you  may  walk 
on  inch-thick  ice  in  the  river 

when  freezing,  but  not  on  foot- 
thick  ice  when  thawing. 

土地 神掉在 河裏1 ike 
the  local  god  falling  into  the 

river, 《乂失 神一 abstracted,  or 

not  knowing  what  one  is  about, 

the  sounds  being  the  same  as 

those  of  Jjlp  a  wet  god. 

河 圖洛書 the  plau  of  the 
Yellow  River  and  the  book  of 

the  River  Lo, — mystic  diagrams 
said  to  have  been  supernaturally 

revealed  through  the  agency  of 

the  above  two  rivers,  to  伏羲 

Fu  Hsi  and  大禹  the  Great 

Yu,  but  it  has  not  yet  been 

decided  what  are  precisely  the 
secrets  therein  contained. 

河伯  the  god  of  the  Yellow 
River.  Also,  of  any  other  river 

河伯婦  the  bride  of  the  River 
God.  It  is  related  that  in  the 

times  of  the  Contending  States 

a  young  woman  was  every  year 
thrown  into  the  Yellow  River 
as  the  bride  of  the  River  God 

to  ensure  prosperity  to  the  rfeigh- 
bourhood. 

河 
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R •歌 • 
C.  ho 

F.  kLoa 

W.  k-o 
N.  hou 

P.  j 

M.  k'-o 
Sz.  \ 

Y.  k-co K.  ha'ka 

J.  ka 

A.  sJia 
Even  Upper 

Irregular. 

河泊所  an  inspectorate  of river-police. 

一別 阻河關  when  once 
we  have  parted,  the  River  will 
be  a  barrier  between  us. 

河內  the  territory  on  the  east  of the  Yellow  River  on  its  southern 

stretch  along  Shensi. 

河南  the  province  of  Honan ; 
Honam,  the  transriverine  suburb 
of  Canton. 

河 中府。 r 蒲州府 the capital  of  the  Emperor  Shun ; 
modern  Samarcand. 

河東  the  south-western  portion of  Shansi. 

河鼓  the  stars  (3  y  Aquilae ; 
another  name  for  the  Herdboy. 
See  1702. 

枧河  the  stars  p  ̂  in  Bootes, 

河間 and 河中  the  stars  7 and  p  in  Hercules. 

河漢  another  name  for  天津 
= the  star  y  in  Cygnus;  see  216^ 
A  name  for  the  Milky  Way. 

其言 猶河漢 耑無極 

也  his  words  seemed  far  off  as 
the  star  y  in  Cygnus. 

河漢 淸且淺 the  Milky Way  is  clear  and  shallow, 

你不要 河漢我 叶 
to  frighten  me  with  big  talk. 

不以 爲河漢 yQU  won，t think  (what  I  say)  wide  of  the 
mark. 

Small  plants.  Petty ; 

troublesome  ；  vexatious  ； 

harsh.  Also  read  ̂ ol. 

苛 癢相關  we  each  feel  the other’s  petty  itches, — we  are  in close  sympathy. 

苛求  to  frame  excuses.  See 
12,774. 

君子不 爲苛察 thesuPer- ior  man  is  not  a  fault-finder. 

苛刻  very  severe. 

上責 其苛刻 the  EmPeri blamed  his  severity. - 

苛待  to  treat  with  severity  or sternness. 

苛  harsh  acts  or  measures  of officials. 

苛疾 《  dangerous  illness. 

or 

w 
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See 何 

Even  Lower. 
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R •歌哿 

F.  v.  k、o(^ 

See 何可 

Even  and 

Rising  Lower and、Upper. 
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艮歌 S..I 

F.  oa 

W.  ho. 

N.  hou 

P.  ho 

Uio、o、kko 

Y.  hou 

Sz.  ho 
K.  ha^  v.  ka 

J.  ka 

A.  Uia、 c々l0 
Even  Upper. 
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R •歌 

H.1^
 

F.  hoa 
W.  wu 

N.  oti P. 

M. . 

Y.  hou 

Sz.  ho  ■ 

K./ia 

A.  ha 

Even  Lower. 

ho 

苛政 猛于虎  harsh  govern¬ 
ment  is  worse  than  a  tiger. 

不得偏 狗苛縱 there must  be  no  partiality  and  favour¬ itism. 

A  kind  of  lizard,  called 

虫 可聾， which  frequents damp  places. 

4 可由皮  a  kind  of  cockroach. 

蚵 4 皮茱  a  trailing-plant  like honeysuckle. 

A  sort  of  sea-blubber. 
Fishes  of  various  kinds. 

To  blame  ；  to  upbraid. Used  with  3937. 

to  traduce;  to  slander. 

詞責  to  blame. 課詞 古人  to  disparage  the 
ancients. 

訶 求責備  go  out  of  one’s 
way  to  find  fault. 

卒  t0  bully  and  order about  one’s  servants. 

詞子 or 詞黎草 the  mHt of  Terminalia  chebula^  an  astrin¬ 
gent  nut  used  for  the  toothache； 

a  stomacher. 

金詞  a  fancy  name  for  ̂   ̂  
a  stomacher. 

How?  Whence  ?  Why? 
What  ?  Which  ?  What  ； 

whatever  ；  any.  Used  with 

3940.  [See  5668  for  all cases  in  which  that  char¬ 
acter  occurs.] 

何故。 r 何因。 r 因何 

爲何  for  what  reason?  why? 

何臼 on  what  day? 

何事  what  business  f 
何處  at  what  place?  wherever 

何物  what  thing? 

or 
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詰 以何物  he  asked  what  it was. 

何告爲  why  do  you  bring  the 
charge  ? — since  you  say  nothing 
can  be  done. 

各詢年 紀若何 each 
asked  the  other’s  age. 

何人來  who  comes  ? 

賢 士何來  what  may  be  your 
business,  sir? 

問 血何來  I  asked  where  the 
blood  came  from. 

何不 早來  why  did  you  not come  earlier  ? 

何 不去也  why  don’t  you  go  ? 

將 苷之何  what  shall  we  do 
now?  what  is  to  be  done? 

何時  at  what  time? 

何 時起貨 ，卽 何時照 
鈉 at  what  time  the  cargo  is 
landed,  then,  at  that  time  the 

duty  is  payable. 

何以  by  what  means?  where- •  fore? 

何 以知其 將見殺 how 
did  you  know  that  he  would 
be  killed  ? 

何以 穿我屋  how  could  it 
bore  into  my  house  ? 

i«f 以告之  what  will  he  tell 
them  ? 

何 罪之有  where  does  guilt 
come  in  ?—  it  was  done  by  acci¬ dent. 

何 謝之有  what  is  there  to 
thank  me  for? 

何小 子之有  where  does 
“sonny”  come  in?  why  “sonny?” 

何 貴之速  what  a  rapid  rise in  life! 

何妨  what  harm  or  objection  is 
there  ? 

有 何妨礙  what  objection  is there  ? 

何 必殺他  why  is  it  neces¬ 
sary  to  kill  him? 

此并 喜而何 this  is  not 
joy,  what  is  it? 

吾與 爾何有  what  have  I 
to  do  with  thee? 

何往  where  are  you  going? 

何堪  how  am  I  equal  to . ? 
how  can  I? 

3941 
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何乃  8113. 

何然 w  SS5I- 

何敢  how  can  I  dare? 

何在  where  is? 何千  what  has  it  to  do  with 

何 至  what . would  there  be  ? 

吾何 從作此 hc>w  did  1 come  to  do  this? 

何 由至此 how  did  you  get here? 

何期  how  can  I  hope . ? 

何興  how  is  it  you  are  pleased 
to. 

何使  why  let  or  make . ? 

何致  how  comes  it  that . ? 

何者  what  is  there  which  is.....? whatever. 

何者不 有盡期  which  of| 

何1
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them  but  comes  to  an  end  at 
some  time? 

何據  what  warrant  or  what 
authority  ? 

何愁  why  fear  ? 何得  how  is  it  possible  that . ? how  can . ? 

何得又 更估價 h<)w  has the  value  got  changed  again  ? 

無何  soon;  shortly ;  when  all of  a  sudden. 

亡何 w 無幾何 ^  no  long time;  shortly ;  soon. 

問子女 _ 何  asked  how many  sons  and  daughters  she had. 

何 則謂之  how  is  this  so? 

何等。 J •何 等樣 t。 what degree ?  how?  Used  sarcastic¬ 
ally  (see  10,877). 

何—推 尊孔子 how  then 
is  this  to  be  wanting  in  respect 
for  Confucius  ? 

何解  how  do  you  explain  this? 

何哉  why?  pray? 

誠 i 何吧 、哉  truly,  what  is your  opinion  ? 

沒 意何居  what  is  your 
opinion  ? 

何 事同生 壬子歲 what avails  it  that  we  were  born 

f
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R •歌箇 

哿 

H.  c<7,  iho 

N.  ou^  hou 

See 

Even  and 

Sinking 

Lower. 

together  in  the  jen  izu  year?— 

if 
、 

何苦  why  so  much  trouble  to.... 
See  6258. 

何曾 沒喫酒  what  do  yoi 

何賀 

mean  by  saying  you  have  no 
been  drinking? 一 sc.  you  have 

11, 735 - 

無奈何  etc.  See  8121. 

莫 可誰何  it  matters  not  tc any  one;  he  cannot  do  anything to  anybody. 

何况  how  much  more . ?  c fortiori.  See  6412. 

何 有何無  there  may  be  0】 there  may  not, 一 it  is  immaterial 

何處 難忘酒  wherever  you roay  be,  it  is  di 伍 cult  to  forgel wine. 

何官  the  cashier  in  a  fan-tan 
hell. 

何首烏  Polygonum  multiflo. 
ru7n^  Thbg. 

Read  ho、、  To  carry；  to 
bear.  Used  for  3942. 

何 天之休  he  received  the 
blessing  of  God. 

何戈  to  carry  arms. 

百 祿是何  he  sustains  all 
the  dignities, 一 of  his  Imperial 

position. 

The  lotus  or  water-lily {Nelumbiuvt),  芙蓉 

3617,  and  7115.  [Stands 
pifctorially  for  和 3945,  con 

cord.] 

荷蓮  the  lotus. 荷池  a  lotus  pond. 

P 属有荷 華  in  the  marshes 
the  lotus  flower. 

有 蒲與荷  there  are  rushes 

and  lotus  plants. 

荷衣  lotus  leaves. 
荷月  the  lotus  month, 一 the  6th 
moon. 

荷露  the  dew  on  a  lotus  leaf. 

荷包  a  purse  or  pouch, 一 so called  from  its  likeness  in  shape 
to  the  lotus  leaf. 
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荷 
3942 

荷包手 巾  the  striP  clc>th 

羊 
2 

carried  With  the  purse  at  the 
girdle.  See  3376. 3943 

荷葉  a  lotus  leaf.  Used  for  the 
hinges  of  a  door;  a  skiff,  etc. 

荷葉穌  a  kind  of  cake. 

荷葉  f 卷兒  rolled  wafers - 

金 絲荷葉  the  marsh  flower- 

芙  marsh  mallows. 

荷  _  -  Holland. 

荷蘭薯  the  Potato- 

荷蘭水  soda-water- 
a  pleasant  breeze. 

Read  ho、、  To  bear  on 

the  back  ；  to  sustain  ；  to 

wear.  To  be  grateful. 

背  to  bear  on  the  back. 味 
3944 

頁  to  carry；  to  sustain ;  to  be 
adequate  to;  to  be  competent. 

荷蒙 天思1  am  a  recipient 和 
of  your  great  kindness. 3945 

荷 笠  to  wear  a  large  conical 

R •歌箇 

^2
 

39*43 R •歌 
^ 和 
Even  Lower. 

hat. 

荷物 I  to  wear  the  cangue. 

荷戈  to  carry  arms. 

卽祈速 還爲荷  which 
kindly  return  to  me  at  an  early 
date. 

逋荷 隆情 I  am  grateful  for 
your  consideration. 

望祈玉 成是荷 I  trust 
you  will  accomplish  it  for  me, 

and  I  shall  be  grateful. 

Growing  grain.  Radical 

1 15,  described  as  禾木 

兒禾. 

禾殺 稼裢  his  rows  of  paddy 
shot  up  beautifully. 

禾 昂長献  the  grain  is  well cultivated  all  the  acres  over. 

禾 稼  crops  in  general. 

十月 鈉禾稼  in  the  tenth 
moon  they  gather  in  the  harvest. 

胡 取禾三 百億兮 how 
do  you  get  your  thirty  millions 
of  sheaves  ?  - 

禾苗  the  youn^  blade  of  corn； 
young  paddy. 

C.、 H./o 

F.  ho、 hwo、 hu 
W.  wu 
N.  ou 

P.  ho^  v.  hai)、 han、  huo 
See  8402 

M.  ho 

Y.  hou 

Sz.  ho K.  hwa 

J.  wa、 kwa A.  hwa 

Even  and Sinking 

Lower. 

禾 德  an  ear  of  corn. 

*  未九德  nine  ears  of  corn on  one  stalk. 

割禾  to  reap  gra;. . 

禾米  paddy. 

禾黎  millet. 
^  ̂   a  fine  cr

op. 

禾穉  the  straw  of  grain. 

早禾  the  early  crop. 

禾不實  grain  not  filled.. 
禾衷  a  sheaf  of  paddy,  etc. 

禾田  grain  fields  ；  arable  land, 

禾虫  a  harvest-bug. 

Same  as  3945. 

Harmony  ；  to  be  har¬ 
monious-  to  be  on  friendly 

terms；  at  peace.  See  7248. 

To  mix.  Bells  attached  to 

the  crossbars  of  carriages  ； 

see  7457.  Used  with  12,681. 

和美  harmony. 

終 和且平  he  shall  have  har¬ mony  and  peace. 

樂 v  _ 和奏  while  the 
musical  instruments  sound  in harmony. 

和鳴  to  sound  in  harmony, — of musical  instruments. 

老夫不 能屬和  I  cannot match  your  harmony,— sing  a 
song  like  yours. 

和而流  compliant ;  pliable. 

和合  to  agree ;  harmonious union. 

和 合二仙  the  two  gods  or 
spirits  of  harmony, 一 represented 
pictorially^  by  two  laughing  boys, 

or  punningly,  by  hox  a  lily 

and  盒  W  a  box. 

和譜  in  concert,  of  musical instruments;  connubial  harmony, 

ffl  #  to  be  friendly;  to  be  rec
on¬ ciled. 

和氣  friendly  feeling;  goodwill. 

和3
 

3945 

as 

一 團和氣  general  harmony or  frienuiiness. 

免 傷和氣  do  not  disturb  the 
entente  cordiale, 

失和氣  to  cease  to  be  on friendly  terms. 

A) 恬 氣和  a  pleasant  peace¬ 
ful  frame  of  mind. 

和平。 『 平和  level  and  har¬ monious;  peaceful;  even,  as 

pulse;  even-tempered;  mi  ̂ 
the  weather. 

和  IS  01 ■和睦  at  peace;  on friendly  terms. 

求和  to  sue  for  peace. 
和樂  delight;  friendly  feeling. 

太和  universal  harmony. 

他們 不相和 they  d。 ilQt 
agree. 

講和  to  treat  of  peace. 

和約  a  treaty  of  peace. 

鈴 人說和  to  arrange  a 
peace ;  to  make  up  a  quarrel between  people. 

和 事老人  a  mediator. 和息  agreement;  reconciliation. 
和 息狀。 r 和 息呈詞 
motion  to  stay  proceedings, 

filed  in  a  case  which  has  been 

amicably  settled  out  of  court. 

和局  a  drawn  game;  r  good 
understanding ;  amicable  rela¬ 
tions. 

私 和人命  to  privately  ar¬ 
range  a  case  in  which  life  has 
been  taken, 一 contrary  to  law, 
like  compounding  a  felony.  f 

人 命至重 ，汝 不應私 

穿 P  human  life  is  of  the  utmost 
importance,  and  you  had  no 
business  to  settle  the  case  pri¬ 

vately. 

和風  a  gentle  gale. 
和順  complaisant ;  obliging. 

和悦  delighted;  happy ;  pleased. 

和 顔悦色  a  pleasant  smiling 
countenance. 

和頭  expl.  as  兩 A 相爭 

有人出 來說和 _ men  quarrelling,  and  some  one 
coming  forward  to  make  peace. 

倣和頭  to  be  a  peace-maker. 
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沒 有和頭 as 和了 
沒 有甚麽 益處之 

意 = reconciliation  without  any 
particular  advantage. 

盤 餐少而 和頭多 nQt 
much  to  eat,  but  plenty  of  good 
fellowship. 

調  ̂0  t0  mediate;  to  mix. 

風 雨調和 wind  and  rain 
each  in  due  season. 

昭君 和葫: Chao-chun  (a  con¬ 
cubine)  making  peace  with  the 
barbarians, — by  being  married 
to  their  chieftain,  as  was  done 

under  the  Emperor  兀 

Yuan  Ti  of  the  Han  dynasty. 

和 甲墮江  dropped  into  the 
river,  armour  and  all. 

to  mix  properly  or  equally; 
well  blended. 

四 樣對乘 J  mix  in  four  equal 
parts. 

乘 I  菜  mixed  vegetables: 

和  weU  flavoured;  properly 
seasoned. 

酒  旨  the  wine  was  of 
the  right  strength  and  good. 

和聲 署署正 Director  of 
the  Imperial  Board  of  Music. 

5^0  {sheK)  a  Manchu  term  for 
land  assigned  to  a  prince  on  the 
frontier  二  appanage;  used  for  a 
“Yellow  Girdle  see  5124. 

和碩親 王 a  prince  of  the 
i  st  order. 

和頭公 主 a  princess  Im- 
perial  of  the  second  rank, — the 
daughter  of  an  inferior  consort. 

和頓待  the  Khoshoits,  a 
southern  branch  of  the  Kalmuks. 

和尙。 r 和 闇 a  Buddhist 

priest,— the  親教師  self- 
taught  teacher.  Sanskrit :  upa~ 
dfiydya， from  the  Kashgarian 

vernacular  of  which, 

pronounced  hua  hsieh、 the  Chi¬ 
nese  term  is  said  to  be  taken. 
See  9617. 

我是 當一天 和尙撞 
~ *  天 鐘  I  am  one  who  being 
a  priest  strikes  a  bell, — I  only 
do  my  duty. 

和 _ 尙爲賊 秀 a  priest  is 
only  a  thief  with  a  bald  head. 

和
1
 

3945 
無結 梢做和 尙 thosewh。 can’t  earn  their  living  become 

priests. 

美子爲 和尙1 ike  bald- headed  men  becoming  priests, — 

they  are  ready-made  articles. 

遠 來和尙 會念經 
priests  from  a  distance  are  the 

best  preachers, 一 no  man  is  a 
prophet  in  his  own  country. 

和 尙娶親 ，說 過光陰 
like  a  priest  wanting  to  marry, 
much  time  -  will  be  wasted  in 

talking,  —  without  any  result. 
Great  cry  and  little  wool. 

和尙讀 放靑菓 like  put- ting  an  olive  on  a  priest’s  head, — a  difficult  matter  to  accomplish. 

在京的 和尙， 出京的 

官  a  priest  in  Peking  or  an 
official  out  of  it, — Peking  being 
a  good  or  bad  field  accordingly. 

海 尙  demons  which  bring bad  weather  to  sailors. 

老和 尙榻燈 a  bc)x  cn  the 
ears. 

五葷 和尙。 r 酒肉和 

尙  phrases  applied  to  ‘  priests and  meaning  that  they  do  not 
stick  literally 40  a  vegetable  diet. 

和尙肉  Priests’  meat, — a  name for  the  mushroom. 

老和 尙賣廟 like  an  old priest  selling  his  temple, — 留 

神  he  keeps  his  gods;  which 
phrase  also  means  “Take  care !’’ 

/】、 穿 0  the  membrum  virile. 

和 鈴央央  the  bells  on  the chariot  tinkled. 

和 掌  t0  join  the  palms, — as  in prayer.  See  421. 

和南。 r 和掌 南無。 r 
I  fold  my  hands  and 

give  salutation, — a  phrase  used 
by  Buddhist  priests.  See  421, 
8128. 

vyakarana^  一  one  of 
the  1 2  divisions  of  the  Buddhist 
Scriptures.  See  1558. 

胃  Japanese  and  Chinese. 
Read  han^  or  ho^  or  (in 

Peking)  heix. 

我 和你去 I  will  go  with 

you. 和他  with  him. 

和
8
 

3945 

M 

3946 
3947 R •合  iS. Co  hop、  kopQ 

H.  hap,  kap 

F.  hak、 kak、 

W. 
N. ah^  kah 

P.  SJio、 iko 

M.  ho.  ko Y.  heoh^  keoh 
Sz.  ho^  ko K.  hap、kif 

J.  kd、 gatsz 

A.  hiep、 hap 
Entering 

Lower. 

辛0 別人  with  another  man. 

和衣而 睡  t0  sleep  in  one's 
clothes. 

和誰 （vulg. 如  *  shet2)  with whom  ? 

Read  hox.  To  respond 

to  in  singing  ；  to  accord 

with；  to  keep  in  tune  with； 

to  agree  with.  To  make 

rhymes  with. 

^  ^  give  us  the  first 
note,  and  we  will  join  in  with 
you. [女 =汝.] 

― •唱 百乘 J  one  sings  and  all 
chime  in. 

胃  few  assented. 
阿〆 矛 Q  to  agree  with,  一  what some  one  else  has  just  stated,  in 

a  sycophantic  manner. 

隨 麵附和  tQ  chime  in  with 
what  anybody  says. 

to  adapt  rhymes, 一 to  a 

given  sound. 

Same  as  3945. 

To  shut  ；  to  close,  as 

opposed  to 開 5794， and 

起  1070， and  舒  10,045 

[q.v.)  \  to  join ;  to  pair；  to 
be  correlated ；  to  agree；  to 

suit  ；  in  accordance  with. 
To  take  together  ；  to  add. 

A  bout；  a  round  in  a  fight. 

Side  by  side；  to  unite；  to 

come  together  ；  see  3506. 

Name  of  a  musical  note. 

Is  used  for  3836  and  3962. 

合眼 01 ■合目 ，t0  close  the 

eyes. 

合  口  to  shut  the  mouth ;  unani¬ mous;  bringing  together  two “mouths”  or  openings. 

上合 下開其 狀如門 
closed  at  the  top  and  open  at 

the  bottom,  making  a  kind  of 

gateway, — of  a  natural  arch  in 
rock. 

合門  to  shut  the  door. 

/ 
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合家  the  whole  family. 

合彩 ̂  the  whole  clan. 

合府 or  合君 the  entire  pre¬ 
fecture. 

合 圍  shut  in  on  all  sides. 

合 住  to  close ;  shut  up,  as  an 
umbrella. 

合爪 484. 
合 掌 t0  clasp  the  hands.  See 421, 

合 •  to  clasp  the  hands;  to  be 
the  equal  of;  obedient. 

合 本  to  unite  capital;  to  go 
into  partnership. 

^  ̂   to  enter  into  partnership  ； 
to  end,  as  a  game ;  syllogistic 
reasoning.  See  2955. 

合夥 ，合 _ 生意 t。 
enter  into  partnership. 

^  to  assemble;  to  form  a 
society. 

必、 of  one  mind;  agreeing. 

相 合  agreeing;  fitting;  corres¬ 
ponding. 

酉巳 to  pair;  to  mate. 

合*  偶  to  unite  in  pairs, 

f  作之合 ^  God  made  for 
him  (Wen  Wang)  a  mate. 

妻 子好合  loving  union  with 
wife  and  children. 

凡物 必有合 everything 
must  have  its  correlate. 

意  in  accordance  with  one’s '  ̂iews. 

^  suitable;  fitting;  like  the 

pattern. 

辦這 仵事你 很合式 
you  didn’t  make  a  bad  thing  out of  that  business. 

合理。 1 •理 合。 r 合就 ^ 
宜  in  accordance  with  what 

is  right. 

合乎  矩  in  accordance 
with  prescribed  rule;  befitting. 

^  ̂   itfc  agreeing  with  
this. 

合 法  in  accordance  with  law. 

不合  not  in  accordance 
with  eternal  principles. 

合我用  suitable  to  my  wants ; 
just  what  I  needed. 

"if  ̂   to  make .  a  contract ； 
to  execute  an  agreement. 

合押
 

3947 

合  tallying  with ;  agreeing. See  3687. 

合 一 •打箅  to  calculate ;  to estimate  the  amount. 

共  amountiftg  in  all  to, — as 
of  items  in  a  bill. 

合 算  to  add  up;  to  reckon. 

合就照 知 in  accordance (with  my  duty)  I  write  this 
despatch  to  inform  you. 

合行 備文  it  is  therefore necessary  to  prepare  a  despatch. 

合再 聲明  it  is  therefore incumbent  on  me  to  again  state clearly. 

合 並 聲 明  it  is  incumbent  on me  to  also  state  clearly  that. 

合 亟 照送  it  is  incumbent  on me  at  once  to  forward. 

meanwhile,  as  in  duty 
bound, . 

^  ̂   {tangx)  it  is  my  duty  to . 

合 ■當 (tan^)  suitable ;  it  so  hap¬ 

pened. 
^  無  the  only  course  open;  it 

is  absolutely  necessary  that. 

^  ̂   to  unite  to  ma
ke. 

合*  中  to  strike  an  average ;  me¬ 
dium；  proper. 

^  to  agree,  —  to  invite  a 
guest.  A  phrase  seen  on  invit¬ 
ations  from  two  or  more  hosts. 

合*  上  to  fit  on；  to  put  some¬ 
thing  on  to  another. 

合腰  to  bow;  to  bend  the  body. 

合* 、演  to  act  with  the  entire 
strength  of  the  company. 

^  ^  
return  of  the pearls  to  Hop^u, — alluding  to 

the  re-appearance  of  the  pearl- 

mussel  at  the  Ho-p‘u  fishery 
under  the  virtuous  rule  of  孟 

Meng  Ch‘ang  of  the  Han 

dynasty.  Used  in  the  sense  of 

recovery  *  of  former  advantages. 

合 "力  with  united  efforts. 
^  united  effort  or  action. 

謀  to  conspire. 

合氣  angry  feeling. 
合 勢  advantageous;  profitable. 

合而爲  ~ *  to  bring  into  con¬ nection. 
-  - 

合
”
 

3947 
^  吾十  equivalent  to, — of  sums  in different  money  denominations. 

合骨  E  a  bone-setter. 吾 合盡矣 is  right  (in 
accordance  with  destiny)  that  I 
should  die. 

合 衣臥榻  went  to  bed  in  his 

clothes.  See  3945. 

― »  合  a  handful. 一 合流北 ，一 舍流南 
one  branch  of  the  river  flows 

north,  one  branch  south. 

^  抱  would  take  two  men  to 
encircle  it  with  their  arms. 

合 面  the  back  of  the  body.  See 
12,885. 

合 璧  side  by  side,— of  things. 

合 龍起來 bring  them  to- 
gether,  —  as  when  joining  things； 

especially  of  repairs  to  a  breach 
in  the  embankment  of  a  river. 

音直 盾之合 side  by  side  are placed  the  dragon-figured  shields. 

懲 二 合^  two  windows. the  six  points, 一 N”  E”  S., 

and  W.， the  zenith,  and  the  nadir? 
Hence,  the  universe;  the  empire. 

朕親 主六合 二十餘 
WE  have  personally  ruled 

the  empire  for  more  than  20 

years. 

開 to  have  a  round. 
雨 個戰了 三百 餘合， 

不 分勝負 the  two  fought more  than  300  rounds,  without 

victory  declaring  itself  for  either. 

戰' 不數合 they  had  not fought  many  rounds,  when ••“  k 

藿夂  Acacia  Nemu、 — the  inter¬ lacing  tree  in  stone  sculptures. 

合歡芳 樹連理 _ the fragrant  ho  huan  tree  with  its 

interlacing  branches,  — used  in 
reference  to  lovers. 

#  胃才 £  Magnolia 
 pumilay 

Andr.  See  12,970. 

Read  The  tenth 

of  a  升  pint. 

Read  知4*  = 哈 3754- 

合  Mussulmans  licensed  un¬ der  the  Mongols  t6  pray  for 

happiness.  Kadi, 
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To  environ. 

哈 
3949 

始 
395。 R. 合 

See 習 

K.  ap 

J.  hd 
A.  haf>】 

Entering 

Upper. 

飲 
W 

3951 R •合洽 
See 哈 

Entering 

Upper. 

郃
一
 

3952 R •合 
See 合 

Entering 

Lower. 

mr 
3953 

R •合 

See 鴻 
Entering 

Upper. 

倉"
 JtaL 

3954 
r 合 
C.  hop 

H.  hap 

F.  ak 

W， 》• N.  ah^  v.  cin 
P.  Iho 
M.  ho 
Y.  heoh 

Sz.  ho 

K.  hap 

J.  kd、 an 
A.  hap 

Entering 

Lower* 

蕩 荀  a  dull  smoky  atmosphere. 

萄 荀  stones  piled  up. 

See  3754. 

. A  charming*  woman. 

美始  beautiful. the  concubine  of  Duke 

Hsiang  of  the  Wei  State,  b.c. 

S4o. 

To  sip  ；  to  drink. 

口 合欠湯 ■水  to  sip  broth. 

Name  of  a  District,  郃 

陽縣， in  Shensi. 

The  jaw ;  the  jowl. 

A  small  box  with  a  cover. 

[Stands  pictorially  for  合 

3947,  united.] 

盒予0 r  盒兒  small  boxes  of various  kinds. 

盒蓋  the  lid  of  a  box. 

揭. 開盒子  to  open  a  box,— of  this  kind. 

拜帖盒  a  card-case. 

鼻烟盒  a  snuff-box. 
全盒  a  box  divided  into  com 
partments,— for  sweetmeats. 

3954 

p：
 

3955 

豁 

3956 r 
3957 

R.； 

C. 

H 

F.  k、auk 
W.  ho 

N.  hoh 

P.  ho^ 

Who 
Y.  hak 

K.  kak 

J.  kaku 
A.  hak 

Entering 

Upper. 

3958 盖 
3959 

R 合 

C.  hop 

H.  hap 

F.  hak 
W.o 

N. ah, eh 
P.  iho M •如 

Y.  heoh 
Sz.  ho 

K.  hap 

].kd 

A.  hap 

Entering 

Lower. 

菓盒  a  fruit  box, — of  an  orna¬ mental  kind,  for  presents. 

一 盒禮物  a  box  of  presents, 一 meaning  sweetmeats,  fruit,  etc. 

^  box-money, — given  to  the 
servants  who  bring  presents. 

淡盒  a  spittoon. 
See  10,527. 

See  5; 1 5. 

A  ravine；  a  gully.  A 

puddle  ；  a  pool, 

谿壑  a  ravine;  a  gully. 

_ 巖絶壑  a  precipice  over  a deep  ravine. 

布 ife 山之邱 壑 t。 arrange artifici:  4  hills  and  valleys, — 

garden  rock  work. 

月匈  塾  he  has  hills  and dales  in  his  breast, 一 he  is  obsti¬ 
nate,  or  wedded  to  his  owo  ideas. 

寸 巒尺壑  an  inch  of  moun¬ tain  and  a  foot  of  stream, — of  a landscape. 

溝 塾  a  ditch;  a  moat  round  a city.  See  13,464. 

塾 底  the  bed  of  a  ditch. 

大  ̂   the  ocean. 黎 — • 鼻  a  flat  nose. 

以 隣爲塾 t。 shunt  a  diffi- 
culty  on  to  0  e*s  neighbour. 

See  5324. 

Why  not?  Would  it  not 
be  better  to . .  See 1644. 

盍 思天道 好 w 還 why not  reflect  that  the  way  of  God 

is  retributive? 

盍衩 其本矣  why  not  go back  to  the  root  (the  essential) 
of  the  matter? 

子盍爲 我言之 wil1  y。。 not  tell  him  this  for  me? 

盍 歸乎來  why  should  I  not go  and  follow  him? 一 sc.  Wen 

Wang. 

盡 
3959 

TlTl 

3960 

R •合 

S',  i ha^ 
F.  hak 

W •歹 

N.gah 
P.  Lho 

M.  ho 
Y.  heoh 

Sz.  ho 

K.  hap 

J*  kd^8d 
A.  hap、 hat 

Entering 

Lower. 

贐 

396r 

>  20 

3962 

R. 合 

C.  hop 
H.  hap 

F.  hak 

W.d N.  ah 

F.  Lho 

M.  ho Y.  heoh 

Sz.  ho 

K.  hap 

].kd 

A.  hap 

Entering 

Lower. 

宼至 •，盍 去諸  the  bandits are  coming:  why  not  leave ? 

盍各 言爾志  why  doesn’t 
each  of  you  speak  his  mind  ? 

盍稚  a  kind  of  secret  name  by which  the  various  clans  or  fami¬ 

lies  of  the  ̂   Ti  nation 

used  to  speak  of  themselves  after 
their  dispersion. 

朋盍眷  surrounded  by  friends, 
— as  men  who  are  至 誠 

不疑  truly  sincere  and  un¬ 
suspecting. 

Sounds  of  talking  ；  loqua¬ 
cious.  Used  for  3930. 

墙 p 盒  the  hum  of  many  voices, 
子路 墙墙 尙 飮十植 
Tzu  Lu,  in  spite  of  his  talk, 

could  get  through  ten  goblets. 

嗤然  the  sound  of  laughter. 
p 盒 一 ■林茶  to  drink  a  cup  of| 

tea. 

p 吉  the  2 1 st  Diagram. 

See  6 1 1 

A  leaf  of  a  door.  To 

shut  ；  to  cover.  All  -  the whole.  Used  with  3947 

門闔  a  door;  see  2566. 

闔門。 r  闔戶  tQ  clQse  a  doori 
the  whole  family. 

闘  t0  dose  one’s  cottage, to  retire  from  public  life. 

闔 家大小  the  whole  family, great  and  small. 

闔宅  the  whole  family. 

闔城  the  whole  town. 
闔省  the  'yhole  province. 
闔屬  all  who  belong  to* . 

闔朝  the  whole  court, — military and  civil  alike. 

闔 郡公啓 the  whole  Pre* 
fecture  unites  in  this  public notice. 
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3962 

3963 

< •職泰 
隊 

N.yi〜 W， 
k、々kt 

；eeM 
{•  mk 

C.  hek^  he 
. koku、 kai 
hak 

Entering  and 
Sinking 
Lower 

and  Upper. 

核 
39^4 

〈.月 陌 
二  hU、 wU 

A.fut^  hct 

卜 ’•  honk 
\V.  yiie^  v.  iu 

ah、 wah 
：\  Ihi、 ihn 

VI.  Jie^  hu 
V.  hch^y,  hwe/i 

>z.  he、 hu 
义, hil'Juk 

' . kaku、 kiaku hak 

Entering 
Lower. 

闔潭 _  .吉1  trust  your  whole family  is  well. 

PS  _  風  a  westerly  bre
eze, 

supposed  to  blow  from  the  gate 
of  Paradise. 

To 
To  investigate 

impeach. 

考 劾其實  to  examine  into 
the  real  facts  of  a  case. 

劾 究。 r 劾間。 r 糾劾 to 
investigate. 

劾奏  to  impeach  in  a  memorial 
to  the  Throne. 

彈 劾。1 •劾參  to  impeach. 

自 投劾狀  to  present  one’s 
own  impeachment, — as  an  offi¬ 
cial  who  accuses  himself  of  in¬ 
capacity. 

The  stone  of  a  fruit  ；  the 

kernel.  A  hard  lump  ；  a 

nodule.  To  examine  into  ； 

to  weigh  facts. 

荔枝核  the  stone  of  the  lichee. 

桃核  a  peach  stone. 

鑽李核  to  bore  through  the 
stones  of  plums, — as  Wang  Jung 
did,  lest  some  purchaser  might 

plant  them  and  spoil  his  mono- 

poly. 

核桃 a  walnut. 

核桃仁  the  flesh  of  a  walnut, 

核仁  a  fruit  kernel. 

,去 皮求核  take  off  the  husk 
and  get  at  the  kernel, — look  at 
the  intention  or  motive  rather 

than  at  the  thing. 

I 生核  to  have  a  hard  lump  or 

growth  on  the  body. 

核查。 r 核明。 r 察核 t。 
investigate.  See  11,980. 

核奪 核定 a 核斷 t。 
decide  upon  the  merits  of  a  case. 

核議  to  deliberate;  to  decide 
upon. 

核淮  to  grant  after  consider¬ 
ation, — as  permission  to  file  a 

petition. 

核對  to  compare, —  as  .original 
and  copy. 

核箅  to  calculate. 

核 箅淸單  a  table  for  cal¬ 
culation;  a  ready  reckoner. 

核 
3964 

戴 
3965 

R •陌月 

C.  het 

H.  het 

F.  houk 

W,  yue N,ak 

P.  She 
M.  he 

Y.  hek 
K.  hek 

J.  kaku、 giaku 
A.  hak Entering 

Lower. 

火 

3966 
夥 
39^7 

郝 

3968 

R •藥 

C. 歸 0 

H.  hct 

F.  k-auk 
W.  ha 

^.hoh 

P.  zhau、ho) 
M.  ho\ho) 

Y.  hak 
K.  kak 

J.  kaku 
A.  hak、 亡 ift Entering 

Upper. 

4^ 

核加  to  add;  to  calculate  the additional . 

核估  to  assess. 辦  to  act  accordingly. 

核錯  to  discover  a  mistake. 
核示  to  consider  and  give  an answer  or  instructions  how  to 

proceed. 

剡 核太甚  to  examine  too strictly ;  inquisitorial. 

核 與上年  as  compared  with previous  years. 

核計  to  examine  an  account; to  find  the  sum  amounts  to... 

閲  to  read  and  examine. 

核付  to  duly  pay. 

核銷  to  duly  cancel. 

核實  t。 verify. 
To  examine  into.  Used 

with  3964.  To  cut ;  to 

engrave. 

緩查。 r  考顯  to  investigate; to  scrutinize. 

媛驗  t。 verify. 審駸  to  investigate  judicially. 

^  to  examine  with  “torture, i.e.  to  extort  evidence  by  flogging 
with  the  bamboo. 

mm  the  husks  of  thr
eshed wheat.  See  3987. 

簡而嚴 terse  and  pithy. 

See  5326. 

See  5328. 

Name  of  a  village  in 

Shensi.  A  Department  in 

Ssuch'uan  under  the  Sung 

dynasty.  Read  hao%  in  Pe¬ 
king.  A  surname.  [Dist. 

from  郝  nanz  8144, 蔽 

9802， and  箱 （於3  546.] 

Read  shift 访. To.plough. 

m 

3969 

R. 陌 

C.  hak H.  het 

F.  haik 

W:々a 
N.  hah 

P.  h? 
M./ig 

Y.  hek 

Sz.  he 

K.  hidk 
J.  kaku、 kiaku 

A.  hak 

Entering 

Upper. 

w 

3970
 

R •陌 

H  j 
 haka 

F.  haik^y
.  

hiah 

W.  ha 

N.  hah 

P.  hsia\
h? 

M.  he,  Asia 
Y.  hek 

Sz.  he、 hsia 

K.  hidk 

J.  kaku、 kiaku 
A.  hak 

Entering 

Upper. 

Bright ；  luminous；  scorch¬ 
ing.  To  be  red.  To  be 

awe-inspiring*，  To  be  en¬ 
raged  at.  To  frighten. 

赫光  bright;  glorious. 
顯  brightly  manifested. 

赫明  to  burn  brightly. 

赫 赫炎炎  fierce  and  fiery. 

至 陽赫赫 Perfect  Yang  (sey 12,883)  is  powerfully  active. 

赫 赫有名  having  a  great reputation. 

赫 甚  very  powerful^— of  a  man¬ 
darin. 

赫 如渥赭 i  am  red  as 
though  rouged. 

王 益斯怒 the  king  rose majestic  in  his  wrath. 

赫奕  grand;  mighty ;  enduring. 

天子晖 下有赫 When 
the  Emperor  comes  among  the 

people,  it  is  with  majesty. 

庶午 ■來 赫  but  you  become the  more  incensed  against  me 

赫然  irate;  an^red. 赫知 •蹄  a  kind  of  paper,  manu¬ factured  under  the  Earlier  Han 

dynasty. 

V 

To  frighten  ；  to  terrify. 

Also  read  hsia、 • 

嚇他 一 ■下  gave  him  a  frigjit. 

嚇死人  to  frighten  people  to death. 

嚇掉了  _  frighten
ed  him 

out  of  his  wits, 

驚嚇  t。 frighten. 嚇詐  to  impose  on  by  threats 

嚇醒  to  awake  with  a  start. 

嚇愣了  very  frightened. 
恐嚇  to  arouse  one’s  fears;  to 

terrify. 

嚇昏  afraid  of  the  dark. 

嚇禁  t。 deter. 

了  to  have  run  away  for fear. 

嚇了  — '跳  made  me  jump with  fright. 

63 
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3970 

嚇勢  to  make  use  of  power  or 
influence  to  threaten ;  to  intimid- 
ate» 

窮苦 來嚇我 miserably 

poor, 

I 被 財 主嚇殺  
intimidated 

by  a  rich  man. 

嚇 煞妾矣  y。11  frishtened  me 
(your  handmaid)  out  of  my  life. 

p 參嚇。 1 ■嚇呼 (G1 ■喊) tc)  shout 
at  threateningly ;  to  threaten ; 

!  to  menace ;  to  intimidate.  (Read 

j  hsiaK  huA)  to  startle;  to  frighten. 

iT 

3971 R •陌 

’•  kaku、 釔  iaku A. 

Entering 

Lower. 

Water  drying  off  land. 

4* 袼 
3972 R •藥 

Sec 涸 

Entering 

Upper 
and  Lower. 

w 
3973 

R •藥陌 
C.  hok^  mU、、 ^ok0 

H.  hok 

F.  houk、 louk、 
meik 

W. 

N.  viah 

P.  ho\  cjl0 
M.  ho 

Y.  Ink 

K.  link 

J. 《aht、 bakti 
A.  hak、 !ak、 

mak ， 

Entering 

Lower 

Irregular. 

A  small  kind  oi  millet, 

or  panic  grass. 

A  small  animal  found  in 

Tibet,  with  a  pointed  nose 

and  thick  red  fur;  a  badger. 

A  name  for  the  racoon  dog 

[Ca?iis  procyonoides). 

一 之日于 .絡 during  the 
first  month  they  hunt  the  badger. 

衣 狐雜善 dressed  in  fox 
and  badger  fur. 

絡裘  badger-skin  robes. 

狐 雜 .之 厚以居 when  at 
home,  he  used  thick  furs  of  the 

fox  or  badger, 一 of  Confucius. 

如一 邱之貉  like  the  bad¬ 
gers  of  one  mound, — as  like  as 
two  peas. 

打貉睡 t。  become  sleepy. 

Read  mo4*.  A  common 
name  for  the  barbarous 

tribes  on  the  north. 

子之道 絡道也 yw  way 
would  be  that  of  the  Mo  bar¬ 

barians, — alluding  to  a  proposed 
administrative  change. 

3974 

劃 3975 

3976 

R •沃藥 See 鶴 
cf. 斛 

A.  hsak Entering 

Lower. 

nr 3977 

r •藥 

See 霍 

A.  hsak Entering 

Upper. 

See  5013. 

See  5014. 

A  bird  flying  high. 

Read  chio 你. Ambitious, 

i 夫乾蜜 然 the  Diagram chHen1  denotes  exaltation. 

Soup  ；  broth,  made  from 
meat  only. 

c •风 

H.  k'ok F.  hwok 
W.  ho 
N.  hoh 

M.  ho 

Y.  hwak 

Sz.  ho K.  hwak^  v. 

kwak 

],kwaku^waku 
A.  hwak、 kwat Entering 

Upper. 

攉 

398o 

398> 
ffi 

3982 

3983 

See  3888. 

Quickly  ；  suddenly. 

飛霍  to  fly  swiftly. 

霍然  suddenly. 揮霍  to  gambol;  to  frolic.  See 

5M9. 

霍亂  cholera. 霍 山 originally  another  name 
for  the 衡山  Heng  mountain 

in  Hunan.  See  3912.  From  the 

Han  dynasty,  the  “central  guar¬ 
dian  mountain”  of  China,  in 
Honan. 

See  5330. 

See  5331. 

Same  as  3977. 

^  5332. 

ip 

砉一
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r •陌錫 

C.  wak 

F.  heik 
N.  wak、 weh 

K.  hwtk、 hidk 

J.  keki、 hiaku A.  hwak 

Entering 

Lower. 

挖 
39^5 

紇 

3986 

R •月 

C.  hUr 

H.  nget、 

F.  houk^ 

W.  w 

N.  ngwah 
P. 
M.  he,  ke 

Y.  hch 

Sz.  he 
K.  hil 

J.  ketsz、 kotsz 

A. hout^ 

Entering 

Lower. 

w 

3987 

R •月 

See 紇 

Entering 

Lower. 

3988 

R •月屑 

H.  ngut 

F.  ttgeik 

N.  ngwah P.  h? 

M.  he 

K.  hil 
J.  koisz^  go  chi 

A.  hout? 

Entering 

Upper. 

3989 

惑 

399° 

The  sound  of  tearing  the 

skin  off  an  animal. 

砉然  with  a  noise  of  ripping. 

See  6255. 

The 

tassels. 

ends  of  a  fringe  ； 

or 廻 ⑼ 回） 紇 袁乾 

烏乾 or  (under  the  隋  Sui) 

韋 释 乾 _  the  Ouigours 

or  Wigours.  See  5163,  574. 

回紇其 先匈知 也 心 ancestors  of  the  Ouigours  were 

the  Hsiung-nu. 

Read  'kol.  A  knot. 

死紇縫  a  fast  knot. 
活乾縫  a  running  knot. 

Wheat  in  the  husk. 

镩乾  the  husks  of  threshed 
wheat.  See  3965. 

To  gnaw,  as  a  rat. 

peculate. 
To 

See  5316. 

See  5320. 



m 

3995 

噘 
3996 

盔 
3997 

399» 

;«貉 
Entering 
Lower. 

See  3899： 

See  5313. 

See  5329. 

To  congratulate,  the  con¬ 
gratulations  being  often 

accompanied  by  presents. 

四 方來賀 frc>m  the  four 
quarters  congratulations  come. 

道 :賀。 r 慶賀 w 賀喜 t。 
congratulate. 

恭賀  with  respectful  congratu¬ 
lations, 一 when  presents  are  sent. 

可 賀可賀  allow  me  to  con- 
gtatulate  you. 

賀新年  to  wish  a  happy  new 
year. 

賀壽  to  wish  many  happy 
returns  of  a  birthday. 

奉賀  to  offer  congratulations, — 
generally  including  presents. 

禮賀  congratulatory  presents. 

朝賀  a  Court  congratulation, 一 
as  on  the  birthdays  of  the  Em¬ 
peror  and  Empress,  etc. 

賀節喜  t。 wish  one  the  com¬ 
pliments  of  the  season. 

賀戟  to  carry  a  spear. 

賀蘭山  the  Ara-shan  moun¬ 
tains,  lying  north  of  Kansuh. 

See  3893. 

Same  as  11,013. 

Same  as  盍  3959- 

An  animal  resembling  a 

fox.  Is  regarded  by  some 

as  identical  with  3973, 

3999 

ir 

4000 

R •藥肴 See 熇 

A.  houk 

Entering  and 
Even  Upper. 

hW 

,4001 

R •陌 

See 駸 

Entering 

Lower. 

4002 
C.  lik^ 

F.  kaik、 
N.  ttgah^ 

P.  s,he 
M.  he 

Y.  heh 

K.  hik 

J.  kaku、 gtaku A.  kak、、 Aahy 
Entering 

Irregular. 

4003 

R. ： 

See 郝 

Entering 

Upper. 

4004 

Rit 

C.  hau 

F：  j
  heu 

W.  hau 

N.  hou 
P.  hou^  v.  hu 

M.  hou 

Y.  heo^  v.  hu 

Same  as  3893. 

To  slander. 

多 將鎬鎬  he  is  always  back¬ 
biting. 

Name  of  a  small  lake 

合漏湖 in  the  east  of| Kiangsu. 

The  root  of  a  feather  ； 

feathers  ；  pinions. 

羽翮  a  feather;  a  quill. 

整翮  to  preen  the  feathers. 

奮翻  rushing  pinions, 一 of  any one  who  carries  out  his  inten¬ 

tions  promptly  and  decisively. 

振 翮高翔  to  shake  out  one’s wings  and  fly  aloft, 一 to  obtain 
advancement. 

高舉 振六融 to  rise  in  the world, — as  above. 

六翻  the  six  chief  wing  feathers. 

The  poisonous  sting  of 
an  insect. 

HCOXJ. 

To  breathe  noisily  ；  to 

snore.  Very  ；  extremely. 

發齣  to  wheeze. 

齣病  asthma. 鞠肝 ot 期餘 tosn()re- 

勘臭的  stinking  horribly. 

齣贜的  filthy;  dirty. 

麴
1
 

4004 

Sz.  hou 

K.  hu 

J.  kd^  ko A.  heu、 hu 
Even  Upper. 

w 4005 

Rising  Upper. 

侯
 2 

4006 

C.  hau 
H.  \  . 

F.  I 
 heu 

VV.  au 

N.Hii 

P- ) 

M.  >  hou 

Sz. ) 

Y.  heo K.  hu 

A.  heu 
Even  Lower. 

韵碱的  salt  td  excess. ^  very  bitter.  Also  used  with sour,  salt、 etc. 

齣包草  the  asthma  plant [Epimedium  macranfkum,  M. 

&  D,〉. 

The  lowing  of  an  ox.  A 

calf. 

牛狗  the  ox  is  lowing. 

The  second  title  of  no¬ 
bility  ； a  marquis  ；  see  在 

6568.  A  target.  Admir¬ 
able  ； beautiful.  A  particle. 

侯位。 r 侯爵  the  rank  of marquis  or  count. 

侯爺  a  marquis. 
貴侯爵  my  lord  marquis. 

諸侯 w 侯氏  the  leudal princes  generally. 

_  侯力政  the  struggle  of 
the  Feudal  States, — at  the  close of  the  Chou  dynasty. 

謹 爾侯度  be  careful  °fy°ur 
duties  as  a  prince  of  the  empire. 

公 侯好仇  a  good  companion 
for  his  prince, 

封侯  to  create  a  marquis. 

侯服  the  territory  ruled  over 
by  a  marquis. 

侯 門似海  a  nobleman’s 
house  is  like  the  sea, — one  feels 
lost  in  its  grandeur. 

侯門 千金而 且文小 
the  daughter  of  an  aristocratic 
house  is  always  ignorant  of  some 
trifles, 一 which  ordinary  people 
know. 

終日 射侯  shooting  all  day 
at  the  target. 

大 侯旣抗  the  great  target  is set  up.  、 、 、 ' 

沏 直且侯  truly  smooth  and beautiful, ― of  fur. 

侯 于周脤  they  beca^ie  sub¬ 
ject  to  the  House  of  Chou. 

侯作侯 祝  thence  come  oaths 
and  curses. 

侯誰在 矣 and  wh。 are 
there  ?  ^ 
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4007 R. 尤 

F.  v.  hoa、 hd 
N.  v.  «,  wu^  ho 
See 侯 

Even  Lower. 

HOTJ 
[  500  ] 

HOXT 

4006 

喉!
 

肆 師侯禳  the  master  of  the 
sacrificial  ceremonies  responded 

to  good  omens  and  exorcised 
evil  ones. 

侯 生伏劍  Hou  falling  upon 
his  sword, 一 referring  to  a  friend 

of  信  _  君  Hsi.n-lin
g  Chun 

(Prince  無忌  Wu-chi  of  魏 
Wei)  of  the  3rd  century  b.c.,  who 
committed  suicide  rather  than 

incur  the  suspicion  of  his  patron. 

4008 

R •宥 

See 侯 

The  throat  ；  properly  the 

oesophagus  or  gullet,  as 

opposed  to 嗓  the  larynx 

or  windpipe.  See  7481. 

4009 

J  v.  hdu 

F.  y.  heu 

See 侯 

Even  Lower. 

喉嚨。 r 喉 嚨眼子 the 
gullet.  Also,  the  windpipe.  See 

息 4°34- 
好喉嚨  a  fine  strong  voice. 

the  soft  throat, 一 the  gullet. 

P^the  hard  throat, — the  wind¬ 

pipe. 

咽喉  the  windpipe;  a  channel ; 
a  passage. 

咽 喝之地  windpipe  places, 
一 important  strategical  points. 

結喉。 1 •喉欖  Adam’s  apple. 

生鵝喉  to  have  goose-throat. 
-diphtheria. 

封喉  to  have  the  throat  stopped up. 

自刺其 喉而死  commit¬ 
ted  suicide  by  cutting  his  throat, 

潤喉  to  moisten  one’s  throat, — 
to  “wet  one’s  whistle”  or  “wash 

ohe’s  neck.” 

喉 p 桑  the  throat  ；  the  voice. 

王 之喉舌  the  king’s  throat 
and  tongue, — mouthpiece. 

願代 某君喉 舌之司 
willing  to  act  as  Mr.  So-and-So’s 
interpreter. 

令人  舌  to  make  people 
talk  about  you；  to  set  tongues 
wagging. 

婉 嘲歌喉  exquisite  modula¬ 
tions  of  the  voice  in  singing. 

見  '屙尿 ，喉 曬癢 
itching  to  do.  whatever  one  sees 
others  doing. 

堠‘
 

Sinking 

Lower. 

Mounds  for  fire-signals. 
A  double  one  was  placed 

every  ten  li、 a  single  one 

every  five  /i.  See^  1 2,205. 

嚴斥堠  et  strict  attention  be paid  to  the  fire-beacons. 

m 

Wanton  ；  lewd. 

m 

4010 
侯 

Even  Lower. 

A  constellation,  known 

as  羅喉， and  regarded  by 
fortune-tellers  as  unlucky. 

猴1
 

4oii F.  v.  kau 

See 侯 

Even  Lower. 

A  monkey；  a  short-tailed 
macaque.  See  1060. 

猴兒- ■猴子  a  monkey, 

好 個猴頭  my  dear  monkey! 

你 這猴頭  you  monkey  fel¬ low  ! 

雅 I  賴  shrewd;  clever. quick ;  agile ;  smart. 

猴子戲  monkey  tricks. 
耍猴子  to  exhibit  a  perform¬ ing  monkey. 

跳猴  to  jump  like  a  monkey, to  be  untrustworthy. 

沐 猴而冠  a  female  monkey with  a  hat  on.  Said  of  the  famous 

霸王  Pa  Wang,  Hsiang  Yii, 
by  Han  Sheng,  who  meant  that he  was  a  jackanapes.  [沐猴 

= 獼猴渖 4.] 

殺 鷄  _  猴  t0  kiU  the  f
owl  as 

a  warning  to  the  monkey. 

少是 觀音， 老是猴 
goddess  when  young,  a  monkey 
when  old, 一 of  a  beauty. 

猴子検 到一塊 .薑1 ike a  monkey  which  has  picked  up 

ginger,— dog  in  the  manger. 

猴抱 拜琶1 ike  a  monkey guitar，一 亂彈  making 
with 

m 

401  j 

discord,  two  words  which  soun， 

precisely  like  亂談 you  UU 

nonsense !  rubbish ! 

孫猴兒  the  famous  monke 

character  in  the  西遊 i 

Hsi-yu-chi,  See  10,431. 

猴三: ̂  兒  or  simply  三 兒 

or 阿三  a  monkey. 

墨猴。 r 研猴  a  small  specie of  marmoset,  found  in  Y iinnar 
It  is  said  to  be  able  to  rub  in 

on  a  palette ;  hence  the  name. 

淚熊 a  bean 

the  yellow  monkey  [Maa 

cus  thibetanusy  A.  M.-Edw.). 

金靑猴  the  golden  brow 
monkey  (Rhinopithecus  roxtll 
mnt  A.  M.-Edw.). 

猴抓子  Cratcegus  cuneata}  \ &  Z.,  and  C.  pinnatifida、 Bung 

祐 I  兒室； Sapindus  Mukorosi 
Gaert.,  the  fruit  of  which  is  use 

as  soap. 

瘊
!
 

4012 

Sec 侯 

Even  Lower. 

職 
2 

4013 

R 

See 侯 

Even  Lower. 

Warts  ；  pimples. 

Dim  of  sight. 

羅  _  a  king  of  Asuras. 

羅喉羅  Rahula,— the  eldt 
son  of  Shakyamuni  Buddha, 
is  to  be  reborn  as  the  eldest  s« 

of  every  future  Buddha. 

羅  _  羅多  Rahukta>- 
native  of  Kapila,  and  1 6th  pat 
arch.  He  entered  Nirvina 

H3- 

m 

4014 

See 
侯 

Even  Lower. 

To  pray  for  blessings  ； 
offer  sacrifices. 

篌1
 

4015 

R .允 

See 侯 

Even  Lower. 

A  musical  instrume 

with  twenty-  five  string 

called  壁篌， like  a  lar 
lute. 
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4016 

R‘it 
See 侯 
Even  Lower. 

候 r 
4017 

R ‘宥  it 
See 

Sinking  and 
Even  Lower. 

m 

4018 

See 
侯 

Even  Lower. 

餱 
4019 

4020 

R •尤 

See 侯 
Even  Lower. 

候 
4021 

R •宥 
C'  kau 
H.  heu 
F.  haiu.  heu 
W •⑽ 
N •敁 
p.  I M.  }  hou 
Sz.  \ 
Y.  heo 
K.hu 

].kd 
A.  heu 

Si Sinking 

Upper, 

Dry  provisions.  See  6156, 

粮糧  food  taken  on  a  journey 

Name  of  a  place,  called 

鄕田， belonging  to  the  晉 
Chin  State. 

The  metal  head  of  an 

arrow, 

四 餱旣鈞  the  four  arrows 
are  all  balanced,  —  have  their 

centre  of.  gravity  in  the  proper 

place. 

Same  as  4016. 

A  large  fish,  called  滤 

鱗。 r 猴船， and  said  to 
be  poisonous. 

猴飯  a  river  porpoise. 

To  await；  to  expect  the 

arrival  of.  A  period  of  ; 

days.  ) 

等候。 r 守候  to  wait 

候許久  to  wait  a  long  time. 

候萆半 .夜  he  waited  till midnight 

過 午不候  I  shall  not  wait 
after  noon. 

在 此候着  waiting  here. 

至 家譯余  when  you  get home,  wait  for  me. 

候示  to  await  a  reply  or  in¬ 
structions. 

善候風  good  at  waiting  for 
wind, -knowing  what  the  weather 
will  be. 

候駕  I  await  your  chariot, — a 
conventional  phrase  .used  in  in¬ 
vitations, 

候叙  I  await  your  conversation, 
一 same  as  last  entry. 

4021 

拱候。 r 恭候  to  respectfully 
wait, — upon  a  person,  as  a  visit of  ceremony. 

遣童 往候之  sent  a  servant to  ask1  after  him, — in  illness. 

問候  to  enquire  after  a  person’s health;  to  visit. 

致候  to  send  salutations. 

我 候你們 $  I  will  pay  for you  all, — as  a  pinner  at  a  restau¬ rant. 

我候罷 1  1  g stand treat. 

伺候  to  wait  upon;  to  attend 
upon,  as  a  servant. 

轎 子伺候  let  the  chair  be in  waiting  for  me. 

候人  a  person  in  waiting;  an usher. 

彼 候人兮  those*  officers  ofl 

escort.  I 

候訊。 r 候質  to  await  ex¬ amination, _ as  a  witness. 

候驗  to  await  examination, — 
as  goods  at  the  Customs. 

候結  to  await  the  termination, — as  of  a  trial. 

候補 or  候缺  waiting  to  fill a  vacancy  ；  expectant, — of  offi 
cials  who  have  the  rank  but  not 

an  actual  appointment.  Used  of 
provincial  officials.  See  9463 

候 補老爺  a  jocular  term  for an  expectant  official. 

候選  to  await  selection, — for 
•  official  employment.  Used  of 
officials  in  the  /Peking  Boards. 

氣候。 r 節候  season;  weather. 

氣 候猶寒  the  weatber  was rather  chilly.  .  See  1064. 

^  4 &  disease.  See  7884. 

平日 曾有此 症候否 
has  he  previously  suffered  from 
this  disease  ? 

火 候須知  (a  cook)  should know  about  the  strength  of  a  fire, 

— either  ̂   or  as  required. 
12,633,  12,744. 

留他 在此看 看火候 
keep  him  here  to  lool^  after  the 
strength  of  the  fire. 

時候  tijne.  See  QQ21. 

候晤  to  await  an  interview. 

候‘
 

4021 

c 

4022 

R •有 

C.  Jtau 

H.  ̂ hau%  Jiau 

F.  chau 
W.  (hau、 hat? 

N.  hoii^  v.  dii 

P. 

M.  hou Sr. 

Y.  heo 

K.  hu 

J.  kd^  ku 
A.  heu 

Rising 

Irregular. 

m 
4023 

R. 有 

% 吼 

Rising  Upper. 

露 

4024 

R 有 

C.  i-hau^  hau1 
Yl.  ̂ -heu^  heu 工 

F.  haiu\  kati^ W. 三 au、 丄 gati 

N •秘 

I w 

Sz.  Aau3 

K.  hu 

/• 沾、 gu 

A.  hen1- 

Rising  Lo 

候候  to  wait  for;  to  enquire 
aftet. 

你在這 邊候候 yQU  wait 
here. 

替我 候候他  present  my 
compliments  to  him. 

^  ̂   \s/tSngy)  as  soon  as  you have  mounted,  —  said  by  the 
host  when  asked  by  a  departing 
visitor  to  return  to  his  house. 

候朝命 t。  await  his  Majesty’s 
commands. 

七 十二候  the  72  periods  of| S  days  which  make  up  the  year 
of  360  days.  Thus  divided  by 

Ching  Fang,  1st  cent.  b.c. 

The  roar  or  bellow  of 

animals；  a  voice  of  anger. 

河 東獅吼  the  lioness  of  Ho- tung  roars, — said  by  Su  Tung-p*o of  the  shrewish  wife  of  陳季 

常  Ch*eu  Chi-ch‘ang  ;  hence  the 
term  has  come  to  mean  a  virago 
or  shrew. 

啦吼如 雷 he  roars  like 
thunder* 

吼病  asthma. 

吼  ‘to  pant. 蒲牢吼  the  bell  rings. 
A  fierce  wolf^loufi 江  in 

Mongolia.  An  astrological 
term  for  the  1 6th  constella 

tion  in  Aries.  The  dragon’s head  on  roofs. 

叫天 m  to  call  upon  the heavenly  wolf  or  dragon’s  head 
upon  .a  roof,— said  of  workmen 

engaged  in  dangerous  work 
upon  high  scaffoldings,  etc. 

Thick,  as  opposed  to 薄 

9381.  Substantial;  rich. 
Generous  ；  kind.  Sincere. 
Secure,  Virtuous. 

厚薄  thin  and  thick  ；  thickness (as  a  relative  term) ;  liberal  and 

stingy;  much  and  little. 

躬 自 厚而薄 責於人 
require  much  from  yourself  and 
little  from  others. 

聊厚 不爲薄  not  to  think  j thick  thin, — as  a  pessimist. 

厚 此薄彼  to  show  partiality. 
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4。24 
_ 地蓋厚  we  say  of  earth that  it  is  thick, — yet  011?  should 

tread  carefully  on  it. 

及 其廣厚  when  you  come 
to  the  breadth  and  thickness, - 
of  the  earth. 

面皮  face-skin  thick, 一 
brazen-faced ;  thick-skinned. 

巧 言如簧 ，顔 之厚矣 
their  artful  words,  like  organ 

tongues,  show  how  unblushing 
are  their  faces. 

厚顔  brazen-faced.  Also,  good- 
looking. 

厚 酒  generous  wine. 

厚味  savoury ;  tasty. 

厚 对寒  liberal  betrothal  presents. 

厚  liberal  presents. 

厚祿  a  liberal  salary. 

厚資  a  large  , fortune. 

厚澤  unbounded  favour. 

厚  thick  soles. 

厚贈。 1 ■厚賜  t。 bestow  gen- erously. 

厚利  large  profit. 

厚 幸  great  good  fortune. 

是 所厚望  what  he  earnestly 
hopes. 

厚集  to  collect  a  strong  force 

厚
 4 

4024 

後
 4 

厚實  well-to-do ;  substantial. 

厚情。 r 厚意  friendly  feel 
ingsj  kindness. 

厚 着  to  be  kind  or  generous  to. 

厚待  to  treat  kindly  or  cordially. 

厚  kindly;  considerate;  gen¬ 
erous. 

厚恩  great  kindness. 

厚惠  great  benevolence,  —  al¬ 
luding  to  money  given. 

厚交  close  friendship. 

厚密  very  intimate. 

厚  sincere ;  honest. 

忠 厚  loyal;  trustworthy. 

非 能 厚勝之 y。11  wil1  nQt 
be  able  to  conquer  him. 

厚往 而薄來  to  send  away 
(their  envoys)  with  liberal  pre¬ 
sents  when  they  only  brought 

4025 

K •有看 

C.  hau 

H.  Lfieu、 heu1 F,  haiu、 heu、 hau^  a 

W. 三 au 

N.  ̂ oii 

p.  I 

M.  >  hou 

Sz. ) 

Y.  heo 
K.  hu T.  ko^go 

A.  heu Sinking 

(W.  and  N. 

Rising) 

Lower. 

small  presents, 一 is  the  way  to 

1 

treat  vassal  princes. 後 

效 厚  earnest  and  sincere. •  4025 

孔 之厚矣  Perfectly  secure， — of  territory.  丨 

俾 •爾單 厚  making  thee  en- tirely  virtuous. 

a  kind  of  bleak  (JLeuciscus 
idcllus).  g 

厚 卷 |  (/k1)  Magnolia  sp.  nova、 the  bark  of  which  is  highly 
valued  as  a  drug.  See  9509. 

Behind,  of  time  and  place, 

as  opposed  to 前  1 737. 

Verso、 the  second  page  of 

a  leaf  in  a  Chinese  book  ； 

see  1 2,978.  After,  as  op- 

posed  to 先 4440.  Descend- 
ants*  posterity.  To  follow； 

see  5185.  To  put  in  the 

rear  ；  to  postpone.  North, 

as  applied  to  hills,  houses, 

streets,  etc.  ；  see  1737.  See 

天  11,208. 
後來 後手。 r 狻首。 r 

後經 or  以後  afterwards. after  that ;  accordingly ; 

subsequently. 

後天 ot 後 日。1 •後兒 the 
day  after  to-morrow.  [For  the 
first,  see  also  11,208.] 

^  ̂   ̂   the  fourth  d
ay  from to-day,  inclusive. 

後 半/  天  the  afternoon. 

後 夜  after  midnight. 

自此 之後  henceforth;  ever _  afterwards. 

其狻亦 皆病黢 died of  illness  subsequently, — to  the 
events  narrated. 

自 後而前  froni  back  to  front; backwards,  like  the  Mongol script. 

惯 無後期  take  care  that  you are  not  behind  time. 

後牛  after-born ;  descendants ; 
a  youth,  as  opposed  to 先 牛； 

used  respectfully  for  “I”  or  “me.” 
Also,  young;  see  966. 

以保 我後生 and  so  he preserves  us,  his  descendants. 

後生家  a  youth;  a  young  man 

授狻生 he  took  pupils^ 

後 學  I， your  pupil. 後 世。1^ 狻代 OT 後輩 * 
ages；  posterity. 

我 生之狻  the  after  part  0 

my  life. 後 、漢  the  After  (or  Later)  Har 
dynasty. 

只 要久狻 記得我 
only  want  you  to  think  of  m( 

in  days  to  come. 

久狻 都是你 這脑孩 

兒的  by  and  by,  all  will  b' 

your  child’s. 

木 自我後 they 、vere  no 
after  me. 

後裔  Qr  後繼  descendants. 
後嗣  an  heir;  posterity. 

有 後無後 has  he  any  dej 
cendants  ? — in  the  male  line. 

無 後爲大  not  to  have  mal 
offspring  is  the  chief, 一  of  th_ three  unfilial  acts.  See  孝^  43.^ 

你是籍 紳之後 y。11  are 
gentleman  by  birth. 

运襄 子爲後 n_ Hsiang  as  his  successor. 

呀 咐後事 to 〆 

injunctions. 

置 (or  治） 後事  t0  settle  one' 
affairs, 一 before  death. 

以 觀其狻  in  order  to  watd 
the  development  of  events. 

先後 or  #  first  and  Iasi 

See  4440. 

後  a  further  blessing, 一 foo< as  well  as  drink,  alluding  to  th 

ancient  sacrifices  at  which  win 

only  was  drunk  at  first,  but  wbei 
the  sacrifices  were  performed 

full  banquet  was  served. 

後 毋。! •後 娘。 I ■後媽 
stepmother.  * 

後媽臉  a  stepmother  (/、 a  lowering)  faco>  —  of  sprin, 
weather. 

狻婚  a  widow  re-marrying. 

後怕  to  shudder  at  a  dange 

past. 後悔  to  repent. 
後續  to  supplement. 
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狻圖  to  make  plans  for  the 
future.  ☆ 

後 會有期  we  shall  doubtless 
meet  again. 

而後馳 隨其後  and  after¬ 
wards  walked  behind  her. 

命 彼狻車  order  one  of  the 
attending  carriages ，一 to  carry  me. 

隨後 就到1  wil1  come  on  by 
and  by. 

隨在狻  following  behind. 

後琴。 r 後面 oi •後邊 
behind；  at  the  rear ;  aster” 

胃必、 the  back. 
背後 on  the  back;  behind  the 
back. 

末後尾  the  very  last;  the 
hindmost. 

列 於後。 r 後開  enumerated 
as  follows :— 

後據  an  extended  protest. 

後塲。 ^ 後臺 behind  the 
scenes;  the  green-room. 

後庭  a  back  hall;  the  anus. 

狻陰  the  anus. 
未署 義而狻 其君者 

no  man  with  a  sense  of  duty 

ever  put  his  sovereign  second, 
— to  himself. 

自後者 人先之 _  Put 
him  in  front  who  puts  himself 
behind. 

後其 身 而身先 keep be- 
hind,  and  you  shall  be  put  in 
front. 

後路  the  rear  of  an  army.. 

後應  a  force  in  reserve. 

後門  a  back-door;  the  breech 
of  a  gun. 

後堂  the  rear  part  of  a  house; 
the  breech  of  a  gun. 

後堂鎗  breech-loading  rifles. 

後堂 開花炮  heavy  breech- 
loading  guns. 

後詹牆  the  rear  wall  of  a 
house. 

後押  the  back  hair, — of  a  wo- 
man’s  coiffure • 

1 1 1  後  north  of  the  hill. 

後山  the  northern  hill. 

後街  the  north  street. 

C.  hau- H.  hcu 
F. 

W. 

N.  hoii 

P. 

M. 

Y.  hak 
Sz.  hou 

K.  hu 

J.  kd、 ku 

A.  hcu^ 

[  503  ] 

The  king-crab  [Limulus 

Polyphemui)、 known  as  嶽 

魚. [In  Shanghai  this  word 

is  used  for  “  rainbow. ”j 

鬻藤  If0 脈 a  Mloba,  Forsk. 

A  sovereign  ；  a  ruler  ；  a 

feudal  prince.  See  努 5  50 1 .. 
Used  for  4025. 

王 后潘哉  a  sovereign  true was  our  royal  prince. 

二 后  the  two  sovereigns  王 
Wen  Wang  and  武王 Wu 
Wang. 

三 后  the  three  chief  rulers  under the  Emperor  Shun,  viz.  ，夷 

p。1， 大禹  the  Great  Y ii,  and 

后稷 Hou  Chi.  Als。， 大 主 
King  T‘ai  (or  亶 父  T‘an  Fu), 

季王  King  Chi  (or  季歷 
Chi  Li),  and  文 王  Wen  Wang. 

三 后在天  the  Three  Rulers' are  in  heaven, — alluding  to  the 
second  set  given  above. 

皇 皇 后帝 Almighty  God. 

元后 qi •君后  the  sovereign. 

辠后。 1 •國后  the  Empress. 

皇 太后。 r 太后 the  Em- press  Dowager. 

母后  Our  Imperial  mother, 一 said  by  the  Emperor. 

后如  rhaids-of-honour.  ； 

我先神 后之勞 the  toils of  my  sainted  predecessors  on 
the  throne. 

阜 天后 十  Heaven  and  Earth personified  as  powers. 

天后  the  Taoist  Queen  of 
Heaven,  —  the  sailor’s  goddess, 
to  whom  he  prays  or  sacrifices 
for  fine  weather  and  safe  con¬ 
duct.  The  Buddhist  goddess 

摩 刺  Maritchi,  represent¬ ed  with  eight  arms,  two  of  which 

are  holding  aloft  emblems  of  the 
sun  and  moon. 

后
 ‘ 

4027 

呢
 3 

4028 
A.  hci^ 
Rising  Lowei;. 

4029 

R._ 

C.  hau 

H.  heu 
F.  haiti1、 kaii^ 

W. 、一 au 

P. 

M,  '  hou Sz. 

Y.  hou 
K.  hu 

]^o,gu A.  heu 

Sinking 

Lower. 

4030 

r •有 

^ 後 

Rising  Lower. 

西 

403 1 

R •齊 

C.  sat H.  si 

F.  sae 

W.  si 

N.  si 

P. ) 

M. 

Y. Sz.  1 
hsi 

Yi.se 

J.  sai 

A.  te^  tei 

Even  Upper. 

USX 

天 )0  鐘  an  aneroid  barometer. 

方 命厥后  in  those  quarters he  appointed  the  princes. 

撫 我則后 ，虐 我則譽 
he  who  soothes  us  is  our 

sovereign he  who  oppresses  us 
is  our  enemy. 

To  scold  ；  to  abuse. 

To  meet  unexpectedly. 

邂 逅相逢  to  meet  unexpect- 1 edly, 一 as  a  friend. 

Name  of  an  ancient  place 
in  the  State  of  魯  Lu. 

XXJSI. 

The  west,  as  opposed 

to 東  1 2,248  ；  western  ;  I 

foreign.  Shansi.  Used  for 
Radical  146*  see  4244.  | 

西 邊 心 west  side. 

西南  south-west. 西北  north-west.  Ij 

西 南之西  west  south-west.  I 
西下  in  the  west,  —  of  the! Eighteen  Provinces.  5 

西上  to  go  to  the  capital.  t] 

東西  east(  and  west;  colloqui- 1 ally,  a  thing.  See  12,248. 

两 方美人 the  fine  men  of  - the  west, — alluding  to  the  early 

seat  of  the  House  of  Chou. 
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西1
 

4031 

西方極 樂世界 ot 西 

夭  the  paradise  of  the  west, 一 
the  Buddhist  heaven  which,  is 

said  to  be  only  a  foretaste  of 
the  bliss  of  Nirvana.  Sanskrit : 
sukh  avati, 

魂 升西 天  his  spul  has  gone 
to  heaven. 

老 僧歸西  the  old  priest  has 
gone  to  the  west, —is  dead. 

西國。 r 泰 西 國 western 
nations.  See  ̂   ̂0,315. 

两 人  western  men;  foreigners. 

西洋  Portugal；  foreign  coun¬ tries. 

西藏  Tibet.  See  3383  pox. 
西 域  western  regions；  Mahom- 
medan  States. 

西川  a  name  for  熱河  Jehol. 
西 陵  the  western  mausoleum, — 

of  the  Imperial  family. 

西淸  a  fancy  name  for  the 
palace  in  which  the  Emperor 
pursues  his  studies. 

日平西  the  sun  is  level  with 
the  west,— that  is  just  before  it 

appears  t6  go  down  straight  to 
the  horizon. 

東 一 •嘴西 一 •句 east  a 
mouth  and  west  a  sentence, 一 
everybody  talking  at  once* 

西 賓。 r 西 席 the  western 
guest, — a  tutor,  from  bis  position 

as  opposed  to  that  of  ̂   ̂  
the  master  of  the  house. 

西 家  servants;  employes,  as  op¬ 
posed  to  ̂   ̂   masters. 

西 湖。1 ■西 子湖 western 
lake, — of  which  there  are  two 
famous  ones,  viz. :  at  Hang-chow 
in  Chehkiang  and  at  Hui-chowin 
Kuangtung.  Both  were  visited 

by  the  poet  Su  Tung-p‘o. 

西湖色  “lake  water”  colour, 
a  pale  clear  green ;  more  com- xnonly 湖色 

西湖景  Peep-shows. 
西葫蘆  a  kind  of  pumpkin  or 
gourd. 

西 紅杭子 the  tomato, 
西瓜  a  water-melon.  See  6281. 

西瓜皮  rind  of  a  water-melon  ； a  cap. 

西
1
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C.  sik 
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P.S/tst 
M.  hsi 

Y.  sik 

Sz.  hsi 

K.  sik 

J.  seki 
A.  tik Entering 

Upper. 

老^  西 兒  a  popular  term  for  a Shansi  man.  Also,  the  Japanese 

hawfinch  ( Coccothraustes  vulgar- 
is9  var.  Japonicus). 

山西 找子要 財不要 
Shansi  grabbers  love  money 

more  than  life,  —  alluding  to 

banking  and  financial  operations 

generally,  which  are  all  in  the 
hands  of  Shansi  men,  the  Jews 

of  China. 

西廂縦 子  a  borderof  figures from  the  Hsi-hsiang-chi^  a  fam¬ 
ous  novel. 

西口馬  a  horse  from  beyond the  western  passes. . 

西 皮蓄兒 s^eePs^ns  from Kansuh. 

Grieved  ；  miserable. 

惶  grieved ;  vexed. 

何 爲栖愐 若是辩 why so  miserable? 

孤孤 栖愐的 住在遂 

州  lived  4onely  and  miserable 
at  Sui-chou,  —  of  a  widow  and 

orphan. 

Same  as  985, 

Breath；  to  breathe  (see 

4297)；  to  blow  (see  2579). 
That  which  is  produced  ； 

posterity  ；  interest  on  mon¬ 

ey；  see  6885.  To  stop; 

to  put  a  stop  to ;  to  rest； 

to^appease.  See  5665. 

氣息  vapour;  breath. 义 8919 and  below. 

脈 息全無  neither  pulse  nor breathing,  —  no  signs  of  life； 
dead. 

長太息  t0 a  deep  sigh. 

喘, 息不停  nc>t  t。 _  PaDt- 

ing, 

^  ̂   to  sob;  to  exact  interest. 

it  M\  t0  st0P  the  breath, — samd- dh^\  故 7733, 95S2-  Also,  to  put 
a  stop  to.  1 

錄 容屏息 to  compose  the features  and  check  the  breath, 

as  in  the  presence  of  a  superior. See  9319. 

4034 

j 

j 

其 息深深  to  breathe  deeply. 
眞 人之息 以踵 ，衆人 

之息以 喉_&  perfect  man 
breathes  from  his  heels,  mankind 

in  general  from  their  throats. 

-以息 相吹  t0  blow  with  the 
breath. 

火息 再燒則 if  the  fire 
has  been  let  out  and  re-lighted, then . 

並無子 息 he  had  n。 w - 
dren. 

女 息  my  daughter. 

賊息 my  son. 息 銀  interest  on  money. 

生息。 1 ■出息  the  blessings of  peace;  prosperity;  to  produce 
interest；  to  be  profitable. 

外出 息  perquisites;  tips  avails. 

沒 出息見  gQod  ft>r  notlVn & 
一 as  a  bad  son. 

^  t0  exact  interest. 

利息照 典起息 interest to  be  at  pawnbroker’s  rate,— 
2  per  cent  per  month. 

^  to  bear  interest. 

息摺  a  dividend  warraDt. 

出作入 息  beginning  work  at 
dawn  and  stopping  at  dusk. 

^  to  rest;  to  cease、/rom. 
不覺的 氣息了 
ceptibly  his  breath  stopped. 

去 以六月 息者也 

flight  of  six  months， duration. 

义 息于外 his  father  was 
abroad. 

M\  ̂   t0  rest  the  shoulders,  as a  burden-carrier. 

一 1  息間  in  心  time  of  a  rest; in  a  short  space  of  time. 

^  to  stoP  one，s  trade  <r 

business.  j 

睡息  t。 sleep. 
息念頭  t0  Sive  UP  fhe  idea. 

肩 、駕  to  stop  one’s  chariot;  to 
come  to  a  stop. 

^  to  come  to  a  friendly settlement 

息兵  to  suspend  military  opera¬ 
tions.  1 
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4034 

爐； 
4035 

nky  v.  scm 

j",  v.  sim 
v.  sing 

?•， v.  Qsaiig sih^  v,  sing 
: hsi 

hsi 

hsik 

hsi 

sik 

eki 

tik 

Entering 

Upper. 

丈 r 
4036 

:息 
Entering 
Upper. 

息 戰端。 r 息兵端 t。 
prevent  *war ‘ 

息事  to  bring  a  matter  to  a 
conclusion. 

莫 敢遑息  not  daring  to  take 
a  little  rest. 

無 恒安息  do  not  reckon  on 
your  repose  being  permanent. 

See  44* 

息心  to  set  ojie’s  heart  at  rest； 
to  cease  to  be  anxious. 

息怒  to  appease  anger. 
姑自、 to  spoil,  as  a  child:  to  pet. 

好 k 好飯去 將息他 
solaced  her  with  some  good  tea 

and  good  food. 

不可休  ^  cannot  rest  under 
them, 一 of  trees  without  shade. 

[息 =思—  particle.] 

養 息 ⑽  breed, -as  bird-faneiers. 

The  wife  of  a  son,  grand¬ 

son,  or  nephew. 

兒媳婦  a  daughter-in-law. 

媳婦。 r 子媳。 r 兒媳 a 
daughter-in-law ;  (in  the  north) 
a  wife. 

婆媳  mother-in-law  and  daugh- 
ter-in-law. 

新媳婦  a  bride. 

娶媳婦  to  marry  a  wife. 

銳媳婦  to  arrange  a  marriage. 

養媳婦 (Nanking) 。1 •童養 
媳婦。 r 探養 媳婦 
(Shantung)  a  name  for  girls  who 
are  living  in  the  families  of  their 
betrothed  husbands. 

To  extinguish,  as  a  fire*, 
to  obliterate. 

熄燈 t。  put  out  a  lamp. 

滅媳  OT  析媳  to  extinguish; 
to  quench. 

蜂 烟未熄  the  beacon-fires 
are  not  yet  extinguished, — the 
rebellion  is  still  going  on. 

救 熄不曾  has  the  fire  been 
put  out  yet? 

王者 $ 跡熄  the  traces  of| 
the  ancient  kings  are  obliterated. 

w 4C37 

R •職 

息 Entering 

Upper. ir 

4038 

r •藏 

s<：e  息 

Entering 

Upper. 

健： 

4039 R.i 

fST 

4041 

R •錫 

See  衫 f 

EnteriDg 

Upper. 

A  polypus. 

鼻癔 a 肉癔  a  polypus  in the  nose. 

Name  of  a  place  in  the 

State  of  齊  Ch‘i. 

師於 息 P  they  encamped  at lksi. 

See 息 

Entering 

Upper. 

析
 0 

4040 

R 錫 

C.  sik、 tsHk 

H.  sit 

F.  scik 
W.  v.  sie 

H 

P.  Jisi、 ill  si  ̂ 

hst3 

M.  hsi 

Y.  hsik 
Sz.  hsi 

K,  sok 

J.  scki、 shaku A.  tik Entering 

Upper. 

To  draw  breath.  To  eat, 

To  split,  as  wood  ；  to 

divide.  To  explain.  [To 

be  distinguished  from  析 
ii, 398-] 

析薪  to  split  firewood. 

分析  to  divide, — as  money. 

析而二 之  divided  it  into two  parts. 

立 析產書  to  execute  a  deed for  the  division  of  family  pro¬ 

perty. 

同 居析爨  to  live  together but  mess  apart. 

析義  to  explain  the  meaning  of. 

出 W 輙析理 .中  when  he spoke,  he  always  hit  the  nail  on 
the  head. 

析翳  a  name  for  the  rainbow. 
析津  old  name  of  大典 in 

Chihli. 

析木津  = constellation  天 

津： 

析 W 之  to  draw  distinctions; to  differentiate;  to  go  into  details. 

Sorrowful.  To  venerate. 

Mr 
m 

4042 

nr 

,  4043 

r •錫霽 
See 析 

Entering 

Upper. 

淅#
 

4044 

R. 錫 

Sec Entering 

Upper. 

皙 
4045 

4046 

See 析 

EnteriDg 

Upper. 

tr 

4047 

R •錫 

See 

Entering 

Upper. 

w 

4048 

R. 微 

C.  hei 

F.  I 

hi 

Same  as  4043. 

Clear  ；  bright  ；  perspicu¬ 

ous  ； white. 

明晰 clear;  perspicuous. 

蒙^咏 f  minutely;  in  detail. 

間 難晰疑  to  enquire  upon difficult  points  and  dispel  one’s doubts. 

晰 脾晰齒  a  clear  eye  and 
white  teeth. 

楊且 之晰也 and  her  high forehead,  so  white. 

白晰晰  dazzling  white. An  affluent  of  the  river 

漢  Han  in  Honan.  To wash  rice. 

淅米  to  wash  rice. 
接 淅而行  he  took  up  the washed  rice  and  went  off. 

浙 sound  of  pattering  rain. 
[So  K‘ang  Hsi.  But  also soughing  of  wind;  see  渡楊 

子江 by  丁仙 芝] 

Same  as  4043. 

Shepherd’s-purse  called 

茲冥， eaten  as  greens, 

葳莊  a  kind  of  panic；,  grass.- 

A  species  of  lizard  or chameleon,  called  晰暢， 

found  in  central  China. Also  known  as  石鑪子 

stor  e  dragon,  and  by  lany 

other  names. 

Few  ；  rare  ；  seldoni;  see 

稀 4058， and  2511.)  To 
hope. 

希少 few- 
希 不失矣  few  (of  the  Y^lua- 

64 



w. 
N. 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 
K.  hii 
’ ，ki、ke 

A.  hi 

Even  Upper. 
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希
1
 

4048 

) hsi 

I  bles)  were  not  lost, 一 in  the  civil 
wars. 

希奇  rare;  curious. 

希罕  rare;  curious ;  to  value. 
Also,  the  nails  or  knobs  carried 

away  from  the  doors  of  學宮 

Confucian  temples  by  graduates. 

我本 不希罕 你銀子 
I  really  do  not  value  {i.e.  want) 

your  money. 

何 足希旱  ’tis  of  no  value. 

希 希早兒  a  wonderful  thing； 
a  great  curiosity. 

知 希爲貴 i  honour  those 
who  are  known  to  few. 

知 希之貴  to  know  the  value 
of  that  rarity, ; a  friend. 

視多 不見名 曰希― which  eludes  the  sense  of  sight 

is  called  hsiK  [Also  applied, 
mutatis  mutandis^  to  the  sense 
of  hearing.] 

R. 

微  I  你倚  appearing  as  if’ ^ 希  俊浠  obscurely ;  dimly.  See  18, 

19,  2t. 

R. 

4050 微尾 

See 希 

Even  Upper. 

405 1 M 鼓 

See 希 

Even  Upper. 

希夷  that  which  can  neither  be 
heard  nor  seen,-— the  subtile；  the 
infinitesimal. 

希 世之珍  a  rare  jewel,— of a  man. 

rest  in  music. 
希革  to  shed  hair. 
鼓瑟希 

伏希  I  humbly  trust  that. 

希 望  t0  hope  that. 

希爲 h 卽希） 見複 
shall  hope  to  get  a  reply. 

希 卽轉移  which  kindly 
communicate  to. . 

i  希 圖  t0  scheme  for;  to  aim  at; I  to  hope. 

I 希 圖重利  in  the  hope  of| 
great  profit. 

希 圖偸漏  intending  to  evade 
payment  of  duty. 

希冀  t。 desire;  to  wish  for. 

希 候光臨  I  hope  you  will 
come  to  see  me. 

希請  to  beg  to  request. 

希壽。 r  古希  seventy  years 
of  age.  See  4058. 

希乎  almost;  nearly. 

4049 
To  pretend  ；  to  counter¬ feit. 

R. 

Even  Upper. 

唏1
 

微尾 

See 希 

Even  Upper. 

To  grieve  •， to  whimper. 
To  chuckle. 

啼哈  dear  me !  alas! 

To  consider;  to  reflect. 

To  compassionate.  To  wish. 

晞1
 

To  dry  in  the  sun.  To 
dawn. 

4052 
R. 微 

See 希 

Even  Upper. 

欷1
 

4。53 
R •微杂 

See 希 

Even  Upper. 

浠1
 

4。54 

R •微 

See 希 

Even  Upper. 

豨1
 

4°S5 

R •微 

See 希 

Even  Upper. 

白霹未  _ the  dew  has  not 
dried  up. 

東 方未晞  it  is  not  yet  light in  the  east. 

To  sob  ；  to  whimper； 

欷歛 流涕  to  blubber  and snivel, — which  last  is  the  Chinese 
test  of  real  grief. 

Name  of  a  small  tributary 

of  the  Yang-tsze  in  Hupeh 

The  noise  used  in  calling 

pigs.  Used  for  4057. 

稀韋氏  one  of  the  fabulous monarchs  of  old,  said  to  have 
set  the  universe  in  order. 

: x 

4。56 

R .微 

See 希 

Even  Upper. 

To  long  for ;  to  gaze  at 

豨1
 

4057 

豨1
 

4058 

微 

See 希 

Even  Upper. 

R. 

Swine.  See  4055. 

豨豨  pigs  grunting;  noise  c 
scampering  pigs. 

豬 突豨勇  a  name  given  t( 
the  criminals  employed  for  Stat< 

purposes  under  the  administra 

— 王莽  Wang  Mang,  th< Usurper. 

Thin  (of  liquids),  as  op 

posed  to 濃 8411 ;  scatter 

ed ;  separated,  as  oppcsec 
to 稠  2502  and  密 7835 

Close,  as  the  mesh  of  : 

net;  see  487.  Few;  rare 
seldom  ；  used  with  希 4048 

See  依 5387. 

豨薄 a 豨豨的  watery thin. 

稀稠  consistency  of, — a  fluid 

拉豨  to  have  diarrhoea ^  rice  boiled  to  a  thin  gruel 

congee;  porridge. 

煮 得豨爛  ̂ oked  very  sof) 
done  to  rags. 

我打 你個豨 糊腦号 

関  I  will  pound  you  to  the  coi 
sistency  of  brains. 

刴得 豨泥爛 y。11  hav 
minced  it  to  a  pulp. 

稀賤  very  poor. 

豨破  in  tatters. 
月 朗星稀 when  the  moon 
bright  and  the  stars  are  few. 

豨疏  scattered ;  sparse ;  wit wide  intervals. 

豨 遠世路  he  separated  hiE 
self  from  the  world. 

稀少 few- 

稀罕。 r 稀奇 rare;  curiou 

稀 鬆平常  '^significant;  it 
material ;  commonplace. 

古豨  seventy  years  of  age.  S 4048.  From  the  following  lii 

by  杜甫  Tu  Fu:—
 

人生七 十古來 豨 frc of  old  until  now,  men  of  70  ha， 
been  rare. 

已近 古豨年  already  ne; 

70. 
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4058 

希 r 
4059 

微 

希 
^en  Upper. 

4060 

支紙 

喜 
2  veil,  and 

;ing  Upper. 

4061 

:係 
Sinking 
Lower. 

i 稀稀 拉拉的 few  and  far between. 

稀翅  the  mandarin  duck. 

稀 袭缕布  muslins. 

The  articulations  of  the 

bones. 

Read  chHhK  Name  ol 

a  city  under  the  Chou 

dynasty.  A  surnamc  oft^n 

wrongly  used  for  郊  1 1 30, 

To  snore；  1 9  blow 

through  the  nose. 

A  connecting  link;  suc¬ 

cession  ； family  connection. 
A  duct. 

相系  connected;  joined. 

系 累無窮  connected  with¬ 
out  end;  an  interminable  series. 

系繼 t。  be  connected. 

系繫 t。  tie  together. 

世系  genealogy;  a  man’s  male 
line  traced  backwards  from  him¬ 

self,  as  opposed  to  世襲 (攸 
4142)  where  the  direction  is  the 
other  way. 

世 系条詳  genealogy  -  not traceable. 

世系 圖。1 ■譜系 a  genea- 
logical  tree. 

非 他支系  not  his  blood  rela¬ 
tives. 

系 出理氏  a  branch  of  the 
Li  clan. 

系 出皖南  my  ancestors 
came  from  the  south  of  Anhui. 

tr 其系出  there  is  no  record 
of  his  ancestry. 

不勝懸 系之至 t。 be 
deeply  anxious  or  concerned, — 

as  for  another’s  safety. 

胃系  the  oesophagus  or  gullet. 

肝系  a  duct  which,  according 
to  Chinese  physicians,  connects 
the  heart  and  the  liver. 

w 

4062 

R •靈 

C.  hai 
H./ie 

F.  hie 

WJ  . 

N.  K*
 

.卜 

K.  hie 

J.  kei 

A.  he Sinking 

Lower. 

奚1
 

4063 

R. 齊 

C.  iJiai 

H.  chi 
F.  ihie 
W.  si N.iy/ 

M.  I  ̂ 
Y.  SJtsi、 ich、i、 

cchH 

Sz.  hsi 

K.  hye^  v.  he 

].kei^gei 
A.  She 

Even 

Irregular. 

To  connect  with ;  to  be 

long  to  ；  attached  to ;  con¬ 

sequent  upon  ；  used  for 

4061， 4104.  To  be;  is;  are 

係屬  connected  with;  belong¬ 
ing  to. 

係親  related  to. 係累  to  bind ;  bound  up  with. 

係 戀  very  much  attached  to. 

係友  friendly  relationship. 

關 係人命  involving  human 
I  life.  See  ̂   6368,  and 

；  58
14
. 
 1 

:沒有 甚麽關 係 there  are !  no  particular  consequences  in¬ volved. 

:關 係重大  the  consequences ： will  be  very  serious. 

i 他 係惡人 he  is  a  bad  man 

I 本 係小孩 子所爲 - j  is  the  act  of  a  child. 

實係他 人所辦 it  was j  really  done  by  another. 

委係  一" 1  人  there  was  only 
j  one  man, — concerned  in  it. 

:果 係如此  it  actually  turns ;  out  to  be  thus. 

i 係爲因 簪陷害
  the  injury 

!  was  done  to  him  out  of  spite. 

係 都有的  I  have  them  all. 

Why?  how?  what ?  A 

: servant. 

奚不爲 政  why d。 y。11  n()t take  office? 

奚爲後 我 why  d。 you  Put us  last? 

子 以爲奚  what  do  you  think of  it,  sir? 

欣—奚 如  what  ccnild  be more  agreeable  ? 

奚可以 與我友 hc>w  can he  become  my.  friend  ? 

奚堪  how  is  it  to  be  endured? 

"fel  what  like?  to  what  degree ? 

奚落  to  make  fun  of. 

吾 今爲狐 奚落矣 and now  foxes  thus  play  the  fool 
with  me. 

奚
1
 

4063 

僎
 2 

4064 

R. 齊 

See 奚 

Even  Lower. 

j 晨門 曰奚自 the  gate 
keeper  said,  “From  whom  (do 

j  you  come)?’’ 
I 小奚奴  a  'servant;  a  page. 
I  雪  a  tribe  which  was  found, 
!  during  the  T£ang  dynasty,  to- 

I  wards  the  north-east  of  Mj 
churia. 

I 沒 八奚官  were  made  gov¬ 
ernment  slaves. 

A  man  from  the  right 
bank  of  the  Yang-tsze；  a 
ibarbarian.  To  bind,  as  a 

•j  • 

jprisoner  ；  used  with  4104. 

|A  servant  ；  a  waiter  ；  used for  4063. 

奴傜  a  page;  a.,  servant-boy. 

螇
 2 

4065 

R. 齊 

See 奚 

Even  Lower. 

溪1
 

4066. 

R •齊薺 
See 奚 

A.  che 
Even  Uppef. 

A  waiting-maid. 

to  await. 

溪 4067 

To  wait  for;  to  expect ； 

to  hope.  Used  for  4070 

溪  _  后  t。 wait  for  my 

sovereign 

im 待 今 雖遭此 ，渓 狻毋咎 
though  now  in  this  difficulty,  I 
trust  there  will  be  no  trouble  in 

future. 

See  1009. 

4068 

R 

•齊 

See 奚 

Even  Lower. 

稹 4069 

A  kind  of  grasshopper. 
See  1014. 

See  1008. 
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4070 R. 齊 

C. 々/,  Jiai、 

H.  ck^ai 
F.  ihie、 Ji^ae 
W.  /i 
N.  Syi 

P.  c/4ji,  Cc.ki: 
M.  cchH 
K.  hie 

J.  kei.gei 
A.  she 

Even 

Irregular. 

A  foot-path  ；  a  narrow 
path  over  a  hill. 

^  徑  a  short  c
ut. 

雖工實 有蹊徑  although 

m 

4071 R •齊 
See 奚 

Even  Lower. 

his  work  (as  a  painter)  really 

has  the  short  cut, 一 Let  the  art 

of  expressing?  much  by  little. 

山蹊  a  mountain  path. 

曲逕 .嗅橋  winding  paths 
leading  across  bridges. 

嘆 蹺古怪  very  extraordin¬ ary.  See  1401. 

桃 李無言 ，下 自成蹊 
the  peach  and  t^e  plum  tree 

say  nothing,  yet  a '^ath  is  細 rn 
beneath  them, 一 by  their  admi¬ 
rers.  Applied  metaphorically  to 

persons,  esp.  to  文進  and 

李廣 

Shoes. 

m 

4072 R •赛 

See 奚 

Even  Lower. 

女鞲。 r 坤鞍  汉  womans shoe. 

紅繡蹊  a  red  embroidered 
shoe;  a  fancy  name  for  the  red 
bean. 

A  kind  of  moiiise,  the 
bite  of  which  is  said  not 

to  give  pain  but  to  be 
venomous. 

社 鼷不灌  don’t  flood  mice oat  of  a  shrine, 一 for  fear  of 
injuring  the  decorations,  etc.  See 

鼠  10,072. . 
埶鼷 鼠之尾 猶能反 

噬于人  catch  hold  of  a  mou 
se’s  tail  and  it  will  still  be  able 
to  turn  and  bite.  (A  worm  will 
turn.、 turn.) 

千鈞 之弩不 爲鼷鼠 

I 發機  a  1000  lb.  crossbow  is 

not  the  weapon  for  killing 
•  mouse. 

喜 3
 

4073 
R •紙 
C,  hti 

H.  hi 
F.Ai 

W. 

M. 
Y. 

Sr. 

hsi 

hti 

Joy ;  gladness,  as  opposed 

to 哀  II  or  憂  13,381  ； 

compared  with  樂 ，⑽ 7  3  3 1  • 
One  of  the  seven  passions  ； 
see  2187. 

喜色。 r 喜氣。 r 喜容 a 
joyful  countenance.  [The  last 

also  = 行樂 圖； see  12,128.] 

:喜悦 w 喜歡 。: •喜愛 I  rejoice；  to  delight  in. 

to 
v- 寥 、赢 3 

K./|iV°73  I 俾歡 喜得狠  h.e  is  over Ja •勺 ..  joyed. 

Rising  lip  per. 我  喜歡他  I  d。 not  like him. 

甚 .喜 overjoyed. 

喜 不自禁  beside  oneself with  joy.  See  2033,  chin\ 

喜 出望外  joy  beyond  all expectation. 

喜笑  to  smile  with  joy. 

化 悲爲喜  turned  grief  into 

joy. 
喜得手 舞足蹈  clapped his  hands  and  danced  for  joy. 

不 勝之喜  exceeding  great 

joy. 
喜 溢門庭  joy  fills  the  house. 

把 盞 稱 喜  drank  their  (health and)  happiness. 

喜從 天降。 r 喜自天 
來  rejoiced  over  it  as  a  godsend. 

助喜 色  to  add  to  the  fun. 
雙喜  double  joy,  一  happiness and  longevity.  The  emblem  ̂  

“double  joy”  is  frequently  us — 
for  decorative  purposes,  some- 
times  being  represented  pictori- 
ally  by  two  spiders；  see  4082. 

喜事。 i •喜慶  joyful  affairs; merry-making；  a  marriage. 

辦喜事  to  manage  a  wedding 

喜 輪  a  bridal  chair. 

夫人 有喜了  your  wife  has joy, — is  in  the  family  way. 

喜病  pregnancy. 

不是. _ 是喜 k  is  not  iU- 
ness,  it  is  joy, -the  lady  is  enceinte. 

天 喜  the  small-pox. 
^  喜  respectful  joy;  a  phrase 
of  congratulation,  as  upon  pro¬ motion.  See  6574. 

喜敬  respectful  congratulations, ― written  on  the  分子〆 

(zU  money-present  given  on  the 
occasion  of  a  marriage. 

喜 .麵 (N.)  or  喜蛋 (S.)  a  feast 
given  upon  some  auspicious occasion. 

大喜  my  best  congratulations. 

JSL 
4073 

僖
」
 

4074 

支 

See 希 

m 

4075 

支 

See 希 

Even  Upper. 

新喜  new  joy,— a  happy  Ne 
Year  to  you ! 

道喜  to  congratulate,  —  upo any  success,  etc. 

喜酒。 r 喜筵.  'vine  drunk congratulation. 

喜 花  a  bubble, — as  on  wine. 

報喜  to  announce  joy, — as  ai 
omen.  See  8731. 

無 喜可述 i  have  no  goo 
news  to  tell  you. 

中心 喜之  I  like  it  with  a' my  heart. 

喜雀  the  bird  of  joy,— the  mad pie.  See  1388. 

似喜  the  robin  magpie  {Copsv chus  sanlaris). 

喜詔  the  edict  announcing  ac cession  of  a  new  Emperor. 

喜夢  a  pleasant  dream  < 喜子  a  kind  of  spider, — df  goo<j omen.  Used  for  4082. 

妹喜  the  favourite  of  the  tyrarrj Chieh;  see  1498. 

喜樂  joy  and  pleasure,  —  th<i 
fourth  Devaloka  where  all  Bodhi 

sattvas  are  reborn  before  finallj 

appearing  on  earth  as  Buddhasi Life  lasts  there  4,000  years! 

twenty-four  hours  of  which  arej 

equal  to  400  years  on  earth! Sanskrit :  Tuchita. 

喜疢 毒而 畏藥石 tc prefer  the  disease  to  the  cure,— 
perverse  liking  for  Bad  things. 

J.  ki 

Even  Upper. 

Cautious  ；  careful.  Used for  4073. 

An  interjection  of  sur¬ 

prise,  anger,  or  grief. 

嗦嘻0 h! 

嘻 嘻呵呵 {di •哈哈 ） ̂  titter;  to  laugh. 

嘻笑  to  smile. 
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Upper. 
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in  and 

I  Upper. 

w 
079 

i  Upper. 

r 
080 
<* 

Upper. 

疇1
 

>8i 

I 

Upper. 

Pleasure ；  amusement;  an 

excursion  ；  a  picnic.  Ele¬ 

gant  ； handsome. 

靖玩。 r 靖耍。 1 •婧戲 t。 
play  at  games;  to  amuse  oneself ; 
to  sport. 

業 荒于婧  to  neglect  busi¬ 
ness  for  play. 

婦子 婧邊終 B  wife  and 
children  playing  all  day  long. 

遊婧 @  excursion；  a  pleasure 
trip. 

水婧  a  regatta. 

盤天婧  to  soar  exultingly  in 
the.  sky. 

靖皮 笑臉的  grinning; 
grimacing. 

To  be  delighted；  to 

delight  in. 

砍憙  delighted. 

憲改  to  delight  in  changing. 

Joyful. 

Read 

款辦  to  bray  as 
imitation  of  the  sound,  as  “hee: 

haw,” 

an  ass. 

-in 

藤1
 

4081 

蟢!
 

4082 

R. 紙 

See 

Rising  Upper 

Lucky  stars  shining  •”  to 
worship  a  star.  To  roast 

To  heat  ；  to  roast  ；  to 

toast;  hot;  bright.  . Abun¬ 

dant  ； diversified.  Illustri¬ 
ous. 

晨光 之熹微 the  faint 
warmth  of  morning. 

Blessings  ；  good  luck. 

To  pray  to  the  gods. - 

禧慶  joyful；  auspicious. 

禧事  an  auspicious  event. 

鴻禧  may  you  have  great  joy! 

二古1 m 4083 

r •支 

See 希 

Even  Upper. 

兮1
 

4084 

R .齊 

C.  sJial 

H.  Jii 
F.  Lye^  Me 

P.  chsi U.chsi 

Y.  Jisi 
Yi.hye 

J.  kei 

A.  s/ie 
Even 

Irregular. 

迎禮  may  you  meet  with  joy 

賀禧  to  congratulate. 

恭 賀新禧  t0  respectfully wish  a  %  happy  New  Year,  — 
phrase  written  on  visiting  cards, 

A  red  spider,  called  hsi 

because  it  is  the  colour  of 

joy,  of  good  omen  when  seen 
in  the  morning.  [Stands  pic- 
torially  for  喜 4073,  joy.] 

壁_  a  small  wall-spider. 

今朝 蟢子飛  this  morning the  spider  (her  lover)  has  fled. 

蟢到 詹前 每是雙 
spiders  (joys)  always  come  to  the 
house  in  pairs. 

A  cry  of  grief  or  pain. 

譆 譆咄础  the  wail  of  disem bodied  spirits,  calling  for  sacri¬ 
fices  to  be  made  to  them. 

Art  emphatic  particle  pe¬ 

culiar  to  poetry,  occurring 

at  the  end  of  lines  and  of 

Darts  of  lines,  generally 

indicating  admiration.  [To 

〕e  distinguished  from  分 

3506.] 

乃如 之人兮 just  like  that man. 

鳳兮 辱兮何 德之衰 
O  phoenix!  O  phoenix !  how  has 

thy  virtue  fallen ! 

有美 人兮天 一方1 have  a  dear  one  beneath  another sky! 

蒜 笑語兮  how  we  did  laugh and  talk  at  the  feast ! 

若有 人兮山 之; 阿 
methinks  there  is  a  genius  of 
the  hills! 

被辟譯 兮帶女 蘿.“ in  ivy,  girdled  with  wistaria. 

子 兮子兮  •oh dear!  oh  dear ! 

r 
4085 

R. 霽 

See 係 

Sinking 

Lower. 

w 

4086 

R 質物 

C.  yet^ 
F.  heik^ 

W.  hsiai^ 
N.  hsih0 

P.  hsi) 

M.  hsi 

\.yik 

K.  hi/,  h'il J.  kitsz、 hoc  hi 

A.  bet^ 

Entering 

Irregular. 

4087 

緝 
C.  tsap 
H.  sip 

F.  sik 
W.  zai 

N.je/i 
P.  ihsi 
M.  hsi 

Y.  sik 

Sz.  hsi 

K.  sip 

I.  shu 

A.  tep 

Entering 

LoweV. 

To  look  at  in  anger 

Perplexed.  [To  be  distin¬ 

guished  from  盼 8644.]  • 

W  t0  glare  at. 聘恨  to  look  at  in  .anger. 

瞋 自聪之  looked  at  him 

sternly. 

盼聪然  perplexed ;  anxious ; wearied. 

Sounds  of  bells,  of  gnats 

buzzing,  of  wind  soughing, 

etc.  A  name;  see  傈 （read 

P^)  3589. 

To  practise；  a  custom ；  a 
usage. 

學而 _ 習名  to  learn,  and 
from  time  to  time  to  put  in 

practice  what  one  has  learnt. 

習慣 成自然  by  practice  it 
becomes  natural,  —  to  do  any¬ 

thing  which  was  before  difficult. 
Practice  makes  perfect. 

相 習成風  by  practice  (t.e. by  usages)  customs  are  formed 

鍊習  to  practise  the  use  of| anything;  to  drill. 

重 (c/i(ung”  唱  to  repeat ;  to reiterate. 

熟習  versed  in;  conversant  with； 
expert. 

文 字習胡  the  style  of  their 
writing  is  that  of  the  Tartars. 

已 成習熟  have  already  be- 
come  hackneyed. 

温習  to  rehearse；  to  furbish  up one’s  knowledge  of:  to  review, as  troops. 

習口音  to  practise  one’s  ac¬ 
cent, — by  speaking. 

習氣  habit ;  custom ;  mental attitude. 
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習 
4087 

2° 

m 

4088 
R. 辑 

See 習 

1* 

Entering 

Upper. 

m 
4089 

K.tep 

Entering 
Doubtful. 

摺 1
1 4090 R. 辑 

See 習 

Entering 
Lower. 

大有文 士習氣 he  exhib¬ 
its  to  a  great  degree  the  charac¬ 
teristics  of  a  cultured  scholar, 

w 曹植  as  a  poet. 

習染  inducted  into  an  evil 
habit;  corrupted. 

漢口有 一惡習  there  is  a 
bad  custom  at  Hankow,  viz •… 

習 耶蘇教  to  practise  the 
teaching  of  Jesus,  —  to  be  a 
Protestant  Christian 

習 俗使然  usage  makes  it  so. 

習尙  to  esteem. 

習而 不察  to  be  accustomed 
to  and  (consequently)  not  to 

verify;  to  accept  without  ques¬ 

tioning  ； — used  of  the  careless¬ 
ness  begotten  of  over-confidence. 

庶習 逸德之 人 men  who count  idleness  a  virtue. 

卜 不習吉  divination,  when 
fortunate,  may  not  be  repeated. 

一習吉  all  (the  omens)  were 
favourable. 

習 習谷風  gently  blows  the east  wind. 

潜潛  intermittent  fluttering  or 
throbbing. 

The  noise  of  shivering 
with  cold. 

A  mountain  in  the 

south  of  Yunnan.  Also 
written  嚼. 

a  District  in  臨安府 

in  Yunnan. 

A  kind  of  hard  wood. 

4091 

R. 緝 

See 習 

Entering 

Lower. 

4092 

R •支 

See 希 

Even  Upper. 

m 
4093 

r. 支 

^ 希 

Even  Upper. 

犧1
 

4094 

R •支 

See 希 

Even  Upper. 

廑1
 

4。95 

R •支 

See 希 

Even  Upper. 

巇1
 

4096 

R •支寘 
See 希 

Even  Upper. 

Heavy  rain.  See  4063 

雲嘗  rain  in  torrents. 
白 嘗  a  name  for  the  Ouigours 

Breath  ；  vapour.  Name 
of  one  of  the  families  in 

charge  of  the  astronomica 

department  in  the  time  o 

the  Emperor  Yao. 

伏羲。 r 羲氏。 r 庖羲氏 
Fu  Hsi, — the  legendary  monarch 
who  is  said  to  have  discovered 

the  Diagrams  (see  6311)  on 

the  back  of  a  tortoise.  See  3886. 

羲和  Hsi  Ho, — the  charioteer of  the  sun. 

羲和 將欲傾 & about  to  set. 

願攬 羲和轡  I  would  grasp the  reins  of  the  (chariot  of  the) 

sun  is 

The  light  of  day. 

赫曦  the  effulgence  of  the  sun 

曦馭  the  bright  chariot;  the orb  of  day. 

Victims  for  sacrifice 

these  had  to  be  uniform  in 
colour.  See  3179. 

以 我犧羊 i  take  my  all-of-| one-colour  victim-rams,  —  and 
sacrifice. 

享 运 辭犧 砵 offers  perfectly red  bulls. 

An  earthenware  sacrifi¬ 
cial  vase. 

A  whistling  sound  ；  a 

shrill  cry  ；  noise  ；  uproar. 

嗚巇  alas!  alas! 

4097 

R. 支 

See 希 

Even  Upper. 

A  mountain  gorge 

ravine.  A  crack.  An  c 

sion,  as  offered  by  a  cr 

4098 

r •寘支 

C.  hei 
H.  hi 

F.  hie 

W. 

N. 

P.， 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 

K.  hit 

).ki 

k.hi 

hsi 

Sinking 

Upper. 

To  play,  一  especially 
theatrical  performances 

jest  ；  to  sport.  Used 

5161. 聽戲。 r 看戲 t。 iisten 
theatrical  performance;  to  j 

the  theatre. 

演戲  to  perform  plays. 
唱戲  to  act, 一 strictly  appliii 

or 

or  , 

vocalisation  only. 

做戲 t。 act  广 with  gesticulai 
串戲  to  act ;  to  play  in  ams theatricals.  See  ̂   2188. 

戲館子 w 戲園。 r 戲 
戲棚 OT 戲塲。 r 戲 

戲莊子  a  theatre. 戲班  a  theatrical  troupe. 
8595 - 

戲子  an  actor. 

戲婪子  an  actress. 
戲 臺  the  stage.  See  後 4 

^  ̂   theatrical  clothes. 

戲本  a  book  of  the  play;  libn 

戲單子  a  play-bill. 戲報  a  theatrical  ann< 
ment;  a  poster. 

— ■齒句 戲  a  short  p^y- 

是那一 轉 戲 what  Pla 
it? — now  going  on. 

渾戲  licentious  plays. 

素戲  pure  plays. 
文戲  literary  plays, — writtcil a  polished  style. 

武戲  military  plays, — in  wh 
the  style  is  less  polished. 

戲 曲  a  name  given1  to  the  mu al  plays  composed  a.d.  -96* 

1 1 19. 

戲酒  theatricals  and  wine,— I 
entertainment. 

提戲 木人戲 PundK 
Judy;  sec  6495. 
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戲士  a  conjuror. 

變 戲法。 r 弄戲 法。 r 頑 
把戲  to  do  conjuring  tricks. 

戲舞 t。  play,  as  actors;  to  sport, 
as  children. 

戲 晉  jokes；  pleasantry. 

前言 戲之耳 what  1  just 
said  was  in  joke. 

視 爲兒戲  to  regard  as  mere 
child’s-play. 

戲笑。 r 嘲蹲。 r 戲謂 t。 
laugh  at;  to  ridicule. 

戲弄。 1 ■戲謔 ot 調戲 t。 
play  practical  jokes  upon；  to 
make  fun  of. 

戲 他一戲  to  play  a  trick  on 
him. 

戲耍  to  play；  to  amuse  oneself. 

戲談  to  jest;  to  joke. 

戲賭  to  play  games  of  chance 

雙 龍戲珠  two  dragons  play¬ 
ing  with  a  pearl. 

戲 彩娛舍  acting  in  coloured 
clothes  to  amuse  his  parents, 一 

as  the  filial  老萊子  Lao  Lai 

Tzti  did  at  the  age  of  seventy- 
three. 

鴨戲水  ducks  playing  in  the 
water. 

魚 戲落花  fishes  playing 
with  fallen  petals, 一 nibbling  at 
them  to  see  what  they  are. 

看戲的 流眼淚 like  .one 
who  weeps  at  a  play,- 一 grieving 
over  by-gones. 

戲不殼 V 神仙湊 What 
the  play  cannot  do  (by  ordinary 
agencies),  let  gods  and  fairies 
accomplish. 

逢 塲作戲 ，不 可專意 
act  in  accordance  with  circum¬ 

stances,  without  being  cOmmit- 
ted  to  any  definite  course. 

養船 如共戲  keeping  up  a 
junk  is  as  expensive  as  keeping 
a  theatre. 

洋 蠻看戲  like  the  southern - 
er  (s^  7644)  at  a  theatre,  一 

what  he  sees  is  of  a 

different  kind  from  what  he  sees 
at  home.  But  the  phrase  implies 
of  same  kind^  the  homo- 

phonous  words  — >  ̂   being 

understood.  
^  ° 

m 

4098 

R. 

噓 
4099 

m 

4100 

R._C 

C.  I 

H.  (  ̂ 

F.  sai WJ 

N. 
?.  hsi 

Y.sz 

K.  sii 

J.  sei、 sai 
A.  U 

Even  Upper. 

撕1
 

4101 

R.^C 

See 

Even  Upper. 

撕 

4102 

繫
 4 

4103 

截 

See 計 

A.  he 

SinkingUpper. 

繫 
41。4 
绝 

•截 

W •少 

& 係計 

Sinking 

Upper and  Lower. 

戲殺  accidental  homicide, — caused  in  rough  play  or  gym 
nasties. 

戲狗  to  behave  indecently. 

戲月  to  spend  a  night  of  amuse ment. 

See  4712. 

The  neighing  of  a  horse 

Din  ；  noise. 

馬 撕 芳亭地 the  horse neighs  over  his  pasture. 

入喊 馬嘶  the  shouts  of  men and  the  neighing  of  steeds. 

7^  loud  noise. 

Afraid. 

愰憮  alarmed;  terrified. 

See  10,267. 

The  pivot  in  a  well- 
sweep.  Name  of  a  fruit 

like  a  plum. 

To  tie;  to  bind；  to  fasten. 

To  be  attached  to  ；  to  re¬ 

member.  fDist.  from  馨 
869.] 

繫船  to  moor  a  boat. 

繫馬  to  tie  up  a  horse. 

繫上去  fasten  it  on. 

提繫兒  a  strap  or  cord  fasten¬ ed  on  to  hold  anything  by. 

繫續  to  tie  on  and  make  longer; , 
to  join;  to  connect. 

聯  connected ;  consequences. 

4104 

曰 4i°S 

R •陌 

C.  sik 
H.  sit 

F.  seik 
W.  si 

N.  sih 

P.  Sksi 

M.  hsi 
Y.  hsik 

Sz.  hsi 
K.  sok 
「•  seki、 s/iaku 

A.  tik E 

lyntenng 

Upper. 

繫累  implicated;  involved. 
我的 帶子繫 不上 w 
girdle  won’t  tie, — it  is  too  short. 

繫紇縫  to、 tie  a  knot. 繫兒  the  hooped  handle,—  e.g. of  a  basket. 

繫獄  to  imprison. 繫戀。 i ■繫懷  to  think  of  with longing  or  affection. 

無 庸繫念  do  not  be  anxious； — as  about  any  one's  safety. 

不 繫于名 having  no  desire 
for  fame. 

繫春情  engrossed  with 
J  “thoughts  of  love.’’ 

繫辭  name  of  a  section  of  the 

易經  Canon  of  Changes ; explanation  of  the  prognostics 

to  append  the  written  text. 

Formerly  ；  once  upon  a 

time;  at  first. 

昔日。 r 昔 _  formerly  ；  on a  previous  occasion. 

昔年  in  past  years. 古昔  of  old.  See  曩 師. 

今 昔不同  present  and  past are  not  the  same. 

人言 不如昔  people  物 y (the  present)  is  not  equal  to  the 

past. 

昔有  formerly,  or  once  upon  a time,  there  was . 

音1  者 *  of  old;  formerly, — with  an 
idea  of  restriction  to  a  parti¬ 

cular  period  or  date. 

昔者辦 以病 yesterday, 
you  declined  on  the  ground  of 

sickness. 

不 念昔者  you  do  not  think 
of  old  days. 

_  古在昔  from  of  old  before 
our  time, 

宮殿 如舊而 人非昔 

也  the  halls  and  palaces  are 
those  of  old,  but  the  men  are 
not  those  of  old. 

大醉 一昔卒  got  very drunk  and  died  the  same  night. 

爲一 昔之期  the  space  of one  night. 

通昔  all  night. 
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4112 

R •陌 

P.  chsi、 /isi\ 

See 夕 

Entering 

Lower. 

The  gloom  of  the  gr 

death. 

宽1  梦之事  funeral  ritei 

Sour;  vinegar  for  ] 

ling;  a  relish, 

醯醬  sauce  piquante. 
the  animalcules  in  vij 

哇 
4ii4 

郎1
 

4iiS 

R •支 

H.  hi,  kH 

See 春 

Even  Upper. 

m 

4116 

嵇1
 

4ii7 

R •齊 

See 稽 

Evcd  Upper. 

See  1082. 

Bright  ；  splendid  ；  j 

perous.  See  康 5908. 

光  glory;  splendour. 

熙 朝人瑞  a  glorious  dy 
and  a  prosperous  people. 

熙朝  our  glorious  dynas 
the  present  dynasty. 

熙和之 世 ar  age  of 
perity  and  peace. 

局^  熙  general  prosperity.. 

時純熙 _  when  the 

were  bright, —— ix.  favoupab 

衆 人熙熙 the  pe°plea, 
of  merriment. 

木熙  walking  on  the  tight 
is  so  called  by  读 f  子 ] 

nan  Tzti. 

熙熙  crowds;  see  6885. 

熙 來穣往  to  come” 
in  crowds •’ 

Same  as  41 15. 

Name  ot  a  mour 

in  Anhui,  so  called  i 

稀康 K'ang,  a  n< 
man  ot  letters  of  the 
Chin  dynasty. 

tr 

4106 
R •陌 

C.  sik、、 sek° 
H.  si(、 siak 

F.  seik 

W.  si 

N.  sih 

P.  chsi 
M.  hsi 

Y.  hsik 

Sz.  hsi 
K.sok 

J.  seki、 shaku 
kUik 

Entering 

Upper. 

m 
4107 

腊'
 

4108 
R •陌 
See 昔 

Entering 

Upper. 

To  pity  ；  to  regard.  To 

spare ;  to  be  sparing  of. 

See  ̂   5002， 福 3707. 

可惜  what  a  pity !  how  sad ! 

可惜了  •兒的  poor  fellow !
 

實爲 t 宛惜  it  is  truly  to  be 
regretted. 

惜乎  unfortunately. 

惜念  to  compassionate. 

_  to  feel  for. 

不 惜工本  to  spare  neither labour  nor  money. 

惜錢  to  be  sparing  of  money ; 
to  save  money. 

吝惜  stingy. 
愛惜  to  grudge.  See  15. 

惜光陰  to  be  sparing  of  time. 
禹 惜寸陰 ，吾 人當惜 

分陰  if  the  Great  Yii  took 
care  of  every  inch  of  time,  we 
should  take  care  of  every  tenth 

of  an  inch, 一 referring  to  the 

flight  of  time  on  a  sun-dial. 

不 惜勞苦  not  to  be  sparing 
of  pains. 

不惜力  indefatigable. 

不 惜小費  not  to  grudge  a 
small  outlay. 

惜物  to  be  carefnl  of  things, 一 not  wasteful. 

惜身。 > •惜福  to  take  care  of 
one’s  health 

惜字紙  to  spare  written  paper. See  1889. 

玉惜  take  care  of  her  as  if  she 
were  jade ! 

義者 .惜之  good  men  regr
et¬ ted  him. 

See  2237. 

Dried  meat.  Preserved. 

Old.  Used  for  獵 6667. 

腊肉  dried  meat. 
腊人  an  official  who  dried  the 

meat  for  sacrifices. 

月昔滔 old  wine. 

兕 
4109 

夕巧
 

4110 

R. 陌 

C.  tsik 

H.  sip 

F.  sik 

W.  zi 

N.  zik 
P.  Shsi 

M.  hsi 
Y.  hsik 

Sz.  hs\ 

K.  sok 

J.  seki 

A.  tik Entering 

Lower. 

w 

4111 

R •陌 

F.  v.  p'-wong3 
P.  hse 

See  ̂  

Entering 

Lower. 

See  10,298. 

Evening；  dusk.  Not 

oriented.  Radical  36. 

旦夕。 r 朝夕  morning  and 
evening. 

在 旦 夕  between  morning  and 
evening, 一 in  the  space  of  a  day, 

朝 不保夕  in  the  morning one  cannot  guarantee  the  even¬ 
ing, — used  specially  of  any  one 

lying  dangerously  ill. 

今 夕何夕  what  evening  is this  evening? 一- what  an  evening 
this  is  (for  happiness) ! 

七夕  the  seventh  night  of  the 
seventh  moon, — when  magpies 
bridge  over  the  Milky  Way.  See 

1388. 
夕  the  last  night  of  the  year ; 

New  Year’s  eve. 

夕 陽  that  pkrt  of  a  mountain which  receives  the  afternoon 

sun,  sc.  the  west  side;  hence, 
the  afternoon. 

必歷多 少夕陽 how many  afternoons  must  be  passed, 一 before. .... 

夕月  'to  turn  towards  or  bow  to 
the  moon, — part  of  the  old  Sha¬ 
man  ceremony.  Also,  the  even¬ 

ing  moon. 

不爭夕  not  to  quarrel  for turns, — of  wife  and  concubine. 

當夕  to  take  turns,  as  above. 

夕  a  house  which  is  not  duly 
oriented;  a  dark  room, 

夕  a  name  given  to'  the  給 
事 ， because  it  was  their  duty 
to  see  that  the  palace  gates  were 
shut  at  nip：ht. 

Night  tides,  as  opposed 

to 潮 519. 

潮汐 遂波浪  morning  and night  the  tides  roll  up  in  waves. 
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m 

4118 

'■m 

f •卜 v 
V.yii 

*.  sMsieh、 Shsi 

1.  chsi 

T.ihsi 
lz.  ihsi 

l.  hiu 

•  kui^  ye 
i.  hwe 

Even  Lower. 

徙 3
 

4119 

紙 
sat 

sat 

sae 
st 
si 

hsi 

sd 

shi 
ti 

Rising  Upper, 

To  lead  by  the  hand；  to 

take  with  one  •,  to  carry  in 
the  hand. 

携手  to  lead  by  the  hand. 

携 手同行  (Ziang2)  let  us  join 
hands  and  go. 

不念 携手日  he  thinks  no 
more  of  the  days  when  we  went 
hand  in  hand. 

扶 老携幼  to  support  the 
aged  and  lead  the  young. 

提携 往來而 不絶者 
children  carried  in  arms,  child¬ 

ren  dragged  by  the  hand,  com¬ 
ing  and  going  in  unbroken 
succession. 

携眷  to  bring  one’s  family. 

携妻  to  bring  one’s  wife. 
携帶  to  bring  along  with  one. 

携同  to  be  accompanied  by. 

携起  to  lift  up  and  carry  away. 

携去  to  carry  off. 

可携者 携之去 what 
there  was  to  carry  off,  was  car¬ 
ried  off. 

携失  carried  off  and  lost. 

携筐  to  carry  a  basket  on  the 
arm. 

如取如 辦 as  yQU  take  a 
thing  and  bring  it  away  in 

your  hand,  • — so  simple  is  the 
enlightenment  of  the  people. 

左 右携僕  personal  atten¬ dants. 

To  move  one’s  place  of 

abode；  to  flit.  [To  be  dis¬ 

tinguished  from  從  1 2,028, 

and  徒  I2、i26.] 

孟 毋三徙  the  mother  of  I 
Mencius  thrice  changed  her 

abode, — before  finding  a  place 
suitable  for  the  education  of  her 
son. 

遷徙。 r 移 徙 Qir 徙 居 t() 
change  house. 

作者 數榣徙 則亡其 
功  if  a  worker  is  constantly 
changing  houses,  it  will  ruin  his 
chances  of  success. 

徙任  to  be  moved  to  another 

post. 

徙!
 

4ii9 

m 

4120 

r •紙 
^ 徙 

Rising  Upper. 

4121 

R •紙 

See 徙 

K.  sa^  swae 

Rising  Upper. 

4122 

R •紙支 

C.  csz 

F.  csae 

W.CJ2 

N. 
P. 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 

K.  sd 

J.  shi 
A. 三" 

善  to  reform;  to  follow  virtue. 

徙月  to  encroach  upon  another month. 

啤陽。 Id  name  fbr 雅州府 
in  Sstich‘uan. 

尋 徙員外  he  was  then  trans¬ ferred  to  be  Secretary  in  a  Board. 

Straw  sandals  or  slippers 

without  heel  •  backs.  See 

4186. 脫廢 to  take  off  a  slipper. 

猶 棄敝屣  like  casting  away an  old  sandal, — so  Shun  would 
have  renounced  the  empire. 

倒 屣迎賓  t0  g。 out  to  me、 t 
a  guest  with  one’s  shoes  on  the 
wrong  way, 一 ue.  hurriedly,  as 

蔡 g  Ts‘ai  Yung  went  but  to 

meet  王粲  Wang  Tsfan. 

A  band  or  fillet  to  con¬ 

fine  the  hain  Same  as  6916. 

系徙系 徙宰宰 the  appearance  of a  crowd. 

縦 韜髪者  wearing  the  hair \mder  a  gauze  kerchief. 

hsi 

Even  and 

Rising  Upper. 

m 
4123 

1 窣 

吸 
•  4124 

R •辑 

C. 

H.  kip^  kHp) 

F.  ngcik 

W.  ciai、 hsiai 

N.  hsih 

P.  Jisi 

Name  of  a  plant.  To 
increase  fivefold. 

或 相倍蓰  some  twice,  some five  times  as  many. 

或什伯 倍蓰也  ten  times or  five  times  as  many. 

Same  as  4120. 

To  draw  in  the  breath  ； 

to  inhale.  To  suck  up. 

To  attract.  Used  of  non- 

aspirated  characters ;  see 

4912. 吸 一口氣  to  draw  in  a breathy  to  make  an  inspiration. 

吸 
4124 

M.  hsi 

Y. chik 

Sz.  hsi 

K.  hip 

J.  kin、 kd 

A.  hep^7igepr 

Entering 

Upper. 

^4* 

4125 

R. 辑 

See Entering 

Upper. 

隰
拉
 

4126 

R- 緝 

P.  Jisi、 cshi 

S6e 習濕 

Entering 

Upper 

and  Lower. 

棲 
4127 

犀1
 

4128 

R •齊 

H.  cst\  UhH 
See 

A.  te 

Even  Upper. 

一口吸 在肚裏  swallow¬ 
ed  it  at  a  gulp. 

一 吸卽盡  emptied  it  at  a draught. 

吸 焱哈哈 的 t。 draw  in 
and  emit  the  breath.with  a  noise 

吸烟  to  smoke,  —  tobacco  or 
opium. 

吸飲 to  sip. 魚吸水  fishes  suck  up  water, — through  their  gills,  so  as  to 
absorb  air  for  breathing. 

吸露水  to  sip  dew, — to  be very  poor;  to  live  on  air. 

吸鐵石  a  loadstone. 
吸 去魂靈  to  suck  the  soul out  of  one, — as  devils  are  be¬ lieved  to  do. 

呼 吸相通  expirations  and 
inspirations  in  harmony, — their views  accord. 

Stertorous  breathing. 

Low,  marshy  ground. 

PM  有答 心  Hquorice  grows  m 
the  marshes. 

隰田  marsh  land, 
度 其隰原  he  measured  the 
marshes  and  the  plains. 

隰 桑有阿 in  the  low  wet grounds  the  mulberry-trees  are 
beautiful. 

隰州  a  Department  in  the  west of  Shansi. 

See  985. 

The  tapir.  A  rhinoceros 

{see  10,298).  Hard;  tem¬ 

pered,  as  good  steel ;  sharp. 
The  section  of  a  melon,  - 

揮牛。 r 揮兒 a  rhin  oceros. 

澤角  rhinoceros  horn. 

揮皮  rhinoceros  skin. 

65 
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犀1
 

4128 

一 大屌盃  a  goblet  of  rhino¬ ceros  horn. 

如牛 渚燃屌  like  lighting 
the  rhinoceros  horn  at  Niu-tu, 

— as  was  done  by  溫嬌  Wen 

Chiao  of  old,  to  enable  him  to 

I  examine  a  river. 
1 

j  毛 澤  the  hairy  rhinoceros, — t
he 

yak. 

i 器 不屌利  the  weapons  were 
not  tempered  and  sharp. 

犀部  the  Board  of  War. 

心 有靈屌 一勲通 his 
mind  is  very  quick  to  apprehend 

every  point. 

齒 如瓠屌  her  teeth  were 
like  the  seeds  in  a  melon. 

4129 
R. 齊 

See 揮 

A.  te 

Even  Upper. 

the  Olea  fragrans、 with 

reddish  flowers,  called 

木榑 • 

席:
 

4130 R. 陌 
See 席 

A.  tiet、tik 

Entering 

lower. - J  -  -  —  x  -  V 
and  so  lose  its  evenness. 

empire  like  a  mat, 一 conquered  it 

for  one’s  mat,  and  sit  down,- 
to  sit  on  the  bare  ground. 

酒席  a  banquet. 

5H 

over  another  one；  to  prepare  2 
banquet. 

就雇。 r 赴席  to  go  to  a  ban 

quet. 

席單  a  bill  of  fare. 

table;  to  sit  down  to  a  banquet 

下席  to  get  up  from  the  table 

the  evening •’ 

j 

大 家出席  the  party  left  the table.  ：| 

413° 
1 

1 

、 1 

同  Jr^  at  the  same  banquet；  a 
fellow-guest.  I 

還  to  give  a  return  banquet. ,  1 
Also,  to  vomit  a  meal.  \ 

1 

1 1 

面  the  style  of  banquet  given. 

面 上 on  the  mat, 一 at  table. 

屢 易  often  changed  the  mat, 
I  1 

— went  from  room  to  room  to 

1 a  fresh  table,  as  the  Chinese  do 

at  grand  dinners. 

1 
• 

.  
' 

席  to  change  the  mat, — as done  for  a  dying  person. 

移  to  change  one’s  seat,  e.g. 
at  an  exam. 

席  Jt  炎暴  fire-crackers  let  off  at a  feast. 

~ '席  §5  one-itiat  talk,  —  the 
amount  of  talk  which  can  be  got 

through  in  a  meal;  a  conversa¬ 
tion  bout;  a  long  yarn;  a  tirade. 

聽了 劉四嫣 一席話 having  heard  all  thatT Mother  Liu 

had  to  say, 一 implying  a  some¬ 
what  lengthy  yarn. 

可當 "半席  he  is  entitled  to half  the  mat  of, — may  be  regard¬ 

ed  as  the  peer  of.  • 

當分 一 '席矣 we  must  make room  for  him  on  the  mat, 一 of 

a  man  who  is  distinguishing  him- 

害 J  席  to  cut  the  mat, 一 to  cease to  be  friends  with.  ; 

席; ̂   a  roll  of  bedding. 

兵 有數百 萬席捲 the soldiers  numbered  several  mil¬ 
lions. 

席 捲而逃  tQ  abscond,  bag and  baggage. 

席捲囊 括之計 bag  and baggage  policy. 

西席  a  western  mat,— a  tutor. See  4031. 

刑席  the  legal  secretary  in  a Yamen. 

前 席而請  invited  him  to  be Prime  Minister.  i 

儒爲席 上之珍 ，待聘 
f 

scholars  are  like  jewels  on  a 

mat:  they  wait  to  be  fetched. 

席寵 舊  had  lQng  relied on  the  favour  which  they  had 

enjoyed. 

席 

4130 

蓆:
 

4131 

陌 
C.  tsik、 tsek 

H.  tsKit^  tsHak 

F.  .sik、 cK'ioh 

Izi 

N.yM 

P.  Uisi 

M.  hsi 

Y.  hsyk 

Sz‘  hsi 
K.  sok 

A.  tik、 tiet 

Entering 

Lower. 

翕 

噏 

雜衣 之席兮 h()w  easy sit 
the  black  robes  on  you ! 

桂席  to  hoist  a  sail. 

四席 w  9。99- 主 席  the  chairman  of  a  meeting. 

4132 

R •緝 

H.  hip 

F.  kei'-、 ngeik 

W.  hiai、 hsiai 

N.  hsih 
P.  iksi 

M.  hsi 

Y.  hsik 
Sz.  hsi 

K.  hip 

J.  kiU'kd 

A.  hip 

EnteriDg 

Upper. 

To  be  in  harmony.  All； 

altogether.  To  close；  to 
contract.  See  1 530,  4134. 

4133 

A  mat  \  used  for  4130. 

草席  Srass  matting. 一包膪  a  roll  of  matting. 

蓆包  mat  packing. 

籐蓆  a  rattan  mat. 

蘆蓆  a  msh  mat. 
織蓆  to  weave  mats. 

腊 范  mats  in  general. 

翕 翁訾訾 _  M  g°od terms,  now  abusing  one  another. 

兄 弟旣翕  when  brothers 

are  in  harmony. 

翕河  a  river  in  harmony, 一 with its  channel,  ime,  not  overflowing. 

和翁  at  peace. 載 翕其舌  idly  showing  its 
mouth, 一 instead  of  helping  those 

in  trouble.  Said  of  the  constel¬ 

lation  宾  Sieve,  855. 

氣然  closely;  tightly;  greatly. 

翁 然稱之  ^reatly  respected 
him. 

翁 然推伏  every  one  declin- 
ed, — his  proposal. 

翕 然而合 爲一餾 became  closely  united  so  as  to 

form  one  body, 一 instead  of  two. 

翁合  united. 翕受  to  receive  all. 

Same  as  4124. 
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4134 

緝葉 
^hiPo 
hiap 
htk、 huh 
Asiai 
hsih 

ishi、hs^ 
st 
hsich 

sey  hsi 

hip^  top 

r/5,  kd 

Entering 

Upper. 

To  shut  ；  to  contract. 

Used  with  4132. 

歙張  to  shut  and  to  open. 

將欲 歙之必 固張之 
if  you  would  contract,  you  must 
first  expand. 

noise  of  wind  among  the 

trees. 

軟赫  a  deep  red  glow. 

Read  sAe2*.  Head  Dis- 

trict  of  the  徽州  Hui-chou 
Prefecture  in  Anhui 

JL« 

4135 

y^P 
heik 

Entering 

Upper. 

4136 

辑 
hip^ngip 

Entering 

Upper. 

\4^ 

4137 

緝 
6吸 

hip
' 

kid, 
 
kd 

,,aPr 
Entering 

Upper. 

Noise  of  flowing  water. 

Used  with  4132, 

To  burn ;  to  roast. 

燴 熟之肉  thoroughly  roast¬ ed  meat. 

繪死  to  die  from  asphyxia. 

A  kind  of  halberd.  Stead¬ 

ily.  Peacefully. 

持 矛而操 闇戟者 
those  who  carried  spears  and 
halberds. 

閱然 止  to  stand  suddenly  still. 

闈 然更始  peacefully  inau¬ 
gurated  a  new  regime. 

8 茸之中  belonging  to  a 
menial  class. 

間 閻闇茸  a  mere  country 
lout. 

Read  ta4*  Name  of  a 

valley,  and  of  a  place. 

土闇  a  valley  in  Shensi. 

rrf. 
 »a 

愁 
4138 

R. 質 

C.  ts、ik、sik 
H.  sit 

F.  seik 

W.  si 

N.  sih 
P.  <hsi 

M.  hsi Y.  hsyk 

Sz.  hsi 

K.  si l 

J.  shitsz 
A.  Cet 

Entering 

Upper. 

j  To  know  ；  to  compre¬ hend.  All  ；  altogether；  fully ; 
minutely. 

I 未悉是 否願服 1  do  not know  whether  you  are  willing 
to  submit  or  not. 

知悉  to  be  fully  acquainted 
with;  “take  notice!” 

熟悉  well  versed  in;  conversant with. 

誌悉  to  fully  understand. 

悉皆  all;  altogether. 

i 悉數  the  whole  lot. 

* 聽朕言  listen  all  to  Our words ! 

王 命衆悉 至于庭 & 
king  ordered  them  all  to  come 
into  the  hall. 

乃 悉命汝  he  fully  charged 

you. 
艿 汝其悉 自教工 y。11 must  yourselves  train  the  officers 
in  everything. 

悉心  with  one’s  entire  mind. 

悉力  with  all  one’s  force. 

悉索  rustling. 

蟋 
# 

4139 

R. 質 

C.  isik^  y.  tsuk 
H.  sit 

F.  seik 

N.  sih 

W.  j/,  v.  site 
V..hsi\  ihsi 

M.  hsi 
Y.  hsik,  v. 

ch^iuik 

Sz.  hsi 

K.  sil 

J.  shitsz A.  tet 
Entering 

Upper. 

A  cricket. 

_ 蛾 蜂。 r 打螺蜂 
t。 fight j  crickets, 一 as  is  often  done  for 

I  heavy  wagers. 

蟋 蟀居壁  the  cricket  lives in  the  wall. 

膝 
4140 

R. 質 

C.  set 
H.  tHt 

F.  ch>eik 

\V.  sai、 sot： 

N.  sih 

P.  sJisi 

M.  hsi 

Y.  hsik 

Sz.  hsi 

K.  sil 

ic 

The  knee  ；  the  lap.  To 
kneel.  Children.  5^  5754, 

8761. 

膝頭。 r 磕膝  the  knee. 
膝篕。 r 膝蓥骨 a 膝頭 

骨。 r 膝饅骨 the  knee' 
pan;  knee-cap. 

_  i  膝頭 t(x)k  him  on  his knee. 

Entering 

Upper. 

^ 膝眼  the  dimple  at  the  knee. 

f40  屈膝  t。 bend  the  knees- 
shlchl  i 打半膝  to  bend  one  knee. 

雙膝跼  下  knelt  on  both 
knees. 

罰膝之  made  him  kneel  as punishment. 

膝行  to  creep ;  to  crawl  on hands  and  knees. 

抱 膝長昤  to  nurse  one’s 
^nee  and  hum  over, 一 as  a  stu 
dent  learning  by  heart, 

促 膝而談  to  draw  close  to¬ 
gether  (knee  to  knee)  and  chat, — as  friends. 

按 膝雄談  placed  his  hands 
on  his  knees  and  held  forth  on 
the  subject. 

雄膝  knee-pads. ^  _  Chinese  trousers,  reaching to  the  knee. 

膝下  below  the  knee, — i.e.  at one’s  knee,  sc.  children.  A  term 
of  address  to  parents. 

鶴膝水  crane ’s-leg  water,— a long  narrow  stream  of  water  is 
so  called  in  the  language  of 

geomancy. 

鶴膝瘋  a  stiff  knee-joint. 
牛膝  cow’s-knees, — the  dried stalks  of  Pupalia  geniculata  and 

Achyranthes  as  per  a、 us<  ' cooling  medicine.  See  . 

藤 

ed  as  a 

4141 
4141  j  A  kind  of  amaranth, 

R •質  known  as  牛藤； 4140. 

- 膝 
 一 

Entering 

Upper.  
j 

2* 

襲 

4142 

R .緝 

C.  tsap 
H.  sip 

sik 

W.  zai N.ya 

P.  S/isi 
M.  hsi 

Y.  hsik 
Sz.  hsi 

K.  sip 

J.  shu 

A.  tep 

Entering 

Lower. 

I  The  lining  of  garments. 
Double；  repeated.  To  fol¬ 
low  ； to  accord.  To  make 

a  surprise  attack  or  raid. 

To  plagiarise,  io  inherit； 

ihereditary. 1 

:服襲  the  lining  of  clothes 

!  一襲衣  a  suit  of  clothes. 

屬 裟一襲  one  kdch'ya  or 
I  cassock  of  Buddhist  priest 

I 襲事  the  wrapping  business, — 
of  a  corpse  for  burial. 
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4142 
襲 于休祥  the  auspicious 
omen  is  two-fold. 

下 襲水土  on  earth  he  (Con¬ 
fucius)  conformed  to  the  water 

and  land, — was  in  harmony  with 
his  environment. 

非義襲 而取之 k  t 
fection  of  man’s  moral  nature)  is 
not  to  be  attained  by  incidental 

ac.h  of  righteousness. 

侵襲  to  make  a  surprise  attack, 
— as  opposed  to  f 正 689. 

晉獻公 將欲襲 Ewhen 
Hsien  Kung  of  Chin  wanted  to 
make  a  raid  upon  Yii. 

襲國  to  make  a  raid  on  a country. 

^  SI  ̂   chilled 
 to  the  bone. 

風襲秧  the  wind  stole  up  his 
sleeve, 一 and  r'ade  h'ini  cold. 

風 寒相襲  the  cold  wind  was 
nipping  him* 

不相襲  not  opposed,— though 
possibly  different. 

襲 以爲利  to  appropriate  for 
one’s  own  benefit- 

襲 彼後路 tG  take  an  enemy 
in  the  rear. 

拔白 刃襲之  stole  upon  her with  a  drawn  sword. 

乘隙襲 取  t。 avail,  oneself 
of  an  occasion  to  steal  in  and 

carry  off. 

酒 氣襲人  he  smelt  of  wine 
enough  to  knock  one  down. 

杪 襲成文  to  compose  by 
the  aid  of  plagiarism. 

追 襲前人  to  imitate  or  pla¬ 
giarise  from  one’s  predecessors. 

勦襲  to  crib, — at  an  exam. 

襲爵  hereditary  rank. 

世  hereditary, -for  a  specified 
number  of  lives,  ranging  from 

twenty-six  (for  a  ̂   duke)  to one. 

世 襲子爵  an  hereditary  vis¬ 
count,"—  whose  eldest  son  would 
in  the  ordinary  course  of  things 
take  the  lower  title  of  baron. 

世 襲罔替  hereditary  rank 
for  ever, — the  eldest  son  taking 

the  father’s  title,  and  not  a  lower 
one,  as  usual.  This  distinction 
is  conferred  only  as  a  reward 

for  military  services. 

4142 

璽 
3 

4M3 

R .紙 

w.  si 

See 徙 

Rising  Upper. 

襲蔭  to  inherit  a  title  bestowed 
upon  a  father  or  other  relative 
who  has  lost  his  life  in  the  ser¬ 
vice  of  the  State. 

襲職。 r 襲官 hereditary 
office. 

襲恩  to  receive  favour. 

承襲  to  come  into  a  title. 

庶 繼承襲  the  title  taken  (in default  of  direct  issue)  by  a  con- 
•  cubine^  son  or  by  an  adopted son. 

不 襲吉也  when  you  get  a favourable  answer,  the  divina¬ 
tion  must  not  be  repeated. 

it 鴉 片者氣 襲于人 

smoking  opium  imparts  a  special 
character  to  those  who  do  so. 

m 4144 

M3
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R •紙 

C.  sai 
H.  csai,  Qsz 

hsi 

F.  sitt 

W.  csz 
N.  si 
P. 

M. 
Y. 

Sz. 

K.  sd 

J.  shi 

A.  tei 
Rising  Upper. 

The  great  seal  of  the 

Emperor  of  China.  It  is 
made  of  the  finest  jade,  and 

that  of  始1 皇帝  the  First 
Emperor  bore  the  following 
legend  :—受 命於天 ，旣 

壽永昌  Dei  gratia:  may the  reign  be  long  and  pros¬ 

perous  ! 

玉璽。 r 國璽  the  State  seal. 

箱 p  塑  a  seal  in  two  parts;  one  of which  would  be  used  to  stamp 

an  important  State  missive,  and 

’  the  other,  by  the  person  to  whom 
it  had  been  confided,  to  verify 

the  genuineness  of  the  document 

in  question. 

聖  an  Imperial  letter. 

僞 璽一穿  a  string  of  false seals. 

Same  as  ̂ 4143. 

Afraid •’  nervous;  bashful. 

畏葸  to  be  afraid. 
色葸  nervous-looking ;  bashful. 

愼而無 禮則葸 caution> without  propriety,  becomes timidity. 

洗!
 

R. 

4146 

C.  sai、 syn 

H.  se、 sen F.  sae^  sieng 

W.  si 

N.  hsi、 hsien 

p.  } 

M.  >  hs’i、 hsien 

Sz.  \ 

Y.  hsi、 hsi ci 

K.  s'on^  se 

J.  sen、 sei 

A.  ticn、tH 

Rising  Upper. 

To  wash  ；  to  bathe  ； 

clean  with  water. 

洗却。 r 洗掉  to  wash  aw 
to  cleanse. 

i 洙臉。 r 洗面  to  wash 
!  face. 

洗澡。 r 洙 洛。1 •洗: to  take  a  bath.  See  11,6 

飽洗澡  to  bathe  on  a 
stomach.  See  剃  xo,988.. 

他 是洗過 澡來的 
had  bathed  before  he  came. 

洗澡， 啤倒眉 塘 bathi 
an  establishment  where  busk 

is  not  brisk, 一 and  you  will 
clean  water.  See  眉 7714. 

洗澡花  Mirabilis  jalafa、 
一 so  called  because  the  flov 
open  in  the  evening,  when 
Chinese  usually  bathe. 

洙心  to  wash  the  heart, - reform. 

刷洗  to  wash  and  scrub; 
cleanse. 

洙 耳恭聽  to  listen  rever< 
ly  with  washed  ears. 

自 此诜手  henceforth  I 
wash  my  hands, 一 of  the  mat 

洗城  to  wash  a  city, — to  cl 
it  of  inhabitants,  as  by  an vading  army. 

洗寃  to  wash  away  a  wro to  avenge  a  wrong. 

^  Record  of  the  Redr ing  of  Wrongs,  —  the  Chir| 
“Instructions  to  Coroners.” 

洗三 加  washing  on  the  t\ 
day  of  a  new-born  child. 

洗禮 ceremony  of  baptij — used  by  R.  Catholics  and 
Protestants.  See  2090 

蘸 317- 

領 & 收）洙禮1。咖 
baptism. 

筆洗子  a  .small  earthenMj 
vessel  to  hold  water  for  writ 

purposes. Read  hsienz.  To  w« 
the  feet.  To  clarify  spir 

太于 洗馬  an  equerry
  to 

Heir  Apparent. 

司經 局洗馬  Groom  of: 
Library  in  the  Supervisorat< Instruction. 
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洗,
 

4146 

4147 

㈣， 
nzouk 

hil 

itsXy  kochi 

hU、 nget 

Entering 

rregular. 

4148 

億 
Entering 
Upper. 

4149 

^  
- 

hiai、Hai 
tsHh 

ckH 

ch^i 
hHk 

cKH 
Ml 

ochi^  ki/sz 

kK.ng^r 
Entering 
Upper. 

4IS0 

k^ai 

k^ai^at3 

卜，
 

如0
 

t;a/° 
ti'ae 
\ae 
it 

^ai,  hi 

Sinking 
Upper. 

自洗腆 致用酒 y。11  may 
then  (when  your  parents  are 

happy)  clarify  and  make  strong 
your  wine  and  proceed  to  use  it. 

姑洙  name  of  one  of  the  twelve 

律 7548：  a  fancy  name  for  the 
3rd  moon. 

Water  dried  up：  To  shed 

tears.  Almost  ；  perhaps, 

汔 可小康  perhaps  a  little 
ease  may  be  got  for  them. 

The  sternum  or  breast¬ 

bone.  Used  for  胳 6031 

To  reach  to;  until ；  finally. 

Also  read  chli^A. 

迄今 9r 迄於今  even  until 
now;  up  to  the  present  date. 

迄無 成 功 he  has  not  yet 
accomplished  it, 

迄 未見效 s。 far  t0 no 
better, — after  taking  medicine 

迄竟  after  all;  finally. 

To  sigh；  to  groan. 

择 然太息  to  heave  a  deep sigh. 

愫 我寤嘆  ah  me!  I  awake 
and  sigh. 

Read  klai^.  See  10,92 1. 

惊聞俚 見之思  a  longing 
to  hear  the  sighs  and  see  the 
souls  of  oners  ancestors. 

輪 
4 

4151 

R •真 
^ 氱 

Sinking 

Upper. 

靝‘
 

4^52 

R •未 

C.  hei 
H.  hi 

F.  k^ei 

w.) 

N.  5  hsi 

P.  \ 

Y.cALi  ' 
K.  hit 

J.  ki、kt A.  kLai、 hi SinkiDg 

Upper. 

4153 R •寘屌 See 親 

A.  hi Sinking 

Upper. 

芻 
4154 

W 4155 

R 錫 

See 錫 

A.  tik Entering 

Upper. 

r 必 

4i  56 

R 錫 

C.  Nk 
H.  tHt 

F.  t^ik 

W.  si 

N.j/A 
P.  Ihsi、 hsP 
M.  hsi 

Y.  tHk、 hsik 

K.  sok 

. seki、 shaku 

A.  tik Entering 

Upper. 

Cattle  starving  for  want 
of  food.  Fodder. 

An  animal  offered  in 

sacrifice.  [It  is  disputed 
whether  the  term  means 

“living”  or  “uncooked. 

To  give  a  banquet.  Pro¬ 
visions  ； fodder. 

告 朔 之靝羊 the offering  of  a  sheep  on  the  first 

day  of  a  month. 

廩靝  the  stipend  of  麇生 
salaried .  graduates  of  the  first 
degree.  See  7189. 

馬靝  fodder  for  horses.  See 6707. 

Cloudy. 

indistinct ;  obscured. 

See  2643. 

Fine  cloth；  a  shirt. 

Thin  clothes  ；  a  wrapper. 

褐衣  a  thin  garment. 

褐裘  a  light  wrapper  worn  over fur  to  preserve  it. 

馬稱 a  horse-cloth. 

租稱  to  “pull  off  one’s  coat;’’ to  “turn  up  one’s  sleeves,”  as 
if  about  to  fight;  to  play  the 

bully;  to  brag. 

铒 裼暴虎  with  bared  arms he  seizes  a  tiger. 

r 私 4i56 

4157 

i2* C.  sek0 

H.  siak 

F.  seik 

W.si 
N.  sih 

P.  s.hsi 

M.  hsi 

Hsik Sz.  hsi 

K.  sok  • 
J.  scki、 shaku 

K

.

 

t

i

k

 

Entering 

Upper. 

Read  t(z*.  A  piece  ot 

cloth  ；  a  sheet. 

載 衣之释 (a ㈣' viu  be 
trapped  lip  in  a  common  sheet, 
■ — as  opposed  to  the  robes  in 
which  a  boy  will  be  dressed. 

To  give；  gifts ；  used  with 
1 2,416,  q.v.  for  further  en 
tries.  Tin.  [To  be  distin¬ 
guished  from  鍚  12,882.] 

九錫  the  nine  marks  of  Im¬ perial  favour,  viz,:  horses,  clo¬ 

thes,  bodyguard,  musical  instru- 
ments,  audience,  red  doors,  bows 

and  arrows,  battle-axes,  and  wine. 

公 晉錫爵  the  duke  gives  me a  cup  of  wine. 

錫義百 朋 he  giv’es  us  a 
hundred  sets  of  cowries. 

錫 爾純暇  we  confer  on  you great  blessings. 

王 三錫命  the  king  thrice 
commanded  him. 

永 錫辦疆  bestow  endless 
and  unlimited, — happiness. 

如 金如錫 Pure  as  gold  or tin,— is  our  prince. 

錫磚條  tin,  in  slabs. 

錫器  tin-ware. 

錫范  tin-foil. 
蹑匠  a  tin-smith. 
掛錫 ?  below、 or  盪錫 a 

包錫 t。 tin. 

連錫  tin  ore. 
粉錫  white  lead. 斗錫  tin  from  the  Straits. 

花錫  tin  from  Banca. 

錫鐵  pewter;  solder, 

錫 纖頂子  the  pewter  knob 
on  a  sedan-chair. 

錫杖  a  Buddhist  abbot’s  staff. See  426,  2620, 

虎錫  another  name  for  an abbot’s  staff,  because  a  monk 
once  drove  away  tigers  with  it. 

掛錫  a  Buddhist  priest  who  is] 
permanently  attached  to  a  mon¬ 
astery.  Also,  to  lodge  at  a temple. 

^  balance  of  good  deeds  for 
posterity 
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R ■支屑 
質真 

C.  hcP 

H.  chi 

F.  tieky  /up, 

W.  dzaiT,  hsfy 
tsz 

S.hsP 

P.  i//V,  ch’i\ 

hsi) 

M. ) 

Y.  I  tUh、hsi Sz. ) 

K.chdl、chLil、 
hii 

J.  “tsz、 chi  tsz、 

ki 
A.  hi 

Entering  and 
Sinking 

Lower 

and  Upper. 
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4160 
R._ 

C.  nik 

H.  ngict 

F.  ngeik、 heik 
W.  hiai 

N.  hsih 

P.  hs? 

M.  «/,  hsi 

Y.  hsik、 hxing 
Sz.  hsi 

K.  hyok 

J.  geki、 kaku 
A.  hik、 hwik 

Enuring 

•  Upper. 

飛錫  a  wandering  or  mendicant 
priest. 

卓錫  to  lodge  at  a  temple, 一- as 
a  travelling  Buddhist  priest. 

錫泉  pewter  (staff )  spring, 一 a 
spring  near  Canton  said  to  have 
been  produced  by  a  priest  striking 
the  ground  with  his  staff. 

無錫  a  District  in  Kiangsu, 一 
so  called  by  the  First  Emperor 

in  reference  to  the  peaceful  char¬ 
acter  of  its  inhabitants  after  the 

exhaustion  of  the  tin-mines  which 

had  formerly  been  a  source  of 
trouble. 

4161 

R •參 

W.  rc/
° 

s -係 

Sinking 

Lower. 

錫 .縣 ■錫穴 an  dd  name 

^ 郿陽府 ^  Hupeh. 

See  470^  I 

w 

To  laugh  at 

兄 弟不知 ，哇 其笑矣 
my  brothers  will  not  know  all 
this,  and  will  only  laugh  at  me. 

哇  loud  laughing. 

Read  tieh^  and  chih^ • 
To  bite. 

4162 

R. 錫 

C.  hit 
F.  k'iti. 

W.  vai 

N.  vih 

P.  hst3,  chi) 
M.  hsi,  chi 

Y.  hsih-  chik 

K.  hy'dii J.  kuki、 giakti A.  hik Fntdiing 

履虎尾 不哇 ，人亨 he 
who  treads  on  a  tiger’s  tail  and 
is  not  bitten,  is  a  lucky  man. 

To  quarrel  ；  resentment. 

_釁  causes  of  strife. 
鬨恨  to  hate  and  detest  ；  resent¬ 
ment. 

脅鬩  to  nurse  wrath. 

鬩訟  angry  litigation. 

兄弟 鬩于墙 brothers 
quarrelling  in  the  house. 

[  A  religious  ceremony  of purification,  called  緩 賴， 

jperformed  in  spring  and 

jautumn,  with  a  view  to 

jsecure  divine  protection 

jfor  agricultural  interests. 
i[To  be  distinguished  from 

I  殺  1494.1 

蘭 亭修禊 t。  keep  the  festi¬ val  of  purification  in  the  Epiden- 

drum  pavilion, 一 as  was  done 
by  the  celebrated  calligraphist 

王羲之  Wang  Hsi-chih  and his  forty  friends  on  the  3rd  of 

the  3rd  moon,  a.d.  354.  Now 
used  in  the  sense  0?  a  literary 

gathering. 

修禊  to  remove  evil  or  disease, 
— in  a  popular  sense. 

A  summons  to  war 

I'vritten  on  a  tablet  of  wood 

|of  one  foot  two  inches  in 

ilength.  A  proclamation.  A 

de3patch  ；  an  official 、 com¬ munication. 

細 4
 

4163 

r__ 

C.  sai 
H.  se 

F.  sac 
W.  j/,  sai 

N.  si 

❹:卜 

Sz. ] 

K.  se 

J.  sei^  sai 
A.  te 

Sinking 

Upper. 

to  call  on  the  feudal 

princes  to  punish  a  recalcitrant 

prince,  —  as  under  the  Chou 
dynasty. 

羽檄。 1 ■飛檄 an  urgent despatch, 一 to  be  forwarded  at 

600  to  700  li  a  day.  So  called 
from  a  cock’s  feather  which  was attached  to  it. 

檄文  a  despatch;  an  official ； communication. 

傳檄而 •定  to  issue  a  mani] festo  and  settle  the  country. 

布 檄宣揚 w 各處檄 

傳  to  proclaim  far  and  wide. 

長檄  a  large-sized  sealed  official 
cover, —— as  used  by  the  Boards. 

檄各 屬嚴緝  ordered  (by letter)  his  subordinates  to  make 
a  strict  search  for  them. 

檄催  to  give  urgent  orders. 
檄委  to  order  on  service.  | 

檄行  to  direct. 檄飭  to  peremptorily  order,  ] 

檄批  to  give'  stringent  orders in.  reply  to  a  representation, 一 
from  a  subordinate  officer. 

檄調  an  order  for  immediate trar^fer  to  another  post. 

I  Fine,  as  opposed  to 
1 1,863  ；  thin  ;  small  ；  d 
cate；  trifling.  See  辛 451 

[To  be  distinguished  fr< 

M  2485-] 

1 細微  small;  minute. 

，密  tiny；  delicate；  perfect 

丨 細雨 fine  rain. ， :細地  finely-sifted  earth. 

I 無細不 觀 able  to  see 

smallest  trifles,  —  of  an  eag 

eye. 

細軟  fine  and  soft. 
細柳  slender  (as  the  twigs 

a  willow. 

細腰  a  slender  waist. 

細狗  a  greyhound. 
細 J  步  small  or  short  steps. 

細樂  O^4*)  refined  music, - 
that  of  the  flute. 

細小  petty ;  trifling;  my  fam 

遂載 細小來 S。 I  brou 
my  small  belongings  with  m 

細君  my  wife,  — a  term  f used  by  東方朔  Tung-f: So  of  the  Han  dynasty. 

割肉 遺細君  to  ‘‘pock 
meat  to  take  home  to  one’s  w 

適 此我傳 自細君 i the  (tune)  I  have  just  (playe 
I  learnt  from  my  wife. 

細絲  fine  silk, 一 sycee  or  pi silver;  from  the  thin  threads  ii 

which  pure  silver  can  be  dra 
out  under  the  application 

heat.  ^Sycee^  is  the  Cantom 
pronunciation  of  the  two  wor 

to  cut  up  fine;  to  min 

^01  careful；  attentive. 

細細的  minutely;  carefull) 

翁 J  數  amounts  in  detail, 一 noi 
round  sum.  ’ 

細述  to  set  forth  in  detail. 

細講  to  go  into  detail ; explain. 

細思。 r 細想 think 

over. 

細認  to  look  closely  at. 

細說  to  enumerate. 
細問  to  ask  carefully. 
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處1
 

4165 

：n  Upper. 

4166 

:n  Upper. 

他1
 

4167 

5n  Upper. 

細驗  to  examine  in  detail, — as 
goods  by  Customs  authorities. 

細談  to  speak  minutely  about. 

細審。 >• 細察 。> •細究 t。 
investigate  minutely. 

細故 w 細事  a  trifling  affair. 

仔細。 1 ■子細  earefully; 
minutely. 

不矜 & 謹） 細行 ，終 

累大德  if  you  do  not  attend 
jealously  to  your  small  actions, 
the  result  will  be  to  affect  your 
virtue  in  great  matters. 

不 守細行  to  be  careless  of 
small  matters  in  conduct. 

細作 a  spy_ 

細磁器  fine  chinaware. 

細 斜 布  jeans. 

細葵扇  trimmed  palm-leaf 
fans. 

細蔴布  linen  goods. 

細崽  a  .foreigner’s  “boy”  or sheedzai. 

細胸  a  sparrow-hawk  {Ac  dpi  ter 
fiisus). 

See  950. 

•% 

A  depreciatory  term  for 
a  woman.  .  To  play. 

戲姨  to  play； .children’s games. 

Read  azltS.  A  female 
slave. 

嫉婢  a  slave-girl. 

An  interjection. 

誤誤 fie!  fie! 

誤笑  to  giggle. 

Contemptuous. 

愷牠  insulting  ；  reproachful. 

R 

衙 

4168 

紙齊 

髓 

Name  of  a  bird.  A  revo¬ 
lution  of  a  wheel. 

*7*  _  (々/ ⑹ D  the  goatsucker  or 
nightjar. 

Read  sui1  •  An  old  name 
Rising  Upper.  0f  麗江府  Li-chiang  Fu 

in  Yunnan. 

cf. 

Sz.  c/is： 

R 

攜 4169 

4170 齊支 

See 檇 

Even  Lower. 

4171 

R •支齊 

H.  ik^wci- 

See 檇 

Even  Lower. 

Same  as  4118. 

1 

A  kind  of  land  tortoise. 

Name  of  a  star. 

An  ivory  spike,  worn  at 

the  girdle  and  used  for 

loosening  knots.  A  con¬ 
stellation  - see  12,332. 

童 子佩賴  there  is  that  lad, with  the  spike  at  his  girdle. 

4172 

R •齊 

See 檇 

Even  Lower. 

m 
4173 

R •齊 

See 檇 

Even  Lower. 

m 4174 

R •齊 

-繫 

A.  he 
Even  Upper. 

匸
 3 

4175 

R. 薺 

See 奚 

Rising  Lower. 

A  tripod；  a  caldron.  A 

large  bell.  The  sun’s  rays 

darting  through  'clouds. 

Name  of  a  town  in  the 

^  Chi  State. 

A  kind  of  jet,  described 
as  a  mineral  amber  of  a 

clear  black  colour. 

A  box；  a  chest.  Radical 

23.  [To  be  distinguished 
from  匚 2  3458.] 

貭 

4176 

m 
4183 

Same  as  4177. 

Herculean-  in  strength  ̂  

jtitanic. 

I 最®  a  river  god,  endowed  with !  supernatural  strength  and  depict¬ 
ed  as  a  tortoise,  under  which 

shape  it  is  sculptured  in  stone 
to  support  huge  tablets  bearing 
inscriptions,  etc. 

咽
 4 

4178 

R. 真 

See  ® 

Sinking 

Upper. 

w 

4179 

R •陌 

cf .隙 

K.  hidk 

J.  sakit 
A.  kHk 

Entering 

Upper. 

i  To  breathe  ；  to  snort. 

1 

4180 

R •質 

K.  hil 

J.  kitsz 
A.  hict 

Entering 

Upper. 

k2# 

4181 

R •錫 

See 鬩 

Entering 

Upper. 稳 

4182 

A  frightened  tiger  ； 

alarmed  ；  frightened.  A 
kind  nf  spider. 

To  rejoice  ；  to  smile. 

故故  pleased
. 

吉欠 (1  夏  ~ ' 堂  every  one  burst 
out  laughing. 

Sound  of  merriment. 

Same  as  4135. 

See  3 1 24. 
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4185 

R •支霽 
See 醺麗 

Even  ahd 

Sinking  Upper 
and  Lower. 

4186 

臬
 3 4187 R 紙 

C.  I 

H.  
i  sat 

F.  sae 

W •打 
N. 
P. 

M.  ̂   hsi 
Y. 

Sz 
K.si 

J.  shi 
A.  tei 

Rising  Upper. 

舄 
4iS8 

See  6916. 

A  wingless  creature  al¬ 

lied  to  the  centipede,  and 

known  as  娘蠣. 

Same  as  4120. 

分 途躧輯  to  take  different 
roads  and  go  in  pursuit. 

The  male  nettle -hemp 

plant,  the  fibres  of  which 

are  called  麻  and  are  used 

for  making  cloth. 

臬耳  the  burr-weed  (Xanthiuvi 
strumarium)  of  the  northern 

provinces. 

泉布 linen. 

C.  sik 
H.  sit 

F.  seik 

W.CW 
N.  si  A 

P.  /isP 

M.  c/isi,  hsi^ 
Y.  hsik 

Sz.  hsi 
K.  sok 

J.  sekiyshaku 
A.  tik 

Entering 

Upper. 

w 
4189 R. 陌 

W.  j/3 
w 舄 

A  shoe  or  slipper  ；  the 

sole  of  a  shoe.  Large-look 

ing  ；  glorious.  [Correctly 
written  鳥 .] 

赤 舄几几  self-composed  in 
his  red  slippers, — was  the  Duke. 

金 鳥  gold  embroidered  slippers. 

松桷 有鳥. the  projecting beams  of  the  pine  were  large. 

鳥奕 乎千載  gloriously  to 
endure  for  a  thousand  years, 一 

as  a  man’s  good  reputation. 

Land  which  has  been 

overflowed  by  the  tide  and 
thus  become  salt. 

Entering 

Upper. 

鹹溻  salt, 一 as  land  which  has 
been  covered  by  the  sea. 

碣 
4190 

R. 陌 

See 鳥 

1* 
Entering 

Upper. 

葛 4i9i. 

R. 陌 

See 鳥 

Entering 

Upper. 

4192 

R •職 

則 Entering See 

Lower. 

贐 4193 

R .質 

See 恤 

Entering 

Upper. 

叚
 * 

暇1
 

4i9S 

R .麻 

S- 鰕瑕 

Even  Lower 
andTJpper. 

暇
 ‘ 

4196 

R •祕 

Seq 下 

Sinking 

Lower. 

The  stone  on  which  a 

pillar  rests. 

1* 

礎碱  the  base  of  a  wooden 
pillar  or  stone  column. 

玉  J 渴  a  marble  base  to  a  column. 

r 鉍 

4194 

K •麻 

See 瑕 

Even  Lower. 

Name  of  a  plant. 

馬葛  Plant  ago  major^  L. 

Waves  rolling  one  after 
another. 

谡滅  the  fish-scale  appearance of  waves, — rippling. 

To  give  alms. 

賑眺  to  give  in  charity. 

贐孤  to  help  the  orphan. 

Occurs  as  a  surname, 

but  is  not  included  in  the 

百家姓  Family  Names. 
[To  be  distinguished  from 

段  12,140.] Read  chia\  Used  for 

1 160. 

The  throat;  the  gullet. 

Leisure. 

暇 時。 ■•暇 晷  leisure. 

稍暇  a  little  at.leisure. 

未暇 have  no  leisure  to. 

偷暇  to  steal  leisure；  to  take  a 
rest. 

暇
 ‘ 

4196 

瑕
 2 

4197 

R. 麻 

C.  j 

H.  
ha 

F. ) 

N.  y  'iio^  o 
P. 

M. 
hsia 

Y. 

Sz. 

K.  ha 

J- 

A.  ha Even  Lower. 

餘暇  spare  time  after  wc leisure. 

3 昆逸 ̂  luxurious  ease. 

不 遑睱食  drd  not  allow  h 
self  time  to  eat. 

追 我暇矣 whenever  we  h 
leisure, — let  us  drink. 

禪 我不暇 1  am  wo^ed  w 
out  leisure. 

朝 夕不暇 morning : 
night  we  have  no  leisure. 

我則 不暇1  have  nQt  Ieis, 
— to  be  making  comparison! 

今 且無睱 與辯也 ^ have  now  no  leisure  to  ar 

the  point. 以暇 日修 其孝弟 

occupy  one’s  leisure  days  in  < 
tivating  filial  piety  and  fratei love. 

國 家間眼 the  countr> peace, — t.e.  no  wars. 

須暇  47 1 6- 不敢自 暇自逸 & not  give  way  to  idleness  i 

pleasure, — such  were  the  ru] of  old. 

A>  flaw ;  a  blemish,  as 

a  gem.  How? W1 

白玉無  white  jade 
out  a  blemish.  See  系5  h,1 

德 音不瑕 n。 flaw  in 
virtuous  reputation. 

烈 假不瑕  his  brightness  a 
magnanimity  were  without  sta 

艰病  a  flaw;  a  blemish, — 

things. 

瑕疵  a  weak  point;  a  bJemi 
— in  people. 

吾不 汝疵瑕 1  wil1 1 
make  it  a  cause  of  quarrel. 

瑕裂  a  split;  a  rent. 

乘 瑕則神  to  take  advanta of  (an  enemy’s〉 weak  point the  triumph  of  strategy. 

不 瑕有害  but  would  i 
this  be  wrong  ?  • 

邱  an  old  name  for  滋  | 

縣  Tzti-yang  Hsien  in  Sha 

tung. 

不 汝琅殄  so  that  I  shall  e 
have  to  blame  you  or  cast  you  c 

*» 
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4198 

麻掘 
，瑕 
Even  and 

kingLower. 

蝦1
 

4199 

iha、 Jia 

I 
 i.ha
 

c°^ho 

Jiuo^  cho^ 

v. chon 

•Jtsia、 ihsia、 
chsia 

Jisia、 hsi^、 

ha 

iha 

ven  Lower 

Irregular. 

To  gaze  at;  to  watch. 

軀1
 

4200 

麻 

ven  Upper. 

麻 
mgo 

e 瑕 
ven  Lower. 

A  shrimp  ;  a  prawn. 

Used  with  4203. 

蝦米  dried  shrimps  or  prawns, 
— without  shells. 

暇 皮子。 r 暇糠 the  she11 
of  the  shrimp. 

蝦鬚  the  feelers  of  a  shrimp. 

蝦醬  shrimp  sauce. 

蝦油  shrimp  oil. 

蝦蛤  a  strange  beast  found  in 
the  Ho-lin  mountains. 

蝦夷  Ainos, 一 a. tribe  of  abori¬ 
gines  found  in  the  island  of  Yezo. 

蝦子草  A  neilema  n  udifloruiny Br. 

Read  ha\  A  frog. 

蝦蟆  the  common  toad. 

蝦蟆酒  Adam’s  ale;  water. 

暇 模葫额  frog-buds,— tad- 
poles.  Also,  muscles;  the  biceps. 
See  6218. 

三 脚蝦蟆  the  3-legged  toad, 
一 found  only  in  the  moon;  hence 
used  to  denote  the  unattainable. 

蝦 蟆教書  like  frogs  giving 
lectures, 一 absurd. 

Hunchbacked;  to  stoop. 

職腰  to  bend  the  body. 

軀 不下腰  did  not  bend  his 
body. 

Clouds  tinged  red.  Va¬ 
pour  ；  obscurity. 

聣 霞。 r 暮霞  the  glow  of| 
sunset. 

腕霞 _ 千里 a  red  sky 
the  evening  means  fine  weather 
for  a  thousand  li. 

早霞別 1 出門 if  there 
red  sky  in  the  morning,  do  not 
leave  home. 

雲霞 出海曙  red  clouds 
from  the  sea  proclaim  dawn 

in 

m 

4201 

驅,
 

4202 

R；lii 

See  J 艮 

Even  Lower. 

鰕1
 

4203 

R .麻 

C.  Jia 
伽 

W.  cho 

N.  ho^  v.  h  'dh 

M.  I 
 ̂hna 

K.  ha 

J.  ka^  ke 

A.  sJia 
Even 

 
Upper

 

Irregu
lar. 

4204 

r 麻 

See  J 该 

Even  Lower. 

霞 光萬道 g^wing  rays shine  in  all  directions. 

開作 _ 邊 _  opening  as 
though  in  emulation  of  a  rosy 

cheek, — of  a  red  flower. 

映  sunlight;  radiance. 
to  make  a  meal  off  red,— 

off  a  water-melon. 

莫  don’t  be  so  confused. 

fl!  flushed  with  wine. 

霞現。 1 •霞帔  a  cloak ;  a sleeveless  mantle. 

A  horse  with  red  and 

white  hairs  intermixed. 

有 駟有騵  some  are  cream- coloured,  some  red  and  white. 

A  shrimp  ；  a  prawn. 
Used  with  4199. 

鰕子。 r 子毋鰕  a  shrimp. 
large  yellow  prawns. 

龍鰕  the  great  crayfish  or  Pali- nurus, 

銀鰕  small  shrimps. 
夢  dried  and  salted  prawns. 

鰕仁兒  shelled  shrimps. 

Long-enduring;  fa r- 

reaching  ；  distant  ；  far  off, 

as  opposed  to' 邇 3355. 
Advanced  in  years.  To 

abandon.  What?  How? 

降 爾遐福 (God)  sends  thee long-enduring  happiness. 

宜 其遐福  to  enjoy  the  last¬ ing  happiness  which  is  his  due. 

遐 邇皆知  it  is  known  to  all, far  and  near. 

遐邇 —— 肯豊 t.hose.  near  and those  from  afar  are  (treated) 
alike. 

遐荒  far-off  wilds. 
遐齡  to  grow  old;  old  age. 

松 鶴遐齡 the  &  and  the crane  live  each  to  a  great  age. 

They  are  emblems  of  longevity. 

遐2
 

42。4 

W 

4205  / 

R .麻 

% 瑕萏 

Even  Lower 
and  Upper. 

呀 

4206 
w 
4207 

R 麻 

w 鰕 

K.  ha 

J.  ka^ke A.  tiia Even  Upper. 

開： 

4208 

S- 鰕 

Even  Upper. 

! 登遐  to  ascend  to  the  far-off, — a  Taoist  phrase  =  to  die. 

遐終  for  ever. 不 我遐棄 he  has  not  cast 

me  away. 

毋有遐  j 匕、 do  not  purpose  to 
abandon  me. 

遐不謂 矣 why not  w soi> 

遐 不作人  did  he  not  exert 
an  influence  upon  men? 

The  leaves  of  the  water- 

lily. 

Read  chia%.  Water 

rushes  not  yet  in  flower. 

See  12,799. 

i  The  mouth  of  a  valley. 
1 

he  mouth  of  a  cave;  a 

cavity ;  the  entrance  to  a  ravine; 

a  gorge. 

R. 麻 

s- 鰕 

Even  Upper. 

r 

r •黠 

C.  het^ 

H.  hat) 

F.  hak、 W.  /ia0 

N.  hah 

P.  Jisia 

M.  Asia 

Y.  haah 
Sz.  Asia 

To  set  a  door  ajar. 

閱着門 ，不 要關上 the  door  ajar,  do  not  shut  it  tight. 

To  take  a  breath  ；  to 

pant. Blind  ；  see  ̂   6244,  and 

育 7651.  Ignorant.  Heed¬ less  ； reckless  ；  random. 

瞎目艮  blind.  Also,  sore  eyes. 
到春 天瞎眼 的人多 

了  in  spring,  many  people  suffer from  sore  eyes. 

瞎子  a  blind  man.  •Used  as  a term  of  abuse.. 
66 
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瞎 
4210 

K.  hal 

J.  kechi、 katsz 
A.  hat^ 

Entering 

Irregular. 

睁 眼瞎子  a  blind  man  whose 
eyes  seem  to  see  but  do  not. 

瞎 一眼。 r 瞎虎 blind  of 
one  eye. 

瞎姑兒  blind  singing-women. 

走  t0  go  blindly  on. 

瞎闖  to  blindly  run  against. 

瞎抓 t。  blindly  clutch;  to  do 
anything  for  a  living. 

i 被 某人射 瞎左眼 was 
shot  in  the  left  eye  by  him  and 
blinded. 

i 瞎 子摸魚  a  blind  man  feel 

ing  for  a  fish, — blindman’s  buff. 

瞎充  to  muddle；  blundering. 

I 瞎 充掌榧  like  a  blind  man 
keeping  a  shop, — not  the  right 
man  in  the  right  place. 

丨兩個 瞎作揖 like  tw。 blind 
people  bowing, — all  in  the  dark. 

I 盲人 騎瞎馬 
 a  blind  man j  riding  a  blind  horse, 一 the  blind 

leading  the  blind. 

i 瞎子 心思像 一把刀 
!  the  thoughts  of  the  blind  are 

j  sharp  as  a  knife.  See  12,116. 

瞎子 背着瘸 子去逡 
燈  like  the  blind  man  carrying 
the  lame  man  to  see  the  illumin¬ 

ations, 一 a  one-sided  bargain. 

瞎漢  an  ignorant  fellow. 

瞎說。 1 ■說 瞎話 t。 make 
wild  statements;  to  talk  in  too 

、 unrestrained  a  manner；  to  lie. 

瞎 答瞎講  to  talk  at  random. 
瞎弄  to  throw  int6  confusion, — 

as  by  meddling. 

瞎鬧  to  make  a  disturbance. 

i 瞎 七瞎八  all  in  confusion, 

i 摸着 瞎兒走  
to  feel  one’s way  in  the  dark. 

j 黑燈 瞎火的 dark;  obscure. 

瞎老鼠  the  mole-rat  (Siphneus 
: psilurus). 

i 瞎賴  to  accuse ;  to  lay  the blame  on. 

I .瞎咧 咧  whining ;  maudlin ; 

j  nonsensical, 
瞎攪  to  blunder  over：  to  mak'^ a  mess  of 

:瞎 謙 

m 

4211 

R •黠 

C.  hctx 

Entering 

Lower. 

鐯 

4212 

匣 4213 

R 洽 

H. 

hap 

F.  ak N.  v.  ah 

See 狹 

K.  hap、' 

J.  id 

A.  hap 

Entering
 

Lower. 

The  linch-pin  of  a  cart¬ 
wheel.  To  govern  ；  to 

: control. 
I 

H.  hat'、 7va/^ 

F.  hak 
W.  hu'a^'a) 

N.  ah 

P.  S/isia 
M.  Asia 

Y.  haah 

Sz.  hsia 

K.  hal 

J.  kcU s gcchi 
A.  hat 

投 轄留客  to  throw  his  linch- i  pin  (into  the  well)  and  thus  pre¬ 
vent  a  guest  from  going  away, 一 
as  was  often  done  by  陳遵 

Ch(en  Tsun  of  the  Han  dynasty. 

萬世 之桎轄  the  linch-pin of  all  generations, — is  filial  piety. 

統轄  to  direct  generally ;  to oversee. 

:管轄  to  manage;  to  control. i 

I 受轄  to  be  under  the  orders  of. 

I 左轄 and 右轄 names  of stars. 

文怕翰 林， 武怕轄 
civil  officials  dread  the  Han-lin 

College  (because  of  the  time 
and  expense  necessary  to  success 

there),  military  men  dread  duties 
connected  with  the  Court  (where 

it  is  not  easy  to  supplement  their 

incomes).  [轄  is  the  Chinese 

i  transliteration  of  the  Manchu 

hiya  “bodyguard.”] 

kap 

柙 
4214 

只洽 

See 狎 

Entering 

轄  limits  of  jurisdiction. 

轄举木  chevaux-de-frise  at yamen  gates.  Manchu  hiyahan. 

Same  as  421 1. 

A. small  box. 

箱匣  a  case;  a  box. 

拜帖匣  a  card-case. 
花線匣  a  lady’s  thread-case. 

珠寶匣  a  jewel-case. 

ful 

Pleased  ；  delighted  ；  joy 

柙 4215 

尺洽 

H.  I  ha
P 

F.  ak W.fl 

N.  yah 

P.  Shsia^  c/MoT 

M.  hsia Y.  hsiak 

Sz.  hsia 

K.  hap 

J.  kd^  0 

A.  hap 

Entering 

Lower. 

A  pen  for  wild  animal; 
a  cage  for  prisoners. 、 
scabbard. 

狎 

4216 

R •洽 

See 厘 

K.  ap^  hap 

J.  ̂ go 

Entering 

Irregular. 

Lower. 

虎兕 出於柙  when  a  tig 
or  rhinoceros  escapes  from  i 

cage, 一 whose  fault  is  it?  Ob， 

ously,  the  keeper’s. 

有干越 之劍者 ，柙 

^  those  who  possess  blad from  Kan  and  Yueh,  keep  the 

I  in  their  scabbards. 

I 楓神  name  of  a  fragr
ant  tree 

a* 

On  familiar  terms；  to  t 

near  to.  To  be  disrespec 
ful  to. 

in 

雖 狎必變 although  an  i 
mate  acquaintance,  he  (Conf 

cius)  would  change  countenanc 
—  if  he  met  his  friend  in 

mourning  dress. 

予不狎 于不順 1  cann 
be  near  to  one  so  disobedient 

狎愛  to  be  fond  of. 人 望而慕 之然不 t 

狎也  everybody  admired  hi very  much  but  found  it  impc 
sible  to  become  intimate  wi 
him. 

狎好 t。  be  very  intimate, — i improperly  so. 

狎 intimacy  (in  a  bad  sens< —— of  the  sexes. 

狎邪  profligate. 
作狎 邪遊  t0  go  on  the  loos 

狎褒  indecent. 
褻狎  to  desecrate ;  to  profan 
玩狎 to  sport  with;  to  tal liberties,  as  with  a  woman. 

狎習  intimate  with;  expert  2 

未 狎君政 I  am  not  used government 

狎優  to  be  on  intimate  tern with. 

少相狎 ，長 相儍〜 were  great  companions  whe 
young,  and  when  grown  up  th( 
made  sport  together. 

小人# 大人  the  mean  m
a 

is  disrespectful  to  great  men. 

輕狎  to  treat  lightly;  to  sligh 

侮狎  to  annoy;  to  treat  wi! 
disrespect. 
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A  saddle-cloth. 
4217 

%  i 紅 葩鞞蝶  red  flowers  ar- 
-狎  ranged  in  a  row. 
Entering  丨 
Lower. 

峽 4
 

4218 

:洽 *•  hdp^ 
1.  kiap; 

\  hiek^  k、Uk、 
W.a^ 

kiah^ 

\  ihiia 

i- ) 
[t  >  hsiah 
\i.  \ 
C.  Atop 
•  kd、gd 

i.  haf、 hiep 

Enteriog 
Lower. 

w 
4219 

< .洽 
:. hap 

i.  kf'iap 
hiek 

N.a 

yah^  v.  ah 
?.  ihsia 

VI.  ksia 

/.  hsiak 

ksia 

[C.  hidp 
\.kd 

hup 

Entering 
Lower. 

220 

洽 
6狭 

Entering 
Lower. 

Hills  on  each  side  of  a 

chasm ;  a  gorge；  a  mount¬ 
ain  pass. 

峽口 a  mountain  pass;  a  defile. 

水峽  water  running  between 
cliffs;  a  gully. 

巫峽  and  三峽  noted  gorges 
in  Sstich‘uan. 

峽州  an  old  name  for  宜昌 
Ichang  in  Hupeh.  See  4220. 

Narrow ;  strait,  as  op¬ 

posed  to  ̂   6397.  Narrow¬ 
minded  ； petty.  Used  with 

4221. 

秧窖。 i :秧小  narrow ;  con¬ 
tracted;  want  of  room. 

狹 路相逢 they  met  in  a 
narrow  path,  —  where  an  issue 
was  forced  upon  them. 

狹道  a  narrow  road. 

肚皮衫 J  窄  belly-skin  of  nar¬ row  limits, — mean;  stingy. 

車秧。 r 狹志  low;  mean ; 
sordid, 

度量狹  illiberal ;  narrow¬ minded. 

無自釋 以狭人 do  not 
make  things  comfortable  for 

yourself  in  such  a  way  as  to  make 
them  uncomfortable  for  others. 

Name  of  an  ancient  town, 

called  硤石  , near  the 

modern  宜昌  Ichang  in 
Hupeh. 

硖州  the  moderta  Ichang.  See 
4218. 

陝 
A  mountain  pass；  a  de¬ 

file.  Used  with  4219.  [To 

I  4221 
H.  hiap 、 k、iap 

be  distinguished  from  陳 

W.  a,  v.  Qka 

S« 狹 峽 9709」 

Entering 

陕 溢  a  defile;  a  narrow  pass; 
Lower. 

a  gorge. 

m 

Same  as  1569 

4222 

渥 
See  1569. 

!  4223 

w 

Careful  ；  cautious.  Ener¬ 

getic. 

4224 

R •黠 

^jj  ̂   energetic  and  earne
st. 

H.  ket 

P.  chid\  hsia^ K.  hal 
Read  chia 你  and  chU 

J.  katsz、 kecht 

A.  ket^ 

Diligent.  1 
Entering 

Upper. 劫棉花 to 加 cott°n - 

里士
必 

Artful  ；  wily.  Clever  ； 

sharp.  See  维  1498. 4225 

R •黯 8. 
N.akr 

P.  hsia\  ichie 

Y.  chieh 

K.  hal 

黑§  treacherous;  guileful. 

狡  slippery;  untrustworthy. 

孰 痴孰黯 which  is  the 
J.  katsz、 kechi stupid  and  which  the  smart  one? 
A.  kiet Entering 

黯憂斯  the  Kirghiz,—///,  red- 
Upper. 

yellow  face;  r  name  given  by 

the  Ouigours,  in  allusion  to  the 
red  hair,  white  complexions,  and 

green  eyes  of  the  Kirghiz. 

戰 
See  4372. 

Summer.  Great  ；  spaci- 

暴 
ous. R •福馬 

夏之 日， 冬之夜 —ugh 

See 下 

summer  day  and  winter  night, 
— I  shall  be  alone. 

Sinking  and 

Rising  Lower. 

_  4  _  胃  be  i
t  winter  or  be it  summer, . 

四 月維夏 in  the  fourth moon  comes  summer. 

夏 天 讲 夏 辱 夏令 
jsummir ;  fne  sumni«jjr  sea»pn. 

^  至  the  本 ummet*  
$®^tice 

立 夏  the  beginning  6(  summer, 一 about  the  5th.  May. 

夏
 4 

4227 Mm  during  the  summer. 

夏 日可畏  summer  days  are 
I  to  be  feared. 

I  夏 熱  summer  h
eat. I  炎  hot  summer  weather ;  the dog-days. 

夏苗  the  summer  hunt. 

夏坐  to  go  into  retreat  for  the summer, 一 strictly  for  the  rainy 

season,  as  enjoined  upon  Bud¬ 

dhist  disciples,  for  which  Chi¬ nese  Buddhists  have  substituted 

the  hot  months,  viz.  from  the 

1 6th  of  the  5th  moon  to  the  15th 
of  the  9th  moon. 

夏布  grass-cloth. 
緑樹陰 濃夏日 長 

the  trees  are  green  and  the  shade 
is  thick,  the  lung  day  summer time. 

夏 Wa3 楚  a  ferule ;  a  rod. [ 夏 
for 檀 ，楚 for 荆] 

夏 草冬虫  Cordyceps  chinen-l 

sis. 

夏枯草  Brunella  vulgaris, It  is  gfeen  in  winter,  but  dies  in 
summer;  hence  the  name.  An 
infusion  of  this  plant  is  used  as 

a  cooling  drink. 

夏朝  the  Hsia  dynasty, 一 which began  with  大禹  the  Great 

Yii,  b.c.  2205,  and  ended  with 

the  tyrant  Chieh,  b.c.  1818. 

夏后  a  name  for  the  Gieat  yii. 

華夏。 r 諸夏  the  kingdom of  Chou ;  China, — from  the  name 
of  the  dynasty  above. 

功揚 華 夏  his  merit  isknovt 
throughout  the  empire. 

於我 干夏屋  he  assigned 
us  a  spacious  house. 

不長 夏以革 without  ex- 
travagance  or  changeableness, 

夏兒  Wt  ermine，— frC)in  the Spanish  carmin. 

夏鷄  a  kind  of  shrike  {Dicrurus 
cathcecus). 

大夏  _  Bactria •[夏  Zfe may  be  the  first  syllable  of 
Yavana  —  'Idrovs^ ;  Pers^  Yauna 

the  Indian  and  West  Asiatic 
name  for  Bactrian  and  other 

Greeks- 
西夏  Tangut. 
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m 
4228 

F.  ha、 a 

See  ~J\ 
Always  read 

, Sinking. 

Rising  Lower 

-Irregular. 

m 
4229 

A  great  house ;  a  man¬ 
sion  ； a  room.  Amoy. 

一木難 支大厦 — can’t 
. make  a  palace  out  of  one  stick, 

一 one  swallow  doesn’t  make  a 
summer. 

六 厦須異 t 才  a  great  build¬ ing  requires  a  variety  of  material 

the  chief _room  or  hall. 

抱厦  a  kind  of  verandah  at  the 
front  of  a  house,  as  opposed  to 

狻厦  at  the  back. 

便厦  side-rooms  in  a  court-yard. 

厦門 八1鄉 

厦 防分府  the  maritime  sub- Prefect  of  Amoy. 

望厦村  the  village  of  Mongh； 
near  Macao,  where  the  first 

American  treaty f  was^  signed. 

Same  as  4228. 

T 
4230 

R •馬祕 
C.  ha 
U.ha 

F.  ha^  a,  v.  kia 
W.o 

N.  yuo^  0 
P.  Asia M. 

) 

Y.  V  hsia、ha 
Sz. ) 

K./ia 

A.  ha 

Rising  and 
Sinking 

Lower. 

Lower ;  down  ；  beneath, 

as  opposed  to  上  9729  ; 

under；  in.  Inferior  in  qua¬ 

lity.  To  come  down  ；  to 

send  or  put  down；  to  make 

to  go  down  [see  3422);  to 

take  down  ；  to  take  off.  To 

lay,  as  eggs；  to  produce, 

as  the  young  of  animals 

(see  6141).  [Read,  strictly 

speaking,  in  the  去 聲  when 

a 活 车; in  the 上聲， 
when  a  死字] 

底下  underneath. 
下民  the  lower  people ;  the 

masses. 

下 土。 r 下塵  this  lower 
world,  as  opposed  to  heaven. 

下界  to  descend  into  the  world 
of  mortals ;  this  world. 

•^下  under  the  hand, 一 subordi¬ 
nates.  See  below , 

底 下人。 ■•下 人 OT 下殺 
人  servants ;  menials. 

下邊  below;  in  the  servants* quarters.  See  上  9729* 

T 
4230 

在下  your  humble  servant  ； 
See  足  11,840. 

下屬  subordinates. 
治下  we  who  are  under  your rule, 一 as  when  addressing  an 

official. 

下身  the  lower  part  of  the  body ; 
the  genital  organs. 

下賤  lew;  mean ;  sordid. 
下午。 r 下半夭 (^下晝 the  afternoon. 

下腕  evening. 

下半夜  after  midnight. 
下旬  the  last  decade  of  a  moon, from  the  20th  to  the  30th. 

下月  next  month;  to  go  off  duty 
at  a  ya?nen. 

下次 下回 。!"下 輪 neXt 

time. 

下家  the  drawer  of  a  cheque. 
將前 項銀票 退還下 

with  regard  to  the  aforesaid 

draft,  refer  to  drawer. 

天下  I  eneath  the  sky, 一 China; the  empire. 

都 下無此  no  equal  in  the capital. 

不取 、下間  do  not  be  ashamed to  ask  of  those  below  you. 

覺得 天在下 地在上 
he  thought  the  sky  was  below 

him  and  the  earth  above, — of 
a  drunkard. 

不 分上下  not  to  distinguish top  from  bottom,  as  when  turn¬ 
ing  a  box  the  wrong  way  up. 

Also,  not  to  show  deference  to 

superiors. 

不 知上下  not  to  know  top from  bottom, — to  be  a  fool. 

你下來 我上去 cc>me down  and  let  me  get  up! 

不下數 ^  not  less  than several  thousands. 

下 找多少  how  lauch  have you  over?  how  much  is  still 
due?  how  much  have  I  to  pay 
afterwards  ? 

自 願下之  was  willing  to  be under  her, 一 as  concubine  vis- a-vis  a  wife. 

尙 出其下  nevertheless comes  out  below  him, — is  infer¬ 
ior  to  him.、 

下
」
 

423° 

不 下於唐 宋先賢 
ranking  below  the  former  wor 
thies  of  the  T‘ang  and  Sun! 

dynasties. 

下段  the  lower  section ;  th( lower  limit,  as  of  a  harbour. 

下流。 r  下游  the  lower  P211 of  a  stream ;  down  the  river. 

下流人 ot 下作人  peopli 
of  the  lowest  class. 

慮 以下人  anxious  to  humbli 
himself  to  others. 

下 聲  a  low  tone. 下平聲  the  lower  even  tone 

四下。 r 四下裏  on  all  sides 

兩下裏  both  parties;  on  botl 
sides. 

長 不裏  in  point  of  breadth. 
下部  the  lower  part  of  the  body the  latter  section  of  a  book. 

下巴。 r 下 巴頦兒 th< 
chin. 

下等  下品  a  lower  kinc 
or  order ;  inferior. 

下等 贼  inferior  Spanish  stri 

pes. 

下等參  crude  ginseng. 

下冰片  refuse  Baroos  cam 

phor. 
下雹子 to  hail. 

下雪  to  snow. 下霧  a  mist  is  falling. 

下 露  dew  is  falling. 

下起 雨來了  it  has  begun 
to  rain. 

下雨  to  rain. 
下淚  to  weep. 
下落。 下處  a  place  oi 
residence ;  an  abiding-place;  a 
halting-place ;  lodgings. 

必先下 之  you  must  approach 

him  first.  ， 

下天津  to  po  down  to  Tien¬ 
tsin, 一 from  Teking: 

下朝鮮  to  make  a  descent  on 

Korea. 

"F  _  t0  come  down  stairs, 

下 輯 子  to  get  out  of  a  chair. 

下馬  to  get  off  a  horse, 
下騎  a  servant^  or  groom^ 
horse. 
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r 
423° 

下 寨 如 紗 into  camp. 

收下  received. 
exchanged. 

臥  to  rest;  to  recline. 

坐 下  to  sit  down. 

下 坐 or  to  rise  from 
table;  to  get  up. 

7(^  to  get  off  a  bed. 

下地獄  t0  go  down  t0  Purga- tory. 

下  to  become  a  prosti¬ tute. 

下船 w  2742. 

下 岸  to  embark, 

下 車  to  get  out  of  a  cart;  to 
take  up  one’s  post  for  the  first time. 

_  to  transport  by  sea. 

下載。 r 下入 t。 ship,  — as 
goods. 

下 齊貨物  to  have  finished 
loading, — a  ship. 

下貨 單  a  shipping  order. 

下 銷  t0  drop  anchor. 

單 §  的  issue  orders  for 
war;  to  declare  war. 

下  to  put  pen  down, — on  to 
paper,  sc.  to  write. 

下； to  play  at  chess. 

下耳寮  to  send  betrothal  presents; 
， to  betroth. 

錐方下  he  had  just  begun  to 
saw,  (when . ) 

聞 晉 之下 on  hearing  these 
words. 

下蛋  to  lay  an  egg. 

齿下去 取熱; 來 to  go 
and  bring  hot  water  from  the 
cookhouse. 

— ■ 下 one  blow;  one  time, 

etc.  See  ̂   10,494. 

君能下 下  a  (true)  prince 
treats  inferiors  as  though  equals. 

不 下來  will  nnt  come  down. 

卡 不來。 r 下不去 it  will 
not  do;  “it  won’t  go  down •” 

上不來 i 下不去 neither 
way  will  do；  there  is  no  way 
of  doing  it. 

T 

4230 

不下去  cannot  explain  it, —as  a  difficult  passage. 

如此 還講 得下來 ^ 
this  way  you  can  make  sense of  it. , 

臉上 下不來 he  is  q— put  to  shame;  he  cannot  show 
his  face. 

渣  去  be  off!  get  out  with 

you !
  ' 

說 不下去  not  to  be  able  to 
gain  one’s  point,— by  persuasion. 

下 臨  to  come  to;  to  visit. 
t0  bend  back  until 

one  falls  on  the  palms  of  the 
hands. 

下 to  go  into  the  water;  to 
launch  a  ship;  to  be  a  sailor;  to 

have  an  intrigue  with  a  woman. 

Also,  the  guts  of  animals ;  see 

2569.  See  10,128. 

下酒 >  之來 9  things  to  be  eaten with  the  wine  at  a  feast. 

下  the  lower  border, — of  a robe. 

下  the  “exit”  side  of  a  Chi¬ nese  theatre,  i.e.  the  left  facing 

the  stage ;  to  enter  as  a  candi¬ 
date  at  an  examination. 

子  the  sill  of  a  door,  as 
opposed  to 上  子  the  jainb. 

下  the  second  in  order  of  a 
pair  of  scrolls. 

下個 斷章 tC)  make  a  pro- phecy;  to  predict. 

下  to  bury. 

下 得下來 it  can  be  taken down. 

下 肩兒的  PQrters  wh。 load and  unload  heavy  packages  from 
carts,  etc.  (Peking). 

下個  ̂   ̂   to  bend  one  knee 
in  salutation. 

下  to  make  an  obeisance. 

下 歹 E  veiT  severely. 

下 死我了  gave  me  a  bad fright. 

害怕 下死了  died  of  fright. 
to  put  down  a  'kake, 一 in 

gambling. 

下 藥  to  give  medicine, 
下  t0  descend  into  the  world 
also,  to  die. 

T 

4230 

• 

4231 

R •祕 

See 沙 

Sinking 

Upper. 

痄
 * 

4232 

R •祕 

See 
Sinking 

Lower. 

洽
妙
 

4233  v 

R •洽  17. 

C.  hap^ 

H.  kiap) 

F.  hak^ 

W.a 

N.  yah 

P.  ch、ia\  W 

M.  ch、ia 
Y.  hsUh、 hsiak 
Sz.  hsia  . 

K.  hip 

A.  hiep^ 

Entering 

Irregular. 

下首*  a  place  other  than  that  of 
honour.  

\ 

下 餘 出亡 remainder. 
下 委  to  delegate  a  man  on special  service. 

我還有 下情1  have  further 
details  to  stafe. 

下 府  the  lower  Prefectures, — the  four  southern  ones  in  the 

province  of  Fuhkien. 

下古  the  latter  period  of  anti¬ quity, — from  Wen  Wang,  b.c. 
1150,  to  Confucius,  b.c.  557. 

下 保  to  deposit  a  guarantee ; to  secure.  ? 

下 學  to  come  out  from  school ; to  have  done  studying.  I 

下弦  a  nam^  for  the  22nd  and 23rd  of  eacKyiiioon.  ; 

下  ̂^lowly ;  submissive. 
Used  with  4228.  | 

前施後 声  the  front  veran¬ 
dah  and  the  back  apartments. 

半庆 的廂房 side  rooms' 

built  against  a  wall,  with  a  single 

slope  of  roof. 

Diarrhoea. 

To  penetrate  ；  to  per¬ 
meate  ； to  blend  with  ；  to 

be  in  harmony  with.  Also 

read  ch>ia\ 

道 洽政治  principles  thlt 
penetrate  and  an  administration 
that  results  in  good  order. 

猶未 洽於关 下 stm  (his 
influence)  had,  riot  penetrated 
through  the  empire. 

薄  large-minded;  magnani¬ mous. 

^  to  excrcise  a  har- 
monising  iilfluence, — as.  over  the 

empire. 

洽于民  accordance 
with  the  wishes  of  the  people. 
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洽#
 

4233 

烚
 拉 

4234 
R •洽 
see 洽 

Entering 
Lower. 

4* 

See 

傾洽  thorough  sympathy  with. 

相洽。 r 和洽 on  friendly 
terms. 

洽當  suitable;  proper. 

洽然  harmoniously;  equally. 

洽可  in  accordance  with  the 
possible;  it  will  do. 

洽 情合理  in  accordance 
with  principles  and  the  general 
circumstances  involved. 

以 洽百禮  in  full  accordance 
with  ceremonial  propriety. 

恩  grace  descending,— as  that 
of  the  Emperor  upon  his  people. 

在 洽之陽  on  the  south  bank 
of  the  Hsia, — the  old  name  of  the 

金河  river  Chin  in  Shensi. 

水洽  juicy ;  fresh-looking,  ofl 
young  people. 

這個 菓子狠 水洽― fruit  is  very  juicy. 

Fiery;  blazing.  To  boil. 
To  rail  at. 

給湯  t。 boil  soup. 

給氣  tQ  irritate- 

nh 
4235 

r 洽 
P.  hsia) 
M.  ch、ia 
Y.  chiak 

洽 
Entering 
Lower. 

嚇 
4236 

閜 3
 

4237 

R 馬哿 〜 鰕 
A.  k^a 

Rising  Upper. 

A  great  triennial  wor¬ 

ship  of  ancestors. 

See  3970, 

To  throw  wide  open,  as 
a  door.  Empty  ；  vast. 

閜珂  to  overthrow, — as  an  ene- 
my.  Also,  to  grasp  one  another 
firmly. 

Noisy  talk  or  laughter. 

See 

瞷
 3 

4238  o 

R. 祕馬 仏呵 仍35. 

詬 P 閜 to  bluster;  to  bully. 
Sinking  1 

Upper. 

唬 4239 

w 

4240 

R •示 I 

See 

^gia 

Sinking 

Upper Irregular. 

4241 

R •祕 

H.  i
  v- la 

F.  ha 工、 Jua 

W.  c/iu N_  huo 
Y.sa 

K.ha 

J.  ka^  he 

A. hou’， 

SinkiDg 

Upper 
Irregular. 

See  4351. 

A  cleft  in  a  rock. 

碡石 爲魚穿  the  fishes pass  through  the  clefts  in  the 
rock. 

A  rent  ；  a  crack  ；  a  rift； 

a  split,  as  between  friends  •’ 

a  grudge. 

裂罅  a  rent;  a  crack. 

孔罈 a  hole 

漏啤 a  leak. 牆  a  hole  in  a  wall. 

巷皡  a  narrow  lane;  an  alley. 

罅隙  a  crack;  a  split ;  a  grudge. 

彼此毫 無皡隙 there  is not  the  least  ill  feeling  between them. 

莫 教窻啤 紙條鳴 d。 not  l、、t  the  paper  (pasted)  over 
the  window-cracks  make  a  noise. 

嘑 

4242 

w 4243 

R* 祕 

See 下 

Sinking 

Lower. 

两 4
 

4244 

R •祕 

See 啤 

SinkingUpper. 

Same  as  4241 . 

Wild,  random  talk. 

說諄話  to  talk  wildly  or  reck¬ lessly.  See  瞎  4210. 

A  cover.  Radical  146 

Also  read  ya4.  [To  be  dis¬ 
tinguished  from  西 4031.] 

筆 
4245 

圓 

4246 

R •黠 

J.  atsz^yechi 

A.  kiet^ 

Entering 

Lower. 

w 
4247 

R. 黠 
cf •瞎 

Entering 

Upper. w 

4248 

R •黯 

See 憂 

Entering 

Upper. 

相1
 

4249 

R -陽漾 

F.  siong、 vv 

csoung 

See 想 

Even  and 

Sinking 

Upper. 

Same  as  4211. 

The  cry  of  the  camel. 

載實 駆鳴圓 when  Joaded 
too  heavily  the  camel  cries  out 

Stout ;  vigorous ;  brave. 

儈 不郑懼  brave  and  know¬ ing  not  fean 

Rubbish  ；  refuse. 

a  dust-heap. 

X3L&UkJSTC3r. 

Mutual  ；  reciprocal  ；  cor¬ 
relate.  A  particle  implying 

direction  towards  anything 
or  anybody. 

相  同  each  the  same  as  the  other; identical. 

相等  similar;  corresponding. 

相對  to  agree  with ;  to  tally ; 
mutually. 

相鬱  pleased;  agreeable;  suited 相待  to  treat  one  another;  to behave  towards. 

相見  to  meet;  to  have  an  inter¬ 
view.  See  9155. 

相交  to  exchange ;  to  have  deal¬ ings  with ;  to  associate  with; friendship. 

相商  to  consult  with;  to  deli-| 
berate. 

相符  to  agree  with;  to  corres¬ pond  with, 一 as  one  half  of  a 
tally  with  the  other. 

相能 t。  agree  together;  not  to  I 

quarrel. 

相左  to  disagree ;  to  be  at variance,— of  people. 
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相 
4249 

相好 &  be  on  friendly  terms； 
a  friend;  a  lover.  See  below • 

相合。 r 相並 tQ  )oin  with ; 
to  correspond  to 

相連  joined  together. 
相談  to  talk  with;  to  chat. 

相似。 r 相若  alike;  resem¬ 
bling  one  another. 

相打  to  fight. 

互 相呈控  they  accuse  each 
other. 

不相干  it  is  no  matter. 

與他 不相干  it  is  no  busi¬ 
ness  of  his；  it  does  not  affect  him. 

相與  to  be  associated  with；  an 
acquaintance. 

乃 相舆赴 禀縣尉 s。 
they  went  together  to  lay  the 
case  before  the  Magistrate. 

門生相 與謀曰 the  dis - 
ciples  put  their  heads  together 
and  said. 

相 與頭兒  a  feeling  of  friend¬ ship. 

相離  separated  from ;  apart. 

相距  distant  from. 

相近  near；  in  the  neighbour 
hood. 

性相近  men’s  natures  are. 
much  the  same, — at  birth, 

習相遠  by  their  habits,  they 
come  to  diverge, 一 from  this 
natural  uniformity. 

相煩你  may  I  trouble  you? 

相隔 天淵。 r 天地相 

隔  a's  far  apart  as  heaven  and earth. 

相隔 一 H  a  difference  of  one 
•day  in  time. 

相邀  Xo  invite. 

相幫  to  assist. 

相遇  to  meet  with, 一 as  a  friend 
or  an  accident. 

相舍 to  meet  together. 

相問 (^^4)  in  stripes  or  bands. 
相繼  consecutively;  in  succes¬ 

sion. 

相求  to  beg；  to  entreat. 

相傳  to  hand  down;  to  trans¬ 
mit  (orally) j  to  be  currently 
reported. : 

相1
 

4249 i 相反  contrary ;  exactly  the  op- 

j  posite. 

相向  fronting  each  other;  vis- 
a-vis. 

相信  to  believe；  to  trust. 

相 承相受  each  carrying  out the  requests  of  the  other;  on 

good  terms. 

相參  to  consult  together. 

相應 相當  it  becomes  my duty;  as  in  duty  bound;  cor¬ 

responding;  suitable. 

相 應照會 i  have  therefore the  honour  to  address  to  you  this 
communication. 

相候  to  await;  to  be  prepared 
to  receive. 

相安  the  entente  cor  diale, 

相尋  as  the  result ;  followed 
by . 

相遂  agreeable  to...... 

相歷  consecutively, — of  times. 

相託  to  entrust  to. 

相愜  agreement. 
相犯  incongruous. 

相下  congruous. 
不相下  not  getting  on  well 
together. 

相錯  mixed  up;  see  11,770. 

相因  having  reason  for  being 
so;  the  result  of  a  cause. 

相知  an  acquaintance；  a  girl’s unmarried  female  friends. 

柜忘  forgetfulness,  —  of  others. 

相愛。 1 相思  to  love ;  to  be 
in  love  with.  See  10,271.  • 

Jfl  ̂ @1  WS  mutual  love-sickness. See  4251. 

夢 裏相思 不相見 
loved  her  in  my  dreams  but  we 
never  met  there. 

相思烏  a  small  brown  bird like  a  titmouse;  a  (‘love-bird.” 

梠思樹  true-lovers,  tree,  一 from  the  two  trees  which  grew 

at  the  graves  of  Han  P^eng.  and 
his  wife  and  finally  twined  (a  la 

Lord  Lovel)  into  one. 

相投  to  hit  it  off;  good  friends. 

相關  mutually  affected  by.  See 12,859. 

相 
4249 

3  :相告  to  tell;  to  inform. 

相勸  t。 warn. 相碍  to  interfere  with. 

相贈  to  give  to. 相襯  to  match；  to  suit,  as  one 
part  of  a  dress  with  another. 

相聚  collected  together. 
相率  to  follow  one  another. 

相件  a  companion. 
相欵  to  entertain  guests. 
相加  to  treat;  to  behave  to. 

相囑  t(X  order;  to  instruct  to. 
相 陪  attending  on;  in  company with. 

相援  m/itual  assistance. 
相摩  action  and  reaction,— of 

forces. 

相  ̂2  mutually  acting  upon  one another 

相抵  to  counterbalance. 
相俅  interdependent;  mutually 
dependent. 

相維  mutually  supporting. 

相着  in  company  with. 
Read  hsiang^.  To  look 

at  ；  to  see  •， to  judge  of 

by  the  looks  ；  to  practise 

physiognomy  ；  the  “  marks” 
of  a  B u ddHa  ；  name  ； 

symbol.  Form  or  appear 
ance,  as  opp.  to  實  9947* 

To  help  ；  an  assistant  ；  a 
minister  of  State.  Used  for 

象  elephant,  the  “bishop” of  Chinese  chess,  in  order 

to  distinguish  one  side  from 

the  other. 

相 鼠有皮  look  at  that  rat: 
it  has  a  skin ! 

梠 彼烏矣  look  at  that  bird! 

相 了又向  looked  at  him 
again  and  again.  ̂   (3J  4283. 

招 時而動  watch  the  time  fpr action. 

相 女酣夫  choose  a  husband 
suitable  to  the  wife. 
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別家相 媳婦， 他偏要 

才^目 others  are  particular 
about  their  daughters-in-la'v， he 
about  his  son-in-law.  | 

相度 (办 4)  to  calculate;  to  consi¬ 
der;  to  take  steps  to.  | 

相聲 . to  mimic.  ; 

相貌  the  face. 

人不 可貌相 men  mustf10t 
be  judged  of  by  their  faces.  See 
7675 - . 

面相 不如心 相 what  yQU 
learn  of  a  man  from  his  face 

is  not  equal  to  what  you  learn 
of  him  from  his  heart. 

相面 的 4  physiognomist. 
只有 皮相沒 有骨相 
physiognomy  deals  only  with  a 

man’s  skin,  not  with  his  bones, 
一 with  his  exterior,  not  with  his 
interior. 

君 子小人 骨相或 the 
anatomy  of  good  and  bad  men 

is  no  doubt  the  same,— but . 

骨 相不具  bodily  imperfec¬ tions. 

另具一 骨相者 &eyf_ 
another  school, — of  painters. 

無失 吾眞相 paint  me 
as  I  am. 

相法  the  art  or  rules  of  physi¬ 
ognomy. 

_  ̂   to  practise  physiognomy. 

法 相  a  shape  or  form  assumed 
by  virtue  of  magical  powers. 

法； jig  to  resume  one’s  natur¬ al  shape. 

本 目 one’s  real  or  natural  shape, 
as  opposed  to  assumed  shape 
or  form. 

教 宗無相  Gc)d  is  without 
form, — inscription  in  synagogue, 
K^i-feng  Fu. 

有異相 of  no  ordinary  appear¬ ance. 

^50  to  take  a  likeness. 

才目好  the  thirty-two  greater  and 
eighty  lesser  marks  on  a  Buddha, 
respectively. 

希 有之相  rare  appearances, 
— prodigies. 

內相  inward  qualities. 
色 相 objective  existences. 

實相  realities. •  , 

相
1
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R .養 

C.  song 

H.  siong 

F.  siong^  v. sjicftg 

無拜謂 無人相 no  ob_ 
jectivity  either  of  self  or  of  others. 

落 相  to  be  a  slave  to  objective 
distinctions,  —  the  thrall  from 

which  the  Buddh,，of  drives  to 

be  free.* 有相 之道 to  act  on  the principle  of  aiding,  —  as  the 
growth  of  a  plant. 

考 愼其相  searching  care¬ fully  for  helpers. 

相 維辟公  the  Princes  assist¬ 

ing. 

營仲 相桓公 Kuan  Chung acted  as  Prime  Minister  to  Duke 
Huan. 

聘 爲上相 engaged  him  as Prime  Minister. 

欲相之  wished  to  appoint  him Minister. 

相 臣 ot 相爺。 1 ■首相 (tlie 
more*  modern  term)  a  Prime Minister. 

宰相。 r  相國  the  epistolary designation  of  a  士 

Grand  Secretary. 

相  secondary  source  of 
warmth,  situated  in  lower  part 
of  body ;  see  3269. 

相 公  a  voung  gentleman ;  a 
catamite.  See  6568. 

相 月  the  seventh  moon. 

Side  rooms.  Used  for 

镶 4272.  Suburbs. 

廂 房。1 •廂 屋。1 ■麻廡 rooms  on  the  east  and  west  of  the 

courtyard  of  a  Chinese  house. 

See  4228. 

關廂子  the  house  over  a  city gate ;  the  suburbs  near  the  gates. 

城只有  city  and  suburbs. 

城 內廂夕 ̂   inside  and  outside 
the  city. 

麻 胃旗  the  bordered  Yellow Banner.  See  1045. 

向那 麻去 where  has  he 

gone? To  think  about  ；  to  re¬ 

flect；  to  recall.  To  hope ; 

to  expect. 

思 、想  to  reflect;  to  think;  to consider.  See  below. 

想
1
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W.  stag  . 

N.  hsiang 

V*  I  hsiang 
li) K.  sang 

J.  sd,  s/10 

A.  tong 

Rising  Upper. 

- 

你想 一 ■想。 你心裏 

想： 一 ■想  think  about  it;  just consider. 

想念  to  let  the  mind  dwell  on; to  call  to  mind. 

想許  I  think  there  may  be; probably ;  possibly.  [ 

想得梳  tc>  be  always  (or  inten- sely)  thinking  of.  s 

我想。 r 想來 1  think …… ； 
my  opinion  is . 

我想 不來1  can’t  think  of  it. 
他的 _ 名我 想不起 
來  I  cin't  think  of  his  name. 

這 仵事我 想不開 I can’t  get  this  matter  out  of  my 
thoughts. 

當初 是怎麽 想出來 

的  how  did  he  ever  come  to 
think  of  it? — or  “think  it  out/* as  of  inventions,  etc. 

這是想 不洌的 吣 is un- expected. 
誰又 想得到 他來呢 
who  would  have  thought  he 
would  have  come? 

@  to  t0  mind. 
渴想  to  think  of  longingly. 

不堪 設想1  _  ’ 1  bear  to 
think  of  it. 

倘樸救 稍遲， 将有不 

堪設 想者矣 ^  ̂ ere  had 
been  any  delay  in  putting  out 

(the  fire),  there’s  no  saying  what 
might  have  happened. 

想家  to  think  of  home;  to  be homesick. 

想思病  ^ve-sickness.  See 4249 - 

把# 姑娘想 坪了  died 
for  love  of  Miss  Lin,— the  fa¬ 
mous  heroine  of  the  糸汇  夢 

Dream  of  the  Red  Chamber. 

雲 想衣裳 拢想容 
clouds  remind  us  of  her  robes, 

the  flowers  of  her  face, — she  is 
always  with  us. 

想像  a  thought’s  image, 一 an 

^  idea. 

想 頭  a  thought ;  an  expectation. 

你想 頭太大 yQur  notions 
are  too  grand;  you  aim  at  too 

much. 
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议想 
Even  Upper. 

沒 有想娘  no  hope, — of  ac- 
complishipg  or  getting  some¬ 
thing. 

想望  to  hope;  to  expect;  to 
wish. 

妄想  to  indulge  in  extravagant 
expectations.  See  12,503. 

不想 to  have  no  appetite. ? 

莫 磁莫想  don’t  expect  to ! 

A  large  tributary  of  the 

Yang-tsze,  which  flows 

through  Hunan  and  gives 
its  name  to  several  towns 

& 帆  3400.  A  lake  in 
Chehkiang.  To  boil  ；  to 
cook. 

淸湘  the  clear  water  of  the 
Hsiang. 

湘竹。 r 湘如竹  the  speck 
led  bamboo, 一 which  grew  over 

the  grave  of  the  legendary  Em¬ 
peror  Shun,  buried  near  the  river 
Hsiang.  It  became  speckled  by 
the  tears  of  his  two  wives,  the 

daughters  of  the  Emperor  Yao. 

于 以湘之 ，維 錡及釜 
she  boils  it  in  her  tripods  and 

pans. 

A  box：  a  trunk  :  a  chest. 

一個 箱子。 r  一隻箱 a 
box. 

箱隻 w 箱簏。 r 箱籠 
boxes;  cases. 

箱包  boxes,  and  packages. 

_  ̂   the  lid  of  a  box.
 

裝箱  to  pack  a  box. 

皮包箱  a  leather  trunk. 

衣箱  a  clothes  box. 

火食  a  box  to  hold  eatables, 
divided  into  compartments. 

條箱  a  kind  of  basket,  arranged 
in  layers,  with  covers,  for  carry¬ 
ing  presents. 

棺 备。 r 紙杠箱 Paper 
trunks,— with  paper  clothes  in 
them,  for  burning  at  funerals. 

~J\  below,  it  was  shaped 
like  a  square  box.  / 

頂箱  the  upper  part  of  a  ward¬ robe. 

箱
1
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C.  hong 

j  hioH 

W.  hsiae 

?：( 

M.  )  hsiattg Y. 
Sz.  1 

K.  hiang 

J.  kid'kd 

A.  hong 

Even  Upper. 

車箱  the  body  of  a  cart. 

箱房  a  granary. 
千 滄萬箱  many  storehouses and  granaries. 

箱廚  a  sideboard  with  drawers and  cupboard. 

A  light  yellow  colour. 

細色  the  colour  of  __  budding 
mulberry  leaves.  * 

縹細  a  bluish  yellow,  —  the colour  worn  by  the  literati  under 

the  T‘ang  dynasty ;  hence,  lite¬ 
rary  men. 

A  medicinal  plan 

[Celosia  argentea). 

靑葙子  the  black  smooth seeds  of  the  above,  from  -which 
an  oil  is  extracted. 

Fragrant；  sweet-smelling, 

as  opposed  to  臭  2521. 

Radical  186. 

不 知香臭 not  t。  know  scents from  stinks, 一 senseless. 

香味 w 香氣  a  fragrant smell. 

香味 大棰咯  what  a  sweet smell ! 

(/*/// 4  plenA)  delic¬ 
iously  fragrant. 

香 氣亦同  their  smell the  same, — as  of  flowers. 

香 甜  sweet  or  pleasant  to  the taste ;  affable;  agreeable.  Also, 
closely  allied. 

香濃  highly  flavoured;  spicy. 

酒香  the  aroma  or  “bouquet” of  wine. 

^  ̂   perfu
mery. 

香油  scented  oil. 

香水  scent;  perfumes. 

香綿九  scented  balls  to  stuff! into  the  nostrils. 

燒 香。 r 拈香。 r 行香 
burn  incense;  to  worship  at  a 

temple.  See  佛 3589. 

燒 香擺供  (kung4)  tc  burn incense  and  ̂ et  forth  sacrifices. 

was 
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遠處 燒香不 如近地 

作福  tb  go  a  long  way  to  burn incense  is  not  equal  to  doing 

good  deeds  at  home. 

燒悶香  to  burn  stupifying 
drugs. 

進香  to  offer  incense. 

行 香之日  a  bum-incense 
day, — saint’s-day  or  festival. 

每卩 淸释一 炷香％ ht 
a  stick  of  incense  every  day  at 
dawn. 

香爐  an  incense  5tove;— a  cen 
ser. 

早脫 一 ■爐香  morning  and 
^vening  a  censer  of  incense. 

香案。 r 香几  an  altar  for burning,  incense. 

香燈  the  lamp  kept  burning opposite  the  tablet  of  a  deceased 

person. 香桶  incense  holders;  censers, 

香荷包  scented  purses. 

香袋  scent-bags.  * 
香盒  a  box  for  incense. 

香錢  presents  to  priests. 
香紹  perfumed  (i.e,  old)  Shao- hsing  wine. 

香色  incense  colour, -a  brownish 

yellow.  ，  * 

偷韓 壽之香  tire  incense 
of  intrigue  with  Han  Shou，. 
referring  to  the  daughter  of 

賈充  Chia  Ch‘ung  'vho、 when her  father  received  a  present  of 

incense  from  武帝  the  \  Em¬ 

peror  Wu  of  the  ̂ ^Chin  dyn¬ 

asty,  took  some  and  gave  it  to 
Han  Shou,  her  lover;  the  result 

being  that  her  discovered 
the  intrigue  anci  married  the 

couple  at  once. 

有偷 香手段  he  is  very 
clever  at  ingratiating  himself 

with  the  ladies, — from  the  above. 

考^  塵  fragrant  dust, — fallen  flow¬ 
ers. 

香蘭  fragrant  orchids. 
香資  money  given  to  priests  for incense? 

香燭  incense  and  candles, 一 for 
worship. 

香阜 or 香界  a  Buddhist temple. 

67 
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I  香 墨  scented  ink. 

I  ̂  ̂   scente
d  tea. I 

i 香火  incense  and  paper-mon
ey. 

1 破了 香火  has  p
ut  an  end  to 

my  incense-fire  (/.<?.  to  my  in- 
I  fluence  as  a  god). 

!一 村香火  a  village  where 
piety  prevails. 

今無香 火情耶  have  you 
quite  forgotten  your  oath? 

香 片茶葉  a  highly-scented 
’  tea  of  a  medium  quality. 

香餌  an  attractive  bait. 

扇  a  fan  with  scented 
handle  and  spokes. 

I  香 烟冷落  the  incense  smoke 

has  ceased, — of  a  disused  temple. 

! 插香  to  put  sticks  of  incense 
I  on  an  altar. 

香客  worshippers  at  temples. 

:香珠 香串珠 .  3  rosary 
:  of  scented  beads. 

丨猶佛 寧：中 做香花 
like  the  liturgy-chanting  of  Bud¬ 
dhism. 

丨香房 香閣。 r 香閨 
j  women’s  apartments. 

I 香奴  a  female  sl
ave. 

I 香口  ot 香喉  scented  throat, 

j  — used  in  praise  of  a  woman’s 
voice  or  speech. 

I  香 粉  cosmetics  and  face-powder. 

香魂  the  soul  of  a  woman. 

香信 香菌  mushrooms. 

香柴 w 香木  fragrant-wood, 

香牛皮 •  Russia  leather. 
i  廢香  musk.  See  4257. 

香鹿子  the  musk-deer. 

香瓜  the  melon. 

I  香奔打 木  the  pied  wood- 
I  pecker. 

千里香  a  name  for  pigs'  pet¬ titoes. 

香柏  the  cypress. 
:香娘  an  insect  which  smells 

like  ginger.  Svv  7126. 

香 等  coriander;  caraway. 

香桃。 r  香  the  lemon.  See 

香1
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See 香 

Even  Upper. 
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See 香 

Even  Upper. 

木香  putrhuck, — the  root  of  a thistle  found  in  Cashmere,  used 

as  a  medicine  and  for  making 
incense.  See  ̂   44. 

香附  a  medicine  (Radix  cypert). 

香港  fragiant  lagoon, — Hong¬ 
kong. 

書香。 r 翰釋香 literary fragrance,  一  which  attaches  to 
families  holding  learning  in  high 
esteem. 

The  navel  of  the  musk- 
deer. 

爵屢  musk.  See  4256. 

A  village ;  country,  as 

opposed  to  town  ；  one’s 
native  place ;  a  neighbour¬ 
hood  ； a  suburban  district 

containing  12,500  families. 

于 此中鄕  all  through  these villages. 

鄕村 or 鄕里  a  village. 
下鄕 t。  go  into  the  country, 一 
as  (c.g.)  the  Dist.  Magistrate 
does,  to  inspect  crops  in  times 
of  famine、 

鄕下  in  the  country  ；  one’s native  place. 

鄕 下 腦瓜子  a  country bumpkin. 

家鄕 one’s  home;  native  village. 

鄕貫。 r  鄕曲。 ne’s  native 

place. 離鄕  away  from  home. 

住鄕 w 落鄕  country  resi¬ dence；  village. 

同鄕。 1 ■親鄕 of  the  same 
village;  a  fellow-townsman. 

鄕民  villagers ;  rustics. 
鄕老 01 ■鄕蓄 or 鄕長 or 

鄕先生  village  elders. 
鄕紳  country  gentlemen. 
鄕黨  a  village  cian,— of  the same  surname. 

朝 廷以爵 ，鄕 黨以齒 
at  Court  precedence  goes  by 

I  rank,  in  private  life  by  age. 

I 鄕學  a  village  school. 

鄕1
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鄕談  local  patois ;  dialect. 

打鄕談  to  speak  in  one’s 
native  dialect. 

鄕團。 1 ■鄕勇  village  militia； local  volunteers;  train-bands. 

鄕 宦  retired  officials  living  in the  country. 

鄕官  a  petty  official. 鄕衆  the  villagers;  the  whole 
village. 

鄕心  my  heart. 
鄕居  to  live  in  the  country. 
鄕鄰  neighbours  of  the  village； 
country  neighbours. 

鄕約  a  village  headman, — ap¬ pointed  by  the  people  them¬ selves. 

鄕薦  the  second  or  master’s degree. 

鄕試。 r 鄕科  the  provincial examinations,  held  in  every 

third  autumn,  for  the  second  or 
master’s  degree. 

鄕會試  the  double  examina tions  in  the  year  of  the  triennia 
examination  at  Peking. 

異鄕  a  strange  region. 

入 於無何 有之鄕 tc enter  the  domain  of  nothingness 

一 to  die. 

A 醉鄕 t<3  get  drunk. 

黑甜鄕  the  domain  of  blacl and  sweet, 一 of  sleep. 

居 圃南鄕  to  dwell  in  the 
southern  part  of  the  kingdom. 

沬 之鄕矣  the  fields  of  Mei. 

望鄕臺  the  See-oneVhome 
Terrace, -in  Purgatory,  to  which 

departed  spirits  are  led  to  view, 

as  a  punishment,  the  revolution 
which  has  taken  place  since 
death  in  their  domestic  affairs. 

Read  hsiang、 Towards. Used  for  向 4283. 

夜鄕晨  the  night  is  getting 
towards  morning. 

鄕導  to  show  the  way ;  to  guide. 

豈勝鄕 往 町 heart  has with  you  all  the  while, — lit.  how 
was  I  equal  to  the  (desire)  to 

go  to  you !  Explained  as  身 

雖 未往， 心已往 之. 
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ee 香 
Even  Upper. 
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•養 
«香 
rising  Upper. 

響 

4263 

養 
ee 香 

ising  Upper. 

A  little  while  ；  formerly. 

To  verify. 

鼠者  recently；  hitherto. 

晶役 之三月 i  lately  em¬ 
ployed  him  for  three  months. 

證 晶今古  in  taking  count  of 
the  present  and  the  past, 一 the 
wise  man  does  not  grieve  that 

the  past  is  gone  nor  rejoice  that 
he  has  the  present. 

Soup；  hashed  beef. 

Proud  flesh;  see  5665. 

The  fragrant  smell  of 

grain,  etc.  Incense. 

微 聞筑澤 t。 perceive  a 
slight  fragrance. 

Larvae  of  insects. 

small  flies  rising  in  swarms 

from  damp  ground ;  {fig)  in 
great  numbers. 

響
8
 

4263 

Noise；  discordant  sound, 

as  opposed  to 聲 9883 
An  echo.  See  12,285. 

響音。 r 響動兒 sound; noise. 

響器  musical  instruments. 
響尺  a  piece  of  wood,  about 

ft.  long,  struck  with  a  stick  at 
funerals. 

響亮  a  loud  clap；  a  crash. 

— *  聲響  a  single  sound. 

水響  the  noise  of  water. 

吹不響  you  can’t  make  it 
sound, 一 as  a  trumpet. 

莫響  silence !  don，t  make  a 
noise ! 

響號  a  signal；  a  call. 
方響汉  four-cornered  iron  plate, 

which,  is.  beaten  with  a  hammer. 

磕響頭  to  kotow  with  a  ring- 
ing  thump  of  the  head  on  the 

4264 

R._ 

See 香 

Rising  Upper. 

floor.  [In  order  to  make  this 
more  possible  for  high  officials 
kotowing  before  the  Emperor, 
a  hollow  space  is  left  under  the 
tile  to  be  touched  by  the  head. 

響馬  mounted  highwaymen. 

響應  an  echo;  a  reverberation. 

窮 響以聲 to  try  t。 drown an  echo  by  making  more  noise. 

影響  shadow  and  echo,— effects which  result  unerringly  from 
their  causes,  form  and  sound. 
^  13,339. 

若影之 於形， 響之於 

聲  what  shadow  is  to  form,  and 
echo  to  sound. 

影 響之談  shadow  and  echo talk, 一 mere  idle  gossip. 

能 以響言  he  was  a  ventri¬ loquist. 

響晴天  a  clear,  cloudless  sky 

響快  prompt;  decided. 
響榻  a  tracing  over  a  drawing 
held  to  the  light. 

九響 毛瑟鎗  a  nine-shot magazine  Mauser  rifle. 

To  offer  as  a  feast,  or 

as  a  sacrifice.  To  consume 

the  flavour  of  sacrifices,  as 

spirits  are  supposed  to  do. 

- 朝饗之  all  the  morning will  I  feast  him. 

宴 饗賓客  to  entertain 
guests. h.  a  dinner  to  graduates. 

饗糖  sugar  figures  carried  at weddings. 

神饗  offerings  to  the  gods.  See 

4334. 

以 饗以祀  for  offerings  and for  sacrifice. 

旣 右饗之  (the  spirit)  has descended  upon  the  right  to 

enjoy  the  sacrifices. 

未見 有其饗 之者也 
no  one  has  ever  yet  seen  them 

(spirits)  come  and  eat  the  sacri¬ fices. 

尙饗  deign  to  accept  this  my 
sacrifice, — the  final  words  of  a 
kind  of  funeral  oration,  which  is 

burnt  at  the  grave  of  a  departed 
friend  or  relative  as  a  means 

4264 

嚮‘
 

4265 

R -養瘵 

See 

香 
Rising  and 

Sinking 

Upper. 

襄1
 

4266 

R •陽 

See 想 

Even  Upper. 

of  communicating  the  feelings 
of  the  survivors.  See  4286. 

響祭。 r  饗供  t。 sacrifice. 

響飯  sacrificial  rice. 
To  incline  towards  ；  over 

against  ；  towards.  Used  for 

向 4283.  To  show  one’s 
mind  to.  Encouraging  ； hortatory. 

捧^嚮  facing  the  soutii. 

不可 嚮週 not  t。 be  ap- proached. 

嚮 慕已久  long  wishing  to  I see  you. 

天 下嚮應  the  empire  relies upon  him ;  the  country  turns to  him. 

嚮背  backwards. 
雖有 斯嚮不 可得也 
though  knowing  the  true  path, 

I  am  unable  to  succeed,  —  in 

guiding  others. 

嚮于 :時夏  (God)  indicated  I 
his  will  to  the  sovereign  of  Hsia. 

嚮 用五福  the  hortatory  use  I of  the  Five  Blessings, — the  ninth 

division  of  the  洪範  Great  I 

Plan  given  by  God  to 禹  Yti. 

使 知嚮化  so  as  to  bring  him to  a  sense  of  the  value  of  civil¬ 
isation. 

To  remove  ；  to  clear  I 

away.  To  change  position. 

To  be  fit  for  the  yoke.  To 

accomplish.  To  praise. 

不 可襄也  it  cannot  be  I 
removed,  —  the  remedy  would 
be  worse  than  tL  Jisease. 

上襄  first-class  animals  for  a  I chariot. 

不 克襄事  unable  to  accom-l 
plish  the  matter. 

_  同  ta  take  part  in;  to  assist. 

襄助  to  assist；  to  facilitate. 

贊襄  to  praise;  to  eulogise. 

襄陽府  a  Prefecture  in  Hupeh. I 
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4267 K 陽 

% 葙想 
A.  nydng 

Even  Upper. 

4268 
R .陽 
See 想 

A.  nydng 

Even  Upper. 

A  tree  found  in  Annam 

which  furnishes  a  white 

grain  like  sago. 

4269 R •陽 
See 想 
A.  iihtg、 7iydng 

Even  Upper. 

續1
 

4270 R .陽' 
See 齒 

A.  i'ongy  nydng 
Even  Upper. 

m 

4271 

S- 讓 

Rising  Lower. 

To  stroll  ；  to  ramble. 

wander  about ;  to 

saunter. 

禳禳  walking  fast. 

Caparisons  ；  ornaments. 

壤珠子 的屬簪 flat  hair - 
pins  set  with  pearls. 

A  cord  to  hold  up  the 

sleeves;  a  horse’s  girth  or 
belly-band.  To  pull  by  the 
arm.  To  carry  in  the  girdle. 

A  euphemistic  term  for 

corpulency.  Fat；  stout. 

4272 
R. 陽 
see 想 
A.  tdng、 nyiing 

Even  Upper. 

To  inlay  ；  to  set,  as  a 

jewel.  To  plate.  To  rivet 

or  clamp  on.  To  border. 

鑲嵌  t。 inlay. 

镶佚子  inlaid  chopsticks. 

wine- 鑲 林鑲盞  the  inlaid 
cup  and  saucer, — used  at  wed¬ dings. 

鑛牙  false  teeth;  to  out  in  teeth. 

鑛成的 bordered. 
鑲白旗  the  Bordered  White Banner. 

镶上  to  frame. 

4273 

See 
香 

Rising  Upper. 

4274 

R •陽 

See 想 

A.  tongy  nydng 

Even  Upper. 

To  prepare  food  and 
take  it  to  labourers  in  the 

field.  Used  with  4285. 

其 镶伊黍  fed  them  with millet  while  at  work. 

To  frisk,  as  a  spirited 
horse.  A  horse  with  a 

white  hind  leg. 

龍 驥虎步  (his  step  is  like) a  dragon’s  gambol  and  a  tiger’s walk. 

r 427s 

r. 江 

See 扛 

K.  kang、 hang 
\.giang 

Even  Upper. 

庠,
 

4276 

R 陽 

C.  ts^ong 

H.  \  . 

F.  1  5to
nS 

W.  ziae N.  dziattg 

P.  hsiang 

M. 
Y. 

Sz. K.  siang 

J.  shdy  djd 
A  :  tong 

Even  Lower. 

chHang 

祥
 2 

4277 

R •陽 

See 序 

Even  Lower. 

騰驥  to  caracole;  to  prance. 
駑駘 之才無 志騰驥 
an  old  jade  like  myself  has  no 

energy  for  prancing. 

A  canal  boat. 

Read  ch、uar^.  Same  as 

2742. 

A  school  or  college.  An 

asylum  for  the  old. 

謹庠 序之教  let  careful attention  be  paid  to  education 
in  schools. 

邑庠  a  district  school. 

入庠  to  matriculate. 

身 列膠庠  his  name  is  en¬ rolled  in  the  National  Academy. 

庠生  a  graduate  秀才 of  the first  degree. 

Happiness  ；  good  luck ; 

of  good  omen.  See  fljj 

4621， and  13,646. 

祥瑞。 r 吉祥  felicitous;  of 
good  omen. 

不 祥之兆 a  bad  omen. 

不弔 不祥  to  be  regardless of  evil  omens. 

骨 肉爲患 ，不 祥孰甚 
than  a  family  quarrel  nothing 
is  more  sinister. 

祥
，
 

4277 

翔 2
 

4278 

R. 陽 

See 庠 

Even  Lower. 

詳
 5 

4279 

R •陽 

See 痒 

Even  Lower. 

背人之 惠不祥 it sinister  to  be  ungrateful  for  ki; 
ness  shown. 

^  the  reign:name  first  adc 
ed  by  the  Emperor  afTterwa 

known  as  同治- 

To  soar；  to  wheel  arou 

in  the  air.  To  roam  aboi 
See  108. 

翔 而後集 k  flies  around  a 
then  settles. 

將 朝將翔  bestir  your! 
and  move  about. 

羔 裘朝翔  in  your  lamb’s 

you  wander  aimlessly  about. 

高翔  to  soar  high. 
價翔貴  the  price  is  rising  vi high. 

回翔  to  wheel  around,—^ 
kite. 

室 中不翔  don’t  stick  ( 
your  elbows  in  a  room. 

翔翔  grave ;  decorous. Details；  particular 

minutely ;  carefully.  1 
examine  closely.  To  repc 

to  a  superior,  especially 

routine,  as  opposed  toextr; 
ordinary,  business. 

不 可詳也  cannot  be  relatj 
in  detail. 

其群 不可 得聞也 
particulars  cannot  be  learnt. 

詳說  to  discuss  minutely. 

詳言之  stated  in  detail. 

W  ^  words  cannot  fu 

describe. 

願 聞其詳 I  wish  t。 hear 

about  it. 

不 詳其故 did  not  state  1 
reason  ；  the  motive  was  1 
clearly  brought  out. 

不詳 其姓名  whose  naij 
and  surname  are  not  mentiom 

名 爵未詳 his  name. 
rank  have  not  been  ascertain 

音 未詳&  sound  (ofthisclj racter)  is  not  known. 

詳 乃覼聽  be  cautious  as 
what  you  see  and  hear.  Al： 
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4279 

pay  minute  attention  to  what 

you  see  and  hear. 

詳悉  clearly ;  intelligibly, 

椎詳  to  carefully  search  out  or 
investigate,  —  of  exhaustive  re¬ 
search. 

詳禀 CK 詳稱。 r 詳報。 r 

詳陳 w 詳達。 r 申 _ 
to  report  or  state  to  a  superior. 

詳文 an  o 伍 cial  report  to  a 
superior, 

會詳  to  unite  in  reporting. 

詳知  to  bring  to  the  notice  of| 
a  superior. 

京 詳已轉  reference  to  the 
capital  has  already  been  replied 
to. 

詳錄  to  write  in  detail;  to  re¬ 
ply  to  in  a  report. 

詳咨  to  communicate  in  detail. 

詳載  to  give  a  detailed  account; 
to  enumerate. 

詳告  to  inform  in  detail. 

詳記  to  record. 

詳分 t。  distinguish  carefully 
between. 

詳訂  to  clearly  define. 

詳聞  to  read  carefully. 

詳祈  to  respectfully  request. 

詳惧  very  carefully ;  circum¬ 
spect, 

，詳 加核對  to  compare  care- '  fully. 

詳核  to  scrutinize;  to  give  care¬ 
ful  consideration  to. 

詳詾  to  interrogate  closely. 

詳明  to  report  explicitly. 

詳後  to  report  in  reply. 
minute ;  special ;  carefully 

drawn,  as  rules. 

詳細講  to  explain  in  detail. 

詳定  admitted,  —  as  rules  by 
one’s  superiors. 

詳請  to  report  requesting •… 

詳辦 t。  report  action. 

詳蒙  to  beg  one  to  be  good 
enough  to. 

詳准  to  apply  for  and  obtaii 
permission;  to  repprt  to  a  su¬ 
perior  the  receipt  of. 

w 4279 

or 

4280 

R •養 

C. song 

J  sio, 

H.  #  . 

F.  } 脚
运 

W.  siae N.  siang 
P. 

M 
Y. 

Dried  salt  fish  of  various 

kinds. 
hsiang 

Sz. ) 

K. sang 

J.  shd'sd 
A ‘  tong 

Rising  Upper. 

4281 降 
4.2S? 

向*
 

4283 

R. 漾 

See 香 

Sinking 

Upper. 

詳審。 r 詳察。 r 詳稽 

詳詰 t。  investigate  carefully. 

詳革  to  impeach；  to  impeach and  cause  to  be  stripped  of  rank. 

詳述  to  narrate. 詳議  to  consider  in  detail, 一 an order  given  to  the  Boards,  as 

opposed  to  速議  immediate 
consideration.  In  the  former 

case  several  weeks,  in  the  latter 

five  days,  are  allowed. 

詳冬部 傷字註 exPla- 
nation  see  under  the  char,  pao 

with  “man”  as  Radieal. 

委詳 委字註 委， see under  that  character.  See  4972. 

Same  as  4280. 

See  1255. 

A  window  facing  the 

north.  Towards  ；  facing  ； 

in  the  presence  of;  before  •, 
opposite  to,  as  opp.  to 背 

8774  from；  to.  See 
4258  {hsiang%  4265,  703, 

3554. 

塞 向堪戶  to  stop  up  north¬ ern  windows  and  plaster  up 

doors, — in  the  tenth  moon. 

你向 那裏去  whither  ar^j you  going  ? 

_ 先走。 r 向酋去 to  g。 ahead. 

無 不向苗 not  one  who  did 
not  press  forwards, 一 as  in  a battle. 

向 4
 

4283 向 他借錢  to  borrow  money 
of  him. 

向 山客 買茶葉 ㈣ 
tea  from  a  tea-man. 

不喜向 人寫竹 he  did 
not  like  drawing  the  bamboo before  people. 

我向 如說1  wiu  teU  you. 

向二 八問曰  asked  the  two 
men,  saying ••… 

相向 _ 胃* 其不 潔。 ne to  another  they  complained  of 
his  uncleanliness. 

向 江心 一 跳 jumped  into the  middle  of  the  river. 

向 殼內張 了一張 
peeped  inside  the  shell. 

先向 贺中把 自己東 

西取出  first  pulled  his  own things  out  of  the  shell. 

向子 口呈單  to  hand  in  a 
manifest  at  a  Customs’  barrier. 

向某 人告述  to  report  to 
any  one. 

面 面相向  face  to  face；  look¬ ing  at  each  other, 

向使四 君却客  formerly, 
if  the  four  princes  had  driven 
out  the  foreigners. 

— »  向  for  a  while ;  formerly. 

這 — •向  recently;  of  late. 

相  hsiang、  了一向  looked  at 
hira. 

一 •向 所*  託  about  what  I  asked you  to  do  for  me  some  time  ago. 

向 H  on  a  former  day;  towards the  sun. 

向年  in  previous  years. 
向來  hitherto  heretofore. 
向常  in  the  ordinary  way;  ac¬ 
cording  to  routine. 

向例  (according  to)  the  estab¬ 
lished  rule. 

询南  facing  or  towards  the 
south. 

向 海外面  seawards. 向 上  turned  upwards;  upwards. 

力*  向  bearings; direction;  aspect. 

轉向  to  lose  one’s  beariags;  to become  confused* 

轉不 過向來 1  lost  my 
bearings. 
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4284 
R. 漾 

See 香 

Sinking 

Upper. 

餉 3
 

4285 

R 養漾 
See 香 

Rising  Upper. 

定向  to  decide  on  a  course;  a 
fixed  intention. 

定 個向當  to  fix  on  a  posi¬ 
tion, —as  for  a  grave.  See  風 

3554- 

十四向  the  twenty-four points  of  the  compass. 

A 心 二 十四向 your 
mind  is  confused. 

心 不向 the  mind  not  concen¬ 
trated  ； preoccupied. 

志向  bent;  bias;  inclination. 

意向  intention；  scope;  mean¬ ing. 

向盤  a  shipJs  compass. 
向至  on  the  coming  date, 
when. .... . 

向論。 r 向理  to  discuss  with. 

向  loyal  inclinations. 

向在。 r 向居  to  be  at;  to 
live  at. 

向隅如 i3»S64* 

向着  siding  with,  as  opposed  to 

背着  siding  against. 

焚誰 的向誰 stick  UP  for 
the  man  whose  bread  you  eat. 

A  gem  or  ornament  woiu 

by  women. 

Provisions  given  to  field 

labourers  as.  part  of  their 

wages ；  see  4273.  Rations 

or  pay  for  troops.  Taxes  ; 
revenue. 

以 黍肉餉  to  give  millet  and meat  to  labourers. 

婦銅 于田  his  wife  took  his 
food  to  him  in  the  nelds. 

乃 .葛 伯仇鋼 when  the 
chief  of  Ko  shewed  his  enmity 
to  the  provision-carriers, . 

^  童向  soldiers’  pay,  rations,  etc. 

銅需  . rations  and  pay. 
働銀  revenue;  money  paid  to 

the  government  for  a  monopoly 

or  “7arm.” 

餉項  revenue. 

餉 3
 

4285 

享4
 

4286 

R •養 

See 香 

Rising  Upper. 

^  源  revenue;  sources  of  reven¬ 
ue. 

鈉餉  to  pay  duties. 
洋餉  maritime  duties;  duties 

leviable  by  the  foreign  Customs. 

餉單  a  receipt  for  duty  paid. 

神 釐助餉  to  levy  likin  to 
increase  the  revenue. 

銅平  a  standard  weight  of  sycee as  used  for  paying  duty. 

餉渡  a  licensed  ferry. 

To  present  offerings  in 
sacrifice ;  to  accept  offerings, 

as  the  gods  do  ；  hence,  to 

enjoy.  To  satisfy  ；  to  render 

acceptable.  [To  be  distin¬ 
guished  from  亨 3906.] 

是 用孝享  thou  dost  filially present  offerings ! 

奠敢 不來事 they  did  not dare  not  to  bring  offerings. 

享 于祖考  to  sacrifice  to ancestors. 

我 將我享 i  have  brought my  offerings. 

嗚 呼哀辞 ，伏 惟尙享 
alack!  alas!  it  only  remained  to 

say  God  bless  you, — for  she  was 

dead.  [Lit.  ato  say,  Deign  to 

accept  my  sacrifice  or  offering •” 
See  under  4264.] 

享堂  the  hall  of  sacrifice ;  the 
room  where  the  corpse  is  laid out. 

享用  to  enjoy  the  use  of. 

享年 多少歲  how  many years  of  life  did  he  enjoy  t  See 

8301. 

享福  to  enjoy  happiness;  to 
take  one’s  ease, 

福不 可享盡  one’s  allotted share  of  happiness  should  not 
be  used  up.  See  ̂   550, 福 

37°7. 

人犯 其難， 我享其 

利， 非廉也  for  another  to suffer  the  toil  and  for  me  to 

enjoy  the  profit,  is  not  honour¬ able. 

享國神  to  reign;  to  enjoy the  throne. 

享壽  to  enjoy  old  age.  See 10,019. 
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C.  tsong1 

H.  siong^ F,  ch、iongl 
N.  ziang P. 

hsiang* 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 

K.  sang 

J.  shd、dzo 

A.  tong 

Rising  Lower 
-Irregular. 

享榮華  to  have  good  fortune; to  be  prosperous. 

享受  to  enjoy  the  possession of. .  See  4600. 

長享  a  long  enjoyment ;  to enjoy  long. 

The  elephant,  once  com¬ 
mon  in  the  ̂   浦  District 

in 漳州;  ivory  (see  3532) 

A  figure;  an  image ；  form ； 

objectivities  ；  the  Platonic 

Idea  (noumenon)  as  an  en¬ 

tity,  as  opp.  to 形 {pheno¬ 

menon).  Stars  ；  constell¬ 
ations.  [One  writer  says,  the 

elephant  subsists  by  virtue 

of  its  trunk  and  not  of  its 

mouth  ；  the  stars  subsist  by 

virtue  of  氣  vitality  and  not 

of  words  ；  therefore  they 

have  the  same  characters. 

Others  say  that  in  ancient 

days  the  form  or  figure  of 

a  living  elephant  was  infer¬ 
red  from  inspection  of  its 

bones.]  The  visible  figures 

of  the  Diagrams  ；  the  illus¬ 
trations  of  周公  Chou 

Kung.  The  elephant  or 

bishop”  of  Chinese  chess  ； 

the  game  itself;  see  1031 

and  4249  hsiangK  A  visi¬ ble  sign  or  counterpart  of 

something,  such  as  force 
or  influence  5  an  omen,  or 

prognostic.  To  be  like  ；  to 

resemble.  Used  with  4288. See  2143. 

拏 象跑象  set  aft  elephant  to 
catch  an  elephant. 

獨象  a  rogue  elephant. 

象 卽以鼻 鈎出之 t  he elephant  immediately  seized  him 
with  its  trunk  and  pulled  him 

out, — of  the  water. 

象奴不 似象辞 the elephant-slave  (mahout)  is  not 
like  a  slave, 一 exhibiting  two 
meanings  of  象. 
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開 口 獅子， 閉口象 心 
lion  opens  its  mouth,  the  ele¬ 
phant  shuts  its  mouth.  Moral : 
— Be  like  the  latter. 

象皮  elephant’s  skin, — used  as 
medicine.  Also,  india  rubber. 

象酋  (^e  3532)  or  象牙 
elephants’  tusks  or  teeth;  ivory. 

五歲 識象戲 at  five  he 
could  play  at  chess. 

相 對象戲 _  were  playing chess. 

象牙碎  scrap  ivory. 

象牙器  ivory  ware. 

象簡  ivory  tablets. 

狗口沒 得象牙 yQU 
get  ivory  out  of  a  dog’s  mouth, 
— make  a  silk  purse  out  of  a 
sow’s  ear. 

象闕  the  ivory  gate, - the  palace. 

象 鼻 眼  elephant-trunk  eyes, — 
looped  slits  in  wood. 

象教  the  religion  of  images, — Buddhism. 

無象設  they  have  no  "idols, — 
in  their  temples ;  of  Mahometans. 

各 物象數  the  inherent  char¬ 
acteristics  of  things. 

豊 年有象  there  are  signs  of 
a  plentiful  year. 

君, 臣顚倒 之象 a  pr°g- nostic  of  the  reversal  of  the  roles 

of  prince  and  minister, 一 a  revo¬ 
lution. 

角兵象  a  horn  (growing  from 
a  man’s  head)  is  a  presage  of 
militarism, — and  dangerous. 

氣象  see  1064. 

有 子象賢 with  a  son  wh。 
can  walk  in  the  ways  of  the 

virtuous, 一 men  of  old. 

天象。 r 乾象  celestial  signs 
or  luminaries.  See  4819. 

能 知天象  able  to  interpret 
portents. 

象雎  pictured  robes. 

包 涵萬象  comprehending 
all  nature. 

體無形 .象  without  form； immaterial. 

the  W.  capital 

is  in  confusion  and  without  its 

landmarks. 

象
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R •養 

See 象 

Sinking^ 

Lower/ 

象曰  the  illustration  (of  the 
Diagram)  means . 

笨象  stupid;  doltish. 
象胥  an  interpreter;  a  drago¬ man. 

象州  a  Department  in  Kuangsi, 
where  elephants  used  to  be 
found. 

象王  Gadjapati,  —  one  of  the four  kings  of  Djambu  Dvipa^ 

繪夢 自此始  painting  por¬ 
traits  dates  from  this. 

Like;  resembling；  a  like¬ 

ness；  an  image.  Used  with 
4287.  51?^  9813,  4404, 

4295 - 

像似  like;  resembling. 

有帝 王之像 of 他办 mien. 

像樣  like  the  pattern. 

像一樣  exactly  alike. 

不 像樣。 r 不像  not  what it  should  be;  not  presentable ; 

not  properly  done；  not  up  to 
muster. 

像 模像懞 的 weU  arranged; properly  dressed,  etc. 

像不像  is  it  like?— of  a  por¬ 
trait. 

像甚麽  what  is  it  like?  Used in  reproach,  as  What  sort  of  an 

arrangement  is  this? 

_ 又 不像仙 e  and  yet  not like, — doubtful. 

像生  life-like. 像眞的  exactly  resembling  ； life-like. 

看 像了  他  take  care lest  our  son  be  like  him  (whom 

you  are  abusing),— to  a  pregnanj； 
wife  abusing  any  one. 

作 的不像  he  has  not  made it  like, — the  original. 

像貌  countenance ;  facial  ex¬ 
pression. 

畫像  to  paint  likenesses. 

以畫 像不類  because  the portrait  was  not  like  him. 

篇 其遺像 [painting  a  fowl at  a  door  to  keep  off  evil  spirits] 
is  a  survival  of  the  likeness  fol 

certain  birds  brought  from  tJ 

祗支  Ti-chih  country]. 

像‘
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R# 

See 象 

Rising  Lower 
Irregular. 

4290 

R •養 

See 象 

Rising  Lower. 
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R •講 

C.  hong2- H.  k'ong^ 
F.  haurtg^ 
N.  ngoHg、 ong 
P.  hsiang 

Y*  han^ 

si  hsian
gl 

K.  hang 

].kd 

A.  hang1 Irregular 
Lower. 

百 年遺像 誰複識 who recognises  the  portraits  of  a  hun¬ 
dred  years  ago? 

五分像  a  profile  portrait.  So 
七  is  3.  face,  and  -|  "*  a  full face. 

背像  a  picture  of  the  back  of| 
a  person’s  head. 

像鎌  illustrations  in  books. 

雕像  sculptured  figures. 

形像  form; 
像形  hieroglyphics ;  pictorial characters  (one  of  the  -/r  書 six  scripts). 

偶像。 t 神像  an  image;  an 
idol. 

想像  a  concept;  an  idea^ 

像是  it  seems. 像事  creditable;  “the  thing? 
The  chestnut  oak 

( Quercus  sinensis)、 known 
as 橡 惋樹. 

橡粉  the  meal  of  acorns. 

橡椀子  the  cupules  of  acorns, — used  to  dye  black. 

The  Buceros  or  hornbill 
of  Siam,  known  as  mm. 

Carved  ornaments  are  made 

from  its  bill. 

The  nape  of  the  neck  ； 

the  back  of  the  head.  A 

sort；  a  kind.  Funds；  sums 

of  money  ；  income. 

頸項  the  neck. 

the  lower  part  of  the  neck. 

四 牲項領  four  sleeds  with long  necks. 

項軟  a  soft  mouth, — nof  horses. 

脖項  the  throats 强項  stiff-necked;  self-opinion¬ ated. 

項帶  a  neck-tie;,  cap -strings. 

合 項 圈汪  gold  necklet, 一 as  worn  by  ladies. 
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释 
C.  hong 
H. hong 

F.  haung 
W.oa 
N.  ong 

P.  hsiang 

M.  hang 
Y.  hang 
Sz.  hang、 

hsiang 

K.  ha  jig 

J.  kd 
A.  hang 

Sinking 
Lower. 

4293 
R •絳 

See 卷 

Sinking 
Lower. 

上項事  the  above  details. 

正項  the  regular  or  legal  kinds: 
of. .... . 

各項貨  every  kind  of  goods. 

別項  another  kind. 

前 項情弊  the  malpractices 
above  referred  to. 

這 一 ■項事 情 sort  of 
business. 

遑 一項錢  this  particular 
sum. 

欠項  liabilities ;  debts. 

來項  income;  assets. 

款項  large  and  small  items;  an 
amount. 

項 下未淸 the  account  is  not 
yet  clear;  there  is  money  still 
owing. 

务項  public  funds, 

A  side  street ;  a  lane  ； 

an  alley.  See  6870， 

巷子  a  lane  or  by-street* 

巷口  entrance  to  a  lane. 

僻巷  a  side-street. 

閭巷。 r 里巷 a  “court.” 
陋巷  a  wretched  street ;  a  slum. 

巷 議街談  street  gossip  ； 
rumour. 

巷戰  street  brawls. 

巷陌。 1 •小巷 a  lane:  an 
alley；  a  side-street. 

水巷  a  sluice. 

柳巷  “willow  lane,” 一 a  brothel. 

此 曲巷內  this  is  a  brothel. 

巷伯  a  chief  eunuch. 

永巷  a  prison  for  women 
attached  to  the  Court,  who 

misbehave  themselves.  See 

12,972. 

待 .罪于 豕巷 awaiting 
punishment  in  the  Yung-hsiang. 

A  raised  path  between 

fields.  To  prepare. 

小 3
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C.  siu 

H.  siau 

F.  side 
W.  side 

N.  hstoa 
P. 

M. 

Y.  hstoa 
Sz.  hsiau 

K.  so 
•  shd 

A,  tieu 
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hsiau 

JEXSX^O. 

Small;  younger,  of  per¬ 
sons,  as  opposed  to 大 

10,470.  Mean  ；  sordid.  A 
child.  A  concubine.  Used 

conventionally  for  u  my”  and “our.”  Radical  42. 

小 大稽首  great  and  small bow  their  heads.  See  是 9940. 

其 小無內  the  smallest  possi¬ ble;  very  small.  See  大  10,470 

小民 the  people;  the  masses. 
小 人  a  small  man;  the  people； 
the  masses ;  common  soldiers, 
Also,  the  mean  man,  as  opposed 

to  the  perfect  or  superior 

man  (see  3269);  a  marplot;  a 
third  person  {see  3428). 

君 子所屐 ，小 人所視 
the  officers  trod  on  it,  the  com¬ 

mon  people  looked  on  it, — of 

the  great  highway  to 周  Chou. 

君子有 徽猷， 小人舆 
屬  if  the  .sovereign  have  good 
ways,  the  people  will  follow  in them. 

禮 治君子 ，法 治小人 
the  superior  man  is  governed 

by  propriety :  the  mean  man,  by law. 

賊是 小人智 過君子 
a  robber  is  a  mean  rtan  with 

more  cleverness  than  a  superior man, 

才勝德 爲小人 he  whose talents  exceed  his  virtues  is  a 
mean  man. 

以小 人之心 度君子 

之腹 t。  measure  the  feelings 
of  a  gentleman  by  the  sentiments 
of  a  cad. 

脚大是 小人1 arge  feet proclaim  the  mean  man.  See 

3269. 

小 人乍富  a  nouveau  riche. 
小器  narrow-minded ;  illiberal 

mean-spirited ;  petty ;  sor 
did. 

小家數  on  a  petty  or  mean scale. 

小 子  children ;  young  men;  the 
people;  my  son. 

小,
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小 子有造  the  young  men attained,  —  to  virtue. 

妻小 wife  and  children. 

打 小時 候相好  friends 
from  infancy, 

小星 OT 小老  a  concubine. 
See  below. 

雖說是 做 /j、 老 讲⑽叻 you  may  say  it  is  to  be  concu¬ bine, — and  not  wife. 

yj 、老兒  “I，" 一- of  old  men  to 
their  superiors. 

做小  to  become  a  concubine. 

房裏 有個小 i have  one 
concubine 

羣 小  the  mean  herd;  a  crowd of  concubines. 

I  am  hated  by  the 

mean  herd. 

小店  my  shop. 

小 犬 my  son. 

小寓  my  house. 
小兒  my  son.  Also,  your  son;  I, as  used  to  parents.  In  general, 
an  infant. 

小 女  my  daughter. 

小孫  my  grandchild, 小的  the  little  one, 一 a  phrase  I used  by  servants  and  others  of themselves. 

小弟  your  younger  brother;  I. 

小我一 歲 a  year  y°un8er than  I  atn. 

女且  a  young  lady, 一 a  title  of respect. 

好 問朗豬 ，自 用朗小 
by  asking  many  questions  one becomes  more  enlarged :  by 

trusting  to  self  only  one  be¬ 
comes  narrow, — of  learning ‘ 

小 道^  貨  stolen  goods 小心 take  carel.be  careful!  to 
be  careful. 

哀 我小心  alas!  through  my 
anxious  cares, •••••• 

小心小 瞻  petty  and  coward¬ 
ly；  frightened  at  small  things. 

小受 ，大走  slight  (cor- rection),  but  flee  excessive. 

小工 an  unskilled  labourer;  a mason's  assistant. 

小小 兒的.  small;  slight,  ofj persons  or  things. 
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將身小 一小 made  himself 
smaller,— by  magic. 

小 奶奶。 r 小 老婆。 r  4 

女人  a  secondary  wife ;  a  con¬ 
cubine.  See  above. 

小聲  a  low  voice  or  tone. 

小  Mb  my  home ;  my  native 
place. 

小官人  the  young  master  (in 
a  family);  the  clients  of  a  brothel. 

>J 、夫人  the  young  mistress. 

小引子  appeals^  for  subscrip¬ 
tions  for  charities,  etc.,  on  walls. 

小酌  a  small  entertainment. 

小轎  a  two-bearer  chair. 

>Jn  ̂   same  as  ̂   ;  seegiSj. 

/j、 煩  small  vexations. 

/!、 腸氣  hernia;  rupture. 

小智  low  cunning. 

>j、 petty  thieves. 

小麥 wheat. 

小么兒  pages;  servant-boys. 

小 紅蘿蔔  radishes. 

小昔  a  variety  of  small  bean. 

小寒昔 peas- 

小 寒稿兒  the  eastern  jack¬ 
daw  (Lycos  dauricus). 

小宗  small  stock, — the  younger 
branches  of  a  family  as  opposed 

tQ  the  大宗' • 

小意  small  thoughts,  —  tricks  ； 
dodges. 

小意思  a  slight  tokeil  of| 
regard. 

yj、 熟  a  name  for  the  period 

from  October  to  April,  in  which 
wheat  and  beans  are  sown. 

小半 ̂  the  lesser  half. 

小兒蠱  a  sort  of  slow  poison. 

小取  to  be  mean  about  small 
things;  to  gain  by  unfair  tricks. 

小 哥兒倆  a  pawnbroker’s term  for  the  chief  and  assistant 

managers. 

小馬兒  petty  attendants  or 
coolies  in  some  of  the  Peking 

yamSnSy  whose  duty  it  is  to  assist 

the 仵作  corpse-examiners. 

小麻 hemp 

小 4294 
小 麻子兒  hemp-seed. 
小拿兒  the  bearers  of  various 
small  objects  in  funeral  proces¬ 
sions. 

小月  premature  birth. 
月 小  a  moon  with  29  days. 

/J%  胃  debentures. small  banners  carried  in 

the  ranks. 

小傳  a  summarised  biography 

小 三 元 the 秀才 ZrW 
who  has  come  out  案首^ 

in  his  three  examinations. 

小底  the  sole  of  a  shoe, servants. 

/J、 販  petty  tradesmen. 

小名  the  pet  name  of  a  child. 

小窗  a  young  student. 

小襖兒  a  short  jacket. 

小種  Soochong  tea. 

小齋  my  room. 小巧  minutely  arranged;  made 
in  detail;  delicate;  fragile. 

小輪艇  a  steam-launch. 

小 十行  {hang1)  the  name given  to  Manchu  children  in 
Peking  who  learn  to  skate,  and 
to  whom  rations  are  given. 

小米粥  millet-gruel. 
小口  young, — of  horses. 

小 飯舖兒  an  eating-house. 
小土。 r 小洋藥  Malwa 
opium. 

、呂 the  Philippines. 

小 白故桓 5。75. 

小川馬  a  Sstich‘uan  pony. 

小水 鴨。1 ■小 壤鴨 teal 
( Querquedula  crecca). 

小 水滕駔  the  little  bittern {Ardetta  cinnamomea)、 

小 花 鶴 汉  species  of  swan, 

小 花皂鵰  a  species  of  eagle. 

小紅狼  the  eastern  jackal 
(Cants  rutilus). 

小 雊嘍兒  the  whimbrel (Nutnenius  tahitiensis). 

白  >J、 魚  a  fish  {Leuciscus  argen- 
tens). 

r 
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C.  tjfHu 

H.  ts^iau 
F,  siete、 satu 
W.  side 
N.  sioa 

P*  I 

M.  1 

Y.  hsioa 
Sz.  hsiau 

K.  so^  ch、o 

J.  sho 

A.  tieu 

Sinking 

Upper. 
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R •論 

See 小 

Even  Upper. 

in 

A  character  used  insteac 

of  小  when  the  latter  woulc 
otherwise  form  part  of  a 

man’s  “style •”  Same  as 

4341- 

The  likeness  of  flesh  anc 

blood ;  to  be  like  ；  to  imitate 

[Originally  under  radical  孩 

with  小  as  phometic.] 

形 如人面 色亦肯 i 
shape  like  a  man’s  face,  anc 
also  of  the  same  colour. 

食似  like;  resembling. 

微食  slightly  resembling. 

面 龐相肯 alike  in  face- 

象 形惟肯  alike  in  appear¬ 
ance,— of  people. 

某人 之肯像  portrait  of  So- 

y  and-so. 

絶 食所見  very  like  what  he 
had  seen. 

肯 a  son  who  is  like,  />.  equa 
to,  his  father;  a  filial  son. 

不食  unlike ;  degenerate, term  used  by  a  son  of  himself 
when  writing  to  or  about  his 
father. 

不似其 先故曰 不舍 
he  is  unlike  his  forbears,  and  is 

therefore  called  pu  hsiao. 

見不 _ 而 呙省 when  you 
see  unfilial  behaviour,  examine 
your  own  heart.  See  4513. 

不 舍之徒  worthless  charac. 
ters. 

無不 酷脊  imitated  them  all very  well. 

Night  ；  dark. 

宵行  to  travel  by  night  ；  a  glow¬ 
worm.  See  below. 

通宵。 1 ■終宵 a11  night. 

深宵 in  the  Head  of  night. 

中宵  midnight. 
— 朝連宵  three、 days  and nights. 

宵 衣旰食  wearing  clothes at  night  and  taking  meals  at 
sunset,- 一 hard  worked,  as  the 
Emperor.  See  旰  S8i7. 

元宵  the  first  full  moon  of  the 
year;  the  Feast  of  Lanterns. 

68 
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胃  _  a  glow-worm. 

worth  a  thousand  taels. 

宵小  evil-doers. 

long  night, — the  grave. 

消1
 4297 R •蕭 

See 小 

Even  Upper. 

with  4304. 

the  sun’s  heat,  it  dissolves. 

消釋  to  melt  a*/ay. 

所喫 的東西 我消化 

不動  I  cannot  digest  my  food 

消食  to  digest  food. 
消滅  to  destroy  utterly^. 

festivity. 

T 棋消間 

pass  the  time. 

amusements. 

消耗。 r 消費  to  waste;  v 
ful. 

消貨  to  dispose  of  merchandise, 
—— to  consumers. 

sumption  or  to  the  demand. 

消熱  to  allay  fever. 

— as  by  medicines. 

消臞 ％  reduce  a  swelling. 

waxing  and  waning. 

宵路  a  market;  a  ( 
goods. 

out,  as  courage. 

消急 於未萌 t0  prevent 
disease  from  taking  hold. 

消肉  to  fall  away  in  flesh. 
消減  to  diminish;  to  lessen. 

消除  to  abolish. 

消
1
 

4297 

消渴  4298. 
消 災降福 tQ  get  rid  of 

m 

4299 

calamities  and  send  down  bles¬ 
sings. 

r •蕭 

令 我消魂  cause(i  me  to  lose my  wits, — of  fear,  joy,  grief,  fine 
poetry,  music,  etc.  See  5244. 

See 小 

Even  Upper. 

等消消 氣再說 wait  until he  has  cooled  down. 

消 息  the  expiration  and  inspir- 
- ation  of  breath;  the  ceaseless 

flux  and  reflux  of  the  Yin  and 

m
x
 

Yang,  as  exemplified  in  the  ebb 
and  flow  of  the  tides,  the  waxing 
and  waning  of  the  moon,  etc.; 

rumour ;  report  ；  news.  Also, 
mechanism;  a  syphon. 

4300 

r •蕭肴 

% 小稍 

Even  Upper. 

怕 他走了 消息1  fear  he has  let  the  cat  out  of  the  bag. 

一 去 無消息 Sone， and  n。 
more  heard  of, 一 like  the  bottle 

dropped  in  the  well. 

消停  to  wait  a  while. 

硝
1
 

43。1 

R •蕭 

See 小 

) 

y 

花消  expenditure;  outlay ；  fees. 

只消 請客長 一兩位 
去*  it  is  only  necessary  for 

one  or  two  of  you  gentlemen  to 

step  inside ! 

^  ̂   not  necessary;  no  need 

Even  Upper. 

to)  not  worth  while. 

不 消說了  (that  such  and 
y 

such  is  the  case)  goes  without 
saying. 

K 

不消牟 個時辰 in  less than  an  hour. 

這 都不消  it  is  n。 conse- 
誚 

f, 

quence  whatever. 

4302 

消受 不得 it  is  n。 use  my taking  it, — as  I  am  sure  to  lose 
k  again. 

逍
1
 

• 

4303 

無福消 受  my  allotted  share 

R •萧 

r of  happiness  is  insufficient  to 
absorb，一 such  luck  as  this.  See 

See 小 

e 析 55。 and  福 3707. 

Even  Upper. 

:清
1 

Excessive  thirst. 

i  4298 错渴病 狂  disease  characterised 

R.® 

J  /rni by  great  thirst;  diabetes. 

See 小 

酸癖  a  spring  headache. Even  Upper. 

Raw  silk ;  common 

左銷， 衣 0 以爲褐 w; silk,  to  be  worn  as  vests. 

鮫銷  a  kind  of  byssus  or  1 brought  up  by  divers. 

Read  shao1.  To  coi 

Used  with  梢 9758. 

The  chrysalis  or  e 矣 

cocoon  of  the  mantis. . 

4322. 

蜱蛸  the  aurelia  of  the  man 

Nitre；  saltpetre.  To  fc 

硝石  a  stony  kind  of  nitre, saltpetre;  nitre. 

硝厥  saltpetre  works. 
朴硝  crude  Glauber^  salts sulphate  of  soda. 

7^  foreign  saltpetre, 

硝鹽  carbonate  of  soda 
苦硝  a  saline  substance 
when  lixiviating  salt. 

馬牙硝  crystals  of  nitre,  c 
peras,  etc. 

硝强水 以士  acid. 
硝皮  to  tan  leather. See  1423. 

To  roam；  to  saunter. 

^  ̂   to  wander  aimlessly  abc a  pleasant  state  of  mental 
straction. 

河上 乎逍遙 they  _ along  by  the  Ho. 

逍遙遊  a  pleasant  abstract 
of  self  across  the  bounds  of  t 

physical  universe  to  an  infii 
domain  beyond;  transcendei 
bliss.  The  title  of  Chuang  T2 
first  chapter. 

逍 遙乎寢 臥其下 
repose  blissfully  beneath, 一 
shade  of  a  tree  planted  nowhe 

逍遙 自在  a  state  of  blis! 
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銷1
 

4304 

en  Upper. 

To  fuse  metal；  to  melt； 
to  consume  ；  to  finish  ；  to 
cancel.  Used  with  4297. 

銷銘。 r 銷鎔  to  smelt, 一 as 
ores. 

兵 器銷爲 日月光 meU- 
ing  down  weapons  of  war  makes 
the  sun  and  moon  bright, — 
referring  to  peace  after  warfare. 

銷金  to  melt  gold ;  to  wash  with 
gold. 

銷金鍋  a  pot  for  melting  gold, 
— a  slang  name  for  Hangchow, 
referring  to  its  gay  life. 

銷毁  to  destroy, — so  that  it  can 
be  no  longer  used. 

銷售  to  sell；  to  put  into  circu¬ 
lation. 

銷路  range  of  circulation  or 
sale, — of  goods. 

有銷塲  there  is  an  area  of| 
consumption,  i.e,  a  demand, 
for  goods. 

開銷  to  debit;  to  charge  to,  for 
expenses  incurred ;  (government) 
expenditure. 

奏銷  to 】ay  any  expenditure 
before  the  Throne. 

坐 銷歲月  to  sit  still  and  let 
time  pass  by. 

棋 局銷日  to  while  away  the 
day  at  chess. 

一 筆勻銷  annulled  it  with  a 
stroke  of  the  pen. 

除銷  to  clear  off；  to  get  rid  of. 

銷案  to  close  a  case；  to  write 
a  case  off  as  settled. 

銷號 to  cancel  a  certificate. 

撒 銷勇號  to  deprive  of  the 
title  of  “brave.” 

銷差  to  report  that  instructions 
have  been  carried  out. 

如奉 委銷差  to  treat  as  a 
mere  routine  affair. 

此 恨難銷  this  hatred  is  hard 
to  appease. 

銷魂  4297  and  5244. 

銷箅  to  settle, 一 as  accounts 

銷泯 t。  obliterate;  to  destroy. 

銷寒花  the  acacia. 

霄1
 

4305 
lR •蕭 

ISee  小 

Even  Upper. 

vapour 

?r 
4306 

Rit 

See 鞘 

SinkingUpper. 

4307 

R-# 

/uTf 

Sleet  ；  mist 
ether :  the  sky. 

雲霄  fleecy  clouds;  a  sub- 1 Prefecture  in  Fuhkien. 

騰淸霄  to  ascend  into  the| 
pure  ether. 

冲霄之  an  anger  which  I dashes  against  the  sky, 一 in  its  | violence. 

霄漢  the  Milky  Way. 

霄壤  heaven  and  earth. 

凌霄花  the  bignonia. 

Same  as  1424. 

An  elf ； 

malaria. 

the  demon 

山魈  an  evil-disposed  mountain  I 

See 小 

sprite.  It  has  one  leg  sticking 

out  behind,  and  tries  to  injure 
Even  Upper. 

people,  but  desists  on  being  call¬ 
ed  by  name.  It  is  scared  by 
bonfires  of  bamboo,  lighted  on 
New  Yea^s  Eve. 

銷1
 

43。8 

A  fish  with  a  whip-like 

R •肴 

body  and  a  forked  tail. 

See 稍 

Even  Upper. 

削1
 

To  cut  ；  to  pare  ；  to 

smooth  down ;  a  knife  for 
4309 scratching  out  mistakes  in 

C.  sok 
H.  siok 
F.  siok、 sioh 

W.  sia 

N.  siah 

P.  chsiau,  Jisi'ie M.  hsiio 
Y.  siak 

Sz.  hsio、 hsiio 

K.  siak 

J.  shaku、 saku 
A,  (ok 

Even  and Entering 

Upper. 

writing  on  tablets  ；  to  erase. 

[By  a  misconception  this! 
word  has  been  taken  to  I 

mean  a  knife  for  engravingl 

characters.]  Sloping  ；  sheer. 
To  receive  soil  from  the  tt, 

(9803)， in  token  of  feudal! 

subjection.  Also  read! 

AsiieA1* 把鉛 筆削削  cut  the  lead- 
pencil. 
批削  to  trim；  to  pare. 

削到薄  to  pare  or  plane  thin. 

削1
 

4309 

掣
1
 • 

43io 

覺 

ISec  朔 

Even  and 
Entering 

Upper. 

針尖 上削鐵  to  pare  iron 
from  a  needle's  point,— to  make 
small  profits. 

削 骨難瑱  if  I  scraped  my 
bones  I  could  not  make  up  the amount. 

削 髪爲僧  to  cut  off  one’s 
hair  and  be  a  Buddhist  priest. 

削皮  to  flay;  to  take  off  the 
skin. 

於下民 日 射 月腔， 

寢 以大窮  he  flayed  and 
squeezed  the  people  continually, 

until  they  were  reduced  to  desti¬ tution. 

削去  to  get  rid  of;  to  do  away with. 

誤則 以刀削 去之* n a  mistake  was  made  it  was  erased 
with  a  knife. 

筆則筆 削則削  (Confu¬ 
cius)  wrote  what  it  was  proper 

… write,  and  deleted  what  it  was 

proper  to  delete, — in  the  春 

秋. 

以削 刻字。 r 削字 奶 engrave  characters  with  a  burin, 

玫削 ％ 斧削  to  amend;  to 
correct. 

削面光  t。 lose  face. 
削職  to  dismiss  from  office. 

帝遂 削伯温  the  Emperor 
then  cashiered  [Mao]  Po-wen. 

削地  to  seize  territory. 

受削 土于周  were  invested 
with  fiefs  under  the  House  of 
Chou. 

削 于一朝 disappear  in one  day,  sc.  rapidly. 

削跡  to  obliterate  traces. 

削肩  sloping  shoulders. 

曳近削 壁 led  him  to  the edge  of  a  precipice. 

削格  a  fence-trap,  for  catching hares  and  deer. 

Longf  and  beautiful  arms ; 

tapering.  Also  read  so**. 
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箾 
431】 

4312 
R •蕭 

H.  Qhiau、 ilau ^囂 
A.  chituy 

ingieu 

Even  Upper. 

嘵,
 

4313 R •孫 
C.  hiu 
H.  hiau 
F.  hieu 
W.  ksia 

N.  hsioa p- ) 

M.  J  hsiau Sz.  \ 

Y.  hsioa 
Yi.hyo 

口  
id A.  him 

Dawn  ；  light  ；  bright  ； 

perspicuous.  To  know；  to 

understand.  To  enlighten. 

Rising  Upper. 

Same  as  4321. 

A  cry  of  fear.  Querulous. 

予維 音嗶嘵  I  can  but  cry out  with  this  note  of  alarm. 

嘵 嘵辯論  querulously  ar¬ 
guing. 

天將藤  day  begins  to  dawn. 

曉 日。1 ■曉天  morning;  dawn. 

漸漸五 更天曉 gradually 

announces 

the  fifth  watch  was  reached  and 

day  dawned. 

鷄報曉 the  cc)ck the  dawn. 

曉 鷄亂叫  the  fowls  all  crow¬ 
ing, —  one  of  the  day-periods, 
next  after  cockcrow. 

曉鐘  the  morning  beH;  matins ; 
— in  a  monastery. 

曉 行夜宿  start  at  dawn  and 
stop  at  night. 

此 曉橋成  by  morning,  the 
bridge  was  completed. 

曉明  daybreak;  to  make  clearly 
known. 

曉示。 r 曉諭。 r 曉布 t。 
make  known  to  all, — by  procla¬ 
mation. 

通曉  every  one  knows;  to  make 
known  to  all. 

不 知分曉 he  does  not 
understand  it  at  all. 

未 曉何意  I  do  not  catch  the meaning. 

曉得  to  know;  to  understand. 
百曉  one  who  knows  all  about 

it, -a  master  of  any  art  or  science. 

使帝4 房曉 SQ  u  t。 be  easy 
for  His  Majesty  to  understand. 

以 大峰 曉之 乃就 
showed  him  that  it  was  his  duty, 
and  accordingly  he  accepted  the 

post. 
曉事  efficient;  able. 

m 

4314 

4315 

R •諸 

曉 
Even  Upper. 

43i6 

R •蕾 See 囂 

A.  kieu 

Even  Upper. 

4317 

R •嘯 

siu 

F. 

VJ.sca 

N.  sioa 
P.  hsiau、 shau 

M.  hsiau 

Y.  hsioa 

Sz.  Arrau 
K.so 

J.  shd 

A.  tieu、 tuk Sinking 

Upper. 

See  1330. 

Pork  soup.  Savoury  ； 

fragrant. 

A  fine  horse.  Brave  ； 

strong  ；  skilful. 

勇  warlike ;  valorous. 

騰  martial  and  spirited, — of a  war-horse. 

驍將  a  brave  general. 

^  ̂   chiK  ̂   the  divisi
ons  of  the three  nationalities  in  the  Manchu 

army  previous  to  the  establish¬ ment  of  the  Eight  Banners  in 
1614. 

饒 騎也 4 參領 a  Banner  or Manchu  colonel,  having  general 

civil  control  over  a  sub-division 

甲味1 J. 

or 

曉騎  d/4 校  a  Banner  lieuten¬ 
ant. 

驍騎〜 1 尉  an  honorary  mil¬ itary  title,  conferred  upon  offi¬ 
cials  of  the  fifth  and  sixth  grades. 

驍中  {chungK)  to  succeed  in pitching  an  arrow  into  a  three- 
necked  jar,  according  to  an  an¬ 

cient  game;  to* hit  the  mark. 

To  whistle  ；  to  scream  ； 

to  roar;  to  let  off  steam. 

善嘯  good  at  whistling. 

其_ 也歌  he  Whistled  and 

sang. 

4  t0  sing  and  whistle in  chorus. 

長 嗛不顴  went  on  whistling without  paying  any  heed. 

虎嗛  a  tiger’s  roar.  Sec  4920. 

Read  su^. 

條 其嘯矣  long  drawn  are 
her  mo^ns. 

彌 

43  J8 

R •蕾 

See 小 

Even  Upper. 

槺 
43^9 

R •蕭屋 

See 小肅 

Even  and 
Entering 

Upper. 

4320 

簫1
 

Mm 

4321 

R •蕭 

/TTn 

See  小* 
Even  Upper, 

縦 

4322 

R •雷 

Sec  小- 

Even  Upper. 

The  horns  or  ends  of bow 

Abundant  foliage  ；  leav| 

falling  in  autumn.  A1 

read  似1 *• 

Same  as  4317. 

A  flute  of  dark  brov 

bamboo,  measuring  abo 

1.8  feet  iii  length,  said 
have  been  invented  by  ̂  

刊 I  Yeh  Chung  of  the  He 
dynasty.  It  has  five  hol« 
above,  one  below,  and  a 

other  at  one  end,  the  oth< 
end  being  closed.  See  舍 io,939. 

洞蕭 and 凰 凰 蕭 _ 
of  the  above  flute,  as  used 

weddings,  funerals,  etc. 

^  ̂   to  play  the  flu
te. 

徘簫 Qr 凰簫 theCh—eP3 pipes, — originally  a  collection ten  tubes  gradually  decreasing 

length  and  connected  togeth 

by  silk  cord,  but  now  alwa 
consisting  of  sixteen  tubes,  a 

ranged  w^th  the  longest  at  tl 

ends,  and  执 e  shortest  in  tl middle  of  row. 

蕭 管備舉  the  pan-pipe 
the  double  flute  begin  at 
same  time. 

A  small  spider  (長月 

細蛛） with  long  legs. 

嘯 蛸奔戶  the  spiders.*  wel 

were  in  our  doors,  — so  lor 
were  we  absent. 



H&TLA.O 

m 

4323 

出小 
Jven  Upper. 

謀1
 

4324  ̂ 

蕭机 /wy 

e 小 

Yen  Upper. 

Sound  of  beating  windl 
and  rain.  Name  of  a  river  I 
in  Hunan. 

蕭江  a  branch  of  the  river  湘 
4252. 

詞 旨庸灑  cheerful  in  speech  j 
and  manner. 

甚覺 身蕭灑 i  feel  myself  J 
very  light-hearted. 

謀1
 

4324 

Southernwood,  a  common 

species  of  artemisia,  known 

as 香蒿 and 牛眉蒿 . A 
small  principality  near  the 
Yellow  River.  A  District 

in  Kiangsu.  Used  with 
43  2 1  •  The  sound  of  horses 
neighing. 

彼 采蕭兮  there  he  is  gather¬ 
ing  southernwood. 

蕭 获  a  species  of  artemisia. 
蕭條  lonely；  desolate. 
蕭索  silent;  lonely;  decaying； 
ruinous. 

一路蕭 索之景  the  desol- 
ate  look  of  the  scenery  along 
your  road. 

心事同 .蕭索  my  mind  is 
decaying  with  it, 一 with  my  body. 

蕭 牆之禍  home  troubles. 
禍起 蕭牆  troubles  arising 
within  one’s  own  doors. 

蕭 蚱湞費  troublesome ;  an¬ noying. 

豈不蕭 然世外 耶 is  not 
this  to  be  happy  beyond  the 
bounds  of  mortality? 

風 樹蕭楓  the  wind  whistles 
through  the  trees. 

蕭蕭馬 鳴  the  horses  neighed 

loudly  [韦 詩].  Or,  the  wind 
whistled  and  the  horses  neighed. 

原 非馬鳴 
Cf,  the  line  by  Tu  Fu : 

馬鳴 風蕭蕭 .] 
蕭寺  a  Buddhist  temple, — so 
called  because  the  character  蕭 
was  the  family  name  of  the 

Emperors  of  the  梁  Liang 
dynasty,  a.d.  502—557,  who  were 
eminent  patrons  of  Buddhism 

4325 

lR •蕭 

卜囂 

I  A.  ihieu^ihau 
Even  Upper. 

枵1
 

4326 R .蕭. 

See 囂 

Even  Upper. 

号鳥
1 

4327 R. 

s- 囂 

A.  sJiitu、 S-hau 
Even  Upper. 

541  ] 

》nd  endowed  many  temples, 
inscribing  this  character  upon 
the  facade. 

讀 書蕭寺  to  study  at  a Buddhist  temple. 

蕭齋  lenten  fare. 

不信 蕭何律  to  be  a  law¬ 
breaker. 

蕭郧  a  lover, — said  to  be  taken from  Hsiao  Yen  (Biog.  Diet.  720). 

Vast  ；  spacious. 

時然  boundless. 
Read  hao1.  A  voice  of 

anger. 

A  hollow  stump  of  a 

tree;  empty.  [To  be  dist. 
from  标  I2,7i8.] 

以 輕獄木 榜其中 take some  light  tough  wood  and  hol¬ 
low  it  out,— for  a  polo  ball. 

枵腹 —  empty  belly;  hungry; 
ignorant. 

梅腹從 4t。  do  work  with 
out  pay, 

虎枵甚  the  tiger  was  very 
hungry, 

枵耗  to  waste, 

溜榜  quite  thin. 
枵薄  thin  ；  thinness. 

枵厚  thickness, 元枵  a  constellation, 一 parts  of 
Capricorn  and  Aquarius, 

Even  Upper. 

A  fabulous  bird  which 

eats  its  own  mother,  all 
but  the  head. 

鴉 烏生翼 ，欲 啄毋睛 
by  the  time  that  the  hsiao  is 

fledged,  it  is  ready  to  peck  out 

its  mother’s  eyes 

鶴首  a  head  which  has  been cut  off.  See  4329. 

鸱鴉  the  eared  owl. 
靑鵠  a  greenish-coloured  kind of  owl.  Same  as  4329. 

鵠  (like)  the.  owl  or  muntjak, 
—— for  fierceness.  See  2168. 

梟1
 

4329 

R •蕭 

% 囂 

A,  kieu 
Even  Upper. 

囂 

4330 

豪 C.  hiu^  ngou 

H.  hiau 

F.  chieuf<jtgoa W.  hide 

N.  hsioa 

P.  Jisiau、 iau M.  hsiatt 

Y.  hsioa 
Sz«  hsiau 

K.  hio 

^io^gd 

A.  hint 
Even  Upper. 

To  brag；  to  boast. 

其志 嘐璆然  their  aim  led| 
them  to  talk  magniloquently. 

Read  chiao'.  The  cry  oi 
a  fowl  in  distress. 

鷄鳴# 嘐  fowls  cro  wing  J and  making  a  noise. 

Read  lao1  or  liao1.  Talk」 ative. 

谬嗯 (/如 l)  garrulous；  verbose. | 

An  owl；  see  4327.  Thel 
heads  of  criminals,  exposed | 
as  a  warning  to  others.! 
Wicked;  unscrupulous. 
Brave.  The  highest  throw! w: 上  dice. 

梟子 長食其 #  the  young  I 
of  the  hsiao  eat  their  mother,  1 

梟城  the  eared  owl  (Otus  vul\ garis  and  brachyo/is). 

梟烏  owls  in  general. 
i 会示衆 w 梟示 to| 
expose  criminals’  heads. 

私梟  a  smuggler, 
鹽梟  a  salt  smuggler. 

梟騎  a  brave  horseman. 
梟 雄  brave;  heroic;  savage. 

梟養  a  soup  made  of  the  hsiao\ owl, — very  much  eaten  by  the] 
ancients,  not  because  it  was  nice,  I 
but  with  a  view  to  exterminate! 
an  unfilial  race  of  birds. 

The  noise  of  many  voi-l 

ces；  hubbub  ；  clamour.  Tol 
treat  with  contempt  orl 

contumely.  Name  of  anl 

ape. 

選徒囂 囂 there  was  ciam- 
our  of  voices  as  they  told  off| 
the  men, 一 for  hunting. 

民 情浮囂  the  disposition  of the  people  is  inconstant  and  I excitable.  
j 

囂塵  dust  and  noise, - the  world.) 
人世 塵囂那 裏有桃 

源 隹  where  in  this  dusty 
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433° 

爻 
4331 

肴
，
 

433« 

R •肴 3山 

ngau 

hsiau 

C. 

H. 

F. 

W 肩 

N.  yoa 
p. ! 
M.  \ 

Y.  hsioa 
Sz.  hsiau 

K.  hio 

J.  kd A.  hau 

Even  Lower. 

餚,
 

4333 
R 肴 

s« 肴 
Even  Lower. 

孝‘
 

4334 
R •效 

H.|^
 

F.  hau'ha 
W.  hoa 

N.  hsioa、 hoa 

m.  I
 htiau Y,  ksioa 

Sz.  hsiau 

noisy  world  of  ours  is  the  lovely 

country  of  the  Peach  Foun¬ 
tain? — alluding  to  an  allegori¬ 

cal  sketch  b 陶淵明  T‘ao 
Yiian-ming  of  a  kind  of  Utopia. 

爐火 之事最 忌俗囂 
the  practice  of  alchemy  is  in¬ 
compatible  with  the  noise  and 
bustle  of  the  world. 

囂凌  to  oppress;  to  insult. 

囂薄  impoverished ;  without 
resources， 

Read  ao2. 

聽我 BB  you  hear  me  with contemptuous  indifference. 

讒口囂 囂  to  abuse  foully,— 
as  an  angry  mob. 

民之 囂 囂  the  people  cla¬ 
mouring, 一 as  for  justice. 

See  i  2,928. 

Sacrificial  meats  ̂   delici¬ 
ous  food.  Used  with  4333. 

隹 肴旨滔  exquisite  viands 
and  fine  wine. 

Food ;  delicacies. 

燒韻  to  roast  meats. 

gfj  饌  delicacies  for  the  table. 

_  ̂   meat  with  vegetables  and 

fruits,  arranged  for  offering  to 

the  gods  or  departed  ancestors. 

Filial  piety.  Mourning 

百善 孝爲先  of  all  virtues 
filial  piety  is  the  chief.  ̂ 13,244. 

孝者， 善繼人 之志, 
善 述人之 事者也 
filial  piety  is  seen  in  the  skilful 
carrying  out  of  the  wishes  of 
our  forefathers,  and  the  skilful 
carrying  forward  of  their  under¬ 
takings. 

孝‘
 

4334 
K.  hyc 

y  kd、 kid 

A.  hitu Sinking 

Upper. 

不 孝有三  there  are  three unfilial  acts， 一 to  fail  to  have 
sons,  to  fail  to  support  parents 

in  poverty,  and  to  fail  to  remons- 
' trate  with  them  when  necessary. 

孝衰 于妻子  filial  piety  is weakened  by  the  possession  of wife  and  children. 

孝子  a  filial  son. 行孝  to  practise  filial  piety. 

孝順  filial  and  obedient. 

孝敬  filial  and  respectful. 

忤 逆不孝  perverse  and  un¬ 
filial. 

孝道  the  path  of  filial  piety. 
孝經  the  Canon  of  Filial  Piety, 
— a  work  of  doubtful  authentic¬ 

ity,  attributed  to  the  age  of 
Confucius  and  said  to  contain 

the  very  utterances  of  the  Sage. 

孝心  a  filial  heart. 
孝親  to  honour  one’s  father  and mother；  to  be. dutiful  to  parents. 

孝養  to  dutifully  nourish  one’s 
parents. 

敦亨弟 &以 重人倫 cultivate  filial  piety  and  fraternal 

love,  in  order  to  give  due  weight 
to  human  relationships. 

孝 治爲先 t0  make  filial piety  of  paramount  importance 
in  government. 

有命 之义毋 不知孝 

子  lucky  parents  do  not  know 
what  it  is  to  have  filial  children, 

— filial  piety  never  has  a  chance 
of  being  brought  out  if  the 

parents  are  well-to-do. 

孝 乎鬼神  to  worship  de¬ parted  spirits, 一 of  ancestors. 

神 保是饗 ，孝 孫有慶 
their  spirits  happily  enjoy  the 

offerings,  and  their  filial  descen¬ 
dant  receives  blessings. 

謝孝  to  visit  and  thank  friends 
after  a  parent’s  funeral. 

孝廉  now  =  a  舉人  graduate 
of  the  second  degree,  but  was 

originally  a  degree  founded  a.d. 

134  and  gained  by  the  best  man 

in  every  郵  at  an  annual  com¬ 

petition 
夂不慈 ，子 定不孝 if the  father  is  not  kind,  the  son 

will  assuredly  not  be  filial. 

孝
 4 

4334 

哮1
 

二 十四孝  twenty-four  not! 
able  examples  of  filial  piety 

Used  as  a  term  of  reproach 

since  if  a  person  embodies  al 
the  twenty-four  in  himself,  h( 

must  be  大賢人  a  ver)| 

virtuous  individual,  which  sound; 

the  same  as  大閲人  an  idk 

fellow.  / 
孝親十 六兩， 後輩兒 

孫還  一 ■斤  he  who  give: sixteen  ounces  of  filial  piet) 

to  his  parents  will  receive  one 
pound  of  it  from  his  descen dants. 

子孝义 心寬 a  filial  son 
makes  his  father’s  heart  glad. 

兒不賢 媳不孝 a"  w worthy  son  brings  an  unfilial 

daughter-in-law. 

穿孝  to  put  on  mourning. 不 死老爺 也穿孝 
though  his  father  has  not  died, 

he  nevertheless  '  wears  white 
clothes, — said  of  a  member  of 

the  白  ̂   White  Clothes  sect, 

now  known  as  在禮 • 

穿 著一身 重亨 clad  him¬ 
self  in  deep  mourning. 

穿國孝  to  put  on  national 

mourning. 

孝雇 or  孝 T  衣  mourning  cloth¬ es, — worn  twenty-seven  months 
(nominally,  three  years)  for  a parent.  See  3727. 

孝 滿  the  expiration  of  the  period 
of  mourning. 

脫孝。 1 •除孝 to  take  off 

mourning. 

寧可戴 孝而死 ，决不 

除 孝而生  I  would  rather 
die  in  mourning  than  live  with¬ 
out  it. 

夫苑三 年妻； 孝 

three  years  does  the  wife  wear 

full  mourning  for  her  husband’s 
death.  ， 

4335 

R •肴屋 

See 孝 

A.  hau 
Even  Upper. 

To  roar;  to  scream, 

pant；  to  gasp. 
To 

咆 哮怒禺  to  angrily  rail  at 

and  curse. 

哮赫  to  howl  at  and  terrify. 

痒喘。 * 哮癯  to  be  short  ofj breath ;  to  gasp;  asthma ‘ 

4337- 

Set 
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w Grand  ；  imposing,  as  lofty 

4336 
buildings. 

R •肴 

摩豁。 r 呀摩 1。办 — 
See 哮 grand. 
Even  Upper. 

w A  difficulty  in  breathing； 
4337 asthma.  See  4335. 

R. 肴
 

F.  cheu 拷癒  a  hacking  cough. 
]•  kd'kid 
A.  hau 捧症。 r 痒疾 asthma. 
Even  Upper. 

學 See  4839. 

4338 

撐
‘
 

To  stir  about  ；  to  con- 4339 

R. 巧 

See 效 
Rising  Lower. 

fuse. 

斅
‘
 To  imitate.  To  arouse  ； 

to  excite  to  effort;  to  teach. 
4340 

R •效 數鷄鳴  t。 imitate  a  cock 
See 效 

crowing. 

Sinking 敎  ̂   to  arouse  one, — as  from Lower. indifference. 

惟教 •學 牟  t。 teach  is  one 
half  of  learning, 一 as  thereby  one 
learns  the  difficulties  of  learning. 

數于民  t。 educate  the  people. 

m 

4341 

r •篠 
siu 

Read  chiao% •  Clever  ； 
intelligent. 

The  dwarf  bamboo,  found 
i， siati 

P-Sifu 
in、 Shantung, 

side 

hsioa 

篠 蕩旣敷  bamboos,  small 
if  (  hiau and  large,  then  spread  about, — 

hsioa 

5Z.  hsiau 

over  the  country. 

*shd 

、•  dieu^  lieu 

Rising  Upper. 

絛1
 

4342 

R •諸 

W.  hide 

See 小 

Even  Upper. 

4343 

R. 嘯 

C.  siu 

H.  staii 

F.  chHeu 

W.  side 
N.  sioa 

M.  i 
 ksiau 

Y.  hsioa 
Sz.  Asian 

K.  so 
sho 

A.  tieu 
Sinking 

Upper. 

The  appearance  of  frayec 
feathers. 

予 尾條條 my  tail  is  a11 broken. 

笑
‘
 

Read  s/iu^*.  The  rapic 

flight  of  a  bird. 

Read  yus.  Appearance 
of  haste. 

條 然而往 suddenly  he  went 
away. 

條㉟有  emphatically  has. . 
條 然終日 the  day  Passed 

quickly,  —  and  therefore  pleas 
antly. 

To  laugh  ;  to  smile.  To 
ridicule.  See  5002,  4772 

笑 一 *  笑  tC)  laugh. 

笑哈哈 t。  laugh  heartily. 

笑嘻嘻  to  giggle;  to  titter. 

笑破唇  to  split  one’s  lips  with 
laughing. 

可笑 得狠。 r 狠可發 

.笑。 1 ■可 發一笑 veiT 
laughable. 

招笑  to  cause  laughter. 

破 涕爲笑  to  turn  weeping into  laughter. 

喜笑 顔開&  face  beamed with  smiles  of  joy. 

暗笑  to  laugh  in  one’s  sleeve, 
失笑  to  laugh  the  other  side  of! 
one’s  mouth;  see  11,753,  But 

also  simply  “to  laugh •” 

使讀 者失笑  causing  the reader  to  laugh. 

冷笑  to  laugh  sardonically, 

合笑。 r 舍笑  to  smile. 
乾笑  a  dry  (tearless)  smile,  as 
when  trying  to  conceal  emotion 

^  ^  hysterical  lau
ghter said  to  be  caused  by  eating 

菌簟  a  certain  fungus. 

偷笑  to  secretly  smile. 
隹 節淸明 桃李笑 

the  festival  of  Ch‘ing  ming  (early 
in  April)  the  peach  and  the  plum 

smile, — in  flower. 

at 

笑
‘
 

陪笑  to  laugh  with  some  one| else  who  is  laughing. 

4343 先號啕 而後笑  to  grieve  I 
first  and  laugh  afterwards. 

笑斷 肚腸于 to  burst  with| laughing；  to  split  one’s  sides. 

取 、笑  to  ridicule. 
說 個笑話  a  joke; I to  tell  a  funny  story. 

笑頭  g  to  laagh  at. 
#  口  a  laughing  mouth;  smiles. 

笑柄  for  laughter, 一 a| ridiculous  thing;  an  absurdity. 

I 死笑。 r 笑不合 口  1。| 

laugh  immoderately. 

轟 堂都笑 起來了 
whole  room  burst  out  .UughingJ 

不假笑  don’t  pretend  to  laugh.  I 笑臉 ot 笑面。 r 笑容 a| 
laughing  face. 

笑 臉生花  beaming! 
with  smiles. 

嗔拳不 打笑面  ry| fist  cannot  strike  a  smiling  face.  | 

笑面虎  g  tiger, - 
treacherous  person. 

難 得笑容  arely  get| her  to  smile. 

千佥難 買一笑 sand  taels  won’t  buy  a  smfle, 

笑 一 •笑少 sha°K  - •少 laugh  and  keep  young.  See  4^  I 

8165.  
1 五十步 笑百步 

who  ran  away)  fifty  yards  laugh- 1 
ing  at  (those  who  ran  away)  a| 
hundred  yards. 

笑引笑  laughter  begets laughter, — is  infectious. 

魔 王笑道 J the  devil  king| 
laughed  and  said, . 

笑之曰  at  him,  say- 1 
ing . 

笑人  h  at  people. 笑話人 ot 取笑人 H 
ridicule  people. 

他竟拏 人取笑  es| laughing-stock  of  everybody. 

供 他笑具  e  oneself  I a  laughing-stock. 

討笑。 r 惹人笑 tQ  excite| 
people’s  laughter, — in  ridicule. 
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笑 4

 4343 

Sinking 
Lower. 

梭 
4345 

W 
4344 R •效 

See 效 

饺
 4 

Sinking 
Lower. 

人 所笑也  that  which  would 
make  people  laugh ;  laughable. 

有所 見而笑  something  he 
saw  made  him  laugh. 

見笑 於大方 1。  be  laughed 
at  by  an  expert,— as  for  bungling 
work.  Popularly,  to  become  a 

general  laughing-stock. 

佛見笑  a  pure  white  rose. 

To  toil  ；  to  serve  in  the 

army.  To  imitate.  Used 

with  效 4349. 

効力  exertion ；  effort；  toil. 

効 力贖罪  to  cancel  punish¬ ment,  or  wipe  off  disgrace,  by 

further  exertions, — used  of  offi¬ 
cials  who  have  incurred  the 

displeasure  of  tHeir  superiors. 

効勞  to  take  trouble  for ;  to oblige. 

白効勞  to  toil  for  nothing  or 
without  reward. 

報効  to  repay  a  kindness;  to 
efforts  on  one’s recompense 

behalf. 

4346 R. 效 

s~ 效狡 

乞 徵來軍 中効用 
; egged  to  be  admitted  into  the 
army  on  prot  ,'tion. 

効命  to  devote  one’s  life  to. 

部 命疆塲  to  exert  oneself in  defence  of  the  empire. 

投効  to  make  a  tender  of  ser¬ vices. 

上 行下効  what  those  above 
do,  those  below  will  imitate. 

See  1302. 

Cheerful  •’  joyous. 

於人心 獨 無忮乎 & 
there  no  satisfaction  to  the  nat¬ 
ural  feelings  of  a  man 

Read  chiao^.  Wise; 
sagacious. 

enlightened. 

544 

胶,
 

4347 

m 

4348 

r •效肴 

See 孝交 

Sinking 

Upper. 

效
 4 

4349 

R. 效  19. H.  I 

F.  hau 
W.  oa 

N.  yoa^  oa 
P.  f  r  . 

M.  I 
 hslau 

Y.  hsioa 

Sz.  hsiau K.  hyo 

J. 

A.  hieu、 hau Sinking 

Lower. 

The  sound  of  cracking 

one’s  joints.  The  shin-bone. 

R •肴 

F.  v. 

See 
Even  Lower. 

壺公 山頂見 蚊子交 

肢  on  the  Hu-kung  hill  (near 
Amoy)  to  see  the  mosquitoes 

cross  their  legs, 一 travellers’  tales. 

To  shout  to  from  a  dis¬ 

tance  ； to  hail. 

To  imitate ；  like；  similar. 

To  fulfil；  to  yield  a  result, 

as  in  the  operation  of  me¬ 
dicines  ； to  be  efficacious. 
Used  with  効 4344. 

效法  to  follow  the  rule  of;  to 
imitate. 

莫 效 他  don’t  imitate  his  ex¬ 
ample. 

跟誰  _  .的  who  have  yo
u 

learnt  this  from  ? 

，效。 r 效傲  to  strive  to 
imitate. 

效尤  to  imitate  and  excel, — in doing  evil. 

以 免效允  so  as  to  prevent ■others  from  imitating  their  bad 
example. 

前 =*  已  the  prediction  has been-  verified. 

辱食  verification ;  fulfilment ; 
result ;  efficacy. 

見效  to  be  conscious  of  im¬ provement, 一 as  after  the  operat¬ 
ion  of  a  dose  of  medicine. 

不可期 近效也 — 
should  not  expect  immediate 
results, 一 but  be  content  with 
results  to  come.  See  5337. 

服 藥無效  no  benefit  from medicine  taken. 

功 效如神  its  efficacy  is almost  supernatural. 

辦得 有功效 k  has  been very  properly  put  through. 

w 

435° 

K. 效 

See 效 

Sinking 

Lower. 

m 

4S51 

R •肴 

C.  hau F.  hau 

W.  hoa 
N.  hsioa 
P. 

hsiau 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. K.  hio 

J.  kd、 kid A.  hau 
Even  Upper. 

猇 

43S2 虓 4353 

m 4354 

R •肅 

See 囂 

Even  Upper. 

熇1
 

4355 

蟲
 * 

4356 

R •篠 

Sce 囂 

Rising  Upper. 

4357 

To  imitate；  to  take  as 
pattern.  Used  for  4349. 

做傚  to  copy;  to  imitate •… 

君子 是則是 傚^51^1 
ior  man  takes  it  as  his  rule  am 

pattern. 

The  growl  or  roar  of 
tiger.  To  frighten.  Si 

4923 - 

鬪 如唬虎  savage  as  a  grow: ing  tiger" 

p 虎怒  to  roar  with  anger. 

晚了  — •  ̂  gave  me  a  start 
made  me  jump. 

唬得髁 軟筋麻 {^hter 
ed  so  that  her  legs  became  wea: 
and  her  muscles  numb. 

Same  as  4351. 

Same  as  4351. 

Vapour;  mist；  steam. 

高大潘  hot  mist;  steam. 

高大 浮  clouds  of  floating  misl 

See  5957 - 

Bright;  white. 

蟲  three  white  kinds  of  food — turnips,  rice,  and  white  soap 

set  before  蘇東玻 Su  Tung 

p‘oby  錢_  ̂Ch‘ienMu-fu 

Same  as  4343. 
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4358 

屑曷 
e 歇 
少" 
Entering 

Upper. 

羯 
4359 

i* 蝎 
4360 

曷 
«曷 
«d  for  蝴^ 
Entering 

Irregular. 

r 

4361 

月 

hiok 

hsieh 

hoi 

ketsz^  kochi 

yet 
Entering 
Upper. 

X3L&IEJI3L. 

A  fierce  dog.  To  terrify 

Also  read  ho 你  and  kd\ 

載狼 揭猶 (cark)  convey  the 
long  and  short-nosed  dogs. 

恐揭  h4 頁民  I  fear  he  will 
harass  the  peaceable  people. 

多易如 * 多 昆 a  great  wolf. 

See  1 460. 

A  grub  which  bores  into 

and  destroys  trees.  Used 

for  4362. 

桑蝎  the  mulberry  grub. 

蝎蠢  grubs  and  larvae  of  all 
kinds. 

蝎盛 則木朽  when  grubs 
abound  the  tree  decays. 

To  rest；  to  stop；  to  leave 

off.  Used  for  4358. 

歇一歇  to  rest;  rest  awhile ! 

歇店 an  inn. 
歇一宿 t。  stay  over  a  night. 

歇客  a  guest  at  an  inn. 

歇夏  to  pass  the  summer, — in 
the  country. 

坐在 一塊石 頭歇脚 
sat  down  to  rest  on  a  stone. 

歇息  to  rest;  to  desist. 

歇臥。 t 歇覺  to  sleep;  to  take 
rest. 

歇過 乏兒來  to  have,  or 
feel,  rested. 

歇  it  or  歇下  to  stop. 
歇工  to  stop  work. 

歇擔  to  put  down  one’s  burden for  a  rest. 

歇嘴  to  stop  talking；  hold  your 
tongue ! 

歇住口  to  stop  one’s  mouth, — 
either  when  talking  or  eating. 

歇住手  to  stay  one’s  hand  ;  to 
stop  work. 

4361 

.1* 
4362 

月 

s- 歇 

Entering 

Upper. 

— . A 

4363 

R •麻齒 

C.  se 

H.  sia 

F.  sie 
W.  si 

N.  j/,  v.  ski 

P.  hsie^  v.  chsie 

t.  i 
 ̂ 

Y.  hsiei 

K.  sa 
. sa、 ska 

A.  ta 
Even  Upper. 

歇業  to  give  up  business;  to fail. 

^  uninterrupted ;  continuous. 

十年不 歇其味 not  to lose  its  flavour  for  ten  years 

脈歇至  the  pulse  is  irregular. 

一 歇工夫  half  a  moment 

帶歇 A  to  involve  or  affect others. 

歇心  to  set  one’s  mind  at  rest. 

歇狻語  set  phrases  of  which only  the  protasis  is  uttered,  the 

apodosis  being  understood  by 

the  speaker,  not  literally  but  in 

a  punning  sense.  [For  examples, 

see  p.  50,  fifteenth  entry  on  third 
column,  and  p.  542,  first  entry 
on  third  column.] 

A  scorpion* 

蠍子  a  scorpion. 蠍螫。 r 蠍子 勻子。 r 蠍 

刺  a  scorpion’s  sting. 
蠍毒  the  venom  ot  a  scorpion 

螺 t  虎 子  the  ho  use  lizard  (&“々<? 
japonicus). 

蠍 螫石崇 擠破門 'a scorpion  stings  (the  wealthy)  Shih 

Ch‘ung,  his  door  i?.  besieged, 

with  callers.  See  狗 6141. 

A  little  ；  few  ；  some  ； 

trifling  ；  rather  ；  slightly. 

Used  to  form  the  com¬ 

parative  degree. 

— • 些  a  little. 

沒 有一些  I  have  none  at  all. 

這些 ahd 那些  these  and\ those. 

快些  be  a  little  quicker. 

少 些  feWer, — are  wanted. 

大 些纔好  it  will  be  Detter a  little  larger. 

似 乎多些  there  seem  to  be rather  too  many. 

麽 些 個  that  lot;  that  quan¬ 

tity. 

作 些甚麽 what  are  you 
up  to? 

有 些不是  there  are  faults. 

些1
 

4363 

契 

4364 

4365 

R .屑 

See 屑 

Entering 

Upper, 

禊
-
 

4366 

屑 

P.  chsie See 

Entering 

Upper. 

R. 

好些個  a  good  few;  many.' 
好些  a  little  better. 

老些  a  good  many. 一大些  a  great  many ;  a  large number. 

稍 些有味  a  little  less  will 
make  it  taste  nicer. 

無 些 味  without  much  flavour, 

沒 些韋思  not  much  point 
about  it. 

沒些 好意思  without  any good-will  or  good  intention. 

些 小事情  a  trifling  matter. 

，些 閒話 a  chat  on  things  in 
general. 些 須  a  little ;  somewhat;  trifling. 

些  hsiieh1  rather ;  slightly. 
i 一 根租壯 些的繩 

子  a  rather  thicker  rope  is 
wanted. 

正 隹二些 ，人 氣也無 

得  the  natural  constitution  of man  is  such  that  he  cannot  be 

both  good  and  beautiful. 

Read  soA.  A  final  par¬ 
ticle  of  regret. 

何爲 四方些  why  wander 
about?  alas ! 一 of  a  restless^ .dis¬ 
embodied  spirit. 

些馬  to  bid  a  sad  farewell  to an  old  horse. 

See  1053. 

To  rub  ；  to  wipe, 

estimate. 

To 

^  ̂   to  r
ub  off. 揣 長摆大  to  estimate  the 

size  of. 

The  side-posts  of  a  gate. 

The  thorny  juniper.  A 

wedge  or  slip  of  wood， etc. 

加一個 木楔子  stop  it  up with  a  slip  of  wood. 

破頭楔  a  wedge  driven  into  a crack  or  split. 

69  - 
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禊 
4366 

1* 

琴 
4367 

4368 

M 
4369 

•屑 9. 
C.  sytQ 

H.  set'sep 
F.  sick 
W.  hsia 
N.  sih 

P.  hsiau\  hsif、 

hsue) ,  Lhsue 

M.  hsit、 hsiau) 
Y.  hsueh、 hsieh 
Sz.  hsie,  hsiie 
K.so/ 

J.  setsz^  sec  hi 
A.  tiet 

Entering 

Upper. 

打 破頭模  t0  Put  a  spoke  in 
his  wheel. 

又有木 片支楔 傷 there 

w 
4370 

R •屑 

was  also  the  mark  of  a  wedge 

driven  in  to  tighten,— the  hoop 
round  his  head. 

See 屑 

模、 子  a  prologue. 

Entering 

Upper. 

See  1561. 

4370a See  1493. w 
4371 

A  fragment  ；  a  crumb  ； 

R •屑 

to  powder  ；  to  break  in 

pier.es.  To  condescend  ； 

to  hink  worth  while  •’  to 
consider  pure.  Lightly  ； 
triflingly. 

微 言如屑  small  words  like 
powder, — used  of  close  reason¬ 
ing  where  minutiae  are  not 
slurred  over. 

傅佥 屑於拳 上 theyp。’ der  the  beard  with  gold-dust, - 
of  Persian  kings. 

不 我屑以  you  think  me  not 
worth  being  with. 

不屑去  there  is  no  need  to  go 

是亦 不屑就  已  for  he  did not  think  it  proper  to  go  to 
them  or  associate  with  them. 

乞人不 屑也 a  beggar  will 
not  condescend, 一 to  take  food 
that  has  been  trampled  on. 

予不屑 之教誨 1  d。 n。1 
condescend  to  teach. 

欲得 不屑不 餒之士 
he  wanted  to  get  scholars  who 
would  not  condescend  to  any¬ 
thing  impure. 

然非其 人弗屑  however 
if  not  the  right  people,  he  would 
not  condescend, 一 to  give  them any. 

屑有辭  making  trifling  ex¬ cuses. 

爾 乃屑 播天命 d。 you 
triflingly  set  aside  the  will  of  God? 

往 來屑屑 不惲煩 cc>n. 
stantly  coming  and  going  with¬ 
out  minding  the  trouble. 

輕屑  to  depreciate. 

瑣屑  vexatious. 

To  push  or  pull  out  a 
stopper. 

P.  (ksue、 

Jisie 

See 褻 

Entering 

Upper. 

4372 

R •麻 

C.  ts^e 

H.  sia、 she 

F.  sia^  v.  p、ia、 

v.  ch、iaL、 chHA 

W.  zo、 zi 

N.  zia^  v.  ts^ia^ dzien 

P.  hsie 

M.  hsia、 hsie 

Y.  hsia 
Sz.  tsLe^  hsie 
K.  sa^  or  sia  ; 

)'a 

J.  s/ia^  ta 
A.  ta 

Even  Lower. 

A  limit；  to  restrict. 
Used  for  4366. 

A  large  kind  of  marsh 

grass. 國  name  of  a  small  feudal State  in  Shantung. 

薛毕  a  market-town  in  Kiangsu. 
萎  a  kind  of  note-paper. Biog.  Diet.  743. 

Slanting；  oblique  ；  trans¬ 
verse,  as  opposed  to 正 

68；  and  橫 .3915. 

斜視  to  look  askance;  to  cast 
sidelong  glances  at. 

斜  0R  eyes  squinting  outwards; see  1 1,418. 

斜 目瞪眼 cock-eyed. 

眼 科心不 正 if  the  eye squints,  the  heart  is  not  upright. 

斜對- •斜 對過 兒。 bli- quely  opposite ;  not  quite  op¬ 

posite. 
斜過去  to  have  slanted;  to 
be  less  direct,  as  the  sun’s  rays. 

斜 着  slanting;  crooked. 

斜 長  diagonal ;  length  diagon¬ 

ally. 

歪 斜  awry;  out  of  the  straight. 
桌 面斜坡 ，呌 筆潦下 

來  the  table  is  not  level,  so  that 
the  pencil  rolls  off. 

斜紋布  driUs;  ieans- 

斜風  a  side  wind. 

斜街  a  side  street. 
斜 陽  slanting  rays  of  the  sun. 

放斜  to  lay  a  thing  aslant. 

斜坡  a  sloping  bank. 

斜簽  awkward]y- 

4372 

薪1
 

4373 

R •麻 

See 斜 

Even  Lower. 

挾 
4374 

浹 4375 

鋏 

4376 

w 4377 

R 佳 

C.  hai 
H.  hai 
E.  ae 
W.  a 

N.  ye^  a 

P.  hsie 
M.  hai、 hsiai 
Y.  hae、 hsiae Sz.  hai、 hsiai, 

hsie K.  he,  hie 

A.  hai、 wa 

Even  Lower. 

Name  of  a  plant,  call 

薪嵩， having  leaves  tra versely  veined. 

橫 斜  slanting；  oblique;  oul 
the  horizontal. 

疎影 橫斜 水淸淺 
widely-chequered  shadows  s\ 
the  water  clear  and  shoal. 

Read  ye  A1. 
mulate. 

To  ac 

Read 

grain. 

An  ear 

See  1133. 

See  1448. 

See  1 137. 

Shoes  ；  slippers. 

一" •隻鞋  a  shoe. 
一~ * a  pair  of  shoes. 

鞋面  the  uppers  of  shoes, the  sole  of  a  shoe. 

鞋掌  a  piece  of  leather  at 
sole  of  a  shoe；  a  hard  piece 
leather  used  to  beat  the  men 

of  lying  witnesses. 

t0  pull  on  a  shoe. 

鞋拔子  a  shoehorn. 鞋葉拔  the  loop  of  a  sho( to  pull  it  on  by. 

鞋帶兒  a  shoe-tie. 
鞋匠  a  shoemaker. 鞋  brokerage ;  commissio 

弓鞋  bow  shoes, — for  wor 
with  small  feet. 

冰鞋  skates. 踏 拉着鞋  with  shoes  d( 

at  heel. 

水鞋  wooden  shoes  ；  sabots 

給他 小鞋穿 t。 give  a 
son  a  small  shoe  to  wear,- 
put  him  into  a  difficult  posit 
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4377 

un 

4378 

4379 

43S0 

i 

»t»/,  ̂ hdi 
\ai 

*ai 

f ， hsit
* 

tU、.Lkai、 

hai^ 

fy ㈣ V 
*<J/,  *^iai 
Rising 
regular. 

138* 

hai 

hai 

I 乍 穿新鞋 高檯脚 
man  with  new  shoes  lifts  his 

j  feet  high, 一 for  fear  of  tripping. 
Used  as  “a  beggar  on  horse- 

back.” 

脫下 芒鞋壢 —  off  his 
grass  slippers. 

給你拾 鞋也不 要 
worthy  to  carry  your  shoes. 

澡 堂的鞋  like  the  shoes  at 
a  public  bath, —  不對  not  in 
pairs;  or,  as  understood  in  its 

general  application,  not  suitable. 

鞋頭  shoes  with  the  heel  uppers 
turned  down,  worn  as  slippers. 

張天 師的鞋  the  shoes  of 
Chang  [Tao-ling],  the  first  Taoist 
Pope, — exaggerations 

Same  as  4377. 

Same as  4377- 

Lower. 

Startled  ；  frightened. 

駭怕  to  be  frightened. 

驚駭。 r 駿愕  startled ;  fright 
ened. 

駭羞  abashed* 

駭異  strange ;  frightful;  horrid 
looking. 

駭形  frightened-looking. 

不 勝駭憤  very  much  aston¬ 
ished  and  angry. 

駭然  suddenly  startled. 

駭詫  to  be  astonished. 

The  bones  of  the  body. 

Also  read  ^  5774. 

四 肢百骸  the  four  limbs  and 
the  various  bones— of  the  bodv. 

六骸 -  head,  the  trunk,  and 
the  four  limbs. 

韆骸 a  corpse. 

t 慊骨  a  skeleto
n. 

j  fet  老 乞骸骨  applied  to  re- 
tire  on  the  ground  of  old  age. 

:會足 疾懇乞 骸骨乃 
i 授《  he  was  suffering  from  a 

m 
4381 

拽 

43^2 洩 

I  bad  foot  he  asked  to  be  allowed 
to  retire,  but  was  appointed  to 

忘形骸  to  be  oblivious  of  one’s objective  existence  ;  to  be  regard¬ 

less  of  one’s  outward  appearance： 

forgetful  of  self;  self-sacrificing. 

See  5476. 

To  leak  ；  to  ooze  out. 

iUsed  with  泄  5526；  see 

；85H- 
4383 

R •屑靈 

See 拽褻 振河海 而不洩 （the 

Entering  and  |  e¥^hl  ccnt?ins  Avers  and  s
eas 

Sinkiag  j  without  their  leaking  away 
Upper.  發洩  to  leak；  to  exude,  as  per 

spiration  ；  to  come  out,  as  flowers; 
to  ooze  out,  as  a  secret 

拽氣  to  lose  smell  or  strength, 
as  by  exposure;  to  vent  one’s 
feelings  ；  satisfied  ；  appeased. 

洩漏  to  leak  out;  to  be  divulged, 
as  a  secret. 

事洩了  w 洩底了  the 
j  affair  has  leaked  out. 

:莫 洩風聲  do  not  breathe i  word  about  it. 
1  . 

洩忿  to  work  off  or  gratify  hate. 丨 

丨 惱未洩  his  anger  is  not  yet dissipated.  See  ̂   4404. 

m 其不 及以 洩其過 

supplying  whatever  is  deficient 

so  as  to  carry  oft’  whatever  is 
in  excess, —  of  a  cook  mixing 
flavours. 

Read  i\ 

洩洩  gleefully  ：  with  a  fair  wind. 

43S4 

R •屑 

see 褻 

Entering 

Upper. 

To  tie  \ip ; 

fetters :  bonds. 

to  secure  ； 

縲触  bonds ;  fetters. 

羈絨  a  halter  and  bridle. 

憂 于繫狨  my  grief  feUers 
me. 

w 
4385 

^葉 

C.  h\p 

H.  hiap 

F.  hwk W. 

To  agree  in  ；  to  be  united 

in.  To  agree  with；  to  har¬ 
monise  with  ；  to  bring  into 

harmony  ；  used  with  叶 

4402.  To  help  ；  to  assist. 

A  territorial  regi mpn t. 

m 

4385 

X.  yah 

P.  ihsie 

M. ) 

V.  hsieh 

Sz. ) 

K.  hidp 

J.  hid^  gid 
X,.hUp)、 hie  pi 

Entering 

Lower. 

Used  with  4388.  <  音 

13,209. 

協于 帝 (Shun)  was  in  harmony with  the  (previous)  Emperor, — 

j  Shun  carried  on  the  traditions 

i  of  Yao. 

協于克  ― •  harmony  in  attain ing  to  the  One, 一 uniform  obe¬ 
dience  to  the  voice  of  conscience. 

龜 筮協 ；從  the  tortoise  and 
I  the  divining-grass  both  gave  the 

!  same  answer. 

朕 夢協朕 h  Our  dreams I  agree  with  Our  divination. 

協比 請 W 予 一 人 t。 I  form  parties  to  defame  me,  the 
one  man,  />,  the  Emperor. 

畢協 賞罰. rewarding  and j  punishing  in  accordance  with i  what  is  right. 

I 不 協于掻  not  to  reach  the I  highest  pitch  of  excellence. 

! 協 和萬邦  he  united  and  har 
j  nionised  the  various  States. 

I 相 協厥居  to  be  in  harmony j  with  their  environment. 

i 舆下 句相協  to  be  in  keep¬ 

ing  with  the  -  sentence  which 

j  follows. 

:協同  to  act  conjointly  in  … 

i  衆情 .允協 —g  a11  of.  one j  accord.  . 

:協力  united  strength. 

，協 力山 成‘玉 by  united 
strength  a  mountain  becomes 

jade, 一 union  is  force. 

弗協  not  to  assist. . 

i 協保  to  cooperate  with  the 

•  ti-pao. 

協謀  to  plan  together;  to  con- 

j  spire. 
協飼  in  aid  of  the  revenue. 
協辑  to  aid  in  searching  for. 

協辦  to  assist  in  transacting. 

協辦官  an  Assistant, — in  a 
l  Consulate. 

協辦 大學士  assistant 
1  Grand  Secretary.  * 

協挨  epistolary  designation  of the  abov.e. 

協律郡  chief  musicians  of  the Board  of  Music. 
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協 
43»S 

R. 
4387 

葉 See 協 
Entering 

Upper 

惙 
4386 

協台。 r 協鎭。 > •協戎 
names  for  a  商 j  將  colonel  (Chi- nese). 

^  a  colonel,  as  above.  Also,
 

to  defend. 

協領  a  colonel  (Manchu). 

協尉  {yuA*)  a  major  of  police in  Peking. 

協爾幫  a  Hierbang,  or  Com 
mission er  of  Justice  in  Tibet 

協 理台吉  Administrator  in 
Mongolia,  or  assistant  to  the 
Dzassak  in  administering  the 
affairs  of  the  Banner. 

協時  a  favourable  moment. 

協骨  the  ribs  of  a  vessel. 

Same  as  4390  but  used 

for  4385. 

w 

4388 R •葉洽 
See 協 

To  fold  ；  to  double  up 

To  drag；  to  pull 

The  ribs  \  the  sides.  To 

be  pressed  ；  to  be  forced 
to  coerce.  Used  with  4385 

Entering 

Lower. 

脇骨。 1 •兩脇 the  ribs. 

短脇  the  felse  ribs. 

餅脇  ribs  all  in  one  piece, 一 
peculiarity  attributed  to  ̂  ■文 

么  Wen  Kung  of  the  Chin  State, 
known  as  重耳  Ch‘ung& 

脇生  born  from  the  ribs, — as 
Lao  Tzti  was. 

脇 w* 肩詔笑 to  Play the 
toady  or*  sycophant. 

猶 邊脇生 翼 like  a  tiger 
with  wings  growing  from  its 

sides,  一  more  formidable  than 
ever. 

爲 賊裹酿 carried  off  by rebels. 

脇驅  (c/iu2)  side-straps  of  an ancient  chariot. 

脇勒。 r 迫脇。 r 威脇 tQ 
terrify  or  impress  by  one’s  power 
and  dignity. 

脇 

4388 

脅 
4389 

439° 

R •葉洽 
See 協 

Entering 

Upper. 

w 
R. 

4391 

葉洽 

See 協 

Entering 

Upper. 

力田 

4393 

脇 權相滅  making  forcible use  of  (the  Emperor’s)  power  to 

destroy  one  another, 一 of  rival ministers. 

被 脇難民  the  suffering  and oppressed  people. 

脇 從罔治 n°t  t。 punish those  who  were  coerced  into 
taking  part. 

4395. 

K.  sa^  or  sia  ; 

ya 

•  sha、 dja、 ya 
A.  ta^  ja 

Even  Lower. 

Same  as  4388. 

To  intimidate :  to  over¬ 
awe. 

假威力 以相情 
pre- tend  to  awful  power  in  order to  terrify. 

To  inhale；  to  sip.  Lean ; 

emaciated. 

4392 

R. 葉 

See 協 

Entering 

Upper. 

Hot  air；  to  scorch. 

Same  as  4385. 

m 

4394 

r. 麻 

% 斜邪 

Even  Lower. 

A  -  buskin  ;  a  gaiter 

Awry ;  unbecoming.  Vici 

ous  ；  lewd. 

奇衷  vile;  low. 

牙 P 
3 

4395 

R •麻 

C.  sc 

H.  sia F.  sia W.  zi,  i 

hsie 

N.) 
P. 
M.  1 

Y.  ch、iei、ya 

Sz.  hsie 

To  be  morally  d  .fleeted, 

as  opposed  to 正 687；  to 

be  depraved  ；  corrupt  ； 

ous；  evil;  heretical;  hetero 

dox ;  magical ;  demoniacal. 
A  final  particle,  expressing 
doubt. 

玫 邪歸正  to  forsake  tne deflected  and  return  to  the 

straight, 一 to  reform. 

w 

班  BXE3XZ 

思無邪  not  to  have  depr 
thoughts. 

用 corrupt  words. 

邪 說暴行 _upt  spea 
and  oppressive  deeds. 

陳 善閉邪  to  set  forth 
and  keep  back  evil. 

周 于德者 邪世不 

亂  an  age  of  corruption  ca confound  him  whose  virti 

complete. 

心邪  Qvil-minded;  impure, 

邪淫。 r 邪僻 corrupt; ous;  obscene. 

邪地方  a  haunted  plac brothel;  a  gambling-house.
 

邪 道 o* •邪教 false  or tical  doctrines  or  religion 

applied  to  any  teaching  e 
that  of  Confucianism. 

邪術。 r 邪法  sorcery; m conjuring  triejes. 

邪神  false  gods ;  corruj vicious  objects  of  worship, 

邪路  a  wrong  path  or  coi 

邪謬  wrong;  perverse.  ‘ 

邪祟  evil  spirits. 奸邪  treacherous ;  mali< 
evil. 

邪物  evil  things;  ghosts;  b 

邪氣  the  evil  aura  which  a persons  possessed  by  de 
etc. 

中 (MO  了邪  pos with  a  devil. 

牙 P  a  profligate;  masturt 

邪病  epilepsy. 邪幅 (/*'*)  buskins.  Su 未 知樂之 果樂邪 

不樂邪 I  do  not 
(so-called)  happiness  is  re 

piness  or  not, 

Read  yeh'  The of  a  place. 

琅邪  an  ancient  place  in 

tung. 

Read  hsU%, 

其 虛其邪 is  it  a 

delay  ? 
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携 
4396 

im 
4597 

譜
：
 

4398 

〔隹 

I.  |/w» 
V.a 

\,ye 
ksie 

I.  hai 

he 

. kai 

“  hai 

Even  Lower. 

龥 
4399 

燮
 " 

4400 

•葉厨 ：*^o 
a、 si 

w 廇褻 
“  s'iip 
sho 

“  niep 

Entering 
Lower 

and  Upper. 

See  4118. 

Same  as  4118. 

To  be  in  accord ;  to  har- 

'monise  together；  to  agree. 
jTo  laugh  at；  to  joke.  See 

|6i45 - 

I 八 音克譜  the  various  musi¬ 
cal  instruments  in  harmony.  See 

音  13,209. 
和 諧  in  accord;  harmonising; 
j  agreeing  together. 

! 蓋言 譜古人 6 妙 he 
resembles  the  ancients. 

白 髮譜老  a  couple  who  have 
grown  old  and  grey  together, 一 
Darby  and  Joan. 

譜 聲  phonetic  characters,— one 
of  the  Six  Scripts  under  which  all 
Chinese  characters  are  arranged, 

五 ■•百  pai  aa  hundred11  con¬ 
sists  of  the  stroke  -r—  yi  “one,” 

giving  the  clue  to  the  meaning, 

and  白  /a/  “white”  giving  the 

sound ; 支  pu  “to  tap”  consists 

of  又少 w  “the  right  hand,’*  as 
clue  to  the  sense,  ,and 

“to  divine,”  giving  the  sound. 

事 無不譜  the  matter  can  be 
settled. 

事 不譜了  the.  thing  is  not 
to  be  accomplished. 

吾 事譜矣  my  affair  is  all 
right. 

諧琴。 r 謀譜  to  laugh  at.; to  ridicule. 

Same  as  4398. 

To  blend;  to  harmonise; 
to  adjust. 

燮 理陰陽  to  harmonise  the 
Yin  and  the  Yang, 

燮和。 r 調燮  to  harmonise; 
to  adjust;  to  bring  into  accord. 

變 伐大商  and  in  accordance 
with  (the  will  of  God)  he  smote 
the  great  Shang, 一 alluding  to 

武王  Wu  Wang. 

广 4401 

R. 葉 

See 變 

Entering 

Upper. 

叶 

4402 

R •緝 

s- 協 

Entering 

Lower. 

4403 

覚 
3 

4404 

R •馬 

C.  se 
H.  J  . 

F •卜 

W.  si 

N.  su^  sia 

( 

M. ( 

hsie 

Y.  hsiei 

To  walk. 

蹀躞  to  walk  fast;  to  hurry  on. 
牀 頭蹀躞 之 役 
dance  at  a  sick  bedside. 

To  harmonise；  to  unite 

To  rhyme  by  poetical  lic¬ 
ence,  Used  with  4385. 

叶時月  to  bring  into  harmony 
the  seasons  and  months,  —  to 
rectify  the  calendar. 

與某 人不叶  not  on  good terms  with  So-and-so. 

时孔五 切音苦 k，uns and  wu  spell  k{u.  See  3413. 

叶韻。 r 叶音  the  pronuncia tion  of  a  word,  not  according 
to  its  ordinary  sound  but  in 
accordance  with  the  require 
ments  of  rhyme；  a  rhyme  by 

poetical  licence. 

古 無叶音  there  were  no hsieh  sounds  of  old, 一 the  dictum 

of  Ch^n  Ti;  see  Biog.  Diet. 

叶音制  its  rhyming  sound  is chih、 — i.e.  it  takes  the  sound  of 
chih  in  order  to  complete  the 

rhyme  required, 

聽 叶平聲  fing  is  here  read, for  rhyme’s  sake,  in  the  even tone. 

魚叶農  yu1  must  be  read nung\ — in  order  to  rhyme  with 

龍  lung1  in  a  previous  line,  both 
the  last  two  coming  under  the 

standard  rhyme  今 l  tungx% 

三 多叶吉  may  you  enjoy the  three  blessings  which  should 
be  in  abundance,  —  happiness, 

long  life,  and  sons ! 

Same  as  4385. 

To  dissipate；  to  remove; 

to  disburden.  To  write  ； 

to  draw  {Cf.  in  black 

and  white ;  loosely,  to  paint. 

To  engage  a  theatrical 

troupe.  See  10,780. 

以 寫我憂  in  order  to  dissi¬ pate  my  sorrow.  See  12,691. 

寫 3
 

4404 
Sz.  hsie 

K.  sia  (sa) 

J.  s/ia 

A.  ta 

Rising  Upper. 

我心寫 兮 my  mind  is  re¬ 
lieved. 

拽寫  to  ease  one’s  mind ;  to disburden  oneself. 

寫字  t。 write. 寫字樓  a  merchant’s  or  other 

office. 

寫 字端楷  to  write  evenly 
and  neatly. 

轉； 變身  errors  of  tran
- 

scription  ；  copyists’  errors. 

冩信。 r 食書  to  write  a 
letter. 

冩得好  it  is  well  written. 

寫 不得字  not  t。 be  written 
down,  as  when  a  thing  is  danger 
ous  or  improper.  Also,  when 

the  paper  is  not  to  be*  written 
upon,  etc.  Also,  wlien  one  has a  bad  hand,  etc. 

那個 告白你 寫出來 

了沒有  have  you  written 
out  that  notice  ? 

隷字 我寫不 上來】 can’t  write  the  1i  character. 

那個 筆軟我 冩不來 
I  can’t  write  with  that  soft  brush. 

紙上 有油我 寫不上 

the  paper  is  oily,  I  can’t  write on  it. 

再 寫過來  write  it  out  again, 

我實寫 不下筆 I  really cannot  write  them  all  down, — there  are  so  many. 

寫 下首狀  wrote  down  his 
charge  or  accusation. 

寫明  to  write  or  state  plainly. 

寬定  to  fix  by  writing  it. 

寫秃  written  bald, — of  a  Chi¬ nese  pen；  spoilt. 

寫 JLL  to  draw  up, 一 of  deeds,  etc. 

爲 立寫照  drew  his  portrait. 
寫生  to  draw  living  animals* 

寫 生之筆  a  lifelike  descrip¬ 
tion. 

摹寫傳 神  t。 draw  a  speaking 
likeness. 

冩意  genre  pictures  produced by  a  few  touches,  chiefly  out¬ 
line,  giving  the  idea  and  leaving 
the  details  to  be  filled  in  by 

the  imagination.  See  筆 8979 - 
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寫
 3 寫 意如草 (the  above 

style)  is  like  writing  in  the  grass 

4407 4404 character.  See  5013. 

善 寫人面  gQQd  at  Painting 
portraits. 

寫眞小 枝 to  paint  a  p°rtrait 
is  a  small  art;  see  589. 

寫 生逼眞 to  draw  almost 

r. 馬 

Rising  Upper. 

血 
life-like, — pictures. 

追 寫貪像  painted  her  por- 

4408 

trait  from  memory. 

nu •舻 

m 
• 

工寫貌  was  a  portrait-painter. 
後命 畫人寫 以爲圖 4409 

he  then  instructed  an  artist  to 

make  a  picture  of  them, 一 5  birds. 

k .屑 

See 褻 

Entering \ 

寫出 黃金盤 Picturing 
forth  the  yellow  gold  plate,— • 
the  moon,  on  water. 

Upper. 

殖 
4 lM 

To  drain  off;  to  leak： 

It 
Purging  ；  dysentery.  See 

4410 

4405 
R •祕馬 
N.  j/V,  v.  dza 

4406  and  4412. 

水  to  let  off  water, — as  by  a 
泄 

44ii 

See 冩 sluice. 

Sinking 

Upper. 厲底事  a  matter  without 
foundation;  an  unfounded  story. 

、偷妒 崩  to  crumble  away, — as  a 
river  bank. 

4412 

R •屑 

如 水銀 瀉地1 ike  _ 

See 褻 

quicksilver, — flowing  about  in  all 
directions;  covering  the  whole 

ground. 

Entering 

Upper. 

紲
，
 

月土子  to  have  diarrhoea. 

上 吐下厲 vomiting  and 4413 
purging. 

R •屑 

水厲  a  watery  stool. 

See 褻 

柚 ‘腹厲  cc)lic  and  diar - 
Entering 

rhoea. 

Upper. 

傾談 如僞瀑 a  perfect  flux of  talk. 

雜 僞藥  a  purgative. 
僞火  to  reduce  feverishness  by 4414 

purging. 

僞土  barren  land. 

新筒  Niigata,  in  Japan. 

碟
‘
 * 

4415 

R .屑 

瘍
‘
 

See 藝 

Entering 

4406 Diarrhoea  ；  dysentery. 
Upper. 

See 些 m 
Even  Upper, 

4416 

A  medicinal  plant,  known 

as  澤  1，  the  dried  tubers o,f  which  are  used  for  their 

diuretic  properties. 

See  4847. 

俏 華放蕩  to  spend  in  a  reck¬ 
less  manner. 

Extravagant. 

See  5525. 

屨 
4417 

R 葉屑 

碟褻 
K.soJ> 

Entering 

Lower 

and  Upper. 

The  stuffing  of  shoe 

soles；  a  sandal ；  a  clog  or 

patten* 

鮮 

4418 

解 
4419 

See  5526. 

Dysentery. 

_  dysentery. 

To  fasten  with  cords. 

To  remove. 

弓觎  a  frame  to  keep  a  bow  in 
proper  shape. 

甚細 :袢也 the  _e  cum- brous  and  warm  garment  being 
removed. 

See  5528. 

To  insult  women  ;  to 

outrage；  to  lust  after.  See 

1 2,068. 

殜狎。 r 汚媒  indecent  or wanton  behaviour. 

Same  as  4413. 

4420 

R. 卦 

See •懈 

SinkingLower. 

A  valley.  Name  of  one 

of  the  Klun-lun  mountains. 

4421 

R •卦 

C.  W,  hdP 

?：  I  - 

W.  a 

P.  hsU 
M.  hsiai、 hai 

Y.  hsiae 
Sz.  hsiai、 hai K.  ke^  he 

J.  kai、ht 
A.giai SinkingLower. 

懈 

442  2 

R. 卦 

See 懈 

SinkingLower. 

M 

4423 

Rj 

C.  hdi、 - 

H.  ngat^ 

F.  hai^ 

N.  c/isU 

P.  w 

M.  hsiai\ 、kai Y.  hsiaf 

K.  he J.  kai、ge 

A.  giai 

Rising 

Irregular. 

步展  on  foot;  to  walk. 

步 展尋幽  let  us  go  and  seek 
a  shady  place. 

Same  as  1515. 

See  1515. 

Idle；  remiss ；  inattentive. See  1515. 

懈惰 lazy. 

鬆懈。 r 懈怠。 r 懈弛 
negligent;  lax, 

夙 夜匪懈  never  idle  morn¬ 
ing  or  night. 

使防 者稍懈  causing  the 
watchers  to  become  rather  slack. 

A  creek.  See  9426. 

働满 a  cove;  an  estuary. 

谬澥  a  rivulet. 韓 子澥了  the  paste  has  be¬ 
come  watery, — from  being  kept 
too  long. 

A  fabulous  animal  ；  see 

245 



[@x 

4424 

1 .卦 
;ee 懈 

Sinking 
Lower. 

4425 

R •卦 
H. ihai 

See 懈 
K.  he、 giai 

Sinking 
Lower. 

蘚
 4 

4426 

R. 卦 

See 懈 
Sinking 
Lower. 

Old  clothes. 

挫斜 治獬足 以餓口 
to  make  a  sufficient  living  by 

tailoring  and  washing. 

浣繙  to  wash  or  cleanse  old 
clothes. 

To  meet  unexpectedly. 

See  4029. 

4427 

R •蟹 9. 
C.SAdi 

H,chat  - 

F.  hail、 hatx 
lcka 
N •三少 4 ^hsie 
P.  hsii 
M.  ckai 

Sz.  hai、 hsiai 
K.  hai 

J.  kai 

A.  ̂ giai 

Rising  Lower 
Irregular. 

A  woody  climbing  plant, 

known  as  the  第 蘇， with 

hooked  spines,  axillary  ten¬ 

drils,  and  large  oval  leaves. 

紅萆蘚  a  species  of  the  above, 
with  reddish  flowers. 

A  crab. 

榜蟹 a  crab- 

膏蟹  a  fat  red  species  of  crab. 

黃油  a  large  swimming  crab 
found  at  Canton. 

蟹黃  crab  spawn. 

蟹羹  crab  soup. 

無脚 蟹似的  like  a  crab 
without  legs, 一 not  making  much 

progress. 

快蟹艇  a  swift  pas$enger-boat 
used  at  Canton. 

扮蟹 a  mode  of  .  tying  a  man 
up  by  the  hands  and  feet,  to 

、 make  him  confess. 

蟹眼  crabs’  eyes, — bubbles  on water. 

螃 蟹橫行 他說正 & 
crab  walks  sideways,  but  calls 

it  straight, 一 from  its  own  point 
of  view. 

滿 地跑螃 蟹 i  crabs 
ning  about, —  橫行  walking 
sideways,  or  as  understood  in 

its  other  sense,  lawless,  unre¬ 
strained,  etc.  See  3915 

run- 

4427 

4428 

R. 卦 

See 薤 

Sinking 

Lower. 

瀣
 4 

4429 

R •卦鉍 See 雜 

A.  giai、 houi 
Sinking 

Lower. 

m 

4430 

R. 卦 

W. ha 

3ee 避 

A.  giai) 

Sinking 

Lower. 

443 1 

R •福 

See 謝 Sinking 

Lower. 

m 

4432 C.tse 

H.  tsHa 

F.  sia 

W.  zi 
N.  zia 

S. 卜 

Y.  hsici 

\  551  ] 

他 也箅是 海螃蟹 &  ||f4 must  be  considered  a  sea-crab, 

— i.e.  大鋏  great  pincers,  or 

大家 a  man  of  an  influential 
family. 

一蟹不 如一蟹 g°ing 
from  bad  to  worse. 

4432 

Sz.  hsie 
K.  sia  (sa) 

J.  sha、 dja 

A.  ta 

Sinking 

Lower. 

ECQX3ES3E3C 

謝 謝大人  I  beg  to  thank 
your  Excellency. 

拱 手稱謝  to  make  a  bow 
and  return  thanks. 

不 足爲謝  not  worth  tnanks^. 
感謝  to  give  grateful  thanks. 
謝恩  to  render  thanks  for  mercy or  kindness  received. 

Courageous  ；  bold. 

Hfl  full  of 
 fight. 

Sea  mist  ；  vapour. 

含沆瀣 以長生  to  inhale the  sea  mist  and  live  for  ever. 

師 生沆 1 一氣  teacher and  pupils  on  the  best  of  terms, 
— referring  to  two  such,  whose 
names  were  Hang  and  Hsieh、 
both  of  which  are  similar  in 
meaning. 

An  eschalot  or  scallion 

[A  Ilium  escalonicuin). 

山上 有薤者 下有金 
scallions  on  the  hills  are  a  sign 

of  gold  below. , 

— 奉。 r 薤白  the  bu
lbs  of 

scallions. 

山薤  a  wild  species  of  garlic. 

薤露  dew  on  a  scallion, 一 life. 
Also,  an  elegy;  a  lament. 

薤葉 彖。1^] 雜篆 akind of  seal  character. 

A  kiosque  or  arbour.  A 

salle  d’armes. 

臺榭  belvederes  and  kiosques. 

舞榭  a  stage  in  the  open  air. 

£  .  .... 

To  thank  ；  to  express 

gratitude.  To  decline  to 
receive；  to  break  with.  To 

acknowledge ;  to  confess. 

To  appease.  To  hand  over 

charge  to.  To  die,  especi¬ 
ally  of  flowers  ；  see  3889. 

多謝  many  thanks.  For  pre-j sents,j 從領 7219  and 璧 8958. 

謝 恩摺子  the  letter  of  thanks 
to  the  Emperor  for  an  appoint¬ 
ment,  etc. 

小 恩可謝 ，大恩 不可 

謝  one  can  thank  for  small mercies  but  not  for  great  ones, 

— which  no  words  can  duly  ac¬ 
knowledge. 

諏帖  a  card  of  thanks ;  a  no- tice  of  reward  offered. 

謝候  to  reward, — as  fo"r  finding 
lost  money. 

謝步  to  thank  a  person  for  his steps, -7-to  return  a  visit. 

謝儀  a  return  present;  fees,  as for  a  doctor. 

酒  to  thank  for  wine  received, 
一 to  make  a  “digestion  call.’’ 

謝忱  to  thank  sincerely. 

謝金  a  doctor's  fee. 謝禮  a  “thank-offering a  pre¬ sent  of  money, 

胃  ̂   to  give  a  reward  of  money. 

Hj •賞  to  thank  one  for  a  gift. 

謝“ w 謝天地  to  thank  j 
the  gods. 

謝妝  to  return  thanks  for  the trousseau. 

謝客  to  decline  to  receive  a visitor, — on  the  plea  of  illness, 
etc. 

謝絶  to  break  off  intercourse 
with. 

謝別  to  take  leave. 
皆 謝不知  in  each  case  he 
was  obliged  to  say  he  did  not know. 

道謝。 r 鳴謝。 r 申謝 

w 聲謝  to  express  thanks. 

謝道  to  apologise  for. 

謝過 謝罪 confess 
one’s  faults. 

謝 罪服禮  to  own  and  apol¬ ogise  for  a  fault. 



HSIDESH 

m 

4432 

m 

4^ 

R. 

4433 

屑 
See 藝 

Entering 

Upper. 

4434 R •屑 

C. 

H.  set 

F.  sick 

W.  hsie、si 
N.  sih 
P.  w 

M.  hsie 

Y.  hsieh 

Sz.  hsie 
K.  sol 

J.  htsz、 sec,n 
A.  tiet 

Entering 

Upper. 

石 迫謝之  Shih  ran  after  her 
and  begged  her  pardon. 

請 誅錯以 謝天下 
begged  (the  Emperor)  to  slay 
the  evildoers,  in  order  to  appease 

public  indignation. 

謝任於 某 hand  °ver 
charge  to  any  one. 

謝*  世^  to  die. 花 有開時 有謝時 
flowers  bloom  and  fade. 

四 時不謝  hey  bloom  all  the 
year  round. 

JT|  時 更代謝  the  four  s_ea- sons  alternate. 

of 

人事 有代謝 the  affairs men  are  liable  to  change. 

燭謝淚  the  candle  drips. 

謝仙  a  name  for  lightning, 
derived  from  火仙謝 ，three 
characters  found  on  the  solitary 

pillar  left  standing  after  the  burn- 

ing  of  the  玉仙  Y  ii-hsien 

temple  at  兵州  Ping-chou. 

R. 
4435 

卦 

解 

A.  giai 

Sinking 

See 

To  treat  disrespectfully. 

A  familiar；  a  servant.  Used 
for  4434 - 

蟄御  a  groom  of  the  chamber; a  eunuch. 

Undress.  Dirty  ；  ragged 

To  treat  irreverently. 

以 褻衣見  appeared  in  un dress. 

^  服  undress;  dirty  or  ragged 

clothes;  mourning  clothes. 

燕褻  to  spend  one’s  time  in 
pleasure. 

蒜 褻之服 undress;  mufti_ 

褻辕 dirty;  filthy- 

褻器  drinking  utensils  (Han 
History);  a  dirty  vessel  or  thing 

獸子 1 褻器  a  pot  de  chambre 
褻慢  to  treat  with  contumely. 

褻 凟神明  to  mock  at  the 
divine  insight  of  the  gods, — to 
blaspheme. 

E  a  favourite,  —  in  a  bad sense. 

私褻  to  favour；  one  5  private 
judgment;  undress. 

械 

Lower. 

械 

4436 

R •卦 

C.  hdi H.  hai、kai 

F.  hai W.a 
N.  ye 

P.  hsie 
M.  chiai'kai 

Y.  chi  at 
Sz.  hsie'  (hie^ 

kai 

K.  he^  kie 

•  kai'gai 

A.  giai 

Sinking 

Lowoy. 

m： 

煺
 8 

4438 

R 馬寄 

C.  tse^ P.  hsie、 to 

552 

HSIE3H 

To  take  in  the  hand. 

械茶來 bring  tea. 

4439 

R •祕 

See 冩 

Sicking 

Upper. 

Weapons ；  arms;  fetters. 

軍械。 r 兵械。 r 憤械 
weapons;  firearms;  munition  of 
war. 

械 園 如  fight  with  weapons. 

機械 an  ingenious  contrivance 
or  piece  of  mechanism. 

機 械變詐  act  in  a  erafty treacherous  way. 

挈水械  a  mechanical  contriv¬ ance  for  raising  water  to  a  higher 

level,  as  for  watering  paddy-fields, etc. 

播  to  send  in  a  cage  and  in fetters  to. 

破械  to  break  fetters;  to  re lease  a  prisoner. 

毁 械而亡 his  fetters and  escaped. 

4437 

R. 卦 

% 懈界 

Sinking 

Lower 

and  Upper. 

To  gnash  the  teeth  with 

anger.  The  scaly  appear¬ 
ance  of  a  coat  of  mail. 

獅  to  gnash  the  teeth  with 

M. 

Y. 
K. 

J.  sha^  ta 
A.  da 

Rising  I^owf.r. 

anger. 

凡 甲衣之 ，欲 其無齡 

也  in  coats  of  mail,  it  is  desir 
able  for  the  plates  to  fit  evenly 

The  ashes  of  a  pastille  ; 

the  expiring  flame  of  a  lamp 

or  candle.  Also  read  toz. 

香娘燈 光 奈爾何 the dying  light  of  the  pastille,  the 
flame  of  the  lamp,  alas!  how 

long  will  they  last? 

餘 她猶明  the  exPiring  flame flares  brightly  up. 

卸 ‘  I 
To  unload；  to  get  rid  ol 

jto  resign  office  or  han 
over  charge  ；  to  undo. 

卸貨  to  discharge  cargo. 

卸 載貨物  to  discharge  an 
take  in  cargo. 

卸賣  to  land  (goods)  for  sale 

卸車  to  take  the  horses  out  丨 a  cart. 

卸脚 unload  guods  carri( for  others. 

卸檐  to  lay  down  a  burden. 

卸交 t。  consign  goods  to. 

投行  hang1  交卸 to  go  to 
hong  to  deliver  goods.  See  belo\ 

花卸瓣  the  flowers  are  she 
ding  their  petals. 

卸 禍  to  get  rid  of  a  misfortun to  get  out  of  trouble* 

卸事  to  throw  up  an  affair; 
stop  further  action. 
卸任。 r 卸仕 卸 f 

to  vacate  a  post, — as  when  on< 
term  of  office  has  expired. 

交卸 在卽1  shaU  ̂  

hand  over  charge. 

卸妝  en  deshabille. 
卸開  to  take  off;  to  remove 

卸脫  to  throw  aside. 
脫卸  to  take  off;  to  undress 

卸仔肩  to  rid  oneself  of 
responsibility. 

衆人立 相椎卸 allimn diately  declared  the  others 

sponsible  for  it. 

陷卸  to  fall  in, — asariverbai 

柝卸  to  pull  down, 一 as  a  hou 

卸 甲而走  to  throw  offonj 
armour  and  flee. 

卸頭  to  take  down  one’s  hs 
— for  the  night,  as  women  < 

將 刑具全 行卸下 
all  the  implements  of  punishnu laid  out. 

卸媒  to  dismiss  the  marris go-between. 

形 卸神短 f。™  emaciai 
and  spirits  wanting, —  as overwork,  etc. 

活 身止就 至樂卸 1 

physical  enjoyment  is  merely factor  in  perfect  happiness. 
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4440 

先㈣ 
霰 
syn 
sen 

sieng、 sing、 
说 ng 

. sie 
sicn 

hsien 

hsiei 
son 

sen 

tien 

ven  Upper. 

•  ' 

HSiEsnsr. 

Before,  in  time  and  place, 

as  opposed  to  後  4025. 

Former  ；  past  ；  deceased. 

In  front  ；  to  place  in  front  ； 

an  exemplar.  A  cent.  See 

4146  hsien\ 

先後  first  and  last；  on  various 
occasions;  successive.  Also,  to 

assist,  as  a  minister  his  prince. 

Also,  the  wives  of  brothers; 
sisters-in-law. 

共爭姓 族先後 quar- 
relied  over  the  precedence  of 
their  respective  families. 

爲 你先後  to  help  you. 

不 自我先 ，不 自我狻 
why  were  not  these  things  be¬ 
fore  my  time  or  after  it? 

允 我而逝  died  before  me. 

恐高 辛 之先我 I  feared 
that  Kao  Hsin  would  be  before¬ 
hand  with  me.  Li  Sao. 

先時 （⑽ below)  or 先日 or 

先年。 r 先期 formerly； 
previously. 

先 三 年  three  years  before. 

先 今  before  and  now. 

先頭裏 at  first_ 
已  having  previously. 

先人  forefathers. 

民  the  ancients. 
先古  in  ancient  times;  of  old. 

先 王  the  ancient  rulers. 

先前失 敬失敬 1  have  to 
apologise  for  my  previous  rude¬ 
ness. 

特行言 明在先 therefore 
I  let  you  know  beforehand. 

此時 已不似 在先你 

我之稱  we  were  no  longer 
as  before,  on  terms  of  “you” 

and  “I.，， 

先 事豫防  to  take  precau- 
tions  beforehand. 

先 生  the  first-born;  an  elder  or 
senior;  a  teacher;  a  term  of  ad¬ 

dress  corresponding  with  “Mr.” 
A  term  applied  under  the  Mon¬ 
gols  to  Taoist  priests. 

先1
 

4440 

# 

生*  如達  her  first-born (came  forth)  like  a  lamb. 

^  上  ̂   ̂   the  teacher 
 on  the table, 一 the  dictionary. 

鐵先生 w 
先 見之明  the  intelligence  of a  seer. 

先 聲  a  harbinger;  a  presager. 

先期 聲明  t0  declare  before¬ hand;  to  give  notice  beforehand. 

先 兆  a  presage;  an  omen,， to  foretell. 

先  foreknowledge.  See  1783. 

先用。 1 ■儘先  expectant  of immediate  promotion, 

premature. 

^  to  issue  beforehand. 

先 行知照  t。 give  notice  be¬ forehand. 

先行試 辦 tQ  put  int。 oPei •- ation  on  trial, — as  a  new  regu¬ 
lation,  to  test  its  working. 

^  before  this, — a  phrase  used 
at  the  opening  of  a  digression, 

introducing  the  reader  to  events 
which  have  already  taken  place, 

or  to  a  previous  time. 

先是 蜀人未 曾得見 

生 ̂  鶴  now  the  people  of  Ssti- ch‘uan  had  never  before  seen 
live  cranes. 

先 世  Past  generations;  one’s ancestors. 

my  late  husband. 

先 君*。 r 先夂。 r 先考 
my  late  father. 

my  !ate  mother. . 

令先 .弟  y°ur  late  younger brother. 

天 one’s  natural  physical  en¬ 
dowments.  See  天  ii,2o8. 

先 朝  previous  dynasties. 所得 書皆古 文先秦 
the  books  he  obtained 

were  all  old  books  belonging  to 

the  pre-Ch‘in  days  and  written 
in  the  ancient  style. 

先冬 至 一 »  Q  one  day  be¬ fore  the  winter  solstice. 

爲酒 我先容 t。 say  a  few 
words  oti  my  behalf  before, ■一 I 
arrive;  to  introduce  me. 

先1
 

4440 

M 

4441 

R.  vulgar. 

Used  for 

See 霰 

Sinking 

Upper. 

莫 爲之先 n。 cne  tQ  w a word  for  me  beforehand, 一 until 

ray  arrival. 

當  formerly;1  at  a  previous 
time;  in  front. 

爲 天下先  to  be  an  exemplar 
for  the  empire. 

先 走  to  go  first ;  to  go  on  ahead. 

先驅  a  forerunner. 爭  t0  strive  f°r  precedence. 
宜居先 以易俗 ^ 
should  be  in  the  front  rank  in 

reforming  manners  and  customs. 

先聖  ancient  sages ;  esp.  Con¬ fucius. 

先令  an  imitation  of  “shilling.” 
先時  _  above)  oi •光士  a cent. 

Read  hsien、 •  To  be  be¬ 
forehand  with；  to  take  pre¬ 

cedence  ； to  put  first ‘ 

請卽先 主而行 iet  meg° before  you,  Master. 

教人 自苦而 身先之 
to  teach  self-mortification,  and 
show  the  way. 

不如 先之1  had  better  be beforehand,  —  strike  the  iirst blow. 

尙 或先之  some  one  will  step in  before  and  save  it, 一 of  a 
hunted  hare. 

疾行 先長者 謂之不 

弟 (/ ii%)  to  strive  to  get  before 
one’s  elders  is  considered  dis¬ 

respectful. 

不可 使吾女 先此女 

而嫁  1  can’t  let  my  daughter marry  before  this  lady. 

先 己 後人  t0  Put  oneself  first and  others  last. 

To  castrate  a  fowl. 

剌鷄 a 叫肌 

•• 

- 

70 
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前 
4442 

鉍 

To  take  up  in  the  fingers. 

Sec 銷 

Rising  Upper. 

4443 

桷桄  to  hold  a  thing  in  the  fin¬ 

gers. 

To  moult；  to  shed  hair. 

•软 

see 鮮 

Rising  Upper. 

洗 

烏 獸毛毯 the  birds  and 
beasts  shed  their  feathers  and 
hair. 

4444 

m 
4445 R. 先 

See 先 

Even  Upper. 

筅 
4446 

.鋪 

Sic 錢 

Rising  Upper, 

Bamboo  articles  of  vari¬ 

ous  kinds. 

。 跣
， 

4447 R .鉍 

See 洗 

Rising  Upper. 

銑 3
 

4448 
ih 銷 

H.  \sen、 〔sen 

洙 
Rising  Upper. 

仙 
4449 R •先 

^ 先 

Even  Upper. 

See  4146. 

A  fine  kind  of  pebble. 

筅帚  a  small  bamboo  hand- broom, 

狼筅  a  bamboo  stockade. 

Barefooted.  See  12,126. 

若趺 弗視地  if  you  walk 
barefooted,  do  not  look  at  the 

ground. 

披 髪趺足  with  dishevelled hair  and  bare  feet. 

A  small  chisel.  Bur¬ 

nished  ； bright.  A  metal 
ornament  at  the  end  of  a 

bow.  Chilly  •’  raw.  Rust. 

物飾其 錢  everything  bright- 
ly  burnished. 

Genii;  elves;  fairies ；  the 
tf  immortals”  of  Taoism  and 
Buddhism.  [An  old  form 

was  =  to  enter  the  hills；] 

神仙  genii;  good  spirits;  elves; 
fairies. 

仙人。 r 仙師。 r 仙耶 
w 仙班  those  who  by  a  pro¬ 

仙1
 

4449 

cess  of  physical  and  mental  re¬ 
finement  have  succeeded  either 

in  deferring  death  or  in  becom¬ 

ing  altogether  exempt  from  dis¬ 
solution  ；  immortals.  [The  first 

is  also  the  “back”  of  a  chHn  ； 
see  2109]. 

修仙  to  become  an  immortal, 
— by  the  above  process. 

修仙路 徑甚多  the  direct roads  to  immortality  are  many. 

天上 多一仙 人不如 

世上 多 一聖賢  better one  more  good  man  on  earth 
than  an  extra  angel  in  heaven. 

酒仙  the  Genius  of  Wine. 

臣是 酒中仙  I  am  as  drunk as  a  god, ― i.e.  so  drunk  that  I 
enjoy  the  happiness  of  a  god. 

Said  by  the  famous  poet 

太白  Li  T‘ai-po. 仙釋  Taoism  and  Buddhism. 

仙 家妙術  the  mystic  prac¬ tices  of  the  Taoists. 

天仙 an  angel, — a  term  used 
by.  Mahometans. 

仙  fairy-land;  heaven. 

仙 女 仙姑  a  fairy；  a* god¬ dess. 

仙骨  of  immortal  frame ;  a  fairy 
form.;  fairy-like )  graceful. 

仙凡 呂0(^  and  men. 

仙 藥。 r 仙丹  the  elixir  of life.  See  10,618. 

成仙。 r 仙遊 w 登仙 

or  仙逝  to  become  an  im 
mortal;  to  die. 

仙 馭升遐 t。  take  the  fairy ride  and  ascend  to  the  far  country, 
—— to  die. 

半 仙 .之戲  the  half-faky sport, — swinging. 

牟 仙之體  half  divine, 一 as  a soothsayer  or  a  medium. 

仙法  magic ;  conjuring  tricks. 

仙景  beautiful  scenery. 

仙 鶴。! •仙龠  the  white  crane (Grus  viridirostris). 

百 花仙子  the  goddess  ofl Flowers. 

水仙花  the  immortal  of  the jvater, — the  jonquil  or  narcissus ; 
used  pictorially  as  an  emblem 
of  longevity. 

仙 4449 

水仙子  water-sprites,— 

I  poles. 

i  鳳仙花  
the  touch-mt 

I  flower  (Jmfatiens  bah  amine 

仙 人掌。 r 仙人搴 a tus  {Opu  itia  Dilleniiy  Haw 

仙鼠  fairy  rats, — bats. 

八仙桌  the  eight-imnv 
table,— n  square  table  to 

eight  d.neri,  so  called  frorr 

酒中八 仙 Eightlmmo 
of  the  Winecup: 

李白 Li  P。. 
賀知章  Ho  Chih-cha 

李適  ̂   Li  Shih-chih 

举遞  Li  Chin. 崔宗之  Ts‘ui  Tsung-i 

蘇晉  Sn  Chin- 
張旭  Chang.  Hsu. 

焦遂  Chiao  Sui. 八仙  the  Eight  Immortal Taoism : 

秈1
 

445° 

R 先 

S« 先 

Even  Upper. 

鍾  _  權  Chung-li.Ch
' 

張果老  Chang  Kuo-1 

呂洞賓  Ltt  TunS-Pin 

曹國舅  Ts‘ao  Kuo-cl 

李鐵柺  Li  "Pieh-kua 
韓湘子  Han.  Hsiang 

藍采和 hn  Ts‘ai-hc 

woman).  -  *  . 

何仙姑  Ho  Hsien-k 

•  woman). 

金仙  a  name  for  Shakyai Buddha. 

身 皆金色 故稱金 
his  body  was  of  a  goMen 
and  so  he  was  called  the 
den  God. 

仙佛  the  Rishis  and  the 
dhas. 

仙  the  avails  round  the  pa 

The  common  rice  pi 

as  distinguished  from 

glutinous  rice  ；  upland  r See  8370. 
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4452 

L 鹽 

丄險 
Even  Upper. 

枚
 2 

4453 

R •鹽或 
“ .瞼 
Even  Upper. 

次 
4454 

4455 

R •元 
C.  hyn 
H.  hiun 

F.  hh”g、 h“ng、 
hiong 

W.  hide's. 

金  hstang w!  hsieii 

P.  hsien 

M.  hsuan 

Y.  hsiei 

K.  hon 

J.  ken、 kon 
A.  hien 

Even  Upper. 

Same  as  4450. 

To  take  pleasure  in  ；  to 

enjoy. 

散帙揮 毫 總不怍 k 
gives  me  no  pleasure  ta  spread 

out  my  paper  and  flourish  my 

pen, — i.e.  to  compose. 

f 大謝  grat
eful/ 

A  wand  used  in  dramatic 

performances.  A  trough  to 

carry  off  water. 

Read  hsien1.  A  shovel 

Same  as  诞 45。8. 

To  lift  up；  to  pull  aside ； 

to  take  off;  to  open.  To 

whirl.  Lofty  ；  proud. 

掀簾子  to  lift  up  or  pull  aside 
a  bamboo  screen.  See  7129. 

把 帳子执 開 lift  up  the  cur- tains. 

這個 箱蓋兒 我掀不 

開  I  can’t  lift  up  the  cover  of 
this  box. 

杷茶 壺蓋兒 掀起來 
take  the  lid  off  the  tea:pot. 

這個 箱子我 掀不動 
1  can’t  move  this  box. 

把書本 掀開。 N11  the 
book. 

語 莫掀唇  in  speaking,  do 
not  open  wide  the  lips, — of  wo¬ 
men. 

M  _  to  raise  the  hat. 

掀被  to  lift  off  the  bed  clothes. 

掀 將下來  was  thrown, 
from  the  saddle. 

木掀 a  wooden  shovel  used  on 
threshing-floors. 

首掀  to  carry  the  head  high. 

白 浪掀天  the  white  waves 
reached  the  sky. 

掀1
 

4455 

儉1
 

445  6 

R -鹽賺 

琰 
C.  ts^ym^  hym 

K.  sdm、 hdm 

See 鑣瞼 

Even  and 

Rising  Upper. 

檢 
4457 

險 3
 

4458 

衧炎 

C.  hym 

H.  hiam 
F.  hieng'v  • 

hiang) 

W.  hsie 
N.  hsien 

M.  i
  hsitn 

Y.  hsiei 

Sz.  hsien 

K.  hdm 

J.  ken 
A.  hiem 

Risin
g  

Upper
. 

掀發  to  escape;  to  fly  out,— as 
something  confined. 

掀揪  to  wrap  closely  round. 
Read  hen\  To  lead. 

掀引  to  lead ;  "to  guide. 

Sharp-mouthed  ；  litigious. 

Flattering.  Also  read 

hsienz. 
國則 罔有立 政用檢 

人 in  the  empire,  never  has  go¬ 
vernment  been  carried  on  by  the 

aid  of  artfiil-tongued  men. 

相  hsiang  4 時撿民 m  at 
the  poor  people. 

Same  as  4519.  Also 

read  lienz. 

A  narrow  pass；  a  defile ； 

difficult  of  access  ；  danger¬ 
ous.  See  5397. 

終輸絶 險  you  will  ultimately get  over  the  difficult  places. 

危瞼  steep;  precipitous;  dan¬ 

gerous. 

險口  a  dangerous  pass. 

瞼處  a  dangerous^)lace. 

險要  dangerous  and  important, 
一 as  the  key  to  a  strategical  po¬ sition. 

瞼得狠  very  dangerous. 

瞼中 in  danger. 
險船  a  ship  in  distress. 
瞼阻 an  obstacle  causing  da 叫 

ger;  in  straits;  in  difficulties. 

行瞼道  to  follow  dangerous courses. 

行 瞼僥倖  to  riin  into  danger on  the  chance  of  coming  out 
all  right. 

化 瞼爲夷  to  change  danger into  comfort. 

險傷  a  dangerous  wound. 

瞼症  a  dangerous  disease. 

心瞼  the  mind  full  of  evil  de¬ signs. 

陰瞼人  a  dangerous  man. 

險
 3 

4458 

4459 

R •先 

Se, 先千 

Even  Upper. 

僳1
 

4460 

See 先 

Even  Upper. 

麵1
 

446 「 

R •羌 

^ 先 

Even  Upper. 

m 

4462 

瞼惡  malicious;  evil. 

瞼詐  to  backbite. 
瞼 些死了  i  was  very  neatly 

killed, 

險險 沒有打 死了  '喻 nearly  beat  him  to  death. . 

臉一險 兒死了  heiust& caped  with  his  life. 

險 易  danger  and  security. 

瞼固  secure ;  strongly  defended； 
See  6204. 

To  rise  high,  as  a  bird  ； 

to  climb  a  height. 

To  hop  about.  Used  for 

仙 4449 - 

屢 舞傷傳  they  keep  dancing and  capering, — when  drunk. 

山 不在髙 ，有倦 則名. 
hills  are  not  famous  for  height 

alone :  ’tis  to  their  Genius  they 
owe  their  fame. 

倦 《呂  godlike  companions. 

倦人  an  Immortal. 

The  appearance  of clothes. 

躂 

4463 

R: 先 

S<^ 先千 

Even  Upper. 

搴 

4464 

44^5 

Same  as  4463. 

To  walk  round  apd  roulid 
See  9224. 

See  1690. 

See  1692. 
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4466 
r •元 

See  ̂J- 
K.  hon 

[•  ken 

A.  hieti 

Even  Upper. 

R. 

C.syn 

H.  sen 
F.  sieng、 

fhHeng sie W 

N.  sieii 
P.  hsien 

M.  hsien ̂  
hsiian 

Sz.  hsien 

Y.  hsiei 

K.  son 

A.  tien 

Even  and. 

Rising  Upper. 

HSIE3IV 
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H&TJE1N 

To  soar. 

騰騫 01 ■高騫 t0 和 high. 

僻1
 

Mf 

4467 

先鍋 

Fresh,  as  opposed  to 乾 

dried,  5809,  and  other 
terms.  New;  clean ；  pure. 

不  not  fresh.  Sec  below, 

子  fresh  fruit, — not  dried, 
fresh  vegetables,  —  not 

salted. 

鮮魚  fresh  fish. 
小鮮  tx  small  fisli  y  see  1845. 

活  ̂羊  perfectly  fresh, 一 as  fish. 

鮮 _ 雜貨店 fresh  and  pre- served  food  sold  here. 

n 食  flesh  meat, — as  opposed 
to  vegetables. 

唯 君用鮮  it  is  only  the  so 
vereign  who  uses  venison, — in 
sacrifice. 

淸 淸鮮鮮  nice  and  fresh, - of  food. 

鮮花  fresh-cut  flowers. 

鮮甜  fresh  and  sweet. 

海鮮  fresh  fish,  etc.,  from  the sea. 

鮮 明衣裳  new  clothes. 

五 色俱鮮  the  colours  all 
standing  out  brightly, — as  in  a 
picture. 

_  紅  fresh  r
ed. 

sparkling;  glittering. 

鮮 鹽  beautiful,  —  especially  of flowers 

鮮車 a  tribe  which  originally 
occupied  the  mountains  and 
glens  of  south-east  Mongolia,  and 
were  first  heard  of  in  a.d.  45. 

They  founded  the  遼耙  Liao 

•  dynasty,  a.d.  937,  generally 

known  as  契丹  the  Kitan 
Tartars./  Also,  a  girdle. 

鮮車 之類多 俅山谷 

爲氏族  the  Hsicn-pi  mostly 
take  their  clan-names  from 
mountains  or  valleys. 

鮮1
 

44^1 
Read  hsienz.  Few ;  rare ; 

seldom. 

廯 8
 

4468 

R ‘ 

See 鮮 

Rising  Upper. 

w 
4469 

R. 敍 

C.  syn 

H.  sen 

F.  sieng、 
ch^iang 

W.  sie 

N.  sicn 

P.  hsiian 
K.  son 

J.  sen 

A.  ticn 

Rising  Upper, 

終鮮兄 弟 few  are  my brethren. 

有 始鮮終  many  begin,  but few  carry  on  to  completion. 

鮮 可以飽  few  can  get  their 

*  fill. 

鮮不爲 則 few  wil1  nottake you  as  a  pattern. 

鮮少 few. 
seldoin  seen. 

孝弟 ^ 而好⑹ 犯上 

者  矣  among  the  filial  and fraternal,  those  who  love  to  offend 
against  their  superiors  are  few. 

巧言 令色， 鮮矣仁 fine words  and  an  insinuating  coun¬ 
tenance  are  seldoni  associated 
with  true  virtue. 

不鮮 not  few;  nothing  out  of 
the  way.  See  above. 

度 其鮮原  he  measured  out the  finest  plains, — for  a  settle¬ ment. 

鮮 民之生 ，不 如死之 

久矣  than  to  live  an  orphan, it  would  be  better  to  have  long 
been  dead. 

A  granary. 

Ringworm.  Used  for  va¬ 
rious  forms  of  skin  disease. 

環癬  ringworm. 
生癬  to  get  ringworm, 

牛皮癬  a  kind  of  lepra. 

金錢癬  a  leprous  patch. 

白面癬  Tinea  decalvans. 自唐 h 至于 近代已 

嘗 爲中國 疥癬矣 
from  the  T‘ang  dynasty  down  to 
recent  times,  they  (the  Japanese) 

have  always  been  an  itch  to 
China, — thorn  in  the  side. 

蘚 3
 

447° 

R •鉞 

See 鮮 

Rising  Upper, 

Mosses  or  lichen  o 

damp  walls. 

笞'  moss  and  lichen. 

瓦 葡^  the  moss  on  tiles,  etc. 

蘚痕  a  trace;  a  vestige. 

M 

447 1 

R. 

C.  im^ym 

H,  hiam 

F.  hi  eng 
W.ye 

N.  yen 

P. 

hsien 
M. 
Sz. 

Y.  hsiei 

K.  hiom 
J.  ken、 gen 
A.  hiem 
Even  Lower. 

Dislike；  enmity；  jealousy 

To  reject；  to  take  exceptioi to.  See  3413. 

yj、 petty  dislikes. 

嫌氣  dislike ;  jealousy;  disgust 

挟嫌  to  bear  a  grudge. 

不 畏嫌怨  not  to  fear  t。 in 
cur  animosity. 

不敢冒 庇 嫌琴 1 也 nc 
venture  to  incur  this  odium. 

避嫌疑  to  avoid  giving  ris to  ill  feeling,  or  suspicion. 

嫌隙  a  (disagreement;  a  difFei 
ence. 

嫌 於  prejudicial  to;  encroachin; 
upon. 

嫌棄  to  reject;  to  despise. 
嫌小  to  object  to  a  thing  a being  too  small. 

嫌多？ ̂   少  he  objects  to  muc! 
and  objects  to  little,—  nothin； 

pleases  him. 

嫌 醜嫌好  he  takes  ex 明 
tion  to  good  and  bad  alike. 

嫌 路太遠 objected  toth 
length  of  the  journey. 、 

嫌好道  f  to  find  fault  wit
 

everything. 

嫌煩  to  dislike  the  trouble  of to  think  it  troublesome. 

嫌 貧愛富  to  slight  poc 
people  and  court  rich  ones. 

莫— 家裏貧 d。11’1  rais 

objections  (to  educating  you 
children)  on  the  ground  of  pc 

verty.  〜 

體嫌於 不能降 (&d 天 

4472 

R •鹽 

SEe 奩兼 

Even  Lower 
and  Upper. 

is  hampered  by  an  inability  t 

descend  (to  earth)  in  bodily  font 

To  breathe  with  difficulty 

擷廉 asthma. 
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賺 
447  2d 

m 
4473 

4 炎 
以 瞼 
Using  Upper, 

粁1
 

4474 

【元 
hyn 
hen 

hiottg 
V.  ksie 

hsich 

hsiian^ 
hsien 

hsuan 

hsici 
hon 

. ken、 hon 
“  him 

Even  Upper. 

See  3845a. 

A  stony  mountain  path 

水赚  a  steep  bank  along  a  river, 

A  carriage  high  in  front. 

A  porch  ；  a  balcony  ；  a 

pavilion. 

軒車 不容巷  his  high  cha¬ 
riot  could  not  get  into  the  lane. 

軒車 來何遲  why  is  thy 
chariot  so  long  in  coming? 

鶴有 乘軒者  cranes  rode 
about  in  carriages, 一 and  were 
even  taken  into  battle  by  the 

infatuated  marquis  of  衛 Wd. 

與 之屌軒  with  it  (the  coffin) 
went  a  chariot  of  rhinoceros- 
hide. 

魚軒 a  lady’s  carriage, — orna¬ 
mented  with  shagreen. 

軒楹  the  railing  of  a  balcony. 

書軒。 r 舍軒  a  study;  a  lib¬ rary. 

茶軒  a  restaurant;  a  tea-house. 

臨 軒對月  let  us  go  into  the 
balcony  and  look  at  the  moon. 

軒峻  lDfty， 一 as  a  room. 

軒爽。 i ■軒敵  spacious ; confined. 

軒昂  lofty,  as  a  room ;  dignified, 
as  a  man;  high  in  price. 

其軒 男甚落  he  was  very 
dignified  and  imposing. 

昂 首軒尾  raising  its  head 
and  cocking  its  tail, — of  a*  lion. 

軒 然仲笑  smiled  pleasantly. 

軒 鈐自得  merry ; 
jolly.  / 

眉軒  tc^aise  the  eyebrows,— 
as  when  pleased. 

軒 亭之名  a  fancy  name. 

un- 

Read  hsien}.  A  thin  slice 

of  meat. 

孅1
 

4475 

R. 鹽 

C.  ts'-ym 
H.  isiatn F.  chHeng 

See 織 

A.  ticm 

Even  Upper. 

m 

4476 C.  ts^ym 

H.  Ssiam 
F.  ch^icn^ 

chicng 

W.  hsie 

N.  sicn 
P.  hsien 
M.  chicn、 

ch、icn 

Y.  hsici 
K*  som 

J.  sen 

A.  tiem 

Even  Upper 
Irregular. 

4477 

R. 先 

See 天軒 

Even  Upper. 

摻 

4478 

I  Slender ;  sharp-pointed cunning. 

I  娥弱  slight  and  delicate. 

纖 介之事 a  trifling  matter, 
over-respectful;  artful;  cun 

!  ning. 

纖悉 J  minute  details. j 
j  Small  ；  fine ;  delicate. 
Silk  embroidery.  Thin,  as 

opposed  to 穠 84a 

織 .小  small;  puny. 

織細  fine ；  delicate;  minute 

巨 細宏織  very  great  and very  small. 

鷄^  巧  slender ;  fine  work,  as  em¬ broidery. 

織指。 r 織手  a  woman’s slender  fingers. 

不 沾織塵  did  n()t  get  the least  dusty. 

始終無 織芥之 間 never had  the  slightest  difference  with him. 

織毫  very  little ;  infinitesimal. 

織腰  a  slender  waist. 
織織  fine;  taper;  see  10,348. 

織月  the  new  moon. 

God ;  heaven.  A  term 

adopted  by  the  Zoroastri- 
ans  about  the  6th  cent. 

a.d.,  and  subsequently  bor¬ 

rowed  by  the  Manichaeans. 

[Not  known  before  that 

time  ；  entry  in  說文 is 

later.]  See  also  7969.  [To 

be  distinguished  from  _ 12,905:】 

關中 謂 天爲拆 inKuan- chung  (see  6368)  God  is  called Hsien. 

祠祈神 t。  worship  Hsien, rr- Mazdeism. 

事 火祆者  those  who ship  the  God  of  Fire. 

See  9691. 
wor- 

暹
】
 

4479 

H 

R .鹽 

C. 

isiam 

F.  Lsicug 

W.  csie 

N.  sicn 

P.  chsuan 

M.  J  hsuan 

Sz.  J  hsien 
: hsici K.  som 

J.  sen 
A.  Jisiem 

Even  Upper. 

w 

4480 

R .先 

C*yn 
\V  •  ye 

See 紹 

Y.  hsiei、 swei 

A.  hien、 huen 
Even  Lower. 

眩 ‘
 

448 1 

R.： 

See 法 

Sinking 

Lower. 

The  sun  rising.  To 

advance. 

暹羅國  Siam.  The  first  cha racter  is  ̂iid  to  be  an  imitation 
of  the  native  word  Sayamy  mean¬ 

ing  a  reddish  brown,  and  al¬ 
luding  to  the  colour  of  the  people 
“Siam”  is  said  to  *be  the  Bur¬ 
mese  Sha 川、 written  Sciam  by  the 
Portuguese. 

j  The  string-  of  a  bow  or 'of  a  musical  instrument  [see 

4483)  ；  the  chord  of  an  arc； 

j  a  crescent ;  the  moon  at 
'her  quarters  on  the  8th 

bid  23rd  days.  Stringy  or ready,  as  a  pulse.  See 
131129. 

奏 鼓弦歌  they  beat  their 
drums  and  sang  to  the  sound 
of  stringed  instruments. 

春 誦夏弦  study  in  spring, 
music  in  summer. 

弦 a  lute. 通弦  the  chard  of  an  arc. 

^  the  sine.
 

餘弦  the  cosine. 
弦月 半之名 也其形 

一旁 曲一旁 直^ «  is 
a  name  for  the  half-moon,  when 
one  side  of  it  is  curved  and  the 
other  straight.  See  12,509. 

卜 许  and  下  ̂   the  first  and third  quarters  of  the  moon. 

脈弦長  the  pulse  is  thready. 
弦國  name  of  a  small  feudal 

State. 

To  illuminate,  as  the  sun. 

世 幽昧以 琺曜兮 in order  to  illumine  the  darkness 

of  his  generation. 



R. 4482 先 
See 左 

A.  hien、 huan 
Even  Lower. 

R. 

C.  yn  *J  • H.  hen 
•  hi  eng 

hsien 

M.  hsiian 

Y.  hslei、 swei 
Sz.  hsiian 

hydn 

\.ken、gm  * 
A.  huen 

HSIEJTST 
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絃 2
 4483 

先 

Indigestion  ；  dyspepsia. 

痃癖  dyspeptic  symptoms  ofl various  kinds. 

橫疼  blind  piles;  a  lafge  ex- 1 trusion  of  the  intestines. 

44打 

Even  Lower. 

The  string  of  a  musrcall  m 

instrument.  |  44§4 

■R •先 
彈絃  to  play  the  lute.  See  2109. 1  ̂ 

一根銥  a  string  of  an  instru- 1  A.  hicn^  huen 
ment. 

絶 経  to  break  one’s  guitar-string, 

-  as 侖伯牙  Yu  Po-ya  did at  the  death  of  鍾子期 

Chung  Tzti»ch‘i,  because  there 
was  no  one  left  to  appreciate 
his  music. 

The  stomach  of  an  ox. 

牛取 bullocks  tripe. 

Even  Lower. 

二 系名  the  two-stringed  violin r 
having  only  two  strings,  tuned  I 
at  an  interval  of  a  fifth  from  I 

each  other,  the  bow  passing] 
between  t(hem. 

三経。 1 ■経子  the  three- 1 
stringed  guitar  (Japanese  sami-l 
sen),— : generally  played  with  a] 
plectrum.  Introduced  under  the  | 

元  Yuan  dynasty. 
舷2
 

448s 

R 允 

See 左 

A.  hien、 huen 
Even  Lower. 

it 

四経  th«  violin, — also  known  I  44^ 

R •先 

C.yn 
w.， . 

See 総 

A,  hien、 huart 
Even  Lower. 

M 四胡  the  four-stringed  胡 
see  2109. 

調紙 ot 理紙 t。 tune  the| 
strings. 

The  side  of  a  ship  ； 

gunwale  •’  bulwarks. 

採菱 以相舷  to  pluck  a water-chestnut  and  beat  time 

with  it  on  the  boat’s  side. 

The  millipede  or  gaily- 
worm,  known  as  馬蚣. 

擊絃  to  strike  the  string, — with 
a  plectrum ;  see  10,340. 

拂絃 to  sweep  the  strings. 

絃馬  the  bridge  of  a  violin. 

曉絲 U  - 曉絃索 t。 
understand  stringed  instruments. 

聞紘歌 乏聲 heari 
sounds  of  playing  and  singing. 

聞絃歌 而知 雅意 t。 
hear  the  string  and  song,  and  I 

to  cftvine  the  refined  meaning, 一 
to  be  able  to  put  two  and  two 
together. 

斷絃 to  break  a  string;  to  lose 

將 斷絃重 夂 <  整 to| 
re-adjust  the  broken  string. 

續絃 to  splice  the  (broken) 

間 
4487 

R •删 

H.  I
  han 

F. hang
 

W. /z 

N.  yen^  aan 
P.  hsien 
M.  hsien、 han Y.  Hsiang 

Sz.  hsien、 han 

K.  han 

J.  kan、 ken 
A.  fiyan 
Even  Lower. 

蛀憐蛇  the  millipede*  envies the  snake,— its  power  of  moving 
without  legs. 

jLeisure  ；  quiet ;  idleness ; 

vacant  •’  unoccupied.  [The 

correct  form  of  間  i6oi. 

To  be  distinguished  from 

閑 4494-]  See  ̂   10,877. 

string,— to  marry  another  wife.  I 

The  phrase,  \s  said  to'  refer  to  I 

the  splicing ’’of  a  guitar-string,  | 
with  blood  from  an  argus  phea¬ 

sant,  by  武帝  Wu  Ti  of  thel 
Hail  dynasty.  ► 

改絃而 更張之  to  put  a| 
new  string, 一 to  a  guitar. 

or 
or 

閒時  leisure;  spare  time. 
閒空。 '•閒 來 a 有閒 

得閒。 r 淸間。 > •閒坐 

閒靜0 r 閒常 at  leisure nothing  to  do;  in  repose. 

間 坐閒耍 （。1 ■玩) Pi  easure loving  ；  idle. 

閒住。 r 閲處。 r 間居 
unemployed;  living  retired 

間不住 a 不得閒  busy; not  able  to  find  time. 

抽間  to  find  leisure  for. 

忙 裏偷間  t。 steal  a  little leisure  when  busy. 

得一 日閒， 閒一日 
when  you  get  a  dav  to  idle,  idle 

a  day. 

IH3UESN 

閒:
 

4487 
國 家閒暇 when  the  coun 
is  at  rest, -from  external  troub 

閒談  to  have  a  chat. 

閒言0 r 閒 释 talkonthi 
in  general;  chit-chat ;  goss scandal. 

閒話了  一會  having  
cl 

ted  awhile. 

閒步。 r 閒行。 r 聞途 

閒遊  t。 stroll. 
閒散  to  take  relaxation;  to  j truant ;  disbanded,  as  troops 

閒書  light  literature. 
閒民。 r 閒人  unemplo persons,  —  generally  in  a sense. 

閒 人免進 n。 admitta 
except  on  business. 

賣閒  to  idle  about ;  flantr. 

閒手。 1 •閒漢 idlei 
loafer. 

閒菜隹  ̂ ers  \  disreputable. 
好 々 如 4 閒的人 the  idle  h; — always  up  to  some  misch: 

貪 閒躲懶 t。 be  — 
laziness  and  shirking  work. 

間看  to  look  idly  on. 間 等兒。 r 閒得兒 

gars. 

打 閒兒的 t。 W 

閒門  a  private  door. 
閒事  private  affairs.  See  3 這 個猫怎 麽不誉 

this  cat,  how  is  it  that 

not  minding  its  own  busine 

招 惹閒 是間非 to 

into  trouble  from  meddling 
matters  which  do  not  con 
one. 

幽 間  Private;  retired. 間 世之人 其性必 
those  who  live  retired  froir 
world  do  not  fail  to  have 

positions  different  from  th< 

dinary. 

虛間  to  waste  one’s  time. 

閒地  vacant  land. 閒 ordinarily 

閒  a  passing  cloud. 

間藤  straggling  creepers. 
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4487 

4488 

閒朗 
ng  Lower 

i  Upper. 

IW 
4489 

i  Lower. 

撊 ， 

449° 

ren  and 
ig  Lower, 

冬 49 1 

an、 han. 

ag  Lower 

I  Upper. 

間筆  irrelevancies. 

閒澹  simple,— in  style  (of  poe 
try). 

間逸  easy-going ;  smooth, 一 of 
style  in  writing,  etc. 

車 馬閒逸 horse  and  car¬ 
riage  jogging  quietly  along. 

間氣  anger  at  something  that 
does  not  concern  one. 

曹 之閒也  a  pau^e, — such  is 
the  definition,  of  哉  in  the  phr. 

君子哉 若人， A  V.  2 

Read  chien^.  See  ̂  
1601. 

Courageous  ；  martial. 

瑟 兮澗兮  hc>w  grave  is  he 
and  dignifiod! 

Refined ;  accomplished. 

嫺雅  refined. 
嫺 熟  skilled  in;  conversant  with. 

朝暑久 嫺 he 〗as  long  been 
skilled  in  strategy. 

嫺於禮  well  acquainted  with 
the  rules  of  etiquette. 

嫺習 中國方 _  a  skilled 
speaker  of  some  Chinese  dialect, 

Contented；  happy. 

Also,  disquieted. 

惝然  pleased ;  joyous.  Also, 
sternly. 

个問 念 A 之非 anxiously 
reflecting  on  the  faults  of  others 

Brave;  valiant.  Wrath- 

ul.  Used  with  4488. 

撊然  in  anger. 

癇 2
 

449 2 

R •删 

C.  Shan、 、han 
H.  ckan 

F.  hang^ 
N.  Ccien 
P.  Ihsien、 

chsien 

Y.  chian^ 

K.  han 

J.  kan\  ken A. inyan^ 

. 三 gian 
Even 

Irregular. 

瞷 4
 

4493 
R •删諫 

See 聞諫 

Even  and 

Sinking  Lower 
and  Upper. 

閑 
4494 

han 

R. 

S'  j 

F.  hang 

W.  « 

N.  yen,  aan 
P. 

M.  hsieti 

§z. 

Y.  Hsiang 

K.  han 
•  kan、 gen 

A.  ttian 

Even  Lower. 

Convulsions  ；  fits. 

風痴  convulsions,— in  children 
痰癇  convulsions  caused  by 
phlegm. 

驚滴  spasms  -or  convulsions caused  by  fright 

癲癖  epileptic  fits. 
小豕 癲癇矣  the  little  pig has  had  a  fit. 

To  watch;  to  peep  at. 

吾將 瞷頁人 之所之 

也  I  will  spy  out  where  my  good 
man  goes  to. 

窺 瞷婦女 tQ  peep at  the women. 

Read  hsien1.  The  cornea 
of  the  eye. 

白 0 間過睛  the  cornea  covers the  pupil. 

To  be  well  trained. 

Large.  A  boundary  ；  a 

barrier;  a  fence.  Used  for 

4487. 

四馬旣 p  his  four  horses display  their  training. 

閑 之維則 well  trained  to observe  every  rule. 

閑習  trained ;  broken  in;  ac¬ customed  to. 

旅楹； t 閑  large  are  the 
many  pillars,— of  the  temple. 

大德 不踰閑  if  as  regards the  great  virtues  a  man  does 

not  transgress,— he  may  do  so 
in  the  small  ones. 

閑先聖 之道  to  defend  the doctrines  of  the  ancient  sages. 

閑阻  to  hinder;  to  prevent. 

防閑  guard  against. 

閑 邪存誡  bar  out  depravity and  foster  sincerity. 

馬閑  a  pen  for  horses;  a  corral. 

桑者 閑閑今 the  mulberry- planters  stand  idly  about. 

臨 衝閑閑  the  engines  of| assault  were  sluggishly  plied. 

4495 

R. 删 

See 間 

Even  Lower. 

4496 

R .咸 

See 画 

Even  Lower. 

涵 4497 

The  silver  pheasant 
known  as  白  f+_  {Euplo 

camus  nycthemerus\  It  is 
the  badge  worn  by  civi 
officials  of  the  5th  grade 

such  as  知州  Department: 
Magistrates  and  同知  sub 
Prefects. 

Name  of  a  mountain  in 
Honan. 

_ 谷關  a  famous  mountain pass  in  Honan. 

咸 

4498 

R. 咸吵. 

CH-I 

ham F.  hang 

W.a 

N.  yen、 aan 

M.  j  hsien 

Y.  hsiatig、 haa 

Sz.  hsien 

K.  ham 1.  kan、 gan 

A.  ham 
Even  Lower. 

See  3810； 

All ;  entirely.  To  unite 

The  3 1  st  Diagram.  The 
music  of  the  Emp;  Yao 

Also  read  han1. 

周 邦咸喜  throughout  the region  of  Chou  all  rejoice. 

克 咸厥功  all  shared  equallyj in  the  achievement. 

殷受 命咸宜 _  Yin 'should  have  received  the  appoint¬ 
ment  (of  Heaven)  was  entirely 

萬國 咸寧  aU  nations  pe  at 

peace. 咸 知咸問  everybody  knows 

it. 

品 物咸亨  men  and  things 
all  prospering. 

咸宜悉 _備  a11  in  stock；  great- est  choice, — a  shop  notice. 

咸共  all;  *altogether. . 

咸同  all  alike. 
咸思  a  general  wish  or  thought. 

咸集  all  assemb'ed  together. 
咸見  all  saw  it;  seen  of  all. 

咸漢  name  of  a  northern  star 
不  ̂   disagreeing；  a  discrepancy , 

素不咸  were  on  bad  terms. 
咸豐  Hsien  Feng,— the  name  of  | 
the  reign  of  the  Emperor  who 
ruled  China  from  1851  to  1862. 

咸陽  Hsien-yang, 一 in  Shensi  ； the  capital  under  the  Chains. 12, S77- 
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喊 
4499 

緘 

See  3831. 

4500 

m 

See  1612. 

4501 
R .咸 

Sec 咸 

Even  Lower. 

The  nylghau  [P  or  tax 

pictus)  ；  an  elk. 

m 

4502  j  A  flat  bivalve,  known  as 

r .咸  喊岭，  found  on  the  coast 

See  pj^  of  Shantung. 
A.  sham 

Even  Upper. 

■ 
4503 ^咸 

C.  ham 

H.  k^iam 
K.  .hang 

j  Sincerity.  To  bring  into 
harmony. 

hsujrt^ 

K.  ham 

J.  kan 
A.  ham 

Even  Lower. 

至 誠感神  perfect  sincerity 
j  touches  the  gods. 

i 其 丕能誠 于小民 w 
j  (the  king)  but  effect  a  great  har¬ mony  with  the.  people. 

i 

4504 R •咸 

ii.  I ha
m K.  v. 

kcin- W. 

N.  iv/；,  dan 

V.  't  . . 

M.  I 
 hsun V.  hsian^

  
h,:a 

Sz.  hs'un 
K.  ham 

J .  kan^ 
A.  ham 

"Kven  Lower. 

Salt;  salted  ；  bitter； 

brackish.  See  1 2,073. 

鹹茱  salted  vegetables. 

鹹魚 salt  fil 

鹹酸  a  salt  and  suur  tlavour. 

酿  土  salt  hind. 

受竹 j*  贼带  t。 be  accustomed to  bitter  trials. 

鹹水  brackish  water. 

鹹水妹  salt-.water  sister, 一 a 
rtame  given  to  the  class  of  Can- 

tonese  girls  who  arc  the  kept 
mistresses  of  foreigners. 

鹹水謌  songs  sung  by  the 
above. 

鹹水話  pidgin-English. 

鹹 水官話  badly-spoken Marularin. 

45°5 

R. 咸 

Se6 巖咸 

Even  Lower. 

銜
‘
 

45。6 

R. 咸 

H.  I
  ham 

hang、
 
kting

、 
v.  keirtg

 

N.  ngaan 

An  antelope  ；  an  elk. 

Same  as  玲 7208. 

To  carry  in  the  mouth  ； 

to  gag；  a  bit •,  to  control. 
Rank  ；  official  title.  See 

3198.  Also  written  銜 

P.  hsien 

M.  hsie.n、 hart 

出 則銜恤  when  I  go  abroad, I  carry  my  grief  with  me. 

如赴敵 之兵， 銜枚疾 
hsiang、 haa 

Sz.  hsien、 hart 

K.  ham 

J.  kan^  gan 

A.  ham 

Even  Lower. 

走  like  soldiers  advancing  ra¬ 
pidly,  gag  in  mouth,  upon  the 
enemy.  [Chinese  soldiers  making 
a  night  attack  are  gagged  with 

a  piece  of  wood  fastened  like 
a  bit,  to  prevent  talking  in  the 
ranks.] 

馬銜  a  horse’s  bit. 
銜 環以報  to  carry  a  bracelet in  the  beak  as  recompense, - 
alluding  to  the  story  of  a  bird 
saved  from  death  by  one  楊寶 

Yang  Pao;  which  bird,  to  requite 
its  preserver,  brought  every  day 

a  fine  piece  of  jade  and  laid  it 
at  his  feet. 

銜感。 r 銜恩  to  feel  grateful. 

緊  t0  hold  a  horse  in. 

銜恨  to  restrain  one’s  atiger. 

銜林 琴酒  Pledging  one  an- 
other  with  wine. 

官銜。 r 職銜。 r 銜名 
the  full  official  title  of  an  officer. 

官銜牌  a  board  inscribed  with the  rank  and  titles  of  an  official 

ami  carried  before  him  in  pro¬ 

cession. 

掛 同知銜 t。 hold  brevet rank  as  sub-Prelect. 

虛  nominal  or  brevet  rank. 

會  uniting  titles, —  as  when 
several  officials  join  in  a  me¬ 
morial,  etc. 

唱銜  to  call  out  titles, — as  at  a 

銜命  to  receive  the  sovereign’s commands. 

i 人銜  a  name  for  ginseng. 

45。7 

R •咸 

H.  I
  ham 

F.  hu/ig^
  

v. 

W.^ 

N.  eih、 ngaan. 

P.  hsien 

M.  hsien、 han 
Y.  /i  siting  hda 

Sz.  han 

K.  ham 

J.W 

A.  ham Even  Lower. 

诞 2
 

.  4S°8 

R. 先 

C.vn 

H.  yen 

F.  yong 

VV.  v.  dzic1- N.  v. saah 

P. 

hsien 

To  hold  in  the  moutl 

A  vulgar  form  of  4506. 

下  to  hold  in  the  mouth. 

口 銜 草壘巢  to  carry  grass build  a  nest. 

薜 子嘀泥  the  martin  tab 
mud  in  its  beak, — to  build  i nest. 

P 銜 糖檀  tQ  have  a  su8ar< 
olive  in  the  mouth, 一 to  be  qui 
satisfied. 

噺鐵彈  may  you  hold  a  (ho iron  ball  in  your  mouth, — i 

hell,  as  a  punishment  for  tl 

lies  you  tell! 

半 山銜月  the  moon  ha] 
obscured  behind  the  hill. 

Spittle  \  saliva  ；  wate 
flowing.  Also  read  yen 

nien\  and  c/i'ien2. 

M. 

Sz. 

Y.  yei^  hsiei K.  yon^  son 

J.  sen、 zen 

A.jier 
Even  Lower. 

诞沫  saliva. 
诞峽。 1 •延衣 a  bib- 

口涎  the  mouth  watering. 

流粘诞  to  drivel;  to  water  ; 
the  mouth. 

道之固 以流涎 1。 印 es of  it  positively  makes  the  moul 
water. 

垂 诞已久  my  mouth  hi 
lor>g  watered  for  it. 

mm  the  mucus  of  snails. 

i 龍诞 w 龍涎香  dragon spittle, — ambergris,  of  which  a 
imitation  is  made  by  mixir 

Borneo  camphor  and  musk. 

^  ̂   shameless  effroi 

tery. 

Read  •  hsien、. 

j  滴 诞  water  flowing  along. 

銀 
45°9 

A  kind  of  hoe  ；  also  rea< 
hsieri^.  Sharp  ；  acute. 

K. 鹽蛾 丨鋪利 sharp. 

See  檢恭 丨話拳  the  sharP  Pen— of
acleve 

Even  and 
writer. 

Rising  Upper.  :铦 于詩學  clever  at  writin 

poetry. Read 

hew. To  cut;  t< 
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4S10 

R •嫌陷 
C.  lain*- 
H.  kan^ 

F.  Wang 
W. 

N.  c^ien 
P.  ihsien\ 

Wan,  chien) 

M.  chsieri3^ 

han\ 、k、ar‘ 
K.  ham 

J.  kart、 gan 

A.  / 饋2* 

Rising  and 

Sinking 
Lower. 

a3m 

4511 

R •赚 
C.  lam1- 

H.  kattf* 

F.  (kkang 
Ha 
N. 

P.  (chHen、 

chitn\  hsieii3 K.  ham 

f.  kan 
A.,  lam 

Rising 

Irregular. 

m
s
 

4S12 

R 嫌陷 
See 摇 

Rising  and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

w 
4513 

R .先 
C.yn 
H.  hen 

F.  hieng 
W.y, 
^.yeh 

j  hsten if.  hsiei 

•  hyon 
ken 

k， hUn 

Even  Lower. 

Bars；  railing;  a  cage. 

圈檻  an -enclosure；  a  pen. 

花檻  a  garden  fence. 

檻車  a  cart  with  a  cage  on  it 
for  holding  prisoners,  also  lcnown 

as 囚車 •  Often  used  merely 

in  the  sense  of  “prison.” 

楗 送京師  to  send  in  a  cage 
to  the  capital. 

Read  k'an9.  A  tnres- 

hold  ；  a  door-sill.  See  ̂  
8607. 

檻墙子 a  low  wall,  as  at  an 
entrance  gate  or  door,  to  keep 
out  animals,  etc. 

A  wooden  room.  A  war 

vessel  for  defence,  in  which 

the  men  fight  behind  wood¬ 

en  walls  capable  of  resisting 
stones  aod  arrows. 

戰艢  a  war-junk. 

大艦  a  large  vessel. 

將 下脚艦  was  about  to  let 
down  the  gangway. 

飛行艦  a  flyinS  ship;  an  air- 
ship. 

The  noise  of  carts  ；  a 

cart  with  a  cage  on  it.  See 

4510. 

大 車艦鑑 the  great  waggons 
go  lumbering  along. 

Good ；  virtuous;  worthy; 

excelling  others.  See  9602. 

賢人 a  man  of  lofty  virtue;  a 
worthy  man;  the  good  man  par 
excellence.  Wine；  see  2260. 

賢書  the  list  of  successful  chiijen. 

賢  former  worthies, — a  term 
applied  to  certain  philosophers 
associated  with  Confucius  in  the 

Confucian  temple. 

賢德  lofty  virtue. 

鄕賢  a  village  worthy. 

大賢 幾亞聖  in  worth  al¬ 
most  the  equal  of  Mencius. 

賢
 2 

45l3 

45J4 

R •眞先 
Sec 賢詢 

Even  Lower. 

4515 

憨 

45l6 

見 賢思齊  when  you  see worthy  men,  strive  to  equal  the See  4295. 

求 賢若渴  to  crave  for  virtue as  (for  water)  when  thirsty 

賢其賢  Jp  deem  worthy  what (the  ancieute)  deemed  worthy. 

自賢  self-righteous. 以長  changz  不以 賢 topu 
age  before  worth, 一 as  when  di 
viding  an  estate  among  brothers. 

賢兄。 r 賢弟  my  worthy 
brother, 一 used  to  a  brother  or friend. 

賢妻  my  worthy  wife. 
賢契  my  good  young  friends, a  term  of  respect  to  juniors. 

賢愚  the  great  and  small, — of mankind. 

賢孝  virtuous  and  filial. 

賢女  virtuous  women. 

賢善  worth  and  excellence. 

賢惠  kind  and  virtuous;  good 
and  gentle. 

賢名  a  reputation  for  goodness 

賢頁。 r 賢淑 and 

vir¬ 

tuous, 一 of  women. 

賢員  officers  worthy  rof  confi dence. 

賢慧  virtuous;  discreet. 

賢牧令  a  complimentary  title often  used  by  a  man  to  his  wife. 

賢 豆  a  name  for  India.  See 

9813  yen1. 

彼 賢於此  that  one  is  better than  this. 

我 從事獨 賢 mating  me serve  thus  as  if  I  alohe  were worthy. 

我 獨賢劳  I  alone  toil. 
Di 伍 cult ;  slow；  laborious. 

陽氣 微動動 而續礪 
when  the  breath  of  spring  gently 

moves,  movement  slowly  begins, 

一 of  nature  in  spring-time. 

Same  as  4513. 

See  3805. 

橄 3
 

4517 

R.J 

〜闊 

Rising  Upper. 

4Sl8 

；4S^9 

R •琰 

See!^ 

Rising  Upper. 

饊 

4520 

霰 4
 

4521 

霰 7. 

The  yapping  bark  of  a little  dog. 

See 線 

Sinking 

Upper. 

45 

R •鉼 

顯 
Rising  Upper. 

4523 

R .鉍 

C.  hyn 

H.  heii- 

F,  hieng 

W.  hsie 

N.  hsien P. 

M.  hsien 

Sz. 
Y.  ksiei 

See  3806. 

A  dog  with  a  long  nose 

like  a  greyhound. 

灘今允  wild  tribes  of  the  north — an  early  name  of  the  Hsiung- 

nu  (Huns). 

Correct  form  of  4441. 

Sleet  ；  snow  and  rain. 

霞 雪 sleet. 

如 彼雨雪 ，先 集維霰 
when  snow  falls,  it  first  forms  as 
sleet. 

望 空捉霰  to  look  up  and  try to  catch  sleet, — a  vain  attempt 

鳴呼 淚如霞 alas !  tears 
fall  like  rain.  ■  1  

i 

霰甩  an  unorthodox  forni  of; Buddhism. 

Motes  in  a  sunbeam  ； 

infinitesimal  ；  impalpable. 

Thready  ；  fibrous.  The 
name  of  JFacfur， the  Em 

peror  who  officially  surren¬ 

dered  Manzi  to  Kublai's 

general,  Bayan. 

To  be  evident  ；  to  dis¬ 

play；  to  be  illustrious.  To 
seem  ；  to  look；  to  appear. 

See  4539， 9918,  13,391. 

天 維顯思  the  will  of  God  is 
evident. 

不 顯亦臨 though  out  of 
sight,  he  acted  as  though  under 

inspection. 
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4523 
K.  Jiyon 
L  ken 
A.  hicn 

Rising  Upper. 

貞觀 之儉則 顯形天 

寶 之奢矣  the  economy  of 
the  Cheng  Kuan  period  (a.d. 

627 — 650)  brings  into  relief  the 

. extravagance  of  the  T‘ien  Pao 

、 period  (a.d.  742 — 756). 

不 顯其光  was  not  his  glory 
conspicuous  ? 

示我 顯德行  show  me  how 
to  display  a  virtuous  conduct. 

顯顯 令 德  illustrious  is 
the  excellent  virtue, — of  our  so¬ 
vereign. 

顯榮  honours;  marks  of  distinct¬ ion. 

顯然。 '•顯 焉。 r 顯明 
m 顯著  to  be  evident;  to  be 

manifest；  plainly  seen,  as  objects 
under  a  microscope ;  obvious. 

講不顯 然 tG  explain  too 
vaguely. 

顯 著幽雅  to  sound  refined, 
-as  music. 

顯達  to  be  successful  in  life. 

顯楊  to  be  notable；  to  be  famous. 
這個事 情不能 不顯 
出 來  this  affair  must  come  out. 

顯考  a  deceAsed  father. 

靈顯。 r 顯應 a  divine  ma- 
nifestation. 

大 顯其道  to  make  his  ways 
known ;  to  manifest  the  truth 
to  all  mankind. 

顯見供 詞不實 it is  clear 
that  his  evidence  is  not  true. 

顯手段  to  make  a  display  of| 
onc^  skill. 

顯  clear;  lucid: 

顯微銳  a  microscope. 

顯係  it  is  evidently . 
顯違  to  show  disregard  of. 

顯 而易見  perfectly  easy,  to 
I  see;  obvious. 

f  顯露 〖°  c°me  °ut，— as  the  truth. 

1  顯弄  <Tr  顯排  to  show  oft,  or 

praise  one's  own  things. 

Same  as  4523. 

燹 3
 

452S 

•真鍋 

C.  /"•/•， syti 
H.  sen 
F.  si  eng. W. 

N.  siefi 

I  hsicn 

X

.

 

h

s

i

c

i

 

Sz.  
hsicn 

K.  
//)/,  

son 

J.  
ki'  

sen A.  

tien Sinking  and 

Rising  Upper. 

4526 

R •銹 

See 鮮 

A.  tint、 kien 

Rising  Upper. 

A  fire.  Also  read  hsi\ 

地 經兵燹  the  country  has gone  through  troops  and  burning, 

一 as  from  the  passage  of  rebels  or 
an  invading  army. 

兵燹之 餘 'vhat  remains  from the  ravages  and  burnings  of troops. 

w 

4527 

^陷 

See 陷 

Sinking. 

Lower. 

R •陷 

45 

30. 

ham 

C. 

II.  i 

K.  han^ 

W.a 

N.  yen 

m.  \
 hsien 

V.  h siting 

K.  ham 

J.  kany  gart 

A.  ham 
Sinking 

Lower. 

The  autumnal  hunt  of 

ancient  Emperors.  A  judi¬ 

cial  progress  through  the 
country.  To  kill. 

彌田  to  hunt. M 獮  the  spring  and  autumn hunts. 

獮薙  to  destroy  utterly；  to  ex¬ tirpate. 

A  pitfall  to  catch  wild 
beasts；  a  hole  in  the  ground 

used  for  pounding  rice,  etc. 

To  be  distinguished  from 

自  1 2.943-] 

坎昌  a  pitfall;  a  trap. 

虎 g  a  pit  to  catch  tigers. 
To  fall  down  ；  to  fall 

into；  to  sink.  To  involve； 
to  beguile.  Sec  10,554, 
10,793. 

崩陷  to  fall,— as  a  building  or cliff. 

城陷  the  city  has  fallen, — been 
captured. 

陷於李  it  has  submitted  to  Li, 

車 陷在泥  the  cart  is  stuck in  the  mud. 

陷水  to  fall  into  water. 

陷井  to  fall  into  a  well. 

陷地獄  t。 int。 hell. 

箭頭喝 于肉內 the  arrow- head  was  left  in  the  flesh. 

身死陷 夂于不 義㈣ 
he  died,  he  would  have  caused 
his  father  to  commit  an  un¬ 

righteous  act. 

陷 4
 

4528 

m 

453° 

K •願歌 

See 憲 
Sinking 

Upper. 

饀 
‘ 

4S29 

R •陷 

C.  t  , 

H.  «
  ham 

F.  ang^  hang 

W.p 

Mr  !
  hsicn 

Y.  haa 

K.  ham J.  kart、
 
gan 

A.  ham 

Sink
ing 

Lower
. 

陷坑  a  pitfall；  to  fall  into  a  pit. 

See  2153. 

坑陷  to  entrap. 陷溺 overwhelmed  in；  absorbed 
in;  sunk  in,  as  in  vice. 

泥 陷馬蹄  nlud  clogged  the horses’  feet. 

陷罪  to  be  involved  in  crime. 
陷害  to  involve  in  trouble;  to get  others  into  a  scrape. 

陷 人不義  to  seduce  men  to 

do  wrong. 

剛 健不陷  strong  and  not  to 
be  forced. 

陷鈴  to  submit, — as  a  city. 
The  fruit,  meat,  sugar, 

etc.,  put  inside  cakes  or 
dumplings.  An  intention  ； 
a  secret. 

餅留  the  stuffing  or  inside  ofl cakes. 

菓子留  filled  with  fruit. 

肉 留餘靜 meat ㈣ s， 不 知是甚 麽留兒 
I  don’t  know  what  the  stuffing 
is,—  what  his  inmost  opinions  oi 
feelings  are. 

露了  留兒  the  stuffing  has come  out, 一 the  secret  is  out. 

To  present；  to  offer  up 

to  a  superior  or  in  sacrifice. 

To  show  ；  to  exhibit.  See 

i6452
- 

進獻 奉獻。 r 獻上。 1 
呈獻  to  present;  to  offer  to. 

獻茶  to  hand  tea. 
酌  W  戲  he  fills  the  CUP 
and  hands  it. 

獻禮  to  offer  presents. 

獻 于公所  he  presents  it 
before  the  duke, 一 of  quarry. 

貢 獻 的  Present  as  tribute. 
獻盤  red  trays  for  sending  pre¬ sents. 

獻策  to  submit  plans;  to  offer advice. 

i 獻 之皇祖  to  be  offered  up 
!  to  our  august  ancestors. 
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453° 

飯
 4 

4531 

蜃元 

鋪 
光盡 AuUi 

.  on 

S^gon . him 

Making  and 

ising  Upper. 

m 

4532 

m 
•  syn 
•  sen 

•阿， v. aH 

hsien 

hsiti 

獻 城歸降  to  surrender  the 
city  and  return  to  allegiance. 

獻捷  to  memorialise  the  Throne 
of  a  victory. 

獻 爾發功  show  your  skill  in 
shooting. 

獻勤。 '獻媚  to  ingratiate oneself  with;  to  toady ;  to  ex¬ 
hibit  (her)  fascinations. 

彼得獻 媚於主 hehas 
ingratiated  himself  with  the 
master. 

借 花獻佛  to  borrow  flowers 
to  offer  to  Buddha, — to  make  a 

present  at  another  man’s  expense. 

或獻之  some  one  drew  atten¬ 
tion  to  this, 一 of  tattered  clothes. 

文獻不 足故也  because 
of  the  insufficiency  of  their 
records  and  their  wise  mer 

獻酬  to  help  one  to  food,  etc., 
at  a  meal. 

戲計  to  give  advice. 

戲趣  to  furnish  pleasure  to. 

獻醜  to  expose  one’s  hideous¬ 
ness, 一 to  make  an  object  of  one¬ 
self；  said  of  any  woman  who  is 

seen  too  much,  or  improperly, 

in  public. 

獻  a  District  in  Chihli,  where 
there  is  a  large  Jesuit  establish¬ 
ment. 

An  earthen  vessel  in  two 

parts,  used  in  steaming,  the 

bottom  of  the  upper  part 

being  perforated.  It  stands 

on  three  legs. 

A  thread  ；  a  wire  ；  a 

streak.  Length,  as  a  di¬ 

mension  [see  12,089).  A 

clue；  a  trace.  A  fuse.  [To 

be  distinguished  from  綿 
7884.] 

線縷  hempen  fibres ;  unspun 
thread. 

絲線  silk  thread 

線
 4 

4532 

K.  sort 

J.  sen A.  tien、 t  'utn 

Sinking 

Upper. 

見 
4533 

~ *  身^線  a  reel  of  thread. 

一子線  a  skein  of  thread. 

紡線  to  spin  thread. 
花  cotton  for  making  thread. 

花  coloured  thread. 

藍 白線的 blue  and  white striped. 

針 線  needle  and  thread；  needle¬ 
work；  to  sew. 

壓線娘  a  sempstress. 

縫線 to  sew. 

線步  stitches. 
日長 添線。 ne  mc)re  stitch to  be  got  out  of  the  day, — as 
by  a  sempstress  when  the  days 
begin  to  lengthen. 

引  that  which  draws  the 
threap, — a  needle. 

作姓 引線  to  act  as  intro¬ ducer, — between  strangers. 

紅 線纏腰  girt  with  the  red thread, 一 which  is  supposed  to 
supernaturally  unite  couples 
destined  to  be  married.  See 

鞸 9886. 交 線之戲  cat’s-cradle. 

鐵線 win 
抽線  to  draw  out  (iron)  wire, — for  needle-making. 

一 線之光  a  streak  of  light 

單長一 線之路 there  is only  one  way  left  or  one  course 

open.  • 通  to  hold  the  clue  to. 

線人 QI ■線工 a  spy. 

作線  t。 Play  the  spy. 

買 眼線  t。 hire  a  spy. 

火藥線  a  slow  match；  a  fuse. 

線 售  a  four- sided  reel  for  wind¬ 
ing  silk. 

線報  a  telegram;  a  “wire •”  See 11,201. 

線鎗  a  Chinese  musket;  a  gingal. 

線 香  common  small  joss-sticks. 

几  法  conic  sections. 

抛物線 a  parabola- 
See  1671. 

w 
4534 

R •霰銷 

Sa 牽現 

A.  ngien 
Sinking  and 
Rising  Upper 

and  Lower. 

4535 

R •鉍霰 

See 現 

A.  ngien Rising  and 
Sinking 

Lower. 

現
 3 

4536 

R. 鍋 

See 現 

Rising  Lower. 

峴 5
 

4537 

R. 鍛 

See 現 

A.  ngien 

Rising  Lower 

4538 

R •鍋霰 

See 現 

Rising  Lower. 

現 4
 

4539 

R. 霰 

C.yn 

H.  hen 
F.  hi  eng 

hsien 

N. 

P. 

M. 

Y:  hsiei 
Sz.  hsien 

Use4 

A  weather-cock. 

目見 4540. 譬俱之 見風， 無須臾 

之 閒道矣  like  a  weather¬ 
cock  in  the  .wind,  not  a  moment at  rest. 

間很 a,spy- 
依泌 很很  craven;  fearful. Read  ch、iert\  To  be  like. 

4 見矢 之妹1 ike.  a  younger sister  to  God, — so  beautiful  was 

she. 

To  vomit  without 

retching,  as  a  baby  ；  to 

puke.  Also  read  hsien% • 

Mud  ；  mire  ；  an  embank¬ ment. 

A  steep  hill. 

京峴  name  of  a  mountain  in 
Kiangsu. 

峴山  name  of  a  mountain  in 
Hupeh. 

The  sun  appearing；  warm 

sunlight. 

The  glitter  of  gems.  To 
become  visible；  to  be  made 

manifest  ；  to  appear ;  see 

見  hsien、 1671.  Now :  at 

present. 

現出  to  appear;  to  become  visi¬ ble;  to  break  out,  as  a  rash. 

現露  : to  be  exposed;  to  show. 



usxeist 
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usxEnv 

現<
 4539 

K.  hidn 

J.  ktn、gm 
A.  hien 

Sinking 

Lower. 

現形  to  show  its  shape ;  to 
assume  form,  as  supernatural 

beings  are  supposed  to  do.  See 

4523. 

現 了原形 ⑼ 本相） he 
has  shown  his  real  shape,— used 

in  the  sense  of  “his  true  colours •” 

龍 便現身  the  dragon  there 
upon  assumed  its  shape, — as  a 
dragon,  having  been  previously 
invisible. 

眞個 出現了  he  really  did 
appear, 一 after  death. 

不複 再現矣 never  to 
appear  again. 

卽有 佛影現  immediately 
there  appeared  a  shadow  of 

Buddha,— on  the  ground. 

菩蔭不 現今時  Bodhi- 
sattvas  (=  angels)  are  not  seen 

nowadays' 

屢 現人目  it  has  often  ap¬ 
peared, 一 as  a  ghost. 

千古 文章， 雖出 於 
人， 却都是 天子現 

身 ，不 過借 人聲口 

發出  the  literature  of  all  past 
ages,  although  issuing  direct  from 
man,  is  really  a  manifestation 

of  God,  the  human  voice  being 
merely  the  vehicle  by  which  this 
is  accomplished. 

現在 現 今 w 現刻 
w 現時。 r 現當  now;  at 
the  present  moment. 

一 ■天一  Ip  現在  everyday 
is  a  day  gained.  Also  used  in 
the  sense  of  living  from  hand 
to  mouth,  of  being  paid  by  the 
day,  etc. 

現當潮 退之時 it  is  iust 
now  ebb-tide. 

今現 有僧住  there  are  now 
Buddhist  priests  living  there. 

現 世 報  recompense  (i.e.  either 
reward  or  punishment)  in  this 
life, — instead  of  after  death. 

現 已撒銷  has  already  been 
cancelled. 

現 經飭縣 i  have  now  in¬ 
structed  the  Magistrate. 

現錤。 r 現錢  ready  money. 

現 錢不餘  ready  money  and 
no  credit  given. 

現 4
 

4539 

Rising  Lower. 

4541 

霞諫 

C.  yn^ 

H.  han F.  hieng、 

haing* 

W. 
P.  hsien 

M.  hsien、 han 

Y.  haa 
K.  hidn、 han 

J.  ken、 kan 
A.  hien\ 

ngttn^ 

Sinking 

Irregulai 

現錢攤  the  cheaper  sort  of “fantan,”  for  which  50  cash  is 
the  lowest  stake.  See  3383. 

現存  In  stock;  on  hand； 

現買  tp  buy  for  the  occasion 

要現罷 i  want  ready  money, — no  credit  given. 

現 進出現  you  can  draw  on us  for  whatever  amount  is  lying 

to  your  credit, — t.e.  no  advances made. 

現做  to  do  a  thing  on  the  spur 
of  the  moment  without  previous 

preparation；  to  make  to  order. 

現 喋現做  to  prepare  -food 
for  use  as  wanted. 

現成  ready  made, 一 as  clothes, etc. 

有現成 的沒有 have  you any  ready  made? 

現成物  a.  ready-made  article. 

現成話  a  stock  phrase. 
現前  the  glimpse  of  events  be¬ 
yond  this  life  granted -to  a  vir¬ 
tuous  man  upon  his  deathbed. 

我 活現眼 i  have  made  a fool  of  myself；  I  have  been  sold. 

To  look  at  with  fear. 

"WH 必眼眼  craven;  trembling. 

See  4534. 

目見惡  dangerous ;  treacherous. 

晛 嗦黃鳥  the  melodious 
orioles， 

Edible  greens  of  various 

kinds,  such  as  Artemisia、 

Ckenopodium'  etc. 

\ca 

竞茱。 r 莧草 spinach. 
假莧茱  false  spinach;  goose foot  ( Chenopodium)\ 

刺莧  Amarantus  spinosus,  L. 

馬齒莧  purslane  \Portula 
oleracea、 L.). 

野 (。> ■冬） 寬菜 Malva ticillatay  L. 

毛冬 莧茱  Malva  parvi- 
floray  L. 

鐵寬菜  AcalyPh^  gemina,  Spr. 
ver- 

m 

4S42 

R •鉍霰 

C.  chyn 

H.  ckan 

Y.^hieng^  v. 

Slieu W.  v.  Jid  ̂ hd 

N.  v.  iyiien- 

kah) 

P.  hsien 

J.  ken A.  ngien1- 

Rising  Upper. 

4543 
R.： 

See 現 

Sinking 

Lower, 

霓 4544 

m 
4545 

C.yun F.  kaittg 

^.yuen 

M.  j
  hsien 

Y.  hsiti Sz.  hsien 

K.  hidn 

J.  ken 

A.  biien 

Sinking 

Lo'wer. 

Small,  smooth  bivalve 
A  small  black  insect  with 
red  head；  挪磁 54«7. 

蜆肉  mussels  or  clams  withe their  shells,— as  frequently  sc 
in  the  south. 

蜆蚧  raw  clams  seasoned. 

黃沙規 •  a  kind  of  mussel  foui 
at  Canton. 

蝶  a  Pond  for  rearing  musse 

媒殼字  clam-shell  or  bival 
phrases, — a  name  for  the  so-cah 
“dissyllables”  or  characters  uS always  in  pairs,  such  as  ̂  § 

窃苑， etc. 
A  small  chisel,  calk 

鍋親.  A  javelin  or  spea 

Same  as  4521. 

To  hang；  to  be  suspen< 

ed  ；  see  48 19.  .  A  politic 
division  which  is  knov 

under  the  term  a  District 
and  is  a  subdivision  {lit. 

dependency)  of  a  Prefectur 

an  independent  sub-Prefe 

ture,  or  an  independei 
Department  ；  see  3682. 

知縣  he  who  administers Hsieny 一 the  District  Magistn 

縣正  the  title  of  a  District  1 
gistrate  under  the 北周 i 

Northern  Chou  dynasty. 

縣令  the  title  of  a  District  l 
gistrate  under  the  秦  Ch*in  t 

Han  dynasties,  whose  ju 

diction  comprised  over  10,( 
households. 

縣長 (fhang1、 the  title  ofaD Magistrate,  whose  jurisdict 

comprised  less  than  1 0,000  hoi holds. 

縣官。 ••縣 太爺。 M 

尊 9r  縣 李  popular  terms 
a  District  Magistrate.  See  bel 

[The  first  is  an  old  term  for  “ government  of  the  Emperoi 
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縣‘
 

4545 

縣丞  assistant  District  Magis¬ 
trate. 

分縣  a  deputy  of  the  District 
Magistrate,  told  off  to  administer 

some  outlying  portion  of  the 
District. 

縣城  the  chief  town  of  a  District. 

首縣  that  District  within  which 
lies  the  provincial  capital. 

縣署  the  yam^ti  of  a  District 
Magistrate. 

郡縣  Prefectures  and  Districts 

府州  Prefects  and  Magistra 
tes  of  Departments  and  Districts. 

These  officfels  are  charged  with 
the  collection  of  revenue,  the 
maintenance  of  order,  the  pri¬ 

mary  dispensation  of  justice^the 
conduct  of  the  examinations, 

the  management  of  the  goVern- 
ment  postal  service,  etc.  etc. 

縣書  a  clerk  in  a  District  Ma¬ 
gistracy. 

麻宮  the  public  school  of  a 
District. 

縣學  the  Educational  officers  of 
a  District. 

縣考。 r  縣  _  the  District 
Magistrate’s  examination  of  stu¬ dents. 

縣案首  the  head  on  the  list  at 
th〒  District  Magistrate’s  exa¬ 
mination  of  candidates. 

扭縣  to  drag  to  the  Magistrate’s 
yamen. 

不同縣  not  belonging  to  the 
same  District. 

杪家 的知縣 a  confiscation- 
of-property  District  Magistrate, 
— a  term'  of  reproach  applied 
to  an  extortionate  magistrate. 

山 川草縣  a  poor  region. 

花縣 (= 河陽)  the  flowery 
District, — alluding  to  the  story 

of  a  Magistrate,  named  潘^  岳* 
who  paid  aH  the  debts  of  de¬ 

faulting  debtors  on  condition  that 
each  one  so  assisted  would  plant 

a  peach  tree,  the  result  being 
that  at  the  expiration  of  the  Ma¬ 
gistrate^  term  of  office  the  whole 
District  was  covered  with  flowers. 

赤縣  a  poetical  name  for  China. 
縣度  a  name  for  India  (see  9813 

縣 主  the  daughter  of  an  郡 王 
Imperial  prince  of  the  second 
degree. 

w 
4545 

m 

4546 

r .霰 

C.  syn 

H.  sen F.  sieng 

W.  zie 

N.jon 

P.  I  , . 

M.  (
  hs,tn

 

Y.  hsiei 

Sz.  hsien 

K.  son 

. sen 
A.  tien  . Sinking 

Lower. 

縣君 daughter. 、of  an  貝子 
Imperial  prince  of  the  fourth  I 

. degree.  Under  the  Mings,  the  I 
great  granddaughter  of  a  郡 王 . | 

Read  ksiian1  or  hsien1. 

To  hang  up  ；  "to  suspend. 

免懸 f 8 1 9- 

縣 .鼓  suspended  drums. 

W 

4546 

憲 4547 

h •烦 

C.  hyn 

縣空  suspended  in  midair —as I h.  hel 
a  balloon.  I  F;  hiong* , 

古者 謂是帝 之縣解 n 

the  ancients  spoke  of  this  (death)lp'  l;ten、 as  God  cutting  down  a  man  sus-|m.  i  hsien 
pended  in  the  air.  See  4819.  I Y.  ksiei 

1  Sz.  hsien 

J  K.  h'dn 

To  desire  eagerly  (⑽ 

魚  i3,5io.:  To  praise.  An| 
overplus. 

無 然歆羨  be  not  like  thosel who  are  ruled  by  their  likings  f 
and  desires. 

羡  I  to  be  very  fond  of. 

令 A 羨殺  makes  one’s  | 
mouth  water. 

莫羡人  do  not  covet  what  I others  have. 

長羨 陳村民 i  often  long  I 
for  the  people  of  the  Ch^n  vil-[ 
lage. 

欣羨  to  delight. 失寵者 欣羨得 寵者， 
those  who  have  lost  favour  are  I 

full,  of  envy  of  those  who  are] 

enjoying  it, — of  Imperial  concu-| bines. 

羨 —慕得 狠  very  ciharming;  j admirable. 

稱羨  to  praise. 
羡其  to  extol  his  virtue. 

八 子雖多 不羨鴉 eight| sons,  although  a  lot,  are  not  much  [ 
esteemed  if  they  are  crows. 

四 方有羨  all  around  there  isl enough  and  to  spare. 

以 羨補不 足 from  the  over- plus  of  one  to  supply  the  defi-| 

ciency  of  another.  1 

缺者 補之羨 者去之 
fill  up  the  deficiencies  and  I 

cut  out  the  redundancies, —  ini editing. 

羨餘  or  ̂  chix  ̂ an  overplus. 
羨門  an  “immortal”  or  demi-| god,  whose  aid  was  invoked  by  f 

始皇帝  the  First  Emperor,  j 

A  pattern  ；  an  example  ； 
a  law..  A  ruler;  strictly! 
an  official  above  the  rank! 
of  Prefect^  but  popularly | 

applied  to  Lower  grades. 

篇 邦爲憲  a"  pattern  "  to  allj 

the  States. 

.文 武是憲  a  pattern  both  to  I 
the  civil  and  th^  military.  Or  A 
taking  Wen  Wang  and  Wu  Wangl 
as  his  pattern. 

憲 章文或  he  modelled  hit self  upvon  the  perfection  of  Wen  I 
Wang  and  Wu  Wang.  I 

惟 聖時憲  let  the  wise  (king) 
take  (God)  as  his  pattern.  ’  | 

愼乃憲 pay  careful  attention  I to  your  laws.  I 

臣 人克 有常憲  the  min- j 
isters  observed  the  regular  laws,! 一 of  their  offices. 

憲典  the  statutes  of  government. 

無 然憲憲  do  not  be  so  coin- 1 pkcent.  > 

大憲  the  high  authorities, — used! 
only  of  those  of  one’s  own  na-[ tionality.  j! 

謹 遵成憲  to  respect  recog-J 
nised  authority. 

憲禁  prohibited  by  the  autho¬ rities. 

三木憲  the  three  highest  pro- 1 vincial  officials. 

^  臺  your  Excellency. 
^  your  humane  Excellency,! -a  conventional  term, 

總憲  the  Senior  Censor •‘ 
時憲書 。1 •憲書 the  official  j calendar. 

奉憲札  to  receive  instructions! from  the  high  authorities. 

上憲  the  high  authorities, 一 ofl 
a  province. 

憲鑒 ^  the  inspection  or  ap-l 
、 proval  of  the  high  authorities. 

憲恩  y°ur  Excellency's  favour. | 
憲  y°ur  Excellency’s  decision. 
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HSI3XT 

憲 
4547 

憲憲令 德。_—。_<^- 
playing  his  excelling  virtue. 

時憲  SS  almanacs.  [In  Ch‘ien Lung’s  reign  the  last  character 

was  changed  to  to  avoid  the 

Emp.’s  personal  name.] 

植
 3 

4548 R •阮 

F.  ̂  hi  eng 
P.  chsien 

M.  hsien* 
See 窜 

(usually 
Sinking) 

K.  hioti 

Rising  Upper. 

麵1
 4549 R •先 

See 軒 

J.  stn^  ten 

Even  Upper. 

憲 天  the  supreme  authorities ; the  authorities. 

憲  ̂   y°ur  Excellency^  visit  or 
presence. 

差旌 01 •憲  ffl  your  Excellen- 
cy’s  standard, — your  abode. 

憲  constitutional  government. 

憲政 編查館 Commission 
of  Constitutional  Reform. 

Read  hsienz •  Illustrious. 

A  curtain  or  screen  at 

the  front  of  a  carriage. 

To  fly. 

t0  soar  and  sail  as  a  kite. 

m 

4550 
R •谱 

See 限 

Rising  Lower. 

A  threshold  •,  a  movable 

board  at  the  foot  of  large 

entrance  gate-ways. 

臬 
4S5* 

啣 
4552 

Same  as  4550. 

Same  as  4507. 

4553 

R. 锴 

C.  I  r 

H.  1  
han 

F.  aii 

v. 
taing 

N.  yen^  aan P.  J  hsien 
M. 
Y.  hsiatig 

Sz,  hsien 
K.  han 
J.  kan^  gen 
A.  hett^  han Sinking 

Lower. 

A  limit；  a  boundary；  a 
restriction. 

w 

4554 

R •侵鹽 See 尋 

Even  Lower. 

有限  there  is  a  limit,— meaning that  the  number  or  amount  in 

question  is  not  exaggeratedly large. 

無限  boundless;  illimitable; vast. 

無立 限規  unconditionally. 
限期  a  limit  of  time;  a  fixed 
.time. 

限 五日爲 期 tofixfivedays as  the  limit. 

限 他三天 give  him  three days, — e.g.  to  find  the  thief. 

限 以三日  within  three  days’ 
time. 

限日  the  appointed  day  or  term. 

限舞 口日  on  the  day  of  (the vessel’s)  arrival  in  port. 

限滿  at  the  expiration  of  the time  allowed. 

限內  within  the  limit. 
寬限  to  extend  the  limit  of  time allowed. 

過限  to  pass  the  limit  of  time. 

限幾日  how  many  days  do  you allow  ? 

夫 限將至  the  great  limit (/ >.  death)  is  at  hand. 

限度。 r 限制  a  restriction. 

限定  to  fix  a  limit  to. 

限量  a  measure；  an  estimate. 

限碗  to  limit  one’s  food. 
難限  it  is  difficult  to  restrain 
him. 

限令  to  give  one  a  certain  time 
to . 

限止 tQ  limit;  to  check. 

限棒  blows  of  limitation, — bod¬ ily  punishments  to  runners  or 
constables  for  not  making  a  cap¬ 
ture  in  a  fixed  time. 

To  take.  To  pull,  as 

hair. 

Read  hsU  To  choose. 

榑 榕細故  to  drag  in  trifling 
objections. 

樗 綿稽絮 to  pu11  out  cotton wool, 一 of  a  snowfall. 

得
 2 

4554 榑 稽古册 t。 copy  from 
records.;  to  plagiarise. 

榑 榕之譏  destructive  c 4SSS 

R •侵鹽 

C.  ts^ym 

H.  ts、iam 

F.  sing 

W.  v.  t'od^ 

N. 三 zittg 

P.  ̂ chin 

Y.  ich、iei 
See 

Even  Lower. 

4556 

m 
4557 

徽 

4558 

綫 
4559 

t 

4560 

t 

4s61 

心
1
 

4562 

R. 侵 

C.  sem 

H.  sim 

F.  sing 

W.  sang 
N.  sing 
P. 

hsin 

M. 

Sz. 

Y.  hsing 

K.  sim 

J.  sin 

A.  tint Even  Upper. 

cism. 

To  scald；  to  boil.  A 

read  chin%  and  hsin%. 

永 尋 毛  t0  scald  the  hair  off，_ 
from  pigs. 

Same  as  4467. 

Same  as  4467. 

Same  as  4467. 

Same  as  4532. 

Same  as  4562. 

Same  as  4562. 

The  physical  heart,  whi stands  first  among  the  : 

臟  five  viscera,  and  is  t seat  of  the  mind.  Hen( 

thought,  intelligence,  t 

Also,  the  moral  heart 

nature.  To  ponder  ov< 
The  centre，；  the  midd 
The  fifth  of  the  zodia( 

constellations  ；  see  Tabl 
VB.  Radical  61.  See  J 

762， 寒 3825, 術  io,oc 
慌 5102,  %  9813， 
12,256， 寸  11,965， 

i3,258. 

心頭 or  ̂   the  heart 

mind 
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one 

心頭 已自劈 劈舶跳 

個不 住  his  heart  was  already 
in  a  flutter. 

心坎。 f 心 裔 or 心 口 
(see  5315)  the  pit  of  the  stomach 

覺得 心口疼  felt  a  pain  in 
the  pit  of  his  stomach. 

心 口相應 t。 邱 what 
thinks;  to  have  the  courage  of 

one’s  opinions. 

人 若居心 驕傲  if  a  man  is 
of  a  proud  disposition.  See  2987. 

心爲一 身之主  the  mind 
is  lord  over  the  whole  body. 

All、 目 certain  holes  in  the  heart, 

a  free  passage  through  which  is 
held  to  constitute  intelligence. 

你沒. 有心眼  you  have  no 
holes  in  your  heart, —  you  are 
stupid. 

你  AH、 眼不 通  the  holes  in  your 
heart  are  blocked  up, — as  above. 

我從心 眼兒 裏愛他 
I  dearly  love  him. 

他 狠有心 眼兒 he  has  a 
great  deal  of  tact,  or  consider¬ 
ation. 

心學  psychology. 

心知  to  be  aware. 

心 不知所 以知 the  mind 
does  not  know  how  it  knows, 

very  intimate, _as  friends. 

心 腹朋友  bosom  friends. 

居 心爲萬 事之本 
understanding  must  underlie  all 
undertakings. 

心神  the  mind;  the  wits. 

心神 不定  wandering  in 
thought, 一 as  a  lunatic. 

收束心 神  to  collect  one’s thoughts. 

心思、 intoost  feelings  or  opinions; 
mental  reservations.  Also,  de¬ 
sign,  as  of  a  draughtsman. 

然而 他的心 思我可 

不明白  yet  I  do  not  know 
what  his  real  sentiments  are,  — 
though  such  an  old  friend. 

好心思  a  capital  design, 
scheme,  or  plan,  for  an  essay, 
picture,  or  manufactured  article. 

遂有心 恙之疾  in  conse¬ 
quence  of  which  (study)  he  went 
out  of  his  mind 

心1
 

45^ 

感  AH、 疾 to  g0  out  of  one’s  mind 

疑有心 疾  suspected  him  to 
be  “cracked •” 

心不在  absent-minded. 
用心 t。 咖 心  mind;  to  apply 

oneself  vigorously  to. 

手其 帙而心 其義 t。 
handle  (turn  over)  a  book  and 
ponder  upon  its  meaning. 

小必、 or  當 必、 to  be  cautious See  4294. 

小心 過度 的。 ver  cautious. 
多 disturbed  in  mind ;  put  out. 

心內。 r 心 裏。 r 心 下 

or 必、 中 oV 必、 上 in  the 
mind;  at  heart. 

心裏 光明 是天堂 心 
mind  enlightened:  that  is  heaven. 

心 裏黑暗 是地嶽 the mind  in  darknesis:  that  is  helL 

心 下不以 •爲然 you  do not  really  think  so, 一 in  your 
heart. 

留心 to  keep  in  mind;  to  re¬ member. 

有  j^(see  below)  -有心 腸 
happy;  cheerful;  hopeful. 

有  人  determined  men；  set 
1863, 

他入 弯心 ，予 忖度之 
I  can  divine  (from  the  music  a 

man  plays)  what  his  thoughts  are. 

有心、 or  安 ；匕、 with  intention; wilfully.  Also,  I  have  a  heart; 
thank  you；  I  am  obliged.  Also 
to  have  at  heait. 

有心 爲善 ，雖 善不賞 
those  who  are  virtuous  by  in¬ 
tention,  though  virtuous,  shall 
not  be  rewarded. 

無心 爲惡 ，雖 惡不罰 
those  who  are  wicked  without 

intention,  though  wicked,  shall 
receive  no  punishment. 

有心世 道:者  those  who have  at  heart  the  cause  of  man¬ 
kind  and  of  truth. 

本心  my  original  view  or  in¬ tention. 

放心。 r 委心  to  make  the mind  easy.  [For  ex,  see  3455 and  12,557.] 

心領 I  receive  it  in  spirit, — a 
conventional  phrase  used  when 
declining  presents,  etc. 

心1
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心不死 not  t。  give  up  an  in tention  or  a  hope. 

不 到黃河 不死心 'until 
you  go  to  the  Yellow  River  you 
will  not  be  satisfied, — that 
exists. 

口是心 非  the  mouth  posi¬ tive,  the  heart  negative,  —  as 
when  outwardly  agreeing  but  in 
wardly  disagreeing. 

AH、 活 耳車興  lively  mind  and soft  ear, — of  a  credulous  dispo¬ 
sition  ; easily  persuaded; .  ̂sily 

t  moved. 

心活了  mentally  relieved;  at 
ease. 

心定  the  mind  made  up;  the mind  settled  or  quieted  down 

心不平  anxious ;  disquieted. 

心 淸 m 心 水淸  pure  ofj heart,  or  heart  pure  as  water. 

心念  thinking  of;  reflecfing 
upon. 

心心 相印  our  views  exactly 

tally. 

心醉  the  mind  intoxicated； enraptured. 

心  intellectual.、 

心 焦起來  he  got  excited;  he 

fired  up. 

明 心見性 t。  see  One’s  own nature  by  the  light  of  one’s  own intelligence. 

心志  the  wilL 
心、 高  ambitious;  of  lofty  aims. 

性  moral  nature ;  temper;  di: 

position. 

心亂  confused  in  mind. 

心意  idea;  aim. 
心 滿意足  self-confident; 
self-opinionated. 

心 投意合  congenial  dispo¬ 
sitions  and  tastes. 

回心 轉意  to  withdraw  from a  previous  determination. 

好 心好意  well  meant;  good 
intentions. 

AH、 cunningness  of  mind;  con- t;i  vances. 

心許  to  “take  to”  a  -person. 

心力  exertions  of  all  sorts. 

心肝 兒  _  肉  something  very 
dear  to  one. 

s- 
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順 必、 t0  orie’s  mind;  agreeable  to. 

AH、 月艮  sympathy  of  feeling  ;  liking 

for; " feeling  of  satisfaction  or 
content. 

心會  mental  conception. 

心愿 to  wish. 

心膜 heart；  sPirit. 

心愛  loved;  favourite. 

心情  affection. 
heart’s  pulse ;  pulsations 

of  the  blood. 

擾  heart  itching, — desire. 

心 尖  heart’s  point, 一 darling. 
Aj)  hPon  which  her 

heart’s  banner  fluttered. 

腎 不 多 ̂  tbe  Heart  and  kid¬ neys  not  in  harmony, 一 a  medical 

term  meaning  “very  ill.”'.  [The 
heart  being  associated  with  water 

and  the  kidneys  wirti  fire、 want 

of  co-operation  between  them 

brings  on  grave  illness.]  * 

言乃心 之聲  words  are  the voice  of  the  heart. 

回心  to  reform;  to  repent;  to 
recover  one  s  senses. 

心田。 r 心 地  the  moral  na- 
ture •户地  io,956. 

陰田 不如心 B9  a  dark 
field  (a  favourable  buryirig-place) 
is  not  so  good  as  a  heart  field 

(due  respect  for  the  wishes  of 

one’s  parents). 

欲廣福 田 須憑心 地 
it  is  by  the  ' territory  of  the  heart 
(sc.  by  goodness)  that  the  field 

of  one’s  happiness  is  increased. 

切 切於心  took  it  much  to 
' heart.  * 

日 久見人 心 time  reveals 
man’s  heart;,  see  12,923,  a. 

人死 不知心  (even)  when 

: was 

a  man  is  dead  you  do  not  know 
heart ;  see  6256,  a. 

有人 心的 he  has  human 
feelings, 一 is  not  a  brute. 

其 得人心 如此 it 
thus  that  he  captivated  people’s 
hearts. 

良  goodness  of  heart;  grati¬ 
tude；  conscience ;  conscientious¬ 
ness. 

你沒 有頁心 yQu  are  un_ 
grateful. 

心1
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講良心 沒飯贺 goodness of  heart  leaves  one  no  rice  to  eat. 

莫  ̂   M  AH、 do  not  do  violence to  your  natural  goodness  of  heart. 

^  very  grateful. 

是個多 心的人  he  is  very sensitive. 

莫作心 上過 不去之 

事  never  do  what  conscience forbids. 

更 不過心  he  was  still  more dissatisfied. 

心似平 原走馬 ，易放 

難收  the  heart  is  like  a  horse on  a  level  plain,  easily  started 
not  easily  stopped. 

小兒 的佛心  the  heart  of  a little  child  is  like  the  heart  of 
Buddha. 

佛心印  the  svasiika  or 
symbol  on  Buddha’s  heart.  It is  the  first  of  the  auspicious  signs 

on  the  foot-print  of  Buddha. 
Not  to  be  confounded  with  ； see  12,485. 

江心  the  middle  of  a  river.  See 
-6731. 

紅心子  the  bull’s-eye  of  a target.  See  中  2875- 

水心亭  a  mid-lake  pavilion. 

空心。 r 通心  hollow;  tu¬ 
bular. 

手心  the  palm  of  the  hand. 

孫悟空 打筋頭 ，打不 

過佛爺 把掌心 Sun W u-k‘ung  turning  somersaults, 

never  beyond  the  limits  of  Bud- 

dha’s  hand,— ̂ alluding  to  the  vic¬ 

tory  of  Buddha  over  Sun  Wu- 

k‘ung  of  the  西遊記  Hsi-yu- 
chi.  When  the  latter  thought 
he  had  been  jumping  from  one 
end  of  the  universe  to  the  other, 
it  was  found  that  he  had  all  the 

time  been  confined  to  Buddha’s 

palm. ^  Mars  is  in  the Heart  constellation.  See  Tables 
VB,  5. 

他  心  the  minds  of  others, — the knowledge  of  the  innermost 

thoughts  and  wishes  of  all  other 
beings.  Sanskrit :  paratchitta 
djana.  . 

車心1
 

4S63 

R .侵 

See 

Even  Upper. 

辛1
 

4564 

R •眞 

See 新 

Even  Upper. 

One  of  the  five  flavour 

acrid  ；  bitter.  Grievou* 
toilsome.  The  eighth 

the  天 千  heavenly  stem： 
see  Tables  Ve.  Radical  16 

[To  be  distinguished  fro 

幸 4592-] 

The  axle  of  a  wheel. 

辛味 an  acrid  flavour. 

辛辣  hot;  peppery. 
辛 苦  suffering;  hardship;  to  ta trouble.  Used  in  the  sense 

“Much  obliged !’’  and  of  “Go« 

day,  gentlemen !”  as  a  salutati« to  travellers  by  an  innkeeper 

您 可以幸 苦一盪 haps  you  Wouldn’t  mind  on  t\ occasion  •… 

千 辛萬苦  all  sorts  of  har 

ships. 

辛 痛  sad  and  painful. 

自 求辛整  to  go  out  of  on< 
way  to  seek  the  painful  sting, • 
of  a  wasp. 

辛  unhappy;  grievous. 

辛 勸  hardworking;  industrioi 

辛 劳  exertions ;  pains;  troubl< 
辛工 or 辛金。 r 辛启 wages  i  pay. 

高辛氏  the  personal  app< 

lation  of  the  legendary  帝  ̂  

Ti  K‘u,  who  reigned  b.c.  243 

朔日 辛卯  .on  the  first  day 
the  moon,  which  was  hsin  via 

辛 夷  Magnolia  conspicua、 Salis 

細辛 《  As  arum  SUboldiu 

馬 蹄細辛  Asa  rum  Blunu 

See  3914. 

四 葉細辛  Chloranthns  j 
ponicu^}  Sieb. 

竹 葉細辛  Pycnostelma  ch 

rtensis,  Bge. 
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欣 
Upper. 

4570 

^  Upper. 

A  marshy  plant  with 

yellowish-green  thick  ova 

欣
1
 

leaves,  known  as  細宰， the 
roots  of  which  are  driec 

and  used  in  rheumatism  ；  see 

4564.  Straggling  out  ；  long. 

有莘其 尾  showing  their  long 
tails, 一 as  fishes. 

宰宰 翼 翼 numerous,  —  as 
camp  followers 

Read  shen1.  Name  of  a 

place. 

宰 縣  a  District  m  the  west  of 

457r 

R •文 

C.  yen H.  hum F.  hung 

W.  hsiang 
N.  hsing 

P.  hsin 

M.  hsiin 
Y， hsing 

K.  h  in 

J.  kin、 kon 
A.  hin 

Even  Upper. 

Shantung. 

Same  as  4571. 

The  dawn  ；  early  morning. 

太昕  too  early；  before  dawn. 

大 昕鼓徵 the  drum  calls 
them  at  early  dawn. 

昕夕從  ̂   morning  and  night 

掀 
attending  to  public  business. 

4572 

The  burning  glare  of 

mid-day. 

m  , 
4573  . 

R •問  1 

See 麟 

Sinking 

Upper. 

To  see  indistinctly;  to 

AC1 
新 I look  at  fixedly.  Joyful. 

4574  F 
R. 眞  a 

G.  sen 
H.  sin  g 

Joy  ；  delight.  Used  with 
Hg  T 
W.  sang 

4571."  [To  be  distinguished 

N.  sing\  v.  sien  a 

P.  
j 

from  訴  io,357.] 

j  hsin  
； 訴然  cheerful. 

Sz.  )  i 

K.  sin 

訴  the  personal  name  of 
J. skin  -  ̂  

A.  ten  A Prince  Kung. 

Read  Ast1.  Vapour  rising 
from  the  earth. 

Read  yzns.  Respectful  ； 
see  13,264. 

僮僕 訢訢如 也 theatteu- 

Even  Upper. 

if 

dants  were  bland  and  courteous. 

Joy；  delight ；  elation. 

歡欣。 1 ■欣 喜。 r 欣羨 
- •欣悦  to  rejoice;  to  bej 

pleased. 

欣從  to  joyfully  comply  with. 

欣快。 1 ■欣暢  j°yfulJ  menr. 
欣願 t。  be  delighted  to ... . 

欣佩  to  gladly  remember, 
very  much  obliged. 

欣悉 or  欣審  to  be  glad  to  I learn. 

欣慕  to  admire;  to  be  pleased  I with. 

欣慰  satisfied;  consented;  sol- 1 aced. 

欣欣然  j°yfully：  cheerfully. 

欣欣向 榮  joyously,  reviving， I — as  plants  after  a  drought  orl 

people  after  a  famine. 

欣 逢隹節 a8reeably  happen」 ing  on  a  festival  day. 

See  4455. 

An  ulcer  beginning  (ol 

fur .  o: 
、 the  yellow  and  white  I 
f  the  fox.  See  ipi.j 

To  get  fuel;  sfe  45 75. 1 

new;  fresh. 

do  not  make  new  laws  nor  abro-| 

gate  old  ones. 

ed;  new  pattern. 

w 
4574 

new  friend. 

二 位新人  bride  and  bride- j 

groom. 子 有新人 勿忘故 
among  your  new  friends,  do  not  | forget  the  old.  See  10,357. 

新婦。 r 新娘  a  bride. 
新房  apartments  of  a  newly- 1 married  couple. 

新親  newly  related. 

新月  the  new  moon. 新正  the  first  moon  of  the  New  I Year. 

新年 or  新 奉  the  New  Year. 
新節  the  New  Year;  the  15th! of  the  i  st  moon,  or  Feast  ofl 
Lanterns. 

德化 日新 the  _al  in- j 
fluence  (of  the  Emperor)  daily! 
reforms  (mankind). 

新 修  to  repair；  to  renew;  re- 1 cently  repaired. 

新 奇^  extraordinary. 

新眼目  a  novelty;  a  new  ex-1 
perience. 
新巧  new  and  elegant,  —  ofl 

patterns,  etc. 

威舊® 新  to  hanker  after] 
novelties. 

新手  a  new  hafid ;  a  new  comer. 

新客  new  comer;  the  MSinkeh,,| 
or  Chinese  immigrant  into  the| 
Straits  Settlements. 

新來。 r  新近  recently；  of| 
late. 

新出  recently  issued. 出新  to  make  new;  to  renew;] to  furbish. 

新授  designate, — of  official  ap-l 
pointments. 

新刻  recently  published. 
新派  recently  appointed,  一  as  I an  official. 

新任 a  new  official  post;  newly  I 

appointed. 

新寥  recently  recovered,— -tror illness. 

墨色 如新辞 the  ink  seem-l 
ed  as  though  it  bad  only  just  I 
dried. 

新 定稅則  the  new  tariff. 
新造。 r 新製 newly  made. 
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4575 

眞 
See 新 
Even  Upper. 

欲 新其製  wanted  to  restore 
it, — of  an  old  temple. 

新 爲領換 之執照 a 
new  certificate  exchanged  for  an 
old  one. 

從新再 f 知。  it  all  over  again. 
新民 t。  improve  the  people. 

改 過自新 le^ve  off  sin¬ 
ning  and  mend  one’s  ways. 

開自 新之路  to  open  up  a 
path  to  self-improvement. 

新關  the  Imperial  Maritime 
Customs. 

新 鈔兩關  foreign  and  native 
Customs. 

新金山  Australia. 

新加坡  Singapore. 

新洋藥 Benares  opium. 

新 疆南路  Kashgaria. 

4576 

R. 攀 

C.  ybn H.  kHm F.  king 

. hsian 

W.  hsiang 
N.  hsing 

M.  i
  hsin 

Y.  hsing
 

Sz.  hsin 

[•  k’m、 gon 

A.  hem 

F uel  \  firewood. 

薪木。 r 荣薪  firewood. 

束薪  a  faggot. 

薪者  a  woodcutter. 

負薪  to  carry  firewood  on  the 
back 

用人如 積薪， 後來者 

居上  [you,  Sire,]  use  men  as 
though  collecting  firewood:  those 
who  come  last  are  put  on  the  top. 

樵 彼桑薪  cut  down  that 
mulberry-tree  for  firewood. 

薪 之烫之  cut  it  down  and burn  it. 

薪 桂米咮  fuel  (as  dear  as 
cassia,  rice  grains  (as  dear  as) 
pearls, — as  in  famine  times. 

曲突徙 薪 a  crooked  flue  and 
fuel  kept  away  from  the  stove, 
— are  better  for  safety  than  the 
most  successful  exertions  in  put 
ting  out  a  fire  already  kindled. 
Prevention  is  better  than  cure. 

薪草  grass  for  fuel. 

鄭有 薪于野 者 a  _ 
Cheng  was  out  gathering  fuel 

薪水  fuel  and  water, — salary, 
as  of  clerks,  tutors,  etc. 

薪工  wages, — of  servants 
薪費  payment  for  services  ren dered. 

採薪之 憂 to  be  iu. 

To  like  ；  see  4546.  To 

smell  and  enjoy  the  fra¬ 

grance  of  offerings.  To  con¬ 
ceive. 

Even  Upper. 

m 
4577 

r •眞 

See 莘 

Even  Upper. 

w 

4578 

R •侵 

See 散 

Even  Upper. 

覃 4579 

4580 

R. 侵 

Se<： 寢尋 

尋 

458i 隼 

45g2 
孽島 
45»3 

汛 
4584 

上帝居 歆 G。^  well  pleased, smells  the  sweet  savour. 

上 帝時歆  God  will  always enjoy  your  offerings. 

歆享  to  enjoy;  to  be  pleased with. 

歆香  grateful  odours. 

履帝 武敏散 she  trcd  cn  a foot  print  of  God  and  conceived. 

C. 

H •… 

Y.sging 

\\T _ 

Name  of  a  small  State， 

known  as  姊邳，  existing 

under  the  商  Shang  dynasty. 

Y. 

hsing 

… sin 

J.  shin 

*  tin 

To  prepare  chariots,  as 

for  battle.  To  begin  play¬ 

ing,  as  a  band.  Name  of 
a  musical  instrument.  To 

stop  up,  as  a  sewer. 

See  10,672. 

A  mushroom  with  a  thin 

stalk. 

Even  Upper 

and  Lower. 

mushrooms. 

覃 菜  dried  mushrooms. 

地簟  ground  mushrooms. 

See  4885. 

See  10,162. 

Same  as  10,162. 

See  4894. 

: 

458S 

迅 

4586 

信‘
 

45g7 

R. 震 

. sun 

. sin 

P. 

sang 
sing 

M. 

Sz. 

hsin 

K. 

A. 

SinkiDg 

Upper. 

To  believe  ；  truth  ；  sin 

cerity ；  confidence;  fidelity 

A  pledge.  A  seal ;  a  stamp 

see  3395.  To  trust  to;  t( 
entrust  to.  Hence,  a  letter 

news ;  something  entrustec 
to  a  friend  or  messenger 

an  envoy.  Direction :  symp 
tom.  See  519. 

See  4895. 

See  4896. 

信服  to  believe;  to  trust.  Se 

$988. 

無信 人之言 d。 not  believi 
what  people  say  . 

信 眞  credence ;  belief. 

未 信得眞 i  cannot  believi 
that  it  is  true. 

輕易信  lightly  believing;  ere dulous. 

信德  faith  ；  belief. 信經  the  Christian  creed. 

信士。 r 信女  a  believer, - 
as  in  Buddha. 

大 法初傳 ，未 有歸信 
when  Buddhism  was  first  intre 

duced,  it  did  not  attract  man 
believers. 

似 屬可信  worthy  of  belief 
credible. 

信實  sincere;  faithful;  authentic 

實信  to  believe  implicitly. 
其言 不見信 於世也 

these  words  are  not  credited  b: 
the  world. 

信哉  how  true ! 同  ̂   a  firm  trust  in. 

信然 .  糞 

信 識  a  confidence-inspiring  (i.t sound  or  equitable)  decision  n a  lawsuit. 

ffij  ̂   earnest  and  truthful 

主忠信  hold  loyalty  and  trutl 
as  first  principles. 

君臣 不信， g 不安 
without  confidence  betweei 

prince  and  minister,  the  Stat will  not  be  at  peace. 
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信 
4S«7 

雖信 美而非 吾土兮 

曾何足 以少留  though 
very  lovely,  if  not  my  own  coun¬ 

try,  how  can  it  detain  me  a  mo¬ 
ment? 

信者 聖人所 以一號 
令 而敦天 下者也 
truth  is  the  watchword  which 

Prophets  seek  to  impress  upon 
mankind. 

失信。 r 背信  to  break  faith; 
not  to  keep  oiie’s  word. 

信行  verified  or  approved, 一 
written  in  red  ink  on  drafts  of 

documents  before  they  are  issued. 

信 行君子  a  man  ofhonour. 

道: 德 •經非 信書也 心 
Tao  Ti  C king  is  not  a  trust¬ 
worthy  book. 

信託者  a  trustee. 

信使  a  faithful  agent. 

信誓  a ‘  faithful  pledge. 

信據  trustworthy  proof ;  a  guar¬ 
antee. 

信約  a  covenant. 

信 守攸關 involving  the 
maintenance  of  credit. 

信達雅  fidelity,  lucidity,  and 
elegance,— the  three  requisites  in 
translation.  . 

信票 a 信牌  a  warrant  to 
Arrest 

信 近於義 ，言 可稹也 
when  pledges  are  exchanged  in 

accordance  with  what  is  right, 

words  spoken  can  be  made  good. 

信物  a  pledge. 

乞一物 爲信  asked  for 
something  as  a  pledge. 

方士受 辭與信 the  magi- 
cian  received  her  commands  at 

parting  and  the  pledge,  —  en¬ 
trusted  to  him. 

M 夂絶信  the  image  of  his 
father. 

印信  the  impression  of  a  seal. 
信 札】 etters;  notes;  composition. 

密信  a  private  letter, 一 as  op¬ 
posed  to  on  public  business. 

— •封信  a  letter.  書 
10,024. 

信封 y 信套。 r 信皮 
an  envelope.  See  封 3582. 

信 
4S»7 

a  courier. 

信筒  a  bamboo  tube  for  con¬ 
veying  letters  safely. 

信稿  the  draught  of  a  letter. 

信局  a  post-office/ 信差。 r 信夫 

信袋  a  letter-bag. 送信  to  send  a  letter.  Also,  to 
give  such  information  as  will 

lead  to  the  recovery,  etc. 

口  信  a  verbal  message. 

吉信。 ̂ 安信 pleasant  news; a  home  lettei. 

音信。 r 信息。 r 信兒 
news ;  rumour. 

一連 幾年不 通音信 
no  news  of  him  for  several  years. 

報 知凶信  conveyed  the  sad news, 一 of  death. 

信 使 (沉臣) an  envoy.  ̂ 4602 

以 報風信  in  order  to  indi¬ cate  the  direction  of  the  wind, 

— as  a  weather-cock.  5^3554. 

二 十四番 花信風 
twenty-four  times  (a  year)  blows 

the  flower 七 pening  wind, — allud¬ 

ing  to  the  various  kinds  of  flowers 
which  bloom  at  various  times. 

産 信杳然  no  symptoms  of| •approaching  labour. 

信步行  to  stroll  about  at random. 

信口  說  to'&y  whatever  comes 
uppermost. 

信着嘴  to  give  free  vent  to one’s  tongue. 

信筆寫  to  write  off  without hesitation, 一 currente  calaino. 

信宿  to  stay  two  nights. 

有 客信信  the  noble  guest will  stay  twice  two  nights. 

火 藥信子  a  slow  match;  a fuse. 

信石  arsenic. 
信袍  a  signal  gun. 

信天緣  the  common  heron (Ardea  cinerea). 

Read  s/ienl.  To  stretch 

out ;  to  make  good. 

不 我信兮  we  cannot  make good, — our  promise. 

信 己之私  he  carries  out  his own  secret  designs. 

衅
、
 

4588 

R .震 

C.  yen^ 

H：Mn 

F.  hoimg 

VV.  hstatig N.  hsing 

M.  i
 hsin 

Y.  hsing 

Sz.  hsin 

K.  h'in 

J.  kin、 kon 
A.  hen 

SinkingUpper, 

4589 

R. 震 

See 麟 

Sinking 

Upper. 

滕4
 

459° 

R 問 

See 月欣 

SinkingUpper. 

駐 

4591 

幸 4
 

4592 

R •梗 

C.  heng2- 

H.  heri*- 

F.  haing^ W.^ 

lying 三 

P.  hsing0 

M.  hsin 

To  smear  sacrificial  ves 

sels  with  blood.  To  cover 

arms  with  skin  so  as  to 

protect  thism.  U^ed  for 

4589. 

To  offer  blood  in  sacri¬ 

fice  ； to  smear  sacrificial 
vessels  with  blood.  To 

anoint  oneself  for  ancestral 

worship.  A lquarrel ；  a  feud； 

a  pretext  for  bloodshed. 

釁鐘  to  consecrate  a  bell  with the  blood, — of  an  ox. 

釁洛  to  anoint  and  wash, 一 as for  religious  rites, 

起釁  to  begin  a  quarrel. 
構^ [  to  stir  up  trouble;  to  embroil. 

尋釁  to  seek  a  quarrel;  to  take the  offensive. 

釁端  an  offence;  a  cause  of  en¬ mity;  a  row;  a  fight;  an  act  of violence. 

貴  a  defect;  a  weak  point; 
a  cause  of  offence. 

釁隙  a  pretext  for  a  quarrel. 

_  貴  to  begin  ho
stjlities. 

An  ulcer  sloughing  or 
swelling. 

See  9867. 

Fortunate  ；  prosperous. 
To  be  under  an  obligation. 

An  Imperial  progress.  [To 

be  distinguished  from  辛 

4564-] 

行險 以徼幸 tQ  walk  in dangerous  paths,  on  the  chance 

of  coming  out  all  right. 
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4592 

Yz.  I  hsins 
ISz 

I K.  hcng 

|j.  kd I  A.  haing 
Rising  Lower 

Irregular. 

民之 多幸國 之不幸 , 
when  the  people  trust  too  much 

to  luck,  the  State  is  not  lucky.  | 

幸 頭  good  luck
. 

幸 得  luckily  got;  happily  suc-| ceeded  in. 

幸而。 r 幸脗  luckily;  hap- 1 
pily. 

幸而免  it  is  by  good  luck  that he  escapes. 

幸甚  lucky  indeed. 

宰 4
 

4592 

倖
‘
 

4593 

|see  幸 

Rising  Lpwer* 

遠視 而望幸 watching from  a  distance  the  Imperial  pro 

gress. 

帝卽幸 其寧  the  
emperor then  paid  a  visit  to  his  hut. 

辭1
 

4598 

|R •庚 c 

H.  sin 

Fortunate;  lucky.  Used 
for  4592. 

是幸  thus  it  will  be  good  for 
me, — a  conventional  phrase  used 

in  letters  at  the  end  of  a  request,  | 
etc. 

箅 得萬幸  must  be  consider¬ ed  very  fortunate. 

幸 災樂禍  to  take  a  pleasure in  the  misfortunes  of  others. 

飼* 幸 如之 what  could  be more  lucky  ? 

不幸短 命死矣 alasl  he 
died  young. 

好不 幸 哉  how  very  unlucky! 

w 
4594 

R •掘迥 

C.  c/ieng 

See 幸 

Rising  Lower 

F.  sing 

1 \V. sang 
IN.  sing 

IP.  hsin,  hsing 

Y*  )  hsin^ 

Ik.  song 

[j.  sei^  sho 
I  A.  twing 

Even  Upper. 

Very;  exceedingly.  See^ 

4595 - 

$ 幸值  upright. 
鯀 詩值以 tr 其身 the 

姓‘
 

uprightness  of  Kun  (father  of  the 

Great  Yu)  led  to  his  ruin 

然婶 值頗以 劝自負 
(he  gave  all  the  booty  to  his  men) 

but  was  very  particular  to  ap¬ 
propriate  all  the  glory. 

不幸 中之幸  a  .  streak  of luck  in  misfortune. 

家 門不幸  domestic  bereave ment. 

幸 未致命  luckily  it  did  not 
reach  life, 一 i.c.  it  did  not  cause 
death,  as  a  wound,  etc. 

幸  lucky  enough  to;  had  the 
pleasure  of. 

幸 勿有緩  please  let  there  be no  delay. 

旦夕 所需， 幸相聞 
whatever  you  want,  morning  and 

evening,  please  ask  me. 

榮幸  glory ;  prosperity. 

貴幸。 r 幸臣  the  inmates  of 
the  Imperial  harem.  S^e 2669. 

寵幸  to  dote  upon. 

佞幸  fawning;  toadying;  syco 
phantic. 

4 能得幸 W 召幸) un- 
able  to  get  the  favour  of  the 

Emperor, — of  a  concubine 

巡^  幸  an  Imperial  progress. 

w 4595 
R •梗迴 

4599 

卜敬
 

C.  sing 

F.  seing,  sang 

n!'|  ̂  

P.  hsing 

M.  hsin 

i hsi,,g
 

K. song 

|j.  sei'shd  • 

j  A.  t aing 

Sinking 

Upper. 

C.  heng1 

cheins 

Anger;  quarrelsomeness. Used  with  4594. 
h，anS^ 

ycing^ 

N.  yingL 

P.  chsing 

M.  chsin 

Y.  hsitig) 

K.  heng 

|j. 々吞 

A.  haing Rising 

Irregulat. 

摔摔然  aDgry;  enrased. 

性# 值不 能容物 he was  of  a  hot-tempered  disposition,  I 

and  quite  unable  to  make  allow- 1 ances. 

459' 

R •枧迥 

I  See  幸 

Rising  Lower. 

A  watery  expanse.  Tol 

drag  ；  to  lead. 

大同 乎 i 幸溟  become  one  I 
with  the  Infinite. 

無緜攣 以渖 己兮 d。 not  let  the  trammels  of  this  life] 
trouble  you. 

解1
 

4597 

卜庚
 

Even  Upper. 

Lithe  and  strong,  like  a 

horn  bow.  Used  with  459B. 

Red  ；  bay. 

從 以辭牡  we  follow  .up  (tl- 
first  sacrifice)  with  a  red  bu: 

.辭 辭角弓  wel1  fashioned 
the  bow  adorned  with  horn. 

Originally  the  clan  narr of  a  noble  ；  see  9978. - 

surname,  defined  by 

說文  Shuo  Wen  as  人月 

生也  that  with  which 
man  is  born.  Also  =  ̂  

sun  a  grandson,  and  ̂  

sheng  to  beget.  See  Table 

姓氏  clan  name. 
百姓  the  hundred  surnames, the  people.  See  8560. 

一 個百姓 one  of  the  peop： 

a  peasant. 

同姓  of  4  the  same  surname. 

同姓不 同宗。 f  the  sa, 
surname  but  not  of  the  sai 
ancestry. 

姓所 同也， 名所獨 i 
the  surname  is  common  (to  t 

clan),  the  personal  name-belor
 to  the  individual.  See  S2 

貴姓。 r 尊姓。 r 高姓 wl 
is  your  name?  Cf.  xAfTvov ovoi 

姓名  surname  and  perso name;  one’s  name  in  full. 

名 7940. 
你姓 甚 麽 what  15 
name  ? — to  inferiors. 

先生高 名釋姓 
wha 

your  full  name,  sir? 

姓 甚名誰 what  is  hk 

name? 

敝姓。 r 賤姓 my ㈣ 
name  is — .  Cf.  ovo^ct  kAv

1 
Od.  IX， line  364. 

萬姓  all  mankind, 
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姓
 4 

4599 

性4
 

4600 

姓 
Sinking 
Upper. 

出姓。 i •改姓  to  change  the 
surname. 

_  or  姓  to  conceal
  one^ 

name;  anonymous. 

複姓。 r 雙姓  double  sur¬ 
names, — names  consisting  of  two 

characters,  as  司馬  Sstt-ma, 

or  of  three,  as  侯莫陳 
mo-ch‘en. 

百家  The  Family  Surnames, 
一 a  collection  of  438  of  the 
surnames  in  common  use  (408 

single  and  30  double),  published 

at  the  beginning  of  the  Sung 

dynasty. 

不避 宗姓大 興物論 
non-avoidance  of  the  same  family 
surname  in  marriage  gives  great 

occasion  for  talk.  [Broadly 

speaking,  persons  of  the  same 
surname  may  not  marry.  But 
in  some  cases  it  is  tolerated,  as 

for  instance  where  a  large  area 

is  occupied  by  a  single  clan. 
Then  intermarriage  is  permitted, 
but  it  must  not  be  between 

persons  related  within  the  five 

degrees  of  mourning.  On  the 
other  hand,  certain  families  {e.g. 

the  徐  and  the  余） will  not 

intermarry  because  their  sur¬ 
names,  now  different,  were  once 
the  same.] 

不 敢姓祖 夂之姓 did 
not  venture  to  call  themselves 

by  the  surname  of  their  grand¬ 
father. 

翟 威二姓  the  two  men  Chai 
and  Wei. 

姓譜  a  genealogical  tree. 

易姓  a  change  of  dynasty. 

子 姓之衆  the  crowd  of  sons 
and  grandsons. 

Nature  ；  natural  disposi¬ 

tion  ； temper ;  faculty.  See 
1 1,248. 

性本善  the  nature  of  man  is 
good,  —  at  birth.  Such  is  the 
orthodox  Confucian  doctrine. 

性相近  men’s  natures  are 
alike, — it  is  from  their  different 

environments  that  they  become 
different. 

予 性喜方  I  am  naturally 
fond  of  what  is  square, — as  a 
shape. 

拂 人之性  to  do  violence  to 
one*s  nature  as  a  man. 

性 4
 

4600 

此 非適性 之道也 Ws course  is  not  suitable  to  human 

nature,  —  it  is  demoralising,  as 
drunkenness. 

養性  to  nourish  the  nature, — 
by  secluding  it  from  the  evil 
influence^  which  come  through 
the  channels  of  the  five  senses. 

性 子。 r 性兒 。〃性 情。 r 

性生  temper ;  disposition. 

性 子如何  what  sort  of  a disposition  has  he? 

小性兒  a  peevish  disposition. 

少 有至性  he  was  very  pre¬ cocious. 

少則 發 性多則 亂性 
a  little  (wine)  elevates,  a  large 

quantity  confuses. 

有 血性  he  is  warm-hearted. 
性拙  naturally  stupid. 

他的 記性好  he  has  a  good 
memory. 

牛性。 ] :硬性  obstinate;  wil¬ 
ful. 

任性  hot-tempered ;  fiery. 

無定性  flighty  ；  unsteady. 

性定  attainment  of  Samadhi. See  9552. 

天性  nature ;  natural  gifts  ; innate. 

天 性不飮 者有之 
are  some  who  are  naturally 
teetotallers.  See  石  9964. 

胃  inipatience. 

性急  hasty  ；  impetuous. 

性成  inveterate  habit;  natural tendency. 

成性  to  contract  a  habit. 

性分  individuality. 

性命 life- 無性命 以受享  without life  to  enable  me  to  enjoy  it. 

俾爾 彌爾性 may  y。11  fulfil your  years  of  life ! 

藥 性寒凉  the  property  of| this  medicine  is  cooling. 

性理  mind;  intellect;  metaphy¬ sics. 

性 理乖錯  his  mind  was deranged. 

幾 至  ̂   almost  went  out of  his  mind, 一 from  grief. 

鮏1
 

4601 

R •庚靑 

C.  scn^ 

H.  siang 

F.  sing^  v. . 

ching 

W.( . 

N.  j 胃 

P.  1 

M

.

 

 

, . 

Y#  1  hsm
S 

Sz. ) 
K.  song 

J.  sei,  sho 
A.  ting、 saing 

Even  Upper 

Irregular. 

星1
 

4602 

R. 靑 

C.  sing 

H.  sin、 sang F. 

W.  sing 
N. 

P. , 

M. 

Y, 

Sz. 

K.  song 

J.  seu  sho 

A.  ting 

Even  Upper. 

hsing 

Rust  on  iron. 

鐵鮏氣  a  rusty  smell  or  taste, 

参生釜  al  caldron. 

A  star；  a  spark  ；  a  point 

of  light.  One  of  the  zodia¬ 
cal  constellations  ；  see  Ta- 

bles、 VJ5.  Modern  term  for 
a  week. 

一 ■粒 星。 r  — ■顆星 a  star. 

星星  the  stars ;  starry;  numer¬ 
ous；  few. 

數星 星的手  one  who  can count  the  stars, 一 a  clever  Ac¬ 
countant. 

层  scattered  like  stars ; 
sprinkled  over,  as  gold-leaf  upon 

lacquer-ware. 

星星勲 點。 r 星碎  scatter¬ 
ed;  sparse ;  tiny. 

人 民星居  the  inhabitants  are (few  and)  scattered. 

老 人星見  old  people  were to  be  seen  on  all  sides, — a  sign 

of  peace  and  plenty. 

星  scattered  like  stars. 

星 河  the  Milky  Way. 
客  a  star  which  suddenly 
appears  in  a  constellation.  See 

3428. 

官星  JW  6341. 星宿 (/to1)  or 星象  the  con¬ stellations. 

經星  fixed  stars. 
行星。 r 游星 planets. 
五星  the  five  planets. 

金星  Venus. 
合 星 過 日  the  transit  ofyenus. 

水 星  Mercury. 火星  Mars.  See  below, 

木星  JuP»ter. 
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 土星  Saturn. 

早 毫  an  observatory. 

星士。 > •星者 沉 星文 

先生  an  astrologer ; 
astro- 

星 卜  astrology  and  divination. 

星不 能照月  stars  cannot 
give  light  to  the  moon, — the 
lesser  is  of  no  use  in  the  affairs 

of  the  greater. 

三 星在天  .the  Three  Stars 
(;n  Scorpio)  appear  in  the  sky. 

三星 髙照1 卿 the  lnree 
Stars  shine  down  upon  you  !--- 
i.e,  may  you  enjoy  福赭壽 

happiness,  wealth,  and  old  age. 

壽 '星老  the  star-of-old-age  old 
man, — a  personification  of  old 
age,  generally  drawn  with  a  very 
large  head. 

1 七星  see.  1055；  1659,  6361. 

I 七妹星 a 七姑星 the 
Seven  Sisters, — a  name  for  the 
Great  Bear. 

流星  a  shooting  star；  (ijiilit) 
scout. 

流星馬  a  swift  messenger. 

流星鎚  a  weapon  consisting 
of  a  lump  of  iron  at  the  end  of 

a  rope;  a  bola. 

耍流星  to  brandish  a  flaming 
javelin. 

厚 限  an  aerolite, 

星眼  sparkling  eyes. 

星眨眼  the  stars  twinkle, 

早 次  the  positions  of  the  stars. 

星 夜  late  at  night, — 'vhen  stars are  visible. 

星 夜奔馳 a 星馳 
travel  by  night.  See  9034. 

星言夙 駕  by  starlight,  in  the 
morning,  he  yoked  his  carriage. 

星  starlight  rice, 一 to  eat  at 
night. 

屋  a  specially-appointed  Im¬ 
perial  Commissioner  such  as 

an  envoy  to  a  foreign  country 
A  Literary  Chancellor  is  also 
so  called. 

星 速  with  star-like  speed, 
quickly. 

星  the  zodiacal  star  that 
rules  the  year. 

to 
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4602 

歲 在壽星  the  year-star being  in  Virgo-Libra'.  The  year- star  is  the  planet  Jupiter,  the 
revolution  of  which  in  twelve 

years  constitutes  a  great  year. 

星 處  starry  dwelling, -the  king¬ 
dom  of  Magadha,  the  head¬ 
quarters  of  ancient  Buddhism 

up  to  400  A.D. 

這婦 人是個 晦氣星 
this  woman  is  an  evil  star, — 
she  brings  bad  luck. 

星宿海  the  sea  of  stars,— the source  of  the  Yellow  River,  so 

called  from  the  numerous  pools 
surrounded  by  boggy  land. 

火星  sparks. 

C.  sing 

as 

― • 星 之  j/C  a  sPark  of  fire; 
point  of  light. 

冒金星  t0  see  sParks， when  hit  in  the  eye. 

滿眼 金屋 亂迸 sawnQth ing  but  sparks, — . from  a  blow. 

賊 星  a  rC)bher. 
惺1
 

4603 

R •靑根 

See 星醒 

Even  and 

Rising  Upper. 

救星  a  saviour  star, 一 an  un¬ 

mace. 

expected  deliverer 

令小星  your  honoured  little star, 一 your  concubine 

定盤星  zero  on  the  steel-yard, at  which  the  weight  is  placed 

before  the  thing  to  be  weighed 
is  attached. 

鋇二星 tw。 
入敢 星  beggared;  come  to  grief. 星橋-  a  bridge,  builc  by  李沐 
Li  Mu,  upon  which  was  painted 
the  constellation  of  the  Great 
Bear. 

星 兒  a  pair  of  small  bells,  with out  tongues,  struck  against  each 
other. 

星期  a  day  appointed  for  a  wed¬ ding;  modern  term  for  Sunday. 

一 星期內  within  a  week 

每人/ 每星期 學費_ 
及甩  one  guinea  a  week  each for  instruction. 

滿天星  A  Item  ant  her  a  sessilis’ 
Br. 

Intelligent.  Tranquil; 

passionless. 

惺悟  to  become  aware ;  to realise. 

i|^  clever;  shrewd. 

w 
.  4604 

R •靑 

See 星 

Even  Upper. 

m
1
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r. 庚靑 

H. 

F. 

W. 

N. 

P. 

Y. 

Sz. 

sin、 siang 

sing 

hsing 

K.  settg、 song 

[. sei、 sho 

A.  ting 

Even  Upper. 

墓1
 

4606 

R •靑 

See 星 

Even  Upper. 

A  raging  fire. 

An  ape  with  yellow  ha 

sharp  ears,  a  human  fac 
able  to  speak,  wear  shoe 
drink  wine,  and  of  gr 

garious  habits.  The  colo 
of  blood  ；  red,  because  tl 

ape’s  blood  is  used  as red  dye. 

猩猩 惜猩猩 ，好漢 1 

免 p  漢  the  wild  man  sym] 
thises  with  the  wild  man,  a 

one  brave  man  with  another 

猩猩菓  a  wild  jujube  plun 

紅 魅  small  red  hair  rug! 

A  screen :  a  curtain. 

4607 

R •靑 

C.  sing、 seng 
H.  siang^  v. 

ch^a/ig 

F.  sing 

W.l  . 

N •卜臂 

Y*  I  hsin^ 

Sz.) 
K.  song 

J.  sei、 sho 

kt  ting 

Even  Upper. 

篤 第  the  curtain  or  screen 
front  of  a  cart. 

Rank ;  frowzy  ；  stroi 

smelling.  Measly  fles See  2055. 

醒 3
 

4608 

R •迴 

C.  sing^  seng, 

ch^ctig 

H.  siang 

F.  sing、 chKang W.  I  . 

N.  i 
 sms 

腥羶  the  smell  of  sheep,  g02 mutton,  etc. 

腥臭  stinking;  rancid. 

脾氣  a  frowzy  smell. 

魚腥  a  fishy  smell. 

肉腥 a  meaty  smell. OS  M  a  stinking  reputation. 

K 聞惟腺 ^ 
odour  of  coercion. 

To  become  sober  ； 

wake  up；  to  rouse  up; 
startle.  See  10,760. 

醉醒  to  become  sober  fr< 
drunkenness. 

待 他酒醒  wait  until  he  1 
slept  off  his  wine. 
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4608 

hsing 

»s'd\ 
ng 

sti、 
sho 

ting 
ising  Upper. 

4609 

m 
4610 

:腥 
ven  Upper. 

or 

醒酒 _ 齚  a  relish  made 
from  fish  (see  2192)  and  used 

when  recovering  from  a  drunken 
bout. 

醒過來  to  wake  or  come 
round,  as  from  drunkenness,  a 

fit,  etc.  Also,  to  awake  to  the 

truth  about;  to  see,  as  a  joke 

or  an  allusion.  广 

衆皆 醉而我 獨醒』 
are  drunk,  and  I  alone  am  sober. 

醒轉  to  awake. 
攪醒。 r 打醒 推醒 
叫醒  to  wake  up；  to  rouse 
喚醒 t。  wake  by  shouting. 

喚 迷不醒  to  call  to  besotted 
people  without  rousing  them, 

to  the  error  of  their  ways. 

醒覺  \chiao^)  to  be  awake;  to 
pay  attention. 

醒 了沒有  has  he  waked  up  ? 

別 吵醒他  do  not  make  a 
noise  and  wake  him. 

醒然  wakeful ;  awake. 

醒鐘  an  alarum. 

醒 ttfc 之言 words  to 
the  age,-^-as  tracts. 

晨 鐘驚醒 夢迷人 心 
morning  bell  startles  the  man 
who  is  sunk  in  dreams. 

醒目  to  attract  notice;  to  catch 
the  eye. 

以 易醒目  so  as  to  make  it 
easy  to  catch  the  eye. 

看 得醒眼  it  catches  the  eye, 
•as  an  italicised  word. 

醒脾  to  restore  the  stomach, 一 
h  the  palate,  as  by  condiments, 
etc. 

醒悟  to  awake,  as  to  the  error 
of  one's  ways;  to  realise. 

Same  as  4601. 

Putrid  fish. 

又要喫 魚又嫌 M 
wanting  to  eat  the  fish  and  at 
the  same  time  objecting  to  it  as 
putrid.  Cf.  “Like  the  poor  cat 
in  the  adage.” 

rouse 

興1
 

46h  , 
R •蒸徑 

C.  hing、 heng 

H.  hin F. 

W.  hiang 
?：! . 

M.  )  hsing 
Y. 

Sz. ] 

K.  k  ing 

J.  kd、 kid A.  h'ing 

Even  and Sinking 

Upper. 

To  rise;,  to  begin to 

prosper  ；  as  opposec 
敢 8567  and  衰 

i o,ic>4.  To  raise；  to  intro¬ 

duce  ； to  advance  to  office ; 

to  make  one’s  chief  object. 
See  10,271,  8942. 

興起  to  get  up；  to  begin. 

典立  to  stand  up. 

興工  to  begin  work. 

興辦  to  put  in  operation, 一 as new  laws. 

興兵  to  raise  troops；  to  begin 
military  operations. 

興師  to  put  troops  into  the . field. 

王 于典師  the  king  is  raising his  forces. 

軍 典以來  ever  since  the  war began. 

興作  to  begin  upon  a  job. 

典發  to  multiply；  to  send  forth 

典雨  to  begin  to  rain. 

夙典夜 寐 t0  get  UP  early  and 
kgo  to  bed  late. 

典_言  to  slander. 典旺。 r 典隆。 r 典盛 
prosperity;  flourishing. 

典亡 。 ■•典 崴。 r 興衰 

■典廢  prosperity  and  adver¬ 
sity;  rise  and  fall;  ebb  and  flow； 
systole  and  diastole；  success  and 

failure ;  fulness  and  decay. 

典 則爲王 ，崴 則爲虜 
success  makes  a  prince :  failure, 

a  robber, 一 e.g.  of  a  rebel. 

以 莫不典  so  that  there  is nothing  in  which  you  do  not 

prosper. 

典利  to  give  rise  to  profits. 

典雲  to  maie  a  cloud,-— as  a 
magician. 

典赛  to  get  up  a  contest  or show. 

典 訟  t0  go  to  law. 典修  to  construct;  to  put  in 
repair. 

典喋  favourite  food. 中典  restoration ;  renaissance ; 

興:
 

4611 

to  rise  up  from  amongst, 一 as 
a  virtuous  Emperor  in  times  of 
national  decadence. 

願 爾中興  I  would  that  ye might  prosper  again ! 

國 家將興  when  a  State  or 
family  is  about  to  prosper, . . . 

興走  to  get  on;  to  ■flourish. 
振興  to  stir  up；  to  set  in  move¬ ment;  to  restore,  as  family  for¬ tunes. 

興 吾門者 在汝矣 it  is for  you  to  raise  the  fortunes  of 6ur  family. 

典居  in  motion  and  at  rest hence,  state ;  condition ;  circum 
stances. 

典 居納福  may  you  be  happy under  all  circumstances ! 

新興  new  style;  new  fashion recently  started. 

不大典  not  much  m  vogue. 
時典  fashionable;  in  vogue. 這位 醫生是 最興時 

的  this  is  a  very  fashionable 
doctor. 

大 典土木  a  great  bustle  of 
earth  and  wood,  —  as  when  a 
house  is  being  built. 

大興  one  of  the  District  cities forming  the  Prefectural  city  of 

順天  Shun-t^en  (Peking). 

勃然興  how  quickly  it  has begun  to  come  up! — as  grass. 

典積  to  collect  together. 

以興嗣 歲 and  thus  intr°- 
duce.  the  coming  year. 

不 興茶葉  not  t。 grow  tea,— 
of  a  district. 

興  asafoetida.  Sanskrit:  hingu. 

興縣  a  District  in  Shansi. 

典泉永  the  circuit  of  the  Tao- 

t‘ai  at  Amoy. 

Read  hsingK  Joyful  ； 

elated.  Appetite；  passion. 

高典  in  high  spirits;  elated; 
happy  inspiration. 

典 ii  exhilarated. 典頭。 1 ■典致  joy  ；  merri¬ ment;  elation ;  cheerfulness. 

好 不典頭  a  jolly  time  in¬ 
deed  ! 



Hsinsro 

Sinking 

Upper. 

蜻 
4613 

打 興頭。 r 打高興 t。 
spoil  the  fun;  to  act  as  a  wet 

blanket;  to  take  the  wind  out 

of  one's  sails. 

沒興  no  merriment ;  no  en¬ thusiasm. 

長年 無興可 顚狂。 nly 
in  old  age,  when  I  have  not  the 

spirits,  am  I  able  to  throw  off 
restraint. 

掃興  depressed  in  spirits.  See 

9574  sao\ 

敖 興的話  unseasonable  or ill-omened  remarks. 

喜興  pleasant  ；  agreeable. 

#興 。哺 不淺。 r 有興 

to  be  merry ;  to  be  in  good  spirits. 

興 至乃寫  when  in  the  right 
mood,  then  he  would  draw. 

父祖尙 遺德典 theresult 

4616 

W.  hiang 

uong 

. kci、 kio 
k,  king 

Even  Upper. 

of  his  ancestors’  virtue. 

起興  sexual  passion  ；  desire. 

A  swelling ;  a  boil. 

m
2
 

4614 

卜庚 I P.  hsing、 
ch^itig 

瘡# 快破  the  boil  will  soon burst. 

See  2  i  36. 

Sugar  sweetmeats  o 

various  shapes. 

餳 
46  IS 

蕭 聲吹暖 賣餳天 
when  the  sound  of  the  flute  blows 

warm  it  is  the  time  for  selling 

sugar  shapes,  —  i.e.  in  spring, 
when  the  days  get  warmer. 

I Y.  cK'ing 

.錫餅  sugar  cakes， 

鈴賜 P^try. 

w 

|C.  king 
H.  kLi/i 

IF.  king 

Wrongly  used  for  4614 
Read  10,773 

To  be  fragrant. 

爾 殽旣馨  your  viands  are 
fragrant. 

有 椒其馨  like  pepper  is  the smell. 

w 

Using 

形
 * 

4617 

靑 

See 刑 

Even  I.ower. 

576 

I3L&TNC3r 

弗惟 德馨香 祕 he wrought  not  that  any  sacrifices 

of  fragrant  virtue  might  ascend 
to  heaven. 

_ 有馨香 
德 there  was  no fragrance  of.  virtue  arising  from them. 

明 德惟馨  virtue  is  the  best  I incense. 

the  fragrance  of  flowers. 

素馨爲 田 jasmine  carpets! the  fields. 

Form,  as  opposed  to 影 

13,339;  figure;  shape  [see 

98 1 9)  •’  the  body,  as  op- 

posed  to  f 申  the  soul  or 

intellect  (see  i587)*>  PJie' 
nome7ia^  as  opposed  to  象 

4287  noumena.  To  ap¬ 
pear*,  to  take  shape ;  see  生 

9865.  See  12,128， 9602. 

有  having  form;  real;  natural. 

無形  without  form;  super- 1 natural. 

形 學  geometry. 成形  to  exhibit  a  form ;  tol assume  a  shape. 

如 形影焉 like  f_  and shadow,  —  i.e.  in  harmony  one 
with  the  other.  Used  of  married 

couples,  of  friev.  Is,  etc. 

有影  i  形  able  t。 be  seen though  not  possessed  of  form, — 
visible  but  intangible,  as  smoke. 

形影 相甲。 nly  my  form  and  I its  shadow  to  condole  with  each 

other, — alone;  friendless. 

古 人畫馬 形與骨 ，今 

人畫馬 色與肉 the men  of  old  painted  the  anatomy 

of  their  ̂   horses,  whereas  the 
modern  artist  paints  only  the 
colour  and  the  flesh.  See  5013. 

形 單  alone;  solitary. ' 
形單 .影隻  alone：  single; a bachelor. 

原 形出現  its  real  form  be-| came  visible. 

形勢  outline,  as  of  hills;  con- 1 figuration,  as  of  land;  array,  as 

of  troops  ；  the  state  of. 

形家  geomancers. 

w 

4617 俗 名二形 the  common  nan* 
(for  an  hermaphrodite)  is  ir 

hsivg» 

形 固 可使如 槁木弓 
can  you  make  your  body  as 

were  dry  wood  ? 一  cause  it  I become  unconscious  of  objecth 

existences. 

遂能分 身隱形 byandt 
he  was  able  to  be  in  two  plao 

at  once  and  to  become  invisibl 

See  分 35°6 - 

形者 神之宅 the  b。# 
the  tenement  of  the  soul. 

神 能飛形 the  squ1  can  f away  from  the  body,  —  whi(| 
encloses  it. 

形神 不相親 (hefeltas 
his  body  and  soul  did  not  b 

long  to  one  another. 

形神離 則死、 vhen  b。1 
and  soul  part,  death  ensues. 

形  substance;  the  body. 

忘 形之交 a  friendship 
which  the  body  can  be  forgotte 
— in  which  all  acts  of  physicj 

ceremony  can  be  waived. 

形骸— 忘  aU  ceremony  w 
waived. 

形跡  hat  which  has  form  ai leaves  tracks ;  objective  ex tences. 

俱不可 以形跡 5) 
neither  can  be  invested  wi| 

form, — of  abstractions. 

不 以形跡 之富貴 1 

胃胃  not  to  regard  mater wealth  and  power  as  re^l  weal 

and  power, -but  rather  to  estee the  wealth  and  power  of  the  he£| 

or  mind. 

不 枸形迹  not  to  stand  < 

ceremony. 

形跡 W 疑。 f  suspici
ous  a 

pearance  and  movements.
 

形狀  manner. 
形貌 the  appearance  of  a  p< son,  i.e.  his  form  and  face. 

櫥 人形貌 tQ  take  ̂ 1801 
Kkeness  by  photography. 

形容  form  and  face;  to  give； idea  of  one  thing  from  anoth 
which  it  resembles. 

形 容出來  to  bring  out  cIcj ly；  to  make  stand  out,-
— as a  clever  description,  or  imp( sonation. 
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形
 2 

4617 

w 

4618 

，靑 
[•  kin、 hianz 

-刑 
“  hi»g、 

^kaing 

Even  Lower. 

w 

4619 

靑 
«刑 
Even  Lower. 

_ 形容馬 之
辦極 wish- ing  to  bring  out  (in  his  poem) 

the  great  speed  of  the  horse. 

形仞  to  purport;  to  amount  to； 
apparently.;  the  mere  linear  out¬ 

line  of  a  man’s  features,  as  op 
posed  to  his  expression ;  see  9819 

喜怒不 形于色  neither 
joy  nor  anger  appeared  in  his 
face. 

雖 形於心 不 形於手 
[Thus],  although  (objects)  are 
shaped  in  the  mind,  they  do  not 

take  shape  under  the  hand, — of 
drawing. 

誡 中形外  sincerity  within 
manifests  itself  without. 

形 諸紙筆  to  commit  to 
writing, — as  opposed  to  verbal 
agreement,  etc. 

難以形 諸楮墨 unfit  for 
publication. 

致 形見小  and  thus  make 
one’s  forrii  appear  small, — take 
up  a  mean  position,  or  appear 

petty, 

形式 a  model  or  figure. 

忘 形得意 知者裒 thw 
who  can  neglect  the  form  and 

secure  the  meaning  are  few, 一 of 

painters. 

形夭  a  being  who  fought  for 
supremacy  with  God;  the  Satan 

of  China ;  see  9819.  God  cut  off 

his  head,  pierced  his  breasts  for 

eyes,  and  his  navel  for  mouth 
and  then  caused  him  to  go 
through  a  kind  of  dance  with 
a  shield  in  one  hand  and  a 

battle-axe  in  the  other. 

Name  of  a  State  bestow¬ 

ed  upon  the  fourth  son  of 

周在  Chou  Rung. 

邢臺  head  District  of  the  順 
德  Prefecture,  Chihli. 

A  statute. 

4617. 

Used  for 

型 
* 

4620 

R •靑 

See 刑 

Even  Lower. 

刑 
8 

4621 

R.* 

C.ying 

H.  hin F.  king 

W.  j  . 

n.  j 

y'  hsins 
K.  hyong 

J.  kid、 kei 
A.  king 

Even  Lower. 

An  earthen  mould  used 

for  casting.  An  example  ； 

a  statute  ；  a  law. 

型模  a  mould  for  casting  metals. 

儀 型嵇後  an  example  to benefit  posterity. 

典型  a  law;  a  statute. 
雖無 老成人 尙有典 

型  although  we  have  not  the 
real  Simon  Pure,  yet  we  have 
his  facsimile. 

A  pattern ;  to  imitate. 
A  law.  Punishment  ；  bam 

booing  to  extort  confession : 

the  death-penalty.  See  6622 

儀 刑文王  make  Wen  Wang 
your  pattern. 

刑于 ̂ 寡妻  his  example  in¬ fluenced  his  wife. 

刑 於四海  to  be  a  model  for all  within  the  Four  Seas. 

公 勿替刑  O  duke,  cease not  to  be  an  example ! 

_ 刑文武  the  first  to  imitate Wen  Wang  and  Wu  Wang. 

尙 有典刑  there  are  still  the ancient  statutes  and  laws. 

先王之 正刑  the  perfect laws  of  the  ancient  kings. 

君 子懷刑  the  superior  man cherishes  the  law. 

刑祥  administration  of  justice. 
五刑 the  five  punishments,  (1) 
as  in  force  under  the  周  Chou 

and  漢  Han  dynasties : — 
branding  on  the  forehead. 

剔  cutting  off  the  nose. 

H|j  cutting  off  the  feet. 

胃  castration. 

大辟  death
. 

(2)  as  in  force  under  the  present 

dynasty: — 答  beating  with  the  light bamboo. 

杖  beating  with  the  heavy bamboo. 

徒  transportation, — for  a  cer¬ tain  time* 

m 

4621 

流  banishment, — to  a  certain 
distance. 

死  death, — by  strangling  or decapitation. 

刑 兹無赦  to  punish  severely 
without  mercy. 

刑麗^  capital  punishment. 

臨 刑之時 just  as  he  was going  to  be  put  to  death， "  • 

停刑  to  suspend  executions,  as in  i  st  and  6th  moons. 

刑期無 刑 the  aim  of  Pu- 
nishrnent  is  that  there  shall  be 

no  punishment,  i.e.  it  is  deterrent. 

刑牲  to  slaughter  victims, — for sacrifice. 

刑獨  punishment. 
動刑。 r 用刑。 r 加刑 

or 行刑 t。  apply  punishment, 
— as  the  bamboo  is  applied  to 

witnesses  who  will  not  speak  out. 

剛 要上刑  just  as  they  were going  to  apply  the  bamboo, — he  confessed. 

刑 問。 r 刑訊  刑求 
to  interrogate  with  application 

麥 of  the  bamboo  as  required. 

寛刑  to  mitigate  punishment. 

非刑  illegal  piinishments，-such as  kneeling  on  chains,  etc. 

刑 具  implements  of  punishment 

刑仵  the  attendants  for  admin¬ istering  punishments  and  the 

corpse-examiners. 

畢食是 誰刑汝 and  wh 。- 
ever  it  may  have  been  who  put 

you  to  the  torture,  •… 

酷刑  cruel  punishment;  torture. 

遊刑  to  flog  through  the  streets. 

刑部  the  Board  of  Punishments, 一 at  Peking  and  Moukden. 

刑房 &  department  of  2.yamdn which  is  devoted  to  criminal  pro¬ 
ceedings. 

刑 名&  minal  law；  punishments. 
刑名 師爺。 r 刑名先 

牛, an  expert  in  the  criminal code, — the  legal  secretary  in  a 

ya/nen. 服天  ̂f|J  to  die  during  imprison¬ ment. 

刑天  vulgar  and  inaccurate 
form  of  形 夭; 挪-  46i7. 

73 



See 刑 

Even  Lower. 
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A  whetstone  for  sharpen¬ 

ing  tools. 

刀 刃若新 發於硎 
the 

knife’s  edge  is  as  though  fresh 
from  tlie  whetstone. 

發研 i 新試 to  flesh  one，s maiden  steel. 

硎谷  a  warm  valley  where  the 
First  Emperor  caused  melons 
to  be  cultivated  in  winter. 

A  sacrificial  caldron. 

4624 

R •庚陽 
漾敬 

設鉼 ij  to  set  out  the  sacrificial 
vessels. 

細 J 鼎  a  sacrificial  tripod. 

金刑  ̂ 8  sacrificial  broth. 

C.  hang、 hong、 

H.  hang、 hong 
YJicitig^kiang^ 

繼 g、 haing^ 

haung 

W.  ae^  0 

N.  ang、 ong^ 

P.  hshig、 hang 
M.  hsin、 hang 

Y.  hsing、 hang 

Sz.  hshig、 hsin、 hang 

Kw  hing、 hang 

J  •妇, gid 
A.  sJiang、 

haing’- Even  and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

To  step  first  with  the 
left  foot  and  then  with  the 

right;  see  586  and  2013. 

To  walk.  To  do;  to  per¬ 

form  ； to  practise；  to  carry 

out.  To  be  in  vogue；  to 

circulate.  Forthwith  ；  im 

mediately.  [This  character 
is  written  in  red  ink  on 

official  documents  of  various 

kinds  when  finally  ready 

for  issue,  transmission,  etc. 

Radical  144.  See  6174, 

9264, 7475, 9485. 

行走  to  walk ;  to  travel;  to  be 
attached  as  a  supernumerary; 

to  perform  another’s  duties  in 
addition  K)  one’s  own;  to  officiate. 

行 香走會  to  hold  services, 
burn  incense  and  form  religiou 

processions  (on  given  days,  etc.) 

聽得 床前有 人行走 

脚步  heard  the  footsteps  of 
some  one  moving  in  front  of 
his  bed. 

常來 我們人 家行走 
he  often  comes  and  mingles  with 
our  families. 

在 那衙門 行走 in  what 
office  are  you  working  ? 

在 声書房 p 走 to  be  de tailed  for  duty  in  the  Imperial 
Library. 

行路。 r 出行。 r 遊行 

a 行程  to  travel. 

E 578 
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行動  (of  the  Emperor)  to  jour¬ 
ney;  a  progress. 

行寓  a  halting-place  on  a  jour¬ 
ney. 

行且至  he  will  be  back  di¬ 
rectly. 

步行  to  travel  on  foot. 

行千步  to  walk  a  thousand steps;  to  take  a  constitutional, 

record  of  an  official  career. 

未行卒  before  he  could  take 
up  the  post， he  died. 

將 行未行  at  the  moment  of! departure ;  about  to  start. 

行狀  biographical  notice  or  ap¬ 
preciation. 

行人  a  traveller.  Also  (often 

大 行 人） introducer  of  en¬ voys  at  the  周  Chou  Court;  an 

official  entrusted  with  the  enter¬ 
tainment  of  travelling  princes. 

行瞼 walk  in  dangerous 
courses. 

其 行重拙 户 gait 
was 

clumsy, — of  a  dragon. 

行水  to  go  with  the  stream. 

行馬  to  walk  a  horse;  a cheval- de-frise, 

行舟。 》 •行船  to  go  on  board ship;  to  set  sail;  to  travel  by 

boat;  to  let  one’s  bark  go. 

行 船正路  the  channel  or fairway  for  vessels, 一 as  in  a  river. 

行駛  to  proceed  on  its  way, as  a  ship. 

開  to  set  sail. a  travelling-bag. 

行李㈣ 6884)  or 行裝 
baggage. 

行竈  a  portable  cooking-stove 

行者  a  walker;  a  Buddhist 

女行者 a  female  novice. 
actions;  conduct, — of  any 

ordinary  person.  See  9273. 

jJ-  movement  and  rest；  hence 
what  one  does;  conduct；  beha¬ viour. 

寧可莫 錢使， 不可沒 

行止  better  have  no  money to  spend  than  be  without  prin 

ciple. 
n
1
 

我 不是沒 行止的 la not  a  man  of  no  principle. 

行 行且止  now  moving,  nc 
stopping. 

自行 说 12,365. 
大 行  to  prevail ;  to  be  in  vogu Also,  a  term  applied  to  a  d 
ceased  Emperor  or  Empre 

before  a  posthumous  title  h 

been  chosen. 

大 行皇帝  his  deceas< 
Majesty, — the  late  Emperor. 

大 行其道  widely  carried  0 
the  principles. 

此 4/ 後 必大行 this 
some  day  be  an  article  of  gre 

importance, 一 of  coal. 
to  travel;  to  be  righteoi 

行道之 人 a  tramp- " 10,780. 

身不 行道， 不行於 i 

子  if  a  man  does  not  walk the  right  path  himself,  his  wi 
and  children  will  not  do  so. 

行宮  the  Emperor’s  travellii lodges. 

行在  temporary  abode  of  ; Emperor  on  a  journey,  etc. 

止 曰行在 加 Emper。 presence  makes  the  Court. 

行淸  to  go  to  worship  at  t 
ancestral  tomb  at  the  淸  H 

spring  festival.  
> 

行書  the  running  style  of  har 

writing. 

行畧  a  biography. 
行禮  to  go  through  cereraon forms;  to  salute. 

何 勿玫行  why  not  me: your  ways? 

不 能行之 ⑼ 於） 西_ 
cannot  be  applied  to  weste 

nations, 一 of  a'  law. 

格 於部議 ，終未 1 
never  got  farther  than  “referr 

to  the  proper  Board,” 一 of memorial  which  has  been  y* 

fully  strangled  by  red  tape 
consequence  of  powerful  op! 

sition  to  its  contents.  See  ̂  

6029. 

^  or  ̂   t0  or^ 
to.  The  first  is  also  to  impc 
a  forfeit. 
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以堂堂 太守, 而號佘 

不行 於一婦 ，何以 

做 將來乎 if  a  consden- 
；' tious  magistrate  is  to  have  his I  decrees  set  at  naught  by  one 

woman,  how  will  he  be  able  to 
deter  others  from  like  courses  ? 

行語  to  tell  to. 

文  a  despatch  sent;  to  sene 
a  despatch. 

行 文字眼  parallel  or  anti¬ 
thetical  phrases, —committed  to 
memory  by  students. 

行知  to  notify. 

行准  to  receive,— as  a  despatch. 

行交  to  forward  to. 

行用  to  make  use  of. 

行仁  to  lead  a  good  life. 

行疫 OT 行蓝 an  epidemic 
is  raging. 

行已。 r 已 行 has  been  in 
existence;  already  made. 

to  send  to, 一 a  court  of 

justice. 

on  reaching . 

行來  to  come. 

行踪  traeks ;  trails. 

行聘  to  send  betrothal  presents. 

^  actions;  to  act. 

行窃 （ot 竊）。 1 ■行劫 t。 
steal；  to  rob. 

fX  銷  to  have  a  free  sale;  to  be 

free  to  be  taken  or  sold  every¬ where. 

fT  酒  t0  pass  the  wine;  fill  the 

glasses ! 

行當  shall;  forthwith  must. 

[行  here  = 就  am  going  to.] 
about  to；  will  forthwith. 

不然 行乳藥 求死耳 
if  not,  I  will  immediately  take 
poison. 

辕  the  temporary  residence 
of  a  high  officer  travelling. ff  ̂   to  spread  the  faith;  to  do 
missionary  work. 

行換  military  evolutions, 
行經  course  of  conduct. 

IS  to  P^k  one’s  luggage  for 
a  journey. 

tr 
4624 

行期  the  date  of  departure. 

行 於世。 r 行於 代。 r 行 

於時  to  have  success, 一 as  a book. 

以字行  he  is  known  by  his 
办 泛， 一 as  opp.  to  his  personal name. 

7 以 畫行然 勝於畫 朽*  者  he  did  not  make  a  busi¬ 
ness  of  painting,  yet  he  sur¬ 
passed  the  professional  artists. — 
of  Hsieh  An. 

行房事  to  have  sexual  inter¬ course. 

行人情  to  send  complimen¬ 
tary  presents. 

^ ■了養 f  the  funds  for  a  journey. 

行租  rent;  periodical  rent. 

令 X  息  to  be  at  interest；  to  bear 
interest. 

行脚僧  an  itinerant  Buddhist 

priest. 自篆 權禪而 隸楷行 
since  the  Chuan  and  Chou  char¬ 

acters  (the  Seal  characters)  went 
out,  and  the  Square  and  Cursive 
styles  became  current. 

權  t0  ac<:  in  an  exceptional 
way；  to  suit  the  circumstances 
of  a  particular  case. 

卽 請施行  I  therefore  request you  to  act  accordingly. 

作行 好的事 tQ 心 g<^d and  charitable  acts. 

不知 行的好 在那搭 

兒  I  don't  know  where  “good 
works”  comes  in. 

不行。 r 行不去 this  won’t 
do;  it  can’t  be  done. 

ordinary  ；  customary. 

the  five  elements, 一  viz. 

水  water, 火  fire, 木  wood, 
metal,  土  earth.  For  their 

interaction,  see  克 |J  6116. 

-ff. 有  the  five  elements 
can  restore, 一 as  well  as  destroy. 
See  6116. 

跳 出五行 t0  have  got  out 
of  reach  of  the  5  elements, 一 as 
a  spiritual  being. 

行樂圖 12,128. 

4624 

Read  •  hsing\  Actions  ; 

conduct.  [The  usual  reading 

of  行  in  名  names  is  hsing^  ； e-s- 張伯行 .] 

行者心 之發 actions  come 
from  the  heart. 

德行  good  works;  virtue. 
f 參行*  to  live  virtuously  or  reli¬ 

giously. 

pp  行  disposition ;  temper;  moral 

level.  See  9273. 

素 行  habit ；  ways ;  manner; 
practice.  |： 

行 高  nobility  of  conduct. 
行 of  a  low  moral  character. 

^  honest;  trustworthy. 

邪行  evil  actions ;  to- act  as  if 

possessed. 

損行  to  do  violence  to  one’s moral  character,  一  as  by  夕 bad 

actions. 

行深  versed  in  the  theory and  practice  of  TAO.  See  below. 

某甲 素無行 So-and-so.was 
a  bad  character。 

凡醉 人無行 a11  the  Qut- 
rages  committed  by  drunkards. 

如此無 行之人 a  scoun- 
drel  like  this. 

有 文無行 he  was  a  man  of 
education  but  a  loose  liver. 

文 行忠信  letters>  conduct, loyalty,  and  truth,  —  were  the four  subjects  of  the  teaching  of 
Confucius. 

Read  hang1.  A  row ; 

a  line  ；  a  series.  A  mer¬ 
cantile  firm  or  hong.  [Com¬ 
monly  written  行 •] 

*  行  ̂   a  row  of  trees. '行  aline  of  wild  geese, — 
flying  in  the  air. 

行  in  order;  one  behind  the 
other,  as  geese  fly.  〆 

a  column  in  a  book； 

proper  style. 

滅行 之字  a  few  lines， 一 of  a 
letter. 

目下 子行。 r 十行俱 

下  could  see  ten  columns  of  a 
book  at  a  glance. 
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八行書  ordinary  note-paper, 
— so  called  because  divided  into 

eight  columns. 

長行  long  lines, 一 prose. 

棑行  the  order  of  sons  in  a 
family, — as  eldest,  second,  etc. 

行 幾  which  brother  are  you? 

_  in  the  same  ra
nk. 

行伍  the  ranks;  risen  from  the 
ranks ;  soldiers. 

行 伍出身 TQse  f_  the ranks. 

行商  merchants. 

行東 行長。 r 行主 the 
head  of  a  firm. 

洋行  a  foreign  hong. 

行號。 1 行戶  a  firm;  a  cor 
poration. 

齊行  to  form  a  trade  combi 
nation. 

行店  shops  and  houses  of  busi¬ ness. 

行業 OT 行當 兒。 eeupaticn 
calling;  craft. 

行棧  a  godown;  a  public  ware house. 

行販兒  a  travelling  merchant 
a  trader. 

行話  a  trade  term;  a  technical 
term. 

行規  hong  regulations ;  com 
mission  ；  brokerage. 

行情  custom  of  the  trade. 

價 or  市  rate  of  ex¬ change  ; market  prices,  etc； 

換本 上行市  will  not  fetch 
the  market  rate, 一 as  silver  of 
low  touch. 

外行  an  outsider;  one  who  does 
not  know  the  business. 

內行  to  be  skilled  in；  an  expert 

不 在行。 r 不內行  not  in 
the  trade;  he  doesn’t  understand the  business. 

年 耙長成 ，自 然在行 
when  he  grows  up  he  will  under¬ 
stand  the  business. 

討 少 ，怕 不在行 if  1  ask 
too  little,  I  shall  look  as  if  I 

wasn’t  up  to  the  business. 

行家  an  expert. 

行,
 

4624 

R. 

當行 厭當行 ^ the-Uade hates  in-the-tradCj  - —  two  of  a 

trade  can  ne’er  agree. 

隔 行如隔 山 thDsewhoare separated  by  their  trades  are 

as  though  separated  by  moun¬ 
tains,  — they  have  nothing  in common. 

R. 

4628 

靑庚 

See  麥 |J 

A.  Jting 

荇
 < 

行子  a  fellow,— a  term  of  con 
tempt. 

行衣服  to  stitch  clothes 

道行深  his  magical  skill  is considerable.  See  above. 

Read  hctng~ • 

子路行 行如也 Tza  Lu looking  bold  and  soldierly. 

4625 

梗 
C.  h》ng\ 

xhang 

H.  hen、 - F.  haitig’ - 
W.aA N.  i-ying 

P.  hsin^^hen^ 

M.  hsin2 

Y.  hsinf、 king K.  hertg 

J.  kd^  kid  • 
A.  haing^ 
Rising  Lower 

Irregular. 

An  aquatic  plant  ( Vil- 

larsia  nynipkoides、 Gentiu- 
nacece)  called  荇茱， the 
stems  of  which  are  put 

in  spirits  to  improve  the 
flavour. 

4629 

r •迥徑 

C.  king 

ckin、ckwang 

F.  keing2- 

W.  Ccia”g、 

pang 

dng 

P.  ching3^ 

Cchi”g、 

ihsing 

M.  zchirt、 chin^ 

K.  hidng^  v. 

kiong 

kei,  kid 

A.  thing 

Rising  and 

Sinking 

Upper 

Irregular. 

4626 

•庚 

See 行 

A.  haing 

參差  tslen{  iz^  荇茱  here 
long,  there  short,  is  the  duck weed. 

The  tail-end  of  the 

backbone  of  an  ox.  The 

thigh-bone  of  a  bird. 

Even  Lower. 

擤3
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R •梗 

P. 

細〆， 

sei 

, v.  hP 

hsing 

chsing 

sen^ 

To  blow  the  nose  with 

the  fingers. 

M.  chsin、 zhin Y. 

Sz. 

J  hsing 

J.  kd、 kid 

A.  haing1- 

Rising 

Irregular. 

w 

Even  Lower. 

m 

A  handsome  woman. 

姪娥  title  of  a  female  offi under  the  Han  dynasty. 

The  shin-bone；  the  shai 

See  3725,  3888.  Also  re 
chingK 

脞骨  the  shin-bone. 

以 杖叩其 脞 hit  him 
the  shank  with  his  staff, - 
teach  him  manners. 

脛 脛昂然 holding on, 
erect;  a  commanding  prese 

不脛  without  legs,  一  usee writings,  etc”  which  spread 

m: 

4630 

靑 

See 馨 

Even  Upper. 

R. 

and  wide  without  visible  m( 

of  locomotion. 

The  dragon-fly,  knowr 

虫了經 •  5^  2136. 

4631 

R •靑徑 

C.ying 

H.  kanf、 Jnn F.  S.hing 

^.ying 

P.  S.hsing 

M.  sJtsin、 chifi 

K.  hidng 

J.  kii^  kid 

A.  ihing 

Even  and 

Sinking 

Lower and  Upper. 

A  mountain  pass；  a 

file；  a  gorge. 

省 

4632 

井  a  mountain  pass  iri  Cl 

井陘縣  name  of  a  IJ^tri 
Chihli. 

憲  P 里  a  niche  near  the  fire-p 
where  the  kitchen-god  rest: 

See  9887. 

僧 4&33 

囟 
扣34 

Same  as  4603. 

Same  as  4636.  [T( 

distinguished  from  277 
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賴 
4635 

顔： 
4636 

震 
sun\y,  csurt 

, sirn^  v. 

^ung 
hsing^  v. 

ct^ung 

tin,  hswl, 

ikiDgUpper. 

杏&
 

4637 
trrgf 

梗 
htngx 

hen、 - 

hatng^ 

•  cae、 ^ae 

ying,  v.  an, 

hsing3 

hsin’、 her^ 

I  ^ing* ^ng 

haing 

Sinking 
Lower 

Irregular. 

4638 

Same  as  4636. 

The  fbp  of  the  head  ；  the 

skull.  Also  read  Jtsin、 anc 

ssu1. 

_門  the  fontanelle  in  a  baby’s 
head;  the  crown  of  the  head. 

mm  •  the  common  skull-cap 
worn  all  over  China. 

The  apricot, 

mond  ；  see  8510. 

The  al 

杏兒 杏子  apricots. 

杏樹  an  apricot  tree. 

一 色存花 紅十里 the 
apricot  blossom  reddens  the  coun¬ 

try  for  ten  li  around. 

杏月  the  second  moon, — when 
the  apricot  is  in  bloom. 

桃飽 存傷身 you  may  eat 
your  fill  of  peaches,  but  apricots 
are  deadly. 

杏壇  name  of  a  place  in  modern 
Shantung,  where  Confucius  used 
to  teach. 

杏仁  apricot  kernels；  almonds 

杏仁茶 or 杏兒茶 al 
mond  tea, — a  thin  almond  gruel 
served  at  Chinese  banquets. 

杏 眼桃腮  almond-shaped 
eyes  and  peach-red  cheeks. 

杏 眼圓睜  her  almond  eyes 
glared  round  with  rage. 

該杏仁  he  owes  almond — i.e 

姓人  those  by  name  ̂  
mankind,  sc.  everybody,  mean 
ing  that  he  is  deeply  in  debt. 

銀杏  Salisburia  adiantifolia. 

杏桃  a  kind  of  greengage. 

杏梅  a  kind  of  dark  plum. 

杏苑  a  name  for  Peking. 

Same  as  4625. 

4639 

R. 覺 

C.  v.  pokQ 

N.  yuoh 

See 學覺 

Entering 

Upper and  Lower. 

4640. 

R •覺 

See 
Entering 

Lower. 

學 

4641 

w 

4642 

R •覺 

N.  yiioh See 

A.  houk^  ouk 
Entering 

Lower. 

削 4643 

w 
4644 

R •屑 

See 屑 

Entering 

Upper. 

4645 

R 屑 

See 厨 

A.  tiet、 tout Entering 

Upper. 

4646 

HSIO. 

A  stratum  of  rock  or 

hard  clay.  A  crack  in  a 

jar. 

A  mountain  torrent. 

滎穋  disturbance;  confusion 
Angry.  > 

See  4839. 

The  Chinese  blue  tree- 

pie  or  red-legged  magpie 

( Urocissa  sinensis).  It  is 

reared  for  fighting.  If  heard 

in  the  morning,  there  will 

be  fine  weather；  in  the  even¬ 

ing,  rain. 

鱟鳩  a  young  dove. 

See  4309. 

To  wave, 

撇循  to  flutter, 一 as  clothes  in the  wind. 

Grits  of  rice  or  corn  which 

remain  after  pounding. 

镯末  rice-grits. 
粉檑  grits  in  flour. 

Same  as  4645. 

IT 

4647 

R. 樂 

C.yok-^ 
F.  k、iok、 iigiok 

W.  hsia) 

N.  hsiah 

P.  hsu(P 

M.  luo 

K.  hak 

J.  kaku、 kiaku 
A.  hok 

Entering 

Upper. 

w 

4648 

R •覺 

Entering 

Upper. w 
4649 

R. 覺 

C.  hok 

F. houk 

W.  ngo 

N.  ttgoh 
K.  hok、 hak 

J.  kokut  gaku 
A. houk 

Entering 

Lower. 

慢 

4650 

R •藥 

M 矍 Entering 

Upper. 

休1
 

4651 

R. 尤 

C.  yau hiu 

To  jest；  to  mock  at；  to ridicule. 

笑  0 虐  to  laugh  and  jest. 
戲謔  to  jest  with;  to  play  tricks 

on  ；  to  indulge  in  lewd  sport. 

善戲 譃兮不 爲虐兮 
good  at  joking,  he  never  jokes to  wound. 

相  g 虐  to  have  fun  together. 

劇誠  j°kes>  chaff;  banter. 

無 然謔譃  do  not  thus  make 
a  mock  of  things. 

講浪笑 栽 with  scornful 
words  and  dissolute, 一 the  smile 

of  pride. 

狎誠 obscene. 

To  vomit. 

The  glistening  plumage 

of  birds.  The  reflection  of 

sunlight  on  water. 

白 烏翯翯  the  white  birds 
glistening. 

To  be  frightened  ；  to 

dread.  .  Also  read  kuo 你. 

驚十麗  startled;  frightened. Read  huo^.  Suddenly. 

个矍然 hastily- 
JITJ. 
stop  ；  to 

s 
H 
F. 
W.  hsiau 

N- ) 

P.  J  hsiu 

M. ) 

Y,  hsieo 

Sz.  hsiu 

To  rest；  to  stop ;  to  cease ； 

to  resign.  To  separate 

from.  To  avoid  ；  impera¬ 

tively  = do  not,  etc.  {see 

6949).  Blessing  ；  prosperity  ； 

good  fortune. 

故 帝王聖 人休焉 
therefore  wise  rulers  and  sages 

rest  therein, 一 in  inaction.  See 

4711. 
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休
 3 

4651 
IK.  hiu 

|J.  kiU、 ku 
I  A.  hiu 

Even  Upper. 

休止  to  stop;  to  desist  from 

休息  to  rest, — as  from  toil. 

休 息在此 rest  here- 

休手  to  stoD  work. 

至 死方休  will  stop  only  at 
death 

無常一 到萬事 休―11 
death  comes,  all  things  cease. 

常 44。. 
萬 事皆休 (^Iso),  bygones 

shall  be  bygones.  See  below. 

我心則 ■休  then  our  hearts can  be  at  rest. 

不肯 就休罷  if  you  won’t, there’s  an  end  of  it. 

一不作 二不件 if  you 
don't  succeed  the  first  time,  try 

again 

天 地同休  will  last  as  lcng 
as  heaven  and  earth 

自誓 不干休  I  swear  I  will 
never  stop, — until  I  succeed. 

休沐  to  bathe  three  times  a 
as  was  customary  for 

休1
 

4^5 1 

if  you  won’t  agree,  don’t  expect to  save  your  life. 

天休  the  blessing  of  heaven. 

休戚  joy  and  sorrow;  good  for¬ 
tune  and  ill. 

休 戚相開  rautuaily  sympa¬ 
thetic. 

休祥。 r 休嘉 OT 休美 
fortunate ;  good;  excellent 

4654 

尤看 

See 啡 

A.  hau 

Even  Upper. 

無疆之 休^_(1^  good 
luck. 

month,  w …“一 j  … 

officials  under  the  T‘ang  dynasty, 
and  for  which  they  went  off  duty. 

至休 沐輙閉 門絶賓 
when  off  duty,  he  would  shut 
himself  up  and  decline  visitors, 

— of  Ts‘ai  Lun.  See  Biog.  Diet, 

吾 兒休矣  my  son  is  dead ! 

休致  to  resign  office. 

父 時休致  his  father  had  just 
resigned. 

乞休  to  apply  to  resign. 

以 老乞休  to  ask  to  resign 
on  the  plea  of  age. 

告休養  to  apply  to  resign  on 
account  of  ill-health 

休妻  to  put  away  or  divorce one’s  wife. 

休書  a  bill  of  divorce. 

休棄  to  reject；  to  abandon. 

休命 t。  renounce  th^  position 
one  is  destined  by  birth  to  oc-| cupy. 

^  don’t  allude  to  it. 

舊事 休題1 et  bygones  be  by- 
gones. 

休怕  don’t  be  afraid! 
若 是不肯 ，休 想活命 

知 人休脊  to  know  people’s good  and  evil  luck, — as  a  sooth¬ 
sayer. 

間休咎  to  ask  whether  one’ luck  is  good  or  otherwise. 

休 矣皇考  be  favourable,  O Imperial  ancestor ! 

休  _  favourable  signs  or  proofs 
of. 

休休  simple  and  upright. 

琴人 休休焉 the  true  Sage 
is  as  a  negative  quantity,— 

無爲  does  nothing. 

子休 the 字  “style”  of  Chuang 
TzU. 

See  休  QIC. 
Even  Upper. 

4652 

R •尤肴 

C.  yau^  hdu 
F.  hiu、 hau 

W.  hsiau 
P.  hsu^  hsiu、 

hsiau 

M.  hsiu、 hsiau 
K.  hiu^  hio 

J.  ku 

A.  hu、 hiu 
Even  Upper. 

To  shout  ；  to  make  a 

hubbub.  A  cry;  a  groan 

4653 

R. 尤 

See 休 

Even  Upper. 

一齊人 傅之， 衆楚人 

难之 if  one  man  of  Ch‘i  were to  teach  him  while  all  the  people 

of  Ch‘u  were  to  confuse  him, 
he  could  not  learn. 

噢噢 咻咻  crying  out  in agony. 

ness. Shade  ；  protection.;  kinc  - Used  for  4651. 

鴻庥  your  great  favour. 

神庥  divine  favour. 、 

聖庥 &  holy  favour, — of  gods or  of  the  Emperor. 

多 蒙庇庥  I  am  deeply  in debted  for  your  protection. 

用 浑天庥 to  receive  the 
blessings  of  heaven. 

履祇延 麻 may  y°u  °n 
happiness  and  attract  to  your¬ 
self  blessings ! 一 a  complimentary 

phrase  used  in  letters. 

俅1
 

Excellent；  fortunate 

Minute  5  fine. 

Read  hsiao1.  To  boil 
To  fumigate.  See  5957. 

包 你  to  boast  and  swagger. 
4“、 4“、 

A  fabulous  beast,  calle( 

编#  ㈣ 9。68)， said  h devour  tigers.  Valiant；  her 

fllTCi 

W 

4656 

See 休 

Even  Upper. 

A  war-horse. 

鵂1
 

4^57 

R •允 

See 休 

Even  Upper. 

An  owl,  known  as  越休 | 

said  to  laugh,  and  regarde 

as  a  bird  of  ill  omen. 

羞1
 

R，-
 

C.  sau 

H.  siu 

F.  csiu^  v.  csieu, 

cchHu 

j 
 siu 

To  feel  ashamed;  1 

put  to  shame  ；  to  blusl 
To  nourish.  To  produc 

Food；  delicacies ；  offering: 
sacrifices. 

hsiu 

Even  Upper. 

惟口  起羞  it  the  
mou which  gives  occasion  for  sham 

無 作神羞 n<>ttoPuttheg。 
to  shame. 

不 恒其德 ，成 .承岑 ^ 
inconstancy  in  virtue  will visited  with  disgrace. 

知羞  to  have  a  sense  of  shan 羞愧。 r 盖恥。 r 羞 I 

羞吝  to  feel  ashamed* 
盖 花  to  put  flowers  to  shame, 
sc.  very  lovely. 

羞辱  to  put  to  shame ;  to  insu 

羞 惱成憨  furioiis  at  bci 
disgraced;  mortified  and  aBf 

羞死  to  die  of  shame. 

羞  bashfulness. 
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4658 

膳 
4^59 

條
1
 

4660 

羞 
ren  Upper. 

修1
 

4661 

it 
羞 
ren  Upper. 

害羞  to  feel  ashamed;  to  be 
very  bashful. 

含羞  to  feel  ashamed;  to  blush 
羞得臉 紅耳赤 
ashamed  that  her  face  got  red 

and  her  ears  scarlet, — blushec 
up  to  the  roots  of  her  hair. 

羞 straitened  circumstances 

羞鸯  to  nourish  the  aged, 

今我 旣羞告 爾于朕 

志  I  have  now  brought  forward 
and  announced  to  you  my  in¬ 
tentions. 

珍 羞百味  all  kinds  of  deli¬ 
cacies.  See  4660. 

析 壤枝以 爲羞兮 pluck 
a  spray  of  coral  as  an  offering 
to  the  gods. 

Same  as  4660. 

Savoury  food；  delicacies. 

See  4658. 

鍾膳  choice  food. 

進饈  to  make  a  present  of  de¬ 
licacies. 

八鍾豈 所敢望 hc>w 咖 
I  expect  to  get  the  eight  choice 
kinds  of  food? 

To  put  in  order；  to 

prepare ;  to  cultivate  ；  to 

regulate；  to  restore；  to  re¬ 

build.  Long.  See  4624 
hsingK 

修 我矛戟  I  will  prepare  my 
spear  and  lance. 

修 之平之  he  dressed  and 
levelled, — the  ground. 

修戎 t。  put  one’s  weapons  in 
order 广 for  war. 

修志  to  prepare  a  topography, 
— e.g.  of  a  Prefecture  or  District. 

修 書。 r 修函  to  prepare  a 
letter. 

修德  to  cultivate  virtue.  See 

行 4624. 

修陰功  to  do  good  by  stealth. 

修身  to  put  one’s  person  in 
order;  to  cultivate  oneself;  to 

improve  one’s  moral  nature. 

修1
 

4661 

修道  to  cultivate  Tao, — from 
Confucian  point  of  view,  with 

the  object  of  becoming  a  virtu¬ 
ous  and  honourable  man;  from 

a  Taoist  point  of  view,  with  the 

object  of  becoming  an  Immortal 

免仙 4449. 

修眞  to  cultivate  purity,  —  of 
mind  and  body,  according  to 
Taoist  canons,  and  with  the 

object  of  attaining  immortality, 

修品  to  regulate  one’s  conduct in  accordance  with  propriety. 

修好 tQ  cultivate  good  actions, 
as  beggars  suggest  when  asking 
for  money;  to  cultivate  friendly 
relations. 

好& 4 修  to  love  the  cultiva¬ tion  of  morality.  See  440. 

修合  to  mix  or  make  up  me¬ dicines. 

修待  to  steadfastly  maintain, 
as  principles, 

f 多成  to  be  metamorphosed  into, 
一 used  both  by  Buddhists  and 
Taoists. 

修下  to  prepare. 
修費  expenses  of  repairs. 
修削  to  alter  by  addition  or 
‘  destruction. 

修理。 r 修整。 r 修補 

修後  to  put  in  order;  to  mend. 
修造 a 修築。 r 修蓋 

修 葺  t0  build;  to  rebuild;  to 
repair. 

修進  to  be  built  into  or  through, 
一 as  the  Great  Wall  into  the  sea 
at  Shan-hai-kuan. 

修廟  to  repair  a  temple. 

修 橋補路 t。  repair  bridges and  mend  roads. 

修濠  to  dig  a  moat. 

修飾  to  adorn. 修改  to  amend;  to  revise. 

修廠  a  dock. 修燈  to  trim  a  lamp. 

四 牡修廣  the  four  steeds were  long  and  stout. 

孔修  very  long. 

路修遠 以周流 the  road is  long  and  winding. 

修竹  tall  bamboos. 

or 

w 
4661 

4662 

R. 尤 

See 羞 

Even  Upper. 

w 

4663 

H.  zsiu 

See 修 

Even  and 

Rising  Upper. 

4664 

囚 466s 

修眉  long  eyebrows ;  well marked  eyebrows. 

修短 得中。 f  medium  height 

短有數  long  or  short  life 
is  a  matter  of  destiny. 

代 作蹇修  to  act  as  Chien Hsiu,  —  the  name  of  a  noted 

marriage  go-between  in  legen 

dary  times. 

吾法夫 前修  I  imitate  the 
worthies  of  old. 

修多羅  s^ra, — one  of  the  12 divisions  of  the  Buddhist  Scrip¬ 
tures.  See  1086. 

Dried  meat,  as  formerly 

given  to  tutors  ；  hence,  sa¬ 

lary.  Far；  distant.  To 

prepare；  to  regulate.  Usee 

for  4461.  See  2681. 

束脩。 r 脩金  the  salary  of a  teacher. 

脩敬  a  respectful  present. 

山 川脩阻  hills  and.  streams keep  us  far  apart. 

倩遠  very  distant. 脩久  for  a  very  long  time. 

脩長  very  long;  drawn  out. Read  t^iao1.  (Usually  滑. 

A  District  in  Chihli,  under 

the  Han  dynasty,  changed 

in  1265  to 景州  Ching- 

chou. 

Water  in  which  rice  has 

been  boiled. 

滌隨 以滑之  (the  above- 
named  vegetables  are)  soaked  in 

rice-water  to  make  them  tasty. 

Same  as  4660. 

See  2336. 
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4666 R •允 

C.  yau 
H.  ts'-iu^  yi 
F.  siu 

W.  ziu 

P.  hsiu、 c/iLiu 
M.  ch^iu 
K.  stl 

[. shU、 dju 
A.  tu 

Even  Lower. 

HSIXJ 

酋 
4667 

綱 
4668 

w 
4669 

R •尤 

C.  /slau,)，au 
H.  siu 
F.iu 

Y.you^  hsiu 

}A.,you 

K.  ch(u 
’ . shU、 dju 
A.  tu 

Even  Lower. 

遒 
4670 

宿 
4671 

m 
4672 

4673 
R •有 

C. 少 tiau 
H.  hiu 

F.  hiu、 hitu、 
chHu 

W.  hsiau 

N.  hsiu 

M.  I
  /U/M Y.  hsieo 

Sz.  hsiu 

K.  hu 

J.  kiu、 ku 
A.  hu 

To  swim.  See  2258. 

泅水  to  swim. 

泅水衣  a  diving-dress. 

勇於泅  a  bold  swimmer. 

泅海過  to  swim  across  the 
water. 

See  2257. 

See  2341. 

The  long  white  larvae  of 

a  beetle  called  mm- 

蝤鲜  a  large  sea-crab. 

See  2342. 

See  10,338. 

Same  as  4679. 

Rotten  ；  decayed  ；  worth 

less.  [To  be  distinguishec 

from  栢  1 2,7i8,] 

Rising  Upper. 

朽 木不 可雕也 rotten 
wood  cannot  be  carved,— you 

can’t  make  a  silk  purse  out  of 
a  sow’&  ear. 

朽材  worn-out  material, — as  an 
old  public  servant ;  used  in  self¬ 
depreciation.  Cf.  inutile  lignum 

朽 壤。 r 朽爛。 r 朽敖 
decayed ;  spoilt ;  worthless. 

腐朽  rotten ;  decomposed. 

九朽 ■ 一 罷  nine  spoilt  for  one 
finished, 一 of  painting  pictures. 

朽3
 

4673 

4674 

1  二 

H.  sht 

See 绣 

K.  sti 
Sinking 

Upper. 

584 

老朽  a  worthless  old  man, — used  conventionally  of  oneself. 

垂 名不朽 his  name  will never  be  forgotten. 

所以 垂不朽  so  as  to  hand down  the  memory  of  it  for  ever. 

德 音不朽 his  good  fame will  never  decay. 

萬 古不朽  not  forgotten through  all  time. 

死 而不朽  they  die,  but  do 
not  perish, — leaving  their  works 

behind  them ;  “non  omnis 

moriar •” 

秀 4幻5 

宥 

Same  as  4673. 

Growing  grain  coming  in¬ 

to  ear；,  plants  flowering;  flou¬ 

rishing；  luxuriant.  Beauti¬ 
ful；  accomplished;  refined. 

A  plant  that  seeds  without 

having  put  forth  flowers. 

實 發實秀  (the  grain)  grew and  came  into  ear. 

秀 稳  ears  of  corn. 

高 粱秀了 穗兒了  the millet  is  in  ear. 

各一時 之秀也 each  (°f 
these  plants)  has  its  own  season for  flowering. 

秀茂  luxuriant,— as  vegetation 

秀美 a 秀麗  beautiful handsome. 

秀 色可餐  so  pretty  one would  like  to  eat  her. 

秀流  refined ;  elegant. 

得天地 之秀氣  filled  with the  grace  of  heaven  and  earth 一 of  a  refined  man. 

^  ̂   girls  employed  as  ser
vants in  the  Palace. 

秀衣  elegant  clothes. 
秀項  a  delicate  graceful  neck 

秀氣  talent;  elegant  manners 
happy  influences,  as  places. 

秀才  talents;  a  hsiuts^ai^  or licentiate,  or  graduate  of  the 

first  degree,  or  bachelor  of  arts 

知進 207S- 

聞 其秀才 hearing  of  his talents. 

秀 4 

4675 

m 

kcsixj 

半個秀 才 half  a  u  & 

佾生 5531 
秀才與 秀才不 同 ther are  b.a^s  and  b.a*s. 

士  an  accomplished  scholar 
an  equivalent  for  the  abov 

entry,  adopted  by  the  T‘ai-p‘in rebels. 

俊秀 a  complimentary  .  titl given  to  candidates  preparin 
for  the  grade  of  童  ̂  

12,299.  
一 

秀才 怕歲考 theBA: fea, the  triennial  test  examination, - 
failure  at  which  may  cause  hii 

to  be  deprived  of  his  b.a. 

求 不到官 ，有 秀才泊 
though  one  may  fail  to  get  offic 

the  degree  of  hsiu-tslat  remain 一- as  a  permanent  honour,  an 
also  as  carrying  with  it  certai 

rights.  Thus,  a  hsiu-tfai  cai 
not  be  bambooed  until  he  h; 
first  been  formally  stripped  i 
his  degree. 

秀才 人情紙 半張* hsiu-tslai}s  heart  is  but  half 

sheet  of  paper, 一 of  small  a 

count;  not  to  be  depended  upo 
The  hsiu-ts、ai  class  is  a  lar^ 

and  not  over  reputable  one. 

秀 才不是 窮家子 
hsiu-tslai  does  not  come  from 

poor  family, 一 which  could  n 
afford  the  expense  of  his  educ 
tion. 

秀眼  a  yellowish-greeri  warbl 
with  a  white  ring  round  its  eye 

秀水縣  a  District  in  Che 

kiang. 

4676 

R •宥有 

S66 秀誘 

Sinking  and 
Rising  Upper 

and  Lower. 

A  coarse  jade  or  jaspe 

called  诱 陽石， used  f( 
making,  mouth  -  pieces 

pipes  ；  also,  for  ear-stopper 
the  use  of  which  is  n! 
known  but  was  probably 

keep  out  dust. 

綉 4677 

诱瑩  a  whitish  variety  of  t above,  used  for  ornaments various  kinds. 

Read  yuz. 

王 3^  Wang  Yu,  an  official 
the  2nd  cent. 

Same  as  4680. 
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4678 

4679 

hsiu 

)t  used 

shu 

t 

inking 

Jpper. 

4.680 

inking 

Jpper. 

See  13,433. 

Rust  of  metal. 

生绣。 r 長錄  to  grow  rusty. 

銅绣  verdigris. 
绣住  rusted  in;  rusted  together. 

那個 人是鐵 _  that  man 
is  iron  rust, 一 very  stingy. 

To  embroider；  orna¬ 

mented  ； variegated ;  illus¬ 
trated. 

繡花。 r 刺繡  to  embroider. 
See  2068. 

纖畫 tQ  embroider  designs. 

描 龍繡凰  to  draw  a  dragon 
and  embroider  a  phoenix, — to 
adorn  with  various  designs. 

繡金  to  spangle  with  gold. 
繡工  embroidery  work. 

mm  ornamented  screens. 

繡囊  an  embroidered  satchel  or 
bag. 

繡服  embroidered  clothes. 

繡襖  an  embroidered  jacket. 

繡貨  embroideries. 

錦 ％、 繡口  a  brocaded  mind 
and  an  embroidered  mouth 

of  a  refined  scholar. 

繡面  to  tattoo  the  face. 

繡閣。 1 •繡房  a  boudoir. 
繡女  a  spinster;  a  young  lady. 

繡墩  an  embroidered  hillock, — 
a  cushion;  an  ottoman. 

纏衣  a  Commissioner  sent  to 
manage  difficult  cases  in  the 
provinces. 

mm  an  embroidered  ball；  the 

geranium. 

洋繡毬  the  pelargonium. 

玉繡毬  Hoy  a  car  nos  a. 
繡佛  Maitreya  Buddha.  See ' 

7812. 

4681 

岫 4
 

4682 

R .宥 

See 釉 

Sinking 

Lower. 

w 
4683 

C.  tsau 

H.  ts^iu 

F.  seu^  v.  cwortg 
WJ  . 

N.  I
 咖 

P. 

M. Y. 

Sz. 

K.  su 

J.  shU 
A.  tr’iu、 truk 

hsiu 

Same  as  4679. 

A  cliff；  a  mountain  peak 

巖岫  a  precipice. 
岫巖  a  Department  in  Shing- 

king. 

窻中 列遠岫  the  distant cliffs  stand  ranged  in  the  win¬ dow. 

A  sleeve, 

the  sleeve. 

楦 4807. 

To  put  into 
See  ̂   125 

Sinking 

Lower. 

衣釉  the  sleeves  of  a  coat. 

軸衣  a  coat  with  sleeves. 
釉口  the  mouth  of  a  sleeve. 

袖頭。 r 馬蹄袖 the  cuff；  or sleeve  turned  back,  resembling 

a  -horse's  hoof. 

軸 中 or 軸裏 in  or  up  the sleeve. 

to  put  one’s  hands  in  one’s 
sleeves,— for  warmth. 

釉 手旁觀  to  put  one’s  hands in  one’s  sleeves  and  look  on, 
without  taking  part. 

拂 釉而去  flicked  his  sleeve and  went  off, 一一 in  a  rage. 

灑雨釉  to  shake  out  both sleeves, — showing  that  nothing 
is  concealed  within. 

兩 袖淸風  nothing  but  clear wind  in  both  sleeves, — clean¬ 
handed;  incorrupt. 

斷 釉之癖  the  vice  of  cutting off  the  sleeve, 一 sodomy.  From 

the  story*  of  an  Emperor  who 
cut  off  his  sleeve  rather  than 

vrake  a  favourite  lying  upon  it. 

有長軸 善舞之 態 with a  long-sleeved  and  graceful 

posturing  expression,  —  used  of 
style.  See  9254. 

螞虎 子還未 出釉子 
the  ma  hu  tzU  has  not  come  out 

of  the  sleeve, 一 he  is  not  likely 
to  succeed.  See  7586. 

領袖  see  7219. 

釉 而藏之  concealed  it  in  his sleev.e. 

袖月  to  travel  by  night. 

釉
」
 

4683 

m 

4684 

Kit 

F.  v.  eur- 

P. (hsiu 

See 休 

J.  kiu、 ku A. 
Even  Upper. 

4685 

R •宥 

C.  ch、au 
F.  ch^eu W.  hiau 

N.  
j 

M.  h
siu 

Sz. ) 

Y.  hsieo 

K.  hu 
ku 

A.  hsu SinkingUpper. 

齅‘
 

4686 

•宥 

See 

Sinking 

Upper. 

w 
4687 

R •屋 

See 音 

Entering 

Upper. 

R, 

f 冉珍的 （0I ■板） pocket  edi 
tions. 

釉 巴狗兒  a  Peking  sleeve- 

dog. 

A  colour  made  up  o 

much  red  and  little  black 

A  varnish  of  a  red  or  mauve 

colour；  to  varnish. 

To  smell.  See  臭 2521 
and  13,141. 

嗅花  to  smell  flowers. 

三 喫而作  thrice  (the  hen pheasant)  smelt  (Tzii  Lu)  anc 

then  rose.  Or,  thrice  (Confu¬ 

cius)  smelt  (the  hen  pheasant 
when  served  to  him  by  Tzti  Lu 

and  then  rose.  \Han  comm.  The 

pheasant  called  thrice  and  then 

rose.] 

To  smell. 

不齅驕 君之餌 i  will  not 
smell  the  bait  of  an  arrogant 

prince, —多 >•  I  will  not  even  look 

at  the  salary  he  may  offer.* r 

Animals  which  put  the 

mouth  to  the  ground  when feeding. 

4688 

R. 庚 

C.  hing、 heng H.  hiung 

F.  hing、 hiang W.  hsiung 

N.  hsiung 

P. 

M. 

Y. 

Sz 

.1 hsiung 

An  elder  brother;  a 

senior. 

兄弟 a 弟兄  brothers ;  also, sisters.  The  former  is  also 

daily  used  for  “a  younger  bro¬ 
ther/ *  and  conventionally  for 

四海 之內皆 兄弟也 
all  within 

brothers. 

the  Four  Seas  arc 

74 
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4688 K.  hyong^  v. sLdn^ 

J.  kid、 kei 
A.  hwing 

Even  Upper. 

難得者 兄笫， 易得者 

田地  it  is  hard  to  get  brothers, 
it  is  easy  to  get  acres. 

朝兄弟 '， 暮仇敵 bmthers 
in  the  morning,  foes  at  night, — 

of  lightly-made  friendships. . 

其妻 與彭伉 之妻兄 

弟也  his  wife  and 7  P^eng 
K‘ang’s  wife  were  sisters. 

長 兄  an  elder  brother.  See  3736. 

兄 長  a  senior;  an  elder;  Sir. 

兄  my  elder  brother. 

令兄  your  elder  brother. 

同胞 兄弟  brothers  by  the same  mother. 

堂兄弟  cousins  with  the  same 
surname. 

表兄弟  cousins  with  a  aiflfer- 
ent  surname. 

把 兄弟。 r 誼兄。 r 盟兄 
sworn  brothers;  members  of  a 
secret  society.  Sec  8514. 

內兄  a  wife、 elder  brother, 
外兄  the  elder  brother  of  a 

sister’s  husband. 

老兄。 r 吾兄。 r 兄臺。 r 

仁兄。 1 •大兄  conventional 
phrases  used  in  direct  address 

to  strangers  and  others  =  “you, 

Sir.1 
愚兄  y°ur  foolish  elder  brother, 
一 used  by  an  oldti.  man  for  him- 
selfr^^I.’， 

如兄  like  a  brother;  a  bosom 
friend. 

孔方兄  the  brother  with  a 
square  hole,  一  cash  ；  money. 

[兄  is  here  properly  read 

htiang1.'] 搭 夥還是 親兄弟 
brothers  are  the  safest  partners. 

知弟 莫如兄  no  one  knows 
the  younger  brother  like  the 
elder. 

兄弟 如手足  brothers  are 
like  hands  and  feet, — they  can 
never  be  replaced.  See  981. 

弟 兄殺人 ，各 分手足 
if  a  brother  kills  a  man,  he  and 
his  other  brothers  range  them¬ 
selves  as  hands  and  feet, — his 
act  does  not  implicate  theYn. 

兄弟不 和会人 欺 dhen 

兄1
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凶1
 

4689 

R. 冬 

C.  hung 

H;  hiung F. hung 

W.  hsuoa 
N.  hs  'uung 
P. hsiung 

586 

HSIXJ2MC3- 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 
K.  hiung 

J.  kid、 ku 

A.  hung 

Even  Upper. 

brothers  disagree,  they  become 

a  prey  to  outsiders. 

弟 兄雖親 ，財 帛分明 
1  however  dear  brothers  may  be 
to  each  other,  rights  of  property 

should  be  clearly  defined, — to 
avoid  squabbles. 

Read  huang^.  Commis¬ 
eration  ； sorrow. 

職 兄斯引  to  prolong  my anxious  sorrow. 

Unlucky,  as  opposed  to 

吉 909  ；  unfortunate  ；  sad； 
cruel.  Used  with  4690. 

吉 凶未知  I  do  not  know  if it  is  lucky  or  not. 

以 人自照 見吉凶 by 
using  other  men  as  mirrors  in 
which  to  see  yourself,  you  may 

discover  your  own  good  and  bad 

points. 

凶兆  a  bad  omen. 
鴉報凶  the  crow  (or  raven) announces  bad  luck. 

日 月告凶  the  sun  and  moon announce  evil, — by  not  keeping 

in  their  proper  courses. 

凶年  a  bad  year,  —  for  the 
harvest.  r 

凶神値  日  ’tis  an  unlucky 
day ! 

凶星  a  baleful  star. 
凶  baleful;  ill-omened. 

凶殃  misfortune ;  evil. 

凶德  evil  aspect;  evil  influence. 

凶信  bad  news. 凶命  an  unhappy  fate. 

凶 事  unlucky  matters， 一 death, 
burial,  etc. 

病 狠凶瞼  the  disease  is  very dangerous. 

凶服  mourning  clothes. 
化凶  to  avert  calamity, 一 as  by the  use  of  the  phrase  利市， 

when  meeting  a  funeral,  giving 

presents  to  children,  etc.  See 

99°S- 逢 此百凶  meeting  with  all these  miseries. 

凶 4689 

兇1
 

4690 

R •冬 

See 凶 

Even  Upper. 

m 
4691 

K •冬腫 

Sec 凶 

Even  Upper. 

四凶  the  Four  Criminals,- 

_  兜  Huan  Ton， 共 
Kung  Kung,  鯀  K ‘叫  and  ：| 

苗  the  chief  of  the  San  Mi, These  individuals  misheha\ 

themselves  in  various  ways  a 

were  punished  accordingly 

the  Emperor  Shun. 

凶刀  the  knife  with  which； murder  was  committed. 

V iolent ;  cruel  ；  savag 
Used  with  4689. 

兒惡。 r 兒橫 OT 兕猛 

兇暴 w 兇殘。 r 兇 j wicked ;  malignant ;  savaj 

cruel ;  violent;  aggressive ;  ■ 
scrupulous ;  cruel ;  atrocious. 

行兇  to  do  violence;  to  %kill 

恃 勢行兒 t。 do  deeds 
violence  on  the  strength  of  on 

position. 

見 行兕人  seeing  an  ass； 
ant. 

兕犯 a 兒 徒。 r 兇 J 
persons  concerned  in  a  mun case. 

兇手  the  actual  murderer. 

兕器  a  weapon  with  wh: 
murder  was  committed. 

兕 要各犯  murderers  a 
other  important  criminals, 

兒 險  dangerous ;  malignant. 

兕死  to  die  a  violent  death. 

兕蜂  the  aggressive  action 
an  army. 

To  scold  ；  to  abus 

Trouble  ；  calamity;  disorde 

To  go  to  law;  to  judge. 

天 下讕目 B  the  whole  empij 
is  murmuring. 

降 此鞠訑 (God)  has  se 
down  these  calamities. 

以 究  i  言8 to  lay bare 
king’s  disorders. 

不告于 _  they  havcrndt  a| 
pealed  to  the  judges. 



;ee 凶 
Even  Upper. 

nsrcnxrc^ 

The  breast.  Origina 
form  of  4696  {g.v.). 

煩 懑盈匈  the  breast  full  ofj 
cares. 

匈包  the  sound  of  noisy  dis-j 
putation  ；  hubbub. 

匈奴  a  name,  identified  with! 
“Huns，”  first  given  to  the  Tur¬ 
kic  tribes  under  the  Han  dyn¬ 

asty.  They  had  previously  been 

known  by  various  names  at  dif¬ 
ferent  epochs.  See  5234. 

Timorous  ；  to  start  up 

frightened,  as  from  a  dream. 

587 
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胸1
 

4696 

恂1
 

4^93 

1 •冬腫 
►ee 凶 
Even  Upper. 

洶1
 

4^94 

(•冬 腫 
ee 凶 

Even  Upper. 

詾 4697 

胸襟闊  liberal-minded. 

胸 羅武庫  all  the  Wu  k^u  {i,e.  | a  whole  arsenal)  in  his  breast, - 
of  a  skilful  general. 

寬胸  to  make  one’s  mind  easy. 

胸 懷。 r 胸次  the  breast, 一 I as  feelings,  mind,  etc. 

非胸 次不凡 何以臻 

此  unless  possessed  of  no  ordi 
nary  intelligence,  how  could  he 
have  attained  to  this? 

睡 餘書昧 在胸中 at waking,  the  flavour  of  the  book 

(read  before  sleep)  remains  in 
the  mind. 

Same  as  4691. 

4699 

W 
4695 

朐1
 

4696 

•令 
ee 凶 
Even  Upper. 

Noise  of  water ；  hubbub； 
clamour. 

淘湧  the  breaking  of  waves ;  the 
rush  of  a  mountain  torrent. 

忿 洶洶幾 不可遏 b。* 
ed  over  with  anger. 

都 下洶洶  panic  in  thej 

一. 

Same  as  4696. 

The  breast ;  the  mind 

intelligence.  See  4692. 

胸臆。 1 ■胸 脯子 th«  breast. 
胸膛  the  chest. 

胸中  in  the  breast. 

胸 中懷刀 concealing  a  knife 
treachery)  in  his  breast. 

鷄胸  chicken-r.hest,  —  pigeon 
breasted. 

态 氣塡胸  anger  fills  his| 
breast. 

槌 胸趺脚  beat  his  breast 
and  stamped  his  feet,— -to  keep warm. 

拊 胸大痛  to  clasp 
breast  in  anguish. 

胸 膜翳聲 an  obstruction 
the  chest;  indigestion. 

胸 顯錦繡  the  breast  full  of| 
brocade  and  embroidery, — full 
of  learning  and  refinement. 

芎1
 

4698 

R 東 

C. kung 
H.  kiung 

F.  kUng、 kliing W.  c^iung 

N.  luting 
P.  hsiung 

M.  hsun 

J  hsiung  I 川芎  a  variety  from  Sstich^uan 
K. kung 

. kid、 ku A.  k'ung 

Even  Upper 

Irregular. 

A  medicinal  plant,  called 

芎薦  , a  decoction  of  which  j 
is  used  to  purify  the  blood. 

撫 (or  获） 弯  a  species  of  the above. 

m 
4699 

R •東 

H.  hiung 

See 熊 

J. 少 5，- 

Defined  in  the  說文  as 

鳥夂  = the  male  of  birds, 
as  opposed  to 雌  12,397. 
and  also  of  insects  and  small 
animals.  Brave  ；  martial. 
See  1659,  13,129. 

熊,
 

R. 

one  s 

in 

EvenLowen 不爲雌 之伏， 但爲雄 

之飛  not  crouching  like  thej 
female,  but  flying  like  the  male. 
[Government  couriers  wear 

cocks’  feathers  in  their  caps.] 

見 ~ 決 《 定） 個雌雄 
to  try  who  is  the  best  man, 

誰知烏 之雌雄 among crows,  who  knows  cock  birds 
from  hens? 

， 一 ■紙 名雄雌 a  compe- tition  in  which  the  prize  was  a 

sheet  of  (Su  Tung-p‘o’s)  writing. 

雌 鷄化雄  a  hen  turning  into a  cock, — the  grey  mare  being 
the  better  horse. 

4700 

東 
C.  hung 

H.  yung 

F.  kiing^  v. 

kHng W./ 

yung 

hsiung 

Sz. 

K.  ung 

\  yU、ko 

A. hung 

Even  Lower. 

雄鷄  a  fine  cock. 
雄長  cock  01, the  walk. 

能以 力雄人 in  feats  ofj strength  he  was  cock  of  the  walk.  | 

一栖 不兩雄  there  cannot! be  two  cocks  in  one  roost.  See\ 

英雄  a  hero. 
雄壯 burly；  strong. 
雄豪  masculine；  not  flabby, — of  poetry,  etc. 

^  Shakyamuni  Buddha. 

雄軀  a  martial  or  robust  frame. 

雄 才大略 a  master-hand  atl 

strategy. 

雄兵。 1 •雄師  brave  troops.  I 
雄峻  imposing；  grand;  strong | and  inaccessible ;  see  9991, 

抖起雄 心 stir  up  your  I 
courage, 

雄霸  一 *  方  to  seize  on  ter- 1 

ritory. 

雄黃  realgar  or  disulphide  of arsenic ;  sometimes  used  for 
flowers  of  sulphur. 

地雄  tubers  of  wolfs-bane. See  3689. 

A  bear.  See  9031.  [To| 

be  distinguished  from  態 10,598.] 

人 熊。1 ̂  人  the  bra^n  bear! ( Ursus  arc /os), — sp  caii^d  from! its  habit  of  standing  erect. 

熊掌  bear's  paws,— on?  of  the! 

八珍； w  599. 
熊膽  bear’s  gall, — us^d  as  a| medicine. 

能白  fat  from  a  bear’s  6eart,- used  as  a  medicine. 

狗轉 or 耍狗熊 tlte  smalll 
white-necked  performing  bear! 
( Ursus  tibetanus). 

吉 夢維熊  his  lucky  dream! 
was  about  a  bear, — signifying  I 
that  he  would  have  a  s!na  See\ 

JS  5^2 
- 

其 荠熊熊  the  glare  is  very  j 

trying. 
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4700 

迥 

熊耳山  Bear’s-Ears  Hill, 一 a 
mountain  in  Honan,  where  the 

Great  Yu  began  his  engineering 

labours;  so  called  from  two  peaks 

resembling  the  ears  of  a  bear. 

Read  nar  and  %似.4 二能 8184. 

47oi 

詗
 2 

47。2 R •迴 

F.  hein^^hing 

yi^churt^chun 

See 迴 

Rising  and 

To  give  information 

about  ；  to  gossip.  Intel¬ 

ligent.  Also  read  ckiung^. 

47°3 .敬 

F.  iking^ 

hiong^ W.  ̂ citing 
N.  Ccuung 
P.  hsiunf 
K.  liiottg 
•  kei、 kid 

A.  kwing 
Sinking 

Upper. 

Sinking 

Upper. 

貧 

疋1 冃 
4704 R. 魚 

See 需 
K.^ 

[•  shu、 so 

A./i. Even  Upper. 

See  2380. 

壻
 ‘ 

4705 
壁 

C.  sai'w.  csat 

H. 

窺 詗時事  to  watch  and 
report  on  current  events: 

探詷  to  pry  about  and  tell  tales. 

詷悟  shrewd ;  intelligent. 

因 使爲中 詷久之 
having  long  been  employed  as a  spy. 

F.  sae,  sat 

W.1  . 

h 
P.  hsu 
M.  Visit 
K.se 

[. sei、 sai 
A.  te 

Pre-  eminent ;  superior. 
To  have  great  aims  ；  to 
scheme. 

龜 哉特立 w 釐乎尙 
矣  he  stood  peerless  and  alone. 

籃 莫與京  there  is  no  place 
like  the  capital. 

終日釐 m  to  toil  the  whole 
day  long. 

Hsxir. 

Mutually  ；  together  ；  all 

To  store  up.  A  final  part¬ 
icle.  A  clerk. 

淪 脅以敢  involved  together 
in  a  common  ruin. 

無 胥遠矣  (near  relatives) 
should  not  any  of  them  be 
treated  distantly. 

胥皆  all；  every  one. 

胥 在是矣  all  are  contained 
in  (or  depend  on)  this. 

儲胥  to  accumulate.  Also, 
servant. 

于 胥斯原  he  had  surveyed 
the  plain, — where  he  was  settled 

君 子樂胥  to  be  rejoiced  in 
are  these  princes. 

胥吏  clerks  in  a  yamen. 

4704 

Sinking 

Upper. 

婿 

47。6 
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4707 

R •語魚 

See 

J.  sho、so 

A.  t'i 

Rising  and 
Even  Upper. 

胥役  police  constables;  runners. 

胥靡  convicts.  [靡. =糜.] 
Also,  to  treat  with  indignity. 

大胥  officer  of  Board  of  Music. 

A  son-in-law. 

女增0 r 門增  a  son-in-law. 

&相  4249  hsiang、 • 

賢；^  dear  son-in-law ! 

金龜壻  a  son-in-law  high  in 
office. 

東 床隹壻  an  eastern  bed excellent  son-in-law,  —  a  most 
desirable  son-in-law, 

一個養 女增。 ^ 養老 

女壻  a  son-in-law  who  lives with  the  family  of  his  wife. 

翁壻  father-in-law  and  son-in- 
law. 

夫壻  a  husband;  a  daughter’s husband  is  also  so  called. 

亞增  a  term  by  which  two brothers-in-law  speak  of  each 
other. 

Same  as  4705. 

To  strain  spirits  ；  clear  ； 

bright.  Abundant. 

有 酒谞我  if  I  have  wine,  I strain  it. 

飲 此谞矣  let  us  drink  this clear  wine. 

零 露惰兮  with  the  bright dew  lying  on  it. 

其 葉  how  luxuriant  are the  leaves ! 

糈1
 

47。8 

R. 魚語 
See 胥 

Even  Upper. 

Fine  rice,  used  for  sacri 
ficial  purposes.  Salary ; o 伍 cial  pay. 

懷椒精 而要〆 之 to 

諝
，
 

4709 

R 語魚 

See 

Rising  and 

Even  Upper. 

carry  pepper  and  rice  and  en¬ treat, — the  gods. 

Knowledge  ；  discrimina¬ 
tion；  prudence. 

才諝  ability ;  talent. 
智  wisdom;  good  judgment 

詐諝  treacherous ;  untrust¬ 
worthy. 

m
1
 

4709 

醑
:
 

47io 

R. 語 

See 

Rising  Upper. 

虛
1
 

47ii 

謀 無遺諝 ，舉 不失策 
if  there  is  no  lack  of  prudence 

in  the  planning,  there  will  be 
no  failure  in  the  execution. 

To  strain  spirits；  fine  wine. Used  with  4707. 

視^  §胥  prayers  accompanied  by 
offerings. 

•魚 

See 許 

Even  Upper. 

Empty,  as  opposed  to 

實 9947;  vacant；  unsub¬ stantial  ； unconditioned；  va¬ 

gue；  vain ;  false  ；  figurative. 

Pure；  unprejudiced.  Ab¬ 
stract.  One  of  the  Zo¬ 
diacal  constellations；  see 

Tables、 VB. 

虛空  empty;  void. 
太虛  the  great  void, 一 of  space 

- illimitable. 

虛假 虛浮 vaSue; 

un¬ 

substantial. 

万虛  the  six  illimitable  direc tions, — n.  e.  s.  w.  upwards,  and 
downwards. 

虛 ■  visionary. 虚  ̂   an  empty  grate ;  inflam¬ 
mation;  hungry. 

虛名  an  empty  name;  a  spuri¬ 
ous  reputation. 

虛名虛 利 vain  is  fame， empty  are  riches. 

沽虛名  to  buy  a  false  name, — to  get  up  a  reputation  for 

being  what  one  is  not. 

虛話 OT 虛曹 empty  talk; falsehood. 

虛 無寂滅 vacuous  and 
peaceful, — as  the  mind  of  the 
Buddhist  absorbed  in  contem¬ 

plation. 

虛無黨  the  Nihilist  party. 

虛 左以待 keep vacant 
the  left-hand  seat  (the  place  of 

honour), — as  信陵君 the 

prince  of  Hsin-ling  did  in  his 

chariot  for  侯贏  Hon  Ying 

虛 坐而待 紐 waiting  for 
him, — doing  nothing. 

不 虛勞殺  not  to  exact  labour 

for  nothing. 
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47ii 

虛度二 ： +  —歲 I  have 
vainly  liv€d.2i  years, — a  con¬ 

ventional  way  of  stating  one’ 
age〆 

虛 負光陰  to  waste  time. 

無 虛 夕  110t  t()  miss  an  evening, 

百步射 小烏， 無虛落 
shot  small  birds  at  100  paces 
without  ever  missing  one. 

虛誑。 r 虛飾  false ;  untrue. 

並 非子 虛  it  is  not  false. 

如 虛反坐  if  what  I  say  Is 
false,  let  the  penalty  come  on 

me, — instead  of  on  the  accused. 

虛傳  a  false  account;  a  legend. 

以窺敵 之虛實  to  spy  out 
the  real  strength  of  the  enemy. 

兵法虛 虛實實  the  tricks 
of  war  are  not  to  be  relied  upon. 

g 知 非實者 虛之之 how  can  we  say  that  this 

is  not  the  trick  of  making  the 
truth  appear  to  be  false  ? 

伸則虛 ，虛 則實  resting 
(in  inaction),  they  reach  the 
unconditioned,  and  from  the 
unconditioned  they  reach  the 
conditioned. 

虛揑  to  make  up  a  false  state¬ 
ment  or  declaration. 

虛 張聲勢  to  pretend  to  be 
of  great  consequence,  or  to  have 

great  influence;  to  talk  big；  to 
brag. 

虛詐  false ;  treacherous. 

虛神  a  covert  allusion;  a  hint. 

此中 國文理 之虛神 
these  are  the  subtleties  of  Chi¬ 

nese  composition, 一 the  genius 
of  the  language. 

有; 個虛用  it  is  used  figura tively. 

虛擬  in  imitation  of. . 

虛聲  empty  sounds ;  mere 
words, 

虛留  to  affect  to  press  one  to 
stop. 

虛子  swell-mobsmen. 

淸 虛之府  the  pure  palace, 一 
of  the  moon. 

謙虛  humble ;  modest. 

虛衷  diffident ;  without  precon¬ 
ceived  ideas.  . 

虛1
 

47】 

虛心  with  empty  heart;  passion 
less;  unprejudiced. 

虛心 研審  to  investigate  dis passionately  and  searchingly 

羞心請 教前輩 to  seek instruction  from  one’s  elders 

before  making  up  one’s  mind 

楚- 王虛心 求士  the  prince ( of  Ch‘u  is  honestly  desirous  of 

getting  good  men, — taking  merit 
only  into  consideration. 

虛心 下氣  meek  and  lowly- 
submissive  ; spiritless. 

做 賊人心 虛 加 mind  of the  thief  must  be  unmoved. 

其性虛 和如此  so  imper turbable  was  his  disposition. 

氣虛。 r 體虛  a  delicate  cons¬ 
titution. 

發虛  to  feel  exhausted  or  lan 

guid. 

虛弱  weak;  delicate. 
虎  wasting  disease;  consump¬ tion. 

情 虛畏質  conscious  pf  giiilt and  in  dread  of  being  confront¬ 

ed, — with  one’s  accuser. 

在獄 中卻虛 in  Pris«n， he became  aware  of  the  hollowness, 一 of  his  case.  ! 

虛房星  胃  four  characters used  in  calendars  to  mark  the 

nth,  4th,  25th,  and  18th  of 
the  twenty-eight  constellations, 

respectively,  the  days  indicated 

by  which  always  fall  on  Sun¬ days. 

虛 字  empty  words,  as  opposed 

to 實字！  full  words, — a  term 
used  loosely  by  the  Chinese  to 

signify  (1)  abstract  terms,  (2)  par¬ 
ticles,  and  (3)  verbs  or  活字 

as*  opposed  to  死字  nouns. 
The  same  word  can  be  either 

empty  ox  full、 according  to  its 

application. 

也 字是個 虛字眼 & (Character  is  an  empty  word, 

— a  particle. 

實 字求解 ，虛 字求神 
seek  the  meaning  of  full  words, 

and  the  force  of  empty  ones. 

[Humorously  explained  as,  seek 
the  meaning  of  concretes :  leave 
abstracts  to  the  gods.] 

虛文  conventional  phraseology  : 
words  not  intended  to  be  taken literally. 

噓1
 

4712 

R 魚 

See 許 

A.  hi 

Even  Upper. 

墟1
 

47i3 

R. 魚 

H.  hi 

See 許 ill 虚 

K.  ki、 v.  he 

J.  kio^  ko 
A.  hi 

Even  Upper. 

To  blow;  to  breathe.  To 
suck  up.  See  4754,  10,137 

吹墟  to  blow  on；  to  say  a  good word  for. 

嘘氣  to  blow  out  the  breath ;  to belch. 

墙  @1  嘻  hiccoughing  and 

belching. 

嘘水  to  suck  up  water. 
W aste,  wild 

burial  grounds, 
market. 

land  ；  ole 
A  fair；  a 

戯1
 

47“ 

R. 魚 

See 許 

k、 hi 
Even  Upper. 

嗽 
4715 

須1
 

4716 

R. 虞 

See 需 

shu、 su 

Even  Upper. 

郊墟  the  open  country. 
歸墟  to  go  to  the  tomb;  to  be buried. 

墟 墓之間  among  the  tombs, 

幾 時墟期  when  is  the  fair 
to  be  held? 

赴墟。 1 ■趁墟 t。 g。 to  the 
fair. 

墟瘍  the  site  of  the  fair. 

To  blow  through  the  nose 
to  snort. 

獻軟  t。 sigh  and  sob. 

Same 
as  4712. 

The  beard ；  see  4717. 

To  expect  ；  to  wait.  A 
moment.  Necessary；  need¬ 
ful；  must.  U sed  with  4727. 

邝 須我友  I  am  waiting  for 
my  friend. 

須暇  t。 wait  fbr  indulgently. 

須女  a  waiting-maid;  a  star  in 
Aquarius. 

須臾、  moment  of  time;  for  a little  while. 

斯 須之間  in  a  moment. 少須  a  little；  a  small  quantity 

命  dt  ̂ P(  required  from  the 
o 伍 cials  the  necessary  materials. 

囀 侧須人  requiring  help  to 
turn  in  bed.  \ 
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47i6 

須用  necessary. 

終須  after  all  it  will  be  neces¬ 
sary  to . 

務須。 r 必須。 r 須要。 r 

須當。 r 須定。 r 須得 k 
is  absolutely  necessary  to...... 

須 要小心  you  must  be  very careful. 

必 須如此  it  is  absolutely 
necessary  to  be  thus. 

還 須若是  it  must  still  be  in this  way. 

其 道相須  the  principles  are 
mutually  dependent. 

須至 照會者  a  necessary- 
to-be-sent  despatch, — a  conven 

tional  phrase  used,  mutatis  mu¬ 
tandis^  at  the  end  of  official  com 
munications. 

須  take  note;  you  are  to 
know. 

須 票 . a  necessary  document  or 

pass. 

須彌樓  Sumeru, — the  central 
mountain  or  axis  of  every  Bud- 

鬚1
 

47^7 R 虞 
C.  sou 
H.  si 

F.  s/i^  v.  cK'iu 
W.sU 

N.  sh'i^  su P. 

dhist  universe. 

Sz. 
K. 

hsu 

J.  shu、 su 
A.  tu 

Even  Upper. 

The  beard  and  mous¬ 

taches  ； the  whiskers  of  ani 

mals;  the  antennae  of  in¬ 

sects  ； the  awns  of  grasses; 

used  of  anything  beardlike 

留鬚  to  grow  a  beard, 一 gener¬ 
ally  from  the  age  of  40,  or  earlier 

if  one  has  a  grown-up  son. 

剃鬚  to  shave  the  beard. 
to  twirl  the  moustaches. 

鬚*  髪  beard  and  hair, 一 a  male 
a  moustache  comb. 

to  wipe  a  person’s  beard 

as  Ting  Wei  did, 一 to  fawn  upon 

左手將 鬚一拂  with  his 
left  hand  he  pushed  aside  his 

beard, — to  enable  him  to  write 

鬚眉丈 夫 a  fine-looking man. 

鬚 眉如許 beard  and  eye 
brows  luxuriant,— old;  past  work 

鬚眉濱 郎 beard  and  eye. brows  of  imposing  appearance 

鬚 長過腹  his  beard  hung 
down  below  his  waist. 

47!7 

滇 

4718 

禧1
 

47!9 
R. 

See 

Even  Upper. 

瑱 

4720 

R •沃 

C.  huk、yuk 

H.  hiuk 

F.  h  .6uk、 duk 
P.  chsii 

See 旭 

A.  huk、 houk Entering 

Upper. 

4721 

R •職 

See 恤 

A.  twet Entering 

Upper. 

卹 

4722 
恤 
4723 

R •質 

C.  sut 
H.  sut 

F.  souk 
W.  hsttc 

N.  sheh 

P.  hsii3 

M.  hd 

五 綹長鬚  a  long  beard  in five  tufts, — as  seen  on  the  God 
of  War. 

鬚鬚  a  bristly  beard. 
_  to  blow  out  the  beard, — as  actors  do. 

_  _  the  bolt  that  fits
  into  a lock.  See  4729. 

花鬚  the  stamens  of  flowers. 

帽鬚 the  tassel  of  a  cap. 

4723 
Sz.  hsu^  hsi 

Y.  hsut K.  std、 hyul 

[•  djutsz A.  twet 

Commonly  used  for  4716. 

Correctly  read  huv"  and  mei〜. 
vM huii  *^r name  of  江 山縣 

in  Chehkiang,  under  the  T‘ang 
dynasty. 

A  coarse  white  hempen 
handkerchief,  called  頭 猜， 

worn  by  women  at  funerals 

Worried  •’  anxious.  See 

顓 27H- 
有頊 頊不皁 得之心 his  mind  is  worried  and  not  at 

rest. 

4^ 

Still  ；  silent. 

閟 宮有恤  how  pure  and  still are  the  solemn  temples ! 

Same  as  4723. 

To  sympathise  with；  to 

pity；  to  be  anxious  about 

相恤  to  sympathise. 
恤老  to  have  pity  on  the  aged, 

恤孤  to  pity  the  orphan. 

恤孤所  an  orphanage ;  an asylum. 

Entering 

Upper. 

1* 

4724 R.  1 

Entering 

Upper. 

則 I 

4725 

宿 

4726 

需
1
 

4727 

R •虞 

C.  sou 

H.si 
F. 

W. 

N.  shi 

P. 

sii 

hsu 

xxeitj 

fife  商  to  pity  (the  hard  life  of 
the  trader. 

體恤 憐恤 t。  pity ;  to  com 
miserate. 

_  to  give  alms. 
indemnity, — for  lives. 

恤賞  to  relieve  by  grants,  etc 

恤政  a  benevolent  governmenl 

撫恤局  an  establishment  fo 
relieving  the  poor. 

毫 無恤念  not  a  spark  c 
pity  in  him. 
典  regulations  for  bestowin posthumous  honours. 

議恤  to  consider  what  honoui should  be  bestowed,  —  of  th 
Board  of  Rites. 

不恤 國 事 did  not  bothe 
himself  about  State  affairs. 

C.  kwik 

H.  sut 

F.  hdk、 k、tik W.  sue 
N.  hsiioh 

P.  zhsii^  hsiie0 

M.  hsi 

Y.  hsueh 
K.  hiok 

J.  keki、 kiaku A.  hik 

A  gutter  ；  a  ditch  ； 
moat.  To  overflow. 

盡力乎 溝洫1 et  thei 
devote  their  energies  to  ditch( and  drainage. 

恤水  name  of  a  branch  of  tt 

北河  Pei-ho  in  Chihli. 

See  4193. 

See  10,338. 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 
K.  su 

J.  dju,  niu A.  tu、 nio Even  Upper. 

To  stop  ；  to  procrastinate 

To  require  ；  to  need.  Fift 
of  the  sixty-four  Diagram 

_ 者:事 $ 賊  
procrastin 

tion  is  the  thief  of  time. 

軍 需^  rations  and  pay  for  troop military  expenditure, 

需 用輕費  necessary  ex 
ses. 

需用品 物  necessaries  of  W 

see  9957. 

急需  to  urgently  require. 
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需1
 

4727 

練1 m 

4728 

虞 

!vcn  Upper. 

爾 
4729 

處 

、需 
vcn  Upper. 

% 

4730 

奧 
hoii 
hi 

hu 

hu^  \ 
m 
hu 

i  Uppcri 

紆 
4731 

每 有所需  whenever  he 
wanted  anything, . 

以 待子不 時之需 mdy 
for  you  whenever  you  may  re¬ 

quire  it. 

需索  to  exact;  to  insist  upon 
having;  to  extort. 

些需  a  little;  a  small  quantity. 

需次  expectant  o 伍 cials  in  the 
provinces. 

Frayed  edges  of  silk 

stuffs ;  fringe.  A  piece  of 

stuff  torn  off  and  given  as 

a  passport,  the  other  part 

being  kept  as  a  counterfoil. 

關吏 與軍繡  the  officer  at 
the  Pass  gave  [Chung]  Chun  a 
stuff  passport. 

蠕舟  to  caulk  a  boat. 

Read  Used  for  濡 

5679.  A  leak. 

The  toothed-edge  bolt 
which  runs  into  a  Chinese 

ock  to  hold  it. 

To  stare；  to  gaze  in  as¬ 
tonishment. 

云何其 目于咖  am  I  kept  in 
this  state  of  expectation  ? 

云 何盱矣  how  I  do  long  for 
them： 

拘奸  joyous;  cheerful. 
雎盱  the  gratified  expression  ofj 

a  mean  man.  See  4760. 

吁目于 open-eye^;  gaping. 
盱衡  to  open  the  eyes  and  glare 
at;  angrily. 

flp  ■衡當 .世  to  be  a  good 
judge  of  men, — to  be  able  to 
discriminate  between  the  good 

and  the  bad  men  of  the  age. 

訏1
 

4732 

R .虞 

F.  Jiu%  chu 

see_ 

Even  Upper. 

4733 

R. 虞 

F.  hu 

See 
煦 

K.  hu、v,u 

Even  Upper. 

To  brag;  to  boast.  Great； 

important.  [To  be  distin- 
guished  from  許  1514.] 

4736 

R •質 

Sf  ̂   t0  boast  oneself. 

See 戌 

肝 譜定命  important  instruc- 

rEntering 

tions  and  fixed  orders. 

Upper. 

Read  Asu8. w 
川澤 目于肝 great  streams  and 

4737 

lakes. 

R. 質 

戍 
To  sigh  sorrowfully.  An 

Entering 

Upper. 

interjection •’  alas!  dear  me ! 

pooh  1 

P 區
 

長 吁短歎  sighing  and  moan- 

4738 

ing. 

云何 吁矣。 h， how  great  is 

嶇1
 

my  sorrow ! 

4739 

帝曰吁 ，啡哉 the  EmPer°r 

R •遇 

See  13,545. 

辱
，
 

4734 

R •處囊 

F.  chu 

See 
煦 

Even  and 

Rising  Upper. 

戌
扣
 

4735 

R •質 

C.  sut 
H.  sut 

F.  souk 

W.  hs'ue 

P.  chsii M.  hsu 

Sz.  hsiu 

Y.  hsuik%  hsueh 
K.  sul 

J.  djuts% A.  twit Entering 

Upper. 

said,  “Alas!  by  no  means ! 

吁嗟  alas! 吁， 好出奇 dear  me!  it  i very  strange. 

吁 ，是 何言也  bah!  what are  you  saying  ? 

is 

A  cap  worn  by  scholars 

under  the  ̂   Yin  dynasty. 

The  eleventh  of  the  地 

支  Twelve  Branches.  See 
Tables  Vd.  [Distinguished 

from  戎 5746， 戊  12,792, 

成  1 3,77-8,  10,083.] 

戌時 7  to  9  p.m. 

戌月  the  ninth  moon. 

戌鼓 斷行人  the  evening drum  (=  curfew)  stops  the  flow 

of  persons  walking,  —  in  the 
streets, 

冬至 後三戌  three  days after  the  winter  solstice. 

See 煦 

Sinking 

Upper. 

w 

4740 

R •沃 

C.  huk 

H.  hiuk 
F.  houk 

W.  hsiu 

N.  hsuoh 

P.  ksii) 

Y.  hsiuk 
Sz.  hsiu 

K.  uk 
kioku、 koku- 

A.  huk 

Entering 

Upper. 

勖 

-4741 m 

4742 

悄 
4743 

屋 

Sec 音 

To  whistle  ；  to  call  a  dog 

Another  name  for  the 

呵  cone  shell,  which  the 
Chinese  believe  to  be  trans¬ 

formed  from  the  eagle. 

See  8489. 

A  moth, 

worms. 

Young  silk 

R. 

Entering 

Upper. 

To  excite;  to  stimulate 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

最  ii,9o8-| 

昜 哉夫子 rcmse  ye， my heroes ! 

坎明 昜偶王 d°  you  with 
intelligence  and  energy  prove  a 

helper  to  the  king. 

乃 寡兄昜  I,  your._unworthy 
elder  brother,  exerted  myself. 

先 君之思 以最寡 A 
thinking  on  our  deceased  prince 

in  order  to  stimulate  myself, — 
his  successor. 

Same  as  4740. 

See  2669. 

To  drag  along；  to  shake, 

Cramp  ；  a  spasm. 

抽搐  convulsions ;  spasms : 

cramp. 
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HStir 

Entering 

Upper. 

粟 
4745 

欽 
4746 

夙 
4747 

4748 R. 魚 

1 

To  collect；  to  store  up. 

To  rear  ；  to  cultivate.  Used 

with  畜 2669. 

C.  ts^dii 
H.  /// 

F.  sii 
W, 

N. p- ) 

M.  j  hsu Sz.  \ 

Y.  chHi 

K.  sc  (so) 

b<0'o 
A.  fi 

Even  Lower. 

徐
 5 

4748 

蔷古物  to  collect  curios. 

積蔷。 1 ■蔷聚  t。 store  up;  t° accumulate. 

私 蓄  to  lay  up  for  one’s  own selfish  use. 

著力  to  husband  one’s  strength. 

蓄 意未釋 the  thoughts  I 
harboured  have  not  yet  been 

dispelled. 

蔷疑  to  harbour  suspicion. 

蔷縮  to  coil  up;  to  contract. 

蔷馬  to  breed  horses. 

蓄丫頭  to  keep  slave-girls. 

蔷謀  to  keep  on  plotting. 

蓄髪  to  let  one’s  hair  grow. 

See  10,340. 

See  4983. 

See  10,360. 

Slow ;  sedate ;  dignified 

烤 而曰出 slowly  and  ma- jestically  the  sun  rises. 

真臥徐 徐 his  sledp  was 
peaceful. 

姑 待徐徐  manage  to  wait 
quietly  for  him. 

徐 徐而來  approaching  in  a 
dignified  manner. 

徐行 後長者  walk  sedately 
behind  your  elders. 

徐步  with  slow  steps. 

徐雨  gentle  rain. 
徐 圖  maturely  considered. 

淸 風徐來  the  fresh  breeze 
blows  gently. 

舒徐  to  be  at  ease;  to  be  at 
leisure. 

禀 性安徐 naturally  of 
placid  disposition. 

俗 
4749 

醗 

475° 

其 虛其徐  quiet  and  digni- 
fied. 

死徐 自知之 die， and  then you  will  know. 

徐州  a  Prefecture  in  the  north¬ west  of  Kiangsu ;  it  was  one 
of  the  nine 

Great  Yu. 

divisions  of  the 

See  10,313. 

See  1 1,008. 

栩:
 

47S1 

R •矍 

F.  chii、 hot^ 

See 煦 

K.  hu^  v.  he 

Rising  Upper. 

A  species  of  oak,  bear¬ 

ing  a  blackish  acorn. 

翊
，
 

4752 

R. 鬓 

See 詡 

Rising  Upper, 

4753 

R •囊 

F.  m,  hii、 hdii 

See 煦 

K.  hu^  v.  he 

Rising  Upper. 

肅 肅鴇羽 1 集 于苞栩 
whrr,  whrr,  sound  the  feathers 

of  the  pao%  (see  8723),  as  they 
settle  on  the  bushy  oaks. 

栩 栩自得  Phased  and  happy. 

蝶 辞栩栩  like  a  butterfly 
fluttering  gaily  about. 

栩栩然 a  state  of  happy unconsciousness. 

A  precious  stone. 

To  boast  •’  to  brag  ；  -  to 

make  a  display.  To  spread 

over;  to  be  known.  Brave; 

energetic. 

奢 麗誇詡  braggadocio ; 
exaggeration. 

德發揚 詡萬物 his  gwd influence  extends  over  all  crea¬ tion. 

遍朝  everywhere. 

和詡  in  harmony. 

會 同主詡  in  meetings  (of| 
princes)  the  essential  is  hsu、- 
here  explained  to  mean  a  courte¬ 
ous  yet  outspoken  and  firm  tone. 

啕1
 

4754 

R •虞遇 
See 酗 

Even  and 

Sinking 

Upper. 

w 
4755 

R •虞遇 
See 詡 

Even  Upper. 

4756 

K 虞遇 

See  p 句 

Even  and 
Sinking 

Upper. 

煦 4
 

4757 

R ■遇蠢 

See 煦 

Sinking 

Upper. 

To  blow；  to  breathe  on 
To  smile  approvingly. 

嫩愉  smiling ;  happy ;  cor 
tented. 

日句 4 

4758 

R 遇 

See 胞 

SinkingUpper. 

煦
 * 

4759 

R •遇獎 

C.yii H.  hi 
F.  hou 
W.  hii,  hsu 

To  breathe  on. 

相 晌以濕  to  breathe  on  ii 
order  to  moisten. 

Read  /tsu1. 

晌 鋳迷容  to  breathe  on  : 
mirror  and  obscure  the  face,- 
reflected  in  it. 

P 甸嘘  tQ  yawn- smooth  or  pleasant, 一 t 
the  ear. 

Handsome.  Used  for 姻 

1*3.553. 

掏输  elegant;  graceful. 
Read  hsuz. 

购女 句而笑 laughed  merrily. 

Read  hsii%. 

句 次欣欣  j°yful> cheerfuL To  breathe  on  ；  spittle 
To  smile：  To  pacify. 

吹煦  to  blow;  to  snort. 

衆 煦漂山 enou8h  sPiltl 
will  float  a  mountain.  See 
12,638. 

1  煦趄起  smilins  ani 

chuckling. 

_ 之若子  he  pacified  ther 
like  children. 

The  warmth  of  the  rising 

sun;  genial ；  pleasant, 

Warm；  genial；  to  heat to  boil.  To  be  kind；  gra 

cious.  [To  be  distinguishe( 
from  照 474.1 

和胎  warm;  genial. 
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煦 4
 

4759 

: hsu 

Si. 

K.  hu^ ， 

J.  ku 
A.  /iu 

Sinking 

Upper. 

旭 
4760 

沃 
C.  huk 
H.  hiuk 

F.  biik^  h  'd  'tik W.  hsiu 

N.  hsiioh 

P.  chsu^  hsi^ 
M.  hsiu 

Y.  hsiuk 

Sz.  hsiu 

K.  uk 

J.  kioku、 koku 
A. houk 

Entering 

Upper. 

4761 
R. 卩口 
C.  hou 

H.  hi 

F.  hu^  v.  hia 
W.  hu 

N.  hii^  y.  hei 

hsu 

Sz. 
K./u 

J.  kio^  ko 

A.nAi,  hia 

Rising  Upper. 

溫煦  to  make  warm. 

煦曰  a  warm  day. 

煦 嫗萬物  to  stimulate  na¬ 
ture, 一 as  does  the  warmth  of 
spring. 

以煦 煦爲仁  to  mistake 
isolated  acts  of  benevolence  for 

仁  “charity,”  一  in  its  widest 
sense. 

The  dawn  ；  the^ rising  sun 

旭 日始旦  at  sunrise,  with 
the  earliest  dawn. 

旭旭  the  pleased  appearance  of 
a  mean  man  who  has  gained 

his  object.  See  4730. 

旭梅 pink,  or  rose-coloured, 
as  visiting-cards. 

To  promise  ；  to  agree 

to；  to  allow；  to  grant；  to 

give  up  to；  to  betroth. 

Excess  ；  surplus  ；  very.  A 

final  particle.  Name  of  a 
State. 

許諾。 r 應許。 r 許下 
to  promise；  to  assent  to. 

許下了  promised  in  marriage. 

下的  it  was  a  vow. 

許願  to  make  a  vow. 

許約  to  make  an  agreement 
with/ 

許 神許佛  to  promise  to  the 
gods  or  to  Buddha, — faithfully. 

許與 不許早 發一言 
say  yes  or  no  at  once. 

許允  to  accede  to. 

不 許他來  do  not  allow  him 
to  come. 

爾 之許我  you  promised  it 
to  me. 

許以 至無人 處均分 
之  promised  that  on  reaching 
a  secluded  spot  there  should  be 

an  equal  division, — of  the  spoil. 

不  * 過許劃 p  it  was  merely  a 
casual  assent,  —  not  a  binding 

promise  or  agreement. 

許 3
 

476i 

必許  it  must  be  allowed. 

也 許有的  it  must  probably be  so;  there  are  most  probably 

some;  very  likely  there  are;  it 

may  be  that . 

許 B 子  to  name  a  day, 一 for a  feast. 

許信  to  put  faith  in. 

主 許之乎 would  your Majesty  allow  what  he  said? 

可 復許乎  could  you  guaran¬ tee  a  repetition  ? — of  the  achie¬ 
vements  of  past  sages. 

一 身許國  he  devoted  him¬ self  all  his  life  to  his  country. 

許婚  to  betroth  a  girl. 

尙 未許人  not  yet  betrothed, — of  a  girl. 

許 配良綠  about  to  make  a capital  match, — of  a  girl. 

酒 林許聘  betrothed  over  a 
glass  of  wine. 

許 他爲妻  to  betroth  her.- 

少^^  a  little. 

相 去 復蓬許 ’tis  but  a 
short  distance  off. 

曼 幾許凄 how  much  afflic¬ tion  I  am  suffering. 

許多。 r 多許 very  many； 

許久  a  very  long  time. 

如人許 六  bigger  than  life, of  a  portrait. 

三千許  three '  thousand  and 
odd. 

二十 許麗人  a  beautiful woman  of  somewhat  more  than 

twenty  years  of  age. 

面目如 許31^  were  their features. 

眼大 如許， 心 細如許 
so  liberal  is  his  view,  so  sym¬ 

pathetic  is  his  heart. 

一 生長恨 穿何許 the griefs  of  this  life  are  after  all 
but  for  a  short  time. 

不知何 許人.  I  don’t  know 
where  he  comes  from. 

昭 薛來許  brilliantly  his posterity . 

許州  a  Department  in  Honan,; 一 the  site  of  an  ancient  feudal 
State. 

許 3
 

4761 

or 

4762 
R 纽 

PH 

C. 祕, tsdii^ 

H.c/ F.  sou1- 

W.  zi 

.yii 

. hsi? 

P.  hsu 

M. 

Y. 

U 

J,  shu^  zo 

A •卢 

Rising  Lower 

Irregular. 

莫 ‘
 

R •語御 

魚 N •少 《 

W.cw 

嶼蕷 

Rising  and Sinking 

Lo\yer. 

4764 

鰊 3
 

476+5 

R •語 

C.  tsou^ 
H.  csi 

F.  sou^ 

W.  c« 

A.  if 

Rising 

Irregular. 

行許 OT 管許。 r 占許 

許阿  most  likely;  probably. 

許得  possibly;  it  may  be  that 

Read  hu%.  A  sound.  % 

伐 木許許  the  thud  of  the woodman’s  axe. 

前 呼邪許  in  front  they  call 
out  a-hu、 — when  carrying  loads, 

to  warn  people  out  of  their 

way.  [Huai-nan  Tzti  says  it 
is  a  sing-song  which  stimulates 
burden-bearers  to  put  forth  their 
strength.] 

An  islaijd. 

孤 嶼媚中 川 a  solitary 
islet  adorns  the  middle  of  the 
stream. 

鼓浪峽  Ku-lang-hsu, — Drum 
wave-island,  in  the  Amoy  har¬ 

bour,  so  called  from  the  ''drum- like  sound  of  the  waves  beating 

upon  the  shore. 

烏班峽  Ockseu  island,  off  the mouth  of  the  閨  Min  river. 

Clear  and"  nice,  as  well 
strained  wine 

釀酒有 1 1  have  strained my  wine  until  it  is  clear. 

v  Read  yuT  A  始 4 

plant;  an  edible  root. 
Tangled；  weedy  growth. 

Same  as  4763. 

The  tench. 

其 魚魴碘  thfe  fishes  axe  the 
bream  and  the  tench. 

75 
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JEXStT 

叙 
4>o 

PW 

See 序 
Rising  Lower 

Irregular. 

To  arrange;  to  take  in 
detail ;  to  state；  to  narrate ; 

to  quote  from  -  to  con  verse  ； 
to  chat.  Used  with  4771 

in  the  sense  of  “preface.” 

叙論  to  discuss  in  detail. 

鋪叙  to  state  in  detail. 

叙 了姓名  told  his  name  and 
surname. 

叙述  to  narrate. 

叙錄  to  copy  out  in  order. 

叙明 w 叙細  to  state  expli¬ citly. 

叙會  a  meeting, 一 as  of  a  com¬ 
pany. 

次若左 傳 a  critical 
style,  like  that  of  the  Tso  C/tuan, 
— in  which  men  and  events  are 
closely  criticised. 

叙事  to  discuss  matters ;  ex¬ 
planatory  notes. 

列國志 是一部 •記事 
之書 ，却不 是叙事 

之書  the  Lieh-kuo-chih  re¬ 
cords  facts  but  does  not  discuss 

them, — is  a  simple  narrative  of 
events. 

節叙  to  quote  in  part, 一 a  des 
patch  under  acknowledgment. 

全叙  to  quote  the  whole, — of! 
a  despatch,  as  is  customary  when 
answering  important  communi¬ 
cations. 

叙談。 r 相叙。 r 叙話 
converse;  to  chat. 

議叙  to  discuss;  to  determine. 

暢叙  to  have  a  pleasant  chat; 
to  speak  openly  and  without 
restraint. 

叙舊  to  talk  over  old  times, 

叙寒温 （or 日宣) to  talk  about 
cold  and  warm,  一  about  the 
weather. 

天叙  the  five  social  relation¬ ship^. 

敘 

4768 

圩‘
 

4769 

R. 語 
Same  as  4766. 

The  east  and  west  walls 

of  an  enclosure. 

See 序 

Rising  Lower. 

亨 4
 

477o 

R •魚語 
% 序苧 

K.  so,  ch'd 
J.  cho、 djo 

A./'?,  tri 
Even  and 

Rising  Lower. 

序 *
 

477[ 

R •語 

C.  tsd'u^ 

H.«° 

F.  sou 
N.y； p. 

.溆‘ 
4767 r •語 

See 序 
Rising  Lower 

Irrcgula^. 

Name  of  a  stream  in 
Hunan. 

嫩浦縣  name  of  a  District  in 
Hunan. 

hsii^ 

Sz. K.  W 
[. shu^  zo、 dju 

A. 

Rising  Lower 
Irregular. 

A  kind  of  sedge. 

芊栗  a  sweet  chestnut. 

4772 

R 或 

P 卩 

C.  -soii 

W.  ̂ dzu 

See 序 

Rising  Lower 

Irregular. 

East  and  west；  in  order ； 

series  ；  precedence.  A  pre 

face；  see  4766.  A  school ； 
an  asylum  ； ⑽庠 4276. 

次序  order；  series;  precedence. 

分 序坐下  to  sit  down  ac¬ cording  to  precedence. 

齒序  the  precedence  of  teeth, 
sc.  age;  according  to  age. 

^  ̂   according  to  rank. 

長 幼有序  old  and  young have  their  proper  places. 

內外木 硃:王 制失序 
if  there  is  no  distinction  between 
men  and  women,  the  laws  will 
lose  their  proper  application. 

序 事妥當  to  arrange  every¬ thing  properly. 

序文 a 書序  a  preface. 

唐序 Mn  T‘ang’s  preface. 

小序  a  “preface”  at  the  end  of a  book. 

自序  author’s  own  preface. 
丐序  to  ask  a  friend  to  write 

a  preface. 

東序。 r 西序  portions  of  the Imperial  palace,  set  apart  under 

the  夏  Hsia  dynasty  for  the 
reception  of  aged  scholars.  Also, 
the  two  classes  into  which  Buddh. 
monks  are  divided,  according 

to  their  duties,  which  are  mun¬ 
dane  and  spiritual,  respectively. 

每 逢節序  whenever  there 
was  a  festival. 

con- 

w 
4773 

R •沃 

C.  tsuk 

H.  sink 

F.  suk 
W.  zuo^jiioy 

yuo 

N.  dzok、 djoh 

P.  hsu^ 

M.  su 

Y.  suk、 hsiuk Sz.  hsiu、 su 

K.  sok 

J.  shoku、 zoku 
A.  tuk 

Entering 

Lower. 

The  end  of  a  skein  of 

thread ；  the  clue;  to  connect. 

頭緖  the  point  at  which  to 
begin ;  the  clue. 

亂 了頭緖  thrown  
into 

fusion ;  disarranged. 

尋事緖  to  seek  the  clue  to  the 
matter. 

三 事就緖 that  the  three labours  (of  husbandry, 一 plough¬ 
ing,  sowing,  harvesting)  may 

proceed  in  due  order. 

事 已就緖  the  matter  is  al¬ 
ready  on  the  way  (to  be  ac¬ 
complished)  ; the  clue  has  been 
found. 

接緖  to  connect；  to  continue. 

緒餘  surplus. 

其 緖餘以 爲國家 
the  surplus  (of  Tao)  is  for 

governing  the  State, 一 after  the 
best  part  has  been  used  for  self- culture. 

無心緖 having  no  fixed  inten¬ 
tion  or  purpose. 

心緖才 _  unquiet  in  mind 

辉  _  無— depressed;  down 

in  the  mouth.  See  2187 

基緖  the  throne ;  business;  pro¬ fession. 

湯 孫之緖  the  achievement by  which  the  descendant  0 
T‘ang  continued, — the  achieve¬ ments  of  his  ancestors. 

愁緖典  a  feeling  of  melan¬ choly  arises. 

追尋 笑緖皆 成悲端 
the  themes  for  laughter  in  other 

days  have  now  become  sources of  tears. 

To  continue；  to  join  on 
to  add  to. 

續 古之人  to  continue  (the traditions)  of  one’s  ancestors. 

mm  to  continue  the  ancestral 

worship. 

續絃 (see  4483)  or  續娶 

續室  to  marry  again, — of  a 
widower. 

膠續  to  mend  with  glue; marry  again,  as  above. 

續麻  to  splice  a  rope. 
續斷  to  splice.  See  10,371 

to 
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ir 

4773 

|4 

4774 

印 
roii 

r 
，纪 

tu\ 

•si\  hsii° 

Asii3 

\cK-i 

linking 
Upper 

regular. 

on 

無後續  to  have  no  heir. 

續嗣  to  adopt  an  heir. 

接續  to  connect ;  to  carry  on. 

在後 頭 接續做 t0  go 
with  the  work  afterwards. 

續 te 數日  to  extend  leave  for 
a  few  days  longer. 

續信  a  supplementary  letter, 
following  a  previous  communi¬ 
cation. 

續增 * 。> •續 添。1 •續上 t。 
add  to;  supplementary. 

續議  additionally  agreed  upon, 
— as  added  clauses. 

續約  a  supplementary  agree 
ment  or  convention. 

續購  to  make  additional  pur¬ 
chases. 

領  to  renew, 一 as  a  certificate, 
licence,  etc. 

續 紅樓夢  a  continuation  ofl 
the  Hung-lou-ming. 

續油  to  add  oil, — to  a  lamp. 

續後  continuously  onward. 

續煩。 ̂ 續叨  prosy；  boring. 
裸續  crowded  together. 

Coarse,  refuse  silk  or 

cotton  ；  woolly  ；  fleecy.  A 
catkin.  To  stir  up.  Lo 

quacious. 

破絮  refuse  cotton. 

絮衣  coarse  clothes. 

B 聿雲 如擘絮  the  brighten 
ing  clouds  look  like  cotton-wool 

絮花  raw  cotton. 

絮棉花 °r 絮上 t0  he  with 
cotton- wool；  to  quilt. 

絮被  a  quilted  coverlet. 

絮綿子  silk  floss  in  sheets,  for 
quilting. 

_ 絮漸 漸不牢  he  caulk¬ 
ing  (of  the  boat)  gradually  ceased 

to  keep  out  the  water.  See 

5673. 

柳絮  the  catkins  of  the  willow. 

詠絮才  catkin-poetry  talents, 
a  young  lady  who  skilfully 

introduced  “catkin”  into  a  verse. 
^  3483. 

絮
 4 

4774 

酗‘
 

4775 

R. 迪 

F.  hou^  v. 

M.  chsii 

See 煦 

K./iu 

J.  hi 

A. hung 
Sinking 

Upper. 

n 

4776 

茔‘
 

4777 

R •遇 

See 聚 

Sinking 

Lower. 

聚 

4778 

PJK 

4779 

R. 質 

See 戌 

A.  twU、 trlt Entering 

Upper, 

朔 風捲絮  the  north  wind whirls  around  the  catkins. 

毋絮囊  do  not  stir  up  the 
soup. 

絮聒  to  chatter. 

絮 絮叨叨 (w  taox)  repeat ing  over  and  over  again;  prosy, 

絮煩  tired  or  sick  of  anything. 

Drunk  ；  tipsy. 

沈 酗于酒  dead  drunk. 

酗 酒滋事  drunk  and  dis¬ 
orderly. 

Same  as  3061. 

To  pile  up  earth. 

聖 土爲垣  to  make wall. 

a  mud 

See  3061. 

To  beguile  ；  to  lure,  as 

by  false  stories. 

護 lit  to  lead  astray. 

引諷  to  introduce；  to  lure  on. 

惟賦 詩酌酒 ，相 fit 

義日 之懷  with  poetry  and wine  let  us  beguile  our  old 
anxieties. 

粮琴 誠飛 amours  of  in- 
su 伍 cient  food  spread  rapidly. 

旋
，
 

4780 

R 先霰 

C.  suit 
H.  sen 

F.  siong 

W.  zi'ie 

N.  (ijon 

M.  (
  hsIlan

 

,Y.  swei 
Sz.  hsiian

 

K.  son 

J.  sen、 zen A.  (Hen、 iiien 

Even 
 
and 

Sinki
ng 

Lower
. 

JEIStJ-AJNr. 

To  turn  round  ；  to  re 

volve  ；  to  return.  Follow 

ing;  subsequently.  See 

245Q ，躍 2889. 

旋轉。 ■ •旋 輪。1 ■回旋 t。 
go  round;  to  revolve. 

旋里。 r 鄕旋  to  go  home  to 
one’s  native  place. 

元 旋在卽  the  return  home 
is  at  hand. 

何 時旋至  when  will  it  come 
round? 

旋舷  the  curling,— as  of  eddies, 
etc. 

有 三旋文  having  3  concen- 
trie  circles, — marks  on  a  coin. 

金帛旋  thq  embroidered  return, - of  a  successful  graduate. 

盤旋  to  go  round  about ;  to] 
make  a  round,  as  when  strolling. 

旋得旋 失  getting  a  thing 
one  moment  and  losing  it  the next. 

左旋右 抽 (却 driver  °n) the  left  wheels  (the  chariot, 
while  the  spearman  on)  the  right 
brandishes  (his  weapon). 

旋 卽轉回  thereupon  he 
came  back. 

旋淮  subsequently  receiving, a  despatch  in  reply,  etc. 

旋 値大雨  just  then  it  came 
on  to  rain  heavily. 

旋經有 冬勸解 when 
some  persons  interfered  between 

us,  and . 

Read  hsiian41  •  To  revolve. 

旋風 a  whirlwind.  See  4786. 

旋風土  a  heap  of  sand  ac¬ cumulated  by  the  wind. 

旋風舞  the  whirlwind  feat, viz”  of  brandishing  a  weight  in 
some  way  over  the  head. 

旋暈 giddy. 
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4781 
IR •先霰 
IN.  y.jon 

|P.  hsitan、 

' v.  Jisiian 

I  See 旋 
Even  and 

Sinking 

Lower. 

璇 
4782 ■R. 先 

2 

I  See  旋 

I  A.  tuen 

Even  Lower. 

Circling  water. 

游兒。 >*水 游兒。 r 浪窩 
a  swirl;  an  eddy. 

流漩  a  “race;”  “chow-chow” | water. 

水打游 兒 the  water  is  ed— I dying. 

儇 
4787 

M 

4788 

r •庚先 

A  kind  of  jade  called  f 旋  | 

瑰. Used  for  4813. 

Even  Lower 
and  Upper. 

璇闈  the  Emperor’s  birthday. 

璇頭  an  ornamented  beam. 

瓣璣圖  a  palindrome ; 叫 
Sx73 - 

縦 
47»3 

4789 

R •先 

S -翻 

Even  Upper. 

See  5038. 

Solitary ;  alone.  Used  for | 

5050. 環 在  solitary  am  I,  and  I 
full  of  distress. 

The  larvse  of  mosquitoes,  | 

called  虫 胃螺， found  in  wells | 

and  pools.  An  insect  crawl¬ 

ing- 

玄 
R. . 

See 旋 

A  rope  for  tethering 
cattle. 

Sinking 

Lower. 

4790 

iR •先 

|C.  yutt
 

|H.  hen、 now 

ngien 
I W.  yiit,  now 

4784 

|R •先 
|See  旋 

Even  Lower. 

m 

478s 

|R. 霰 
卜旋 I  A. tuen 

Sinking 

Lower. 

A  kind  of  snail. 

mm  a  spiral  univalve,  with 
whorls. 

|N.  yueti P.  j  hsiian、
 

M.  (  now  yuan 

j  Y.  swei、 now 

yt'tei 

j  Sz. 九 siian. now  yuan K.  hydn 

|J-^ 
A.  hum 

A  pewter  kettle  used  fori 

warming  spirits  by  standing! 

it  in  boiling  water.  A I 

pulley；  a  windlass.  To  cutj 
things  round  in  a  lathe；  used! 

with  4809.  [Dist.  from  鑛 
ii;847.] 

小手瓣  a  small  hand-basin. 

镟牀子  the  part  of  a  lathe  | 
which  holds  the  knife  or  chisel. 

砍的 沒有鏃 的圓) H 

Even  Lower. 

cannot  hew  a  thing  as  round | 

as  you  can  turn  it. 

4786 ■R •先霰 

|See  旋 
Even  and 

Sinking 

A  whirlwind；  a  tornado*, | 

a  typhoon.  See  4780. 

Lower. 

玄 3
 

4790 

Black  (=  Gr.  iis\aq)\  dark；! 

sombre;  deep;  mysterious ； 

profound.  Of  or  belonging  | 

to  Taoism  ；  see  1 2,372,! 

13,744.  Radical  95.  [Being 

Dart  of  the  personal  name! 

of  the  Emperor  K‘ang  Hsi,| 
it  is  now  always  written, 

even  in  combination,  asi 

under  4791,  4792.  Also! 

written  元  and  read  yiian2^ 
or  the  same  reason.] 

天 逢地黃  heaven  is  black,  | earth  is  yellow. 

玄黃  Heaven  and  Earth;  to  bel sick  (of  horses). 

卜  heaven ;  the  sky;  God;  a| 
name  for  the  heart. 

羽化 升上含  took  flight  I and  went  up  to  heaven, 一 of| 
Wang  Tzti-ch‘iao.  See  13,617. 

妾意上 玄所命 
handmaid  is  ordered  by  God| 

(Taoist), — to,  etc. 

玄穹  the  profound  void, 一  thel 

sky. 

玄帝。 r 玄 天上帝 God- 

圃  paradise ;  heaven. 

玄都  the  heavenly  Jerusalem,- of  the  Taoists. 

玄門  explained  as  义毋未 I 

生前也  the  state  before  | birth.  Used  in  a  general  way| 

for  “Taoism.”  Ste  獵 7 叫 
4791 

4792 

HSXJ-AJNT 

出 f 辎玄  come  from
  Buc 

dhist  and  Taoist  sources.  St 
12,372. 

玄牝  the  Mysterious  Female, - of  the  Tao-T(f-Chi?ig^  as  to  th 

meaning  of  which  no  two  authc 
rities  agree.  She  is  identic? 
with  the  咎神， — he# 

abode  is  the  universe. 

玄女  a  legendary  female  who said  to  have  aided  the  Yello 

Emperor. 

色  black  colour. 

玄衣 black  clothes. 
玄鳥  the  swallow.  See  12,72 

5431. 
玄酒  heaven’s  wine  —— watei 
Adam’s  ale. 

含默  dark  and  still ;  silent  ro tern  plat  ion. 

妙 or  ̂   abstruse ;  my tic. 

通含 to  understand  (Taois 
mysteries. 

談玄  to  discuss  myste”i^( speculate. 

玄化  incorporeal. 

玄 之又含  the  abstrusest 
the  abstruse ;  the  deepest  of  tl 

deep. 

玄機  an  ingenious  contrivanc 
the  black  art;  magic. 

無 忘玄仗 d。 nct  for^ 
eternal  principles,  一  when danger. 

玄月  the  ninth  moon. 
明粉^  sulphate  of  soda;  sal 

寿 I  石  carbonate  of  lime. 
玄 孫  a  great-great-grandson. 

玄冥 a  water-spirit. 
魚豊  the  snake-fish  \Ophk 

phalus  argus). 

玄鶴  a  species  of  crane  (/  Gf 
monachus). 

炫 

Altered  form  of  47^ 

仏 諱 5217- 

Same  as  4790.  This  fo 

is  specially  affected  in 
dern  Taoist  writings. 
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泫
 4 

To  glisten;  to  sparkle. 

4793
* An  expanse  of  water.  Name 

先霰 of  a  river  in  Shansi. 

鈇 
yun 光法  glittering；  shining. 

露 法花上  the  dew  glistens 
yue 

on  the  flowers. 

yiieh 

法 然流涕  his  tears  fel1  in 
【 hsuan 

swei^ 
hsuan 

hyon 

'^gen Aiien 

Using  and 

/en  Lower. 

炫 4
 

4794 

m 
hen 

:眩 
huett 

Sinking 

Lower. 

r 
479S 

.yun^yuri1 
then 

施 g、 
ihieng 

yue1 \uen 

isiian3 
\hsuan 

'wei3 
hsuan 

hyon 
tn 

^huen 

Sinking 

rrcgular. 

4796 

w 
4797 

眩 
uen 

Sinking 

glittering  drops. 

Read  hsiian\ 

圃泫  a  waste  of  waters. 

Blazing ;  bright  ；  dazzling 

brilliant;  dazzling. 

炫橫 1。  illumine ;  bright. 

炫 耀於人  to  display  before 
people. 

炫 人耳目  to  confuse  the 
senses;  to  dazzle. 

炫 陳幣帛 made  splendid 
presents. 

Diz^;  giddy  ；  confused  ； 
mistaken  ；  deceived.  Also 

read  hsilan^.  Used  for 

4854. 

眩疾  giddiness ;  vertigo. 
眩仆  to  fall  down  in  a  faint, 
from  giddiness,  etc 

瞑眩  to  make  dizzy;  to  confuse. 

眩 于名實  confused  as  to  the 
nominal  and  the  real, — unable 
to  discriminate  between  them. 

眼眩 (知如 《*)  or 眩 f 索 dazed; 
blurred  sight;  confused. 

眩死  to  be  asphyxiated. 
目眩  the  eyes  swimming  from 
giddiness. 

See  4483. 

To  recommend；  to  praise; 

to  boast  of;  to  expose  to 
view. 

构女 sl  coqu 

自銜  self-praise, 

羚衔  to  boast. 

uette. 

w 
4797 

?r 

4798 

R. 

See 泫
 

RisiDg  Lower. 

鉉 3
 

4799 

R •銷 

See 法
 

Rising  Lower. 

亘1
 

4800 

R •先寒 

^ 宣桓 

Even  Upper 

and  Lower. 

衔 玉求售  to  exhibit  jade  in the  hope  of  a  purchaser,— .to 
recommend  oneself. 

自衔鬻  to  recommend  oneself. 

脔奇院  an  exhibition. 

衡 天街地  boastful ;  bom¬ 
bastic. 

Fine  clothes. 

Rings  fixed  on  tripods,  to 
serve  as  handles. 

4801 

r •元阮 see 諼 

Even  Upper. 

晅 

4802 

烜1
 

4803 

R •阮元 

F.  hiotig % 楦諼 

「•  ken^  kun 

Rising  and 

Even  Upper. 

m 

4804 
•寒元 
See 桓 

Even  Lower. 

To  revolve.  [To  be  dis¬ 

tinguished  from  互 60 1 1 

亘北界  to  return  to  their northern  abodes. 

The  crying  of  children. 

Glorious  ；  dignified. 

赫 兮晅兮 how  commanding and  distinguished,— is  the  prince ! 

Same  as  4803. 

The  light  of  the  sun ;  to 

dry；  to  parch；  to  smoke. 

烜明  bright；  brilliant. 

日 以烜之  to  dry  in  the  sun. 

烜肉  to  smoke  meat. 

烜魚  to  smoke  fish. 

A  badger.  See  權 5 05  2  • 

胡膾爾 庭有懸 I 亘兮 
how  do  we  see  the  badgers  hang¬ 

ing  up  in  your  court-yard  ?— if 
you  do  not  follow  the  chase. 

旦 
、  4«?S  ' 

R •
先.
 

C.  sun  r 

H.  sen 

F.  siong 

W.  sue- 

N.  son 

p- ) 

M.  >  hsuan 

Sz. ) 

Y.  swei 

K.  son 

J.  sen 

A.  t  'uen 

Even  Upper. 

TV  proclaim ;  to  display； 
to  make  known.  Tu  drain. 

Wide^  compreh^nsi 

宣 昭義問  brightly  display your  righteous  reputatic  1. 

謂轉宣 騎 said  we  ne  pro 
claiming  our  insolence. 

口宣  to  proclaim, — as  a  town crier. 

宣讀  to  read, 一 as  a  parliament- 
ary  bill. 

宣 讀上諭 t0  read  out  an Imperial  Edict. 

讀其饍 就之宣 W 
out  a  copy  of  his  manifesto. 

宣吿。 r 宣布# 宣徧。 r 

宣開。 r 宣 。> ■宣 言。 r 
宣示。 1 •宣楊 宣誥。 r 

宣出  to  proclaim ;  to  declare; 
to  publish;  to  promulgate. 

宣詔。 r 宣旨  to  proclaim  the Imperial  will. 

宣召  to  summon  to  Court. 

秘而不 宣  secret  and  not  to 
be  disclosed. 

爲 國宣猷 t。 serve  one’s 
country  with  counsel. 

宣福音  to  preach  the  gospel 
宣化  to  spread  abroad  the  re¬ 
novating  influences,— of  Confu¬ 
cianism.  Name  of  a  Prefecture 

in  Chihli. 

宣聖。 r 宣足 Confucius. 

宣威  to  extend  one’s  power  or 
sovereignty. 

宣露  to.  let  out；  to  disclose. 

叫棉花 宣起來 t。 fluff out  or  “tease”  cotton-wool. 

宣來  to  call;  to  summon. 

宣室  the  palace. 

四 方于宣  diffusing  (their influence)  to  the  four  quarters 

宣 拽積水  to  drain  stag- 
nant  water. 

秉心 宣猶  he  preserves  im¬ 
partiality,  and  his  plans  are 

formed  on  mature  deliberatio'n. 
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xxsxr^aLi^ 

宫
1
 

4805 

宣 哲維人  with  penetrating  I 
wisdom  thou  didst  play  the  man.  I  ^ 

宣課司 大使. 奶 eXaminCr  R.  09 in  the  native  Customs.  I 

宣 慰使司 ㈤ 宣撫使 

48o6 

|R 元 
IF.  hiong 

|W.  sue 
See 誘 

IK.  hwon 

|J.  ken 
Even  Upper. 

揎1
 

4807. 

IR
 See 宣 

hsuan 

C.  hun 

H.  hen 

司  titles  given  to  chieftains  严 

±_ t  IN.  hsueh 司  native  tribes  on  thelp 
south  and  west  frontiers.  |M* 

宣德郧 and 宣議郧 titles 
bestowed  upon  officials  of  thel^*  hw0?l f  yen、 km 

class  of  ̂   ̂   ,  i.e.  such  aslA./^w 

have  gained  admission  into  the!  „ Sinking 

public  service,  by  examination,!  
Upper. 

from  among  the  ranks  of 

辦  clerics  in  the  Governmentl 
Boards  at  Peking.  I 
_  一  •  B  I  4810 

眞宣和 舊物也 truly an  R •先 
antique  of  the  Hsuan  Ho  period,  |  ’ 

a.d.  1119-1126.  如宣 

宣統  the  year-title  of  the  reign- 1  Even  Upper, 
ing  Emp.  of  China. 

A  last  for  making  a  boot 

or  shoe.  To  turn  in  a  lathe; 
used  with  4785. 

棺頭。 1 •棺椿 a  iast; bQc>t- trees. 

中直鞋  to  fit  a  shoe  to  the  last, 

楦圓  to  turn;  to  cut  round  in 

蕾
1
 

.Clamour  •’  hubbut)  ；  up- 1 

喧嘩 or 喧吵。 《 •喧嚷  or|F •仏町 

喧嗜。 r 喧擾 noisy  talk; 

■  See  護 

a  lathe. 

4815 

R. 先 

C.  (sun,  tsut? 
H.  tsut? 

F.  soung 

W.  ̂ciuttg 

P.  hsuan 

Y.  chwei 

J.. 

A.  tiien^  toui 
Even  Upper. 

An  ornamental  piece  of 

jasper,  six  inches  in  circum¬ 
ference,  used  in  ancient 
sacrificial  rites. 

■  J.  ken、 kurt 
clamour;  hubbub.  |  Even  Upper. 

A  kind  of  day-lily  (He- 

merocallis  graminea)、 car¬ 

ried  by  women  who  wish 

to  bear  sons；  the  plant  of 

forgetfulness,  see  4818.  A 
mother. 

喧鬧  angry  vociferation;  brawl- 1 
ing；  quarrelling. 

喧 天振地  filling  heaven  and  I 
shaking  earth  with  their  noise. 

喧傳  to  spread  reports. 

To  pull  up. 

Even  Upper. 

棺袖裸 拳 t0  Pul1  up  the| 
sleeves  and  bare  the  hand, — for| 
work. 

棺釉而 起 he  UP  in  a| 
rage. 

Read  hstian^. 
to  stuff. 

To  cram; 
令泛1 

m 

4812 

r 元 

See 護 

Even  Upper. 

宜男萱  must-ha ve-a-son  lily, 一 a  name  for  the  above. 

管 堂  your  mother. 

萱 堂之靠  the.  support guidance  of  a  mother. 

# 萱並茂  both  parents  in good  health.  See  2856. 

or 

To  bawl  out;  used  with 

4806.  Deceitful.  To  forget 
Used  with  4818. 

棺個 肚兒圓 tQ  have med  oneself  full. cram- 

暄1
 

4808 

|R. 元 卜晅 
Even  Upper. 

Genial ;  warm. 

日 日宣  the  sun  shines  warm. 

寒 谷成暄  the  cold  valley 

璿 2
 

4813 

j? 先霽 

諠駭 t。  terrify  by  shouting  at 

蜂 證  bees  hum. 

A  kind  of  jade;  used  with 

4782. 

Even  and Sinking 

Lower. 

becomes  warm. 

璿璣  an  astronomical  instru ment  of  some  kind  said  to  have 

been  used  by  the  legendary 

Emperor  Shun;  an  armillary 
sphere.  See  5455. . 

天璿  the  star  Merach  in  Ursa 
Major. 

粁 
4814 

胺1
 

See  4474. 

"Shrivelled  ；  diminished 
To  collect,  as  taxes  ；  t( 

squeeze. 

月矣削 民膏 t(D  scraPe  awa 

憬 

4816 

r •元 
See  M 

the  people’s  fat, — of  extortion  b; 
officials. 

於下民 日削月 月0 
scraped  the  people  daily  an 

squeezed  them  month  in  an month  out. 

献月 I  一餅0 ne  (of  corr exacted  on  every  mou  (of  land 

Even  Upper. 

桟 
4817 

R. 

4818 

阮元 
F.  hiong 

W.  hsue、 sue 

See 楦 

K.  hwon 

Even  and 

Rising  Upper, 

To  forget;  to  dislike 
Used  with  4818. 

憬誌 wise. 
Same  as  4809. 

Deceitful  ；  to  impose  01 
To  forget. 

懸 *
 

4819 

C,yiin 
U.hen 

F.  hieng 

W.  yue 

護  crafty  tricks;  stratagem 

終不 可護兮 ne 胃 can  1 
be  forgotten. 

永 矢弗諼  he  swears  he  w 
never  forget. 

焉 得—草 ht)w  sha11 1  g the  plant  of  forgetfulness  ? — 

4811. 

以 寧勿譲 as  a  mark  of  n 
lasting  esteem. 

To  hang  up  ；  to  suspenc 
to  be  hung  up  {see  1791 

Separated  from  ；  differei 
from.  To  be  anxious.  S 

縣 —4545. hsuan 

P. 

M. 

Sz. 

Y.  hsiiei、 swei 

K.  fiy  'dri 

J.  ken 

A.  hueti 

Even  Lower. 

懸掛。 1 ■懸上 t。 hang  up 

杷這 副對子 懸掛诗 

來  hang  up  this  pair  of  scrol 

懸燈  to  hang  up  lamps. 

懸旗  to  hoist  flags. 

懸牌  to  hang  up  a  notic.e-boar 
to  exhibit  a  list. 
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4819 

was 

懸賞  to  offer  a  reward. 

懸 有專賞  hanging  out  (i.e. 
advertising)  a  large  reward. 

懸粱  to  tie  to  a  beam. 

懸 梁自盡  to  commit  suicide 
bv  hanging. 

頭懸梁  head  tied  to  the  beam, 
一 to  keep  himself  from  going  to 
sleep  over  his  book,  according 

to  the  story  told  of  an  enthusias¬ 
tic  student. 

W 如懸河  
his  words  are 

like  the  downflow  pf  a  river, — 

eloquent.  Said  of  郭象 Ku。 

Hsiang  by  王 衍  WanS  Yen. 

倒懸  hanging  upside  down;  the 
state  of  souls  waiting  to  be  freed 

by  intercession  from  obstacles 

preventing  their  entrance  among 
the  blest. 

猶解倒 :懸  like  cutting  down 
one  hanging  by  the  heels, 一 a 
great  relief.  Used  of  death  which 
frees  us  from  mortal  annoyances. 

^  ̂   4545. 

正在倒 _ 之處 he 
just  at  his  wits’  end,  when 

懸空  hanging  in  empty  space, 
― -without  foundation ;  guess¬ 

work;  speculation. 

案 懸貪結  the  case  is  sti11 
unsettled ;  pendente  life. 

天 地懸隔  separated  as  far 
apart  as  heaven  and  earth. 

懸象  the  sun  and  moon. 

懸 絶不同  very  unlike. 

綢成本 較釋懸 _ the 
cost  of  pongee  is  very  different 
from  that  of  satin. 

^  to  be  in  suspense. 

懸望  to  anxiously  hope  for. 

懸念。 〃懸想  to  think  anxi¬ 
ously  about. 

懸得狠  very  doubtful ;  very 
uncertain. 

懸 揣之詞  guesses;  opinions 
based  upon  probabilities. 

懸節  to  leave  one’s  post ;  to 
resign. 

懸占 L  divination  by  suspension, 
一 a  form  of  planchette,  in  which 
the  pencil  is  suspended  from  a 
bow.  See  877. 

4820 

m 

4821 

r. 霰 
See 舉

 

Sinking 

Upper. 

選 

4822 

nm 
C.  sun 

H.  sen F.  soung 

W.  sue 

N.  shdn、 siien 

p- ) 

M.  >  hstian 

Sz. ) 

Y.  swei 

K.  sy  'dn J. sen、  san 

A.  tuen 

Rising  and Sinking 

Upper. 

R 

See  4469. 

A  snare  for  birds  and 

small  animals. 

To  choose；  to  pick  out. 

Choice  ；  excellent.  Ten 
thousand.  Name  of  a  coin. 

or 
選擇。 r 選下。 r 雙拔 

選中  to  select;  to  choose. 

中  chung^  ̂   chosen ;  selected, 
選派  to  appoint  to  a  post;  to 
depute. 

不 可選也  there  is  nothing which  can  be  pointed  out  as 

wrong,— in  my  behaviour. 

選徒  to  appoint  certain  men.  to 
discharge  certain  duties. 

選 Aw 選上  to  select, ― ：as one  from  a  list. 

選募  to  enlist  picked  men. 

選舉  to  elect, — as  a  candidate. 

舉 不失選  his  appointments do  justice  to  his  choice. 

選日子  to  choose  a  day, 
候選  to  wait  to  be  chosen; 

expectant,*  as  an  official. 

選補  chosen  to  fill  a  vacancy. 

儘 先^ § ，用  be  the  first  on the  list  for  employment. 

弗 去懼選  would  not  go, 
fearing  the  enumeration, 一 of  his shortcomings. 

文 選爾。 r 文選 淸吏 

司  the  Appointment  and  Trans¬ 
fer  Department  of  the  Board  of 
Civil  Office. 

選懦  gentle;  kind.  Also,  timor ous. 

舞 則選兮  hjs  dancing choice ! 

靑 錢萬選  like  ten  thousand cash、 every  one  of  which  is 

good, — so  are  the  compositions 

Of 張繁  Chang  Tsu  of  t
he 

T'ang  dynasty. 

so 

選
，
 

4822 

拘‘
 

4823 
R.； 

See 夠 

Sinking 

Upper. 

w 

4824 

R.: 

F.  hiong 

See 援 

Sinking 

Upper. 

4825 

m 

4826 

薷 
4827 

墳 

4828 

十  ten  times  ten  thousand. 

白選  the  name  of  a  piece  of silver,  ornamented  with  a  dragon 
and  used  as  money  under  the 
Former  Han  dynasty. 

少選。 t 選間  a  short  time ; a  little  while. 

世選  _  劳  generations 
your  toils  have  been  approved. 

Read  hstian^, 

選授  to  select  (an  expectant) for  an  appointment. 

歸部選  to  be  referred  to  the 
(proper)  Board  for  an  appoint¬ ment,— instead  of  going  back  to 

one’s  province  as  an  expectant. 

To  strike 

Read  kung1.  To  wave 
off  with  the  hand. 

Silk  pouches  worn  at  the 
girdle.  Ornamental；  stylish； 

coloured  ；  variegated. 

鞠 彩  elegant ;  ornamental. 

花鞠錦  embroidered  with coloured  flowers. 

素以爲 _ 兮 the  plain 
ground  to  receive  the  colours. 

鉤練  fleet  ;  swift  of  foot. 
See  4539. 

See  45—28. 

Same  as  481 

Same  as  4830. 
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4829 

|R •先  _ 
捐泫 

|J.  ke
n 

I  A.  kUett、 hiUn 

Even  and 

I  Sinking  Upper 
and  Lower. 

壎1
 

4830 

|R •元 I C.  hurt 

卜勳 IK.  hurt  %  hwon 

|j.  kett^ gwart^ 
kun 

I  A.  hwen^  hiten 

Even  Upper. 

m 

An  iron-grey  horse. 
4836 

驗 彼乘騸  fat  and  strong  is|  靴1 his  team  of  iron-greys.  1 
4837 

|R .歌 

A  hollow  cone  of  baked 

clay  or  porcelain,  pierced 
with  six  holes :  one  at  the 

apex  to  blow  through,  three 

(in  modern  times,  four)  in 

front  and  two  behind  ；  the 

Chinese  ocarina,  said  to  have 

been  invented  by  伏義  Fu 

\C./io F.  k、wo 

H.  hio 

W.  hsu 

N.  hsii、 huo 

M  .. 
M.  >  hsii€ 

Sz. ) 

Y.  hsiiei、 swei 

K.  hwa 

|.J.  kwa 

A.  hwa、 hwe 

Even  Upper. 

Hsi,  some  2700  years  b.c. 

如壎如  M  like  the  flute 
responding  to  the  ocarina, — sol 
does  God  enlighten  the  people.  I 

伯氏 吹壎伸 氏砍篪 

m 

4831 

卜先
 

I  See  川 

Even  Upper. 

the  elder  brother  blows  the! 

ocarina,  the  younger  blows  thel 
flute. 

fraternal  harmony. 

m: 

4832 

ir •先锴 See 閂 

To  prune  a  tree. 

An  osier  basket  for  wash- 1 

ing  rice  in.  To  bind  thel 

edges  of  sieves,  baskets,  etc.  I 

Even  or 

. Sinking. 

削 
.4833 

榍 
4834 

槪 
4«35 

JEXSTJSSXI. 

See  4309. 

See  4644. 

See  4645. 

Same  as  4645. 

Boots.  [Introduced  from 
the  northern  non-Chinese 
frontier  tribes  by  武靈王 

Wu  Ling  Wang  of  趙 
Chao.] 

4839 

r •覺 

c. 

一辦靴 。^一 雙靴子 
pair  of  boots. 

官靴  official  boots, ― of  black 
satin,  with  white  soles, 

方 頭韵匕  square-toed  boots,— as  worn  at  Court. 

綃靴  satin  boots. 

吉 莫 勒^  leather  boots. 
長 （and 短） 軸 子的靴 

top  (and  half)  boots. 

快辑 k  thin-soled,  common  boots. 

水 靴  water-tight  boots,  for  wet 
weather. 

布靴  common  boofs  with  cloth 
uppers. 

壽靴  boots  put  on  a  corpse. 

拔出靴 中短刀  pulled dagger  out  of  his  boot. 

靴子 磨釋子 the  boot chafes  the  stocking, 一 the  subor¬ 
dinate  will  always  suffer. 

靴子裏 摸襪子 Uke  fed - ing  for  the  sock  in  the  boot, — 
there  is  no  escape  for  the  sock; 

you  are  sure  to  get  it. 

H.  I 
F.  houk'oh 

oh N.  yi’ioh、oh 
P.  ihsio、 ihsiio^ 

ihsiao、 

ihsueh 
M.  hsuo 

Y.  hsiaky  hsioc^ 

Sz.  hsuo 

K.  hak \.gaku^  kd 

A.  hok 

意貴 透徹不 可隔靴 

抓癢  your  idea  should  be clear  (in  poetry)  and  not  like 
scratching  thru  ugh  a  boot, 一 no 

pleasurable  sensation. 

破靴黨  poverty  -  stricken 
scholars. 

貼靴的 an  accomplice  of  the 
proprietor  of  a  gaming-table ; 
one  who  plays  to  lure  others  on 

靴  _  or  _  液子  a  case  for holding  cards  or  letters,  carried 

in  the  leg  of  the  boot. 

男 怕穿靴 ，女 怕帶帽 
men  object  to  boots,  women  to 
hats, 一 the  former  being  subject 

to  tender  feet,  the  latter  to  tender 
heads. 

样 

4838 

學
 ” 

hok 

Same  as  4837. 

To  learn  ；  to  teach  [Cj 

apprendre)  ；  to  study.  T( 
imitate. 

學而 時習之  to  learn  ani 
from  time  to  time  practise,- 
what  one  has  learnt. 

人不學 不如物  if  men  d 

Entering 

Lower. 

not  learn,  they  are  not  as  goo 

as  brutes. 

學世子  to  teach  young  nobli 
men. 

學生  a  pupil;  a  learner. 

學童  a  youthful  pupil. 
入學。 r 上學 (see  3889)  1 
enter  upon  one’s  studies, -usual! 
at  seven  years  of  age.  See  beloi 

出學  to  leave  school. 
學問  to  learn ;  learning. 

學間 有不進 盌 he  _ 
no  progress  in  his  learning. 

學 不上來  unable  to  learn,- 
not  clever  enough. 

學 文  learning. 
學 $ 深。 r 傅學。 f  wi< 

learning. 

學房。 r 學堂  a  school.  *5 1302. 中國 女學 堂尙未 ■ 

明  girls’  schools  in  China  are  n 
yet  in  a  flourishing  condition, 

鄕學。 r 社學 a  village  scho< 

義學  a  free  school. 

縣 學 宮  a  governmental  D 
trict  school. 

小學  the  preparatory  schc 
under  the  Chou  dynasty;  tl 
Lesser  Learning: 

大 學^  the  school  for  ad  vane boys  under  the  Chou  dynast 

the  Great  Learning.  Sec  belo 

學長  a  head  boy;  a  monitor 逃學。 r 滑學。 r 賴學 

play  truant. 

‘杯 or  學友  schoolfellow 
學  hsiao~ •  See  1302. 

振 典學校  to  encourage 
advance  education. 
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學
，
 

4»39 

小學 之功大 學之基 
what  is  achieved  in  elementary 

learning  is  a  foundation  for  more 
advanced  studies. 

學資  teachers’  fees;  school  ex¬ 
penses. 

遊學  to  travel  for  education; 
an  educational  tour. 

學武  to  study  the  military  art. 

學話  to.  learn  a  language. 

學習  to  learn  and  practise. 

習學  to  serve  an  apprenticeship. 

學徒  an  apprentice. 

學名  the  name  given  by  one’s schoolmaster  on  beginning 
school  life. 

學吉。 r 學說  to  repeat  what 
has  been  said. 

學之 染人勝 於丹靑 
learning  dyes  a  man  deeper  than 

paint. 

_ 資高 i 學力 到 a  man’s 
natural  gifts  may  be  great,  but 

it  is  application  that  brings  him 
to  success. 

禮 有來學 ，未 聞有往 

教  decorum  demands  that  a 
pupil  should  come  to  learn,  not 
that  a  master  should  go  to  teach. 

千 般易學 ，一 竅難得 
it  is  easy  to  study  a  thousand 

things,  but  hard  to  master  one. 

學&後 知不足 _e 
study  shows  the  need  of  more. 

學 無老少 ，達 者爲先 
in  learning  there  is  no  account 

of  age:  he  who  succeeds  stands 
first. 

學 而知之  to  know  from 
having  learnt. 

學 而不厭  to  study  without 
tiring. 

Jf%  not  to  learn ;  unlearned. 

學業  scholarship;  proficiency. 

詢其 學華 之進退 tested 
iiis  progress  in  scholarship. 

學 如不及 ，猶 恐失之 
learn  as  though  you  had  not 

attained  (to  knowledge),  and  as 

though  fjparing  to  forget  what 
you,  do  know, 

學買賣  to  learn  trade. 

我 學你作  I  will  copy  you. 

學
，
 • 

4-39 學 着聲音  imitating  his voice. 

數學  the  science  of  numbers; mathematics. 

天 學^  or  星  astronomy. 

老道學  an  old  professor. 

假道學  a  charlatan ;  an  im 

postor. 

學佬  a  Cantonese  corruption 

& 福老  the  Hoklos,  a  tribe 
which  came  originally  from  Fuh- kien. 

進學。 r 入學  to  have  taken 
tLe  degree  of  秀才  hsiu-ts‘ai 
or  b.a.  Often  seen  on  visiting 
cards.  See  above. 

學政  Provincial  Director  of 
Education  or  Literary  Chancel¬ 
lor.  This  official  is  appointed 

from  Peking  for  a  term  of  three 

years,  his  chief  duties  being 

to  preside  at  the  prefectural 
examinations,  and  to  confer  the 

degree  of  hsiu-ts‘aL  See 
4675- 

學院  official  designation  of  the above* 

學臺。 r 學憲。 〃 學使 
colloquial  titles  of  the  above. 

學 差  Literary  Chancellorship. 

四 氏學錄 and 學錄 
Registrar  and  sub-Registrar  of 

心 國子監  Imperial  Aca¬ 
demy. 

學 師0 r 學 正 Direct?  of 
Studies,  attached  to  a  De¬ 

partment.  Also,  a  Director  of 
Studies  in  the  Imperial  Academy. 

學位  the  modern  term  for  a 
degree. 

得舉 人學位  obtained  the . m.a.  degree.  See  8843  pi、 . 

學額  the  fixed  number  of  gra- 
duateships  in  an  administrative 
division. 

學官  a  general  name  for  pro¬ vincial  o 伍 cials  who  direct  the 

studies  of  candidates  for  the 

preliminary  degrees. 

學士  Sub-Chancellor  of  the Grand  Secretariat.  Also,  a 

scholar;  a  student. 

大學士  Grand  Secretary, 一 ofl 
the 內閣  Inner  Cabinet

  or 
Grand  Secretariat.  This  is  the 

highest  distinction  attainable  by 

學
”
 

4839 

确 
4839a 

穴 0
 

4840 

R •屑 

C.yut 
H.  het 

F.  hiek W •少办 

N.  yueh 

P.  hsiii.  S.hsue 

M：  
j 

P.  }  hsueh 

Sz. ) 

K.  hiol 

J.  ketsz^  gee  hi 
A.  huet Entering 

Lower. 

Chinese  o 伍 cials,  but  the  duties 

of  the  post  are  now  purely  no¬ 
minal.  There  are  four  Grand 

Secretaries,  two  of  whom  are 

Manchus  and  two  Chinese. '  See 

協 43?5- 侍 讀學士  a  Reader  of  the 
Grand  Secretariat, 一 whose  duty 
it  is  to  compare  the  texts  of 

State  papers  in  Chinese  and Manchu.  See  9915. 

Stony  ground.  See  7330. 

燒不角  stony  roads. 
A  cave;  a  pit;  a  den；  a 

grotto  ；  a  finger-hole 、 in  a 
flute.  Houses  in  the  ground 

A  grave.  A  sinus  in  the 

body.  Radical  1 16. 

孔穴  a  hole;  a  cavity ;  a  recess. 

穴 隙  a  cmck;  a  cranny. 

窟穴  to  dig  a  hole. 
_  t0  bore  a  hole. 

陶穴  the  kiln-like  huts  used  by the  tribe  of  Chou  some  thir¬ 

teen  centuries  before  our  era. 

穴居  to  live  in  caves. 

穴 木而居  to  make  a  hole  in a  tree  and  live  in  it. 

當 穴其上  we  must  make  a 
hole  in  the  top. 

毁其巢  六  destroyed  their 
den, — of  robbers. 

死 則同穴  when  dead  we 
shall  share  the  same  grave. 

結穴。 r 吉穴  a  good  site  for 

a  grave. 

六情好  the  surroundings  of the  grave  are  (geomantically) 

good. 

勲穴塲  to  select  a  good  spot for  a  grave. 

墓穴  the  hole  in  which  the coffin  is  laid;  the  vault. 

the  influences  which  affect 

the  prosperity  of  any  region  ； 
spots  for  acupuncture;  a  grave ; 

a  subterranean  passage. 

穴出 winds  its  way  out, — as 
water  finding  its  own  level. 

76 
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4841 
•屑 

& 血玦 
K.  hyol 

Entering 

Upper. 

Se 

HJSXJE3H 

4842 
.屑 

血 

2* 

Entering 

Upper. 

A  stream  of  water. 

$ 穴寥  void;  space  infinite. 

Rtad  s/iu^.  See  13,682. 

回饮  perverse  and  bad. 

To  look  at  eagerly;  to 

pry  about. 

用眼肽 了一肷 take  a look  around. 

兩 隻眼值 肽東西 b°k- 
ing  about  with  both  eyes  to  see 
what  there  was, — to  be  stolen. 

番 
4843 

審 
4844 

肽目  to  take  a  look;  to  glance 

See  13,679. 

See  3029. 

R. 

4845 

屑 

Snow  ；  ice.  To  whiten  ; 

to  make  clean；  to  wipe  out, 

as  an  injury;  to  elucidate 
or  make  clear. 

G.  siU 

II.  set 

F.  si  ok 

\V.  site 

X.  she/L 

P.  c/isiU,  hsii^ 
M. hsuc 

Y.  hsi’idi、 
hswik 

hsiie 

K.  sol 

J.  setsz 
A.  tiu( 

Entering 

Upper. 

下雪 t。 落雪  to  snow* 

雪化了  the  snow  has  melted. 

雪 散  snow  melted;  disappear¬ 
ance;  vanishing. 

雪. 霜  snow  and  frost ;  hoar-frost, 

雪霜客  a  wayfarer;  a  traveller, 
a  snow-covered  landscape 

萬 i 不消 之雪  eternal snows. 

雪. Jisiiehk  白  white  as  snow. 

雪  ̂   or  snow-flakes. 

雪花 飛六出  six  points  to 
the  snow-flakes,  —  i.e.  snow 
winter,  a  sign  of  abundance  in 

the  coming  year.  [The  Chinese 
hold  that  the  flakes  of  winter 

snow  have  six  points  while  those 

of  spring  have  only  five.J 

雪 裏送炭 眞君子 
•send  fuel  in  snowy  weather 

tire  act  of  a  superior  man.  See 

錦 2068. 
雪 ̂  Hke  snow  at  clawn 

— 明  daylight  and  白  white- 

明白  I  understand. 
ness 

to 

4845 
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m 

4846 

k •曷屑 

“削 

J.  satsz 
A.  tuet^  twat Entering 

Upper. 

鵝毛 大雪飛  snow  falls  in large  goose-feather  flakes. 

雨裏 深山雪 裏姻& tant  hills  in  rain,  and  smoke  in 

snow, 一 are  easy  things  to  look 

at  in  other  people’s  pictures  but 

very  difficult  to  put  into  one’s own. 

小 雪 and 大雪  Small  Snow and  Great  Snow,  —  two  solar 
terms  which  .  occur  about  the 

22nd  November  and  7th  De¬ 
cember,  respectively. 

小雪不 耕地， 大雪不 

ploughing  stops  with  the 

Small  Snow,  navigation  with  the 
Great. 

雪裏 埋孩子 to  bury a child  in  the  snow, — • it  will  come 
to  light. 

雪洗  to  wash  clean;  to  make white  as  snow. 

雪寃  to  whiten  (i.e.  to  wash 
away)  a  grievance,— by  revenge 

or  by  establishing  one’s  inno¬ cence,  etc. 

雪耻 t。  wipe  away  a  disgrace. See  12,248. 

消 讎雪恨  t。 get  rid  of  en - mity  and  hatred, 一 as  by  a  peace 
ful  settlement. 

莊子雪  “Chuang  Tzti  Made Clear,” 一 the  title  of  a  book. 

雪靑  a  very  light  violet  colour 

雪姐。 r 雪蠢  the  ice-worm, 一 an  insect  found  in  the  glaciers 

of  Sstich^an. 

雪姑  the  pied  wagtail.  See  897 

雪客  the  eastern  egret  (Egretta modesta). 

雪衣娘  fancy  name  for  a cockatoo. 

To  pare  off ;  to  shave  off. 

血 

3» 

R. 

4847 

屑 
C.  hiit 

H.  het 

F.  haik 

W.  huey  hsue 
N.  hsuch 

P.  chsie、 hsue* 

：i 

_  hsuch 

Sz. 

K.  hiol 

ketsz、 kechi 

A.  huet 

Entering 

Upper. 

Blood  ；  consanguinii 

The  blood  of  every-d 

life,  sc.  money.  Radi( 

143.  [Usually  read  hsn 
in  Peking,  to  distinguish 
from  4845.]  See  7174. 

p 土血  to  spit  blood.
 

補血  to  restore  blood, 一 to system,  as  by  taking  nourish) 
food. 

拉血  to  pass  blood. 以身上 刺出血 t。 F oneself  on  the  body  until 

blood  comes. 

血 流成渠  blood  flowed 
torrents. 

血脈  blood  and  pulses, 一 o sanguinity;  relationship. 

|fj|  氣  constitution ;  animal  p sions;  animal  life. 

你少 年子弟 ，血氣 j 
a  young  man  like  y< 

whose  physical  powers  are  1 
yet  determined.  Also,  wh< 

passions  are  not  under  conti 

有血氣 * 和尙不 f Buddhist  priests  will  not 

anything  that  has  animal  life 

凡有 血氣者 a11  wh。 hi 
blood  and  all  men. 

血氣之 勇 brute  fcrce- 
骨  iflt、 bones  and  blood, — s posed  to  be  received  from 
father  and  mother,  respective 

Used  of  close  relationship. 

情 同骨血  affectionate 
bones  and  blood, — brothers. 

命  blood  relatives  of  a  dif ent  surname. 

血戰得 脫 after  a  bloc 
fight  he  got  away. 

晉 不血 禽奚， chinsi 
have  no  meat  left  to  eat. 

總 要見血 yQU  wil1  have see  blood,  —  it  can’t  be  d( without  making  you  bleed. 

生血 見鹽醋 則無: 
者  fresh  blood  coming contact  with  salt  or  vinegar  ’ 

always  coagulate. 

滴血法  the  blood-dropp test) 一 to  discover  the  truth  as 
the  alleged  relationship  betw( 
living  children  and  dead  pare】 
Blood  from  the  living  is  cau 
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冬 847 

4848 

.so 

冬 849 

to  drop  upon  the  bones  of  the 

dead;  and  then— 

親 生者則 血入骨 ，非 
則否  if  really  the  offspring 
(of  the  deceased),  the  blood  will 
sink  into  the  bones:  otherwise, 

it  will  not  dc  so. 

瘀血  stoppage  of  blood ;  ex¬ 
travasation  of  blood. 

雨血  see  13,623. 

血性  rough ;  violent;  arbitrary. 

血 性漢子 a  man  of  rough 
temperament. 

血 汗的錢  money  earned  by 
blood  and  sweat, — by  hard  toil. 

血弱  delicate ;  weakly. 

血  hsueh 4 heated  or  impure 
blood. 

熱血  warm-hearted ;  affectio¬ 
nate. 

血書  a  letter  or  document  writ¬ 
ten  in  blood,  or  figuratively, 
under  stress  of  circumstances. 

泣血  to  weep  tears  of  blood,— 
as  at  a  parent’s  death. 

卽不 能答 ，當 血是刃 
if  I  cannot  answer,  then  I  will 
imbrue  this  blade  with  my  blood. 

地血  a  kind  of  borage  with  a 
red  root,  used  as  a  medicine. 

血竭  dragon’s  blood, — a  resin 
yielded  by  the  渴留  {Dcc?non- 

orops  draco),  a  sort  of  paLm 
found  in  Sumatra.  Used  as  an 

astringent,  styptic,  tonic,  etc. 

血本  money  capital. 

心 動則心 血來潮 when 
the  heart  is  excited,  there  is  a 
rush  of  blood  to  the  heart. 

血:沈 •血誡  intense  sin¬ cerity  or  earnestness. 

血糊 藤。1 •小 血藤  Schi- 
zandra  propinqua^  Hk.  f.  &  T；, 
var.  sinensis • 

Same as  4723. 

^  4371. 

IW 

4850 

R •曷屑 

See 撒薛 

Entering 

Upper. 

4851 

R •月屑 

See 血決 

Entering 

Upper. 

To  walk  awry,  as  a  lame 
man. 

sc 

[xn 
4852 

r •屑 

See 屑
 

Entering 

Upper. 

m 

.4853 R. 霽 

^ 蕞衛 

A.  twe 

Sinking  Upper 

and  Lower. 

4854 

R •文 

See 動 

Even  Upper. 

蹩足 薛爲仁  tripping  people 
up  with  charity, — as  the  sages 
do,  instead  of  leaving  people 

to  their  own  natural  charity  of 
heart. 

To  sip;  to  suck  up.  To 

whistle  ；  to  wheeze. 

To  speak  in  a  whisper. 

To  sweep  away ；  to 
destroy. 

HSXJIST- 

Vapour;  fog;—  smoke；  to 

smoke ;  to  suffocate. 

熏潘  steamy  vapour. 

潘熏  t。 steam. 
姻熏。 1 •熏黑  t。 blacken  by smoke.  The  first  is  also  soot. 

熏肉  to  smoke  meat. 
熏 職  smoked  meat, — sold  here. 

熏職店  a  pork-smoking  shop. 
熏  to  smoke-dry;  to  dry  over a  fire. 

熏鼠  to  smoke  out  rats, — in  the 10th  moon.  See  10,072. 

熏蚊子  to  smoke  out  mos¬ 
quitoes. 

熏籠  a  brazier  with  a  frame over  it,  for  drying  clothes. 

熏  see  1880. 

熏1
 

4»S4 

燻 
4854a 4855 

R .文 

C.fen 

H.  hiun 

F.  hung 

W.  hsiung 

N.  hsuing 

P. 
) 

M. 

Y. 

Sz,  J 

K*_  hurt 

J.  kun 

A.  hwen Even  Upper. 

hsun 

憂心 如熏  tny  heart  is  as 
‘though  blackened  by  sorrow. 

熏風  southerly  winds. 
熏 夕  late  in  the  evening. harmonious  and  happy- 

looking. 

熏死  to  be  asphyxiated. 
_ 開窻戶 ，你 就熏不 

着 open  the  window  a  fid  you 
won’t  be  asphyxiated. 

熏黃  an  orange  colour;  the  dark red  or  orange  tints  of  sunset 

熏  flame  (colour)  and  fi^ry 
(tints), — to  overawe. 

熏出來  to  force, — as  flowers. 
Same  as  4854. 

/Merit;  services  rendered 
to  the  State  ；  loyal  or 

patriotic  efforts. 

勳臣  a  meritorious  official. 

功 勳衆著  his  great  services 
are  known  to  all. 

勳爵  rank  conferred  for  merit, 

動勞  reward  for  services;  merit¬ orious  services. 

奇  Wj  extraordinary  services. 
勳烈  merit  earned  by  services rendered. 

爾 尙一乃 心力 ，其克 

有勳  do  you  proceed  with 
united  heart  and  strength :  so 

shall  our  enterprise  be  crowned 
with  success. 

大 勳未集  the  great  work 
was  not  accomplished, 一 when 
he  died. 

克 成厥勳 completed  his 
meritorious  work. 

勳 献素著  his  great  merit 
was  known  to  all. 

開 國元勳 the  merit  of founding  the  dynasty, — a  phrase 
used  of  any  trusty  followers  of 
an  Emperor  who  has  succeeded 
in  founding  a  dynasty. 

售勸  former  merit. 勳賜  to  bestow  i  decorated 
with.  ••… 



R. 

4856 

文 
See 勳 
Even  Upper. 

HSXJnNT 

604 

HL&tJN 

485s 

曛1
 

勳祉。 1 •勳安  wel1  deserved 
happiness. 

動 襲  ennobled  for  merit. 

勳伐  distinguished  merit. 

放勳  the  name  of  the  Emperor Yao. 

Dusk  of  evening  ；  sunset. 

曛夕。 r 曛 暮 dusk;  the 
gloaming. 

亲^曝  the  slanting  rays  of  the 
evening  sun. 

山 涵曛映 the  hills  enfold 
the  setting  sun. 

獯1
 

4857 R. 文 

See 勳 
Even  Upper. 

A  tribe  of  Scythians， 

called  獯鬻， who  invaded 

the  empire  under  the  夏 

Hsia  dynasty,  and  were 

subsequently  known  as  匈 

奴 . See  4696. 

縷1
 

4858 

文 see 勳 
Even  Upper. 

R. 

薫 
4«S9 R. 文 

See 勳 

Reeking  with  liquor  *, drunk. 

醺 

4860 

gee^  i  醉醺 
 _  的  hopelessly

  drunk. Even  Upper. 

葷 

4861 

循:
 

4864 

眞 
Y.  hsiitig、 hsuing 

See 循 

Even  Lower. 

See  5234. 

4862 

R. 眞 

C.  ts^un 
H.  juu 

F.  sung 

^.jung^yutig 

P- ) 

M. . .. 

J  hsun 

kl 

K.  sun 

j.  shun、 djun 
A.  tioen 

To  follow；  to  acquiesce 

in  ；  to  proceed  in  order. 

Even  Lower. 

Dark  red ;  crimson. 

Even  Upper. 

A  fragrant  labiate  plant 

which  puts  forth  a  new 

flower  every  morning,  and 
the  smell  of  which  is 

thought  to  expel  noxious 

influences.  F ragrance ;  per¬ 
fume.  Used  for  4854. 

熏  fragrant  plants, — burnt  to 
keep  away  insects  or  to  coun¬ 
teract  malaria. 

薰香  to  disinfect  by  burning 
herbs,  etc. 

m 衣裳  to  put  lavender  or 
other  strong-smelling  plants 
among  clothes. 

賴  fragrant  and  foul-smelling, 
— of  flowers.  See  13,406. 

利 慾薰心  avarice  and  lust 
becloud  the  heart,  —  send  the 
conscience  to  sleep. 

循 規蹈法  to  follow  rules and  walk  in  the  law. 

微法  to  follow  the  law. 

循良  docile ;  good;  model. 

循照  according  to;  accordingly 

循理  according  to  principle reasonable. 

天 理循環  divine  principles move  in  a  circle,  —  beginning 

again  where  they .  end. 

12,465.  • 

如循環 之無端 likegoing round  in  a  circle  and  never 

coming  to  the  end. 

此循 環之定 數 this  is  the fate  which  comes  inevitably 

round,— as  upon  the  wheel  of destiny. 

有 所持循  to  have  a  fixed rule  or  guide.  • 

循 牆而走  followed  the  wall and  got  away. 

因循  _  事  to  h
inder  by 

procrastination  or  by  shilly¬ shallying. 

夫子 循循然 善誘人 
the  Master,  by  orderly  method, 

skilfully  lei  ds  men  on. 

足縮縮 如有循  dragging 

w 

his  feet  as  if  something  held  them 

to  the  ground,  —  of  Confucius 
carrying  his  princeVs  sceptre, 

循順  tractable;  docile. 

4863 

R. 眞較 

A.  twhi、 t^wen 
Even  and Sinking 

Lower. 

To  stroke;  to  encourage •, 
to  sympathise  with.  See  ̂  

3670. 

旬 5
 

佝 

A  period  of  ten  da 

see  ̂   852.  A  period 

ten  years.  A  period 

seven  days.  A  set  tii 
Wide-spreading；  all  arou See  2122.  . 

十旬弗 反 at  the  end 
hundred  days  he  was  not  b 

至 于旬時  even  as  Ion! 

ten  days. 

旬日  ten  days. 旬內  within  ten  days. 上旬 and 中旬 and 下 
the  three  periods  of  ten  « 
into  which  a  moon  is  divid 

初旬  the  first  decade, -as  at 

旬歲 a  yean 
六旬  sixty  years. 四^ [之外 w 年逾 
旬 over  forty  years  of  age 

下官年 長一旬 lam 
years  older  than  you,  sir. 

4867 

R •眞震 
See 狗 

A.  stwen^ 

twin1' 

Even 

Irregular. 

七旬  the  seven  periods  of  ( mourning, — as  on  the  deat 

a  parent.  Each  旬  consis 
seven  days 冬  see  1055.  1 

seventy  days;  seventy  year 

其 下侯旬  the  shade  ben 

it  is  wide-spreading. 

來 旬來壹 yQU  have  e， 
where  diffused, 一 my  orders 

五旬 ot 般遮 = chabhijdna.  See  12,294  aa 

4865 

峋1
 

4866 

R. 眞 

Same  as  4870. 

Ranges  of  hills  ； 

pitous  -  irregular. 

C.  ctsti、nx  csun 

See 詢 

Even  Upper 

嶙 峋不群  irregular 
unusual,— as  a  peak  of  a  1 
liar  shape.  See  7i7°« 

Comprehensive  ；  per 

ing.  To  follow；  to  acc 
with.  To  protect.  L 

with  ̂   or  狗 4870 

4872. 徇通  to  comprehend  fully 

徇照  in  accordance  with. 
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m 

4867 

徇義  to  act  up  to  one’s  duty. 

徇情  to  be  influenced  by  one’s 
feelings  or  by  other  considera¬ 
tions  than  the  merits  of  the  case； 
obsequious. 

徇 情故縱  to  connive  at. 

徇私  selfish;  in  one’s  private 
interests ;  jobbery. 

徇 名不顴  the  seeker  after 
glory  must  have  no  scruples. 

徇庇  to  protect. 

以 忠徇國  by  his  loyalty  he 
saved  his  country. 

徇隱  to  conceal;  to  screen. 

Read  hsunA. 

徇疾  quickly;  speedily. 

徇齊  quick  of  apprehension. 

To  be  sincere.  To  be 

reverently  careful 

忱恂  thoroughly  trustworthy. 

: S'S  询棵  cautiou
sly  reverent. 

十旬 恂如也  simple  and  sin¬ 
cere, — as  Confucius  in  his  native 
village. 

恂 恂自下  humble;  modest 
See  12,876. 

4868 

眞 
V 气 

ihsii. 

亡詢 
: ven  Upper. 

w 

4869 

轸 
e 荀 

sing  Upper. 

殉 ‘
 

4870 

震 
SJun 

cSUng 

Sjuttg 

sh'ing* 
hsun* 
ihsirt、 
ihsiin 

sun 

hun 

twert^ 

Sinking 

Irregular. 

The  cross-beams  of  a  bell 

or  drum  frame.  Name  of 

a  tree. 

To  desire  ；  to  be  greedy 

of;  to  be  ready  to  die  for. 

To  bury  along  with  the 

dead;  to  sacrifice.  Used 

with  4867. 

敢有 夠于貨 色 if  yQu 
dare  to  set  your  hearts  on  wealth 
and  women. 

夠求  to  seek  after. 

貪 夫殉財 ，烈 士殉名 
the  covetous  man  is  bent  qn 
(or  will  die  for)  gain;  the  hero, 
on  glory. 

淘留  to  die  for  one’s  country. 

w 

4870 

洵,
 

4871 

■p, 

C.  csun、 Sts^un 
H.  ssun 

F.  csung W.  Sjung 

N. 【shing 

J  ihsiin 

Y.  sJisiittg 

Sz.  s.hsun 

K.  sun 

「•  shun、 djun 

A.  (wen 

Even 

Irregular. 

狗 

4872
  - 

烈 女淘節  a  brave  woman will  defend  her  virtue  to  the death. 

驅其 所愛子 弟以殉 

之  urged  his  beloved  son  to 
sacrifice  himself, 一 in  war. 

以 道殉身  to  be  within  the influence  of  truth,  一  as  when 

truth  prevails  on  earth ;  “truth” 
being  Confucian  doctrines. 

以 身殉滗  to  be  a  martyr  to the  cause  of  truth, — as  when 
truth  does  not  prevail. 

始用殉  for  the  first  time  bury¬ 
ing  alive  was  practised,  一  at 

the  funeral  of  文在  Duke  Wen 

of  朱  Sung,  B.C.  588. 

陳子 亢止殉  Ch^en  Tzti- hang  put  an  end  to  the  practice 

of  burying  alive, — the  wives  and servants  of  nobles. 

請 以殉葬 i  request  you  to be  turied  alive,  —  with  your brother. 

殉難 t。  die,  as  for  one’s  country; to  commit  suicide  rather  than 

fall  into  the  hands  of  the  enemy. 

殉 難之民  people  who  00m- mit  suicide  to  save  themselves 

from  greater  calamities. 

掏毋  to  die  with  a  mother, 一 as 
a  daughter  who  commits  suicide 
rather  than  survive. 

殉裝  grave-clothes. 隱  to  conceal  ；  to  connive  at; 
to  screen. 

Truly;  really.  A  stipu- 
ation.  To  weep. 

洵是  it  is  indeed. 

沏 美且異  truly  elegant  and 
rare. 

询 有情兮 ycm  are  full  of kindly  affection. 

饱堪  really  suitable. 

吁 嗟沏兮 ，不 我信 

shcnx  ̂   alas  for  our  stipulation 
we  cannot  make  it  good. 

徇涕  to  shed  tears. 

4873 

r •眞 

& 詢 

Even  Upper. 

筍 4874 

w 

4875 

R .眞 

M.  shsin、 

ihsiin 

See 詢 

Even  Upper. 

Same  as  4870.  Used 
for  4867. 

w 

4876 

R. 眞 

C.  csun 

H.  Ssun 
F.  csung 

W.  jhung、 

chsiung 

N.  csh  'ing 

P.  Shsiin^  v. 

hsun* 

M.  ihsiin 
Y.  Shsiiing 

K.  sun 

J.  shun 
A.  Qlwen 

Even  Upper. 

Irregular. 

孢 4
 

4^77 

R •眞震 

See 俊夠 

Even  and 

Sinking 

Upper. 

A  precious  stone,  called 

珣 歼琪. 
Same  as  10,438. 

A  plant  with  a  yellow 
flower  and  a  red  fruit,  saic 

to  fatten  those  who  eat  it. 

To  take  measures  ；  to 

consult；  see  ̂   2643.  To 

enquire  about. 

詢 爾仇方  take  measures 
against  the  country  of  your  foes. 

周 愛咨詢  everywhere  seek- 
ing  information  and  suggestions. 

詢商  to  take  counsel  with. 

詢間  to  enquire  of;  to  inter¬ rogate. 

詢訪  to  enquire  about;  to  make 
enquiries. 

詢據  to  examine  by  the  Jight of  or  with  the  help  of. 

詢悉  to  make  full  enquiries. 
詢明  to  ascertain  by  enquiry. 

詢事考 ti  have  consulted 
you  on  all  affairs  and  have 

examined  your  words, — said  by 
the  Emperor  Yao  to  Shun. 

勿庸 弗詢之 謀 〜 follow  undeliberated  plans. 

詢及人  to  enquire  about  a 

person. 
詢請  to  enquire  about  and  re¬ quest, — that  something  may  be 
done. 

To  be  the  first  to  begin 

a  quarrel. 

朋友 不相迤  friends  should 
avoid  beginning  a  quarrel. 
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旬 IT 
4878 

卜眞 
s: 卜 

IF. 三 sung • 

I W.  Jisiung
 

IN.  shing 

I P.  ihsun 

I M.  ihstn^ihs
un 

Sz.
  } 
 ihsU

n I K.  sun 

Ij. 
 
shun

 

I  A.  Jwi
n 

Even
 

Irre
gula

r. 

獎 
4879 

糸 jir 
4880 

|K •眞 

|See  馴 

Even  Lower. 

fir 
4881 

卜. 問 \c.fen 
\n.hiun 

IF.  houng 

I W.  hsiung 

IN.  hsuing 

M. 
 ! 
 hsUn

 
I Y.  hsu

ng 

ISz.
  
hsun

 

|K. 
 hurt

 

|J. 
 knn 

I  A.  hwer
t 

Sink
ing 

Upp
er.

 

fir 
4881 

Name  of  a  small  feudal) 

State  in  Shensi. 

句氏廚  your  kitchen;  your  cook； 
your  dinner, —  from  the  hospi-| 
tality  of  a  Duke  of  that  name.  I 

遠 軼郇雨  charged  with  rain  I 
from  far  Shensi, — of  a  torrent. 

Same  as  4869. 

Silk  cords  ；  to  bind. 

M 以五采  made  a  coloured  | 

plait. 

組系 H|  fringe;  a  tassel. 

以 道爲糾  make  TAO  yourj rule  of  life. 

To  teach  ；  to  admonish. 

To  follow.  To  approve. 

訓教。 r 訓誨  to  teach 

訓蒙  to  teach  the  young. 

訓子 to  train  one’s  children 

少教訓  unmannerly;  ill-bred. 

訓練  to  train;  to  drill. 

訓責  to  warn  and  punish. 

訓飭  to  teach  and  admonish. 

以 訓于王  for  the  instruction 
of  the  king. 

不訓于 德  uninstructed  in virtue. 

乃非 民攸訓 this  is  n()t 
holding  out  a  lesson  to  the  people. 

兹予審 訓命汝  therefore 
I  now  lay  my  charge  on  you 
with  special  instructions. 

大訓  the  great  lessons, — of  an¬ 
tiquity,  as  embodied  in  records 

of  past  ages. 

古訓 the  lessons  of  antiquity. 

女訓  female  education. 

訓典  moral  maxims;  wise  saws. 

訓 話  to  explain;  to  comment  on. I 

蕭訓蕭 條:疏 訓豨％ 
Hsiao  is  explained  as  “desolate:” 

su  is  explained  as  “scattered.” 

請訓示  t。 ask  instruct- ions, 一 also  used  conventionally 

among  equals. 

訓導  a  sub-Director  of  Studies, —  attached  to  a  District.  See 

4839 - 

後訓  literary  designation  of  the above,  —  a  contraction  for  複 

設 訓導，  the  office  having been  abolished  and  subsequently 
re-established.  . 

司訓  epistolary  designation  of the  above. 

子孫訓 其成式 de scendants  will  follow  your  exam¬ 

ple. 

皇天用 訓厥道 Almighty God  approved  of  their  ways. 

ir 

4882 

r 眞問 

C.  ts'-un 
H.  hiur^  shun 
F.  sung ^H.jung 

N.X  v. 

hsing 

P.  hsun 
M.  hsun^  

shun Y. hsung 

Sz.  hsun、 shun 

K.  sun^  hurt 

J.  shun^  
djun 

A.  twin 

Even  
and 

Sinking 

Lower. 

m 

4883 

巡 
2 

4884 

iR. 眞 

; H.  sun、 ts^un 
|See  循 

Even  Lower. 

Tame；  docile;  well 

jbred  ；  polished.  To  attain 

gradually. 

頁馴  tame;  tractable. 

馴畜  tame  trained  animals. 

馴雉  a  tame  pheasant, — - which appeared  when  the  virtuous  魯 

恭  Lu  Kung  was  magistrate 

at 中牟  in  Honan. 

雅馴  polished ;  refined. 
、剛 至  t0  reach  gradually  to. 

,ili|  狐  the  horned  o
wl  {Bubo 

maximus). 

Same  as  4884. 

To  go  on  a  round  o 

inspection  ;  or  as  a  police¬ 

man,  on  a  beat;  to  cruise 

Forthwith  ；  immediately.  See 

3286. 

巡守  see  10,013. 
巡歷。 i ■巡 閱  t。 make  a  round of  inspection. 

巡邏。 r 巡察。 r 巡更 

流巡  to  go  the  rounds, — as a  watchman  or  constable. 

巡埔  a  constable. 

or 

巡!
 

4884 

尋5
 

4885 

R. 侵 

C.  ts、hn 

H.  ts、im 

F.  sing 

W.  zang 

N.jing、 zing 
P.  hsun,  hsin、 

hsing 

M.  hsun 
Y.  chHng 

Sz.  hsun^  hsin 

K.  sim 

J.  djirt 

A.  iem 

Even  Lower. 

ms-cnsr 

逾捕房  a  police-station. 
巡捕官  delegates  of  the  pro 
vincial  authorities,  to  whom  the: 

entrust  special  duties. 

巡 捕官署  the  police-station 
Hongkong. 

巡 the  Magistrate’s  Courl 
Hongkong. 

巡丁。 r 巡殺。 r 巡達 
watchmen；  police. 

^  ̂   night-watc
hmen. 

巡營  night  guards ;  outposts. 

巡邊  to  patrol  the  frontier. 

巡查 or  巡視  to  reconnoitre 
to  inspect. 

巡緝 t。  patrol  (or  cruise)  an 
seize. 

出巡  to  reconnoitre;  to  go  0 a  cruise  of  inspection. 

巡船  a  revenue  cruiser. 
巡防 t。  cruise  (or  patrol)  an 

guard. 
巡檢  sub-District  Deputy  M; 

gistrate. 

巡撫  the  Governor  of  a  sing 
province, 一 ranks  with  the  Vic 

roy  and  exercises  much  the  san functions.  In  Shantung,  Shani 

and  Honan,  where  there  are  r 

Viceroys,  the  Governor  wiel< supreme  power.  See  3735.  T】 
term  dates  from  the  晉 a 

dynasty;  its  modern  applicatk froir  the  Ming. 

^  ̂   ̂   Intendant 
 of  Circui 

Taot*ai.  See  10,780. 

巡視 五城事 務 
intendents  of  the  five  divisio: 
of  the  Peking  police. 

To  search  for；  to  seel 

to  investigate.  To  dim1 Common ;  usual.  A  me 

sure  =  eight  尺  feet.  A1j 
read  hsin^.  To  makemone; 

to  “clear.”  Subsequently 

in  due  course. 

尋求  to  ask  for;  to  entreat. 

‘  iSf  尋問  to  
f quiries  about. 

尋找。 r 尋探。 r 尋 1 to  search  for. 

尋見  to  find, — by  searching. 
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尋
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4885 

尋 不着。 r 尋不見 can 
not  find  it. 

神 尋不見  the  spirit  then 
vanished. 

把那 皮袋 尋出來 go 
and  find  that  leather  bag. 

尋 根究底  to  investigate  tho 
roughly. 

尋繹  to  investigate;  to  make 
researches  into. 

尋 一條計  to  think  of  a  plan. 

尋事  to  seek  business, — where 
there  need  be  none,  as  a  busy¬ 
body.  Simpler,  to  make  mis- 
chief. 

尋 生討事  to  worry ;  to  make 
trouble. 

週尋 t。  search  widely. 

尋新  to  look  out  for  a  match. 

尋 花問柳  to  amuse  oneself 
with  flowers  and  trees. 

尋情  to  seek  a  favour. 

尋交  to  find  and  produce, — a 
prisoner. 

尋緝  to  find  out  and  arrest. 

尋 章摘句  to  busy  oneself 
with  the  punctuation  of  a  text. 

尋仇  to  pick  or  seek  a  quarrel. 

尋東西  to  look  for  a  thing. 

失 去寸金 有尋處 ，失 

去光陰 無處尋 a  lQst 
inch  of  gold  may  be  sought  (and 
found),  but  not  lost  time. 

尋 辱 w 尋想  to  reflect;  to consider. 

尋 死覓活  to  make  an  at¬ 
tempt  (more  or  less  earnest)  to 
commit  suicide;  at  all  risks. 

他嘗 尋過死  he  tried  to 
commit  suicide. 

衰 病侵尋  sapped  by  disease. 

都 盧尋撞  the  Tu-lu  people 
can  climb ， poles, — their  bodies 
being  imponderable. 

尋常  commonly ;  ordinarily. 

雩常日 行事仵  daily  rou¬ tine  work. 

八 尺曰尋 ，倍 尋曰常 
eight  feet  make  a  hsun :  two  hsun 

make  a  ch^ang^ —— hence  尋常 

尋!
 

488s 

潯
 2 

4886 

R •侵 

See 尋 

Even  Lower. 

m 
488.7 

r •侵 

F.  ffh^ing 
See 

Even  Lower. 

尋 P
* 

4888 

R •侵 
See 尋 

Even  Lower. 

m 4889 

l •侵 

F.  sing、 eking 

Even  Lower. 

笋 
4890 

煮1
 

489 1 

R •文 

See 動 

Even  IJpper. 

隼 
4892 

千 尋之高  a  thousand  fath 
oms  high. 

尋丈  length;  measurement. 

尋 爲商賈  he  subsequently became  a  merchant. 

A  steep  bank  where  the 
water  is  deep. 

潯關  the  Kiukiang  Customs. 

潯 陽琵琶  name  of  a  small stream  near  Kiukiang. 

潮至簿 陽而回 the  tide 
(on  the  Yang-tsze)  stops  at  Hsun- 

yang  =  Kiukiang. 

薄州府  a  Prefecture  in Kuangsi. 

A  hairy  sea-crab  {JPilum- 

nus\  called  靑虫 _  from  the 

greenish  colour  of  its  shell. 

Name  of  an  ancient  place 

斟鄆 in  Shantung,  now 
known  as  雛縣. Also, 
name  of  an  ancient  place  尋 

中  in  Honan,  now  known as 鞏縣. 

The  sturgeon. 

鱒龍魚  the  sturgeon.  See 

4907. 

See  10,438. 

Fumes  fcom  sacrifices. 

熏 嵩悽愴  grieving  for  the spirit  that  still  hovers  over, 一 explained  by  鬼 神精— 

蒸上是 熏蒿， 使人賴 

神悚 然者是 悽愴. 

See  10,162. 

鶴 
4893 

汛
 ‘ 

4894 

R 震 

See 迅 

Sinking 

Upper. 

訊 
4«9S 

震 

See 迅 

Sinking 

Upper. 

Same  as  10,162. 

A  military  post  in  the 

charge  of  a  把總  sergeant. 

To  guard ；  to  protect 

Quickly  ；  with  speed.  [To 
be  distinguished  from  f 凡 

3402.] 

^  ̂   cantonments  and  guard- 
houses. 

汍所  a  military  post;  a  guard house. 

各 岸房汍  the  posts  on  each 
bank, 一 of  the  river. 

水汍  stations  on  water-courses, canals,  etc. 

汍官  territorial  police  officials. 
汍巡  stations  of  the  territorial 

police. 

汍兵  the  police. 执弁  petty  officials  of  the  police. 

巩城 t。  guard  a  city./ 

To  enquire  into  judicial¬ 

ly；  to  interrogate.  To  an¬ 
nounce  to  ；  to  admonish. 

訊 間  to  "examine;  to  interrogate. 

訊案。 1 ■審訊 tc>  heaT  a  case; 
to  try. 

訊斷 ％ 訊結  to  hear  and decide  a  case. 

訊辦。 r 訊理 tQ  hear  and deal  with  a  case. 

執訊 t。  bring  up  for  trial  or examination. 

訊究  to  investigate  thoroughly, 
— implying  the  use  of  the  bam¬ 

boo,  as  below. 

刑訊  to  examine  with  the  bam¬ boo,  — applied  to  reticent  or 

lying  witnesses. 

堂訊  to  hear  in  open  court. 

訊 供  evidence;  depositions. 

丨訊得  discovered  on  examina¬ tion. 

訊取  to  extract  evidence. 
訊認  to  admit  on  examination. 

訊明  to  try;  to  examine. 
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迅 
4 

4896 R- 震 
C.  sun 

H.  sin 

F.  seing 

W.  sang 

N.  sing 

K.  sin 

. shin 

A.  ten 

Sinking 

Upper. 

峻 4
 4897 

R •震 

N.  ch'ing 
See 駿 

Sinking 

Upper. 

訊追  to  recover  (stolen  goods) 
by  trial. 

訊據  according  to  his  evid¬ ence. 

訊 其所親  asked  about  his 
dealings  with  him. 

訊之 占夢 you  consult  an 
interpreter  of  dreams. 

打問訊  the  greeting  of  priests 
with  folded  hands;  to  salute  on 

meeting.  [In  Peking,  read  taz vien^  hsin\\ 

See 淺 

施 主貧僧 問訊了 
O  benefactor,  the  poor  priest 
salutes  you. 

舊好 新知咸 來問訊 
all  his  old  friends  and  new 

acquaintances  came  to  receive 
him. 

P.  hsin、 hsun 

M.  hsun 

Y.  hsing 

訊予 不顴1  admonish  him^ but  be  will  not  regard  me. 

莫 肯用訊 ㈣ unwilling to  declare  it. 

Quick  ；  swift. 

迅速  quickly;  with  speed. 
vigorous;  smart ;  zealous ; 

brilliant,  as  a  literary  tour  de  force. 

迅 雷  quick  as  thunder. 

迅雷不 及掩耳 swift  as 
clap  of  thunder  which  gives  no 
time  to  stop  the  ears. 

迅風 拂裳袂 the  §ale  flut 
ters  my  sleeves. 

迅 步追踪  hasten  your  steps 
and  follow  on  his  traces. 

迅 行措辦  to  put  in  operation at  once. 

迅 賜鈴領  to  promptly  allow 
to  be  handed  over. 

迅卽  immediately. 

迅捷  prompt. 

Lofty  ；  precipitous.  Used 

with  駿 3289. 

高峻。 i •峻峭 lofty. 
險 峻  precipitous;  dangerous. 

峻 嶺淨坑 1。％  ridges  and 
detp  ̂ ravines. 

克 明峻德  of  great  wisdom 
and  lofty  virtue. 

峻拒。 r 墼 詞 .唆阻 
resist  stubbornly. 

to 

浚 

4898 

R. 

鷄
 4 

4899 

震 

Sinking 

Upper. 

巽 

4900 
m 

4901 
懸 

4902 

遜
 4 

49°3 

R •願 

&.I 

F.  saung 

W.  d 

N.  seng 

P.  hsiln 

M.  sen 
Y.  hsu?ig 

Sz.  sen 

K.  J 

A.  tou?i 
Sinking 

Upper. 

608 

See  3280. 

A  fabulous  bird  of  the 

phoenix  species.  “It  is  said 
to  live  in  the  sun,  and  to 

illumine  the  heavens  when 

it  flies.  The  ringed  %phea- Isairt •’  see  9153. 

査 I  義 I  冠  military  caps  with feathers  of  the  golden  pheasant 
on  them. 

See  10,441. 

Same  as  4869. 

Same  as  4903. 

To  accord  with  ；  to  be 

obedient ；  humble；  to  yield. 

To  withdraw  ；  to  lie  hid. 

有舂遜 于汝志  when  you hear  words  which  accord  with 

your  own  mind, — you  consider 
if  they  may  not  be  wrong. 

臣 我多遜  Perform  the  part of  ministers  to  us  with  much 

obedience. 

五 品不遜 you  do  not  ob- serve  the  Five  Relationships. 

免倫 7464. 

惟學遜 奉  in  learnins  there should  be  a  humble  determin 
ation. 

遜順-  complaisant ;  yielding. 

口  出不遜  using  unParlia mentary  language. 

恭遜  respectful ;  reverent. 

退遜。 r 遜讓 ^eld;  to 
give  up  to  others. 

梅 須遜雪  the  plum-flower yields  to  snow, — in  whiteness. 

末四 句後人 擬者多 

，矣 ，總 M 其自 然 the last  4  lines  have  found  many 

imitators  who  however  have  al¬ 

ways  fallen  short  of  the  natural- 
^  ness  (bf  the  original). 

m 

49°3 

吾家笔 遜于荒 & venerable  of  our  families  have 
withdrawn  to  the  wilds, 

濬 

遜位  to  abdicate. 

乞遜 位司馬  begged  leave 
to  resign  his  post  as  Minister. 

Same  as  3280. 

4904 

49°S 

4906 

R •覃侵 

See 潭; I 尋 

Even  Lower. 

The  knob  on  the  guard 

of  a  sword  ；  the  blade  of  a 

sword. 

4907 

r. 侵 

See 轉 

Even  Lower. 

Same  as  4855. 

懸蟫臥 所  he  hung  his, sword; 

at  his  bedside. 

The  snouted  sturgeon, 

found  in  the  Yang-tsze. 
See  4889. 

罈鱸魚  the  sturgeon  broughli to  Peking  from  the  Songari  river1 

4908 

R •侵鹽 

See 尋 

Even  Lower. 

漘
 2 

49°9 

R •鹽侵 

See 

Even  Lower. 

4910 

A  boiler；  a  caldron. 

^  ̂   a  saucepan;  a  fish
-kettle 

An  affluent  of  the  Yang 

tsze  in  Anhui.  Also  reacj 

chHenK  [The  origina 

sound.] 

鬻 （or  wrongly  潛) 山縣 

District  in  Anhui. 

瀉水  literary  name  for  安慶 

府  in  Anhui. 

See  4839. 
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4911 

hu 

I  hu 

ho 
0 
\ou 

en  Lower. 

jeixt. 

An  interrogative  particle 

A  particle  expressive  o 

doubt,  or  of  surprise.  An 

expletive.  In  ；  at  ；  from 

than.  See  1787.  [To  be  dis 

tinguished  from  平 9310. 

亶 其然乎  will  you  not  find 
that  it  is  truly  so? 

不 亦說乎  is  it  not  pleasant? 

[說 =悦.] 

可乎  can  it  be  so? 

豈 可得乎  ho'v  can  this  be 
accomplished?  1 

仁 遠乎哉  can  charity  be  so 
far  from  you  ? 

宜 乎否乎  is  it  right  or  not  ? 

知 乎不知  do  you  know  or 
not? 

惡 乎成名  how  will  he  justify 
the  name? — of  a  superior  man, 
if  he  does  not  act  as  such. 

惡乎長  in  what  does  excel¬ 
lence  consist  ? 

不幸居 亂世， 所爲之 

書乎  unfortunately  he  lived 
in  troublous  times,  which  is  pro¬ 
bably  the  reason  why  he  wrote  it. 

已 乎已乎  alas !  alas ! 

於脚1  « 1 小子。 h!  my 
son ! 

似乎  fancy ! 

洋洋乎  how  vast ! 

幾乎  nearly；  about  : most. 

庶乎 其可矣  in  which  case 
it  can  be  allowed. 

行 乎富貴  to  act  as  becomes 
one  of  wealth  and  rank. 

保乎民  to  protect  the  people. 

衣食於 是乎足  food  and 
raiment  thereupon  became  plen¬ 
tiful. 

可乎可 ，不可 乎不可 
the  possible  is  possible,  the 
impossible  is  impossible. 

孝 乎鬼神  be  dutiful  towards 
\  departed  spirits. 

! 吾無隱 乎爾1  have  cc>n- 
cealtd  nothing  from  you. 

乎
 2 

49ii 

呼1
 

4912 

R •虞 

S:(/« 

F.  hu W.  hu'fu 

N. 

P. 

M.  \  hu 
Y. 

Sz. 

K.  ho 

•fu 
A.  hou 
Even  Upper. 

i 合乎此  agreeing  with  this. 
I 異乎此  differing  from  this. 

1 不 在乎此  it  does  not  consist in  this ;  that  is  neither  here  nor there. 

在乎彼  it-  consists  in,  or  be longs  to,  that. 

不在 乎臺之 存亡也 
it  does  not  depend  upon  the 

preservation  or  decav  of  towers 

位 乎上者  he  whose  rank  is high. 

莫 高乎天  there  is  nothing higher  than  heaven. 

不敬莫 大乎是 there  is nothing  worse  than  irreverence 

To  expire  the  breath.  To 

call  out  to  \  to  shout  for 

to  bawl  ；  to  address.  Usee 

of  aspirated  characters  ；  see 

4124. 

一 呼一吸  an  expiration  and 
an  inspiration. 

呼吸  to  breathe；  a  whiff. 

呼嗅  to  call  to. 
呼 猶呼狗  (like)  calling  a  cat 
,  of  a  dog. 

三 (°r 山 ） 呼 已 畢 when  the 
three  salutes  (to  the  Emperor) 
were  5nished. 

呼 風喚雨  to  summon  wind and  call  for  rain, —as  magicians do. 

渴 驟呼水  being  very  thirsty, he  called  for  water. 

呼門  to  shout  at  a  door, — to  be let  in. 

⑷ 成  to  bawl. 呼寃 t。  proclaim  a  grievance. See  13,729. 

大呼小 b 斗  great  bawling and  little  calling, — of  confused 
sounds  of  merriment. 

呼嘯  to  roar  like  a  tiger. 

輝 鳴鳥呼  cicadas  chirping and  birds  calling. 

呼使  to  give  orders  to. 

呼應 不靈  my  orders  are  not obeyed. 

呼 來喊去  shouting  to  come and  bawling  to  go,— to  keep  one 

running  backwards  and  forwards. 

呼
1
 

491 

寧1
 

49J3 

See  p 乎 

Even  
Upper. 

嘑1
 

4914 

K •虞 

See 呼 

Even  Upper. 

呼 呼喝喝  calling  and  scold ing, — not  pleased  with  anything 

； ̂ 胃‘  — bared  his  arm  anc called  out.  .Sec  5570. 

[嗚 呼哀哉  alack !  alas ! 
I， 呼作  to  name;  to  call, 

i 呼 爲神童 called  him ^divinely-inspired  child.” 

:呼拜  to  take  an  oath  of  al legiance  to. 

I 稱 呼大人  to  address  as  Ta I  jen  (great  man),  —  sometimes 

rendered  by  “your  Excellency." 

嚕  p 乎卩魯  to  howl, 一 as  the 
wind. 

打呼嗜  to  snore. 

呼打  to  throb. 呼呼  a  name  for  the  二絃 
see  4483.  Also,  the  fourth 
eight  large  hot  Buddhist  hells. 
Sanskrit :  rdurava, 

呼 圖克圖  the  Hutukhtu  or 
second  order  in  the  hierarchy 
of  Lamaism.  The  three  chief 
Hutukhtus  reside  at  Urga,  Kuku 

Khoto,  and  Peking,  the  latter 

representing  Lamaism  at  the 
Court.  In  Tibet  they  wield  tem 

poral  as  well  as  spiritual  power, 
the  administration  being  entirely 

in  their  hands.  .The  term  is 

derived  from  a  Mongolian  word 

signifying  再來人 “。^ h。 

returns  again/1  an  Avatar 
They  are  popularly  known  as 

活佛  living  Buddhas. 
呼11  癸鷹  the  horned  owl  \Bubo 
maximus)、 

自呼浓 538. 
The  roar  of  a  tiger.  Used 

for  4911. 

嗚卓 alack! 
書不 云 卓  does  not  the  Canon 
of  History  say  so? 

To  bawl；  to  howl  at. 

嘑旦  to  announce  the  dawnr as  a  cock. 

口嚤 to  hoot  at. 

77 



See  ̂  

Rising  Lower. 

JE3CXJ 

R. 

49JS 

覺遇 

R. 虞 
See 呼 

Even  Upper. 

R. 遇 
F.  hou 

See 

Sinking 

Upper. 

s R. 虞 

See 

R., 

C.  i  ̂ 

H. 

F.  hu 

W./« 

I hu 

Graceful  ；  beautiful. 

猶択 good. 

姿 妒婢之 難並兮 h°w 
difficult  it  is  for  beautiful  and 

jealous  wome^i  to  live  together ! 

To  breathe  on. 

The  bank  of  a  stream. 

Name  of  a  river,  the 鴻论 

河 /  which  rises  in  Shansi 
and  flows  into  the  Pei-ho 

above  Tientsin. 

To  call  out;  to  mourn  ； 

to  invoke.  Used  for  號 

4923 - 

鬼 哭若譃  the  ghost  wept  as 
though  lamenting  its  fate. 

仲天大 1$  looking  up,  he 
uttered  a  bitter  cry. 

Even  Upper. 

A  tiger.  Radical  141 . 

N. 

p. 

M. 

M Sz. ] 

K.  ho 

].ko A.  hou 

Rising  Upper. 

The  tiger,  called  獸中 

王。 r 山 獸之君  king  ofj 
wild  beasts,  its  brow  being 

clearly  marked  with  the 
character  ruler.  It  is  an 

emblem  of  bravery,  fero¬ 
city,  and  cruelty,  and  plays 

a  leading  part  in  the  science 

of  geomancy,  representing 

the  陰  yin  principle  as  op¬ 

posed  to 龍 7479， and  is 
associated  with  wind.  See 

騎 'IOOI, 擒 2i03, 秋 2302, 
^3192^10,130,^8724. 
老虎  a  tiger;  a  “ganger”  or 
one  who  looks  after  workmen 

to  see  that  they  do  not  idle. 

虎 
3 

4920 

6lO 

雌虎  a  tigress. 雌老虎  a  tigress;  a  virago;  a shrew. 

猛虎  a  ferocious  tiger. 

虎窟  a  tiger’s  den. 
虎 狼之性  a  tiger-like,  wolfish disposition. 

履虎尾  tc>  tread  on  a  Eger’s tail, — hangerous. 

若 蹈虎尾  like  treading  on  a tiger’s  tail, ― dangerous. 

紙糊 頭老虎  a  paper-head¬ ed  tiger, — a  braggart. 

未虎嘯  ere  he  had  begun  to roar  as  a  tiger, — i.e.  had  become 
Minister. 

拔 (ot 格） 虎 鬚 &  seizea tiger’s  whiskers, — brave ;  daring. 

虎 頭捉虱  to  catch  lice  on  a tiger’s  head, — the  same. 

虎 頭蛇尾 tiger's  head, snake’s  tail, 一 a  great  beginning 
to  a  very  small  ending.  Cf. 

“desinat  in  pisceai •” 
soldiers  with  tiger 

masks, — to  frighten  the  enemy. 

虎 頭  j{^  tiger-head  shields. 

虎頭魚  a  gudgeon. 
談虎 色變， 况爲眞 if “ makes  one  turn  pale  to  talk  of 

a  tiger,  how  much  more  to  see 
one  in  the  flesh ! 

莫哄臥 着 的老虎 d。 not  rouse  sleeping  tigers, — let 

sleeping  dogs  lie. 

虎口  a  tiger’s  mouth;  a  magis- 
tvaX^syam^i ;  the  space  between 
the  thumb  and  forefinger;  a  place 

or  move  on  the  圍 wci-chH 
board  surrounded  on  three  sides 

out  of  four,  and  therefore  dan¬ 

gerous  ground. 

虎口璋 生份. surPlus  life from  a  tiger’s  mouth,— a  mar 
vellous  escape. 

羊落虎  口  the  sheep  falls  into the  tiger’s  mouth. 

殺虎  口  an  important  Customs’ 
station  in  Shansi,  in  the  charge 

of  a  special  Imperial  Commis¬ 
sioner. 

虎 形  tiger-like ;  of  ferocious  ap¬ 
pearance. 

虎威  the  majesty  of  the  tiger ; see  4956, 

虎 3
 

4920 

虎 視耽耽 glaring lil 
tiger. 

虎政  a  cruel  government； 

苛 3937 虎貢百 人 a  hundred guardsmen. 

虎臣  the  officer  in  commai the  life-guards. 

虎將  a  brave  soldier. 虎竹 a  tally  used  in  war, 
the  J 章 of  old  (see  61 

虎= 銅虎 符:竹 = 

使符. 

肩^  PI  Bocca  Tigris, — at  the 
trance  to  the  Canton  river. 

虎牢關  a  famous  pass,  i 
tioned  in  the  三國 志 & 

of  the  Three  Kingdoms,  in 

province  of  Honan. 

燈虎兒  a  riddle  written 
lamp  and  exposed  at  the  st 
door  of  a  house,  with  an 
of  reward  to  any  one  who 

bring  the  solution. 

玉虎  a  paper-weight.  Eithe railing  to  a ，well  or  some  c 
mental  part. 

虎撑  a  hollow  iron  ring  1 with  small  pieces  of  metal,  sh 

by  itinerant  medicine  vendc 
attract  the  attention  of  custor 

老 虎也有 打盹的 

候  even  the  tiger  has  its】 -4<quandoque  bonus  dori 

Homerus •” 人死 如猛虎 ，虎死 

綿羊  man  at  death  bea 
like  a  savage  tiger,  a  tige; 

comes  like  a  lamb, 一 mea 

that  only  the  spirits  of  hu 
beings  are  mischievous death. 

老虎 入山洞 ，顴前 

顴後  like  a  tiger  going a  cave,  looking  ahead  but 
behind. 

打虎 不着， 反被虎 
to  miss  hitting  the  tiger  ar 

get  mauled  by  the  tiger  ins 
— hoist  with  one’s  own  pe 

獨坐 窮山， 引虎自 
to  sit  alone  on  a  desolate 

and  get  tigers  for  one’s  t 

guard ! 
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虎 死雄心 在  the  tiger  叫 terrible  even  when  dead. 

虎死 不倒威  the  tiger  dies 
without  loss  of  dignity. 

照 猫畫虎  to  paint  a  tiger 
from  a  cat  as  model, — to  infer 

how  to  do  one  thing  from  an¬ 
other  similar  one. 

畫虎 畫皮， 難畫骨 y。11 
may  draw  a  tiger  in  so  far  as 

its  skin,  but  ’tis  difficult  to  draw 
its  bones,  —  you  may  know  a 
man’s  face  but  not  his  heart. 

畫虎 不成， 反類狗 t。 
paint  a  tiger  more  like  a  dog 

than  a  tiger, -- to  mismanage  a 
matter. 

明知山 有虎， 奠向虎 

山行  if  you  know  there  are 
tigers  on  certain  hills,  don’t  go 
to  the  hills  where  the  tigers  are. 

迎 虎于門  to  go  to  the  door 
to  meet  a  tiger, 一 to  meet  mis¬ 
fortune  half  way. 

栽 林養虎 ，虎 大傷人 
if  you  plant  a  wood  for  breeding 

tigers,  when  the  tigers  grow  up 

they  will  injure  you. 

反* 虎添 牙也 
will  only  be  adding  claws  and 

teeth  to  a  tiger, 一 making  him 
more  deadly. 

如 虎添翼  like  adding  wings 
to  a  tiger, — which  would  enor¬ 
mously  increase  his  powers  for 
evil. 

虎不 可爲翼  don’t  give  a 
tiger  wings,- 
without. 

-he  is  bad  enough 

虎 生三子 ，必 有一豹 
when  a  tiger  has  three  whelps 
at  a  birth,  one  of  them  will  be 

a  leopard, — i.e.  something  extra¬ 
ordinary. 

不 A 虎穴不 得虎子 
nothing  venture,  nothiilg  win. 

虎鹿 不同遊 tigers  and 
deer  do  not  roam  together. 

虎 背熊腰  tiger-backed  and 
bear-loined,— stalwart ;  strapping 

虎 石蛇盃  stone  tiger  and 
snake  in  cup, — imaginary.  [One 
pan  fancied  hd  drove  an  arrow 
into  a  stone  tiger ;  another  6566]. 

白虎  the  white  tiger, 一 lucky. 
The  negative  subterraneous  cur¬ 

rent  in  geomancy  (and  also  its 
manifestations  by  rising  ground), 
at  the  intersection  of  which  with 

)#3  the 靑龍  azure  dragon,  or  po- sitive  current,  a  favourable  site 

4920  must  be  sought. 

虎拜  tigers’  obeisances,  —  the interviews  of  ministers  with  their 

sovereign,  i.e.  knocking  the  head 

on  the  ground  like  a  tiger  crouch¬ 
ing  down. 

tiger’s  shoulder， 一 the  rocks 
and  boulders  in  a  rapid,  over 

which  it  is  dangerous  to  pass. 

Also,  the  right  side  of  a  grave. 

虎皮兒  the  mountain  finch {Fringilla  montifrigilla) 

虎頭雀  the  wood-sparrow 

虎鴯  a  kind  of  large  eagle. 

虎子  a  chamber  utensil. 

虎魄如 意 an  amber  ju  i  (see 
5668). 

唬 

492i 據 

4922 

R. 黌 

S:i> 

F.  hu 

W.  hu、fou N. 

hu 

P. M. 

Y. 

Sz. 
K.  ho 

J.  ko、 ku 
A.  hou 

Rising  Upper. 

雖
 3 

pJ/
l 

4923 

R. 豪 

See 號 

Sometimes 

used  with 

See  4351. 

A  piece  of  jade  cut  into 

the  shape  of  atiger.  Am¬ 

ber  : see  9418.  • 

m 子家 子雙琥
 heP … sented  to  Tzti  Chia  Tztt  a  piece 

.  of  jade  with  two  tigers  carved 
on  it. 

琥珀  {see  4920)  amber,  —  be¬ lieved  to  be  resin  which  has 

dropped  from  fir  trees,  and  after 

1000  years  becomes  获苓。 r 

China  Root  which  in  turn 

changes  into  amber. 

號拍珠 amber  beads. 

琥 琅拾芥  amber  picks  up snips. 

To  shout  at  ；  to  intimi¬ 

date  ； 挪 汗 3784.  Used 

with  4351.  Properly  read 

had1. 

嚇諫  t0  roar  k  flger  at- 

p 虎  _ 虎然 timid^ EvenLower- 諕矮  了三寸  frightened 
him  three  inches  lower  in  height. 

囫 

4924 

R •月 

See 忽 

Entering 

Upper. 

餐 
4925 

R •月隊 

Sw 忽妹 

Entering  and 

Sinking  Upper 

and  Lower. 

4926 

R. 月 

H.  wut 

W.  hwo、 hue 

Y.  hweh、 weh 

See 忽 

Entering 

Upper. 

4927 

R 月 

C.fet 
H.fut 

F.  hwok 

W.  hue 

N.  hwah、 hweh 

P.  c/tu 

M.  hu 

Y.  hweh 

Sz.  hu 

K.  hoi 

J.  kotsz、 kochi 
A.  hout 

Entering 

Upper. 

Round  ；  whole  ；  complete； 

entire  ；  in  the  gross. 

固 圖  complete;  whole. 

囫圇 的衣服  a  complete 
suit  of  clothes. 

囫 圇呑下  swallowed  it 

whole. 

不可囫 圇讀過  you  must 
not  learn  it  all  at  one  go. 

To  see  obscurely.  Early 

morning  ；  dawn.  Also  read 
mei\ 

眵毛督  the  secretion  from  the eye;  smegmatic  pus. 

A  tablet  about  three  feet 

long,  made  of  ivory,  bam¬ 

boo,  jade,  etc.,  to  be  held 
before  the  breast  at  au¬ 

diences  of  the  Emperor. 

執笏。 r 正翁 t。 hdd  the tablet, 一 to  be  a  statesman. 

家 無舉#  there  is  no  ivory 
tablet  in  this  family, — we  have 
never  held  office. 

牙# an  ivory  tablet  used  by Taoists. 

Careless  ；  indifferent.  To 

destroy.  Suddenly  ；  abrupt¬ 

ly  ； instantly.  The  unit  of 

length,  =  V10  of  the  thread 

spun  by  a  silkworm.  The 

millionth  part  of  a  tael  or 

ounce  of  silver.  [To  be  dis¬ 
tinguished  from  忽  12,017.] 

See  7860. 

赛 忽茄政 tc>  &  idle  and 
: indifferent  is  the  way  to  ruin 

your  government. 

忽心 忘懷  absent-minded. 忽略  careless；  forgetful  of. 
輕忽  to  make  light  of;  to  slight. 

其礙聽 之毋忽  respect¬ 
fully  listen  to  these  [commands] 

and  do  not  neglect  them. 

不 可忽也  there  must  be  no 
confusion. 



忽 1* 

4927 

惚 
4928 

卜月 
See 忽 

Entering 

Upper. 

锪 
4929 R ，月 

C.  ̂ r、fit、fik 
H.  v.  fit 

See 念 

Entering 

Upper. 

胡 

忽 於我曹  neglectful  towai.ds our  people. 

是 絶是忽  he  abolished  (its 
sacrifices),  he  utterly  destroyed 

it， — of  3.  State* 

忽 有人來 suddenly some 
one  came. 

忽然 a 忽然間  suddenly; 
in  a  moment. 

渾 之忽然  regarded  it  with indifference. 

忽 忽一年  in  no  time  a  year 
had  elapsed.  See  4936. 

忽 明忽滅  now  appearing, 
now  disappearing. 

度 之所起 起於忽 the 
unit  of  length  is  the  hu. 

絲 忽之間  between  the  hun¬ 
dred  thousandth  and  the  mil¬ 

lionth, — in  an  instant. 

忽忽悠 a  merry-go-round. 

忽 忽 悠悠的  half-awake dazed. 

忽 魯謨斯  Hormuz,  in  the Persian  gulf. 

t- 

Obscure  ；  abstruse. 

恍惚 不能辨 '^distinguish able. 

to  clean To  bale  out  ； 

up.  To  strike. 

锪水  to  bale  out  water. 

锪斗  a  dust-pan;  a  dirt-basket 

4930 R. 虞 
See 壺 

Even  Lower. 

An  interrogative  particle 

How?  Why?  What?  An 

interjection  of  admiration 

Long-lived.  Used  for  賴 

4936.  A  dewlap;  a  beard 

hence,  the  bearded  one 

[Dcveria]  ；  a  general  name 
for  barbarians  of  the  west 

(hence  =  foreign)；  has  been 

applied  to  Mongols,  Kash 

garians,  Afghans,  and  even 

493° 

612 HXT 

胡1
 

to  Syrians,  Hindus,  and 
Persians.  Tartars.  A  fox； 

挪狐 4956. 

胡能； t 定  how  can  
he  get (his  mind)  settled  ? 

胡不歸  why  not  return  ? 

胡 不相畏  how  is  it  you  do not  fear  each  other? 

胡爲 乎株林  what  does  he in  Chu-lin  ? 

胡爲如 此  how  is  this  so? 

此 胡爲者  what  does  this 
mean? 

伊 胡爲者  who  is  that  person? 

延 宕胡底  what  end  is  there 
to  this  delay  ? 

弗 爲胡成  if  you  don’t  work, 
how  can  it  be  accomplished  ? 

胡然 而天也  she  appears like  a  visitant  from  heaven. 

胡 然我念 ■之。 h， hw 
think  of  him ! 

胡 考之寧  the  comfort  of  the 
aged. 

胡 考之休  an  omen  indicat ing  long  life. 

胡福  eternal  happiness. 

胡說 胡說 八道。 r 胡 講。 r 胡言胡 語 胡 
to  talk  nonsense. 

胡堪  rubbish.
 胡亂  irregular ;  confused ;  at random. 

胡 遊亂走 to  frequent  dis reputable  places;  to  go  wrong. 

胡打 亂才率  to  knock  things 
about. 

胡 思亂想  random  thoughts, 

胡 拉溜扯  random ;  reckless 

胡 吹混呤  to  exaggerate  in the  most  outrageous  way. 

胡行  careless ;  reckless. 

胡 哩嗎哩  recklessly ;  heed¬ 
lessly.  See  4936. 

胡鬧  to  brawl;  to  make  a  row 

胡弄  to  humbug;  to  deceive. 

胡弄局  a  “take-in;”  a  “do •” 
胡混  a  loafer；  an  idle  fellow. 

493° 

胡4
 

胡 夢顚倒  to  have  extra¬ 
ordinary  dreams. 

狼 跋其胡  the  wolf  treads  on 
his  dewlap, — which  has  grown 

large  with  age  and  impedes  his 
movements. 

胡 .馬你 北風 the  Tartai 
horse  has  a  partiality  for  the 

north  wind, — for  home. 

胡髯郧  a  name  for  the  goat, 

胡地  Mongolia. 胡人  Tartar  tribes;  Mongols. 

胡人不 能守 城〜_ are  not  good  at  defending  cities 

胡語  the  Tartar  languages;  bar 
barous  tongues. 

胡孫  an  ape.  See  12,493. 

東胡  eastern  Hu,  i.e.  the  Kor eans  and  progenitors  of  the  Man 

chu  races.  [Hence  “Tungusic，’ from  the  Turkish  word  tungu. 

a  pig,  as  applied  by  the  Hsiung nu  to  their  pig-eating  neigh 

bours.] 

胡麻  foreign  hemp;  flax.  Se、 

4937 - 

胡麻子  linseed. 

胡椒  pepper. 胡瓜  the  cucumber. 

胡桃  a  walnut. 胡葱  onions  from  Kashgar. ^  caraway  seeds.  See  4937 

胡蘿荀  a  carrot  (Daucus  co 

rota， L.). 

胡 蘆包葉  Petasites  japoru 

cus， Miq. 

胡粉  a  cosmetic  of  white  leac 

前胡  a  planf,  the  root  of  whic! tastes  like  ginseng  and  is  use' as  a  tonic  medicine. 

柴胡  a  bitter  plant,  like  gentiar 
used  as  a  sudorific. 

胡餅  cakes  with  hemp-seeds  i 
them. 

胡琴  a  violin  with  four  string! between  which  the  bow  passe： 

making  it  difficult  to  play  witl 

out  touching  the  wrong  strinj 

The  body  is  a  small  hollo’ cylinder  covered  at  the  upp^ 

end  with  snake-skin,  the  low( 
end  being  left  open. 

胡戈  a  trident. 
胡 同  astreet;usedfor；|^^ 



hu^  v.  u 

.壺 
'en  Lower. 

A  lake  ；  a  sheet  of  water. 

Used  for  湖廣  Hu-kuang； 
see  below • 

the  five  great  lakes  of  the 

empire :  一 

鄰陽  p‘0，yang， in  Kiangsi. 

靑 草  Ch‘ing-ts‘ao,  in  Hu- nan. 

丹陽  Tan-yang,  in  Kiangsu. 

洞庭  Tung-t‘ing,  in  Hunan. 

太湖  T‘ai-hu,  in  Kiangsu. 

五 湖四海  the  Five  Lakes 
and  the  Four  Seas, — the  empire. 
Also  used  of  five  bowls  aijd 

four  dishes,  as  served  at  a  small 
dinner. 

西湖  the  western  lake,  —  of 
which  there  are  two  famous  ones 

in  the  empire,  viz.  杭州 

Hang-chou  in  Chehkiang  and  at 

惠州  Hui-chou  in  Kuangtung. 

游湖  to  make  a  trip  on  a  lake. 

走江湖  to  travel.  |： 

江 湖子弟  a  great  traveller.  I 

江湖手 ̂  a  wandering  mounte- 
bar'h；  a  vagrant. 

湖海  lakes  and  seas. 

湖 海之士  a  bumptious  fej 
low,  who  talks  as  if  every  lake 
and  sea  was  his. 

湖北  north  of  the  (Tung-t‘ing)| 
lake, — the  province  of  Hupeh. 

湖南  south  of  the  (Tung-t‘ing)j 
lake, — the  province  of  Hunan. 

湖廣  Hu-kuang, 一 the  old  name  | 
of  a  province  now  divided  into 

Hupeh  and  Hunan,  as  above, 

but  still  used  collectively  of  the 
two. 

兩湖  the  two  Hu, 一 a  name  fori 
Hupeh  and  Hunan,  as  above. 

湖口  Hu-k^u, — a  port  of  call  I 
on  the  Yang-tsze  at  the  entrance 

to  the  P*o-yang  lake.  Also,  the 
entrance  to  any  lake. 

湖絲  Shanghai  fine  raw  silk, —  I 

from  湖州府  Hu-chou  Fu.  I 

煳
，
 

4932 

R.  vulgar. 

Y,  v.  k'u 

See 胡 

Even  Lower. 

猢,
 

4933 

To  burn  food  in  cooking  ； 

to  singe;  to  blacken. 

蝴焦  burnt;  singed;  smoked. 

餅 子炙蚴 了發苦 the cake  is  burnt  and  tastes  bad. 

成炭了  burnt  to  a  cinder 

粥 罐蝴底  the  congee  is burnt  to  the  bottom  of  the  pan 

熬蝴了  burnt  in  cooking. 

An  animal  found  in  Yun- 

_， called  漸猢  ， described 

as  a  monkey  with  a  black 

body  and  a  band  round  the 
middle. weh、 wah 

See 胡 

Even  Lower •單 斤猢  a  variety  of  the  above. 

猢猻  a  kind  of  monkey. 

瑚,
 

4934 

R •虞 

P.  hu^  v.  chu 

See 如 

Even  Lower. 

葫 4935 

糊1
 

4936 

•虞 

C.  wu H./« 

F.  hu^  v.  ku 

N.  i 
⑽ 

R 

P. M. 

Y. 
hu Sz.  J 

K./io 

J.  ko 

A.  hou 

Even  Lower. 

A  sacrificial  vessel. 

珊湖  red  coral, — used  for  official 
buttons  of  the  first  and  second 
ranks. 

七 尺珊瑚  a  seven-foot  spray of  coral. 

Same  as  4941. 

Paste；  to  paste；  to  stick 

Muddled  ；  foolish  ；  blurred. 
Used  for  4942. 

漿糊  paste. 
裱糊  to  paste  on;  to  mount,  as 

pictures,  scrolls,  etc. 

糊留  to  paper  a  window. 

糊牆  to 'paper  a  wall. 
吃眉糊  the  secretion  in  the corners  of  the  eyes. 

糊塗  stupid;  (of  printing)  blur¬ red. 

糊塗陣  a  mass  of  confusion. 

糊裏 糊筚的 stupidly; without  due  care. 

糊 說霸道  to  talk  nonsense. 

糊弄  to"  stave  off, — an  arfair. 

糊倒  (to?3)  to  make  all  sorts  of excuses. 

糊混  confused;  blurred. 

字 板模糊  the  printing  is blurred, 一 as  of  a  badly-printed book. 

糊哩 嗎哩的  reckless;  off-! 
hand.  See  4930. 

糊哩 嗎兒的 all  of  a  sud- 

den. 

糊哩嗎 兒的 一 ■年 in  n。 
time  a  year  had  passed.  Ste  4927. 

糊編造  to  concoct  some  rub¬ 

bish. 

糊 糟兒七  to  bungle;  bung- 

ling. 

The  bottle-gourd  ；  the 

calabash  {Lagenaria).  See 

4930. 

葫蘆  a  gourd.  Also,  a  pigeon- 1 whistle. 

葫蘆瓜  the  bottle-gourd.  P 
吹葫蘆  to  blow  the  gourd, —  I to  talk  in  a  loud  vociferous  way. 

_  樣畫 51  蘆 draw  a  gQurd
 

like  a  gourd, 一 stick  closely  to 

the  pattern  given;  to  follow  an 
example；  to  do  likewise. 

悶葫蘆  a  closed  gourd;  al mystery；  a  money-box;  a  gourd- 
shaped  top,  spun  on  a  string 
fastened  to  two  small  sticks, 

known  in  Europe  as  “diabolo〆’ 
see  6595.  Also,  a  very  silent 

person. 
悶葫 蘆殊難 摸索也 

it  is  hard  to  tell  by  feeling  what 
is  inside  a  gourd. 

是個悶 葫蘆, 尙未打 

破也  it  is  a  perfect  mystery.  I 
不知 葫蘆裏 賣出甚 

麽藥來  not  knowing  whatl medicines  he  was  going  to  sell 

from  his  gourd, 一 what  he  was 

going  to  do  next. 

葫藤  garlic  and  leeks. 

葫蒜 flax- 
葫荽  caraway  seed.  I 
A  butterfly. 

蝴蝶  a  butterfly.  q 

苹巧夢 爲蝴媒  Chuangl 
Tzu  dreamt  he  was  a  butterfly. 

蝴蝶鉸  broad  hinges,  —  the  I two  leaves  of  which  remind  one 

of  a  butterfly’s  wings. 



m 
4939 ^處 

See 盡 

Even  Lower. 

蝴 5
 

4938 

蝴蝶店  shops  on  each  side ; an  arcade. 

飛作 白蝴媒 has  fiown 
away  as  white  butterflies,  —  of 
burnt  paper-money. 

飛蝴蝶  gone  off  like  a  but¬ 
terfly,— sold  off  quickly. 

蝴螓花 th^-iris  or  fieu，.-dt-Us . 

蝴蝶梅  the  heartsease  or 
pansy. 

A  smaller  street  or  lane 

at  right  angles  to  the  ftiain 
street. 

彻撕  a  side'street. 

死翻衡  a  street  with  no  exit 
at  one  end;  a  blind  alley ;  a 

醐:
 

4940 
^奥 
See 兹 

Eren  Lower. 

4941 R •處 

s« 査 
Even  Lower. 

cul-de-sac. 

The  oily  scum  which 

floats  on  boiling  butter  ；  the 

essential  oil  of  butter. 

聖 德醍醐  the  holy  virtue 
(of  the  Emperor)  is  the  quint¬ 
essence  of  richincss. 

m 

4942 
r •奧 

p.  iJiu^  cku 1 壺 

Even  Lower. 

A  quiver. 

猢簏 a  leathern  quiver. 

Congee  ；  rice  gtael  •,  that 
which  supports  life. 

懷餾  thick  gruel. 

餓  口四方  t。 g°  in  search  ot a  livelihood. 

無以餾  p|  nothing  to  live 
upon. 

足以 糊口  enough  to  live 
upon. 

m 
4943 

R. 廣 

See 鼇 

Evelt  Lower. 

The  beard  ；  the  mous 
tache. 

鬍子  the  beard;  a  swashbuck ler. 

坐中一 大鬏子  among 
the  company  wa5  a  great  beard 

ed  man  (=  swashbuckler). 

鬆鬚 •  beard,  whiskers,  and  mous¬ 
tache.  See  4717. 

鬍 
4943 

4944 
R. 處 

See 壺 

Even  Lower. 

w 
4945 

权覺 

See 從 

4946 惑 
4947 

斛 

4948 

R •屋 

C.  huk 

U./uk 

F.  m、 

W.  vu 

N.  oh 

P.  ihu 
M.  hu 

Y.  huk 
K.  hok,  kok 

J.  koku 

A.  h<mk 

鬏連鬢  a  full  beard,— cover- 

Entering 

Upp«r 
and  Lowct. 

Entering 

Lower. 

ing  a  great  part  of  the  face. 

豨 _ 子 淸奇 鬍臉 
a  very  thin  beard. 

甬槲 兒鬍子 whiskers  with a  shaven  chin. 

確鼐  to  shave  the  beard. 

截梳  a  comb  for  moustaches. 

埋 w) 鬍子  to  stroke  the 
beard. 

吹鬍子  to  blow  the  mous- taefie,— to  talk  excitedly. 

魟鬍子  the  Hung-hu-tzii, red-bearded  bandits  of  Manchu- tia* 

or 

The  pelican,  known  as 

鵜鵰  ; see  10,999. 

駕鵡 a  bird  like  the  mandarin 
cluck,  with  almost  human  feet. 

Also,  a  name  for  the  pelican. 

A  creel  or  basket-trap 
f6r  catching  fish. 

楚 B  an  osier  creel. 如入管 之魚， 不能稹 

sJtu 

like  a  fish  which  has  got  into 

at  creel,  unable  to  get  out  again. 

See  5332. 

See  5320. 

A  corn  or  liquid  measure 
nominally  holding  ten  斗； 

m  1 1,427.  It  is  shaped 

like  a  pyramid  with  the  top 

half  cut  off,  and  is  of  differ¬ 
ent  capacity  in  different 
parts  of  the  empire,  holding 

generally  about  five  斗 

The  word  is  used  to  re¬ 

present  the  Sanskrit  drona 
a  measure  of  7  Ids.  1 1  oz 

斗斛  pecks  and  bushels ;  corn measures;  a  name  for  parasitic 

orchids. 

較斛  to  test  the  accuracy  of] 
bushel  measures. 

斛 

4948 

2 办 

槲 

1* 

4949 

R •屋 

See 斛 

Entering 

Lower. 

m 

R. 

495° 

屋 
See Entering 

Lower. 

m 

4« 

4951 

R. 屋 

See 餅 

Entering 

Lower. 

穀 

49S2 

R. 屋 

See 觳 

Entering 

Lower. 

斛手  a  bushel-hand, -one  cleve at  giving  bad  measure,  on  th 
“large  thumb,>  principle  of  th 
west. 

美 酒千斛  a  thousand  gallor [i.e.  abundance)  of  good  wine. 

A  kind  of  small  oak,  th 

acorns  of  which  are  use! 
to  make  a  black  dye. 

槲櫟  Quercus  alien  a  y  Bl. 

A  bushel  measure.  I 

bin  for  holding  grain. 

A  small  orchidaceou 

plant  with  six-petalled  whit 
flowers,  the  stalks  of  whic 
are  used  as  a  tonic. 

石爾  a  plant  {Dendrobium  nobu Ldl.)  found  growing  on  tl 
rocks  in  southern  China,  us( 
as  a  tonie. 

木斛。 r 金蘄 orchids 
various  kinds. 

Fine  silk  gauze. 

穀粟  gauze-ribbed  and  cros 
ribbed,  so  as  to  look  like  grail 

•、 of  sago. 

耖穀  gauze  and  crape.  t 

4953 

R -屋覺 

C./iui 

H.  kuk0 

F.  pttk 

W 屬 

N.  oh P.  ihu 
M.  ht^、ku) 

Y.  k、uk 

Sz.  hu 

K.  hok、kok 

J.  koku'goku 

A.  houk 

Entering 

Lower. 

羅穀  open  or  coarse-  wov< 

gauze. 

着水 穀紋生 the  watM 
spring  looks  like  ribbed  gauze 

A  goblet.  A  quive 

The  foot  ；  a  hoof.  Meai 

poor  ；  thin. 

衣 長及觳  his  dress  reach< 

to  his  feet. 

穀 福  emaciated ;  thin. 

穀 薄  poor;  mean ;  insufficient. Read  chuf^  To  conten with. 

强弱 不觳力 the  stro1 
and  the  weak  are  no  match. 
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TT 

^-驀  t  2 

4954 

處 
Uy  WU 

/« 

ho 

\o 
hou 

vcn  Lower. 

弧:
 

4955 

壺 
，en  Lower. 

Pots,  of  various  kinds： 

a  vase ;  a  cup.  [To  be 

distinguished  from  壺 655 1. 

茶壺  tea-pot. 

-壺茶  a  pot  of  tea. 

酒壺  wine-kettle. 

提 壺斟酒  ring  the  kettle | 
and  pour  out  wine. 

淸 酒百壺  hundred  jars  ofj 
clear  wine. 

唾壺  spittoon. 

夜 壺 or  便 壺  achamber-pot. 

玉 壺冰淸  jade  cup  as| 
transparent  as  ice. 

淸如 玉壺冰  ure  as  ice  inj 
a  jade  vase. 

箭壺 a  uiver. 
投壺  n  ancient  game,  consist- 1 
ing  in  pitching  arrows  into  the 
three  long  necks  of  a  vase  de¬ 

signed  for  that  purpose. 

_ 榼於野  kettles  and  cups  I 
in  the  fields, — to  go  out  for  a 
picnic. 

提壺烏  bring  the  [wine-jkettie 
bird, 一 a  bird  whose  note  in 
spring  sounds  like  ft  hu. 

A  bow  ；  a  crescent  •’  an- 
arc;  curved 

懸狐  o  hang  out  the  bow, — as  I 
was  formerly  done  to  announce 
the  birth  of  a  son. 

弧矢 之利以 威天下 
the  advantage  of  the  bow  and 
arrow  is  to  keep  the  empire  in awe. 

狐三角  a  spheric  triangle. 
矢  the  Bow  and  Arrow, — stars 

f  M  X  in  Canis  Major  with  some 
in  Argo. 

The  fox,  believed  by  the 
Chinese  to  have  the  power 
of  assuming  human  form, 
generally  that  of  a  young 
and  beautiful  girl,  with  a 
view  to  bewitch  people.  See 
2310. 

狐狸 a  fox, —  includes  Vulpes\ 
vulgaris y  L.  and  V.  mdanogaster, 
Ch.  Bon.  in  the  north;  in  the 
south  =  Canis  houly,  Sw.  and 
Canis  lineivetiUr^  Sw. 

w 

4956 

核 
4957 

狐 狸賴。 r 妖狐 ’bewitch- ing,  as  a  fox.  Also  used  of  mere¬ 
tricious  beauty. 

被狐 狸精纏 着 he  is under  the  spell  of  a  fox. 

狐狸 賴似的  a  smart  man; a  cunning  fellow. 

財痕 當蘧安 及狐狸 
with  wolves  on  the  road,  why 
trouble  about  foxes? 

莫 赤匪狐  nothing  red  wasj seen  but  foxes. 

狐裘。 r 狐服  ox-skin  robes. 

集狐腋 而成裘  o  put  to- 1 gether  the  “arm-pits”  of  foxes 
and  make  a  robe；  many  a  little] 
makes  a  mickle. 

灰狐皮  grey  fox*skin, — from Kansuh. 

狐 假虎威  the  fox  pretend- j ing  to  the  tiger^  majesty,— the  | 
ass  in  the  lion’s  skin.  See  Biog, 
Diet.  154. 

兎 死狐悲  when  the  hare  dies| the  fox  grieves;  see  6853 君子 

etc-.  12.777 物傷  etc.,  and 
12,779. 

狐 兎之悲  fellow-feeling； sympathy,  as  above. 

狐  _  狗 黨  fox  bands  and  dogj troops, — a  bad  lot;  an  evil  so¬ 
ciety. 

他 是九屌 狐仞 的 ，不 

好惹  he  is  like  a  nine-tailed! 
fox,  an  awkward  one  to  provoke.! 

狐仙  a  fairy  fox. 
.狐 仙爺  his  godsbip  the  fox,  I name  under  which  the  fox  I 

is  prayed  to  or  worshipped  by  I 
people  who  fear  its  evil  influence.  | 

狐媚  artful;  seducing. 

野狐禪  a  general  name  fori 
any  book  of  “marvels.” 

狐疑。 1 •狐惑  suspicious;  J distrustful. 

短狐  水  ̂   =  ̂i3,669.| 
沙狐  Canis  cor  sac、 Pall. 

窩狐  Nyctereuies  procyono'ides\ 4.  Gray. 

See  3964. 

滸,
 

4958 

R .樊 

C.  u H.fu 

F.  hu 

W./« 

N.  hu 

P. 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 

K.  ho 

J.  ko、kH 

A.  kiy  hot^ 

Rising  Upper. 

hu 

戶 

hu 

Sinking 

Lower. 

The  bank  of  a  river. 

水滸傳  name  of  a  famous  ro-| mantic  novei. 

Read  /isus.  %[By  courtesy  ； 

the  first  character  in  the 

following  entry  having  been 
thus  wrongly  read  by  the 

Emperor  乾隆  Ch‘ien| 

Lung.] 

mmm  Hsu-shu  Kuan,— the  J name  of  a  place  near  Soochow. 

A  door；  a  family;  an  I 

individual.  Radical  63.  See\ 

5022， 12,456. 

門戶  a  door;  a  family.  Also, the  branches  or  departments  of an  industry. 

門戶 相對。 r 門當戶 

對  doors  opposite,  —  of  equal! 
social  rank,  as  the  families  of  a| 
betrothed  couple. 

大門戶 a  powerful  family. 

想戶  a  window. 戶庭  the  entrance. 
豔戶牖  to  pierce  doors  and 
windows. 

戶扇  the  leaves  of  an  inner  door. 

破落戶  a  decayed  family. 

家家戶 戶如是 evefy fa raily  does  the  same. 

編 戶繁躲  a  numerous  popu lation. 

絶戶  a  man  who  breaks  the  fa- 1 .mily  line, — who  has  no  children. 

絶戶路  a  road  which  leads  to  I nowhere  in  particular.  I 

絶 戶陣  a  strategic  movementl by  which  the  enemy  is  beguiled! 二一  - dangerous  position  and] 
termir 

into  a 

then  exte 
inated. 

花戶  the  custodian  of  a  granary.] 

船戶  a  boatman ;  a  seaman  ;l 
people  who  live  afloat. 

舖戶 店戶  a  shop-keeper；! a  tradesman. 

魚戶  fishermen; 
戶口  the  population.  See  922.] 

調查戶 口委員  an  officialj deputed  to  take  the  Census. 



4959 

4960 R. 囊 

See 戶 

Rising  Lower. 

m 

4961 

戶籍  lists  or  records  of  popu¬ lation. 

戶管  land  records,  —  kept  by 
private  persons  but  under  official 
control. 

戶部  the  Board  of  Revenue 
(lit.  of  Population), — at  Peking. 

[Known  as  民部  down  to  a.d. 

627,  when  the  name  was  changed 

to  avoid  the  personal  name  of 

李世民  the  second  Emperor 
of  the  T‘ang  dynasty.]  See  9484. 

^  長  the  department  in  3,  y
am/n 

devoted  to  revenue  and  fiscal 
matters. 

司戶  a  treasury-keeper;  a  fiscal officei. 

戶喩。 1 ■家 喩戶曉 t。 
make  widely  known  to  the  people. 

蟄 蟲啓戶  the  dormant  in¬ sects  have  broken  through  their 

coverings. 

戶兒  beaters. 

4964 

M./iu3 

K.ho 

ko、ku 

A.  hou1
- 

扈‘
 

4965 

R.S 

See 枯 

A  fine  napkin. 

屌裱  a  lady’s  handkerchief. 

R.」 

A  kind  of  quail.  A  name 

for  hawfinches,  bullfinches, 

etc. 

See 枯
 

Rising  Lower 

Irregular. 

4962 

See 
戶 

Rising  Lower. 

桑厲  a  bird  resembling  the  Java 
sparrow;  a  hawfinch.  See  4^6^. 

To  diffuse  ；  to  distribute. 

See  7812. 

柿櫃  aggressive ;  violent. 

珲 
4963 

R 

W 

4964 

遇黌 

t>
5 

hou* 

Same  as  4904. 

To  bale  out  water. 

渾斗 a  backet  with  a  rope  at 
each  side,  the  ends  of  which 

are  held  by  two  men  who  are 
thus  enabled  to  dip  the  bucket 
into  water,  fill  it,  and  shoot  out 

the  contents  as  required. 

Sinking  and 

Rising  Lower 
and  Upper. 

Rising  Lower 

Irregular. 

4966 

r •襞 

See 枯 

Rising  Lower 

Irregular. 

痺 水上田  to  raise  water  as above  for  irrigating  the  fields. 

调 起  to  bale  out  and  float, 一 a boat. 

To  follow  in  the  suite  of; 

a  retinue ;  a  procession. 
Broad.  Violent. 

扈從  to  belong  to  the  Imperial retinue. 

隨 1 執事  those  who  carry the  .  insignia  in  an  official  pro¬ 
cession. 

麗  wide;  extensive. 
跋扈  to  act  violently;  to  behave 
rudely. 

桑扈  a  bird  which  feeds  only on  flesh.  For  it  to  feed  on  grain 

implies  a  severe  struggle  for  ex¬ 
istence,  due  to  misgovernment. 

IC.  ho 

J.  ko、ku 

A.  hou2- 

To  stake,  for  the  purpose 

of  catching  fish. 

左滬  one  of  the  branches  of  the 

黃埔  Huang-p‘iu
 渥江  a  name  for  Shanghai,  so called  from  the  above  stream. 

■報  the  Hu-pao  or  Shanghai News. 

渥關  the  Shanghai  Customs, 

、)屋 尾  Ho-bei, — the  town  which 
is  incorrectly  known  as  Tamsui, 
in  Formosa. 

m 

4967 

R. 樊
 

See 枯
 

Fishing-stakes,  or  weirs 

to  prevent  fish  going  out 
with  the  tide. 

Rising  Lower 

Irregular. 

岵‘
 

4968 

R.> 

See 枯 

Rising  Lower 

Irregular. 

A  hill  covered  with  trees. 
See  1071. 

[lfjj*  I  ascend  that  tree- clad  hill, 一 and  think  of  my  father. 

Hence, — 

to  have  a  longing  for  one’s 
father. 

徒升帖 而靡 贈 
my  father  but  cannot  see  him, -he  is  dead. 

怙‘
 

4969 

K., 

O 

H./«2 

F.  hou^- 

To  depend  on.  To  pre 

sume  on. :) 

hu" 

Rising  Lower 

Irregular. 

祐‘
 

4970 

R., 

See 枯 
Rising  Lower 

Irregular. 

w 

497 1 

R" 

See 祜 
Rising  Lower 

Irregular. k 

互 

4972 

R 遇 

n)fu 

See 
Sinking 

Lower. 

夂 毋何祜  what  will  our  pa| rents  have  to  rely  r>n? 

無 夂何祜  fatherless,  what  ij 
there  to  rely  on? 

失枯恃  to  lose  father  an( 
mother. 

西土惟 時枯編 throughl out  our  western  regions  all  placet 
in  him  their  reliance.  、 

怙 侈滅義  to  devote  onesel： 
to  extravagant  living  and  to  obli 
terate  all  sense  of  duty. 

怙勢  to  presume  on  one’s  po 
sition. 

怙 終賊刑  those  who  offend; ed  presumptuously  or  repeatedly 
were  to  be  punished  with  death 

枯終不 ★  to  the  last  hedi( 
not  amend. 

怙 惡凌人  to  intimidate  an( oppress  people. 

The  favour  of  God 

blessing  ；  prosperity, 

受 天之祐  to  receive  th< 
blessing  pf  God. 

以篤 于周祐 in  CTder  t( 
consolidate  the  prosperity  0 
Chou. 

思皇 .多  _  great  an
d  man： 

•  are  his  blessings. 

A  kind  of  red  thorn 

suitable  for  making  arrows 

Fitting  one  into  the  other 

mutual；  reciprocal；  together 

jointly.  [To  be  distinguish ed  from  互 601 1.] 

互  things  which  fit  or  dove tail  one  into  the  other. 

互訓  synonymous;  equivalent 

in  meaning. 

互 相  mutually;  reciprocally- 

互相  gg  合  fitting  one  i
nto  th( 

other. 
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HXJ 

互‘
 

4972 

互相愛  to  be  fond  of  one 
another. 

互 相來往  mutually  coming 
and  gcing, 一 exchanging  visits. 

互 相關照  mutual  assistance  ; 
collusion. 

互 相遷就  mul ■”  compro¬ mise. 

4973 

:互 
Sinking 

Lower. 

4974 

4975 

遇 

互 相爭鬧  to  brawl  together. 

互 相恭考  to  compare  one 
with  the  other. 

兩 得其互  each  gets  a  sui¬ 
table  mate, — of  marriages. 

彼此 互俅仗  each  depends 
on  the  other. 

前後 互 異  the  former  and  the 
latter  do  not  tally. 

互 訟  litigation. 

互結  mutual  guarantee. 

互戰  to  meet  in  battle. 

"5  Wt  t0  together. 

互議。 r 互商  to  discuss. 

互市  interchange  of  trade;  com¬ merce. 

互較  to  confront, — as  persons 
who  tell  opposite  stories. 

互詳 正字註  see  also  expla¬ 
nation  under  chSng、 

互換  to  exchange. 

互 撥貨物  to  tranship  goods. 

互鄕  name  of  a  place,  the  people 
of  which  were  dissolute  in  morals. 

互訊 t。  jointly  examine, 
two  presiding  officials. 

笈
 4 

4976 

R 遇 

See 万 

Sinking 

Lower. 

莹
 4 

4977 

R •遇 

See 互 

Sinking 

Lower. 

獲 

4978 

4979 

K. 遇 

C.  W7C H./u 

F.  hou 

In •卜叫
 

p. 

as 

Sinking 
Lower. 

Frozen  ；  congealed.、 

固陰？ 互寒  dark  ffeezing 
weather. 

川 池暴近 the  rivers  and 
pools  froze  hard. 

Same  as  4973. 

Railings；  a  fence. 

M. Y. 

Sz. 

K.  ho 

J.  ko 

A.  hou 

hu 

Sinking 

Lower. 

A  reel  to  wind  silk.  A 

bamboo  hook. 

笈筍  d,  kind  of  bamboo  shoot, 
found  in  Anhui. 

A  plant,  known  as  笠草 

◦r 常山，  from  the  roots  of 

which  a  febrifuge  medicine 

is  obtained. 

See  5304. 

To  protect；  to  guard  ；  to 

aid.  To  act  in  the  place  of. 

See  5642. 

保護  t。 protect. 
護解  to  send  under  escort. 

送  to  send  in  safety；  to  escort. 

護票 w 護照  a  passport. 

護手  a  sword-hilt. 防護。 r 護守 w 護佑 
to  guard;  to  protect. 

救護  to  save  from  injury. 

護助 or  護持  to  aid;  to  sur cour. 

護 己  to  take  care  of  one’s  own interests. 

護庇  to  screen;  to  protect. 

護符  a  harbour  of  refuge. 

護身符  a  charm  for  preserv¬ ing  the  .body;  used  of  rank, 
wealth,  etc.  Also,  a  pretext;  a 

“stra 欢  man,” 

護書  a  portfolio ;  a  case  for 
papers;  a  sealed  letter. 

護封  guard  seal, 一 two  char¬ acters  written  on  the  back  of 

a  Chinese  envelope,  and  also  on 

the  pasted  edges,  to  prevent  its 

being  opened. 

護 法  to  countenance  Buddhism. 

護法神  Dharmapala,  —  the name  of  a  Bodhisatva,  defender 

of  the  faith. 

護城河 (OT 溱) a  dty  moat. 

護城軍  the  city  guard. 

m 4979 

#4 

4980 

/Ut 

w 

4981 

侮 

4982 

w 

4983 

R •物 

H.fui 
P.  chsu^  W, 

v.  Cch!'vja 

M.  hu^ 

K.  hul 

^  ̂   護  fath
er  and  mother 

are  the  great  protectors. 

護駕  the  Emperor’s  escort. 
祖 護  to  screen,— generally  from the  results  of  wrong-aoing,  and 

by  those  in  collusion. 

護衆  to  aid  the  masses, 一 cha¬ ritable  ; philanthropic.-  Also,  to 
be  responsible  for  the  rest,  as 
a  head  servant  or  the  foreman 

0/  a  gang. 

護衛  an  officer  of  the  Imperial 
Body  Guard. 

護軍  troops  which  cover  the retreat  of,  or  support,  other 
troops. 

北  ％  護軍  warden  of  the 
northern  tribes. 

護軍營  the  Guards’  Division, 
or  Flank  Division, — a  corps  of 
Bannermen,  numbering  •  from 

3,000  to  4,000  strong,  the  prin¬ 
cipal  duty  of  which  is  to  furnish 
guards  for  the  Imperial  palace. 

護領 ％ 護 軍統領 Cap- tain-General  of  the  Guards*  Di¬ 
vision. 

暫 行護理 temporarily look  after  the  duties  of  another’s post ; '  to-*  act  for  any  one. 

蕭 護 理官  the  officer  recently 
in  charge. 

護嶺  the  low  encircling  wall at  the  upper  part  of  a  grave. 

護喪  to  have  charge  of  the  fu¬ neral  arrangements. 

護松烏  the  nut-cracker  bird 、Nucifraga  coryocatacUs、 Linn.) 

See  6248. 

Same  as  1 2,766. 

See  1 2,766. 

Sudden  ;  abrupt  ；  moving. 

To  sniff.  Also  read  chkua>. 

奄炎次  abruptly ;  quickly. 

獻紗聲  a  roaring  noise ;  a whiz;  a  whir. 

紗 m 而動  shaking;  quiver 

ing. 
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w 

4983 
J.  kutsz 
A.  hout 

Entering 

Upper. 

m 
4984 R. 虞 

See 呼 con- 

K.  ho、 mu 

A.  vouy  hou 

Even  Upper. 

gant  ；  rude. 

毋 嫵毋栽 d。 nQt  be 
temptuous,  —  when  playing  at 

校壺  49S4)i  or  you  will 
probably  fail. 

4985 

4986 
R •處鬓 

See 呼無 

武 
Even  and 

Rising  Upper 

and  Lower. 

4987 

R •麻虞 
Sec 

Even  Lower. 

金亏 
4988 

i； 
R., 

炎欠吸 t0 犯济 UP. 

揪火 the  spirit  of  lightning, — 
a  devil  in  the  thunder-god’s retinue. 

To  cover  over.  Arro- 

Same  as  4932. 

Dried  slices  of  meat. 

祭嫵  to  offer  dried  meat  in  sa¬ 
crifice, — q,d,  the  bellies  of  fishes. 

Read  wu%.  A  rule  ；  a 

law.  Large  ；  numerous. 

A  trowel.  To  plaster. 

Read  hua^. 

edged  hoe. 
A  double- 

Same  as  4987. 

See 戶 

A.  hou^  u 

Rising  Lower. 

Covetous. 

^  greedy  for  bribes. 

[99C 
R •虞遇 
F.  hu^  v.  pu 

See 壺 
A.  hou’ - 

Even  and 

Sinking 

Lower. 

A  gourd  ；  a  calabash. 
Used  with  葫  4937 - 

執蘆 a  gQurd  or  calabash. 
瓠棚 a  frame  for  growing 

melons. 

齒 如瓠燁  her  teeth  were  like 
melon-seeds,  —  regular  like  the 
seeds  in  a  section  of  melon. 

剖 荀 li  used  of  the  one  gourd  which 
is  useful  ont  of  many  opened. 

鶚
 4 

499 1 

R •虞 

See 烏 

EveA  Upper. 

A  bird  which  scrapes  for 

fish  in  marshy  ground,  also 

called  润河  scour-the-river. 

鹗睪 I  the  pelican ;  see  4944. 

苄
 4 

4992 

R •禍費 

See 下戶 

Sinking  and 

Rising  Lower. 

F  ox-glove  {Rehmannia 

glutinosa、 Leb.),  also  known 

as 地黃 and 地髓. 

女雩 
4993 

鄠
 ‘ 

4994 

R-S 

P.  chu、ht^ 

See 戶 

Rising  Lower. 

4995 

R 遇 

See 互 

Sinking 

Lower. 

4996 

R •屋 

P.  JlU 
M.  hu 

J.  koku A.  honk 
Entering 

Lower 

and  Upper. 

搰 
4997 

R •月 

See 
Entering 

Upper. 

499» 

1月黠 

C.  kwit。、 wety 

F.  kauk、、 houky 
N.  kwah、 

P. 、ku、ht^ 

Same  as  4915 

Name  of  a  District  in 

Shensi. 

To  kneel  on  both  knees. 

足牙塊  to  kneel  down. 

行 足牙禮  to  perform  the  cere¬ mony  of  kneeling. 

Flame；  the  blaze  of  fire. 

火 苗兒炖 摊着  the  flames 
shot  up. 

To  dig.  To  mix  ̂   to  stir. 

To  exert  one’s  strength. 

搰濁  to  make  turbid. 

才骨指 然  with  Sreat  force- 

A  migratory  bird,  called 

韻鴻， larger  than  but  re¬ 
sembling  the  crested  lark. 

Also,  a  falcon. 

出籠鶬  a  hawk  escaped  from its  cage. 

鵲 

4998 

Y.  kwih、hweh 
K.  hoi,  hoi 

J.  kwatsz、 

getsz、 kotsz A.  kout 

Entering 

Upper 

and  Lower. 

* 

4999 

R •月 

See 核 

•Enteri 
entering 

Lower. 

M 

$000 

R •月 

See 骨 

Entering 

Upper. 

化 

5ooi 

R 祕 

F.  hwa 

W. 

hwo 

hwa 

N.  1 

P. 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 

K.  hwa 

J.  kwa 

A.  hwa 

Sinking 

Upper. 

鷹頭  fl  眼  kite-head  and 
hawk-eye, — savage ;  violent-tem- 

pered. 
鹘 突而來  to  swoop  down 
like  a  hawk. 

如资起 f  I 落〗 ust  as  wheB 
the  hare  rises  the  falcon  swoops 

— 6f  promptitude. 

鷄頭骨 I  the  bamboo  partridge 、Bambusicola\ 

海龍 a  war-vessel  used  by  the 
people  of  越  Yueh,  which  was 
very  swift  and  not  easily  upset. 

The  stone  or  kernel  oi 

fruit;  a  lump ；  a  nodule. Old  form  of  3964. 

杏 相骨兒  apricot  stones. 

Dirty  water  ；  confused. 
To  drain  off;  exhausted. 

To  change；  to  alter；  to 

influence；  to  transform；  to 

civilise；  to  melt；  to  die. 

弘化  to  diffuse  transforming  in¬ 
fluences.  See  4574. 

臣 下化之  his  ministers  have 
become  like  him, — their  wicked sovereign， 

弗化 于汝訓  uninfluenced 
by  your  instructions, 

天地 之化育  the  transform¬ 
ing  and  nourishing  powers  of Heaven  and  Earth. 

^  工  Nature;  God;  creative  art. 
Sei  5013 - 

化 工也愛 翻新樣 & ture  also  loves  to  turn  out  new 

combinations, 一  of  scenery,  etc. 

天地 之化工  the  operations 
of  heaven  and  earth  (sc.  of  na¬ 
ture)  in  producing  changes. 

化工之 筆  a  lifelike  or  natural 
touch  or  description. 
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VCi  S  t0  transform  the  people, 

— from  bad  to  good. 

"Hj  t0  teach  and  transform, 
—to  reform. 

/fti  t0  influence  or  touch  the 
heart. 

Vti  ̂   t0  completely  reform. 

所 過者化  wherever  he  pass¬ 
ed,  he  purified, — said  of  Han 
Wen  Kung. 

^  ̂   ̂   ̂   it  is  dif
ficult  to 

alter  the  natural  disposition, 一 
from  bad  to  good.. 

化人 出 家  t0  induce  people 
to  join  the  priesthood. 

風俗 *  customs  make 
people  what  they  are. 

不服 王 化  not  amenable  to 
good  influence, 一 requiring  co¬ 
ercion. 

化夕卜  beyond  the  pale  of  civi¬ 
lisation.  、 

方 在中國 之 半開化 
when  China  was  half  civilised. 

氣 the  changes  in  nature 
brought  about  by  the  interac¬ 
tion  of  the  Yin  and  Yang. 

^  to  create  and  to  transform, 

— the  operations  of  nature ;  see 
11,624. 

好造化 g— luck- 

^  生  transformation  birth, — as 
the  transformation  of  the  silk¬ 
worm  into  the  moth.  Also,  a 
Buddhist  term  for  birth  without 

parents,  whereby  existence  is  re¬ 
ceived  in  an  instant  in  its  full 

- maturity.  Sanskrit :  anupapa- 
daka. 

物 化。1 ■恒化 metempsy- 
chosis;  death.  [The  second  is 
applicable  tn  priests  only.  See 

, 10,491]. 

佛卽 以神足 化作轉 

聖 王  Biuidha  forthwith, 
by  his  divine  po*ver,  changed 

her  into  a  holy  “king  who  turns 
the  wheel.”  See  2711. 

化 作鷹鴒  caused  to  appear 
a  hawk  and  a  pigeon. 

"ffc  作！ ̂   PI  changed  himself into  a  Buddhist  priest. 

"ffc  身  t0  change  one’s  body  into 
some  other  shape, 一 a  power  pos¬ 
sessed  by  every  Buddha.  Sans¬ 
krit:  nirmana^aya. - 

化人  a  magician. 

化‘
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R .麻 

C./a 
H./a 

F.  hwa 
W.  hwo 
N.  hwo 

Y '  I  hwa 

Sz*.  1 

學^  chemistry. 

化 險爲平 t。 rescue  from danger. 

t0  melt;  to  fuse;  to  dis¬ solve. 

切 〈化了  the  ice  has  melted. 

化凍  to  thaw. 消 化  to  melt;  to  digest. 

化開  to  melt；  to  digest;  to 
thaw,  as  frozen  meat. 

所喋 的東西 化不開 
my  food  won’t  digest. 

所嘌 的東西 我消化 

動  I  can^t  digest  my  food. 

化了  gone;  done  with ；  finished. 

亡  過了  transformed  and 
gone, 一 dead. 

那 老僧 果 然化去 the old  priest  was  actually  dead. 

VCi  ̂   a  I^ace  for  cremation
. 

百歲 之後化 而爲土 
“and  time  into  clay  had  resolved 

him  again.” 

悉 化爲石  all  (the  bamboo- shoots)  had  become  petrified. 

意其 不化爲 朽壤而 

爲金 五之賴 nc>t  int。 foul  earth,  but  into  the  pure 
essence  of  gold  and  gems,  has 

(thy  dear  form)  been  changed. 

冰緣0 r 募作 to  beg  for alms, — as  a  Buddhist  priest.  See 
234. 

化元寶 or 化紙 to  burn 
paper-money, — for  the  use  of  the dead. 

化子。 1 •呌 化子 a  beggar. 

化寶  a  compound  of  silver  in current  use  at  Tientsin. 

化州  a  Department  in  Kuang- tung,  r 

Flowers,  real  and  figu¬ 

rative.  [Only  found  in  liter¬ 
ature  since  the  5th  cent. 

a.d.,  as  a  substitute  for 

5005].  Ornamental  ；  ex- 

aggerated.  Used  figura¬ 

tively  for  beauty,  vice,  etc. 

Cotton.  To  spend  money. 

A  signature;  a  seal ；  see 

花1
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K.  hwa 

J.  kwa'ke A.  kwa、 hwe 
Even  Upper. 

12,825,  13,282. 〜 燭 

2579, 華 5005, 蓮  i2,295. 

一朵花 —枝花 a 
flower. 

— *  ̂0  花  a  bunch  of  flowers. 

一" 1  _  花  a  tuft  of  a  flowers. 

花朵 a  bud- 
花 the  centre  of  a  flower. 

花蕊 01 ■花鬚  the  pistils  and stamens  of  a  flower. 

花瓣  the  petals  ot  a  flower. 

花赶？ r  花盆  a  flower-pot. 

花園子 a  garden. 花  florist’s  grounds ;  a  public 

garden. 

花一匠  a  gardener. 開花  to  blossom,  ace  below. 八月八 ，蚊子 嘴開了 

花 on  the  8th  of  the  €th  moon 
the  mosquito’s  mouth  puts  forth 
flowers, — which  prevent  it  from 

biting. 

龙架子  U  flower-stand. 

^  ̂   a  summer-house,^ 

花香。 i •花氣  the  fragrance 
of  flowed. 

%  _  fair  but  fra
il. 

花之  笑  the  sweet  smile  of 
flowers. 

f  啼 花笑  the  orioles  whistle 
and  the  flowers  smile, — in  spring. 

花櫊 or 花杖 ’ngs  or trellis-work  for  supporting  creep¬ 
ers. 

^  ̂   a  flower-vase. 花‘ 木瓜 ，空 好看1 ike  a quince-tree  in  flower, — all  show 
and  nothing  more;  a  handsome 
fool. 

■花 息銀  Profits  011  crops;  the 
tax  on  crops  raised  on  foreshore land. 

花袍  a  shell ; .  fireworks  and crackers. 

花針  a  flower-needle, — a  thin needle  for  fixing  flowers1  upon. 

衣  flowered  clothes ;  full  uni¬ 
form. 

花弁。 r  花‘草  flowers;  plants; the  vegetable  world. 
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名花  rare  flowers. 

花名  a  nickname ;  a  list  of 
names. 

花名册  a  register  of  names. 

好  / ⑽ 4 花  to  be  fond  of  flowers； 
to  be  extravagant. 

類花癡  resembling  flower- 
madness, — being  mad  on  flowers. 

惜花  to  be  'fond  of  flowers, — in 
the  sense  of  taking  great  care 
of  them. 

賞花 t。  enjoy  a  good  look  at flowers. 

種 花一年 ，看 花十日 
you  tend  flowers  for  a  year  to 
see  them  for  ten  days. 

花 因人種 ，非 人因花 
flowers  are  planted  because 

of  men :  it  is  not  men  who  are 

eminent  because  of  flowers, 
almost  “Flowers  are  made  for 

man,  not  man  for  flowers.” 

日 餌百花  his  daily  food  was 
flowers  of  various  kinds, —— with 
a  view  to  become  an  Immortal. 

花旦  the  actor  painted  to  resem 
ble  a  young  lady. 

大花臉 and 二 （and 三) 

花臉  are  actors  of  male  char¬ 
acters  of  various  types. 

花臉鴨  a  kind  of  wild  duck 

(Anas  glocit arts'). 

打花面  to  paint  the  face. 

開花賬  to  make  out  a  “flow- 
ery’’  bill, — to  overcharge. 

花  口  fio  wer  y-  m  ou  th  ed, 一 elo¬ 
quent. 

花話  exaggeration ;  figures  of 
speech. 

花 言巧語  fair,  specious words. 

花林  a  brothel.lJ 烟花 柳巷。 r 花街柳 
streets  of  ill  fame. 

眠 花宿柳  leading  a  disso」 lute  life. 

花 說柳說 tQ  flatter- 

花烟館  opium  sdloons  in 
which  there  are  women  atten 
dants. 

花 花世界  a  dissolute  age. 

花婊 花姐  a  一  prostitute. See  below、 

5002 
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HXJA. 

花娘娘 the  goddess  of  small¬ 

pox. 

花貌。 1 ■花容  Pretty-faced. 

賣花婆  a  seller  of  female head-ornaments. 

花船  a  flower-boat. 

花鼓戲  flower-drum  plays, — so  called  because,  contrary  to 

custom,  the  female  parts  are 

. played  by  women,  and  a  drum is  beaten  at  the  entrance 

花公子  a  dissolute  fellow;  a 
rake. 

花馬®  suffering  from  one’s  dissi 
pation. 

花粉鋇  pin-money. 

月 夕花晨  on  moonlight nights  and  fine  mornings. 

天花  heavenly  flowers ;  the small  pox.  Also,  snow. 

天 花亂墜  flowers  fell  from heaven  in  numbers, 一 while  a 
Buddhist  priest  was  learnedly 

expounding  the  Law. 

陰 雲密雨 養天花 dark fogs  and  fine  rain  nourish  the 
flowers  of  heaven, — blue  skies. 

子了 天花。 r 出花。 r 出 

天花  to  have  the  smallpox. See  4073. 

天花豆  smallpox  beans, — In¬ dian  corn,  from  the  similarity 

of  its  grains  to  pustules. 

花意 隨時發  flowers  and thoughts  come  forth  at  their 
seasons. 

閉 月羞花 （her  beauty) makes  the  moon  hide  and  puts 
the  flowers  to  shame. 

簪花  to  stick  flowers  in  the  hair. 

帽 插宮花  to  stick  a  palace feather  in  the  cap, 一  to  pass 
the  examination  for  the  3rd  or 
highest  degree.  See  6580. 

夢 筆生花  to  dream  that flowers  grew  from  his  pen, ― 

did 江淹  Chiang  Yen,"  whose compositions  improved  from  that hour. 

劍花  rust  on  a  sword. 
花 萎 ornamental  note-paper. 

眼 花繚亂  sight  blurred  and dim. 

發花  to  get  dim-sighted.  See i3，I29* 
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頭 暈眼花  head  giddy  ar eyes  dazed. 

黑 花滿眼 black  flowers  1 my  eyes, — my  eyes  are  weak. 

他的心 花 大得狠 f ambition  is  very  great. 

花判  to  scribble. 包花  a  bale  of  ra  w  cotto •^棉 7883. 

花布  fancy  cotton  cloth ;  figur 
calicoes.  See  無  12,753. 

洋 布  Printed  cottons;  chi] 
zes. 

花素 棉絨布 fancy  wo 
lens. 

花剪娀  velvets ;  velveteer 
fustian. 

花  crape  lustres. 

花羽綱  figured  camlets, 
Orleans  brocades. 

花羽縐  craPe  ̂ stings. 

花 萼相輝  flower  and  ca 
ces  illumine  one  another, 

brotherly  concord.  The  nai 
of  a  chamber  in  the  palace 

the  Emperor  Hsu 

Tsung  of  the  T(ang  dynas 
where  he  was  wont  to  feast  w his  brother. 

花旗  the  Flowery  Banner,—! Stars  and  Stripes ;  the  Unil States. 

花旗布  American  dril 
domestics. 

coloured  lanterns. 

色  description;  denominati 花生 落花生 

nuts ;  peanuts  (Arachis  hy 

L.) 

gromid-mit  cake. 

花紅  scarlet ;  engraved  red, buttons  of  the  second  c\i 

Also,  the  fruit  of  the  21 
Also,  discount ;  a  bonus ; 
reward,  as  for  lost  property ; 

5270. 出花紅  to  offer  a  reward. 

賞花紅 tQ  pay  a  rew 

offered. 

分花紅  t0  'pay  a  bonus. 

花紅色  variegated  colours 

花 紅薛兒 thercdstartk 

cilia  aurored). 
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紅花  see  5270. 

花 花搭搭 chequered. 

花裏 花搭的 here  and 
there ;  irregular ;  spotted,  as 
clothes. 

花子  a  beggar. 

花柙  a  signature；  see  12,825 

花縣  a  District  in  Kuangtung. 

一朶 鮮花插 在驢頭 
上  a  fresh-cut  flower  stuck  in  a 
donkey’s  head, 一 a  pretty  woman 
married  to  an  ugly  man. 

水中 明月鏡 中花1 ike 
the  moon  shining  on  the  water 

or  flowers  in  a  mirror, — fleeting. 

人無千 日好， 花無百 

日紅  man  is  not  happy  for  a 
thousand  days,  nor  do  flowers 
bloom  for  a  hundred. 

釋 樹開花 驢子年 
iron  trees  bear  flowers,  and  when 

the  “donkey”  year  comes  in  the 
cycle, — never. 

繡 花雖奸 不聞香 如 best  embroidered  flowers  have 
no  smell. 

看花 容易， 繡花難 m 
easy  to  look  at  embroidery,  but 
difficult  to  do  it. 

花錢  to  spend  money. 

花費  expenditure. 

閒花 expenditure  on  amuse 
merits,  odds  and  ends,  etc. 

不要花 費人家 1  don’t 
wish  to  put  people  to  expense. 

花散  to  spend  extravagantly ; 
to  dissipate. 

你要 花上兩 塊錢 y°u 
will  have  to  spend  two  dollars. 

這些錢 我花 不迤 i 
can’t  afford  to  speftd  so  much. 

打個 花就走  goes  off  with 
a  flick  of  his  tail,— like  a  fish.- 

花樣  a  pattern;  a  term  used  in 
reference  to  the  appointments 
of  expectant  officials. 

捐花樣  to  purchase  a  position 
as  expectant  official,  i.e.  the  right 

to  receive  the  next  vacant  post. 

捐 足花樣  said  of  the  highest 
sum  paid  to  receive  the  next 
vacant  post. 

儘先酋 的花樣  among 

is 

5002 

m 

5°°3 

the  very  first  on  the  list  of  ex¬ 

pectants. 

花鈿  an  ornamented  headdress 

花圍  an  ornamented  frontlet. 

花肉  meat  from  the  ribs  or  back of  an  animal. 

花塔  a  pagoda  of  several  storeys. 

花骨頭 dice. 
花牛  Cerambyx  beetles.  See 
8346. 
花  flowers  and  butterflies, 

public  women  and  their  admirers. 

花銀  foreign  dollars. 

花 種兒。 r 花子兒  flower- seeds.  Also,  vaccine  lymph. 

花廳  a  drawing-room;  a  recept ion-room. 

花 雕橘酒  one  sort  of  Huang Chiu  ̂ yellow  wine、. 

花 兒洞子  flower-vaults, Chinese  greenhouses. 

花 兒厥子  a  florist’s  establish¬ 
ment. 

花木  carved  wood. 
花  carved  bricks  or  tiles. 

花眉子  a  kind  of  thrush beriza  rustica). 

花綷魚  a  perch  called  the umandarin”  fish. 

花魚  trout. 
花 虎伯劳  the  red-tailed shrike  (Lanius  bucephahis、 etc.). 

花窪子  the  purple  heron {Ardea  purpurea). 

花豹  the  buzzard  \Archibutes aquilimis). 

花鼠 °r 花 布簾子 the 
striped  squirrel  {Sciurus  siria- 

tus). 

花耗子  the  white  mouse  (Mus 
viusculus). 

花梨木  rosewood. : 
花椒  cayenne  pepper. 

花白茱  the  cauliflower. 

花王  the  peony. 

野花生  Crotalaria  ferru^inea, Grah. 

Same  as  5005. 

5004 

r_ 麻 

See Sinking  and 

Even  Lower. 

雜 
2 

5。。5 

K 麻 

C.  iva^fa H./a 

F.  hwa 

W.  wa々 0、 hwa 

N.  wOj  hwo 

P. 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 

K.  hwa 

Jv  kwa、ke 
A.  hwa 
Even  Upper 

and  Lower. 

hwa 

was  m 

One  of  the  五 嶽  Five 

Sacred  Mountains,  known 

as 華嶽。 r 西嶽. 

The  blooming  of  plants 

flowers；  flowery;  variegated 

China;  Chinese.  Name  o 

a  precious  stone.  Used  with 

5002,  of  which  it  was  the 
original  form.  See  2140 

華 如桃李  flowers  like  those 
of  the  peach  or  plum. 

隰 有荷華  in  the  marshes 
are  lotus-flowers. 

黍 稷方華  the  millet 

bloom. 

華王  the  peony. 華實  flowers  and  fruit, — show 
and  reality. 

春 華秋實  flowers  in  spring, 
fruit  in  autumn. 

華蟲  the  variegated  creature,—- the  emblematic  pheasant  embroi 

dered  on  the  upper  robe  of  the 

Emperor. 

頃 准華翰 i  have  just  re ceived  yoiir  flowery  note,  —  a 
conventional  phrase. 

華居  your  flowery  residence, 二 
your  house. 

不華 不樸  neither  too  gaudy 
nor  too  plain. 

華梦。 r 華美 m 華麗 
variegated ;  beautiful. 

3^.  jj^  coloured  lanterns. 精 華已竭 ，褰 裳去之 
when  the  charm  has  passed,  to 

pick  up  one’s  skirts  and  be  off. 

榮華  glory ;  grandeur ;  efful¬ 

gence. 

華首  hoary-headed. 

年 華而老  growing  old. 

華誕  a  birthday. 華蓋  a  state  umbrella, — as  car¬ ried  befSte  the  Emperor.  Also, 

four  stars  between  Cassiopeia 

and  Camelopardus.  Also,  the 

covering  of  a  bier. 

命 犯華蓋 the  stars  (as above)  have  been  unpropitious 
to  him. 
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華表柱  ornamental  pillars 
before  a  grave. 

光華  brilliant;  bright;  splendid. 

苹 the  God  of  Fire. 

華胥  the  God  of  Sleep. 

訪華胥  to  seek  the  arms  of 
Morpheus. 

月華明  bright  moonlight. 

箏州  a  Department  in  Shensi. 

陽 r  Hua-yang, — a  likin  station 
on  the  Yang-tsze. 

flowery  border, — a  dollar. 

華瓜  to  quarter  a  melon. 

重  ch^ung1  華  a  name  of  the 
Emperor  Shun. 

華夏  flowery  and  great, 一 the 
empire  of  China.  ^ 

中華  China. 

華商  Chinese  merchants. 

華人。 r 華民  Chinese  sub¬ 
jects. 

華民 政務司 the  Registrar 
General’s  Office,  Hongkong. 

華 備  Chinese  living  in  foreign countries. 

苹 字  Chinese  characters. 

苹 洋  China  and  foreign  lands. 

苹  ̂   of  Chinese  stock  or  origin. 

華服  bright-coloured  clothes. 

華冠 麗朦的  well  dressed. 

白華  the  white  flowering  rush 

華陰  crowded， as  a  market 
place. 

R  Ifir 

% 花華 
Even  Upper 
and  Lower. 

Clamour  ；  noise  ；  hubbub. 

禁 止喧嘩  noisy  talking 
strictly  prohibited,  一  a  notice 
seen  at  yamSn  doors. 

嘩譟。 r 護嘩  to  wrangle 

w 
R. 

5007 祕麻 

See 華 

Sinking  and 

Even  Lower. 

5008 

鏵,
 

50。9 

•麻 

See 

Ev6n  Lower. 

A  kind  of  birch  found 

in  Manchuria  and  Mongolia. 

樺皮  birch  bark,  —  used  in various  ways. 

Same  as  5006. 

A  spade  ；  a  shovel. 

驊
 8 

5oio 

R. 麻 

See 

Even  Lower. 

划 

5。1】 

R ■麻 

C.  wa 

¥•  hwa 

W.  wo 

N.  cwo 

P. 

To  pole  a  boat；  a  punt ； 

a  dingey.  A  bill-hook.  A 
catch  ；  a  latch. 

hwa 

M. 
Y. 

Sz. 

J.  kwa、ge 

A.  hwa 
Even  Lower. 

5012 

嘩然  a  sudden  shout  or  noise 
of  mingled  voices. 

嘩寧 t。  play  guess-fingers. 

Read  wa1.  To  change. 

嗶涅  eggs  not  yet  hatched. 

逢 
4 

SOI3 
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C.  wa、 wak H.  wa、 wah、 

heik 
F.  wa、 wah、 

A  chestnut  horse. 

骐驥 驊騮一 日而馳 

千里  Ch‘i-chi  and  Hua-liu could  travel  a  thousand  li  in 

one  day.  These  were  two  of  the 
eight  famous  steed?  of  ̂3 王 

Mu  Wang  
一 

划子 a  punt;  a  sampan. 

拏划子 划上岸 Me  the dingey  and  go  ashore. 

划艇  a  lorcha. 

See  488. 

heik 

W.  wo'  wa、 va^ 
W0、1 

hwa 

N.  wah、 wo 

P.  hwa^ 

M.  hwS 、 hwa, 

Y.  hwa、 hwak、 

huk 

Sz.  hwa 

K.  hwae^  hwek 

]. kwa>kwaku、 

kaku 

To  delimit  fields.  To 

draw；  to  paint;  a  scroll 

picture,  used  pictorially  as 
an  emblem  of  culture  ；  to 

divide  by  lines  •’  to  mark 
off.  To  sign ;  see  1 791. 

See  4287 ,  9602 ,  4920, 

11,170, 12,183,3627,2468, 
2167， 0029,  4404. 

畫 爲九州  he  (the  Great  Yu) mapped  out  the  Nine  Divisions, 
— of  the  empire. 

畫畫  to  paint  pictures. 

畫‘
 

5OI3 A.  hwa、 hwak 
Sinking  and Entering, 

Lower. 

書 花  to  draw  or  paint  flowers. 

畫像  to  paint  a  portrait. 
— *  張 畫  a  picture. 

畫 圖  a  drawing  or  painting. 

人 畫 作 圖  some  one  painted 
his  portrait,— in  a  certain  dress. 

油畫  oil  paintings. 
j||  水 畫  landscape  painting. 畫家。 r 畫師。 r 畫手 

or  ̂   an  artist. 

鳩 集畫手  collected  together 
a  number  of  artists. 

畫 A 難畫手 the  most  d 邱 
cult  part  of  the  human  figure  to 
draw  is  the  hand. 

畫鳥 難畫頭 〜 most  diffi- 
cult  part  of  a  bird  to  draw  is its  head. 

許 貪畫値  Hsu  was  anxious 
to  get  higher  prices  for  his  pict¬ ures. 

畫工 。■: 畫匠  a  painter  or house-decorator.  The  first  is 
also,  imitative  art;  see  5001. 

令 _ 工傳神 bade 迎 artist 
paint  a  porttait  of  him. 

工牽 如楢書 detailed 
drawing  is  like  the  clerkly  style of  writing. 

畫 中人也  like  a  person  in a  picture, — beautiful. 

畫拉  to  scrawl. 
古 畫皆略 ，至 協始箱 

ancient  pictures  were  all  sketchy, 

only  when  we  come  to  ( ̂^)Wei 
Hsieh  do  we  get  detail. 

本畫 哮出身  he  began  his 
career  in  the  Imperial  Picture 

Gallery. 

界 畫  pictures  with  a  boundary, 一 t.e.  painted  within  a  fixed  area, 
and  not  on  an  endless  scroll. 

山 色如畫 the  view  is  like  a picture. 

畫 蛇添足  to  draw  a  snake 
and  add  feet, —  exaggeration. 

桂畫 t。  hang  up  pictures;  to wear  fine  clothes. 

畫餅難 充餞 drawing  cakes 
won’t  appease  hunger.  Cf.  M0r 
cloy  the  hungry  edge  of  appetite 

by  bare  imagination  of  a  feast.” 

成畫餅  to  become  a  painted 
cake, — to  come  to  nothing. 
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畫樣兒  to  draw  a  plan  or  de 
sign. 

你給 我畫出 一個樣 
子來  draw  me  a  plan,  or  a 

pattern. 

畫  A  神品  his  Paintings  must 
be  classified  as  “inspired.” 

畫 A 逸品高 者詣神 
his  pictures  were  of  the  “pleas- 

ingM  order,  his  best  efforts  being 
‘(inspirations.” 

畫 思入神 he  was  an  inspired 
painter, — of  Wang  Wei. 

俅樣畫  to  paint  a  replica. 

此畫巧 於髓勢 ，失於 

意趣  this  picture  is  clever  in 
point  of  style,  but  wanting  in 

originality  and  piquancy. 

我能畫 ，可 奉君法 
I  can  paint,  and  will  teach  you 
how,  if  you  like. 

寓典 ̂ 於畫  he  devoted  his 
energies  to  painting. 

不 知畫者 ，難 可與論 
if  a  man  is  not  a  connoisseur, 

it  is  difficult  to  discuss  pictures 
with  him. 

予苦 不識畫 unfortunately 
I  am  not  a  connoisseur  of  pict¬ 
ures. 

畫 有六法 there  are  six 
“canons”  in  painting, -laid  down 

by 謝赫  Hsieh  Ho  of  the  5  th 
cent. 

畫所  a  studio. 
鑑畫 t。  criticise  paintings;  see 

10,398. 

畫 格  style  in  painting. 

古 畫畫意 不畫形 the 
painters  of  old  painted  (the  idea) 
the  spirit  and  not  the  form.  Set 

4617. 

世之 謂畫謂 其似也 
what  the  age  means  by  “pict- 
ures’’  is  “resemblances. n 

善書 必能畫 a  calligra- 
phist  can  always  draw,  —  and 
vice  verea. 

畫會  to  conceive;  to  imagine. 

有展 子虚四 載畫 he 
had  a  picture  of  the  Four  Modes 

of  transport  by  Chan  Tzti-ch‘ien. 
See  11,485. 

日 影畫  sun-shadow  pictures, 
— photographs. 

5013 

語語推 畫如畫 eveiT sentence  like  a  picture. 

口 講栺畫  to  explain  with  the tongue  and  describe  with  the 
hand. 

申 畫郊圻  to  define  the frontier. 

今女畫  (huou)  now  you  are setting  a  limit  to  yourself, —  in¬ 
stead  of  going  on  and.  trusting 

to  get  as. far  as  you  can. 

畫 地爲牢  to  make  a  circle on  the  ground  for  a  prison, 

which  simple  act  was  sufficient 

to  restrain  prisoners  under  the 
Golden  Age. 

畫 地自限  to  make  a  rule  for oneself. 

畫 定界址  to  fix  the  bound aries  of;  to  determine  a  site. 

書  ̂   to  define;  to  mark  off. 

以畫 一辦理 t。 treat  a matter  in  a  manner  uniform  with 

other  matters  of  the  kind. 

不畫 一 •  not  uniform ;  not  in 
accordance  with  precedent 

畫 一款式 ㈨ 畫一式 
_  of  a  uniform  pattern. 

定 價葦一  fixed  prices, shop  sign.  See  5014. 

一畫  a  stroke  of  the  pencij  in writing. 

多 少筆畫  how  many  strokes! are  there  ? — in  that  character. 

畫黛  to  pencil  the  eyebrows. 

畫眉  painted  eyebrows, 一 the 
gray  thrush  (Leucodiopteron  si- 
nense).  See  5002. 

畫 眉呼子  a  whistle  for  imi¬ tating  the  song  of.  birds. 

白畫眉  a  species  of  Garrulax. 

畫策  to  make  a  plan, — as  for a  battle  or  ap  attack. 

好 畫貼在 南躕上 PM 
pictures  are  pasted  on  the  south 

wall, ―  which  is  the  place  of 
honour.  There  is  here  a  play 

upon  好話，  and  the  phrase  i used  in  derision  of  one  who  is 

too  “cocksure.” 

畫戟  a  halberd. 
畫棟  painted  rafters. 
畫梁  painted  beams,— rich  fa¬ milies. 

營稿  to  prepare  汪  rough  draft. 

P.  chwa、 ihwa^ 

hwa3 

M.  Jiwa、 

hwa) 

X.huk 

Entering 

Upper 
and  Lower. 晝

‘
 

S0I3 畫道兒 t。 —  lines- 
畫 門當當 /ani\) pawning  at  the  coloured  door, 

i.e.  at  the  pawnbroker’s, — name 
of  a  clever  conjuror’s  trick. 

劃
 “ 

To  rive；  to  split  open  ； 

to  scratch  ；  to  mark.  Often 

SOI4 

陌 

v.  cwa 

wrongly  used  for  畫 5013. 

剌傷  to  wound;  to  ̂eface. 

=畫 

劃開  to  split  open ;  to  open  out. 

5015 

R •陌 

Sec 畫 

Entering 

Lower. 

5016 

R •卦陌 

See 畫 

Sinking  and 
Entering 

Upper. 

劃分 t。  divide ;  to  distinguish between. 

割破  to  cut  open;  to  scratch 

指甲割 了"^ 下 made mark  with  the  finger-nail. 

割获 t。  sharpen  a:  reed,  —  to write  with. 

割一 不二  fixed  prices.  See 
5oi3. 

割地 絶了交  made  a  mark 
on  the  ground  (with  his  spear 
and  broke  off  the  friendship, 

as  Yo  F^i  did  with  his 

pupils  when  he  found  that  they, 
hari  taken  to  evil  courses. 

割抵  to  transfer  a  debt  to  a third  person, 

劃損  to  deface. 
劃租 t。  rent  part  of  a  property. 

劃定  to  define  or  mark  off, — as  boundaries. 

削界  to  delimit  a  frontier.  See 

5OI3. The  noise  of  tearing  silk. 
To  tear. 

幢的 一 ►聲  a  whssh,—^  of 
rent  silk. 

幢了嘴  cut  his  mouth. 

碰年釘 于拉幢  tore  it  by 
running  against  a  nail. 

Obstinate ;  perverse. 

緯系畫  disobedient ;  perverse. 
練結  the  strings  to  fasten  gags in  soldiers’  mouths ;  see  銜 4506. 

Also,  perverse ;  obstructive. II hua} 竟 _ 而冰泮 
crash !  like  tiles  breaking  and  ice 

melting, 一 the  foe  collapsed.  For 
a  commoner  form  of  this  phrase, 
see  12,420. 
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H. wa 

F.  ) 
 r W.  wo 

N.  7V0 

P.  hwa'w.  ̂ hwa M.  \ 

Y.  j  hwa Sz. ) 

K.  hwa 

i.  u，a,  kwai 
A.  hwa、 hwai 

SinkiDg 
Lower. 

HXJA. 
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Talk  {see  10,1 64);  speech； 

discourse.  See  5  163,  1244, 

5324 - 

一句話  a  sentence;  a  phrase. 
See  below. 

說話  to  talk.  Sec  9918,  10,164. 

話說  the  story  goes  that, — an 
opening  phrase  in  a  novel. 

說話長  it  is  a  long  story  to 
tell. 

good  words;  kind  advice. 

話音  intonation；  sound  or  tim¬ 
bre  of  voice. - 

話音兒  a  hint;  also,  “the  way 
he  said  it.” 

多話  talkative;  impertinent. 

大 話  strong  or  threatening  lan- 
guage;  ^1^3825.  Also,  bump¬ 
tious  or  braggart  talk;  tall  talk ; 
lies. 

誇_  口 ，說大 話 like  one praising  the.  sea,  he  talks  big. 

空話  empty  talk ;  idle  words. 

說白話  to  make  unsupported 
statements;  to  tell  lies. 

八面 風的話  windy  rhe 
toric. 

老話  that  which  is  well  known； 
“ancient  history •” 

土  割 f  local  dialect;  patois. 

俗話  common  language,  as  op¬ 
posed  to  文話  , see  12,633;  col 

loquial ;  vernacular；  a  proverbial 

expression. 

話語  conversation. 

話 叨叨。 r 話緖叨  prosy. 

不懂話  not  to  understand  what 
is  said. 

此 是狻話  but  we  anticipate 

不 在話下  it  is*  not  worth talking  about;  we  need  not  go 
into  that  question. 

那個 事情還 在話下 

麽  that. matter  is  not  worth  dis¬ 
cussion. 

說亮話 t。  speak  out  plainly, 
-without  circumlocution  or  con 

cealment. 

說黑話  to  talk  in  a  secret 
language, 一 as  thieves  and  Free 
masons  do.  See  3899. 

w 

5OI7 
話不 到此  speech  does  not come  to  this, — it  is  not  so  bad 
as  all  that. 

說夢話  to  talk  in  one’s  sleep. 

連風話 也不便 說 itwas not  advisable  to  talk  even  gossip. 

說瞎話  to  talk  nonsense;  to 
lie. 

不成話  it  makes  no  sense, 一 ungrammatical,  or  as  when  a 

sentence  stops  short  of  com¬ 

pletion. 

不像話  it  doesn’t  seem  to make  sense, — as  when  a  phrase 

has  apparently  no  meaning. 

Also,  improper  or  unparliament¬ 
ary  language. 

話別  to  bid  adieu. 

話中有 話  there  is  something more  in  what  he  says, — some¬ 
thing  which  is  kept  back. 

話舊  to  talk  over  old  times.  • 

發話  to  utter;  to  speak. 

話條子  written  phrases. 
話頭  a  phrase;  an  expression ; 
a  theme  or  subject;  “what  I 

was  going  to  say.” 

話 頭話尾  throughout  the conversation. 

說笑話  to  make  jokes. 

笑話 A  to  ridicule  people. 
說  malicious  or  deceitful  talk 

^ua,1  崴人  to  overpraise 
people  ironically. 

讀  _  or  話  a  handle  for 
people’s  talk. 

釀 成話柄  to  give  a  handle for  talk. 

留 下話杷  to  give  cause  for 
people’s  talk. 

話 不投機 ，牟 句多。 f talk  which  is  not  to  the  point, 
half  a  sentence  is  too  much. 

出 話不然  to  utter  words  not in  accordance,  e.g.  with  deeds. 

不 攀英話 nQt  to  know English. 

那話  a  slang  term  for  opium. 
Also,  the  male  organ. 

好 IS  一句三 冬媛0 ne kindly  sentence  will  warm  you 
for  the  three  winter  months, 
alluding  to  the  story  of  葛仙 

話 
4 

S0I7 

踝 2
 

5018 

R •馬 

H. 々V 

F.  ikwai、 ckzvai 
N.  ck!"wo^  k^oti3 
P.  ihwai 

M.  chwai、 

ckwai 

Y.  y.ckit-ckwae 
K.  kwa、 hwa J.  kwa^  ge 

A. 
Rising  Upper 

Irregular. 

5OI9 

R •藥陌 

ii 

C.fa0 

H.fa\s
fa 

F.  hwok、 wa^ 

P.  kw<P 

% 镬樺 

K.  kwak、 

hwtk、 hwa Entering  and 

Sinking  Lower and  Upper. 

m 

5020 

r. 禍 

See 

K.  hwa 

J,  kwa、 ke A.  hou 
SinkingL(5wer. 

who  warmed  his  guests  by  th( 

“fire  from  his  mouth.’’ 

有 話弭說 ，不 必隱瞞 
say  out  what  you  have  to  say, 
and  do  . not  beat  about  the  bush 

不 紡明話  speak  out! 
說 話爲空 ，落 筆爲實 
talk  is  unreliable:  what  is  written 

down  is  definite, 一 litera  scripta 

manet,verbum  irrevocabile  volat, 

See  筆 8979. 

記得從 前話， 到老不 

挨馬  by  remembering  what you  have  already  said,  you  will 
escape  abuse  until  the  day  oi 

your  death. 

逢 人只說 三分話 teU people  only  three-tenths, 一 of  the truth. 

深話 少情人  intimate  talks 
leave  us  few  friends, -we  find  out 
how  few  are  in  syrppathy  with  us. 

The  ankle.  Also  read 
kuaf. 

踝子骨  the  ankle-bone. 

踩跟  the  heel. 
踩 踩忙行  to  hurry  on. 

A  trap；  a  snare；  a  pit¬ fall. 

罟樸  a  snare  for  birds. 

罟犓陷 阱之中 he  fel1 

into  the  pft. 

Read  huo^  To  seize 
with  the  iiand. 

A  kind  of  shad,  having 

cirri  on  the  mouth  and  a 

white  protuberant  belly. 
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KCTJ-AJ： 

m 

5021 

滑”
 

5022 

月黠 

J  U^lt 
hwak^  v. 
kouk 

, wo 

wah 

Shwa 
hwa 

hwak 

, hwa 

kol、 hwa l 

kotsz、 kuchi、 
kachi 

hwat、 hwot 

Entering 
Lower. 

See  2627. 

Smooth  ；  slippery；  pol¬ 

ished  ； glassy.  Cunning； 

knavish  ；  artful. 

路滑  the  road  is  slippery. 

滑 路追人  to  run  after  a  man 
on  a  siippery  road. 

溜 滑的。 r 滑 汰 sli^Pery- 

滑撻 健。 r 滑流流 muddy; 
slushy. 

滑澤。 r  滑辦  slip- 
pery ;  smooth. 

足 不把滑  unable  to  keep 
one's  footing.  [Pu  pa  hua  also 
= unreliable.] 

滑了一 脚。1 ■滑倒 t。 slip 
down. 

冷滑 無八跡 dan8erous and  inaccessible  to  man. 

光滑  bright;  shining;  glossy. 

滑膩  greasy. 

希滑  very  slippery. 

磨到滑 grind  it  smooth. 

滑虫  a  name  for  the  cockroach. 

滑利。 r 賊滑。 r 巧滑。 r 

謙 滑  artful;  cunning;  tricky. 

滑棍。 r 滑骨 頭。 r 滑戶 
a  slippery  stick;  a  sharper. 

滑口  w 嘴滑。 r 滑舌 
slippery-mouthed ;  plausible. 

只 怕娃子 家口滑 
afraid  that  the  child’s  mouth 

would  be  slippery,  —  that  he 
would  tell. 

甜言 滑舌。 r 油嘴滑 
舌 oily，tongued  ;•  plausible. 

賊 眼流滑  the  restless  eye  of| 
a  thief. 

滑 {vulg.)  ̂   to  Dlay  at  guess- 
finger^.  jSee  5006. 

滑賴  involuntary  emissions. 

滑石  soap-stone ;  see  5024. 

滑粉  soapstone  powder, — used 
for  firing  tea. 

滑縣 a  District  in  Honan. 

滑上他  turn  the  catch  or  latch. 

滑 

^022 

猾 
” 

5023 

R •黠 

See 滑 

K.  hwal 

J.  katsz、 kachi Entering 

Lower. 

5024 

R. 黠 

See 滑 

J.  kwatsz、 

guchi 

Entering 

Lower. 

w 
5025 

R •黠 

See 滑 

Entering 

Lower. 

繭 

5026 

5027 

滑車子  a  pulley;  a  block. 

滑子  a  wooden  catch  or  latch 

Read  ̂ us*.  Confused. 

滑稽  slippery-tongued ;  plausi¬ ble;  a  wag.  Also,  a  syphon. 

Read  hua1  chieh、 ■=  chopped 
straw. 

雍之 滑稽皆 此類也 
Yung’s  humour  was  all  of  this kind. 

滑欲 於俗思  to  confuse one’s  (spiritual)  aspirations  by 
mundane  thoughts. 

An  animal  which  is  sup¬ 

posed  to  get  inside  tigers 

and  destroy  them.  Trouble¬ 
some；  treacherous；  cunning. 

Used  for  5022. 

蠻 夷猾夏  the  southern  sa¬ vages  are  disturbing  the  empire. 

奸猾  treacherous ;  disloyal. 

今骨  cunning;  artful;  deceitful. 

滑胥  unscrupulous  clerks. 

Soapstone. 

A  winged  snake. 

Same  as  5010. 

Same  as  5017. 

槐:
 

5°28 

R. 隹灰 

See 懷 

A.  hwai、 hwe 

Even  Lower. 

5029 

R •崔 

See 懷 

Even  Lower. 

- 

m 

5030 
W 

S°3i 

R. 卦 

C.  wai YL./ai 

F.  hwai 

W.  wa 
N.  we^  v.  kwe 

p •丨 . 

M.  >  hwai 

Sz. ) 

Y.  hwae 
K.  hwe、 kwe 
J.  kai^  ye 

A.  hwai 

Sinking 

Lower. 

HXJAI. 

A  large  tree  [Sophora 

jafionica、 L.)  common  in  the 
north,  the  blossoms  of  which 
are  used  in  making  yellow 

dye,  and  the  seeds  as  a 
cure  for  haemorrhoids. 

槐 花黃， 舉子忙 when the  huai  flowers  fade,  the  stu¬ 
dents-  are  busy, 一 preparing  for 
the  autumnal  examination. 

槐花米  dried  hops. 槐檀  a  tree,  the  wood  of  which was  used  for  producing  fire  by 
friction. 

地槐  Sophora  jiavescens 、 Ait” the  roots  of  which  are  used  in 
dysentery.  Also  called  苦參 

機月  the  fourth  moon. 

To  carry  in  the  sleeve 
or  bosom ;  to  enwrap  ；  to 

conceal. » 

Same  as  5029. 

Ruined  ；  spoilt  ；  useless  ； 

vicious ;  bad,  as  opposed 

to 好 3889.  'See  5380. 

毁壤  ruined;  broken ;  shattered. 

朽壤  rotten. 
破 broken;  useless. 

損  worn  out;  destroyed. 

肚壤  bowels  out  of  order ; 

diarrhoea.  ' 壤行  evil  deeds ;  an  evil  course. 

壤意  evil  thoughts. 學壤 t。  learn  evil;  to  become 
corrupted. 

他 把我帶 了壤了  he led  me  astray. 

^  bad  repute;  to  ruin  one’s own  or  another’s  reputation. 

壤子  a  spoilt  child. 
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is 
brat. 

5°3i 

I 壞小子 

I 凄東西  to  destroy  things;  a 

j  “bad  lot.” 

壤處  bad  points. 

壤 J 腸子。 r 壤了心 
腸  he  is  a  scoundrel. 

壤心的  rascally ;  scoundrelly. 

壤 了沒有  is  it  broken  ? 

壤爛  spoilt, — as  bad  fruit. 

壤木  a  decayed  tree. 

壤船  a  wreck. 
弄壤 t。  spoil ;  to  put  out  of 

order. 

你壤了 我的事 — be 
spoilt  my  business, 一 interfered 
with  my  plans. 

終亦必 歸於壤  must  ul¬ 
timately  come  to  ruin, 一 of  the 
universe. 

發壤  to  get  into  bad  habits;  to 
be*  ome  vicious. 

不以 人之壤 自成也 
do  not  “build  your  fame  on  ruins 

of  another’s  name.”  See  5196. 

不要 嚇壤了 老人家 
don’t  frighten  an  old  person, — 
as  by  speaking  roughly  to  them. 

把 酒喋壤 了眼睛 
made  my  eyes  bad  from  drinking 
wme. 

fe 
To  embrace;  to  enfold； 

to  contain；  to  carry  in  the 
5°32 R •崔 

C.  wai 

bosom  ；  to  cherish  ；  to  dwell 

on  ;  to  think  about；  to  long 
H./ai 
F.  hwai 

for. 

W.  wai 

N.  we、v,  gw  a 無 不囊懷  nothing  which  it 
does  not  embrace,  or  contain. 

M.  1 
Y.  hwae 身 懷利刀  carrying  on  his 
Sz.  hwai person  a  sharp  knife. 
K.  hwe 

J.  kwai'ye 
_  胎 01 ■懷孕  t0  be  pregnant. A.  hwai See  below. 

Even  Lower. 

懷鬼胎 tQ  have  an  evil  scheme 
in  one’s  heart. 

懷福  t0  gather  blessings  to 
oneself. 

懷  to  carry  in  the  arms. 

抱在懷 裏 to  fold  to  the 
bosom;  to  cherish. 

懷 其寶而 迷其邦 ，可 
g 醫仁乎  can  he  be  called 

懷!
 

S°32 

charitable  who  keeps  his  jewel 
in  his  bosom  and  leaves  his 

country  to  confusion  ? 

卷 而懷之  to  roll  up  and  put in  the  bosom. 

縱 體入懷  threw  herself  into his  arms. 

K  一 個柳下 惠坐懷 

不亂 011坆  Liu  Hsia-hui  (could 
let  a  lady)  sit  on  his  lap  without 
disturbance. 

寘 予于懷  you  took  me  to your  bosom. 

三年 免於夂 毋之懷 
at  three,  it  can  leave  its  parents7 

S°33 

R 崔 

% 懷 

Even  Lower. 

arms. 

懷中  in  the  bosom. 
懷揣  cherishing  in  one’s  heart (see  2700)；  to  guess;  to  conjec¬ 

ture;  to  stick  in  th^  breast  of 
one’s  coat,  etc. 

懷疑  to  doubt ;  to  hesitate. 

心懷。 r 胸懷  cherishing  in 
the  heart ;  feelings;  affections 

心懷 不軌  cherishing  evil designs. 

懷  i  OT  懷恨  t。 Perish hatred. 

懷私 t。 keep  nne’s  own  interests in  view. 

夫 豈不懷  does  she  noi  long for. it  all  the  same? 

懷德  to  cherish  virtue. 

有 懷莫訴  to  have  no  one  to tell  one’s  griefs  to. 

懷念 懷想  to  dwell  upon； to  bea,r  in  mind ;  to  cherish 

thoughts  of. 

望 風懷想  watching  the  wind and  anxiously  longing  for, — your 
return. 

懷人  to  remember  one. 

何足 褂懷  he  is  not  worth thinking  about. 

幸 勿掛懷  please  think  no more  of, — my  rudeness. 

放懷  to  relax  the  mind;  to  forget care. 

開 懷暢飲  to  put  aside  care and  be  merry  with  wine. 

懷 之好音 i  will  cheer  him with  good  words 

懷5
 

5°32 

淮1
 

S°34 

R ‘ 

See 懷 

Even  Lower. 

獲 S°3S 

踝 

5°36 
儈 5037 

R •泰 

J.  wai、ye 

A.  k'wai 

Sinking 

Upper. 

An  umbelliferous  plant 

called 懷香  ， including  botl 
dill  and  fennel. 

傷懷  to  be  wounded  in  one， affections. 

頗中  chun^  我懷  it  fairl meets  my  wishes. 

懷頭  an  end-piece, -of  anything (Southern.)  See  12,045. 

Name  of  a  large  rive 

known  as  淮水，  in  Honai 

and  Anhui.  [To  be  dis 
tinguished  from  准 2849.] 

淮 夷來求  we  came  seekin 
the  tribes  on  the  Huai. 

有 酒如淮  we  have  as  muc: 
wine  as  there  is  water  in  th Huai. 

兩淮  the  region  oetween  th Yellow  River  and  the  Yang;-tsz 

in  Kiangsu  and  Anhui. 

淮通。 r 淮木通  a  specie of  Clematis. 

秦淮河  a  river  in  the  Dis! 
of  上 元  Shang-yuan,  Kiangsi said  to  have  been  cut,  for  gee mantic  reasons,  under  秦拓 

皇  the  “First  Emperor  henc the  name. 

See  5304. 

See  5018. 

A  large  room. 

才會  lofty  and  grand,  一  as large  hall. 
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儇1
 

5°38 

Z,  iwan、 Ji  'iiti 
F.  Jiiong、 

kiong 

kV.  csiie 
hwaan 

)•  Jvwan、 
ihsuan 

(•  hidn 

•  ken 

ihwon^ 
ihwan 

Even 

Irregular. 

5°39 

(先删 
^ 圓環 
Even  Lower. 

環 2
 

S°4o 
，删 
;Ee 還環 
K,  hwan 

Even  Lower. 

寰,
 

5°4i 

;ee 環 
Even  Lower. 

HTJAJNT. 

Active；  nimble；  expert ； 
clever. 

楫我 謂我價 .兮 — 
bowed  to  me  and  said  ̂   that  I 
was  active, — in  hunting. 

儇性  naturally  quick  at;  sharp. 

儇薄  lively;  inclined  to  skylark. 
可 以爲儇 薄之戒 
warning  against  practical  joking. 

Read  hsuafr.  The  name 

of  a  State. 

To  turn  round.  To  sur¬ 
round.  To  look  alarmed. 

圜轉  to  revolve  round  a  centre. 

圜土  a  prison  for  convicts. 

圜視  to  gaze  in  alarm. 

Readjyuan2.  Round.  Same 
as  13,734. 

圜法  a  hame  for  copper  coinage, 
said  to  have  been  invented  by 

T‘ai  Kung,  nth  cejit.  b.c.;  appa¬ 
rently  = round  coins. 

An  enclosing  wall.  Used 
with  5043. 

環堵 蕭然不 蔽風日 
walls  broken  down,  affording  no 

protection  from  wind  and  sun, 一 
of  a  house  inhabited  by  T^o 
Yuan-ming. 

An  enclosing  wall,  espe¬ 

cially  that  round  the  Im¬ 

perial  palace;  a  domain. 

An  old  form  of  縣 4545. 

袁衰  the  palace;  the  Imperial 
domain. 

寰內  within  the  Imperial 
domain.  [Read  /isun%.] 

處所 非人寰  the  place  was 
not  of  man's  domain, -but  super¬ natural. 

寰宇  the  world. 

寰瀛圖  a  map  of  China  sur¬ 
rounded  by  the  ocean,  —  the 
world. 

傾 絶人寰  the  prettiest  girl 
in  the  world.  [Also  read  wan1.] 

寰州 an  old  name  of 馬邑 
鄕  a  village  in  Shansi. 

擐
 - 

5°42 

R •諫删 

H.  if  an 

N.  ingviaah 

P.  Jnvan、 

Qkwa/t 

Y.  sJtwaa K.  kwan\ 

chwan J.  kwan 

A.  hwan1" Sinking  Lower 

Irregular. 

vmt  2 

V 哀 

5042a  - 

R •删. 
See 環 

Even  Lower. 

環
 2 

5°43 

R •删 

C.  wan 
H.  wan 'fan 
F.  k'wang 

W.  wa 

N.  gwaan、 
ngwaaH、 

v.  ̂ vaan 

P.  i 

M.  i 

Y.  hwaa 
Sz.  hwan 

K.  hwan 

J.  hwan A.  hwan、 hwon 
Even  Lower. 

hwan 

To  put  on*  to  don. 

服 兵檟甲  to  prepare  one’s weapons  and  put  on  one’s  ar¬ mour. 

Read  hsuanK  To  strip. 

擐衣出 其臂脛 t。 striP off  one’s  clothes  and  expose 
one’s  arms  and  legs. 

To  bubble  ；  to  eddy. 

Name  of  a  river  in  Hupeh. 

i 旋  iM  lowing  back, 一 as  a  “race’ or  chowchow  water. 

A  ring；  a  bracelet ；  a 
circlet  used  as  a  stop  in 

punctuation.  To  surround. 
The  hilt  of  a  sword.  See 

5040,  5048,  4862. 

指環  a  finger-ring. 

耳環 w 環墜  earrings. 

環珮  a  lady’s  girdle  or  chate¬ 
laine. 

圓 轉如璜  round  as  a  ring; polished;  well-turned. 

其志如 環不解 hisdeter- mination  is  like  a  ring,  without 
a  break  in  it. 

九連環  the  puzzle  of  the  “nine joined  rings •”  Also,  ornaments 
in  a  woman’s  headdress.  See 

7109. 

^  3^  to  run  into  the  noose;  to hang  oneself.  See  5044. 

環旋  t。 revolve. 

環紮  to  form  a  cordon. 

環繞  to  surround. 

山 水環抱  surrounded  by hills  and  streams. 

環視  to  look  around. 

環球  throughout  the  world. 

環寫  to  write  in  the  shape  ofj 
a  ring  or  circle. 

賜環  to  recall  from  banishment. 

秋月 掩刀環 the  autumn 
moon  plays  011  the  sword-hilts. 

環縣  a  District  in  Kansuh. 

m 

S°44 

R •霰錄 

s- 泫卷 

患 
Sinking  and 

Rising  Lower and  Upper. 

w 5045 

R 

See 儇 

A.  ihwan、 

Uiwdn 
Even  Uppe 

5045a 

R -先 

See 價 

Even  Upper. 

m 

5046 

r •諫删 

H.  wan 

See 桊 

Sinking 

Lower. 

還’
 

5°47 

R •删先 

C.  wan H.  hart、 fan 
F.  hwang、v • 

teng、 heng' 

W.  wa 
N.  waan^  v. 

wa 

P.  (  hwan^ 
M.  i  hai Y.  hwaa Sz.  hwan  %  hai、 

ha 

K.  hwan 

J.  kwan 

A.  hwan、 hwbn 
Even  Lower. 

HTJJAJSr 

Fine  silk. 

Read  hsiian% •  To  bind  ； 

to  tie  round. 

投績 自盡  to  get  into  a  noose 
and  commit  suicide.  Se4  5043. 

虹 蛻爲鐶  the  rainbow  girds 

the  sky. 

Hasty ;  quick;  jerky.  The 
short  flight  of  a  small  bird. 

Clever  ；  intelligent. 

Read  hsiian、 •  Talkative. 

The  punishment  of  pull¬ 
ing  a  criminal  to  pieces  by 

chariots  drawing  him  a- 
sunder. 

To  go  or  come  back  ；  to 
return  (see  6115)；  to  give 

back;  to  repay.  Also  read 
Asiian2.  Still  ；  further  ；  even 

now；  since.  In  the  adverbial 

phrases,  this  character  is 
also  read  hat1.  See  6174. 

回還  to  go  or  come  back. 

還來  to  come  back. 
還家。 r 還鄕  to  go  home. 

王曰還  hsUan  M the  king 
said,  “Let  us  go  home!” 

自云上 天來還 his  own story  was  that  he  had  been  to 
heaven  and  back  again. 

還陽  to  go  back  to  the  light, —  | of  the  upper  world. 

還 甦過來  to  recover  con¬ 
sciousness;  to  come  round. 
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還
 2 

5。 

還俗 •  to  go  back  to  lay  life, 一 
from  the  priesthood. 

爾 還而入 我心 易也 
if  on  your  return  you  entered 

my  house,  my  heart  would  be 
relieved. 

還  the  return  of  the  spirit  to 
the  earth  after  death. 

還魂茶  “resurrect ion”  tea. See  12,099. 

大 還  and  /J、 還  the  sun  reach- 

ing 女紀 and 鳥次 —the 
summer  and  winter  solstices. 

還悟  to  recall;  to  ponder  qyer. 

還拜  to  return  a  visit. 

還席  to  give  a  return  dinner. 

還手  to  return  blow  for  blow. 

還願  to  redeem  a  vow. 

還神  to  make  a  thank-offering 
to  the  gods. 

% see  3947 - 

賠還。 1 ■償還  to  compensate; 
to  make  good. 

收還  to  receive  back. 

淸還  t0  pay  in  ful1. 

還足  to  restore  in  full. 

還帶  to  restore  what  one  has 
lost. 

還 
5°47 

君 當見澴  you  ought  to  give it  back. 

答還  to  reply  to;  to  answer. 

還價。 1 ■還 價錢 to  make  an 
offer  for  goods, — as  against  the 
price  asked  by  the  sellej. 

婦 還兩個 錢三把 心 
woman  offered  2  cash  for  3 

handfuls, 一 instead  of  etc. 

他二 兩只好 還一兩 
if  he  asks  2  taels,  offer  him  one. 

還債。 r 還欠。 r 還賬 t。 
pay  debts. 

還銀  to  repay  money. 
還錢 tQ  pay  money  (for  things 
bought);  to  return  money  lent. 

漫 夫屬價 ，就 地還錢 
(th ㊁  seller)  asking  a  price  as  high 
a<>  the  sky,  (the  buyer)  offering 
a  price  as  low  as  the  earth. 

i 還原  to  get  b.  ck  to  the  starting- 

i  point  or  original  condition;  to 
•  be  restored  to  healtj?. 

[  628 
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 2 

5048 

R •删 

See 環 

Even  Lower. 

無 所還忌  without  reflection 
or  fear. 

秦漢而 還  since  the  Ch‘in 
and  Han  dynasties. 

還有  there  is  still, — some  left. 

還 有沒有 are  there  any more? 

還 要三個  three  more  are 
wanted. 

還在  still  here;  extant. 

還沒來  not  come  yet. 

還 沒來麽  has  he  not  come 

yet? 

是這 樣好還 是那樣 
is  this  way  the  better,  or  is 

that  way  the  better  ? 

心 病 還將心 藥醫 the diseases  of  the  heart  can  be 

cured  only  by  medicine  for  the 
heart. 

還罷了  passable ;  sufficient. Used  as  an  exclamation  of  relief 

when  a  thing  is  found  to  be 
better  than  reported. 

還 望  hopes  however  that . 

還存  still  alive ;  preserved. 

還好  luckily. 還早  it  is  early  yet;  a  long  time 
yet  before . 

5049 

A  metal  ring.  Used  with 

5043. 

門鐶  a  metal  ring  on  a  door, used  to  pull  the  door  to. 

獸鐶  same  as  the  above,  so called  because  the  knob  is  in 

the  shape  of  some  animal’s  head 

金指—  a  gold  finger-ring. 

R. 

See 環 

A.  hwan 
Even  Lower. 

鬟
 2 

5°5° 

R- 删 

See 環 

Even  Lower. 

A  wall  around  a  market 

place  •’  the  gate  leading  to  it. 

通 闈帶闇  thr°ugh  ai1  the entrances  and  thoroughfares  of 
the  market. 

To  dress  the  hair  in  a 

knot  on  the  top  of  the  head, 

as  was  customary  until  the 

|rise  of  the  present  dynasty, 

jand  as  is  still  the  fashion 

'in  Japan,  and  in  the  Taoist 

S°5° 

W 

S^S1 

R •.寒 

C.fttn 

Yi.fon、 k^on 

F.  hwang 

W.  hsi'ie 

N. houn 

p - ) 

M.  > hwan 

Sz.  \ 

Y.  hou 
K.  hwan 

J.  kan 

A.  hwan 
Even  Upper. 

priesthood.  Hair；  see  3375. 

髻鬟  a  lady’s -hair  done  up. an  ornamental  coiffure. 

丫餐  a  slave-girl. 垂鬟  to  let  down  the  hair. 

上鬟  to  do  up  the  hair. 

低鬟  to  hang  the  head. 

姻鬟  a  smoke  like  coiffun、一 sometimes  used  for  a  cloud-like 
hair  arrangement,  sometimes  foi black  hair. 

翠養  a  headdress  adorned  with kingfisher  feathers. 

To  rejoice;  to  be  glad 

01 

歡心  rejoicing  in  heart;  glad. 

歡容  a  joyful  face. 喜歡 饥 歡欣 w 歡悦 c 
歡樂。 r 歡暢。 r 歡娛 

歡笑  to  rejoice;  to  be  merry to  be  pleased. 

歡喜 不盡  was  overjoyed. 

歡 天喜地  no  bounds  to  hi! 

joy- 我不喜 歡他1 dQnc)tlik< 

him. 

歡 喜寃家  lovers  who  hav( quarrelled. 

合歡  rejoicing  together, 一 th( name  of  a  tree  which  whei 

planted  in  the  court-yard  keep： 

away  discord.  Also,  a  kind  0 
bamboo  with  a  double  stalk 
name  of  a  palace. 

寡歡  few  occasions  for  rejoi cing;  seldom  glad. 

不 歡而散 seParated 
— as  when  no  satisfactory  settle 
ment  is  reached. 

歡奔 亂跳的  jumping  fo 

joy.  . 

桿 跑歡了  the  horse  ran  frisk 

ing  about.  See  5055,  9523. 

酒 爲歡伯 .除 憂來率 
wine  is  the  Prince  of  Joy,  banish 

ing  sorrow  and  bringing  pleasure 

歡 顔變怒 their 抑 wa 

turned  to  anger. 

歡情  sensuality. 歡會  cl  pleasant  meeting;  alsc in  a  bad  sense,  of  the  sexes. 
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m 
S°S2 

i 

歡 
en  Upper. 

魂1
 

P 隹 

5。53 

察 

i  Upper. 

5<>S4 

5055 

観 
en  Upper. 

鸛 
SOS  6 

7C 
5057 

啶 
S°S8 

晓 
ng  Lower. 

3 

The  badger. 

猪獾  the  common  badger. 

狗名 翟 = the  jackal.  The  two  are 
clearly  figured  in  vol.  1035  of 

the  Tlu  shu.  See  12,989. 

海獾  the  beaver. 

人獾  the  Indian  badger  {Miles 
collar  is)  ̂  which  will  rise  on  its 

two  hind  legs  to  fight.  ̂ 4700. 

To  bawl;  to  vociferate ； 

to  stimulate  by  cheering 

words  ；  joyful  tidings. 

謹鬧 to  make  a  noise ;  hubbub; 
clamour. 

驩悦  a  cry  of  joy. 

謅呼 道:左  acclamations  at 
the  road-side, — as  when  a  popu¬ 
lar  official  passes  by. 

譴賞 nt)ise  of  shouting. 

三年 不言， 言乃謹 
after  three  years’  silence  (in 
mourning),  speech  breaks  joy¬ 
fully  forth. 

罐 議之聲  the  sound  of  dis¬ 
putation.  、、 

Same  as  5052. 

A  gentle,  tractable  horse  ； 

a  horse  frisking. 

撒驩  to  frisk, — as  a  horse. 

驩 虞之民  a  happy,  peace¬ 
able  people. 

墙兜  an  unworthy  minister  of 
the  Emperor  Yao.  See  四凶 
4689. 

賴  it  似的1 ike  sPortive 
dragons, 一 of  riotous  children. 

See  6365. 

See  12,457. 

To  smile；  to  look  pleased. 

抄 
3 

ire 
5059 

R. 寒 

See 完 

Even  Lower. 

院 

S°6o 

浣
 3 

5061 

R •卓 

C.  un、 wurt 

H.  ycn^ 

F.  ngwang 

W.  wa 
N.  woun 
P.  hwan 

M.  k、wan 

Y.  ou° 

K.  wan、 hwan 

J.  kwan A.  Jiwan、 kan 

Rising  Lower. 

j. 

皖 3
 

5062 

R •潸旱 

C.  un 
Yl.yen 

F.  ngwang 

W.  wa 

N.  woun^  ouh 

P.  hwan 
M.  k^wan^  wun 

Y.ou 
kwan 

A.  hwan 

Rising  Lower. 

莞 
5063 

To  rub;  to  poljsh  gems. 
To  strike. 

Same  as  5062.  [To 
be  distinguished  from  月完 12,459.1 

To  wash;  to  bathe, 

period  of  ten  (Jays. 

to  wash;  to  cleanse. 

浣沐  to  bathe. 浣沐之 ，資  bathing-money, the  pay  of  the  Court  officials 
under  the  T‘ang  dynasty  was 
so  called.  It  was  distributed 

three  times  a  month;  hence  the 

character  淀  came  to  stand  for 

a  period  of  ten  days. 

中浣  the  middle  decade  of  a month. 

淀條  to  cleanse;  to  purify. 

浣衣  to  wash  clothes. 

火浣布  cloth  which  can  be cleansed  by  fire, 一 asbestos  cloth, 
said  to  be  made  from  the  hair 
of  a  white  rat. 

淀薇一  W  1  washed  my hands  once  and  again  in  rose 

water, — while  reading  your  let¬ 
ter;  a  conventional  phrase  of 

respect. 

浣婦  a  washerwoman. 

浣耖溪  a  river  in  Chehkiang. 

Bright  ；  luminous. 

Read  kuan\  The  an¬ 
cient  name  of  安慶府 An 

ch‘ing  Fu,  the  capital  of 
Anhui;  Anhui. 

皖南 and 皖北  the  portions 
.of  Anhui  lying  south  and  north 

of  the  Yang-tsze,  respectively. 

See  6375. 

m 

5064 

r •翰 

See 

SinkingLower. 

鲩，
 

S°6S 

R •潜 

C.  wan 

See 院 

A.  hwart^  houn 

Rising  Lower. 

丸 

5066 

紈
 2 

5067 

R. 寒 

C.  yurt 
H.  yen 

F.  wong 

W.  yue^  wang^ 

N.  iwoun 

M.  i 

Y.ou 

Sz.  wan 

K.  hwan 

J.  kwan 

A.  hwan 
Even  Lower. 

芄
 2 

S°68 

R •寒 

See 九 

Even  Lower. 

The  knee-joint 

A  species  of  tench,  with 

dark  green  fins  {Leticiscus 
idella). 

黑  the  black  tench  {Leuciscus 
piceus\ — has  no  cirri,  and  the 
lateral  line  is  white， 

黑石齡  the  red-fin  tench  (Leu- 
ciscus  curriculus、、 一 has  jaggec 

fins,  a  tapering  head,  and  a  green 

body. 

See  12,490. 

White；  lustrous ；  white 

silk.  Also  read  wan1. 

机爾  silk  fans. 氈 袴子弟  wearers  of  silken 
breeches,  一  scions  of  wealthy 
families;  mashers. 

silk  of  smooth  close  tex¬ 

ture^ 

A  kind  of  sedge,  called 

芄蘭，  from  the  leaves  of  I which  mats  are  made. 

A.  vien 
Even  Lower. 

The  noise  of  rushing 

water.  Also  read  yuan1. 

、暴  rushing  water;  tears  flow¬ 
ing.  See  8860. 

橫流 涕 兮潺湲  beside 
the  stream  I  drop  tears  into  the 

flowing  waves. 
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鍰 
5070 R.： 

See 環 

Even  Lower. 

緩 
5°7i R •旱翰 

C.  ttii1- 

H.  Qfon^fon> 
F.  hwangl、 

W.  (- yiie 
N.  woun P- ( 
M.  \ 

Y.  ou 
Sz.  hwan 

K.  wan 

J.  kwan 
A.  hwdn、 hwan 

Rising  and 
Sinking 

Lower. 

hwan 

Same  as  5048.  An  an¬ 

cient  weight  of  62/3  taels, 

considered  by  some  autho¬ 

rities  as  equal  to  the  轉 
6819. 

鈉鑀  to  ransom  oneself  from 
punishment. 

Slow  (of  fire,  see  5653) 

as  opposed  to 急 892  ；  re¬ 

miss  ； late  ；  to  delay ;  to  post 

pone ;  to  neglect.  Slack  ； 
loose.  See  365  1. 

緩慢 slow. 
緩急  slow  and  fast;  at  ease 
and  in  difficulties；  in  trouble. 

緩 急相通  each  sharing  the 
joys  and  sorrows  of  the  other. 

人 若緩急 求他 if  any  one in  trouble  asked  his  assistance. 

緩急 可恃者 莫如鄕 

黨  for  relying  upon  in  times 
of  trouble,  there  are  none  like 

the  people  of  one’s  own  district. 

緩 不濟惫  slow  cannot  aid 
quick, 一 things  which  take  time 
to  get  or  to  prepare  are  of  no 
use  when  immediate  help  is 
required;  time  presses, 

求天 於蒼蒼 者爲甚 
急， 忘天於 方寸中 

者 爲甚緩  to  seek  God  in 
the  blue  sky  is  to  be  too  ener¬ 
getic,  and  to  forget  His  existence 
in  the  heart  is  to  be  too  remiss. 

緩走  t。 g。 slowly. 

緩 緩而行 walked  slowly along. 

緩 馬而行  made  his  horse  go slowly. 

緩駛  to  slow  down,  —  as  a 
steamer. 义 輪 7476. 

遲緩  late;  behindhand. 

緩 不及事  delay  would  have 
spoilt  the  matter. 

^ 怠 緩  neg!igent;  procrastinating. 

舒緩  indulgent;  easy-going. 

寫緩。 1 ■緩限 tQ  extend  a limit  of  time;  to  allow  time,  as 
to  a  debtor. 

延緩  to  delay. 

緩
 3 

5。7』 

5072 

m 5073 

R •寒 

See 桓 

Even  Lower. 

S°74 

R. 寒 

See 桓 

Even  Lower. 

桓 
2 

5。75 

R. 寒 

C.  un 

H.fan 
F.  hwang 

W. 少 公， 
N.  woun 

P.  hwan 

M.  wan,  hwan 
Y.  ou 

K.  hwan 

J.  kwan 
A.  hwan 
Even  Lower. 

不可緩  it  admits  of  no  delay. 

緩一天  postpone  it  for  a  day. 

緩辦  to  delay  taking  action. 

緩刑  to  reprieve. 
緩 兵之計  the  trick  of  delay 
ing  the  approach  of  (the  enemy’s) 
troops, — to  gain  time. 

爲 之緩頰  did  the  talking  for her, — made  excuses  for  her. 

緩 過來了  he  has  recovered consciousness. 

衣帶日 已 緩 clothes and  girdle  daily  become  looser, 
— of  thinness  from  grief. 

Same  as  5065. 

The  appearance  of  a 
small  hill  overtopping  a  high 
hill. 

A  kind  of  celery,  the  root 

and  leaves  of  which  are  used 

for  making  a  detergent. 

A  tree  having  leaves  like 
the  willow  and  a  white 

bark;  Sapindus  mukorossi、 
Gaertn.,  also  known  as  木 

桓 ，無患 ak 彳 無植. 
Pillars  or  stone  tablets  be¬ 

fore  a  grave.  Posts  for 
lowering  a  coffin.  Martial  ； 
valorous. 

5°75 

萑1
 

5°76 

R .寒 

C.  yim^  wun H.  wan 
N.  woun 

P.  hwan 
M.  wan 
Y.  ou 

K.  hwan 

J.  kwan 

A.  hwan 
Even  Lower. 

擀 5°77 

5078 

桓表  two  pillars  erected  at  the 
entrance  to  yamens  under  the Han  dynasty. 

桓楗  the  supports  for  a  coffin 
at  a  grave, 

桓 桓武王  the  martial  Wu 

Wang. 

桓撥  to  exercise  a  powerful 
sway. 

盤桓 t。  stroll  about；  to  spend 
a  holiday;  to  loiter;  a  kind  of 
chignon. 

R •翰 

C./ttw3,  un1- 

See 
Sinking 

Upper. 

噢 
S°79 

R •翰 

C.fun 
H,fon 

F.  hwang 

W.  hue 

N.  hwotih 

M.  !
  hwnn 

Y.  hou 

Sz.  hwan 

K.  hwan 

J.  kwan 
A.  hwan 

Sinking 

Upper. 

欲返 仍盤桓  I  wanted 
go  home， but  still  lingered, 
could  not  tear  myself  away. 

桓 公  Duke  Huan,— of  the  : Ch‘i  State,  the  most  celebrat 

of  the  five  #  chieftains  wl 

engrossed  the  power  of  the  Cl 
nese  Empire  during  the  seven 

century  b.c.  Otherwise  knov 

小伯 (Qr 霸)。 

as 

A  kind  of  rush,  used  f( 

making  mats；  see  672 

Name  of  a  place  famoi 
for  robbers  ；  see  3675. 

取 人於萑 苻之清 
plundered  people  about  tl 

marsh  of  Huan-p^iT. 

甚 于萑苻 之可畏 n>。 to  be  dreaded  than  Huan-p‘u, 

萑苻風 敢 Huan-p‘u  (以 ro 
bers)  have  been  exterminated, - 
a  phrase  seen  among  the  cor 
plimentary  tablets  offered energetic  judges. 

Same  as  5061. 

Lively;  gay；  elegant. 

伴奐 爾游矣  full  of  spiri you  ramble. 

哉與 •焉 hc>w  beautifu 

how  charming ! 

輪 奐美富  elegant  and  spac 
ous, 一 of  a  house. 

明奐  gay;  brilliant. To  call  out;  to  summon 
to  order；  to  designate；  t 
name. 

呼喚 or 叫 喚  to  call  out;  t 
order. 

鳩喚雨  the  pigeon  calls  fc 
rain, 一 when  cooing. 

換狗  to  call  a  dog. 

喚他來  call  him  here. 

我喚他 不到1 0311  hiir 
but  he  doesn’t  come. 

1^.  ̂   ̂   tell  him  to  stop. 

喚令  to  summon;  to  call  to. 
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噢‘
 

S°79 

換‘
 

S°8o 

uun 

'on、 fort 
vang 

yue^  wa 
vouh 

hwan 

hwan 

an、 yen 

hwan3 

Sinking 
Lower. 

換茶  to  order  tea. 

喚頭  a  barber’s  call, — a  kind  of  I 
long  steel  fork  which  he  causes 
to  vibrate,  to  let  people  know 

he  is  coming. 

喚嬌娘  call  out  the  beautiful 
lady, — the  pedlar’s  call,  a  small 
hand-drum  witK  rattles,  which 
sounds  on  being  twirled  round. 

使喚  to  en;ploy, 一 as  servants. 
See  9896. 

喚 醒迷途  to  awaken  (to  a 
sense  of  their  danger)  those  who 

are  straying  from  the  true  path. 

名 喚三桃  her  name  was 
San-t^ao. 

喚起  name  of  a  bird  which  sings 
at  dawn  (?  lark) = 春喚. 

To  remove;  to  change ； 

to  exchange. 

換轉  to.  transpose;  to  change 
over. 

玫換  to  change, 一 as  the  way  of! 
making  anvthing. 

換衣服  to  change  the  clothes. 

把衣 服換上  change  your 
clothes. 

把盤子 換過來  change 
the  plates. 

把 .羊 換過來 change  hands, 
^-use  the  other. 

拏 了換去  take  it  away  and 
change  it. 

有 好的棹 換了來 
change  it  for  a  better  one. 

調 ".如4 換 or 挑換 to  ex- 
change. 

回换  to  take  a  purchase  back 
and  change  it. 

出門 不換。 r 不管換 
once  left  the  premises,  cannot  be 

changed, — of  goods  at  shops. 

包  guarantee  to  change, — if 
not  satisfactory. 

不得換  cannot  be  changed,- for  another. 

換季  to  change  the  seasons, 
to  change  the  official  hat  and 

dress,  as  is  done  on  certain  days 

in  spring  and  autumn  fixed  by 
the  chief  local  authorities. 

換門道  to  change  one’s  pro¬ fession. 

換 

5080 

換骨  to  change  one’s  bones, — ! of  a  radical  change  in  character. 

換船  to  tranship. 
‘換的  to  exchange,  i.e.  to  ratify, a  Treaty. 

對換  to  exchange. 
換帖  to  exchange  cards  (giving 

date  and  hour  of  birth,  etc.), — 
to  become  sworn  brothers. 

換親  to  exchange  as  above,  with a  view  to  matrimonial  alliance. 

換替着  by  turns;  alternately. 

替 換着騎  to  ride  by  turns. 

換湯  to  exchange;  to  barter. 

換貨 t。  exchange  goods ;  po 
barter. 

他換得 我那個 he  wh。 got  that  thing  of  mine  in  ex¬ change,  . 

金 銀兌換 w 金銀便 
money  changed  here,  — a 

shop  sign. 

換錢  to  change  money, — silver 
into  copper  coin. 

換票  to  change  bank-notes. 

金二 十二換  the  exchange is  22  oz.  of  silver, 一 for  1  oz.  of 

gold. 
換 取現鋲 t。  exchange  吻 for cash, — as  a  drawback. 

換 領新牌  to  exchange  for  a new  certificate. 

換發  to  issue  in  exchange  for. 

換 頂兒了  may  you  soon change  your  button !  i.e.  be  soon 

promoted,  —  a  complimentary 
wish. 

換新  to  renew；  to  exchange  for 
new. 

換皮韦  to  change  the  coat, 一- as  animals.  Used  of  persons  in 

a  bad  sense. 

換人  to  change  one’s  servants 

輪換  to  change  periodically. 

換班 t。  relieve  guatd. 

換 上新的  change  it  for  a new  one. 

換救  to  remedy 
Platycarya  strobilacea^ 

S.  &  Z.,  the  cones  of  which  are 
used  for  dyeing. 

煥
 ‘ 

5081 

R. 翰 

See  1^. 

SinkingUpper. 

渙 ‘
 

5082 

R •翰 

C.  tin1- 

See Sinking 

Upper. 

煥‘
 

5°«3 

R •翰 

C.  uni 

See Sinking 

Upper. 

5084 

R. 单 

C.  wuft^- 

ll./on0 

W.  WOr- 

N.  hwouH) 

P.  hwan’/. 
hwo 

J.  tan 
A.  Awan° 

Rising 

Irregular. 

s°8s 

R .諫 

C.  wan 
H./on 
F.  hwang 

W.  ngwa 

N.  ngwaah 

M.  i
  hwan 

Y.  hwaa 

Sz.  hwan 

K.  hwan 

J.  kwan 
A.  hwan 

Sinki
ng 

Lower
. 

Elegant  ；  variegated. 

換爛  coloured ;  variegated. 

Wide  ；  broad  ；  to  be  scat¬ 
tered  ； to  expand.  The  59th 

Diagram. 

换 換  bifoad;  swelling, -as  rivers. 

繼 猶判渙  the  continuation of  (my  father’s)  plans  is  irregu1 lar, —  not  in  one  undeviating 

straight  line. 

軍 the  soldiers  began to  lose  heart. 

涣汗 其大號  to  spread  the great  command, — hence 
= an  Imperial  Edict. 

Flaming  ；  bright  ；  brilliant. 

明  *煥  brilliant ;  lustrous. 

換目  agreeable  to  the  eye. 

▲乎其 有文章 in  what 
elegant  style  it  is! 

換 然一新 brandnew- 

宦4
 

Sick；  ill. 

癱瘓  numbness;  paralysis. 

A  government  servant  ； 
an  official.  See  1 2,106.  [To 

be  distinguished  from  官 
634 1 -K 

官宦  officials. 

宦官。 1 •宦寺 閹宦 

宦監  eunuchs.  See  8346. 

鄕宦 the  gentry ;  retired  offi¬ 
cials. 

宦 家子弟  the  scion  of  an 
official  family. 

or 
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宦‘
 

5o8S 

偃 
5086 

逭 
4 5o87 

翰 
C.  ckutt^  ut^ 
F.  ckwa，tg 

W.  cki'u 
N.  wouh^ 
P.  chwan、 

hwai 
Y.  W 

K.  hwatt 

J.  kwart、 gw  an 
A.  hwari\ 

kwan) Sinking 

Irregular. 

灯 
5088 

R .諫 

宦 囊不敷  official  purse  {i.e. 
salary)  insufficient. 

仕 宦行臺  good  accommo¬ 
dation  for  travelling  officials, — 

an  inn-keeper’s  sign. 

遊宦  travelling  officials, 一 who 
have  left  home  to  go  to  their 

posts. 

遊 宦已久  had  been  long  in 
official  life, 

宦貲  official  income. 
宦 海茫茫 ，升 沉難定 
the  official  sea  (arena)  is  full  of 
uncertainty,  and  it  is  hard  to 

say  if  one  will  sink  or  swim. 

宦 途氣味 已諳盡 心 
stink  of  an  official  career  is 

already  well-known  to  me. 

Same  as  5085: 

To  flee  5 

avoid. 

to  escape  ；  to 

C.  wan 

W.fam 

F.  hwa”g 
W.  wa 

N.  ngwaan 

M.  I 
 hwan Y.  hwaa 

Sz.  hwan 

K.  hwan 

J.  kwan 

A.  hwan、
 

hue  ft 
Sinking 

Lower. 

逭逃  to  run  away. 

法 無可逭  you  cannot  elude 
the  law. 

自作孽 不可逭  when  we 
occasion  calamities  ourselves,  it 

escape  from is  impossible 
them. 

to 

Artifice;  deception ； 

sleight  of  hand;  magic；  il¬ 
lusion.  See  p 壽 2494. 

虛 幻  unreal;  without  substance; 
illusory. 

幻 術  magical  arts. 

幻戯  conjuring. 
夢幻  visions；  apparitions. 

幻影  shadowy  ；  unreal. 
幻化  magical  changes;  meta¬ 
morphoses. 

肚 情變幻  the  affairs  of  this 
world  are  changing  and  illusory. 

幻女 of  hand;  magic. 

幻 跡  remnants;  vanishing  traces. 

;幻 由人生  visions  have  their 
origin  in  those  who  see  them, 

j  are  subjective. 

5089 

R 諫 

C.  wan 

H./am 
F.  hwang\ 

hwang* W.  wa1、 wa* N.  ngwnah 

M.  I 
 hwan 

Y.  hwaa 

Sz.  hwan 

K.  hwan 

J.  kwan 
A.  hwan Sinking 

Lower. 

患 4
 

5°9° 

Ril 删 

C.  wan 

；'.i 

hwan 

Sinking 

Lower. 

To  feed  animals  with 

grain.  To  support；  to  be- 

W.fam F.  hwang 

W.  wa 

N.  7/gwaan, 
waaH 

P. M. 

Y.  hwaa 

Sz.  hwan 
K.  hwan 

J.  kwan^geti 
A.  hwan 

friend.  To  allure. 

猶 芻桊之 悦我口  just as  the  flesh  of  grass-fed  and 
grain-fed  animals  is  pleasing  to 

my  palate. 

民 食芻篆  the  people  fed  on butcher’s  meat. 

豢養  to  nourish;  to  support. 

是 豢吳也  it  is  but  feeding up  the  State  of  Wu, 一 for  the 
shambles.  Alluding  to  a  distri¬ 
bution  of  presents  by  a  rival. 

Cf.  ttTimeo  Danaos.^ 

餽賂 于隣是 第隣也 
to  give  presents  to  our  neigh¬ 
bours  is  but  to  feed  those  neigh¬ 

bours, 一 against  ourselves. 

餌 之以利 一曰豢 
allure  by  hope  of  gain  is  spoken 
of  as  huan. 

Evil  ；  calamity  ；  misfor¬ 
tune.  To  suffer.  To  grieve. 

中國患  China’s  Sorrow, — the Yellow  River. 

禍患  '患害  misfortune ; 
calamity;  injury. 

患 難之中  in  the  midst  of| troubles. 

養 虎爲患  to  nourish  a  tiger to  be  a  source  of  trouble, 一 in 

the  future;  like  “nourishing  a 

viper  in  the  bosom. ” 

避患、 to  avoid  trouble, -by  flight, 
as  when  escaping  from  revolu¬ 
tion,  anarchy,  etc. 

除狻患  to  prevent  evil  conse¬ 
quences. 

瘦患即 除 and  thus  the blemish  of  thinness  was  removed. 

患病  to  be  ill;  to  suffer  from disease. 

患 瘋病 ，時  whenever  the  mad 
fit  is  on  him. 

患 傳染症  sick  of  a  conta¬ gious  disease. 

患、 pj  臭  to  suffer  from  bad breath. 

患 得患失  hard  to  get,  and I  hard  to  lose, — as  money. 

! 心 患之  grieving  in  heart  for any  one. 

! 何 患之有  what  cause  is there  for  grief? 

患 4
 

S°9° 

r 

509 1 

R. 諫 

See 患 

Sinking 

Lower. 

總 

S°92 
m 

_5°93
 

R 元 

See 原 

Even  Lower. 

a 

旱 5°94 

R.- 

See 還 

Even  Lower. 

育 
S°9S 

R. 陽 

c. 

H. 

F.  hwottg 

W.  hoa 
N.  hwong 

P. 

hwang 

不 患唐僧 不得也 & fear  that  we  shall  not  get  tl1 

priest  of  T‘ang, — for  we  shall 

不 患人之 不已知 la not  concerned  that  men  do  n 

know  me. am  co 

患 不 知人也 
cerned  that  I  do  not  know  me 

A  species  of  soap-beri 

or  Sapindus、 the  blar.’c  seec of  which  are  used  as  charn 

to  drive  away  demons,  ar 

their  pulpy  skin  as  a  dete gent.  See  5075. 

無槐  Sapindus  mukofos. 
Gaertn. 

Same  as  5048. 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 

K.  hwang 

J.  kwo^  wo 
A.  hwang 

Even  Upper. 

A  kind  of  porcupin 

called  親輸，  believed  1 

be  hermaphrodite.  Al« 

written  m  under  the  He 
dynasty. 

爹原道  a  District  in  Kansu [Written  桓道  under  t! 

北魏  N.  Wei  dynasty.] 

A  year-old  colt. 

Hxj-ajcsro. 

The  region  between  tl 
heart  and  the  diaphragn 
the  vitals.  See  5936. 

病  A  膏  W the  disease  h 
entered  the  vitals, — - has  becon 
incurable.  See  二豊 3363 - 



m
3
 

5103 

R. 養 

See 茄 

Rising  Upper. 

m 

5104 
m 
5105 

r# 

C. ) , 

H.  I  A 叫
 

F.  Jiwong 

W.  ”ioa 

N.  hwong 

v  *  I  IlwanS 

Sz.l 

K.  hwang 

J.  kd,  0 
A.  hwang 

Irregular 

Upper. 
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亡1 血 
S°96 

陽 
^ee % 

Even  Upper. 

；IL 
5097 

R. 陽 
如荒 
Even  Upper. 

荒1
 

5098 

义陽 
See 謊 
Even  Upper. 

Blood. 

肓池  the  blood-pool,  —  a  sup¬ 
posed  reservoir  of  blood  in  the 
body. 

An  expanse  of  water. 

To  reach;  to  arrive  at. 

Uncultivated ;  wild  ；  to 

be  desolate,  to  go  to  deso¬ 

lation,  as  land  from  drought, 

floods,  earthquakes,  etc. ; 

to  neglect;  to  ruin;  to  go 

to  wild  excess.  To  be  large； 

to  cover  [see  6069);  to  cul¬ 
tivate. 

茄野。 r 荒郊  a  wilderness； 
a  desert. 

裔  wild  tribes. 

茄雜。 r 茄草  jungle;  under¬ 
growth. 

茄田。 r 茄地  barren  land; 
common. 

荒村 an  out-of-the-way  village. 

荒草  Heteropogon  hirius、 Pers. 
or  “spear-grass;”  used  for  tha¬ 
tching,  etc. 

荒年  a  year  of  dearth  ‘ 
dearth ;  deficiency. 

鑛茄  famine;  dearth ;  over  head 
and  ears  in  debt. 

拉饑荒  to  purchase  on  credit; 
to  contract  debts. 

打饑荒  to  quarrel. 

洪 •鴻） 茄之世 an 喂 
of  Deluge  and  Desert, — as  in 
primeval  times. 

具 贅卒荒  all  is  in  peril  and 
going  to  ruin. 

流 逆茄亡  yielding  to  the 
current,  striving  against  it,  wild 

(in  pursuit  of  the  chase),  and 
lost  (in  love  of  wine). 

茄  _  丢茄  fallen  into 
desuetude;  forgotten;  obsolete. 

苽空  empty;  desolate;  ruined. 

5008 

5°99 

R- 陽 

See 览 

Even  Upper. 

砂2
 

mi 

5100 

R •陽 

See 茄 

Even  Upper. 

荒疎  to  neglect ;  to  become careless. 

非予自 茄兹德 it  is  not that  I  am  abandoning  my  virtue. 

荒棄  to  set  aside;  to  discard ; 
to  neglect. 

wild;  incoherent;  untrust¬ 

worthy;  frivolous;  light；  idle. 

、淫  profligate ;  dissipated. 

茄謬  reckless. 
荒亂  in  disorder. 
酒 览  given  over  to  drink. 

荒谌  tan 1  于酒  you  are  be- sotted  by  drink. 

業 荒於婧 he  neglected  his business  for  pleasure. 

天子 m 於色  the  Emperor
 was  given  lip  to  lust. 

內 作色荒  nothing  but  lust within  doors. 

外 作禽荒  nothing  but  hunt¬ ing  without. 

允荒  truly  great.  See  ̂   6254. 

遂 荒大東  extending  to  the extreme  east. 

天 作高山 ，太 王荒之 
God  made  the  lofty  hill  and  King 

T‘ai  brought  it  under  cultiva¬ tion. 

大荒兒  the  purport ;  the  gist; 
a  plan  or  general  idea  of  some¬ 
thing  to  be  made. 

太荒  space;  the  empyrean ;  the 
parts  beyond  the  boundaries  of 
the  known  world. 

四荒  the  four  points  of  the 
compass;  the  uttermost  limits  of space.  So  八荒. 

Grain  which  has  failed  to 

ripen. 

百果皆 _  all  the  fruits  have come  to  nothing, — have  failed 

to  grow  and  ripen. 

Tangled  silk. 

X^LTJJ^JSTCSr 

Same  as  5105 

Agitated  ；  hurried  ；  flus¬ 
tered；  nervous；  timid.  Used 

as  an  intensive •’  see  666. 

Same  as  5 1 36 、q/iK  for 
further  entries). 

慌忙 w 慌速  hurriedly;  with 
all  speed. 

慌慌忙 忙的  in  a  state  ofi 
bustle  and  fluster. 

跑得慌  he  runs  very  fast.  | 

不 要着慌  don’t  Set  excited. 
發慌  to  be  flustered  or  excited. 

心 慌。1 •慌惚 慌張 cc>n- fused;  agitated. 

昨日 病中心 神 慌惚 
I  was  delirious  yesterday. 

慌 亂  in  confusion;  confusedly. 

驚  alarmed;  startled. 

慌 作一團  to  shrink  with 
fear. 

梳醒  to  wake  in  ̂   fright.  | 

慌得 七仙女 一齊雄 
下  at  which  the  7  fairies  fell on  their  knees  from  fright. 

Dry  and  hot；  scorching. 

Same  as  50.99. 

Falsehood；  lying  ；  exag¬ 

geration. 

提一 個識來  to  come  with a  lie  in  one's  mouth. 

識話。 1 ■謊言 謊語1 ies; falsehoods. 

說謊 撒謊 tC)telllies- 

說謊獨 怕對證 what  a 
liar  fears  is  to  be  confronted 

with  witnesses,  —  for  the  other side. 

謊謬  false ;  fabulous. 

80 

0 
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HTJ^UNTG- 

IF 
SI0S 

R. 

皇
 5 

5106 

陽 
C.  wong 

Yi.fong^  v. wong 

F.  hwong 
W.  oa 

N.  wong 
P. 

hwang 

Sz. 

K.  hwang 

' . kwd、 wo 
A.  hwang 

Even  Lower. 

扯 謊架子  a  lying  machine, 
一 a  term  of  abuse. 

識詐  lying；  deceitful. 
an  exorbitant  price；  an 

overcharge. 

要謊  to  ask  too  much ;  to  over¬ 
charge. 

Almighty;  great；  august. 
The  ruler ;  the  sovereign 

[see  9552).  Imperial.  Ad¬ 

mirable；  good.  Bright.  To 

put  to  rights.  A  yellow 
horse  with  white  spots. 

Name  of  a  valley.  Used 

for  遑 5119.  [Made  up  of 

自  beginning  and  王  ruler  ； 
⑽說文 under 王 Rad.  5.] 

皇天。 r 皇天上 帝。 r 上 
皇  {see  13,573)  or  東皇太 
乙  Almighty  God. 

告于皇 天后地  I  announ¬ 
ce  to  great  Heaven  and  sovereign 
Earth. 

皇上。 r 皇帝。 r 皇王。 r 

聖 皇^  or  夭 皇^  the  Emperor. 
[The  last  is  the  Japanese  Tennd, 
the  Mikado.] 

身在皇 帝邊， 猶如共 

虎眠  to  be  attached  to  the 
Imperial  ]  ̂ usehold  is  like  sleep¬ 
ing  alongside  a  tiger. 

皇 帝亦有 草鞋親 
the  Emperor  has  grass-shoe  {ix. 

poor)  relatives. 

皇后  the  Empress. 

皇太 后  the  Empress  Dowager. 

皇太子  the  Heir  Apparent. 

太上皇  the  Emperor’s  father, 
—who  has  himself  been  Emperor. 

皇 祖有訓  our  Imperial  an¬ 
cestor  taught  that . 

皇考  a  deceased  father.  The 
more  modern  term  is  顯 4523. 

皇姚  a  deceased  mother. 

皇 華  Imperial. 
皇商  Imperial  Purveyor. 
皇城 the  Imperial  city. 

皇戚。 1 ■皇族  the  Imperial kinsmen. 

皇
 2 

5!o6 

偟
 2 

5io7 

R 陽 

See 皇 

Even  Lower. 

凰,
 

5  iog 

R 陽 

Sce 皇 

Even  Lower. 

隍1
 

5^9 

R •陽庚 See 皇 

Even  Lower. 

皇畿。 r 皇洲。 r 皇都 Peking. 

皇宮。 r 皇廷  the  Imperial 

palace. 

皇國 Japan. 皇朝  the  ruling  dynasty, — of China. 

皇淸  the  Manchu  dynasty. 

皇陸  the  Imperial  tombs. 
皇靈  the  coffin  (and  body)  of  a 
deceased  Emperor. 

皇仁 w 皇恩  Imperial  kind¬ 
ness. 

皇士  capital  officers. 周公 東征四 國是皇 
the  object  of  Chou  Kung  in 

marching  to  the  east  was  to  put 

the  four  States  to  rights. 

皇 較其馬 yellow  and  red horses,  spotted  with  white. 

皇魚  the  sturgeon.  See  鱔 
4889. 

穆穆 皇 皇 of  reverent  virtue and  admirable  character. 

皇 皇者華  brilliant  are  the 
flowers. 

靈皇皇 兮旣降 when  the Holy  Spirit  (=  God)  had  come 
down  in  all  its  glory. 

Agitated  ；  in  consterna¬ 
tion. 

四 海仿惶 the  whole  country in  a  state  of  agitation 

The  female  phoenix  ；  see 

鳳 356o. 鳳凰無 寶不落 心 phoenix  will  alight  only  where 

jewels  are, — meaning  the  jewels 
of  virtue  and  good  government. 

求 凰未就 t0  try  to  get married  but  without  success. 

Sounds  of  sobbing；  jing¬ 

ling  of  bells. 

其泣 p 皇喳  weeping  and  sob¬ 
bing. 

鐘 鼓疃疃  sounds  of  bells and  drums. 

湟 

5iio 

嫫
 2 

5HI 

R. 陽 

See 皇 

Even  Lower. 

徨!
 

5112 

R •陽 

See 皇 

Even  Lower. 

惶,
 

Sii3 
陽 

C.  wong W.fong 

F.  hwong 

W.oa 

N.  wong 

Y*  hwang 
LI 

K.  hwang 

J.  kwd、 wo 

A.  hwang 

Even  Lower. 

5H4 

R. 陽 

See 皇 

Even  Lower. 

煌
 5 

5iiS 
R. 

陽 
P.  Jiwang 

' ihwang 

See 
皇 

Even  Lower. 

篁 2
 

5116 

R •陽 

See 皇 

Even  Lower. 

Same  as  5121. 

Name  of  a  concubine  女 

煌 of  the  Emperor  Yao, 
A  mother. 

Doubtful;  irresolute ；  va dilating. 

徬 徨無家 doubt, having  no  home, — not  knowing where  to  go. 

徊惶  going  backwards  and  for¬ wards  ; irresolute. 

To  be  afraid  ；  nervous  ； 

doubtful;  hesitating. 

恐惶。 r 惶懼 t。 fear; to dread. 

惶惑  to  be  in  fear  and  doubt. 

惶擾  in  a  terrible  state  of  alarm. 

Name  of  a  river  in 

Kansuh  ；  also,  of  a  branch 
of  the  North  River  in 
Kuangturig. 

燏湟  a  torrent. 
Blazing  ̂   bright  ；  lumin¬ ous.  See  7199. 

ID 

輝 煌於莛  a  great  blaze  i 
the  streets, — as  .at  an  illumina¬ tion. 

Bamboo  sprouts  too  old 

for  eating.  A  hard,  white¬ 
skinned  bamboo. 

幽 i  a  thick  grove  of  bamboos. 

松  I  交 翠  the  pine  and  the 
bamboo  uniting  to  form  a  green shade. 
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5rI7 

Bn  Lower. 

5118
 

•n  Lower. 

違
，
 

5H9 

\wang^ 
ihwang 

皇 
en  Lower. 

5120 

曝庚 
皇 

ren  Lower. 

S121 

皇 
Lower 

A  fast-sailing  boat  ；  a 

ferry-boat. 

The  locust.  See  螞 7586. 

虫 蝗爲災  locusts  have  be¬ 
come  a  plague, — by  destroying 
•the  crops. 

鬧蝗虫  to  have  a  plague  of 
locusts. 

捕幢 to  catch  locusts. 

蚱蝗  the  migratory  locust. 

蝗蝻將  the  god  who  drives 
away  the  locust-pest. 

箭 •如飛 j  arrows  like  a  flight of  locusts. 

Leisure.  To  be  idle; 

careless. 

不 遑啜息  no  leisure  to  eat 
or  sleep. 

不 邊暇食  t。。 busy  t0  eat. 

莫 敢或遑  not  daring  to  take 
a  little  rest. 

遑 恤我後  what  leisure  have 
I  to  care  for  what  comes  after 

me  ? 

不 違啓處  I  had  not  leisure 
to  kneel  or  sit, — to  take  any  rest 

不 違他矣 n。 leisure  for 
anything  else. 

不敢 怠遑  he  dared  not  show 
himself  indolent. 

Clanging；  jingling,  as 

bells,  etc.  Used  with  5 109. 
A  halberd 

輿 前儀鎢  halberds 
carried  before  the  chariot. 

were 

The  moat  outside  a  city 

wall;  a  dry  ditch. 

城 復于隍  a  rampart  with  a 
moat  round  it. 

城隍  the  city  wall  and  moat, — 
the  tutelar  deity  of  every  Chi¬ 
nese  city,  as  worshipped  at  the 

城 隍廟. 

5122 

r •陽 

See 皇 

Even  Lower. 

艎
 8 

5123 

R. 陽 

See 皇 

Even  Lo;wer. 

貰 

5I24 
陽 

c. H. 
F. 

W.  oa 
N.  wong^  v. 

wotin 

Y*  hwang LI 
K.  hwaiig 

J.  kwd%  wo 
A.  hwang、 

hwing 

Eve  Lower. 

wong 

Pastry  ；  cakes  of  flour 
and  sugar. 

The  sturgeon,  found  in 

the  Yang-tsze,  and  also 
taken  frozen  to  Peking  from 

the  Amoor  as  tribute  or  tax. 

鱈鳇魚  the  sturgeon ;  see 
4889. 

The  coiuur  of  the  earth  ； 

4790,  and  1 2,099. 
Yellow,  the  Imperial  colour 

since  a.d.  581.  Radical  201. 

See  4699,  5128,  12,394. 

黃色  yellow. 發黃  to  become  or  turn  yellow. 

黃土  yellow  earth;  clay；  loess. 

apricot  yellow, — the  stand¬ ard  shade. 

牙黃  ivory  yellow. 

貴而黑 sallow- 
黃瘦  sallow  and  thin. 我 亞洲黃 種之民 
yellow  Asiatic  race, — as  opp.  to 

the 白種  of  Europe. 

黃灰色  a  light  drab. 
黃帝  the  Yellow  Emperor, 一 a 
legendary  monarch  whose  date 
is  fixed  at  b.c.  2698. 

黃老  see  6783. 

臉 都黃了  his  face  became yellow, — from  fear. 

黃子  a  small  boy, — so  called from  the  yellow  clothes  much 

worn  by  boys.  See  緑  7544 - 

黃 口濡子  a  child  under  four years  old;  a  suckling.  Used  as 
a  term  of  abuse. 

古之 伐國不 殺黃口 
of  old,  when  a  country  was  at¬ 

tacked,  the  young  children  were not  slain. 

黃花女  a  virgin. 

黃花郧  the  dandelion 

our 

質 

5I24 

黃花魚  a  kind  of  fish  which 
occurs  in  the  north  during  the 

4th  moon,  and  which  is  not 
supposed  to  be  eaten  by  the 

people  until  it  has  appeared  on 
the  Imperial  table. 

黃花  Hemerocallis  flava^  L. 

黃 花枝草  Senecio  scandensy 

Ham. 

黃白術  the  art  of  alchemy. 

黃本兒  the  Peking  Gazette. 
蛋黃  the  yolk  of  an  egg;  see 

Si3S. 
黃髮  yellow  hair, 一 of  old  age; hoary-headed. 

暂！  dusk;  twilight. 

黃旗  the  yellow  flag, — of  quar¬ antine.  Also,  the  Danish  flag. 

黃龍旗  the  Chinese*  •national 

flag. 

黃泉  the  yellow  springs, — Hades;  the  next  world. 

胃胃  the  yellow  pit,  — the  grave. 

黃蜂  a  wasp. 黃蜂針  a  wasp’s  sting ;  a 
scoundrel. 

黃蝋  bees’-wax.
 

黃油  butter. 
黃金  the  yellow  metal, — gold. 

黃銅  yellow  copper, — brass. 

黃銅器  brassware. 黃銅皮  brass  sheathing. 

靑 黃不接  green  and  yellow 
not  connecting,— as  when  corn 
does  not  ripen ;  used  of  a  bad 
harvest. 

事 情黃了  the  matter  has 
miscarried,  —  referring  to  the 
yellow  colour  of  dying  leaves. 

黃錢紙  yellow  paper-money, 
一 used  at  the  New  Year. 

黃巾  the  yellow  cap,  —  of  a Taoist  priest. 

黃巾賊  the  Y ellow-T  urban 
rebels, 一 whose  rebellion  (a.d. 

184)  led  to  the  downfall  of  the 
Han  dynasty  and  the  division  of 
the  empire  into  the  Three  King¬ doms. 

胃  brown  sugar. 胃 豆  yellow  beans;  yellow  peas. 

黃豆瓣  Celastrus  •  articulatusy 

Thbg. 
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黃 2
 5124 

the  yellow  umbrella, — 

used  at  marriages,  etc. 

黃 梁 夢  the  yellow  millet 
dream,  —  a  simile  of  rapidity. 
See  7023. 

黃 姻  yellow  tobacco, 一 a  native- 
grown  kind. 

黃腫 (Qr 擴腫） j_dice. 

黃火 藥 dynamite. 
黃松  the  yellow  pine  ；  best 
quality  of  deal. 

售曼  yellow  cakes. 

黃了  稍兒了  t。 have  turn- 
ed  yellow;  dried  up. 

黃米  coarse  rice. 

黃河  the  Yellow  River, 一 so 
called  from  the  colour  of  its 

water,  due  to  the  speed  of  the 

, current.  It  is  popularly  sup¬ 
posed  to  have  been  made  tur¬ 

bid  by  a  wicked  woman,  named 

田 三 嫂  T‘ien  San-sao,  who drowned  herself  therein.  Sea 

4S62- 
黃河 淸  when  the  Yellow  River 

is  clear, — never. 

黃 河尙有 澄淸日 
the  Yellow  River  is  sometimes 

. clear. 

跳 得黃河 洗不淸 y。11 
may  jump  into  the  Yellow  River, 
yet  you  will  not  be  washed  clean, 
—all  the  water  of  the  Yellow 
River  will  not  clear  you  of  this 
charge. 

黃河是 敢家子 the 
Yellow  River  is  like  a  prodigal 
son, — in  its  destructiveness. 

黃馬锥 卜  the  Yellow  Riding 
Jacket, 一 a  reward  for  military 
services,  suppqsed  to  be  worn 
only  when  in  personal  attend: 
ance  upon  the  Emperor  in  the 
field,  or  upon  journeys. 

黃帶子  Yellow  Girdle, 一 a 
distinctive  badge  worn  by  the 

宗 室  Imperial  Q  knsmen  or 
direct  issue  of  the  Emperors  of 
the  present  dynasty  in  the  male 
line  for  ever,  dating  from  the 

Manchu  chieftain  夫命  a.d. 

1616、.  See  紅 5270. 

黃棺房  Registry  office  of  the 
Imperial  Clan  Court. 

黃教  Lamaism, — from  the  yel¬ 
low  robes  of  the  priests. 

黃 
2 

SI24 

1  士 

中黃  the  Imperial  treasury ; name  of  a  Nimrod  of  old. 

此編 乃其官 鈴事中 

時所 上奏疏 ，故以 

黃 門爲名  this  collection 1  embraces  Memorials  addressed 

!  to  the  Throne  while  he  was  a 

； Supervising  Censor,  hence  the 

name  u Yellow  Gate.” 

; 黄門宮 eunuchs. 

見 — •小 黃門  he  saw  a  little eunuch. 

黃 門兒的  niernbe's  of  the Imperial  clan. 

貼  to  cover  with  yellow  paper 
any  passages  in  Imperial  decrees, 
etc.  where  alterations  are  requi¬ 
red  to  be  made;  to  put  up  a 

notice  that  one  has  taken  one’s 
degree. 

黃綿懊  the  yellow  wadded jacket, 一 the  sun. 

黃 ■道^  the  ecliptic.  Sec  1967. 

黃 道^日  a  lucky  day, -for  doing anything. 

黃道 之品 (medicine)  of  a most  efficacious  kind;  a  sover¬ 
eign  remedy. 

册  the  census  or  return  of 
names  taken  once  in  three  years 
under  the  T‘ang  dynasty. 

大 黃  rhubarb. 黃蓮  rhizc>mes  of  Coptis  tecta、 Wall. 

1  Picrorrhiza  kurroa, 

Royle. 

野黃蓮  Corydalis  incisa,  Pers. 
地  a  medicinal  plant  used  as 
a  febrifuge ;  Rehmannia  glutin- osa、 Leb.  See  4992. 

犬  a  mole-cricket;  an  earth¬ worm.  
1 

黃皮  the  yellow-skin  or  wham- 
pee  (  Clausen  a  wampi^  Oliv.)， 一 
a  fruit  of  the  Canton  province. 

明黃 orpiment* 电它  iron  pyrites, — supposed  to 
be  vomited  by  snakes. 

黃瓜 《  the  cucumber. 
黃^瓜 •  ̂ reP^s  jciponica^  Benth. 

黃丹  ye^ow  lead. 
黃  yellow  sandalwood. 

5I24 黃 薑  turmeric. 
堂  yellow  hall, —  a  name  giv to  Prefects,  because  a  ̂  

in  Kiangsu,  whose  ya?n£n  h 
I  several  times  been  destroyed 

i  fire,  had  the  walls  smeared  o' 

1  with  ochre. 

i 黃補  yeH0'v  reach, — Wha poa,  the  port  of  Canton. 

黃浦  the  Huang-pfu  or  Whar j  poo,  the  river  upon  which  stan the  town  and  the  foreign  sett 
men t  of  Shanghai. 

拓束 Bcrbcris  Wallichiat, 

<  D.C. 

黃羊  the  yellow  goat  or  goitr antelope  {Antilope  gutturosa). 

黃 點額兒 a  kind  af  flyc: cher  [Erythrosterna  albicilla). 

黃雀兒  the  siskin  ( Chrysov 
tris  spinus). 

黃雀 奕棋1 ike  siskins  pla ing  chess, 一 absurd. 

黃甲鳥  a  kind  of  wild  dm ( Casarca  rutila). 

黃背鴨  the  eastern  little  grel {Podiceps  philippensis\ 

黃臉鴨  the  teal  (Querquedu, 

crecca), 

the  eastern  ortolan  {Eu 

piza  aureola). 

黃眉子  a  kind  of  thrus 
{Ember iza  elegans). 

黃虬。 r 黃 鳍魚。 r 黃桑 

魚。1 ■黃 頰魚 a  kind  1 sheat  fish  {Pseudobagrus  fulv 
draco). 

黃  ̂   ̂   a  snake  {Ehiph dione  ?),  —  the  commonest  ne^ 

Peking. 

黃烏。 r 黃鷉- 黃伯男 
the  oriole  {Ortolus  sinensis). 

黃鹰  the  goshawk  (As/ur  pc 
lumbarius). 

黃嘴 聰  the  sea  eagle  (Halia< 
tos  albicilla) 

黃 嘴鷹子  the  lessei:  tef 
[Sternu/a  viinuta). 

交嘴  the  female  of  th 
Chinese  crossbill  {Loxia  albivet 

tris). 

黃靼。 1 •黃 觸。1 •黃魚 th 
mud  eel  {Monopterus  javanensis 
Apterigia  var.). 
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SI2S 

导漾 

wong 

wang^  heng 

wang、 hurt 
wang 

vo 

wang、 

hwing 
sn  Lower. 

A  lake；  a  pool；  clear 
water. 

銀潢  the  Milky  Way. 

天潢  a  cluster  of  eight  stars 
near  Auriga ;  the  Milky  Way; 

the  Imp.  family;  a  generation. 

潢河  the  Sira-muren  River,  or 
River  Liao,  a  large  stream  that 

drains  the  eastern  slope  of  the 

mountains  north  of  Chihli,  flow¬ 
ing  into  the  Gulf  of  Pechili  at 
Newchwang. 

Read  huang\  To  dye 

paper. 

潢漾  a  vast  expanse  of  water. 

裝潢  to  dye  paper;  to  deck  ； 
to  ornament. 

Read 

潢汙  {wux)  a  backwater — as  on 
the  Thames. 

曝1
 

5126 

碁庚 
，ortg、 wang 

uong、 wang 

黃 
weng 

麵 
hung 

wang、 hurt 

wang 

kwd、kd、kid 一 5， 
hwing 

en  Lower. 

抵 
* 

m 

5127 

% 

黃 
en  Lower. 

w 

5128 

wong、 
wong 

An  ancient  jade  orna¬ 

ment,  of  a  semi-circular 

shape,  which  was  hung  up 

and  tinkled  when  struck  by 

pendants. 

Jaundice. 

癀病 撞腫  jaundice.  See 
5124. 

see 

黃 
\wang 
en  Lower. 

Sulphur  ；  brimstone ; 

硫 7245. 

橫坑。 1 •橫 孔  sulphur  springs, 
— of  which  there  are  some  fa¬ 

mous  ones  near  the  port 
Tamsui,  in  Formosa. 

採 辦硝礦 to  buy  up  ― 
petre  and  sulphur. 

磺强水  sulphuric  acid. 

磺離 磺盪的  staggering 
about. 

實 
The  metal  tongue  in  the 

pipes  of  the  笛 organ.  See 

葉  12,997,  and  巧  i^n. 
A  catch  in  a  lock. 

5I29 

陽 

See 黃 

A.  hwing 

笛 賛  a  reed-organ. 
Even  Lower. 

左 執  holding  his  reed-organ in  his  left  hand. 

拉 坐鼓簧  we  sit  together and  play  on  our  organs. 

吹 金鼓黄 the  Grgan  is blown  until  its  tongues  are  all moving. 

鼓  to  spread  reports ;  to  make 
mischief  ;  to  set  tongues  wagging. 

黃口  言語  plausible  or  cun- 
ning  talk. 

^  the  catch  in  a  Chinese 
padlock.  i 

線賛  the  hair-spring  of  a  watch. 

鐄
4
 

\  513
。 

R. 漾 

A  rope；  a  halliard. 

See 惕 cf •黃 

Sinking 

Lower. 

蟥，
 

A  green  beetle  which makes  a  noise  with  its 

5!31 

R .陽 

See 黃 

Even  Lower. 

wings. 

螞由黃 the  leech. 
螞 -釘住 鷺鷥脚 & 

leech  fastens  itself  to  the  egret’s 
feet, — with  a  view  to  “rise  in 

the  world.” 

趲,
 

5^32 

To  exert  oneself  ；  to 

bustle  about 

R. 陽 

趨 a  fine  appearance;  a  grand 

See 黃 

display. 

Even  Lower. 

蠱 ▲■鲁 ▲ 

願 Same  as  5123. 

；|  5133 

擴 Something  to  keep  off  the 

wind；  a  screen.  A  passage； 
5134 

R •養 

a  porch  ；  a  verandah.  A 

strip.  To  join  things.  To 

Sec 黃 

reel  silk  from  the  cocoon. 
A.  k、wang 

Rising  Lower. 
Used  for  晚 5138. 

觳1
 

5135 

R. 陽 

See 黃 

Even  Lower. 

恍
 3 

5136 

R._ 

W.  hoa^  hwa 

See 謊 

A.  hwang^ kwang 

Rising  Upper. 

Si37 

See 惕 

hwang、 

hwan? 

A.  hwang、 kwang 

Rising  Upper. 

R. 養 

See 謊 

A.  hwang、 

k'wang 

Rising  Upper. 

Thp  yolk  of  an  egg.  See 

5124. 

Wild；  mad；  flustered. 
Same  as  5102  [q.v.  for 
further  entries). 

狂  delirious;  raving. 

然  taken  aback;  irresolute. 
Also,  an  exclamation  =  “Dear me !”  “So  it  is !”  etc. 

* 陡1 隊  confused;  dim;  blurred. 

聽恍 惚了1  heard  indis- 

tinctly. 

恍若  somewhat  as  if.  .• 

Bright  ；  dazzling. 

晃耀  brilliant- 亮 晃  shining;  dazzling. 

炫 晃芬髓  bright  and  fra- 
grant, — as  a  flower-garden. , 

日 光晃眼  the  sun  dazzles 
my  eyes. 

天 氣晃開  the  weather  has 
become  bright  again. 

搖搖 晃晃的 shimmering, 
— as  light  on  water.  See  12,916. 

電 光一晃  a  bright  flash  ofj lightning. 

一晃兒 的工夫 in  a  m 。- ment;  very  quickly. 

老爺 兒一晃  as  soon  as  the 
sun  shines  out. 

A  screen ；  a  curtain；  a 

shop-sign. 

幌傘  a  sun-shade. 

幌帷  curtains. 

幌子  shop-signs. 錢幌  a  money-changer’s  sign, — a  carved  wooden  string  of  cash. 

膏 藥 幌子 the  sign  at  a druggist’s  *  shop,  —  squares  of 
wood,  each  with  one  black  ball 
on  a  white  ground. 

粧。 r 妝幌子  to  make  it  snow of  being  able  to  do  anything ;  to 

be  an  impostor;  to  put  on  airs. 



5X39 R. 養 

See ，調 

A.  hwang^ 
khuang 

Rising  Upper. 

HTJJhJ>XC3r 638 

愰:
 

Uncertain  ；  doubtful. 

愰愼  the  mind  unsettled. 
Read  huang\ 

愰愰  uncertain ;  occasionally. 
[Pronounced  huang^  /iua.] 

i 愰腦  to  roll  the  head. 

愰蕩  to  jolt;  to  shake. 

愰裏 愰蕩的 w 愰愰蕩 

蕩的  shaking;  rocking. 

愰鞦  to  shake;  to  jog. 

榥
 3 

5  Ho 
R. 養 
See 黃 

A.  k^wang 

Rising  Lower. 

m 

SMi 

See 
聶 

Entering 
Lower. 

m 

5142 r# 

Rising  Upper. 

嫵 
3 

5J43 R •養 
See 茄 

Rising  Upper. 

A  screen. 

Blazing1.  Used  with  5  137. 

Correctly  read  yeh 供. 

緯焼  blazing;  bright. 

焼眼晴  to  dazzle  the  eyes. 

The  jingle  of  bells. 

A  sign  denoting  a  tavern, 
which  in  former  times  was 

a  flag  or  banner.  A  shop- 

sign；  used  with  5  1 38. 

5ft 

5X44 

怳 
5i45 

.5146 R •漾 
See 况 

Sinking 

Upper. 

See  6412. 

Same  as  5102， 5  1 36. 

To  increase.  To  com¬ 

pare.  Agitated;  anxious. 

To  bestow.  An  initial  par¬ 
ticle.  Interchanged  with 

况 6412. 

亂徂 斯削  disorder  grows 
and  dismemberments  ensue. 

況 3
 

5H6 

貺 4
 

5r48 

^漾 

C.  cfong 

W.  c/isuoa 

P.  hwang3 

Y.  h^wa?^ 

See 况 

Sinking 

Upper 
Irregular. 

每 下 愈、) 兄  the  test  (as  to  the fatness  of  the  pigs)  was  always 

made  in  the  parts  least  likely 
to  be  fat. 

比汍 他物  to  compare  with other  things. 

譬 況之晉  language  of  simile; figurative  language. 

自 況  representation ;  archetype; likeness. 

託天 河以自 to  conv pare  oneself  with  the  Milky  Way. 

子 美自说 耳  it  is  Tzii-mei^s alter  ego, — or  some  one  or  some¬ 
thing  typical  of  him. 

SJ47 

R. 漾 

See 况脱 

Sinking 

Upper. 

覊 棲自況 之 意 ， inten- tion  in  using  the  simile  of  a 

sojourner. 

僕夫汉  '痒. the  carriaSe- officers  appeared  full  of  cares. 

況 也永歎  they  only  heave long  sighs. 

修汉  the  name  of  a  lute. 

To  look  at. 

貺視 t。 

examine. 

To  confer  upon, 

with  况 6412. 

Used 

中心 貺之  with  all  my  heart I  bestow  one  on  him. 

脱施。 r 脱賜 tQ  bestow. 

天脫 有德 G°d  has  given him  virtue. 

貺儀  a  present. 

荷蒙 厚貺1  am  much  indebt¬ ed  for  your  valuable  present. 

女 承僮亦 無脱也 the girl  presents  her  basket,  but  there 

is  no  gift  in  it, — the  omen  is 
inauspicious. . 

天 脱節  a  festival  on  the  6th of  the  6th  moon,  to  commemo¬ 
rate  the  arrival  of  some  book 

from  heaven.  Cf.  the  day  of 
Pentecost. 

HTJI. 

w 
Sx49 

R •微 

C.fai 

W.fui 

F.  hwi 

W.  hil N. 

M.  )  hwei 

Y. 

Sz. 

K.  hwi 

].ki 

A.  hui Even  Upper. 

I  To  move；  to  shake ； direct；  to  scatter ;  to  w 
away. 

發揮  to  move;  to  explain 
haustively. 

借 題發揮 t。 enlarge  vi 
ously  upon  a  theme. 

我备揮 了他1  sPoki 
him  straight. 

巢夂揮 頭不肯 
Ch‘ao-fu3  shakes  his  head will  not  stop. 

揮手  to  wave  the  hand;  10  dir 

手揮  to  flourish;  to  twang thrum. 

手 揮絲桐 playing  on 

guitar. 

揮 棹而回  plied  their  < 
and  returned. 

揮 軍前進 tQ  wave  tQ 
troops  to  advance. 

栺揮  to  direct；  the  title  ( petty  military  official. 

梢 揮使司  title  of  a  chief 
of  the  士司  native  tribes 
the  south  and  south-west  f】 tiers. 

揮寫  tQ  write. 揮筆  or  揮毫  to  wave  a  j — to  begin  to  write  or  sketc 

大 筆一揮  one  stroke  of  y 
fine  pen.- 

揮春  to  write  inscriptions 
the  New  Year. 

揮 昔 to  scatter;  to  disperse 

灑  to  scatter;  to  spend  fre 
Also,  to.  write  fast  and  muct as  a  scribbler. 

揮 金如土  to  scatter  rao like  dirt.  ' 

揮 棄  to  throw  away;  to  rej 

才軍 寺霍 t0  squander. 

有揮攉 之雄才 he 
man  of  reckless  courage. 

揮涙。 r 揮汨 w 揮涕 
wipe  away  tears. 

揮汗  to  wipe  off  sweat. 

揮 佈延寢  to  scatter  hi 

money. 
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揮 
en  Upper. 
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微元 

揮潷 
en  Upper. 

燁1
 

5^52 

揮 
en  Upper. 

SIS3 

揮 
^en  Upper 

Bright  ；  luminous.  See 

5!52， 5154. 

日日 _  bright  sunlight, 

斜暉  the  slanting  rays  of  the 
sun. 

流陣  a  ray  of  light. 

遙隔釣 晦  far  separated  from 
your  Excellency’s  brightness, — 
from  the  light  of  your  counte¬ 
nance. 10. 

輝1
 

SIS4 

微 
=揮 
ven  Upper. 

A  clothes-peg  ；  a  clothes- 
horse. 

Read  hurt2  or  kur^ •  The 

curved  handle  of  a  plough. 

Bright  ；  luminous.  See 

5150,  5154 - 

燁光 ％ 殫煌  brilliant ;  lu¬ 
minous  ; splendid. 

嬋德  distinguished  virtue. 

Read  hsiin1.  To  deafen 

by  dinning  into. 

去 眼燁耳  destroyed  her 
sight  and  hearing, 一 of  the  atro 

cities  perpetrated  by  呂 后  Lii 

Hou  on  her  .  late  husband’s  con 

cubine.  Also  read^ww1. 

Variegated  ；  a*  pheasant  ； 
to  fly. 

如 翬斯飛  like  a  pheasant 
on  the  wing. 

翬雉  the  Tartar  pheasant. 

豉 翅翬®  clapped  their 
wings  and  flew  away. 

輩 •飛 烏革  handsomely  built, — of  houses. 

Bright ;  glorious  ；  shining. 

See  5150， 5152. 

光輝  brilliant ;  bright.  Also 

光 景  scenery;  circumstances. 

輝耀  glorious. 
輝然  to  brighten  up;  to  be 

cheerful. 

敝 舍生輝  Iny  humble  home 

5!S5 

R. 灰 

C.fui 
H./oi 

F.  hwi^  v.  Jiu 
W.  Kwai 

N.  hwei 

I  hwei l.  i 

K.  hwe 

J.  kwai、 kai 

A.  houi、 k、oui 
Even  Upper. 

5^4 

灰1
 

will  be  brightened, 一 by  your 

presence. 

星 月交輝  stars  and  moon brightly  shining. 

金擘 .交輝 gold  and  gems 
flashing. 

Ashes  ；  cinders；  dust; 

lime；  mortar.  Drab ；  grey ; 

grey-blue. 

火灰  ash^s;  cinders. ashes  of  coal  or  char¬ 

coal. 

成灰 qi ■盡 成灰儘 redu- ced  to  ashes. 

死灰  dead  ashes, — from  which the  vivifying  element  of  fire  has 

departed.  Used  for  a  state  of 

可使如 死灰乎 
can  the  mind  be  reduced  as  it 

were  to  dead  ashes  ? —— z.e.  be 
brought  into  such  a  state,  by 

contemplation  or  otherwise,  that 
it  ceases  to  exercise  its  functions. 

死 灰復然  dead  ashes  may come  to  life  again, — said  by  Han 
An-kuo. 

心 灰。 r 灰了心  to  despair 
of;  to  give  up  the  idea  of. 

眼 中流血 ，心 內成灰 
my  eyes  run  blood  and  my  heart 
is  ashes, — with  despair. 

磨 骨楊灰  to  grind  the  bones and  scatter  the  ashes, — of  a  dead enemy. 

劫灰  the  ashes  that  remain  after 
a  raid， 一 the  desolation  caused 

by  brigandage,  rebellion,  etc. 

灰土  or  塵灰  dust;  dirt. 

石灰  stone  lime. 

生灰  quicklime. 黑灰  a  sort  of  bitumen. 

灰線  a  marking-line. 
灰斗子 a  box  for  keeping  a 
marking-line. 

灰％  a  bricklayer’s  hod. 

牆  to  plaster  a  wall. 

自然灰  kaolin  or  quartz  pow¬ der  used  in  glass-making. 

檳榔灰  the  lime  eaten  with betel-nut. 

灰 砌灰勻  to  lay  on  mortar, 
filling  it  into  the  cracks. 

M 

5155 

恢 

5i56 m 
5!S7 

See 灰 

Even  Upper. 

撝1
 

Si58 

R •支 

W.  ku 
See 

K.  hwi 

J.  ki'ke 

Even  Upper. 

S!S9 

R .支 

W.  Iiwai 

See 揮 

K.  hyti 

J.  ki 

Even  Upper. 

灰沙  cement ;  concrete. 
灰台  the  plastered  area  in  a Chinese  theatre  between  the  pit 

and  the  passage  under  the  boxes. 

牙灰  a  white  powder  made  by calcining  paddy  chaff,  used  for 

sharpening  knives  and  as  a  denti¬ frice. 

牙灰色  a  light  drab. 
灰色  ash-colour ;  drab. 

白灰樹  Buddleia  sp,  nova, 

灰天莧  Chenopodium  alburn^. 

灰喜鵲  the  blue  magpie  (Cya- nopolius  cyaneus). 

屬  the  blue  harrier  hawk [Circus  cyaneus). 

灰律子  the  night-heron 、Nyc- tiardea  nyctico-r  ax). 

灰鶴  the  crane  \  Grus  cinerea). 

灰兒  the  grey  finch. 
为^扇 ̂  the  squirrel  {Sciurns  davi- dianus  A.  M.-Edw.  in  the  north; 
elsewhere  Sc.  mil 泛 uris 、 L.  and 
other  animals). 

See  6481. 

Ash-coloured. 

To  split；  to  rend.  Un¬ 
assuming-,  modest.  To  wave. 

强撝  rude;  bumptious ;  dicta¬ 
torial. 

更 不撝挹  less  unassuming 
than  before. 

瞑目 而撝之 曰― is eyes  and  waved  it,  saying . 

Read  wez\  To  aid. 

To  destroy；  to  overthrow. 

隳廢。 r  隳敢  ruined;  des- 
troyed ;  brought  to  naught ; 

obsolete. 

耙綱 ■墮  the  bonds  of  law 
and  order,  are  broken. 

一行 隳而百 行可嶷 
he  who  bungles  one  matter,  will 



隳1
 5i59 

W 
5160 

R 微 

W.  hwai 
See 揮 

Even  Upper. 

R •支 
W.  hwai 

See 

K.  hwi 

Even  Upper. 

be  suspected  in  all.  Give  a  dog 
a  bad  name,  etc. 

不 作隳心 事  to  do  nothing one  is  ashamed  of. 

我 轉了心  1  have  given  up the  idea  in  despair.  See  5155. 

麾 之以肱  motioned  to  him with  his  arm. 回 

麾手  to  wave  the  hana. 

雲麾使  Assistant  Marshal, 

Si63 

Imperial  Equipage  Department. 

2 回毛  curly  hair. 

回暖  the  return  of  w 
weather. 

回憶 ot 回思 ot 低 E 

回想  to  reflect;  to  consi* 
心 隳意懶 disheartened- 

隳 棄和好 to  break  off 
friendly  relations. 

隳突  iifSolently. 

Excellent  ；  good  ；  admir¬ 
able.  The  stops  on  a  lute. 

A  flag;  a  pennant. 

r. 微 

See 圍 

Even  Lower. 

徽 柔  admirably  gentle. 

徽 晉  excellent  words 厂 of  advice. 

愼 徽五典  to  set  forth  the 
beauties  of  the  five  cardinal 

duties, — as  Shun  did. 

君子 有徽献 if  the  sover - 
eign  has  good  ways, — so  will  the 

people. 

徽音  an  excellent  reputation. 

猜女  excellent;  admirable. 

徽右重  quick;  full  speed. 

徽巔中  in  bonds. 

徽號  an  honorary  title, — such 
as  those  given  to  the  late  Em¬ 
press  Dowager. 

徽墨 ink  fmm 徽州府 in 

the  province  of  安徽 Anhui- See  44. 

徽  the  “Anhui  school”  of 

2 
1灰 隊 

C.  tU、 7UUI 

n.fui 
F.  hui 

W.  wai 

N.  wei 

p- ) 

[  hwei、 hui 

k) 
K.  hwe 
J.  kai、 yc 

A.  houi 
Even  Lower. 

theatrical  singing,  which  was 

originally  to  the  accompaniment 
of  two  flutes,  now  superseded 

by  the  胡 琴； m  2109. 

A  signal  flag；  a  standard. 

To  make  signals;  to  wave； 
to  motion. 

旗麾  a  signal-flag. 
推摩  to  direct  with  a  flag. 

麾下  beneath  the  banner, — 
under  the  orders  of;  used  when 

speaking  to  a  general. 

摩 之使去  motioned  him  off. 

_ 斥來使  motioned  away 
the  messenger. 

An  enclosure.  Used  for 

某 803 1 ;  also  for/、 10,307, 
to  show  that  something  is 

purposely  left  out,  or  to  de¬ 
note  lacunae  in  old  texts, 

etc.  An  old  form  of  國 6609. 

Radical  31.  Often  used  to 

distinguish  surnames  and 

names  of  dynasties,  thus: 

I  周 1 1 细  the  Chou  and  Ming dynasties.  See  5887.  More 

correctly  fead  wet1. 

To  come  or  go  back  to 

the  starting-point；  to  return- 
to  answer；  to  send  back ；  to 

revolve.  The  Semitic  khwei 

= brother,  constantly  used 

by  Mohammedans  and  con¬ 
sequently  adopted  by  the 
Chinese  as  a  name  for 

them.  See  5952,  1 1,905. 

來回  coming  and  going  back; 
there  and  back. 

來回話  contradictory  talk,  j 

回來  to  come  back;  by  and  by. 
See  below. 

他回 來得快 he  has  got back-  quickly. 

他 快回來  he  will  soon  be back. 

取 不回來  can’t  get  it  back.  I 回去 t。  go  back  ;  (of  plants)  I 
“over;”  finished  blooming. 

回轉。 r 回歸  to  return.  I 

回家  to  return  to  one’s  home.  I 
回府  to  return  to  (your)  home.j 

回國  to  return  to  one’s  country.  | 

回駛  to  sail  back.  p 

回西  to  go  back  te  tfee  west,  I 
— to  die,  chiefly  of  Buddhist 

priests. 

回任  to  return  to  one’s  post.  I 

to  recall. 

風回南  the  wind  has  § round  to  the  south. 

奉回  to  send  back  with  c 
pliments. 

推回  to  decline  to  receive 
return. 

回拜  to  make  a  return  \ See  敬 2144. 

回禮。 r 回敬  to  make  a 
or  a  salute  in  return;  a  rel 

present. 

設宴® 請 to  invite  1 
banquet  in  return  for  hospits received. 

回席  a  return  dinner. 
回 門  the  first  visit  of  a  bi to  her  parents. 

追回  to  cause  to  come  back fetch  back. 

— *  步 一 ^  回  looking  back 

every  step.  See  below、 

舉 無 回  touch  and  m( 
— as  at  chess.  See  5178. 

回顧  to  look  back;  to  repe: 

回頭  to  turn  the  head;  i; moment;  by  and  by. 

浪子 回頭， 無價之 
a  prodigal’s  repentance  is priceless  jewel. 

0 頭痦岸  
turn  your  h 

and  there  is  the  shore, — rep< 
and  salvation  is  at  hand. 

回 頭 早  there  is  yet  time. 

回頭食  stalP  food- 
回 頭靑  Cyperus  rotundus， 

不 能脫回  you  cannot 
out  of  it,— as  an  engagemen 

船 隻回空  vessels  reti 

ed  empty i 

往 回裏打  to  send  back,- 
a  bad  banknote. 

回文  a  despatch  in  reply. 

5^73. 

回答。 r 回說  to  answer； 
reply.  See  8393. 
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5167 
灰 

See 菌 

Even  Lower. 

5168 

R.  vulgar. 

See 菌 

Even  Lower. 

w 
5169 

R .灰 

See 菌 

Even  Lower. 

Same  as  5 163. 

To  pace  to  and  fro;  irre¬ solute. 

徘徊  backwards  and  forwards; hesitating;  irresolute. 

Blurred；  indistinct^  doubt¬ 

ful  *,  irresolute. 

A  large  tree  found  xn 
Yunnan.  Its  fruit  grows  in 

clusters  at  the  end  of  the 

branches  and  is  red. 

An  eddy；  a  race  ;  u  chow- chow”  water.  Name  of  a 

lake  in  Honan, 

U  ■  or  徊 注 
 water  recoil 

ing;  a  backwater;  an  eddy. 

努 洄從之  I  go  up  the  stream in  quest  of  him. 

Same  as  5172. 

Fennel  [Fceniculum  vul- 

gare、 Gaert). 

小茴香 a  fragrant  sefed  like dill  {Fceniculum  dulce). 

大 _ 香。 r 八角菌 sto- 
aniseed,  Illiciutn  vrrumy  Hook,  f. 

IdLXJX 641 

回;
 

Si63 

回禀  a  reply  to  a  superior,— 
answering  questions  asked. 

回話  to  let  one  know;  to  bring 
back  word. 

等 不得馬 夫回話 
unable  to  wait  until  the  groom 

brought  back  news, — how  things 
were  going. 

回信。 r 回函。 r 回示。 r 

回書。 r 回字  a  letter  in 
reply. 

回音  an  answer;  a  reply. 

回帖 回片子  a  card  in 
acknowledgement. 

回複  to  come  back  to  the  be¬ 
ginning;  to  return;  to  reply  to 
to  send  an  answer. 

问  ^  if  your  Ex.  pleases, 
一 used  by  servants  reporting  on 
errands. 

回老爺 知道1  tC)  in- 
form  your  Honour, 一 used  by 
servants. 

回事  to  relate  what  one  has 
done  in  business. 

回明  to  state  to, 一 a  superior. 

回 來再說 we  will  talk  of 
that  by  and  by. 

一回 兒。 r  一回子  a  time; 
a  period. 

這一回 or 此回 this  time 
this  once. 

上一回  the  previous  time  ]  on 
the  previous  occasion. 

第  一 ■回  chapter  I. 

三 回五次  again  and  again ; 
repeatedly. 

回氣  to  draw  in  the  breath. 

回看  looking  back,  I  see 
that . 

问  ̂   to  throw  a  backward  (some¬ 
times  “upward”） glance.  See 

7343. 

回手 t。  give  a  blow  in  return. 

回首  to  turn  the  head. 

回 堂畫稿  to  submit  a  draft 
to  a  chief,  —  for  signature  or 

approval. 

釋回  to  discharge;  to  let  go. 

回 光反照  the  thrown-back 
bright  rays  (of  the  setting  sun) ; 
the  last  flicker,  as  of  a  candle 

or  of  a  dying  man. 

H 1163 

囬 
5164 

I 周回 多少里  
how  raany  li I  is  it  there  and  back? 

;回 天意， 盡人力 t。 F。- i  pitiate  God  (as  by  righteous 
living,  prayer,  etc.),  and  to  do 
one’s  best  as  a  man. 

回過味 來 回味思 

I  量  to  think  of  the  former
  fla¬ 

vour, — to  profit  by  experience. 

一時回 過味來  as  soon 
as  she  saw  the  point, — of  the 
remark. 

其 德不回  his  virtue  was without  flaw. 

回 瞋作喜  turned  from  anger to  joy. 

回心 轉意  to  change  one’s views;  to  see  things  in  a  differ¬ 

ent  light  ifrom  before. 

回人心 莫 先受值 1 

for  changing  men’s  hearts  there 
is  nothing  like  the  reception  of 

plain  truths. 

祟 信姦回  his  honour  and confidence  are  given  to  the  vil¬ lainous  and  bad. 

昭 回于天  brishtly  revolvins in  the  sky— of  the  Milky  Way. 

回輪  o  reverse  the  engines  ofl a  steamer;  to  go  astern. 

六 道輪回  -netempsychosis See  10,780. 

謀 猶回適 his  plans  are crooked  and  bad. 

回回 or •回 子  Mohammedans 

回回葱  variety  of  onion. 
回 紇^回 鹘。 r 黑回 
Ouigours  or  Wigurs.  [From  the 
time  of  the  Sung  dynasty,  the 

first  came  to  mean  Mussulmans. 

唐之 回紇即 今之回 

回是也  the  Ouigours  of  the T‘ang  dynasty  are  the  Moham 
medans  of  to-day. 

回疆  urkestan. 
回語  urkish,-of  Eastern  Tur¬ kestan. 

回  Mohammedan  wool, — fus¬ tian. 

回祿  the  God  of  Fire— a  name 
， given  by  子產  Td  Ch‘an,  6th century  b.c. 

Same  as  5163. 
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5l7* R. 及 
See .茴 
Even  Lower. 

迴5
 5J73 

M 
R.  vulgar. 
See 荷 

Even  Lower. 

The  tapeworm  ；  also  usee 
for  the  common  intestina 

worms. 5J74 

誰是 你肚子 裏的蛔 

蟲  who  is  your  tapeworm,  pray? 
— I  am  not  dependen*-  on  you. 

ftt  虫  to  vomit  worms. 

廻 
To  go  back;  to  return ； 

5i75 

to  bend.  Used  with  5  163. 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

M  238o.] 
m 
5!76 

R •隊 

遞流水  an  eddy;  a  backwatet. 

See 茴 

迴繞  to  surround;  to  enclose. 

千 迴百轉  continually  re¬ volving. 

迴文詩  a  kind  of  ode  which 
may  be  read  backwards  as  well 

as  forwards,  and  sometimes  side¬ 

ways;  a  palindrome. 

迴廊  a  verandah. 

挽迴瀾 於旣倒 tQ  _ turn 
back  a  tide  (or  flow  of  water) 
that  has  already  burst  forth. 

輪迴  the  turning  round  of  the 
wheel, 一 human  existence  as  sab- 
ject  to  transmigration.  Sanskrit: 

sansara.  See  5163.  .. 

迴憶  to  recall;  to  remember. 

迴環  to  surround;  to  encircle. 

迴抱  or  迴合  to  embrace. 
迴避  to  withdraw  from  the  pre¬ 
sence  of  a  superior;  to  stand 

back;  to  avoid  meeting.  Spe¬ 
cially,  of  a  junior  relative  re¬ 

tiring  from  office  in  a'  province 
to  which  a  senior  relative  has 

been  appointed. 

迴 避原籍  to  withdraw  from, 
not  to  serve  in,  one’s  native 

district. 

迴狴牌  a  notice  that  one  can¬ 
not  receive  visitors. 

遇事 無所迪 [避  he  never shirked  responsibility. 

A  fish  belonging  to  the 
salmon  tribe,  found  in  the 

Yang-tsze,  about  three  feet 
long  and  resembling  a  small 
sturgeon  in  its  snout,  trans- 

Sinking 

Lower. 

verse  mouth,  and  four  short 
barbels  below  it. 

芽竹笋 ，燒 鮰魚 
the  bamboo  is  sprouting,  cook 

the  sturgeon, — and  eat  them  to 

gether. 

Same  as  5  1 73.  See  3986. 

A  barren  hill. 

5177 

R. 隊 

See 悔 

Sinking 

Upper. 

悔:
 

5178 

R •贿隊 

F.  zhui、 hwoui) 
W.  chwai、fai) 
N. 
P. 

M.  )  zhwei Y. 

Sz. 
K.  hwe 

J.  kwai、ke 
A.  houi 

RisiDg  and Sinking 

Upper. 

To  repent.  A  name  for 

the 外卦  three  upper  lines 

of  any  one  of  the  Diagrams. 

See  ̂   607.  Used  with 

5178. 

To  repent  ；  to  regret. 
Used  with  5177.  See  | 

3390, 尤  13.413 - 

後悔 w 悔悟  to  repent. 

悔 也不悔  don’t  you  repent now? 

悔前非  to  repent  of  former misdeeds. 

悔過。 r 悔罪  to  repent  of| one’s  sins. 

悔改  to  repent；  to  reform;  to 
mend  one’s  ways. 

悔恨。 1 •惱 悔。1 •悔吝 
to  repent；  to  regret ;  to  be  vexed 
with  oneself. 

其 狻也悔  but  afterwards  she repented. 

悔心  regret ;  compunction. 

痛悔  to  bitterly  regret. 

追悔不 及  to  repent  when  too late. 

禍 至頭麥 悔不及  when misfortune  is  upon  you,  it  is  too 
late  for  repentance. 

死 而無悔  io  die  without regret. 

悔 
3 

5178 

晦‘
 

5179 

R •隊 

S'.  \fui\ 

F.  hwoui^  v. 

pwoui 

W.  hwai 

M.  )  hwei 
Y. 

Sz.  j 

K.  hwe 

J,  kwai、 
ku 

houi 

Sinking 

Upper. 

反悔  to  regret;  to  go  back one’s  word. 

梅賴  to  repudiate. 
宜無 悔怒1  ought  not  t: 
to  be  the  object  of  their  an^ 

其 德靡悔  his  virtue  j nothing  to  be  dissatisfied  w; 

逼立 無悔狀 made 〗 draw  up  a  “guarantee  not 

repent  deed,” 一 as  at  the  sale 
a  child. 

不叫 他悔: 他就急 T 
if  I  don’t  let  him  have  his  mo, 

I  back,  he  gets  angry.  See  511 

雖 悔難追 though  we  repe 
we  cannot  overtake  the  past, 

so  as  to  cancel  it. 

悔 之無益  repentance  is 
no  avail. 

悔解  to  revert  to  one’s  evil  wa 
The  last  day  of  the  mooi 

dark;  obscure.  Unluck; 

unpropitious. 

月晦  the  last  day  of  the  moc 

昏晦  dusk;  dark;  obscure. 

風 雨晦明  wind  or  rain,  dai ness  or  light, -q.  always  at  woi 

晦  dark;  thick,  of  weathei 

風 雨晦冥  obscured  by  wii 
and  rain. 

明晦 light  and  darkness. 明 晦交養 ，晝 夜乃友 
it  is  by  the  alternating  grow 

of  light  and  darkness  that  (1; 

and  night  are  formed. 

時晦  the  time  is  dark,  一 u 
propitious. 

欲晦 其迹也  in  order 
hide  all  traces,— of  the  fact  th 
he  had  been  an  artist. 

晦氣 ■蓮晦 bad  luck. 正在 晦氣頭 兒上和 
at  the  very  climax  of  misfortun 

晦氣 星進命  born  under  a 
unlucky  star. 

眞 晦氣了  how  truly  unluck; 
找晦氣  to  make  trouble;  1 pick  a  quarrel. 

找我 的晦氣  to  seek  to  vi 
timise  me. 

公子有 晦紋 thegentleraa 
has  an  unlucky  look, — from 

fortune-teller’s  point  o£  view^ 
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5180 

.隊 
光悔 

Sinking 

Upper. 
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虺 3
 

5182 

Z,  tfui、 cwai、 ckwai 

P.  thwi、 zwi 
^  J°h  Jui、 

iM'ui 

W.  Aii3^ 

3«灰 
K.  hwei、 hwe 

[. ki^  kw'ai、 ke hui 

Even  and 

Rising  Upper. 

一得狠  very  unlucky. 

i 背晦  stupid ;  muddle-headed 
from  age.  See  9362. 

背 晦爺婊  to  treat  one’s  pa¬ 
rents  as  “old  stupids.” 

To  teach ；  to  admonish； 
to  advise. 

教誨。 1 ■訓誨  to  teach ;  to train. 

乞不 吝教誨  please  do  not 
withhold  your  advice. 

誨 人不倦  to  teach  without 
tiring. 

誨 爾諄諄  constantly  teach¬ 
ing  you. 

納誨  to  offer  advice  or  remon 
strance. 

冶 容誨淫  to  adorn  the  face 
so  as  to  induce  to  wantonness, 

— as  a  harlot.  See  7631. 

Same  as  5172. 

A  venomous  snake  [Tri- 

gonocephalus  B  loomho 伊 i 、 
Strauch.). 

維 虺維蛇 ，女 子之祥 
cobras  and  serpents  are  the  au 

spicious  intimation  (in  dreams) 

of  daughters.  See  熊 4700. 

蝮虺  a  viper. 

虺 蝮之行  treachery ;  ingra 
titude. 

王虺  a  kind  of  boa  found  in 
Y  iinnan. 

水虺  a  sea-serpent. 

土虺蛇  a  venomous  snake 
found  in  Kiangsu,  and  said  to 
have  no  eyes. 

虺隕  worn-out ;  tired;  diseased 

虺虺其 1  the  thunder  keeps 
muttering. 

5183 

r •灰 
s« 灰 
K.  hwe 

J-  kwai、 ke 
A.  houi 

Even  Upper. 

The  grunting  sound 

pigs  rooting. 

暄尨  altercation ;  wrangling. 

O 

R. 

會 4
 

5^4 
泰 

C.  ui 
woi 

F.  hwoui 
W.  wai 

N.  wei 

P. ) 

M. 
Y. 

Sz. ) 

K.  hwe、 Hue 

. yc^  kc: 

A.  houi Sinking 

Lower. 

huui 

To  meet  together;  to 

collect  ；  to  unite  ；  to  co¬ 

operate  *,  a  guild；  a  society. 

To  understand  ；  mental  pos- 

sibility  (似 可 6078， 能 

8184).  To  be  able,  in 

reference  to  acquired  know¬ 

ledge  or  skill  ；  see  8184. 

\Cf.  the  use  of  savoir  as 

opp.  to  poiLVoir\  A  moment 

of  time；  just  at  that  time. 

會集。 r 會台。 r 會齊 
to  assemble. 

會朝  the  morning  of  the  meet¬ 
ing. 

會議。 r 會講  to  meet  for  de¬ liberation. 

會議 政務處  the  Govern ment  Council. 

會商。 r 會晤  to  consult  to¬ 
gether. 

會 館  a  guild;  a  meeting-house; a  club. 

國會 a  Parliament;  see  2542. 

會兵  to  assemble  troops. 

會匪  a  band  of  robbers. 

鳴_ 會衆  to  beat  gongs  and bring  people  together. 

文會  a  literary  club. 

會期  a  time  appointed  for  meet¬ 

ing. 

僧會  a  convocation  of  Buddhist 

priests. 

三合會  the  Triad  Society, -- a famous  secret  society,  the  name 

of  which  signifies  the  union  of 
Heaven,  Earth,  and  Man,  as  sym 

bolised  in  the  character  王 a 

ruler.  Dates  from  the  reign  Y ung 

Cheng,  a.d.  1723 — 36. 

天地會  another  name  for  the above. 

入會 拜會㈣  belaid)  to join  a  secret  society. 

會友  an  affiliated  member  of  a secret  society. 

會主。 r  #  _  Qr 會頭 
the  head  of  a  guild;  the  presi¬ 
dent  of  a  club,  etc. 

會長  a  priest, 一 in  the  Protest¬ ant  church. 

會吏  a  deacon, — ditto. 

^  I 開會 
 to  start  a  soc

iety. 
5184  收會  to  close  or  wind  up  a  so¬ 

ciety. 

會簿  the  account-books  of  a 

society. 

傅覽會 an  exhibition, 一  usu¬ 
ally  of  the  goods  of  a  single country.  See  9544. 

萬國平 和去 the  Hague  tri- 

bunal. 

蕪 會賓客  to  give  an  enter¬ 
tainment. 

會酒  a  drinking-party. 

出會  to  have  a  procession, — in honour  of  some  religious  festival. 

盂 蘭勝會  a  religious  festival, 
held  on  the  15th  of  the  7th  moon, 

for  feeding  the  ghosts  of  de¬ 
ceased  ancesters  for  seven  gene¬ 
rations.  It  was  introduced  into China  about  a.d.  733  by  ̂  

Amogha,  the  Singhalese  Buddhist 
who  gave  such  an  impetus  to 
his  religion  under  the  T^ng  dy¬ 

nasty.  - 

會 曹近止  they  unite  in  say¬ ing  that  he  is  near. 

會 其宗族 ，盡 散家財 
gathered  together  his  relatives 

and  gav,them  all  his  treasures. 

會客  to  receive  visitors. 
拜會  to  visit;  to  call  upon.  See above. 

會會舊 ■相識 t0  look  up  old acquaintances. 

不 期而會 t。  meet  without previous  arrangement. 

後 會有期  I  trust  we  shall 
meet  again. 

會見。 r 會面  to  visit;  to meet. 

會面 安可知  who  knows 
when  we  sv ill  meet  again? 

再會  au  revoir! 

想 你們也 曾會過 
I  think  you  have  met  before. 

會過 一 •面 (Qr 次)  I  have met  him  once. 

^  ̂   conjointly;  in  co-operation 

會同 驗明 qi •會 験1。 jointly  examine. 

會同館  Imperial  Despatch office, — superintending  transmis¬ 
sion  of  correspondence  from  the 

provinces. 
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會 

S1^ 
會同 四譯館  office  of  the 
residence  for  tributary  envoys. 

會審。 r 會訊  joint  investi¬ 
gation. 

會 審衙門  the  Mixed  Court, 
at  Shanghai. 

會銜  to  unite  titles,  一  as  when 
several  officials  make  a  joint  re¬ 
presentation. 

會營  (of  civil  officials)  to  co¬ 
operate  with  the  territorial  mi¬ 
litary  authorities. 

會奏  to  jointly  memorialise. 

會辑  to  unite  in  pursuing. 

會禀  a  joint  petition  or  report. 

會理  to  manage  conjointly. 

會札  joint  instructions. 

會拏  to  help  to  catch. 

會鞫  joint  examination. 

會勘  joint  inspection. 

會督  to  join  with  one’s  subor¬ dinates  in  •…; joint  supervision. 

會咨  to  make  a  joint  commu¬ 
nication  (to  equals). 

咨會咖  communicate  by  des¬ 
patch,  as  between  high  officials 

of  equal  rank.  See  ̂   474. 

知會  to  notify；  to  inform. 

會 齊考試  a  competitive  ex¬ amination. 

會試  the  triennial  examination, 
held  at  Peking,  for  the  degree 

of  士  chin  shih. 

會*  元 J  first  on  the  list  at  the above. 

會魁  the  next  seventeen  ditto. 

省會  a  provincial  capital. 

會意  to  understand ;  to  take 
a  hint.  Also,  “suggestive  com¬ 
pounds, M  or  characters  supposed 
to  have  been  formed  upon  an 
analysis  of  the  meaning  intended 
to  be  conveyed.  Thus,  the  du¬ 

plication  of  人  man  makes 
to  follow、 and  the  same  trebled 

makes  many)  ̂   fire  dou¬ 

bled  makes  多^  flamingo  and 

when  trebled  ̂   awful. 

我會過 他的意 i 
what  he  meant. 

saw 

會
 ‘ 

Si84 

會意作  to  act  on  an  under¬ 
standing. 

意會  to  imagine;  to  conceive. 
只可意 會未可 t 傳 
one  can  feel  what  it  means,  but 
not  be  able  to  express  it  in  words. 

會* 集^价 1064. 

會不出  can’t  make  out, 一 what you  are  driving  at. 

會通  to  understand  thoroughly. 

理會  to  mind ;  to  pay  attention； to  note. 

舍作  able  to  do. 會 •不會 •  can  you  do  it  or not? 

可 都會麽  can  you  do  them all? — (e.g.)  these  tricks. 

學 會  to  learn  how  to  do  any¬ 
thing. 

會水  to  be  able  to  swim. 
會 者不難 ，難 者不會 

it  is  not  difficult  to  those  who 
can  do  it:  if  it  is  difficult  it  is 

because  they  cannot  do  it. 

會生病  able  to  cause  sickness ; liable  to  make  one  ill. 

不 會下雨  it  won’t  rain. 
會子  an  interval;  a  time. 
— • 會 々奶 3 的 工 夫 a  nio- 
ment;  an  instant. 

不大會  in  no  great  while; presently. 

昝多會 • 兒  at  any  time;  when- ever  (it  may  be,  etc.). 

機會  a  chance；  an  opportunity. See  787. 

會 4 相與 王有隙 _ at  that  juncture,  the  Primei 
Minister  happened  to  be  on  bad 
terms  with  the  Prince. 

會 冬大寒  now  it  happened that  the  winter  was  a  severe  one. 

會典  the  Institutes  of  the  Em¬ pire, — containing  details,  of  the 
whole  scheme  of  government 
administration. 

會神仙  the  festival  of  All Spirits  (19th  of  i st  moon). 

會親  to  meet  relatives. 
會鈔  to  advance  money  for. 

會錢  to  collect  money. 
會票  bill  of  exchange.  See  5190. 

會
‘
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K.  hwe 
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Irregular. 

5189 

m 

w 

R. 贿 

C. 

F.  hwoilt^ 

W.  wai\ 

N.  wet 

Y*  I  hwei> 

s：.| 

Read  kuei\  To  calculate 

會計司  Collectorate  of  ren 
of  Banner  property. 

會稽  a  District  in  Chehkiang； 
To  draw;  to  sketch；  1 

make  an  outline.  Also  rea 
kuei、 •  See  6511. 

繪地圖  to  draw  a  map. 

^  畫。 r  繪塑  t。 draw  ai 

paint. 
繪像  to  draw  portraits. 

繪 事狻素 the  business 
laying  on  the"  colours  follows  t\ preparation  of  the  plain  groun 

起句 繪初月 之狀 《 first  sentence  sketches  the  shaj 
of  the  new  moon. 
See  6339. 

Same  as  5 1 72. 

Property ;  money ;  bribe! 

以 爾車來 ，以 拜贿透 
come  with  your  carriage,  and 

will  remove  my  goods, — of woman  eloping. 

賄賂。 1 •&贿 bribes - 

行贿。 1 •行 賄賂 tQbribe 

送贿  to  send  bribes. 

受贿  to  receive  bribes. 

囑賄。 r 贿託 to  cau.setod anything  by  means  of  bribes. 

賄和  to  bribe  to  hush  up  ( withdraw  a  charge. 

贿買  to  suborn. 
Same  as  5190. 

Whirling,  turbulent  water A  bank  draft. 

東滙澤 爲彭蠡 easw 
still,  and  whirling  on,  it  forme 
the  marsh  of  P^ng-li, 一 of  th 

漢 H  an  river. 雁源  a  source;  a  spring. 

四 書雁參  the  Four  Book 
with  the  various  Commentaric 
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met 

king 

广  per. 

^  or  H  a  bil1  of  ex- 
change. 

雁費 w 雁息。 r 雁兌費 
the  loss  by  exchange. 

如今 雁到了 加  advice  has 
now  been  received, 一 the  money 
can  be  paid. 

雁 至來省  to  remit  by  bill 
of  exchange  to  the  provincial 

capital. 

我询 你雁一 午兩鋇 
子  I  will  draw  on  you  for  one 
thousand  taels. 

雁銀 一千兩 於上海 
bought  a  bill  on  Shanghai  for 

T/s.  1000.  See  9118! 

雁割  bank  drafts. . 

雁撥  to  draw  on;  to  give  a 
draft  on. 

画付 pay  to . 

雁往  to  draw  on, — e.g.  London. 

雁欵  remittances ;  drafts. 

雁銀行 or 雁兌局 an 
exchange  office. 

雁豐 銀 行  the  Hongkong  and 
Shanghai  Banking  Corporation. 

Rage；  anger. 

恚恨  to  hate  and  detest;  bitter 
resentment. 

^  in  a  towering  passion, 

抵 床而恚 he  beat  the  bed 
in  his  anger. 

Tiny.  Sparkling.  Chirp¬ 

ing.  Jingling.  Whistling. 

_ 彼小星  •  small  are  those 
starlets, — a  concubine  (  /]、 星 ) 

speaking  of  herself  and  compa¬ 
nions. 

有 噂其星  the  stars  sparkle 
bright. 

鳴 蜩噂噂  “chirp,  chirp,’’ 
sing  the  cicadas. 

蠻 聲曝嘻  the  jingling  of 
bells, — on  horses. 

__ 管聲  shrilly  sound  the flutes. 

慧‘
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R •署 

C.  wai 
ll./ui 

F.  hie^  v.  hwoi W •少 《 

N.  wet 

Y  *  I  hwei 

Sz. ) 
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J.  kei^  ye 
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Lower. 
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See 噂 

A.  we Sinking 

Upper. 
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See 毁 
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R. 紙 

C.  wai 

H.  k"wui 
F.  hwi 
W.  hu N. 

hwei 

P. 

Y. 

Sz. 

K.  hwei 

J.  ki 

A.  hui 

Rising  Upper 

Intelligent;  quick ;  clever. 

敏慧 聰慧。 r 靈慧。 r 
慧明  intelligent;  sagacious； 
quick-witted ;  wise. 

慧性  one  who  has  the  nature  of 
wisdom.  Sanskrit :  pradjnakara. 

Popularly  used  in  the  sense  of 

“smart,  clever.” 

小慧  skill ；  cleverness;  aptitude. 

美 而  beautiful  and  clever* 

睁 ，慧眼 opened  wide  his spiritual  eyes, — i,e.  eyes  gifted 
with  a  range  beyond  that  of 
mortals. 

智慧 w  1784- 

Fine  ；  minute.  Used  with 

5192. 

To  slander；  tb  vilify. 

韹謗  to  slander；  to  backbite.  | 

由嘴 馥禺人  slandering kand  abusing  people  without  re¬ 
straint. 

To  break  ；  to  injure  ；  to 

destroy.  To  shed,  as  teeth. 
To  slander  ；  used  with  5195. 

柝毁  to  pull  down, — as  a  build- 

ing. 

毁傷  to  wound. 
毁壤。 r 毁爛。 r 毁崴 t。 destroy. 

毁棄  to  destroy  and  cast  away. 

毁滅  to  exterminate  utterly. 

毁失  to  suffer  injury;  a  loss. 

毁掉  to  knock  down;  to  demo¬ lish. 

聖 言不毁  the  holy  words  (of Confucius)  can  never  perish. 

衰毁  worn-out;  failing  in strength. 

哀毁  pulled  down  by  grief. 
鱧無 毁人崧 自成也 

the  rule  of  society  is  not  to  de- 

w 

5J96 

燬，
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R .紙 
See 毁 

Rising  Upper. 

m 

: c 
5199 

r .
零
 

C.  wai 

H./ui 

F.  hie 
W.yii 

N.  wei 

P. 

Y*  hwei 
Sz. 

K.  hie 
J.  kei^  ye 

A.  hwt 

Sinking 

Lower. 

stroy  another  in  order  to  secure 
one’s  own  success.  See  5031. 

有求 全之毁  there  are 
cases  in  which  men  seeking  to  be 

perfect  have  received  reproach. 

A  blazfng  fire；  bright； 

splendid. 

烈燬  a  furious  fire. 

王 室如燬  the  palace  was  as though  ablaze. 

燒燬。 r 燬焚  to  burn  down; 
to  consume. 

失  destroyed  by  fire. 
Same  as  5195. 

Kind;  gracious  ；  forbear¬ 

ing；  humane.  To  accord 

with ;  to  obey  ；  to  be  docile. 
A  kind  of  three-cornered 
halberd. 

蒙惠  indebted  for  kindness. 

承 蒙厚惠  indebted  for  con¬ 
siderable  favour  shown. 

如蒙 見惠， 不勝銘 逋 
if  you  kindly  grant  me  this 
favour,  I  shall  be  everlastingly 

grateful. 

受惠 or  領惠  to  receive -kind- 
ness. 

保惠于 f 民  to  exercise  a  I 
protecting  kindness  towards  the masses. 

恩惠。 r 惠澤  grace ;  favour.  I 

惠愛  benevolence. 
惠 kind-hearted;  humane.  [! 

惠 我良多  you  have  been I 
very  kind  to  me. 

盛惠  great  kindness. 
虛惠  empty  kindness, -the  show! 
without  the  reality. 

實惠  real  kindness. — substan-l 
tial  aid. 

惠好  to  show  kindness. 

惠函  your  note. 惠顴  kind  attentions. 

惠賜  to  kindly  bestow. 

惠晤。 r 惠語  gracious  utter- 1 
ances. 
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惠‘
 惠翰  your  “valued  favour.”

 

i 惠致  a  gracious  st
ep  or  measure； 

— of  government. 

惠臨  to  honour  with  a  visit. 

然肯來  kindly  he  seems willing  to  come. 

惠 于宗公  he  conformed  to 
j  the  example  of  his  ancestors. 

i 駿惠 我文王
  striving  to  be in  accord  with  our  Wen  Wang. 

I 孰惠  holding  three-cornered 

j  halberds. 

I 惠來縣  a  District  near  Swa
- 

tow. 

520S 

R •隊 

P.  hwei 

M,  k^wei 

See  噴^ 

Sinking 

Lower. 

s 
Compliant*, 

Uc^d  for  5199. 

obedient. 

R. 霧 

^ 惠 
Sinking 
Lower. 

w 
R. 霽 

義征 不愧 would  not  submit 

to  just  coercion. 

H.  sui 

See  M 

Sinking 

A  fragant  species  of  mar¬ 

shy  orchid,  called  蕙蘭 

having  many  flowers  on  one 
stalk. 

Lower. 

i 蘭 蕙齊芳  the  success  of  two 
brothers  at  the  public  examin 
ations. 

雪 專  the  snow-orchid  of  Y un- nan. 

皡‘
 

520? 

See 惠 

An  insect,  called  由惠贴 

which  lives  but  six  months 

蟪蛄不 知春秋 the  ̂  

Sinking 
Lower. 

m 
S2°3 R. 舍 

ku  knows  not  spring  and  autumn 
一 if  it  knows  one  it  cannot  know 
the  other. 

Quick  •’  sagacious, 
client. 

Obe 

See 惠 
Sinking 
Lower. 

52°4 R •隊 
Sec 噴 

Sinking 
Lower. 

A  woman,  named  女蟥 
from  whose  womb  six  sons 

were  removed  by  a  surgica 

operation. 

Read  kuai、 •  Name  of 

king  of  the  奴  Hsiung-nu 

To  open  or  break,  as  a 
sore. 

! 瘡續  the  boil  has  broken. 

:通 身續爛 his  whole  body 
has  broken  out  in  sores. 

5206 

•隊 

\V.  (wai、 wan. 

To  rush,  as  a  stream  ;  to 

flee  ；  to  be  dispersed  *,  de- 
ifeated  ；  destroyed. 

5208 

R •隊 

C.  kwaP 
H.  k^vei 

F.  hwoui 

N.  givei、 kwei W.  kivai 
P.  hwei 

M.  kLwei 
Y.  k'vei 

See 噴 

K.  hive、v,  kwe ]. kwai^ye 

See 噴 

) k^wei^ 

丨  hwei 

Y. 

K.  Mue^  v.  ku<£ 
1.  kwei^  ye 

A.  houi 

111 潰濩  the  dashing  of  waves. 

臨 陣潰逃 t。 _  away the  face  of  the  enemy. 

盼紛潰 散  completely  routed 

A.  houi 
SinkingLower. 

Sinking 

Lower. 
莽  ^  the  soldiers  of Wang  Mang  were  utterly  routed. 

潰亂  in  disorder. 潰癱 雖痛勝 于養毒 
although  opening  an  abscess  is 

painful,  ’tis  better  than  leu|ng 

the  poison  work. 

潰敢  destroyed;  spoilt. 

潰 敖決裂  broken  up, — as  a 
friendship. 

無  _ 不潰 止 a11  is  g°ing to confusion. 

淹潰  soaked;  drenched; flooded. 
潰百 尺之室 以突隙 

之烟焚  the  burning  down  of a  hundred-foot  (sc.  large)  man 

sion  must  begin  with  a  tiny 
smoke-rift. 

RT 

5207 未寘 

See 噴 

A.  kwi Sinking 

Upper. 

有潰  to  look  angry. 

草不 潰茂  the  grass  does  n
ot attain  to  luxuriance. 

是用不 潰于成 h  wil1 never  come  to  completion. 

The  dull,  dim  sight  o 

old  people.  [To  be  dis¬ tinguished  from 噴  1 2,449. 

盲 •嘖  blind. 

昏嘖  dim-sighted. 

形 同聾噴  both  deaf  (as  a 
post)  and  blind  (as  a  bat), — of 
incapable  officials.  See  12,449 

The  gate  of  a  mark See  5049. 

洋 樓客棧 闇闇暄 
a  bustling  and  noisy  mart, ! 

of  foreign  hongs  and  inns, — !' 
in  the  Peking  Gazette  of  Shi hai. 

w 
5209 

R .隊 

&. 卜
 3 

F.  hwoui) 

N.  hivei^ 

See  •海 

Sinking 

Upper. 

To  wash  the  face. 

■ 

5210 

•泰隊 

月 
C.  wai 
H.  woi 

F.  woui 

W.  c« 

P.  1 1  ) 

M 

•  I 

I 

K.  hu，ae、dl 

J.  kwai、 ke、 

yetsz 

A.  hwe、 we 

王乃 洮赜水 the  F 
then  washed  his  hands  and  f 

用水 赜其面 _  wai his  face  with  water, — to  s( him. 

Descriptive  of  the  soi 

of  horses'  bells  in  a  c 

Hot ;  see  _  5192.  To 

spacious;—  wide  and  de 

The  song  of  birds. 

P 歲 P 歲其冥 deepandwid 
its  recesses, 一 of  a  room. 

Sinking  and 
Entering 

Upper. 

52II 

R 秦 Read  yiieh^  To  bel to  vomit. 

乾 嗦惡心 to  retch  wit 
vomiting  and  feel  sick. 

大 飮而噱  got  very  d 
and  vomited. 

C.  wai 
F.woui N.  hwei 

P.  j  swei、 
M.  I  hwei K.  hwae 

J.  kwai、ke 
A.  we 

Sinking 

Upper. 

The  noise  of  birds’  wii 

翩 翩其羽 (the  Ph° 
clapped  its  wings. 

棘 

5212 

Same  as  5210. 



Same  as  5214. 

Plants;  herbs；  vegetation. 

百卉  the  vegetable  kingdom. 

萬 冉爭春  every  plant  is 
striving  for  spring, — />.  hurry¬ 
ing  into  bloom. 

花卉  flowering  plants. 

花卉畫  pictures  of  flowers. 

卉木  plants  and  trees. 

An  animal  with  quills  ； 

see  12,578.  A  class ；  a 

series  ；  a  category. 

橐毛刺  a  kind  of  hedgehog, 
similar  kinds;  of  the  same 

class. 

騫集  to  collect.  I 

橐核  to  examine  collectively. 
囊 報 to  make  a  collective  report. 

mm  to  forward  collectively.  \ 

窠訂  to  arrange;  to  classify. 

字彙  a  dictionary  published 
under  the  Ming  dynasty,  in  which 
the  number  of  radicals  was  first 

fixed  at  214. 

A  beak ;  a  bill ;  a  snout； 

a  mouth.  To  pant.  [To 

be  distinguished  from 

2400.] 

雖 有百喙  even  though  you  I 
have  a  hundred  mouths. 

無 從置喙  no  means  of  get- 1 
ting  a  word  in. 

擊 喙數十  gave  him  several! 
tens  of  blows  on  the  mouth. 

外間 謠傳可 以息喙 
矣 outside  rumours  raay  thus 
be  put  a  stop  to. 

味息 to  breathe；  to  pant.  : 

困喙  panting, 一 as  a  dog  from  I 
fatigue. 

維 其喙矣  startled  and  pant- 1 
ing, — the  wild  tribes  fled. 
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眸. 

52I7 

R. 未 

C.  twai'fai) 
H.  cwH 

F.  hwoui) 
W.  hu\  hsi? 

N. 
' 

M.  \  hwei 
Y. 
Sz. 

K.  hwi 

J.  ki 

A.  hui Sinking 

Upper. 

To  conceal.  To  shun; 
to  avoid  the  use  of,  as 

applied  to  personal  names, 

especially  those  of  Em¬ 
perors  of  the  present  d: 

nasty  {see  13,088),  of  Con¬ 
fucius  and  of  Mencius  ；  the 
“taboo”  of  the  South  Sea 

islanders  ；  euphemism.  See 6853- 

隱請  to  conceal. 
直 認不諱  confess  all  and conceal  nothing. 

有話 卽說， 何必諱 W 
if  you  have  anything  to  say,  speak 
out :  why  conceal  it? 

爲 親者韓  to  conceal  the errors  of  relatives. 

狴諱  to  avoid  mentioning  a  de¬ 
licate  or  unpleasant  subject, 

especially  the  use  of  the  personal 
name.  This  is  effected  in  writing, 

by  the  omission  or  addition  of 
certain  strokes;  in  speaking,  by 

giving  to  the  character  in  question 
some  other  sound  than  its  own. 

See  丘 2310. 

言 k 始於周  the  avoidance  of names  began  under  the  Chou 

k  dynasty. 

請 教官諱  what  is  y°ur  per sonal  name? —— i.e.  the  官名， 

whic^  appears  upon  visitmgcards 

and  is  legally  one’s  distinguish¬ 
ing  name,  though  not  for  pub¬ lic  use. 

皇帝 韓構 tiTe  Emperor' personal  name  was  Kou. 

君諱  you,  Sir, 一 in  address. 

韓名 不韓姓 we  avoid 
using  a  man’s  personal  name, but  not  his  surname.  ^4599. 

諱死謂 之六行 tQ  avoid the  word  deaths  it  is  called  “the 

great  journey •” 

囑其子 言韋之 told  his  son not  to  use  it, 一 a  phrase. 

諱而不 W  they  hushed  it  up. 
言韋  prohibited;  forbidden ;  ta¬ boo. 

犯諱  to  violate  the  taboo;  to 
use  prohibited  names. 

A  問請  when  going  into a  family,  enquire  what  are  its 

tabooed  words  etc.,— so  as  to  be 
able  to  avoid  them. 

碑 

S2I7 

未曾 犯一人 家諱 & never  offended  any  one’s  pri 
vate  feelings  or  prejudices. 

你 先君尊 韓 what  was  your late  father’s  name? 

不 言韋  that  which  is  not  tabooed as  being  common  to  all  men, 
death. 

如 有不諱 ，無 憂家室 

也  if  anything  should  happen 
to  you,  have  no  anxiety  about 

your  family. 

恐 后不韓  fearing  that  the Empress  would  die. 

二  $  不偏韓  in  the  case  of two  personal  names,  both  are 
not  tabooed. 

以 諱事神  (the  people  of| Chou)  did  not  use  the  name 
which  they  bore  in  serving  the 

spirits  of  the  dead. 

廟 韓。 r  聖 韓  the  personal name  of  an  Emperor.  The  fol¬ 

lowing  is  the  list  of  those  of  the 

present  dynasty : — 

Shun  Chih  :  福臨  was  left  un- altered. 

K‘ang  Hsi: 左  was  altered 
to 左虐0 r 元 

Yung  Cheng:  胤祺  was  altered 

t。 乱賴。 1 •允 禎. 

Ch‘ien  Lung:  弘歷  was  altered 

to  (His  Majesty  objected to  this  form)  歷  Or 弘 

歴. 

Chia  Ch(ing :  天炎  was  altered 

tQ  顒殘 • [顒  wasori- 

ginally  承， which  was  al¬ tered  by  Ch‘ien  Lung  in 
1795.  See  6923.] 

Tao  Kuang :  旻摩  was  altered t。 旻甯。 r 綿甯 

Hsien  Feng:  奕竚  was  alter- 

ed  to 奕  g  • 

T‘ung  Chih :  載淳  was  altered 
t。 載漳. 

Kuang  Hsu:  載瓶  was  altered 
t。 載滟 • 

Hsiian  T‘ung:  溥儀  has  been 
altered  to  儀. 
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52i8 
R •支 
Se& 雅 

A.  sui 

Even  Upper. 

瘰‘
 5219 R 賄 

See 

K.  hwe、 we 

J.  kwai,  ye 
A.  houi 

Rising  Lower. 

Ugly- 

供 f 隹 ugly;  ill-favoured. 

Knobs  or  excrescences  on 

trees. 

5220 R •隊灰 

% 對回 
Sinking  and 
Even  Upper 
and  Lower. 

頮 
5221 

w 

5222 
R. 元 

C.fen 

H.fun^fwen 
F.  kwong 

W.  hsue^  hue 
N.  hweng^  v. 

houh 

P.  ̂   hun、 
M.  I  hwett 

Y.-  )  hun、 
Sz.  !  hweng 
K.  Jion 

]，kon 
A. houn 

Even  Upper. 

老 樹生痗  old  trees  become 
gnarled,  or  covered  with  knobs. 

To  swell;  to  bulge  out. 

腽朋  a  knob;  a  boss;  a  pro¬ tuberance. 

Same  as  5209. 

JEXTJN. 

Dusk；  twilight,  as  opp. 

to 朝 478  ；  dark  ；  obscure. 

Confused  ；  dull  ；  stupid  ；  fud¬ 

dled  *,  insensible,  from  drink 
or  otherwise  (see  3740). 
Used  with  5223. 

以 辨朝昏  to  distinguish dawn  from  dusk. 

黃昏  dusk;  the  gloaming.  Also, 
the  light  of  early  dawn. 

原說 過黃 昏送來 — 
said  it  should  be  sent  after  dark. 

杜鵑無 語 正黃昏 心 
night-jar  has  ceased  to  cry,  and 
the  dim  light  of  dawn  appears. 

昏黑。 r 昏暗 dark 

天 昏地凍  the  sky  is  over¬ 
cast  and  the  ground  frozen, 一 in 
Tartary. 

定昏 w 昏夜  night. 

晨 昏定省  morning  and  eve- 
ning  go  and  enquire  after  your 

parents’  health. 

5222 

婚1
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昏1
 

5223 

R. 元 

See  -^1 

Even  Upper. 

昏； 邁 old;  decrepit;  in  the  eve¬ 
ning  of  life. 

昏昧  dark;  obscure ;  unintelli¬ 

gible. 
說話 不明猶 如昏鏡 
speech  that  is  not  clear  is  like 
a  dull  mirror, — nothing  can  be 
seen  in  it. 

昏亂  confused;  muddled;  stupid. 

香^  月瘍0 r  辱^頭  addle-headed. 

昏騰  stuPid;  foolish,— a  term of  abuse. 

昏君  a  roui. 昏昏 沉沉的  thick;  misty 

利 令智昏  avarice  blinds  the 
judgment. 

利 慾昏心  avarice  and  lust have  blinded  his  heart. 

不 昏作勞  do  not  over-exert 
yourself. 

昏 昏睡熟  sleePing  soundly, 

終 B 昏昏  fuddled  all  day long, — as  with  drink  or  opium. 

眛倒昏 絶於地 hefellin- sensible  on  the  ground. 

specks  flitting  before  the 

eyes;  viuscx  volitantes , 

發 昏 i  to  become  confused  in 
mind;  to  wander,  as  a  dying 
man. 

昏過 去。1 ■昏晕 tQ  faint. 

昏眩  dizziness. 昏迷  unconscious;  wandering, -as  in  illness. 

To^  marry  a  wife  ；  see  嫁 

1 4 1 •  A  bridegroom. 

男 婚太嫁  men  take  wives, women  follow  husbands ;  marry¬ 

ing  and  giving  in  marriage. 

婚娶  to  marry  a  wife. 

婚媾  to  marry. 婚姻  bride  and  bridegroom ; 
marriage.  See  13,216. 

婚 姻之禮  the  ceremonial  of| marriage. 

婚姻勸 撤 advise  people  to betake  themselves  to  matrimony. 

大 禮三千 ，婚 姻最重 
of  the  three  thousand  great  Rites, 

marriage  is  the  most  important. 

婚1
 

S223 

惽 

S224 

W 

_522S
 

R 元 

See  昏 I 

Even  Upper. 

成婚0 r 琴婚 t0  con 
mate  a  marriage. 

兩下 成婚配 the  tw。 
come  man  and  wife. 

結婚。 1 ■連 婚。1 •定 to  arrange  a  marriage. 

離婚 to  dissolve  a  marriag 

婚書  the  horoscopes  of  a trothed  couple,  which  are 

changed  when  the  marriaj 

finally  agreed  upon. 

合婚  to  submit  the  horosc of  a  proposed  couple  to 这 n  ex 
to  see  if  the  marriage  is  a 
rable  one. 

娶後婚  to  marry  a  wido 
賣婚  to  hand  over  a  sui 
money  for  one’s  bride. 

皇 上大婚 an  EmPe 
marriage. 

栓婚 之大臣  a  high  ofl 
who  arranges  the  marriag( 

the  Imperial  family. 

栺 腹‘婚 tc)  betroth  b< 

birth. 

此時有 婚有宦 he now  married  and  in  an  ofl 

position. 

婚家  the  bridegroom’s  fam 婚親  relatives  by  marriag the  wife’s  family. 

婚酏  to  marry;  to  mate,  o\ range  marriages  among,  sk 

馬 無再配 ，人有 

chHuig1  婚  horses  will  not  1 
a  second  time,  but  men  wil 

marry. 

Same  as  5229. 

The  dimness  of  des 

to  die  by  swallowing  pois 

5226 

R 元 
see 昏 

Even  Upper. 

U 1. stable；  unsettl 
muddy. 
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膊1
 

5227 
元 

se 昏 

Even  Upper. 

5228 

元 :舞 
Even  Upper. 

惽1
 

5229 

元 

Even  Upper. 

輝,
 

5230 

微元 
。 榫 
Even  Upper 
and  Lower. 

w 

5231 

r 元阮 ikung 

_/， 
wang^ 
weng^y,ein 

混 
£ven  Lower. 

Dulness  of  vision. 

漠暗 於勢利  to  be  blindly 
devoted  to  power  and  wealth, 

An  entrance；  a  door¬ 

keeper. 

叩閽  to  knock  at  a  gate;  to 
appeal  to  the  Emperor. 

閽人  a  doorkeeper, — in  ancient 
times,  deprived  of  feet. 

欲 其子 之爲閽  wished 
his  son  to  be  a  doorkeeper. 

閽闍。 r 閽寺  doorkeepers 
at  the  palace, — who  are  always 
eunuchs. 

Confused  in  mind;  dull ； 

stupid. 

心婚  confused;  oblivious. 

惽 迷不醒 in  an  abject  state 
of  mental  confusion. 

Read  hun\ 

惜笔  dulness  of  wit  induced  by 
old  age. 

惽悶  dull;  stupid. 

A  term  of  address  to  a 

woman. 

嬋家  my  wife;  my  good 
woman. 

Confused  ；  chaotic  ；  dis¬ 

ordered  ； turbid;  muddy. 

Whole  ；  complete  ；  the  en¬ 
tire  mass  ；  the  Absolute. 

Used  with  混 5239. 

渾滩。 r 渾倫  chaos ;  con¬ fusion. 

中 央之帝 爲渾沌 
Chaos  was  the  ruler  of  the  cen¬ 
tral  zone. 

天下 之民謂 之渾沌 
all  the  people  in  the  empire  call¬ 
ed  him  Chaos, — said  of  a  wicked 
descendant  of  the  Yellow  Em¬ 

peror. 

渾 2
 

523i 

輝 
* 

_5232 

R 元 

See 渾 

Even  Lower. 

物有 所相不 得謂之 

渾  if  things  have  relativities 
they  cannot  be  regarded  as  the 

4bsolute. 

渾 元之氣  the  principle  ofj life,  which  is  co-existent  with matter. 

渾  hunz  雜  mixed;  miscellaneous. 
渾  hunz  胃  confused ;  mixed ; muddy. 

渾河  the  muddy  river, 一 a  name 
fox  the  Yung-ting  river 

near  Peking.  ■ 

渾水  muddy  water. 
淨  muddy ;  turbid：  foul 

渾脉  a  foetus  of  one  month; 
formless;  indistinguishable. 

渾 金  gold  ore. 渾人  a  stupid  fellow;  a  lout. 

渾  hun1  厚人  honest;  liberal; lenient. 

對 渾家道  said  to  his  wife. 

渾化  a  total  change  or  dis¬ organisation 

渾栝  to  embody. 

渾身  the  whole  body. 
渾和 t。  jumble  together;  to mix  up. 

下 字無一 不渾 n。1 character  which  has  not  its  own 

indispensable  place. 

瘅圇 渾成  all;  entire;  in the  gross. 

天 下一庫  the  empire  under 
one  sway. 

渾天球  a  celestial  globe. 

渾 然天理  the  all-embracing laws  of  God. 

然 一 '  新  everything  new,— ；， 
as  when  making  a  fresh  start. 

阿渾 ^.khun, 一 a  priest  of  the Mohamiiiedan  religion. 

渾 不似。 r 潷撥四  a  Ham— 
for  the  fi  fa]  see  9061. 

A  precious  stone. 

green  serpentine. 

瑣春  a  town  in  Kirin ;  the  name 
is  also  applied  to  Wladiwostock. 

one 

脲1
 

5^33 

R 問 

See 
Sinking 

Lower. 

葷1
 

5234 

R •文 

H.  \
fin 

F.  hung 

W.  hue N.  hwen
g 

u.  i
 hun 

Y.  hweng 

Bz.  hun 

K.  hun 

J.  kun 

A.  hwen 
Even  Upper. 

Meat  which  may  not  be 

eaten  on  fast-days.  Usee with  5234. 

Food  which  is  forbidden 

to  the  Buddhist  priesthood, 

and  generally  to  people 

fasting；  see  素  10,348.  B 

sides  meat,  this  term  in¬ 
cludes  garlic,  onions,  leeks, 

etc.  Licentious  ；  immoral ; 

see  4098. 
i 

禁 食 單  prohibition  against. the  use  of  flesh  food, 一 Ae  1st； 

5  th,  and  9th  moons,  by  order  of 

^  ̂   of  the  T^ang  dynasty,  in obedience  to  the  Buddhist  belio£ 
that  in  those  months  Indra  casts 

about  his  大寶緝 

tinise  the  actions  of  mankind. 

五葷  five  kinds  jA  flesh  fof- bidden  as  above,  fhese  arc  the 
flesh  of  the  horse,  dog,  bullock; 

goose,  and  pigddi. 

寧爲葷 口念佛 ，不可 

疎 p 馬人  better  (east  andj pray  than  fast  and  swear. 

葷茱  a  meat  diet;  ordinajj^bodL 

草 腿  garlic  and  meat.  See  2055*: 

戒葷腥  to  abstaifi  from 
and  meat. 

葷酒莫 A  no  meat  or  wisxai may  enter  here, ― a  notice  轉设 
outside  Buddhist  temples.  ， 

把盞礅 他開葷 
cup  and  begged  him  to  break  htt 
pledge  against  meat  and.  wise. 

不 敢破單 he 邮 n°t. ture  to  eat  any  lorDiddea  food, 
— being  a  Buddhi$L 

大葷館  a  restaurant;  an  eating 
house, 

那隻猶 兒不喫 萆—t cat  won’t  eat  meat?  • 

葷 粥 荤育  th«HunB. 
Said  to  have  l)eeo  founded  by 

淳維  Ch^n-w^i,  who 
northwards  after  the  defeai4of 

his  father, 桀癸  Chkh  Kuci, 
in  b.c.  1766. 

S3 



R. 

See. 混 

JEX.TTN 

課
 4 

5235 

願 

^ngoun 

Sinking 
Lower. 

5236 R •間 

See 混 

To  jest;  to  joke. 

打  _  t。 joke. 

_  $  garments  of  blac
k  or  white, 

bearing  indecent  inscriptions  in 

white  or  black,  respectively,  be¬ 

stowed  by  the  Emperor  穆宗 

Mu  Tsung  of  the  T‘ang  dynasty 
on  his  concubines. 

jests;  broad  jokes. 

優 _  the  jokes  of  the  low- comedy  man. 

譁名  a  nickname.  See  5239. 

Flat  round  cakes  of  pork, 

called  餺飩，  which  are 
fried  in  fat  and  then  rolled 

in  flour  and  steamed. 

K. 

! 
A.  ven 

Sinking 
Lower. 

_5237 
R 元 
Se« 渾 
Even  Lower 

and  Upper. 

拫 3
 

S238 R •阮 

See 滾 

Rising  Upper. 

浪
 4 5239 R •阮 

C.  wen^ 

W.fwen1- 
F.  houng1- 
W.  wang 

N.  wing 
P. 

緙 飩館兒  shops  where  the above  are  made  and  sold. 

一百 隻鞸飩 喋過九 
十九 ，還不 曉得葷 

腥素  having  eaten  ninety 
nine  out  of  a  hundred  fritters, 

not  to  know  whether  they  con 

tain  garlic,  meat,  or  simple  (i.e. 

unprohibited)  ingredients. 

A  marmot  [^Arctomys 

marmotta).  See  ̂   10,072 

The  same  ；  similar.  To 

inlay,  as  ivory.  To  root  up 

根連  connected, — as  rooms  cn suite  • 

Confused  ；  turbid  ；  ill 
assorted.  To  receive.  To 

pass  the  time；  to  loaf.  To 
work.  To  unite.  Used  with 

渾  523i-  See  2033,  5231 

huri\ 

hwen) 

M. 

Y. 
Sz. 

K.  hon 

J.  kon^ gon 
A.  houn 

Rising  Lower 

Irregular. 

混水  muddy  water. 

混鬧  to  brawl  ；  to  make  an 
uproar. 

混沌  confused  ；  cnaotic；  unin 
telligible. 

混沌氏  the  man  of  Chaos,  — 

5239 

650 TJN 

盤古  Pan-ku,  who  construct¬ ed  the  universe. 

混 沌無端  in  utter  confusion and  disorder. 

混 沌魍魎  a  stupid  oaf. 

混說  to  talk  at  random. 

混跑  to  run  helter-skelter. 

混要  to  be  exorbitant. 

混控 or  混  t0  make  false accusations. 

男 女混雜  men  and  women indiscriminately  mixed. 

畏 刑混認  to  make  wild  con¬ fessions  from  fear  of  torture, 

蒙混  or  混充  to  deceive ;  to delude. 

含混  vague；  unintelligible. 

混冒  reckless. 混撞  to  blunder  up  against, 

混馬  to  abuse;  to  curse. 

混  to  use  foul  language. 

混亂 great  confasion. 

混掄  to  whirl;  to  brandish. 

打混 t。  play  the  fool. 

混  kUTL1  堂  a  public  bath-house where  all  bathe  in  the  same 

water.  See  6341,  8850. 

混名  a  nickname.  See  5235. 

混着去  to  go  recklessly  into anything ;  to  go  without  being 
invited 

混世界  a  disordered  genera tion. 

混世虫  a  ne’er-do-well. 

混 世魔王  the  troqble-man- kind  devil-king, -nickname  given 

t。 程咬金  Ch4eng  Yao-chin 

who  assisted  李世民  Li  Shih- 

min  in  establishing  the  T‘ang 

dynasty. 

莫混我  don’t  make  fun  of  me! 
混 星子。 r 混手子 

loafer;  a  rowdy. 

混小子  a  young  blackguard. 

混 賬東西  you  scoundrel  1 
在此 混帳一 年有餘 

has  been  loafing  here  for  a  year 

and  more, — not  paying  his  way 

浪
 4 

5239 在 船上混 了兩年 

dragged  out  a  couple  of  years1 
on  a  junk. 

混頭  time  to  be  put  in;  time] to  be  spent. 

混到頭  come  to  the  -end  oli 
one’s  tether. 

一 瑰混事  to  work  together 

混晒兒  to  fight  against  drow- 
siness. 

餛 3
 

5240 

R 阮 

See 混 

Rising  Lower. 

餛 

混和  to  jumble  up;  to  mix 
together. 

混一  to  unite  into  one;  uni 
versal  empire. 

受 天明混 一天下 
having  received  a  clear  com 
mand  from  above  to  unite  al! 

the  empire  under  one  rule, — oj 
the  i  st  Sung  Emperor.  Set 

3088. 
南北混  north  and  south  were united  in  one. 

劉氏未 tr 魏未 混一 
before  the  death  of  Liu  Pei,  the 

Wei  Kingdom  was  not  united 
under  one  rule. 

Fire :  flames. 

媪孀  blizins- 火 ■媪媪 而上 the  flamei 
curled  upwards. 

524! 

伝5
 

S242 

R 元 

See 魂 

Even  Lower. 

t 云濁 悶睦  stupidly  indiflfer ent. 

It 

S243 

一  lit
 31 

S244 

R 元 

F.  hung 

N.  weng^  v. 

wah' 
See 混 

Even  Lower. 

Same  as  5236. 

Melancholy;  dull. 

Same  as  5242. 

The  soul  ；  that  part  o 
the  soul  (as  opp.  to  _ 

9420)  which  at  death  goe! 
to  heaven  and  is  able  t( 

leave  the  body,  carrying  wit! 

it  an  appearance  of  phy 

sical  form；  the  sublimina 



HXJ3NT 

65 

HTJ3NT 

一山 1 

5244 

self,  expl.  as  人 陽神. 

The  mind  ；  wits  ；  faculties. 

魂魄。 > •魂靈  the  soul，一 
which  is  supposed  to  be  in  two 

distinct  parts,  half  Yin  and  half 

Yang^  as  below. 

靈魂  the  soul, -used  by  Catholics 
and  Protestants. 

魂 升於天 ，魄 降於地 
the  hun  (anima)  goes  up  to 

heavep,  the  ’p‘o  (umbra)  goes down ’into  earth. 

— the  three  souls, — of  the 

Taoists,  one  of  which  goes  to 
heaven,  another  into  die  earth, 

while  the  third  remains  by  the 

corpse.  Otherwise  explained  as 

(i) 生魂  the  principle  of  life, 

common  to  man,  animals,  and 

plants ;  (2)  覺魂  the  senses, 

common  to  man  and  animals; 

anil  (3) 靈魂  the  power  ofj 

distinguishing  between  right  and 

wrong.  The  two  former  perish 
at  death  ；  the  latter  constitutes 

man’？  immortal  soul. 

三  七  心  three  hun  and 
the  seven  fo, — another  popular 
division  of  the  soul. 

招魂  to  summon  the  spirits,- 
as  of  one  who  has  been  drowned 

or  who  has  died  at  a  distance. 

引魂  to  guide  the  spirit, 一 of  a 
dead  man  to  the  grave,  at  a 
funeral. 

引 魂幡。 r 領魂嬸  a  small 
banner  carried  at  funerals  for  the 

above  purpose. 

魂. 不附體  soul  and  body 
parted. 

神 魂出現  his  spirit  ap¬ 
peared. 

鈎 魂取命  to  hook  up  a  soul 
and  bring  its  destiny, — as  is  done 
before  the  judge  in  Purgatory, 

to  decide  upon  the  punishments 
to  be  inflicted. 

已見鈎 魂之鬼 he  al 
ready  sees  the  devil  sent  to  fetch 

his  soul, — to  Purgatory;,  he  is 
near  death. 

斷魂  to  die.  Also  (poet.)  to  be 
melancholy. 

反魂  to  come  back  to  life, — as 
after  being  in  a  trance,  during 
which  the  soul  is  believed  to 

quit  the  body. 

游魂  wandering  ghosts,  一  of 
those  who  have  not  received 

魂1
 

S244 

5245 

R. 願 

See 涵 w 

Sinking 

Lower. 

proper  burial.  Used  in  the  sense 
of  social  parasites. 

备 底游魂 a  squ1  at  the bottom  of  (an  empty)  cooking- 

pot, — dying  of  starvation. 

孤 orphan  ghosts, -- who  have none  to  attend  to  their  spiritual 
comforts  after  death. 

死 的屈， 寃魂 不散。 f those  who  die  an  unjust  death, 

the  injured  spirits  will  not  depart, 
^half  to  heaven  and  half  to 

earth,  as  usual,  but  hang  about 

until  revenge  has  been  taken. 

寃魂纏 腿  an  jnjured  .ghost clings  round  the  legs, — of  its 
murderer,  thus  ultimately  bring¬ 
ing  him  to  justice. 

失魂  to  lose  one’s  wits. 

沒  靈  not  got  his  wits  about him  ；  wanting  in  sense. 

棹魂  to  lose  consciousness. 

嚇掉 了轉兒 frightened 
him  out  of  his  wits. 

魂不守 舍。1 ■魂 不在 
^  no  wits  left, 一 as  from  fright. 

魂飛喪  to  lose  one’s  presence of  mind. 

魂飛魄 喪 （ot 散) 
out  of  one’s,  wits;  struck  dumb 

(e.g.  by  love). 

魂 迷魄蕩  bewitched ;  fasci nated. 

銷魂  to  melt  the  soul ;  to  swoon, 
from  grief  or  excitement;  see 

4297 - 

銷魂橋  a  bridge  near  Ch‘ang- •  an  of  old,  where  coming  friend： 
were  welcomed  and  .parting 

’friends  sped  on  their  way, — the 
Bridge  of  Swoons. 

令人 眞個 銷魂矣 
truly  exciting  scene ! 一 said  of 
the  Shanghai  race-course. 

魂 氣則無 不之也 therc is  no  place  to  which  the  mind 
cannot  reach. 

萬物 之魂魂  the  variety  i 

nature'
 

A  pig-sty；  a  privy. 

惘‘
 

5246 

R. 

See 溷 

Sinking 

Lower. 

5247 

m 

5248 

r •月元 

如鹘渾 

Entering  and 

Even  Lower. 

m 
5249 

r •虑 

See 混 

Sinking 

Lower, 

傥1
 

52S° 

R. 虑 

混 
Sinking 

Lower. 

See 

To  disturb  ；  to  disobeys 

To  disgrace.  To  mortify; 

shame  ；  grief. 

造悃  to  incommode. 

不 敢悃命  not  to  dare  to 
disobey  orders. 

悃君  to  dishonour  one’s  soy^- eign. 

常 常有之 ，未 始以鳥 / 

十函 也  what  is  customary  m^y not  be  regarded  as  disgraceful. 

主不 悃賓  the  host  must  not] mortify  his  guest. 

心個 不釋1  cannot  get  rid of  my  grief. 

Same  as  5246. 

To  touch  with  the  hand  ; 

to  pick  up,  as  with  pincers. 

Also  read  hu 你 

Turbid  ；  in  confusion  ； 

dirty.  Used  with  5239. 

See  ̂   13,308. 

世溷濁  the  times  are  in  con¬ 
fusion. 

寻子不 食溷联 the  suPer- 

ior  man  does  not  eat  the  flesh 
of  dogs  and  pigs. 

攪溷  to  disturb;  to  make  muddy. 

愦溷  dull;  stupid. 

別 溷插霄  don’t  be  pitting 
your  word  in, — unasked. 

溷說  to  use  bad  language* 

藩溷  a  privy. 藩涵之 花 afloweronadung- 
hill. 

To  finish. 

肤 實不明 以 倪伯殳 
WE  were  wrong  in  thus  putting 

Our  uncle  to  shame. 



S25i R 送東 
•  chung、 

hung。 H.  Hiung、 'kiung 
hung 

W.  ckung 
N.  chung P. 

M. 
Y. 

Sz. 
K.  hong 

kd 

A. houng 

Sinking  and 
Even  Upper 

Irregular. 

ELTJNGr 
[  652  ] 

HTJNGr 

哄 

I^TJNGr- 

Noise；  clamour.  To 

trick  ；  to  cheat. 

chung 

哄堂大 笑_ 來  every  one burst  out  laughing. 

謅哄。 r 哄暍  to  intimidate; to  browbeat. 

哄鬧  to  make  an  uproar. 

哄動  a  hurly-burly;  to  prevail 
on;  to  delude  into. 

哄唆  tc  sow  dissension. 

哄誘  to  beguile. 

哄弄 t。  humbug;  to  make  a fool  of. 

哄他來  humbug  him  into coming. 

哄 P  or 諶哄 t0  cheat ;  to swindle. 

哄孩子  to  play  tricks  on child. 

哄慫他 的東西 trick him  out  of  his  things. 

三哄， 四騙， 五不知 
if  I  give  three  pips  down,  I  must 
outwit  him  :  if  I  give  four,  I  must 

fool  him:  if  I  give  five,  he  knows 
nothing  about  the  game, 

圍棋  wd-chH. 

洪
 2 525* 

R •東 
See 紅 
Even  Lower. 

of 

Read  hung1. 

哄起來  to  rouse  up. 

A  flood  ；  overflowing. 

Vast；  immense；  very 

Bounding,  as  a  strong  pulse 

. , 

洪水  an  inundation  which  took 
place  during  the  reign  of  the 

legendary  Emperor  Yao, 

2357— 2258. 

B.C. 

湯湯 dang1  —  W 洪水方 
^lj  destructive  in  their  overflow 
are  the  waters  of  the  inundation 

洪水 ：©  ：K  the  inundation 
spread  far  and  wide. 

洪 水滔天  the  water  of  the 
flood  rose  to  heaven. 

洪範  the  Great  Plan.  See  3429 

洪大  very  great. 
供福  great  happiness. 

洪
 2 

5^S2 

姚1
 

5253 
R 東送 

C.  ihung 
H.  J^onp 

F.  hungx  v. 

hong 

W. 
N. 

hung 

Y.
  1 

Sz.
 K.  hong 

J.  kd^  ku 
A.  ihoung 

Even  Upper. 

m 

5*54- 

R._ 

Sec 巷 

A.  houng) 

Sinking 

Lower. 

洪荒  a  vast  waste.  See  5098. 

聲如洪 鐘  with  a  v°ice  like a  large  bell. 

新銅聲 供而濁 如 ring of  new  bronze  is  muffled  and  dull. 

惟爾 洪無度  you  were  very 
lawless. 

供舒于 民  generously  kind  to the  people 

洪惟 i  greatly  think, 一 as  used 
by  the  Emp.,  the  ugreatlyn  re¬ ferring  to  his  important  functions. 

洪 惟作威  having  exercised great  tyranny. 

^  胃  very  generous  a
nd liberal-minded. 

^  Hung  Wu, — the  first  Em peror  of  the  Ming  dynasty. 

洪家  a  name  for  the  Triad  So¬ ciety,  the  object  of  which  is  to 
restore  the  Ming  dynasty.  See 

5184. 洪河  a  branch  of  the  river  淮 
Huai,  which  it  joins  in  Honan. 

洪脒  a  bounding  pulse. 

A  flame  ；  fire.  To  dry; 

to  roast. 

卬 烘于堪  I  burn  (the  mul¬ berry  branches)  in  a  small  fur- 

pace. 

烘屋子  to  warm  the  room, 

烘爐  a  portable  stove. 

供烤。 r 洪條  to  roast;  to heat  before  a  fire. 

烘 條行李 t<J 吻 baggage  be- 
fore  a  fire. 

烘乾  to  dry  by  the  fire. 

烘彎  warped  by  fire. 

烘襯  to  convey  an  idea  by  im¬ plication  ; an  inference. 

滿 坐烘然  the  whole  assem bly  exploded,— with  laughter. 

A  road  through  a  village； 

a  lane. 

供 f 堂裏 拜丈毋 bows  to his  mother-in-law  in  lane  and 

hall, — i.e.  everywhere.  Of  people 
who  are  officiously  polite. 

五 子用失 乎家衡 his five  sons  who  followed  his  exam 

w 

5254 

閼 52SS 

餅 

S2S6 

鬨
 4 

R. 

5257 

送終 

C.  hung 主 

H.p^ung2- 

F.  chung 

Ih
un
g*
 

(h
un
g • 

K.  hong 

J- 

A.  houng 
Sinking 

Irregular. 

5258 

R 送 
See 调 

蕻 5259 

橫 

5260 

Same  as  5254.  Also  usee 
for  4293. 

pie  lost  their  homes, — i.e.  thei: 
kingdoms. 

肉撕堂  a  “sandwich”, 一 coar 
sely  expressed  by  the  ideogran 

Same  as  5263* 

The  din  of  battle;  t( 

fight. 

鄒 與魯鬨 there  was  a  skirin 
ish  between  the  Tsou  and  Li States. 

鬨鬥 to  quarrel  and  fight;  t( 
brawl. 

開嚷  uproar;  clamour. 
鬨戰  to  do  battle;  to  fight. 

鬨 兵之日 the  of  A 

- battle. 

起 関  t0  spread  mischievous  fu mours. 

m 

Sinking 

Lower. 

Read  hung'.  To  shout 

To  push. 

亂關的 a  confused  din. 
鬨開  to  cause  to  fall  back, 一 a 
a  crowd. 

- 鬨而散  at  a  word,  they  a 
dispersed. 

開 出 去  drive  them  out- 
鬨開狗 如代 awa7  do8- 
Flourishing  as  a  plant 

budding  ；  sprouting. 

雪 裏務  name  of  a  winter  veg 彳 
table. 

臬務  a  kind  of  honeysuckle. 

Same  as  5258. 

See  3915. 
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5261 

黌5
 

5262 

R 庚 

C.  hung 

ll.fung 

F.  wong、 
hwang、 

v.  oh、 

W.  ung 

N.  wing 

M.l^
 

K.  hweng 

J. 々 Wf 
A.  hwaing、 

hwing 

Even  Lower. 

fir 
Sa63 

^東 
h 紅哄 
Even  Upper 
and  Lower. 

红 
5z64 

虹4
 

S26s 

R •東絳 
C.  hung、 

kong) H./w  叹， v. 

F.  htmg、v. 

k^dung^ 
W.  ung^  v. 

haii 

N. v 

hou^ 

The  bawling  and  din  of 

a  market-place. 

P.  hurtg^  v. 
ka^g\ 
chiang3 M.  hung^  v. 

kang) 
Y.  \hung、v. 

Sz.  J  kang) 
K.  hong 
J.  kd'ku 
A. houng 
Even  Lower 

and  Irregular. 

See  5  v?6. 

To  learn. 

_  name  of  a  large  college 

built  W 順帝  Shun  Ti  of  the 

Han  dynasty,  a.d.  126 一 145,  for 
the  advancement  of  learning. 

黌宮  a  college  or  gymnasium 

= 學宮;  a  Confucian  temple. 

黌 門秀才  a  graduate  of  the 
first,  degree;  a  ksiu-ts^  * 

Same  as  5253. 

The  rainbow,  at  which 

it  is  considered  unlucky  to 

point  ；  •^指  1791  and  m 

10,970.  Also  read  hungry 

hung^^  chiang\  kung\  and 

kang\ ， Used  for  雲工 5267. 

天虹 or 虹霓㈣ 5434)  or 

魟赚。 1 虹 橋  the  rainbow. 

一 道長虹  a  rainbow  which 
completely  spans  the  sky. 

垂虹  an  inverted  rainbow, — the 
reflection  of  a  bridge  in  water. 

出了虹  there  is  a  rainbow. 

不 霧何虹  how  can  you  have 
a  rainbow  without  a  clearing 

sky? — great  joy  must  be  pre¬ 
ceded  by  sadness. 

心 虹 _ 丈 his  mind  is  all- 
embracing  (t.e.  large,  liberal)  as 
the  rainbow. 

天地虹  洞  heaven  and 
earth  joined  together.  See  5268. 

宛 to  a  dragon. 

實 虹小子  it  will  only  weary 
you,  my  son, — to  look  for  horns 

虹 *
 

5z6S 

汞 4
 

5266 

R 蠢 

C.  hung^- 

F.  zhung 

W.  ung: 

P.  hung) 

M.  ̂ k'ung 
Y.  hung 
K.  hong 

J.  kd、 ku 
A.  houn^ 

Rising  Lower  \ 

Irregular. 

on  a  young  ram,  ue.  to  expect 
the  impossible. 

虹月樓  house  of  the  lunar  rain¬ bow, — from  one  seen  at  the  house 

of  the  artist,  ̂   玉  Chu  Yu  of 
the  Yuan  dynasty. 

Quicksilver. 

燒 丹鍊东 t。  smelt  cinnabar and  extract  the  quicksilver. 

汞粉  calomel. 

訌 4
 

Sz67 

R 東送 

See 

_紅 
Even  and Sinking 

Lower. 

m: 

5268 

R •董 

See 录 

Rising  and Sinking 

Irregular. 

5269 

R 東 

% 紅 

Even  Lower. 

To  weary；  to  confuse ；  to 

make  mischief；  to  slander. 

蟲賊內 雲工  devouring  insects, 
who  weary  and  confuse  men’s 
minds, — such  are  our  rulers. 

外 阻內訌  opposition  with¬ out,  dissension  within. 

註 亂  in  confusion;  rebellious ; seditious. 

訌敖  a  ruinous  defeat. 

雲 I  頭  witchery;  sorcery. 

Vast；  infinite. 

頷溶  broad  and  deep, 一 as  the ocean. 

濛沌 chaQs- 
澦洞 不可掇  that  which  is joined  (to  something  else)  cannot 

be  picked  up.  ̂ !fel  5265- 

A  wild  swan  (see  6906) ； 

a  wild  goose.  Vast  ；  pro¬ 

found  ； used  in  reference  to 

Taoist  ideas  and  things. 

Altogether.  See  5098. 

小鴻 a  bird  with  white  plum¬ 
age,  resembling  a  widgeon. 

鴻鶴  the  stork. 
鴻雁。 r  賓 鴻  thewildg。Dse• 

鴻 雁梢書  a  wild  goose  car¬ ries  a  letter.  The  association 

of  a  goose  with  letters  seems 

鴻
 2 

5269 

5270 

R 東 

C.  hung 

^fung 
F.  ung、 ong 

W.  ong 

N.  ung 

Y  *  I  hunS 

Sz. ) 
K.  hong 

J.  kd^  ku 

A.  houng 

Even  Lower. 

to  date  from  the  time  when  the 
Chinese  envoy  to  the  匈奴 

Hsiung-nu  told  their  單^ 

chief  that  a  goose  had  brought 
tne  Emperor  news  that  蘇武 

Su  V  was  in  captivity  amongst 

them,  2nd  century  b.c. 

鴻便  an  occasion  for  sending  a letter. 

賓鴻  the  crested  goose. 
鴻蒙  a  term  used  by  Chuang 
Tzti  to  personify  the  自然 

兀  Vital  Principle  which existed  in  nature  before  cosmo- 

gonical  developments  began. 

鴻寶  Taoist  emblems;  3366, 

8720. may  you  have  great  joy ! 

鴻恩  great  favour ;  mercy. 

^  great  talents. 

鴻慈  great  kindness. 

■r 

哀鴻 a  distressed  population. 

鴻 鵠之志  soaring  ambition. 
Red, 一 the  official  colour 

under  the  周  Chou  dynasty. 

It  is  used  for  ordinary  visit¬ 

ing  cards,  o 伍  cial  seals, 
bride’s  dress,  bridal  chair, 

etc.,  and  is  generally  em¬ 
blematic  of  good  luck, 

joy,  and  merry-making.  See 
7343,  8731， 2742,  7576. 

紅色  red;  vermilion. 
采 C  动^  赤 J  red  as  red  can  be： 
相匕糸 I  peach-flower  red, — pink. 

花紅  scarlet ;  a  reward.  See 
5002.  See  below. 

大紅。 r 方丈紅 deep  red- 
鮮  bright  red;  fresh  and  ruddy. 

銀紅  a  light  vermilion. 

紅靑  plum-coloured. 

紫紅  crimson， 
品紅  aniline  red. 通紅  red  all  over;  bright  red. 

魚紅  reddish. 紅 紫不以 爲褻服 even in  undress,  (Confucius)  wore  no 
red  nor  purple. 
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5270 

t0  make  red-hot. 

紅腫了  inflamed, — of  parts  of the  body. 

紅 漲了臉  she  blushed deeply. 

面 兒通紅  his  face  became 
quite  red  with  blushing. 

紅顔  fresh；  rosy-cheeked;  pretty. 

帶子  red  girdle, — a  distinct¬ 
ive  badge  worn  by  members  of 
the  collateral  branches  of  the 

present  Imperial  family  for  ever, 

dating  from  the  Manchu  chief¬ 

tain  known  as  天命，  A.D.  1616. 

紅片  a  visiting-card. 
紅妝女  a  girl  dressed  in  red, 
一 red  trousers  being  worn  only 
by  unmarried  girls. 

紅粉  3519. 

紅 女白婆  red  (i.e.  young) 
girls  and  white-headed  matrons. 

紅白 二事1 "ed  and  white 
affairs, 一 marriages  and  funerals, 
from  the  distinguishing  colours 
used  at  each  ceremony. 

紅頂  a  red  button ;  see  11,265. 

紅貨  jewels  such  as  the  ruby, 
carbuncle,  etc.  Also,  red  dyed 
stuffs. 

日  the  morning  sun;  a  lucky day. 

紅日 當天  the  red  sun  is  in 
the  sky, — used  with  reference 
to  the  Emperor. 

紅 了眼了  his  eyes  got  red, — with  anger. 

看采 t  了  U 艮  he  has  set  his  heart 
on  having  it, 一 of  anything  one 
greatly  covets. 

血勲紅 t。  add  red  to  blood, 
—— unnecessary. 

|}矢 兀  the  name  of  a  kind  of 
wine. 

流紅 or  落紅  menstrual  dis- charge. 

紅浪  the  maidenhead. 
香 vl  勒 之  criticised  him  severely， 

referring#t#  the  red  lines  with 

which  weak  passages  in  essays 
are  scored  by  tutors. 

走紅運  to  be  in  luck’s  way. 
&蓮  13,817  a  id  2742. 

對紅  to  place  0  le’s  stake  on  the 
number  which  turns  out  to  be 

5270 

“opposite  to  the  red,”  Le.  to  be 
successful.  The  phrase  is  taken 

from  a  gambling  game  called 

• 

你二 人箅是 對了紅 

咯  you  two  hit  off  the  red, — 
hold  the  same  opinions,  suit  one 
another,  etc. 

red  dust, 一 the  world, 

jjjg  earthly  happiness. 

紅心  the  bull’s-eye  of  a  target. ! 

紅毛  red  hair, —  a  term  origin-1 ally  applied  to  the  Dutch;  in 
later  times,  to  all  foreigners. 

紅牌  the  old  name  for  the 
“Grand  Chop”  or  “port  clear- 
rance,”  so  called  from  the  large 
red  seal  upon  it. 

單  the  modern  name  for  “port 
clearance，’’  as  issued  by  the  Cus1 
toms  to  show  that  all  duties  have 
been  paid. 

actors  who  act  military 

parts. 

紅銅板  c°pper  plates- 
紅班 a  magistrate’s  attendants dressed  in  red  clothes. 

紅綾宴  the  “Red  Silk  Ban- quet”  given  by  the  Emperor  to 
newly-elected  Han-lins. 

second  quality  birds’-nests. 

紅衫  the  red  gown  worn  by  the 
bride  for  the  first  three  days 
after  marriage. 

紅絲  the  red  silken  thread, — marriage. 

紅衣袍  a  larger  sort  of  gingal, mounted  on  a  tripod. 

出長紅  to  issue  a  public  no¬ tice, — so  called  because  usually 
written  on  red  paper. 

紅花  Hibiscus  fosa-sinensis,  L” distinguished  as  大糸 [花. 

Also,  safflower  {Carthavnis  tine- 
torius， L.).  Also,  the  saffron 

{Crocus  sativa\  distinguished  as 
below.  Also,  porcelain  with  red 

designs.  、 

紅藍花 safflower. 

藏紅花  saffron. 紅梁  Euscaphis  staphylcoides、 S.&Z. 

紅茶  black  tea, 
紅糖  brown  sugar- 

紅瓖  red  dates. 

紅,
 

5270 

5271 

尺東 

^ 紅 

Even  Lower. 

m 

5272 

r 董送 

See 哄 

Rising  and 
SinkingUpper. 

5273 

^庚 

See 宏 

A.  hwdng 

Even  Lower. 

5274 

紅糧  millet. 
紅木  red-wood. 

紅茱頭  beetroot. 
紅蘿葡  radishes. 肉  first  quality, — of  American ginseng. 

红 丹  red  lead. 

紅 ■  arsenic. 
山裏紅  Cratcegus  pinnatifida^ 

Bge. 

紅交嘴  the  male  crossbill  (Lo- 
xia  albiventris\ 

紅 樹歌童  a  name  given  to 
the  oriole  by  Ming  Huang. 

紅 脚鴨兒  the  mallard  duck 
(Anas  bo  sc  has). 

紅腿紮  the  red-shank  (Tota 
nus  calidris). 

紅頭嶋 .the  golden  eagle {Aquila  chrysaetos), 

采£  壽帶  the  Paradise  flycatcher {Tchitrea  Incet). 

Read  kung' •  Work. 

女紅  women’s  work;  sewing. 

A  marshy  plant  with 
reddish  leaves  and  flowers. 

箭 胃  Polygonum  orientaley  L. 

To  sing. 

囉嗔樓  a  theatre. 

The  sound  of  bells. 

the  clang  of  bells;  the 

clamour  of  a  market-place. 

See  5848. 
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S27S 

R •埤 
C.  wing 

YL.fen 

F.  heing 

rI 

y'  i  huns I,) 
K.  hweng^  v. 

kweng 

Jo  wo、 kwo 
A.  hwdng^ 

hwaing 
Even  Lower. 

銮 2
 

5276 

R •庚 
See 宏 

A.  /twang  - 
Even  Lower. 

5277 

&庚 
See 宏 

A.  hwang 

Even  Lower. 

AJL2 敏 
527» 

^庚 
See 宏 

Even  Lower. 

翊，
 

5279 

R •庚 
See 宏 
A.  hwaing 
Even  Lower. 

An  echo  in  a  large  hall. 

Vast;  ample；  spacious.  Used 

for  5^  5282；  see  5217. 

宏亮  reverberating;  echoing. 

開 張宏發  may  there  be  a 
wide  extension ! 一 of  this  busi¬ 

ness.  A  phrase  seen  in  shops. 

宏業  an  extensive  business. 

宏遠  widely  extended ;  long 
standing. 

量宏  of  great  capacity,  —  for 
drinking. 

大 展宏才  exhibiting  very 
great  abilities. 

宏恩  great  kindness. 

宏敞  spacious. 

A  vast  hall；  a  mansion. 

To  estimate. 

故 竑其輻 ，雖 重任而 

轂不析  you  must  make  the 
spokes  so  thick  that,  although 

under  a  heavy  burden,  the  wheel 
will  not  break. 

The  cord  which  passes 

under  the  chin  and  keeps 

the  official  hat  in  place.  A 

string  on  which  musical 

stones  are  hung  *,  to  con¬ 
nect；  to  fasten.  The  rope 

which  springs  a  snare  for 
birds. 

弑纓  hat-string  and  tassel. 

八弑  the  eight  quarters  indi¬ 
cated  on  the  compass. 

To  fly  around  ；  to  swarm. 

蚨! bt 綿聚  the  mosquitoes came  buzzing  in  swarms. 

It 
5280 

R •庚 

See 宏 

A.  hwaing 

Even  Lower. 

閎 

5281 

R. 摩 

C.  weng 

H./en F.  heing 
W  .  oung N.  ung 

y*  I  hunS 

s；.  1 
K.  hwe/tg、 kweng 

J.  wo,  kwa A.  hwang ̂ 
hwaing 

Even  Lower. 

二 282 

r4 

C.  weng 

H./en F.  heing 

W. ) 

N.  j  — 

I  hunS 

K.  hwertg 

J.  5,  kd 
A.  hw&ng 

Even  Lower. 

A  rumbling  sound,  as  of 

distant  thunder.  To  speak 

loud  into  a  deaf  person’s 
ear. 

A  gate  ；  a  barrier.  Vast 
wide；  open；  unoccupied. 

騰九閎 tQ  rise  tQ  the  :nine 
gates, — of  Paradise. 

祟閎  very  great. 虛 閑  infinite;  vast;  great  and void. 

閎廓  vast  wastes ;  prairies ; 
steppes. 

閎其中 ，肄 其外  store  up 
knowledge  within,  -to  -be -ready 
•for  emergencies  from  without. 

閎謀  extensive  schemes， 

Vast；  to  enlarge;  to  ex¬ 
pand  ； liberal.  See  5217 

弘大  very  great. 
弘 大其業  he  magnifies  his office. 

含 弘光大  vast  and  glorious, — as  the  heavens. 

弘多  very  numerous. 
士 不可以 不弘毅 the scholar  may  not  be  without 
breadth  of  mind  and  vigorous 
endurance. 

人 能弘道 ，非 道弘人 
man  may  glorify  the  truth,  but 
■the  truth  cannot  glorify  man. 

弘于天  enlarge  (your  mind)  to 
the  (comprehension  of)  heavenly 

(principles). 

i 服 惟弘王 it  is  yw business  to  extend  the  royal 
influence. 

聖+ 之弘也  the  magnan¬ 
imity  of  the  sage. 

弘始  the  year-title  (a.d.  399 — 
414)  adopted  by  Yao  Hsing  of 

the  unrecognised  Ch‘in  dynasty.* 

52幻 

R. 葱 

TrSy 

See 秘 

bo 

A.  ihwdng 

Even  Upper. 

The  lowing  of  an 

See  12,668, 

ox. 

i 弘1
 

52«4 

r •庚 

W.  Jiwae、 ckae 

M.  j  hunS 

See 弘 

K.  hweng^ 

hong 

Even  Upper, 

5z8S 

m1 

5286 

r •蒸 

K.  kweng 

J.  kd 

A*  S.hwdng~ 
Even  Upper. 

5287 

R. 庚 

F.  ing 

W.  I 

n.  I  yu
n^ 

P./m 叹， hung 

yung 

M.  yung K.  hwu”g、 

y'ong 

j .  kd^  kid 

A.  ving 

Even  Lower. 

5288 

R •侵有 

% 陰吼 

Even  and 
Rising  Upper. 

轟1
 

5289 

C.  kweng H.  iwang^ 

JiLwun 

Y.eing 

W.  hwae、v. 

fat 

N.  hung
 

y*  j  hunS 

l.) 

A  clear,  deep  pool  o 

water. 

飛瀑 落泓潭  the  cascade 
falls  into  the  deep  pool. 

龍泓  the  name  of  two  streams in  Shensi. 

Read  wang' . 

美 目如一 泓秋水 w 
beautiful  eyes  were,  like  a  clear 

pool  in  autumn. 

Same  as  5278. 

The  board  in  front  of 

a  carriage,  on  which  a 

person  leans. 

a  leaning-board  bound 

with  leather. 

Lofty；  imposing.  See  747 

山勢# 嶸  the  appearance 
of  the  mountains  is  lofty  and 
imposing. 

殿閣 崢嶸  a  grand  palatial 
edifice. 

氣象  #  A 第  dignified;  ma- 

jestic. 

The  last  syllable  in  Om 

mani  padme  hum  ；  see  49. 

Read  yin1  and  houz.  The 
lowing  of  an  ox. 

The  clatter  of  carts  ；  the 

rumbling  of  thunder  ；  the 

roaring  of  cannon.  To 

blast；  to  blow  up. 

雷  the  rumbling  of  thunder. 

烈烈 轟轟的  loud  roaring; 

angry. 

轟 行天下  to  make  a  noi§e in  the  world;  to  be  heard  of. 



K.  hweng、 
kwcng 

[. kwd 

A.  hwaing 

Even  Upper. 
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529' 

，庚 C.  kwbig 

U.ftm、 kwen 
F.  eing 

W.  hung 

N.  hweng 
P.  hung 

M.  hutt%  hwen 

I  hun
g K.  hwen

g、 

hung
 

kd 

A.  hwdng 

Even  Upper. 

訇1
 

5291 R 庚 
C.  kweng 

F.  ting、 heing 
W.  SMgiang 

N.  chung 

M.  i  ̂ 
Y.  lying 
K,  hweng、 

kweng 

J.  kwd 
A.  waing 

Even 

Irregular. 

瀹
1
 

!  5292 K •庚 
〜 氦 

Even 

Irregular. 

轟塌了  城  the  city  wall  f
ell 

with  a  crash. 

轟擊  to  peal ;  to  crash,  as 
thunder;  to  bombard. 

放 砸轟擊  to  destroy  with artillery. 

轟毁  to  destroy  by  explosion. 

轟發  to  explode. 

轟破  to  blow  up. 

轟石  to  blast  rocks. 

壽  blown  to  rums, 一 as  by  an 
explosion. 

水 雷轟沒 法兵船 & 
torpedoes  blew  up  a  French 
man-of-war. 

轟 爆之物  explosive  mater¬ ials. 

心裏轟 的一聲 exploded 
with  anger. 

The  death  of  a  prince  ；  to 

die.  Swarming  ；  numerous. 

覺逝 to  die. 

度 之薨薨  they  threw  (the 
earth)  with  shouts  into  the 

frames, — for  building  walls. 

螽斯羽 ，薨 薨兮 ^ 
winged  locusts,  how  sound  your 

wings  in  flight !  —  alluding,  in 
connection  with  the  context,  to 
a  numerous  progeny. 

聲 如雷費  with  a  noise  like 
the  crash  of  thunder.  See  5289. 

m 5293 

r •庚 

See 售 

Even 
Irregular. 

硝,
 

5^94 

R •冬 

紅译 
Even  Lower. 

5295 

R •東 

See 紅 

Even  Lower. 

A  hubbub, 

noise. 

A  crashing 

訇 然震動 如雷霆 there 
was  a  mighty  shock,  like  that 
caused  by  thunder. 

售磁  the  drum-like  sound  of 
rolling  waves. 

The  roar  of  water  ；  the 
sound  of  a  cataract. 

濺询  the  splashing  cataract. 

A  crash  ；  a  stunning  noise. 

鳾砰  noise  of  steles  dashing 
together. 

The  crash  of  falling  rocks  ； 

the  noise  of  a  land-slip. 

A  whizzing  sound  in  the 

head,  as  with  approaching 
fever. 

Even  Lower. 

和 5297 

Name  of  a  mountain,  從 

陴  Tsung-hung,  in  Yiin- nan,  which  furnishes  copper, 

HXJO. 

529« 

R •歌箇 
% 和 

Even  and Sinking 

Lower. 

w 5299 

R. 藥 

See  II 

A.  kdk、 k'dk 
Entering 

Upper. 

5300 

R •藥 

P.  chwo 

See 獲 

Entering 

Upper. 

See  3945. 

Vessels  with  spouts,  like 

teapots,  for  preparing  food. 
To  mix  and  season  dishes, 

as  a  cook 

To  measure  ；  to  estimate 

尺 者謹也  a  foot-rule  is  for 
measuring. 

To  split；  to  rend；  to  rip. 

蒦 肚子 *  rip  UP  the  bell}' 

劐嘴。 r 劐唇子  a  hare-lip. 
See  5315. 

劐子  a  breach  in  a  wall ;  a  slang 
name  for  a  person  with  a  hare-lip. 

劐 

53。0 

m 

S301 

R •藥陌 

See 獲 

Entering 

Lower. 

53°2 

R •藥 _ 

〜鹱樺 

Entering  and 

Sinking 

Lower. 

霞 

5303 

R -藥遇 

H.  wok^fu* 
F.  heik、 hwok 

& 獲護 

K.  hwak、 hu 
Entering  and 

Sinking 

Lower. 

劐口子  an  indentation  on  the body;  a  gap;  an  opening  at  the end  of  a  seam. 

Read  ho'’. 
劐地 to  dig  up  the  ground. 

劐子  a  kind  of  plough. 

劐 着不要  throw  it  away  as 
useless. 

蒦 |J  着幹  do  it  at  any  risk. 

劐 出去了  to  abandon;  to 
have  nothing  more  to  do  with; 

cut  it  out.  Also,  to  be  in  straits, 

or  in  a  tight  comer. 

劐出 命去了  risked  his  life. 劐上  even  if  I  have  to . ;  at the  sacrifice  of. 

To  bawl  out. 

嚿 喑  loud-talking ;  loquacious. 

A  kind  of  birch-tree, 

called  權 落， used  for  ma¬ 

king  cups,  etc.  Used  for 

5306. 
W ater  pouring  down；  the 

dashing  of  water.  To  boil ; 

挪刘 5531- 

潰 獲 心  dashing  of  waves.  See 

5206. 

濩澤 an  old  name  •  for  陽 

城縣  Yang-ch4eng  Hsien  in 
Shansi. 

Read  hu\  To  diffuse. 

聲 教布濩  name  and  influ¬ 
ence  diffused  on  all  sides. 

大 獲  name  of  the  music  of  成 

湯  T‘ang  the  Completer,  b.c. 

1766. 

見舞 韶濩者 when  hesaw 
the  dancers  of  the  Shao-hu. 
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5304 

I •陌藥 
Z.  wok 

l.fet 

T.  htik,  k、tik 

To  hit,  m  the  chase；  to 

catch ；  ta  seize；  to  arrest 

to  get；  to  obtain.  A  run 

away  slave-girl  or  a  gir 
who  marries  a  slave  ；  see 

1,582.  Also  read  hu%  anc 

huat^. 

舍拔則 釋 he  lets  his arrow  and  hits. 

拿獲  to  catch;  to  arrest. 

獲住了  caught;  arrested. 

to 

m  cus- 

an 

A  .oh 

\  -hwo^ 
A.  hwo、 hwa 
L  huk 

\z.  hwo 

•  hwtk、 hwak 

•  kaku、 koku 
i.  hwak 

Entering 

Lower- 遇 犬獲之  caught  by  a  dog, 

獲犯  to  arrest  a  criminal. 

獲賊。 r 獲盜- •獲匪 
catch  thieves,  brigands,  etc. 

獲醜  to  capture  a  number  of 
prisoners;  a  captive  crowd. 

讀解。 1 ■獲送 to  take  i 
tody  to . 

獲案  to  bring  before  a  court. 

獲辦  to  bring  to  justice. 

獲存  to  seize  and  detain. 

獲勝  to  gain  a  victory. 

獲教  had  the  pleasure  of 
interview. 

不 獲面別  not  to  take  leave 
in  person, 

余 獲一觀 i  managed  to  get 
a  look  at  it 

獲利  to  secure  gain;  to  make 
profit. 

獲福  to  secure  a  benefit 

獲恩  to  obtain  favour. 

A  有  獲  he  h
as  obtained  a 

great  deal. 

實 獲于葬 心 just  suits  my frame  of  mind. 

不 ’隕獲 于貧賤 d。11。1 oppress  the  poor  and  lowly. 

獲罪  to  obtain  punishment, — 
to  commit  a  crime.  To  offend 
a  man. 

未 獲放手  unable  to  leave 
off, — work. 

不獲已  cannot  help  it. 

笑 語卒獲  every  smile  and 
word  as  they  should  be. 

淮 夷卒獲  the  tribes  of  the 
Huai  will  be  won  over. 

蔆理  6879. 

*4 办 

53-5 

R •藥遇 

F.  hv)ok 

N. 

P.  hwo0^  ht^ 

. i  *• See 

hwo、、 i 

Entering 

Lower. 

5306 

R .學遇 

F.  hwok 

N. « V 〜 Sec_  護 

K.  hwak 

J.  kaku、 waku Entering 

Lower. 
蠖4
 * 

5307 

R •藥遇 

F.  hout P.  hw(P 

M.  hwo^  hu* 

S« 鹱護 

羼蒦 
Entering  and 

Sinking  Lower 
and  Upper. 

A  measure  ；  a  marking¬ 
line. 

準鹱  a  marking-line. 
集镬  a  carpenter’s  square;  (?) 

compasses  and  line； 

To  cut  grain ;  to  reap 
Used  with  5302. 

不 耕而穫 t。  reap  where  one has  not  ploughed. 

XfJ  賴  t。 reap. 

w 

S3°8 

R •藥 

I  wo
k 

F.  hwo
k 

N.  oh 
P.  hw<P 
M.  hwo 
Y.  huk 

Sz.  hwo 

K.  hwak 

，kwaku、waht 
A.  hwak 

Entering 

Lower. 

A  caterpillar. 

尺蠖 之屈以 求伸也 
the  drawing-up  of  the  caterpil¬ 

lar's  body  is  only  done  with  a 
view  to  further  stretching  it  out 

Used  in  the  sense  of  Ureculer 

pour  mieux  sauter.” 

尺蠖  to  measure;  to  span  with the  fingers. 

屈蠖  a  wriggling  worm. 

蒙肚 之溫蠖  a  butt  for  the world’s  folly. 

A  caldron ；  an  iron  pan； 

the  boiler  of  an  engine. 

To  bore;  to  engrave.  See 

1 1,268, 

鼎鑊  a  caldron;  a  boiler. 

鐵鑽  an  iron  pan. 

鑊 烹之刑  the  punishment  of | boiling  to  death. 

鑊 底這樣  (as  black)  as  the bottom  of  a  kettle. 

你 會箍鑊  you  can  hoop  a boiler, 一 you  are  very  smart. 
Used  ironically. 

煮 大嘩飯  to  cook  a  dinner in  the  big  pan, — to  hare  a  great row. 

車太鑊  to  turn  a  somersault 

5309 

R. 赛
 

Entering 

Lower. 

w 

5310 

R.  I 

s-m 蒦 

Entering 

Lower 
and  Uppor. 

53H 

R. 藥 

See 
鑽 

J.  waku 

Entering 

Upper. 

Red  paint. 

S312 

R.) 

See 

N.  Ohy 

獲鑊 
Entering 

Upper. 

5313 

R •哿 

C.  wo1- 
F.  hwo^ 

W.^wu 

P. ) 

M. 

Y. Sz, ) 

K.  hwa 
1.  hwa 

A.  hway- 

Rising  I.ower 
Irregular. 

hw<P 

Insipid  ；  tasteless. 

肥而 不獲  fat， but  nc)t  with¬ 
out  flavour. 

A  water-fowl,  which  can 

bring  rain  by  its  cry. 

A  four-sided 

winding  silk. 

reel  for 

Calamity;  misfortune,  as 

opposed  to 福 3707 ;  curses; 

judgments  from  heaven. 

覦災。 r 钃患。 r 覦孽 a 

嫌事  calamity ;  evil;  misfor¬ 
tune. 

禍 不單行  misfortunes  never 
come  singly.  See  2880  and  3707. 

覦根  a  source  of  misfortuiie. 

其覦可 勝曹哉 an  un 
speakable  calamity ! 

避繭  to  avoid  calamity, ， by flight. 

惹嫌  to  bring  calamity  on  one¬ self. 

籟兮福 之所倚 ，以成 

其功  failure  is  the  foundation of  success,  and  the  mentis  by 

which  it  is  achieved 
钃鼷倚 伏於其 ’ 
misfortune  and  happiness  lu 邊 
herein. 

*S 



5313 

53M 

禍害  injury;  damage. 

誰 爲此禍  who  brought  this 
calamity  upon  us? 

嫁 禍于人  to  maliciously 
bring  trouble  on  others. 

福 善禍淫  to  bless  the  vir - tuous  and  bring  misfortune  on 
the  vicious. 

禍人  a  causer  of  evil  to  others. 

非 禍人不 能成禍 mis - fortune  never  comes  unless  some 

one  is  the  moving  cause. 

禍首  the  source,  or  cause,  of 
the  trouble ;  the  ringleader. 

勿 予禍適  (ch^  or  chih^  do 
not  punish  nor  reprove  us. 

禍海 一千年 wicked 
people  have  long  lives.  See 
10,019. 

禍胎  a  calamity-womb;  a  sour¬ 
ce  of  evil, — used  of  bad  sons, 
who  are  regarded  as  judgments 
for  evil. 

禍泉  the  source  of  misfortune, — 'vine. 

禍心  malice;  malicious  designs, 

See  1 2,688. 

Open  clear  ；  to  under 

.tand  {see  10,125);  intelli¬ 

gent;  liberal-minded；  gener 
ous.  Sound  of  crashing. 

Jlwo, h(P 

M.  hwo^  k^zvo 
Y.  houh、 /nve/i 
Sz.  hwo 
K.  hwal 
J.  Ird'atsz^ 

ku'achi 
A.  hivat 

Entering 

Upper. 

5315 

€ 

40 

k •識職 

C.  wak' 

W.fet 

Entering 

Lower. 

寶堂 豁三門 the  three 
doors  of  the  Precious  Hall  stand 

open. 

空 豁  empty;  vacant ；  clear. 

豁心眼  to  clear  the  eye  of  the 
heart, — to  improve  the  intelli 
gence.  See  4562. 

豁 人之心  口  to  stir  the  feel- j 
ings, — as  grand  scenery, 

豁達  intelligent;  clear-headed. 

這人狠 開豁的 this 
is  very  intelligent. 

丨 一旦豁 然貫通 suddenly 
the  meaning  flashed  upon  me. 

丨 豁 免錢糧  •to  remit  the land- 

害^  hua1  {vulg.)  to  play  at 
guess-fingers.  See  5022,  7720, 

5006. 豁  hua1  ̂ij  — • 聲  with  a  crash. 

辞嘴 孕 吹燈  like  a  hare- 
'  lipped  person  blowing  out  a  lamp, — all  one  hears  is  非非非 

fei、fei、fei、 wrong,  wrong,  wrong. 

Used  of  a  perpetual  fault-finder. See  2870. 

Some ；  sojne  one；  some¬ 

thing-  sometimes.  Or 

either ；  see  3304.  If；  sup¬ 

posing  that;  perhaps；  doubt¬ 
ful；  uncertain. 

F.  hok 
W.  wa 

N.  oh 

P.  hwo) 

M.  hwe 

Y.  huk 
Sz.  hwe、 hwo 

K.  hok 

\  waku、 koku 

A.  hwak 

械 

4*= 

53i7 

或 飮于池  some  are  drink¬ ing  at  the  pool. 

或寢或  Ift  some  are  lying down,  some  are  moving  about. 

或人 a  certain  person. 

或問  some  one  asked. 
或謂。 r 或  曰  some  one  said; •  it  has  been  said;  they  say;  on 

dit ；  another  authority  says. 

或沉醉  sometimes  he  would 
get  very  drunk. 

魚 潛在淵 ，或 在于渚 

R. 

See 或 

the  fish  lies  in  the  deep,  and 

sometimes  by  the  islet. 

或 東或西  either  this  or  that; either  one  way  or  the  other. 

或大或  小. either  large  or 
small. 

或 早或腕  whether  early  or late. 

或 來或往  either  coming  or going;  to  and  fro；  uiioteady. 

或然 或不然 whether  it  is so  or  not. 

或須  if  it  should  be  necessary. 

或得  if  it  could  be  that ，… 

或 以其酒  if  we  give  them 

win  令. 

或 敢侮予  dare  any  of  you 
despise  me? 

無不 爾或承  may  there  al¬ ways  be  those  who  shall  succeed 

to  you, — may  you  have  a  never- 
ending  posterity ! 

或有人  perhaps  there  may  be some  one. 

間 或有之  perhaps  there  are some  amongst  them. 

Entering 

Lower. 

寬 

5318 

R. 職 

See 或 

A.  v’ik、 

Entering 

Lower. 

馘 

to 

5319 

R. 職 

惑 

5320 

R.  ‘ Sec 或 

莫 或不難 it  may  perhaps  nc 
be  difficult. 

莫 敢或遑  not  daring  to  tak 
a  little  rest. 

或者 w 或是  perhaps; 
may  be  that. 

或不  possibly  •… not  •… 

或可  probably. 卽 或如此  perhaps  it  is  thu： 
或 卽…也  it  may  have  bee •  •  •  • ;  is  perhaps  •  • .  • 

Deluded  ；  beguiled.  Use 
with  5320. 

See 恤 

A.  hik、 twet 

Entering 

Upper. 

The  spirit  or  ghost  of 
child. 

鬼賣  a  tornado. 
鬼  place  or  means  to  duj . people. 

A  kind  of  lizard,  whic 

frequents  the  bamboo. 

Doubt  •’  suspicion  ；  ui 

belief.  To  cause  to  doubi 

to  deceive  ；  to  lead  int 
error. 

Entering 

Lower. 

小 惑易方 ，大 惑易赛 
lesser  doubts  change  inan，s 
of  life:  greater  doubts  chai his  nature. 

以不惑 解惑， 稹於: 

惑  using  that  of  which  we  c not  doubt  to  dispel  the.dou 

we  have,  and  thus  returning 
a  condition  without  doubt. 

四十 而不惑  at  forty,  I  hi 
no  doubts, 一 said  by  Confuci of  himself. 

年登 不惑  forty  years  ofag 
疑惑  to  suspect ;  suspicious. 
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惑 
5320 

4s*
 

_r 

5321 

.戰 
尤或 

Entering 
Lower, 

恬 4
9 

5322 

曷 
. kwat^fqt 

. U'vjo* 

pe 栝 
Entering 
Upper. 

2* 科 
5323 

曷 

* 幹棺 

Entering 
Upper. 

活 
5324 

曷 
•  wut 

•fat 

、wak 

r.  wo 
•  wah 

惑弄 to  beguile;  to  befool. 

迷惑  befooled ;  led  astray 

魔惑  deceived  by  devils. 

收惑  to  be  caused  to  doubt；  to 
be  influenced  in  a  wrong  di¬ 
rection. 

二 主受惑  the  two  Emperors 
were  taken  in. 

謠言惑 衆  lying  rumours  lead 
astray  the  people. 

蠱 惑人心  to  instil  poison¬ 
ous  suspicions  into  men’s  minds. 

惑於婦 W  deceived  by  his 
wife’s  arguments. 

俗惑 於辯矣 the  age  has 
gone  mad  over  disputations, - 
on  questions  which  can  never 
be  decided. 

非固不 能惑是 the  wrong 
can  never  drive  the  right  into 
doubt. 

A  curtain ;  a  screen. 

蜮幟響  noise  of  flapping. 

To  meet  with.  To  unite  ； 

to  co-operate.  Also  read 

k>uo^ 

曷 其有恬  when  will  he  come 
back  to  me? 

倍係  with  united  strength；  all 

To  scoop  up  water  in  a 

bucket  and  pour  it  on 

fields；  to  scrape  up. 

Mobile  ；  lively  ；  active. 

Alive,  as  opposed  to 死 

io,28o;  living；  to  live ；  a 

livelihood. 

活動  movable ;  active;  versa¬ 
tile；  flourishing. 

►  2- 

5324 
P. 三  hwo 

M.  hwo 
Y.  houh、 hwoh 

Sz.  hwo 

K.  hwal 

J.  katsz A.  hwat、 kwot Entering 

Lower. 

已 知他心 中 活動了 
already  saw  that  in  his  heart  he 
was  beginning  to  yield. 

活 水  running  water;  spring water. 

活相兒  a  running  knot. 

活字 or  活板  movable  type. See  below、 

活 機之木  a  movable  beam on  board  ship ;  a  swinging-boom. 

漫活  quite  loose  or  movable. 

圓活  perfect ;  complete ;  com¬ 
prehensive. 

圓 活此事  to  arrange  this matter. 

活便  able  to  adapt  oneself;  ac¬ 
commodating；  versatile. 

快活  joyous;  merry. 
活 潑  lively,  as  a  fish;  bustling; 

active ;  naive.  See  9428. 

活絡話  slippery  talk. 
活字  live  words, 一 a  term  used to  distinguish  characters  when 

playing  the  part  of  verbs  in  a 

sentence,  as  opposed  to  the  func¬ 
tions  of  nouns,  which  are  called 

死字 dead  characters.  The 
same  character  may  be  either 
one  or  the  other,  according  to 

the  requirements  of  the  text. 
See  4711. 

话人  a  living  man. 

活活的  alive  and  well.  See 10,791. 

活 了沒有  is  he  alive  or  not? 

活不了  he  will  not  live. 

活不長  he  will  not  live  long. 

我不要 活着1  d。11’1  _ 
to  live. 

徨活 w 活回  to  revive;  to come  to  life  again. 

他對 我說他 會醫得 

活  he  told  me  he  could  bring 
him  to  life  again. 

如活死 人一般 like man  who  though  really  living 

appears  to  be  dead. 

活神  the  living  God,— -a  Pro¬ testant  terra. 

活佛  the  living  Buddha. 

呼 4912- 
活套子  of  general  application 

活 

Tf 

5324 

something  (e.g.  a  phrase)  that 

will  do  in  one  place  as  well  as 
in  another. 

^  to  take  prisoner. 

活 罪  punishment  other  than  ca¬ 

pital. 活食  animal  food. 
活路  a  thoroughfare. 

诗 眼兒見  lifelike； vivid; 
realistic. 

婼畫  vividly  described. 
寫得举 工亦. 複最活 
he  describes  (her)  with  much  art, 

and  yet  makes  it  all  very  natural. 

嵌跳紙 上  t0  seem  t。 appear Qn  the  page  before  one, — as  on 
levy’s  “picture  page*’’ 

將子房 說活了  he  Puts Tzu-fang  as  it  were  alive  before 
us, — by  the  skill  of  his  pen 

话無常  a  trance. 活  p|  the  evidence  of  the  sur¬ 
vivors. 

活 口兒的  alive；*  while  still 

alive. 

活  pj  話1  what  is  said  inde¬ 
finitely  or  vaguely,  as  opposed 

to  absolute  certainty.  See  死 

10,280. 

活 現  appearing  as  though  alive, — of  an  apparition,  or  of  persons 
seen  in  a  vision. 

活 龍活現  the  apparition  of| 
a  live  dragon. 

說 得活現  to  describe  vivid¬ 
ly;  to  make  people  as  it  were 
see  the  things  described. 

說得如 此活現  speaking 
thus  logically  and  to  the  point 

眞是 活遠眼 what  a  shame 
that  is ! 

话  兒  a  striking  resemblance; lifelike. 

活脫話  language  which  is  not too  definite；  guarded  talk. 

不 知死活  not  to  know  life from  death,  —  i.e.  right  from 

wrong.  Used  as  an  expression 

of  abuse  =  you  fool!  See  10,280. 

明早 與你定 個死活 
to-morrow  it  shall  be  for  life  or 

death  between  us. 

施水 以审我 giveme 
water- to  revive  me. 

I  some 
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活 
5324 a- 

5325 

卜哿 S.> 

活世壽 人_  I  give  life  and  old 
age  to  mankind, 一  a  doctor’s advertisement. 

空活了  w 白活了  Ihave 
lived  in  vain. 

不 能 耕農而 活乎人 
not  to  work  oneself,  but  to  live 
on  other  people. 

活 頭  time  to  live. 

活 契  deeds  for  property  not alienable, 

活計 a  plan  for  a  living ;  em¬ 
ployment;  to  work.  Also,  the 
nicknacks  worn  at  the  girdle, 

such  as  watch-guard,  purse,  etc, 

過活  to  live;  to  support  life.. 

沒 得過活  nothing  to  live  on； 
unable  to  support  life 

織 布度活  to  weave  cloth  for a  living. 

重 活  heavy  work. 

針線活  needlework 
ironwork, — the  iron  part 

(e.g.)  of  a  bridle. 

W  rg-  or  幹活  t。 do  work, See  11,761. 

他做 的是我 的生活 
he  is  doing  work  for  me. 

散活  irregular  'vork;  odd  jobs, 

等完了  活  wait  until  the  w
ork is  done. 

一處活 a  job- 

活  served  you  right!, 

獨活  Peucedanum  dcairsivum 
Max.;  also  Angelica  sp. 

Same  as  5326. 

K 

5326 

I  ¥ •  hoa、 hwi 
W,/w 

I N.  hou 

P.  V 

|M.  >  hwo、ho 

|Sz. 丨 I Y.  hou 

IK.  hwa 

Ij.  ha 
I  A.  hwa 

Fire ;  flame ;  to  burn  ;  to 

cook.  See  行 4624.  The 

fire  of  speed,  anger,  lust 

etc.  Radical  86.  See  5061 

12,100,1575,  10,780,3269 

4250. 

I  Rising  Upper. 

燒火。 ■•勲 火。 r 弄火 
。> •生 火。 r 着火。 r 打 
火。 r 舉火  (see  belaiu)  to 
light  a  fire；  to  strike  a  light. 

三日 不舉火 once  every 
three  days  not  to  eat  cooked  food 

K 

5326 

火苗兒  the  flame  of  a  fire. 

火 •光 .  01 ■火 縱  flames;  bright- ness  of  fire. 

the  power  of  fire;  the  (jrce of  fire.  、 

火 候 or  火 色  the  strength  of 

加候 

fire, — as  for  cooking. 

4021. 

势爐 邊看火 ■色  went  to 
the  stove  to  see  how  the  fire 

was  getting  on. 

文火 and 武火  a  slow  and  a quick  fire,  respectively. 

火暴 fieiT. 火花。 r 火星  a  spark.  The latter  is  also  the  planet  Mars. 

七 月流火  in  the  seventh moon  the  Fire  Star 、Cor  Hydra) 

passes  the  meridian. 

火杖 :火棍  a  poker. 
火 •節 。1 •火 _ 子 tangs- 
火金 tongs  shaped  like  scissors. 

火盆  a  chafing-dish. 
洋 自 來火 &火 茱 lucifer  matches. 

火紙  touch-paper. 

火種 w 火贼 tinder- 

種火 之人  an  incendiary. 

寒火 OT 無焰 火 charcoal- 

火管  tinder,  flint,  and  steel. 

火鐮  a  steel. 

火石 flim. 火石粉  chalk ;  lime. 
火耗  refining  by  fire;  training; 

practice. 

火耗鋇  meltage. 

火燄山  a  volcano 火 箸  a  small  stick  for  stirring hot  soups, 

火  the  God  of  Fire. 

火  the  red  fox. 
火燒  to  burn;  to  destroy  by  fire; 
blast  you  !  Also,  a  kind  of  bun 

火燒雲  red  clouds. 
火油  kerosene  oil. 

火袍 ( a  cannon. 

火鎗。 t 火器  fire-arms. 

軍火  munition  of  war. 

j/C  _  gunp
owder 

^  藥  ̂   3!  po
wder  magazim 

火藥開 花彈子 a  sh 
charged  with  gunpowder. 

火 球  fire-balls  used  in  midnig 
processions.  Also,  stink-pots 

火箭  fire-darts;  lighted  arro' 

^  fire-ships, — with  which burn  an  enemy’s  fleet. 

火輪船 a  steamen 

火輪艇  a  steam-launch. 

火輪車  a  railway-train. 
火車  originally  a  fire-cart  us 
in  sieges  for  setting  fire  to  c 

, gates  (see  10,990);  a  stea 
engine;  a  train. 

火車 三勲鐘 開車1 train  starts  at  3  o’clock. 

火車米  millet  rice. 
火夫 Q1 •火 手。 r 升 火 < 
below)  a  fireman. 

封火  to  bank  the  fires, 

火漆  sealing-wax. 
火鏡  a  burning-glass. 

火爐  a  stove;  a  catamite. 
火焚  to  burn ;  to  destroy  by  f 

死 則火之 they  burn 

dead. 

火災  the  calamity  of  fire. 

城 內發火  there  is  a  fire 

the  city. 

失火  to  catch  fire  accidents 

救火  to  rescue  from  fire ;  to 
out  the  flames. 

遠水救 不了近 
distant  water  won’t  put  ou near  fire. 

息 火0 r 滅火  to  extingi 

a  fire.  See  9,428. 

^  ̂   hooks  for  pullin
g  d< 

houses  at  a  fire. 

火 •化。 r 火 ■葬 to  co6sl by  fire,： — used  of  cremating 
bodies  of  Buddhist  priests. 

火家  corpse-burners. 

明火  see  7946. 
火  provisions;  eatables;  stc 

火 食多少 what  are 】 

table  expenses  ? 
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l. 

火食 車  a  provision  cart. 

火食船  a  provision  boat. 
not  to  keep  a  mess, — 

to  get  one’s  food  elsewhere  than at  home. 

謝 絶了烟 火之物 We 
up  cooked  food. 

a  messmate. 

— ■  a  mess  of  ten  soldiers. 

火頭 or 欠夫 a  cook.  See 
above. 

^  the  galley  on  a  ship. 

火腿 a  ham_ 
— *  a  flame;  a  tongue  of 

fire. 

野  a  will-o’-the-wisp. 
人 血之爲 野火也 
human  blood  causes  will-o’-the- 
wisps. 

討野火 to  get  oneself  into 
trouble. 

火 _  杷  a  torch. 

打途 5 火和 1  to  Kght  torches. 

如火 •烈烈  like  a  blazing  fire. 

烈火 乾柴1 ike  a  blazing  fire 
and  dry  wood, — like  pouring  oil 
on  the  flames. 

時 時防火  constantly  guard 
against  fire. 

那 個火是 怎麽着 

^  ̂   how  did  that  fire 
begin  ? 

水 裏水去 ，火 裏火 

去， 包在我 身上1  — 
guarantee  to  go  through  fire  and 
water,  if  necessary. 

火鷄  a  turkey. 

火 虫  a  firefly;  a  glow-worm. 

風 火  emanations  of  light  from 
the  blood  of  men  slain  in  battle. 
See  7174. 

t0  make  a  flash  of 
light  on  a  theatrical  stage  at  the 
entrance  of  any  supernatural 
being. 

火烟  tQbacco. 

jfC  @  with  the  speed  of  fire. 

火票  a  despatch  of  great  impor¬ 
tance,  forwarded  express  speed 
by  the  Board  of  War. 

K 

5326 

/ 

火炭文 書 an  urgent  dis- 

patch. 火 ){^i  a  warrant, — as  opposed  to 
a  summons. 

^  hot-tempered;  fiery. 

锋點 火性兒 he  has  no  life 
in  him. 

火 氣  heat;  anger. 

火  he  is  furious. 

不要 發欠氣 d。11’1  get 
angry. 

心 火盛 m 心 裏 冒火 
his  temper  is  up;  he  is  furious. 

無 名火起 食丈高 heis in  a  towering  passion. 

邪  evil  humours. 

肚子裏 頭有火 • there  is fire  in  his  belly, 一 he  is  bilious 
and  feverish. 

虛火上 炎 he  is  suffering from  bilious  fever. 

上 火  to  get  out  of  sorts,  bilious etc.;  to  get  red  in  the  face ;  to 
get  excited  or  angry. 

慾欠動  desire  began  to  make itself  felt. 

不鶴 人不動 火來。 ne could  not  help  feeling  a  little 
amorous. 

一星 之火能 燒萬頃 

之 山  a  single  spark  may  burn 
(the  produce)  of  ten  thousand acres. 

軟 人放火 ，得長 命1^ who  commits  murder  and  arson 

will  enjoy  long  life.  (Ironical.) 

those  nearest  the 

fire  are  first  warmed. 

好 人頭上 三茂火 good men  have  three  feet  of  fire  over 

their  heads,  一  which  protects 
them  from  evil  influences. 

栺窮 於爲薪 ，火傳 

也 ，木知 其盡也 the fuel  is  consumed,  but  the  fire 

may  be  transmitted,  and  we 
know  not  that  it  comes  to  an  end. 

欠  to  attack  with  fire ;  to maintain  a  fire. 

a  kind  of  Christmas-tree, 

covered  with  50,000  lamps,  exhi¬ 
bited  by  the  Emperor  眷宗 

of  the  T^ang  dynasty  at  the 
Feast  of  Lanterns. 

火
 3 
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伙 

5327 

R •哿 

See 

J.  hiyd Rising  Upper. 

w 

5328 

R. 哿 

C./o 

H.  v.  sfo 

F.  hwo^  v.  hwi 

W.  ̂ huju^ N.  hou 

p-  j 

M.  >  hwo 

Sz.  \ 

Y.  hou K.  he、 hwa.、 

v.  kwa 
J.  kwa,  wa 
A.  /wa 
Rising  Upper. 

火 看  the  rice  granaries  near  the Forbidden  City,  in  Peking. 

長 {c^ianSz)  a  commander  of ten  men. 

^  0  草  Eclipta  alba、 Hassk. 

^  ̂   ̂ um  sarmcntosum、 Bge. 

j/C  Sedum  drymarioides， 
Hance. 

Household  gear  ；  furni¬ 
ture.  Used  with  53,26,  5328. 

tooLs;  gear;  furniture. 

^  food;  provisions. 

伙長 (chang^)  the  mate  of  a 

ship. 

中伙  to  take  a  snack  on  a journey. 

Numerous.  A  band  ；  a 

company.  A  colleague  ；  a 

partner. 

案件  夥  the  law  cases  are 
very  numerous. 

有  ho'v  many  men  are 
there  ? 

夥子  a  band ;  a  gang.  See  below. 

夥 盜 OT 夥匪 a  band  of  rob- 
bers. 

夥  a  society ;  a  clique ;  a cabal. 

一 ■夥客 人  a  comPany  of 

guests. 
夥  t0  combine  to  defraud. 

夥 突夥驅 to  combine  to 
defraud  and  to  share  the  pro¬ 
ceeds. 

合夥。 r 歸夥。 r 夥連着 
to  form  into  a  company. 

合 着夥兒  a11  together;  the 
whole  lot, 

错 [夥  to  dissolve  partnership. 

夥  a  partner  business.  See 

8603. 

^  _  to  go  shares,— in  a  trans¬
 

action. 

夥胃  to  start  a  business  in partnership. 

胃  g  to  join  as  assistant, 一 in  a 
business.  See  10,485. 

夥^ *  a  young  fellow  of  18 

or  19. 
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5329 

箇 

•f0 
F.  hwo 

W./« 
hou 

hwo 

ho 
Y.  hou 
Sz.  hwo 

K.  hwa 

kwa 

A.  hwa 

N, 
P. 

M. 

KCXTO 
夥
 3 

5328 

Sinking 

Upper. 

做小夥  to  act  as  assistant,- as  in  a  shop. 

夥^ a  shop-assistant;  a  paid  I 
clerk;  a  mate;  comrade ! 

大夥  and  二夥  chief  and  I 
second  mate. 

供開同 夥  stated  in  evidence  I 
who-  his  accomplices  were. 

貨 Goods;  wares；  mer-| 
chandise. 

貨物  goods;  merchandise;  traf-l fic；  commerce. 

貨財  goods  and  chattels. 

貨色  description  of  goods. 

各釋 算色 g°ods  of  ev 叫 description. 

發貨  to  dispose  of  floods, 一 as  I 
to  customers. 

發客貨  wholesale  goods. 

門市貨  retail  goods. 

貨價  the  value  of  goods. 

貨 眞價實  genuine  goods  at  j 
a  fair  price. 

不  貨  to  know  nothing  about  I 
goods, — of  an  inexperienced  tra- 1 
der. 

押貨  to  accompany  goods. 

囤貨  to  monopolise  goods,  by 
buying  up  all  the  stock. 

居 奇貨者  those  who  hold  I 
goods  in  the  hope  of  a  rise  in  | 

price. 

奇 貨可居  this  is  rare  mer-l chandise  which  should  be  held, 

一 until  the  market  rises.  A| 
phrase  first  used  by  呂不 韋 

Lii  Pu-wei  when  he  discovered! 

the  young  prince  of  Ch‘in, 

異人  I-jen,  who  subsequently 
became  nominal  father  to  the| 
First  Emperor. 

好 貨出背 [Sj  the  best  goods  I 
come  from  behind, 一  are  pro-| 
duced  last  by  the  shopkeeper. 

高貨  first-class  goods. 

貨高價  HI  辱  first-class  I goods  mean  high  prices. 

低貨  inferior  goods. 

賤貨  worthless  goods, — a  term of  abuse. 

#  bills  for  goods. 

S329 
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貨
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攉於
 

533° 

R •藥 

See 霍 

Entering 

Upper. 

貨身  the  material  or  stuff  of  a fabric. 

痛
 ̂ 

貨銀  mon^y  for  goods  supplied. 

貨 銀兩交  cash  payment  on 
delivery. 

5331 

R •離  名 

See 霍 

貨店 a  shop- 

出貨。 r  提貨  t。 “clear”  or 

Entering 

Upper. take  delivery  of  goods. 

上貨。 r 卸貨。 r 起貨 

藿
*
 

s 

to  unload  goods ;  to  discharge 

533^ 

cargo. 

R •藥 

請 起貨單  a  Customs， “aPpU- cation  to  land.” 

See  霍  j 

落貨。 r 下貨 裝貨 t。 load  cargo. 

落貨單  a  slliPPinS  order- 

請 下貨單  an  aapplication  to 

ship.’’ 

貨  ̂3 淸  a  ship’s  manifest; 

Entering 

Upper. 

an  invoice. 

an  invoice. 

貨  the  owner  of  goods;  the vendor. 

貨  a  merchant  vessel ;  a  cargo- 
i 

boat. 

M  the  hold  of  a  ship. 

貨様  samples  of  goods. 
― •  貨  goods  all  of  one 

quality. 

頭水貨  the  pick  of  anything; the  best. 

S333 

二 水貨  the  second-best, — 

R •陌 

See 
those  remaining  when  the  best 
have  been  taken. 

[貨 交货 J  to  exchange  goods 
for  goods, — to  barter. 

這個 滯貨也 脫手了 

Entering 

Lower. 

so  we  have  got  rid  of  this  rubbish. 

^  a  pedlar  of  womens  wares. 

5334 

貨胳  to  bribe. 

R •藥 

'貨其 左右  he  bribed  right 

See 桿 

and  left. 
Entering 

貨  a  name  for  the  ancient 
Upper. 

“trouser”  coinage. 

To  beckon  to.  To  urge. 

fH  to  wave  the  hand. 

鞠^霍  to  drive  back  with  a  whip 

mls
 

5335 

R •陌 

一 as  a  crowd. 

戲權。 r 權弄 t。 make  a  foo 

See 砉 

of;  to  humbug. 

J.  kwaku 

f 霍 較  to  compar
e. 

Entering 

Lower. 

Cholera,  known  as 

A  coarse  vegetable; 

on  the  bean-sprouts  of  my  vege¬ 

table  garden. 

or 

the  huo. 

(JLophantus  rugosus,  F.  A.  Mey.) 

地  seeing  the  li  huo  (=  6945) 
they  at  once  knew  that  the  coun 

try  (they  had  reached)  was  China 

aspen  [Populus  ̂ pbiosa),  fount 
in  Shantung ;  also  Epimedim 

sagittaium,  Baker. 

To  bawl  after  *,  to  shout 

The  roaring  noise  0 

Read  k^uo^.  Name  of 

The  dashing  of  waves. 

湖漬  the  roar  of  breakers. 
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5336 

r 
5337 

支 

iyi 

Even  Upper. 

Same  as  5338.  Also 

read  U4  to  moan. 

He;  she；  it,  etc.  This; 

that.  A  particle.  Used  for 

5338 - 

伊家  he  or  she. 

所 謂伊人  the  man  I  mean. 
矧伊 人矣不 求友生 
how  shall  a  man  not  seek  to  have 

his  friends? 一 when  even  birds 
mate. 

伊誰 五 僧  does  he  (God)  hate 
any  one? 

伊 誰云何  what  does  that 
man  say  ? 

伊 誰之辜  whose  fault  is  it? 

實 維伊何  who  are  they? ' 
其 效伊何  what  is  the  result 
of  all  this? 

豈 伊異人  how  can  they  be 
strangers  ? 

伊 嘏文王  Wen  Wang,  the 
Blesser. 

伊等  those  people. 

伊年  that  year. 

與 伊相好  on  friendly  terms 
with  him. 

不 遠伊邇  not  far,  but  only 
a  little  way, — did  he  accompany 
me.  See  3355. 

非 伊朝夕  not  for  that  occas¬ 
ion  only. 

伊尹 i  Yin, — the  famous  min- 
ister  of  成湯  T’ang  the  Com¬ 
pleter,  b.c.  1766^ 

伊犁  Hi,  a  province  of  Chinese 
Turkestan. 

伊 威在室  the  sow- bug  had 
got  into  our  houses. 

伊蒲 伊蒲塞  the  Upa- 
sakas.  See  13,382. 

伊蘭蒲  the  sweet-flag. 
伊足  Sanskrit  emy  a  hind. 

伊帝 目多伽 or  It- 
tivrittikay 一 one  of  the  12  divi¬ 
sions  of  the  Buddhist  Scriptures. 
See  9783. 

5338 

R. 支 

See 伊 

Even  Upper. 

r 
5339 

R •支 

See 伊 

Even  Uppep 

w 534°  ； 

R ，支 

See 伊 

Even  Upper. 

乙 ̂
 

5341 

R. 質 

C •少 

H.  yet F.  eik 
^N.yai 

^.yih P.  zyi 
M.  vi 

Sz.  yi 

K. /7 

J.  itsz、 ochi 

A.  et 
Entering 

Upper. 

Sounds  of  various  kinds. 

咿啞  sounds  of  laughter;  a 
creaking  sound. 

喔咿  the  clucking  of  fowls. 

咿唔不 輟  his  hum  never stops, — he  is  always  studying. 

Name  of  a  river，  # 河， 

a  branch  of  the  river  洛 

Lo,  which  it  joins  in  Honan. 

*  The  sow-bug  [Oniscus). 
See  5337 - 

A  black  bird;  see  6605, 

13,158.  The  second  of  the 

天干  Ten  Stems  ；  see  Ta- dies  Ve.  Used  in  the  sense 

of  “second;”  also,  of  a So- 

and-so, w  when  two  persons 
are  mentioned ; ⑽ 甲  1 167. 

A  fish’s  guts.  Bent;  curved ； 
to  mark  with  a  hook  ；  a  caret 

or  hook  to  insert  omitted 

words.  Used  for  5342. 
Radical  5. 

乙烏  a  swallow. 

頗資 p 夜之覽 _e_ 
what  to  aid  the  study  to  which 
the  second  watch  is  consecrated 

= as  an  aid  to  study.  See  1 2,970. 

未定 甲乙  it  is  not  yet  de- cided  who  is  first  and  who  is 

second. 

乙 謂甲曰  So-and-so  (No.  2) said  to  So-and-so  (No.  1). 

殿試 中 乙為  pass¬ ed  second  at  the  Palace  exami¬ 

nation. 

喚家童 小乙來  called  one of  the  serving»boys. 

乙 

'4- 

534i 

i« 

5342 

R 質 

C.  yet^  v.  a Ihyii 
F.  eik、 sioh-} 

l  yai 
M.fi 

K.z7 

J.  Usz、 ichi 

A.  ny'it 

Entering 

Upper. 

魚去乙  of  fishes,  the  guts  must 
be  thrown  away. 

得如 虎挾乙  a  successful 
man  is  like  the  tiger  with  its  乙， 

t.e.  its  majesty,  which  is  supposed 

to  be  in  the  shape  of  this  cha 
racter  and  concealed  under  the 

skin  of  its  ribs.  Any  one  who 

gets  it  and  wears  it  as  an  official 
will  be  a  terror  to  evil-doers, 

while  as  a  private  individual  he 
will  have  no  enemies.  See  7276. 

太乙  tbe  Great  Monad, — a  cos- mogonical  term  alluding  to  the 
condition  of  all  things  as  one、 

before  the  evolution  of  the  Yin 

and  the  Yang,  the  interaction  of 

which  gave  birth  to  the  pheno¬ mena  of  nature;  God  (see  5106). 
Also,  a  name  for  tbe  終南 

山 ; see  8128. 乙乙  wriggling;  twisted;  awry. 

乙其處  to  mark  the  place where  one  leaves  off  reading, - 

first  used  in  reference  to  a  Me¬ morial  by  the  famous  東方 

朔  Tung- fang  So,  which  took 

武帝  the  Emperor  Wu  of  the Han  dynasty  three  months  to read. 

、塗  t0  erase« 

One  ；  units  ；  the  first.  A 
or  an;  the.  All  ；  through¬ 

out  ； to  unite  ；  to  be  one 

with  ；  to  cause  to  be  alike, 
or  doing  the  same  thing  ； 

uniform ;  in  a  row.  Radi¬ 
cal  1. 

— • 無 所有  tohavenotasingle 
one,  or  nothing  at  all. 

—M onc, 

?iax  ― •個  that  one;  (naz) 

which  one? 

一而十 ，十 ^百  units, tens,  hundreds.  See  10,075. 

第一個  the  first. 

並爲第  — *  bracketed  first. 

當以此 爲第一 this  must 
be  regarded  as  the  best  of  its 
kind. 

— ' 百 one  hundred. 
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i- 

one  or  two ;  a  few;  a  trifle；  I 

all. 

學得一 二官話 learnt 
little  “mandarin •” 

— . — . each;  one  and  all;  one| 

by  one. 

一一 ^出  to  tell  the  details;  I 
to  give  the  whole  story  from  I 

beginning  to  end.  
" 

十 分之一  one-tenth. 

三分之  — •  one-third. 
三尺 三寸三 分寸之 

— *  3-33  feet  and  a  fraction. 

— . 些  a  little;  a  lew. 

一 不做二 不休 if 

don’t  succeed  the  first  time,  try| 

again. 

用其一 ，緩 其 二 c°m  | 
plete  one  thing,  postpone  a  se¬ 
cond, — do  one  thing  at  a  time.  I 

一 舉兩得  to  kill  two  birds! 
with  one  stone. 

一直走  go  straight  ahead 
— • 早  very  early. 

— ~ *  樣 of  one  kind;  all  the  same. I 

一句是  — • 句  a  sentence  is  I 
a  sentence, 一 what  is  said  must| 
be  adhered  to. 

予 — . 人  I， the  one  man, — the| 
Emperor. 

— •  “et  cetera •”  See  9456. 

J^l  ̂   一" *  in  order  to  be  uni
-l 

form.  彳 

裝 束若一  all  dressed  alike.  I 

宣 子有環 ，其 一在鄭 f 
商  Hsuan-tzu  had  a  bracelet,  the! 
fellow  of  which  was  in  the  pos¬ 
session  of  a  merchant  of  Cheng.  | 

-於學  his  one  idea  was  study. 

專一  singleness  of  purpose;  spe-| 
daily  devoted  to. 

五一十 全說了  he| 
told  the  whole  story. 

借一還  — •  borrow  one,  pay| 
back  one,  -  an  arithmetical  phrase. 

不 ― •而足  not  one  kind  only.  I 

聽卽答  he  replied  as  soon as  he  heard. 

來 •… 二來 ••••.. w —則 

5342 

.二則 一  ,•  in  the  first  place  | 
in  the  second  place . 

[  664  ] 

i 

― . 面 . 一 »  面 . on  the  one 
hand . on  the  other  hand  .. . 

partly' . partly  (to  do  some¬ 

thing)  and  at  the  same  time . 

一 面飲 一面想  drinking  I 
and  thinking  by  turns. 

一 面之交  to  have  met  only  I once. 

去看 一 . 看  go  and  take  a  look. 

^  — .  ̂  to  walk;  to  take  a
  stroll. 

桩爲 走一遭  to  take  a  jour¬ ney  in  Vain. 

可去救 他一救 let  us  g。 and  rescue  him. 

一 來二去  in  the  long  run. 

一而再  once  and  again. 

一 俟  the  whole  matter  must  wait until ••••• 

一之爲 甚 once  is  enough!- do  not  let  it  happen  again. 

以遵之  obeyed  the  in- 1 
structions  in  every  detail. 

一成一 敢在天  success  or I 
failure  is  from  God. 

太 陽一照 ，又 風一赌 the  sun  shines  out  a  little,  and 

then  the  wind  begins  to  blow 

again. 不 可無一 ，不 可有二 
very  good  for  once. 

不珅是 一是二 1  d。11’1 know  if  it  is  one  incident  or  two, 

一 to  which  allusion  was  made. 

二者必 居一焉  of  the  two (horns  of  the  dilemma),  you  must 
rest  upon  one. 

婦人從 一而終 a  woman should  have  but  one  husband. 

― • 字  without  exception ;  unin 
terrupted. 

— •字不  quite  illiterate. 

一 字兒擺 開  farmed  inline — of  a  body  ot  men. 

把五罈 銀子， 一字兒 

擺在自 家面前  placed the  five  jars  of  silver  in  a  row 
before  himself. 

萬物與 我爲一  a11  crea- 
tion  and  I  are  ONE. 

二與 ― •爲三 one  and 
two 

make  three. 

發 as  soon  as. 

1* 

5342 

- 方之福  a  happiness  to  the  ； whole  neighbourhood. 

一 目了然  he  saw  it  at  a 

glance. 

覽而谉  to  understand  at 
one  look, — used  of  tabular  or 

synoptical  arrangements. 一 … 卽 …… or  —届 •.… 卽 
......  as  soon  as . then . 

-經 查出卽  as  soon  as  any one  is  discovered  (doing  an  ille¬ 

gal  act  as  before-mentioned) 
then 

一 開卽不 能止。 nce  be- gin  and  you  will  not  be  able  to 

stop. 

一時  at  the  same  time;  all  at 
once;  sometimes ;  accidentally. 

一定 不易  once  fixed  not  to be  changed;  unalterable% 
— •  with  one’s  whole  strength; 

by  one  effort. 
― ^  with  all  one’s  heart;  in 
the  same  spirit. 

— 名  another  name  is.....;  also called . 

項 
an  item. 

-帶  in  the  neighbourhood  of, 
— some  place  mentioned. 

■•圈 子人  a  circle  of  people. — Jt  all  together. 

―家  the  whole  family. 
一次。 r  一爭。 r  一回 
once;  one  occasion. 

- 次之課 a  tax  paid  once 
for  all;  a  single  payment  of  ta> 

covering  several  charges. 

-本 一 •利  capital  togeth
ei with  interest. 

一味  of  the  same  taste;  in  the same  style. 

— . 案  a  case ;  a  closing， formula 
after  stating  the  title  or  heading 

of  a  case.  May,  often  be  render 
ed  “Re”  such-and-such  a  case. 

一 ■節 ot  — •端  one  matter;  1 

point;  a  detail. 

-體。 r  一切。 r  一律 

併 or  — 槪0 r  一同 .齊 or  — • 鱗 紐 

equally ;  uniformly, 一 referring  t( 

a  previous  enumeration. 

人 不過二 人智〜 

or 

or 

heads  are  better  than  one. 
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5342 

one 

— •人不 入廟。 ne  man 
should  itot  go  into  a  temple, 

lest  the  priests  should  make  away 

with  him.  See  215 

一人 一 馬 一 ■條鎗 
man,  one  horse,  one  gun, 一 as  a 
soldier  who  finds  himself  alone 

when  fleeing  before  the  enemy. 

一人之 耳目也  to  focus 
men’s  ears  and  eyes  on  one  point 

— ― *  加  Three  Teach¬ 

ings  (Confucianism,  Buddhism, 

and  Taoism)  have  one  common 

object, -the  inculcation  of  virtue 

抱 元守一  to  preserve  one’s 
natural  integrity  and  to  keep 

one’s  original  purity, 一 alluding 
to  the  perfect  nature  with  which 

all  men  are  supposed  to  come 
into  the  world. 

吾道一 以貫之 my doc 
trine  is  that  of  an  all-pervading 

unity, —  said  by  Confucius. 

ifll  — •       iMl  — • . the  one 、 
. the  other . 

一 己之見  one’s  own  individ¬ 
ual  or  personal  views. 

~ see  11,913. 

一 語連三 日三夜 & 
talked  continuously  for  three 

days  and  three  nights,— of  Ch4un 

yu  K‘un. 

~ *  連  adjoining;  connected. 

一連氣  uninterruptedly. 
~ 兒  in  collusion ;  in 
agreement. 

— 瘦^  unmixed  love  for. 

~ '  ̂5(  to  talk  it  all  over. 

— •實  with  perfect  truth. 

另 有一說  that’s  a  different thing. 

— 是  is  so. 

— *  生  a  whole  lifetime. 

― . the  special  matter  or  sub¬ 

ject  of •… 

一 貌秋花  her  whole  face 
like  an  autumn  flower. 

— •  ̂   one  boy  and  half 

a  girl, — used  in  the  sense  of  few 
in  family. 

一 絲半縷  the  least  atom. 

一 星半勲  (of  rain)  spitting. 

― ■裔 一 ^拖  bag  a’nd  baggage. 

5342 

弋 

4* 

5343 

R .職 

See 翊 

Entering 

Lower. 

― •日 之思  the  fancy  of  a 
moment. 

— •之曰  the  eleventh  moon, - 
when  uTzU  is  set  up, 

that  is,  when  the  handle  of  the 

北斗  Northern  Bushel  points to  TzU.  See  3363. 

— •导難 盡  it’s  a  long  story 

~ •爪見 同 仁  to  extend  the 
same  charity  to  all. 

一舉而 數善備 by  one 
measure  to  gain  several  benefits 

一動 兩動的  on  the  smal¬ lest  provocation. 

~ *  穿運 的  altogether;  simply  and 
solely  ；  from  first  to  last. 

— »  as  soon  as  ever  there  is. . 

— •口  without  any  word  to  the 
contrary  effect. 

― »  口  人  a  single  person. 

— •似  entirely  like. 

~ *  曰 one  authority  says . . 

一順百 順  if  one  thing  goes 
well,  all  goes  well. 

一枝動 百枝摇 when  one branch  moves,  all  do. 

一遇  as  soon  as  it  happens that . . 

一棑的  of  the  same  sort. 

~ &  _ll  ̂   ̂   fellow  passen 

gers;  “all  in  the  same  boat.” 

一跳 一跳的 hopping 
along;  by  fits  and  starts^ — »  — •  turned  red  and 

then  white. 

一 ■瘤 — ■解 i  one  limp» one 
nod, — of  the  gait  of  a  lame  man. 

一枝花 •七 葉一枝 

花  Paris  polyphylla、 Sm. 

A  sharpened 
stick.  To  shoot 

and  arrow.  To 

arrest.  A  perch 

Black.  Radical 

be  distinguished 
6061」 

鳧與馬 
ducks  and  gee、w 

弋獲  to  catch ;  to thieves. 

stake  or 

with  bow 
seize  \  to 

for  fowls. 

56.  [To 

from  戈 

shoot  wild 

arrest,— as 

弋 4
 

5343 

弍 
5344 

壹 
5345 

藍 

5346 

R. 霽 

See 殖 

Sinking 

Upper. 

5347 

R •霽 

C. ) . 

H.  I  ̂
 

Y.ye 

See 殖 

K〆 

]-yei 

A.  e 
Sinlcing 

Upper. 

5348 

R. 

C,i 

F.  ye 
W. 

N. 

P. 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 

時 亦弋獲  sometimes  (a  bird) is  hit  and  caught, — and  so  per¬ 
chance  my  words  may  strike hoiiie. 

弋不 射宿  (Confucius)  shot, 
but  not  at  birds  sitting. 

_我 小國敢 弋殷命 it  was  not  that  our  small  coun¬ 

try  dared  to  aim  at  the  appoint¬ ment  of  Yin. 

弋取  to  seize;  to  take. 

犬利  to  extort. 
^  ̂   he  wa^s  dressed  in 
thick  black  silk, -of  the  economy 

of  the  Emperor  文帝。 f  the 

Han  dynasty  (b.c.  179 — 156). 

Same  as  5342.  See  Ta¬ 
bles  Via. 

Same  as  5342.  See  Ta 
dies  Via.  To  stop  up  ；  to 

block. 

Dust  in  the  air  ；  dark  ； murky. 

The  sun  hidden  by 

clouds  ；  dark  ；  obscure. 

陰  _ 壹  dark  and  gloomy. 

夜噎  the  night  is  dark. 

終 風且噎  the  winter  wind is  blowing  and  the  sky  is  dark. 

風雲 卩臺日 光 the  wind- borne  clouds  obscure  the  sun’s rays. 

To  kill ;  to  exterminate. 
A  file  of  ten  soldiers. 

殪 此大兕  killed  is  that  great one-horned  buffalo. 

前後擊 之盡殪  smitten 
front  and  rear,  they  were  all 

cut  to  pieces. 

將  W  也  and  then  he  may 
be  utterly  destroyed. 

84 
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SinkingUpper. 
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5349 

爵 
See 暄 

SinkingUpper. 

R. 

R. 餿 4
 

5350 替 
See 殖 

A.  e,i 
Sinking 

Upper. 

X 
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m 
5348 

殪戎殷  to  exterminate  the| 
Yin  dynasty, 一 was  the  mission 
of  Wen  Wang. 

奔 歹壹百 餘里間  knots 
fugitives  covered  the  space  of 
a  hundred  li  round  about. 

ir 
S351 寘 See 轉 

SinkingUpper. 

R. 

5353 
P./ M.  /,  li 

Y.i Sz.  i 

K.  ii 
W 

Lean  ；  cadaverous. 

Mouldy  ；  sour  ；  spoilt,  as 
food. 

臭 儀  foul-smelling;  rancid. 

敢儀  spoilt, — as  food  by  being 
kept  too  long. 

锖延  to  let  out  a  secret.  Also, 
to  be  dilatory. 

懷 忿  to  vent  one’s  hatred. 

R. 懿‘
 

5352 寘 

The  fishing  cormorant 

[Phalacrocorax  carbo\ 

Admirable  ；  suitable  •’  ex¬ 
cellent. 

c.  i  . h.  r 

F.  hei\  ci 
W.  ^ye 

N.f° 
P. 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 
k.  a 

懿德  admirable  virtue,  —  the 
nature  which  fulfils  the  various 
laws  of  its  constitution 

懿 厥晳婦  admirable  may  be 

: .1 

Sinking 

Upper. 

a  wise  woman, — but  she  is  no 
better  than  an  owl. 

女 執懿筐 the  sirls  take  their 
suitable  baskets. 

懿恭  admirably  humble. 

懿旨  the  commands  of  an  Em 

press 懿親  love  of  relatives;  your 
honourable  relative 

懿範  a  splendid  example, — to 
follow. 

宜1
 5353 R. 支 

H.  ngi^  li 

F.  ngi^  v.  ngie 
W.  n,  i 

N.  ngi^  i 

To  be  right；  fit；  proper , 
beseeming；  reasonable.  To 
order  aright.  To  dis¬ 

charge  one’s  duty  to.  See 
便 9187， 雜  12,372. 

宜爾 子孫  it  is  right  that 
your  posterity . . 

宜
 2 

Even  Lower. 

不宜  it  is  not  right  that •… 

不 宜有怒 (husband  and wife)  should  not  let  angry  feelings rise. 

福 祿宜之  may  you  enjoy the  happiness  and  wealth  you 

deserve ! 

宜 其遐福  enjoying  the  last¬ ing  happiness  which  is  his  due. 

宜 其室家  to  ord^r  well  one’s house  and  home. 

宜 其事也 (the  _)  is  a lucky  one  for  that  affair;  the 

day  befits  the  deed. 

宜定  the  advantage  of  fixing. 

應 宜恭敬 you  ought  to reverence  him. 

各 得其宜  each  one  getting his  proper, — place,  or  share,  etc. 

人 地相宜  the  right  man  in the  right  place. 

不相宜  unsuitable ;  unbefit¬ 
ting. 

合宜。 r 宜然  suitable;  fit; 
proper;  just  right. 

丕 合時宜  not  in  accordance with  the  times. 

最 宜於此  very  suitable  to this. 

宜服  special  costume  or  dress. 

宜獄  fit  for  prison. 
宜傘柄  suitable  for  handles to  umbrellas. 

宜人  the  title  of  wives  of  offi¬ cials  of  the  5th  grade. 

花衫 P  宜 人  flowers  and  willow- 
trees  delight  people. 

宜  may  it  always  be  spring¬ 
time  ! 一 a  phrase  seen  over  doors 

欲# 宜奉字 ㈣ an  the point  of  cutting  out  the  characters 
i  ch^un^ — an  auspicious  way  of 

beginning  to  cut  out  a  coat. 

宜  SpL  ougiit  it?  Also  an  initial 
phrase  equivalent  to  難怪 nQ 

wonder  that,  surely,  etc. 

宜 乎不宜  ought  it  to  be  so or  not? 

宜乎 曳尾泥 塗者不 
以 爲恥反 以爲樂 
wonder  that  tail-in-mu d-draggers 

(turtles,  sc.  bawds)  are  not  only 
not  ashamed  of  being  such,  but 

even  rejoice  in  it. 

宜 2
 

5353 

m: 
5354 

R •貪 

C.4 
H.  ngi 

F.  ngie 

W. 

N.  ngi 

P*  ) 

M. . 

y.  r 

Sz.  I 
K.  ii 
W 

A •吵 

Sinking 

Lower. 

TO 
5355 

R •紙 

F.  <,  ai 

W.i 
N.  v.  c 
P. ( . 

M.  I 
 * 

宜 乎君王 之來幸 1 
surely  the  prince  will  come visit  me 

Right  ；  suitable  ；  us 

with  5353.  Related;  cc 
nected.  See  2870. 

宜 乎其妙 可卽矣 sur then  its  mysteries  will  be  reach 

土宜  products  of  the  soil. 

與 子宜之 1  will  dress  th fitly  for  you, 一 of  birds  killed the  chase. 

宜  _  the  port  of  Ichang  on 
upper  Yang-tsze. 

行誼 justly  and  righ 

年 IS  year-connections,  — ^ duates  of  the  same  year;  a  phr! 

used  of  one’s  father,  grandfathi 
etc.,  and  their  contemporaries 

世誼  generation-connections 
friends  of  the  family  for  gen 

ations. 

渠雖世  IS  although  his  fai 
ly  and  ours  have  been  frien， 

for  generations. 

芝蘭之 該 the  bonds 

friendship. 

雅誼  the  courtesies  of  frie: ship.  See  12,807. 

有 傷雅誼  with  injury  to 
entente  cordiale. 

該 同手足 their  frien relationship  is  th*at  of  hand  a 
foot, — of  brothers. 

節誼歲 寒弗渝 in  y， 
fidelity  and  devotion,  the  c 
of  winter  (adversity)  works 
change. 

親誼 戚 證  a  wife's  n 

tive?. 

故 鄕之誼 未遑傾 
we  have  not  had  time  to  t 
all  about  the  old  home. 

友 it  the  intercourse  of  frier 

情證  a  favour;  a  kindness. 
To  lean  upon  ；  to  n 

upon ;  to  trust  to  ；  to  le 
towards；  to  favour.  Us 

for  5359.  [The  Shuo  u makes  5355  and  53 

identical  in  meaning.] 

倚櫊衧  to  lean  against 
lusters.  Ste  衡  3912 - 
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倚3
 

5355 

ising  Upper. 

W 

5356 

紙支 

真 

e 已 

sing  Upper. 

椅 3
 

5357 

紙支 

/，少丑 
/， 外 

倚靠。 r 倚仗。 r 倚賴。 ， 

椅
 3 

5357 倚憑。 r 倚依。 1 ■倚 _ 
to  rely  upon；  to  trust  to. 

p- ] 

倚  leaning  against  a  doorpost. 
M. . 

Y •卜 

^  to  trust  to  one’s  wealth. 

Sz.  J 

k.  a 

倚 t0  rely  on  influence. 口 
A.i 

倚護  to  be  supported  by. 

倚 肩並立  standing  up  and 
leaning  against  each  other  ； 
shoulder  to  shoulder. 

斷 無偏倚  no  leaning  to  one 
side  or  the  other;  impartial. 

中立 而不 4  standing  in 

Rising  Upper. 

the  middle  without  leaning, — 
impartial ;  unprejudiced. 

倚 託  to  rely  upon  and  request, 
— to  get  some  one  to  assist  in 
any  matter. 

倚瑟而 歌 t0  sing  to  the 
accompaniment  of  a  se  (see  9599). 

倚 馬可待  with  all  speed,— 
alluding  to  an  official  document 

hastily  written  by  袁宏  Yuan 

Hung  while  on  the  march,  using 

his  horse’s  side  for  a  table. 

杷他 倚住了  ProP  it  UP 
firmly. 

倚度 （汾4傘） to  carefully  estimate. 
欹 

S3S8 
To  drag ;  to  lead  by  a 

string  attached  to  the  hind 

犄
1
 

leg.  To  draw  forth.  Also 
5359 

read  chiz. 

R •支 

伐 木椅矣  the  tree-fellers 

F.C々W ^醫起 

haul  on  to  the  tree  from  the 

top, — so  that  it  may  fall  in  a 
given  direction. 

Even  Upper. 

椅角似 5359- 

椅. 柏泥、 / 卓  t。 stir  up  slime 
and  carry  it  along. 

機 不虛椅  n°t  t0  set  a  traP w 
in  vain. 

5360 

椅其右 (or  後) hamper  their 

R 紙真 

right  (or  rear). 

see 醫 

The  name  of  a  tree, 

Rising  Upper. 

said  in  the  爾雅  to  be 

錡
，
 

identical  with  the  揪 2303. 

536i 

A  chair ；  a  seat.  See  10,502. 

R ■支紙 

椅梓  Catalpa  Kcempferi^  S.  &  Z. 
其 桐其椅 ，其 實雕離 

H.  skH 
See 企以 

Rising  Lower. 

an  arm 

from  the  fung  and  the  /,  the 
fruit  hangs  down. 

一 張椅子  a  chair. 
椅靠  the  back  of  a  chair. 

椅墊子  a  cushion  to  sit  on. 
胃  a  cover  for  the  seat  of  a chair. 

椅搭。 r 椅披  a  chair-back a  piece  of  red  cloth  hung  over 
a  chair. 

交椅。 r 圈椅子 
chair. 

羅圈椅  a  chair  with  curved arms  and  back. 

搖椅  a  rocking-chair. 

醉翁椅  a  lounging  chair. 

泰山椅  a  high-backed  chair. 

馬叉椅  a  camp-stool;  a  fold 
ing  chair. 

太師椅  a  chair  of  ceremony 

虎皮椅  a  chair  covered  with a  tiger-skin  and  carried  like  a 
sedan  chair. 

椅扼  pliant,— of  wood. 

Same  as  5366. 

A  bullock.  Used  for 

^  ̂   to  lead  by  the  leg  and 
take  by  the  horn ;  see  2215. 

椅 角之勢  disposition  of  sol diers  so  as  to  cut  off  both  retreat 

and  advance  of  an  enemy. 

坐 在犄角  hemmed  in,  be¬ hind  and  before. 

The  sides  of  a  war- 

A  pot  or  pan,  with  feet. 

tripods  and  pans. 

蘭  stands  for  spears  and  bows, I 
respectively. 

m 

5361 

隋1
 

53^2 

R. 支 

See 醫 

Even  Upper. 

齡 
3 

5363 

R •紙 

see 醫 

Rising  Upper. 

旖1
 

53^4 

R •支 

See 醫 

Even  Upper. 

漪1
 

53^5 

R. 支 

See 睿 

Even  Upper. 

热1
 

W 

5366
 

^ 支紙 

S- 醫 

Even  and 
Rising  Upper. 

崎錡  the  appearance  of  being ill  at  ease. 

Read  ch、i\ 

又 缺我錡  and  we  splintered 
our  chisels. 

To  project. 

mu  a  projecting  cliff;  a  steep headland. 

Fragrant；  sweet-smelling. 

A  waving  movement 

graceful  mien. 

旖 捥從風  the  flags  flutter  to 
the  breeze. 

The  ripples  on  water See  7469. 

、歸  II  湯議  rippling  andsurg- 
ing  as  it  flows  on. 

A  fierce  dog.  An  inter 

jection.  A  final  particle. 

猗重  cl^ung1  較兮  there  he is  in  his  chariot  with  its  two 

high  sides ! 

猗 嗟昌兮  alas  for  him， so handsome  and  accomplished ! 

猗 與那與  how  admirable! 
how  complete ! 

河水淸 且直猗  the  river 
waters  flow  clear  and  even. 

有 實其猗  vigorously  grows 
the  vegetation. 

猗氏縣 a  District  in  Shansi. 
Read  P.  To  pull  on  one 

side ；  used  for  5356,  To 

adjoin. 

兩 驂不猗  the  two  outside 
horses  inclined  not  to  either 
side. 
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5367 R. 寘 

F.  ei,  i 
W.  \ 

p： , 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. ] 

K.  li 

i 小 

Sinking 

Upper. 

偏 骑不正  inclining  to  one 
side,  and  not  straight. 

全 猗向左 (the  ship) heeled 
right  over  to  port. 

遇有 猗枝以 竹扶之 
whenever  he  saw  a  leaning 

branch,  he  would  prop  it  up 
with  a  bamboo. 

Read  wo1.  To  incline  to 

one  side.  Pliant.  Luxuri¬ 

ant,  as  vegetation. 

猗 儺其枝 sQft  and  pHant are  its  branches. 

A  thought  (see  5520)；  an 

idea;  an  opinion  *,  a  senti¬ 

ment  ； an  intention  •’  mean¬ 

ing  ̂   wish  ；  will  ；  motive  ； 

purpose.  To  guess. 

TP  意  the  leading  idea;  the  cor¬ 
rect  meaning.  See  2889. 

造意者 難爲工 &itisa 
hard  job  to  create  ideas, — to  be 
original.  See  2770. 

^  意  digressions;  .side  issue
s. 

意想  t。 think. 

舉^  意  to  entertain  a  thought. 

意思 01 ■意念  thought;  idea; intention;  meaning. 

不 好意思  nC)t  ̂ e,—vis-a- 
vis  some  one  else,  in  the  sense 

of  something  it  is  not  nice  to  do, 
or  a  condition  it  is  not  nice  to 

be  in;  ashamed ;  in  an  awkward 

position. 

狠 有意思  U  is  veIT  nice， or 
“fetching;”  full  of  point. 

是一個 有意思 的人 
he  is  a  man  of  ideas, — of  origin¬ ality. 

甚雇意 思  what  is  the  idea? what  is  all  this  about? 

意意思 思  undecided  ;irres。- lute. 

何意  what  is  the  meaning? 

不 知其心 意 not  to  under¬ 
stand  the  true  meaning,  or  real 
inwardness,  of  it. 

沒 主 意  without  plan;  un¬ 
decided  ; irresolute.  See  2526. 

令人 會不自 適 t。 cause 
one  to  feel  uneasy.  See  10,000. 

音‘
 

5367 

令人意 不自主 t。 cause one  to  vacillate. 

意向  intention;  object.  ; 

意 見  idea;  opinion ;  view. 

意 見不同  holdinS  different opinions. 

勿 存意見 dGn’t be  self - opinionated. 

異  口同意  unanimity  of opinion. 

其 意何存  wliat  is  his  idea? 

何 所取意  what's  the  idea? 
what  is  he  driving  at? 

意 與歲去  ideas  pass  away with  years. 

觀其意 態  watch'his  demean- 
our. 

意 色大惡 （c)f  YUan  Chan， after  having  seen  a  bogy)  a  look 
of  horror  came  over  his  face. 

1 昔意  to  borrow  the  s
ense, 一 metaphor. 

兵有反 意  there  is  a  sPirit of  mutiny  among  the  troops. 

曾 是不意  but  you  have  not thought  of  this. 

別無 意義只 “  has  n。 meaning  beyond . 

意 有不洽  t0  disagree;  t0 hold  different  views. 

大意  the  general  idea;  the scope;  ideas  on  too  grand  a 

scale ;  braggadocio ;  bombastic. 
Also,  careless. 

寫意 w  4404 - 
意圖  t。 intend;  to  plan. 

同 意 obstinate;  wilful;  opinion¬ ated. 

特意 01 •故意 PUT^ely- 

_  意正心  sincere  in  pur- pose  and  upright  in  heart. 

做 生 意  t0  engage  in  tra(^e- 

意願  a  wish;  a  desire. 

意  to  wish;  to  intend. 

意 氣  spirit;  manner;  bearing ; feelings  ；  sense  of  duty. 

意氣 驕滿路 bearing  them- selves  proudly,  they  fill  the  street. 

意 氣傾乂  命; a  n,an
，s  bear- 

ing  may  spoil  his  career.  See 2196. 

m: 
53幻 昔爲意 氣郧1  _ 

spirited  youth. 

意氣 相許吵 " * 

意氣 重則功 名 asense 
duty  outweighs  a  desire  for  fam 

感意氣  t。 be  inspired  with 
sense  of  duty. 

^  view;  attention. 

胃下  in  mind;  an  idea. 
意合 oflike  views  or  habits. 

意  ̂   captive, — of  the  senses. 

意?^  feelings  close, 一 affectio 

ate. 

専意。 r 着意 加意 

用意  to  give  special  can 
most  carefully. 

以 意加之 and  influ£.nced addition  by  what  he  felt  to  1 
right. 

會意。 1 •意會 w  sw 

意細  the  “motive”  (of  the  poeii 
is  slender. 

意言爵 . 乃 the  view  beir 
that . ;  however;  with  the id( 
that. 

以 意爲之 he  made  it  frc 
an  idea  of  his  own;  he  inver ed  it. 

不可 以意測 ^nnot  fat 

om  his  designs. 

口  意  the  tone  of  voice  and  tu of  expression,  from  which  t] 
temper  of  the  speaker  may  1 inferred. 

Aa* 猿 意馬中 chun^  i« 

用  what  good  is  got  by  monke 
mind  (suspicion)  and  horse-id 
(timidity)? 

假意  falsely;  pretending. 
我 '曾 假意去 接過袭 

木  I  pretendingly  went  and  1 ceived  several  volumes, 一 pi 

tending  I  wished  to  read  the! 

作意  to  make  tip  one’s  min
 to  make  a  determinatio

n, 

generally  in  opposition. 

遂 作意不 食數曰 3 

upon  which  she  set  to  work  ai refused  food  for  several  days, 

with  a  view  to  gain  her  obje 

立 貪戒烟 decided  t。 gi up  opium-smoking. 



. yoku、 oku 
A.ik Entering 

Upper. 

[  669  j I 

好得意  very  nice;  very  de 
lightful. 

無得 意的麽 doesn’t  it please  you? 

得意人  to  please  people. 

得意 ，不 便再往  having 
attained  one’s  object,  it  is  not 
desirable  to  go  further. 

不以 爲意。 r 姝不爲 
意  paid  no  attention;  thought 
nothing  about  it. 

能爲意 錢之戲  he  could 
play  at  guessing  (the  number  of 

a  heap  of)  cash, 一 at  fan-tan 

不經 意之事  acts  perform¬ ed  without  deliberation. 

未 嘗經意  did  not  bestow a  thought  on  it. 

無當意 者 _e  suited  him 

瑪屬 意寶钗 a11  had liking  for  Pao-chfai. 

此女意 在於君 this  girl 
has  set  her  heart  on*  you. 

意薩貝 勒寶星 >  the  Order 
Isabella  the  Catholic. 

Ten  萬， 挪  12,486；  a 
hundred  thousand.  Quiet  ； 
repose.  To  calculate  ；  to 

plan. 
我庾 維億。 ur  stacks  are counted  by  hundreds  of  thou 
sands. 

其 麗不億  in  number  more than  hundreds  of  thousands. 

子 孫千億  thousands  of  hun dreds  of  thousands  of  descen 
dants. 

億兆  100,000,000,000. 

億兆 之衆  the  masses  of  the 
people. 

億萬萬  numberless. 
必、 億則樂  when  the  mind  is 

at  peace,  that  is  happiness. 

不 能供億  could  not  satisfy -him. 

度 {tox*)  to  estimate;  to  cal- 
*  culate. 

億 測人情 to  read  men，s minds;  to  read  character. 

噫1 

53^9 

R. 支卦 

See 

K.  h  ii 

Even  Upper. 

m: 

5370 

r. 職 

C.  yik 

H.〆/〆 

F.  eP 

W.i° 

N.  ih 

P./° 

M •少 v. 

K.dk 

J.  yoku、 oku 

A.tk Entering 

Upper. 

m: 
5371 

R •職紙 

C.  yik F.  eP 

W.c/ 

N.  ih 

P.  I 

M.  ]  1 

K.^ 

yoku'i 
A.  ik 
Entering  and 

Rising  Upper. 

To  sigh  ；  to  moan  ；  t6 

belch.  An  inteijection. 

大 瑰噫氣 ，其 名爲風 
the  breath  of  the  universe  is 
called  wind. 

噫噎  to  belch. 檐嘻  dear  me!  alack !  alas! 

To  think；  to  reflect；  to 

call  to  mind  ；  to  remember. 

憶念。 r 憶思  to  reflect  on; 
to  bear  in  mind. 

憶起  to  recall  to  mind. 

烏 憶 、高轉 ： a  bird  t0 
mind  flights  high  in  the  sky,— 
and  objects  to  captivity. 

憶昔  to  remember  old  times. 

憶記  t。 recollect. 憶 .懷  to  bear  in  mind;  to  cherish. 

不 能復憶  unable  to  recol¬ 

lect. 

迴憶吾 國  my  thoughts  went 
back  to  our  own  country. 

追憶  to  reflect;  to  recall  the 

past. 

憶恨  to  cherish  ill-will. 

彼 此相憶  thinking  of  eapn 
other. 

我憶着 了  I  have 
thought  of  it. 

憶亡書  to  try  to  recall  some passage  in  a  book  one  has  for¬ 
merly  read. 

留 以爲憶  keep  it  as  a  sou¬ 

venir. 

The  breast  ；  the  heart 
the  feelings；  thoughts； 

opinions  ；  judgment. 

淚霜臆  tears  wet  his  breast. 
月甸臆  feelings;  thoughts ;^desires. 

臆見。 『臆 說。 pinion;  notion. 

非我 臆 ，造  it  was  not  con- 
cocted  by  me, — of  a  story, 

愁 悽碎臆  the  mind  filled 

with  anxious  feelings. 

臌斷  to  decide ;  the  mind  made 

up;  prejudice. 

x 

5367 

was 

we 

見 財起意  seeing  the  valua¬ 
bles  gives  the  idea, 一 of  stealing 
them, 

事 事如意  may  all  things 
happen  according  to  your  wish 

esl  See  如 5668. 

自 今已往 ，吾 其無意 

於 人世矣  from  this  time 
forth,  I  have  no  further  object 
in  life. 

意外  outside  the  thoughts, — 
unexpected ;  unforeseen. 

意 外之虞  unforeseen  dan 
gers. 

彼尙出 於意外 _ 
unexpected. 

此則竟 在意中 this 
are  prepared  for. 

不意中  not  in  one’s  mind 
unintentional;  unforeseen. 

中  r A 叫 g4 意  to  suit;  to  like, 

痛 發實意  to  bring  out  the 
full  meaning, — of  a  theory  oj 
proposition,  as  by  wealth  oi 
illustration. 

出 其不意 catching  him 
unawares. 

偉度 出不意  Wei-tu  was 
taken  aback, — by  a  question. 

致意于  to  convey  messages 
to, — as  when  sending  kind  re¬ 
membrances  etc. 

過 意不去  cannot  get  over 
the  idea, — a  phrase  expressive  of 
an  uncomfortable  state  of  mind 

resulting  from  injury  inflicted 
on  another  or  from  benefits  re¬ 

ceived  by  oneself, 

甚 不過意  a  phrase  used 
very  much  as  the  above.  Also, 

not  at  all  pleased ;  not  at  all 
satisfied. 

失意  to  be  displeased;  to  fail 
to  attain  one’s  object. 

得意  to  get  one’s  wish ;  to  attain 
one’s  object;  to  be  gratified.  See 

適意 io，。。。. 

得意 減別恨  gratification 
at  success  lessens  the  pain  of 
parting. 

木得意 于當路 nQt  to  be 
satisfied  with  one’s  success  in 
public  life, — as  an  official. 

分得意  thoroughly  jolly; 
in  first-ra^  spirits. 

意 
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R .審 

㈣翳 
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5376 

霽 

S- 翳 

SinkingUpper. 

Eft1 

5377 

R .齊 

以 I 翳 

Even  Upper. 

鐵 
4 

賃 

5378 

R •霧 

See 繫 

Sinking 

Lower. 

5379 

R .豳— 
See 彆 

A.  /,  e 

Even  and Sinking 
LT，)per. 

A  quiver.  Used  for  5380. 

Compliant  ；  yielding. 

婉媳 以爲德 t。 reSard obedience  As  a  virtue,  —  as 
woman  should. 

Dirt  ；  dust. 

A  film  in  the  eye  ；  a 

ataract. 

wm  a  film;  a  catarac
t. 

邑生而 醫一目 the  Em press  had  a  cataract  in  one  eye. 

An  interjection.  A  dark 

colour.  A  case  for  a  spear's head. 

爾有毋 遺:繋 我獨無 
you  have  a  mother  left :  alas ! 
I  have  not. 

繋袼  a  baby’s  bib. 
To*  heal  ；  to  cure.  A 

doctor  ；  a  physician.  See 

5691. 

醫病  to  cure  disease. 醫 治。 r 醫 療。 r 醫調 
to  heal；  to  cure. 

醫壤  to  treat  a  patient  improp¬ erly,  so  as  to  injure  or  kill  him. 

醫治 不效  the  treatment  is  I not  successful. 

延 醫罔效  medical  aid  has| been  of  no  avail. 

無藥醫  there  is  no  medicine  j 
to  cure  him, — used  of  a  man 

5380 

who  is  a  bad  character. 

醫不來  not  to  be  cured;  iij curable. 

醫法 &  art  of  medicine. 

醫事  the  business  of  healing. 

醫學  the  study  or  science  <[ 
medicine. 

醫道  system  of  medicines.  Als< degree  of  medical  attainment 
medical  science ;  medical  pra< tice. 

行本地 的醫道 t。1。11。 
the  local  methods  in  medicin< 

醫術  methods  of  treatment. 

醫  successful  treatment  r« suiting  from  one’s  having  a 
affinity  with  the  doctor. 

醫手  skill  in  healing  or  trea 

ing. 

醫  to  practise  as  a  doctor. 

謝醫  t。 pay  a  doctor. 醫  a  doctor’s  fee ;  馬 7S7 

包 醫  to  guarantee  to  cure. 

醫不對 症奈何 Mdon 
get  the  right  treatment  for  ro 

complaint,  what’s  the  use?— the  treatment. 

庸 醫殺人 不用刀 
quack  will  kill  a  man  withoi a  knife. 

醫婪子  a  female  doctor, 
“wise  woman”  who  cures  t 
charms,  etc. 

醫家 w 醫門  the  medic；] profession. 

_ 生。 r 醫士  a  doctor. 

牛醫。 i 獸醫  a  veterinai] 
surgeon.  See  7576 

神醫  a  wonderfully  skilful  doi 

tor. 

時醫  a  fashionable  doctor. 
世醫  a  doctor  whose  ances 叫 have  all  been  doctors. 

施 醫院。 r 醫館  a  hospitaj 

太醫院  the  Imperial  Colleg 
of  Medicine  at  Peking.  Th 
name  dates  from  the  Ming 

nasty,  though  the  institution  i 
self  goes  back  to  the  Chou  d: 

nasty. 

御醫。 r 醫師  an  Imperial 
physician. 頁醫 之子多 死於菊 
of  the  sons  of  clever  doctor many  die  from  disease,  ̂   ^ 

w 
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5372 R .寘職 
See 意 
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See 醫 

Even  Upper. 
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5373^ R. 瞰 

See 憶 

Entering 

Upper. 

瘗
 4 

事不 目見耳 聞而臆 

斷其有 無可乎 shalla 
man  decide  about  things  he  has 
neither  seen  nor  heard  of? 

臆撰之 文-1  original  com¬ 
position, — the  entire  invention 
of  the  writer,  and  not  based  on 

any  existing  theme  or  subject. 

請 以臆— requested  him  to 
state  his  opinions. 

臆度 （办 *4)  to  speculate;  to  guess. 
空亦 臆度非 確見也 

I  fear  this  is  also  a  mere  guess, 
and  not  something  which  has 
actually  been  witnessed. 

惕臆 a  feeling  of  tightness  or 
oppression  in  the  chest. 

Read  i\  To  mix  spirits 
or  drinking. 

Read  z4.  Used  for  5367. 

The  seeds  of  a  small  kind 

of  water-lily. 

薏苡仁  seeds  of  Coix  lachry- 
?na}  L.  (Job’s  tears) ;  sometimes 
used  of  sago  or  pearl-barley. 

An  interjection、；  used 

with  5369.  To  dislike. 

言 意言骞  a  kind  of  night-hawk. 

5374 R •霽 

s ••卜 
F.  cP 
W. 

N. 
P. 
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Y. 
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Y..ye 

J.〆 
A.  e 

Sinking 

Upper. 

A  thick  liquid. 

釀 濫  the  sap  of  fruit. 

A  retired  spot.  To  sacri 

fice  to.  To  bury,  especi¬ 
ally  of  animals. 

奠 座  to  sacrifice  to  the  dead 
and  bury,  the  sacrificial  parapher 
nalia  afterwards, — as  was  cus¬ 
tomary  of  old. 

雙 雙生瘗  both  buried  alive 
together, 

瘦  to  bury  jade, — as  a  sacri¬ 
fice  to  earth.  Also,  a  dead  friend. 

遣 使收瘗  sent  an  official  to 
collect  and  bury,  — the  bodies 
of  the  horses  which  had  died 

during  the  retreat. 

I  [  6-7°  ]  1 
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5381 
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»ye 

少 《• 

no 

頁醫 之門下 多病人 
there  are  many  sick  people  at 

a  clever  doctor’s  door, 一 waiting 
to  be  cured. 

頁醫 不自彎  a  good  doctor does  not  treat  himself. 

人處疾 則貴醫 when 
men  are  ill,  they  have  a  great 
respect  for  doctors. 

醫不 談醫  one  doctor  doesn’t discuss  another. 

不喫藥 當中醫  to  take 
medicine  is  as  good  as  a  mid 
dling  doctor. 

蓮 去先生 醫病頭 心 
unlucky  doctor  gets  the  beginning 
of  a  disease. 

時來先 生 醫病尾 the 
lucky  doctor  gets  the  end  of  a 
disease. 

醫 生坐轎 ，窮 家不麥 j 
the  doctor  who  rides  in  a  chair 

doesn’t  get  to  the  homes  of  the 

poor. 

醫 生出名 ，家 家接不 
when  a  doctor  has  made  a 

name,  every  one  wants  him. 

醫 生治病 ，治 死不抵 
償  a  doctor  may  kill  his  patient, 
but  he  will  not  have  to  pay  life 
for  life. 

名 醫不必 多識字 a  fa- 
mous  doctor  need  not  be  a  great 
scholar. 

三指活 人性命 ，不爲 

良相便 爲良醫 he  wh。 
can  save  a  man’s  life  with  three 
fingers  (on  his  pulse),  may  not 
be  a  good  statesman,  but  he  is 

a  good  doctor. 

響子 造！  Euphorbia  humi- 
fusa,  W. 

Even  Upper. 

The  widgeon.  A  name 

for  the  phoenix. 

鳧 驁在沙  the  wild-ducks 
and  widgeons  are  on  the  sands. 

駟 玉虬以 麋翳兮 Iride 
on  a  phoenix  drawn  by  a  team 
of  four  divine  dragons. 
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Y. 
Sz. 

A  feather  screen  or  fan, 

of  which  the  long  feathers 

used  by  dancers  are  a  sur¬ 
vival.  To  screen  ；  to  shade. 
A  film.  Trees  fallen  down. 

Name  of  a  huge  bird.  See 

7712. 障翳  to  screen  off. 
隱翳  to  hide;  to  conceal. 

翳毛  eyelashes. 

翳形  to  vanish. 
翳形術  the  power  of  render¬ ing  oneself  invisible. 

翳眼 之幻術  an  optical  il¬ 
lusion. 

— •  ■圖 f  子 •  a  film  over  the 
eyes.  See  5378. 

醫翳  dimly;  obscurely. [= 滕 

赚 •] 
媒翳  a  place  of  concealment  for 
sportsmen.  Also,  a  decoy-bird. 

其 菡其翳  the  dead  trunks and  the  fallen  trees. 

屏翳 。〃弃 翳。-  who  can 
control  the  weather;  a  medicine' man.  See  13,623. 

Read  yeh 你 

蔭翳  a  dense  shade. 

Name  of  a  plant. 

luxuriant  Vegetation. 

The  solitary  wasp  or 

sphex,  known  as  mm- 

Clothes,  especially  for 

the  upper  part  of  the  body, 
as  opposed  to 裳  9734  ； 

covering  ；  husk  ；  coating. 

See  ̂   8699; 紋  12,636. Radical  145. 

衣裳 a 衣朦。 r 衣襟 
clothes;  clothing. 

衣1
 

5385 

k.  a 

j. 

A.i 
Even  and 

SinkiDg 

Upper. 

衣衫  outer  and  inner  garments 
— clothing. 

一身衣 裳 —套衣 

裳  a  suit  of  clothes.  See  4142 

一 件衣裳  a  single  garment, 
套上 衣艰。 r 穿衣 

着衣  to  put  on  clothes;  to dress. 

小 衣 or  內 衣  underclothing. 

衣  women’s  clothing. 
睡衣。 1 •寢衣  sleeping- 
clothes. 

衣履  clothes  and  shoes, — style of  dress. 

衣物  clothing  and  other  effects, 

^  ̂   clothes  and  provisions. 

衣料  materials  for  dresses,  etc., not  made  up. 

帙 書衣也  a  chih  is  a  cover 
for  books. 

生衣  to  grow  clothes, 一 to  be 
come  covered  as  with  a  coat  of 
rust  or  film.  See  11,156. 

久埋 不生衣  though  long buried,  it  will  not  become  coat¬ 

ed  (rusty) — of  gold. 

故衣  old  clothes. 
色衣  coloured  clothes. 
白衣  white  clothes, -commoners who  have  not  taken  a  degree. 

靑衣  black  clothes, -lictors,  con¬ stables,  etc.,  so  called  from  the 
formerly  distinctive  colour  of 

their  dress.  Also,  maid-servants. 

布 衣  cotton  clothes, -the  masses. 

號衣  uniform, — as  of  soldiers. 

成衣店  a  tailor’s  shop. 

衣舖  a  clothier’s  shop. 
無衣食  no  clothes  or  food; 
beggared.  See  遮 539- 

謀衣食  to  work  for  another. 

衣 不長寸  a  coat  should  not 
be  an  inch  too  long. 

衣架  a  clothes-horse. 

衣箱  a  clothes-box. 

衣櫃  a  wardrobe. 衣冠 or  衣帽  coat  and  cap， 一 full  dress;  clothes. 

免衣冠  without  haisard  robes, — without  ceremony;  in  undress. 



茗 衣冠 唐制度 the  dress  (°f 
the  Japanese)  is  the  style  of  the 

T‘ang  dynasty. 

衣 冠中人 Persons  of  the 
clothes-and-cap  class, 一 respect， 

ably  dressed. 

衣 琴子弟 young  men  of 
position. 

衣 冠食獸  a  dressed-up  beast, — a  term  of  abuse. 

如錦衣 锋 q  like  w
alking about  at  night  in  embroidered 

robes, — who  will  know  the  differ¬ 

ence?  Said  by  項羽  Hsiang 

Yii  in  reference  to  a  prolonged 
absence  from  home  after  the 

attainment  of  wealth  and  power, 

燒案衣  the  festival  of  Burning 
Winter  Clothes, — celebrated  in 
the  north  on  the  ist  of  the  ioth 

moon,  when  clothes  are  burnt 

to  keep  the  spirits  warm  in  the 
world  below.  Elsewhere  cele¬ 
brated  on  the  15th  of  the  7th 
moon. 

請 予加衣  begged  me  to  put 
on  some  extra  clothes. 

鶉 衣百結 clothes  of 
hundred  patches  and  ragged  as 

a  quail’s  tail. 

在花 衣期內 within  the 
gala  period, — as  of  an  Imperial 
birthday  fete,  when  the  officials 
all  wear  their  full  robes. 

小 兒涎衣  a  child’s,  bib. 
佛 是金裝 ，人 是衣裝 
Buddha  wears  gold,  man  wears 

clothes,  一  but  these  are  mere 
externals. 

牛衣  rough  rugs  to  keep  cows 
from  feeling  the  cold. 

穿 了是衣 ，死 了是妻 
when  worn  out,  my  clothing  may 

really  be  said  to  be  my  cloth 
ing:  when  dead,  my  wife  may 
really  be  sai(f  to  be  my  wife, 
since  in  neither  case  can  they 

become  the  property  of  any  one 
else. 

en 換 了衣裳 未換人 wh 
you  have  changed  the  clothes, 

you  have  not  changed  the  man 

肴衣 的多寒 he  whQ  has clothes  often  feels  the  cold. 

無 衣的少 寒 hewhohasn。 clothes  feels  the  cold  less  often, 

一 i.e.  he  feels  it  once  and  for  all. 

人是 衣裳， 馬是鞍 a 
man  is  judged  by  his  clothes, 

horse  by  its  saddle. 

5385 

n 

5386 

5387 

a- 

遠逛 衣裳， 近迹人 
broad,  a  man  is  judged  by^  his 
clothes:  at  home,  by  what  he  is. 

先顴 食後顧 衣 food， then  clothes. 

衣脤不 在綾羅 it  &  _ the  silken  stuff  that  makes  the 
excellence  of  clothes. 

眞財 主不穿 衣 areal  mil- 
lionaire  does  not  trouble  about 
his  clothes. 

衣服破 時賓客 Awhen your  clothes  are  ragged,  your 
visitors  will  be  few. 

衣牌  cards  showing  current 
of  exchange, 一 so  called  be¬ 

cause  hung  up  in  clothes- shops. 

衣着呢  fine  woollens. 
衣鏡  a  dressing-room  mirror. 

萑衣  ginned  cotton.  See  5002. 

Read  i*.  To  put  on 

Rothes ；  to  dress;  .to  wear. 

太 人在寒  clothing  people  is for  when  they  are  cold.  •  See 

-  997i  ssu*. 

衣 0 錦聚衣  il  over  my  em¬ broidered  upper  robe,  1  have  put 

on  a  (plain)  single  garment. 

載 衣之裳 (boys)  will  be clothed  in  robes. 

載 衣之裼 (girk)  will  be clothed  in  wrappers. 

解 衣  ̂  衣 t  took  off  his doat  and  put  it  on  him. 

衣 被皇恩  to  be  a  recipient of  Imperial  favour. 

佑1
 

The  contracted  form  of 

5385， as  seen  on  the  left of  characters；  e.g. 補 ，被， 

etc.  [To  be  distinguished 
from  芊 9952.] 

See 衣 

Even  Upper. 

To  rely  on  ；  to  trust  to  ； 

to  depertd  on.  To  act 
according  to;  to  obey,  as 

opposed  to 違  12,539.  To 

regard  with  favour.  To  be 
luxuriant.  See  5355. 

你賴。 r 休 _  M 休靠 
to  rely  upon;  to'  depend  upon. 

侬 

53»7 

君 子所俅  that  which  tY 
、 general  trusts  to, 一 the  war-hors(i 

of  his  chariot. 

靡 你释毋 n。 Gne  can  1 
trusted  like  a  mother. 

無 你無靠 n。 one  tore! 
upon. 

旣 登乃你 they  got  on  t0 汾 
mats)  and  leaned  upon  (tY 

stools). 

有 俅其士  (wives)  keep  do? 
to  their  husbands. 

依據  Proof;  evidence. 

無憑俅  no  evidence*  to  gob】 
nothing  to  rely  upon. 

俅 生木下  it  grows  und( 
trees. 

你人  PI 下  dependent
  o 

others. 

俅 人作璋  dependent  0 

others  for  a  living. 

你 休不捨 clinging  U1 willing  to  part  from, 

謀 之不臧 ，則 具是屬 
if  a  counsel  be  bad,  they  are  a 

found  according  with  it. 

遵俅。 r 俅從。 r 俅为 
to  obey;  to  act  according  t( 
to  comply  with. 

不你你  I  do  not  agree  wil 

you. 

也然。 r 你黃。 1 ■你 il as  before;  as  previously. 

你 然故我  I  am  precisely  tl 
same  as  of  old. 

俅順  agreeable;  consenXing. 
俅領  to  allow  the  handing  ov( of  a  person  or  thing  to ... . 

俅戀  to  cling  with  affection  t 

休實  politely  used  for  “to  e; 

heartily.’’ 
不你  displeased  with;  dissati fied.  • 

上 帝是你  God  regardedh< 
with  favour. 

楊 柳俅俅  the  willows  we: 
fresh  and  green. 

你 彼平 林  dense  is  that  fwe 
on  the  plain. 

俅 其在京 he  remain. quietly  at  the  capital. 

休曹。 r 你口  according 
what  is  said. 
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.尾 

ising  Upper. 

539° 

«展 
ising  Upper. 

你 道  according  to  eternal  prin 
ciples. 

俅律  according  to  law. 

俅時  according  to  the  time. . 

俅限  within  a  prescribed  limit 
of  time. 

休 禮而行  t。 act  in  accor- 
dance  with  propriety. 

俅隨  to  follow;  to  acquiesce  in. 

舊  as  of  old.  See  11,508. 

休序。 i •依次  according  to 
rank  or  seniority;  in  order. 

依稀  few;  trifling;  uncertain ； 
dim;  resembling. 

風雨俅 釋人唤 船 when a  windy  drizzle  comes  on  and 

people  shout  for  the  boat, at 
a  ferry. 

依 豨之間  in  the  uncertain 
state, 一 as  of  the  weather. 

侬 豨記得  to  have  a  vague 
recollection  of. 

椎 德是俅  he  relies  on  virtue 
ifletne. 

興鲁  “Let*  it  be  ps  recom- 
menffed  !M— a  phrase  conveying 
the  Imperial  ••  sanction  to  any 
course  suggested. 

Read  P.  To  remain 

quiet；  to  rest. 

Same  as  5392. 

A  silken  screen,  used  in 

the  audience  chamber  of 

the  Emperor,  and  called 

斧 辰， from  being  orna¬ 
mented  with  hatchets. 

南 面負展  facing  the  south 
and  back  to  the  screen. 

To  hide  ； to  screen. 

隱 to  shelter  from  view. 

偯 3
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Entering 

Upper. 

To  sob  ;  to  wail  ；  to 

lament  loudly. 

哭不偯  to  weep  but  not  to howl, —— is  fitting  at  the  death  of 

a  parent. 

The  lower  edge  of  a  robe 

A  border；  a  frontier.  De¬ 
scendants  ； posterity. 

四 裔之地  the  four  borders of  the  empire. 

夷 裔之俘  taken  Prisoner  by barbarians. 

後裔。 r 苗裔  posterity ;  de¬ scendants. 

德 垂後裔 his  virtue  was transmitted  to  his  posterity. 

以 傳來裔  in  order  to  trans mit  it  to  posterity. 

絶裔  descendants  cut  off;  family extinct. 

厥 裔蕃昌  his  descendants are  numerous. 

魚裔裔  fishes  darting  about, 

裔 裔皇皇  the  sound  and appearance  of  nature  in  spring. 

泓 宏融裔  a  loud  and  long- k  drawn-out  sound. 

淨裔  a  descendant  of  purity 
a  young  Brahman ;  an  ascetic. 
Sanskrit :  Brahmatchari. 

The  surface  of  water 

roughened  by  wind. 

surging,  as  billows;  also, 

as  a  mob. 

To  salute ;  to  bow  to; 

see  5038. 

# 加1 楫  to  make  a  salute  by 
Dending  the  body  until  the  hands 
touch  a  little  below  the  knees, 

and  then  rising  and  raising  the 

hands  to  the  level  of  the  eye¬ 
brows.  Used  of  men  only;  see 

粧 5613- 拱楫  to  salute  by  raising  the 
folded  hands. 

還楫  to  return  a  salute. 

長 楫不拜  to  make  a  low bow,  but  without  kneeling. 

w 

5394 

. 

5395 

R. 陌 

v.  a 

See 易 

A.jiek^jik 
Entering 

Lower. 

長 楫至地  to  bow  low  to  the 

ground. 

作楫 作到地  if  you  bow  at all,  bow  low； 

三 楫而進  making  his  three salutations,  he  went  in. 

揖讓而 升 he  bowed  modest- ly  as  he  went  lip, — to  compete at  archery. 

楫讓 不救火  you  can’t  put 

out  fire  by  bowing ! 

楫 所與立  he  bowed  to  those 
with  whom  he  stood. 

不踰階 而相楫 _ 
might  not  pass  from  their  ranks 
to  bow  to  one  another. 

把 盖向他 一楫也 toQk the  wine-cup  and  bowed  to  him. 

不擇人 而用， 何異開 

門楫盜  not  to  be  careful  in choosing  servants  is  the  same  as 

opening  your  door  and  bowing in  thieves 

楫怛  the  Ephthalites,  or  Indo Scythians  of  the  Panjab. 

Read  ch、i 气  The  cluster¬ 

ing  of  insects. 

楫楫兮  how  you  cluster together ! 一 of  locusts. 

Originally  a  picture*  of 
the  arm-pits.  Also  ；  how¬ 

ever  ； then；  in  that  case  ； 

and  ;  moreover  ；  even  •’  in¬ 
deed.  An  expletive  particle 

亦屬  is  also . 亦 係乎此  it  is  also  this. 

亦係 彼之言 sudl  arc  also 
his  words. 

亦不 過如此  it  will  also  be 
much  about  the  same. 

如 無亦可  even  if  there  are none,  that  will  do. 

亦 足以成  there  is  sufficient. 

亦 無如何  there  -is  no  help 
for  it. 

有爲者 ，亦若 是 
who  strive,  may  succeed  in  like manner. 

亦 不必間 ，亦 不敢言 
you  need  not  ask, .  for  I  dare 
not  tell. 

85 
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亦 旣見止 ，亦 葶覯止 
let  me  have  seen  him,  let  me 
have  met  him. 

不 亦樂乎 is  not  that'  plea¬ sant? 

亦 有兄弟  I,  indeed,  have brothers. 

亦復  quite...;  perfectly . 

亦 複不少 by  no  means  few. 

亦好  also  good. 
亦然  also  in  accordance  with. 

4  I  moreover. 

不 顯亦世  shall  be  illustrious 
from  age  to  age, 

抑亦立 而視 其死歟 
or  will  he  stand  by  and  see  them 
die? 

則 亦無 有乎爾  verily  is 
there  no  one  to  do  this? 

Entering 
Lower. 

Grand;  great;  abundant. 

Unsettled.  Used  for  弈 

13^76. 

奕 奕寢廟  very  grand  is  the 
ancestral  temple. 

萬 舞有奕  the  various  dances 
are  grandly  performed.  ^ 

12,486. 

四 牲奕奕  the  four-horse 
(chariots)  in  a  long  lihe. 

^  ̂   ̂  their  so
rrowful 

hearts  are  all  unsettled. 

To  squat  on  the  heels 

Ordinary.  To  feel  at  ease  •’ 

to  be  peaceful  ；  pleased  *, 

just  •’  level ;  to  kill  ；  to  exter¬ 
minate；  to  get  rid  of.  Bar¬ 
barous  tribes,  especially 

those  on  the  east;  not  ori¬ 

ginally  a  term  of  contempt. 
Used  with  5398. 

夷居 （or  踞） to  remain  squat 

K.ji 
Even  Lower. 

ting  on  ope’s  heels, — to  lead  a worthless  life. 

原壤 .夷 俟  Yaan  Jang  wait - 
ed,  squatting  on  his  heels,  一 
until  Confucius  came  up. 

億 兆夷人 -st  numbers  of 
ordinary  men, —— i.e.  of  no  special ability. 

貴 賤等夷  nobles  and  ple¬ 
beians  of  all  grades.  See  2511 

夷 5
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厥民夷  the  people  begin  to feel  at  ease. 

我心 則夷 my  heart  will then  be  at  peace. 

處之夷 然  he  took  it  quietly, 一 as  a  danger. 

旣 有淫威 ，降 福孔夷 
adorned  with  such  great  dignity, 

it  is  very  natural  that  he  should 
be  blessed. 

我有 嘉客亦 不夷懌 
we  have  admirable  visitors  who 

are  pleased  and  delighted. 

云 胡不夷  he  asked  “who would  not  be  pleased?” 

君 子如夷  if  the  superior man  acts  justly. 

有 夷之行  there  were  level roads  leading  thither. 

境 無夷瞼  his  scenery  (in  a picture)  has  no  levels  and  risings, —— is  monotonous. 

化 瞼爲夷  making  the  dan gerous  available  for  use. 

六 道甚夷 the  Great  Way 
is  very  smooth, — yet  the  people 
prefer  the  byways. 

夷三族 W 
夷九族  to  exterminate  the whole  race. 

陵夷  going  to  ruin;  falling  into 
decay. 

王 室陵夷  the  royal  house  is decaying. 

夷陵  a  name  for  宜昌  Ichang. 

明夷  the  name  of  the  36th 
Diagram. 

南夷  the  southern  barbarians. 

尊 王攘汽  “to  feverence the  king . and  to  break  the 

heathen.” 

四夷館 w  5495- 
東夷  an  old  name  for  Korea. 

夷女  the  Spirit  of  Wind. 

夷 女鼓吹  the  wind  is  blow¬ 
ing  up. 

馮夷 得之以 遊大川 

P‘ing  I  got  it  (道 ̂)， and  rules streams. 

夷 .由. flying  Squirrels,  flying foxes,  etc. 

S398 

支 

See 夷 

Even  Lower. 

姨;
 

5399 

支 

See 夷 

Even  Lower. 

A  class;  a  category, 

corpse. 

儒俏  the  literary  class. 

偵衾  a  shroud  placed  over corpse  before  it  is  put  mto  th 

A  wife’s  sister  ；  a  mother 
sister. 

coffin. 

邢 傍之姨  sister-in-law  c 
the  marquis  of  Hsing. 

^  the  sisters  of  a  mother father.  Also,  a  wife’s  marrie^ sisters.  Also,  a  respectful  terr 
for  a  concubine.  Also,  a  jocula 

name  for  an  assistant  Magistrate 

based  upon  the  夂 毋“驗 

and  mother”  title  of  his  chief. 

姨太太  same  as  the  above,  i the  first  three  senses. 

姨婆婪  a  wife’s  term  for  he 
husband’s  maternal  great  aunt： 
as  above. 

姨婆  a  wife’s  term  for  her  hu! band’s  maternal  aunts,  as  belov 

姨 坪  ■轉媽  a  man’s  mother 

married  sisters. 

姨姨。 r 姨兒  an  unmarrie maternal  aunt ,  a  wife’s  ui married  sister. 

姨  3.  mother’s  sister.  Also, term  used  in  speaking  of 

father’s  concubine. 

姨爹。 r 姨丈 姨文 hu bands  of  maternal  aunts.  Th 
last  two  are  also  respectively 

husband’s  and  a  wife’s  mode  ( 

styling  the  wife’s  sister’s  hu： 
band. 

husbands  of  wife’s  sister 

女夷 夫人  a  term  for  a  conci 
bine. 

大姨。 r 大姨子 and 

姨。 r 小姨子  a  wife’s  eldc 
and  younger  sisters,  respectivel] 

姨 老表。 r 姨 (表) 片详 
male  maternal  first  cousins. 

姨表 姊妹。 r 姨姐相 female  maternal  first  cousins. 

兩辑 姊妹加 s  who 叫 
cousins  through  their  mothers. 

他 的兩 姨兄弟 _ 
cousin  on  his  mother’s  side. 
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姨 
5399 

m 

5400 

1 
Lower. 

w 

401 

夷 
en  Lower. 

w 

5402 

支齊 
夷 
en  Lower. 

演 
5403 

I 
Lower. 

IT 
冬 04 

Lower. 

°5 

Lower. 

小 姨不上 姊夫門 
younger  sister  should  not  live 

at  her  brother-in-law’s  house, — 
for  propriety. 

蘇知娘 姨 a  Soochow  girl 
with  large  feet, — especially  of 
one  in  the  service  of  a  prostitute 

堂姨  maternal  first  cousins  once 
removed,  i.e.  mother’s  father's 
brothers’  children. 

Name  of  a  place, 嘴峨 

or  喁夷， probably  in 

Korea,  chosen  by  the  Em¬ 
peror  Yao  as  his  eastern 

astronomical  station. 

Pleased  ；  gratified.  See 

5397 - 

我心 則情  my  heart  is satisfied. 

now 

Name  of  a  kind  of  beech- 

tree  found  in  Shansi. 

Snivel  ；  mucus  from  the 
nose. 

涕读  to  sob  and  snivel, 一 as 
from  deep  grief, 

溫读  name  of  a  marshy  lake  in 
Shansi. 

Read  tKi*. 

不 敢唾渎  not  to  venture  to 
spit  or  blow  one’s  nose, — out  of 
respect. 

A  wound  ；  a  bruise  ；  a 
sore.  See  2773. 

瘡 薄未寥  his  sores  are  not 
yet  healed. 

The  fat  over  the  stomach  ； 
the  omentum  or  caul.  Soap. 

觸子。 r 觸脂  soap, — made 
from  the  hog’s  caul. 

月 夷皂舖 a  soap-chandler^  shop. 

壙 子沬兒  iie  lather  of  soap. 

m 

5406 

R-支 

See 夷 

Even  Lower. 

ir^v
： 

5407 

R. 支 

See 夷 

Even  Lower. 

胎
‘
 

54。8 

支寘 

怡’笞 

Even  and 

Sinking  Lowei 
and  Upper. 

会 A1
 

5409 

•支賄 

h.  y-i 

See 夷 

Even  Lower. 

To  squat  on  the  heels 
See  夷 5397* 

The  concord  of  friends  ； 

harmony.  Pleased  ；  grati¬ 

fied  ； complaisant. 

怡和  pleasant  harmony, — as  of friends  or  brothers. 

怡悦  to  be  pleased;  to  rejoice, 

下 氣怡色  to  repress  the feelings  and  appear  pleased. 

怡 然自得  happy  and  grati¬ 
fied. 

怡 怡如也  a  satisfied  express¬ ion, 一 as  if  relieved  of  some 
great  anxiety. 

兄 弟怡怡  to  his  brothers,  a man  should  be  complaisant. 

怡養  healthy  ；  well  nourishedi 

怡 神於花 烏虫魚 •之 

麗  to  indulge  one’s  mind  with 
the  beauty  of  flowers,  birds,  in¬ 
sects,  and  fishes. 

To  gaze  fixedly  at.  Also 
read  chHh\ 

目 眙不禁  to  gaze  without taking  the  eyes  off. 

To  send  ；  to  bring  ；  to 

bequeath.  To  deceive.  To 
ridicule.  Used  with  5410. 

非可詰 託而往 也 he could  not  ask  any  one  else  to 
go  as  his  proxy. 

千里 目台情  from  a  thousand miles  away  to  send  greeting. 

饋詒  to  send  a  presen  of  food. 

自詔伊 阻 he  has  br°ught  °n us  this  separation. 

話  to  transmit;  to  bequeath. 

君 子有穀 ，詔 孫于— 
our  prince  maintain  his  good¬ 
ness,  and  transmit  it  to  his  de¬ 
scendants  ! 

詒 厥孫謀  to  bequeath  plans to  one’s  descendants. 

5409 

54io 

R. 支 

H. 

See 夷 

Even  Lower. 

w 

R 

5411 

支 

h.  y 
See 夷 

Even  Lower. 

w 

S4I2 

R. 支 

See 移 

Even  Lower. 

旣 詔我肆 y°u 崎 give  me| 

pain. 

詰 爾多福  to  confer  on  thee| many  blessings. 

無义毋 言合罹 t0  cause  no| sorrow  to  one’s  parents. 

To  hand  down；  to  leave! 

behind  -  to  give  to.  Used] with  5409. 

貝台遺  to  leave  behind  one;  to  I 
bequeath. 

貽膾 t。  leave  as  a  legacy ;  to  I 
make  a  parting  present. 

貽 悮狻人  to  mislead  poster- 1 

it}' 

胎 笑大方  to  give  an  expert  I cause  for  laughter, 一 by  bad! 

work ;  to  become  a*  general | 
laughing-stock. 

胎 送知已  t。 send  as  a  pres- 1 ent  to  a  friend. 

貝台累  to  involve;  to  implicate. 

貝台 害  to  cause  injury. 

貝台書  to  write  to；  to  send  a  I letter  to. 

Sweet  cakes ;  sugarplums : 
lollipops. 

飴糖 甘餘  sugarplums; 
sweetmeats. 

含 _ 弄 孫之時 the 哪| of  giving  lollipops  and  playing! 
with  grandchildren, — old  age.  j 

甜 言餘訓  agreeable  words  j and  pleasant  counsels. 

苦飴  the  bitter  and  the  sweet; sorrows  and  joys. 

石飴  wild  honey. 

飴鹽  rock  salt. 皆甘 罪如飴  all  willingly  I 
admitted  their  guilt,  as  though  j 
it  had  been  a  pleasure. 

王 _ 以 餘澳釜 Wa°g| K*ai  had  his  pots  cleansed  with) 

syrup.  See  Biog.  Diet. 

A  wooden  bar  to  a  door.  I 

烹伏雌 炊属 P  I  burnt 
the  bar  of  the  door  to  cook  the  I 

hen, 一 in  the  days  of  our  poverty.  I 
Said  by  the  wife  of  the  famous  | 

百里奚  Po-li  Hsi. 
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5413 R •支齊 

Se? 移 

K.  i\  se^  ch、e 

J.  /， sci、 sai 

Even  Lower 

逢 
54H 

黟1
 

5415 R. 支 

c. 
II. 
F. 

W. 

A  fruit-tree,  known  as  I 

扶 栘。 r 夫移 、Aronia 
asiatica). 

:栘楊  a  variety  of  the  aspen  or 
I  poplar. 

Same  as  541 

M. 
Y. 

Sz. 

K. 

A.  c 

Even  Upper. 

Black  ；  shining  ；  a  kind| 
of  ebony. 

黟縣  a  District  in  Anhui,  famous  I 丨  for  its  ink. 

W  ! 
^416  I 

R .支 ：胃移 門曲谢 
See 移 

Kvcn  Lower,  j 

A  side  door. 

a  side  door  and  a| 

winding  passage. 

移:
 

54i7 
支 

iv.  I 
F.  ve 

W:  /  • 

N.  1
  -v/ iV  .1 

?：),. 
Sz.  t 
K.  \ 

orl 

remove  : 

w 

5417 

I  To  remove ;  to  shift；  to 

ichan^e  ；  to  influence.  To| 

: send  -  to  transmit  ；  to  con- 
:vey. 

移居。 i •移 遷。 ••移 徙 

I  移 巢  to  remove;  to  c
hange 

1  residence;  to  “iiit.”  The  first  I 
is  also  used  of  the  lxmishment| 

1  of  an  Imperial  clansman. 

移開 移離。 1 移動 

x.j'i  移去。 1 挪移 
Kvcn  Lower.  to  ])ut  away . 

移近  to  move  near. 

步難移  it  is  difficult  to  I 
I  get  an  inch  or  a  pace  away,- 
j  so  busy  am  I. 

i 移 禍他人  to  transfer  trouble | 

I  to  other  people’s  shoulders. 

1 日 中而移 when  the  sun[ 
reaches  the  meridian,  it  changes | 

its  course, — and  begins  to  bink. 
See  5452. 

移人 就蟹不 如移蟹 

! 就人  to  move  a  man  to  a j  crab  is  not  equal  to  moving  the 
crab  to  the  man, — of  a  present. I 

移易  to  vary;  to  depart  from, 一 . as  a  principle. 

移 風易俗 ，莫 善於樂 
I  C 叩 '*)  for  improving  manners  and 

I  customs,  nothing  is  better  than I  music. 

移換  to  change. 

j  不能更 
移  it  cannot 

 be  al- 

j  tered. 
i 不移言  not  to  alter  a  word. 

爲 物所移  to  be  affected  by 
outside  influences. 

一 見移情  one  glimpse  (of 
her)  stirs  the  feelings. 

移書  to  send  a  letter. 

i 移文  a  despatch
  to  an  equal. 

I 移行  to  communicate  to . 

^  ift  t0  recluest  a  desPatch. 

! 移知  to  inform  by  despatch 

移會  to  communicate  with. 

移復  to  reply  to . 

移明  to  explain. 
移追  to  su'imiion  for  the  re¬ covery  of, — c.g.  a  del)t. 

移提  to  summon  before  one  for 
trial. 

移解  to  send  to,— as  for  trial. 

丨 移飭  to  request  that  orders  be 

I  ̂ven. 

i  to  inform  in  a  despatch. 

移縣  to  forward  to  the  magi¬ 
strate. 

移送 。•移 交。 r 移給 tQ 
forward;  to  transmit;  to  hand over. 

移 花接木  to  remove  a  flower and  receive  a  stick  (instead), — to 

substitute  one  thing  for  another. 

移 花接花  to  graft  flowers 

移借  to  borrow. 移尸  to  transfer  a  c( another  man’s  door,  ii 

get  him  into  trouble. 

w  j
: 

不延移  not  to  notify  the  dea 
of  relatives  to  those  who  ha 

5417 

left  the  clan. 
J 

事 •莫 移脫 d。 not  negle 
matters. 

一 轉移間 in  a  moment； 
a  jiffy. 

移時  after  the  lapse  of  a  時辰 
i.e.  two  hours;  after  some  tin 

Also,  at  the  time  of  emigratic 

移  t0  drag  anchor. 

移泊  to  shift  one’s  anchorage 
夥 

See  5328. 

S4i8 

The  chin.  [To  be  d 

5419 

tinguished  from  臣 648  a 

R •支 

巨 3003.1 

See 頤 

Even  Lower. 

服 
Same  as  5405. 

5420 

頤 2
 

The  chin  ；  the  jaws. 

2 頤  to  join  chins, — to  
kiss 

542i 

K •支 

ll.  hi 

織手 自支頤 with  her* 
ty  hand  she  supported  her  cl F.  /,  hi 

朵頤  to  droop  the  jaw; 

Sec 夷 

munch ;  the  appearance  of 
l-'veu  Lower. 

eating. 

頷頤而 已 he  mere'y mo his  jaws, — but  could  not  sp< 

期頤  a  hundred  years  old centenarian ;  second  childh( 

when  one  is  dependent  on  oth 

頤 指如意 t。 direct  with 
mouth  as  with,  the  finger  am 

to  accomplish  what  one  wa 

Said  of  ̂  |f  Chia  I  of 
Han  dynasty. 

解人頤  to  unloose  peo] jaws,  —  to  make  them  la 

Said  of  匡衡  K‘uang  E of  the  Han  dynasty. 

作 解頤語 to  make  a  jo m 

5422 

The  fresh-water  porpe 

，.支 

known  as 魚侯飯 and 白 

See 頤 

Even  Lower 
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疑5
 

5423 
R •支 
See 宜 

疑 5
 

5423 

優 3
 

5424 

R •紙真 

隊 
S« 宜拟 

Even  and 

Rising  Lower. 

Suspicion  ；  doubt  ；  mis- 

trust.  &  蹟 834, 闕  ̂2 5  2, 

嫌 4471, 見  r67i. 

疑心 m 可疑  suspicious. 
EvenLower- 疑思間  when  in  doubt,  anxi¬ 

ous  to  ask, — such  is  the  superior man. 

疑 鬼疑人  not  knowing 
whether  it  was  a  man  or  a  ghost. 

居 之不疑  to  have  no  mis¬ 
givings  about  one’s  own  powers, — self-confident. 

疑惑  to  suspect;  to  mistrust. 

疑惑在 他身上 suspicion 
rests  on  him. 

疑 難之事  a  doubtful  and 
difficult  matter  to  decide. 

毫 無疑意  not  the  least 
ground  for  suspicion.  See 

因 此致疑  in  consequence  of) 
this,  suspicions  were  aroused. 

憂 疑未解  his  anxious  doubts 
are  not  allayed. 

疑稍釋  his  suspicions  were 
somewhat  allayed. 

懷疑  to  entertain  suspicions. 

疑懼 or 辞畏 doubts  and 
fears;  misgivings. 

疑 悶之際  while  still  in  a 
state  of  perplexity. 

疑病  the  disease  of  doubt, — 
indecision. 

狐疑  suspicious  as  a  fox. 

析疑  to  settle  doubts, — by  re¬ 
sorting  to  omens,  etc. 

疑 慮不决  in  doubt  and  un¬ 
able  to  decide. 

自疑  to  be  distrustful  of  one’s 
own  powers;  see  3741 

南 人多疑  southerners  are 
very  suspicious. 

疑似  doubtful;  unsettled. 

疑似 之間 may  or  may  not be. 

疑 人莫用 ，用 人莫疑 I  wer. 
if  you  suspect  a  man,  do  not 
employ  him  :  if  you  employ  him, 
do  not  suspect  him. 

尸 子存疑  fragments  of  Shih 
Tzti， gathered  from  various  sour¬ 

ces  but  of  doubtful  authenticity. 

M 

5425 

R._ 女 

C.  yik^  i H.  ngi 

F.  ngik、 ?igi 
N.  nyih 

?.t 
U.li K. oh,  U 

gi 

A. ngi 

Entering  and 

Even  Lower. 

一 回做賊 ，百 回疑。 nce 
a  thief,  always  suspected, — give! 
a  dog  a  bad  name， etc. 

疑辭  dubitative  particles,  as 

豈。 r 邪. 

To  compare；  to  assort. 

Read  hai\  Stupid. 

ffi  silly,  foolish-looking. 

m 

5426 

R. 紙 

Name  of  a  range  ofl 
mountains,  the  九 嶷山， 

in  Hunan,  so  called  be¬ 

cause  they  cannot  be  distin¬ 

guished  from  one  another,} as  though  九疑. 

Read  t4* 

克  _  克  _  he  looked  ma-J
 

jestic  and  intelligent,  —  when  I 

nil  Jh- aby -  Said°f  后稷 其 德嶷嶷  his  virtue  is  likej 4 mountain  peaks, — eminent. 

嶷然 不少屈  he  proudly  I refused  to  make  any  concession  I 

(by  humbling  himself).  j 

錄然自 苹  remained  still! without  moving, — when  others! 

fled.  
1 

To  resemble  ；  to  imitate. 
To  compare.  To  propose  ； 

to  determine  ；  to  decide. 
Also  read  np 

擬
 3 

54z6 

m 

5427 r •支紙 • 

‘宜拟 

Even  Lower. 

；ji 目榜 J  resembling;  alike. 

擬 於上苑  like  an  Imperial 

park. 
擬筆  to  imitate  the  style  of; 

to  copy. 

擬古詩  in  imitation  of  (the style  of)  ancient  poetry. 

太 白擬之  Li  T‘ai.po  imita ted  it, — of  a  poem. 

比擬  to  compare. 

擬度  to  estimate, 
擬定。 1 •擬妥  to  decide. 

m 

5428 

r •寘紙 
% 議擬 

A.  ngi^  ngai 

Sinking  and 

Rising  Lower. 

倪 2
 

5429 

R •齊 

C.  ngai 

H.  yi、 nyi F.  ngae 

擬 定辦法  to  propose  a  fixed  j mode  of  procedure. 

擬作  to  propose. 

擬請  to  suggest  that. 擬正 and 擬陪  to  propose  as| 
principal  and  as  assistant,  res¬ pectively. 

榜 J  議  to  pro],  se  for  delibera-l tion  ；  (especially  of  the  Boards)  | 
to  submit  a  decision  for  Im¬ 

perial  approval. 

擬辦  to  arrange  to  settle;  pro-1 
posed  settlement.  Also,  to  sen-| tence  to … 

擬於 明日三 熙鐘前 

往貴署  I  propose  to  call  on  I you  at  your  office  to-morrow  at| 

3  o'clock. 

擬罪  to  fix  punishment;  to  sen-| tence  to … 

擬軍罪  to  sentence  to  trans-| portation  and  service  with  the| 

army. 

審擬  to  try  and  sentence  to. ..I 

擬結  to  finally  pronounce  sen-1 
tence. 

擬奏 t。  settle  a  case  and  report  | 
to  the  Throne. 

擬 舉何人  who  is  to  be  pro-| 
moted  to  the  place  ? 

本 擬如此  such  was  my  ori-| ginal  intention, — implying  that] 
it  has  since  been  modified 

Luxuriant  growth  of| 

plants. 
疑  growing  luxuriantly. 

黎稷疑  M  the  miHets  look  I 
luxuriant. 

To  consult；  to  deliberate. I 
To  delude. 

To  glance  at.  To  dis¬ criminate.  Young；  small  ； 

a  beginning.  Also  read  7ip\ 

俾倪 cast  sidelong  glances.! 

睥 8gS6. 
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X 

倪 2
 左惋右 愧  t。 glance  right  and  j left. 

m 

5429 
IW.^x 
IN.  nyi 

IP.  ni 

Im.v/ 

|y.  \  . 
Isz.  I 

\K.ye 

|J  ̂  
|A.  nge 

Even  Lower. 

馬 知介倪  the  horses  learn  I to  cast  vicious  looks.  || 

惡至 而倪少 大 how  i
s  the 

great  to  be  distinguished  froml 
the  small  ?  | 

反 其旄倪  he  sent  back  the  I 
decrepit  and  the  young, — froml 
among  the  prisoners. 

A  small  greenish^black 
insect.  Used  for  5434. 

輓 2
 

The  cross-bar  at  the  end| 

of  a  carriage-pole. 

天愧 God. 

和之 以天倪  embraced 
the  obliterating  unity  of  God,- 
where  all  conditions  of  existence! 

become  ONE.  j 

不能得 其踹倪 cannot 
get  any  clue  to  him, — to  God.  I 

無得 有踹愧 without 
obtaining  the  slightest  clue  to! 
his  whereabouts.  |! 

訊 無端愧  an  investigation  j 
without  any  definite  results. 

莫 可端倪  without  thread, - i,e.  line  of  connection  from  de  l 

finite  starting-point  to  definite  | 
goal.  Incomprehensible,  as  somel 

wonderful  feat,  or  as  an  incon-" sequent  essay. 

猊:
 

5430 

卜齊
 

I  See  愧 
Even  Lower. 

嬰蛻 抓  insect  that  lodges  ii the  ears  of  deer. 

m 

S436 

R •齊 

See 愧 

Even  Lower. 

A  fabulous  beast,  the 

狻狼，  which  eats  tigers! 
and  can  go  five  hundred  li\ 

at  a  bound.  Also  read  nt2 

睨 4
 

543i 

|r. 齊 

|C. 三 ngai、 rt^aV- 

IF.  n^ae''- 

■  N.^x 

To  glance  at  ；  to  lookl 
askance.  Also  read  f 

See  8986. 

|Y. 
 m° 

ISz.  ni 

IK.  ye 

1  A.  nge 
Sinking 

Irregular. 

m 

大 車無輓  if  a  waggon  have •  no  cross-bar, — how  can  it  be made  to  go? 

5437 

R. 齊 

See 愧 

Even  Lower. 

Coloured  clouds  ；  a  rain¬ 

bow  ； variegated.  Alsoj 
read  nP. 

沂 

虹 寛  the  rainbow. 

霓 現雨止  when  the  rainbow appears,  the  rain  stops. 

有雲 霓之望  like  looking for  clouds  and  rainbow, 一 to  get 

rain;  i.e.  anxious  for  the  first, 
and  when  the  first  has  come, 

anxious  lest  the  second  should 

follow  and  stop  the  rain. 

若大 旱之望 雲霓也 
like  longing  for  clouds  and  rain 
bow  in  a  time  of  drought, — very 
anxious.  See  above. 

日 聣疎林  the  sun’s  beams stream  through  the  trees. 

怒聣  to  look  at  angrily. 

引 璧聣柱  holding  the  jewel, 
he  looked  aside  at  the  pillar, — 

—  of 藺相如  Lin  Hsiang- 
ju  who  carried  a  jewel  to  give 

to  the  prince  of  秦  Ch'in  ini  5435 

exchange  for  territory;  but  de-|R.  齊 
tectmg  foul  play,  he  stood  in  the!  ̂  

presence  with  the  jewel  in  his|See>|5J 
hand,  gazing  at  a  side  pillar  in- 1  Even  Lower, 
stead  of  at  the  prince,  and  curs¬ 
ing  right  and  left  without  fear 
of  death. 

傲 脫得志 proud  and  self- satisfied. 

彩露  coloured;  variegated. 

霍寛 2L  loud  clap  of  thunder. 

^  ̂   ̂   the  rainbow  skirts
 and  feather  jackets, — of  young | 

ladies  seen  in  the  moon  by  唐 

明皇  or  the  Emperor  Hsuan Tsung  of  the  T‘ang  dynasty. 
Now  the  name  of  a  曲  song! 

which  his  Majesty  is  said  to  have 

heard  in  the  palace  of  the  moon 
and  to  have  brought  back  to! 

涯 
5439 

遺:
 

R. 

5440 

支寘 

C.  wai 
H.  wei 

F.  tni、 met W •少 《 

N.  yi^  wti 

P. 

/， wei 

earth. 

A  hairy  marine  animal， 
which  is  said  to  climb 

trees,  and  bears  some  re¬ 
semblance  to  the  human 

form.  Also  read 

蘇銳  a  huge  fish  which  swallows! smaller  ones, -an  oppressor.  Also! 
used  in  the  sense  of  decapitations 

鯢鮒  small  fry. 

A  fawn.  Also  read  nP. 

鹿裘  deer-skin  robes. 

To  cut  teeth.  Also  read 
m 

：2 

5438 

R •微 

:. I,  kH 
H.  ngi 

F.  /,  ki 

W.; 〆 

N.  (  ̂ 

Y-  i  ̂  

Sz. 
K.ti.kit 

|j.々W 

A.  ngi 

Even  Lower. 

黃 髪鯢齒  to  cut  teeth  wher 
the  hair  is  yellow,— in  old  age, 

Name  of  a  river  in  lhan 

tung,  which  gives  its  name 

t。 沂州府  the  Prefecture of  I-chou. 

方舟  大  ̂tinasmal
lboa 

I  cross  the  Great  River. 

不沂流  not  to  fight  agains the  current, — as  the  warships  o 

楚  refused  to  do. 

Read  yin^. 

張頁 受書 於邳折 
Chang  Liang  received  the  boo： at  P*ei-yin.  See  Biog.  Diet， 

See  12,838. 

M. 

Y. 

|Sz. 

K.yu 

!j-  hyui 
I  A.A/” 

Even  and 

Sinking 

Lower. 

To  bequeath  ；  to  leav 

behind  ；  see  ̂   i505.  T 彳 

ose;  to  neglect;  to  forget 
To  be  distinguished  fror 

遣  1746.]  See  7386,  428? 

遺曹。 r 遺囑。 r 遺奋 

or  遺誥  the  dying  command as  of  a  parent ;  a  nuncupativ 
will  in  a  limited  sense.  ̂  
below  • 

遺書 a  will,-rreferring  general! 
only  to  minor  details,  and  nev< allowed  to  vary  the  normal 

volution  of  property  unless  a， 

quiesced  in  by  the  intereste 
survivors. 

遺下 M  behind;  bequeaths 

遺下 — . ^  left  one  son  b 
hind  him. 

遺腹子  a  posthumous  son. 
遺體  the  bo'ly  bequeathed 

 彳 me, — by  my  parents. 
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5440 

遺傳  inherited;  traditional. 

遺意  traditional;  a  “survival.” 

今之 雉尾扇 是其遺 
_  the  modern  feather  fan  is 

a  survival  of  it, — see  5382. 

遺澤。 r 遺念兒 a  souve- 
nir;  a  remembrance. 

遺摺 m 遺本 a  valedictory 
memorial, 一 as  often  written  by 
high  officials  at  the  point  of 
death. 

遺跡  historical  monuments. 

遺簪  to  leave  behind  one’s  hair¬ 
pins, — from  rough  treatment. 

遺留  to  come  down  ；  to  be 
handed  down  ；  to  leave  behind 
at  death. 

遺 留至今  handed  down  to 
the  present  day. 

遺 臭萬年  to  leave  a  foul 
reputation  for  all  time. 

上 古遺風  a  custom  (or  an 
influence)  which  has  descended 

to  us  from  remote  antiquity. 

遺餘  a  balance;  a  surplus. 

不 遺餘力 t。  spare  no  efforts. 

吾 輩無遺 類 砰  that  case), 
there  would  not  have  been  one 
of  us  left  to  tell  the  tale* 

棄 予如遺  you  have  cast  me 
off  like  an  abandoned  thing. 

錄遺 w  7386. 

遺失  遺 落 lost;  gone;  not 
to  be  found. 

余 遺一袋 i  have  lost  a  bag. 
遺悮 to  make  a  mistake, —  as 

in  writing. 

遺漏  to  leave  out;  to  omit. 

遺棄  to  abandon;  to  discard 

遺精  involuntary  emissions. 
遺尿  to  urinate  involuntarily. 

>1、 遺  urine. 

僧起遺  the  priest  got  up  to 
urinate. 

遺忘  forgotten;  neglected . 

遺其 所藏之 處 
where  he  had  put  it. 

莫 肯下遺  (or  sui1')  you  are 
unwilling  to  discountenance 
them. 

遺遺  tortuous  ；  winding. 

M 

5440 

臌 

544i 

R •支 

?ee 遺 

Even  Lower. 

5442 

彝
2
 

5443 

R •支 

See 夷 

Even  Lower. 

w 

5444 
R •支紙 See 夷 

Even  Lower. 

皇 上遺行  the  Emperor  went 
out  in  disguise.  See  微  I2>S86. 

Read  wei*.  To  send  a 

present.  Used  for  贈 

1 1,730- 

遺 絹二疋  gave  him  tw。 
pieces  of  silk. 

政事一 埤遺我 all  the affairs  of  government  devolve 
more  and  more  on  me. 

To  send  presents. 

朋友 餽貝遺  friends  send  pre sents  to  each  other. 

See  3316. 

A  cup  used  in  the  ances¬ 

tral  temple.  The  normal 

nature  of  man.  A  rule；  a 

law.  Constant；  regular；  to 

be  addicted  to.  Used  for 

5,397 - 
宗彝  the  temple  cup. 

不 知其彝 倫攸叙 I  do not  know  how  the  proper  virtues 
in  their  various  relations  should 

be  brought  forth  in  due  order 

民 之秉彝  the  people  hold fast  to  their  natural  dispositions, 

天舉 我民彝 大泯亂 
the  laws  of  our  nature  given  by 

God  will  be  thrown  into  great 
disorder. 

是 彝是訓 ，進 德無疆 
let  this  be  your  rule  and  guide, 

and  your  virtue  will  increase 
without  bounds. 

毋彝酒  be  not  addicted  to wine. 

A  washing-basin  with  a 
tubular  handle  to  let  the 

water  run  off.  Also,  a  jug, 

with  handle  and  sometimes 

with  cover,  shaped  like  a 

bedroom  jug.  [Dist.  from 

匪  ii，46。.] 

匦 
5444 

m 
5445 

貤：
 

5446 

R •支寘 

F.  ye、ei 

See 移 

Even  and 

Sinking 

Lower. 

5447 

R •支紙 F.W 

See 夷 

Even  and 

Rising  Lower. 
酏2
 

S44» 

支紙 
R. 

See 夷 

Even  Lower. 

租 2
 

5449 

R. 支 

See 撇 

Even  Lower. 

奉盤匿  to  hand  the  washing- basin, — as  a  concubine- 

盥 區  a  large  washing-basin 
巵區 a  kind  of  urn,  used  for heating  wine  by  plunging  the 

wine-kettles  into  the  hot  water 
contained  therein. 

Arrogant  ；  overbearing  ； 

contemptuous. 

fill  ife  自得  self-sufficient; 
overbearing. 

訑 訑之聲 音顔色 
a  tone  and  air  of  perfect  self- 
satisfaction. 

Read  tan、. 

慢訑  contemptuous :  arrogant. 

Steps  ;  grades  ;  strata. 
To  reward ;  to  promote. 

分 貤各物  to  distribute  the ‘hings  according  to  rank. 

益貤  to  increase  gradually. 

~ *  貝也  a  grade;  a  layer;  a  stra¬ tum. 

貤膾  to  bestow  upon. 

貤 封三代  ennobled  his  an¬ 
cestors  for  three  generatiopg. 

To  walk  out  of  the 

straight  path.  Connected. 

欲 其無迆  he  wished  them 
not  to  march  obliquely. 

田献 通灑  their  fields  adjoin¬ 
ed. 

Sweet  wine.  Rice,  boiled 

to  gruel. 

粉酏  cakes  made  from  bean flour  and  fried. 

A  tribe  of  savages  in 
Kuangtung. 
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r •虫歌 
See 迦 

Even  Lower. 

To  walk  crookedly.  Tol 

extend  towards.  Used  forj 

5447- 

密 述  tortuous;  winding.  [Here 

the  集韻  reads  /‘#•] 

迤 邐而往  following  a  tor- 1 tuous  path. 

迤南  on  the  south  side;  towards! 
the  south ;  name  of  a  Circuit  in  I 
Yunnan. 

 
P 

租 界迤西  to  the  west  of  the  I 
settlement,— of  Shanghai. 

R •支紙 
See 枷 

R. 支 
See 抛 

Even  Lower. 

■ 

Even  Lower. 

攞
:
 

A  mountain  ridge. 

The  sun’s  course  after  it  I 

has  passed  the  meridian .| 

See  5417. 

日 行瞻啦  the  sun  is  decli" ning. 

A  clothes-horse. 
R ■支 

F.  i,y£ 

See 夷 

Even  Lower. 

義‘
 R 寘 

N.  x,  ngi Seeit 
A.  ngai,  ngi  a 

SinkiDg 

男女不 同椭架 men  and 
women  must  not  use  the  same  | 

clothes-horse 

Lower. 

That  which  it  is  right  tol 

do,  as  opposed  to 利 6885,1 

that  which  is  profitable  ； 

duty  towards  one’s  neigh- 1 

bour  (似仁 5627)；  loyal; I 

patriotic  ；  heroic ;  faithful. 

Common  -  free;  open  tol 

all.  Meaning;  purport.  Seey 

2526. 

a  man  I 

行而 宜之， 之謂義 1。| act  in  accordance  with  what  is| 

rightj  that  is  /. 

人不學 ，不 知義 L 
does  not  learn,  he  will  not  know  | 

his  duty  to  his  neighbour. 

且 頗尙義 and  moreover| 
think  a  great  deal  of  duty  to| 

one’s  neighbour. 

woman 

見義 不爲， 無勇也 tc see  what  is  right  and  not  to  do| 

it,  is  want  of  courage. 

婦 A 之義 謂嫁 
mission  is  marriage. 

義氣。 1 .鋒憤  heroism;  pa- triotism ;  chivalry. 

義氣過 於骨肉  loyalty  is  I stronger  than  ties  of  blood. 

好 力似4 義  right-minded ;  public- 1 
spirited. 

深 明大義  inspired  by  the| highest  feelings. 

申 明大義 t0  aPPeal  t0 man's  sense  of  right. 

義者  good  men.
 吾可以 義求， 不可以 

威劫  you  might  get  it  from  I me  by  fair  means,  but  not  by  j 

foul. 

義 重如山  his  rectitude  is  I firm  as  a  mountain. 

今日 之案實 無疑義 
of  the  rights  and  wrongs  of  the  I 

present  case,  there  can  be  nol 

doubt.  
" 

義 不容辭  the  rights  (or I necessities)  of  the  case  admit  | 

of  no  excuse, — c.g.  I  have  nol 
alternative  but  to  go;  in  duty] 

' bound  not  to  refuse. 

仗 義鍊財  to  be  devoted  to  j 
duty  and  to  distribute  wealth  ir 
charitable  undertakings. 

以 義爲利  prc)fit  is  t。 be| found  in  uprightness. 

烏  wild  geese, — because  ofl their  fidelity. 

義夫  a  man  of  high  principles;! a  widower  who  does  not  marry  | 

again. 懷利 非師長 之 _ 
desire  for  gain  is  not  the  spirit! 
which  should  animate  a  leader | 

of  men. 

臣之事 君義也 a  sub  I 
ject，s  allegiance  to  his  sovereign  | is  duty. 

義節  right  rule  of  conduct  j 
etiquette. 

意義  the  intentional  perform- 1 ance  of  one’s  duty, 一 as  opposed  I 
to  the  spontaneous  doing  of  whatj 
is  right. 

義士  a  knight-errant ;  one  who  I goes  about  to  enforce  rights. 

5454 

賊義之  the  robbers  were  sc 
overcome  by  his  chivalrous  be 
haviour,  that . 

義俠  chivalrous. 
義 戰  to  fight  in  a  good  cause. 

義婦  a  virtuous  wife. 

義犬  a  faithful  dog. 

^  僕  a  faithf
ul  servant. 

義子  an  adopted  son  (same  a 

乾 兒子，  see  5809). 義女  an  adopted  daughter; slave-girl. 

是吾 夂結 義弟兄 h 
was  a  “sworn  brother’’  to father. 

義和  duty  and  harmony. 

義和拳 卜 團） the  Boxer 
義師 Q1 ■義勇 義多 

troops  raised  and  supported  b 

public  subscription. 

起義  to  move  troops;  to  reb against  misgovernment. 

義井  a  public  well.
 義滄  a  granary  filled  by  publ donations  of  grain  to  be  disti 

buted  to  the  poor  in  times  ' 
need. 

義塚。 r 義庄。 r 義山 
free  burial-ground, — where  tl 
bodies  of  strangers  may  be  d 

posited  until  removed  by  the 
relatives. 

_  ̂   a  fr
ee  school. 

義渡  a  free  ferry. 
義莊。 1 ■義田  land  tilledf 
the  benefit  of  the  poor. 

義舉  undertakings  for  the  publ 
welfare. 

義胃  false  hair. 
締 嘗之義 the  meaning the  great  and  the  autumn 
sacrifices. 

言 簡義長  the  language  ( 
a  book)  is  terse,  but  its  purpe 
far-reaching. 

義闕  the  meaning  is  wanting, 
is  not  known. 

痛 發此義  forcibly empha 
ses  this  idea. 

義理  the  sense;  the  scope  j  t 
tenor. 
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iven  Lower. 

凡讀 古人文 當求義 

3^  ill  studying  the  works  of 

the  ancients,  one  should  try  to 

seize  the  general  tenor  of  their 
remarks. 

:義 未詳也  the  meaning  (of  a 
!  phrase)  has  not  been  discovered. 

義 意如何  what  is  his  mean¬ 
ing?  See  叩  6i7S- 

不必以 i 義相屬 it  is 
not  necessary  to  make  text  and 

meaning  correspond  exactly, — 
the  general  drift  is  the  thing. 

中國 與貴國 文義不 

同  the  genius  of  the  Chinese 

language  is  not  the  same  as  that 

of  your  language. 

兀  an  introductory  essay  or 
chapter. 

義顔  your  face. 

制義  an  essay  at  the  public 
examinations. 

Usages  ；  observances  : 

deportment  ；  manners. 

[Original  meaning, 度  a 
limit.] 

儀賓  men  who  married  women 
of  the  Imperial  or  princely  fami¬ 
lies,  not  being  princesses,  were 
so  called  under  the  Mings. 

享多 with  the  presentation 
of  offerings,  there  are  many 

ceremonial  usages. 

儀 不及物 ，惟 曰不享 
if  the  observances  are  not  equal 
to  the  articles,  it  must  be  said 

that  there  is  no  offering, — that 
the  o Bering  is  made  without 

sincen-.y  and  therefore  worthless. 

禮 儀三百  rules  of  ceremony 
are  three  hundred  in  number. 

禮 儀旣備  the  ceremonies 
having  thus  been  completed. 

威儀  rules  of  deportment  (three 
thousand  in  number);  majestic 
manners. 

威 儀棣棣  my  deportment 
has  been  dignified  and  good. 

儀門  the  ceremonial  gate, — the 
middle  gate  of  a  Chinesejw/"/"， 

between  the  entrance  gate  and 
the  door  which  admits  to  the 

inner  apartments. 

容儀 a 儀度  demeanour ; 
deportment. 

儀 
5455 

:儀 容秀麗 a  refined  and 
； pleasing  manner. 

儀文。 1 •儀表 outward  cere- monial ;  manners;  style;  arrange- 

ment ;  decoration. 

用甚麽 儀註、 vhat  f_  Qf ceremonial  is  used?  —  pro¬ 
stration,  kneeling,  bowing,  etc. 

文武相 見儀註 ⑷ 注) 
rules  to  govern  the  meeting  of 

military  and  civil  officials. 

1  義 ordinary  etiquette. 

f 義 節  ceremonial  rules  or  usages、 

1  丈  insignia  carried  before  the  | 
Emperor. 

articles  used,  as  in  a  school, 

to  illustrate  teaching. 

非用儀 器試驗 * 學生 

不易領  吾  unless  materials are  provided  for  making  experi¬ 

ments,  the  students  will  not 

easily  understand. 

程  or  行儀  a  present  to  a person  going  on  a  journey. 

儀物  or  儀謝  gifts;  presents. 
^ ̂ 目  a  list  of  presents. 
奠儀 a 香儀 a 祭儀 
presents  sent  to  assist  friends  in 

'celebrating  funeral  rites. 

兩儀  the  Yin  and  the  Yang. See  12,883,  13,224. 

陰儀  the  symbol  of  the  Yin or  negative  principle,  consisting 
of  a  broken  line,  thus - , 

corresponding  to  darkness,  etc. 

陽儀  the  symbol  of  the  Yang 
or  positive  principle,  consisting 
of  a  single  line,  thus  - ， 

corresponding  to  light,  etc. 

三 儀  the  three  Powers, -heaven, 
earth ,  and  man. 

五 儀  the  five  orders  of  nobility. 

See  么 6568. 

實 維我儀 he  was  my mate- 

無 非無儀 (k  is  the  Partofa daughter)  to  do  neither  evil  nor 

good, — she  should  mind  nothing 

beyond  her  house  affairs. 

^TiJ  ̂   take  your  pattern from  Wen  Wang. 

我 儀圖之 when  1  think  °f the  matter, . 

天 •體儀  an  armillary  sphere. See  4813， 7205. 

5455 

紀限儀  a  sextant. 儀彔  astronomical  instrumeiu 
etc. 

K .紙 

C.  7/i7ai 

II.  V/, 

/.  iigic 工 

F.  jjgic- 
W. v 

. "巧 

N.  nvi 

P. ] 

M. . 

Y. Sz. ) 

K.  ii 
A.  77g.i 
Rising 

Lower. 

m 

5456 

K •支紙 Sce 宜 

Even  Lower. 

犠 
5457 

5458 

R .靱 

See 犧 

Rising  Lower. 

^  the  suite  of  an  Empress or  Empress  Dowager. 

儀仗  the  suite  of  a  1st®  or  ̂ nd class  concubine.  See  1 1,508 

Steep  and  irregular 
mountain  peaks. 

m 5459 

Same  as  5458. 

To  moor  a  boat  to  the 

bank  ；  to  run  a  boat  ashore 

Ants.  Used  convention¬ 

ally  for  ttI?,  and  “we，”  by 
^petitioners.  See  1 736. 

竭釀  ants,  in  general. 义 7586 

白 出遥  white  ants  (Termitcs\ 

黃繇蟻  a  small  red  ant. 

飛峨  flying  ants. rl|^  ̂   ants  walking  on  a millstone, -they  go  the  same  way 
as  the  stone  though  they  may 

walk  in  the  opposite  direction. 
Sec  7974. 

蟻六。 r 六 丘。 r 蠛壤。 r 

罐 頭  an  ant-hill. 蟮封穴  the  ants  close  their hill,— as  when  rain  threatens. 

陽潰 自蟻穴 the  collaPse 
of  the  embankment  begins  from 

the  ant-hill. 

由義 陣  allts  in  line  of  march, 

莫不波 馳而璋 附 there 
are  none  but  swim  with  the 
stream  or  follow  like  ants  in  a  line. 

蟻 聚之多  as  numerous  as 
ants,—  said  disparagingly  by  諸 

葛亮  Chu-ko  Liang  of  the troops  of  袁紹  Y iian  Shao, 

implying  that  they  were  not  to be  relied  upon. 

86 
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Sinking 

Lower. 

羊肉不 慕犠， 罐慕羊 

肉  mutton  does  not  long  for 
ants:  it  is  the  ants  which  long 

for  the  mutton. 

如犠附 壇  Hke  ants  swarming 
•on  what  is  frowsy,— an  object 

of  general  attraction 

犠 夢  ant-visions,— dreams ;  re- 
i  ferring  to  the  story  of  淳于 

Ch^un-yii  Fen  who  dreamt 

that  he  was  introduced  into  a 

colony  of  ants  and  married  an 

ant-princess. 

於 蟻棄知  leave  wisdom  to ants. 

麻 冕  _  裳  a  hempen  cap
 

and  an  ant-coloured  robe 

浮蟻  scum  on  wine. 

無人竭 浮犧1  have 
to  drink  up  the  wine  with  me. 

罐等。 1 :壤民  we， your  peti- 
tioners. 

蟻口贼 tweeds. 

蟻 口洋布  dyed  cottons. 

i  no  one 

R •真 

C.  ̂  

H.  -ngi^  "-ugi see  it 

To  discourse  with  ；  to  de 

liberate  upon  -  to  discuss 
to  criticise  ；  to  blame.  See 

物  i2,777. 

未足 與議也 nQt  fit  tQ  be 
discoursed  with. 

庶  A  不議  the  pe°ple  do 
not  discuss, — politics,  when  the 
State  is  well  governed. 

非天子 不議禮 °nly the 
Emperor  may  arrange  ceremo¬ 
nies. 

_  商  to  di
scuss. 

么  public  discussion;  to  meet 
and  debate. 

會議  to  meet  for  discussion;  to 
negotiate  a  settlement.  Espe 
daily,  the  deliberations  of  the 
Central  Government. 

提議  to  propose  a  motion*. 
和議  to  second  a  motion. 

議政 國會。 r 議院 par 
liament. 

議 政員  a  member  of  parlia¬ ment. 

法國 議政局  the  French 
Chamber  of  Deputies. 

議政王  a  Prince  Regent. 

5460 

議 政總局  the  Executive Council,  Hongkong. 

議論  to  discuss  and  criticise;  to deal  with  the  rights  and  wrongs 
of  a  case. 

六 合之內 論而不 議 
within  the  limits  of  an  external 

world  they  (the  Eight  Predica¬ 
bles)  are  recognised  but  are  not 
assigned. 

議事廳 a  place  of  debate ;  a Senate;  a  ministry. 

議 事廳事 務大臣 
the  Chancellor  of  the  (German) 

Empire, 

議事會  a  deliberative  assem¬ 

bly. 

議 擇賢者  t。 deliberate  upon the  selection  of  the  best  men. 

迄 無成議  not  yet  arrived  at a  settlement. 

交 部議處  W‘《3)  let  the  in- dividual’s  name  be  handed  over 

to  the  proper  Board  to  consult 
and  decide  upon  a  penalty.  Sec 

你 53.87. 
詳 議 and 速議 w  4279 - 

議欲  to  propose  to;  to  intend  to. 

胃  to  agree  to  purchase. 

議和  to  counsel  peace;  peaceful counsels;  a  peaceful  policy;  to 

discuss  peace. 

議 借銀兩  to  negotiate  a loan. 

議覆  to  deliberate  and  report. 

奏  to  deliberate  and  memori¬ alise  the  Throne, — of  the  Boards 
in  Peking. 

to  agree  to  request. 

議結  to  settle;  to  close  a  case 

議准  to  agree  to  sanction. 

議辦  to  make  arrangements 
罰  to  decide  on  a  punishment 

置議  to  consider  a  jud^pial  de¬ cision. 

免議議 tQ  actiuit- 

議謀  to  plan. 
鼠往 虎侧 則 狸犬不 

敢  when  the  rat  gets  along¬ side  the  tiger,  cat  and  dog  will 

not  venture  to  go  for  it. 

議明  to  agree  upon. 

m 

5460 

議訂  to  regulate ;  to  decid 

upon. 

to  come  to  an  under 

standing;  to  decide. 

議單  議約  a  written  agree 
ment. 

議酬  to  decide  upon  rewarding 

巷 議街談  street  gossip. 
駁議  to  call  in  question;  t criticise  unfavourably;  to  refut( 

議者  those  who  maintain  that.. 
議 者自議 ，犯 者自细 
sentences  here,  crimes  there, - 
new  crimes  committed  as  fastc 

old  ones  are  disposed  of.  Sai 

of  a  misgoverned  district. 

酒食是 議  wine  and  food  (*_• 
household  matters)  are  the  on! 

business, — of  women. 

出 入風議  always  criticisir 
others. 

吾不 能無議 於郭弓 

mK 

5461 

.支 

See 儀 

Even  Lower. 

玄也  (for  which)  I  caniv help  blaming  Kuo  Tzti-hsiian. 

八議  the  eight  grounds  of  d: tinction  or  privilege.  These  a 

親  Imperial  connection, 在 
long  service; 功  meritorio 

service, 賢  wisdom  and  virtt 

能  ability, 勤  zeal  on  beh: 
of  the  State, 貴  high  offic: 

rank， 賓  descent  from  privileg ancestors. 

A  small  species  < 

pheasant；  a  crow-pheasar 
See  4899. 

以 3
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R •紙 

c. 
H. 

F. 

W. 

N. 

P. 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 

K. 

To  take;  to  adopt  a 

to  use ；  to  cause ；  becau 

of ;  so  as  to  ；  in  order  t 

[In  connexion  with  爲， 、 

also  12,521  ;  as  contrast 
with  而 ，⑽  10,569.] 

X.Ji 

Rising  Lower. 

以天 下與人 tQ  take 
empire  and  give  it  to  man 

to  give  the  empire  to  man. 

以 假攙眞 tG  uke  the  f: 
and  mix  with  the  genuine, - 
mix  falsehood  with  truth.  A to  adulterate. 
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- 1 

以 多報少  t。 take  much  ahd 
declare  little, 一 to  make  a  false 
declaration  of  quantity. 

以 妻爲妾 to  take  a  wife 
and  put  her  in  the  place  of  a 

concubine, — to  treat  a  wife  as 
a  concubine. 

以 此爲例 to  make  this  a 
rule, 一 for  the  future. 

以國 事爲重 t0  consider 
affairs  of  State  as  more  weigh¬ 

ty, — than  anything  else. 

以四個 j 爲期 t。 make 
four  months  the  limit. 

以不應 鈉子稅 爲詞 
to  take  non-liability  to  pay  tran¬ 

sit  dues  to  be  his  argument, 一 
to  argue  that  transit  dues  are 

not  payable. 

以  /I、 to  reproduce  on  a 
larger  scale. 

以 實爲實  to  tell  the  facts 
as  they  are. 

以一百 分爲箅 t。 * 
one  hundred  parts  to  be  the 

calculation, — to  divide  into  one 
hundred  parts  or  shares. 

以  AH、 he  takes  charity 
and  cherishes  it  in  his  heart. 

擬以枷 杖、 t0  sentence, 
taking  cangue  and  bamboo, — as 
the  punishment  to  be  inflicted. 

明 以講我  enlighten  me  by 
teaching. 

難以 成功  difficult  to  bring 
about. 

足以 爲法  to  be  adopted 
as  the  method. 

教 以漢書  t。 teadh， takins 
Chinese  books, -to  teach  Chinese 
literature. 

加 以嚴防 t0  add， takins 
strict  guard, — as  something  to 
be  added  to  other  precautions. 

無 以與之 have  n°thing 
to  take  and  give  him, — I  have 
nothing  to  give  him. 

不敢 以告人 we  sha11  nc)t 
dare,  taking  (your  orders)  to  tell 

them  to  any  one, — we  shall  not 
dare  to  tell  any  one. 

分 人以財  to  divide  among 
tne  men,  taking  the  money, — 
to  divide  the  money  among  the 
men. 

式榖以 女  to  give  you  wealth. 

不 我以歸 he  did  nQt  take 
us  back. 

以
，
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\/X  taking  what?  wherefore ? 
whereby  ?  how  ! 

何以 生爲 taking  what  is 
your  birth-cause  (raison  d'etre)  ? 
— of  what  good  are  you? 

何 以恤我  how  he  pities  me ! 
可以  can  take  it, 一 it  can  be 
done;  that  will  do,  etc. 

可 以使得  can  take  and  use it, — it  can  be  used;  that  will  do. 

故  wherefore  taking, 一 for  this 
reason  ；  therefore. 

所 以  whence ;  wherefore.  See 
IO,2IT. 

視 其所以 observe  that which  he  takes, — as  his  rule  or 

guide;  mark  what  he  does. 

間其 所*  以  asked  him  what was  the  matter. 

而 問其以 and  asked  the cause. 

必有以 也 there  must  be  a reason. 

^  for  which  reason ;  where¬ fore. 

^  位 以前  before  he 
 ascend¬ ed  the  throne, 

[後  afterwards. 

_  古以 來  from  ancient  times 
until  now. 

臨御以 來 .ever  since  he ascended  the  throne. 

長五 尺以來 five  feet  and upwards  in  length.  See  6679. 

二 1  十以來  from  the  age  of twenty  onwards. 

檇獲某 犯以來 caPtured certain  criminals.  •[/  lai  gives 
the  idea  of  the  production  of 
the  captives.] 

中 （oi ■衆） 人以上 above the  common  run  of  men. 

以  善頁 •  in  order  to  tran- •  quillise  law-abiding  people ‘ 

以厢  so  as  to  exhibit,  or  give 
proof  of;  in  token  of. 

以  flS  ̂   允  in  order  to  make manifest  justice,— in  the  interests 

of  justice. 

以期得 實 in  order  to  get  at the  truth. 

以 致如此  ancl  s0  brought things  to  this  pass. 

以 3
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因你 躭櫊 以致我 

不成功  it  was  your  hinder¬ ing  which  prevented  me  from doing  it. 

以 淸欠欺  in  order  to  clear 
off  indebtedness. 

以 做將來  as  a  warning  for 
the  future. 

以 示區功 J in  °rder  to  mark 
the  distinction. 

以完此 案  in  order  to  finish 
this  case. 

以 免參差 (/s，/u， in 
order  to  avoid  confusion. 

好 b4 勇鬪狠 以危夂 

谓: you  jeopardise  your  parents 
by  your  love  of  brawling. 

以及  as  well  as . 

以 及於人  so  as  to  extend  it to  others, — of  a  benefit. 

以照行 人  in  crder  t。 light wayfarers. 

以歸  — »  so  as  to  be  uni- 
form. 

以之  to  make  (him) . ;  to 
use  (him  or  it)  as . 

以  t  ■爲準  t0  adopt  as  the 
standard.  丨 

^  as  an  equivalent 
for  the  debt. 

以示 於衆 S。 as  t。 show  to the  public. 

以忠 臣子孫 as  bein^  (〃 because  he  was)  the  descendant 

of  a  loyal  officer. 

[胃  _  because  of  one^ 
power  and  position. 

设 代耕 也 in  place  of  tiuing 
the  fields. 

以 備不虞  to  enable  one  to guard  against  the  unforeseen. 

以爲  w 以、 公爲是  t0  appro vQ,of  jus- 
tice. 

以理而 論  t0  arsue  logically. 

[待 將來  until  some  future 

time. 

[資 熟寻*  so  as  to  make 
 use 

of  his  experience. 

以 利天下  in  the  interests  of the  whole  empire  of. . 

以媽 目 an  Imam. 
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5463 
R  ̂ 

See 以 

Name  of  a  plant. 

芣放  the  plantago. 

I 孩米。 r 薏 苡仁。 r 苡仁 
米  the  seeds  of  Coix  lachry 

Rising  Lower. j  via,  L.,  deprived  of  their  hard 
integument. 

已 3
 

5464 R ■紙 
c. 
H. 

F. 

W. 

A.ji 

Rising  Lower. 

To  cease；  to  come  to  an 

end；  done；  finished；  already, 

as  opposed  to 未  1 2,6o6. 

To  have  done  with  ；  to 

dismiss.  Very  -  excessively  ； 

an  intensive  final  particle. 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

己 92 1,  and  巳  10,284.] 

易 維其已  ho'v  can  it  cease? 一 of  sorrow. 

我 豈能已 于思乎 
can  I  ever  cease  to  think  of 
them  ? 

亦 已焉哉  and  now  it  is  all 
over. 

亦已 而已矣 it  is  a11  over: 
yes,  it  is  all  over. 

_  鳴不已 the  cock  crows 
without  ceasing. 

無有已  時  without  end. 
fflE  已  without  end.  Also,  ere 

long ;  soon. 

灌之不  已  they  kept  on 
pouring  it  down  his  throat, 
(until . )• 

已 去  already  gone. 

業已。 r 早已 or 已經 
already. 

已  完了  a】ready  finished. 

已定  already  fixed. 

已完 正稅: already  paid  full duty. 

P,  ̂   already  full,  as  a  vessel ; 

already  expired,  as  a  period. 

已極  already  reached  the  ex- 1 
treme  Doint;  utmost. 

已 登莛岸  to  have  reached 
the  bant， 一 of  a  finished  scholar. 

已 由地方 官辦妥 k 
been  already  settled  l>y  the  local 
officials. 

已有地 方官 給領船 
local  authorities  having 

issued  a  ship’,  certificate. 

B 
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i 

已在內 地買貨 had 
bought  goods  in  the  interior. 

自天 子已下  from  the  Em¬ peror  downwards. 

自 士已上  from  the  lesser officials  upwards. 

已 — •年  after  the  lapse  of  a 

year. 已 然  Past  in  time. 
已後  subsequently;  afterwards. 

已 久 of  long  standing. 

已兩 載之久 as  much  as two  years  having  elapsed. 

已 逾兩年 tw。  years  having elapsed. 

已逾 十有餘 年之久 
more  than  ten  years  having 

elapsed. . 

旣 已如此 ，就 照所論 
since  the  matter  is  already  thus, 

let  us  go  by  what  we  said. 

已過身  the  affair  is  already over, — you  are  too  late. 

已甚  already  considerable ;  very 
much ;  too  much;  excessive. 

是 皆已甚  there  is  too  much of  that;  it  is  over-done. 

病 之已甚  his  illness  is  very 

已 2
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severe* 

圯 4
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R. 

支 

P.:°
 

See 貽 

Even  Lower. 

已 4 

升 

5466 

R .寘 

See 易 

Sinking 

Lower. 

病可 已也 the  disease  is c  arable. 

不得  已  not  to  be  able  to  finish or  to  have  done  with, — beyond 

one’s  own  control ;  there’s  no 

help  for  it. 

情不得  已  the  matter  looks
 as  if  it  would  never  be  settled. 

不得已 將梳劓 斷 were forced  to  cut  away  the  masts. 

緣不得 已 tC)  accept  the inevitable. 

而 已 or  已耳  merely;  simply; 
only. 

二 者而已 only these  two- 

不過如 此而已 s。 k  is， and  there  is  an  end  of  it. 

已 而不知 其然 it  is  S。 but  one  knows  not  how  it  comes 
to  be  so. 

三已之 無慍色  thrice  he 

吕 

5467 

retired  from  office,  and  mani¬ 
fested  no  displeasure. 

有 不能自 已者也 & 

苢 

5468 

澄 !
 

5469 

R .去微 

matter  is  not  within  niy  persona' control. 

生則 惡 可 已也 
ing,  how  can  they  be  repressed? 

可謂好 學也已 can  in 
deed  be  said  to  love  learning. 

1 

A  bridge  ；  an  embank¬ 

ment.  [To  be  distinguish¬ ed  from  记 9°^5*]  Also 

read  z2. 

澄 

记橋 三進履 three  times going  down  for  the  shoe  at  the 
I  bridge, 一 as  張頁  Chang 

Liang  did  for  the  old  man  who 
presented  him  with  the  military 
treatise  from  which  the  former 

gained  all  his  success. 

楚人爲 構曰圮 the people  of  Ch‘11  called  a  bridge  i. 

An  interjection.  To  stop. 
To  raise. 

甸'  以异哉  is  it  possible? well,  indeed ! 

异哉試 可乃已 weH ，心 
him  and  that  will  do. 

P. ) 

M. . 

v.  r 

Sz. ] 

K.  ii 

A.  ftgi 

Even  and 

Sinking 

Lower. 

Same  as  5462. 

Same  as  5463. 

The  appearance  of  frost and  snow. 

霜雪 兮 7 崔禮 the  hoar-frost 
and  snow  are  white  and  glittering. 

547° 

Same  as  5469. 
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5472 

.屌贿 

. ti 

S^S^ga\ 
•  ngi 

ising  Lower. 

A  large-winged  black 
ant. 

name  of  a  kind  of  wine. 

尾 
5473 

矣 3
 

5474 

紙 

•  v? 

i  • 
•  hi 

ising  Lower. 

A  decorous*  manner : 

respectful.  Pleased. 

See  12,601. 

Originally  from  矢  as 

radical  with  已  as  phonetic  ； 

q.d.  the  arrow  gone,  ended, 

etc.  A  particle  denoting 

finality,  and  generally  itself 
final. 

禮 則然矣 such  is  the  eti - 
quette. 

而已矣  and  there’s  an  end of  it. 

至 矣盡矣  extreme；  exhaust¬ 
ed, — the  uttermost;  ne plus  ultra. 

否矣  on  the  contrary. 

樂 甚者矣  he  is  a  very  jolly 
fellow. 

漢之 廣矣不 可泳思 
the  breadth  of  the  Han  river 

cannot  be  dived  across. 

人已去 矣爭 論何益 
the  man  has  already  gone:  what 

is  the  use  of  quarrelling  about  it? 

已 送 之府中 矣汝自 

往相 府取索 she  has 
already  been  s^nt  into  the  palace : 

go  there  and  get  her  yourself. 

休 矣皇考  admirable  art 
thou,  O  great  Father! 

彼 姐矣岐  that  rugged  Mt. 

Ch‘i. 
… 

曳 4
 

5475 

R •霧 

See 拽 

Sinking 

Upper. 

w 

5476 

R •霽屑 

C.  yqi^  syt 

H.〆， set 

F.  yo^  siek 

N.  yi  J 

P.  ye^  chwai, 
hsii 

M.  t\  hsie^ 

Y.  hsie、 hsiek Sz.  hsie  , 

K.  ye^  yol 

ctsz 

h.jue,  tiet 

Sinking  Lo>ver Entering 

Upper. 

洩 
5477  , 

稗‘
 

5478 

R. 蠢 

See 拽 

Sinking 

Lower. 

To  trail ;  to  drag ；  to  pull； 

to  lead  away.  See  5476. 

曳尾  to  trail  the  tail;  to- wag 
the  tail.  See  i2,6or. 

拖曳  to  trail  after  one, 一 as  a 
lady’s  train. 

拉曳  to  drag  along. 

曳開門  to  pull  open  a  door. 

往前曳  to  drag  forward. 

曳踵  to  drag  the  heels  in  walk¬ 
ing;  to  shuffle  along. 

棄甲 曳兵而 走: _ 
throw  away  their  coats  of  mail, 
trail  their  arms  behind  them3 
and  run. 

搖曳  to  shake  about. 聲之 搖曳若 斷若續 
yao  and  i  as  applied  to  sound 

mean  “interrupted”  and  “con 
tinuous,”  i,e.  “staccato”  and 
“legato,”  respectively. 

曳白卷  to  leave  a  page  blank (inadvertently)  in  writing  an essay. 

子 有衣裳 ，弗 曳弗婁 
you  have  suits  of  robes,  but  you 
will  not  wear  them. 

Same  as  5475,  for  which 
it  is  used  more  especially 
in  those  senses  where  the 

hand  is  employed.  Also 

read  cJmai'  to  throw  ；  to 

sling  ；  and  chuai^  or  yeli^ 
to  drag；  to  pull. 

拽開 大步  to  take  big  steps. 

拽  chuai 1  泥  to  fling  mud  at. 

拉 拉拽拽  (c/iuai^  chuai、、 pulling  and  hauling. 

拽  chuai、  裉  to  pull  up  the  root 
of  a  tree;  to  drag  out  a  con¬ 
fession  from  a  person.  Read 

yehx  ken1;  a  strap  to  pull  on 
shoes  with. 

See  4383. 

An  old  term  for  rice. 

露 
5479 

R •霽 

See 拽 

Sinking 

Lower. 

P 

5480
 

邑 4
 

548 1 

R. 滅 

See 揖 

Entering 

Upper. 

Trailing  ；  streaming,  as  a 

pennon. 
飄手曳  streaming  or  fluttering  in the  v/ind. 

Sadie  as  5481,  being  the 

form  in  which  the  latter 

appears,  on  the  right-hand 
side,  as  the  radical  of  a 

large  group  of  characters. 

A  city  or  town；  a  capital 

city ;  a  hamlet ;  a  縣  Dis¬ 
trict.  To  catch  the  breath  ； 

shortness  of  breath.  Radi¬ 

cal  163.  Used  for  5482. 

四 井爲邑  four  ching  {see 2151)  make  a  town. 
舜二 年而所 力成邑 

if  the  Emperor  Shun  remained 
anywhere  for  two  years,  the  place 
became  a  town. 

作 邑于豐  (Wen  Wang)  fixed 
his  capital  at  Feng. 

西 邑 ̂  夏  Hsia  with  its  western capital. 

邑尊。 r 邑宰。 r 邑令 

&  i  a  District  Magistrate. [The  second  title  was  in  use 
under  the  Chou  dynasty.] 

首 邑  the  chief  District  in  a province, 一 in  which  lies  the 
provincial  capital. 

邑豪  a  village  bully. 

邑人  citizens. 
同邑。 f  the  sam, 丨  District. 

通 都大邑  capitals  and  large 
towns. 

敝邑  my  humble  District. 
盛邑  your  flourishing  District. 

封邑  to  appoint  to  a  fief,— as in  the  feudal  times. . 

安能 邑邑待 數十百 
how  can*  we  wait  many 

hundred  years  in  this  state  of 
uncertainty  ? 

毋邑  city  of  mothers, 一 a  Bud¬ dhist  phrase  denoting  the  female 
sex.  Sanskrit :  matrigrdma. 

or 



R. 緝 
eik^yek 

See 福 
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5482
 

Entering 

Upper. 
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5483 

緝 
See 悒 

Entering 

Upper. 

M
4
 5484 只緝 

See 揖 

於 邑  melancholy ;  sad. 

言之可 爲於邑 t。 recite 
his  praises  would  put  one  out  of 
breath, — so  many  are  they. 

使 人于邑  to  make  one 
choke  with  sad  sympathy. 

鬱邑 

5485 

•陌 

C.yik H.yii 
F.  eik'yah 

W 

yai 

N.  ih 

anxious. 

Disquiet  ；  anxiety. 

于心 何所悒  what  is  troub¬ 
ling  you  in  your  mind? 

悒怏  grieved. 

憤 悒夭逝  to  die  early  from 
overwhelming  anxieties. 

悒達  the  Ephthalites.  See  5394 

M.yi 

Y.yik Sz.  yi 

K.ik 

J.  yeki、 yal'U 
A.  ik 

To  bale  out；  to  transfer 

liquids ;  to  decant.-  To 

repress;  to  put  aside  See 
10,043. 

不可以 挹酒漿 — can- 
not  use  it  to  ladle  out  wine, 

of  斗  a  constellation  in  Sagit¬ 
tarius,  supposed  to  resemble  a 
ladle.  See  11,427. 

挹 彼注茲  draw  it  into  one vessel  and  let  it  flow  into  another. 

挹注 t。  supply  (the  require 
merits  of  one  province)  by  draw¬ 
ing  on  (those  of  another).  Also】 
leakage ;  deficit;  see  12,342. 

挹酌  to  pour  out  wine. 
挹 山人而 告之曰 

I  poured  out  (and  pledged)  the 
hermit,  saying  to  him, . 

情 存損挹  his  mind  was 
always  bent  on  shrinking, — full 
of  modesty. 

Entering 

Upper. 

Damp  ;  moist  ；  soaked. 

潤浥  shining  with  moisture. 

、) 邑濕  damp;  soaked. 

厭 浥行露  wet  lay  the  dew 
on - the  path. 

朝 雨浥 輕塵  the  morning rain  has  laid  the  dust. 

686 I 

Entering 

Upper. 

To  pour  in  more ;  to 

increase  -  to  benefit ;  ad¬ 

vantage,  as  opposed  to 

損  10,440  ；  progress.  The 
42nd  Diagram. 

R. 

益加  to  increase, -the  amount  of. 

益箅 to  add. 扉 J  to  increase, -in  importance. 
觀閣 下來信 而益知 

余說之 非謬也 y°ur letter  fully  corroborates  my  view. 

益 足  fully；  enough. 
益多。 1 ■益 衆。1 ■益益 

more  and  more ;  increasingly. 

益 少益可 貴 the  fewer there  were,  the  more  valuable 

they  became. 

益矢  to  increase  in  speed ;  with 
increased  velocity.  [An  inten- 

\  sive.] 

益矣 公忠 most  just  and loyal. 

益臻  to  increase  and  multiply. 

益遠而 益薄 the-further distant  (in  relationship),  the  more 

distantly, 一 people  are  treated, 

有^損  there  is  disadvan¬ tage  and  no  advantage. 

何 益之有  what  is  the  good of  doing  that? 

^  advantage ;  benefit. 

沒有甚 麽益處 theire  1 no  advantage  to  be  got. 

受  humility  is  advanta¬ 

geous. 

於實磨  t0  conduce  to  real advantage ;  to  be  truly  of  benefit 

進 益  t0  make  progress, 
learning  (see  4839);  to  benefit. 

務益  to  make  for  progress. 
to  ask  further  advice  or 

information. 

彼 此亦有 請益 each asked  the  other’s  advice. 

深 荷教益  I  am  much  obli¬ ged  for  your  advice. 

州  the  capital  of  Ssuch^an under  the  Five  Dynasties.  The modern  成 都紐. 

益智 a  name  for  the 龍眼 
lung-an.  Also,  the  bitter-seeded 

C •辦 H •批 

F.  eik^  ikr 

N •少 ★ . 

U.yi 

Y.yik 

Sz.  yi 

K. // 
itsz、 ichi 
Entering 

Irregular. 

IS 

in 

cardamon. 

溢 

5486 

質 

4* 

To  overflow ;  to  spread. 

Full  ；  abundant.  A  single 
handful  ；  the  24th  part  of 

a 升；  see  9879,  2692. 

溢爲滎  it  overflowed  and 
formed  the  Jung  (marsh). 

流溢  t。 overflow. 溢出  to  exceed  in  quantity;  to be  in  excess. 

無得 (^  nothing  over. 

溢數  a  surPlus- 
聲 音四溢  the  sound  spread 
on  all  sides. 

溢 

54»7 

R •寘麵 

C.  at3
 

H.  aP.yi
t^ 

w
 
 ' 

X 

K.  » 

}-hyei 

A  •三 tf/, 〆 

Sinking  and 
Entering 

Upper 

Irregular. 

溢滿  full;  abundant. 
一手盛 謂之溢 a  single handful  is  called  /• 

溢目  to  dazzle  the  eyes. 

溢 於言表 t。 find  vent  in 
words. 

Read  shih\ 

假 以溢我  how  admirably  hej overflows  us ! 一 with  kindness. 

To  hang；  to  strangle. , 

縊頸  to  strangle. 
讎死  to  die  by  hanging. 

樹上自  0  to  hang  oneself 
from  a  tree. 

門鐶側 弔自鎰  to  strangle! 
oneself  by  hanging  sideways 

from  the  ring-handle  of  a  door. 

牛 •  to  tie  up  an  ox. 

織女  a  small  black  insect  with red  head,  which  suspends  itsell 
when  weaving  its  cocoon.  Set 

4542. 
艦 

5488 

R •錫 

See  見 I 

4^ 

Entering 

Lower. 

The  bow  of  a  junk,  call 

ed 舟益艏 • 仏 5490- 
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5489 

:質 
'-y'etr 【.X 
•  eik、 
^•yaK 

•yik 

1,  yi 

: .1/ 

itsz%  ichi 

•J^r 
Entering 

Irregular. 

鵠 
549° 

錫 
:e^ 
•逆 

Entering 
Lower. 

蟫“
 

5491 

陌 
6 易 

Entering 
Lower. 

w 

5492 

陌 
.yai^yoe 

e 易 

Entering  / Lower. 

戰 
5493 

5494 

陌 
=易 
Entering 
Lower. 

A  piece  of  gold  weigh¬ 

ing  twenty  taels. 

萬鎰  great  wealth. 

A  fabulous  bird  paintec 

on  the  prows  of  junks,  in 

order  to  repress  the 水神 

water  spirits.  A  fish-hawk  •’ 
see  13,196. 

龍 舟鎚首  a  dragon-boat 
with  a  bird  at  the  prow. 

出 臨鷀首  walked  out  (from 
the  cabin)  to  the  bow  of  the  boat 

Name  of  a  hill  in  Shan¬ 

tung,  and  of  another  in 

Kiangsu. 

To  rejoice；  to  be  pleased； 
happy. 

懌然  j°yfully. 
懌悦  pleased;  rejoicing. 
不釋  displeased;  out  of  sorts; 

sick. 

See  i  2,094. 

To  unravel  silk;  to  get 
the  clue.  To  unfold  ；  to 
explain.  Continuous  ；  un¬ 
ceasing.  Used  with  5495, 

5496.  See  础 2485. 

釋繭爲 絲 t<5  _ind  a 
cocoon ;  hence,  to  explain. 

徐而 繹其義 思深哉 
as  gradually  I  seized  the  mean¬ 

ing,  I  saw  how  profound  were 
the  thoughts. 

繹‘
, 

5494 

5495 

R. 陌 

C.yik 

H.  yit Y.ik 

W.yai 

^.yih 
M.  yi 

Sz.  yi 

K.yok 

••  yeki、 yaku 

A.jik  
• 

Entering 

Lower. 

驛*
 

5496 

R. 陌 

F.  ik^  v.  yah 

See 易 

Entering 

Lower. 

克 由繹之  give  men  positions (of  responsibility)  and  so  unfold 
their  talents. 

庶曹 同則繹  when  there  is a  general  agreement,  then  consi der  it. 

各 繹己志  each  man  stated his  own  intention. 

絡 繹不斷  in  a  continuous line  without  break. 

會 同有繹  like  the  crowd an  audience. 

釋思  ever  thinking  of. 
繹續  continuous;  uninterrupted. 

To  explain;  to  interpret ； 
to  translate,  See  ̂   3388 

傳譯  to  interpret  orally. 

譯官  an  official  interpreter. 

譯 出漢文  translated  it  into Chinese, — of  a  document. 

將唐 音譯出 interpreted the  Chinese  words,— orally. 

譯訊  to  examine  through  an 
interpreter. 

四譯館  the  modern  name  of an  institution  for  the  study  of 

various  languages,  founded  by 
the  Emperor  Yung  Lo  in  1407 
under  the  title  of  四夷館 

重  c^ung1  repeated  inter¬ 
pretations, — such  as  are  .neces¬ 
sary  when  communicating  with 

far-off  peoples.  Hence,  the  term 
has  come  to  be  used  in  the  sense 
of  remote  tribes. 

九重  ch^ung1  譯  interpreters who  speak  nine  languages.  [The 

first  and  last  characters  together 

often  stand  for  “foreign  na- 

tions.’’]. 

The  government  postal 
service  for  transmission  of 

despatches. 

驛馬  post-horses,  lit.  “courier 
service  horses,”  but  used  for 

“destiny”  in  speaking  of  a  man’s fortune,  e.g.  驛馬 未動. 

驛舍。 r 驛館  post-houses 
&垂 13.426. 

驛務  the  postal  service. 

兼 管驛務  also  controller  of  I provincial  postal  service. 

驛*
 

549^  . 

易‘
 

5497 

R •寘陌 

C.  I,  yik 
H.  i,yit 
F.  ei^  ik 

W.  yai 

^.yi,vih  - 

M.  i,yi 

Y.  i、yik Sz. yi 

K.  i^yok 

•  i^yahu^yeki 

Sinking  and 
Entering 

Lower. 

^  a  post-master, 

驛谭。 r 驛遞 to  send  by 
courifir. 

驛馬性  like  a  post-horse, — 
always  on  the  move;  fidgetty. 

驛 _ 星進命 b°m  under the  post-horse  star, — never  at 
rest；  always  on  the  move. 

驛 驛其達  in  unbroken  lines 
rises, 一 the  grain. 

Easy,  as  opposed  to 難 

-  8 1 3  5  To  be  at  ease 
To  deal  lightly  with  ；  to 
attend  to. 

天 命不易  the  favour  of  God 
is  not  easily  preserved.  See  634 

彼 之所難 ，此 之所易 
what  is  difficult  to  one  man  is 

easy  to  another. 

容為 easy. 非易易  far  from  easy. 易  smooth;  plain  sailing;  no 
obstacle. 

易信  easy  of  belief；  credulous, 

易知  to  easily  understand. 
易爲 分別。 r 易剖別 

easily  distinguishable. 

易 於核箅  Asily  calculated 
易於傷 損之貨 easiJy damaged  goods. 

易於變  幻  able  to  change 
from  something  to  nothing  and 

from  nothing  to  something.. 

易破碎  easy  to  break;  break¬ 
able. 

不 易維王  it  is  not  easy  to 
be  a  king. 

不易 于下淚  not  easily 
moved  to  tears. 

易爲力  easy  to  be  done. ^  tending  to  brevity. 

易 子居易 以侯命 心 superior  man  is  quiet  and  calm, 

awaiting  the  will  of  God. 

思其 艱以 圖其易 切 think  of  their  hardships  in  order 
to  secure  their  ease. 

人 不易物  not  that  the  man 
despised  the  thing,  but . 

慢 輕易 to  treat  lightly； to  disregard. 
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易 
5497 

無邊由 言 d。 not  sPeak 
lightly. 

易之  he  sneered  at, — his  stake, as  trifling. 

不可 以其字 少而易 

之  you  must  not  regard  it  as. 
easy  becaiise  restricted  to  a  few 

words,  —  of 五言絶 句 • 
See  3213. 

心 易其小  thinking  he  could 
easily  beat  him  because  of  his 
small  size. 

輕易  carelessly. 

禾 易長献  the  grain  is  well cultivated  all  over  the  acres. 

喪與其 易也寧 戚^ 
mournifig,  it  is  better  that  there 
be  deep  sorrow  than  a  minute 
attention  to  observances. 

Read  (in  the  book- 
language  and  in  southern 

mandarin).  To  change  -  the 
Canon  of  Changes. 

今予告 汝不易 i  have 
now  announced  to  you  my  un¬ 
changeable  purpose. 

時無易 ，百 穀用成 
if  there  be  no  variation  in  the 

seasons,  all  kinds  of  grain  come 
to  maturity,  v 

俾君 子易辭  able  to  make 
a  superior  man  change  his  plaM, 
— so  clever  is  he  at  words. 

無俾 易種于 兹新邑 
I  will  not  let  them  perpetuate 

their  seed  in  this  new  city. 

我非易 i  am  not  a  being 
which  changes  its  shape, 一 like 
a  fox. 

朔易  the  changes  of  winter, 一 
which  result  in  the  renovation 

of  nature  in  spring. 

日 月易過  days  and  months 
slipped  by. 

幾 易春秋  many  years  have 
passed, — since  we  met. 

交易  to  exchange  commodities; 
to  barter. 

貿易  to  trade. 
不惜 十千以 易餘杭 
之泗 _  to  grudge  10,000 
cash  wherewith  to  buy  some 

Yu-hang  (near  Hang-chou)  wine. 

易換  to  change, 一 as  a  bank¬ 
note  for  cash. 

易 ‘
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埸 

4 办 

S498 

R .陌 

See 易 

Entering 

Lower. 

w 
5499 

R •真 

See 易 

Sinking 

Lower. 

以 此易彼  exchange  this  for 
that. 

以日 易月 to  substitute months  for  days, — as  when  the 
36  days  of  mourning  were  chan 

ged  into  3  years. 

以夫鞋 易去之  substitu¬ ted  one,  of  her  husband’s  slip¬ 
pers  in  its  place. 

易地 則皆然  change  your point  of  view  and  the  result  will 
be  the  same. 

. \ 

移 風易俗  to  change  the manners  and  customs  of  a  place, 
一 for  the  better. 

變易  to  change;  to  transform. 

易 轍不行  unable  to  move in  a  new  groove. 

易經  the  Canon  of  Changes, — - 
one  of  the  Five  Classics,  contain¬ 

ing  a  fanciful  system  of  philo¬ 

sophy  deduced  froim  the  combi¬ 
nations  of  the  Diagrams;  see  圭 |、 

631
1. 

 ’ 

讀易韋 編三雖 (Con- fucius)  studied  the  Canon  of 
Changes  (so  persistently  that)  the 
leather  strap  round  the  bamboo 

slips  broke  thrice. 

易卦  the  Diagrams. 

易學  the  science  of  divination according  to  the  Diagrams. 

I、 易  to  divine  by  the  aid  of 
the  Diagrams. 

A  boundary;  a  limit；  a 

border  ；  a  dyke. 

田埸  the  boundary  of  a  field. 

疆場  the  frontier ;  boundary 
between  States,  or  between  fields. 

封埸  to  appoint  to  a  fief. 

To  change.  To  treat 

lightly. 

幻易 立轉瞬 to  be  changeable； 、 vacillating. 

^  夕卜  filled  various  pests at  the  capital  and  in  the  pro¬ vinces. 

簡緻  to  act  rudely  towards. 

蜴 

5500 

R. 陌 

See 易 

Entering 

Lower. 
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R •霽 

See 
Sinking 

Lower. 
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R •職 

See 翊 

Entering 

Lower. 

w 

5S°3 

R. 職 

See 邊 

K.tk 

].yoku 

A.jik 

Entering 

Lower. 

熠 

5504 

R 輯 

F.  sik 

See  乂 

\,juk 

EnteriDg 

Lower. 

I 

A  kind  of  small  chame¬ leon.  See  4047. 

Name  of  a  famous  archer, 

后弈  Hou  I,  of  legendary times. 

遊於羿 之彀中 ，中央 

者 ，中  chungx  地也 hewh。 should  wander  in  front  of  Hou 

I’s  target,  if  he  got  in  front  of 

the  bull’s-eye,  would  be  in  the 
place  most  likely  to  be  hit. 

一 雀適羿 ，羿 必得之 
if  a  bird  falls  in  with  Hou  I, 
Hou  I  will  infallibly  get  it. 

天下 皆弈也 everybody  in 
the  world  would  be  a  Hou  I, 
一 if  there  were  no  difficulty  in 
archery. 

Bright  ；  dawn. 

俟之 33 日  wait  until  to¬ 
morrow. 

翌 朝  to-morrow  morning. 

The  appearance  of  flying. 

To  assist,  as  wings  do.  See 

3586 - 

輔翊  an  assistant;  to  help. 

共翎翊 合所思 215  wings flap  in  unison,  so  do  their  opin¬ ions  agree. 

Bright  ；  glorious  ；  spark¬ ling.  See  13,303. 

螺  the  glow-worm. 

赠 耀宵行  the  fitful  light  of 
the  glow-worm.  See  4296. 

滄 庚于飛 ，熠 權其羽 
the  oriole  is  flying  about :  now 

here,  now  there,  are  its  wings. 
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Different,  as  opposed 

to  同  1*2,269.  Foreign  - 

strange  ；  rare.  Heterodox. 

異 樣 of  a  different  kind. 

異  of  a  different  surname. 

儀而身 首異處 suddenly, 
his  body  and  head  were  in  dif¬ 

ferent  places, 一 he  had  been  de¬ 
capitated. 

異 菊 J  belonging  to  a  different 
village. 

異 毋女 '弟  a  sister  by  a  differ¬ ent  mother.  \ 

異  口  一 •詞  different  people 
told  the  same  story. 

異 日  another  day. 

^  ̂   in  a  great  degree 

alike,  in  a  small  degree  unlike, 

一 differing  only  in  minor  points. 

同 異《  之變  the  conversion 
of  the  like  and  the  unlike, — a 
sophism  of  the  schoolmen,  by 
which  like  and  unlike  were 

shown  to  be  identical. 

不求 異於人 n<5t  seek  tQ 
be  different  from  other  people. 

See  13,515,  13,522. 

殊異 乎公路 he  is  iiot  at 
all  what  the  superintendent  of 

the  ruler’s  carriages  should  be. 

悲 歡殊異  grief  and  j°y  very 
different, — from  what  they  ought 
to  be  (i.e.  unequal). 

何以 異于是 what  is  the 
difference  between  them  ? 

唯 此爲異 者也 this  is  the 
only  difference  between  them. 

to  cherish  a  different 

heart, — to  be  alienated  from  a 

person. 

義 雖異事  though  my  duties 
are  different  from  yours.  See 
below. 

異  objections  raised. 

異 詞  Qr  異 言  different  lan¬ 
guage,  — from  that  previously 

used;  misunderstanding ;  discre¬ 

pancy. 

異  a  different  agreement, 一 
from  a  previous  one;  disagree¬ 
ment. 

何故 異昨日 之言咖 
say  differently  from  what  you 

said  yesterday? 

異 國 or  異 邦  foreign  States. 

異 4
 

55°5 

異 人  strangers;  foreigners;  ma¬ 
gicians  or  people  possessed  of 
extraordinary  powers. 

豈 伊 異 人 how  can  they  be strangers  ? 

此非 異域人 this  is  n。 foreigner ! 

異人何 地無之 what place  is  there  where  there  are 
no  wonderful  people  ? 

異物當 奉異人 s_ge things  should  be  given  to  strange 

people  (sweets  to  the  sweet). 

人  strange  facts  about  men or  women. 

不惟  /’似*  異^  there  should not  be  the  love  of  what  is  extra¬ ordinary. 

貴異物 ，賤用 物 t<3  value strange  things  and  despise  useful things. 

豈 料汝先 爲異物 hc)w could  I  guess  that  you  would 
die  first? 

異 strange;  wonderful. 

異 聞  strange  or  unusual  news. 

畏 草  strangt*  plants. 異*  strange  valuables;  rarities. 

^2.  monstious, — as  a  lusus natures 

異  a  strange  matter.  Se,e  above. 

立 異爲高  t。 make  strange- ness  the  criterion  of  value. 

異 常 ̂  out  of  the  common.. 

異 常謹嚴  unusually  strict， 一 of  the  authorities. 

異  ̂   unusual  ability. 

異  ̂   a  novelist. 書  strange  or  heterodox  writ¬ ings. 

黜異 踹以祟 正學㈣ 
rid  of  heterodoxy  in  order  to 

glorify  the  only  true  doctrine,— that  of  Confucius.  See  12,138 

for  further  examples,  and  f 寺 
10,569 / 

異 道^  heterodox  teachings, — i.e. 
any  other  than  Confucianism. 

孰異 道而相 安 whenever did  people  who  think  differently live  in  harmony  ? 

m 

5506 

R.  Vulgar. 

See 易 

Sinking 

•  Lower. 

w 

55°7 

R._ 

F.  v.  sik N.  y.  yah 

See 翊 

Entering 

Lower. 

The  duration  of  a  reign 
or  a  dynasty. 

國  jjj 眞  the  reign  of  a  sovereign. 

jjj^,  great  and  lasting, 一 as  a dynasty. 

願 貴國萬 f 鐵1  wish  y°ur 
Majesty  a  long  reign ! 

The  wings  of  a  bird.  To 

shelter  ；  to  assist.  One  of 
the  zodiacal  constellations； 
see  Tables、 Vd. 

不 濡其翼 (the  pelican)  will 
not  wet  its  wings, — make  any 
effort  to  catch  fish.  Used  of  the 

apathy  of  worthless  officials. 

此 翼 烏 one  pair  of  wings  to 
two  birds. 

長  changzl^  ̂   翼  his  feathers and  wings  are  all  grown, — he  is 
fledged,  and  no  longer  a  child. 

伏翼。 i •服翼  a  bat,— from its  folding  the  wings  during  the 

day. 

舒 翼緩飛  sPread  its  wings 
and  flew  slowly. 

柏翼。 1 •樸 翼。1 •振翼 to 
clap  the  wings，一  as  when  aboift 

to  fly. 

無  _  上天嗎  without  winSs can  you  fly  to  heaven  ? 

析 翼  a  wing  is  broken, 一 used 
of  the  death  of  a  brother. 

四 翼  four  wings,  q.d.  two  birds, 一 used  in  lists  of  presents. 

翼翅。 r  羽翼  wings-;  aids; 
assistants. 

正 是剪陛 下羽翼 this is  positively  to  clip  your  Majes¬ 
ty^  wings. 

以身 S 右翼兄 sp*ead 
out  his  arms  in  front  of  his 
brother. 

扶 翼  to  aid;  to  support. 

烏覆 翼 之  a  bird  screened 
him  (后稷  Hou  Chi)  with  its 

wings. 

翼 房  a  gaol  in  a  yamen. 

翼 室  a  side-room
. 

翼 日  the  next  day. 
左 右翼前 鋒統領 C。1、 mandants  of  the  left  and  right 

wings  of  the  vanguard  division 
of  the  Manchu  army. 
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C.  yet^  yik 

P.W3 U.yi.yP 
See 易 
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as 

翼長  a  Brigadier  General  in  the 
Manchu  army. 

翼總兵  Lieutenant  General  of | 
the  Gendarmerie?’ 

翼 尉  Deputy  Provost, 一 of  the 
city  of  Peking. 

十翼  the  Ten  Wings, — or  com¬ 
mentaries  upon  the  Canon  of 

Changes,  ascribed  to  Confu.cius. 
See  5497 - 

翼 以爲食  to  arrange  it 
side-dish. 

四 牡翼翼  the  four  steeds 
move  regularly,  like  wings. 

疆 埸冀翼  the .  boundaries 
are  nicely  adjusted. 

小心 翼翼  very  careful  and 
respectful. 

考 翼 old  and  reverent  people. 

翼宿  the  27th  zodiacal  constel¬ lation. 

老子翼  helps  to  (the  study  of) 
Lao  Tzu, — title  of  a  book. 

See  1 2,972. 

Fluid  secretions  ；  juices  ； 

to  melt.  See  1 346. 

膏液  rich  juices, — applied  to 
rain  apd  dew;  sweat  and  blood. 

膏液 潤野草  to  fertilise  the 
fields  with  his  sweat  and  blood 

— of  a  patriot. 

雲液  the  sweat  of  the  clouds,— 
rain.  A  kind  of、 wine;  talc. 

玉  dew;  the  elixir  of  life. 

J 閏液  humid ;  moist. 

、液  ̂   melt  metal, — for  casting 
淫液  a  long  drawn  out  musical 
sound,  resembling  a  sigh. 

液池  a  name  for  Peking. 

太液池  name  of  a  pool  within 
the  palace  at  Peking.  [Temp. 

T‘ang  dynasty  在 建章宮 

北  was  to  the  north  of  the 
Chien-chang  palace  at  (?)  Lo- 
yang.] 

铱 

55i： 

R. 陌 

See 液 

腋 
551。 

See  12,973. 

Entering 

Lower. 

秋 

5512 
埶 
5513 

橡 T 
5514 蘑 

See Sinking 

Lower. 

R. 

The  part  of  the  dress 
under  the  arms. 

矛 夜縫  the  seam  on  the  side  of the  dress. 

Read  cMk1*.  A  sleeve. 

Same  as  5517. 

Same  as  5517.  Used 
with  9991. 

The  rubbing  together  of 
branches  in  a  wind. 

樹 l 55^ 

霽 

See Sinking 

Lower. 

m 

35l6 

R •囊 

See 藝 

Sinking 

Lower. 

55” 

R •靈 

C.  ngai H.  ngi 

F.  ngie 

W.( . 
N. 卜 
P. 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. K.ye 

A.  nge 

Sinking 

Lower. 

The  sleeves  of  a  robe. 

Same  as  5517.  Specially 

used  in  the  sense  of  sowing 

and  planting.  See  5668. 

不能 蓺稷黍  we  cannot plant  our  millet. 

Skill  ；  cunning  ；  handi¬ 
craft  ； trade；  profession ;  art 

technique.  To  plant  ；  see 

5516.  To  discriminate.  A 

limit；  a  boundary. 

才藝。 r 能藝 skill;  ability ; talent. 

^  hand-skill;  handicraft.  See 

枝  1104- 

good  workmanship 

very  skilful. 

耍手藝  to  ply  one’s  trade. 
藝 業  a  trade;  a  profession. 

藝何爲  what  is  your  profess ion? 

藝 
4 

5517 

學藝  to  learn  a  trade. 
百 i 不如 一藝精 』 the  trades  are  net  equal  to  one 
well  learnt. 

談九 流 之洪藝 t。 & cuss  the  vast  scope  of  the  Nine 

Schools, 一 of  philosophy.  & 流 

7248. 

literary  pursuits. 

藝文  literary  productions;  an 
apprentice’s  indentures. 

時  §  modem  art, — essay-writing. 

試藝  an  essay  at  the  public examinations. 

十八 般武藝  the  eighteen 
kinds  of  military  skill, — such  as 
broadsword,  dagger  exercise,  etc. 

機  mechanical  skill  or  know 
ledge. 

藝畧  skill  and  forethought. 

六藝  the  Six  Arts,  or  depart¬ ments  of  knowledge, —  禮  cere- 

monial  observances, 樂  music, 

身 sj*  archery,  charioteering, 
writing, mathematics^ 

藝高 人贍大 if  a  man’s 
skill  is  great  his  courage  is  high. 

藝 無古今  art  does  not  recog¬ 
nise  ancient  and  modern, — it  is 
for  all  time. 

有 道而不 藝 則物雖 

形於心 ： f 形於手 
if  you  have  genius  without  tech¬ nique,  although  conceptions  may 
take  shape  in  the  mind  they 

will  not  take  shape  beneath  the hand. 

藝貢  to  assign  to  each  (of  the feudal  princes)  the  tribute  to 
be  presented  by  him  to  the 

Emperor. 

貪 欲無藝  avarice  and  lust 
without  limit. 

菽粟 隨時藝 pulse  and 
millet  come  to  maturity  in  due 
season. 

m 

5518
 

See 
Sinking 

Lower. 

To  mutter  ；  to  talk  in 
one’s  sleep. 
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To  talk  in  one’s  sleep; 
to  whisper. 

撒藝症  to  mutter  in  sleep, - 
chiefly  applied  to  children. 

To  serve  ；  a  servant,  as 

opposed  to 主  2526.  Toj 
employ  as  a  servant. 

以 殺西土  in  Qrder  to  be  of| 
service  to  our  western  land 

不 殺耳目  not  to  be  a  slave 
to  the  senses  of  sight  and  hearing. 

予 造天殺  I  am  the  servant 
of  God. 

殺志  to  make  the  will  subser 
vient. 

不役 _ 于享 not  t。 give 
the  will  in  bondage  when  making 
offerings, — reduces  the  offerings 
to  an  empty  and  worthless  cere¬ 

mony'. 

君 子于役  my  husband  is  I 
away  on  service. 

應 ，之人  one  fit  for  military  j service. 

行 殺  to  go  to  the  wars.. 

弱殺强  the  wea^  serve  the 
strong. 

文 章以意 爲之主 ，字 
語 爲之殺 in  composition 
the  thought  is  the  essential,  the 
style  is  subordinate. 

人殺而 恥爲役 tobea 
servant  and  to  be  ashamed  of 
being  a  servant,— is  absurd. 

殺人。 r 衙殺  yaviin  under- 
lings, — in  general. 

殺卒  lictors;  runners. 

捕役  constables. 

門役  underlings  employed  at 
the  gates  of  yamens. 

茶殺  yam^n  underlings  whose 
duty  it  is  to  see  to  the  supply 
of  tea  for  guests  and  others. 

牛頭役  ox-headed  Jictors, — in 
the  courts  of  Purgatory ̂  

夫役  a  servant. 

賤役。 r 下殺  menials ;  the 
lowest  of  official  underlings. 

世役  official  servants  whose 

役
，
 

5520 

W 

S521 

R •陌 

H.  yit^  v.  mut 
W.  yue 
^.yiioh 
M.yii 

Y.  yiieh^  yuik Sz.  yi^yu 

See 為 

Entering 

Lower. 

fathers  and  grandfathers  have 

occupied  the  same  position. ' 

職殺  function;  duty. 

力殺  personal  service. 
殺使  to  employ, — as  a  servant. 

殺毋  婢  treated  her  mother as  a  servant. 

役萬物 而君之  to  make all  things、 subservient  to  his  will — as  man. 

能 殺鬼神  he  could  exert authority  over  supernatural beings. 

終， 殺殺而 不見其 
4  to  toil  all  one’s  life  in 

one  thing  and  another,  and  not 

to  see  achievement, — in  any. 

罷殺  to  stop  work. 

An  epidemic  ；  a  pestil¬ 
ence. 

疫病  an  epidemic. 

疫 氣傳染 the  disease  1 infectious. 

逐疫鬼  to  expel  the  demon 
of  pestilence^ — by  religious  rites, 
incantations,  etc. 

避疫丹  a  specific  against  in¬ fection. 

R 

is 
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R-S 

See^| 
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Lower. 
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5526 

霽屑 H.yP 

Y.ye^ 

W.  j/V,  sP 

褻拽 
Entering  and 

Sinking 

Upper. 

Talkative 
chattering. 

loquacious 

A  long- 

oar；  a  sweep. 

R. 

Read  hsieh^.  A  standi 

for  bending  a  bow.  Seel 

2203. 

毅
 4 

5522 

•姜 

See 媪 

K.  ti 
Sinking 

I^ower. 

m 

5523 

R. 未 

% 毅 

Sinking 、 Lower, 

Bold  ；  resolute :  firm. 

擾而毅  docility  combined with  boldness. 

其尙 迪果毅  march  for¬ ward  with  determined  boldness. 

温毅  gentle  and  brave. 

毅然  resolutely;  with  deter¬ mination. 

啸  1  hard  and  brave, -unflinch¬ 
ing；  unyielding. 

毅勇  courageous. 士 不可以 不弘毅 
scholar  cannot  succeed  without 

great  resolution. 

毅力  untiring  effort. 

R. 

A  kind  of  pepper  tree 

{Xanthoxylori),  the  seeds  of 
which  are  used  in  cooking. 

m 

5527 

紲
 4 

5528 

霽 

See 拽 

Sinking 

Lower. 
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R •霽真 

Su 異拽 

Sinking 

Lower. 

To  be  dispersed.  Naniej 
of  a  tributary  of  the  淮 

Huai. 

俾 民蔓泄  that k the  sorrow  ofj the  people  may  be  dispelled. 

桑 i 泄泄  the  mulberry- j planters  stand  idly  about: 

泄 泄其羽  lazily  moving  itsj 
wings. 

無 然泄泄 d。 not  be  so| leisurely  in  your  movements. 

玩 泄  trifling;  neglect  of  duty. 

泄 綵步履  he  felt  about  with  I 
his  foot. 

Read  hsieh^.  Used  for  | 

拽 4383.  See  8514. 

Same  as  5524. 

A  paper  saddle,  to  be 

[burnt  for  the  use  of  the 
dead. 

Read  hsieh 饮. saddle-flaps. 
Leather 

Labour  ；  toil  ；  affliction. 

莫 知我勸  you  do  not  know 
what  my  sufferings  are. 

馬 不勝勸  the  horse  could 
not  stand  the  strain, 一 and  bolted 

(MO.  ‘  • 
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R. 5531 隊 
see  乂 

A.  tigai 
Sinking 
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抑 
5532 

R •職 
C. 
H.yit 
F.  eik 

l  yai 
N.  ih 

M.〆 

Y.  yik 
Sz.  yi 

J.  yoku^  ohi 
A.  ik 

To  regulate  ；  to  bring 

into  order.  To  aid.  Men 

of  eminence.  Used  as  a 

contraction  for  義 5454* 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

又  i3,428  and  叉  i86.] 

有 能俾乂  is  there  a  capable 
man  who  can  correct  this  (evil)? 

政乃乂  then  the  government 
will  be  well  ordered. 

惟天生 聰明時 乂  (in 
times  of  trouble)  God  raises 
man  of  intelligence  to  put  things 

to  rights. 

具 不夾介 乂我十 not 
aid  and  co-operate  with  us? 

保乂  to  preserve;  to  protect. 

俊 乂在官  men  of  a  thousand 
and  men  of  a  hundred  (i.e.  men 

of  eminence)  will  hold  office. 

安乂。 r  康乂  peaceful;  pros¬ 
perous. 

時天 下乂安  the  empire 
was  then  at  peace. 

Entering 

(Jpper. 

To  cut  grass；  to  mow. 

是圳 是濩1  cut  k  and  1 boiled  it. 

言 刈其楚  I  would  cut  down 
the  thorns.  [  an  initial  part¬ 
icle.] 

刈穫  to  cut  down  and  reap. 

To  restrain  ；  to  repress  •, 

to  curb.  Elegant  ；  hand¬ 
some.  An  initial  particle 

Either;  or.  A  final  inter 

rogative. 

克自抑  to  attain  to  repression 
of  self, — to  be  humble. 

抑 强扶弱  to  curb  the  violent 
and  assist  the  weak. 

抑 制。 r 神遏。 r 抑勒 t。 
restrain；  to  control;  to  coerce. 

損神  to  injure；  to  oppress. 

抑 塞之才  talents  repressed 
一 by  poverty,  want  of  oppor 
tunity,  etc. 

威 儀抑抑  their  deportment 
is  most  proper, — before  they  get 
drunk. 

抑 

5532 

佚 
5533 

R •質 

See 

抑鬱  in  a  state  of  disquiet  or 
anxiety. 

抑楊可 聽  in  a  delightful cadence.  See  楊  i2,B76. 

抑 若楊兮  what  elegance  in his  high  forehead ! 

抑 此皇父  this  Huang-fu. 

抑再。 r 抑且  furthermore. 
......  …… either  ••...•  or  •••••_ 

抑或 or  else . 

神 或無顆 ca11  U  be  that there  are  none? 

抑 或如此  or  perhaps  thus. 

神祇  or  whether . 

抑 亦可矣  possibly  it  may 
be  so. 

求之與 #， 抑與  之 

5534 

R •質 

Y.  yueh^yik 

See 逸 

與  yilx  shall  we  strive  for  it  or 

Entering 
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give  it? 

鳥有 寃抑  how  (in  such  case) can  there  be  grievances  ? 

豈古 今土地 生物有 

不 同歟抑  is  there  then any  difference  in  the  production 
of  things  in  ancient  and  modern times  ? 

To  err；  to  fail.  Ease ; 
idleness.  Used  for  5536. 

佚  _  to  err  in  the  application 
of  punishment.  . 

勿無 盡執构 dQ  nQt  fail  tC) arrest  them  all. 

其馬 將佚矣 this  horse  is about  to  break  down,  - — from 
exhaustion. 

遏 佚前人 光 ut  an  end to  the  glory  of  dne’s  ancestors, 
— by  evil  conduct. 

全 鄧皆佚  the  whole  work (book)  entirely  lost. 

遺佚 而不怨 he  did  nQt complain  when  passed  over. 

、淫  vicious  indulgence. 

樂佚遊  to  take  pleasure  in idly  roaming. 

遁佚  to  run  away. 
Read  tieh^.  To  alter 

nate  ;  successively  ；  sudden¬ 

ly.  Used 

Entering 

Lower. 

逆 
5535 

逸 

5536 

R •質 

4^ 

C,  yet 

H.yit 
Y.ik 

W.  yai 

^.yih 
V.yP M •少 / 

Y.yik 

A  row  of  dancers  em 

ployed  at  ancestral  sacriii 
ces  under  the  Chou  dyn 

asty.  They  waved  pheasant 
feathers  and  danced  t( 

music, — eight  rows  of  eigh 

for  the  Emperor,  six  rows  0 

six  for  princes,  and  so  on 

八佾 舞于庭 the  eight  row 
of  dancers  perform  in  the  hal 

帝 倡之八 佾咸稽 售 

而和  when  the  Emp.  sang  ij 
the  eight  rows  of  dancers  a 
bowed  their  heads  and  joined  ii 

于是初 獻六羽 ，始芹 

六傦 也  thereupon  (the  duk< for  the  first  time  exhibited  onl 

six  feat  her- wavers,  and  used  si rows. 

佾生  a  dancer.  Also,  a  candj 
date  for  the  degree  of  秀才 

hsiu-tslai,  who  has  failed,  nc 

from  incompetence  but  froi 
want  of  sufficient  vacancies  fc 

all  those  deserving  of  succes 

He  is  allowed  to  present  himse 
for  the  final  exam,  next  tim(; 

without  undergoing  the  two  pr< 
lim.  exams  before  the  Magisj 

and  Prefect.  His  functions  i 

佾生  are  to  attend  to  the  dai! ces  in  the  Conf.  Temple, is  popularly  known  牟個秀 

才 

See  8227. 

Sz.  yi 

K.i/ 

J.  itsz^  ichi k.jit 

Entering 

Lower. 

To  exceed  ；  to  go  t 

excess  ；  extravagance  ；  ease 

idleness ; 挪 5  5  3  3  •  To  retir 
from  the  world.  To  k 

go;  to  lose.  [In  practice 
this  character  is  general】 
written  as  below.]  See  501^ 

罔 遊于逸  d。 not  tind  yoij enjoyment  in  indulgent  ease. 

自 介用逸  to  indulge  onese 

in  festivity. 

君子所 其無逸 
the  s perior  man  will  have  no  luxui 

ous  ease. 

逸厥逸  carried  his  luxurioi 
indolence  to  excess. 
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5536 

sia*
 

m 

5S37 

ngie 

馬逸 不能止 the  horses 
dashed  ^n,  unable  to  stop. 

安逸  peaceful  leisure. 

逸欲  idleness  and  lust. 
idleness  and  pleasure. 

逸志  the  easy-going  habit, 一 of 
a  man  who  is  not  ambitious. 

上 帝引逸  God  leads  men  to 
tranquil  security,— but  they  will 
not  always  follow. 

飄逸  livelyj  sprightly. 

逸言 OT 逸口  extravagant 
talk. 

逸勞  fresh  and  tired;  confident 
and  dispirited, — as  the  different 

•  conditions  of  troops. 

民莫 不逸  the  people  are 
all  enjoying  themselves. . 

隱逸  in  retirement;  out  of  office. 

逸士  a  retired  scholar. 
decently  and  in  order. 

而何 能如是 之逸逸 
how  do  you  manage  to  lead  such 

a  quiet  life  ? 

縱逸 ̂  to  let  loose ;  to  give  rein  to. 

秦 事^逸 t  響  the  floating  sound 
of  a  Ch*in  harpsichord.  [  = 

已 逸其半  half  of  it  (a  book) 
had  already  been  lost: 

逸囚  to  release  prisoners, 

熊逸出  a  bear  got  cat, — of| 
its  cage. 

逸虎  an  escaped  tiger, — from 
its  cage. 

逸足  swift  of  foot. 

To  go  to；  to  reach. 

親諸  to  go  in  person. 

候詣  to  await  the  arrival  of 
any  one. 

玉詣  your  arrival. 

詣謁  to  go  to  visit.  See  8106. 

詣談  to  visit  and  talk  over. 

諸埂 to  visit  a  shrine. 

m 

SS37 
^nge 

Sinking 

Lower. 

射 

5538 
叫 
5539 

肄‘
 

5540 

R •寘 

See 易 

Sinking 

Lower. 

諸驗  to  go  to  and  examine. 

g||  ̂   to  go  to  the  Custom-house, 

造諸  to  make  progress  in learning. 

蛄詣  a  name  for  the  mole- cricket. 

See  9793. 

劓 4
 

554i 

R •真 

d, 三 ngai 

H.  ngil 
F.  ngit^ W.  ̂ ngi. 

N. 
. 

P. 

M.  I  A Y. 

Sz. 

K.  ii 

A.  々 /•,  /A 
Sinking 

Lower. 

禕1
 

5542 

R. 支 

如妒 

k.  a 

A.  vi 
Even  Upper. 

See  13,626. 

To  practise.  Fresh 
shoots  of  trees,  etc.  Toil; 

distress  ；  see  詔 5409.  [To 

be  distinguished  from  ̂  
10,300.] 

肄習  to  practise. 肄業  to  learn  a  profession  or trade. 

肄業於  carried  on  his  studies at;  was  educated  at, 

肄 肄不違  accorded  a  prac¬ tical  submission. 

伐其肄 條 I  cut  down  the branches  and  twigs. 

To  cut  off  the  nose, 

one  of  the  five  punishments 

of  the  Chou  and  Han  dyn 

asties  ；  see  3338,  4621. 

劓 割夏邑  committing  cruel tortures  in  the  cities  of  Hsia. 

淫  13,244. 
剔滅無 遺 he  maimed killed  every  man. 

or 

Excellent  ；  rare.  To  ad¬ 

mire.  [To  be  distinguished 
from  锋  12,538.] 

祖禕夂 .暢 his 触 er  and grandfather  were  men  of  good 

position. 

谓 
5543 

R •寘 

See 懿 

•  ̂Sinking 

Upper. 

空 
5544 

>  ^  a 
5545 

R. 支 

See 夷 

Even  Lower. 

5546 

R. 支 

See 移樵 

夷 
Even  Lower. 

吟
 3 

5547 

R. 霧 

See 黟 

J •少" 

A.〆 

Rising  Upper. 

剝 

554» 

m •55初 

R •霧 

See 

Sinking 

Lower. 

帛‘
 

555° 

R. 囊 

% 詣 

Sinking 

Lower. 

X 

The  “ 一 er — er”  of  a 

hesitating  speaker. 

Same  as  5353. 

A  small  tributary  of  the 

漢  Han  river. Read  shift、.  Name  of  a town. 

沬鄕  a  District  in  Hupeh  under 
the  晉  Chin  dynasty. 

An  insect. 

蛾蝓  a  garden  snail  or  slug. 
Read  ̂ 1.  -  A  reptile, 

the  ,  resembling  the 

iguana. 

An  ejaculation  of  assent. 

Same  as  5541. 

/ . 

To  talk  in  one’s  sleep. 

語  talking  in  sleep. 

A  law；  a  method. 

汝又 何帛以 治天下 

遽予 之心焉 and  never - 
theless  you  come  to  worry  me 

about  government  of  the  empire. 



R. 先 
C.  yn 
H.yen 
F.  yong 
W.  zij 

P. 

M 

jan 
Sz. 

X.yei 
K.in 

[. zen,  nen 
A  nyen 
Even  Lower. 
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JAN. 

iS
 To  be  in  accordance  with  ； 

to  be  right；  to  hold  to  be 

right  ；  thus  ；  so.  However ; 
on  the  other  hand  ；  but. 

To  burn  ；  see  5552. 

雖 則云然 although  such 
may  be  the  case. 

未 必  not  necessarily  so;  un¬ 
certain；  no  “mu3t”  about  it. 

自然 12,365. 

必然 w  8922. 

果然  see  6627. 

雖然  although. 

亦然  also  thus. 

部亦 yet  also;  nevertheless. 

不然  not  so;  on  the  contrary ; 
had  it  not  been  that..；...  See 

9389 - 
甚 不然。 r 甚 至不然 

if  there  is  no  other  way. 

他却自 己 解說道 ，不 

然我 也改了 ，只爲 
but  as  he  said  in  explanation, 

“I  should  have  changed  it,  had 
it  not  been  that” . . 

人皆然 ，我 不然。 thers 
are  so,  but  I  am  not. 

何 獨不然  why  should  this 
be  an  exception  to  the  rule? 

如此茛 夜何然  what  then 
is  the  fitness  of  a  fine  night  like 

this  ?  —  without  a  sympathetic 
friend. 

所以然  how  a  thing  is  as  it  is, 

到所 然處  utterly;  to  the 
last"  degree. 

天 使其然  God  causes  this to  be  as  it  is. 

天然  natural ;  see  11,208. 

當 然之理  a  natural,  or  self- 
existent,  or  “eternal”  principle, 

視 以爲然  to  regard  as  right 

叩以 .爲 然  Ang  agreed  to  this. 
別以他 爲然。 r 別然 

他  don’t  pay  any  attention  to him. 

i1
 

以 爲然否  to  regard  either as  fact  or  not,  as  right  or 
wrong,  etc. 

然 乎否乎  is  it  so  or  not? 

其然 豈 其然乎 but  is this  so? 

素有 傷生害 物之蘊 

而然耶  is  it  so  because  he was  constantly  taking  life  and 

injuring  animals? 

對曰然  he  answered  “yes.” 

生然之  the  young  man  as¬ sented. 

于味何 獨不然 wlv should  not  (the  principle)  hold 

good  equally  as  regards  flavours  ? 

物謂 之而然 thinss  receive names  and  are  what  they  are. 

nowever. 

然於然 ，不然 於不然 
they  have  a  natural  affiflity  for 
what  they  are， and  a  natural 
antagonism  to  what  they  are  not, 

已然  already  done;  fait  accom¬ 

pli. 

未然  not  yet  done  or  consum¬ mated. 

然而  
i. 

然猶㈣ still. 
終然。 r 末然  having  done thus;  ultimately ;  finally. 

卒然  suddenly. 竟然  exclusively ;  solely. 

俱然  in  every  respect ; 

或然  or  perhaps. 

然後  afterwards. 
吾不 謂然1  never  said  it 

IT 

燃
 2 

S5S2 

See 然 

Even  Lower. 

w 
5553 

See 然 

Even*Lower. 

胡然  an  exclamation  of  admir； tion. 

然楚竹  to  burn  the  bamboo of  the  Ch‘u  hill, — for  a  fire. 

兩木相 摩而然 two  bi 
of  wood  rubbed  together  wi 
catch  fire. 

To  light  a  fire;  to  burr 
See  6945. 

to  burn；  to  be  on  fire 

燃 眉之急  as  urgent  as  whe| 
the  fire  has  already  got  clof 

enough  to  singe  the  eyebrow — in  utmost  need. 

燃火  t。 light  a  fire. 
燃燭  to  light  a  candle. 

5554 

R 先 

See 然 

Even  Lower. 

A  kind  of  monkey. 

棵 6630， and  6627. 

Red  silk, 

threads. Tangled  sil 

vholly. 

was  so. 

將 然下雪  it  is  going  to  snow. 

不期 然而然 not  exPecting it  to  be  so  and  it  was  so;  quite 

unlooked-for. 

不自 知其然 而然也 
did  it  without  knowing  how,— - 
of  painting. 

惠 然肯來  he  has  kindly  con- sented  to  come； 

n 
5555 

冉
3
 

SS56 

R •琰 

C.  ym H.  nyam 

F.w 

w. 

N.  zien 

^.jan 
lA.jan^yuan ^iZ.jan 

K.yom 

J.  sen^  nen A.  hyem 

Rising  Lower. 

Same  as  5556. 

Tender；  weak. 

冉冉  gradually ;  alternating. 

冉*  冉*  light  and  sha( 

alternated, — time  wore  on ;  yea 
passed,  etc.  See  5557. 

老冉 冉其將 至兮。 age  is  gradually  coming  on. 

冉子。 r 冉伯牛 a  discip 
of  Confucius  who  died  befo 

the  Master,  _He  was  u daring 

word  and  upright  in  conduct 
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5557 

Luxuriant  herbage 

草 色苒苒  the  grass  is  fresh 
looking. 

Hyam、 

cngiam 

冉 
Dg  Lower. 

光陰' 荏 蒋  light  and  shade 
alternate, — time  flies.  See  5556. 

蚺 
5558 

A  large  serpent  ；  a  boa 
constrictor. 

m. 

冉 企冉氏  a  tribe  of  savages. 
en  Lower. 

TIT 

5559 A  woman’s  every  -  day 
dres$.  The  broad  hem  on 

3BL 

冉 a  robe.  A  knee-pad. 

en  Lower. 

m 
SS6° 

I 
冉 

Whiskers. 

黑色而 額  a  dark  complex- 
ion  and  a  large  beard. 

en  Lower. 

髯
 2 

The  whiskers  ；  the  beard. 

S56i 

I 
胃 胃  a  long  beard. 

鬆 霄  a  scanty  beard. 
ngiatn 
彻 g 

冉 
in  Lower. 

霄 如戟者 whiskers  like 
spears, — bearded  like  the  pard. 

髪 臂 俱斑 hair  and  beard 

SS6= 

jan 

，， nen 
mm 

ig  Lower. 

streaked, 一 with  white. 

鬆 公  Lord  of  the  Handsome 
Whiskers, — a  name  for  the  God 
of  War.  See  63^8. 

髯翁 an  old  man. 

To  dye  ；  to  paint.  To 

imbue  with  ；  see  3828.  To 

vitiate；  to  infect.  Soft；  see 

荏  S6i9- 

染布  to  dye  cloth, 

染布匠 a  dyer. 

染色 to  dye. 

此繪 宜染色  this  silk  dyes 
well. 

色 不染手 the  colour  will 
not  stain  the  hands. 

染
 3 

S562 

蛣
 2 

55^3 

R •鹽 

See 两 

Even  Lower. 

沾染  to  dye;  (figuratively)  to 
be  steeped  or  implicated  in 

錙銻無 所沾染 did ⑽ “squeeze”  a  cash. 

染店。 1 ■染坊 a  dye-shop. 

染靛舖  an  indigo-blue  dye- 
shop. 

染 其鬚髪  to  dye  the  beard and  hair, — first  mentioned  under 
the  reign  of  Wang  Mang,  a.d 

6—23. 

染指  to  dye  the  finger；  to  dip 
the  finger  in;  to  discolour  the 

fingers  by  receiving  bribes. 

珍 寶山積 ，秋 毫不染 
there 象 were  vast  heaps  of  jewels, 

but  he  did  not  appropriate  the 
smallest  fraction. 

彈染 t。  dye  by  spattering, — as furs. 

染道 學習氣 became convert  to  Taoist  beliefs. 

習染  to  become  imbued  with. 

不染  untainted  with,  as  bad 
habits,  cares  or  troubles;  un¬ affected  by. 

染患  to  be  infected  with;  to 
have  caught;  to  suffer  from. 

傳染 &  infect;  to  carry  infec¬ tion. 

染痘  to  catch  smallpox. 

染病在 床 to  be  m  in  bed 

與 他有染  is  on  improper terms  with  him, — as  an  adulter- 
.  ous  woman. 

染  harmony, — of  sound  or  of 

people. 

靜染  to  bring  out;  to  illustrate; 
to  cause  to  stand  forth;  to  .deli¬ 

neate;  to  give  form  to. 

染黃泉 (or  沙） dyed  in  the Velio w  Springs, — dead. 

Read  jan\ 

染汚  to  pollute;  to  be  soiled. 

A  caterpillar  called  虫占 

蟖，  which  causes  inflam¬ mation  if  allowed  to  crawl 

over  the  skin. 

m 

5564 

R
!
 

See 讓 

Even  Lower. 

w 

5565 

R. 陽 

F.  csiong 

See 讓 

An  old  form  of  ̂  

13,215.  Also,  weak  ；  ex 
see  1 2,494. 

hausted : 

Even  Lower. 

嚷
 3 

5S66 

R.  Vulgar. 

C.  not  used 

H.  yong) 

(V.; 

not  used 

N.  ziang 
P. 

M. 

Y. 

j ⑽ g Sz. 

not  used 

A.  ny  'ong 

Rising  Lower. 

S567 
# 

C.  y'dng^ 

H.  csiong 
F.  yong 

W.  zide^ 

N.  ̂ ziahg 

See 讓 

Rising  Lower. 

Urgent. 

動 截 ̂  in  haste;  hurFied. 
動執  to  support  oneself  by means  oi—e.g.  a  trade. 

To  make  a  clamour; 
brawl. 

別 嚷  don’t  bawl  so ;  don’t  make a  noise,  i 

吵 嚷甚麽  what '  are  you 
bawling  about? 

嚷鬧  to  quarrel. 山 嚷牷叫  a  great  clamour 
and  bawling. 

嚷道。 1 •會叫  to  bawl  out; to  shout. 

嚷馬 +t。 scold. 
嚷嚷  to  clatter ;  to  talk  -too loudly;  to  jangle.  [Read  jang' 
yang1  In  Peking.] 

Earth;  soil;  mould：  dirt. 

Rich,  as  soil, 

如天壤  like  heaven  and  earth, 
-wide  apart. 

蓋壤  the  cover  and  the  ground, -heaven  and  earth.  See  5597, 

壤流  clods  and  drops, — which make  up  the  land  and  sea. 

三 壤  the  three  qualities  of  soil, 
一 according  to  which  fields  were 

classified  by  the  Great  Yii. 

不可顴 戀朽瓖  you  must not  grieve  for  ray  rotten  clod, — 
after  death. 

戶內 之煩壤  the  dust-bin 
in  the  house. 

糞壤  manure. ^  ̂   a  rich 
 soil. 壤子  a  fat,  well-fed  child；  the favourite  child. 
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壤 

5567 

m 
5568 

r •色 
See 譲 

Rising  Lower. 

55的 R •陽 

F.  nv)ng Sie 讓 
Even  Lower. 

禳4
 

5570 陽養 
C.  5.yong 

Y.^yofig 
\V.  ziac^ 
N.  ̂ ziang w 讓 

擊 壤而歌  t。 throw  sticks  at 
a  stick  in  the  ground  (an  an¬ 

cient  game)  and  sing, — as  in  a 
time  of  plenty. 

[^壤  an  ant-hill. 
同壤 of  the  same  district;  fellow- 
countrymen. 

接壤  ot  隣壤  neighbouring; 
adjacent;  adjoining. 

三年大 _in  the  third  year 
I  had  a  good  harvest. 

厥 土惟壤  that  soil  is  very rich. 

敢 孰壤奠  we  venture  to 
bring  the  productions  of  our 
territories. 

外壤 and 內壤  the  parts  of 
the  sun  which  have  emerged 

from,  and  are  entering  into,  the 

shade  of  an  eclipse,  respectively. 

壤壤  multitudes  of  people;  see 
•  6885. 

A  bent  bow. 

Covered  with  dew.  Water 

flowing.  Name  of  a  river 

in  Ssuch‘uan.  Name  of  a 

Department  in  Kuangsi 

under  the  T‘ang  dynasty. 

零 露孃禳  heavily  covered with  dew. 

Read  janf. 

涓 流泱禳  water  flowed  in  a 
constant  stream. 

Even  and 

Rising  Lower. 

To  take;  to  steal.  To 

thin  out.  To  lay  bare. 

To  reject；  to  expel. 

robbing  and  stealing. 

奪攘  to  carry  off;  to  rob. 

攘竊  to  steal;  to  pilfer. 
其夂 攘羊而 子證之 

if  the  father  steals  a  sheep,  his 
sor  will  bear  witness  against  him, 
— a  state  of  morality  condemned 
by  Confucius. 

攘1
 

557。 

557i 

R •陽 

C.  nottg 

F.  noung 

N.  vgiang P. 

M. 

J ⑽ g 
Y. 

Sz. 
K. yang 

J.  rtid,  djo A.  ftyong 

Even  Lower. 

月攘― -鷄  t。 steal  a  fowl  a month, 一 instead  of  one  a  day, 

sc.  improvement. 

已爲 豪有力 者所攘 

Read  jan^.  To  em¬ 
broil  ； to  cause  confusion. 

5572 

R 陽 

C.  S.ydng 

¥,yongl 

W.  csiag、 ziae1 

N.  s.ziang 

^•^jang^jang3 M.  yang 

See 譲 

Even  Lower. 

it  had  already  been  taken  pos¬ 
session  of  by  some  overbearing 

person  of  influence. 

he  bared  his  arms 

(to  jight)  and  jumped  down  from the  chariot. 

攘除  to  reject;  to  discard. 

攘災  to  drive  away  evil, — as  by incantations. 

外攘  to  expel. 攘塲  a  place  for  winnowing 

grain. 

天 下擾攘  the  empire  was thrown  into  confusion. 

Read  jang、  To  take. 

攘 其左右  he  takes  from right  and  left. 

The  pulp  •’  the  pith  ；  the 

core ;  the  kernel.  Mem¬ 
brane  ； cartilage. 

瓜  the  pulp  of  a  melon. 

倒瓤瓜  a  rnel-.n  from  which all  the  pulp  has  been  taken, 一 
exhausted;  finished. 

核桃瓤  the  eatable  part  of  a walnut. 

竹瓤  the  pellicle  inside  the bamboo. 

瓤子  the  inside ;  the  core;  the 
pulp;  a  letter,  as  opposed  to  its envelope. 

To  pray  •’  to  supplicate. 

釀禍。 1 ■禳災 seek  t。 avert calamity  by  prayer 

禳 哮癘扶 to  Pray  for  the 
cessation  of  a  pestilence. 

禳 星禮斗  to  pray  to  one’s 
natal  star  and  worship  the  Dip¬ 
per.  See  11,427. 

君無 饞 德又 何禳焉 
if  you,  sire,  have  done  no  wrong, 
why  pray? 

厭禳  to  exorcise. 

m 5573. 

R •陽養 

C.  Syong 
F.  cyong 

N.  iziahg 

P.  sja/isr 

Y.  jang, 

(hsiang 

See 讓 

Even  Lower. 

The  stalk  of  grain 

Luxuriant  ；  abundant.  Tei 
billions.  Used  for  5571. 

millet-stalks. 

降 福穰穰  abundant  ble— ings  are  sent  down. 

盛  abundant ;  prosperous. 
穰邑  the  old  name  of  鄧州 

in  Honan. 

匆以桑 木爲穰 d<)  nc use  mulberry-wood  for  the  lining 一 of  .a  co 伍 n. 

5574 

See 讓 

Even  Lower. 

m 
5575 

R •漾 

C.yong 

W.  yong 

F.  yong、 niottg 

W.  zieu,  yaf, 

ngiae . 

N.  ziaHg, 

ngiang^  v. 

yang" 

P. 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. K,  yang J-  ̂  

A.  ny  'dng 

Sinking 

Lower. 

Name  of  a  plant. 
- 

赛  Lilium  giganteum^  Wall.i 

To  yield  ；  to  give  way 

to  resign;  to  be  humble 

See  衰  ii，659. 

JanS 

讓 以爲得  to  yield  in  orde 
to  obtain,— rfc?  ut  des. 

克讓  capable  of  yielding,-! complaisant- 

舜讓于 德 Shun  yielded  1 
virtue, — Shun  wished  to  yiel 

the  throne  in  favour  of.soml 
more  virtuous  man  than  himsel 

堯 讓天下 於許由 
Ya 

wanted  to  resign  the  throne  t； Hsu  Yu. 

群 后德讓  the  various  noble 
make  a  point  of  giving  plac 
to  one  another. 

椎 賢讓能  push  forward  th 
worthy  and  give  place  to  tli 
able. 

^  ̂  t0  resign  a  successo】 to  resent;  to  demand  satii 
faction;  to  lack  modesty. 

不僞麵  had  no  false  modest) 

受 爵不讓 t0  get  an  officia 
post  and  show  no  humility. 

谦讓 德之 基 humility 
the  basis  of  virtue. 

retiring;  modest;  humbh 一家讓 ，一國 典 _ 

if  one  family  is  courteous,  th 

whole  State  becomes  couitcou! 
— such  is  the  force  of  example 
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no 

m 
5575 

5576 

5577 B 
户⑽ g 

ven  Lower. 

退讓。 丨相讓  to  yield ;  to decline  in  favour  of  another; 
concessions. 

遷譲  to  vacate, — as  premises. 

讓坐  to  invite  to  take  a  seat. 

讓位  to  decline  j;he  seat  of  hon 
our.  Also,  to  abdicate. 

沒讓他 寶 飯  began  to  ea
t 

without  inviting  him  to  join. 

讓與  to  cede  to. 

讓出  to  produce  and  hand  over. 

讓走 a 讓茶  to  request  one 
to  go, — as  a  host,  by  raising  his 

tea-cup  to  his  lips. 

讓酒  to  invite  to  take  wine. 

讓 他進來  beg  him  to  come 
in. 

讓 我過去 M  me  pass. 

讓多少  how  much  will  you 
take  off  the  price? 

爭之 不足 ，讓 之有餘 
by  fighting  you  never  get  enough, 

by  yielding  you  get  more  than 

you  want. 

讓開  ― »  步  stand  aside ! 

讓道 （ot 路。 r 途)  to  yield 
the  path. 

終 身讓路 ，不 枉百步 
if  you  yield  the  path  all  your  life, 

you  won’t  lose  a  hundred  steps. 

”不 讓路 ，坐 不讓席 
in  walking  he  will  not  yield  the 

path,  nor  in  sitting  the  mat. 

處 世讓一 步爲高 in 
life,  it  is  noble  to  yield  a  step. 

讓人非 我弱， 守己任 

他强 t。  yield  does  not  mean 
that  I  am  weak,  but  that  I  am 

under  self-restraint  and  leave 

blustering  to  others. 

See  8244. 

Unkempt  hair. 

筐_  the  hair  in  disorder. 

嬈
 2 

5578 

R •蕭篠 

嘯 
See 

A.  nyieu 
Even  Lower. 

m7 

5579 
R .璋效 

C.  ndu^yiu 

II.  n^iau  , 

F.  nau^  7igicu 

W.  noa 
N.  si(m,  doa^ 

110a 
P.  I  . 

M.  j  jau
,  Jiau 

Y.  noa 
Sz.y^7«,  nan K.  nic^  yo 

]. do、 nid^  djo 

A.  nau 
Even  Lower. 

mL 
5580

 

R .篠嘯 

C,  yiu 
H.  cngiau 

F.  cnau 
W.  zioe^  v. 

ngide^
 

N.  ngioa 

Y,joa 

^z.jan K.yo 

J.  zio^  nid 
A.  nyieu 

Rising  Lower 
and  usually 

SiDking  too. 

Graceful  ；  fascinating. 

嬌  slender;  graceful;  refined. 

Read  niac^ ,  To  make  a 

disturbance  ；  to  play  tricks 
with. 

傷死者 其鬼嬈  the  ghost of  a  murdered  man  haunts, 一 the 
murderer. 

Bent  wood.  An  oar;  a 

paddle.  Unjust.  Defeated. 
To  scatter.  Weak  ；  soft 

橋船  to  row  a  boat. 

蘭橈  a  pleasant  row. 

枉繞  unjust;  prejudiced； 

橋敢  defeated, — as  troops. 
橈萬 物者莫 疾乎風 
for  scattering  things  there .  is 

nothing  so  violent  as  wind. 

柔繞 骨體  a  delicate  frame 
of  body. 

To  wind  round  •’  to  sur 
round.  To  make  a  detour  ； 

to  pursue  a  curved  route. 
To  be  entangled  in.  [In 

the  first  seven  entries,  read 

— 3.] 
繞纏  to  bind;  to  encircle. 
繞 一 ■次  bind  it  once  round. 

繞住了  make  it  fast. 

繞起來 wind  it  UP. 

山 海週繞  hills  and  the  sea surround  it. 

圍  to  surround;  to  environ, 

此 段文法 繚鐃 the ， tax  of  this  passage  is  very  much 
involved. 

繞行。 r 鐃途 m 繞路。 r 

繞道走  to  make  a  detour. 

繞 避  to  avoid, — as  a  rock  at  sea. 

繞越  to  evade,  as  the  law; circuitous. 

繞灣 t。 make  a  detour\  to  go 
round  a  corner. 

m 

55So 

堯 

55^1 

R •肅 

C.  in 

H.  ngiau 
F.  ngieu 

W.  zioe 
N.  zioa P.  nau^jau 
M.  lau'jau 

Y.  noa 
Sz.  nau、jau 

K.  yo 

J.  zid、 nid A.  ngieu 

Even  Lower. 

廣 

5S82 

蕭 R. 

See 饒 

A.  ngieu,  iticti 
Even  Lower. 

w 
SS83 

R. 

See 饒 

Even  
Lower. 

遶 

S5»4 

繞遠  a  long  way  round. 

繞海北  round  the  north  of 

•  the  sea. 

繞影壁  to  run  round  and round  the  “shadow  wall,” -- to 
play  hide  and  seek ;  to  play  fast 
and  loose. 

繞 過  to  wind  round, — as  a  road 
鐃毫  to  cheat  in  weighing;  to “squeeze;’’  to  try  to  reach,  or  to 
make  to  understand,  by  round 
about  ways. 

繞口令  a  jingle,  difficult  to repeat,  as  “Peter  Piper  picked 

a  peck,  etc.”  The  following  is 

a  specimen,  to  be  read  horizont¬ 

ally,  from  left  to  right : — 

山前 有個崔 粗腿， 
山後 有個腿 粗崔， 
二人 山前來 此腿， 

不 知道是 崔粗腿 
的 腿粗 ，還 是腿粗 

崔的腿 粗- 

Grass；  stubble；  fuel. 

See  ̂   2643. 

火薨  kindling. 
薪薨  faggots;  fuel. 

薨花  W{kstrxmia  sp. 

Worms  in  the  bowels, called  燒蝴. 

The  cloth  covej^  of  a 

scabbard.  See  3619. 

Same  as  5580. 

88 
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m 
5585 r •會 

F.  ngieu、 nieu 

\ •  j oa、 noa 

See 繞 

Even  Lower. 

擾
 3 

.5586 R- 篠 

C.  yiu 
H.  yau 

F.  yeu 
W.  zide 

N.  zioa 

P.  I  . 

M.  I ̂
au 

Plenty;  abundance ；  sur¬ 
plus,  To  be  liberal;  in¬ 

dulgent.  To  be  merciful  ； 

to  spare  ；  to  pardon. 

豐饒。 r 富饒 …饒铬 
plentiful ;  abundant. 

頌饒歲  a  plentiful  year. 

地 饒稼權  the  SQil  yields abundant  harvests. 

家故 饒於資  his  family  was 
ancient  and  wealthy. 

饒頭  surplus. 
白 饒  take  trouble  in  vain. 

饒  一 •  t0  give  an  extra  play 
at  the  end  of  an  evening^  per¬ 
formance. 

擾 3
 

55邰 
A.  nyieu 

Rising  Lower. 

饒棋子  to  give  pieces  to 
opponents  in  chess,  etc. 

寬饒  to  be  lenient.  I: 

饒過  to  pardon  errors. 

饒舌  to  indulge  one’s  tongue ;  to 
wrangle;  to  blab;  to  complain. 

B 月 方相饒 the  sun  and 
moon  do  not  spare  me, 一 time flies. 

饒命  to  spare  life.  See  7962. 

討 鏡 ot 告饒 tc>  beg  for mercy. 

我替 你討饒 i  will  inter¬ cede  for  you. 

m 
55幻 

R. 篠 

See 擾 

Rising  Lower. 

饒 過數次  has  been  let  off  I  5588 several  times. 

饒 恕了罷  sPare  him !  P^d。11 him! , 

得饒人 處且饒 人 when- 
ever  ')  can  spare  a  man  do  so. 

鱗人 非我弱  that  I  pardon  j is  not  that  I  am  weak. 

癡漢本 會饒人 a  f。。1 
never  knows  how  to  spare  a 

person’s  feelings. 

便 饒你打  in  that  case  I  will 
let  you  off  a  beating. 

若 
5589 

佑 

559° 

R. 祕 

See 惹 

A.  ni'dk Docility；  see  5522.  To 
train  to  obedience.  To  give 
trouble ;  to  annoy  ；  noisy 
disputation  {see  806). 

擾兆民  to  trail,  the  masses  to 
obedience. 

Sinking 

Lower. 

啭 

559 - 擾音龍  to  train  dragons. 

擾 於有帝 obedient  to  God. 
惹 

5592 

依擾天  IE  they were  the  first to  throw  into  disorder  the  regu¬ 
lations  of  heaven, — by  want  of 
attention  to  the  calendar. 

煩擾  to  give  trouble  to;  to bother.  See  1375. 

擾害 or 擾說。 r 肆擾 or 

騷擾。 r 擾累  to  disturb ; to  throw  into  confusion. 

有 擾有擾  I  have  given  you a  lot  of  trouble, — a  conventional 

phrase  to  a  host. 

前 日相優  many  thanks  for your  hospitality  the  other  day. 

何 當厚擾  I  really  ought  not  | 
to  put  you  to  all  this  trouble. 

被陰 人纏擾 under  the influence  of  some  supernatural 

being, 一 generally  of.  the  female 
sex. 

六擾  the  six  domestic  animals, — the  horse,  ox,  sheep,  pig,  dog, 
and  fowl. 

A  well-trained  ox.  % Com¬ 

pliant  *,  yielding. 

See  5650. 

3HE3. 

See  5644. 

An  interjectional  char¬ 
acter. 

俘 大的車  what  a  big  cart ! 

伤大 河山， 伤大天 vast indeed  are  the  rivers  and  hills ! 

vast  indeed  is  the  sky! 

傜 千的人  a  great  many 
people. 

See  3358. 

See  5645. 

See  5649. 

To  burn；  to  heat. 

爇僖 賓羁氏 they  burn 
down  the  house  of  Hsi  Fu-chi 

卜以巧 火爇燋  divine  b: 
burning  it  (the  tortoise-shell)  a 

a  bright  fire. 

爇 山林以 逐財狼 
fire  to  forests  in  order  to  driv 
out  the  wolves. 

爇茶  to  heat  tea  a  second  time 

See  5642. 

See  5700. 

The  edge  of  a  blade  ；  j 

blade  ；  a  knife  ;  a  sword 
To  kill.  See  4622. 

刀刃  the  edge  of  a  knife  c sword. 

花錢 ，花在 刀刃上 i spending  money  on  a  sword,  pi 
it  into  the  blade. 

兵 不血刃  the  edges  of  thei 
weapons  were  not  imbrued  i 
blood, — they  did  not  fight. 

迎 刃而解  splitting  open  as 
meets  the  blade, — easy  enoug 

when  a  good  beginning  has  bee 
made;  referring  to  a  saying  ( 

朴  ̂   Tu  Yu,  3rd  century  a.d comparing  the  successful  opei 

ing  of  a  campaign  with  th 
splitting  of  two  or  three  joini 

of  a  bamboo.  * 

白刃 奇 蹈也 ， ma trample  naked  blades  under  foo 

— but  you  cannot  attain  to  th 
Golden  Mean. 

如 果告官 ，定 與爾白 

刃相見 if  y。11  lay a  pkir 
against  rte,  I  will  certainly  me< 

you  with  a  naked  blade. 

故 戈上刃 holding  speai 
with  up-turned  blades. 

熱 
5593 

5594 

R •屑 

See 熱 

Entering 

Lower. 

日 
5595 

m 

5596 

jr 5597 

R •震 

C.yen 
H.  cnyun 

W.  zang 

Wing 

V.jen 

M. 

Y.  (  .• 

Sz.  (
 Jtn 

K.i
n 

J.  djin、 nin 

A.  ̂ ftyen Sinking 

Lower, 
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0TE31>r 

5597 

仞 4
 

559« 

P" 

Sinking 
Lower. 

籾 
5599 

籾 4
 

5600 

伽 

刃 
Sinking 
Lower. 

紉 4
 

5^oi 

眞震 
•In 

*tyun 

i 叹， eingi 
zartg 

•把 
g 

j  ^njen"
 

中 g、jW 
s  nin 

a  and 

sinking 
Lower. 

蜂刃快  sharp  spears  and 
swords. 

兵刃  weapons. 
病死 與刃死 相去天 

^  to  die  of  disease  and  by 

the  sword  are  as  far  apart  (as 
different)  as  heaven  and  earth. 

刃 傷事主  wounded  the 
leader. 

手 刃其子  killed  her  s 
with  her  own  hand. 

刃 牛 •  to  kill  an  ox, 

A  measure  of  eight  feet. 

To  measure.  To.  fill. 

壁 立 千例  the  cliff  rose  to 
the  height  of  a  thousand  jin. 

高仞  high；  lofty. 

例溝恤  measured  the  depth 
Qf  the  moats  and  ditches. 

充 仞其中  filled  it  full  of  it. 

Same  as  5607. 

To  stuff;  to  fill. 

囊貲 充 .刺 a  Purse  fuU  of 
money. 

實籾  crammed  full. 

於 辦 魚躍  how  full  of  fishes leaping  about ! 

To  thread,  as  a  needle 

to  string；  to  join  together 
See  10,871. 

紉針  to  thread  a  needle. 

約秋蘭 以爲佩 string  the 
autumn  orchids  for  a  girdle. 

紉佩  to  bear  about  one,  as  an 
•amulet;  to  fully  appreciate. 

紉絲  to  make  floss  silk  into 
threads. 

縫紉  to  mend;  to  sew  on  or 
together, 

紉謝  grateful  thanks. 

實 深納謝 (such  action)  is 
truly  deserving  of  the  utmost 
thanks. 

紉荷  to  bear  in  remembrance. 

WY 5602 

r. 震 

See 刃 

Sinking 

Lower. 

m 
5603 

r •震 

Y.  cjen 

See 刃 

A.  nyen2- 

Sinking 

Lower. 

軔
 4 

5604 

R. 倉 

Y.  Yen 

See 刃 

Sinking 

Lower. 

m 
5605 

R-m 

C.  yen^  ngen 
H.  ngiun F.  ttoung 
W. nung 
N.  nying 

K，in 

J.  djin、 nin A.  nyen 
Sinking 

Lower- 

m 
5606 

忍 
3 

5607 

R •較 

C.  yett^  cyen H.  nyun 

Tougn  ；  slrone- :  hard. 

軟 M  flexible  and  tough. 

鐵肋  as  tough  as  iron. 

肋皮  tough  leather. 

筋 M 骨强  tough  sinews  and powerful  bones. 

肋心腸  hard  of  heart. 

To  speak  with  di 伍 culty; 

to  be  slow  of  speech. 

紉諾  to  speak  with  hesitation to  stammer. 

仁者其 曹也詞 the  _ of  perfect  virtue  is  cautious  and 
slow  in  his  speech. 

To  put  a  skid  or  a  chain 
on  a  wheel ;  to  hitch  ；  to 

block  ；  to  stop.  Used  for 

5598. 發軔  to  release,  as  a  hitched 
wheel ;  to  let  go  a  catch;  to 
make  a  start. 

以頭軔 乘輿輪 he  block¬ ed  the  wheel  of  the  chariot  with 

his  head, — done  by  the  faithful 

、申 屠剛  Shen.T‘u-kang  to prevent  the  Emperor  光武。 f 

the  Han  from  leaving  home. 

掘 井九郵 he  d 叩 a  wel1 seventy-two  feet  deep. 

Soft  but  tough.  Also 
read  ning\ 

堅 辆  strong  and  tough. 

他素 常軟/  _ he  is  of  an obstinate  disposition. 

Same  as  5605. 

To  endure ；  to  bear；  to 

forbear  ；  to  repress. 

忍耐  to  endure;  to  put  up  with. 

忍 耐一下  bear  it  awhile. 

— 

忍 
S6o7 

F.  iirtg、 nung 

W.  zang、 

ngiang 

W’ing、 nying 

p- 
) 

M. .. 

Y. 
Sz. ) 

K.  in 

J.  nin^  djin 
A.  nyen 

Rising  Lower. 

弗忍  unaoie  to  endure. 

胡 苹忍予  how  can  they 
endure  that  I  should  be  thus? 

忍不得  beyond  endurance. 這樣疼 我 忍不住 
I  cannot  bear  this  pain. 

必有忍 ，其 乃有濟 - 
must  have  patience,  and  you  will 
be  successful^ 

忍性  a  patient  disposition. 
忍 恥 -t0  put  up  with  the  shame 

忍事  to  bear  things,  一  to  be 

patient. 

忍苦了 就是了  t。 ㈣ and  bear  it. 

忍 辱報仇  to  put  up  with  an 
insult  at  the  moment-in  order 

to  avenge  it  at  a  future  date. 

是 可忍也 ，孰 不可忍 

I  也  if  he  can  bear  to  do  this, 
what  may  he  not  bear  to  do? 

小 不忍則 f L 大謀 want 
bf  forbearance  in  small  matters 
confounds  great  plans. 

堅 忍  resolute  endurance. 

忍字 forbearance  is  a  noble word. 

多 書忍字  he  wrote  Mforbear- 
ance”  a  great  many  tim^s,— 

said  of 張公  Chang  Kung-i 

of  the  7th  cent. 

得 忍且忍  when  you  can forbear,  forbear. 

忍字 家中寶  forbearance 
is  a  family  jewel. 

忍得一 時之氣 ，免得 

百 日之憂  to  repress  a 
moment’s  anger  may  save  you 

a  hundred  days  o£  sorrow, 

忍 氣呑聲 repress  anger 
and  refrain  from  speaking. 

忍 的  repress  onie’s  emotions. 

忍笑  to  repress  laughter. 

含忍  to  restrain,— as  the  feel, 
ings. 

忍心  to  give  way  to  one’s  feel¬ ings;  to  give  oneself  licence, — to  do  wrong. 

維彼 忍 'AH、 there  is  a  hard 
hearted  man. 
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憶其 心亦 太忍哉 
he  allowed  himself  to  be  carried 

away  too  much  by  his  feelings. 

實 是忍人  truly  a  man  of  no feeling. 

^  ̂   cruel;  unsc
rupulous. 

腮 
2 

56。8 R •震轸 
See 刃 

K.in 

Sinking  and 

Rising  Lower. 

Name  of  a  District  under 

the  Han  dynasty,  called  月旬 

厢縣，  in  Ssuchluan  ；  now 
known  as  梁山縣  Liang- 

shan  Hsien.  Also  read  jun~ • 

認‘
 

56o9 R .震 

C.  ying^  yen 
H.  nyifiy 

ticing,  fling 
W.  ngiang 

N.X  nyin^ 
P. 

jcn 
Sz.  1 

K.  in 

[. dji”、 ”hi 

A.  nyhi 

Sinking 

Lower.. 

To  know  j  to  recognise  ； 

to  consent  to  ；  to  acknow¬ 

ledge  - to  confess.  See  87 
8809. 

言忍  to  know ;  to  be  acquainted 
with. 

認見  to  recognise. 

不認得 1  do  not  know  him; 
I  do  not  know  it,  as  a  character 
of  the  written  language 

認 不出來  cannot  recognise 
it,  as  a  character;  cannot  say 
c.g.  to  whom  it  belongs 

冒 言忍  to  pretend  to  be  acquaint ed  with. 

認 而不認  to  recognise  and 
not  to  recognise, — as  when  cut¬ 
ting  a  person  in  the  street. 

我認 住了他  I  have  recog¬ 
nised  him, — for  what  he  is 

錯認 w 認左了  to  mistaken 
ly  recognise.  See  behmu 

錯認水  name  of  a  kind  of wins. 

•翁 頭爲聪 me  old 
.took  her  for  his  daughter-in-law 

字  to  know  characters;  to  be 
able  to  read. 

認 眞辦理  to  take  action  in 
good  earnest,  zealously,  or  ener¬ 
getically. 

然不 必認眞 but  if  iiced 
not  be  taken  literally 

認 不淸％ 認不眞  cannot 
make  out  for  certain 

認罰  to  admit  that  one  deserves 
punishment. 

man  1111s 

認明  to  acknowledge;  to  let  it 
be  clearly  understood. 

認‘
 

56o9 

rp.
2 

5610 

K •侵 

700 
認爲己 的 tQ  ̂ cognise  or 
acknowledge  批 one's  own。 

認粗爲 細 to  mistake  coarse for  fine. 

認保無  1化  tC)  guarantee  th
at 

^  there  will  be  no  mistake. 

^  言忍  to  act  as  surety  
for. 

認 餉接辦 t。 f_ a  tax ，— i.c.  to  pay  a  given  sum  for  the 
privilege  of  collecting  a  tax. 

認定。 r 認親  to  be  sanguine 'or  confident. 

認定這 個寧兒 t。 have confidence  in  this  plan. 

他 是認生 he  is 杯 & 
9865. 

I 忍緻  t0 to  pay  over,- fixed  sum. 

認領  to  receive  • … on  recog¬ 
nising. 

認作  to  consent  to  act  as. 

5611 

r ‘沁侵 

C.  -yem 

H. inyim 

F.  eing’ - 

W.  zaji^ 

.卜、
 

See 任 

A. Shy cm 

Sinking  
and 

Even  
Lower 

Irregular. 

j  認 帳  to  acknowledge  
an  account 

j  or  debt. 

還  to  acknowledge  indebted¬ ness  ; to  be  responsible  for  the 

payment  of. 

言忍腐  t。 accept  the  loss. 

認喪氣  to  recognise  or  ac¬ knowledge  one’s  adverse  luck, 一 to  see  that  fate  is  against  one. 

認罪  to  confess  a  crime. 認錯 (•^ iibovc)  ot 認不是 
to  acknowledge  one’s  faults. 

招認口  供  t°  acknowledse the  truth  of  depositions, — as  an 
accused  criminal  is  supposed 

to  do  when  his  guilt  has  been 
established. 

直 認不辭  to  make  an  open and  full  confession. 

認是  to  consider  or  suppose  it to  be. 

The  ninth  of  the  天千 

Ten  Stems  ；  see  5814  anc 

Tables  Vc.  Great.  Artful. 

I’JTo  be  distinguished  from 

王  I  1,282.] 

\V.  人1 

see 任  丨 . 

Even  Lower.  I  壬午  the  nin
eteenth  year  of  a 

j  cycle, — e.g.  b.c.  39,  a.d.  1882. 
广  ：六 壬  a  book  on  lucky  days. 

壬 5
 

5610 

妊
 : 

Hi 

5612 

衽‘
 

5613 

r •侵沁 

寢 

有 壬有林  grandly  ar： fully,  —  of  the  performance  1 ceremonies. 

何畏 乎巧言 令色？ 

壬  what  occasion  to  fear  ai one  of  fair  words,  insinuatii 

appearance,  and  great  artfi 
ness? — if  only  wise  and  kii 
oneself. 

Pregnant, —— of  wome 

only. 

有好。 r 懷好 to  be  wi 
child. 

妊 释胎堕  an  injury  causi: 

a  miscarriage. 

卽妊 不能决  being  wi child,  she  could  not  be  execute 

苷 受妊狀 as  though  in  t, 

family  way. 

Same  as  5014. 

The  breast  of  a  co^ 
'buttoned  under  the  rig 

arm,  A  mat.  Fastenin 
for  a  coffin.  See  226.  | 

See 任 

A.Je/n Rising  and 

Sinking 

Lower. 

various 

四 夷左衽 the 

tribes,  with  their  coats  buttoni; under  the  left  arm. 

端肅 斂衽1  resPectf" 
salute  you, — said  by  a  worn； 
This  salutation,  made  by  bri: 

ing  the  sleeves  together  i：i  fr< of  the  body,  the  right  hand  gra 

ing  the  left  sleeve,  accompnn 

by  a  bow,  corresponds  to  ! 

作楫  of  a  man.  Lien  jcn  hi 
ever  is  also  used  of  men. 

莫不 敛枉  not  one  
of  tb 

but  did  him  homage. 

衽 蓆之安  the  peacefuln 
of  a  comfortable  bed. 

登斯 民於衽 蓆之. 
he  placed  his  people  (as  it  wc 

upon  a  comfortable  bed, — si 

peace  did  he  give  them 

尸 居衽席 之間可 j 

治天下  a  corpse  already! 
its  coffin  rou Id  govern 

 the  ( 

pire, 一 if  it  had  Tao. 
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“寢 
忧任 
rising  Lower 

任 4
 

5615 

••沁 侵 
•  yhi 
:. nyim 

•  eing^  ling 

加 giang 

i. .. 
jen 

z. 
.. im 

djin、 nin 
. nycm 

Mnkmg  and 
Sve， 'ower. 

To  cook  food. 

失  不食 (Confucius)  would 
not  eat  over-cooked  food. 

註 熟  well  cooked, 

美 註  soups  and  meats, 一 a  ban¬ 
quet. 

To  employ  ；  to  put  in 

office  (see  3435) ;  to  be  equa 

to  one’s  office；  to  bear；  to 
tolerate；  to  sustain；  to  be 

responsible  for.  See  3455, 

9876. 

任用  tQ  employ. 

任, 賢無蕺  in  your  employ¬ 
ment  of  men  of  worth,  let  none 

come  between  you  and  them. 

任官 惟賢材 let  the  oncers 
whom  you  employ  be  men  of 
worth  and  ability. 

惟爾 不任  it  is  that  you  are 
not  equal  to  your  duty. 

重  f 壬  an  important  office ;  a 
serious  trust. 

赴任 or  上 任  to  proceed  to 
one’s  official  post, 

赴 任執照  an  appointment; 
a  commission ;  credentials. 

革 職留任  tQ  deprive  of  rank 
but  retain  at  his  post, — to  give 

the  offender  a  chance  of  wiping 

out  his  previous  errors. 

f 壬  to  take  over  charge  of  an 

official  post. 

任事  to  perform  the  duties  of  a 
post. 

f 壬內  within  the  jurisdiction； 
within  the  term  of  office. 

任 滿  when  the  term  of  office 
has  expired. 

現 任  the  present  incumbent  or 
post;  the  then  incumbent,  ； 

新 任  a  new  incumbent. 

餘 任  tne  previous  incumbent； 
a  former  incumbent;  the  post 

previously  occupied  by  an  offi¬ 
cial.  [ 

原  f 壬  the  post  recently  occupied, 
一 as  by  an  official  transferred  or 
deceased. 

才 不勝任  his  talents  are  not 
equal  to  the  post. 

免 任  t0  dismiss  from  office. 

任 
4 

5615 

f 壬喜 1  a  pleasant  term  of  office 

並 賀任  I  a!s。 congratulate 
you  on  your  appointment. 

任文  a  statement  of services;  a  list  of  appointments 

previously  held. 

初^ {壬  a  first  appointment. 

再 任  a  second  appointment, — to  the  same  post. 

後任 難期1  ean  hardly  hope for  another  appointment. 

榮任 何所'  where  are  you 
stationed  ? 

以知任 (under  such  cir¬ cumstances),  it  would  be  difficult 

for  me  to  take  up  my  appoint¬ ment. 

仁以爲  任 'he  regards charity  as  his  proper  burden. 

任 人不 如任天 better trust  in  God  than  in  man. 

信任  to  trust  to;  to  confide  in. 

責 任甚大  the  responsibility is  very  great. 

完了 我的責 任 my  res- ponsibility  will  be  at  an  end. 

^  H  to  upon  oneself. 

任 人家事  to  manage  other 
people’s  business. 

1  f 壬  t0  go  security  for. 

"f 壬償  to  be  responsible  for  the 

payment. 

三百佥 我任其 半 of  the three  hundred  taels,  I  will  be 

good  for  half. 

任其咎  he  does  not  admit that  he  is  to  blame. 

任 其自旋 leaving  him  to tome  home  of  his  own  accord, 

f 壬意  according  to  one’s  wishes ; arbitrarily. 

任 着食兒 行 — k  a11 turn  out  as  you  wish ! 

任自意  t0  indulge  oneself;  to be  selfish. 

任情任 性 one’s  own sweet  will. 

^  ̂   $  to  act  in  
an  arbit¬ rary  and  reckless  manner. 

任 氣敢爲  t。 act  just  as  the fit  takes  one,  without  regard  to 

consequences. 

任‘
 

56iS 任你。 r 任從你 as  'you 

please. 任他  let  him !  let  him  be !  let him  do  as  he  likes! 

任憑  QI ■任聽  t。 allow;  to leave  at  liberty  to;  as  much  as 
one  likes;  however  much . 
See  10,227. 

任催  in  spite  of  what  is  urged. 

f 壬 使  t0  do  the  pleasure  of, 一 as 
a  servant. 

髪任 蓝 莖 白 let  every  hair of  my  head  be  white, — so  long  as. 

任 其飄動 （but)  let  them flutter  in  the  wind, 一 instead  of fastening  them. 

任 由  at  the  option  of. 

任 從英商  at  the  .option  of 
the  British  merchant  to . 

f 壬便  at  liberty;  at  one’s  own convenience；  freely,  ^ 

任便 隨時 at  one’s  own 
discretion  and  convenience. 

任 你是誰 ，不 能俅從 
I  don’t  care  who  you  are,  I 
cannot  consent.  ] 

治 任如作 packed  up  his baggage  and  went  to  Pien.  \ 

f 壬  official  residence. 

任 什麽不 爲 nothing  would do  (but). 

任那 ;的3 兒  anywhere  at  all. 

Read  jen\  To  carry 

on  the  shoulders.  Artful. 

Trustful.  ! 

是任; carried  on  shoul¬ 
ders  and  on  backs. 

衆怒難 任 k  is  difficult  to stand  against  the  anger  of  a 

crowd,  —  against  public  indig¬ 
nation. 

無 任感佩  grateful  in  the 
extreme. 

任人  people  artful  of  speech. 
"f 中氏 "f 壬只  lovingly  confiding was  the  lady  Chung. 

不 敢與— 任齒1  dare  nnt 
match  myself  against  him. 

任蚀 1  kind;  sympathising. 

任邦  a  name  for  Korea. 
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姙 
5616 

恁 3
 

5617 

IR •寢沁 

1C.  zyem 
I H.  nyim 
I F.  eing 

IN.  ngia-f 

小 ISz. ) 

] K.  />//,  nim 

|j.  djin、rtin 
I  A.  nybn^ 

Rising  and 
Sinking 

Lower. 

Same  as  561 1. 

To  think;  to  reflect  upon. 

Thus  ；  so.  [To  be  distin¬ 

guished  from  您 8322.] 

?ienz) 麽  thus;  in  this  way. 

旣 然恁的  since  it  is  so. 

恁的不 是他麽 a 
it  is  he. 

course 

isn’t  this  enough  to  kill  me? 

m 
5618 

|r 会泌 
jF.  cing、 eing1 

I  See  任 
Even  and 

ISinkingLower. 

To  lay  the  warp 

web  ；  to  weave. 

縷維  the  warp. 

—系任  to  weave. 

荏
 4 S6i9 

|R •寢 I H.  cnyini 
I W.  zong 

|see  任 
I  Rising  Lower. 

A  large  kind  of 

Soft  ；  pliant. 

beans. 

are  planted  by  wise  men. 

色 _ 而 內荏 he  was looking,  but  had  a  soft  heart. 

virtues,  he  was 

though  stern. 

has  brought  us  to  to-day. 

5557- 

桂荏  an  oily  seed  eatei ducks. 

tree;  see  12,707. 

Same  as  5613. 

Even  and 

ISinkingLower. 

bird  of  this  name. 

»t  s 

Radical  10.  The  form  in -/L  v 
5622  t 

R. 眞  t vhich  5624  appears  when 
ised  as  a  radical  and  placed 

)eneath  the  phonetic;  e.g. 

See 人 

元 ，允， Even  Lower. 

5623 

The  form  in  which  5624 

appears  when  used  as  a 

•adical  and  placed  to  the 

eft  of  the  phonetic ;  e.g. 

他 ，佛. 

j 

X Mankind ；  a  man;  a 

woman  ；  others,  as  opposed 

5624 to  self.  Artificial,  as  op- 
, R •葶 

C.  yen H.  nyin posed  to 天  1 1 ,208.  Ra¬ 

dical  9.  ， F.  ing.  nong 
W.  zang、 nang、 

” gi  ⑽ g 

天地人  heaven,  earth,  and 
nymg 

S.  j .. 

Y. ， 

Sz. ) 

man.. 

人人 or  凡人  all  men ;  man¬ kind. 

K.  in . ].nir，、djin 

人物  jw  12,777- A.  nydn^  hyen 

Even  Lower. 

^  men  and  smoke,
 popu- e lation. 

人家  people ;  somebody;  others. See  1139.
  

i 

是 人家的  k  belongs  to  some 
one. 

ii- 

ie 

d 

人所 《 ̂ 知  known  to  all. 

正 可驚人  just  the  thinS  t0 frighten  one.  丨 

*性 不畏人  not  afraid  of  any one. 

ee 

>y 

可 畏是人  w^at  y°u  have  to 
fear  is  the  people. 

人間  among  men;  in  the  world. 

子非 久人間 you  are  not long,  sir,  for  this  world. 

人中  the  groove  from  the  sep¬ tum  of  the  nose  to  the  upper  lip. 

人口  men  and  women.  \ 

賣人  p|  to  traffick  in  h
u- 

man  flesh. 

人類  man,  一  as  opposed  to 

s, 

brutes. 

a 

人 類不齊 persons  of  all 
sorts. 

無論人 畜  namattawhethe!" 
men  or  animals, . 

一個人 ㈣  man  (or  woman  j 

a  man.  - 

or  ̂   a  man ;  a  ma 
adult. 

女人  a  woman. 

內 人  my  wife. 
一群人  a  crowd  of  people. 

衆人  the  masses;  the  majorit 

人地相 宜 the  risht  man 
the  right  place. — as  a  popul 
territorial  official. 

大人 似 io,47o. 小人  a  small  man  :  a  servar 
the  small  or  mean  man,  as  c 

posed  to  君子  3269. 

無爲 小人儒 be  nQt 
scholar  after  the  pattern  of  t 
mean  man. 

成人  to  become  a  man. 

長 大成人 up  a 
become  a  man. 

君子成 人之美  the  sup 
ior  man  seeks  to  perfect  t 

good  qualities  of  others, 一 a not  their  bad  qualities. 

可以爲 成人矣 hecan 
reckoned  a  perfect  man. 

不 成人。 r 不成 人子 
be  good  for  nothing. 

人子  the  son  of  a  man ;  a  m used  for  the  Son  of  Man,  Chr 

上人  a  superior;  a  Buddt 

priest. 平人  an  ordinary  man. 

人不知 ，鬼 不覺 n。1 
soul  knows  of  it ;  absolut 
secret. 

人  human  form. 
^  3^  human  exp

erience. 

人世  mortals. 人事  human’  affairs. 

人 事不省  to  be  unconscic 人負 officers  and  others. 

人氏  a  family ;  stock. 

人命  a  life;  human  life. 

人字帳 房 a  tent  shaped  1 

^ ;  a  bell-tent. 

人靜  man  at  rest, 一 w
hen 

was  still. 
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人 定時候 when  all  the 
world  was  at  rest. 

或人 定勝天 ，不 可知 
perhaps  our  determination  may 
conquer  fate：  who  knows ? 

^  ̂   man  and  money 

both  gone, — e.g.  thief  and  his 
booty. 

^  ̂   serva
nts. 

^  human  enquiry ;  human 

knowledge. 

工  ̂   ̂   labour  and  sub¬ 
sistence, 一 of  workmen. 

人 望所歸  generally  popular, 
—as  a  measure. 

直 指人心  Pointing  only  to 
man’s  heart, 一 as  the  source  and 
seat  of  true  religion.  Said  of 

the  teaching  of  達 摩  Bodhid- 
harma.  See  11,976. 

人貧志 短 when  a  man  is 
poor,  he  is  wanting  in  enterprise. 

人 惟求舊 ，器 非求舊 

惟 新  as  to  men  we  want  those 
of  old  family,  of  things  we  do 
not  want  old  but  new  ones. 

衣 不如新 ，人 不如故 
new  clothes  and  old  friends  are 
the  best. 

人身  a  man’s*  body. 
人 材  talent;  men  of  talent. 

人 品  a  man’s  moral  and  intel¬ lectual  level. 

人  Aj)  sentiment;  opinion ;  con¬ 
viction. 

人 相 |  human  passions ;  emoti¬ 
ons；  feelings ;  the  presents  an(J 

acknowledgements  which  express 

good  will. 

說個 人情 t0  appeal  to  a 
person  on  behalf  of  another. 

凡事留 人情， 日後好 
相見  in  all  matters  keep  back 
your  feelings  a  little  (ue.  don’t 
break  utterly  with  your  adver¬ 

sary),  so  that  future  meetings 
may  not  be  awkward. 

當 于理而 厭人情 it  is 
right  in  principle,  but  repugnant 
to  the  feelings. 

他必 然作 個人情 he 
will  be  sure  to  make  an  allow¬ 

ance  in  your  favour,. grant  the 
request. 

A
1
 

5624 
不近  A •情  eccentfic. 

^  human  nature. 

人力  human  strength. 

人  man’s  relationships.  See 

7464. 

人客  guests ;  visitors. 

A  criminals. 
IT.  artisans. 

農人  agriculturists. 

天生人 ，天 養人 GQd 
gives  man  birth  and  God  finds 
him  food. 

人其人  make  men  of  their 
men, 一 a  phrase  used  by  Han 
Wen-kung  when  suggesting  the 

suppression  of  monasteries  and 
the  due  employment  of  priests 
in  ordinary  life. 

人爲萬 物之靈 man  is the  divinest  of  all  things. 

人 生一百 ，種 種色色 
in  a  hundred  men,  there  are  men 
of  all  sorts. 

人 生一世 ，草生 一 .秋 - man  lives  but  for  a  generation, 

as  plants  for  a  season. 

人 生 如夢  man’s  life  is  but 
ka  dream. 

人  to  be  a  man  (see  12,521); 
(wei%)  to  be  altruistic ;  see  12,680. 

爲人子 ，止於 #asason» he  was  filial. 

爲人义 ，止 於慈 asa father,  he  was  kind. 

爲人 容易， 做人難 t。 be  a  man  is  easy,  to  act  as  one 
is  difficult. 

豈 能爲人 w  can  he  be reckoned  as  a  man?  See  12,521. 

甲 之爲人 ，可 想而知 
you  can  imagine  what  Lort  of  a 
man  So-and-so  is, 一 from  what  I 
have  said. 

其爲 人也發 憤忘食 
he  is  simply  a  man  who  in  his 

eager  pursuit  of  knowledge  for¬ 

gets  his  food. 

他不能 人  he  is  impotent. 

無分 於人己 t0  make  n。 distinction  between  others  and 

self;  to  make  common  interest 
with. 

無競釋 人 what  is  m°st powerful  is  the  being  the  man. 

K 

參 

匪 直也人  not  only  thus  did 
he  show  what  he  was. 

7^*  there  is  a  beauti¬ 

ful  lady! 

彼 何人势 f  what  can  he  do  to 

you? 

有人綠  he  has  affinity  with people, — he  is  welcomed  wher¬ ever  he  goes. 

至禮 有不人 Perfect' polite- 
ness  is  not  artificial. 

人 人有臉 ，樹 樹有皮 
all  men  have  faces  (sense  of 

shame),  as  all  trees  have  bark： 

人身 一 ■小 天地 man  is the  universe  in  miniature. 

人不 求人， 一般大 when  no  man  seeks  favours  from 

any  other,  then  all  men  are 

equal. 

檯罈子 也是人 he  wh。 
carries  the  chair  is  also  a  man, — 
as  much  as  he  who  rides  in  it. 

人 是樹樁 ，全 靠衣裳 
man  is  like  the  stump  of  a  tree, 

he  cannot  get  along  without 
clothes. 

A 是衣裳 ，馬 是鞍 
clothes  make  the  man,  the  saddle 
makes  the  horse. 

人死如 猛虎， 虎死如 

綿羊  when  a  man  die，s,  he becomes  like  a  fierce  tiger,  when 

a  tiger  dies,  it  becomes  mild 

as  a  lamb.  [The  ghosts  of  ani¬ 
mals  are  not  supposed  to  haunt 

people.] 

天下 K 有兩 A 忙。 n earth  there  are  only  two  busy 

men, — Messrs,  ̂ {j  Gain  and  ̂  

Glory,  the  ever  present  motives 
of  human  effort. 

人 參  image  of  man, — ginseng. A  plant  {Aralia  quinquefolia、 
Planch.  &  Decne.)  found  in 
Manchuria,  Korea,  America,  and 

elsewhere,  the  root  of  which  is 

supposed  to  resemble  a  human 

body  in  shape.  It  is  much  valued 
by  the  Chinese  as  a  strengthening 
medicine. 

>A  參糖  a  sweetmeat  made 
with  ginseng. 

入日  man’s  day, 一 a  name  for the  7th  day  of  the  first  moon, 
mentioned  as  being  the  most 

靈  spiritual,  man  having  been 
created  on  that  day.  [It  is 
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f5 The  rafters  on  which 

tiles  are  laid. See  A 
Evfen  Lower. 
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5626  - 
R •眞 

See 人 

(in  its  regular 

forms)  、 Even  Lower. 

5627 e. 眞 

C.  yen 
H.  nyin 
F.  i”g、ning 
W.  zang 

N: 吻， nyins 
P. 
M. 

Y. 
Sz. 

X.i 

A^.  hyon 
Even  Lower. 

related  by  東方朔  Tung- 

fang  So  that  during  the  eight 
days  of  creation  things  appeared 

in  the  following  order: 一 Fowls, 
dogs,  pigs,  sheep,  oxen,  horses, 
man,  grain.] 

A  fabulous  creature,  half 

man.  half  fish.  A  merman. 

An  inward  and  spiritual 

love  for  all  mankind,  of 

which  義 5454  is  the  out¬ 
ward  and  visible  manifes¬ 

tation,  best  rendered  by 

a  charity,”  in  its  theological 
sense.  Goodness  •’  humani 

ty  ；  kindness ;  mercy.  Sen¬ 
sitive,  as  to  the  touch.  A 

kernel  ；  the  a  pad”  of  ah  ani- 
mal’s  foot.  Used  for  5624 

仁 義禮智  the  four  cardinal virtues. 

傅愛 之謂仁  universal  fove 
is  called  jen.  See  5615. 

仁義免 塞於中 full  of 
charity  and  duty  to  one’s  neigh hour. 

至仁 無親. Perfect  charity has  no  partialities. 

仁 可爲也 ，義 可虧也 
charity  can  be  put  into  practice, 

duty  to  one’s  neighbour  can 
be  wrongly  directed, — in  which 
senses,  from  a  Taoist  point  of 
view,  they  are  defective. 

以 仁存心 ii,972 
仁 遠乎哉 ，我 欲仁， 

斯 仁至矣  is  goodness  so 
far  off?  If  I  desire  goodness, 

lo!  here  it  is  [where  there’s  a will  etc.]. 

仁 者見之 謂之仁 ，智 
者見之 謂之智 

仁,
 

5627 

704 

people  call  it  goodness,  shrewd 

people  call  it  shrewdness, — all 
depends  upon  the  point  of  view. 

將 仁待人 ，被 A 不仁 
to  treat  people  with  kindness  and 

get  unkindness  in  return. 

仁愛。 r 仁慈。 r 仁惠。 r 
benevolence ;  kindness; mercy. 

仁聞  famous  for  benevolence. 

仁政  a  humane  administration. 

仁^  humanity. 

仁:里 a  well  disposed  neigh¬ bourhood. 

仁壽  old  age  as  the  reward  of a  benevolent  life. 

仁獸  a  fabulous  beneficent animal. 

仁孝  filial  affection. 

仁懷  compassion. 仁:心  kind-hearted;  benevolent. 

親親 而仁民 be  devoted  to your  parents  and  you  will  be 
humane  to  the  people. 

仁民 而愛如  be  humane  to the  people  and  you  will  be  con¬ siderate  to  brutes. 

仁兄。 1 仁台  kind  sir!  my 
good  sir! 

仁憲  a  just  official.  Also,  a  con¬ ventional  phrase  used  in  petitions 

and  referring  to  the  authorities 

petitioned. 

不 仁甚矣  the  very  opposite of  charitable  or  kind. 

手 足不仁  hands  and  feet devoief  of  all  sensation.  See  8985. 

仁子  a  kernel.  See  4637. 

菓仁  the  kernels  of  stone  fruit. 

仁頻  betel-nut. 花仁  the  seeds  of  flowers. 

鰕仁兒  shelled  shrimps. 

瞳仁  the  pupil  of  the  eye. 

仁夂  an  adopted  father. 

能仁 寂 .默。 ne  capable  of benevolence,  living  as  a  hermit, 

— Shakyamuni  Buddha. 

火 狐爪仁  the  soft  fleshy  part or  “pad”  of  a  fox’s  paw. 

貂爪仁  the  pad  of  a  sable, - from  which  small  pieces  of  fur 
are  taken. 

仍 

5628 

孕 
S6z9 

撚 

563。 
權 

S63i 

葚 

5632 

捻
，
 

S633 

K •寢 

See 荏 

A.  fiihn、 nimg 

Rising  Lower. 

稔 
3.4 

S634 

R- 亭 

C.  ttem 
H.  lert^ 

F.  zing,  Sing、 

ngietig^ 

W.  sang'ngie、 

zaiy 

N.  Lzing、 st/tg3 , 

戸〆- 
F.jen^  s/ie/k 

win Y.  sen 

Sz.  shen^jen 

K.  im 

nin、 djin 

A.  nyem^  fieni 

Rising  Lower. 

See  5636. 

See  13,846. 

See  8314. 

See  625. 

See  9843. 

A  kind  of  date,  calk 

检棗 • 
三检。 r 番检 the  carambc 
or  polygonal  Canton  “goos 

berry.” 

Read  s/iens.  A  kind  « 

tree,  resembling  or  idem 
cal  with  the  Pride  of  Ind 

[Alelia  Azederach^  L.). 

Ripe  grain;  a  harvest; 
season.  To  store；  to  acc 

mulate.  Practised  in；  fan* 
liar  with.  Also  read  skh 
and  sometimes  written  || 

[In  entries  3,  4,  and  i< 
jen  is  obligatory.] 

^  grain  in  ear;  harvest. 

給年。 1 •歲給  a  goad  harve： 

不 及五給 in  less  than  fi 
harvests, — sc.  years. 

甫及一  _  scarcely  a  ye ago. 

检熟  abundant  and  ripe,  as harvest;  familiar  with. 

給頭  a  term  for  sorghum  whi< 
has  the  mildew. 

^  to  hoard  up;  to  store. 

暗 給財主 a  man  who  h 
secret  hoards  of^ wealth. 

聞 之給矣 much  sP°ken  c 
famous. 
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稔 
S634 

w 

5635 

辉 h 
Snem、 ^nem 

L  sUm、 cUm ing 

. im 

djin、 ttin 
v.jem 

Using  Lower. 

w 

5636 
.蒸 
y^g 
.yin 

cinS ^ng 
dzing 

V. 

I 

卿 
jin 
I  .. 
卜 
ang 

»/5,  dju 

ny  ing  ° Even  Lower. 

給惡  very  wicked. 
一 ■切 給悉  thoroughly  versed 

in. 

出 A 最給  always  ;n  and  out 

給 其况味  well  acquainted 
with  the  condition  of  things. 

To  gormandise.  Ripe 
well  cooked. 

J^lSTGr. 

Forthwith.  Usual.  Still; 

again  ；  yet. 

仍 執醜虜  forthwith  he  seiz¬ 
ed  a  crowd  of  captives, 

仍几  the  usual  or  ordinary 
bench. 

仍舊  as  of  old;  again. 

今仍舊  I  have  10  er ted  to  the 
old  reading. 

遂 仍其舊  a.'d  so  we  con¬ tinued  to  do  it. 

仍 照 ot 仍前  as  before. 

仍蹈 前輸  aSain  treading  in 
the  old  ruts, 一 at  his  old  practices. 

仍 係彼曹  it  is  after  all  as 
he  said. 

仍行  again, 
仍然 如此。 r 仍復如 
是  the  same  thing  over  again. 

仍 往彼處  to  go  again  to  that 
place. 

因 仍苟且  to  be  again  remiss 
or  neglectful. 

仍駐 勿遽回 省 remain, 
and  be  not  in  a  hurry  to  return 

to  the  provincial  capital. 

不 知何聲 姑仍之 ⑽ 
knowing  which  view  to  adopt, 
I  leave  the  point  open. 

仍仍  disappointed. 

仍孫  a  descendant  of  the 
seventh  generation  below  one¬ 
self. 

扔
 2 

5637 
R •蒸庚 

徑 
C.  v.  cwing 
H.  v.  wan^ 

F.  tling 
N.  (izi，o  ang P.  »， 

J.  sho^  yd^  set、 chd、 djo 

A.  ny'irtg 
Even  and Sinking 

Doubtful. 

m 

R •葱 

TtSy 
N.  dzing 

ULjert、 yun 

J.  djo、 nid A.  ny'ing 
Even  Lower. 

艿
 4 

5639 

R •葱 

7TST 
N.  v.  na 
See 

Even  Lower. 

5640 

m 

5641 

r •蒸支 

s<：e 仍而 

Even  Lower. 

曰 
4 分 

5642 

R.W 

C.  yet^  v.  met H.  ngyit 

F.  nik W.  zai,  ne 

N.yVA,  nyih^ 

v.  mih 

% 

To  drag  along；  to  drive; 

to  push. 

Read  jengx^.  To  throw. 

扔石  to  throw  stones. 

扔掉了  he  threw  it  aside. 把那 法子扔 掉另打 
reject  that  plan  and  think 

of  some  other. 

扔了罷  throw  it  away. 奶 r  to  throw  away  as  useless. 

势 開  to  dismiss  from  one’s thoughts. 

Happiness.  To  approach. 

祈天百 奶 I  pray  God  to send  you  all  blessings ! 

Old  roots ；  stumps  of 

plants. 

，草箄 夏複生 the  °id 1  roots  will  sprout  again  in  summer 

See  j  860.  Vulgarly  used 
for  5637. 

All  ；  a  crowd. 

PP  in  crowds.  See  ?^iS. 

The  sun.  A  day.  Oblong. 

Radical  72.  See  1791, 6316, 

12,509,  3721,  4761,  7622. 

日頭  tie  sun. 日 頭出來  when  the  sun  rises. 

日 頭 冒嘴兒 the  sun  just 
appearing  above  the  horizon. 

日 the  sun’s  rays;  sunlight 

日 

4* 

扣42 

Sz.ji 

K.  /7,  v.  ?idl 

J.  djitsz、 nichi 

A.  ny'it 

Entering 

Lower. 

日 之方中 the  sun  at  the 
meridian. 

0  舉命  the  disc  of  the  sun. 

日陽  sunshine. 

日色  sunlight. 
日落。 r 日平 西。 rB 入 

M 日侧  the  sun  setting;  sunset 

幾 於日所 A 地 near 
where  the  sun  goes  into  the 

earth, — at  sunset. 

日 出以前  before  sunrise 日食。 r 日蝕 w 護日 
eclipse  of  the  sun. 

曰 有食之  the  sun  was  eclips¬ 
ed, — on  29  Aug.,  b.c.  775,  the 
earliest  verified  record. 

日 圍主水  a  halo  round  the 

an 

sun  means  rain. 

浮雲 蔽日不 能損其 

正明  floating  clouds  may  ob¬ scure  the  sun  but  cannot  detract 

from  his  real  brightness. 

東 方發日  the  sun  rose  in  the 
east. 

丙與丁 不藏 0  on  Ping and  ting  days  one  is  sure  to  see the  sun. 

日 單。 r 日照  the  sun  shining 
on;  a  parasol;  a  sun-shade. 

不納日  not  exposed  to  the sun, — of  a  sick  room. 

Q  辱  a  sun-
dial. 日 [天  the  deva  of  the  sun.  Sans¬ krit:  surya. 

有天無 13  a  sky  without  a 
sun, — Hamlet  without  the  Prince 

of  Denmark;  also  said  of  one 
who  has  been  wronged.  See 
below  • 

天 無二日 ，民 無二王 
there  are  not  two  suns  in  the 

sky,  nor  (can  there  be)  two  rulers 
of  the  people. 

日往 則月來  when  the  sun goes,  the  moon  comes. 

日 往月來  days  went  and 
months  came, — time  passed. 

日 月星 無私痛 thesun， moon,  and  stars  shine  on  no  one 

in  particular. 

日  j  ̂  證  with  the  sun  and 
moon  as  witnesses, — to  the  con¬ tract. 

89 
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日 月 不大好 tiraesarel)ad. 

0  月扇  fans  ornamented  with
 

figures  of  the  sun  and  moon. 

日 新  daily  improvement.  |： 

日新月 盛  daily  and  monthly 
increasing. 

日 新月異 ，校 對無訛 
each  clay’s  new  (appointments) 

and  every  month’s  alterations 
accurately  noted, 一 the  motto  on 
the  Red  Book  (2073). 

日 就月將 时 daily  Progress 
and  monthly  advance, — I  shall 
learn. 

日 居 月諸， 出自東 

力 *  0  sun  !  0  moon !  which  come 
forth  from  the  east.  [The  first 
four,  and  the  second  and  fourth, 
characters  are  used  in  the  sense 

of  days  and  months,  lapse  of 

time.  See  2987  c/iz1.] 

日  the  source  of  the  sun ;  the 
east;  Japan. 

日國。 r 日斯 巴足亞 
Spain. 

日人  Spaniards. 

日夕  day  and  night. 

一 *  個 日子。 ne  day;  a  day. 

日 日0 r 連日 daily. 

白日  daylight. 

日間  in  the  daytime. 

三 日之間  within  three- days. 

人曰⑽ S624- 

今日  to-day.  „ 

昨日。 1 ■日昨  yesterday. 

明日  to-morrow. 

來日 從 6679. 
日來  lately ;  constantly. 

去日苦 多 in  past  days  I 
suffered  much. 

終日  all  day  long. 
前日  the  day  before  yesterday. 
日 前  formerly;  on  a  previous 
occasion. 

少日 自解歸 after  a  iew 
days  he  resigned  and  went  home 

後 日 Ihe  day  after  tomorrow. 

曰後。 r 別 日。 r 異日。 i 

f  ■ 

矿 
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日  another  day ;  at  some future  date.  1 

迈^日  lately ;  recently.  | 

日 近日親  more  intimate  day 
by  day. 

往 日0 r  昔日  formerly;  in 
days  gone  by. 

一日三 ，三日 兩 fOT  days and  days. 

一曰三 ，三曰 九 one  day 
became  three,  three  days  became 
nine, — time  slipped  away. 

隔一日 間一日 every other  day.  | 

過一 日澆一 回 water  (the 
flowers)  every  other  day. 

曰  aggravated  daily. 
日  daily  becoming  worse. 

日重 一日。 r 日甚一 
日  more  and  more  (or  worse 
and  worse)  every  day. 

一日冷 似一日 it  gets colder  every  day. 

何日 .忘之  when  can  I  forget them? 一 sc.  never. 

臼對二 p  金  a  day  is  worth  a thousand  taels. 

無日0 r  不日  shortly;  ere 
long;  in  a  day  or  two.  [The 
first  is  also  sunless ;  see  above^\ 

不 日有喧 ere  a 抑 elapses, it  is  cloudy  again. 

不日 不月  not  for  days  nor for  months,  —  not  within  any 

given  time;  indefinitely. 

不可同 日而語 not  to  be mentioned  in  the  same  day. 

虛 度 日月  to  waste  the  days and  months. 

0  we  shaU  meet 

again. 

蠢^  日  an  ecliptic  day,  —  a 
luck^  day. 

日者  fortune-tellers  who  deter¬ mine  lucky  day[ 

曰 用。 r  0  0  費  daily 
expenditure. 

日 用常事  the  necessary  ser- vicesx  of  every-day  life. 

日課  a  daily  task. 
日 角  the  protuberance  ^  Uib heads  of  Bmidhist  saints. 

ir 
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日  constantly;  always. 

日 行  the  course  of  the  sun. 

臼行事 宜 daily  routine daily  business. 

日 行通用 in  daity  an 
general  use. 

不幾 日行至 before  man 
days  he  had  reached . 

0  迫  near  th^  end  of  the  yea 

日^ •  the  days  are  short. 

日于 此樹 葉兒長 & day  is  longer  than  the  leaves  ( 
the  trees, — you  need  not  hurt} 

日  a  calendar. 

靡日 不思 not  a  day_  bi 

what  I  think  of  it. 

一曰 不見如 三习。 D 
day  without  seeing  yo^  .is  lilc 
three  months. 

見 風日好 seeing  that  th 
day  was  fine. 

吉日  a  lucky  day. 
破日  an  unlucky  day. 

平日  an  ordinary  day. 

除日  New  Year’s  Eve. 

日期  a  day;  a  date. 
臼久  for  a  long  time. 

日 記簿 (ot 錄） a  log-b°o1 

a  diary. 

日 旺  daily  prospering. 
日形 其敖。 t 日見 3 

daily  losing  ground  or  goii to  decay. 

日- beneath  the  sun;  t 
Emperor;  these  past  few  da> 
Also  used  for  Peking. 

日下 五色雲 five-coloun 
clouds  beneath  the  sun. 

限日下  this  .very  day. 

棒日  to  serve  with  loy 
heart. 

日字  the  character  jih ;  oblou 

日字步  the  knight’s  move 
chess.  See  2697  tslail. 

Read  mi^. 

金  H  禪  Chin  Mi-ti,— a  stat< 
man  under  the  Han  dynasty. 
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41- 和 
S643 

R •會 

5ee 日 
Entering 
Lower. 

Every-day  clothes. 

Read  ni 供' 
underclothes. A  woman’s 

w 
S644 

藥馬 
yok 

'  \y°k 
W,ja 

ziah 

>•〆 
i.jo 

Ljak 

\i.jo 

C.  yak 
djaku^  niaku 

i.  ntok^  ntok 

Entering 
Lower. 

皆衷 其和服 以戲於 
朝  each  of  them  wore  an  arti¬ 
cle  of  her  underclothing,  with 
which  they  made  game  with  one 
another  at  Court, — alluding  to 
Duke  Ling  of  Ch4en  and  two 
of  his  ministers  who  all  had  an 

intrigue  with  a  beautiful  widow, 

TO. 

To  be  as；  as；  as  if；  if； 
as  to.  To  conform  to；  to 
follow;  to  be  like.  In  the 

case  of;  with  regard  to.  To 

approve.  To  be  in  sympa¬ 

thy  with.  Also  =  汝  you. 
Who?  (rare).  In  Peking 

colloquial,  read  yao*.  See 

何  3941  [To  be  distin¬ 
guished  from  苦 6258：] 

有若無  having  as  though  one 
had  not. 

匚 讀若方  the  character 〔 
is  read  as 

末若故 7999 - 

楊柳之 盛若此 such  is 
the  luxuriance  of  the  willows. 

若然來  if  he  comes. 

若果然  if  really. 

若不然 or 若不及 other 
Wse， 一 as  when  suggesting  an alternative. 

倘若  if;  supposing  that. 
如若  if.  5668. 

若何 w  3941- 
若要  ̂   ̂   is  to  be;  in  case  of. 

若 遲不及  if  there  is  delay, 
it  will  be  too  late. 

若乃  see  8113. 
小子若 不知， 却也不 

來 聽琴了  had  I  not  been 
a  connoisseur,  I  should  not  have 
come  to  hear  the  lute. 

若論 理而行 if  it  is  t。 be  a 
question  of  principle. 

5644 

sea. 
are 

are 

若是 不好， 就不買 if 
not  good,  don’t  buy  it. 

若不要  if  you  do  not  want  it. 
苷不是 ，我就 早來了 

I  should  have  come  before,  but that . 

若花若 月若酒 ，皆足 

移情  such  things  as  flowers, 
the  moon,  and  wine,  are  enough 
to  inspire  one. 

與 海相若  just  like  the 

其 葉沃若 its  leaves 
glossy-like. 

往 在若輩 和 之 they often  do  it  like  this. 

彼此判 若兩途 there the  two  following  methods  of 
doing  it. 

民猶 若不足 the  people have  still  not  enough. 

病 未若死  the  disease  is  noti mortal. 

未若 獨宿之 聞爲允 
^ （the  above)  is  not  so 

saddening  as  to  hear  it  when 

passing  the  night  alone. 

指 不若人  if  a  man’s  finger is  not  like  that  of  another  man, 
« — he  is  dissatisfied,  but  not  so 
as  regards  his  mind. 

若人。 1 ■若而 人 the  said man. 

若士者  the  said  gentleman. 

若而氏  the  said  woman. 

得若魚  having  caught  this fish. 

苷 此無罪  as  to  these,  who have  committed  no  crime. 

若彼 若此皆 可爲也 
either  this  way  or  that  way 
will  do. 

若 老若幼 bQth  Qld  and 
young. 

若 民則喜  as  to  the  people, 
they  were  pleased. 

若 夫慈愛  with  regard  to (filial)  love,.. 

莫若 (=不 如)。 r 不若。 r 
豈若  there  is  nothing  like.  • 
it  will  be  best  to". 

時寒若  seasonably  cold. 

曾孫是 若 &  wish  of  the distant  descendant  is  gratified. 

若 *
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惹:
 

R. 

5645 

馬 C.  ye 

H.  ” d  (ngia 
F.  nia 

W.  zt\  zir 

i 力.
 

天 子是若  in  full  accord 
with  the  Son  of  Heaven. 

自若  just  so;  as  before;  self- 
possessed.  See  ̂   12,365" 

若干  so  much；  a  certain  quan¬ 
tity  or  amount. 

若許 s。  long；  so  many. 

若 汝予嘉  of  you,  being such  as  you  are,  I  am  full  of admiration ! 

若否 ，罔 有弗欽 with regard  to  those  whom  I  approve 
and  those  whom  I  disapprove, 

let  there  be  none  who  does  not 

respect  my  will. 

邦 B 若否 ，伸 山甫明 
in  the  States,  the  princes, 

be  they  good  or  bad,  are  clearly 

distinguished  by  Chung  Shan-fu. 

若 爲雄才  who  is'lhe  hero 
(forthcoming)? 

>|4  ̂   Pollia  japonica、 Homst 
?  an  Alpinia. 

若木  a  fabulous  tree  with  red leaves  which  are  luminous  at 

night.  One  such  tree  is  asso¬ 
ciated  with  the  place  of  sunset, 
another  with  that  of  sunrise. 

Read  joz  Frequently 
used  in  the  transliteration 

of  Sanskrit  words. 

般若  wisdom,  —  the  last  and highest  of  the  六度  sixydra- 
mita、 or  means  of  passing  into 
Nirvana.  Sanskrit  \prajnd.  See 

8591. 

般 若波羅 密多輕 the sutra  of  the  intelligence  which 

reaches  the  other  shore,  —  Nir¬ 
vana.  Sanskrit :  prajnd  pdra- mita. 

此是 波若眼 this_ wiii  en' 
able  you  to  attain  to  divine 

wisdom, — said  b 曇霍  T‘an 

Ho  pointing  to  his  錫杖  staff. 

蘭是  6721. To  provoke ；  to  rouse; 

to  induce  ;  to  attract  to  one¬ 

self.  [To  be  distinguished 
trom  E  IO,85i-] 

惹出來  to  provoke 我不 敢惹他 a 惹他 
不起1  dare  net  provoke  him. 



aro 

那個人 惹不得 he  is  , 
man  you  had  bettt  r  not  provoke. 

惹怒 a 惹惱。 r 惹氣 
excite  anger;  to  irritate. 

惹嫌  to  provoke  dislike, 

lY. 

jsr.y<? 
J  K.  ya 
|J.  sha'

nia 

I  A.  hia  I  —  •• 

I  Rising  Lower. 惹藏  to  bring  misfortune 
I  oneself. on 

惹 火燒身 t0  stirup  fireand burn  oneself. 

惹 是非。 r 惹是生 非1° 
make  mischief. 

招惹  to  stimulate ;  to  excite. 

惹人笑  to  cause  people  to laugh. 

引惹  to  incite ;  to  urge;  to 
tftempt. 

花惹蝶  flowers  attract  butter¬ flies. 

惹 我相思  roused  my  pas¬ 
sion  ; inspired  me  with  amorous 
feelings. 

惹亂兒 惹草招 風1° 
get  oneself  into  trouble. 

熱‘
 

5649 

R .屑 

C..v/ 
H.  tigiet 

F.yc'.k 

\V. 

N. /eV;,  ngih 

|'P.  j? 

M./V 

V.  uk 

Sz.Jt\Vc' 
K.  'yol 
I.  mtsz 

•A.  nyiit 

Entering 

Lower. 

j  A  fabulous  tree  ；  see  5644 
5646  I A  kind  of  fruit. 

卜藥 
h 若 

Entering 
Lower. 

榜梅  a  species  of  plum.  Also, I 
the  pomegranate. 

708 

TO 

j  Hot,  as  opposed  to 冷 

:6869  or  凉 7025  ；  to  heat. 

With  intent  ；  purposely.  See 

8533.  [To  be  distinguish¬ ed  from  熟  10,051.] 

溫熱。 r 熱和和 'varm ; 
tepid. 

. 

very  hot. 

暑熱。 r 炎熱  hot;  scorching; 
； burning. 

悶 熱  qi ■燥熱 h(3t  and 
i 

熱氣潘 人 hot  damp  air, enough  to  steam  one. 

潑 得有趣  it  is  nice  and  hot. 

勢:度  temperature, -of  the  atm 
% 、、  spher 
5649 

( sphere  and  of  human  beings. 

熱 决之罪  a  punishme] 
meted  out  ere  the  matter  h； 

had  time  to  cool, — e.g.  the  d 

capitation  of  a  parricide. 

:熱鬧  busy;  bustling;  noisy. 

R. —— as  tea. 

熱天  a  hot  day. 

笑氣 熱得狠 the  weather 
is  very  hot. 

熱 如坐甑  as  hot  as  if  sitting 
on  a  boiler. 

寧^水  hot  water. 

「芙生 的熱水 a  hot  spring. 

mm  hot  
wine. 1 熱酒館  a  restaurant  which 

j  supplies  hot  food, hot  food. 

不 分冷熱  not  distinguishing hot  and  cold;  no  matter  whether 

hot  or  cold;  regardless  of  cir¬ cumstances. 

熱不息 惡木陰 thou§h hot,  do  not  sit  down  under  a 

poisonous  tree.  S<c  6126. 

誰 能孰熱 wh。 ean  take  up a  hot  thing?  . 

兩人打 得火熱 the  tw。 men  belaboured  each  other  hotly. 

吾心 煩熱  I  am  very  anxious 
in  mind. 

熱心 or 熱腸。 ̂ 熱心 腸 
warm-hearted;  affectionate;  zea¬ 

lous;  earnest. 

熱心 學務  very  eager  in learning  his  business. 

H.  ngiok F.  yok^  y ok ̂ 

zia/i-r.  v. 

hsiah、 

See 

irning 

發熱  to  put  forth  heat, 一 to  be feverish. 

腕 年發熱  in  his  later  life he  became  bad-tempered  or  irri table. 

:熱病 fever- 

; 熱癤  heat  spots  or  boils. 

l 熟河  hot  river, — 
Jehol,  a  sut j  mer  residence  of  the  Empero I  of  China  lying  about  100  mil 

north  of  Peking,  beyond  tl 

Great  Wall 

弱 

S^5c 

Weak,  as  opposed  to  ̂  

1 292.  To  treat  as  wea! 
To  weaken. 

弱質  weak  in  fibre;  thin 
substance. 

Entering 

Lower. 軟弱  wMk ;  weak]y_ 

瘦弱  thin  and  weak. 

胃  ̂   worn  out;  decrepit. 

柔弱  soft  and  weak;  pliable. 

弱身子  a  sickly  person. 

弱弟  a  little  brother. 

濟弱  to  help  the  weak. 
懦弱  wanting  in  energy ;  i 
becile. 

弱不 敵强艸 weak 咖 
withstand  the  strong, — so Mencius. 

弱之勝 强 the  weak 

o\ 

comes  the  strong, 一 so  spys Tzii. 

弱 不勝衣 tQ。 weak  t° b 
the  weight  of  clothes. 

勿 爭强弱 d。 nc)t  sUug 
strong-weak,  —  to  see  who 
master. 

志氣弱  infirm  of  purpose. 軍中 莫笑 書生弱 
not  be  astonished  that  on 

campaign  my  studies  grew  sla 

弱冠  a  young  man  of  twei 
6373. 

嫵 媚孅弱  slim  and  grace 

春 寒花弱 when  the  spl is  cold,  the  flowers  are  stunt 

^  ̂   the  Weak  
Water,— 0< 

nus  of  the  Greeks. 



TO 

7°9 

5*55。 

篛 
S6SI 

i.  ngiok) 

N.  ngia 

若 
Entering 
Lower. 

双 
5652 

;ee 若 
Entering 
Lower. 

柔
，
 

5653 

l.yau 

l»yiu 

7.iu 

V.j  . 

卜“
 

\j
ou
 

<!• 
 
ju
、j
ou
 

ji
o 

»z. 
 
jo
u 

C. 
 
yu
 

•  dju
、 

ni
u 

Even  Lower. 

無弱 孤有 幼 do  not  treat  as 
weak  the  orphan  and  the  young, 

一 but  employ  each  according  to 
his  capacity. 

謀弱 山東 之諸侯 ^ 
plotted  to  weaken  the  feudal 

chiefs  of  Shantung. 

A  kind  of  water-plant  or 

rush  ( Typha). 

蒲弱  edible  shoots  of  the  above 

靑弱笠  a  conical  hat  of  dark 
green  rushes. 

Obedient.  United. 

為木  a  wonderful  tree,  found 

in  扶桑  Fu-sang,  see  3613 
said  to  be  the  Mexican  aloe. 

JOXJ. 

Soft,  as  opposed  to 剛 

5895.  Yielding  ̂   pliant. 
Tender,  of  language. 

柔軟  soft ；  yielding；  meek. 

柔綿。 1 ■柔順  yielding;  ac- 
commodating. 

柔和  soft；  velvety. 

^  ̂   weak;  nerveless. 

剛柔 並 濟  tempering  severity 
with  mercy. 

温 柔敦厚  henign  and  mild 

懷 柔百神  he  has  attracted 
and  given  rest  to  all  spiritual 
beings. 

德以 柔中國 by virtue  to 
subdue  the  people  of  the  Middle 
Kingdom. 

媚 態柔情  a  soft,  lascivious 
manner. 

柔媚  attractive;  beautiful. 

楊 柳風至 柔 the  willow 
wind  (of  spring)  is  very  balmy. 

架遠人  be  kind  to  men  from 
afar. 

柔語  soft  speech 

婉 甚柔甚  how  sweet !  how 
tender ! — of  a  passage  in  a  poem. 

柔
 2 

5653 

w 
5654 R  :^有 

C.  Hu 

F.  iiu^  ciu 

See 柔 

(usually  Even) 
A.  iniu 

Even  and 

Rising  Lower. 

揉
 3 

5655 

R. 有 

& :揉 

Rising  Lower. 

糅 

5656 

糅，
 

5^57 

宥 

See 揉 

Even  and 

Rising  Lower. 

滕
 2 

5658 

R. 尤 

See  柔. 

Even  Lower. 

柔 之勝剛  the  soft  overcomes the  hard. 

柔 則茹之 ，剛 則 卩 土之 
the  soft  is  devoured,  the  hard  is 

spat  out. 

卖毛  sheep’s  wool. slow, — as  a  fire. 

卖佛  Johore. 柔然  the  Geougen ;  see  571 

To  bend,  as  with  fire  ；  to 

twist  ；  to  subdue. 

揉槎  to  crumple  in  the  hand to  bully. 

揉碎  to  twist  to  pieces. 

揉球  to  roll  metal  balls  in  the 
hand,  in  order  to  keep  the  fingers 

supple. 

揉 此萬邦  to  subdue  all  these countries. 

揉榇  to  rub;  to  shampoo. 

^的  ~ *  聲  there  was  a  sudden whirr. 

杷眼揉 出淚來  squeezed some  tears  out  of  his  eyes. 

To  bend  wood  by  fire  or 

steam. 

揉 木爲耒 t。 bend  _d into  a  plough-handle. 

Same  as  5655. 

Mixed. 

同 糅玉石  gems  and  com¬ mon  stones  all  mixed  together. 

Fat;  juicy  5  rich  ；  abun¬ dant. 

aroxj 

m 56S9 

R •充肴 

宥 
C,ciu 

See 柔 

(elsewhere 

Even) 

Even  and 

Rising  Lower 

To  tread  out  grain  ；  to 

trample  under  foot. 

躁去批 慷  t。 tread  the  grain 
from  the  husk. 

踩 踐  to  trample  under  foot. 
躁瞒  the  trampling  of  animals, 
as  in  a  stampede ;  the  devas¬ tation  caused  by  troops,  or  by 

oppressive  taxation. 

The  felloe  of  a  wheel. 

5660 

R .宥 

See 揉 

Rising  Lower. 

行山者 轉  fcir  mountain travelling,  use  hard-wood  felloes. 

m 

5661 

r .禿宥 

& 柔 

Even  Lower. 

Soft,  as  well-dressed 
leather  or  kid. 

猫 

5662 

See  8 1 6 1  •  [ 

月 
S663 

The  form  in  which  Ra¬ 

dical  1 30  usually  appears, 

chiefly  at  the  left-hand  side 
of  the  phonetic  ；  see  5665. 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

月  13768.] 

5664 

R. 有 

C.  cyau 
F.  Qniu^  ciu 

V.jou0 

IA.  you0 

「•  djU、 tiio 
A.  niu 

Rising 

Obsolete  and 

doubtful. 

A  step  ；  t*he  track  of  an 
animal  ；  to  track.  Radical 

1 14. 
肉必
 

5665 

R. 屋 

C.yuk 

H.  nyuk^ 

F. nguk 
W.y«,  ngiu 
N.  nguo 

?.JOU° 

M.jou 

Ylesh ;  meat,  esp 

pork  ；  fleshy  ；  subsi 

The  pulp  of  fruit.  F 1 30.  See  5254. 

肉釘  a  collop  of  pork. 

牛肉 beet 
羊肉  mutton. 



5665 
Sz.ju 

Y.  jouk、jpt^ 
K. 

[. shiku,  n  ’t h‘ A. nyuk 

JOXJ 

肉 
4* 

Entering 

Lower. 

:魚肉 fish. 

肉  chicken- 
! 飛肉  poultry;  game. 

肉九。 1 •肉圓  meat  balls. 

i 肉包子  mince  dumplings. I 

I 肉片  meat  in  slices. 

; 肉舖 or 肉架子 a  butcher，s I  shop. 

I  肉 案  a  butcher’s  block. 
I 

:肉市  a  meat  market. 

changz  肉 ot 生肉  to  lay 

j  on  flesh. 

肉  thin;  wasted. 

風 A 肉  the  wind  is  cutting. 

腐肉  rotten  meat ;  sloughing 
flesh. 

$  入  not  in  accordance 
with  requirements. 

:肉痳  the  flesh  creeps. 

打肉  to  sell  meat. 

要打肉  you’ll  get  a  whipping. 

骨肉  bones  and  flesh :  flesh  and 
blood,  as  brothers,  parent  and 
child.  Also,  the  structure  of  a 
written  character  from  a  calli 

graphical  point  of  view. 

親骨肉  one’s  own  flesh  and 
blood, 一 of  brothers  or  parents. 

骨 豐 肉潤 加 bones  and  the 
flesh  (of  written  characters)  well 

proportioned, 一 not  too  thin  nor 
too  thick. 

一身肉  fat;  corpulent. 

I 肉身  this  mortal  body. 

i  肉 擾討打  y°ur  flesh  itches 

j  to  get  a  beating, 一 you  want  me I  to  thrash  you. 

i 作 爲熟肉  
to  treat  as  cooked 

j  meat, — to  gobble  up;  to  prey 
upon,  as  greedy  officials. 

肉視之  regarded  him  as  a 
piece  of  meat, —  as  something 
good  to  eat,  sc,  as  some  one  to 

squeeze  money  from. 

如行 屍走肉  like  a  walking 
corpse  or  a  moving  lump  of 

flesh, — of  a  dull,  heavy-witted 

person. 

肉白骨  to  put  flesh  on  white 
bones, 一 to  bring  a  dead  person 
to  life. 

肉 

' IO 

4* 

肉 眼無珠  flesh-eyed,  with¬ out  pupils, — stupid;  dull  of  ap- 

5665  !■  prehension. 

I 肉 眼不識 英雄⑽
 ’t  tell 

a  hero  when.  h6  sees  one. 

肉 食者鄙 ，未 能遠謀 
the  flesh-eaters  are  poor  crea- 

’  tures,  and  cannot  form  any  far- 
reaching  plans. 

9^  _  焚香  t0  Cllt  0 仔 flesh  and burn  incense, —  as  when  one’s 

j  parents  are  sick. 

! 割 肉  '瘳親  tc>  cut  a  Piece of  one’s  flesh  to  (mix  with  medi¬ 

cine  and)  cure  one’s  parents. 

割肉以 充腹 tQ  cut one’s  flesh  to  fill  one’s  belly,- - 
robbing  Peter  to  pay  Paul. 

乾水肉  meat  that  has  not  had water  blown  into  it  to  increase 

the  weight. 

肉刑  flesh-punishment,  —  muti¬ lation. 

肉鼓吹  the  sound  of  flogging. 

肉疔  an  ulcer. 

丨 肉瘤子 a  wen- 

息肉  proud  flesh. 土肉  a  kind  of  Medusa  or  sea- anemone. 

肉香 a  sort  of  joss-stick  without the  baaiboo  centre. 

肉子  the  blade  of  a  knife. 

I 肉桂  cinn
amon. 

肉 菓萱蔻 _megS. 
肉  clarified  sharks^fins. 

一埤 臭肉滿 鍋腥。 ne piece  of  foul  meat  will  make  the 

whole  pot  stink.  Cf.  one  black 
sheep,  etc. 

酒 肉和尙  priests  who  take both  wine  and  meat,  —  which 

they  should  not  do.  See  2260. 

熟熟熟 賣貴肉 thoush we  are  the  closest  friends,  you 

sell  me  your  meat  dear ! — i.e. 
you  cheat  an  old  friend. 

Read  jouz  (and  vulg.  and 

unauthorisedly  s/wu4).  The 

shape  of  cash. 

背 面肉好 (/iaoi) reverse obverse,  shape  and  hole,  of  a cash、 

汝
 3 

5666 

tTXJ 

R •語 

You；  your.  See^  3354 

and  女 8419.  Name  o: 
two  tributaries  of  the  rivei 

淮  Huai. 

See 如 

Rising  Lower.:  是非汝 所知也 k  h。 
one  of  the  things  you  understand 

汝其 于予治 d。  you  try  tc I  govern  them  for  me. 

I 致意 汝主人
  repeat  what : 

I  say  to  your  master. 

遵 彼汝墳  along  those  raisec 
banks  of  the  Ju  river. 

敉,
 

S667 

R. 語 

See 如 

Rising  Lower. 

如,
 

5668 

R. 魚 

C.yii 
H.r/ 

F.  vu W:  zuju 

?：ju 

M.  vii 

Y  .  hi Sz.y?/,  yii 

K.ye 

J.  djo、 nio 

A.  nyi 

Even  Lower. 

Cakes  made  of  rice>floui and  honey. 

To  follow  ；  to  go  to  {set 

10,296).  If ；  as.  Like ；  ditto 

Normal  ；  usual.  You.  Se< 

辟  /V4  9016， 譬 9025. 

躍 如海內  to  jump  into  tlv 
sea. 

當如 晉以告 you  must  sa 
I  have  gone  to  Chin  (Shansi:, 
See  5615. 

煬帝 自京師 如東都 
the  Emperor  Yang  went  fron： 
Ch(a^)g-an  to  Lo-yang. 

權 將如吳 [Sun]  Ch‘iianwa 
about  to  proceed  into  Wu. 

如何 an  interrogative  phrasel 
asking  for  an  independen 

opinion. 

食之 不足如 何 butifOT 
has  not  had  enough  to  eat,  ho\ 

then ? — what’s  to  be  done? 

秀 字如何 寫 hc)w  is 

“bald”  written  ? 

尊 意如何  what  is  you 
opinion,  sir? 

如 何是好  what  is  best  tQ  b 
done? 

帝曰 兪予聞 ，如甸 
the  Emperor  said,  “Yes,  I  hav 

heard  of  him.  What  sort  of  ■ 

man  is  he?” 
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夜 如何其 how  goes  the 
night? 

如  不信  how  is  it  he  will 
not  believe? 

不 知他學 間如何 
I  don’t  know  what  his  scholar¬ 

ship  amounts  to. 

W  fit  _  the  man
ner  in 

which  duties  are  to  be  levied, . 

無如何 也。1 •無 可如 
without  resource;  nonpluss¬ 

ed. 

而不 敢如何 but  did  not 
dare  to  take  any  steps  in  the 
matter. 

將如 國家何 what  then  will 
become  of  the  State, 一 if  that  is 
tolerated. 

其 如我何  what  can  he  do  to 
me? 

傷 如之何  I  am  tortured  for 
her,  but  what  avails  it? 

無 如之何  there  is  no  help 
for  it;  not  concerned  with. 

如之 何勿思 hQw  can  1  nc>t 
think  of  him  ? 

蘇琳如 之何 how  've 
proceed  in  planting  hemp? 

甸*  兔 J  an  interrogative  phrase, 
asking  for  an  opinion  upon  a 

suggestion  of  the  speaker.  Also 

= ^  ;  see  below.  Also  used 
as  an  exclamation  =  How  now? 

君以 爲何如 what  d。 you 
think,  sir,  of  that? 

^  ̂   what  do  you  think 

of  her  now,  sir? — that  you  see 

her,  implying,  “Is  she  not  as  I 

said  she  was?” 

何如堯 舜時邪 is  nc)t  this 
the  days  of  Yao  and  Shun? 

— the  Golden  Age. 

夜景 之淸絶 爲何如 

也  how  beautifully  clear  must 
the  night  have  been ! 

但未 知死何 如生耳 
but  I  do  not  know  how  death 

is  as  compared  with  life, — better 
or  worse. 

與其事 狻嚴惩 ，何如 

先 期申儆 it  is  better  to 
give  warning  beforehand  than 

to  inflict  heavy  penalties  after¬ 
wards. 

如 
2 
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親 賓相賀 問何如 
tives  and  friends  congratulate  me 

and  ask  me  how  I  like  it, 一 e.g. 

my  promotion. 

以我 爲何如 人 、vhat  sort of  a  man  will  he  take  me  for? 
— if  I  act  thus. 

無  alas!  unfortunately. 
無如 深閨遠 在萬里 
alas!  my  home  is  ten  thousand li  away. 

女 fj  其 仁 ̂  whose  charity  is  like unto  his  ? 

女口  if  there  is；  if  he  has. 

女卩  whenever；  11  ever. 

如 若。1 •如 然。1 •如果 if; if indeed. 

女口或  if  perchance. 

如果屬 實 if  k  is  true- 
女 (J  多頁  if  it  shall  be  necessary. 

不如。 i ■莫如  not  equal  to; not  to  be  compared  with. 

知 J  used  as  an  initial  phrase  = 
the  best  plan  would  be、 as  fol- 

lows.  See  2081  and 

i3,522.  ’
  、 

不  $卩 不 去  better  not  go. 

不如是 不足以 otherwise it  would  be  insufficient  to . 

與其悔 之于終 ，莫如 

愼之于 始 as  compared with  repenting  a,t  the  end,  there 

is  nothing  like  being  cautious 

at  the  beginning. 

如 官如府 w  5675. 

女口 . — »  售存  with  regard  to . 

又如你 們念 佛 again， with  regard  to  repetition  of 

Buddha’s  name. 

^  也 (the  thief  cleaned  the 
place  out)  as  empty  as  possible. 

盃中 空如也 his  glass  was quite  empty. 

檐 如  evenly  adjusted;  nicely dressed. 

淡如  free  from  care.  See 10,646. 

空 空如也  apparently  quite empty. 

如同 like. 如 詳  in  accordance  with  'the report. 

如 
2 
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in  accordance  with  the 

amount；  in  full. 

如 寶  as  a  precious  stone;  very dear.  1 

如 — *  mucii  the  same.  See  below • 

如 — •日  as  at  the  present  time. 

雖有 不如無 better  not 
have  it  than  have  it.  | 

所獲不 如所 亡 what  he 
gained  was  not  equal  to  what 
he  lost. 

如此。 r 如此 這般。 ■•如 是  like  this;  thus.  | 

女 H  such  is  the  purport; shall  have  as  much.  丨: 

不聽 軍令， 有如此 
whoever  commits  a  bjeach  of 

military  discipline.shall  bo  served 
like  this, — said  by  孫 權  Sun 

Ch‘iian， as  he  smashed  a  table 
to  atoms.  See  below.  < 

如 此如此 ，這 般這般 
telling  him  all  the  details  as 

aforesaid,  —  a  phrase  used  to 

avoid  repetition  of  what  is  al¬ 
ready  know  to  the  reader.  Also, 

“so  on  and  so  on,”  as  when 

details  are  purposely  left  un¬ 

expressed,  or  are  reserved. 

4 可 至 如  itL  how  
did  it  come 

to  this  pass? 

有女 如雲  there  were  Sirls 
as  numerous  as  clouds. 

如夫 人。1 •如嫂 夫人。 r 

如 1  君 " as  your  wife, — your  con¬ 
cubine.  ' 

如 意  as  you  wish;  in  accord¬ ance  with  your  heart’s  desire. The  name  of  a  kind  of  short 

sword,  with  sword-guard,  origin¬ 

ally  made  of  iron,  and  used  by 

the  ancients  for  self-defence  and 

also  for  purposes  of  gesticulation. 

It  is  now  often  given  as  a  present 

ambng  the  Chinese,  signifying 

good  wishes  for  the  prosperity 

of  the  recipient.  It  is  seen  in 
the  hands  of  idols,  and  is  the 

setting  of  摩 足  Mani,  the 
round  pearl  (ohe  of  the  七寶 

sapta  ratna)  which  is  said  to 
keep  always  clean  and  bright 
and  to  shed  a  brilliant  light  on 

all  surrounding  objects.  Hence, 

it  is  the  symbol  of  Buddha 
and  his  doctrines.  Used  for  the 

Sanskrit  riddhi  and  Tiddhi-pada、 
in  the  sense  of  magical  powers. 

Also,  the  year-title  of  a.d.  692. 
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如意草  trefoil;  clover. 

稱心 如意 exactly  as  one wishes. 

不如 意事常 八九。 f 
things  that  do  not  accord  with 

one’s  wishes,  there  are  eight  or 
nine, — in  every  ten. 

二子皆 不如意 both  the 
sons  were  dissatisfied. 

如意襪  as-you-wish-stockings 
sold  here, — a  shop-sign. 

i 手執燻 爐如意  holding 
j  in  his  hands  a  censer  and  a  ju  i. 

1 我如意 中有女 子十 

七歲  iny  ideal  is  a  maiden 
seventeen  years  of  age. 

縱 意所如  to  give  free  play 
to  one’s  inclinations;  to  do  as 
one  feels  inclined. 

得以 自如  able  to  ao  what he  liked. 

如  to  fall  in  with  oners  wishes. 

:六如  the  six  likes, -如夢 
如 幻如泊 如影如 

露如電  like  a  dream,  like 
a  vision,  like  a  bubble,  like 

shadow,  like  dew,  like  lightning, 
—— such  is  life. 

九如  the  nine  likes, —  如山 
如 旱如岡 如陵如 
川 如月如 日如南 

山 之壽如 松柏之 
like  high  hills;  like  mountain 

masses,  like  topmost  ridges,  like 

huge  bulk  of  rock,  like  streams, 

like  the  moon,  like  the  sun,  like 

the  age  of  the  southern  hills, 
like  the  luxuriance  of  fir  and 

cypress, — so  may  be  thy  increase 
and  descendants  to  come ! 

所 如不偶  not  in  accordance 
with  one’s  anticipations. 

大如我  older  than  I  am. 

如今  (= 而 今  see  below) 
now;  at  the  present  day. 

如月  the  second  moon. 

如故  as  of  old;  as  before. 
如 2  the  like;  such  as  this. 

後 勿如之 dcn’t  do  it  again ! 

高五寸 闊如之 five  i 
ches  in  height,  and  ditto  in 
breadih. 

如
 5 
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12 

如 ― .  once  times  one  is  one. 

三  六  twice  three  are 
six. 

取牛 羊豕之 肉三如 
― »  take  equal  parts  of  beef, 

mutton,  and  pork. 

如來  the  highest  of  all  the epithets  given  to  every  Buddha, 

signifying  that  his  coming  and 

going  is  in  accordance  with  that 

of  his  predecessors.  Sanskrit : 
Tat  ha  gat  a. 

善如爾 之間也 a  good question  indeed ! 

I 安 樂自如 tranquil  and 

j  happy. 

繩 墨殺焉 竝如字 
s/ien^  mo,  sha、 and  yen,  are  all 

to  be  read  here  as  usual, — 

without  any  change  of  sound  or 
tone. 

熊亦作 能如字  Jisiung  ii also  written  7icng  (in  this  pas¬ 

sage)  with  its  normal  sound. 

丨燭 音性 ，師 古讀如 

chu1^  is  (here)  read  chux 

Yen  Shih-ku  keeps  the  normal reading. 

大 舊音泰 ，今 讀如字 
the  old  sound  of  ta  was  fai， but 

it  has  now  the  normal  sound 

of  ta. 

以文 意考之 烏當如 

judging  from  the  context 

•wu  ought  to  stand, — as  opp.  to 
the  emendation  烏. 

如約  as  agreed  upon;  according to  Treaty. 

如所擬  as  suggested. 

焚 如死如  as  many  as  were burnt,  died. 

如震 如怒1 ike  the  rage  of shaking  thunder； 

不如期  unpunctual. 

四 書熟如 六經 whtn  the Four  Books  have  been  learnt, 

we  come  to  the  Six  Classics. 

突 如其來  he  suddenly  came 
in. 

突 如來如  coming  at  uncer¬ 
tain  times. 

有如  the  common  form  for  be¬ ginning  an  oath.  See  皦  i369. 

如
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有 如上帝  so  help  me  God! 
I 

i 如而通  ju  is  used  with  rhe 

I  (3345), — and  so  comes  t
o  mean； 

you,  your. 

遠如期 4  may  your  time  (for| 

j  death)  be  far  off. 愛其 二毛則 如服焉 
if  you  like  graybeards,  you  had; 
better  follow  them. 

帮1
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R .魚 

See 如 

The  binding  at  the  end 
of  a  bow.  A  large  napkin. 
A  banner. 

Even  Lower. 

洳
 4 
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魚御 F.  w,  du 

See 如 

Even  and 

Sinking 

Lower. 

笳
 2 

S67x 

R 魚 

See 如 

Even  Lower. 

jit
* 

5672 

R •魚語 

御 

See  y^p 

Moist  ；  damp  ；  marshy. 

霧爛衣 欲洳  in  a、 heavy 
mist  the  clothes  become  soaked. 

7 且対 II  lo'v  and  oozy, 一 as  a  marsh. 

洳河  old  name  of  a  river  i 
Hupeh. 

ID' 

The  thin  outside  skin  of 

the  bamboo,  used  for  caulk-! 

ing  and  other  purposes. 

Even,  Rising, 
Sinking 

Lower. 

To  receive.  To  reckon : 

to  deliberate.  To  eat；  sd 

柔 5653.  Putrid.  Madder. 

[Read  ju^  in  the  book- 
language,  except  the  last 

entry.] 

我心 匪鑒 ，不 可以茹 
ray  mind  is  not  a  mirror :  it 
cannot  receive, 一 all  inipressiom 

equally. 

不可 以茄1 cannot  guesf 
what  it  is. 

來 咨來茹  consult  about  anc 
consider, 一 the  rules  which  have 
been  given  to  you. 

躁狁 匪茹  badly  reckonecj 
the  Hsien-yiin. 

茹草  to  eat  herbs. 
茹其拳 而不言 _ 
his  fist  and  said  nothing. 



茹
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吐茄  to  spit  out  and  to  swallow, 
1  — the  hard  and  soft  parts,  respec¬ 

tively. 

:天 赤有 所吐 茄乎 has 
I  God,  too,  certain  things  He  must 

I  put  up  with  ? 

，啜茄  to  gobble  up. 

I 不茄葷  not  to  eat  forbidden 

food, 一 as  priests.  S<:c  5234. 

i 貪茄  a  great  
appetite. 

w 
5673 

'•f 

;ee 如 
C.  nie 

Even  Lo.«er, 

W 
5幻4 

丈魚 
;ee 如 
Even  Lower. 

iW 
5675 

，虞 
Z,  yu 
H.i 
F.ii 

S.ji 

p.y “ 
^.yu 
Y./u 

K.  yu 

[•  niu^  dju 

A.  nyu、 nyo 
Even  Lower. 

I 茄 素念經  to  eat  lenten  fare 

and  repeat  the  su/ras, 

茄 毛飲血 tQ  eat  the  skin 
and  drink  the  blood, — as  savages 
do. 

茹魚 驅蠅.  like  taking  stink¬ ing  fish  to  drive  away  flies,-— it 

only  makes  them  come  the  more. 

拔 茅連茄  to  pull  up  plants, 
roots  and  all;  to  attract  or  call 

together  the  scholars  of  a  coun¬ 

try;  to  advance  worthy  men. 

香茄  a  fragrant  plant  {Elsholt- 
zia  cristata、 Willd.),  allied  to  ver¬ 
vain.  See  5680. 

茄屢 在  l^themaddei^"— 
cordifolla  L.)  is  on  the  bank. 

Rags  ；  old  clothes.  See 

絮 4774. 

纗有衣 f 纠  for  caulking,  rags 
are  used. 

铷 漸于唓  the  caulking  gra¬ 
dually  let  the  water  in, 一 being 
worn  out  by  age. 

A  kind  of  quail,  said  to 

be  produced  by  transform¬ 
ation  from  a  mole. 

A  scholar  ；  a  man  of 

learning.  A  Confucianist. 

女  >3 爲 君子儒 be  a 
scholar  after  the  style  of  the 

superior  man. 

無爲 小人儒 be  not  a 
scholar  after  the  style  of  the 
mean  man. 

儒 者之道  the  principles  of| 
the  learned. 

必 歸於儒  they  naturally 
turn  to  orthodoxy. 

儒,
 

5675 儒教。 1 ■儒家  Confucianism. 

儒士。 1 •儒生  the  literati. 

寒儒  a  poor  scholar. 
迀儒  a  simple  scholar,  without 
knowledge  of  the  world. 

小儒  the  schoolmen. 
腐儒  a  rotten  scholar, - a  pedant. 

儒醫  a  learned  physician. 

儒雅  refined;  accomplished. 

儒學  a  Director  of  Studies, — of 
j  whom  there  are  generally  two 

in  every  縣  District, 

i 通儒  of  wide  learning. 

:儒 冠儒脤  settled  down;  satis- factory  ;  ship-shape,  —  a  phrase 
u^ed  in  the  north  and  said  to 

refer  to  the  change  of  head- 

gear  and  dress  enforced  by  the 
Manchus.  Also  written  如官 

如府 • 

哺:
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C.  c :祕, Svu 

H.  csi F. ) 

w.  k
 “ 

N.  iji 
P.  Sju 

iVw 

% 儒需 

Even  Lower. 

5677 

R 屬
 

See 乳 

Rising  Lower. 

孺 

567§ 

R •虞囊 

Chattering  ；  hum  of  con 
versation.  See  8270. 

To  stain  ；  to  dye.  To 

raise  the  hands；  to  rub  the 

hands. 

A  suckling  ；  a  child  ；  to 

: be  childlike. 

遇 

i  V” 

£儒 

f 需 子^  little  boy  or  my  lad ! 

i 公 將不利 於濡子 _ "5 0111  !  duke  will  do  no  good  to  the  boy. 

I  黃口  濡子 
 a  young  child. 

: See  5124. 

■和 ‘且孺  happy  and  child- 

j  like. 

:濡 慕之私 呵 longing  af- 

j  fection. 

A.  nyu 

Even  Lower. 

孺
 2 
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藉^人  title  of  wives  of  officials of  the  seventh  grade.  Used  on 

•  tombstones  for  a  “deceased  wife. 

長者收 拾進來 ，交付 

孺人  your  husband  took  it  in and  gave  it  to  you. 

濡  乂喜逢  h  the  e°od'vife 
is  fond  of  entertaining  guests. 

m 5679 

K. 虞 

C.  i.i  it 

H.  csi、 三 i 

F.  csii 

X.  zshi 

P.  iju 

M.  iyi't 

V.  lu 
Sz.ju 

K. ) 

J.  dj u '  nin 
A.  cniu Even  Lower. 

薷1
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.虞 

Sei 儒 

Even  Lower. 

孺1
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R. 虞 

See 儒 

Even  Lower. 

1 

;  To  moisten  ；  damp;  to 
be  wet  ；.  glossy. 

濟盈 不濡軌 the  _ 
will  not  wet  the  axle  of  my carriage. 

如 、濡  as  though  wet, — shining 

glossy. 

I、 辱  _ or  濡溺  to  dip;  to 
, immerse;  soaked. 

濡鷄  to  dip  a  fowl  in  hut  water, to  make  the  feathers  ^ome  ofr 

j  easily. :濡濕  t。 wet;  t。 scxik. 

j  濡染  t。 dye. 丨耳 濡目染 ears  soaked  and eyes  dyed, — with  learning. 

含濡  to  be  patient；  to  endure 

無 濡忍之 having  no patience;  unable  to  put  up  with 

是何 濡滯也  how  dilatory 
and  lingering  i 

濡 需者豕 蝨是也 
ephemeral  enjoyment  like  that 

of  lice  on  a  pig’s  back. 

濡河  name  of  a  river  in  Chihli, and  of  another  in  Kuangsi. 

I I  # 

j  A  plant  [Elsholtzia  cris- 
' tata、 Willd.)， called  香蕾， 

a  decoction  of  which  is  used 

as  a  cooling  drink.  See 

:茹 56/2. A  short  coat  ；  a  jacket. 

單襦  a  single  jacket, — t.e.  un¬ wadded  and  without  lining. 

汗襦  an  undershirt;  a  sweate a  •  belt  worn  round  the- 

loins. 

jacket  and  trousers. 

90 
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See 儒 
Even  and 

Rising  Lower. 
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5683 R .費 

See 乳 

Rising  Lower. 

辱 
5684 

R 決 

: I  — 

c. 
H 

F.  uk 

7H 

m 
5682 

虞矍 

Strong,  as  wine. 

滔 醴維蠕  his  sweet  spirits 
are  strong. 

4r*  . 

N.  zoh'joh 

W.JU^JOU 

Y.juk 

Sz.ju 

Yi.yuk 

[. kjoku、 tiiku 

A.  nyuk 

Entering 
Lower. 

Shoes. 

P 辱 

5685 

R •沃 

See 

Disgrace,  as  opposed  to 

榮 5740.  To  be  disgrace¬ 
ful.  To  insult；  to  put  to 

shame ;  to  disgrace  ；  to  de¬ 

file.  See  羞 4658. 

則辱安 從至乎  whence 
then  can  disgrace  come  upon 

you  ? 

忍辱  to  put  up  with  insult.  See 

3354- 

含 辱偷生  to  swallow  the 
shame  and  save  one’s  life  by 
flight. 

辱身  to  disgrace  oneself. 

辱親  to  disgrace  one’s  parents 

珀辱  to  disgrace;  to  violate. 

喪師辱 _  the  army  destroy 
ed  and  the  country  dishonoured. 

不 辱君命  not  to  dishonour 
the  commands  of  one’s  sovereign 

辱 膺寵命  I  disgracingly  re 
ceive  highly  favouring  com 

mands,-you  have  condescended 
to  favour  me  by  commanding. 

君無 所辱命  you  have commands  to  honour  me  with 

no 

不才 無學有 辱明問 
I  am  too  stupid  and  ignorant  to 

be  worthy  of  your  question. 

屈辱  a  phrase  used  by  host  to 
guest, — I  have  to  apologise  for 
my  shortcomings,  etc. 

辱 臨敝舍  I  disgrace  you  in 
bringing  you  to  my  humble  home, 

— you  honour  me  by  coming, 

辱 承見召 i  have  been 
honoured  by  your  invitation. 

使吾 子辱在 塗泥久 

矣  I  have  kept  you  too  long 

辱 &
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4* 

To  pity.  Name  of  a 
Turkic  tribe  under  the  Han 

dynasty. 

Entering 

Lower. 

溽 

5686 

R. 沃 

See 
Entering 

Lower. 

S687 

R •沃 

See 

employed  in  the  humble  work 
of  brick-layingK — not  knowing 

what  your  talents  were. 

辱 沒了他  put  him  to  utter 
shame. 

受 了一 番羞辱 ^ 
subjected  to  a  bout  of  insult. 

was 

5689 

R 沃 

H.  yuk^ 

N. nyuoh 

See  辱 i 

••  djoku、 toku Entering 

Lower. 

囑  P 辱  pityingly. 

Damp  ；  muggy.  Rich ; 

greasy.  Name  of  a  river 

where  穆 王  Mu  Wang 
drank. 

林 無不溽  the  woods  are always  damp. 

得暑。 f 溽熱  muggy  and  hot. 

溽 氣蒸騰  the  muggy  vapour rises. 

不溽  not  rich;  plain;  simple. 

飲食不 渴_  do  not  eat  or 
drink  rich  things. 

Ornamented  ；  adorned  ; 

gay  ；  elegant.  To  reckon with. 

Entering  and Sinking 

Lower, 

蓐 

5638 

R •沃 

yuk^ 

See 辱 

Entering 

Lower. 

繁縛  gaily  variegated,  一  as  a 
robe. 

^  of  many  hues  and adorned  with  gems. 

縛細  fine;  downy. mn  excessive  formalities  and ceremonial. 

Suckers  ；  shoots ;  sprouts. 
Rushes.  A  silkworm  frame. 

Name  of  an  ancient  petty 

State. 

竹蓐  a  fungus  growing  on  the bamboo. 

蓐收  the  Spirit  of  the  孟秋 
first  month  of  spring. 

茵  a  mat  for  a  carriage. 

蓐食  to  take  meals  in  bed. 

臨蓐  near  her  confinement. 

落蓐  to  be  born. 

褥 

人 

4* 

R. 

5690 

辑 

a〆/ 

^gy{p 

F.  ik^  v.  ctie 
W.  zai 

N.y^ 

Y.  Iweh 

Sz.ju 

K.i> 

\  dju、 niU 

A.  nyep 

Entering 

Lower. 

A  mattress；  a  mat； 
bedding. 

床褥。 r 褥子。 r 铟褥 a 
mattress. 

褥套  a  bed-bag,— for  travelling. 

^  a  wadded  quilt. 

被  coverlet  and  mattress. 

馬褥  a  saddle-cloth. 椅褥  the  cushion  of  a  chair. 

To  go  in,  as  opposed  to 

出 2620 ;  to  make  to  enter ； 

to  put  in；  to  import.  Radi¬ 
cal  11.  [To  be  distinguish¬ 
ed  from  人 5624  and  八 
8504.]. 

入 出數目  figures  showing 
income  and  outgoing,— receipts 
and  disbursements ;  debit  anc 

credit;  a  balanced  account. 

量入 以爲出  estimate  you] 
income  in  order  to  arrange  you】 

expenditure. 

入 瞼出險  to  encounter  i 
danger  and  escape  unhurt. 

入给 Qr  A 賬 Qr  A 錢。 

入鋇  receipts, 
收 A  to  receive. 無入息  no  interest  accruing 
no  profit  from. 

A 數 to  enter  among  the  num 
ber;  to  put  in  the  account. 

入口貨  importSc 
令人入 粟受爵 to  orde 
that  importation  of  grain  shoul< 
be  rewarded  by  conferment  c rank. 

A 官  to  enter  o 伍 cial  life;  to b confiscated. 

學 古入官  study  antiquit 
in  order  to  ehter  upon  you 
official  duties. 

貨 物入官  the  goods  are  con 

fiscated. 

to  enter  China;  to  invad 

China. 

入川  to  enter  Sstich‘uan. 

A 內地  to  go  into 
 the  interioi 

入門  to  enter  a  door;  to  mak a  beginning;  introductory. 



7i5 

S69° 

on 

無事休 入吾門  unless 
(iraporta»t)  business,  do  not 

enter  my  door, — a  phrase  seen 
at  yamens. 

入場 or  A  _  to  go  up  to the  public  examinations. 

入  to  marry  and  live  with  the 
wife’s  family. 

A 學  to  begin  one’s  studies,  as 
a  boy；  to  take  the  first  degree. 

入沣  to  take  the  first  degree. 

入幕  to  fly  in  beneath  the 
screen,  as  birds  do  in  houses; 
to  act  as  secretary. 

A 寇  to  invade, 一 of  rebels. 

A 選  to  be  placed  upon  the 
selected  list. 

A 夜  nightfall. 
A 相  R.U.E.,  in  theatricals. 

不相入  not  suited  one  to  the 
other*  See  5716, 

故 入人罪  to  maliciously  get 
people  into  trouble. 

入 reasonable. 

入信  credible. 

入定  to  enter  into  the  contem¬ 
plative  state,  —  as  a  Buddhist 

priest. 

入 聖  to  be  of  the  orthodox  faith. 

入化  marvellously. 
A 殮  to  put  into  the  coffin. 

入朝  to  go  into  the  palace. 

入手 to  begin ;  elementary. 

從官制 人 f  begin  with the  official  regulations. 

well-looking；  pretty. 

入骨  to  enter  the  bone;  to  bite, 
as  cold;  to  be  very  influential 

or  powerful  with.  一 

山  to  go  to  the  hills, — to  retire 
from  the  world. 

入册  to  be  entered  on  a  register. 

A 告 to  bring  to  the  notice  of 
his  Majesty. 

入  to  enter  a  petition. 

入奏  to  present  a  Memorial  to 
the  Throne. 

轉 爲入奏  to  present  a 
Memorial  on  behalf  of  some 

third  person. 

A 世  to  be  born. 

入 

569o 

乳
 3 

S%1 

R. 費 

C.yii 

H.yui 
F.u 
W.  zu 

N./iT F.ju 
M.yii 

Y./u 
Sz.ju^yii 

K.yu 

f.  dju^  niu A.  ngiu 

Rising  Lower, 

入英籍  to  be  naturalised  as  a British  subject. 

A 坐  to  seat  oneself  with  others 
at  the  table. 

入耳之 W  pleasant,  agree¬ able  words. 

六入  the  six  organs  of  sense, -the 
eye,  ear,  nose,  tongue,  body,  and 
mind.  Sanskrit :  ckaddyatana, 

眼入色  colour  enters  by  the 
eye. 

做 個入話 by  way  of  intro¬ duction. 

起 而八之 got  up  ard 】et him  in. 

不諫 亦 A  without  admoni¬ 
tion,  he  went  on  in  the  path  of 

goodness. 

我 入自外  when  I  come  from abroad,..  •… 

弗畏 A 畏  he  who  is  without fear  finds  himself  in  fear, — be 
not  over-confident. 

長  ch^ang1  入 officers  in  constant attendance  upon  the  Emperor. 

入  the  entering  tone.  See 

51883. 

劄 斬入聲  cha  is  pronoun- ced^  chan  in  the  entering  tone 

不入 八分  a  class  of  Imperial 
nobility. 

Read  juz.  To  place；  to 

put. 

混 A 切  put  things  in  their 
wrong  places. 

Milk；  to  suckle;  the 

breasts ；  a  nipple；  a  teat ； 

hence,  the  white  grape.  See 

12,826. 

乳汁。 i •乳獮 milk. 

乳房  the  udder. 

乳核 a  teat- 乳毋。 1 •乳嫗 乳银 ot 

乳媼  a  wet-nurse. 

乳醫  a  mid-wife. 

斷汍  to  wean. 

乳哺  to  suckle. 
乳子  a  suckling  child. 

此乳臭 小兒 this  small child  smelling  of  milk,  —  this 
unweaned  brat. 

乳
 3 

5691 

卄 

S69? 
廿
.
 

S693 

R •緝 

C.ye^ya^  ay- H.  ngiarn^ 

F.  ik^  nik^ 

niek^  nieng^ 

W.  ngje， - 

N.  rtgUn、 ngi 

P.  nim) 

M.  W 

Y.  ttiei 
Sz.  nien 

K./> 

J.  djU、 niu 

A.  nyep^ 

Sinking  and 
Entering 

Lower. 

乳下  at  the  breast ;  unweaned ; 
young. 

羊 羔塊乳 the  kid  kneels  to 
suck. 

乳名  the  pet  name  given  three days  after  birth. 

— *  筑 三 男  three  boys  at  a 
birth. 

石鐘乳  stone-bell  teats, - 
stalactites. 

蠅於零 身汍子 the  fly 
deposits  its  eggs  in  the  body  of 
the  caterpillar. 

牛汍餅  a  kind  of  cheese  curd. 

行汍藥  to  take  poison. 
乳金  liquid  gold,  —  used  in painting. 

竹乳  tabasheer,  —  a  siliceous concretion  found、 inside  the 

joints  of  the  bamboo  and  used 
as  a  medicine. 

馬乳  mare’s  milk.  Also,  the Isabella,  i.e.  the  long  white  grape, 

馬乳酒  koumiss.  See  10,314 

若欲滿 盤堆馬 乳 if>u wish  to  pile  up  a  dishful  of 

grapes. 

葡# 架萬訊 the  vine - 
frame  are  masses  of  grapes. 

乳 香  gum  olibanum  or  frankin¬ cense, 一 so  called  because  the 
drops  resemble  nipples. 

乳鉢  a  mortar,  as  used  by 
apothecaries. 

天  ̂$1  星 心  stars  a  u  in  Ser¬ 

pens. 

Same  as  5693. 

Twenty.  Also  read  nien\ 

廿四史  the  twenty-four  dyn¬ 
astic  histories  of  China. 

打^ 1  give  him  twenty  blows. 

廿 •多人  twenty  and  more 

persons. 

4 管 三七廿 一 *  never 
mind  that  three  sevens  make 

twenty-one ! — go  on  in  your  own 

stupid  way.  ̂  



耍 
5^97 

R. 銷 

See 軟 

Rising  Lower. 

5698 k 先 
Sec 軟 

Even  Lower. 

慄
‘
 

5699 
R •箇翰 
勉 

^ 懦媛 
Sinking 

Lower. 

5700 
R •先 
See 軟 

Even  Lower. 

楔 
5701 R •鍋支 

% 軟而 
Rising  and 
Kven  Lower. 

l6 TTJJSlN 

See  5663. 

See  5665. 

irm 

A  form  of  10,391,  used 

for  the  Peking  colloquial 

jua.  Rumpled  -  creased. 

紙張 都稽了  the  paper  is 
all  creased. 

TXJ-AJNT. 

Soft-  weak;  pliable •’ 
elastic. 

以耍 脆之體  being  of  a 
very  weakly  constitution. 

出奥梯  he  produced  a  port¬ 
able  or  rope  ladder. 

The  vacant  space  inside 

a  city  wall. 

塽垣  vacant  spaces  between 
enclosing  walls. 

Timid  ；  nervous. 

畏愣  fearful ;  apprehensive. 

慄弱  timid  and  weak. 

愣儒  wanting  ir»  energy. 

To  dip  ；  to  soak.  To 

push.  Also  readyt»4  Used 
with  5715. 

槓于臨 diP  it  in  the  sauce. 

A  name  for  Diospyros 
lotus ̂   L.,  which  looks  black 
when  dried  for  use. 

Read  cr/r. 

13347. 

Used  for 

顼 

57。2 

喫 
5703 

5704 

.銷 

Same  as  5704. 

Same  as  5698. 

An  opaque  whitish  quartz, 

with  pieces  of  cornelian  in 

it,  used  for  ornaments. 

See 軟 

Rising  Lower. 琢 硕爲瓶  to  make  a  vase out  of  quartz. 

腰
 3 

57。5 

•支旱 
see 而軟 

A.  noun 

Even  and 

Rising  Lower. 

w 

5706 

R •先 

See 軟 

A  disease  of  the  foot. 

See  5712. 

Even  Ix)wer. 

輭 
5707 m 

5708 

R. 

See 軟 

Sinking 

Lower. 

m 
5709 m 

5710 

m 

Seam  •’  border  ；  binding  ； 
selvedge. 

Same  as  ST12- 

Soft,  ductile  silver. 

鍥 色九成  the  touch  of  the silver  is  nine  parts, 一 out  of  ten 

pure ;  i.e.  ten  per  cent  of  alloy. 

Same  as  5698. 

Same  as  5704. 

5711 

r •虞銷 

s« 儒軟 

Even  and 

Rising  Lower. 

To  wriggle,  as  a  worm 

蠕動- •蠕 蠕然  wriggling. 
蠕蠕  (also  read  ju  ju)  the  name 
of  a  nomadic  power  of  Central 

Asia,  4th — 6th  centuries  a.d., 

destroyed  by  the  Turks;  Gib- 

bon’s  Geougert.  [The  name  was 

given  by  the  Erap.  T‘ai  Wu  Ti 
of  the  Wei  dynasty,  a.d.  424 — 

45i,  in  contemptuous  compar¬ ison  with  crawling  insects.] 

軟
 3 

5712 

R •銷 

C.  run 

H  二 

F. 

I.  ngiu 

niong、 

nwong 

W.  ng  iic 

N.  ngiicn 

Y.ju'an 

W.jican^yucin^ 

Wjou Sz.jwan 

K.  yon 
: en.  tun 

A.  nucn 

Rising  Lower. 

Soft,  as  opposed  to 硬 

13,341  {see  6174)-,  yielding； 

pliable  ；  weak. 

軟硬  soft  and  hard.  In  music, the  former  applies  to  the  sound 
of  stringed  instruments;  thes 

latter,  to  that  of  flutes,  etc. 

欺 軟怕硬  to  impose  on  the 
weak  and  beware  of  the  strong. 

浸軟 w 洎軟  to  soften  byl 

soaking, 

細軟  fine  and  soft. 

此得 軟脚病 that  y。11  had lately  contracted  the  “soft  foot” 

disease.  See  5705. 

看見了 便心 軟了  when 
she  saw  -  him,  her  heart  was; 
softened. 

他 的 筆跡軟 his  hand 
writing  is  soft, —— wanting  in  bold  : ness  of  stroke. 

伸軟腰  to  stretch  oneself. 軟身。 r 遍身 發軟 ^ cate;  weakly. 

軟語  soft  words;  kind  words. 

軟 翠  light  blue. 
軟壳蛋  an  egg  with  a  soft 

shell. 

拐子  a  man  with  bent 
ankles. 

軟兒 咕啷的  soft;  woman¬ 

ish. 

指甲  partly  detached  pieces 
of  finger-nails. 

軟怯  nervous;  timid. 

軟芽  tender  shoots. 柔軟  soft；  yielding;  meek. 

軟弱  weak;  weakly. 

發軟弱  to  show  signs  of  weak 
ness. 

軟和  accommodating;  concilia tory ;  comfortable ;  easy;  soft 
and  warm.  « 

軟軟勢 be  more  gentle. 

軟飽  a  poetical  name  for  wine. 

秦: 包。1 •軟片 子。 ne  whois 
too  soft;  a  noodle. 

The  lattei 

also  means  materials  that  can 

be  folded  without  spoiling  them  ; 
e.g.  silk  crapes. 

耳軟 心 舍 m  ears  and  li
vely! mind, — credulous  and  excitable ； 

ready  to  believe  anything. 

月 5694
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軟
 3 

S712 

阮1
 

5713 
f3- 

,yun 

•  tiian 

. ngwang^ 
wong 

r.  »go  
^ •  nyuen^  ngu 

.jiuan 

,yuan 

•  jou 

•  won 

gfri^gun 
•  nguen 

ising  Lower. 

m 
5714 

m 
5715. 

•先 
冗軟 
Sven  Lower. 

軟媒  coal-dust  and  clay  mixed! 
into  cakes  for  burning. 

軟棚 子  places  where  catamites 
are  obtainable,  generally  kept 

by  barbers. 

Name  of  a  mountain. 

Name  of  a  small  feudal 

State. 

五阮關  name  of  a  pass  in 
Kansuh. 

小阮  the  younger  Yuan, — 
nephew  of  Yuan  Chi  (see  Biog. 

Diet.  2548);  hence,  a  nephew. 

摘阮  to  play  the  guitar. 

善 彈阮咸  skilled  in  playing 
on  the  guitar.  See  4498. 

See  6374. 

To  rub  between  the 

hands  ；  to  rumple.  Used 

with  5700. 

煩, 之 .力  strength  for scrubbing  vigorously. 

Read  no1.  To  rub. 

才 _  梢?  to  rub  in  the  hands. 

枘‘
 

57i6 

‘ •霧. 

ee 蝴 
Sinking 
Lower. 

OTTL 

The  handle  of  a  tool. 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

柄 9298.] 

枘 鑿不入  the  handle  and 
the  hole  do  not  fit,  —  used  of 
two  persons  of  unsympathetic 
dispositions.  See  11,572. 

幸 不鑿枘  luckily  they  fitted her. 

5717 

邙蜗 
Sinking 
Irregular. 

The  place  of  junction  of 

two  streams.  A  bay  ；  a 

bight.  Name  of  a  branch 

of  the  river  徑  in  Kansuh. 

沙消  a  sandy  shore. 

m 

5718 

R. 霽 

Q

.

 

y

o

i

i

3

 

H. 
三! 

ui F.  
yo 

W.  
zai 

N.  
zei 

P.  
Qjwei 

M.  
let3 

Y.  
cnwei 

J.  zei、ne 

A.  nue^ 

Sinking 

Irregular. 

m 
57^ 

芮
 3 

5720 

R

.

 

 

靈
 

P.  cjwei 

M.jwei) 

See 蝴 

Sinking 

Lower. 

m 

5721 

R. 支 

C.  ly  'dii H. 三 sui 
W. 

■  zai-1 

V,  jwe^^jwei 

Y.  it^wei K.yu 

J.  ni、 zui 

A.  cniui 
Even 

Irregular. 

蕋'
 

5722 

5723 

R •紙 

C.  S.yim 
H.  c/ui,  /ur 

F.  Iwi 

W. 五 ju,  ngiil. N.  ngu 

V.jwei 

A  mosquito；  a  gnat.  A 

venomous  snake. 

蚊蜗  mosquitoes ;  gnats. 

繩蝴 _  flies  ana  gnats. 

、 Same  as  5718. 

Small  plants  budding. 

The  thongs  of  a  shield. 
Name  of  a  State.  Name 

of  a  river. 

石龍芮  a  species  of  buttercup {Ra?iunculus  Sceleratusy  L.). 

flourishing  vegetation. 

Drooping  leaves ；  a 

fringe.  Soft  ；  delicate.  Used 
with  5723. 

蔵 (OT 萎） 科  the  rhizome  of 、Polygonatum  officinale、 All. 

葳蛀旗  a  flag  hung  amongst flowers  on  .  the  3rd  day  of  the 

3rd  moon,  to  encourage  them to  open. 

爹生  luxuriant  vegetation;  the 
fourth  longest  of  the  twelve  律 

tubes,  corresponding  with  the 

;  5th  moon  and  the  1  ith  hour  = 
F  sharpl 

布 冠不姓  the  (black)  cloth cap  of  the  people  has  no  tassel. 

Same  as  5723. 

The  stamen  or  pistil  of 

a  flower  ；  buds ；  unopened 

flowers.  Sap  •’  juice. 

蕊心  stamens  and  pistil. 

花蕊  stamens  or  pistils,  v 

花蕊頭  the  bud  of  a  flower. 

發蕊  to  put  forth  buds. 

蕊
 3 

5723 

Y.  lui 

^z.jwei^yui 

YL.ys 

J.  dzui、ni 

A.  nyui  •• 

Rising  Lower. 

蘂5
 

5724 

R. 紙 

See 蕊 

Rising  Louver. 

■  5725 

R. 紙 

See 蕊 

Rising  Lower. 

瑞‘
 

5726 

R. 眞 

C.  sh  'dii^  sou 

H.  shui 

F.  soui W.  zu 

N.  zei 

P.  jwei 

Y：  i
  SWei 

A.  tKwai^  t^ui 

Siakiog 

tower. 

嫩 蕊方開 ，蜂 媒至問 
the  tender  buds  are  hardly  open 

ere  the  go-between  bee  comes 

to  call, 一 as  (he  go-between  of 
real  life,  with  a  view  to  arrange 

a  match. 

玉 蕊礓英 ，未 足方喩 
it  is  impossible  to  describe  her 

budding  charms.  * 

石蕊  lichen;  moss. 
燭蕊  the  wick  of  a  candle. 
鴻 .片蕊  the  juice  of  the  poppy. 

蕊汁  the  viscid  juices  of  plants. 
t 

The  stamen  or  pistil  of  a 
flower.^  Used  with  5723. 

玉蘂花  Pas  si  flora  carulea^  L. 

Hanging  down  like 
fringe. 

A  jade  tablet,  given  as  a 
token  of  investiture  to  the 

various  feudal  princes,  and 

varying'  according  to  the 
rank  of  each.  Auspicious; 

lucky.  A  keepsake. 

輯五瑞  he  called  in  the  five tokens, 一 he  summoned  the  prin¬ 
ces  to  audience. 

瑞氣  auspicious  influences, — as of  the  Emperor. 

3^  lucky;  auspicious. 

瑞日  an  auspicious  day;  plea¬ sant  weather. 

瑞 世璃瑤  Gem  of  a  Prosper¬ 
ous  Age, 一 a  name  given  by  Han 

Wen-kung  to  李賀  Li  Ho  of 
the  T‘ang  dynasty. 

瑞  ®  seasonable  snow, 

瑞獸  wonderful  animals. 

瑞色  a  lovely  colour. 瑞哦。 r 瑞敦。 1 •瑞國 
■  Sweden. 



oncri 

I  A  sharp-pointed  weapon  ； 
ioiercinp ■:  acute  :  shrewd  ; 

5727 R. 靈 

Ipiercing  ；  acute 

izealous  ；  valiant  ；  resolute. 

[Small 
C.yoii1^ h.~o  leant. 
Y.  cmvei,  live?  i 
See 蝴 

A.  niie^ 

trifling  ；  insignifi- 

Sinking 

Lower. 

w 
5728 

R •霧 
C.  you 

H.ytii 
F.  yo 

V/.  yii 

N.  zei 

P. ) . . . 

M  j  jwet,
  wet 

Y.  /«/,  Iwei 

Sz.jwci 

K.yg 

J*>;« A.  hue^juc 
Sinking 

Lower. 

叡 
5729 

-人寬 執銳。 ne  man  in  a 

great  officer’s  cap,  and  holding 
a  sharp-pointed  weapon. 

j  銳利  pointed  and  sharp. 

尖銳  pointed;  sarcastic. 

失銳  to  have  the  point  blunted ; 
to  be  crestfallen. 

(IJ  銳  sharp  of  tongue;  pert. 

銳氣  valour ;  ardour  to  fight. 

銳氣 不可隳 d。 nc>t  let 
your  ardour  abate. 

精銳  skilled  in;  sharp  at. 

銳兵。 1 ■敏 師。1 ■銳卒 well- drilled  troops, 

敏銳  keen;  acute;  smart. 

銳意  _  求  he  was  very  keen on  buying  up, 一 old  pictures. 

朝: 身救人  to  rush  forward 
to  save  another. 

銳任  to  undertake  responsibil¬ ity. 

其進 銳者， 其退速 he 
who  advances  with  precipitation 
will  retire  with  speed. 

食銳  his  appetite  decreased. 

To  be  perspicacious  ； 

wise  ；  shrewd. 

思曰睿  (the  outcome  of) 
thought  is  called  perspicacity. 

睿作聖  perspicacity  manifests 
itself  in  wisdom. 

睿智  intuitive  wisdom. 

仁宗 眷皇帝  our  Humane 
Ancestor,  the  Divinely- wise 
Emperor,— -the  posthumous  or 
“temple”  title  of  the  Emperor 

嘉慶  Chia  Ch‘ing. 
宗  temple  name  of  Kublai 

Khan’s  father. 

Same  as  5728. 

5730 PT 

5731 

R .震 

ytin 

C. 
H. F.  noung 

W.yung NX' 

?.jun 

M.  yun 
Y.  Iwen Sz.jun^ 

K.  yun 

J.  djun A.  nytttt 

Sinki 
Low 

洞‘
 

5732 

R •震 

h.  
I  
yun 

F.  dung^  V. 

noung^ 

5732 

\y.jun
g.yung

 

^Jing^
nguing

 

M.  yiin 
Y.  Iwen 

Sz.  jun^  yiirt 

K.  yun 
J.  djun、 nin A.  nyuen 

Sinking 

Lower. 

— into  the  mind  and  gradually 

gains  credence. 

水 曰潤下 the  nature  of 
water  is  to  soak  down. 

潤雨  a  moistening  rain. 

雨露 之所潤  the  nourish¬ 
ing  influence  of  the  rain  and  dew. 

澤 潤生民  to  exert  an  en¬ 
riching  influence  upon 

people. 

the 

See  13,844. 

Intercalary  ；  extra. 

関月  an  intercalary  moon，一 a thirteenth  moon  inserted  seven 

times  in  nineteen  years,  in  order 

to  make  up  the  annual  deficiency 

of  the  lunar  year  as  compared 

with  the  solar  year.  This  moon 
is  now  inserted  in  such  a  manner 

that  the  winter  solstice  will 

always  fall  in  the  nth  moon, 
the  summer  solstice  in  the  5th, 

the  vernal  equinox  in  the  2nd, 

and  the  autumnal  equinox  in  the 

8th.  Also,  that  it  shall  cover  a 

period  in  which  the  sun  does 

not  pass  from  one  sign  of  the 
zodiac  to  another,  and  that  the 

i st,  2nd  and  12th  moons  shall 

never  be  reduplicated. 

以閏月 定四時 by  means of  an  intercalary  moon,  fix  the 

four  seasons, — so  said  the  Em¬ 

peror  Yao. 

七閏 爲一章  seven  inter¬ calations  make  a  Metonic  cycle 
of  nineteen  years. 

逢 閏不減  no  reduction  for an  intercalary  moon. 

窮 漢起上 閏月年 心 poor  man  reaching  a  year  with 

an  intercalary  moon, 一 worse  off 

than  ever,  inasmuch  as  he  will 

have  more  days  for  which  to 
find  the  necessaries  of  life. 

梧 桐知閏  the  wu  funX 
(12,707)  knows  when  there  is  an 
intercalary  month, 一 and  grows 

an  extra  leaf  in  consequence. 

閏壽  a  birthday  in  an  inter¬ calary  moon. 

閏日  a  term  for  the  29th  Febru-| 

、aiy. 添閏  to  add  a  little  extra.  i 
閏運  a  term  applied  iu  aynasticl 
Houses  which  were  neither  in 

the  direct  line  of  succession,  nor 

yet  usurpers  of  the  same.  See 

1676,  12,316. 

To  soak  ；  to  moisten  ； 

to  enrich  ；  to  increase  ；  to 
adorn.  Glossy  ;  shining  ； 

sleek.  To  follow  ；  to  imi¬ 
tate. 

浸 潤之譖  slander  that  soaks,  I 

若夫滴 寧之  as  to  the  soft¬ 
ening  and  moistening, 一 i.e.  the 
modifying  and  adapting. 

河潤  river  fertilisation,  一  used of  the  influence  of  good  men 

upon  those  they  come  in  contact with. 

泡潤  to  soak;  to  steep. 

土 潤溽暑  the  vapour  of  the 
earth  makes  hot  and  muggy 
weather. 

富潤屋 ，德 潤身 -hes 
adorn  the  house,  virtue  adorns 
the  man. 

潤色之  gave  it  the  proper elegance  and  finish, 一 of  a  com¬ 

position. 

力求潤 飾其傳  begged 
him  “touch  up’’  his  biography 
a  little. 

潤 心養眼  to  comfort  the 
heart  and  please  the  eye, 一 as 

with  good  cheer. 

容 顔滋潤  a  sleek  shining 
face. 

珠 圓玉潤  round  as  a  pearl 
and  smooth  as  jade. 

潤滑  slippery. ^  to  share  the  spoils. 

按 股分潤  to  divide  the  pro¬ 
fits  according  to  the  shares. 

潤筆  to  moisten  the  pencil,— to  give  fees  for  assistance  with the  pen. 

中潤  a  present  to  an  intermed-| iary, — short  of  a  bribe. 

装自 潤入 put  the  money into  their  own  pockets, 一 of  pe¬ culation. 

潤着 _ 兒來  to  proce
ed! 

with  caution. 

潤州  an  old  name  for  Chin-1 
kiang  in  Kiangsu. 
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5733 

眞 
:6樓 
ilven  Lower. 

頌
 3 

5734 

.銷 
尤蠕 
ising  Lower. 

5735 

震 
e 閏 
Sinking 
Lower. 

The  eyes  twitching. 

Read  shun、 •  To  wink  : 
to  blink. 

To  wriggle,  as  a  worm. 

頓動  to  move  as  a  snake;  to 
wriggle. 

峻蛇  a  red  snake  found  in  the 
southern  sea. 

A  wingless  insect  or  grub, 

called  胸观， so  called  from 

the  name  of  a  place  where, 

under  the  Han  dynasty, 
these  insects  abounded.  See 

5608. 

茸
 2 

573*5 

_ •冬腫 

[. I  >'uns • ㈣ 
/•  zung 
[. dzung 
•y 阿 
l.y “ 期容 

z.y 阿, lung 
’ “yong 

, sho 

l.  nyung 

Even  Lowe.*. 

TTJiixrcsk 

Luxuriant  growth  of 

plants  ；  spft；  downy.  Young 

shoots  ；  horns.  To  repair. 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

葺  1092.] 

草 茸  thick  undergrowth. 

寵茸 (oryur/g3)  growing  thickly, 
as  plants. 

狐裘蒙 茸 (ot 戎)。 ur  fQx - 
furs  are  frayed  and  worn, 

醉脫 紫茸裘  when  drunk, 
he  pulls  off  his  red  (fox)  fur  robe. 

新蒲 含紫茸 the  y°uns 
sweetflag  shows  its  rosy  shoots 

鹿茸  the  soft  core  of  the  young 
antlers  of  the  deer. 

鹿茸草  Monochasma  Sava- 
tieri、 Franch. 

茸  hartshorn  jelly  or  glue. 

茸  ̂   horn  shavings. 

苛 争  the  base  of  the  antler. 

在閻 茸之中  among  the 
lower  orders. 

茸城  a  name  for  松江府 
Sung-chiang  Fa  in  Kiangsu. 

揖
 3 

榮
*
 

57o7 

R •冬腫 
To  push  ；  to  beat  ；  to 

pound  ；  to  stuff. 

5740 

See 茸 

Even  and 

Rising  Lower. 

w 

5738 

The  aroma  of  growing 

grain  ；  fragrant. 

R •冬 

a  tree  resembling 

See 茸 

the  locust  (Sop/iora),  found  in 

Honan,  bearing  small  white 
flowers  and  a  greon  fruit 

滎
，
 

5741 

Even  Lower. 

霄 

R 靑 

5739 

See 炎 

R •冬 

Lank,  unkempt  hair. 

A.  hwing 

Even  Lower. 

See 茸 

Even  Lower. 

瑩
，
 

栄 

574° 

R •庚 

C.  wing 

Honour ;  glory,  as  op¬ 

posed  to  辱  5684  ；  used 

5742 

R •庚徑 

p. ) 

conventionally  for  “your •” 

m.  \yin^y
uus 

Flourishing；  prosperous,  as 
See 

H.  yin 
F.  v.  iiti^ opposed  to 枯 6256.  Beau- 

A.  ving、 waing 

Even  Lower. \W.yung 

N.  yung^  yitig 
tiful.  Blood. 

^.jung^yung 
yi.  yung 

榮威。 r 榮糴。 r 榮光 

Y.  W 

splendid ;  noble ;  glorious. 

y  n ft 

K.  yd  fig 

榮 華 富貴  splendour,  riches, )-y^y° 
and  honours. A.  vtng 

榮歸。 r  榮旋  tQ  return  with 
锻 

glory, — to  retire  from  public  life. 
5743 

榮行。 1 ■榮程 yQur  noble 

R •庚 

journey,  —  used  conventionally. 

C.  ying 

榮 任何處 where  is  your 

See  榮 ̂ 

noble  post? 
A.  waing. 

榮  may  your  happiness  in- 
Even  Lower. 

crease  !• 

^  ̂   your  promot
ion. 

榮喜  may  you  have  brilliant happiness ! — a  common  form  of 
congratulation. 

榮 .調。 1 ■榮補  y。111"  app°int' ment;  appointed. 

榮  _  to  be  honoured  by  the charge  of. . 

5744 

#  胃  prosp
erous. 

R  W 

恩榮九 品  graciously  honour- 

C.-yifig 

ed  with  the  ninth  grade, 二 《•友 •  as 

F.  ing 

bestowed  upon  a  jed  men  at  an 
W.  yung 

Emperor’s  accession  or  marriage. 
ying 

榮 宗耀祖  to  do  honour  to 
one^  ancestors. 

秀榮  flourishing;  blooming,  as 

plants. 

— • 榮 一 • 才、古 one  in  foliage, 
the  other  dead. 

榮 衛不行 ，五 臟不通 
when  the  blood  and  the  vital 
aura  do  not  circulate,  the  five 
viscera  cease  to  discharge  their 
functions. 

榮分  menstruation. 
Streams  of  water  ；  brooks. 

Name  of  a  river. 

滎水  rivulets. 
滎陽縣 and 滎澤縣 tw。 Districts  in  Honan. 

A  kind  of  pebble,  used 

to  make  ear-plugs.  Bright; 

shining  ；  lustrous.  Also 

read  ying2- 

or  polished  stones 
used  as  ear-stoppers. 

晶  brilliant;  lustrous. 

潔  pure;  clear. 
绘  bright  and  glossy;  lustrous. 

心 地賴瑩  clear-headed. To  wind  round  ；  to  reel; 

to  coil.  See  葛 6o6g. 

縈繞  to  bind  round;  to  encom¬ 

pass. 

榮 回  to  go  round  and  round. 

縈懷  entwined  around  one’s 
heart. 

時 縈夢穀  never  free,  even 
in  dreams, -from  certain  thoughts 
or  anxieties. 

慚 歉交縈  shame  and  griefj alternating  within  me. 

Lights  shining ;  bright ; 

glittering；  twinkling.  Also 

read  yirtg1 

熒然  brightly. 

熒臺  a  volcano. 熒惑星  the  planet  Mars. 



c. 

arxjiNrca- 
熒,
 

5744 
p 叹 
M.  yin^  yung 
Y;  yitig 
Sz.  yun 

K.  hy'ong 
]-kei,gid 

A.  wing'waing 
Even  Lower. 

熒 熒鬼火  the  fitful  light  of 
the  'vill-o’-the-wisp. 

是黃帝 $ 所 聽熒也 
points  upon  which  the  Yellow 

Emperor  doubted, 一 should  Con¬ 
fucius  be  able  to  decide  ? 

w 
5745 

R •靑迴 
See 樂 

A.  u 
hwi ‘ 
— 
hiving 

Even  and 

Rising  Lower. 

戎 2
 

R. 
5746 
東 

F.  h?ig 

\V.々"，， zun^ 
N.  djutig P*  ) 

M. 

Y.  yung 
Sz. ] 

K.  yung 
J.  dju、 sho 
A .  nyung 

Even  Lower. 

The  appearance  of  water 

as  scanty  ；  also  in  eddies. 

池水 鼎淡  the  water  in  the 
pool  is  low. 

Weapons  of  war ；  war; 

warlike；  to  make  war；  mili¬ 

tary  ；  soldiers.  You;  your. 

Great.  To  help.  Wild 

tribes  of  the  west.  See  副 

37。5, 茸 5736, 總  i2,oio. 

[Distinguish  from  戌 4735, 

戊  I21792,  13.778, 
10,083.] 

戎兵  weapon^. 
五戎  the  five  weapons, —  ̂  ) 

交， 矛 ，戈， and 戟. 

以修我 戎 in  Qrder  ta  set 
ready  the  munitions  of  war. 

一 古衣， 天下大 定 he 
did  put  on  his  armour  and  the 

empire  was  tranqliillised, 一 of  the 

victory  of  武王  Wu  Wang 

而射辛  Chou  Hsin.  See 
1671. 

戎行  warfare;  the  army 
戎機  weapons  and  machines  of 

war;  see  12,486 

戎 成不退  war  has  done  its 
work,  but  he  withdraws  not, 一 
from  evil  courses. 

用 戒戎作  to  be  prepared  for 
. warlike  action. 

起戎。 r 興戎  to  make  war; 
to  begin  hostilities. 

戎商必 克 my  attack  on 
Shang  must  succeed. 

戎伍  or  軍戎  the  army；  the ranks、 

5746 

5747 

^東 

720 

orcji^ca- 

戎1
 

戎車  a  war-chariot. 

元戎  a  general;  a  leader. 
從戎  to  follow  a  military  career; 

to  join  the  army. 

戎 裝打扮  in  military  dress. 

戎 有頁翰  you  have  a  good 
support, 

以 佐戎辟  in  order  to  aid your  sovereign. 

戎政  military  organisation 

可 以卽戎  they  will  be  cap¬ able  of  going  to  war, — after  seven 

years’  training  in  the  duties  of citizenship. 

肆戎 疾不殄  though  he could  not  prevent  great  cala 
mities. 

念兹 戎功  thinking  of  this great  service 

乃不 畏戎寧 you  do  not fear  the  great  evils. 

每 有頁朋 ，热 也無戎 
when  friends,  however  good  they 

may  be,  will  not  afford  help, 
then  will  a  brother  come  to  the 
rescue. 

狄戎。 r 西戎  wild  tribes  of the  west;  Tibetans. 

w 
See 戎 

Even  Lower. 

5748 

匕東 

se 戎 

Even  Lower. 

m 
5749 

See 戎 

Even  Luwer. 

One  of  the  six  of  the 

西戎  wild  tribes  of  the 
west,  described  as  having 
three  horns  on  the  head. 

To  help.  To  push ;  to 

oppose 

Fine  soft  hair  or  fur  ； 

down.  Especially  used  of 

camel’s  hair.  Felt. 

越鞋  felt  shoes. 

越私  felt  rugs. 

越帽  felt  caps- 

m 

575° 

^東 

See 戎 

Even  Lowe “ 

絨,
 

5751 

R. 東 

h.  
i  
yuns 

F.  ung 

W.  zung^jung 
N.  nyung 

M.  yung 

Y. ( . 

Sz. 卜叹 J.  dju、 rtiu 

A.  nyung 

Even  Lower. 

A  large  ape,  found  in 
Ssuch‘uan， with  long  yel¬ 
lowish-red  hair.  Violent  ； 
fierce. 

M 

575 2 

rM 

See 戎 

Even  Lower. 

呵 
5753 

rM 

See 戎 

Even  Lower. 

Silk  floss  ；  nap  ;  down  ； 

pubescence  ；  wool  ；  woollen. 

絨頭  a  floss  or  rough  surface. 

練花  silk  embroidered  flowe； 

絨線  woollen  yarn. 

狨氈  woollen  goods. 
娀綿布  woollen  and  cotton 
mixtures 

絨毛 •  _i. 贼毛布  woollen  piece-goods. 

回子絨  velvet；  velveteen. 
亲 f  twilled  cloth ;  kerseymere. 

^  flannel;  Spanish  stripes- 

大絨。 r 呢絨  broadcloth. 

洋絨  velvet. 

^0  narrow  native  flannel. 

/IS  heavy  woollen  cloth. 

紮狨  to  make  artificial  flowers 
of  velvet. 

^  cnaracters  made  of  velvet. 

打械圓  to  work  chain  em¬ 

broidery. 

火絨  tinder. 
絨花樹  the  silk  tree  (Acacia julibrissin、 t)urazz.). 

香絨花  a  species  of  Centaurea. 

石絨  asDestos. A  maivaceous  plant  re¬ 
sembling  Hibiscus. 

我菽  a  kind  of  pulse. 

我我  thick;  abundant. 

A  stallion  eight  feet  high. 

絶 有力弒  very  powerful 

full  of  martial  ardour. 
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5754 

、•冬 
i:  I  胃 

r.  Ufig 

，•卜 

*i.  I 
「•  \  yung 
\i. ' 

v.ycng 

•  ).5 

Even  Lower. 

To  admit  ；  to  contain. 

；To  bear^  to  endure  ；  to 

forgive.  To  wait  for;  to 

attend  upon.  To  depend 

upon.  Appearance  ；  air  ； 

manner  ；  demeanour  ；  the 

[countenance.  Also  read 

See  5783， S177. 

i 入處 不容人 
the  Pkce where  he  entered  would  not 

I  admit  a  man. 

I 如不容  as  if  no.t  big  enough 

to  admit  him, — of  a  gate. 

容光 必照焉 admit  the 
light  and  it  must  necessarily 

I  illuminate. 

容鈉  to  contain;  to  tolerate; 
to  behave  kindly  to. 

約容酒 十餘兩  capable 
of  holding  about  ten  ounces  of 
wine. 

容不下  not  large  enough  to 
hold  it;  can’t  put  up  with；  can’t stand. 

無 以自容  nowhere  to  hide 
himself, — from  shame. 

罪 固 不容誅 the  crime 
would  certainly  meet  with  capi¬ 
tal  punishment. 

罪 i 容於死 the  crime 
could  not  be  contained  in  death, 

一 death  is  not  enough  for  the 

crime. 

屋 小容膝  a  room  just  big 
enough  to  get  into. 

所安 不运容 膝― 、Wt 
be  more  confortable  than  you 

are  in  a  place  which  will  “con- 

tain  your  knees,” 一 sc.  than  here. 

僅 可容身  just  big  enough  to 
hold  me.  S€C  革卑 9308. 

稱 不容口  was  loud  in  her 
praises. 

難容  difficult  to  put  up  with ; 
unendurable. 

足以 有容也  fitted  to  exer¬ cise  forbearance. 

於 人何 所不容  among 
men  who  is  there  whom  I  will 
not  bear  with? 

容忍  to  endure;  to  tolerate ; 
patient;  forbearing. 

容恕  to  forgive. 

容諒 1。  pardon;  to  allow. 

w 

S7：4 
容 人之過  to  overlook  the faults  of  others. 

士爲知 己者死 ，女爲 

悅 己者容 a  man 、vi11  die for  his  friends,  a  woman  will 

suffer  anything  for  her  lover. 

容讓 t。  be  yielding;  complai¬ sant. 

容留  to  allow  to  remain. 

容稟  to  be  allowed  to  petition； 
to  allow  one  to  petition. 

容 我幾天 give  nie  a  few days*  grace. 

容侯  as  soon  as. . . when. 

包容  patient ;  forbearing;  affa¬ ble. 

容物  to  be  tolerant ;  liberal minded;  see  4595. 

從  ̂.an  easy  forbearing- manner； 
leisurely.  See  12,028. 

從 容辦理  to  put  the  matter through  quietly, — without  fuss 

or  precipitation. 

W  lit  _  從容  taki
ng  it  easy 

like  this. 

從容穿 了衣脤  leisurely put  on  his  clothes. 

_ 從容 二人間 [韋 Wd] Yen  occupied  the  happy  mean 

between  the  other  two, — pain¬ 
ters. 

聊且容 與而戲  therefore let  us  take  things  easy  and  amuse 
ourselves. 

容 日再來  I’ll  come  again 
another  day ! 

容事  capable ;  having  good business  capacity. 

容華  features  and  complexion. 

華容  a  pretty  face. 
容輝  the  brightness  of  a  face 

春  _  滿眼  with 
 the  01 spring  full  before  ray  eyes. 

容貌。 『 容顔  the  appearance, 
looks,  demeanour,  etc.,  of  a  per¬ son. 

容止。 r 容體  carriage ;  de¬ meanour;  manner. 

笑容  a  smiling  face. 

强 作歡容  to  put  a  pleasant face  on, — when  annoyed. 

正容。 r 敍容  to  compose  the features. 

容
 2 

5754 
I 動容  to  disturb  the  features ;  to 

give  facial  expression  to. 

整容  to  put  the  appearance  in order, — as  at  a  barber’s.  Used 
as  a  barber’s  sign. 

:敎以 容步 he  taught  her 

j  deportme
nt. i 沉魚落 雁之容 a  beautv j  that  made  fishes  dive  down  and 

wild  geese  alight, — for  shame. 

容 兮遂兮 how  easy  and 
conceited  is  his  manner ! 

觀 其容可 以忘飢 
looking  at  her  face  can  make 
one  forget  hunger 

其 容不改  their  demeanour unvaryingly, — correct. 

容色  looks;  face. 

享禮 有容色 in  offering 
presents  (as  ambassador),  he 

wore  a  placid  appearance. 

不 見容色  he  did  not  show 
his  feelings 

失容  to  lose  self-possession;  to blush. 

取容  to  get  favour. p 隹 謀取容  to  curry  favour by  always  assenting. 

容象  a  portrait. 
華 容  portrait  of  the  Emperor. 

先容  to  introduce  a  person；  to 
speak  on  behalf  of. 

求先 容於婦  begged  him 
to  speak  first  to  his  wife. 

無肴爲 先容者 nooneto speak  in  ray  behalf, — until  my 
arrival  or  until  the  truth  comes 
out. 

容易  easy.  See  5497. 

好 容易嗎  precious  easy 
wasn’t  it? — meaning  that  it  was not  easy. 

好容易 ■
而 

is  similarly 

used,  giving  a  sense  of  ironical 
opposition  to  what  has  gone 
before. 

好容 易竭佯 k  Was  a11 
very  well  to  tell  him  to  stop, — 

he  wouldn’t. 好容 易勸解 半曰方 

住  were  half  a  day  trying  to 
make  him  stop  (crying)  before 

they  succeeded. 

容 隱  t0  connive. 

91 



See. 容 

Even  Lower. 

榕 2
 

-5756 R •冬 

F.  ung^  v.  sling 

See 容 

arxjisrcst- 

[—  722. 

JTJT^Ca- 
儒5
 

5755 
R •冬 

Uneasy  •’  not  at  rest. 

儅 倍抱恙  the  disease  is  very 

The  bastard  banyan 

[Ficus  retusa、 L.),  known  as 

不死木  the  deathless,  and 
worshipped  for  long  life. 

Even  Lower. 

r 

5757 
R. 冬腫 
See 

Even  Lower. 

瑢,
 

5758 R •冬 

See 容 

Even  Lower. 

蓉,
 

5759. 
R. 冬 

See 

Even  Lower. 

m 

severe. 

武藝  'vell  skilled  in 
warlike  accomplishments. 

榕城  the^  Banyan  City,  —  Foo¬ 
chow,  so  called  from  the  number 

of  banyans  growing  there. 

榕談  the  Foochow  dialect. 

格 樹公。 r 格 鬚 the  pendent 
rootlets  of  the  banyan. 

Water  flowing  full  and 

gently  within  its  banks. 

abundant;  full. 

月 色溶溶  the  moon  shining 
brightly. 

Gems  or  ornaments  hang¬ 

ing  from  the  girdle. 

雕容  the  tinkling  of  ornaments, 
as  above. 

Hibiscus  mutabilis、 L., 

called  芙蓉； ⑽ 3617. 

5760 
R. 冬 

F.  iir/^  v.  yo/i^ 
Sec 容 

Even  Lower. 

To  fuse  metal.  A  mould； 
a  die.  To  influence. 

鎔化。 r 鎔銷  to  melt. 
禱  tQ  melt  and  pour  into 

mould；  to  cast. 

兌  to  r  ̂ elt  and  weigh, — as 
silver,  to  ascertain  its  fineness 
or  “touch.” 

m 

5760 

5761 

R. 冬 

See 容 

Even  Lo\/er. 

融 

57^2 

R 東 

卜 

nng 

C. H. 
F.  ting 

W.  yung 

N.  yung^yuong 

P  ' 

’  1 

yung 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. K. yung 

K,jung 

Even  Lower. 

上之 化下， 下之從 

上 ，猶金 之在鎔 心 
way  that  the  upper  classes  in¬ 
fluence  the  lower,  and  the  lower 

imitate  the  upper,  is  like  the 

casting  of  metal, — which  flows 
-as  directed  and  takes  the  form 
of  the  mould. 

銘金就 範  melted  metal  takes the  form  of  the  mould. 

Indolent;  easy-going  •, 
careless. 

疎慵 a 慵懶  careless  and 
lazy. 

慵而陋  slovenly  and  dirty. 

慵 懦自安  to  take  one’s  ease 
in  indolence. 

1  庸  #  dishevelled  hair. 

慵求  not  troubling  to  ask， 一 for favours. 

Steam  or  vapour  issuing 

forth.  Intelligent"；  clear  ； 
bright.  Used  with  5760. 
See  2908. 

昭 明有融  may  your  bright intelligence  become  perfect ! 

融洽  to  blend  with;  mutual  con¬ 
sideration；  to  understand  fully. 

融 會貫通  brought  together and  thoroughly  understood, — 
from  the  connection  thereby 
established. 

通 融辦理  to  make  an  ar¬ rangement  by  which  each  party 
abates  somewhat  of  its  claims ; 

a  compromise  ；  an  exceptional 

arrangement  which  must  not  be 

regarded  as  a  precedent. 

融結  to  combine;  to  condense into. 

水 乳交融  water  and  milk mixed, 一 completely  blended. 

天 氣融和  mild  weather. 

融駿  long  and  great. 

其樂 也融融 is  over - 
flowing. 

融散  to  dissipate;  to  scatter. 

融化  to  melt:  to  destroy. 

等雪融  wait  until  the  snow melts. 

C.  yung 

H.  yung* 

F.  noung^  ting 
W.  iyung 

N.  dzung 

Vjung 

M.  Jung, 
三 jung 

Y.  lung 

^.yong 

J.  kjd、 niu 

A。 niung 
Rising 

Irregular. 

5763 

R: 腫 

宂 

5764 

毹 3
 

5765 

R. ! 

C.  S.yung 
F.  cnouug^ 

N.  dzung 

M.  yung 
K.  yong 

J*  djo、 niu 

Rising 

Irregular. 

5766 

R •冬 

See 穠 

Even  Lower. 

鲋 

5767 

Business ；  duty；  affairs. 

Extra.  Mixed  ；  scattered. 

在冗  public  business. 貴 *  your  official  duties. 

撥冗  to  put  aside  business, — as to  visit  a  friend. 

爲俗冗 所纏。 r 俗事 

繁冗  much  taken  up  with business, — having  no  leisure, 

冗官0 r 冗虫 unemployed officials;  supernumeraries. 

冗 食之員  officers  holding 
sinecures. 

冗兵  extra  troops. 

冗費不 可未省  extra  ex¬ 
penditure  must  be  reduced. 

冗雜  miscellaneous ;  mixed ; confused;  numerous. 

冗從  a  great  retinue. 

流 冗道路  tramps ;  vaga¬ 
bonds. 

Same  as  5763. 

Fine  hair；  down  ；  nap. Used  with  5749. 

辭羽 down. 辭鷄  a  fledgling. 鶴辭  the  down  of  storks, — use to  staunch  blood. 

辭毛  soft  fur. 
毹毛 不自媛 ，張属 

强相呼  its  feathers  are  nc enough  to  keep  itself  warm,  whi! 

forced  to  spread  its  wings  an( 

keep  calling  out  on  all  sides,  — 
as  a  hen  with  a  lot  of  chickens 

Thick,  substantial  clothes 

厚穠  well  dressed. 
何 彼禮矣  why  this  set-uP 

See  3678. 



723 

嘎
 3 

5768 

、, y>c^  cka、 
Ska 

>ee 

、•  giak 
Entering 

Upper. 

% 

57咖 

卡 
57^9 

句 
57690 

Noise  of  chirping  birds, 

laughter,  etc.  Also  read 

chia^.  [To  be  distinguish¬ 
ed  from  嗄 9645.] 

嘎 嘎的笑  loud  laughter. 
備下 幾色嘎 程相送 
got  ready  several  kinds  of  food 

to  give  him  for  the  journey. 

嘎布先  (Manchu  gabsihiyan) 
the  vanguard ;  also,  of  a  funeral 

procession. 

嘎綳脆  crisp  and  crackling, 
as  biscuits,  etc.;  prompt ;  quick. 

嘎嗒  sound  of  clatter  or  crash. 

嘎巴兒  toasted  crackling. 

，巴 小夥兒 an  active, 
limber  young  fellow. 

嘎雜子  a  cross-grained  man 
eccentric;  queer. 

Read  or  ckHa 狄 

an 巴兒 v 嘎拉兒 
angle;  a  fork  of  a  tree. 

嘎 巴腿兒  with  legs  wide 
apart ;  straddling. 

嘎巴狗  a  Peking  dog  with 
legs  like  a  dachshund. 

嘎巴襠  the  fork  of  the  trou 
sers;  the  generative  organs,  of 
either  sex. 

打 扮了好 嘎體胃 
neatly  dressed. 

Used  to  express  the 

foreign  sound  ka. 

KA. 

See  1 1 88. 

To  ask  ior  ；  used  with 

5788.  To  give. 、 

句 施貧民  to  distribute 
among  the  poor.  - 

孩 

5770 

垓1
 

5771 

R. 灰 

See 該 

Even  Upper. 

m 

5772
. 

r. 灰 

See 該 

Even  Upper. 

m 
5773 

R. 灰 

See 該 

Even  Upper. 

m 

5774 

尺灰 
s 镶 

Even  Upper. 

Same  as  5777. 

A  boundary；  a  limit.  A 

step；  a  ledge.  A  hundred 
million ;  see  Tables  VIb. 

垓限  a  limit;  a  frontier. 

兼垓  all  the  limits, — the  wide world. 

垓級  a  step;  a  degree. 

垓心  in  the  crowa  or  press. 

困 在 核  AJ1、 hemmed  in  by  the 
foe. 

垓下  name  of  a  place  in Kiangsu,  scene  of  a  victory 

gained  by  劉邦  Liu  Pang,  the 
founder  of  the  Han  dynasty. 

barren  hill. 

可洛峻  name  of  a  place  among 
the 突厥  Turkic  tribes  under 
the  T‘ang  dynasty. 

Bright  light  overspread¬ 
ing  the  world.  All  ；  the 

whole  ；  thoroughly. 

晐念  to  meditate  well  upun. 

兼晐  all  complete;  thorough. 

The  great  toe  ；  the- hair 
on  thef  toe. 

奇胲  name  of  a  book  on  military 
regulations. 

Read  kaiz.  The  cheek. 

類戚  the  cheeks. 

荄1
 

5775 

R •灰隹 

See 該 

Even  Upper. 

m 

5776 

r •灰 

H. 
 i  hoi 

F.  kai 

W.| 
 

. 

N. 卜 

P- ) 

M.  >  kai 

Sz. ) 

Y.  kae 
K.  kai、 y.  hai 

A.  I
  kai 

Even  Upper. 

Roots  of  plants. 

根 黃  roots  in  general. 
胃  perverse  roots,— evil  prin ciples. . 

浮荄  floating  plants. . 
To  include ；  to  connect; 

to  belong  to ;  all ;  the  whole. 
To  owe.  Ought  ；  right  ； 

proper. 

該 藏萬物  including  all 
creation. 

萬 物該兼  all  creation. 

^可 以該夏 ，秋 可以 
該夸  spring  may  be  held  to include  summer,  and  autumn 

to  include  winter, 一 thus  “spring 
and  autumn”  means  a  year. 

備該  to  cover  the  whole  ground； 
to  excel  in  all  departments  alike. 

該欠。 1 ■該下 t。 owe. 
該錢。 r 該賬  to  owe  money  ； to  be  in  debt. 

你該 他多少 how  much  do you  owe  him? 

那有該 債的牢  where  do 
you  find  prisons  for  debtors  ? — nowhere  (in  China). 

該班  to  be  on  duty, 

該着  to  be  the  turn  of. 應該 a 該當。 r 該派 
ought  to;  bound  to;  to  be  fit, 

just,  or  proper. 

_  當  _  當  U  was  nc> 
 _e 

than  my  duty, — to  do  what  you 

^  thanking  me  for. 

該 應該 活 _  served 
you  right ! — used  also  in  a  good sense. 

該殺的  he  deserves  tp  J>e 
killed. 

該 死 ought  to  die;  good-for- 

nothing.' 

該死 的奴才  you  scound¬ 
rel! 

不 該吻 t  此 ought. not. to 

be  so. 



該1
 

5776 

m 
5777 R •灰 

See 該 

Even  Upper. 

陔1
 

5778 
R. 灰 

See 該 
Even  Upper. 

總該  in  any  case  it  is  incum¬ bent. ..... 

該營 ought  to  control,— under 
the  control  of;  belonging  to  the 
functions  of;  my,  his,  or  your, 
business. 

該 管之官  the  official  whose business  it  is. 

不該是 他的東 西 ifthis 
thing  ought  not  (by  fate)  to  go 
to  him,  then . 

悔不該  I  am  sorry:  I  ought 
not  to  have, — said  or  done  so. 

該大臣  the  said  high  official, 
— as  used  by  the  Emperor. 

該道  the  said  Tao-t^ai, 一 as  used 
by  his  superior  officer. 

該 通 £  the  said  criminal. 

威處  the  place  in  question. 

該部 議奏1 et  the  pr°per 
Board  consult  and  report, — the 
formula  of  an  Imperial  Rescript 

衰  fulness  and  decay;  flourish 
ing  and  decaying. 

這是合 .該命 事 this  is  a 
matter  which  was  pre-ordained, 

To  give.  Uncommon  •’ 
rare. 

賅載  to  be  contained  in;  writ¬ 
ten  down  in. 

賅備  to  be  provided  for. 

賅栝  to  include;  to  be  included in. 

建樣之 駭 a  wonderful achievement. 

extraordinary. 

賅物  a  rarity. 

賅事  an  unusual  affair. 

A  step  ；  a  le4ge. 

•增  找亥  an  rais^i  on 
three  steps  or  terraces. 

期 乎九 P 亥之上  would 
that  I  were  up  in  heaven ! 

南咳  name  of  one  of  the  lost Odes. 

Same  as  5788. 

R. 

呃 

5780 
獨 

5781 

剴1
 

5782 

灰隊 
See 該植 

nearly  always 
read  Rising. 

Even  and Sinking 

Upper. 

改
 5 

57»3 

■賄 

s ••卜 

F.  kai、 kwi 

I 
S.i 

5779 

ke 

kai 

Y.  kae 

Sz.  hat 
K.ke 

A. 
kai 

Rising  Upper. 

See 认.  
改 * 

'!  57^3 

See  1434.  I 

To  sharpen  a  knife.  To 
influence.  Fully  ；  carefully. 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

凱 5795.] 

剴 動民心 t。  move  the  hearts! of  the  people. 

剴 切曉諭  let  it  be  clearly  | known  to  all. 

玫天  another  day. 

改日 再見1  wil1  see  >，01 
again  another  day ! 

玫泊  to  shift  the  berth, — of  i vessel  in  harbour. 

改包。 r 改裝  to  re-pack,— goods  for  re-export. 

改 裝易服 t。 ^Pt  a  dis 

guise. 改蓮 別口售 賣 t。 chang 
the  destination  of  goods  t 
another  market 

改造 t。  rebuild;  to  change  t another  fashion. 

他 是改造 兒了 she  ha changed  the  sty^, — of  her  coj 
tume. 

To  change ；  to  alter;  to 
correct.  See  13,744. 

改換。 i •玫易 di •改 變。 r 
玫移。 r 更改。 r 改作 
(see  6305)  to  change  \  to  put 
another  in  place  of. 

玫 換門閭  to  change  the  I position  of  a  door, — i.e,  to  block 

up  one  and  open  another. 

改換門 風 to  change  the family  occupation,  —  as  from 
military  to  civil. 

改頭換 面  to  disguise  oneself. 

地方 改變了  the  place  hasl quite  changed. 

不 改往日  not  changed  from  I what  it  had  been  in  old  days. 

改名  to  change  one’s  name.  】 

改色  to  change  colour, — as  ini 
blushing. 

改容  to  change  one’s  appear¬ ance, — as  from  sickness.  See 

5754. 玫形  to  change  one’s  appear¬ ance, •一 as  when  bettering  one’s circumstances. 

改嫁  to  marry  a  second  husband while  the  first  is  still  alive. 

夫又 在外， 遂改嫁 
besides,  her  husband  was  abroad, 
so  she  married . 

改風水  to  alter  the  feng-shui, — of  a  house,  grave,  etc.,  with 

a  view  to  improve  one’s  luck. 

改歲  change  of  year;  the  new 

year. 

改過  to  mend  one’s  faults. 

痛 改前非  earnestly  amen 
the  former  error  of  your  ways. 

改頁  to  reform ;  see  2667. 

玫削  to  alter;  to  amend, 一 as mistake  in  writing. 

請玫 正玫正 kindly C0] 
rect, — my  composition. 

改 註底簿  to  change  an  or 
ginal  entry  in  the  books. 

^  t0  a^ter 

兮.  i 

避  to  change, 一 as  a  characU used  in  an  Imperial  name.  S 

52i7. 

玫爲  to  alter  into. 

敝予又 玫爲兮 whe 
worn  out,  we  will  make  oth(| 
(clothes)  for  you. 

皆 改于舊  altered  them  2 
from  what  they  had  been  befor 
— so  that  they  looked  quite  di 
ferent. 

改照  to  alter  into  accordant 
with.  ， 

玫期  to  change  the  date. 

改轍  to  change  the  rut, 一 i»e. 
habit  or  way  of  life. 

玫悟  to  come  to  appreciate. 

玫常  to  be  changed  from  tl 
normal. 

玫道  to  change  its  course, 一 | 
a  river. 

改撒 = Kcticrotp,  Kaiser. 
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S7«4 

•泰合 
. koi、 k、oi 
. koi 

. kai^  v. 

k、aing’ 

f.  ke^  v.  kang" 
, ke、v.  kein 

, kae 

•  kae 
kai 

. kai 

Sinking 

Upper. 

To  cover  ；  to  hide.  To 

build  ；  to  roof.  To  put  a 

seal  on  ；  to  seal.  An  um¬ 
brella  ； see  2196， 9563.  A 

particle.  For  ；  the  above 

is;  such  is. 

蓋前 人之愆  to  cover  the 
faults  of  one’s  father, 一 by  one’s 
own  good  conduct. 

鰥 寡無蓋  the  friendless  and 
the  widow  not  covered  over, — 

put  out  of  sight;  disregarded. 

蓥上 a 蓋起  •  {see  below)  to 
cover  over. 

肉  卜  cover  up  the  meat. 

蓋 上蓋子 put  the  cover  on. 

正蓋着  he  put  the  cover 
exactly  over  it. 

蓋不了 羞恥 the  shame 
cannot  be  covered  up. 

撬起 石板乃 是蓋下 

一 個石槽  on  prising  up 
the  flagstone,  he  found  that  it 
covered  a  stone-built  hole. 

房蓋。 r 屋蓋  the  roof  of  a 
house. 

茶碗蓋  the  cover  of  a  tea-cup. 

蓥碗。 r 蓋盅  a  covered  tea¬ 
cup,  i.e.  a  cup  provided  with 

a  cover,  as  commonly  used  for 
making  tea. 

蓋頭  a  covering;  a  bride’s  head¬ 
dress.  Also,  to  cover  the  head. 

蓋薄  to  store  up;  to  hide. 

蓋輿  roof  and  floor, — heaven 
and  earth. 

膊  _  蓋 兒  the  knee  pan，— from  its  movable  structure.  Also 

written  波  _  蓋兒  pro 
nounced  in  Peking 

遮蓋 椅蓋 t0  cover;  to 
screen;  to  aide. . 

蓋被蒲  t0  Pul1  up  the  bed- clothes. 

蓥住面  to  cover  the  face. 

天如圓 蓋 the  sky is  like  a 
round  cover. 

老蓋兒  my  old  cover, 一 my 
husband. 

蓋 世之才 talents  which 
cover  the  age, -overtop  all  others. 

功 名蔻世  his  merit  makes 
him  first  man  of  the  day. 

5784 

功 蓥寰宇  his  achievements are  unequalled  in  the  world. 

蓋造  to  build;  to  construct. 

蓋起 卜 起蓋） 房子 t。 build  a  house. 

蓋 廟築塔  to  build  temples and  raise  pagodas. 

蓋 寶塔湏  to  cover  the  top  of  I 
a  pagoda, — to  subscribe  towards 
finishing  it  off. 

蓋頂兒  to  put  a  roof  on. 

蓋 了沒有  is  it  built? 

蓋瓦  to  lay  tiles. 
苫蓋  a  grass  thatch;  dothing of  rush  or  reed. 

蓋印 ^蓋戳  to  affix  a  seal, See  2939,  13,282. 

蓋用  _  防  t。 affix  a  seal- the  oblong  seal  of  certain  offi¬ cials.  See  6368. 

曲蓋  an  umbrella  with  a  bent handle. 

暑 不張蓋 ifhot，he  didnot 
put  up  a  sunshade, 一 of  Po-li  Hsi. 

地蓋  earth’s  umbrellas, — mush¬ rooms. 

車^ ̂ 蓋  the  head  or  cover  ofl a  chariot. 

謂 天蓋高 ，不 敢不局 
we  may  say  of  the  heavens  that 
they  are  high,  but  I  dare  not 
but  stoop  under  them. 

我 行旣集 ，蓋 k 云 

歸哉  when  our  expedition was  accomplished,  we  knew  that 
we  should  return  home. 

夔 有之矣 ，我 未之見 

也  should  there  possibly  be  any 
such  case,  I  have  not  seen  it. 

蓋卿 六夫之 _ 也 如 above  is  (or  such  is)  the  filial 

piety  of  ministers  of  State. 

蓋  日  now  what  is  said  is  that. . , ; 
now  the  meaning  is  that … 

蓋亦屎 其本矣 fcr  (with the  desire  which  you  have),  you 

must  likewise  turn  back  to  the 

radical  course, 一 to  succeed. 

十蓋 八九也  6ight  or  nine out  of  every  ten. 

蔻碎了  to  break  up  with  the harrow. 

Read  ka*. 

蓥勳  Ka  Hsiin.  See  Bic^  Diet. 
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R •泰 

C.  k、oi 
ri.  koi 

F.  kai 
w.  ke,  m 

N.  ke 

M.  i
  kai 

W.ka
e 

Sz.  kai 

K.  kae 

A. 
 I  kai 

Sinking 

Upper. 

槪 

57»9 

kt 

5790 

R •隊 

c.  k、oi 
H.  kai、 k'at 
F.  k^ai 

W.} 

N.  I 

V.kai 

M.  kf'ai 
\.kae 

Sz.  kai 
K.  kae 

J.  kai  ̂  
A.  k'ai 

Sinking 

Upper. 

Same  as  5784. 

Same  as  5784. 

Outer  garments  to  pro¬ 
tect  the  dress. 

To  beg  for  alms  ；.  co 

supplicate.  See  4771.  [To 

be  distinguished  from  丙 

7893.] 

丐子。 r 丐考。 r 乞丐 a 
beggar.  See  花 5002. 

丐頭- •丐 兒上的 

(Peking)  the  head  of  the  beg¬ 
gars, 一 over  a  given  area.  He 

manages  the  affairs  of  the  frater¬ 
nity,  receives  the  subscriptions 

by  which  shopkeepers  guarantee 
themselves  against  the  begging 

nuisance,  etc.  etc. 

售反  to  beg  for  food. 

吹 簫丐食  to  play  the  flute 
for  his  daily  food,— as  did  ̂  

子胥  Wu,  Tzu-hsu  when  in 
exile. 

以 疾丐還 t0  beg  t0  be  al_ 
lowed  to  return  on  account  of 

illness. 

Same  as  5792- 

To  level；  to  adjust.  A 

wooden  bar  with  a  knob 

in  the  middle  to  hold  it  by, 

used  for  smoothing  off  sur¬ 

plus  grain  from  peck  and 
bushel  measures.  Collective- 

ly;  all  ；  see  5994. 

4 楢  a  piece  of  wood  for  level¬ ling  grain  in  a  measure,  so  as 
to  make  it  exactly  full. : 

釜 鼓滿則 人槪之 Wen measures  are  full,  man  levels them. 



579° 

人滿則 天槪之 when| man  is  full  (i.e.  proud),  God  I 
levels  him.  I  5793 

碱 

槩 
5791 

漑‘
 

5792 R •隊未 

H.  k^oi W.  ke, 
See 槪 
SmkingUpper. 

槪乎 皆常有 聞者也 
taking  all  things  together,  they 
each  had  a  certain  knowledge 

of  it, — viz.  of  TAO. 

槪 乎不論  the  discussion 
refers  to  none  of  these ;  all  these 

are  beside  the  question. 

一槪  altogether ;  collectively 

- 槪而論  considering  them 
all  collectively. 

楢同  all  alike;  all  the  same. 

槪見  it  is  apparent  throughout that . 

_  .不准 行  al
together  prohib- ited. 

槪 行豁免  a  general  pardon. 

槪行免 稅 a11  (the  above- 
mentioned  articles)  will  be  ex¬ 
empted  from  duty. 

槪釦虛 意  altogether  without 

guile. 

統 槪百人  altogether  about a  hundred  men. 

大槪  generally  speaking ;  a  gen 
eral  plan  or  outline;  a  memo¬ 
randum. 

退槪  dark;  obscure. 

我 獨何能 無槪然 _ 
could  I  help  being  affected? 

by  her  death. 

臣愚 不槪于 王心1 
not  a  persona  grata  to  your 
Majesty. 

豪爽 有風槪  of  manly  and chivalrous  bearing. 

百祈不 回之槪  the  deter¬ mination  which  will  not  yield 

though  a  hundred  times  defeated. 

氣棒。 ■ •志槪  energy; lution ;  a  pompous  manner 

Powerful,  in  painting.  The  for¬ 

mer  is  also  “a  somebody.*1 

Same  as  5790. 

只灰 

see 該 

Even  Upper. 

開1
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R. 灰 

C.  hoi 

H.  kloi 

F.  k、ai、 k、wi 
P. 

M.  5  kLai 
Sz. 

Y.  kLae 
|X.  ke 

J.  kai A.  k、ai 
Even  Upper. 

Name  of  an  ancient  tune, 

played  to  warn  guests 

against  drinking  too  much 
wine. 

Water  flowing-,  to  irrigate；! 
to  flood.  To  scour.  Name! 
of  a  river  in  Manchuria. 

、洗 槪  water  gently  flowing. 

灌槪 t。  irrigate. 
滌漑  to  scour  and  scrub. 

To  open,  as  opposed  to 

合 3947， 關 6368， 閉 
8990,  and  塞 9541;  to  open 

out  ；  to  bloom  ；  to  explain. 

To  begin  ；'  to  found, 这 s  a 
dynasty  (see  10,767)；  pro¬ 
tasis,  as  opposed  to  間 
6059. 

打開  to  open.  '  See  10,494. 

開門  to  open  the  door. 

那個門 開不開 that  d。。1" does  not  open, — as  a  sham  door. 

前門 開不了  the  front  door is  not  opened, -except  or\  special 
occasions. 

開開  to  open.  Also  to  wind  up a  watch  (Nanking). 

開善門 t。  practise  benevo¬ 
lence. 

開縫兒  to  leave  (a  door,  etc.) slightly  open. 

這 個門我 開不動 
I  can’t  open  this  door, — being 
either  locked  or  jammed. 

開口  to  open  the  mouth. 

開口 告人難  it  is  difficult to  ask  a  favour, 

開 口不如 緘口穩 t。 open  the  mouth  乂 to  speak)  is  not 

so  good  as  to  keep  it  tight  shut, 

開口箭  Campylandra  sp.  nova used  in  mouth  and  throat  dis¬ eases. 

把 嘴張開  open  your  mouth 
wide. 

開言  to  begin  to  speak. 

開舖  to  open  a  shop. 

開工錢  to  pay  wages. 
開眼  to. open  the  eyes;  to  gain 
experience. 

把眼睛 睁開。 pen  y°ur eyes  wide, — and  you  will  see  it. 

開1
 

5794 

開關  to  open  and  shut;  to  open the  gates  of  a  city;  to  open  a 
Custom  House. 

開彖。 r 開印  to  re-open  the 
seals, 一 after  the  New  Year. 

開傘  to  open  an  umbrella. 

開鎖  to  unlock;  to  release. 

開市  to  open  the  market. 
開船  to  weigh  anchor;  to  get 
under  way. 

開行 (AW  hsing1)  CM •開駛 to  start;  to  sail. 

開行 （々‘ 似  ̂ anSl) start  a  firm, 

開艙  to  open  hatches ;  to  brealt bulk. 

開鎗准 單  a  Permit  to  breal 
bulk. 

開  to  open  and  examine, — a! packages  at  the  Customs. 

那個口 岸今 年初開 
that  port  was  opened  this  year 

開心  to  open  the  heart;  to  b< 

merry. 

開心見  _  if  y。11  °pen  m
- 

heart,  you  will  see  my  sincerity 

他擎 我開心 he  amuse 
himself  by  chaffing  me.  Also 

he  vents  his  wrath  on  rae,~ 
instead  of  on  the  person  wh( has  made  him  angry. 

開弓  to  draw  a  bow. 
開花  to  bloom;  see  5002. 

開 速謝遲 tc>  bloom  earl： 

and  fade  late. 

開解  to  explain;  to  console. 

開講  to  begin  one’s  subject,  a in  a  book;  to  begin  the  explaE 
ation,、as  of  a  text. 

開釋  to  resolve  difficulties;  t 
release. 

開  _  open, out;  to  extend 

to  develop. 

開 闢天地  1  he  opening  ofth 
heavens  and  the  hewing  int 

shape  of  the  earth, — the  creatior 

開路  to  make  a  new  road;  t 
clear  a  passage. 

開年。 1 •開歲  NewYeat’sda: 

開光  to  light  up  the  eyes, _ ( an  idol,  by  painting  the  pupil 

when  finally  ready  for  worshi] 
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1 

. 

_  _  t0  lead  the  way;  to  be  a 
guide. 

七 十開 " — *  in  his  seventy-first 
year. 

走開  get  away !  stand  off! 

我走 '不開 1  cannotset  away» 
— having  business  to  attend  to. 

聽 見运話 ，便 姐遠走 

開  hearing  this,  they  moved 
away  to  a  distance. 

開放  to  let  go  ;  to  release,  as 

detained  goods.  :' 

開放大 袍 t 。心 e  bis  suns- 
See  1263. 

開  to  open  the  hand;  to  begin. 

開 辦  to  put  in  operation, — as  a 
new  system. 

開設 J  to  establish;  to  keep,  as  a 
shop. 

開  ̂   to  prepare；  to  draw  up， 
as  a  document. 

內開  to  the  following  effect, — 
as  when  quoting. 

開 載  to  be  stated;  to  appear 
as  an  entry,  or  as  on  a  map. 

開錄; to  record, 

開明  to  state  clearly. 

胃  t0  make  out  a  bill  or  a  list. 

開 列於後  are  enumerated  as 
follows. 

開列淸 單 to  make  up  a 
balance-sheet;  to  draw  out  a  list 
of  subscribers,  etc. 

^3  to  write  a  prescription. 

開  to  disperse;  to  distribute. 

不如 開交  the  best  course  is 
to  break  off  the  friendship. 

開 不得交  not  to  have  done 
with  a  person, — used  as  a  threat, 

boiling  water, 

鎖 1  開了  the  pot  is  boiling. 

開  ̂|-  to  begin  the  examinations 
for  the  second  or  third  degrees, 

to  put  aside；  to  discard, 

繭 也勸開 exhort  men  to 
keep  away  from  trouble.  See  草 

5234- 

開  _  to  enter  upon  the  yang 
half  of  the  year,  which  begins 

j  with  the  winter  solstice. 

1  yj  to  use  knives;  to  kill. 

!  ■ 

開1
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^  to  shave  ^nd  dress  the 
hair,  as  a  married  woman. 

開口旁  t。 boast. 開消  to  expend;  to  dispose  of. 

開 学  to  set  to  with  fists. 

開  >j^[3 to  release  from  the  cangue. 

開 孕梦兒  a  sljt  at  the  front  and back  of  a  long  Chinese  coat  or 

robe， giving  greater  freedom  to 
the  legs. 

_  帆索  halliards  and  sheets. 

開酒  to  mix  with  wine, 一 as 
sulphur  by  beggars  in  the  north 

to  keep  them  warm. 

開控。 r 開俊 to  clear to  dredge;  to  excavate. 

開演  to  diffuse. ^  to  send  particulars, 一 of 
cost,  etc. 

開  to  cut  a  block  and  publish. 

開擺  to  start  a  ferry. 

開呈  to  present  particulars, — in  a  document, 

開端  to  give  rise  to  trouble;  to 
begin  a  system. 

開  t0  open  accounts;  to  begin 
a  new  account,  as  after  the  New 
Year. 

開摺  to  draw  up  a  despatch  or statement. 

開; Hfe  to  open  the  soil ;  to  begin 
the  cultivation  of;  exploiter. 

開  |_Lj  to  bring  under  cultivation; 
to  open  a  temple  on  the  hills. 

_  莖  to  bring  under  cultivation. 

_  to  reclaim  waste  land. 

開凍  to  thaw;  to  relax;  to  give 
way. 

_  疆  to  extend  one’s  territories. 
_  to  march;  to  operate,  as 
a  military  force. 

開 夜城  to  open  the  city-gate at  night.  [The  前門  at  Peking 

is  opened  about  2  a.m.， to  allow 
the  entrance  of  those  who  have 

to  go  to  Court.] 

開用 ̂  to  stretch  the  legs;  at  full 
speed. 

開仗  to  begin  battle. 

開場  to  open,  as  a  gambling- 

開1
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凱
 3 

5795 

R •賄 

See+豈 

Rising  Upper. 

m 

5796 

R •賄 

See 慢 

Rising  Upper 

house;  to  open  negotiations  or 

explanations. 

開 報  to  state  in  writing. 

開 頭  to  make  a  beginning. 

開先  at  first;  in  the  first  place. 

開去  to  do  away  with;  to  cancel. 

卽行開 去此項 then  this item  can  be  got  rid  of, — no 
longer  charged. 

開 除  to  subtract;  to  deduct. 

開化 黨  the  Liberal,  or  Reform 
party. 

初原官  to  reinstate  a 
cashiered  or  ^official. 

_  鎗  to  fire ;  trcv  open  fire  on. 

開廟  to  open  a  temple  to  public worship  •  to  be  open,  as  the 

temple  fairs. 

開罪  to  commit  a  fault;  to dispense  with  the  infliction  of 

punishment. 

開 罪於人  tC)  offend  Pe°Ple* 

開封  the  capital  of  Honan. It  was  the  capital  ofChina  under 
the  Five  Dynasties,  and  again 
under  the  Sung  Dynasty ;  and 

was  once  the  centre  of  a  large 

Jewish  population. 

開平  name  of  a  營  military station  m  Chihli,  where  there 

arei  coal-mines. 

Pi  VC  name  of  a  P
refecture 

in  Yunnan. 

_  府  a  small  official  title. 

A  victory；  an  army 

triumphing.  Gentle  ；  sooth¬ 

ing；  balmy  [To  be  distin¬ guished  from  豈 |J  5782  and 

默  io,544.] 

奏  §|L  to  report  a  victory  to  the 
Throne. 

寶 )1  旋  to  return  in  triumph. 

人唱 凱歌還 amid  songs  of victory  they  returned. 

A  raised  site  fora  hou^e. 

甘泉 之爽增 a  pieasant residence  near  the  Kan-ch‘iian mountain. 
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C,  hoi 
H. 

F.  k、ai 

卜？
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 k^ai
 Y.  k^ae 

Sz.  k'ai 
K.  kae 

. kai 

A.  k、ai 

Rising  Upper, 

P. 

M 

S798 
賄隊 

See 惶 

Rising  Upper. 

R. 

Joyful；  contented,  Good ； 
kind. 

幢澤。 r 镜惻 gene_; 
benevolent. 

幢 梯君子  a  kind  and  court¬ 
eous  gentleman. 

八橙  the  eight  descendants  of! 
the  Emperor  ̂   J^Chuan  Hsu 

(b.c.  2513)  who,  with  the  八元 

(see  13,744)  aided  Shun  in  the 
government  of  the  empire. 

R. 隊 
C.  k、oi'v.ksr 

See 懷 

Shaking 

Upper. 

Armour  ；  mail.  [To  be 

distinguished  from  679.] 

a  coat  of  mail. 

鐵甲 armout 

身 被重鎖  having  on  a  suit 
of  heavy  armour. 

首鎧。 r 盔鎧  a  helmet 

袈裟爲 忍辱鎧 & 
plice  of  the  priest  is  the  armour 

5804 

R •隊 

See 惊 

w 
5799 

賄 

See 慢 

Rising  Upper. 

R. 

sur 

which  enables  him  to  bear  insult. 

To  open；  to  loosen.  An 

archer’s  thumb-ring.  Used with  5797. 

今欲 與 漢閭大 關 
wish  co  open  the  great  barriers 
between  us  and  the  Hans. 

閭  、 I  化办  understand the  matter. 

閭 澤滂流  gracious  favour 
extending  on  all  sides, — as  of 
the  Emperor. 

閽陽  the  star  ̂   or  MizaHn  the 
tail  of  the  Great  Bear. 

颼
 5 

58o° R 賄 

See 橫 

R:  : Dg  Upper, 

Balmy  •’  genial,  as  the 
wind. 

See  6100. 

«
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R 灰 
See 該 

Many  ；  numterous. 

Even  Upper 

58o3 

Sinking 

Upper. 

I 

楷 

5S06 

Upper. 

To  sigh  after;  to  regret. 

槪然  mournfully, 

^  ̂   ̂   every  one  regrets 

it. 

槪嘆  to  bewail. 
P 旣 其嘆矣  sighed  regretfully. 

58o7 5 合 

See 磋 

Entering 

Generous  ；  noble-minded  ； 

loyal.  Used  with  5803. 

慷槪 ^忮 槪  noble ;  chival¬ 
rous. 

軌‘
 

5808 

R. 翰 

See 蘇 

SinkingUpper 

槪允  to  readily  consent. 

英 雄槪悴  a  discomfited 
hero. 

意 氣槪然  full  of  high  hope and  without  fear. 

槪 歎 悲槪 m_ful; melancholy;  sad. 

頁 可槪也  ’tis  very  sad. 

M  _  繫之矣  worried； 
anxious. 

此 槪馬嵬 西狩事 咖 
(poem)  is  a  regret  for  the  affairs of  Ma  Wei  {see  12,571}  and  of 

the  western  exile  (of  the  Emperor 
Ming  Huang). 

句句 說蕪句 ，句 自槪 
every  sentence  •  is  said  of  the swallows  while  really  referring 
to  his  own  woes. 

See  4150. 

See  1263. 

The  top  of  the  skull. 

Also  read  ̂ o1*.  Same  as 

61 14 - 

天靈纈  the  fontanelle. 

ZSL^JNT. 

Dawn. 

日 光臥轨 the  rays  of  the sun  beginning  to  shine. 

5809 

寒先 
C.  kon、 k、in 
H.  kon、 U'cn 
F.  kang、 kiertg W.  kue^  ko^ 

djie 

N.  kem、 djien 

P.  kart、 

chHen 

Y.  kaa、 chHei 
K.  kan、 kon 

J.  kan、 ken 
A.  ikart,  kten Even  Upper 

and  Lower. 

Dry  ；  as  opposed  to 濕 

9938.  Clean  ；  dried， as 

opposed  to 鮮 4467.  Ex¬ 
hausted；  finished.  See 

13,096. 

乾土  dry  land. 

an- 

照 乾一盃 to  sh°w  one other  that  their  wine-cups  are 

dry, 一 as  after  drinking  a  toast. 

做乾工  to  work  for  nothing, -without  payment. 

乾禮  dry  presents, — money. 

發乾 or 作乾 to  feel  dry. 
來 了就乾 乾兒的 
was  nothing  to  eat  or  drink  when 

I  got  there. 

乾兒子  a  dry  son, — a  son  by a  process  of  informal  adoption, 

without  any  consequences  in¬ 

volved,  much  as  a  “godchild” in  the  west,  the  boy  remaining 

all  the  time  at  his  own  home. 

Parents  of  a  delicate  child  often 

invite  friends  to  become  its  乾 

and  ,  so  that  the 
former  may  share  in  their  福 

氣  and  thrive. 乾爹  and  乾娘  dry  papa  and dry  mamma, — are  the  titles  by 
which  a  child  adopted  as  above 

addresses  such  parents. 

7579 - 乾兄弟  sworn  brothers. 
乾淨。 r  乾爽  clean;  bright; 

dry. 

乾 淨勁兒  very  clean;  clean¬ 
handed.  [In  Peking  =  dirty.] 

都賣 乾淨了  a11  sdd  0Ut, 

一 刀一個 ，殺 個乾淨 

with  a  single  slash  to  each  one, 
he  killed  the  whole  lot. 

$  乾  to  dry  at
  a  fire. 

通乾了  thoroughly  dry. 

载 J  dried;  parched ;  feverish. 
杏乾  dried  apricots.  See  9497 - 

乾魚  dried  fish. 乾花  dried  flowers. ^^枯  dried  up;  withered, shrivelled ;  shrunk. 

乾飯  dry  food,  —  rice  without gravy. 
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乾灰  dry  ashes, — lime,  etc. 

乾草 hay. 

乾菓子  dried  fruit. 

乾靜  dried  refreshments, — 
dried  fruit,  biscuits,  etc. 

乾鲴兒  dry  biscuits. 

乾裂了  split  or  cracked  from 
dryness. 

乾蜂兒  to  prance,  as  a  horse. 

乾産着  altogether;  simply. 

乾  _  flour. 

乾占酒  the  name  of  a  wine. 

乾榫  to  be  short  with;  to  “shut 
up’’  a  man. 

乾 傾 r  gratuities  given  at  monthly 
intervals  to  friends  or  relatives. 

始爲小 吏乾沒  he  began 
by  peculating  as  a  petty  official 
See  8016. 

乾回報  to  report  falsely. 

言乾 _ 手 而別 when  he 
had  finished  speaking,  he  saluted 
and  left. 

乾汗草  Mosla  chiuensis、 Max. 
Polygonum  cuspidatum、 

S.  &  Z.,  the  root  of  which  is 

used  for  dyeing  yellow. 

乾鵠  the  eastern  magpie  {Pica 
media), 

乾陁。 r 乾陀 羅國 the 
kingdom  of  Gandhara, —— in  the 
north  of  the  Punjab,  once  a 
famous  centre  of  Buddhism. 

Read  chHen\  Heaven. 

Male.  The  first  of  the 

Eight  Diagrams.  A  sove 

reign ;  a  father.  Continu 

ous  ；  lasting ;  stable  ;  dili¬ 

gent  ； superior.  The  north¬ 
west. 

乾元  heaven. 

乾道  the  “way”  ot  Tvp-p  ven. 

乾坤  heaven  and  earth;  male 
and  female. 

終 日乾乾  respectfully  atten 
tive  all  day  long. 

體乾  to  act  in  accordance  with, 
or  to  embody  in  oneself,  divine 

principles. 

w 

5810 

R •翰 

H： 
 ! kon

 

F.  kang^
  

v. 

^kwartg 

W.  k  'ue 
N.  kein、 kaah 

M 
M.  > kan 

Sz. 、 

Y.  kaa IC. 

kan 

A. 
Sinking 

Upper. 

5Sc9 
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乾 書行禮 ，隨 換坤書 
for  the  horoscope  of  the  man, 

accompanied  by  presents,  the 

horoscope  of  the  woman  is  given 

in  exchange, — when  arranging 
the  formal  betrothal  of  a  pair. 

乾隆  Ch‘ien  Lung  (or  Kien  I 
Long)  the  fourtjijpmperor  of  the 
present  dynasty,  1736 一 1796. 

逢  P  乾斷  deign  
to  issue  de- 

finite  orders, — of  the  Emperor. 

The  trunk  of  a  tree;  the 

body  [see  3090).  To  man¬ 

age  ； to  transact ;  to  ad¬ 
minister.  Capable;  skilled ； 

efficient.  Used  with  5811. 

幹枝  trunk  and  branches. 

以 天台藤 杖爲幹 tcQk 
a  piece  of  Tien-t‘ai  cane  as  the 
stick,  —  to  match  a  knob  or 
handle. 

幹事  to  manage  matters;  to  I 
attend  to  business.  Also,  to  have 
sexual  intercourse. 

幹 辦  to  transact;  to  administer. 

他 幹不來  he  is  not  capable of  putting  this  matter  through. 

你不幹 .我幹 if  yQU  won，t do  the  business,  I  will. 

幹旋  to  follow  up  a  matter 
vigorously.  ^ 

請領力 爲幹旋 tt5re(luest the  Consul  to  pursue  the  matter 
vigorously. 

竭 力爲之 幹旋 脱 ❿ 
very  best  to  make  things  right 
•for  him. 

可以幹 任木事  capable of  managing  weighty  affairs. 

幹 無关大 _  t°  commit outrageous  acts. 

公 幹  public  business. 

有 何貴幹  what  may  be  your business? 

鑽 幹營謀  to  seek  promotion 
by  toadying  and  otherwis

e  in¬ 
gratiating  oneself. 

育 i 幹。 r 才幹 QI ■幹局 ability ;  talent. 

取 其幹才  to  choose  men  of 
ability. 

幹員  a  capable  official；  : 

幹役 (ot 差）  a  trusty  official servant. 

w 

581。 

XS.JUNT 

幹練  capable;  skilful ;  trained. 

骨幹  the  “stuff  a  man  is  made of/ —his  mettle. 

打幹  to  manage. 

幹頭人  a  manager. 
不扎幹  not  strong  or  durable. 

擀
 3 

S8n 

R •旱 

See 赶 

To  stretch  out  with  the 

hand  ；  to  open  out,  as  a 
scroll. 

Rising  Upper. 

5812 

R •翰 

See 幹 

Sinking 

Upper. 

A  slender  variety  of  the 

bamboo. 

箭籍  the  shaft  of  an  arrow. 

醤珠  a  kind  of  pearl-barley. 

北靜山  a  hill  near  Shanghai. 

w 

5813 

R •翰寒 
See 幹 

Sinking 

Upper. 

The  trunk  of  a  -  tree. 
Planks  for  building  frames  ； 

see  6o8,  A  support.  Name 

of  a  tree  from  which  bows 

were  made.  Sugar-cane. 

枝翰  branches  and  trunk. 

枝不得 大於榦 branches 
cannot  be  bigger  than  trunk. 

强 榦弱枝  a  stiff  trunk  and 
weak  branches. 

榦 不庭方  be  a  support against  those  princes  who  do  not 

、 gome  to  Court. 

井 榦之上  the  railing  round the  top  of  a  well. 

干1
 

S8i4 

R 寒 

H. 
 j  kon 

F.  kang
 

W.  kiie 
N.  keih 

P. 

M.  kan 
Sz. 

Y.  kaa K. 

J.  kan 

A. 

Even  Upper. 

A  shield；  a  buckler f see 

城 763.  The  bank  of  a river.  The  stem  of  a  tree； 

a  staff  ；  used  with  杆 58i8. 

To  seek  for；  to  expose 

oneself  to ;  to  concern ;  to 

involve；  to  ottend  against. 

To  arrange.  Radical  51. 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

千  1725  and  于  13,537-] 

千戈  shields  and  spears ;  wea¬ 
pons  ; troops. 

動干戈  to  begin  hostilities. 

92 
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二干戈  two  shield-and-spear- 
men. 

惟干戈 省厥躬 let  - 
shield-and-spearman  (who  goes 
forth  to  attack  others)  examine 
himself. 

形夭 無干戚 Hshg-yao 
(the  Chinese  Satan,  in  his  fight 
with  God)  had  no  buckler  nor 

battle-axe  [The  famous  poet, 

T‘ao  Y iian-ming,  misread  the 
last  two  characters  and  wrote 

in  a  poem,  形夭 無千歲 

Satan  has  riot  1,000  years,： — of life.] 

師 千之試  the  arbitrament 
of  war. 

寘之 河之千  he  places 
(what  he  hews)  on  the  river  bank 

至河干  on  reaching  the  bank 
of  the  river. 

天千 OT 十千  the  Ten 
Heavenly  Stems, 一 ten  characters 
which  are  used  in  combination 

with  the  地支  Twelve  Branches 

(see  1873)  to  give  names  to  the 
sixty  years  of  the  Chinese  cycle. 
See  Tables  Vd  and  Ve% 

干支  the  system  of  the  stems 
and  branches,  as  above. 

干旄  the  staff  and  pennon  of  a 
great  officer,  displayed  from  his 
chariot. 

舞千  a  long  narrow  shield,  used 
in  the  ancient  dance.  Also, 

an  acrobat^  pole；  a  quarterstaff! 

In  a  peaceful  way；  pacifically 

干 祿豊弟  in  his  pursuit  ofl 
official  emolument,  he  was  easy 
and  self-possessed. 

子張'  备干祿 Tzu-chang was  learning  with  a  view  to 
official  emolument. 

干求  to  entreat;  to  beg. 

以干 _ 先王之 誅 rendering themselves  liable  to  the  death 

appointed  by  the  former  kings, 

罔或 千予正 not  one 
found  to  offend  against  the  reg¬ 
ulations  of  my  government. 

干 犯 •  to  offend  against. 
千咎  to  render  oneself  liable  to 
punishment;  to  be  guilty. 

'矛法 * 01 ■干例  to  break  the  law. 

有 千例禁  it  is  an  offence 
against  the  law. 

干與  to  meddle  with  or  in. 

千1
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忏
 3 

干渉。 r 干係。 i •千連 t。 
implicate  ；  to  involve ;  conse¬ 

quences. 

我 不干渉 i  have  nothing  to do  with  it.  See  9784. 

不千 係我。 r 非干我 
事 與我 無相干 、 
does  not  involve  me;  it  is  no 
concern  of  mine. 

是我 們鄕里 的干係 
for  that,  our  district  will  be  res¬ 

ponsible. 

5816 

R .翰 

C.  hon、 ^hon H.  hon、 ̂ kon、 

•kon 

F.  (hang 

"W.yiie 

N.  eih 

p- ) 

M.  > han 

Sz. ) 

Y.  kaa 
K.  han kan 

A.  han 

才 目  without  consequences; 
no  matter. 

干  involved  in;  compromised. 

何敢自 千重灵 hQw should  I  venture  to  do  this  great 
crime? 

事 不千己 ，休 開口。 n 
matters  which  don’t  concern  you, 

don’t  open  your  mouth. 

不千己 事， 少當頭 ^ 
matters  that  don’t  concern  you, 
avoid  coming  to  the  front. 

干預  to  meddle 

拿 話干他  entreat  him.  Also scold  him. 

5815 

K .寒 

See  "-p* 
Even  I/ppcr. 

干 諛富貴  to  toady  the  rich and 'powerful. 

千休  to  settle;  to  arrange ;  to] 
patch  up. 

那干人  those  people ;  that 
party. 

他們^ •是 一千人 they are  quite  a  different  sort  of  folk. 

千 言正  testimony;  evidence. 

一 千人證  all  the  parties  to 
a  case,  —  both  witnesses  and 

principals. 

若干  a  certain  amount;  a  given 
number;  so  many.  See  5644. 

千將  a  sword,  named  after  its maker.  See  摸 79$6- 

To  concern. 

與我 無个于 it  does  not  con cern  me;  it  gives  me  no  anxiety 

無行 ■時事 having  no  concern with  the  affairs  of  the  day. 

扞<
 

Sinking 

Lower. 

旰8
 

5817 

泛 •翰 

F.  ̂ hang 

See 杆 

Sinking 

Lower. 

^1.3 

To  ward  off  ；  to  guard 

to  hinder.  Also?  read  hat 

and  (=5811)  Kanz. 

手扞 t。  ward  off. 
Iff  to  protect;  to  guard. 

5818 

R •寒旱 

See  干* 
Even  and 

Rising  Upper. 

堅  strongly  guarded. 

^  to  guard  a  pass. 扞格 t。  obstruct;  to  impede. 

扦 格不入  obstructed ;  ui 
able  to  enter.  Used  in  the  sens 

of  the  difficulty  of  cancelling 

permission  once  granted,  etc. 

杆禁  to  prohibit. Evening；  5unset ;  dusk. 

日 旰不召  though  late  in  t\ 
day,  he  did  not  summon  ther 

曰旰天 子忘 _  the  Er 
peror  forgot  his  evening  meal,- 
so  hard  was  he  working. 

倦於旰 食宵衣 tired 
eating  at  sunset  and  wearir 
clothes  at  night, — as  when  ove 
worked. 

宵 旰之劳  the  toil  of  wearii 
clothes  at  night  and  eating  ; 
sunset.  See  4296. 

肝 肝  abundant;  prosperous. 

The  shaft  of  a  spear  ； 

pole ;  a  staff.  The  nec 
of  a  fiddle.  Numerativ 

of  guns,  spears,  steelyard 

pencils,  uipes,  etc. 

^  the  mast  of  a  ship. 

族杆  a  flagstaff. 
利1  a  spear;  a  gun. 

一杆 .秤  a  steelyard. 
秤秆  the  beam  of  a  steelyar 

箭杆  the  shaft  of  an  arrow. 

衧 兒上的  headmen  of  tl 
beggars  in  Peking,  supposed 
exercise  a  certain  amount 
control  over  them. 

杆氈子  to  make  felt. 

便杆  a  walking-stick. 

^  ̂   the  wooden  cross-sp 

from  which  a  Chinese  flag  floa 
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S8i8 

轩1
 

5心9 

!n  Upper. 

粁 
5^20 

r 

5821 

•inking 

L’pper. 

肝1
 

5822 

n  Upper. 

立 秆見影  to  set  up  a  pole 
and  see  a  shadow, — used  of  im¬ 
mediate  results. 

定明 粁尺二 畝有零 
settled  on  a  pole-and-foot  (=  an 
area)  of  2  mou  and  a  fraction. 

An  inferior  kind  of  gem 

See  ̂   6765. 

Same  as  5828. 

To  spread  out  and  smooth 
clothes. 

The  liver. 

肝有餘 氣多怒  fulness  of 
the  liver  causes  anger. 

肝氣病 an  attack  of  the  spleen 

肝火盛  plenty  of  liver-fire,— 
apt  to  get  angry. 

此當  tang、  心肝  he  is  as  my 
heart  and  liver, — as  myself. 

他  AH、 肝不 好  his  disposition 
is  not  good. 

吐學 士之心 肝 you 
would  give  him  your  life. 

AH、 肝哥哥  my  sweetheart, 一 
by  a  woman  to  a  man. 

肝 腸寸斷  liver  and  bowels 
chopped  into  inches,  —  greatly afflicted. 

肝 腦碎裂  liver  and  brains 
exhausted, — as  in  the  service  of 
his  country. 

猪肝色  pig’s-liver  colour, — a 
dark  red-brown. 

肝膽  liver  and  gall;  intimate. 

作事 有肝膽  he  has  plenty 
of  courage. 

肝木 剌脾土  the  liver, 
which  is  associated  with  wood, 
reduces  the  stomach,  which  is 
associated  with  earth, 一 therefore 
I  have  no  appetite. 

赶
 4 

5^23 

R •旱 

g:| 
F.  kang 

W.  kue 

N.  keih P. 

kon 

M. 

Sz. 
Y.  haa 

K 

han 

ka?i 

: i 

A.  kan、 h:cn 

Rising  Upper, 

eject. 

赶賊  to  pursue  a  thief. 

赶去  to  go  in  pursuit. 

赶 他回來  fetch  him  back See  below • 

赶不上  I  can’t  catch  him ! 
赶不及  not  able  to  be  read) in  time. 

赶 不了城  to  be  unable  to reach  the  city, 一 before  the  gates 
are  locked. 

我 赶到你  I  shall  catch  you 
up ! 

赶 到了家  when  we  reached home. 

赶到 那時候  when  that time  arrives . ;  by  that  time. 

赶 至無路  driven  into  a corner；  without  resources. 

値  when  it  happens  that . 
赶天 有平西 的時候 
towards  sunset. 

赶車的  a  carter. 

赶脚的  a  donkey-boy. 

赶 早起來  get  up  very  early. 

赶早放 下行李 make ^  haste  and  fling  down  your  bag¬ 

gage! 赶路  to  hurry  on ;  to  travel  fast. 

赶回來  to  hurry  back.  See above. 

赶辦  to  hurry  on  with  a  work or  other  matter. 

赶緊。 r 赶快。 r 赶忙 
quickly ;  without  delay, 

^  in  a  hurry ;  with 
despatch. 

赶会 拿出來 quickly  bring it  out. 

赶出。 r 赶逐  to  drive  out; to  expel. 

赶順水  to  avail  oneself  of  a fair  tide. 

赶赴 t。  hurry  to;  to  repair  to. 

赶考  to  go  to  examination. 

赶 工生活  to  hurry  on  with 
work,  —  as  when  guaranteed 
within  a  certain  time. 

:赶
 • 

赶站  to  hurry  on  to  the  post- house, 一- as  when  travelling. 

S823 赶市  to  go  to  market.  : 

^  to  act  as  beaters. 
赶 ■麥 0  to  knead*  or  roUVrfough. 

赶錐  a  screw-driver. 走^上 ••• （followed  by  a  clause 
of  action， etc.)  to  catch  one (when,  etc.).  j 

鼾
 4 

The  shin-bone  ；  bones 

S824 

R •翰諫 

generally.  1 

See 幹 

骨干  _  boils  on  the  leg. 

Sinking 

Upper. 

鴇
1
 

S82S 

The  magpie,  called  于裔 

R. 寒 

r|-  See  1388. See 

Even  Upper. 

ffif 

5826 

Dark  spots  or  streaks 
upon  the  face.  [ 

See 幹 

Sinking 

Upper. 桿 Same  as  5818.  | 

5827 

n3
 

The  stalk  of  grain  ；  straw. 

5828 

^  a  straw  man. 

R •旱 

幸旱 幕  a  straw  broqm;  a  besom. 

See 赶 

禾手旱 straw. 

Rising  Upper. 

释頭  stubble. 

— »  a  sheaf  of  straw. 

趕 
Same  as  5823.  ； 

5829 

T 

5830 

The  stem  of  the  bamboo  ； 

1  cane；  a  thin  rod. 

r. 寒 

竿子 a  pole. See  寸- 

竹竿  bamboo  canes  or  poles. Even  Upper. — •  a  bamboo  cane. 
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釣竿  a  fishing-rod. 

筆竿  a  pencil.
 

插竿  to  stick  in  a  pole. 

i 竿見影 
& 5Sl8- 

jj 賣  slips  of  bambo
o  tied! 

together  to  form  “books.”  j 

曰 紅三竿 the  red  sun  is  I 
three  poles  high, — it  is  between  I 
8  and  9  a.m.  3 

竿木 the  pole  and  bar  used  byl 
acrobats.  Hence, 一  1 

隨 身竿木  necessary  articlesl 
carried  about,  as  writing  mate-| 
rials,  etc. 

5吵 

样 
5831 

甘1
 

5832 

覃 
C.  Mom 

H.  kam 
F.  kang 

W.  ko 
N.  kein 

m.  i ka
n Y.  kaa 

Sz.  kan 

K.  kam 

J.  kan A.  kam 

Same  as  5830. 

Even  Upper. 

Sweet;  agreeable  to  the 

taste  ;  agreeable  to  the 

feelings  ；  willingly  ；  volun-| 
tarily.  Radical  99.  帶 

io,554.  Used  for  5833. 

甘甜  sweet. 
甘味  a  sweet  taste. 

食不 甘味  it  has  not  a  nice 
flavour.  Also,  I  have  no  appe-] tite  for  food. 

甘旨  delicacies. 

甘美  delicious. 

甘雨。 r 甘霖 sweet  (i.e： seasonable)  rain. 

甘露  sweet  dew;  the  favour  of | 
a  patron. 

甘草  liquorice-root. 

甘 棠遺愛 th'  pear-tree 
l^acy  of  love, 一 alluding  to  the 

wise  and  benevolent  administra-l 

t-  乂 召公  Shao  Kung  of 
old.  He  is  said  to  have  dispensed; 

justice  under  a  甘棠  pear- 1 
tree,  which  was  ever  afterwards 

preserved  in  memory  of  his  good- 1 

死？ 也甘心 (in  that  case), I  should  be  willing  even  to  die. 

非 不甘心 k  is  nC)t  that am  unwilling, — but 

不 殺他我 不甘心 
I  shall  not  be  satisfied  unless  I 
kill  him. 

久 將甘心  had  an  old  grudge against  him. 

甘結  a  voluntary  engagement; a  bond;  frank-pledge. 

甘罪  willing  to  be  punished. 

甘 罪如飴  willing  to  take punishment  as  though  it  were something  nice. 

罪 無  ̂  readily  admit  my 
guilt.  [Willingly  to  take  punish¬ ment  without  shrinking.] 

刑戮 是甘， 乞不1 wil1 willingly  suffer  death,  only  please 
don’t . 

自 甘貧賤  happy  in  my poverty  and  low  estate. 

甘肅 the  province  of  Kansuh. Its  name  is  derived  from  the  first 

characters  of  甘州府 Kan 

chou  Fu  and  肅州  Su  Chou 

甘 羅十二 爲宰相 Km Lo  was  Prime  Minister  at  twelve. 

甘泉宮 a  summer  palace  in 

A  disease  of  child 

Ulcers ；  sores. 

_  積  rickets;  atr
ophy. 

栢  venereal  ulcers. 

牙疳  a  gum-boil.
 

i 馬牙疳 
cancer  1 

mouth. 

相 f  poisonous  matter;  vi 
in 

紺 4
 

A  deep  purple. 

kan 

SinkingUpper. 

苷3
 

Shensi,  n.w.  of  Ch‘ang-an,  dating 
from  the  time  of  the  First  Em 

peror. 
orange-coloured. 

IT 

5838 

卜勘
 

j  See  甘 

[SinkingUpper 

w 5833 

R. 覃 

See 

Even  Upper. 

The  loose-jacket  orl 
mandarin  orange  [CitrusX 

nobilis、 Lour.),  known  asl 

柑子。 r 黃柑 • 

相*  皮 orange-peel. 

君子不 以紺挪 .詞 

superior  man  (Confucius: not  use  a  deep  purple,  1 

puce  colour,  in  the  ornai of  his  dress, — these  being 

suitable  to  women. 

Liquorice,  —  freely 

by  the  Chinese  as  a cine  in  all  sorts  of 

plaints.  See  5832. 

To  keep  one’s  m shut；  to  restrain  onesi 

ness. 

甘 言蜜語  honeyed  words. 
甘者。 n  e  who  says  sweet  things; 

a  flatterer. 

甘苦  sweet  and  bitter ;  pros- 1 
perity  and  adversity. 

甘水  fresh  water. 

甘心。 r  甘願  willingly;  vol-| untarily. 

泔1
 

S»34 

R •覃 

F.  v.  cang 

See 甘 

Even  Upper. 

分 柑同味  half  an  orange  is  | as  sweet  as  a  whole  one. 

開柑票  a  form  of  gamblingl on  the  •  number  of  pips  in  an| orange. 

Slops;  dirty  water.  To| 
boil  thick,  as  gruel. 

米泔水  water  in  which  rice has  been  scoured.  Used  for| 
washing  sores. 

Read  han%.  Full. 

泔淡  overflowing ;  full. 

Hoar-frost  ；  dew. 

澤 沛脊霖 moistene< 
the  dew  and  rain,  —  of 
kindness. 

A  bait.  A  sweet  ca dumpling. 

Even  Upper. 

Rising  Upper 

To  dare  ；  to  ver 
Presumptuous. 

敢  boldly  venturing  t< 

敢 作敢爲 ㈣ 當 )n()l 
to  act;  ready  to  take  re 

bility;  having  plenty  of  cc 

/ 



584i 

JMUS 

橄 
5842 

;ee 甘 
Rising  Upper. 

敢死士  a  daring  soldier. 

敢死軍  a  “forlorn  hope.” 

敢問  I  venture  to  ask . 

不敢 ％ 不敢 當。 r 豈敢 
I  do  not  dare  or  how  should  I 

dare? — accept  the  position  or  the 
honours  you  thrust  upon  me. 

A  phrase  of  conventional  hu 
mility. 

敢 不敬遵  could  I  dare  not 
to  respectfully  obey?  See  13,376. 

用 敢直陳  I  have  ventured 
thus  to  state  my  case. 

惡胃1 果敢 而窒者 沖 
superior  man)  hates  those  who 

are  presumptuous  and  at  the 
same  time  of  narrow  wit. 

邀 駕敢至  I  venture  to  ask 
you,  sir,  to  come. 

誰 敢不讓  who  will  venture 
not  to  yield  ? 

敢 保敢結  are  perfectly  wil¬ 
ling  to  guarantee. 

敢强  to  argue ;  to  resist;  to 
oppose. 

敢則。 r 敢自 a 敢情 
or  of  course;  truly;  really. 

那敢自 狠好了  why,  that 
will  be  capital ! 

我敢情 是死了  great 
Scot,  I’m  dead! 

敢怕  I  dare  say;  I  shouldn’t 
wonder  if；  I  guess. 

敢 是個賊  he  must  be  a 
robber. 

他敢 不知道  he  probably 
does  not  know  about  it. 

敢 是面龐 相像的 ，也 

未可知  he  seems  like  in 
feature,  but  I  can’t  say, — if  it is  he. 

The  Chinese  olive,  known 

% 橄欖，  the  fruit  of  cer¬ 
tain  species  of  Canarium、 

& •烏欖  Canarium  pi- 
撕 la、 K6nig， and  白欖 

C.  album、 Rausch. 

橄欖泥  a  sauce  of  pickled 
olives. 

澉
 3 

S»43 

See 
甘 

Rising  Upper. 

5^4 

r-  ji 2? - 

See 甘 

J.  kan、 hon 
Rising  Upper. 

Insipid.  To  wash. 

澹 澉手足  to  wash  the  hands and  feet. 

澉浦  Kan-p^i,  —  the  port  of  I 
Hang-chou  Fu  in  Chehkiang. 

The  “Canfu”  of  Marco  Polo. 

To  touch  ；  to  feel  ；  to 

suffer  from.  To  work  upon 

the  feelings  ；  to  influence  ； 

to  rouse ;  to  excite. 

無撼 我蛻兮  don’t  touch the  handkerchief, — at  my  waist ; 
hands  off! 

Ji 于神明  (good  govern¬ ment)  appeals  to  the  wisdom  of 

the  gods, -/.<?.  enlists  their  favour. 

ji 善則 ，撼惡 則惡 
if  (a  child)  is  exposed  to  good 
influences  he  will  be  good,  if  to 
evil  influences  he  will  be  evil, 

Ji 化人心  to  influence  and 
convert  people’s  hearts. 

ji 動  to  influence;  to  rouse;  to excite. 

使 人撼動  causing  people  to feel  excited, — by  lust. 

蘑孕  to  conceive  a  child  by 
supernatural  interposition. 

to  feel  melancholy;  to  sigh. 

J 傷。1 •傷撼  {see  9742) 

J 懷 w 撼泐  to  be  deeply affected. 

Ji 頌  to  express  one's  deep sense  of. 

藶 發  to  move;  to  disturb. 

Ji  遇  is  explained  as  MZ 

于心 ，遇 之于目 = 
emotions  aroused  by  seeing  some¬ 
thing. 

生 ji  to  feel  emotions. 

百 Ji 生  a  hundred  (many) emotions  anse. 

撼悼  grieved. 交 藶  to  mutually  influence,  or act  upon. 

j 格  tc  effect  favourably  towards 
one, — as  the  gods  by  good  deeds 

repentance,  etc. 

言 J 眩疾 he  —  he suffering  from  vertigo. 

was 

勝 
S844 

m
8
 

5845 

R-ji 

See  M 

Rising  Upper. 

5846 

•Ji 

See  M 

Rising  Upper. 

漬 
Sg47 

內 傷外感  internal  com¬ 
plaints  and  those  which， come from  outside  sources. 

M  冒風寒  t。 catch  :old. 

受 點 兒滅冒 tQ  eatch  a 
slight  cold. 

Ji 冒吐 血症  ie  suffers  j 
from  blood-spitting. 

感應篇  the  Evoke-response- 
treatise、 or  the  so-called  Book 

of  Rewards  and  Punishments, — 

a  ldnd  of  aComminationn  be¬ 
longing  to  modem  Taoism. 

感 心 or 撼 慰 grateful. 
感 恩  to  be  grateful  for  kindness. 

感德谏  very  grateful  for  your 
goodness. 

藶其誠  touched  by- .  his  sin¬ 

cerity. 

激之至 ㈣ 不盡卜 

撼 情無盡 — grateful. J 激心， 一 曹難盡 
words  fail  to  express  my  gratitude. 

Ji 激發病 卒 he 
 fei1  m  f_ 

mortification  and  died. 

銘 遽五內 (your  kindness)  is graven  on  my  five  viscera, — on 

my  heart. 

ji 謝  many  thanks, 一 from  the  I Amoy  pronunciation  of  which 
comes  the  word  cumshaw. 

遽情  to  return  a  favour.  | 

A  fish  about  three  feet 

long,  found  in  the  Yang- 
tsze.  It  has  a  large  mouth, 

yellow  gills,  and  a  greenish 
back. 

A  fish.  Used  with  5845. 

緘魚。 r 花醎  a  kind  of  shad,! Pimelodus  guttatus,  found  at 
Canton  in  the  spring  months. 

Same  as  5850. 



5848 R •送感 
See.^^ 

Rising  and 
Sinking 

Irregular. 

赣
 4 

A  region  south  of  the 

Poyang  lake,  called  章貢 

Chang-kung  under  the  Hanj 

dynasty,  and  altered  to 早 j 

Kan-chou  under  the 

Sung  dynasty. 

_ 州府  a  Prefecture  in 
Kiangsi. 

電致 赣省大 吏牵辦 
wired  to  the  high  authorities  of| 

Kiangsi  to  investigate  the  matter. 

看
 4 

5852 
W.  kLo 
N.  k'-aan 

M.  >  k、an 

Sz.  \ 

Y.  k、aa 
K.  Jean 

J.  kan A.  k、an 

Read  kung^.  To  present  ；j 
to  offer  tribute. 

Read  hung、  Foolish. 

R. 

5849 

薦送 See  Ji 
but  used  also 

as  核  q.v- 
Rising  Upper 

A  travelling-trunk  made 

of  bamboo-splints  -  a  lid  ；| 
to  cover. 

躜 
5850 r •勘送 

H.  on^ 

S6e 甘貢 
K.  kam、 kortg 

J.  kan'kd 
Sinking 

Upper. 

蓋_ 收藏  shut  down  the  lid  | 
and  keep  it  securely. 

Read  kung' •  A  cup. 

The  central  river  of| 

Kiangsi. 

淦
 4 5吵 

•勘覃 
C.  kem 

F.  kang 

M.  I
  kan Y.  kaa 

K.  kam 

J.  kan、 kon 

A.  khn、 Lham
 

Sinki
ng 

Upper
. 

Water  leaking  into  a| 

boat.  Mud.  To  sink] 

Very  ；  extremely.  Name  of| 

a  small  stream  in  Kiangsi. 

Used  for  5850. 

看‘
 

5852 R •翰寒 

To  look  at；  to  see \  to| 
examine. 

C.  hon 

H.  k、on 
F.  k'artg 

看 — •  to  take  a  look.  Seel 
k(anl. 

看不見  cannot  see. 

Sinking  and 

Even  Upper. 

看不得  one  must  not  regard or  pay  attention  to;  unfit  to 
be  seen;  disgusting ;  obscene ; 
can’t  bear  to  look  at. 

這 碗粗的 看不得 this bowl  is  horridly  coarse  ware. 

看不 得他外 面老實 
do  not  be  deceived  by  his  out 
ward  docility. 

^  cannot  see  far. 

看來。 r 看起來  judging 
from  appearances;  in  this  sense; thus. 

以 弟看來  in  my  humble opinion,  •… 

看 不起  to  despise
. 

看不過  cannot  overlook  it. 

自 已也 看不過  hehimselfj had  no  opinion, 一 of  the  young 
man. 

看中 {chungx)  to  be  pleased with;  to  prefer.  See  2875. 

看不上 bTU 眼 OT 看 

不中意  not  to  think  any¬ thing  of;  not  to  fancy, 

久已 看上了  bad  long thought  highly  of  him. 

看 不出來  cannot  make  i out, - as  a  thing  seen  at  a  distance, 
bad  writing,  etc. 

看不 出好歹  cannot  tell good  from  bad. 

看不 淸楚。 r 看不眞 
cannot  make  out  distinctly, 一 
as  by  the  sense  of  sight. 

看 不明白  cannot  make  out clearly,— as  of  something  one 
does  not  understand. 

看不 盡  shaU  nevej*  have  time 
to  see  them  all. 

看得呆  lost  in  admiration. 

好看 受看  nice  to  look  at; pretty；  handsome. 

雜看  ugly;  offensive;  pitiable. 

看書  to  read. 
無心 看閱  he  had  not  

heart to  read, 一 the  memorials. 

看相  to  be  a  physiognomist. 

重 看  to  esteem  ;  to  have  regard 
for. 

看輕  to  treat  lightly;  to  hold of  no  account. 

看‘
 

5852 

看 光景。 r 看 其情景 
as  far  as  one  can  judge;  undei 
the  circumstances. 

看破。 1： 看透  to  see  through — as  a  trick,  as  the  vanity  ofal 
things,  etc. 

看 透世界  to  see  through  th( 
mockery  of  this  life. 

看不透  cam’t  see  through,— 
whether  it  is  what  it  seems. 

看官  reader !  gentle  reader ! 

看 看  in  a  short  time ;  “lefssee.1 

看 看致死 looks  as  ifb 
would  be  done  to  death. 

看望  to  visit;  to  see;  to  interview 

看燈  to  see  the  illuminations. 

看茱  to  get  food  ready. 

看茶來  bring  tea! 
看 坐  to  find  ̂   seat. 

看承  to  behave  to. 
to  have  a  look  at  first. 

看顴  to  pay  attention  to;  t regard. 

看覷  to  see;  to  visit;  to  regard  a 

看覽  t。 watch. 

探看  to  visit 看風水  to  be  a  geomancer. 看戲  to  watch  a  play;  to  go  t the  theatre. 

看病。 r  看治 tc)  attend  to 
case  of  sickness.  The  first 
also  to  make  a  diagnosis;  1 

practise  as  a  doctor. 

看脈  to  feel  the  pulse. 

問一問 他可看 #  hi and  you  will  find  out. 

作 人字看  to  be  regarded 
the  character  for  man. 

看法  way  of  looking  at  or  trer ing;  interpretation. 

- 樣看法  the  same  mann of  treating  them, — treating  ； alike. 

亦 是深一 層看右 another  and  a  deeper , in terp】 
tation, — of  the  passage. 

念 起來看 read  itandletI 

hear. 

看着辦  act  according 
circumstances. 



看
 4 

58S2 

看馬  to  know  tbe  points  of  a 
horse;  to  know  a  good  horse 

from  a  bad  one.  See  Pan', 

看着我  for  my  sake- 

看在友 人面上 for  my 
sake  (do  so) ;  for  your  sake  (I  will 
do  so). 

看故 舊之情 the  sake 
of  our  old  friendship . 

看機會  to  watch  an  oppor¬ 
tunity. 

看 熱閙的  lookers-on ;  by¬ standers. 

看 事作事 t。 act  as  the 
circumstances  require. 

看詢  to  examine. 

看頭  a  thing  to  look  at;  some¬ 
thing  worth  seeing. 

看 他不來  for  fear  he  should 
not  come. 

Read  k(anl.  To  watch 

over ；  to  guard;  to  beware 

(4288). 

看馬  to  take  care  of  horses, — 
as  a  groom.  See  k^an^. 

看孩子  to  look  after  children. 

看門的  a  gate-keeper. 

看守- •看護  to  guard;  to watch. 

看管  to  look  after ;  to  attend  to. 

留 他在船 上看船 keep 
him  on  board  to  look  after  the 

boat.  • 

替我 看一看  look  after  it 
lor  me.  See  klan} 

相看  to  watch  or  look  after 
each  other. 

看家  to  look  after  (or  guard)  a 
house. 

看 座兒的  the  attendants  at 
a  theatre. 

看待  to  behave  towards;  to  treat. 
看更 t。  look  after  the  night 
watch. 

獨看  to  be  alone  in  looking  after. 

看財奴  a  miser;  a  niggard. 

看作兒  watchers. 

仔 細看打 take  care  you 
don’t  get  hit. 

14X1 

m 
5853 

R 覃 

See 欲 

A.  sJiam 
Even  Upper. 

堪1
 

5854 

R •簞 

See 欲 

Even  Upper. 

m 
5855 

R. 覃 

See 欲 

Even  Upper. 

An  earthen  vessel  holding 

five  升  pints. 

甜貝羅 石相 ■  a  mal- leable  stone  or  clay  from  Borneo. 

To  bear  ；  to  sustain  ；  to 

be  capable  ；  fit.  Used  in 
Buddhist  books  for  5866. 

受 苦難堪  to  suffer  misery hard  to  bear. 

人不 堪其憂  others  could not  have  endured  this  distress, — 
and  yet  he,  etc. 

未堪國 家多難  unequal to  the  many  troubles  of  the  State. 

下 賤不堪  a  vile,  unbearable wretch. 

堪以 派委  fit  to  be  deputed. 

堪 勝重任  capable  of  exer¬ cising  the  most  important  funct¬ 
ions. 

堪克  adequate  to. 
情 何以堪  your  kindness overpowers  me. 

堪久  to  resist  or  last  for  along time. 

堪以  is  fit  for;  is  suitable  for. 

可堪  able  to  sustain. 

堪 可委用  fit  to  have  the  post. 

堪當  worthy  of. 堪室  to  be  marriageable.  Also, 
a  Buddhist  shrine. 

堪嗟  involving  great  trouble  or anxiety. 

堪虞  fraught  with  danger. 

堪輿  that  which  covers  and that  which  supports,  sc.  heaven 

and  earth ;  geomancy.  See  風 

3SS4 - 堪布  the  abbot  of  a  Lama monastery  in  Tibet. 

堪達漢  the  elk.  Manchu  kan- dahatu 

Rugged. 

堪巖  rugged ;  uneven. 
Read  k^anz.  A  cliff, 

mountain  ridges. 

M 

5856 

R •覃 

See 欲 

Even  Upper. 

欺
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r-M 

See 欲 

Rising  Upper. 

勘‘
 

5853 

R •勘 28: 

See 欤 

Sinking 

Upper. 

w 
5859 

R •勘 

C.  hotn^^  v. 

ck、an 

H.  ̂ iam, 

haiif> 

To  subdue  ；  to  stab  ；  to 
kill.  Used  for  5854. 

西伯 旣闕黎  the  Chief  of  1 the  West  having  subdued  Li. 

戡亂  to  suppress  a  rebellion  or 
riot. 

甚 $  敢  to  win  and  lose. 
戡己  self-mortification. 

戡 定厥功  fully  established 
their  achievements. 

To  eat  and  not  be  satis¬ 
fied  : dissatisfied. 

To  investigate  ；  to  per¬ 

sonally  examine  into.  To 
collate. 

騎勘  to  make  an  examination of;  to  hold  an  investigation. 

查勘。 t 勘間  to  examine  into; to  enquire  into. 

勘  examine  into  and  decide. 

覆 勘無異  upon  rehearing  of| the  case,  the  same  results  were 
shown. 

磨勘  to  investigate  searchingly. 

勘辦。 r 勘理  to  go  into  and deal  with  a  case. 

勘估  to  estimate. 勘丈- •勘度  to  measure ; to  survey,  as  land. 

勘量  to  measure, — as  a  ship. 

端 勘田. 疇  t。 make  a  person
al 

examination  of  the  boundaries, 
— under  dispute. 

勘對。 r 校勘  to  compare; to  collate. 

勘合  a  tally  given  to  Govern¬ ment  couriers,  enabling  them  to 

requisition  horses. 

A  cliff ^  a  bank；  a  ledge ; a  step. 

山播 i 將崩  the  cliff  is  going 
to  fall. 

the  edge  of  a  cliff. 



5864 

R. 寒 

See 刊 

Even  Upper. 

旱 I
* 

5865 

R •旱 

See 佩 

Rising  
Upper. 

龕1
 

5866 
W.  ho 

N.  hein 

See 欲 

Even  Upper. 

736 

To  make  notches  on 

trees.  To  cut  on  blocks 

for  printing. 

隨 山菜木  to  notch  the  trees across  the  mountain, — so  as  to know  the  way. 

Name  of  a  bird,  called 

翱旦 |s  which  is  said  to sing  night  and  day. 

To  contain,  A  niche  for 

an  idol ；  a  shrine；  a  box, 

受  to  contain  ；  to  receive, - as  a  niche  or  shrine. 

聖人龕 a  niche  or  shrine  for an  idol. 

龕疑 佛影留  the  silhouette of  Buddha  seems  to  linger  in 
the  shrine. 

禪龕  the  hall  of  meditation  (see 
348);  the  mausoleum  in  which 
the  ashes  of  priests,  to  the  number 

of  5,008,  are  buried. 

坐 龕和尙  a  priest  in  a  box, — ready  for  cremation. 

香龕  an  incense  box. 

See  2825. 

To  strike；  to  run  against. 
To  throw  at. 

钬碰  to  knock  against ;  to  collide with. 

滋不 找瓦  porcelain  cannot come  to  blows  with  delf. 

找 爛。 r  t 大破  to  smash  up； to  break. 

拿石 頭衫狗  throw  a  stone 
at  the  dog. 

To  cut；  to  chop；  to  fell. 

刀  to  cut  with  a  sword  or  knife. 

欲他 一 ■刀  gave  him  a  cut with  a  knife. 

砍  了  一 • 下  gave  a  ci;t  or  chop. 

砍斩  to  cut  and  hack. 

砍 3
 

5869 

P- ) 

M.  }  k、an 

Sz. [ 

Y.  k'aa 
K.  kam 

J.  kart 

A.  kLam 
Rising  Upper, 

坎 3
 

587o 

R.ji 

See 欲 

Rising  Upper. 

砍開  to  cut  open;  to  split. 

砍傷  to  wound  by  cutting. 

砍腦袋  to  decapitate. 砍死  to  cut  down  and  kill. 

欲得動  able  to  cut  it 

砍 伐樹木  to  fell  trees. 砍翻。 r 欲下來 t。 cut down  or  off. 

欲下 頭來  t。 cut  off  a  head. 

砍肩兒  a  waistcoat. ^0^  a  mortar  for  mixing  lime. 
large  mortar, -for hulling 

rice,  etc. 

7^ ，快  prompt;  decided. 

A  pit  ；  a  hole  ；  a  ditch  ； 
a  snare  ；  a  danger.  The 

second  of  the  Eight  Dia¬ 

grams.  A  bridge  on  a 

stringed  musical  instrument. 
A  vase.  An  embrasure. 
Used  with  5869. 

坎子  a  hole  or  break  in  a  road. 

坎六 or  坎坑  a  hole;  a  pit; 
a  cave. 

掘坎  to  dig  a  pit. 

佔了我 的田坎  encroach¬ 
ed  on  the  boundary  of  my  field. 

心坎  the  pit  of  the  stomach. 
坎  to  make  a  pitfall  for  any 

one. 

調坎兒  to  speak  in  veiled 
terras. 

七 十三是 個坎兒 
seventy-three  is  a  climacteric. 

It  was  the  age  at  which  Con¬ 
fucius  died,  and  is  thought  to 
be  a  difficult  age  to  pass.  So 

also  eighty-four,  the  age  at  which 

Mencius  died.  ， 

坎河  uneven;  troublesome;  used of  a  man  whose  luck  is  bad. 

^  ̂   how  you  beat  yoQr 

earthen  vessel ! 

坎巧 伐檀兮 choP!  ch°P! 
go  his  blows  on  the  sandal-trees. 

坎 坎鼓我  I  make  the  drums 
beat,  do  I. 

坎宮  the  north. 

w 
5859 

F.  k'ang 
W. 

N.  k^ih 

M.  I 
 ^an Y. 

Sz.  ck',an 
K.  kam 

J.  kan 
A.  fyam 

Sinking  Upper 

Irregular. 

磡 
5860 

刊1
 

5861 R .寒 

C.  hon、 chon 
H.  k、an 

F.  k、ang 
W.  W 

N.  k'aan 

P.  J  Ji^an^ 
M.  i  1  讼 an 

Y.  Ji^aa 

K，  j  kan 
A.  kLan 
Even  Upper. 

刊 
5862 

衍 4
 

5863 
R •旱翰 
C.  hon\  chon 
H.  Hen 
F.  ckt,artg^ k、anf 

W.  ckLd 
N.  k'aan 

jK'  i kan 
A.  kLatt 

Rising  and 

SinkingUpper. 

砌石增  to  build  a  sea- wail  or bund. 

井撕  the  brink  of  a  well. 

門場  a  door-sill. 

石坳子  a  stone  door-sill. 

Same  as  5859. 

To  cut  ；  to  carve  ；  to 

engrave. 

刊木  to  hew  wood. 

刊刻 a 刊板  to  engrave; 
to  cut  on  blocks  for  printing. 

刊字  to  cut  characters. 

刊 碑  JLJL  石 加  engrave  and 
put  up  a  stone  tablet. 

刊本 t。  cut  (the  characters  and 
print  as)  a  book. 

刊印  'to  print. 

刊發  to  publish;  to  issue. 

刊條  to  engrave  and  print. 

沐手重  chlu?igl  ̂ -|J  with 
washed  hands  (out  of  respect) 
re-edit  this  work. 

不 刊之書  a  book  not  to  be 
altered, 一 as  a  divine  revelation, 
a  canonical  work,  etc. 

千古不 刊之論  a  senti¬ 
ment  for  all  time, 一 one  that  will 
not  bear  alteration. 

Correct  forra-sof  5861. 

To  be  joyful.  To  please. 

嘉賓式 薛以彷 his  noble 
guests  feast  with  him,  delighted. 

衍然而 作  he  rose  up  joyfully. 

tfj  我烈祖  tC)  please  our 
meritorious  ancestors. 

吹
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737 ^^ANC3r 

揪 
587i 

m 

S«72 

m 

5873 

\  om 

、•  K'ang 
V.J^o 

\  k'an 
kam 

•  kan 

l.  fam 

Using  Upper, 

檻 
S«74 

5875 
〔旱 

!.  hon 

I.  hong 
k^ang 

VW 

[. k'aah 

i.l  妁" 
\J^aa 

z.  kf'an 

r  i ta
n 

l.  V'an 
Rising  Upper. 

瞰 
S«76 

5877 

5878 

勘 

Sinking 
Upper. 

喊 
切 79 

Same  as  5868. 

Same  as  5870. 

Dissatisfied  with  oneself  ； 

humble. 

自 視歆然  to  look  on  oneselfj 
without  being  elated. 

See  45  10. 

Straightforward  ；  bold. 

侃 侃如也  free  and  straight¬ 
forward. 

侃 侃而談  to  speak  in  an 
assertive  tone. 

Same  as  5878. 

See  3806. 

To  spy；  to  watch. 

闊孔子 之亡也 he 
watched  when  Confucius  was  out. 

雲車 千餘， 騮臨城 
中  from  a  thousand  and  more 
ornamented  chariots,  they  gazed 

down  upon  the  city. 

下 嗍洞庭  it  looks  down 
upon  tlje  Tung-t‘ing  lake. 

魚  0闊^  open-eyed,  like  a  fish. 

See  3831. 

m 

5880 m 

5881 

Rji 

See 欲 

Rising  Upper. 

u
3
 

5882 

R 補勘 See 破 

J.  ken^  , 

kan 

Rising  and 

SinkingUpper. 

扣 3
 

5»83 

R •嫌 

F.  v.  kwang、- 

See 砍 

Rising  Upper. 

翰 
5884 

Same  as  5881. 

Hindered;  unable  to  get 

on  ；  unlucky. 

撼軻 坎 柯， 587。- 

5885 

扛1
 

5886 

R 江 

C. 

H.  J^ong^  v. 

kOTlg3 

F.  Jtoung、 Sj^oung
 

W.  ckoa 

N.  kohg 

P.  1 

M.  }ang、 

Y.  (  ik^ang Sz.  I 
K.  kang 

].kd 

A.  kang、 gtang 

Even  Upper. 

To  contain;  a  vessel. 
Radical  1 7. 

To  take  in  the  hand. 

Same  as  5852. 

See  5917. 

To  carry  with  a  pole  on 
the  shoulders  of  two  men. 

To  carry  on  the  shoulders, 
as  one  man.  To  lift.  To 

manage.  Read  k'ang^ 
Peking.  See  9986. 

in 

旁 施雙杠  alongside  were displayed  two  carrying-poles, 一 
in  a  picture. 

扛拾  to  carry  on  a  pole. 

扛轎  to  carry  a  sedan-chair. 

扛棄  to  carry  off  and  throw 
away. 

力 能扛鼎  strong  enough  to lift  a  tripod. 

扛 肩兒的  coolies  who  carry loads  on  boards  on  their  shoulders 

with  head  bent  forward. 

扛 

5886 

5887 

R 江 

C. ) , 

H.  i 
 kon^ 

F.  Jioung
 

W.  koa^
 

N.  kohg 
P. 

kang 

M. 

Sz. 
Y. 
K. kang 

].kd 

A.  ̂ iang Even 

Irregular. 

am 

扛不動  unable  to  carry  it 

這事我 _ 得起來 i equal  to  this  matter. 

筆力 可獨杠  the  strength 
of  his  pen  is  enough  to  lift, 
hundred-bushel  tripod.  Said  by 

Han  Wen-kung  of^  Chang 

Chi. 

蕾  brushes  used  in  preparing 
cotton  yarn  and  treating  it  with 

starch,  on'e  being  drawn  above 
and  one  below  the  stretched  yam 

A  cross-piece  of  wood 
a  cross-bar  ；  yards  on  a 

cross-spar  on 
is 

the 

缸1
 

5888 

•江陽 

剛 K. hang 

r-  ̂ go 

giang^koimg Even  Upper 

Irregular. 

mast 

which  a  Chinese  flag 

flown;、 the  poles  of  a  bier. 
Used  with  5893 

單杠 and 雙丰工  sihgle  and double  vertical  lines  placed  at 

the  right-hand  side  of  characters 
which  denote  persons  and  places, 

respectively.  See  5162. 

木 汇 扁么  shop  for  funeral  para¬ 
phernalia. 

杠香藤  Mallotus  repandusy 

Marg. 

壓 杠子。 r 絪咖 4 杠于 
an  illegal  mode  of  torture  in 

which  the  prisoner  is  made  to 

kneel,  while  a  carrying-pole  is 
laid  across  the  legs  behind  the 
knees  and  another  placed  under 

the  arms  which  are  tied  together 
and  forced  backward  for  the 

purpose.  One  lictor  then  stands 
on  each  end  of  the  lower  pole 

and  lifts  Mthe  upper  one. 

Read  kang'  ox  chiang' • 

杠 橋梁。 r 徒梓 a  it- 
bridge. 

An  earthen  jar  or  vat. 

水缸  a  water-kong, used  to store  water. 

— ■口  金魚组 .a  】ar  t0  hold 

gold-fish. 

糞缸 or 坑纽  a  receptacle for  night-soil. 

七石缸  a  vat  to  hold  seven 

piculs. i  剛腿缸  fat  squat  jars, reminding  one  of  the  doubled- 
up  legs  of  sitting  idols.  See  金 

2032. 

缸梟  to  raise  or  float  anything. 
93 



S889 R 江 

See. 杠 

Miang、 
koung 

Even  Upper. 

5892 R •江東 

k 江杠 

giang 

Even  Upper. 

3E5.-AJNTO 

-ES^JSJSSGr 

虹 
589° 

豇 
589  1 

The  large  intestine. 

肛門  the  rectum. 
脫  protruded  intestine ;  blind 

piles. 

脾肛  fat;  bloated. 

5^v4 

.陽 

See 剛 

A.  ko/ig^  katig 

Even  Upper. 

See  5265. 

See  i  207. 

釭1
 

The  tire  of  a  wheel. 

The  barb  of  an  arrow.  A 

hanging  bowl,  to  hold  a 

lamp  or  gold-fish. 

棑红  to  trim  a  lamp. 

金釭  an  ornamental  lamp. 

金魚釭  a  bowl  for  gold-fish. 
See  5888. 

w 
5893 R .逢 

See 

P,  kang0 

F.  kaung) 
Sinking 

Upper. 

A  trunk*,  a  box.  A 
bier.  A  ream  of  paper 

containing  100  quires  of  20 

sheets  each.  Used  with  杠 

5^7 - 

皮楦  a  leather  trunk. 

伙食橫  a  case  tor  eatables. 

衣服楨  a  clothes-box. 

大楨 a  bier. 
to 

岡3
 

The  ridge  of  a  hill  ；  a 

mound  ；  high  and  level 
ground.  Also  written  尚 

and  山岡.  [To  be  distin¬ guished  from  罔  i  2,5  12.] 

剛]
 

抬楨  to  carry  a  corpse  on  a 
stretcher;  to  wrangle. 

雇  A  抬楦  tc)  hire  men 
carry  away  the  bod)'. 

抬 辯嘴  quarrelling  like 
coffin-bearers,  —  who  are  noted 
for  their  habit  of  wrangling. 

猪肉楨  a  carrying-pole  with 
hooks,  used  by  itinerant  pork- 
sellers. 

large  cases  fitted  with 

poles  for  carrying；  chests ;  cases 

in  general;  logs  of  hard  wood 
which  have  been  excavated  to 

hold  ingots  of  silver. 

楨具  fittings;  furniture. 
榷子  a  horizontal  bar;  a  pole; 

a  club.  See  8742. 

打核子  to  attack  with  clubs. 
Used  of  highway  robbery. 

589S 

R •陽 

j  koiig 

F.  kotitig^  v. 

k、atig 

W.  koa 
N.  kong 

Y*  j  ka1lS 

Iz.) 
K.  kang 

J.  kd 

A. kang 

Even  Upper. 

陟 彼髙岡  ascending  that lofty  ridge. 

女口  岡如陵  the  hills,  like the  mountains,  —  so  will  your 
friendship  endure. 

砂岡  a  dirt-heap. 
各 處站岡 之巡捕 ali the  policemen  on  their  beats. 

血岡  weals  from  a  beating. 

岡竿烏  the  whydah. 
胃 胃  Qucrcus  mongolica,  or  the silkworm  oak. 

垌 

5896 

搁 
Ss97 

炯‘
 

5898 

^漾 

See 鋼 

A.  Jiang 

SinkingUppcr. 

Hard  ；  unyielding,  as  op- 

posed  to 柔 5653-  Con， 
stant -  enduring.  Just  now; 

recently.  See  金 2032. 

Used  for  置 5906,  and  for 

5899- 

m 5899 

r •陽 

See  |^| 

Even  Upper. 

剛硬  hard;  unyielding. 

剛性  obstinate;  pig-headed. 
剛强。 r 剛暴。 r 剛烈 
violent；  overbearing. 

剛正 ■剛直  inflexible; 
upright. 

剛 勇。1* 剛大  brave；  resolute. 

剛 志 , 剛毅  resolute ; I  determined. 

剛石  gfanite- 金剛石  the  diamond. 

剛日  and  日  the’ odd  and even  days  of  a  moon,  respect¬ 

ively.  The  former  vrere  con 
sidered  appropriate  for  outside, 
the  latter  for  inside  or  domestic 

matters. 

剛勁  robust；  hardy ;  unyielding. 

剛一來  as  soon  as  ever  he comes. 

剛 …… 又  as  soon  as . ,  i mediately . 

剛纔挪 n.S°3- 

剛到  just  arrived. 
剛過了  just  passed  by. 

Same  as  5888. 

Same  as  5886. 

59oo 

R. 陽 

See 剛 

Even  Upper. 

To  temper  steel;  a  w 彳 

tempered  blade. 

ox 
A  red  bull；  a  sacrificj 

The  large  rope  of  a  r 

by  which  it  is  drawn 
gether  ；  that  which  re； 
lates ；  laws ；  a  bond；  a 

The  subject,  as  opposed 

the  predicate.  [To  be  < 
tinguished  from  網  12,51 

若 網在綱 Wen  the  m 
on  the  rope, 一 the  result  is  or 

綱 耙四方  giving  laws  toj 
four  quarters, — of  the  realm! 

四 方爲綱  the  whole  em 
takes  you  as  its  pattern. 

之綱名 紀  regulating  all, 
determining  each  points 

綱祀  laws;  fundamental  \\ 
ciples;  to  act  for. 

綱 紀大壤  public  morjj 
was  greatly  corrupted. 

亂 其紀綱 lowing  the 
into  confusion. 

汝是孰 耙綱乎 w 
retainer  are  you  ? 

統綱  the  governing  or  com ing  principle. 

三  the  Three  Bonds, -betv sovereign  and  subject,  father 

son,  and  husband  and  wife 

綱常  bonds  (as  above) virtues  (see  440),  —  moral 

gations. 

其 寺網維 the  ̂   °f 
temple  was  that . 
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綱1
 

59。0 

59。 1 

W 

5902 

陽 

ven  Upper. 

鋼1
 

S9°3 

陽漾 
Mh、 koni 
kong 

kaung^ 
. 

. ckoa 

^ong 

kd 

ckanS 
Even  and 

Sinking 

Upper. 

狀 
59°4 

將 
S9»S 

提綱  to  bring  out  the  leading 
idea;  to  illustrate  the  theme. 

綱領  a  bond ;  a  connecting  line ; 
the  idea  or  principle  which  runs 

through  and  connects  all  parts 

綱目  subject  and  predicate;  text 
and  commentary;  a  summary; 

a  general  survey ;  the  leading 
features. 

綱如經 ，目 如傳  the  kang\^ 
is  as  it  were  a  canonical  text, 

and  the  mu  is  commentary. 

綱羅  to  ransack. 

Same  as  5888. 

A  trailing  plant,  like  the 

蔺草  Vitis  Labrusca , 
Linn.,  which  bears  white 

flowers  and  small  white  gra¬ 

pes  said  to  cure  stupidity. 

Steel.  Hard  ；  tough. 

鋼棣  the  steel  beam, 一 a  sword. 

鋼鑽  a  steel  awl. 

鋼 刀雖快 ，不 斬無罪 

之人  though  the  steel  knife 
is  sharp,  it  does  not  behead  the 
innocent  man. 

男 兒無志 ，鈍 鐵無鋼 
a  man  without  energy  is  blunt 
iron  without  steel  (temper). 

恨鐵 不成鋼 angry  because 
their  iron  does  not  become  steel, 
— because  their  dull  sons  do  not 
become  eminent  men. 

鋼眼  an  eye  in  a  steel  plate  for 
drawing  out  iron  wire. 

鋼眼 裏拔出 來的手 
one  who  has  been  drawn  through 
a  steel  eye, ― close；  stingy. 

鋼勁  lusty;  vigorous. 

Same as  1212. 

See  1212. 

罡1
 

59o6 

R. 陽 

See 剛 

A.  kong^  kGfig 

Even  Upper. 

m 

59°7 

康1
 

59o8 

R •陽 

C.  hong 

H.  k、ong 

F.  k^oung 

W.  k'oa N.  k'oiig 

Y.#  I  k^anS 

Sz. ) 

K. kang 

].kd 

A.  k、ang、 k^ong 

EveD  Upper. 

The  name  of  certain 
stars.  See  5895. 

天罡  four  stars  which  form  the 
bowl  of  the  斗  constellation; see  11,427. 

踏  S  步斗  treading  the  kang and  stepping  the  tou} 一 a  parti¬ 
cular  way  of  walking  around 

when  performing  magical  rites, 
incantations,  etc. 

罡符  a  kind  of  mesmerism,  and 
kinesi-therapy ,  practised  as  a 
means  of  extorting  money. 

四 大金罡  a  popular  name  for 
the 四天王  Four  Heavenly 
Kings,  as  guardians  at  the  en¬ 
trance  to  a  Buddhist  temple.  See 

王  I2r493- 

里風  a  high  wind. 

Same  as  5886. 

Peace;  repose.  Health ； 

strength.  A  point  where 
five  roads  meet.  See  里 

6870.  [To  be  distinguish¬ 
ed  from  庚 6ooi.] 

無 已太康  let  us  not  enjoy ourselves  to  excess. 

康寧  repose ;  tranquillity. 

康居  to  live  in  peaceful  retire¬ ment. 

康樂 和平實 始於此 
we  may  .consider  that  the  mil- 
lenium  will  have  come. 

/J、 _  well-to-do
. 

康泰  in  good  health. 
康强 。 ■•康 婕  hale;  hearty; 

vigorous. 

身 其康强  lusty  of*  body. 
康衢。 ^康 莊大路 a8reat highway. 

康熙  K<ang  Hsi  (or  Kang  Hi), 
- — the  name  of  the  rei^n  of  the 
second  Emperor  of  the  present 

dynasty,  a.d.  1662 一 1723. 

康了  lit.  stronged,  t.e.  “plough- ed”  at  an  examination.  From 

the  story  of  a  student  named 

m 

5908 

康1
 

59°9 

R •陽 

See 康 

Even  Upper. 

慷
 3 

591。 

K •陽養 

C.  UnChonz 
H.  ̂ ong 

F.  Hung 

W. 々W 
N.  k^ong 
P.  ck、ang、 

k、an 之 

M.  ̂ k'ang 

Sz.  I 

K. kang 

].ho 

A.  k、dng 

Even  and Rising  
Upper. 

糠1
 

S9n 

R. 陽 

See 康 

A.  k、ang 

Even  Upper. 

柳冕  Liu  Mien,  who  was  so superstitious  that  he  would  not 

allow  the  words  安樂 tQbe 

used  in  his-  pre^nce,  the  last 
character  having  the  same  sound 

as  落  to  fail,  but  changed  the 
phrase  into  安康  . When  the 
list  of  succesful  candidates  came 

out,  he  was  not  in  it;  and  his 
servant  coming  back  to  tell  him 
so,  avoiding  the  odious  落了， 

announced  his  failure  by  using 

康了. 康居  Sogdiana. 

Empty;  unoccupied. 

寂 靜康寅  silent  and  desert¬ 
ed, 一 as  a  ruin. 

Generous；  magnanimous； 
noble.  See  5804. 

慷 槪悲歌 t。 sins  in  a 
mournful  key. 

聽 者莫不 慷槪 all  who 
heard  it  were  much  affected. 

Read  k‘ang'. 

槪 當以慷  we  should  meet 
(misfortunes)  bravely. 

Chaff；  husks  of  grain  ； 

bran.  Petty;  poor. 

Remiss;  negligent.  See  桃 
«945- 

^  wheat  bran. 雜稼 OT 木練 sawdust. 

糟糠 之妻 s 不下堂 & wife  of  the  grains  and  bran  days 

must  not  go  down  from  the  hall, 
— she  who  was  the  sharer  of 

poverty  must  not  be  put  aside in  prosperity.  Said  by  宋弘 

Sung  Hung  of  the  Han  dynasty. 

妻于糠 豆不膽  wife  and 
children  without  enough  bran 

and  beans, — without  enough  to 
eat. 
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tANGr 

糠1
 

591】
 

糠古老  the  heads  of  fungus 
millet .  {Setaria),  used  as  a  d

iu¬ 
retic. 

梨棟了  心  this  pe
ar  is  un- sound. 

糠 
S9ia 

m 

伉 4
 

S9l8 

|R-
^ 

See 航 

Sinking 

Upper. 

To  compare;  to  match  ;| 

a  pair.  To  oppose；  to  dis-| like.  High, 

with  5921. 

Sincere.  Used! 

Same  as  591 

5913 

卜陽
 See 康 

I  A.  k、ang 
Even  Upper. 

Tall；  long.  See  6772. 

伉儷  a  pair;  husband  and  wife. I 

伉儷甚 篤  a  devoted  couple; I Darby  and  Joan. 

伉禮  the  ceremonies  between  I 
equals. 

廝徒 馬圉皆 與之伉 

See  5886. 

禮  he  treated  all  his  servants  | 
and  stableboys  on  terms  of  I 
equality. 

伉敵  to  compete  with;  to  oppose. 

辠 門 .有 伉  the  gate  of  the| enclosure  stood  high. 

59^ 

m 

S9lS 

揺 
59l6 

59l9 

The  divan  or  couch  atl 

the  head  of  a  guest- 1 

chamber,  to  seat  two. 

Same  as*  5886. 
I  See Sinking 

Upper. 

Same  as  5886. 
% 

3 

匠几。 r 區 桌子 the.l0W| 
table  placed  on  the  divan  between  | 
host  and  guest. 

— 

/h 
5917 

|r •陽漾 
I F.  J^oung k、aung 

杭杭 
mm 

Even  and 

I  Sinking  LoweT 
and  Upper. 

Violent ;  overbearing  ； 

strong.  To  oppose  ；  to 

attack.  An  error  ；  a  mis¬ 

take.  Very；  excessive.  The 
second  of  the  28  zodiacal 

constellations  ；  see  Tables、 

Vb.  Used  with  3849. 

5920 

+陽養 

卜 慷 Even  and 
Rising  Upper 

Excited  ；  annoyed. 

忱爽  in  high  spirits. 

k  然嘆息  he  sighed  withj 

VC 
a  violent  or  domineering 

disposition. 

不 車不艽  neither  obse¬ 
quious  nor  arrogant. 

亢棑  a  bully;  a  braggart. 

不 能艽宗 enable  to  protect his  family. 

冗旱 or  ̂   hot  and  dry 
weather. 

池  four  small  stars  near Arcturus. 

亢金龍  a  name  for  the  2nd 
constellation,  which  is  supposed 

卜  bring  drou 

S92 

R •議 

C.  kong^ong3 
H.  k、ong 

F.  k^autig 

W.  kKoa 

^.k^ong 

I?. 

k、ang 

M. 
Y. 

\St, 

K.  kang^  v. 

hang 

J.  kd 

A.  kKang 
Sinking

 

Upper. 

disappointment. 

抗
 4 

5921 

To  set  up  ；  see  4006. 

To  oppose  ；  to  resist;  to  I 

protest.  To  screen  ；  to  I 

protect.  To  carry  on  the  I 
shoulder. 

沆 

5922
 

杭旨  to  oppose  the  Imperial  will. ' 

杭官  to  oppose  the  officials. 

杭敵 t。  oppose. 
杭拒  t。 resist;  to  protest  I 
against. 

杭音 而讓曰  loudly  pro-j testing,  got  up  from  his  seat^nd 

能 與杭行 者絶少 
who  can  rival  (such  men)  ai 
few  in  number. 

杭呑。 r 杭覇 to  refuse give  up  what  by  right  belon； to  another. 

杭傳  to  refuse  to  obey  a  sui 
mons. 

杭欠  to  refuse  to  pay  a  debt 

抗捐  to  refuse  to  pay, 一 asa  ta 

抗粮  to  refuse  to  pay  the  lan| 

tax. 

不 杭王師  to  follow  the  III 
perial  example. 

杭性。 r 杭頸之 人 CS tankerous ;  fond  of  opposin 
obstinate. 

無不與 之 分庭. 抗薄 
not  one  but  treated  him  w 

consideration, -said  of  the  feu( 
princes  in  reference  to  J 

Tzu  Kung.  See  5918. 

Read  k、angx， Used  wi 

5886. 
杭舉  to  raise  up. 
杭價  to  keep  up  the  roar:! 

price. ^  P  袋  to  carry
  bags;  a  coo, 

把 這個口 袋杭過 : carry  this  bag  over  your  shoulc 

抗不住  unrble  to  stand 
manage  it. 

炕
 4 

said. 

杭 斷不俅  to  set  at  nought 
a  judgment. 

違杭 tc>  disobey;  to  rebel. 

與他碎 衡 tG  contend  for mastery  with  him. 

5923 C.  hong、 k、ong 

H.  k'ong F.  k、aung、 

k'oun^ 

W.  k、oa 
N.  ̂  

|P. 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 
K. kang 

|j.  kd 

A.  ckLang 
Sinking 

Upper- 

kLang 

See  3850. 

To  dry.  A  brick  t 
warmed  by  a  fire. 

炕布  to  dry  cloth. 航牀  to  warm  a  bed;  a  st(j bed;  a  klang. 

一  ̂  鄉 Qr 暖航 a  st( 
bed;  a  k、ang、 

j^j[  the  mat  on  
the  klang 

航面子  the  top  of  the the  edge  of  a  k'-ang. 

炕桌  a  small  table  for  a 

炼爐子  the  fire-place 
heating  the  kcang; 

 a  port 
stove  for  baking  cakes. 
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炕
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59^3 

w 

5924 
R .漾 

See 抗 
Sinking 

Upper. 

T! 上 4 

m 

5925 

R. 漾 

See 杭 
Sinking 

Upper. 

関
4
 

5926 
R .漾 
^ 抗 
SinkingUpper. 

高 
5927 

R •鮝 C.  kou 
H.kau 

F.  koa^  v. 
Skeing 

W •紛 
koa 

P. 
M,  kau 
Sz. 

Y.koa 

K.ko 

J.kd 
A,  kau 

Even  Upper. 

單  a  valance  in  front  of  a klang. 

洞  the  fire-place  in  a  k‘ang. 
敕氣  the  two  side  openings 

of  the  k^ang  for  management  of 
the  draught. 

A  fierce  dog.  A  hedge- 
hog. 

^fjL  a  of  small  ape,  found 

in  Siam,  said  to  be  employed 
in  hunting. 

The  sound  of  stones 

striking  together. 

Read  Zhang'. 

石 充不盖  the  crash  of  thunder. 

Lofty  and  large, 開間， 

as  the  gateway  of  a  palace. 

IS.AO, 

High  ；  tall  ；  lofty,  as 

opposed  to 矮  1 3  and  低 

10,899.  Eminent  ；  exalted. 

Hig|i  in  price  ；  good  in 

quality  ；  loud  in  tone.  Rad¬ 
ical  189. 

高大  high;  lofty. 
高厚  height  and  depth, 

不 分高低  not  to  distinguish 
between  high  and  low, — between 

superiors  and  inferiors,  good  and 
bad,  etc. 

高 矮不等 tall  and  short 
mixed  together ;  some  tall,  some 
short. 

登高必 自車 t。 go  up  high, 
you  must  begin  from  low  down. 

登  10,858. 

高升。 1 ■高登  t。 rise  high; 
to  be  promoted, 

幾丈高  how  many  changhigh 
is  it? 

高 
5927 

高地  high-lying  land;  uplands. 

局 人  a  tall  man;  an  eminent man. 

身 量 高  tall  stature. 
高翹。 1 •高脚 

肩 ； 脚牌  a  portable  notice- board,  consisting  of  a  notice- 
board  at  the  top  of  a  long  handle. 

高掛  to  hang  up  high. 
^  a  great  name;  what  is 

your  name? 

局姓  what  is  your  surname? 

壽  what  is  your  age? — more 
especially  used  to  elderly  people. 

it 我 4 高五歲 five  years older  than  I  aril. 

高祖  great-great-grandfather. The  title  has  been  posthumously 

bestowed  upon  several  Emperors 
who  were  the  founders  of  their 

dynasties. 

淸  pure  and  lofty, — as  one  of disinterested  and  noble  aims. 

高風 亮節。 f  1(〕fty  spirit  and great  force  of  character. 

王 高其義 the  prince  was much  struck  by  their  chivalry. 

高 坪逼 神惡― 4)  great 
abilities  excite  the  hatred  of  the 

gods. 高 於人， 衆 必非之 he who  excels  others  is  sure  to  be 

an  object  of  calumny. 

高 者諸神 his  .best  eff°rts border  on  genius, 一 of  an  artist. 

[品  is  understood  after  弟申 •] 

味 高食部  its  flavour  beats anything  in  the  whole  range  of food. 

見 識高 出幾倍 in  exPe- rience  far  superior  to  him. 

高出於 紙  rose  beyond  the limits  of  the  paper,— of  a  tree 
in  a  picture. 

才高 學廣。 f  great  ability and  wide  reading. 

高 賢  eminently  worthy. 

位  a  high  station. 

'^着  higher  (than  something 
else) ;  up, — as  the  sun. 

y°ur  footsteps；  your  arri¬ 
val. 

燈 ornamental  lanterns  car- 

高 

5927 

ried  on  poles  in  marriage  'cere¬ 
monies. 

情  distinguished  kindness. 

高 舉  to  rise  to  high  honours. 
樂  great  pleasure;  enjoyment. 

your  honoured  relatives. 

貴  valuable；  rare;  precious. 
强  nrst-rate, — as  a  plan. 

高帽子 77。1. 底  thicksoled, — of  booth. 

高狀  conical. 高見 以 爲何如 what  is 
your  opinion,  sir? 

志氣高 of  sreat  determina- 
tion;  very  resolute. 

^  ̂   was  ambitious  in  his 

youth. 

I  have  the  honour  of  his 

acquaintance.  I 

攀高 校兒 t。 cling  to  the high  branch, 一 to  associate  with 
and  esteem  only  those  .  on  a 

higher  level,  with  a  view  to 

" advancement. 

興^  raised  in  spirits;  merry; exhilarated. 

高估  to  assess  at  a  high  vakie. 

價高。 r  高 行， high  in  price. 

高昂  rising  high,— as  prices. 

胃 胃  in  a  loud  voice. 

高叫 道  called  out  loudly. 
高腔班  a  troupe  or  company singing  in  falsetto.  | 

高 手  a  high  hand, — one  whais clever  or  skilled  at  anything. 

高高手 我過去 p^011 me;  let  me  off  this  time. 

高談  to  talk  big;  to  brag;  to declaim.  j 

胃 堂 戈 H  father  and  mother 
both  alive.

  
] 

^  used  for  上  upon;  also 

for  之間  at;  during.  Also  (in Shantung)  =  good  weight  or extra  weight. 

居 然髙臥  ^yin^  y°urself 
such  airs ! 

高下  UP  and  down;  relative height  or  value. 

高下 其手 he.  makes  Ks 
influence  miloh  felt. 
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5927 

分 別高下 to 町 which  is| 
the  better  man. 

高粱  see  7023. 

高粮  the  tall  grain, — millet. 

高搭  raised ;  elevated. 

高唐夢  the  dream  at  Kao- t^ang, — in  which  王  Hsiang 

Wang  of  the  楚  Ch‘u  State 
became  enamoured  of  the 

山之女  nymph  of  Wu-shan 

乇白 
* 

5932 

R
-
^
 

See 高 

A.  kau、 kieu 

I  Rising  Upper. 

{see  12,735).  Used  as  a  euphem¬
 

ism  for  sexual  intercourse. 

高昌  a  district  round  about  j Turfan, 

高句麗  name  of  an  ancient  I 
kingdom  from  which  the  moder

n 
Korea  is  derived. 

槁
 4 5929 

|R •皓 |N. 々W,  koa 
I  See  髙 

I  Rising  Upper. 

高麗國  Korea.  See  478. 

Same  as  5931. 

Dry ;  rotten ;  withered. 

The  stalk  of  grain ;  straw. 
A  draft  or  rough  copy;  a| 

proof. 

禾稿  rice-straw. _  ̂   a  mattress  of
  rice-straw. 

草稿 a  rough  copy;  a  draft. 
See  11,634. 

文稿  a  draft  or  copy  of  a  des-l patch. 
 

I 

‘稿。 r 打 稿。1 ■脫稿 1。 make  a  rough  draft;  to  draft.  |j 

留稿 同正  keeP  the  draft| together  with  the  original. 

稿案  official  papers. 

稿案留 在稿房 le;  the| documents  in  the  case  remain  | 
in  the  record  office. 

稿公  a  derk  of  the  records. 

腹稿  a  draft  already  drawn  outl in  one’s  mind;  impromptu. 

肚皮裏 打稿子 tMraftl document  in  one’s  mind,  i.e,  to  I think  it  out.  |； 

窻稿  a  theme  for  composition,  | 
— as  given  among  friends. 

形固 可使如 槁木乎 
can  the  body  be  brought  to  the 

condition  of  dry  wood? ― by  the 

suppression  of  mental  activities. 

槁 木朽廢  a  rotten  worthless fellow. 

5933 

R. ' 

5930 

卜皓
 I F.  v.  ikoa 

I  See  辰 j 

I  Rising  Upper. 

5934 豪 

形# 柚槁  very  much  emaci-|se： ated.  I  Even  Upper. 

槁  (or  華） 本  Ligusticum  si  ̂  1 娜 e、 01 卜 er.  丨編 

^  5
935 

A  scabby  itching  disease.  jR. 唯號 

^  ^  |See  筒 

鳩择  eczema.  
■ 

Same  as  5932. 

A  bamboo  pole；  to  pole. 

撐篙  to  pole;  to  punt. 船篙  bamboo  poles  for  poling  | 

junks. 
杉 scaffold-poles. 

關 門賣 痕瘅藥 J。 — 
the  door  and  sell  medicine  for| 

eczema, — to  tn.de  privately. 

■  Rising  Upper. 

m 

5931 ■r •皓號 
I  See 高號 

.ismg  and 

•Sinking  Upper 

•  and  Lower. 

Clear；  pure；  white.  Used 
with  3892. 

_ 身乐足  naked  and  bare¬ footed. 

搞然 白 首  a  snow-white  head 

w 

5936 

R •豪號 

髙告‘
 

Plain  white  silk. 

稿 衣綦巾  in  thin  white  silk  j 
and  a  grey  head-dress. 

^  a  white  silk  cap.. 

渾身縞 素 in  comPlete| 
mourning. 

鎬 
5937 

此 皆民膏 血所爲 
is  all  made  from  the  fat  anc 

blood  of  the  people,  —  of  th( 

迷悽  tower  built  by  Yan| Kuang  and  destroyed  by  th( 

first  Emp.  of  the  T‘ang  dynasty 

膏 火  money  for  candles ;  allow ance  for  lighting. 

膏  cosmetics ;  rouge,  etc. 

眷以 明自焚 fat  burns  b 

its  own  combustibility,  —  me: 
incur  misfortune  by  the  posses 

sion  of  talent. 

膏露  fertilising  dew. beneficial  rain ;  favour 

grace. 膏 梁  fat  meat  and  fine  millel 
. rich ;  wealthy. 

胃  ̂   ̂   pampered  youth： 
scions  of  rich  families. 

膏恩  rich  favours ;  enrichir 

grace. 膏藥  a  plaster, — for  a  wour 
or  sore. 

公膏 OT 藥膏。 r 廣 ■ 

opium. 

緑膏  cakes  of  green  dye,  fro 
Chehkiang. 

膏釐  the  likin  tax  on  prepan 
opium,  known  as  the  boilii 
tax  or  the  Jzao-li  tax. 

Read  kao^.  To  fertilis 

陰 雨膏之  much  rain 
fertilised  it. 

Same  as  3870. 

"Even  and 

Sinking 

Upper. 

Fat;  grease;  to  grease; 

to  fatten  ;  rich  ;  sleek.  A 

part  of  the  body,  imme¬ 

diately  below  the  heart  and 
inaccessible  to  acupuncture. 

See  病 9300.  ■ 

m 

5938 

r. 皓 

See 椎 

Rising  Lower. 

The  large  crayhsh 

Palimirus. 

麋 

of  hair. 

猪 膏。! •膏油 w 膏腺 lani 

膏肥 fat;  greasy. 

膏以 月旨  smear  it  with  grease. 

5939 

R •皓 

See 高 

A.  kau、 kieu Rising  Upper 

Straw；  a  straw  m£ 
Used  for  5929,  5.932. 

空藁  straw
. 藁席  a  straw  mat.

 

里 A 養琴之 the  viUag 
buried  him  in  a  mat, — H.e.  wi 
out  a  coffin. 

不 念藁砧  forgetful*  of 

husband.  See  622. 
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至1
 

5940 

比髙 
Even  Upper. 

糕1
 

594i 

豪 
:e 高 
Sren  Upper. 

餻 
5948 

畢1
 

5943 

豪 
6 髙 
ven  Upper. 

A  lamb  ;  a  kid.  [To 
be  distinguished  from  恙 

1 2,846.]  Also  used  of  the 

young  of  hares  and  turtles 

羊羔子  a  lamb;  a  kid. 

胎羔皮  unborn  lamb-skin. 

珍珠羔  astrakhan. 

黑黑皮  black  lamb-skin. 

羊 黑美酒  a  kid  and  good 
wine, — a  feast. 

Cakes；  baked  or  steamec 

dumplings, 

百菓糕  fruit  cakes. 

mm  leavened  cakes  of  rice- 
flour. 

年糕  glutinous  rice  cakes  for 
the  New  Year. 

蛋糕 sPonge  cakes. 

糕 點  cakes  and  pastry. 

糕餅  a  pudding  of  glutinous 
rice-flour. 

餘乾  a  pudding  of  ordinary  rice- 
flour. 

糕神  cakes  offered  by  the  Em¬ 
peror  in  worship  to  the  sun  on 
the  2nd  of  the  2nd  moon. 

■粉  rice-flour. 

Same  as  5941. 

A  marsh  ；  the  banks  of 

a  marsh ;  a  pool  in  a  marsh. 

To  praise；  to  bless.  High^ 

eminent.  A  place  where 

the  gods  manifest  themsel¬ 

ves.  To  utter  articulately. 

鶴 鳴于； ̂ 泉 the  crane 
cries  in  the  ninth  (i.e.  middle) 
pool  of  the  marsh. 

江臬  a  river-bank. 
漢皋  the  bank  of  the  Han, — 
Hankow. 

泉門  gate  of  the  enceuite  of  a 
palace. 

臬月  the  fifth  moon. 

梟泉  insolent. 

泉此  (/V3)  a  tiger’s  skin. 

皋1
 

5943 

皐 
5944 

槔1
 

5945 

R •秦 

See 高 

Even  Upper. 

咎 

5946 糌 
5947 

S94» 

R •象 

See 高 

Even  Upper. 

橐 
5949 

R •豪 

^ 尚 

Even  Upper. 

乾桌  a  parrot. 

^  a  mainah. 泉陶  Kao  Yao,  Minister  of 
Crime  to  the  Emperor  Shun. 

神 桌興區  haunt  of  the  gods; mysterious  place. 

臬九  the  testicles. 
Same  as  5943. 

Name  of  a  tree.  A  spar 
on  a  ship. 

棺榫  a  well-sweep.  See  1467. 

See  2292. 

罘
 3 

595° 

R. 皓 

See 高 

Rising  Upper. 

Same  as  5945. 

A  charidt  drum,  used  in 

war;  also,  a  large  drum, 

beaten  to*  stimulate  work¬ 
men  to  activity. 

鼕. 鼓弗勝 the  rdl  of  the great  drum  did  not  overpower, 
— the  noise  made  by  the  builders, 
so  active  were  they. 

A  quiver ;  a  case  for  bow 
and  arrows.  See  1600. 

囊牖  quiver  and  bow-case. 

請垂 橐而入  begged  to  be allowed  to  enter  (the  city)  with 

their  quivers  slung  upside  down, 

— as  a  guarantee  that  no  attack 
was  intended. 

載 橐弓矢  he  has  returned  to their  cases  the  bows  and  arrows* 

The  sun  shining  brightly  ； 

see  7868. 

杲 杲日出  brightly  the  sun shines  forth, 一 and  disappoints 
us  of  rain. 

辦 :乎如 登乎天 gloriously it  rises  in  the  sky. 

杲  B  升空  the  bright rising  in  the  void  of  aether. 

sun 

昊 
•595[ 

吿‘
 

59Sz 

R •號沃 

C.  kou. 
H.  kau 

F.  koa 
W.  koe 
N.  koa 

P. 

M.  kau 

Sz. 

Y.  koa 

K.  ko 

J.  kd 

A.  ̂ au. 

Sinking 

Upper. 

See  3887. 

A  piece  of  wood  placec 

across  the  horns  of  a  butting- 
ox,  in  order  to  warn  people 

To  inform  one’s  superiors 
as  opposed  to 詰 5953.  To 

tell  ；  to  announce  to  ；  to 

appeal  to  ；  to  lay  a  plaint 
to  indict.  Also  read 

and  ku^  {see  1158).  See  ||J 

4691. 禀告  to  inform  a  superior  by 

petition. 
告知  to  inform;  to  notify. 

告  to  tell  to. 告白  a  notice, — as  of  lost  pro¬ 

perty. 

出告示  to  issue  an  official 
Proclamation. 

告祖  to  inform  one’s  ancestors, — by  prayer. 

告誡  to  warn;  to  enjoin  00. 

告假  to  ask  for  leave  ot  absence. 

告*  病  to  ask  for  sick-leave. 

告休。 r 告退  to  resign, an  appointment. 

告 老  to  apply  to  resign  on account  of  old  age. 

告終養  to  apply  to  be  allowed to  resign  in  order  to  take  care 

of  aged  parents. 

告罪。 r 告饒  to  apologise； to  ask  to  be  pardoned. 

告謝  to  thank. 告免  to  beg  to  be  excused, 
告則 ot 告辭。 1 •告行 to  take  leave ;  to  bid  farewelh 

告回  to  take  .leave  of  a  person  1 
and  return,— after  escorting  him 

a  part  of  the  way. 

久 之告去  after  some  time, he  took  -his  leave. 

告便。 1 •告 個便 tQ  ̂  leave  to  retire  for  a  few  minutes. 

告 钿 or 告竣 or 告成 
to  notify  the  completion  of  any 
work* 
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及大 禮告成 而囊中 

已  _  $  by  the  time  that  th
e 

(marriage)  ceremonies  were  com¬ 
pleted,  his  purse  was  found  to 
be  empty. 

告貸 告借  to  borrow 
money ;  to  open  a  government loan. 

告貸 無門1  have  nowhere 
to  go  to  borrow  money. 

無告  those  who  have  no  one 
to  appeal  to, —— the  helpless. 

告人  to  tell  a  person ;  see  5794* 
Also,  to  accuse  a  person. 

我告下 你來1  have  filed 
a  plaint  against  you. 

控告。 1 •告訟 t。 bring 
charge  against;  to'  inflict. 

告狀-  a  plaint;,  an  indictment; 
to  prosecute.  See  2756. 

告倒  to  prosecute  successfully. 

原告  prosecutor. 

原告 赢三分  a  prosecutor 
wins  three-tenths  of  his  case, 
i.e.  starts  with  three-tenths  of 
the  case  gained,  from  his  mere 

appearance  as  prosecutor. 

被告  accused. 

兩告  the  two  parties, 一 prose cutor  and  accused. 

告  to  sue  for  debt. 

上 告 的  appeal  to  a  higher  court 

抱告  to  present  a  petition  on behalf  of  another.  Women  and 

old  men  are  obliged  to  sue  by 

proxy,  being  themselves  exempt 
by  statute  from  examination 
under  the  bamboo. 

首告  to  lay  information  before 
a  crime  has  become  generally 
known  ；  to  be  the  first  informant 

放告  to  issue  a  notification  that 
he  is  ready  to  hear  and  decide 
cases, 一 as  is  done  by  a  newly 
arrived  magistrate. 

打 聽了放 告日期 en 
quired  the  dates  on  which  plaints 
were  allowed  to  be  filed. 

太尹放 告已畢  when  the 
magistrate  had  finished  receiving 
the  plaints. 

告發  an  information. 

吿*
 

5952 

W 

5953 

R. 號 

H. 々W 

See 告 

Sinking 

Upper. 

R. 

744 

6jA.O 

告進  to  give  notice  of  a  charge, 
etc.,  to  a  magistrate. 

告宫  to  bring  a  case  before  an official. 

告寃  to  make  a  complaint. 

To  announce  to  an  in¬ 
ferior；  to  order.  To  grant, 

as  a  title  of  honour. 

5955 

R •皓 

See 杲 

A.  hau、- 

Rising  Upper 

誥授  to  confer  a  title  of  honour 
upon  an  official, -of  the  Emperor, 

誥封  to  bestow  the  same  upon •a  wife,  living  parents,  etc. 

誥 封三代  to  bestow  titles  of  I honour  on  three  generations. 

詰封亭  the  pavilion  erected for  the  Imperial  Decrees  relating 
to  a  deceased  person. 

誥膾  to  bestow  a  title  as  a 
posthumous  distinction. 

皇 淸誥贈  conferred  under the  Imperial  Ch‘ing  dynasty,- 

a  phrase  seen  on  tombstones. 

詰命  the  patents  by  which  the above  titles  are  conferred,  from 

the  i st  to  the  5th  ranks,  inclusive. 

詰 命夫人 the  wife  of  an official  who  has  received  a  title. 

金花誥  the  patent  given  to an  o 伍 cial’s  wife. 

誥書  an  Imperial  patent  for  a title  of  honoui. 

誥條  the  inscriptions  of  titles, 
etc.,  placed  outside  the  front  gate 
of  a  high  official. 

誥誡  to  solemnly  enjoin. 

静誓  Imperial  orders. 

納 還窜誥 t。 hand  in  one resignation. 

連刺 史的誥 身都沒 

郜‘
 

5954 號 

See Sinking 

Upper. 

有  his  commission  as  magistrate was  also  gone. 

Name  of  the  fief  in  Shan¬ 

tung  bestowed  upon  the 

eldest  son  of  文 -P  Wen Wang. 

齐
 3 

To  let  go.  To  divide. 

Reac^  hao、  The  sky. 

敲 

5956 

熇3
 

5957 

蕭屋 
沃藥 

考 
Even 

Rising  and 
Entering 

Upper. 

To  dry  at  the  fire  ；  to 

toast；  to  roast.  Also  read 

hu^ 

犒‘
 

5958 

R •號 

c.  w H.  ̂ au 

F. 石 W 
W.  ckoe 

N. 々W 
P.  k、ai^ M.  k'at^^kau 

K.  ko^  v.  ho 

].kd A.  k^au* 

See  1389. 

微 火熇着  warm  it  over  a gentle  fire. 

火高肉  to  roast  meat.  &«?，5969. 
Read  hsiao' •  Used  with 

4654 - 

熇乾  to  dry  before  a  fire. 

搞搞  burning  hot. Read  klao*  or  hao、 

多  _  _  搞  tro
ubles)  will 

t  multiply  like  flames. 

To  feast  victorious  sol¬ 
diers  on  their  return  ；  to 

entertain；  to  grant  rewards; 

to  give  presents. 

Sinking 

Upper 

Irregular. 

犒工  to  feast  workmen. 

吃犒劳  to  have  a  feast  after the  completion  of  some  work. 

犒賞  to  give  rewards. 

犒資  a  prize;  a  reward. 
犒農  to  make  grants  of  money in  aid  of  agriculture. 

大橋三 軍  a  8reat  largess  to 

the  army. 

J^j[  ̂   to  reward  with  mon
ey. 

選女 犒邊庭  to  select  giirls as  presents  to  the  frontier  tribes 

燠 
5959 

Same  as  5957. 



R •皓 

C.  hdu 

H.  kLau 

F.  k、oa 

W.  kL.6e 
N.  k、oa P. 

k、au 

M. 

Y.  kLoa 
Sz.  k、au K.  ko 

].kd 
A.  k、au Rising  Upper. 

靠 天喋飯  to  trust  to  Provi¬ dence  for  one’s  daily  food. 

靠 此生意  dependent  on  this for  a  living. 

終 身之靠  a  support  for  life, — as  a  husband  is  to  a  wife. 

靠賴  to  rely  upon.. 

靠不住  cannot  be  relied  upon. 

胃  trustworthy;  reliable. 

Same  as  5966.* 

To  have  long  life;  aged. 

A  father；  a  deceased  father. 

To  strike.  To  complete. 

To  examine  ；  to  question. 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

老 6783.] 

壽考不 忘  may  long  life  and an  endless  name  be  his ! 

胡 考之寧  to  give  comfort to  the  aged. 

考 終厥命 the  Qld  live  their ‘allotted  span, -—when  a  wise  ruler 
_  is  on  the  throne. 

殷 乃引考  let  the  people  ofj Yin  enjoy  protracted  prosperity ! 

先考  my  late  father. 
祖考  grandfather  and  father; ancestors. 

考妣  deceased  father  and mother. 

考 妣三年  three  years mourning  for  parents. 

考鐘  to  strike  a  bell. 

在 宗載考  in  the  honoured apartment  we  complete,  —  our carousal. 

> (卡召 么 考*  roused  himse
lf  (to 

emulate)  the  achievements  of Shao  Kung. 

考仲 子之宮  having  com pleted  the  shrine  for  Chung  Tzu. 

考成  to  verify  completion, 一 as 
when  a  superior  fixes  a  limit 

of  time  期限  within  which  a matter  is  to  be  settled,  考成 

being  used  of  the  settlement 

between  the  superior  and  his 
subordinate. 

考
 3 

59, 66 

雖無 以考 although  there 
no  authority  for  it, ... . 

此 事無考  there  is  no  record 
of  any  kind  concerning  this 
matter. 

俟再考  we  must  await  further investigation,  -  on  a  disputed 

point. 

考察。 r 考間。 r 考究 'to  investigate. 

^  t0  examine;  to  make 
trial  of. 

考 驗舆地  to  explore  a 

country. 

考較  or  考言正  to  compare. 

考文章  to  hold  a  competition 
in  essay-writing. 

考求  to  discover. 考據  to  seek  fur  proofs  or examples  of. 

考語  the  '  character  or  de¬ scription  given  of  officials  at  the 

大計  triennial  scrutiny. 
考試  to  examine  at  the  great public  competitions. 

考 秀才1 ̂   g。 up  for  the examination  of  hsiu-ts^aiy 一 the first  degree. 

考中  chungK  "jp  he  has  p.assed, 
— for  the  2nd  or  3rd  degrees. 

See  進 2075, 

考官  examining  officials. 
考竟  the  examination  finished, —  of  one  who  dies  in  prison 

before  trial. 

考瘍。 r 考院。 i 考棚 the examination-hall. 

進考 場  to  enter  as  a  candidate. 

^  胃 or  ̂   ̂   candidate
s  for 

th-e  jst  degree. 

鬧考  to  kick  up  a  row  at  an examination. 

赴考。 r 投考  to  present  one¬ 
self  for  examination. 

冒 考  to  enter  ?tn  examination under  false  pretences. 

相考  to  be  excluded  from  an examination  for  malpractices. 

夂考  三 次  to  fail  3  times  to 
present  oneself  for  examination. 

大考  the  examination  for  the 2nd  degree. 

m 
See  5939. 

5960 

辱1
 

S9^i 

:豪
. 

Z.  hdu 

The  end  of  the  spine  ； 

the  buttocks  ；  the  rump. 

the  os  coxfmdicis. 

!•  hau 
\kLoa 

以死爲 尻  tC)  regard  death 
V.  -djiau 

k^oa 

*  I  k^au 

as  the  rump  end,— of  life. 

化 予之尻 以爲輪 rl.  1 
L  chteo 

k、au 

(death)  will  resolve  my  buttocks 
into  wheels. 

C.  ko 

. ko 

i.  k^au 

^  black  rump, 一 the  heron. 

Even  Upper. 

m 
Same  as  5961. 

5962 

MX 

S963 Hot  air;  a  dry,  burning 
1 •號沃 atmosphere.  Also  read 

^ 梏熇 
Sinking  and 

Entering 

Upper. 

To  lean  upon  ；  to  rely 

琴 upon. 
59^4 

^  to  lean  against  ；  to  rely 

:. kLau upon. 
[i.  k、au 
F.  kcoay  Lk^oa 靠  to  lean  on  a  pillow. 
W.  k^oe 
ST.  kLoa 靠  to  keep  near  to  the  fire, — 
h 
M,  >  k-au 
3z.  \ 

for  warmth. 

靠 頭  a  support, — as  the  back 
y.  k'-oa of  a  chair. 
K..  ko 
J.  ko 

靠椅。 r 靠背椅 a  chak 
A.  k'au 

with  a  high  back. 
Sinking 

Upper. 靠傍^  something  to  fall  back 
upon  ；  resources. 

靠 山  to  lean  against  a  hill, — as 
a  house,  grave,  etc.,  built  against 
a  hill. 

靠 山喋山 ，靠 水喋水 
if  you  live  near  the  hills,  you 

must  get  your  living  from  the 
hills:  if  near  water,  from  water, 

一 you  must  adapt  yourself  to 
circumstances. 

靠 山山倒 ，靠 海海乾 
whatever  I  do  or  try  goes  wrong. 

以汝爲 太山之 靠 de 

— _ 
pended  on  you  as  an  Mt.  T‘ai. 

745 

孜 5965 y 

94 
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5966 

5966rt 

起考 *  or  考市  phrases  de¬ 
noting  the  attraction  of  a  public 

examination  to  petty  traders  and 
others. 

跨考。 r 歧考。 r 重考。 r 

騎考  to  enter  for  the  examin¬ ation  in  another  district  than 

one’s  own ;  to  present  oneself 
for  examination  at  more  than 

one  centre. 

瑪 

5968 

R •皓 

See 考 

Rising  Upper. 

考取  to  examine  and  take  out; 
to  pass  (candidates)  for  exami¬ 
nation;  to  examine  for . 

考名  the  examination  name, — a 
candidate  sometimes  adopting  a 

different  名  name  from  his  pre- 

vi_ 學名  school  name. 

小考  a  general  name  for  the 
triple  examinations  before  the 

烤 3
 

5969 

R •皓 

See 考 

Rising  Upper, 

District  Magistrate,  the  Prefect, 
and  the  Literary  Chancellor. 
Also  the  examination  at  which 

童  students  pass  for  their 

秀才  first  degree. 

考案首  to  come  out  first  at  the 
preliminary  examination ,  held 

by  the  District  Magistrate  and 
Prefect. 

考卜  to  enquiie  by  divination 

考選局  an  examining  Board 
for  the  selection  of  officers  to 

fill  posts. 

考功 淸吏司  Department 
of  Scrutiny,  to  control  the  rewards 

and  penalties  of  officials, — under 
the  Board  of  Civil  Office. 

w 

5967 R •皓 

C.  halt 

H.  k、au、 k^ati^ 
F.  Ha 
W. 

N.  k、oa 
P.  ckLau^ 

Manacles.  [Not  in  K'ang 
Hsi,  but  now  in  common 
use.l 

To  beat  ；  to  flog 

心 考 

Rising  Upper 

Irregular. 

拷打  to  beat；  to  flog 

拷鼓  to  beat  a  drum. 

拷脚眼  to  beat  on  the  ankles 

拷問 m 拷訊  to  interrogate 
with  beating,—/.^,  to  administer 
so  many  blows  of  the  bamboo 
whenever  the  witness  either  lies 
or  refuses  to  answer. 

三 拷 畫 供  after  the  third 
bambooing,  he  signed  the  de 

position. 

Platycarya  strobilacea、 
S.  &  Z.,  known  as  栲花. 

See  5080. 

栲皮  foreign  mangrove  bark. 
See  1559. 

本 考糸由  Pongee  dyed  brown  with mangrove  bark, 

拷栳  an  osier  bucket. 
To 

bake. 
warm  ；  to  toast  ；  to 

w 

59690 

烤手  to  warm  the  hands. 

烤木  to  bend  wood  by  heat. 

烤麵包  toasted  bread. 

烤餅  to  bake  a' cake. 
烤牛肉  roast  (i.e.  baked)  beef. 

烤焦  to  burn  in  baking. 

伏天 烤日頭 in  the  dog- days,  the  sun  is  roasting  hot. 

烤爛了  over-roasted;  burnt  in 
cooking. 

A  basket.  See  615,  6788. 

給 

597° 

刻 

597i 

5972 

R. 願 

C.  ken 
H.  ken F.  kaung 

\V.  kb N.  king 

M.  I
  kin 

Y.  kbig 

Sz.  ken 

K.  kan 

J.  kon 

A.  ken 

TSLESI. 

See  927. 
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5973 
R.  vulgar 

P.  v.  ̂ kbi  in 
Mm5,  ike/i 

Even  Lower. 

Noise  of  people  wrang 

ling. 

闘  u 艮 to  joke;  to  chaff.  ̂ 597^ 

根1
 

_5974
 

K 元 

C.  ken 

H.  ken 

A  root ；  a  base;  founds 

tion  ；  origin  ;  cause.  Nt 
merative  of  poles,  masts 

chains,  lamp-wicks,  hairs  c 
the  head,  etc.  See  10,905 

F.  koung、 kiing  333^* W.  kang、kd N.  kertg 

P. 

M.  J  ken 

Sz.  \ 

Y.  keng 

K.  k  in 

J.  kon 

A.  kan 
Even  Upper. 

/ESI. 

See  6099. 

XSJE33NT. 

The  seventh  of  the  八 

卦  Eight  Diagrams.  A 
limit；  to  stop.  Hard  ；  per¬ 

verse  ；  obstinate.  Radical 

38.  [To  be  distinguished 
from  頁 7017.} 

Sinking 

Upper. 

良覆碗 the  Diagram 物 
resembles  an  inverted  cup.  ’ 

艮礙  a  kind  of  hard  stone  ;^tony. 

良參子  cross-grained. 

根末。 r 根梢 an branches;  beginning  and  end. 

有 根有梢  in  full  detail. ‘本。 r 根由。 r 根基 ( 

根 底  root;  foundation;  origii cause;  trick  of. 

不 知那扇 子收放 & 

根本  he  did  not  know  t\ 
trick  of  closing  and  opening  tl fan. 

根源 origin;  (Buddhistic)  syr 
pathy. 

根起  at  first;  from  the  first. 

無 脚  without  fixed  roots 
base. 

以他 爲根脚 tc>  make 
foothold  or  base  of  operatio 
of  it. 

沒根兒  without  root, 一 

doubtful  origin,  as  people; 

doubtful  authority,  as  a  litera 

expression. 

好 根底。 f  a  good  stock  j 

family. 

一條根  a  root;  a  single  rod an  only  son. 

無 根之草  a  plant  withou'l 
root, — a  rolling  stone;  a  ne’ dowell. 

除根  to  pull  up  the  root; 
eradicate. 

絶了根  the  root  or 
stock  cut  off,  so  as  to  preve 

further  growth ;  exterminated 

根 株—絶  to  utterly  exlj 

pate. 
不是 生裉的 k  is  1 
rooted, —  it  can  be  moved. 

地 不生無 根之草 a 
produces  no  plant  without 
root, — no  man  without  means subsistence. 
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根1
 

5974 

根蒂  root  and  stem, — regular 
arrangement. 

根 深蒂固  the  root  is  deep 
and  the  stalk  is  tough. 

說 話無根  idle,  baseless  talk. 

苗根。 r 根芽  shoots  from 
old  roots. 

根子  one’s  antecedents：  past history. 

根查  to  examine  to  the  bottom. 

根追  to  trace  up  to  the  origin. 

根詢  to  thoroughly  examine  or 
question. 

歸根  to  go  back  to  the  root， 一 
to  the  original  condition ;  to  the 

original  question ;  to  first  prin¬ 
ciples,  etc.  etc. 

尋 根究底  to  search  and  sift 
to  the  very  bottom. 

根子硬  hard  of  root, 一 an 
awkward  person  to  meddle  with. 

根茶  Bryophyllum  calycinum、 
Salisb.,  used  to  adulterate  tea. 

雲根  the  name  of  a  hill. 

滄 w 蒼） 琅根  the  brass 
rings,  or  handles,  on  a  door. 
Also,  the  name  of  a  tree. 

五根  the  Five  Roots, 一 of  moral 
strength,  viz.:  信根  faith, 

精進根  energy,  念根 

memory,  定裉  ecstatic  medi¬ 

tation,  and  慧根  wisdom. 

Sanskrit :  P  ante  ha  Indrydni. 

六根  the  Six  Roots,— of  sen¬ 
sation.  Same  as  the  六 A; 

see  5690. 

木艮淸 ■淨 •  his  organs  of  sense 
are  all  purified,  —  by  fasting, 
prayer,  putting  away  earthly 
things,  etc. 

裉附  a  netzke  or  netsuke、 —— a 
small  carved  ivory  figure,  used 
as  a  kind  of  ornamental  button. 

存裉  counterfoil, — of  a  bill  ofj 
exchange  or  other  document. 

帶根  advice, — sent  to  drawee. 

Read  ken\  Comic； 

funny.  See  5973. 

凑根  to  joke;  to  chaff. 

沒根兒  unpleasant；  disagree¬ able. 

茛\
 

%  ̂   is  Ranunculus 

觔 
5975 

5978 

R. 願 

See 艮 

SinkingUpper. 

acrtSy  L. 

肯
 3 

5976 

To  speak  with  difficulty. 
59/9 

R .願 

To  wrangle.  To  act  per- 

R •迥 

See 良 

versely. C.  hhig、 hang 

H.  k、en、 hen 

A.  khi、 ngdrt 

SinkingUpper. 

F.  Ji、eing、 kHng 

W. 

N. 

P.  k^eng 
M.  kTen 

跟
1
 

The  heel.  To  follow  at 

Y.  k、hig 

the  heel  ；  to  imitate.  See 

Sz.  kKcn%  k^eng 

K.  king 

5977 

R •元 

2566. 

].kd 

A.  kLmg See 根 

脚跟。 r 脚後跟 心 hed. 
Rising  Upper. 

Even  Upper. 

跟隨。 r 跟從 t<D 
5^  ̂   unable  to  keep  up with. 

跟踪。 1 ■跟輯  follow  °n the  track  of. 

跟  to  trace  out  and  hand  over. 

去  to  go  into  with  others； 
to  follow  up,  as  an  opportunity. 

跟前  in  front  of;  in  the  pre¬ sence  of;  see  8545. 

大人跟 前 in  yQur  Excd_ lency  's  presence. 

跟 ▲★幾 位令耶 hmv many  sons  have  you? 

跟班。 r  跟丁  a  servant. 

跟人 M 跟的人 retinue; suite. 

殺  servants  who  ride  behind 
a  cart  or  chair. 

車. the  attendant’s  cart. 

跟我去 go  with  me. 

的  with  whom  did you  learn  this? 

j5p t0  follow  bad  examples. 

跟 着衆人  together  with  the 

o
f
3
 

5980 

rest,  or  with  the  crowd. 

跟会 又是雨 afterwards  it 
rained  a*gain. 

不敢 跟他說 did  n<3t  dare to  speak  of  it  to  him. 

R .緝 

See 溫 

栽 茬艮斗  to  fall  head  over  heels; 

Entering 

Upper. 

to  eat  humble  pie.  See  2025. 

Same  as  2019. 

The  articulation  of  bones； 

see  ̂   1 1 13.  To  be  willing； to  assent. 

惠 然肯來  kindly  he  seems 
to  be  willing  to  come  to  me. 

莫 肯念亂  no  one  is  willing 
to  think  of  the  prevailing  dis¬ 
order. 

此 邦之人 ，不 我肯穀 
the  people  of  this  country  are 

not  willing  to  treat  me  well. 

允肯 。> ■肯許 w  assent. 

不肯  not  willing  to;  unmanage¬ able;  cross, 一 of  children. 

你 肯不肯  do  you  agree  or 
not? 

不繇 他 肯不肯 _«： mind  whether  he  will  or  not, — make  him. 

肯栺天 日盟心 billing  to point  to  the  sun  in  the  sky  and swear  by  it. 

中  chungK  to  hit  off  the  wishes 
or  fancy. 

肯 構肯堂  willing  to  roof  and 
willing  to  build, 一 to  carry  out 

the  plans  or  wishes  of  a  father. See  next  entry、 

厥子乃 弗肯堂 ，矧肯 

構  if  his  son  be  unwilling  to 
raise  up  the  hall,  how  much  less 
will  he  be  willing  to  complete 
the  roof? 

討了他 一 •個肯 _ 字 
I  have  got  the  word  kle?i  out  ol him, —— his  consent. 

To  bite  ；  to  gnaw.  See 

5985.  Correctly  read  s/iz/i1*. 

只 有靴子 啃襪子 ，沒 

有襪 子 啃靴乎 k  is only  the  boot  which  wears  out 
the  sock,  never  the  sock  which 
wears  out  the  boot. 
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TSJEUSTC3r 

w 

S9Sl R.  unauthor¬ 

ised 

C.  k、hig) 

F,  t^cting) 
N.  Whig 

P.  W", 々  W 
M.  kH 

A.  Whig 

Sinking 

Upper. 

To  oppress  ；  to  extort 

from  ；  to  take  by  force. 

勒： lo  extort  money ;  to 
squeeze. 

强搰  to  take  by  force. 

清贖  to  prevent  from  redeem 
ing, — as  a  mortgage. 

儘 自揹着 t0  grab  a11，— without  sharing, 

揹 ■口  說話  to  sPeak  indis_ tinctly. 

清手  a  delay;  a  want  of  smart¬ 
ness  in  doing  anything. 

看 個揹手  what  a  dawdler 

揹阻  to  obstruct. 

揹脚骨  to  levy  blackmail. 

淸留  to  detain  against  one’s  will 
to  monopolise. 

一揹子  a  bundle  of  things 
which  it  takes  both  hands  to  span 

5982 R •眞願 
S- 齦 

Even  and 

Sinking  Lower 

and  Upper. 

Veined  jade. 

Read  yin^.  A  stone  like 

jade. 

R. 
5983 
潸願 

^ 限懇 
A.  ngen 

Rising  and 

Sinking  Lower 

and  Upper. 

齦
 3 

598S 
P. 三 yin、 Wen 

M. ) 

Y.  YSyin^en 

Sz. ) 

EC.  ’in、 kdn 

[. gin、 kon 

A.  ngen^  k^en 
Even  and 

Rising  Lower 
and  Upper. 

齒離搬  determinedly. 

齦杏核  to  clean  an  apricot 

Read  yi?r. 
see  13,256. 

m 

R, 

5986 

文阮 坤懇 
Even  and 

Rising  Upper. 

5987 

See 懇 

Rising  Upper. 

A  stone  with  a  flaw  in 

it.  Noise  of  rolling  things 
along. 

艰雷之 聲  the  rumbling  noise 
of  tilings  being  rolled  along. 

艰晶  a  name  for  rock  crystal. 

m: 

5984 
R.  vulgar 

P.  JTen) See 齦 

SinktngUpper. 

5985 
k •文阮 
C.  v.  Inn 

F.  v.  h^ae 
N.  inying^ 

7 ，‘㈣ ‘.、 

A  seam  in  a  garment. 

繚裉。 r 煞裉  to  sew  a  seam 

小裉  a  small  seam. 

To  gnaw  -  to  bite.  To 
bark,  as  a  tree;  to  clean 

off.  See  5980. 

齦骨  to  gnaw  a  bone. 

敵 聲  gnashing  of  teeth. 

m 

stone. 

The  gums  ； 
秔 

S989 

R 

To  dig.  To  gnaw. 

To  break  new  soil.  To 

reclaim  land.  [To  be  dis¬ 

tinguished  from  懇 5988，]  Szi 

開 墾田地 to  bring  land under  cultivation. 

耕墾  to  plough  up  new  land 

墾種  to  plough  and  sow. 

墾地稅  taxes  on  reclaimed land. 

墾力  with  all  one’s  might. 

盡 力墾傷  to  exert  all  one’s 
strength  to  plough  up  and  break — the  soil. 

墾 佔騎葬  to  plough  into  the limits  of  a  grave. 

莖戶  pioneer  farmers. 

599° 

庚映 敬 
. k2”g、 kang 

Ii.  ken、 kang 

F.  c^ingt 
kaing^  v. 

ckan^ 
ckieng W.  kae 

N.  keng^  kang 

P.  khig、 ching 

M.  ken^  chin 

\  j  king 

K.  ke，ig、 kyong 

. ho 

A.  kaing 

Even  Upper 

and  Lower. 

5988 

R. 阮 

C.  hen 

H.  k、en 
F.  k'-oujig 
W.  kLang、 

k、ang) 

N.  kLeng 

P.  I 奸 

M. ( 

Y.  k、hig 

Sz.  kLhi 
K.  kdn 

J.  kon 
A.  k'en Rising  Upper. 

To  beg；  to  implore.  [To 
be  distinguished  from  墾 

5987-] 

懇請 w 懇求。 r 懇祈。 r 

^  ̂   to  beg;  to  entr
eat. 

懇恩  to  beg  for  favour. 

懇爲 過信1  beg  you  t0  be- 
lieve  me. 

懇切  to  urgently  entreat. 

肫肫 懇懇1 most  earnestly 
entreat  you. 

懇啟  to  draw  up  a  written 
appeal, — for  assistance. 

懇章  to  make  an  application to  creditors  for  a  composition. 

懇惻  perfect  sincerity ;  good faith. 

ST 

JESSESNGr. 
Same  as  5997. 

To  change;  to  alter；  tc 

substitute.  To  attend  to 

in  addition  to  one’s  owr 
duties.  A  night  watch,  ir 

which  sense  it  is  also  reac 

ching' 
更改  to  change;  to  alter. 

更正 t。  correct;  to  reform. 

更換  to  exchange ;  to  substitute 

更變  to  effect  a  change. 

更衣  to  change  one’s  clothes 
Used  euphemistically  by  wome] 

for  going  to  the  w.c.  See  10, on 

更名  to  change  one’s  name. 
更加 &  change  and  make  ac ditions.  See  keng% • 

更動  to  move,  or  transfer,  off 
ciais. 

更  to  amend, 一 as  rules. 

更定  to  change.  See  below* 

定 更條約  to  revise  a  Treat; 

說話不 更移 what  Isa: 
I  do  not  depart  from. 

腕更移  late  {q.iL  loath)  t 
return. 

烈女 不更二 夫 avh：tuo1 
woman  will  not  marry  two  hu 
bands. 

胃  many  times;  repeatedly 

勿 55 來  don’t  come  again. 

更迭  to  alternate. 

四 時更代  the  four  seasoi 

come  and  go. 

更張  to  change. )\^  s/iao%  不更事 he  is  t< 

young  to  act  in  matters. 

五更 加  five  night-watches, - of  two  hours  each,  from  7  p.1 

to  5  a.m.  In  each  watch,  
tl 

watchman  "makes  五唱 fi 

rounds,  beating  his  wooden  rati 
to  warn  off  thieves,  in  each  ca 

with  as  many  strokes  as  dene 
the  number  of  the  watch. 
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定更。 r 落更。 r 起更 t。 
Sit  the  watch, 一 at  7  p.m. 

S99° 看更。 r 守更  to  keep  watch. 

轉更  to  relieve  the  watch. 

打 更的。 r 更夫。 r 更練 
a  watchman. 

更漏  a  clepsydra  or  water-clock, 
— an  arrangement  by  which  the 
regulated  leakage  of  water  from 

a  large  jar  is  shown  upon  a 
bamboo  index  inside.  By  the 
time  the  water  has  fallen  to  a 

certain  point,  the  first  watch  is 

at  an  end,  and  so' on.  See  7360. 

更 漏已盡  the  water-clock 
(of  life)  has  run  dry. 

更樓  a  watch-tower, — a  place 
where  a  clepsydra  is  kept  and 
where  the  watches  are  publicly 
announced  by  beating  a  drum 
or  bell. 

更黙  one-fifth  of  a  wa/cch^— 24 
minutes. 

更香  sticks  of  incense  袖 ich 
are  prepared  so  as  to  burn  for 

a  given  time,  and  are  used  in 

private  houses  to  mark  the  night- 
watches. 

更深  late  at  night. 

伺 候更深  waiting  until  the 
watch  was  deep, 一 until  late  into 
the  night. 

支更人 a  quartei-master. 

五 更待漏  waiting  for  the 
clock  to  show  the  fifth  watch, — 
viz.  3  a.m.,  at  which  hour  the 

Emperor  gives  audience. 

更次  the  interval  between  two 
watches,  />.  two  hours.  See 

king 4. 

Read  keng^.  More; 
further.  See  9839. 

更好  better. 
更加  to  add  on  more.  See  kfng\ 

更多  still  more. 

更要  still  more  necessary. 
更不  still  less;  much  less. 
更兼  in  addition;  besides; 
moreover. 

更 有一仵  there  is  still  one 
more  point. 

更次  still  more  inferior;  very 
second-rate.  See  khig\ 

哽 3
 

S991 

亿梗 

H. kang 

F.  kc'uig^  v. 

kang see 更 

A.  n^niftg2- Rising  Upper. 

5992 

r. 梗 

H.  ken) 

See  •梗 

A.  kaing 

Rising  Upper. 

披
 3 

5993 

R •榧 

See 更 

A.  ftgaing^- Rising  Upper 

梗
 3 

5994 
R •梗 外 

H.  ngang3 , ckwang、 cken 

S?e 更 

A.  ngaingt 

kaing’ 

Rising  Upper. 

Choking*  from  grief  or 
rage. 

哽塞  the  throat  choked,  —  so 
that  one  cannot  speak. 

哽咽  utterance  choked  with sobs. 

A  ditch  or  channel  for 

irrigating  purposes. 

To  stir  up.  To  sound. 

章 竹棟過  get  a  bamboo  and feel  for  it,  —  as  for  something 

which  has  dropped  into  the  water. 

A  spinous  tree,  Hemip- 
telea  Davidi、 Planch.  [Zel- 

kora  Davidiy  Hemsl.). 

Thorny；  to  prick.  Strong; 

stubborn.  Straight.  The 
stem  of  a  flower.  Scope  ； 

bearing.  Distress  ；  sickness. 

See  8901. 

吾所 學者直 土榧耳 
‘  all  I  have  learnt  is  mere  under¬ 

growth, — rubbish.  [Kuo  Hsiang 

quotes  土人  clay  images  as 
the  expl.  of  土榧 .] 

頑横  obstinate;  perverse. 

强梗  violent;  overbearing. 

梗性子  an  obstinate  disposi¬ 
tion. 

粳直  upright;  straightforward; honest.  See  6009. 

花梗子  the  stalk  of  a  flower. 

脖梗子  the  neck. 梗楢  on  the  whole ;  generally 
speaking;  a  general  idea  of;  an 
outline. 

粗 陳梗楢  to  submit  a  rough outline. 

5994 

m 
5995 

R •梗 

See 更 

A.r7/gahig 

Rising  Upper. 

粳 

5996 

榧 楢已盡 ，此 後但須 

穿免  now  that  you  have  the general  idea,  it  only  remains  to 

practise. 誰 生厲階 1 至今 爲榧 
who  is  responsible  for  the  evils 
which  have  led  to  th€  present 
distress? 

去 來無枧  could  travel  back- 
'vards  and  forwards  without  hin¬ drance. 

音 耗遂榧  all  communi¬ 
cation  was  now  cut  oif. 

Disease  ；  sickness. 

5997 

R •率 

C.  khig、 kang 
F.  keing^  kang 
N.  keng%  kang 

P.  khig、 ching 

M.  ken 

Sz.  I  ki
nS 

Yi.hd 

J.  ltd 

A.  kaing 

Even  Upper. 

m 

5998 

R •梗 

See 更 

A.  ngaing^ 
Rising  Upper: 

Same  as  5997. 

Rice  which  is  not 

glutinous. 

华 卑米。 r 轉 秈。 r  _ 粳米 rice  which  is  not  glutinous、  ； 

旱 箱频米  uPland  rice,— as 

distinguished  from  水稻水 

water-grown  rice. 

A  rope;  a  well-rope. 

粳短者 不可以 汲深 
if  your  rope  is  short,  it  cannot 

draw  from  a  great  depth,  - — a 

saying  of  莊子;  see  2650.  ̂  

汲古 得修練  to  reach  into 
antiquity， you  must  have  a  long 
rope, — meaning  plenty  of  energy, 
hard  work,  etc. 

涕 墮如練  her  tears  fell  like a  rope, — so  fast. 

引 練出之  let  a  rope  do.wiiJ and  got  him  out  (of  the  ravj  .卜 



5999 R •梗 

C.  Itng^  v. k^eng 

•  ngang^ 
F.  keing 

W.  kae 

N.  keng^  v. 

gang 
P.  keng 

M.  ken 

Y. 

Sz.  i 

kd、kid 

. ngaiiig^ 

Rising  Upper. 

750 

Fish-bones  ;  something 

sticking  in  the  throat ;  un¬ 

yielding  ； firm  ;  outspoken. 
Used  with  5994： 

髁 不落頸  the  bone  'von’t I  can’t  swallow  all 

keng 

R. 

go  do'vn，， that. 

小髁  a  trifling  cause  of  enmity ; 
a  grudge. 

*1^  直  blunt;  brusque;  obstinate; 
straightforward :;  trustworthy, 

骨 髁之臣  outspoken,  in¬ 
corrupt  officials 

爲人 髁 峭 ，不 狴權貴 

庚 C.  ketig H. hang 
. keing 

W.  kae 
N.  keng 

P.  king 

M.  ken 

I K.  keng 

J.  ho 

A.  kaing 

Even  Upper. 

he  is  an  outspoken  man,  who 
is  not  afraid  of  the  powerful 

and  great. 

Same  as  5999. 

6000 

庚1
 

6ooi 

R. 

庚& C.  keng 

H. kang 

F.  keing 

W.  kae 

N.  khig、 kang 
P.  keng 

M.  hen 

\  j  keng K.  kyotig 

[. hu 
A.  kaing 

Even  Upper. 

The  seventh  of  the  天 

干  Ten  Stems  {see  5814), 

used  in  the  sense  of  “age. 
To  change  ；  to  restore.  To 

reward.  Reason ;  cause.  A 

path；  an  orbit.  North-east 

庚 子之變 the  revolution  of| 
keng  tzUy — the  Boxer  outbreak 
of  1900. 

年 庚八字  the  eight  cha¬ racters  which  express  the  year, 

moon,  day,  and  hour,  of  a  per. 
son’s  birth. 

庚帖。 1 ■庚柬 i668. 

貴庚 w 今年 尊庚、 vhat 
is  your  honourable  age? 

同庚  of  the  same  age. 

西 有長庚  in  the  west  io  the 
day-prolonger,  —  Hesperus,  the 
evening  star. 

呼庚癸  to  call  out 11  keng  kuei， 
—food  and  water,  k/ng  referring 
to  west  and  grajn,  kuei  to  north 
and  water.  These  words  were 

originally  used  with  a  view  to 
conceal  from  an  enemy  want  of 

provisions  in  the  can^p. 

庚辛金  the  west. / 

賡1
 

6002 

6003 

庚 

See 庚 

Even  Upper. 

To  continue,  as  a  song. 

賡和  to  carry  on  or  continue a  song,  using  the  same  rhyme. 

乃賡 載歌曰 thereuPon _he 
continued  the  song,  saying . 

賡 璋功績  Proclaimed  his 
merits. 

羣 臣 皆慶進 aU  the presented  poems, 一 on  the  Em- 
peror’s  accession. 

R •庚 

C.  keng 

H. hang 

F.  keing  • 

W.  kae 
N.  keng、 kang 

P.  keng 

M.  ken 

^  j  ^ng
 

Y. 

Sz, 

K.  keng kd 

A.  kaing 

Even  Upper. 

One  of  the  names  of  the 

mango-bird  or  oriole,  called 

鶴 庚 I; ⑽滄 ！i，59i- 

脛 
6004 

頸 
6005 

See  4629. 

畊 
6oo6 

耕1
 

6007 

R •庚 

C.  kang 

H.  ka，tg 

F.  keing 

W.  kae 
N.  keitg^  kang 

P.  keng.  eking 

M.  ken 

L 卜— K.  kydng 

].kd 

A.  kaing 

Even  Upper. 

See  2  I  26. 

Same  as  6007. 

to 

To  plough  \  to  till. 

耕地。 r 耕田。 r 耕稼 
plough  land. 

耕種  to  plough  and  sow. 

_ 耨。 r  . 耕作 
 tp  till;  to  cul¬ 

tivate. 

耕牛 m  ox  trained  to  the  plough 

耕夫  a  ploughman. 
亦 服爾耕 attend  to  your ploughing. 

開耕  to  begin  ploughing* 

目耕  to  plough  with  the  eyes,- to  read. 

筆耕  to  plough  with  the  pen,. to  write. 

舌耕  to  plough  with  the  tongue ― to  teach. 

耕 攀得道  by  ploughing  (*_， 
toiling)  after  TAO,  you  will 
attain  to  TAO. 

靑耕  a  bird  resembling  a  jay, 
with  dark  body,  white  beak 

white  eyes  and  white  tail.  Said 
to  ward  off  pestilence. 

6008 

耿
，
 

Soup. 

和羹  soup  with  vegetable  ad¬ juncts;  a  minister  of  State, 

若 作和羹 ，爾 惟鹽梅 
as  in  making  good  soup,  do  you 

be  to  me  as.  the  salt  and  the 

prunes, — which  give  the  flavour. 

如 沸如羹  like  the  bubbling of  boiling  soup, -is  the  discontent of  the  people. 

懲 羹吹藝  he  who  is  burnt 
by  the  soup  will  blow  on  the leek.  A  burnt  child,  etc. 

塵 羹土飯  dusty  soup  and earthy  food, 一 said  of  the  intel¬ lectual  fare  provided  by  a  pre¬ 

tentious  pedant. 

調羹。 r 挑羹。 r 羹匙 a soup-ladle;  a  spoon. 

羹 牆之慕  soup  and  wall’s 

admiration,  t.e.  坐 則見堯 

于牆 ，食則 覩舜于 

sitting,  to  see  Yao  on  the 

wall  opposite,  eating,  to  see  Shun 

in  the  soup  =  admiration  for  the 

Sages  of  old. 

Bright  Upright;  honest. 

6009 

•梗
/ 

C.  keng 

H.  kwen 

F.  keing 

W.  kae 

N.  keng P«  keng 

M.  km 

LI—. K.  kiong 

J.  kd、 kid 

A.  kaing 

Rising  Upper. 

w: 

6010 
R 梗 ， 

P.  ching 

See 滅 

Rising  Upper. 

上帝 之耿命 the  bright 
ordinances  of  God. 

文王 之耿光  the  bright 
glory  of  Wen  Wang. 

直  upright;  honest;  unyield¬ 
ing.  See  5994. 

另火  ̂   earnest ;  resolute ;  straight¬ 
forward. 

忠心 耿耿  risid>y  loyal- 

耿 耿不寐 disturbed  arid 
sleepless. 

The  stalks  of  the  羊 

taro,  Colocasia  antiquorum, 
Schott. 

I 茲  the  young  sta
lks  of  the Euryale  ferox、 Salisb. 
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(徑 
:. king 

I.  zkwen 
^kfing 

W.ko 

L  king 

’•  king 
i.  hen 

r.  khig 
>z.  ken 

k  ing 

.kd 

i.  kang 

Sinking 

Upper 
Irregular. 

叟 
6oi2 

堰‘
 

6013. 

〔.徑 
-亙 
【•  king 
. kd 

i,  ihdng 

•inkingUpper. 

m 

6014 

1 .徑蒸 
;ee 互 
(inkingUpper. 

坑1
 

6015 

:庚 

i: 卜叹 
r.  k、artg 

、T.  Mng、 kKatig 

C.  keng 
•  kid'kd 
、•  ftaing 
Even  Upper. 

An  extreme  limit.  To 

fill  ；  to  reach  everywhere  ； 

universal.  Relics.  The 

crescent  moon.  [To  be  dis¬ 

tinguished  from  宜  4800 

and  互 4972.] 

亙 古至今  from  of  old  until 
now. 

亙 古一人  the  one  man  from 
all  antiquity, 一  關讳4  the  God 

of  War;  also  applied  to  Con¬ 
fucius. 

綿亙 數千里  extending  for 
many  thousand  li. 

亙帶 幾數萬  amounting  to 
many  myriads, — of  trees. 

Same  as  5990. 

The  path  or  avenue 

leading  up  to  a  grave. 

To  violently  thrum  the 

strings  of  a  lute. 

T^^lSTGr. 

A  pit；  a  hole；  a  ravine ; 

a  gully  ；  a  pool  or  small 
lake.  To  put  into  a  pit  ； 
to  entrap  ；  to  involve. 

開坑。 r 打坑 to  dig  a  pit 
or  grave. 

坑 子。 r 坑坎。 r 坑 建―; 
a  hole. 

水坑子 a  puddle. 

坑渠  a  sewer. 

火坑  a  fiery  pit,  —  a  state  of misery. 

萬人坑  a  pit  into  which  the 
bodies  of  executed  criminals  are 
thrown. 

6015 

阬 
•6oi6 

傾 
6017 

樫1
 

6018 

R. 庚 

See_ 

cf.  for 

which 

anciently  used. 

Even  Upper. 

山坑  a  gully；  a  ravine. 

盆底坑  a  cup-shaped  hollow or  ravine. 

坑谷  a  valley. 

坑田  paddy-fields. 

填坑不 用好土 叫 dirt will  do  to  fill  a  pit,r-any  stick 
will  do  to  beat  a  dog. 

坑人  to  put  people  into  pits,  i.e] to  do  them  mischief. 

皆坑 之咸陽 a11  ̂  these he  buried  alive  (or  simply  put 

to  death)  at  Hsien-yang, — of  the 
four  hundred  and  fifty  literati 

who  disobeyed  the  commands 
of  the  First  Emperor. 

養龍坑  a  famous  pool  in Kueichou,  from  which  the  Emp. 

Hung  Wu  of^the  Ming  dyn.  is 
said  to  have  obtained  a  wonder 

ful  horse. 

坑害  to  maliciously  injure. 

坑騙  to  entrap;  to  cheat. 

坑降卒  he  destroyed  the soldiers  who  surrendered,  —  of 

項羽  Hsiang  Yii,  when  the 
armies  of  Ch‘in,  to  the 

number  of  200,000,  surrendered 
to  him. 

坑其民  he  ruined  his  people 
神 g 菩蔭坑 死我了 
may  God  strike  me  dead ! 

東坑  the  eastern  sea. 

坑沙  manure-cake;  poudrette. 

Same  as  60 1 5. 

See  2196. 

To  thump  ；  to  rap  ；  to 

butt  against. 

m 

6019 

k •
庚.
 

See 鍾 

Even  Upper. 

鏗1
 

6020 

R. 庚 

C.  heng 

H.  ken 
F.  Ck、ci”g、 

zkLang，. 

J^ng 

S.k'iang 

ckLiang 

W.  k、ae 

M.  \  k'-eng 
Y- 

Sz. ] 

K.  keng 

J.  kd^  kid 

A.  k、aing 

Even  Upper. 

徑1
 

6o2T 

R .庚 

See 鍟 

Even  Upper. 

m 

6022 

肯 

6023 

啃 

6024 

揹 

6025 

6026 

R •藥 

See 櫊 

Entering 

Upper. 

The  tinkling  of  gems. 

不堅礎 然 小人哉 they  are obstinate  little  men. 

The  jingling  of  metal. 
I’o  strike.  The  sound  of  a 

ringing  blow.  See  錢  1591. 

鏗織  the  jingling  of  bells,  metal ornaments,  etc. 

鼓瑟 希鍟爾  pausing  upon 
his  harpsichord  while  ij|r  was  yet twanging. 

鍾鍾 聲  the  ding-dong  sound 
of  a  bell. 

鍟鐘  to  strike  a  bell. 

The  shank  bone  of  an 

ox. 

Same  as  6019. 

See  5979- 

See  5980. 

See  5981. 

ISLO. 

Each;  of  each  kind; 

every  one；  all；  the  various. 

Alternately.  [To  be  dis¬ tinguished.  from  名 7940.] 

Read  koz  ；  see  1 2,365. 

各人  each  man;  every  one. 

各 人各見  every  man  to  his taste. 
 

> 
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惫 各 — . 人 one  man  to  each. 

當 有女襖 褂各一 什 
he  pawned  one  woman’s  jacket 
and  one  woman’s  long  coat. 

玉挂各 一 •  (gave)  a  jade 
symbol  to  each  man. 

上各 盡一林 the  Emp. 
drained  i //goblet  with  each  of 

them.  '  ̂ 

各 有所長  each  one  has  his 
strong  point. 

各有 一說。 r 各供- 
詞  each  has  his  own  story. 

其各 one  and  all. 

各各兒  each  one;  singly. 

各管 一 »  each  to  look  after 
a  separate  item, — as  in  division 
of  labour. 

爸 
ions  of;  those  who  are  charged 
with  the  duties  of. 

各等因  the  various  communi¬ cations  under  acknowledgment; 

the  various  details  or  arguments 

contained  in  a  despatch.  Sec 10,877. 

各該關  all  the  said  Custom houses. 

各適 其用者  each  adapted to  the  use  for  which  it  is  intended. 

各羅斯 a  grcss- 
各鄧院  the  chief  departments of  State,  Peking. 

6 
咯
 

0027 

各宜漂  let  all  tremble  and 
obey ! . 

冬據此  according  to  the  evid¬ 
ence  of  all  of  them. 

各住  to  live  apart. 

有妻妾 各居者 a  ▲ 
and  a  concubine  occupied  sep 
arate  establishments. 

I  各屬  all  his  subordinates. 

各皆  all;  both. 
各 5  or 各自各 兒。 neself; 
by  oneself;  of  oneself. 

各 自味兒  peculiar ;  unlike others. 

i 各自 顴 命去罷 evelT 
I  man  for  himself;  sauvc  quipeut, 

丨各各 另另的  eccentric. 

各各 稜稜的 hobbling along. 

各樣 or 各色。 r 各項 

各種  various  kinds  of;  all 
descriptions  of. 

各樣 都有。 r 各樣俱 
^  to  keep  all  kinds  in  stock. 

务色貨  all  kinds  or  qualities 
I  of  goods. 

I 各處。 ■•各 地方。 「各路 everywhere. 

I 各國領 事官  the  Consuls 
I  of  the  various  Treaty  Powers. 

各商  the  various  merchants. ' 

各 事人等  the  individuals 
connected  with  the  several  funct- 

1 

R. 陌 

§ee 格 

Entering 

Upper. 

To  strike  ；  to  box.  To 

parry. 

格鬥  to  brawl;  to  fight. 

格寧頭 tCT  b0X. 
f  各 武  ̂   art  of  self-defence. 

檔格  to  parry  a  blow. 

K •陌藥 

or 

F.  kaik,  kah 
\W.ka 
N.  kah、v •  gah 

P.  ike 
M.  ke 

Y.  kih 
Sz.  ke K.  kidk、 hek、 

kak 

J.  kaku^  kiaku 
A.  kak 

0029 

2* 

kakn 

Entering 

Upper. 

See  7319. 

To  come  or  go  to  ；  to 

reach. ， To  correct.  To 

attack.  Intelligent  ；  wise. 

A  rule;  a  limit；  a  pattern. 

See  8979,  10,869,  10,313. 

帝曰 格汝舜  the  Emperor 
said,  “Come,  you  Shun!” 

有苗袼  the  prince  of  Miao came  to  make  his  submission. 

格 于上下  extending  from earth  to  heaven. 

格 于皇天  so  that  he  became equal  to  Almighty  God. 

知天命 to  reach  the  know¬ ledge  of  the  will  of  God. 

神 保是格  the  spirits  quietly come. 

神 之格思 ，不 可度思 
the  approaches  of  spiritual  beings 
cannot  be  calculated  beforehand. 

庶 有格命  you  may  herein 
receive  a  most  important  charge. 

惟 先格王 the  kinS  must first  be  corrected. 

惟帝降 格于夏 Gc>d  sent down  correction  on  Hsia. 

0029 3BLO 

a* 

格 其非心  to  correct  hi 
vicious  heart. 

忠 義格獸 his  loyalty  at 
sense  of  duty  appeal  (even)  | 

brute  beasts. 

格虎  to  attack  a  tiger. 
感格  to  be  moved;  to  be  i fluenced. 

格人  men  of  the  highest  wisdoii maxims ;  precepts. 

格物  to  enquire  into  the  natu of  things. 

致知在 格物者 the  pe 
fecting  of  knowledge  depeinj 

upon  the  investigation  of  tiling 

there  was  nothii 

he  did  not  investigate. 

0E  ̂   (J^J  to  be  a
  connoisseur, - 

of  tea,  wine,  etc. 

^  researches, — especially natural  science. 

上 格^  遣^弯  to  move  or  favoi] ably  influence  God  above, 一 

by  prayer,  good  deeds,  etc. 

^  seniority;  rank.  ̂ 12.34 

破袼。 r 不 枸一格 n。1 adhere  to  seniority,  —  in 
motions. 

格例  the  rule  of  promotion  1 seniority, 一 introduced  under  tl T‘ang  dynasty. 

格殺  to  kill  a  person  resistii lawful  fauthority;  to  kill  in  se 
defence. 

格者 不赦  those  who  resi 
shall  not  be  pardoned. 

與 賊相格  resisted  the  ro 

bers. 

看 他骨格  look  at  the  bon 
of  his  face, — to  determine  the 

physiognomical  value. 

品格  temperament ;  habit ;  ch racter;  artistic  value. 

不可定 其品袼 _ea of  fixing  his  place  as  an  artii 

格 品低於  the  quality  is  i 
ferior  to  that  of, 一 of  a  paintin 

獨 此風格 猶存。 吻1 
this  style  be  preserved, — 
poetry. 

_  有風格  all  these  (picture 
were  in  good  style. 

古人格  the  style  of  the  a 

*  cients, 一 in  painting. 
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6029 

不入格  to  have  no  style, — of 
pictures •- 

格 不甚高 his  i)lane  or 
standard  (in  art)  is  not  very  high. 

袼式  a  pattern;  a  ruled  form, 
lines,  etc.,  to  put  under  the  paper 
on  which  one  is  writing. 

公 牘格式  forms  for  official 
correspondence. 

印字格  a  copy-slip;  see  9984. 

影 乎各  a  copy-slip  which  is  placed 
under  the  paper  and  traced  over, 

as  by  beginners. :, 

不 大離格  not  so  very  far 
out;  not  too  far  out. 

格 應于圖  up  to  muster. 

格眼  blanks  left  in  documents 
to  be  filled  up. 

問格。 r 跳格  to  skip  a  line; 
on  alternate  lines. 

髙四 格抬冩 tu  raise  four 
places, — above  the  top  of  the 
page.  See  10,  <80. 

空格  to  leave  a  blank  space, — 
above  a  name  in  writing. 

格外  over  and  above ;  extra; 
extraordinary. 

格 外施恩  to  grant  a  special 
favour. 

格局的  correct;  according  to 
rule. 

不 成格局  not  fulfilling  the 
requirements  of  ceremonial. 

一 入了這 個格局 ，再 

學不 出來的  once  get 
into  this  style  (of  composition), 

and  you  won’t  be  able  to  get out  of  it. 

一勲 兒格磴 都沒有 
there  is  no  difficulty  about  it. 

留 袼半開  the  window  being 
half  open. 

格其 事不下  pigeon-holed 
the  matter.  See  4624. 

格 結傷單  certified  state- 
ments  of  injuries,  to  be  made 

after  an  inquest. 

野 烏格礫  wild  birds  chir¬ 
ruped  (sec  6138). 

格園  to  fight  without  arms. 

Read  ho 访 

格^  (办1 •)  name  of  a  star. 

硌 
6030 

See  7322. 

胳
1
 

6031 

藥陌 N.  v.  kah 

P.  V, 

zka 

Sec 袼各 

Entering 

Upper. 

The  arm ;  the  side. 

胳臂 ■胳膊  the  fore-arm; the  arm. 

骨旁  the  upper  arm. 胳 膊析了 ，往 軸裏藏 
if  your  arm  is  broken,  keep  it 

in  your  sleeve, — wash  your  dirty linen  at  home.  , 

胳 肢窩。 r 胳肋底 the 
armpit.  See  6067. 

人  a  rank-smelling  mail. 

胳 星 兒  a  blemish;  a  flaw. 

6032 
R •陌藥 

Sa 格各 

j  Entering 

Upper. 

A  Ilium  vie  tor  iale、 L., 

known  as  客葱. and  山 

葱， and  classified  as  葦 

(sec  5234)  by  the  Buddhist 

priesthood. 

ar A  species  of  beetle. 

6033 

R. 陌 

See 格 

Entering 

Upper. 

@  ill 各  a  name  for  the  millipede 
[lulus). 

杜虫各  the  mole-cricket  or  Gryllo- talpa、 

袼 
6。34 

R •藥 

落各 
Entering 

Lower  and 

Upper. 

A  short-sleeved  jacket 

for  warm  weather  is  called 

袼稂 • Read  lo^.  A  child’s  bib. 

角 r 

6o3S 

R. 陌 

See 格 

K.  kiok 
. Entering 

Upper. - 

Horns;  antlers. 

deer^  horns,  —  used  as 

hooks  to  hang  things  on. 

6036 

R •陌 

袼胳 
Entering 

.Upper. 

The  skeletons  of  men 

and  animals  ；  dry  bones. 

Used  with  6031. 

閟 

6。37 

R. 藥
 

P.sio 
Entering 

Upper. 

A  screen.  A  vestibule  ； 

a  hall；  a  council-chamber. 

Women’s  apartments.  A 

pavilion；  see-  8932,  3560. 

A  shelf;  a  book-case.  Used 

with  ̂   6059,  Read  kao\ see  7205. 

閣老  cabinet  elder, 一 a  Secre¬ tary  of  State  under  the  Ming 

dynasty.  Written  Colao  by  the 

Jesuit  Fathers  of  that  time. 

內閣  the  Grand  Secretariat  or Inner  Cabinet, — under  the  Ming 

dynasty  the  Supreme  Council  of 
the  empire,  but  now  superseded 
in  importance  by  the  Grand 
Council;  see  3276. 

內 閣學士  sub-Chancellor  of 
the  Grand  Secretariat, 

閣學  literary  designation ,  of  a 

學士  sub-Chancellor  of  the 
Grand  Secretariat. 

入閣  t0  become  a  Cabinet 
Minister. 

東 閣 and 體仁閣 _esuf halls  over  which  two  of  the  four 
Grand  Secretaries  are  nominally 

appointed  to  preside. 

開東閣  to  entertain  guests,； — 
•  from  the  name  of  the  hall  in 

which  公孫弘  Kung-sun 

Hung  used  to  entertain  the 
scholars  he  gathered  round  him, 

阿閣  a  pavilion  with  4  pillars or  columns. 

閣下  y  ou,  sir,— a  term  of  address which  admits  of  very  wide  appli¬ 

cation,  and  is  one  of  the  safest 
and  most  convenient  for  general 

colloquial  purposes.  [Originally used  to  an  二千石 長史； 

see  9964.] 

媛閣  a  canopy  in  the  大堂 
great  hall  of  a  yamin^  beneath 
which  are  arranged  the  table  and 

chair  of  the  presiding  mandarin. 

坐閣  the  seclusion  of  a  girl before  marriage. 

出閣  to  marry*、 See  6059.  Also 
of  a  boy  leaving  the  women’s apartments  at  the  age  of  puberty. 

皇長 子出閣 when  the Emperor’s  eldest  son  left  the 
women’s  apartments. 

水 閣樓臺  a  §ummer-house 
over  water. 

95 
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闋,
 

6。37 

撊 
6038 

|r •藥 

\u.
\^ IF.  katik 

|w •如 In.  koh 

卜 •户 IM.  ko 
I Y.  kak 

I  Sz.  ko 

I K.  kak 

|  j.  kakt
c 

1  A.  kak 

Entering 

Upper. 

在閣上  he  is  upstairs. 

暫 置高閣  temP°rarily  Place 
on  a  high  shelf, 一 for  the  moment 
dismiss  from  your  mind  (e.g.  any 

preconceived  opinions). 

熟此者 ，大家 諸篇， 

可束 置高閣 thc)?e  wh。 familiarise  themselves  with  this 

(style)  may  stow  away  their 
classical  writers  upon  a  high 

shelf, — they  will  not  v/ant  them. 

約 之閣軋  they  bound  the 
frames  for  the  earth  exactly  over 

one  another, — of  building. 

閣道^  the  stars  $  e  Q  v  ̂  0  tt  in 
Cassiopeia. 

地閣方 圓 an  °blong  jaw» 
a  physiognomist’s  term. 

C.( 

x* 
To  put；  to  place ；  to  lay 

down.  To  delay;  to  hinder 

To  run  aground,  as  a  ship 

H.  k'-o F.  kio,  kLo kHi 

N.  kou 

P.  ko 

M.  k\o 

Y.  keo 

Sz.  ko%  U"o 
K.  ka 

J.  ka A.  k^a 

搁 在那裏  where  am  I  to  put it? 

撋在心 裏  lay  it  to  heart, 

櫊一邊  to  put  aside. 

撊 過一邊  Put  it  aside- 

夺閤平 ̂  to  lay  flat. 

撊開。 1 ■撊 起來  to  remove 
to  put  aside, 
to  defer. 

The  first  is  also 

撊 _ 起去罷 Put  it  away. 
撊下  to  put  down;  to  abandon 

、 to  leave  off. 

櫃子 滿了， 櫊不下 
there  is  no  room  to  put  it  in 
the  cupboard. 

撊不住  unable  to  leave  off 
can’t  be  kept  for  long,  as  food, 

撊不 了許多 的日子 
it  won’t  keep  many  days. 

撊筆  to  lay  down  one’s  pen, and  think. 

软撊。 r 延搁  to  delay;  to 
hinder. 

躭 撋多時  to  delay  a  long 
time. 

櫚淺。 r 撋沙  to  go  ashore 
!  to  run  aground, — as  a  ship* 

:撊居  a  gambling-hell. 
搁着我  if  ’  had  been  there, . 
J 

6038 

柯1
 

6。39 

歌 

6040 

K •歌 

P •加 

K 

never 那就先 搁着罷 
mind  that  for  the  present. 

櫊板 a  shelf- 被撊  a  low  cabinet  on  which the  bedding  is  laid  during  the 

day.  It  stands  across  the  head 
of  the  Pang. 

櫊木  the  wooden  plate  above  a door  or  window. 

R. 

S66 哥可 

Rising  Upper. 

An  axe-handle.  An 

agent,  specially  ̂ a&applied  to 

matrimony  ；  a  go-between 
Read  k'o1  in  Peking. 

Even  Upper. 

斧柯  a.n  axe-handle. 
>0^  ijjipJ  how  does  one cut  an  axe-handle?. — through  the 
medium  of  another  as  pattern, 
The  Ode  in  which  these  words 

occur  goes  on  to  say  that  a  wife 
must  similarly  be  taken  through 

the  agency  of  a  go-between 
Hence  the  term  “to  cut  an 
axe-handle’’  has  come  to  mean 

a  go-between. 
這幾 仵東西 爲伐柯 

荆 r 

之敬  these  few  things  are 
meant  as  a  present  to  the  go- 
between. 

孰柯 伐柯 to  take  an  axe handle  (as  a  pattern)  to  cut  an 
axe-handle, -to  employ  an  agent 

代 人執柯  to  act  as  marriage go-between. 

一柯茱  one  head  of  greens 
one  stalk  or  root,  as  of.celer^ 

柯枝  Cochi  or  Cochin,  on  the Malabar  coast. 

A  post  or  stake  to  which 
a  boat  may  be  made  fast 

A  rope;  a  boat's  painter. 

ka 

A.
  • 

Even  Upper. 

,586.  [Originally  written 

0Tt  or  哥 t，  which  proves 
that  it  must  have  something 

to  do  with  a  ̂ sharpenec 
stake  or  post,  such  being 
the  meaning  of  弋] 

苛 3
 

6041 

R •哿旱 
See 哥 

A.  k'-a 

Rising  Upper. 

The  shaft  of  an  arrow 

a  stalk. 

纷 胡之锊  {kaoz)  arrow shafts  from  Fen-hu, — a  Turkic country. 

舸
 3 

6042 

哿 

Jio 

zk、oa ckou 

哿3
 

6043 

R •哿 

歌 

See 

可 
Rising  and 

Even  Upper. 

A  large  boat  ；  a  barge. 

舸艦  a  travelling-barge;  a  house¬ 
boat. 

以單柄 奔揚州 fled  with 
a  single  vessel  to  Yangchow, 

To  be  able  to.  Excellent. 

To  commend. 

荷1
 

6044 

歌 

See 何 

Even  Upper. 

R 

Name  of  an  ancient 

marsh  which  was  drained 

by  the  Great  Yii. 

寄 串富人 the  rich  may 
possibly  be  able,  一  to  survive 
these  calamities. 

寄 矣能言  well  is  it  for  the 
words  that  can  be  spoken ! 

今苛  a  District  in  Shantung. 

An  elder  brother.  See  1. 

哥哥 ot 大哥 w 哥子 an elder  brother. 

哥嫂  an  elder  brother’s  wife. 

哥兒們  brothers. 
ko M. 

Sz. 

Y.  keo 

K.  ka 

J.  ka 

A.  ka 
Even  Upper. 

哥1
 

6。45 

R 歌 

5: 卜 

F.  koa 

W.  ko 

P.  k0U、i  ̂ 1 哥 兒姐兒  brother  and  sister. 

哥兒幾  how  many  brothers! 
have  you? 

哥兒倆  brothers, — used  in  a| 
satirical  sense  =  Arcades  ambo 

表哥  an  elder  cousin  on  the| mother’s  side. 

老哥  old  brother, — sir. 
阿哥 &  sons  dnd  grandsons  oij the  Emperor  are  so  called.  See  i, 
and  add. 

關靈哥  a  spiritualist;  a 
medium. 

白鼻哥  a  white-nosed  brother  | 
— an  actor;  a  rascal. 

哥老會  Ko-lao  Hui, 一 name) 
of  a  famous  secret  society. 

八哥  the  mynah  {Acrrdotherei\ 
cristate l lus).  See  8504. 
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wc 
6046 

R •歌 5«. 
W.  ku,  ko 

See_ 

Even  Upper. 

謌 
6。47 

鵠1
 

6048 

R 歌 
See 哥 
A-  Sha、 

Even  Upper. 

To  sing；  a  song. 

歌唱  t。 sing. 

歌曲  to  sing  songs. 

歌誦  to  chant. 

歌舞  to  sing  and  dance. 

歌本  a  song-book. 

志， 歌永言  poetry 
expresses  thought,  and  singing 
prolongs  its  utterance. 

歌 聲瞭嘵  the-,  singing  was 
loud  and  clear. 

曳拭 行歌若 出金石 
trailing  his  staff  and  singing  as 

he  went  with  clear  voice, — lit. 

as  though  coming  from  metal 
or  stone. 

驟歌 喉邊嗄 much  singing 
makes  the  throat  hoarse.  See  161. 

the  song  of  the  rice- 

planters. 

謳歌  songs  in  patois  \  local 
ditties. 

歌詞  songs;  verses  of  songs. 

歌兒  a  verse  or  doggerel  rhyme. 

歌笑  to  laugh  and  sing;  to  be 
merry. 

歌姬  singing-girls. 

i 可 與晤歌  she  can  respond 
to  you  in  songs. 

歌謠  to  lampoon  in  verse. 

我 歌且謠  I  play  and  sing 

是 用作歌  therefore  I  make 
this  song. 

含歌 t。  sing  in  a  low  tone;  to 

hum. ' 

Same  as  6046. 

A 
goose;  a  parro 

IT 

6049 

r •物 

N.  tigwah 
P.  kP 

M.  ke 

K.  hil 

J.  kitsz、 kocht A.  nget 
Entering 

•  Irregular. 

6050 

R .物 

N.  kth、 kah 

P.  cke 

K.  i7,  v.  hil 

].gitsz^gocki 

A.  nget^ 

Entering 

Lower. 

肐 6051 

虼#
 

6052 

R.  vulgar. 

P.  k? 

U.kc 

Y.  heh Entering 

Upper. 

跑1
 • 

6053 

R.  vulgar. 

cf •疼 

P.  zke^  ike 
Entering 

Irregular. 

齡 
6054 

6055 

.具 

Y.kak 
W.  cue 

N.  kah 

P.cko 

Discontented.  To  dislike. 

个乞憎  to  be  angry ;  aggrieved. 

A  pimple；  a  boil;  a  sore. 

疮才答  a  pimple;  a  knot;  a  string button. 

長  change  了疙瘩  I  have  got a  boil. 

瘋疙瘩  a  rash;  pimples. 

脾 氣疙疼  an  irritable  dis 
position. 

疼搭 ‘事體  a  troublesome business. 

Same  as  6031. 

割 

Used  for  6033. 

4 乞蛋 a  flea. 

To  jolt.  A  hindrance. 

走 坪 跑  ̂   to  go  jolting  alopg. 
— in  a  cart. 

Same  as  6031. 

To  cut  ；  to  gash  ；  to  in¬ 

jure；  to  destroy.  To  sever : 
to  divide ；  to  filch.  To  cede； 
to  renounce. 

割禾  to  reap  grain. 

割草  to  cut  grass. 

6oSS 

M.  ko 
Y.  keoh 

Sz.  ko 

K.  •  ha l 

J.  katsz'kachl A.  kat Entering 

Upper. 

拿鐮 刀把葦 子割下 

來  cut  the  reeds  dew::  a sickle, 

W*J  I^J to  cut  meat* 

割首  to  decapitate. 

斬首 無二割  to  behead  at 
a  single  blow. 

割鷄焉 用2^ 刀 why  take 
a  pole-axe  to  kill  a  chicken  ? 

割 一 *  塊  cut  off  a  piece. 

割辮子  to  cut  off  the  queue. 

割肚牽  to  cut  to  the  heart, 
— as  bad  news. 

割烹  the  cut  off  and  cooked,— - fare；  food. 

割損  to  injure. 
割開  t。 cut.  open. 

割勢  to  castrate. 割禮  the  rite  of  circumcision. 

割斷  to  sever;  to  divide. 

割情  to  sever  friendship. 
割席  to  cut  the  mat,-  to  separate] from  an  unworthy  friend,  as 

替寧  Kuan  Ning  did  from 

華歆  Hua  Hsin,  because  the latter  was  too  fond  of  filthy  lucre. 

割工錢  to  cut  a  servant’s 
wages. 

割數  to  reduce  the  amount, 一 as  of  a  sum  to  be  paid. 

割價  to  reduce  the  price. 

割紋  a  flaw, — in  a  gem  or  in 
wood. 

害 lj  the  love  (which  extends 
to)  cutting  off  (a  piece  of  one’s flesh),  e.g.  as  medicine  for  a  sick 
parent, — self-sacrificing  love. 

難 以割愛 ^  is  hard  to  part 
with  a  beloved  object. 

割所愛  to  carry  off  or  filch what  a  person  is  attached  to. See  9336. 

割 臂之盟  the  covenant  ofj cutting  the  arm, — between  孟 

the  eldest  Lady  Jen  and 

^  Duke  Chuang;  sc,  eternal 
friendship. 

天降割 于我彖 God sends  down  calamities  upon  my 
house. 



害 ^  下  could  not  bear  to 
part  with, — her  son. 6°SS 

口裏雖 如此說 ，心中 

害 lj  捨 •不下 ' although  he spoke  thus,  in. his  heart  he  did 
not  renounce, ― Tiis  plan. 

合 
6056 

R. 

蛤 
6058 R. 合 

恰 
6057 

合 e 鴿 

Entering 

Upper. 

害 lj  與  to  cede  to. 

割地  to  cut. off  territory 

割 地事秦  to  cede  their  terri¬ 
tory  and  own  allegiance  to  the 
Ch4ns.  See  1618. 

See  3947 - 

To  bring  together,  as  a 

company  of  friends. 

r- 

c.  hopo 

H.  kaf 
F.  kak 
W.  ko 
N.  hah 
P.  iko 

Y.  kioh 

Sz.  ho 

K.  hap 

J-.  ho A.  hap^ 

Entering 

Upper. 

A  frog；  a  lizard.  Bival¬ 
ves  of  various  kinds. 

田給。 r  給魚  the  edible  frog. 

蛤蚧  a  red  spotted  lizard. 

蛤蜥 a  gecko. 

drinks  the  dew. 

文蛤  ribbed  shells. 

With  a  thick  shell. 

edges  for  rabbeting. 

蛤蚌  oysters. 

蛤蚌皮  oyster-shells. 

蛤子  a  clam. 

闇:
 6059 

R •合 
W.  ho 

N.  koh 

P.  i.ho 

Y.  hah 

K.  hup 

蛤壳  coblet  shells. 

shells  and  used  as  a  medicine. 

蛤固  (ka1  ku^)  severe ;  harsh. 

近因小 女出閻 

[  756  ] 

闍
 。 

入  _  to  go  into  the  side  hall, — where,  according  to  the  insti- 

6059 

tutes  of  the  T‘ang  dynasty,  the 

].Jco 

Emperor  gave  audience  on  the 

A.  hap 

i st  and  15th  of  each  moon, Entering 

Upper. 

when  his  Majesty  was  too  full 
of  solemn  thoughts  to  be  able 

to  go  through  the  usual  Court 
ceremonial. 

間間  the  bow  of  a  vessel;  the forecastle. 

閻邑 a  name  fw 登州府 
Teng-chou  Fu  in  Shantung. 

A  dove ;  a  pigeon.  See 

鳩 2267, 孛 |  9364 - 6060 

r. 合 

鵠子。 r  白鴻  domestic  pi- 

C.  kop。 

geons. 

H.  Vepo 

F.  kak^  v.  ak、 

地鶴子  a  humming-top. tak 

W •如 

野  wood-pigeons. N.  kali P.c^ 

胃 {  @  carrier  pigeons. M.  ko 
Y.  keoh 有 島金令  whistles  tied  on  to  pigeons. Sz.  ko 

See  9747 -  | K.  hap 

J.  ko 

A.  hap、 

放由鵠  t0  let.  g。 the  white 
pigeon, 一 to  gamble  on  a  system 
known  as  the  “white  pigeon，” 

Entering 

Upper. 

said  to  have  been  sor  called 

because  gamblers  outside  the 
city  of  Canton  at  night  used  to 
send  off  carrier  pigeons  to  their 
homes  inside  with  news  of  their 
operations,  

| 

白  ̂   HR.  t0  look  down  upon. 

蒲  name  for  a  plant  cf  the melon  family. 

A  flat-headed  chi  ( ̂  

6061 

R .歌 

頭 戟） see  928  ；  a  weapon 
for  striking  and  hooking. 

A  lance；  a  spear.  Radical C.  woy  hwo 

H.  k^o 

62. 

F.  k^ivo 
W.々《 

修 我戈矛  1  .wiU  prepare  my N.  kou 

} 如0、 ^wo 

lance  and  spear, — for  war. 

載  戈  he  has  called  in 
Y.  kou 

„  Sz.  kwo K.  kwa 
the  shields  and  spears, -for  peace. 

干戈  P9  shields  and  spears J  .  kvjci'ka on  all  sides, — as  in  civil  war. 
Fven  Upper. 

S 

^  ̂   to  fly  to  arms.  j 

枕 戈待旦 they  lay down with  their  arms  awaiting  the  day. 

倒 戈相向  turned  their  spears 
5. 

against  their  own  side, — of  be¬ 
trayal. 

須知項 籍劍， 不及魯 
j 

i. 

陽 （0| •暢） 戈  you  must  know 

K.O 

戈
 3 

6o6i 

鬲 
6062 

that  Hsiang  Chi’s  sword  was  not 
as  powerful  as  the  spear  of  Yang 
of  Lu,— which  made  the  sun  go 
back  in  the  sky.  See  Biog.  Diet. 

戈什 哈 （or 卩客） the  Imperial Body  guard  (from  the  Manchu 

gocikci) ，-  p^tty  military  retainers 
of  a  high  mandarin,  who  wear 

provincially-granted  white  but¬ tons.  Also,  the  servant  of  a  petty 

military  officer. 

戈 什昂拜  Grand  Chamber- 

lain. 

戈壁  the  desert  of  Gobi. See  6894. 

暍 
R. 

6063 

陌」 

e 隔 

Entering 

Upper. 

The  cackle  of  a  fowl. 
To  vomit.  To  gag. 

嗝泛  to  vomit. 

嗝噎  to  choke. 稿 

6064 

Entering 

Upper. 

6065 

膈1
 ^ 

The  yoke  of  harness.  A 
screen.  A  shelf  ；  ̂see  6067. 

.  1 

鈔橘  a  gauze  screen. 扇  a  shutter;  a  screen. 

多寶橘  a  cabinet  for  curios.； 
一 層福子 a  shelf- 

See  4002. 

6066 

R •陌 

F.  haik、 k、ainf 

See 隔 

Entering 

Upper. 

The  diaphragm  ；  the 

midriff;  any  membrane  or 

pellicle  which  separates 

bodies；  to  screen.  A  bell- frame.  Used  with  6067. 

腩膜 &  diaphragm ;  anything 
which  separates.  Also,  behind the  times;  slow. 

無 留脯中 d。 nc)t  keeP  in your  mind. 

承下膈 or 脯食 unabletc 
digest  food. 

打 腩兒。 r 打膈錄 t( 

hiccough. 

月畐肢  to  tickle； 

肝 崩之談 confideDtia gossip. 
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6067 

kak 

aikK  kah、 

/•  ckang 

^Sa 
ah 

\o^  v. 
chUh 

ku、 
ak 

kiaku 

ntering 

Jpper. 

A  partition  [see  13,059)； 
to  divide  ；  separated.  A 
shelf.  A  bar  in  music.  To 

strain^  to  filter. 

隔壁  (chieh^  pi1  in  Peking)  a 
partition  ；  next  door,  as  neigh¬ 
bours. 

窩風隔  a  movable  screen. 

胃  _  a  screen ;  a  movable 
partition. 

隔開  to  separate;  to  put  apart. 

一 水之隔  separated  by  the 
ocean. 

隔  一 ■條水  separated  by  a 
stream  of  water. 

隔  一 *  道街  separated  by  a 
street. 

隔 三跳兩  by  fits  and  starts. 

隔絶  to  sunder;  to-  break  off, 
as  friendship. 

隔斷  to  shut  off；  to  block  up, 
as  the  way. 

阻隔  to  hinder;  to  embarrass. 

隔得遠  far  apart. 

隔 牆抓擾  to  scratch  an  itch 
with  a  wall  in  between.  6^4837. 

天 淵相隔  as  far  apart  as  sky 
and  sea. 

隔 別多年  separated  for 
many  years. 

隔 山  separated  by  mountains； 
step-brothers  and  sisters. 

隔夜  a  night  intervening；  from 
overnight. 

隔日來  come  on  alternate 
days. 

隔 牆有耳  walls  have  ears. 
隔板  panelling  on  a  wall. 

隔漏  a  roof-gutter  of  split 
bamboo ;  one  of  the  insignia 
carried  at  funerals. 

何 所隔関  what  grudge  is 
there  ? 

三隔架  a  book-case  with  three 
shelves.  See  6064. 

準隔 a  bar  of  music. 

隔渣盤  a  filtering  dish. 

以物 覆甕而 隔糟也 
to  cover  a  jar  with  something 
in  order  to  strain  off  sediment. 

Pm 6067 

2* 

輻 
6o68 

R •具 

W.  ka 

% 葛 

Entering 

Upper. 

w 6060 

R. 曷 

C.  kotQ 

H.  kot 

F.  kak 

W.  cue 
N.  kah^  keh 

V.iko 

M.  ko 

Y.  keoh 

Si.  ko 

K.  kal 

J.  katsz、 kachi 

A.  kak Entering 

Upper. 

隔 肢隔肢  to  tickle  (Manchir gecihes^mln). 

隔冬靑  Ilex^  sp,\  also  Sym- plocosy  sp. 

The  appearance  of  spears 
and  chariots  in  martia array. 

輟輯  an  array  of  men  under 
arms;  hubbub;  confusion.  See 
134& 

A  creeping,  edible  bean 

[P  ueraria  Thunber giana 、 

Benth.),  from  thfe  fibres  of 
which  a  cloth  is  made.  Con 

nection  ；  relationship.  See 

1346. 

葛 之覃兮  how  the  Pueraria spreads  itself  out ! 

葛布  a  coarse  yellow  cloth  of 
Pueraria  fibre；  grass-cloth. 

野谿葛  a  fine  grass-cloth. 
葛耖。 > •黃 葛鈔  the  crape coats  worn  by  officials  in  summer. 

葛® 荒之  covered  by  the Pueraria  creepers,  一  used  in 
reference  to  a  numerous  family. 

瓜葛  connection ;  relationship  ；  | 
involved;  implicated, 一 alluding 
to  the  intertwining  of  creeping 

plants. 

有 何瓜葛  what  connection is  there  between  them? 

瓜 葛之愛  the  love  of  rela¬ tives. 

葛藤  Pueraria  T hunber giana、 
Bth.;  tendrils ：  creepers;  com¬ 

plications;  used  of  “implications” 
which  are  apt  to  spread  far  and 
wide  from  the  centre  of  great 
criminal  cases. 

葛藤 立斷  to  immediately stop  all  further  implications,  as above. 

乾葛。 r 粉葛  Pachyrhizus angulatus、 Rich.,  a  long  shuttle- 
shaped  tuber  used  for  food. 

葛粉  a  kind  of  arrowroot  made from  the  root  of  the  above. 

葛蘭 ■小 葛蘭 Quilon (Kollam)  the  great  mediaeval 
trading  port  on  the  Malabar 
coast. 

攩 

4^ 

6070 

R 黠洽 

See 劫 

A.  hiei-^ Entering 

Upper. 

k2« 

H.  ket 

See 格 

Entering 

Upper. 

To  grate；  to  scrape. 

Same  as  6068. 

See  36. 

Raw  hides  without  the  I 

hair  on;  see  1 2,527.  To 

moult  ；  to  change.  To  flay ; 

to  remove；  to  deprive  of.f 
The  ends  of  reins.  Radical! 

77 -  See  7576. 

齒革  ivory  and  hides, — given  | as  tribute. 

龙 羊之革  ambskins  and| sheepskins. 

烏 獸希革  birds  and  beastsj 
have  their  feathers  and  hair| 
thin, 一 in  summer. 

如 烏斯革  like  a  bird  which  I has  changed  its  feathers 

政 由俗革  government  must! 
be  varied  according  to  prevailing | customs.  

I 

此 俗遂革  this  usage 、vas j then  changed. 

殷 革夏命  Yin  superseded  J the  appointment  of  Hsia. 

天 地革而 四時成 the| universe  changes  and  the  four 
seasons  are  duly  arranged. 

兵革  arms. 革車  a  war-chariot. 
病且革  when  the  disease 
abated  a  little, . 

革 故更新  to  leave  off  old 
habits  and  reform. 

改革  to  alter；  to  change. 

革除  to  get  rid  of;  to  deduct 
革酒  to  give  up  strong  drink. 

革 面洗心  t。 flay  the  facej and  wash  the  heart, 一 to  reform. 

革 面爲人  to  turn  over  a  new  j leaf. 
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6073 革官 m •革職  to  take  away 
an  official’s  rank, — the  offender 
being  sometimes  left  in  office 

to  give  him  a  chance  of  re¬ covering  it. 

革 去頂戴  deprived  him  of his  button. 

革生  a  b.a.  who  has  been  de 
graded. 

革退  to  dismiss  from  employ¬ ment. 

革條  a  notice  of  dismissal. 

革 to  discharge  a.  yamen 
runner. 

責革  to  punish  and  dismiss. 

革出  to  expel;  to  dismiss. 

革名  to  erase  a  name, — from  a list. 

革換  to  exchange. 

革 旦而行  to  go  next  morn- 
ing. 

倭 革沖沖  the  ends  of  their reins  hanging  down. 

革命  name  of  a  modern  reform society. 

w 6074 

.箇 2I. c.  ̂  
1 1,  ko^  kai 
F.  koa 

W.  kai'ku 

N.  kou^  v.  ̂ on 
\\k^ 

M.  bivo、Jco 
Y.  keo 

Sz.  ho 

K.  Jca 

j.  ka^  ko 
A.  ka 

Sinking 

Ui»per 
Irregular. 

Read  ckP*. 

疾革  to  be  very  sick. 

A  numerative  of  almost 

universal  application.  This; 

this  one.  See  6075. 

這 個  this  or.e, — of  things,  men 
animals,  etc. 

那個 that  one. 
一個 one. 

一個 都沒有  there  is  not 
a  single  one. 

一個一 個的走 to  g_e 
after  the  other. 

第土個  the  second. 

十個八 八十 ten  times 
eight  are  eighty. 

有樂 ̂  ̂0  how  man/  are  there  ? 

他 是個好 A  he  is  a  good man. 

每個 。> ■個個 each  cme 
every  one. 

個 也都有 each  one  has 
some.  Also,  there  arc  some  of 
every  kind. 
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6074 

箇 

6075 

蓋 6oyC 

个 

6077 

可 3
 

個個如 此  a11  are  like  this- 

我便個 個打死 in  that case,  I  will  kill  every  one  of  you. 

個換個  to  exchange  one  for one, 一 as  an  apple  for  a  pear. 

好 大個兒  very  large-sized. 
不 是個兒  noc  good  enough ; no  match  for. 

個男子  this  young  fellow. 

萬勿漏 洩則個 °n  n。 account  let  any  one  know.  [The 

two  last  characters  have  a  force 

“that’s  the  thing  required”.] 

告 罪則個  it  only  remains for  me  to  apologise, — for  leaving 

you. 

—着衆 不在， 看看則 

個  take  the  opportunity  of  all 
being  absent  to  have  a  look. 

你拏 出眞個 ^ 的 ceed  conscientiously  m  accord 
ance  with  truth. 

Original  form  of  6074. 

箇失蜜  Cashmere. 

6078 

« •哿 

C.  ho 

H.ixo F.  k'oa 

W.  k-o N.  k、ou 

p.  k'o 
M.  kLo Y.  k'eo 
Sz. K.  ka 

J<  ka A.  kKa 

Rising  Upper 

See  57B4. 

Same  as  6074. 

To  be  practicable  ；  to 

give  occasion  for  •’  may 

might ;  can  ；  could  ;  pos¬ 
sibly  ； moral  possibility  (see 

5184,  8184);  about.  Also 
used  as  the  word  of  Im¬ 

perial  command  =  the  mo 

dern  着 2394.  [In  many 
instances  colloquially  reac 

k^o\) 

可以  [kloz  i  when  alone,  is  used 
consentingly)  it  can  be  so;  that will  do. 

可以  k^o  P  做得  it  may  be 
done;  it  is  allowable. 

— 

6078 

不 可以風  cannot  stand  t; 
wind. 

不可  not  practicable. 

有 何不可 how  is  it 
practicable  ?  where’s  the  di cnlty ?  why  not? 

可乎可 ，不 可乎不 
the  possible  is  possible, 

impossible  is  impossible. 

可不可  may  it  be  done? 

家 人以爲 不可 hisfam 
thought  it  was  all  up  with  hi 
— but  he  did  not  die. 

可否  whether  or  not  it  may 
possible  to. 

詞若可  the  suggestion  is  pL| 
s；ble. 

可不 是麽。 r 可麽 
it  be  that  it  is  not  so? — why1 
course  it  is  so. 

可是 寶玉麽 ean  this 
Pao-yii  ? 

可不是 寶玉麽 、~， 
Pao-yu ! 

可 是的呀  of  course ! 
可  mind  you""! 
可又  but  yet;  but  yet  again; 

可准  to  permit. 可人  pleasing ;  a  competi 
man. 

可意  to  suit  one’s  fancy. 

可 意得人 tc>  suit  pe°p 
fancy ;  very  taking. 

可人意  acceptable  to  p< 可巧  when  as  luck  would  h.j it  • …； as  it  so  happened . . . 

可 怎麽樣  what  is  to  bedoij 

可 大可小  able  to  becom< 
any  size. 

可爲 t。  do;  to  serve  as  (or  fc| 
to  suffice. 

可 爲善人 he  may  154 
(or  be  considered)  a  good 

可 眞  really •…； indeed. 

這事 可眞麽 isthisre 

true? 

你可 曾問過 
have : 

enquired  ? 

可在 這兒麽 ishe(w 

here? 
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6078 

no 

可 還去麽  are  you  going 
again  ? 

可着這 麽樣作  do  it  just 
like  this. 

可 着那兒  all  that  is  there. 

小 可的事  a  small  matter. 

非 同小可  not  as  if  it  were 
a  small  matter；  not  a  matter  of 
indifference. 

無可 無不可 Ihave 
course  for  which  I  am  predeter¬ 
mined,  and  no  course  against 
which  I  am  predetermined. 

可不必 。1 •可 p 不必 _ needful;  may  be  dispensed  with. 

可 食者 食之磬 what 
there  as  to  be  eaten,  all  eaten 
up. 

可 期漸旺  one  may  hope  for 
a  gradual  rise. 

可 就聰 <  了  it  is  now  too  late however. 

可不謂 大哀乎 may  n(3t 
this  be  called  a  great  cause  for 
sorrow  ? 

可也  this  will  do, — a  final  phrase 
in  letters  following  wishes  ex 

pressed,  a  course  of  action  point¬ 
ed  out,  etc. 

卽請查 照可也  of  which 
I  beg  you  to  take  note  accord 
ingly. 

好可也  pretty  good. 

其亦庶 乎 其可也 it 
also  belongs  to  the  category  of 

the  possible, — and  the  plan  is 
feasible  enough.  [To  be  dist 
inguished  from  the  preceding 
usage.] 

天 下莫能 以爲可 
one  on  earth  could  possibly  stand 

O 與之 ，其 不可者 

拒之  associate  with  those  who 
can  advantage  you:  put  away 
those  who  cannot  do  so. 

可 看得來  able  to  be  seen  ； 
visible. 

可行  may  be  done;  allowable. 

可見  it  is  evident  that ;  from 
-  which  one  may  see. 

可惜  what  a  pity ! 

可恥  shameful. 

可惡 (w«4)  hateful. 

no 

可:
 

6078 

坷 3
 

6079 

k 哿箇 

F. 

W.  Jc^u 

See 可 

Rising  and 

SinkingUpper. 

可異。 r 可怪  strange ;  how strange ! 

可愛  lovable. 
可笑  laughable. 诗作。 r 可慮。 r 可懼 terrible;  alarming. 

可無慮  there  is  no  fear  of  it. 

可疑  suspicious;  doubtful. 

可 此  comparable;  connected with. 

可惱  irritating. 

可偶  pitiable. 
可憐  pitiable ;  have  pity  ! — a 
beggar’s  cry. 

可*  口  palatable ;  nice. 

可親  attractive. 

可容  admissible. 

可敬  worthy  of  respect.- 

你 可冷罷  aren’t  you  cold  ? 

你 可慌了  you  will  be  late ! 

病可了  the  disease  has  left him;  he  is  convalescent. 
 . 

無 行可悔  did  nothing  that he  had  need  to  regret. 

可年 二 十  about  20  years  old 

可 八十里  about  eighty  li. 

可有四 千餘僧 there may  be  some  four  thousand  or 
more  priests. 

可姑  the  hoopoe  ( Upupa  epops， 
Linn.). 

Read  k'o^. 

可汗  (Zian1)  a  transliteratio the  word  kagan  or  khan.  The 
term  first  appears  in  Chinese 
literature  in  a.d.  312. 

可 汗古之 單于也 the 
kagan  was  anciently  known  as 

the  shaft  yi •“  See  10,600. 

天可汗  the  Emperor  of  China. 

可敦。 r 可賀敦  Khakatoun. the  wife  a  Khan. 

Uneven  ;  rugged.  Un¬ 
lucky.  See  ̂   5870. 

告 訴坎河 poured  out  his 
grievances. 

岢1
 

6080 

R •歌 

See  ̂   pj* 

Even  Upper. irr 

6081 

& •哿箇 

Sw 詞可 

Rising  ond 

Sinking  * 

Upper. 

A  range  of  hills  in  Shansi, 

known  as  苛 嵐， from  which 
comes  the  Department  of 
that  name. 

To  thump  ；  to  beat. 

Colloquially  read  k^o1. 

可支 打臭虫  to  knock  out  the bugs, — from  a  quilt. 

破 打姻灰  to  knock  out  the 
ashes, — from  a  pipe. 

啦啦 乾淨了  knocked  it 
clean. 一 as  rapping  a  box  to  get 
out  the  dirt. 

可支  賣了  sold  them  all  in 

a  lump. 

珂1
 

6082 

R •歌 

C.  0 W.  tu 

See 可 

Even  Upper. 

An  inferior  kind  of  jade. 

A  sea-shell.  Name  of  a 
metal. 

馬呵螺  small  shelis  used  for 
ornamenting  bridles,  etc. 

諫 壬可  _a  bird  with  a  striped  body. 
and  red  legs,  which  is  said  to 
dislike  other  birds  and  to  be 
fond  of  foxes. 

玉  Ip[  ancient  name  for  鐵馬； 
see  7576. 

疴 

6083 

See  8439. 

苛 
6084 

See  2,937 - 

軻1
 

6085 

R •歌箇 

C.  0 
H.  k'o^  0 

W.  V'u 

See 可 

Even  Upper. 

A  pair  of  wheels  upon  an 
axle-tree.  [Being  the  ig  of 

Mencius,  this  character  is 

言韋  taboo,  and  is  read  某 mou°.  See  23x0.] 

difficult;  hampered.  See 

5870. 

颧 r 6086 

r. 麻 

See^T 

A.  kf'u 

Even  Upper. 

To  gnaw ;  to  bite.  Also 

read  o4. 

齒 可齒我  arranged  like  teeth;  ser¬ 
rated. 



哿 6087 

Rising.  20. 

w 
6088 R •箇 

F.  v 

ik'oa 
P.  v.  ho 
Sec 可 

SinkingUpper. 

See  6043. 

To  run  aground.  See 

6038. 

to  go  ashore ;  to  run 

aground. 

清 在樁上  ran  upon  a  stake. 

科1
 6089 

R •
歌/
 C./o 

H.  /c'o 
F.  k 卜 wo 

W.  kLu 
N.  Iv'ou 
\\ 

M. ( 

Y. 

Sz.  k^o 
K.  Java 

J.  kwa 
A.  k、u，a 

to  - 

Even  Upper 

A  class;  a  series;  the 

classification  of  graduates  of 

the  second  degree  ；  a  course 

of  study.  A  hole.  Used  of 

the  “business”  of  the  stage. 

力不 同科  people’s  strength is  not  equal. 

科班  of  the  rank  of  舉人 
chii  jcn. 

科甲 w 科第  the  classes  of 
graduates  of  the  second  and  third 

degrees. 

科甲出 身。>^ 科目出 
身  to  enter  official  life  through 
the  public  competitive  exam¬ 
inations. 

不以科 目取士  not  to 
choose  officials  by  competitive 
examinations. 

貴科。 r 貴科分 the  year 
of  your  degree. 

請問閣 下貴科 分 in 
what  year  did  you  take  your 
degree,  sir? 

科 分較深  of  older  standing 
as  a  graduate, 一 than  some  one 
else. 

科塲  the  examination-hall. 

科場條  rules  f()r  the 
literary  examinations* 

科塲銀  a  fee  on  stamping 
documents,  which  goes  to  the 
expenses  of  examinations. 

開科  to  open  the  examination 
for  the  second  degree. 

科藍  the  basket  of  necessaries 
carried  in  by  candidates  at  the 
examinations, 

三 科 three  consecutive  attempts 
as  candidate  for  the  third  degree, 

which  confers  the  right 

to 

appear  before  大祧  a  Com- 

608c 760 

科1
 

mission  of  Selection,  and,  if 

all  is  satisfactory,  to  receive 

an  appointment  without  further 
trouble. 

科試。 1 ■科 .考 the  preliminary examinations  of  students,  held 

by  the  provincial  Literary  Chan 

cellor,  qualifying  them  for  en¬ 
trance  at  the  triennial  provincial 
examinations. 

科名  honours  or  successes  at examinations. 

to  succeed  at  the  ex- 

mination  for  graduate. 

登  to  succeed  at  the  small 
examination, 一 to  get  married. 

初 入豫科  a  preparatory course  of  study. 

豫 科畢業  having  finished the  preparatory  course. 

主科  compulsory  subjects, — in an  educational  course. 

選科  optional  subjects,  —  as above. 

專門科  a  special  course  in education ;  see  13,659. 

設科  to  giv€  lessons, 六科  the  Six  Boards.  See  9484. 
The  6  degrees  of  literary  rank 

under  the  T‘ang  dynasty. 

科房  the  various  offices  in  a 
yamhi,  among  which  the  work 
is  distributed,  on  the  lines  of 

I  the  Six  Boards.  Also,  the  general 
office  of  any  petty  yamen. 

十三 科道:  the  thirteen cuits  of  the  Censors, — referring 

to  the  thirteen  provinces  of  the 

Ming  dynasty. 

內 _  and 外科  inward  and outward  treatment,  respectively, 

— the  two  great  subdivisv  As  of 
Chinese  medical  science ;  patho¬ 

logy  and  surgery. 

幼科  a  doctor  for  infantile diseases.  See  3435. 

祝由科  the  name  of  a  book of  charms,  etc.,  for  curing  various 
diseases. 

犯科  to  offend  against  the  law. 

科斷  to  decide  according  to statute. 

二 罪相等 ，同 一科斷 
two  crimes  of  the  same  class 

should  receive  the  same  punish¬ ment. 

如 何科罪  how  a  crime  is  to be  dealt  with.  See  ̂   11,910. 

cir- 

6089 

6091 

K •哿箇 

^  _ 科 

‘o 

科1
 

蝌1
 

6ooo 

R -歌 

See 科 

Even  Upper. 

科征  to  fix  or  assess  a  ta, taxation. 

科則  a  rate  or  classification. 

科毛这  extra  duty;  to  levy  a  ta 

收科  to  finish;  to  wind  up. 

科派  to  order  without  authoritt 
— e.g.  payment  of  taxes. 

科頭  the  hair  done  up  in knot;  bareheaded;  at  leisure. 

科 頭休沐  nothing  to  do  b 
wash, 一 referring  to  the  one  di 

in  every  ten,  set  apart  under  tl 
T*ang  dynasty  for  bathing,  et 

除 卻科頭 無禮赛 
beyond  baring  the  head  (foreig 

ers)  have  no  other  ceremonial 

料*  斗  the  so-called  utadpol( 
characters,  as  seen  (e.g.)  on  tl 

Tablet  of  Yu.  They  are  su 

posed  to  resemble  tadpoles.  »S 

6090.  [The  name  was  give 
under  the  Han  dynasty  to  tl 

、本 文  and  大  _  characte 
which  had  become  obsolete  anj 

were  no  longer  understood.] 

盈科 而後進 fills  u every  hole,  and  then  advance 一 of  a  spring  of  water. 

不盈 科不行  (water)  wi； not  proceed  until  it  has  fille 
all  the  hollows, — in  its  way. 

做 開船科  makes  as  thougl 
unmooring  a  boatr  —  of  stag 
“business.” 

科爾沁  the  Khorch‘in  tribe  (! 
the  Cherim  League  of  Mongol 

科布多  Kobdo  in  Mongolia 

The  tadpole,  known  a 

辦蚪.  See  6089. 

A.  Hwa Rising  and 

SinkingUpper. 

Clouds  of  dust. 

揚棵而 婢塵 
to  stir clouds  of  sand  in  orde^  to  sto] 

the  dust,  —  pouring  oii、:  oil  t( 
. quench  flames. 
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株 
6092 

k •歌哿 
馬 
Irregular. 

科顆 
課 

Irregular 

Upper. 

m 
6o9T 

R •歌 
C./o 

H.  wo^  k^o 
F.  wo、 k'wo 
Du、u 
N.  k'ou 

Y.  i^ou 

Sz.  k'o 

K.  k'wa 
J.  hva 
A.  hhva 

Even  Upper. 

Grain  ready  for  grinding. 

靑稞  a  name  for  oats. 

課‘
 

6094 

R .箇 
C./o 
H.  ho 
F. 
W.  hu 
N.  J^ou 

A  hole  -  a  burrow ;  a 

nest；  a  groove ；  -an  indent¬ 
ation；  to  carve.  The  face 

of  a  seal  which  bears  the 

inscription. 

鼠馬 巧寒1 ike  a  bir
d  and 

rat  living  in  the  same  hole, — 
on  friendly  terms.  The  allusion 
is  to  an  actual  association  of  a 

bird  and  a  rat,  whence  the  name 
of  a  mountain  mentioned  in  the 

Canon  of  History. 

蛇 蠍一窠 ，深 知可畏 
like  a  snake  and  a  scorpion  in 

oneliole,  very  much  to  be  feared, 

-meaning  that  one  reptile  would 
have  been  enough. 

蜂窠  a  wasps’-nest. 
不敢 蹈古人 之窠白 
not  venturing  to  tread  in  the 
tracks  of  the  ancients. 

始專 於窠木 at  first  he 
devoted  himself  wholly  to  wood- 
carving. 

銀 窠 金 印  a  gold  seal  with 
a  silver  inscription  plate. 

擘窠  to  divide  up  an  inscription 
plate  or  seal  so  that  each  column 

of  characters,  many  or  few, 

occupies  a  similar  space. 

不用 擘窠彖 畫停勻 
not  tp  equalise  (the  columns  of 

characters)  by  means  of  the  “seal” 
character,  as  above, — but  to  put 

5  chars,  in  one  column  and 

4  in  the  other,  leaving  a  vacant 

sj5ace. 

An  example  ；  an  exercise  ； 

a  task；  lessorib.  Taxes  ； 

revenue.  To  counsel :  to 

exhort.  To  examine. 

T  a* job;  a  tasK ;  see  10,888. 

日課 a  daily  task. 

ir 
6094 

k'o 

p. 

M. 
Sz 

Y.  k、ou 

f •卜 

A.  k'wa 
Sinking 

Upper. 

月課  the  monthly  examination 
of  童 生  students  and 秀才 

graduates  of  the  first  degree, 
instituted  as  a  means  of  keeping 

up  their  scholarship. 

訓課。 r 授課 t。  teach. 
於授課 之暇潛 心考 

devote  any  spare  time  from 

teaching 一- to  private  study  or 
research. 

上課  to  set  to  work. 

停課  to  stop  work, -as  rebellious students. 

停 課誌哀  to  stop  work  in token  of  sorrow, — for  a  death. 

停課 一天以 表追辱 
to  stop  work  for  one  day,  in 
order  to  show  that  we  have  not 

forgotten, — him. 

課本  educational  works. 

以 課武士  ％  a  study,  or text-book,  for  military  students. 

課期  the  day  for  the  examin ation. 

會課  a  private  literary  club  or association  ofstudents  who  meet 

for  purposes  of  mutual  improve¬ ment 

課文 °r 詩釋  an  essay  or poem  for  private  circulation 

only,  as  opposed  to  regularly 

published  works. 

課業  literature,  as  a  profession 

課勸  to  exhort. 
馬前課  to  take  counsel  before the  battle,— and  not  when  all 
is  over  and  too  late.  See  8742. 

課試  to  try;  to  experiment. 

課稅  Customs’  duties. 

課館  a  revenue  office. 

_  ̂   revenue  from  t
axes. 

鹽課  the  salt  tax. 起課  to  divine;  to  tell  fortunes. 

占課的  a  fortune-teller. 

課筒  a  tube  used  in  fortune- 
telling. 

六壬課  name  of  a  book  on fortune-telling. 

錁‘
 

6o95 

R. 馬# 

s -夸鲁 

P.  ̂  

A.  kwa'  Iwa 
Rising  Upper. 

顆1
 

6096 

R •哿 

C.c/o H. 

F.  ̂ k'uw^  zlio 
W. 

N.  Jtf'oti 

P. 

M. 

Yf  ctou
  - 

Sz.  Jc、o、、ko 

K*  j  Jcwa 

A.  k'wd*、 Iwa 
Irregular 

Lower. 

A  grease-pot  for  carts. 
Bullion  ；  mock  money. 

銀錁  “shoes”  of  about  10  oz.  of  I 
silver.  See  1^,744. 

鋲一錁  an  ingot  of  silver. 

送 锞子。 r 燒媒錠 t。 burn  paper  ingots  in  worship. 

元絲課  a  small  ingot  with  a 
coil  on  its  top. 

A  numerative  of  smal 

round  and  other  things. 

一顆珠 a  pearL 

一顆樹 a  tree. 

萬 顆明珠  vast  quantities  of| bright  pearls. 

幾多  how  many  are  there? 
兒  i  single  grain, 一 as  of  corn. 

顆 粒不收  not  a  grain  have 
we  harvested. 

Female  of  horses,  mules 

etc. 

騍馬  a  mare*. 

騍騾  a  she-mule;  a  jenny. 

6097 

R. 箇 

S- 課 

Sinking 

Upper. 

髁3
 

6098 

1 〈•寄 馬 

N.  k^ou 
K.  hwa 

[•  kwa 
M  謅髁 無任而 笑天下 

之尙賢  conscious  of  his 
unfitness  he  undertook  no  charge, 

and  laughed  at  the  world  for 

holding  virtue  in  esteem. 

Rising  Upper. 

Rib-bones  ；  the  socket  of 

the  hip-joint. 

髁儀蓋  the  knee-cap. Read  k‘ua\ 

刻 

6099 

r. 職 

C.  hak 
H.  Id^et 

F.  !^aik^  v. 

k、iak 

W. 

N.  k'ah P. 朽), sJTe 4* 

To  cut  into；  to  carve, 

especially  of  wood  ；  see 

1649  a^nd  8312,  To  be 
close  or  stingy.  To  bite  ； 

see  6116  k^o1. 

雕刻。 r 刊刻  to  carve ;  to 
engrave. 

刻字  to  engrave  characters. 

96 



Mf 
6099 

M.  tc 
Y.  k、ch 
Sz.  k^e 

Iv.  k'-eh 
koku 

A.  Idtik 
Entering 
Upper. 

‘O 

762 

刻板  to  cut  blocks, -for  printing 
from.  Hence,  certain ;  fixed. 

重  ch^ung1  亥 ij  to  cut  again, 一 a 
new  edition.  See  3390. 

刻石  to  c”t  on  stone;  inscribed 
stones. 

刻圖書  t。 cut  a  seal. 

刻明  to  engrave  legibly. 

刻鍾  t。 inlay. 

刻下  incised;  let  in.  Sec  below • 

刻 骨銘心  engraved  on  my 
bones  and  heart, — of  an  act  of 
kindness. 

刻花  to  do  ornamental  carving. 

刻 畫  carved  and  painted;  cut, 
as  lines  with  a  knife ;  laboured ; 
artificial,  as  style* 

刻 畫二王  to  write  as  well 
as  the  Wangs, 一 viz.  王羲之 

Wang  Hsi-chih  and  王獻之 

Wang  Hsien-chih,  4th  century, 
A.D.  • 

賴心 刻書  set  to  work  in  good 
earnest, 一 as  if  engraving,  which 
demands  close  attention. 

刻絲  silk  woven  into  a  gauze 
ground. 

刻 化不動  unable  to  digest; 
cannot  endure  it. 

減刻  to  reduce;  to  cut  off. 
刻于己 爲儉， 儉于人 

爲刻  stinginess  towards  one¬ 
self  is  frugality,  frugality  towards 
others  is  stinginess. 

刻 (or  々 ‘〆)  薄  to  treat  badly; 
severe;  mean ;  miserly;  to  ridi¬ 
cule. 

刻 薄成家 ，理 無久享 
money  made  by  meanness  is 
never  long  enjoyed. 

珅 刻薄不 知大體 
exacting  and  unable  to  take 

broad  view, — of  petty  officials. 

刻待。 r 刻剝。 r 刻搜 or 

亥 ij  毒  t0  oppress;  to  ill-use. 
刻苦  to  suffer  hardships;  to  be 

indefatigable. 

刻苦人 oppressive；  tyrannical. 

尙 不刻苦  you  don’t  feel  its I  hardships. 

刻求  to  be  exact ;  to  be  parti¬ 
cular. 

6099 

咳 *
， 

6ioo 

R •隊卦 

C.  k'-et H.  ck{,em 

F.  k'aok^ 

k^aorig7- 

W.  k'd N.  kKah 
P.  ihe 

M •朽） 

Y. 歸 

Sz.  k'e^ 

K.  kc^  he 

J.  kaijai 

A.  k、ai 
Nominally 

Even  Upper 

Irregular 
in  China. 

Read  k^o^.  To  dwell 

upon  ；  to  devote  oneself  to. 

A  quarter  of  a  •時辰 ，心. 
half  an  hour ;  also  (for 

foreign  time),  a  quarter  of 

an  hour  ；  originally  the 

i  ooth  part  of  a  day. 

刻念  to  dwell  upon  in  thought. 

刻 意效之 determined  to imitate  her. 

時 刻  time;  from  time  to  time; incessantly. 

刻期  to  fix  a  date. 

限刻  a  fixed  time. 刻曰  a  fixed  day;  at  an  early date. 

刻 今。 r 刻下。 r 兹刻。 r 

此刻  now.  See  above. 

刻 下光景  the  present  state of  affairs. 

^ 刻。 r  一刻 的工夫 
in  a  little  while. 

畧 無虛刻  without  any  inter¬ val, — between  the  feasts. 

刻 尙未知  for  the  moment, I  do  not  know;  I  have  not  yet 
been  informed. 

刻巳  have  already. . . . . . 

政府刻 巳决議 the Government  has  already  decided that . 

刻漏  a  water-clock.  See  5990. 

刻 刻不忘  very  particular, and  not  forgetting  anything. 

To  cough. 

咳嫩  t。 cough. 

驚 怕咳嗽  to  be  startled  by a  cough, 一 as  a  light  sleeper. 

風咳  a  dry  cough. 
咳痰  to  cough  up  phlegm. 
咳頃  in  the  time  of  a  cough, 一 

in  a  moment. 

咳嗽輕 省勲兒 W 
cough  is  better. 

Read  kat1  or  hai%, 

咳 聲 【he  exclamation  “Hai!” 

和尙 說聲咳  the  Buddhist 
priest  cried  out  “Hai!” 

M 

6101 

頦1
 

6102 

R 灰贿 

C.  Idi)'  SJioi 

H.  Jcoi F.  sJiai 

W.  v 

N.  ahr 

P.  sJiai、 

zhai 

M.  hai\ 

sJiai 

Y.  Jc、ak 
K.  he 

J-  kai^gai 

A,  SJiai Even  and Rising  Very 

Irregular. 

w 

6103 

，覺
 

H.  i 
 hok° 

F.  k-aok W.^ 

N.  kLoh 

P.  chHaW、 

M.  ch^io ̂   kuo 
Y.  cK'iak^  k、ak 

Sz.  chHo、 k'o 
K.kak 

J.  kaku、 koku A.  hsak 
Entering 

Upper. 

mr 

6104 

R. 覺 

C.  hok。、 

See 

Entering 

Upper. 

殼 

6105 

Same  as  6100. 

The  chin. 

_  resting  the  chin  upon 
the  hand. 

頦頷。 1 ■韻頰 ot 頰巴頦 
the  chin. 

頦皮  the  fur  on  the  neck  of  an< animaL 

嗯着 孩子們 下巴頦 

過日子  watching  one’s 
children  eating, — unable  to  eat; 
oneself  because  of  toothless  gums. 

The  husk  or  shell  of 

fruits  ；  the  shell  of  eggs  ； 

the  exuviae  of  snakes,  in¬ 

sects,  etc.  ；  the  shells  of 
molluscs;  a  spoon；  a  scale 
[see  10,878). 

壳  an  empty  shell ;  a  husk, 一 
a  quack;  a  charlatan. 

鷄蛋  i  壳  take  a  hen's  egg 
and  remove  the  shell. 

龜壳  the  shell  of  a  tortoise, — used  in  divination. 

壳灰  lime  made  from  burnt shells. 

笑面壳  a  laugh-face-sh^l, 一 a 
mask. 

帽壳  the  skeleton  of  a  hat  or 

cap. 

湯壳  a  soup-ladle. 
水壳  a  ladle  to  dip  out  water, 
— generally  half  a  gourd. 

The  dried  skin  of  Citrus 

fusca、 used  as  a  bitter 
medicine  and  known  as 

Same  as  6103. 
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6106 

覺 
e 確 
Entering 

Upper. 

去 
6107 

霞 
6108 

合 
e 罨 

kaPy  . Entering 

Upper. 

撞 
6109 

合 
mh 

* 磕 
hap、 hat 
Entering 

Upper。 

榼
，
 f 

6110 

合 
ik^o 
k'-eoh 

e 闔殖 
kat、hap 
haf、 hat 
Entering 
Lower. 

富 
6111 

合 

•  hap、 hat 
Entering 

Upper. 

错"
 

Iw. 
6112 

合 

Ao3
 •  ho 

•  f^<oh 

:e 阖 
Entcringj 
Upper. 

An  egg-shell.  See  6103. 

鷄出蛋 穀 tne  chick  has 
come  out  of  the  shell. 

See  3068. 

A  cave  in  a  hill-side. 

To  store. 

To  strike, 

the  hand. 

To  take  in 

榼碎  to  smash  to  pier •户 s, 

榼扁  to  flatten. 

Read  ol*  To  cover, 

dung-barrow. 

A  wooden  cup  or  bowl; 

see  3960.  A  creeper. 

執 榼承飲  allowed  a  cup  of| 
wine  to  be  presented  through  an 
ambassador. 

壺榼  似 4954. 

To  comply  with.  To  die. 

殖 逝 t。 

Suddenly,  To  strike,  as 
a  boat  touching  the  bank ; 
see  61 14.  To  die  ；  used 
with  61 1 1. 

盡然  suddenly. 

寧溘死  better  die  at  once. 

忽 聞溘逝 i  suddenly  heard 
that  he  (some  statesman)  was dead. 

P 

睦 
6113 

R. 合 

v.  hep^ 

哈 v. 

heoh 

See 幢閾 

A. hap、  hat Entering 

Irregular. 

6 1 14 R •合秦 

C.  hcpry\.  Jc'-o H. 
F.  k、auk 、 

k、ou1c' 

W. 

N.  kah 

P.  c/cLo M.  k^o 
Y.  J^eoh^ 
Sz.  k'o^ 
K.  kap 

J.  kd 

A.  haf、 hat  . Entering 

Irregular. 

克‘
 

6n^ 

R ■
職—
 

See 刻 

Entering 

Upper. 

Sleepy  ；  worn  out. 

瞌眼  sleepy-eyed;  tired. 
瞌睡 t。  get  sleepy,— as  when 

fatigued. 

瞌 睡上來  he  began  to  get 
sleepy. 

賭睡 蟲  insects  which  fly  into 
the  face  and  cause  drowsiness 

To  strike  ；  to  knock  ；  to bump. 

磕碰 t。  bump  against；  to  strike. 

磕頭  to  salute  by  bumping  the 
head  on  the  ground  {see  pjj 

6175);  to  kotow.  Often  used  in 

the  sense  of  “Thank  you!” 

疏 頭蟲兒  a  kotow-bug, — a sort  of  insect  which  nods  its 

head  when  crawling. 

姻为 ̂  to  knock  the  ashes  out 
of  a  pipe.  See  6081. 

磋了 Qr 磋了 僮兒了  t。 
have  knocked,  or  knocked  out 

the  basket, — to  be  at  daggers 

drawn.  Also,  to  be  sold  out. 

痛打  to  knock  out;  to  clean 
by  knocking,  as  a  box. 

磕開  to  break, — as  an  egg. 

殖瓜子  to  crack  ana  eat  melon- seeds. 

路 有磋雜  there  are  obstacles 
in  the  way. 

磕 磕巴巴  stammering, 
磕給  to  turn  (it  all)  over  (to someone). 

To  be  able  to  ；  compe¬ 

tent；  adequate.  To  attack  ； 

to  prevail  against；  to  sub¬ 

due  {see  2829).  Lines  cros¬ 

sing,  as  on  the  scorched 
tortoise-shell  used  in  divin¬ 

ation. 

使我克 還郞州  to  enable me  to.  return  to  Lu-chou. 

允 恭克讓  sincerely  court¬ eous  and  capable  of  great  com¬ 

plaisance. 

克 

6115 

克 明峻德 he  was  able  t。 make  the  capable  and  virtuous 

distinguished. 

克 譜以孝  he  has  been  able by  his  filial  piety  to  live  in 
harmony  with  them,  —  of  the 

filial  Shun,  his  father  and  step¬ 
mother. 

惟 帝時克  it  was  only  the Emperor  (Yao)  who  could  attain to  this. 

予 則罔克  I  am  unequal  to 
the  difficulties  of  my  position. 

協于克 一 harmony  in 
attaining  to  the  One,— such  is 
the  invariable  characteristic  of 

_  moral  goodness. 

惟克天 德  they  attained  to 
divine  virtue. 

惟 予弗 克干气 i 制 
short  in  virtue. 

克 壯其猶  full  of  vigour  were his  plans. 

不克 分身 I  am  not  able  to get  away, — from  business. 

匿 斧不克  without  an  axe  it 
cannot  be  done. 

非朱本 不克 有此物 

也  only  a  Sung  edition  could have  these  characteristics. 

克當。 r 克堪  adequate  to； capable  of;  fit  for. 

弗 克勝任 nc)t  fit  the  p°st_ 

克 勤克儉  very  diligent  and 

thrifty. 

享  to  be  able  to  enjoy;  in 

good  health. 

克間  keeping  up  the  family, — reputation. 

克 繩祖武  able  to  walk  in his  ancestors’  footsteps. 

旣 克有定  if  the  determina¬ 
tion  is  fixed, 一 nothing  can  with¬ 
stand  it. 

旣克 商二年  two  years 
after  the  conquest  of  the  Shang 
dynasty. 

旣 克淮夷 they  have  s— 
the  tribes  of  the  Huai. 

剛克 and 柔克  strong  and mild  measures  in  government, 
respectively. 

如 不我克  as  if  it  could  not 
overcome  me. 
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攻克  to  break  through  the! 
enemy’s  lines. 

攻 城不克  to  make  an  unsuc¬ cessful  attack  upon  a  city. 

充孩  to  recover， 一 as  a  captured 
city.  

i 

不測 .不克  inscrutable  a
ndj invincible. 

不 忌不克  neither  to  love  I nor  to  hate. 
 

( 

克 滅俗情  to  restrain  all  lusts of  the  flesh.
  

I 

欽 酒溫克  though  drinking! 
wine,  to  be  gentle  and  master  | 
of  oneself. 

己  to  control  oneself. 

克私  to  control  one’s  passions. 

掊 克在位  an  extortionate  set  I in  office. 

克食  a  dole;  bounty. 

克敦  the  consort  or  concubine  I 
of  a  Khan;  a  lady;  the  Czarina | 
of  Russia. 

克鹿卜  Krupp,  -- the  famous  | 
gun-maker. 

剋 
6n6 我 有讎剋  I  have  an  enemy. 

肝 旺剋脾  the  liver  (which is  classified  under  wood)  over¬ 

comes  the  spleen  (which  is  classi¬ fied  under  earth). 

剋夂毋  to  get  the  better  of fathei  and  mother, 一 by  having 

a  better  horoscope  and  longer 

span  of  life. 

M  期而至 
to  come  at  the 

appointed  time. 

剋日  within  a  certain  time. 

自 剋死期  fixed  the  date  of 
his  own  death. 

剋相  to  deduct;  discount. 

客 
6l2I 

N.  k、ah'  l^eh 
P. 

M.  te 

Y.  k-eh 

Sz.  k^e 

K.  kek 

J„  kaku、 kiaku 

A.  k'ak 

Entering 

Upper, 

Read  k>ox.  To  bite. 

剋父毋 
to  bite  one’s  nails. 

Same  as  6116. 

咯 
6n8 

Entering 

乙  pper 

To  overcome  ；  to  destroy. 

Used  for  6099  and  6115. 

勉 煞凶神 t。 expel  evil 
demons. 

勉制  to  dominate;  to  prevail 
against;  to  restrain. 

勉禮 to  reconquer, — as  lost  ter¬ ritory. 

相 生相剋  mutually  pro¬ 
ducing  and  mutually  destroying 

each  other, — of  the  Five  Ele¬ 

ments,  as  seen  in  the  the  follow¬ 

ing  table : — 

金剋木  metal  destroys  wood. 

恪 

6ng 

R •藥 

4 空
 

See  7319. 

Reverent  ；  respectful. 

Also  read  ch‘uo\ 

C.  tok 
H.  lok 

F.  k、auk 

W.  k^o 
N.  cHah 

. P.  ch、io\  ch、iic’ 

I M.  ch^uo Y.  ch、iak 

I  Sz.  ch、io 

K.  kak 

\]：kaku 

A.  k^ak 
Entering 

Upper. 

謹  ̂   reverent;  respectful. 

執 事有恪  to  be  reverent  in the  management  of  matters. 

恪恭  S  職  t0  respectf
ully attend  to  one's  own  duties. 

恪 守規範 tQ  reverently abide  by  rules  of  conduct. 

恪遵  to  respectfully  or  scrupu¬ lously  obey  or  conform  to. 

三个各  the  enfeoffment  (by  Wu 
Wang)  of  descendants  of  past 

dynasties. 

►  2* 

木 ，，土  wood  ,，  eart 

土 ，，水  earth  ，，  wat 

水”火 water  »  fire- 

夂 ，，金  fire  „  met 

金生水  metal  produces  water. 

»  7^  water  ”  wood. 

木 .”火  wood  fire; 
»  ~4~  fire  „  earth. 

土 ，，金  earth  ”  metal. 

取 其相剋  to. get  its  antidote, 
— as  (e.g.)  water  to  put  out  fire. 

6120 

R. 陌 

See 卩客 

Entering 

Upper. 

To  be  smeared  with 

blood；  to  vomit  blood. 

▲各 血數升  he  vomited  sever¬ al  pints  of  blood. 

卜陌 
C.  hak 

I H.  hak 

|F.  k、aik、v. 

k^ah 

I W.  k'-a 

A  guest ;  a  visitor  ；  a 

customer  ；  a  stranger.  Last, 

as  applied  to  years  anc seasons. 

客人 °r  A 客。 r 賓客 
guest ;  a  visitor.  The  first  is 
also  a  travelling  merchant. 

客廳  a  reception-room. 

客屋  a  guest-chamber
. 

主客 and  guest ;  shop keeper  and  customer. 

貴客。 r 嘉客  an  honourec guest  or  customer.  The  first  i: 
also  specially  applied  to  a  pro 

posed  son-in-law. 

海 客遇之  treated  him  as  ai 
uninvited  guest. 

拜客  to  pay  calls. 請客  to  invite  guests;  to  entei 
tain. 

客目  a  list  of  guests. 

I 客饌  a  meal  for  a  visitor. 
堂客。 r 女客  lady  guests. 

請客莫 請女客 
wbeniJ 

viting  guests,  don’t  invite  lad 
guests, — they  will  want  to  brin their  babies. 

一 客不釋 二主。 negue: does  not  involve  two  hosts, - one  is  enough. 

寧 可慢客 ，不 可餓笔 
better  be  rude  to  a  guest  tha 
starve  him. 

宴客 切勿留 連 wheny£ 
entertain  guests  don’t  keep  the 
too  long. 

客 無親疎  show  no  prefere 
ces  among  your  guests. 

做客 莫在後 when  ague 
do  not  keep  in  the  backgroun 

請客 不催客 ，反 i 

得罪客  if  when  you  inv： guests,  you  do  not  repeat  t 
invitation,  you  will  rather  offe 

them  than  otherwise,— Chine 

custom  demanding  that  en 

invitation  should  be  repeated 

several  occasions. 

寒 夜客來 茶當酒 
receive  a  guest  on  a  cold  ni^ 

with  tea  instead  of  wine, 一 1 

latter  being  an  indispensable 
true  Chinese  hospitality. 

將酒 待客  he  treats  his
  gm 

with  wine,— he  is  really  glad see  them. 

店裏臭 虫喋客 
likeal at  an  ipn,  he  feeds  on  the  v 

tors, — leaves  his  guests  to  pa 

不可 栽鷄問 _nevef a  guest  if  you  shall  kill  a  ch
id 

-  -he  will  feel  bounc 

for  him,- 

say  no. 
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客衫
 

6l2I 

衣 服破時 賓客少  when 
your  clothes  are  ragged  your 
visitors  are  few. 

客套  guest-trammel,  —  conven¬ 
tional  ; ceremonious. 

這都是 客套話 a11  these 
are  conventional  phrases. 

客氣  ceremoniousness ;  form¬ 
ality.  * 

休得如 咚客氣 don’t stand  on  all  this  ceremony. 

客氣 客氣㈣  are  treating 
me  too  ceremoniously, 一 a  polite 
phrase  used  in  acknowledgment 
of  a  courteous  reception. 

客家  customers.  Also,  the 
Hakkas、 a  race  said  to  have 

migrated  from  the  north  of 

China  (Kiangsu  or  Shantung: 
to  the  Kuangtung  province  at 
the  time  of  the  Yuan  dynasty, 
a.d.  1206 — 1368. 

發客  for  sale  to  customers, 
seen  on  shop-signs. 

客頭  agents  for  the  supply  of 
emigrants. 

客單  passenger-tickets. 
客居  to  stay  temporarily  at. 

異客  an  alien. 

客商。 r 客帮  a  travelling 
merchant ;  a  commercial  trav¬ 

eller.  * 茶客  the  teamen  who  bring  tea 
from  the  interior  for  sale  at  the 

Treaty  Ports. 

山客  a  tea-man  (see  4283). 
客貨  goods  from  another  part  ; 
merchandise  bought  on  account 
for  others. 

客寓。 1 ■客 棧。 r 客舍。 1 
客店  an  inn;  a  lodging-house 

客旅。 r 客爺  a  traveller;  a 
lodger. 

在客中  to  be  at  a  distance 
from  home;  to  be  abroad. 

客 中送客  to  see  off  a  travel- 
ler  when  oneself  a  traveller. 

暴客  highwaymen ;  burglars, 

客兵  mercenary  troops. 

客妻  a  courtesan. 

淸客  a  retainer;  a  kind  cf 
panion  or  private  secretary；  a 
guest  who  is  invited  for  the  pur¬ 
pose  of  discussing  such  subjects 
as  the  fine  arts,  chess,  etc. 

com- 

客 
6l2I 

喀”
 

6122 

R .陌 

C.  k^ek^  JcLakQ 

v.  Jia、 ck^a 
H.  k^aky 

F.  k-aik 
W.  ta 

N.  k，.ah P.  v. 

cchHa 

K.kek 

•  kaku、 kiaku 

A.  Ic^ak Entering 

Upper. 

揺_
 

6123 

R •陌麻 

C. 

H.  k-ak-  kLa 

N.  k、ah 

P.  rch、ia K.kek 

•  kaku、 ka^  ke 

A.  kLa1c Entering 

Upper. 

濶 
6 1 24 

闊 
6125 

食客  a  retainer;  a  parasite. 

說客  one  with  the  gift  of  talk, 
specially  applied  to  officials  sent 
in  ancient  times  from  one  State 
to  another  to  arrange  treaties, 
etc. 

仙客  a  fairy ;  one  of  the  Genii ; 
a  name  for  the  white  crane  (see 

3888). 

南客  the  peacock;  see  6605. 
西客  the  parrot;  see  13,327. 

間客  the  silver  pheasant ;  see 

4495 - 

雲客  the  egret;  see  7370.  [The 
above  5  names :  = 五客胃 e 

given  to  his  own  birds  by  Li 
Fang  of  the  Sung  dynasty.] 

十二客  twelve  choice  flowers. 
客歲  last  year;  the  past  year. 

Used  to  represent  the 

sound  kka  or  k、o. 

喇烏蘇  the  Kara-usu. 
p 客咕  the  common  cuckoo. 

Read  ch^ia^'  .  or 

To  cough.  See  6100.  To 

strain,  as  in  vomiting. 

口 客 着嗓子  cough  it  up, 

骨頭 哼住了  a  bone  has stuck  in  his  throat. 

To  seize.  Also  read 

chHa'* 捐出去  drag  him  away. 
榨勒  to  beat  violently. 

Same  as  6645. 

See  6645. 

渴,
 • 

6126 

R •曷屑 

h.  i 
 hofo 

F.  k-ak 
W.  k'iie^  <^  'ue 

N.  k'ah P.  ck^k^o 
M.  ho 

Y.  k^coh 

Sz.  k^o 
K.  kal'k’dl 

J.  katsz 

A.  bat 

Entering 

Upper. 

Thirsty;  parched. 

口渴  thirsty. 口 渴葬也  to  bury  hurriedly, ‘before  the  proper  time. 

解渴  to  slake  thirst. 

非 飢非渴  neither  hungry 
nor  thirsty. 

渴 者甘飲  a  thirsty  man 
finds  all  water  sweet. 

話 (。1 ■望） 梅止渴 t。 talk of  sour  plums  and  stop  thirst, — 

by  making  the  mouth  water. 
Said  to  hare  been  actually  done 

by  the  famous  曹換  Ts‘ao 

Ts‘ao(or 魏 武)。  n  an  occasion 
when  his  troops  were  in  great 
tvant  of  water. 

晴 義如渴  to  be  ardent after  righteousness  as  a  thirsty 
man  after  water. 

渴不飲 盜泉水  though thirsty,  do  not  drink  polluted 
water.  See  5649, 

渴懷  longing  for. 渴念0 r 渴 想 oi •渴慕 to 
think  upon  longingly. 

渴 想得狠  delighted 

you ! 

水渴  water  dried  up.  Also, water  flowing  backwards.  Here 

read  chieh、、 

to  see 

suffering  from  want  of  rain. 

廓 

6l2j 

See  6651. 

槨 
6128 

Same  as  6649. 

擴 
.6129 

See  6648. 

榷 6X30 See  3262. 

殻 6l3I Correct  form  of  6103. 



\ 

6132 

歌 
C.  kwo 

F.  k、u、o 
W.  ku 

N.  k'ou 
K.  hvn 

. ku 

A.  hoa 

Even  Upper. 

51 

Plants;  vegetation, 
indifferent  look. 

An 

碩 人之區  th°t  great  man, with  such  an  air  of  indifference. 

m 
To  form  the  woof  in  a 6133  !  ” 

R. 陌  ,'oom. 

M.  kce  :絳 絲  cloth  having  figures  v^oven 

See  格革  in  wit};  the  'voof. 

Entering 

Upper. 

A  cave  :  a  hole  in  a  hill- 6134 

合 
N.  k'al 

. ko 
、. hap 

Entering 

Upper. 

vide. 

岑岑 a  name  for  the  locally- born  children  of  Chinese  cmi 

grants. 

勾
 J 

KLOXT. 

^135 

K .尤看 
(:. kau 

1 1.  kcu 

r.  乂 v",  v. 

J:au、 ckeu \V.  1(  (m 

NT.  i  o/  i 

M.  [  kou Sz.  1 

\ .  kiO 
K.  ku 

J.  kd、 ku 
A.  keu 

To  mark  off  ；  to  punct 

uate.  To  hook  ；  to  in- 

vei^le  \  to  connect  ；  to 
arrest.  Used  with  6137 

61.38.  [To  be  distinguished 

from  句 (its  original  form) 

2947  and  9767  and  勾 

13,821. 

Kvcn  Upper. 

:勾决  to  mark  off  for  execution 
— as  the  Emperor  does,  with 

j  O  alongside  the  name  of  the 
condemned  man.  Those  who 

escape  twice  have  their  sentences 

j  reduced. 

i 一 筆勻銷  cancelled  it  with a  stroke  of  his  pen. 

勻除  to  mark  off  for  rejection 

! 我勾 了去了  I  have  struck 
it  out, — as  a  passage  in  writing 

! 請勻疏  asked  him  to  pay  up 
his  promised  subscription. 

%  一  勾撥  just  gave  a  fillip 
and  a  thrum, — to  the  guitar,  by 

way  of  prelude. 

766 

I5LOXT 

么 / 

6i35 

勾 起舊病  brouerht  back  the j  old  complaint, 

i 匀生意  to  fish  for  custom. 

I 勾扶  to
  plaster. 1  @  魂  to  bewitch. 

勾  kouK  當  affairs;  job;  busim See  9685. 

天地 別無勾 w 當 只 

是以生 物爲心  heaven and  earth  hxive  no  other  function 

than  that  of  attending  to  the 

production  of  things. 

:誰 知你幹 的勻 .當 who  knov*s  what  you  arc  up  to? 

I 你勻 上 我的心 事來 I  you  have  hit  on  the  very  thing 

j  I  was  thinking  about. 

此後 便再不 能勾見 

了  after  this,  you  will  never  be able  to  see  her  again. 

勻結  to  cntr.igle;  to  implicate. 

“人勻 搭上了  the  tw。 formed  an  illicit  connection, 

as  two  men  for  gambling,  or  as 
a  man  and  a  womai.. 

就 去勾搭 那夥計 
directed  her  illicit  attentions  to 

!  the  apprentice. 

I 勾脂粉  to  get  entangled  with 
、vr、nien. 

勾引 or  勾祧  to  lead  away； to  inveigle. 

已 見勻引 之鬼 already 

幻1  :勾欄 甚嚴飾 thebalustrad 
!  was  very  imposing. 

6135 丨入勻 闌  t。 become  a  prostitute 

:勾情  intrigue ;  liaison. 

I 勾串。 r 勾通  connectei 
together;  in  collusion. 

勾通無 賴子主 某.11 entered  into  a  conspiracy  wit 
a  scouixlrel,  named  Wang. 

勾股弦  the  shorter,  middle 
sized  side,  and  base  of  a  ligh 

angled  triangle. 

Ci36 

See 
勻 

Even  Upper. 

A  sickle;  a  bill-hook. 

m 

6137 

R.  vulgar 

See 勾 

Even  Up^er. 

鐮句 IJ  a  sickle;  a  curved  blad 
for  catting  grass. 

saw  the  demon  who  had  come 

to  summon  him, — to  the  next 
world;  i.e.  was  already  at  his last  gasp. 

被間君 勾去了  had  Deen summoned  by  Yen, 一 the  judge 
in  Chinese  Purgatory. 

勾使  messengers  sent  to  sum¬ mon  souls  to  Hades. 

有 所勾致  where  I  had  to 
serve  a  summons. 

勾 兵  to  draw  out  (so  as  to  cut off)  an  enemy. 

勻取  to  bring  in, 一 as  prisoners to  a  court. 

勻欄 （or  闌） originally  the railings  or  balustrade  to  a  bridge 
built  over  the  Yellow  River  by 

the 吐谷渾  To-yii-hun  (see 

12,100);  hence  the  prostitutes’ quarter  under  the  兀  Y uan 

dynasty;  a  bromel.  See  6137 

Vulgar  form  of  294^ 
To  collect  ；  to  bring  tc 

gether  ；  to  hook  ；  to  seize Used  with  6135,  6138. 

构連  to  connect;  to  rabbet,  1 pieces  of  wood. 

构賬  to  check  an  account;  1 
audit. 

构拿。 •■构 孰 t。 seize. 

构 了他來  bring  him  hen 
entice  him  here. 

^  ̂   to  drag  a
long. 

构留  to  keep;  to  detain. 
构束  to  restrain;  to  coerce. 

构通 or 构手 to  be  in  coll 
si  on  with. 

构櫊  brothel.  See  6135. 

銳 6138 

R. 尤 

A  hook  {see  1 0,990); 

barb  ；  a  bill-hook  ；  a  sickl 

To  connect  ；  to  influence 

to  entice.  To  search  int< 

c。 

. v.  ftgau 

F.  v.  kau N。 v.  gbit 

See 勾 

Even  Upper. 鈎子 a 鈎袼  a  hook. 鈎搭  to  hook  or  link  togethej 

鈎 搭連環  much  mixed 
with ;  intimately  connected. 

釣魚鈎  a  fish-hook. 來  fish  it  out;  hook  it  01 

帳鈎  a  hook  for  curtains. 

钩住了  hooked;  held  fas 
hanging  on. 
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6138 

6139 

允秦 

Even  and 

iing  Upper, 

w 
6140 

有囊 
勻 

iing  Upper. 

I 反 杷鈎。 r 倒鬚鉤 a 
I  barbed  hook, 

i 倒鈎鬚  a  beard  which  curls 
up,  forming  little  hooks. 

1  携釣  double  hooks  used  by  fuel- 

j  gatherers;  also  by  the  Fire  Bri¬ 
gades,  for  pulling  down  houses. 

i 香钩 a  _ 釣  the  small  feet 
of  Chinese  women.  Sec  7115 

钩止。 i ■钩留  to  hold  fast; to  detain. 

! 內 鈎外連  communication 
I  between  inside  and  outside； 

collusion；  treachery. 

鈎帶  to  hook  one’s  girdle. 
鈎誘  to  entice ;  to  lure；  to  in¬ 

veigle. 

鈎距法  the  art  of  inducing  to 
tell  the  truth. 

鈎 索義理  to  investigate  the 
principles  of. 

鈎深致 遠 tQg。  into  abstruse 
investigations. 

鈎 軔格磔  the  cry  of  the 

鷓鴣  red  partridge, 一 noise ; 
jargon.  See  538. 

扁 描。 r 錦畫  to  sketch  or 
draw, — as  a  map. 

鈎鐫  to  engrave, — as  a  map  for 
printing. 

鈎勒  drawing  in  outline；  also 
used  of  writing;  see  2724. 

钩吻  Gelsemium  elegaus,  Benth,, 
— a  deadly  poise  1  . 

藏鈎  the  game  of  the  “hidden 
hook”, 一 Chinese  form  of  “Up 

Jenkins.” 

A  hill  in  Hunan,  known 

as 岣 嶁山，  where  the 
famous  Tablet  of  Yii  is 

said  to  have  been  found. 

A  kind  of  aspen,  found 
in  Ssuch‘uan. 

枸棘  a  spinous  shrub. 

枸骨  holly;  Ilex  cornuta、 Ldl. 
构祀  Lycium  chincnsc^  Mill. 

枸橘。 r 枸菓  尼 glc  sepiaria、 

D.C.
  " 

w 6140 

狗 
3 

6141 

R. 有 

See 勾 

Rising  Upper. 

I  枸相 ̂   a  large  acid  orange,  pro- 

I  bably  a  variety  of  Citrus  mcdica、 
L. 

Read  chuz.  Hovenia  dul- 
cis、 Thbg. 

A  dog.  Used  in  various 

contemptuous  and  offensive 

senses.  See  犬 3192， and 

2526， 2643， 3754,  8510, 11,045. 

一 隻狗0 r  一 條狗 a  dog. 

狗吠。 r 狗叫  the  dog  barks. 

音 狗求吠  you  keep  a  dog for  the  purpose  of  barking, — why 
punish  a  Censor  for  speaking? 

狗嗜  the  dog  vomits. 

這 個狗不 會咬人 this 
dog  doesn’t  bite. 

獅子狗  lic)n  dog,  — the  pug- 
nosed  Peking  lap-dog. 

哈巴狗  tiny  dogs,  small enough  to  be  carried  in  the 

sleeve,  and  commonly  known  as 

“sleeve-dogs.” 

j 西狗  a  grey
hound, 

i 瘋狗  a  mad  do
g. 

牙狗  a  “dog,” 一 male. 善狗  a  gelded  dog.  See  9675 

驊狗  a  bitch. 下狗  to  have  pups. 

狗牙齒  dog-tooth  pattern. 

畫個 狗牙兒 draw  s zigzag  line. 

狗牙*  ♦良  Cynodor  dactylon^  Pers. 
走狗  an  abusive  term  for  any 
one  in  the  employ  of  another, 

especially  of  an  enemy. 

狗 偷鼠竊  stealing  as  dogs and  rats  do, — on  the、 sly. 

狗賊  a  sly  thief. 

狗备 a  flea. 狗腿子  a  nickname  ioxyamcn runners. 

看門狗 w 掌門狗 adoor- keeper. 

狗肺  clog’s  lights  -villainous. 
狗食虫  the  firefly;  worms  in children. 

6141 

as  I 

i 細昔子  ticks  in  dogs. 狗洞兒  a  hole  in  a  door  for a  dog  to  go  in  and  out. 

忙忙 似喪 家之狗 
distressed  as  a  lost  dog. 

癩 狗扶不 上牆 心 n。 use  helping  a  mangy  cur  on  toj 
a  wall. 

狗 咬范丹 無人間 ''hen| 
a  dog  biles  Fan  Tan  (a  :^por| 

scholar),  no  one  enquires  aTterl him.  See  4362. 

狗相咬 1 易得好 when| dogs  bite  one  another,  they  easily] 
j  raake  friends  again.  j 

丨狗不 嫌家貧  dogs  show  no  j !  aversion  to  poor  families. 

: 狗有濕 草之恩 
the 

has  the  kindness  to  wet  the  grass,  I 

j  一 a'luding  to  an'  -  '  .  which, | 
seeing  that  the  0rass  near  his  I : master's  house  was  on  nre， jumped  | 

1  into  some  water  and  then  rolledl 

{  himself  about  upon  it,  thus  pre-| 

j  venting  further  mischief.  " 
:僧 狗 赶飛禽 the  Polish  dog  J chases  Hying  birds. 

人 敬富的 ，狗 咬破的 

men  I 

! 。 ■•人 敬有的 ，狗 咬醜 

的  men  honour  the  rich,  dogsj 
I  bife  the  ragged. 

i 狗養 的狗疼  dogs  love] 
their  own  pups. 

狗瘦主 人 羞 a  kan  dQg| shames  his  master. 

直 卷赶狗 ，回 頭一口 chase  a  dog  down  a  straight  I 
lane  and  he  will  turn  and  bite | 

you. 

人憐 温存， 狗憐食 
love  gentleness,  dogs  love  food. 

唆 狗咬猪  to  set  on  a  dog  I to  bite  a  pig, -to  get  up  a  quarrel.  I 

嬌 狗上竈  Spoilt  rlogs  jlMP.pl on  to  the  cook-stovc, — to  steal! food. 

狗盜 狐白華  the  dog-like  J theft  of  the  whitj  fox-skin, - 
alluding  to  the  clever  theft,  by  I one  uf  the  followers  of  孟嘗. 

君  Mcng  Ch^ng-chi'm,  dressed  I in  a  dog-skin,  of  a  robe  which [ 
his  master  had  given  to  the! 

Prince,  but  wanted  to  recover! 

in  order  to  give  it  to  the  Princess.  I 

狗屁  trash ;  nonsense;  balder- 1 
dash. 
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768 狗 
3 6l4I 

狗 星  the  stars  小  and  %  in| Sagittarius.  I  6 

狗國  the  stars  U  »  p  7 
 145 

Sagittarius.  I  ̂  

天确  a  star  in  Argo.  |see  匀 

狗尾 草  Sctanaglauca,  Beaiiv«JRl
slPg  Upper 

and  S.  virldis、 Beauv. 

狗籃蔴  M allotus  ch  incnsi
s^ 

Juss. 

_  頭鵰  a  vulture  {Vuliur vtonachus、、 

木狗  a  climbing  animal  re¬ 
sembling  the  racoon. 

狗熊  the  black  bear  ( Ursus 
tibctanus、, 

狗獾  a  badger  (Afc/fs  Icuco- he? fius). 

海狗  a  name  for  a  kind  of  seal. 

般第狗  the  beaver. 

6142 

卜允
 

[Se
e Even  Upper. 

A  bank  ；  a  dyke. 

【43 

IK •有 
I  W.  v.  Sgoc\u 
|Sce  勾 

I  Rising  Upper. 

A  basket  trap  for  catch- 1 

ing  fish,  set  at  the  openings | 
of  a  dam. 

毋 發我笱  do  not  raove  myl trap. 

敝 笱在梁  worn  out  is  the  | basket  at  the  dam. 

蝦笱船  a  small  craft,  known  I 
jfs  <Shnmp-boat,M  used  at  Canton.  | 

I  Rising  Upper. 

The  wizened  face  of  ageM 

old.  [Commonly  written  as  I 

jbelow.] 
黃鸯  grey  hair  and  wrinkled | face. 

噶長  elders. 
你鸯 長過我  you  are  older  | than  I  am. 

羞鸯  to  nourish  the  aged. 

無 遺壽鸯  let  him  not  slight  I 
the  aged  and  experience^ 

鸯造 德不降  the  benefits  I 
of  our  age  and  experience  will! 
not  descend  upon  the  people. 

%  老。1 ■胡 鸯  very  old;  infirm. ■ 

If  ；  if  indeed ;  if  only. 

Readily.  To  be  of  little  I 

^importance.  Wrongly  ;| 

: foolishly ;  bad ;  paltry. 

I 苟曰新 ，曰 曰新 ify°u| can  renovate  yourself  one  day,  do 

so  every  day, 一 said  to  have  been 

an  inscription  upon  the  bath-tub 

of  湯  T‘ang. 

苟志 於仁矣 if  the  wiU  be| set  upon  charity, . . . .  | 

苟 無飢渴  if  only  he  be  keptj from  hunger  and  thirst ! 

苟非  if  it  were  not  that . unless  there  be. 

苟不然  if  it  is  not  so. 

苟 能如此 if  k  can  be  s。- 

苟 亦無信  d。 n(5t  readi,y| believe  them. 

無 曰苟矣  d° uot  say， This| is  of  little  importance.  1 

苟完  completion,  as  by  the collection  of  wealth. 

苟 完之計  a  scheme  of  com¬ pleteness  in  anything. 

^  the  excellence  of  anything well  carried  out.  ! 

無所 苟而已 矣 thatthere should  be  nothing  incorrect, — 

in  his  words,  is  the  aim  of  the 

superior  man. 

苟合  a  coming  together;  a  be¬ 
ginning;  illicit  intercourse. 

if  one  could  succeed  in . 

to  get  unfairly. 

故不爲 苟得也 IwillnQt| therefore  seek  to  possess  it  (life)  | 

by  improper  means. 

行廉不 爲苟得 ，道義 

不 爲苟合  tlie  mcorrup^  I will  not  obtain  improperly,  the 

righteous  will  not  come  together  | 
improperly. 

不欲 爲苟去 he  did  . , 
wish  to  do  a  disorderly  going 

away, — i.e.  to  leave  without  some  | 
cause. 

、覆 盡意不 苟爲虛 

美 he  did  not  sacrifice  the 
thorough  exposition  of  his  theme 
to  mere  literary  elegai?6e.  [ 

苟延  to  waste  time;  to  delay. 
苟 且 careless;  foolish; improper. 

R •宥 

See 彀 

Sinking 

Upper. 

胃  _  low;  sordid;  base. 

苟簡不 足觀也  insignil 
cant  and  not  worthy  of  attention 

苟  ̂  t0  recklessly  offend  againjj 

作 事不苟  to  manage  thinji properly. 

筆不苟  he  handled  h 
brush  well. 

臨難 無苟免 d。 nC)t  deS€ 
in  the  hour  of  danger. 

不得不 爲巧 僞以韦 

免  were  forced  to  have  recoup to  fraud  in  order  to  escape  t: 

consequences. 

苟 同譜俗 t。 conspire force  conformity  with  custon’ 

苟求  to  be  over-exacting;  | find  fault  with;  to  find  a  prete 

for  a  quarrel*. 

苟政 猛于虎 bad  g°vei 
ment  is  more  cruel  than  a  tig, 

吾此 苟生耳 thisPaltry1； 
of  mine. 

以苟 細黜之 forsometri 

dismissed  him. 

苟 機  a  rock  in  a  stream; 
obstacle. 

Same  as  6166. 6146 

m See  2952. 

•  . 
6147 

鉤 6148 
The  correct  form  of  61; . 

. 

雊‘
 

6i49 

The  crowing  of  a  phe 
• 

ant. 

雉之朝 _  the  pheas 
crows  in  the  morning. 

雊瞀縣  the  name  of  a  DistJ- 
in  Chihli  under  the  Han  dyna 

_  兒  th
e  curlew  (Numa

 

tahitiensis). 

I 雊魏  the  mynah;  see 
 8504.I 



区 OXJ 
769 

JE3LOTJ 

够
 4 

6150 

1， 增 

; -彀 
Sinking 

Upper. 

再 
6151 

看 
-彀 

Sinking 

Upper. 

媾
 4 

6152 

宥 
e 彀 
Sinking 
Upper. 

W 
•4r*r 
6iS3 

(宥） 
vulgar. 

吻 
Sinking 
Upper. 

Enough.  See  6167. 

够 不够昵 is  it  enough? 

不够用  not  enough  for  use. 

不够本  not  enough  to  make 
up  the  original  outlay, — as  when 
selling  at  a  loss. 

不能够  unable  to. 

够纏的  a  dangerous  rr  an;  one 
not  to  be  trifled  with. 

够不上  not  high  enough  for, 
— used  of  rank. 

够 他受的  enough  for  him 
to  suffer, — as  punishment. 

A  picture  of  mutually 

handing  over.  Ten  billions 

used  with  6155,  An  inner 

chamber.  [Under  Rad.  pj. 

中冓之 w 不 可道也 
the  story  of  the  inner  chamber 
cannot  be  told. 

；l 所抜中 冓姓名 in  all 
cases  involving  the  names  of 
respectable  women, . 

A  second  marriage  ；  to 

wed.  Favour；  grace.  See 
1297. 

如 舊昏媾  in  accordance 
with  our  ancient  alliances  by 
marriage. 

彼 其之子 ，不 遂以媾 
those  creatures  do  not  respond 
to  the  favour  they  enjoy. 

媒媾 a  go-between. 

To  pull  ；  to  drag  ；  to 
incur ;  to  implicate  ；  to 
reach. 

搆兵 t。  move  troops；  to  be  at 
war. 

搆怨  to  incur  odium. 

搆禍  to  bring  calamity  upon 
oneself. 

結構  connection ;  sequence. 

結 構不解  mixed  together 
and  unable  to  be  separated. 

各 成結構  each  is  a  complete 
(essay)  in  itself.  See  2219. 

故 稱絶搆  it  is  therefore 
reckoned  a  finished  piece, 一 of 
composition. 

w 

6r53 

6154 

R •看 

% 彀 

Sinking 

Upper. 

溝 
6iSS 

R. 尤 

••  kau 

See 勾 

Even  Upper. 

搆思  to  rack  one’s  brains, 一 as when  in.  the  throes  of  com¬ 

position. 

因 風構思  in  connection with  the  wind  they  racked  their 
brains, — and  invented  a  flying car  (see  6583). 

每 至搆文  .whenever  he  was composing,  . . 

構不着  unable  to  reach. 樹上一 個筐子 ，你構 

構看  see  if  you  can  reach the  basket  on  the  tree. 

搆訟  to  carry  on  litigation. 

若 宿搆然 as  if'all  along  in tended  to  be  so, ― of  a  drawing 
made  out  of  a  smudge. 

Broussonetia  papyrifera 

Vent.  To  roof  with  wood 

to  unite；  to  copulate.  Usee 
with  6153.  肯 5979 

構木  to  roof  with  boughs. 

雲構  the  sky. 
to  take  fire. 

我 日-覦 i  meet  every  day with  misfortune. 

事已構  the  matter  is  now finished. 

勿 用傍人 解構之 、芦 
do  not  listen  to  the  mischief¬ 

making  remarks  of  outsiders. 

賴構  sexual  intercourse. 

構膠  the  gum  of  a  tree,  used as  size. 

如 其宿構  as  if  it  had  been ready  overnight, — of  an  essay 
or  poem  written  off  cur  rente 
calamo. 

略不 預構  not  at  all  prepared beforehand, -but  impromptu  (see 
7165). 

構 我二人  to  set  us  two  at 

溝
1
 

6i55 

variance. 

A  water-course;  a  ditch ； 

a  drain.  Ten  billions  ；  used 

with  6151.  See  1845. 

一條 溝。 r  一 溜溝。 r 

溝子。 r 溝眼  a  ditch;  a drain;  a  gutter. 

田溝  a  field  drain. 

6156 

R 、允 

See 勻 

Even  Upper. 

構1
 

6i57 

R •允 

See 勾 

Even  Upper. 

6158 

宥 

See 彀 

Sinking 

Upper. 

陰溝 _ 陽溝  covered  and 
open  drains,  respectively. 

溝水  ditch  water. 

溝 滿濠平  all  the  water¬ 
courses  full. 

御溝  the  palace  moat. 

汗溝  sweat  ditches, — a  name for  the  hollows  on  a  horse. 

死于 溝 塾 to  die  in  the 

gutter. 
溝痏死  to  die  of  starvation in  the  gutter. 

黑水 溝。1 ■黑溝  the  Black Stream, 一 a  name  for  the  ocean 
current  along  the  Formosan  and 

Japanese  coasts. 

A  bamboo  fram«  for 

drying  clothes. 

篝籠  a  bamboo  drying-frame, used  by  washermen. 

燈 箸  a  lamp-shade. 

方將 蓴 療  was  just  about  to 
put  the  shade  over  che  lamp. 

篝 火餱襦 而後進 they take  a  lantern  and-  dried  pro 

visions  before  they  enter, -a  mine, 

Single  garments  with 
narrow  sleeves  ；  pleats  in 

a  dress. 

臂構  a  sort  of  gauntlet  or  cuff drawn  over  a  sleeve. 

To  meet  with;  unforeseen. 

To  see.  f 

覯見  to  meet  with. 

罕  rarely  met  with. 

鮮 我觏爾 i  see  you  whose 
match  is  seldom  to  be  seen. 

無 曰不顯 ，莫 予云覯 
do  not  say,  This  place  is  not 

public,  do  one  cah  see  me  here. 

覯 成其事  to  sec  the  business 
finished. 

^  easily  taken, — as  malarial fever. 
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購‘
 

6iS9 

R •宥 

See 殼 

X^LOTJ 

770 

/OTT 

Sinking 

Upper. 

To  buy ;  to  hire.  To 

Ibring  upon  oneself.  See 

|77°4»  8724. 

; 隨買  t。 buy. 

I 購用  to  buy  for  one’s  own  use. 
購運  to  buy  and  forward, 一 as 
merchandise. 

購辦 to  buy  up,  —  usually  of 
wholesak  purchases. 

購線  to  buy  a  clue, — towards 
the  discovery  of  a  crime,  etc. 

購料  to  buy  stock  or  material. 

購 拿。' •職辑 t。 induce 
people  to  capture. 

自 購寃仇  to  bring  odium 
upon  oneself. 

購 布千金 (Liu  Pang)  offered 
1000  taels  for  (Chi)  Pu. 

6163 

Sz.  koti* 

Yi.ku 
「•  kd、 ku 

kau^ 
6164 

.宥 

See 彀 

6160 r. 宥 
Sce 殼 

Sinking 

Upper. 

To  meet  with;  to  chance 

upon. 

遘逢。 r 遘遇  to  accidentally 
come  upon;  to  meet. 

遘陽九  to  light  upon  evil 
times;  to  be  unfortunate.  See 
12,883. 

遘疾  t。 fall  ill. 

無%  蓮  _  疾  may  he 
 meet with  no  evil ! 

A  cuff；  a  sleeve..  The 

armlet  or  glove  of  a  fal¬ 
coner.  See  3142. 

射鞲  an  archer’s  leather  arm 
guard. 

有 離構欲 舉者。 ne  of 
the  [falcons]  left  the  glove  and 

m 
6162 

was  about  to  rise. 

Same  as  6161. 

垢^
 6163 

R-有 

C.  Qkau 
H.  ktt^ 

F.  kaiu^^  v. 
ckau 

W.  kau*^  v. 
. kau 

N.  bu 

L  i w
 Y.  kio 

Dirt  -  filth.  Immorality 

disgrace. 

泥垢。 r 塵 垢 dirt;  filth. 

垢赎  dirty;  foul. 
刮垢  to  scrape  off  the  dirt. 

洗垢  to  wash  off  the  dirt; 
reform. 

含垢  to  bear  or  put  up  with 
shame. 

垢‘
 

Rising 

Irregular. 

蒙垢  to  get  dirty;  to  lose  one’s | good  name. 

雕垢  free  from  dirt, — Paradise  I 
(Sanskrit :  virajas) ;  pleasure- 1 

gardens. 

無垢  free  from  stains, — a  round! 
pearl,  one  of  the  Sapta  Ratna,J 
which  is  said  always  to  keep  clean! 

and  bright,  and  is  a  symbol  ofl 
Buddha.  Sanskrit:  inani  摩足 • 

6167 

*4 

Sinking 

Upper. 

To  pair  ;  to  copulate. 
Name  of  the  44th  Diagram. I 

[To  be  distinguished  fromj 

n  12,083.] 

嫉交  sexual  intercourse. 

躲 好如初  to  become  friends! 
ag  an,  as  at  first. 

6165 

R •有 

See 句 

Rising  Upper, 

m 
6166 

r •有宥 

C.  ckau 

H.  keu^ 

F.  ku.iu 
W.  W 

N.  koii 

P. ) 

M.  >  kou^ 

Sz」 

K.  ku^  hu 

•  kd、ku 

A.  khi* 

Rising  and Sinking 

Upper. 

A  medicinal  plant,  known  | 

, the  seeds  of  which! 
are  used  to  cure  inflamed  | 

Perhaps  ̂ rapa  sp. 

eyes. 

To  feel  shame；  to  put  to j 

shame；  to  abuse 

謀 病  shame ;  mortification. 

謀 i 之情  feelings  of  shame  j 
and  gratitude 

余禾忍 其詬1  cannot| stand  his  abuse  of  me. 

謀琴 ■ 01 ■謀馬  to  rail  at;  tol revile. 

相詬  to  abuse  one  another. 

詬怒  to  speak  angrily  to. 

閉門 而謀之 shut  thed°or| and  railed  at  him. 

6i68 

to 

6167 

R •宥 

C.  kau 
H.  ken 

F.  kaiu、 kau 

W.  kau 

N.  k'dii 

p.  ! 

M.  \  kou 

Y.  keo 
Sz.  kou 
K.  hi 

J.  kd^  ku 
A.  keu SiakingUpper. 

To  draw  a  bow  to  the 

full；  to  shoot.  Full 

enough  -  see  6150. 

必 至於彀  (a  bow)  should  be drawn  to  the  full. 

殼 率  the  rule  of  drawing  a  bow 
to  its  full. 

彀 者 十萬人  a  hundred thousand  archers. 

tr  能出 其彀中 
nothing  escapes  him,  —  of  birds 

R •尤 

See 

A 彀  to  enter  a  trap.  Also, suitable；  fitting;  agreeable  to. Also,  to  become  a  進士 

graduate. 天 下英雄 入吾彀 
earths  heroes  in  my  grasp,— 

said  by  the  Emperor  T‘ai  Tsung 
of  the  rPang  dynasty,  in  reference 
to  the  men  of  letters  at  his  Court. 

引 人入殼 to  lead  pe°ple 
into  the  snare,  一  of  opium smoking. 

不 能彀做  unable  to  do  it. 
有彀  to  have  enough ;  to  be satisfied. 

不彀  not  enough. 

不 彀朋友  not  what  a  frienc 
should  be. 

不 殼數兒 shQrt  th, 
number. 

沒  insatiable. 

彀不着  chao%  won’t  reach 
won’t  go  far  enough. 

殼多了  quite  enough;  plenty 

彀多麽  what  is  that  enoug] for?  — implying  that  it  is  no 
enough. 

穀 多麽高 hc>w  high  u  w 

嗦了 鳴了） 個殼 1 have  eaten  (or  drunk)  enouglj 

彀 吃的。 r 彀受的  enougi to  bear;  bad  enough  for  ono 

你也坐 得殼了  y。11  hav 
sat  down  long  enough. 

m 

The  cord  binding  on 

sword-handle. 

Even  Lower. 

蒯縱  a  sword-handle  wrappt| with  grass. 

系侯氏  a  place  in  modern  Hona| 

the  birthplace,  of  杜子春 

區 ij 
shot  at. 

6169 

R •處充 

|See  區 

Even  Upper. 

‘OXJ. 

To  pick  out  with  a  knit 

副釗  to  cut  out;  to  dig  out. 



KL'OXJ 
TSL^OTJ 

pjol  '  The  horn  or  nock  at  the 
v!.j|laS  end  of  a  bow,  to  which 

, or.  in  which  the  string,  is | 、•兀  fastened. 
lee  p 

:張環 此  thumb-ring  used  by 
archers. 

EvenUppM •藏 强之戲  a  game  of  hiding things,  played  by  children；  see 
I  6138.  Also,  an  ancient  game 

played  by  men  and  women,  the 
details  of  which  are  not  clear. 

f
1
 

6171 

允處 

•  kMeu^  v.  kH 

. k^fUy  ch^cn 

•細 
kkOH 

•  ouy  k^ou 
. ku 

kOy  lit 
. hou 

'ven  Upper. 

ven  Upper. 

1^1 

R； 

t 
iau 

hen 

k^au 

^ii 

又 W 

To  raise,  lo  feel  for. 

|lo  store  up.  To  scrape. 

:樞 衣升堂  lifted  his  skirts  I 
and  ascended  to  the  hall. 

I 樞 不出來  unable  to  get  hold 

I  of  it.  
、 

I 樞揄  the  early  ripening, — as  ofl 
a  harvest.  1 

樞餅  ̂   to  sponge  upon  people. 
樞破  to  work  a  hole  \vith  a[ 

nail. 

樞鑿  scraping  and  chiselling, - 
persistently. 

樞 死眼兒  persistently;  ex-| acting. 

A  deep  sunken  eye. 

•凍眶  deep-set,  sunken  eyes. 

猴 兒眼眶 目 is 着  nionkeys, 
eyes  are  very  deep  set.  See  1 1,439. 

The  stalk  of  an  onion  ；| 
hollow. 

芤脈  an  tfonion-stalkH  or  hollow  I 
pul〒e， being  one  of  the  varieties! 
distinguished  by  Chinese  doctors. 

The  mouth  ；  a  mouth；  a  I 
port;  a  pass；  used  for  almostl 

any  kind  of  “  opening.  ”f 
Speech;  utterance  ；  talk. 
The  edge  of  a  knife  or | sword  (=  Greek 
Numerative  of  bags,  cof¬ 
fins,  boxes,  swords,  people,  | bells,  cash、 etc.  etc.  Radi¬ 

cal  30.  See  住 2527, 可 

n3  6o7s， 聲 9983, 鑠  1。,175, 
6^74 嘴 叫％ 縫 3572, 刺 K.  ku  66^4. 

\h^ku  : A.  k、ltt  一 

Rising  Upper. 張口  to  open  the  mouth.  Scy\ 
Mo;c\ 

口食  or  口糧  food;  rations. 

口條  the  tongue. 

丨 口嚨頂  the  roof  of  the  mouth.  J 

:口分  a  ration. 
I 犬馬口 味不 得獻上 

j  no  ciog  or  horse  dishes  to  be  I 

I  served  to  the  Emperor  (6th  cent. 1 

•i  A.D.). 

: 口硬的  hard-mouthed,— of  a 
j  horse.  So  ̂   soft. 

紅  口白牙  red  mouth  and! 
j  white  teeth,  —  always  ready  to| 
i  eat  at  other  people’s  expense.  I 

I 食炙不 知口處  could  i】ot| find  the  way  to  his  mouth, - 

I  with  his  food. 

'口 腹之奉  to  pay  court  to  I one’s  palate  and  stomach,  —  as  I an  epicure  does. 

口 腹之累  the  trouble  ofl - feeding  one.  
j 

可口。 r 可於口  pleasant! to  the  taste. 

口袋  a  bag;  a  sack. 

門口  a  door-way. 
1 0 暴口  the  mouth  of  a  jar 

海口  a  sea-port；  Hoihow. 
誇海口  to  talk  big;  to  biMg.l 
子口  a  small  port, — an  inland  I 
Customs’  barrier.  Src  bchm 

口岸  a  port. 港  口  a  port  on  an  arm  of  the  sea. 
江口  a  port  on  the  Yangtsze.  I 

閙口  a  lock;  a  weir. 
口內  within  the  port. 
口外  beyond  the  pass,  sr.  Mon¬ 
golia;  outside  the  port. 

I  口 外引費  pilotage  charges.  J 

j  口北  north  of  the  passes, I  Mongolia. 

口皮角  skins  from  beyond. the  I Great  Wall.  
| 

口蘑  mushrooms  from  beyond  I 
the  Great  Wall. 

j~t  ̂  收了  口兒了  the  mouf 

the  wound  has  closed. 

174 撕 偭口子  to  tear  a  hole；  to| cause  a  blank. 

口  fit  or  口稱  to  declare. 
方口  a  square  mouth,  —  con-| sidered  a  beauty. 

口方  a  well-shaped  mouth. 
口  瘡  a  sore  in  the  mouth;  a| 

j  gumboil.  
L 

I 口緊 不俅  impracticable；! 

I  stubborn. 

口聲  peoples  words ;  talk ; gossip. 

P  胃 one，s  own  words. 

口濟  saliva. 
口噤  the  mouth  tiir^ closed. 

口  _  taste ;  one’s  taste. 
PJ  呆  speechless,— as  with  fear.J 

口傳 oral  or  verbal  expression. 

身壤 口不壤 his  body  has  j perished,  but  not  his  words, -they  [ 
are  immortal. 

口  舅《  mouth  and  nose, -features.  I 
口强  the  gift  of  the  gab. 

堂  口  於， 10,760. 
其 爲人有 口 而無行 1 

a  man  of  words  and  not  of  deeds. 

口 不應心  not  to  have  thej courage  of  one’s  opinions. 

口信  a  verbal  message. 

口供  depositions. 取  了口詞  took  down  the  j 
evidence. 

口奏  to  address  the  Emperor  I 
by  word  of  mouth. 

口舌 or  口角  wrangling；] altercation. 

遭口舌  to  be  talked  about；! notorious. 

鬧 出許多 的口舌 he| gave  cause  for  a  lot  of  gossip. 

因 起口角  in  consequence  ofl which  a  quarrel  arose. 

聽其 a 角 ，曉 得是甚 

麽人  \  Scaring  a  sentiment,  I one  can  J^ll  who  utters  it, 一 as  I 
of  personages  in  a  novel  who 
can  be  identified  by  the  character! 
of  their  remarks. 



‘OXJ 

口  角字眼  grammatical：  par-1 tides. 

誰 敢多口 
interfere.  •• 

no 
one  'dared  tol 

口才  eloquencei 

口齒好 he  speaks  well. 

還口  to  rettort. 

利口  sharp-tongued. 

口是心 非  lips  assenting, 
h^art  dissenting, — pretending  to.l 

agree  with  any  one. 

口兩舌  to  tell  a  different! 
story;  to  go  back  on  one’s 'vord

.| 

借口。 r 藉口  to  allege  as  a 
pretext.  L 

不檮借 口繁難 yw 
not  allege  troublesomeness  as  a  I 

pretext, -and  neglect  accordingly.! 

能勝人 之口， 不能勝 

人之心 a  good  debater  butj 
not  a  good  persuader.  ! 

以道路 之口， 猶未深 

信  regarded  it  as  mere  rumour  I 
and  did  not  believe  it. 

禦人砍 口鈴， 屢僧於 
those  who*'  meet  men  with  I 

smartness  of  speech,  for  the  most  I 

part  procure  themselves  hatred.  I 

JU  話  style  of  language.
 

PJ  頭 conversation；  talk;  flavour; I taste. 

口 頭 不似心 頭 
words  are  not  the  same  as  yourl 
thoughts. 

P  頭  common-place  say^ 
ings;  conventional  expressions | 

口 頭之交  a  mere  acquaint¬ 
anceship,  confined  to  formalities^ 

i.e.  not  a  deep  friendship. 

誤認 爲口頭 瓜分叫 
mistakenly  regard  it  as  mere  I 
idle  talk  about  the  partition  (of I 
China). 

口碑  the  tablets  of  the  mouth,! 
i,e.  of  public  opinion,  as  opposed  I 
to  the  ordinary  stone  tablets  fori 
commemorating  the  virtues  ofl 
worthy  people. 

人口， people, -the  character  口 
generally  standing  for  women  | 

and  children.  Sec  1 1,253. 
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人口 封不住  man’s  mouthj - cannot  be  stopped  up, -一 as  a  jar’s i  with  a  bung. 

大口  小口  grown-up  pers
ons and  children^  、 

卩 子  an  individual, 
wound.  See  below. 

Also,  a 

成 兩口子  to  get  married. 
夫妻二 、卩。 r 兩 口子. 

or  /J、 _  口  52*  husband 
 and 

wife. 

句 話一個 血口子 
to  make  a  promise  and  stick 
to  it. 

數口  several  people. 

八  口之家  a  family  of  eight 
persons. 

泣 請爲百 口計  implored him  with  tears  to  adopt  the 

general  view. 

戶口  population. 口賦  a  poll-tax.  _ 

賜生口 十二人 bestowed upon  him  twelve  slaves. 

牲  pf  animals.  See  6177. 

喫 兩口姻  to  smoke  two pipes, — especially  of  opium. 

— ^  水  a  mouthful  of  water: 

— *  P  a  dose  of  medicine. 

^  P  the  part  of  a  b
ox  which is  cut  away  to  let  the  cover  fit  on； 

正 合子口  exactly  fitting, as  a  lid  on  a  box. 

贻 A  口實  to  leave  people something  to  talk  about, — as  by 
some  egregious  blunder,  etc. 

$ 曼  p|  an  old  horse, — with 
its  teeth  half  gone. 

六歲口  g.  six-year-old  horse. 

白口齣  a  white-mouth  colt,- a  yearling. 

口靑的  young, — of  horses. 

譲 了口了 he  has  thrown  up  I the  sponge, — the  phrase  is  taken 
from  cricket-fighting. 

口占 (chank)  to  improvise;  an 
impromptu  poem;  to  dictate. 

口支  to  mimic.* 

口號 a  password. 
打口號  to  give  the  password. 

口音  accent,— as  in  speaking  j language. 

開口  to  open  the  mouth;  i begin  to  speak ;  to  sharpen 

knife) ;  to  flesh  a  virgin  swor 
as  is  often  done  by  executione 

for  military  mandarins.  1 

向 人開口  to  ask  a  fav。 
of  a  person, — usually  a  loan 

money, 

寧喋開 口湯， 不喫基 

眉酒  better  drink  hot  wai and  be  merry,  than  wine  a 
be  sad.  Cf.  Better  is  a  dim 
of  herbs,  etc. 

刀沒開  P  the  knife  has
  1 

been  sharpened. 

開了  口子了  the  river  1 
burst  its  banks. 

開金 口動玉 音、; opened  his  golden  mouth  a uttered  the  following  jade  wor 
— of  the  Emperor. 

謹開口 ，慢 開言 ^ 
carefully  and  be  slow  to  spe 

開口 獅子， 閉口象 
open  mouth  for  a  lion,  an< 
closed  mouth  for  an  elephs — a  rule  in  drawing;  appl 

figuratively  to  talkative  and  sil 

persons. 

開口 不如 緘口穩 & not  so  safe  to  open  the  mo 

as  to  keep  it  tightly  shut.  ' 

有了  口風  t the 
 discuss 

is  taking  the  turn  requirec 

there  is  a  chance  of  a  settlem< 

口氣  breath;  tone  of  spee sentiment.  [See  1064  for  2  entri 

我 的一口 氣還在 
not  dead  yet! 

歎  了口氣  she  sighed. 

口 氣不好 如 tone  ot  th 
not/ good. 

硃非對 君口氣 nota 
the  style  to  be  adopted  to  a  pri 聽 見笮府 口氣科 

noticing  that  the  magistn tone  boded  no  good. 

爲的是 這口轉 

motive  is  revenge  (or  spite， to  context). 

給 我爭口 氣 todesew 
praise;  to  give ,me  pleasure 

恐  口無憑  fearing  th verbal  arrangement  will  no 

a  sufficient  guarantee, -a  fori 
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placed  at  the  end  of  all  agree 
ments  =  “In  witness  whereof. 
See  8979. 

朝 廷口裏 無虛言 
meaningless  words  fall  from  the 

Emperor's  mouth,— the  jests  of the  rich  are  ever  successful. 

赤 口上天 ，白 舌入地 
red  mouths  (quarrelsome  people) 
may  go  to  heaven,  but  white 
tongues  (slanderers)  will  go  to hell. 

name, 

To  knock ;  to  bump ;  to 
salute  by  prostration  and 
knocking  the  head  ；  to 
kotow.  To  implore  ；  to 
ask;  to  enquire.  See  1988. 

叩門  o  knock  at  a  door.  See 
6176. 

十叩 荣扉， 九不開 out 
of  ten  raps  at  the  wooden  door, 
nine  failed  to  get  it  open, persevere  and  succeed. 

以 杖叩其 hit  him  on 
the  shank  with  his  staff. 

叩竭  to  whip  a  horse. 
小 # 則小鳴  a  slight  rap 
produces  only  a  slight  ring,- 

•  be  earnest  in  seeking.  」 

叩首。 r 叩頭  to  knock  the 
head  on  the  ground;  to  per- 1 
form  the  kotow.  ̂ 6114.  [The 
second  was  used  at  beginning 
and  end  of  a  letter  by  Liu  Hsin 
of  the  Han  dynasty.] 

三 婉九叩  the  three  kneel- 
ings  and  nine  knockings, — of  the 
prostrations  performed  before 
the  Emperor,  etc. 

摘七 經數十 義叩之 tried  to  floor  him  with  several 
passages  from  the  Classics. 

打叩 to  salute  by  bending  the 
knee. 

叩禀  to  humbly  petition. 

叩求。 r 叩乞。 r 叩請 
implore. 

我叩 其兩端 而竭焉 
I  discuss  the  subject  from  one 
end  to  the  other  in  the  fullest manner. 

叩見  to  visit  a  superior. 

叩辭 to  take  one’s  leave  of 
superior. 

叩謁 t。  pay  one’s  respects. 

扣1
 

6176 

R •宥 

C.  k'au 

H.  k、eu 
F.  U^ain、 

W.  k、au 
N.  hf'du 

M.  i  k<ou 

y.  mo 

Sz.  k'ou K.  ku 

J.  kd、 ku A.^eu Sinking 

Upper. 

k、a 

tol 

a| 

叩謝  to  thank  with  much earnestness. 

叩喜  to  wish  one  joy  with kotow  • 

叩 辱豁免 t0  beS  t0 mercifully  allowed  to  escape, — 

punishment, 

叩問  to  enquire. 

叩 其姓名  asked  his 
叩所需  ask  what  he  requires, 

叩船  to  engage  boats. 

To  strike;  to  rap.  To 

buckle ；  to  fasten.  To 
hinder.  To  deduct  ；  to 
discount.  To  cover  over 

Numerative  of  skeins  o 

silk,  of  documents,  etc. 

相門。 r 相扉 t。 rap  at door. 

相關  to  knock  at  the  frontier 
gate, — to  invade. 

以屜 相其背  spanked  him with  a  slipper. 

相帶  to  fasten  a  girdle. 
扣鈕  to  fasten  a  button. 
相子  a  button.  See  6179. 

扣繫  to  tie;  to  make  fast. 

活相兒  a  slip-knot;  a  running noose. 

打了 個扣兒  tied  a  knot. 
一扣線  a  skein  of  silk. 

一扣 摺子  a  memorandum; a  memorial. 

扣上  to  fit  on.  See  1617. 

兩 個碗合 上扣着 Put two  bowls  one  on  the  other, 
mouth  to  mouth. 

扣留。 r 相下  to  detain;  to seize  and  keep. 

相住  captured  it;  covered  it. 

相 馬而諫  he  stopped  his horse  and  remonstrated. 

相頭  to  catch  by  the  head  with 
a  lasso.  Also,  discount. 

扣出。 r 相除。 r 相 箅。 r 
相計。 r  6 析。 r 相斷 
to  deduct. 

扣4
 

6176 

6177 

•有 

See  口 

Rising  
Upper. 

w 
6178 

R.  vulgar. 

See  itJ 

SinkingUpper. 

扣八雨  deduct  eight  taels. 
相工錢  to  keep  back  wage s，- as  when  fining  an  employe. 

相數  the  amount  deducted. 

析才 B  or 相 水 discount. 
扣聰  a  discount  for  ready  | 
money. 

九 五相。 r  一 ■九 五相 

頭  five  per  cent  discount. 

九 九五相  half  per  cent  dis-J 
count.  

I 

扣 除核箅  to  allow  for  in 

calculating. 

相布  T-cloths. 相上  to  cover  over. 

相盅  covered  tea-cups. 
相身  close-fitting,— as  "clothes. 

Cattle ；  animals  fori 

draught  or  sacrifice. 

牲相  animals,  as  above. 

A  round  knob  or  button 

made  of  plaited  cords.  To| 
fasten. 

% 相 

(always 
Sinking  in China). 

Rising  Upper 

Irregular. 

6i8o 

宥 

See 扣 

Sinking 

Upper. 

To  engrave  ；  to  chase. 

A  button  ；  a  clasp.  Used! with  6176. 

釦的  openwork  or  filigree  style,  j — of  embroidery. 

釦子。 r 紐匆  buttons, 

IO,554. 

p  a  button-hole. 
釦門  a  button-loop  or  button- 1 hole. 

銅釦  brass  clasps. 
譁 in  noise  of  shouting  andl beating, — gongs. 

To  rob.  Tyrannical；! 

cruel.  [To  be  distinguished  j 

from  冠 6373， and  gener¬ 
ally  written  as  below.] 

寇賊  robbers  and  murderers. 
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宼'
 6i8o 

to  rob  and  steal. 

司  the  Minister  of  Crime  in 
ancient  days. 

式遏寇 虐  tC)  repress  robbers and  oppressors. 

民 之爲裒 ，職 盜爲宼 
that  the  people  are  unsettled  is 

owing  to  the  robbers  that  prey 
on  them. 

海歲  pirates. 

落 草爲宼 t。 take  t。 the 
jungle  as  a  bandit. 

仇寇  an  enemy. 

寇 盛  teeming  with  brigands. 

窮寇莫 追 do  not  puTSue  an 
enemy  at  the  end  of  his  resour¬ ces. 

寇維  sand-grouse  {Syrrhaptcs 

m 
6181 R. 清 

H.  hen 

See^l 

SinkingUpper. 

The  healcls  of  a  loom 

called  機遙， made  by  the 

Chinese  of  bamboo-splints 

6182 

R. 宥 See 相 

K.  ku^  v.  hu 
Sinking 

Upper. 

敬 
6i86 

w 

6187 

•有 

See 彀 

A.  keu^  k'-ett 
SinkingUpper. 

Same  as  6176. 

Young  birds  ；  fledglings, 

穀音  the  chirp  of  young  birds. 

風胎雨 戴 wombedinthe wind  and  born  in  the  rain, — as 

young  birds. 

6188 

•爨 

JESJZJ. 

See 故 

hi 

ku 

C. 

H、 

F. v.  kLu W.  \ 

f 
 I 

M. 

v.  \ 

Sz.  J 

IC.  ko 

J.  ko 

A.  kou  , 

Rising  
Upper 

0183 

f 后 
6184 

Cardamom-seeds. 

肉 昔蔻。 r 葚蔻。 r 蔻仁 nutmeg. 

^  ̂   mace  or  flower  of nutmeg. 

白  A  mo  mum  cardajno- 
L.,  found  in  Kuangtung. 

草題。 r 草昔葱 Amomum 
globosum^  Lour.,  found  in  Kuang¬ tung. 

昔 蔻含葩  the  cardamom- bud, — a  blooming  girl. 

恂 ‘
 

6185 R •清 

SinkingUpper. 

Same  as  6172. 

Same  as  6177. 

Simple ;  stupid. 

Ancient  ；  old. 

6190, 怪 6330. 

古今  {see  2027)  ancient  and modern  times. 

講 古論今  explaining  the I  past  and  discussing  the  present. 

是 古非今  to  praise  the  past and  condemn  the  present;  to  be 
a  laudator  temporis  acti. 

上古。 1 先古  ancient  times; 
antiquity. 

太古  extreme  or  remote  anti¬ 
quity. 

古人  the  ancients;  the  men  of 
old;  old  friends. 

古人 我師也 the  men  of old  are  my  masters, — meaning 
that  they  are  superior  in  every 

way  to  the  men  of  the  present 

generation. 

誰知已 作古人 how could  I  know  that  he  was  already 

an  ancient  ? —— i.e.  dead. 

歸古 作古  gathered  to  the ancients, — dead. 

孰 不有古  who  of  us  butf  will some  day  be  an  ancient  ? 

事 何必古  why  necessarily stick  to  the  ways  of  the  ancients 
in  such  matters  ? 

古時。 r 古乎。 r 古來 in ancient  times;  in  years  gone  by. 

聖人君 子古來 有&” were  prophets  and  perfect  men of  old. 

自 古以來  from  of  old  until 
now. 

古禮  an  old  .bustom. 

古語  an  old  saying. 

古兒詞 Gld  sayings ;  old stories. 

古,
 

6i88 古典  the  ancient  classical  sc to  which  some  literary  alii 

may  be  traced.  See  11,17; 

古  ancient  charactei alluding  to  the  various 
quated  forms  of  writing  fori】 
in  vogue. 

古文  see  12,633. 

人心 不古  man’s  heart  i 

what  it  was  of  old. 

絲^古  from  antiquity  down'v 

古跡  ancient  remains,  i buildings;  vestiges  of  fc 
events,  as  a  footstep  of  Buc 

places  of  historic  interest. 

古董。 r 古玩  antiques;  c 

古銅  a  bronze  antique. 

®  an  old  picture. 

古  old  porcelain. 
古  ancient  or  historical 
tutions. 

古蕃  an  old  furnace, — th pottery  or  china  which baked  in  it. 

古怪  extraordinary ;  str； 
marvellous.  Also,  a  toy  m 

instrument  of  bamboo  and 

古雅  quaint.
 

古樸  primitive  and  si】 

sterling. 

古 訓是式 the  lesso 

antiquity  are  his  pattern. 

古 未 集昏鴉 the 
collect  in  the  evening  on  t 
trees, 

古鄕。 r 古里 one's  old： 
The  former  is  sometimesi 

for  the  grave,  and  the  s 
is  also  Calicut  on  the  M;| 

coast. 

三 古  the  three  ages  of 
quity, — the  age  of  ̂   | 

Hsi,  b.c.  2953 ;  the  age  of  j 

Wen  Wang,  b.c.  1150;  ar 

age  of  Confucius,  b.c.  55】 

古先生  the  ancient  Te 

—Buddha. 

古巴  Cuba. 古 爾阿足  the  Koran. 
古操  a  Ku-tslab  or  li(| agent  of  Tibetan  chiefs. 

古貝  a  common  mistaf 

吉貝； 909. 
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6189 

聲處 

lku 

cku^  cku 

、ko 

ou 

en  and 

，g  Upper, 

To  estimate；  to  reckon.； 
to  set  a  price  on;  to  guess 

to  consider.  
、 

估箅  to  estimate. 
估價。 r 估 定  to  estimate  : he  I 
value  of.  ji 

時 値估價  the  market  value  J 
of  anything. 

估需  estimates;  estimated  cost.) 
估單  ah  estimate  in  writing. 

照估價  ad  valorem. 

你估不 出人來  you  can’t  j appraise  people. 

估計  to  reckon；  to  conjecture. 

f 古量  to  reckon  up ;  to  give 
attention  to. 

估堆 t。  ask  a  lump  sum  fori 
several  articles  taken  together. 

你估中  chujig^  了  you  have 
guessed  right.  

| 

估摸  to  conjecture;  to  imagine,  j 
商估  traders. 
估船  merchant  vessels. 

裝估  burial  clothes. 

Read  ku\ 

估衣铺 an  old  clothes  shop. 

估 衣攤子  old-clothes  stalls. 

An  unauthorised  charac¬ 
ter. 

卩古  P 囊  to  mutter. 
咕睹  to  coo;  to  crow. 

咕咕 卿 鄉 的 whispering. 

咕朶兒  [kux  tuz  yrh)  a  bud; I 
the  ball  on  the  top  of  a  pole,  one! 
of  the  insignia  of  office.  ̂ 6218. 

Read  ku%. 

咕睹 5  bubbling；  gurgling；  throb- 1 
bing.  

“ 

A  cause  ；  a  reason；  a  I 
pretext ;  therefore.  Old  J 
ancient;  formerly.  To  die；! 

俯  12,777.  Used  with  6 1 88 •’ 

緣故  a  cause;  a  reason. 
何故 ^  what  reason ?  why? 

故 4  I  故此。 r 是故。 r 故以。 r| 
619O  : 故而  wherefore；  therefore.  I  ̂ 

故 以知之  and  that  is  howl 
!  I  knew,  ! 

i 無故。 ■•無 緣無故  without| 

I  cause
, I  亦 惟汝故  it  is  simply  on 

: your  account. 

I 三人 請其故  the  three  men 
I  asked  how  it  was  to  be  brought 

about. 

文獻不 足故也  because of  the  insufficiency  of  their  re¬ 
cords  and  their  wise  men. 

必 有其故  there  must  be  a reason  for  this. 

恐. 有別故  fearing  that  some¬ thing  would  happen, — of  a  pre¬ 
sentiment  of  evil. 

老 於世故  up  to  the  ways  of the  world.. 

些 須細故  trifling  matters. 
故意  purposely；  intentionally. 

故犯 01 ■故違  to  wilfully offend  against. 

故殺  to  kill  another  with  malice 
aforethought. 

汝怏也 非故也 — did 
•it  by  accident,  not  on  purpose. 

故 蹈前轍  to  continue  to walk  in  the  old  ways, 一 of  wicked¬ ness. 

故事  an. old  affair;  a  legend. 
虚了 故事。 r 虛應故 
事 •  to  do  it  as  a  mere  form. 

別 拏故事 當眞事 心 
not  regard  fables  as  true. 

温故而 知新 t。 keep  up 
one^s  old  knowledge  while  ac¬ 
quiring  new. 

不 畫故也  old  acquaintance¬ ship  should  not  be  suddenly 
broken  off. 

故老。 W. 故常  customary. 故家  an  old  family;  my  home. 
故紙  waste  paper ;  null  and void. 

故智  old  tricks  or  intrigues. 
故舊  of  old  standing;  well  tried; 
an  old  friend. 

故舊 無大故 則不棄 

沽1
 

6191 

R •薨虞 

C.  (ku、 cku 

I  H. » t 

F.  cku 

W.  cku 
N.  ku 

|P. ) 
M.  ,  c/ 

|Y.  » 
Sz.  I 
Yi.ko 

J.  ko、 ku 

A.  cku 

Even  and 
Rising  Upper. 

i  也  without  some  great  cause. 
he  does  not  dismiss  from  theirj 
offices  the  members  of  old  fa- 1 milies. 

維子 Z 故  because  of  your| forefathers,— we  do  so. 

故鄕  one’s  old  village.  See  6188.I 

日 日如故  daily  the  same  as  | before. 

連 榻如故  went  on  fanning  J as  before. 

再三言 '如故 again  and  I again  made  the  same  remark. 

一 見如故  they  became  at| once  like  old  friends. 

起 塔故在  built  a  tope  which  j is  still  there.  ；| 

今 故現在  it  is  still  in  exist- J 
ence, — of  a  building.  || 

暮 去朝來 顔色歛 
went  and  morning  came,  and| 
so  my  beauty  passed, 

故物  old  things  \  relics. 

物故 猶堪用  things  get  old  J but  may  still  be  of  use. 

物故。 ■•身 故。 r 故了  died.| 
每因悲 物故， 還且喜 

身存  whenever  I  grieve  overl death,  I  rejoice  that.  I  am  still  I alive. 

病故  died  of  disease. 大故  the  death  of  a  parent  or  I 
of  the  Emperor. 

事 遭變故  things  have  taken  I a  bad  turn, —as  of  a  death  in| 
the  family,  breaking  out  of  re¬ 
bellion,  etc. 

故夫  my  late  husband. 張故相  the  late  Minister  j 
Chang. 

To  buy；  to  sell. 

沽酒  to  buy  wine. 
沽虛名  to  buy  a  false  repu¬ tation, — by  pretending  to  be  I 
what  one  is  not. 

零沾  to  buy  or  sell  by  retail,! in  small  quantities,  etc. 

沽賣  to  sell. 
i^/J  inferior,  low-class  articles. 

大沽  Taku, — at  the  mouth  ofl the  Peiho. 
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See 古 

I  Rising  Upper. 

A  male;  a  bull. 

水牯  a  bull  water-buffalo. 

牯牛  a  bull. 

軲1
 

6199 

|r •虞 

See  "dhr 對牯 牛彈琴 t。 playalute|A 
to  a  bull, 一 pearls  before  swine. Even  Upper. 

Same  as  6206, 

R.> 

ku 

C •知 

w:
 

Im.  \  ku 

SV. 

Ik.^ 

|j.  ko^  ku 

j  A.  ku 
I  Rising  Upper. 

6200 

IK. 處 

A  net  to  catch  birds  or  Ih.^« 

fish;  to  snare;  to  implicate. |See 古 

I  Even  Upper. 

網吾  fishing-nets. 

抛吾船  fishing-smacks. 
— ' at  one  haul  of  the  net.  I 

畏此 罪罟1  fear  the  net  forj crime. 

罪 罟不收  the  net  for  crime | 
is  not  taken  up, 一 the  severity  J 

of  the  penal  laws  is  never  re¬ 

laxed.  [The  phrase  seems  to | 
mean  that  the  net  is  never! 

gathered  in  and  consequently  the! 
evil-doers  are  never  punished 

hence  “there  is  no  peace.”  See\ 
Legge’s  OdcSy  p.  560.] 

天 降罪吾  God  lets  down  the! net  for  crime. 

辩 6i95 
Same  as  6226. 

胎 
6196 

蛄1
 

6i97 

IR. 處 

I  See  古 

Even  Upper. 

Same  as  6227. 

The  mole-cricket,  known  | 

as 螺帖 and 總贴。 

詁 3
 6198 

p •矍遇 
卜 see 古 

A.  ckou^  houx 
Rising  and 

SinkingUpper. 

J  cku 

776 
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A  wheel  ；  to  revolve. 

軲轆  a  heavy  wooden  wheel. 

A  fault；  a  crime;  guilt. 

See  9632. 

大小邦 用喪， 亦罔非 

酒惟辜  the  ruin  of  States, great,  may  be 

crime  is 

small  and  great,  may  be  also 
traced  invariably  to  their  crime 

in  the  use  of  spirits. 

民 之無辜  the  innocent 

people. 

無 辜受累  the  innocent becoming  involved. 

無 罪無辜  without  crime  or offence  of  any  kind. 

伏 辜  to  pay  the  penalty  for crimes. 

辜  天  what  is  iny  offence against  God? 

何辜 今之人 what chargeable  on  us  now? 

夜 殺不辜 u  is  no  crime  to kill  (a  robber)  at  night. 

以救無 辜 伐有罪 the 
guilty  are  punished  to  protect the  innocent. 

猶 以爲死 有餘辜 
still  thought  that  death  left  a 
margin  of  unexpiated  guilt. 

辜  ̂   to  be  ungrateful  for;  to misuse;  to  abuse;  to  waste. 

辜 較  to  divert  trade  from  others for  rme’s  own  benefit.  Also, 

generally  speaking. 

辜潔  to  cleanse, - as  the  陽氣 
is  supposed  to  do.  See  12,883. 

辜月  a  name  for  the  eleventh moon. 

鈷1
 

6202 

R. 

處鏖 

K. 古 

Rising  and 

Even  Upper, 

鴣1
 

6203 

R •虞 

See 古 

Even  Upper. 

ku 

6201 

lR •處鏖 

To  expound  ；  to  explain 

章句 話訓  tC)  expound  each|H.^W chapter  and  sentence.  |F* 

話考 .證也 〜 means  to|See 沽 examine  evidence  of,  to  verify.  I  Even  Upper. 

To  deal  in  spirits.  To 

buy  wine. 

無 酒 酤 我  if  I  have  no  spirits, I  buy  some,  do  I. 

旣 載淸酤  the  clear  spirits are  in  our  vessels. 

禁 民酤釀  to  prohibit  the manufacture  of  spirits. 

屠 酤之肆  an  eating-house 

A  warming  apparatu 

A  partridge,  known 

酿鴣 {Percirix  ciner' 
See  6138.  Also,  a  'j 

swan. 

Strong;  firm;  impervic 
secure.  Assuredly  ；  de 

edly.  Obstinate :  pert 
cious.  Constant  ；  chrc 

Mean ;  niggardly.  See  4c; 

堅固。 r 牢固  strong;  -ij 
lasting;  well-made. 

椎 亡固存  to  overthrovj perishing  and  strengthen  ! 
is  being  preserved. 

固結  to  strengthen;  to  ins 固 國不以 山谿之 
a  country  is  not  made  stroij 
the  dangers  (to  invaders)  <1 

mountains  and  rivers, 一 bi! 
the  virtue  of  its  ruler. 

固亂  to  strengthen 固城  the  defences  or  outvj 
of  a  city. 

受 命旣固  the  appoint! 
he  received  (from  God)  was  i 
secure. 

式固 爾猷。 nly  lay 
plans  securely. 

授金 敏以固 之心 her  a  golden  hairpin  as  a  pi 

— of  love. 

閉固  to  shut  up  closel) 
conceal. 

同 守  to  guard  carefully.  | 

學則 不固 in  that  cas 
learning  will  not  be  solid. 

擇 善而 固執之 toc what  is  good  and  hold  fast 

固仏 不通0 bstinatean 

reasonable. 

固 然  certainly;  assuredly. 苟十 固聰明 
truly  quick  of  apprehensio 
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囿 
6204 

涸 4
 

62。5 

1 

固 
linking 
Upper. 

man 

I  '  … 

固 有惑志 於  •he  is  certainly 
being  led  astray  by  … 

君 '子 固  _窮  the  superior firmly  endures  want. 

固相師 之道也 this  is 
certainly  the  rule  for  those  who 
lead  the  blind. 

此固 一定不 易之論 
this  is  an  absolutely  fixed  and 

unalterable  postulate. 

固 應  must;  positively. 

固 稱無有  he  stoutly  denied it. 

固多  very  many. 

固可  can  surely. 

r  : , 固 而如此  it  certainly  is  so. 

固宜  it  most  decidedly  ought 
to  be. 

固 屬堪虞  to  be  fraught  with 
danger. 

毋固  (Confucius)  had  no  ob¬ 
stinacy, 一 in  his  character.  Also, 
be  not  pertinacious. 

疾固也 1  hate  obstinacy, 
sai<J  Confucius. 

枕上啼 痕固在  traces  ofj 
weeping  were  still  upon  her  pillow. 

儉則固  parsimony  leads  to 
meanness. 

與 其不孫 也苹固 
better  be  mean  than  insubor- 

dinate.  = 遜] • 

固山  (read  ku-sai  or  ku-sc) 
Manchu  designation  (=  Banner) 
given  to  the  Manchus,  Mongols, 
and  Chinese,  as  separately  ranged 
under  each  of  the  Eight  Banners. 

固 山貝子  an  Imperial  Prince 
of  the  4th  order. 

固 倫公主  Imperial  princess 
of  the  i st  rank,  t.c.  daughter  of 
an  Empress  Consort.  From  the 

Manchu  gurun  == 闕  State. 

Hard  frozen.  (To  be  dis¬ 

tinguished  from  福 3893.] 

連底都 涸住了 （the 
river)  is  frozen  hard  right  down 
to  the  bottom. 

痼
 4 

6206 

R •遇 

See 固 

Sinking 

Upper. 

錮 4
 

6207 

R. 遇 

See 固 

Sinking 

Upper. 

m 
6208 

只遇 

See 固 

Sinking 

Upper. 

姑1
 

6209 

R •虞 

s 印古 

Even  Upper、 

A  chronic  disease. 

碑 滴彌留  His  disease  became  j incurable. 

To  pour  metal  into 
cracks ;  to  caulk  ;  to  stop.  I 

To  keep  men  out  of  office; 
to  close  a  refuge  or  asylum  [ 

to  a  fugitive.  Wrongly! 
used  for  6205. 

禁錮  to  stop;  to  restrain ;  to  I 
keep  back. 

令 禁錮之  ordered  him"  to  I be  detained  in  imprisonment. 

檀 錮終身  kept  him  out  ofj office  all  his  life. 

The  guts  of  a  fish. 

黃鲴魚  name  of  a  long  narrow freshwater  fish,  with  small  scales 
and  white  belly.  It  yields  a| 

yellow  .uil,  used  for  lamps. 

A  paternal  aunt;  a  term 
for  women,  variously  used 
in  combination.  To  toler-l 

ate  ；  to  be  lenient.  Tol 

act  under  pressure  of  cir-| 
cumsfances.  Meanwhile. 

姑娘  a  .  maiden ;  a  term  of 
respect  for  a  young  girl;  Miss. 

姑 奶奶  a  title  given  to 
姑娘  of  the  family  after  her marriage. 

姑太太  a  further  title  given to  the  same  lady  when  advanced 

in  years.  Also,  a  paternal  mar¬ 
ried  aunt. 

翁姑  a  husband^  father  and mother. 

兩 姑之問 難爲婦 
between  two  mothers-in-law  it 

is  difficult  to  be  a  wife, 一 used 
of  a  position  where  there  are 
two  masters. 

大姑。 i •小姑  a  husband's elder  and  younger  sisters. 

姑嫂  sisters-in-law, — as  a  hus¬ band^  sister  and  his  wife. 

姑
 2 

6209 

i 姑丈。 1 •姑 夫。 r 姑戈 I  father’s  sister’s  husband. 

姑螞  a  father’s  elder  sister. 

I  姑毋 。1 •姑姑  a  father’s  I 
sisters paternal  aunts. 

’姑婆  the  sisters  of  a  husband's! 
father.  、 

姑 表姊妹 ami 姑表兄 

弟  a  father’s  sister’s  daughters and  sons;  the  term  for  first  cousins  | 
when  the  father  of  one  and  the  I 
mother  of  the  other  are  brother | 

and  sister.  * 

姑表。 r 姑老表  firstcousins, as  above.  ‘ 

姑 舅成親  marriage  between 
the  children  of  a  brother  ancil 
sifter.  The  first  two  characters! 

refer  from  the  children  to  the! 

brother  and  sister,  rcc；-  ctively.f 

姑爺  a  son-in-law ;  a  bride- 1 groon\;  a  title  given  to  a  man! 
by  servants  or  younger  members  I 
of  wife’s  faipily^ 

問 我諸姑 i  would  ask  after! my  aunts,— my  parents  being  no  I 
longer  alive. 

村姑  viUage  girls. 三姑  the  three  kinds  of  kuy  as  I 
follows:  一 

尼姑  Buddhist  nuns. 

姑  Taoist  nuns. _|、 female  soothsayers. 

作姑子  to  become  a  nun. 

姑容  or  姑恕  to  be  Jcnient.l 

决 不姑寬  no  leniency  willj be  shown. 

姑患 養赛  t0  foster  evil  I propensities  by  being  over-lenient.  I 

碎 念初犯  taking  into  con- 1 
sideration  that  it  is  his  first | 
offence. 

碎 且慢慢  go  gently;  take  I 
it  easy.  See  1555. 

姑 且下咽  make  the  best  of! it,  and  swallow  it, 一 of  ill-cooked  | food. 

姑 且恕你  if  I  make  allow-| ances  and  pardon  you ...... 

姑舍 女所學 而從我 
put  aside  what  you  have  learnt | 
and  follow  me. 

姑舍是  let  us  drop. the  subject. | 

98 
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姑1
 6209 

子姑去  have  the  kindness  to 

go,  sir. 

姑從之  however,  he  followed 
him, — though  he  did  not  know him. 

不若姑 從所請 better 
grant  his  request, — although  on 
many  grounds  it  might  be  refused. 

姑 亩 錄之、 ve  publish  it  a 
second  time, — for  what  it  may 
be  worth. 

姑不 具論' ve 、viU  n(3t  s。 
into  the  question. 

姑 待明日  just  wait  till  to¬ morrow. 

姑孰  old  name  of  T‘ai-p‘ing Fu  in  Anhui. 

A  kind  of  tuber. 

菇 1  # 
6210  茈葫  a  water  vegetable,  Sagit- 

r. 盧  taria  sa^ittifolia^  L.,  cultivated 
for  its  tubers.  See  12,385. 

See 古 i 蘑菇。 r  土菇。 1 草菇 

Eventpp 、冬菇  mushrooms. 

or 

灰菇 w 菰卜 牛屎菇 

m 
.mt 
6211 

(or  )  Polysaccum  sp,  A. ‘so 
called  馬勃 • 

山 茨蔣。 r 山慈葫  Tulipa 
cdulis^  Baker;  also  Coclozync 
buUmiiscoidcs^  Franc.h. 

菇都  the  bud  of  a  flower.  Sec 6218. 

R •覺 

See 古 

Rising  Upper. 

A  pot  for  boiling  meat 

jand  vegetables. 

砂 S 子  an  earthen  pot. 

銅锂子  a  copper  saucepan. 

酷 
J1TL 
6212 

1 〈費 

〜古 

Rising  Upper. 

6213 
R 薨 

Sec 古 

Rising  Upper. 

Not  to  be  durable  ；  to  be 

slackly  performed.  Name 

of  a  salt  pond  in  Shansi. 

王 事靡藍  the  king’s  affairs must  not  be  slackly  discharged. 

The  ditch  through  which 
salt  water  is  led  to  the 

ipans  where  it  is  evaporated. 

77S 
呱 
6214 

w 

6215 

R •
處'
 

See 古 

Even  Upper. 

6216 

K •處 

Sce 植 

Even  Upper. 

笟1
 

6217 

R •處 

See 古 

Even  Upper. 

6218 

R ■處 

See 古 

Even  Upper. 

苽1
 

6219 

R-處 

Sec 古 

Even  Upper. 

Hi 

6220 

6221 

r .處 

See 古 

Even  Upper. 

See  1 2,436. 

A  corner；  an  angle 

angular  ；  trianguLr. 

A  kind  of  trumpet  ；  a 
whistle. 

A  large  drag-net  for fishing. 

施 苽藏瀦  splash  went  the net  into  the  water. 

~ 舌 (J  at  one  haul  we  got the  lot. 

Corpulent ;  pot-bellied. 

脉月屯  very  stout  and  big-bcllicd, Also,  a  bud;  a  ball;  see  4199, 

6189,  6210,  and  11,321. 

The  name  of  an  aquatic 

grain,  from  the  seeds  of 

which  a  spirit  was  distilled 

苽蔣  Zizania  aquatica  L.  (see 
6224〉， the  roots  of  which  are 
eaten  with  fish. 

Same  as  6197. 

A  goblet,  with  a  broad 

lip,  long  narrow  stem,  and 
square  base  slightly  wider. 

I A  corner  ；  an  angle  ；  an¬ 
gular.  A  wooden  tablet 
for  writing  upon.  A  rule; 
a  law. 

觚不觚  a  goblet  without corners, 一 the  name  without  the 
reality.  In  very  early  times, 

goblets  were  made  with  corners； 
but  in  the  age  of  Confucius,  the 
form  was  changed  while  the  name was  kept. 

BLTJ 

觚1
 

6221 
與 乎其觚 而不堅 naturally  rectangular,  yet  nj 

uncompromisingly  hard, 一  we 

the  pure  men  of  old. 

劍触  a  sword-hilt. 操觚  to  grasp  the  tablet, — ar I 

:觚法  a  rule；  a  law;  a  methoi 

i 誦觚之 人 a  man  ful1 

I  cunning  and  corners  (sc.  origi 

i  ality), 一 the  sort  of  man  want€ 
I  in  warfare. 

i 觚棱  a  name  for  Peking. 

6222 

R. 虞 

See 古 

Even  Upper. 

A  boy  whose  father  i 

dead  (in  use  since  the  Tlan 
idynasty)  ；  see  京  1 1  ;  a 

{orphan.  Alone  ；  unproteci 

|ed  ；  solitary  ;  single  (se 
2542).  Used  as  an  Im 

perial  “WE.” 
夂死子 爲孤子 abc 
whose  father  is  dead  is  a  ku  tz\ 

孤 子歸宗  an  orphan  goir 
back  to  his  ancestors, 一 as  whe 
a  widow  re-marries  and  the  so 
of  her  first  husband  returns  I 

the  husband’s  family. 

孤 子留養  to  spare  (from  tb 
executioner)  an  only  son  t 

support  (his  parents). 

撫孤  to  comfort  the  fatherle: or  friendless. 

託 孤  to  confide  an  orphan  t 
any  one. 可 以託六 尺之孤 
to  be  trusted  with  a  six-cubi 

orphan, 一 explained  as  a  princ 
of  fifteen  years  old. 

孤女兒  an  orphan  girl. 以 幼子命 犯孤宿 
having  been  left  an  orphan  ii childhodd. 

孤枕  without  a  mate. 

孤身。 r 孤 身一口  alone 

孤寂  lonely. 
孤種  orphaned ;  lonely. 

孤墳  a  lonely  grave. 孤獨 w 孤單。 r 孤寒 
solitary ;  alone ;  friendless, 

HE  feeder  of  the  helpless： 
— a  name  given  to  Sudatta,  on<| 
of  the  disciples  of  Buddha. 
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孤1  1 孤魂 I  jiwav 

6222  i 

the  souls  of  those  who  die 

away  from  home. 

勢孤  friendless ;  destitute. 

伴孤燈  wit】1  only  a  lamp  for 
a  companion, 一 used  of  a  man 
without  a  wife  or  a  wife  without 

a  husband. 

孤苦人  a  lonely  and  miserable 
man. 

孤舟  a  solitary  boat. 1 

1 孤山  a  solitary  rock;  Orphan 
Rock. 

孤 零屋宇  scattered  build¬ 
ings. 

孤高  thinking  over-highly  of 
oneself. 

孤  eccentric;  peculiar. 

孤掌難 鳴 a  single  palm 
(hand)  cannot  make  a  noise. 

ji 樹不 成林 Qne  tree 
doesn’t  cannot  make  a  grove, 

一 身孤注  to  stake  one’s 
whole  existence  on  a  single  throw. 

孤懸  completely  isolated, — of  a 
place. 

孤 陋寡聞  a  low  fellow  of| 
no  education. 、 

孤家。 r 孤王  I,  the  Emperor, 
— explained  as  the  man  apart 
from  others. 

稱孤  to  be  saluted  as  Emperor. 

&孤 的却是 誰 whMhen， 
is  the  Emperor? 

三 孤  the  Junior  Tutor,  the 
Junior  Assistant,  and  the  Junior 

Guardian,  —  under  the  Chou 
dynasty. 

菰 
6223 

孤 
6224 

R •處 
See 古 
Even  Upper., 

嘹 
6225 

Same  as  6233. 

A  name  for  蔣； 似  1 2 1 8. 

Also,  Zizania  aquatica^  L. ； 

see  6219. 

菰米。 r 胡菰。 ■•彫 胡米 ancient  name  of  a  grain  the 

identity  of  which  is  uncertain. 

Same  as  12,436. 

w 

6226 

R •薨 

See 古 

Rising  Upper. 

A  ram  ；  a  sheep  of 

black  and  white,  colour. 

股 
6227 

R  “ 

See 古 

Rising  Upper. 

拽羊 a  ram. 俾 出童羧  we  will  make  you produce  a  ram  without  horns, — 
which  is  an  impossibility.  Sup¬ 

posed  to  have  been  used  as  a 
threat  to  drunkards. 

五 羧大夫  a  minister  worth five  rams’  skins, -a  paltry  amount 
offered  as  ransom  for  the  famous 

百里 奚 PoliHSi，by 穆公 
Duke  Mu  of  Ch‘in,  when  he 
fell  into  the  hands  of  the  men 

of 楚  Ch‘u.  The  amount  was 
purposely  put  at  a  low  figure, 
lest  the  captors  should  suspect 
the  real  value  of  the  man. 

The  thighs  ；  the  haunch¬ 
es；  the  rump.  A  division  ； 
a  share.  A  band；  a  gang. 

Numerative  of  stretches  of 

road,  of  puffs  of  wind,  etc. 

See  ̂   6135. 

朕名股 胺 Our  legs  and  arms, — said  by  the  Emperor  of  his 

ch；3f  Ministers,  his  right-hand men. 

股肱心 膂  the  legs,  arms, mind,  and  spine, — as  applied  to 

the  parts  which  make  up  a  power¬ 
ful  administration. 

思股 肱之美  reflecting the  glorious  deeds  of  his  Minis¬ ters. 

股 戰而慄  legs  shaking  from fear. 

on 

動股  to  move  its  legs, — as  an insect. 

拜必交 股  at  Prayer»  theY cross  the  legs  ( tailor-fashion), - 
of  the  Persians. 

赤 芾在股  their  red  covers on  their  knees. 

股强  strong. 八股  eight  legs,-ras  specially 
applied  to  the  modem  style  of 
essay-writing,  now  abolished,  in 
which  the  theme  was  treated 

upon  eight  legs  (under  eight 

heads〉， fully  exhausting  all  sides 
of  the  question. 

老 於八股  an  old  pedant. 

三股繩  a.  three-strand  广:、 rd. 

般
。
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股分  (/tv/4)  a  share, — as  in  ai 
I  company. 

:股票 01 •股分 票 a  share 
I  certificate ;  scrip;  a  bond  of  a loan. 

■股  to  allot  shares. 

I 收股  to  take  shares. 

I 股人。 r 股東  a  shareholder.! 

招股  to  get  people  to  take  shares. 

股夥  a  partner. 分股  to  share  the  assets. 

分股貲  to  give  each  one  his 
share  of  a  gratuity, 

股兒  a  subdivision  of  a  司 
department  in  at  Peking. 

七股 八杈  tangled;  compli¬ 
cated. 

一 股熱氣  a  blast  of  hot  air. 

一 股力氣  one  strong  puli  all 
together. 

金欽 一 •股  a  gold  hairpin. 

一大 股賊匪  a  large  band of  robbers  or  rebels. 

Broussonetia  papyri f era、 

Vent.,  or  paper  mulberry- 

tree  •,  see  褚 2649.  White 
bark. 

其 下維縠  beneath  them  is the  paper  mulberry-tree. 

無 集于穀  do  not  collect  on 
my  paper-mulberries. 

Grain  ；  cereals.  Salary. 

Real  ；  substantial.  Good  ； 

lucky  ；  happy.  Alive. 

五 秦^  the  five  grains, — hemp, millet,  rice,  wheat,  pulse. 

穀槍  the  awn  of  grain. 

縠看  a  granary. 抽 穀  to  levy  (or  pay)  a  tax  in 

grain. 
穀 I  spiked  millet  (Se/aria itaHca、 Kunth.).  Synonym  of  梁 • 

收穀  to  harvest. 百  crops  in  general. 

榖草  rice  or  oat  straw. 
義 穀  grain  for  public  purposes. 
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1  穀^ ̂  grain  filling  out;  ripening 
crops. 

I 米穀  rice  with  the  husk  still  on. 
穀 芽  rice  steeped  until  it  buds. 

穀道  the  alimentary  canal. 

穀 雨  “grain  rain,” — one  of*  the twenty-four  solar  terms.  See 
Tables  Va. 

有 穀  to  have  emoluments.  Also, 
to  maintain  one’s  goodness. 

縠祿  sa!ary；  pay. 

穀善  good；  excellent. 

穀 旦  a  lucky  day. 

: 穀 育  to  bring  up；  to  nourish, 

1  不 穀  theiiot-good==I;  j^97io. 

- Also  used  for  辟縠;  see  9016 

以穀 我士女  in  order  to 
bless  with  abundance  my  men 

I  and  their  wives. 

I  民 莫 不穀  the  people  are  all ： happy. 

i 榖 則異室 ，死 則同六 
though  living  apart,  we  shall 
share  the  same  grave. 

穀賴草  Eriocaulon  he  ter  an- 
thum、 Benth.,  and  E.  australe、 

R.  Br”  used  in  eye  diseases. 

Same  as  6229. 

The  instep.  The  hind 

feet  of  cattle. 、 Plain  -  of 
one  colour. 

A  cylinder,  outside  which 

the  spokes  of  a  wheel  were 

fixed,  and  inside  which  ran 

the  axle-tree.  The  nave  or 

hub  of  a  wheel;  a  carriage. 
See  28i8， 3710,  5277. 

輪穀。 1 •轂轆  the  wheel  of 
a  cart  {see  3818). 

轂轆鷹  the  horned  owl. 

打個 轂轆子  to  roll  or  turn over. 

穀轆 的睡下  went  off  to 
sleep  like  a  top, 

穀
 & 
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R. 月 

C.  kwei 

H.  kwut 
F. kauk 
W.  hue^  cite 

N.  kwih 
P.  cku%  sJcu 

M.  ku 

Y.  kweh 
Sz.  ku 

K.ko/ 

J.  kotsz^  kuchi 
A.  kont Entering 

Upper. 

椎轂  to  push  on  the  wheel, — to  help  any  one  to  get  on. 

胡越起 於轂下 theHuns 
rising  up  under  your  Majesty’s chariot-wheels. 

輦 穀 之下  under  the  chariot- wheel, — at  Court. 

轂下  form  of  address  to  an envoy  or  commissioner. 

^  ̂   screens  used  for  the  war- chariots  of  high  officers. 

A  hoop  ；  a  belt；  a  fillet. 
To  surround.  See  3634. 

打  to  hoop;  to  put  on  a  hoop, 
as  a  cooper  does. 

箍木桶  to  hoop  a  barrel. 
催箍  to  beat  a  hoop  down  to its  place. 

造 屋錯請 箍桶匠 t。 call  a  cooper  to  build  a  house, 

— to  employ  wrong  means. 

一箍柴  a  bundle  of  firewood. 

金 岡 ll  植 心  Diamond  Fillet, — a  head-band  worn  by*  Taoist 

priests. 

花箍  a  wreath  of  flowers. 

箍嘴  a  muzzle  put  on  animals to  prevent  their  eating. 

虫它  AM  出6  snake  coiled  round 
his  leg. 

A  bone  (used  for  abump” 
in  the  phrenological  sense). 

Anything  hard  enclosed  in 
a  soft  covering.  The  radii 

of  a  folding  fan  ；  the  ribs 

of  an  umbrella  ；  a  stalk ; 

a  framework  upon  which 

something  is  constructed. 

See  肋 6851.  Radical  188. See  4249. 

骨頭  a  bone;  bone. 

骨頭鷹  the  giant  sca-eagle. 

生就 頭， 長就肉 b。™ bones  and  grow  up  flesh, 一 it 
can’t  be  helped. 

賤骨頭  you  dirty  bone! — a 
term  of  abuse. 

it  留光滑 4  only  left  bare bones,— with  nothing  on  them. 

6234 

貴骨  your  honourable  self. 

骨節  articulations  of  the  bones； 

joints. 骨肉  bone  and  flesh;  blood 
relationship. 

骨 血  bone  and  blood;  one’s 
children,  the  father  being  sup¬ 
posed  to  contribute  the  bones, 
the  mother  the  blood. 

I 骨體。 ■•骷 筚骨  a  skeleton, 

I  — the  bones  in  a  man  being 

i  reckoned  at  365,  the  number 

of  the  度  degrees  through  which 
the  sun  passes  in  a  year. 

骨屍 w 骨尸  a  corpse. 

髑髏骨 a  sku11- 反骨  the  bump  of  rebellion, the  prominent  bone  behind  the ear. 

腦後 有反骨 at  the  back 
of  his  head  is  the  bump  of 
rebellion. 

焊入 骨髓  his  hatred  goes 

into  his  very  marrow. 

驗骨  to  examine  and  arrange bones,  said  to  be  those  of  a 
man  who  has  been  murdered 

or  who  has  committed  suicide. 

檢骨  to  subject  the  bones  to various  processes  with  a  view 
to  establishing  a  case  of  murder or  suicide. 

結骨匠  a  bone-setter;  a 
surgeon. 

男 子骨白  the  bor^s  of 

man  are  white. 

婦 人骨黑  the  bones  of  a 
woman  are  black. 

白骨  white  bones, — generally •  used  of  uncared-for  bones,  scat¬ 
tered  round  old  tombs,  etc. 

白 骨冲天  a  huge  pile  of  old 

bones. 

白骨塔  a  receptacle  for  un¬ 
claimed  bones,  as  above. 

骨格大  the  large  frame, 一 ofl 
a  big-made  man. 

一 副骨格  a  set  of  bones, — as  arranged  and  ticketed  at  in¬ 
quests,  not  necessarily  the  whole 

365.  See  above. 

銅 皮鐵骨  a  copper  skin  and 
iron  bones, 一 a  very  Samson. 

骨立  stiff, — of  stuffs. 
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骨輭  enervated;  weak. 

黃 花骨瘦  thin  as  an  aster 
stalk. 

検 骨。1 ■執骨  to  gather  up 
old  bones, 一 and  inter  them 

decently,  is  considered  a  very 
meritorious  act. 

忠骨  the  bones  of  a  man  who 
has  been  killed  in  battle. 

無腰骨  no  backbone, 一- want¬ 
ing  in  vigour  of  character. 

一 淸徹骨  clear  right  down 
to  the  bones, — i.e.  to  the  bottom, 
as  wine. 

骨醉  drunk  to  the  bones, — dead  drunk. 

骨種羊  unborn  lamb-skin. 

骨牌  dominoes. 

圏 骨牌。 r 弄骨牌 toplay 
dominoes. 

山露骨  the  rocks  show 
(through  the  soil)  on  the  hills. 

冩 山眞骨  he  drew  the  veri 
table  anatomy  of  the  hills. 

不 墨 骨  he  did  not  first 
sketch  the  outline  in  black, — as 
u^ual  in  painting. 

字 有骨力  a  firm  vigorous 
handwriting. 

大骨子  the  two  outside  pieces 
of  a  folding  fan. 

外骨  bones  outside, 一 sc.  scaly 
animals,  such  as  tortoises,  etc. 

骨氣  that  which  is  “bred  in  the 
bone;”  hereditary  instinct. 

還有三 分骨氣 (although 
poor),  he  still  retained  a  share 

(three-tenths)  of  his  old  breeding. 

_ 趾 無雅骨 
nGt  a  soft 

bone  in  his  body, 一 not  a  spark 
of  refinement  in  his  composition 

鷄 骨支床 he  lay  in  bed  a 
skeleton. 

腰間 有傲骨 he  has 
proud  bone  in  his  loins, — which 
prevents  him  from  bending. 

傲 骨終然 遭白眼 
a  proud  bone  will  in  the  end 
cause  people  to  ignore  you.  See 

8556. 

骨頂 &  coot  (Fulica  atrd). 
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Perturbed  ；  distressed.： 
See  6238. 

心 結彳、 f 兮傷肝 anxiety  of mind  injures  the  liver. 

Name  of  a  fine-grained 
white  wood  used  for  arrows. 

滿爐蝶 精袖 the  stove  full of  blazing  logs. 

See  5022. 

A  kind  of  silk.  Tangled  ； 

knotted.  See  6235. 

心 姝結賴  the  heart  much 
perturbed. 

A  valley  ；  a  ravine  ；  a 

hollow ；  the  bed  of  a 

torrent.  Difficult ;  imprac¬ 

ticable.  Radical  150.  [To  be 

distinguished  from  谷  ch、io 

= 口  上阿； 挪 2223a.] 

施 于中谷  extending  to  the middle  of  the  valley. 

出 自幽谷 ，遷 于喬木 
(the  bird)  comes  out  of  the  dark 
valley,  and  removes  to  the  lofty 

tree, — used  of  rising  in  the  world. 

山谷  a  ravine. 

谷口  a  gorge. 
谷 神不死  the  Spirit  of  the valley  never  dies, — a  sentence 

from  the  道德經  , which  has 
been  variously  explained. 

_  聲斧應  
whistle  and  the

 valley  will  echo  it. 

黍 谷回春  spring  has  come back  to  the  millet  valley, — 

referring  to  a  place  in  the  m 

Yen  State  where  the  crop  .  would 

谷 

6239 

not  sprout  until  鄒衍 Tsou 

Yen  had  played  upon  the  律 

pitch-pipes.  Used  at  the  New 
Year. 

谷穴  the  hollow  behind  the ankle.  Also,  same  as  next  entry. 

塾 谷  a  valley ;  a  cellar;  a  house dug  out  of  the  hill-side,  as  in 

Shantung. 

! 被 困窮谷  completely  hem- 
I  med  in. 

i 進 退維谷  to  go  forwards  or 
backwards  is  alike  impracticable. 

進退維 谷之際 a moment  of  difficulty. 

谷風  the  east  wind. 
百谷王  the  Chinese  Neptune. 
谷樹  a  tree  from  the  bark  of| which  paper  is  made. 

Read 

谷蠡  the  name  of  a  Hsiung-nu 
prince. 

Read  yic4*.  See  1 2,100. 
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政 6241 

R •薨 

See 古 

Rising  Upper. 

The  cry  of  a  pheasant. 

A  drum.  To  drum  ；  to 

beat  ；  to  play  ori ;  see  盆 

8850.  To  rouse;  to  excite. 

To  bulge ， to  swell ;  see 

12,099.  A  measure  for 

grain  ；  a  weight  of  480  lb. Radical  207.  See  9365. 

梆鼓  a  hoop-drum,  which  stands on  a  tripod,  and  is  used  in 
theatres  as  leader  of  the  orchestra. 

手 鼓  a  ring  of  wood  with  skin stretched  over  both  sides,  used 

by  priests  at  funeral  services. 

八方鼓  an  octagonal  tam¬ 
bourine,  used  by  singing  girls. 

戰鼓  the  war  drum,  used  by soldiers. 

鞅鼓  book  name  of  the  搖鼓 
rattle-drum. 
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晉鼓。 1 ■應鼓  d^ms  used  in 
the  Confucian  temple. 

鼓架  a  drum-stand. 

打鼓。 1 •檑 鼓。 r 伐鼓。 r 

敲鼓 擊鼓。 > •勲鼓 to  beat  a  drum. 

鼓樂  instrumental  music  in 
general. 

一 副鼓燊  a  band. 

鼓手。 r 鼓吏  a  drummer. 

鼓吹 手五十 餘名。 ver 
fifty  drummers  and  pipers. 

正 少鼓吏  I  am  just  in  want 
of  a  drummer. 

勲 鼓-船  to  beat  the  drum ! and  weigh  anchor. 

一 鼓可破  can  be  broken  by  | 
a  single  blow. 

可一鼓 而棉也 he  can 
thus  be  seized  right  away, — at 
the  first  beat  of  the  drum. 

軍法鼓 以進衆 accord- 1 
ing  to  military  regulations,  the 
drum  beats  for  the  advance  of 
the  troops.  See  695. 

金鼓振  gong  and  drum  re¬ sound.  See  695. 

能 行與鼓 f  it  (a  horse) could  march  in  time  with  a  drum. 

單面鼓 a 太平鼓 沉扁 
鼓  a  tambourine. 

幫鼓  a  side-drum. 

坐 在鼓裏  you  sit  in  a  drum, 
— which  prevents  you  from 
hearing  the  news. 

自扒船 ，自 打鼓 t。 d。 
one’s  own  paddling  and  drum¬ 
ming, 一 to  be  independent. 

打更鼓  to  beat  the  night 
watches. 

鼓樓 a  drum-tower, — where  the 
night  watches  are  beaten. 

記 里鼓車  a  carriage  fitted 
with  a  drum  for  recording,  by 
the  aid  of  mechanism,  like  a 
taxicab,  the  distance  traversed. 
First  mentioned  in  the  History 

of  the  Chin  dynasty. 

銅鼓。 《■ 金鼓  a  metal  drum, 
— a  small  brass  gong  used  in 
processions. 

石鼓  earthenware  seats  shaped 
like  drums. 

鼓,
 

6241 周石鼓  the  stone  drums  of| 
the  Chou  dynasty, — ten  irreg¬ 
ular-shaped  blocks  of  stone  dis¬ 
covered  early  in  the  seventh 

century  and  now  in  the  Con¬ 
fucian  Temple  at  Peking,  where 

they  were  placed  at  the  begin¬ 
ning  of  the  fourteenth  century. 
Each  bears  an  inscription  in  the 

Greater  Seal  character,  on  hunt¬ 
ing,  fishing,  etc. 

鼓掌  to  clap  the  hands. 

何不 日鼓瑟 why nC)t  daHy 
play  your  lute? 

鼓簧  to  play  on  the  organ;  to humbug. 

鼓鐘  to  strike  a  bell. 
鼓板  musical  instruments;  an orchestra. 

鼓勵  to  encourage. 

鼓動  to  rouse;  to  stimulate. 

鼓盪  to  excite  to  activity, — as 
the  growth  of  things. 

鼓舞  to  excite；  to  rouse ;  to 
exert  oneself. 

鼓 舞人心  t0  st(r  up  men's 
minds. 

鼓惑  to  excite  uncertainty  or alarm.  See  6251. 

兔  drums  and  horns  (military music). 

鼓火  to  blow  up  a  fire. 

鼓鑄  to  melt,  as  metal  for 
casting  ；  also  used  of  the  prep¬ 
aration  of  salt  by  fire. 

鼓腹  round  bellies,  —  as  in  a time  of  plenty. 

鼓 起來了  bulged  up.  See 

塌  10,5I2. 
鼓 肉未寒  ere  the  corpse  is 
cold. 

鼓虫  a  kind  of  water-tick. 
河鼓  the  stars  a(3y  in  Aquila. 

釜鼓  measures  for  grain.  See 

5790. 

—鼓鐵  a  h  of  iron. 

敲 邊鼓兒 to、 beat  on  the edge  of  the  drum, — to  say  some¬ 
thing  to  an  angry  person  which 
will  increase  his  anger. 

鼓:
 

6241 

皴 6242 

鼓 

6243 

6244 

R. 囊 

See 古 

Rising  Upper. 

臌
 3 

6445 

R.  vulgar. 

See 

Rising  Upper. 

脚檑鼓 ，一 世苦 he whose  footsteps  sound  like  a 
drum  will  be  poor  all  his  Jife. 

若擊 鼓至求 亡子焉 
like  beating  a  drum  when  chasing 

a  fugitive, — making  it  less  likely 
to  catch  him. 

Same  as  6241. 

men 

Same  as  6241. 

Blind.  Blind  musicians. 

有瞳 子曰瞽  (blindness), 
with  the  pupils  of  the  eyes  still 

remaining,  is  called  ku.  See 

7651. 
 m 

+見 顔色而 言韻之 
to  speak  without  observing 

the  countenance  (of  the  listener) 
is  called  kt “ 

瞽惑  to  blind  and  lead  astray. 

瞽目院  an  asylum  for  the 
blind. 

瞽目 識字法  method  for 
teaching  the  blind  to  read. 

兩 瞽相扶  two  blind 
helping  each  other  along. 

有 瞽有瞽  there  are  many 
blind  •musicians, — at  the  Court of  Chou. 

瞽瞍  Ku-sou,  —  the  name  ofl Shim’s  father,  referring  to  his 
mental  blindness. 

此瞽 說姝非 地方之 

福  this  foolish  talk  won’t  con¬ duce  to  the  happiness  of  the 
district. 

Dropsical  ；  swollen  ； 
bloated  ；  bulging. 

氣月鼓  flatulent;  the  bowels 
distended  from  wind. 

月鼓脹  swollen  out, 一 as  from 

dropsy. 

水臌  ascites. 月鼓塘 ̂ 賭^  bloated ;  swollen  out. 

月鼓頂 (or  丁） the  coot  (JFulica 

air  a). 
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卜 
F.  koxtk 

N.  hoh 

?.cku 
M.  ku 

Y.  kuk 

Sz.  ku 

K.iok 

•  •  koku 
A.  kouk 

Entering 

Upper. 
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6247 

R •沃 
See 措 

Entering 

Upper. 

6248 

R. 沃 
Vf.vuy 

SeejJ^ 
A.  houlty 

Entering 

Upper 
Irregular. 

Manacles ;  gyves ;  fetters  ； 

to  fetter  ；  to  be  fettered, 

especially  of  the  mind.  See 
824. 

陷于梏 亡  fallen  into  the 
meshes  of  the  law, 一 as  a  man 
in  a  cangue. 

A  shed  or  pen  for  cattle. 

今惟淫 舍椎牛 馬 we 
must  let  the  horses  and  oxen  go 

free  from  their  pens. 

愼童 牛之牿  keep  the  calfj 
carefully  in  the  pen, — train  up 
a  child,  etc. 

The  heron  {Ardea  alba). 

Hloary  ；  white-haired.  A 
target,  so  called  because 
to  hit  a  heron  is  a  test  of 

yood  shooting. 

歸 不日: 洛而白  the  heron is  white  without  washing  daily. 

一心 以爲有 鴻鵠將 
至 his  whole  mind  running  on 
a  heron  which  is  approaching. 

葆雀 安知鴻 鵠之志 
what  can  a  swallow  know  of  the 

aims  of  a  heron  ? 

鵠 立。1 ■鵠候  to  stand  on 
the  look-out,  like  a  heron, — usee 
of  sentinels. 

刻 鵠成驚  to  carve  a  heron 
and  turn  out  only  a  duck. 

未鵠  a  paddy-bird  (Munia minima), 

仙人 乘黃鵠  the  Immortals 
ride  on  herons. 

鵠 面茱色  heron  face  and 
vegetable  colour, — pale,  sallow 

“Vegetable”  is  explained  as  re 
ferring  to  a  low  diet. 

鵠 面鳩形  gaunt;  haggard. 

鵠 鬚童顔  white  hair  with  a 
youthful  face. 

設鵠  to  set  up  a  target. 

不 失正鵠 he  did  nQt  miss 
the  target. 

6249 

R •錫月 

C.  mik、 kwet 

F.  mik、 kattk 
W.  mi^  kue 

N.  kwah、 mih 
P. 

M.  mi^  ku 

Y.  miic、 kweh 

Sz.  mi 
K.  kol 

beki、 miakti) 

kotsz、 kecni 

A.  mik、 kouk Entering 

Lower 
and  Upper. 

汨 
To  throw  into  disorder. 

To  float.  Noise  of  waves. 

汨陳 其五行  threw  into disorder  the  arrangement  of  the 
five  elements. 

VH  ̂   _  to  confuse
  positive and  negative,  right  and  wrong, 

etc.  » 

汨沒  floating  and  sinking, — used  of  a  man  of  genius  who 

cannot  find  his  way  to  the  front. 

汨沒 一朝伸  one  morning frees  himself  from  all  trammels, 

一 and  asserts  himself. 

汨 苷將之 不及也 
rushing  on  as  though  never  at¬ taining. 

汨 汨滔滔  the  noise  and rushing  of  a  torrent. 

水 來汨汨  the  water  came 
rushing  in. 

Read  rni^.  The  name 

of  a  river,  汨羅  Mi-lo,  in 

which  屈原  Gh*u  Yuan 
drowned  himself,  4th  cen¬ 

tury  B.C. 

賣
 3 

6250 

R •馬黌 

假 
Rising  Upper. 

A  resident  merchant,  as 

opposed  _to 商 (9738)  a 
trader.  To  traffic.  See  翌 
io，c>79. 

賈買 t。 buy. 

寶  to  sell. 賈市  a  market;  a  bazaar. 

大賈  a  wholesale  dealer. 

商賈  the  mercantile  classes. 
如 賈三倍 ，君 子是識 

as  if  in  the  three  times  cent  per 

cent  of  traffic,  a  superior  man 
•  should  have  any  knowledge  of 
it!  • 

賈 用不售  a  pedlar 冶  wares which  do  not  sell, 一 of  virtues. 

坐 賈科  a  local  tax  levied  on shops* 

Read  chia%.  The  price 

of  anything；  see  1182.  A 
surname. 

6251 

R. 爨 

See 古 

Rising'  Upper. 

雇
‘
 

6252 

R. 遇 

See 固 

Sinking 

Upper. 

Worms  in  the  belly.  A 

virulent  poison,  prepared 

by  putting  all  kinds  of 
poisonous  insects  and  rep¬ 
tiles  together  in  a  box  and 

letting  them  eat  each  other 

until  only  one  remains. 

Insanity.  The  18th  Dia¬ 

gram.  See  5810. 

中  chungx  靈 毒者  those  who have  been  poisoned  by  ku、 — 
their  bodies  turn  black  and  their 

bellies  swell. 

女惑男 ，風 落山* 謂 

之蠱  a  woman  inveigling  a 
man,  wind  throwing  down  moun¬ 

tain  (trees),  are  ku. 

榖之飛 亦爲蠱 
which  (moulders  and)  flies is  kt “ 

於文 ，皿 蟲爲鹽 at the  character :  insects  and  a  dish 
make  ku, 

幹蠱  to  look  after  (a  father’s) maggots, 一 to  hide  his  faults. 

當前 有蠱者  and  behold 
there  was  a  certain  man  before 
him  who  had  the  dropsy  (?).  See 

Delegates'  Version. 

蠱惑  to  excite  doubts;  to  im¬ pose  upon;  to  seduce.  See  6241. 

蠱惑 .之疾  insanity, 
— from 

excessive  sensual  indulgence. 

To  hire. 

雇工  to  hire  labourers. 

雇匠  to  hire  workmen. 

M  to  hire  a  cart. 

雇船  to  hire  a  boat. 

雇脚夫  to  hire  coolies, — for 

carrying. 

雇 黃  to  engage  the  services  of. 

雇人看 守  to  engage  a 
care-taker. 

雇用  to  engage;  to  charter,  as a  vessel. 

雇定  to  arrange  for  employ¬ ment  of. 

雇主  an  employer ;  a  charterer 

雇賃  to  rent  a  house, 

受 雇傭工  to  be  engaged  as 
labourer. 
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顧
‘
 6254 

R 遇 
See 固 

Sinking 

Upper. 

受 雇於人  to  be  hired. 

雇募  to  engage, 一 as  soldiers. 

雇 不出來  unable  to  hire,- 
as  coolies,  etc. 

雇搭  to  take  passage  by. 

Same  as  6252. 

To  look  at  ；  to  attend  to  ； 

to  regard ；  to  care  for；  to 

reward.  To  visit.  Some¬ 

times  =  therefore.  Only; 

however  ；  on  the  contrary. 
Then.  A  transitional  and 

disjunctive  conjunction. 

顧盼  to  stare  about. 

顴看 qi ■顴視 顴瞻 tQ 
look  at;  to  look  after. 

顴後  to  look  at  what  i^toming 
afterwards, — to  take  precautions 
with  regard  to  the  future. 

顴念 1。  think  upon ;  to  consider. 

不顧  not  to  see;  to  be  careless 
of;  to  pay  no  attention  to;  to 
have  no  scruples  (see  4867).  See 
1334. 

不顴天 荒地老  regard¬ 
less  of  the  size  of  heaven,  of  the 

age  of  earth, — not  caring  for  God 
or  man. 

不顧 本就賠 錢 if  you  pay 
no  attention  to  original  cost, 

you  will  lose  money, — in  trade. 

逆 旅主人 不之顴 the 
landlord  of  the  inn  paid  no 
attention  to  him. 

顴 不了這 些事情 he 
pays  no  attention  to  this  sort  of 
thing. 

顧 不得哭  thought  no  more 
about  weeping；  stopped  weeping. 

顴慮  to  take  thought  for. 

顴復 t。  care  for, 一 as  parents  of 
children. 

顴恤  to  pity  ；  to  have  regard  for 1  ■ 

顴問  to  think  of;  to  raise  the 
question. 

顴問官  an  official  adviser. 

m 

6254 

顴忌  to  shun;  to  fear. 

顧影  to  regard  one’s  shadow, — to  admire  oneself ;  to  be  well 

aware  of  one’s  own  good  looks. 

顴 全大局  with  a  view  to  a satisfactory  arrangement  of  the 
whole  matter. 

自 顴不暇  no  leisure  to  look after  oneself. 

你自己 顴不下 ，還顴 

贈我 作甚麽  when  you can’t  take  care  of  yourself,  why 

try  to  assist  me? 

不顧 臉  brazen-faced;  careless of  public  opinion. 

顴嘴不 顧身， 衣破難 

對人  he  who  cares  for  his belly  and  not  for  his  back  will 

be  put  to  the  necessity  of  appear¬ 
ing  in  rags  before  his  friends- 

不 顴門戶  to  have  no  care for -family  reputation. 

不顴反  not  to  care  to  return, 

顴 以財物  to  reward  with 
presents. 

照顴。 r 主顧  to  patronise ; to  deal  regularly  with. 

老主  顧 (JiuK  in  Peking)  a 
regular  customer. 

顴客  a  customer. 
三 顴草廬  thrice  he  visited his  thatched  cottage. 

何 期今日 就 下顴也 
I  did  not  expect  you  to  visit  me 
to-day. 

蒙光顴  I  have  been  honoured by  your  custom,  or  by  your  visit. 

顴頭 不顧尾  to  attend  to the  head  but  not  to  the  tail, — 
careless  as  to  the  upshot. 

首 尾相顴  beginning  and  end correspond. 

言 行相顴  words  and  deeds 
in  harmony. 

彼此 不相顴 cr 你我 

不相顴  neither  looking  out for  the  other, 一 used  in  the  sense 

of  “sauve  qui  peiit.’’ 

首 顴居下  head  hanging down, — instead  of  up. 

顧 我無酒  remember  I  have 
no  wine 

顧 

6254 

55 

R •月 

C.  nget 

wa、 wo 

?.cku 

M.  k^u 

Y.  heh 

K.  kol、hil 
J.  kai^gai 
A.  nget^  kout 

Entering 

Lower. 

四 顴靑山  green  hills  on  all 

sides. 

顧不 得臭截 regardless  of 
the  stink. 

顴不 得問好 ，便問 •• never  stopped  to  ask  how  she 

was,  but  enquired  about  •… 

罔 堪顧之  there  was  not  one 
deserving  of  regard. 

顴遵  to  accept  a  decision, — as being  a  fair  one. 

顴繡  embroidery,  —  so  called 
from  顴  a  noted  embroiderer 
at  Soochow. 

內顴  means  of  living. 

車 中不內 顴 in  his  carriage (Confucius)  did  not  look  behinc 

him. 

顴而  and  yet . 

豈無 顴而 how that you  must  go  and....?  Why  instead 
of . must  you . . .  ? 

顴 如是乎  is  it  then  indeed 

so? 

顴一日 之去。 nly  one  day's absence, — is  like  separation  by 
one  thousand  li. 

而顴 昧恒性 … • ， but  on the  contrary  obscure  your  na¬ 
tural  disposition. 

顴及教 之戲邪 and  yet you  only  teach  him  games,  eh? 
— instead  of  useful  accomplish 
ments. 

顴無  therefore  don’t . ;  so 
don’t .... 

顴忘  $  耶  have ， 
then 

forgotten  it? 

To  rub;  to  clean. 

中乞察  一 *  聲 8ave  a  cracking 
sound. 

Read  hsi%  Sprightly. 

然  capering  about;  gleeful. 
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6256 R .虞 
Z.fu 
«.  k'-u 
V.  ku 

k'u 

M. 
V 
6z. 

K.  I 

v- 
3Z.  / 

klu 

ku,  ko 

k'OU 

Even  Upper. 

w 
6257 

R 眞 

See 苦 
Rising  Upper. 

苦
 3 

Rotten  ;  decayed  ；  with¬ 
ered  ； dried  up,  as  opp.  to 

榮 5740.  See  ̂   12,1  l6. 

枯槁  decayed ;  exhausted. 

枯骨  decayed  bones. 

祜樹。 r 枯木  a  dead  tree. 

枯株  a  dry  stump. 

漸 漸乾枯  gradually  dried  up 
and  withered  away. 

如摧 粘拉朽  (as  easy)  as 
pushing  down  a  rotten  stump. 

海枯 終見底  when  the  sea 
is  dried  up  you  can  see  the 
bottom;  see  4562a. 

祜瘠  to  grow  thin. 

枯瘦  lean;  shrivelled. 

6258 

C./u 
H. 

Sz, 

k、u 

K.  ko 

J.  ko^  ku 

A.  rkou 

Kising  Upper. 

A  trap  for  catching  fish, 
A  kind  of  bamboo. 

Bitter,  one  of  the  five 

flavours.  Grievous  ；  dis¬ 

tressing  ； afflicted  ；  in  bad 

circumstances.  The  sow¬ 

thistle.  See  辛 4564  and 

契  1948. 

苦味  a  bitter  taste. 

良 藥苦口  good  medicine  is 
bitter  to  the  taste. 

苦口 利於病  bitter  to  the 
taste  but  good  for  the  disease. 

苦 盡甘來  when  the  bitter 
is  ̂finished,  then  comes  the  sweet, 
—(as  the  reward  of  toil. 

不受苦 中苷， 難得甜 

上甜  he  who  h^s  not  suffered 
the  bitterest  of  the  bitter  can 

never  appreciate  the  sweetest  of 
the  sweet. 

此黃蓮 苦三分  thirty  per 
cent  bitterer  than  gentian, — very 

poor. 

苦:
 

叫8 

» one  s 

瘂吧喫 黃蓮， 苦在心 

裏^  like  a  dumb  man  eating 
gentian,  the  bitterness  is  inside, 

— he  keeps  his  troubles  to  him¬ 
self. 

苦膽  the  gall-bladder  ；  courage. 

其 毒太苦  the  poison  (of  my 
I  lot)  is  too  bitten 

勞苦  toil;  laborious  effort. 

苦差  hard  service. 

苦勒  to  distress；  to  molest. 

T.  or  力  hard  labour. 

做苦活  to  do  manual  labour. 

苦 惱  trouble. 苦留  to  press  one  urgently  to 
stop. 

苦徒累  kutule^  a  Manchu  term for  a  soldier’s  servant. 

苦 拔苦拽  {ych%)  to  do 
utmost  for. 

苦打  a  sound  thrashing, 

^  the  injured  party  or  person. 

苦  了我了  it 、vas  hard  on 

苦香  poor  man’s  incense, — the incense  burired  at  the  temples 

at  the  western  hills  near  Peking 
is  so  called. 

苦心  a  feeling  of  mental  pain ; 
with  great  earnestness;  strenu¬ 
ously. 

甚 費苦心  took  the  very greatest  pains. 

苦難。 r 苦患  distress ;  calam- 

ity. 

苦命  a  wretched  lot  in  life. 

苦人。 *■ 苦辣子 a  p。。1" wretch. 

苦楚  bitterness;  misery ;  sorrow. 

苦處〜 苦情。 r 苦法 a hardship. 

severe  punishment;  tor¬ ture. 

苦境  places  suffering  from  mis¬ fortunes. 

苦况  unhappiness. 

苦反  misery. 
 - 

苦 上加苦  sorrow  added  to sorrow. 

古 

625
8. 

若貧。 r 苦極。 r 苦窮。 r 

茜寒  extremely  poor;  abject poverty. 

苦 樂不均  misery  .and  hap¬ 
piness  unequally  apportioned. 

艱 苦備嘗  I  have  been 
through  all  these  troubles. 

苦 不堪言  unspeakable  dis¬ 

tress. 

不耐苦  unable  to  bear  poverty 

苦 志  the  desperate  resolution, — 
of  a  man  determined  to  succeed. 

苦死  to  die  of  want,  in  mis¬ 
fortune,  etc. . 

太苦死  altogether  too  dis¬ 

tressing. 

苦船  to  suffer  from  boat-trav¬ elling;  to  be  sea-sick. 

苦車  to  be  sick  from  riding  in a  cart. 

飮十 林無苦 he  drank  ten 
cups  without  discomfort. 

素婕 無所苦 _ally in 
good  health,  without  any  ailments. 

秋 無苦雨  in  autumn,  if  there 
are  no  unseasonable  rains . 

苦 雨凄風  bitter  rain  and 
biting  wind. 

苦 風逆難  unfortunately,  the 
wind  was  adverse. 

苦勸  to  lecture;  to  scold. 

苦苦  urgent;  badly;  seriously. 

苦 苦哀求  to  urgently  im¬ 

plore. 苦忱  intense  earnestness. 

與你 何干， 何苦呢 k 's 
410  business  of  yours :  why  inter¬ fere? 

何苯來 what’s  the  use?  is  it 
worth  while? 

何苦認 眞  why  take,  it  scri- 

ously  ? 

何苦 求祿而 今及此 
why  was  I  fool  enough  to  aim 

at  high  office  and  so  bringany- 
self  to  this  pass? 

何 苦作這 樣罪過 why do  what  it  would  be  such  a  pity 

to  do? 

^  Lactuca  brevirosiris、 

Champ. 

99 
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苦 M 茱  Sonc/ms  arvcnsiSy  L. and  S.  olcraccusy  L. 

苦  子  Pr units  japonicay Thbg. 

苦桃  Primus  Ssw/i}  F.  &  S. 
Read  hu\  Name  of  a 

place. 

苦邑  the  place  where  Lao  Tzti 
is  said  to  have  been  born. 

老子 者楚苦 縣人也 
Lao  Tzu  was  born  in  the  District 

I  of  Hu,  in  the  State  of  Ch*u 
i  (modern  Hupeh). 

w 6259 

K 處 
s  “枯 

Eveu  Upper. 

If
1 

To  crouch  down；  to 

squat. 

C.fu 

\\ 
M. 
Y； 

Sz. 
K.  ko 

J.  ko、ku 
A. 

A  skeleton  ；  bones  ；  the 

shoulder-blade  ； 
bone. 

齡髏  a  skeleton. 

嘆骷馓  an  exposed  or  un bur¬ 
ied  skeleton, — one  that  causes 

people  to  sigh. 

i 

Evci^i  Ui)|)|6r.  j 

/  職！ 化’  6205_ 

6261)  1 
1  ■  i 

Wi 
6262 

K. 遇 

㈣褲 

Sinking 

Vpper. 

5T 6263 

☆屋 

The  stalk  and  tlovver  of 

the  onitm  or  garlic. 

( ’•  huh 

II.  k^uk 
K.  k'ouk 

\V.  k'u N. 

W^u 
M. 

V.  k、“k 

S/.  lXH 
K.  /_(，/ 

To  cry ;  to  weep ；  to  wail. 
See  9921. 

哭泣  to  weep. 

一路 哭泣 出來了  d  ied iiltnul  the  whulc  way. 

幾乎 失靜哭 出 all  blll 
wept  aloud. 

哭涕  to  weep  ami  snivel, — the 
latter  l)cing  regarded  as  tlic  test 

of  true  giicl’. 

nu 

6263 

koku 

A.  k^ouk 
Entering 

Upper. 

其 毋死， 哭 泣無涕 
when  his  mother  died,  he  wept 

but  without  snivelling, -his  sorrow 
was  feigned. 

哭餘聲  to  weep  with  excess of  noise, — not  fitting  at  the  death 
of  a  parent.  Sec  5391. 

哭 起來了  began  to  cry. 
哭甚麽  what  are  you  crying about  ?  .. 

j 爲何帶 哭回來
 、vhy 如 

you  come  back  crying  ? 

哭訴  to  tell  a  story  of  wrong. 

哭祭  to  mourn  and  sacrifice, -- at  the  ancestral  tombs. 

P 咸  to  cry  out  in  pain. 

放聲 的大哭  to  weep  with loud  lamentation. 

强 哭者雖 悲不哀 those who  weep  to  order,  though  they 

wail,  do  not  grieve. 

包 胥之哭  to  weep  like 
[Shell]  Pao-hsu, 一 for  help.  See 
Biog.  Diet. 

哀哭 痛哭。 r 哭天哭 
地  to  weep  bitterly. 

哭之働  wept  bitterly  for  him, 一 at  his  death. 

哭鬧  to  weep  and  scold ;  to make  a  scene,  as  a  shrew. 

僞哭  false  weeping, -crocodiled tears. 

哭喪  to  wail  for  the  dead, — as 
women,  often  hired  for  the  pur¬ 

pose,  do  at  funerals,  etc. 

與 也無益  il  is  °f  n。 use  t0 
cry  about  it. 

鬼 哭神嚎  the  weeping  and . gibbering  of  ghosts. 

哭 皇 天  to  call  upon  Almighty 
God, 一 for  aid. 

矻 
护 

6264 

仪 .月 

C  //A-  ,V 
l*'.  (‘</"/•》 

NV.  //；•£； 
N. 

1，. 
K.  M、 kul 

J  •  k<itszy  kachi 
A. 

Kntcriny 

Lower. 

To  toil；  to  fag  at.  Used 

for 吃  1949,  to  stammer. 

終 日挞祕  toiling  and  moil ing  the  whole  day  long. 

I 祕祕窮 年 tui〖  away  tht- 
whole  year  round. 

1 祗 檫下來  to  scralcli  out, as  ink  with  a  knife. 

圣 

6265 

月 

See 窟 

A.  k^out 

Entering 

Upper. 

m 

6266 

6267 

r 沃 

C. huk、 

H.  !cuk、 buk) 

tuk-y 

F.  houk 

W.  k^u 
N.  k^o/i P. 

M. 々‘w Y.  k、uk 

Sz.  k^u 

K.  kok、v.  hok 

J.  kokti 

A.  kouk 

Entering 

Upper 

Irregular. 

j  To  work  in  the  fields. 

L  I 

圣 圣致力  to  exert  one’s  utmost 

, power. 

Same  as  6268. 

Cruel  ；  tyrannical  ；  op- 

Ipressive.  Very；  extremely. 

1 酷法  cruel  laws. 

酷 虐  cruel ;  tyrannical. 

i 貪 官酷吏  rapacious  officials 

I  and  cruel  underlings. 

:酷 氣葬人  the  air  is  most 

j  oppressi
ve. 

1 銜 酷茹恨  greatly  mortified 
and-  angry, — as  by  the  loss  of 

； anything. 

j  酷熱  
very  hot.

 

! 酷知 (/W)  or 酷愛。 r 酷 

喜  fond  of;  devoted  to. 

酷 野裁花 vel*y  f()nd 
planting  flowers. 

酷似其 舅  very  like  his  uncle. 

w 626S 

kuk 

u •沃 

C. 

II. 

V,  kouk 
W.  /^u 

N.  k、oh V.  ^ku M.  ku 

Y.  k、uk 
K.  kok 

J.  koku 

A.  kouk 

Kntefini; 

Upper. 

刳1
 

6269 

K  it 

C.fu \\'A\va^k>u l'\  feu 

W. 

N •乂 .l« 

To  inform  quickly;  an 

urgent  communication. 

帝嚳  the  Emperor  K*u,  father 
of  the  great  Yao,  u.c.  2435. 

To  cut  open ;  to  rip  up； 

to  cut  out. 

刳 剔孕婦  to  rip  up  a  preg¬ 
nant  woman. 

嘲木作 白 tu  scoop  out  3 
block  of  wood  for  a  mortar. 
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4XJ 

刳
 1 

6269 

夸 J  皮  to  slice  off  the  skin. 
to  clear  the  heart  of 

impurities, - explained  as-^- 其 

私以入 於自然
 •  ~ I'O 

/•//,  /:o 

，en  Upper. 

絝 
6270 

Same  as  6280. 
- 

袴 
6271 

. 

Same  as  6280. 

j  . 

w 
To  peep  out  of  a  hole  ； 

a  hole. 
6272 

質月 |鼠® 而未竄  the  rat  peeped 
w  Mil  !  out  and  did  not  draw 

 back, 

亨翻 I  i: 不笛 name the  son  of 后稷 "t<>r，nf，  Hou  Chi. 
Entering 

Upper. 

，•林 I 
m 

6273  1  The  buttocks.  [To  be 

月  'distinguished  from  3502.] 
eH 
sing  Upper. 

堀”
 

6274 

月物 

。倔窟 
Entering 

Upper 
ind  Lower. 

A  cave  ；  the  hole  of  an 

insect  or  small  animal. 

堀穴  cave  dwellings. 

伏甲 于堀室  the  soldiers 
wer6  hidden  in  caves. 

Same  as  6273. 

6巧5 

m 

6276 

月 
抓:乙，/ 〜 

爲 窟室商 夜飲酒 
uL.j,  v  7.c；；i  made  an  underground  chamber 

， c  where  he  drank  wine  \at  night 

A  cave  ；  a  dwelling  ；  a 

hole  in  the  ground. 

冬則 居營窟 in  winter 
(the  ancients)  dwelt  in  caves. 

he 

•  W,  k^iie 
k^weh 

c々l« 
. k'-u 

k^weh 

•  k、u 
knl 

kotsz、 kuchi 

乂 ’top/y 
Entering 
Upper. 

窮 士之窟  the  hut  of  a  poor 
scholar. 

鼠窟  a  rat-hole. 

控窟  to  make  a  hole, 一 as  in 
wall,  for  burglarious  purposes 

窟奮 a  hole. 

a 

^2  I  窟露眼  a  sma11  hole as  made 
i  l)y  a  drill,  etc. 

6276  ̂  他的窟 寵太多 hdM 
of  trickiness.  Also,  he  is  every¬ 
where  in  dcl)t. 

你給 我窟寵 橘走嗎 
arc  you  giving  me  a  bridge  with 
a  hole  in  it  to  walk  upon? — are 

j  you  trying  to  deceive  me? 

I 闖出虎 窟入龍 潭- 
of  the  tiger’s  den  into  the  dragon’s 
pool, — out  of  the  frying-pan  into the  fire. 

|lj^|  ̂   the  frog  abode, 一 the  moon. 

、Scc  441. 

桂窟  the  cassia-trec  abode, — the  moon.  The  cassia  is  sup¬ 

posed  to  be  the  “drug  of  im- 
mortality.”  Sec  441. 

經 行禪窟  the  cloisters  of  a Buddhist  monastery,  used  for 

peripatetic  meditation.  Sanskrit : 
tcha  ngkram  ana. 

天馬 來出月 氏窟 & celestial  horse  came  from  the 

land  of  the  Yiieh-chih  (Eph 
thalites).  See  7576. 

月 窟 龍孫四 百蹄㈣ 
hundred  dragon-born  horses  from 
Y  iieh-chih. 

6277 

R. 月 

See Entering 

Upper. 

w 6278 

R. 月 

See 窟 

Entering 

Upper. 

庫‘
 

6279 
R .遇 

II.  k'H 裤 Sinking 

Upper. 

Hilly ;  mountainous. 

嶢山几  a  low  range  of  hills. 

Deep  water  ；  a  deep  pool, 

無溶漉 而泉出 therc 、vas no  pool  where  the  spring  gushed 
forth. 

A  storehouse；  a  treasury ； 

a  granary  ；  an  armoury. 
See  10,291. 

國庫  the  national  exchequer. 

銀庫  a  treasury. 
庫銀  money  in  the  Treasury. Also,  deferred  pay  given  in 
winter  to  Banner  men. 

庫平鋇  (the  ounce  of)  silver 
according  to  the  Treasur**  scale. 

庫'
 

6279 

6280 

R. 遇 

C./u 

H.> 

F.  k、ou 

5；: 卜 

M.|,w 

Y.  \
  AU 

Sz. ) 

K.ko 

].ko 

A.  k、ou 

Sinking 

Upper, 

寐 

庫大使  the  Treasury  keeper of  a  provincial  yamcn. 

雖 colloquial  designation  of the  above  official. 

庫收  Treasury  bill  or  draft. 

庫 欺  stores  in  the.  Treasury. 

庫貨  articles  from  the  Palace 
stores. 

庫緞  satin  from  th<_  Palace 
stores. 

庫房  a  counting:house;  an 
accountancy. 

滄庫  a  government  granary. 

武庫  an  arsenal. 庳項  stores  in  an  arsenal  or 
depot, 

土庫  a  cellar. 
燦庫  to  burn  a  paper  house  full of  mock  money  for  the  use  of 
the  dead. 

庫倫  K‘urun  or  Urga,  —  the administrative  centre  of  the 

northern  and  eastern  Khalka 
tribes. 

Trousers 1 

jbreeches. 

drawers  •, 

褲子。 r 一條褲 子 aPau of  trousers. 

褲腿  the  legs  of  trousers. 

裤帶子  the  string  to  fasten 
trousers  round  the  waist. 

褲 腿帶子  the  strings  to 
fasten  trousers  round  the  ankles 

褲腰  a  waist-belt. 套 裤  leggings  drawn  over  the trousers. 

頭上穿 套褲， 臉上下 

來  like  a  man  with  his 
leggings  over  his  head,  he  can’t 
show  his  face, — for  shame. 

內褲  drawers. 
牛頭裤  short  breeches  worn 
by  labourers. 

藏 于裤中 it  in  his 
trousers. 

兩個 人穿一 條褲子 
two  men  in  one  pair  of  trousers, 
— firm  friends. 

褲褶  short  riding-breeches. 
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第的伴 富的， 窮的沒 

裤子穿  if  a  poor  man  chums with  a  rich  man,  the  poor  one 
will  have  no  breeches  to  wear, 

— all  his  money  will  go  in  mere 
ordinary  expenses. 

燈 鼇裤子  tattered  trousers. 

K.XTA. 

Even  Upper. 

A  generic  term  for  such 
fruits  and  vegetables  as 

gourds,  melons,  cucumbers, 

brinjal,  etc.  Numerative  of 
bales  of  cotton.  Radical  97. 

5^  屢 3039, 葛  6069， and 

鞠 8750. 

瓜茄  gourds  in  general. 

瓜菓  vegetables  and  fruits. 

七 月食瓜  in  the  seventh 
moon,  the  people  eat  melons. 

西瓜  the  water-melon, 一 said  to 
have  been  introduced  into  China 

(1)  by  the  Chin  Tartars  from 
the  west;  (2)  by  the  Kitan 
Tartars  after  their  annihilation 

of  the  Ouigours;  and  (3)  by  the 
Ouigours  themselves  in  the  10th 

cent.  [This  is  the  Greek  aUvcc, 
which  Liddell  and  Scott  say  is 

“perhaps  the  melon.’，] 

西 瓜古無  there  were  no 
water-melons  in  ancient  times, 

暍 西瓜湯  to  act  as  a  mar¬ 
riage  go-between. 

HI 瓜。 r 香瓜  the  melon. 

木瓜  Carica  papaya、 L.;  also, 
the  quince,  Pyrus  catkayensis、 
Hemsl. 

校 我以木 瓜 Ihada/«/a_ya 
given  to  me. 

苦瓜 加  bitter  gourd  {Mom or- 
die  a  charantia、 L.) 

有敦 瓜苦 there  were  the 
bitter  gourds  hanging 

花苦瓜  Trichosanthes  multi¬ 
loba^  Miq.  and  T.  Kiriiowii’  Max 

野苦瓜  same  as  the  last.  Also 
Cucumis  trigotius、 Roxb. 

毛苦瓜  Thladiantha  nudi 
flora、 Hemsl. 

番瓜  a  small  yellow  kind  of 
pumpkin;  a  name  for  the  pa  pay 

黃瓜。 r 胡瓜  the  cucumber 

, i 

6281 

王瓜  Thladiantha  dubia、 Lge. 

黃 •  Crejfts japo?iicayVttxi\\^ 
and  Lamps  ana  apogonoidcs^  Max. 

白瓜  young  cucumbers. 
冬瓜  a  large  coarse  pumpkin {Benincasa  ccrifcra^  Savi). 

冬瓜臉  a  pumpkin-shaped face, — i.e,  too  round. 

絲瓜  Luff  a  cylindrical  Roem. and  Lt  acutangula^  Roxb.  Also 
Trichosanthes  anguina,  L. 

節瓜  a  vegetable  marrow. 

南  JJk  gourd  {Cucurbita  maxima ^ 
Duch.)  and  pumpkin  (C.  f>cpo、 

L.)
. . 

倭瓜  the  crook-necked  squash, — said  to  have  been  brought 

from  倭  Japan. 

守瓜  the  cucumber  guard, — the grubs  which  eat  its  leaves. 

醬瓜  a  pickle  made  of  cucum¬ bers. 

金瓜  a  gilt  bludgeon,  with  a head  shaped  like  a  melon,  carried 

in  processions. 

瓜子  water-melon  seeds. 

瓜子茱  purslane  {Poriulaca 
oleracea、 L.). 

瓜子臉  a  melon-seed  face, i.e.  of  a  delicate  oval. 

有瓜葛  they  are  connected, — either  by  marriage,  as  debtor 
and  creditor,  etc. 

瓜 瓞綿綿  the  spreading  of! 

TSJUJSl 

melons  and  pumpkins, — increase of  family. 

破瓜年  a  marriageable  age, 
of  girls. 

地苦瓜 分 to  divide  up territory  like  a  water-melon,- 
used  of  political  partitions  of territory. 

瓜 分中國 之警報 
startling  news  concerning  the 

partition  of  China. 

東三 省已爲 日俅瓜 

Jji^  the  three  Manchurian  pro 
vinces  have  already  been  annex 

ed  by  Japan  and  Russia. 

强摘瓜 菓不甚 甜 if melons  and  other  fruits  are 

picked  too  soon,  they  will  not 
be  very  sweet. 

瓜 熱自落  when  the  melon is  ripe,  it  falls  of  itself. 

6281 

瓜時 而往， 曰及瓜 f 

^  it  was  the  season  of  melc ” /hen  they  left.  He  said,  Wh 
the  melons  are  in  season  agj 

(i.e.  next  year),  I  will  relieve  y< 

瓜  one  official  relievi 
another. 

瓜 代之兵  troops  relievi 
others ;  reliefs. 

拇期  the  term  of  an  acti appointment ;  term  of  service 

瓜期已 及之兵 soldi 
who  have  served  their  time. 

瓜哇  Java, 一 a  corrupted  fo 
of 爪哇. 

你上瓜 哇_ 去罷 gc hell! 

賣瓜的 說瓜甜 
melon-seller  says  his  melons 

sweet, -he  does  not  cry  “stink 

fish.” 

瓜田不 納履 do  not  I up  your  shoe  in  a  melon-field 

m 
6282 

R •麻 

See 瓜 

Even  Upper. 

媒 

貫 

R 麻 

See 瓜 

avoid  susDicion. 

有瓜 李之嫌 there 
melon  and  plum  suspicions 
suspicious  circumstances, 
above,  and  under  6884. 

To  cut  •’  to  slice. 

See  12,436 

Ue 

Even  Upper. 

To  grab  ；  to  seize with  抓 2685. 

找 一 *  杷  t0  take  up  a  hanf 

祺不着  he  could  not  grab 

栊周兒  to  .let  a  year-old  b 
grab,— something  from  am 
several  things  placed  in  fi 

of  him,  to  indicate  his  fu' 

tastes.  See  9987. 

梂筆的  a  clerk;  a qu ill-dri 

桷打嘴  a  figure  of  a  man, 
mouth  of  which  can  be  n 
to  open  and  shut. 

神‘  一把梯 ^/r<a，) the  grip  of  a  god, — is  the  e of  this  medicine. 
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I5.UA. 

嗨 
6285 

M 
6286 

IT 
6287 

黠 

I  kwatQ
 

kwnk、 kauk 
. kwo 

kwah 

Jnva 
kwa 

kwaah 

kwa 

kwal 

katsz、 hachi 
kwat 

Entering 

Upper. 

Same  as  1 2,436. 

Same  as  6293. 

To  scrape  ；  to  pare  ；  to 

shave  off  ；  to  brush  away. 

To  collide 
1 

MM  to  scrape；  to  pare  off;  to 

oppress  by  extortion. 

刮 削價錢  to  make  a  reduc¬ 
tion  in  the  price. 

刮平  to  level  down;  to  raze. 

刮字  to  scratch  out  a  word  in 
writing. 

到面光  to  scrape  off  one’s 
face-glory,  一  to  sacrifice  one’s 
reputation. 

到 去皮毛  to  scrape  off  skin 
and  hair. 

刮垢  to  scrape  off  the  dirt. 

刮檫 w 刮磨  to  scrape  off; 
to  rub  off 

到臉  t。 shave. 

刮刀子  a  razor. 

刮木  to  plane  wooH. 

刮衣裳  to  brush  clothes. 

士 別三日 ，當 刮目相 

看 (or  待) when  scholars  have 
been  separated  for  three  days, 

they  should  rub  their  eyes  and 

look  at  each  other, — expecting 
to  see  something  different  by 

the  progress  each  has  made. 

東 刮西刮  borrowing  or 
sponging  right  and  left. 

兩個 耳刮子  a  couple  of 
boxes  on  the  ear. 

刮漿  •to  stiffen  by  starch. 

刮斗  a  striker,  used  by  millers. 

刮腿  to  strike  legs, — as  two 
horsemen  colliding. 

刮着 w 刮了  we  are  running 
into  one  another ! 一 a  carter’s 
cry. 

黃, 皮到瘦  yellow  and  thin. 

w 
6288 

R 具 

C.  k'-ut \\%kwat 
F.  kwak 
W.  kwo 
N.  kwah 

P.  k^wc^ 
V.  kouh 

K.  kwal 

J.  kwatsz、 
kwa  chi 

A.  kwat Entering 

Upper. 

栝
 4 

6289 

R. 曷 

See 刮 

Entering 

Upper. 

4? 

睹 6290 

R •易 

See 刮 

Entering 

Upper. 

The  nock  of  an  arrow 

To  come  to.  To  enclose  ； 

to  embrace  ；  to  include. 

Also  read  々 ‘抑 4* 

往省 栝于度  proceeds  to note  that  the  nock  is  properly 

adjusted. 

下括  the  cows  and goats  come  down  home, — in  the evening. 

包栝  to  contain ;  to  include. 
See  8699. 

囊 栝四海  his  bag  holds  the four  seas, — he  knows  everything. 

栝衣  packed  up  some  clothes, - for  travelling. 

栝髪  to  bind  the  hair  with  a 
coarse  hemp  cloth,  as  done  by 
men  in  mourning. 

^  ingenious  mechanism. 

括水  to  bale  out  water. 
Read 

with. 
huo 狄  To  meet 

德 音來栝  (I  longed)  for  one of  such  virtuous  fame  to  come 

and  be  with  me. 

A  measuring  frame  used 

by  builders.  See  ̂   13,277. 

栝樓  the  roots  of  bryony  (Trz- chosanthes  Kiri/oivii,  Max.),- 
said  to  be  so  called  from  a  fan¬ 

cied  resemblance  to  the  Ai 

mole-cricket. 

Read  huai、 •  Also  writ- 

ten 柑  and  identical  with 

槍 6470.  Juniperus  chi- nenszs^  L. 

Read  tien、 •  A  pipe  to 

blow  up  the  fire  in  a 

cooking-range. 

To  look  at  angrily. 

目舌 視於人  to  glare  at  a  man. 

咕眯  to  notice. 

舌 
6291 

R •曷 

See 刮 

Entering 

Upper. 

聒*
 

6292 

R •曷 

P.  Jiwn、 kwo、 

M.  kwa 

Scc 适 

Entering 

Upper. 

The  nock  of  an  arrow. 

譬彼 弦與舊 like  the  string 
of  the  bow  and  the  nock  of  the 

arrow, 一 arc  their  meetings  and 

partings. 

j  Noise  of  talking  ；  clam- 
lour  ；  hubbub. 

三 個客人 ，三 個潮陽 

人， 話顿 賭死人 three 
Hakkas  and  three  Swatow  men 
will  talk  enough  to  stun  you. 

多*  晉  IJ 舌耳  too  much  talk 
stuns  one. 

聒擾  to  make  li  din. 

聒聒  noise ;  din, 
蛙聪通 夜 the  fr 。明 croak 
the  livelong  night. 

w 

6293 

R 曷 

See 刮 

Entering 

Upper. 

蛞 1
5 

6294 

R .具 

See 刮造 

Entering 

Upper. 适 

6295 

R 曷 

C  ‘  Ihit。 

ii.  kwat 

F.  kwak W.  kwo , 

N.  kwah 

P. 

Y.  kouh K.  kwal 

J.  kwatsz、 hi  chi A.  kwat 

Entering 

Upper. 

A  bitter  plant,  called 

害蔞 01 ■瓜  used  for coughs. 

The  spawn  of  frogs. 

秘蝓  the  garden  slug. 
蛞嶁  the  mole-cricket.  See  6197 and  6289. 

6296 

R 月 

c. 

H. 

F. 
W. 

N.  kwah 

not  used 

To  hasten  quickly. 

适疾  to  hurry  on. 

To  blow,  as  the  wind. 

赌風  the  wind  blows ;  there  is wind. 

赌起 風來了  it  has  begun 
to  blow. 

風杷門 SI ■開了 the  wind 
blew  the  door  open. 
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T3LTJA. 

颳 
6296 P. 

M.  kwn 

Y.  kwnah 

Sz.  hi>a 

J.  kotsz^  leu  chi 
A.  k^iont 

Entering 

LTppcr. ' 

響 6297 
K .易 

Sce 刮 

Entering 

Upper. 

w 
6298 

R 曷黯 

P.  J:wa 
V.  kiiumh 
See 造 

Kutcrin^ 

l'  pper. 

另 

JL 牟 風赌不 問雲 thcie  is  not 
enough  wind  to  blow  away  the 
clouds. 

你是 甚麽風 兒齡來 

的  what  wind  l>lmvs  you  here  ? 

赌得 滿天飛 (the  dust) was 
blo'vn  sky  high. 

赌 得一句 在耳朶 
I  had  already  got  wind  of  it. 

_  風  there  is  a  whirlwind. 

赌沉了  sunk  by  the  wind,- foundered. 

0 The  hair  let  down  and 

disorder,  as  when  in 

mourning.  Sce  2823. 

in 

主人 髻髮声 the  chief mourner  wears  his  hair  twisted 

up  in  a  knot  and  has  his  clothes 
all  unbuttoned. 

A  species  of  wader,  allied 

to  the  crane.  The  “caw” 
of  a  rook. 

i 鶬，。 '•麋 鸹  the  black 
crane. 

老鴻  (cf.  annosa  cor  nix)  the 
crow  ( Corvus  sinensis) ;  the  cast 

Asian  rook  {Frugilc^us  past  in  a- 

tor).  Sec  ̂   12,72.1， 稿  i2,8o8. 

老鴿叫  rooks  cawing. 

鴻先 I  a  bird  like  an  owl,  the 
ap]>earance  of  which  denotes 
that  the  district  will  see  many 

good  men  put  to  death. 

To  cut,  as  flesh  from 

丨 hones.  I  To  l)c  distinguished 

6299 

^  'from  -5^  7240.] 

Src  寡  j  ̂   1 Uising  Upper.. 

咼 2
 

r*3°"° 
K. 麻 歌 
>  n 咼 

Fvcn  Upper. 

A  crooked  mouth. 

剮 3
 

6301 

r 馬 

Hi>o 

C.  liui 

K：  (  ht，n 

\v 

N 

\\ M. 
V. 

Sz. 
K. 

r：i 

To  cut  up  ；  to  hack  to 

pieces. 

hi>n 

him 

A.  7V(7, 1'wn 
Rising  'Upper. 

媧:
 

6302 

R •隹麻 
C- ) 

II.  >  7i>n 

F.  I 

W. 

N.  on 
P.  kwa,  7i'(l 

M. 
K.  wcu、 kwae' 

hen 

J.  hwai、 又 

he 

A. 

Even  Upper. 

6303 

R •馬 

C.  v.  c7vo 

咼 |J Rising  Upper. 

m 6304 
r •佳麻 

間 剮之罪  to  condemn  to death  by  cutting  to  pieces.  See 

凌 7228 - 
剮死  to  hack  to  death. 

剮 出他來  cut  him  to  pieces ! 

千 刀萬剮  chopped  up  into small  pieces. 

色是 剮骨刀  lust  is  a  krnfe which  cuts  into  the  bones. 

剮 爛面皮 ，我 還是這 

様  if  you  hack  my  face  to  pie- 
ces,  I  shall  still  think  (or  be,  or 

do)  the  same. 

The  sister  and  successor 

of  伏義  Fu  Hsi,  known  as 

女媧，  which  is  also  read Nii  Wa.  She  is  said,  among 

other  things,  to  have  melted 

stones  wherewith  to  repair 

the  heavens.  Her  name 

was  adopted  by  the  Jews 

as  an  equivalent  for  Noah, 

A  bamboo  tray  ；  a  spool 

for  winding*  silk. 

高 藍  shallow  splint  trays  for 
drying  tea-leaves. 

A  snail. 

C.  7i>0 

II.  7t>0 

F.  7C>0 
W.  H>0 

I*,  kwa 

K.  kwni、 TPa/, 
Z,7i'rt,,  7i>n 

J.  I：：iUl A.  7*>n l'.vcn  Upper. 

媧牛  the  common  snail. 

蝴舍。 r 蝴居  my  snail-shell of  a  house, 一 my  humble  abode. 

國 於蝸角  a  kingdom  on each  of  a  snail’s  horns, ― alluding 
to  an  allegorical  story  by  Chuang 

I  Tzu,  based  upon  the  mere  rela- 

I  tivity  of  the  small  and  the  great. 

;蝸 角虚名  the  fable  of  the snail’s  horns, — as  above. 

蝸 字鼎家  where  snails  write characters  (on  the  walls)  and 

swallows  make  their  nests, — of 
a  deserted  house. 

驅1
 

6305 R 麻佧 

A  pale  yellow  horse  wit !a  black  muzzle. 

P.  hwa 

M.  v<a 

W 媧 

K.  hivac、 7\<ae^ 

J.  kc 
A.  7x*n.  hiva 

i 宋明 帝以 騮旁仞 i 

I 改作挪  the  Emp.  Ming  fJ 

j  of  the  Sung  dynasty,  becaus 
tlie  part  at  tlic  side  caused  it  t 

resemble  “misfortime,”  change 

Even  Upper 

Incpjular. 

the  character  to 馬瓜. 

寡 

6306 

C. 

II. 
K. 

W.  i 

N.  i 

P. 

M. 

W 
Sz. 

Few；  little ；  rare.  Alone 
friendless.  A  term  0 

jhumility  applied  to  prince 

by  themselves  and  other 
i3,436). 

kwo 

hwa 

K.  kwa 

J.  kw(\、kc A. 
Rising  Upper. 

罔 曰民寡 d° 肋1  say， Th people  are  few, 一 and  neglec them  accordingly. 

言寡 允， 行寡悔 tn  Eiv 
few  occasions  for  blame  in  one 
words  and  to  have  few  occasion 

for  repentance  in  one’s  conduci 

以多問 於 .寡 t0  enquir 
from  those  who  know  less  tha 

oneself,— to  do  which  no  tru scholar  is  ashamed. 

生之 者衆， 食之者 寫 
let  the  producers  be  many  an< 

the  consumers  few, — and  wealtl will  result. 

寡不敵 衆 心  few  canno 
oppose  the  many. 

寡言,  of  few  words. 寡聞  of  small  knowledge  0 experience. 

多 寡  how  many? 
i 夫子 之滌寘 耶 is  _ 
1  stipend  a  small  one,  sir? 

I 寘慾  few 
 desires. 1 寡命  the  rarely-equalled  decree 

j  寡 合  to  join  in  society  blit  rarely 

寡交  having  few  friends;  no 
I  very  sociable. 

寡恩  scant  kindness. 

寘鵠  the  widowed  heron,—； 
lonely  woman. 

寡毋。 r 寡婦。 1 ■孀寡 
widow. 

寡居  to  live  in  widowhood. 

有女文 君新寡 hehad 
daughter,  named  Wen  Chiin,  wh< 
had  recently  become  a  widow. 



To  divine.  A  Diagram  - 
see  607， 5177. 

卦 命先生  a  fortune-teller. 

占卦 or 卜卦。 r 打 卦 cr 

箅卦  to  cast  nativities ;  to  tell 
fortuneii. 

6306 

寡婦 不隔月 the  — 
docs  not  remain  one  over  a 
month. 

鰥寡  widowers  and  widows. 

望門寡  widow  ere  yet  a  wife. 

敬寡  to  respect  the  weak, 

i 寡兄  my  unworthy  brother. 

i  人 or  君*  I  of  littlc  worth, I  — I,  the  sovereign. 
I  寡 妻  the  wife  of  a  sovereign  ； 

a  wife  suoli  as  few  have. 

刑 于寡妻  his  example  in- 
j  thienced  his  wife. 
寡是  to  be  always •…； to  do 
nothing  but •… 

桂 
6jp7 

鮭 
6308 

卦 

卦 
Sinking 

Upper. 

堊 4
 

6309 

卦 
:卦 

Sinking 

Upper. 

Same  as  63  1  2. 

The  coarse 

refuse  cocoons, 

to  fasten. 

silk  from 
To  tie  up  ； 

詰 4
 

6310 

卦 
C 卦 

nkiugUppcr. 

心結経 而不解 心 
full  of  anxiety  from  which  one 

is  unable  to  get  free. 

系走 於大樹  he  was  caught 
(when  falling)  by  a  large  tree 

An  impediment  ；  a  hin¬ 
drance.  To  fall  into 

snare.  To  dwell  upon  •,  to 

jbe  anxious  about. 

堊礙  to  hinder;  to  impede. 

觸聖  to  fall  into  a  snare. 

堊念 w 懸 M  to  think  anxi¬ 
ously  about. 

To  impose  upon；  to 

deceive  ；  to  disturb. 

註誤  to  mislead ;  to  deceive ; 
to  implicate. 

註亂  to  distract;  to  confuse. 

79I 

kwn 
1». 

M. 

Y. Sz.  ! 

K.  kwai 

. kiiy  kc、 kwth 

A.  kwai Sinking 

Upper. 

63 1  j 

w 

牙 酋打卦  the  teeth  chatter¬ 
ing. 

:卦盒  a  lottery-box. 
1 

卦盤子  a  tray  for  throwing lots. 

、卦位  a  divination  Diagram. 

卦頭準  the  divination  has turned  out  correctly. 

_|、 change  of  luck,  or  of  mind. 

啩 衍河圖  the  Diagrams  il¬ lustrate  the  River  Plan.  See  3936. 

i 十 二月卦  the  symbols  of  the !  twelve  moons  of  the  year,  viz. : 

I 泰， 大壯 ，夬 ，乾 ，媒， 
遊 ，否 ，觀 ，剝 ，坤 ，稹， 

臨 • 

八  #the  Eight  Diagrams, -eight combinations  or  arrangements  of 
a  line  and  a  divided  line,  either 

one  or  other  of  which  is  repeated 

twice,  and  in  two  cases  three 
times,  in  the  same  combination. 
Thus  there  may  be  three  lines, 
or  three  divided  lines,  a  divided 
line  above  or  below  two  lines, 

a  divided  line  between  two  lines, 

and  so  on,  eight  in  all;  e.g. 

一  一 ， 一 >» ， etc*  1  hesc  Di^igrams 
arc  said  to  have  been  invented 

two  thousand  years  and  more 

b.c.  by  the  legendary  monarch 

伏羲  Fu  Hsi  who  copied  them from  the  back  of  a  tortoise. 

Wen  Wang  subsequently  in¬ 
creased  the  above  simple  com¬ 
binations  to  sixty-four  double 

ones,  on  the  permutations  of 

which  are  based  the  philosophi¬ 

cal  speculations  of  the  Canon  of 

Changes.  Each  Diagram  repre 

sents  some  power  in  nature, 
either  active  or  passive,  such  as 

fire,  water,  thunder,  earth,  etc 

八卦陣 a  tactical  disposition 
of  troops  round  a  centre,  after 
the  manner  of  the  pa  kua. 

6312 

R •卦 

F.  v.  Ic、wa 

See  _|、 

Sinking 

Upper. 

To  hang  up ;  to  put  on 

To  be  in  suspense  ；  anxious. 

Numerative  of  necklaces, 

bridles,  strings  of  cash,  etc. 

褂 上^ 掛起來  to  hang  up. 

把帳 子掛上  hang  up  the curtains. 

把這 副對子 懸掛迦 

hang  up  this  pair  of  scrolls, 

掛
 4 

6^12 

那個釘 子小， 掛不住 
that  nail  is  too  small  to  hang 
it  on. 

褂壁  to  hang  upon  a  wall. 

掛燈  to  hang  up  lanterns;  a lantern. 

掛畫  to  hang  up  pictures. 

四 大部洲 掛不下 the four  quarters  of  the  earth  there 
is  not  room  to  hang  it  up, 一 of 

— •  (one). 

掛花  to  put  on  gay  clothes. 

掛孝  to  put  on  mourning. 

穿紅 掛綵的  some  in  red 
and  some  in  green, — a  crowd. 

掛錫  see  4157 - 
褂褡  to  live  as  a  Buddhist priest.  See  10,487. 

掛單  to  put  up  for  a  single night,— as  all  travelling  Buddhist 
priests  have  a  right  to  do  at  any 
Buddhist  temple. 

掛紫衣  to  become  a  Buddhist 

priest. 掛冠  to  hang  up  the  otiicialj cap, — to  retire  from  public  life. 

掛 旗望臺  a  hang-up-flag- 
look-out-terrace, -a  signal-station. 

掛車  a  pulley;  a  block. 相 、麵  long  strips  of  dough,  used as  macaroni. 

掛失票  to  advertise  a  lost 
banknote. 

掛牌  to  hang  out  a  sign  board 

掛扁  to  suspend  a  tablet, — as doctors  do. 

掛號  to  register, 一 as  the  liain、 of  any  one  enrolling  himself;  as 

the  entry  of  a  despatch  received 

or  sent,  etc.  etc. 

掛名  to  register  one’s  name ; to  enroll  oneself. 

掛個由  to  note  in  a  register the  subject  of  a  document. 

掛帥。 r 掛印  to  be  appointed Commander-in-chief. 

掛 印總兵  a  Brigade  General entrusted  with  a  Commander-in- 

chiefs  seal, — in  provinces  where 

there  is  no  Comniander-in-Chief. 

掛隊  to  get  a  company,  as  a 
military  oflicial;  to  take  an  ad¬ vance  ou  wages. 
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6313 K 卦 

See  _|、 

*Sinking 

Upper. 

不 足掛齒  not  worth  hanging 
on  the  teeth, — not  worth  men¬ 
tioning;  of  no  consequence. 

掛心。 r 掛 狀 & 褂念。 r 

掛 慮 w 掛牽 w 記褂 tC) 
be  anxious;  to  be  in  suspense. 

牽 腸褂肚  very  anxious. 

來去 無牽褂 haPpy-go- lucky. 

褂望  to  anxiously  hope  for. 

掛意  to  be  in  suspense；  anxious 
thoughts. 

還 有甚不 堪之事 ，小 

娘子 記褂麽  what  other 
dift’!cult  matter  is  worrying  you, madam  ? 

褂欠  to  hang  up  one’s  score 
as  for  things  bought  but  not 

paid  for. 

一 掛禮錢  a  string  of  cash 
used  for  ceremonious  presents. 

轡 子二褂  two  bridles. 
倒掛  a  name  for  the  goatsucker 
.  or  nightjar,  which  is  said  to  cry 

until  the  blood  comes,  when 

from  sheer  exhaustion  it  hangs 
head  downwards  on  the  tree. 
See  6423. 

掛 漏實多  with  numerous omissions. 

褂漏 之譏不 可免耳 
cannot  escape  blame  for  what 
I  have  omitted. 

掛錢  red  and  green  papers,  with 
embossed  characters,  hung  over 
doors  at  the  New  Year. 

1 掛誤  to  implicate;  to  embarrass. 

An  outer  coat. 

i 袍褂 the 褂  is  the  long  outer 
' coat,  buttoned  down  the  middle, 

about  half  a  foot  shorter  than 

心袍  robe  beneath. 

長袍  锁、 long  under  robe 
and  shorter  outer  coat,— correctly dressed. 

L 大褂 &  long  single  robe  but- 

j  toned  on  the  right. 

馬褂  a  short  riding-jacket.  Sec 

黃 5124. 得勝艰 锁 “h。 victory  riding 
jacket, 一 a  short  coat  worn  by sokliers. 

w 
6313 

楷 6314 

HI 

•r 杉 

63i5 

黠 

See 刮 

Entering 

Upper. 

夸
 l 

6316 

K •麻 

SeL ‘誇 

Even  Upper. 

侉1
 

63i7 

K .麻 

See 誇 

Even  Upper. 

軍機褂  a  jacket  similar  to  the abov^. 

褂拉兒  a  long  sleeveless  cloak worn  in  the  house  by  women. 

Same  as  6289. 

w 

6318 

R •麻 

See 誇 

Even  Upper. 

To  cut  away  the  pruud 

flesh  from  an  ulcer. 

'XT  A. 

To  brag  *,  to  talk  big. 

夸 奢自大  to  boast  oneself. 

無 爲夸哦  neither  brag  nor flatter. 

夸 夂逐日 ，事 不量力 
like  K‘ua  Fu  pursuing  the  sun 
(to  see  where  it  set 乂  power 
incommensurate  with  the  under¬ 
taking.  See  13,556. 

Presumptuous  •’  boastful. 

Pretty  \  fascinating. 

垮修  elegant;  stylish. 

時節  refined;  fastidious. 
女 夸女倡  changx  兮容與 

W 

6319 

K •馬 

Scc 誇 

Rising  Upper. 

let  lovely  girls  sing  and  dance 

with  measured  steps, — at  the 
funeral  rites. 

Read  htt\  Seductive. 

鋏挎  lewd;  wanton. 

Leggings  to  protect  the 
trousers  when  riding. 

岭衿  a  vest;  an  undershirt. 

挎
 4 

6320 

R .虞 

See 

Even  Upper. 

m 

6321 

r •禍遇 

& 褲誇 

Sinking 

Upper. 

袴 

6322 

w 

6323 

R •麻 

k、wa 
C. 

H. 

F. ) 

W.  k^o 
N.  k、wo 

P. 

M. 
Y. 

Sz. 
K. 

kfwa 

kwa 

A. 
Even  Upper. 

Self-satisfied  ；  complacent 

心中 自怜  self-satisfied. 
Read  hv)\  Afraid;  timor 

ous. 

The  legs  ；  the  thighs. 

胯間  between  the  legs. 

受胯 下之辱  subjected  t< 
the  disgrace  of  crawling  betweei 

the  legs, _ as  was  by  j 

youth  of  his  village,  as  a  test  0 true  courage. 

胯夫  one  who  crawls  betweei the  legs, — a  coward. 

大胯子  large  fat  thighs. 
Same  as  6280. 

To  praise ；  to  boast；  tc 
brag.  Ample  ；  wide. 

誇說 w 誇讃。 r 誇獎 t( 
praise;  to  extol. 

你 誇我逞  you  praise  m( 
and  I  exalt  you, 一 mutual  com 

pliments. 

自  to  praise  oneself;  to  boast 

誇口。 r  誇嘴  boastful. 

誇能  to  boast  of  one’s  ability 

to  brag. 

誇富  to  boast  of  one’s  wealth 

琴抱 以誇人  he  often  car 
ried  (the  boy)  about,  in  ordei to  show  him  off. 

誇張 Q! ■誇麥 t。 

誇大 其詞也  to  exaggerate 
^  ̂   P  to  talk  big

;  to  brag 

大 而不誇 great  but  not 
boastful. 

earnestly;  special.  Also 

to  praise  or  encourage  children 

布  ample;  spreading  out  wide 

Read  k^ua%, 

誇子  a  brogue  ;  a  patois. 
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To  straddle  ；  to  stretch 

the  legs  apart；  to  bestride. 
6324 

I 

To  pass  over；  to  encroach 

upon  ；  to  surpass  ；  to  excel. 

■k'ia 

誇 
跨 坐  to  sit  astride. 

^  ̂   to  ride  cross-saddle；  to 
linking ride. 

Upper. 

^  to  ride  side-saddle. 

6325 

ig  Upper, 

6326 

n  Upper. 

跨拉  scattered;  sparse. 

跨考  to  go  up  for  examination 
in  two  separate  Districts, — so  as 
to  have  two  chances  of  success, 

a  trick  which  is  severely  punished. 

跨車沿  to  sit  on  the  shaft  of| 
a  cart. 

跨 海征東  to  cross  the  sea 
and  attack  Korea. 

跨過去  to  cross  over. 

跨越  to  pass  over;  to  excel. 

跨竈  to  bestride  the  kitchen 
stove, ― on  which  there  are  釜 

pots.  This  last  character  has 

the  same  sound  as  夂  a  father ; 

hence,  to  pass  over  or  excel  a 
father.  Also,  an  excellent  horse. 

跨子  a  long  narrow  travelling- 
boat,  used  on  the  upper  Yang- 

tsze;  a  ferry-boat  (Peking). 

跨所兒  a  set  of  rooms,  with 
small  court-yard,  at  the  side  of 
the  main  building. 

跨刀  to  wear  a  sword. 

跨梁  a  cross-beam. 

^  loose;  not  firmly  fixed. 

Read  kKu^. 

不 跨其國  not  to  encroach 
upon  his  territory. 

The  bones  of  the  pelvis. 

Used  with  632 1. 

Crafty  ；  cunning.  Per¬ 

verse  ；  obstinate  •’  contrary  ； 
spoilt.  Unconventional. 

乖巧  cunning;  tricky. 

乖口  glib-tongued;  plausible. 

乖1
 

6326 

夬
 8 

6327 

K .卦 

C.  ckwdi 

H.^kai W.  kwa) 

N.  kwe 

P.  )  c.  • 

M.  I 
 kwat 

Y.  ckwae 

Sz.  kwai 

K.  k、we 

J.  kai 
A.  k'zuai 
Sinki

ngUpp
er. 

拐 
3 

6328 

R 蟹 

H.  J  kwai 

F.  \ 

W.  kwa 

賴 乖伶俐  ingenious;  clever. 

乖漢  the  “too  clever  by  half*’ man  of  ordinary  life. 

乖異  odd;  eccentric. 

乖覺  precocious. 乖僻。 r 乖張。 i ■乖 戾。 r 

乖謬  perverse ;  malignant; unreasonable. 

乖 僻自是  to  insist  that  one is  right, 一 when  really  wrong. 

遠 近乖張  far  and  near  are 
opposites. 

mistaken;  in  err®^. 

3^  errors;  mistakes;  see  5600 

contrary  to  what  is  right ; 

confounded. 

硃 乖天性  does  great  vio lence  to  his  heaven-implanted 

nature, — of  brutal  cruelty; 

乖令  unseasonable. 

蓮途乖  ̂   the  road  to  fortune obstructed, 一 unable  to  get  on  in life. 

抓乖  to  grab  the  best, — like  a 
spoilt  child. 

乖兒子  a  spoilt  child;  an 
enfant  terrible'  \  Vitale  says  “an 

obedient  child.’ 

乖乖 a  kiss. 
乖乖的  keeP  quiet ! — to  child¬ ren. 

辦 事乖乖  to  act  unjustifi¬ ably, — as  an  o 伍 cial. 

To  fork  ；  bifurcation. 

Certain  ；  settled.  The  54th 

Diagram.  [To  be  disting¬ 
uished  from  央  I2,86o.] 

Read  chUeh^,  A  sign 

with  the  fingers.  See  訣 

3225. 

To  decoy;  to  kidnap.  To 

turn.  Used  for  6329. 

柺騙  to  decoy  away. 

柺孩子  to  kidnap  a  child. 

柺帶。 r 柺誘  to  kidnap. 

6328 

N.  kwe、 kwa 

M.  i 
 kwai 

Y.  kwae 

Sz.  kwai 

K.  kwae 

J.  kai 

A.  kwai 

Rising
  
Upper.

 

柺3
 

632c 

R. 蟹 

See 拐 

Rising  Upper. 

6330 

R. 卦 

柺販  to  kidnap  and  sell. 

拐  t。 steal. 
柺子  a  kidnapper. 

柺 賣猪仔  to  kidnap  coolies, — as  formerly  for  Peru  and  Cuba 

順牆 柺過去  go  round  fol¬ 
lowing  the  wall. 

往西 柺過去  turn  round  to the  west,  一  ix.  going  round  a corner. 

柺彎  to  turn  a  corner;  a  corner 

拐拐 彎彎的 winding about,  as  a  road. 

我 口腔不 能柺膂 
I  cannot  adapt  my  accent, — e.g. 

to  the  requirements  of  another 
dialect. 

拐躺下  to  knock 

bowl,  with  one’s  sleeve. 

over. 一 as  a 

an- 

kwai 

W.  kwa 
N.  kwe、 kwa 

M.  i
  kwai 

Y.  kwae 

Sz.  kwai 

K.  kwe . kwai'
ke 

kwai
 

Sinki
ng 

Upper
. 

An  old  man’s  staff. 

枴杖。 r 枴棍 w 枴棒 
old  man’s  staff. 

鐵 枴先生  the  teacher  with 
the  iron  staff, 一 one  of  the  Eight 

Immortals,  represented  as  an  ole 

beggar,  in  whose  body  the  soul of  the  Immortal  took  refuge, 

when,  on  returning  from  an 
excursion  .in  space,  its  own 

body  was  found  to  be  no  longer available. 

描康  Hovenia  dulcis、 Thbg. 

Strange  ；  supernatural 

To  blame  ；  to  take  excep¬ 
tion  to.  Very；  unusually. 

奇怪。 r 怪詭。 r 古怪 
strange ;  marvellous. 

形 容古怪  of  eccentric  ap¬ 
pearance. 

怪而故  eccentric. 鬼怪。 r 怪異  supernatural ; 
uncanny. 

怪物 OT 怪魅  a  strange  thing； an  apparition;  a,  bogy;  a  mon¬ strosity.  , 

見 怪不怪 ，其 牷自敢 
if  you  see  an  uncanny  thing  and 
do  not  regard  it  as  uncanny, 
its  uncanniness  will  fail  to  have 

effect, -ghosts  exist  only  for  those 
who  believe  in  them. 

100 
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怪
 4 633° 

子 不語怪  the  Master  (Con¬ 
fucius)  never  discussed  the  super¬ 
natural. 

行 》径  to  practise  the  super¬ 
natural, 一 sorcery,  alchemy,  etc. 

有司 以渉怪 the  ma8is - 
trate,  because  it  trenched  upon 

the  supernatural,  —  declined  to 
take  up  the  case. 

見了怪 閉不得 眼 心⑶ 
you  see  a  bogy,  you  must  not 

shut  your  eyes, — or  you  will  be 
hurt. 

佧怪  to  be  strange.  See  2230. 

怪 哉此言  what  strange  talk ! 
^4  strange  talk;  weird  tales. 

^  strange  to  say !  no  wonder 
that ......  Also,  a  wrong  path, 
i.e.  any  TAO  other  than  that  of 
Confucianism. 

怪道火 不能傷 n。 
wonder  that  fire  could  not  hurt 

him, — a  god. 

道呢  how  very  odd! 

怪性  a  strange  impracticable 
disposition. 

怪事。" 怪處  a  strange  affair ; 
a  supernatural  manifestation. 

因爲 他死的 那麽牷 
because  he  died  under  such 

strange  circumstances. 

怪得。 r 怪不得  no  wonder 
that . ;  that  accounts  for  • 

why,  of  course! 

怪 不得 他說呢 n。 
wonder  he  says  so. 

怪 不得我 y。11  must  nc)t blame  me. 

少所見 ，多 所怪 the  !ess 
one  has  seen,  the  more  there 
will  be  to  wonder  at. 

15  Wi  eccentric;  unlike  others. 

怪傳  hideously  ugly. 

! 怪狗才  you  devil! — in  chaff or  anger. 

j 怪險  weird  and  dangerous, — of 
roads. 

怪 模怪樣  absurd  manner  or 
apj)eiirance. 

怪好的  curious;  pretty. 
別 怪 a 莫怪。 r 不要怪 

- 莫 要見怪  do  not  take 
umbrage, 一 at  something  one^  is 
going  to  say  or  do. 

w 
6330 

令 人見怪  to  cause  people to  feel  annoyed. 

反怪你  on.  the  contrary, blames  you, — instead  of  himself 
or  some  one  else. 

奚 怪於人  how  can  I  blame any  one?  except  myself. 

怪責  to  blame. 
受 人怪頭  to  be  blamed. 

我錯怪 你了1  was  wrons in  blaming  you. 

怪溫的  very  rough  or  astrin¬ gent  to  the  taste. 

怪燙的  scalding  hot. 

怪可憐 的 very  much  to  be 
pitied. 

1 圣難  very  hard.
 

怪 不忍得  intolerable. 

然 屌照怪  to  light  a  rhino¬ ceros-horn  to  show  up  the  strange 

things, — in  the  river,  as  done  by 

溫 嬌  Wgn  Ch‘ia。 of  the  晉 
Chin  dynasty.  He  is  said  to 
have  seen  many  strange  shapes, 

riding  in  chariots  or  on  horse¬ 

back  and  dressed  in  red  'clothes, 
but  this  was  resented  by  the 
denizens  of  the  deep,  and  within 
a  very  short  time  he  died. 

m%  the  horned  owl. 

壞 
6331 

恠 
6332 

會 IT 

6333 

R. 泰 

See 

Sinking  Upper 

Irregular. 

m 
6334 

处隹 

I . 

J.  kuuii^  he 
A.  ihwai 
Kvcn  t^)pcr 

Irregular. 

See  5031. 

Same  as  6330. 

Name  of  a  small  feudal 

State  in  Honan. 

自 鄯以下  see  6470. 

*10  scratch；  to  rub.  To 
carry  on  the  arm. 

务匯  痕  t0  scratch  an  itching. 

擓破臉  to  scratch  a  person face；  to  cut  the  acquaintance  of. 

4 匯了 五條痕 scratched five  marks, — on  her  face. 

m 

6334 

蒯 
3 

6335 

R •卦 

C.  ckwdi 

H.  k'wai 
F.  ̂ k'wai 

W.  k^wa^ 

P.  ckLwai^ 

k'-waP 

M.  ̂ k'wai 

Y.  k、wae 
K.  kwe 

J.  kwai、 Ju 

A.  k'wai^ 

Sinking  Upper 

Trregular. 

快‘
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R •卦 

C.fdi H.  k'wai fai 

F.  k、wai、 k-ae 

W.  k、wa 
N.  k、wa 

p •丨 •- 

M.  }  k、wai 

Sz.  ~ 

Y.  k^wae 

K.  k、wcu 

J.  kai 

A.  k^wai 

Sinking 

Upper. 

擓筐子  to  carry  a  basket  ( 
the  arm. 

擓水  to  bale  out  water. 
A  rush  蔽草 [Scirpt 

eriofihorum、  Michx.)  < 
which  various  things  ai 
made. 

繭履  rush  sandals, — as  worn  n mourners. 

• 繭蓆  msh  mats- 

繭索  rush  ropes. 
雖 有絲麻 ，無 棄菅违 
though  you  have  silk  and  hem do  not  throw  away  your  gra 

and  rushes. 

To  feel  pleasure  ；  chee 

ful ;  in  good  health.  Quid 
fast  ；  speedy  ；  prompt,  i 

opp.  to 慢 7631.  Sharj keen.  See  770. 

吾何 快於是  how  should 
find  pleasure  in  these  things? 

三日  0  快  had  three  da3 enjoyment. 

大 快于懷  greatly  comfort 
in  mind. 

快樂 w 快暢。 r 快 I 
happy ;  glad;  pleased. 

昔 A. 怏之  the  people  j P‘u[ning]  were  pleased,  —  wi 

my  action. 

快 活。 r  爽 快  cheerful;  livel in  good  health. 

一日 快活 勝千年 1。 
jolly  for  one  day  is  better  th; 
1,000  years, — a  short  life  and merry  one. 

快聆  to  be  delighted  to  leal 
that . 

身 上 不 佚 ̂indisposed;  out 
sorts. 

嘗不 快於樂 had  had 
difference  with  Lo. 

一 時之快  a  moment  of  coi| fort;  a  temporary  relief. 

快慢  fast  and  slow, 一 relati speed. 

風 雲快慢  the  wind  fast  ail 
the  clouds  slow. 

風快  quick  as  the  wind. 
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快鎗  quick-firing  guns. 

狻 門快鎗  一 a  breech-loading 
gun. 

快轎  a  light  sedan-chair. 

快婿 a  good  son-in-law. 

快快來  come  quickly ! 

去 彳 陕 來 g0  and  make  haste 
back! 

跑得快  it  gallops  fast. 

快完了  it  will  soon  be  finished. 

快當  prompt ;  quick. 

快板  quick  time, 一 in  music. 

快語 glib- 

快嘴 快舌的  too  ready  to 
talk;  one  who  is  always  letting 

things  out. 

快要  to  be  on  the  point  of. . . . . 
just  going  to . 

快子  chopsticks,  —  the  small 
bamboo  or  ivory  sticks  which 

take  the  place  of  knives  and 

forks.  Literally,  “hasteners,”  a 
term  said  to  have  been  sub¬ 

stituted  for^^  2563,  which  latter 
has  the  same  sound  and  tone  as 

住  “to  remain’’， and  is  accord¬ 
ingly  an  inauspicious  word  for 
travellers  and  others  who  would 

rather  “hasten”  home.  See  63360. 

快子插 a  case  for  chopsticks. 

快艇 a  fast  boat  used  at  Canton. 

快船  a  fast  cruiser. 

快馬  a  fleet  horse. 

快 ̂ 馬輕 刀  lively  and  incisive, 
— of  style. 

馬 快。 r 快班  policemen ; 
thief-catchers.  See  班 8595. 

江怏。 r 河快  river  police. 
快頭  head  of  a  police  gang. 

快利  sharp;  cutting. 

磨快  to  grind  sharp. 

快刀  a  sharp  knife. 

快 A  a  sharp  man. 

快哉此 風 the  air  bites 
shrewdly. 

w 

6336a 

R •卦 

L.  \ 

}.) not  used 

C 
H F. 

W. 

N.  k、we、v, kKwaaii 

M.  I
  k"wai 

Y.  k'wae 

Sz.  k、wai 
K. 

A. 
not  used 

Chopsticks.  An  altered 

form  of  6336  used 

only  in  this  sense. 

一雙侠  a  pair  of  chopsticks. 

象牙佚  ivory  chopsticks. 

^  ̂   ebony  chopsticks. 

Sinking 

Upper. 

駅 
6337 

R •屑卦 

决怏 
K.  kidl、 k'-wae 
J.  ketsz、 kwai 
A.  kiiet 

Entering  and Sinking 

Upper. 

IT 

6338 

R •卦 

C.  ck^ui 

F.  kwoui) 
W. k^wa^ N.  ̂ k'we 

M.  I 
 k"war

 

Y.  ̂ k'wae 

K.  k、wat 

J.  kwai^  kc 

A.  J^wai) 

Sinking 

Upper. 

w 

6339 

R. 泰 

See 鰌 

Sinking 

Upper. 

m 

6340 

r •泰隊 

C.fdi 
H.  khvai'fai 
F.  k'wai^  v. 

toai 
W.  k^wai 

N.  k-we 
P.  k^wai 
M.  ck^wai 

Swift,  as  a  fleet  colt. 

Used  with  6336.  Also  read 

chiieh1* 
缺馬  a  swift  horse. 

缺流 如竹箭 flawing  as swiftly  as  an  arrow  flies. 

To  gulp  down  ；  greedy. 
Cheerful. 

k 

喰 喰其正  pleasant  is  the exposure  of  the  chamber  to  the 

light.
  - 

顔 色腫啥 his  faee  was bloated  and  rough,  —  as  when 

poverty-stricken. 

The  fastening  of  a  girdle 

or  collar,  A  collar；  a  loose 

girdle. 

A  clod  ；  a  lump.  A  piece 

of；  a  frattion.  The  numer- 
ative  of  a  great  variety  of 

things.  Also  written  墳. 

破瑰  to  break  clods. 

胸 如壘塊  my  breast  is  as though  piled  up  with  clods, — 
weighed  down  by  cares. 

6340 
Y.  K'wae 

Sz.  k^wai 

K.  k'we 

J.  ke、 kwai A.  kuoui 

Sinking 

Upper. 

官1
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R •寒 

C.  kun H.  kon F.  kwang 

W.  kite 

N.  koun 

p- ) 

M.  >  kzvan 

Sz. ) 

Y.  kou 
K. 

J.  >  kwatt 

A.) 

Even  Upper. 

與之瑰  gave  him  a  clod. When  写！  Ch‘ung  Erh,  son 
of  the  prince  of  晉  Chin,  was 

a  fugitive,  he  begged  something 
to  eat  of  a  peasant,  who  offered 
him  a  clod  of  earth.  At  this 

Ch‘ung  Erh  would  have  got 

angry,  but  it  was  remarked  that 
the  clod  was  a  symbol  of  his  lost 

territory  which  he  would  one 

day  recover. 

大瑰  nature;  Tao. 

夫 大瑰載 我以形 TAG has  given  me  this  mortal  coil. 

瑰 然無知  doltish  and  igno- 
rant. 

瑰 然一物  a  blockhead. 

塊 然無偶  alone,  without  a 
wife. 

瑰瑰然 無侶1 eft 」Gne  like 
a  stock. 

— »  in  one  piece;  altogether; 

in  a  lump;  a  dollar. 

一塊肉  a  piece  of  meat. 

一塊地  a  piece  of  land. 
一瑰洋 錢。1 •一 塊錢 a 

dollar. 

一瑰 K  a  carpet. 

XSLTJAJN-. Of  or  belonging  to  the 

administration  of  govern¬ 

ment  ；  official  ;  an  o 伍 cial; 
a  mandarin  ；  to  appoint  to 

a  post.  Used  as  a  term 
of  respect,  and  also  of 
excellence.  Public  ；  civic. 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

宦 5085].  See  11,382. 

做官 a 當官。 r 爲官 t。 be  an  official.  See  below. 

官爵 c 官閥。 1 •官階 o 伍 cial  rank. 

大官 or  官 of  high  official 
rank. 

佐治官  subordinate  officials. 

文官  civil  officials. 
武官  military  officfals. 
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官
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官員。 r 官府。 r 官曹。 r 

官吏。 1 ■官長 ChaH^  0r 

官夫 officials ;  government servants. 

官憲  high  officials;  the  autho¬ rities. 

縣官  district  o 伍 cers ;  the  State. 

則官 聲大震 and  thus  my 
official  reputation  will  be  noised 
far  and  wide. 

官; ̂   the  official  arena. 

新官制  the  new  style  of  official 
administration  on  the  European 
model. 

*  the  official  language  or 

“Mandarin,” 一  the  language  of 
the  district  in  which  the  Court 

is  situated;  in  former  times,  that 

of  Nanking;  in  modern  times, 
that  of  Peking. 

說官 _ or 打官話 to  talk 
“Mandarin;”  to  speak  formally 

or  precisely.  [The  latter  is  speci¬ 
ally  used  of  interpretation  from 
a  local  dialect.] 

不 曉官音  Ullable  to  speak 
“Mandarin.” 

官 署  a  government  office, 

官身子  a  man  in  official employ. 

官於晉 \者| 知之 the Shansi  officials  aU  knew  it. 

帝 欲官白 the  Emperor 
wished  to  appoint  (Li)  Po  to  an 
official  post: 

令 送 ^ 部與官 ordered 
that  he  should  be  sent  to  the 

Board  of  Civil  Office  and  be 

provided  with  a  post. 

會 其子爲 [the  Emperor； 
appointed  his  son  to  be . 

兄  官 officials  of  distinct 
departments  corresponding  in 
rank. 

父毋官 w  373<5. 
官 fellow-officials. 
官居  to  draw  an  official  salary. 

官祿  °r  官痒 official  salary- 

官用  for  official  use. 
官職  an  official  appointment; 

official  position. 

回 看官瞰 是泥沙 
looking  back,  I  see  that  official 
life  is  mere  mud,  sc.  worthless. 

官 i
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官  to  ruin  one’s  official  career; to  be  cashiered. 

官 紳 officials  ai.d  gentry. 

官項 or  官欺 official  moneys. 

官  itfe  government  land. 

官 軍  government  troops. 

官 government  rice. 

官  an  official  appointment; 
official  messengers,  attendants etc. 

出 官 差  to  hold  an  execution 
of  criminals. 

官 坐 兒 official  seats,  —  the boxes  at  a  Chinese  theatre、  | 

官暢  an  official  chair. 
官帽  an  official  hat.  | 

官衣 official  dress;  full  dress. 

官方 official  decorum. 

官 面 兒  an  0他^1  formality ; the  strict  form. 

官 鈔  the  notes  of  a  government bank. 

官門  an  official  gateway. 

胃  a  government hong;  a  State  establishment. 

胃胃  free  medical  establish¬ ments  where  patients  obtain  ad¬ 
vice  gratis. 

官  slaves  of  the  State. 

官 人  an  official  underling;  a term  of  respect  for  a  husband; 

sir;  an  epithet  for  prostitutes. 

莫非 官人就 是他麽 
surely  then  you,  sir,  are  the 

man, — in  question. 

官 ：^^he  full  title  of  an  official. 

官 設銀號  an  officially  recog- nised  bank. 

官書局  an  official  printing office,  —  for*  the  diffusion  of knowledge. 

官樣。 i ■官體 official  dignity ; in  good  taste  or  form;  becoming. 

恐失  了官體  fearing  loss  of 
official  cignity. 

去官 事  dismissal  from office  is  a  small  matter, 一 com¬ 

pared  with  etc. 

罷 守本官 dismissed  but allowed  to  retain  his  rank. 

椎 官不赴  he  declined  office and  did  not  proceed  to  the  post. 

6341 
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此 官已滿  this  term  of  offic 
(three  years)  is  already  at  a| end. 

有 的是錢 ，沒 的是負 
I  have  plenty  of  money,  but  r| 
official  rank. 
'  ! 

捐官  to  purchase  official  ran 

不怕官 ，只 怕昝 tis  ni 
the  official  but  the  officious  or 
has  to  fear. 

上疏辭  _  applied  
to  t 

allowed  to  resign.  See  ̂   853 

因滄 火失官  was  dismisse 
the  service  because  of  a  fire  i 
the  public  granary. 

A  官。1 ■歸官 tQ  be  confi 
cated. 

打官司  to  go  to  law. 

輸官司  to  lose  a  lawsuit. 

，劉 李聲 官鳴寃 ^  M 
Li  notified  the  authorities  < 

their  grievances. 

不願經 官的招 
agreement  to  settle  out  of  cour 

幾 品 官 of  what  grade  are  you 

官名  see  7940. 
六官  an  old  name  for  the  ̂  
部  Six  Boards,  known  as  ̂  
官 ，地官 ，春 官， 1 

官， 秋官， W 冬官， an referring  to  the  Boards  of  Cj、 

Office,  Revenue,  Ceremonie 

War,  Punishments,  and  Work respectively. 

宫亭  an  open  kiosque. . 

五官  the  five  officials  of  tl body, — the  five  senses,  or  ear 

eyes,  mouth,  nose,  and  hea (mind).  Also,  in  the  史說 

天 之五官  the  five  planet 

五 官半廢  my  five  senses  a 
much  enfeebled. 

官板  orficial  boards,— a  ter used  of  books  printed  fro 

blocks  cut  at  government  e 

pense. 

官板錢  coin  of  the  realm, as  opposed  to  ̂   illegal  coi 一 個官板 琴都沒 3 
I  haven’t*  a  farthing. 

官價  the  official  price. 

官緑  Saxon  green. 
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官太太 a  mandarin’s  wife. 

當官 有三事 officials 
should  be  three  things, 一  淸 

愼勤  clean-handed,  cautious, 
and  diligent. 

連官也 做不成 he  wm 
not  even  be  able  to  take  up  his 

appointment. 

未做 f 說千般  before  he comes  into  office  he  finds  fault 

with  a  thousand  things. 

做了 官是 一 般 when  in 
office,  he  is  all  the  same, — as 
the  rest. 

千 里做官 只爲嘴 he 
who  takes  office  a  thousand  li 

from  home  does  so  to  earn  his 
living. 

人 心似鐵 ，耸 法如爐 
man’s  heart  is  like  iron,  and  the 
law  like  a  smelting-pot. 

淸官 不到頭  an  incorrupt 
magistrate  cannot  get  on. 

官 高必險  Mgh  official  rank 
carries  danger  with  it. 

若 要安， 先完官 if  ycu 
want  peace,  first  square  the 
0 伍  cials. 

官星顯  your  official  star  is  in 
the  ascendant,  —  as  said  by  a 

fortune-teller  casting  a  nativity, 
meaning  that  his  client  will  be¬ 
come  an  official. 

三官  three  Taoist  divinities  of 

天 ，地， and 水. 

天 官賜福  may  the  heavenly 
official  (who  is  supposed  to  look 

after  rewards  and  punishments) 

send  you  blessings ! 

大老官  a  title  given  to  visitors 
at  brothels. 

蘇官  Mr.  Su, — here  used  as  a 
term  of  respect.  [The  qua  in  such 

names  as  How-qua  and  others 
has  been  traced  to  this  usage ; 

also  to  the  sound  of  家  as 

written  by  the  Portuguese.] 

官  a  term  used  under  previous 
dynasties  for  the  Emperor;  offi¬ 
cial. 

客官  the  honourable  stranger, — 
a  polite  form  of  address. 

官客  male  guests. 

下官  your  subordinate, — I. 

看官  the  “gentle  reader •” 

官 i
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634? 

R •寒 

See  官， 

Even  Upper. 

官酒  high-class  wines;  vins fins. 

官薛  the  best  kind  of  birds’- 
nests. 

官耖  a  superior  glossy  crape.. 

官堂  a  public  bath-house  where the  bathers  have  separate  rooms. 

免混 5239,  and  盆 8850. 

官結  guaranteed  by  the  author¬ ities  ; to  possess  a  certificate 
of  character  issued  by  a  public 
office. 

文官勲 一筆， 武官爬 

不及  the  civil  official  makes 
one  stroke  with  his  pen  and 

the  military  o 伍 cial  is  reduced 

to  abject  submission, — so  much 
more  powerful  is  the  rule  of  right 
than  the  rule  of  might. 

一 世爲官 ，七 世打碑 
for  one  generation  an  official, 

for  seven  generations  (in  future 

lives)  a  beggar, — said  of  an  in 
iquitous  mandarin.  See  2707. 

淸 官難斷 家務事 ■ an  incorrupt  official  can  hardly 
settle  family  disputes. 

官報  official  reports.  See  8731. 

官 牛  cattle, 一 because  except  on ^special  occasions,  they  are  not 
allowed  to  be  slaughtered. 

官眷  the  family  of  an  official. 

官  the  red  official  umbrella. 

官 事包袱  a  despatch-holder of  portfolio. 

官汲桶  PubHc  fire-pumps. 

官路  a  public  highway. 

官事  a  public  matter. 
官塘  a  public  reservoir  of  water. 

官物  a  public  article, 

官河  a  public  stream. 

官 、漲  public  foreshore. 

官利财 6885. 

A  groom.  The  Emperor’s charioteer. 

命彼倌 A  he  ordered  his 
groom. 

唁1
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R •删 

See 關 

A.  thwart 
Even  Upper. 

馆 3
 

6344 
R •旱翰 

See 官 

Rising  and 
SinkingUpper. 

窟 1 

6345 

m
s
 

6346 

r •曷 

K.  al 

J.  atsz 

A.  hatr 
Entering 

Upper. 

棺1
 

6347 

R. 寒 

See 官 

Even  Upper. 

To  coo  to  each  other, 

as  doves  do. 

Sorrowing  ；  sad. 

f 官馆  friendless;  destitute/ 

馆念  sad  thoughts. 
Same  as  6344. 

To  take  up  ；  to  litt.  Also 

read  wa 访  and  wan%. 

棺取  to  take  away. 
Read  hsia 狄. To  scrape. 

An  inner  coffin  ；  a  coff^J 

^  ̂^the  inner  and  outer  coffins. 

中古 棺七寸  in  middle antiquity,  the  inner  coffin  was 
seven  inches  thick. 

棺材。 r 棺木 a  coffin.. 

棺材餡  coffin-stuffing,  sc.  a dead  body.  Used  as  a  term  of abuse. 

棺材鑿  a  coffin-borer;  one who  rifles  the  dead;  a* scoundrel. 

棺材 伸出手  his  hand 
comes  out  of  his  coffin, -grasping 
to  the  last. 

四五六 的棺材  a  coffin 
with  a  bottom  4  in.,  sides  5  in., 

and  lid  6  inches  thick. 

碗 器棺材  a  crockery  coffin, 
— a  hard-hearted  man. 

兩口棺 木 材） tw。 coffins. 

蓮棺  to  transport  a  coffin, — back  to  the  native  place  of  the 
deceased. 

施棺 w 捨棺  to  give  coffins! 
in  charity. 

棺單 a  canopy  of  coloured  cloth, used  over  a  coffin. 
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管
 3 6348 R •旱 

C.  kun 

H.  kon 

F.  kwang^  v. 
kwong 

W.kiie 
N.  houh 

p- ) 

M.  > kwan 
Sz. ) 

Y.  kou K. . 

kwan 
A. 

Rising'  Upper, 

寶棺。 1 ■金棺 a  coffin  with 
a  corpse  in  it. 

生有七 尺之形 ，死爲 

一 棺之土  in  life  a  form 
7  ft.  in  height,  in  death  a  coffinful 

of  earth. [ 王 郧。 n  曹 •] 

— ■任 人家寄 頓棺具 
in  one  (room  of  the  temple) 

they  allowed  people  to  deposit 
coftms. 

蓋 棺論定  only  when  the 
coffin-lid  is  down  can  a  man’s 
reputation  be  fixed. 

棺  kuanK  ̂   to  encoffin. 

A  reed ;  a  tube  ；  a  tiute 

of  wood  fitted  with  a  reed, 

and  having  7  finger-holes 
on  the  upper  side  and  either 

or  2  underneath.  A  duct. 

A  key.  Numerative  of  tu¬ 
bular  things.  To  manage  ； 

to  control  ；  to  regulate  *,  to 
govern.  See  6341. 

蕭 誉備舉  the  pan-pipes  and flute  begin  at  the  same  time. 

味  stringed  and  wind  in¬ 
struments.  See  10,259. 

蘆替  a  flute  or  pipe  used  like 
the  bugle  in  military  life  (吹 

以驚 軍士) .  Als。 de- 
scribed  as : 

筆管  the  bamboo  tube  of  a 
Chinese  brush  or  pen；  pens. 

一管筆  a  pen;  a  pencil. 

替窺。 I ■營見 to  look  at 
through  a  tube, 一 so  that  only 
a  small  field  is  visible.  Used 

of  views  limited  by  want  of  ex¬ 
perience,  etc. 

略 陳替見  to  submit  one’s limited  views, — a  conventional 

phrase  of  self-depreciation. 

參城子 the  pen. 

五替  the  five  ducts, — of  the  five 
viscera  {see  11,584).  Also,  a 

group  of  five  Departments  south 
of  the  Mei-ling  range. 

橫貫 於氣替 食管之 

間  stuck  between  the  gullet  and 
the  windpipe. 

幸僅傷 及食替  happily 
it  only  injured  the  gullet. 

管2
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總營  to  have  the  general control  of;  a  manager;  a  head 
eunuch. 

營理 w 管領  to  manage. 西施 一 ■去 ，春色 已無 

^  when  Hsi  Shih  left 

(越  Yiieh),  the  beauty  of  spring lost  its  chief  charm. 

靡 聖  ̂   ̂   they  are  withou
t sages  to  guide  them. 

替船的  the  lowdah  of  a  boat. 

管 船夥長  the  first  mate  ofj a  vessel. 

管駕官  the  commander  of  a Chinese  gunboat. 

管教  to  teach ;  to  look  after  ； 
to  correct;  to  manage ;  to  “boss.” 

替守  to  keep;  to  garrison.  ， 

嘗待  to  look  after  one. 

昝保  to  guarantee. 

他營保 不知道  ril  bet  he doesn’t  know! 

昝家  a  steward;  a  butler. 

營事  a  manager. 

營事官  former  name  for  a Consul. 

不營事  it  won’t  hold;  it  won’t 
do. 

正管  one’s  rightful  business  or 

duty. 

營閒 事  to  mind  other  people’s 
business. 

替東  to  restrain;  to  keep  in ordeT. 

不服他 的管  wo  stand being  managed  by  him. 

營下  under  the  jurisdiction  of. 

受他替  under  his  jurisdic¬ 
tion. 

管帶  to  take  into  custody- 

嘗押  to  keep  in  custody. 

管鋇房  a  treasurer;  an  ac¬ countant. 

替輪  an  engineer  of  a  steamer. 

管 輪學堂  a  college  of  marine engineering. 

昝不住  won’t  hold,  keep,  or fix  it, 一  of  mechanical  means. 

管
1
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349 

R •旱 

See^. 

Rising  Upper, 

635。 

R •旱 

See 

Rising  Upper. 

脂 3
 

635^ 

R. 旱 

See 官 

Rising  Upper, 

輯 3
 

6352 

R. 旱 

See 昝 

Rising  Upper, 

你 的兒子 你會昝 

住  you  do  not  know  ho' manage  your  son. 

只管 *4 甚麽 what  d。 keep  on  crying  for? — to  a 

只替說 (Qr 講 ) let  him  t 
talk  on! 

只昝做  just  do  it!- 

mind  anything  else. 

不嘗你 怎麽樣 n。 

n« 

what  you  do  or  think. 

不管他  never  mind  him. 

我不管  I  don’t  care ;  I  sh 
bother  about  it. 

管 我呢。 r 你營你 

罷  mind  your  own  busine! 

昝 那麽的 by  all  means A  tube  of  stone, 

sight-tube,  as  for  a  1 
dolite. 

翎琯  the  jade  tube  which  h the  peacock’s  feather  on o 伍 cial  hat. 

Worn  out；  ill. 

四 牲瘡瘡 the  ho 
were  worn  out. 

疱 楚甚篤  dangerously  i： 

A  duct  in  the  body.  1 
core  of  a  boil. 

血脂  the  blood-vessels. 

水脂  the  urethra. 
肺脂  the  windpipe. 

胃脂  the  pylorus ;  also, 
cardiac  orifice. 

漏脂  fistula: 脫脂九  a  pill  which  is 
serted  to  cure  fistula. 

The  iron  band  on  1 
hub  of  a  wheel,  to  prev 

it  from  splitting. 

若納水 館 likeawate
pwh 

-for  irrigation. 
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6353 

旱 

昝 
ing  Upper. 

A  residence ;  a  lodging- 
house.  Used  in  combination 

with  a  variety  of  words 

and  with  a  corresponding 

variety  in  meaning.  See 

ii，375. 

適子 之館兮 we  wiu  go 
to  your  Court, — alluding  to  the 
residence  at  the  capital  assigned 
to  a  feudal  prince. 

于 幽斯館  having  settled  in 
temporary  lodging-houses  in  Pin. 

欲館之  wished  to  give  him 
a  residence,  or  take  him  into  his 
house. 

張館  the  private  residence  of 
the  Chang  family, — as  seen  on 
a  small  wooden  tablet  outside  a 

house,  the  equivalent  of  a  door¬ 

plate. 

館舍  a  lodging-house. 

館子  an  eating-house；  an  inn. 

茶館  a  tea-house；  a  restaurant 
么  a；i  establishment  at  which 
travelling  officials  put  up;  an 

official’s  private  residence;  an 
office;  a  public  hall, 

客館 an  inn_ 

酒館  a  wine-shop ;  a  restaurant. 

書館 學館  a  college；  a 
school. 

賭館  a  gambling-house. 

稅館  a  custom-house. 

醫館  a  hospital. 

賊館  a  thieves’  resort. 

會館  a  guild-house, 一 the  head¬ 
quarters  of  a  union  of  merchants 

or  traders  in  any  particular  branch 
of  commerce. 

班館  the  quarters  in  a  yamen 
assigned  to  the  various  under¬ 

lings  on  duty.  See  8595. 

館接天 下賢豪  to  collect 
together  all  the  men  of  worth 

and  ability  in  the  empire. 

翰 林留館  a  Han-lin  who 
successfully  competes  in  the  third 
year  after  his  election,  and  is 
kept  upon  the  roll  of  the  Aca¬ 

demy,  as  opposed  to  散館 
those  who  are  drafted  out  for 

employment  as  District  Magi¬ 
strates,  etc. 

館 6354 

w 

6355 

R •翰 

See 貫 

SinkingUpper. 

w 

6356 

R •寒翰 

Q.  fun W,  k^oft^fon 

W.  hue 

歡鶴 
Even  and 

SinkingUpper. 

權 
6357 

m 

¥ 

r .翰 

See 官 

Sinking 

Upper. 

Same  as  6353. 

A  species  of  stork；  see 

6365.  A  small  cup. 

瞿芄 all 蘭 Ml 芄蘭 
Metaplexis  Stauntoni^  Roem.  and Sch. 

Grieved  ;  melancholy 
forlorn.  Used  for  5051. 

薛 則思灌  when  peaceful  in mind,  reflect  on  (past)  sorrows. 

See  3190. 

Growing  thickly;  bushy. 

Assembled  together.  To 

pour  on,  or  down,  or  into； 
to  force  to  drink；  to  force 

down  or  into. 

集 于灌木  collecting  (of| 
birds)  on  the  thickly-growing 
trees.  See  ̂|j  7084. 

灌聚  to  assemble  together. 

灌水  to  water,  as  flowers;  to 
blow  water  into  meat,  to  make 

it  weigh  heavier. 

灌花  to  water  flowers. 

灌田  to  irrigate  fields. 

灌 注  to  pour  out. 社 鼷不灌 ，屋 鼠不熏 
do  not  flood  the  rats  out  of  a 

shrine,  nor  smoke  mice  out  of 

a  house, 一 lest  the  remedy  should 
be  worse  than  the  disease. 

灌漿  to  pour  liquid  mortar  into interstices;  to  fill,  as  an  ear  of 

grain  or  a  small-pox  pustule. 

灌 藥槍彈  loaded  cartridges. 
灌頂  to  baptise  according  to 
Buddhist  rites. 

灌進去  to  stuff  into, — of  a  bag, 
pipe  or  bladder. 

灌腸  to  stuff  sausages;  sausages. 

6358 

m 

6359 

R-翰 

See 官 

SinkingUpper. 

m 

6360 

r .翰 

See 官 

SinkingUpper. 

6361 

R .翰 

W.  Ckiic^  kiie) 

See 官 

Sinking 

Upper: 

自 旣灌 而往者 the 
moment  the  libation  has  been 

poured  out, -at  the  great  sacrifice, 

久聞 高名， 如 雷灌耳 
your  great  fame  has  long  thun 
dered  in  my  ears. 

灌藥  to  force  medicine  down  a 
person’s  throat. 

灌救  to  save  life  by  adminis tering  medicines. 

灌醉  to  make  a  person  drunk 

灌酒  to  press  to  drink  wine, 

你別 勉 强灌他 dWt force  him  to  drink, 

灌死 t。  kill,  either  by  pouring 
water  into  the  mouth  or  by  hold 

ing  the  nose  and  mouth  under water. 

灌灌  entirely  sincere;  a  bird like  the  dove;  a  fox  with  nine 
tails. 

To  set  fire  to ;  to  light 

a  fire. 

祭燿  to  worship  the  discoverer of  fire. 

A  kind  of  jade  or  pre 

cious  stone  from  which 

goblets  were  made. 

A  jar ;  a  pot. 

水罐  a  water-jar;  a  pitcher a  tea-canister. 

蜜罐  a  honey-pot. 七星罐  a  name  for  the  ioreign cruet-stand. 

瓦 罐不離 井上破 

難免 井上亡  the  pitcher 

確 
6362 

goes  once  too  often  to  the  well， 
一 and  gets  broken. 

火罐子  a  small  cup  for  cup- 
ping. 

Same  as  6361. 
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6363 

寒翰 
See 官 

R. 

inspect. 

Even  and 
Sinking 

Upper. 

To  gaze  at;  to  view;  to 

觀看  to  look  at. 

請 觀於張  I  asked  Chang  to 
let  me  have  a  look,  —  at  his 

paintings. 

觀望  to  gaze;  to  look  on  (and 

do  nothing).  ’ 

懷觀 望之心  to  maintain 
an  attitude  -of  looking  on, 一 i.e, 

of  caution,  or  of  a  masterly  in¬ 
activity,  with  a  view  to  shirk 
doing  something. 

幸 勿觀望  on  no  account  be 
mere  lookers-on, -but  make  haste 

to  avail  yourselves  of  the  above 

advantages.  A  phrase  used  in 
advertisements. 

觀 者如堵  lookers-on  like  a 
wall, — in  a  dense  mass  all  round.* 

同觀者  co-witnesses, — as  to 
signature. 

傍  a  looker-on;  a  disinterested 
party. 

觀審  to  watch  a  case；  to  act 
as  assessor. 

觀花  to  look  at  flowers;  to 
garden. 

大 有可觀  very  well  worth seeing. 

觀賞  to  view;  to  see,  as  a  race etc. 

觀 玩  to  enjoy;  to  be  amused  by. 

觀覽  to  peruse;  to  examine 

由 是觀之  looking  at  .it  from 
this  point  of  view;  hence  it 

appears. 

易 地相觀 to  look  at 
question  from  the  opposite  point 

of  view,  —  to  that  previously 
adopted. 

r 觀相  to  practise  physiognomy. 

觀光  to  see  your  brightness,  Le. 
to  meet  you,  as  when  accepting 
an  invitation^  to  test  one 

brightness  (i.e.  abilities)  at  the 

examinations;  to  travel  for  plea¬ 
sure. 

觀星 w 觀天文  to  practise astronomy. 

觀星臺 an  observatory. 

觀海樓  a  belvidere  overlook 
ing  the  sea.  See  kuan、 、 below 

觀陣  to  inspect  troops. 

6363 

觀 轉 or 觀劇 to  witness 
theatricals. 

胃  _  to  go  to  see  the  illumina¬ tions, — at  the  Feast  of  Lanterns. 

間 觀  to  stroll  about  sight-seeing. 

無 有可觀  nothing  worth 
seeing. 

美觀  a  beautiful  view. 奇觀。 1 •壯 觀。 r 六觀 
a  strange  or  wonderful  sight. 

觀風  to  examine  into  the  cus¬ toms,  as  of  another  State;  to 
compete  at  an  examination,  in 
order  to  see  whose  文風 

the  best. 

容觀  deportment. 
脤 習容觀  to  practise  deport¬ 
ment. 

大 考觀贍 great  lQSS  °f prestige. 

監 觀四方  (God)  surveyed the  four  quarters  of  the  empire, 

越 王議潮 the  P—e  of 
Yueh  looks  after  the  “bore,” 
at  Hangchow,  alluding  to  the 
embankment  built  to  guard 

against  the  damage  caused  by 

this  great  tidal  wave. 

觀察  the  epistolary  designation of  a  Tao-t‘ai  or  Intendant.  of 

Circuit.  Under  the  T‘angdyn.= 
Governor. 

觀音 菩蔭。 r 觀世音 
the  h ear-prayer  Bodhisatva  or 
the  hearer  of  the  prayers  of  the 

world, — the  Goddess  of  Mercy*. 
Generally  represented  in  white 
clothes  with  a  child  in  her  arms, 

and  worshipped  by  those  who 
desire  offspring.  Corresponds  to 
the  Avalokites^ara  of  Buddhism, 

and'  in  some  respects  to  the 
Lucina  of  the  Romans.  Down 

to  the  early  part  of  the.  12  th 

century,  Kuan  Yin  was  repre¬ 
sented  as  a  man.  [See  the  西 

游 ，記卷 •第八 晖， 
where  Kuan  Yin  speaks  of  him- 

self  as 弟 子不才 .] & 
12,365. 

少是 觀音， 老是猴 
when  young  she  is  a  goddess : 
when  old,  a  monkey, -of  woman. 

不要觀 音面， 只要夫 

星現  do  not  long  for  beauty, 
but  that  your  husband-star  may 
appear,— in  the  casting  af  your 
nativity;  meaning  that  destiny 

6363 

m 
6364 

r. 翰 

See 罐 

Sinking 

Upper. 

C.  kur^ 
H.  kon 

F.  kwanf 

W.  W 

N. koun 
P.  kwan^  v. 

ckwa 

M. 

Sz.  1 

Y.  kou 
K. 

J.  J  kwart 

A.  \ 

kwan 

secures  husbands  more  sun than  beauty. 

黑 觀音- •鐵觀 音&& beauty;  a  brunette. 

坐觀音 堂 to  sit  in  Ku 
Yin’s  hall, — uxorious. 

觀音倒  坐  Kuan  Yin  sits  t 
reverse  way  to  every  one  el 

一 facing  the  north  instead 
the  south.  She  is  said  to  do 

因衆 生不回 頭 becai 
mortals  will  not  turn  their  hea< 
sc.  repent. 

觀音兵 a  carpet-knight; 
lady’s  man. 

觀音柳  the  yew;  the  tamari: 

觀音蕉 ㈣蓮}  Lysichiti 
Kam tschatense^  Schott. 

觀音 草  Peristrophe  tinctor 
Nees,  and  Dicliptera  critii 

Nees. 

Read  kuan^.  A  Taoi 

monastery  or  nunner 
occasionally  occupied  1 

Buddhist  priests,  havir 

passed  into  their  hands  1 
sale  or  by  expulsion  of  tl 
Taoists.  The  20th  Diagrat 

寺觀  Buddhist  and  Tao 
monasteries,  respectively. 

觀宇。 r 仙觀  a  Taoist  temp 

觀樓  an  upper  storey.  The  kua 
refers  to  the  building  and  r 

to  the  look-out. 

A  jar..  Used  with  636 

鸛‘
 

636S 

R •翰. A  crane  (Grus  japotu 

sis)  \  the  common  sto 
[Ciconia  alba  or  boyciam 

SinkingUpper. 

柳鐺  a  bucket  made  of  willc 

twigs. 

鸛 鳴于垤  the  white  era 
screams  on  the  ant-hill,— ̂ -shc 

ing  that  it  is  about  to  rain. 

白  the  common  stork. 

烏鸛  the  black  stork  (Cico) 

nigra). 
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6366 

R •諫 

See 慣 
Sinking 

Upper. 
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6367 

R .删 
See 關 

Even  Upper. 

6368 

R. 删 

H. 
 I  kwan 

F.  kwang
^  

v. 

kwong 
W.  kwa 

N.  kwaan 
P. 

M.  kwan 

Y.  kwaa 

K- ) 
J.  >  kwan 
A-  I 
Even  Upper. 

The  two  tufts  of  hair  oh 

a  child’s  head. 

總 角兕兮  gathered  into 
horns  like  the  character  IJp  , — 

is  the  hair  on  a  child’s  head. 

To  run  the  threads 

through  the  web  in  weaving. 

A  frontier  gate  ；  a  pass. 

A  Custom-house ;  of  or  be¬ 

longing  to  the  Customs.  To 

shut；  to  fasten,  as  opposed 

to 開 5794.  To  connect ； 

to  involve；  to  implicate；  to 

be  actuated  by  {see  7886). 

出關  to  go  beyond  the  frontier, 
— usually  the  Great  Wall. 

出關兒  to  act  officiously. 

郊 關之內  within  the  border- 
gates. 

關市譏 而不征 atthe 
passes  and  in  the  markets,  there 
was  examination  but  no  levying 

of  taxes, — in  the  olden  days. 

守關  to  guard  a+ass. 

關文  a  passport. 

倒 換關文  to  exchange  a 
passport  for  a  new  one  carrying 
the  holder  further  on  his  journey, 

or  (辱会  for  換) simply  to  get  a 

passport  vised. 

山海關  the  pass  at  the  end  of  | 
the  Great  Wall,  upon  the  Gulf 
of  Pechili. 

玉關 春色聣 spring  is  late 
at  Yu-kuan, — in  Outer  Kansuh. 

關東  the  region  lying  east  of 
the  above  pass, 一 Manchuria. 

關中  a  name  for  Shensi,  ex¬ 
plained  as  the  area  between  the 

four  passes, — (e)  画谷; 閼. 

(s)  iii 堯 關， (w) 散關， (n) 

蕭關  •  See  2093. 
自函 谷關以 西總名 

關中  from  the  Han-ku  pass 

關1
 

t>368 

westwards  is  known  as  Kuan Chung. 

關隴  the  country  at  the  borders of  Shensi  and  Kansuh. 

關口  a  pass;  a  Custom-house. 

關卡。 1 •關厥 a  Customs， 
barrier. 

常關  #  關  the  native  C
us - toms,  as  distinguished  from  the 

foreign  collectorate  of  Chinese 

Customs’  dues. 

新關。 r  if 海關 the  new Customs, 一 a  term  in  use  since 

1853-1855,  when  the  collection 

of  the  Chinese  Customs’  revenue 
at  Shanghai  was  placed  under 

foreign  superintendence. 

海關  the  maritime  Customs. 

海 關監督  a  Superintendent of  Customs. 

關吏 01 •關役  Custom-house 
officers. 

關大使  an  examiner  in  the native  Customs. 

關啃  a  tide-waiter;  a  watcher. 

關船  a  revenue  cruiser. 

關部  the  epistolary  designation 
of  the  Hoppo  at  Canton. 

_  _  bonded  wa
rehouses. 

關 章  Customs’  regulations. 

關費  Customs’  fees. 

關票  Customs’  bonds. 

關平銀  silver  as  per  Customs’ scale ;  Hai-kuan  taels. 

關道。 r 海關道 Customs， Tao-t‘ai, — a  Tao-t‘ai  deputed  to 

act  as  superintendent  of  Customs. 

關照  to  come  to  an  understand¬ 
ing;  to  give  notice;  to  guard 

or  watch ;  attention;  a  sailing- letter  for  junks. 

並非預 先關照 with0llt any  previous  notice, 一 of  your 
intentions 

關照船  a  registered  junk. 

關駁船  a  registered  cargoj boat. 

關石  the  standard  picul-weight, 一 as  kept  in  the  Imperial  Trea¬ 
sury. 

關汎  a  guard-station. 
津  guard-houses  at  fords. 

津關  the  Tientsin  Customs. 

關1
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con- 

關防  the  oblong  official  seal,  as 
opposed  to  the  印  square  seal. 

木質 關防一 顆 _bl°ng 

wooden  seal.* 

關 防嚴密  to  take  precau¬ 
tions  with  great  secrecy. 

關門。 f 兩上門 t。 shut  a door. 

遑個門 關不上 this  dTOr 
won’t  shut 

那個門 關不住 that  d(W 
won’t  keep  shut. 

隨手關 門 shut  the 

after  you. 

把 門關倒  shut  the  door tight. 

關鎖  locked;  bolted. 
關礙  to  affect;  to  be  ̂ judicial 
to;  hindrance. 

一 大關鐽  a  leading  idea ;  an 
important  factor. 

英人握 此關鐘  England 
holds  this  important  strategic 

position. 

爲前 後關鍵 is  the 
necting  link  between  the  first 
half  and  the  last. 

關係。 t 關繫  to  involve;  to concern ;  consequences ;  results. 

邑令關 係民生 a  magi strate  who  makes  the  people’s 
welfare  his  care. 

關乎  to  concern. 洵屬 1 大 有關碍 is  rcally 
a  matter  which  does  a  deal  of 

mischief. 

不 ，我事  il:  is  ncme  of  my 
business. 

不關渉 does  not  affect;  does not  involve. 

友  It  關情  yQur  kindness 
and  sympathy. 

關心1  to, be  interested  in,  as  a 
friend;  to  trouble  the  mind. 

關  AH、 照料  to  lc)()k  after  any- thing  carefully. 

你不關 心 you  do  not  pay 
attention. 

無有關 心者 none  of  these (affairs)  troubles  me. 

關顧  to  look  after;  to  have  a | care  for. 

101 
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國 課攸關  involving  or  af- 
fecting  the  national  revenue. 

識 透機關  to  see  through  a device. 

關會。 r 關節  collusion ; 
subornation. 

运關 節發覺 was  caught 
out  suborning  (the  examiner). 

打關節  to  use  unfair  means ; 
to  suborn. 

有關通  to  have  an  under¬ 
standing  with. 

託 人關說  to  ask  some  one 
to  use  his  influence,  or  make 

representations  to  a  third  person. 

關 說已成  a11  the  arrange- ments  had  been  made. 

關行附 近州邑  orders 
were  sent  to  all  the  neighbour¬ 
ing  Departmental  and  District 
Magistrates. 

承 蒙關注  you  have  been 
kind  enough  to  act  in  my  behalf. 

爲學 有三關 there  are three  frontier  passes  of  learning 
the  eye,  the  ear,  and  the 

mouth,  all  of  which  must  be 
carefully  guarded. 

crisis;  a  climacteric. 關煞 

關 頭  a  bond;  a  juncture.  Also, 
outside  the  city  gate 

生死 之關頭 a -moment between  life  and  death, 一 e.g.  just 
before  execution. 

關提。 ^關 文提人 t<3send 
a  summons  to  a  person  beyond 

one’s  own  jurisdiction,  with 
despatch  to  the  proper  official. 

關 棒  salary ;  the  receipt  of  pay 

_  _  to  receive  pay, — of  Ban 
nermen. 

關 領  to  receive,— as  donations 
of  rice  from  the  Emperor. 

關關。 r 關雎  the  cry  of  the 
chii  (2981), —— marriage ;  virtuous 
courtship  and  happy  union. 

關子  a  name  for  paper  money 
undei ■髙宗  of  the  Sung  dyn 

asty,  1127 — 1162. 

關切  obliging. 

關禁  to  confine. 
關移  to  communicate  direct. 

關裏  the  suburbs. 

關1
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關 6369 

[  802  ] 

坐 關  fp  尙  a  Buddhist  priest who  sits  in  a  cage,  sometimes 
studded  with  nails,  as  a  means 
of  extracting  alms. 

開關散  a  powder  which  opens the  barrier, 一 a  sneezing-powder. 

關帝 w 關公。 r 關老爺 

637i 

R •删 

C,  )  kwan 

H.  i 

F.  kwang 

W.  kwa N, 

or 關夫于 01 ■關聖 the Bayard  of  China,  known  to  for¬ 
eigners  as  the  God  of  War. 

Originally  a  seller  of  bean-curd, 

named  關羽  Kuan  Yu,  who 
in  a.d.  184  espoused  the  cause 

& 劉備  Liu  Pei  and  became one  of  the  most  famous  heroes 

of  the  wars  of  the  Three  King¬ 
doms.  Was  canonised  in  the 
1 2th  century,  and  made  a  god 

in  1594  by  the  Emperor  Wan 
Li  of  the  Ming  dynasty.  Is 
the  tutelary  deity  of  the  present 

dynasty. 

kwaan 

P.  I  , 

J  kwan 

Y.  kwaa Sz.  kwan 

|^丨  kwan 

. kwan 
Even  Upper. 
A 

關聖 ㈣ 帝） 廟  the  temple of  the  above  god. 

關脈  the  middle  pulse.  See 8011. 

單關  a  position  at  wei-ch%  viz two  pips  with  one  vacant  place 
between  them. 

雙關  the  above  position  doub¬ led.  Also,  a  phrase  a  double 
entente. 

Read  wan' a  bow. 

To  draw,  as 

瘰1
 

6370 

R •删 

See 織 

Even  Upper. 

其 兄關弓 而射之 my brother  is  bending  his  bow  to 
shoot  him. 

Same  as  6368. 

To  distress.  To  make 

void  *,  to  render  useless. 

桐  乃身  the  pain  distresses 

you. 智 藏療在  the  wise  in  obscur¬ ity,  the  vicious  in  office. 

若時 ，療厥 官 thus， 

the 

offices  will  be  made  of  no  effect, 
-if  men  are  chosen  by  bribery, 

療官  to  neglect  official  duties. 

6372 

R. 

冠1
 

6373 

寒翰 See 官 

A  huge  fish,  found  in 
the  Yellow  River,  which  is 

said  not  to  be  able  to 

close  its  eyes.  A  widower  - 

alone  ；  solitary.  An  un¬ 
married  man. 

目鐮 鰥而不 寐 eyes  wide 
open  and  unable  to  sleep. 

織夫- •鰥棍  a  widower ;  a bachelor. 

麟居  to  live  as  a  widower;  to live  alone. 

鰥 寡孤獨  the  widower,  the widow,  the  orphan,  and  the 
childless. 

憐鰥  to  pity  the  lonely. 

鰥身 漢子  a  lonely  fellow,— 
without  kith  or  kin. 

有鰥 在下， 日處舜 
there  is  an  unmarried  mar 
among  the  lower  people,  c^llec 
Shun  of  Yu. 

Even  and 

Sinking 

Upper. 

See  7472, 

A  conical  cap， as  wori' 

by  the  ancient  Chinese  aqc! 

by  Taoist  priests  in  moderi! 
times  ；  a  cap  or  hat 

6884).  The  comb  or  cres 

of  a  bird.  [To  be  distinl 
guished  from  寇 6x8o.] 

^  the  ancient  flat-toppe caps  of  the  Chinese, 

加冠  to  cap  a  young  man the  age  of  twenty,  in  toke 
of  his  attainment  to  manhooc 

Used  in  the  Shin  Pao  for  Mt 
crown,” 一 the  Czar. 

冠 加上冠 t。 put  a 叫 a  cap;  best  of  the  best,  said  t 
Ch ‘杏 n  Chen  to’ Chao  Yang. 

冠禮  the  ceremony  of  capp 

張 冠李戴 Li  with  Chang 
hat  on, — the  wrong  man;  pe 

sonation. 

冠 蓋  caps  姐 d  umbrellas, — hij officials. 

冠裳。 『 冠服  cap  and  robej 
garb;  dress. 

衣冠 5385- 
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冠巾 ■冠子  a  head-dress. 

冠首  to  dress  a  lady’s  hair.  See 
kuan、 

to  put  on  the  cap ;  to  dress 

up  smart. 

怒 _ 衝冠 sq  angry  that  his 
hair  raised  up  his  cap. 

升升冠  let  us  take  off  our  hats, 
— a  conventional  phrase  used 
between  host  and  guest,  e.g.  in 
hot  weather. 

喪 冠不綫  the  mourning-cap 
is  without  tassels. 

冠 綾  the  strings  of  a  cap;  a 
tassel  for  a  cap. 

高冠  a  tall  cap, — as  worn  by 
the  women  of  河縣 & 
San-ho  District  in  Chihli. 

免冠  to  take  off  the  hat, 一 in 
order  to  ̂ o-fou  to  a  superior. 

冠 纓盡落 W  and  tassel  all 
gone, — deprived  of  official  rank. 

虎 而冠者  a  tiger  in  an  offi- 
cialcap, — a  cruel  o 伍 cial. 

道士冠  a  Taoist  priest’s  cap; 
a  small  square  hat. 

女冠  a  witch;  a  sorceress. 

素冠。 1 •縞冠  the  white  cap: 
of  a  mourner. 

練冠  a  cap  assumed  in  the 
thirteenth  month  of  mourning. 

衣冠  the  ordinary  black  cap, —  | 
which  Confucius  would  not  wear 

when  paying  a  visit  of  condo¬ 
lence. 

南冠者  a  prisoner, — from  a 
passage  in  the  Tso  Chuan. 

惠文冠  a  cap  with  a  sable-tail 
in  front,  introduced  by  武靈 

王 Wu  Ling  Wang  of 趙 
Chao. 

K ㈣ 侧） 注冠  the  “bent- 
over  cap”  introduced  by  a  prince 

of  齊  Ch‘i. 

獬豸冠 w  24S- 

鷀冠  a  cock’s  comb. 
下冠  the  wattles  or  pieces  of 
red  flesh  that  hang  below  a 

cock’s  beak. 

冠縣  a  District  in  Shantung. 

冠鴨。 r  冠梟  the  sheldrake. 

冠1
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6374 

R. 旱 

See 管 

Rising  Upper. 

莞1
 

6375 
R •谱寒 

C.  wan、 fun、 
kun 

H.  kon F.  wang、 

ngwang^ 
kwang 

W.  wa、 kue 
N.  woun^  kouH 

P.  I  k'wan^ 

M.  (  kwan 
K.  hwan'kwan 

J.  kwan A.  hwan 

Rising  Upper. 

Read  kuan~ •  To  cap  a 

youth  ；  to  be  married.  To 

cap  ；  to  excel. 

及冠  to  be  capped ;  to  reach 
the  age  of  twenty. 

弱完 E  not  yet  capped;  a  youth. 

去時尙 是弱冠 when  he went  away  he  was  still  a  young 
man. 

已冠 々腿1 未冠 already 
capped  (i.e.  of  age)  but  not  yet 
married, 

冠首  the  best.  See  kuan1  • 

冠絶  to  excel. 
^  軍  t0  come  out  first  of  the 

秀才  graduates  of  the  first 
degree. 

卿 子冠軍  a  “civil”  com¬ mander-in-chief. 

義勇 冠三軍 the  bravest  of the  brave  in  the  whole  army. 

冠塲  the  best  man  in  the  field; 
cock  of  the  walk. 

職 冠秋曹  highest  in  rank  at the  Board  of  Punishments. 

才名 冠一時  the  foremost man  of  the  day. 

恭 冠篇首  (whose  name)  I reverently  place  at  the  head  of 

my  page. 

A  flute  ；  same  as  6348. 

磬 莞將將  {chHang  chl  icing、、 the  sonorous  stones  and  the 

flutes  blend  their  notes. 

堯紹犬 馬之玩 the  en- joy  men  t  of  music  and  hunting. 

Name  of  a  District,  東 

莞 縣  Tung-kuan  Hsien, in  Kuangtung.  Also  an  old 

name  of  折水縣  I-shui 
Hsien  in  Shantung. 

Read  huan%  •  Marshy 

plants  ；  sedge.  To  smile. 

下堯 上  below  is  the  rush mat,  above  is  the  fine  bamboo mat. 

合莞  name  of  a  meaicine. 

莞 阚而笑  well  pleased  and| 
smiling. 

莞1
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R •旱翰 

Q.fun 

H.  kofi* 

F.  zkkwang 

W.  cue\ 

N.  kouh P.  Qkiuan^  kwan 

M.  ̂ k^wan 

Y.  W 

Sz.  kwan 

K. 

J.  kwan3 

A. 

Rising  and 

SinkingUpper. 
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R 曷旱 

C.  watQ 

N

.

 

 

oun、 P.  wa3^  S.wo 

See  also 

Y.  eo0 

K.  al 

J.  watsz 

A.  hwat EnteriDg 

Upper. 

賞
 , 

6幻8 

R •翰 

F.  kwang^  v. 

kwong 

W.  kiie、 kwa 

See 官 

Sinking 

Upper. 

重譯 一塲成 莞爾⑽ 
interpreting  business  amused  me 

very  much. 

睡 起莞然 成獨笑 
I  waked  up  smiling  .with  pleasure. 

To  wash,  especially  of 
the  hands.  See  12,587. 

盥洗。 r 盥沐  to  wash. 
盥櫛  to  wash  and  comb  oneself. 

盥盤  a  bath-tub. 
德 to  wash  the  hands. 

盥誦  to  wash  one’s  hands  and read, 一 a  letter.  A  conventional 

phrase  of  respect  for  the  writer. 

To  open  out；  to  expound. 

幹旋  to  arrange  matters  for. 
Read  丽 4*  or  wo1*.  A 

handle  ；  a  wheel  by  which 
to  turn  a  machine  ；  a 

striker  to  even  off  grain. 

To  revolve  ；  to  circulate. 

旋幹  to  revolve, -as  the  seasons. 各國 之貨皆 如輪幹 
the  products  of  all  countries 
circulate  as  a  wheel  revolves. 

幹羅思  Russia. 斡難河  the  river  Onon. 

A  string  of  1,000  cash, 

equal  under  the  朱  Sung 

dynasty  to  one  tael  of 
silver;  see  7924.  To  run  a 
thread  through  ；  to  string  ； 

to  connect  ；  to  pierce  ；  to 

penetrate.  See  5342. 

— *  貫  a  string  of  1,000  cash. 

滿貫  a  hundred  tiao. 

惡 貫滿盈  his  string  (mea¬ sure)  of  wickedness  is  full. 

萬 貫家財  vast  wealth. 
貫穿  to  pass  through, 一 as  a string  through  a  number  of  cash. 
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R4  i 貫 穿最難  very  difficult  to follow  the  thread, -of  the  Mirror 

6378  of  History. 

貫錢  to  string  cash. 

貫串  to  thread  on  a  string;  to 
connect  together;  relevant. 

語 不貫串  disconnected  or incoherent  talk. 

6379 

W.  kwa'ka 

N.  kwaan 

nature ;  practice  makes  perfect, 
etc. 

做馉了  accustomed  to  do； experienced  in  doing. 

L-.I 

kwan 

Y.  kwaa 
Sz.  kwan 
K.  kwan 
1.  kwan、 kan 
A.  kwan 

不是久 馉做賊 .的 heis not  an  old  hand  at  thieving. 

慣戰  accustomed  to  war, — a veteran. 

使 字貫穿 1 那裏 where 

does  使  govern  to  ? 

直 貫到底  (the  force  of  this! 
character)  extends  right  through 
to  the  end. 

貫 澈其事 t。 see  clearly 
through  any  matter. 

如 雷貫耳  (your  fame)  has 
gone  through  my  ears  like  thunder. 

貫通  to  pass  through.  f 

貫中  to  go  through  the  bull’s- eye. 

射 則貫兮  sure  to  send  his arrows  right  through. 

貫衆  going  through  all ;  the 
whole  together.  Also,  Woodwar- 
dia  rcnUcatis、 Sm. 

貫頭 而著之  they  put  it  on  I 
over  the  head, — as  3.  skirt. 

及 爾如貫  I  was  as  though 
strung  upon  the  same  string  with 

you, — in  full  sympathy. 

精 忠貫日  his  pur 夂  loyalty 
reaches  the  sun, -the  ears  of  God. 

三 歲貫女 (〆> three  years 
have  we  had  to  do  with  you. 

Sinking 

Upper. 
帽 '熟  fully  acquainted  with; thoroughly  versed  in. 

慣弄。 ■•馉 會  practised  in; I in  the  habit  of. 

賭 M 赏  accustomed  to  gambling. 

不 要馉了 脾琴 d。 nQt let  yourself  be  always  giving  way 
to  temper. 

慣騎馬 ，慣 跌歧 he  wh。 is  accustomed  to  ride  will  be 
accustomed  to  fall. 

惯了他  he’ll  get  into  the  habit 
of  it. 

馉使  accustomed  to  the  use  of. 

憤性  a  lenient  disposition. 

不可 縱慣 d。 not  be  t。。 easy-going. 

憤壤了  惯養了  spQilt， 
— 3,  cliild. 

憤遲 作答喜 書來^ give  me  for  having  been  behind¬ 
hand  with  my  letter  of  congrat¬ ulation. 

寬,
 

6382 

R •寒 

C,fun H.  k'ott^fon 
F.  k^wang 

W.h 

N.  k^ouh 

P*  ( 

M.  j  k、wan 

Sz. ) 

Y.  k'-ou 

K.  kwan 

J.  kan、 kwan A.  k'wan Even  Upper. 

6379 R. 諫 
C.  kwan 
H.  kwan 

F.  kwang.^ 
kaing 

貫址  籍貫  a  man’s  ante¬ cedents,  including  birthplace, 

parentage,  etc”  required  from 
all  candidates  for  the  public 
examinations. 

淸貫  your  birthplace.  j 

貫跤  to  wrestle. 

毛貫仲  Onoclea  orienialis. Hook. 

貫頭尖  Viola  Patrinii,  D.C., 
V.  variegata， Fisch.,  and  V. 
caninay  L. 

Accustomed  to  ；  exper¬ 

ienced  in;  addicted  to. 

Lenient.  Used  v/ith  6378. 

習慣 成自然  that  which! one  is  accustomed  to  do  becomes 

a  natural  act, — habit  is  a  second 

m
4
 

6380 R.  Vulgar. 

C.  v.  kwan) F.  v.  kwang^ 

N.  v.  gwaan 
Sinking 

Irregular. 

To  be  familiar  with.  To 

take.  To  throw  down. 

搰 凟鬼神  to  treat  the  godsj irreverently. 

槓玫盃  to  throw  the  two kidney-shaped  pieces  of  wood 
used  in  fortune-telling.  See  1304. 

檟在地  to  throw  down  on  the 
ground. 

6381 

R •翰 

Y.  ck^ou 

see 官 

To  pour  out  libations. 

祿酒。 r 祿奠  to  pour  out  a libation  of  wine. 

Sinking 

Upper. 

Broad,  as  opposed  to 長 

450;  wide;  ample.  For 

giving  ；  lenient  ；  gentle.  Tc extend. 

寬長  broad  and  long;  breadtl and  length ;  area. 

寬窄  broad  and  narrow;  rela tive  breadth. 

寬一尺  one  foot  broad. 

作 寬一勲  make  it  a  littli 
broader. 

寬厚  breadth  and  thickness 
generous. 

tl 寬 厚之名 t()  _  1 
name  for  liberality. 

寬濶。 r 寬廣。 r 寬大。 

寬宏。 r 寬轉 wide;  amPle broad;  extensive. 

實^闊  ̂ ^千  the  size  or  capa 
city,— as  of  a  ship. 

費 用寬闊  a  profuse  outlay 

寬 房太屋  a  spacious  house 
寬緊帶  a  loose-tight  (elastic 

belt. 

眼界寬  a  wide  view,  as  fro£ 
a  height;  an  enlarged  view,  a 
gained  by  travel,  etc. 

寬綽  wealthy ;  well  off. 

寬兮 縛兮 how  magna 
nimous  is  he  and  gentle ! 

寬 gentle ;  slow;  lenient. 

說得 寬緩些  speak  gentl 

to  her. 

寬恩  to  extend  favour  to. 

肚 量 寬  magnanimous;  libera 

minded. 

寬心。 r 寬懷  easy  in  mine 

眼 皮兒寬  having  a  wid 
circle  of  acquaintances. 

寛展  explicit ;  clear. 

寬衣  to  take  off  one’s  uppt 

coat. 

寛免  to  remit;  to  let  off. 
寬 m。1 寬容。 r 寬恕 c 

寬宥 a 寬贷  to  forgive to  pardon. 
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寬1
 

6382 

m 
6383 

sn  Upper. 

'
m
 

6384 

6385 

art、 hon 

ig  Upper. 

寬讓  to  tolerate;  to  make  allow¬ 
ances  for. 

寬格  liberal ;  generous. 

寬慰  to  console;  to  cheer. 

寬譬  to  speak  gently  to ;  to  coax 
寬釋  to  release  as  an  act  of 
indulgence. 

寬 柔以教  to  show  forbear 
ance  and  gentleness  in  teaching 
others. 

寬 則得衆  by  his  generosity 
he  won  all  hearts. 

撫民 以寛 to  soothe  the 
people  by  clemency;  to  hold  out 

a  hope  of  leniency  to  the  people 

寬 猛並濟  gentleness  tem 
pered  by  severity. 

寬縱  to  be  easy-going. 

事情寬  the  matter  is  easy  of 
accomplishment. 

寬餘  abundant. 

寬期  to  extend  a  period  of  time, 
— beyond  the  date  agreed  upon. 

寬 予假期  to  be  liberal  in 
granting  leave  of  absence. 

The  hind-quarters  of  an 
ox. 

I 竟 雜  the  thigh-bone；  the  thigh. 

Correct  form  of  6385. 

A  desire；  a  wish.  Sin¬ 

cere.  To  knock  at.  To 

arrive  at.  To  carve  ；  to 

engrave ;  an  inscription, 

strictly  speaking  in  intaglio. 

Empty.  Slowly.  To 

detain.  An  item  ；  a  kind; 

a  sort  ；  an  amount  of 

money  ；  an  article  of  a 

Treaty.  [To  be  distinguish¬ 

ed  from  ̂   9.]  See  8262, 
11,095. 

欵然  according  to  one’s  desire. 
欺欺 loyal  and  sincere. 

欵
:
 

6385 
欵門。 r 欵關  to  knock  at  a 

gate. 欵曲  friendly  terms;  ‘cordial. 

不與人 歎 _  not  to  w on friendly  terms  with  people. 

鼎 細小又 有欵識 
(chthh)  the  tripod  was  a  small 
one  and  bore  an  inscription. 

欵 謂陰字  the  k‘uan  means female  characters, 一 cut  in  intag¬ 

lio;  see  9928  chih} 

古 _ 綠居 外而凸 in  old bronzes  the  k^uan  is  outside  and 
in  rilievo. 

大 明瓷欵  porcelain  with  a Ming  dynasty  inscription. 

題欵  to  write  an  inscription, 
as  on  a  fan,  scrolls,  etc. 

單欵  an  inscription,  as  above, 
giving  the  name  of  the  writer. 

雙欵  an  inscription,  as  above, 
giving  both  the  name  of  the 
writer  and  that  of  person  for 
whom  it  is  written. 

欵啟寡 聞之民  people  of! small  understanding.  See  6386 

欵步  an  even  slow  gait. 
欵段  gentle;  quiet, — as  a  horse. 

禅 J 欵段馬  to  drive  a  quiet 
horse. 

欵 段如何  how  are  things getting  on? 

近來欵 段凄淸  things have  been  rather  dull  of  late, 

as  of  depression  in  trade. 

欵動  to  move  slowly,  —  as  a small-footed  woman. 

欵斟  to  pour  out  wine  with becoming  slowness. 

欵欵飛  flying  slowly. 

欵衣脤  to  take  off  clothes. 

欵留  to  detain, — as  a  visitor 

請客 容易， 欵客難 it 
easy  to  invite  guests  but  hard 
to*  entertain  them. 

欺 .待。 r 欵接  to  treat  cor¬ dially;  to  entertain. 

非 戰即欵 ，非 欵即戰 
if  not  fighting  with  them  we  are 

treating  them  cordially,  and  vice 
versd. 

欵洽  courteous. 欺  pattern ;  a  sample；  mode； 
style ;  design. 

is 

欵;
 

6385 

m 

6386 

R •旱 

See 欺 

Rising  Upper, 

各欵  all  kinds;  every  sort. 

欵項 a 欵目  items;  a  sum; expenditure. 

該歎備 存縣庫 the  said 
amount  has  been  deposited  in 

the  magistrate’s  treasury. 

爲 2m*  節欺  for  the  sake  of 
economy, —  故  therefore  etc. 

届期無 欵繳到 M  the appointed  date  no  money  hac 
been  paid  in. 

一欵而 支兩次  the  same item  entered  twice, — in  an  ac¬ count. 

必 須籌欵  we  must  consider 
ways  and  means. 

借洋欵  to  contract  a  foreign 
loan. 

歸欵  to  repay  a  loan;- 徑 ff 自 取柙欵 — straightway  seize  upon  some 
material .  guarantee. 

窩欵  a  reserve  fund;  a  nest-egg. 
Also  fun(Js  improperly  annexed 

非近 欵 ̂   of  modern  shape; not  fashionable. 

一欵事  an  affair. 

鬧欵勢  a  pompous,  stuck-up 
manner. 

不中  chungK  於欵  no  good at  all；  not  acc.  to  pattern. 

欵冬  a  small  root  used  as  a  tonic 

欵冬花  coltsfoot  ( T ussilago farfara、 L.). 

Read  ai%  or  aos.  Wrongly used  for  矣欠 9. 

欺乃 （似 3 似. 3  or 仍 3  ap  (1)  the chant  of  a  boatman  keeping  time 

with  his  oar;  (2)  the  sounds 
uttered  by  a  fisherman  flinging his  nets. 

Hollow  (see  1 2,659) ； 

empty  ；  ignorant.  [Com¬ 
monly  written  as  below.] 

察啓  empty；  ignorant. 

竅嶔  an  empty  hole. 

兹空  a  vacuum. 中心 i 櫃  my  heart  is  like 
an  empty  cupboard) 一 I  am  in¬ different. 
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63% 
窈要  the  point  on  whi

ch 
question  hinges;  the  “rub;”  the  I mix. 

中  chungx  I 要.  to  strike  the! hole;  to  hit  the  nail  on  the  head. 

m 
6387 

r. 翰 
^ 欺 

Sinking 

Upper. 

Read  k、ung'. 

薄 察  to  find  the  joints  or  weak 
places. 

A  branding-iron.  To 

solder.  [Commonly  written 
as  below.] 

梡 
6388 R. 旱 

See 欺 

Rising  jpper. 

鏃刻  to  brand  or  burn  in;  to 
seal  a  letter. 

鏃縫 tQ  seal  a  seam- 

A  small  four-legged 

wooden  stand  used  in  sacri-l 

fices  {see  1 1,832).  Fuel  cut | 

up  in  faggots. 

Read  huan\  A  tree  with| 

edible  seeds. 

Read  /man\  A  tree  likej 

Terniinalia  chebula • 

幻89 
陽 

C.  kwong 
H.  kotig 

F， ki!uong 

W •々⑽ 
N.  kwong 

Y  #  {  kwanS 

K.  kwang 
kd 

Light ;  brightness  ；  glory ; 

honour.  Mental  light. I 

To  illumine.  Bare;  naked  A 

alone.  Used  adverbially  | 

only,  etc.  See  3336. 

A.  kwa?tg 

Even  Upper. 

日 the  rays  of  the  sun;  day¬ 
light. 

可與日 月爭光  rivalling 
in  glory  the  sun  and  moon, 一 
said  by  Huai-nan  Tzu  of  the Li  Sao. 

光射  a  ray  or  beam  of  light. 

光亮。 r 光明。 r 光期 
bright ;  clear;  splendid;  glorious. 

光彩  brilliant;  splendid. 

光  bright  and  fresh ;  smart.' 
光澤。 r 光 潤 g1—;  shining, 

光映  shining;  glittering. 

光華 OT 光花 or 光豔 

光輝  gay;  splendid. 

orl 

[  806  ] 

光1
 

63S9 

光照  to  illumine. 

^  illustrious. 

光 宗耀祖 tG  make  one’s 
ancestors  illustrious. 

開光  to  dab  the  speck  of  “light” on  to  an  idol’s  eye, 一 a  final 
ceremony  of  dedication  by  which 

an  idol  is  supposed  to  be  spiri¬ 
tually  quickened.  See  2525. 

回光 the  flickering  of  a  lamp. 

回 光反照  the  dying  flicker 
that  lights  up  a  man’s  mind before  death. 

天光早  at  early  dawn. 

光 天化日  in  broad  daylight; before  all  the  world. 

光 陰  light  and  shadow, — time. 
See  11,494 

光 陰似箭  time  flies  like  an 
寸金難 買寸光 陰 
inch  of  gold  cannot  buy  an  inch 
of  time, 一 alluding  to  a  sundial. 

愛 惜光陰  to  make  the  most of  one’s  time. 

arrow. 

自 此光陰 爲己有 
henceforth  my  time  will  be  my 
own. 

借光  to  borrow  brightness, — a  conventional  phrase  used  for 

“allow  me  to  pass,”  “by  your 
leave, n  “kindly  inform  me,”  etc. 

光臨  brightness  approaching, — used  of  the  visit  of  an  esteemed 

guest. 候光  to  await  the  brightness,- of  a  coming  guest. 

賞  to  bestow  brightness, — to  “give  the  pleasure  of  your 

company •” 二 公可光 顧光顴 
I  hope  you  two  gentlemen  will 
favour  me  with  your  company. 

文  literary  distinction  or eminence. 

光  eminent  distinction. 

光範  yourself;  your  person 

水 光接天  the  brightness  on the  water  joined  on  to  the  sky, 
— as  of  the  moon  shining  on 
the  sea. 

發光。 r 放光  to  emit  bright¬ 

ness.1 
放光 ..與  a  gkw-worm- 

6389 

SSLTJ-aJSTG- 

放豪光  to  emit  a  brightness. 
一 as  did  the  famous  well  in 

which  was  found  the  Imperial 

seal  during  the  wars  of  the  Three 

Kingdoms. 

叨光  I  must  trouble  your  bright¬ ness, — e.g.  for  an  advance  on 
the  sum  you  have  offered  me. 

^  the  aureole  or  nimbus 
round  a  saint’s  head. 

員光。 1 ■圓光 the  halD  r<)und the  moon;  a  medium,  especially 

one  who  pretends  to  discover  a 
thief  or  other  evil-doer  by  a 

process  of  magical  incantations, etc. 

夜光  a  pearl. 
光景  scenery;  state  of  affairs : 
circumstances；  probably. 

看光景  judging  from  aPPear. ances ;  under  the  circumstances 

有 十幾個 人光景 1 are  some  ten  and  more  men. 

用其 光複歸 其明' the  light  that  is  in  you  to  rever 
to  your  natural  clearness  of  sight 

宇泰 定者發 乎天光 those  whose  minds  are  in  _ 

per  state  of  repose  show  fortl 
the  divinely  intellectual  ligh 
that  is  within. 

沒有诂 一勲光 1  havi 

made  nothing  by  it. 

光撻撻  brightly  Polished. 

光頭  bald-headed. 光塔 I  a  one-storeyed  pagoda 

光 蛋  a  smooth  egg, — a  go for-nothmg  fellow. 

光； a  bare  pole, 一 a  swindler scoundrel. 

光棍漢  a  bachelor. 

喫 得賴光  all  eaten  up. 

耗 得賴光  all  spoilt. 1  燒！ 了  completely  bi down.  ， 

光脚  bare  feet_ 
^  with  the  naked  hand. 

光 着脊梁 _Ped 
waist. 

光着身 體 st:uk  naked- 

光 身來 t0  come- 诚 hoi bringing  anything, 一 as  a  presei or  otherwise. 

光着頭  bare-headed. 
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6389 

m 

6390 

陽漾 
Jiivong^  v. 
ckwong 
Ckong 

=光 
kwanf 
Even  and 

ikingUpper. 

m 

6391 

陽 
;光 
ven  Upper. 

6392 

陽 
2光 

•  hoa 

ven  Upper. 

觥1
 

6393 

庚 

kwen 

k^g 
. kwae、 

kae 

光 着眼子  without  breeches. 

光你 一個人  only  you, — 
nobody  else. 

光風  a  light  balmy  breeze. 

俾光 會桃眼 he  does  noth - ing  but  find  fault. 

光 你說不 足 憑 _ 
word  alone  is  not  sufficient  proof. 

光道  the  ecliptic. 

光緖  KuanS  Hsii,— the  style  ofl 
the  late  Emperor’s  reign. 

光菇  Tulipa  edulis 、 Baker,  and 
Cxlogync  bulbodiscoides、 Franch. 

定光佛  Dipamkara  Buddha; 
see  10,864. 

飲光  he  who  swallbwed  the  sun 
and  moon, — Kasyapa  Buddha. 

A  cut-water. 

衫 t  the  beam  of  a  loom. 

Read  kuang' • 

10^  ̂   Caryota  ochlandra、 Hance, 
which  supplies  the  coir  used  in 
South  China. 

Sparkling  water.  Name 

of  a  river  in  Shantung. 

Bold ;  martial-looking. 

有 車有潰  cavalierly  and 
angrily  you  treat  me. 

武夫沈 恍  §randly  martial 
looked  the  troops. 

The  bladder,  called  ̂  

胱. 

A  drinking-vessel  made 

of  buffalo  horn,  shaped  like 

a  tube,  with  an  animal’s 
head  at  one  end 

稱 彼兒航  tQ  raise  the  CUP 
of  buffalo  horn, — to  pledge. 

6393 

N.  kung 

P.  kweng^  kung 
M.  kwhi、 kung 
Y.  /twang 

Sz.  kweng 
K.  kwcng 

].ko 

A.  kwang 

Even  Upper. 

6394 

R •養 

See 黃 

Rising  Lower. 

6395 

6396 

k •養漾 

C.  kwang’、 

t^wang’ 
H.  k、wartgl F. 三 kwoung、 kwoun^ W.  / 

N  *  not  used, 

p'  1 

Y *  J kwang 
Sz. ) 
K.  kwang 

J.  kid、kd A.  kwong 

Rising  and Sinking 

Irregular. 

m 

6397 

R •養漾 See 光 

Rising  Upper. 

罰 一 *  巨 航  t0  make  a  person 
drink  off  a  large  goblet  as  a 
forfeit. 

^  resolute;  determined. 

觥羊  a  large  fierce  ram. 

A  bright  expanse  of 
water. 

See  6411. 

To  stroll  ；  to  ramble. 

逛 一迹。 r 遊述 a 逛景 

or 間逛  to  stroll  about  for amusement. 

逛街  to  stroll  about  the  streets, 
looking  at  the  shops,  etc. 

mm  to  visit  temples  on  fete¬ 
-days,  when  a  kind  of  fair  is  held. 

to  go  out  to  see  the  illumi¬ 
nations  at  the  Feast  of  Lanterns. 

逛審子  to  visit  brothels. 沒 有甚麽 逛頭兒 
place)  has  nothing  which  makes 
it  worth  visiting. 

Wide；  broad ；  length  and 

breadth  ；  area.  Liberal- 
minded.  See  捕  9461， 推 

12,185. 

廣大。 ■•廣 闊。 r 廣傅 
wide ;  extensive. 

廣交  a  large  circle  of  friends. 

i 識不廣  of  limited  exper¬ ience. 

廣行  to  widely  diffuse. 

廣 布天下  to  circulate  widely throughout  the  empire. 

廣楊  to  spread  far  and  wide, — as  news. 

廣成之 W 也  far-reaching words  indeed ! 

6397 

an  area 

6398 

廣頟  to  increase  a  fixed  number. 
Also,  a  broad  forehead. 

廣曉諭  to  widely  notify  by 
proclamation; 

廣購  to  try  to  procure  infor¬ 
mation  in  all  directions. 

廣銷  a  wide  sale. 廣寒  the  wide  and  cold, 一 the 
world. 

廣  宮  the  palace  of  the  moon, 廣儲 t。  store  lip  largely;  to 
keep  a  good  supply  of. 

廣儲司  Treasury  of  the  Privy 
Purse. 

廣見聞  to  increase  one’s  stock 
of  information. 

廣  J 夏  spacious  mansions. 
最 廣  liberal-minded;  magnan¬ 
imous,. 

廣 量多少  what  is  the  area? 廣  breadth  and  length;  area; 
superficies.  Also,  ample  and enduring. 

廣三萬 六千頃 
of  3600  chHng.  See  2195. 

或 i 免不廣 耶 wil1  not 
such  a  course  incur  for  you  the 

imputation  of  want  of  breadth? 

廣文  literary  designation  of  the 

教授  Director  of  Studies attached  to  a  Prefecture. 

廣陵 an  old  name  for 揚州 
Yang-chou  in  Kiangsu. 

廣陵散  to  disappear ;  to perish,  —  from  the  fall  of  the 
Wei  State  which  began  at 

Kuang-ling. 

兩廣  the  two  Kuang, -一  廣東 
Kuangtungand  廣 西  Kuangsi. 

廣糧廳  a  departmental  grain- collector  at  Canton. 

廣州府  Canton. 
廣貨  Canton  goods. Tjvij-  Canton  glassware. 

廣匆  round  buttons  from  Can¬ 
ton. 

廣織  Canton  crape. Same  as  6393. 
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陽 
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Even  Upper. 
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6400 R. 陽 
F.  k^uoung^  v. 

k^woung2- 
See 售 

Even  Upper. 

To  deliver  ；  to  relieve. 

To  correct ;  to  be  correct. 

To  assist.  The  body  of  a 

barrel-shaped  drum. 

Brave  ；  valorous. 

難黃) t 將軍  a  brave  genera
l. 

劻1
 

6401 陽 

See 售 

Even  Upper. 

匡 王 國  t。 deliver  the 
royal  kingdom. 

臣 下不匡  the  minister  who 
does  not.  try  to  correct, 

vices  of  his  prince. 

the 

尙賴匡 救之德 ㈣ 
still  rely  on  your  correcting  and 

preserving  virtue, 一 to  aid  me? 

匡扶  to  correct；  to  reconstruct; 
to  reconstitute 

旣 匡旣敕  you  have  been correct  and  faithful. 

不能胥 匡以生 they 
can 

not  help  each  other  to  preserve 
their  lives. 

匡其 不及。 r 以匡不 
逮  to  help  where  there  is  a 
deficiency, — in  conduct. 

匡 正  to  reform;  to  put  in  order. 

匡天下  to  put  the  empire  in 
order. 

匡輔  to  aid;  to  support. 

匡方  square ;  squarely  placed,— 
not  awry. 

匡 州  an  old  name  for 

府  Yunnan  Fa. 

匡人其 如予何 what 
harm  can  the  people  of  K‘uang 
do  to  me? — so  long  as  the  cause 
of  truth  is  uninjured.  Said  by 
Confucius  when  his  life  was  in 

danger. 

匡 山  a  10办  mountain  in 
the  Kiukiang  Prefecture. 

Read  wangK 

妓匡大  very  lame. 

R. 

惟1
 

6402 

•陽 

See 僮 

Even  Upper. 

Zealous  ；  prompt. 

動動  quick;  urgent, 

R. 

樞 6403 

陽 

4, 

H.  zk^iong^  v. 
ik^iong 

See 菅 

Even  Upper. 

The  end  of  a  co 伍 n  where 

it  can  be  opened.  A  frame  ； 

frame-work  ；  the  skeleton  of 
a  lantern. 

6404 

r •陽 

See 匡 

Even  Upper. 

眶 4
 

6405 

R •陽 

C.  hong^  v. 

k^wang 
See 僮 

Even  Upper. 

筐1
 

6406 

R •陽 

C.  hong、 
k'wang 

H.  kHong 

F.  k'woung 

W.  c'-iioa N.  k^ong 

P. 「 

M.  n 

Y.  k^wa
ng 

Sz. ) 

K.  kwartg 

J.  kid、 kd A.  k'-woung 

Even  Upper. 

To  fear  ；  timid. 

衆 不框懼  no  one  was  afraid. 

惟恒  timid. 

框檔  the  frame  of  a  window  or door. 

One  of  the  head  waters 

of  the  river  湘  Hsiang  in 

Hunan. 

The  socket  of  the  eye. 

雨目 突出眶 外 his  — started  out  of  their  sockets. 

高眶  high  sockets, -sunken  eyes. 

眼 眶大  proud ;  supercilious ; scornful  of  details. 

涙滿眶  tears  filled  her  eyes. 

A  basket  without  a  cover. 

A  case  or  box.  Used  with 

6403. 

筐子。 r 籮筐  a  large  open basket;  baskets  in  general. 

籠筐  baskets  made  (chiefly)  of| 
peeled  mulberry-twigs. 

~ ^  a  basket  of  thread. 

岗筐牀  to  sleep  in  the  same 
bed. 

籠 僮  the  frame  of  a  lantern. 

刀筆 筐 篋  knives  (for  eras ing),  pens,  and  cases  (to  contain written  slips  of  bamboo). 

箧1
 

6406 

家人筐 篋中物 不可 

揚於 王庭也 the  con 
tents  of  family  chests  should 

not  be  displayed  in  the  hall  oi 

a  Prince, — incongruous. 

6407 •漾陽 

C.  Jiong、 cfong 
H.  ckHong 

F.  J^woung 

'  j  v.  Qhung 

P.  jz^wang 

M.  hwang 

Sz.l  k'
Wang 

K.  kwang 

J.  kd^  kid 

A.  k'-woung
^ kwong 

Sinking
  
and 

Even  Upper ’  Irregul
ar. 

6408 

R •陽 

See 匡 

Even  Upper. 

狂,
 

6409 

R .陽
 J 

C.  k、wong 
H.  k、ong 

Y.kwourtg 

W.  djuoa N.  gwong 
P. 
M. 

k^wang 

Y. 

Sz. 

K.  kwang 

J.  kid^gd 
A.  kwong 

Even  Lower. 

To  mislead  ；  to  cheat. 

哄  tcT  cheat. 詣驅 tc)  deceive- 謳駕  I  have  failed  (t  keep  m) 
appointment)  with  you,  —  usee 
when  obliged  to  leave  a  guest 

The  frame  of  a  door  01 

window  fixed  in  a  wall. 

門罰  the  frame  of  a  door  0: 
window. 

牆圍  a  wall  which  surrounds  ai opening  for  a  door  or  window 

苑圍  a  park  or  garden  wall. 

Mad  ；  wild  ；  eccentric 
ambitious ；  ardent;  violent 

outrageous；  cruel.  Se 1^93- 

^  a  mad  dog. 名王  wild  words;  incoheren 
talk. 

病  madness;  frenzy. 

因 病狂卒  he  became  s 
ously  ill  and  died. 

狂疾  a  mad  fit. 名王 、躁  eccentric^  cracked. 

名王  to  go  off  one’s  head. 

_  狂  mad  on  books
;  a  biblic 

maniac. 

酒  easily  affected  by  wine 
noisy  in  one’s  cups. 

狂性  a  violent  disposition. 

狂士  狂儒  a  pedan
t. 

$王  _  foolish ;  cracked. 
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6409 

诳 4
 

6410 

養 

迸 
id,kd 

ing  Lower. 

誑
，
 

6411 

狂 妄  arrogant;  overbearing. 

狂傲  proud;  supercilious. 

乃 見狂且  but  1  see  this  mad 
fellow. 

狂韋之 狂也且 y°u 
foolish,  foolish  fellow ! 

猖狂  outrageous;  violent. 

狂 灑  a  severe  flood;  inundation 
very  much  exhilarated. 

狂詈  outrageous  abuse. 

狂 風巨浪  a  violent  gale  and 
a  heavy  sea. 

狂 風大作  a  furious  gale  ofj 
wind. 

狂 者進取  the  ardent  will 
advance  and  lay  hold  of,— truth ; 

“the  violent  take  it  by  force. 

狂花  a  sulky  guest :  a  “wet 
blanket.” 

狂徒  a  profligate. 

狂蕩  dissolute. 

狂簡  ambitious  and  hasty. 

狂而 不直  ardent  and  yet  not 
upright. 

古之 狂也肆 the  high- 
mindedness  of  antiquity  showed 

itself  in  a  disregard  of  small 
things. 

今之 狂也蕩 the  hiSh 
mindedness  of  the  present  day 
shows  itself  in  wild  licence. 

Abrupt  ；  quick.  To  go 
far  off. 

kwang 
'访、 kd 
kwoung 
Sinking 
rrcgular. 

went 竟依佴 而南征 
abruptly  off  to  carry  on  opera¬ 
tions  in  the  south. 

Lies；  falsehood, 
deceive. 

To 

or 

[語  extravagant 
誑 W 

talk;  lies. 

不 要誑我  do  not  mislead  me. 

欺誑  to  deceive;  to  make  a 
fool  of;  used  in  the  sense  of 

“contempt  of  court.” 

幼子常 視無誑  young 
children  are  not  given  to  deceiv¬ 

ing, — they  speak  out  the  truth. 

遞 相欺誑  they  fooled  each 
other. 

誑2
 

6411 

6412 

R •濃 

^•fong 

H.  k、ong 

F.  hwong 

W.  hsuoa N.  hwong 

P. 

k^iuang M. 

Y. Sz. 

K.  hwang 

J.  kd、 kid A,  hwoung 
Sinking 

Upper. 

紐 驗不下  you  don’t  fool  me that  dodge  won’t  go  down. 

受 誑于彼 i  have  been  de ceived  by  him. 

UJ  to  visit  brothels  under  false 

pretences, ― Avithout  money. 

Moreover ;  in  addition. 

How  much  more?  or  how 

much  less?  according  to  the 

sense ;  a  fortiori.  A  time； 

a  period ;  a  juncture.  To 

grow；  to  reach.  Used  with 

5146.  [Commonly  written 
as  below.] 

況且。 r 况複。 r 况兼 or 

况 又。 r 况乎  moreover;  be¬ sides. 

况 係于君 （i  would  not  do it  for  any  one  else),  still  less  for 

you. 
何况。 r 而況 hc)w  much 
more?  how  much  less?  a  fortiori. 

你尙且 不能， 何况我 
if  you  can’t  do  it,  still  less  can  I. 

我 妻兒現 在苦鑛 ，何 

况于汝  my  own  wife  and ' family  are  now  in  a  state  of 
destitution,  how  can  I  help  you? 

三下 鐘已來 不及 ，而 

况五黙  if  you  are  not  in 
time  at  3  o’clock,  how  much 

less  at  5  o’clock? 

景 况如何  how  are  things going  with  you?  See  2143. 

最像 大鐘寺 的景况 
it  looked  remarkably  like  the 

•  Great  Bell  Temple. 

近况  recent  affairs. 

近 况如舊  matters  remain  as before. 

近況未 必隹也 the  Pre_ sent  outlook  is  not  very  rosy. 

胸中作 數日惡 况 he 
passed  several  days  of  mental 
discomfort. 

思其 對而未 知所况 
was  thinking  of  his  answer,  not 

， knowing  exactly  how  to  frame  it. 

况  ̂   flavour;  character；  quality. 

太一况 天馬下 as  a  gift from  the  Great  Monad  (God), 

the  celestial  horse  came  down. 

壙‘
 

6413 

R. 漾 

H.  ̂ k^ong 

F.  ̂ k'woung 

See 曠 

Sinking 

Upper. 

擴'
 

6414 

R •養 

See 猜 

Rising 

Irregular. 

m: 

6415 

r •漾 

C.  k'wong^ 

fonS 

H.  k、ong 

F.  k、woung\ 

ck{,woung 

W.  kLoa 

N.  klwohg 

P. 

M.  ,t 

y  k'-wang 

Sz. 
K.  kwang 

J.  kd 

A.  k'-wang 

Sinking 

Upper. 

A  brick  grave；  a  vault 
a  tomb. 

開續  t。 dig  a  grave. 
出壙  to  remove  a  coffin;  to 
change  the  place  of  burial. 

從; ̂ 及  to  follow  a  coffin to  the  grave. 

進壙  to  put  into  a  tomb;  to 
inter. 

壙野  a  wild  covered  with  graves. 

續地 an  open  space;  a  vacant 

spot. 

續塘  wild ;  desert. 

To  hate；  to  abhor. 

Read  kung^.  Violent. 

惝悍  scornful. Desolate ；  waste;  empty; 

unmarried.  Distant  ；  see 

7058. 曠野  a  wilderness. 
無 嘱庶官  let  not  the  officials 
be  mere  idlers. 

曠日  to  waste  the  day  ；  to  tftte time. 

嘱功  to  neglect  duty. 

囑職。 r  囑貴  t。 neglect  the duties  of  one’s  office. 

開 嘱  to  reclaim  waste  lands. 

空曠  empty;  vacant;  desolate 

漸怪 耳目囑 gradual 
I  was  astonished  to  find  that 

my  ears  and  eyes  became  less 
receptive. 

淸横  peaceful  solitude. 

曠安宅 而弗居 t。 leave 
the  *>tfanquil  home  empty  and 

not  dwell  in  it, — misled  by  am¬ 
bition,  etc. 

外無曠 夫  nounmar^kd  men 
about. 

曠. 然無崖  far  extending, without  limit. 

嘱 世不可 求 no  one  in  the 
wide  world  to  be  found, -to  do  it. 

曠遠 m 曠隔 far  apart- 

mm  far  from  one*s  home 
102 
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6415 

擴 
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6416 
R .濛 

C./w， 
k^zuong^ 
k、wang、 

k^zubig 

H.  k、ong 

F.  k^^voun^ 
Sce  B 廣 

Sinking 

Upper. 

統 
6417 

M 

6418 r. 支 

嘴 達  far-sighted;  penetrating. 

H 廣典  to  issue  an  important 

edict, — as  the  Emperor. 

曠蕩  t。 swasger- 

See  6587. 

Fine  floss  silk. 

were 

厥 篚織鑛 the  baskets 
filled  with  fine  silken  fabrics  and 

fme  floss  silk. 

条廣 絮  unpicked  cotton. 

!  |J^  refuse  silk  left  after 

spooling;  silk  generally. 

蠻者俗 無絲纊 theMan 
barbarians  have  no  silk  stuffs. 

三 軍挾鑛  the  soldiers  had 
quilted  garments. 

纊中 引線 to  draw  a  twist 
out  of  a  mass  of  floss  silk, 一 order 
from  chaos. 

屬纊  to  die, — floss  silk  being 
held  to  the  mouth  and  nose  of 

very  sick  persons  to  test  their 
breathing. 

待母屬 鑛  wait  until  yQur 
mother  is  dead. 

C.  kwai'fai 
F.  hwi 
W.cii 

N.  kiuei 

M.  }
 kwei K.  kyu 

J.  ki A.  vi 

Even  Upper. 

Same  as  6416. 

ELXJ3E3I. 

A  river  (or  possibly  two 

rivers)  in  Shansi,  known  as 

媽 油. Crafty  :  artful. 

媽州 an  old  name  for 延慶 

州  Yen-ch'ing  Chou  in  Chihli. 

ir 
6419 

微 
C.  kwai 
If.  kwei 

F.  kwi 

\V.  kwai,  kai 

Nv.  kwei、 cii 

Originally,  the  marriage 
of  a  woman.  To  return  ； 
to  revert；  to  go  back.  To 
send  back；  to  restore.  To 

belong  to  ；  to  unite  ；  to  ar¬ 
range.  To  present；  to  give ； 
|to  transfer.  To  divide,  as 

歸1
 

6419 

Y. 

Sz. 

kwei 

K.  kwi 

•  Id 
A.  kwi 
Even  Upper. 

in  arithmetic,  by  a  single 

figure ;  short  division  ；  see 

除 2638,  and  13,349. 

歸去  to  go  back. 歸 家  to  return  home;  to  die. 

歸 回  to  return  home;  to  recover 
(something). 

歸 途  to  return  to  the  path;  the 
way  back  or  home. 

^  Q  the  day  of  return;  vo«7- rifjLov 

絶 其歸路 cut  off  their retreat. 

^  IE  or  ̂   7C  t0  return
  to the  right  way;  to  recover  health. 

The  second  is  also  to  restore 

the  head  of  a  decapitated  official 
to  his  family. 

歸  to  return  to  the  stock, 一 
of  cognates;  to  be  re-admitted 
into  the  family. 

視 死如歸  to  regard  death as  a  return  home. 

歸 伍<  to  return  to  one’s  regiment. 

無所 歸。1 ̂ 無歸  no  place 
to  go  to;  destitute；  without  a 
home. 

不酉 辛無歸 never  went  home sober. 

歸期  the  date  of  one’s  return ; 
the  date  of  one’s  marriage;  in 
the  end;  ultimately. 

歸根。 r 歸眞 ㈣究。 r 實 
or  齊） in  the  end;  finally;  sooner 
or  later. 

葉 落歸根  when  leaves  fall and  return  to  the  root, — finally; 
the  end. 

歸古 m 歸世 歸泉 

(see  3187)  or  歸道山 t。 die. 

歸隹城  t。 back  to  the beautiful  city, — to  die. 

歸于土  to  go  back  to  earth. 
-to  die. 

^  無  to  return  to  nothing, 一 to die. 

歸寂  to  die,  —  of  a  Buddhist 

priest. 

歸 人  a  dead  man. 歸天  t0  go  t0  heaven;  to  die, 
used  of  an  Emperor. 

歸 田  to  return  to  one’s  fields; to  retire  from  office. 

ir 

6419 

XSLX7£3I 

退 歸林下 t0  retire  from public  life. 

歸老  to  retire  from  public  life on  account  of  old  age. 

催歸  hurry  home !— a  name  for 
the  goatsucker* 

大歸  to  return  for  good;  the return  home  of  a  divorced  wife. 

歸位  t0  go  back  to  one’s  seat, — a  phrase  often  used  impera¬ 

tively  by  schoolmasters. 

歸寧  a  bride’s  visit  to  her parents,  three  days  after  marriage. 
Cf.  e77i(7Tfo^ix  in  mqfdern  Greece. 

推歸  pointing  to  what  one should  go  to;  aim  (of teaching)； see  1791. 

誰將西 歸  wh。 wil1  g。 west- 
'vard  ? 

歸 賽 ̂  to  return  to  one’s  trade ;  to restore  property  (to  the  owners). 

物歸  主1 et  the  Property revert  to  its  original  owner. 

^  to  return  a  thing  to  Chao, 
一 to  its  proper  place, 

天 下歸心  the  hearts  of  the people  turned  towards  him. 

歸併  to  be  amalgamated. 

歸 併承辦  t。 revert  to  the joint  management  of. 

歸 於至當  t。 be  classified  as 
most  suitable.  See  1845. 

歸另議  to  become  the  subject of  special  negotiation. 

歸官  to  be  confiscated. 

歸中 國入官 to. become 
liable  to  confiscation  by  the 

Chinese  Government. 

歸  A 。' ■歸內  t。 enter  int。; to  come  within  the  category  of. 

^  案  to  bring  into  the  case; 
to  be  committed  for  trial. 

歸討  to  press  for  payment. 

歸帳  to  collect  debts. 
歸 坐  to  take  one’s  proper  seat. 

歸爲  t。 belong  to. 
歸管  to  fall  under  the  control  of. 32  to  revert  to;  to  be  one  of. 

念公 之不可 複見而 

其 誰與歸  thinking  that  I 
shall  never  see  you  again  and 
that  there  is  no  one  left  to  me. 
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歸個權 共 to  make  a  tQtal- 

歸 總  in  alump  sum;  collectively. 

歸 總湊到 一塊 t。 strike 
an  average；  on  the  average. 

歸本  to  repay  the  principal  of 
a  sum. 

歸  to  be  classified  or  arranged. 

各歸各 類  e£ich  arranged 
under  its  proper  head  or  class. 

歸 老包堆  put  it  all  into  the 
old  lot  or  parcel. 

歸堆買  t。 buy  fn  one  lot. 

歸某人  to  belong  to  such  and 
such  a  person. 

，以 歸畫  ~ 1  in  order  to  bring 
into  uniformity. 

歸命。 1 ■歸依  t。 put  one’s 
trust  in  (e.g.  Buddha).  The  first 
is  also  to  tender  submission. 

歸服。 r  歸降  t0  submit  to； 
to  yield;  to  return  to  allegiance. 

歸咎于 我 tQ  throw  the 
blame  on  me. 

歸償  to  repay；  to  compensate. 

^  Jg  to  send  back;  to  repay. 

^  ̂   to  send  a  present  to  be 

put  in  the  mouth  of  a  corpse. 
See  3818. 

歸  to  make  up  an  amount, — 
by  instalments. 

歸 to  wind  up；  to  finish  off; 
a  general  settlement,  as  of  liabil¬ 
ities. 

分 歸本行  to  analyse  into 
original  elements. 

歸 三 年  at  the  expiration  of 
three  years. 

歸妻  to  bring  home  a  wife. 

女嫁 曰于歸 a  girl  marry- 
ing  is  called  yu  kuei. 

之子于 歸  this  young  lady  is 
going  to  her  future  home. 

自牧歸 荑 f_  the  Pasture 
lands  she  gave  me  a  shoot  of 
white  grass. 

歸穎 川何氏 belonging  to 
Ying-ch^aan,  ?iee  Ho,  i.e.  Mrs. 

Ch^en,  nee  Ho, — a  formula 

inscribed  by  women  on  their 

visiting-cards,  who  being  for¬ 
bidden  by  etiquette  to  use  their 

husband’s  name  substitute  that 

w 
6419 

巋1
 

6420 

R •支寘 

N.  kwci 

K.  kiu 

j.kl 

A.  k、ui Even  Upper. 

龜1
 

6421 

R •支 

W.  cu 

N.  ku，ei、cii 

See 歸 

Even  Upper. 

of  the  district  attached  to  the 
family  surname.  Sec  3273. 

歸怨  to  direct  one’s  anger 
against. 

歸政  to  transfer  or  hand  over 
the  government  or  Throne. 

杷這 幾本書 歸着起 

來  put  these  books  back  in 
their  places. 

杷書歸 着歸着 put  the books  in  order. 

我 歸着你 ri1  give  you  a 
hiding. 

歸並歸 並。1 ■歸着 歸 

着  to  divide. 
^  the  rules  or  system  of 

division, — by  any  number  up  to 

9  inclusive. 

歸  division  and  subtraction : 
division  by  any  number  above  10. 

三歸 价 6429. 

三 歸四除  t0  divide  by  34. 

三歸 三三除 to  divide  by 

333. 
四 乘三歸  t。 multiply  by  4 
and  divide  by  three, — as  when 
turning  catties  into  lb.  avt 

Read  kuei\ 

歸 孔子脉 he  sent  t。 Con- fucius  a  pig,  as  a  present. 

齊人 歸女樂 the  people  of Ch‘i  sent  some  female  musicians, 
as  a  present. 

A  group  of  small  hills. 

Grand  ；  imposing. 

Read  kuei\  Alone； 
solitary. 

巋然 而有餘 ai°ne  in  the midst  of  his  abundance. 

The  tortoise,  used  pic； 

torially  as  an  emblem  of 

old  age  ；  one  of  the  four 

“spiritual”  creatures  {see  靈 

7222),  supposed  not  to 

〕eget  its  own  offspring  and 

: herefore  used  as  a  term  of 

ibuse,  but  only  since  the 

龜1
 

6421 

元  Yiian  dynasty.  Often 
painted  on  wails,  meaning 

that  whoever  commits  a 

nuisance  is  no  better  than 

a  tortoise.  See  pj^  2875. 
Radical  2 1 3. 

龜從  to  consult  the  tortoise, — i.e.  the  markings  on  its  shell, 

upon  which  a  regular  system  of 
divination  was  constructed. 

兀 龜 great  tortoise, — especi¬ ally  good  for  divination  and 
proper  for  Imperial  use. 

乃卜 三 龜  he  then  divined according  to  the  three  prognos¬ 

tics  given  bv  the  tortoise. 

龜 卜  divination  by  the  shell  of a  tortoise. 

我龜 旣厭。 ur  tortoises  are wearied  out,— and  will  tell  us 
no  more. 

契龜  to  singe  the  tortoise-shell, 一 as  was  done  before  divining. 

維 龜正之  the  tortoise-shell decided, — the  site. 

龜殼  tortoise-shell.  See  7749.  ' 
龜^  背*  arched  like  the  back  of  a 

tortoise. 

龜 tortoise  boards, — the  shell of  the  tortoise. 

龜齡  long  life. 龜 鶴同春  may  your  springs be  as  many  as  those  of  the 
tortoise  and  crane. 

貨  shell  merchandise, 一 valu¬ 
able  goods. 

靈龜。 r 龜頭 the  penis. 

像  一 ■個靈  H  like  a  spiritual tortoise, — very  wise. 

逼得像 烏龜1 ike  a  worried 
tortoise, — not  daring  to  show its  head. 

龜公。 r 烏龜 a  cuckold. 
龜子。 r 龜孫。 1 •小 烏龜 
terms  of  abuse  used  in  the  sense 
of  misbegotten. 

龜^  a  procurer;  a  bawd. 
神龜能 見夢於 元君， 
而 不能避 余且之 

a  divine  tortoise  can  inter¬ 

pret  the  prince  of  Yuan's  dream, 

yet  it  cannot  escape  Yii  Ch‘ieh’s 
(a  fisherman)  net !  » 
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如龜蛇 混形1 ike  a  tortoise 
and  a  snake  entwined, — such  is 
the  form  of  the  God  of  Courage ; 

see  10,629,  and  12,744. 

龜鑑 a  magic  mirror;  see  1644. 

金龜 a  small  species  of  En  vs^ 
much  used  in  divination.  A 
mark  of  distinction  of  the  second 

class,  substituted  by  武后 the 

Empress  Wu  for  the  金魚; 
see  13,510. 

水龜  the  sea-turtle. 

秦龜  the  Ch*in  (i.e.  Shansi) 
tortoise, 一 the  land  tortoise. 

緑毛龜  the  green-haired  terra- 

媒1
 

6422 R •鉍 

A,  ngien 

Rising  Lower. 

pin  from  Ssttch‘uan,  on  which 
a  species  of  conferva  grows. 

龜尿  tortoise  urine, 一 used  for deafness. 

龜脚 a  sea-anemone. 

Read  chiu^  or  ch、iu'. 

龜兹  a  country  of  Central  Asia; 
Kuchah. 

Read  chiiti1. 

龜 chapped  hands，一/>.  hands 
marked  like  a  tortoise-shell. 

A  graceful  woman  with 
a  small  waist.  Also  read 

hsien1  • 

規1
 

6423 
R •支 
C.  k'wai 
H.  kwei 
F.  kie 

W.  cu^  kwai 

N. 
. 

P. 

M.  \  kwei 
Y. 

Sz, 

K.  kin 

J.ki A.  kwi 

Even  Upper. 

A  pair  of  compasses.  A 
circle  \  the  circle  within 

which  is  right  conduct；  a 

rule;  a  regulation；  a  custom 

a  usage；  hence,  a  fee.  The 
disc  of  the  sun  or  moon 

To  plan. 

規矩  the  compasses  and  square 
a  rule;  a  custom.  See  2830 

3°°9 - 

圓者不 以規， 方者不 
以矩 thin8s  which  are  (natu 
ally)  round  require  no  compasses, 
things  which  are  rectangular 

require  no  squares, 一 to  make 
them  so. 

進退 一成規 一成矩 
he  came  in  and  went  out  as 

per  square  and  compasses, — with 
gTeat  decorum. 

現1
 

6423 

812 ZBLTJTESX 

不以 規矩， 不成方 

un- 

圓  without  compasses  and  the 
square,  you  cannot  make  squares 
and  circles. 

規矩錢  fees,  etc.;  see  below. 

規矩人  a  properly-behaved 
man. 

沒規矩 的東西 w 
mannerly  fellow! 

合六 而成規 six  (curved knives)  put  together  form  a circle. 

不見 機而守 舊規者 
a  stupid  Conservative. 

規正  to  adjust. 
規畫  to  mark  out;  to  draw  up, as  a  scheme. 

規例。 r  規制  regulations;  by 
laws. 

規條  regulations,  —  specially 
applied  to  the  documents  sent 
periodically  by  a  Guild  to  each of  its  members. 

規模  a  pattern;  a  plan;  a  rule. 

規 模琴壯  on  a  vast  scale, 
as  a  building. 

不肯規 規模擬  he  would not  follow  the  regular  rules, 
of  the  art. 

五規  the  five  rules  of  Ssti-ma 
Kuang  were  • 

保業  attend  to  business, 惜 
時  don’t  waste  time ，遠謀 
look  well  ahead,  謹微 be 

faithful  in  small  things,  and  務 

實  tell  the  truth. 

規過  to  correct  one’s  faults. 

窗 ||  to  give  advice  and  teach¬ 

ing. 

規引  to  lead  by  advice. 

規度 t。  design ;  to  fit  to  a 
desigr 

定規  to  settle  upon  rules;  to 
arrange ;  to  decide ;  established 

rules;  it  is  certain  that. 

規費。 r 規鋇  fees;  commis¬ sion;  gratuities  chargeable  by 
custom  rather  than  by  regulation 

規 平銀。 r 規銀。 r 規元 
see  9310. 

節規  the  customary  presents, 
given  at  Mquarter-dayM  (see  1477: 

by  subordinates  to  their  super 
iors,  etc. 

6423 

額規 .a  fixed  fee. hang1  規  trade  custom;  re¬ 
cognised  fees,  payable  in  the 
course  of  business  operations. 

陋規  bribes;  irregular  fees. 

月規  a  monthly  fee. 

月半規  the  half-full  moon. 

其 形如規  circular  in  shape. 
子規  a  name  tor  the  goatsuckei or  nightjar.  See  6312,  6428, 

11,918,  12,317. 

規避  to  scheme  to  get  out  oj an  official  appointment. 

規規然  disconcerted. 
m 

6424 

襯

1

 

6425 

R •支 

See 規 

Kven  Upper. 

Same  as  6422. 

To  cut  cloth  for  clothes 

6426 

r. 支 

see 規 

Even  Upper. 

m 

6427 

R. 支 

S- 規 

Even  Upper. 

Name  of  a  tree,  callec 

樊械， from  the  bark  o which  is  made  an  indelible 
ink. 

The  fresh-water  porpoise 

found  in  the  Yang-tsze See  6441. 

m 

6428 

R •支 

See 規 

Even  Upper. 

The  robin  magpie.  Use< 

with  6423  for  a  nightjar/ 

6429 

R •微 

W.  kwai 

歸 
Even  Upper. 

To  follow  ；  to  conforr 

to.  Used  by  the  Buddhist 
for  6419. 

三皈  the  three  refuges  of  tl Buddhist,  as  below.  Sansl Trtsarana. 

皈俅佛  I  take  my  refuge  ij 
Buddha. 
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鬼
*
 

6430 

M 
kwai 
kwei 
kwi 
•  fii 

kwei、 cu 

kwei 

kwi 
hi 
kwi 

sing  Upper. 

販  I  take  my  refiige  in 
the  Law;1 — of  Buddha. 

飯 你  f 曾  I  take  my  refuge  in 
the  Priesthood. 

Spirits  ；  spiritual  beings. 

The  spirits  of  the  dead. 

A  ghost ;  a  goblin ;  a  bogy； 

devils,  popularly  depictec 
as  skeletons  in  all  but  the 

features,  which  are  hideous 

and  repulsive.  .They  may 

be  either  clothed  or  un¬ 

clothed  ； their  bodies  throw 

no  shadow,  and  they  are 
fond  of  dark  corners.  There 

are  said  to  be  both  gooc 

and  bad  kuei、 but  it  is 

around  the  latter  that  most 

popular  superstitions  have 

gathered.  One  of  tjie  zo¬ 

diacal  constellations ;  see 

Tables、 Vb.  Radical  194. 

See  7140. 

鬼面申  devils  and  gods;  good  and 
evil  spirits ;  “religion;”  the  soul. 

鬼 神其你  the  spirits  signi- 
fied  their  consent. 

敬鬼 神而遠 鄉铲之 
respect  spiritual  beings  but  keep 
them  at  a  distance. 

山 川鬼神  the  spirits  of  hill 
and  stream. 

鬼神 無常享 the  spirits  do 
not  always  accept  the  sacrifices 
offered. 

雖聰明 正值之 鬼神， 
尙不敢 貪 天之功 

以 爲 己 力 even  the  most 
enlightened  and  perfect  spirit 

would  not  venture  to  arrogate 
to  itself  the  merit  of  God. 

不能 事鬼神 1  am  incap- 
able  of  serving  the  gods. 

不 媚鬼神 never  tried  to 
conciliate  the  spirits,  —  of  an 
infidel. 

fl$  HI  ̂   i<:  is  difficult  to 

deceive  the  gods. 

不以鬼 神爲意 Paying 
no  regard  to  religion. 

M
a
 

6430 
家鬼 害家神 a  family  imp 
injuring  a  family  god, 一 one  of 
lower  generation  behaving  badly 

to  one  of  a  higher  generation 
in  the  same  family. 

鬧 着鬼兒 神兒的 
telling  infernal  lies. 

鬼 使神差  effected  by  super¬ natural  means. 

神出鬼 入 (Qr 沒 ) like  the gods  going  out,  like  devils  coming 
in, — of  mysterious  movements. 

精神 離形， 各歸其 

眞， 故 謂之鬼 ，鬼歸 

也  when  the  spirit  leaves^  the body,  each  reverts  to  its  pure 

(t.e.  elementary)  state :  it  is  there¬ 

fore  called  kuei,  which  is  the 

same  as  kuei1  to  revert, 

未 能事人 ，焉 能事鬼 
while  you  cannot  serve  men, 

how  can  you  serve  spirits  ? 

非其鬼 而祭之 ，詔也 
for  a  man  to  sacrifice  to  a  spirit 
which  does  not  belong  to  him, is  flattery. 

鬼物  a  demon;  a  bogy. 

鬼 力*  the  demon  regions,  —  a 
name  for  the  Hun  country  under 

the  商  Shang  dynasty. 

鬼 王 心  king  of  the  demons. 

鬼 卒  attendants  upon  the  above. 

鬼判  a  judge  in  Purgatory. 

入 鬼門關  to  enter  the  gate 
of  spirits, — to  die, 

登  |  half  of  them  have died. 

人處疾 則貴醫 ，有 

禍 則畏鬼 the  siek  man honours  the  physician:  he  who 

is  in  trouble  fears  evil  spirits, — 
as  the  causes  of  his  misfortunes. 

鬼魂  a  ghost;  a  spirit. 

像活風 一般 he  looked just  like  a  (Chinese)  ghost, 一 so 
emaciated  wls  he. 

^IL  or  ̂   t0  Possessed with  a  devil. 

an  injured  ghost, — as  that 

of  a  murdered  man  whose  mur¬ 
derer  has  not  been  brought  to 

justice. 

鬼
，
 

643° 鎗砸 口裏鬼 ghosts  of  the cannon’s  mouth, -killed  in  battle. 

Used  in  the  sense  of  “food  for 

powder.” 餓鬼 似 3317. 
食人鬼  demons  who  devour 
men，一the 羅刹 oi •羅叉 

^  Rakchasa  or  Rakchas  of Buddhism.  Also  applied  to  the 
aborigines  of  Ceylon. 

打鬼  to  drive  out  devils； '  to 
exorcise. 

稿片鬼  a  besotted  opium- 
smoker. 

說鬼話 Qr 禱鬼 t。 talk  or mutter  to  oneself. 

鬼胎  a  deyil-womb, 一  which though  pregnant  does  not  bring 
forth;  an  abortion;  a  malicious 

plot  or  scheme. 

鬼密  secret. 
鬼  ̂   a  secret  and  dishonest 
understanding. 

鬼商 量  consulting  together privately ;  to  have  a  secret  un¬ 
derstanding  with  another  to  the 
detriment  of  some  enterprise.  • 

鬼頭風  a  whirlwind;  a  tor¬ 
nado. 

鬼頭錢  the  Carolus  dollar, — so  called  from  the  king’s  head 
on  the  obverse ;  foreign  coins 

in  general. 

鬼 頭鬼腦 hiding  and peeping. 

齒 給模眼  devil-headecT 
and  frog-eyed, 一 hideous. 

鬼子。 r 番鬼 子。 r 洋鬼 
devils  or  foreign  devils, 一 a 

favourite  term  of  abuse  applied 
to  foreigners. 

鬼  a  devil  catching  a 
devil, — a  thief  to  catch  a  thief. 

白日鬼 a 、thief. 
鬼火  will-o’-the-wisp. 鬼 devil  disease,  —  used  of 
the  commission  of  various  sly 
acts  of  dishonesty,  squeezing,  etc. 

鬼  devil’s  pranks. 

作鬼  to  play  the  devil, 一 to indulge  in  illicit  practices. 

t0  Play  devils’  pranks,  as 

when  appearing  to 如 d  frighten¬ 

ing  people. 

掉 鬼  t0  Play  tricks. 
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6430 

鬼夕昆  to  fool ;  to  delude. 

丰
1
 

S  see  367S- 

6434 

逼觀 疑鬼功 
lDoked  at 

R •齊 

close,  it  seemed  to  be  super- 
W.  cii 

natural  work. N.  kwei 

鬼門  the  “slips”  on  Chinese 

See 閨 

stage. E-  :n  Upper. 

門鬼  the  catch  on  the  bar  of 
a  door. 

鬼宿  the  23rd  constellation,- 
the  stars  7  ̂  v;  fl  in  Cancer. 

人不荈 ，鬼 不覺的 in- 
scrutable ;  mysterious. 

人有三 分怕鬼 
men  are 

afraid  of  devils. 

鬼有 七分怕 人 devils  are 

tV  afraid  of  men. 

馬見鬼 ，直了 眼 when  a 
horse  sees  a  bogy,  it  stares  with 
terror.  Donkeys  are  exempt  from 

this  fear.  C/.  Balaam’s  ass, 

鬼車  a  goatsucker  (CaJ>rimti/gus stictomus). 

鬼節  the  festival  of  the  dead 
on  the  15th  of  the  7th  moon 

餽 
643! 

when  sacrifices  are  offered  tfe  the 

spirits  supposed  to  be  roaming 
about  u neared  for  or  unburied 

鬼烏  the  white-necked  or  “par son’’  crow. 

鬼 白  Podophyllum  versipelle, 
Hance. 

Same  as  6498. 

愧 
6432 

瑰1
 

See  6498. 

6433 

r .灰 

C.  kwai) 、ckwai\ 
H.  Jewel 

F.  koui^ 
W.  kwai’、 

^wai N. 

y；  1
 S Sz. 

K.  kwe 

J.  kai、 kUi、ku 

A.  hui〉、 ihoui 
Even  Upper 

Irregular. 

A  kind  of  jasper.  See 

玫 772i. 

_ 瑰玉佩  precious  jasper 
and  gems  for  his  girdle  pendant. 

瑰 意瑣行  noble  ideas  and 
worthy  deeds, 

瑰  3^  extraordinary ;  pre 
eminent. 

Read  kuei\ 

玫瑰花 the  iQse- 

6435 

r .霧 

See 閨 

SinkiDg 

Upper. 

A  gem-token  conferred 

by  the  Emperor  upon  a 

feudal  prince,  as  a  symbol 

of  dignity  and  authority. 
See  8278. 

桓圭  the  token  conferred  upon 

a  ̂  Duke. 

信 圭  the  token  conferred  upon a  Marquis. 

躬圭  the  token  conferred  upon 

an  j 白  Earl. 

土圭  a  sundial. 

禹 錫衣圭  Yii  presented  a dark-coloured  gem-stone, — upon 

the  completion  of  his  labours. 

孰圭  to  grasp  the  token, — to be  in  office. 

有圭角  having  the  angles  of the  kuei、 — correct ;  proper. 

白 圭之玷 ，尙 可磨也 
a  flaw  in  a  white  gem-token  may 

be  ground  away, — but  for  a  flaw 
in  speech  there  is  nothing  to  be 
done. 

釐爾 圭瑣1  give  y°ualarse 
libation-cup  of  jade. 

—刀 圭  a  pinch  of  anything. 

圭璋  a  tally  used  in  war,  like 
the  符 3687 . 

桂
 4 

6435 

The  cassia  or  cinnamon 

tree  (Cinnamomum  cassia、 

BL).  [Stands  pictorially  for 

貴 6461  having  rank;  see 

蟾 342.] 桂 是四季 開花者 
cassia  blooms  all  the  year  round 
See  8090. 

桂子  cassia  buds,  immature  fruit of  the  above. 

桂子蘭 孫  blooming  sons  and 
grandsons. 

桂枝  cassia  twigs. 

桂皮  cassia  lignea. 
桂花。 r 巖桂  Os  mailt  hus 
fragrans)  Lour. 

4 赤油。 r 桂葉油 or 桂 

皮油  cassia  oil. 
桂花布  spotted  stuffs. 

珪 
6436 

6437 

R •霧 

See 桂 

Sinking 

Upper. 

桂月  the  cassia  moon, — > -thl eighth  moon. 

月桂  a  variety  of  OsmanthA 
fragrans、 Lour. 

月桂子  immature  flowers 
cinnamon,  dried  as  a  drag. 

玉桂。 r 肉桂 cinnamo1 made  from  the  bark  of  old  tree 

米 珠薪桂 riee  like  pear 
and  fuel  like  cinnamon,— 
scarce  and  dear. 

桂林府  Cassia-Grove  City 
Kuei-lin  Fu,  —  the  capital 
Kuangsi. 

任 意侵 A 桂璋 hadraa< 
an  unauthorised  raid  into  tl 
Kuei-lin  Prefecture. 

桂江  the  Cassia  River, - 
Kuangsi. 

手 攀丹桂  to  grasp  the  r«j 
cassia, — to  be  appointed  to  tl 
Han-lin. 

桂圓  dried  lungans. 

桂圓肉  stoned  lungans. 
桂圓湯  a  sweet  soup  made 
the  dried  lungan  fruit. 

桂帶  silk  ribbons. 
切桂 置酒中 chopupcassj and  put  it  in  wine, 一- recipe  1| cassia  wine. 

Same  as  6434. 

♦ 

A  fine  kind  of  bamb( 

growing  in  Kuangtung Chehkiang. 

筌邂籃  a  fine-woven  bambe 
splint  basket. 

室 十^鎗  bamboo  opium-pip 

6438 

R. 齊 

See 圭 

Even  Upper. 
郵1
 

6439 

R. 齊 

See 閨 

Even  Upper. 

The  upper  part  of 
woman’s  dress. 

鞋 裳鮮明 her  iacket  a 
skirt  were  bright  and  new. 

微風 動示圭 a bret 
moved  her  jacket. 

Name  of  two  Distric 
under  the  Han  dynasty,  ̂ 

却  in  Kansuh  and  下 
in  Shensi. 
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6440 

齊 
kwai 

, kiuci 

kie 

.cu 

•  kwci 

、kiu 

kei^  ke 
, kwe 

: ven  Upper. 

if 

6441 

•隹齊 
a 鞋圭 :. hi 

aiy  hi 
“  kwe 

Even  Upper. 

The  women’s  apartments  •’ 
the  private  quarters  in  an 

official  or  family  residence. 

閨閣。 r 閨 門。 r 閨中。 r 

深閨。 r 金閨  the  women's 
apartments.  See  6459. 

少 疾閨門  in  his  youth  he 
had  been  too  fond  of  women. 

深閨處  ch^uz  a  virgin  of 
the  inner  apartments. 

孝  JLL  閨 庭  filial  piety  is  learnt at  home. 

蘭 闉  a  lady’s  apartment ;  a boudoir, 

閨女。 r 閨秀 a  young 
unmarried  lady. 

老閨女  a  term  for  the  youngest 
sister  in  a  family.  Also,  for  an 
old  maid. 

閨女 不養娘  an  unmarried 
daughter  is  of  no  use  in  sup¬ 

porting  her  mother, — it  takes  a 
son  to  do  that. 

寂 寂春閨  the  quiet  retire¬ 
ment  of  a  young  lady. 

通 金閨籍  to  be  inscribed 
upon  the  roll  of  officials. 

鄺 人閨閙  to  know  men’s 
secret  doings. 

A  name  for  the  fresh¬ 

water  porpoise.  Also  read 
hsi\ 

鮭祕菜  an  old  name  for 
flesh  and  vegetable  diet.  See 

6427- 

Read  wal.  A  Taoist  god, 

裔圭 聾， represented  as  a 
child  two  feet  high  holding 

a  sword.  See  7498. 

晷 3
 

6442 

•紙 
« 軌 
•ising  Upper. 

Shadow;  that  which 

marks  shadow;  the  gnomon 

of  a  sun-dial;  hence,  time 

日晷  a  sun-dial. 

日； ̂   the  sun  has  thrown 
a  shadow  across  the  bright  dial. 

移晷  a  movement  of  the  shadow 
on  the  dial, — awhile. 

M3
 

口 

6442 

m ^443 

R •紙 

See 軌 

Rising  Upper. 

m 
6444 

鱖
 4 

6445 
R •月霽 See 厥 

A.  kwe Entering 

Upper. 

攰1
 

6446 

R •支 

崎危 Even  Upper 

and  Lower. 

w 
6447 

R •紙 

Seeli 

Rising  Upper. 

規3
 

6448 

R- 紙 

See 娃 

Rising  Upper. 

不遺 餘晷。 r 無停晷 
without  a  moment’s  intermission. 

膏油 以繼晷  fat  and  oil  to lengthen  the  day, — an  allusion 

by  Han  Wen-kung  to  candles and  lamps. 

飛暑  the  flying  shadow  on  the 
dial, 一 time  flies. 

f  ^  the  weather  is  cold 
and  the  days  are  short. 

Dried  up  ；  exhausted. 

泉層  the  spring  is  dried  up. 

See  3204. 

A  kind  of  perch,  with 

broad  belly,  large  mouth, 

small  scales,  and  black 

stripes.  Also  read  chueh^\ 

閃 Hi  —個 鱲婆。 ut darted  a  female  perch. 

Worn  out  ；  exhausted. 

彫支 力之民  an  exhausted 
people. 

逢矣 而足劾 the  way  is long  and  my  feet  are  weary. 

To  sacrifice  at  the  five 

mountains. 

A  strap  to  hold  a  cap 

on  the  head. 

有 縝者弁  those  with  their leather  caps  fastened  on, — at  a 
feast. 

宄 3
 

6449 

R •紙 

Sec 軌 

K,  kwi、 kwe 

Rising  Upper. 

K 
6450 

r 紙 

See 軌 

Rising  Upper. 

m 

ns1 

r •紙 

C.  kwai 
H.  kwei 

F.  kwi 

W.  cu 
N.  kwci 
P. 

kwei 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 

K.  kwe、 kwi 

J.  ki 

A.  kwi 
Rising  Upper. 

A  traitor  ；  explained  by 

the  Jesuits  as  Satan  at^  the 

head  of  nine  ranks  of  angels. 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

究 2266.] 

奸宄  external  and  internal  trait¬ ors,  respectively. 

結 爲內宄  to  form  into  a 
traitorous  cabal  within. 

A  spring  issuing,  from  the 
side  of  a  hill. 

有 冽 i 九泉  ye  cold  waters, 
issuing  in  all  directions  from 

the  spring,  —  do  not  soak  the 
firewood  I  have  cut !  Alluding 

to  official  extortions.  [This  is 
the  correct  form  of  九 泉 
2263,  318?.] 

The  axle  of  a  wheel.  The 

rut  of  a  wheel  ；  a  track  ；  a 

path  -  an  orbit. 

濟盈 不濡軌 the  fui1  fQrd 
will  not  wet  the  axle. 

天下 車同軌  all  over  th^ 
empire  axle-trees  are  of  the  same breadth.  See  12,633. 

書文 車軌誰 能外 _ can  go  outside  of  the  writte^p 

language  or  of  the  cart-rut  ? 、 

軌轍 a  mt- 

城 門之軌 ，雨 馬之力 

與  are  the  ruts  at  the  gate  of 
a  city  made  by  a  single  two-horse chariot? 一 it  is  a  matter  of  time. 

軌道  a  groove ;  a  regular  track ; an  orbit;  a  railroad. 

鐵軌  rails;  a  railway. 

邊 路軌線 the  line  °r  route 
of  a  railway. 

軌路  the  “racers，”  of  artillery; a  railroad. 

軌法。 r 軌範  the  law  of  the rut, — of  following  in  the  beaten 
track ;  hence,  a  rule;  a  guide. 

不軌 not  following  in  the  rut; 
irregular :  eccentric. 

揭 人不軌  to  accuse  a  person of  being  a  suspicious  character. 

乃謀不  accordingly  began 
to  plan  a  coup  d’ EtaL 
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jdU  3 軌 
6451 

m 

6452 r •紙 

See 軌 

Rising  Upper. 

A  small  box；  a  casket. 

[Because  like  鬼  devil  in 

sound,  changed  under  the 

T‘ang  dynasty  to  獻院 •] 

癸5
 

64S3 

R •紙 

One  of  the  天干  Ten 

Stems ；  see  5814  and  Tables 
Ve.  See  also  5ooi. 

C.  kwai) 

H.  kwet3 
F.  koui\ ， 

ckwii 

worn 

W.  Ccii 
N. 
P. 

M.  kweP 

Y.  ckwei 

K.  Jiyu^  v.  hie 

J.  ki 

A.  kwi) 
Rising  Upper 

Irregular. 

葵 
6454 

簋 3
 6455 

R •紙 
See 軌 

Rising  Upper. 

w 

趨死 惟一軌  there  is  but 
one  road  to  the  grave. 

軌 祕、 craftily  concealed. 

軌謀  t。 plot. 

二七 天癸至  at  fourteen, 
menstruation  comes  on. 

七七 天癸絶  at  forty-nine menstruation  stops.  [天癸 

竭  is  also  used  of  men,  and 
seems  to  refer  rather  to  sexual 

power.] 

呼庚癸  see  6001. 

See  6491. 

A  round  or  (?)  square  vase 

for  holding  cooked  grain  at 
sacrifices  and  feasts.  See 

3639. 

於 我乎每 食四簋 & 
assigned  to  us  at  every  meal 
four  vases  of  grain. 

甚 碗  vases  and  bowls. 

九大 藍  nine  large  courses, — 
as  at  an  entertainment. 

食土  Htoeat  from  delf  dishes, 
• — as  Yao  and  Shun  did. 

簋簠  round  and  square  vessels 
used  at/sacrifices. 

6456 
R •紙 
Seelfe 

Rising  Upper. 

To  deceive  ；  to  pretend  ； 
used  for  6459.  A  post^ 

a  pillar；  a  support. 

爭 爲侦辯 tC)  argue  over 
paradoxes. 

m
1
 

6457 

R •紙真 

W.  cii 

See||  軌 

Rising  Upper. 

诡
 3 

645s 

R 紙 

See 詭 

Rising  Upper. 

詭,
 

6459 

R •紙 

See 軌 

Rising  Upper. 

m 

6460 

R. 紙 

C.  kiuai^ H. 

F.  koui^  ckiwi 
W.  gwai、 〜 "u, 

^dj'u 

N.  gwei、 djil 

Dilapidated  •’  in  ruins. 

To  change  ；  to  alter；  to 
be  shifty. 

十危 變1  to  trim;  to  be  a  turncoat. 

t 危異  strange.;  marvellous,  as 
when  able  to  change  one’s  shape. 

To  deceive  ；  to  cheat  ； 

cunnings  To  oppose  ；  to 
offend. 

無縱  It  隨1 et  us  give  n。 indulgence  to  the  wily  and 

obsequious. 

莫 從詭嘴  do  not  listen  to artful  tongues. 

詭難。 r 詭譎 _iing; treacherous. 

詭 計多端  full  of  cunning tricks. 

詭蜮  treacherous. 
論易  to  alter  with  intent  to deceive. 

謀  treacherous  schemes. 

詭辭  lying  words. 

其名 爲弔詭  this  is  called 
a  paradox. 

論名  to  falsify  names. 
有所 詭于天 之理與 have  I  offended  in  aught  against 

the  laws  of  God? 

爲 之詭遇 ，一 朝而獲 

w 

kwei^ 

6460 

P. 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 

K.  kwe 

J.  ki 

A.  kwi、 ^kwi Rising  Lower 

Irregular. 

十 （I  drove)  for  him  so  as  to 
cunningly  intercept  (the  birds), 
and  in  one  morning  he  got  ten. 

詭毁  to  defame;  to  slander. 

To  kneel.  The  legs  of 

a  crab,  so  called  because 

they  are  bent  as  though 
kneeling.  See  4140. 

婉下。 r 踊倒  to  kneel  down. 

塊拜  to  kneel  and  make obeisance. 

w 

6461 

R •未 

C.  kwai H.  kwei 
F.  koui、 kwi 

W.  cii 
N.  kwei、 cii 

P. 

M. Y. 

Sz. 

IC.  kwi 

J.  ki 

A.  kwi^  v.  kw'di 

Sinking 

Upper. 

kwei 

雄謝  to  kneel  and  thank. 
婉接  to  receive  kneeling. 

半婉  to  kneel  on  one  knee,— • introd.  under  the  Mongols. 

婉 鍊  kneeling  on  chains, 一 ac illegal  punishment,  which  ha< 
been  used  to  extort  evidence. 

雄送  to  bid  good-bye  on  one’s knees, — out  of  respect. 

塊香  to  kneel  with  a  stick  ol incense  in  one’s  hand,  as  is  done 
penitentially;  also,  a  punishment 
inflicted  upon  schoolboys. 

雄奏  to  memorialise  the  Em¬ peror  on  one’s  knees, — rever¬ 

ently. 

晚  to  respectfully  petition. 

跞 li 婉府 ㈣ 廳) the kneeling  before  the  Court. 

羊有塊 乳之恩 kids  have 
the  grace  to  suck  kneeling. 

the  kneeling  punishment. 

—as  inflicted  by  shrews  upon 

weak  husbands. 

怕 婆頂燈 ，婉 到五更 
afraid  of  his  wife,  with  a  lamp 

on  his  head,  he  will  kneel  until 

the  fifth  night-watch, — of  a  hen¬ 

pecked  husband. 

Honourable,  with  special 
reference  to  official  rank ; 

esteemed  ;  prized  ;  high- 
class,  as  opposed  to 賤 

1589  conventionally  ap¬ 
plied  to  the  belongings  of 
others.  Dear  ；  expensive. 

[賢  is  an  early  form  of  this 
character.] 

以貴不 以長  change  (the 
precedence  of  children  is  regu¬ 

lated)  - by  honourable  birth  not 

by  age, — the  children  of  the wife  rank  before  those  of  the concubine. 

皆 不知爲 貴官也 n。 one  knew  he  was  a  high  official, 

— so  badly  was  he  dressed. 

富貴  wealthy  and  having  official 
rank. 

貴人  a  man  of  position ;  an official  of  high  rank. 

貴者雖 自貴， 覗之若 

埃 塵  the  high-placjed,  although himself  high-placed,  he  regarded 
as  of  no  account.  See  1589. 
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6461 

新 貴  newly-made  graduates  of 
the  2ndwor  3rd  degrees. 

貴 姓  what  is  your  honourable 
name? 

貴國  your  honourable  nation. 

貴恙  your  honourable  disease 

貴祀  your  servant. 

貴" *治  your  jurisdiction. 

貴 班  y°ur  rank. 

貴任  your  post. 

貴前程  what  rank  have  you? 

貴籍  your  home. 

貴報  your  valuable  journal. 

貴寓  your  lodging, — to  travel¬ lers. 

貴  your  honourable  age? 
your  honourable  occupa¬ 

tion. 

有 何貴幹  what  is  your 
honourable  business  with  me? 

提高貴 手 raise  high  your 
noble  hand, — and  let  me  slip 
under  it  and  escape. 

貴客  an  honoured  guest;  worthy 
clients  or  patrons,  asof  a  trades¬ 
man. 

尊貴。 r 貴重  to  esteem;  to 
honour;  to  prize. 

尊 貴有德  to  honour  the 
virtuous. 

貴 重物仵  a  rare  article. 
貴 生於少 ，賤 生於所 

有  things  become  valuable  be¬ 
cause  of  their  rarity,  and  cheap 
because  of  their  abundance. 

貴相  a  physiognomy  indicating 
success  in  d 伍 cial  life. 

貴如  an  Imperial  concubine  of 
the  3rd  rank. 

貴人  an  Imperial  concubine  of 
the  4th  rank;  a  dignitary.  See 
above. 

矯貴  a  darling;  a  pet. 

不 貴乎此  not  to  set  store 
by  this. 

不貴 異物.  not  to  value extraordinary  things. 

貴器  valuable  things, -children. 

政 貴有恒  in  government, 
make  consistency  of  first  im¬ 
portance. 

6461 

憒
 4 

6462 

R. 隊 

See 噴 

K.  kwe 

J.  kwai、ke 
A.  houi Sinking 

Lower. 

鑀 6463 

6464 

R •寘 

C.  kwai 

H.  k、wei 
F.  koui 

W •抑 

N.  gwei^  v.  dju 
P. 

M. Y. 

Sz. K.  kwe 

J.  ki 

A.  kwi 

kwei 

Sinking 

Lower. 

事 貴原心  in  all  matters, have  regard  for  the  intention 

貴 合於秦  to  regard  alliance with  Ch^ri  as  most  important. 

貴價  a  high  price. 

價 錢太貴  the  price  is  too high. 

貴州  the  province  of  Kueichou 

雲貴  Yunnan  and  Kueichou. 

貴縣  a  District  in  Kuangsi. 
“督曰 督部堂 ，撫曰 
撫 部院， 不 用貴字 
in  correspondence  with  Viceroys 

and  Governors,  (the  Provincial 
Assemblies)  will  use  tu  pu  fang 

and  fu  pu  yuan^  respectively, 
and  will  ’not  insert  the  word 

“honourable •” 

Troubled  ；  anxious.  See 

天  1 1,208. 
憒亂  in  a  state  of  mental  con fusion. 

昏； 偵^  dazed;  stupified. 
墮馬憒 而徨蘇 
stunned  by  a  fall  from  his  horse 
but  came  round  again. 

Same  as  6464,  6465. 

A  counter  in  a  shop；  a 

press  ；  a  wardrobe ;  a  box 

樞 撞。 r  樞 圍  a  countQT  a 
shop. 

掌櫃的  the  manager  of  a 
shop. 

^  the  drawer  of  a  counter; a  till. 

櫃房  a  counting-house. 

本樞貨  the  goods  or  stock- in-trade  of  our  firm. 

櫃子  a  cupboard;  a  wardrobe. 

書才覆  a  book-cupboard. 
jC  reservoirs  of  water,  kept 

as  a  precaution  against  fire;  a 

ship’s  water-tanks. 

打羅  a  machine  for  bolting flour. 

柙櫃  a  deposit;  earnest-money. 

櫃
 4 

6464 

匱‘
 

6465 

R .真 

See 樞 

Sinking 

Lower. 

6466 

w 

6467 

R. 泰 

C.  W 

H.  k、wai 
F.  kwoui 
W.  kwai 
N.  kwei 

M.  I
 M 

K.  kwe 
•  kwai、 kti 

A.  klwai Sinking  Upper 

Irregular. 

R. 

劊‘
 

6468 泰 
C.  khd 
H.  k^wai 

F.  kwoui’ 

W.  kkH)ai N. 

P kwei 
M 

Y.  I 

Sz.  j 

K.  hwe 「•  kwai^  ke 

A.  k、wai SinkingUpper. 

金騰櫃  a  metal-bound  coffer a  safe  for  storing  documents. 

八 參匱 心  eight  headings  under which  accounts  are  kept  at  some 

yatnens.  See  9880. 

Same  as  6464.  Also 

read  k>uei、 •  To  absorb 

Exhausted  ；  failing  ；  defici 
ent.  See  10,254. 

其銅 腥爲水 銀所匱 
the  frowzy  smell  of  the  bronze 
is  absorbed  by  quicksilver, 

spread  over  it. 

孝 子不置 ，永 —爾類 
for  such  filial  piety  without  ceas¬ 
ing,  there  will  ever  be  conferred blessing  on  you. 

日 給不匱  the  daily  allow¬ 
ance  not  deficient. 

See  5184. 

A  broker；  a  middleman 

To  give  a  hint；  to  tip  a 

wink.  Also  read  k、uai\ 

市儈 O! •牙儈  a  broker ;  used contemptuously  of  one  who  pur¬ 
chases  official  rank.  < 

市儈 固不足 南面哉 
a  purchaser  of  rank  is  not  fit 
to  be  an  o 伍 cial. 

儈心  to  communicate  by  a  nod or  sign. 

To  cut；  to  amputate；  to 

break  off. 

割子。 1 •割 子手 an  execu- tioner. 

103 



6469 

泰 
See 繪 

R. 

K.  kwe 

SinkingUpper. 

R.i 

C.  ckhii 
H.  k'wai 
F.  kwoui 

W.  kwai 
N.  kwei 

P.  kwei、 hwei 
M.  hwei 
K.  hwe 

. kwai、 ye 
A.  koiii 

Sinking  Upper 

Irregular, 
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6470 

An  outhouse :  a  barn. 

天廢  and  廢  names  of 
groups  of  stars. 

Chinese  juniper,  Junipe- 
rus  chine7isis)  L.  also  known 

as 刺柏 and 檜柏.  Oi- 
ginal  form  of  6333. 

翰  ornaments  on  a  coffin. 

槍揖 松舟。 ars  of  juniper 
and  boats  of  pine. 

自 檜以下  from  the  Odes  ofl 
Kuei  onwards,  一  he  made  no 
remark.  Hence,  insignificant ; 
unworthy  of  notice. 

Water  flowing;  a  drain; 

a  water-tank. 

IT 

6474 

r .泰 

See 廢 

K.  hwe 
SinkingUpper. 

To  pray ;  to  invoke  the 
aid  of  the  gods. 

m 

6475 

R •泰 

c.  n 
H.  k‘waP 

F.  kwoui3 
\V.  kwaP 

p：  I
 kwep 

K.  kwe、yf.  hwe 

J.  kwai'kt 
A.  k^wai 

Minced  meat.  [Often 

used  of  the  famous  carp  of 

Kiangnan,  which  can  only 
be  eaten  on  the  spot.]  Also 

read  k、uai\ 

Sinking 

Upper. 

K •泰卦 
C. 

k、wai’ 
F.  kwoui0 

W.  kwai) 

N.  kwei^ 

P.  kwai) 
M.  k^waP 

K.  k'wae、 kwe、 
v-  hwe 

J.  kwae、ke 

A,  k^wai^ 
SinkingUpper. 

w 
6472 

R. 

涓燴  a  brook;  a  rivulet. 

溝 燴皆盈  the  ditches  (for 
irrigation  are  all  full. 

繪河  the  northern  branch  of 
the  river  Huai. 

燴州  an  old  name  of  翼城 

縣  I-ch^eng  Hsien  in  Shansi. 

卦泰 
C.  ck、ui 
F.  kwouP'v 

kwai) 
W.  kwai^ 

N.  kwei 3 

P.  kwai、、 kiucP 
M.  k'wni^ 

Y.  kwti) 
K.  k、wac、 kwe、 

•  hwe 

J.  kwai^  ke 

A.  k'-^vai^ 

SinkingUpper. 

Crafty  ；  mischievous. 

狡繪  cunning ;  wily；  treach 
erous. 

-473 

R. 泰 
C.  v.  ktii^ 
F.  kwotti 

N.  kwei 

J.  kv，ai、 
A.  k、wai 

SinkingUpper. 

Dangerously  ill  ；  dis 
eased. 

, ke 

Read  wei'.  To  shout  out. 

it 

6476 

rr 6477 

r. 泰 

See 廢 

Sinking 

Upper. 

膾殘魚  Chinese  whitebait {Latcosoma  argentea), 

焦 鼈膾鯉  rc)ast  turde  and 
minced  carp. 

膾炙人  |U  to  tickle  people’s palates, — used  of  literary  com¬ 

positions. 

乂多 膽袭之 k  was  very widely  appreciated. 

Same  as  6475. 

A  flag  to  signal  with. 

廢 動而鼓 when  I  wave my  flag,  beat  the  drums, - advance. 

-for 

恢
1
 

6481 

R •灰 

W.  k、wai 

N.  k、wci 

See 灰 

K.  kwe、v.  hwe 
Even  Upper. 

6482 

R. 灰 

‘TJEI. 

Great  ；  liberal.  Ver\ 
Also  read  hut1.  See  12,515 

志  M  恢宏  ful1  a  resolut 

energy. 

恢 後城池  with  great  effo1 
to  re-capture  a  city. 

恢先緖  to  improve  upon  th ancestral  legacy, -by  still  furth( 
exertions. 

C.  k、wai 

H.  k^wei 

F.  k、wi W.  k、wai N. 

M.  1  k、u，ei 

Y. 

Sz. 

K.  kwc、v,  hwe 

J.  kwai'ke 

A.  k、oui 
Even  Upper. 

A  helmet;  used  pictor 

ally  for  魁 6499,  first  (a 

examinations).  A  basin.  1 

block  on  which  caps  ar 

made. 

其 廢如林  their  banners were  like  a  forest, — in  number. 

6478 

R •泰 

See 噴 

SinkingUpper. 

A  pain  in  the  loins. 

月 E  腰  lumbas°- 

替 

6479 

劇 

64§o 

R. 霧 

See 桂 

Sinking 

Upper. 

Same  as  6478. 

To  cut  ；  to  wound  ；  to 

injure. 

劍 痛之後 ，尙 忌操 
JJ  you  wait  until  you  have  cut 

yourself  before  you  avoid  hand¬ 

ling  a  knife. 

不 劍於義  not  to  violate one's  sense  of  duty. 

廉而不 歲 lj  be  strict  (in  doing 
•ithout  injuring one’s  duty)  but 

others. 

6483 

R. 

W.  hwai^wai 
N.  k、wei,  hwei 

P.  k、wei 

See 灰 

K.  kwe^  v.  kwe Even  Upper. 

6484 

R .支 

C.  k、wai 

H.  k、vni 
F.  kHe、 k、wi、 

y.  k^ieng 

W.  k^wai^  c^u 

N.  k^wei^  c^ii 

P. 

k、wei 

盔甲  helmet  and  coat  of  mai 

頭  a  cap  or  hat  block. 

新盈的  fresh  from  the  bloc] 
Also,  a  new  style  (< sc.  new. 

hat). 

丢 盈撩甲  to  oe  terrib] 
fatigued  or  exhausted. 

To  jest ;  to  joke；  to  chaf Also  read  hui\  See  13,38: 

該笑  to  make  game  of. 

諫劇  to  play  with. 該嗎 j  to  chaff ;  to  indulge  i 
repartee. 

詼譜 無所忌  he  exercise 
his  wit  without  any  restraint 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 

K.  kin、 

J.  ki 

A.  k^ui 

r.  hiu 

Even  Upnpr. 

To  wane；  to  be  wanting 

to  fail  ；  to  be  deficient  (si 

6510)  ；  to  go  bankrup 

Owing  to；  in  consequenc 

of；  happily  ；  luckily. 

月 滿則虧  the  moon  reach 
the  full  and  then  wanes. 

不 虧不崩  never  wanin 
never  failing, 一 long  may  yc 

reign ! 

虧欠  to  owe  more  than  one  a 
pay;  to  be  in  arrears. 

賀 虧甚鉅  he  incurred  ve 
large  debts, — as  by  gambling. 

腐銀。 r  ̂  耗  t。 lose  in。 



'TJESI 

819 

.'XTE3I 

rV**；  1 

虧 
6484 

虧蝕  to  cause  loss  to . 

虧價  an  underpayment. 

虧他  to  underpay  him. 

腐短  short,  — as  in  money  or 
delivery  of  goods. 

虧空  a  deficit;  a  failure  to  meet 
liabilities. 

拉虧空  to  run  into  debt. 

以庳 內虧 欺過巨 
because  the  deficit  in  the  trea¬ 

sury  was  so  large. 

腐缺  a  deficiency. 

虧累  to  involve  in  losses. 

腐析 to  be  short ;  to  suffer  loss. 

虧損  to  injure;  to  fail;  to  be 
. deficient. 

虧賠  to  make  up  a  deficiency. 

虧本  to  lose  capital;  to  fail  in 
business. 

已虧, 三四家  three  or 
four  families  have  already  become 
bankrupt. 

吃虧 沉受瘤  to  suffer  loss, 
— a  term  of  general  application 

吃 他的虧  to  be  his  victim. 

膺貧  to  be  ungrateful  or  unjust 
to;  to  abandon. 

我不 虧負你  I  won’t  treat 
you  unfairly. 

磨心之  纽  ungrateful  man. 

虧心事 a  discreditable  affair. 

問心 無臈  nothing  on  one’s conscience. 

無 _ 心自考 he  who  has 
nothing  on  his  conscience  is 
naturally  at  peace. 

他有勲 兒虧心 he  has 
somewhat  of  a  bad  conscience. 

腐 拜言語 owing  to  what  I said. 

腐你 磬好我 眼 itisowing 
to  you  that  my  eyes  were  healed. 

幸虧  luckily;  happily. 

虧得 兒子已 得了官 
happily,  my  son,  you  are  already 
in  office. 

虧了你  I  have  troubled  you, 
— thank  you!  thanks  to  you! 

1 6485 
R •支 

See 

Even  Lower. 

6486 

R. 支 

See 

Even  Lower. 

6487 
R: 紙 

C.  ̂ waiw 

H.  ik^wei 

F.  SJi'-ui W.  i-dju,  Ccu 
^.gwei 

M.  i  ^we
i 

Y.  ikwei^k'-wei K.  kiu 

J.  ki 
A.  kwiL Rising  Lower 

Irregular. 

r 

^488 

R •齊 

C.  ̂ kuwai 

F.  J^wi W. 王 gii、 tdjH、 

sd；U 
See 

A.  JHue Even  Lower. 

m 
6489 

R •齊 

see 睽 

Even  Lower. 

Agitation  of  mind  ；  an xiety. 

A  lance. 

一 人冕 執辦。 ne  man  in 
great  officer’s  cap  and  holding a  lance. 

To  consider  ；  to  calculate. 

揆文教  to  cultivate  learning and  moral  duties. 

揆 之以日  he  determined  the aspect  (of  the  pala>ce)  by  the 
sun, — so  that  it  should  face  the 
south. 

挨 度勿 4  to  estimate；  to  consider. 

揆情度 ，理  considering all  things,  一  i.e.  the  principles 

which  govern  all  cases  and  the 
circumstances  which  modify  a 

special  case. 

鈉 于百挨  was  appointed  to be  General  Regulator, — of  affairs 
of  State,  i.e.  to  be  Prime  Minister. 

其模 一 ■也  their  principles are  found  to  be  the  same. 

揆手  the  master-mind;  the  best hand. 

I iv  opposition  ；  separated  ； 
distant. 

暌 違日久  long  separated. 

暌 別一月  separated  fo〆  a month. 

_  separated;  apart; isolation; 
estrangement;  obstruction  of  free 
intercourse. 

始 暌終合  separated  {or 
•estranged)  for  a  while  and  then 
reunited 

To  squint  ；  to  stare  at. 
Strange  ；  extraordinary. 

萬目 暌目癸  a  crowa  of  people 
staring. 

6490 

R •齊 

See 奎 

but  both  often 

read  Lower. 
Even  Upper. 

6491 

R. 支 

C.  k、wai 
H.  k'wei 
F.  ki 

^.gii.dju 

N.  gwei 

P. 

M. 

Y. 
Sz.  ♦ 

K.  kiu 

J- 

A.  kwi 

Even  Lower. 

Deaf  ；  hard  of  hearing. 

聾联  stone  deaf. 

Ma  Iva  verticillcita'  L. , 

the  mallow.  Used  for  6487. 

七月 烹蔡  in  >the  seventh 
moon  they  cook  the  mallow,, 
the  seeds  of  which  are  boiled 
and  eaten. 

向日蔡 or 照日 蔡 thesun flower  {Helianthus  annuus }  L.), 

一 supposed  by  the  Chinese  “to turn  on  her  god  when  he  sets, 

etc.” 

葵 花向日  the  sunflower 
faces  the  sun. 

蜀葵。 r 葵花  the  hollyhock {Althea  rosea， Cav.). 

edible  mallows. 

Hibiscus  abelmoschus^  L. 

黃蜀葵  Hibiscus  manihot、 
Lour,  and  H.  esculenius^  L. 

葵黃  the  yellow  tint  of  the  sun¬ 
flower. 

Mali， a  verticiUata、 

seeds  of  Abutilon 

indicum,  G.  Don. 

扇  palm-leaf  fans. 
palm-leaf  thatching. 

葵表  a  letter, — from  the  ancient use  of  the  palm-leaf  as  paper, 

葵猶能 衛其足 & flower,  though  only  a  flower,  is 

able  to  protect  its  roots,  —  by 
hanging  over  and  shading  them 
from  the  sun.  Alluding  to  鮑 

莊子  Pao  Chuang-tzti,  who 
had  his  feet  cut  off- 

倍 切葵傾  to  lean  towards 
more  markedly  than  the  sun¬ 
flower,. leans  towards  the  sun. 

A  phrase  used  in  letters,  ex¬ 
pressive  of  longing  affection; 
also  of  respect,  from  the  bowed 
head  of  the  sunflower. 

天子蔡 之  the  Son  of  Heaven 
scans  their, 一 merits. 

莫 我敢葵  we  dare  not  exam¬ 
ine  into, — the  causes  of  trouble. 

sun- 



葵
1
 

649 1 

駿
 2 

6492 

广支
 Uee 蔡 

Even  Lower. 

終  a  kind  of  mallow;  a  magic 
plant,  the  leaves  of  which  could! 
-ward  off  evil  demons.  Said  to, 

be  the  origin  of  the  legend  of | 

Chung  K'uei  {see  6506);  also 
described  as  a  hammer. 

傀
 3 

The  appearance  of  fine 
horses. 

四 牡辱 癸馬癸 the  four  steeds, 
eager  and  strong. 

馬 癸每廣  a  curly-maned  (horse). 

6495 

R •紙灰 

C.fdi、 k^wai 

F.  (kwi、 

JHvo、 Ji^U 

W.  k、wai 
N. 
P. 

M.  \  k、wei 
Y. 

Sz. 

K.  kwe 

J.  kwai、ke 

A.  k、oui 
Rising  Upper. 

Great  ；  gigantic.  Extra- 1 
ordinary  ;  monstrous.  A| 
wooden  puppet. 6498 

大 傀異災  a  great  extraor¬ 
dinary  calamity, 一 as  an  eclipse,  | etc. 

傀人  a  giant.
 

人 材愧偉  a  powerfully-built  I 

魁
 2 

6499 

R. 灰 

C.  Jui 

man. 

IH.  kwei 
IF.  kHt\ 

|W. See 腐 

I  A. Even  Upper. 

To  peep  ;  to  spy  ;  to  I 
Watch.  Used  Vwith  6494. 

Y'See  471 1. 

窺看 ot 窺見 ot 窺視 ot| 
^  to  peep  at;  to  take  a  sly  I 

glance. 

窺探  t。 p>t  int。- 

窺聽  to  listen  stealthily. 

傀 然獨立 he  stood  alone without  an  equal. 

達生之 情者傀 t。 _ who  can  penetrate  the  mystery 

of  life,  all  things  are  revealed. 

塊  f 晶  puppets  which  perform like  Punch  and  Judy.  Their 

origin  is  traced  to  a  strategical 
trick  by  which  the  city  where 
the  first  Emperor  of  the  Han 

dynasty  was  besieged  was  made 

to  appear  full  of  inhabitants 
while  the  garrison  was  secretly escaping. 

我不鈴 你作 傀儡1 
’u 

H.  S-k^wei 

F.  ck、wi 

W. 

N. 

I P.  ik'wei 

M.  Ji'-wei 

Y. 

|Sz、 

K.  kwe 

I  J.  kwai、ke A.  k^oui 

ikLwei 

Even  Upper 

Irregular. 

窺测  to  espy  and  gauge, — tol make  observations. 

窺覺  to  secretly  observe. 

not  be  your  puppet ! 

功 名愧偽 場中物 

窺佔  to  encroach  on. 

營窺  to  look  through  a  tube,- 
to  take  a  narrow  view.  See  6348.  | 

窺伺  to  waylay. 

塊 
6496 

窺事  to  watch  events, 一 so  as  I 
to  seize  an  opportunity. 

闊
1
 

6494 

卜支 
See 窺 

j  A.  k、ui、 k、oui、 kwi 

Ev^ji  Upper. 

目 不窺園  eye  not  seeing  the 

6497 

R .真 

honour  and  glory  are  but  the 

properties  of  a  marionette  stage.  I 

耍塊  f 晶 （如’  in  Peking)| 

子的  a  Punch-and-Judy  man. 

See  6340. 

Ashamed  ;  bashful  •,  con- 
science-stricken. 

or 

garden,  —  used  of  people  who 
have  as  it  were  blinded  them¬ 
selves  by  study. 

C.  lk、wai 

H.  k'wei 
F.  k、oui 
W.  k'u\  c\? 

N.  gwei,  kwei P. 

To  peep；  to  spy  ；  to  look 
at.  Used  with  6493. 

關視  t0  peep  at;  to  spy  out 

竊 往闊之  to  go  secretly  and 
spy  upon. 

蘭觀  to  peep  at. 

上闊靑 天  t0  Saze  at  the 
blue  sky. 

其學無 所不関 there 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 
K.  kwe 

J.  ki 

I  A.  kwi 

Sinking 

Lower. 

was  I 

no  branch  of  learning  to  which I 

he  did  not  give  some  attention.! 

愧㈣ 自愧） 我無才 

自 蹲 才每 ashamed  that  I 
am  without  ability. 

間心 無愧 i  feel  that  I  have nothing  to  be  ashamed  of.  See 
6484.  • 

仲不愧 于天.  looking  up, to  have  no  occasion  of  shame 
before  God.  See  11,743. 

愧 忿塞胸  shame  and  anger filled  his  breast. 

負愧  to  have  cause  for  shame. 

無所愧  nothing  to  be  ashamed of. 

自覺愧 甚 felt  veiy  much ashamed  of  himself. 

無 愧風雅  would  be  no  dis¬ credit  to  the  Odes、 — of  a  poem. 

羞  modest;  bashful. 

Same  as  6497. 

First；  chief;  bes 

eminent；  great ；  monstrou 

The  4  stars  which  form  tl 
body  of  the  Dipper  {Ur major). 

魁首 。> •元魁 first;  chL best;  the  first  on  the  list 
successful  candidates  for  1 

2nd  or  master’s  degree. 

魁  or  khiai、  然無 徒 peeri« without  an  equal. 

經魁。 r 五魁 the  second the  sixth,  inclusive,  of  the  c didates  on  the  副榜 supi 

mentary  list  at  the  examinat 
for  the  2nd  degree.  See  11,3: 

文魁  first  on  the  list  of  car 
dates  for  the  2nd  degree ; 

舉 人 咖/办..
 

亞 魁  second  on  the  list  as  abc 

河魁在 房 the  stat 〜 \ is  in  fang、 一 it’s  an  unlucky  c 

文 昌魁星 WSn-ch‘ang  •: 
K^uei-hsing, 一 two  constellati 
worshipped  as  tutelary  godi literature.  See  427. 

魁 星踢斗 K*uei-hsing  k ing  tht  Dipper  {Ursa  major 

as  appears  in  Chinese  s 
maps. 

烟魁  the  best  tobacco. 

魁 奇之民 highly  talei 
people. 

魁帥  a  leader;  a  general. 
魁手  best  man;  head;  clj foreman ;  champion. 

魁偉㈣ ,6495)  or 魁 
gigantic  in  stature ;  stalwart 

邪教魁  the  head  of  an  h 

ical  sect. 

罪魁  the  chief  offender. 

殲 厥渠魁 he  Mled 

leaders. 

春魁  first  at  the  examine for  the  3rd  degree, 一 held 
 t 

nially  at  Peking  in  the  3rd  id 



6513 

R 寘 

(aspirated) 

See 賛 

(It  will  be  seen 
that  the  theo¬ 

retical  pronun¬ ciations  of 

this  class  are 

ignored 
in  practice.) 

SinkingUpper. 
饋‘
 

65 14 

R. 真 

N.  gwei 

p- 1  t  . 

M.  1  k、wei 

Y. ) 

See 櫃 

Sinking 

Lower. 

6510 

R •寘卦 

See 櫃 

Sinking* 

Lower. 

6511 

r •泰隊 

CMc'-ui 
H./ut 
F.  hwoui 

N.  wet 

Y.  khvei 
K.  hwe^  v.  kwe J.  kwai'ye 

A.  houi 

Sinking 

Lower. 

ISL^TJEII 

A  basket. 

爲 山九仞 ，功 虧一簣 to  raise  a  mound  nine  fathoms 

high  and  to  fall  short  of  com¬ 
pletion  by  one  basket  (of  earth), 

一 to  sink  a  s^*ip  for  a  ha’p’orth of  tar. 

未成 一簣止  to  stop  when only  one  basketful  is  wanting  to 

completion. 

Red  threads  used  for 

hats.  To  sketch  ；  used  with 

5185 - 

績 畫客采  to  draw  and  paint 
with  various  colours. 

彫績  carving  and  painting ; ornate,  as  composition. 

A  straw  basket.  A  plant, 
Amarantus  sp. 

荷賫  to  carry  a  straw  basket on  the  shoulder. 

我 知其不 爲賫也 
I  know  that  he  will  not  make 

them  as  big  as  baskets, — of  san¬ 
dals  made  without  measurement. 

The  loop  for  fastening  a 

coat  or  robe. 

Provisions  ；  food  offered 

to  a  superior  ；  to  make  a 

present.  Used  with  6500. 
See  1053. 

陳 饋八簋  I  have  arranged  j 
my  viands,  with  eight  vases  of 

grain. 
食饋  food;  victuals;  to  make a  present  of  food;  to  offer  food. 

‘XJ3ESI 
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魁:
 

6499 

6500 - 

寘 
k^wei 

:櫃 
Sinking 
Lower. 

到*
 

6501 

.齊 
，奎 
2ven  Upper 
md  Lower. 

奎
 2 

6502 

.齊 
•  cA1*

 
•  ik'wei 

、岑 U 

K  J^wai 
• 

ik、wei 

；.) 
‘•  kiu 

kei'kt 

Even 

Irregular. 

m 
6SP3 

•紙 
'•  Sk^wai 
【•cwa  • 

v.  kHe^ 
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Rising  Very 
Irregular. 

占春魁  the  plum  flower, — 
because  k  appears  at  the  time 

of  the  metropolitan  examination, 

as  above. 

秋魁  first  at  the  examination 
for  the  2nd  degree, 一 held  trien- 
nially  in  the  8th  moon. 

Food；  a  present  of  food  ； 

to  give  a  present；  to  offer 

in  sacrifice,  U$ed  with  6514. 

餽餞  provisions  given  to  a 
person  starting  on  a  journey. 

王餓金 而不受  the  king  | 
offered  him  gold  but  he  declined 
it. 

厚 餽有加  the  valuable  pre¬ sents  were  doubled. 

To  cut  open  and  clean, 

as  a  fish.  To  stab  ；  to  kill  ； 
to  sacrifice. 

刦股  to  cut  a  piece  off  one’s 
thigh,— as  medicine  or  nourish¬ 
ment  for  a  sick  parent. 

so 

A  man’s  stride. 

奎宿  the  15th  zodiacal  con¬ 
stellation;  see  Tables、 VB.  It 
has  sixteen  stars  which  are 

supposed  to  resemble  a  person 
striding. 

奎光閣  a  hall  for  worshipping 
the  God  of  Literature. 

奎 踽盤桓  to  stroll  up  and 
down. 

A  stride  equal  to  half  a 

步  pace ;  to  step.  See  8787. 

跬步 不能行  I  am  unable 
to  take  a  step, 一 I  am  so  busy. 

跬 步匪近  that  which  is  but 
a  step  from  you  is  not  neces¬ 
sarily  near, — distance  is  relative 

Read  hsieh 你. Weary; 
exhausted. 

敝 utterly  worn  out. 

奄 6504 

逵*
 

65°S 

R •支- 
du 

See 

Even  Lower. 

馗，
 

6506 
〜支尤 
W.^ 
See 蔡 

Even  Lower. 

變
 * 

6507 

R •支 

W.d/ii 

See 

Even  Lower. 

匿 

6508 

積
 4 

6509 

R •寘 

See 簣 

S^pkiog 

Same  as  6502.  [To  be 

distinguished  from  奄 10,384.] 

Cross-roads ;  a  thorough¬ 
fare. 

達  the  cloud  thoroughfares,- — 
the  sky.  # 

施 于中逵  placed  where many  roads  meet, — of  snares. 

The  cheek-bones ；  the 
cheeks.  High. 

鍾馗  an  imaginary  being,  de¬ picted  as  an  old  man  in  ragged 

clothes,  attended  by  a  bat,  the 

symbol  of  happiness.  He  is  able 
to  exorcise  demons.  See  6491. 

大 門口掛 鍾値 t。 hang 
up  Chung  K‘uei  at  the  front  door, 
— to  士 eep  away  evil  spirits. 

中馗  a  species  of  mushroom. 

A  one-legged  creature  ；  a 

walrus.  Grave  ；  reverential. 

賡謂 蛀曰吾 以一足 

辟 踔而行  the  walrus  said to  the  centipede,  “I  hop  about 

on  one  leg •” 

#龍  one  of  the  varieties  of the  dragon. 

養  i ̂ 齊 4 糜  looking  grave  and awe-struck. 

賡州府  a  Prefecture  on  the ^ang-tsze  in  Ssftch‘uan. 

Same  as  6510. 

A  small  knotty  tree, 
called  指損. 



R. 

65tS 

寘 
See 

SinkingUpper. 

‘XJESIt 

822  ] 

T3LTJN 

6514 

Read  A  dumpling 

of  rice  and  honey.t. 

6516 
•真卦 

C.  cwai 
H.  W 

F.  oui3- 

W. 护麵0 

N.  hwn* 

5^|to  make  a  farewell  present; 

to  give  provisions  to  a  person 
starting  on  a  journey. 

饋禮  to  make  presents. 

饋  t0  hand  medicine  to. 

饋 中無人 he  had  n。 wife. 

饋人  a  steward. 

6520 

N.  kweng 

i  I iu
n 

Y.  kweng 

Sz.  kun 
K.  kon 

kott、 gon 

A. koun 

A  ribbon  for  tying  the 
hair  in  a  knot. 

帶  a  band  for  the  hair. 

卜
 •) Y.

w«
° 

Sz. 

K.  kwi^  wi 
" 

ki 

K.vi^ 
Sinking 

Irregular. 

To  breathe  heavily. 

昆 
6517 

覓 
6518 

馄‘
 6S!9 

R •元阮 
See 昆 

喟 然而嘆  to  heave  a  deep 
sigh. 

能不爲 之喟然 

enough  to  make  one  sig*h? 

是 可喟也  it  is  very.  sad. 

See  6536. 

See  6537. 

恨亂心 事  you  disturb  my 
thoughts;  you  put  me  out. 

Even  and 

Rising  Upper, 

棍 

Confused  ；  disturbed. 

A  stick ;  a  staff；  a  quar¬ 
ter-staff. 

r. 願 
C.  kwin 
H.  kwun 

F. koung 

W.  kwatig 

棍子 a  stick;  a  staff. 

棍棒  a  club. 
水火棍  the  bamboo  staves 
used  by  yam/n  runners. 

棍‘
 

Sinking 

Upper. 

m 

an  acrobat’s  pole. 

§5  a  quarter-sta 行. 
打花棍  to  play  quarter-staff! r  single-stick. 

五 花  staff  used  to  smash the  clay  ox  at  the  spring  festival. 

鐵棍 an  iron  bar;  a  fighting-iron. 

6521 

R •元 

See 昆 

Even  Upper. 

6522 

R. 阮 

See 渣 

Rising  Upper, 

R, 

6523 

阮 

See 滚 

Rising  Upper. 

or 

joss-sticks. 

光棍。 r 棍匪。 r 棍徒 

棍脚  rowdies;  bullies;  swell- mobsmen,  etc. 

光棍兒  a  bachelor ;  an  un¬ married  man. 

地棍  local  rowdies. 
聞棍  rowdies  who  force  their way  into  establishments  and 

demand  money  or  other  indul¬ 

gences. 

訟棍  one  who  privately  works 
up  lawsuits,  advises  suitors  on 
the  course  to  pursue,  etc. 

棍騙  to  cheat;  to  defraud. 

棍成  natural ;  spontaneous. 

習 然棍成  by  practice,  a thing  becomes  natural, — habit  i： a  second  nature. 

棍靠棍  stick  leaning  on  stick, — the  mutual  reliance  of  those 

who  have  nothing,  like  the  sticks 

in  an  oilman’s  shop-sign. 

罰棍  to  punish  by  beating. 

軍棍  blows  given  to  a  soldier on  his  pants,  instead  of  on  the 

bare  flesh, — a  soldier’s  privilege. 

重責四 百軍棍  severely 
punished  him  with  400  “military” blows. 

浮條棍  the  spokes  of  a  wheel. 

錕1
 

_6524
 

R. 元 

See 昆 

Even  Upper. 

A  precious  stone,  resemb 

ling  a  pearl. 

An  embroidered 

To  sew  ;  to  stitch. 

sash 

辊帶  an  embroidered  sash. 

竹 閉棍縢 bound  with strings  to  their  bamboo  frames, 

-  of  bows,  thus  bound  when 

unstrung,  to  keep  them  from warping. 

輥
，
 

To  turn  round  ；  to  re¬ 
volve. 

tr 

輥 轉之速  the  rapid  revo* 
lution  of  a  wheel. 

輥動  a  rotatory  motion. 

輥子  a  stone  roller,  used  to  roll 
in  seed. 

A  kind  of  red  steel 
called 親龉 from 昆 吾 

the  name  of  an  ancienl 

principality  where  the  ore 
was  found. 

上 525
 

R. 元 

See 昆 

Even  Upper. 

The  young  of  fishes,  j 
sea-monster；  a  leviathan. 

魚 禁鲲鮞  when  fishing 
don’t  take  the  little  ones. 

鵾1
 

6526 

R 元 

See 昆 

Even  Upper. 

兒鲲  small  fry. 
親之 大不知 其幾寸 

里也  I  know  not  how  man; thousand  li  in  size  is  the  leviathac 

鲲化 而爲鵬 the  leviathai 
changes  into  a  rukh. 

A  jungle  fowl  with  J plaintive  cry. 

襌1
 

上 52
7 

R 元 

See 渣 

Even  Upper. 

Drawers  ；  loose  trousers 

^  breeches ;  drawers. 

犢鼻禪  calf-nose  drawers, - 
the  short  loose  drawers  worn  b 
labourers  in  the  south. 

6528 

R 气
 

See 衰 

Rising  Upper. 

襌貫  shirt  and  trousers  in  one a  “combination.” 

To  pass  through.  Verl ical.  Radical  2. 



f  823 

袞，
‘ 

6529 

.阮 
出潦 
tsing  Upper. 

壌
 3 

653。 
.阮 
-潦 
ising  Upper. 

蓑
，
 

6531 

阮 
光滚 
ising  Upper. 

衮 
6532 

滾
，
 

6533 

.阮 
. kwen 

[. bin 

. kung 

f  •  I  kw'eng 

i.  I  kun 
. kweng 
i»  kun 
kon 
kon 

w.  koun 

ising  Upper. 

The  Imperial  robes  as 
used  ufider  the  Chou 

dynasty,  embroidered  with 

two  dragons,  one  ascending 

and  the  other  descending. 

Also,  the  robes  of  feudal 

princes  with  differences  ac¬ 

cording  to  rank.  See  3252. 

袞 衣繡裳  with  his  grand- 
ducal  robe  and  embroidered  skirt. 

哀冕  robe  and  state  cap, — full 
dress. 

袞龍袍  an  Imperial  robe. 

To  splash  ；  to  make 

muddy. 

瘡 汚衣脤  to  splash  and  dirty 
the  clothes. 

To  bank  up  the  roots  of 

plants.  To  whiten  roots 

by  banking  them  high  with 
earth. 

Same  as  6529. 

Water  rushing  along；  to 

roll.  To  seethe;  to  boil. 

潦來  to  come  rolling  along. 

潦盤  to  roll  about. 

滚罷。 1 •滚 蛋罷  begone ! 
be  off  with  you!, — abusive. 

滚 滚東流  rolling  along  east¬ 
wards, — as  the  rivers  of  China. 

珠 淚潦潦  tear-drops  rolled 
down  his  cheeks. 

財 源潦潦  may  the  spring  of 
wealth  bubble  continually  up ! 一 
a  phrase  seen  in  shops. 

語語 從血性 中滚出 
every  word  comes  from  his  in¬ 

most  self, — is  sincere. 

to  stir  up  and  make  muddy. 

潦亂  to  disarrange ;  to  turn 
topsy-turvy. 

滾  _  下馬  to  jump  hastily  off a  horse. 

滾 
3 

6533 

m: 

6534 

R •阮 

See 滚 

Rising  Upper. 

6535 

R •願 

See 棍 

SinkingUpper. 

_6536
 

R 元 

C.  kwen 

H.  k'wen 
F.  Noting 
W.  kwang 

N.  kweng 

P.  1 

M. ( 

Y.  k^weng 

Sz.  klun 
K.  kon 

J.  kon、 kun 
A. koun 

Even  Upper. 

kLun 

打一 ̂   滚  to  roll,  as  an  animal ; to  turn  a  somersault. 

'康開  to  boil;  be  off! 

潦起來  to  boil  or  bubble  up. 
水  boiling  water.  See  11,448. 

，奪熱  boiling  hot. 
，康 烫  burning  hot, — as  in  fever 

潦 油煎心  boiling  oil  scald¬ ing  the  heart, — of  great  mental 

pain. 潦木  to  whirl  the  wood, — to resort  to  force. 

滾 木雷石  to  roll  down  tree- trunks  and  stones, -on  the  efiemy. 

潦圓  perfectly  round. 
潦 刀筋。 r 潦刀肉 ad lous  or  indifferent  person. 

M  1^,  a  Puffed  border, — in  dress. 

潦存項  a  current  account. See  9467. 

歸手邊 存項下 to  canT over  (as  a  balance)  to  next 
account. 

A  large  fish.  Name  of 
the  father  of  the  Great  Yii. 
See  4594， 

於鯀哉  there  is  Kun,— who might  do  the  work  required. 

To  play  a  trick  upon 
to  hoax. 

T ogether.  Afterwards  ； 

futurity.  An  elder  brother. 
Used  for  6537. 

後昆  posterity;  future  ag^s. 

昆命 于元龜 he  afterwards (i.e.  after  having  made  up  his 

mind)  has  recourse  to  divination. 

垂 褚後昆  to  transmit  a grand  example  to  posterity. 

謂 他人昆  I  call  a  stranger “elder  brother.” 

M 

响6 

sworn 

6537 

户元 

See 昆 

Even  Uppcn 

m
1
 

_6S3
« 

R .元 

See 昆 

Even  Upper. 

蚰 

.6539 

坤1
 

6540 

R .元 

F.  k^ourtg 

See 細 

Even  Upper. 

昆 弟。1 ■昆 仲。 r 昆 季 elder 
and  younger  brothers. 

你幾 位毘伸  how  many 
brothers  have  ypu  ? 

訂 爲昆季 became 
brothers. 

tstingx  ̂   a  cousin. 

昆虫  insects  in  general.  See 

6538. 
Name  of  a  famous 

mountain,  known  as  崑崙， 

in  Tibet.  Also  applied  to 

the  range  of  Koulkun  Mts.， 

lying  between  the  desert  of 
Gobi  and  Tibet. 

玉 出崑崗  jade  comes  from 

K‘un-kang. 

崑崙洲  Pulo  Condore  or 
Condor  Island,  in  the  China Sea. 

黑如崑 I  as  black  as  K‘un- 

lun. 

崑腔  name  of  a  class  of  tunes, 

Insects. 

蜆蟲  insects,  —  including  a variety  of  other  creatures,  such 
as  crabs,  lizards,  newts,  etc. 

Same  as  6538. 

Subordinate  ；  inferior  ； 

Earth,  as  opposed  to 
Heaven  {see  乾 5809 

ch、ier^)\  female  ；  feminine. 
The  8th  Diagram. 

壽 極乾坤  may  your  age 
exceed  that  of  Heaven  and 

Earth ! 

有 何乾坤  what  i§  your 
business  ? 

坤毋  mother  Earth ;  a  jjiother. 

坤道  the  action  of  the  earthly principle;  of  or  belonging  to 

women;  female. 

坤門  women’s. 
坤造  a  girl’s  horoscope. 

坤  a  woman’s  shoe. 



困‘
 

6542 
願 

C.  j  k^wen H. 

F.  k、 au”g 

W.  k、wang 
•  k、weng N, 

P. 
M. 
Y. 

Sr. 

K.  kon 

J.  kon、 kun 
A.  k'oun 

X5LTJ ‘] 
[  824  j 

kLwen 

Sinking 

Upper. 

Same  as  6540. 

Distress  ；  to  be  in  dis¬ 

tress  ； difficulty  ；  anxiety ; 

poverty.  To  put  in  straits  ； 

to  corner  a  person.  To  be 

overcome  by  ；  surrounded 

by；  enslaved  by;  wrapped 

up  in.  The  47th  Diagram.  R 
[To  be  distinguished  from 

囷 3307  and  因  13,215 

困 
6542 

困目艮  sleepy;  tired.  See  6546. 

困苦  in  great  poverty. 

事前定 則不困 if  affairs be  previously  determined,  there 
will  be  no  difficulty  with  them. 

w 

6543 

阮 

See 細 

Rising  Upper. 

終以 困窮  in  the  end  there 
will  be  distress. 

不 廢困窮  do  not  neglect  the 
poor  and  distressed. 

公 無困哉  do  not,  O  duke, 
^  occasion  me  this  difficulty. 

由\是 不得困 he  was  thus unable  to  corner  him. 

O 之攸困  anxieties  of  mind 
困於心 ，衡 於慮 ，而 

狻作  after  being  distressed 
in  mind  and  perplexed  in  thought, 
men  arise  to  vigorous  reformation 

圍困。 1 ■被 困。1 ■困 _ sui ■- rounded ;  hemmed  in;  besieged, 

困 獸‘鬪  fighting  like  pent- 
up  beasts. 

困 於鼓刀  to  be  reduced  to 
tapping  with  his  (butcher’s)  knife, 

一 to  straits,  as  呂 望  Lu  Wang 
was  when  Wen  Wang  advanced 
him  to  office. 

困 於塲屋  to  have  no  success 
at  the  public  examinations. 

困住  to  surround;  to  restrain 

困急 or  困 極  at  extremities. 

不 爲酒困  not  to  be  a  slave to  wine.  # 

英 雄多困 于酒色  many 
heroes  have  been  enslaved  by 
wine  and  women. 

困愁城  a  city  in  distress,— a  mind  full  of  anxieties. 

困倦  or  困乏  wearied;  ex hausted. 

函乏  without  any  bag' 

gage: 

困 而學之  t。 be  stupid  and 

Sincere  •’  loyal  ；  simple  ； 

genuine. 

愐愒  sincere  and  earnest. 

悃實  simple;  unaffected ; 

genuine. 

謹杼忱 t 困  to  respectfully state  one’s  sincere  feelings. 

容申 謝悃  allow  me  to  
ex¬ press  my  sincere  thanks. 

悃悃 款款朴 以忠乎 

w 

6547 

R •畛 

C.  k^wen F.  kiting 

W.  S.djutJg 

J  k'wen 

K.  Hun 
1.  kon、 kun 

A.  k'oun 

捆 6544 

R •阮 

See 細 

Rising  Upper. 

Rising  Upper. 

shall  I  steadily  pursue  the  path 
of  truth  and  loyalty  ? 

yet  manage  'to  learn. 

To  plait；  to  bind ；  to  tie 

up.  Used  with  6548. 

梱屨  to  bind  shoes. 梱上。 r 梱起 來。 r 梱紮 
to  tie  up；  to  bind. 

梱柙  to  put  under  restraint. 

'捆兒  a  limit. 

梱鎖  to  chain;  to  pinion. 

m 

6545 

R •阮 

& 閫 

Rising  Upper. 

A  movable  door-sill. 

袖 外之事  a^rs  beyond  the threshold,  —  matters  which  do 
not  concern  one.  See  6550. 

棚桐  finished;  completed. 

6546 R.  vulgar. 

C,fen 

H.fun 
F.  k^aung 

W.  k^wang^  v. 
k^ue 

N.  kHveng 

M. 
 \  k"un 

Y.  klwer
tg 

Sz.  k^un K.  kon 

J.  kon、 kun 

A.  k、oun
 

Sink
ingU

ppcr
. 

To  nod ;  to  doze  ；  to  take a  nap. 

睏了  sleepy. 

睏着了  fast  asleep. 

一半 睏着了  he  is  half 
asleep. 

稍晒  一 1  會  to  take  a  short  nap 

R. 6548 阮 

C.  k^wen 

H.  k、un 

F.  k'ung 
W.  k^wang 
N.  k'-weng 

P. 

To  bind,  as  a  sheaf  0 

faggot. 

梱 載而歸  to  return  hoir! 
laden  with  bundles, — of  grail 

etc.  Used  figuratively  of  makir 
a  fortune. 

M •卜
⑽ 

Y.  k-weng 

Sz.  k、un 

K.  kon 
• kon、  kun 

A.  kLoun Rising  Upper, 

To  edge  ；  to  bind  ； 

plait；  to  tie  up；  to  cord 
used  with  6544.  A  coil 

a  bale ;  a  bundle. 

^  to  put  on  an  edging; bind. 

綑織 to  weave. 
細綁。 r 綑上。 r 細起身 

to  tie  up;  to  bind  round; cord. 

綑綁手  the  man  who  bini prisoners. 

綑倒  to  throw  down  and  bin 

綑伟 一瑰  tie  them  all 
together. 

綑在身  to  strap  or  fasten 

to  the  body. 

_  藤  to  bind  wit
h  rattans, - 

a  tea-chest. 

一細繩  a  CQil  6f 

一 綑洋布  a  bale  of  f。— 
piece-goods. 

稱 3
 

6S49 

R •阮 

See 細 

Rising  Upper. 

閫1
 

6SS° 

阮願 
Ung 

See 細 

A  border 

garment. 

or  hem  of 

梱身  a  tightly  buttoned  jack' much  worn  by  Bannermen 

A  threshold.  A  do< 

leading  to ， the  women 

apartments. 

Rising  and 
Sinking 

Unper. 

閫外 and 閫內  outside  a: inside  the  gate  of  the  woxnei 
apartments,  respectively.  [T 

first  is  principally  used  in  t sense  of  to  lead  the  army.] 

外 w 不 入于閫 men not  discuss  women’s  affairs. 

內言 不出 于閫 _ 
may  not  discuss  men’s 
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TSJXJISTGr 

閫:
 

655° 

r 
65s1 

Dg  Upper, 

w 
6552 

7C 
坤 
en  Upper. 

6SS3 

東 
•  kong 

公 
en  Upper. 

勿 談閨閫  do  not  discuss  the 
ladies. 

尊間  your  wife. 

閫範  a  pattern  to  women. 

天 閫决兮  heaven’s  gate  is 
open. 

A  corridor  in  a  palace  ； 

a  passage.  [To  be  distin¬ 

guished  from  壺  4954.j 

室 家之壺  the  passages  of  a 
palace. 

閨壺  the  women’s  apartments; 
women.  See  6550. 

To  shave  the  head,  a 

punishment  anciently  sub¬ 

stituted  in  the  palace  for 

castration.  Leafless  ；  bare. 

髡其髪  to  pull  the  hair  out. 

送 客留髡  to  be  in  clover; 
to  have  a  good  time.  See  Biog. 
Diet.  513. 

BLXTTSTCa-. 

Work  •’  skilled  labour  ； 

art  [see  5324)  ；  a  job  5  ser¬ 
vice  ； duty. .  A  workman  ； 

an  officer  of  government. 

Radical  48.  See  5001, 

5013 - 

開工。 r 動工  to  begin  work. 

收工  to  stop  work, 一 as  at  night. 

竣工  or  工  to  finish  a  job. 
工竣 the  work  is  completed. 

長工  regular  employment, 一 as 
by  the  month,  for  an  indefinite 

period.  A  permanent  employe. 

‘工。 r 散工 OT 碎工。 dd 
jobs,  or  work  by  the  day. 

包工  to  contract  for  a  job;  to 
undertake  to  do  a  given  job  for 

a  given  sum;  work  don.e  by  the 

job;  piece-work. 

論工 t。  pay  according  to  what 
is  done;  piece-work.  * 

日 工。 r 卯子工  work  done 
by  the  day. 

工1
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工學  civil  engineering. 

工錢。 r 工銀。 i •工値 
wages. 

工匠。 r 工丁  an  artisan;  a 
mechanic. 

工人。 r 工伙  a  labourer;  a workman. 

工夥  an  employe. 

能工  a  skilled  workman. 
工期  the  time  allowed  for  a  job. 

丁  料*  labour  and  materials. 

工費  commission  (money)  and 
expenses  of  labour. 

工伴  employes  in  a  shop. 
工程  workmanship  (ofbuilders, 

etc.);  labour.  See  13,294. 

工作  to  work;  work  done 
工  work;  labour.  See  6094. 

工 夫  time;  leisure.  Also,  work； labour. 

不大 的工夫 in  a  shc>rt time. 

_ 黙 兒工夫
 t。 letve  a 

little  leisure. 

沒 有工夫  I  have  no  leisure. 一 to  do  anything  proposed. 

今日不 得工夫 i  have  no leisure  for  it  to-day. 

磨工夫  to  dawdle  over  work. 

皮匠人 慢工夫 the  slow work  of  shoemakers. 

出 上工夫  do  what  we  would; in  spite  of  our  efforts. 

白 費工夫  to  take  trouble  i vain. 

粗工 （jw  11,863)  or 拙 不 
rough  or  ill-executed  work. 

巧工。 r 賴工。 1 ■工藝 fine 
work;  skilled  labour. 

大工  skilled  labour, — of  masons. 

大工子  a  master  mason.  t 

工詩  to  be  a  skilful  poet. 

工  skilful  at . 

工妍  a  practised  or  skilled 
beauty. 

工楷  well  done; 加 ell  executed. 

in 
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人巧 奪 天 工 man’s  skill 
beats  the  work  of  God, 一  art 
beats  nature. 

工者巧 f 所能  the  artisan 
is  one  who  is  skilful  in  what  he 

does, — his  is  not  mere  manual labour. 

兼 充苦工  with  hard  labour, 一 a  Shanghai  municipal  term 

胃 工  all  kinds  of  skilled  labour or  artisan  work.  Also  used  for 

“the  various  officers  of  State. 

丁  房  a  workshop. 
以 工救荒  to  start  relief  I works. 

工部  the  Board  of  Works, — at Peking.  See  9484. 

工鄧局  the  Municipal  Coun¬ cil, — at  Shanghai. 

花工  a  maker  of  paper  flowers. 

女工  woman’s  work, — needle work,  generally  written  . 

適工 次乏船 just  then 
there  was  no  vessel  available  for 
duty. 

宗 工 *  honoured  officers ;  distin 
guished  scholars;  heads  of  clans; 

masters  of  music/ 

化 工育物  the  development 
and  nourishment  of  living  things, 

一 as  seen  in  nature. 

工食  labour  and  maintenance; rations  for  labourers. 

東 工客食  wages’ to  be  paid by  the  lahdlord,  food  to  be  sup¬ 

plied  by  the  contractor, — a  clause 
seen  in  contracts  for  repairs. 

工雀  the  tailor-bird. 
工字不 出頭 :只能 f 

— •  p|  the  word  labour y  without 

putting  its  head  out  (i.e.  [1]  be- 

comipg  土  earth,  which  feeds 
mankind,  [2]  leaving  home),  can 

feed  a  man. 

土 字殿  the  hall  of  services  for 
the  dead. 

工欲善 其事， 必先利 

其器  the  workman  who  would do  his  work  *  well,  must  first 

sharpen  his:  tools, 

四工大 衣 〜  four  工  great clothes, — a  name  for  the  Carolus 

dollar,  the  four  工  ’s  being  IIII for  IV. 

104 
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Work  done;  achieve- 

nents  ；  meritorious  servi- 

: es  ；  merit ;  good  results  ； 

he  virtue  of  a  drug.  [To 

〕e  distinguished  from  玫 

5555-]  See  l67i. 

自以 爲功 made  it  his  own work. 

功 不使鬼  sPirits  are  not 
employed  upon  the  work,— of 
building  temples,  but  men. 

tasks ;  school- work ;  see 
6094. 

4恤 功  民  t。 labour  compas¬ 
sionately  for  the  people. 

辜  deeds  of  guilt. 
to  take  part  as  an  active 

accessory  in  a  crime. 

九 功  the  Nine  Services, — to  be 
rendered  by  the  government  to 

the  people.  These  consist  in  the 
management  of  water,  fire,  metal, 

wood,  earth,  and  grain,  in  the 

diffusion  of  virtue,  of  the  con¬ 
veniences  of  life,  and  of  food. 

武 功  military  exercises;  military 
services  or  merit. 

'^劳 ot^J  merit;  meritor¬ ious  services. 

功 烈  enterprising ;  dashing; 
vigorous  in  action. 

不曾 成功 we  have  not 
succeeded  in  accomplishing  our 
task. 

劳 而無功  toil  without  re¬ ward. 

£  a  meritorious  official. 

歸功 王  he  gave  all  the  credit 
to  Wang. 

功德  the  virtue  of  merit;  desert; 
merit.  Also,  excellencies  ；  good 
qualities.  Sanskrit :  guna. 

有功 而不德 tG  have  merit 
and  not  make  it  a  virtue. 

功 德已滿  his  virtuous  works 
•  are  completed, 一 his  period  oi 
probation  is  over. 

作功德 作功果 t。 
make  merit,— to  s^.y  Buddhist 
prayers,  repeat  liturgies,  etc. 

有 何功德  w^at  merit  have 
I? — for  all  I  have  done. 

請僧鬼 作功果 t。 be§ 
piiests  and  demons  (in  Hades 

功
1
 

6554 to  perform  on  his  behalf  meri¬ 
torious  works  by  which  he  would 
profit.  堯 

功行 or  功  merit;  a  success¬ ful  achievement. 

汝功 行圓滿 >^ur  Practice of  good  works  is  completed, 一 
your  period  of  probation  is  over. 

功績大  his  stored-up  merit  is 

great. 

是誰 的功績 whose  is  the credit  ? 

功  to  boast  one’s  merit. 

功牌  a  badge  of  merit  given  to soldiers. 

功 賜  to  bestow  on  account  of merit. 

祀功  to  record  the  merit  of 
an  official, 一 such  entries  being 

allowed  as  a  set-off  against  sub¬ 

sequent  delinquencies. 

將 功饋罪  to  redeem  errors 
by  subsequent  merit. 

@  his  merit  is  not enough  to  redeem  his  offence. 

功夫  ability ;  learning. 

功 高位大  great  and  exalted. 

胡  $  activity ;  power  in  action. 
功分。 1 •功用 之定分 

the  functions  of  anything. 

^  ̂   the  longer  period  of  mour¬ ning, — for  nine  months, 

yj、 功  the  shorter  period  of  mour¬ 
ning, — for  five  months. 

功 同再造 you  have  as  it were  restored  me  to  life. 

時功令 嚴  the  administration was  just  then  very  strict. 

力功热 ̂  the  medicine  is very  efficacious. 

鮮会 〒計功 do  not  take 
into  consideration  the  reward  for 

doing  right. 

功名  honour;  official  reputa¬ tion;  rank;  reward. 

功 ^ 與性 命相連 fame and  life  are  closely  associated, — 

in  the  pursuit  of  the  former 
people  often  sacrifice  the  latter. 

明試 以功  this  was  clearly proved  by  their  works. 

^  功  researches  to  find  the  elixir of  life. 
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See 在 

Even  Upper. 

To  attack,  as  oppos 

to 守  io,oi2;  to  assai 
to  besiege.  To  treat,  as 

disease.  To  work  at  ；  to 

)ly  oneself  to.  [To  be  disl guished  from  功 6554.] 

攻 打 or 攻擊。 r 攻襆 
attack. 

鳴 鼓而攻 ^  beat  the.  d 
and  proceed  to  attack. 

to  assault  a  town. 

攻 破城池 tc>  eaiTy a  1 
by  assault. 攻城 爲下， :^心 爲 
capturing  the  city  is  of  se 
dary  importance,  capturing 
hearts  (of  the  people  so  a 
make  them  submit  readily 

of  primary  importance. 

攻心 者上暑 the  imp°r point  is  to  win  the  heart. . 

珐 劫。 r 攻拔。 r 攻恭 
carry  by  storm;  to  captur( assault. 

攻是 守之機 ，守是 

^  ̂   attack  is  the  secre defence,  defence  is  that  w 
enables  you  to  attack. 

守者 常逸， 攻者常 
the  besieged  have  an  easy  t 

the  besiegers  a  hard  one. 

攻 用 ( to  capture;  to  occup to  make  an  attack  01 

bring  a  charge  against. 

圍  to  besiege;  to  surrou 

攻 佔  to  seize  upon;  to  tai 

_  to  rout, — as  rebels. 攻其惡 ，無 攻人之 
to  attack  one’s  own  faults, 
not  to  attack  those  of  othe 

is  the  proper  course. 

攻 人之過 to  attack 
faults  of  otliers. 

愛 攻人者 非君弓 
who  loves  to  find  fault 

others,  is  not  a  superior  m 

一心 攻之者 衆 thea ants  of  the  heart,  which  is 

one,  are  many, — viz.  the  va 

passions. 

攻 風  to  expel  bad  humou 
by  drugs. 

以 藥攻瘡 tc>  tteat  311 
by  means  of  medicines. 
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謁 醫而攻 之弗已 he 
was  treated  by  a  physician,  but 

without  success.  See  石 9964. 

庶 民攻之 ，不 日成之 
the  people  set  to  work  on  it, 
and  in  no  .  time  completed  it. 

攻 乎異端  to  study  heretical 
doctrines. 

攻書  to  apply  oneself  to  books； 
to  study. 

必 $ 攻 其所易  begin  by 
tackling  something  that  is  easy. 

可以攻 玉  it  may  be  used  to 
polish  jade. 

我 車旣玫  our  chariots  were 
strong. 

Prolapsus  of  the  rectum 

脫痒  bleeding  piles. 

PI  the  anus. 

See  5270. 

To  fly  to；  to  reach. 

須 工天門  to  reach  the  gates  of 
heaven. 

肛奉  to  receive  submissively, 

A  name  for  several  large 

species  of  skate. 

To  present  as  tribute  ； 

articles  of  tribute.  Hence， 

superior  ；  best.  To  levy  a 

tax ;  revenue.  To  advance. 

進貢 朝寫  to  bring  tri¬ 
bute, — in  recognition,  of  China's 
suzerainty. 

英 人進貢  like  the  English 
bringing  tribute, —  白來了 
come  for  nothing；  alluding  to 
the  failure  of  Lord  Amherst^ 

embassy. 

nt  offered  it  as  tribute. 

>S6° 

revenue. 

貢品  articles  of  tribute. 

貢使  the  envoy  in  charge  of 
the  tribute. 

貢上  to  offer  to  a  superior. 

貢賜  to  bestow;  to  present. 

貢紬  tribute  silk,— firie  silk. 

貢 茶  tribute  tea, 一 choice  tea?^ 

貢獅  tribute  lions, — from  Siam 

貢燭  best  quality  candles. 
貢舉  holders  of  the  first  and 
second  degrees ;  the  manning  of 

the  public  service. 

貢涵。 "貢稅  taxes ; 
夏 后氏五 十而貢 
under  the  Hsia  dynasty,  each 

man  received  50  mou  of  land 

and  paid  the  produce  of  5  mou 
as  tax  to  the  State. 

治 地莫不 善於貢 be is  no  land  system  which  is  not 

better  than  the  tax  system, — as 
above. 

鈉貢  to  pay  taxes. 
作 貢  to  assess  the  land-tax. 

貢院  the  provincial  examina¬ tion-hall. 

貢生  a  Senior  Licentiate, 一 an 
honorary  position  accorded  to 

meritorious  秀才  hsiu-ts^ai 
who  fail  to  obtain  the  second 

degree. 

附貢生  an  accessory  Senior Licentiate. 

恩貢生  Senior  Licentiates appointed  by  a  special  act  of 

grace. 
拔貢生  a  position  reached  by 

秀才  hsiu-ts^ui  successful  at an  examination  held  once  every 

twelve  years.  It  gives  the  right 
to  compete  at  the  capital  for 

the  3rd  degree,  missing  over  the 
second. 

副貢生  a  title  given  to  hsiu- ts^ai  who  are  unsuccessful  at  the 

provincial  exam,  but  who  are 
mentioned  on  the  secondary  list. 

歲貢生 —  honorary  grade 
given  to  hsiu-ts^ai  for  simple seniority. 

優貢生  a  grade  conferred once  in  six  years  upon  deserving 

hsiu-ts^ai. 

貢元似 13,744- 

m 
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Rising  Upper. 

贛 

6562 

巩
 3 

6563 

R. 腫 

See 拱 

Rising  Upper. 

挚 

6咖 

發 
3 

6565 

R. 腫 

H. kHung 

W.  chiioa^ 

c^iung 

M.  Rung、 kurtg 
See 

Rising  Upp«r. 

貢士  graduates  who  are  sue- ssrur  at  the  preliminary  exami¬ 
nation  for  the  3rd  degree.  Also, 

a  title  bestowed  on  yam/n  clerks 
and  others  for  long  services, 

西貢  Saigon. To  wriggle.  To  work 
through  or  into.  See  6575 

虫黃孔  to  go  into  a  hole, — as  a snake. 

蟥 來頓去  dodging  in  and 
out, — as  when  passing  through 
a  crowd. 

猪蟥地  the  hog  routs  up  the 
ground. 

See  5848. 

To  embrace  ；  to  carry 
in  the  arms.  To  push；  tQ 

press. 
Same  as  ̂ 63. 

To  strengthen ;  to  guard. 

無 不克葦 there  is 恥‘叩 
which  (God)  cannot  strengthen. 

鞏固  to  guard;  to  make  secure. 

鞏 乾  to  dry  at  a  fire. 

鞏夥  a  District  in  Honan. 

鞏昌府  a  Prefecture  in  Kan- 
suh. 

闕 鞏之甲  the  coat  of  mail  ofj 
Chiieh-kung, 一 worn  by  武王 

Wu  Wang  when  he  destroyed 
the  Shang  dynasty. 

1  A  bow  (in  archery  and 
^  music)  ；  see  8513,  9749, 

6170.  Curved  ；  crescent. 
A  land  measure  of  five  feet. 

A  dhanu  or  4000th  part 

kc,Zg,kuJoi  a  由延  yojana.  Rad- ical  s7 
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弓 箭 ■弓 '矢 b〜and  arrows； 
archery. 
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弓1
 弓身  the  bow,  as  opp.  to  the string. 

弓背  the  back  of  a  bow;  an arch. 

走 弓背 兒 to  go  round  — 
when  going  between  two  points. 

弓弦  the  bow-string;  a  chord. 

走 弓弦兒  to  go  straight 
across;  to  go  direct. 

弓上弦  to  put  a  string  on  a bow. 

虚 拽弓弦  to  draw  the  bow 
string  in  vain, — to  miss  one’s 
mark;  to  fail 

烏 盡弓藏 
are  all  killed,  to  shelve  the  bow, 

— ingratitude. 

弓 刀 石  bow,  sword,  and  stone, 
— the  three  things  with  which 
soldiers  exercise. 

五力弓  a  five-strength  bow,— 
having  a  pull  equal  to  50  Chi 

nese  pounds. 

出號弓  [able  to  string]  a  bow 
beyond  the  regulation  [12 

li  strength],  " 

力挽 二石弓  [Kao  Hsing] 
could  draw  a  2-picul  bow.  See 

9964. 

他 弓莫挽  don’t  use  another man’s  bow, — see  7576. 

拉弓。 r 開弓。 r 張弓。 r 

控弓 to  draw  a  bow. 

拉滿弓  to  draw  a  bow  to  the 
full. 

開弓 不放箭  to  draw  the 
bow  but  not  discharge  the  arrow, 

~ empty  threats;  brutum  fulmm 

開硬弓  to  draw  a  stiff  bow, — 
to  be  an  awkward  customer；  to 

be  a  hard  nut  to  crack,  etc. 

天 之天猶 張弓乎 & 
TAO  of  God  is  like  the  drawing 

of  a  bow, 一 which  brings  down 
the  high  (end)  and  exalts  the 
low  (end). 

驚 弓之烏  a  “burnt  child' etc. 

弓影去 而疑病 愈 when 
the  reflection  of  the  bow  (in  the 

wine- cup)  was  removed,  he  was 
cured  of  his  fancied  disease, 
viz.  that  he  had  swallowed  a 
snake. 

林 弓蛇影 the  bc>w  in  the 
cup  had  the  appearance  of  a 

[  828  ] 
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snake, — another  allusion  to  the above  story. 

弓人  a  bow-maker. 良弓 之 子必學 爲箕， 
頁 冶之子 必學爲 

See 弓 

Even  Upper. 

裘  the  son  of  a  good  bow-maker 
must  l^arn  to  make  sieves,  and 
the  son  of  a  good  founder 
must  learn  to  make  fur  clothes, 

— so  as  to  acquire  deftness  in 
their  hereditary  callings.  [The 

chars. 胃  and  ̂   are  used 
together  for  trades  in  general; see  855,  2325.] 

弓 兵。 r 弓手  an  archer.  The latter  also  means  the  underlings 

in  a  Magistrate’s  yamin  who 
measure  land;  also,  the  runners 
in  the  office  of  a  巡梢. 

彈弓  a  cross-bow.  •' 
彈棉弓  a  bow  for  flocking cotton. 

弓馬  archery  and  horsemanship. 

弓步。 r 弓丈  a  wooden  fork, measuring  5  Chinese  feet  between 

the  two  prongs,  used  for  mea¬ suring  land. 

響号  a  kind  of  small  ̂ Eolian 
harp,  fixed  upon  kites  to  make 
them  sound  in  the  air. 

虎弓  a  springe  to  catch  tigers and  other  animals. 

弓  a  rest  for  an  archer’s  arm. 

弓足。 r 弓脚  bow-feet, - cramped  feet  of  Chinese  women. 

弓鞋  a  womans  shoe. 

The  body ;  oneself  [see 

8560)；  personally. 

我躬 •不閲 my  person rejected  by  you. 

躬 自悼矣  P bemoan  myself. 

is 

聖躬  the  sacred  person, 一 of  the 
Emperor. 

曲躬  to  bend  the  body, 

躬 身下拜  to  bend  the  body and  make  obeisance. 

朕躬1  the  Emperor;  We. 

王躬  the  royal  person.  ̂  

躬 親其事  to  attend  to  the matter  personally. 

弗 躬無親 n()t  with  personal or  selfish  aims. 
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C. 

H. 
W. 

N. 

PV 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 
K.  kong 

J.  kd^  ku 

A. koung 

Even  Upper. 

kung 

Public  ；  common  to  all 
as  opposed  to 装  10,308 

hence,  just;  equitable 
[tt Justice  is  essentially  pu 

blic."  Sir  F.  Pollock]  Th< 

highest  order  of  nobility 

a  a  duke.”  A  gentleman 

sir;  Mr.;  “esquire.”  Male as  opposed  to 毋 8067;  se 

8346. 

反 躬自間  turn  and  ask  youi self, 一 ask  your  own  conscience 

躬行  to  do  a  thing  personally 

躬詣  to  go  personally. 

杼 藐躬管 窺之見 tcse forth  the  through-a-tube  (narrow 

views  of  my  humble  self. 

整 躬率屬  to  reform  onesell and  so  bring  one’s  subordinate to  reform. 

公事。 r 公務。 r 在冗。 

^  ̂   public  business; 
 publi affairs. 

奉公 維謹  to  reverently  pei 
form  such  duties  as  may  be  lai 

upon  them, — by  the  Emperor. 

^  費  public  expend
iture. 

在項 or  在 欺  public  money! 

公 用之物  things  for  publi or  general  use. 

^  a  public  office；  a  yatnh
 

公局 an  office ;  a  bureau ; 
Board. 

在議  to  hold  a  general  consult ation;  to  debate  upon. 

么  public  meeting;  a  genen 
assembly. 

to  join  in  drawing  up,- as  a  general  protest. 

在同  conjointly;  all  together 
impartial. 

公同 擬定。 r 在同商 
carried  nem.  con. 

^  official  messengers. 

么 服 official  clothing. 

么  AH、 public  spirit. 

在然  publicly;  openly ;  justly 
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在然 不避  he  openly  refused 
to  stand  back. 

公館  a  public  office;  a  place 
of  temporary  residence  for  o 伍- 
cials,  as  when  arriving  to  take 

up  a  post;  a  term  for  the  private 
houses  of  officials  and  others. 

在 所  a  public  place;  an  office. 

^  使  a  public  servant;  a  term 
formerly  applied  to  Envoys  from 

foreign  States  but  now  officially 

abandoned.  [Kuo  Sung-tao  ap¬ 
plied  it  to  himself.  Journal、 

上  P.  2.] 

公退 卜 餘) 之暇 ^  the 
intervals  of  public  duties. 

以 在報莱 ̂   t。 use  one’s  offi¬ 
cial  power  to  repay  private, — 
favours  or  grudges. 

以么 •滅私  let  y。111"  Public 
spirit  extinguish  your  selfish  in- 

•  stincts. 

不敢公 認爲賊 did  nc>t 
venture  to  publicly  regard  him 

as  a  thief, 一 he  was  too  respect¬ 
able-looking. 

在 堂  the  public  hall  in  2.yamen 
where  all  cases  are  supposed  to 
be  tried. 

公人。 r 在 正 人 an  arbitra¬ 
tor,— formally  appointed  to  decide 
a  question.  He  is  responsible  to 

both  parties  for  the  due  fulfilment 

of  his  award.  Also,  an  official 
servant. 

^  the  friends  and  relatives 
of  two  litigants,  who  come  for¬ 
ward  as  mediators. 

公  B0  public  land. 

公斷  to  give  judgment. 

在文  Public  papers. 

在摺 or  在續  public  docu¬ 
ments;  State  papers. 

"fe  the  bench;  the  Magistrate’s seat. 

务案 w  46. 

在 產  public  property, — as  of  a 
society. 

公官 one’s  post；  public  office. 
^  1^  the  laws  of  a  nation.  S^e 

3366  and  6609, 

public  roads.  An  old  term 

for  Director  of  royal  carriages. 

公禀  a  general  petition. 
^ •庭  a  meeting-hall;  a  court. 

公
1
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^  義  common  proprietor.
 

^  a  collective  invitation. 

^  出  to  go  or  be  abse
nt  on 

public  business. 

在 回  to  have  returned  from  an 
absence  on  official  business. 

the  entente  cor  diale. 

在 忿  general  indignation. 

寧 叫 事中 chun^  % 
事  it  is  better  to  arrange 
the  matter  on  any  terms. 

公誦 T  public  discussion;  the  full 
ventilation  of  any  question,  in 

the  sense  of  hearing  both  sides. 

是 非在論  to  bring  out  the rights  and  wrongs  of  a  case  by 

public  discussion. 

— 我公論 叫 unbiased opinion  is  that . 

可 見事 有在論 U  is  clear that  there  is  something  to  be 
said  on  both  sides. 

想各 國當必 有公論 

也  I  think  that  the  various 
nations  would  have  something 

to  say  on  both  sides, 一 of  the 
question  at  issue  between  us. 

公司  a  company.  Formerly, 
the  Company, 一 the  East  India Company. 

公司局  a  Municipal  Council. 

公 切輪船  a  mail  steamer- 

有限 在  ̂   a  limited  com¬ pany.  [A  specimen  of  dog-Chi- 

nese.] 

务班衙 (Qr  牙) the  East  India Company. 

^  烟  East  India  Co
mpany's 

opium, — now  used  in  the  sense 
of  “first-class  opium.”  Also, 
Patna  opium. 

在膏。 r 公洋藥 or 务土 

or  ̂   土  Patna  opium. 

在 估  an  assay  office.  Also,  to 

appraise. 

^ •估店  a  silver  appraiser’s 
shop. 

公丁香  clovec. 為 正  just  and  upright;  impartial. 

公道^ 在允。 r 务平 
just;  equitable. 

Perfectly  just. 

公
1
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•明  just  and  intelligent. 

公便  just  and  expedient. 

公 行  to  act  ̂ equitably. 
^  3^  to  manage  justly.  : 

公 利  for  general  or  public benefit  or  use. 

公積  a  fund  formed  by  general contribution;  a  reserve  fund. 

么  to  transact  business  with 

justice. 

— _  ̂   么  most  equitably. 

不 在不法 disreputable. 丨 

公侯 伯子男 the  five  ranks 
of  hereditary  nobles,  generally 

rendered  by  duke,  marquis,  earl, 

viscount,  and  baron.  ii 

公爵  a  duke.  \ 

貴 公爵。 r 公 爺 'my  lord 
duke;  your  Grace. 

宗公  the  dukes  of  the  ancestral temple. 

阔  ̂   Imperial  duke  of  the 
i st  and  3rd  degrees. 

輔 國 公  Imperial  duke  of  the 
2nd  and  4th  degrees. 

^  the  feudal  princes. 

在侯  high  nobility;  a  pi^nce; a  ruler. 

公侯萬 世 may  yw  rank 
endure  for  endless  generations ! 

公 子  the  son  of  a  prince;  an officer;  a  gentleman. 

#  or  &  姓  the  grandson 
of  a  prince. 

么  the  kindred  of  a  prince. 

^  the  person  who,  at  sacri¬ fices  to  the  dead,  impersonated 

the  corpse,  so  that  the  spirit 

might  find  a  resting-place  and 
present  a  visible  image  to  the 
worshippers. 

公 家  the  State ;  the  government, 

在家之 "I?  government 
needs. 

由在 家發鈴 supplied  by the  government, 

公  主  the  daughter  of  an Emperor;  an  Imperial  princess. 
So  called  because  the  Emperor 

could  not  主  conduct  the  mar¬ 
riage  of  a  princess,  but  was 
obliged  to  do  so  through  a  在 

feudal  lord  of  the  same  surname. 
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> 

娶婦得 公主, 平地生 

jjy1  to  get  a  princess  in 
marriage,  or  to  raise  a  palace 

where  none  stood  before, — both 
are  fraught  with  danger. 

相  &  a  Minister  of  State ;  since 
the  ioth  cent,  a  young  gentleman； 

the  “young  master’’  of  a  house¬ 
hold;  a  catamite. 

在 耶  a  young  gentleman;  your son. 

諸公  feudal  princes;  all  the 
gentlemen ;  the  gentlemen. 

某么 ►  Mr.  So-and-so. 

^  Mr.  Lo,  一 
 used  when 

speaking  of  people. 

1^  么  your  Honour. 

時以 公未泄 任 because， 
at  that  time,  your  Honour  had 

not  entered  upon  the  duties  of 

your  office. 

公中 佐領  captains  in  the 
Manchu  army,  of  a  class  in  which 

the  appointment  is  not  hered¬ itary. 

三 么  the  three  chief  Ministers 
of  State  under  the  周  dynasty, 

viz -太師 ，太傅 : 太保， 
the  Grand  Tutor,  Assistant,  and 

Guardian,  respectively.  For  Han 
dyn.  see  10,250. 

么 male  and  female;  cock  and 
hen;  father  and  mother;  husband 
and  wife.  . 

谓： 倆  a  married  couple. 
[Vulg.  kux  mu  lia^?[ 

於  husband’s  father  and mother. 

公在 or 家公 a  husband’s father.  The  former  is  used  as 

a  term  of  respect ;  e.g.  by  a  priest 
to  an  abbot. 

夕卜 么  a  mother’s  father. 
免得 你某外 公動手 

or  Mr.  So-and-So,  your  maternal 
grandfather  {q.  d.  the  speaker) 

will  be  after  you, — used  insult¬ 
ingly. 

你外公 來了  your  (mater- nal)  grandfather  has  come. 

公  ancestor;  grandfather; 

(°r  老太在 ） a  term  of 
respect  used  to  a  stranger.  Also, 
see  Biog.  Diet.  1862. 

g  &  an  informer
. 

公1
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只東 

See 

Even  Upper. 

M 
6570 

共 4
 

6571 

R 朱冬 

C. kung 
H. kung 
F.  kddng, 

kadng^k'ung^ v.  ck  'ung 

W.  djuoa、 ciioa 
^.gung^kung 

P. 

y*  kung Sz. 
K.  kong 

J.  kio^  ku A.  kong、 kung 

Sinking  and 

Even  Lower 

and  Upper. 

公領孫  the  white  oval  grape. 

^  (or  ̂
  Cantonese  c

or¬ 

ruption  of  “Consul.” 

An  insect. 

^  ̂   a  centipede.  f 

Read  sung1.  A  grass¬ 
hopper.  i 

►虫晋  the  Truxalis  or  green 
grasshopper. 

Same  as  6559. 

All  ；  all  together  ；  col¬ 
lectively.  To  share. 

共合。 r 共計 共箅 in 
all;  reckoning  up  all;  making  a 
total  of. 

共有 w 共同。 r  一共。 r 

共總  in  all ;  all  together. 

總 數一數 ，共 有一年 

個 差不多 counting  them up,  he  had  as  near  as  possible 
one  thousand  in  all. 

altogether;  the  total  being. 

不肯 •共 浪飲 did" nQt  wish to  drink  it  all  up  at  once, — as 
a  valuable  wine. 

it  to  study  together. 

Jgjjr  cordially  united. 

it  夥  accomplices;  companions. 

共曉  all  know. neighbours,  —  those  who 
in  feudal  times  worked  on  the 

same  井  central  plot  of  ground 
for  the  sovereign. 

共 宿  to  sleep  at  the  same  place. 
共 一當胸 ，共 一當背 
both  sides  will  do  for  front, 

and  both  for  back, — of  Chinese 
trousers,  which  can  be  worn 
either  way  round. 

^  —  ̂   n©t  to  live
  in  the same  house. 

^  it  ̂   ̂   not  to  live  u
nder 

the  same  sky, -with  the  murderer 

of  a  parent,  sc.  to  kill  him. 

共‘
 

6S7i 不共 之深仇 a  hatred 
deep  that  the  parties  cannot under  the  same  sky. 

孰與共 之 wh。 wil1  be 
companion  ? 

我共 你飲1  wiU  、 

you. 

同心共 意 inentiresymps 
and  accord. 

^  not  to  have  transa< 
business  together. 

沒 共過事 、ve  have  had 
business  transactions ;  I  do 
know  him. 

二 頭共體 tw。 heads one  body,  —  of  a  two-hea child. 

願與 郧共之 i wil1  gl£ 
share  it  with  you. 

寡 人所與 庶人共 

邪  am  I,  the  Emperor,  to  sY this  with  the  common  peoj 

一 of  a  cooling  breeze.  1 
it  to  share  in  the  gQV( 

ment. 

Read  kung'.  To  0 
tribute  to  ；  to  dischai 
one’s  duties.  Used  w 

6572,  6575. 

靖 共爾位 quietly  fulfil 
duties  of  your  offices. 

匪其止 共 they  d。 nGt 
charge  their  duties. 

念 彼共人 when  1  think 

those  in  office. 

工  a  legendary  being  \ 
spent  his  life  in  rebelling  0 

grand  scale  against  all  constitu 

authority,  until  he  was  fin; 

slain  by  女鍋  Nd  Kua.  A 

the  title  of  the  Minister  of  Wc 
under  the  Emperor  Yao. 

Read  kungz.  To  h< fast.  Used  with  6575. 

克 共明刑 t。 hold  fast 

wise  laws. 

居 其所而 衆星共 
it  keeps  its  place,  and  all  ot 

stars  do  hopaage  to  it, 一 of 

pole-star. 
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To  present  to  ；  to  con， 

tribute；  to  supply.  To  state 
6572 in  evidence  ；  to  make  a 
冬朱 deposition.  See  9036. 
ung^koung 

恭 惟 正 之供。 n〗y  the  proper 
contribution,  一  no  illegal  ex¬ : ven  and actions. 

Sinking 

Upper. 無 敢不供  do  not  dare  not  to 

no 

be  supplied, — with  requisites 

供口不 上  not  enough  to  eat. 

供 師甚薄  to  feed  a  tutor  on 
a  mean  scale. 

供支。 ■•應 供  to  furnish;  to 
supply. 

供 過於求 則價賤 if  the 
supply  is  greater  than  the  demand, 
prices  will  be  low.  See  6622. 

供役  to  furnish  feudal  service. 

供鈴所  the  commissariat  and 
supply  department  of  the  Grand 
Examiner  during  his  incarcer 
ation  in  the  examination-hall. 

敢 不供給  (chi^)  can  I  dare 
not  to  furnish  you? 

沒好床 錦祝鈴 Ihave 
decent  bed  to  offer  you. 

供職  to  resume  one’s  o 伍 dal duties, 

供差  official  servants ;  petty 
officials. 

禮 拜一到 衙供差 
Monday  I  will  return  to  duty  at 
the  yamen. 

天 庾正供  the  regular 
tribution  of  grain  sent  to  the 

Imperial  granaries. 

供奉。 r 供獻  to  offer  up；  to 
present  to, 

供養  to  make  presents  to  super¬ 
iors  or  to  temples;  to  nourish, 

as  one’s  parents  in  old  age.  See kung\ 

供 養太后  to  wait  upon  the 
Dowager  Empress. 

口供  a  verbal  deposition ;  viva 
voce  evidence. 

供詞  depositions;  the  evidence 
in  a  case；  to  depose. 

供稱  states  in  his  evidence 
that . 

供譯忍  admitted  in  his  evidence 
that . 

畫供  to  sign  one’s  deposition, — 
usually  by  dipping  the  thumb 

ink  and  making  an  impress¬ 
ion  of  it  on  the  paper. 

供1
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反供  to  go  back  on  one’s  evi¬ dence;  to  retract  statements. 

傳供  to  interpret  evidence, from  the  local  dialect  into 

“Mandarin.” 

取 具親供  to  draw  upon  a man’s  own  evidence,  —  as  a 
means  of  convicting  him. 

吐 出實供 t。  come  out  with the  truth, — as  a  recalcitrant  wit¬ 
ness  after  the  application  of  the 
bamboo. 

實 實供來  come,  tell  me  the truth ! 

供 出他人  to  implicate  others 
by  one’s  evidence. 

供攀  to  implicate  by  one’s evidence. 

供指  to  indicate  in  evidence; to  incriminate. 

招供  to  acknowledge  the  truth 
of  the  various  depositions, — as 
is  necessary  before  a  prisoner 

can  be  legally  punished. 

供送  to  send  the  evidence. 

供開  to  state  in  evidence. 

供情  the  particulars  of  the evidence. 

供  t 慶  evidence, — oral  and  docu- jnentary. 

翻供  to  retract  one’s  evidence. name  of  a  famous  monkey 

Read  kung\  To  offer  in 

worship  to  gods  or  spirits  ； 
offerings. 

神 前擺供  to  arrange  the offerings  before  the  god. 

供具  implements  of  worship. 

卜 供  to  offer  up. 

供筵。 r 供飯 to  offer  up 
food;  to  offer  a  sacrifice. 

把供獻 都喫了  W  UP 』 the  sacrificial  offerings. 

設供  to  set  out  the  offerings. 
(jang^)  to  offer  in  sacrifice, 

一 to  spirits  or  gods.  See  kung、 • 

供酒  to  set  out  wine. 
供神  to  worship  the  gods. 

供祖  to  worship  one’s  ancestors. 

供客  to  present  to  a  guest  or 
stranger. 

供1
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6573 

R •腫 

See 拱 

Rising  Upper. 

the  table  on  which  is  set 

out  the  food  offered  to  gods  or 

spirits. 

供佛  to  offer  up5  to  Buddha. 
供月兒 t。  make  ofifering§  to the  moon. 

_  writers  in  certain  yametis 
in  the  capital,  having  a  low- 
grade  button.  Also  a  title  of 

(foreign)  clerks  in  the  Customs’ indoor  staff. 

To  be  afraid  •,  alarmed 

心 f 共 而不安 my  heart  is 
’  alarmed  and  unquiet. 

Respectful  ； 

2620. 

reverent.  See 

打 恭= 作楫 ^5394- 

恭 而有禮  respectful  and 

polite. 恭南 ’respect;  to  venerate; reverential. 

自古 恭敬不 如從命 
from  of  old,  respect  has  never 

been  as  good  as  obedience. 

恭順  complaisant;  submissive. 

恭叩  to  respectfully  pray^as 
in  a  petition 

恭請  to  respectfully  request. 

恭 錄  to  respectfully  copy  out,— as  the  orders  of  a  superior. 

恭 摺  to  respectfully  memorial¬ 
ise. 

恭謁。 t 恭踐  to  pay  one's respects. 

恭覆  a  respectful  reply. 
恭呈  to  reverently  present. 

恭 奉  to  reverently  receive. 
•謝  to  respectfiilly  thank, 

恭喜 。1 •恭賀  I  beg  t。 con- gratulate  you.  See  4073. 

恭喜 在那兒 where  do  you 
live?  where  is  your  post? 

恭祀 Qr 恭襄  to  respectfully congratulate. 

恭候  to  respectfully  await, — as orders  froma  superior,  tbfc  arrival 

of  a  guest,  etc. 
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R. 

C.  kung 
H.  kiung 

F.  kung 

W.  chiwa、 

J^ung 

N. 
- 

P. 

M.  \  kung 
Y. 

Sz. 

K.  kottg 

[•  kid、 ku 
A. kung 

Rising  Upper. 

To  fold  the  hands  on  the 

breast,  as  when  making  a 

bow  ；  to  bow ;  to  salute. 

To  encircle;  to  span  [see 

8514);  an  arch.  To  rout, 

as  a  pig  with  its  snout. 

恭迓。 r 恭迎  to  welcome ;  to 
await  (a  guest). 

恭逢  to  respectfully  meet, -used 
of  the  occurrence  of  an  Imperial 
birthday. 

恭備  to  respectfully  prepare. 

恭人  title  of  the  wife  of  an 
official  of  the  4th  grade. 

恭 裳  a  commode. 

拱手  to  raise  the  joined  hands, 
concealed  in  sleeves,  to  the  fore 

head,  mouth,  or  chin,  according 

to  the  degree  of  respect  to  be 

shown, 一 as  a  salute. 

拱別  to  salute  and  take  leave, 

拱立  to  stand  with  the  hands 
folded. 

福 星拱照  may  the  star  of| 
happiness  shine  on  you ! 

北 拱辰樞  to  look  north  and 
salute  the  pole-star, — as  the  vari 
ous  constellations  are  supposed 

to  do.  Applied  figuratively  to 
the  Emperor. 

又拱 衆人至 先前喋 

酒去處  he  then  invited  the 
party  to  the  same  spot  where 

they  had  previously  taken  wine. 

拱璧  a  large  badge  (see  8958), — 
which  took  two  hands  to  span  it, 

拱衛  to  surround. 

爾墓之 木拱矣 the  trees 
at  your  grave  would  take  two 

hands  to  span  them, 一 you  ought 
to  have  died  long  ago. 

交游 成拱木 friends 
and  comrades  are  dead. 

五十 三拱橋  a  bridge  with 
fifty-three  arches, —— at  Soochow. 

拱瓦  curved  tiles. 

拱頂  a  dome. 
用嘴 一 •拱  with  one  rout  of 

its  snout. 

用嘴拱 開石板 with  its 
snout  it  raised  the  stone  slab. 

拳
 3 

6576 

R. 腫 

See 拱 

Rising  Upper, 

To  put  wooden  handcuffs 

on  a  prisoner. 

拱
 8 

6577 

R •腫 

See 拱 

Rising  Upper. 

A  post  ；  a  pillar  ；  the 

short  posts  in  a  roof  which 
connect  the  beams.  See 

3442,  2533. 

珙
 3 

6578 

腫 

See 拱 

Rising  Upper. 

龔1
 

6579 

R •冬 

F.  ̂kiirtg  and 

ckung 

See 恭 

Even  Upper. 

宮1
 

6580 

^東 

See 弓 

Even  Upper. 

A  precious  stone.  A  jade 

token  or  badge  of  office. 

哄璧 w  6575. 
珙縣  a  District  in  Sstich‘uan. 

To  give  ；  to  present  to. 
Decorous;  reverential.  An 

old  name  for  the  south-east 

part  of  the  province  of 
Kuangsi. 

龔 敬啓者  this  is  respect¬ fully  to  inform  you. 

興 胃  Kung  Sui  and  Huang  Pa. Sec  Biog.  Diet. 

A  palace.  A  dwelling. 
A  Taoist  temple,  only  since 

a.d.  988.  A  college.  The 

ancient  name  for  the  first 

note  on  the  gamut;  tonic. 

皇宮。 ••宮 庭。1 •宮院 the 
Imperial  palace. 

宮殿  a  hall;  a  palace. 
後宮。 r 宮如。 r 宮女 
宮娥。 r 宮娥 _ 女 
ladies  of  the  palace ;  maids-of- 
honour;  concubines. 

元帝狻 宮已多 ，不得 

or 

常見  the  Emperor  Yuan  Ti’s concubines  were  so  numerous 
thit  he  could  not  often  see  them 

中宮。 r 正宮  the  Empress. The  first  phrase  also  means  the 
source  of  the  first  note  on  the 

gamut,  sc.  the  chest. 

宮1
 

6580 

東宮  she  who  is  east  in palace, 一 the  Empress.  Also 
Heir  Apparent. 

肅宗 在東宮 whenthe 
peror  Su  Tsung  was  Heir  A rent. 

两 宮  she  who  is  west  in palace, — the  Imperial  concu who  stands  next  to  the  Emp 

宮禁  the  private  apartmen 
the  Emperor. 

宮闇  the  Empress*  apartmt 
the  Imperial  Household. 

鼓 鐘於宮 聲聞於 
strike  a  bell  in  the  Palace 

the  sound  is  heard  outside,- 

doings  of  the  Court  are  kc 
to  the  public. 

宮闕  the  gate  of  the  palac 

宮門杪  the  Court  Circul 
宮_  palace  silks,  —  a  sp quality  of  silk  piece  goods. 

宮絹  palace  (plain)  silks. 

宮箱  Court  robes,— used 
on  the  stage. 

宮保  Guardian  of  the 
Apparent. 

貴宮保  y°ur  Excellency 
Guardian. 

宮詹  the  literary  designati( a  Chief  Supervisor  of  Ins 
tion, — of  the  Heir  Apparei 

宮庶  a  deputy  Supervise)】 
above. 

宮允  Secretary  of  the  Si 
visorate  of  Instruction,  as  at 

宮贊  Assistant  Secretary, 
above. 

宮傅 a  title  bestowed  by  Cl 

Lung. 

宮室  a  house ;  a  dwelliD] 
mansion. 

蒿宮 and 合宮  names 
the  明堂 （w  10,760)  in 

earliest  ages  and  under  the 

low  Emperor,  respectively. 

公侯之 官 the 
temples  of  feudal  princes. 

天烏宮  thf  temElc  of 
Queen  of  Heaven.  Stc  40： 

月宮  the  palace  of  the  mo 

官緇 a  girdle. 宮花  flowers  in  the  hair. 
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6580 

IS 

6581 

宮 紛手巾  light-red  hp.ndker- 
chiefs. 

宮樹  the  Imperial  Palace ;  a 
name  for  Peking. 

宮毗羅  a  sea-monster.  Sans¬ 
krit:  kumbhila, 

宮刑。 r 宮辟  the  punish¬ 
ment  of  castration. 

被宮  to  be  castrated. 

老宮  a  eunuch. 

自宮  to  make  oneself  a  eunuch. 

泮宮。 r 學宮  a  college. 

行宮  a  temporary  palace  or 
pavilion  at  which  the  Emperor 

stops  when  on  a  journey ;  the 

Mongol  or  do.  Also  applied  to 

the  stopping-places  of  “gods” when  on  their  rounds. 

離宮  an  Imperial  country-house. 

漢 家離宮 三十六 
under  the  Han  dynasty  there 

were  36  palaces. 

貶 在洽宮  to  banish  to  the 
cold  palace,— a  kind  of  “arrest” 
to  which  the  Empress  is  sub¬ 
jected  when  she  has  displeased 

the  Emperor. 

春宮  the  vagina;  the  palace  of 
the  Heir  Apparent. 

子宮  the  womb. 

南宮  an  old  name  for  the  Board 
of  Rites,  under  which  are  the 

進士  graduates  of  the  3rd 
degree. 

高 捷南宫  passed  high  as  a 

進士. 

中宮 = 天極星 the  pQle_ 
star. 

文 武中宮  civil  and  military 
members  of  the  Inner  Council. 

宮商  the  first  and  second  musi- 
^  notes ;  harmony ;  music. 

風來 動音自 成宮商 
when  the  wind  moved  (the 

leaves),  they  gave  forth  a  musical 
sound. 

宮 商迭奏  the  music  sounded 
again  and  again. 

Same  as  6567. 

玄 
6582 

肱1
 

65§3 

C.  kweng 

H.  ̂ kwcn F.  keing 

W.  kwac、 kae 

N.  kwahg  ' 
P •丨  Jiung、 M.  j  S/iu/tg 

Sz.  I  ku
nS 

K.  kweng 

J.  kd、 kid 
A.  kwang 

Even  Upper. 

R. 

m 658( 

靑梗 

C.  giving H. 、kwm 

F.  Jiing^  (kins： 
W.  cdung、 

ciiung 

P. 色 kung、 ^  chi  ting 

M.  ̂ chun^hsun Y.  sling 
K.  kiong 

J.  kei、kid A.  Jzwing 
Even  Upper 
and  Rising 

Irregular. 

m 6585 

r. 靑 

F.  X  Jiing 

P.  Jiting 
M. 、kun、 (hsiin 

See 调 

Even  Upper. 

炯 
6586 

Same  as  6583. 

The  upper  part  of  the 
arm. 

股 肱惟人 ，頁 臣惟聖 
as  legs  and  arms  make  the  man, 

so  do  good  ministers  make  ̂  
wise  king. 

臣 作朕股 胺耳目 Our ministers  are  Our  legs  and  arms 
and  ears  and  eyes. 

摩 之以肱  he  waves  his  arm 

胺臂  the  arm. 奇 ’々/丨 胺 國 a  one-armed  and 
three-eyed  nation  of  hermaphro¬ 
dites,  said  to  have  invented  a 

flying  car,  b.c.  1766. 

A  bar ;  a  bolt ,  to  bar  ； 

to  close  ；  see  3919.  Also 

read  chiung'，\  [Dist.  from 

屬 9730-] 

扁門  to  bar  a  door. 

窃 謂僧失 扃 he  said  to himself  that  the  priest  had  for¬ 
gotten  to  bolt  the  door. 

扃試  to  examine  with  closed doors. 

終 年扃閉 the  doors  are always  closed. 

叩玉扃  (chiung1)  to  knock  at the  gate  of  Paradise. 

In  good  condition,  as  a 
horse. 

馬问獅 牲馬  fat  and  large  are the  stallions. 

Same  as  2377. 

狼 
<5587 

r •梗養 

C.  k'wong* 

% 曠礦 

K.  kweng 

J.  kd、 kid 

A. 三 kairtg、 

kwang) 

Rising 

Irregular. 

w 
6588 

R. 梗 

C.  kwong) 、 
H.  c kwang 

F.  zkwoung^  v. 

k^woung2- 

VV.  k-oa 

N.  kLwong 
P.  ckung M.  ckung、 

Y.  k^wartg^ 

Sz.  Qkung^ 

k'wang^ 

K.  kweng 

J.  kd^  kid 

A.  k'-wang 

Rising 

Irregular. 

m 6589 

R. 梗 

See 礦 

Rising 

Irregular. 

Fierce；  rude；  uncivilised. 

Read  kluang、 in  Peking  anc 
Central  China. 

鑛悍  fierce;  ferocious. 

壙 壙難近  he  is  a  dangerous 
man  to  approach. 

政移擴 俗  governments  have 
altered  their  savage  customs. 

The  ore  of  metals, 

mine.  Read  kluang、 
Peking. 

A 

in 

iron  ore. 

an  iron  mine. 

ore. 

礦鐵 

鐵礦 

礦銅  copper 裔^  a  copper  mine. 

补 （or  )  metallic  ores. 

礦灰 lime. 煤  coal  mine. 

挖礦  to  work  a  mine. 

開礦  to  open  a  mine. 

礦民。 r  礦丁  miners. 

礦師  a  mining  engineer. 

確 井  the  shaft  of  a  mine. 

礦 脈皆絶  the  lodes  of  the 
mine  are  exhausted. 

紫礦  red  kino  made  from  the 
sap  of  Butea  f rondos  a  • 

礦物  the  mineral  kingdom See  1849,  I2>256- 

The  awn  of  grain  in  the 

ear,  of  grasses,  etc. 

穣麥  a  kind  of  wheat  with  a long  awn. 

Same  as  6588. 

105 
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6591 R. 梗 
C.  king 

F.  king、 kcing 
W.  ciang 
N；  cing 

P.  kung^  ching 
M.  chin 

Y.  ching 

K.  kiong 

]•  kid 
A.  kwin^ 

Rising  Upper. 

594 

R •攀迥 
C.  keng^  kweng 
F.  keing " kac 

v  king 

K.  kiong 

J.  kei^  kid 
A.  wing 

Rising  Upper. 

空1
 

To  rouse；  to  stir  up；  to 

awaken  to  a  sense  of  right. 

Also  read  chin# 、 and  in 

Peking  keng%. 

憬覺  to  rouse"  one’s  senses;  to 
perceive;  tQ  appreciate. 

Read  chHunf  •  Afar. 

憬 彼淮夷  those  far-off  bar¬ barians  of  the  Huai  river. 

See  2142. 

The  hands  folded  in 

salutation/  Radical  55. 

The  blaze  of  fire. 

無 思百憂 ，不 出于頌 
do  not  think  of  all  your  anxieties: 

you  will  not  emerge  from  im¬ 
perfect  views.  [The  last  half 

has  also  been  interpreted  Myou 

will  not  come  forth  into  light.”] 

/xnxrcsk 

6S95 

R •東送 
C. hung  ' 
H.  kiting 

F.  k、ung、k、dng、 
k、oung、 k-adng 
W.  k、ung 
N.  k^ung 
P. 

M*  k^ung Y. 

Sz. 

K.  kong 

J.  kd^  ku 

A.  k、 oung 
Even  aifd 

Sinking 

Upper. 

Empty  ；  void  ；  vacuous. 

See  1 10,  7606. 

太空  the  great  void;  the  ether; 
the  sky ;  a  state  of  nothingness 

after  death.  
° 

旌旗蔽 空  banners  darkened the  sky. 

^  clear  as  the  empyrean, 

空間  space. 
空間年  the  intervening  years. 
空 去 P  time  and  space. 
空中  in  emptiness；  space;  the 
sky;  a  humming-top. 

空 中樓閣  castles  in  the  a 
中空  hollow  in  the  middle,- 
— as  rushes  ̂ or  reeds. 

他砍了  一個空  he  struck 
the  empty, —missed  his  blow. 

空1
 

65.95 

空屋子 an  empty 

room. 

空閉  vacant, — as  a  house. 

空瓶  an  empty  bottle. 

空地  vacant  ground. 
空船  an  empty  ship；  a  vessel in  ballast. 

空虛  empty;  void;  in  a  state of  abstraction ;  cleaned  out. 

空曠  waste ;  void. 
落空 t。 卿  \>  nothing. 

談 空說有  to  discuss  abstract 
questions. 

空 閒  unoccupied；  at  leisure. 

用 手抓空  to  clutch  the  air, — as  a  delirious  patient. 

祭  seizing  the  void;  in  the  air. 
See  1 1,016. 

手 空  empty-handed;  poor. 
空過  to  return  empty-handed. 

空鞍 實雙箭 the  riderless saddle  pierced  by  a  couple  of 
arrows. 

空 身  nothing  about  the  person ; 
to  stand  to  “attention.” 

空背  to  stand  to  attention. 
空  口  empty-mouthed ，— without 
having  any  proof  of  what  one says. 

^  ̂   mere  words,  —  without 

proof. 空說。 1 ■空談  empty  talk. 
空想  to  vainly  wish  for. 
空有那 田宅， 沒一個 
承領  his  estate  profits  him 
nothing,  there  being,  no  heir  to 

carry  it  on. 

用 空 (or  ̂ ung*)  defalcations. 

盗頭情  an  empty  civility. 

都 是空頭  it  is  all  humbug. 
空門  the  gate  of  mental  indif¬ 
ference  through  which  Nirvana 

is  reached ;  Buddhism. 

入空門  to  become  a  Buddhist 

priest. 

王  Buddha. 視 空一切  to  regard  every¬ thing  as  nothingness, —  i.e.  all 
phenomena  as  unreal. 

愼勿實 諸所無 ，但願 

空1
 

6595 

空 諸所有  be  careful  n< 
to  regard  as  real  that  which 
unreal,  but  rather  to  do  ti 

opposite. 一心 直空  the  whole  hea in  a  state  of  complete  vacuit 

— alluding  to  the  state  of  mint 
aimed  at  by  the  Buddhist,  i 

which  all  phenomena  becorr 
unreal. 

空心  nothing  in  the  mim vacuous ;  hollow,  as  a  tulx 

empty.,  as  a  cartridge. 

洛 心字  characters  written  i outline,  for  purposes  of  ornamen 

etc.  &  雙  io,ii8. 

空心 大老官  a  pretention 

humbug. 

空谷  a  deserted  valley. 

空 放 着  empty;  useless;  wQrtl 
less. 

張空誊  drew  their  empl 
magazine-crossbows, -and  rushc 
on  the  enemy  in  despair. 

空举  an  empty-fist ;  poor. 
空 行  without  baggage. 

空 罗無益  I.  have  toiled  i 

vain. 

― *  場空  everything  gone;  a 
lost. 

平 空起事  to  make  trbub: 
out  of  nothing. 

槍家財 ■一 •咨 made  a  clea sweep  of  the  property, -as  thieve 

逃避 ― *  空  every  one  of  thei 
bolted. 

空 飯 ordinary  fare;  pot-luck. 

空喜  to  rejoice  without  foun< 
ation. 

空靈  clever, — referring  to “holes”  in  a  wise  man’s  hear 
See  4562. 

空架子  a  hollow  frame,— 
humbug;  a  hollow  pretence; 

mere  remnant  of  former  grea 
ness. 

abstraction  and  seclusioi 

歸  _  空空  back  1 

nothingness. 

空 首拜伏 (to  fold  the  hand： 
and  bow  until  the  head  touche 

the  ground, — as  is  done  at  th third  of  the  nine  prostrations 

^  空 Minister  of  Works. 
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倥 4
 

6邛6 

送東 
董 
6空 
Sinking 
Even  and 

Rising  Upper. 

崆1
 

6597 

< .東 
^ 空 
Even  Upper. 

空箏 a 空竹  a  top  which 
spins  in  the  air  by  playing  a 
cord  held  in  each  hand.  ̂ 4937. 

Read  k、ung\  Leisure ; 
time.  To  leave  a  space  ； 
to  leave  blank. 

空子  occasion ;  opportunity 
given.  Also,  a  blank  space  in 
a  book. 

閒空兒  leisure. 

乘空兒  to  avail  oneself  of 
leisure, — to  ̂ 0  anything. 

沒 有空兒  I  have  no  leisure. 

柚空兒  to  find  time  for, — as 
when  busy. 

是甚 麽空 兒作的 when 
did  you  manage  to  get  it  done  ? 
— i.e.  in  what  interval  of  leisure. 

空 開冩  leave  a  space  and  then 
write. 

乏  wanting；  deficient. 

空白  Uank  ；  not  filled  up. 

空 白式樣  blank  forms. 

預 印空白  blank  forms 
previously  stamped, 一 as  in  anti¬ 
cipation  of  the  New  Year,  when 

the  seals  are  put  away  for  a 
month. 

不宜 空我師  it  is  not  right 
that  he  should  reduce  us  all  to 

such  misery. 

一所空 （or 々‘ 房 an 
empty  house. 

房子 空着呢  the  house 
vacant. 

空餘  unoccupied;  vacant. 

虧空  deficit ;  bankruptcy;  de¬ 
fault. 

Rude；  clownish.  Urgent. 

傻洞  ignorant  ；  loutish. 

賤 務倥偬  my  affairs  are 
pressing. 

is 

A  niountain,  named  |lj^ 

峒，  in  Kansuh. 

倥1
 

6598 

R 東董 

江 C.  hung 

H. 

F. 
W. 

p*  於 ung 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. K.  kong. 

J.  kd、 kti A.  f.hou?ig^ 

k、oung 

Even  and 

Rising  Upper, 

w 6599 
P 送 

See 空 

Sinking 

Upper. 

Ignorant;  simple；  guile¬ 
less. 

控誠  simple  and  trustworthy. 

倥炫 而不信  simple  and yet  not  sincere. 

控个 •  depressed,  as  by  want  of success. 

w 
6600 

R •東 

See 空 

Even  Upper. 

To  clutch；  to  grab.  To 

draw  a  bow.  To  rein  in 

a  horse  ；  to  control.  To 

accuse.  To  b^at. 

控 弦引矢  to  draw  the  bow and  take  arrows  from  the  quiver. 

控 弦四十 萬騎— hun- dred  thousand  mounted  archers, 

控 馬而問  he  reined  in  his horse  and  asked. 

風影 不可控  you  cannot control  wind  and  shadow. 

控 于大邦  to  refer  a  case  to the  leading  State, 一 as  in  feudal times. 

控告。 r 控案。 r 控理 t。 
charge;  to  accuse. 

上控  or  控經  to  appeal  to  the court  above. 

越控  to  skip  over  (the  inter 
mediate  courts)  anH  appeal, — 
direct  to  the  Board,  etc. 

本皇 控  to  trump  up  a  charge;  to 
accuse  falsely. 

控官  to  inform  the  authorities. 

控 詞  a  plaint;  a  charge. 

控追  to  proceed  against  for  the recovery  of. . . .. 

^  to  importunately  demand 

justice. 

A  mineral,  called  碎靑， 

found  in  Chehkiang  and 

used  as  a  medicine. 

莖1
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東 

See 空 

Even  Upper. 

輕 ‘
 

6602 

R •送 

See 空 

SinkingUpper. 

心 

6603 

腫 
C.  hung 
H.  k、iung、 

k'ung^sJ^ong 

F.  k、ung、 hung 

W.  c^uoa 

N.  c^iiong^ hhirtg 

y'  { 

si) 
K.  kong 

J.  k  H、 ku 

A.  k'-ung 

Rising  Upper. 

恐 

6604 

孔 3
 

6605 

R •董 

C.  hung 

k^ung 

H 
F. 

W. 

P. 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 
N.  v.  k'dn 

K.  kong 

J.  ltd 

A.  k、oung 

Rising  Upper. 

A  kind  of  lute,  callec 

登赁， used  at  ancient religious  ceremonies. 

彈 垄侯  t<D  play  the  lute. 
A  bridje ；  reins；  to  rein 

in  a  horse. 

抽 韁緊鞋  he  seized  the 
bridle  and  held  the  horse  tightly in. 

To  fear;  to  be  afraid, 

恐怕 M 恐懼 a 恐怖 to fear；  to  be  afraid. 

恐怕 他不來  I  fear  he  will 
not  come, 一 I  fancy  ne  will 
not  come. 

恐 有未合  I  fear  that  (my request)  is  not  in  order. 

恐十皇  frightened;  alarmed. 
莫恐  do  not  imagine  that . , . 

Same  as  6603. 

To  go  through.  A  hole 
the  touch-hole  of  a  cannon 

the  finger-hole  of’ a  flute 

Great;  very.  The  surname 
of  Confucius.  [Analysed  as 

the  bird  that  brings  children 
⑽ 534i.j 

空孔。 i 孔穴  a  hole;  a  hollow a  cave. 

無孔可 鑽 not  a  hole  to 
escape  into. 

孔 發 openings ;  pores ;  ducts. 

毛孔  the  pores  of  the  skin. 
孔道  a  thoroughfare ;  a  drain. 

孔 方  square  hole, — the  common copper  cash  is  so  called. 

不開孔  without  a  hole  in  it, 一 of  non-perforated  coins. 

無孔穿  without  holes  for stringing  them, — as  above. 

眼孔  a  hole, — a  sieve. 
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 66os 

戈 
66o6 

贼 
6607 

面孔 facial  expression;  the  face. 
See  7886. 

裝面孔  to  put  on  a  facial 
expression, — to  order. 

孔鉛  “hole  chop”  lead. 

孔壬  great  artfulness. 

嘉 W 孔彰  admirable  wor
ds 

forcibly  displayed. 

夂 毋孔邇  your  parents  are 
very  near.  Also  expl.  as,  (Wen 

Wang)  was  very  much  the  parent 

(of  his  people);  hence  the  modern 
meaning,  Thou  art  a  good  official. 

兄 弟孔懷  brothers  greatly 
ympathise  with  each  other. 

孔產。 r 孔棘  very  urgent ; 
pressing. 

孔 急之際  a  serious  crisis. 

孔目  a  clerk  of  the  Han-lin Academy. 

孔雀  the  peacock ;  the  Malayan 
peacock  {Pavo  muticus). 

孔雀剑  the  peacock  feather,- 
a  decoration  granted  for  merit 

in  the  public  service,  and  also 
to  be  obtained  by  purchase. 
These  feathers  have  either  three, 

two,  or  a  single  “eye,”  according 
to  the  grade  conferred,  the  last 
being  the  lowest. 

孔雀扇  peacock-feather  fans. 

孔雀屏  a  peacock-feather screen. 

孔夫子 w 孔子  K‘ung  the Master, — latinised  by  the  Jesuits 
into  Confucius. 

孔聖人  Confucius  the  holy 
man  or  Prophet. 

孔門  Confucianism. 

孔廟  a  Confucian  temple. 

孔林  the  tomb  of  Confucius. 

R. 
陌 

C.  kwik 

H./"r 

F.  kaik 
W.  kwa 
N.  kwah 

P.  Skwo 

M.  wo 

Y.  yiiiK\  yiuh 
K.  kwek . kwaku、 

kiaku 

A.  kwdk、 kwak 

KLXJO- 

See  6061. 

Same  as  6608. 

«r 

6608 

To  cut  off  the  left  ears 

of  prisoners  or  of  the  slain. 

Entering 

Upper. 

6609 

.職 

C.  kwokQ 

H.  kwet'kok 

攸 誠安安  the  left  ears  (of the  slain)  were  leisurely  cut  off. 

獻馘  to  present  the  left  ears  of the  slain, — in  token  of  victory. 

Hence,  to  tender  allegiance  to. 

仁恭 獻馘於 乐全忠 
Liu  Jen-kung  tendered  allegiance 
to  Chu  Ch^an-chung, -first  Emp. 
of  the  Liang  dynasty. 

斬 馘甚多  he  killed  and  cut off  the  ears  of  a  vast  number. 

0  訊馘告  presenting  the 
living  and  the  ears  of  the  slain, 
— at  the  religious  ceremony  after victory. 

馘首級  to  behead. 
A  nation;  a  kingdom；  a 

State ;  a  country  ；  the  capital 
of  a  country,  a  dynasty;  a 

house  or  line. 

F.  kwok 
W.  kwa\ 

N.  koh 

P.  S,kwo 
M,  kwe 

Y.  kouk 
Sz.  kwe 

IC.  kuk 

J.  koku 

A.  kwouh、 kwek Entering 

Upper. 

國家  the  reigning  dynasty ;  the State. 

國 家之交  relations  between 
governments. 

國家 以科目 取士心 State  chooses  its  officers  by 

competition. 

國家 不可一 日無君 
the  king  never  dies. 

國 者 the  capital;  the  metropolis 

國政。 r 國度  the  admini¬ stration  of  government. 

國 吾十  politics.  See  940. 

國朝  the  dynasty. 
國法  laws  of  the  country. 
國號  the  name  of  a  ruling  House or  dynasty. 

關鲁門 起國號 to  shut one’s  door  and  take  a  name  for 

one’s  dynasty, — of  extravagant 
pretensions. 

國風  the  customs  of  a  country; name  of  the  first  section  of  the 

Odes、 translated  as M  Lessons  from 

the  States.” 

國課  the  national  revenue. 

@  债  the  national  d
ebt. 

國旗  the  national  flag. 

國書  a  communication  from  one State  to  another;  credentials. 

國 

6609 

國帑  the  public  exchequer. 

國用  the  national  expenditun 

國 用不足  insufficient  revi 
nue. 

國 票  government  debentures. 

國蓮  the  national  fortunes. 

國體  the  prestige  of  a  countr 

大 失國體  great  loss  of  n 
tional  prestige. 

其 虧國體 爲已甚 
interferes  seriously  with  our  n 
tional  prestige.  See  體 叩 

何 以爲國 how  can  be 
nation?— when  anarchy  prevail 

國 富兵强  a  rich  and  powe 
ful  State. 

國 主 or 國 王 the  lord  < prince  of  a  State, — owning  all 

giance  to  China,  understood. 

下令去 帝 號稱國 当 
gave  orders  that  the  title 
Emperor  should  be  dropped  ar 

Kuo  chu  adopted, 一 of  Li  Chin d,  a.d.  961. 

外國  outside  nations, — a  di 
respectful  term  applied  by  Ct 

nese  to  all  foreign  nations. 

萬 國公法  Internatibn 
Law,  —  the  title  under  whi( 
Wheaton’s  work  has  been  trar 
lated  into  Chinese. 

有教 化之國 a  civilis, 

State. 

Si.  _  friendly  States. 

S 聯與 國之道
 11 

entente  cordiale  existing  betwe( 
nations. 

上國  the  sovereign  State, . 
among  the  列  ,  u.  the  Hou 
of  Chou；  the  metropolis. 

帝國  modern  term  for  an  empii 

闕  a  revolution. 
開國  to  found  a  State. 
故國  the  old  country ;  the  fath( 
land. 

本國  my  country. 

貴國  your  country. 

强我國  let  us  make  0 
country  strong.. 

山國  a  hilly  country. 

土國  a  flat  country. 
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一 國盡爭  the  whole  nation 
entered  into  competition. 

國會  a  national  assembly;  a 
Parliament. 

國毋  mother  of  the  State, — the 
Empress. 

國本  the  Heir  Apparent. 

國 子  the  Heir  Apparent  of  a  王 
prince. 

國于監 01 ■國學 the  Im - 
perial  Academy  of  Learning. 

國史館  the  State  Historio 
grapher’s  Office, — at  Peking. 

鎮國 公。 r 輔 國矣 an  Im- 
perial  duke;  hereditary  nobles 
of  the  5th,  6  th,  7  th  and  8  th  ranks. 

國公酒  a  wine  said  to  have 
been  first  made  by  an  Imperial 
duke  in  Peking. 

天國  the  divine  dynasty,  a  term 
adopted  by  the  太平  T‘ai-p‘ing 
rebels ;  also  used  by  missionaries 

for  the  “kingdom  of  heaven 

淸 _  the  Manchu  dynasty ; 
China. 

元 季國初  the  close  of  the 
Yuan  and  the  beginning  of  the 
present  (then  the  Ming)  dynasty. 

三 國  the  Three  States, —  ̂  
Shu, 魏  Wei,  and  吳  Wu, 
which  divided  the  empire  for 

some  forty  years"  after  the  fall 
of  the  Han  dynasty,  a.d.  221. 

六國  the  Six  States,  一  which 
combined  to  resist  the  Ch‘in 

State,  b.c.  240.  These  were 

蒜  Yen ，趙  Cha。， 韓  Han， 

魏  Wei, 齊  Ch‘iand  楚  Ch<u. 
十六國  the  Sixteen  States  = 

趙 （前 狻) ，燕 （前後 
南北) ，秦 （前後 西)， 
蜀 （後) ， 涼 （前 狻西 
北南) ，夏. 

國器  a  vessel  of  the  State,— a 
worthy  subject;  a  term  applied 

by 高孝基  Kao  Hsiao-chi 

t0 房衣齡  Fang  Hsuan-ling 
of  the  隋  Sui  dynasty. 

國 姓阿 (or  ̂ . )  Koxinga.  See 
3767. 

國”
 

66og 

6610 

k 陌 

P.  krvo^ 

M.  hive 

See 蟈 

Entering 

Upper. 

II* 66 1] 
R. 

陌 

R. 

6613 

陌 

see 蟈 

Entering 

Upper. 

IS"
 

6614 

R •陌 

H.  kwet、kok 

P.  JiWO M.  Jiwo、 kwo) 

See. 國 

K.  kwek •  kwaku、 

kiaku A.  kwak Entering 

Upper. 

H.  kwet、kok 

P.  ckwo、 Ikwo 
M.  kwo 

See 虫國 

Entering 

Upper. 

66i2 

R •陌 

C.  kwakQ 

F.  kwok 

N.  kwah 

K.  kwik、 kwek 
, kwaku 

A.  kw&k 
Entering 

Upper. 

國子  the  sons  of  在，。 f  卿， 
and  of  the  three  classes  of 

夫  under  the  Chou  dynasty. 

無子國 除  having  n。 children his  line  (or  dynasty)  came  to  an 
end. 

To  chatter. 

嘴啯 (i 國  her  tongue  is  always clacking. 

Read  kux. 

n 國嚕  a  name  for  certain  rebels 

A  cap  worn  by  women; 
feminine. 

巾 幗之辱  the  disgrace  of| the  kerchief  and  cap, 一 referring 

to  the  woman’s  headdress  sent 

by  Chu-ko  Liang  to  Ssti-ma  I 
when  the  latter  constantly  re¬ 
fused  battle.  Used  of  eunuchs 

幗匪  insurgents  who  wore  red turbans. 

To  slap；  to  strike. 

桶  一 ■杷  to  hit  a  slap. 
梱醒  to  rouse  with  a  slap. 

The  hollow  under  the 

knee;  the  calf  of  the  leg. 

脚囊腦  the  calf  of  the  leg. 

A  small  green  frog,  called 

嶁蟈 • 蟈蟈  a  large  kind  of  cicada, 
with  short  greenish-black  wings. 

崞
好
 

66rS 

R •藥 

See 樹 

Entering 

Upper. 

椁 
6616 

郭 

6617 

R •藥 

W.  ko 

P.  Jswo、 ckwo 

See 鄕 

Entering 

Upper. 

3* 

槨 66i8 

R •藥 

C.  kwok。 

H.  kok F.  kwoh 

lko、k、o 
N.  koh 

P.  ckwo 

M.  kwo、ko 

Y.  kwak 

Sz.  kwo 

K.  kwak 

\,  kwaku 
A.  kwak 

Entering 

Upper. 

堝1
 

66ig 

R •歌 

See 鍋 

Even  Upper. 

A  mountain  in  Shansi 

which  give$  its  name  to 

峰縣  the  District  of  Kuo 

Same  as  6618. 

An  outer  wall  of  fortifi 

cation ;  an  edge ;  a  rim 
Suburbs. 

三 里之城 ，七 里之郭 
an  inner  wall  of  three  //,  and 
an  outer  wall  of  seven  //,  in 
circumference. 

郭夕卜  beyond  the  outer  wall, the  open  country  outside  a  city 

俅 山築郭  build  the  wall  so 
that  its  ends  lean  on  the  moun¬ 

tains^ — which  thus  form  one  side of  the  city. 

東郭  the  eastern  suburbs. 
輪郭  the  felloe  of  a  wheel;  the rim  of  a  cash,  of  spectacles,  etc. 

郭什哈  servants  to  military officials, — a  Manchu  word. 

郭在  the  cuckoo  ( Cuculus  ca- 

norus). 

郭羅克  the  Golocks. 

An  outer  coffin；  a  brick 
vault.  See  6347. 

石槨  a  stone  sarcophagus. 

槨 周于棺  the  kuo  encloses 
the  kuan. 

天子棺 槨七重  (cAlung2) 
the  Emperor  had  seven  coffins, 
one  inside  the  other. 

A  crucible. 

鋇堝  a  crucible  for  melting silver. 

Read  t{ol.  A  spot  ；  a 

patch. 

一 堝之地  a  small  plot  of| 

ground. 
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禍 
6620 

鍋1
 6621 

R. 歌 
C.  700 

H.  V,  W0l'y 
F.  kwo、 700 
W.  ku 

N.  £?«,  kou 
P.  kwo 

M.  ku，o 
Y.  kou 

Sz.  k.vo 
K.  kwa 

J.  hua 
A.  ̂ 'ci.  kwa 

過 4
 6622 

R •箇歌 

Even  Upper. 

Same  as  6635. 

A  pot；  a  saucepan.  See 

7291. 

鐡鍋  iron  pans. 

破 了鍋了  smashed  the 
kettle,-  -to  have  destroyed  one’s means  of  livelihood. 

鍋圈兒  the  metallic  ri ‘： g  of  a 
stove,  used  to  decrease  the  open- 
irg  on  which  the  kettle  rests ; 

the  ring  of  hair  left  unshaven 

on  a  child’s  head 

炫 鍋  a  Pot  ''、化  not  water,  in 
which  'vine-la  ttles  are  placed  to 
heat  the  wine. 

鍋 蓋_  兒 . cover  of  a  pot. 

鍋杷兒  the  handle  of  a  pot. 

鍋痃子  oi  鍋痕  the  fur  or 
crust  on  a  pot. 

鍋臺。 r  ‘竈  the  brick-work 
into  which  a  large  cooking-pan 

is  fixed.  [The  former  is  a  kitchen- range.] 

抱沙鍋  to  carry  the  earthen 
pot, 一 to  be  a  beggar. 

To  pass；  to  go  by;  past； 
done  ；  finished;  to  pass 
fnmiurn  * 

C.  k^o 

H.  ko 
F.  kwo 

W.  ku 
N.  kou p- ) 

M.  >  kivo Sz.  \ 

Y.  kou 
K.  j 

J  )  ku，a 
A.  '  . 

Sinking  

and 
Even  

Upper. 

水鍋  the  boiler, — of  an  engine. 

補鍋的 a  tillker- 

冷 鍋裏冒 熱氣 hot  steam 
from  a  cold  kettle, — used  of  any 

sudden  and  unexpected  change 

of  attitude  in  a  person’s  beha 
viour>  etc. 

w 獻〜，  …… mu ，  广  ^ 

through :  to  experience；  to 
enrlnrp  •  to  nvpr  • 

， •.暴  ^  •  ▲  •  W  d.  V  丄 — ̂   V 、 

endure ；  to  pass  over；  to 
excel ；  to  surpass；  to  exceed； 

to  go  into  excess；  to  commit 
a  fault；  to  transgress；  to 
find  fault；  to  blame  [see 

12,057) •〜肴 5852, 文 

I  2,633 汾知 '  4562. 

過去  to  pass;  to  go  past;  to 
exceed;  to  make  to  pass  across. 

過去 未來的 past  ard 
future.' 

過不去  not  to  be  passed ;  you 
cannot  pass. 

心裏 過不去  uncomfort¬ 
able  in  one’s  mind. 

過 4
 

6622 

不 知怎麽 奉承他 ，纔 

過得去  did  not  know  how to  flatter  her  so  as  to  pass  over, 

— could  not  make  enough  of  her. 

我 遑個年 過不去 
I  cannot  pass  over  this  year, — 
I  have  not  enough  money  to 

pay  my  debts  before  the  New Year. 

過不 去今年  he  will  not live  long;  (the  matter)  will  soon 
be  finished. 

河太深 ，走不 過去* river  is  too  deep  to  pass  throrgh 
on  foot. 

再去過  he  has  gone  again. 

去過 來  to  have  been  and  come back. 

不過意  not  to  like；  to  feel uncomfortable. 

過 意不去 to  be  under  an obligation ;  in  direct  address, 

I  am  very  much  obliged  to  you. 

Also,  I  am  s、 rry  that  it  happened. 

其餘亦 不甚過 人 in  his other  (pictures),  he  does  not 
surpass  ordinary  people. 

杷 這個水 過過淋 ㈣ 
this  water  through  the  filter. 

杷衣裳 過過風 ☆  ~ clothes. 

過過目  to  glance  over. 
將 -包 ，過 一 .過目 
choose  a  package  and  examine  it. 

總得 w 路過北 京 'yau will  have  to  pass  through  Peking 

on  your  way. 

那個 銀子都 經過我 

的手  that  money  all  passed 
through  my  hands. 

他 經 過好些 個瞼處 
he  has  passed  through  a  great 

many  dangers. 

他那兒 有事， 過不來 
he  is  too  busy  to  come. 

過關。 1 ■過卡  to  pass  a Customs’  station. 

過期。 1 ■過 限期 t。 pass  the limit  of  time. 

過 了時候  the  time  has  past; it  is  past  the  time. 

過往  to  pass  by;  to  pass  along. 

過年  to  pass  from  the  old  year 
into  t^e  new. 

過了  事兒  after  the  event. 

過
 4 
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過節  to  pass  a  festival ;  to  sf the  time  of  a  festival；  to  c 

step  the  bounds  of  decorun 

在家 裏過節 t。 sPend 
festival  at  home. 

過日子  to  pass  the  days, 
have  enough  to  live  upon. 

below.' 

過不 多的日 子 n。1  n days  afterwards. 

過中國 的日子 to  gl 
the  Chinese  calendar. 

得 過且過 t。 live  thoL' 
lessly,  for  the  present  only 
shirk. 

過夜  to  pass  the  night. 

難過  hard  to  tide  over. 

不 要過家  don’t  go  gossi 

about. 

、酒過 三  >J^  when  the  wine 
been  three  times  round. 

交 首而過  to  pass  in  oppi 
directions, — as  steamers,  et 

過江  or  過河  to  cross  a  r 
過橋  to  cross  a  bridge. 

過 肚.  to  pass  the  world, 一 to 

過了  they  are  dead, — e.g. 

parents. 

過仙  to  pass  to  the  Immor 

— to  die. 

過門  to  be  married, 一 of  gii 

過聘  to  send  the  betre 
presents. 

過活  to  get  one’s  living. 因他養 活不過 
he  is  unable  to  support,— 

parents. 

受刑不 過 he  could  not  si the  punishment, 一 and  confer 

又被 王老 央不 
and  besides,  he  could  not 

acceding  to  Mr.  Wang’s  reqi 

沒 見過商  I  have  never 

him. 

試過  to  have  tried. 

過客  a  passing  stranger. 

過戶  a  transferee. 
過科 t0  Pass  the  scales;  to  we 

過載  to  tranship. 

過 載輪船  to  tranship 

a  steamer. 
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a  permit  to 藏 ^船 之准單 tranship. 

過 不得手  not  to  pass  into 
(or  through)  the  hands  of  any 

one， 一  for  fear  of  theft,  etc. 

過 戈得眼  not  worth  looking 
at；  not  to  be  seen, — by  some 
one  else,  for  fear  of  certain 

consequences. 

此事 我也是 過來人 
I  too  have  experienced  this. 

這個好 過那個 this  is 
better  than  that. 

不過是  it  is  merely . ；  was 
only . ，；  the  only  thing  is 
that . 

不 過如此 nothing  more  than 
this;  merely  thus. 

不過 三 個 not  more  than 
three. 

自 以爲過  to  recognise  one’s 
own  error ;  to  regard  as  being 
in  excess. 

過 猶不及  to  exceed  is  the 
same  as  not  to  come  up, 一 to 

the  point  required. 

無過 不#  free  from  excess or  deficiency. 

過讓  to  be  very  pressing. 

過 於秘密  too  secret ;  too 
retiring. 

再沒 有輕過 於我的 
there  is  no  one  who  thinks  less 

a (利  gain)  than  I  do. 

廉讓有 過於兄 in  probity 
and  unselfishness  superior  to  the 
elder  brother. 

賴綺過 於上宮  finer  than 
in  the  palace  of  the  Emperor. 

無 過於是  not  better  than 
this. 

求過於 供則價 H  ̂  the 
demand  exceeds  the  supply, 
prices  will  be  high.  See  6572. 

過 路財神  one  who  has  had 
and  lost  a  fortune. 

過勞  to  have  put  to  a  great 
deal  of  trouble. 

過後  afterwards. 
貪  to  be  too  fond  of. 

過境  to  cross  the  border. 

過從  to  be  or  keep  in  company 
with.  * 

過 4
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too 

過子。 過繼。 r 過嗣 t。 
be  adopted, — of  agnates. 

過錢  to  pass  money;  to  be  paid. 

過誇  to  “chaff.” 過問  to  interfere;  to  take  any 
part  in  a  question. 

過光  to  take  a  glance  at;  to 
have  “second  sight.” 

過兒  something  which  passes 
between  two  persons;  a  “con- 

sideration.n 

得 w 有 個過兒  there  must be  a  tip  given, 

細 看了一 個過兒 
examined  him  very  closely  all 
over. 

過遲  unnecessary  delay. 

過 一會兒  in  a  minute. 
過  sending  the  presents, 一 a 
preliminary  to  a  wedding. 

過山禮  Mack-mail. 太過。 1 •過 逾。 r 過品 
much;  beyond  measure. 

失 於太過  to  make  the  mis¬ take  of  going  too  far.  842 

過多  too  many；  too  much. 

過分  {fhiS)  beyond  one’s  duty; 
officious;  too  much ；  excessive 

過當  exceeding  what  is  proper, 

過衆  too  numerous. 

過 長  too  long. 

過寬  too  lenient. 
®  too  anxious. 

無 所過責 do  not  Punish excessively. 

有過必  if  you  have  faults, 
you  must  reform. 

失。 r 過處。 r 過錯 
fault;  an  error. 

過 多巳  a  crime；  alco,  crimes  (such 
as  theft)  and  insubordination  (as 

refusal  to  pay  taxes). 

身家 並無刑 喪過犯 
neither  self  nor  family  have 

suffered  for  any  great  crime,  or 

are  in  mourning,  or  have  com 

mitted  any  lesser  crime  or  act 

of  insubordination.  [Oath  of 

candidate  for  m.a.] 

大過 and 小過  great  and 
small  faults;  the  28th  and  62nd 

Diagrams,  respectively. 

過 4
 

6622 

嘯1
 

6623 

歌
、
 

See 過 

Even  Upper. 

聒 

6624 

掳 

6625 

虢 
6626 

陌 
C.  kwik 
FI.  ngut、 met 

F.  kaik 

W. 

N.  kwah 

P.  ckit>o^  Lkwo 
M.  wo、 KWO 

Y.  kweh K:  kwek 

J.  kwaku 
A.  kwat、 kwak 

Entering 

Upper. 果 

6627 

•哿 

R. 

3 

C.  kwo 
H.  ko 

F.  kwo、 kwi 

W.  kn 

N.  kou 
P.  kzuo 
M.  ko^  kwo 

Y.  kou Sz.  kwo 
K.  kwa 

J.  kwa^  ka A.  kwa 

Rising  Upper. 

KLTJO 

過失  accidentally  killed, — I  as  by  a  shot  intended  for  a  bird. 

過秦論  a  dissertation  on  bla¬ ming  the  Ch'in  State. 

Read  hto' ,  Name  of  a 
State. 

過鄕  a  village  in  Fhantung. 

The  prattle  of  children 

p 過唆  to  keep  up  a  constant 
chatter,  as  children  do. 

See  6292. 

Same  as  661 2. 

Name  of  an  ancient  feuda 

Stale  in  Honan. 

東虢 an  dd  iw :oi ■開封 

府 - in  Honan. 

虢 國夫人  the  title  giv^ti  to one  of  Yang  Kuei-fei’s  sisters. 

Fruit,  especially  tree-fruit ; 
see  6644.  Used  with  6633 

for  further  entries). 

Really ,  truly  ；  indeed  ；  act¬ 

ually.  Effects；  consequences. 

果品  fruits  of  various  kinds. 

百果  all  kinds  of  fruit. 

果酒  refreshments. 

果木。 r 果樹  a  fruit-tree. 

果 木園子  an  orchard. 結果  to  form  fruit,  as  a  fruit- tree  after  flowering.  Also,  to 

enjoy  or  suffer  the  results  of 

past  conduct. 

結 果其命 to  put  an  end  to his  life, — to  kill  him. 
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果 3
 6627 

修果  to  cultivate  fruit, 一 to  act 
now  with  a  view  to  future  good 

results. 

美果  the  pleasant  fruit,  —  the Madhaka  or  Bassia  laiifolia. 

靑果  fresh  Chinese  olives  ( Cana- 
riuiri).  See  5842. 

^  "3P  Strychnos  Igna
tii, 

Bergius, 一 St.  Ignatius’  beans. 

果實  a  kernel. 這老 賊果係 有妖法 

不好 的結果 to  turn  out 

badly. 

so. 

的  then  this  old  rascal  has 
really  got  supernatural  power ! 

眞果。 1 •果眞 Tea-ny>  in reality. 

如果。 r 若果  if  indeed;  if  I really. 

果有之 乎 is  it  really  so? 

如 果屬實  if  it  be  really 

果  actually;  truly;  so  it  has 
turned  out.  A  black  monkey 

with  a  white  face;  see  6630. 

果然如 此  has  actually 
turned  out  so, — as  foretold. 

^  ̂   his  stomach  much as  it  was  before. 

果不然  sure  enough ! 

果 作此行  in  the  event  ofj 
this  being  done. 

果否  whether  really  or  not 

其 事不果  the  matter  did  not 
come  about  as  expected,  or  did 
not  eventuate. 

於 是弗果  and  so  it  nevei 
came  about;  and  so  I  never  did  it. 

果敢  daring;  courageous.  See 6629. 

果斷  decisive. 

擲 果之心  to  flirt;  to  make 
advances, 一 referring  to 

P‘an  Yo,  who  was  so  good 
looking  that  when  he  went  out 
all  the  ladies  used  to  throw  fruit 

at  him  and  fill  his  carriage. 

因果  cause  and  effect, — conduct 
in  a  previous  life  inevitably  pro¬ 
ducing  corresponding  results  in 
this  life, 

因 果不眛  the  consequences 
of  your  acts  will  not  be  hidden, 

a  judgment  will  come  upon  you 

果
，
 

6627 

倮
 3 

6628 

R •哿 

See —果
 

Rishig  Upper. 

f
*
1
 

6629 

R- 哿 

s« 果 

Rising  Upper. 

w 
6630 

1哿 

s •果 

Rising  Upper 

果苗  the  result  of  actions 
(karma)  in  a  previous  state 

operating  upon  the  present. 

果報  the  consequences  of  act¬ ions  in  a  previous  state. 

陰果  a  secret  or  hidden  conse¬ quence,  一  something,  either  as 
reward  or  punishment,  which 
comes  to  a  man  in  consequence 

of  good  or  bad  deeds,  without 

his  being  able  to  connect  the 
effect  with  the  cause. 

正果  the  fit  and  proper  con¬ sequence  of  this  life,  sc.  spiritual 
beatitude  in  a  future  state. 

得了 正果。 r 得成 （OT 

受） 正果  to  attain  to  the state  of  a  good  angel;  to  obtain 
salvation 

歸 俅正果  t。 get  baek  int0 
the  proper  condition,  —  to  ex¬ 
change  hell  for  heaven.  Used 

in  the  sense  of  reforming  one’s life  and  conduct. 

那怪道 ，我願 皈正果 
the  devil  said,  I  am  willing  to 

go  back  to  my  proper  condition, 
-to  become  a  good  angel  instead 
of  an  evil  demon. 

果地  a  Buddhist  ter.， signifying 
a  thing  in  itself;  an  object  of 

purely  intellectual  intuition;  a noumenon.  See  3336. 

果子狸  the  racoon  dog  ( Canis 
procyonides). 

Mean;  sordid ；  ignoble. 

藍  f 果  base ;  ignoble. 

Courageous*,  brave. 

悚 毅先身  he  courageously put  himself  in  the  front. 

悚决。 敢  brave;  daring. 

The  long-nosed  or  pro¬ 

boscis  monkey  [Semnopi- 

thecus  larvatus\  found  in 

Annam.  See  6627. 

猓玀  a  term  of  contempt  applied 
by  the  Chinese  to  certain  tribes 

o 【笛子  Miao-tzti. 

稞
 3 

66.!,i 

R. 哿 

See 果 

Rising  Upper. 

Rice  boiled  or  stearr 

for  making  cakes. 

糖棵  rice-cakes  sweetened  v 

錁
 8 

6632 

R 哿 

See 果 

Rising  Upper. 系渠脚  t。 bind  the  feet«" 
Chinese  women  do.  See  6( 6633 

R •哿 

s- 果 

Rising  Upper. 

sugar. 

To  bind；  to  bandage 

Fruit;  see  6644.  [N 

regarded  as  an  unauthorij 

form  of  果 6627， q.v. 

further  entries.]  See  1 2,9 

菓子 fmit 
菓 子話兒  vague  or  gen 
talk  which  offends  nobody. 

菓子藥  harmless  medicine 
no  efficacy,  administered  by 

experienced  doctors  who  fea 
make  a  mistake. 

载] 菓 子  dried  fruit. 

鮮菓子  fresh  fruit. 白菓兒  eggs  (Peking). 

生菓  to  bear  fruit ;  unrip( uncooked  fruit. 

菓園子  an  orchard. 

菓攤  a  fruit-stall. 靑 菓  fresh  Chinese  olives. 
5842  and  6737. 

樣菓  imitation  fruit, 一 as  s 
on  the  altar  of  a  temple. 

時菓  fruits  in  season. 
菓  preserved  or  sugared  fri 

五菓  the  five  fruits, 一 pe; apricot,  plilm,  chestnut, Chinese  date  (jujube). 

善惡菓  the  fruit  of  good evil,  —  the  “Adam’s  apple” 
the  throat.  See  6737. 

菓酒。 1 •菓餅 refreshme 

菓 培 ̂  meals  in  which  dried 
fresh  fruits  and  cold  meats  f 
the  principal  part. 

菓緣  apple-green. 
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6634 

〔•哿 
r.  k、OU 

ee 果 
Lising  Upper. 

蜾
 3 

6635 

•哿 
■ee 和 

^Iwa 

rising  Lower. 

課，
 

6636 

•哿 
ee^ 

rising  Upper. 

6637 

袠
 3 

6638 

:哿 
••  kwo%  kwi、 lioy  Iwo 

ee_ 
i.  kway  k、wa 

Using  Upper. 

The  solitary  wasp  or 

Sphex. 

蜾赢  the  wasp  (Pelopceus)  which 
imprisons  caterpillars  in  its  cell, 
for  feeding  its  young. 

螟 岭有子 ，蜾 臝員之 
the  caterpillar  has  young  ones, 

and  the  wasp  carries  them  off, 

— as  above,  which  has  given 
rise  to  the  belief  that  caterpillars 

are  changed  into  wasps. 

二 豪侍侧 焉， 如蜾赢 

之 與螟蛉  the  two  philo¬ 
sophers  at  his  side  looked  like 

two  wasps  trying  to  convert  a 

caterpillar. 

A  grease-pot,  liung 
the  axles  of  carts. 

at 

^  grease-pot, — a  nick-name 

given  to  淳于髡  Ch‘un-yQ 

K‘un  of  the  齊  Ch‘i  State,  in 
reference  to  his  oily  tongue. 

Cakes  ；  pastry  ；  biscuits. 

茶餺店  a  restaurant. 

喜雀果  cakes  sent  after  betrothal. 

Same  as  6636. 

To  wrap  up；  to  bind ；  to 

bandage.  [To  be  distin¬ 

guished  from  裏 688 1.] 

裹脚 裹角  to  bind  the 
feet,  —  as  Chinese  women  do. 
See  6632. 

^  ̂   foot-bound  and unable  to  advance. 

皆相率 奉足。 ne  and  all 
kept  away  in  a  body. 

包 费 晏 載  to  wrap  up. 

以馬 夢裏尸 t。 wrap  a 
corpse  in  straw,  —  a  soldier’s burial. 

裹肚  a  band  worn  round  the 
loins. 

裝裹  to  dress  and  wrap  up, — 
as  a  corpse. 

裹而 又纏 t。 roll  up  and 
bind  tight. 

褢;
 

6638 

14^ 

6639 

R •藥 

C./okQ 

pL  I  kHok 

W.  cHio,  cLta N.  cuoh^  huoh 

P.  chHo\  ch、uf 
M.  ch^uo^  is^o 
Y.  hwak 
Sz.  chHo 

K.  hwak、 kwak 

J.  kaku、 kiaku 
A.  kok Entering 

Upper. 

6640 

R. 藥 

See 攫 

Entering 

Upper. 

6641 

R. 藥 

% 槨廓 

Entering 

Upper. 

裏瞞  to  insert  with  the  object 
of  the  thing  so  inserted  escaping 
notice. 

晏腿  boatmen’s  gaiters. 
晏 糧  provisions  for  travelling. 

裹來 的鴻子 a  dec°y- 

pigeon. 

To  seize,  as  a  bird  of 

prey  or  wild  beast.  Also 

read  huo 你  and  chm 

攫捕  to  seize ;  to  grasp. 

攫取  to  seize  and  carry  off. 

鷹攫兎  the  falcon  seizes  the 
hare. 

A  hoe；  a  chopper ；  a 

billhook.  To  cut  down. 

負  I 聾  _  carrying  a  hoe  over his  shoulder. 

鍫 i 矍爬城 器具。 limbing- irons  for  scaling  city  walls. 

To  draw  a  bow. 

5 廣騎  the  night  body-guard  of 
the  Emperor,  under  the  T‘ang 
dynasty. 

駕 塵彍風 ，與 電爭光 
riding  on  the  dust,  swift  as  the 
wind,  and  rivalling  the  lightning 

in  brightness. 

6642 

R •漾 

曠廓 
A.  k^wak 
Sinking  and Entering 

Upper. 6643 

R 曷 

刮栝 
Entering 

Upper. 

1« 

The  beading  or  rim  of 

the  ear. 

To  stop  up  the  mouth. 

楷 6643a 

m 

6644 

闊好
 

6645 

R •曷 

C./uiQ 

F.M^o 

W.  k^wak 
N.  k、wah 

P.  kf-wo^ 

M.  k、wo 
Y.  k、ouh 

Sz.  k、wo 
K.  kwal、 hwal 

J.  kwatsz、 '  kwachi' 

A.  kwat 
Entering 

Upper. 

Original  form  of  6288. 

隱报  to  imply;  to  include  by implication. 

See  7333. 

TSJTJO, 

Broad  ；  wide.  Liberal ; 

indulgent；  rich；  well  off. 

Distant ;  separated.  See 

1053,  chHehK 

深闊  length  and  breadth, 一 of| land  measurement. 

橫闊  the  width  across;  the breadth. 

闊六。 1 ■遼闊  broa<ij  amPle; spaciQus. 

高 談闊論 to  talk  high  and discuss  broad, — to  be  an  eloquent 
talker. 

不消# 闊  to  make  a  long story  short. 

胸翻  magnanimous;  liberal- 
minded. 

寬闊  wide ;  spacious;  liberal; 

generous. 

闊得狠 ot 闊老 very wel1 
off. 

闊少 {shao%)  rich  young  felfows. 
闊門 口兒。 r 闊家主 

a  well-to-do  family. 

他也是 個闊家 he  als。 
belongs  to  a  rich  family. 

大闊  a  great  swell. 
闊租賦  to  remit  taxes. 
疏闊  OT  間闊  parted;  sepa- rated,  as  friends. 

久闊  long  separated. 

久闊 不徨來  had  not  been 
there  for  a  long  time. 

迁闊  foolish;  muddled. 門書 活字， 嫌太闊 
wrote  the  character  活  inside 

the  gate  (of  a  palace  he 

was  building),  meaning  that  he 

thought  the  gate  too  large, — a 

play  upon  words  attributed  to 

曹換  Ts‘ao  Ts4ao. 開闊  large-minded;  reasonable. 106 
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濶 
6646 

厠 
.4^ 

6647 

SE6 廓廣 
Entering  and 

Rising  Upper. 

Same  as  6645. 

To  cut  off ；  to  trim.  To 

junfold  •,  to  explain.  Also 

read  kuang^. 

擴#
 

6648 

r •藥漾 
C.X,  k、u>ok0 

H.  bong) F.  kwoh 

W.  k、wo 

N.  k^oh 

P.  k^wo1 
M.  JHl'o 

Y.  k^rak, 
k^watig 

Sz^7ro K.  kwak^  v. 
Jiwak 

kli^ku 

A.  k、wak 
Entering  

and 
Sinking 

Upper. 

To  stretch；  to  expand. 

擴充  to  extend;  to  enlarge;  to 
increase.  Also  read  kuang、、 

擴 而充之  to  develop  and 
complete. 

椎 擴其理  to  further  extend 
a  principle. 

擴眼界  to  enlarge  one’s  ex- 
ncrien- 

以備 將來擴 設仿製 
so  as  to  provide  for  future  extens¬ 

ion  of  the  manufacture  acco.-ding 
to  pattern, 一 of  such  articles. 

鞠 r 

0649 

R. 藥 

See 廁 

Entering 

Upper. 

m 6650 

r •藥 

See 廓 

A.  k^wak Entering 

Upper. 

廓 6651 

R. 藥 

4^ 

Leather. 

乐 P  red  leather,  一  anciently used  for  chariots. 

虎 豹之麟  the  hides  of  tigers and  leopards, 

taken  off. 

- with  the  hair 

A  ravine；  a  gorge. 

巢箭  misty；  vague;  indistinct. 

To  cut  off;  to  trim. 
Great  ；  to  enlarge；  see  9984. 

See  7063. 
C.  kwokQ、 

k、wokQ、fok〉 

W.  ko 

N.  k^oh 

P.  kwo) 、 k^wo3 

廓 革者也 ，廓 之大則 

大矣 ，裂之 道也— tearing  off  a  skin:  if  you  tear 

廓 6651 

M.  kwo、 k^wo Y.  k^vak 

See 樹 

A.  hwak^wak 
Entering 

Upper. 

m 

.  6652 

R •藥 

Entering 

Upper. 

large,  the  piece  will  be  large 
it’s  the  trick  of  tearing  it. 

f 曾其式 [ 廊  hating  all  the  gre
ai (States). 

廓 然獨居  unsupported  anc 
alone. 

廓 然大公  open  and  above 
board ;  perfectly  fair. 

開廓  to  enlarge. 
性 度恢廓  of  large  views, 
liberal-minded. 

金 相輪廓  gold-rimmed,— ol spectacles. 

廓爾 口客  the  Gurkhas. 
The  clouds  dispersing : 

snow  melting. 

雨止雲 窬 the  rain  has 
stopped  and  the  clouds  have 
dispersed. 

道 始于虛 I  TAO  began 
with  the  great  void, 一 before  the existence  of  matter. 

L  A. 

tr 
6653 

R 曷 

P.  c/a 
Entering 
Lower. 

To  cut  ；  to  slash.  [To 
be  distinguished  from  束 |J 

12,412.]  Used  with  6654. 

剌下 ■刺去 t。 cut  otf. 

刺開  to  cut  open. 

刺肉  to  cut  meat. 

剌手  to  cut  one’s  hand. 
我杷 大拇指 頭刺破 

喇 
6654 

R •曷 

C.  v.  c/a 

了  I  have  cut  my  thumb. 

刺屍  to  mutilate  a  corpse. 

乖剌  cross-grained;  peevish. 

刺戾  bad;  wicked. 

剌口子  to  make  an  offer;  to 
offer  bribes.  Sec  3572. 

To  chatter.  A  final 

particle. 

味 ij  /a1  不休  chattering 
without  ceasing. 

喇 

6654 

H.  v.  cU 

F.  v.  Lla 

P.  c/a M.  la^  Ua 

See 辣 

Entering 

Lower. 

喇嘴  to  boast；  to  brag. 

喇队  a  military  brass  horn  or 
trumpet,  with  one  or  two  sliding 
tubes  by  which  the  length  is 
reduced  when  not  in  use.  Blown 
to  sound  the  finale  in  a  Chinese 

theatre;  see  2825, 12,050.  From 
the  Manchu  lab  a. 

喇队花  white  stramony  {Da- tura  alba、 Nees.). 

歪嘴 咚 P 刺队 t。 blow  a trumpet  with  one’s  mouth  aslant, 

— ，乂  不  j| 貭. Said  of  an irritable  man. 

你纔 曉得喇 队是銅 

的  you  have  just  found  out 
that  a  trumpec  is  made  of  brass, 
一 that  I  am  in  earnest. 

喇嘛  Lama, 一 a  priest  of  the Tibetan  form  of  Buddhism.  The 

word  is  said  to  mean  “the  higher,” 
“the  superior”  (Tibetan  Mama). 

揦 

66SS 

R •泰曷 

P.  v.  c/a 

See 賴辣 

S  iking  and 
Entering 

Lower. 

擊
妙
 

66:6 

R •
曷〃
 

See 辣 

Entering 

Lower. 

To  clutch ；  to  pull；  to 

rub-  to  scrape.  Se€  9365. 

楝 ij  過來  pull  it  over  here. 

揦去  to  pull  off, 一 as  a  finger- 

ring. 

撥揦  to  turn  over;  to  sift,  as  a dust-bin. 

揦子  an  opportunity  given;  a 
slip;  an  opening ;  (read  la1  tzU) 

a  glass  bottle. 

Read  lai\  To  tear. 

To  rub  to  powder  ；  to 

grind,  as  paint. 
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瘌 
6657 

曷 
e 辣 
Entering 
Lower. 

if 
6658 

曷 

Entering 
Lower. 

辣 
办 6S9 
4 

I  lat 

. la\ 
Ua 

Jak 

.la) 
[. la 

•  laqh 
i.  la 

•  nal 

natsz、 nachi 

. lat 

Entering 
Lower. 

m 
6660 

Poisonous  ；  severe  ；  dan¬ 

gerous.  Used  for  癩 6701. 

痛瘌  painful, 一  externally  or 
internally,  as  a  poison. 

瘌痢  bald  from  skin-disease. 
宰 相頭上 光瘌瘌 ，痴 

人頭上 頂重髪 加 
Minister  of  State  is  bald,  while 
the  fool  boasts  a  fine  head  of 
hair. 

A  squint；  a  cast  in  the 

eye. 

Hot；  biting；  acrid  ； 

pungent  ；  see  味  12,607. 

[Correctly  written  ̂ .] 

苦 辣備嘗  I  have  gone 
through  many  bitters  and  hots, 
— troubles. 

^  experienced  and  severe. 

辣手。 r 辣實  dangerous； 
cruel. 

冷 的辣實  bitterly  cold. 
辣子  Evodia  rutcuarpa、 Benth. 

苷辣 ^ 子  a  poor  fellow. 

羊辣子  a  poisonous  cater¬ 
pillar. 

抛辣子  Evodia  Danidli ， 
Hemsl. 

辣椒  pepper;  tb?  chilli  ( Capsi- 
cum  annuum^  L.,  or  C.  frutescens、 
Willd.). 

辣裉  horseradish  ( Cochlearia 
Armor acia^  L.). 

辣寥  general  name  for  Poly¬ 
gonum. 

旱辣蓼  Polygonum  chinense、 

L.
  ̂

 
水辣蓼  Polygonum  orientale, L， 

辣嘴子  a  species  of  grey  finch, 
，hich  eats  Cayenne  pepper. 

Same  as  6655. 

6661 

拉1
 a 

6662 

r .合 

C.  c/a/,  Ja H.  lap、 

F.  c/a,  lak' 

W.  cla N.  lah^  c/a P. 

M. Y. 

Sz. 
K.  nap 

J.  rd  t 
A.  lap 

Entering 

Irregular. 

c/a
 

See  6971. 

To  pull ；  to  drag；  to  in¬ 
volve；  to  lead  ；  to  draw  a 
bow. 

拉車  to  draw  a  cart. 
拉繂 to  haul  the  tow-line；  to tow. 

杷他 拉過來  pull  him  over 
here. 

把他拉 出來了  impli- cated  him, —  as  in  a  crime, 

杷他 拉住了  hold  it  fast. 
拉不動  cannot  move  it, — as an  overloaded  cart. 

拉開  to  pull  apart  or  open. 

杷被 屉拉開 Pul1  open  the drawer. 

运個弓 我 拉不開 
I  can’t  draw  this  bow. 

把席子 拉起來  pull  up the  matting. 

拉拽  to  drag. 
拉他走  lead  him  away. 
拉手  to  seize  the  hand ;  to  shake hands. 

拉手 的事情  an  affair  of| mutual  benefit. 

to  draw  out  silk, — to  dilly¬ dally. 

拉屎 to  stool.  See  9900,  4058. 

拉近  to  give  oneself  out  as a  connection  of  an  influential 

person. 

拉 屁股坐  to  sit  upon  with a  jump. 

拉躺下  to  drag  down;  to involve  in  ruin. 

杷人 拉上來  to  pull  a person  up;  to  implicate  a  person. 

龙泛 買賣  to  ply  for  hire,— as carts. 

拉短兒  to  ply  for  short  fares. 

拉亂  to  pull  about. 

拉大篇  to  pull  the  strings, — 
of  a  peep-show. 

拉壤  to  spoil  by  pulling  about. 

拉主顧  to  attract  customers. 

拉 
6662 

粒 

6663 

雖菇
 

6664 

R •合 

S- 蠟 

Entering 

Lower. 

6665 

R •合葉 

C.  lap。、 lapy 

Hah 

P.  cla,  /a° 

^ 熾獵 

Entering 

Lower. 

拉 替身兒  to  find  or  get  hold 
of  a  substitute, — as  the  drowned 

are  supposed  to  try  to  do. 

拉 落 （/a4)  to  spill;  to  drop. 

拉扯  to  pull;  to  drag  into;  to implicate;  to  bring  influence  to 

bear；  dealings;  business  relations 

拉的拉 ，扯 的扯  pulling and  pushing, — of  a  struggle  to 

get  first.  ^ 
拉不斷 ，扯不 斷的話 
nagging^alk. 

他 會拉扯  he  is  able  t0  get 
assistance  from  friends. 

拉鋸  to  work  a  two-handed saw. 

拉 個平過  the  account  is squared  off. 

拉倒了  the  matter  is  at  an end;  there  is  nothing  mpre  to 
be  said. 

說拉倒  to  say  the  last  word; to  throw  up  a  situation. 

持 煤  to  work  coal. ； ̂ 司  an  imitation  of  the  English “last,”  a  measure  of  capacity. 

拉空。 1 •拉 饑茄 t。 run  int。 debt.. 

Same  as  6669. 

The  sound  of  pattering 

rain. 

To  take  hold  of.  To 

break. 

攛持 t。  grasp;  to  maintain. 

攛破  to  break. 年嵐 十嵐  noise  of  branches  breaking in  the  wind. 

攛撞  mixed;  odds  and  ends. 

攛楹灣  the  Pootung  bend  in the  Shanghai  river. 

攛下  to  omit;  to  leave  behind, as  in  a  race.  [Used  with  落 

7329.]  < 

攛他 兩塊錢  to  omit  to  pay 
him  $  2. 
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6666 R. 合 

See 鱲 

Entering 
Lower. 

6667 
R •合 
See 蠟 

Entering 
Lower. 

Chapped  skin ;  cracked  ； 

coarse;  impolite. 

The  winter  sacrifice,  held 

three  days  after  the  solstice  ； 

a  year.  Dried  and  salted 
meats. 

手上 有嫌誠  my  hands  are chapped. 

歸巴 不光溜 
spreed,  as  the  skin. 

節  festival  of  the  winter  sacri¬ 
fice;  used  by  the  Buddhists  for  all 
their  festivals.  Also,  the  course 

of  a  year  in  duration. 

臘月  the  sacrificial  moon, — the 12th  moon. 

五職  as  follows:— 

天臘  a  Taoist  sacrifice  to 
Heaven  at  the  New  Year. 

地躐  a  Taoist  sacrifice  to  Earth 
on  the  5th  of  the  5th  moon. 

道德臘 #  of  7th  moon. 

民歲臘  1 2th  of  10th  moon. 

王侯臘  the  day  of  the  winter sacrifice. 

自歲時 伏臘， 一刺之 
夕卜  besides  sending  in  a  card  at 
the  summer  and  winter  festivals, 
一 I  do  nothing. 

臘先祖  to  sacrifice  to  ances¬ tors. 

惟老毋 臘高。 nly that  his、 
mother’s  winter  sacrifices  were 
high, 一 in  number,  sc.  that  she 
was  very  old. 

僧臘。 r 法臘  the  seniority 
of  Buddhist  priests. 

僧 職五十 he  had  been  a 
priest  for  fifty  years. 

老職  an  old  priest, 

夏腦 ̂  the  Buddhist  period  of 
retreat  in  summer.  Also,  the 
age  of  a  priest. 

夏宜 食乾職 in  summer, 
we  should  eat  dried  and  pre 
served  foods. 

職肉  salt  meat. 
職鴨  dried  salt  ducks. 

喫臘 八粥  to  eat  congee  on 
the  8th  of  the  12th  moon. 

6668 

R. 合 

See 孅 

Entering 

Lower. 

權 

4* 

6669 

R .合 

H.  lap、 

F.  lah 

See m 

844  ] 

臘*
 

6667 

:必 

Entering 

Lower. 

殘  the  end  of  the  12th  moon. 

眞臘國  Cambodia.  See  589. 

劍臘  a  two-edged  sword. 
A  candle. 

黃嫩。 f 蜂繼 

Wax. 

蜜鱲0 r 

bees’-wax. 

水蠘 樹。1 ■蠘樹 the  wax tree  (Ligustrwn  lucidu??i、 Ait.). 

白 :嫩樹  Fraxinus  chinensis, Roxb. 

白  insect  wax, 一 deposited  by 
the  Coccus  pe-la  on  the  above trees. 

白蠟虫  Coccus  pe-la. 

白 蠟竿子  ashen  sticks  used for  spears. 

油蠟樹  Photinia  serrulata^ Lindl. 

嫩紙  OT  嫩築  Slazed  PaPer. 

石  yellow  quartz. 

蠟肉  smoked  meat. 

蠟燭  a  candle. 
蠘臺  ot  蠘  tr a  uu  cand- lestick, — as  seen  on  altars,  etc. 

蠟燈  a  candlestick. 
蠟油  the  dripping  of  a  candle. 

蠟夾子  snuffers. 
勲蠟  to  light  a  candle. 

蠟餅 a  wax  taper  in  a  flat  coil. 

味同 嚼！ ̂   as  tasteless  as  wax. 

嚼蠟語  insipid  language. 
嫩 書  messages  wrapped  in  wax capsules  and  swallowed  by  the bearer. 

蠟嘴  the  wax-bill  {Eophona per  sonata). 

蠟 嘴禾鵠  Coccothraustes 
melanura  of  Canton. 

蠟梅花  . Chimonanihus  fra- grans,  hindl. 

蠟魚  the  sturgeon. 

Old  or  badly-fitting 
clothes. 

示道 dowdy;  slovenly. 

邋 6670 

R •合 

H.  lap) 

P.  S/a 

See 孅 

A.  lap、 liep 
Entering 

Lower. 

鐵 
4? 

6671 

R.  Vulgar. 

P.  /a3 

See 蠟 

Entering 

Lower. 

落 
6672 

w 

6673 

R •馬 

See 拉 

A. /a 
Rising  Upr  △ 

w 

6674 

R 合 

See 躐 

Entering 

Lower. 

6675 

R.  Vulgar 

See 嫩 

Entering 

Lower. 

臈 66^6 

腊 

6677 

蜡 6678 

To  exceed；  to  pass  by 

jg  雜^  mixed;  in  confusi
on. 邋邊。 r 邋裡 邋邊的 

dirty;  slovenly.  See  10,521. 

Hard  and  white  tin. 

白 鐵  white  copper;  pewter. 

錫鐵  see  3791  and  4157. 

See  7329. 

Uneven  ；  rocky. 

mm  useless ;  worthless. 

S 苴  not  worked  smooth, 一
 aj clay  should  be  when  used  fo】 

making  bricks. 

蓄 漾分蘋 the  roughenec 
waves  scatter  the  duckweed. 

Dissatisfied. 

習夂  _ 大 仙 satisfied, — as  when  stil 

hungry. 

Stony. 

the  sound  of  thing： breaking. 

Same  as  6667. 

Same  as  6667.  See  4108 

Same  as  177  and  6668 
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1  6679 
R •灰如 
C.  loi^  v.  ilai 
H.  loi 

F.  /j/,  v.  ili 

W.  U,  v.  li 

N.  le^  v.  nei 
P. 

M.  lai 

Sz. 

Y./ae 

K.  rt、ne 

J.  rai 
A.  lai 

Even  and 

Sinking 
both  Lower. 

3L.jaJC- 

To  come,  as  opposed  to 

去 3068,  and  往  12,500. 
In  the  future；  coming.  Usee 

as  a  complement  to  verbs  ； 

see  especially  起  1070  anc 

出 2620.  Used  with  着 
to  give  an  imperfect  or 

pluperfect,  sometimes 

a  perfect,  tense-value  to 
the  leading  verb;  see  2394. 

A  sheaf  of  corn  •’  wheat  ； 
see  8044. 

來去。 1 ■來往 t。 go  and 
come；  backwards  and  forwards. 

騎去 又騎來 having  ridden 
there  and  back. 

來來往 往_ 的 Passing  to and  fro. 

~ 1  ̂  ~ ^  coming  and  going； 
to  have  intercourse. 

我們沒 _ 來往 we  are 
not  on  visiting  terms. 

來 往 銀势 J  a  current  account. 

來 fe 不往 _ 禮也 
come  and  not  go,  is  a  breach 

of  etiquette, — it  is  a  breach  of 
etiquette  not  to  return  a  call. 

來  to  come  towards. 

禮 尙往來  etiquette  demands 
a  return  of  visits  received. 

來是來 得多。 h  yes， 
come, —  but . 

來  及  cannot  arrive  in  time ; 
cannot  bring  myself  to  do. 

幹那 些下賤 營生我 

是 來不及 .的 t。 such  base 
ipethods  I  cannot  condescend. 

來到了  arrived. 

來得早  arrived  searly. 

來 省  to  come  to  the  provincial 
capital. 

前來 w  1737 - 

子 來 前  come  forward,  my  son. 

lil 來。 r 轉來 返來 to 
come'  back/ 

來 歸 切  give  in  one’s  allegiance. 

來
，
 

6679 

來 文  despatches  received;  an 
incoming  despatch. 

來信  letters  received;  an  in¬ 
coming  letter. 

來書。 r 來函 letter* 

知爲尋 事來者 knew that  they  had  come  to  kick  up a  row. 

原來。 i ■本來  in  the  begin- ning;  at  the  origin；  going  back 
to  the  source. 

原來 無此理 there  has never  been  such  a  principle. 

原 來 是來過 的所在 
now  this  was  a  place  he  had 
been  to  before. 

來使。 r 來人。 r 來手 a messenger. 

交於來  hand  it  to  the bearer. 

一來 and 二來 and 三來 
firstly,  secondly,  and  thirdly. 

這廣  一  this  being  the 
case, . 

二 來 來 common;  second-rate. 

來不來 的  at  every  chance; on  all  occasions；  at  the  slightest 

provocation. 

來源  the  source  of；  the  base  of supply. 

來— 洋鎗1 'ifles- 來  place  of  origin ;  imported. 

來 頭  a  sign;  an  indication  (of 
what  will  be);  a  symptom  (of an illness). 

來由— 13,407) 沉 來因 
cause ;  source;  origin. 

拥 其 來 由  asked  how  it  all began. 

追詢來 由 to  trace  back  t。 the  origin, — of  any  incident. 

來 antecedents;  basis;  origin; 
foundation. 

來  不明  antecedents  not clear, ― ^as  a  man  of  whom  one 
knows  nothing. 

聽了 這些話 頭沒個 

來  having  heard  all  this talk  for  which  there  was  no  foun¬ 
dation. 

來 孫  a  grandson’s  grandson. 

來年  next  year. 
曰來  lately ;  constantly. 

6679 

來日  ill  days  to  come;  to-mor¬ row. 

今日 不學而 有來日 
if  I  don’t  study  to-day,  there  are 
other  days  to  come. 

來日 大萎隹 there  will  be  much 
trouble  in  the  days  to  come. 

來 日天明 to-morrow  at 
dawn. 

來 早便行  and  proceed  to¬ 
morrow  morning. 

來 生 or 來 世 4  the  world 
to  come. 

上 無古人 ，下 無來者 
no  ancients  in  the  past,  no  poster¬ 

ity  to  come. 

^  ̂   about  as  big  as 
a  bushel-measure, 一 if  anything, bigger.  __ 

客人 十來個 ten  or  a  dozen 
visitors. 

二 十來 歲  twenty  and  odd 
years  old. 

Zl  ̂   ̂   ̂   200  years  and 

upwards. 

一. 百年來  for  the  past  200 
years.  See  9746  shao、, 

以來 w  5462. 做  Y  來  cannot  do  it,  as  a piece  of  work;  it  is  not  to  be 

done;  it  is  impossible. 

辦  ̂   來  cannot  manage  it, — 
of  a  business  transaction. 

生出病 來 t0  get 
我等 不來1  cannot  wait. 

他應 不下來 he  wil1  nQt 
undertake  it. 

他託 我來着 he  asked 
me  to, 一 e.g.  that  is  why  I  am doing  so. 

他去上 海來着 he  has been  to  Shanghai, — and  is  now 
back  again. 

今天 誰來着 wh。 has  been 

here  to-day  ? 

你是幹 甚麽來 着'"1^ 
have  you  been  doing  ? 

夜裏下 雨來着 k  rained 
in  the  night. 

這 是誰的 筆來着 
whose  pen  is  this?  < 

必是個 老來着 k  must be  the  character  lao1  “old,” 一 

and  not  考. 
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668o 

R •灰隊 
See 來 

Even  and 

Sinking 
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來 

2 6679 

Lower. 

勑 
668i 

咪1
 

6682 

R •隹灰 
〜賴來 
A.  laiy  le 

Even  Lower. 

w 
6683 

R •灰 

See 來 

Even  Lower. 

徠 
6684 

某 年 寫來  written  in  such and  such  a  year. 
涞： t 
6686  t 

Read  lav  or  To 
灰  i 

encourage. 
See  來 . j 

^  ̂   ̂   summoned  to  ser- 

Even  Lower •彳 

vice  without  reward. 

療 To  come  ；  see  6684.  To 

encourage  •’  to  induce  to 

6687 

come. 

天馬保 從西極 the  ceies HlV 
6688 

R •隊 

tial  horse  {see  7576)  came  from 
the  extreme  west. 

招 保百姓 tQ  invite  the 

See 來 

people, 一 e.g.  to  emigrate. K.  ne 

侏默臭  to  be  laughed  at;  to 
Sinking 

Lower. 
be  a  butt. 

1 來孰  a  P00r  scholar. 

Same  as  6684.  Read 

ch、ih 你 二  1943.  See  1010. 

w 
6689 

R •灰 

A  sound  in  singing. 

See 來 

鍵味  the  refrain  of  a  song. 
Even  Lower. 

m 
6690 

R.  Vulgar. 
F.  Uai 

A  peak  in  the  province 

See 來 

of  Ssuch'uan. Even  Lower. 

萊，
 

The  old  form  of  6679  ； 

used  with  6681;  now  gen- 

6691 

R •灰 

erally  written  as  6680. 

See 來 

Even  Lower. 

A  tree  (Cornus  macro- 

phylla、 Wall.)  found  in 

Kiangsi,  bearing  a  plum¬ 
shaped  fruit  called  冬靑 

菓  winter  green  fruit,  with 
prickly  bark,  and  leaves 

like  those  of  the  persimmon. 

A river  in  Shantung, 

utary  to  the  Yellow 
er.  Also  a  small  river 

Chihli  which  gives  its 

Same  as  6701. 

The  pupil  of  the  eye 

眄睞 t。  look  sidelong  at. 

明 眸善睞  clear  and  sharp of  eye. 

盼睞  to  gaze  fondly  at. 

6692 

R. 隊 

See 來 

K.  nwe 

Sinking 

Lower. 

To  give  ；  to  bestow；  to 

reward.  [To  be  distinguish¬ ed  from  賣 823.] 

予其大 赉汝1  will  greatly 

reward  you. 

夢帝赉 予頁弼 1  dreamt 
that  God  gave  me  a  good  assis- tan； 

費 我思成  there  is  granted 
to  us  the  realisation  of  our 
thoughts. 

刺 r 

6693 

R •灰 

See 來 

Even  Lower. 

Name  of  an  ancient  city 

in  the  ̂   Chfeng  State. 

多 蒙盼睞 1  am  greatly indebted,  to  you  for  favours 
received. 

An  old  name  for  wheat. 

A  variety  of  bamboo. 

Goosefoot 、Chenopodium 
album、 L.). 

北 山有萊  in  the  north  there is  the  goosefoot. 

田 卒汙萊  our  fields  are  a waste  of  weeds. 

蒿萊  徑  southernwood  and goosefoot  obliterate  the  path. 

萊月&  Rap h anus  sativus^  L. 

萊州府  a  Prefecture  in  the Shantung  Promontory,  -said  to be  named  after  the  萊 夷 

aborigines. 

m 

6694 

R. 灰 

s &來 

Even  Lower. 

鰊
 3 

6695 

R •灰 

See 來 

Even  Lower. 

m 

6696 

r. 泰 

lai 

lai 

C. 

H. 

F. 

W./tf 
N.  It,  la 

P. 

M. ( 

Y./ae 

Sz.  lai 
K.  nwe 

J.  rai 

A.  lai 

Sinking 

Lower. 

邛邾山  a  peak  in  Sstich^uan, 

A  mare  seven  feet  in 

height. 

在度爲 赇&  the  matter  ofl 
dimensions  it  was  a  Lai, 一 a  huge horse. 

馬來 4b 三千  three  thousand 
fine  mares. 

宛驟 a  breed  of  horses  brought! 
from  Ferghana  under  theT‘ang 

dynasty.  See  12,465  yiian1. 

A  kind  of  eel. 

To  rely  upon  ；  to  trust  to. 
To  throw  the  burden  upon 

to  accuse.  To  repudiate. 

To  take  wrongful  posses¬ sion  of.  See  9523. 

倚賴 OT 仲賴。 1 •賴仗 t。 rely  upon;  to  trust  to. 

賴有 此 '耳 I  have  this  t。 depend  on. 

無 聊無賴  nothing  to  depend on,  一 e，gi  as  a  means  of  sub¬ sistence. 

無 賴之徒 a 無賴子 
vagabond;  a  loafer;  a  rowdy. 

賴別人  to  throw  the  blame upon  another. 

瞎賴  to  recklessly  accuse. 
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賴‘
 

6696 

m 
6697 

R •旱泰 
賴懶 

Rising  and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

m 
6698 

r •泰 
See 賴 

Sinking 
Lower. 

賴 
6699 

m 
6700 

R. 泰 
F. /ax3 

See 賴 
Sinking 
Lower. 

恃 强賴債  to  rely  upon  one’s power  and  repudiate  a  debt. 

賴倩 不如賴 人情1 ¥ 
diation  of  a  debt  is  not  so  safe  as 

repudiation  of  favours  conferred. 

起個 賴皮心 began  to 
entertain  the  idea  of  repudiating, 
— the  debt. 

這等 話要賴 我的了 
then  you  mean  to  repudiate  lia¬ 
bility  to  me ! 

賴不去  can’t  get  out  of  it. 

便自 賴道  she  then  began 
to  prevaricate,  saying  •… 

賴詞  prevarication；  lying. 

放賴  to  show  temper;  to  get 
into  a  tantrum,  as  a  child. 

賴 厚朋友  an  intimate  friend. 

白白 賴了去  to  make  off 
with  (some  one’s  property)  un¬ resisted. 

是賴  thanks  to,  or  in  conse 
quence  of. 

閣 下是賴  thanks  to  you,  sir. 

To  destroy. 

雕  f_  t。 curse- 
Read  lanz.  Remiss  in 

sacrificing. 

A  small  fish  ( Trypauchen 

called  紅 齒賴， found 
at  Macao. 

Same  as  6696. 

Water  flowing  over 

stones  ；  a  shallow  brook. 
Name  of  a  branch  of  the 

桂江  Cassia  River. 

巨瀨  a  large  stream.、 ， 、 

投金潮  to  throw  £old  into  a 
brook, — as  was  done  by  伍子 

胥  Wu  Tzti-hsii,  to  repay  the 
mysterious  maid  who  gave  him 
food. 

m 
5701 

R •泰 

See 賴 

Sinking 

Lower. 

6702 

F.  lai3 

See 賴 

Sinking 

Lower. 

Skin-disease  ；  itch  ；  im¬ 

petigo,  and  other  varieties 

乾瘤  the  itch. 
生 (0I ■長） 瘤  tQ  get  the  itch; to  become  leprous. 

過痛  to  give  the  itch  to another. 

瘡  sores  arising  from  skin- disease. 

癩癬  ringworm. 

頭  scabby-headed. 

癩狗  a  mangy  hound. 

癩給 W 蝦) 蟆。' •癩團 
or  癩大靈  the  .toad  (Bufo vulgaris).  See  13,322. 

癩仙  a  scabby  fellow. 

麻瘤  rough-skinned. 

瘤歹 dirty. 

A  musical  instrument 

consisting  of  three  feeds  ； 
music. 

凡有 孔竅作 聲者俱 

謂之籟  all  things  that  pro¬ duce  sounds  from  holes  are  in¬ 
cluded  in  the  term  lai. 

人 籟則此 竹是已 脱 music  of  man  consists  of  pipes 
and  flutes. 

地 籟則衆 竅是已 加 music  of  earth  consists  of  holes 

一 as  in  trees,  etc.,  which  sound 

when  the  wind  blows. 

敢 問天籟  may  I  ask  what is  the  music  of  heaven  ? 

夭藤 無形而 生 the  music of  heaven  is  produced  without 

the  medium  of  form,  —  i.e.  by 
nothing  out  of  nothing,  as  the 
harmony  of  the  universe.  Cf. 
the  music  of  the  spheres. 

萬 籟俱寂  all  sounds  are hushed. 

Yj  ̂   the  creaking  of  bamboos beneath  the  wind. 

6703 

R •泰 

See 賴 

Sinking 

Lower. 

or 

6704 

6705 

K 泰 

See 賴 

Sinking 

Lower. 

燼1
 

6706 

R. 灰 

C.  \ldi 

H.  Jai,  lai° 

A.  nai Even  Upper. 

6707 
R •支紙 

See 累 

Even  and 

Rising  Lower. 

6708 賄 

See  P 來 

Rising  Lowe;. 

sr 6709 

隊泰 

Cj  *  •  f  •> 

. lai^  Lou 

F.  loui 

W.  lai 
P.  lei 
M.  lai 

K.  nwe 

rai 

A.  Iwai Sinking 

Lowe». 

R. 

A  fragrant  labiate  plant 
burnt  in  worship. 

賴蕭 ■賴蒿 A_halis margaritacea、 Benth.  &  Hk. 

三頼。 ■■三 奈。 r 三裣 

番 检  capoor  cutchery， 一 a  root found  in  Fuhkien  and  Ssuch^uan 
and  powdered  for  making  plas¬ 
ters.  The  Indian  name  means 

“root  of  camphor •” 

蔭 頼  shady;  umbrageous. 
See  6971. 

Insects  and  small  reptiles 
with  stings. 

其知 僭於蜃 蠆之屌 
that  wisdom  of  yours  is  more 

hurtful  than  a  hornet’s  tail. 

The  young-  child  of  an old  man.  Also  read  na^. 

Fat  ；  stout  ；  gross. 

mm  overgrown;  unwieldy. 

Read  leiz.  A  pimple. 

To  tie  a  cord  to  a  hook 

to  fish. 

To  pour  out  a  libation. 

To  sprinkle. 

酵轉 ot 沃醉  to  pour  out 
libations. 

酹花  to  water  flowers. 

淋酹 to  sprinkle. 
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闌 2
 

6710 R •寒 
See 蘭 
Even  Lower. 

A  door-screen  ；  to  cut 

off  ；  won,  as  a  game  of 

wei-ch'i.  Late.  Decayed  ； 
exhausted  ；  finished.  Few  ； 

little.  Reckless  ；  abrupt. 

有河山 以闌之  rivers  and 
mountains  intercept  the  way. 

歲闌  late  in  the  year. 

歲將闌  the  year  is  drawing 
to  a  close. 

月 闊  the  waning  moon. 

日 闌主雨 ，月 闌主風 
a  halo  round  the  sun  means  rain, 
a  halo  round  the  moon  means 
wind. 

更 深夜闌  when  the  night  is 
far  spent. 

酒鬧  half  the  drinkers  gone  and 
half  remaining. 

酒 闊人散  when  the  wine  is 
finished  and  the  guests  dispersed. 

興未闌  before  the  fun  is  over. 

_ 人 夜語闌  when  scul¬ lions  cease  to  chatter, 一 late  in 
the  night. 

闌入  to  enter  unauthorisedly, — 
without  a  pass. 

法人餘 典未闌 the 
French  had  not  worked  off  their 

superabundant  energy. 

闌千  the  socket  of  the  eye； 
railings  of  a  balcony;  by  ext. = 
horizontal.  See  6715. 

北 斗闌干  the  Northern 
Bushel  lies  athwart  (the  sky). 

闊門  the  mouth  of  the  larger 
intestine. 

闌單  exhausted;  tired. 

m 
6711 K ■寒 

Cnv.  Jcui 
See 蘭 

Even  Lower. 

671 

Confused  talk. 

囑 1啼 備撃 gibberish. 

P 擎囑  loy-lang^ —— an  auction;  a 
term  in  use  at  Swatow, 

Same  as  6722. 

6713 

R •寒 

N.  v.  lah 

See 蘭 

Even  Lower. 

r 6714 

寒删 

See 蘭 

Even  Lower. 

6715 

R 寒 

r 

v.  Jan 
/.  lah 

v.  lah 

See 蘭 

Even  Lower. 

To  hinder；  to  obstruct; 

to  cut  off. 

攔阻 w 攔檔。 r 攔住 t。 obstruct;  to  stop. 

欄  to  stop  a  mandarin's  chair, 一 to  present  a  petition. 

攔街  to  stop  the  passage  of  a street. 

攔截  to  cut  off;  to  intercept. 

攔開  to  keep  apart;  to  separate. 

攔槍  to  commit  highway  rob¬ 
bery. 

攔 路搶劫  tQ  obstruct  the thoroughfare  for  purposes  of  rob¬ 
bery. 

無關攔  nothing  to  obstruct; no  impediment. 

欄衞1  to  divide  off;  to  separate. 
to  prevent  from  passing. 

: 途  to  bar  the  road. 

攔舉  to  obstruct,  or  stand  in 
the  way  of,  a  scheme. 

攔勸  to  remonstrate  with. 
; [廣  the  counter  of  a  shop. 

攔江沙  the  bar  at  the  mouth of  a  river.  See  9624. 

攔腰  to  seize  a  person  round the  waist  from  behind. 

攔頭  a  collector  of  taxes. 

Parti-coloured. 

煸斕  striped ;  brindled. 

A  railing；  a  pen  for 
animals. 

護心欄  the  parapet  of  a  wall 
欄杆 a  railing  to  a  balcony, 

etc.;  the  socket  of  the  eye;  silk 
ribbon.  See  6710. 

上無扶 手欄杆  no  railing to  hold  on  to, — of  a  bridge. 

櫊秆罩  panelling. 
欄 杆縧子  a  strip  of  flowered edging  sewn  on  a  hem. 

錦欄袭  _  a  Priesfs 
 robe 

with  an  embroidered  hem. 

671s 

6716 

R. 寒 

See 蘭 

Even  Lower. 

6717 

R .翰 

See 蘭 

Sinking 

Lower. 

扶欄  to  lean  against  railings. 

欄架  chevaux-de-frise  of  wood, used  to  bar  entrances. 

馬欄  an  enclosure  for  horses. 

下欄錢  fees  to  servants. 昆欄樹 a  tree  found  in  Japan ( Trochodcndron  aralioides)  9  so 
called  from  the  whorls  of  leaves 

growing  like  a  balustrade. 

Swelling  water ;  waves 

which  do  not  break  -  bil- 
lows. ( 回者曰 瀾； ⑽ 

9336). 
W  _  great  waves;  billows;  (of style)  spirited ;  lively. 

不應又 生波瀾 ㈣ 
should  not  re-open  a  question 
which  has  been  settled. 

瀾漫  overflowing;  an  inunda¬ 
tion. 

安瀾  to  check  the  waves, — as 
by  damming. 

Bright  ；  glittering.  Soft ; 
rotten.  Broken;  smashed ； 

torn  ；  faded. 

爛然  bright;  brilliant 

明 星有爛  the  bright  stars 
are  glittering. 

爛 ^  爛 其盈門 a doorway  illuminated,  as  for  the 

reception  of  a  bride. 

魚爛  the  phosphorescence  of 
fishes. 

煮爛  to  boil  very  soft. 
爛肉  meat  cooked  very  soft. 

爛芝蔴  spoilt  sesamum, 一 
rotten；  useless. 

爛爛的  thoroughly  softened. 

爛紙  waste  paper. 

菓 子爛了  the  fruit  is  rotten. 

靡 爛其民  he  reduced  his 
people  to  a  pulp, — by  oppression. 

路上爛 來不堪 the  road 
is  insufferably  muddy. 

: _  to  beat  to  a  jelly. 

爛 醉  dead  drunk. 

爛眼邊  blear-eyed. 
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671 

6718 

R •翰 
See 蘭 

Sinking 
Lower. 

w 
6719 

R. 寒 
See 蘭 
Even  Lower. 

6720 

卜翰
 

I 
 See
 蘭 

Sinking' 
Lower. 

w 
6721 

R .寒 

y-
 

F.  /anF 

W.// 

N.  laah 

M.  i  lan 
Y.  laa 

Sz.  lan 

K.  nan 

J.  ran 
A.  lan 

Even  Lower. 

爛漫  retired, 一 as  a  hermit. 

爛 餘惡討 t。 be  lax  in  giving 
credit  and  severe  in  recovering 

payment. 

爛命  an  evil  fate;  a  hard  lot  in 
life. 

爛石頭  broken  stones. 

撕爛。 r 破爛 to  tear. 

破 破爛爛  in  rags  and  tatters 

蛭爛  worm-eaten. 

爛嘴。 1 ■爛口  may  y。111" 
mouth  be  blisteredl-if  you  speak 
ill  of  me. 

逾時色 爛  after  a  while  its 
colour  faded, — of  a  flower. 

爛多  very  many. 

The  lustre  of  a  gem. 

A  quiver；  a  bow-case. 

抱 餐負籣  grasp  your  bow 
and  put  your  quiver  on  your  back. 

Thick  rice-gruel. 

A  general  term  for  orchi¬ 

daceous  plants.  Used  fig¬ 

uratively  in  the  sense  of 

scented,  elegant,  refined, 

feminine,  numerous  (as 

progeny),  etc. 

蘭花  Cytnbidium  ensifolium、 Sw. 

蘭花  dried  flowers  of  Aglaia 
odorata,  Lour. 

米碎 — 三葉蘭 
odor  at  a.  Lour. 

馬蘭  L. 

蘭
 2 

6721 

鷄爪蘭  '金 粟蘭。 r 
眞珠蘭  Chloranthus  incon- spicuus 、 Sw. 

吊蘭 and 風蘭  terms  used 
in  drawing,  and  referring  to  the 

position  and  appearance  of  the 

depicted  .flower. 

玉 蘭  Magnolia  conspicua、 Salisb 

草蘭花  Liriope  gramini folia Baker. 

芄蘭。 ，芄蘭  Met ap  lexis Staunto?ii^  Roem.  &  Sch. 

芝蘭氣 味 the  scent  d the 
epidendrum, 一 a  phrase  used  of 
the  sweets  of  friendship. 

入芝 蘭之室 like  going into  a  room  full  of  epidendrums, 

一 is  acquaintance  with  good  men 
See  8706, 

蘭齊爲 王者香 the epidendrum  should  be  the  per¬ 

fume  for  a  king, 一 and  here  I 
find  it  in  a  wild  valley  among 

common  flowers.  Said  by  Con¬ 
fucius  in  reference  to  his  own 

ill  success  among  the  princes  of his  day. 

蘭 形棘心  an  epidendrum without,  a  thorn  within, — of  a 

hypocrite. 

蘭 a  refined  nature. 

蘭膏  an  odorous  unguent. 

蘭麝  a  delicious  aroma;  fasci¬ nations,  as  of  beauty. 

芳氣勝 蘭 hei；  heath  is sweeter  than  the  epidendrum 

蘭閨  the  women’s  apartments; women ;  girls. 

涕 泣流兮 萑 蘭 _ 
rolled  in  all  directions, —  like 
creeping  plant. 

蘭 質蕙心  beautiful  in  body and  mind. 

蘭秋  the  seventh  moon. 

蘭兄  a  sworn  brother. 

蘭姐  a  sworn  sister. 

金蘭會  the  Gold-and-Orchid Society, 一 a  secret  society  of 

women,  who  bind  themselves 
not  to  marry. 

結 拜金蘭  to  join  the  Gold- and-Orchid  Society;  to  swear 
eternal  friendship. 

金蘭友  a  bosom  friend. 

w 

6721 

R. 

6724 

寒 C.  v.  Jan 

Seell 

Even  Lower. 

m 

6722 

寒 

See 蘭 

Even  Lower. 

w 

6723 R -寒翰 

See 蘭 

Even  Lower. 

蘭孫  numerous  grandchildren 

蘭 桂騰芳  the  springing  per fumes  of  orchid  and  cassia, 

sons  and  grandsons  rising  in  the world. 

同心 之言 ，其 臭如蘭 
words  from  sympathetic  hearts 
smell  sweet  as  the  epidendrum See  2032. 

蘭臺  the  Censorate;  the  left nostril. 

蘭 臺会史  a  subordinate  in 
the  Censorate  of  the  Han  dyn 

asty,  and  also  in  the  o 伍 ce  of 
Historiography. 

蘭臺淸 話  a  name  for  Peking ‘ 

蘭若  (Joz)  a  place  for  medi¬ tation;  a  hermit’s  cell.  [Sanskrit : 

layana  repose;  place  of  rest’ 

Also,  elliptical  for  蘭香桂 

orchid  and  cassia,  acc.  to 

comm.,  but  probably  =  “orchid” 

only. 

屋蘭縣 an  Qld  name  ■張 

掖縣  Chang-yeh  Hsien  in 
Kansuh. 

阿蘭  the  lark. 鳳 頭阿蘭  the  crested  lark 
{Alauda  cristata、 Linn.). 

A  graduate’s  gown,  call 
ed 襴衫. 

To  accuse  falsely. 

_ 闘 謎  to  bring  a  false  charge. 讕辭 曰囚等 畏死見 

_耳  he  falsely  declared  that he  had  been  slandered  by  his  fel¬ 

low-prisoners  who  feared  death. 

To  step  over；  to  pass. 

爛踰  w  pass  over. 
斕藤  creeping  plants. 躏地  to  run  over  the  ground, — as  melons,  etc. 

107 
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See 

懢
 ’• 

6726 

覃勘 
See 藍 

Even  and 

Sinking 

R. 
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6725 

翰 

蘭 
Sinking 

Lower. 

Lower. 

孽 
6727 

R. 

Sinking 

Lower. 

The  lustre  of  burnished 

metal. 

濫 4
 6728 

勘嫌 s- 攬 

光鑭  brilliant. 

Greedy  ；  covetous. 

貪 1 藍  greedy；  grasping. 

Same  as  6736. 

overflowing  the  banks. 

ing). 

濫取  to  take  too  much. 

as  giving  more  than  the  pres 
cribed  number  of  blows,  etc. 

to  excess. 

- expenditure. 

濫 開數目 to  put  down 
larger  number  than  actually  su] 

plied. 

to  improperly  recommend. 

the  Thxone. 

濫淫  debauchery. 

I  濫疎  inexact. 
I  i 監  fond  of  transferring, 

one’s  duties  to  others. 

850 

them  were  idle  and  inclined 
shirk. 

TLmJSJST 

濫 ’濫 寫  to  write  at  random;  to scribble. 
SsL 

6728 、腾 交  to  make  friends  at  random, 
6731 

— without  regard  to  their  desira¬ 

bility  as  such. 

以堯枉 濫  in  °rder  t。 avoid vainly  straying  from  the  path. 

^  ch^u 3  士  f 監  ̂   the  scholar 

*• 

who  pretended  to  play  on  theyu 

(13,544),— alluding  to  a  scholar 
who  joined  the  band  of  a  prince 

藍
 3 

JO0CL 
6732 

R. 覃 

of  the  Ch‘i  State,  his  ina- 

bility  to  play  escaping  notice, 

until  the  prince’s  son,  who  only 
cared  for  solos,  came  to  the 

throne,  when  the  scholar  preci- 

s- 欖 

pitately  fled. 

濫 学赴考 to  enter  at  the public  examination  without  being 

properly  qualified. 

、濫 学充] 婁 to  act  as  a  stop¬ 
gap, 一 from  the  above. 

吾亦濫 與焉1  sha11  als。 

Even  Lower. 

be  among  the  party, 一 though undeserving. 

何以 濫取 why have  yQu 
wrongly  brought, 一 A.  instead  of B.? 

m 
To  heat  ；  to  scorch  ；  to 

6729 

singe. 

r •覃勘 

’J: 監密 ̂  to  heat, — over  a  fire 

See 蔭 

fTTL 

1  Even  and Sinking 

少藍 去茸毛 to  sinse 咐 the down . 
Lower. 

審
 8 

SlL 

•  6730 
Irregular  ；  full  of  holes. 

覃勘 

' See  藍 

慾 塾竄滚 the  seat  °f  the passions  is  a  deep  cave. 

Even  and Sinking 

Lower. 

e 

籃
 5 

,TTT1. 

A  square  basket,  with 

cover. 
6731 

籃 筐  baskets  of  all  kinds. 

•u •覃 

Seeti 

花 藍  baskets  made  of  artificial 
Even  Lower. 

f 

flowers  threaded  upon  wire. 、 

食隔 藍  a  picnic  basket, — divided  into  trays. 

考藍  瘍藍  the  basket  used 0 to  take  in  to  the  great  compet¬ 

itive  examinations.  ^ 

籃輿 a  basket  suspended  froi a  bamboo  carried  by  2  coolie 

used  as  a  “palky.” 

籃帽  the  cage- top  to  a  beacoi 
藍 心、 the  middle  of  a  cage  ( basket. 

兒籃  a  child’s  cradle. 
Indigo.  Blue.  Name  ( 

To  test. 

籃齙。 r 藍殿  indigo  S 
below. 

馬藍。 1 •籃 草。 r 大藍 
indigo  plant  {Indigofera  tinctori 
L.  and  /.  anil,  L.)  j  dark  blu 

終朝采 籃 a11  the  mornir 
I  gather  the  indigo  plant. 

洋 藍  fore,'gn  indigo. 

藍茱。 r  甘藍  Brassica  car pestris^  L. 

小 藍。 r 蓼藍  Polygonu tine  tor  iu7ii^  Lour.;  light  blue. 

野 藍枝子  Indigofera  Bu 
gea?ia， Walp.,  and  /.  tinctoria} ] 

二月藍  Moricaj  iia  sonch folia、 Hook.  f. 

藍色  blue  colour. 竊藍  pale  bme;  the  name  of 
kind  of  bird  like  a  quail, 

藍蔚  the  azure  of  sea  and  sk 
blue-black;  invisible  blu 

淺藍  light  blue_ 

^  dark  blue. 
三  or  二 藍  shades  of  blu 

藍 靑  indigo  blue. 靑 出 f 藍而 勝于麈 azure  springs  from  blue,  but bluer  still.  See  ̂   9277. 

藍  the  greenish  blue  produce 
by  locust  (Sophora)  flowers. 

罕 藍  kingfisher  blue. 籃  the  Blue  Plume, — a  Cro Feather  conferred  as  a  rewai 

for  services  upon  officials  belo 
the  6th  degree  of  rank. 

藍 剑侍衛  a  subaltern  offrl 
Imperial  Guard,  wearing  tl 

plain  blue  feather. 

_  光  a  blue  ligh
t. 
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藍 

6732 

w 
6.733 
覃 

•  v.  lang 

: 6 攬 : ven  Lower- 

藍 白色旗  the  rendez-vous 
flag  (Marjyat*s  Code). 

藍花  coarse  Kiukiang  china- 
ware. 

藍 花 昔  broad  beans, 

藍 花手 •巾  blue,  figured  hand¬ kerchiefs. 

籃衫  blue  shirt,  —  a  秀才 
hsiu  tslai. 

藍不藍 ，緣 不緣 M 
green  half  blue, — blue  green. 

景 泰藍。 r 籃貨  cloisonne 
enamel  ware. 

籃寶石  the  sapphire, 

藍田種 玉結親  marriage 
from  gems  sown  in  the  indigo 

field,  —  referring  to  a  traveller 
who  in  return  for  a  draught  gave 
some  stones,  which  when  sown 

would  produce  a  crop  of  gems, 

enabling  their  owner  (Yang 

Yung-po)  to  procure  a  wife. 

藍 田日唛  her  size  daily  in¬ 
creased, — of  pregnancy. 

藍田縣  a  District  in  Shensi. 

藍本  a  book  taken  as  model 
for  one’s  own  style. 

出藍  to  excel  one’s  model. 

實 出於籃  he  certainly  ex¬ 
celled  his  model. 

僧伽藍  a  Buddhist  monastery 
or  nunnery.  Sanskrit :  sa?ngka- 
rama. 

藍勲顛  the  red-spot  blue- 
throat  (Cyanecula  caruleculd). 

藍 靑缸兒  Cyanoptila  cyano- 
7nelxna. 

藍甲  the  personal  rations  of  the 

藍 侍衛，  allowed  to  a  Ban- 
nerman,  apart  from  what  his 

family  is  entitled  to. 

m 
6734 r •覃勘 

See 菌 

Even  and Sinking 

Lower. 

6735 

Rji 

H.  lam0 

8«攬 

Rising  Lower. 

Mean  or  ragged  clothes. 

賴  shabby;  dowdy.  [Some- 
tiroes  written  總縷 .] 

6736 

H；i^
w 

F.  lang 

W./a 

N.  laan 

m. 
 ! lan

 

Y.  laa 

Sz.  lan 
K.  nam 

J.  ran 
A.  lam 

Rising  Lower. 

Long,  unkempt  hair. 

If  slovenly；  unkempt;  care¬ less. 

To  look  at;  to  inspect. 

覽視 a 覽観  to  look  at;  to witness. 

覽 觀今古  to  view  modern times  and  antiquity, 一 used  of 
wide  reading. 

傅覽  a  wide  view,— of  litera- 
iture;  used  of  a  great  scholar. 

一 覽盡知  to  understand  the whole  at  a  glance. 

覽悉  to  look  at  and  become 
acquainted  with, — as  the  details 
of  a  letter. 

恭 呈御覽  to  reverently  sub mit  for  the  inspection  of  the 

Emperor, — as  3.  Memorial. 

台 覽  for  your  Excellency’s inspection, ― a  phrase  used  at 
the  ead  of  petitions,  etc. 

週覽  to  make  a  round  of 
inspection. 

To  grasp;  to  seize；  to 

monopolise. 

攬取。 r 攬采。 r 攬撲 t。 
grasp;  to  grab. 

承欖  to  undertake. 
包欖  to  arrange  or  contract  for 
the  entire  management^to  mon 

opolise；  to  farm,  as  a  tax. 

攬貨  to  buy  up  merchandise to  engross. 

枇攬  to  stipulate  for  the  pur¬ chase  of ;  to  purchase,  as  by 

signing  in  an  order  book. 
— an  armful. 

一 喬雙  possessed  himself of  both  the  beauties. 

攬得過  able  to  pick  up  in,  or surround  with,  the  arms. 

攬稻  to  reap  grain, 

小 船檀風 the  uttle  b<>at keeps  close  to  the  wind 

6736 

w 

6737 

rM 

See 攬 

Rising  Lower. 

m 

6738 

ir 

6739 

r •勘 

W.  Hang 

s- 攬 

Sinking 

Lower. 

啉
!
 

6740 

R. 覃 

See  焚  1 

Even  Lower. 

w 
6741 

R. 覃 

See 

Even  Lower. 

攬契  a  cargo  receipt,  given  by 
the  junk  owner  to  the  shipper 
and  ensuring  him  against  loss. 

攬涕  to  check  or  wipe  away tears. 

The  Chinese  olive, 

brought  by  武帝 of  the 

Han  dynasty,  2nd  cent,  b.c，， 
from  Cochin  China. 

概檀予 the  olive - 白 欖  thg  large  o\\\t  [Can ar turn album、 Rausch.).  See  6627. 

烏 檀  the  sweet  o\iwt  {Canarium pimela、 Koenig.). 

論檀  salted  olives. 欖糖  a  resinous  exudation  from the  olive  tree. 

喉欖  “Adam’s  apple.”  See 66^ 

彫欖橇 a  carved  olive-stone. 

欖仁  olive  seeds. Same  as  6729. 

A  rope ；  a  cable ；  a 

hawser. 

大纜  a  hawser. 蔑  a  bamboo  cable. 

鐵續  wire  rope. 

解繼  t。 let  go. 鬆纜  to  slack  off;  also,  to  let  go. 

^  to  .run  a  line  out. 

纔索  cordage;  rigging. 

纜船  to  make  a  boat  fast. 

纜路  a  tow-path,  e 
Greedy. 

Greedy  ；  covetous. 

Read  lin\  Cold, 

t 林慄 chilly. 
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6742 R. 覃 

w.« s- 攬 
Even  Lower. 

R. 

6743 

M s- 攬 

Rising  Lower. 

6744 
R •覃 

See 

Even  Lower. 

婪
 2 

m 
To  pickle  fruits.  To 

divine  by  dropping  water 

through  a  tortoiseshell. 

淋 

鑾 
6745 

蠻 

6746 

乱 
6747 

iL 
6748 

Covetous  ；  avaricious. 

貪裝 (jw  10,689)  or 喊婪 
greedy ;  grasping. 

婪索  to  squeeze  money  out  of 
the  people. 

6751 

R •旱 

H.  I  
lan 

F.  lang 

W./fl 
N.  laan 

M.  I
  lan 

Y.  laa 

Sz.  lan 

K.  nan 

_「•  ran 

A.  lai 

Rain  falling. 

两水 ■漓  the  rain  p°
ured incessantly. 

See  7456. 

See  7457. 

6749 
R 覃 

W.  /a,  lo % 欖 

Even  Lower. 

Same  as  7461. 

See  7461. 

Vapour；  mist.  Name  of 
a  mountain  in  Shansi. 

■
m
 

6750 R. 覃 

C.  v.  nam^ 

欖 
Even  Lower. 

山嵐  mountain  mist. 

烟嵐。 1 ■嵐氣  mist;  vapour. 

崴縣  name  of  a  District  in 
Shansi,  so  called  from  the  崴 

river,  a  tributary  of  the  汾河 • 

To  stride;  to  step  across. 

Lazy；  wanting  in  energy ； 
disinclined  or  reluctant  to. 

[Now  used  for  特負 .] 

人 性最懶  constitutionally 
very  lazy. 

發懶  to  feel  lazy  or  languid. 

懶 惰 ot 慵懶1 azy; idle- 

懶散 懶 怠 carelessJ 

Rising  Lower. 

壤,
 

6752 

Rji 

remiss. 

懶 念動彈  too  lazy  to  move 
a  finger. 

好 w 喫懶作 ，不是 

東西  ready  to  eat  but  not to  work,  the  good-for-nothing fellow ! 

偷 懶*31 •躲 懶。 喷 w 懶 

or  ̂   to  idle. 

~ *  身 骨  a  mass  of  idle 
bones, 一 hopelessly  idle. 

大食懒 a  lazy  glu_. 

懶懶的  leisurely- 

懶 焚懶哼  without  appetite 
to  eat  or  drink. 

伸懶腰  to  stretch  one's  limbs, 
一 as  on  waking. 

花叢 懶回頭  once  among the  flowers  (of  dissipation)  one 
is  disinclined  to  leave  them. 

1 disinclined  to  walk. 

Disappointed ;  repulsed. 

坎壤  to-  fail;  to  miss  one’s  aim, 

如攬 

A.  lem 

Rising  Lower. 

m 

6753 

R-ji 

攬 
K.  nam 

J.  ran 

A.  lim 
Rising  Lower. 

莆 

二十 多年坎 瓌未歷 
you  have  not  gone  through  over 

twenty  years  of  misfortune. 

To  toast；  to  roast. 

少窠黃 to  brown. 瘭焦  to  toast  black;  to  burn. 

瘰脆  to  toast  crisp. 

6754 

r- Ji 

攬 
Rising  Lower. 

A  spring ,  net  for  fishing. 

腼‘
 

6755 

R •支 

See 而 

Even  Lower. 

Over-cooked.  [Correct! 
read  erl^  ；  wrongly 

for  爛 6717.] 

6756 

K •漾陽 

C.  v.  clong 
H.  v.  ̂ long 

亮郧 

use 

宰夫厕 熊蹯 不熟翠 

之  because  his  cook  had  n 
done  some  bears’  paws  thoroug 

ly,  he  put  him  to  death. 

The  inarticulate  cryin 

of  infants.  Also  read  lan^ 

an^  liang\ 
Sinking  and 

Even  Lower. 

垠
 ‘ 

6757 

R .漾 

F.  laung 

See 郧 

Sinking 

Lower. 

S
1
 

6758 

R •陽養 

k 郧凉 

The  framework  of 
house. 

Even  and 

Rising  Lower. 

6759 

R •陽 

See 郧 

Even  Lower. 

嗔‘
 

6760 

R. 養 

See 郞 

Rising  Lower. 

槙1
 

A  wild  ；  waste  land. 

壙垠  a  desert；  a  steppe. 

Read  lang^^.  Empty， ; 

a  deserted  house.  See  5901 

Name  of  a  hill， the  || 

碾，  behind  which  the  si! 
goes  down  at  the  wint solstice. 

To  expose  to  the  air 
dry.  Clear  ；  bright. 

6761 

R. 陽 

See 耶 

Even  Lower. 

A  species  of  palm,  t 

pith  of  which  furnishes 

sago  flour. 

杉^根  Caryota  ochlandray  
Han 

— a  palm  which  furnishes
  ' coir  of  south  China.  See  75 
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槙1
 

6761 

浪
 ‘ 

6762 

R •漾陽 
F.  laung 

5ee 郧 
Sinking 
Lower. 

m 

6763 

.養 
See 郎 
Rising  Lower. 

狼1
 

:  6764 

R .陽 

See 耶 
Even  Lower. 

枸根  a  tree  found  in  Kuang- 
tung. 

鳴根  a  rattle  used  to  drive  fish 
into  nets. 

桑根  the  dragon-fly. 

Waves  ；  billows.  Un¬ 
restrained  ； extravagant. 

波浪 w 風浪  waves ;  break¬ 
ers. 

狂 浪旣倒 when  the  wild 
wave  has  once  broken, 一 it  can 

never  be  restored' to  its  former 
shape ;  irretrievable. 

浪 如山倒  waves  like  top¬ 
pling  mountains. 

浪  corn  waves, 一 the  undula¬ 
tions  of  growing  grain  caused 

by  the  wind. 

無 風無浪  no  wind,  no 
waves, — no  smoke  without  a  fire. 

躍 浪翻波  jumping  about  in 
the  waves, — as  girls  bathing. 

浪頭  a  wave；  the  crest  of  a  wave. 

浪浪  flowing  along. 

浪蕩  unrestrained ;  dissipated ; 
profligate. 

浪費  wasteful  expenditure;  ex¬ 
travagant. 

浪用  to  use  extravagantly. 

浪子  a  spendthrift. 

猛 浪  rude;  unmannerly. 

Fire;  blaze ；  light. 

The  wolf.  Fierce；  cruel； 

poisonous.  See  財 265  and 

狽 8796. 

狼 跋其胡  the  wolf  springs 
. forward  on  his  dewlap, — of  futile 
efforts  to  escape. 

養 狼當犬 ，看 家 

難  if  you  rear  a  wolf  to  take 
the  place  of  the  dog,  you  will 

hardly  get  your  house  guarded. 

白 眼狼， 坑 人的賊 
a  white-eyed  wolf,  a  scoundrel 
who  sets  pitfalls  for  others.  ^ 

6764 

琅1
 

6765 

R. 陽 

See 耶 

Even  Lower. 

6766 

R •陽 

See 郧 

Even  Lower. 

正 離狼裔 ，反 逢虎口 
just  out  of  the  wolfs  den  when 

into  the  tiger’s  mouth,— out  of 
the  frying-pan  into  the  fire. 

前門 •柜虎 ，後 門進狼 
while  you  keep  a  tiger  from  the 
front  door,  a  wolf  runs  in  at  the 
back. 

狼心。 r 狼毒  cruel;  trucu 
lent ;  merciless. 

發狼  to  be  savagely  angry. 

狼人  to  swindle  a  person. 

過樹狼  a  venomous  snake found  in  Kuangtung. 

黃鼠狼  the  weasel. 
狼 藉。1 •狼戾  profusionJ disorder;  the  appearance  of  a 
table  after  a  meal!  See  1537 
chi' 

粒 米狼戾  grain  in  profusion. 

狼多尤 數步  went  reluctantly  a few  paces. 

天狼  Sirius. 痕烟  wolf-smoke, — from  wolf- 
dung  burnt  in  the  beacons  scat¬ 
tered  all  over  China,  and  used 

to  give  warning  of  any  popular 
rising,  etc. 

A  kind  of , white  corne¬ 
lian. 

瑣  pendent  ornaments；  jingles 
4 which  are  hung  up  to  swing 
and  tinkle  in  the  wind. 

琅歼  some  kind  of  precious stone  like  jade;  red  jade. 

琅歼樹  a  tree  of  red  jade, 
said  to  grow  on  the  K‘un-lun 

peak,  sc.  in  fairy-land. 

琅娜郡  the  old  name  of  the eastern  part  of  Shantung,  now 

靑州府  Chfing-chou  Fu. 

琅嶠  the  Formosa  coast. 

The  rumbling  of  stones  ； 

the  roll  of  a  drum. 

硪 硪磕磕  the  crashing  ofj rocks. 

镑破  the、 roll  of  drums. 

稂1
 

6767 

R. 陽 

See 郧 

Even  Lower. 

6768 

R •陽 

See 郧 

Even  Lower. 

實 

6769 

R •陽 

See 郧凉 

Even  Lower. 

II
s 

6770 

See 朗 

Rising  Lower. 

m 

6771 

親，
 

6jj2 

R. 陽 

See 郧 

Even  Lower, 

TLmJSJNGt 

Grass;  weeds ；  panic 

grass. _ 莠不除 ，必 害嘉禾 if  you  do  not  root  out  the  weeds, 
they  will  injure  the  good  grain, 
— used  of  bad  characters. 

不 稂不莠  no  grass,  no 
weeds，一 to  injure  the  growing corn. 

馬靝不 過稂莠  a  horse’s 
reward  is  bu"  ̂ rass  and  weeds, 
— worthless. 

浸 彼苞稂  overflowing  the; bushy  grass, 一 as  a  stream. 

Young  bamboos.  A  bas¬ 
ket.  A  screen  for  carri¬ 

ages. 

蒼  竹  green  bamboo-shoots. 

筍荑山  a  range  of  mountains in  Ssuch‘uan. 

A  species  of  reed  or 

marsh  grass.  A  kind  of 

dye-stuff. 

藏莨  a  plant  used  as  fodder  for 
cattle. 

薯莨  a  dye-stuff,  the  “false  gam- bier”  of  Annam,  made  from  the 

juice  of  a  plant  and  used  at 
Canton  to  dye  silto  brown. 

Read  lang\ 

henbane  {^Hyoscyamus 

niger,  L.).  See  10,742. 
■  •  1 

To  quibble；  to  play  upon 

words. 

See  7020. 

Tall. 

身 艮香康 of  coarse  and  heavy  build. 
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See 郧 

Even  Lower. 

R. 

774 

陽漾 
F.  loung^laung 
Seeip 

Even  and 

Sinking 

Lower. 
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6773 

陽 

5775 
R. 養 
See 郧 
Rising  Lower. 

A  gem  ；  an  ornament, 

金銀鐺  a  golden  tinkler.  See 
6765. 

A  high  door.  Vacant； 
desert. 

高聞  a  lofty  portal. 

土関  a  desert;  a  wild. 

間関  boundless  wastes. 

関苑  a  park,  generally  with  a collection  of  wild  animals;  a 

name  for  Peking;  ̂ fairy-land. 

聞 苑奇才  very  wonderful 
talents, — said  of  a  Han-lin. 

登 関風而 蹀馬  to  tether 
one’s  horse  on  Lang-feng,— 
peak  in  the  K‘un-lun  range;  to 
travel  far  and  wide. 

間中縣  name  of  a  District  in 
Sstich‘uan. 

胞有重 .関 ，_心 有天遊 
man  has  for  himself  a  spacious 
domain :  his  mind  may  roam  to 
heaven. 

Clear,  as  light  or  sound  ； 

bright. 

光期  bright;  clear;  luminous. 

淸  ̂   clear;  transparent;  limpid. 

月朗  bright  moonlight. 

求 其朗照 to  beg  a  person 
to  shed  his  light  upon  one, — a 
phrase,  used  in  letters. 

朗烈  clear ;  perspicuous. 

期 朗晴天  a  beautifully  fine 
day；  perfectly  clear  weather. 

期聲  a  clear  loud  voice. 

朗誦 一 ■遍  read  it  out  in  a clear  voice. 

期 朗誦經  to  recite  the 
liturgy  in  a  clear  voice. 

朗鑒  a  conventional  phrase  for 
the  clear  intelligence  of  a  super¬ 
ior  or  friend. 

C. 

H. F.  loung 

W.  loa 

N.  long 

P. 

M. 
Y. 

Sz. K.  nang 

[. rd 

A.  lang 

Even  Lower. 

塱
1
 

6776 R.  Vulgar. C. 三 long 

See 郧 

Rising  Lower. 

郞 2
 

6777 

•陽 

J  ^ng
 

lang 

廊,
 

6778 

R •陽 

See 郎 

Even  Lower. 

A  raised  bank  or  mud 

wall. 

A  term  of  respect ;  a 

gentleman.  [Used  only  to 
young  men .  年 小故稱 

郧] 郧君 才郧 a  husband. 

令郧  your  son. 小郧  my  husband’s  younger brother  or  uncle. 

新郧  a  bridegroom. 

回避 新郞君 make 胃 for the  new  graduates ! 

男頁 a  gentleman. 

郧子  a  young  gentleman. 

無如 此郧者  there  is  none equal  to  this  gentleman. 

花郧  a  beggar. 
硬郧  hale;  vigorous. 
郧中  senior  secretary  to  one of  the.  Six  Boards.  [First  used 

under  the  秦  Ch‘ins.]  Also 
(since  the  Sung  dynasty)  a  doctor. 
Vulgar  term  for  the  penis. 

TP  貝 literary  designation  of  the above. 

員外郧  second-class  secretary to  a  Board. 

畐 0_  郧 01 ■計 耶  literary  designa- 
tion  of  the  above. 

司文郎  secretary  to  a  Board under  the  T‘ang  dynasty. 

白頭郧  a  kind  of  bulbul {Pycnonotus  occipitalis). 

頭耶脚  dear  head,  dear feet, — to  a  corpse. 

A  verandah；  a  corridor. 

廊子。 1 •廊房 。> •廊廡 ver - andahs；  corridors;  passages. 

暗廁  •a  covered  way. 

明眉 j  an  open  verandah. 

遊扁  passages ;  corridors. 

廊廟  the  palace ;  the  Court. 

梛 3
 

6779 

"陽 

C. ) , 

H.  ( 
 lonS 

F.  loung 

W./oa
 

N.  long 

P.  \ 

lang 

Sz. 
K.  nang 

rd 

A.  lang 

Even  Lower. 

6780 

6781 

R. 

See 郧 

Even  Lower. 

嗅 〜 

6782 

The  name  of  various 

species  of  trees,  among 

others  Ulmus  parvifolia、 

Jacq. 

betel-nut, 一 an  imitation  of 
the  Malay  pinang. 

檳榔膏  pale  catechu  or  gam- 
bier, — so  called  because  gener¬ 

ally  eaten  with  betel-nut. 

檳榔嶼  the  island  of  Penang. 

蟲榔 and 蚊榔樹 tw。 kinds of  trees,  found  in  Honan,  which 

produce  great  numbers  of  flies 
from  galls. 

Same  as  6765. 

A  dung-beetle  ；  ⑽ 蜣 

1267.  A  mantis ；  seem 

0,762. 

闘 螂黯水  the  dragon-fly  sips up  the  water. 

Same  as  6756. 

袍 聲晌嘵  the  report  of  a 
cannon. 

老
，
 

6783 

皓 
C.  lou H.  lau 

F.  Ida、 lau1 

W.  loe 

N.  loa 
1 

M.  lau 

Sz. ) 

Y.  loa K.  ro、 no 

J.  rd 

A.  lau 
Rising  Lower. 

Xji^LO. 

Aged ;  old,  of  things  and 
of  people.  For  a  long  time. 
Accustomed  to;  skilled  in. 

Very.  Radical  125.  See 

43幻， 5017. 
老^少 (s^a°x)  or  old  and 

young. 

老^  an  old  man;  the  old  man of  the  house. 

老頭子 m 老人 家。 ̂ 老 

翁  an  old  person. venerable  sir, -a  polite 
form  of  address. 

孤老  a  forlorn  old  man. 

老邁了  old;  aged. 

牟 老年紀 middle-aged. 
請老。 1 ■告老  tc>  d  tC)  156 allowed  to  resign  on  account  of 
old  age. 
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老
，
 

6783 

見  to  look  old;  to  age. 

去 |J  to  ward  off  old  age, — by 
drugs. 

老來也 得所靠 SQ  as  to 
have  a  support  in  old  age. 

家  the  old  home. 

老家兒  the  elders  of  a  family. 

老 ̂ 家子  the  sparrow. 

須 J  老  village  elders. 

三  a  title  of  village  elders 
appointed  -for  thek  virtues  by 
the  founder  of  the  Han  dynasty 

to  act  as  unpaid  justices  of  the 

peace. 

_  夫  I;
  me. 

old  and  worthless, — a  self- 

depreciatory  phrase. 

你可 是眞老 糊幢了 
you  are  silly  from  old  age, — an 
old  fool. 

天 老^兒  an  albino. 

; ̂ 宮  a  eunuch. 
an  old  man;  a  husband. 

Also,  the  Chinese  carrion  crow. 

老&祖  the  title  given  to  a 
Prefect  by  those  under  his  con¬ 
trol. 

to  behave  to  the  old  as 

the  old  should  be  behaved  to; 

a  maternal  grandmother  (see 

7040).  Also,  a  midwife. 

_  老老。 Id  Mrs.  L‘iu;  Goody Liu. 

畏老， 老轉逼 the  mc>re  y。11 
fear  old  age,  the  more  it  presses 

on  you, 

old  gentleman, ― an  official 

title,  as  of  the  District  Magistrate, 
in  use  since  the  Yuan  dynasty. 

Also,  the  master  of  a  house；  a 

father;  see  4334.  Also,  a  maternal 

grandfather.  [The  yeh1  is  here 
enclitic;  read  laoz  yeh^\ 

我 們老爺 出去了  & 
master  has  gone  out. 

老爺兒 the  sun. 
a  temple  to  Kuan  Ti. 

See  6368. 

老天爺 Gt)d- 
(laoz  tz^)  a  father.  See 

below、 and  8241. 

老兒 的。1 ■老的 兒 Qne’s 
parents. 

老
，
 

6783 

A 

步馬  an  old  woman;  a  nurse. 

^  ̂   a  mother;  an  old  lady； a  midwife. 

老 ̂ 娘婆 old  ladies  in  general. 
Also,  midwives. 

婆  an  old  woman;  a  wife. 
婆 I  a  concubine.  Also,  a 

female  scandal-monger. 

老伯。 r 老伯 琴 a  term  °f respect  used  io  a  friend’s  father 
or  to  a  father’s  friend. 

an  old  woman  ；  an  old 

lady  (Nanking). 

老^  a  term  of  respect 
applied  to  old  ladies.  When 
used  to  friends  =  your  mother. 

旦  the  “old  woman”  in  thea¬ tricals. 

老^糊 f  娘  an  old  maid;  the youngest  daughter. 

老^  生 子  the  youngest  son;  to 
have  a  son  in  one’s  old  age. 

老忌多 思 the  dd  should avoid  anxieties. 

不知老 之將室 he  did not  know  that  old  age  was  at 

hand, — of  Colifucius. 

老# k  無準  wom  out  and inaccurate, 一 as  an  old  weighing- 
machine. 

手  an  old  hand ;  experienced. 

老 於行旅 accustomed  to 
travdling. 

爾徒 老於年 未老於 

事  you  people  are  old  in  years 
tut  not  in  experience. 

老 湖  an  old  traveller, 一 a man  of  wide  experience. 

老行  hajig1  change  an  old customer. 

practised  in;  skilled  in. 

老早的  veiy  early. 

老長  very  long- 

老 沒見過  have  not  seen  him for  a  long  time. 

他老不 聽  he  won't  hear  me. 

我老晷 不要， a  bng time  I  would  not  have  it. 

他老不 來 he  seems  ^  be never  coming. 

你老愛 嘆魚麽 have  yQU always 上 een  fond  of  fish? 

老
’
 

6783 

〆 

老實。 r  (intensively) 老老 

實 實  genuine;  honest;  (satiri¬ cally)  stupid;  (of  animals)  good- 

tempered. 

只得下 老實， 扯個大 

読  so  he  was  obliged  to  sink the  truth  and  bring  out  a  big  lie. 

老 實是無 用別名 
honesty  is  another  name  for incapacity. 

老成0 r  老到  honest;  respect- able.  i 

幾個老 成婦女 severa, respectable  women. 

雖少 年老成 although  he 
had  been  well-behaved  as  a  young 
rn3.il  ̂  ， •  •  • 

老虎  a  tiger. 虎  ̂   Rhododendron(Azaled) 
sinense^  Sw. 

老鴿。 1 ■老鴇  acr°w; arook- 

老鼠  the  common  brown  rat. 

老鼠刺  holly 、Ilex  cornuta、 Lindl.).  Also,  Itea  ilicifolia、 Oliver. 

色  deep  in  colour, 

ip  sodomites. . 

@1  老  men  of  rank  and  virtue, — 
in  olden  times. 

老君。 r 老 子 ％ 
above)  the  philosopher  known  as 

Lao  TzS,  who  is  said  to  have 
flourished  in  the  6th  cent,  b.c” 

and  on  whom  has  been  fathered the  authorship  of  the  道^德 

經  Tao-Te-Ching.  His  identity as  an  historical  personage  is, 

however,  by  no  means  certain. 
See  1340,  10,780. 

好/^ 4 每 易  fbnd  of  (reading) Lao  Tztl  and  the  Canon  of 
Changes.  ? 

通老莊  well  read  in  Lao  Tzu 
and  Chuang  Tzu. 

黃^老 ̂  (the  system  of)  the  Yellow Emperor  and  of  LaoTzti;  Taoism. 

[.Wang  Ch‘ung,  who  died  A.D.  97, says 黃者黃 帝-也 、老 

者老 子也] 

^  a  Taoist  temple. 

老部 台  my  dear  Mr.  Minister ! 老 大  sl  lowdah^ or  skipper;  my 
dear  old  fellow !  Also,  ever'  so 

big. 
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6784 

v. 、lou 

v.  c/au 
v.  lau\  lal 
ilioa 

\  rid 

A.  lieu 

Even  Lower. 

6785 

R •皓 
See 老 

Rising  Lower 

姥 
6786 

W 
6787 

R-  ̂  

s 以老 

41/ 
» •'6788 

R •皓 
See 老 

家有老 是個寶 a  family 
that  has  an  old  person  in  it, w The  name  of  certain 

勞，
 

has  a  jewel. 

6789 

savage  tribes,  known  as 

6793 

樹 老半心 容 .  old  trees  are 

R •皓 

Laos,  still  found  in  Kuei- 
half  empty. 

See 老 

chou. 

人老事 事通。 ld  men  see 
Rising  Lower. 

all  things  clearly. 

將何 理老病 what  sha111 The  itch. 
take  to  cure  old  age? 6790 

薑 桂之性 ，愈 老愈辣 
the  older  ginger  and  cinnamon 

R. 皓 

See 老 

生 璃*  痒 •  t。 have  the  itch. are,  the  more  pungent  they  are. 

元老 Chief  of  the 閣老 
Rising  Lower. 

Grand  Secretaries. 

笔 
老讳 /  the  horned  owl. 

Same  as  6788. 

老鶴鷹 the  kite  (廳 vus 
govinda). 

么 Sambucus  racemosa,  L. 

老 官  Kaugton,-in  Burmah. 

6791 

荖 8
 

6792 

灰皓 C.  y.  Jau 
The  sirih  [Piper  betle、 

Large;  great.  Used  at 

H.  v.  Jeu 

F.  ileu^  y.  Jeu 

W.  sJau L.)  leaf,  eaten  with  betel- nut.  UsecTfor  藪  10,244. 

Canton  in  the  sense  of  “a 

See 强 

person.”
 

J.  hai、 bai 
A.  ̂ lau 

番鬼傻  a  foreign  devil. 

剃 頭傻 a  barber- 

Even  and 

Rising  Lower 

Irregular. 

勞，
 

To  toil；  to  labour.  To 

give  trouble  to  {see  2162). 

^793 

R •豪號 

See  功 6554, 服 3727. 

A  sound；  a  noise. 

See 牢 

Even  and 
勞 神  to  weary  oneself;  to  wear out  one’s  energy. Sinking 

Lower. 
^  ̂   severe  toil;  toil  and misery ;  fatigue. 

勞困 .  or 勞乏 worn  out; 
Same  as  8068.  Also 

used  with  6783  and  7040. 

wearied. 

勞力 or  勞碌  bodily  labour; 
fatigue.  • 

勞勞商 ̂   wearied;  fatigued. 
Confused  ；  disturbed. 勞心 or 憂勞 anxious; harassed. 

中草  f 老  perturbed  in  mind. 勞必 、過度  to  overwork  one¬ 
self. 

r. 

勞心 者治人 those  who work  with  the  brain  govern 
others. 

. 

勞力 者治於 人 those  who A  basket  ̂   a  hamper. 
work  with  the  hands  are  governed 

by  others.  Cf、 Those  who  think 
See  5968  and  5969a. must  govern  those  who  toil. 

明  有勞0 f  iUustrious 

r.  _ 

■  / 

virtue  and  hard-working. 

不無微 勞可錄 ^ without  some  slight  services 

worthy  of  record. 

先勞 而後祿 wc>rk  ftrst， 
and  reward  afterwards. 

一 勞东逸  to  make  one  effort and  be  for  ever  at  ease. 

可 擇似而 不勞者 
we  like  doing,  does  not  weary  us. 

勤勞  very  diligent. 

^  ̂   labour  in
  vain. 

勞金  酧勞  wages;  reco
m¬ pense  ; fee. 

勞 者弗息  there  is  no  rest 
for  those  who  toil. 

嫌得手 皮勞 Ihave gained 
some  hand-skin  trouble, — I  have 

only  had  my  trouble  for  my  pains. 

勞逸 不均  unequal  division
 

of  labour. 

勞駕  I  have  troubled  your chariot, — I  have  put  you  to  the 
trouble  of  coming  to  see  me, 

or  of  going  somewhere  on  my 
behalf,  etc.,  etc. 

勞駕 得狠。 r 有勞有 

勞  many  thanks  for  your  trouble! 

勞 你明日 去 回他一 聲  I’ll  trouble  you  to  go  to¬ morrow  and  tell  him. 

勞 你心 勞動你 I  am troubling  you  on  my  behalf. 

勞 w 多勞了 
obliged  for  the  trouble  you  have taken. 

勞 脣乏舌  to  waste  one’s 

words. 

重劳  to  trouble  one  to …”. 
Read  laoK  To  reward ; 

to  encourage. 

賞勞  to  reward  .for  services. 

苦 者勞之  reward  the 
diligent  toiler. 

勞之來 ^ 之  encourage 
them !  lead  them  on! 

^  &  (or  軍 ) to  rewa
rd  soldiers, 

君 勞則拜  when  the  king 
praised  him,  he  made  obeisance. 

君 先敬劳  let  the  prince  be 
the  first  to  respect  and  encourage 
the  people. 
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6794 

.號 
ee 牢 

Sinking 
Lower. 

w 
6795 

.豪 
. v.  Idu 
[. tlau 
. loa 

/， loe^  v.  c/au 
f.  Joa 

Jau、 Uau 

’•  iloa 
to 

, rd 
“  lau 

Even 

Irregular. 

澇
‘
 

6796 

1 •號豪 
匕牢 

Sinking 
Lower. 

w 
6797 

豪 
e 牢 

Even  Lower. 

To  be  sorry  for  ；  to  regret. 

To  fish  up；  to  drag  out 
of  water. 

撈起。 r 打襟 起來。 r 撈 

上來  to  -pull  out  of  water. 

打 機去了  he  has  gone  to 
pull  him  out, — of  the  water. 

撈取  to  salve. 

襟屍  to  recover  a  corpse  from 
water. 

機獲  to  recover, — as  drowned bodies. 

^  [gj  來  to  get  back;
  to  recover. 

撈摸  to  feel  about  in  water ; 
to  drag. 

撈魚  to  scoop  up  fish, — as  'vith 
a  landing-net. 

水底 (ot 中） 撈月 t。 ftsh 
the  moon  out  of  the  water, 一 
used  of  any  vain  attempt. 

海 底撈針  to  fish  up  a  needle 
from  the  bottom  of  the  sea, — to 
look  for  a  needle  in  a  bundle 

of  hay. 

心 癢難撈  the  itches  of  the 
heart  are  difficult  to  scratch. 

A  torrent；  a  flood；  waves. 

See  6803. 

Wasting  away  from  toil 

or  anxiety.  Injurious. 

燦病。 r 踢療。 r 換症 ■ 
sumption ;  phthisis. 

癆傷  to  injure  oneself  by  over- 
exertion. 

癆 人之物  injurious  things, - 
such  as  wine,  women,  etc. 

m 
6798 

r •豪號 

See 
Even  aDd Sinking 

Lower. 

6799 

See 

Even  Lower. 

6800 

R .號 

See Sinking 

Lower. 

醪1
 

68oi 

R •豪 

See 
A.  lau^  cgiau 

Even  Lower. 

榇
 2 

6802 

R 皓蕭 
Ses 老遼 

Rising  and 

Even  Lower. 

潦‘
 

6S03 
R •皓號 

C.  ̂ l0H^  l0U^ 
H.  iliau 

F.  ̂ loa 

W.  ̂ loe 
N. 三  lioa 

P.  lau) 

M.  c/au 
Y.loa 

Sz.  lau 

To  weed. 

Read  lacP\  Name  of  a 

plant. 

如 

勞昔  Rhynchosia  volubilis 、 Lour. 

A  univalve  shell-fish. 

螺虫勞  a  small  whitish  cicada. 

虫禽蝶  a  spotted  spider. 

To  dote  on;  lustful  ； 

lecherous. 

戀 、缪  love-sick. 

姻缪  a  paramour. 毒  the  supposed  eunuch  who 
was  the  paramour  of  the  mother 
of  the  first  Emperor,  and  by 

whom  she  had  two  children. 

The  lees  of  wine  or  spirits； 

wine. 

浮酸  floating  lees,  —  as  when wine  is  shaken. 

醇  ̂   generous  wine. 
香 酸  fragrant  wine;  wine  with a  bouquet.  See  9497. 

濁酸  thick  (not  clear)  wine. 

Short  rafters,  as  of  a 

verandah. 

中寮相 ̂  short  rafters. 

雕檢以 ■  t。 have  one’s firewood  carved  before  burning 

it, — of  extravagant  luxury. 

A  flood；  to  overflow；  to 
sink  in  water. 

旱 ’凉^  drought  and  flood. 

潦漫  flood;  inundation. 

水潦  puddles；  pools. 

于 彼行潦  in  those  pools  left 
by  the  floods. 

潦壤了  ruined  by  an  inunda¬ 
tion. 

w 

6803 

K.  ros  no 

J.  rd 

A.  ̂ lau Rising  and 

’  Sinking 

Irregular. 

獠 
6804 

繚 

68。5 

牢
 2 

68o6 

R •豪 

C.  lou H.  lau 
F.  loa 

W.  loe 
N.  / 似 

p- ) 

M.  I  lau 

Sz.  ' 

Y.  loa 
K.  ro 

rd 
A.  lau 
Even  Lower. 

潦死了  drowned. 
潦 倒半生  unlucky  in  life； never  getting  a  chance. 

虜 使已酣 ，武 人亦潦 

倒  the  Lu  envoy  was  already 
drunk,  and  the  military  man 
half-seas  over. 

療倒瘍 屋 to  fail  at  the 
examination. 

Read  liao°\  Negligent. 
Name  of  a  river  in  Honan 

潦 草了事  to  transact  busi 
ness  in  a  careless  manner. 

湖 面僚闊  the  lake  is  very 
broad.  Used  for  7058. 

See  7049. 

See  7057. 

A  pen  for  oxen  and 

horses  ；  a  permanent  fold 

[see  2527).  A  gaol.  Firm 

secure  ；  sacrificial  animals 

亡 羊補牢  when  the  sheep has  gone,  to  mend  the  fold, 一 to  shut  the  stable-door,  etc 
[Some  add  尙 未爲膦 ^ 

still  not  too  late;  i.e.  ’tis  never too  late  to  mend.] 

執 豕于牢  lu  took  a  pig  out 
of  the  sty. 

獄牢 w 監牢 牢籠 

prison. 

牢 籠人心  to  enthrall  men’s 

minds. 

牢頭  a  turnkey. 
牢頭犯  a  long-sentence  man, 
or  one  who  has  been  long  in 

prison. 
天 牢  quarters  in  the  Board  of Punishments  for  official  prisoners. 

坐牢  to  be  in  prison. 

现牢  rescue  prisoners. 

牢固  bcrong;  secure. 

牢 不可破  strong  and  not  to 
be  broken  into;  not  to  be  got 

rid  of,  as  tx  bad  habit；  inex¬ 

pugnable；  unassailable. 

108 
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68o6 

哞
 * 6807 

豪 
See 

Even  Lower. 

R. 

烙 
68o8 .藥 

C.  lokQ 
H.  lok^ 

N.  loh、 loa>- 

P.  lo\  lau^ 

駱 
Entering 

Irregular. 

絡 
6809 

酪 
68io 

落 
68n 

681: R .豪 

牢作  to  make  a  thing  strong. 

牢記  to  have  a  strong  recollec¬ 
tion. 

牢 靠之至  most  firm;  most 
trustworthy. 

繩 繫未牢  the  rope  had  not 
been  made  fast. 

牢 不可拔  (the  knife  stuck) 
so  firmly  that  it  could  not  be 

pulled  out. 

少牢  a  sheep. 

R. C.lik,lek 

F.  leik 
N.  lah 

K.  n  ik 
\.  roku 
A./dk 

牢  a；n  ox,  一  sacrificed  to 
Confucius.  „ 

如 享  牢  as  on  the  day  of 
the  great  sacrificial^  worship. 

To  talk  incoherently. 

呤 叨  to  chatter;  to  repeat  one¬ self. 

燕啤  P 掌  the  twittering  of 
swallows. 

To  burn •’  to  brand；  to 
iron. 

烙紅了  red-hot. 
烙焦 了  OT 硌穿 j 焦。 r 烙 

蚴了  burnt;  dried  up. 

格  a  kind  of  thick  hard  pan¬ 
cake. 

烙印 w 打烙印  to  brand ; 
to  burn  a  mark. 

格鐵印  a  branding  iron. 

格鐵 an  iron. 

^  ̂   t0  iron  clot
hes. 

See 

Even  Lower. 

See  7323. 

See  7324. 

See  732^. 

A  great  noise. 

_嘈  a  hubbub;  a  din. 

6813 

Entering 

Lower. 

勒 
6814 

泐 

68i6 

JES. 
R 

Thorny  ；  prickly. 

C.  v.  lut^ 

Read  chi 气  Name  of 

a  spinous  tree  found  in 
Annam. 

4P 

6815 

R. 職 

Q.lek 
H.  lit 

F.  leik 

W

.

 

/

t

f

 

N./ah 
P.  cle 
M./e 

X

.

 

l

e

h

 

Sz.  
Ic K.  rydk、 nik 

i.  roku 

A.  Idk 

蘿 芬 Ocimum  basilicumy  L., 
sweet  basil. 

. rotsz 

A.  lout) 

Entering 

Upper. (Spinifex 

老鼠另 ■  a  grass 
squarrosus， L.),  the  prickly  heads 
of  which， are  used  to  stuff  rat- 

holes.  Also  applied  to  Argemone 

mexicana， L.,  and  to  Acanthus 
ilicifolius,  L. 

See  7316. 

To  split,  as  rocks.  To 

clarify.  To  indite；  to  write. 

Entering 

Lower. 

石有 時而泐  rocks  some¬ times  split  asunder. 

石泐  the  cleavage  of  rocks. 

泐達  to  inform  by  letter. 

泐覆  to  write  in  reply. 

泐 此奉覆  I  write  this .  in 
reply. 

名另涧  my  name  is  separately written,— on  a  card  enclosed  with 

a  letter. 

知 名恕泐  as  you  know  my name,  excuse  my  writing  it, —— 

as  where  secrecy  is  desirable. 

洛 

樂 
68 1 7 

王 陽敬涧  respectfully  in dited  by  iVang  Yang. 

素 感大舉 ，銘 泐無似 
I  have  received  many  and  great 

kindnesses  from  you,  which  I 

shall  ever  remember  as  quite 

unparalleled. 

See  7328. 

See  7331. 

哮 
4^ 

68i8 

.月 

6819 

屑 

See 博 

R. 

Entering 

Lower. 

累 
6820 

K •支紙 

,/i 

寘 
C.  lou 

H.  lui 

F.  lour- 

W.  lai 

N.  lei, ' 

P. 
M. ( 

Y.  /«/,  Iwei 

Sz.  lei 

K.  yu^  nu •  rui、ri 

A.  lui 

A  sound  ；  a  note  on 
musical  instrument. 

An  ancient  weight : 

媛 5070. 

XJESI. 

To  tie  together  ；  to  bin 
to  accumulate.  See  1 1,3; 

Ui 

Even,  Rising 
and  Sinking 

Lower. 

繫累  to  tie  together;  to  un 

累曰  for  days  together. 

累 夕達郡  that  very  even 
he  reached  the  province. 

累 月經年 raonths  and  y« go  by. 

累次。 r 累累 Qften;  reP( 

edly. 

累  ̂2  t0  accumulate  goodness 
by  virtuous  acts, 

累官至  he  advanced  in 
official*  career  to  th^,  rank  of 

Read  /ez4.  To  invoh 

to  implicate  in；  to  emb 

rass；  to  trouble. 

帶累。 r 連累。 r 拖累 
involve；  to  implicate. 

受累  to  be  involved;  to  su 
hardships. 

累及人  to  implicate  othei 

惟 恐累及 fearing  to  be 
plicated. 

因 此被累  because  of 
he  had  got  into  trouble. 

^  something  that  h 
ers  one. — a  wife  and  famil) 

“hostage  to  fortune •” 

懼 累弱作  fearing  the 
cumbrance  of  a  family. 

累 肯您納 much  oblige< 

you. 



6820 

累 墮  harassing;  worrying. 

無掛累  no  anxieties；  nothing 
to  keep  one  back  from  any 
course  of  action. 

家計累  in  embarrassed  cir¬ 
cumstances. 

累事  •troublesome  matters. 
累 （or  lei1)  troublesome ; 
embarrassing；  tiresome;  a  nui¬ 
sance. 

雷1
 

6824 

?：( 

M.  lei Y. 

Sz.  1 

K.  nwe 

J.  rei、re A.  loui 
Even  Lower. 

賠累  loss  and  trouble, — into  the 
bargain. 

累 必、 troublesome. 

累了  hard-worked.  j 

累得慌  very  embarrassing  or 
fatiguing. 

狠覺着 累得慌 -^ed- 
ing  very  tired. 

累病了  ill  from  over-fatigue. 

累步  to  put  to  the  trouble  of 
accompanying  one. 

明天 再累你 來一耥 
I  must  trouble  you  to  call  again 
to  morrow. 

累 你遠勞  I  have  troubled 
you  to  come  to  a  great  distance 

on  my  behalf. 

6821 

紙 

累 
ising  Lower. 

A  box  with  partitions, 

for  fruits,  etc.  Iron-spiked 
shoes  for 、 mountain  work. 

山乘標  to  climb  mountains 
with  iron-spiked  shoes, 一 one  of 

the  四 載  four modes  of  trans¬ 

port.  See  574,  2446,  2874. 

m 
6822 

Same  as  6841. 

6823 

支 
力累 

i-ven  Lower. 

To  bind  with  ropes.  See 

6843.  [Read  leiz  in  Peking.] 

縲紬 之中  in  bonds;  bound, 
. as  a  prisoner. 

S
'
 

6824 

灰 
Udii 

•  lui 

v.  lai 

Thunder.  [Often  to  be 

translated  by  “lightning.”] 
See  2563. 

雷曹  jw  11,636. 

雷公。 1 ■雷神 the  God  of *  lai 
Thunder,  —  who  is believed  to 

(  859  ] 

strike  wicked  people  with  his 
bolts.  He  is  accompanied  by 

a  Goddess,  who  by  oieans  of  a 
niirror  flashes  light  on  to  the 
intended  victims. 

雷鞭  the  Thunder-God’s  whip, — a  streak  of  lightning. 

雷 T  電  thunder  and  lightning. 

轟雷 閃電的 peals  .。£ thunder  and  flashes  oflightning. 

雷 也不鳴 neither  did  it thunder.  See  11,201. 

打雷  or  行雷  to  thunder,  j 
打 得雷大 ，落 得雨小 
great  thunder  and  little  rain, — 

great  cry  and  little  wool. 

忽然打 了個霹 雷 sud- denly  there  was  a  loud  clap  of 
thunder.  See  9027. 

無雲 打旱雷  thunder  with¬ out  clouds, 一 anger  without  a 
cause ;  much  ado  about  nothing, 
etc. 

鲊雷  a  clap  of  thunder.  i 

犯雷 雷厄。 1 ■雷劈 
雷擊  to  be  struck  by  light¬ 
ning. 

禾 雷打死  may  thunder 
strike  you ! 

保祐 雷打死 你 blast  you! 

雷 打天補  what  lightning destroys,  God  makes  good. 

雷 tr 眼前報  to  be  struck by  lightning  is  an  immediate 
retribution,— instead  of  the  usual 
one  after  death. 

心正不 怕雷打  the  up- j right  heart  does  not  fear  the 
thunderbolt. 

J ̂ 厲  terrible  as  thunder. 

一雷破 九雕。 nce  k 
thunders,  all  danger  of  a  typhoon 
is  over. 

雷火  name  of  the  sixth  Diagram.  I 

立 春未到 雷先發 ，四 

十九日 不成天  thunder! 
before  the  “beginning  of  spring’’ 
means  forty-nine  days  of  bad 
weather.  : 

雷同  as  like  as  one  clap  of 
thunder  to  another ;  to  re-echo 
(figuratively);  to  plagiarise;  .to 

copy.  Also,  tautology. 

w 

H.EII 

毋雷同  don’t  be  a  mere  clap of  thunder, 一 a  mere  imitator. 

雷 同前人  to  follow  in  the beaten  track'  of  one’s  predeces¬ sors, — in  literature,  etc. 

姑與之 爲雷同 made himself  the  other’s  echo, 一 agreed with  all  he  said. 

所以不 見雷同 there  is 
thus-  no  sense  of  tautology, — 

although  the  sam^  character  was 

used  3  times,  so  skilfully  was  it introduced. 

君 子見靑 天而懼 ，聞 

雷霆 而不驚  the  perfect 
man  sees  the  blue  sky  above 

him,  and  fears :  he  hears  the  roll 
of  the  thunder,  but  is  not  afraid. 

請息雷 霆之怒 Pray abate  your  great  wrath 4 

疾雷不 及掩耳 the  dap came  so  quickly  there  was  no 

time  to  stop  one’s  ears. 

平地 一聲雷 a  dap  of thunder  from  a  clear  sky,— a 
sudden  surprise. 

八 月十五 一聲雷 ，昔 

天之下 全是賊 ^ thunder  is  heard  on  the  15th  of 

the  8th  moon,  every  one  in  the 
empire  will  turn  thief  (or  rebel). 

雷  thunder  domain, — a  name applied  to  a  District  Magistrate, 
because  he  ruled  over  about  the 

same  area  (100  It)  as  that  over 
which  tne  noise  of  thunder  can 
be  heard. 

雷加 . 4 鼓  to  beat  a  drum;  see 
6825；  (read  lei1)  a  drum  with 
eight  sides. 

水雷  a  torpedo.  | 

放水雷  to  fire  torpedoes.  | 

魚雷 昝六具  (fitted  with) 
six  tubes  for  torpedoes. 

堵口不 如埋雷  blocking up  the  river  is  not  so  good  as 

laying  mines. 

雷  /eP  or  /eP  石  to  roll  down 
stones  on  an  enemy ;  (read  let1) 

a  stinkpot,  or  jar  charged  with 
combustibles,  used  for  setting 
fire  to  vessels. 

雷九  a  kind  of  truffle  {^Mylitta 
lapidescens、 Horan.)  found  in 
western  China. . 

陰陽 以回薄 而成雷 
the  rushing  together  of  the  Yin 
and  the  Yang  produces  thunder. 



[  86o  ] X^ESI 
雷,
 不准過 雷池一 步 k  is 

6824 

擂 1
 6325 

R •灰隊 

To  rub；  to  pound.  Used 
with  6834. 

c.  m 

F.  loui、 laui 

Wt  lai ?：( 
M.  )  lei Y. 
Sz.  I 

K.  rtwe 

J.  rai^  re 
A.  /out 

Even  
and 

Sinking 
Lower. 

檑 2
 6826 

R. 灰 

See 雷 

Even  Lower. 

not  permitted  to  put  one  foot 

over  Lei-ch‘ih， 一 i.e,  over  this 

boundary ;  from  an  allusion  to 
the  lake  in  Anhui. 

雷州府  a  Prefecture  in  Kuang- tung. 

檑研  to  rub  Chinese  ink  on  the 
slab. 

檑顔料  to  grind  paints. 

檑鎚  a  pestle. Read  leiK  To  roll  down 

stones.  Used  with  6826, 
6837. 

檑鼓  to  beat  a  drum. 

打 樓 台  to  arrange  for  a  boxing- 

田 5 

田田 6831 

R. 灰 

See 

Even  Lower. 

偏 3
 

6832 

R. 贿 

Fields  divided  by  dykes. 

C.  lui F.  hui、 loui、 
•  lit 

W.  lai 

N. 

Sz. 

K.  nwi,  nwe 

J.  rat、 re A.  lui 

Rising  Lower. 

match. 

Name  of  a  tree. 

Read  lei\  To  roll  down 

stones  on  an  enemy.  See 
6825. 

隳 
z 

R. 賄 
See 雷 

Rising  Lower. 

•賄 
See 雷 

A.  hui 

Rising  Lower. 

Pimples  •’  small  blisters, 

prickly  heat;  nettle  rash 

The  bud  of  a  flower. 

If 

R.  Vulgar. 
C.  lou 

Even  Lower. 

6330  7 R •灰 
See 雷 

Even  Lower. 

An  edible  salt-water 
clam. 

A  pot  or  jar.  Smal 

copper  coins. 

漢鐳  a  bronze  jar  of  the  Han 
dynasty. 

鐳柏  a  puraelo. 

Y. lei 

To  injure  ；  to  destroy. See  6495. 

敖儡  to  be  routed. 

兩軍對 f 晶  the  two  armies  fell upon  one  another. 

自偽其 身  he  injured  himself. 

壘 

6833 

m, 

See 累 

Rising  Lower. 

A  wall；  a  rampart, 

pile  up.  Vigorous. 

To 

撷‘
 

6S34 
R. 灰隊 

F. 三! oui、 i/«/， 

loui^ 

See 檑 

Even  and 

Sinking 

Lower. 

榀 

6835 

To  beat  a  drum. 

Read  leP.  To  rul 
Used  with  6825. 

Same  as  6838. 

儡 6836 

4-. 

瑞 

6837 
R •紙隊 

See 甚 

軍 墨  an  entrenchment. 

深 塹高壘  a  deep  ditch  and a  high  rampart. 

對 疊 opposing  ramparts;  to  have 
a  battle；  to  play  at  wei-chH. 

壘 卵之危  the  peril  of  piled eggs,  —  used  of  any  imminent danger. 

墨肩  to  pile  up  shoulders, - crowded  together. 

一  ■石  a  heap  of  stones. 

墨石山  artificial  rockwork. 

畢  multiplex  characters,- such  as  多， 品 ，晶. 

荒 墳壘壘  a  wide  vista  of old  graves. 

燒壘瑰  to  “soak  one's  clay. 

魁 壘之士  a  brave  soldier;  a 
hero. 

與 之  畢  belong  to  the  same
 

class ;  are  equal  to  him. 

壘壁陣 •  a  collection  of  stars including  parts  of  Capricornus, 

Aquarius,  and  Pisces. 

K.  nwe 

A.  loui 
Rising  Jlnd 

Sinking 

Lower. 

6838 

R •灰 

Same  as  6841. 

To  roll  stones  down ' 

hill  •’  stones  piled  up.  Us<| 

with  6825  and  6826. 

Read  leP. 

碥硌  a  boulder. 

an  orn 

F.  loui 

See 雷 

A  vase；  a  jar 

mental  drinking-cup,  ma 

of  wood  and  carved 

represent  clouds. 

Read  lu^.  See  茶  I2，H4 

K.  mve 

A.  loui 
Even  Lower. 

鯡 之罄矣 ，維罄 之] when  the  pitcher  is  exhaust 

it  is  the  shame  of  the  jkr,--— fr 
which  latter  the  former  is  k 

supplied. .  Used  of  the  relat between  a  son  and  his  parei 

觸 3
 

6839 

R •贿 

See 墓 

Rising  Lower. 

苗 
3 

mi 

6840 

R 紙 

W.  Uai 

See 累 

Rising  Lower. 

To  swell  ；  to  bulge. 

背有 腺月鬼 on  its  back 
protuberances, — of  a  turtle. 

A  creeper；  a  species 
Cissus  [Anfpelidce). 

葛菡。 r 千歲萬 
osa,  Thunbg. 

葛 菡顏之 with  the  wiH 
creepers  clinging  to  them. 

蓬菡 a  wild  bramble,  probij Rubus  Lambertianus ,  Ser, 
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【織 I 
'  A  general  term  for  flying 

•义 机  squirrels,  flying  foxes,  etc :6累 
Even  and  | 
ising  Lower. 

耒:
 

6S47 

! 

6542 

m 
6543 

支寘 
e 累 
Even  and 

Sinking 
Lower. 

6S44 

隊 
:累 
Sinking 
Lower. 

鬻 
6§4S 

:累 

^ng  Lower. 

6S46 

lui 

Same  as  6S40. 

!  To  bind；  to  join.  A 

large  rope.  Distressed,  in 

appearance：  without  an  aim. 

,Name  of  a  god.  Used 
with  6S23. 

II 囚之人  a  man  in  prison 

以 愚 臣釁鼓 t。 咖 me 
his  prisoner,  and  smear  his 

drums, r—with  my  blood. 

甘 瓠縈之  the  sweet  gourds 
cling  to  them. 

i 以鈿斫 絶_  with
  his  sword 

I  he  cut  through  the  rope. 

串 珠囊巔  like  a  string  of| 
pearls.  Scr  342S. 

義鐵若 喪 家之狗 Pur 
poseless,  like  a  dog  which  has 
lost  its  home. 

Lazy;  wearied ；  sickly. 

儸懈  weakly  ；  delicate. 

R .隊 

C. 

H. 
F.  l.i  ui 
W.  1: 
X.  Id 

Jm  •丨  /“ I  Sz. 
I V.  nu!\  mccl 

I  K.  ?l\L'C I  A.  /«?///,  hcai  i Sinking 

Lower. 

A  plough.  Name  of  one 
of  the  headwaters  of  the 

river  湘  Hsiang.  Radical 127. 

員耒耜  carrying  their  plough- handles  and  shares  on  their 
backs. 

册 

685  x 

昧 684s 

R •紙 

|C. /f/i 
H.  loi 

F.  lu'i W.  !ai IN.  hi 
P. 

M.  Ui 

I  Sr. 
V.  nui\  ttu'Ci 
K 

rui 

A.  hui.  !ui 

Rising  Lower. 

j 

I 

j  To  pronounce  a  eulogy 
over  the  dead  ；  to  deliver  a 
funeral  oration.  To  confer 

a  posthumous  honorary! title. 

: 孔丘卒 ，公 諫之曰 
j  ̂hen  Confucius  died,  the  dukel 
!  delivered  his  funeral  oration,  as | 

I  follows : —— 

R •職 

C.  ick 

H.  'let 

^  F.  Uik,  !ok 

W.ld  
' 

N.  /ah 

P. 

M.  . V.  Ich 

Sz.  ie 

K.  7iih T. 

I  A.  /ji 

Entering 

Lower. 

賤 不隸貴 ，幼不 _ 

長 ，禮也  that  the  lowly  shall, not  eulogise  the  great,  nor  the! 

young  eulogise  the  old,  is  the| 
; rule,— of  funeral  orations. 

屬文  eulogies  on  the  dead, burnt  at  the  grave, 

隷功  to  enumerate  a  man's] 

j  merits. 
誅述 t<j  write  a  biography. 

I 隸曰  the  Book  of  Prayers  (for| 

j  the  dead)  says, . 

勒 
0852 

i 
類
 4 

6S53 

R .真 

F.  hui W.  leu 

See 累 

K.  YU 

],rui 

A.  hvas 

Sinking 

Lower. 

累 

m  Lower. 

A  bramble.  A  basket  for 

carrying  earth. 

歸 反憂锂  went  home  and 
came  back  with  their  baskets 
and  shovels. 

fLean  ；  thin. 

羸瘦  thin  :  emaciated. 

老贏。 Id  nnd  thin. 

j 羸疾  the  wasting  disease :  con¬ 
sumption. 

i 裒其角  bound  round  the  I 
i  horns;  caught  by  the  horns,  and  I 
. unable  to  move  backwards  or| 

j  forwards* 

贏其瓶  to  upset  a  bottle. 

I 

A  heap  of  stones. 

甚落 '不群  superior  to  the general  run. 

磊 磊落落  eminent：  superior: (?)  toiling  and  moiling. 

甚 落 、奇才  of  markedly  su¬ perior  talents. 

T  甚基 堆堆的
  a  stupid  man. 

Rising  Lower 

TrTe«ular- .以舄 其甚塊  in  order  to 
vent  his  spleen, — as  by  a  lam- 

I  pooi>  on  an  examiner  who  has 

rejected  an  essay  ©f  the 、mter’s.j 

-JSX 

6S49 

R •賄 

H.  M 

F 
•‘ 

〜 累 

K.  ft-fi 
|T.  roi.  rc A. 

彙 
6S50 

SCC  s2  I 

i  The  ribs.  Also  read  /e^*. 

脅肋。 r 肋條 the  ribs. 左 右肋骨 ，男 子各十 

二 ̂ 條， A 條長 四條 短， 婦人各 十四條 
of  ribs  on  the  right  and  left 
sides， men  have  twelve,  eight 
loug  and  four  short :  women have  fourteen. 

軟肋  the  floating  ribs. 
短肋  the  short  ribs;  the  false ribs. 

肋傍。 r 肋門 the  side. 
、 R.ead  chin} 、 

筋 2025. 

Used  with 

See 

i  o 

16. 

j A  class；  a  kind  ；  a  sort： 

a  race  :  a  category things: 

objective  existences.  To 

offer  a -special  sacrifice.  A 
kind  of  wild  cat,  the  flesh 
of  which  is  believed  to  be 

a  cure  for  jealousy.  Sec 

4956， 10,8;;. 
、  ， 

自 爲一類  forms  a  class,  or is  in  a  category  or  section,  by 
itself. 

同類  of  the  same  class  or  spe¬ 
cies.  S^i  4956. 

類同。 r 類仞  resembling : like  in  general  characteristics 

不相類  not  of  the  same  spe¬ 
cies. 

與 一 正相類  precisely  the same  kind  as...... 

類所謂 夜叉者  like  what 
called  a  uikchj  (demon). 

各 從其類  each  follows  its 
o^*n  species. 

方 以類聚 t。 classify  by •  assembling  groups ;  to  clarify 

j  according  to  amnin-. — birds  01* 
a  feather  dock  together. 

人類  human  beings. 

人之類 滅久矣 (in  that case)  the  race  of  man  would 
h?'.e  become  extinct  long  ago. 
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X^SSINTG- 
類‘
 6853 生 子不類  to  have  a  son  un¬ 

like  the  ordinary,  q.d.  a  mons¬ trosity. 

威 儀不頫 nQt  alike  in  their 
notions  of  dignity  and  ceremon¬ 
ial. 

自 底不類  to  make  oneself unworthy. 

貪人 敢類 covetous  and 

w 

6855 

R •隊 

F.  /oui\  v.  Jou 

See 累 

mean. 
•to 

善類  good  people. 

音類  brutes. 

等類  and  similar  kinds, those  before  enumerated. 

不 可此類  not  to  be  classified 
together ;  not  to  be  compared 
one  with  the  other. 

其 形類鷺 in  f_ like  the 
egret. 

人參狀 類人形  ginseng 
is  in  appearance  like  a  man. 

不類 殺人者 like  a 
murderer.  See  4288. 

類我 be  one  of  us,— as  the  soli 
tary  wasp  says  to  the  caterpillar 
it  takes  for  its  young.  See  6634. 

君子 諱傷其 thesuPe 
ior  man  avoids  injuring  his  own 
species ；  see  12,779. 

類推  to  reason  by  analogy. 

類此  in  this  manner;  thus. 

以 此類椎  analogously;  by 
parity  of  reasoning. 

棄負書  books  of  reference  arrang¬ 
ed  by  division  of  the  subjects 

under  類  categories,  such  as  天 

heaven  for  astronomy,  地  earth 

fo;  geography,  歲  year  for  the 
seasons,  etc.,  etc. 

自 類其客  he  himself ged  his  writings  under  various 
headings. 

頟見  the  son  of  a  deceased  feu 
dal  prince  appearing  at  Court 
to  take  the  oath  of  allegiance 

as  his  father’s  successor.  Also 
used  in  the  sense  of  familiar,  as 
something  one  has  often  seen. 

觸 類如故  to  strike  against 
objective  existences  as  before, — 
to  be  back  in  the  world  of  reality 
after  absence  as  in  a  dream. 

類 于上帝  I  have  offered  a 
special  sacrifice  to  God. 

K.  nwe 

—  re 

A.  loui、 Iwai Sinking 

Lower. 

arran 

類 
6854 

R. 

68S6 

寘 
F.  /out 
N.  lei^  v.  li 

See 累 

K.  yui,  yu 

[•  rui 
A.  lui 

Sinking 

Lower. 

Same  as  6853. 

A  knot;  a  flaw;  imper¬ 
fect. 

忿  IS  無期  quarrelsome  a
nd perverse  beyond  measure. 

明月 之珠不 能無額 
the  bright  -  as  -  the  -  moon  Pearl 
(name  of  a  famous  gem)  is  not 
without  defects, 一 there  are  spots 
on  the  sun 

組  fl  夷 柬  to  put  an  end  to the  evils  of  bad  government  and 

pacify  disturbances. 

See 累 

Rising  Lower. 

Tears;  drops.  See  1 1,485, and  5497. 

眼涙。 r 涙珠  tears. 
流眼 涙。1 •泣涙 下涙 

涙汪。 r 洒涙  to  weep 

淚汪汪  to  weep  bitterly. 
收涙  to  stop  crying;  to  dry one’s  tears. 

含涙  to  restrain  one’s  tears. 
拂涙。 1 ■抆 涙。1 ■拭涙 tC) wipe  away  tears. 

揮 涙而別  they  brushed  away their  tears  and  parted. 

以眼 涙洗面  bathed  her face  with  tears. 

涙 和墨下  tears  fall  and  mix with  the  ink  (I  write  with). 

一 字一淚  every  word  (of| 
this  letter)  cost  me  a  tear. 

涙如雨  her  tears  came  like rain/ 

涙 如湧泉  her  tears  flowed like  a  fountain. 

涙诂襟  tears  soaked  his  coat 
Cf,  etf^ccT* 

涙痕  traces  of  tears. 

淚盈  JSi  tears  stream  down  his 
cheeks. 

燭淚  the  drip  of  a  candle. 

玉 燭滴乾 風裏涙 the candle  has  guttered  away  in  the wind. 

Read  li*.  Water  flowing 
rapidly— 

凄淚  bleak;  cold. 

泪 

6857 

酹 68S8 

6859 

R •紙 

686o 

R. 

蒸 

Same  as  6856. 

See  6709. 

A  weight  equal  to  1 
millet  seeds.  See^i  0,03  i 

陵椟 
Even  Lower. 

凌 
686i 

棱
 4 

JL.E3ISTC^. 

Tired  ；  fatigued.  Use with  6864. 

6862 

R •藏 

See 陵 

Even  Lower. 

6863 

R. 藏 

P.  leng*. 

J.  rid 

See 陵 

Even  Lower. 

{轰  ̂ {登  worn  out;  exhausted. 

See  7228. 

Hilly  ；  uneven  country. 

綾赠  mountainous. 

皋崚  a  lofty  peak. 

Rafters  ；  square  beam 

An  edge.  Used  with  686 

租 (OT 觚) 棱  the  peaks  on 
Chinese  roof. 

剛棱  unyielding;  resolute ; ( 
stinate. 

棱角  edge  and  corner;  a  p 

jection. 有;; ̂ 角  well  considered;  to resolute ;  determined.  See  68< 

棱棱 角角的 rough;  1 
polished. 

— 頭情  Pig-headed
. 棱棱  cold  and  haughty. 

有 棱有棱 (°fwrittenchar 
ters)  boldly  formed. 

摸棱子  to  vacillate;  to  h 
between  two  opinions;  to  ts 
either  side  indiscriminately. 

模棱語  ambiguou? 
杆 子  thoughtless;  stupid 



TL^EJNGr 

863 

JLM^nsrc3r 

w 

6864 

.蒸 
«陵 
Even  Lower. 

蟛 
6865. 

.蒸 
M 稱陵 
’ •瞪  and 
瞠 

，仿 ng 
Sven  Upper. 

Exhausted  ；  dying.  Used 
with  6860. 

歹 $  歹登  exhausted  by  sickness. 

To  look  straight  ahead, 

-vacantly.  Also,  brusque ; 
bluff.  See  5242. 

暖 瞪。 r 睦睁 to  stare  at. 

打陵瞪  t0  give  a  start,— in 
fear. 

睹 着眼睛  gazing,  vacantly. 

你 列陵着 don’t  stand staring  there ! 

陵 頭磕腦 的神兒 with 
staring  eyes  and  a  blundering 
head, 一 like  a  blundering  oaf. 

陵兒  an  oaf;  a  lout. 

6866 

蒸、 
ling^yJeng^ 
r-  lang 

lin、 len 

rd 

陵 
Dven  Lower. 

m 
6867 

.蒸 

2ven  Lower. 

An  edge ;  a  corner  ；  used 

with  6863.  A  numerative 
of  fields. 

雙目 有紫棱 both  his  eyes 
were  red  at  the  edges. 

三稜草  a  three-cornered  sedge 
[Cyperui),  used  for  making  rain- 
cloaks. 

他處 産者刺 僅四稜 
the  tentacles  (of  the  bSchede  mer) 
produced  at  other  places  have 
only  four  corners,  —  whereas 
those  of  Chefoo  have  five. 

棱棱  bumpy;  lumpy;  protu¬ 
berant. 

有稜角  eccentric ;  peculiar. 
See  6863. 

烏  a  kind  of  rice. 

威稜  dignified  and  determined. 

The  old  name  for  spinach 

菠 藉菜，  said  to  have 
been  introduced  from  Ne- 

paul  by  a  priest  under  the 

T‘ang  dynasty. 

楞
 2 

68
68
 

R •豫 

H.  /W 

J.  rd 

Even  Lower. 

冷8
 

6869 

R •梗 

C.  lartg 

H.  lang、 clang 
F.  Icing 

W.  lae 

N.  ling、 lan'g 

P.  Icng 

M.  Un Y.  neng 

Sz.  lerig 
K.  reng 

J.  rei^  rid A.  laing 

Rising  Lower. 

Formerly  the  same  as 

6863.  Now  chiefly  used  in 
Buddhist  phraseology.  See 

3970. 

你別 楞着了  don’t  vacil¬ 
late. 

楞伽  Langka, — a  mountain  in 
Ceylon ;  Ceylon. 

柺伽阿 波多 羅經伽 
Lang-kavatara  Sutra, 

楞嚴經  name  of  a  famous sutra,  translated  a.d.  1312,  and 

generally  regarded  by  the  literati 
as  a  masterpiece.  It  argues  the 

unreality  of  objective  existences. 

Cold,  in  a  lesser  degree 

than  寒 3825  [q.v,).  See 

6580. 

天氣冷  the  weather  is  cold. 

冷冰冰 的 CQld  as  ice. 
發冷 ■  to  be  cold ;  to  feel  cold, 

as  with  ague. 

免 得吃冷  so  as  to  avoid feeling  cold. 

一 *  冷*  ~ hot  and  cold  by 
turns. 

冷瘡 •  chilblains. 

冷汗  a  cold  sweat. 
冷笑  to  smile  sardonically. 

冷心  malicious. 冷眼  a  cold  eye, 一 one  which sees  for  the  first  time;  a  fresh 

or  unprejudiced  eye,  e.g.  likely 
to  detect  an  error.  Also,  to 

take  a  furtive  glance. 

冷 眼熱心  affected  indiffer¬ ence;  disinterested  motives. 

心 下漸 漸冷了 his  enthu- siasm  has  gradually  cooled. 

相見念 頭已冷 the  hc)Pe of  meeting  had  already  died away. 

因泛心 灰意冷 in  conse- quence  of  which  he  had  given 

up  all  hope, — of  a  son. 

不要 冷了塲  don’t  let  the place  get  cold, 一 strike  while  the 
iron  is  hot. 

冷子  sleet. 冷書  a  rare  book. 

6869 

冷字  words  rarely  met  with unfamiliar  characters. 

柚冷子  to  avail  of  an  oppor¬ tunity；  to  seize  a  favourable 

moment;  all  of  a  sudden. 

冷 不防的  without  a  word  of 

warning. 

給 .他 一 ■個 冷不防 gave him  one  he  did  not  expect, — of 
a  blow. 

冷孤丁  的  suddenly;,  unex- pectedly;  by  chance. 

冷箭  an  arrow  shot  frorr^  an ambush.  See  1617. 

冷淸 or  冷落  quiet;  lone- some. 

冷 冷淸淸  quiet;  deserted； 
still. 

把 我冷璋 了多時 has 
left  me  out  in  the  cold  for  a 

long  time  past. 

冷淡 （of  &iends)  cool;  distant; 
(of  trade)  dull. 

冷債  unsaleable  goods;  see 10,01^ 

冷 言冷語  rude>  unmannerly language, — as  when  “talking  at” 

people. 冷河 the  cold  river, — the  head- waters  of  tSSie  Yellow  River. 

冷化器 w 冷水櫃 a condensing-machine. 

人 情冷暖  men，s  feelings 
cold  and  warm, 一 variable. 

春冷 渾死牛 the  edd  in 
spring  will  fileeze  an  ox. 

從來 胖人多 耐冷 & people  have  always  been  most 
able  to  bear  cold. 

冷 呵呵的  shivering  with 
cold. 

_  sulkiness ;  moroseness. 

冷禅!  paralysis. 冷飯頭  a  piece  of  cold  meat. 

冷 輩  cold  meat  dishes. 
冷卿  a  nickname  given  to  the 
宗正  Vice  Presidents  of  the Imperial  Clan  Court;  because 

they  have  nothing  to  do. 

冷官  o 伍 cials  who  hold  posts  at which  there  is  nothing  to  do. 

are 
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里 
6870 

R. 紙 
C.  lei 

P  *  j  c/l 
\W.  \ 

P. 

M. 

V.
 ' Sz. 

K. 

li 

Rising  Lower. 

:  A  place  of  residence  ；  a 

'neighbourhood；  a  village  of 

；(i)  twenty-five  or  (2)  fifty 

families ;  a  “  hundred some¬ 
times  the  group  above  甲 

a  tithing  (1 167)， and  some¬ 

times  synonymous  with  it; 

•a  street  in  a  town  with  a 

gate  at  each  end.  A  mea¬ 

sure  of  length,  reckoned  at 

360 步  paces  or  1800 尺. 

feet  =  i  S94.  i  2  ft,  English. 
;To  be  sorrowful.  Radical 

i  1 66. 

鄰 里。 r 宅里  a  neighbour¬ 
hood. 

戚里  a  street  or  village  inhabited 
by  members  of  the  same  clan. 

里居  to  live  in  a  village, - 

-in 

retirement. 

悠 悠我里  distant  far  is  my 
village. 

鄕 里。 r 梓里  one’s  home ; 
native  place. 

歸故里  to  return  to  the  old 
home. 

里 長  a  village  elder；  a  head- 
borough. 

里 中 or  里正  the  beadle  or 
ii-pao. 

百 家爲里  a  hundred  families 
make  a  "• 

里 巷小人  small  side-street 
people, — the  masses. 

里邑人  country  bumpkins. 

里俗  uneducated ;  vulgar. 

大聲不 人里耳 great 
truths  cannot  penetrate  rustic 
ears. 

里社  a  village  altar. 

蒿 里  a  "tomb. 
平康里  a  brothel. 
古者步 百爲畝 ，三百 

畝爲里  in  ancient  times  100 
paces  made  one  mouy  300  mou 
made  a  li. 

一 里 路。 ne  "  distant.  See 
6881, 

distance. a3 里所 

6870  每勲 鐘行二 十五海 甲  with  a  speed  of  25  knots 
an  hour. 

千里馬  a  thousand-//  horse, — t  one  that  will  travel  1,000  li  in 

a  single  dav;  a  courier. 

千里 馬還要 千里人 
to  fill  a  great  position  it  is  ne¬ 
cessary  to  have  great  abilities. 

千里鏡  a  thousand-//  mirror, , — a  telescope. 

千 里 目 R  thousand-//  eyes, 一 said  of  a  long-sighted  man, 

I  named  楊逸  Yang  I.  Used ' in  the  north  for  a  telescope,  but 
not  in  the  south,  as  being  the 

j  name  of  one  of  媽祖  MaTsu’s 
j  two  generals,  千里眼 and 

i 順風耳  , mentioned  in  the 

! 西  ̂   as  attendance 
I  upon  玉皇 上帝. 

I 千里光  Se?iecio  sccuidens、 Ham. 

云 如何里  why  am  I  plunged 

俚
 3 

in  this  great  sorrow  ? 

6871 

R. 紙 

H.  'li 

F.  v.  lla- 

See 甲 

Rising  Lower. 

Rude  ；  unpolished  ；  vulgar. 

鄙俚 01 ■俚俗  vulgar;  rude 

j  rustic. 

； 但 晉  vulgar  expressions, 

i 俚歌  rustic  ditties. 無 所但賴  nothing  to  depend upon ;  without  resources；  desti- 

厘 
6872 

6873 

R. 寘紙 
See 吏里 

Sinking  and 

Rising  Lower. 

6874 

R. 紙 

See 甲 

Rising  
Lower. 

tute. 

Same,  as  6939. 

A  final  particle. 

A  brother’s  wife；  a  sister- in-law. 

妯娌  the  wives  of  brothers.  See 
2464. 

6s75 

A  mat  sail. 

悝 a
 

R. 紙  駿 盡 帷  crack  on  all  sail 

See 甲 

Rising  Lower. 

3  i 

j 

To  pity.  Afflicted；  saci 6876  j  •  •  • 

K  灰紙  Read k^cei1.  To ridiculei 
to  jest. 

see 談 

Even  Lower. 

裡:
 

6S77 

R. 支 

See  狸  j 

Even  Lower. 

I  A  basket  for  carryin 
: earth  ;  a  shovel.  See  6845 

-  2 

6878 

R •支 

y.h 

See 離 

Even  Lower. 

The  wild  cat.  A  genera 
name  for  the  various  sma 

jspecies  of  f elides. 

I 野狸  a  wild  cat, 一 the  Siberia 
i  wild  cat  {Fclis  manul)  of  th 

north；  the  Asiatic  wild  ca 
{F.  viverrina)  of  the  south. 

狐狸  a  fox.  See  4956. 

衣狸  the  silver  fox. 
家狸  the  house-fox, 一 the  cat. 子 獨不見 狸牲乎 
you  never  seen  a  wild  cat,  sir 

香狸。 r 靈狸  the  civet  ca ] 
狸子  a  spotted  wild  cat,  foun 
in  Kiangsi. 

風狸  a  loris  (?). 

菓子狸  a  kind  of  badger. 

5S
S 

6879 

r •紙 

See 甲 

Risii  ̂   Lower. 

Abstract  right  {see  惰 

2 187)；  the  eternal  fitnes 
of  things  ；  principle;  ratio 

nale '  rule.  To  arrange 
to  attend  to;  to  settle  up 

*  to  heed；  to  manage,  ii 

which  senses  also  read  luz 
Streaks  ；  veins,  as  in  min 

erals;  the  grain  of  wood 
the  lines  of  the  hand.  Se 

成 7 心. 

天下 之物莫 不有連 
there  is  not  a  single  thing  u 
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理
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6379 

the  world  which  is  without  its 

li, — its  essential  principle  which 
makes  it  what  it  is. 

無 理無法  unfitting;  ivre- 
gular ;  wrong. 

理合。 i ■理應 m •理當 in 
accordance  with  right;  in  duty 
bound. 

合 11 爾文  I  have  therefore 
the  honour  to  indite  this  des¬ 

patch.  ^ 

以爲理 之當然 regarded 
it  as  quite  in  accordance  with 

right. 

與物 理有不 當然者 
not  in  accordance  with  the 

eternal  fitness  of  things. 

理 所當爲  what  is  fitting  to 
be  done. 

之所 ̂   contrary  to  all 
principle  ；  unreasonable. 

理須 有別  the  principle  in¬ volved  is  necessarily  different. 

此理之 正也。 r 常理 

也 *  this  is  the  rule, — as  opp.  to 
the  exception. 

人異手 _ 常理也 that 
man  is  distinct  from  beasts,  is 

the  rule, — but  there  are  except¬ 
ions. 

有其埋 ，不必 有其事 
a  principle  may  exist  without 

there  being  necessarily  a  fact, 一 
in  illustration  of  jj:. 

有理 ，有埋  yQU  are  right， 
you  are  right ! 

此亦 理也  this  too  is  reason¬ able. 

兽 有此  how  can  this  be 
right  ?  most  unreasonable ! 

would  not  listen 

to  reason. 

3^  宜  natural;  reasonable. 

三個人 祧不過 理 three 
men  cannot  walk  off  with  ab¬ 

stract  right,  —  nothing  can  be 
said  or  done  to  interfere  with  the 

operation  of  the  abstract  prin¬ 
ciple  which  determines  a  right. 

强  奪  to  override  all 
argument  by  sheer  violence, 

cosmogonical  evolution. 

理 直氣壯  my  cause  is  good 
and  my  determination  is  firm. 

講  to  argue  the  rights  and 
wrongs  of  a  case. 

理
 ， 

6879 

理  a  theory. 

道理  w  10,780. 

天 卽理也 “God”  means abstract  right. 

天 eternal  principles ;  divine 
justice;  natural  sense  of  justice. 

^ ■天 to  violate  eternal  prin¬ 
ciples, — the  worst  form  of  wrong¬ 
doing. 

f  幸 艮 應  divine  retri
bution; Nemesis, 

everyday  principles ;  aver¬ 

age  ideas. 

理 學  philosophy;  metaphysics. astronomy  and 

geography. 

看； to  inspect  sites, 一 as 
a  geomancer. 

他 的理短 (ot 偏。 r 腐 > he  is  in  the  wrong. 

我 的理長 (ot 正 ） 1  am  in the  right. 

論  t0  discuss. argument;  value  of  an 

argument. 

生  means  of  living;  a  calling: 
a  trade. 

_  to  manage;  to  arrange. 

聞 而！^  to  hear  of  a  matter but  to  take  no  steps. 

那三 傾 人不理 加 three 
men  did  not  heed, — what  was said. 

不 恤不理  without  pity  or consideration  for. 

理屈。 1 ■遙枉 t° see  to  a 
wrong. 

上 表理恭 Presented  a memorial  rehabilitating  (Wang) Kung. 

上 疏  §  presented  a  me¬ morial  in  his  own  defence. 

理還 or  理 償  t0  arrange  for 
the  payment  of. . 

to  settle  up  in  full. 

索; to  settle  with  (some  one) 
and  receive  what  is  due. 

^  out  of  the  course  of 

nature;  supernatural. 

order  and  anarchy.  • 

理 勸  to  reason  with ;  to  arrange with. 

理
1
 

6879 

理結。 1 ■理妥 Qr 理 明。 r 

理處 ㈣‘ 《3)  or 料理 to 
arrange;  to  settle. 

理頭兒  something  worth  no¬ ticing；  of  some  account. 

理  _  Law  Secretary. 
理民  a  title  used  by  an  inde¬ 
pendent  Sub-Prefect. 

理家  to  manage  a  family. 
4 

_  to  transact  business;  to 
manage  an  affair.  Adopted  by 

the  Chinese  government  as  the 
title  of  Chinese  tonsuls,  instead 

of*^  as  used  by  all  foreign nations. 

理 事同知  the  civil  commis¬ 
sary  of  a  Manchu  garrison. 

辦  to  transact.  See^6io,  r 

修  太0  mend. ^  to  dress  the  hair. 會*  to  attend  to;  to  notice. 

必理會 這一句 yOU should  note  this  expression. 

他總 x 理會 不來 he  pays no  attention  whatever, — to  any¬ 
thing  I  may  say. 

大不理 私 口  I  by  no  means 
depend  upon  the  mouths  of  men, 
一 to  speak  well  of  me. 

3^  the  streaks  in  stone,  grain 
in  wood  (see  8077),  etc. 

玉堅 而有理 jade  is  hard 
and  streaked  (or  veined). 

to  go  over  what  one  has 
learnt. 

理船廳  a  harbour-master. 
^  to  act  for, — of  a  junior for  a  senior,  for  not  more  than 

3  months. 署 薄 |  same  as  above,  but  for  a longer  period ;  also,  of  officials 

of  equal  rank. 

兼笔 1  to  act  for, — one  official combining  another’s  functions 
with  his  own. 

獲 理 = ⑷藩台 acting  as 

撫台 

W 副將 ，， ” 提台 

W 參將  »  » 

總兵
 _ 
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裡 
688o 

裏;
 

688 1 
R •紙 

li 

C.  lei 
H. 

F. 

W. 
N. 
P. 

M. 

V. 

Sz. 

ri 
A.  IP 

Rising  Lower. 

Same  as  6881. 

Inside,  as  opposed  to 表 

9  1 14  and  外  i  2,442  ；  lining  ； 

within  ；  inner  ;  the  “  near” 

side  in  driving*.  See  6906. 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

M  6638.] 

裏子  lining. 

裏面。 r  裏頭  ins’:de;  within. 
The  latter  refers  in  Peking  to 
the  Palace. 

進 到裏頭  to  send  into  the 
Palace,— as  a  present. 

衆物 之表裏 精粗無 

不泰 Ij  the  qualities  of  all  things, 
external  or  internal,  subtle  or 

coarse,  will  all  be  apprehended. 

裏外 受商^  opposition  within 
and  without; 

裏 勻外連  collusion  between 
inside  and  outside, — treachery. 

裏九  the  inner  nine, — gates  of 
the 內城  Tartar  city,  Peking. 

在家裏  he  is  at  home. 
出 外一里 ，不 如家裏 
one  li  abroad  is  not  equal  to 

being  at  home, — a  play  on  the 
sound  li. 

不在心 裏 ，郤 在意裏 
if  not  in  mind,  it  is  in  my 

thoughts,— I  can’t  help  thinking about  it. 

貍 
6882 

M 
6883 

r •紙 
see 里 
Rising  Lower. 

忙 裏偷間  to  steal  a  little 
leisure  from  the  rush  of  business. 

頭 裏  before;  formerly. 

Same  as  6878. 

The  carp  [Carpio  vul- 

Cyprinus  obesus、 C. 
chinensis、. 

魚里魚  the  carp；  the  “messenger 
fish，’， from  the  legend  of  a  man 
who  found'a  letter  from  a  friend in  the  belly  of  a  carp.  Hence 

letters  came  to  be  folded 、 in 
ancient  fimes  to  resemble  a  carp. 

鯉
 2 

6883 

李 
3 

6884 

R •紙 

C.  lei H. 
F. 
W. ( 

N, 

P. 

M. 
Y. 

Sz. 

li 

866 

遺我雙 鯉魚， 中有尺 

nnus 

A.// 

Rising  Lower. 

^  he  sent  me  two  carp, 
in  which  was  a  foot-long  piece 
of  silk,  q.d.  a  letter. 

合 魚 里  the  yellow  carp. 
火鯉 the  red  carp  (Cyprinus 
flammans). 

緑鯉  the  green  carp  ( Cyprinus 
viridi-violaceus) . 

塘魚里  the  pond  carp  {Cyprinus rubro-fuscus、、 

展魚里  the  clog  carp  {Cyprinus 
sculp07ieatus). 

黑魚里  the  black  carp  {Cypri, 
atrovirens'), 

木 魚里 化6  wooden  carp, — a  hol¬ low  piece  of  wood  used  as  a 

night-rattle  in  Buddhist  monas¬ 
teries.  It  is  shaped  like  a  fish, 

and  is  typical  of  wakefulness, 
because  a  fish  never  closes  its 

eyes. 鯉化 龍。' • 鯉 魚跳龍 
門  the  carp  has  changed  into 
a  dragon,  or  the  carp  has  jumped 

the  dragon  gate, 一 used  of  .suc¬ 
cess  at  the  public  examinations; 

referring  to  the  belief  that  the 

carp  of  the  Yellow  River  make 
an  ascent  of  the  stream  in  the 
third  moon  of  each  year,  and 

that  those  which  succeed  in  pass¬ 

ing  the  rapids  of  龍門  Lung- 
men  in  Honan  become  changed 
into  dragons. 

孔鯉  the  name  of  Confucius son. 

The  plum  (Prunus  com¬ 
munis,  Huds.). 仏 張 4 1 6, 

冠 6373， and  桃  10,807. 
[To  be  distinguished  from 

季 944-j 

李樹  a  plum-tree. 

^  花  plum-blossoms. 

李子 plums. 有 [5 李  Prunus  japonica、 Thbg. 

^  ̂   Rhamnus  davuricusy  Pall. 

鑽李核  to  bore  into  the  stones of  plums,— as  Wang  Jung  did, 
to  prevent  others  from  growing 
a  rare  variety  he  possessed;  q.d. 
selfishness. 

桃 李爭春  the  peach  and  the plum  struggle  over  their  spring, 

6884 

利 4
 

6885 

R •寘 

、lei) 

li 

JLmI 

—— each  strives  to  be  first  out  with 

its  blossoms. 

薦 士 如桃李 t。 re_ 
mend  a  man  is  like  recommend¬ 

ing  a  peach  or  a  plum,  —  yoi 
cannot  say  how  they  will  turr 
out. 

李 艷桃嬌  the  loveliness  oj 
the  plum-blossom  and  the  grace 
of  the  peach. 

v.  lai 
H./i 
F.  lei,  y 
W. 

N.'
 

P.  I 
M. 

Y. 

Sz. K.  ni、 ngi 

J-  ri 

A.  loi,  li Sinking 

Lower. 

李 子樹下 埋死人 
many  graves  are  found  beneath 
plum-trees, — many  people  die  oi 
eating  too,  many  plums. 

李下 不整冠 d。 not straighten  your  hat  under  a  plum- 
tree, — avoid  suspicion.  See  3039. 

行李  luggage;  baggage.  [Occurs 
in  the  左 傳. Said  to  have 
referred  originally  to  plums  con¬ 

veyed  as  presents.  Also  said  to 
be  a  corruption  of  使理] 

司 李 （for  司理） judicial officers. 

Sharp  ；  cutting  ；  clever ; 
witty.  Profit ;  advantage  ； 

gain  ；  interest  on  money. 

磨利  to  grind  sharp. 
快利。 1 •鋒利 sharp. 

利器 edged  tools ;  knives;  cut¬ 

lery. 

利 木倉  arms  of  precision. 

其 利斷金  sharP  enough  to 
cut  metal. 

二 A 同 心 ，其 利斷金 
if  two  men  are  of  the  same 

mind,  their  sharpness  can  divide 

metal,  —  they  can  accomplish anything. 

a  sharp  snout. 

利嗦 

利口  sharp  mouth, — quick  at 
repartee. 

利 嘴花牙 Plausible  of speech. 

說 話爽利 p6inted  or  witty 
of  speech. 

利  injurious;  dangerous ; 
severe. 

那 個人利 害得狠 heis a  very  dangerous  man. 

洽得禾 |j  害  it  is  terribly  cold. 人爲 利死， 烏爲食 tr 
man  dies  for  gain  as  a  bird  for 
its  food. 
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利 利 令智昏  blinded  by  greed 

天下 熙熙皆 爲利來 
of  the  crowds  of  people  who 

come,'  all  are  for  gain. 

天下 攘攘皆 爲利往 
of  the  myriads  who  go,  all  are 
for  gain. 

利路  means  of  making  money. 

名 利兩途  fame  and  wealth 
are  reached  by  different  paths. 

利名心 重  anxious  both  for 
profit  and  a  good  reputation. 

小人以 身殉利  the  mean  I man  will  die  for  gain. 

爭 利者未 嘗不窮 there 
is  no  end  to  those  *who  fight 

for  gain.  
° 

爭 利渉。 r 貪利涉 t。 
press  onwards, — from  the  phrase 

利 渉大川  in  the  Canon  of 
Changes. 

水之利 ，乘 夜以 
渉湘  to  avail  oneself  of  favour- 
able  wind  and  tide  lo  cross  over 
the  river  Hsiang  by  night. 

^lj  advantageous ;  profitable. 

利薄  the  profit  is  small. 

於 中取利  to  make  a  profit  | 
out  of  it. 

利 
688S 

亦何 利之有 and  what  pro* 
fit  is  there  in  that? 一 referring 
to  what  has  just  feeen  stated. 

無 利可得 n。  profit  to  be 
made  out  of  it. 

军 不 禾 I  an  unsuccessful  battle. 

於 民不利  not  for  the  advant¬ 
age  of  the  people. 

無 不順利  everything  pros¬ 
pers. 

利 濟柱來  for  the  benefit  of 
passers  to  and  fro, — as  a  bridge, 

or  a  free  ferry.  ° 

不乘 人於利  don’t  take  a 
mean  advantage. 

輪船鐵 路之利  the  facili-j ties  offered  by  steamers  and  rail¬ 
ways. 

利用  excelling  in  the  use  of；  I 
suited  to  a  place  or  people. 

媼 利其有  the  old  woman  I 
was  attracted  by  the  reward,  i 

而 利其餘  and  appropriated  I 
the  rest  (of  the  money)  to  him¬ 

self.  
" 

利便  convenient;  handy ;  tidy. 

利 相交者 ，利 盡而疎 
those  whose  bond  id  interest  part 
when  their  interests  cease. 

利市  see  4689, 9905. 

利息。 r 利 錢。 ■•利 鋲 interest. 

放利倩  to.  lend  money  at interest. 

俐
 4 

6886 

R .真 

See 利 

Sinking 

Lower. 

放重 利息錢  to  lend  money at  heavy  interest. 

利 上潦利  compound  in¬ terest. 

本小 利窄  small  capital  and slender  profits  or  interest. 

連 本連利  interest  and  prin¬ cipal  together. 

峨 r 

6887 

R .真 

See 利 

利過 了本了  the  interest paid  has  exceeded  the  capital. 

Sinking 

Lower. 

納利0 r 開 利錢 to  pay interest. 

每月二 分起利  interest at  the  rate  of  two  per  cent  per 
month. 

每月加 一 ■利 ten  per  cent 
per  month. 

會利  a  guaranteed  or  fixed minimum  rate  of  interest. 

梨
 2 

6888 

R •齊支 

C.  hi 

See_ 

bri 

A./e 

Even  Lower. 

長 ㈣按) 年官 利一分 interest  at  one  per  cent  per 

month,  the  year  being  reckoned 
at  ten  months,  =  ten  per  cent 

per  annum. 

營什 一之利  to  do  business! at  ten  per  cent  (per  month). 

餘利  extra  interest,— payable  if 
the  business  is  prosperous ;  a 
bonus. 

_  利不 ■爲欠  
as  long  as  the 

interest  is  paid  there  is  no  in¬ 
debtedness. 

失利  to  fail；  to  be  defeated  ini 
battle;  to  niake  no  money  on  a 
transaction. 

軍 嘗失利  on  one  occasion,! when  his  troops  had  been  de¬ 
feated  ....  !； 

禾 l|  water  facilities;  water 
supply;  a  同知  sub-Prefect  I 
who  looks  after  the  freedom  of 
waterways. 

木利  timber  supply.  || 

Clever ;  sharp. 

伶悧  clever;  quick ;  active. 
See  7200. 

畫得伶 俐 veiT  cleverly 
drawn. 

俐 欏  vidy;  handy  ；  easy  in movement,  etc. 

拿東 西不俐 1 羅 he  can’t 
take  hold  of  things  very  firmly. 

說話不 俐彳羅 he  doesn’t 
speak  very  plainly. 

走道 :不俐 f 羅  he  doesn’t 

walk  very  easily. 

Sound  ；  noise.  A  fina: 

particle. 

The  Chinese  pear  [Pyrus 

sinensis、 Ldl.)， the  wood  of 
which  is  used  for  cutting 
book-blocks  [see  11,623, 

12>35^).  See  6941a. 

梨菓。 r 梨子 pears. 
梨樹  a  pear-tree.  | 

梨 下不整 （正 in  original)  I 冠  do  not  straighten  your  cap 
under  a  pear-tree,— lest  people 
suspect  you  of  stealing  pears. 
See  3039. 

梨花  pear-blossoms.  ; 

融四歲 能讓梨 Jung  at four  years  old  was  able  to  leave 

the  largest  pears,— for  his  elder 
brothers. 

年甫讓 梨  just  four  years  old. 
不過 橫災梨 攘而已 
I  am  merely  a  spoiler  of  pear 
and  date  wood, — of  which  print¬ 
ing-blocks  are  made ;  a  deprecia¬ 
tory  phrase  used  of  themselves 

by  authors. 
是書乙 丑災梨 ，丁卯 

竣事  this  book  was  block-cut in  the  year  I-ch‘ou  and  finished 
in  the  year  Ting-mao. 

災梨以 自誇詡  to  print  a  I 
book  for  self-glorification. 

凍梨  a  frost-bitten  pear.  Used 
of  an  old  man’s  face;  ratatinS. 
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w 6889 •齊 

:卜
. See 黎 

Even  Lower. 

梨 匮 I  子弟  youths  of  the  pear- garden, 一 actors;  so  called  from 
that  portion  of  the  palace  of  the 

Emperor  known  as  明皇  Ming 

Huang  of  the  T‘ang  dynasty,  set 
apart  for  theatrical  performances. 

鴨兒梨 雪梨  a  russet 
pear. 

白梨  the  small  white  pear  of Peking. 

廣梨  a  rough-skinned  juicy  pear. 

沙梨  (at  Canton)  Pyrus  com 
munis、 L.;  (in  the  north)  Pyrus 
sinensis、 Ldl. 

委 ̂  a  small  coarse  pear  [Pyrus 
betulcefolia、 Bge.). 

金鈎梨  the  fruit  of  Hovenia 
dulcis、 Thunbg. 

胡梨  a  small  species  of  dragon- fly. 

pear-jam  dried  in 
slices. 

rattans  from  Bangar, 一 in 

the  Straits  of  Malacca,  10,888. 

花梨木  Chinese  rosewood, • 
from  a  tree  not  yet  determined. 

A  plough  ;  plough. 
See  694 1  么 

掣頭。 r  一 杷犁。 r  一張 

梨  a  plough. 
犁頭迎 胸而過 胸爲 

洞穿  the  ploughshare  hit  him 
on  the  breast  and  went  right 
through  him. 

犁頭尖  Viola  Patrinii、 D.C., 
V.  variegata、 Fisch .，&  V.  canina, L. 

掣刀。 r 犁 I 華  a  ploughshare. 

犁杖。 r 犁柄  the  handle  of 
a  plough. 

耕掣。 r 扶犁。 r 犁田 t。 
plough, 

踏犁  a  plough  worked  by  men 
instead  of  oxen. 

負犁人  a  ploughman. 

~ ' 舉 春雨  with  the  first 
ploughing  come  the  spring  rains. 

播 棄犁老  he  has  cast  away 
the  time-worn  sires. 

梨 牛之子 the  calf  of  a 
brindled  cow, 一 the  worthy  son 
of  a  bad  father.  See  8346. 

犁2
 

6889 

痢 4
 

6890 

R. 真 

See 利 

Sinking 

Lower. 

莉 4
 

6891 

R •支寘 

S£e 遲利 

A.  tri^  li 

Even  and Sinking 

Lower. 

娜 6892 

R •真支 

F.  sli 

See 
利 

A.  li Sinking 

Lower. 

\4^ 

6893 

R -寘質 

W 利慄 

A.// 
Sinking  and Entering 

Lower. 

w R •陌錫 
See 隔櫪 

Entering 

Upper. 

95 

R •支 

See 離 

Even  Lower. 

掣 庭掃宅  to  plough  up court-yards  .  and  sweep  away 

buildings, -to  raze  to  the  ground. 

犁韃  a  name  for  Ta-ch‘iii. 
犁旦  the  dusk  before  dawn. 

Catarrh  of  the  bowels. 

白痢。 r 僞痢 diarrhoea. 

紅痢 血痢  dysentery. 

The  white  jasmine 

{jfasjninum  Sambac、 Ait.). 

See  ̂   8006. 

A  species  of  clam  ( Venus 

始虫利  with  a  thick  white 
sKell  and  reddish  edges, 

pickled  for  food. 

Driving  wind  and  rain. 

A  T^fge  iron  caldron. 
Radical  193. 

Read  ko4^.  An  earthen 

pot. 

A  bogy  ；  uncanny. 

Bright  ；  elegant.  To  scat¬ 
ter；  to  oppose. 

m 

To  stretch  ；  to  spread to  display. 6896 

R •支 

才离 筆  to  wield  a  pen. 

See 魑 

摘藤 如春華 his  compo 

Even  Upper 

sitions  are  as  flowery  as  the 
and  Lower. 

spring, 

M 

6897 

R ■支 

Wild  pears  (Pyrus  sinen¬ 
sis^  Ldl.),  as  opposed  to 梨 

6888.  
“ 

See 離 

Even  Lower. 

漓 2
 

Water  dripping. 

6898 

淋璃  dripping,— as  rain. 

P •支 

筆 勢淋璃  his  pen  seems  to 

W 離 

drip, — so  rapidly  does  he  com- 
Even  Lower. 

pose. 璃 溜囉唆  verbose;  prosy. 

璃
2
 

6899 

R 支齊 

C.  h、 lai 

H." 

A  vitreous  translucent 
F,  lie、 lae 
w.  V 

substance.  See  琉 7244 
N. 

5  u 

and  玻 9333. 

M.  / 

Y. 

Sz.  I 

K.  ng-i 

J-  ri 

A./i 
Even  Lower. 

M 

6900 

Good  omens；  lucky 

r •支 

auspices. 

See 離 

- - 

Even  Lower. 

w 

6901 

A  ladle  or  scoop  used 

by  cooks. 

R. 支 

筑萬  an  open  wire  or  bamboo 

See 離 

scoop ;  the  muzzle  put  on  a  mule. 
Even  Lower. 
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6902 

支- 

ven  Lower. 

稹 
6903 

§窗
* RR 

6904 

代  n  Lower. 

2 

6905 

離 
ren  Lower. 

w 
6906 

支霽 
W 
li 

▼ie、SlU 

I 
li 

A  bride’s  sash. 

親 結其綢  their  mothers 
have  tied  their  sashes, — for  their 
weddings. 

結 璃年餘  already  married 
for  more  than  a  year. 

Read  chli\  Sharp  ；  cut¬ 
ting,  as  cold  wind. 

Same  as  6902. 

To  jest；  to  chaff. 

諏 i 世  to  make  fun  of ;  to  ridicule 

en  Lower. 

Poor  wine;  dregs. 

To  separate,  as  opposec 

to 合 3947  and  聚 3061 
;  to  be  dispersed；  to 

leave.  To  meet  with;  to 
fall  into.  Drooping.  The 
3rd  Diagram.  Used  for 

6940.  卽 878， 附 

369。，  流  7248,  and  仳 
9044. 

離合  Partings  and  meetings. 
離憂  the  sorrow  of  parting  ；  see 
3062. 

離 此不遠  not  far  from  here 

不近 （OT 即） 不離 not  near 
and  not  far,— about;  more  or  less. 

離開  to  separate;  to  put  ap^rt； 
to  go  farther  off. 

杷 他們離 開一勲 put 
them  a  little  apart. 

離開 坐 位  t。 leave  one’s  seat. 
他 同 他夂母 要離開 
he  wants  to  separate  from  his 
father  and  mother. 

離 不開手  never  out  of  one’s hand. 

離 2
 

6906 

不離手  never  tJiking  away  the 
hand, — continually. 

離別  to  separate;  to  part. 

近曰離 ，遠 曰別  li  refers to  short  distances,  pieh  to  long 
ones. 

生離果 勝死別 it  is  at rate  better  to  be  separated 
in  life  than  divided  by  death. 

爵隹水  to  keep  out  the  wet,— as a  rain-coat. 

離散  dispersed;  scattered. 
爵 L  離  disorder  and  dispersion. 

離 心雛德  divided  in  heart 

離1
 

6906 

as and  divided  in  practice, 
ministers  who  do  not  work  to 

gether;  irreconcilable. 

馬 不離鞍 the  horse  not separated  from  the  saddle, 一 as 
cavalry  prepared  for  emergen 
cies,  etc. 

離書  a  deed  of  separation between  husband  and  wife. 

出 離輪廻  to  escape  from the  circle  of  re-births, 一 as  do 
those  who  lead  eminently  vir¬ 
tuous  lives. 

離 逖爾土  banishing  you  far from  your  country. 

離任  to  leave  one’s  post. 

離 門離戶  far  from  house and  home. 

雕山窵 遠 far  aPart- 
離緖  the  bond  of  love  between 
absent  persons. 

離經  wayward;  froward. 

不 大離經 （Qr 形 ） n()t  s。 far  off;  near  the  mark;  not  bad. See  6029. 

離乎理  incorrect;  improper, 

釀 天  the  grief, less  heaven, - one  of  the  thirty-three  Buddhist heavens. 

離人  an  absent  husband;  a 
Ulysses.”  See  思  10,271 

離家  to  leave  home. 

離居  to  leave  one’s  home. 

_ 席 離 ii  to  leave  the table, — as  after  a  meal. 

用離間  chien、 g-|-  to  sow  dis¬ sensions. 

離孫  sons  of  a  sister’s  sons. 

陳_  to  spread  out. 

6907 

R •支 

See 離 

Even  Lower. 

m 

6908 

R •支 

See 離 

Even  Lower. 

不 離于裏  did  I  not  dwell 
in  the  womb  of  my  mother? 
See  7679. 

魚 網之設 ，鴻 則離之 
it  was  a  fish-net  that  was  set, 
and  a  wild  swan  has  fallen  into 
it.  Used  in  the  sense  of  rogues 
escaping  while  good  men  get 
implicated. 

故 離此患  hence  these  mis¬ 
fortunes. 

離騷 w  9581. 
載 離寒暑  I  have  passed 
through  heat  and  cold. 

_雕  without  effort;  unconsci¬ 

ously. 

其 實離離  their  fruit  hangs 
down  unconsciously  (as  it  were) 

離 坐離立  sitting  and  stand ing  in  pairs. 

雕竒  warped;  twisted. 
Read  ling、 • 

離枝  Ling-chih  (place-name). 

A  kind  of  white  hat,  the 

接蟲， adorned  with  egret feathers. 

羃最  a  wrapper  or  yashmak, worn  in  ancient  times  by  ladies 

of  the  palace  when  going  abroad. 

A  bamboo  or  wattle 
fence. 

沒有不 透風 的籬笆 
there  is  no  fence  which  won’t  let 
the  wind  through, — walls  hav*e ears. 

籬 牢狗不 A  if  the  fence is  strong,  the  dogs  can’t  enter, 

寄人難 下 to  sit  under another  man’s  fence,  —  to  be 

dependent. 

_ 竹  bamboos  suitable  for 
fences, 

簿離  Palings  and  fences. 

村 墟籬落  villages  and  farm¬ 

steads. 

昔籬  a  trellis  for  peas  to  climb 
up. 

東輯隹 色 a  name  for  the 
China  aster. 



870 

6909 

SI 
6910 R. 支 

See 雕 

Even  Lower. 

nam.4 M 

6911 
r •支霽 
QJei.lai 

See 勵 

K.  n^ye^  ryi、 
rU‘  • 

A.  le 

Even  and 

Sinking 
Lower. 

Same  as  6907. 

Grass  weeds. 

被以江 ii 

of  grass.  * 

Read  Id1, 

wearing 
coat 

江藤  a  fragrant  plant,  used  in 
the  Li  Sao  to  signify  minor 
officials. 

謫去詠 q 蘸  dismissed, you  hum  the  Chian g  /o, 一 mean¬ 

ing  the  Li  Sao,  written  by  Ch‘U 
P‘ing  after  dismissal. 

Beautiful  ；  elegant.  To 

pass  into.  Number.  To 

depend  on  -  to  be  connected 

with.  Used  for  鹿  a  deer. 

麗人  a  beauty. 

美麗  beautiful. 

華麗  ornamental. 

秀麗  elegant, — as  a  fine  com¬ 
position. 

麗  elegant  phraseology. 

麗以則  beautiful  according  to 
rule, 一 as  artificial  poetry.  See 
13,246. 

^  dressed  up;  got  up, 一 of 

lady’s  appearance. 

麗服  well  dressed. 

麗都  magnificent;  beautiful. 

壯麗  grand、 imposing,  —  as 
buildings. 

麗 于衣食  fastidious  in  food and  dress. 

奢麗  extravagance  and  display. 

魚麗 于雷  the  fish  pass  into the  basket. 

其 麗不億  in  number  more 
than  hundreds  of  thousands, 

6911 

儷
 a 

691 

R. 霽 

See 勵 

Sinking 

Lower. 

嫣1
 

69i3 

R. 支 

See 離 

Even  Lower. 

附麗  joined;  attached;  ap¬ 
pended. 

麗江府  a  Prefecture  in  Yun¬ 
nan. 

高 麗 ot 尚句麗 Korea- See  478. 

A  pair;  a  couple. 

伉儷  a  married  couple.  See 

59i8. 
失儷  to  lose  one’s  wife. 

束 帛儷皮 a  rdl  of  silk and  a  couple  of  skins, — ancient 
betrothal  presents. 

Name  of  a  daughter  娘 

姬  of  a  chieftain  of  the 

西戎  western  barbarians, who  was  captured  by  晉 

獻公  Duke  Hsien  of  Chin, 
b.c.  672,  and  became  the 

mother  of  several  ill-fated 

pretenders  to  the  father’s throne. 

were  the  descendants  of  the 
Sharigs. 

不 克開于 民之麗 he 
would  not  promote  the  means 

of  the  people’s  support. 

獄之麗  the  circumstances  of 
penal  cases. 

麗刑  to  be  exposed  to  punish¬ 
ment. 

麗澤  mutual  assistance  of 
friends. 

6914 

R. 紙 

C.  v.  lai1- 

See 履 

J.  shi 

A.  //,  li 

Rising  Upper. 

To  stare  at；  to  glare  at. 

.種 2 

69t5 

R .支 

W 離 

Even  Lower. 

羅5
 

6916 

R •支紙 

C.  csdi、csz 

H.  csai,  /«° F.  S.lac^su^sac 

See 曬璽 

K.  ngi、s& 

J.  ri、 shi A.  ti 
Even  and 

Rising  Lower 
and  Upper. 

Grain  growing  in  rows. 

緑 野嘉禾 棑榻欐 
beautiful  grain  in  the  green  fields 
spreads  out  in  many  a  row. 

To  bind  ；  a  rope.  Also 

read  hsi\  See  83 10. 

拂  M  維之  fastened  by rope, — as  a  boat. 

冠綱  the  strings  of  a  cap. 
Read  shihz.  Long; 

dangling. 

颯縐  dangling  and  flapping. See  3385. 

6917 

R •紙 

離 
Rising  Lower. 

To  walk  along  in  crowds 

4^ 

酈 

6918 

r •錫支 

S« 離櫪 

often  read 

“麗 

Even  and 

Entering 

Name  of  a  place  in  th 

魯  Lu  State.  A  marqui 
sate,  under  the  Han  dyr 

asty,  in  Honan. 

Lower. 

鼴 

6919 

R .支 

% 離麗 

Even  Lower. 

m 

6920 

R •齊支 

See 麗離 

Even  Lower. 

鶸2
 

6921 

R •齊支 
s- 鱺 

Even  Lower. 

秣'
 

6922 

R •錫 

SeeM 

Entering 

Lower. 

A  black  horse. 

四 驢濟濟 her  four  blac 
horses  are  beautiful. 

盜騸 &  name  of  one  of  ̂  
Mu  Wang’s  eight  famous  horse 

驪駒  a  gallant  steed. 

喔駕  a  Pair horses* 

喜喔之 睡  rejoiced  t。 find  h dragon  (wife)  asleep,- — to  catc 
her  napping. 

驪城  an  old  name  for  撫 1 
Fu-ning  Fu  in  Chihli. 

Read  ch>H 

a  District  in  Kansu] 

under  the  Han  dynasty. 

The  fresh-water  ee called  顧臟. 

腸  Eclipta  alba， Hassk.,  tl: 
expressed  juice  of  which  is  use 
to  dye  the  hair  black. 

The  oriole,  known  a 

黃鶸。 r 鷉子-  See  600: 

Rare;  seldom  met  witl 



87: li 

4.* 曆 
6923 

錫 
I.  let^  lak 

eelS 
Entering 
Lower. 

W 

6924 

〔•錫 
Hit、 Ut、 lak 

ee 

•  reki、 riaku 
Uik 

Entering 
Lower. 

The  original  form  of  歷 

6924,  altered  to  avoid  the 

use  of  the  personal  name 

of  the  Emperor  乾隆 

Ch‘ien  Lung. 

To  calculate.  Of  or 

belonging  to  the  calendar  ； 

see  4547.  To  pass  through  ； 

to  hold,  as  a  post  •  in  order  ； 

successive.  [Was  Ch‘ien 

Lung’s  pers.  name,  altered 
to 曆  , now  written  歷； ⑽ 

5217.  The  Emp.  wished 

林  to  be  substituted  for  科 
in  all  characters  where  it 

appears.]  See  6923,  1538. 

歷象日 月星辰  to  calcu¬ 
late  and  delineate  the  move¬ 

ments,  etc.,  of  the  sun,  moon, 
and  stars. 

歷數  to  enumerate ;  the  calen- 
daric  calculations;  destiny. 

天 之歷數 在汝躬 the 
divinely-ordered  succession  (to 
the  throne)  is  vested  in  you. 

陽歷  the  calendar,  inclusive 
of  the  extra  half  day  of  each 

lunation,  as  opposed  to  陰歷 

computation,  from  which  the 

half  ,  day  is  excluded. 

歷 書  an  almanac. 

皇歷  the  Imperial  or  official 
almanac,— issued  annually  by  the 
Imperial  astronomers  in  Peking. 

歷法  astronomy. 

西歷  the  foreign  calendar. 

歷 家  astronomers. 

閲歷 or  辉歷 to  pass  through; 
to  experience. 

歷經  have  {or  have  been)  suc¬ 
cessively. 

歷閱  to  have  experienced  all 
kinds  or  conditions. 

歷盡凄 凉境1  have  been 
through  all  kinds  of  miseries. 

歷二 縣五郡 he  had  twice 
held  the  post  of  Dist.  Magistrate, 
and  five  times  that  of  Prefect. 

不歷位 而相與 W  nc)t 
to  change  places  to  speak  to  one 

•another, 一 a  rule  at  Court. 

w 6924 

sr 
6925 

R •錫 

See 握 

Entering 

Lower. 

6926 

R. 錫 

See 極 

Entering 

Lower. 

歷人  harbourers  of  criminals. 

歷世  to  pass  through  the  world. 

歷 飮而退  to  drink  in  turn and  depart. 

練  experienced;  to  train. 

歷 安無異  has  hitherto  been uniformly  satisfactory. 

歷禁  long-standing  prohibition. 

歷年  year  after  year;  for  years 

past. 

_ ，歷年 幾何  what
  year 

is  it  according  to  your  national 
calendar  ? 

歷 今年久  for  many  years 
past  up  till  now. 

歷久  for  a  long  time  past. 

歷  日  successive  days;  a  diary. 

歷朝  chlaol  or  歷代  success¬ ive  dynasties. 

歷來  hitherto. 來歷  antecedents.  See  6679. 

說 知來歷  to  inform  as  to one’s  antecedents. 

歷 歷可考  each  detail  is capable  of  verification. 

歷情  to  set  forth  details  in  order. 

歷陳  to  narrate  in  order. 

歷階  progressive  steps. 

歷節  according  to  rule. 

歷亂  in  confusion. 
歷山  name  of  a  hill  in  Shansi, where  Shun  ploughed. 

歷示  to  submit  (something)  to 
the  inspection  of. 

歷英  see  1135,  7957- 

To  cut  open ,  as  an 
animal. 

Noise  of  splitting,  crack¬ 

ing,  crashing,  etc. 

w 

6927 

R •錫 

II.  lit 

See 歷 

Entering 

Lower. 

w 

6928 

R •錫 

C.  lik)、 Uh^ 

See 福 

Entering 

Lower. 

w 

6929 

R •錫 

C-  lik,  lek 

K./ak 

F.  lik,  leik 

See 磨 

Entering 

Lower. 

w 

6930 

R •錫 

See 極 

Entering 

Lower. 

A  species  of  oak.  A 
stable. 

馬握 a  stabie. 
老 驥伏櫪 ，志 在千里 
the  old  horse  is  in  the  stable, 

but  in  spirit  he  is  still  the  horse 
of  1,000  li  a  day. 

櫪槲  an  instrument  for  squeez¬ ing  the  fingers  to  extort  evidence, 
一 not  allowed  under  the  present 
dynasty. 

霞 ;lj^  frames  on  which  silkworms 
spin  cocoons. 

A  drop  ；  to  drip  ；  to 

strain.  Used  with  6924. 

飮盡餘 瀝 t0  drink  t。 the 
last  drop. 

瀝血  to  drip  Wood. 非瀝血 之好， 此醜不 

可揚也  had  you  not  been 
the  close  friend  you  are,  I  would 

not  have  told  you  of  this  disgrace. 

涙 瀝瀝下  tears  trickled 
down. 

竹 渥  bamboo  sap. 

瀝靑  gum,  resin,  etc. 

瀝情 禀求1  earnestly  im¬ 

plore. 

瀝懇 t。  earnestly  importune. 

瀝寃  to  pour  forth  one’s  sor¬ 
rows. 

渥陳  or  瀝申  to  represent 
in  detail. 

Lumps  ；  swellings. 

蚊咬 生擦癧 the  moscluito* 
bite  has  swelled  into  a  lump, 

a  swelling  of  the  glands. 

A  black  goat. 



H.I 

693I 
R. 錫
 

See 握
 

Entering 

Lower. 

Entering 

Lower. 

m 
6933 

r •錫 

N.  v.  leV- 

See 歷 

Entering 

Lower. 

产 
6934 R •支 

Sec 離 

Even  Lower. 

w 
6935 

、、支 

See 離 

Even  Lower. 

m 
6936 

支豪 
^ 離 

Even  Lower. 

愁
 2 

m 
6937 

< 支 
See_ 

Even  Lower. 

A  plant  like  mustard. 

See  寧  1 1, 28 1. 

The 

wheel, 

wheel. 

track  or  rut  of  a 

To  crush  under  a 

吳人 喔轆欺 我如此 
confound  this  man  of  Wu,  for 

humbugging  me  like  this. 

〆 

A  clap  of  thunder. 

霹靂響  the  splitting  noise  of 
thunder. 

w 

6938 

R 支肴 See 離 

Even  Lower. 

釐
 2 

6939 

R •支 

P.  i//,  zs1ii、 Jisi 
M.  Ui、chsi 

cf •禧 

Even  Lower 

and  Upper. 

To  split  ；  to  rive  ；  to 

crack  ；  to  chap. 

A  widow. 

嫠婦  a  widow. 血 to  relieve  the  widowed. 

嫠 也何害  she  is  a  widow, 
what  harm  is  there  ? — in  her 

surname  not  being  different  from 
that  of  her  intended  husband. 

擊不 恤其緯 the  widow 
does  not  pay  attention  to  her 

woof, — but  is  anxious  only  about 
herself. 

A  tuft  of  hair;  a  tail. 

牛楚  a  fly-brush  or  whisk,  made 
from  the  tail  of  the  yak. 

毛營  a  carpet  made  of  hair. 

Spittle;  mucus；  the  slime 
on  fishes. 

The  a  grunting  ox”  or  yak 
of  Tibet  {Bos  grunniens). 

Happiness.  To  regulate. 

To  give.  The  third  place 
after  the  decimal  point;  the 

thousandth  part  of  a  兩 

tael  [see  3S73)  ；  a  cash  ； 

small  ；  minute. 

鴻 詹 (心2  or  Jisi'、 great  happi-, ness. 

釐制  or  釐定  to. regulate；  to arrange. 

允 釐百工  to  regulate  the various  officers. 

降 二 女  he  sent  down  his two  daughters, — -to  be  the  wives 
of  Shun. 

命 畢公保 釐東郊 
the  duke  of  Pi  to  pro- 

regulate  the  eastern 

6939 

nit 1 

罹 
6940 . 

R. 古 

F.  li? 

See 離 

Even  Lower. 

ordered 

tect  and 
frontier. 

M  W  i  there  is  giv
en  to you  an  heroic  wife.  See  6434. 

王 董爾成  the  king  has  Siven 
you  perfect  rules. 

釐分  minute ;  scanty;  few. 

釐 分之間  between  a  cash and  a  candareen, — trifling. 

毫釐 不錯  not  a  ten  thou¬ sandth  nor  a  thousandth  wrong. 

差 之一釐 ，失 之千里 
an  error  of  a  li1  means  an  error 
of  1000  (Si  paulum  summo^ 
etc.)/ 

淸  to  pay  to  the  last  cash. 

無釐用  not  the  least* use. 
革  to  exterminate. 

釐金 ot 釐捐  Hkin  or  lekin, — a  tax,  originally  of  one  cash 
per  tael  on  all  sales,  voluntarily 

imposed  upon  themselves  by  the 

people,  with  a  view  of  making 
up  the  deficiency  in  the  land- 
tax  of  China  caused  by  the  T‘ai- 

p‘ing  rebellion,  etc.  Often  called 

the  “’war  tax.” 

詹  and  ordinary  duties. 

釐捐 總局。 r 捐釐總 

局。1 •釐務 總局 a  centra> office  for  the  collection  of  Hkin. 

6941’
 

R •齊 支. 

See  秀 $ 

Even  Lower. 

黎 

6941a 

苹 

6941  汐 
黎 
6942 

R. 齊
 

H.  /az\  li 

See 

Even  Lower, 

LI 

蠻捐局  a  likin  branch  offic 

釐卡  a  likin  barrier. 
釐照  a  likin  certificate. 
地釐  physical  geography. 

詹孽 twins. 
Sorrow  ；  troubles.  T 

fall  into  ；  to  incur  ；  use 

with  6906.  See  9565. 

逢 此百罹  we  are  meetir 
with  all  these  evils. 

無父 毋詰罹 tQ  cause  r 
sorrow  to  their  parents. 

我獨 于権。 nly  1  am  ful1  ( 

misery. 

罹 其凶害  to  be  a  victim  ( 
his  malice. 

自  j 匯  ̂   to  incur  sevei punishment. 

A  dark  sallow  colour. 

黧黃  the  oriole  {Oriolus  chinei 

sis). 

Correct  form  of  6888. 

Correct  form  of  688^. 

Black ；  black-ha：ired 

Light,  as  soil. 
黎民。 ■•羣 黎 a 黎激 
the  black-haired  people,  —  th< 
Chinese. 

黎人。 r 黎毋  the  aborigine： 
of  Hainan. 

黎 巢其中 ，民 環其外 
aborigines  hold  the  middle,  Chi 

nese  occupy  the  sea-coast, 一 o Hainan. 

民 靡有黎  there  were  nc 
black-haired  men  left  among  the 

people, — only  grey-headed  men 

萬 邦黎獻  the  black-hairec 
worthies  of  the  various  States 
一 i,e.  all  the  wise  men  of  the 
black-haired  race. 

黎明  early  dawn;  day-break. 
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6942 

m 

6943 

' .支 
See 梨 
Even  Lower. 

m 

6944 

黎 

6945 

齊 
:. lai 

i.  // 

7.  lae 

. rei,  rai 
、lc 

Even  Lower. 

nl 

6946 

鹿 
3 

JSL 

6947 

1 •薺 
ee 禮
 

Using  Lower, 

黎豆  a  small  black  bean,  found 
in  Kiangnan,  a  decoction  of 

which  is  drunk  to  remove  night- 
sweats. 

厥  土靑黎  the  soil  was 
greenish  and  light. 

黎城縣  a  District  in  Shansi. 

黎平府  a  Prefecture  in  Kuei- chou. 

黎鷄兒  the  black  drongo 
[Dicrurus  cathxcus). 

To  split；  to  rive. 

Same  as  6899. 

A  weed  common  in  N. 

China 、Chenopodium  album、 

L.).  A  kind  of  bramble.  A 

vegetable ;  see  5332.  N ame 

of  a  kind  of  jade. 

黎蘆  hellebore  ( Vcratrum  ni¬ 
grum^  L.,  and  V.  album、 L.). 

藜杖  an  old  man’s  staff. 

燃黎圖  Picture  Of  lighting  the 
staff, 一 alluding  to  the  story  of 

劉向  Liu  Hsiang,  who,  when 
engaged  upon  a  recension  of  the 
Classics,  was  visited  at  night 

by  an  old  man,  calling  himself 

太乙  , and  received  from  him, 
by  the  light  of  his  lighted  staff, 
the  whole  of  the  work  required, 

together  with  a  copy  of  the  Great 
Plan. 

配 黎四施  separating  in  all 
directions, — as  a  mountain  tor¬ 
rent. 

梁 有懸藜  in  the  Liang  State  j 
there  was  a  precious  kind  of  jade. 

Same  as  6949.  • 

A  vessel  used  in  sacri¬ 
ficing 

R, 

跑 
3 

侃 

6948 

•薺 

See. 禮 

Rising  Lower. 

禮’
 

6949 

R. 薺 

C.  lai 

H./l 
F.  lae 
VV.  // 

M.  // 
Y. 

Sz.  I 

K,ye 

J.  rei,  rai 
A./e 

Rising  Lower. 

Name  of  an  independent 

Department,  and  also  of  a 

river  in  Hunan,  one  of  the 

affluents  of  the  Tung-tling lake. 

Ceremony  {see  2260) ; 

etiquette  ；  politeness.  Pre¬ 
sents  ̂   offerings.  Worship 
See  8284,  13,781. 

禮者所 以情貌  ceremony is  the  outward  expression  of 
inward  feeling. 

to  be  wanting  in  ceremony 

or  politeness. 

禮 失則昏  a  breach  of  eti quette  betrays  mental  confusion See  6679. 

熟 不狗禮  intimate  friends do  not  stand  on  ceremony. 

不要 构禮 don’t  stand  on 
ceremony. 

莫 善於禮  there  is  nothing like  politeness,— for  gaining  ends. 

禮 幸可以 治兵也 you 
can’t  handle  soldiers  by  cere¬ 
mony. 

禮  _ ■禮數  _  6。89)  eti - quette;  a  ceremony;  a  formality. 

纂 訂學節  t。 comPile  a  hand - book  of  ceremonial  observances. 

多; 想禮度  always  comrait - ting  breaches  of  ceremonial  or 
etiquette. 

with  every  mark  of  cere¬ 
mony. 

_  civilisation. 禮宜  ordinary  courtesy  or  good feeling. 

禮從宜 ，使 從俗， u°w the  usages  suited  to  a  (given) 

position,  and  practise  the  cus¬ toms  of  the  country  visited. 

無 禮不通  brutal  ignorance； boorishness. 

再 休無禮 d。 nQt  be  nide 
again. 

不通禮  to  be  wanting  in courtesy. 

禮意  a  courteous  feeling. 

禮 文  courteous, -in  demeanour. 

禮儀  ceremonial. 

禮 
3 

6949 

禮 儀廉恥  PQliteness， deco~ rum,  integrity,  and  sense  of 

shame, - morals. 
-the  four  principles  of 

禮儀 卒 度  aU  the  ceremonies 
according  to  regulation. 

禮貌  p°liteness- 
夂 坐子立 ，禮 貌整齊 

for  the  father  to  sit  and  the  son 

to  stand  is  the  proper  etiquette. 

能 禮貌乎 dQes  he  know 
how  to  behave  ? 

jjj 豊法  rules  of  society;  etiquette, 

$ 豊  ̂   the  master  of  the  ceremon ies  at  the  worship  of  Confucius. 

禮之用 和爲貴 in  practis¬ 
ing  rules  of  propriety,  a  natural 
ease  is  to  be  prized. 

家 無常禮  no  ceremony  in private  life. 

禮不卖 ll  wanting  in  politeness 
禮 樂  yox*  (the  Canons  of)  Rites and  Music ;  ceremonial  music, 

as  at  a  wedding;  the  observances 

of  d^ilisation. 

jjj@  complaisant;  yielding. 

禮部  the  Board  of  Rites  at Peking,  which  directs  ceremon 
ial  observances,  literary  dis¬ 
tinctions,  etc. 

房  the  department  in provincial  yamm  which  deals 
with  such  matters  as  are  dealt 

with,  on  a  large，：  scale,  by  the 

Board  of  Rites, 

禮記  the  Book  of  Rites、 — one of  the  canonical  books,  of  Con¬ 
fucianism,  containing  a  number 
of  rules  for  the  performance 
of  ceremonies  and  the  guidance 
of  individual  conduct  under  a 

great  variety  of  conditions  and 
circumstances. 

六 禮  the  six  classes  of  Rites, — 冠  capping, 昏  marriage,  喪 

mourning, 祭  sacrificial  wor¬ 
ship,  ̂   banquets,  and  相見 

meetings  or  visits. 

禮 多不怪 no  one  is  offended by  too  much  politeness. 

禮多 人必詐  a  man  who  is 
over-polite  is  treacherous. 

有 禮服得 君王道 
politeness  gains  the  •  confidence 

of  princes. 
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有禮走 遍天下 with  P。 
liteness,  one  can  travel  to  the 
ends  of  the  earth. 

無禮寸 旁難行  without politeness,  it  is  difficult  to  go step. 

行禮  to  perform  ceremonial  j  to 
salute,  as  when  introduced  to  a 

•stranger,  etc. 

作此官 ，行 此禮  follow 
the  ceremonial  of  the  rank  to 

which  you  belong. 

還禮  to  return  a  salute. 

服禮 or 陪禮服 ft  to 
apologise. 

禮體  ProPriety;  decorum. 

越禮  - to  commit  a  breach  of 
etiquette. 

非 禮勿晉  withoutpoliteness, 
do  not  speak. 

送禮  to  send  presents. 

官不打 送禮的 officials 
do  not  bamboo  present-bearers. 

禮物  presents. 
遠近 禮贄一 切斷之 
as  to  ceremonial  presents  from 

far  and  near,  he  altogether 

abolished  them, 一 of  the  Emp. 
Yuan  Ti,  a.d.  318. 

禮單。 r  禮帖  an  inventory 
of  presents  sent;  the  second  is 

also  an  acknowledgment  of 
wedding  presents. 

謝禮  a  fee;  a  present  for  work 
done 

以錯爲 謝禮 tc)give(Ch‘ao) 
Ts‘o  as  a  sop  to  his  enemies. 

水禮  water  presents,  一  fruit ; 
eatables. 

乾禮  Ory  presents, 一 bullion. 
禮錢  cash  used  for  presents  to 

priests,  etc. 

得 禮還禮 ，總 不過意 
though  a  present  is  returned  for 

the  present  received,  one  is  stir 
not  satisfied, 一 there  is  the  good 
intention  of  the  original  sender 
which  remains  unrequited. 

禮 輕 人意蓴 the  present  is trifling  but  tlie  intention  is  good. 

過山禮  the  contributions  of 
a  District  Magistrate  and  a 

Prefect  to  a  passing  學台 
Literary  Chancellor,  are  so  called. 

禮書  documents  sent  by  the 
parties  arranging  a  marriage  on 

臚1
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& 鈉徵  “sending  of  proof, 

aijd  ?  the  納幣  “sending  of 

silks.”  
1 

聘禮 •定 禮。1 ■金禮 betrothal  presents. 

禮燭  man*iage  candles. 

禮事鋇  betrothal  money. 

狻月餘 就禮於  about  a month  afterwards,  he  was  mar¬ 
ried  to ... . 

醴 3
 

69S° 

R •薺 

H.  ctH 

See 禮 

Rising  Lower. 

R- 

69Sr 

薺 

See 禮 

Rising  Lower. 

禮拜  to  worship;  to  make 
obeisance, 一 a  native  term,  first 
used  of  Buddhist  worship,  and 

adopted  by  foreigners. 

禮拜 冰雪顔 i  worshipped the  icy  countenance, — of  a  jade 
Buddha. 

衆 猴即拱 服禮拜 
thereupon  all  the  monkeys  did 
homage  to  him. 

禮拜日  Sunday. 
禮拜三  Wednesday. 
禮拜堂  a  church ;  a  chapel; a  cathedral. 

禮拜寺  a  mosque. 禮觀  the  Buddhist  Scriptures. 

禮縣  a  District  in  Kansuh. 

A  non-alcoholic  or  very 

slightly  alcoholic  drink,  not 
clarified  [see  2260)  ；  wine 

made  overnight；  sweet  wine. 

且 以酌醋 along  with  a  cup of  non-alcoholic  wine. 

酒醴  alcoholic  and  non-alco¬ holic  wines. 

醴湾 不設  not  to  set  out  non¬ alcoholic  wine, 一 to  treat  guests 

negligent! 广  as  楚戊王 be 
havecl  to  the  learned  參生. 

甘醴  sweet  wine. 醴泉  pure  fountain- water,  —  a 
name  lor  good  wine. 

醴泉縣  a  District  in  Shensi. 
A  mullet  with  seven 

spots  on  its  body,  from 
which  it  has  been  called 
the 七 星魚. 

w 
6952 

R. 紙 

C.  lei 

H.  /i° 

F./i 

W./ii 
N. /? 

P. 

A  shoe.  To  tread；  tc 
walk.  Ceremonies  (= 禮) 

because  ceremonies  are  per 

formed  by  footsteps.  Alsc 

read  luz.  See  6281. 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 

Hi 

ti Rising  Lower. 

鱧魚  the  snake-fish  {Ophioce- phalus  argus).  See  6953. 

鞋履。 1 ■履舄  shoes. 

履 馬琴錯  shoes  crossing- 
a  hurrying  to  and  fro. 

草菅履  straw  sandals  worn  in 

mourning. 

編履  to  make  sandals.. 身 脤 朝衣而 足綦議 
dressed  in  uniform  witl 

carpet-slippers  on. 
the  sole  of  a  shoe. 

截推而 適其履 to  cut  ofl 
one’s  toes  to  make  one’s  shoe:' 
fit. 

劍 履上殿 t0  g。 inl。 
•palace  with  s'vord  and  shoes  onj 

cont.  to  etiquette. 

履盈戶  shoes  filled  his  door 
— crowds  of  people  came. 

上階 脫雙履  on  going  uj! the  steps  (of  the  shrine),  I  tool: 
off  my  shoes. 

跡履之 所出而 跡豈, 

哉  footprints  are  made  bj shoes :  they  are  not  the  shoeij 
themselves. 

珠履 三千客  three  thou 
sand  retainers  with  pearl-em broidered  shoes, — had  _ 

Ch‘un  Shen  in  the  feudal  times 

牛羊勿 踐履1 et  p。1. th, 
cattle  and  sheep  trample  them 

不敢煩 尊駕動 1 
I  would  not  venture  to  troubh 

you  to  come. 

^  pedigree ;  ancestry. 

履 歷 手本  particulars  of  ag< 
and  antecedents, — of  an  official 

履任  to  enter  on  one’s  Dost. to  take  up  a  new  appoint 
ment. 

履端  a  name  for  the  first  da) in  the  year, 一 from  the  followinj 
sentence  in  the  /p  :  > 

屐 端於始  begin  with rightness 

屢 我颚夸  she  treads  in  my 
footsteps  and  hastens  away. 
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蠡 
69S3 

R •支齊 

薺 
5 -離麗 
K.  ngi、 nye 
A.  lai 

Even  and 

Rising  Lower. 

立 
69S4 

R •辑 
C.  lap 
H,7i> 
F.  lik 
Hi 
N.  lih 

P;4° 
M.  li 
y./ik 
Sf.// 

4<* 

如 履薄冰  (be  cautious),  as 
though  treading  on  thin  ice, 

可 以履霜  one  can  walk  on 
the  hoar-frost. 

步 履艱難  to  walk  with 
difficulty. 

率 履不越  to  follow  in  the 
(right)  track ,  without  trans 

gression. 

履行 t。  walk;  to  proceed. 
履徳  to  walk  in  the  path  of 

virtue. 

福 履綏之  may  she  repose  in 
her  happiness  and  dignity ! 

A  wood-boring*  insect. 

彭蠡 an  old  name  for  the 

陽  P‘o-yang  lake  in  Kiangsi. 
蠡魚  the  snake-fish  (fiphioce- 
phalus  argus). 

Read  /P.  A  gourd；  a 
calabash. 

以 蠡測海  to  measure  out 
the  sea  with  a  ladle, — of  an  Im¬ 

possible  task.  [In  this  instance, 
the  word  is  said  to  refer  to  the 

large  scallop-shell  often  used  as 
a  water-ladle]. 

蠡截  in  rows;  the  appearance 
of  plots  of  vegetable  gardens 
viewed  from  a  height. 

Read  li^.  To  cut  ofif  1  to 
partition. 

參翁  to  divide, 一- an  old  term 
used  in  the  Ch(u  State. 

Read  /o2.  A  shell-fish 
a  mussel. 

蠡 蚌閉戶  the  mussel  and 
the  oyster  close  their  doors, 一 so 
the  wise  man  will  retire  within 
himself. 

To  stand  up  (see  10,343)； 

to  make  to  stand  ；  to  set 

up  ：,to  fix；  to  establish；  to 

draw  up;  to  execute,  as  a 

deed.  Immediately；  on  the 

spot  ；  forthwith；  Radical 
117/ 

立 在當路  to  stand  in  the 
middle  of  the  road. 

立 
69S4 

K.  rij>,  ngip 

J.  ritsz 

A.  lep 

Entering 

Lower. 

旁立着  standing  at  the  side 

JJL  樞  a  wardrobe. 

赤立  to  stand  naked, — to  be  in 
great  distress. 

三 十而立  at  thirty,  I  stood 
firm, — said  by  Confucius. 

而 立  thirty  years  of  age, — taken from  the  above. 

方 當而立  now  30  years  of| 
age. 

理慾 不並立  principle  and passion  cannot  stand  together 

孤立 無助  alone  and  un 
aided. 

立住 脚問道  jumped  up and  asked,  saying . 

自立  w  12,365. 
自覺 立脚不 住 ， he could  not  stand  up. 

立定脚  to  fix  the  feet  firmly. 

立限  to  fix  a  limit. 
立國  to  found  a  kingdom 
立 W  established  truths;  dicta. 

立家  to  establish  a  family 
立業  to  found  a  patrimony； 
to  establish  an  institution  or method. 

立檀  to  set  up  an  altar. 
立名  to  establish  one’s  reputa¬ tion. 

立功  to  establish  one’s  merit, — 
as  by  some  great  action. 

established. 

立妾  to  take  a  concubine. 

立嗣。 r 立繼 t。 adopt heir. 

立室  to  marry  a  wife. 

立品 or 立 人品 to  bi 
respectable  member  of  society, 

— as  opposed  to  a  rake,  spend¬ 
thrift,  etc. 

古 春  the  beginning  of  spring, 一 
one  of  the  24  solar  terms. [ 立 

is  similarly  u^ed  with  summer, 
autumn,  and  winter.] 

立 志0 r 立 心 or 立意 to 
fix  one’s  resolution；  to  make  up one’s  mind. 

69S4 

立 生意。 1  ±  事  t。 start  a 
business. 

JLL  案  to  institute  proceedings ; 
to  begin  a  case ;  to  record  a  case 

that  it  may  serve  as  a  precedent, 

立約 to  conclude  a  Treaty. 

立合同  to  make  a  contract to  execute  an  agreement. 

立據 m 立 齒單  to  draw up  a  document  in  witness  of  any transaction. 

立 婚書  to  execute  a  marriage 
contract. 

立 此專條  to  draw  up  this special  rule. 

立規條  to  draw  up  rules  or by-laws. 

立具 t。  execute, — as  an  agree 
m€Pt. 

立法  to  make  a  law;  a  legal institution  or  measure. 

立憲  a  political  constitution 
“e  9345 - 

立墳 t。  make  a  cemeteFy 
: fe 刻 or 立 M  or  ji 即 沉 
立速。 r  立  >  or  JLL 
Qr 立等。 r 立而。 r 立行 

immediately;  instantly：  forthwith, 

立 卽下馬  he  immediately got  down  from  his  horse. 

立打 立死  directly  he  was beaten,  he  died 

6955 

Hilly  ；  mountainous. 

R •綺 

See 立 

舆 发  mountainous. 
Entering 

Lower. 

ar 
A  mineral  used  as  an 6956 

r. 緝 

antidote  to  poisons.  The 

sound  of  stones  crashing 

See 立 

together. 

Entering 

Lower. 

笠#
 

6957 

A  wide  conical  hat  of 

bamboo-splints,  chieriy  worn 

by  agricultural  labourers 

R. 緝 

to  protect  them  from  sun 

c •也 

H.  lit and  rain  (see  5651).  A  bas- 

F.  /it; 

ket.  See  2270,  10,200. 



w. 
6957 

L  li^ 
•  lih、 

P. 

M.  //•
 Y.  lik 

Sz.  // 

K.  nip 

[. riu 

A.  /a/,  //，/ 

Entering 
Lower 

Irregular. 
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粒
 4 

69S8 R •緝 
C.  nep^ 
H./ 么 
F.  Idl^ 
w.  /by 
N.  lih 

p.  /i° M./i 

Y.  lik 
Sz.  li 

K.  ngip、yip 

J.  riu 
A.  lap^  /c/>j 

Entering 
Lower. 

69S9 
R •緝 
c.% 
II.  lap、 
F.  lik 
W./i 

N.  lih 
P.  IP 
M./i 

Y.  lik 
Sz.  li 

颯 
d()6o 

一 頂笠。 r  一頂 斗笠 a 
wide  splint  hat. 

一 笠一瓢 ，此 生之事 

業畢矣  a  hat  and  a  gourd 
(sc.  food  and  shelter)  make  up 

the  sum  total  of  man’s  wants. 

東坡 笠展圖 p°rtrait  of 
[611  Tung-p^oJ  in  labourer’s  hat and  clogs. 

葦 笠  a  coarse  conical  straw  hat. 

戴笠  to  be  a  servant. 

炭 裝 one  basket  of  charcoal. 

移 j  笠  baskets  for  carrying  rice- 
shoots  when  transplanting. 

A  single  grain  ；  a  kernel. 

Numerative  of  beads,  but¬ 

tons,  etc.  See  6096. 

一 個粒兒  a  grain. 

一粒昔  a  bean. 

一敉米  a  grain  of  rice. 

飯米粒 兒  grains  of  cooked rice. 

不粒食  not  a  morsel  to  eat. 

^9971. 

絶粒  to  be  without  food;  to 
leave  off  food, 一 as  when  pract¬ 
ising  the  Taoist  system,  with  a 
view  to  immortal  life. 

潘民 乃粒  all  the  people  had 
grain  to  eat. 

6961 

R •緝 

See 立 

6962 

R 寘 

A.  //,  le 

See 利 

K.  nip 

J.  riu A.  lip 

Entering 

Upper. 

A  basket  for  carrying 

pigs;  a  pig-sty. 

猪笠  a  pig-basket. 

旣 入其茺  it  is  already  in  the sty. 

白茧  Blctia  hyacinthina^  R.Br 

See  9529. 

鴆 4? 

Entering 

Lower. 

Sinking 

Lower. 

涖 6963 

薇 6964 

癘
 4 

6965 

R •霽 

See 勵 

Sinking 

Lower. 

厲‘
 

Lower. 

A  small  species  of  king¬ 
fisher  {A Icedo  bengalensis), 

known  as  鴻虎， with  a  red 
bill  and  a  white  breast. 

To  manage  ；  to  transact  ； 
to  exercise  functions. 

莅治  to  rule;  to  govern. 

莅 事惟煩  your  management of  affairs  will  be  full  of  trouble. 

臨 莅百事  to  transact  busi¬ ness  of  all  kinds. 

方 叔莅止 ，其 車三千 
when  Fang  Shu  came  to  take 
the  command,  his  chariots  were 
three  thousand. 

按任。 r 桂位  to  come  into 
office.、 

莅民  to  govern  the  people. 

链 桂下潮  rushing  noisily down, — as  a  torrent. 

Same  as  6962. 

Same  as  6962. 

A  dangerous  disease  ； 

swellings  and  sores  from 

varnish-poisoning.  To  kill. 

疥癘  ulcers;  sores. 

疫癘  a  plague  of  boils. 

不 癘雛鷇  do  not  kill  fledg¬ 
lings. 

6966 

r. 霽 

Sce 勵 

Sinking 

A  whetstone  ；  see  6970 

Severe  ；  dangerous.  Op¬ 

pressive  ； cruel.  Disorder 

厲疾  grievous  illness. 

遘厲虐 疾 he  is  suffering from  a  severe  and  dangerous 
sickness. 

6g66 

予罔厲 殺人1  wil1  cn  n。 account  with  oppression  put  men 
to  death. 

今 兹之正 ，胡 然厲矣 
the  government  of  the  present 

time,  how  oppressive  it  is! 

m 

6967 

r •霧 

u 

C.  lai 
H./f 

F.  lac W. 

N. 

P. 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 

K.  ye、 rye 

J.  rei、 rat A.  lei. 

Sinking 

Lower. 

fM 
6968 

R •霧具 

See 
辣厲 

m 

6969 

R •霧 

See 勵 

Sinking 

Lower. 

誰 生厲階  who  is  responsible for  the  present  evils? 

降 此大厲 (God)  sends  down these  great  calamities. 

嚴 厲  severe;  strict. 
厲民  to  oppress  the  people. 

厲 聲而言  to  speak  in  a  harsh 
tone  of  voice. 

厲  stringent  interdict. 

厲色  to  become  grave. 
厲壇 〜  altar  to  the  spirits  ofl the  dead,  who  are  supposed  to 
be  malevolent  and  have  to  be 

appeased  three  times  a  year. 

厲鬼  a  malicious  spirit. 
厲風  a  violent  wind;  a  cruel custom. 

厲  &  to  sharpen  weapons;  brave 
troops. 

深則厲  if  me  water  is  deep, I  will  cross  in  my  clothes. 

垂 帶而厲  their  girdles  liang- 
ing  elegantly  down. 

To  encourage；  to  incite. 

獎勵 ot 勉勵。 1 ■鼓勵 tc> encourage;  to  rouse  to  effort. 

勵民 t。  encourage  the  people. 

勵志 勵精 to  strengthen 
one’s  determination. 

勵精圖 治  t° d。 °ne，s  utm°st 
to  govern  well. 

用  is  相國家  t。 exert  one- 
self  to  help  the  country. 

A.  lak 
Sinking  and 
Entering 

Lower. 

To  fear. 

Read  la'  Vicious  ；  bad. 

惡懼  wicked ;  cruel. 

To  cross  a  stream  on) 

stepping-stones. 
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6970 

R •霧 

See 勵 
Sinking 
Lower. 

w 

6971 

R •霽泰 
P.  /1,  v.  Ja 
M.  /1,  v.  lai 

Sinking 
Lower. 

6972 

R. 霽 
F.  lae^  v.  tie 

See  ® 
/W 

Sinking 
Lower. 

栗 
6973 

質 
C.  lut 

H.  lit,  lut 
F .  leik  y.  likr 
W.  li 
N. 

P./i3 

sM 小. y./ik 
K  •少 

A  whetstone  ；  to  grinc  . 
A  kind  of  sandstone. 

磨嘱  to  grind;  to  sharpen;  to 
polish. 

互 相砾礪  applying  the 
grindstone  to  each  other, 一 of  the 
mutual  admonitions  of  friends. 

嘱 山帶河  a  whetstone  hill 
and  a  girdle  river, — words  used 
in  the  oath  of  allegiance  admin¬ 

istered  by  the  Emperor  Kao 

Tsu  of  the  Han  dynasty  to  de¬ 
serving  subjects  whom  he  enno¬ 

bled: 一 “Until  the  Yellow  River 

-diminishes  to  the  size  of  a  girdle, 
and  Mt.  T‘ai  to  that  of  a  whet 

stone  (sc.  for  ever〉.’’ 

爲海 水蘑礪 rubbed 
smooth  by  the  sea-water, 

礪石  sandstone. 

周嘱 石爲牆 blocks 
sandstone  formed  the  outside 
wall. 

牡礪  carbonate  of  lime;  chalk 
stone；  mussel-rock. 

Coarse  grain. 

粗糲  bad  grain ;  hence,  coarse 
of  poor  quality. 

精糲 fine  and  coarse. 

糲食  coarse  food. 

Rock  oysters,  as  distin¬ 

guished  from  the  agglomer¬ 
ated  kind. 

牡蠣  male  oysters, — rock  oys 
ters,  Mieved  to  be  all  males. 

蟆殼  oyster-shells. 
乾蠣  dried  oysters. 

mm  oysters  in  their  shells. 

The  chestnut-tree；  a 
chestnut.  Used  for  6976, 

and  with  6974.  [To  be  dis¬ 

tinguished  from  粟  10,340.] 
See  2526. 

果子 板栗 m 茅栗。 r 
風栗  Castanea  vulgaris,  Lam. 
The  first  is  also,  a  chestnut 

東 門之栗  the  chestnut-trees 
at  the  east  gate. 

栗
*
 

,6973 
J.  ritsz A.  let Entering 

Lower. 

w 

6974 

質 

See 操 

Entering 

Lower. 

凓 
6975 

.質 

See 棵 

Entering 

Lower. 

chestnuts. 

水 ，栗  the  fruit  of  Trapa. 

栗色。 i •栗 殼色 chestnut colour, 一 used  of  horses,  and  also 
of  the  colour  of  visiting-cards 
when  in  mourning. 

周 人以栗 細  man  of  Chou (Wen  Wang)  used  the  chestnut- 

tree, — to  plant  round  the  altars 
to  the  spirits  of  the  land. 

使民 戰栗㈣  though  <糜 to  cause  the  people  to  be  afraid. 

石栗  Aleurites  triloba、 Forst., 
and  Quercus  cor，iea， Lour. 

天師栗  the  horse-chestnut (^Esculus  chinensisy  Bge.),  called 

七葉樹  by  the  Japanese 
錐栗  Castanofsis  sinensis , Hance. 

斬行栗  they  cut  down  the chestnut  trees  along  the  route, 

一  which  appear  to  have  been 
used  as  finger-posts. 

麻栗木  teak  wood. 

二之日 栗烈 &  the  days  of 
the  second  moon^  the  air  is  cold 

實 穎實栗 k  hung  down> every  grain  complete. 

積 之栗栗 （the  sheaves)  are set  up  solidly. 

寬而栗  gentle  and  yet  digni- 
fied. 

栗背  on  the  back  of  the  ances¬ tral  tablet. 

Ancestral  tablets,  made 

of  chestnut-wood  on  ac¬ 

count  of  its  durability. 

Cold  ；  chilly. 

凓冽  cold ;  chilly, 

北 風慘凓  the  north  wind pierces  me  through. 

乍 炎乍凓  now  hot,  now cold. 

w 

6976 

R .質 

F.  hik^ 

See 栗 

Entering 

Lower. 
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6977 

R .質 

See 慄 

Entering 

Lower. 

6978 

R •質 

See 操 

Entering 

Lower. 
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6979 

R. 質 

See 

Entering 

Lower. 
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6980 職 
C.  lik H.  lit 

F.  lik 

W./# N.  lih 

P.  /i° 

M.// 

Y.  lik 
Sz.  li 
K.yok 

riki、 rioku 

a.  nk 

Entering 

Lower. 

Afraid  ；  terrified. 

戰慄  quaking  with  fear.  Seel 
6973- 

悚 ‘糜  afraid ;  terrified  at. 

慄 慄危懼 i  am  fearful  and| 
trembling. 

awe-struck；  terror-stricken.! 

不寒而 4 糜  shivering  but  not! 
from  cold. 

To  smooth  by*  drawing) 

through  ’the  hands. 

搮耖線  to  smooth  a  skein  ofj 
thread. 

A  small  Stream  1  n| 
Kiangsu. 

潘水縣 and  i 栗陽縣 〜。| Districts  in  Kiangsu. 

溧洲  an  island  in  the  Yang-tsze,  | 
near  Wuhu. 

Bamboos  used  for  spears, 

punt-poles,  etc.  A  kind  ofl 
horn  or  pipe  [see  901^)1 

used  to  call  horses  together.] 

Physical  effort^  strength  J 

power；  force;  energy.l 
Used  as  a  measure  of  the| 
strength  of  bows,  one  力 

being  equal  to  10  catties. 
See  6566.  Radical  19.  [To| 
be  distinguished  from  刀 10,783.] 

力氣0 r 刃量。 r 力分 I 
{fen、、 physical  strength ;  vigour. 

出力。 r 用力  to  put  forth  I strength;  to  exert  oneself. 

勞力  to  labour  with  the  strength,] — the  sweat  of  the  brow. 

食力 to  live  by  manual  labour.  I 

自 食其力  he  kept  himselfj by  manual  labour. 

量力 而行  estimate  yourj strength  before  acting. 
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6980 

事 不量力  a  wrong  estimate! 
of  one’s  strength, 一 as  when  | 

^  K/ua  Fu  chased  the  sun. 

事常 成於力 之久 
things  are  often  accomplished! 

by  persevering  efforts. 

費力 不討好  to  make  a| 
great  effort  and  yet  not  succeed.  | 

力 不從心 沉心 有餘 f 

力 不足也 strength  not  I 
equal  to  the  will, — the  spirit  | 
willing,  but  the  flesh  weak. 

甚爲 省力 very  labour'| saving. 

不得力  not  up  to  his  work. 

爲力  to  assist, — as  one  person  I another. 

得力  to  be  effectual. 

方 能辦力 thus  only  can| 
[something]  be  effectual. 

得力全 在只今 _ 有 

四字  the  whole  strength  (of| 
the  verse)  lies  in  the  four  words  | 

“yet  to-day  naught  remains/ 

吾 力足以 舉百鈞 ，而 

% 足以 罕一  _ 叫 strength  is  sufficient  to  lift  three! 

thousand  catties  and  yet  not  suf-| 
ficient  to  raise  a  single  feather, - 

the  allusion  being,  in  the  first  | 
case,  to  physical,  in  the  second,  | 
to  moral  force. 

百斤力 1 分 之內 

者也  ioo  /d  is  a  weight  within  I 
your  strength, — for  carrying,  etc.  I 

羲富皆 與有力 and 
poor  gave  according  to  their  I 
means. 

凡物好 aw 之 而有力 

則無 不致也  whatever! 
you  want,  you  can  get  if  you  I 
have  the  power  (sc.  money). 

(f^/J  the  potentialities  of  things,  | 

力 
6980 

— what  they  are  good  for,  what  I 
can  be  got  out  of  them. 

不 知物力  to  be  ignorant  ofl 
the  potentialities  of  things, - 
how  far  they  will  go,  etc. 

生之有 時而 用之亡 
度則物 力必屈 1 
things  produced  in  due  season  I 
are  used  without  limit,  their  I 
potentialities  will  be  contracted.  I 

目力。 r 眼力  power  of  eye; I 
eyesight. 

盡力 or  竭力  with  all  one’s might. 

盡心 力而 爲之 doit  with your  whole  heart. 

力役  personal  service. 

窮 日之力  to  exert  strength a  whole  day. 

聚 力則强  union  is  strength ; united  we  stand.  See  勢  999i. 

力壯。 r 力强。 r 力健 
robust ;  strong. 

力倦  tired ;  worn  out. 
力衰  strength  exhausted;  worn 

R. 

out. 

力薄  deficient  in  strength;  weak 

力學  to  learn  assiduously. 

力辯  to  argue  strenuously. 

力難挽 回 k  is  not  in  my power  to  bring  him  (or  it)  back 

力難 以勝1  could  hardly vanquish  him. 

力 征經營  to  set  earnestly  to work ;  to  bestir  oneself  vigor¬ 
ously;  to  see  to  it. 

力疾  to  do  it  in  spite  of  illness 

力守  to  labour  to  observe;  to confine  oneself  strictly  to. 

此事 我力爲 爾辦1  am doing  my  utmost  for  you  in  this matter. 

力舉  to  strive  to  advance, 

person. 

力 圖  t0  earnestly  strive. 

力顧  to  earnestly  regard. 

力作  to  do  manual  work;  to do  earnestly. 

力行 to  practise  earnestly, 
力求  to  earnestly  strive  or  pray 

力絜 demand  energetically, 

力田  to  till  the  fields;  to  farm 

力  vigour  of  handwriting. 

力金  money  given  to  the  actual bearers  of  presents. 

財力  the  power  of  wealth. 
助 一 ■臂 之力 t。 iend 
helping  hand. 

此弓 幾個力  how  strong 
this  bow? 

力 

6980 

6981 

職 

See 力 

Entering 

Lower. 

w 

6982 

R-職 

See 勒 

Entering 

Lower. 

6983 

R •職.
 

See 力 

簕 6984 

分力  the  resolution  of  forces, 一 in  mechanics. 

並力  the  composition  of  forces. 

五力 

the  five  powers, — of  faith, 

energy,  memory,  meditation, 
and  wisdom,  which  are  nega¬ 
tive  moral  agents  preventing  the 

growth  of  evil.  Sanskrit :  bala 

or  panchabalani, 

捕盜不 力 to  be  slack  in 
efforts  to  arrest  robbers. 

A  high  range  of  moun¬ tains. 

A  small 
of  bamboo. 

Entering 

Lower； 

coarse  variety 

Thorns. 

勞林  bramble-bushes. 
穷竹  thorny  bamboos. 

Water  dripping. 

Same  as  6982. 

荔 
6985 R .寘— 

C.  lai 

H.  VO 

F.  lie2-^  v.  sJie 

W. 

N. 
P. 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. K.  yt^  ngi 

J- 

A.  le 

Sinking 

Lower. 

IS 

The  lichee  (Nepkelim 

litchi、 Camb.).  [Correctl; 
written  荡 •] 

^  ̂the  lichee, — of  which  ther 
are  many  varieties. 

假  I  the  false  lichee  (见 敗 
tonia  chinensis;  D.C.). 

番 s 枝  the  foreign  lichee 厂 
the  custard-apple  (Anona  squt 
mosa、 L.). 

篇枝 5^  lichee  kernels, 一 use 
as  medicine. 

5 枝核色
  the  edC)ur ' 

lichee  stones, — a  rich  brown. 

無 人知道 .1 枝來 ei any  one  knew  it,  the  lichees  ha 
arrived.  See  3482. 
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薺 
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Sinking 
Lower. 

茲  perhaps  Ficus  fovcolatay 
Wall.  See  8960. 

帶 s  girdled  with  ivy. 

Same  as  6985. 

Tribulations  ;  calamity'； 
miseries.  To  transgress. 

To  do  violence.  To  come 

to；  to  stop；  to  settle.  Per¬ 

verse  ； wicked ;  rebellious. 

兩 己相戻 tw0 己， back  to 
back, -make  up  the  symbol  写 巨； 
see  3702. 

天降 戾于周 f  God  is 
sending  down  calamities  upon 
Chou. 

降 此大戻  sending  down 
these  great  miseries. 

未知 獲戾 于上下 
I  know  not  but  that  I  shall 

offend  the  powers  aboV'e  and below. 

哲 人之愚 ，亦 維斯戻 
the  stupidity  of  the  wise  man  is 

from  his  doing  violence  to  his 
natural  character. 

無 遠用旲  there  is  no  dist¬ 
ance  from  which  (people)  will 

not  come  to  you, — if  you  govern 
well. 

B  飛炅天  soaring  to  the 
heavens. 

靡所 M 止  there  is  no  means 
of  settling, 一 the  troubles. 

未 戻厥心  they  have  not 
stilled  their  minds. 

vicious ;  cruel ;  savage. 

乖  perverse ;  insubordinate. 

戾愆  sin；  crime. 
^  a  punishable  offence. 

風戾以 食之 to  dry  in  the 
open  air. 

The  cry  of  a  heron,  wild 

goose,  etc. 

天  to  call  out  in  the  sky,— 
as  a  passing  crane. 

風聲 鶴唳草 木皆兵 
the  whistling  of  the  wind,  the 

cry  of  a  crane,  trees  and  plants, 

唳 4
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m 
6992 
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r •霧 

See 
Sinking 

Lower, 

dbfc: ‘ 
m 6994 

R-霧 

See 戾 

Sinking 

Lower. 

all  are  soldiers, 一 to  the  nervous. 

Cf.  Each  bush  an  officer. 

各 寺僧風 聲鶴唳 
nervous  attitude  of  priests  at 

the  various  temples, 一 as  to  what 

is  going  to  happen  to  them. 

Sad  ；  distressed. 

懍恹  sorrowful;  melancholy. 

A  plectrum  for  playing 

on  stringed  instruments.  To 

strike,  as  the  strings  of  a 

guitar.  See  6991. 

捩三縱  to  play,  the  guitar. See  4483. 

捩了  一捩  drew  (a  knife) across, 一 as  if  to  cut. 

Read  lieh 你. To  snap ; 
to  tear.  Obstinate.  To 

guide.  To  whirl  around. 

捩槪  t。 steer. 
淚寻 *  羹  he  jerked  his  hand round  and  upset  the  soup. 

Used  with  6990. 

關槻。 I ■機榥 s_  kindof mechanism. 

置機搞 于腹中 ^  put a  mechanism  into  the  belly, — 
of  a  wooden  bird. 

Same  as  6856. 

A  dark  dull  green. 

帛線草  a  plant  found  in Shantung,  which  furnishes  a 
green  dye. 

A  kind  of  stiff  grass,  the 

spike  of  which  turns  red, 
and  the  leaves  of  which  are 

used  for  making  sandals. 
Used  for  6993. 

■ 

699S 

R •霧 

See 
Sinking 

Lower. 

Entering 

Lower. 
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'6997 

R •錫 

C.  lik, 

See_ 

Entering 

Lower. 

ibfc 

6^98 

R. 錫 

See 櫟 

. Entering 

Lower. 

6999 

w 

7000 

R •緣 

See 櫟 

Entering 

Lower. 

A  water-spout,  believed 

to  be  a  black  dragon- 
snake,  and  called 黑 虫戾 
and 陰蛾. 

黑蜋躍 於重淵 the  black 
dragcXi-snake  sports  over  the  deep 
abyss. 

To  strike.  To  choose. 

To  allow.  To  exclude. 

Chestnut-  leaved  oaks 

[Quercus  serrata、 Thurlbg. 
and  Q.  chinensis、 Bge.). 

息 櫟社樹 ，其 大蔽牛 he  saw  a  scrub  oak,  big  enough 

to  hide  an  ox  behind  it,  which 

. had  become  the  earth-god. 

[社 = 土神； 浓 98o3.] 

槲櫟。 r 白反櫟  Quercus 
aliena， Bl.  ， 

小 白反櫟  Quercus  fabri、 
Hance. 

花櫟。 r 厚殼櫟 the  “chest- 
nut  oak’’ （ Quercus  chincnsis^gt.), 

the  acorn-cups  of  which  are  used for  dyeing. 

Read  yiieh^. 

櫟陽  a  District  in  Shensi  under 
theT‘ang  dynasty;  now  a  market- town. 

The  lustre  of  pearlb. 

约  f 樂  brightness ;  brilliancy,  as 

of  jewels. 

的  J 樂  bright;  shining. 

Same  as  6998. 

Small  stones  ;  gravel  ； 

shingle. 

丹襖  an  ore  -of  quicksilver  like cinnabar. 

potsherds ;  broken  tiles; 
rubble. 
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R •緣藥 
C.  lik^  lok0 
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Lower. 
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W.  \ 
N. 

(,： 

M.  [U
 Y. 

Sz.  ]♦ 
K..//W 

A.  lai 
Sinking 
Lower. 

A  step ;  a  pace.  To 
advance. 

戦驥一 蹀不能 '千步 even  Bucephalus  himself  (see 

1041)  cannot  go  a  thousand  paces 

at  one  bound, 一 ceremonies  must 
be  taken  in  order  and  not  be 

disposed  of  per  saltum. 

Read  l(f\  Surpassing  ； 
eminent. 

英 才卓蹀  a  man  of  extra¬ 
ordinary  talents. 

The  rut  of  a  wheel.  See 

7234 - 

狂 車踐輟  the  furious  char¬ 
iots  rushed  over  the  course. 

轔礫  to  trample  down;  to  dis¬ 
honour. 

To  revile  ；  to  curse. 

小 人怨 汝詈汝 心 
people  murmur  against  you  and 
revile  you. 

覆 背善詈  when  backs  are 
turned,  they  are  good  at  reviling, 

— of  hypocrites. 

詈馬  t。 curse. 

怒 不至晉  though  angry,  he 
did  not  curse. 

君 子絶交 不出詈 W 
the  superior  man,  when  breaking 
off  a  friendship^  utters  no  word 
of  abuse. 

胃 胃  to  revile;  to  abuse. 

詈謗  to  slander. 

A  government  servant : 

an  official.  A  gaol. 

無敵 於天下 者天吏 
^  (the  sovereign)  who  has  no 

enemy  is  the  minister  of  God. 

天吏 逸德烈 于猛火 
if  the  sovereign  exceeds  his  duty, 
the  consequences  are  fiercer  than 
raging  fire. 

汚吏  an  oppressive  minister. 

天芋 使吏治 其國加 
Emperor  appointed  an  officer  to 
administer  the  State. 

孔 子甞爲 委秦矣 Con- 
fucius  was  once  keeper  of  stores. 

7004 
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吏部  the  Board  of  Civil  Office, 
— which  manages  the  civil  ser¬ 
vice  of  the  empire. 

作吏  to  be  an  official. 

書吏  a  clerk. 循吏  an  active  official. 

然於吏 事不廢  however he  did  not  let  it  interfere  with 

his  official  duties, 一 of  a  hobby. 

滿吏  at  the  expiration  of  his term  of  office. 

吏 員 officials  who  have  gained 
admission  into  the  public  service, 

by  examination,  from  among  the 
ranks  of  clerks  in  the  Govern¬ 
ment  Boards,  Peking. 

吏目  head  constable  and  keeper of  the  gaol. 

光 棍難逃 滑卑手 
dies  have  difficulty  in  escaping 

the  grip  of  the  sharp  constable. 

吏治  administrative  rules  or details. 

下 吏自殺  being  thrown  into gaol,  he  committed  suicide 

To  be  attached  to,  as 

subordinates  ；  minor  offici 

als  ；  menials.  To  be  under 
the  control  of.  See  431. 

[Commonly  written  秦衆 •] 

僕隸  servants;  retainers. 

隸卒 a 皂隸  lictors;  official servants.  See  431. 

隸人  a  criminal;  a  convict. 

各有配 隸 eaeh  (general)  had subordinates  responsible  to  him, 
一 who  in  turn  had  subordinates 
responsible  to  them.  Alluding 

to  the  militai/  arrangements  of 

{^異  Feng  I  of  the  Han dynasty. 

不  替轄  not  under  his jurisdiction. 

g  隸  w  
1846. 向隸某 帥麾下 has served  hitherto  under  General  X. 

隸書  the  official  writing, -a  style 
introduced  by  程邈  Ch^eng 
Mo  about  b.c.  200  to  replace 
the  cumbrous  Lesser  Seal,  and 

itself  replaced  about  a.d.  400 

by  the  modern  “clerkly”  style now  in  use.. 

隸
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C.  lai 
H.li 

F.  lie 
W.  //Vr,  li^ 

p：| 

M.  ]  li 

Y. 

Sz. ] 

K.ye 

J.  rei 

\.le 

Sinking 

Lower. 

脉 
7007 

隸草  a  modification  of  the  li  shu、 introduced  by  i||So  Ching. 

隸 業甚精  he  wrote  the  li 
script  beautifully. 

A  law  ；  挪律 7548.  A 

by-law  ；  a  rule；  a  custom ； 

a  usage  ；  a  precedent. 

開例  to  make  a  new  law;  to establish  a  precedent. 

成例  to  have  become  law,  or custom；  an  established  precedent. 

例  administrative  rules;  laws. 

違例  to  transgress  the  law; contrary  to  law. 

照例  according  to  law. 

例禁  forbidden  by  law. 

下 不爲例  not  to  be  made 
into  a  precedent. 

援 以爲例  to  make  into  a 
precedent. 

不可以 彼例此 ^ 
cannot  make  that  the  precedent 
for  this. 

例案  recorded  decisions ;  prece¬ dents. 

則例  rules ;  regulations. 

不 合事例  not  in  accordance 
with  usage. 

額 例^ 定例  established 
custom;  fixed  usage. 

不 符定例 not  in  accordance 
with  regulation. 

年例兒  an  annual  custom. 
例應完 稅之貨 ^ chandise  subject  to  duty. 

音 不偕例  not  in  tune. 
凡例。 r 發凡  directions  to the  reader,  printed  at  the  be¬ 
ginning  of  a  book,  generally 

containing  explanation  of  the 
system  adopted,  definitions  of terms  used,  etc.,  etc. 

例簿  a  register  of  officials, showing  their  seniority,  etc. 

Same  as  6969. 



88i 

7008 

eeM : 

, rei、 rai 

、.U 

Sinking 
Lower. 

倆 
7009 

雨 
， 

7oio 

養漾 
极 ng、 ci'ong 
liong、 cliong 
liong 

V.  lae^  Hat 
Hang 

Hang 

riang 
. rid 

^long 
Using  Lower. 

Violent ;  outrageous.  A 

green  dye;  see  6993. 

慰夫  an  unreasonable  man. 

mm  an  audacious  vil
lain. 

LI 么 • 

See  701 1. 

Two  ；  both  ；  a  couple  ；  a 

pair  {see^  864).  An  ounce, 
sixteen  of  which  go  to  the 

pound  {see  2019)  ；  a  tael  or 

ounce  of  silver'；  the  unit 
of  money  values.  A  body 

of  25  soldiers. 

兩個  two;  both. 

兩人。 I •兩 個人 two  men; 
both  men. 

兩大  the  two  great  things, 一 Heaven  and  Earth. 

兩親  one’s  parents. 

兩口子  husband  and  wife. 

兩 面有光  both  sides  bright ; 
both  parties  coming  off  credit¬ ably. 

兩 有稗益  advantageous  to 
both. 

兩 不相照 the  tw。 take  n。 
notice  of  each  other. 

三 才而兩 之故六 the 
Three  Forces  taken  two  together 
make  six. 

兩可  ambiguous;  alternative ; 
optional. 

兩 可之間  in  between  two 
possibilities;  having  two  courses 

open. 

兩  the  parties  to  a  case;  pfose- 
cutor  and  accused;  plaintiff  and 
defendant. 

兩  double-eared, — as  cereals, 
the  appearance  of  which  is 

regarded  as  auspicious.  ̂ 1105. 

兩;
 

7010 

以 免兩嗲 

proceeding：  in  c 

so  as  to  avoid 

proceeding  in  different  direct¬ 
ions, — instead  of  both  keeping 
to  the  same  course. 

千 古無兩  all  history  pro¬ vides  no  match, 一 to  this  essay. 

雨 歧辦法  two  different modes,  of  procedure. 

兩樣  both  kinds ;  different. 

雨 手雨刀  a  sword  for  each hand,— as  the  Japanese  swords¬ men. 

雨下裏  on  both  sides;  in  both 
points. 

雨相  mutually. 雨全  complete  or  suitable  in both  respects. 

兩全 之道:  doubly  advantage¬ 
ous. 

以 爲雨全 s。  as  to  gain  both ends. 

兩便  a  double  advantage; 
doubly  advantageous. 

事 歸兩便  the  matter  is  bene¬ ficial  to  both. 

兩便罷  let  us  drop  ceremony. 

兩 小無猜  both  of  them young  and  innocent. 

兩理  dissimilar;  not  analogous. 

兩免了  save  us  both  the necessity ;  less  trouble  to  us  both. 

兩 願成交  both  parties  are willing  to  complete  the  transfer. 

兩潷  no  names  mentioned  on either  side, — put  at  the  end  of 
•letters  where  it  is  not  desired 

to  give  either  the  name  of  the 
writer  or  that  of  the  addressee. 

兩院  the  Governor  General  and the  Governor. 

― • 兩  an  ounce;  a  tael  of  silver. 

半雨  half  an  ounce;  the  name of  an  ancient  coin,  round  with 

a  square  hole,  probably  of  later 

date  than  !he  圜法  issue, 

which  is  round  with  a  round hole. 

元 1 狩五 年罷半 兩錢， 

行 五鍊錢 in  b.c.  ii8  the 
pan  liang  was  abolished  and  the 

wu  shu  put  into  circulation. 

八 雨牟斤 ，一 般大1 ike eight  ounces  and, 乜 alf  a  pound : 

sir  of  one  and  half-a-dozen  of 
the  other. 

兩 

7oio 

倆!
 

r 

7011 

R._ 

P.  v.  lia 

See 兩 

Rising  Lower* 

w 

7012 

R •養 

See 雨 

Rising  Lower. 

M 
7013 

See 凉 

Sinking 

Lower. 

7014 

R •養 

Sec 雨 

Rising  Lower. 

孝親十 六兩， 子孫還 
— •  sixteen  ounces  of  filial 

piety  towards  parents  will  be 
repaid  by  a  pound  of  the  same 
from  sons  and  grandsons. 

半斤 四兩的 不高典 
a  half -  pound  -  and  -  four  -  ounces 
state  of  down-in-the-mouthness, 
— dissatisfied  with  either  eight 

ounces  or  four,  sc.  with  every¬ 

thing. 

十 六雨五 的蓮氣 

S1X- 

oun- 

teen  ounces  and  a  half  of  luck, 

— t.e.  more  even  than  the  full 

. pound. 

二 十五雨  twenty-five 
ces,  —  equal  to  半封 half  a packet  of  bullion,  sc.  半瘋 

half  cracked. 

十 雨銀子 ten  taels- 
Skill  ；  cleverness. 

有 何伎倆 what  are  you 
skilled  in?  how  clever  he  is! 

See  86 1. 

Read  lia\.  Two,  of  per¬ sons.  See  12,977. 

咱們倆 we  _ 

二 two  for  three  big 

cash  !  、 

for 
A  pair  of  shoes；  a  string 

tying  shoes. 

T wo  wheels.  N umera- 

tive  of  chairs,  carts,  wheel- 
barrows,  etc. 

三 輛 車  Aree  carts. 

A  sprite;  a  spirit.  See 

魍  1 2,5 1 8. 

Ill 



量:
 

7。15 

陽漾 
See 城 

Even  and 

Sinking 
Lower. 

JLMXJkNC3r [  882  ] J^XAJNTCa- 

To  measure  ；  to  calcu¬ 
late  the  capacity  of.  To 

consider. 

量度  to  consider；  to  estimate. 

量地  to  measure  land. 

丈量  to  measure  the  area  of. 

量 船孰照  a  certificate  of| 
measurement  for  a  ship. 

量糧食  to  measure  grain. 

商量  to  consult;  to  deliberate 
together. 

量加  to  consider  about  adding, 
一 as  new  clauses  to  an  agree¬ 
ment. 

量減  to  consider  about  dimin¬ 
ishing, — as  a  tax. 

景 行  to  consider  as  to  doing. 

景 見  to  measure ;  found  on measurement  to  be. 

量移  to  partly  pardon, — refer 
ring  to  the  transfer  of  a  banished 
official  to  a  post  nearer  the 

capital. 

Read  liang^.  A  measure 

of  capacity  •’  a  limit.  See 

物  12,777， 雅  i2  ,807. 

非 量名也  it  is  not  the  name 
of  a  measure  of  capacity, — but 
of  weight. 

同律 度量衡 he  made 
form  the  tubes  (see  7548),  the 

measures  of  length  and  of  capa¬ 
city,  and  the  steelyards. 

以私 量贷公 5  he  sul> 
stituted  his  private  (large)  mea 

sure  for  the  official  (small)  mea- 

uni- 

sure. 

-of 

田成子 T‘ien Ch^ng-tzti. 

權量  weights  and  measures. 

惟酒 無量， 不及亂 
wine,  he  laid  down  no  limit, 
but  he  did  not  allow  himself  to 

be  confused  by  it, 一 of  Confucius, 

酒 量  capacity  drinking  wine, 
— without  getting  drunk. 

鼠 量 已  ̂   my  rat*s  (t.e.  small) capacity  is  exhausted,  —  I  can 
drink  no  more. 

勿飮過 量之酒 do  not 
drink  more  wine  than  you  can carry. 

盡 i 量兒喝  to  drink 
much  as  one  can  possibly  stand 

7OIS 

種 

7016 

R. 

See 凉 

Even  Lower. 

器量  one’s  moral  capacity, — as for  enduring  affronts  without 
resenting  them,  etc. 

大量  liberal-minded ;  magnan¬ imous. 

局 量大方  of  commanding presence  and  abilities. 

限 量多少 how  long  is  the limit  allowed  ? 

月 以爲量  a  month  to  be  the 
limit. 

多見其 不知量 也 he 
only  shows  that  he  does  not 
know  his  own  capacity. 

各 宜自量  each  one  should calculate  his  own  powers. 

打量  to  calculate;  to  guess;  to 
reckon. 

Grain  ；  taxes  in  kind 

food  ；  rations.  See  13,215 

糧道 w 督 糧道。 r 糧儲 

遨  Grain  Intendant,  一  chiefl 
comptroller  of  the  provincial 

revenue  from  the  grain-tax , 
whether  collected  in  money  or 

in  kind. 

糧 儲豐足  an  abundant  sup¬ 
ply  of  grain. 

錢糧。 t 秕糧  taxes  in  money 
and  grain  ；  popular  names  for 

田賦。 r 糧賦  the  land-tax 
proper. 

糧  Pay  taxes  in  grain See  9729. 

蓮糧  to  transport  grain,  —  to 
Peking,  for  Imperial  use. 

驗糧  to  examine  the  grain, 
- 通州  T(ung  Chou,  to see  if  it  is  of  proper  quality  and 

weight. 

錢 糧身子  a  soldier. 
錢 糧子兒  buckshot；  small shot. 

打錢糧  to  shoot  with  shot. 

關錢糧  to  draw  pay,  as soldier. 

納 (0I ■完） 錢糧  t。 Pay  the land-tax. 

食糧  to  eat  grain ;  to  be 
soldier,  alluding  to  the  monthly 
rations  of  rice. 

糧 食  grain ;  food;  provisions* 

7016 

7oi7 

R •陽 

See 凉 

Even  Lower. 

打糧食  to  harvest. 
今 年打了 多 少橿食 
how  much  grain  have  you  got 
in  this  year? 

家有 三石糧 ，不 作孩 

子王  if  you  have  three 
hundred-weight  of  corn  at  home, 

do  not  be  a  ruler  of  boys, 一 an usher. 

適 千里者 ，三 月聚糧 
he  who  travels  a  thousand  li 

from  home,  must  have  provisions 
for  three  months. 

糧米  government  rations. 

糧船  a  grain-junk. 糧飾 {s^anS^)  commissariat  sup¬ plies;  taxes,  both  in  kind  and 
mi  money. 

P  _  vict
uals. 

劫糧  to  forage. 

白糧 rice- 

乾糧  bread  or  cake;  grains grilli s  \  provisions
  

for  a  journey. 

糧草  grain  and  fuel;  fodder, 

糧册  the  land-tax  registers  in the  District  Magistracy. 

Good,  as  opposed  to 夷 

13,433  and  ̂   10,541;  vir- tuous  ；  excellent  •’  docile  ； 
freeborn.  Very;  in  a  high 
degree.  See  5873. 

頁 夷不齊 gaad  and  l)ad 
mixed  up  together. 

良家子  of  respectable  family, 
— not  a  wizard,  doctor,  trader, 

or  artisan,  by  extraction. 

良善  good;  virtuous. 頁  AH、 a  good  moral  disposition, 

沒有 頁心 he  has*  n。 con- 
science;  he  is  ungrateful,  etc.  etc 

懷心 不茛 w 蔷意不 

良  to  harbour  evil  designs. 

昧頁  ingratitude. 良民  law-abiding,  loyal  people. 

良田  fertile  land. 
良法  a  good  method;  a  capital way  of  doing  anything. 

良馬  a  quiet  horse. 頁 方  an  excellent  prescription, 
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7。17 
頁攀苦 口利 于病 彿- cacious  medicine  is  bitter  to 

the  taste,  but  it  is  good  for  the 
disease. 

良 晉  wholesome  advice. 

從頁  see  12,028. 

良友  a  gOQd  friend. 

良時。 ^ 良 辰  an  auspicious 
hour. 

頁晤  an  interview  with  you,  or 
some  honoured  person. 

頁  virtues, 一 as  of  law,  pract¬ 
ice,  etc. 

頁 工  a  good  workman;  a  master 
of  his  craft. 

頁夜。 r 頁宵  a  beautiful 
night.  The  first  is  also  “late  at 

night •” 

頁人  my  goodman, — of  a  hus¬ band. 

陡 起不良  he  suddenly  con¬ 
ceived  evil  designs. 

天 頁 one’s  natural  goodness  of 
disposition  which  is  the  birth¬ 
right  of  all  Confucianists. 

天 頁發現  his  natural  good¬ 
ness  asserted  itself. 

頁 賤不滿 三十人 his 
freemen  and  villeins  did  not 

amount  to  thirty  in  all. 

頁長  strong  points;  points  in 
which  one  excels. 

吾身 泯焉弗 頁及也 
I  myself  will  die  and  not  survive 

until  the  occurrence, — of  the 
calamity. 

良將  {chiang^)  a  good  general. 
不學而 能者, 其頁能 
也  not  to  learn  and  yet  to  be 
able  to  do  things,  is  innate 
ability. 

良知  intuitive  knowledge. 

頁薑。 r 頁萋  galangal,- 
ginger  from  高州  (formerly 

高 良) 府  Kao-chou  Fu  in Kuangtung. 

良久  for  a  long  time, 

良多  very  many. 

頁深  very  deeply;  very  much 

良用  may  well  cause. 

良有之  very  much  so;  he  did 
so, — in  answer  to  a  query. 

H
1
 

7017 

粮 

7018 螟 
7019 

m 

7020 

r. 陽 

% 郧凉 

Even  Lower. 

m 

7021 

R- 陽 

C.  long 

F  *  j  lion^ 

W.  liae N.  Hang 

y*  IianS S；.] 
K.  rtyang 

J.  rid 

A.  long 

Even  Lower. 

良 有以也  for  a  very  good reason. 

古人秉 燭夜遊 ，頁有 

以也  that  the  ancients  took 
a  light  when  out  at  night  was 
for  a  very  good  reason. 

良 是赴告  and  accordingly went  and  told ...... 

頁以 良由  in  consequence of;  owing  to. 

頁以 其 不善也  because he  was  not  good. 

頁鄕酒  wine  made  in  Liang- hsiang  Hsien  in  the  province  of 
Chihli. 

Same  as  7016. 

Same  as  6781. 

To  jump. 

跳踉  to  hop  and  skip  about. 
Read  lang^. 

廄跨  hurriedly. 

康潭 鎗鎗'  rolling  from  side 
to  side,  as  a  drunken  man. 

A  level  bridge  (said  to 

have  been  originally  a  dike 

or  bank  left  by  water  drying 

up  ；  see  1398.  First  men¬ 
tioned  in  Odes).  A  handle 

to  a  kettle,  etc.  ；  see  1 2,970. 

A  beam  ；  a  ridge.  Name 

of  a  dynasty.  A  name 

for  Honan  {see  9205).  See 
11,003. 

橋梁  bridges. 
造 舟爲梁  to  make  a  bridged of  boats. 

鼻 梁  the  bridge  of  the  nose. 

勘匕梁  robbers;  burglars. 

東西跳 梁  jumPing  nght  and left,  from  bough  to  bough, — of 
a  wild  cat. 

小  ® 匕  the  elusive  move¬ ments  of  banditti. 

梁 

7021 

樑 

7022 

JL,IJkJSTC3r 

1  頭  a  cross-beam ;  a  ridge-pole; 
a  thwart. 

大梁  the  ridge-pole  of  a  house. 

梁 木  timber;  beams. 
I®  beams  and  cross-beams, 

beams  and  pillars. 

天 天看; 着房粱 Passing 
the  time  in  gazing  at  the  ceiling, 

一 instead  of  setting  to  work. 

上 君 "子  gentlemen  of  the beam, — burglars,  so  called  from 
their  skill  in  utilising  the  open 

beam-work  of  Chinese  houses. 

頭懸梁  to  tie  one’s  head  to 
a  beam, — by  the  hair,  as  was 

done  b 孫敬  Sun  Ching  of 

the  晉  Chin  dynasty,  to  keep 
himself  from  falling  asleep  when 
studying  at  night. 

雕梁  carved  beams, 一 used  to indicate  the  wealth  of  a  family. 

鞋  the  projecting  leather  seam on  the  top  of  Chinese  shoes. 

澤 梁無禁  no  prohibitions 
respecting  the  ponds  and  weirs: 

魚梁  a  dam  put  up  to  stop  fish. 

强 梁世界  to  set  the  world at  defiance;  to  behave  in  a  law¬ 
less  and  aggressive  way.  See  死 

10,280. 

繞梁  the  prolonged  vibration of  sound. 

梁州  one  of  the  Nine  Provinces into  which  the  empire  was 

divided  by  the  Great  Yu. 

梁朝  the  Liang  dynasty,  a.d. 
502 — 556,  the  capital  of  which 
was  Nankipg. 

上 梁大吉  may  great  joy come  on  raising  the  beam ! — 
a  phrase  wri“en  on  red  paper 
and  stuck  on  the  main  beam  of 

a  new  house,  previous  to  raising 

it  into  position,  in  connection 

with  which  certain  religious  cere¬ 
monies  are  usually  performed. 

脊  (niang1)  the  back. 

朝 梁暮晉  the  Liang  dynasty 
in  the  morning,  the  Chin  dynasty 

in  the  evening, — revolutionary. 

Same  as  7021. 
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7023 

陽 
See 凉 
Even  Lower. 

传 4
 UI> 

7024 

R •鍛議 

S£6 競諒 
Sinking 

Lower. 

凉 2
 

7025 R •陽 
C.  long 
H.  Hong 
F.  liong 
W./w/f 
N.  Hang 
P. 

M. .. 

Y.  lia
nS 

Sz. 

K.  r^ang^ 
nyang 

J.  rid A.  long 
Even  Lower. 

The  common  spiked  mil¬ 

let  or  canary-seed  {Setaria 
italica、 Kunth.). 

高粱  Barbadoes  millet  (Sor- 
ghum  vulgare、 Pers.). 

高粱紅  crabs  found  in  millet- j fields. 

高粱酒  spirit  distilled  from millet. 

高粱頭  the  eastern  starling 
(Sturnus  cineraceus). 

高粱子 粱米  millet-seed. 

膏 粱之體 a  b<%  of  grease 
and  grain, — a  glutton. 

童粱  a  kind  of  useless  grass, 
resembling  millet. 

黃 粱夢悟  the  Yellow  Millet 
Dream  and  the  Awakening, - 
alluding  to  the  famous  dream  of 

呂洞賓  Lii  Tung-pin  who 
went  to  sleep  as  a  pot  of  millet 

was  put  on  the  fire,  dreamt 
that  he  became  Emperor,  lived 
X)ut  his  life  as  such,  and  waked 
to  find  that  the  millet  was  still 

uncooked.  Lu  Tung-pin  then 
went  into  retirement,  and  became 

one  of  the  Eight  Immortals.  See 

仙  4449*  This  story  is  also  told 
of  Lu  Sheng；  see  Biog.  Diet. 

Distant. 

Read  chiang、 and  ching、 • 
Wrangling  ；  quarrelsome. 

秉心 辉係 of  one  mind, without  dissension. 

Cool ;  cold,  as  opposed 

to 熱 5649.  To  assist.  To 

pretend  ；  hypocritical. 

凉風  a  cool  breeze. 

北 風其凉  cold  blows  the 
north  wind. 

凉水  cold  water. 

凉酒  cold  wine. 

凉快。 I •凉爽 cool,  —  of weather, 

着 咖 沪凉 to  catch  cold. 

秋凉  autumnal  chill.  See  349. 

風 凉風凉  to  cool  oneself  in 
a  place  where  there  is  some  air. 

凉3
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7026 

R. 陽 

See 凉 

Even  Lower. 

7027 

凉 一 »  凉  to  cool, 一 as  hot  tea. 

發凉  to  feel  or  become  cold. 

冰凉  cold  as  ice. 

涼汗  a  cold  sweat. 

凉棚  an  awning. 

心定 自然凉  if  the  mind is  quiet,  one  is  naturally  cool. 

乘凉 w 鈉凉。 r 招凉 t。 avail  oneself  of  coolness;  to  make 

for  coolness；  to  enjoy  coolness. 

怕 熱乘凉  fearing  the  heat, we  make  for  coolness. 

凉 薄看待  to  treat  coldly and  with  scant  respect. 

凉德  a  poor  show  of  virtue. 

荒凉  devastated :  laid  waste； desert. 

凉傘  a  sunshade；  a  parasol. 

過凉 帳  the  awning  of  a  cart, _ 
it  extends  over  the  mule’s  back. 

世 態炎凉  the  behaviour  of| the  world  is  hot  and  cold, — 
according  to  circumstances. 

凉 彼武王 assisting  Wu 
Wang. 

民 之罔極 ，職 凉善背 
the  unlimited  disorder  of  the 

people  is  owing  to  those  hypo¬ 
crites,  skilful  to  prevaricate. 

凉州府  name  of  a  Prefecture in  Kansuh,  once,  famous  for 

grape-wine.  See  9372. 

凉 州卽漢 月氏國 
Liang-chou  was  known  under 

the  Han  dynasty  as  the  Yueh- 
chih  country.  See  13,768. 

一滴 凉州 ，不許 賒 ⑽ a 
drop  of  Liang-chou  (wine)  to  be 
had  on  credit. 

To  grieve. 

悽 惊景洸  a  melancholy  and sad  state  of  affairs. 

何 事傷惊  what  are  you grieving  about  ? 

See  7566. 

晾 4
 

7028 

R. 漾 

C.  long 

H.  liong、 long 
F.  liong 

W.  loa 

N.  long 

Y*  lianS 

Sz：.  I 

K.  ryangs 
nyang J.〜 

A.  long 

Sinking 

Lowej. 

椋 
7029 

涼 

7030 w 

7031 

陽 

'it  V. 

See Even  Lower. 

弥 

7032 

R •漾 

See 亮 

Sinking 

Lower. 

To  dry  in  the  wind. 

花梢 蝶臃衣  the  butterfly 
suns  its  wings  on  the  flowery 
spray. 

脫下 濕衣裳 臃一臃 to  take  off  wet  clothes  and  dry them. 

碱開  to  spread  out  to  air. 

腺乾  to  dry  thoroughly. 

陰臃  to  dry  in  the  shade. 

晒喊  to  dry  in  the  sun. 

^  to  cool.
 

Same  as  6685, 

Same  as  7025. 

The  strings  for  fastening 
an  official  cap. 

Sincere；  faithful.  To 

trust  ；  to  believe  ；  to  con¬ 
sider.  To  excuse. 

^  fto  be  friends  with  the 
sincere. 

匹婦之 爲諒也  the  fidel¬ 
ity  of  a  common  woman, — who 
will  commit  suicide  at  the  slight¬ 

est  provocation. 

君子貞 而才諒 the superior  man  is  firm  but  not obstinate. 

豈乏忠 餘 what  dearth  is 
there  of  true  and  loyal  men? 

不 諒人只  why  will  you  not 
trust  me? 

誌不 拜怪1  trust  y。11  wiu 

not  think  me  rude. 

餘不我 知  if  indeed  you  do 
not  understand  me. 

誌情  ta  consider  or  bear  in 
mind  the  circumstances. 

約諒  to  consider;  to  estimate. 

諒 必如此  I  think  it  must 
necessarily  be  thus. 
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諒 來必是  I  feel  sure  that.. 
I  presume  it  must. 

諒 無此理  surely  there  is  no 
such  principle. 

原諒。 r 體諒  to  make  allow 
ances  for  ；  to  excuse. 

望 祈見諒  I  pray  you  excuse me. 

4 山 2 

u 

7033 

陽 
See 凉 
Even  Lower. 

R. 

祈諸 君曲爲 餘之1  beg 
you  gentlemen  to  make  allow¬ 
ances. 

閱 者諒之  I  hope  my  readers 
will  excuse  it. 

佐餘  to  assist. 

自 不知諒  not  to  make  a 
right  estimate  of  one’s  own  value 
or  powers. 

餘陰。 1 ■誌闍 period  of mourning. 

A  carriage  ；  a  hearse. 

輕轉  comfortable  lined  car- 
iages.  Also,  hearses,  closed  and 

open. 

I 亮白  transparent  white,  —  of ^  hntfnnc 7035 

7034 

陽 
^'1% 
Even  Lower. 

亮 4
 

7035 x
M
 

C.  long 
H.  liang 
F.  liong 
W.  liae 

N.  llhg、 niang 

M.), 
Y.  j 

 lianS 
Sz. ) 

. ryang^ 
nyang 

rid 

A.  long 
Sinking 
Lower. 

A  cold  north  wind. 

Clear  ；  bright ;  trans¬ 

parent,  as  opposed  to 暗 

H 、、 see  1341.  Enlightened. 

天亮  dawn;  daylight. 

大天亮  broad  daylight. 

見 了亮兒  when  he  saw  day 
light, — as  of  a  person  in  a  dark¬ 
ened  room. 

月亮  moonlight. 

光亮  bright ;  luminous. 

亮景景  shining  bright. 
發亮  to  shine;  to  look  lustrous. 

漫亮  very  bright. 

肩 5  一*  項 5  to  air;  to  put  in  the sun. 

亮鐘  morning  bells. 

亮藍  transparent  blue,  —  of 
buttons. 

w 

7036 

R •倉 

See 料 

Even  Lower. 

僚
：
 

7037 

R •蕭篠 See 料 

Even  Lower. 

buttons. 

:亮陰  &  7032. ; 亮火  by  firelight.  Set：  7946. 

:亮察  for  your  perusal. 淸 亮  neat  and  clean ;  tidy;  cool; 
refreshing；  bracing；  pure 

i 響亮  clear-sounding；  resonant 
亮耖  transparent  gauze. 
亮節  clear, 一 in  meaning,  i.c.  not obscure  (of  poetry). 

!弼 亮四世  you  have  helped I  to  make  four  generations  illus trious. 

君子不 亮惡乎 執 if scholar  have  not  faith,  how  shall 
he  take  a  firm  hold  of  things  ? 

亮直  clear-headed  and  straight- for'vard. 

亮趑骹  to  spread  the  wings 

TLmTLA.0. 

Fuel  used  in  sacrifices. 

嘹1
 

7038 

r •蕭嗛 

W.  ilide^  ̂ li  'de 

See 料 

Even  and Sinking 

Lower. 

A  companion  ；  a  collea 

gue. 

百僚  officers  of  government; 
officials. 

同僚  a  fellow-official;  a  collea¬ 

gue. 官僚  officials. 
僚友  a  comrade. 一僚人  a  set,  as  of  friends a  clique. 

Read  liacK  Pretty. 

忮 人僚兮  how  lovely  is  that beautiful  lady !  See  7048. 

A  cry  ；  a  sound  ；  a  note, 

loud  and  clear, -of  singing, 

a  cry, — as  of  a  bird. 

*  7039 

R •蕭嘯 

See 料 

Even  and 

Sinking 

Lower. 

m 

7040 

r •嘯篠 

\V.  Hoc 

See 料 

Sinking  and 

Rising  Lower. 

A  surrounding  wall. 
1  _ 

，以 周垣  surround  it  with  I 
!  a  wall. 

To  play;  to  sport. 

嫁戯  to  sport  with. 
Read  lao%. 

瞭燎  a  maternal  grandmother； I 

see  6783. 

他眞 i 潦瞭了  he  is  a| regular  old  woman. 

A  fellow- official  ；  used 

with  7037.  A  hut；  ashantv. 

7041  _  .  , 
a  room  in  a  yam^n  where  I 

似 L  petty  officials  can  sit  and  drink  I ^ee  不十  tea,  etc.  彳 
Ev"n  Lower' ^  ̂   he  set  up  a  shanty  J 

on  my  ground. 

妓  a  brothel. 

水寮  pedlars’  boats. 

寮 

屬1
 

7042 

R. 

See 料 

Even  Lower. 

僚5
 

7043 

•蕭篠 

See 料 

Even  and 

Rising  Lower. 

The  membrmn  virile. 

Intelligent；  cheerful.  To| 

sympathise  with.  Empty. 

7044 

R •蕭皓 

C.  iliu^liu 

H.  sJiau F.  sJitu、 Sleu、 

Jeu、 iie
u 上 

W.  slide、 lide-r 
N.  lioa 

P.  Jiau,  cliau, 

liau) 

M.  sJiau 
Y.  !ioa\  SJoa 

To  grasp  ;  to  manage.  I 

To  pull  ；  to  raise  ；  to  stir  I 

up  ；  to  excite. 

撩治 撩理  to  manage;  to| 
control. 

撩人  to  pull  a  person  about;! to  play  practical  jokes  on  people ;  I 

to  “s(ow  off.”  I 

撩弄  to  seize ;  to  grasp;  to 
manipulate. 



to  challenge  to  Dattle. 

to  stir  the  fire, 

to  rouse  from  sleep, 

to  tempt;  to  excite. 

撩情  harlots  excite, 
passions. 

to  sew  a  seam.  See  7076. 

to  cure  disease.  See  7050. 

Read  liao' • 4 

撩起來  to  pull  up;  to  raise up. 

撩衣裳  to  raise  the  clothes. 

Read  IS  To  fall  ；  to 

loste  equilibrium. 

撩臉  to  full,  of  faces;  to  look black. 

檢個鸯 (or 茬交） to  have  a wrestle. 

撩 得下  that  which  can  be 
postponed, 一 as  work. 

寺寮零 •  to  do  one’s  best  to  win, —— a  game. 

撩蹶子  he  kicks, 一 as  a  horse. 1 
&爲 甚麽榷 開蹶子 

跑  why  so  busy? 

Bright  •’  shining. 

山 嘹水秀  bright  hills  and 
beautiful  streams. 

瞭 然而明 bright  and shining. 

Defeated.  Bad  ；  evil. 

雖 不殊而 i 必歹寮  though not  dead,  he  is  defeated. 

學歹奈  to  learn  bad  habits. 

See  6803. 

To  burn  ；  to  illuminate  ； 
a  torch  ;  a  signal-light;  bril¬ 
liant. 

民 所燦矣 (trees)  which  the 
people  burn  as  fuel. 

撩*
 

7  044 
Sz.  liau 

K.  ryo^ yo 

J.  rid、 rd 
A.  lieu 

Even  and 
Rising 

Irregular. 

瞭 
7045 R.i 

See 料 

Even  Lower. 

w 

7046 R .嘯 
See 料 

Sinking 

Lower. 

潦 
.  7。47 

燎 2
 

7048 R -篠蕭 
嘯 

:  886  ] 

7048 

F.  sJiu、 

Jeu、 lieux' 

laiu?- 

See 料 

Even,  Rising 
and  Sinking 

Lower. 

庭 燎之光  the  torch  is  bla¬ zing  in  the  court-yard. 

若冬之 燎于原 like  afire 
blazing  in  the  plains. 

佼 人燎兮  how  brilliant  is that  beautiful  lady !  See  7037. 

燎 如栺掌  as  simple  {or  as 
clear)  as  pointing  to  one’s  hand. 

燦亮  intelligent. 

獠,
 

7049 R •蕭皓 
See 半今 

A.  lieu、 lau 
Even  Lower. 

療:
 

7。50 

R •嘯 

F.  SJieu、 lieu1- 

P.  sJiau,  liau*- 

See 料 

Sinking 

Lower. 

w: 

7051 

W.  lide^ 

See 料 

P:sing  Lower. 

燎 之方揚 ，寧 或滅之 
flames,  when  newly  blazing,  may 

still  perhaps  be  extinguished, — 
alluding  to  the  ruin  caused  by 

褒姒  Pao  Ssu,  which  could not  be  checked. 

To  hunt  at  night  with 

torches.  Used  for  6789. 

To  cure  ；  to  heal、 

療法  method  of  curing. 

療病 療治  to  cure  disease, convalescent. 

療飢  to  appease  hunger. 

榆錢 不療貧 the the  flat  round  fruit)  of  the  elm 
will  not  cure  poverty. 

Bright-eyed  ； 

sight. 

clear  of 

胸 中正則 眸 子暸焉 
if  a  man  is  inwardly  good,  his 

eye  will  be  bright. 

~ •目 瞭然  to  take  in  at  a 

glance. 

嘹望  to  keep  a  look-out,— as 

箓 5
 

70S2 

R. 愈 

Am 

See 料 

Even  Lower. 

at  sea. 

A  bamboo  tray  for  the 
sacrificial  beef  at  the  State 

worship  under  the  Chou 

dynasty. 

m 
7053 

- 

^條 

w.  me  三 

See 料 

Rising  Lower. 

To  bind；  to  wrap；  to  go! 

round.  A  rope  ；  a  sheet. 

Fetters ；  gyves;  see  7059. ； 

w 7054 

R •蕭 

/r?r| 

See 膂 

Even  Lower. 

The  fat  covering  the 

intestines  ；  the  omentum. 

m
3
 

7055 

R •倉 

See 料 

Even  Lower. 

m 

7056 

% 

R. 

See 聊 

Even  Lower. 

狼 7057 

7058 

R. 

See 料 

Even  Lower. 

線紐  t0  wind  into  a  ball;  to make  a  button. 

纖起  to  coil  the  queue  round 
the  head. 

— *  線髪  the  hair  coiled  round 
the  head. 

剪 髪一繚 而獻之 t。 cut 
off  a  lock  of  hair  and  present 

it, 一 as  Yang  Kuei-fei  did  to  the 
Emp.  Ming  Huang. 

繚繞  to  wrap;  to  wind  round; 
involved  (see  5580). 

繚遶  to  saunter  around. 
線絲  the  leechlines  of  a  sail. 

鬆繚  to  slack  off  a  sheet. 

眼 花線攀 dazed,— as  by 
something  bright  or  rapidly 
moving. 

取其 血 月寮 take  out  the  blood 
and  fat. 

脂月寮 —w;  grease. The  cicada. 

媞嘹  a  small  white  cicada  found in  Chihli. 

招嘹 a  variety  of  the  mole- 
cricket. 

Artful,  specious  talk.  See 

4210. 霍寮  i 歷  cunning  of  speech ;  plaus¬ 
ible. 

Same  as  7049. 

Distant;  far-off. 

遼望  to  gaze  at  from  afar. 

遼遠。 1 ■遼曠 af;u 〜• 

遼潤  extensive. 
斯道遼 濶誕漫 

ciple  is  absurdly  far-fetched. 

戰火
 

醒鬬
柳 

，i 縫病
 

撩僚
 

撩
撩
花
 

m 撩撩
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遼
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7058 

繚 ‘
 

7059 

R. 蕭嘯 
See 料 

Even  and 

Sinking 
Lower. 

镣 
3 

7060 R. 篠 
See  了 

Rising  Lower. 

7061 

R-S 嘯 
H.  Uiau、 liau 工 

See 料 

Even  Lower. 

w 

7062 

R •宥蕭 
k 流料 
Sinking  and 
Even  Lower. 

寥1
 

7063 

R, 蕭一 
/Tin 

See 料 

Even  Lower. 

遼葉  the  leaves  of  the  broad 
bamboo,  used  in  weaving  mats, 

hats,  etc. 

遼東  literary  name  of  the  pro¬ 
vince  of  盛京  Sheng-ching  or 
Shingking. 

遼河  a  river  which  flows  into 
the  Gulf  of  Chihli. 

遼紀  the  Liao  dynasty,  other¬ 
wise  known  as  the  契 丹 Kitan 

Tartars,  a.d.  967 — 1125.  [Said 
to  be  a  Tartar  word  meaning 

“iron.” the  Chin  (metal) 

dynasty,  and  see  7763.] 

Pure  silver.  A  furnace. 

Fetters. 

繚子  a  cook. handcuffs. 

Tall. 

it  lons； talL 

Small  birds,  such  as  the 

tomtit,  the  wren,  etc. 

鹪鶴  a  tailor-bird ;  a  wren ;  a  tit. 

鹪鶴巢 于蚊睦 a  & 
building  its  nest  in  a  mosquito’s 
eye, — small  within  small  ；  infini¬ 
tesimally  small. 

白鶴  a  butcher-bird  or  shrike. 

The  sound  of  wind  blow¬ 
ing. 

Read  Hu、 and  liao^. 

Flying  high;  soaring. 

Empty  ；  vacant  ；  desolate. 

寥落  deserted;  desolate. 

寥闊  wide;  empty. 

寥廊  boundless;  vast.  Of  per¬ 
sons,  unrestrained,  unconvent¬ 
ional. 

寥 寥無#  desolate  and lonely. 

寥 

-7063 

廖‘
 

7064. 
R .嘯簫 

宥 

See  奉士 

Sinking  and 
Even  Lower. 

僇1
 

7065 

R •尤蕭 See 料 

J.  rid、 ru Even  Lower. 
谬
：
 

7066 

R.  _ 
See 料 

Even  Lower. 

蓼
，
 

7067  v 

R •屋# 

F.  lUk、 cliet‘ 

See  六了 

Entering  and 

Rising  Lower. 

甚屬 寥寥。 r 寥寥無 
very  few. 

軍 民逃出 寥寥。 f  the  sol diers  and  people  but  few  escaped. 

Name  of  a  small  ancient 

State. 

廖簡  a  District  in  Kuangtung 
under  the  齊  Ch‘i  dynasty. 

To  trust  to.  Used  for 

7071. 

無所  t 寥賴  without  resource 

Deep  ；  profound. 

TP  clear  and  deep. 

A  name  for  various  spe¬ 

cies  of  Polygonuvt  ；  smart- 
weed.  See  7069. 

又 集于蓼 i  am  also  in  a patch  of  smartweed,  - —  in  the 
midst  of  bitter  experiences. 

寥蟲 不知辛 the  smart- . weed  insect  does  not  notice  the 

bitterness, 一 of  its  abode. 
smartweed. 

水 辣寥。 r 紅蓼 Prince，: feather  ̂ Polygonum  orientale、 L.). 

水 寥  water-pepper  {Polygonum hydropiper,  L.). 

馬蓼  a  small  species  of  P.y with  bright  red  flowers,  found 

in  Kiangsi. 

夭  ̂   the  water  persicary  {Poly¬ gonum  ampkibium、 L.). 

毛綦  the  hairy  smartweed  {Poly¬ 
gonum  barbatum、 L.). 

Read  lu 钱， Luxuriant 

growth. 

蓼 寥者義  1(>ng  and  la;ge grows  the  aster-southernwood. 

w 

7068 

R •肴 

C.  v.  (mau 

“to  squat’’ 

See .寥 

Even  Lower. 

鄹，
 

7069 

R •篠 

See  了 

Rising  Lower. 

料 4
 

7070 

R •嘯 

C.  liu 
H.  liau 
F.  lieu、 lain 

W.  lide 

N.  lioa P.  )  liau^  v. 

M. ( 三 liau 

Y.  lioa 
Sz.  liau 
K.  yo 

J.  rid 

A.  lieu 

Sinking 

Lower. 

To  run  away  ；  to  escape. 

谬咧  begone ! 
女子夕 ̂  he  lms  been  gone  some 

time. 

Name  of  a  small  feudal 

State  in  Honan.  Also 
written  寥. 

To  consider  •’  to  calcu¬ 
late；  to  dispose.  Material; 

stuff；  strass  •’  coloured  glass. 

料想  to  consider;  to  reflect ; to  reckon;  to  suspect. 

料估  to  estimate;  to  calculate. 

料民  to  take  a  census. 

料量  to  measure. 料力  to  estimate  one’s  strength. 
料理  to  manage;  to  control ; 
to  put  in  order. 

照料  to  look  after;  to  see  to the  interests  of. 

託人代 爲照料 asked some  one  to  look  after  them' 
(or  the  matter)  for  him. 

一時不 吞照料  availing himself  of  a  moment  when  he 

was  not  being  watched, 一 e.g.  he 

jumped  overboard  (of  a  lunatic). 

料 個前後  to  put  one’s  affairs 
in  order  and  prepare  for  the 
future, — of  the  serious  thoughts 
which  should  prevail  at  the  close 

of  life. 我 不料這 猴子有 
I  should  never  have  thought  this 

monkey  had  etc. m 料。 〃那裏 能料， 

who  would  have  thought  it? 
unexpectedly. 

料得  possibly;  it  may  be  that. 

難 料得中 (chungx)  it  is  diffi¬ 
cult  to  say  exactly. 

難 以逆料  it  cannot  be  anti¬ 
cipated,  or  conjectured ;  it  is 
difficult,  to  forecast. 

料定 t。  feel  certain. 

料不定 i  wonder 

whether. 
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I 約料 沒准兒 is  _ 
' guesswork,  not  certainty. 

卜料掂  to  think  to  oneself. 

料 事如見  to  make  things 
appear  as  though  visible  to  the 
eve. 

See •料 
l'.von  1  .owor. 

:自料 不能  I  calculate  I  shall 
!  not  be  able  to. 

誰 料如此  who  would  have 
] thought  it  liatl  been  thus  ? 

! 不料 事 有轉變  things 
began  to  take  an  unexpected 

, turn. 

丨料 事不穿 |J  he  does  net 
estimate  things  thoroughly, 一 he 

!  is  not  a  man  of  good  judgment. 

沐 出所料  it  is  not  unex- 
jKH'tod. 

I 料物  materials;  stuff. 

i 工料  labour  and  materials. 
廢料  worthless  stuff, — ；i  useless 

: man. 

Jl) 冬斗  fodder  lor  horses. 

旧料  manure. 

猪料  a  paste  matlc  of  pig’s blood. 

朝 廷器料  stuff  that  states¬ men  arc  made  of. 

，料  °r  料 glassware； 
vitrified  ware :  imitation  jnde. 

I  [The  second  is  also  **a  humbug. M 
(7:  <<]>rtimm:igcm.M] 

i 料殊  glass  beads. 
I  料手*  獨  gl；'ss  bangles  or  arm- lots. 

燒料  clouded  glass :  imitation 

jade. 
— *  a  preparation  of 

incdicincs. 

料^抒  medicinal  opium. 

A  singing  or  buzzing  in 

tlio  cars.  A  particle  imli- 

catino;  purpose,  concession, 

etc.  ；  an  expletive.  More¬ 

over  ； to  a  certain  extent  ； 

J 师興 之謀 •  I  will  take  counsel 
with  them. 

1[V|I  nj  ffi?  it  is  she  that 
makes  mo  liappv. 

聊
 5 

7071 

R. 

營 
7°72 

了 
7。： 條 

C.  l：u 
H. 

V.  Av«,  v.  /iiu 
NV.  /.v/ 

X,  /:r,j i'  )  i M. 

聊圖  'vith  a  vie'v  t。 . 

聊作不 時之需 s。 as  t。 meet  to  some  extent  unlooked 

for  expenses. 

椒 聊之實  the  clusters  of  the 
pepper-plant. 

聊浪  wild :  reckless ;  unre¬ strained. 

:無 聊苟且  careless;  remiss. 

無聊賴  without  resources : witliout  anv  spirits ;  dejected. 

夫婦 之間無 聊生矣 
between  the  husband  and  wife 

a  feeling  of  indifference  arose. 

無聊  >  極  the  extreme  of
j depression. 

繁 劇無聊 之頁劑 
a  capital  remedy  for  worry  and 

depression, — of  gardening. 

聊以 行國1  think  I  must 1  travel  about  through  the  State. 

:聊 以塞責  to  merely  do  one's 
best. 

嘸 以聊生  nothing  to  live upon ;  no  resources. 

聊齋  the  Lictc  Chcii, 一 name  ofj a  famous  collection  of  tales,  bv 

蒲松齡  P‘u  Sung-ling  of  the seventeenth  century. 

聊且逍 遙而遊  therefore let  11s  roam  at  our  own  sweet 
will.  S<t， 4303. 

聊城縣  n  District  in  Shantung. 

聊 箭捍子  Arundo  fnada^as- Ciirh，，isis、 Kth,?  the  stems  of 
which  are  used  as  bobbins. 

Same  as  7054. 

To  finish ;  to  complete; 

!cione  ；  past  ；  over.  Intelli¬ 
gent.  A  final  particle  ；  a 

sign  of  the  past  tense  ；  col¬ 

loquially  /o\  or  atonic.  [To 

be  distinguished  from  丫 
2,S27J 

f  广 喋了飯 沒有  have  vouha(1 
vour  dinner? 

V.  /；>.；  I 

K. ，.，v 
1.  ;  ;T%  -  :Ft A.  .  itu  饞 

Kisini;  Lower. 進  J  口來了  shc  has  ccmu、 

into  port， 一 6t*  :i  vessel. 

兀 
了  it  is  hnisbeil. 

I 

Ts 」 罷了  finished;  done;  the  thing 
^  I  is  over;  let  us  drop  the  matter, 7°73  I  etc.,  etc. 

到了兒  finally;  at  last, 

i 了結 了局  to  finish  u
p; 

j  to  end;  to  settle. 

i 何日是 個了局
 when  is 

it  ever  going  to  be  settled  ? 

不 了之局  a  case  that 'does 
not  admit  of  settlement. 

如 此了局  and  settle  the 

whole  thing  thus. 

了不了  cannot  be  done. 

這還 了得麽 _  this  be 
allowed  to  be  so?  can  one  stand this? 

了不得 w  了不 得了 
that  won’t  do !  things  are  in  a 
bad  way !  ic  is  all  lip ! 

怎麻了  1^*) ''hat's  the  matter? 

i 怎麽了  (//W)  how  is  it  all  to 

j  end?  this  'von’t  do. :我別 討個了 頭過活 
I  will  find  some  other  means  of 

getting  mv  livelihood. 

了手  to  finish  off;  to  end  one’s 

work. 

合 掌了手  to  join  the  hands 
j  in  an  attitude  of  prayer. 

: 何日是 個了手  when  is there  going  to  be  an  end? — to this  state  of  things. 

天下' 大器非 可稍了 
the  great  things  of  the  earth 
must  not  be  made  of  no  import- 
iincc 

: 你去了 就好了  hillbe 
better  for  you  to  go. 

丨了案  to  finish  the  matter. 

想法 子了事 1。 devise 
some  way  of  putting  an  end  to i  the  a  ft  air. 

事 不能了  the  matter  cannot 

end. 

了日  the  time  when  a  matter will  be  settled. 

了無  none  at  all :  not  in  the 
least. 

了 無懼色  he  showed  no 
sii；ns  whatever  of  fear. 

了 不應對  he  never  res¬ 
ponded  to  the  call. 

了餿荒  to  settle  up  accounts. 
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T 
7073 

to  understand 

7074 

R •篠 
See  了 

Rising  Lower. 

掉 
7。75 

W 

7076 
R- 倉 
See 料 
Even  Lower. 

了當  {tangK)  finished;  satisfac 
torily  accomplished. 

事 不了當  the  matter  is  not 
on  a  satisfactory  basis. 

這樣 不了 不 當的事 
this  most  improper  business. 

了斷  to  settle;  to  decide;  the 
end  of  a  matter. 

了願  to  get  one’s  wishes  ful filled. 

了悟  to  become  clear  as  to;  to 
understand. 

了  了也未  has  the  matter been  settled  ? 

小而了  了 ，大 未必奇 
he  who  is  clever  when  young  is 

not  necessarily  a  wonder  when 

he  grows  up. 

了 然明白 
fully. 

所不 了 者九事 the 
were  9  points  which  he  did  not 
understand. 

了亮  clear-headed ;  sensible. 

了哥  the  blue  grackle;  the 
chough. 

海 嬌了哥  the  wattled 
grackle  from  Hainan  {Eulabes 
indicus). 

了哥翠  a  singing  grackJe 
[Eurystomus  orientalis). 

金了鈍  hasp  of  a  lock  (3065); 
padlock. 

金了鳥  a  golden  padlock. 

Leggings  worn  by  fisher¬ 
men.  See  1310. 

See  1 1,069. 

To  keep  in  order. 

善緻 乃甲胄  be  careful  to 
keep  in  order  your  mail-coats 
and  helmets. 

to  sew  a  seam 

R.| 

See 

To  cross  the  legs  in 

列#
 

7077 

嘯 walking  ；  knock-kneed. 

7081 

e 料 

to  shamble  along. 
Sinking 

Lower. 

畧 See  7564. 

7078 w 
略 See  7565. 

7082 

7079 

R •屑 

寧 
See  7567. 

See 列 

Entering 

Lower. 

7080
' 

列斯
 

7081 

R •屑 

C.  lyt 

H.  let 

F.  liek 

W.  IU 
N.  lih^  lieh 
p.  m 

M. ) 

Y.  }  lieh 

Sz. ) 

Yi.ydl 

[•  retsz 

A.  liet Entering 

Lower. 

LIESKC. 

To  arrange  in  order；  to 

set  forth  ;  to  enumerate 

separate  ；  distinct. - 

棑列  to  arrange  in  order. 

列 陣。 r 行  hang1  列  drawn 
up  in  ranks. 

樹木行 如# 列 rows  of trees. 

陳列所  an  exhibition, — of  in¬ dustries,  etc. 

列成  arranged  in  order. 

不鼓 不成列  unless  the drum  sounds,  the  ranks  are  not 
formed. 

列 坐其次  sitting  each  in  his 
proper  place. 

^  ̂ |]  unnumbered ;  sepa 
rate,  as  a  despatch. 

有 _ 于列者 one  of  my 
audience  laughed. 

開 •列 明白  to  make  out clearly, 一 as  a  specification. 

列 狻 a 開列 于後 

㈣ 左）。 r 列下  enume
rated 

below;  as  follows. 

歹 貝 ||  enumerated  in  the tariff. 

列 名册報 
and  report  the  list. 

歹 lj  位 01 ■歹 公  you  gentlemen. 

九列  the  nine  highest  officials of  the  empire. 

to  enter  names 

U 

咧 
7083 

R •屑 

7/V,  v.  I 

See  歹 |J 

Entering 

Lower. 

w 

7084 

R •屑霽 

S6e 列例 

Entering 

Lower. 

ff 

7085 

屑 

See 列 

Entering 

Lower. 友 r 

7086 

R. 屑 

See 列 

Entering 

Lower. 

列單  to  draw  up  a  paper  of. 

列 入  to  embody  in  proper  ofder; to  enter;  to  be  one  pfi. 

列摺  to  draw  up  a  despatch  or memorial. 

歹 lj  齒 t  lightning.  See  7086. 
列班  a  name  for  Christian monks, — Rabban. 

Cold  ；  chilly  ；  raw. 

冽 彼下泉  cold  come  the 
waters  down  from  that  spring. 

有冽 汍泉  ye  cold  waters 
issuing  in  all  directions  from  the 
spring. 

井 例泉寒 cold  wells  and 
cool  fountains. 

A  final  particle, 

garly,  to  pout. 

Vul- 咧嘴  to  draw  down  the  corners of  the  mouth. 

Trees  in  a  row. 

例柵  the  Spanish  or  sweet chestnut  ( Castanea  vulgaris  9 

Lam.). 

其灌其  t 列 （he  trimmed)  the bushy  clumps  and  the  rows  of trees. 

Pure  ；  clear. 

_ 香而酒 
_  if  the  water

 

is  sweet,  the  wine  is  good. 

Read  To  dash  about, 

as  water. 

Burning ；  ardent ；  fiery； 

impetuous；  severe  {see 

1 2,401).  High-principled  ； 

virtuous  ；  chaste  ；  meritori 

ous.  Majestic;  martial. 

Brightness  ；  fame.  To  be 
sorrowful.  Cold  ;  used  for 

7082. 火 烈具舉  the  fire  flames  out 
all  at  once. 

112 
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烈 
7。86 

R. 

7087 

屑 
See 列 

Entering 
Lower. 

W 

7088 
R.l 

See 列 
Entering 
Lower. 

烈曰  the  hot  sun. 

烈決  Hghtnins-  See  7081. 

烈風  a  violent  wind. 

烈猛  fierce；  violent. 

烈性  an  energetic  disposition. 

烈考  my  illustrious  father. 

烈女  heroic  women,  —  death 
before  dishonour,  etc. 

前烈。 r 先烈  our  meritorious 
ancestors. 

烈士  a  hero;  a  patriot. 

头 夫有 駿烈 丕績者 
high  officials  who  have  greatly 

distinguished  themselves  by  me¬ 
ritorious  achievements. 

烈假不  his  brightness  and 
magnanimity  were  without  stain. 

烈 烈征師  majestic  was  the 
march  of  our  host. 

憂心 烈烈  our  hearts  are  sad 
and  sorrowful. 

南 山烈烈  cold  and  bleak  is 
the  southern  hill. 

Sedge  \  rushes. 

相匕罗 fj  branches  of  peach-wood 
and  a  broom  of  rushes, — used  by 
necromancers  to  expel  demons. 

紫莉  a  plant  used  in  dyeing. 

To  crack  ；  to  split  ；  t 

rip  open. 

裂開  to  split  open. 

自 己就 裂開了  itspliu 
itself, 一 as  a  cracked  table. 

裂破  broken;  torn. 

裂紋  a  crack. 
其 紋則五 分六莩 
cracked  in  all  directions. 

四分 _ 五裂  thoroughly  sci tered. 

打裂  t。.  split;  to  rive, 
tom  clothes. 

生涯 一 * 滅裂 since 订 
career  is  now  thoroughly  de 
troyed. 

裂 冠毁寛  tC)  ren(l  the  cr 
and  spoil  the  hat. 

裂牙  to  set  the  teeth  on  ed{ 
h,746). 

7095 

R •曷 

C.  li'it.Q II.  lot-^ 

K.  liok 、 liok-^ 

趔#
 

7089 

R. 屑 

See  歹 |J 

Entering 

Lower. 

7090 

R. 屑 

See 列 

Entering 

Lower. 

暨护
 

7091 

R. 屑 

See  歹 |J 

Entering 

Lower. 

7092 

7093 

R •質 

],riisz 

A.  Iwat、 

Entering 

Lower. 

[  890  ]  XjX.ujU 

To  stop  ；  to  be  checked 

打趔趄  to  stumble. 

A  violent  gust；  a  squall. 

The  woodpecker,  of 

which  five  species  are 
mentioned. 

See  7871. 

捋 采其劉  they  will  pluck its  leaves  till  it  is  quite  des¬ troyed. 

予 所捋荼  the  rushes  which I  gathered. 博鬚  to  stroke  the  beard.  | 

捋取  to  seize；  to  take  by  force. 

捋乾淨  to  clean  up, — as  with 
a  shovel. 

^  ̂   to  scrape  a  pot  or  pan, 

持乳。 r 博奶 t。 milk,— a 

COW. 

持膏  to  take  off  the  fat. 

摩 举博 掌 to  rub  the  fist. 

薄胃 捋之 now  we  take 
out, 一 the  seeds  of  the  plantain, 

said  to  be  favourable  to  child¬ 
bearing. 

^  ̂   masturb
ation. 

捋 起軸子  to  tuck  up  the 
sleeves. 

A  surplus  ；  an  excess. 
One-tenth.  Used  with  7099. 

祭用 數之仂  for  sacrifices 
use  one- tenth  of  your  income. 

_ 用 三年之 切 on  mourn
- 

ing  expend  one-tenth  of  the  three 

years'  income. 

A  system  of  divination 

by  straws  placed  between 
the  fingers. 

name  for  平原 

P*ing-yuan  Hsien  in  Shan- 

See  6851. 

A  geomantic  vein  or  duct. 
One-third.  Used  with  7096. 

散阽  to  divide  up  into  tenths. 

See  7316. 勒 
7100 

tr 

7095 

W.  lair 

P.  //V5,  lo 

M,  lo 

Y.  louh 

K.  nal 

\  ratsz 

A.  lwat0 

Entering 

Irregular. 

A  handful. 

An  embankment  ；  a  dyke 

Alike；  of  a  kind. 

馬博  an  enclosure  or  race-course for  horses. 

時 事 之迫如 馬在埒 
the  crisis  is  like  horses  on  a 
race-course. 

金博  a  race-course  covered  with gold  coins,  —by  王濟  Wang 

Chi,  a  millionaire  of  the  Chin 
dynasty. 

與稻 梁 博  the  same  as  rice and  millet. 

才 相等博  their  talents  are much  alike. 

To  gather；  to  pluck  ；  to 

pull  off ;  to  scrape  off. 

Also  read  /c?8A* 

w 

7096 

〔•職 

See 
勒 

EnteriDg 

Lower. 

w 
7097 

R •職 

See 勒 

Entering 

Lower. 

肋 

7098 
7099 

Km 

bee 勒 

Entering 

Lower. 

村縣 an  old 

縣 

tung. 

屑
 5
l
 r
 
f
 
l
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劣 
7ioi 

R •屑 
G.  lutQ 

H.  lot^ 
F.  liok) 
W.*7 

N.  lih^ 
p.  m 

V.  nuh 

Sz.  lie 

K.yp/ 
]. retsz 

A.  liet- 

Entering 

Upper 
Irregular. 

鼠 
7102 

R .葉 
^獵 
A.  lap、 liep 

Entering 
Lower. 

r 
7103 

See 獵 
A.  lap 

Entering 
Lower. 

Inferior,  as  opposed  to 

優 ！3,382;  bad；  vile ；  vici¬ 
ous.  See  3366. 

劣才  poor  abilities. 

優劣  good  and  bad  ；  useful 
and  worthless. 

斧 腹無文  empty-headed; ignorant. 

惡劣。 1 ■鄙劣  bad;  vicious; unreasonable. 

劣馬  a  vicious  horse. 

劣蹶  pig-headed;  wilful. 

劣跡  evil  traces, — a  bad  repu 
tation. 

比其 兄爲劣  inferior  to  his 
brothers, — as  an  artist. 

劣德  inferior  virtue. 

開劣  to  remove  a  black  mark 
against  the  name  (<?.^.)  of  a  can 
didate  for  exam. 

劣生  a  disgraced  b.a. 

劣衿 a  disreputable  literate, 一 
one  who  turns  his  talents  to 

disreputable  uses. 

劣等  low-class. 

薄劣  weak；  feeble. 

劣 足容身  just  big  enough 
to  hold  the  body. 

Bristles,  as  on  a  hog  ； 
the  dorsal  fin. 

剛崴  stiff  bristles, — name  for  a 
boar. 

馬巢  a  horse’s  mane;  the 
hatchet -shaped  tumulus  of  a 

grave. 

奮 巢讳然  he  shakes  his 
mane  and  raises  his  head, 一- as 
a  war-horse. 

長巢  a  long  beard. 

Robust  ；  vigorous. 

僵偃 s_g;  robust. 

長 儷者相 之 the 
old  and  the  vigorous  helped  him. 

ir 
7104 

R- 葉 

H.  liap 

F.  lak 

W.  lide 

N.  liah 
p.  m 

M. ) 

Y.  }  lieh 

Sz. ) 

K.  yop^  ridp 

J.  rid 

A.  lap、 liep 
Entering 

Lower. 

7105 

R- 葉 

F.  lak^  lok 

Seeli 

A.  liep 

Entering 

Lower. 

M 

7106 鱲 
7107 

See 獵 

A.  liep 

Entering 

Lower. 

唓 

7108 

To  pursue  animals  ；  to 

hunt ;  to  follow  the  chase. 
Used  with  7105. 

打獵  to  ’go  hunting,  shooting, etc. 

田獵 t。  hunt  on  a  large  scale, 
as  the  Emp.  and  his  Court  for¬ 
merly  did. 

獵狗  a  sporting-dog. 
獵 戶  huntsmen;  sportsmen. 

獵兎  to  hunt  hares, 一 with hawks. 

以獵食  in  order  to  get  a 
living. 

獵 取之貨  booty;  plunder.. 

獵 其菁華  to  choose  or  adopt the  best, 一 r\s  the  best  thoughts 
or  expressions  in  an  essay. 

渉獵 a 門諸書 
through  Taoist  literature. 

ran 

To  stride  over；  to  step 
across.  Used  with  7104. 

學不躐 等 learning,  do not  skip  over, 一 but  keep  to  the 

prescribed  order. 

躐席  to  take  a  place  at  table one  is  not  entitled  to. 

渉 躐世務  well  versed  in worldly  matters. 

Same  as  7102, 

Fishes  with  bristly  dorsal 
fins. 

軟唇鱲  the  soft-lipped  perch 、Pristipoma  gram mopf£cilu?n). 

金繇鱲 the  gdd  thread  wrasse ( Chrysophrys  cardinalis). 

上海鱲  the  sea-going  carp 
( Cyprinus  acuminatus). 

尖嘴鱲  the  sharp-nosed  sun- fish  ( Chxtodon  modestus). 

黑古纖  the.  black  perch (/iopleguathus  fasciatus). 

大賑鱲  the  big-eyed  perch {JPriacanthus  tayenus). 

紅鱲  the  red  perch  (Pagrus unicolor、. 

See  6818. 

連 7109 

R 先 

C.  lyn 

H.  lert 

F.  liertg 

W.  lie 
N.  lien 

M.  !  lien 

Sz. ) 

Y.  liei 

K*.  yon 

J.  ten 

A.  lien 
Even  Lower. 

I^TE2Nm 

To  connect；  to  continue; 
to  include.  See  7135,  9279. 

or 

結連 OT 連合。 r 連同 

連  connected ;  joined;  ban¬ ded  together. 

相連  close;  adjoining. 

相 連過來  to  spread  from 
one  to  the  next, 一 as  a  fire. 

連底  right  down  to  the  bottom. 
See  6205. 

通連  connected,  as  by  a  thor¬ oughfare  ; en  suite、 as  rooms; 
in  collusion. 

連夥  in  partnership. 
接連。 r 連連  connected; joined;  in  succession. 

連線 不斷  in  one  continuous 
stream, — of  rain. 

連日  for  consecutive  days. 

連 夜 —ght  and  day. 

我們 連 夜起身 we  will 
start  this  very  night. 

連陰天  a  succession  of  cloudy 
days. 

一連一 個多月  for  jnore than  a  month  without  a  break. 

連中 (chun^) 三 元  first  on the  list  for  the  three  degrees  in 

succession. 

連科  to  take  the  3rd  or  doctor’s degree  in  the  following  spring 

after  having  taken  the  2nd  or 
master’s  degree. 

五 子連 登 his  five  sons succeeded  one  after  the  other 

at  the  public  examinations. 

連捷  one  victory  after  another. 

連 陞三級  raised  three  hon¬ orary  steps  at  once;  see  846. 

連名  connected  names, — joint signatures. 

具張連 名保結 drew  up a  largely-signed  guarantee. 

連姻  connected  by  marriage. 

連宗  people  of  the  same  sur¬ name,  who  from  friendship  re¬ 
gard  themselves  as  .of  the  same 

family. 
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連
 2 

71。9 

連號  consecutive  numbers;  the 
•  conjoined  styles  of  firms,  as  on 

a  joint  petition ;  branch  establish¬ ments. 

連縛  to  make  fast  to.. 

水連天  the  water  joij?s  the 
sky, — as  on  the  horizon  at  sea. 

呌 殺連天  their  crieS-rose  to heaven. 

連不上  it  does  not  join,  as 
something  that  does  not  fit  on 
to  another  thing.  Also  uud  of 
want  of  sequence  in  sentences, 
etc. 

連^ ̂ 貫  inconsequent;  incohe¬ 

rent'. 

連環  joined  rings;  links;  con¬ nected  together  See  5043. 

連環 可解也 joined  rings 
can  -  be  separated, — a  paradox, 
meaning  that  though  separated 
they  would  still  be  joined,  i.e. 
joined  rings. 

連璜  g-j  a  plan  or  plot  by 
which  successive  objects  are  to 
be  attained,  one  leading  on  to 
another. 

連環保  to  give  security  one 
for  the  other, 一 as  is  done  by 

cash-shops  and  similar  enter¬ 

prises. 

—環 棍。' •連架 a  flai1， 

放一 個連環 tQ  fire  a  Y。1- ley. 

連珠  strung  &  pearls ;  volley¬ firing. 

連犴  paradoxical. 

連 屬之辭  a  conjunctive 
particle. 

連坐  to  jointly  undergo；  to  be 
jointly  incriminated,  as  the  in 
nocent  with  the  guilty. 

連成  to  unite  so  as  to  form. 

連肩  shoulder  to  shoulder. 

連臂  arm  to  arm ;  abreast. 

連亙  extensive ;  spreadiirg. 

兵 連禍結  connected  wea¬ 
pons,  disasters  knotted,  —  the 
horrors  of  war. 

連市  to  continue  business, 一 
not  to  close  altogether  for  the 
holidays,  as  some  small  traders 
often  cannot  afford  to  do. 

連枝  relatives. 
連理枝  the  interlocking  bran¬ 

連:
 

7109 

ches, —— of  two  trees. 

7110 

銷 

霰 

See 連 

Even,  Rising 

and  Sinking 

Lower. 

M5
 

71 1 1 

See 連 

Rising  Lower. 

連累。 r 牽連  to  involve;  to implicate. 

連襟  the  husbands  of  sisters. 

連皮  together  with  the  packing, 一 as  the  gross  weight. 

連東  one  landlord  of  several houses. 

連忙  with  all  speed. 

連 撮不已  kept  on  fanning without  leaving  off. 

連 飯都不 雙 d°es  nGt  even
 take  his  food. 

連 ••… 帶 both . and .  •… 

連 來帶去  there  and  back. 

連 本帶息  both  principal  and interest  together. 

連 三帶 (or 叠） 四。 ne  thing after  another;  repeatedly. 

胃連  ̂ °P^S  teeta ^5124. 

連江縣  name  of  a  District  in 
Fuhkien. 

連州  name  of  a  Department  in Kuangtung. 

漣:
 

7^3 

R. 先 

See 連 

Even  Lower. 

璉 
3 

7ii4 

R •錯 

See 連 

Rising  Lower. 

蓮 2
 

R。 先 

F.  leing 

See  
^|| 

Even  Lower. 

A  chicken. 

倔子  twins. 

楗
 * 

7112 

R 先鉍 
Sec 連 

•  Ev.:n  and 

Rising  Lower. 

To  take；  to  remove. 

楗 來楗去  to  take  backwards and  forwards. 

楗 賓之劳  the  toil  of  carry¬ ing  on  th、、 back, — as  a  coolie  or 

porter. 

楗 坭作房  to  take  mud  to build  its  nest. 

楗起  to  take  away. 

植過人  to  hand  over  to  some 
one. 

才 連開曬  to  take  out  to  dry  in 
the  sun. 

A  side  apartment.  A  bar 
on  a  door. 

楢子  a  fruit  resembling  the loose-skinned  orange ;  perhaps  a 

species  of  疋 gle … 

Water  flowing. 

泣 涕漣漣  her  tears  flowed 

unceasingly. 

河水淸 且缠骑 the  river 
, water  flows  clear  and  swift. 

缠江  name  of  a  river  in  Hunan. 

A  vessel  to  hold  grain 

at  the  Imperial  sacrifices, 
called  湖瑰； 挪 4934- 

The  lotus  (Nelumbium 

speciosunt、 Willd.).  [Stands 

pictorially  for  連 7109,  con¬ 
tinuous.] 

蓮拢  the  lotus-flower  or  .water lily.  See  below, 

蓮藕荷  the  lotus. 蓮子。 r 蓮 米。 i •蓮肉 lotus- 
seeds. 

蓮蓬。 r 蓮房  the  seed-case 
of  the  lotus， See  8901,  8902. 

蓮蓬子  兒  lotus-kernels；  lily- 

seeds. 

蓮粉  ground  lotus-roots, — used 
as  arrowroot. 

金蓮 cn 蓮钩  golden  lilies 
or  lily-hooks, 一 the  small  feet  of 
Chinese  women,  the  origin  of 
which  is  traced  to  眘娥 Ya。 

Niang,  a  favourite  concubine  of 

李煜  Li  Yii  of  the  southern 
T‘ang  State. 

一 對金蓮 如兩條 

玉  a  pair  of  feet  like  a 
couple  of  jade  shoots, — alluding 
to  “small”  feet  seen  without 
covering. 

金蓮小 K 怕贴 不穩 

當  if  the  feet  pre  small,  the 
footing  will  be  insecure. 

寸半 的金蓮 feet  an  inch 
and  a  half  in  length, 一 the  ideal 
sir  e. 

钯步  a  lady’s  steps  or  gait 

靑蓮  a  damsel;  a  nun. 

蓮靑色  a  mauve  colour. 
蓮船  ladies’  big  feet— beetle 
crushers. 
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蓮
1
 

7^5 

m 

7116 

r •先蜃 
See 連 

Even  and 
Sinking 

Lower. 

採蓮船  a  pluck-lily  boat, — as 
used  for  pleasure  excursions  on 
lakes,  etc. 

蓮燈  a  lantern  shaped  like 
lotus-flower. 

蓮之 出蹲泥 而不染 
the  lotus  rising  from  the  muc 

without  being  stained  thereby. 

蓮駕。 r 蓮座  the  lotus  seat, 
一 alluding  to  the  lotus-leaf  at 
the  back  of  the  goduess  Kuan 
Yin.  See  6363. 

蓮 宗财 1  i»976 - 

予謂 蓮花之 君子者 

也  I  call  the  lotus  the  “superior 
man,” 一 among  flowers. 

蓮花經  name  of  a  famous 
Buddhist  sutra. 

蓮花池  a  lotus-pool. 

蓮花樂  (lok)  a  rattle  made 
from  bamboo  slips  and  threaded 
cash. 

蓮花白  the  name  of  a  wine 

白 蓮教 ̂  the  White  Lily  Sect,— 
a  secret  society,  first  heard  of 
in  1308. 

白蓮社  a  sect,  founded  by 
Liu  I-min  for  purposes  of  medi¬ 
tation. 

金蓮花  Tropceolum  majusy  L. 

轉子蓮  Clematis  M/ensy  M 
&  D. 

西番蓮  Passiflora  ccerulea^  L. 

百子蓮  Agaparthus  umbella- 
tusy  Herit. 

木蓮  a  species  of  fig  {Ficus 
pumila、 L.). 

八角蓮 獨脚蓮 
phyllum  versipdk、 Hance. 

黃蓮 w  5124. 

黃蓮木 (Qr  芽) Pktacia  chi- 
nensis、 Bge. 

大黃蓮  Berberis  sp. 

A  species  of  snake  or  red 

lizard,  known  as 火 赤蝤， 
found  in  Chehkiang. 

4 巻 a  serpent  coiled  up. 

II
1 

7117 
R.  Vulgar. 

P.  sounds  lien' in  Ua  liet^ Sinking 

Lower. 

鏈
，
 

7118 

R. 先 

See 連 

Even  Lower. 

鰱
 3 

7119 

R-先 

See 連 

Even  Lower. 

m 

7120 

See 連 

Rising  Lower. 

缣 

7iai 

R. 琰 

See 窗 

Rising  Lower. 

『122 

R •鹽瑣 See 廉 

Even  Lower. 

A  pouch  ；  a  pocket. 

搭稽 搭 轉袋 a  pouch or  purse,  worn  at  the  girdle. 

Lead  or  tin  ore.  A  chain 

鎖鏈 a  chain  with  a  lock  on  it. 
— for  securing  criminals. 

婉鏈  to  kneel  on  chains, — an 
illegal  method  of  extorting  evi¬ 
dence. 

上鏈  tQ  wind  up  the  chain, — of a  Dutch  clock. 

鏈完了 thechain  (of  the  clock) has  run  down. 

A  bream  ；  also,  a  kind  o 
shad. 

子  a  species  of  tench, 一 some 
times  given  to  a  bride  by  her 
parents  in  token  of  a  wish  that 

she  may  be^r  children. 

Oat-cakes. 

A  thin  sheet  of  ice. 

水 面初谦 a  thin  sheet  of  ice has  just  formed  on  the  water, 

見 日消谦  the  sun  melts  the thin  ice. 

To  stick.  Used  with 

7121. 雖有 深泥亦 弗之谦 

也  although  the  mud  may  be 
deep,  it  will  not  stick, 一 to  the 
wheels. 

Read  lien、 •  To  congeal. 

水谦嫌 以微凝 athin sheet  of  ice  began  to  form  on 
the  water. 

W 
7123 

R. 鹽 

See 窗 

Even  Lower. 

w 

7124 

R •鹽艷 

w 奩兼 

Even  and 
Sinking  Upper 

and  Lower. 

m 712s 

R •鹽 

See 窗 

Even  Lower. 

A  coarse  red  sandstone 

Hypocritical. 

嫌仁  feigned  benevolence. 

7126 

R •鹽 

See 

Even  Lower. 

7127 

7128 

•SI 

See 窗 

Even  Lower. 

Rice;  green  grain. 

嗛手载  corn  or  rice  in  which  the grain  is  not  yet  formed. 

The  calf  of  the  leg.  The 

spleen  of  animals.  [To 
be  distinguished  from  _ 

721.] 

外 用^骨 the  shin  bone. 

脛膽  the  leg. 
猪臁貼  a  pig’s  spleen. 

Aik  insect,  known  as 

蜚蠘，  which  smells  like 

ginger. 

Same  as  7130. 

A  corner；  angular ；  sharp 

{see  6480).  Pure  ；  incorrupt 
not  avaricious,  as  opposed 

t。 慳  1 623}  reasonable,  as 

price  or  charges.  To  exam¬ 

ine  ； to  search  out. 

廉隅  rectangular ;  punctilious  ̂  
unwilling  to  make  any  sacrifice •  of  principle. 

廉耳 6  modest;  bashful. 
廉士  a  clean-handed  or  honest 
gentleman.  See  2188. 

養廉銀  an  allowance  granted to  officials  to  keep  them  incor¬ 
rupt. 

廉 潔  not  to  be  corrupted;  honest. 

廉吏  a  pure-handed  o 伍 cer. 
廉節  sparing;  frugal ;  (of  offi， cials)  not  avaricious. 
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7128 

7129 

價 錢太廉  the  price  is  to。 low. 

廉 over-scrupulous. 

簡而廉  easy-going  and  yet 
discriminating. 

六 廉  the  six  virtues  of  a  magis¬ 
trate,  viz. 善  goodness, 能 

ability,  敬  veneration,  up¬ 

rightness,  method,  and 辨 
discrimination. 

^  ̂   ̂   5E  (our  virtues 
 in 

which  a  periodical  examination 
is  now  held;  see  4334. 

廉明  clean-handed  and  clear¬ 
headed, 一 of  officials. 

一切 得其 情 examined 
them  all  and  got  at  the  facts. 

虛者廉 得無蔽  those  who 
do  not  admit  their  guilt  will  not 
be  pardoned  when  the  crime  is 
brought  home  to  them. 

廉訪。 r 廉使  epistolary  des¬ 
ignation  of  a  桌 台  Judicial 
Commissioner. 

See 窗 

Even  Lower. 

A  loose  hanging  door- 

screen,  generally  of  bamboo 

splints  bound  with  cloth. 
Used  for  7132. 

竹*  a  bamboo  screen. 

A  櫳。 r  簾模  a  blind；a  screen at  the  door  between  two  rooms. 

布簾 a  doth  screen. 

蘆簾  a  screen  of  grass  matting, 

木板胃  Venetian  blinds. 

捲簾子  to  roll  up  a  screen. 

掀 起門簾  to  pull  aside  the door  curtains. 

揭開簾 子一看 raised screen  and  take  a  look. 

簾內 and 簾外  within  and 
without  the  screen;  private  and 

public. 

內簾官  the  eighteen  officials 

房官  through  whose  hands  all 
essays  at  the  examination  for  the 

2nd  degree  pass  before  being  sub¬ 
mitted  to  the  Grand  Examiner. 

垂 簾聽政  to  let  down  the 
screen  and  receive  reports  on 

the  government, 一 as  an  Empress 
Regent,  who  cannot  be  seen  in 

public. 

7129 

7130 

R-鹽 

See 窗 

Even  Lower. 

7131 

7132 

R •鹽 

See 窗 

IM 

7133 

R. 鹽 

See 窗 

Even  Lower. 

常 7i34 

See 
Even  Lower. 

[  894  ] 
■TTmvr 

花影 一 • 簾  the  shadows  of  the flowers  cover  the  screen. 

水簾。 r 水晶簾 a  waterfall; a  cascade. 

草色 A 簾靑 the  W11 colour  of  the  plants  is  projected 

through  the  door-screen. 

動^  a  kind  of  writing-paper. 

A  sickle；  a  reaping-hook. 

禾鐮 w 鋸鐮  a  sickle. 

新月 仞镰刀  the  new  moon is  like  a  sickle. 

钩鎌  a  pruning-hook. 火鐮 包。1 •火 刀镰子 
a  tinder-box  with  flint  and  steel. 

Same  as  7129. 

Even  Lower. 

A  waterfall；  a  cascade. 

濂泉  a  cascade.  See  7129. 

溪  a  river  in  Hunan. 

濂水  a  term  used  for  baptism. 

A  kind  of  shad,  of  a  dull 

green,  with  jagged  spines 
and  large  mouth. 

聯
 2 

7!35 

R •先 

C.  lun 

See 連 

Even  Lower. 

The  sign  of  a  grog-shop  ； 
a  booth. 

酒褚  the  sign  of  a  grog-shop; a  tavern. 

門帘 w 軟帘 a  doth  screen hung  before  a  door. 

Connected ;  joined ;  as¬ 
sociated；  to  combine.  See 

7109， 9918,  9279- 

聯合  connected,  joined. 

聯貫  strung  together ;  brought into  a  line. 

聯 絡不斷  in  an  unbroken line, 一 as  a  queue  of  people. 

聯絡 一 '  to  bind  together in  one  bundle. 

聯
 2 

7135 

7136 

R. 先 

S«e 聯 

Even  Lower. 

聯姻  connection  by  marriage. 

聯居  living  side  by  side, — as  in a  row  of  houses. 

聯甲  ten  families  associated  for mutual  protection,  etc.;  a  tithing. 

聯保  joint  security. 
joint  signatures.  See  7109. 

聯心 合作  to  act  in  concert. 
聯黨  to  form  cabals;  mutual associations. 

稱 ̂  年*  united  strength. 

聯群  to  flock  together. 
聯志  with  united  resolution. 

聯行  {hang1)  to  combine,— as 
tradesmen,  to  keep  up  prices. 

聯宗  connected  ancestors, — persons  from  the  same  family stock. 

聯邦國  a  federation  of  States. 

聯句  verses  contributed  by several  friends  so  as  to  form  a 

poem,  —  a  form  of  amusement coriimoD  at  literary  parties. 

對稱^  antithetical  couplets, — as seen  on  scrolls  hung  about  rooms. 

柱聯  antithetical  couplets  for door-posts,  etc. 

素聯。 r 輓聯  couplets  on scrolls,  sent  as  presents  to  the 
families  of  friends  recently  de 
ceased. 

此聯  this  couplet. 上聯  the  first  or  right-hand  ofl two  scrolls. 

^  scrolls  hung  in  front  of coffins  waiting  for  interment. 

聯牌  a  frame. 聯情  to  unite  to . 聯銜  to  join  titles, — conjointly with  another  official. 

聯 銜照會  a  collective  des-| 
patch  or  diplomatic  note. 

蟬 聯數任  he  accompanied 
(his  master)  to  several  posts  one after  the  other.  See  349. 

The  bounding  jumps  of 
animals.  See  10,995. 
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奩 
7^37 

R •鹽 
C.  lym 
H.  liam 

F.  lieng 
W.  lie 

N.  lien 
P.  1 M.  I  lien 

Sz. ) 
Y. 

K.  y'dm ren 

A.  lUm 

Even  Lower. 

辇 
7138 

叛 
7139 

R •豔 
C.  ̂ lym 
H.  liam: 

F.  lieng^ 

W.  lie’ - 
^.lUn 

M.|
^5 Y.  lie? 

Sz.  lien 

K.  ydm 
ren 

A.  liern 

Sinking 
Lower. 

A  lady’s  dressing-case;  a 
bridal  trousseau  ；  an  orna¬ 
mental  box. 

鏡窗。 r 狀窗。 1 •香奩 a 
dressing-case  with  a  mirror. 

謹 請觀奩  we  respectfully 
invite  you  to  come  and  see  the 

bridal  trousseau、 — an  invitation 
to  a  wedding. 

奩儀  money  given  to  a  bride. 

奩敬  words  written  on  the 
present  given  to  the  bride’s 
parents. 

— 1  a  box  of  food, 一 for 
sacrifice. 

See  8310. 

To  dress  a  corpse  for 
burial. 

收殓  to  put  a  corpse  in  a  coffin. 

殓埋。 r 殮葬  to  shroud  and 
bury. 

大 绘 and 小檢  a  splendid  and 
a  simple  funeral,  respectively. 

殓具  the  various  things  used 
when  putting  a  corpse  into  a 
coffin. 

The  face  ；  used  in  the 

sense  of  “reputation,” 

臉面  the  face;  influence.  See 
7886. 

臉面上 不好看  discredit¬ 
able;  shameful. 

你 的臉面 大 yQur  influence 
is  great. 

洗臉  to  wash  the  face. 

臉盆  a  washing-basin. 

Rising  Lower.  I 臉蛋  the
  cheeks. 

臉似 堆花  a  face  like  a  bunch 
of  flowers. 

紫 漲了臉  her  face  flushed 
crimson. 

丹臉  a  rosy  face. 

臉 發了紅  his  face  turned red. 

臉色  facial  expression. 

臉
 3 

7140 

臉上 的氣色  the  colour  of the  face;  complexion. 

鴨蛋臉  a  duck’s-egg  face, — oval  face.  See  6281. 

笑 臉相迎  met  him  with  a smile. 

almond  face, — z.e.  cheeks 

the  pink  colour  of  almond  flowers. 

鬼臉  a  mask;  a  hatchet  face. 

做鬼臉  to  put  on  a  fkrce  look； to  scowl. 

^  soft-hearted. 

臉皮 •石更  hard-hearted. 臉  thick  skin  on  the  face, 一 shameless, 

^  ̂   ̂  bashful;  shy;  diffide
nt. 

掉臉  to  turn  the  head;  to  look 
round;  to  get  angry. 

翻 轉臉皮  ho  changed  coun¬ tenance, — got  angry. 

翻臉 不認人 t。 became cold  towards  a  person, 一 instead 
of  friendly  as  before. 

轉臉  to  turn  the  face  round; 
to  put  a  good  face  on  a  matter ; 
to  come  out  of  a  thing  credit¬ 
ably:  in  a  twinkling. 

賞臉  to  bestow  countenance, — to  cause  an  applicant  for  favour 

to  “have  face,”  by  granting  his 
request;  to  do  or  say  something 
which  causes  another  to  appear 

in  a  good  light. 

背着臉 就不同 the 
same  behind  one’s  back, 一 as when  face  to  face. 

整臉  to  put  on  a  serious  face. 

惹怪臉  a  peevish  face. 
哭喪臉  a  melancholy  face. 

銀盆臉  a  bright,  beaming  face. 

光  smooth-faced, 一 without  a beard. 

作臉  to  succeed  in  any  under¬ 
taking  ; to  do  credit  to;  to 
countenance;  (of  the  weather) 

to  be  fine. 

他 不能給 你作臉 he 
will  not  do  you  any  credit, 一 if 

. you  recommend  him  for  employ¬ 
ment. 

看 他的臉  to  beg  for  a  favour of  one  who  is  not  willing  to 

grant  it,  and  so  be  compelled 

to  submit  to  whatever  ungracious 

w 

7140 

荼 

7141 

R. 鹽 

See 奩 

Even  Lower. 

殮 

7142 

C.  ̂ -lym 
F.  Uieng 

W.  HU 

J  not  used 

A.  hsiem、 liem 

See 检 

Rising  Lower. 

words  etc.  may  accompany  the 
refusal  or  the  unwilling  granting 

of  the  request. 

臉熱  hot  faced, — very  anxious to  do  anything  one  is  asked. 

臉冷  to  look  cold  and  serious, 有心 上前 ，又 不露臉 
willing  to  act,  but  unable  to 
succeed. 

沒有臉 無臉 without face;  shameless. 

不要臉  careless  of  one's 
reputation. 

失臉。 r 丢臉。 r 傷臉 t。 
disgrace  oneself  or  another  per¬ 

son;  to  lose  credit. 

做出死 臉的事  to  do  dis¬ 
graceful  things. 

臉上不 _ 勁 nQt  to  get strength  in  the  face, — to  look 
sheepish. 

臉  _£  秣不開  unable  to  face 
the  world,— in  consequence  of 
some  shortcoming,  etc. 

臉上下 不來。 r 下不 
來臉。 r 臉上 過不去 
haven’t  the  face  to;  unable  to 
face  some  action  which  it  would 

be  disgraceful  to  do. 

圓上臉  to  round  the  face； to  put  one  in  countenance；  to 
act  or  do  a  thing  in  deference 
to  or  out  of  respect  for;  tojield 

to  the  wishes  of. 

臉太举  too  shameless. 
A  wild  vine. 

西琴 1 01 ■稀 菠草  Sieges- 
beckia  orientalis}  L. 

烏菸苺  the  berries  of  a  species 
of  wild  vine. 

内  Vitis  seriancEfolia,  Max. 

子^野  the  convolvulus spreads  all  over  the  waste. 

To  draw  the  hands  back 

into  the  sleeves.  See  382. 

礆袵拜  to  make  obeisance with  carefully-arranged  skirts* — 
of  women. 
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R •艷琰 

C. 三! ym、 lym1- 
H.  Wiam、 

liam^ 
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Sz.  lien 

K,yom 
ren 

A.  Item 

Rising  and 
Sinking 
Lower. 
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7144 

R •豔璜 
S«e 窗 

Sinking 
Lower. 

To  collect；  to  gather  in； 

to  accumulate.  To  arrange, 蔹 
as  the  dress  {see  5613)  ；  to 

7i45 

compose,  as  the  features 

[see  5754).  Used  with  7139. 揀 
[To  be  distinguished  from 

7146 
献 3842.] 

敕
‘
 

7i47 to  gather  in  the  harvest. 

聚  t0  hoard  j  to  be  avaricious. 

R. 霰 

to  lay  by;  to  store  up. 

See 練 

敎怨 以爲德 tQ  regard  ab- 
Sinking 

stention  from  hatred  (for  some 
Lower. 

injustice  done)  as  a  virtue. 

楝
‘
 

to  hoard. 

敵證  stingy;  miserly. 

.  7m8 
to  collect  or  hoard  money. 

R. 霰 

敎脚 or  敍跡  t0  keeP  one’s 
W.  v.  Llic 

See 練 

footsteps  to  oneself, 一 to  stay  at 
home;  to  give  up  evil  courses. 

Sinking 

^  t0  became  invisible. 

Lower. 

0  _  3SL  _  t0  conc
entrate  in 

oneself  the  five  blessings.  See 

3707. 

7 149 

事  to  be  sparing  of  what  one 

R 霰 

does;  not  to  be  a  meddler. 

See 練 

Sinking 

傅局頗 爲激敢 the  gam - 
bling-hells  began  in  consequence Lower. 

to  draw  in  their  horns. 

to  draw  the  hands  into 

煉
‘
 

the  sleeves.  See  7142：  Also, 

to  stay  the  hand,  as  when  about 

7i5° 

to  strike. 

R •盡 

敵足 升瑶筵 with  slc>w 
敗 

See 練 

steps  I  mount  to  the  Jasper  Hall. 

入 敵  to  put  a  body  into  a  coffin. 

Sinking 

Lower. 

See  7139. 

賜 水銀龍 腦以斂 & 
Ertip.  bestowed  quicksilver  and 
Baroos  camphor  for  encoffining 

purposes. 

裔^額  to  hai>g  the  head. 

養 （to  speak)  with  bated 
breath. 

才  to  concentrate  one’s  ener- 
gies. 練 

A  rush  of  water  ；  waves  ； 
7[5r 

R •霰 

C.  lyn 

breakers. 
H.  Un 
F.  liettg 

to  overwhelm,  as  billows. 

W.  lie 
N.  lien 

M. 
 j  lien 

Y.  liei 

Same  as  7141. 

See  1669. 

To  pound；  to  hammer. 

東支 金爲范 to  hammer  out 
gold-leaf. 

The  Pride  of  India  [Melia 

azederach、 L.),  also  known 
as 苦楝子 • 

川楝子  the  fruit  of  Melia Toosendan、 S.  &  Z.,  exported 

from  Sstich‘uan  as  a  drug. 

To  boil  raw  silk. 

涑白坊  an  establishment  for bleaching  raw  silk. 

To  refine  by  melting,  as 

metals. 

煉糖  to  refine  sugar. 

久 煉成鋼  (iron)  by  a  long process  of  refinement  by  fire 

becomes  steel, -so  is  man  purified 

and  strengthened  by  affliction. 

煉就  refined  ready  for  use. 

煉丹  to  prepare  the  magic  drug, — of  immortality. 

修煉  to  cultivate  the  refining 
processes  which  lead  to  immort¬ 
ality  ; see  7152,  and  4661. 

To  practise.  To  drill. 
To  choose.  Used  with 

7149,  and  1 1,726.  See 
6924. 

練習  to  practise. i i 是在 x 夫裏練 

出來的  skill  is  got  by  prac¬ 
tice. 

w 

71s1 

Sz.  lien 

K.  yon 

J.  ren 

A.  lien、 luen 

Sinking 

Lower. 

鍊
‘
 

7i52 

R. 髌 

^ 練 

Sinking 

Lower. 

to 

尙 欠歷練  to  want  more 
practice. 

老 練之人 an  dd  hand  at; 
a  skilled  workman;  an  expert. 

練船  training-ships. 練兵 練軍。 r 練武 drill  troops.  See  9279. 

練 把:式 t0  Practise  gymnastics 

練勁  to  work  up  muscles. 

練達  to  practise ;  to  become versed  in;  experienced. 

於 德語未 甚賴練 
very  skilled  in  German  colloquial. 

練勇。 r 練丁。 r 團練 
volunteer  trainbands. 

練閲  to  hold  a  review  of  troops. 

練時日  to  choose  a  day. 
練布  a  coarse  kind  of  cloth; sackcloth. 

練服  coarse  clothing;  the  dress 
worn  after  the  first  year’s  mourn¬ 

ing.. 

將 練爲衣  was  about  to  make 
it  into  a  garment. 

練在 一 *  ̂  to  collect  together in  one  place, — as  vessels  at  an 
anchorage. 

練鶴。 1 •紫練 （male)  or 白 
練 (female)  or  拖白練  the 
Paradise  fly-catcher  ( Tchitrea 

paradisi). 

長 尾巴練  the  blue  tree-pie 
( Urocissa  sinensis,  L.). 

To  smelt  ；  to  separate 

dross  ；  to  refine  ；  to  dis¬ 
cipline.  A  chain.  Used 
with  7150  {g.v). 

鍊金  to  fuse  gold. 
鍊熟  to  thoroughly  heat, 一 as  a bar  of  : netal  in  a  furnace. 

千 鎚百鍊  a  thousand  ham¬ 
merings  and  a  hundred  firings, 
— as  when  tempering  metal. 

百 鍊不輕  though  many 
times  fused,  it  does  not  lose 

weight, — of  gold. 

鍊 成一 疔奇光 tobe 
fused  into  a  single  beautiful  ray, 
一 of  several  ideas  harmoniously 
combined. 
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鍊
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7^52 

恋 
7153 
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7154 

R. 霰 
C.  I'un 
H.  Un 
F.  liong 
W.  i/ie 
N.  liefi 
P.  Vuan 
M.  lien 
Y.  lici 
Sz.  lien 

K.  yon^  nydn 
J.  ren 
A.  liisn 

Sinking 
Lower. 

修 鍊成佛  to  become  a 
Buddha  through  a  process  of 
mental  refinement. 

鍊仙  to  become  an  Immortal, 
as  above. 

鍊 土生木  to  cause  earth  to 
produce  trees. 

賴鍊  to  refine  and  refine,  until 
perfect  purity  is  obtained. 

詞 語賴鍊 tQ  ̂ duce  the 
words  employed  to  a  minimum, 

— as  in  essay-writing,  or  where 
terseness  of  expression  is  aimed 
at. 

鍊句  to  overdo  terseness  in  style. 

鍊魔  to  expel  evil,  spirits  or 
passions. 

鍊子  a  chain. 

一鍊 串七粒  to  make  a 
chain  of  seven  beads. 

帶鍊  to  be  chained, 一 as  a  pri¬ 
soner. 

脫鍊。 1 •解鍊  to  unchain. 

Same  as  7154. 

To  feel  attachment  for  ； 

to  dote  on；  to  hanker  after. 

戀愛。 i •戀 慕 《  or 眷戀。 r 

意戀  to  think  fondly  upon. 

戀 戀不捨  unable  to  part 
from, — as  a  dear  friend  or  a 
precious  thing. 

相戀  mutually  fond  of. 

戀 土難移  fond  of  one’s 
home  and  unwilling  to  leave  it, 

— for  foreign  parts. 

戀家 t。  be  a  stay-at-home. 

戀職  too  fond  of  office  to  be 
able  to  give  it  up, — as  when  old 
or  infirm. 

戀戰  to  be  unwilling  to  leave 
off  fighting. 

戀酒  over-fond  of  wine ;  sottish. 

戀色  lecherous  ；  given  over  to 
lust. 

戀 得住人  able  to  fascinate 
people. 

戀頭 a  tie  {fig.))  an  attach¬ 
ment. 

w 

I  To  make  a  thick  paste  or 
R.  ®  ! 收  .congee. 

See 戀 

Sinking 

Lower. 

w 

7156 

R •先 

C.  lyn 

H.  Uri^  lin 
F.  ling、 Icing 

lien 

W.  lie 
N.  lim 

p. ! 

M. ( 

Y.  lici 
Sz.  lien 

K.  ̂ dn 

J.  ren 
A.  lien 
Even  Lower. 

I  . 

To  pity  ；  to  sympathise 
: with ;  to  be  fond  of；  to  envy. 

憐 邮 。1 •憐 閔。 r 憐念。 r 

憐惜  t。 pity. 
可憐  pitiable;  have  pity!  — 
beggar’s  cry.  See  below, 

不堪憐  unworthy  of  pity. 

同 病相憐  fellow-sufferers pity  one  another,. 

_  望見憐  I  implore  your 

pity. 

憐情  pity;  from  pity. 
憐貧  to  have  pity  on  the  poor. 

憐愛  to  have  a  regard  for. 
人 憐巧語 情遂重 
people  loved  his  clever  talk  and 
became  much  attached  to  him, 

— of  a  parrot.  ' 

乞  >隣  to  ask  for  fondness, — as  a fawning  dog. 

瘋憐目  the  wind  envies  the human  eye, — for  although  the 
wind  travels  fast,  the  eye  travels 
faster  and  without  moving. 

毛色 奇可憐 their  Plumage was  wondrous  and  to  be  envied, 
— for  its  beauty. 

ILmTN. 

A  forest  ；  a  grove  ;  a 

clump  of  trees  ；  hence， a 

grave  (see  6605)、 A  collec¬ 
tion,  as  of  phrases,  books, 
etc. 

樹林。 r 林木。 r 林子 
a  forest. 

僻 處陰林  tQ  retire  to  a  dark forest， 一 as  a  hermit. 

林下  in  a  wood;  in  the  Han- lin  College ;  in  official  life;  in 
retirement. 

林 下何曾 見一人 where  would  there  be  any  one 

for  official  life? — if  everybody 

went  into  retirement,  as  recom¬ 

mended  by  philosophers. 

林:
 

7工57 

: ■歸私 、下  to  give  up  official j  life  and  retir:  to  one’s  home. 

i 林 下財主  a  wealthy  private gentleman, — residing  at  his  an- 

j  cestral  home.
 疎 林脱照  the  evening  sun shining  through  the  spaces  be tween  the  trees. 

獨木 i。1 •樹） 不 成林。 ne tree  does  not  make  a  forest. 

林立  sticking  up  like  trees  in a  forest, 一 sc.  numerous.  Often 
used  of  crowded  masts  of  junks, 

and  generally,  (^.)  of  opium dens,  etc. 

叢林 a 禪林  a  Buddhist 
temple. 

i 緣林山  a  r.iountain  in  Hupeh, 
famous  for  brigands. 

:緣林 客  brigands;  robbers. 

4 徑 於緣林 
to  join  a  band 

of  robbers. 

紫竹  ̂   Purple  Bamboo  Grove, — the  local  name  for  the  foreign 
settlement  at  Tientsin. 

文林  the  ’:terary  body. 

瓊梂晏  a  feast  given  to 
successful  competitors  for  the 

3rd  degree. 

御林軍  the  Imperial  body¬ 

guard. 

士者之 林。1 ■士林 the body  of  literary  men. 

姻林  forest  mists. 六 林  a  coffin,  一-  from  the  six boards, 抒 ot  courting  the  ends, 

of  which  ordinary  coffins  are 
made.  The  best  coffins  are  of four  only. 

奉送六  林  coffins  provided, 
— an  undertaker's  sign. 

I 雙林  the  twin  Sala  trees  under 
which  Buddha  died. 

羽林軍  the  stars  lr\jx^u Aquarias. 

有林  fully ;  completely, — as  of the  performance  of  ceremonies. 

上林  nj.me  of  a  park,  begun 
under  the  Ch‘in  dynasty  and 
extendea  by  the  Emperor  武 

Wu  Ti  of  the  Han  dynasty. 

See  9729. 

林牙  name  of  the  Han-lin  Col¬ lege  ander  the  Liao  dyn. 

林蘭  Mcgnolia  obovata、 Thbg. 

113 
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7158 
R_  寢 
C.  v.  lem,  clem^ 

lent1- 

s« 赛林 

Rising  Lower. 

淋
 S 

7159 R •侵 
P.  lin、 lun 

林 
Even  Lower. 

iW 

7160 R. 侵 
See 林 

Even  Lower. 

m
l
 

7161 r •侵 
P.  /in.  lun 

Even  Lower. 

To  kill  ；  to  beat. 

T o  drip  ；  to  fall  in 

torrents  ；  to  soak.  Used 

with  7 1 64. 

照頭淋  dripping  on  one’s head. 

山 水淋淋  the  mountain  tor¬ 
rents  poured  down. 

淋花  to  sprinkle  flowers. 

淋濕  wet  through,  —  as  from rain. 

淋的渾 身濕的  his  whole 
body  soaked, 一 with  rain. 

淋  一 ■淋  to  get  a  soaking. 

淋漓  dripping;  dropping. 

淋 了起來  began  to  drizzle. 

淋透  soaked  with  rain. 

Read  linK 

to  filter. 

To  strain 

過 過 谢 ̂ t0  Pass  through  a  filter 

可淋 以爲飲 4  can  be 
strained  for  drinking, 一 as  wine, 
etc. 

A  precious  stone  ；  a  gem. 

琳國  a  country  near  the  Caspian 
Sea,  which  produced  topazes. 

古玩 堆琳項 to  anange 
curios  and  valuables. 

Diseases  of  the  bladder  ； 

gravel  •’  stone. 

五痳  five  kinds  of  bladder 
disease. 

砂-痳  gravel. 

石痳  stone. 
血痳  bloody  urine. 

急痳  irritable  bladder. 
白痳  white  deposit  in  urine. 

痳 閉不通  strangury. 

林 

臨
1
 

7162 

A  variety  of  slender 7i6s 

R .侵 

bamboo,  known  as  ̂  梦. 

See 林 

Even  Lower. 

•M  >1 

林 
Incarvillea  sinensis' 

Lam. 

7163 

拂霖 （add  t0.  3659)  has  been 

R. 寢 

See 林 

derived  from  入 /v=Byzantiiim; 

and  recently,  by  E.  Blochet,  with 

Rising  Lower. as  heard  (a  peu  pfes  com- 
me  frum)  from  the  mouth  of  a 
Greek  or  a  Persian.  [For  further 

on  大  see  10,470.] 

霖
*
 

Rain.  Used  with  7159. 

7164 
凡雨 自三日 以往爲 

R •侵 

See 林 

Even  Lower. 

rain  which  continues  for 

more  than  three  days  is  called  lin. 

甘霖  refreshing  rain. 
愁霖  vexed  with  the  long  rain- 

fall. 

用汝 作霖雨 employ  you to  cause  rain  to  fall, — to  benefit 

the  people. 

霖以  _  旱  t0  cud  drought 
by  rain. 

霖霖的  drenching as  rain. 

m： To  look  down  on;  to 
P-PP 

7165 

R •金 k 

F.  ling、 leirtg2- 

v.  Slimg、 

v ㈣ S« 林 

Even  and 

sympathise  with.  To  ap¬ 

proach  ； near,  of  time  or 

place  ；  on  the  point  of.  To 

copy；  as  a  picture  ；  see  8064. 

The  19th  Diagram.  See 

3663,  45. 
Sinking 

Lower. 

自高 臨下  t。 1。。^  down  from a  height. 

臨 下無戾 not  to  be  harsh to  subordinates. 

持作臨 眺之資 此 itas a  keepsake. 

登臨  to  m、、 unt  an  eminence; to  climb  a  height. 

臨御  to  occupy  the  Throne;  to 
govern.  See  5462. 

如 臨深淵 （be  cautious,)  as though  at  the  brink  of  a  deep 

abyss.  ，  . 

光 臨牙舍  your  brightness 
approaching  my  humble  dwell¬ 
ing, — a  conventional  phrase  for 
the  visit  of  an  equal  or  superior. 

臨顧 臨存  t。 pay  a  visit. 

邀臨存  to  invite  a  person  to call. 

五 福臨門  every  happiness be  yours !  See  3707. 

臨世 w 臨凡  to  come  down to  earth;  to  mix  with  mortals. 
Used  of  supernatural  beings. 

親*  臨見  Personal  inspection. 

臨摹  to  copy  drawings  etc. [Lin  is  to  copy  from  some  model 
or  drawing  alongside ;  mu  is  to 

copy  by  means  of  tracing-paper.] 

臨 謂置紙 在旁心 means to  place  the  paper  alongside/ — 
the  object  to  be  copied. 

臨帖  to  copy  from  a  copy-slip. 

臨 的是那 一家 which 
school  (of  calligraphy)  do  you 

follow  ? 

應朱 人臨本 it  must  be  a copy  by  some  artist  of  the  Sung 
dynasty. 

臨財 毋苟-  when  there  is 

a  chance  of  making  money,  be 

not  unscrupulous. 

臨 症下藥  to  make  a  dia¬ 
gnosis  and  administer  medicines 
accordingly. 

臨民  to  be  in  contact  with  the people, — as  rulers  are;  hence, 
to  govern  the  people. 

足以 有臨也  fit  to.  exercise 

sway. 

臨朝  to  come  to  Court, 一 of| an  Emperor  or  Empress  giving 
audience. 

臨行  on  the  point  of  starting. 

臨事  when  the  matter  is  at hand;  at  the  juncture  or  crisis. 

臨 事而懼 M  of  solicitude 
at  the  moment  of  carrying  out 
an  enterprise. 

臨睡  before  sleeping. 

臨 陣退縮 t0  turn  tail  on 
going  into  battle. 

臨水  overlooking  the  water. 

臨 水人家  those  who  live 
near  the  same  water, -neighbours. 

臨街  abutting  on  the  street. 



7165 

w 

7166 

R •寢 

k 林 
Rising  Lower. 

粦 
7167 

7168 

R. 轸 

See 舞 
Rising  Lower. 

M 

7169 

R. 眞
 

Sec 舞
 

Eyen  Lower. 

嶙,
 

7170 

R •轸眞 
See 

Even  and 

Rising  Lower. 

in 

臨終。 r 臨死  about  to  die; 
at  the  point  of  death. 

臨夜  at  nightfall. 

臨 時悮事  to  spoil  an  enter 
prise  at  the  critical  moment. 

出 於臨時  impromptu. 

臨大節  at  a  great  crisis; 
an  emergency. 

臨急。 r 臨忙 ^  a  hurry. 
臨來  about  to  come. 

臨了兒  at  last;  after  all；  at 
the  end. 

臨安。 Id  name  of 杭州 
Hang-chou. 

Read  lin\  To  weep;  to 
wail. 

胃  to  wail  over. 

To  stoop  in  walking.  See 

9864. 

Same  as  7174. 

Ashamed  •’  shamefaced. 

To  pare  or  peel  fruit. 

Precipitous  ；  rugged. 

山 勢嶙岣  the  configuration 
of  the  hills  irregular.  ̂   4866. 

Used  of  a  man’s  disposition ; sec  63. 

粼:
 

7171 

R. 眞 

See 舞 

Even  Lower. 

辚‘
 

7172 

R .轸震 See 舞 

Sinking  and 

Rising  Lower. 

7173 

R 眞 

See 舞 

Even  Lower. 

L2 7174 

R •眞震 

C.  lun 

H.  /in F. 

W.  ling 

N.  ' 

P. 

M.  }  lin 

Sz. ) 

Uing 

K.  nin 

J.  rin 

A.  len 
Even  Lower, 

璘,
 

7175 

R. 眞 

See 舞 

Even  Lower. 

: f 米1 
7176 

R. 眞 

See 舞 

Even  Lower. 

嶙
 2 

7177 

R •眞 

See 舞 

Even  Lower. 

Water  flowing  ；  mountain 
streams.  Used  for  7180 

車 聲 鄰 鄰  the  rumbling  noise of  carts. 

A  tree  found  in  Kiang- 

nan,  the  bark  of  which  is 
used  as  a  dye. 

木  a  tree  which  has  not  y^t 
been  identified. 

Mountain  streams.  Name 

of  a  river. 

金燐  a  place  in  Annam. 

A  flitting  light  ；  a  will- 

o'-the-wisp,  as  seen  over 
battle-fields. 

走憐飛 營 (°ver  the  graves) the  will-o’-the-wisp  moves  and the  firefly  flits  by. 

鬼 火燐燐  the  ghost-lights •(emanations  from  dead  bodies) flit  about. 

人 血爲燐  human  blood causes  willo’-the-wisp  fires. 

An  animal  between  a 

dog  and  a  tiger,  covered 

with  scales；  a  manis.  The 
noise  of  barking. 

辚 （oi ■麟） 蹄  a  District  in Korea- 

Veined,  as  marble  and 
other  stones. 

雑瑞  black  streaks  or  veins, — 
in  jade. 

w 

7178 

R •眞震 
See 舞 

Even  and 

Sinking 

Lower. 

嶙‘
 

7179 各震 

See 吝 

Sinking 

Lower. 

轔1
 

7180 

R 眞震 

See 舞 

Even  Lower. 

m 

7181 

r. 震 

C*.  Uun 

F.  sJirtg、 leing 工 

W.  sJing 

P.  ilin 

Y.  riing 

K.  nin 
「•  rin 

A.  ̂ len 

Sinking  Lower 

Irregular. 

To  rub ;  to  grind. 

磨 而不鱗  to  grind  but  not 
to  reduce  the  thickness. 

病 骨磷磷  disease  has  re 
duced  him  to  a  bag  of  bones. 

Read  lin?.  Water  flow 

ing  over  stones.  Same  as 

7171.  Used  for  7176. 

A  firefly. 

鄰
 2 

7182 

R •眞 

See 舞 

Even  Lower. 

A  raised  path. 

The  rumbling  of  wheels 

A  threshold.  Used  with 

7182.  See  7002. 

有 車轔轔  the  chariots  come 
rumbling  along. 

戶轔 a  threshold;  a  door-sill. 

To  choose；  to  select  for 

appointment. 

遴選  to  choose. 遴派  to  select  and  depute. 

遴才  to  choose  talented  men. 

遴負任  to  select  an  official to  be  entrusted  with  manage¬ 
ment 

Read  lin\  Difficult. 

不 可以迷 y。11  must  not (shirk)  because  it  is  difficult. 

Near  ；  neighbouring  ； 

neighbours. 

近鄰  near;  neighbouring. 

鄰人 01 ■鄰 右  a  neighbour.. 

此 鄰而居  were  neighbours. 
鄰 封  neighbouring  places. 

鄰國  neighbouring  States. 

死 生 相與鄰 ana  death 
neighbouring,-death  staring  one 
in  the  face. 

鄰里。 r 鄕鄰  the  neighbour¬ 
hood. 
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7182 

隣 
7183 

Sinking 

Lower. 

鄰 里來觀  the  neishbours 
came  to  have  a  look. 

察實， 莫 過鄰里 K  ̂  
want  the  truth  about  a  man, 

there  is  no  better  place  than  his 

own  neighbourhood, — where  of 
course  he  is  well  known. 

家中 不和， 鄰里欺 
family  quarrels  ensure  bad  treat¬ 
ment  by  neighbours. 

鄰舍 w 隔鄰 鄰壁。 ne’s 
next-door  neighbours. 

分家三 年成鄰 舍 three 
years  after  a  family  split,  its 

members  are  neighbours, — and 
nothing  more. 

合著三 鄰四舍  accom¬ 
panied  by  the  neighbours. 

睦 乃四鄰  be  on  good  terms 
with  your  neighbours. 

不 幸與君 子爲鄰 it 

鱗1
 

7185 

R. 眞 

H.  Jin 

See 舞 

The  scales  of  a  fish  ； 

scaly  ；  overlapping.  See 

13,812.  The  leaves  of  Hie 

pine-tree 

， 186 

was  a  bud  day  when  I  became 

your  neighbour. 

洽 此其鄰 they  assemble 
their  neighbours. 

德不孤 ，必 有鄰  virtue  is 
not  left  solitary :  (he  who  prac¬ 
tises  it)  will  have  neighbours. 

m 

7184 
r •震眞 
See 吝 

昔孟毋 擇鄰處 CfQld， 
Mencius’  mother  chose  her 

dwelling-place  with  reference 
to  its  neighbourhood, — and  the 
influences  likely  to  be  thus 
exerted  upon  her  son. 

遠親不 如近鄰  better  is 
a  neighbour  that  is  near  than 
a  brother  that  is  far  off. 

馬 不開的 近街鄰 
neighbours  whom  cursing  won’t 
get  rid  of, 一 it  is  better  therefore 
to,  be  sparing  of  curses. 

鄰於 漬  bordering  on  boredom. 

Same  as  7182. 

A  piebald  horse. 

鱗部。 r 鱗類。 r 鱗物 Mb' Even  Lower.  |  creatures,  一  a  division  of  the 

j  animal  kingdom. 

鱗次  rows,  like  a fish’s  scales. 

批 /W4 鱗。 r  逆鱗  t。 stroke 
a  fish’s  scales  the  wrong  way, — 
to  criticise  or  remonstrate  with 

the  Emperor.  See  13.321. 

魚鱗鱗 兮勝孕 what  a number  of  fishes  he  has  sent  me  ! 

魚鱗天  a  mackerel  sky  — means  wind  if  not  rain. 

魚鱗册  a  land  iegis<^r  for purposes  of  taxation. 

風 細水鱗  a  gentle  breeze and  the  water  in  scales, —  i,c. 

ripples. 

鱗文一  一如眞  each  leaf 
[of  the  pine-tree]  was  exactly 
like  a  real  one  as  to  its  markings 

(veins). 

巨口  細鱗1 arge  mouth  and small  fins, —— a  species  of  Labrax. 

1 金鱗 甲  a  species  of  perch 
(Hole centrum  albo-rubru m). 

靑  a  species  of  herring 
(^Chipca  tsi?igleena), 

長腰鱗  cluPea 

ff 

R. 眞 

See 舞 

Even  Lower. 

The  female  of  the  麟 

1044,  or  unicorn  ；  emblem 
of  an  illustrious  posterity. 

5/^®  7222. 

麟之角  the  unicorn’s  horn, — 
which  is  soft  at  the  end,  be¬ 

tokening  a-  love  of  peace.  Also, 
the  sons  olf  an  Emperor. 

m 

7187 

麟之 定  the  unicori’s  forehead, 
-with  which  it  does  not  butt. 

Same  as  7174. 

m K 

7188 

R .寢 

To  shiver  with  cold  or 
fear.  Used  with  7190. 

II.  Him 

See 禀 

Rising  Lower. 

m 

慘德 cool;  cold,  as  spring  water. 

壞 浏  piercingly  cold. 
、魔 遵  tremblingly  obey ! 一 a 
phrase  inserted  at  the  end  of 
official  proclamations. 

威 風凜凜  of  awe-inspiring 
presence, — as  a  stern  ruler. 

漂 然  stern;  severe. 主 奴之分 至今漂 
the  roles  of  master  and  slave 

have  always  been  based  on 
severity. 

7189 

K •寢 

H.  ̂ lim 

See 禀 

Rising  Lower. 

A  government  granary. Also  read  lin^, 

倉屬  a  public  granary. 

廪膳 生。1 ■廪生 salaried Licentiate, — a  秀才  hsiu-tslai 

西 狩葰麟  some  western hunters  captured,  a  lin、 — with 
these  words  end  th^-Spring  and 
Autumn  Annals. 

獲麟絶 筆 at  the  eaptuWW the  lin,  (Confucius)  ceased  to 

write,— as  above. 

麟之 所以爲 麟者以 

德 不以形  the  unicorn  is a  unicorn  by  virtue  not  of  shape, 

but  of  the  Truth, 一  of  which  it 
is  the  material  embodiment. 

麟趾呈 祥  may  the  unicorn’s hoof  bring  you  good  luck ! — i.e. 

an  illustrious  posterity.  'See  1843. 

懍,
 

7190 

R •寢 

H.  (lint 

See 

Rising  Lower. 

who  receives  a  grant  from  the 

public  funds.  A  certain  number 
are  admitted  annually  to  this 

position. 

廪祿  the  grant  to  a  salaried 
Licentiate,  as  above. 

補 糜  to  be  enrolled  among  the salaried  Licentiates. 

薦保  the  guarantee  of  a  salaried Licentiate,  which  is  necessary 

to  the  competitor  for  the  first 

degree. 

To  fear；  to  tremble  at. 
Used  w“、 7188. 

慎 之慎之 丨 beware ! 一 a  phrase  used  at  end  oi 
proclamations. 
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7191 

R ■
色
 

See 禀 

RisiDg  Lower. 

藺‘
 

7192 

R. 震 
F.  leing^  neing 

See 吝 

Sinking 
Lower. 

The  cross-beams  in  a| 

roof， which  support  the  raf¬ 

ters.  The  combing  round! 
the  hatches  of  a  ship. 

貧 

f 累  cross-beams  and  rafters. 

7193 

R .震 
W.  Lling 

See 藺 
Sinking 
Lower. 

吝 
7»94 

R. 震 
lun 
lin 

^ng 

lift 

ling 
lin 
nin 

f.  rin 
len 

Sinking 
Lower. 

恪 
7^95 

7196 

7197 

R •沁 

C.  yim H.  nyim 
F.  eing 

N.  zing 

m.  I
 lin 

A  used  for  making! Y.y^ 

mats.  Anciently,  a  Depart- 

ment  in  Kueichou  ；  now  a 卜 •好— 

township  in  Ssuchluan.  |  LowTrf 

can 

馬蘭花  ensata、 Thbg. 
stones  to  be  rolled  down 

upon  besiegers  of  a  city. 

心 存慕藺  to  nourish  a  desire 
f?r  Lin, 一 i.e,  to  borrow  a  disting¬ 
uished  name,  as  Ssti-ma  Hsiang-ju 
borrowed  that  of  Lin  Hsiang-ju. 

久懷慕 蘭1  have  long  wished 
to  know  you. 

A  cart-rut.  To  run  over  ； 
to  collide  with. 

蹂躪  to  trample  under  foot. 

何堪如 此蹂躪 how 
one  stand  being  treated  in  this 
arbitrary  fashion  ? 

Stingy  ；  miserly  ；  sparing 
of.  To  regret.；  to  repent. 

吝嗇。 r 吝惜  stingy；  sparing  I 
of. 

貪吝  to  be  avaricious. 

君子 不吝財  the  superior  I 
man  is  not  parsimonious.  F 

吝步  to  be  chary  of  one’s  steps,  I 
— as  an  infrequent  visitor. 

幸 勿吝玉  pray  do  not  be| 
chary  of  your  jade  (footsteps),- , 
do  not  decline  to  come.  See  1352. 

悔吝  to  repent. 

Same  as  7194. 

馁 

7i98 

令‘
 

7199 

I

R

 

•
敬
靑
 

庚
 

C.  hng 

H.  lin F.  ling'Uing、 v.  liang 

M./in 

Sz.  j 
 linS 

K.  ryong^  yong 

J.  rei、 rid X.lirtg^y,laing 

Sinking  and 

Even  Lower 

Same  as  7186. 

To  rent；  to  lease. 

賃房子  t。 rent  a  house. 
租賃  to  hire；  to  take  on  lease. 

招賃  to  advertise  to  let. 
河 々 賃  to  lease  in  perpetuity. 

出賃  to  let;  to  lease. 
賃作  hired  himself  out  to  work. 

賃作食  hired  himself  as  cook. 

Same  as  7194. 

HmTJSTG. 

An  order；  a  command  ；| 

to  bid  ；  to  tell  ；  to  cause. 

Worthy  ；  good  ；  honour- 1 
able ;  used  as  a  term 

respect  ；  insinuating.  A I 
District  Magistrate. 

令  an  order；  a  command. 

嚴令  a  stringent  rule. 

轉令。 i •下 令。 r 發令 to| issue  commands. 

王 下令曰  the  king  issued  an  I order,  saying  •  •  •  •  • 

著爲令  uby  order.” 令旗  a  flag  used  to  direct  the  I 
movements  of  troops. 

令箭  an  arrow  with  a  small  I 
triangular  flag  attached,  bestowed  | 

by  the  Emperor  as  a  token  of! 
the  authority  vested  in  the  holder] thereof. 

令甲 or 甲令  fixed  law. 

甲 令煌煌  the  laws  brightly  I manifest. 

行令  to  carry  out  a  command. 
Also,  to  make  a  rule, — as  fori 
forfeits  at  a  drinking-party. 

令 出惟行  the  order  once  I given  will  be  carried  out  without  | 
fail. 

酒令嚴 如軍令 our| drinking-rules  are  as  strict  as  I 
martial  law. 

譬字 四書一 句爲令 a  sentence  from  the  Four  Books,! 
containing  the  word  p%  being  | 
called  for. 

令‘
 

7199 

三 令五申  repeated  orders and  injunctions. 

禁 姻令嚴  the  orders  against opium-smoking  are  very  strict. 

令他來  bid  him  come. 

令人  to.  give  orders. 

令 人生氣  enough  to  make 

one  angry. 

我 無令人  not  a  good  man 
among  us. 

亦令杜 詩無味  it  would 
also  cause  Tu  [Fu]’s  poem  to be  without  point. 

舍節  a  time；  a  festival. 

時令  a  season. 身東 嶽時令  was  appoint¬ 
ed  Guardian  of  Alt.  T'ai,— in 
Shantung. 

現 届伏令 it  is  nc)#w  the 
summer  season. 

冬令  the  winter  season. 

令名  a  good  reputation. 

令 德壽豈  may  they be  happy  in  their  excellent  virtue to  old  age ! 

莫 不会儀  every  one  of  them 
of  excellent  deportment. 

高 朗令終  high  and  brilliant, leading  to  a  good  end. 

令 聞不已  his  fame  is  with¬ 
out  end. 

令 聞令望  a  subject  of  praise, a  source  of  hope, — to  the  people. 

令尊  your  father. 
令 堂  your  mother. 
令祖  your  ancestors. 

令孫  your  grandchild. 
令公  Grrc。 also,  your  son. A  title  given  to  the  great  general Kuo  Tzd-i,  who  was  中 書令， 

President  of  the  Council. 

令女。 1 ■令愛  ycur  daughter. 

巧 w 令色  fine  words  and  an 
insinuating  countenance. 

令尹  the  Prime  Minister  in  a Feudal  State. 

令長 {c^aniz)  the  title  of  a District  Magistrate  under  the 

秦  Ch‘in  dynasty. 

縣今。 1 •大令 a  District Magistrate. 
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7200 

* 
C.  ling 
H.  lang 

N.  h
nS 

M.  lin 

Sz.  I 
 linS K.yo/tg 

J.  rti、 rid 
A.  ling 

Even  Lower. 

7201 K- W 
H,  lang 

See 合 

Even  Lower. 

拎;
 (.靑 

李 会  District  Magistrate  Li. 

令史  secretaries  under  the  Han 
and  other  dynasties,  of  subor¬ 
dinate  rank  but  entitled  to  wear 

乐衣  red  robes,  etc. 
Read  ling2 •  See  7548. 

盧令令  ling  ling  cry  the hounds. 

脊令  the  wagtail. Read  lier^ • 

令居  a  District  in  Kansuh  under 
the  Han  dynasty. 

Clever  ；  active. 
A  musician 

Lonely. 

伶俐  clever.  See  6886, 

此乃天 生伶悧 this  is 
natural  (not  acquired)  cleverness. 

伶 牙悧齒  having  the  gift  of, 
the  gab;  glib;  fluent. 

伶便  c  伶分  active;  spright !y- 

伶仃  lonely;  disconsolate. 

伶 式伶打  tottering;  stag 
gering. 

伶人  a  musician. 

伶官  the  bandmaster. 
伶使 servant. 

A  prison. 

應 禁囵圄 ought  to  be  im- 
prisoned. 

伸春 省囵園 in  ip  id-spring 
examine  the  gaols. 

See 

Even  Lower. 

柃1
 

7203 R •靑 
See 令 

Even  Lower. 

To  raise  ；  to  lift. 

丰令起 一桶水 t。 (lraw 
bucket  of  water. 

柃 f 頭皮 子幹 心 e 
one’s  scalp  in  doing  anything,- 
to  do  it  with  fear  and  trembling. 

丰合他 一 •把 t。 give  him  a 
helping 'hand. 

Eurya  japonica、 Thbg., 
the  ashes  of  which  are  used 

in  dyeing. 

泠4
 

7204 

R •靑 

See 令 

Even  Lower. 

玲5
 

7205 

R ■靑 

H.  hing 

See 令 

Even  Lower. 

7206 

R. 靑 

See 令 

A.  icings  litig 

Even  Lower. 

答 
72。7 

R •靑 

A  small  affluent  of  the 

Yang-tsze  in  Kiangsu  ；  the 
name  of  several  other  rivers. 

Clear.  [To  be  distinguish¬ 
ed  from  冷 6869.] 

、洽水  a  river  in  Hunan. 

洽濕  to  damp;  to  moisten. 
、冷 、冷  sound  of  running  water. 

The  tinkling  of  stone 
ornaments. 

i 龍  e1egant;  regular  in  appear¬ 
ance  ; (of  fine  work)  carved 

a  jour ;  openwork.  See  9658. 

玲 J 龍望 秋月 and  gaze through  it  (a  crystal  blind)  at 
the  autumn  moon. 

花開 得玲灌 whatabeauti- ful  flower ! — alluding  to  its  regu 
lar  formation. 

宮 觀何玲 f 龍  how  splendid its  palaces  and  temples ! 

屈  lllj  玲  f 龍  winding  about  in all  directions, — of  ramifying  cor¬ 
ridors. 

玲_儀  a  skeleton  armillary 
sphere. 

玲瑺閣  (kao)  the  bell-tower  at Tientsin. 

A  long-necked  jar.  A 
concave  tile. 

a  water  jar  with  perforated 

ears  through  which  a  cord  can 

be  passed.  Also,  tiles. 

故 事颌飯 ，婺 以純緑 
therefore  we  re-tiled  it,  enamel¬ 

ling  the  tiles  a  pure  green  colour. 

如建  chien}  钸  like  (water) 
pouring  from  the  tiles， 一 in 
rush  ；  easily. 

建钸之 勢 the  appearance of  a  slope, — in  configuration  of 
land.  Also,  a  coign  of  vantage. 

See 

Even  Lower. 

A  bamboo  tray. 

答*  a  basket  used  by  fishermen, 

羚
，
 

7208 

R •靑 

See 令 

Even  Lower. 

翎,
 

7209 

j 

H.  lang 

See 令 

Even  Lower. 

脍 :
 

7210 

R •靑 

H.  lang 

See 谷 

Even  Lower. 

A  species  of  antelope 

{An  til  ope  caudata^  A.  M. 

Edw.),  resembling  the 
chamois. 

玲羊角  antelope-horns, — used 
as  a  medicine. 

A  feather  ；  a  wing  ； 

plume. 

翎子  a  feather. 戴翎子  to  wear  a  feather,  as 
below. 

翎隻  the  feather  worn  at  the back  of  the  hat,  granted  as  a 
decoration  to  deserving  officials 

under  the  present  dynasty.  See 

孔 6605. 三 眼花剑  the  triple-eyed peacock  feather, — conferred  on 
Imperial  princes  and  nobles, 
or  for  the  most  signal  military 

achievements. 

眼花  the  double-eyed peacock  feather, — conferred  on 
high  or  very  meritorious  officials. 

單 眼花翔  the  sinsle-eyed 
peacock  feather,  一  commonly 
conferred  for  distinction  in  the 

public  service,  and  even  obtain¬ 
able  by  purchase. 

藍翎。 r 老鴿翎 theBlue Plume  or  Crow  Feather, — worn 

by  the  ranli  and  file  of  the 
Imperial  Guard,  and  conferred 

upon  military  officials  below  the 
6th  degree  of  rank. 

藍剑 侍衛  subaltern  of  the 
Guards,  wearing  the  plain  blue feather. 

拔翊 to  deprive  of  the  feather, —— for  official  misconduct. 

翔 筒子。 r 翎琯 （- •昝) the  jade  tube  which  holds  the 
end  of  the  feather  where  it  is 
fastened  to  the  hat. 

箭翎  the  feather  on  an  arrow. 

翔扇  feather  fans. 
兼 長翎毛  she  was  also  good 
at  painting. 

To  hear；  to  apprehend. 

聆悉 t。  fully  understand;  to make  oneself  acquainted  with, 一 the  contents  of  a  letter. 

聆教 t。 near  a  person’s  teaching, — a  conventional  phrase  used 

when  accepting  an  invitation,  etc. 
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F.、 

See 令 
Even  Lower. 

苓
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7212 

R •靑 
H.  Un、 lang 

See 令 
Even  Lower. 

7213 

R •靑 
H.  lin、 lang 

See 令 
Even  Lower. 

袷
 3 

7214 

R •梗 
See 領 

Rising  Lower. 

7215 

R •靑 
C.  ling^  v. 

^•ling^y.  Jing 

Sec 令 
Even  Lower. 

得  雅  to  hear  your  excel- 
lent  counsels. 

耳聆心 悅  the  ear  hears  and 
the  heart  is  charmed. 

耳 聽聩聆  the  ear  hearing 
clearly. 

A  small  passenger-boat. 

鈴,
 

7215 

A  tuber ;  a  fungus.  See 

3695.  [To  be  distinguish¬ 

ed  from  苯 2io6.] 

雲苓  the  Yunnan  root. 

猪苓 OT 稀苓  a  tuberiform 
fungus  found  growing  on  liquid- 
ambar  roots  above  ground,  and 
used  as  a  drug. 

苓耳  Xanthium  strumarium,  L. 

A  fly  insect,  like  a 

mosquito. 

白岭子  the  venomous  sand-fly 
common  in  the  north  of  China 

during  the  hot  season. 

靖玲  a  dragon-tly. 

蜻玲國  the  dragon-fly  king¬ 
dom, — Japan,  so  called  from  its 
shape  on  the  map. 

Underclothes. 

繞袷  a  bride’s  apparel. 

A  bell  with  a  clapper 

{see  2893) ;  a  hand-bell.  See 

3336. 

銅鈴  a  brass  bell. 

鈴鐺  a  hand-bell. 

鈴 鐺似的  bell-shaped;  glob¬ ular. 

脚 栺頭上 掛鈴鐺 ，走 

零 

7216 

R. 靑先 

C.  iifig、 leng H.  lang 

zling 

W. 
N. 

P. 

Y. 

M 

Sz 
K.  ryong 

J.  rei 

A.  ling 

Even  Lower. 

1 -  I  /«»,  Ung 

一步 響一步  like  hang¬ 
ing  bells  on  one’s  toes :  noise  at 

every  step, — or,  by  understand- 

-想  for  ， reflect  upon 
every  step  you  take. 

鈴下 入言  the  gatekeeper went  in  to  report, 

鈴于 or 鈴兒 a  gong  with swinging  knobs,  twirled  by  ped¬ 
lars  to  attract  attention. 

串 鈴  a  metal  ring  twirled  on 
a  stick  and  used  by  itinerant 
doctors. 

風鈴  a  bell  with  a  clappep,  hung 
at  the  corners  of  temples  etc., 

to  frighten  away  birds.  Some¬ 

times  used  for  ̂   ̂   ；  see  7876. 

馬鈴  a  brass  bell  with  an  iron  I 
clapper,  fastened  to  the  collar  of 
a  horse,  mule,  etc.  Also  known 

as 花鈴 and 響鈴. 

好說 而不見 諸伸尼 

說鈴也  Confucius  did  not indulge  in  petty  trifling. 

鈴辕  your  yamen, 一 to  a  Vice¬ roy  or  Governor. 

馬兜鈴  capsules  of  Aristolo chia  Ktzmpferi、 Willd.,  used  as 
a  medicine. 

鈴兒花  Enkianthus  qu inque- 
florus^  L. 

鈴 銜  name  of  a  kind  of  spear. 

金鈴子  the  fruit  of  Melia Azederack,  lu  See  7148. 

Fractional  ；  broken  up 

individual.  To  fall,  as  rain， 

tears,  dew,  etc.  Used  to 

express  cypher  or  nought  in 
a  numerical  series ;  hence, 

remainder；  residue. 

零碎。 r 零星  fragmentary ; miscellaneous. 

零碎銀  broken  silver, — i.e. ■parts  of  a  “shoe.”  Such  pieces 
are  of  irregular  shapes  and 

weights,  and  are  used  as  small 
change. 

零 星閒見  scattered ;  disper¬ sed;  fragmentary,  as  the  remains 
of  a  text. 

秣零  to  strike  out  or  omit  frac¬ tions. 

零  small  change. 

零 

J2l6 

7217 

R. 靑 

See  令 ̂ 

Even  Lower. 

齢1
 

7218 

R •靑 

H.  Un、 lang 

See 

Even  Lower. 

JLmTNCSt 

零雨  fine  rain. 靈 雨旣零  when  the  good 
rains  had  fallen. 

零物  odds  and  ends. 
落  the  fall  of  the  leaf；  stripped 

bare;  poverty-stricken ;  fragmen¬ 

tary  ；  incomplete. 
朝華 之草夕 而零落 

the  grass  that  blooms  in  the. morn 
is  withered  by  evening. 

家 道零落  the  family  is  dis- 
persed. 零丁  solitary ;  lonely;  without friends.  See  also  11,253. 

不 要零賣  do  not  sell  them 
'  one  by  -one. 

零柚  to  collect  likin  in  separate amounts,  viz.  not  in  a  lump  sum. 

零賬兒  notes  for  smMler  sums 
than  ten  tiao, 

零 露博兮  heavily  laden  with 

dew. 

一 百零一  one  hundred,  no 
tens,  and  one, — ioi. 

二兩 零二分  _  taels， n。 mace^  and  two  candareens, — Tls.  2.02. 

零餘  a  remainder;  a  surplus. 

一 千有零  over  a  thousand. Read  lier^  A  western 
tribe. 

A  wagtail ;  a  lark. 

百鴿  the  Mongolian  lark  (Mela- 1 nocorypha  viongolica). 

角鴒  the  sky-lark.  •: 
The  front  teeth  ；  a  per¬ 

son's  age.  See  1871. 

齡苗  of  tender  years. 

壽齢 old  age. 克 享遐齡  may  you  attain  I length  of  years ! 

妙齡 少齡。 > •冲齡 
young;  youthful. 

妙 齡幾何  how  old  are  you?! — to  a  soldier. - 

未嘗 問及年 齡 had  never 
asked  the  age, — of  a  boy. 

十 齡童子 a  lai  ten. 
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G.  ling 

H.  Hang 

F.  ling、 liang 
W. 

N. 

m'.  ̂  lins Y. 

Sz. 
K.  yong 
J.  rei、 rtd 
A.  lain 客 

Rising  Lower. 

The  throat  {see  10,014)'； 
the  collar.  Numerative  of 

coats,  jackets,  mats,  etc. 

To  receive.  To  direct；  to 
lead. 

引領  to  stretch  out  the  neck, — 
in  expectation. 

首領  head  and  neck.  \lso,  a 
head  eunuch. 

保 得首領  to  save  one’s  neck. 
領軸  collar  and  sleeve;  a  mana¬ 

ger;  a  president.  ̂ 4683;  7940. 

人 之領釉  a  leader  of  men. 

領衣子  the  pieces  put  down 
the -front  and  back  of  a  coat  to 

keep  the  collar  in  position. 

立領  a  standing  collar. 
領  the  stiff  stuff  that  binds 
the  neck  of  a  coat. 

領子。 r 領綠。 r 風領 
a  collar;  a  necktie. 

拖領 護領  the  round  col¬ 
lar  on  a  woman’s  dress - 

木條領  the  wooden  necktie, — 
the  cangue. 

一 領馬掛  a  riding-jacket. 

收領 承領  to  receive. 
[The  second  is  also  to  under¬ take.] 

領謝  to  receive  with  thanks. 

領教 w 領旨  to  receive  in¬ structions. 

沒和 未） 領教  I -have  not 
deceived  your  instructions,  —  a 

’  conventional  phrase  used  in  the 
sense  of  “may  I  enquire . 
e.g.  your  name,  the  speaker 
having  already  communicated 
his  own, 

領命  to  receive  a  command. 

具領  to  duly  receive  from  a 
superior. 

領 狀  anau  thorisation  to  receive; 
a  receipt. 

領受  to  suffer;  to  bear. 

領賞  t。 be  rewarded. 

領略  to  try  ；  experience :  to 
catch  the  idea. 

足領 i  have  sufficiently  recei¬ 
ved, ̂ -your  favours,  etc. 

心領  to  receive  a  thing  in  spirit, 
一 as  a  present  which  one  returns, 
taking  the  will  for  the  deed. 

m
3
 

7219 

領回  to  receive  back, — as  a 
deposit,  etc. 

領獲  to  receive  info  one’s  pos- 
cpccion 

領取。 r 領執- •領出 來 
to  take  out, — as  a  certificate  or 
other  document. 

領帖。 r 領單。 r 領照 t。 
receive  a  pass  or  permit. 

赴 關請領  to  go  t0  the  Cus- toms  and  apply  to  clear  goods. 

領洗 t。  receive  baptism. 

領事官  a  term  adopted  as  tlie equivalent  of  Consul.  See  4683. 

總 領事官  a  Consul-General. 

副 領事官  Vice  Consul. 

領釉 領事官  Senior  Con¬ sul. 

領 事團體  the  Consular 
Body. 

總 領  a  superintendent;  to  super¬ 
intend;  to  be  in  command. 

帶領  to  lead;  to  guide. 

帶 領引見  to  introduce  to the  Emperor. 

領催  a  quartermaster. 

領港  a  pilot. 
以致 木料橫 飛碰傷 

領 港華人  the  result  being that  a  Chinese  pilot  was  woun¬ 

ded  by  .a  splinter. 

領結  a  certificate  of  identity and  travelling  allowance,  given 
to  Bannermen  when  going  to 

Peking  to  be  examined,  etc. 

領票  to  receive  a  certificate  or other  document. 

領死  to  invite  death, — e.g.  by 
folly. 

領訖  to  have  received  all. 
領悉  to  receive  and  read;  to 

note  the  contents  of. 

領下  to  receive  from  a  superior. 

領情  to  receive  kindness ;  to  be 
favoured. 

不 領人情  not  to  receive favours  from  people. 

領罰  t。 be  fined. to  lead  troops. 

領 惡而全 好者歟 
restrain  the  evil  and  all  will  be 

well.- 

領,
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lit* 

嶺 

7220 

R •梗 

H.  liang ̂  liang F.  liang 

See 
Rising  Lower. 

1S0*1 

mm 

7221 

K •靑 

See Even  Lower. 

7222 

R •靑 

C.  ling^  leng 

H.  lin、 liang 

F.  ling^  v.  lung 

See 备 

Even  Lower. 

領 善黜惡  to  accept  the  good and  reject  the  bad. 

胃  _  to  agree  to;  to  assent. 

本領  ability. 
領錄  to  make  a  note  of;  to record. 

領悟 t。  comprehend ;  to  grasp. 
See  5455- 

領  _  之厚  the  hea
d  of  111 

official  mission. 

此處 一帶係 中國領 

海  the  waters  hereabouts  are 
under  the  jurisdiction  of  China. 

旣爲爾 之領海 since 
these  waters  are  under  your 

jurisdiction.  •，… 

A  mountain  range  ；  a 

pass. 

嶺頭 w 嶺表  the  highest peak  in  a  range. 

1 1 1  ranges  of  mountains. 

蔥嶺  the  Onion  Range, — be¬ 
tween  I^adak  and  Tibet. 

梅嶺  the  Plum  Range, 一 in  the 
north-east  of  Kuangtung. 

嶺 南  south  of  the  (Plum)  Range, -r-a  term  used  for  Kuangtung 
and  Kuangsi. 

分水嶺  a  watershed. 

Drops  of  rain  ；  to  fall  in drops. 

Spiritual  ；  divine  ；  super¬ 
natural  ； efficacious  ；  having 

the  powers  of  a  medium 

(see  1 2,735)；  response ；  obe 

dience  to  (see  4912)；  ex¬ 

pression.  A  coffin  with  a 

body  in  it.  A  Department 
in  Kansuh. 

靈魂  the  soul- 
靈臺  Datne  of  a  famous  tower built  by  Wen  Wang;  also  used 
of  the  Observatory  in  Peking; 

the  seat  of  intelligence;  the  mind. 
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S2  三  the  sun,  moon,  and  stars. 
7222  四  the  four  supernatural  crea¬ 

tures,  二  the  unicorn,  phoenix, 
tortoise,  and  dragon. 

生 而爲英 ，死 而爲靈 
by  birth  a  hero,  and  by  death 

a  god. 

賴 天之靈  to  trust  in  God. 
See  5106. 

架  a  term  used  by  foreign 
missionaries  for  the  Holy  Spirit. 

靈爽  the  spirit  of  a  dead  Em¬ 
peror. 

陰 靈  spirits  of  the  dead. 

先靈  one’s  ancestors. 

生 靈  living  beings. 

素 著靈異  continually  mani¬ 
fested  his  supernatural  power. 

冀 有靈應  iiu  the  hope  of 
•  some  spiritual  manifestation 
as  in  response  to  a  prayer. 

無 錢不靈  without  money, 
no  response, 一 as  in  spirit  con¬ 
sultations,  lawsuits,  etc. 

無錢 話不靈 the  remarks 
of  a  poor  man  are  without  point. 

靈 驗  a  miracle. 

以 赫厥靈 showing  how 
wonderful  he  would  be. 

威 靈顯赫  manifesting  his 
awful  power, — as  a  god. 

水 不在深 ，有 龍則靈 
it  is  not  the  depth  of  water,  but 

the  presence  of  a  dragon,  which 
makes  it  spiritual. 

- 靈萬撼  the  supernatural 
power  of  one  god  affects  a  vast 

number  of  people. - 

非相法 不靈也  it  was  not 
that  physiognomical  science  was 
at  fault. 

明  clever;  intelligent;  spiri- 
tueL 

靈 便  handy ;  convenient. 

|幾  a  dever  contrivance, 
subtle;  ingenious. 

靈性  of  a  magical  or  super¬ 
natural  nature;  (of  animals)  in¬ 
telligent. 

靈物  a  charm;  a  magic  thing. 

靈秀  exquisite;  refined, 
efficacious  drugs. 

7222 

樓 
1 

7223 

R. 靑 

H.  lin 
P.  leng^  ling 

S?e 令 

Even  Lower. 

濡:
 

7224 
R. 靑 

See 令 

Even  Lower. 

I  ̂   the. subtle  passages, 一 one to  each  joint. 

I  .
  - 

I  靈捷  qu
ickness. 

靈氣  motive  agency  ；  force  ； 
soul;  subtle  in ll uences,  such  as 
some  localities  are  held  to  exer¬ 

cise  ; supernatural  power. 

fllE  變: having  no  versatility. 

靈雨旣 零 when  the  good rains  had  fallen. 

通^  communicating  with  each 
other. 

其 人通靈  the  man  was medium,  ,or  spiritualist. 

the  medium  began 

to  posture, — when  he  felt  the 
influence  of  the  spirit. 

巨靈  a  river  god,  who  is  Sup¬ 
posed  to  have  divided  a  moun¬ 
tain  with  his  hands  and  feet, 

the  two  parts  formingthe  modern 

華*  山  Hua  Shan  and  ■首陽 
山  Shou-yang  Shan. 

向靈前 四 拜 made  four obeisances  towards  the  coffin 

(containing  the  corpse).  6^3350 

嬌  the  chair  in  which  the 
tablet  of  a  dead  man.  is  carried. 

靈牌  or  靈位 心  tablet  which 
is  placed  before  a  coffin  inti¬ 
mating  that  there  k  a  corpse 

present. 

扶 靈還籍  to  accompany  a 
parent’s  coffin  back  to  one’s ancestral  home. 

恭 奠  to  reverently  pouf  out a  libation  to  the  dead. 

靈丹  the  drug  of  immortality; 
the  elixir  of  life. 

The  lattice  of  a  window 

A  sill。  [Also  written  橋 •] 

窻欞  a  window-frame. 
檐  the  plate  under  the  eaves 

星 門  the  gate  of  a  Con- fucian  temple. 

A  bend  in  a  river. 

東濡  a  bend  upon  the  upper 
Yang-tsze. 

鄭 
7225 

R .靑 

See 令 

Even  Lower. 

IS； 

7226 

R ‘靑 

See 令 

Even  Lower. 

7227 

凌
，
 

7228 

R .蒸 

See 陵 

Even  Lower. 

TLmUSTGt 

!  A  District  in  the  south¬ 
east  of  Hunan.  [Correctly 

: written  鮮 •] 

A  kind  of  liqueur,  called 

I  西靈 祿， made  in  Hunan. 
See  7384. 

Same  as  7208. 

Ice  ；  pure  ；  chaste.  To 
oppress  ；  to  insult.  To  rise ; 
to  advance  ；  to  aspire  to. 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

凌 7230.] 

凌室 w 凌陰  an  ice-pit.  ； 

凌 絲  an  icicle. 波  chaste  eyes. 凌 虐。1 ■凌逼 凌厲 t。 treat  cruelly;  to  oppress. 

凌 辱  to  insult. 
、1隻 弱  t0  oppress  the  weak. 

凌頹遂 軌  rising  and  des-l 
cending  according  to  its  route, 

.  of  the  flying  car  which  came  to 
China  b.c.  1766;  see  6583. 

不敢 凌節而 施也 not daring  to  skip  any  intermediate 
steps. 

凌霄。 i •凌雲 t。 mount  to the  clouds;  to  rise  high. 

凌*  空  towering  on  high;  to  guess； 
mere  speculation. 

言 訖 _ 空而去 when  she 
had  finished  speaking,  she  soared 

up  out  of  sight. 
early  in  the  morning. 

凌遲  the  ignominious  slashing | 
or  so-called  “lingering  death,” 

which  properly  consists  of  dis¬ 
memberment  by  twenty-four  cuts 
before  the  coup  de  grdee^  but  is 

practically  confined  to  a  few 
slashes  followed  quickly  by  de¬ 

capitation.  See  1986. 

那婦 人問了 凌遲 心 woman  was  condemned  to  the 

lingering  death. 

114 
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7228 

w 

7229 

R •徑蒸 
See 陵 

Sinking  and 
Even  Lower. 

浚1
 

7230 
R. 蒸 
See 陵 

Even  Lower. 

# 
7231 

VTVT 

Se6 陵稜 

J.  r5,  rid 
Even  Lower. 

m 

7232 R •葱 
vnr 

See 陵 

Even  Lower. 

子毆 父每殺 者凌遲 

處  r W  死  children  who  kill 
their  parents  are  punished  with 
the  lingering  death. 

凌姻閣  a  kind  of  national 
Valhalla,  under  the  T‘ang  dy¬ 
nasty.  [In  a.d.  643,  twenty-four 
portraits  of  meritorious  officials 
were  painted  for  this  gallery  by 
Yen  Li  pen.] 

德 著凌姻  his  merit  was  in¬ scribed  in  the  Hall  of  Worthies. 

六月凌  Euonymus  Sieboldia- 
nus,  Bl.,  and  E,  T hunbergianus^ BL 

To  curb  a  horse. 

To  traverse.  Old  name 

of  a  river  in  Shantung. 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

凌 7228.] 

汎 海矮山  to  roam  over  the 
seas  and  cross  the  mountains, 

trembling  with  fear. 

A  sacrifice  at  the  Im 

perial  tombs. 

Thin  silk  cloth  ；  damask. 

綾絹。 1 ■綾羅  silk  gauze. 

羽綾  Stings. 
花  figured  damask. 

板  thick  damask. 

綾錦  silk  brocades. 

m 

7233 
R.|^ 

vnr 

F.  ling^y  Jeing 
See  陸 J 

Even  Lower. 

The  water-chestnut 

[Trapa). 

胃角  the  water-chestnut  ( Trap、 
bispinosa、 Roxb.,  and  T.  natans, 

L.》 

鐵菱  ̂   Trapella sinensis ^Q\\w. 

m 
7233 

m 
7234 

R. 葱 

VIST 

See 陵 

Even  Lower. 

陵
：
 

7235 

R. 葱 

THY 
C.  ling 

H.  lin 

F  ‘ N. 

W. 

P. 

Y. 

Sz. 
M.  lin 
K.  fling 

J.  rid 

A.  l&ng 

Even  Lower. 

ling 

菱花  blossoms  of  the  water- chestnut. 

菱花米  kernel  of  the  water- chestnut. 

菱_  or 菱花  a  toilet looking-glass. 

*  flour  made  from  the  roots 

of  the  water-chestnut. 

菱鷄  the  egret.  See  1684. 

A  cart-rut.  See  7002. 

to  trample  down;  to 
destroy. 

車菱 車舅  the  rumbling  of  carts. 

A  high  mound  ；  a  tomb. 

To  desecrate  •’  to  insult. 
Used  with  7228. 

丘陵  a  mound;  a  hillock. 

填陵  a  raised  mound;  a  tope. 

武  warrior’s  tomb, 一 an.  old name  for  Hangchow.  Also,  a 

name  for  the  allegorical  Peach- 

blossom  Fountain  of  T‘ao  Ch‘ien, 
because  said  to  have  been  dis¬ 

covered  by  a  man  of  Wu-ling 
in  Hunan. 

or 

陵塚 皇陵。 1 •陵寢 
Imperial  tombs. 

五  the  tombs  of  five  Emperors 
of  the  Han  dynasty,  viz.  髙帝， 

惠帝 ，景帝 ，武帝 ，昭 
帝， at 長陵 ，安陸 •陽 

陵 ，茂陸 ，平陵  , respect¬ ively.  Also,  a  name  for  Ch^ng-an. 

十三陵  the  tombs  of  the thirteen  Emperors  of  the  Ming 

dynasty  who  were  buried  near Peking. 

孝陵  the  Ming  tombs  at  Nan¬ 

king. 

金陵 and 秣陵  old  names  for Nanking. 

携 金 至 陵  t00k  some  mon^y with  him  and  went  to  Nanking. 

虜之愚 陵可想 he  cQuld picture  to  himself  the  foolish 
desecration  practised  by  the 
rebels. 

侵陵  to  invade;  to  usurp. 
陵_  to  oppress.  See  7234. 

陵 2
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7236 

R •蒸 

C.  leng 

See 陵 

Even  Lower. 
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r- 錦寢 

s- 懍 

RisiDg  Lower. 

凛 

7238 
廩 7239 

另
‘
 

7240 

R •敬 

H.  lang 

F.  Icing 

See 

K.  yong 

J.  rei、 rid 

A.  lain^ 

Sinking 

Lower. 

陵波  to  walk  on  the  water. 

陵然上 角欲露 to  lift  up 
one’s  horn  on  high  to  show  it. 

laPse;  to  decay;  ̂ 7228. 

陵夷  to  go  downward;-  to  de¬ teriorate  ; decadence. 

明自 嘉靖以 來陵夷 

不 可言矣  from  the  reign 
of  Chia  Ching  onwards,  the 
decline  of  the  Ming  dynasty 

beggars  all  description. 

陵霄。 r 陵芸  Tecorna  gratidi- jiora、 Del. 

A  dace. 

土  駿魚  a  kind  of  dace 
(Leuciscus  molitorella)^  reared  in 

ponds. 
黃尾鲮  the  yellow-tail  dace 
{Leuciscus  xanthurus), 

鲮鯉  the  scaly  ant-eater. 
An  allowance  of  grain 

given  to  students. 

東  _  salary;  stipend. Read  pH  To  receive 

commands.  [Now  com¬ 

monly  written  禀  and  read 
pinf\  see  9304.] 

See  7188, 

See  7189. 

Separate  ；  apart  ；  distinct  ； 

another  ；  besides.  [To  be 
distinguished  from  另 6299.] 

另 居  to  live  separate. 
另 夕卜 over  and  above;  extra; besides. 

另自。 r 另行 by  onesdf;. 
isolated ;  apart. 

名另具  my  name  is  separately 

stated, 

a  formula  attached  to 
letter  which  contains  the  card 

of  the  writer. 

^  another  kind  of. 
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7240 

畧 
7241 

略 
7242, 

72^3 

R •尤 

See 流 
Even  Lower. 

琉1
 

7244 

Ev^n  Lower. 

另欺  a  separate  item. 

另日  another  day. 

另 換船載  to  tranship, - 
cargo. 

另 立合同  to  make  another 
con  tract, -in  place  of  one  already existing. 

另照  having  a  separate  certifi 
cate. 

另册  a  separate  list  or  table, 
of  items,  etc. 

另 有多少 how  many  are 
there  over? 

另 有一家  there  is  another 
family  or  class. 

那 可另是 ~ •說 that’s 
another  story. 

另 眼相看  to  regard  with 
other  eyes  than  usual,  —  with 
unusual  favour. 

另擬  to  propose  further  (or 
separately)  to... . 

另 有擬作  to  propose  or 
submit  a  separate  treatment, — 

e.g.  of  a  theme  for  an  essay. 

另 定。 r 另 •議 t。 make 
special  arrangement. 

另 院別室 ^  a  different  part 
of  the  house. 

另加  additional. 

XjiIO. 

See  7564. 

Same  as  7564. 

X-.XXJ. 

A  cap  with  pendants. 

A.  precious  stone. 

琉璃 an  opaque  glass-like  sub¬ 
stance,  used  for  making  cups, 
vases,  bangles,  etc.;  strass.  See 

玻 9333. 

琉璃瓦  glazed  tiles. 

M 
7244 

硫,
 

7245 

it 
P.  v.  Hung 

See 流 

Even  Lower. 

摭 
7246 

搬 7247 

'•it 

See 流 

Even  Upper. 

7248 

r •允 

C.  lau 
H.  Hu 

F.  liu^  v.  lau 

W, 

N. 

liu 

M. Sz. 

琉璃珠  glass  beads ;  swell mobsmen. 

琉璃魅 兒  a  glass  marble  ;  a 
slippery  customer. 

移我 琉璃榻 出置前 

牕下  take  my  glass  couch  and 
place  it  outside  my  front  window. 

多充  J 尚扃 ̂  the  name  of  a  famous book-street  in  Peking. 

琉璃佛 h 王） Vaidurya Buddha, — worshipped  in  China 

4s  2,  god  of  healing. 

齄琉璃  light  the  water-lamp, a  cup  of  oil  floating  on  water. 

吹 峨） 琉璃  beryl；  lapis lazuli. 

琉球國  the  Lewchew  (or  Loo- 
choo)  Islands, — divided  into 

Greater  and  Lesser,  and  first 

mentioned  under  the  Sui  dynasty, 
6th  cent  a.d. 

琉球物  Lewchew  goods, used  in  a  contemptuous  sense  of 

things  which  are  not  durable 
Brummagem. 

Sulphur.  See  5128. 

硫 橫  brimstone. 
硫橫粉  flowers  sulphur. 

硫 橫强水  sulphuric  acid. 

Same  as  7247. 

Fringes  of  pearls  on 
crowns  or  diadems.  A 

streamer；  a  pennant. 

crown  gems,  as  above. 

旗旒  streamers  attached  to banners. 

To  flow,  as  water  ；  to 

spread  abroad  ；  to  circulate  ； 

to  move  about.  A  class  ； 

a  set  ；  a  kind. 

流出來 to  flow  out. 
流 水  running  water;  to  flow. 

流水話  trifling.  Mk;  smoothly- flowing  language. 

流’
 

7248 

Y.  lico 
K.yu 

J.  riu、ru 
A.  liu 

Ev.en  Lower. 

流水對  words  which  ought  to but  do  not,  balance  some  pre¬ 

ceding  words  in  a  verse. 

流 水高山  sympathetic  ap¬ 
preciation, — from  the  story  of 

兪伯牙  Yii  Po-ya  and  his 
rustic  friend  鍾子期  Chung 

、 Tzti-ch^,  the  latter  of  whom 
could  tell  when  the  lute  of  the 

former  expressed  the  “flowing 
of  water”  or  the  “height  of 

mountains •” 

東南流 注于江  it  flows 
south-east  into  the  Yang-tsze. 

流  rivulets;  the  head-waters of  a  river. 

流血  t。 bleed. 

流汗  to  sweat. 流眼淚  to  let  fall  tears. 流通 t。  flow  freely  through, 

和而流  t。 swim  with  the stream, 

和 而不流 t0  agree  with some  one  to  do  something,  but 

to  fail  to  carry  out  the  agree ment. 

細 水長流  small  streams 
trickle  long,— that  which  is  usee 
slowly  lasts  long. 

中 流砥柱  like  the  Pillar 
Rock  in  mid-stream, 一 of  a  states¬ 
man  of  nerve  and  decision.  The 

allusion  is  to  the  Ti-chu  rock 
in  the  Yellbw  River. 

對 答如流  answering  like  sl stream,— without  hesitation ；  glib- 

!y- 

宣 讀如流  read  k  out  fluent 

ly. 

小 流不堵 ，便 成大河 
if  a  small  stream  be  not  stopped, 

it  becomes  a  great  river, 一 take 

things  in  time. 

此輩 ..淸 流可 投濁流 
let  these  pure  ones  be  pitched 

into  that  muddy  one, — said  by 

the  Emperor  厢 宗  ChaoTsung 

of  the  T ‘叩 g  dynasty,  when  he 
threw  a  number  of  scholars  into 

the  Yellow  River. 

濁其 源而求 流之淸 
to  foul  the  source  and  yet  to 

expect  the  stream  to  be  pure. 

不 未） 入流  not  within 
the  pale  of  respectability;  un¬ 
classed,  as  officials  lower  than 
the  ninth  grade. 
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流寓者  birds  of  passage,— of 
persons. 

流丢  worthless. 

流民  vagrants;  tramps. 

流落。 r 流蕩 t。 stray；  t0 
wander ;  to  "stroll.  [The  first  is 
also  “outcasts.”] 

流迹  t。 stroll. 

賊 變流賊  briSands  become 
roving  brigands. 

流連  to  walk  up  and  down;  to 
dawdle. 

宴客 切勿流 連 d。 not  be 
always  entertaining  people. 

流傳  to  ha：nd  down,  by  tradi¬ 
tion,  etc.;  to  bequeath. 

流 毒生民  to  spread  injury- among  the  people: 

流 星  a  meteor;  strings  and 
balls  used  by  jugglers. 

流 星趄月 a  star  following 
the  moon,  a  close  companion. 

流轉  glancing,  as  eyes,  water, 
etc.;  to  wander  here  and  there. 

流行 t。  spread;  to  prevail,  as 
an  epidemic. 

流弊  to  spread  corrupt  prac¬ 
tices;  an  evil,  mischievous  prac¬ 
tice,  resulting. 

流罪  banishment  for  life  to 
another  province  distant  two 

or  three  thousand  li.  See  徒 
12,126. 

流平地  level  ground. 
prevalent  customs. 

流風  an  influence  which  has 
been  handed  down ;  prestige. 

流 吾  rumour;  report. 

一流人  one  class  of  people. 
Also,  a  person  in  banishment. 

一流 無 •病  not  ili  during  the whole  time.  See  7259. 

流 離失所  homeless ;  a  va¬ 
grant.  Sec  below  • 

下流人  lovv-clasS'  or  base 
people. 

‘ 是女流  she  is  but  a woman, 

流娼  a  prostitute. 
流官  the  ordinary  magistrate 
who  is  appointed  for  a  term， as 

流2
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R .允 

See 流 

Even  Lower. 

m 

opposed  to  the  hereditary  ma¬ 
gistrate  in  more  or  less  savage 

districts;  hence  to  be  admitted 
to  naturalisation. 

改土 爲流  to  exchange  here¬ ditary  for  transferable  magistra¬ 

tes;  to  substitute  regular  for 

native  officials;  to  bestow  citizen¬ 

ship,  as  upon  savage  tribes. 

流 爲匪類  to  become  one  of the  criminal  classes. 

九流  the  nine  schools  of  litera¬ 
ture  and  philosophy,  as  classi¬ 
fied  by  Liu  Hsin,  a.d.  23. 

流離  the  eared  owl  ( Otus  vul¬ garis).  Also  = 琉 璃 7244 

流黃  flowing  yellow, — the  origi¬ nal  name  for  sulphur  (see  7245) 

Also,  a  kind  of  woven  stuff. 

柳$
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R •有 

See 柳 

Rising  Lower. 

柳
 5 

Pure  gold. 

7247. 

Used  for 

To  cover,  as  a  drum 

To  feel ;  to  touch.  *  [To 
be  distinguished  from  抑 

5532.] 

725^ 
R. 

有 

See 流 

A.  lieu 

Rising  Lower. 

The  willow  tree  [Salix 

babylonica、 L.).  The  24th 
zodiacal  constellation  ；  see 

Tables、 VB.  See  插  205. 

楊柳  the  willow. 怨楊柳  the  spite  against  the willow-branch, 一 as  the  emblem 

of  parting. 

析 柳之曲 the  scms of  the “Willow-branch  broken  off.”  See 

550. 

胖柳。 r 鬼柳。 ■•麻 柳 Pterocarya  ste?ioptcra1  C.D.C. See  3035. 

綿初 (J  the  osier. 

柳葉  willow-leaves. 

柳條  a  willow  wand. 

柳條身  slender  of  body, — as  a 
young  girl. 

柳條布  striped  cottons;  dimi¬ ties;  quiltings. 

7251 

W 

7252 

R •有 

3L.IXJ 

柳 狗兒。 r 柳絮 willow 
catkins. 

柳腰  a  willow  waist, 一 slim. 
柳眉  willow  eyebrows,  —  i.e% ’  arched  like  a  willow-leaf. 

花柳地 方 ot 柳巷  places of  ill  fame;  brothels. 

迷 花戀柳  to  be  over-fond  of 
the  ladies. 

相 P  媚  willow_beautiful， 一 fair  but 
frail. 

桃 ㈣ 花） 紅柳緑  peach red  and  willow  green, 一 of  gaudy clothes. 

柳谷  the  valley  where  the  sun sets, -- said  to  be  identical  with 

the 肺谷  of  the  書經  Canon 
of  History. 

柳 莊之業  physiognomy.  See 
10,271  and  Biog.  Diet.,  2556. 

柳州府  a  Prefecture  in 

Kuangsi. 

柳江  a  branch  of  the  珠江 
Pearl  River  in  Kuangsi. 

柳翠  a  kingfisher  (Calcedo  ben- galensis). 

柳串兒  a  wren  {P hyllopneuste 

borealis、. 

三春 柳。1 •觀音 柳。1 

垂 絲  the  tamarisk  (7^ 細 • 
rix  chinensis、 L.).  See  745. 

See 柳 

Rising  Lower. 

c2 

The  covering  of  a  hearse. 

7253 

R-  it  % 
See 流 

Even  and 

Rising  Lower. 

The  Rhyzomys  sinensis' 

a  small  animal  about  the 

size  of  a  rabbit,  known  as 

竹鯽，  from  its  partiality for  the  bamboo. 

留
，
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R .羌看 

F.  //«,  v.  lau 

See 流 

Even  Lower. 

To  keep;  to  detain;  tc 

stop  ；  to  restrain.  To  lay 

up  as  a  record  ；  to  leave behind. 

留起來  to  keep ;  to  put  by ;  tc 
take  care  of. 
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留 
7254 

no 

這個 東西你 鈴我留 
keep  this  for  me,— 《必  in 

the  place  where  it  now  is. 

這個 房子是 老輩留 

下來的  this  house  was  left 
me  by  my  ancestors. 

這個 錢是我 夂親遺 

留 下來的  this  money  was 
left  me  by  my  father. 

留下話  to  l6ave  word. 

他一定 要走， 我留不 

住  he  will  go :  I  can’t  keep  him. 

挽留  to  detain ;  to  hold  back, 

留 滯。1 ■留 難  t。 detain  ;t。 put 
obstacles  in  the  way  of  departure. 

冀其遠 而見留  hoping 
that  on  account  of  the  distance 

(to  his  home),  he  might  be  asked 
to  stay. 

留飯  to  keep  one  to  a  meal. 

舞無留 飯之意 had 
idea  of  keeping  ,  him  to  dinner. 

留空  to  intermit,  as  work;  to 
keep  open  or  unoccupied,  as  a 
berth  for  a  ship;  to  leave  a 

space,  as  in  writing. 

留任  to  keep  in  office,— as  an 
official  who  has  been  deprived 
of  rank  but  who  is  allowed  this 

chance  of  retrieving  his  character 

and  recovering  his  position 

留 .宿。 r 留歇  to  keep  for  the 
night, — as  a  traveller. 

宿留  {liuK)  to  wait;  to  hesitate. 

留客 w 留賓  to  detain  a 
guest. 

留  to  keep  troops;  to  garrison: 

留 在這奠 keeP  k  here. 

留在  j 匕、 bear  it  in  mind. 

留 心 ⑼ 留神） 辦事 be 
careful  in  the  transaction  of 

business. 

留心風 俗如此  to  be  thus 
careful  of  manners  and  customs 

留 步留步  restrain  your 
steps !  —  a  conventional  phrase 
used  to  a  host  who  is  conducting 
his  visitor  to  the  door. 

不停留  without  cessation ;  un¬ 
ceasingly. 

^  uninfluenced  by  feel¬ 
ing；  not  to  make  allowance  for. 

不留獄  not  to  delay  the  hear- 

7254 

ing  of  a  case, — as  corrupt  magi¬ 
strates  sometimes  do. 

留中  to  stop  half  way;  to  pigeon¬ hole  (used  of  Emperor  only);  to 

keep  private. 

浜路 現 # 留出  creek  and 
road  both  excluded, 

留 戀不舍  loth  to  part  with. 
留城  to  keep  the  city  gate  open, 
― for  any  one  who  is  late. 

你給 我留門 keeP  the  d。。1" open  for  me, 一 until  I  get  back. 

留髪 or 留 頭  to  keep  the 
hair, — as  a  Taoist  priest’s  tonsure 
compared  with  the  clean  shave 
of  the  Buddhist. 

留餘地  to  leave  a  man  some 
ground  to  retire  to,— />；  not  to 
press  him  too  hard. 

留  dying  injunctions;  parting words. 

留別  a  p 租 ting  gift;  a  keepsake 

雁 過芦聲 ，人 去留名 
the  wild  goose  flies  past  and 
leaves  a  scream,  man  dies  and 

leaves  a  reputation, — for  good 
or  evil. 

留分 to  show  consider¬ ation. 

留傳  to  hand  down. 

留候  to  detain. 留意  to  fix  one V attention. 

留連  to  stop  at. 富貴 之家未 必留連 

花酒  rich  and  noble  families 
•  are  not  continually  occupied  with 
wine  and  flowers. 

留足  to  linger；  to  detain. 

^  to  hand  over  to  on  leaving. 

留居  to  give  shelter  to. 
留館  retained  in  the  College, — as  Han-lin  who  attain  the 

higher  degrees,  of  compiler  and 

graduate. 

留客住  a  stick  with  a  hook at  the  end,  for  catching  thieves 

by  their  clothes. 

可留  deserving  to  be  spared, 一 i.e.  not  killed. 

我今留 你性命 1  sPare 
your  life  this  time. 

彌留  no  hope  (cannot  live), — the  last  stage  in  a  fatal  malady. 

See  1629  chienxy  .13,678. 
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See 館 

. Sinking 

Lower. 

r 

7256  
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R.； 

Sinking 

Lower. 

See 倉留 

>inki 

Lowi 

榴 7257 

榴,
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R-允 

See 流 

Even  Upper. 

A  beggar  s  alms-bowl. 

7259 

F.  leu) 

P.  Uiu、 

See 流 
Even  and 

Sinking 

Lower. 

The  beam  in  the  eaves 

of  a  roof.  The  middle  hall 

of  a  house. 

Same  as  2486. 

The  pomegranate  ；  em¬ 
blem,  because  of  its  seeds, 
of  a  numerous  posterity. 

[Used  at  weddings  in  mo¬ 
dern  Greece.]  • 

百子榴  the  pomegranate  of 100  (=  many)  seeds  (=  sons). 

石墙 or ^  (evidently=^ 
the  Parthian  liu)  the  pome¬ 

granate  (Punica  granafum,  L.). 

石 榴開笑  |U  smiled  like  a 
bursting  pomegranate ,  —  i.e、 
showing  red  lips  and  serried 
rows  of  teeth. 

惙齒  teeth  like  pomegranate seeds. 

樽中 石榴酒  pomegranate 
wine  in  the  bottle. 

火石榴  a  variety  of  the  pome¬ 
granate. 

石榴茶  the  camellia. 
番石榴  the  guava  {Psidium guyava}  Radd.). 

fe 月  a  name  fir. the  5th  moon. 

榴榴  a  kind  of  wild  cat. 

A  current  ；  a  stream. 
Name  of  a  river  in  Kuangsi. 

順 溜行走 t°  — with  the 
stream. 

飛 m  a  cascade. 滴溜  to  drip, —as  water  from； the  eaves.. 

- 溜烟去 "3[  gone  Kke  a 
puff  of  smoke, — in  no  time. 
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7259 

R. 

弓  I  溜通渠  t0  lead  the  flow 
of  water  through  the  drains. 

Read  liu'.  Used  with 

7264.  Very；  see  13,734, 

7622. 

出 門溜打 t0  g。 out  for  a stroll. 

溜冰  to  skate. 

溜溜食  to  take  a  stroll  after 
eating, -thought  to  aid  digestion. 

溜黑的  to  prowl  about  at 
night. 

儘 溜頭兒  at  the  extreme 
end  of  the  street. 

滑溜  (or  liu1)  slippery ;  tricky. 

溜光  glossy ;  very  bright. 

溜  or  niuK  ̂   a  stone  roller 
for  levelling. 

溜哄  to  flatter. 

溜溝子  a  sycophant. 

溜腎  a  dish  chiefly  made  of| 
ducks*  livers. 

溜 門子的  a  shoplifter. 

溜着 勲兒走  to  slack  (rein) 
a  little  and  let  (the  horse)  go. 

tm  3 

留 
7263 

.有 

See 柳 

Rising  Lower. 

道
 ⑴ 

7264 

C.  lau2- 

W.  i/w,  liu，- Y.  lico 

溜 
Even  Lower 

Irregular. 

7260 

尤 
C.  v.  clau 

/Ev^q  Lower. 

瑠 
7261 

瘤 *
 

7262 R 尤宥 
See 流 
Even  Lower. 

A  rodent  that  feeds  on 

bamboo  sprouts. 

海捅  the  sea-otter. 

Same  as  7244. 

A  tumour  ；  a  wen  ；  a 
swelling. 

肉瘤  a  fleshy  tumour. 

血瘤  a  vascular  tumour. 

氣瘤  the  glands  of  the  throat 
swollen  by  anger. 

碰 i  起個瘤  to  cause  a  swelling 
by  a  blow. 

w 

7265 

R. 宥 

〜流 

Sinking 

Lower. 

7266 

R. 宥 

F. 

See 流 

Sinking 

Lower. 

7267 

R-^i: 

C.  v.  clau 

See  'Mt 

Even  Lower. 

鶴 

7268 

% 流 

Even  Lower. 

Fishing-stakes  ；  a  fish- 
trap. 

魚麗于 •冒  the  fish  pass  into 
the  baskets. 

三 星在罾  the  Three  Stars are  (reflected)  in  the  fish-trap, — 
implying  that  there  were  no  fish. 

To  linger;  to  dawdle；  to 
saunter.  Used  with  7259. 

liux  ̂   to  take  a  stroll. 

一遛  liu{  a  slide;  a  glide. 

逗遛  liu1  to  delay;  to  loiter. 

遛  liuK  馬  to  •  lead  a  horse  up and  down. 

The  drip  of  rain  from  a 
house  ；  to  drip. 

頤如屋 霤之垂 their chins  projected  like  the  eaves 
of  a  house. 

to  catch  the  drip, 一 as  from 
the  eaves. 

泰 山之霤 穿石如 drip from  Mt.  T‘ai  will  pierce  a  rock. 

中霤  the  hole  in  underground 
dwellings  for  light  and  air, 

through  which  the  rain  used  to 

drip;  hence,  because  that  was 
the  seat  of  the  family  god  of 

the  soil， it  came  to  stand  for 

the  god  himself. 

To  steam  rice  ；  the  steam 
from  cooking. 

凉了 再 餾一餾 if  it  has cooled,  steam  it  again. 

7269 

劉:
 

A  bay  horse  with  a  black 
mane. 

The  large  horned  owl, known  as  休 H 

7270 
F.  v.  lau 

See 流 

Even  Lower. 

倒 3
 

7271 

R .先有 

^ 流柳 

Even  and 

Rising  Lower. 

m 

7272 

r •尤有 

% 流 

Even  Lower. 

Same  as  7253. 

To  slay；  to  destroy. . 

battle-axe. 

咸劉厥 敵 thev  siew  a11  his 
enemies. 

重我民 ，無 盡劉 he valued  these  our  people  and 
would  not  have  them  all  perish. 

搏 采其劉  they  will  pluck  its 
leaves  until  it  is  quite  destroyed 

遏劉  to  put  a  stop  to  cruelties. 

執劉  holding  a  battle-axe  in 
the  hand. 

金 風飄而 木葉剑 when 
the  west  wind  blows  (sc.  in 

autumn),  the  leaves  fall  from  the trees. 

劉 兵驚敵 to  put  to  death 
soldiers  as  a  warning  to  the 
enemy. 

劉 毅之癖  the  vice  of  Liu  I, 
一 汪  noted  gambler  of  the  晉 

Chin  dynasty.  His  “style”  was 

盤龍  Pan-lung. 劉 海戲蟾  Liu  Hai  playing with  the  frog, -a  popular  allusion 

to  Liu  Hai-ch‘an  (蟾) ，asre- 

presented  with  one  foot  on  a 
three-legged  frog,  the  emblem  of 
money-making.  See  Biog.  Diet.， 1309. 

To  be  lovely. 

月 出皓 兮伎人 馏兮 
the  moon  comes  forth  in  her 

splendour:  how  lovely  is  that beautiful  lady ! 

Read  liu\  Sad-looking. 

十劉  *糜  melancholy. The  appearance  of  deep 
water.  The  soughing  of 

wind  in  trees.  Clear  ；  bright. 

瀏 其淸矣  (the  rivers)  show 
their  deep,  clear  streams. 

瀏莅  sound  of  wind  in  trees. 

瀏亮  clear;  bright,  as  the 

morning. 

瀏陽江  an  affluent  of  the  river 
湘  Hsiang  in  Hunan. 
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7273 

7274 

R. 尤 

See 流 
Even  Lower. 

7275 

r 有 
C.  v.  cnau 

W.  y.  cliu 

See^6 
A.  lien 

Rising  Lower. 

六 
4P 

7276 

屋 

H.  I
  lui 

F.  luk^  v.  lok 
W. /« 

N./M 

P. "«),//? 
M.  lou 

v./uk 

Sz.  //«,  In 

K.  ryuk^yttk 

J.  roku、 riku 
A.  luk 

Entering 
Lower. 

Same  as  7254. 

The  soughing  or  sighing 
of  wind.  Used  for  7283. 

騸然如 口吸氣  sucking 
in,  like  the  mouth  drawing  in  air, 

A  skein  of  silk  ；  a  pad 
or  cushion  for  the  hair.  A 

pocket. 

— 綹靑絲  a  chignon. 

/J、 a  pickpocket.  [Read  ksiao' 
li  in  Peking.] 

隄 防剪綹  look  out  for  cut 
purses ! — beware  of  pickpockets. 

Six；  adopted  as  the  stan¬ 
dard  of  all  dimensions  by 

the  First  Emperor.  Also 

read  lu\  See  陸 7432, 部 

94^4 - 

第六  the  sixth. 

雙 六  double-sixes, 一 on  dice  or 
dominoes.  Hence,  dice;  dicing. 
See  7432. 

六六  thirty-six;  double  sixes 

遂擲 下六六  he  then  threw double  sixes. 

擲六紅  to  play  at  dice. 

六楞兒  hexagonal. 

六出花  six-petal  flowers, snowflakes. 

六出鎗  a  six-shooter ; volver. 

失如 龜藏六  an  unsuccess¬ 
ful  man  is  like  the  tortoise  hiding 

its  six, 一 head,  tail,  and  legs. 
See  5341, 

the  six  scripts  or  classes 

of  characters,  as  follows: 

(0 像形  Pictorial;  e.g. 
the  sun. 

(

2

)
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事
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r 處
事
 
 

Indica¬ 

tive  

or  
self-explaining;  

e.g. (original  form  of  上 ) 

above.  Also  exph  as  pictu¬ 
res  of  movement  or  action. 
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缪，
 

7278 

R •尤 

See 流 

A.  lieu 
Even  Lower. 

僇，
 

7279 

R •有倉 

流料 
Rising  and 
Even  Lower. 

(4) 轉注  Deflected  ；  viz. characters  formed  by  in 

verting  or  turning  half 
round  others,  to  express  a 
different  meaning  to  that 
of  their  originals；  such  as 

址  to  compare,  which  is 
to  follow,  inverted. 

Also  expl.  as  shifted  mean¬ 

ings,  synonyms. 

⑸假邊 Adoptive;  汝 
=  you. 

(6) 譜聲。 r 形聲 ph。- 
netic;  e.g.  ̂  . 

六 裉不全  cripples ;  persons defective  in  one  of  their  senses. 

六 色人等  menials  and  per¬ sons  of  low  estate. 

六丁 六甲可 以搬山 

倒海  Liu  Ting  and  Liu  Chia 
(Taoist  gods  of  darkness  and 
light,  respectively)  can  remove 
mountains  and  empty  the  sea. 

六安州  name  of  a  Department in  Anhui. 

六詔  the  six  leaders  of  the Karens  or  mountain  tribes  in 

Yunnan,  called  Carajan  by 
Marco  Polo. 

六 道似 io,78o. 
六朝  the  Six  Dynasties,  viz ‘ 

吳 晉朱齊 梁陳. 

六國  see  6609. 

See  73 78 - 

Chilled；  benumbed；  frost¬ 
bitten. 

7fy 求  the  appearance  of  frost¬ bitten  hands  and  feet. 

To  singe;  to  burn;  to 

scorch.  Also  rea  liuz  and 

liao^. 

犬 蓼毛子 t。 singe  hair. 

吹燈 0 鬍髭  in  blowing out  the  lamp,  he  singed  his  beard. 

味辛 而不煨  the  taste bitter  but  not  burning. 

is 

嘐，
 

7280 

R 尤 

See 流 

Even  Lower. 

w 

7281 

R-羌 蕭 

% 流料 

Even  Lower. 

鏐
，
 

7282 

R. 尤 

求劉 
N.  djiu 

Even  Lower. 

7283 

R •尤蕭 

Se<5 遼流 

Even  Lower. 

w 

7284 

R •宥 

See 流 

Sinking 

Lower. 

擄，
 

7285 

R •費 

S_> 

F.  /«,  lio W.  lu,  lo 

N.  lou 
?./u 
M.  lou 

Y.jou Sz.  lou 

K.  no 

J.  ro 

A.  lou 

Rising  Lower. 

To  burn  the  grass  or 

stubble  on  a  field. 

The  wriggling  movement 
of  a  snake. 

Read  liao、 •  A  cicada. 

Pure  gold. 

美 鏐百鎰 ，寧 堪饑饉 

之餐 can  a  hundredweight of  pure  gold  assuage  the  pangs of  hunger? 

繆秘 g<^  mountings  on  a 
scabbard. 

錢鏐  the  famous  吳越王 
Prince  of  Wu  and  Yiieh  who 

reigned  at  Hangchow  in  Cheh 

kiang,  where  the  second  char¬ 

acter  is  still  0 韋  taboo  and  read 

as 求. 

A  high  wind.  Name 
of  an  ancient  State.  Also 

read  liao% , 
blowing  boisterously. 

A  small  bird,  about  the 

size  of  di  yenA  (13,1.28)  and 

of  the  colour  of  a  quail. 

^  a  species  of  lark. 

LCX 

To  seize  ；  to  take  captive  ； 

to  plunder.  A  prisoner  ； 
a  slave.  To  tuck  up,  as 

sleeves.  Correctly  read  /us. 
To  be  distinguished  from 

櫨  lo^ogi.] 

擄椋  to  capture;  to  plunder. 

擴去 to  rob. 

擄勒  to  extort. 



擄,
 

72Ss 

摞‘
 

7286 R._ 

See 螺 

Even  Lower. 

德，
 

7287 

r •哿賄 
C.  clo 
H. 三! ui 

F.  lwi、lh 
N.  Ui 

P.  lo^  lei 
K.  71a 

J.  r<z,  rai,  re 
A.  Iwa 

Rising  Lower 

Irregular. 

菓,
 

7288 R .支歌 
See  虫翠 
A.  Iwa 

•.  Even  Lower. 

擄 人勒贖  to  capture  people 
and  extort  a  ransom. 

擴 禁  to  carry  off  and  keep 
prisoner. 

悉見擄  all  of  them  were  taken  | 
prisoners. 

古 則守 錢擄耳 if  y。11 
don’t  (make  charity  the  chief 
object  of  wealth),  you  become 

a  mere  slave  in  charge  of  trea¬ 

sure.  Said  by  ̂   Ma  Yuan 

of  the  Han  dynasty.  See  1851. 

擄 起釉子  to  tuck  up  the 
sleeves. 

To  pile  up. 

把書 才累起 pile  the  books  up. 

棉雨瑰  make  two  piles  of  I 
them. 

摞牌山  to  pile  shields  in  tiers 
one  above  the  other  as  at  Chi¬ 
nese  reviews. 

混樵  to  throw  pell-mell;  to 
jumble  up. 

Read  /o2.  To  arrange  ； 
to  manage. 

棉頭  to  dress  the  hair. 

Scrofula. 

馬 刀瘰癧 and 子毋瘰 

癧  and  痰瘰  _  various 
forms  of  scrofulous  eruptions, 

so  called  from  the  peculiar 
characteristics  of  each. 

A  basket,  used  for  carry¬ 

ing  earth. 

劓 鼻盈棻  the  basket  was 
filled  with  the  noses  which  had 
been  cut  off. 

A  spiral  univalve  shell  - 
a  conch. 

螺殼  univalve  shells  in  general 

螺 絲釘 Qr 螺 旋 a  screw. 

.田螺  snails. 

.7289 

N.  lou 

p*  ) 

M.  lo 

Sz.  \ 

Y./ou 

K.  Tia 

[. ra A.  Iwa 

Even  Lower. 

7290 

R •歌 

C./o 

H.ia 
F.  loa 
W.  lai,  lu 

N.  lou 
P. 

lo 

M. 

Sz. 

Y.  lou 

K. ) 

T •卜 
Even  Lower. 

羅 

729I 

R •歌 

CH.i- 

F.  loa 

W.  lo.  lu 

N.  lou 

i 
 - 

Y.  lou 
Sz.  lo 
K.  ra、 na 

J.  ra 

A.  la- Even  Lower. 

響 螺  conchs,— used  by  pedlars, as  an  alarm  signal/  etc. 

吹 海螺  to  blow  the  sea-shell, — a  signal  for  battle  on  a  junk. 

右 旋白螺  a  white  shell  with a  whorl  to  the  right,  presented 

to  the  Emperor  by  the  Panshen 

Erdeni  Lama  of  Tibet,  and  in 

1788  sent  to  the  Viceroy ’s  Y amen at  Foochow  for  the  use  of  officials 

crossing  to  Formosa. 

螺  a  spiral  headdress, 

螺口兒  the  Drepuce. 

螺螺 兒草  Penriisetum  cen- chroidesy  Tr.,  and  Eriochloa  vil- 
losa、 Kth. 

The  offspring  of  an  ass 

and  a  mare ;  a  mule. 

一頭 騾子。 ne  muie. 

驟献  a  mule’s  load. 
騾 馬以報  I  will  repay  you by  being  to  you  as  a  mule  or  a. 
horse. 

tf  了  .驟子 ，馬也 _ 驚 a  beating  to  the  mule  is  a 

warning  to  the  horse  too, — these 
animals  being  often  haruessed 

together  to  the  same  cart. 

山 西騾子 學馬呌 
a  Shansi  mule  trying  to  neigh 
like  a  horse, —  南 腔北調 

a  southern  accent  arfd  a  northern 

dialect.  
•’ 驟 馬  mules  and  horses. 

騾 馬子。 r 馬騾子  a  mule by  a  horse  out  of  a  mule,  or  by 
a  mule  out  of  a  mare. 

驟驗子  a  mule  colt. 

驟店  a  mule  inn. 

海騾  the  beaven 
A  net  to  catch  birds. 

Netting；  gauze;  a  thin  kind 
of  silk.  To  spread  out；  to 

arrange.  Name  of  an  an¬ 
cient  State.  6^4479,8699. 

羅網  nets  for  birds  and  fishes. 

雉 離于羅  the  pheasant  falls into  the  net. 

羅  the  canopy  of  heaven. 

大 羅神仙  heavenly  beings. 

Ijrirt  t 

羅 

7291 

羅桂 輪網 t0  bec0me  en 
tangled  in  the  wheel  of  metem¬ 

psychosis. 

羅拜  to  surround  and  .  kneel 
before. 

引衆僧 羅拜 led  up  all  the 
priests  to  make  obeisance  in 
order. 

to  weave;  to  involve  in. 

羅 權  silk  gauze  socks. 

秋 雲似 羅  the  autumn  clouds 
are  like  networj^. 

羅 布  netting;  gauze,  used  for 
curtains. 

一  羅 one  piece  of  silk. 

_  _  a  state  silk  umbrella
, carried  in  procession. 

賜與 .羅  tC)  bestow  red  silk, 
to  give  permission  to  commit 
suicide,  as  is  sometimes  done 

by  the  Emperor  in  the  case  of 
Mandarins  whom  he  is  willing 

to  spare  the  disgrace  of  a  public 
execution.  Sec  帛  9341. 

羅 帷孤冷  al()ne  in  the  be* 
curtains, — as  a  deserted  wife. 

羅底  the  bottom  of  a  sieve. 

羅； [僵  a  frame  for  bolting  flour. 

羅麵  to  sift  or  bolt  flour. 

羅鍋  humpbacked. 
門 羅卩上 鳳之才 his  gate 
is  crowded  with  men  of  talent. 

See  3560. 

搜 羅書籍  to  search  through 
books,  —  as  for  information wanted. 

收羅 未廣且 俟來兹 
I  have  not  netted  (collected)  a 

sufficient  number  of  specimens, 
so  that  I  must  ask  (my  readers) 

to  wait  until  a  future  occasion 

羅歹 |j  set  out  in  order;  arranged, 

胸 羅經史  the  classics  and histories  arranged  within  one’s 
breast, — of  a  learned  man. 

張羅 w  4I6- 羅 盤。 r 羅經  a  compass. 

羅 經變差  the  variation  of| 
the  compass. 

羅闇  congee. 
漢  Lo-han,or  Arhan,  orArhat, 一 the  term  applied  by  Chinese 

Buddhists  to  the  five  hundred 

disciples  of  Shakyamuni  Buddha. 
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Explained  as  “deserving  and 

worthy.”  Used  in  the  sense  of 
“excellent，”  “beautiful.  11  See 
3333.  Also  applied  to  the  literati^ 
in  reference  to  their  easy  lives. 

十 八羅漢  the  eighteen  Lo- 
hans, — the  personal  disciples  of 
Buddha,  whose  images  are  often 
seen  in  Buddhist  temples.  Sixteen 
of  these  were  Hindus,  and  two 

Chinese  [see  9479)  have  been 
added. 

I  五百羅 漢  the  5。。 Lo-han, 
— a  company  of  distinguished 
followers  and  patrons  of  Buddha, 

among  whom  are  found  the 

Manchu  Emperors  K(ang  II si 

and  Ch‘ien  Lung,  and  also 
Marco  Polo. 

囉漢錢  certain  cash  ̂ ast 
during  the  reign  of  the  Emperor 

K‘ang  Hsi,  and  believed  to 
contain  Roid.  The  character 

for  Hsi  appears  on  them  in  its 

correct  form  m  ,  and  not  lEt 

as  subsequently  written. 

羅漢頂  a  Lo-han  pate, — a 
shaven  head. 

羅 漢椅子  an  easy  chair. 

羅漢床  the  dais  for  guests. 

徘羅漢  to  arrange  Lo-han 
fashion,  i.c.  to  seat  people  in  a 

row,  or  round  a  room;  to  arrange 

guests  at  table. 

羅漢柏  arbor  vitre  ( Thujopsis). 

羅漢果  the  mangosteen. 
k  了七 月半， 方是鐵 

羅漢  when  half  the  seventh 
moon  is  gone,  one  is  an  iron 

Lo-han,  一  nothing  can  harm  a 
man  who  hr，；  so  far  escaped  in 
the  season  of  heat  and  disease. 

只 認得怒 眼羅漢 ，不 

認 得低眉 觀音。 
only  meets  frowning  Lo-han s, 
never  smiling  Kuan-yins,-in  this 
world.  See  6363. 

羅刹  Rakchas,  or  demons  sup¬ 
posed  to  devour  men.  Also,  a 

name  given  to  the  inhabitants 

of  Ceylon. 

羅吼羅  Rahula, — the  eldest 
son  of  Shakyamuni  Buddha. 

羅喉  Rahu,  the  king  of  the 

阿 倏羅& 1 

羅馬 Rome- 

羅 馬教皇  the  Pope. 

羅   or  果羅  the  Lolos  - 

羅 

7291 

儸
 : 

7292 

R .歌 

Sec 羅 

Even  Lower. 

7293 

R •歌 

C.  c/(7,  S.IO 

II.  Jo 

F.  c!oa、 
Lloa 

VV.  Llo 

N.  Jou 

;; ••卜 > 

Y.  loji 
Sz.  lo 

K.  
j 

j. 卜 

A.  la 

Even 

Irregular. 

攞“
 

7294 

R .哿 

C. 

II. . 

F.  /oa 

W./o 

N.  lou 
F. 

M. 

Y.  lou 

Sz.  to 
K.  71a 

c/o 

lo 

A.  la 

Rising  Lower. 

wild  bill  tribes  of  Ssuch‘uan  and 
Yunnan,  divided  into  Black  and 
White  Lolos,  the  former  being 

so  called  from  their  greater  in¬ 
dependence  and  persistency  in 

avoiding  intermarriage  with  the 
Chinese.  Sec  6630,  1 1,897.  [The 
first  is  a  fabulous  black  beast 
similar  to  the  tiger.] 

羅文  the  impress  of  a  finger, 
hand,  or  foot,  dipped  in  ink  and 
appended  as  a  signature  to  any 

kind  of  deed  or  other  legal  in¬ 
strument. 

巨羅。 r 頗羅。 r 婆羅 

a  goblet. 

羅星  the  star  v  in  Capricorn. 

羅星塔  the  pagoda  which 
gives  its  name  to  “Pagoda  An¬ 

chorage/ J  Foochow. 

羅源 a  Dist.  in  Fu-chou  Fu. Fuhkien. 

羅夷  Afghanistan. 
Clever；  sharp.  See  6886. 

傲儸  resorting  to  force. 

j 羅  the  general  gang  of  rebels 
or  banditti,  as  distinguished  from 
the  chief. 

A. note  in  singing.  The 

prattle  of  children.  See 
6682. 

pjff  loquacious;  chattering. 

囉唆  annoying;  vexatious. 

玀 裏玀唆  verbose;  prosy. 

玀驟  t。 grunt. 

To  split  ；  to  rend.  To 
choose.  To  rub  ；  to  wipe. 

欏汗  to  wipe  off  the  sweat. 

欏
 2 

7295 

R 歌 

See 羅 

Even  Lower. 

7296 

R .歌 

Sec 羅 

Even  Lower. 

7297 

R ■歌 

See 羅 

Even  Lower. 

7498 

R •歌 

See 羅 

Even  Lower. 

T he  horse-chestnut 

{^sculus  Chinensis 、 Bge.), 
known  as 草欏 and 砂機 
See  10,193. 

The  name  of  a  river, 

泊玀江  the  wllich 
flows  into  the  Tung*-t‘ing 
lake.  It  was  in  this  river 

that  the  famous  屈平  Ch‘ii 

P‘ing， put  an  end  to  his  life. 

Round  open  baskets 

without  covers  or  handles, 

sometimes  hung  up,  or  car¬ 

ried,  by  a  string  ；  crates. See  12,184. 

^  a  corn-basket. 

檐籮頭 a  pedlar- 
1 稻子  measures  holding 
about  sixty-five  catties  of  grain, 
used  in  the  assessment  of  land. 

籮圈作 個楫 t。 make  a 
bow  to  the  circle  of  guests. 

1 筐樹  Ccrcis  chinensis,  Bge 

Parasitic  and  creeping 

plants. 
藤蘿。 1 ■女蘿 m 如 如 chi- 

?iensisy  d.c.  See  7763. 

被蘿  clad  in  wistaria. 
蘿  to  entwine  around. 

共結絲 蘿  i_twined;  inter- 
laced.  Used  of  a  connection  by 

marriage.  See  1470. 

白羅蔔 a 祕 心 紅蘿 哥。1 ■黃 蘿蔔 胡 

蘿蔔  a  carrot.  The  first  is also  Rap  ha  Ji  us  sativus)  L. 

山 ㈣天） 蘿蔔  Phytolacca 
acinosa^  Roxb. 

似蘿 萄的心 heart  Iike  a turnip, 一 in  size,*  sc.  generous. 

大 蘿蔔不 用屎澆 
a  large  turnip  does  not  require 
manure, — teach  your  granny  etc. 

~Wj  ̂   ̂   the  pink  (^Dianthus). 

115 



X^<3 914 
T-mO 

7298 

7299 

lR •歌 

卜羅 
Even  Lower. 

^ 島蘿  QMamoclit、\u. 

蘿簞  Metaplexis  Stauntoni， 
Roem.  &  Sch. 

蘿蔔花  a  white  cicatrix  cover¬ 
ing  the  whole  cornea. 

Embarrassed, 

one’s  footing. 

To  miss 

躧跬  to  walk  slowly  and  with 
difficulty. 

7300 iR •歌箇 

|See  羅 
Even  and 
Sinking 

Lower. 

To  make  a  round  ；  to 

patrol  ；  to  watch. 

7302 

r- 歌 

See 羅 

Even  Lower. 

巡邏 t。  go  rounds. 

邏察  to  cruise  in  search  of. 

設 卡邏守  to  establish  a 

R. 

barrier  and  keep  watch, 一 against 

smugglers. 

偵邏  to  watch;  to  spy. 

春 山邏繞  green  hills round  it. 

邏娑  Lhassa,  the  capital  of 
Tibet 

sur- 

7301 

|See  羅 

Even  Lower. 

A  circular  brass  gong, 

used  to  clear  the  way  /for 

an  official  cavalcade,  at 

funerals,  for  salutes,  between 

passing  junks,  etc. 

or 
打 鑼 摁 鑼 ot 檑鑼 

鳴 綴。1 ■開鑼 beat  a  gOTg 
不檑鑼  not  to  beat  gongs  ； 
not  to  salute, — not  to  be  on 

speaking  terms. 

鳴 鑼會衆 tQ  sound  the gongs 
and  collect  the  people, — as  for 
defence. 

鑼 鳴鼓晌  gongs  sounding 
and  drums  beating. 

鎌鼓喧 天 the  sound  of  gongs 
and  drums  went  up  to  heaven 

鑼槌 ot 鑼板  a  stick  to  beat 
a  gong. 

鐺鑼  a  brass  gong  about  8  in 
in  diam.,  fastened  at  three  points 
to  a  wire  ring  which  is  fixed 
into  a  wooden  upright. 

7301 

韻綴  a  wooden  frame  containing 10  circular  metal  plates  which 
are  struck  with  a  light  ivory 
hammer. 

看一個 錢彷 佛銅鑼 
to  look  at  a  cask  as  though 

it  were  as  big  as  a  gong, — stingy. 

w 

7308 

R 哿 

Naked；  to  strip ；  to 

unclothe.  See  756,  1 1,580. 

c.  c/o 
H.^ 

F.  lio^  Iwo 
W.  Ih,  lo^  lu 

N.  / 州 . . 

P.  clo 

M. 々V* 

Hu 
K.  na 

A  wheaten 

stuffing  inside. 

cake,  with! 
See  9005, 

A. 三 Iwa 

.Rising 

Irregular. 

裸身。 1 ■裸裡  naked;  without clothes. 

裸蟲  the  naked  animal, — man. 

裸 蟲之屬  savages. 
裸體馬 賊  he  bared  his  body 

7303 哿 

See 裸 

Rising  Lower. 

Animals  with  short  and| 

scanty  hair. 

臝
 3 

R. 
7304 哿 

C.  Uo 

N.  ̂ lo 
F.  sJoui、 ^lio 

See 螺 

A.  Uwa 

Rising  Lower. 

7309 

7310 

R 歌箇 

& 騾 

A.  Iwa 
Even  and 

Sinking 

and  cursed  him  for  a  rascal. 

衣稞  to  clothe  the  naked. 

Same  as  7308. 

’lo  look  about. 

Lower. 

覼縷  to  unravel;  to  give  a detailed  explanation. 

秉筆 覼縷不 能成章 
a  fluent  pen  cannot  produce 

ornamental  writing, — if  certain 

important  conditions  are  ne¬ 

glected. The  solitary  wasp. 6634. 
Seel 

臝 
73°S 

羸
，
 

73。6 

r. 歌 

See 驟 

73" 

m 

Same  as  7290. 

Even  Lower. 

赢
，
 

73。7 

R 哿 

See 裸 

Rising  Lower. 

The  grebe, 

驗 須赢， 

known  as 
7312 

|R_ 

C.  £./(?,  v.  ̂ wo 

P.  V.  ZWM 

w 媧騾 

J.  wo、 kwa 

Even  Upper 

and  Lower. 

果赢  the  tailor-bird. 

碉
，
 

?3i3 

■R 帮馬 

P.  ̂  

Same  as  7310. 

The  lines  on  the  hand. 

Stones  piled  up. 

Naked.  Fruits  with  hard|See  胃  ̂  

shells.  I J.  ka^  ra 

A.  Iwa 
to  go  about  naked. 

Rising  Upper 

and  Lower. 

鑤物  short-haired  animal,  Jike  I the  tiger  and  leopard;  a  kind| 
of  lynx. 

果暴  a  snake  gourd, 一  the  fruit  I of  the  Trichosanthes  anguina,  L.,| 

and  T.  Kirilowii、 Max. 

捋 

73i4 

墓 爾  piled  up  high;  eminent; illustrious. 

坑 衡閜珂  the  appearance 
of  straight  branches  supporting 
one  another. 

$0  hideous;  unsightly* 

Read  k^o1. 
kind  df  jade. An  inferior 

See  7095. 



H.O 9i5 TLmO 

m 

7315 

歌囊 
. Vo,  c/u \Mu 

•  la 

Even  Lower 

Irregular. 

舻 

勒 
7316 

.職 
Jek 
•  let 

. leik 

J.le 

•  lah 

•  C/"W 
Ue 
.Ick 

u  le 
.« nik 

roku 

.Idk 

Entering 
Lower. 

A  common  kind  of  serge 

or  bunting,  made  in  Tibet 

from  yak’s  hair. 

A  bridle  ；  to  curb  ；  to 

restrain  ；  to  coerce.  [In 

many  cases,  also  read  lei1 

and  lei\  q.v\  To  carve; 

to  engrave.  A  horizontal 

stroke  in  writing  ；  see  6138. 

勒令  to  insist  upon;  to  force 
to  do. 

勒休 or 勒命 休致 to  sus- 
pend, 一 an  official  from  duty. 

勒逼  to  compel. 
勒枸  to  give  strict  orders  for 
the  arrest  of. 

勒傳  to  compel  the  attendance of. 

勒緝  to  force  one  to  search  for. 

勒差  to  forcibly  send  on 
business. 

勒限  to  enforce  a  date. *  *i  *■ 

勒追  to  press;  to  urge  to  pay. 

勒佔  to  usurp;  to  seize  on. 

僧甩並 勒歸俗 he  forced 
both  Buddhist  priests  and  nuns 
to  revert  to  lay  life. 

勒索。 r 勒嫌。 r 勒取。 r 
勒捐  to  extort;  to  squeeze. 

勒贖  to  extort  a  ransom. 

勒石  to  carve  upon  stone. 

勒名碑 • 上  to  engrave  a  name 
upon  a  tablet. 

銘勒  an  inscription. 

女勒  a  fillet  or  head-band  worn 
by  women. 

紅勒帛  to  strike  out  an  essay 
with  a  red  line  drawn  right 
across  it. 

Read  lei\ 

馬勒  a  bridle. 
馬勒口  bitted  (i.e.  gagged)  like 
horses, 一 to  prevent  talking  on  a 
night  attack. 

勒 

73i(5 

洛 
7317 K.l 

See 貉落 

Entering 

Lower. 

剖 

4^ 

7318 

R. 藥
 

See 絡 

Entering 

Upper. 

咯必
 

7319 

R •藥 

C.  kokQ、 lokQ 

F.  v. 

Lo!} 气、 katik^ 
W.  v.  tga、 ka) See 奏絡 

Entering 

Upper. 

臨 崖勒馬  when  near  a  pre¬ cipice,  hold  in  your  horse. 

鈿 鞍寶勒  an  inlaid  saddle, and  a  bridle  ornamented  with 

precious  stones. 

勒 不住繮  unable  to  hold  in, 
— a  horse. 

你 若再勒 一會兒 had you  restrained  yourself  a  little 
longer, .... 

勒小  to  make  smaller;  to  draw 
in,  as  by  a：  string. 

勒子  a  girdle. 勒傷了  galled  by  a  cord. 
勒死  to  strangle;  to  tie  a  tight knot. 

勒拿  to  drag. 勒揹  to  extort；  to  squeeze. 

勒儉  parsimoniously. 

Read  leix. 

勒兵  to  check  the  advance  of j troops. 

苦勒  to  force;  to  coerce. 

勒得  untidy. 

Cold ；  icy；  frozen. 

洛澤  frozen  hard. 

To  trim  the  knots  off  a 

branch. 

各 ij 淸汚吏  to  get  rid  of  all corrupt  officials. 

A  final  particle,  used  for 

了  7073.  Used  for  P 客 6122. 

^  |l^  it  is  so;  that  will  do. 

完咯  done;  finished. 你姓張 ，咯子 也姓張 
if  your  name  is  Chang,  my 

name  is  also  Chang, — said  by 

張獻忠 t° 張仙 the  S°d of  child-bearing.  [咯 子 i 

Shensi  patois  for  “I.”] 

烙 

7320 

珞
“
 

7321 

R. 藥 

See 絡 

Entering 

Upper. 

硌 

7322 

R •驢 
See 落 

Entering 

Lower. 

絡#
 

7323 

R. 藥 

C.  lokQ 

n.iok F.  louk、 loh、 

loh) 

W./o 
N./oh 

P.  lo\  lau， 

M./o 

Y./ak 

Sz.  lo 
K.  rak 

J. raku 

A.  lak 

Entering 

Lower. 

酪*
 

7324 

R. 藥 

C.  lok0 

See^ 

Entering. 

Irregular. 

See  6808. 

Ornaments  for  the  neck. 

瓔珞  brooches,  necklaces,  ete 

Stones  piled  up  ；  rocks 
boulders. 

磊 硌層峯  hills  rising  over 
hills. 

Unreeled  silk  or  hemp  ； 

the  fibre  of  cotton  ；  a  rope. 

A  blood-vessel.  Connected； 
continuous.  See  2426. 

麻絡  unspun  hemp, 

絡絡絲  hanging  like  a  fringe, 

竹絡  fascines. 受 人鼇絡  duped;  taken  in; 
cheated. 

脈 絡  the  greater  and  lesser  veins, respectively. 

連絡。 p 聯絡  tied  together one  behind  the  other;  joined; 
allied. 

絡 繹不絶  in  an  unbroken 
line, ― of  people  passing  by.  See 

7135. 

絡綢  a  kind  of  sarsenet. 

貉緯娘  a  cricket. 
扇絡 ^ 子  a  fan-case. 

心包絡  the  pericardium. 

Cream ；  cheese ;  fat；  kou¬ 

miss  ； wine. 

酷餅  cheese. 
锻  butter-pailk ;  whey. 

屏- §§  they  forbid  the  use  of koumiss, 一 of  the  Ouigours. 

五王 ‘ 酪圖  Picture  of  five princes  drinking*  koumiss. 



3L.O 
酪 *

 

7324 

酷奴  tea, — qJ.  the  slave  of 
wine;  a  term*  applied  to  tea  by 

& 胡人  (one  account  says 

by  王  Wang  Su)  of  the 

dynasty,  as  being  greatly  inferior 
to  wine. 

杏酪 a  tea  or  gruel  made  of 
almonds. 

916 

ILmO 

7328 

the  modern  河南府  Ho-nan 

Fu,  and  north  of  the  river  Lo. 
The  head  District  city  of  the 
Prefecture  is  now  so  called. 

洛 陽雖好 不如家 
pleasant  as  Lo-yang  may  be,  it 
is  not  equal  to  home. 

洛陽景  a  sweetmeat  made from  the  loose-skinned  orange. 

w 

7329 

落本錢  to  put  capital  into  an 
undertaking. 

落魄  see  9420. 落 寞  quiet；  calm;  hushed. 

落拓  poor  and  friendless. 

落漠之 人 a  man  wh。 has 
failed  in  lifp. 

7325 R. 藥 

C.  lokQ 
See  ̂  

Entering Irregular. 

駱#
 

7326 
R •藥 

C.  hk、'  lok0 

H.  !ok、、 lok^ 
v.  yok; 

F.  lou、、 7dkj 
W./b 

Uok 

U.lo  - 
Y./ak 

Si.  lo 

K.  rak 

J.  raku 
A.  lakf 

Entering 

Lower 

Irregular. 

Name  of  a  bird.  Used 

with  7323. 

雒誦 來踐。 n  wading  your 
letter. 

各隹 各隹  in  fear  and  trembling. 

备 隹州縣 an  dd  name  for 

漢州  Han  Chou  in  Sstich‘uan.| 

A  white  horse  with  a 
black  mane. 

我 馬維縣 my  hOTses  are white  with  black  manes. 

璐駝  a  camel.  See  11,359,! 
11,404. 

他 是個璐 駝形 ，献重 

不献輕  he  is  like  a  camel, 
fitted  for  heavy  and  not  for  light 
burdens. 

璐 駝鈴鐺  a  camel-bell, — of 
iron,  with,  copper  ri.ni,  and 
wooden  clapper. 

縣 馬它械 camel's  wool. 

拉麟驗 的 an  itinerant doctor. 

縣奴  tea.  See  7324. 

，駱縣  a  District  in  Shansi,  under 
the  Han  dynasty. 

7329 

R •藥 

C.  lok^  v.  laai^ H./ok 
F.  louk'loh 

W.  / <7,  v.  la1 N.  loh  «. P.  lo\  lau\ 

V.  lei U./o 

X

.

 

l

a

k

 

Sz.  
lo K.  
rak 

J.  
raku 

A.  
lak 

Entering 

Lower. 

7327 R •藥 
See 絡 

Entering 

Uppdjr. 

A  water-bird,  with  a  short 

neck,  reddish  plumage,  anc 
white  spots. 

Read  ko^  Sound  6 
screaming. 

鳩島备  a  name  for  the  horned 
owl  [Bubo  maxim  us). 

7328 
K •藥 

C.  loka 

H.  lok^  /oky 
See  ,C^ 

Entering 

Irregular. 

Two  tributaries  of  the 

Yellow  River,  rising  in 

Shensi.  [Distinguished  from 

祐 794I-] 

洛 陽  Lo-yang, — the  eastern 
capital  of  China  under  the 

Eastern  Han,  a.d.  25,  east  of 

洛陽花  the  white  peony.  ；j 

洛神  the  fairies  of  the  river  Lo,-| as  imagined  by  the  poet  曹植^ 

Ts‘ao  Chih,  a.d.  192 — 232. 

洛 叉。 1 •洛沙 Wakh;  100,000.1 

To  fall；  to  sink  down ;  to 

settle  down.  Last  ；  final  ； 

see  2947.  To  put  down  ； 

to  enter,  as^in  a  book.  See 

發 3376,  1813.  [Also  read lao、 and  /a4.] 

落花  flowers  falling. 

落 花流水  fallins  flowers and  flowing  water, — coming  and 

going  at  will ;  happy-gq-lucky ; 
smooth-flowing,  as  good  com¬ 
position.  See  10,128.  I 

打 個落花 流水的 to knock  into  smithereens.  E 

落花生  ground-nuts.  | 落淚  to  weep.  J) 

落馬  to  fall  off  a  horse.  |j 

日落 西 山 the  sun  sinks behind  the  western  hills.  ! 

生 崖日落 my  means  de¬ crease  daily. 免 ’12,836. 

趺落地  :o  fall  down.  |i 

自 行失落  (the  clothes)  fell! off  (the  cart)  of  themselves, — no  one  touched  them. 

落船  to  go  on  board  ship. 

落貨  to  ship  goods.  I 

落貨單  a  bill  of  lading.  | 
to  remove  the  hair, — to 

become  a  priest  or  nun. 

落筆。 r 落墨  to  begin  to write. 

落紙  to  put  down  on  paper,  j 

落欵  to  put  the  name  on, — e.g. a  fan. 

落定鋇  to  deposit  earnest- 
money. 

落薄  fallen  in  fortune, 一 as  a 
decaying  family. 

落褒貶  to  come  in  for  censure. 

落塵  to  descend  into  the  world. 

落 差  to  be  off-duty. 

落眼  to  drop  the  eye, 一- as  at 
death. 

落後  to  fall  behind ;  afterwards. 

g  f  to  fall  into  water;  
to become  a  prostitute. 

拖 人落水  to  pull  a  person 
into  the  water;  to  impose  on. 

水 落石出  (until)  the  water 
falls  and  the  stones  are  seen, — 
until  the  truth  is  arrived  at. 

落價  a  fall  in  price.. 

擠落價  to  force  down  the 
price, — as  by  increasing  supplies. See  10,580. 

落卷  rejected  essays,  returned' after  the  examination  to  un」 
successful  candidates. 

試 卷枇落  to  examine  an 
essay,  and  reject  it. 

落孫 ’山 t。  be  below  Sun  Shan，: — a  candidate  who  passed  last 

on  the  list,  sc.  not  to  pass. 

落潮  filing  tide. 

落 了字了  a  word  has  been! 

left  out. 

飲食落 放不得 _ leave  food  about, — or  it  will  be 
stolen. 

落下來  to  fall,  as  leaves  from 
a  tree;  (read  /aok)  to  settle,  ai 

birds;  (read  Az4)  to  leave  out  oi behind. 

落下胎  to  have  a  miscarriage 

落不 下台來 t。 be  in  2 
hopelessly  false  position；  to  b( in  a  fix. . 

下落  to  lall;  to  descend. 

着落。 r 下落 a  P1^  ° residence ;  a  domicile;  settle 

ment；  definite  arrangement.  Set 

2  394 - 
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7329 

無下落  no  whereabouts;  not 
to  be  found;  no  place  to  go  to. 

跟 尋下落  to  follow  a  clue 
and  discover  the  whereabouts. 

w 

7329 

appeared  to  him  very  vividly. 

Now  used  for  “thinking  of  absent 

ones.” 
落伽  the  island  of  Pootoo. 

沒落― 兒的 冬 a  man with  no  home  or  visible  means 

of  subsistence. 

沒落子  without  a  home; 
destitute. 

村落。 1 •邨落 a  village. 

落戶  to  make  one’s  home;  to  I settle  down.  _ 

坐落何 方。『 落在何 
where  is  he  staying  ? 

落成  just  done;  just  finished, 
as  a  job. 

急 於落成  hurried  on  with 
the  (building)  job. 

落邊  lonely. 

落 落大方  generous;  mag¬ 
nanimous;  lofty,  as  in  thought. 

落 落難合  hard  to  complete 
or  bring  to  a  conclusion. 

落落寡 合  having fewfriends, 
— as  an  eccentric  character. 

不同 流俗而 落落然 

寡少 其偶也 not  con- 
ventional ,  and  therefore  left 

without  many  sympathetic  spirits. 

落 寓  to  put  up  at  an  inn. 

落肚  in  the  stomach;  swallowed. 

落實兒  steady;  firm;  easy  in 
mind. 

落〜: 不出 好兒率 n。 
good  is  to  be  got  out  of  it. 

落顔色  to  lose  colour;  to  fade. 

落皮毛  to  ge^  rid  of  one’s 
earthly  frame, — by  Buddhistic 
regeneration. 

落地  a  place,  —  used  on  the 
Yang-tsze. 

落地 捐。1 •落 地稅 
tax  on  imported  goods. 

落人家 的東西  to  appro¬ 
priate  from  the  property  of  others, 
一 as  a  tailof  from  cloth  entrusted 

to  him. 

落 月屋梁  the  moon  shining 
on  the  beams, 一 a  phrase  occur¬ 

ring  in  a  stanza  by 杜甫 Tu 

Fu,  telling  of  a  dream  in  which 

his  friend  李太白  Li  T‘ai-po 

A  brindled  ox. 

卓犖 不羣  eminent;  out  of the  common;  extraordinary. 

学 學  clearly;  perspicuously. 

犖硝  soil  baked  hard. 

山 石犖硝 行徑微 心 boulders  afforded  a  small  rocky 

path# 

Pleasure  ；  joy  ;  content¬ 
ment.  To  laugh.  See  圖 

12,128. 

喜者 主於心 ，樂 者無 

所不被  those  who  feel  Asz, are  affected  in  the  heart,  while 
those  who  feel  lo  are  generally 
affected. 

樂亦在 其中矣 ㈣ is  t。 be  found  even  in  the  midst  of 

this, 一 said  by  Confucius  in  allu¬ 
sion  to  poverty. 

安樂 値錢多  peace  and contentment  are  worth  much money. 

joy;  pleasure. 

樂 生 悲  too  much  gladness bringeth  sadness. 

歡 樂極兮 寧情多 ex- cessive  joy  (ends  in)  much  sad¬ ness. 

樂處。 r 樂境。 r 樂事 
pleasure. 

樂心 happy；  contented. 

樂天命  acquiescing  in  the  I will  of  God. 

樂 人之樂  to  rejoice  in  the  I 
joys  of  others. 

以 善爲樂  to  take  pleasure  I in  doing  good. 

至 樂在心 不在酒 心 
highest  pleasures  are  mental,  and 
have  nothing  to  do  with  wine. 

藥 何如也  what  sort  of  I pleasure  was  it? 

何 樂如之  what  joy  can  be  I compared  with  it? 

何 樂之有  what  pleasure  I would  there  be? 

學
矽
 

7330 

R •覺 

C.  kok。、 lok。 

F.  lauk)、 louk、 w.  0、 

M.  lo^  ko 

See 

K.  nak Entering 

Irregular. 

樂#
 

7331 

K •藥覺 

號 . 

C.  j  lok、 ngok、 

H.  j ngaux F.  louk、 loh、 

ngouk、 ngau1 

W.  4?,  ngo、 

ngoe2- 

N.  loh、 yuoh 

ngoa2- 

P. 

yat^ 

M.  h、yo、 ngat^ 
V.  lak'yak'yoa 

Sz.  lo^yo^yau 
K.na/i^  ak、yo 

J.  raku、 gaku 

go 

A.  lak、 niak 
Entering  and Sinking 

Lower. 

3L.O 

樂 

7331 

4P 

何 樂於此  what  pleasure  is 
there  in  this?  what  pleasure  can 

surpass  this? 

一樂 於鳄一 樂於取 
the  one  takes  pleasure  in  giving, 

the  other  in  receiving, — of  man 
and  woman. 

我 自樂此 不爲疲 Hike doing  this,  it  is  no  trouble  to  me. 

間 兒樂爲 天子否 he asked  his  son  if  he  would  like 
to  be  Emperor. 

暗樂 則樂矣 ah  1  be  j°yful while  you  may.  “Carpe  diem. 

取樂兒  to  amuse  oneself. 

取一 時之樂  to  snatch'  a 
moment’s  happiness. 

爲樂 甚衆何 必乘危 

among  so  n^ny  forms  of  amuse¬ ment  why  choose  a  dangerous 
one? 

樂從  to  be  very  pleased  to. 

樂幸  well  pleased. 樂  content  with  one’s  lot. 

樂意  at  ease;  pleasure. 
樂施  to.  willingly  help  distresaJ 

樂輸  to  contribute  voluntarily, 
一 to  government  needs. 

我本不 樂賣1  am  real
ly 

ncrt  desirous  of  selling  it. 

樂土  happy  places,  sc.  those 
free  from  misfortune. 

樂戶  dancing  girls,  etc. 

_  胃  to  have  the 
 luck  to. 樂 得的。 r 樂得乎 

lucky!  just  the  thing!  very  glad 

to. 

樂學 分破鐵 Lo  ch‘ang 
sharing  the  broken  mirror, — J 
separation  of  husband  and  wife. 
Referring  to  the  story  of  a  man, 

named  备德言  HsuTe-yen, 

of  the  陳  Ch^en  State,  who, when  Ch*en  was  destroyed  by 

齊  Ch‘i,  gave  his  wife  half  a mirror  to  be  used  as  a  token  of 

recognition  in  case  they  should 
ever  meet  again. 

Read  yiieh 访  and  yo^ 
Music.  [This  is  the  normal 
sound,  and  meaning.] 

作樂。 r 奏樂。 r 按樂 
to 

play  music. 
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733I 相癖 如樂作 answeringl- one  another  like  musical  notes. 

m
s
 

樂器  OT  樂具  musical  inStrU-  R.^! ments. 

禮樂  ceremonies  and  music. 

移 風易俗 ，莫 善于樂 

7333 

C.  clo 

\Y.lio 

for  improving  manners  and  I 
customs,  there  is  nothing  like  J 
music. 

See 裸 

Rising^  Lower, 

Plant  fruit  (草 實)， as  op- 1 

posed  to  tree  fruit  (木 實）; | 

see  6627. 

墣1
 

R. 

w 

樂 奏元宵  to  welcome  in  the 
year  with  music. 

樂無詩 非樂也 musiclSee 
without  poetry  is  not  music. 

7334 

R •哿 

妥 

■  A.  da 

秦火古 樂失傳  at  the  j  Rising  Upper.' 
conflagration  of  Ch‘in  (the 
Burning  of  the  Books,  a.d.  213) 
the  records  of  ancient  music 

perished. 

菓瓯  tree  and  plant  fruits. 

I  See 
I  A.  lu 

7338 

有 

簍 

[Rising  Lower. 

To  droop ;  to  hang  down. 

Also  read  tos. 

m 

R., 

7339 

柳 禪鶯嬌 花徨殷 the|See%^ 
willows  droop  (with  leaves),  the  I  wr 

oriole  sings,  and  the  flowers  |  Rising  Lower, 
bloom  again, — as  in  spring. 

A  mound  over  a  grave 

See  8806. 

A  mountain  in  Hunan 

called  晌 嶁峰， upoi 

which  the  Great  Yii  is  sup 

posed  to  have  set  up  : 
tablet  commemorative  c 

his  labours  in  draining  th 

empire. 

樂表  the  stave  in  musical  no-l 

婁
*
 

tation. 7335 

樂部  the  Board  of  Music, 一 a|R.  尤爨 
department  of  the  Board  of  Rites.  I  虞 

樂生。 r  樂人  musicians.  jSeeJ^ 
[The  first  are  officials  of  the  I 
Board  of  Music.] 

樂音  music ;  airs. 

H-OTJ. 
m 

To  trail  along；  to  wear. I  7340 

To  tether.  One  of  the  zodi-卜 •允 虞 

acal  constellations;  see  Ta-\ 
bles、.Vb.  Used  for  7352. See 

鏤縷 

Even  Lower. 

子有 衣裳弗 曳弗婁 
you  have  suits  of  robes,  but  you  I 
will  not  wear  them. 

To  find! 
Read  yaoA 

pleasure  in. 

知 者樂水 ，仁 者樂山 
the  wise  take  pleasure  in  water,  I 
the  virtuous  in  hills. 

益 者三樂  there  are  three 
things  men  find  enjoyment  in 

which  are  advantageous,  —  the 
study  of  ceremonies  and  music, 

speaking  of  the  goodness  ofj 
others,  and  having  many  worthy 
friends. 

樂 宴樂^ )  to  find  enjoy¬ ment  in  the  pleasures  of  the 
table. 

離葉  name  of  a  man,  mentioned 
by  Mencius,  famous  for  his  eye 

sight ;  finely  carv(  n , 

婁縣  name  of  a  District Kiangsu. 

734' 

C.  lau^  v.  Ja: 

Diligent  ；  attentive.  Cor 
tented  ；  joyous. 

W.  c-lau 
N.  v.  Joii 

See 魯 

婁驕  troublesome  and  arrogant,  j 匕  j  Jou^lou 

Read  lou\  Annoying. 

sr 

w 

7332 

iR •藥沃 1  & 祿朴 

洛 
Entering 

Lower 

and  Upper. 

7336 

R-^C 

各 有所樂  every  one  hashis|See own  hobby. 

Read  luz. 

|Y.  leo 

Even  Lower. 

牛 馬維婁 the  C(5WS  and| horses  are  tethered. 

To  drag  ；  to  pull.  T 

enfold  ；  to  embrace. 

捿挽  to  hold  back;  to  detai 

攘處  子*  to  carry  off 
virgin. 

棲一黙 茱火來 to  briI 
in  a  little  firewood 

捿抱。 r 捿在 懷中 
embrace. 

捿住  to  hold  tight  in  the  anr 

捿 人出街  to  drag  a  pers( 
out  for  a  walk. 

Even  Lower. 

嘍
，
 

7337 

To  carve  ；  to  hollow  out. 

彫劐  to  carve  wood. 

Read  loux. 

To  chatter. 

Name  of  a  river  in  Shan-|R •有允 tung. 

I  F.  v.  liu 

I  See  樓 

Rising  and 

Even  Lower. 

嘍 來嚜去  constant  chatter- 1 

ing. 

嘍唳  the  chattering  of  birds. 
m 

Read 

7342 

R. 

有 

捿人買  to  urge  a  Person 

buy. 

棲衣裳  to  hold  up  the  skir 

摟攬  to  do  business  on  co】 
mission. 

摟包 兒的。 r 摟寶 G 
an  old-clothes’-man. 

璉嘍  the  prattle  of  a  child  卜樓 
beginning  to  talk. 

I  Rising  Lower. 

To  plunder. 

mm  to  forage;  to  seize  pi
 

visions. 
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7343 

•尤 
. lau 

[. leu 

•  leu^  lau 
J.  lau 

\  loii 

lou 

. Ito 

:. r«,  nu 
rd 

. leu 

Sven  Lower. 

An  upper  storey  ；  a  two¬ 

storeyed-house  ；  a  tower  of 

oblong  section,  broader  than 

it  is  deep;  see  10,577.  See 

牌 8574,  2742. 

樓房  a  house  with  an  upper 
storey. 

高樓  an  upper  storey ;  a  tea¬ 
house;  a  restaurant 

靑樓。 r 秦樓  a  brothel. 

鼓樓  a  drum-tower,  where  the 
watches  are  struck.  See^^.  1409. 

鐘樓  a  bell-tower,  —  as  at  a 
temple. 

更樓  a  tower  where  there  is  a 
clepsydra,  or  where  the  watches 
are  beaten  during  the  night. 

t 妻  a  tower  over  a  city  gate. 

‘望樓  a  look-out;  a  lighthouse. 
望海樓  a  fancy  name  for  any 
look-out  from  which  some  piece 
of  water  can  be  seen. 

走馬樓  an  upper/  storey  in 
which  hung  six  pictures  of  horses 

drawn  by  寧王  Ning  Wang 

of  the  T‘ang  dynasty. 

五鳳悽  a  talented  (  writer;  a 
genius. 

空 中樓閣  castles  in  the  air. 

樓梯  a  staircase. 
悽上  upstairs ;  in  an  upper 
storey.  See  9729. 

樓下  downstairs ;  on  the  ground 
floor.  See  4230. 

樓上樓  having  many  storeys ; 
the  mallow. 

五層樓  a  five-storeyed  tower. 

紅樓  red  upper  storeys, — used 
figuratively  for  the  establishment 
of  a  wealthy  person.  See  2544. 

回 望紅樓 不敢嘶 
looking  up  at  the  red  towers 
(of  the  palace,  the  horses)  dare 
not  neigh. 

紅樓夢  Hung4ou-meng^  the 
Dream  of  Wealth  and  Power, — 
name  of  a  famous  novel,  known 

to  foreigners  as  “The  Dream  of 
the  Red  Chamber.” 

^^the  floor  of  an  upper  storey. 

背 山起樓  to  build  an  upper 
storey  on  a  hillside, -out  of  place, 

buildings. 

m 
7M3 

7344 

R •肴 

See 數 

Rising  Lower. 

7345 

R. 宥 

See 鎮 

Sinking 
■  Lower. 

7346 

R •有 

C.  lau 
? .•卜 

W.  lau 
N.  lou 

M.  i
  lou 

Y./eo
 

Sz.  lou 
K.  ru、 nu 

J.  rd、 ru A.  leu 

Risin
g  

Lower
. 

縷 

7347'
 

A 

7348 

R. 先 

See 

Even  Lower. 

悽臺  a  stage  for  theatricals. 

十二重  ch'ung-  the  twelve divisions  of  the  oesophagus. 

玉樓  the  shoulders. 

登 諸悽 車  he  mounted  upon a  turreted  chariot, 

樓 庫 (paper)  pagodas  and  chests of  money, — for  burning. 

唇  t 妻  mirage  buildings;  see 
656. 

樓闌  a  name  for  the  Geougen 
似 5653,  57H. . 

A  long-necked  jar. 

A  running  sore ；  an  ulcer； 

a  purulent  tumour. 

涛瘦  bleeding  piles. 

瘦  a  malignant  tumour. 

癖 壤  scrofulous  glandular  swel¬ lings  on  the  neck.  See  7287/ 

姻瘦  ulcers  caused  by  opium- smoking. 

A  basket  ；  a  hamper. 

簍子  a  basket;  a  hamper. 

打 開了簍  when  he  had opened  the  basket. 

- ■ • 胃 鼠  a  basket  of  charcoal. 

油簍  a  lined  basket  for  holding oil. 

薰簍  a  basket  for  drying  or scenting  tea. 

笆簍  an  oc：  ~  crate. 

See  7516. 

A  rough  kind  of  sowing- 
machine,  called  縷車 or 

耧斗，  said  to  have  been invented  by 趙過  Chao 

Kuo,  minister  of  agriculture 

under  武帝  of  the  Han 

dynasty. 

7349 

r. 允 

See 樓 

Even  Lower. 

735° 

R •尤 

See 樓 

Even  Lower. 

7351 

m 

7352 

R •咸尤 

^ 樓縷 

Even  Lower. 

7353 
 ' 

K •: k 

See 樓 

Even  Lower. 

鏤 
2 

7354 

R •宥虞 

C.  lau 
H.  lieu 

F.  laiu^ 

W.  lau^  v.  ciau 

N.  lou,  v.  c/iHi 

M.|^
 

Y.  leo 

3L.OXJ 

A  war-junk  with  a  high 

poop,  from  which  archers 
and  slingers  discharged 
their  missiles. 

The  mole-cricket  (Gryllo- 
talpa). 

天嶁。 r 嶁蛄  a  mole-cricket. 

螺 {^集 壇  mole-crickets  and 
ants  collect  round  mutton. 

螺犠尙 且貪生 _ mole-crickets  and  ants  want  to 
live. 

在上爲 鳥鳶食 ，在下 

爲 嶁蟻食  above,  I  shall 
be  eaten  by  kites,  below,  I  shall 
be  food  for  mole-crickets  and 

ants, 一 said  by  Chuang  Tzti  in 
reference  to  the  selessness  of 
burial. 

嶁 蟮之力 撼泰山 the strength  of  ants  and  mole-crickets 
for  shaking  Mt.  T‘ai,  —  puny 
efforts. 

土螻  a  name  for  the  狒 H 

3491- 

Same  as  7337. 

A  sow  Qn  heat.  See  1 1 64. 

Continuous. 

連 蘧不斷  in  one  unbroken 
stream, — as  of  people  passing. 

Hard  iron,  or  steel,  as 

necessary  for  engraving.  To 

carve  ；  to  engrave  ；  to  chase. 

[In  the  book-language  al¬ 

ways  /ou4.] 

彫鏤。 r 鏤刻  to  carve;  to 
engrave. 

器不 彫鏤  a  plain  uncarved 
utensil. 



7354 
Sz.  loti 
K.  nu 

rd^  ru 

A.,  ihu、 Ihi’ - 
Sinking 

Lower 

Irregular. 

3L.OTJ 
[  92°  ] 

3L.OTT 

鏤
，
 

7355 

it 
See 樓 

Even  Lower. 

2 

7356 
R •尤 
See 樓 

Even  Lo'ver. 

藪 
7357 

W 

7358 

宥 
See 鏤 

Sinking 
Lower. 

R. 

W 

7359 

See 鏤 

Sinking 

Lower. 

鏤 空的花 兒 fl_rscarved 
in  openwork,  i.e.  right  through 

the  plank. 

鏤花  elegance  in  style. 

刻 骨鏤心 (y°ur  kindness) is 
carved  on  my  bones  and  graven 

on  my  heart. 

虎 韩鏤膺  a  tiger-skin  bow- case,  with  carved  metal  orna 
ments. 

鎮板  to  print,— a  book. 

A  large  horse;  a  jackass. 

两 

736。 

宥 

See 鎮 

Sinking 

Lower. 

R. 

A  skull-bone. 

骨蜀髏 沉 枯髏骨 a  skull. 

百歲潤 髏 an  dd  skulL 

See  10,244. 

To  retire  from  the  world 

Mean;  low；  vile；  vulgar. 

在陋巷  he  lived  in  a  mean 
narrow  lane,  一  and  yet  was 

happy.  Said  by  Confucius  of 

his  favourite  disciple,  顔回 
Yen  Hui. 

或 曰  some  one  said,  They 
are  uncivilised, -referring  to  wild 
tribes  among  which  Confucius 
declared  he  wished  to  dwell. 

陋劣  vile;  low;  sordid. 

孤 陋寡聞  solitary  and  igno rant. 

陋室  a  humble  dwelling. 

醜陋 叩以； hideous. 

租 於陋習 wedded  to  evil 
practices. 

响 明， 楊侧陋 pQint ⑽ 
some  one  among  the  illustrious 

陋
<
 

7359 

or  set  forth  one  from  among  the 

poor  and  mean, — said  by  the 

Emperor  Shun  in  reference  to 

the  appointment  of  his  successor. 

陋規  bribes;  illegal  fees. 
祟文 陋武之 習氣宜 

救 正  t0  exalt  the  civilian  and look  down  on  the  soldier  is  a 
habit  which  needs  rectifying. 

A  water-clock  or  clep¬ 

sydra  ； to  drip  ；  to  ooze  •， to  leak.  To  let  out;  to 

disclose.  To  evade,  as  pay¬ 

ment  of  duty;  to  smuggle. 

See  6312. 

更漏  OT  漏刻  a  water-clock 
See  5990. 

知 漏宮女  the  palace  lady who  attends  to  the  clepsydra/ 

漏 水一升 ，秤重 一 

斤， 時 經一刻  a  pint  of water  dripping  through,  i:e.  one 

lb,  occupies  half  an  hour. 
一漏  a  period  of  two  hours;  the 

first  watch. 

畫漏 上水一 刻 at  the  first quarter  of  the  day  clepsydra， 
half  an  hour  after  daybreak. 

夜漏幾  何  what  time  of  night 
is  it? 

滴漏。 ■■ 參漏  t。 drip; tQ  leak- 

接漏  to  catch  the  drip. 

'漏 天  to  leak, — as  a  roof. 

漏子  a  funnel;  a  mistake;  a blunder. 

漏巵  a  syphon. 

漏  ̂   a  colander. 
漏 勺诌水  to  .bale  out  water with  a  colander, : — labour  lost. 

補漏 to  stop  a  leak - 

船卖 Ij 江 中補漏 遲 when the  boat  has  reached  midstream, 

it  is  late  to  stop  a  leak. 

底漏  leaking  at  the  bottom, often  \ised  of  the  petty  thefts 

committed  by  a  wife  upon  her 

husband’s  property  for  the  bene¬ fit  of  her  own  family. 

是個好 漢子， 也架不 

了底漏  the  best  Df  men cannot  stand  a  bottom  leak.  See 
above. 

漏
‘
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瘺 

7361 

露 

7362 

盛 s 水不漏  no  loss  by 
leakage. 

盛水不 漏的序 a  hand 
that  holds  water  without  letting 

any  run  through, — close-fisted; 

stingy. 

漏盡  leaking  ended,  —  all  ten¬ dency  to  sin  gone;  ready  for  Nir¬ vana.  Sanskrit  :  asrava  kshaya. 

諸 漏已盡  from  spiritual imperfection.  Sanskrit :  kshin- asrava. 

無 漏  without  blemish;  perfect. 

漏  to  expose  a  weak  place ; 
to  be  off  one’s  guard. 

漏脯  Putrid  flesh. 
屋 漏  the  N.W.  part  of  a  house, which  received  its  light  only 
from  the  roof;  a  pane  of  glass 

in  a  roof;  a  skylight. 

不 愧於屋 — tQ  be  free 
from  shame  under  the  skylight, 

— of  one’s  own  chamber. 

漏網  to  slip  through  the  net, to  escape  punishment. 

失漏。 r  漏 下  tQ  leave  °Ut; 
to  lose  the  run  of. 

漏了 個數兒 to  have  left 
out  an  amount, —— as  in  an  arith¬ metical  calculation. 

洩漏  to  let  out;  to  divulge. 

洩 漏天機 t。 divulge 心 intentipn  of  God, — as  an  astro 

loger  who  foretells  the  future. 

謹疎漏  suard  against  want  of 
care. 

漏 齊 滋弊  8rowing  ini' 

quities  of  smuggling. 

漏報  to  evade  declaration  of 
. dutiable  goods. 

漏夜  by  nieht 
漏身 J*  to  flash  through,— as  a ray  of  light  through  a  gap  in the  hills. 

f 氣  Echinops  dahuricus、
 Fisch. 

Same  as  7345. 

See  7369. 
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To  give  a  present  ；  to 

bribe.  See  5188. 

大 胳南金  great、 c°ntribu 
tions  of  southerly  metals. 

官 之失德 ，寵 賂章也 
officials  become  corrupt  when 

fondness  for  bribes  is  manifested, 

— by  their  rulers. 

^  some  valuable  giverv  as  a 
bribe. 

See  7329. 

A  road；  a  path;  a  jour¬ 

ney  ； under  the  元  Yiian 

dynasty  =  a  circuit,  corres¬ 

ponding  to  the  modern  道: 

under  the  Tkang  dynasty: 
a  province.  A  chariot.  A 
method  of  attack  with  a 

weapon.  Grand  ;  great  ； 

loud.  See  2021， 11,441， 

13,265. 

道路  a  road.  See  10,780. 

鐵路 ％  11,156. 

水路 by  water. 

旱路  or  陸路  land  commun¬ 
ication;  by  road. 

旱路上 有田， 水路上 

有船 ，人頭 上有錢 
estates  on  shore,  ships  on  the 

sea,  and  more  money  than  other 

people, 一 of  a  millionaire. 

三岔路  a  point  where  the 
、 road  forks. 

十字路  cross-roads. 

路程  a  journey ;  routes;  itinera¬ 
ries, — as  in  a  guide-book. 

一 路平安  may  you  have  a 
pleasant  journey ! 

一 路威霜  wind  and  frost 
the  whole  way. 

路本 通行。 r 此路不 
通  no  thoroughfare. 

路‘
 

736S 

路 過上海  passing  through Shanghai  en  route、 

當路 •^途  12,106,  and  5367 

車多. 不礙路  a  multitude  of! carts  do  not  block  a  road, 

each  one  keeping  to  its  proper 
side. 

修橋 補路， 雙瞎眼 
repairing  bridges  and  mending 
roads  brings  blindness  in  both 

eyes,  一  used  ironically  of  rich 

people  who  do  not  indulge  in  this 
common  form  of  philanthropy. 

獨自 一個上 路 
he  set  out  alone. 

路上  on  the  road ;  on  a  journey. 

不在正 路上走 _ 
walk  upon  the  true  path.  See 

687.  "  
• 大 蒜還臭 得正路 

rate  garlic  stinks  in  a  proper 

way, —  it  is  not  disgustingly  offen sive. 

錯 了路頭  took  the  wrong 

road、 

路西裡  the  west  side  of  a ( street  running  N.  &  S.  (S。 東 .) 

路北的  t，'e  north  side  of  a B  street  running  E  W.  (So  .) 

路人  the  “man  in  the  street 

視 如路人 tQ  regard  as  a stranger. 

開路  to  make  a  new  road;  to 
clear  the  way,  as  through  a 
crowd. 

指 明去路 directed  him clearly  as  to  the  road  he  should take. 

攔 住去路  obstructing  the fairway, — as  of  a  river. 

必 由之路  the  fairway  in  a river  or  harbour.  See  要  12,889. 

_  路  to  ask  the  w
ay. 

認路。 r 熟路。 r 熟識道 

路  to  know  the  way. 

橫路  a  short  cut. 

起路  to  fasten  on  one’s  way. 

走小路  to  go  by  a  side  path. 

行私路  to  go  by  a  private 
road, — to  seek  one’s  own  pri¬ vate  ends. 

路 
7365 

4 死路  a  deadly  dangerous  road 

騎路  to  ride  the  road, 一 to  walk. 
Used  like  ̂ Shanks'  mare.>, 

路遇  to  meet  one  on  the  road, 

路貨  goods  eii  route, 這 個貨是 三路的 
goods  are  3rd  class  in  quality. See  11,441. 

路劫的  highwaymen. 

路照  a  passport. 

路票  a  way-bill. 路口  the  entrance  to  a  road  or street. 

打 出路口  burst  his  way through, — the  crowd. 

路宿  to  halt  on  the  road. 

路 靜人希  roads  quiet,  men rare, 一 very  few  people  about. 

路祭棚  roadside  sacrificial booths. 

路 燈  lamps  to  show  the  road. 

門路  an  opening, — as  in  a  pro¬ fession  or  trade. 

無 路可走  there  is  nothing I  can  do；  I  have  no  opening. 

打 箅活路  to  make  plans  for earning  a  livelihood. 

路費  the  expenses  ofa  journey ; 
travelling  expenses. 

路酒  a  stirrup  cup. 

引路  a  guide. 
路倒。 i •路磐  t。 die  by  the 
wayside. 

買路錢  bhckmai1，一 as  given to  brigands  for  a  safe  escort. 

靑 雲得路  to  secure  a  road to  the  blue  sky, — to  pass  for  the 
2nd  degree. 

車路  Imperial  carriages ;  a  car¬ riage  road;  the  plane  of  any 
mechanical  action. 

路車  a  chariot. 彼 路斯何  what  carriage  is 
that  ? 

路 寢孔碩 the  large apartments  rose  vast. 

厥整載 路  his  voice  was  loud 

inner 
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7366 
|R •遇 
1 F.  /o«J 
|See  露 

Sinking 

Lower. 

w 

7367 

卜露 
Sinking 

Lower. 

7368
 ■R 遇 

卜露 
Sinking 
Lower. 

w 

7369 R 遇 
I C.  lou 
Ih./w 

I F.  lou^ Iw. /« 

|N./« IP. 

|M
 

lY./w 

I  Sz.  /w,  lou 
lK.no 

i.  I 恥 

ir 

A  river  in  Shansi.  A 

river  in  Yunnan.  A  branch! 

of  the  北河  Pei-ho  near| 

通州  T4ung  Chou. 

A  beautiful  kind  of  jade. 

逵 似連璐  the  road  was  like  I 
a  sheet  of  jade, — with  frost. 

To  stop  up；  to  plug. 

錮鏘鍋  to  mend  an  iron  pan. 

Dew.  See  7721. 

lou 

露水 dew- 
露水 珠。1 ■露牲 dew-drops.  I 

露 水之歡  dew-drop  plea¬ 
sures, - 
sures. 

-fleeting  or  worldly  plea- 1 

I  A.  lou 
Sinking 

Lower. 

露水閃  summer  lightning. 

露 宿風餐  dew  sleep  windl 
eat,  一  homeless  and  destitute.  I 
See  10,338. 

花 露^水  flowei>dew, — scent. 

白 露^  white  dew, — the  15th  of 
the  solar  terms,  falling  about  8th 

September.  ^  name  for  tea. 

美 C  cold  dew, — the  17th  of| 
the  solar  terms,  falling  about 
8th  October. 

甘露  sweet  dew, — the  food  of 
the  devas.  Vulgarly  used  in  the 
sense  of  holy  or  miraculous 
water.  Sanskrit :  amrita. 

甘 露下降  the  refreshing  dew 
comes  down  from  heaven. 

承露盤  the  vase  to  catch  dew 
set  up  by  武帝 of  the  Han 

dynasty,  in  order  that  he  might 
obtain  immortal  life  by  drink 

ing  it. 

富 貴間露  riches  and^honours 
are  like  dew  on  flowers, 一 transi¬ tory. 

[  922  ] 1L.XJ 
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覆 露萬民  to  confer  benefits upon  the  people  at  large. 

露兜  Pandanns  odoratissimus^  I 

Linn.  f.  
R. 遇 

露兜子  P^neaPP^e  {Ananas s a  卜露 sativay  Ldl.). 

SinkiDg 

Lower. 

•as  in  I 

Read  lou4".  To  expose  ； 

to  disclose.  See  3582. 

露體  to  expose  the  naked  body. 

露骨  bones  showing, emaciationi 

露齒  to  show  the  teeth, 一 as 
when  very  prominent. 

露頭  to  show  the  head ;  to 
appear  as  the  sun  above  the 
horizon. 

露面  to  show  the  face,  —  of women  who  do  not  keep  suffi¬ 

ciently  in  the  background. 

露形 t。  show  one’s  real  shape, 
— as  ajfox  which  has  temporar¬ 

ily  assumed  another  shape. 

男 不露手 ，女 不露脚 
men  should  not  let  their  hands 

be  seen,  nor  women  their  feet 

露出  to  disclose;  to  let  out;  to 
allow  to  be  seen. 

事情露 出來了 the  affair has  become  known. 

露 出馬脚  to  let  the  horse’s hoof  (sc.  cloven  foot)  be  seen； 

to  show  one’s  hand. 

露相  to  show  by  the  counten¬ ance. 

An  egret  {Ardea  egretta)\ 

a  paddy-bird.  [Stands  pic- torially  for  路 7365.] 

7371 

只遇 

F.  lou 工 

See 露 

Sinking 

Lower. 

7372 

•遇 

藏 琴露尾  tG  hide  the  head，|See  露 leaving  the  tail  unconcealed.  I  sinking 

露風  to  disclose;  to  reveal.  |  Lower. 

露天  exposed  to  the  sky;  out at  elbows.  | 

who  accompany  foreigners  ini 

Shanghai.  |R*  屋 

露布  to  proclaim  victory,  as  the  |  See  緑 
leaders  of  the  後魏  After  Wei  l  Entering 

dynasty  did,  by  writing  their"  Lower deeds  on  their  standards;  a 

manifesto,  as  by  an  aspirant  to.  f 
the  throne.  I 

下馬 作露布 t。 get Gne’s| horse  and  prepare  a  manifesto,!  « 

一 as  a  general  after  a  victory.  |R •屋 
敢雷塞  ruined;  spoilt, 一 as  some  I  See  鹿 
secret  plot  which  has  been  I  Entering 

divulged.  |  Lower. 

白鷺。 r  鷺 驚  the  eastern  egrd (^Egretta  embroidered 
on  the  robes  of  a  deputy  sub. 
Prefect  and  an  assistant  Depart 

mental  magistrate. 

鷺 鷲踏灘  to  glide  barefoot 鷺江。 r 鷺門。 r 鷺島 $ 
name  for  Amoy,  from  the  num 

ber  of  paddy-birds  found  there 

乐 驚  a  russet -headed  smal 
white  heron  [Bubuleus  russata) 

驚 序  in  order;  in  a  line,  lib 
paddy-birds. 

- 鷺蓮生  one  egret,  lotus flowers  growing, 一 a  pictorial  ex pression  of  — *  路連 

may  you  have  continuous  prc 
motion  all  through  your  careei 

A  large  chariot, 

for  7365.  Great. 

玉  a  State  carriage. 

大輅  a  sacrificial  chariot. 

戎輅  a  war  chariot. 

Use< 

A  kind  of  bamboo,  sui 

able  for  arrows. 

To  carve  wood. 

4^ 

To  follow. 

録如  a  concubine  of  the  legerj ary  Emperor  顓頊 Chu 

HSU,  B.C.  2SOO. 
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探 
7375 

沃屋 
=緑 
Entering 
Lower. 

Name  of  an  affluent  of 

the  river  湘 H  siang  in 

Hunan.  To  drip；  to  leak. 
To  strain. 

綠 水 明秋月  the  waters  of 
the  Lu  are  bright  beneath  the 
autumn  moon. 

卽脫 巾綠之 so  he  took  off 
his  cap  and  strained  the  wine 
through  that. 

Shrivelled  ；  wrinkled,  as 

the  skin. 

Entering 
Lower. 

7377 

屋 
e 鹿 
Entering 
Lower. 

737» 

•沃屋 •  luk 

【•  luk、 liuk 

•  luky、 louk) 
Liu 

U0hy 

•  Zu) 
[. lu 

\luk 
z.  lu 

:•  nok 

roku 

L.  hk 

Entering 
Lower. 

w 

7379 

•屋 
【•  luk 

V./« 

ee 碌 
i,  louk 

Entering 
Lower. 

A  box  ；  a  case.  Used 

for  7375. 

帽盡  a  hat-case. 

小盡  a  small  box. 

Green  jasper.  Rough  ； 

uneven ;  stony.  Laborious. 

碌 碌  rough ;  irregular;  without 
originality;  hidebound  in  routine; 

humdrum ;  commonplace. 

碌碌 無能。 ■•碌 碌庸 
人  wanting  in  ability. 

碌 碌無奇  a  commonplace 
man. 

碌 碌風塵  exposed  to  wind 
and  dust. 

碌 碌塵土 ，不 爲人知 
to  toil  along  in  the  world  un¬ 
known  to  fame. 

勞碌  painstaking ;  wearied ; 
exhausted ;  toilworn. 

一 *  碌樹  a  log  of  wood. 

A  favour ;  a  gift  (see 

2260).  Happiness  ；  pros¬ 

perity  - salary  ；  official  pay. 

受 天百滌  to  receive  mani¬ 
fold  favours  from  God. 

福 祿申之  their  happiness 
and  dignities  are  renewed  and 

extended, — by  the  Emperor. 

棒祿 official  salary.  See  3575. 

m 
7379 

綠 

7380 w 

7381 

R •沃 

W.  lo,  lioe 

See  M 

Entering 

Lower. 

祿爵。 1 •祿位  pay  and  rank，- in  the  public  service. 

長 生祿位  may  you  have  long life  and  official  emolument ! 

念 我無祿  taking  into  con sideration  my  destitute  condition 

上天 不生無 祿之人 
God  never  sends  a  man  into  the 

world  without  providing  for  him 

Sometimes  “without  his  allotted 

share  of  happiness.” 

食祿  to  draw  a  salary. 

太公 八十 食周祿 T‘ai 
Kung  (  ^*~Chiang  Tzu- 
ya)  at  eighty  years  of  age  was 
appointed  an  official  under  the Chou  dynasty. 

祿 享千金  enjoying  an income  of  a  thousand  ounces  of 
silver. 

不 祿  not  drawing  salary, — dead. 
Also  applied  to  officials  cut  off 

early  in  their  career,  before  their 
efforts  have  been  rewarded. 

尸祿  to  draw  salary,  without 
troubling  about  one’s  duties. 

勢 且不祿  whose  condition moreover  did  not  make  life  very 
valuable  to  him. 

衣 祿不足  clothing  and  pay insufficient. 

光祿寺  the  Banqueting  Court 
or  Court  of  Imperial  Entertain¬ 
ments  at  Peking. 

慘 遭回祿  he  was  unfortun¬ ately  burnt  out.  See  5163. 

後礴  the  after  privilege,  —  of| eating  and  drinking  after  a 
sacrifice,  only  drinking  being 
allowed  before  the  sacrifice. 

See  7544. 

A  kind  of  lentil.  A  reed. 

Green.  Also  read  lu^. 

茶 昔 芽  lentil  sprouts. 

茶 慕  a  plant  from  which  a  kind of  cloth  is  made. 

茶 穀!  a  name  for  Indian  corn. 

茱竹  green  bamboos. 

7382 

R .屋 

See 鹿 

Entering 

Lower. 

7383 

R .沃 

See 鹿 

Entering 

Lower. 

酴"
 

7384 

R .沃 

See 緑 

Entering 

Lower. 

s 求 

73»5 

R •沃 

See 錄 

Entering 

Lower. 

7386 

r •沃 

H.  luk、 liuk 

5.  ink,  lioh W.  lo^  Woe 

P.  /u° 

See 緑 

J.  roku、 rioku 

Entering 

Lower. 

To  move  ；  to  walk. 

錄起來 t。 get  UP. 

跦下去  to  go  down. 

胃  Tl  t0  go  to  the  top 
of  the  pagoda. 

To  advance  ；  to  proceed. 

A  kind  of  wine  known 

as  蚤靈 西条， made  with  water from  Lake  Ling  in  Hunan. 

Name  of  one  of  Mu 

Wang’s  steeds.  See  3344. 

To  record  ；  to  write  down  ； 

to  make  a  note  or  entry. 

To  choose  ；  to  select. 

杪錄  to  copy  out. 錄供  to  take  down  depositions. 

錄詩 一 首  t0  copy  a  stanza of  poetry. 

呈  to  send  a  copy  to, — a 
superior. 

錄 摺咨呈  to  submit  a  copy 

of. 

5^4  to  send  a  copy  of. 

錄請  to  send  a  copy  and 
request- . . 

錄事  to  make  an  entry；  to record  events;  the  arbiter  bibendi 
at  a  banquet. 

登 錄宣布  to  publish  for general  information,  —  as  in  a newspaper. 

胃  the  official  annals  of  the 
Emperors,  including  special  bio¬ 
graphies  of  eminent  statesmen, 
which  are  not  allowed  to  be  seen, 

and  are  only  published  after  the 
close  of  the  dynasty. 
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73^6 

7387 R •沃 
F.  iiik、 lioh 

Ho、 lide See 緑 
Entering 

Lower. 

7388 
R •燙 

C.  lou 

?：i- W.  lo 

?:卜 
M.  lou 

IM 

^  ff  term  used  un(ier
 the 

Sung  dynasty  in  reference  
to 

the  detailed  careers  of  eminent 
statesmen. 

錄案  to  draw  up  a  formal  record of  a  case. 

錄囚徒  to  revise  sentences  on 
criminals,  with  a  view  to  guard 

against  injustice. 

錄三次  three  times  recorded, 
一 for  merit,  referring  to  the 

system  of  “good  marks’’  given 
to  deserving  officials  and  allowed 

to、 count  as  a  set-off  against 
future  errors  of  judgment,  etc. 

錄籍  one’s  native  place ;  the 
District  in  which  one  is  registered 

目錄  an  index  to  a  book;  a 
table  of  contents. 

不著錄  there  is  no  record  of 
does  not  appear  in. 

取錄  to  choose;  to  select. 

— •長 足錄  if  he  has  one 
good  point,  he  is  fit  to  be  chosen 

選錄用  t0  choose  for 
employment, — as  officials. 

K.  1 

A.  lou 

Risrng  Lower. 

錄科  a  preliminary  examination 

■舉 :人 （紅 / 而. 

題名錄  the  list  of  successful 
candidatesS.  See  7387. 

錄遺  exam,  of  hsiu  /slai  who have  not  been  in  ist:  or  2nd 

class  at  the  科試  exam.,  nor 

among  first  ten  of  the  3rd  class 

previous  to  their  entering  the 
exam,  for  chii  jin. 

R., 

A  map ;  a  chart  ；  a  list 
a  memorandum. 

chart. 

圓議 a  map; 

題名籙  a  list  of  .successful 
candidates  for  the  second  degree 

籙塑 a  signet;  a  seal. 

符籙  a  tally;  a  Taoist  charm 

Stupid  talk ；  loutish;  vul 

gar；  common；  simple.  Also 
used  in  the  sense  of  inte  - 

lectual  ensure,  because  the 
name  of  .ie  native  State 

of  Confucius. 

魯 敍。1 •魯 莽 ot 魯恨 dull 
heavy;  stupid. 

粗魯  coarse ;  vulgar. 

m 

7388 

列 位 不須粗 魯待我 

gentlemen,  you  need  not  treat 
me  rudely ! 

魯  simple;  plain ;  honest. 

魯 魚亥豕  clerical  or  typo¬ graphical  errors,  i.e.  using  魚 

for  魯， and  亥  foi •豕. 

魯國  name  of  the  native  State of  Confucius,  the  annals  of  which, 

from  b.c.  722  to  b.c.  48 h  oi.m 
the  subject  of  the  春秋  Spring 

and  Autumn、 now  one  of  the 
Five  Classics.  See  2122. 

魯削 爲史書 historical records  were  engraved  in  Lu. 

魯 衛之政 the  adminis' trations  of  Lu  and  Wei, — not 
much  difference. 

魯伸連  name  of  a  minister  of 
the 齊  Ch‘i  State,  now  used  in 

the  sense  of  “peace-maker.” 

擄 
7394 

7395 

7396 

R •虞 

See 爐 

A.  lou Even  Lower. 

櫓,
 

7389 

C.  !ou、 non 

H. 丨 

F. 

N./u P.  i  . 

M.  I 
 lu^n 

V.  lu、 tiou 

Sz.  In K.  no 

A  large  shield.  A  look¬ out  turret  on  a  city  wall; 

a  turreted'  war-chariot.  A 

long  oar;  a  sweep. 

搖櫓  to  scull. i 了  一隻三 櫓快船 
travelled  on  a  three-oar  fast  boat. 

櫓榉  the  pivot  on  which  the scull  works.  See  1077. 

才 反檐  to  draw  the  sweep  towards 
A.  lou 

Rising  Lower. 

739° 

7391 

one,— making  the  vessel  go  to 

port. 

推櫓  to  push  the  sweep  away from  one, 一- making  the  vessel 

go  to  starboard. 

櫓船  a  boat  with  a  long  sweep 

See  7315. 

Same  as  7389. 

虜 

7392 

m
3
 

Barbarians  ；  bandits  ； 

rebels.  Otherwise  used  with 

7235- 

7393 

R … 

See 魯 

Rising  Lower. 

A  cry  used ,  for  calling 

pigs  together.  Also  read 
lo\ 

See  7285. 

Same  as  7389. 

A  vessel  for  containing 

cooked  rice.  A  stove.  A 

wine-shop.  Black  ；  the  pupil 

of  the  eye.  A  hound  ；  see 

7 1 99.  Name  of  a  wild 
tribe。  Used  for  various 

characters  now  distinguish¬ 
ed  by  radicals;  see  7403, 

7404， 7408,  7411， 7414, 

7415， 74l6， 7.417， 742 1 ! 
etc. 

盧弓一 ，盧 矢百。 ne black  bow  and  a  hundred  black 
arrows； 

盧 雉傾家 t。 —  oneself  b> 
gambling.  [  jf^  was  the  bes

i 

throw,  of  “five  blacks，’’  with 

dice; 雄  the  second  best,  o four  blacks  and  one  white.] 

諸 盧惡之  all  the  priests 
1  loirs)  were  very  angry  with  hirr 

(or,  at  it).  See  12,372. 

胡 貪大笑  a  boisterous  laugh 的盧  the  name  of  劍 {爾  Lii 
Pei’s  horse,  from  a  white  spo 
on  its  forehead. 

當盧  the  metal  ornament  on  : 
horsed  forehead. 

本 _ 盧布亦 攙銅色 
our  roubles  are  also  alloyed  wit! 

copper. 

盧去那  Loshana  Buddha
. 

盧會  Aloe  vulgaris， Lam. 

7397 

R •虞 

See 盧 

Even  Lower. 

Read  lei%. 

盧  a  river  in  Shantung. 

盧溪  a  river  in  Hunan. 

To  grasp  :  to  choose;  t 

spread  out. 

才步  M  t0  gath
er  in ，一 as  a  harve

s 
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欐1
 

7398 
【•虞 
;ee 爐 
i.  lou 

Even  Lower. 

w 

7399 

虞 

lou 

Even  Lower. 

7400 

壚1
 

7401 

虞 

2ven  Lower. 

7402 

魚虞 
lou 

•  lii 

lu 

lu 

/ w 
ryo 

rio、ro 
n 

ven  Lower. 

Sumach.  A  short  post 

placed  perpendicularly  upon 

the  large  beam  in  the  roo 

of  a  house  ；  a  king-post 

爐木。 r 黃 爐 cotinus,  L, 

黃 攄遶宅  sumach  trees  sur 
round  my  cottage. 

攄橘  the  loquat 、Eriobotrya 
japonica).  See  枇  9°49 - 

楊櫨  a  species  of  Dicrvilla  or 
Wicgela、 found  in  Japan. 

兜樯  Platycarya  strobilacca 
S.  &  Z. 

A.  river  in  Kiangsi. 

爐溪縣  a  District  in  Kiangsi. 

、/ 盧州  a  Department  in  Ssu 
ch‘uan. 

爐水  a  tributary  of  the  Yang- 
tsze,  which  sometimes  gives  its 
name  to  the  main  stream. 

Same  as  7393. 

A  clod  of  earth.  A  shop 
Used  for  7402. 

黃壚  yellow  earth ;  the  grave. 

酒壚  a  wine-shop. 

A  hut；  a  hovel. 

廬舍。 r 廬房 草廬: 
hut;  a  hovel. 

廬 — ■廬落 a  tent. 
茅廬  a  thatched  hut. 

淸廬 a  Pure  dwelling, 一 a  Bud 
dhist  monastery;  a  library. 

直廬  waiting-rooms  in  the 
Palace,  for  officials. 

田廬 a  hut  in  the  fields. 

敝 廬  my  humble  hut, -my  home. 

廬 墓六年  lived  in  a  hut  for 
six  years  alongside  his  parents’ 
grave. 

靑廬  a  dark-coloured  tent  for 
the  wedding  ceremony；  a  bridal 
chamber;  a  brothel  (see  7343). 

廬  same  as  匡廬山  6400. 

爐:
 

7403 

R .虞 

C.  Ion 

H. 

F. 

lu 

N.  lou 

P./it 
M.  /«,  lou 
Y.  \ 

Sz.  S 

K.  n 
lu 

A.  lou、 

Even  Lower. 

m 

7404 

R •虞 

See 爐 

Even  Lower. 

7405 
R. 

See 爐 

A.  lou 
Even  Lower. 

7406 

R •虞 

See 爐 

A.  lou 
Even  Lower. 

A  stove ;  a  fireplace.  See\ 

1246,  7416. 

爐子; i  stove. 茶爐子  a  small  stove,  used  for making  tea,  preparing  potions 
for  sick  persons,  etc. 

手爐子  a  small  charcoal  stove carried  about  to  warm  the  hands 
in  cold  weather. 

爐竈 a  kitch  n  stove;  a  cooking- 
stove. 

爐條 &  bars  of  a  stove 

爐灰  ashes  from  a  stove. 

不信爐 $ 之事 not  to have  any  faith  in  alchemy. 

行爐  a  travelling  stove, -as  used 
by  hawkers  of  hot  provisions, 

傾鋲壚  a  refining  furnace. 
爐房  a  mint;  a  Government assay  shop. 

香爐  an  incense-burner  in  a temple. 

風爐  a  furnace  with  a  strong draught. 

爐瓶  an  elegantly-shaped  cen 
ser,  used  as  a  table  ornament. 

天地 爲爐兮 造化爲 
工  the  universe  is  the  furnace 
and  God  is  the  craftsman,— who 
makes  all  things. 

篚 

7407 

卜遇處 
I  A.  lou 

Sinking  and 

Even  Lower. 

w 

7408 

:R .處 
See 爐 

A.  lou 

Even  Lower. 

簏，
 

7409 

R •處 

See 爐 

A.  lou 

Even  Lower. 

徴 

741° 

t 虞
 

See 爐 

A.  lou 
Even  Lower. 

A  kind  of  ulcer. 

食  j 廬  pot-bellied, 一 as  children  I from  innutritious  food. 

The  pupil  of  the  eye  ；  tol see.  See  7396. 

淸 爐  a  dear 

74i 

R .處 

A  kind  of  large  dog. 义小66 爐 

7396 

A  small  rush  from  which! 

baskets  are  made；  a  basket. 
The  shaft  of  a  spear/ 

Hempen  thread  ；  to  dress | 
flax  or  hemp  for  weaving. 

S  名辛  his  wife  twists  hemper threads, 一 for  a  living. 

A.  lou Even  Lower. 

A  gem,  called  碧瑰； a 

kind  of  topaz. 

7412 

|R •魚 

See 爐 

I  K.  rye 

I  J.  rio^  ro 

j  A.  //,  lou 

Even  Lower. 

A  gourd. 

壺飆。 > •瓠觑  the  bottle- 1 gourd  [Lagenaria  vulgaris、 Ser.);| 
a  jar  shaped  like  a  gourde 

A  short,  wide-mouthed  I 
wine-jar. 

携 驢覓沽  to  take  a  jar  andj go  to  buy  wine. 

The  skin  ；  the  belly.  Tol 

arrange ；  to  state;  to  inti¬ 
mate  to.  Read  /^3=  7541, 

臚脹  dropsical  swelling. 
臚陳  to  spread  out ;  to  arrange  ； to  state. 

臚列。 i 臚叙  to  state  seria¬ 
tim. 

驢 歡萬姓  t。 cause  rejoicing| among  the  people. 

鴻臚寺  a  department,  tinder I the  T‘ang  dynasty,  charged  with  I 
the  ceremonial  at  audiences  ofl 

ambassadors  from  foreign  coun-f 
tries.  The  Court  of  State  Cere- 1 
monial  under  the  present  dyn-| 

asty. 
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7412 

^  Bla  t0  carry  a  mes
sage.  Also, 

the  title  bestowed  upon  the  can¬ 

didate  who  graduates  at  the  head 

of  the  二 甲  second  class  at 

the  殿試  Palace  Examinatio
n. 

就像 金殿傳 臚報他 
as 

中  chuug、  壯 元一般 
though  a  messenger  from  the 

Palace  had  announced  that  he 

was  Senior  Classic. 

驩 聲傳膽 t。 raake  i°y°us 
sounds, — as  insects  m.  birds. 

聽 臚 言於市 to  Iisten  t0 
tales  in  the  market-place. 

74H 

74^3 |R. 虞 
I  See  爐 

A  stout  square-built  boat-, 

a  cargo-boat  ；  the  stem  of 
a  boat.  See  2588. 

I  A.  lou 
Even  Lower. 

蘆1
 

741/ IR. 處 

|See  
爐 

I  A.  lou^  H 
Even  Lower, 

7415 

R. 虞 

F.  lu 

See 爐 

A.  lou 
Even  Lower. 

A  kind  of  reed  [Phrag- 

mites  Roxburghii、 Kth.  and 

P •  communis 、 Trin.),  used 

•or  making  mats,  etc.  Used 
「or  植 7398.  See  6348. 

蘆葦  rushes;  a  name  for  Arundo indie  a. 

蘆蓆  rush  mats. 

蘆根  reed  roots, 一 used  as  a medicine. 

梨蘆  Veratrurn  nigrui, ' ,  L.  and 
V:  alburn^  L. 

the  juice  of  ccXoy\  Aloe 

vulgaris、 Lam.,  used  to ̂ rub  on 
the  hair.  Also,  an  impure  cate 
chu  or  terra  japonica. 

木葫蘆  wooden  floats  shaped 
like  gourds,  tied  on  to  the  small 
children  of  the  boat  population See  4937 

蘆課  taxes  on  reed  lands  along 
the  banks  of  rivers. 

蘆服 the  ra 
•漏  Echiru  huricus^  Fisch 

sweet  sorghum  (Sorghum 

saecharatum、 Pers.). 

蘆楽 ot 抛 蘆‘子 Phrag- 
in ites  Roxburghii、 Kth. 

遭蘆 花之變  to  suffer  the 
change  to  rushes, — as  閔損 

Min  Sun  did  when  his  step¬ 

mother  clothed  him  in  them, 

giving  wadded  clothes  to  her 
own  two  sons;  though  when  his 
father  wanted  to  divorce  her  in 

Same  as  7417. 

7419 

consequence,  he  cried  out 

在 一子寒 ，毋去 

子單  if  our  mother  remains  I one  son  will  be  cold;  if  she  goes, 

three  sons  will  be  lonely !  This 
softened  her  heart. 

7420 

i 處 

爐 

胡蘆河  name  of  a  river  in  大 

同府  Ta-t‘ung  Fu,  Shansi. 

A.  lou 
Even  Lower. 

驢:
 

-  5;. 

鑪 2
 

7416 

•虞 

See 爐 

Even  Lower. 

A  windlass  ；  a  pulley.  See 

7441. 

The  sea  perch  [Labrax luyu), 

班  the  spotted  wrasse  (Labrax 
japonicus). 

白  the  white  perch  [Pristl 
poma  pihloo). 

頭鱸  the  red-headed  labras 、Pristipoma  kaakan). 

花 點  the  spotted  perch [Pristipojna  nageb). 

蓴 鱸典思  yearning  for  the 
salads  and  fish  of  松江 Sung 

chiang, 一- said  by 張翰。 

晉  Chin  State.  Used  in  the  sens(| 
of  “thoughts  of  home  arise.”  , 

A  stove  ；  a  rechaud\  a 

censer;  a  brazier.  See  7403. 

手鑪子  a  small  portable  stove for  warming  the  hands. 

— ■制 香爐.  a  set  of  incense- burners. 

丹鑪  a  crucible. 
提爐  censers  suspended  from the  end  of  a  stick  and  carried 

in  religious  processions. 

爐鼎  a  tripod,  used  in  temples for  sacrificial  cooking. 

擁鑪而 坐 they  satcrowding 

See 爐 

A.  lou Even  Lower. 

炉 

The  fishing  cormorarv 
[Phalacr  ocor  ax  car  bo、 

known  as  廳鶴 •  5!^  7396 

il  鶴之笑  a  greedy  °r  avar 
icious  leer. 

山伯鷓 a  species  of  thrusl 
{Garrulax  perspicill atus) . 

Same  as  7403. 

7422 

鹵 3
 

74i7 

R. 虞 
round  the  brazier. 

7423 

R. . 

The  skull；  the  forehead. 
See  7356. 

lu 

淳于 能解顱 以理腦 

p. 
s- 爐 

A.  lou 
Even  Lower. 

Ch‘un-yu  could  cut  through  the 

skull  and  put  the  brains  in  order. 

枯顧頭 an  Qld  sku11- 
頭! the  head ;  the  pate. 

偏顱 a  receding  forehead, malformation]  attributed  to  the 
second  Emperor  of  the  Ming 
dynasty. 

前 （and 後） 奔顱“ 妙 
forehead  (and  a  high  occiput). 

M. 〔lou、 /ou0 

\lu
 

K.  no 

- r0 

A.  lou 

Rising  Lower. 

See  7536. 

Natural  or  rock  salt 

Rude；  uncivil.  Radical  197 

Sometimes  = 梭獲. Use< 
for  7285  and  7389. 

南  natural  salt. 

南碱  potash;  salt;  nitrous. 

肉 地  soil  impregnated  with  sal 

商魚  salt  fish. 鹵餅  a  steamed  wheaten  cak( 

鹵牲  P  a  salted  chicken* 

鹵壺  a  rouge-pot. 齒 恭  rough;  rude;  abrupt 

鹵草  careless. 
鹵簿&  Emperor^  travellin) 
equipage  or  escort  j  a  term

  cor monly  applied  to  the  孰事 

74i8 

insignia-bearers  in  the  retin  1
 

of  any  mandarin ;  includes
  2 
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鹵
 2 

7423 

W 

7424 
.費 

•  v.  clou 

ee  _ 
ising  Lower. 

楠 
7425 

滷 
7426 

: •  v.  s.lou 

\  Hu^  leu1- 
V/lu,lu 

鹵 
Using  Lower. 

5
1
*
 

7427 

;ee  鹵  t Rising  Lower. 

六 
7428 

穿 
7429 

屋 
»陸 
Entering 
Lower. 

the  various  impedimenta  of  (esp.) 

a  civil  official,  such  as  fan,  spit¬ 
toon,  etc.  Lu  meant  a  large 
shield,  which  stood  first  on  the 

list;  hence  the  name. 

守財鹵  a  miser. 

吾屬今 爲之鹵 矣 we 
are  now  become  slaves  orprison- 
ers. 

不見鹵  not  to  be  taken 
prisoner. 

Violent;  aggressive. 

Read  lu1  or  lo'.  To  rub； 

to  wipe;  to  strip  off. 

梢汗  to  wipe  off  the  sweat. 

一  rt 到底  stripped. of  all, — 
his  honours,  as  a  disgraced  offi¬ 
cial. 

柚樹皮  to  peel  off  the  bark. 

Same  as  7389. 

Salt,  nitrous  soil.  Bitter  •’ 
salt.  Used  with  7423. 

滷水。 i •滷 湯子  a  lye  used 
in  making  bean-curd. 

Vli  pickled  shrimps. 

M 牲  口  a  salted  chi
cken. 

; 鹵夢  salted  bamboo-shoots. 
vermicelli  with  thick  gravy 

poured  on  it. 

Gravel  ；  shingle  ；  pebbles. 

硝砂 an  impure  kind  of  sal 
ammoniac. 

See  7276. 

A  clod  of  earth  ；  land. 

7430 

r •屋 

See 陸 

Entering 

Lower. 

R 

7431 

屋 

See 鹿 

Entering 

Lower. 

陸必
 

7432  
* 

rM 

H.  /« 夂， luk\ 

luk?、li 

P.  liu\lu) 
See 

liuk-r 

Sleet  -  hail. 

Entering 

Lower. 

A  small  marine  bivalve, 

called  魁幢， with  smooth 
shells  marked  with  red  lines. 

Dry  land,  as  Opposed  to 
water.  Used  for  the  nu- 

meral  六  six、 in  accounts 

and  other  business  docu¬ 

ments,  as  a  safeguard 

against  forgery  ；  also,  in  re¬ 
ference  to  gambling.  See 

9484. 陸路  a  land  journey;  by  road; 
land  forces. 

陸 路提督  a  Provincial  Com¬ mander-in-chief  of  land  forces, 

as  opposed  to  an  Admiral. 

水 陸並進  to  attack  both  by sea  and  land. 

椎舟 於陸。 r 陸地行 
舟  to  row  a  boat  on  dry  land, 
— an  impossibility. 

陸行莫 如用車  for  travel ling  by  land,  there  is  nothing 
like  a  cart, — t.e.  not  a  boat. 

陸運  to  forward  by  land. 

鴻 飛遵陸  the  wild  geese  fly about  the  land. 

陸 戰  land  operations  in  war. 

陸 團  land  militia, — a  contingent 
raised  from  the  land  population 

as  opposed  to  the  sea-going. 

陸兵。 r 陸軍  land  forces. 

陸 越飛箭  on  land,  outstrip¬ ping  the  flying  arrow,  —  of  a swift  horse.  See  13,194. 

swallowed  up;  engulfed. 

陸陸。 f 陸續  continuous; in  succession. 

陸離  in  confusion;  in  disorder 

北陸 and 西陸  the  central stars  of  the  northern  and  western 

heavens. 

4^ 

陸 

7432 

7433 

R •屋 

See 陸 

Entering 

Lower. 

R, 

鹿 
7434 

•屋 

F.  l“k、 Idk 

P./u3 

See 

K.  nok 

A.  lotik 

Enteiing 

Lower. 

陸 月陸看 穀秀。 n  the 
6th  of  the  6th  moon,  see  the 

grain  in  ear. 

博 陸采具  implements  for 
gambling, — e.g.  dice.  See  7276. 

Grain  which  is  sown  late 

and  ripens  early.  See 12,309. 

黎稷 穡 f 垄 the  and  the chi  (varieties  of  millet)  are  sown 

early  and  ripen  late  and  sown 
late  and  ripen  early,  respec¬ 

tively. 

A  stag ;  a  deer ;  used 

pictorially  as  an  emblem 
of  longevity  ；  also  for 赫 

7379,  official  emolument. Radical  198.  See  1 3,394. 

鹿角  deer’s  horns. 鹿 角木兵  chevaux  de  frise ; an  abatis. 

鹿頂  deer’s  horns;  high.  Ar¬ ched, — of  doorways,  etc.  The 
idea  is  taken  from  the  inverted 

h^id  of  a  deer. 

鹿 茸  deer’s  horns, — used  as  a medicine. 

鹿皮  deer’s  skin. 3L  兩鹿 皮  betrothal  presents. 

鹿節  deer’s  sinews. 佥錢鹿  (see  8697)  or  梅花 

鹿 the  spotted  deer.  [The  se¬ cond  is  a  synonym  for  the  羊 

鹿， and  both  names  are  given 
to  Cervus  mandarinus， A.  M.- 
Edw.  or  mantchuricusj  Sw.] 

虎鹿 不同遊 tig—  and 
stags  do  not  roam  about  together. 

鹿鳴  the  title  of  one  of  the 
Odes、 sung  at  the  鄕試燕 

banquet  to  provincial  graduates. 

逐鹿  to  pursue  the  stag, 一 to contend  for  the  empire. 

秦 失其鹿  when  the  Chains 
lost,  their  stag, 一 t.e.  the  empire 

中 原得鹿 不由人 
obtain  the  sovereignty  of  the 

Middle  Kingdom  is  not  in  the 

hands  of  man, 一 but  of  God 

指 鹿爲馬 tc)  caU  a  stag  a horse,  —  as  was  done  by  the 

eunuch  趙高  Chao  Kao  in 

to 
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9.2  8 
鹿 
7434 

W 
7435 R. 屋 

C.  v.  luk) 
See 鹿 

Entering 

Lower. 

辘 
7436 

漉 
7437 

7438 
R. 屋 
See 鹿 

Entering 

Lower. 

the  presence  of  his  sovereign 

(3rd  century  B.C.),  to  see  which 
of  the  courtiers  would  l^e  bold 

enough  to  oppose  him.  • 

猶然蕉  _ like  the  man  who hid  a  deer, — and  then  thought 
he  had  dreamt  it. 

馬鹿  Cervus  claphus^  L. 

家鹿  the  house  deer,- — the  rat. 
\Cf.  Rats  and  mice  and  such 
small  deer.  King  Lear.] 

鹿鳥  the  cassowary. 

鹿王  a  title  of  Devadatta  and 
Shakyamuni,  both  of  whom  had 
been  stags  in  a  former  life. 
Sanskrit :  mrigala. 

鹿苑  deer  park,— a  famous  resort 
of  Shakyamuni.  The  modern 

Sarnath,  near  Benares. 

鹿葱  Hemcrocallis  fiava、 L. ; 
the  plant  of  forgetfulness.  See 

4811,  4818. 

鹿嶙  Sugar-loaf  Island,  near 
.Swatow. 

鹿萄。 1 ■福鹿 脱 zebra. 
[Arabic  farai\ 

To  roll  ；  to  rock ;  to  rattle. 

植 來槐去  rolling  backwards 
and  forwards. 

檷落地  rolled  down  to  the 
ground. 

擓一 肚相 倒滑 ^°lling 
about  the  world,  he  has  rolled 

himself  smooth, — he  is  a  slippery 
customer. 

槐鼓  a  rattle  used  by  pedlars. 

Same  as  7441. 

Same  as  7375. 

A  box  ；  a  basket. 

售 麓  a  crate;  a  hamper. 

書簏  a  book  basket, 一 a  term 
of  reproach  for  a  man  who  reads 

many  books  but  does  not  trouble 
himself  to  understand  them 
thoroughly. 

文 章淸簏  an  elegant  basket' of  essays, - said  of  謝跳  Hsieh 

T‘iao  (T.  元唓〉 ， a  _  of 

齊  Ch‘i. 

7439 

R .屋 

See 鹿 

Entering 

Lower. 

螗‘
 

7440 

R •屋 

See 鹿 

Entering 

Lower. 

•安 

744i 

R •屋 

F.  luk、 Luk 

See 鹿 

Entering 

Lower. 

7442 

R •屋 

See 焊 

Entering 

Lower. 

w 
7443 

R. 屋 

See Entering 

Lower 

勠 
7444 

R 屋 允 

P./u
° 

See 六 

Entering 

Lower. 

A  small  fishing-net  with 
fine  meshes. 

A  species  of  cicada. 

A  pulley  ；  a  block  ；  a 

windlass.  See  (read  lit6) 
2818,  6232,  6932. 

轆轤  a  pulley;  a  windlass  used for  lowering  the  bucket  into  a well. 

筆如 轆轤轉 his  peu round  and  round  like  a  wind¬ 

lass, — he  repeats  himself. 

線轆  a  spinning-wheel. 

The  foot  of  a  mountain. 

鈉 于大麓 ，烈 風雷雨 

弗迷  being  sent  to  the  great 
plains  at  the  foot  of  the  moun¬ 
tains,  amid  violent  wind,  thunder, 
and  rain,  he  did  not  go  astray. 

To  treat  with  scorn  ；  to 

despise.  Used  for  7445. 

爲 f 下笑僇  an  object  of| 
derision  and  scorn  to  all. 

To  join  ；  to  unite.  Used for  7445. 

勠 力相攻  to  combine  forces and  attack. 

w 
7445 

u 屋 

II.  link 

?.lu) 

See 

六 Kntcring 

Lower. 

m 

7446 

r .屋 

See Entering 

Lower. 

謬 
7447 

雄1
 

7448 

R. 虞 

See 爐 

Even  Lower. 

w 
7449 

R •月 

See Entering 

Lower. 

：4^ 

745° 

R •月霽 

X^XJ 

To  kill ;  to  slaughter；  t( 

behead.  [To  be  distinguish: ed  from  戰 2939.] 

s- 律哀 

Entering  and Sinkings 

Lower. 

戮詠。 ̂ •戮殺 slay- 

刑戮  to  execute. 
伐 戮敵兵  tQ  exterminate  th. 

enemy. 

to  butcher. 

爹决 民 ̂  to  oppress  the  people,  j 

戮尸兑 示  to  behead  a  corps! and  expose  the  head  to  view, - 1 
as  of  a  criminal  who  dies  befor. 

execution. 

引頸就 戮  he  stretched  011: 
his  neck  to  the  sword. 

A  stone  roller,  called  谬 

子毒， used  for  making  paths 

See  7^66. 

Black. 

旅 弓矢千  one  black  bo\ 
and  a  thousand 

arrows： 

Gravel  ；  stones. 

碑矹 the  appearance  of  instai 

bility. 

Impeded,  as  by  a  burden 

踢蹄  making  little  progressj 
hindered. 
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7451 

:R •寒 
C.  lun 

FI.  Ian 

F.  Iwang 
Id 

N.  m,  loun 
P.  /wan 

lan 

V.  Ion 

5z.  /wan 

K.  nan 

[. ran 

A.  Iwan 

Even  Lower. 

7452 

諫先 
C.  shan) 

F.  swartg^、 
clwang 

.lid 

NT.  lieh^ 

P.  shwan'>  v. 
shw(ing\ 

iliian^  Uiert 

M.  swart^  luan 
'  ilou 

3z.  shwan、 
luan 

san 

[. san^  ren 
i/wan 

Sinking  and 
Even 

Irregular. 

巒
:
 

7453 

R •寒 
C.  lun 

H.  lan、 man 
F.  Iwang^  v. 

奶 g、 Jang 

y^./o 
N.  louh 

P.  iwan、 lan 
M.  lan 
Y.  lou 

|Sz.  lan 
K.  nart、v.  rna, 

f.  ran 
A.  Iwan 

Even  Lower. 

糸着 2
 

7454 

R .寒 
Sec 圈 
Even  Lower. 

X-.XJ-AJKT. 
m 
7455 

r •寒 

Round  \  globular. 

See 國 

團  round;  circular. 
Even  Lower. 

團  _  月  the  full  moon. 

此月 千古團 圈 thism_ 

7456 

has  been  round  from  remote 

antiquity. 

R •寒 

See 圖 

Even  Lower. 

To  bear  twins.  Also  read 

shuan\ 

生  to  bear  twins. 

子。 i*  伴兒  twins. 

響公
 

Mountain  peaks. 
7457 

小山而 銳曰戀 a  small 

R •寒 

sharp-pointed  mountain  is  called 
a  luan  —  peak. 

See 國 

登 石巒以 望遠兮 tog。 
Even  Lower. 

up  a  mountain  to  get  a  distant 
view. 

春 戀  mountains  as  seen  in 
spring. 

層戀 聲 翠  the  ranges  of  hills 
put  forth  their  verdure. 

高下 隨峯 '戀 high  or  low， according  to  the  contour  of  the 

peaks,  —  of  buildings  along  a 
mountain  ridge. 

A 'cord  of  silk. 

A  net  for  catching  smal 
animals. 

■開 而麄突 
the  net  is spread  and  the  pig  runs  into  it 

Bells  hung  on  the  Im¬ 

perial  chariot ;  a  carriage 

Used  as  a  term  of  respect. 

tinkling  bells. 

玉鑾  the  Imperial  chariot. 

戀駕  the  Imperial  cortege. 

居 C  鑾  and  回  _  the  departure and  return  of  the  Emperor, 
on  and  from  a  journey. 

Imperial  Equipage 

Department. 

恭进 戀  respectfully  await your  chariot,  —  a  conventional 
phrase  to  an  expected  guest. 

金鑾殿  the  hall  where  the Emperor  gives  audience. 

金鑾坡  a  name,  under  the 
T‘ang  dynasty,  for  the  prototype 
of  the  modern  Han-lin.  See^2Z. 

鑾座  a  litter  for  an  idol  carried 
in  procession. 

A  fabulous  bird,  associ 

ated  with  fire.  Bells  sup- 

鸞者赤 神之賴 the is  the  essence  of  the  Fire  God. 

乘 白  ̂   riding  on  a  white  luan、 — of  the  ladies  in  the  moon. 

和鸞難 難  with  the  bells  tink- ling  on  their  cross-boards  and 
bits. 

聲 將*  將 '  the  tinkling  sound of  bells. 

執 其鸞刀  he  holds  the  knife with  tinkling  bells, — for  sacri¬ ficing. 

鸞鷄  the  Argus  pheasant. 

蠻 .鳳  female  and  male;  sexual intercourse. 

_ 鳳和鳴  female  and  male in  harmony, — used  of  marriages. 

7457 

欒
1
 

7458 

R. 寒 

See 囫 

Even  Lower. 

灤
 2 

7459 

贫寒 

See 圖 

Even  Lower. 

卵
！
 

7460 

R. 旱 

C.  c/un 

H.  clon 

F.  Iwdng、 

laungi 
W.  -lang^  -Id 
N.  /(?«,  loiin^ 

lou 

See 蛋 

P.  lan、 Iwan 
M.  lan 

Y、jou Sz.  lan、 Iwan 
K.  ran、 nan 

[•  ran 

A.  nwan 

Rising  Lower. 

戀 箋凰柬 the  documents 
containing  details  of  age,  etc. 

exchanged  by  persons  who  pro 

pose  to  marry. 

戀 馬 J  phoenix  chariots, 一 paper chairs  for  burning  at  sacrifices. 

Name  of  a  tree. 

秦華  Kodreuteria  paniculata 
Lam. 

棘人 秦 變 兮 the  earnest 
mourner  worn  to  leanness. 

修竹檀 _  the  waving,  grace¬ 
ful  appearance  of  tall  bamboos, 

a  Japanese  name  for  the 
shaddock  or  pomelo  {Citrus deatmana^  L.), 

_ 城縣  a  District  in  Chihli. To  drip. 

癥河  name  of  a  large  river  in Chihli,  flowing  into  the  Gulf  of 
Liaotung.  See  12,050. 

; 戀 州  a  Department  at  the  mouth of  the  above  river. 

An  egg.  The  roe  of 
fishes.  Testicles. 

卵蛋  eggs.  See  10,648. 

鷄卵  a  lien’s  egg. 卵 生  produced  from  an  eggr exclusive  of  濕生  fishes  and 

化生  insects. 
石 卵不敵  stones  and  eggs are  no  match, 一 for  hammering 
one  another.  See  12,143. 

此可比 以卵擊 like  tak - ing  an  egg  to  break, 一 a  stone. 

墨 卵之危 the  risky  con* 
dition  of  piled-up  eggs, 一 great 
insecurity.  See  Biog.  Diet.  805. 

勢 如覆卵  the  condition  is 
one  of  eggs  underneath, — risky. 

破 巢之下 ，安 有完卵 

哉  how  can  you  have  whole 
eggs  in  a  broken  nest? 

見卵而 求時夜  to  expect an  egg  to  crow, — to  want  to  go 
too  fast. 

卵翼  to  brood  over;  to  cherish, as  a  hen  her  eggs. 

卵子  testicles. 

117 



7461 
.翰 

C.  liln 
. Ion 

Iwati^ 
laujig^  

^ 

v.  twung) vv.  io 
NT.  Idfi^  loiih 

huan 

Iqji 
M 

K, 

lou 

Sz.  hvan 

. ran、  nan 
ran 

A.  hvan 

Sinking 

Lower. 

卵!
 

746° 

ftL 

乡 P 包子 or 彡 P 袋 the  scro- turn. 

卵有毛  there  are  feathers  in 

an  egg,— said  惠子， al'.'iding 
to  the  feathers  on  a  chicken, 

which,  although  invisible,  must 
still  be  latent  in  the  egg. 

To  govern  ；  to  bring  into 

good  order.  To  confuse 

to  throw  into  disorder 

anarchy  ；  rebellion.  A  ferry 

The  finale  in  a  musical  ser¬ 

vice.  Also  (in  many  of  the 

entries)  read  lan\ 

菌 L  曰  to  sum  up;  in  conclusion. 

亂而敬  aptness  for  govern： 
ment  combined  with  reverence. 

兹 予有亂 政同位 
are  those  ministers  of  my  govern¬ 
ment  who  share  with  me  the 

offices, — of  the  State. 

亂 越我家  to  secure  the  good 
government  of  our  empire. 

有亂臣 十人1  have  ten 
able  ministers, — said  Wu  Wang 

五 色不亂 ，孰 爲文采 
were  the  five  colours  not  con 

fused,  who  would  practise  decor¬ 
ation  ? — alluding  to  natural  as 
opposed  to  artificial  decoration 

交 亂  to  set  at  variance. 

天降喪 亂 God  is  sendins 
down  death  and  disorder. 

必、 窗 L  disturbed  in  mind;  con 
fused. 

菌 L  說  to  talk  at  random. 

菌 L  絲頭  silk  refuse;  waste  silk 
a  blockhead. 

亂性  injurious  to  one’s  cha racter. 

亂下來  to  come  to  grief. 
亂衝 t。  crowd  confusedly. 

亂  restless;  anxious. 

亂 晃  confusingly  darting,  as  the 
sun’s,  rays;  rapidly  shifting,  as 
a  pendulum. 

_  crystal  confusion, — snow 

亂 哄哄的  a  confused  noise 

亂 石尖子  masses  of  sharp 
rocks. 

亂嚷  to  make  a  hubbub. 

亂 4
 

7461 

930 

3L.XJIST 

亂 嚷亂叫  to  make  a  tremen¬ 
dous  row. 

亂坐  to  sit  down  indiscrimin¬ 
ately, -without  reference  to  order 

of  precedence. 

亂倫  to  confuse  the  relation¬ ships, — to  commit  incest. 

_746
3 

R •元 

See 論 

Even  Lower. 

亂命  incest.  Also,  senseless orders. 

亂  rocks  scattered  about 
irregularly, — making  the  navi¬ 

gation  dangerous. 

亂線  tansled  thread. 
弄 亂  to  throw  into  disorder. 

發 亂  to  get  into  a  muddle. 
亂跑  to  scamper  about,  as  a 
horse  in  a  field;  to  play  truant, 

"f, 菌 lx  t。 make  confusion;  to rebel. 

亂  to  make  an  insurrection ; 
to  rebel. 

亂政  revolution ;  rebellion. 

亂萌  the  germs  of  sedition; 
incipient  rebellion. 

亂黨  rioters ;  revolutionaries. 

亂 S  rebels. 亂謀  seditious  schemes. 

若 是亂來  if  it  has  come  in an  irregular  way, — as  ill-gotten 

gain. 
渉谓爲 亂 he  crossed  the Wei  by  means  of  boats. 

亂于河  they  ferried  over  the 

7464 

R •眞 

W.  lang 

See 論 

J.  rin 

A.  Iwcn 
Even  Lower. 

乱 

7462 

Ho. 

^  Eragostris  tenuissima,  Sclr 

亂子草  Muehlenbergia  viridis- sima,  Nees. 

Read  lan\ 

亂子  a  disturbance. 
活亂子  a  bad  scrape;  a  bad business. 

亂兒  a  scrape;  a  misfortune 

鬧 個亂兒 tQ  have  a  mis- fortune;  to  get  into  trouble. 

亂 葬岡子  a  pauper  burial 
ground. 

Same  as  7461 . 

侖 1
 

偸
 4 

To  arrange  •’  to  set  ir 

order  -  to  think. 

Constant；  regular ；  invari 

able  ；  ordinary.  Principles 
of  right  conduct.  Degrees 
as  of  comparison,  see  8838 

See  ̂   13,626. 

明倫  human  relationships. 
五倫。 r 人倫 Qr 天谕。 

倫常  the  five  human  relation ships,  —  between  sovereign  am 
subject,  father  and  son,  husbani 
and  wife,  brothers,  and  friends 

教 以人倫 to  teach  th 
relationships  of  humanity. 

逆倫。 r  il 人倫 t。 vidat or  act  contrary  to  the  abov relationships. 

天 倫之樂  the  jov  of  famil 
union. 

H  to  cultivate  the  relatior 
ships;  sexual  intercourse. 

倫敦  London. 
言中  chungK  their  wore 
were  in  accordance  with  rigl 

principles. 

行  hsing%  同倫  for  condu there  are  the  same  rules, 一 ever 
where. 

均 屬不偷 altogether  ir 

proper. 倫次  an  order;  a  series. 

語 無倫次 want 。£  wder 
sequence  in  speech. 

毛 猶有倫  even  a  hair  w| 
admit  of  comparison, — as  to  siz 

雜  beyond  all  comparison, 

如非 具絶倫 武藝与 
had  he  not  been  an  expert 
military  exercises, . 

武功超 倫111  martial  prowe| 
second  to  none. 

等倫  of  the  same  class. 
莫此 其倫。 r 今古輿 

倫 n。  one  to  compare  with  hi 

賈生才 調更無 倫 t talents  of  Chia  I  were  beyo: 
compare. 



HmTUST 9-3 HiXnxr 

P.  lun、 lun 
A,  Iwen 

Even  Lower. 

H.  }
  lun 

F.  lung^ 
 
loung

 

v.  laung
) 

W.  latig 

义  leng 

!t‘n、 len 

Bz.  l
win 

K..  non^yu
n 

]. ron 

A.  luin、 loun 

Even  Lower. 

適 
7467 

掄,
 

7468 

:巧 •lang 

iee 論 
、•  loun^  lwin 
Even  Lower. 

Complete  ；  whole. 

4924- 

The  Koulkun  mountains 

^  6537.  [It  appears,  how 

ever,  to  be  very  doubt¬ 

ful  if  any  actual  range  o 
mountains  is  called  崑發 
K‘un-lun,j 

淪,
 

7469 

眞元 
-論 

•  rin、 ron 
“  Iwen 

Even  Lower. 

Same  as  7468. 

To  choose；  to  select；  to 

pick  out.  Also  read  lun1 

and  Ziin1.  See  混 5239. 

掄選。 》 ■掄擇  to  choose  out 
掄才  to  select  men  of  ability. 

输材 . to  pick  out  material. 

掄元 ot 掄魁  to  come  out 
first  at  an  examination. 

掄 元手段  the  ability  of 
Senior  Wrangler,— who  can  bring 
himself  out  first  on  the  list. 

疇 不作掄 元之想 wh。 
does  not  hope  to  come  out  first? 
— at  the  examinations. 

掄 拳就打  raised  his  fist  and 
gave  him  a  blow. 

掄打 t。  wave;  to  brandish. 

掄虛子  to  swagger. 

Eddying  water.  En- 

gulfed ;  submerged  ；  lost. 
See  5231, 13,233. 

倫跑  a  r^ce;  chow-chow  water. 

掄淪  eddies;  ripples. 

沉倫  sunk;  lost. 

倫 沒淪喪  utterly  ruined ; 
destroyed. 

論 
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Even  and 

Rising  Lower 
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A.  Iwen 

Rising  Lower. 

帝 亦淪沒  the  Emperor  also 
perished. 

淪 落 Men  ，一 as  into  evil  courses; 
“gone  under.’， 

寒藻舞 淪 、騎 the  cold  pond- weed  dances  on  the  rippling  water. 

隱 淪之術  mysterious  tricks; the  black  art. 

m 
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R.  _ 删 
•  long 

See 論 

A.  'wen 
Even  Lower. 

Rocks  ；  reefs. 

石侖砸  rocky ;  covered  with boulders: 

To  bind  grain  in  sheaves. 

Silk  cords；  to  wind  silk. 

To  adjust；  to  classify；  to, 
compare.  See  ̂   7812. 

王 W 如綸  the  prince’s  words  | are  like  silken  cords. 

王 言 如繇 ，其 出如綸 
the  prince’s  words  are  like  silkl 
threads,  they  issue  forth  like| cords. 

系俞音  silken  sounds, 一 the  Em- 
peror’s  words. 

输屝  the  silken  gate, -the  palace；  | 
the  Court. 

系俞  silken  threads  and  cords ;  I 
a  fishing-line;  utterances  of  the  I 

Emperor  -  learning；  letters. 

收 拾絲输  t0  Put  up  one’s| fishing-line；  to  withdraw  from  I 
the  pursuit  of  literature. 

綸喊。 1 ■釣綸  a  fishing-line.  I 
之 子于釣 ，言 綸之繩 i 
when  he  went  to  fish,  I  arranged 
his  line  for  him. 

输絮  a  thread;  a  clue. 

經输天 下之大 經 tQl 
adjust  the  great  warp  of  human¬ 

ity.  See  2122. 

滿 腹經綸  belly  {sc.  head)| full  of  learning. 

艙
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Even  Lower. 
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|R •眞元 

願 

H.  j  
lun 

F.  lung、 laung 

W.  Id 

N.  leng 

P.  lun、 lun 
M.  le?i 

si  I  lwi
n 

K.  non,  yun 

J.  ron 

A.  liien^  loun 

Read  kuariK 

綸 巾羽爾  silken  kerchiefs  j and  feather  fans, — as  used  byf 

諸葛亮  Chu-ko  Liang. 

The  prow  of  a  junk, 
called  船桄. 

Even  and 
Sinking 

. Lower. 

To  crawl， as  a  snake  ；  toj 

wriggle.  A  snake-eatingj 

frog.  
' 

’ 塩虫命 the  appearance  of  crawling  | 

about ;  a  large  snake  that  cari| 
bring  clouds  and  rain. 

To  discourse；  to  discuss ；| 

to  reason；  to  argue ；  to  con¬ 
sider  ； to  estimate.  Theory,  | 

as  opposed  to 行  practice； 

a  view  ；  a  postulate  (^1 

6204).  -The  shdstras^  or  I 
philosophical  works  ofj 
Buddhist  literature.  See  置 

i852， 通  12,294.  Alsol 

read  lun11. 

談  ̂   to  converse；  to  discuss  in conversation. 

論定  to  settle;  to  decide  after  j discussion. 

論理 該誰去 who  ought  j properly  to  go? 

辯論  t。 argue. 議論  to  deliberate  upon. 

論云  to  discuss. 

平論  to  arbitrate. 論文  to  talk  on  literary  subjects.  | 

若論  supposing；  if  we  take  or| refer  to;  as  far  as . goes. 

若 論寫字  if  it  is  a  question  | of  writing, — as  calligraphy. 

詳論 t。  discuss  critically. 

語論無 次  want  of  sequence  j in  argument. 

論 功論過  to  estimate  the  I merit  and  demerit, -of  an  official.  I 
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椎論  to  infer;  to  deduce  from; 
to  push  enquiries;  to  investigate. 

編  _  a  leading  article. 

作論  to  write  a  leader. 

作罷論  to  put  an  end  to  an 
argument;  to  say  no  more  on 
a  subject. 

所 論者祇 声民耳 th°se to  whom  it  was  intended  to  apply 
were  official  servants  and  the 

people  only, 一 of  a  law. 

6  殺論死  condemned 
to  death  for  wilful  murder.  See 

10,280. 

勿論  without  penal  conse¬ 
quences, -a  legal  term.  See  9632. 

准格 殺勿論 it  shall  be 
lawful  to  kill  them,  and  no  penal 

consequences  will  ensue. 

不論 無論 dQes  nQt 
matter ;  nothing  further  is  said 
about  it;  there  is  an  end  of  the 
matter. 

無 論遠近  irrespective  of| distance. 

不 論多少  it  does  not  matter how  many. 

如 已 發給亦 可不論 
if  it  (a  license)  has  already  been 
issued,  the  point  need  not  be 
raised. 

各 有對論  each  holding  an 
opposite  view. 

餘論  arguments. 
願 聞先生 之餘論 _ 
I  hear  what  you  have  to  say 
on  the  subject. 

論起 這個來  with  reference 
to  this;  on  consideration  of  this. 

論 及于他  to  bring  the  dis¬ cussion  round  to  him. 

脈論  a  treatise  on  the  pulse. 

論  lun1  the  Discourses  or 
Analects  of  Confucius,  forming 
one  of  the  Four  Books. 

魯論  the  Lu  Analects,— that 
particular  copy  which  was  re¬ 
covered  under  the  Han  dynasty 
from  the  Lu  State,  and  became 

the  standard  text,  as  distinguish¬ 

ed  from  the  齊  Ch‘i  copy,  re 
covered  from  the  State  of  that 
name. . 

論 來論去 t<5  consider 
matter  in  its  various  bearings. 

論人  to  talk  about  people, — in 
the  sense  of  unfriendly  criticism . 

略 
4 

m 
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論工  by  the  piece,— of  work, as  opposed  to  a  time  job. 

論斤  by  the  pound, -as  opposed to  by  the  pint,  etc. 

鴨 子論隻  the  numerative  of| ducks  is  chih  (1869). 

於 _> 論 w 鼓鐘  in  what 
unison  sounded  the  bells  and 
drums ! 

言已  a  grammatical  treatise  on the  structure  of  Sanskrit,  said 
to  have  been  first  issued  by 

Brahma.  Sanskrit:  vyakaranam, 

論民  Lumbini, — the  park  near Kapilavastu  where  Shakyamuni 
was  born. 

A  wheel  ；  a  disc;  a 

revolution；  a  turn ；  a  steam¬ 

7476 

R •眞 

H.  lun^  v.  lift 

ship  {see  9584).  Used  for 

7468, 

W.  lang^  v.  ling 

N.  lhtg、v,  lirtg 

a  wheel. 

Seelir 

a  vertical  wheel. 

J.  fin 

A.  Iwen 

平輪  a  horizontal  wheel. Even  Lower. 

輪人爲 輪 a  wheelwright making  a  wheel. 

輪船。 1 •火輪 船 a  steam - ship.  See  2742. 

莫运于 _ 輪 nothing  is  so convenient  as  a  steamer. 

緩輪軸  to  slow  down.  See 

,507L 輪拖  a  steam-tug. 
輪 機  engines, — e.g.  of  steamers. 

貨 如輪轉  may  our  goods circulate  like  a  wheel! — a  shop 
inscription. 

獨輪車  a  term  which  lias  been applied  to  a  bicycle. 

輪轉  to  go  through  a  series. 
每逢到 一轉， 我們再 

輪 轉一回  whenever  we come  to  the  end  of  the  series, 

we  begin  again. 

輪王。 r  _ 輪王 a  wheel king, — who  rules  the  world  and 
causes  the  wheel of  the  law 

(Buddha)  to  revolve  everywhere. 
Sanskrit :  Chakravartti  Rdj< 
from  chakra  a  wheel. 

法輪  the  wheel  of  the  Law, — Buddhism.  Sanskrit :  dharma 
chakra. 

7476 

棱 
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轉法輪  to  turn  the  wheel  01 
the  Law, 一 to  preach, 

初 轉法輪 （Buddha) firs, preached  Buddhism, -in  Benares 

^  ̂j|J  the  turning  of  the  wheel
,— human  existence  as  subject  tc 

transmigration.  Sanskrit:  san sdra.  See  7291, 

身 墮輪迴  the  body  falling 
back  into  the  circle  of  trails 

migration, — instead  of  escapinj 
from  the  trammels  of  mortality 

假三 世輪迴 t。 get  (i punishment  of)  three  returns  t< 
mortal  life, — as  inflicted  upoi 
the  souls  of  sinners. 

月輪  the  disc  of  the  moon* 

舉車輪  to  raise  the  wheel,— 
of  stone,  as  practised  by  athletes 

耳輪  the  beading  of  the  ear. 

輪角  having  rounded  comers. 

廣輪  breadth  east  and  west and  length  north  and  south,— 
area. 

輪囷  high;  eminent. 
放 一輪砲  to  fire  a  salvo  c 

artillery. 

-輪兒  a  turn, 一 in  rotation. 
輪流。 r 輪班。 r 輪着 

turn;  in  rotation. 

輪流看 .守  to  keep  watch  b 
turns,  or  in  one’s  turn, 

粮到我 叫你了 
my  turn^to  call  you. 

4 天 輪到他
 ,itishis  tur 

to-day. 

二人輪 換負之 the  tw 
men  carried  it  by  turns. 

輪派  to  send  on  duty  in  rotatioi 

輪充  to"  serve  in  rotation. 

7478 

R •阮旱 

^ 卵亂 

A.  Iwen^  nwan 

Rising  Lower, 

See  6863. 

To  act  heedlessly. 

x 重姐  to  d
isregard  rules 

ceremonies;  to  be  negligen
t. 
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R •冬 
C.  lung 

H.  Hung 

F.  lung^  v. 

‘  king、 liong 
W.  Hot 

?：( M.  )  lung 
Y- 

Sz.  I 
K. yong 
J.  r/5,  riu 
A.  long 
Even  

Lower. 

3L.XJTSTC3t-. 

The  dragon  [see  7222), 
associated  with  rain  anc 

floods ;  an  emblem  of  Im¬ 

perial  power,  of  happiness, 

and  of  the  腸  yang  prin¬ 

ciple  in  geomancy,  as  op¬ 

posed  to  虎  4920.  Radica 
2 1 2. 

龍蛇  dragons  and  snakes; 
flourishes  in  writing. 

龍類  the  dragon  class, 一 includ¬ 
ing.  lizards,  serpents,  etc. 

蛟龍  the  scaly  dragon. 

應龍  the  winged  dragon. 

虬龍  the  horned  dragon. 

螭龍 &  hornless  dragon. 

未 雲何龍  how  can  you  have 
a  dragon  without  clouds? 

君物龍  the  dragon  is  the  lord 
of  creation. 

龍神  dragon  spirits, —  of  hill, 
river,  lake,  etc.  Sanskrit :  naga. 

神龍 失勢與 蚯蚓同 
the  dragon  without  its  power  is 
no  more  than  an  earthworm. 

海龍  a  seal  or  Phoca  of  some 
kind,  not  identified. 

海龍王  a  ndga  king  of  the 
sea.  Popularly,  Neptune;  Davy 
Jones. 

龍王  a  naga  or  dragon  king. 
Popularly,  the  god  of  rain  anc water. 

大 水冲了 龍王廟 the 
heavy  rain  has  flooded  the  tem¬ 
ple  of  the  dragon  king.  Used 
in  the  sense  of  “hoist  with  one’s 

own  petard •” 

合龍  to  join 一 the  two  sides  of  a 
breach  in  a  river  embankment. 
The  breach  is  always  stopped 
with  the  exception  of  a  small 
trickle,  which  is  finally  closed 
with  much  ceremony  on  some 
auspicious  day. 

我們 兩人之 意必要 
合龍  our  views  must  tally. 

一 ■龍 阻住千 江水。 ne 
dragon  can  stop  the  flow  of  a 
thousand  streams. 

冷龍  cold  water. 

籠:
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龍船  dragon-boats, 一 as  used  at 
the  festival  on  the  5th  of  the 
5th  moon  for  racing,  a  survival! 
of  the  search  for  the  body  of  the  I 

patriot  屈原  Ch‘ii  Yuan  who! 
drowned  himself  towards  the  I 
close  of  the  4th  century  b.c.  f 
See  6249. 

長龍  a  war-junk. 扒龍  ast  boats  used  at  Canton. 

龍# 圭  a  waterspout. 
龍位  the  dragon  seat,  一  the  | 
Imperial  throne. 

龍飛  the  dragon’s  flight,- 
Emperor  mounting- the  throne. 

龍衣。 1 ■龍跑  Imperial  robes. 

龍之種  dragon’s  seed, — Im-| perial  issue. 

龍體  the  Emperor’s  person. 

龍 爪 心  Emperor’s  hands, 
below  • 

龍床  the  Emperor’s  bed. 天子 親以龍 釉拭之 
the  Emperor  wiped  it  off  with] 
his  own  sleeve. 

龍 顔大悦 the  Imperial  coun-j tenance  showed  signs  of  great! 

pleasure.  [It  is  said  in  the  史 

§2  that  the  "first  Emperor  of  the  I 

Han  dynasty  had.  a  face  like  a  I 

dragon’s.  Hence  the  extended) 
application  of  this  term  in  mo¬ dern  times.] 

龍筆  the  Imperial  pencil, — of  j 
the  Emperor’s  autograph. 

龍眼  the  Imperial  glance ;  thel 
lungan  、Nep  helium  longan  a,  I Gamb.).  

| 

龍 眼魚。 r 龍金魚 akind 
of  spotted  goldfish  with  trilobousj 
or  quadrilobous  tails  and  promi-  l nent  eyes. 

龍 m  the  dragon  flag, 一 the  Chi¬ nese  national  flag. 

龍牌  a  tablet  representing  thel 
Imperial  power,  put  up  in  tem-[ 
pies  and  elsewhere. 

黃  殿  name  of  a  portion  ofl the  Imperial  palace  at  洛陽， 

Lo-yang,  under  the  Han  dynasty. 

靑龍  the  azure  dragon.  See\ 

白虎  4920. 龍脈  the  dragon’s  pulse, 一 onel 
of  the  magnetic  currents  recog- 1 
nised  by  geomancers. 

龍5
 

7479 斬龍脈  to  cut  off  the  magneti current,— as  by  breaking  the  soil. 

龍氣  good  geomantic  influen¬ 
ces, 

尋 龍點穴  t。 seek  the  dragon and  mark  his  lair,— to  fix  on  a lucky  spot. 

掘龍潭  to  dig  up  the  pool  at the  Dragon  Temple, — in  hope 
of  inconveniencing  the  Dragon, 
and  so  bringing  fain. 

龍香  the  pyramid  of  p^per 
figures  given  at  weddings.  See 
below. 

龍燈  Sterns  in  the  shape  of  a dragon. 

龍頭  a  red  painted  rod  termin- 
ating  in  a  dragon’s  head,  carried at  funerals. 

龍 頭屬老  to  graduate  late in  life, — as  梁撮員  Liang  Hao did,  at  72. 

龍抬頭  the  dragon  raising  his head,—  which  he  does  on  the 
2nd  of  the  2nd  moon  after  his 
winter’s  rest. 

龍骨  the  keel,— of  a  vessel. 

安 上龍骨 t。 lay a  keel- 

音直  a  kind  of  tea. 
龍  ̂ fans  ornamented  with 
phoenixes. 

三葛# 得其龍  among 
the  three  Kos  there  was  one dragon, — referring  to  諸葛 

Chu-ko  Liang  (known  as 

臥龍  ) and  his  two  brothers, the  latter  of  whom  were  known  as 

a  tiger  and  a  dog,  respectively. 

龍 馬精神  the  vigour  of  a dragon  or  horse. 

龍性  spirited ;  mettlesome; 

fiery. 

地龍  an  earthworm. 
强 龍難壓 地頭蛇 the mighty  dragon  is  no  match  for 
the  local  snake, which  knows 
the  ins  and  outs  of  the  place. 

有錢一 條龍， 無錢一 
條蟲  money  makes  a  dragon, the  want  of  it,  a  bug. 

龍生龍 ，凰 生凰  dragons bfeget  dragons,  phoenixes  beget 
phoenixes, — like  father,,  like  son. 
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寵遊淺 水遭蝦 戲 a 
dragon  in  shallow  water  becomes! 
the  butt  of  shrimps. 

雙 龍戲珠  two  dragons  play- 1 
ing  with  a  pearl, — really 

 with  I 

the  symbol  of  thunder  rolling. 

板 寵逆鱗 t0  stroke  a| 
dragon  the  wrong  way, 一 to  irri¬ tate  a  person. 

放 龍八海  to  give  a  man  his  I •  chance. 

擒寵捉 虎_  to  seize  a  dragon  I and  hold  a  tiger, — of  a  brave  | 
or  able  man. 

龍虎榜 ㈣ 行)  the  publish¬ ed  list  of  successful  舉人 

graduates  of  the  2nd  degree. 

龍诞香  ambergris. 

龍贍  gentian. 

^  a  kind  of  rush  from  which
  I 

mats  are  made,  probably/w^^i 

cffusns,  L.  Used  for  “asparagus,” 

白龍。 r 烏龍  fancy  names J for  the  dog. 

^  a  name  for  a  swor
d. 

龍文  name  of  a  famous  horse.  I 

龍鍾  the  name  of  a  species  ofl bamboo;  worn  out;  old. 

籠葵  Solanum  nigrum ^  L. 

籠爪花  the  flowers  of  LycorisX aurea， Herb.,  and  Z.  radiataA Herb.
  

|[ 

石龍尚  Ranunculatus  sccler- 1 
a/us,  L. 

 
j 

籠牙  Agrimonia  cupatoria、 L.  I 
Also,  the  Linga. 

入 黃讲寵 to  g。 int。 th< yellow  clay  hole, — to  die;  to  bf buried. 

孔寵 a  hole 穿寵  to  bore  a  hole. 

寵唓  a  cleft;  a  crack. 

空寵 empty. 

棺材寵  a  coffin-hole, 一 
empty  grave. 

ai 

Rude  ；  uncivilised. 

"f 龍  f 同  unpolished;  c
lownish, 

f 舖 "f 重  depressed;  disa
ppointed. 

u  —  >  - — - -  丄  u  '画 

and  foimerly  a  common  name 

for  the  grape-vine. 

龍鬚 ‘架柚 thegrape-vine| 
spreading  all  over  the  frame. 

龍腦香  Baroos  camphor. 

m 

龍鳳帖  betrothal  cards, — ex¬ 
changed  between  couples  about 

to  marry.  See  6001,  7457 -  | 

乘龍  to  get  husbands  like 
dragons,  as  was  said  of  the  two 

daughters  of  中包 老 {兀  Huan 

Shu-yuan,  who  married  黃1  憲 

Huang  Hsien  and  Li 

Ying,  respectively. 

乘龍客  a  son-in-law. 

龍陽君  a  catamite.  See  Biog.  | 
Diet、 

龍房  a  gaol  in  a  yamc?i, 

55°7. 

龍城  a  name  given  to  Ch‘ang- an,  the  site  of  which  is  said  to| 
have  resembled  a  dragon  in 
shape.  . 

! 龍池  a  name  for  Peking. 

^  see  6883 ;  also  a  name  for 

.the  historian  司馬遷 Ssa - 

ma  Ch‘ien,  from  his  birthplace 
in  Honan.  See  6883. 

a  kind  of  deer,  supposed 

to  play  with  dragons. 

猪婆龍  the  gavial. 

m 

To  walk  awry. 

櫳桐 t。  go  straight  ahead. 

To  grasp  ；  to  seize.  T comb.  To  collect；  to  asseir 

ble ;  to  draw  near  to. 

The  throat.  See  4007. 

櫳 住口了  he  is  muzzled. 
櫳椋  to  plunder;  to  rob. 

櫳意兒  to  seize  the  meaninj 

A  mound 
tumulus. 

of  earth  ； 

as  of  riddles;  to  apply  to  tl 
sense  as  a  whole. 

pf  _  a  mound  over  a  g
rave. 

a  mound  or  coign  of  van-1 

tage  from  which  in  ancient  times | 

a  certain  dealer  tried  to  get  the  I 

better  of  his  fellow-traders  in  the  I market-place.  || 

免 受—斷  to  avoid  suffering! the  trick  of  the  mound, — to  avoid  | 

suffering  loss  at  the  hands  ofl 

greedy  tricksters. 

替 音貞  to  monopolise  trade. 

竟壟子  a  scallop  shell. 

See  8692. 

74820 籠 
7483 

R.i 

& 籠 

Rising  Lower. 

A  hole；  a  cleft.  Empty. 

See  6276  and  7506. 

開寵  to  make  a  hole. 

老鼠寵  a  rat-hole. 

拉櫳 bring  a  thing  abou! 
acquainted  with,  as  frienc 

Also,  to  delay;  to  dawdle. 

拉  _  了  #  — 子. daw 
led,  or  delayed,  for  a  bit. 

櫳子  a  woman’s  corab.  Also.J sort  Oi  portable  case  for  carl 
ing  things  in,  hung  .on  a  pc 
over  the  shoulder. 

櫳頭。 r 櫳髪 tQ  _b  t 
hair. 

_  to  crowd  together. 

圍櫳  to  crowd  around. 岸上 人都走 將櫳? 
the  people'  on  shore  began assemble  near, 一 the  boat. 

聚櫳來  gathered  together. 
櫳近  to  draw  near  to ;  to  bri 
near  to. 

櫳碼頭  to  come  alongside 
wharf. 

櫳 前解勸 t()  _ef_ 
and  make  peace, —as  betwc 

two  people  quarrelling. 

櫳 在釉裏 put  it  int° 

sleeve 
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74»5 

m 

7486 

R. 東 
See 籠 
Even  Lower. 

ir 

7487 

r. 東 
% 寵 
Even  Lower. 

m 

7488 

r •東 

See 鼇 
Even  Lower. 

權總 都來了  they  have  a11 come. 

杷 刀櫳他  kept  him  back 
with  a  sword. 

櫳敵  to  drive  the  enemy  to¬ 
gether,— as  with  a  view-  to  a 
general  massacre. 

7492 

R •冬東 

送 

See 龍 

Even  Lower. 

935 

A  mill  ；  to  grind  ；  to 
sharpen. 

i^iXJisro 

餾 7495 

The  rising  sun  obscured. 

瞳 職  the  sun  dimly  seen  at 
dawn. 

磨靆  to  grind. 
襲利  t。 sharpen. 

Same  as  7492. 

The  rising  moon: 

滕矓  dim;  dull;  obscure ;  un¬ 
intelligible. 

襲 
7489 

ir 

7490 
r .江 
% 寵 
Even  Lower. 

m 

749 1  ’ 
r. 東 
^•lung^y.long 

Even  Lower. 

A  pen  ；  a  cage；  bars ； 

a  grating*.  Used  with  7495 

櫳囚  a  cage  for  criminals. 

房櫳  bars  in  front  of  a  house. 

月 透疎權  the  moon  shines 
through  the  wide-meshed  lattice. 

門椾子  the  bars  across  a  door¬ way. 

簾櫳  a  blind;  a  screen. 

Same  as  7488. 

7493 

ir 7494 

^東 

See 籠 

Even  Lower. 

m 
7495 

R 東董 

H.  I 
 lunS 

F.  lung、 long 

W. 
N. 
P. 

M. 

V. 
Sz. K.  nong 

「.  rd A.  lung 

Even  and 

Rising  Lower. 

To reap  grain. 

7496 

R .東 

H.  Juttg F.  lung'  long 

See# 

Even  Lower. 

^ng 

A  river  in  Kuangtung, 
called  三瀧. 

A  gem  cut  in  the  form 

of  a  dragon,  and  placed  on 
the  altar  when  praying  for 
rain. 

玲瑣俯 7205- 

A  framework  of  bamboo； 

a  cage；  a  basket；  a  crate : 
a  noose.  See  4854. 

雀鼇  a  bird-cage. 
籠中鳥  a  trapped  bird. 
站籠  to  stand  in  a  wooden  cage 
with  the  head  coming  out  at 

the  top,  so  that  the  feet  do  not 
touch  the  ground  except  at  the 
toes. 

燈籠  a  lantern. 鼇耖  the  covering  of  lanterns, 
when  of  gauze. 

打  ̂ ^0  set  a  trap. 猪鼇  a  basket  for  carrying  pigs. 

猪籠花  the  pitcher  plant  {Ne¬ 
penthes  phyllamphora、 Willd.). 

籠絡  to  entice;  to  tempt;  to inveigle. 

寵 屉  a  steamer  for  cooking 
things  in. 

籠嘴  a  muzzle. 籠頭  a  halter.  See  7502. 

籠住馬  to  put  a  halter  on  a horse. 

接來鼇 TV 軸裏  he  took it  and  put  it  in  his  sleeve. 

受 人牢籠  to  be  cheated;  to be  taken  in. 

姻籠柳 J  mist  resting  on  willow- trees. 

鼇通話  language  of  wide  or 
general  application. 

籠栝  to  contain;  to  embody. 

w 
7497 

R •東冬 

See 籠 

K.  nong^yong 

EveD  Lower. 

See_m 

Even  Lower. 

虛 籠全題  t。 invisibly  con- 
tain  the  whole  theme,  as  an  essay  [ 

in  which  treatment  of  the  theme  I 

is  latent  and  not  actually  brought! 

out  in  so  many  words.  " 

拉鼇  to  play  the  sycophant. 

鷄 籠 (or  基 隆) Kelurig(now| Kiurun)  in  N.  Formosa.  Under! 
the  Ming  dynasty  the  name  was| 

applied  to  the  whole  island. 

Deaf.  See  12,185. 

耳菜聾 deaf- 聾 人。 r 聾 子 a  deaf  man. 

推 襲  to  pretend  to  be  deaf. 

聾子 愛打岔  deaf  people  | yare  always  misunderstanding, - what  is  said. 

聾 者善 視  the  deaf  have  good  I 
sight. 

聾 子 •放砲  like  a  deaf  man  I firing  a  cannon, — he  does  notj 
hear  if  there  is  any  sound  or  not. 

不 癡不聾 ，難 作阿家 k 

翁  unless  foolish  an  d  deaf,  it  I 
is  difficult  to  be  the  head  of  a| 

househojd, -there  being  so  manyl 

things  one  must  pretend  not  to  I 
notice;  a  saying  attributed  to| 

郭子儀  Kuo  Tzil-i,  8th  cen¬ 
tury  A.D. 

、冶 聾 酒  a  drink  drunk  at  the  I two  equinoxes  for  the  cure  of| 
deafness. 

A  species  of  water- weed 

{Polygonum  orientale、 L.). 
Another  name  for  the  淀 

腐 有游蘢  in  the  marshes  I grows  the  spreading  smartweed.f 

蒙蘢  overgrown  with  weeds ; concealed ;  obscured. 

An  insect  found  on  the| olive,  called  聾蜂： 

螯蛭  a  fabulous  monster  with! 
9  heads  and  9  tails  (Manchu 
uyultu、 from  uyun  nine);  a  sea  l 
serpent.  | 

裔圭聲  a  creature  like  a  human  I child,  found  in  the  sea.  See  6441. 1 

缺 S  a  crab  which  gets  into! 
pearl  oysters. 



7499 
R 東 
See 

7S°° R •冬腫 
See 籠 

Even  and 

Rising  Lower. 

lL.TJNC3r 

936 襬
 2 

籠 
Even  Lower. 

矓*
 

隴
 3 

Leggings  ；  overalls. 

櫳袴  a  skirt  worn  by  men  of 
the  working  classes. 

75°4 rid、 rtu A.  longy  lung 

Even  Lower. 

To  walk. 

toddling,  as  a  child. 

把他打 個躪踵  turned  on 
his  heel  and  left  him. 

75QI 
-腫 

See 籠 

Rising  Lower. 

A  bank ;  a  dike ;  a  balk. 

Name  of  a  State;  now  used 

for  the  province  of  Shensi 

[see  6368).  Used  for  7482. 

隴 献之間  among  the  balks 
and  acres, — as  a  farmer. 

滿 隴黃雲  the  fields  are  full 
-of  yellow  clouds, — of  ripe  grain. 

二-罐 ̂   瓦  a  row  of  tiles. 

得 隴望蜀  to  have  got  Lung 
and  then  to  look  towards  Shu, 

— with  a  view  to  have  that  also. 

Said  of  the  Emp.  Kuang  Wu 

of  the  Han  dynasty.  Used 

“Give  an  inch,  take  an  ell.” 

隴西  an  old  name  for  the  S.  E. 
corner  of  Kansuh. 

隴州 = 鳳翔  Feng-hsiang  Fu 

as 

in  Shensi. 

繼
 2 

7502 
R •東 
See 籠 

Even  Lower. 

纖 
75°3 

隆
 2 

75°4 K. 東 

H.  [ 
 lun- F.  lung 

A  halter. 

隴頭  a  halter;  a  headstall. 

Same  as  7502. 

High  ；  eminent  ；  surpass 

ing  ；  glorious  ；  abundant 

rich.  The  rolling  of  thun 

|der.  See  3578. 

W.  lide 
N. 
P. 

Y. 

Sz. 
M. 

K.yurtg 

興隆 m 隆隆  prosperous. 

父者 家之隆  the  father  is 
the  head  of  the  family. 

尊 隆  honoured;  esteemed. 

降  noble；  of  high  rank. 

隆5
 

癃
 2 

75°S R. 東 

See 隆 

隆重  to  exalt;  to  honour. 

隆恩  great  bounty,  —  of  the Emperor 

才 望兼隆  having  both  great ability  and  great  ambition. 

隆厚  substantial ;  wealthy  ； 
generous. 

以 隆孝養  dutifully  to  nour¬ ish  parents  in  plenty.  3 7 2 7 . 

隆盛。 1 ■隆多 abundant; numerous. 

深 領隆情  to  receive  many great  favours. 

隆儀  a  valuable  present. 

^  the  depth  of  winter. 

隆殺 {shai^)  much  and  little abundance  and  want. 

P 备  shai、  之脤  clothes  with 

ragged  edges, — for  mourning. 

腹隆起  its  belly  swelled  up. 

Infirm  ；  weak. 

A.  lung 

Even  Lower. 

m 

7S°6 

R •東 

H.  lung^  v. 

c,W,  lung F.  Jong A.  lung 

Even  Lower. 

弄‘
 

75°7 

R .送 

H.  I 
 /K^ 

F.  lio  ng、 

Iwong、 laong 

N：  ! 
 lHnS 

P.  lung^  nung, 

,  7teng^  nou 

M.  nung、 lung 
Y.  nting 

Sz.  nung^  lung 
K .  nong 

J.  rd 

A.  loung 
Sinking 

Lower. 

癃病  the  disease  of  being  old and  infirm. 

癃閉  retention  of  urine. 

A  hole  -  a  cavity.  See 

7483 - 

窟富 a  hole- 掘 奮而居  t0  dig  out  a  cave and  live  in  it. 

To  play  with  ；  to  handle 
to  make;  to  perform；  to 

do.  Also  read  nung、 、 noU 
and  nhtgK  See  々oo， 梳 

10,025，  %  12,420， 捉 

2406 ，聳; io,46i， 賣 7608, 

I  1,102. 

戲弄  to  play  with;  to  sport  with 
to  dally. 

弄 孫自樂  to  play  with  one’ 
grandchildren  for  amusement, — 
as  Wang  Hsi-chih  did. 

弄  to  prepare  food. 

弄壤  to  spoil. 

75°7 

TLmTJNGt 

侮弄  to  treat  with  indignity.  J 

弄手脚  to  juggle;  to  conjure. 

^  fi  to  do  in  fun  what! 
is  fulfilled  in  earnest;  to  pretend 

to  have  done  what  one  has  not,: •as  a  joke. 

只恐 我弄他 不過1 fear I  shall  not  get  the  better  of  him, 
一 in  trickery. 

弄巧 反拙 to  do  a  clever thing  which  turns  out  to  be  a 
foolish  one;  to  be  too  clever  by 

half. 

弄翻了  to  upset；  to  spill. 
弄權  to  abuse  one’s  power;  to； make  use  of  the  power  of  some 

one  else. 

忽値弄 兵 j，Jst 比 en  therewas 
a  movement  of  troops. 

弄 神弄鬼  to  work  uponi spirits  and  devils,— as  magicians 
do  by  incantations,  etc.  See  6430. 

弄 玩意兒  to  play  with  a  toy. 

弄 空 的  an  impostor. 

弄花  to  botanise. 
弄蝴蝶  to  collect  butterflies. 

弄 嘴弄舌  to  chatter  and 

gabble. 弄落  to  put  down, 一 in  writing. 

#  to  expose  oneself  to  dis 

grace. 

秦錢。 i •弄 銀子 t。 make money  dishonestly. 

弄 性尙氣 arrogant;  hot tempered;  truculent. 

弄了來  to  get  hold  of ;  to  picL 
up;  to  procure. 

弄 了去了  gone ;  not  forth 
coming ;  lost;  stolen;  mislaid, 

弄出去  to  make  off  with;  tc 
take  away. 

弄 出事來  to  cause  trouble 
to  arise;  to  get  up  a  row. 

弄死  to  put  to  death;  to  kill. 

弄局  to  keep  or  run  a  gamblin[ establishment. 

弄的不 好  not  properly  done 

弄歸齊  when  all  is  said  ant done ;  the  fact  of  it  is  that 
 … 

弄草  to  cut  grass. 

弄火  to  light  a  fire. 



JlaTJT^Gt 937 x-tij 

m 
7508 

yr 

7509 

R •送 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

w 
7510 

R •送 

Same 

The 

bird. 

as  75 10. 

note  or  song  of  a 

p##  to  chirp. 

烏 嗦春光  birds  greet  with 
song  the  glorious  spring. 

a  hum  of  many  voices, 

7514 W.  ̂ leu 

I N.  //,  v.  lei \M.  I 

I Y.  chuei 
I  Sz.  lu 
I K.  nu 

|J.  ru 

A.  -/« Sinking 

Irregular. 

a 
Stupid；  doltish.  To  make| 
fool  of. 

蟲 个弄我 上當 he  took 
me  in 

See 

Sinking 

completely. 

^  >A.  t0  impose  on  a  sim¬ 
Lower. pleton. 

竜
8
 A  dragon.  To  rise；  to 

issue  forth.  Used  as  a  con¬ 

7S^ traction  for  7479. 
R •冬 

-ft 
Evfen  Lower. 

^  to  be  on  heat. 

革 竜 ■  a  place  in  Yunnan 

m 
7515 

ir •允虞 

有 
&縷樓 

Even  Lower. 

R 

婁 
75" 

僂 3
 

75!3 

，宥 Llau 
Ueu 

Whu 
^  loii 

i.  I  i°u 
a、z 心 

Even 

Sinking  and 
Using  Lower. 

7SH 

^遇 
<ou 

I.  /i3,  ̂lui 
'⑽， /a 

一 ■  1 晒 

where  there  are  nine  steep  moun¬ 
tains. 

I-.XJ. 

See  7335 - 

Hunchbacked ;  stooping. 

See  13,552， 7292.  AIsol 

read  lou^. 

病 僂人名  the  name  of  a  I 
certain  hunchback. 

僮狗。 r  僮偃  ill-made;  mis-j 
shapen. 

背僮  humpbacked. 

僮指而 箅  t。 bend  the  fingers  I 
and  calculate, — to  count  on  the[ 
fingers. 

傳 兵  soldiers  in  ambush;  brig¬ 
ands. 

Many  times  ；  repeatedly. 

雩次。 r 屢番。 r 迭屢  many times. 

屢屢  repeatedly. 

屢 易  frequent  changes. 

縷,
 

7516 

.囊尤 

C. 三 lou 

H.  leu 

F.  /dii3 

W.  /«,  lau 
N.// 

m.  i  ” a°u 
Y.  clii,  cleo 

Sz.  lii 
K.  nu 

J.  ru^  rd 
a 

Rialhg 

Irregular. 

屢戰  many  battles；  to  be  often! 
engaged. 

屢  to  be  frequently  victorious.! 

屢年  for  many  years. 

屢 經栺示  you  have  often  | instructed  me. 

屢 蒙過愛 I  have  often  re-J ceived  great  marks  of  kindness  | 
from  you. 

屢 試屢效  as  often  as  you  tryl it  you  will  find  it  do  you  good.  I 

Drizzling,  as  rain. 

雨潰 清也  the  rain  keeps  on|R., drizzling. 

Read  louz. drain. 

蔞 
7Si7 

75^ 

|c. 々 秘 ，祕 A  sewer  ；  a|w 祕 

|W.  c-lau^lu 

|N./j 

'/ft  name  °f  a  river  in  Hunan.  |  ^ Y.  zlu}lio 

a  strand  :  a||?* /w 

lock.  
1 

A.  -/«,  Jett 

tangle  of  floss  silk.  I  R-'sing  Lower. 

Trichosanthes  multiloba \ 

Miq. 

皮  the  rind  of  the  above,  used! 
as  a  purgative. 

栝蔞⑼ 悽） 仁  seeds  froml 
the  above,  used  as  an  expect- 1 orant. 

蔞室  an  apartment  for  women  I in  the  seventh  month  of  preg-| 

nancy.  
L 

A  thread 

鏤 
75!9 

呂 3
 

F.  v.  i/ii 

See 齒 

Rising  Lower. 

75!7 

R •虞尤 

H.  Ui 
F.  sJeu、 v.  c/，《 

^ 縷悽 

and  for 

vulgar  uses 

荽蒴 
Even  Lower. 

一 縷絲： 

靑絲 髮二縷 two  black  I silken  hairs. 

縷 伸妥了  the  threads  are 
unravelled. 

縷金  gold  in  threads. 

縷金箱  a  gold-inlaid  box 
被 剪去頭 髪數縷 hadR •語 several  locks  of  her  hair  cut  off.lfj  sn  c// 

布縷  coarse  cotton. 
縷陳。 r 縷布  to  state  in  detail, 一 thread  by  thread. 

不 能縷述 i  cannot  state  in detail. 

不 敢縷褻 i  do  not  venture to  trouble  you  with  ail  the  details 

條 分縷晰  each  clause  and each  detail  clearly  set  forth. 

縷 切爲餐  cut  it  into  slices. 
A  species  of  artemisia,  the! 

young  leaves  of  which  are! 

eaten  for  food  ；  southern- 1 

wood.  Also  read  lou%. 

蔞蒿  southernwood. 

女蔞菜 aprica、 Turcz.l 
蔞葉  sirih  leaf  (Piper  betle,  L.).| 

胃  fresh  sirih  leaf. 

The  overlap  of  a  coat  orl 

robe.  Torn  ；  soiled. 

裂  ragged;  torn. 
衣 衫襤褸  dirty,  ragged  j 

clothes. 

—  7354 - 

A  bone； 

musical  pipe, 

sword. 

a  tube  ；  al 

A  kind  ofl 

大呂 and 中 (。1 •仲） 呂 and 

南呂  names  of  three  of  the 
musical  pipes.  See  律 7548. 

六呂  the  six  lower  musical 
pipes,  comprising  the  three  above mentioned  with  three  others,  all 

of  negative  value. 

心 呂之臣  a  mind  and  back¬ 
bone  official, 一 as  was  太嶽 

T‘ai  Yo  who  helped  the  Great 

Yii,  afterwards  ennobled  as  呂 

侯  Lii  Hou. 

呂 祖 atitlegivento 呂洞賓 
LiiTung-pin,  one  of  the  八仙 

Eight  Taoist  Immortals  whose 
name  is  chiefly  associated  with 

magic  and  the  black  art. 

呂 祖菴  a  Taoist  nunnery. 

呂 公接縧  Lu  Kung  splicing the  cord, — a  conjuror’s  trick. 

擊之 以輕呂 struck  him 
with  a  light  sword. 

118 
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呂 3

 

7520 

侶5
 

7S21 R 語 
H.  Hi 

See 間 

Rising  Lower, 

，梠 3 
7522 

R •語 
See 閭 

Rising  Lower. 

w 

7523 R .魚 
C.  s/dii 
H.  Ui 

匕卜 
N./i 

P.  c/«,  SJii 
M.  iyu,  Uu 

l\-
 

K.  y  d^  ry  'd 
J.  rw,  ro 
A •三  li  . 

Even  Lower 

Irregular. 

呂朱國  Luzon,  —  the  native 
name  Tor；  the  Philippines. 

呂朱 菓  St.  Ignatius’  bean [Strychnc^  ig^atia、 Bergius). 

呂朱禁  a  Manila  lottery  ticket. 

呂朱繩 a  Manila  r°pe- 

呂 烟  Manila  cigars. 

呂朱緑  a  turquoise  green. 

大呂宋  Spain. 
呂  J0  the  consort  of  高祖 
Kao  Tsu  of  the  Han  dynasty, 
who  ruled  alone  over  China  from 

187  to  179  b.c.  / 

. A  comrade；  a  companion； 
to  associate. 

侶 伴  a  comrade. 

行侶  a  travelling-companion. 

麟 不侶行 the  never 
travels  with  a  mate, — it  is  not 
seen  in  pairs,  as  other  animals. 

See  7186. 

結侶  to  join  together  as  com¬ 
panions. 

濟 侶  a  company；  a  troupe.  ' 

其如 郑音之 寡巧何 
fellow-connoisseurs  in  music  are 

few:  what  am  I  to  do?  [The 
simple  arrangement  would  be 

知音 寡侶， 其如之 

何] 

法侶  Taoist  priests. 

A  beam  supporting  the 
short  rafters  at  the  eaves 

榮梠  the  turned- up  corners  o 
a  Chinese  roof. 

The  gate  of  a  village 

a  village  of  twenty -five 
families  ；  see  8942.  A  kinc 
of  antelope. 

依間  leaning  against  the  villag 

gate. 
間巷  a  lane,  or  alley. 

表其閭  tQ  bestow  distinctio 
on  his  village,— of  an  eminei 
official. 

閭 里  rural  population. 

仙閭  fairy-land. 

938 

-JLmXJ 

門間  a  dwelling. 尾間  the  extreme  point,  or  end 
of  a  district. 

E  間  the  title  of  an  official  under the  Chou  dynasty  whose  duty  it 

was  to  regulate  matters  referring 
to  the  kindred  of  the  various 

feudal  princes. 

屈原 掌昭屈 景三家 

之族故 稱三間 Ch‘ii Yuan  managed  the  kindred  affairs 
of  the  3  families  Chao、 ChHi、 

and  Ching,  wherefore  he  was 
called  San  Lii. 

A  species  of  palm. 

楔櫚  the  coir  palm  {Tr achy- carpus  cxcelsa、 Thbg.)y  from  the 
fibres  of  which  ropes,  mats,  etc. 
are  made. 

花櫚木  a  fine-grained  reddish cabinet-wood  from  Annam. 

A  plant,  known  as  巷藺 

[Artemisia^  sp.). 

藺茹  a  species  of  Euphorbia  ； the  milk  thistle. 

Same  as  7534. 

To  be  anxious  ；  to  be 

concerned  about  ；  to  plan 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

盧 7396-] . 

慮則預 度未來 &  means concern  for  the  future.  See 10,693. 

人 無遠慮 ，必 有近憂 
trouble  will .  soon  overtake  the 
man  who  is  not  concerned  for 
the  future. 

慮切 於此而 禍典於 
one  is  anxious  in  this 

direction,  and  misfortune  springs 

up  in  that.  It  is  the  unexpected, 
etc 

S 慮 。> •慮 想。1 •慮念 t。 think  anxiously  about. 

!狻  to  be  anxious  about  the future. 

I 深  sagacious.
 

tr 
7527 

慮及  to  have  anticipated. 

沒慮到  did  not  anticipate ; did  not  foresee. 

亡 (ot 無） 慮  a  peneral  plan or  scheme,  in  which  no  attention 
is  bestowed  upon  details;  no 

matter  (how  many  etc.)....  [Used 

in  the  same  way  as  SR  +6 
central  China.] 

亡慮 二千人  about  2,ooo 

m 

men。 

老子 書註者 無慮數 

十家  commentators .  on  the Tao  Te  Ching  have  run  to  several 
tens  in  number. 

一 致而百 慮  t。 settle  many things  on  the  plan  of  one. 

爐 

7528 

R •語 

旻 天疾威 ，弗 慮弗圖 
merciful  God,  arrayed  in  terrors, 

how  is  it  you  exercise  no  fore¬ 
thought,  no  care  ? 

慮 善以動  anxious  thought 
about  what  is  good  should  pre 

cede  action. 

Read  lu 供 

慮囚 = 錄囚 7386- Read  /«2.  See  10,305  V3. 

See 閭 

Rising  Lower. 

Careless  ；  negligent. 

傭傭然  careless;  easy-going. 

傭 傭其事  he  neglects  the 

動 ‘
 

7529 

R. 御 

See 慮 

Sinking 

Lower. 

攄 

7530 

753i 

R. 御 

w./« 
M./ii 

See 慮 

Sinking 

Lower. 

matter. 

To  help  ；  to  aid. 

働助  to  help;  to  assist. 

相應 力辦么 • to  aid  in  the 
administration  of  public  business. 

See  10,091. 

To  strain  ；  to  filter. 

濾 水羅。 r 濾布 a  dQth  1。 
strain  liquids  through. 

據 、去 渣  strain  
Off  the  sediment 

間 
3 

2 

槲
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蘆
，
 

-間 
Even  Lower. 

誠 
4> 

Sinking 
Lower. 

鑪‘
 

7534 

御 
lao\ 

lad1- 

£慮 
Sinking 
Lower. 

廬 
7535 

Jo 

lu 

n 

ven  Lower. 

Madder. 

茄 f  Rubia  cordifoliay  L. 
7536 

To  deceive. 

A  file；  a  rasp ；  to  burnish. 

磨鑪  t。 polish. 

鑪成槽  by  friction  it  has  worn  I 
a  groove.  I 

躬自鑪  to  keep  oneself  under  I 
proper  restraint. 

See  7402. 

A  donkey.  See  ̂   8301. 

驢駒子  a  young  donkey. 

驢叫。 r 驢鳴  the  bray  of  a 
donkey.  • 

叫驢  a  male  donkey ;  a  jackass. 

驊驢 a  she-ass. 

騸驢  a  gelded  ass. 

蹇驢  a  lame  ass. 

禿驢  a  bald-headed  ass, — ap¬ 
plied  to  a  Buddhist  priest,  as  a 

play  upon  闇黎  the  Sanskrit 
dtcharya^  a  teacher  of  morals. 
^  9783. 

驢皮  donkey-skin,  一  tough; 
obstinate;  mulish. 

齡 驢之枝 the  resources  of  a 
Kueichou  donkey,— only  a  kick. 
[This  fact  is  said  to  have  been 
discovered  by  the  tigers  of  the 
province,  which  originally  stood 
niuch  in  awe  of  a  donkey’s  bray.] 

驢脊 不對馬 嘴 a  donkey’s 
lips  v/on’t  fit  a  horse’s  mouth, — 
used  of  any  incongruity. 

鐵驢子 似的， 沒韦可 
拔  like  an  iron  donkey :  i>ot  a 
hair  to  be  got  out  of  him, — so| 
stingy  is  he. 

7537 

核 
3 

750 

■R •語 

I  See  旅
 

I  Risin
g  

Lower
. 

m 
7539 

卜 •語 

See 旅 

!  Rising  Lower. 

驗1
 

754° 

R •魚御 See 慮 

Even  and Sinking 

Lower. 

旅 3
 

754i 
R 或 

•卩卩 

H.  cli 
M.  lii,  li 

^間 

Rising  Lower. 

—朶 鮮花插 在驢頭 
卜  a  fresh  flower  stuck  on  a 

donkey’s  head,  —  a  beautiful woman  married  to  an  ugly  man  ；  I 

a  rich  jewel  in  an  Ethiop’s  ear. ] 

大路上 的驢子 ，東一 
口  西 — ■口  like  the  donkey  I 
on  the  high  road,  a  mouthfu] 
east  and  a  mouthful  west, — 
getting  a  bite  where  he  can.  | 

騎 驢竟驢  to  ride  a  donkey and  look  for  a  donkey, — not  to  I 
make  use  of  what  is  at  hand. 

驢 粪毬兒 a  “love-bird, a  small  brown  bird  like  a  tit-| mouse. 

驢盛  the  penis  of  an  ass, — used as  a  medicine. 

Same  as  7536. 

A  tough  kind  of  wood] 
suitable  for  arrows. 

中戾  ̂   Abies firma^  or  Japan  larch.  I 

The  Imperial  sacrifice」 
Used  with  7541. 

大 祿上帝  he  sacrificed  to  I 
God. 

A  post-house. 

験站  a  post-house. 
由 験寄函  to  send  a  letter  I through  the  regular  postal  de¬ 

partment. 

旅 

754i 

膂 
A'  body  of  500  men  ; 

forces.  A  multitude.  A 

guest ;  to  travel  ；  to  lodge. 

The  younger  members  of  a  I  7S42 
family.  To  be  arranged.  |R. 語 

Used  for  7542.  The  5 6th I H- v/ 

Diagram.  A  sacrifice  to  See 旅 

mountains.  (Rising  Lower. 

陳 其師旅  he  drew  up  hisj forces.  See  640. 

天旅  Imperial  troops. 
陸 
7543 

'織  Imperial  Guards  diessecl| 

I  in  tiger-skins. 
鞠旅  to  address  troops. 
'  勁旅 彳 ‘me  soldiery. 

I 軍 旅之事  military  affairs, 
i 旅次  in  ranks；  an  inn. 

I 羞與 旅等伍  I  am  ashamed  I 

I  to  serve  in  the  ranks  with  them. I 

I  止 旅通密  as  population  I 

became  dense. 

哀 荆之旅  he  brouglit  the! 
multitudes  of  Ching  together. 

行旅  to  travel. 新 婚旅行  a  honeymoon  trip.j 

旅客  travellers. 商旅  travelling  merchants. 
旅寓0 r 旅 邸。 r 旅店。 r| 

方运舍  aninn;  a  lodging-house.  I 

旅 被書懷  by  night,  in  thej inn,  I  indite  my  sorrows. 

旅寄  to  lodge  at. 旅費  lodging  expenses;  board. I 
旅居 t。  be  staying  temporarily! 

at.  
L 羈旅之 £  a  visiting  orj banished  official. 

敎 琢 _ 其旅 the  Parted  I members  of  his  suite. 

侯 亞侯旅  his  younger  sons| 
and  all  their  children. 

旅力 方剛. as  lQng  as  my| backbone  retains  fe  strength. 

靡有旅 力1  have  n。 strength  j for  anything. 

殺 核維旅  with  the  sauces I 
and  kernels  displayed  in  them,] 

— the  dishes.  I 

旅罗 ̂   the  Hounds  of  Lu, — title  | 
of  S/iu  Ching、 V,  5. 

The  backbone. 

膂力 過人'  he  is  unusually  j 
strong.  < 

作 股肱心 膂 be  as 
limbs  to  me,  as  my  heart  and backbone.  See  7520. 

See  7432. 
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7544 R •沃 

C.  luk 

H.  luk、 link 

F.  luk^  lioh 
W.  lo,  /toe 
V  ̂ oh 

P.  u\  lu^ M.  lou、 lu 
Y./uk 

Sz.  liu^  lu 
K.  nok 

oku、 rioku 
A.  Itik 

Entering 
Lower. 

LXJ 

[940 
Green.  Also  read  /«**； 

and  used  pictorially  {e.g.  a 

green  robe)  for  祿 7379 

official  emolument.  See 

7157 - 

靑緑  grass  green.- 
黑  invisible  green. 

曝緑  dark  green. 

碧緑  briSht  Sreen - 

緑茶  green  tea. 

緑女  young  'girls, 一 who  often wear  green.  See  黃  5I24. 

緑膠  a  green  vegetable  dye. 

瓜皮緑  melon  or  cucumber 

green. 

緑昔  green  peas  or  beans. 

緑營  Chinese  (not  Banner) troops. 

你 i 緑旗的 yQU  are 
Green-Banner  man, 一 used  con¬ 
temptuously  by  Manchus  of 
Chinese. 

緑衣  a  term  applied  to  a  native 
policeman  in  foreign  employ 

緑 衣使者  a  parrot, — from the  title  conferred  by  明皇 

Ming  Huang  of  the  T‘ang  dynasty 

upon  a  parrot  which  gave  evi¬ 
dence  in  a  court  of  justice  and 
secured  the  conviction  of 
murderer. 

緑轎  a  green  chair,-— reserved 
for  high  officials  down  to  and 

inclusive  of  the  三 司  Three 

Commissioners.  A  Tao-t‘ai  rides 
in  a  green  chair,  if  he  holds 
brevet  rank  as  a  Provincial  Judge. 

石緑。 r 緑靑 malachite. 

mm  green  vitr
iol. 

緑 林之傑  noted  brigands. 

緑膏  a  dye-stuff  made  from 
the  bark  of  Rhamnus  finctorius, 

Wallst. ;  vert  de  Chine, 

帶緑 纓子化 请子 

頭巾） to  be  a  cuckold,- 
referring  to  the  greenness  of  the 
tortoise ;  see  6421. 

一頂 緑頭巾  a  green  head 
dress, — as  above, 

緑頭鴨  the  mallard  duck 
. (Anas  bos c has). 

or 

w 緑耳  the  grey  horse,  with  dark 
mane,  tail,  and  ears, — one  of  the 

7544 
eight  steeds  of  Mu  Wang. 

綠 末棵子 Bohemia 
lineata、 D.C. 

緣 豆 負  Ilex  macrocarpa^  Oliv. 

箓 See  7381. 
7545 

錄 See  7386. 

7546 
履 See  6952. 

7547 

W 
A  rule；  a  law；  to  follow 

as  a  model.  Standard 

7548 

tubes,  used  as  pitchpipes 

R.  ̂  

C.  hit 
U.lut 

F.  luk、 lUk 

W.  lie 

N.  lih 
?./ii 

M.  lu 
Sz.  lu 

Y.  lik 

K.  ryul,  yul 

「•  ritsz 
A.  Iwet Entering 

Lower. 

in  music,  and  for  other 

purposes ；  see  3366,  10,382, 

12,246,  13,630.  A  stanza 
of  eight  lines ；  see  3^1 
To  be  steep. 

律例  the  Penal  Code, — of  the present  dynasty,  consisting  of 

律  the  immutable  statute  laws of  the  Chinese  empire,  largely 

derived  from  the  previous  code 
of  the  Ming  dynasty,  and  of 

例  such  subsequent  modificat¬ 
ions,  extensions,  and  restrictions 
of  these  fundamental  laws  as 
time  and  circumstances  make 

necessary.  A  revised  edition  is 
published  every  five  years. 

老 於律例  learned  in  the  law. 

律 例師。 r 律師㈣  below) a  barrister-at-law j-a  foreign  term. 

律法。 r 法律1 aws  and 
statutes.  J 

律 法無情  the  law  makes  no 
allowances. 

休 律  according  to  law. 

應  the  law  requires  that . 

律條 laws- 
傺律斷 之無條 

no  law  to  meet  the  case. 

律誡  prohibitions;  command¬ ments. 

律書  law  books. 

律 

7548 

T^XJ 

律 乃有民  be  a  law  to  your 

people. 

上 律天時  above,  he  takes 
a  law  the  four  seasons  of  heaven 
一 for  ceaseless  regularity. 

以律己 者律人 
to  others  the  same  rules  as  tel 
oneself. 

律呂。 r  十二律  a  series  oil twelve  bamboo  tubes,  the  longesi 
of  which  measures  9  inches,  anc 

which  are  supposed  to  rendeij 

the  12  chromatic  semitones  o| 

the  octaves.  By  means  of  thes< 

tubes,  in  connexion  with  the  2!， zodiacal  constellations  and  cer 

tain  calendaric  accords,  Divim 

communication  is  said  to  1x( 

established  with  the  influence! 

of  the  Five  Elements  and  th< 

points  of  the  compass  whicl 
correspond  with  the  Eight  Winds 

六律。 r 陽律 the  six  uppe musical  accords  or  positive  notes 

See  7520.  [The  former  is  oftei used  for  the  12  tubes  or  notes. 

律回  spring  is  returning, —tha is;  the  negative  tubes  are  exl 
hausted  and  the  positive  ar< 
coming  back  to  sway. 

律  music  and  mathematics, the  two  being  supposed  by  th<| 
Chinese  to  be  connected. 

好 aw 音律  fond  of  music.， 

一 律辦理  to  transact  an; business  uniformly, — with  wha 

has  gone  before. 一 律向撫 轅請假 t 

退  with  one  accord  asked  th Governor  to  accept  their  resigt ations. 

一 •律 開喷  expelled  ther (students)  all  in  a  body. 

7i. 律  and  ̂   five  and  seve characters  to  the  line, -of  poetr) 

一首 七律詩  stanza  wit seven  characters  to  the  line. 

棑律詩  stanzas  of  12  lines  c upwards. 

應轉五 言徘律  ；)oems  i 
12  lines  of  5  words  for  exam： 

律詩  stanzas  of  eight  lines,  cj which  the  second,  fourth,  sixtl 
and  eighth,  must  rhyme. 

不律  the  name,  in  the  ̂   W 
State,  for  a  pencil.  See  897! 13,644. 

南 山律律  the  southern  hij 

is  very  steep. 
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7548 

w 

7549 

R •質 
See 

Entering 
Lower. 

\4^ 

7SS° 

R. 質 
See 

Entering 
Lower. 

7551 
R •質 

See 律 
Entering 
Lower. 

菊 
7552 

W 
7553 

R
.
 
 

質
 

S
.
 
 

卜
 

F.  luk 

Hie 

P./ii3 
M./i 

K..yu/ 

J.  ritsz 
A.  Iwit 

Entering 
Lower. 

律伯克  the  city  of  Liibeck 

律藏  Books  of  Discipline  or  the 
vinaya  division  of  the  Tripitak、 

律  a  school  of  Buddhism 
which  strictly  enforces  the  severe 

discipline  of  monastic  life. 

律師  an  ascetic  who  strictly 
follows  the  various  Buddhistic 

rules  of  Discipline. 

律令  (Jing1、 name  of  a  swift 
runner  of  the  Chou  dynasty, 

who  at  death  became  an  imp 

in  the  retinue  of  the  god  of 

thunder.  [Read  /w4  Zing、 laws.} 

A  high  peak.  See  7548. 

To  strain  a  liquid. 

The  common  wild  hop  of 

China  and  Japan 、Humulus 

japonicus^  S.  &  Z.). 

Same  as  75 1  j. 

A  bamboo  rope.  [This 
and  the  next  two  characters 

were  originally  written 

with  么 4790,  now  altered 

in  deference  to  the  system 

Of  諱 52I7-] 

摔肩  cords  for  lowering  a  coffin, 
attached  to  a  windlass. 

摔轤 a  windlass,;  a  pulley.  See 
74iS- 

49 

B 率 

7554 

•R. 質 

See 摔 

Entering 

Lower. 

率 
7555 

R •質 

See 
Entering 

Lower.  % 

7556 

R •質 

C.  lut^ 

See_ 

Entering 

Irregular. 

Flesh  offered  in  sacrifice. 

月率營  the  fat  on  the  entrails  of 
a  victim,  offered  as  a  burnt 
sacrifice. 

Seeds  beginning  to 

sprout. 

織1
 

7SS7 

R •寒銷 
See 餐 

Even  and 

Rising  Upper. 

變1
 

755« 

R 鍋霰 

C.  clun 

H.  s/an F.  zlwcmg 

yv.sJo 
N.  ̂ lien 
P.  ̂ luan 

M.  sJan 

K.  yon 
ren 

A.  luert 

Rising 

Irregular. 

A  black  horse  with  white 

legs. 

戀 
7559 

To  bind  together；  to  put 

in  order. 

南系諸  name  under  the  Han 
dynasty  of  鋁鹿  Chii-lu,  a 
District  in  Chihli. 

織祕  name  of  a  man  who  was 
Governor  of  南郡  Nan-chiin 
under  the  Han  dynasty. 

Beautiful  ；  admirable. 

靜女'  其 養 I  how  handsome  is the  retiring  girl! 

# 彼諸姬  admirable  are those,  my  cousins ! 

猗 嗟春兮  alas  for  him,  so beautifiil ! 

思# 季 女逝兮  thinking of  the  young  beauty  as  I  went 
to  fetch  her. 

響童  a  catamite. 

See  7154. 

攣 2
 

7S6° 

R •先 

C.  Jiin 
H.  tlan 

F.  chuatig 

N.  sJieH P.  lien'Uiian、 

v.  li'i^ 

M.  iJan 

Y.  ilou 

K.  yon 

J.  rert 

A.  liien Even 

Irregular. 

tie  ；  to  bind.  To 
to  warp  ；  winding 

m
a
 

掏 

756t 

R •錄寒 

C.  v.  crtyn F.  clwang 
W.  v.  16^ 

P.  cliian 

M.  ilart 

Y.  Uou 

K.  yon J.  ren^  ran  . 

A.  ilwan^luen' 

Rising 

Irregular. 

7562 

R •寒 

See 國 

Even  Lower. 

恋 

7563 

To 

bend  ； 

crooked.  To  take  hold  pf 

to  drag  along.  See  295 

寧; 曲  crooked ;  curved;  winding 

_  腰。 r  攣 躬  bent  bac
k 

hunchbacked. 

攀 毛  curly  hair. 屈  to  bend;  to  warp. 
the  knees  bent, — with  age 

or  infirmity. 

攣 其手足  hands  and  feet 
bent, 一 as  with  cold  or  rheuma¬ tism. 

指頭 凍 枸攣了  fingers 
numbed  with  cold. 

Meat  in  slices. 

— 肉  a  slice  of  meat 

蠻魚  dried  fish- 視 爲鱗餐  t。 regard  as  mere 
fish  or  flesh,— only  fit  to  be  eaten, 

forbidden  food,— -applied 

to  a  man  destined  to  be  an 

Imperial  son-in-law. 

斬备 餐割之 cut  °ff  his 
head  and  chopped  up  his  body, 

Muscular  contractions,  as 

induced  by  rheumatism,  etc. 

bent；  doubled. 

7S64 
C.  lok 

Y：\l
hk 

W.  lioe 

N.  liah 
P.  liau\

  
/uo\ 

luP 
M.  /iio,  lio 

Y.  liak 

Sz.  luo 

K.y
ak [•  riaku

 

A.  lok 
Enter

ing 

Lower
. 

Same  as  7154. 

X-.XJESII. 

A  boundary  ；  a  road.  To 

mark  out  ；  to  define.  A 

course  ；  a  method  of  pro¬ 
cedure.  Sharp.  To  seize  ； 

to  capture.  A  summary；  a 

synopsis.  Outline,  or  sketch, 
in  painting  (see  5013)  as 

opposed  to 賴 2I33.  A 

little.  Also  read  liao4,  and 

lilo^ 

經 畧天下  to  administer  the 
empire. 



7567 

R. 藥 

See 暑 

Entering 

Lower. 

7568 

R. 藥 

See 落 

Entering 

Lower. 

Lower. 

齧
於
 

757° 

R •藥 

See 畧 

Entering 

Lower. 

To  take  by  force.  To 

cast  aside  ；  to  throw  off. 

Also  read  liaox. 

略開^ •  to  shake  something  off the  hand. 

s 下  to  lay  down;  to  put  asid
e, 

肇香錢  to  give  or  leave  a 
present  to  the  temple  priests, 

To  look  at  sidelong;  to 

ogle. 

To  grind；  to  sharpen. 

劍 鈍其 砮諸 if  the  sward 
is  blunt,  sharpen  it. 

To  praise ;  to  extol. 

JLmXJO. 

See  7564. . 

Same*  as  7564. 

See  7566. 

畧 
7S64 

喁 夷旣畧  (the  territory  of) 
the  Yii-i  was  defined. 

以遏亂 畧 in  order  t0  Put 
an  end  to  disorderly  ways. 

有 畧其耜  sharp  are  their 
ploughshares. 

謀專  strategy. 

好 畧賣人  given  to  seizing 
ancl  selling  people. 

爲 人所畧  was  captured. 

毆 畧畜産  to  drive  off  cattle 
-of  a  military  foray. 

墨地 to  seize  territory;  to  visit 
a  place. 

暑行寫 出  to  write  ill  outline 

畧 曹大段  to  give  the  out¬ lines. 

此其 大辱也 such  are  the general  outlines. 

嘗聞其 暑也1  have  learnt 
the  general  outline. 

畧謂  the  gist  of  his  remarks 
being  that . 

要畧  the  important  points;  the 

gist. 

節畧  a  precis  \  general  outline 

意缺暑 to  omit  or  deai 
partially  with,  according  to  one’s 
own  fancy, 一 of  matters  of  duty. 

畧畢曉 得  partially  acquaint- ed  with. 

暑 有所長 he  has  certain 
good  points. 

畧 知一二  I  understand 
little  about  it. 

與此畧  同  somewhat  similar to  this. 

暑取 幾個 takeafew，  or  some 

7564 

畧 可謂好  may  be  consider¬ ed  pretty  good. 

^  些  rathe
r  too  little. 

畧暫  for  a  short  time. 

畧薄的  slightly;  lightly; 
merely. 

我這 ̂ 暑薄的 一動他 

就壤了  I  gave  it  a  slight touch  and  it  broke. 

我 這畧薄 的說他 ，就 

胃 j  了  I  said  a  word  or  two to  him  and  he  got  angry. 

略 Same  as  7564. 

7S65  . ■ 

To  rob ；  to  plunder；  see 

7564.  To  flog.  To  make 

7566 

a  down-stroke  to  the  left  in 

R •藥漾 

writing.  See  9163.  Also 

See 畧 

read  liao、 Entering • 

Lower. 

槍掠。 1 ■椋取 tQ  to 
plunder. 

椋提  to  seize  with  violence. 

爪椋  to  snatch. 
抄椋  to  seize  and  confiscate. 

椋食  to  seize  food;  to  make 
foray. 

椋鬟  to  arrange  the  hair  on  the temples, — with  a  comb. 

輕椋  to  stroke  gently. Read  liang\ 

椋答  to  flog  with  the  bamboo 

侵椋  to  make  a  raid. 

MA. 

7574 

沬 
7575 

See  8002. 

See  8003. 

馬 2
 

7576 
R- 馬 21. 
c. 
H. 
F. 

W.| 

N •卜 

A  horse.  The  bridge 

of  a  violin  ；  see  4483.  A 

piece  in  Chinese  chess  cor¬ 

responding  to  our  “knight •” Radical  187.  See  騎  IOOI, 

駿 3289， 蜂 3567, 乳 
569!， 課 6094.  ̂   6336, 

馬 
3 

7576 

P. 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 

K.  ma 

J.  ma'ba 

A.  ma, 

Rising  Lower. 

里 6870， 砲 8742， 摊 

8745,  k  8848, 歲  10,382 
掉  ii，o69, 走  HJ91， 戈 
12,633， 眼  13, 129 ，.耧 

13,325,  堂  10,760. 

馬匹  a  horse;  horses. 

x^tJEsn 
[  942  ] 



[  943  ] 

7576 

一 匹馬  a  horse. 

頁馬  a  quiet  horse. 

細馬  an  elegant  palfrey. 

征馬  c11 ■戎馬  a  war-horse. 
[The  first  also  = 行  M  a 

traveller's  horse.]  v 

兒馬 m 公馬 a  stallion. 

.賴馬  a  gelding. 

屠 果馬。 r 漱馬。 r 草馬 a 
mare. 

a  water  horse,— a  ship. 

野馬  a  wild  horse；  the  motes 
in  a  sunbeam;  light  dust  hovering 
over  the  desert  and  illumined 

by  the  sun;  mirage. 

生 馬  an  unbroken  horse. 

馬  the  unicorn. 

鐵馬。 1 •詹馬  a  bell  suspended 
in  the  middle  of  a  number  of 

dangling  copper  or  glass  orna¬ 
ments  which  strike  against  it 
when  the  wind  blows.  See  7215. 

千里馬  a  thousand-//  horse, — 
used  figuratively  for  a  loyal  and 
able  statesman. 

馬 力 二萬匹 2o,ooo  horse¬ 
power. 

馬 面  the  horse-face  demon  in 
Chinese  Purgatory.  [Sanskrit : 
hayagriva]. 

紅馬  a  bay  or  chestnut  horse. 
白馬  a  white  horse.  [White  is 
said  to  have  been  the  colour  of 

the  ̂ celestial  horse/ 1  see  below、 
and  white  horses  are  supposed 

to  guard  Buddhist  temples.  See 

8556,  10,295.] 

華 馬  a  skewbald  horse. 

備馬 °r 配馬 to  saddle  a 
horse. 

縱馬  to  urge  on  a  horse. 

馬 房。 r 馬號。 1 •馬棚 a stable. 

馬槽  a  horse-trough;  a  manger. 

馬夫? •  groom- 
馬衣  a  horse-cloth;  see  4156. 

馬鞍子 a  saddle* 

好馬不 背雙鞍 a  g%d 
horse  cannot  wear  two  saddles, 
— serve  two  masters. 

― • 馬 一 • 鞍 one  horse,  one 
saddle. 

、月 ̂   the  seat  of  a  saddle. 

7576 

馬勒。 r 馬扯手 a  bridle; reins. 

馬卿  a  curry-comb. 

馬 鞭子。 i •馬策 a  riding- 

whip. 

君子一  W， 快 馬一鞭 one  word  is  enough  to  a  wise 
man,  one  touch  of  the  whip  to 

a  good  horse. 

馬 革  a  horse’s  hide;  hence  death on  the  battle-field,  from  the  hide 
in  which  the  body  was  brought 
back. 

馬刷子  a  horse-brush. 

馬鹰  a  breast-plate. 

馬肚帶 a  girth. 

馬瞪  a  stirrup. 
馬販子  a  horse  dealer. 相 馬 看 先代本 
in  appraising  a  horse,  consider 

its  pedigree. 

相馬醫  a  horse-doctor. 
馬蹄  a  horse’s  hoof;  the  water chestnut  {Scirpus  tuberosus^ 
Roxb.).  See  7369. 

馬蹄粉  arrowroot. 
馬蹄穌  cakes  made  of  arrow- root. 

馬 不停蹄  his  horses  never had  any  rest, 一 of  the  energetic 

general  靈 官  Ling  Kuan  of 
the  Chou  dynasty. 

人 有失錯 ，馬 有漏蹄 
man  sometimes  errs,  as  a  horse 
sometimes  stumbles. 

，馬不 踢  the  (Peking)  horses  do not  kick. 

賞執  馬  to  grant  the right  of  riding  on  horseback 

within  the  precincts  of  the  Im¬ 

perial  palace.  See  1001. 

馬子。 r  馬桶  a  night-stool ; a  commode.  [Probably  named 

after  馬擊 J  Ma  Chun  who  in¬ 
vented  the  bucket.] 

馬子蓋  the  cover  to  a  night- stool ;  the  unshaven  round  patch 

on  a  child’s  head.  See  12,289. 

馬 市  the  famous  “horse  mar¬ ket, n  opened  under  the  Ming 

dynasty  with  the  Manchu  Tar¬ tars. 

馬錢  a  physician’s  fee. 
出 馬  to  pay  visits, — as  a  doctor. 

w 

7576 

馬尾  a  horse’s  tail;  Pagoda 
Anchorage. 

馬尾兒 a  horse-hair； 

馬 尾 攀 hair  worn  by 
women  | 

馬尾德  a  horse  hair  sieve. 

1 馬尾布 
ci，intz - 

'馬 尾羅  sill:  oif  one  colour  with 

1  coarse  meshe>. 

h 馬頭  a  horse’s  head;  a  stopping- place  for  junks；  a  riverine  vil¬ 

lage；  a  jetty  ；  a  landing-place. 

阻 任馬頭  t0  st0P  the  horsed head, 一 as  of  a  mandarin,  in  order 
to  hand  in  an  urgent  petition. 

馬頭費  wharfage  dues. 馬额 '  a  riding-jacket.  Sec  6313. 

馬 撥 ⑽ overland  courier. 

馬牌子  a  postal  assistant. 馬  an  underling  whose  special business  it  is  to  recover  stolen 

property;  a  detective. 

馬流人  a  vagabond. 

馬蝴 3  a  dragon-fly. 馬路  a  high  road;  the  Maloo in 
Shanghai. 

馬賊  mounted  banditti. 

馬霞子  horse-leeches.  !: 
馬钓茱  a  kind  of  milky  weed. 

馬口鐵 tin  plate- 司 ，馬  the  epistolary  designation of  a  Sub-Prefect  and  a  Depart¬ 

ment  Magistrate ;  the  “Minister 
of  War’’  under  the  Chou  dynasty. 

馬褲  riding-trousers.  j 

馬隊  cavalry. 
4 馬步箭  horse  and  foot  ar¬ 

chery^ 

馬 步雙圈  honourably  men¬ 
tioned  for  both  cavalry  and 
infantry  drill.  ;j 

馬鎗。 ■■馬 手鎗 carbines- 

馬面子  the  front  of  the  leg above  the  knee.  \ 

馬 移_  a  horse-breaker;  a  jockey. 
馬甲  a  Manchu  cavalry  man;  a 
Manchu  i^t-class  private;  a  sort 
of  sleeveless  waistcoat  worn  over 

the  other  clothing. . 

祖  the  patron  god  or  founder 
of  horse-breeding.  3 



馬
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馬躐  the  horse  starts  forward. 

馬 眼岔了  the  horse  shied. 

馬蛇子  a  small  species  of  lizard 
(the  Eremias  argus).  Mollen- 

dorff  writes  麻蛇子  in 

^Vcrtebrata  of  the  province  of 
Chihli, n  p.  63. 

I  馬戲 a  drcus. 

馬乾  fodder  of  horses. 

I 馬店.  a  market  for  horses;  a 
horse-fair. 

奔馬  a  galloping  horse;  ̂ 841. 

走 馬觀碑 reading  off  a 
tablet  as  one’s  horse  gallops  by. 

馬 撒歡兒  the  horse  is  rush¬ 
ing  about  in  play. 

起馬。 r 上馬 t。 mount  a 
horse;  to  start.  [Used  of  offi¬ 
cials  only,  and  probably  fixed  in 
the  language  at  a  time  when  it 
was  customary  for  mandarins  .to 
travel  on  horseback.] 

馬 上 on  horseback;  quickly ; 
with  all  speed ;  at  once.  See 

9729. 

下馬  to  dismount;  to  arrive  at 
a  place. 

初下馬  just  arrived. 

下馬酒  a  banquet  on  arrival. 

單 馬  a  single  horseman. 

並 馬  riding  abreast. 

他 馬莫騎  don’t  ride  another 
man’s  horse, — for  fear  of  acci¬ 
dent.  oce  6566. 

惯騎馬 ，慣 跌歧 those 
accustomed  to  ride  are  accus¬ 
tomed  to  fall. 

敖 羣之馬  one  bad  amongst 
many  good. 

空 霉之馬 one  good  amongst 
many  bad. 

官 居五馬  his  rank  is  that  of 
a  Prefect, — from  a  story  of  five 

brothers,  named  柳  Liu,  who 

all  became  太守  Governors, 
and  of  whom  it  was  said  柳 

氏 門庭五 馬逶迤 
five  horses  in  a  line  at  the  Liu 
family  gate 

馬 囊。 i •馬勃  horse-dung. 
馬勃  Polysaccum^  sp,\  “puff- 

ball； 

馬:
 

7576 

[  944  ] 

牛 溲馬勃 無非藥 even bullocks’  urine  and  horse-dung 
are  medicines, — nothing  is  use¬ 
less. 

馬 到成功  the  moment  my horse  arrives  (as  at  the  scene  of 

war),  the  matter  will  be  accom¬ 
plished, — used  by  a  person 

guaranteeing  to  perform  some 
enterprise,  etc. 

頂馬  an  outrider  who  precedes the  official  chair  of  a  mandarin. 

馬足船 唇之地 the  heel of  a  horse  and  the  bow  of  a 

ship, — dangerous  quarters. 

馬前課  auguries  as  to  a successful  issue  taken  before  a 

journey.  Thus  馬後課  is 

used  in  the  sense  of  being  wise 
after  the  event. 

天馬  “celestial  horse,” 一 said  to have  been  found  etc.  (sec  12,743), 

but  really  brought  from  Ferghana 

(see  6276)  on  its  conquest  in  b.c: 
Also,  a  white  hare. 

101. 

海馬。 r 雉馬 the  winSed horse, — as  seen  on  mirrors  of 
the  Han  dynasty.  Evidently 

“Pegasus,”  an  importation  from 
Bactria.  The  first  is  also  the  seal. 

馬踏 車的事  a  case  of  the knight  on  the  rook, — at  chess, 
alluding  to  a  great  crisis  from 
which  there  is  no  escape. 

牛 代耕而 馬代步 the ox  ploughs  for  us  and  the  horse 
walks  for  us. 

牛 耕田， 馬喋穀 如 ox tills  the  field  and  the  horse  eats 

the  grain, — sic  vos  non  vobis. 

贐不 出金馬 駒子來 
(though  business  is  brisk,)  there 
is  not  a  golden  colt  {i.e.  no  great 

profit)  to  be  made  out  of  it. 

碧鷄金 馬之間  among our  jewel  cocks  and  golden 
steeds, —— Le、 our  able  men. 

馬 不背主  the  horse  never turns  its  back  on  its  master. 

- 馬不行 百馬憂  when 
one  horse  won’t  go,  all  the  rest suffer. 

養瘦馬  to  buy  the  daughters of  poor  people,  teach  them  to 
play  and  sing,  and  then  sell 
them  at  a  large  profit. 

塞翁 失馬莫 非是福 
like  the  old  man  at  the  frontier 

losing  his  horse :  it  was  good 
luck  after  all.  Alluding  to  the 

馬 3
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倜 
7577 

嗎1
 

7S7» 

R •福 

See 馬 

Sinking 

Lower. 

媽1
 

7579 

R .馬麻 

. cma 

C.  \ 

H.^ 

P.  (and 

generally) 

v.  cma 
See  馬  and 

d •銬嬷 

J.  bo 

A.  tneu 
Rising  and 

Even  Lower. 

story  of  a  man  to  whom  the  loss 
of  a  horse  turned  out  a  blessing 
in  the  end. 

心 猿意馬 the  heart  is  likea monkey,  thought  like  a  horse, — for  restlessness  and  speed. 

馬揀花 兒  the  yellow  wagtail. 
^  the  large  red  deer  ( Cervus 
elephas). 

馬胡燒  Lespedeza  macrocarpa^ 
Bge. 

鐵 馬胡燒  Sophora  viciifolia、 
Hance. 

馬蹄香  As  arum  maximum、 
Hemsl. 

馬蘭  Aster  indicus,  L. 

.馬 藺花力 ensata， Thbs- 

馬藍  OT  馬棘  ̂digofera  tine- 

toriay  L. 

馬茶  the  Magyars. 

馬哈麻 Mahomet. 
打馬沙 子 OT 打 馬懶 

子  to  stop  and  take  a  snack on  a  journey. 

Same  as  7585. 

An  interrogative  particle, 
a  corruption  of  麽 7967. 

他 來了嗎  has  he  come? 
法國 的船都 走了嗎 
have  all  the  French  ships  gone 

away  ? 

Read  maA.  To  curse. See  7585. 

A  mare.  An  old  woman  ； 

a  mother. 

大媽  a  paternal  aunt.  Applied as  a  term  of  respect  to  any 
elderly  lady  =  Mrs. 

老媽。 i •阿媽 an  old  woman; 
a  nurse. 

奶蝎  a  wet-nurse. 乾媽  a  dry-nurse;  a  procuress. 

我的螞  Mamma ! 
媽媽  a  mother;  a  wife. 
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7579 

橱‘
 

'  7SSo R •福 
S«e 馬 

Sinking 
Lower. 

媽‘
 

758» 
R. 祕 
See 馬 

Sinking 
Lower. 

瑪 
7S82 

k 馬 
Rising  Lower. 

媽媽本 氏已故 his  wife, 
nie  Shui^was  already  dead. 

女馬步 馬水 motier’s  milk. 

續媽  a  stepmother. 

The  head-board  of  a  bed； 

a  panel  ；  a  board. 

褐桶  a  commode.  See  7576, 

褐子  a  clamp ;  a  dovetail. 

#T 上兩 個揭子 naU  on  a 
couple  of  boards. 

A  monkey;  a  wolf. 

揭插洲  Monkey  Island,  ofif| 
Macao. 

碼3
 

75^3 

7583 

〜 馬 
Rising  Lower. 

Agate  ；  cornelian. 

瑪瑙  cornelian. 

瑪璃珠  cornelian  beads. 

瑪墙文  the  veins  in  cornelian 

苴 草瑪瑙  moss  agate. 

燈草 ，瑶  lamp-wick  agate — a  variety  with  white  veins, 

謄 靑瑪瑙  bloodstone. 

瑪八  a  (foreign)  map. 

Weights,  as  used  in  com¬ 

merce  ； also  the  modern 

telegraphic  “code.”  Used 
with  7582.  / 

法褐。 r 瑪子  weights.  The 
second  is  also  used  for  the  next 
entry. 

碼字  the  business  or  so-called 
“Soochow”  form  of  writing  the 
Chinese  numerals.  See  Tables 
Via. 

笥碼秤  silver  calculated  at 
15!  oz.  to  the  lb. 

足 茼碼秤  full  weight. 
起竭 to  begin  pricing. 

起瑪貨  goods  which  begin  to 
be  worth  pricing, — low  class. 

起 碼大人  the  lowest  official 

whaisa 大人  ，一  a  Taot‘ai.  j 

7584 
R-|li  22- C.  Lnga 

F.  ma* 

See 馬 

Sinking 

Lower. 

馬 

7585 

R. 祕 

c.  # 

H. 丨 _ F.  ma° 

W.  j 

N •卜。 

P. ) 

M. 

Y •卜 

Sz. ) 

K.  ma 
. ba、 me 

A.  ma Sinking 

Lower. 

籌  ̂   counters  used  in  games 

石褐  a  dam  of  stones. 

不馬頭 w  7576_ 
碼號  a  distinguishing  number, 

as  on  packages^  merchandise, 

暗碥 a  secret  code  or  cypher 
See  11,201. 

第 五次板 ABC 碼 
ABC  code， 5th  edition. 

A  sacrifice  offered  to  the 

God  of  Battles  at  starting 

on  a  campaign. 

神 佛祕 an  effigy  of  a  god burnt  in  worship. 

復 祁 I  to  sacrifice  after  a  success¬ 
ful  expedition. 

To  curse  ；  to  abuse  ； 

scold. 

to 

馬人  to  curse  or  abuse  people 

馬人 別褐短  when  abusing people,  do  not  rake  up  their  short¬ 
comings, 一 stick  to  generalities 
as  less  likely  to  cause  a  fracas 

挨馬  to  be  swprn  at. 
禺街  to  swear  at  in  a  public street. 

七 十不打 ，八 十不馬 
do  not  beat  men  of  seventy,  nor 

curse  those  of  eighty  yeats. 

馬 人不用 打草稿 in 
cursing  people,  it  is  not  neces 

sary  to  prepare  a  draft, —  words 
come  easily  as  required. 

羈不 住口。 r 羈不絶 
p|  to  curse  without  ceasing； 

口中 千强盜 ，萬 强盜， 

_ 不絶  口  cursed  him  for a  robber  many  thousand  times 
over. 

咒馬  to  curse;  to  imprecate. 

辱_  to  revile-  to  abuse. 

笑馬  to  ridicule. 

熳馬無 益於事 bad  lan- guage  never  does  any  good、 

行 船打馬 ，停 船說話 
fighting  and  cursing  while  under 

way,  chatting  when  at  anchor, 

Ixjdf  * 
馬 
75»5 

螞:
 

7586 

Rising  Lower. 

一 a  characteristic  trait  of  the  j 
boating  population. 

馬名  a  cursed  name；  bad  repu-l 
tation. 

受馬 to  get  a  bad  name. 

不受禺  not  to  stand  beingl sworn  at. 

馬 他一頓 m 馬他 

聲  give  him  a  scolding. 夂親 可是馬 得的麽 ^ 
is  your  father  a  proper  person  I 

to  swear  at?  1 

A  leech ;  a  locust  (see\ 

5 1 1 8) ;  an  ant. 

解 

7587 

R. 祕 

See 馬 

Sinking 

Lower. 

iSar3 

媽 

7588 

祕 

See 馬 

Sinking 

Lower. 

竭 4 黃  a  leech.  See  7576. 螞 wa4 炸。 i •靑螞 蛛 a| 
grasshopper. 

捕螞! ̂  樸螞炸 to| catch  grasshoppers. 

竭蛛腿  the  sides  or  “legs”  of | spectacles. 

螞 炸眼兒  the  bubbles  inj boiling  water, 

螞蝗  a  locust. 

竭犠 an  ant. 
竭犠布  coarse  cotton  drilling； denixr.o. 

螞鱗 搬泰山 Hke  an  ant| carrying  off  Mount  Ttfai, —  an[ 

impossibility.  • 
虫馬 蜂  ahornet.  6^3567,12,288.1 

螞虎子  a  bogie  word  used  tol frighten  children. 

螞蛇子  a  kind  of  lizard.  ^1 

7576. 、  
」 

To  pile  up/  as  books, 
bales,  etc. 

|5 馬上搏  Pile  UP  the  bricks. 

擠似 賭帮猪  squeezing  as| close  as  a  drove  of  pigs. 

Prawns. 
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R. 759° 麻 
F.  via 
See 麻 

ba 

A.  ma、 mak 
Even  Lower. 

H 

M 

S 

SULjA. 
[  946  ] 

摸 
7589 

m 

7S91 

麻 6a. 

J 
 

ma 
ma、 mu，ai 

See  7985. 

A  frog.  See  4199. 

read  mo' 

Also 

Hemp  [Cannabis)  \  ap¬ 

plied  also  to  other  plants 

furnishing  textile  fibres. 

Used  with  7592.  Radical 
200. 

i 

tti  a 

•  ma、 ha 
A.  ma 

Even  Lower. 

as 

g  子  hemp-seed.  See  below. 

麻子油  hemp-seed  oil. 

麻袋  hemp  bags. 

麻繩索  hemP  cordage. 

麻線  twine;  linen  thread. 

亂麻  tanSled  hemP- 

心 如亂麻  my  mind  is  like 
tangled  hemp, — confused. 

亂 如絲麻 confused 
tangled  silk  and  hemp. 

麻繁  troublesome;  bothering; 
too  many. 

麻布 linen- 

麻棉布 hen  drill/ 

麻蓮布  hemP  sacking. 

麻棉巾 A 布  canvas  and  cotton duck. 

麻衣  mourning-clothes, 

胡麻  flax；  sesamum. 

胡麻油  linseed  oil. . 
野麻  a  malvaceous  plant  that 
furnishes  fibres. 

黃 '麻 ( Corchorus  capsularis^  L. 
yellow  paper,  as  used  by  中 書 

the.  Privy 
to 

the  secretaries 
Council. 

白麻  whitc  paper,— as  used  by 
the  clerks  of  the  Han-lin.  [Nc 
synonymous  with  the  above.] 

I  白麻紙  white  hemp  paper, 一 
used  for  pictures  by  AVang  Hsien 

A.I>.  344 一 388. 
chili. 

7591 

宣麻 to  write  out  an  appoint¬ ment  from  the  Privy  Council. 

大麻油  castor  oil. 

小麻 火麻  Cannabis  sa- 
tivay  L. 

火麻仁  hemp-seed. 
芝麻油  sesamum  oil. 

R 

7592 

麻 

See 麻 

ba 

麻醬  a  soy  of  ground  sesamum seeds. 

麻杆子  a  hemp-stalk;  see  1203 

麻 骨柺杖  a  hemp-stalk  staff, 一 not  to  be  relied  upon. 

麻鞋  straw  sandals. 

績麻  to  twist  hemp. 

麻栗木  teak  wood. 
麻了花  frayed,— as  the  edge of  cloth. 

麻花  a  twist  of  dough;  three 
strands  (of  anything)  twisted 

together. 

使人肉 麻  making  one’s  flesh creep, 一 of  ghost  stories. 

麻藥  an  anaesthetic. 

麻肺湯  hashish. 麻子。 r 王麻子 Peck- marks, -called  Wang  pock-marks, 
from  a  celebrated  sword-maker 
of  that  name,  who  was  heavily 
covered  with  these  scars. 

麻俐  quick;  ready  j  sprightly. 

麻煩  to  keep  on  talking  at；  to 
nag. 

Numbness  ；  paralysis.  See 

7591.  [To  be  distinguished 
from  痳 7161.] 

Even  Lower. 

靡*
 

7593 

R •麻 

See 麻 

Even  Lower. 

磨!
 

7594 

R •麻 

See 麻 

Even  Lower, 

蔴 7595 

顧*
 

7596 

R •麻 

See 麻 

麻 鴨 the  shoveller  bird  {Spatula 
clypeata). 

麻雀  a  sparrow.  See  7597. 

麻黃  an  ephedra;  the  shrubby 
horsetail. 

麻黃湯  a  decoction  of  horse¬ tail  and  other  herbs,  used  as 

Even  Lower 

domestic  sudorific  for  the  cure 
of  colds. 

瑱麻。 r 靑麻 Qr 錄麻 
or  商麻  A  butilon  avicen  tub， 
Gaertn.,  from  which  Ssuch^an 

hbmp  is  made. 

天麻  Gastrodia,  sp. 

麻 頭。1 •麻刀  old  rope  for strengthening  mortar;  tow. 

w 

麻 木  numb;  without  feeling. 

脚痳了  my  foot  has  “gone  to 

sleep.” 

發  to  be  numb;  to  be  feverish. 痳瘋 

痳子  poek- marks. 
出痳  to  have  the  palsy.  Also explained  as  a  kind  of  fever. 

An  old  name  for  the  yak. 

To  see  indistinctly. 

曆 裏暦眢  indistinct; 
fused. 

con. 

Same  as  7591. 

An  obstruction  in  speech. 

麻頁顯 — ，  hsia'、 incoherently 
confusedly. 

7597 

R •隹 

See 

Even  Lower. 

7598 

R. 麻 

A.  mi Even  Lower. 

麼 7599 

A  kind  of  wild  goose. 

魔雀  a  sparrow.  See  7591. 

山 f 雀  a  kind  of  lark. 

A  kind  of  millet. 

See  7967. 
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w 

7600 
•質 
ee 蜜 
Entering 
Lower. 

7601 

.質 
尤蜜 
Entering 
Lower. 

麥
 4 

7602 

陌 
mek 

i.  mak 

meik 

mah 

mai\  me3 . me 

muk 

5z.  mai'  me 
C.  mek 

baku 

K.  mak 

Entering 
Lower. 

Brawny. 

傜儈  strong;  muscular. 

w 

To  strike. 

Wheat.  Also  read  mo 
Radical  199. 

^^子  wheat  or  barley. 

麥穗子  an  ear  of  wheat. 

麥莛  wheat  straw. 
麥苦  the  awn  of  wheat.  See 
7655. 

麥苗  young  wheat. 

麥糠。 r 麥麩  wheat  husk 
chaff. 

麥麵子  wheaten  flour. 

油麥。 r 蒜麥。 ats. 

大麥。 1 ■粗麥 barley. 

小麥 wheat. 
三 角麥。 r 烏麥。 r 驀麥 
buckwheat. 

宿麥  winter  wheat. 

打麥  to  thresh  wheat. 

楊麥子  t6  winnow  wheat. 

拔麥。 r 割麥  to  reap 

麥餘子 chaff- 
要宜参 ，見 三白 if  you 
want  what  is  good  for  your 
wheat  crop,  you  should  see  the 

“third  nine”  (三 九) after  the 
winter  solstice  white  with  snow. 

端午不 插艾， 難喋新 
/I、 麥  if  on  the  5th  of  the  5th 

moon  you  do  not  hang  up  artem- 

isia,  you  will  not  eat  any  new 

wheat, — alluding  to  the  famous 

rebel  黃巢  Huang  Ch‘ao, 
whose  soldiers  had  orders  to 

spare  any  family  exhibiting  a 
bunch  of  artemisia  at  the  door. 

corn 

麥‘
 

7602 

7603 

R 隹 

C.  )  ,• 

H.  i
 細 

F.  mai、 viwai 

W.  ma 
N.  me、 ma^  v. 

moa 

P.  mai^  v.  man 
M.  mai 

Y.  mae 

Sz.  mai 

K.  me 

J.  bai,  mai 
A.  mai 

Even  Lower. 

麥秋  JW  23。2.  I 
0phiopogo7i  japonicus、 Ker.l  ̂ 

小麥冬  Liriope  grambii/olia,  I  r. 
Baker.  I 

麥 碗子  Pisum  L.  j  埋 I  Even  Lower. 

野麥碗 子^^ a  sa/wa,  L. 

金 麥碗子  Ervum  lens,  L. 

麥家公  Lithospermum  arven- szst  L. 

瞿麥  Diant  has  super  bus^  L. 

To  bury  ；  to  conceal  ；  to 

hoard  ；  to  store  up.  See\ 

挟⑴.  Also  read  man^. 

埋葬  to  bury；  to  inter. 
埋人  to  bury  a  person ;  to 
conceal  a  person. 

埋 身隴畝  to  hide  oneselfj among  the  balks  and  acres, — 
of  the  country.  Of  retirement 
from  public  life, 

隱 姓埋名  to  conceal  one’ name  and  surname. 

埋 伏兵馬  to  place  soldiers and  horses  in  ambuscade. 

必 有埋伏  there  is  surely  an ambuscade. 

埋沒  to  conceal;  to  hide, 

埋 沒人心  to  receive  with coldness  the  well-intentioned 

advances  of  any  one；  to  snub; 
to  be  ungrateful  to. 

埋藏 a 收埋  to  hoard  up; to  stow  away  secretly. 

man1  to  nourish  a  grudge 

against;  to  brood  over  wrongs ; 
to  blame  one  for. 

見賈母 4 好些 ，回到 

m 

To  bury.  Used  with| 

7603. Read  lia-.  To  stop  up. 

窒葙  to  stop  up;  to  stuff  up. 
Read  wei'.  Foul  ；  dirty.  | 

鑒明者 塵垢弗 能葙 _ 
if  a  mirror  is  truly  bright,  dust 
and  dirt  cannot  foul  it. 

葙 不生衣  will  not  become  I 
foul  from  defilement, — gold. 

7605 

R 隹 

C.  mai 

I  See  埋 Even  Lower 

買 

7606 

R. 

C.  mai 

H.  mai F.  mae 

W.  vie 
N.  me^ ) 
P. 

M. 

Sz. 

Y.  mae 
K.  me 

J.  mai、 bai A.  mai 

Rising  Lower. 

mat 

自 己 房中埋 

man】 

怨 
seeing  that  Lady  Chia  was  a  I 
little  better,  he  went  back  tof 
his  own  room  to  brood  over  his| 
troubles. 

埋堆  to  heap  up. 

埋頭 埋腦的  burying  head  I and  brains, — pretending  not  tof 
know. 

埋根  to  plant  the  root;  to  spring | 
from;  caused  by. 

埋著  fixed  in  the  earth. 

埋 鍋造飯  to  cook  under j ground, 一 as  soldiers  in  the  field. 

A  sand-storm. 
f°ggry- 

Misty  ;  j 

風 雨霾晦  wind  and  rain| 
darken  the  sky. 

撥 霾見天  to  brush  away  I the  clouds  and  see  the  sky, —  I 
used  of  one  who  clears  his| 
mental  vision. 

霾 兩輪兮 繁四馬 (thehj bodies)  got  entangled  in  the  tw©| 
wheels  (of  the  chariot)  and  ham-1 
pered  the  four  horses. 

To  buy;  to  win  over ；  tol 
suborn.  See  7608. 

買賣  to  buy  and  sell;  trade; | commerce.  See  7608. 

作 買賣 t。 trade. 買賣人  a  tradesman;  a  pro¬ stitute. 

買賣 爭毫厘  buyers  and  I 
sellers  fight  over  fractions. 

貫 賣客人  a  travelling  mer-l 
chant. 

買賣 上門了  business  has  I 
come  to  the  house, — things  are  I 

looking  up,  without  effort  being! mad  亡. 

呌他 學着做 買賣去 t 
bade  him  go  and  learn  to  trade.  I 

買到  bought, 一  when  delivery has  been  taken. 

買定  bought， 一 as  when  bargain- money  has  been  deposited. 

買 空  to  make  a  time-bargain, 
paying  over  or  receiving  the 

difference.  [So 賣 空. Both 

forbidden  by  Chinese  law.] 

買空賣 空之害 the  evils of  speculation. 



7606 

:分數 次買之 bought  it  on 
several  different  occasions, 一 a 

j  little  at  a  time,  as  poison. 

I  買受  to  acquire  by  purch
ase. 

質 主  the  purchaser.  See  2526
. 

買  a  customer. 

貝存  to  buy  a  stock  of.. 

買笑  to  buy  mirth,  —  to  pay 

7608 

r .丨 . 

M.  >  mai 
Sz.  \ 

Y.  vi  ae 
7)U 

[•  ”iai、 bai 

A.  mai  • 

Sinking 

Lower. 

money  to  be  amused. 

買盤兒  the  market  rate. 
這個 東西我 買不起 

I  cannot  afford  to  buy  this, 

cf,  can’t  “rise”  to  such-and-s^ch 
a  figure, 

你 先把東 西買下 
what  you  want  beforehand. 

這個 價兒你 可買不 

下來  you  can’t  buy  it  for this  price  elsewhere. 

這個價 兒買得 出來 
I  can  buy  it  for  this  elsewhere. 

買 劳痒  a  house-steward;  used  for 
a  “conipradore”  in  a  foreign hong. 

買名  to  get  one's  name  up;  to become  notorious. 

買怕  to  give  hush-money 

會買 莫買怕 人 ifymiare 
good  at  buying,  don't  be  so  good 

as  to  frighten  people,  ** selling  you  anything. 

買囑  to  suborn;  to  bribe. 

買 服人心 t。 win 
people’s  hearts. 

寧 買不値 ，不 買喋食 
you  may  buy  what  is  not  worth 

•the  money,  but  you  may  not 
buy  eatables, — of  which  nothing 

from 

remains. 

噴 2
 7607 R •蟹 

See 買 

Rising  Lower. 

— fcr  4 

買 

7608 
i 《.卦 

C.  md\ 

II.  mai 
Y,jnac 

W. ，，h 
N.  "4 

The  bleating  of  sheep. 

To  sell.  To  show  off 

to  make  a  display  of；  to 

pretend  to.  See  7606. 

說過 不寶了  I  have  said I  will  not  sell , it. 

現在 我的貨 賣不出 

948 
去  I  can’t  sell  anything  just 
now. —— of  a  bad  market. 

新年 甚麽都 賣不動 
nothing  sells  at  the  New  Year. 

賣起來  to  begin  to  sell;  to rise  in  price. 

價錢賣 起來了 the  pHce has  risen. 

賣  價  to  sell  at  a  high  price. 

賣漏了  to  sell  dirt  cheap, 未箅買 先箅賣 
buying,  calculate  as  to  selling. 

會賣 莫賣怕 人 if  you  are good  at  selling,  do  not  be  so 
good  as  to  frighten  people, 
frpm  buying. 

早 賣開張 ，腕 賣收市 
to  open  business  with  an  early, 
and  to  close  business  with  a  late 

sale, — two  pretexts  upon  which 
shopkeepers  pretend  to  sell  at  a 
ruinous  reduction. 

賣主。 r 賣客  the  seller. 

賣 與華人  to  sell  to  Chinese. 

胃  a  bill  of  sale. 

出 賣  for  sale. 賓^力  to  work  as  a  coolfe,  etc. 

賣  ̂   to  sell  goods  “to  arrive; time-bargains. 

賣 喋兒的  a  hawker  of  food, 

何 敢賣我 haw  dare  yc)u 
betray  me? 

賣 身  to  be  a  prostitute. 

賣  to  make  a  display  of  one’s 
skill. 

賣本事  to  show  off  one’s 

ability. 

賣富  to  make  a  display  of  one’ 
wealth. 

賣 個人情  to  make  a  笔 how of  kindly  feeling. 

賣  {mai、， nung)  to  show  off; 
to  deceive ;  to  pla/ the  fool  with 

賣  寻*  段  to  show  off  one’s 
skill. 

賣 弄丰情  to  put  on  captiv ating  airs  and  graces. 

賣 食流。 r 賣面光 
show  oneself  off, — as  a  woman, 
with  a  view  to  attract  attention 

賣 藝的。 r 賣武的 
acrobat；  a  mountebank；  an  ath lete. 

7608 

賣藝 的應行 
one  to  his  trade;  that’s  hi 
business  (no  wonder  he  does  i 

well). 

賣 座兒的  the  attendant 
at  a  theatre. 

賣 刀買牛  to  sell  swords  an 
buy  oxen,— for  ploughing,  as  wa done  by  the  bandits  & 渤鴻 

P‘o-hai  when  the  virtuous  翼 遂 

Kung  Sui  was  in  office. 

賣 文  to  sell  one’s  own  essay 

賣 冷  to  excite  commiseratio by  shivering. 

賣 頭賣脚  to  expose  onese 
to  the  public  gaze. 

賣城  to  sell  a  city  into  tli enemy’s  hands. 

賣 缺  to  sell  the  only  one  thei 
is  of  the  kind. 

賣司 ̂  to  boast  of  it;  to  make 
boast. 

賣 擴 [ to  transfer  leprosy, — fro】 a  woman  to  a  man. 

澴 2
 

7609 

R •蟹 

See 買 

Rising  Lower. 

One  of  the  headwaters  ( 

the  泊羅  Mi-lo  river,  whic rises  in  Kiangsi  and  flov 

into  the  Tung-t‘ing  lake.1 

w 

7610 

R •蟹 

See 買 

Rising  Low^r. 

A  name  for  various  milk 

plants ;  Lactuca. 

苦賛菜  Sonchus  arvensis， ' 
and  S.  oleraceus,  L. 

PlK  ：S：  ̂   a  small  ann
ual  growi in  damp  places  {Saussurea  affin 

Spreng.). 

宜賛菜 w  3012 - 

to 
7611 

R. 陌 

G.  vtek 

H.  met、 

F.  meik 

W.  ma 
N.  mah 

P.  rnP M.  me 

Y.  muk 

K.  vi ek 

J.  baku、 miaku 
A.  mak 

Wild  tribes  of  the  nort 

To  grow  up  silently.  < 

rectly  read  mo 供 

Entering 

Lower. 

蠻貊  wild  tribes  of  the  soi 
and  north. 

貊 其德音 the  fame  of 

virtue  silently  grew. 
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b 禺 

7619 

il、
 

,e 賣
 

Sinking 
Lower. 

邁‘
 

7620 

卦 
丨 mdi 

•  mai 

mat 

fne、v.  maan、 

饥 ok、 mah 

. viae 

、mae 

mai 

.mat 

Sinking 
Lower. 

陌 See  8017. 

7612 

貉 See  3973. 

7613 

脈 See  8011. 

7614 

m Same  as  8ci  1. 

7615 

m See  8014. 

7616 

驀 See  7997. 

7617 

w To  exert  one’s  strength. 

7618 
Used  with  6967. 

inaan 勘相 國 家  t。 exert  oneseli 
for  the  State. 

勒種德  t0  sedulously  cultivate 
Sinking 
Lower. 

virtue. 

To  brag. 

_不 自覺  he  brags  without 
knowing  it. 

To  go  on  a  journey  ；  to 
iroceed  ；  to  surpass  ；  to 

exceed  ；  to  pass  by.  To 

make  a  royal  progress. 

行 邁靡靡  slowly  I  moved 
about. 

如 I  彼  he  is  like  a  man 
going  astray. 

今我 不樂， 日 月其邁 
if  we  do  not  enjoy  ourselves  now, 
the  days  and  months  will  have 

gone. 

謝別  W  邁  Profuse  in  thanks 
and  parting  words. 

邁 ― •  ̂  to  take  a  step. 

不能 邁步。 r 邁不開 
步來  unable  to  move  a  step. 

邁 
4 

7620 

m 

7621 

R •寒 

See 瞞 

Even  Lower. 

満
 3 

7622 

R •旱 

C.  mun 
H.  man F.  mwang、 

mang 

W.  mo 
N.  mouh 

P, 

man 

M, 

Sz. 

Y.  mou 

K.  man 
[•  ban,  man 

A.  man 

Rising  Lower. 

邁大步 行 t<3  walk  with  great strides;  to  stalk  along. 

不 必前邁  there  is  no  need for  this  journey. 

邁衆 起羣  surpassing  all others ;  facile  prhiceps、 

長 而高邁  as  he  grew  up  he 
overtopped, -his  contemporaries 

年邁。 r 老邁。 ld;  aged. 

上有年 邁二親  above  me I  have  two  aged  parents. 

時 邁其邦  now  he  is  making a  progress  through  the  States 

視 我邁邁  he  thinks  of  me without  any  regard. 

邁路  imitation  of  the  word “mile.” 

邁態  dull;  useless;  stupid. 

To  cover  over；  to  lay 

down,  as  tiles. 

Full；  complete.  Manchu 

滿滿的 fui1. 
滿 實。 r  充滿  full;  filled. 

溜滿  brim  ful1. 
已滿大 半 already  more  than . half  full. 

倒滿  t。 pour  full. 
載瞞  to  load  full  up. 

滿 載而歸  may  you  re l urn home  fully  laden !— with  honours. 

滿流  the  full  tide.  Also,  banish 
men t  to  the  maximum  distance 

of  3000  li. 

滿 腹經綸  full  of  learning. 

滿 口春風  full  of  pleasant speeches,— as  one  who  is  given 
to  saying  agreeable  things. 

滿 口胡說  to  talk  arrant nonsense. 

滿身  the  whole  body. 

滿門  the  whole  family. 

滿面。 r 滿臉 all  over  the face. 

on 

満1  i 滿下 巴鬍子  a  full  beard 
7622  i 滿心  the  whole  heart. 

心 猶未滿  still  not  satisfied. 

I  
• 

滿地  all  ov  r  the  ground. 

天上雲 彩滿了  the  sky 
is  covered  with  clouds. 

滿嘴。 1 •滿 嘴裏 keep 
saying. 

飲  io  drink  a  full  cup. 

ifl 街  the  whole  of  the  streets; 
all  over  the  place. 

滿世界  all  over  the  world. 

滿年  a  whole  year. 
滿十年  at  the  end  of  ten  vear>\ 

滿月 w 

箭日 011  the  expiration  of  the 
term.  Also,  a  full  period  of 

sun,  a  phrase  used  to  sign 赖 

^during  the  magistrate’s  plea¬ 
sure, n  in  reference  to  the  punish¬ ment  of  the  cangue,  etc. 

滿任  on  completion  of  a  term of  office. 

滿期  at  the  expiralion  of  the 
term. 

滿枇  the  full  term  of  ；i  1  erase. 

滿 服。 rj 婿 孝&“11。6中1*:11:_ 
of  mourning. 

滿 應滿許  to  promise  mosc| positively. 

滿祕  comphite  blessedness 

滿意  fully  satisfied. 

旣不滿 意於楊 sinee  he w^is  not  altogether  pleaded  wilh 

(Miss)  Yang, — as  a  prospective wife. 

滿招楨  pride  brings  loss.  S (•‘ 
1722. 
志 自滿 ，九 族乃釀 
when  a  man  is  too  full  uf  hi  it¬ 

self,  his  nine  grades.  0/  kinsmen 
desert  him. 

果有不 滿之處 if  he  has 
" lly  behaved  in  any  unbe 
coming  manner. 

滿貫菲  thefts  ofiamounts  of Tls.  50  or  upwards,  Ipunishable 

by  banishment.  »  ‘ 

滿天 星宫嬌 the spangled  officials  chair, — of  a 
Chinese  (as  distinguished  from 
a  Manchu)  bride,  covered  with 

a  number  of  tin'  buttons. 



M-AJNT 
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xljb3 滿 
7622 

C.  mutt 
H.  man 

F.  ?nwang 
W.  ind 

N.  inoun^  v 
bouh 

滿掌  a  full  hand’s  breadth. 

滿江紅  a  large  sort  of  junk for  rich  travellers. 

滿洲  Manchu  (or  Manchow). 

滿洲 I  Manchu  literature. 

滿洲話  the  Manchu  spoken 
language. 

滿—人  a  Manchu.
 

滿漢  Manchus  and  Chinese. 

滿漢席  dinners  in  both Manchu  and  Chinese  styles. 

滿蒙 漢  Manchu， Mongol,  and Chinese. 

滿慈子  the  Son  of  Complete 
Charity  ,-Purnamaitrayaniputtra, 
one  of  the  personal  disciples  of 
Shakyamuni. 

滿束! i 加  Malacca. 

滿子㈣ 。1 :滿濡 Manjusri See  12,633. 

滿哺 Mollah, 一 used  by  the  Jews 
in  China  for  those  persons  who 

were  appointed  to  rule  the 

synagogue. 

7625 

r. 寒 

C.  itnun 

W.  S.m'6 
P.  cman 
M.  s.man 

Y.  cmaa 

J.  kan 

A.  mart 
Even  Lower. 

曼 

7626 

R •寒翰 2 •备 

C.  man 
N.  maah 

See  j： 曼 

Even  and Sinking 

Lower. 

瞞:
 

R. 

7623 

寒 

Half-closed  eyes.  To 

deceive  •’  to  blind. 

p. 

m.  i 
 ” ⑽ Y.  mou 

Sz.  man 

K.  man 

J.  tnan、 ban 
A.  man 

Even  Lower. 

欺瞞。 r 瞞哄。 r 瞞騙 t。 
deceive;  to  cheat. 

不瞞 先生說  I  will  not  dis¬ 
guise  the  fact,  sir,  that . 

實不 相瞞1  will  not  conceal 
anything  from  you. 

瞞得住  able  to  deceive. 
瞞 得過人 ，瞞 不過天 
you  can  deceive  man,  but  you 
cannot  deceive  God. 

滿 
7624 R •寒 

Scc 瞒盤 
m 

Even  Lower. 

隱瞞  to  hide  from;  reticent. 
See  5017. 

包瞞。 r 藏瞞  to  conceal  from. 

瞒 漬  to  deceive  by  one’s  repre sentations. 

瞞心 眛己  to  deceive  and 
•  muddle  oneself. 

瞞目  to  throw  dust  in  the  eyes  of. 

To  jump  over. 

Read  p^an1'2.  To  limp 

蹣跚 t。  walk  with  a  rolling  gait: 

7627 

R. 諫 

See 慢 

Sinking 

Lower. 

A  large  round  face. R. 

顢項 （Qr  斩） vacillating; shilly-shallying. 

C.  viuji 
H.  man 

F.  rnang 

W.  ma 

N.  moun、 ?naati 

P.  I 

J  man 

M. 

Wide;  long ；  large. 

Y.  mou 
Sr.  man K.  man 

[. ban、 man 

A.  man 
Even  Lower. 

曼 wanK  且碩  very  wide 
and  large, 一 of  buildings. 

曼衍  to  spread  on  all  sides, - as  water  poured  out. 

路旻曼  (man1  man1)  the  road 
is  long. 

平脅 ： smooth  ribs  and sleek  flesh, -as  of  a  well-nourished 

person. 

曼辭 以自解  elegant  lan guage  in  explanation, — said  of 

司馬遷  Ssti-ma  Ch‘ien. 

曼 倩偷桃  may  Man-ch‘ien steal  a  peach  for  you ! 一 alluding 
to  the  story  of  five  peaches 

presented  to  武帝  Wu  Ti  ofl the  Han  dynasty  by  西壬毋 

in  person  in  the  presence  of  the 

famous  東方朔  Tung-fang 

So  (otherwise  Man-ch^ien).  The old  lady  explained  that  her  peach 
trees  remained  in  blossom  3,000 

years,  and  in  fruit  3,000  years 
more;  and  she  complained  that 

Tung-fang  So  had  robbed  her 
orchard  thrice.  Hence,  the 

phrase  has  become  a  wish  of 

long  life. 

曼跎羅  (in  India)  Erythrina indie  a  y  Lam.  (In  China)  Datura 

alba、 Nees,  and  Camellia  jap。， 
nica}  L.  Sanskrit :  manddra. 

Negligent；  remiss.  Usee 
with  7631. 

_ 子寬而 不华! the  suPer. 
ior  man  is  easy-going  but  not 
remiss. 

慢些  stop  a  little;  go  slower. 

墁
 J 

7628 

寒翰 

7629 

諫 
> 

See 慢 

R. 

To  cover,  as  with  plaste 

etc.  See  7x60.  Used  wit 

7638. 
墁牆  to  plaster  a  wall. 

$  g  to  lay  til
es. 

毁 瓦畫墁  to  break  the  til 
and  disfigure  the  plastering,- 
of  a  house. 

士 曼地板  to  lay  boards  dov 
for  a  floor. 

to  pave  with  bricks. 

Sinking 

Lower. 

幔
 ‘ 

7630 

R. 翰 

C.  man 
N.  ?ndan F.  mang'v, 

mwang 

Y.  mou 

See 慢 

Sinking 

Lower. 

慢 
4： 

To  despise;  to  insult. 

汚嬡  t。 vilify. 

褻嬡  to  scorn. 倡 媛鬼神 t()  desPise  1 

gods. 
侮嫂  to  slight. 
A  curtain  ；  a  screen.  S 

3400. 

轎慢  the  curtains  of  a  seda chair. 

中 章慢  to  screen  off. 参帛慢  embroidered  curtains, 

慢子  a  curtain. 幔得這 面大鼓 t。 c。、 
such  a  large  drum  as  this. 

7631 

R .諫 

CH.i 

man 

F.  mahg^  \ 

maing^  metng 

W.  via N.  ntaan 

p. 

M.  >  man 

Sz. ) 

Y.  maa 

K.  man 

J.  ban、 man 
A.  man 

Sinking 

Lower. 

Slow,  as  opposed  (ph 

sically)  to 快 6336,  ar 

(mentally)  to 梳 510 

Dilatory  ；  remiss ;  neglec 

ful;  rude.  See  1863. 

慢慢 {vianx  waw1)  or  慢  ̂  
slowly ;  more  slowly. 

慢走 or 慢行 g。 slowly; 
not  go! 

不 快不慢  neither  fast  1 

slow. 

太慢  too  slowly. 
且慢  stop  a  minute !  not  so  fa 

慢驚  slow  convulsions, 
children’s  complaint. 

慢板  slow  time,— ：in  music, 

慢 手慢脚  slow  of  hand 
foot, 一 as  a  person  who  is 

quick  of  movement. 



慢
 4 

7631 

慢說  be  slow  to  say;  not  to 
mention  that . ;  let  alone 
that . 

慢 道如此  be  slow  to  speak 
thus；  do  not  say  this. 

做秦 無急慢 in  doing 
things,  neither  precipitate  nor 
slow. 

慢性  an  easy  or  sluggish  dis-i 
position;  a  slow-coach. 

懶幔  lazy  and  procrastinating. 

慢麟盜  to  neglect  to  put 
things  away  teaches  people  to 
steal.  See  5180. 

慢待  to  treat  discourteously. 

怠慢。 r 有慢。 r 簡慢 
rudely. 

輕  ̂   slightingly;  contemptuous. 

慢 不經心  wanting  in  care ;  I 
remiss. 

w 

7632 

寒翰 
光墁 
Even  and 

Sinking 
Lower. 

To  covet.  A  plough¬ 

share.  Name  of  a  thorny 
tree. 

w 

7633 

•寒翰 • 

H 曼 

Even  and 

Sinking 
Lower. 

Water  overflowing； 

spreading ；  diffused；  bound¬ 

less  ； wild  ；  reckless ;  very 
[see  7035).  The  reverse  of 

a  coin；  see  5665  and  7368. 

水 漫河堤  the  river  has  over¬ 
flowed  the  embankment. 

爛漫  scattered ;  dispersed ;  I 
diffused.  See  6717. 

漫漫  far  and  wide；  far  off;  long. 

指東西 之漫漫  pointed  I 
out  the  great  extent  from  east 
to  west. 

漫 漫大霧  a  dense  fog. 

汗漫  boundless ;  illimitable. 

漫種  to  sow  broadcast. 

彌 漫天恩  the  boundless 
favour  of  the  Emperor. 

澶 漫爲樂  gushing  over 
music, — ranking  it  too  highly  as 
an  elevating  factor  in  society. 

我漫 說一句  I  venture  to 
remark, — as  follows. 

漫‘
 

763i 

縵 S
 

7634 

R •翰諫 

C.  man 

N.moun^  maan 

See 場慢 

Sinking 

Lower. 

蔓 7635 

w 

7636 

R •寒 

See 戈曼 

Even  Lower. 

二曰 2 缦 
7637 

R •寒翰 

Y.  mou3^  mad* 

See 場慢 

Even  and Sinking 

Lower. 

漫記之  I  just  make  a  note  of 
it, — for  what  it  may  be  worth. 

漫題  the  above]  is  what  I 
venture  to  state, — at  end  of  a 

preface. 

無限制  perfectly  inde- finite. 

漫 m  open  country. 
漫滅  to  vanish;  to  disappear. 

漫飛 or  fluttering  about. 

漫 著他行  to  encroach  on his  province. 

大 水漫不 過橋去 
though  great,  the  water  does 
not  rise  over  the  bridge, — the 
subordinate,  though  clever,  must 

not  take  too  much  upon  himself. 

漫愁  to  worry  about. 

漫 不加意  to  take  no  interest 
in;  to  pay  no  attention  to. 

漫無稽 查  absolutely  neglect- ing  to  investigate. 

漫窮  miserably  poor. 

漫 作人面  on  the  reverse,  I a  man’s  face. 

Thin  plain  silk.  Unad¬ 
orned  ； simple. 

縵田  untilled  land.  I： 
卿雲 爛兮轧 縵縵兮 

the  auspicious  clouds  exhibit  the 

loveliness  of  simple  white  silk. 

操縵 (  manK)  to  manipulate  the  I strings, — as  of  a  guitar. 

See  12,487. 

Large,  baggy  clothes. 

^  ̂   ̂   full-bottomed  trousers.
 

To  deceive  ；  to  insult. 

To  fear. 

以 杜吏謾  in  order  to  check the  peculation  of  petty  officials. 

晉  exaggerated  talk. 

誕護 j  to  break  one’s  word, to  impose  upon. 

二曰 2 

IX 

7637 

7638 

R •寒翰 

C.  mttn F.  imwang^  v. 

cming 

W.  ma 

P.  man3 
Y.  mou° 

K.  man 

J.  ban、 man Even  and 

Sinking 

Lower. 

7639 

R •寒‘ C.  man、 men^ 
mun 

H.  man F.  mwang^  v. 

ming 

W.  md,  ma 

N.  moun、 viaati 

p- ) 

M.  >  man 

Sz. ) ' 
Y.  tnou 

K.  tnan 
J.  tnan^  hart 
A.  man 
Even  Lower. 

7640 

R •删寒 

See 場慢 

Even  Lower. 

繼 以謾馬  he  followed  this up  by  personal  abuse. 

大謾  too  vague;  thisis nonsense f 

莫謾 愁沽酒 d。 not  k afraid  that  I  cannot  pay  for  the 
wine. 

Read  man4.  Slow.  Used 
with  7631  and  7633. 

A  trowel  ；  the  “reverse” 
of  a  coin  ；  see  8061  (man4)、 

7633,  5665.  Used  with 

7628. 
坭鏝 鏝刀  a  trowel. 
錢鏝兒  the  side  of  a  cash\ which  has  no  Chinese  characters ; 
the  reverse. 

猜 字鏝兒  to  play  “heads  orl 
tails.”

  
： 

Steamed  dumplings. 

儀 頭  steamed  dumpiings,  used 
as  bread  in  Peking.  * 

饅頭驛 。> •木 饅頭 the 
dried  fruit  of  Ficus  stipulata. 

Beautiful  hair  ；  a  head¬ 
dress  ； a  chaplet  ；  a  fringe. 

貫雹 爲華鬉 t。 thread  hail- 
stones  for  a  head-dress. 

眞 金 髮 （one  who  wears)  a head-dress  of  pure  gold, -the  wife 
of  Kunala,  noted  for  her  fidelity 

to  a  disgraced  husband. 

髏鬉  (those  who  wear)  a head-dress  of  skull  bones, — the 

Kapalikas,  an  heretical  Indian 

sect.  • 指鬉  a  rosary  of  finger-bones^l 

菩窿鬉  a  head-dress  worn  byl members  of  a  mission  from 

詔  in  the  period  K‘ai  Yuan of  the  T‘ang  dynasty.  Also,  a 
kind  of  musical  drama  performed 

before  Hsiian  Tsung  of  the  T‘ang 
dynasty. 
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ISOLANGr 

7641  - R. 寒 
C.  man^ 
H.  man 

viwang 

W.” 以 

N.  viottn 

M. 
 }  man K.  man 

[•  ban、 man 

A.  man 

Even 
 
Lowe

r. 

漫 
7642 

埋 
7^43 

7^44 

卜删 See^j^ 

Even  Lower. 

The  eel. 

鰻鱺魚  the  Peking  eel  {An¬ 
guilla  pekincnsis). 

侮身鑣  a  large  species  ofj 
conger  eel. 

海顧  a  brown  eel,  common  at 
Shanghai. 

齒善  eels  of  all  kinds. 

Same  as  7633. 

See  7603. 

The  barbarous  tribes  of 

the  south  ；  savage ;  uncivi¬ 

lised  ； see  1 2,989.  A  py¬ 
thon. 

南蠻 w 瞥于  the  southern 
barbarians.  From  the  second 

term  comes  the  Manzi  or  Manji 
of  Marco  Polo；  also  a  name 
for  the  red-tailed  shrike. 

洋 W 南） 蠻子  southern 
Chinese, 一 a  term  of  contempt 
used  by  northerners. 

蠻夷  wild  tribes  in  general. 

蠻 文蚓結 總無稽 心 
Man  script  is  like  wriggling 
worms,  one  can  make  nothing 

蠻洞  a  region  of  barbarians 
where  all  the  animals  are  hairless 

蠻性  wild;  ungovernable. 

蠻賴。 r 打蠻講 t。 talk  like 
a  savage. 

亦可 見鄕人 之蠻矣 
from  which  may  be  seen  what 
savages  peasants  are. 

蠻力  herculean  strength. 

7] 蠻  violent;  passionate. 

1 旱  rowdy  ；  overbearing. 

肆  口蠻馬  t。 rail  wildly  at 

見其如 此野蠻  seeing 
this  wild  disorderly  behaviour 
of  his. 

鞔,
 

7645 

R .寒 

See 瞒 

Even  Lower. 

忙,
 

7646 

.陽 

C. ( 

H.  I  mo
 叫 • 

F.  moung 

W.  mo  a 
N.  mong 

P. ) 

M 

Y. 

Sz  ‘ 

mang 

来,
 

A  shoe.  A  thong, 

cover  with  skin. 

.) 

K.  mang 

[. md、bd 
A.  mang 

Even  Lower. 

To 

答之如 擊輓革  flogging him  was  like  beating  the  sole 

of  a  shoe, — of  no  effect. 

鞔鼓皮  to  cover  a  drum. 

ISOLANGr. 

Busy  ；  occupied  ；  hurried  ； 
flustered. 

忙 得狠  忙 活活的 
very  busy. 

to  help  in  occasions  of 

emergency,  when  extra  hands 
are  necessary. 

or 

忙亂 忙 卒 w 忙 迫 
忙忙 碌碌。 r 忙 忙 切 

切  busy;  flurried;  in  a  bustle. 

忙速。 r 急 忙 慌忙 
quickly;  hurriedly. 

受  to  be  hurried  or  pressed 
for  time. 

$  要  ft  don’t  be  in  a  hu
rry. 

不要 著  亡  don’t  be  flurried. 

忙甚麽  what  are  you  in  a hurry  about  ? 

忙中 恐夸錯 f°r  fear  of 
making  a  mistake  in  the  hurry. 

[The  more  haste,  the  less  speed.] 

忙 尋不及  had  not  time  to 

get. 

忙 不過來  I  have  no  time  to. 

連 忙着去  make  haste  and 

go. 

雲 靖月忙 like  the  moon 
hurrying  through  the  passing 
clouds. 

有福的 人不在 忙 lucky people  needn’t  hurry. 

7647 

R. 陽 

See  4 亡 

A.  vong 

Even  LoWer. 

The  ridge-pole  in  a  roof. 

r 

7648 

R. 陽 

See 忙 

Even  Lower. 

Ht
1 

7649 

R •庚 

See 很 

A.  maing 

Even  Lower. 

ft
* 

7650 

R. 陽 

See 茫 

Even  Lower. 

r 

7651 

设 •庚 

c. 

mang 

H. 

F. 

W.  mae 

N.  mong 

P.  mang^  m eng Y.  mung 
K.  meng 

J.  bo、 mid 

A， maing 

Even  Lower. 

Wide  ；  expansive. 

Farmers  ；  rustics.  Also 
read  ineng1.  Same  as  7790 

以田 里安甿  he  satisfied 
the  peasants  with  fields  and villages. 

A  crude  saltpetre.  See 

7657- 

Blind. 

無曈 子曰盲 having  n。 pupil  to  the  eye  is  called  mang. 

See  6244. 

盲眼  blind， — as  when  the  eye¬ ball  is  destroyed. 

困偏盲  blind  of  one  eye. 

問道於 盲 tQ  ask  a  bIind 
man  the  way; — to  learn  from  an 
incompetent  teacher. 

盲人 騎瞎馬  a  blind  man 
on  a  blind  horse, — likely  to  come 

to  grief. 

似盲人 信步行 like  a 
blind  man  walking  at  random, — liable  to  slips. 

發鷄盲  to  have  night-blind¬ 

ness. 

盲年  ̂   year  without  a  立春 
“beginning  of  spring”  festival. 

盲於  AH、 blindness  of  heart. 

jjj^  己 則盲  those  w
ho  look  at 

themselves  are  blind, 一 to  their own  faults. 

盲公餅  cakes  of  rice-flour, 
sugar  and  sesamum,  —  thought 

to  resemble  a  blind  man’s  eye. 

盲風  a  violent  wind. Read  huang.  See  9300. 
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7652 

•陽 
ee 忙
 

maing 

sven  Lower. 

tir 
7653 

•陽 
se 忙 
2ven  Lower. 

茫 2
 

7654 

.陽 

尤忙 
•cman^ 
imang 

Sven  Lower. 

Blackened  grain. 

Name  of  a  hill,  the  北 

山， near  洛陽  Lo-yang 
in  Honan,  noted  as  the 

burying-place  of  many  fa¬ 
mous  men. 

see 
Vague.  Vast；  expansive ； 

13,540. 

茫茫的 far  and  wide. 

視茫茫  my  sight  is  dim. 

苦 海茫茫  a  bitter  shoreless 
sea. 

7655 
.陽 

. ntong、 
miong 

:ett 
: ven  Lower. 

茫  堪 輿^  the  boundlessness of  creation. 

倉 (or  茫  vast；  boundless 

茫 無界限 undefined. 

茫 無頭緖  without  any  de¬ 
finite  plan  ；  vague. 

茫然  vague ;  unawares. 

署 士人茫 然不知 the 
people  in  the  office  knew  ab¬ 
solutely  nothing  about  it. 

Erianthus  japonicus、 

Beauv.,  and  other  similar 

grasses.  The  awn  or  beard 

of  grain  ；  a  sharp  point 

[see  12,407)；  a  ray  of  light. 

Extensive  ；  numerous. 

針尖對 麥芒兒 a  needle’！ 
point  opposing  an  awn  of  wheat, 
— diamond  cut  diamond. 

苦 刺在背  he  has  prickles 
down  his  back,  —  of  a  person 

who  sits  stiffly  without  .moving. 

蜂芭  a  sharp  point. 

光芒  a  ray  of  light;  a  flash. 

芒神 a 牛芒  see  8346. 

苦鞋  straw  sandals. 

苦種  bearded  grain, — a  solar 
term,  falling  about  the  6th  June. 

上苦 and 下苦  sprlTig  and 

76jS 

7656 

R. 
See  亡 

Even  Lower. 

硭1
 

7657 

这陽 

See  ij 亡 

Even  Lower. 

m 

7658 

k •陽 

See  4 亡 

Even  
Lower. 

-
m
 

7659 

R 江 

C.  p、ong 
H.  / 

F •丨  man
g 

W.  mo  a N.  mohg 

P.  viang 

M.  p、 ang Y.  mang 

K.  pang^  mang 
[•  bd、 mo A.  mang 

Even  Lower 

m 

7660 

R'；X 

C.  p、o”g 

H. ( 

I  man
g 

W.  moa、 boa N.  mong 
P.  I 

M.  I  m
a 叩 

. mang、 pang 

bd、 mo A.  moung 

Even  Lower. 

autumn  terms  for  payment  of 
taxes. 

洪 水芒苦  when  the  waters of  the  deluge  spread  abroad. 

笆 芭其稼  far  and  wide  he sowed  his  crops. 

Hurried  ；  flurried.  Usee 

with  7646. 

恍 然無以 應 he  was  so flurried  he  could  not  answer 

A  mineral  soil  which 

furnishes  把硝  an  impure 
form  of  saltpetre.  See  7650 

A  sharp  point. 

微絶  rather  sharp. 

筆 鈀勁捷  a  trenchant,  vi 
gorous  style. 

A  shaggy-haired  dog 

the  Tibetan  mastiff.  Varie¬ 

gated  ； parti-coloured. 

無使 尨也吠  do  not  make the  dogs  bark. 

尨服  parti-coloured  clothes. 

尨茸  a  disordered  appearance 

A  rock.  Great  ；  numer¬ 
ous  ； abundant.  Used  with 

7659- 
in  comfort  or  well-being. 

Also,  simple;  plain ;  straight. 

民 生敦庞  the  people  multi¬ plied  greatly. 

敦 m 之俗  simple  customs. 

.湛 恩庞洪  very  deeply  in¬ debted  for  favours  received. 

爲下國 .駿庞  he  supported the  States  as  a  strong  steed  does, 
— its  burden. 

不和政 Mi  f  (the  officials)  are not  in  harmony,  the  government 

becomes  a  tangled  confusion. 

咙
 2 

j66i 

r. 江 

Sec 驟 

A. bang 

Even  Lower. 

m 

7662 

m 
7663 

R. 江 

See 尨 馳 

A.  mang 

Even  Lower. 

m 
7664 

r. 红 

& 馳 

A. bang 

Even  Lower. 

犹 
7665 

If 

7666 

R •江 

C.  mong 

See 龙 

A.  moung 

Ev«n  Lower. 

A  jargon  of  dialects. 

鄕音 p 危雜  a  confused  sound 
of  various  dialects. 

Same  as  7660. 

Water  flowing. 

诡河  a  small  affluent  of  the Yellow  River  in  Honan. 

An  ox  with  black  anc 

white  stripes. 

摊 牛兒苗  Erodium  sp. 

Same  as  7659. 

A  horse  with  a  white 

ace. 

莽
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7667 

r •養 

C.  mong H. 【mong、 

^mang 

F.  moung 

W.  moa 

N.  mong 

&.) . 

) mang 

Sz. ) 

K.  viahg 

7/i  0^  do , mang 

Rising  Upper. 

Jungle；  undergrowth. 
Rustic  ；  rude.  A  species  of 

bamboo,  with  joints  close 

together. 

草 恭之臣  a  grass-and，plant 
official, — a  scholar  who  resides 
in  the  country  {see  9905)；  hen¬ 

ce,  an  unpolished  official. 

草  name  of  a  poisonous  plant 
(?  Illicium  religiosuin^  S.  &  Z.). 

粗恭 ot 棼撞 鹵棼 
rude;  brusque. 

恭郞君 rude  fellow ! 漢  an  unpolished  l(5ut;  an 
unlicked  cub. 

120 



7668 R# 
See 恭 

Rising  Upper. 

R. 

See 

Rising  Lower. 

7670 

養 
See 恭 

RisiDg  Lower. 

954 

#
3
 

7667 

憐
 3 

n
 莽
 3 7669 

養
’
 

恭 

棼脚  coarse-lirabed. 

草 木恭棼  the  vegetation  is wild. 

蒼蒼棼 棼之天 the  God 
of  the  blue  indeterminate  (sky). 

7幻5 

R 效 

C. 

H.  }  vidu 

F. ' 

W.  j 

N. 

Disturbed  in  mind  ；  agi¬ 
tated. 

p. [ 

/  mau 

M.  I 

Y.  vioa 
Sz.  mau 
K.J 

[. md'bd 

A.  mau 

The  sun  obscured. 

瞒曛。 1 ■瞒 脉. cloudy;  dull. 

漭 

m
3
 

Vast ；  expansive;  a  level 

waste. 

晨 光泱漭  the  morning  light 
shining  dimly, — as  at  dawn.  See 

12,866. 

7671 R •養 

H. 三 mong ^mang 

See 恭 

Rising  Lower. 

A  boa-constrictor；  a 

python. 

瞬蟲。 1 •瞬蛇 or 王鱗 a 
python. ceremonial  robes  worn  by 

mandarins. 

蟒裙  the  skirt  of  ceremonial 
full  dress. 

女  women’s  grave-clothes. 

蟒龍  a  dragon;  a  monster. 

巨 瞬千尋  a  huge  serpent 
thousand  hsiin  (4885)  in  length 

葱 
2 

精 

7672 
K •陽 
See 忙 

Even  tower. 

To  exert  oneself. 

汝乃是 不覆， 乃時惟 

不永哉  if  you  do  not  bestir 
yourself  ia  these  things,  you  will 

摸 
7673 

克 
7.674 

not  be  of  long  continuance. 

3MLA.O 

See  7985. 

Same  as  7675.  [To 

be  distinguished  from  兒 

3333.] 

Sinking 

Lower. 

猫
 2 

Face；  form；  manner ；  ap¬ 

pearance  ； mien  ；  see  6949. 

Also,  suggestive  of  (to  other 
senses  than  sight). 

人 不 可貌相  [hsiang^)  do not  judge  people  by  their  looks. 

面 ^ Qr 品貌 face. 

形貌  figure;  form. 
容貌  mien;  manner ;  appear¬ ance. 

花 容月貌  fair  as  a  flower and  beautiful  as  the  moon. 

月  moon-faced, 一 handsome. 
handsome;  good-looking. 

貌醜。 r 貌陋 ugly. 

貌則 人 ，心 則食獸 with tbe  face  of  a  man  and  the  heart 

of  a  beast. 

貌 善防心 毒 his  face  is pleasant,  but  look  out  for  his 

poisonous  disposition. 

能貌  he  could  draw  portraits. 

工貌人 佛 he  painted  por¬ traits  of  men  and  Buddhas. 

命 工 謹兒女 B  he  bade  the  artist paint  his  concubine. 

貌作  to  appear  to . 

貌 爲洽此  pretending  to  be on  good  terms  with. 

憂懼貌  an  appearance  of sorrow  and  fear. 

貌 不驚人  his  countenance does  not  inspire  awe. 

菲萍芳 _ 也 the  term  /<?; 
fei  gives  the  impression  of  per fume. 

7676 

R •金 

/MM 

C.  cmdu、 三 mau 

H.  miau)、 imiau 

F.  Lmieu^  v. 

三 ma、 ^mau 
W.  cmoa、zmide N.  mioa^  v. 

三  maaii 

P. ) 

M. ( 〔
麵 

Y.  imoa 

Sz.  cmau K.  mio 

J.  bid、 mid 
A.  inieu 

Even 

Irregular. 

The  cat  ；  used  pictorially 

for  笔 7682,  a  nonagena- 
iii.  Also  read  mao\  es¬ 

pecially  by  Manchus  in 
Peking.  See  8387. 

郧猫 牙猫 a  tom  cat. 
女猫  a  female  cat;  a  tabby. 

淨猫  a  castrated  cat. 

猫 鼠同眠  cat  and  rat  sleep¬ ing  together, — collusion  between 
police  and  thieves. 

來 猫去狗 ，不 赚自有 
the  arrival  of  a  cat  and  the 

departure  of  a  dog  (mean  that) 

猫
 2 

7676 

wealth  will  come  without  th 
trouble  of  making  it. 

猫哭 耗子， 假慈悲 M the  cat  mourning  for  the  ral 
false  sympathy. 

猫養的 猫疼 cats  love  the 

own  offspring. 

那 〜 3 個 猫兒不 喋穿 

鼠  what  cat  will  not  eat  a  rat  ?- what  cat’s  averse  to  fish? 

瞎猶 碰 死耗子 — blind  cat  knocking  down  a  rat,- 

a  fluke. 

猫 頭鼠眼  cat-headed  an 

rat-eyed. 

無左 而 猫其頭 n。 fe, and  with  a  cat’s  head. 

懶骨猫  a  lazy  cat, — a  term ' reproach. 

猶宠官  his  Honour  the  Cat,- 
used  by  rats  and  mice.  Cf.  R 

minagrobis. 

猫洞兒 a  hole  in  a  door  f< the  cat  to  get  in  and  out. 

猫 兒嘴。 T 饞猫 似的: 
dainty  as  a  cat. 

j  I  [ 各苗  the  hill  cat  {Felis  vivc 

rina). 

野猫  a  wild  cat;  a  hare  (Lef\ tolai;  Pall,  in  the  north ;  Lep\ 

sinensis.  Gray,  in  the  south); 
fox. 

靈猫  the  civet  cat. 
香猫卵  the  scent-bag  of  tl civet  cat, 

氣死猫  make  a  cat  die rage, 一 a  kind  of  iron  meat-sa from  which  nothing  can  be  stol( 

by  thieving  cats. 

猫 眼珠。 r 猫睛 a  ；*cat eye.”  Manchu  simikte \  Tibeti 

zi-mig. 

猫兒眼 a  cat’s  W  AI 
(in  Peking)  a  “cat’s-eye.” 

猫 兒眼睛  Euphorbia  helu copia、 L.;  a  “cat’s-eye.” 

猫兒剌  Ilex  cornuta,  Ldl.,  ai I.  Pernyi、 Franch. 

猫 兒卵  Vilis  serianxfoL 
Max. 

猫兒樹  Decaisnea  insign, 
Hk.  f.  &  T. 

猫  waa4 兒頭  an  owl.  Af 
Euphorbia  sp. 

猫 _4 頭鷹  the  horned  0 
{Bubo  maximus). 



猫 
7676 

夜猶  mao1  子*  the  screech-owl 
{Scops  sunia). 

技 猫子 —宅1 ike  an  owl 
entering  a  house, —  無事 

不來  it  does  not  come  for 
nothing.  Used  of  persons  (e.g.) 
who  only  call  when  they  want 
something. 

毛 7679 

貓 
7677 

Same  as  7676. 

錨
 2 

7678 

肴蕭 
ndu 

lau 

mieu^  matt、 

ven  Lower. 

An  anchor.  See  11,251 
for  stones  used  as  anchors. 

抛錨。 r 落錨。 r 下錨 t。 
drop  anchor. 

事 已落錨  the  matter  is 
already  settled. 

起銷 01 ■絞銷 to  weigh  anchor. 

移銷而 走  t。 drag  the  anchor. 

走 錐斷繼  dragged  their  an- 
chors  and  broke  their  hawsers. 

錨纜。 r 錨本。 r 鈿繩 a 
hawser；  a  cable. 

錨漂。 r 錨泡。 r 錨桴 a 
buoy;  moorings. 

銷鍊  anchor-chains. 

毛*
 

7679 

豪 
mou 

matt 

ven  Lower. 

Hair  {see  3375)；  down； 
feathers  (see  11,428)；  nap； 
vegetation.  RaHical  82. 

毛髪 hair. 
汗毛  the  fine  down  on  the 
human  body. 

毛際  the  pubes. 

毛 子*  hairy  ones, — a  term  of  con¬ 
tempt  for  foreigners;  see  5270. 

^  H  the  hair  fur. 

毛稍  the  tip  of  a  hair;  a  trifle. 

毛稍兒  hair;  fur.  | 

毛 周其體 his  b()dy  was 
covered  with  hair. 

身 毛俱竪  every  hair  on  his 
body  stood  on  end.  See  10,567. 

嘴 上沒毛 ，辦 事不牢 
without  hair  on  the  lip,  one  is 
not  a  sound  business  man, 一 z.e. 

until  forty,  at  which  age  hair  is 
first  grown  on  the  face. 

白 毛  mildew. 

955  ] 

2  二毛  two  kinds  of  hair, — black and  white,  i.e.  gray.  如 

5668,  and  傷 9742. 

何須 擎二毛 why  sigh  over 
gray  hairs  ? 

二 毛 子  a  term  of  abuse,  esp. 
for  converts  to  Christianity. 

毛孩兒  a  child  who  has  not 
yet  been  shaved. 

不屬於 毛 am  1  not  of  the same  hair  (sc.  flesh  and  blood), 

— as  my  father  ?  See  6906. 

毛猶有  _  even  a  hair  is 
something  which  must  be  taken 

into  consideration, 一 it  is  not nothing. 

雁 過拔韦  to  piucK  a  feather out  of  every  passing  goose, — to 

get  something  out  of  every  one. 

一 毛不拔  not  a  feather  to 
be  got  out  of  him, 一 so  stingy. 
See  810. 

鷄毛報  an  urgent  letter  or 
despatch,  —  to  which  a  white 
cock’s  feather  is  attached  in 
token  of  urgency. 

他 是個韦 •脚 鷄似的 
he  is  nervous. 

羽毛  a  feather;  down.  Also, 
camlets. 

毛 羽同類  of  the  same  spe-| cies  as  the  hairy  and  feathered, 
一 a  beast  or  bird.  Used  in  the 
sense  of  a  mere  brute. 

理毛。 r 卩 刷毛 t。 preen feathers.  See  13,617. 

治 去其 毛 t。 get  the  hair off, — a  skin. 

掉毛  to  shed  feathers  or  hair ;  I 
to  moult. 

圓 毛  round-haired, 一 animals. 

扁毛  flat-haired, 一 birds,  from  I 
the  shape  of  their  feathers. 

視命若 鴻毛 regarding 
human  life  as  but  a  goose’s 
feather,— -of  no  value. 

柔毛  the  soft-haired, 一 sheep  orl 

goats. 毛血  feathers  and  blood, — fowls! and  flesh  offered  in  sacrifice. 

Also,  hair  and  hlood  =  a  man’s 
physical  forces. 

. « 
毛  feathery  {i.e.  inferior) 
birds’-nests.  See  13,048. 

毛骨  skin  and  bones, — one’s whole  frame. 

毛 骨鍊然  horror-stricken. 
毛 道^  the  lie  or  quality  of  a  fur. 

毛靑  a  pale  blue-green. 

毛 韦兒匠  a  furrier. 

毛毛 鷄鷄的 pell-mell; “anyhow.” 

毛毛 虫  hairy  caterpillars. 毛  without  vegetation;  sterile. 

深 A 不毛  he  penetrated  far 
into  desert  lands. 

食 毛踐土  eating  the  pro¬ duce  and  living  on  the  soil. 

毛管  a  quill. 
毛病  a  flaw;  a  defect;  a  failing； 
a  blemish;  an  idiosyncrasy. 

發毛  to  be  afraid;  to  become 
mouldy. 

毛馬 两頒之  the  horses 
were  given  out  (for  State  occa¬ 
sions)  with  reference  to  their 

colour, — so  as  to  have  unifor¬ mity.  Sfe  12,777. 

毛孔 the  pores  of  the  skin. 

毛驢子  a  y_g  donkey. 
毛 包  helpless;  without  resource. 

毛布  ginghams. 毛柿  camagon  wood.  1 

毛腰  to  stoop;  to  bend. 
毛 self-recommendation, — 
from  the  name  of  a  man  in  the 

楚  Ch‘u  State  who  recommend- 1 ed  himself  as  a  leader  against 

the  秦  Ch‘ins.  See  9788,  and 
Biog.  Diet.  1504. 

毛嬙  a  famous  beauty  of  the  I 5th  century  b.c. 

毛 義棒辫  Ma。 1  Presenting 
his  commission, — for  his  mo¬ 
ther^  approval,  as  a  mark  of 
filial  respect. 

毛剌  the  hedgehog. 
毛狗  the  wolf;  the  eastern  jackal. 

毛 蛾^  燭  Typha  near  T.  Shuttle- 
worthily  Sond.,  used  as  a  styptic. 

毛 和尙草  Solanmn  dulca- 1 
maray  L. 

毛
 8 

7679 
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7680 
R*i 

See 毛 

Even  Lower. 

A  wild  y - k， found  in 
Kansuh. 

w 

7681 l 號覺 

See 貌毛 
Sinking 

Lower. 

Dim-sighted  ；  confused. 

憒庇  muddled;  confused. 

打 睥目喿 to  make  merry  with 
wine,  though  unsuccessful  at  the 
examination  for  the  3rd  degree. 

胸 中不正 ，則 胖子睢 

焉  if  the  heart  be  not  upright, 
the  eye  will  be  unsteady. 

7682 
R •號 
See 毛 

An  old  man  of  eighty. 

'See  ̂   5421  and  耋  11,136. 

Sinking 
Lower, 

7683 

r •號豪 
H.  cmau 
See 毛 

Read  mac?1 .  Vegetation 
sprouting  afresh. 

Sinking  and 
Even  Lower. 

酕 
2 7684 R .豪 

See 毛 

Even  Lowor. 

m 
7685 

See 毛 

Even  Lower. 

m 

7686 
r •豪 
See 毛 

Even  Lower. 

年紀垂 耄 an  octogenarian  ； 
a  very  old  man. 

Greens  ；  vegetables. 

Read  mao% •  To  cook. 

左 右芎之  right  and  left  we 
cook  and  present, 一 the  soup. 

Drunk. 

酕酿  very  drunk. 

A  screen  fixed  at  the  side 

of  an  ancient  chariot. 

Hair  on  the  head  ；  long 

hair.  Eminent  ；  distinguish¬ 
ed.  Western  barbarians. 
See  9197. 

孝順 髦  the  two  tufts  of  hair 
on  a  small  child’s  head. 

乘髦馬  to  ride  a  long-maned 
horse. 

髦士  eminent  men. 

956 
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7687 

r •豪號 

H. 三 ，nau、 cviau 

See 
Even  and Sinking 

A  tail  of  an  animal,  used 

as  a  kind  of  banner. 

Lower. 

矛:
 

7688 mdu 

C. 

H. 

F. ) 

W.  mo  a 

N.  mdu 

P.  I 

\  ntau 

M.  I 

Y.  moa、 mou 
Sz.  mau 

K.  viu^  v.  mo 

J.  bo、 mu A.  meu 
Even  Lower. 

K.  mo 

J.  bd、 mo A.  mau 

Even  Lower. 

旄戈  a  spear  with  a  tuft  of  hair at  the  end. 

杆 （- •干） 旄  a  pole  with  a yak’s  tail  fastened  to  it, — used as  a  banner. 

斿牛  the  yak  or  grunting  ox  of | Tibet. 

旄頭騎  to  ride  face  to  the  tail, — as  an  acrobat. 

旄頭  a  name  for  the  Pleiades. 
Read  mao^  Used  for  7682. 

A  lance  ；  a  spear. 
Radical  1 10.  Also  read 

mou6 

spears  and  javelins. 

夷  a  lance  ending  in  a  crook, 
placed  anciently  on  war-chariots. 

自 相矛盾  the  spear  and  the shield  both  in  the  hands  of  the 

same  person, — applied  to  argu¬ 
ments  of  offence  which  furnish 

the  defence,  that  is,  their  own 
contradiction.  [From  the  story 
of  an  armourer  who  boasted 

that  his  spears  would  go  through 

anything  while  his  shields  would 
turn  any  weapon.  How  would 
it  be,  said  somebody,  if  they 

were  used  one  against  the  other?] 

胃  irregulars  armed  with 
spears. 

天矛  the  star  (3  in  Bootes. 

Reeds  ；  rushes  ；  a  striped 

white  grass  used  to  bind things. 

香茅  Andrvpogon  citratus、 D.C. 
絲茅。 r 茅草 w 白茅 
Imperata  arunduiacea^  Cyr.  The 

first  is  used  generally  for  reeds 
or  rushes.  The  last  is  a  name 
for  tea. 

白茅根  roots  of  the  above  used as  a  febrifuge. 

仙茅  Hypoxis  sp. 
茅屋 a 茅廬  a  thatched  hut; a  popr  dwelling.  See  13,735. 

茅棚 OT 茅寮 a  shed  fOT watchmen  among  the  crops. 

[The  first  is  a  term  for  Buddhist 
hermits,  from  the  huts  in  which 
they  live.] 

茅舍  my  humble  cottage. 

茅
 5 

7689 

769O 

R. 尤肴 

N.  moa 

See  牙* 

A.  meu、 vi iu 

Even  Lower. 

7691 

7692 卯 
7的3 

R •巧 

s-.| 

F. ) 

1 

j  mat*
 

Y.  moa 
Sz.  mau 

K.  mo 

J.  bo、 mo 
A.  mau、 meu 

Rising  Lower. 

草 茅 下士  I  am  but  a  htimt 
scholar. 

“sPear  grass”  [Heteropog 
hirtusy  Pers.). 

求 開茅塞  pray  remove  i 
obstructing  rushes,  —  and  e 
lighten  my  dull  mind. 

屢拔  i  茅  several  ti
m 

came  out  first  in  examination 

茅厠 a 茅廝。 r 茅房 

privy. 
土  a  clod  of  earth  surround 

by  couch-grass,  given  by  tl 

Emperor  to  the  grantee  ofafii 

and  placed  by  the  latter  in  tl 
mound  then  raised  to  the  Spi: of  Earth.  See  12,099. 

茅州  an  old  name  for  句 等 

1^  Chii-jung  Hsien  near  Na 

king. 

茅鴉  the  short-eared  owl  (0/ 
brachyotus). 

A  grub  which  eats  graii 

JJJ  普  the  Telini  fly  (Mylabt cichorii\  largely  used  in  tl 
Chinese  pharmacopoeia,  ai 

possessing  all  the  qualities 
the  Spanish  fly. 

鸯 賊  grubs  which  eat  roots  ai joints,  respectively.  See  11,67 

取鄭 伯之旗 蝥郝^ 
took  the  flag  mao 

of  the  Earl  of  Cheng,  and 

the  first  to  mount  the  wall. 

Same  as  7690. 

Vulgar  form  of  7693. 

To  burst  forth,  as  plan 

in  spring.  The  fourth  ( 

the  地圭  Twelve  Branch^ (see  Tables、 Vd)\  from  5  t 

a.m. ;  a  term  ；  a  perio( 
A  mortise  ；  see  10,445. 

卯刻 or 卯時 5  to  7  a.m. 

交卯 5  a.m‘ 
正卯 6  a.m. 姿 〒•活 •  work  done  by  the  da 
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卯 
7^93 

曰 3 
卯 
7694 

巧 
，卯 
mau 

iing  Lower. 

w 7695 

巧 

昴 
ing  Lower. 

茆 3
 

7696 

巧有 
昴 
sing  and 
en  Lower. 

卯鐘  the  morning  bell  in  a 
monastery. 

勲卯  to  call  over  the  names, 
as  of  employes  in  a  ya77ien ;  to muster. 

卯期  the  fixed  dates  at  which 
the  muster  is  made.  Also  used 

of  money  payments. 

卯簿  the  muster-roll. 

畫卯  to  sign  the  muster-roll  as 
present. 

悮卯  to  fail  to  be  present  at 
muster. 

應卯  to  answer  to  one’s  name 
at  muster. 

替卯  to  get  a  substitute  to  take 
one’s  place  at  muster. 

開卯  to  begin  taking  the  muster； 
to  begin  any  transaction. 

比卯  a  time  limit  granted  for 
the  performance  of  certain  duties. 
See  8942. 

卯月  the  second  moon. 

卯酉  in  discord. 

貿
，
 

7697 

mou.  mau 

R. 宥
 

I H. 

P. 

|m. . 

A.  meu、 mau 

See 茂 

Sinking 

Lower. 

To  barter；  to  trade. 

Also  read  mou、 • 

or  ex- 1 

w 

7698 

R •宥 

C.  mau1- 
H.  meu 

F.  main 
W.  moe 
N.  7/ioii 

P.  I 

M  1  ntau^  vi
ott 

Y.  ntou 
Sz.  mou、 mau 
K.  mu 

J.  mo%  bo 
A.  meu Sinking 

Lower. 

互貿 貿易 barter change  of  produce；  trade. 

貿易行 市  commercial  j usage. 

貿貿  blindly;  without  dis-l crimination ;  recklessly；  much； 
many. 

雪 霜貿貿  much  snow  and 
ice 

The  eighteenth  of  the 

zodiacal  constellations,  an¬ 

swering  to  the  Pleiades； 

see  Tables、 Vb.  [To  be| 
distinguished  from  ̂   75.] 

A  river  in  the  south-east 

of  Kiangsu,  variously 
known  as 圓柳 ，大柳 ， 

長泖. 

五 湖三泖  the  Five  Lakes, 
and  Three  Rivers. 

泖有 上中下 三名 the 
Mao  has  three  names,  Upper,  i 
Middle,  and  Lower. 

Water-mallows  [Brasenic\ 
peltata、 Pursh.)  Used  fori 
7689. 

薄 采其茆  we  will  gather  the! 
water-mallows, -round  the  pond.  I 

w 

7699 R •號職 See 帽 

Sinking 

Lower. 

Luxuriant  ；  flourishing  ；| 

rampant;  vigorous ；  strong； 

elegant.  A  Department  in 

Ssuch^uan.  Also  read  mou^.  f 

茂茂  luxuriant;  bushy,  as  hair. 

茂 盛  luxuriant;  abundant. 

茂繁。 r 茂衍 numerous，- as  progeny. 

茂才  great  talents;  a  name  fori 
a  b.a. 

秀茂  beautiful  vegetation ;  fine! foliage. 

茂生  to  grow  luxuriantly. 

茂林  a  dense  forest. 

方 茂爾惡  now  your  evil  is  | rampant. 

茂 正其德  he  sedulously  I cultivated  his  virtue. 

子 之茂兮  how  admirable! 
your  skill ! 

茂 陵天子  the  Emperor  武 Wu  of  the  Han  dynasty. 

To  cover  the  eyes  and  I 

move  forward  ；  to  rush 

upon;  to  risk ；  to  brave. 
To  issue  forth  ；  to  put  forth. 
To  falsely  assume;  to  feign  ； 
to  imitate.  To  cover  the  I 

head  ;  a  napkin.  The  intro¬ 

ductory  part  of  an  essay, 

preceding  the  正文； an  I 
exordium.  Used  with  7700,] 

7749 -  See  44;  1. 

此 段是一 篇之冒 this| paragraph  is  an  introduction  to 
the  whole  chapter.  Used  with| 

7701. 

W 

7699 

冒白刃  rushed  on  to  the  naked blades, — of  the  enemy. 

胃 to  brave  danger. 

躬 冒矢石  he  exposed  his body  to  arrows  and  stones. 

冒死與 _  to  risk  one’s  life 
in  fight. 

冒犯。 1 •冒觸  to  offend  wil¬ fully  or  inconsiderately. 

冒凟  >Y  with  com  muni cations, — as  a  petitioner  does. 

冒雨  in  spite  of  rain;  braving the  rain. 

冒失  rash；  reckless;  rude. 

冒失鬼  a  blunderer；  a  booby. 

^ 冒失失  suddenly. 
冒昧  ignorant;  headstrong ; 
blundering. 

不 揣冒昧  regardless  of  my incompetence,  一  I  venture  to submit. 

冒猛的  rashly;  quickly. 

冒撞  rude;  rough. 

冒寒？  ji 冒風寒 t。 
catch  cold. 

冒名  to  falsely  take  the  name 
of;  to  impersonate. 

冒姓乐  he  took  the  name  of Chu, 一 no  fraud  intended. 

冒牌子  to  imitate  a  trade 
mark. 

冒 稱業主  pretended  to  be 
the  owner  of  the  property. 

冒官  to  pretend  to  be  an  official. 

假 冒官差  to  pretend  to  be 
an  official  underling. 

假 冒字號  to  falsely  assume the  style, 一 of  a  firm. 

冒替。 1 ■冒 頂。 r 冒充 t。 
falsely  take  the  place  of  and 
pretend  to  be  another. 

冒告  to  falsely  accuse. 
冒認 to  falsely  recognise  or 
claim, 一 as  one^  own. 

下  土是冒 （o  sun,  and moon,)  which  overshadow  this lower  earth. 

冒烟  to  smoke, 一 as  a  stove. See  7703;  also  2825. 

這個 烟筒冒 不出烟 

來  this  chimney  doesn't  smoke. 



77oo 

Prfe 
m 

See 帽 

958  ] 
IkJTT^Vr 

冒 
7699 

W 

Sinking 
Lower. 

帽'
 

R. 7701 m 
C.  mou 

H.  mau 

F.  mo  a 

W.  moe 
N.  mo  a p-  1 

M.  [  mau Sz. ) 

Y.  moa 
K.  mo 

f.  bd、 mo 
A.  mau 

Sinking 

Lower. 

看  t 皇  to  forge;  to  co
unterfeit. 

冒嘴兒  t。 come  out, — as  the sun. 

貪冒 w 之民  covetous 
people. 

冒脚 4 頓 （〜 4*)  name  of  a 
Hsiung-nu  (Hun)  chieftain,  who 

reigned  b.c.  209 — 175,  and  in¬ 

vented  the  “sounding  arrow.’’ 

To  be  envious  ；  jealous. 

媢嫉以 惡⑽ 名 she  hated 
her  with  jealous  dislike. 

A  hat；  a  cap.  See  3336. 

凉帽  the  cool  or  summer  hat. 

煖帽  the  warm  or  winter  hat 

烏耖帽  the  official  hat  worn 
under  the  Ming  dynasty. 

中 _  匠  a  hatter. 

帽舖 or 帽店 a  hat'shoP- 

帽 結兒。 r 帽痃 瘩。 r 帽 
the  knob  or  button  on  a  cap 

中圈 包 a  hat-box- 

帽帶  hat-strings. 

帽纓子  a  hat-tassel. 

帽 沿子  the  brim  of  a  hat. 

風帽。 r 雪帽  a  cloth  hood 
or  cowl  worn  in  winter. 

帽箍  a  band  or  open  skull  cap 

銅帽  a  percussion  cap. 

筆帽  the  brass  case  for  shielding 
the  hair  tip  of  a  Chinese  pen 

高帽子  the  tall  hats  of  official runners. 

好戴脑 高帽子 he  likes 
wearing  a  tall  hat, — he  thinks  no 
end  of  himself. 

手上 戴帽子  to  wear  a  hat 
on  the  hand, 一 of  a  servant  who 
is  carrying  it  for  his  master. 

雨  中冒  when  the  rain  wears 
a  hat,  i.e.  makes  bubbles, 一 there 
will  be  much  of  it. 

摘帽子  to  take  off  one’s  hat. 
脫帽 露頂王 在前 
taking  off  his  hat  and  baring 
his  head  in  the  presence  of 

帽‘
 

77oi 

慣 

7702 

.规 

See  帽， 

Sinking 

Lower. 

渭 4
 

7703 

R. 號 

See 帽 

Sinking 

Lower. 

princes, 一 as  張旭  Chang  Hsu 
did  under  the  excitement  of writing. 

皮帽子  a  leather  hat-shaped target. 

把帽 打歪了  knocked  his 
hat  awry. 

Inordinate  desire ;  covet¬ 
ousness. 

To  leak  ；  to  ooze  out. 
Used  for  7699. 

水 、渭出 來  the  water  is  leading out. 

涓漿  the  sap  is  oozing  out. 

谓熱氣 the  steam  is  escaping. 

涓烟  it  smokes, — as  a  stove. 

jt— •  3 

77。4 

R •賄 
3VCBX- 

Each  ；  every.  Often. 

每人  each  man;  every  one. 

每人每  one  to  each  man,- 
F.  mwi 

W.  mat 
N. 
P. 

M.  \  viei V. 

Sz. K. 

J.  bai、 mai 
A.  moui 

Rising  Lower. 

of  a  dinnerwhere  each  guest  has 

a  separate  portion  of  food  instead 
of  the  same  dish. 

每時  each  time. 每日 or 每 天  every  day;  each 
day. 

每 一件事  each  matter. 

每 個三文  three  cash  apiece 

每年  every  year. 

每次  on  each  occasion. 

月多  how  much  a 
month  ? 

每 每如此  it  is  always  thus 

每逢。 1 •每到  on  each  occa¬ sion  of . ;  whenever. 

毎 受人欺  whenever  he  is imposed  upon, . 

每於對 仗之時 Dn  each occasion  of  a  battle ，…… 

每 有此病  this  disease  (also； this  abuse)  is  very  common. 

7704 

梅 

77°5 

R •灰 

See 媒 

J.  bai 

每有可 觀 hedoeseverythin! 
well. 

每常與 人說話  when eve 
engaged  in  conversation. 

每 乘 牛  he  often  rode  on  an  ox 

每 在左右  he  was  constanti】 
about  with, 一 the  Emperor. 

購 者不愼 ，每 堕其術 
d)  purchasers  who  are  no 
careful  frequently  fall  into  thei 
traps. 

Read  mei^  or  7neiA 
Beautiful. 

原 田每每  beautiful  and  ric] 
is  the  field  on  the  plain. 

Plums  [Prunus  mume、S 

&  Z.)  ；  prunes.  See  476c 
6126,  7220,  9663,  11,913 
2,878, 13,575. 

A. 

Even  Lower. 梅花  the  plum-flower. 
梅花鹿  the  spotted  deer.  St 

7434. 梅 花骨瘦  slim  as  a  plun 
blossom. 

梅花雀 (or^|)the  avadava 

梅花疔  syphiiitic  sores. 

分瓣 梅花計 the  trick  ( 
dividing  the  plum  flower, = 
divide  et  impera、 

千 紅萬紫 ，終 讓梅衣 

爲魁  among  the  many  flowei 
of  various  hues,  the  (white)  plun 

flower  is  the  prettiest  of  all. 

梅占 百赤魁 the  plm 
stands  -first  among  flowers. 

梅月  the  tenth  moon. 

梅香  plum  perfume,— a  ccmmo 
name  for  a  maid-servant. 

標  pHao1  有梅  the  plums  ai| falling, 一 from  ripeness.  Popi 

larly  used  in  reference  to  thof 
which  are  left,  i：e.  to  unmarriag* 
able  girls. 

皮  plum  bark,  —  used  f( 
dyeing. 

酸梅  01 •烏 梅  dried  plums,- 
a  湯  decoction  of  which  is  take as  a  cooling  drink. 

乾枝梅  flowering  pluuj branches  before  the  leaves  ha^ 

appeared. 
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77。5 

m 

7706 

R •贿隊 
C.  rnui2- 
H.  hnoi 

F.  mwoui2- 

mwoui0 W.  mail 
N. 

P. 

M.  )  met 
Y. 

Sz. 
K.t 

J.  bai、 me 
A.  mwoui^ 

Rising  and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

w 

7707 

R. 灰 
8 -煤 
Even  Lower. 

將 

77°8 
R •灰 
See 媒 

Even  Lower. 

每 
77。9 

R .灰 
F.  mwoi^  y. cmwi 

See 

Even  Lower. 

酶 
77io 

楊梅  the  arbutus  {Myrica  safida. 
Wall.),  often  called  the  “China 

strawberry.” 

楊梅疔  a  bubo. 
梅桃  Prunus  io?nentosa9  Thbg. 

杏葉梅  the  double-lowered 
Prunus  mume^  S.  &  Z. 

紅梅梢  Rubus  Kuntzeanus^ 
Hemsl. 

臘梅  winter  plum  (^Chimonan- 
thus  fragrans). 

Anxiety  ；  care.  Disease. 

Also  read  huiZA. 

使我心 痗  it  makes  my  heart 
ache. 

亦 孔之痗  my  dissatisfaction 
is  great. 

積憤 成疹痗  much  vexat¬ 
ion  has  brought  about  fever. 

Leaven  used  in  ferment- 

ing. 

Meat  on  the  breast  of  an 

animal. 

猪挪肉  a  brisket  of  pork. 

Edible  berries  of  the 

bramble  and  strawberry. 

Also  written  每. 

蛇苺  the  wild  strawberry 、Fra- 
garia  indica、 Andr.). 

木苺  Rubus  sp. 

每荅  moss;  lichen. 

Same  as  7707. 

7711 

R. 灰 

See 媒 

Even  Lower. 

7712 

R. 灰 

C.  mui 
mui、 moi、 

v.  cmoi F.  mui 

W.  mai 

N.  vi ei 

P.  mei^  v.  cwu 

M. 
) 

Y.  J  mei 

Sz. ) 

K.  moui 

J.  bai、 me A.  moui 
Even  Lower. 

沒 
7713 

眉 
7714 

R .支 

c. 

H. 
F. 

W. 

N.  mei、 mi^  v. 
mien 

. 

Y •獅
 

Sz.  / 

K.  mi 

J.  mi、 H 
A.  mi 
Even  Lower. 

ma 

A  large  lock.  A  ring 

with  two  small  ones  at¬ 

tached,  used  as  a  dog-collar. 

門鏵  the  lock  on  a  door. 

盧 重 錐  there  g。 the  hounds with  their  triple  rings. 

Damp  ;  mildew ;  mould. 

霉氣  damP；  mould. 霉天  the  damp  days, — covering about  six  weeks  in  May  and 

June. 霉雨  the  rains  of  the  above 

period. 

發霉  to  become  mildewed, 一 as 
boots,  etc.,  in  damp  weather. 

霉壤。 r 霉爛。 r 霉變 a 

i 宛  ruined  by  mildew. 

霉變  mildew
 - 

See  8016. 

The  eyebrows.  See  3195, 

9048,  8692. 

眉目  eyebrows  and  eyes. 

以眉 目傳情 to  convey love-messages  by  the  eyes. 

事 有眉目  the  matter  is  in some  sort  of  order. 

眉 聽目語  hearing  with  her eyebrows,  talking  with  her  eyes, 
— of  a  beautiful  woman. 

眉淸目  ̂ handsome; beauti¬ 
ful. 

眉 垂目合  eyebrows  relaxed and  eyes  closed, 一 as  when  sleep¬ 

ing. 

眼眉。 > •眉 毛。 r 眉頭 
eyebrows, 
眉 the  space  between  the 
eyebrows. 

籠姻眉  eyebrows  which  meet. 

眉攢  the  inner  edges  of  the 
eyebrows. 

眉邊  the  temples. 
倒眉  to  have  ope’s  eyebrows inverted, — to  have  bad  luck.  See 

4146. 爲人 寧死， 別倒眉 
better  die  than  lose  one’s  luck. 

眉 

7714 

愁 眉不展  always  frowning; brows  contracted  without  re¬ 
laxation. 

蛾眉  moth  eyebrows, — alluding to  the  delicate  curved  eye-mark¬ 
ings  of  the  silkworm  moth.  [Les 

Chinois  trouvent  dans  les  sour- 

cils  du  papillon  de  vers  k  soie  le 

type  le  plus  parfait  a  cet  egard 
Also  wrongly  explained  as  re¬ 

ferring  to  the  small  curved  an¬ tennae  of  the  silkworm  moth. 

[Hence,  moth-eyebrows  is  used figuratively  for  a  lovely  girl.] 

嘁眉 形若蠶 嘁眉也 
moth  eyebrows  are  in  shape  like 

the  eyebrows  of  a  silkworm  moth 

蛾眉月  moth-eyebrow  moon,- 
the  crescent  moon. 

眉  eyebrows  which  promise longevity. 

以 介眉壽 in  order  to  attain long  life. 

柳 眉倒豎  her  willow  (cur¬ 
ved)  eyebrows  straightened  out, 
一 with  rage. 

低 眉菩薩  the  goddess  with 
the  downcast  eyebrows, — Kuan Yin.  See  6363. 

閨 閣之中 誠有甚 

于 畫眉者  in  the  women、 
apartments  there  are  more  pri¬ 
vate  matters  than  painting  the 

eyebrows, — as  Chang  Ch‘ang  did 
every  morning  for  his  wife. 

齊眉  eyebrows  level, — of  equa- 
age. 

揚眉  P 土氣  raising  the  eye- 
brows,  and  blowing  off  steam,— 

in  high  spirits ;  self-confident. 

燃眉 之急  the  crisis  of  singe ing  the  eyebrows, — used  of  mo¬ ments  of  great  danger. 

眉 間白毫  white  soft'  hair 
between  the  eyebrows,  a  char¬ 
acteristic  mark  of  every  Buddha, 

out  of  which  he  is  able  to  send 

forth  streams  of  light  illuminating 

every  universe. 

眉目艮  “head  or  tail;”  clue;  ar¬ rangement  ; proper  order. 

眉開 眼笑。 r 喜眉笑 

眼  a  happy,  cheerful  expression； 
beaming. 

賊眉單 眼  a  wicked， crafty expression. 

提 眉吊眼  raising  the  eye¬ 
brows  and  dropping  the  eyes, — 
as  bullies  do,  to  give  themselves 

a  fierce  expression. 



ME3X 

眉 
7714 

W 

7715 
R. 寘 

閉 眉合眼  a  contracted  ex-j 
pression, — as  of  one  in  poverty. 

眉 來眼去  exchange  of  glan¬ 
ces, 一 as  between  lovers. 

乐眉  red  eyebrows,  —  the  sol¬ 
diers  of  Wang  Mang,  who  paint¬ 
ed  their  eyebrows  red,  in  order 

to  recognise  one  another. 

老 •君眉  Lao  Tzu  eyebrows 
(which  were  yellow),  —  a  fine 
kind  of  black  tea. 

眉  f H  a  Department  in  Ssu- ch‘uan. 

C.  nui 
H.  mi 

F.  mei 

VV.  mi ?：| 

M.  1  mei 
Y_ 

Sz. ] 

K.  mi 

mi、bi 
A.  ini 

Sinking 

Lower. 

To  love  ；  to  coax  ；  to 

flatter  *,  to  fawn  on. 

媚 于天子  to  love  the  Son of  Heaven. 

公之女 p  子  the  prince’s  favou¬ rite  concubines. 

後宮 誰不迎 媚至尊 
which  of  the  ladies  of  the  harem 

does  not  try  to  gain  favour  in 
the  eyes  of  the  Emperor  ? 

思 媚其婦  they think  fondly 
of  their  wives. 

思 媚婦意 they  wish  t0  hu 
mour  their  wives. 

强 媚勸之  tried  to  coax  him. 

詔媚  to  toady;  to  flatter. 

侧媚  partisans  and  flatterers. 

狐媚。 1 •嬌媚  seductive; alluring. 

媚態  a  seductive  mien. 

媚 態可哂  such  overfond 
(uxorious)  behaviour  is  truly 
ludicrous ! 

媚藥  aphrodisiacs. 

媚了  媚氣的  good-looking； 
smirking  and  smiling. 

7716 
R .支 
see 眉 

Even  Lower. 

Name  of  a  mountain 

Ssuch'uan.  See  峨  §430. 

楣
 ̂ 

77i7 R. 支 
See 眉 

Even  Lower. 

in 

960 

The  lintel  of  a  door  or 

window. 

生女 作門相 t。 bear 
daughter  is  like  putting  a  lintel 

to  the  door, 一 she  strengthens 
the  family.  Said  in  the  days 

楣1
 

7717 

循 

7718 

R •支 

See 眉 

Even  Lower. 

郿
 5 

77J9 支 

See 眉 

Even  Lower. 
枚2
 

7720 

See 媒 

J.  mais  bai 

A.  mai Even  Lower. 

when  揚貴如  Yang  Kuei- 
fei  and  her  sisters  carried  every¬ 

thing  before  them  at  Court. Hence  the  verse  男不封 

侯女 作如， 看女却 

爲 門上相 never  mind about  ennobled  sons,  get  your 

daughters  made  concubines,  for 

they  are  the  lintels  of  the  family. 

R •灰 

H.  moi 

See 媒 

[•  mai、 hai 

The  margin  of  a  lake. 

在 水之湄  he  is  at  the  edge of  the  water. 

湄湖  a  lake  in  Hunan. 

堳潭縣  a  District  in  Kuei- 
chou. 

Name  of  a  District  in 

Shensi. 

The  stalk  of  a  plant;  a 

tally  ;  a  gag  or  wooden 

bit  put  in  the  mouths  of 

soldiers,  on  the  occasion 

of  night  attacks,  to  prevent 

them  from  talking  in  the 

ranks.  Numerative  of  coins, 

bricks,  rings,  fruit  {see  9947), 

garments,  etc.  A  division 
of  an  orange  or  pumelo. 

伐其 條枚  I  cut  down  those branches  and  slender  stems. 

勿 士行枚  to  serve  no  more in  the  ranks  with  the  gags. 

如赴敵 之兵， 銜枚疾 

走  like  troops  hurriedly  advan¬ 
cing,  gag  in  mouth,  upon  the 
enemy. 

丰夕  I、 功 臣  submit  the  merit¬ orious  ministers  one  by  one  to 
the  trial  of  divination. 

猜枚  the  game  of  guess-fingers, 
commonly  played  at  dinner-par¬ ties.  See  3161,  5006. 

how  many? 

木女  to  reckon  up  one  by  one 

實 實枚枚 solid  and  com plete, — of  buildings. 

政1
 

772i A.  mai 
Even  Lower. 

玟 

7722 

媒*
 

7723 

尺灰 

See 媒 

J.  bai 

Even  Lower. 

A  sparkling  red  gem 
See  6433. 

瑰花  cultivated  species Rosa  with  pink  and  red-flowenj 

玫瑰 花可愛 ，刺多 

手  the  _  is  charming,  but  iti 
many  thorns  prick  the  hand. 

攻瑰 茶平肝  rose-leaf  te 
soothes  the  liver. 

玫瑰紫  a  purplish  red. 

玫瑰油  attar  of  roses. 
玫瑰露  aDew  of  the  Rose, 
— a  scented  liqueur. 

Same  as  772 1. 

A  go-between  to  arrang 

marriages.  A  decoy-birc 
See  7729， 12,958. 

媒人。 ■•媒 賓 。* •媒妁 
go-between. 

媒 妁紛至 go-betweens  a 
rived  in  crowds, — to  secure  th 
alliance. 

少 不得男 媒女女 
there  must  be  men  or  wome 

go-betweens. 

媒婆  a  female  go-between. 

作媒 act  as  go-between. 

求 他說媒 ask  him  t()  act; go-between. 

媒人不 可怠慢 a  g between  must  not  be  treate 
rudely. 

無謊 不成媒 withOTtlyin 
there  is  no  success  for  a  g 
between. 

引睡媒  the  bring-sleep  g 
between, — reading  in  bed. 

謝媒  to  remunerate  a  g 

1  between. 

子 無頁媒  you  have  no  goc 
go-between,  sir, 

匪 媒不得 without  a  g between  it  cannot  be  done. 

自 媒  to  act  as  one’s  own  g between ;  to  put  oneself  for  war 

媒  yeast；  leaven. 
官媒  the  matron  of  a  Chine gaol,  who  has  charge  of 

 tl 
female  convicts,  and  also  ex€ 
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3VTE33： 

w 

7723 

煤 
7724 

P. 川  ui、 mivoi 
W.  mai 

mei^  v.  mah 

M.  i 
 mei 

Y.  miei 

)z.  mei 
K.  me 

[. mai,  hat 
motti 

Lower. 

is 

7725 

(.灰 
讨媒 AfC 
、 bai 

Even  Lower. 

cises  a  variety  of  functions,  such 

as  finding  husbands  for  orphan 

girls. 

誘媒  to  induce;  to  inveigle. 
見愚 而喜者 佞之媒 

也^  he  who  is  pleased  when 

praised,  is  the  flatterer’s  go- 
between, _ as  otherwise  flattery 
would  be  impossible. 

養其雛 _ 媒 to  ■  the 
young  birds  as  decoy-birds. 

Coal.  See  1889， 4624. 

煤斤  coal  in  bulk. 

望日 後媒 斤發達 ^ 
hoped  that  by  and  by  the  output 
of  coal  will  increase. 

硬媒。 r 石媒  anthracite  coal. 

烟媒。 1 ■油媒  bituminous coal. 

媒姻 M 姻媒 lampblack.. 

媒魅  coal-balls, — made  of  clay 
and  coal-dust. 

煤炭  coal  and  charcoal.  Used 
in  the  S.  for  “coal”  only  = 
fossil  charcoal. 

媒審  a  coal-pit. 

媒礦  a  coal-mine. 

媒廠  a  coal-yard. 

媒艙  a  coal-bunker. 

煤灰  coal-aishes. 

燒上煤  put  some  coal  on. 

i 煤。1 ■媒子 soot. 

火煤絨  tinder. 

煤氣 gas- 

媒精  brimstone. 

媒根石  jet;  fossil  lignite. 

送煤的  a  coal-dealer. 

媒黑子  any  one  employed  in 
the  coal  trade. 

毫煤 而取適 t。 diP  his 
brush  in  coal  (to  paint)  for  amu¬ 
sement. 

A  spring  sacrifice  offered 

by  the  Emperor  to  obtain 
the  birth  of  a  son. 

滕 2
 

7726 

r •灰 

s- 媒 

Even  Lower. 

美
 3 

7727 

R •紙 

C.  mei 

H.  mui 
F. 

W N. 

p.  I 

M.  )  mei 
Y. 

Sz.  1 

K.  mi 

J.  mi,  bi 
A.  vii 
Rising  

Lower. 

The  quickening  of  the 
foetus. 

牒胎  to  quicken. 

Admirable  ；  fine  ；  beau¬ 

tiful,  esp.  of  the  face  {see 

74,  9602)  ；  delicious.  To praise.  See  7940. 

the  man  of  my  admira¬ 

tion, — my  husband;  my  lover. 

有美 一 人  there  is  the  beau¬ 
tiful  lady ! 

美女  a  beautiful  girl  {see  2292); 
•  also,  the  “waist”  of  a  chHn ;  see 

2109. 

美 女者醜 婦之仇 
pretty  women  are  the  bugbears 
of  ugly  ones. 

美女乃 得醜名 pre«y 
women  get  ugly  names, 一 from envy. 

美色 美麗 m 美貌 
beautiful ;  handsome. 

美人  a  beauty;  see  7742.  Also, 
eminent  men  of  the  age. 

美人 不同面 Pretty are  not  all  alike. 

美人觚  a  porcelain  jar,  because 
shaped  like  a  mei  jen、 s  shoulders. 
Also,  a  fine  set  of  teeth. 

非女  >3 .之 爲美 ，美人 

/ ̂ 貝台  ’tis  not  that  you  (a 
present)  are  lovely,  but  that  you 
are  the  gift  of  a  lovely  one, 

士  an  elegant  scholar. 

信美财 4587. elegant;  ornate. 

美妙  excellent ;  admirable. 

美事 召美類  sweets  to  the sweet. 

美不美 鄉中水 g。。' 
not,  ’tis  the  water  of  my  native 
place, — and  therefore  good. 

兩 全其美  so  that  both  keep their  face, 一 i.e.  be  not  put  to 
shame. 

不能 獨于美 _ 
monopolise  all  the  kudos. 

美 中不足  in  the  midst  of! happiness,  something  wanting, 
— which  prevents  the  happiness 
from  being  complete;  amari 
aliquid、 

women 

or 

美 

7727 

浼 

7728 

浼 8
 

7729 

.賄 

R 

C.  mui 

H.  mui 、 Qmui F.  mwi 

W.  mai 

?：l 

M.  '  met 

Y. 

Sz.  j 

K.  me 
T.  bai、 f/tc 
A.  7/ioui 
Rising  

Lower, 

美意  a  kindly  intention；  a  deli¬ cate  attention. 

美談  a  pleasant  chat. 美味  a  delicious -flavour;  a  deli¬ 

cacy. 

美卩  delicious. 

美 食  choice  food. 

美席  a  fine  dinner, 

美地  fertile  land. ^淸  kindness ;  favour. 
丘 ne  jade. 

舉  a  good  or  graceful  act. 

美服  fine  clothing. 

你  A  甚麽  what  are  y°u fancying?  what  are  you  con¬ 
ceited  about? 

哉  how  beautiful ! 

美樂不 可勝 W  inexpress¬ 
ibly  delightful. 

此美 韋之能 行樂也 
this  is  in  praise  of  Wei’s  knowing 
how  to  enjoy  himself. 

議 to  commend;  to  extol. 

咸 美 .其 容  a11  Poised  her 

beauty. 

高祖兩 美之曰 the  Emp Kao  Tsu  praised  them  both, saying . 

美國 亞美 理駕合 

衆國  the  United  States  s>i America. 

美 幸艮言  American  papers  say 
that . 

Same  as  7729. 

To  request;  to  ask  a 
favour  of.  To  defile. 

拜浼  or  晚 才 石  to  ask  a  person to  be  kind  enough  to  do  some¬ 

thing. 

浼求  to  implore. 浼媒  to  enpage  a  marriage  go- between. 

焉能 流我哉 hQw  can ， 
defile  me? 

Read  mien1.  Flowing 
water. 

河水 流流 細 riyer  flows  on. 



C.  muiy  v.  jnui 
H .  7)101 

F.  mwoui) See 昧 

962  ] 

妹 4
 

7730 
•隊 

Sinking 

Lower. 

蛛 
773i 

拔 
7732 

R. 隊 
See 昧 

Sinking 

Lower. 

眛 4
 

R. 

7733 

隊 
C.  mui 

H.  cmui 
F.  mwoui 

W.  mai 

N. 

Y. 
Sz. 

met 

A  younger  sister.  [To 

be  distinguished  from  夕末 
8ooo.] 

姊妹。 1 •姐妹 elder  and 
younger  sister;  sisters. 

‘子。 1 •妹 妹。1 ■小妹 a 
younger  sister. 

令  your  younger  sister. 
ot 妹丈。 f 妹婿 a 

younger  sister’s  husband. 

表 .妹  a  female  first  cousin  of! another  surname. 

外妹  a  sister  from  the  same 
mother  and  a  different  father, 

歸妹  name  of  the  64th  Diagram, 
relating  to  marriage. 

See  8001. 

To  feel  with  the  hand 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

秣 8002.] 

K.  me 

J.  bai、 me 
A.  mwoui 

Sinking 

Lower. 

Dark  ；  obscure. 

眛谷  the  dark  valley, — where the  sun  sets. 

爽  the  early  dawn,  between 
darkness  and  light. 

士 曰昧旦  the  husband  says 
it  is  grey  dawn. 

昧良 or  昧心  ungrateful. 

昧昧 我思之  I  have  deeply 
considered. 

of 

三  长  samadhi、 —— a  state 
mental  ecstasy;  a  kind  of  Nir¬ 
vana  upon  earth;  perfection, 

眛
 4 

7733 

R. 

沬 4
 

7734 

隊 

See 昧 Sinking 

Lower. 

眛 <
 

7735 

R •隊 

Sce 昧 

Sinking 

Lower. 

袜 

7736 

R 

Lower. 

7738 

r .真 

C.  mui、 mci 

can  the  exquisite  beauty  of  this 

composition  be  brought  out. 

昧死  braving  death ;  at  all  risks. 

昧起來  to  hide;  to  secrete. 

7739 

K.  v.  me 

. bi^  mi 

A.  vii 

Name  of  a  river.  Name 

of  a  town  in  the  衞 Wei 

State.  [To  be  distinguished 
from  沬 8003」 

Blindness  which  prevents 

the  distinguishing  of  col- 
The  name  of  a  place. ours. 

7737 

.隊黠 

味 
Sinking  and Entering 

Dyed  with  madder.  Also 
said  to  be  a  name  of  the 

madder-plant. 

榦韋 之附注 gaiters  of  red 

9552 非得遊 中三昧 ，不能 

隻  had  he  not  wandered 
through  s  am  ad  hi )  he  could  not 

have  uttered  a  single  word, 一 of 

the  above.  Cf:  “Some  heart 
once  pregnant  with  celestial  fire.” 

與 t 雩蒱 亦遊 戲三妹 
with  dice  (to  amuse  him)  he 
could  wander  through  samadhi. 

方 得此文 三昧。 nly thus 

H.  mat F. 【mai、 

mwoui 
W.  mai 

N.  mei 

r- ) 

M.  >  mei 

Sz. ) 

K.  v.  w 

J.  bi、 mi A.  mi 
SinkiDg  Lower 

Irregular. 

A  demon  with  a  man’s 
face  and  four  legs,  said  to 

be  produced  by  uncanny 
emanations  on  mountain 

and  in  forest.  See  1974 

寐
 4 

7739 

R •真 

C.  mei 
H.  cmui 

F.  mei 

W.  mai 
N. 

M.  )  mei 
Y. 

Sz. 

Same  as  8001. 

leather. 

投 諸四裔 ，以 禦魑魅 
he  banished  them  to  the  four 

corners  of  the  earth,  to  meet 

the  spite  of  evil  demon's 

山 賴木魅 能爲崇 & essence  of  mountains  and  the 

emanations  of  trees  can  produce 
evil  influences. 

To  sleep. 

_  寐求之  waking  and  sleep- 
ing  he  sought  her. 

寢 而不寐  to  lie  down  to  rest but  not  to  sleep. 

寐息 rest;  to  sleep. 

夜 間失寐  to  be  wakeful  at night;  to  suffer  from  insomnia. 

寐
 4 

Sinking 

Lower. 

飮濃茶 則不寐 
tea  prevents  sleep. 

夙 興夜寐  up  in  the  mom  in 
and  to  bed  at  night, 一 early  t 

bed  and  early  to  rioe. 

假寐  to  borrow  a  sleep, 一 to  li down  to  sleep  without  undres： 

ing;  to  sleep  on  duty  or  at  one 

post；  to  pretend  to  sleep. 

假  _  永歎  1  lie  down  u,
 

dressed  and  sigh  continually* 

以 新居久 不成箱 
because  the  place  was  strang 

to  him,  it  was  long  before  h 

got  to  sleep. 

夢寐  to  dream. 
百年 同一寐  a  hundre years  pass  like  a  dream. 

7740 

7741 

R. 戚 

See 谭 

Rising  Lower. 

狹 

7742 

R •霽 

See  8022. 

Mildewed  grain. 

The  sleeve  of  a  robe. 

C.  mai H.  mi 
F.  mei、 vieing 

W.  mai 

N. 

P. 

M.  )  7tt  ei 
Y. 

Sz. 

K.  mie 

J.  bei、 mei 

k.jut、 ki'tet 

Sinking 

Lower. 

美 人百袂  one  hundre 
sleeves  of  beautiful  girls,—/ 
fifty  beautiful  girls. 

尽  _  掩面  he  hid,  his  fa, 

in  his  sleeve. 

分袂。 r 判袂  to  separa sleeves, — to  part,  as  friends. 

把 狭之交  averyxlosefrien 

ship.  See  8514. 

to  roll  up  the  sleeve. 

短右狹 (Confucius  had) short  right  sleeve, 一 for  conve ience  in  writing,  etc. 

聯狹 or 連狹  side  by  sid( 

連 “西歸  went  toge
ther 

the  next  world. 

孅
 3 

7743 

R 紙 

See 美 

Rising  Lower. 

A  slight  and  elega 

woman  ；  handsome. 
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7744 

R •支 

See 眉 
Even  Lower. 

7745 

R. 支 

See 眉 
A.  mi、 tnwoui 

Even  Lower. 

m 

7746 

r .灰 
See 枚 
Even  

Lower. 

服 
7747 

R •歌 
See 

Even  Lower. 

7748 

r •寘 
财媚 

Sinking 
Lower. 

7749 

: •躭隊 二  tnui 
i.  man 

、•  v.  ming mau 

•  md、 bd  mat. 

bat 

i*  mau、 mai 
Sinking 
Lower. 

Fine  ；  thin. 

饊絲雨  fine,  drizzling  rain. 

Mouldy ；  black;  grimy. 

老于 農則黴 黧也。 w 
farmers  have  swarthy  skins. 

黴黑  grimy;  swarthy. 

Dust. 

璋攀霧 其如麼 the  mist is  like  a  cloud  of  dust. 

To  cut；  to  pare ；  to  dis¬ 

sect.  Eagerly  ；  promptly. 

Also  read  mo^  and  mi\ 

鹿 j  告詳靜  I  particularly  ad¬ 
monish  you. 

A  ghost;  a  bogy. 

Tortoise-shell.  See  6421. 

玳瑁。 r 碡瑁  tortoise-shell,  j 
玳瑁 石斑魚  the  marbled 
goroupa  (Serranus  megachir). 

Read  mao\  A  kind  of 

jade. 

m 

775° 

R. 隊 

See 妹 

Sinking 

Lower. 

門
!
 

77.5i 

R •元 

H.  !
  mun 

F.  mwong
 

W.  mang 

N.  vieng 

P. 

Sz. 

K.  mutt 「•  mon 

A.  nioun 

Even  Lower. 

The  eyes  growing  long¬ 
sighted  with  old  age  ；  to  see dimly. 

11 勿昕寤 而仲思  at  dawn, I  lie  awake  and  think. 

3MC3E3IST- 

A  doorway  ；  an  entrance  ； 

a  door  ；  a  gate；  a  duct  ； 

(marit.)  a  strait.  A  family. 

A  school  ；  a  sect.  A  numer- 
ative  of  cannons  and  an¬ 

chors.  Radical  169.  See 

2143， 8942,  12,208. 

門戶  a  door.  See  below,  and  I 

4959 - 

門 戶帖兒  documents  stating! distinctions,  etc.,  exchanged  by 
families  before  a  marriage. 

大門戶  an  influential  family.  I 

另創 開） 門戶  to  make  j a  new  groove  for  oneself;  to 
originate  a  new  line. 

走 馬大門  a  gate  big  enough! to  admit  a  man  on  horseback. 

門 口 門首  a  doorway ;  I an  entrance;  a  porch. 

串門兒  to  go  from  door  to  I door. 

門  the  threshold. '  O  r 

門楣  the  lintel.  See  7717.  : 

門籠子  vertical  bars  to  shops,! etc. 

門堂  an  entrance-hall.  !； 

門環子  the  ring  or  handle  on  I a  door,  used  as  a  knocker. 

打門  呌 門  to  knock  at  j 
a  door.  丨 

門榷  the  frame  of  a  door.  j； 

門縫兒  chinks  in  a  door.  丨 
門面  the  front  of  a  door;  the  I 
side  of  the  house  where  the 
door  is. 

子貢 亦須自 呈門面 
Tzu  Kung  was  also  obliged  to 

give  his  references, — previous  to 
an  alleged  interview  with  Lao Tzu. 

門 

77S1 

門插關 門關。 r 門閂 

or  門  the  bolt  or  bar  of a  door.  See  below. 

門樓子  the  storey  over  a  city 

gate. 門簾 d。。  r-screens. 
門扇 子  the  leaf  of  a  door. 
門心兒  the  central  panel. 
關門 t。 shut  a  door  {see  6368); 
to  close,  when  insolvent. 

開門  to  open  a  door;  to  keep! 
house.  See  5794. 

開 門七 件事， 樣樣罷 

不得  seven  things  are  abso- - lutely  necessary  in  housekeeping, 一 fuel,  rice,  oil,  salt,  s©y,  tea, and  vinegar. 

賣姑 婊有活 門有死 

門  in, selling  girls,  there  is  the 
open  door  and  the  closed  door, 
— when  relatives  are,  or  are  not, 
allowed  to  visit  them. 

入門 w 進門  to  enter  a  door. 
出門  to  go  out  of  doors；  to  go 
abroad ;  to  be  married,  of  a 
woman， Also  (poet.),  to  leave 
the  world. 

他的 女孩子 還沒出 

門  his  daughter  is  not  married 

yet. 

中心 本無繫 亦與出 

門同  if  one  has  no  anxieties, that  is  the  same  as  retirement 
from  the  world. 

出門子  to  get  married  (ofl women).  [In  Kiukiang,  of  wi¬ 
dows  ; in  Chinan  Fu,  of  harlots.] 

^  the  married  and  unmarried names  of  a  woman. 

大門  the  great  gate;. the  front! 
door.  See  5455. 

耳門。 r 橫門。 r 腰門 a side  door. 

門  a  door  with  two  folding leaves. 

輩扇門  a  single-leaf  door. 
月門  the  semicircular  enceinte built  inside  a  city  gate  as  a 
second  line  of  defence. 

月亮門  a  round  opening,  or 
door,  in  a  wall. 

便門。 r 角門。 r 子門 a 
private  door. 



i^yr-pri 
門!
 

7751 

走傍門  to  go  in  and  out  by 
the  side  door,— not  to  walk  in 

the  true  path. 

門 丁。 r 門上  or  看  klan 1 
門的。 r 門公 門吏 

w 門閽。 r 門佬。 1 營 

門的  a  doorkeeper. 

門 印勿開  not  to  be  opened 
by  the  doorkeeper, — ofa  privat 
despatch. 

門軍  the  guard  at  a  gate;  the 
gate-keeper  of  a  military  official. 

門規。 r 門包。 r 門 敬^ 
to  doorkeepers,  一  as  paid  by 
tradesmen  and  others. 

門神  the  guardian  deities 
painted  on  official  gates.  See 

2093,  12,621. 

門斗  messengers  of  an  education officer. 

門薄  ?.  visitors’  book. 

門牌  a  census  ticket,  or  list  of 
inhabitants,  pasted  at  census 
time  outside  the  door  of  every 
house. 

門 官菩 薩。 r 門官土 

地福 德正神 the  god  of 
wealth. 

門 對。 r 門聯  verses  put  up over  doors. 

門市  to  sell  on  the  premises 

門婿  a  son-in-law. 
門子  an  attendant  in  a  yamen 
(see  10,877);  a  door. 

門 館先生  a  tutor  for  child¬ ren. 

門艙  the  fore-cabin, 一 for  pas¬ 
sengers. 

聽門  to  wait  for  one  at  the 
gate, 一 as  at  night. 

上門  to  visit ;  to  close,  as  an 
insolvent  firm. 

料他無 顔上門 I  fancy 
he  won’t  have  the  face  to  come 
to  the  house. 

門 第相當  of  equal  social 
position.  See  4959. 

門之要 在門外 the  es¬ 
sence  of  a  door  lies  beyond  the 

mere  planks, — sc.  in  giving  in¬ 
gress  and  egress. 

門牙  front  teeth. 

門 

77S1 

I  964  ] 

ivrFnNr 

門 齒盡豁  his  front  teeth  hadj all  been  knocked  out. 

門 skill;  ability.  See  11,299. 

做甚麽 沒門道 unable  t0 do  anything  well ;  unpractical  in everything. 

門路  an  opening;  an  occupa¬ tion;  an  introduction. 

够門路  to  seek  an  introduct¬ 
ion, — to  some  big-wig. 

求 救無門  to  seek  vainly  for 

help. 

門人。 r  PI 徒 。/ 門生 a disciple.  See  10,950. 

弟子 徨傳于 人爲門 

7752 

R.  Vulgar. 

C.  mun 

F.  mwong 

H.  mun 

W.  viang 

N.  meng 

P. 

tip  the  ?nen  sheng  is  one  who 
receives  his  instruction  from  the 
ti  tzu.  See  10,950. 

孔門  the  immediate  disciples of  Confucius;  Confucianism. 

佛門  Buddhism. 

專門  a  specialist. 

門才  special  talents. 
醫門  the  medical  profession 

門下  in  the  family;  a  disciple. 

拜門下  to  enrol  oneself  as  a disciple  of;  to  study  under. 

分門  to  classify. 

門 門曉得  he  knows  all  the different  branches,  — of  trade, 
philosophy,  etc. 

分門  to  arrange  under 
headings, 

門風  family  reputation.  See 
3554 

J 占 辱 家門  to  soil  the  family reputation. 

道義之  PI  the  path  of  tr
uth 

and  right. 

案門  my  humble  house ;  name of  a  mountain  at  the  north  pole. 

衡 門 之下可 以棲遲 

M.  J  men 

Sz.  
\ 

Y.  meng 

K.  mun 

J.  mon、 hon 

within  my  rustic  door,  I  can 
rest  at  leisure. 

anus. 

糞門 the 幽門  the  pylorus. 

頂門  the  fontanelle, 
員^門  the  cardiac  orifice  of  the stomach. 

闌門  the  ilio-caecal  valve 

入 門間諱  when  you  go  into 

門 

77S1 

a  family,  ask  what  are  the  taboo words.  See  5217. 

忠 節一門  a  loyal  and  virt¬ 
uous  family. 

乐門 or 髙 ft  a  distinguished 
or  noble  family. 

十門袍  ten  pieces  of  artillery. 

們5
 

A.  viourt Even  Usually 

Lower. 

A  character  used  to  form 

the  plural  of  words  denot¬ 

ing  persons. 

我們 w 俺們 we;  us- 

你們 yDu. 他們  they;  them. 

弟兄們  brothers. f 門  gentlemen；  elders.  U
sed as  a  term  of  respect. 

老爺們  gentlemen  holding 
official  rank;  their  Honours. 

爺兒們  men;  gentlemen, — as 
distinguished  from  women. 

娘兒們  women ;  ladies. 

哥兒們  brothers ;  friends.  A term  applied  to  those  of  one’s 

own  generation. 

待我 說與列 位看官 

i 門 wait  until  I  have  let  you. 
my  readers,  know. 

t 門 
7753 

Read  Plump;  fat1 

們渾  fat  and  sleek,  as  a  horse 
Same  as  7754. 

悶 4
 

7754 

R •願旱 

mun、 v 

cmen
 

F.  mou
ng、

 
v 

mu  tig 

W.  man
g 

N.  men
g 

P. 

Depressed  ;  melancholy 

To  stupify.  To  cover；  t( 
conceal.  彡葫 4937,  5423 10,554. 

nun、 ’ 

men M. 

Y. 

Sz. 

K.  inun^  v.  min 

J.  mon、 bon 
A.  mwoun 

悶得梳  dull;  depressed; 

nuye. 

作悶。 1 煩悶。 r 發悶 1 feel  dull,  listless,  or  depressed,  j 

憂悶  melancholy;  sad. 
解悶。 r 遣悶。 1消悶。 Sinking 

Lower. 

散悶  to  get  rid  of  dulness 

melantholy. 

愁 悶不解  he  cannot  shald 

off  his  melancholy. 

悶 悶不樂  melancholy;  di 

couraged. 
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悶 4
 

7754 

捫1
 

7755 

元 
mutt 

咬. cmun 

^  SJnviong^  v. 
fpiwo 

mang^  mo 
meng 

'  ̂men^y.  ma 
men 

『， ming 

J  mutt 
、•  mwoun、 

ntoun 

Even  Lower. 

可不悶 殺了人  enough 
to  bore  one  to  death. 

合閟香  to  concoct  stupifying 
perfumes. 

悶香  to  burn  pastilles  which 
have  a  stupifying  or  soporific 
effect.  ， 

悶  men 1  了口了  the  mouth 
covered  up, — shut  up,  as  a  talker. 

悶表  a  “hunter”  watch. 

杷茶悶 一 •悶 let  the  tea draw. 

把 茶碗悶  menx  cover 
over  that  cup  of  tea, — and  let 
it  brew. 

悶氣  to  conceal  one’s  anger  ； 
depression ;  low  spirits；  boredom. 

老太太 喫續榔 ， 悶 
like  an  old  dame  eating 

betel-nut :  she  keeps  her  mouth 
shut, — having  no  teeth  to  bite 
with.  Used  of  any  matter  which 
one  keeps  to  oneself. 

悶酒  to  drink  alone. 

悶住了  he  is  puzzled;  he  can’t answer. 

悶死了  to  die  of  vexation  ； 
greatly  vexed；  puzzled.  [Read 
minx^  to  die  by  suffocation.] 

心 下鈉悶  to  find  incompre¬ 
hensible, 一 as  a  conjuring  trick. 

悶頭花  Daphne  Genkway  S. 
&  Z. 

黃 悶頭花  IVikstroemia 
chamosdaphne、 Meisn, 

捫1
 

7755 

965 

椚鼓'  to  cover  a  drum.  I 
把緊  to  stretch  tight, -as  a  cover. I  7762 

椚耖  to  cover  with  gauze, — as|R •兀 a  window-frame,  to  keep  out|See  門 
insects.  I  „  T I  Even  Lower. 

椚書皮  to  put  a  cover  on  a| book. 

椚開  to  smooth,  as  crumpled linen. 

梢住  stayed  his  hand. 

IS/EJElT^Gr 

A  variety  of  red-stalked] millet. 

窠子米  the  grain  of  tall  red millet. 

維 糜維芑  the  tali  red  millet  j and  the  white. 

^  red  sugar-cane. 

77S6 

I  7757 

R. 元 

See 門 

Even  Lower. 

_77S.8
 

R •元 

H. 三  man F.  mwang、 
mwong 

See 瞞
 

K.  mutt 

J.  bon、 mon 
A.  mown 

Even  Lower. 

See  I  2,600. 

橘，  Ulmus parvifolia^diCQ^  (?) 
描溪。 r 描木  a  large  species 

of  fir.  Same  as  1728. 

津 液暗出 描椾  the  gum oozes  out  unperceived. 

蒙 
7763 

R •東 

C.  I 

H.  j  mun
^ 

F.  mung%  v. 

viang 

W./ 

IN.  j  mun
S 

P.  filing 

|M.  

J 

Y.  /  mung Sz、 5 

K.  mong 

J.  bd、 mo 

A.  mo ung 

Even  Lower. 

A  kind  ‘of  cornelian. 

義衣如  J 炼  his  robes  of  state are  like  cornelian. 

To  feel  for  [see  9929) ； 
to  lay  the  hand  on  ；  to  hold. 
To  coven 

_ 陽椚虱  warming  himself| 
in  the  sun  and  catching  his  lice. 

捫心  to  lay  the  hand  on  the 
heart. 

莫把 朕舌 no  one  can  restrain 
my  tongue. 

捫足  to  rub  the  foot, — to  divert 
attention,  as  劉邦  Liu  Pang 
did  when  wounded  in  the  breast 

by 項羽  Hsiang  Ya,  pretend 

ing  to  be  hit  only  on  the  toe. 

椚黑路  feel  the  way  in  the 
dark. 

捫權  grope  about. 

稱1
 

_7759 

仏元 

j  See  門 

Even 
 
Lower

. 

懣 

7760 

悅
，
 

7761 

K. 寒 

See 

Even  Lower. 

Cold  congee  or  rice-1 

gruel. 

Same  as  7754. 

Frightened；  alarmed  ； 

suspicious. 

愧乎忘 其  W he  was  s。 dis-| mayed,  he  forgot  what  he  hadf to  say. 

悦 準 蠢愚  suspicious  and  I stupid. 

Dodder；  a  name  fori 
wistaria；  see  7298.  To 

cover;  to  envelop.  Dull  ； 

stupid.  To  teach.  To  be 

under  obligations  ；  to  receive  I 

:rom  a  superior.  Name  ofl 

the  45th  Diagram.  I^amef 
of  a  hill  in  the  Lu  State. 
Used  with  7766,  7769. 

5736.  Also  written  象  and] 

豢 

葛 生蒙楚 the  dolichosl grows,  covering  the  •thorn  trees. 

以獵 綱蒙之  covered  her| with  a  huntsman’s  net. 

蒙馬 以疼皮  covered  his| 
horses  with  tiger-skins. 

蒙 頭蓋臉  to  cover  the  headj 
and  face. 

蒙衣  disguised  as  women. 
蒙首冠  a  cap  that  envelops  | the  head. 

與上 下文絶 不相蒙 I 
no  connexion  with  the  context.  | 

蒙蒙  indistinct；  dim. 蒙混 （of  things)  stupid;! muddled.  Also,  to  defraud;  to | hoodwink;  see  7766. 

蒙味  shrouded  in  ignorance. 
蒙童。 r 蒙士。 r 蒙 稚 则 
一 ignorant  lad,— a  pupil. 

啓蒙。 r •發蒙  t。 break  in  uponl the  stupidity,— of  a  child,  sc.  to  I 
begin  to  teach  him.  [The  second | 
is  also  “at  a  loss；  confused ;| 
flabbergasted.  ”j 

訓蒙  to  teach  children. 
開  to  be  a  beginner;  to  impart  I 
the  elements  of  education. 

蒙養作 聖  early  training  will  | make  a  man  into  a  sage. 
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7763 

蠓,
 

引 蒙娘娘 the  Goddess  of Children. 

欺蒙 人的話 artful  talk; 
deceiving  words ;  humbug;  chaff. 

室無  _  婦 unmarried- 

蒙恩  to  receive  favours. 

多  many  thanks ! 

深 蒙過愛  I  am  under  great 
obligations  for  your  extreme 
kindness； 

蒙德 久以疑 1  have  lcmg 
been  suspicious  of  gratitude  for 
obligations. 

蒙教  to  receive  instructions,— as  the  advice  of  a  valued  friend 
etc. 

蒙劄  to  receive  instructions,— 
in  the  form  of  a  despatch  from 

a  superior. 

蒙此  on  receipt  of  this, — despatch. 

蒙 矢 人面允 
Excel 

lency  was  kind  enough  to  agree 
verbally  that . 

用  much  obliged  for  the  use  of. 

蒙票  to  be  favoured  with  a warrant. 

蒙電  to  be  honoured  with  the attention  of. 

蒙贈  to  be  honoured  by  the 
present  of. 

_ 化 廳  name  of  a  sub-Prefec-
 

ture  in  Yunnan. 

蒙花。 r 蜜蒙花 Buddleia 
officinalis 、 Max.,  and  Edgeworthia 
Gardnerij  Meisn. 

Read  meng1.  To  cheat 

蒙了去  to  have  swindled  one out  of. 

別蒙我  don’t  humbug  me 

Read  meng3". 

蒙古人  Mongolians.' 
蒙古 兒  silver(Mongol”""z々w). 

R. 7765 

C.  v.  ̂ nung 

P.  v.  jneng 

See 蒙 

Even  Lower. 

7764 

R 東董 
H.  v.  cmia/ig 

F.  v.  cmung 

W.  mung^  mo 

P.  v.  cmeng 
See  W 

Even  Lower. 

A  covering  -  a  screen. 

蠓上  to  cover.  See  7766. 

mm  a  screen.  See  8857. 

Read  men#. 

麻 麥  _  犧 his  ;iemp and 
wheat  grew  strong  and  close. 

矇
，
 

zon. 
The  sun  below  the  hori- 

Used  with  7766. 
R 

朦:
 

7766 

R. 
東 

See 
蒙 

Even  Lower. 

天嗦賠 I  the  dim  light  before dawn. 

Dim  ；  indistinct.  To 

deceive.  [To  be  distinguish- 
ed  from  * 蒙 7772.] 

月 色朦朧  the  moon’s  light 
is  obscured. 

朦膀 I  to  deceive;  to  throw  dust in  the  eyes. 

朦 矓字樣  ambiguous  phra¬ 
seology. 

朦 朦亮兒 the  dim  ught  of dawn. 

朦 、混 obscure;  misleading. 

經 手賬目 諸 多朦混 
in  his  position  as  book-keeper 
committed  many  fraudulent  acts 

朦人  to  swindle  people. 

朦上  to  cloud  over;  to  deceive a  superior. 

朦上 一塊布  cover  it  over with  a  piece  of  cloth.  A1 

blind-man’s-buff. 

朦  ̂   to  fool;  to  deceive  by  lies 

朦作  to  pretend. 

士毋 
2 

様 

7767 

化東 

C.  v.  Qmong 
H.  v.  cniong、 

cmung 

F.  v.  imoung、 

c^'ong Even  Lower. 

m 

7768 

r 東董 

F.  SJnung、y 

cmung 

See 蒙 

Even  and 

Rising  Lower. 

A  tree  like  the  locust 

with  yellowish  leaves  ；  per 

haps  a  species  of  Sophora 

朦
 5 

7769 東 

See 蒙 

Even  Lower. 

礞1
 

7770 

.東 

See 蒙 

Even  Lower. 

Dim-sighted  ；  blind. 

Ignorant.  See  1 1,601. 

有目 肤而無 見譴之 

朦  having  pupils  to  the  eyes, but  not  being  able  to  see,  is 
called  me?igt  See  6244,  7651. 

樣 瞍奏公  the  blind  musi- 
cians  performed  their  parts. 

起矇  to  become  blind. 
A  mineral  ；  mica. 

靑  a  greenish-black  mica¬ 
ceous  mineral  found  in  Hupeh 

and  Kiangsu.  It  is  used  to  remove 

phlegm  and  obstructions  in  the 

body. 

金礞石 and 鋇礞石 
brownish  and  greyish-green 

ctive; micaceous  earths,  respectively. 

艨
 3 

R. 

7771 

東 

See 蒙 

Even  Lower. 

亂香蒙  tangled;  in  confusion. 

線 茸  thick-grown ;  close. 

7772 

尺東 

P.  v.  zmeng 

See 蒙 

Even  Lower. 

艨 
2 

7773 

R ■東 

Tangled  silk-thread. 

Fat  [To  be  distinguished from  滕 7766.] 

滕面  fat-faced. 豐  abundant. 

A  war-junk. 

See 

蒙 

檬菓  the  mango  {Mangifera indie  a、 L.). 

Drizzling  rain  ；  mist. 

濛淞雨 w 濛 濛小雨 a 
misty  drizzle. 

/ 蒙  nebulgus;  misty. 

Even  Lower. 

7774 

R 東董 

F.  v.  cmung^ 

ctndng 

See 蒙 

Even  and 

Rising  Lower. 

7775 

艨 艟魚貫  the  cruisers  folJ 
lowed  one  another  like  fishes. 

Flies  ；  midges  \  sandtlies. 

由蒙蝴  dung-flies. 
Read  meng^. 

檢嫩  gadflies- 
Same  as  7768. 
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7776 R 東 
See 蒙 

Even  Lower. 

7777 
化東 
See 蒙

 

Even  Lower. 

瓣 
7778 R. 東 

See 蒙
 

Even  Lower. 

7779 

R •送東 
F.  moung3^ 

maong 

See 蒙
 

Sinking 

Lower. 

A  dish  filled  with  food. 

有 讎簋飱  well  loaded  with 
millet  were  the  dishes. 

A  long  flowing  mane. 

Fledglings  of  water- 
birds. 

蒙 I 童島  the  rhinoceros  hornbill 
{Buceros\  found  in  Annam. 

To  dream,  as  opposed 

to  2216.  To  muse  upon. 

夢間 沉魂 夢之中 in dream. 

夢見  to  see  in  a  dream. 

見 夢于式  he  appeared  to 
Shih  in  a  dream. 

作 夢。 r 發夢  to  dream. 
夢不 到。 r 夢想 不到 

I  should  never  have  dreamt  of  it. 

夢兆  an  omen  from  a  dream. 

噩夢  a  fearful  dream. 

夢覺  nightmare. 

夢遺。 r 夢洩  nocturnal  emis¬ sions. 

莊 周夢爲 蝴蝶 IChuang 
Tzu,  dreamt  I  was  a  butterfly. 

夢 寐之事  things  that  have 
been  dreamt, — visionary  ；  vague; 
indefinite, 

夢醒。 r 夢寤。 r 夢覺 t。 
awaken  from  dreaming. 

夢思 a 夢想  to  dream  of; 
day-dreams;  desire. 

夢 生 得 死  dreaming  of  living 
means  dying,  —  dreams  go  by 
contraries. 

夢死  /"•  “dreaming  dead,” 一 
unconscious. 

夢 話  visionary  language. 

說夢話  to  talk  in  one’s  sleep.  I 

夢 4
 

7779 

晏 

7780 

7781 

R •東董 

蒸 F.  zmung、 moun^ 

Seet  蒙 

Even  and 

Rising  Lower. 

7782 懵 

7783 

夢 話三千  nonsense；  rodo¬ montade. 

夢  t0  communicate  through  a 
dream, 一 as  departed  spirits  do. 

甘典 子同夢  it  would  be sweet  to  lie  by  you  and  dream. 

得 夢不祥 ，寫 在南墙 
if  you  have  a  dream  of  bad 
omen,  write  it  on  the  south  wall. 

遂 以爲夢  so  he  thought  it was  a  dream, — and  that  it  had 
not  really  happened. 

以獨見 者爲夢 ，同見 

者爲覺  regard  what  they see  by  themselves  as  dreams 

and  what  they  see  together  with 
others  as  a  state  of  waking. 

欲 辨覺夢 ，唯 黃帝孔 
丘 only  the  Yellow  Emperor 
and  Confucius  could  distinguish 
dreams  from  realities. 

夢 有徵也  dreams  have  their fulfilments. 

夢從 想中來  dreams  come from  what  one  thinks  about. 

夢是心 頭想. 嚏噴鼻 

子癢  dreams  come  from  the working  of  the  mind,  as  sneezing 
from  the  itching  of  the  nose. 

形神所 不接而 夢 when the  connexion  between  body 

and  soul  is  interrupted,  the  result 
is  a  dream. 

Same  as  7779. 

Stupid；  doltish. 

mm  foolish;  stupid;  bewildered. 

懷 慠無知  stupid  and  igno¬ rant. 

Read  meng' 

懷蔽眼  to  cover  the  eyes. 

Same  as  7779.  Also,  to 

be  a  cause  of  grief. 

Same  as  7781. 

7784 

R .庚 

See 萌 

Even  Lower. 

m 

7785 

r .徑 

See 夢
 

Sinking 

Lower. 

甿 

7786 

胄 

7787 

貧 

7788 

R •庚 

C.  mong 

H.  
I 

F.  I 
 manS 

W.  mo  a 

N.  meng 

Y.  mung 

K.  meng 

J.  bd、 mid 

A.  maing
 

Even 
 
Lower

. 

The  beams-  inside  the 

roof  of  a  house. 

飛 募  high  cross-beams. 

Confused,  as  one  awaking 

from  sleep.  Name  of  a 
mountain  in  Shansi. 

R. 

蝱 
7789 

779° 

庚 
C.  meng 

H,  men 
F.  meing、 mang 

W.  mae 
N.  \  . 

p  j
  槪  ng

 

M.  mang、 

mung 

Y.  mung 

K.  meng 

. bd、 mid 

A.  maing 

Even  Lower. 

Same  as  7790. 

See  7651. 

A  gadfly.  Name  of  a 
plant;  same  as  7801  {g.v) 

蜚亩  a  gadfly. 
蚊蛮  mosquitoes  and  gadflies. 

牛亩 '瞎亩  a  horse-fly. 木亩  a  kind  of  fly  like  a  bee, found  in  trees. 

飛 窗  an  arrow  with  a  triangular barb. 

言 采其亩  I  will  gather  the 
fritillaries. 

Correct  form  of  7788. 

The  people ;  subjects  ； 

vassals. 

流  t 民  vagabonds;tramps；gypsies. 

編氓  to  take  a  census  of  the 
people ;  the  people. 

視爾 編氓誡 如赤子 
he  (the  Emp.)  regards  you  his 
registered  subjects  as  though 

really  his  little  babies. 

氓 之蚩蚩  a  simple-looking lad  you  were. 
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7795 

R •敬 

C.  ntang 

H.  men F.  maing 

W.  mae 
N.  meng^  mang 
P.  menz 

M.  
j 

Y.  >  mu?ig 

Sz. ) 

K.  meng 

J.  bd、 mid 
A.  maing 

Sinking 

Lower. 

968 

CUEING- 

萌兆  warnings  or  prognostics of  coming  events. 

壓亂 手未萌 tc>  prevent rebellion  before  it  has  broken  out. 

早 萌于心  (these  thoughts) had  long  been  stirring  in  his mind. 

故 念複萌  his  old  thoughts revived. 

故智 (-■ 態) 複與  reviving old  plans;  at  it  again ! 

意 名未萌 the  idea  had  not yet  sprung  up. 

草 木萌動  plants  and  trees breaking  into  bud, 一 as  in  spring. 

萌  budding  sprouts, —  the 
germs  of  (e.  g.  rebellion);  in¬ 
cipient. 

See  7936. 

An  old  name  for  part  of 
Honan. 

Chief；  head；  eldest ；  first; 
rough. 

孟侯  chief  of  the  princes;  a 
title  of  the  Heir-Apparent  at 
eighteen  years  of  age. 

彼 美孟姜  that  beautiful eldest  Chiang. 

孟子  the  eldest  one, — used  as a  title  or  term  of  respect.  See 
below. 

孟 伸  first,  second,  and  third, 
一 specially  used  in  connexion 
with  the  three  months  of  each 
season. 

孟  the  first  month  of  summer, 
— the  sixth  moon. 

棒土以 塞孟津  to  bring a  handful  of  earth  to  dam  a  big 
stream. 

孟 浪  boastful;  rude.  See  7667. 

勿 嫌孟浪 dQ  nc)t  think  me 
rude. 

孟 浪行事  to  act  arbitrarily. 
孟子。 r 孟軻。 1 •孟 夫子 
Mencius  (b.c.  372 — 289).  See above  and  4119. 

孟 4
 

7795 

7796 

R.  Vulgar. 
C.  jJieng 

J>ang Even  Upper. 

7797 

r .梗 

C.  mang 
H.  viang 

F.  mcing、 mang 

W.  mae N.  meng^  mang 
P.  meng 

M. 

Y. 

Sz, 

K.  meng 

mung 

JLV* 

J.  bo、 mid 

A.  maing 

Rising  Lower. 

艨 

7798 

R •栖 

F.  meing 

See 猛 

Rising  Lower. 

孟  to  press  eagerly  forward. 

孟婆  a  god  of  the  wind. 

孟 買棉耖  Bombay  cotton 

yarn. 

To  pull；  to  haul. 

Fierce；  savage ；  violent; 
cruel  ；  biting.  A  板部 

panna  or  province  in  Annam 
and  Tongking  •’  read  muang、 

which  precedes  the  name. 

猛狗  a  fierce  dog. 

猛虎  a  savage  tiger. 

苛政 猛於虎 也 bad government  is  worse  than  a  tiger. 

猛獸不 入羣狐 the  fier- 
cest  animal  won’t  face  a  crowd 
of  foxes, 一 union  is  strength. 

烈  ferocious;  violent;  valorous. 

胃  H  brave;  ardent. 
猛性  a  violent  disposition. 

猛攻。 r 猛樸  to  make  a  des¬ perate  attack. 

未擎甚 猛  their  meeting  was 
terrible, 一 as  of  two  armies. 

威而  ¥  猛  dignified  but  not 
violent. 

金 甲猛士  a  knight  in  golden 
armour. 

某某 十外猛 _e  ten  and 
more  rowdies, — as  enumerated. 

火猛  the  fire  is  fierce. 

猛然。 r 猛 孤釘的 sud_ 

denly. 

打 個猛子  to  take,  a  plunge, 
— into  water. 

猛陵  an  old  name  for  平南 

1^  P‘ing-nan  Hsien  in  Kuangsi. 

A  small  boat；  a  junk. 

頭艋  junks  with  square  open framework  on  the  bows,  known 

at  Canton  as  west  coast  junks. 

萌 

7792 

F.  meing 
W.  ?ning 

N. 》 - 

p •丨 刪 
g 

M.  mung^ 
mang 

Y.  \ 

Sz.|  m
unS 

K.  ining
 

J.  mid、 bd 
A.  maing 

Even  Lower. 

MEsnxrca- 
盟 2

 

779i R •庚 
vi  eng 

men 

F.  vieing 
…. 

mae 

ming 

P.  ming 
. min 

ming 

:. meng 

?niong^viing 

7iio、 mei 
?ning 

Even  Lower. 

明 
7792 R •庚 

C.  meng 
H.  men 

An  oath  or  covenant 

entered  into  with  solemn 

ceremonies,  including  the 

slaughter  of  a  victim  and 

smearing  the  mouths  of 
the  covenanters  with  blood. 

A  Mongol  a  League' *  or 
Chogolgan^  of  which  there 
are  six  in  all. 

以 覆詛盟  so  as  to  violate their  oaths  and  covenants. 

君 子屢盟 X)  our 
sovereign  makes  frequent  coven¬ 
ants. 

凡我同 盟之人 a11  we 
who  have  united  in  this  agree¬ 
ment. 

若有 背盟， 有如皦 B 
if  I  break  this  agreement,  may 

I  perish  like  the  (setting)  sun. 

求盟。 r 請盟  to  seek  a  treaty. 

受盟  to  accept  a  treaty. 

城 下之盟  a  peace  arranged 
at  the  city  walls, — i.e.  discredit¬ 
able. 

盟誓  an  oath;  a  covenant; 
sworn  agreement;  to  swear. 

盟  a  written  agreement;  the 
text  of  a  covenant. 

開 主  the  person  who  administers 
the  oath. 

盟兄弟  sworn  brothers, -as  the 
members  of  a  secret  society. 

盟 國  States  bound  to  one  another 
by  covenant. 

劫香 盟  tQ  obtain  a  pledge  from 
a  girl  by  force. 

盟心  or  盟  devoted  attach¬ 
ment. 

海誓山  盟  a  contract  as  limit¬ less  as  the  sea  and  as  stable  as 

a  mountain, 一 marriage. 

約盟  a  marriage  alliance. 

遣的要 盟 sent  a  match 
maker  to  arrange  a  marriage. 

哲 里木盟 the  Cherin 
League. 

盟氣喘 to  plant. 

The  sprouting  of  plants; 
to  bud；  to  shoot  forth. 

萌芽  to  put  forth  shoots  or  buds. 

萌條  young  twigs. 

黽
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蝱
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R. see E 
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蜢1
 

7799 

R •梗 
H.  ̂ mang 
F.  meing、 

mattg 

See 猛 
Rising  Lower. 

茅1
 

7800 

R •東肴 
See 蒙 
Even  Lower. 

w 

7801 

R 庚 

See 盲 
Even  Lower. 

78oi0 

米,
 

7802 

mi 

•  mai、 bei 

me 

Using  Lower. 

A  small  grasshopper  or 
locust. 

草蜢。 r 蚱蜢  a  grasshopper, 

胡由孟  a  small  frog. 

由孟虫  a  small  fly;  a  midge. 

A  lasso  for  catching  deer 

Fritillaria  Thmibergii、 

Miq；,  also  called  貝毋， 
and  the  same  as  7788.  Its 
berries  are  used  in  fevers 

The  dark  dusty  fog 

common  around  Peking. 
Also  read  wu\ 

Hulled  rice ;  used  of  other 

grains.  Radical  1 19. 

米粒 米珠 rice. 

米粒 之大  no  bigger  than  a 
grain  of  rice. 

粒 米如珍  a  grain  of  rice 
equal  to  a  precious  stone, 一 as 
in  famine  time. 

糠米  rice-husks. 

大 米乾飯 dlT  rice. 

米粥  rice-gruel;  congee. 

米粉。 r 米麵  rice-flour. 

米糧  provisions. 
米湯  congee;  flattering  words. 

to  feed  a  man  on 

congee,  —  i.e.  on  words  which 
mean  nothing;  to  soft-sawder. 

米中虫  the  weevil  in  rice, — 
that  which  causes  the  ruin. 

米牛  a  weevil. 

米袋  rice-bags. 

米!
 

78O2 

你 
78o3 

米色  straw  colour,  —  i.e.  the 
colour  of  黃米  millet. 

白米飯  boiled  table-rice. 

苡米仁  pearl  barley. 

懦米。 r 江米  glutinous  rice. 
粳米。 ^ 籼 米 ot 老米 
non-glutinous  rice. 

黃米  Panicum  miliaceum、 L., 
glutinous  variety, 

珍珠米  maize  (Zea  mays),  L.). 

小 米 ot 辛米  the  grain  ofj 
spiked  millet  {Setaria  italic  a、 

Kth.);  canary-seed. 

西米。 r 砂 (CK 西） 穀米 
sago. 

紅穀米 red 

呀蘭米  cochineal. 

蝦米  dried  shrimps. 

槐米  Sophora  flowers. 

不 知米價  not  to  know  the price  of  rice, 一 to  inexperi 
enced. 

聚 沐 ̂  to  give  topographical  illus¬ trations  with  the  aid  of  rice, 

as  Ma  Yuan  did.  - 

春米牛  like  an  ox  grinding 
rice,— always  going  round  and 
round  in  the  same  groove. 

巧媳 婦作不 出沒米 

粥  the  best  housewife  6an’t make  congee  without  rice. 

肚 饑好^ 喫 麥米飯 
a  hungry  man  can  eat  boiled wheat. 

栺 穀借米  to  point  at  millet and  borrow  rice, 一 i.e.  to  borrc  v 
on  the  strength  of  a  crop  which 
is  coming  on. 

淸水 下白米  like  white  rice dropped  in  clear  water, — easily 
seen ;  readily  understood. 

米眼  the  mouth  of  the  urethra. 

米突  imitation  of  metre. 

米花子  Polygala  Mariesii、 Hemsl. 

Same  as  7805. 

釆,
 

7804 

R •支 

See 彌 

A./V 

Even  Lower. 

敉
 3 

78。5 

R •紙 

C.  mai 工、 ̂ viai F.  mi 

P. ) 

M. 

Y. 卜， 

Sz. ) 

K.  mi 

J.  bi、 mi 
A.  me 

Rising 

Irregular. 

沭
 3 

7806 

See 米 

A.  me 

J.  mei、 bei Rising  Lower. 

w 
7807 

% 
v.  mi v.  <mai 

See 米 

A.  me 

Rising  Lower. 

Universal.  Deep. 

杗 入其阻  he  penetrated  far 
into  the  fastnesses. 

罙 增驚惶 in  the  greatest trepidation. 

中亍  name  of  an  ancient  country near  the  modern  Kokand. 

To  settle  ；  to  establish 

to  pacify.  Also  read  met 

用 兵敉定  to  employ  soldiers 
to  establish  peace. 

北口 外甫 經敉平 心 ^region  beyond  古北口  the 

northern  pass  has  just  been 

tranquillised. 

敉匪  to  put  down  rebels  or 
banditti. 

An  affluent  of  the  river 

湘  Hsiang  in  Hunan. 

R. 

銶
 8 

7808 

薺 

See 米 

•  bti、 mei 
A.  me 

Rising  Lower. 

To  blind， 

Nightmare. 

as  dust,  etc.. 

眯 了眼睛  the  eyes  blinded, - 
as  with  dust. 

播 糠眯目 ，則 天地四 

方 易位矣  the  chaff  from winnowing  will  blind  a  man’s 
eyes  so  that  he  cannot  tell  the 
points  of  the  compass. 

彼不 得夢必 且數眯 

焉  he  would  not  only  dream , 
but  have  nightmare  into  the 

bargain. 

Fish-spawn. 

122 
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R. 

7809 

齊 
C.  mat 
H. 

F. 
W.  I 

N. 

M. 

Y. 
Sz. 

K.^ 

蓬 2
 

7810 R 齊 

To  confuse  ；  to  bewitch  ； 

to  deceive.  To  go  astray. 

Fascinated ；  infatuated;  be¬ 
sotted. 

J.  bd、 vtci 
A.  me 

Even  Lower. 

疏 

7811 

R 霽 

迷魂。 r 迷惑 confused； 
bewildered;  in  error. 

迷魂湯  the  draught  of  obli¬ 
vion, — given  to  souls  about  to 

be  re- born,  to  prevent  them  from 
remembering  their  previous  lives 
on  earth. 

昏 迷不醒 in  a  state  of 
unconsciousness.  Used  also  of 

moral  blindness. 

施迷 停 之事  to  perform superstitious  acts  or  ceremonies. 

且迷 信甚深  moreover  she 
was  very  superstitious 

孰 迷不悟  to  remain  obstin¬ 
ately  fixed  in  a  delusion. 

失迷  to  lose  possession  of ;  lost; 
missing. 

迷 失物仵  to  lose  anything 

迷路。 r  迷途  t。 lose  one’s way. 

迷 柺人口  to  drug  and  kid¬ 
nap  people. 

迷蒙藥  anaesthetics. 

鬼迷  bewitched. 

迷心。 r 迷罔  infatuated. 

眼 睛迷了  seeing  indistinct 
!y- 

迷迷 糊糊的  absent-mind 
edly ;  foolish ;  oiit  of  one’s  wits； 
(of  the  air)  thick;  misty. 

土  迷濛濛  drizzling;  thick. 

C.  mai^  v.  met- 
H.  mi、v,  svii 

F.  met 
W.  mai、 mi 

N.  met 

P.  mi、 me 
M.  mi、 mei、 me 

Y.  imi^  v.  men) Sz.  mei 
K.  mi 

\  bei、 mei 

A.  S.me^  mf Sinking 

Irregular. 

財迷  mad  on  making  money; 
avaricious. 

一 處不到 一處迷 if 
there  is  one  point  to  which  you 

do  not  go,  there  will  be  one 
point  of  which  you  will  be 

ignorant. 

俾 民不迷  to  preserve  the 
people  from  going  astray. 

See 迷 
Even  Lower. 

A  plant,  known  as  爽逮 
Viburnum  dilatatum.Thbg 

A  riddle  ；  a  puzzle. 

謎隱。 1 •謎 語。 r 謎兒 
(pronounced  7?ierh)  a  conun¬ drum. 

7812 

R. 支 

C.  nei,  mei、 

v.  cni 

H.  Ji,  sJi 

See^ 

J.  bi^  mi 

Even  Lower. 

打 個謎兒  to  ask  a  riddle, 

破 個謎兒 wt。  ask  a  riddle ; 
(2)  to  solve  a  riddle. 

打燈謎  to  write  a  riddle  on a  lantern  suspended  at  the  house 

door,  and  offer  a  prize  to  any 

passer-by  who  can  solve  it. 

白  a  riddle  made  by 
dividing  up  characters,  as 

and  林  for •琳. 

打瘂謎  to  make  signs, — as 
dumb  persons  do. 

To  pervade；  to  fill.  To 
close  up；  to  stop. 

7812 

彌 年不出  for  a  whole  year he  never  went  out  of  doors. 

彌月  a  full  month;  at  the 
completion  of  the  months  (of 

gestation) ;  the  completion  of 

the  first  month  of  a  child’s  age, 
kept  as  a  festive  occasion. 

彌 月不雨  it  did  not  rain  for a  whole  month. 

歎 愛彌日  enthused  over  it for  a  whole  day, — of  a  picture. 

棰 歡彌夜  spent  the  night in  great  merriment. 

彌天 的罪過 _  enough to  fill  the  sky. 

彌補  t。 fill  up. 

以爲 彌補 之地 as  a  set- off,  —  against  action  taken  by 

opponents. 

彌深  profound. 
彌多  very  many. 

彌彌  abundant. 彌加。 r 彌遠  still  further. 
彌彰  all  the  more  distinctly manifested. 

病日辕 ，旣 彌留 my 
malady  comes  on  daily  and 
without  interruption. 

彌留 之際 the  Pdnt  in  a disease  when  there  is  no  hope left. 

彌留遺 言 邮叩 words- 
彌甥  a  distant  cousin. 

彌 縫其闕  to  make  up  for 
their  short-comings.  See  3572. 

彌縫至 精至巧 the  sma)1 - 
est  or  the  cunningest  pretences, 
一 I  can  see  through. 

to  paste  a  slip  of  paper 

over, — as  at  the  public  examin¬ 
ation,  to  conceal  the  name  until 
the  essay  has  been  either  accepted 

or  rejected.  The  term  is  used 

of  those  petty  officials  who  are 
told  off  for  this  work. 

彌綸  to  repair;  to  restore;  to supply  deficiencies ;  to  put  in 
order. 

彌 綸布榍  to  settle  up  and supply  all  deficiencies. 

俾爾 彌爾性 may  ■ fulfi, all  your  years ! 

仲 乏彌高  the  more  I  look 
at  them,  the  more  lofty  they 

seem  to  be, — or  the  doctrines 
of  Confucius 

Amida  Buddha.  See  1  (^1) 

彌勒佛  Maitr^ya  Buddha,— 
the  Merciful  One,  expected  tc 

appear  and  open  a  new  era 

about  3,000  years  hence.  Tht 

“Laughing  Buddha”  of  Chinese 
temples.  See  4680. 

彌尸 w 失） 訶  the  Messiah 

7813 

紙 
C. 三 nei、 imei、 

三 mai 

H. F.  Sii、 Smi、 cmi 
W. 

N. 

P. 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. K.  ?ti、 mi 

J.  bi、 mi、 dei、 

Rising  and 

Even  Lower. 

7814 

R •支 

C.  nei、 mei 

〜 迷彌 

Even  Lower. 

An  expanse  of  water. 

渺爛 a  waste  of  waters. 

Full 

Read  mi%  and  niz. overflowing. 

有溯濟 盈 the  f°rd  is  fuU  t( 

overflowing. 

河 水满彌 wide  and  ful1  i 
the  river. 

A  female  monkey. 

彌猴  a  monkey.  Used  as 
teri^  of  abuse. 

稱猴桃  a  kind  of  coarse  T>eacl 
found  in  Anhui. 



IklLI 

97】 

TV/TT 

7816 

R •錫 
Sec 

Entering 
Lower. 

蠛 
7817 

糜:
 

7875- 

, A  screen  for  the  front  o 

a  carriage.  A  carriage-rug 

Even  Lower. 

藤1
 

m 

7822 

R- 紙 
See 糜 

Rising  Lower. 

靡 
7823 

R •支紙 

麋 
1  o  feed  a  child  with  gruel.  I 

R •支 

I  See  縻 

Even  Lower. 

C.  Lmei^  hnei 
H.  i.mi 
F.  zpH 

W.  imi、 -mi 
N. 么  mi P. 

Lntei、 三 mi 

Even  and 

Rising  Lower. 

mi 

ven  Lower. 

迷糜 
ren  Lower. 

Same  as  7816. 

Rice-gruel  ；  congee  ；  dis¬ 
solved. 

糜粥  rice-gruel. 

糜爛  reduced  to  a  pulp, 一 as  by 
oppression. 

S 家糜敝  the  State  is  utterly 
ruined. 

無 不糜滅  utterly  destroyed. 

糜費  extravagant  expenditure. 

糜坭  slime;  froth;  scum. 

Reduced  to  pulp.  Used 
with  7818. 

A  halter  for  an  ox;  to 
tie  up. 

羈 縻不絶  indissolubly  I bound. 

人 f、 已爲 之漸縻 
mpn’s  hearts  have  already  on this  account  become  closed,- 
to  sympathy  with  others. 

A  kind  of  liquor,  distilled 

from  grain.  See  12,107. 

餘 si  : he  name  of  a  climbing! 
plant  with  white  or  yellow  """  _ 
blossoms,  the  essence  of  which  See  迷糜 
was  an  article  of  tribute  under  X.  mi 
the  Five  Dynasties.  See  12,114.  Even  Lower. 

Not;  there  is  not.  To| 
be  extravagant  ；  to  waste : 
to  scatter. 

靡然  ̂  strong  negation. 

靡涯。 1 •靡旣  without  limit; boundless. 

靡日 不思  not  a  day  that  I do  not  think  of  it. 

靡常  not  constant 

靡足  not  enough. 

^  ̂   there  are  not. 

靡 不有初 not  one  but  has the  beginning,-— is  good  at  first. 

靡遺  without  omission  or| 
neglect. 

靡 所與同 y°u  d。 not  sym- pathise  with  us. 

靡 室勞矣  [ thought  nothing of  my  toil  in  your  house. 

靡時  to  waste  time. 

侈靡 a 靡費  extravagant 

行 邁靡靡  slowly  I  moved about. 

商 俗靡靡  among  the  cus¬ toms  of  Shang  was  reckless 
adoption  of  bad  usages. 

聲 音靡靡  a  coaxing  tone. 

靡漫  vague；  indefinite. 

靡麗  elegant. Read  mi} .  To  divide  up. 

我有 好爵吾 與爾靡 

之  having  a  good  appointment 
I  will  share  it  with  you. 

麋 

7826 

I  A.  me、 mi 

Even  Lower. 

弭
 3 

7827 

R .紙 

C-. 三 mai、 nei^- 

!/,  nei) 

雜2
 

靡 Name  of  a  plant. 

薔蘼  Ophiopogofi  japonicus, 
Ker.,  and  Asparagus  lucidus 、 
LdU 

蘼蕪  Ligusiicum、 sp. 

廢
 2 

7828 

R •支齊 

C.  nei、 mei 

s- 迷 

A.  me 

Even  Lower. 

The  common  millet  from) 

which  a  spirit  is  made. 

f 子  opular  name  in  the  north  I for  the  ̂   chi  variety  of ciun  miliaceuviy  L. 

The  tailed  deer  [CervuA 

[elaphtirus]  davidzanus)^  seel 

254x)  10,291.  The  bankf of  a  river. 

麋茸  deer’s-horns. 
如澤 之麋蒙 虎之皮 _ 

like  the  “ass  in  the  lion's  skin." 

攀 M、 之 與子都  Ch‘ou  Mi| 
and  Tzti  Tu, — the  Beast  and  the! 
Beauty,  respectively. 

居 河之麋  dwelling  on  tbej 
river-bank. 

To  repress；  to  stop.  The| 
ends  of  a  bow. 

心之 憂矣不 可弭忘 I 
the  sorrow  of  my  heart  cannot | 
be  repressed  nor  forgotten.  : 

弭 盜安頁  to  put  down  rob- 1 be!y  and  give  peace  to  the  law- 

abiding. 

弭于  to  repress  and  give  peace! 
to.  I 

消 晖時災 to  remove  thej present  calamities. 

弭 止衅端  to  allay  hostility,  j 

弭兵  an  armistice. to  stop  giddiness. 

象 弭魚服  the  bow  with  itsl ivory  ends  and  seal-skin  quiver.  I 

與耳  with  drooping  ears, — of  a  | 
frightened  animal. 

弭節  to  lower  the  sign  or| emblem  of  one’s  mission；  to  I 
check  one’s  pace;  to  saunter.  I 

三年 弭節江 湖上如 three  years  I  have  wandered  | 

by  river  and  lake. 

A  fawn ;  the  young  ofl 
animals. 

農裘  the  skins  of  unborn  ani¬ 

mals.  ， 

不 取覉卵  do  not  take  the! young  nor  the  eggs,  —  when  f 

hunting. 



中 
7829 

r •支紙 
See 码 

Even  Lower. 

7830 
R •錫 

C.  mik 
H.  met) 

F.  mik^  v.  7neix 
W,  mie 

N.  mih 
P.  mr 

M.  mi 
Y.  mik 

Sz.  mi 
K.  viidk 

J.  bcki 
A. 

Entering 

Irregular. 

w 

The  bleating  of  a  sheep.  | 

覔 
7831 

審 
7幻2 

宓 4
0 7833 r •質 

W.  mi 
See、 蜜 

C.  viet 

H.  mil 

To  seek-  to  hunt  for. 

寬路  seek  the  right  road. 

覓人  to  look  for  a  person. 

覓訪  to  make  enquiries, 

^  to  seek  to  get. 

竟醫 生  to  se“d  for  a  doctor. 

覓承工  to  seek  labourers, 一 as 
coolies  for  emigration. 

覓食飮  to  seek  a  meal. 

鑽 頭覚縫 (/«^4)  Ae  iron point  of  the  awl  searches  for  an 

opening, — is  sure  to  get  in.  To 
try  every  approach  to  a  question ; 

to  poke  one’s  nose  in  everywhere. 

覚句  to  seek  an  apt  phrase. 

覓揀  to  search  for  and  select. 

覚 保  to  find  securities  (persons) 

覓利  to  search  for  employment. 

覓給  to  search  out  and  give. 

覚有  to  find  out. 

覓致  to  procure  by  seeking. 

覓僱  to  hire；  to  engage. 

覓徑  to  seek  me  direct  route 

7834 

F.  mik 

W.  mi、 mloe 
N.  mih 

P.  mi0 

M.  mi 

Y.  mik 
Sz.  mi 

K.  mil 

j.  miisz、 hitsz A.  met Entering 

Lower. 

Same  as  7830. 

Same  as  7835. 

972 

3VCX 

蜜錢批 5 霜  sweetmeats  made with  arsenic, -treacherous  words. 

蜜炒  fried  in  honey. 

蜜汁  honey ;  syrup. 

胃胃  ̂   preserved  green  plums. 

Entering 

Lower. 

蜜 
7»34 R •質 

Honey. 仏 波 9336. 

蜂蜜。 f 蜜糖  honey.  S^ey 
3567. 

蜜餞  preserves；  confectionery. I 

蜜供  honey  offerings, — sweet meats  offered  in  temples. 

石蜜  barley-sugar. 密  preserves  dried  in  honey, 

蜜合色  honey-coloured 
maize-coloured. 

蜜菓  preserved  fruits, — especi ally  dates. 

蜜棗 &  Zizypkus  or  jujube 
fruit. 

蜜蜂桶  a  honeycomb 

蜜窝 or  蜜房  the  cells  in  a 
hive. 

蜜房割 去別人 甜 when the  hive  is  ransacked,  others 

(than  the  bees)  enjoy  its  sweets Sic  vos,  etc 

口 有蜜而 腹有劍 
honey  in  the  mouth  but  a  dagger 
in  his  heart,— of  a  fair-speaking 
traitor 

蜜 嘴。/ 蜜 語 h°ney-tGflgued smooth-speaking. 

假朋友 蜜裏調 油_ friends  are  like  honey  mixed 
with  oil. 

蜜 王  the  queen  bee. 

蜜嫩  bees'-wax.
 

蜜繼石 amber- 

w 7835 

R. 質 

F.  mik、 rncik 

Still  ；  silent.  To  stop.  |see  蜜 

Read  fu2*.  Name  of  a  |  Enterine J  I  Lower. 

personage  in  the  a Spring! 

and  Autumn.”  .  [Has  been! written  宓 •] 

Close  ；  dense,  as  popula¬ 
tion  •,  thick,  as  opposed  to 

m  4058;  intimate  ；  tho¬ rough  ； secret  {see  8932) 

mysterious.  See  圈 3162, 

i  8488, 嚴  13,088. 

細 密布疋  cloth  of  fine  close texture. 

close ;  intimate,  as  friend¬ 
ship. 

密友  an  intimate  friend. 

密交  a  close  friendship. 

密坐  tdte-a-tete% 親 <  very  intimate ;  closely  con¬ nected. 

密 7835 
久 與賈密  she  had  long  bee 
on  terms  of  (improper)  intimac 
with  Chia. 

密訪  to  make  minute  search  fc 

密箭  to  secretly  instruct. 

密切  secretly  and  thoroughly 

密派  to  secretly  depute. 

密齊。 r 密函。 r 密寄 private  or  secret  note. 

^  a  secret  meeting;  an  assi 
nation. 

密 菁  dense  undergrowth. 

密咨  to  communicate  secret with, 一 of  the  despatches  of  hi： 
. authorities  between  themselv 

密勿  the  Cabinet  or  Coun 
of  State. 

密諭 a  secret  Decree. 

密陳  a  secret  statement  to, e.g.  the  Throne. 

密密 實實的 ㈣滿洛 

的) very  closely;  thickly. 

密密 雜雜的 many 

mixed. 

密札  secret  orders. 

密曹  a  secret ;  private  talk. 

機密  secret ;  occult. 

密口  keep  silent !  hush! 

密室  private  apartments. 

密耖屋  a  gauze  cover 

stretched  over  a 'fishpond. 

工 夫嚴密 dilisent- 
夙夜基 命宥密 

night  he  enlarged  its  foundati 

by  his  deep  and  silent  virtu 

密日  a  term  used  in  the  Ar almanacs  for  every  seventh  c 

said  to  be  derived  from  the  ] 

sian  mithras^  a  name  for  the  J 

^  ̂   same  as  
7836. 

密陀僧  lithai¥e  [PersiaD  1 

da  sen  g]. 

name  of  a  District 
Honan. 

^  name  of  an  anci
ent  S 

of  Kansuh. 
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7836 

.質 
比蜜 

Entering 
Lower. 

m 

7837 

.質 

:6蜜 
Entering 
Lower. 

m 

wl 

7838 

7«39 

質 
mit 
mik 

mi 

mih^pih 
wi°

 

mi 
mik 
mi 
mil 

格 “sz、 bichi 

met 

Entering 
Lower. 

IB 

7840 

7841 

覚 
Entering 
Lower. 

7842 

7843 

ntering 
-ower. 

The  eagle-wood  tree  or 

lign-aloes  {Aquilaria  or 
Aloexylon)^  found  in  Cam¬ 
bodia.  Its  heart  is  called ¥ 

garoo  wood；  see  649. 

The  rootlets  of  the  lotus 

fNehimbium  speciosum、 Willd.). 

Same  as  7836. 

To  whisper.  Quiet；  still. 

寂謐  lonesome  and  still. 

謐 然淸靜  peaceful  and  still 

寧 謐如常  times  are  peaceful 
as  usual. 

See  6249. 

Floss  silk ;  small  ；  delicate. 
Radical  1 20. 

Read  ssuL.  Same  as  絲 
io,259. 

See  7742. 

A  screen  or  canopy  for 
a  chariot. 

7844 

R. 錫 

See 冪 

Entering 

Lower. 

784s 

R. 錫 

See 覓 

Entering 

Lower. 

7846 

k •靑錫 
% 竟冥 

Entering  and 

Even  Lower. 

7847 

R •錫 

C.  mik 
H.  mit 

F.  mik ‘ 
W.  mie 
N.  mih 

P.  mi3 

M. ) . 

Sz.  \ 
 m, 

Y.  mik 

K.  mi’dk J.  miaku、 beki 
A.  mik) 

Entering 

Lower. 

冪 

7848 

m 
7849 

庙 

7«5° 

苗，
 

7851 

To  cover.  Radical 
S.ame  as  7847. 

14. 

苗*
 

7851 

I 

Im.  \  m
iau 

I Y.  mioa 

I  Sz.  miau 
I K,  mio 

I  J.  mid、 bid 

I  A.  mieu 
Even  Lower. 

Jfo  plaster 
whitewash. 

walls;  to 

A  veil  to  cover  the  face  I 

of  the  dead.  Also  read! 

ming1  and 

中冥 目用雜 the  covering  for  j the  eyes  should  be  black. 

A  cloth  to  cover  food；| 
a  veil.  Same  as  7844. 

冪人  an  attendant,  under  the 
Chou  dynasty,  whose  duty  it 
was  to  keep  things  covered  up. 

Same  as  7847. 

Same  as  7847. 

M3LA.O. 

Same  as  7867. 猫
，
 

7吵 

R. 肴 

See 茅 

I  A.  mau、 mieu 
Even  Lower. 

播
 2 

7^53 

無食我  do  not  eat  the sprouting  grain,— O  rats ! 

蘿葡苗  radish-sprouts. 
火 苗太局  the  flame  of  the 
lamp  is  too  high. 

舌乃心 辛苗也 the  ton 
gue  is  the  tip  end  (or  shoot)  of the  heart. 

銅苗  the  copper  nozzle  of  a  hose. 

苗裔  posterity. 功 臣苗緖  the  posterity  of  a 
meritorious  official. 

黎苗  many  ；  prolific, 魚苗  the  small  fry  of  fishes. 

愛苗花  to  love  finery  and 

display. 

苗 私= 窃苑 n,o66. 
身量 苗條。 r 態度苗 
條 of  upright  and  graceful  car- 
riage, — as  a  well-grown  girl. 

之 子于苗  those  officers  i 
charge  of  the  hunt. 

苗子  Miao-tzu, — wild  aboriginal tribes  found  in  Kueichou  and 
elsewhere. 

Beautiful  ；  elegant. 

娼躺  a  prostitute. 

IR. 
j  See  苗 

Even  Lower. 

R •蕾 

C.  miu 
H.  miau 

F.  mieu 
W.  mice 

N.  viioa 

Sprouts;  shoots ；  growing | 

grain.  The  early  stage  of! 

an  eruption  on  the  skin.j 

Progeny；  posterity.  To  hunt； 
a  hunting  expedition.  Name! 
of  a  wild  tribe. 

禾苗  sprouting  rice-crops. 

To  delineate；,  to  draw ； 

to  sketch；  to  depict. 

描畫  to  draw;  to  paint. 

描容。 r 描像  to  paint 
portrait. 

描寫  to  sketch  ；  to  describe 
graphically. 

暗描工 鄧之弊  covertly 、 describing  the  corruption  of  the 
Board  of  Works. 

描金  to  gild;  to  paint  in  gold. 

描眉  to  paint  the  eyebrows. See  416. 

描 摹一樣  make  an  exact 

copy. 

心描萬 里江山  the  mind can  picture  far  distant  scenes. 
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描1
 7«53 

猫 

7854 

雜 r 

描字  to  copy  writing;  to  trace characters. 

描 紅格。 r 描紅 模子 
to  write  with  black  ink  over  red 

characters, 一 as  children  do. 

描情  to  describe  emotions. 

描出  to  depict, — as  a  character. 

See  7676. 

7855 
R •巧 

See 卯 

A.  mau、 imieu 

Rising  Lower. 

To  wind  off  silk, 

fringe  on  a  flag. 

The 

妙
 3 

7856 R •篠嘯 
ee 嫩超 

K.jieu 

Rising  and 
Sinking  Lower 
and  Upper. 

妙
 4 7^57 

Small. 

delicate;  tender. 

Read  ch>ao\  Alarmed. 

驚  f 少  startled. 

杪:
 

7858 

R •篠效 

See 嫩杪 

The 

limit. 

Rising  and 

Sinking  Lower 
and  Upper. 

耖 7859 

tip  ；  the  end  ；  the 

枝杪  the  tip  of  a  branch. 

末  the  tip  end. 
歲杪  the  end  of  the  year. 

至 月杪則  at  the  end  of  the month . 

林杪  the  verge  of  the  forest. 

R. 

Same  as  7857, 

See 嫩 

Rising  Lower. 

fy 

7860 

^ 系尠 

A.  mieu 

Rising  Lower. 

妙 

786 

2 

R. 

R. 

Excellent  ；  admirable  ̂  

wonderful  •’  subtle  •’  mys¬ 
terious. 

See 尚 

A.  tieu、 jieu 

Even  Lower. 

See 系眇 

Sinking 

Lower. 

jlp  extraordinary;  wonderful. 

妙絶。 r 妙甚  admirable ! 
capital ! 

妙 烤 °r 妙計 °r 妙術 an 
admirable  plan；  a  specific. 

妙手  a  skilled  hand;  a  clever 
artist. 

妙 手空空  empty-handed. 

妙 在言外  the  beauty  (of  th 
passage)  lies  beyond  the  mere wording. 

妙藥  a  wonderful  medicine. 

賴妙。 1 ■微妙  subtle;  ingeni Oils. 

妙不過 not  to  be  surpassed. 

得 前雖不 傳之妙 he 
surpassed  anything  that  had  been 
done  before. 

妙舌  a  sharp  tongue ;  witty. 

妙化  supernatural. 

妙年  young;  youthful. 

The  beard  of  grain  ； 

minute.  A  second  of  time 

or  of  a  degree.  A  ten 

thousandth.  Wrongly  used 

for  7858. 

w 

7862 

.篠 

See 系尠 

Rising  Lower. 

Silkworms  just  hatched 

Having  one  eye  smaller 
than  the  other.  Minute 

subtle;  the  appearance  o 

one  gazing  to  a  distance 

眇一目  one-eyed. 
昔有 悦一眇 媚者以 
天下婦 人皆多 

目 of  old,  a  man  was  so  in  love 
with  a  one  eyed  beauty  that  he 

thought  all  other  women  hp.d  an 

eye  too  much. 

眇能視 a  one-eyed  man  can still  see. 

吵: j 鼓  small;  minute, delicate;  fine. 

一極眇 小之事  a  very 
trifling  affair. 

眇眇予 末小子 
utterly  insignificant  and  but 
child. 

眇 然有身  the  insignificance 
of  an  individual, 

am 

in  the  vast¬ ness  of  the  universe. 

w 

7862 

渺
 3 

7863 
條 

眇身  my  unworthy  self. 
眇耙 t。  aim  at  a  target. 

眇中  chungx  紅心  to  hit  tl 
bull’s-eye. 

Vast;  boundless;  vagu 

渺渺乎  how  boundless ! 

渺 _ 兮余 懷 Ihaveavaff 

longing. 

渺 渺無憑  vague,  with。 

proof. 

渺茫 of  vast  extent  ；  indistinc 
vague;  dim;  eternity. 

渺小  vastly  small ;  infinitesim 渺然 (—. as 水 長貌) 

w 

R. 7864 篠 

C.  miu 

H.  cmiau' 

F.  mien 

W.  miot 
N.  mioa 

P.  I  . 

M.  1
  miaa 

Y.  mioa 
Sz.  miau

 

K.  mio 

[•  bid、 mio 

A.  jieu Rising  Lower. 

vast  extent. 

Minute ;  subtle  ；  indistim 
Used  with  7862. 

觀^微  infinitesimal. 

香姻 縹系抄  the  smoke 
 of  t 

incense  curls  away  into  nothii 

— gradually  becoming  invisifc 

R. 

淼 3
 

786S 

條 
See 

Rising  Lower. 

Vast,  as  an  expanse 
water.  Used  with  786 ♦ See  7897. 

Rising  Lower. 

To  slight;  to  despis Small  •’  petty. 

藐視  to  treat  with  contempt 

輕藐  to  slight. 

欺藐  t。 insult. 藐法  in  contempt  of  the  la' 

藐玩  to  trifle  with;  to  despi 

藐妄  stupid  rudeness  or  < 

courtesy. 

yj>  insignificant. 

Read  mao*  and  mo4*. 

聽 我藐藐 ㈣ listened 
me  with  indifference  and  c 

tempt. 
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藐,
 

7866 

廟
 4 

7867 

嘯 
-苗 

Sinking 
Lower- 

旣 成藐藐  when  (the  temple) 
was  completed,  wide  and  grand. 

藐 藐昊天  profound  and 
mighty  Heaven. 

藐藐然  hauShtilyj  contempt 
uously. 

Temples  in  general  ； 

Buddhist  temples  uninhab¬ 

ited  by  priests ;  roadside 
shrines,  etc. 

廟宇  temples. 

宗廟  the  ancestral  temple  of  a 
clan, — now  applied  only  to  that 
of  the  Imperial  family. 

祖廟。 r 家廟  an  ancestral 
temple. 

神廟  a  shrine  with  an  idol  in  it. 

香火廟  a  popular  or  much- 
frequented  temple. 

mm  to  visit  temples, — on  days 
when  fairs  are  held  there. 

廟貨  temple  goods, 一 bought  at 
the  fairs,  and  of  very  inferior 

quality. 

明 天有廟  there  is  a  fair  to¬ 
morrow. 

起廟  to  attend  a  fair. 

廊廟  the  Imperial  palace. 

廊 廟之器  a  utensil  for  the 
Court, — a  man  of  talent. 

廟 堂之上  in  the  presence 
of  the  Court;  before  the  Emperor. 

廟見  a  form  of  worship  gone 
through  by  brides  three  months 

after  marriage,  and  marking  their 
formal  assumption  of  household 
duties. 

廟祝  the  person  who  assists  the 
chief  sacrificer  by  reading  out 
the  sacrificial  eulogies,  etc. 

太廟  the  chamber  wherein  the 
tablet  of  the  oldest  ancestor  of 

the  Imperial  family  is  kept. 

廟諱  the  name  of  an  Emperor 
after  his  death.  See  7940. 

廟躭  the  title  conferred  upon 
an  Emperor  after  death ;  e.g. 

聖祖 仁皇帝 for  the 
Emperor  who  i  eigned  under  the 

style  of  康熙. 

廟‘
 

7867 

杳3
 

7868 

三 miu cmiau 

x  .  mieu 
W.  cyoi^  三 mide 
N.  cyoa 
~  miau、yau 

. miau 

Y.yoa 

'  mio 

A.  nieu 

Rising 

Irregular. 

晖 
7869 

7870 

R •馬麻 

紙 

C.  cme 

F.  mae) 

W. 三 mi 

N.  me^  tmi 

P.  cmie 
J.  ba、 me 
A.  me 
Rising  and 

Even 

Irregular. 

7871 

R •馬 

C.  met^ 

H.  mak) 

F.  mieh^  y.  sie3 W.  ̂ mide 

N. 

P. 三 mie、 三 lie M.  rnieh) 

Y.  nieh 

K.  mia 

]. ba、 ma 
A.  mak),  me 

Rising  Very 

Irregular. 

烕 

7872 

- 1 人不 入廟。 ne  man 
should  not  go  to  a  temple, — for 
fear  of  being  made  away  with. 

廟謨  the  counsels,  or  policy, 
of  the  Emperor. 

Dark;  mysterious；  vague； 

see  5950.  Also  read  yaoz. 
[To  be  distinguished  from 

查  193  and  普  10,497.] 

杳冥  dark;  obscure. 
日力*  杳矣  the  sun  had  just 
gone  down. 

杳 無音信  no  news  of  him anywhere. 

杳  _  無踪  gone  with°ut 
leaving  a  trace. 

杳 遠  in  the  obscure  distance. 

Same  as  7870. 

The  bleating  of  sheep. 

羊咩  the  cry  of  a  sheep. 

咩羊  a  kid;  a  lamb. 

咩子  a  calf. 

To  squint.  Also  read 

nieh\  [To  be  distinguished 

from  也  12,988.1 

眼睛 困得都 乜斜了 
unable  to  open  the  eyes  from 
weariness. 

厮乜  necromancers. 
也攝  used  by  the  Jews  in  China for  Moses. 

Same  as  -7874. 

搣必
 

7873 

R •屑 

See 滅 

A.  diet 

Entering 

Lower. 

R. 14? 

7874 

屑 
C.  myt 

M.  met 

F.  miek 

W.  mie 
N.  mi  eh 

P.  mie) 

M.  mie 
Y.  mich 

Sz.  mie 
K.  inyol 

. metsz、 hetsz 

K,jiet 

Entering 

Lower. 

7875 

〜屑 

C.  myt 

H.  met 

F.  miek 
W.  mie 
N.  miek 

P.  mi^ 

M.  j 

Y.  >  mieh 

Sz. ) 

K.  midi r.  betsz、 mechi 

A.  miet 

Entering 

Lower. 

To  pluck  ；  to  pull  out  ； 

to  peel. 

搣耳  to  pull  the  ears. 
揃搣  to  pluck  out, — as  hairs, 

搣面珠  to  pinch  the  cheeks. 
搣紙 t。  peel  off  the  paper. 
To  destroy  by  fire  ；  to 

exterminate  ；  to  extinguish fire. 

滅絶  to  exterminate. 
滅國  to  destroy  a  State. 
滅門  to  exterminate  a  family. 

滅亡。 r 滅沒  exterminated  ; dead. 

自取滅 亡  he  brought  on  his 
own  ruin. 

勸滅。 r  滅搗  tQ  exterminate, 
— as  rebels. 

盡 滅其類  he  exterminated 
the  whole  race. 

滅跡  to  destroy  all  traces  of. 

赴 圖而滅  he  approached  the picture  and  vanished  into  it. 

_  渉滅頂  crossing  the  ford, 
(the  water)  was  over  my  head. 

滅息  to  extinguish, 

M  %  to  put  ou
t  fire. 

滅燈  to  put  out  a  lamp. 

打滅 撲滅  to  put  out, 一 a 
fire. 

赴 火如滅  to  walk  through 
fire  as  if  it  was  not  alight. 

滅度  to  die;  to  save;  Nirvana' 

滅 度衆生  t。 save  a11  crea- 
tures,  i,e,  to  bring  them  to  Nir¬ vana. 

Splints  ；  strips  ；  laths. 

竹蔑 or  蔑菁  bamboo-splints, 
一 for  making  baskets,  fans,  etc 

蔑 席  a  mat  made  of  bamboo 
skin. 

紙篾  young  bamboos  when  fit 
for  making  paper. 

一 *  條篾植 21  hoop  for  a  tub，- made  of  twisted  bamboo-splints. 

篾片  a  splint;  a  “sponge;”  a 

. parasite. 蔑檀  bamboo  torches,  used  both at  weddings  and  funerals. 



蔑 
7876 

屑 
See 蔑 

R. 
976 

4^ To  be  without.  Minute  ； 

worthless.  To  throw  away. 

Entering 

Lower. 

喪 亂蔑資  ruin  and  disorder 
are  exhausting  their  means  of 
living, 

蔑有  there  is  none. 

蔑禮  without  manners ;  un¬ 
ceremoniously. 

蔑  minute;  fine. 

人 烟寂蔑  the  population 
gone, — as  from  a  ruined  district. 

人勞 則萬然 when  a  man 
is  wearied  he  is  quiet, — without 
activity. 

蔑 然無言  silently,  without 
uttering  a  word. 

不 蔑民功  do  not  overlook 
merit  among  the  people. 

蔑法  in  contempt  of  law. 

蔑以加  nothing  could  be 
better. 

.7881 

R.  V ulgar. 

^71 
 e 

Even
  
Uppe

r. 
C. 

7882 

R •先 

C.  myn 

H.  men、 min 
F.  mieng^  ming 

W.  mie 

N.  mien 
P. 

M. 
Sz. Y.  miei 
K.  mydn 

bin 

A.  mien、 maing 

Even  Lower. 

7877 R. 屑 
myt) 

See 蔑 

Entering 

Lower. 

7878 R •屑 
See 箆 

Entering 

Lower. 

w 
7879 R •屑 

See 儀 

To  beat. 

機楔  irregular；  out  of  order awry. 

Pebbly;  hard. 

石蔑  small  stones;  shingle. 

Flies  \  insects  'seen  in 
damp  places. 

Entering 
Lower. 

衊 
4^ 

7880 
K 屑 
II.  met、 
Scc 後 

4* 载  very  small  flies. 

Blood  ；  to  stain 

blood；  to  defile. 

with 

Entering 

Lower. 

血衊  to  stain  with  blood. 

汚 衊宗室  he  polluted  his 
ancestral  hall;  dishonoured  his 
relatives  of  the  Imperial  family 

誣邊  to  calumniate. 

To  carry  a  child  on  the 
back. 

眼,
 

To  close  the  eyes ;  to sleep. 

眠目  fo  close  the  eyes. 

眠下 ％ 眠臥  to  lie  down  to 
sleep. 

眠睡  to  sleep. 同目民  to  sleep  together.  See  7676 

長眠 &  long  sleep, — of  death 

竟 f 不眠1  did  not  sleep 
all  night. 

眠牀  a  couch;  a  sofa. 

眠 思夢想  to  dream. 
蠶眠  the  sleep  of  silkworms. 

柳眠  the  sleep  of  the  wiliow, 
alluding  to  a  famous  willow 
shaped  like  a  man,  which  sent 
its  leaves  to  sleep  three  times  a 

day.  It  stood  in  an  Imperial 

park,  temp.  Han  dynasty. 

牛眠地 a  cow-sleep  ground, a.  good  site  for  a  grave,  refer¬ 
ring  to  the  story  of  陶侃 

T‘ao  K‘an,  who  lost  a  cow 
when  he  was  about  to  bury  his 

mother,  and  was  advised  by  a 

mysterious  old  man  to  make 

the  grave  where  he  should  find 
the  cow.  He  did  so,  the  result 

being  that  the  family  prospered 
ever  afterwards. 

眠艇 W  H，2% 

7883 

R •先 

See 綿 

Even  Lower. 

The  cotton  tree  (Bombax 

malabaricum、 L.)  ；  cotton. 
Used  with  7884. 

棉花  raw  cotton ;  the  cotton 
plant  (Gossypiutn  herbaceum、 L.) 

棉 花做的  made  of  cotton wool, 一 of  a  man  who  is  easily 

worked  upon  or  influenced. 

棉絮  waste  cotton ;  cotton  rags. 

棉耖  cotton  yarn. 

棉線  cotton  thread. 棉布  cotton  cloth ;  cotton  piece 

goods. 

棉4
 

7883 

7884 先 C.  myn 

. ntietig 

L  mie 

H.  men 

¥,1 

W. 

N.  mien 
P. 

M.  \
  m,1 

Y.  miei Sz.  mien 
K.  my  dn 

J.  mm、 ben 

nien 

A.  mien 
Even  Lower. 

棉帆布  cotton  duck. 
棉絨布  woollen  and  cottoi 
mixtures. 

棉被胎  cotton  bed-quilts palam  pores. 

棉羊褥  cotton  and  woollei 
mattresses. 

棉衣服  cotton  clothes. 

木^  a  quilted  coat. 

棉子  cotton  seed. 
棉羽綾  cotton  lastings. 
木棉  the  native  cotton  tree Also  the  bark  of  Eucommi 
ulmoides、 Oliv. 

野棉花  Anemone  japonica 

It 

Soft ;  downy ;  floss  silk 

Spreading;  continuous 
Used  with  7883.  A  Depart 

Sieb. 

ment  in  Ssuch‘uan. 

綿輭。 1 •綿柔 s<)ft; delicat< 

綿力。 1 •綿薄 weak; del 
cate. 

效綿薄  to  do  one’s  humbl 
best. 

絲綿  silk  thread;  sewing  silk； 

絲 綿衣脤  silk  clothes. 
綿線 cotton  thread. 

綿絮  fl?ss  silk- 
綿乎  silk  quilting;  tangled  sill 

綿紗  cotton  jam. 

綿綢  a  kind  of  silk- 

綿裏針  like  a  needle  in  woo 

綿羊  the  sheep. 

綿羊毛  sheep’s  wool. foreign  woollen  dotl 
— in  some  parts  many  sorts  c 

Spanish  stripes  are  so  called. 

綿 連紙。 r 綿紙  paper  mad 
of  cotton. 

綿鞋  wadded  shoes  worn 
 i 

winter,  popularly  called  猫 吳 

蒲  cats’-nests. 

綿 繩套索 asOTt°flasso 

維 綿不絶 M 連麴 c。1 
tinuous;  uninterrupted. 
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綿1
 

7884 

緜 
7885 

面
 4 

7886 

霰 
myn 
men 

mieng^ 

meng) mie 

mien 

1  mien 
miei

 

mie
n 

mio
n 

nen^
  
ben 

jien
 

Sinking 
Lower. 

福 壽綿長  may  your  happi- 
ness  and -  life  be  prolonged ! 

綿綿葛 萬 thickly  they 
spread  about,  the  dolichos  creep¬ 
ers. 

綿 綿翼翼  continuous  and 
orderly,  —  as  an  army  on  the 
march. 

綿 蠻黃鳥 there  is  that  little 
oriole. 

沉綿  sinking .  floss, — which  it 
can  only  do  when  saturated  with 
water. 

疾 候沉綿  the  disease  was 
very  far  advanced. 

Same  as  7884. 

The  face  [see  7140);  the 

countenance  •’  the  front  ； 
obverse  of  a  coin  [see  7633, 

5665).  A  plane  surface  ； 

breadth,  as  a  dimension  (see 

1 2,089).  Numerative  of 

gongs,  drums,  banners,  mir¬ 

rors,  etc.  Radical  1 76.  See 

9865， 8504,  8556,  9969. 

面子。 r 面貌。 r 面目 
(also,  social  status)  or  面 孔 

or  面  the  face;  the  count¬ 
enance. 

^  胃 to  get  back,  or  restore, 
one’s  former  prestige,  or  author- 
ity' 

面貌相 對  face  t。 face；  vis- 
a-vis.  J 

何面 目回轉 h<3w  can  1 
show  my  face  there  again? 

何太 ^ 面目 why  be  so 
shameless  ? 

別是一 番面目 Put  quite 
another  face  on  the  matter. 

與前 塲文義 面目全 
entirely  at  variance  with 

what  he  had  said  in  his  essay 

on  the  previous  day  of  examin¬ 
ation. 

面 孔紅了  his  face  flushed. 

那時 便不是 這副面 

孔  you  then  wore  quite  a  differ¬ 
ent  kind  of  face  (or  expression). 

面
 * 

7886 

面 色  complexion  ；  countenance 

^  pale-faced. 人心 之不 同， 各如其 

面 焉  men’s  minds  are  as  un¬ like  as  their  faces. 

面皮厚  skin  of  the  face  thick, 
— shameless;  brazen-faced.  Sec 

9381. 
M  or  M  ̂   bashful;  sheep¬ 

ish  ; soft-hearted. 

両  the  cheeks. 

面潤  fat-faced. 

四 面 on  all  sides. 
八 面  the  eight  principal  points 

of  the  compass. 

八 面  意  an  extensive  busi¬ 
ness. 

面 面  all  sides;  each  and  all. 

面1  面相觀  looking  at  one another. 

面 層^  人 ⑺  fl ‘飞 tter  a  person  to his  face. 

當 面。 r  直面  face  tc>  face 
with  ；  in  the  presence  of. 

令小 吏直面 以鐵楢 
bade  the  petty  clerk 

break  it  to  pieces  before  his  face 
with  an  iron  hammer. 

• 

莖寸 面  face  to  face;  opposite ; contrary. 

前面  before;  in  front  of. 
the  back;  behind  the  back 

of;  in  the  absence  of. 

眼 面前的 ordinary;  every- 
day;  ready-to-hand. 

面和 意不和 friendly  out- wardly  {i.e.  as  far  as  facial  ex¬ 
pression  goes),  but  not  at  heart. 

面 謝 *  to  personally  thank. 

面  t0  have  a  chat. 

面禀 Q1 •面陳 or 面回 t0 
report  verbally. 

面談。 r 面述。 r 面講。 r 

面議。 r 面商。 r 面謀。 r 

面 論  to  discuss  verbally. 

面 遞  to  give  personally  to. 

面 辭  t0  take  leave  in  person. 

面爲  personally  to . 

W 

7886 

面 爲商定 to  settle  at  a personal  interview. 

面 专頁  to  receive  personally. 

面囑。 1 •面 示。 r 面諭 t。 
give  verbal  orders. 

面 云  to  say  to  one’s  face. 

女 ft  面^ [禀  I  respectfully  ad¬ dress  you,  as  though  face  to 
face, — a  conventional  beginning to  a  letter. 

面 訴  to  complain  verbally. 

面告。 i •面稱  t。 state  per- 

sonally. 

面 託  to  personally  commission one  to . 

面 耳合  to  hear  personally  from. 

面薦  to  recommend  verbally. 

两  to  personally  request. 

面 '交  to  hand  over  personally. See  below, 

面  to  have  an  audience  of the  sovereign. 

1  to  see;  to  visit. 

打照面 t。 meet. 
已與 大漢打 個照面 
had  already  met  the  great  man. 

面  a  red  face;  to  blush. 

陰 面 子 one  who  gains  by  un¬ 
fair  means.  i 

面象  a  portrait. 面衣。 r 面絡 a  vei1， 出必告 W 返必面 
when  you  go  out,  tell  (your 

parents),  when  you  return,  go 

and  show  yourself. 

抗閃不 面 t0  avoid,— as  a 
debtor  avoids  a  dunning  creditor. 

妻 ̂ 日不 面  have  not  met  for 
several  days. 

面 善  to  be  well  acquainted  with 
a  person, — as  far  as  his  appear¬ 
ance  goes. 

面 生  an  unfamiliar  face. 

皆 生面也  all  living  faces  — 
/>.  striking  likenesses. 

見之 面如生 faces seemed  alive, — of  portraits. 

半 面之識  s,ishtlx  acquaint- 
ed  with. 

面 交之友  a  casual  acquaint¬ 
ance.  See  above. 

*23 
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假面。 r 面具  a  mask, 一 first 
known  under  the  Han  dynasty. 

一盜帶 面具。 ne  Qf  the 
robbers  wore  a  mask. 

丢 面  to  lose  face;  to  be  pi^t  to 
shame. 

思 念父毋 面上。 ut 。£ 
respect  for  his  parents, -referring 

to  the  past.  See-  below • 

都看你 女兒面 a11  (the 
above)  is  for  the  sake  of  your 

daughter, 一 referring  to  the  pres¬ 
ent.  See  7140, 

就是 打狗也 看主人 

面  even  in  beating  a  dog  one 
should  have  some  regard  for  its 

master,  —  people  being  touchy 
about  their  dependants. 

面門  the  forehead. 

怕 壤 了門面  afraid  of  da¬ 
maging  the  reputation  of  the 
family.  See  7751. 

世面  see  9699. 

情面  consideration  for;  respect 
for  {see  2187);  kindness. 

又關 乎情面 he  was  also 
actuated  by  consideration,— for 
an  old  friend,  etc. 

切面  the  surface  of  contact, 
in  mechanics. 

正面 the  right  side;  the  obverse 
the  face. 

反 面  the  wrong  side;  the  reverse 
the  back.  Also,  to  turn  round 

and  take  an  opposite  view.  See 

3413 - 

栽 在出面  planted  it  on  the top. 

仲面  the  front  of  the  body. 

合面  the  back  of  the  body. 

裏面  the  inside;  inside. 

面朝  c/ilaol  ̂   inside  out,  as 
a  coat；  face  towards  the  inside 

as  a  person  sitting  in  a  cart  back 
to  horses. 

下面  the  lower  face  or  surface 
of  a  flat  body. 

面 上多是 好好的 most 
of  those  (oranges)  at  the  top  were 

good. 

擺在舱 板上面 spread 
them  out  on  the  deck. 

面 4
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面向上  keep  the  top  upper- 1 most;  this  side  up. 

面作 （ot  ■) 騎馬。 n  the obverse,  a  man  riding  a  horse. 
See  8744. 

北面  to  face  the  north ;  to 
appear  before  the  Emperor. 

南面  to  face  the  south;  to  rule. See  8128. 

面東  facing  the  east. 

面 湖  facing  the  lake. 

洋面  the  surface  of  the  sea; the  ocean. 

面 首左有 三十人 she 
had  30  handsome  male  atten¬ 
dants, — of  the  princess  山陰 

Shan-yin,  who  complained  to  her 

brother  子業  W  Yeh,  the 

Empercr 廢帝。 f  the 劉宋 

Liu  Sung  dynasty  that  whereas 
he  had  many  wives,  she  had  but 
one  husband;  whereupon  the 

. Emperor  at  once  assigned  to  her 
30  of  his  handsomest  courtiers 

當 日三面 W 明。 n  the said  date  it  was  clearly  agreed 

between  the  three  parties  present. 

一 面之辭  a  one-sided  story ; 
an  ex  parte  statement. 

一面  at  the  same  time. 

你 一 ■面 去做 go  and  do  it 
on  your  own  account. 

當 是一面 ，背是 一面 
one  thing  to  a  man’s  face  and another  behind  his  back. 

― *  面 . — 面 . on  the  one 
hand,  • … ， on  the  other  hand, 

一面說 一面打  scolding 
and  beating  the  while. 

一面追 緊一 面放鬆 
one  urging  him  to  hurry,  the 
other,  to  take  his  time.  Also, 

urging  the  one  to  hurry,  and 
the  other  to  take  his  time. 

一 *  面鏡  a  mirror. 
偭 4
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R- 霰 

F.  cmieng 

See. 麵 

A.  mien) 

Sinking 

R. 

7888 

软 

See 面 

k.  jien 
Rising  Lower. 

門上 掛着一 面大牌 on  the  door  there  hung  a  great 
notice-board. 

面 火煲  a  stinkpot. 面  Cdastrus  Hindsiiy  Bl. 
Also,  Schizandra  elongata、 Hf. 

f”  and  S.  chinensis、 Baill. 

To  look  towards.  Tc 

accompany.  To  turn  th< 
back  on. 

Lower. 

働，
 

偭規矩  to  commit  a  breach  0 rule  or  etiquette;  lit.  to  turn  th 
back  on  compasses  and  square 

To  stimulate  ；  to  urge. 

to  endeavour;  to  mak 

exertions. 

R. 

愐
：
 

7889 

鍋 

See 面 

K,  jien Rising  Lower. 

湎 3
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鍋 R. 

W.  mie^ 

See 麵 

Rising  Lower. 

To  reflect；  to  consider. 

摘怏  bashful ;  modest. 

To  flush  with  drink 

drunk  ；  see  10,616. 

天不涧 爾以酒 is God  who  flushes  you  with  win1 

罔 敢 .湖于 f 酉 did  not  yeij ture  to  indulge  in  wine. 

沈 挪 01 ■流  to  & a  sot 流風 民化， 洵楝彩 
constantly  and  extensive 

changing,  as  customs  and  peopl 

m 

7891 

r •錯 

H.  men2- 

See 麵 

A.  mieti* 

Rising  Lower.. 

Fine  silk  thread, 

reflect  upon  ；  to  remembe 

縮訴  to  describe  in  detail. 

縮思。 r  I® 想。1 •  _ 
to  thiirk  fondly  upon. 

I® 然引 領南望 
t。 lQn ingly  stretch  the  neck  and  lo( southwards. 

緬匈  Burma. 

7892 

R .霰 

C.  myn 

H 參  men 
F.  mi  eng 

W.  mU N.  mien 

Wheat-flour ；  flour；  ve 
micelli  {see  10,019). 

麵粉 flour. 
麵餅  biscuits. 

麵包 bread. 上白麵  best  white  flour. 
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ir 
7892 

M.  i  mien 
Y.  miei 

Sz.  mien 

K.  mion 

J.  ben^  men 
A.  mien 

Sinking 
Lower. 

7893 

R. 銳 

5«麵 
Rising  Lower. 

n 
7894 

重  ch^ung1  羅白麵  twice 
bolted  white  flour. 

黑麵  common  flour；  seconds. 

麵案  a；  kneading-board. 

赶 麵杖。 r 擀麵杖 a 
rolling-pin. 

麵條。 1 ■麵片  strips  of  dough 
麵湯 

麵 醬  a  pauce  made  with  flour. 

麵赶  a  flour-jar. 
沒 有賠麵 的廚子 
cooks  don’t  pay  for  the  flour 
they  spoil. 

麵灰  slaked  lime. 

揑麵人  to  make  dough  figures. 

麵酵 +。1 •麵肥  yeast ;  see 
l353 - 

發麵  yeast;  to  rise， as  dough. 

長 麵。1 •掛麵  (see  子  12,3.17) 
very  thin  vermicelli. 

光萌麵  plain  vermicelli  (cook¬ 

ed).  
- 切麵  vermicelli,  —  cut  with  a 

knife. 

A  screen  to  ward  off 

arrows  ；  hidden.  [To  be  dis¬ 

tinguished  from  两 5788.] 

Rising  Lower. 

麪 
7»9S 

眄
 3 

7896 

嘴霰 
麵 

ntieti* 

Using  Lower. 

A  branch  of  the  river 

Han.  A  District  in  Shensi 

A  volume  of  water. 

V? 陽  a  Department  in  Hupeh 

沔 彼流水 ，朝 宗于海 
in  large  volume  those  flowing， 
waters  go  to  the  court  of  the  sea. 

Same  as  7892. 

To  look  sidelong  at;  to 

ogle  ；  to  squint.  See  6688. 

賂藐流 阿，一 顴傾城 
ogling  glances,  one  of  which 
would  cause  a  city  to  fall.  See 
2196. 

按 劍相眄  with  their  hands 
on  their  swords,  they  looked 
sidelong  at  one  another. 

m 7897 

r •霰 

& 麵 

A.  mien: 

Sinking 

Lower. 

K 

7898 

R :銷 

See 麵 

Rising  Lower. 

An  expanse  of  water. 

滇 f 眄淼漫  a  waste  of  waters 

To  avoid  ；  to  evade ;  to 

get  off ；  to  take  off；  see 

6373.  To  spare；  to  excuse 
to  remit.  [To  be  distin 

guished  from  兔  12,122 

上 知不免  the  Emperor knew  there  was  no  help  for  it 

免去。 r 免啓  to  avoid. 

免得。 r 免致  to  avoid;  so as  not  to  ；  so  thdt  there  may  not 

be;  lest. 

免轉收 稅不公  to  avoid unjust  collection  of  duty. 

免致滋 生弊端 in  crder to  avoid  the  creation  of  abuses. 

免敦後 難更易 s。 that afterwards  there  may  be  no  diffi¬ 
culty  in  altering. 

以堯辦 理雨歧  in  order to  avoid  inconsistency  of  action 

以免觸 沙之患  to  avoid the  misfortune  of  grounding 

upon  the  shoal. 

若得 免於饑 寒足矣 
if  I  can  avoid  cold  and  hunger 
I  shall  be  satisfied. 

免不 了冩字  you  cannot avoid  writing. 

来 免費手 he  will  not  be 
able  to  avoid  exerting' himself. 

未存 . ； 及保人 wiU  cer tainfy  involve  ,the  bondsman. 

免卻  to  decline;  not  to  need. 

臨難， 無苟免 in  the  hour of  danger,  do  not  seek  to  escape 

by  improper  means.  ' 
壩 下田畝 ，難 免被淹 

the  fields  below  the  embankment 

will  almost  certainly  be  flooded. 

免勞  to  avoid  trouble. 

僅 以身免  narro'vjy  escaped with  his  life. 

幾 乎不免  barely  escaped. 
脫免  to  escape;  to  evade. 

免冠  to  take  off  one’s  hat. 

請 免愁煩  pray  lay  your 
乂  U  I  sorrows  aside. 

7 8o8  I  yy  I 

i  兜‘兒  to  decline  to  see,  a 

visitor. 

免戰 to  stop  fighting. 

免 戰牌 （Qr 旗） a  flag  of 
truce. 

免死旗  a  flag  of  mercy. 

免職  to  put  out  of  office. 

以賂 囑免行 by  bribes  had 
persuaded  the  lictors  not  to  arrest him. 

免 行舊法 t0  abolish  old 
laws. 

書 不外借 ，免 開尊口 
no  books  lent  out,  so  spare  your¬ 
self  the  trouble  of  asking.  • 

免罪  to  let  off  punishment;  to 
pardon ;  forgiveness  of  sins. 

免究  not  to  press  a  charge. 
免他  let  him  be  discharged ! of  an-  accused. 

餘欠 寬免1 et  him  ofif  the 
rest  of  the  debt. 

免粮  to  remit  the  land  tax. 
免收  to  exempt  from, — duty. 

免 整  to  free  from  likin. 
免 捐  exemption  from  subscrip tion  or  likin. 

免稅 t。  exempt  from  duty 
duty  free. 

免稅 執照。 r 免照。 r 免 
稅單。 r 免# 專照⑽ 
exemption  certificate. 

免重 心〃.?1 徵執 照 acer tificate  exempting  from  a  second 
levy  of  duty. 

免 其議罰  to  remit  a  fine 免柝驗 to  exempt  (packages) from  being  opened  and  exam 
ined. 

Read  wen\  To  bear  a 

son.  See  7902.. 

免身  parturition. 當 產數日 不能免 t。 be in  labour  several  days,  unable 
to  obtain  delivery. 

喪免  a  white  ribbon  to  bind up  the  hair  in  mourning.  See 

3127 - 

陳免  stale  and  fresh. 
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7899 

r 鍋遷 

W. 三 mai 

See 免類 
Rising  Lower 

7900 
•耽 

See 麵 

Rising  Lower. 

2VLIE3NT 

[980 
To  make  an  effort.  Used 

with  7900. 

Read  fuz.  To  hang  down 
the  head. 

and  Upper. 

勉
 3 

俛仲  to  look  down  and  up. 

俛啄 t。  stoop  and  peck. 

俛首  to  bow  the  head. 

To  make  an  effort. 

m 

79°4 

R •錄 

See 麵 

Rising  Lower 

勉力  to  exert  one’s  strength. 

勉厲 念書  t。 study  diligently. 

奮勉  to  make  a  great  effort. 

勸勉  to  rouse  to  action ;  to 
excite;  to  urge  on. 

人 或勉之  if  perchance  any 
one  urged  him, 一 to  give  up  wine 

勉强  to  do  violence  to;  to 
constrain,  as  when  doing  any¬ 
thing  under  effort,  putting  a 
forced  construction  on  words, 

etc.,  etc. 

非出 於勉强  cannot  come 
from  forcing, — as  affection  etc. 

勉 勉我王  ever  active  was our  king. 

勉於行  fortitcr  in  re^ cf*  8373 - 

n 

7901 

w 

7902 

See 娩 

Rising  Lower. 

R, 

M5
 79°3 R .敍 

^ 麵 

See  12,479. 

To  bear  a  son.  See  ̂  

12,479- 

分  parturition. 

Rising  Lower.! 

A  cap  of  ceremony,  o 
various  forms  and  mater 

ials,  according  to  the  rank 
and  circumstances  of  the 

I  wearer. 

伊尹以 麗服 I  Yin  took 
the  Imperial  cap  and  robes. 

黻冕  the  sacrificial  apron  and cap. 

冠 晃堂皇  with  all  the  cere 
mony  of  full  dress;  of  dignified 

bearing;  (of  speech)  artificially 
polite,  without  any  deeper  mean ing. 

79°3 

瞑 
79°5 

澠 

79°6 

做 得冠見 very  elesandy done. 

加冕  to  cap;  to  crown. 

A  yellow  fish,  found  on 
the  coast  of  Korea,  the 

sound  of  which  is  used  for 

making  glue. 

79°7 先 

See 麵 

Even  Lower. 

R. 

民*
 

79。8 

R. 眞 

C.  men 

H.  min 

F- ) 

W.  >  ming 

N. ) 

P,  }  min 

See  7956. 

See  9885. 

A  shelter.  Radical  40. 

MI3NT. 

Mankind,  including  all 

classes  ；  the  people  •’  the 
unofficial  masses.  See  1 352, 

9310. 人民  mankind  in  general. 

M、 

Y.  ming 

Sz.  min 

K.  min 

J.  min^  bin 
A.jen 

Even  Lower. 

四民  the  four  classes  of  the 
people, — officials,  farmers,  me¬ 
chanics,  and  merchants.  See 

9992. 

民勞  the  troops  were  exhausted (arch.). 

萬民。 r 羣民。 r 庶民。 1 
此 民 OT 務民。 r 小民 

w 下民  or  黎民  the  people 

民 人 the  people ;  Chinese  as 
opposed  to  Manchus. 

丘民  peasu: ‘  ry. 
子民  you,  my  people. 

頁民  law-abiding,  harmless 

people. 

軍 民人等  you  soldiers  and people  in  general. 

民夫  labourers  employed  in Government  works. 

民 間公地  common  land. 

民情  the  popular  fcokng. 

民1
 

79o8 

1S/LTN 

民風  popular  disposition. 

開民智  to  enlighten  th 
people. 

民房  non-official  houses. 

民船  native  craft. 民婦  a  woman  of  the  people. 

民稅  land  tax. 

民害  a  public  evil. 

民主國 a  republic. 民俅  resources  of  the  people. 

民家  see  3276. 

民勇  volunteers. 民壯  local  militia ;  voluntfk 
trainbands. 

民籍  a  register  of  the  people. 

化 外頑民  bad  charactei 
beyond  the  pale  of  civilisatioi 

民部  literary  designation  ofth Board  of  Revenue,  adopted  a.i 

650,  instead  of  度支 whic 
had  been  in  use  since  a.d.  58： 

and  is  now  once  raore  the  nam< 
See  9484. 

部民  people  in  his  jurisdictioi 
-said  of  a  local  official. 

僑民  residents  in  a  foreig 
country;  Chinese  resident  abroad 

^  father  and  mother the  people, — a  term  applied 

magistrates, 

天子作 民夂毋 
Emperor  is  the  father  and  moth< of  the  people. 

天無 二日， 民無二 
the  sky  has  not  two  suns, 

people  have  not  two  rulers. 

天視自 我民視 Godse 
as  my  people  see. 

天聽自 我民聽 Gt)dhea 
as  my  people  hear. 

民之 所欲， 天必從 2 
what  the  people  desire,  God 
assuredly  give  them. 

民惟 邦本， 本固邦 1 

the  people  are  the  root  of  t 

State,  and  if  the  root  is  fir the  State  will  be  at  peace. 

民可近 ，不 可下 

people  should  be  cherished, not  be  down-trodden. 

民可使 由之， 不可卷 

知之  the  people  can  be  ma to  follow,  but  not  to  undersfca
n 
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民爲貴 ，社稷 次之， I 

m 

7909 

R. 夥 

See 民 

Rising  Lower. 

岷 *
 

79io 
R .滅 ^men 

min 

ming 

tiling 

J  min ming 

min 

. bin^  min 

L  ntht'jen 

Even  Lower. 

抿 
7911 

7912 

“耖眞 «民 
asing  Lower. 

君爲輕  the  people  are  the  I 
most  important  element  (in  a[ 
nation),  then  the  spirits  of  land  | 
and  grain  [see  9803),  and  the| 
sovereign  is  the  least  of  all. 

盡民之 力必傷 ，盡馬 

之 力必蹶  exhaust  thel 
people’s  strength  and  you  will! 

injure  them,  exhaust  a  horse’s | 
strength  and  h.e  will  stumble. 

車無輪 安處， 國無民 

誰與 (yu])  if  a  cart  has  no  I 
wheels,  how  can  it  stand?  if  a  I 

country  has  no  common  people,] 
who  is  there  ?  [Cf.  But  a  bold 

peasantry,  their  country’s  pride,  | 
etc.] 

殖民  to  set  people  up  on  allot- 1 
ments  of  land, — of  an  emigration  [ scheme.  |! 

合 格選民  properly  qualified  J electors. 

To  scrape. 

油则 a  spatula  of  horn  used  by 
women  in  dressing  their  hair,  j 
See  7921. 

剐子草  a  kind  of  grass,  sol 
called  from  its  resemblance  to| 
the  spatula  above. 

刷頂  to  dres6  the  hair  as  un-l 
married  northern  women  do. 

791: 

珉:
 

苠
 3 

A  range  of  mountains  in  | 

the  north  of  Ssuch4uan. 

岷州  a  Department  in  Kansuh. 
峨江  an  affluent  of  the  river 
Yang-tsze. 

泯 沒。 r 泯滅  obliterated; destroyed ;  gone. 

淚 然莫窺  beyond  the  reach of  perception. 

靡國 不泯  every  State  is being  ruined. 

爲 之泯仇 釁  averted  pop¬ ular  indignation*  from  ttrem. 

泯 泯棼棼  in  utter  confusion. 

恥心 未泯  if  your  sense  of| shame  is  not  dead. 

Serpentine,  which  is  not| 

easily  distinguished  from 

jade.  [Medhurst,  Williams, 
and  others,  alabaster； 

Legge， soapstone.] 

豈知 玉與琪 how  can  he tell  jade  from  serpentine? 

珉石  common  serpentine. 

珉 玉雜淆  serpentine  and jade  mixed  up  together, — used； 
of  men  of  various  talents. 

The  outer  skin  of  thel 

bamboo;  see  7917.  A| 
small  brush  for  the  head. 

多 一 ■民子  an  extra  or  final  I 
touch  given  by  a  lady  to  her  hair.  I 

A  fowler’s  net.  To  angle. 

敗 

7918 

愍 
7919 

臀
 3 

7920 

See 閩 

Rising  Lower. 

w 

Same  as  7920. 

Same  as  79^0. 

Robust  ；  vigorous. 

释 不畏死 the  brave  manl 
does  not  fear  death. 

，2  Anxious ; 

Read  mm 

melancholv 

Rising  Lower. 

7923 

To  entrap  ；  a  snare. 

Same  as  7921. 

A  sheet  of  water  ；  to  flow. 
To  be  extinguished；  to  be 
destroyed. 

春流淚 淚  the  spring  torrents  I 
roll  down. 

泯亂  confusion ;  anarchy. 

The  skin  of  the  bamboo； 

see  7914.  A  multitude 

人 苠戾而 處乎中 心 multitude  of  the  people  dwell  | 

between, — heaven  and  earth. 

To  smooth  ；  to  stroke.  | 
See  7909. 

棬頭  to  brush  the  hair, — using | a  kind  of  bandoline  to  smooth  it. [ 

措嘴  to  purse  up  the  lips. 

Turbid；  foul.  Used  for | 

7929. 湣王  prince  Min  of  齊  Ch‘i. 
Read  kun1.  In  confusion.| Used  for  5226. 

置 其滑滑 (the  Sage)  rejects! the  confusion,— he  finds  in  thel 

world,  and  reduces  all  things  and! c_ 

Same  as  7913. 

A  cord；  a  line.  A  string! 
of  cash.  To  cover.  Name! 
of  an  ancient  town  in| 
Shansi. 

釣緖  a  fishing-line. 千 錢爲緖 ^  一 ■緖錢 thousand  cash  made  a  min- 

under  theT4ang  dynasty  =  T/si 
See  6378. 

二 千繙錢  2,ooo  strings  of| 1,000  cash  each. 

八 百罐力 a  Sco.oo. 
腰 纏一縉  a  string  of  cash  I 
tied  round  his  waist. 

屢欠 酒緒  he  was  often  in 
debt  for  wine. 

繙被  to  take  off  one’s  clothe and  use  them  as  coverings. 
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7925 

7920 

To  make  an  effort •, 

to  practise  self-discipline. R •奠 

C.  men 
F.  I 

W.  J  iming N. ) 

M. 
 i  min Y.  ming
 

Sz.  min 

K.  min 

•  bin、 min 

A.  men 

Even 
 
Lower

. 

w 

7927 
R •眞 
See 态 
Y.  cming 
Even  Lower. 

Same  as  7930. 

Anxious. 

閩 2
 

7932 

R •等 

en^  ̂rnen H.  ̂ men 

ming 

W.  ming、 
^tnins 

傳千 里之态 态者莫 P.  j 

'M. 

如  for  communicating  to  a 
distance  the  anxieties  of  the 

heart,  there  is  nothing  like  a 
letter. 

Y.  cming 

K.  min 

bin、 min 

A.  men 
Even  Lower. 

Also  read  wen% 
fused. 

Con 

The  appearance  of  the 

sky  in  autumn.  Pitying  ； 

compassionate.  See  5217. 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

昊 3887.] 

硖 
7928 

日 號泣 于旻天 daily 
cried  with  tears  to  the  merciful 
God. 

Same  as  7913。 

関 
7929 - 

R •轸 

See 閩 

Rising  Lower. 

Ta  mourn  ；  to  grieve 

To  encourage. 

痛閔  to  be  sorely  grieved. 

閔 勉從事  to  urge  to  activity. 

惘 
793° 

R •診 

See 閩 

Rising  Lower. 

To  mourn •’  to  grieve；  to 

sympathise  with 

憫恤。 r 憫憐。 r 憫惻 t。 
pity;  to  compassionate. 

不 足憫惜  not  worth  one’s 
Pity. 

惱 不畏法  grieved  that  they do  not  fear  the  law. 

濶1
 793i 

R .轸 

Sec 閩 

Rising  Lower. 

Water  flowing. 

'ing 

in、 三 min 

A  kind  of  serpent.  A 

name  for  the  province  of 

Fuhkien  ；  the  head  District 
of  the  Foochow  Prefecture. 

敏 
7933 

R. 較 

See 閩 

Rising  Lower. 

七閩  the  old  tribes  of  Fuhkien. 

閩江 the  river  Min. 

閩新  the  provinces  of  Fuhkien and  Chehkiang. 

関粤  Fuhkien  and  Kuangtung. 

閩海關  the  Foochow  Customs. 

闊 鲁  Foochow  ginger. 

黽
 3 

7936 

R •較鋼 

根 
C.  min 

H.  men 

F. 

W. 

N. 

P. 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 

K.  min bd、 mid^  bin、 

min 

饥 

maing 

Rising  Lower. 

Quick  of  perception  ；  cle¬ 
ver；  sharjp ;  witty.  Earnest ; 

diligent.  The  great  toe. 

quick-witted;  sharp;  active. 

聰敏。 r  顔敏  dever;  sharP- 

每^  clever  at  argument. 
敏 而好學 ，不恥 下間 
he  who  is  clever  and  fond  of 

•  learning,  is  not  ashamed  to  ask 
of  his  inferiors. 

clever  and  careful. 

心 靈手敏  a  lively  wit  and an  able  hand. 

敏力  energetic. 敏求  to  earnestly  entreat. 

農 夫克敏  the  husbandmen are  encouraged  to  diligence. 

跡敏  the  great  toe. 

働 
Same  as  7933. 

7934 

繁
 3 

7935 

R. 較 

See 閩 

Rising  Lower. 

A  kind  of  perch  [Corvina 

cataled)、 common  at  Macao 

An  arboral  or  tree  frog 

To  make  an  effort.  Radica 

205.  Also  read  men^ 

娃 瓶  frogs  and  toads. 

黽 勉從事  to  urge  to  activity 

m 7937 

R. 較 

See 通 

A.  ming^jen 

Rising  Lower. 

To  make  an  effort.  Use 
with  7936. 

做猶 之間疆 爲粧相 
managed  to  paint  her  and  ci 
her  hair  by  degrees, 一 from  efifo to  effort. 

皿 3
 

7938 

R ■梗 

C.  ming 

H.  ̂ -men 

F-  I  . 

W.  j  mmg 

N.  \ 

P.  mi”、 ming 

M.  min 
Y.  1  . 

Sz. 卜， 

K.  midng 

J.  bei、 mid 

A.  ming、 maing 

Rising  Lower. 

瞑 
7939 

名!
 

Dishes  ；  platters.  Radicj 
108.  See  6251. 

kinds  « 

各 欵器皿 all 

utensils. 

子 字加一 皿堆爲 3 
the  character  tzU  with 

M  min  added  is  孟  mSng. 

See  7956. 

X^UNTCa-. 

7940 

R •庚 

C.  ming,  rneng H.  tniang 

F.  ming、 miang 
W.  ming 

N. 饥 ing、' 

ming 

P. 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 

K.  midng 

J.  mei、 mid 

K

,

 

j

a

i

n

g

 

Even  

Lower. 

mmg 

A  name；  appellatioi 

used,  prior  to  b.c.  220,  f< 

a  written  word,  a  chaxact< 

[see  12,324)；  a  numerati\ 
of  persons.  Fame.  [1 

be  distinguished  from 

6026.]  See  12,402. 

姓名  the  surname  and personal  name. 

^  good  name;  reputatior 

名子  a  personal  name；  a  nai in  general ;  an  appellation ; 

give  a  name  to  one’s  son. 
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你叫甚 麽名子 _what  is 
your  name? 一 to  an  inferior. 

戒 名0 r 奶名0 > •小名 the 
“milk”  or  pet  name  given  to  a 
small  child,  used  only  by  parents, 

elder  brothers,  etc.;  e.g. 金 耶. 

The  官名  is  sometimes  based 
on  this. 

書名。 r  學 名  the  name  given 
to  a  boy  when  he  goes  to  school. 

The  first  may  be  also  “the  name 

of  a  book”  or  “to  write  one’s 

name.” 

官名。 r  考名  the  “official” 
or  distinctive  name,  given  at 
the  age  of  15  or  1 6.  It  is  this 
name  which  appears,  with  the 
surname,  on  visiting-cards,  and 
by  which  a  man  is  officially 
known,  but  it  is  not  correctly 
used  in  speaking  either  to  or 
of  its  owner.  It  is  the  name 
under  which  every  Bannerman 
is  registered,  and  is  the  only 
name  by  which  he  is  officially 
known. 

名字 (taken  separately)  a  per- 
son’s'  official 、name,  as  above, 
and  his  “style,”  or  literary  name. 

直 斥其名 to  blurt  out  a 
person’s  name, — instead  of  his 
“style.” 

名連 姓取義 ■  the  name  in sense-relation  with  the  surname, 

—as  雲朝霞  Clouds  Red- 
in-the-Morning. 

別名, “style”  = 號. 
藝名。 r  華 名  a  fancy  name. 
名號  an  epithet;  a  designation. 

混名  a  nickname. 

嘉名  an  honorific  name. 

^  ̂   a  nom-de-plume% 

名韓  the  posthumous  name. 

御名  the  Emperor’s  name. 
雙名  an  official  or  personal 
name  which  consists  of  two 

characters,  as  ̂   Hung- 

單 名  a  single-character  name. 

郡名 w  3273. 
累^名  to  call  over  names;  to 
muster. 

名 單 ？叾*^  册  a  list  of  names; 
a  muster  roll. 

不 箸其名  unsigned,  —  as  a 
picture  or  poem. 

名 2
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姓李 不得名 surnamed  Li name  unknown. 

_  a  name；  a  designation. 

^  a  person's  original  name, — which  has  been  changed. 

^  name  and  native  place. 

名 日  known  as . 

不名 而曰  he  was  not  known 
by  his  name,  but  was  known as . 

人多 美其名 曰白鳳 
people  generally  call  them  (cats) 

by  a  pet  name,  as  “white  Phoenix” 
etc.  See  7727. 

名 下  under  one’s  name；  in  the province  of  or  belonging  to. 

名 命  to  name;  to  impose  a 
name;  to  term. 

名  an  examination  for  degrees. 
the  full  number  or  strength. 

— •  — •  名  told  the  name  of 

each  person. 

第未能 名之耳 however， I  cannot  say  what  his  name 
was. 

^  — •  not  to  have  a  cash 
to  one’s  name. 

竟不名 一 》 字 he  did  not write  down  a  single  word. 

借名 Qr 冒名 t。 assume  a false  name.  The  second  always 

implies  an  evil  purpose. 

匿 名  to  conceal  one’s  name. 

不可名 W 之 處 nameless， — as  the  pudenda. 

^^仲 大 名  I  have  long  heard of  your  great  name, — a  con¬ 
ventional  phrase  used  at  a  first 
interview. 

大 Daimio, — Japanese  noble. 

名爲漢 相 he  was  a minister  of  Han. 

垂名於 竹帛 to  hand  down one’s  name  on  bamboo  (tablets) 

and  silk, — in  history. 

名 片 or  名 帖  a  visiting-card. 
名肅片 1  card  respectfully  en¬ closed. 

職名  an  official  visiting-card, 
with  the  owner’s  full  title  in¬ 
scribed  upon  it. 

名正具 。「名 另痛。 r 

名另 具  my  name  is  given 

各 

7940 

separately,— on  the  card  which 
is  usually  enclosed  in  a  letter 
instead  of  a  signature. 

名心淑 1  my  name  is  written on  your  heart, 一 you  know  who 
the  writer  is.  A  phrase  used 
at  the  end  of  a  letter  when  no 
card  is  enclosed. 

訟 師之名 ，中 國所禁 

the  very  profession  of  “lawyer” is  forbidden  in  China. 

無 間名者  n。 Qne  asked  her 
in  marriage. 

寇以渡 船爲名 心 ban- 
dits  pretended  to  be  ferrymen. 

三 十餘名  thirty  odd  persons. 

有 名無實  there  is  the  name 
but  not  the  reality. 

動 無名火  t。 get  angry.  See 

5326. 

無名指  the  third  finser- 
買名。 r  沾名  to  buy  a  name, — to  make  oneself  notorious. 

出  ̂   to  make  a  name. 

超最 郑名 Ch^ao  was  the 
most  famous  of  them. 

名 著  wide-spread  reputation. 

著 名大盜  a  notorious  high¬ wayman. 

聞： ̂   to  know  by  repute;  to 
have  heard  talk  of. 

聞名 不可到 U  is  known by  reputation,  but  cannot  be 
reached, — being  inaccessible. 

虛名 (add  under  4711)  un¬ realities,  as  a  reflection  in  a 

glass,  a  ghost,  etc.  Also,  abs¬ tractions,  such  as  virtue,  reward, 

punishment,  etc. 

買虛名  to  get  a  false  repu¬ 
tation. 

名 不虛傳 having  a  well- deserved  reputation. 

名目  name ;  designation；  repu¬ tation. 

其名 目稍覺 好聽。 f somewhat  more  respectable  re 

putation. 

名聲爲 named  k ..… 名聲。 r 名擧。 r 名節。 r 
名位。 1 •名 頭。 r 名望 
reputation.  The  last  is  also  the 

“prospects”  of  an  official. 

立 名節易 ，全 名節難 
to  start  a  reputation  is  easy,  to 

keep  it  is  the  di 伍 culty. 
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名 位素微  his  reputation  was 
not  great. 

低 了他的 名頭 ^  has 
lowered  his  reputatibn. 

名公 器也不 可多取 
fame  is  public  property,  one  may 

not  appropriate  too  much. 

名 之所在 ，謗 之所歸 
where  fame  is,  there  will  slanders 

be  gathered  together. 

上士 ，忘名 ，中 士立 

名 ，下 士竊名  first-class 
men  care  nothing  for  a  name 

(sc.  fame),  middling  men  make 

a  name  for  themselves,  low-class 
men  steal  one. 

名家  notables;  first  families ; 
dialecticians. 

名物  a  mark  of  distinction. 

名 勝之區  celebrated  places, 

名 義  notable  laws  or  duties. 

名人  famous  men. 

名醫  celebrated  doctors. 

名宦  officials  of  distinction. 

名法  criminal  (law  and)  pro¬ 
cedure. 

名 法栺掌  title  of  a  Guide 
to  Criminal  Procedure. 

名師  a  well-known  expert  or 
teacher. . 

名門  an  illustrious  family. 

名山  famous  mountains. 

名士  a.  celebrated  scholar. 

名下固 無虛士  verily 
scholar  does  not,  get  a  reputation 
for  nothing. 

名手  a  famous  artist. 

此 古人之 名言也 this 
is  a  notable  saying  of  the  ancients. 

名品  rank ;  degree. 

不 顧名。 ■•不 顴聲名 
regardless  of  one’s  reputation See.  above. 

功名  see  65S4. 
名 么  capital !  well  done ! 

實 在名工  it  is  really  beauti 
fully  done. 

名貴 若周禮  polished  (in 
style)  Jike  the  Chou  Ritual. 

j  名惑^  Confucianism. 

I 世法貴 名  教 is  the  rule 

名,
 

794。 

794i 

R. 庚 

See 名 

Even  Lower. 

茗:
 

7942 

R •迥 

C. 三 ming 

H.  Lmiang、 

imen 
F.  ̂ mirtg 

W.  j 

P, 

M. 
Y.  cming 

See 名 

K,jaingz 

Rising  Lower 

Irregular. 

lining 

of  the  age  to  honour  the  Con- 
fucian  teachings, — but  men  do 
not  follow  them. 

始知樂 名教1  then  knew for  the  first  time  the  pleasures 
of  philosophy. 

名稱  title;  name. 

弟 兄之名 _  the  titles  Df elder  and  younger  brother. 

名譽  yii  領釉  honorary  pre¬ sident, 一 of  a  society. 

名分 (/^4)  duty;  obligations ; share  of  family  property ;  title ; 

good  name;  relative  position, — of  rank. 

W.  f  c  . 

N.  1  省,
， 

P.  irning 

M.  1 

Y.  [  ^tning 

Sz •丨 

1C.  mid tt g 

.「•  bei、 mid 

\.Jaing° 

Rising  Lower 

Irregular. 

身體在 上海， 名分在 

九江  he  is  at  Shanghai  in the  flesh,  but  his  responsibilities 
are  at  Kiukiang. 

名 次  relative  position  in  a  list. 

名 色^  see  9602. 無名  without  just  cause  or  pre¬ text.  See  11,149. 

無名氏  anonymous, — as  a 

poem. 

A  small  river  in  the 

province  of  Chihli.  [To 

be  distinguished  from  洛 

7328.] 

The  tea-plant  [Camellia 
thea、 Link.).  See  314. 

治茗  to  prepare  tea. 

茗碗  tea-cups. 金 碗進茗  tea  was  served  in golden  cups. 

to  ask  for  a  cup  of  tea. 

品茗。 r  獸茗  to  discuss  a  cup of  tea, — as  friends  at  a  tea-house 

眞香茗  a  kind  of  white  rose.  (?) 

茗繼  high;  lofty. 
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R •敬 

〜 茗命 

K.jairt^ Sinking 

Lower. 

To  distinguish  things  by 

their  names  ；  to  discuss 

names.  [To  be  distinguish¬ ed  from  詻 8448.] 

酩1
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R. 迥 

C.  ming 

H.  ivien 
F.  ̂ ming 

銘 *
 

7945 

R. 靑 

H.  miang、 men 

如名膜 

A.  ming 

Even  Lower. 

A  strong  kind  of  spirit. 

食肉 而飲酷 t。 eat  meat 
and  drink  spirits. 

麥酩  a  spirit  made  from  barley. 

酸 酉了  very  drunk.  See  11,262. 

To  carve;  to  engrave. 

en- 

銘心 a 銘 記在心 
graven  on  my  heart. 

銘 感五內  (your  kindness)  is engraved  upon  my  five  viscera. 

銘謝  to  be  very  thankful. 

銘 文、0 r 銘識  an  inscription. 

銘 鼎相傳  to  be  engraved  on 
a  tripod  and  handed  down  to 

posterity. 

碑銘  the  inscription  on  a  stone, 

銘金  to  carve  in  gold. 

銘功  to  record  merit. 
銘旌  a  flag,  inscribed  with  the name  of  the  possessor,  and1 
bestowed  on  loyal  ministers, 
dutiful  sons,  etc. 

m
1
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r •庚 

C.  ming 

H.  min 
F.  ming、 mang 

W.| 

N.  1 

ming 

P.  ming 

M.  min 

Y.  I 

sz. ! mm
^ 

K.  myong 

J,  mei^mid%t 

Even  Lower. 

Bright,  as  opposed  to 暗 

57;  light  ；  dawn  ；  daylight 
eyesight  ；  brilliant  ；  clear ; 

perspicuous  ；  intelligent. 

明以暗 爲基1 isbased 
upon  darkness, 一 it  is  because 
of  darkness  that  we  know  light 

明光。 r 明期 。，明 亮 
bright ;  brilliant;  illustrious. 

明 日。 r 明天。 r 明 ’兒個 
to-morrow. 

明  to-morrow  morning. 

明月  the  bright  moon. 

明年  next  year. 
明月 明年 何虎看 
where  shall  we  see  the  brigh 
moon  next  year? 

東 方旣明  the  east  is  bright 
— day  has  dawned. 
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發  day  is  dawning. 

發明  t。 explain. 

明 去夜來  leaving  at  da'vn 
And  coming  at  night, -an  intrigue 
with  a  woman. 

明火^  highwaymen. 

>^Cto  rePort  t0  the  author¬ 
ities  a  case  of  attack  on  one’s 
house  in  broad  daylight. 

明之  the  destruction 
of  eyesight  grief, — referring  to 

^ •夏  Tzti  Hsia  who  cried  his 
eyes  out  for  the  loss  of  his  son. 

喪 明之責  deprivation  of 
eyesight, — as  a  punishment. 

貌寢 而明目 the  face  asleep 
but  the  eyes  seeing  clearly, — 
sleeping  with  one  eye  open. 

明  wheels  which  can  be  seen, 
— paddle-wheels  as  opposed  to 
a  screw. 

_  '溝  aji  open  sewer. 

明 沙  a  sand-bank  above  water. 

^  intellect. 

明定  to  frame, 一 as  rules. 

明碎 I  clearly. 

.明見  y°ur  opinion. 

明 見萬里  your  far-seeing 
glance. 

想 高明必 以爲然 
I  fancy  you  will  take  the  same 
view. 

明  clear;  crystalline. 

何 以明之 how  did  he  make 
it  clear  ? — prove  it. 

55  j)^  with  lamp  and 

fires  lighted. 

明投  to  desert  openly  to  the 
enemy. 

明允  able  and  upright. 

明訂  to  clearly  define. 

明達 or  明悉  to  thoroughly 
understand. 

難明  hard  to  understand. 

@  酌  to  decide. 

明  competent  and  trust¬ 
worthy. 

明 直  clear  and  direct. 

明斷  to  decide  openly, 
clear  and  decided. 

明
*
 

7946 

明 言正  clear  evidence. 

明州 and 四 明。 Id  names of  the  Ningpo  Prefecture.  See 
10,292. 

明府  epistolary  designation  of 
a  District  Magistrate. 

明  J 當  bright  earrings. 

明 察如神  g°d  like  intelli- gence ;  supreme  degree  of  fore¬ 
sight. 

明習  familiar  with. 
明朝  the  Ming  dynasty,  a.d. 

- 1368 — 1644.  See  Tables  Ilia. 

明 明  the  Ming  literature 
made  clear, — tide  01'  a  book. 

明  definite  instructions;  a 
clear  stipulation,  as  in  a  treaty ; 

“in  black  and  white.” 

文明  enlightened;  civilised;  see 
!2,633. 

明  to  issue  explicit  instruct¬ ions. 

明白  clear;  apparent;  plain. 
This  phrase  was  much  used 
under  the  Ming  dynasty,  and 

has  since  been  explained  as 

prophesying  the  fall  of  the  Mings 
and  the  rise  of  the  白 (“ •淸) 
Ch‘ings. 

精明人  a  shrewd  man. 

明人不 用細講 a  clevei: man  does  not  need  detailed 

explanations. 

明 A 不作暗 中事 & 
man  of  light  deals  not  in  deeds 
of  darkness. 

明者 遠見於 未萌而 
知 者避危 於無形 

•  the  clear-sighted  see  things  long 

before  they  come,  the  wise  avoid 

danger  before  it  has  assumed  a shape. 

明知  to  know  perfectly  well. 

明 知故犯  to  be  quite  aware of  what  one  is  doing  and  yet  to 
commit  the  crime. 

明 知故問  to  feign  ignorance 
and  put  questions;  to  know  per¬ 
fectly  well. 

如何 敢受不 明之財 
how  dare  I  receive  money  (the 

source  of  which  is)  not  clear  ? . 

明 ■  alum_ 明黃  bright  yellow. 明 公 open  and  honourable；  a 

明
：
 

7946 

盟 
7947 

力财 

794§ 

r '.庚 

See 明 

Even  Lower. 

縱 7949 

R .庚 

See 萌 

Even  Lower. 

明 

795° 

冥
 2 

7951 

R •靑迥 

徑 

See 腐 

Even,  Rising 
and  Sinking 

Lower. 

term  of  respect,  used  somewhat 

in  the  sense  of  “worthy  gentle- 

nmn.”  Also,  a  professor  of fSng- shuL 

H|J  f 命  human  relationships. 

M  < 命堂  name  of  a  hall  in 
 the 

Confucian  temple. 

明堂  w  io,76。 

明) 说  the  hare. 
明系至  a  Senior  Licentiate  (6560). 
明  a  Tibetan  olutrf  [Mijijak). 

See  7791. 

A  kind  of  pheasant, 

known  as  鶴鴨， found  in 
the  Indian  archipelago. 

Name  of  a  tree.  Wood 

from  the  middle  of  a  tree. 

Same  as  7946. 

Dark  ；  obscure  ；  the  un¬ 
seen  world  ；  Hades. 

幽 冥 •難  '測 obscure  and  hard 
to  fathom. 

靑  the  blue  depths  of  heaven. 

j^f  靑  away  into  the depths  of  the  sky, 一 it  flew. 

冥^  府 or  冥 ■間  the  next  world ; Hades. 

冥 塗  the  road  to  Hades. 
g 冥之中 ，天 自然照 

in  the  world  to  come  God 

wili  surely  search  it  out. 

g>-J*  to  make  profound 
researches. 

X  jjjg  the  joys  of  Elys
ium. 

冥 衣  paper  clothes, — burnt  ai 
funerals,  etc. - 

冥物 冥器 artides  in general,  as  above. 

124 
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隨意 所匠必 冥會所 

肯也  whatever  is  made  on earth  is  imitated  in  the  world 

below. 

衣冥  the  spirit  of  water. 

冥海  the  deep  sea. 

開冥路  to  open  up  a  road 
(sc.  to  make  things  easy)  in  the 

other  world, -for  departed  spirits, 

as  by  prayers  and  sacrifices. 

冥吏  a  messenger  from  Hades 

冥 頑不 靈  stupid ;  doltish, 

冥 識惰軀  a  dull,  useless fellow. 

R. 

溟 2
 

7955 

R •靑迴 

See 
Even  and 

Rising  Lower. 

Read 

mmg6 

R. 

嫔 
7952 

靑庚 
See  膜，. 

Even  Lower. 

愼
 3 7953 

R 錫靑 
See 覚冥 

Even  and 

Entering 
Lower. 

P 冥 2 
7954 

K •靑徑 

迥 
C.  ming 
H.  men 

F.  rning^  v. ”iang 

W. 

N. 

M. 卜"—
 

Sz. 

K. 川 id 叩 

J.  /"./•,  vi io A.  ming 
*1£vcd, 

Sinking  and 

Rising  Lower 

無 將大車 ，維 塵冥冥 
do  not  push  forward  a  waggon, 
the  dust  will  only  blinc^\iou. 

A  young  wife  of  sixteen. 

姨姨 -mean;  petty. 

Read  ininf.  Of  tranquil 

expression. 

娘 tr  placid.
 

C.  lining 

H.  SJticn 
Y  lining  fining 

W.  I  t  . 

) -mtng 

P.  viim\  i.ming 

M.  S7ning^  mien 
Y.  viing^  mid 
K.  mydii^ viyong 

J.  bci、 hen 
A.  mivg 

Irregular 

Upper  and 
Lower. 

Reticent. 

Read  mi 访. Extensive. 

Dark. 

晦; obscure. 

暝色 入高悽  darkness  en¬ 
ters  into  the  lofty  tower. 

Read  min 广  Night. 

7956 

先霰 

靑迥 

Profound  ；  vast.  Drizzle  - 
fog；  mist.  Used  with  7951. 

See  y|  4596. 

北  ̂  冥  the  Arctic  regions. 

搶误 or  東溟  the  hot  stream which  flows  along  the  eastern 
coasts  of  Formosa. and  Japan. 

淋溟  a  drizzling  rain. 

小雨 琪彳冥 rain  falling  in  a fine  mist. 

To  close  the  eyes. 

魚目 不瞑  fishes  do  not  close their  eyes. 

視於 無形聽 於無聲 

謂之瞑  seeing  the  formless and  hearing  the  soundless,  is 

called  7/11/7 g.  Used  of  the  con¬ 

templative  state. 

如此死 也瞑目 thus， in death  I  shall  close  my  eyes, 

Le.  die  happy,  referring  to 
belief  that  unless  a  dead  man 

is  at  peace  in  his  mind,  his  eyes 
will  not  close. 

令 此子勿 斷書香 ，目 

卽瞑矣  cause  this  son  to continue  the  family  reputation 

for  scholarship,  and  I  shall  close 

my  eyes  in  peace. 

甘心 瞑目  to  cheerfully  shut the  eyes  upon  this  world. 

色 中瞑膜  love  is  blind. 
[JS  臣  a  sobriquet  given  to  himself by  the  blind  musician  自币  B 廣 

Shih  K‘uang.  / 
Read  mien\  To  disturb 

藥若不 瞑眩， 厥疾弗 

螟 

7  95  8 

靑 

See 膜 

Even  Lower. 

R. 

蓂 
7957 

R- W 

See  {jS 

Even  Lower. 

if  medicine  does  not  raise 

a  commotion  in  the  patient,  it 

will  not  cure  his  disease. 

A  plant,  called  冥英 

which  grew  in.  ede  palace 
of  the  Emperor  Yao.  With 

the  waxing  moon,  a  lea 

grew  daily;  with  the  waning 

moon,  one  fell  off.  See 1135 - 

7959 

R •靑 

See  _ 

Even  Lower. 

鳴
 5 

7960 

R. 庚 

See 名 

Even  Lower. 

TSlLTNCSr 

A  small  green  insect  o 

caterpillar,  found  on  mu] 
berry-trees,  the  young  c 

which  are  said  to  be  carrier 

away  by  the  sphex  an< 
changed  into  wasps. 

去 其螟臜 get  rid  of  th 
caterpillars  and  locusts. 

螟 蛉之子  an  adopted  soi See  ̂   6634. 

虫貝 玲雛女 an  ad°pte daughter. 

To  scrutinise；  to  examin closely. 

The  cry  of  a  bird  c 
animal  or  insect  ；  see  263^ 

A  sound  ；  to  sound.  St 

3336.  [Classed  under  Rac 
196， and  to  be  dist.  fror 

嗚  12,72  3.1 

打鳴。 1 •啼鳴 t。 crow dawn  (only,  says  Mateer ;  cro, 
ing  at  other  times  being  exprei 

ed  by  叫). 

鳴旦  the  dawn-caller, 一 name a  bird.  Cf.  chanticleer. 

不過 狗吠鷄 鳴之系 
a  mere  dog-bark  and  cock-crc 

fellow, — a  braggart. - 

馬鳴 w 4324 鹿鳴浓 7434,  13.394- 

犬鳴 w  3i92- 
f| 島鼓  to  beat  a  drum.

 

鳴鑼。 r 鳴金 beatagoi 
P.i  — 响鼓的 with  W beating  and  drums  sounding, ostentatiously;  openly. 

鳴謝  to  proclaim  one’s  than 

孤掌難 鳴 you  can't  cl 

with  one  hand. 

大叩 則大鳴 a  big  bl 
brings  a  loud  sound. 

自  P 鳥鐘  a  clock  that  strike 
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7960 

皿 
7961 

命 4
 

702 

nmg^  meng 

min,  miang 

miang 

1  nnng 

midng 

ei%  mid 

mang、 
ming 

Sinking Lower. 

自 鳴得意  crowing  over  one’s 
own  success;  to  blow  one’s  own 
trumpet. 

鳴喃 叱吒 之武夫 
raging,  ranting  warriors. 

鳴寃  to  publicly  proclaim  one’s 
grievances.  See  3831. 

鳴官  to  appeal  to  the  authori¬ ties. 

鳴 鳳朝陽  a  phoenix  scream¬ 
ing  in  the  sun, 一 said  of  the  out¬ 

spokenness  of  李善 J  Li 

Shan-kan  of  thfe  T‘ang  dynasty. 

鳴贊  herald  of  the  Court  ofj 
State  Ceremonial. 

See  7938. 

The  will  of  God  ；  a 

decree  ；  an  order.  Fate; 

destiny.  The  span  of  life. 

See  10,183,  6026,  9304, 

1 2,596,  10,009,  8011, 

12,089. 

天命  the  will  of  God ;  the 
appointments  of  Heaven ;  the 

“Decrees  of  God”  of  the  Moham¬ 
medan  faith. 

盡人事 ，聽 天命  do  your best  and  leave  the  rest  to  Provi¬ 
dence. 

知命  knowing  the  will  of  God, 
一 fifty  years  of  age,  because  at 
that  age  Confucius  had  attained 
so  far. 

達 天知命  aware  that  all 
things  depend  upon  the  will  of 

God, — of  persons  who  take  life 
philosophically. 

奉命  to  receive  orders* 

應景命  responded  to  the  glor¬ 
ious  summons, — to  the  throne. 

命令  orders. 

不行命  not  to  carry  out  in¬ 
structions. 

聞 命之下  when  he  heard 
the  order. 

命將  (chiangK)  to  order  a  gene¬ 
ral  to. . 

爱朝廷 一^ 命之榮 
honoured  by  my  first  official 

appointment. 

命 4
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旣 不承命 ，敢 忘大惠 
although  I  cannot  do  as  you  tell 

me,  I  can  never  forget  your  great 
kindness.  [敢 = 不敢 .] 

一 *  — •如 命" everything  as 
ordered. 

命駕  to  order  one’s  carriage； 
to  get  ready  to  pay  a  visit. 

王命  the  Imperial  power  of  life 
and  death,  delegated  to  high 
Provincial  officials,  enabling 

them  to  execute  summarily  with¬ 
out  reference  to  the  Throne. 

It  is  symbolised  by  a  kind  of 
arrow  with  a  small  flag  attached. 

命意  to  fix  the  meaning. 

若然 但惟命 if  s。， then 
(my  brother’s)  will  be  done.  See 
12,596. 

使爲不 _ 惟命1  am made  to  be  disloyal  because  she 

tells  me  to  be  so, — I  must  obey. 

從治命  to  carry  out  rightful 
behests  given  as  dying  injunct¬ 
ions,  as  opposed  to  亂命 

behests  which  should  not  be 

carried  out. 

命婦  wives  of  officials. 

好命  a  happy  lot. 

命好 不用乖  if  your  luck is  good,  you  will  not  need  to scheme. 

義命  a  fate  to  which  one  should be  resigned. 

意在安 于 _ 命  to  desire 
to  be  content  with  the  lot  as¬ 
signed  by  duty. 

苦命  a  miserable  lot. 

命窮  in  bad  circumstances. 

橫財 不富 命窮人 ％ 
gotten  gains  will  not  enrich 
those  whose  fate  it  is  to  be  poor. 

醫 得病， 醫 不得命 a 
man’s  disease  can  be  cured,  but 
not  his  luck. 

箅命 t。  cast  nativities;  to  tell fortunes. 

莫之 致而致 者命也 
that  which  happens  without  any 
one  causing  it  to  happen,  is 
ming. 

命中  {chungK)  to  hit  a  mark. 命 中有兒 ，何 在早腕 
if  fated  to  have  sons,  what  mat¬ 
ters  it  early  or  late? 

命 4
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財 帛兒女 命相連 
riches  and  children  are  matters of  destiny- 

金 命水命 ~ 部了來 
metal-fate  and  v  : -fate,  they 

have  all  rushed  up, 一 that  is, 

every  detail  of  one’s  fortune,  no matter  under  what  element,  has 

set  itself  forth.  Used  by  fortune tellers. 

命  fortune;  fate;  destiny. 

命棚  a  fortune-teller’s  booth. 

命紙  a  paper  of  divination. 

怨命  to  blame  one’s  fate. 

我命 該如此 k  is  my  dest iny, 一 there  is  no  help  for  it. 

命 薄如紙  my  luck  is  as  thin as  paper. 

命 之所招  brought  about  by 

destiny. 

人能， 命不能 the  man  can 
but  his  luck  can  not. 

命 該如此  it  was  fated  that 
this  should  be  so. 

萬般 皆由命  everything 
depends-upon  destiny. 

心高 命不高 plenty  of  am- 
bition  but  no  luck. 

? 並命兒 (Peking>  or 命兒 

攤 (Shantung)  to  take  one’s chance, — of  several. 

是 他的命  it  is  his  destiny. Also,  it  is  something  which  he 
loves  like  life;  it  is  his  pet  vice, 
etc. 

命裡  by  destiny. 
命定  destiny  ；  one’s  fate  fixed. 

命 犯孤宿  my  nativity  was 
crossed  by  (or  clashed  with)  an 

orphaning  constellation. 

命資  means  of  livelihood;  a 
fortune-teller’s  fee. 

命根  one’s  own  life;  inmost  self: said  of  one’s  own  child. 

生命。 1 ■性命 life- 

性 命之情  the  conditions  of life;  environment. 

衆人 性命可 不送在 

他  _  手? S  do  we  not  thus 
place  the  lives  of  all  in  his  power? 

非命  a  violent  end；  sudden 
death  • 
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眸 
7964 

害命 OT 碍命 endangering life. 

救命 help ! 

長命。 1 •長 命百歲 alMg life. 

長命樂  long-life  vegetable, — a  n^.me  for  1990. 

人 命草菅  man  cometh  up as  a  flower. 

乞饒命  begged  him  to  spare his  life. 

^  ^  their  lives  can  in 

no  case  be  guaranteed,  —  of 
wounded  persons. 

孤獨命  alone  in  the  world. 

償命  to  give  life  for  life. 

拚命  to  risk  (or  stake)  one’s  life. 

^  to  gather  firewood living. for 

w 

796S 

R •尤清 

屋 
C.  man、 muk 

H.  meu、 muk 
F,  meu,  mieu% 

muk 
W.  mioe^  mu 

N.  miu,  molt 

P.  mi"、 mu〕 

M.  miu、 mi  ait  ̂ 
liu^  mu 

Y.  mil'  rnuk 
K.  mu^yu^muh 

J.  bin、 mi'moku 
A.  mu,  muk 

Even, 

Sinking  and Entering 

Lower. 

To  mislead.  Also  read 

mu*.  .綢 2503. 

繆工  feeble  result ;  wasted 

Read  chiu'  and  liao% 。 
bind  :  to  cord. 

R. 

w 

7966 

宥 

命門  an  anatomical  point  be¬ tween  the  kidneys. 

致命處  a  fatal  spot.  See  1832. 

要人命  wanting  a  person’s life, 一 dangerous. 

命案 ot 命仵 a  cas2  invc>1 
ving  life;  a  case  of  homicide.  | 

大命近 止  end  ;s  iiear- 

徵 命  struggling  for  life；  in  ex¬ tremis, 

命論  the  shastra  of  longevity. 
果 歸命者 數千人 
several  thousand  men  actually 
rallied  round  him. 

無 以命之  there  is  no  class 
for  these  to  be  put  into. 

馬 者所以 命形也 ，白 

者所以 命色也 the 

C.  mnu、 nau 
H.  (meu 

F.  meu、 mien 
W.  hnide 

N.  \  、 

p. 
 ' 

M,  min.  miau 

Y.  .士 i K.  Vin.  .  yu、 
ryu 

；J.  h.!u、 vi A.  mhi 

矛 
7963 

term  horse  determines  the  form, 
the  term  white  determines  the 
colour. 

自命  to  pride  oneself. 

See  7688. 

See  8046. 

I.OV 

labour;  an  inferior  artist. 

To 

Read  vziu\  mo 皆、 and  liu\ 

Garrulous 

Read  mu  你  Same 
8082.  See  2757, 

as 

Falsehood  ；  error  ；  ex 

aggeration  ；  random.  Also 

read  niu~、 lu\  and  miao、 • 

麼 

7967 

R •哿歌 

C.  mo 

H.、 

F.  moa^  y.  cpae 

W •饥, v.  moa. 

N.  viou^  v.  m 

P.  cmo^  v.  ma M.  mo^  cmo Y.  tnou^w.maah 

Sz.  mo、v 、 ma K.  ma 

].ha 

A.  ma,  mi 

Even  and 

Rising 

Irregular. 

MO. 

An  interrogative  partic 

A  kind  of  auxiliary  partic 

Also  read  ma1.  Sma 
minute.  Also  written  S 

晉  lies;  falsehood. 

大謬  a  great  mistake, 
淡  an  error;  a  bliUKler. 

頗  ̂   not  altogether  wrongl). 

毫無 達靜1 u、t the  s%htest error. 

捐?  to  dra.v  attention  to  mis¬ 
takes;  the  “corrigenda”  in  a  book. 

P  asseverating  with 
the  lips  but  false  at  heart. 

謬傳  false  reports. 
虛  fabulous :  incredible. 

d 王  wild  stories;  an  exagger¬ ation. 

an  absurd  mis-statement. 

by  perversity ; 

甚麽。 r 什麽 what? 

你 來了麽  so  you  have  coi 
have  you? 

他來麽  will  he  come? 

這麽着  thus;  under  th 
circumstances. 

那 麽爲甚 麽這麽 

why  then  so  late? 

你 們用那 麽些個 ) 
shall  you  be  using  so  manyj 
all  that? 

你幹 麽 w /哪 what  are } 
up  to? 

minute;  trifling. 

麽麽小 兒  insignificant  br_ 

75^ 

R. 歌 

F.  jna 

W.  cmo 

F.  cma M.  imo 

Y.  cmoU 

K. ) 

• 

A.  Sma Even  Lower. 

謬妄 to  ruin 
wild :  untrue. 

審斷謬 妄  an  abuse  of  judi- cial  power. 

譲獎 overpraise;  quite  too  flat- “ 
tering. 

謬愛  to  love  wrongly. 

譲識  damaging  acquaintance 

ship. 

JJ 夏該 («/«4)  eccentric;  queer. 

A  mother. 

7980. 

Used 

^no 

N.  mou^  v.  moh 

P.  smo^ 

c M.  mo、 cmo 

K.  ma 

J.  ma、ha A.  ma Even 

Irregular. 

To  feel  with  the  har 
to  rub.  To  act  upon； 

destroy.  See  §§  1098. 

摩弄  to  handle;  to  play  ̂  to  caress. 

摩挲  (Peking  max  sax)  to  f| to  grope ;  to  toy  with ;  to  str< 

上 摩 蒼吴 above,  it  tou< 

the  blue  sky. 

树摩 to  pat. 
摩肩  to  rub  shoulders, - 

crowd. 

摩煉 tQ  discipline;  to  traicj 

陰 陽相摩 the  %  and 
Yang  act  upon  one  anothei 

摩耶  Maya,  —  the  mothei| 
Buddha. 
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摩
」
 

7969 

m 

7970 

.個 
尤磨 

Sinking 
Lower. 

m 

7971 

歌 
e 磨
 

: ven  Lower. 

7972 

歌 
e 磨
 

ven  Lower. 

魔 
7973 

歌 

fHoa 

m 

摩騰。 r 摩頂  Matanga, 一 one 
of  Buddha’s  disciples.  He  was 
re-born  to  go  and  introduce 
Buddhism  into  China,  a.d.  64. 

摩褐陀  Magadha,-a  kingdom 
in  central  India,  the  head¬ 
quarters  of.  Buddhism  up  to 
a.d.  400,  and  now  known  as 
South  Bahar. 

摩足  pearls ;  specially,  the 
mystic  pearl  in  the  head  of  a 

dragon  king.  See  5668.  Sanskrit : 

mani.  Also  =  末足，  shown 
by  Deveria  to  be  Ma?ii  and  to 
stand  for  the  Manichaeans,  whose 
religion  was  introduced  into 

China  by  大慕闇  Ta-mu 
she,  a.d.  719. 

濁水 — 逢 甩 t。 get  a  pearl 
from  dirty  water,  一  good  even 
out  of  bad. 

摩寧  to  “wash  one’s  hands  with 
invisible  soap,  in  imperceptible 

water.” 

摩 由 邏 the  Peacock.  Sanskrit 
magura.  See  7994. 

7973 
Sz.  mo 

K.  ma 

J.  ma,  ha 
A.  ma 
Even  Lower. 

The  mushroom,  Known 

as 鼙菇 • 

蘿 摩  a  kind  of  milkweed 
{Metaplexis  Stauntoni.  Roem. 
&  Sch.)., 

A  drinking*-vessel  • 
basin. 

To  feed  an  infant  by 
hand. 

饔饔  stefamed  bread  in  small  | 
loaves.  

u 

A  devil  ；  a  demon. 

魔羅。 1 ■天魔  Mara, 一 the  Evil  I 
One  of  Buddhism,  often  repre-[ 
sented  with  a  hundred  arms  and| 
riding  on  an  elephant. 

魔民 QI •魔 4 魔女 the| subjects  of  Mara, 一 the  wicked [ 
angels. 

魔鬼  evil  spirits;  the  devil. 

磨
 2 

7974 

R •歌箇 

c.  I 

H.  I 

F.  moa、 Sjnwai、 

y.  mod* 

W.  mu、 meu 

N.  mou P. 

M. 

Sz. 
Y.  mou 

K. 

J.  ma、 ho 
A. 

Even  and Sinking 

Lower. 

妖魔  a  mischievous  spirit；  a 
bogy. 

降 服諸魔  he  subdued  all demons. 

魔 媚之術  tricks  for  fasci nating  (or  bewitching)  people. 

造魔  t。 He;  t。 slander. 

魔 刼未消  evil  fortune  not yet  exhausted. 

邪魔病 delirium. 
瘋魔了  he  has  gone  mad;  he is  a  fool ;  he  is  (temporarily) out  of  his  wits. 

iS  delirium  tremens. 

詩魔  the  poetic  frenzy. 

To  rub  ；  to  polish ;  to 

grind  ；  to  sharpen.  To 
smart. 

磨墨  to  rub  ink, -on  the  palette. 

不可磨  must  not  be  rubbed, 
a  phrase  appended  to  cakes  of 
ink  bearing  pictures  of  a  sacred 
character. 

磨滅 不可辨 rubbed  out and  not  decipherable. 

磨光。 r 打磨。 r 磨明 t。 burnish. 

磨麵  to  grind  flour. 

磨顔色  to  grind  paints. 

磨石。 r 磨刀石  a  whet¬ stone. 

磨刀的  a  knife-grinder. 

磨利。 r 磨怏  to  sharpen. 

磨牙  to  grind  the  teeth. 是個 人韨天 地磨成 

不 學個人 被天地 
磨  if  one  is  a  man  the 
mills  of  Heaven  and  Earth  grind 
him  to  perfection,  if  not,  to 
destruction. 

磨厲  to  encourage;  to  discipline, 

磨鍊  to  work  at;  to  practise diligently. 

析磨 •  to  subject  to  rough  usage. 
磨析 t。  check;  to  curb;  to  blunt； 
misfortunes;  trials. 

受 災磨。 r 受析磨 tried 
by  misfortune.  [The  latter  is Pekingese.] 

磨
 3 

7974 

馬 夫受了 這 一回折 
磨  the  horse-boy， having  suffered this  severe  treatment. 

是你磨 障未完 it  is  that 
yckir  time  of  trial  is  not  yet  over. 

磨勘  to  revise  selected  essays before  finally  pronouncing  them 
to  be  successful.  This  is  done  l 

by  Revisers  at  the  Board  ofl 
Rites  after  the  publication  ofl 
the  list,  in  order  to  detect  fraud,  f 

磨蹭  to  fumble；  to  fuss;  to | 
potter;  to  dilly-dally  ；  to  shamble | 

along. 

磨赠 着起來 t。 get  up| 

lazily. 

磨磚  to  smooth  bricks  by  rub- 1 bing  them  one  against  another.  | 

打磨穿  to  pierce；  to  penetrate;  | to  discern. 

磨棱子  to  waste  time；  tol 
dawdle. 

磨轉 t。  loiter;  to  hang  a^out.l 

夾磨  a  difficulty;  a  tight  place | 
to  be  in. 

眼 睛舉磨 的難受 his| eyes  smarted  badly. 

照磨  Commissary  of  the  Seal| or  corresponding  clerk  in 

yamen. 
Read  mo4.  To  turn.  A| mill. 

磨過來  turn  it  round, 一 as  a| cart.  !i 

叫 那個車 磨回來  turn! 
that  cart  round  and  bring  it  back,  j 

下磨兒  next  time. 我去過 雨磨兒 1  have| been  there  twice. -天 作工歇 幾磨兒 
rest  several  times  in  a  day’s  work.  | 

磨煩  to  annoy;  to  worry. 

^  ̂   ̂   to  be  importunate  j 
and  refuse  to  go  away. 

磨官  a  miller. 

磨房 a  mill. 椎磨  t。 turn  a  mill. 

有 錢使得 兒椎磨 with| money  you  can  make  devils  turn 

your  mill. 

水磨  a  water-mill. 



MO 

m 

7974 

如犧 旋磨1 ike  an  ant  going! 
round  on  a  mill-stone, — although  I 

it  may  walk  in  an  opposite! 

direction  to  that  in  which  the  I 

millstone  turns,  yet,  because  ofl 

its  own  slower  speed,  it  actually! 

goes  round  the  same  way  as  the 

stone.  Thus,  it  has  been  said 

that  the  sun  and  moon  them- 1 

selves  really  travel  eastwards,  but  I 

carried  round  by  the  superior! 

velocity  of  the  celestial  sphere  | 
they  are  forced  in  a  westerly  | 
direction.  See  5459 - 

磨盤楫  to  bow  to  a  circle  or[ 
line  of  persons  collectively. 

磨不開  cannot  rub  it  ofif;| 
cannot  do  it  successfully ;  can’t  | 
manage  it;  to  feel  ashamed. 

臉上 磨不開 couldn-t  con- 1 ceal  his  shame. 

79.75 

人 磨不開  enough  to| 
make  one  feel  quite  ashamed. 

Same  as  7972. 

m 

7976 

Same  as  7974. 

7977 

|r •藥 I F.  mouk、 moh 

|p.  mo3 lsee  膜 
Entering 

Lower. 

Not;  there  is  not;  do 

not；  let  not  ；  no  one; 

nothing.  To  decide.  To 

settle.  To  be  still.  Sorrel; 

see  8066.  Used  for  暮 
8065. 

g  g  it  is  not
  settled. 

莫 往莫來  he  neither  goes nor  come? - 

莫須有  in  all  probability . 

莫非  a  strong  affirmative. 

莫非 寫錯了  >，oumusthave written  it  wrong. 

莫 非遇了 盜麽 smely 
you  have  fallen  among  thieves ! 

莫 非你是 瞎子麽 _ 
must  be  blind. 

莫 非是他  it  must  be  be. 

你 的莫非 也沒了  and 
of  course  you  have  lost  yours. 

莫或 5316. 
莫 不  surely ;  probably ;  perhaps 

(/.  e.  a  qualified  affirmative); 
absolutely. 

[  990  ] 

IMCO 

w 

7977 莫不是  surely  it  is . 

莫 不同聲  unanimous. 

莫不成  can  it  be  that . ? 

莫  do  not  say  ；  not  to  mention 

莫 道無神  d。 not  sa>  there are  no  gods. 

莫作。 r 莫爲 d。 not  d。 it 

莫  ̂   do  not  come. 

莫 我肯代  he  would  not  do 
it  for  me. 

莫 知我艱  no  one  knows  of 
my  distress. 

何莫由 斯道也 _  wil1 not  men  follow  in  this  path? 

法 莫良焉 there  is  n° better method ! 

立其 傍而莫 之見也 
stood  by  his  side,  without  being 
seen  by  anybody. 

莫 此爲甚  nothing  more  so 
than  this. 

莫 高匪山  there  is  nothing higher  than  a  mountain. 

莫 大於天  there  is  nothing greater  than  Heaven.. 

莫 如南土  there  is  no  better place  than  the  south, — for  your 
residence.  See  2081, 5644,  5668， 

工3,39艾， io,28o. 

莫 過於此  there  is  nothing beyond  this. 

子曰， 文莫吾 猶人也 
Confucius  said,  In  letters  I  am 

perhaps  equal  to  other  men 

莫 名  inexpressible. 

莫 逆之交  an  uninterrupted 
friendship. 

英  to  settle;. to  fix. 

聖人莫 （Gr  w<?i〉 之  sages determined  them, — of  plans. 

求 民之莫  seeking  for  some one  to  give  settlement  to  the 

people. 

維 葉莫莫  its  leaves  were 
luxuriant  and  dense. 

君 婦莫莫 the 

w 

7977 

Read  mu、  Late；  ev 

ing.  See  8065. 

嗅 
4^ 

7978 

R ■陌藥 

脈莫 

莫成  to  come  late  to  matin 
See  above • 

歲 率其莫  theycar  isdrav 

to  a  close. 

Silent;  still;  peaceful 

Entering 

Lower. 

墣 

4/.<
 

7979 

R. 藥 

See 膜 嗅喫 不得語 Silent 

Entering 

Lower. 

霞 

798o 

R •歌虞 

See 漉 

Even  Lower. 

寞
 49 

798i 

R •藥 

H.  mok) 

F.  mouk 

P.  mo^ 

See 膜 

A.  viak、 mik 
Entering 

1  .ower. 

m 

7982 

presiding! 
wives  are  still  and  reverent. 

莫難 a  rare  kind  of  pearl. 

莫 愁  don’t  be  sad! 一 a  term  fori 
a  prostitute. 

幕 

7983 慕 

7984 

unable  to  speak, — as  friends 
are  separated. 

Dust. 

Tranquil. 

Read  mu\  Name  o 
ugly  concubine  玄奠 姻 

the  Yellow  Emperor: 

Silent  ；  quiet ;  still： 10,183. 

寂 寞冷落 in  stillnes 
solitude, 一 as  a  hermit. 

Same  as  8061. 

See  806 1. 

See  8063. 
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摸1
, 

79«5 

. cmo^  mok。 
[.tmo 

•  mwo\  ̂ nwo 
htn'mo 

•  mouy  v. 
moh^ 

•  /"<?,  imo、 

pia、 cvtau 

【•  cmo、 into、 
mo? 

•  mou 

bo、 mo 

，nou,  mak 

Even  Lower 

Irregular. 

嗔
"
 

7986 
zbtt 

藥 
«=膜 
Entering 
Lower, 

暮 
7987 

one  s 

To  feel  for.  To  copy 

by  tracing  over.  Also  vul 

garly  read  mac?1.  [Distin 
guished  from  暮 8064. J 

摸 石以投  I  felt  for  a  stone 
to  throw  at  it. 

摸 書知字  to  read  with  the 
fingers, 一 as  on  raised  characters. 

摸 東摸西  feeling  east  and 
west, — to  find  anything. 

向枕 邊摸出 一件東 
西  took  something  from  beside 
his  pillow. 

摸# 黑走 t<j  _e 
way  in  the  dark. 

摸着  chao1  found  .the  way 

⑽. 摸  着 unable  to  feel 
it;  not  able  to  get  at  (see  10,90.7)； 
no  such  luck. 

摸不着  chao1  眼兒 can’t 
find  any  reason  for  it.  See 

13,339*  
5 

一時摸 個不着  {chao1) 
for  the  moment  I  could  not  feel 

it, — in  my  sleeve. 

摸索  correct  form  of  摩挲. 

衆摸 索不獲  the  company 
were  unable  to  feel  any  traces 

of  him, 一 on  the  wall  into  which 

he  appeared  to  pass. 

難 以捉摸  difficult  to  decide 
upon. 

摸不淸  can’t  make  out, 
摸水  to  feel  about  in  the  water. 

水摸  a  diver. 
摸本  a  copy, — of  a  painting, 
made  by  tracing  over  the  original. 

蓥摸 本而人 皆以爲 
眞  it  was  in  fact  a  copy,  but 
every  one  said  it  was  an  original. 

Dark  ；  obscure. 

See  8065. 

糢 

7988 
漠 
79«9 

R •藥 

H.  mok、 

F.  mouk 

P.  mo^ 

s- 膜 

Enteving 

Lower. 

貘 

7990 

R •虞陌 See 模 

A.  mou、 mak 

Even  Lower. 

瘼 

799! 

R.: H.  mok、 

F.  mouk 

P.  mo^ 

See 膜 

Entering 

Lower. 

m 

7992 

r •藥 

See 膜 

Entering 

Lower. 

膜 
7993 

mok 

R.： 
C. 

H. 
F.  mouk^  moh 

W.  vio 
N.  moh 

P.  vio^ 

M.  mo 

Y.  mak 
Sz.,  vio 
K.  mak 

J.  baku、 moku 
A.  mak Entering 

Lower. 

See  8066. 

A  sandy  desert.  Indiffer¬ 

ent  ； careless. 

沙漠  the  desert  of  Gobi. 

雲漠  an  expanse  of  cloud. 

漠漠然  boundless ;  like  a desert. 

漠然無 動於中  without the  slightest  emotion  of  any  kind 

漠 不相關  of  no  consequence to；  no  concern  of. 

淡漠  dispassionate ;  calm. 

The  Malacca  tapir  ( To.p- 

irus  Malayanus\  formerly 

found  in  Ssuch'uan. 

漠搖  a  wild  dog  or  jackal.  See 12,917. 

Sickness  ；  distress. 

瘐 此下民  to  distress  the 
people. 
民瘐  the  sufferings  or  distress 

of  the  people. 

亂 離瘼矣  to  scatter  and distress  the  people. 

The  eyesight  dimmed, 

as  by  a  thickening  of  the 
cornea. 

The  membrane  between 

flesh  and  skin  ；  the  mem¬ 

brane  of  plants,  eggs,  etc. 

魄膜  the  skin  over  a  scar. 

眼膜  the  outermost  coat  of  the 
eye, — the  sclerotic. 

下也 眼有膜 when  Playins chess,  a  film  comes  over  the 

eyes.  — 

膜 糊得慌  dim, -of  sight. 
月畐  the  fold  of  the  peritoneum, 

to  which  the  intestines  are  at¬ 

tached, 一 the  mesentery.  Also, 

膜
 4 

7993 

m 

7994 

R. 虞 

See 模 

Even  Lower. 

wr 
7995 

錤
必
 

7996 

R •樂 

F.  mouk 

P.  mo° 

see 膜 

Entering 

Lower. 

驀 

4^ 

7997 

C.  mek^  Smou 

F.  ineik 
W.  ma 

N.  mak 

P.  mai\  mu3 

M.  me、 mung Y.  zmung 

K.  mek 
f.  baku、 miaku 

A*  mak 
Entering 

Lower. 

beyond  comprehension;  myste¬ rious. 

視 同服膜  to  regard  with  in¬ 
difference. 

膜  jjj 見  to  ignore;  to  disregard. 
Read  mu\ 

膜拜  to  make  a  long-continued prostration;  to  make  a  pilgrim¬ 

age. 

A  plan；  a  course  of  ac 
tion.  To  imitate  ；  false. 

謀謨  to  plan;  to  scheme. 

嘉謨  a  capital  plan. 

僞謨  false ;  counterfeit. 

謨羅  a  peacock.  [Sanskrit : inagura^\  See  7969. 

Read 靡 4 气 

謨先聖 之大癖 t。 pfac- 
tise  the  maxims  of  the  ancient 

sages. 

Same  as  7990. 

The  name  of  a  famous 

sword,  so  named  from  the wife  of  its  maker,  干將 

Kan  Chiang,  3rd  century 
B.C. 

兵莫 憎於志 ，模铘 

爲下  there  is  no  weapon  so 
deadly  as  the  w:ll :  “Excalibur” is  second  to  it. 

To  spring  on  or  over. 

Quickly  -  suddenly. 

驀波  to  ride  on  the  waves. 

驀越  to  pass  quickly  by. 

_ 地釋天 驀地空
 / as 

soon  as  lighted,  (rushes)  blaze 

up  to.  heaven  and  are  gone. 

Read  ma\  To  ascend. 



C.  mok、 min 
H.  mok、 iniau 

F.  monk、 micu 

W. ^mioe 

N.  moh、 mioa 

P.  mo'  iniau 
M.  mo、 miau 

Y.  mak、 mioa 

Sz.  mo、 miau  - 
K.  mak 

J.  biiku、 miakit 
A.  monk 

MO 

邈 
R. 

7998 

覺篠 
Far  off；  profound  ；  ab¬ 

struse.  Colloquially  miao% . 

^  ̂   far  off;  di
stant. 

神 道元邀  the  divine  doc_ 
trine  is  profoundly  abstruse 

邈然不 可徨也 
ably  gone. 

邀— sorrowful. 
Entering  and 

Rising  Lower. 

.4* 
7999 •曷 

C.  niut 

H.  mat- 
F.  mwak 

W.  mo 

N.  mah 

r •脚 3 M.  I 

sz. ! 
mo Y.  mou 

K.  vial 

J.  batsz、 vine Jn 
A.  mat 

Entering 

Lower. 

lrrecover- 

The  tip  of  a  branch,  as 

opposed  to 本 8846  ；  the 

end,  as  opposed  to  顚 

i  i,i93  ；  the  last  ；  mean; 

insignificant  {see  10,618) 

Dust  ；  powder. .  A  negative. 
A  subordinate  class  of  ac 

tor  ；  a  super.  [To  be  dis¬ 

tinguished  from  未  1 2,606.] 

本末  root  and  branches ;  begin 
ning  and  end;  fundamentals  and 
accidentals. 

捨 本逐末  to  neglect  funda¬ mentals  and  devote  oneself  to 

accidentals. 

天末  the  horizon;  the  uttermost 
ends  of  the  earth  = 天 涯. 

末世 QI ■末 日 the  end 。{； 
the  world,  a  dynasty,  etc. 

明末  the  close  of  the  Ming 
dynasty. 

末帝  the  last  Emperor, — of  a 
dynasty. 

武王末  when  Wu  Wang  was 
old. 

末後  at  the  end;  finally. 

末次  near  the  end ;  nearly 
finished. 

at  the  last;  the  rear. 

末 尾一層  the  last  clause. 

末 尾一關  the  last  Custom 
house, — to  be  passed. 

末年  the  closing  years, — of  life 

末計 勝先計 second 
thoughts  are  best. 

末 一 • 子  the  youngest  son. 

7999 

W 
8000 

R •揚 

See 末 

Entering 

Lower. 

nr 
8001 

F.  v.  mak 

P.  v.  (mo 

See 末 
Cf •秣 

Sinking 

Lower. 

抹 
8002 

曷 

992 
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無恒 俅似謂 之末流 
not  to  have  any  permanent 

rallying-point  is  called  mo  lii“ 

末節  the  end  of  a  twig, — a  mere 
nothing. 

不 務末節  he  did  not  trouble about  detail, — of  a  painter. 

終末。 1 .朵末 "t  Matthe very  end;  last  of  all. 

弄 走了 兒 at  the  con- 
elusion. 

末 了的話  an  ultimatum. 

得其末  got  the  last  place. 

末 弁  petty  military  officials, 

i  ̂ dust. Ifi  香末  sandal- wood  dust. 

末 藥  powders. 研細末  t0  grind  fine. 
: j 鼓  infinitesimal;  minute. 

雖 欲從之 ，末 由也已 
though  I  wish  to  follow,  I  really 

find  no  way  to  do  so. 

吾末 如之何 也已矣 
I  have  no  course  left  to  take. 

末足 w 摩足  7969 - 

8002 

W.  maif 
N.  mah、 

M.  ma  ̂   mo、、 

vw 

Y.  maa) 

Sz.  ma。、 mo) 

K.  vial 
「•  batsz、 mac  hi 

A.  mak^ 

Entering 

Irregular 

Upper  and 

Lower. 

Name  of  the  wife  of  梁 

Chieh,  with  whose  reign 

the  夏  Hsia  dynasty  ended. 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

妹 7730.] 

R •具黯 
Socks. 

幃勒  garters. 
Read  mei\  A  kerchief 

a  girdle. 

C.  mut0、 inat0 H.  mat、 

F.  mwak〕、 

miah^  ma’dk. 

妹 學  sleight  of  hand;  juggling 
tricks. 

崃巾  a  turban. 崃額  a  fillet  worn  by  women. 

蛛肚  a  belly-band. 
怵胸  a  woman’s  gorget. 
To  rub;  to  wipe  clean 

to  obliterate.  See  8675 
Used  for  7974. 

抹去  to  wipe  out;  to  abolish. 

洗秣  to  wash  and  scrub. 

抹 

8003 

R •曷 

C.  inut0、 mut^ 

抹字  to  blot  out  a  word. 

採銷  to  deface  and  cancel. 

抹額  bound  round  the  brow... 

秣涙  to  wipe  the  tears  fro 
the  eyes. 

! 

抹油  look  out  for  the  dirt!- Peking  porter’s  cry. 

抹粉  to  paint  the  face,  一 
Chinese  women  do. 

秣數  to  wipe  off  or  settle  i 
account. 

― . struck  it  all  out, 

refused  to  pay. 

一 齊秣倒  blended  the together, — of  various  subjects 
composition. 

秣 了頁心  divested  himsj 
of  all  right  feeling. 

抹頸。 r 抹脖子 t<3CU_ 
throat. 

秣子  a  trowel. Read  mo^ 

秣兌  to  settle  debts  for  o| 
another. 

秣灰  to  whitewash. 

mui2- 

F.  mwak 

W.  mal 

N.  mah、v.  bah 

P.  mo\v.  me) 
M.  mo 

Y.  mouhy\,cmi 
Sz.  mo、 me、 mi 

K.  mal 

J.  batsz、 mac  hi 
A.  mat 

Entering 

Lower. 

Froth ;  foam ;  spittle.  1 

finish.  Old  name  of 

branch  of  the  Yang-tsze 

沬子。 i •浮沬  froth;  foam 

口沬 or 诞沬。 i •吐令 
spittle. 

冒白沬  to  foam  at  the  mou 
紅沬  a  kind  of  gold  paint  whrj soaks  into  stone  and  appe 

brighter  the  more  the  stone cut  away. 

至今 猶未沬 （w#) not  yet  finished. 

4« 

8004 

r 曷 

See 末 

Entering 

Lower. 

A  dull-burning  fire. 
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4* 秣 
8。。5 

曷 
mat、 

末 
Entering 
Lower. 

8006 

曷 
, mut、v.  muk 

I.  mat 

r.  mwak^  v. 
mdk、 meik 
ma 

夂 mah 

•  mo’ 
1.  mo、 mu 

C.  mal 

batszy  mac  hi 
. mat 

Entering 
Lower. 

隸 
8007 

8008 

卜曷 
*末 
Entering 
Lower, 

Entering 
Lower. 

m: 
8010 

陌 
。脤 
Entering 
Lower. 

To  feed  a  horse  with 

grain. 

馬不 秣而道 斃者十 

有四五  the  horses  had  no 
fodder,  and  about  40  or  50  per 
cent  died  on  the  way. 

征 _ 称馬  he  prepared  
his 

chariot  and  horses,  —  for  the 
journey. 

秣陵  an  old  name  for  Nanking. 

The  white  jasmine  (J/as- 

minum  sambac、 Ait.),  used 

for  scenting  tea. 

茉莉  the  moly  or  jasmine.  [C/. 
the  Latin  moly  (Gr.  /zZXv))  the 

magic  plant,  with  a  white  flower 
and  a  black  root,  given  by  Her 
mes  to  Ulysses  as  a  charm  against 

the  sorceries  of  Circe.] 

葉 莉花籃  jasmine-flowers run  on  wires  and  made  into 

baskets  for  scenting  rooms. 

茉莉針  an  ornamental  hair¬ 
pin,  shaped  like  a  jasmine  bud. 

鬼子 苹莉。 r 紫茉莉 
red  jasmine, — a  name  for  Mira- 
bilis  jalapa^  L. 

野茉莉  Styrax  japofiicum^ 
S.  &  Z.,  and»S.  serrulatum^  Roxb. 

Same  as  8001. 

Red  socks. 

革末輯  a  tribe  of  red-sock  nomads 
from  the  region  about  Kokonor. 

紅棘 革易  great  red  gems. 

Broken  grain. 

魏糠 grits  and  chaff. 

To  gaze  at；  to  ogle. 

賊目策 不得語 they  gazed  at 
each  other  but  could  not  speak. 

脈 
8oi  i 

R. 陌 

C.  mek H.  mak) 

F.  raeik、 mah 
W.  mo^  ma 

N.  mah 

P.  mai) 
M.  me 

Y.  muk 
Sz.  me 

K.  mek 

J.  haku、 miaku 
A.mak Entering 

Lower. 

脈 
8012 

The  veins  or  arteries, 

between  which  the  Chinese 

do  not  distinguish  \  see  2122 

The  pulse.  [Often  written as  below.] 

脈 絡相連 the  main  and branch  blood-vessels. 

脹 脈调興 to  swell the  veins  and  prostrate  one’s 
energy, 一 of  an  attack  of  syncope. 

龍脈。 r 地脈  magnetic  cur¬ rents  recognised  by  geomancers 

as  influencing  the  fortunes  of 

places,  families,  etc. 

一 脈而來  in  unbroken  de¬ scent. 

診脈。 r 看脈。 1 ■評脈 Qr 
號脈  < -搭脈 w 察脈 
to  feel  the  pulse. 

脈理  the  principles  of  the  pulse. 

脈門  the  pulse  at  the  wrist. 

寸脈  the  pulse  an  inch  from the  wrist. 

尺脈  the  pulse  a  foot  from 
the  wrist.  [The  medical  foot 
measure  is  a  specially  short  one.] 

關脈  the  pulse  midway  between the  above  two. 

脈伏  a  low  pulse. 
死脈 當作活 脈治 t。 
deal  with  a  pulse  which  has 
failed  as  though  it  were  still 

beating, — pro  forma. 

聽脈筒  a  stethoscope. 脈 氣充足 ，長 的 

就好  if  your  constitution  is good,  you  will  grow  up  strong. 

看他脈 氣 檐不住 
I  don’t  think  his  constitution 
would  stand  it. 

何 處發脈  where  did  your family  come  from? 

源脈  the  sources  of  a  river. 

命脈  the  very  life’s-blood. 
A 脒  entering  into  the  proper 
channel;  reasonable. 

借老 白一脒  to  make  use of  my  connexion  with  Mr.  Po. 

Sr  me  as  8011. 

m 

8013 

8014 

R. 陌 

See 脈 

Entering 

Lower. 

8015 

R. 月 

See 沒 

Entering 

Lower. 

nr 

8016 

R •月 

C.  mut 

H.  mut 
F.  muk 

W.  mo 
N.  mah^  v. 

meh^ 

P.  imei、 mo\ 

mu〕 

M.  mu、 mung 

Y.  mek 
Sz.  cmei、 imung 

K.  mul 

J.  botsz、 mots%-, 

A,  mot 

Entering 

Lower. 

Same  as  8011. 

Misty,  drizzling  rain  ；  to 

soak;  to  steep,  as  in  kind 
ness.  See  8079. 

To  dive  under  water. 

Sunk;  gone；  dead.  Also 
read  mu 气  A  negation  o 

有  13,376  {see  12,753)， in which  sense  also  read  mezr 

盡 沒于水 they  were  a11 
drowned. 

何 沒沒也  in  what  a  fatal 
course  are  you  proceeding ! 

良 久方沒  after  some  time he  disappeared, — in  the  clouds. 

沒 而有知  if  there  is  know¬ 
ledge  after  death, . . . w.  See  1783. 

[Si  quis  piorum  manibus  locus.] 

出 运 靡常  appearing  and  dis- 
appearing  at  irregular  intervals. 

沒於羣 盜之手  perished 
at  the  hands  of  the  rebels, — of manuscripts. 

感 恩不沒  your  kindness  will 
never  be  forgotten. 

沒世 不忘1  sha11  never forget. 

沒 禮犯分  regardless  of  cere¬ 
mony  and  in  defiance  of  duty. 

埋 沒英雄  a  hero  in  obscur¬ ity, — a  “mute  inglorious  Milton.” 

沒藥  transliteration  of  the Arabic  murrh  =  Bissa  Bol 

myrrh,  yielded  by  Balsamoden- 
dron  kephet^  a  Somali-land  plant. 

沒石子  transliteration  of  the Persian  mazu  =  oak-galls. 

there  is  riot;  not  to  have. 

沒 有的話  no  such  thing ! impossible. 

沒 有的東 西 something  the 
like  of  which  does  not  exist. 

125 
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ir 
8016 

陌 
8。17 

R •陌  ii. 
C.  mek 
H.  met, 

F.  paik) 
W.  nia 

N.  mah 

P.  mai)、 M.  me 

Y.  muk、puk、 

maah 
K.  mek 

沒 有的事  an  event  which 
did  not  happen；  it  is  not  so;  it 
is  a  mistake. 

沒有在  he  is  not  alive. 

沒用  useless. 
g  事  no  trouble ;  nothing 

happened. 

沒可求  no  one  to  apply  to, 
for  help.  See  ̂   12,753. 

沒奈何  there  is  no  alternative; 
no  help  for  it. 

impossible ;  cannot  be 
done. 

沒的  were  there  not . ?  do 

there  not . ?  (with  answer  in 
affirmative  expected.) 

one’s  temper. 

! 沒 落兒了  homeless. 

nothing  to  put  on. 

head  nor  brains,  —  incoheren 
incomprehensible. 

沒趣兒  no  fun;  depressed. 

給他 個 沒趣兒 to  sni him. 

foundation ;  unsupported. 

other ! 

乾沒  to  dry  up, — money,  /.< 

priating  it. 

land-tax. 

bezzle. 

1731.  Used  for 

陌上  in  the  street. 

street. 

陌路人 w 陌生人 

unsympathetic  man. 

陌
必
 

花 街柳陌 brothels- 

Sfr；"  ̂ 

8017 

陌錢  a  hundred  cash'  cash 

8021  r 

•  hiaku、 haku generally;  paper  money  burnt 
A.  mak 

at  graves. 

5 

\  Entering Lower. 

除陌錢  t°  levy  5  Per  cent. 

洒
發
 

8022 

8oi8 Shallow  water. 

R. 職  1 R. 陌 

溪 脈鄰鄰 the  mountain C.  mek  〆 H.  met 

see 陌 

Entering 

Lower. 

爾扩 

8019 

streams  ripple  over  the  stones. F.  meik 

W.  mai 
N.  moh P.  mP 

M.  me 

The  offspring  of  an  ass 

Y.  muk Sz.  me 

K.  mik 
J.  boku^  moku 

r. 陌 

and  a  cow,  known  as  馬它 A.  mak 
Entering 

See 陌 

馬 g ;  Manchu  tomoto. 
Lower. 

Entering 

Lower. 

m Same  as  8021. 

:;  8020 

默
#
 

Dark  ；  retired  ;  secret  ； 

silent. 

c 

8021 
) R •職 

幽默 01 •默陰  dark;  gloomy; C.  mek in  retirement. 
H.  met •  F.  Dicik 

_  _  to  secretly  protect. W.  mai 

N.  mah 

王 默存耳  y°ur  Majesty  has P.  viV been  in  a  brown  study. 
M.  mi 

Y.  muk 

默劃 p  to  secretly  vow. Sz.  me 

. K.  vi ik 

辯 不若默  argument  is  not J.  boht、 moku equal  to  silence,  —  silence  is 
A.  mdk 

golden. 

Entering 

e  Lower. 

e 

- 

默而識 之  the  silent treasuring  up  of  knowledge. 

心 己默蠢 (c/ii/i*)  I  silently stored  it  up  in  my  mind. 

默 默無言  silently;  without a  word. 

j 

n 默念。 1 ■默想  t0  reflect  upon. 
默 會 *  to  secretly  understand, — 

e as  a  hint. 

). 

to  secretly  instruct. 

霏^  寫  to  write  out  from  memory. 

默聖諭  t。 write  a  portion  of the  Sacred  Edict  from  memory, 

— as  at  the  public  examinations. 
a 

n 默 坐  t0  sit  in  silence. 

碱默  to  keep  silence. 

Shah.”  See  9050. 

Ink；  black ；  obscure ；  soot. 

方墨  a  cake  or  slab  of  ink 
monochrome;  shoe-blacking. 

stand. 

many  years’  ink  have  you  eaten 一  how  long  have  you  beei! 
studying?  From  the  Ghinesi trick  of  sucking  the  pen. 

than  ashes,  —  r-  ancient  sub 
stitute. 

th* 

i st  Emp.  of  the  Liang  dyn. 

candidates  who  failed  for  th> 
hsiu-ts^ai  were  made  to  drinl 

long  draughts  of  this.] 

墨  an  ink-stone, 一 for  rubbin. Chinese  ink. 

墨 海  a  large  ink-stone. 

未知發 墨如何 1  wonde 
how  it  does  for  ink, — of  an  ini stone. 

墨池  the  hollow  or  pool  on ink-stone,  to  put  water  in. 

受墨 處不光  the  place  (0 
the  inkstone)  for  rubbing  th 
ink  was  not  smooth. 

磨 墨處光 ，硏 墨亦走 
the  place  for  rubbing  the  in 
was  smooth,  so  that  the  ink  whe 

rubbed  slipped  over  it, — woul not  bite  or  take. 

非人磨 墨墨磨 人 
not  the  man  who  rubs  (wea 

out)  the  ink,  it  is  the  ink  whic wears  out  the  man,  —  by 

application  to  study. 

松 姻 墨  ink  made  from  so« 
obtained  by  burning  resin, 一 w: 
an  annual  tribute  from  Kore 

鍋 底墨姻 s。。1  froin  u 
bottom  of  a  kettle. 

^  _  drawn  i
n  ink. 

墨龍  a  dragon  painted 
Chinese  ink. 
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敏 
4 

m 

8022 

曜 
8023 

蛾 
=墨 
Entering 
Lower. 

:, — 3.S 

近 墨 者黑 he  who  is  near 
ink  gets  black.  See  2544. 

晉 於是始 墨 f_ that 
date,  black  became  the  mourning 
colour  in  the  Chin  State. 

落墨  to  put  pen  to  paper. 

未 落墨做  the  thing  is  pot 
yet  begun. 

雲 垂若墨  clouds  overhead 
as  black  as  ink. 

文 墨之人  a  literary  man;  a 
scholar. 

竟 講筆墨  to  talk  of  nothing 
but  pen  and  ink,  —  of  a  man 
whose  hobby  is  literature. 

聞諸副 墨之子  I  learnt  it 
from  books. 

闈 墨文章  the  printed  essays 
of  successful  candidates  for  the 

second  and  third  degrees. 

潑墨  to  throw  down  ink, 
the  famous  painter  王  Wang 

Hsia  used  to  do,  thereupon 

producing  with  his  hands  or  feet 

beautiful  figures,  landscapes, etc., 

from  what  was  only  a  large  blot, 

潑 墨成珠  to  scatter  ink  and 
make  pearls, — as  a  skilled  writer. 

御墨  the  Emperor’s  own  hand¬ writing. 

彈繩墨  to  strike  a  line, — as 
carpenters  do  with  a  blackened 
string. 

面深墨  sad-looking ;  chap¬ 
fallen. 

不 當貪墨  don’t  be  greedy 
of  the  black  thing, — don’t  be avaricious. 

墨魚  cuttle-fish. 
石墨  a  bitumen  found  in  Kuang- 

tung. 

墨緑  invisible  green. 

墨亮 g^ssy. 

墨 丈之間  something  be¬ 
tween  five  feet  and  ten. 

墨 西哥國  Mexico. 

墨 銀 （or  圓） Mexican  dollars. 

To  speak  erroneously. 

嚜尿  an  artful  child. 

8024 

R •職 

See 墨 

Entering 

Lower. 

麥 
8025 

螞 
8026 

貉 
8027 

zzi  ? 木 
8028 

R. 哿 

cf._  磨 

Rising  Lower. 

8029 

R 
號.
 

See 冒 

Sinking 

Lower. 

坳 8030 

R ■月 

沒 

必 c 

See Entering 

Lower. 

某 
8031 

R •有 

C.  mau 
H.  / 

F.  I 刪
 

W.  mu 

N. 

P. 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 

K.  mu 

J.  bo、 mo A.  mou 

Rising  Lower. 

A  cord  ；  to  bind.  [To 
be  distinguished  from  ̂  339」 

約宋不 以繹索  to  bind without  cords,  一  as  by  moral bonds. 

福 與禍何 異糾經  how 
are  happiness  arid  misfortune 
other  than  bound  up  together? 

See  7602. 

See  7586. 

See  3973. 

Minute  ；  delicate.  Used 
with  7967. 

To  burst  out  upon. 

To  bury.  Used  for  7603. 

MOTT. 

A  word  used  in  the  sense 

of  “So-and-so”  or  tf Such- 

and-such  ̂   also  to  avoid 

pronunciation  of  the  cha¬ 

racter  ,  2310,  the  per¬ 
sonal  name  of  Confucius. 

I;  my  humble  self.  What? 
A  note  of  admiration.  Also 

read  Often  contract¬ 

ed  to  See  3252. 

某七。 r 某甲。 r 某某 a certain  man,  —  whose  name  is 

某
 2 

8。3: 

P 禾 

8032 

R •允 

W.  moe 

N.  moil 

See 

K.  muy  v.  mo 

J.  do,  mu 

A.  miu Even  Lower. 

am  a  man 

unknown  or  which  it  is  not 
desirable  to  mention 

某某大 令之弟  younger 
brother  of  a  certain  Dist.  Ma¬ 

gistrate.  [Mou  mou  is  also  used as  a  plural.] 

某縣某  a  certain  man  of  a certain  District 

某處  a  certain  place. 

某 月某日  on  a  certain  day of  a  certain  month, 一 as  when 
leaving  blanks  to  be  afterwards 
filled  in. 

某在斯  So-and-so  is  here. 

某 何爲哉  what  is  So-and-so 

doing  ? 

某無才 末職1 of  no  talent  and  humble  in  rank, 

子善 于某乎  what  are  you good  at,  sir? 

打某  to,  make  marks,  thus  , of  commendation  at  the  side  of 

an  admired  passage  in  a  book 

一連某  a  string  of  admiration marks. 

To  plpt；  to  scheme. 

謀計。 1 •謀 議。 r 謀慮。 r 

謀畫。 r 謀策 'to  Plan;  t。 
scheme. 

心 裏有一 勲謀畫 he has  some  plan  in  his  mind. 

謀害 or  緣陷  to  Plot  to  injure. 
謀財  to  plot  for  the  possession 
of  money. 

謀財會 命  t。 murder  for  gain.. 
^  to  plot  murder;  premedi¬ tated  homicide. 

謀反 ^謀 叛 topi。!： rebellion. 

謀權  to  plot  for  power. %  military  strategy. , 

謀國者  a  statesman；  a  poli¬ 
tician, 

謀 事在人 ，成 事在天 
man  proposes,  God  disposes. 

謀生。 r 謀质。 r 營謀 t。 plan  to  get  a  living. 

缝 不同不 相爲謀 those whose  principles  are  not  the 
same,  have  not  the  same  aims. 

主謀的  the  moving  spirit  of, 

a  plot. 
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MOTT 

rHJh2 謀 
8032 

拇 8033 

m 8034 

摸 8°35 

1C.  mau 
I H.  mcu 
I N.  mou 
IP. 

mou 

奇謀  a  cunning  scheme. 

謀面  to  judge  by  the  face  or 
looks.  Colloquially,  to  be  ac¬ 

quainted  with. 

並 未謀面  they  have  never met. 

謀幹  to  contrive. 

謀求  to  beg  for  as  a  favour;  to 
intrigue  for;  to  endeavour  to 
bring  about. 

善 .爲謀 be 
looking  after  one’s  own  interei 

8039 

賴 神替亂  acting  as  if  beside 
oneself.  | 

^  ̂   bashful;  afraid  to  loo
k! in  the  face. 

Read  mu 你 

雀瞀眼  night-blindness. 

at interests. 

菸
 2 

8040 

|R .堉 

See 茂 

See  8069. 

Sinking 

Lower. 

鍪
 2 

8041 

|R •尤
 |C.  mau 

I H.  meu I F.  meu、 mau 

I W.  moa 

|N.  mou
 

IP.  mou IK.  mu 

|j.  ?nu 
1  A.  meu Even  Lower. 

Measurement  from  north 

to  south.  A  period  of  ten 

years.  The  dress  above | 

the  waist.  Long. 

延亵 數十里 stretching| 
north  and  south  for  many  li： 

廣  the  area  of. 

Sinking 

Lower. 

Sinking 

Lower. 

w 
8038 

lR.
 允 

I  See  矛 
Even  Lower. 

着 袤脤者  one  who  wore  a  丨 long  robe. 

w 

8043 

广宥
 

Sec 茂 

Sinking 

Lower. 

An  old  name  for  定遠 

J^the  District  of  Ting-yiianl 
in  Yunnan. 

寳 8039 

lR  宥: k 

覺 

茂務 
1 Y.  wu 

Sinking 

Lower. 

Dim  of  sight;  short- 1 

sighted;  to  look  at  closely. 

替視  to  see  dimly;  to  look  at 
with  blind  eyes. 

淚 目矇瞀  tears  blinded  her  I 
eyes. 

是 非瞀亂  confusion  of  right 
and  wrong. 

牟
 2 

8044 

Small  bushy  plants. 

菸憑根  a  liliaceous  plant  with  I red  flowers,  found  in  damp  places. 
Its  roots  are  made  into  powder.  I 

I H.  cmeu I W.  moe 
I  N«  mou 

An  iron  pan；  a  metal  cap. 卜某 

兜鏊  a  helmet. 

K. 
Even  Lower. 

8$
3 

8046 

ir. 尤 

Luxuriant.  An  old  name|  I H.  cmeu 

for  the  Chinese 
qmnce|W;J> [Pyrus  catkayensis、 Hemsl.).  jSee  某 

^  luxuriant  foliage. 

K. 

To  exert  oneself；  to  be 

energetic.  To  be  great；! 
to  make  great. 

惟 時懋哉  do  you  from  time  I to  time  exert  yourself. 

功 懋懋賞  to  great  merit  he gave  great  rewards. 

予 懋乃德  I  see  how  great is  your  virtue.  I 

^  ̂   barter;  trade;  com
merce. 

R 尤 

F.  cmeu、 smeti 

W.  moe 
N.  mou 

I  See  某 

K.  muy  v.  mo 
Even  Lower. 

侵 牟  to  encroach  upon ;  to  usurp. 

侵 牟萬民 to  prey  on  the 

people. ̂ |J  to  make  large  profits. 

牟鳴  to  low, — as  cattle. 
牟 足  an  ascetic;  a  hermit. [Sanskrit  muni?[ 

不 啻牟足 一串珠 just like  a  Buddhist  rosary.  [Mou-ni for  Shakyamuni^] 

中牟縣  a  District  in  Honan. Alike ;  similar  ；  equal. 
See  800. 

遞 不相浑  utterly  dissimilar. 

造 物不浑  things  are  not  all 
made  alike. 

Read  mu、  =模  8o66. 

侔狀  to  sketch  or  paint  a  like- 

The  pupil  of  the  eye 
See  7051,  12,308. 

堯舜 參脾子 the  Emperor 
Yao  and  Shun  had  double  pupils 

存 乎人者 ，莫 良于醉 

•  mu、v.mo 

I  A.  meu 
Even  Lower. 

Barley.  To  encroach 

upon ;  to  take  ；  to  get. 

To  low  or  bellow  like  an 

ox.  To  double;  great. 

Used  with  8046. 

貽 我來牟  conferring  upon us  wheat  and  barley.  [來 = 

小麥] 

蛑
 2 

8。47 

R .尤 

I  See 

Even  Lower, 

w 
8048 

IR •尤 

W.  ndc 

N.  mou 

I  See  某 

I  A. 供 h*、 miu 

Even  Lower 

ness  of. 

子 of  all  the  parts  of  a  man’ body,  there  is  none  more  ex 

cellent  (as  a  guide  to  charactei than  the  pupil  of  the  eye. 

脾 子不能 僞 theeyecannc 
deceive, 一 it  is the  man. true  index 

^  to  fix  the  eye;  a  stoiiy  gaz< 

明眸  a  bright  eye. 

竊眸  to  peep;  a  sly  look. 

A  large  kind  of  cral 
called  _ 眸. 

Barley.  See  8044. 
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8049 

畝
 3 

W.  moe 

N.  mou^m 
P. 供 u、 mou 
M.  mou、 mu 
V.  My  mu 

Rising  Lower. 

See  10,307. 

A  land  measure  of  vary- 1  w 
ing  extent  in  various  parts 
of  the  empire,  but  fixed  by 
Treaty  at  733^  square  ■ 
yards,  or  1  acre  =  6.6  w ⑽ .|See  沒 

To  die；  to  perish.  Old  I 
form  of  8016.  Also  read! 

Also  read 

mou. 一 a  Chinese  I 

See  ̂   2195. 

mus. 

一 献地 one 
acre. 

三畝 四分三 釐四毫 
3-434  acres. 

四备 爲一畝  four  chueh 
make  a  viou. 

一 百献爲 一項。 ne 
hundred  mou  make  a  chHngt 

畝數  acres. 
稅畝  taxable  land. 
畝丘  a  hill  cultivated  in  ter¬ 

races. 

不 服田畝  not  to  cultivate 
one’s  fields. 

割 献爲活  to  live  by  the  sale 
of  one’s  landed  property. 

半 畝方塘  a  square  tank  of 
about  half  an  acre  in  extent. 

Entering 

Lower. 

墓4
 

8o6o 

mo 

,4* 

w 

8059 

R. 遇 

F.  mwo^  smwo 卜暮 
Sinking 

Lower. 

殁於陣  died  in  battle. 
孜世 不忘1  shall  never  I forget. 

殁存均 感  the  dead  and  the! living  will  both  be  grateful. 

See  8016. 

See  7977. 

Name  of  a  region  under! 

the  Han  dynasty,  now  I 

occupied  by  portions  of  the[ 
Ningpo  Prefecture. 

A  kind  of  spider,  called 

墓
 4 

8o6o 

“ opiuci ,  caiicui  迪 

蚰 4 無，  which  weaves  its|F 

To  summon ;  to  raise;  to | 

levy；  to  engage  for  service. 

募化  to  summon  to  conversion, 
— to  collect  subscriptions,  as 

priests  do. 

募化重 修  to  collect subscriptions  for  the  restoration, — of  a  temple. 

募緣  to  summon  the  destined, 一  to  call  to  good  works  (by 
subscriptions)  those  who  in  a 
former  existence  wrought  for] 
themselves  a  good  destiny. 

募捐  to  appeal  for  subscriptions. 
募設  to  solicit  subscriptions  for 

the  erection  of. .... . 

募補  to  enroll  so  as  to  make  up. 
the  full  number. 

募兵 (Qr 勇  ) to  raise  troops. 

招 募壯丁  to  raise  a  militia or  volunteer  force, — as  is  often 

done  in  country  districts  for 

protection  against  banditti. 

招 募洋匠  to  engage  foreigi workmen. 

應募  to  answer  the  summons, 
to  arms;  to  enlist. 

8061 

R. 藥 

C.  mok 

H.  mok、 

F.  monk W.  mdy 

N.  mou^ 

P.  mu' mo) 

M.  mu、 mo 

Y.  mou、 mak 
Sz.  mt‘、 mo 

K.  mak 

J.  baku、 moku 
A.  mak 

Entering 

Lower 
Irregular. 

A  grave；  a 

3536. 

tomb.  Seel 

web  011  plants  and  trees.  Iseeg Sinking 

Lower. 

墓碑  a  tombstone. 
墓域。 r 墓厲  the  limits  of  a  j 

grave. 

墓所？  burial-place. 

慕
 4 

1 1P 

掃墓。 r 省墓  to  sweep  thel tombs, 一 of  one’s  ancestors,  as  I is  done  at  the  annual  spring f 
festival. 

墓  心  inscription  at  a  grave. 

埋墓誌 (。> ■飯） 銘 t。 buryj beneath  a  grave  the  stone  tablet  [ 
recording  title  to  ground. 

束草 爲人， 焚於墓 I 

前 ，吾 得其助  twist  some  I 
straw  into  men,  and  burn  them! 
at  my  grave.  I  shall  then  get 
their  help, 一 in  the  next  world.  I 

古者墓 而不墳 the ancients  buried  but  had  no| 
funeral  mounds. 

A  curtain;  a  screen ；  a| 
tent. 

幕幃  a  curtain. 啓幕  to  raise  the  veil, — to  open 
a  person’s  eyes. 

六幕  the  four  points  of  thel 
compass,  above,  and  below. 

幕府  military  head-quarters;  a  I 

yamen. 

平沙列 專幕。 n  the  level  I 
shore  a  myriad  tents  are  pitched. 

A 幕之賓  the  guest  who  is  I 
behind  the  curtain, — a  satirical  I 

phrase  used  by  謝安  Hsieh 

An  of  the  4th  century  a.d.,  when  I 

a  gust  of  wind  showed  that  hisl 

host, 王 敎  Wang  Tun,  hadl 

concealed  郗起  Ch‘ih  Ch‘ao behind  a  curtain  to  overhear  thel 
conversation.  Hence  the  terms  | 
below.  Another  version  is  that! 
the  incident  occurred  at  a  visit! 

paid  by  Hsieh  An  and  Wangl T‘an-chih  to  Huan  Wen. 

幕賓。 r 幕客。 r 幕友。 r| 

遊幕  a  private  secretary；  thel 
師爺  of  an  official  ；  see  9909. 

作幕  to  act  as  private  secretary! or  clerk. 

Read  man\  The  reverse] 
of  a  coin  (see  7638),  as  opp. 

to 文  12,633.  See  5665. 



慎 
8062 

lR •遇藥 

h 模莫 

Sinking  and 
Entering 

Lower. 

暮 
8063 

|R 遇 
I 
 See
 

Also!  8065 

K.  mo 

J.  mo、 bo 

J  A.  niou 
_  書十 莫十莫  to  stud

y  diligently.  I  Sinking
 

To  exert  oneself, 

read  獅4* . 

Lower. 

Sinking 

Lower. 

摹
 2 8064 

lR •處 

Is， 
Even  Lower 

To  love;  to  long  for. 

愛慕 t。  love. 
他心中 慕你 多時的 
he  has  been  in  love  with  you 

for  a  long  time. 

心 乎慕之  longing  for  him in  heart. 

慕夂毋  to  love  one’s  parents.  | 

仲慕  to  hold  in  affectionate 
esteem;  to  admire. 

慕勢  to  be  greedy  of  power. -  ”⑽ 

無名利 t。 long  for  fame 扣 啦 .二 
W.  m 

N.  mou 
P.  mu、 mo 

To  follow  a  pattern； 卞：， 獅叹 

copy ;  of  paintings,  to  trace；|sz.»»K 

雖是年 耙將暮  although getting  into  the  evening  of  life. 

年減暮  getting  old.  ̂ 8301. 

暮春  the  end  of  spring. 

時値暮 秋天氣 the season  was  the  end  of  autumn 

何暮  why  so  late? evening  scenery;  a  sunset 

sky. 

暮 雲春樹  evening  clouds and  spring  trees,  —  used  in  a 

stanza  by 杜甫  Tu  Fu  to  an 
absent  friend;  hence,  longing 

母
 3 

8067 

F.  mu、 moa 
W.  m 
N_  m'ou^  mo^  m 

P.  mu M.  mu、 mung Y.  mu、m 

Sz.  mu 

K.  mu 

J .  bd^  mo A.  meu 

Rising  Lower. 

8066 

for  a  dear  one’s  return. 

|R. 

A  tree  which  grew  at  | 

the  grave  of  周公  Choul 

Kung.  A  pattern ；  a  model；! 
a  fashion. 

see  7165.  Used  with  8066. 1  j.  bo. 

A.  mou Also  read  mo\  [Dist.  fron^  EvenLower. 

摸 7985.] 

摹古  to  follow  the  old  style. 

^  仿  to  copy  a
  pattern. 

摹 謂以薄 紙覆上 
mu  I 

means  to  cover  with  thin  paper | 
and  trace. 

描摹  to  copy,  as  a  drawing,  by  I 
tracing. 

 
j, 

摹寫  to  write  over  a  copy;  to trace. 

暮本  a  copy-slip;  a  copy  of | 
a  painting,  as  above.  j 

暮 造樓臺  to  build  a  pavilion! 
from. one’s  own  designs. 

mu、 j 

Evening ;  sunset. 

朝 往辜返  g°inS  at  night  I and  coming  back  in  the  morning. 

替; 暮  dusk;  gloaming. 

日暮  sunset. 
旦 暮  morning  and  evening. 

暮歲。 r 暮年  in  the  evening 
of  life. 

模子 OT 模楷。 r 模範 a model;  a  mould.  | 

規模  rules  and  regulations ;  | custom ;  usage.  |j 

形模 模樣  fashion; style. j 

他模樣 生得如 何…1^ is  she  like  in  appearance  ? 

大 模大樣  ostentatious;  j 
braggadocio.  | 

打栺模  to  sign  by  dipping  al finger  in  ink  and  pressing  it  on  I 

the  paper,  the  markings  or  lines  | 
on  the  skin  forming  a  natural  | 

seal  which  it  would  be  impos¬ 
sible  to  forge.  ] 

模結  a  deed  or  bond  on  which  I a  man  has  placed  the  print  ofj 
his  inked  hand  or  foot. 

模碑  rubbings  of  inscriptions. 

模糊  blurred;  indistinct. 

卷尾模 滅數字 several| words  at  the  end  of  the  documentl 

were  illegible  (or  obliterated). 

模 棱其說  he  talks  ambigu¬ ously.  See  6863. 

_  _  sorrel  {Rumex  ac
etosa、 L.), the  modern  equivalent  of  莫  \ 

7977. 
R.： A  mother；  a  dam；  female,! 

as  opposed  to 公 6568  ( ⑽ | 

8346) •〜金 2032, 文 

3736, 娘 8241， 堂  io,76o,| 

慈  12,406.  [To  be  distin¬ 
guished  from  毋  12,765.] 
See  5505. 

毋親  a  mother. 

家毋  my  mother. 
伯 毋  your  mother.  ^  also  9340. 

祖毋  a  paternal  grandmother. 

奶毋。 > •乳毋  a  foster-mother;! a  wet-nurse. 

繼毋 or 後毋。 r 因毋 a 
step-mother. 

夕卜毋 or  岳毋  a  mother-in-law. 

主毋  the  principal  wife. 

君毋0 r 摘; ( 如  IO>92°) the one  legal  wife  in  her  relation to  the  children  of  the  family 

[The  first  is  also  an  Empress 

Dowager.] 

親毋。 r 本生毋  one’s  actua 
mother. 

所後 one’s  adopted  mother 

出毋  a  divorced  mother. 

嫁毋  term  used  by  her  firs husband’s  children  to  a  widen 
who  remarries. 

庶母  a  concubine  who  ha 
children-  the  children  call  he 

生毋 • 
毋后。 1 •國毋  the  Empres 

务毋放 6568. 
毋錢舖  a  female  bank, 一 oi which  (like  a  woman)  not  havir 

a  registered  name  cannot  sho a  sign-board ;  a  sly  bank. 

1736. 

毋 子之情  love  or  affecti( 
between  mother  and  son.  1 

inferior  and  superior;  sidj 

and  great;  the  produced  and t 

producer. 
"5^  ̂   interest  and  princip 

山毋  the  principal  as  oppos 

t。 子息  interest. 

字 毋  the  letters  in  a  word. 毋在 一子寒 ，毋去 = 

子單  if  the  mother  is  hd one  son  will  be  cold,  if  she 

gone,  three  sons  will  be  moth 
less, — said  by  閔子 Min  1 

{see  7414) - 



西王毋  western  royal  mother,  I  牧 
•a  fabulous  personage  dwelling! 

on  the  K^n-lun  mountains.  [  8073 
Probably  the  Greek  Hera,  ̂ '|r.  g 

being  an  imitation  of  Siwah  |  住 
in  Tripolis  (Africa)  where  Zeus  I  See 
Ammon  and  Hera  were  wor-l  ̂  

shipped.  
I  Entenng 

毋  the  Ten  Stem。.  See  
°觀. •  Tables  Ve. 

酒毋  ferment. 

水毋  a  jelly-fish. 

毋丁香  mother-cloves. 
毋猪油  Siegesbeckia  orient alis, L. 

毋猪癩  Xanthium  struma- 
rium}  L, 

A  matron;  a  dame.  A| 

’emale  teacher  for  children. 

姆師。 1 •姆女 a  school  dame;  I a  matron. 

使姆。 r 姆姆  a  midwife. 

大姆  a  title  given  by  a  younger  I 
brother’s  wife  to  an  elder  brother's  | wife. 

斗姆  a  goddess  who  lives  in| 
the  Dipper.  See  11,427. 

999  ] 

To  tend  cattle；  to  have 

charge  of.  The  official 
designation  of  a  知州 

Department  Magistrate. 

牧牛  to  tend  cattle;  a  cowherd. 

牧童。 1 •牧傭  a  shepherd； a  cowherd. 

作牧  to  be  a  shepherd. 

牧人掌 牧六音  the  herds- men  look  after  the  various  | 
domestic  animals. 

驅羣 羊使東 西者牧 ^ 
人也  to  drive  a  flock  of  sheep 
east  or  west,  as  required,  is  the 
affair  of  the  shepherd,  --  he  is  I 
responsible,  not  the  sheep. 

遊牧  wandering  pastoral  tribes.  I 
牧伯  an  overseer;  a  governor.! 
天牧  shepherds  appointed  by  I 
heaven, -governors  of  the  people. [ 

司 上蒂牛 羊之叔 y。」 
are  the  pastors  of  God’s  oxen 
and  sheep, 一 sc.  of  the  people.  I 

牧民者  shepherds  of  the  I people, — the  o 伍 cials;  7roiftev6^  [ 入  awv, 

乃 爲民牧  he  is  a  shepherd  | of  the  people. 

遂 爲頁牧  subsequently| became  a  good  magistrate. 

牧師  a  term  adopted  by  miss¬ 
ionaries  in  the  sense  of  “pastor.”  I 
Also  used  in  the  周禮  Chou  I 

Ritual  for  a  petty  official. 

牧野  scene  of  the  battle  in 
which  武 王  Wu  Wang  defeated  I 

紂辛  Chou  Hsin. 車 以自牧 modest;  retiring；| 
not  presumptuous. 

九牧  the  Nine  Provinces  of  the  I 
Great  Yu.  Also  their  governors. 

See  8031. 

木
逆
 

8077 

R. 屋 

C.  muk H.  muk、 muk) 

F.  muk、 tnok 
W.  mu、 mu 

N.  moh 

P.  mu3 

M.  mu、 mtf、 

mungy 

Y.  muk 

Sz.  mu、 mung) 
K.  mok 

J.  moku 

A.  mouk 

EnteriDg 

Lower. 

Same  as  8050. 

See  8050. 

Wood；  wooden ；  a  tree. 
Radical  75.  See  5551, | 

10,052. 

木頭  wood.  See  below. 一 塊木頭  a  block  of  wood.  J 

木料  wood  material;  timber. 

木屯^  planks;  boarding. 

木杆 a  spar. 
木杆樁  a  spar  beacon. 
木捧  wooden  piles. 

木浮  a  wooden  buoy. 

木 器  woodware.  ♦ 
木匠。 r 木工。 r 木作 a 
carpenter. 

木炭  wood  charcoal. 

水片  wood  chips. 木絲  wood  shavings.  See  8700. 

木中蠢  the  grub  in  the  tree,— which  ultimately  causes  its  fall. 

木質  made  of  wood. 木架  a  wooden  framework; 
scaffolding. 

木牌  a  wooden  board, 一 as  a  I notice-board. 

木漿 呼 手 中有紋 ，象 木之有 
理  lines  on  the  hand  are  like! 
the  grain  in  wood. 

木油  wood  oil. 木立  to  stand  stock  still. 
木 坐  to  sit  like  a  log. 

木陣  wooden  sleepers. 

木廠  a  wood-yard. 
木栢  a  wooden  bar. 三 木  the  three  wooden  instru-l ments  of  punishment,  viz.  枷， 

杻， and 撩  ， cangue,  handcuffs,| 
and  fetters;  head,  hands,  and  feet. 

三 木之下 ，何 求不得 
with  tne  three  wooden  instru- 1 
ments  of  punishment,  what  (evi-| 

dence)  can  one  fail  to  obtain  ?| 

入木  to  put  into  wood,  —  to| encoffin. 

將就 木矣1  am  drawing  j near  the  wood, 一 of  the  coffin, [ 
sc、 getting  old. 
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伐木  to  fell  trees. 

樹木 trees- 
木 部  trees,  as  a  botanical  class, 

草木  plants  and  trees. 

木 食澗飲  to  eat  (the  berries 
of)  trees  and  drink  of  the  brook. 

隱 木  to  conceal  oneself. 

木了  w 痳木  numb;  without feeling. 

木  M  ■危木  the  planet 
Jupiter. 

撞木鐘  to  strike  the  wooden 
bell, — and  get  no  result.  Used 
of  bribery  which  fails  to  achieve 
the  end  in  view. 

木偶  a  wooden  image;  an  idol 

木偶人 木 頭段。 r 

四方木 w 囫 圇木頭 a  stupid  fellow;  a  blockhead. 

木强  blunt  and  strong. 

木狗子  wooden  handcuffs. 

木猫  a  'yooden  cat, 一 a  rat-trap. 

五木 dice. 
五木訣  recipe  for  a  famous 
Taoist  hair-dye. 

木虱  a  woodlouse. 

木雕 carved  out  of  wood. 

木雕泥 塑的。 f  carved 
wood  and  moulded  clay, — .as 
idols. 

泥雕木 塑的。 f  carved  clay 

木 
8。77 

and  moulded  wood, 一 used  in 
derision  of  a  man  who  is  “neither 
fish,  nor  flesh,  nor  good  red 

herring •” 

校我 以木李 there  was 
presented  to  me  a  “wooden 

plum,” 一 a  phrase  from  the  Odes 
which  has  not  been  identified 

or  explained. 

木瓜 the  quiilce  (Pyrus  catha- 
yensis^  Hemsl.);  see  5002.  Also, 

the  papaya  ( Carica  papaya、 L.). 

木瓜刺  CratcBgus  pyracantha、 Pers. 

木 耳  an  edible  fungus  {Hirneola 
poly  trie  ha  ̂  Fr.). 

木香  putchuck, — the  root  of  a 
species  of  thistle  found  in  Cash- 
mere.  Used  by  the  Chinese 
a  medicine. 

木香花  Rosa  BanksicB^  R.  Br. 

Lower. 

m 

8079 

r •屋 

^ 睦 

A.  mouk Entering 

Lower. 

n 

8080 

r. 屋 

4c' 

靑木香  Aristolochia  debilis 、 S.  &  Z.,  and  A.  heterophylla. Hemsl. 

_  木香  Inula  race?nosa
)  Hk.  f. 

木  Magnolia  conspicua^dXxsb. 

木子樹  the  tallow  tree  {Sa- pium  sebiferum、 Roxb.). 

木通  Clematis  grata， Wall. 
Also,  Akebia  quinata、 Decn. 

山木通  Clematis  Armandiy  Fr. 

小木通 ^  Clematis  near  C. 
puberula、 

_ 木通  Clematis  sp. 
木 才里  Sapindus  Mukorossi^ Gaert. 

木鼈子  fruit  of  Momordica cochinchinensis、 Sprengel. 

番 木鼈子  nux  vomica  seeds. 
貝戎  Equisetu?n  hiemale^  L. 

木 王  a  name  for  the  梓  12,356. 

To  wash  ；  to  bathe.  To 

be  steeped  in.  A  branch 

of  the  river  漢  Han.  See 

1478， 4011， 4651. 

沐绺。 r 洗沐  to  wash ;  to bathe. 

沐 手謹序  with  washed hands,  I  respectfully  indite  this. 

沐恩  steeped  in  your  bounty. 

沐 其餘芳 bathed  in  the fragrance  she  had  left  behind  her. 

一  ¥  三握髪  at  every  bath 
he  thrice  grasped  his  hair, — and 
ran  out,  so  busy  was  Chou  Kung. 

0 

Fine  rain. 

震 霍  a  fine  drizzling  rain. 

望 霖 滋生  t0  look  for  rain to  make  the  crops  grow. 

C.  muk H.  muk、 muk、 
F.  muk、 mdk、 

meik 

W.  mu 

N.  moh 

8080 

P.  tnu’ 

M.  mu,  mung 

Y.  muk 

Sz.  vi u 

K.  mok 
J.  boku^  moku 

A.  muk 

Entering 

Lower. 

The  eye ；  to  regard. 

Chief \  most  important；  an 

index  ；  to  name.  Radical 
109.  See  眼  13,129， 明 

7946. 目 仁 or  目曈  the  pupil  of  the 

eye. 

目眶  the  eye-socket.  See  6405. 

目力  strength  of  the  eye, — power  of  sight. 

目前。 r 目下  before  the  eye, 一 now;  at  present. 

在目前  to  be  before  the  eyes; to  be  held  of  no  account.  See 

13,812. 若不是 你歸來 ，我性 

命 只在目 下 hadyounot come,  my  life  would  not  have 

been  worth  a  moment’s  purchase. 

屬目。 r  一 坐屬目 before 
the  eyes, 一 of  all. 

目今  now;  at  the  present  time. 

能 以目聽  could  hear  with 
his  eyes. 

治目當 如治民 y。11 should  doctor  your  eyes  as  you 

govern  the  people, 一 gently;  see 1989. 

目 光無神  with  lack-lustre 
eye. 注 目  to  fix  the  eye  on ;  see  2542. 

反目  to  turn  the  eye, — to  regard in  an  unfriendly  manner;  to 

quarrel. 

目 中無人 eyes  without 
pupils;  also,  having  no  respect for  any  one. 

往 往送情 以目 was always  making  eyes  at  her. 

髪 栺目眦  hair  stiff  and  eyes 
staring, — aghast. 

目瞪。 r  目睁  staring;  with eyes  fixed. 

目眩 dizzy- 
目 動曹肆  shifty  eyes  and 
random  talk, — of  a  criminal. 

耳目 w  3336. 

耳目長  ears  and  eyes  long, 一 wide-awake,  as  one  who-  lets nothing  escape  him. 

0 散 w 目  to  look  about;  to  take
 

a  look. 

怒目  with  angry  eyes. 

目想  the  expression  of  the  eye. 

目 昏不明  eyes  dim ;  dizzi¬ 

ness. 

目視0 r 目覩 to  look  at. 

目覩 眼見的 seen  with 

one’s  own  eyes. 
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目 “ 目有視 視四娘 every  eye H  was  on  Ssii-niang. 

8080 少得某 人之目 when young,  he  attracted  the  notice 
of  So-and-so. 

有 人目擊  re  eye 
witnesses. 

自此 不複目 其僧矣 
after  this,  he  would  never  look 

at  the  priest  again. 

此目魚  soles， 一 supposed  to 
swim  in  pairs,  each  providing 
one  eye.  See  1625. 

橫 目之民  the  horizontal- 
eyed  people, — savages. 

眞若 寓目於 其處也 
as  though  seeing  the  places  with 
one’s  own  eyes. 

目 無法紀 havins  no  respect 
for  the  law. 

目 隨人轉  the  eyes  following 
the  spectator  round, — as  in  a 
portrait. 

目食 to  eat  with  the  eyes, 一 to 
spend  money  and  care  on  the 
elegant  service  of  food  instead 
of  upon  the  food  itself. 

目禁之  restrained  him  by  a 
look. 

目 之以神  regarded  her  as  a  | 
goddess. 

敵國以 盜竊目 名 rival nations  call  them  bandits. 

蘇目之 爲外國 人 died 
them  all  foreigners  alike. 

目爲  called,  or  nicknamed 
him . 

目 伊 爲小人  called  him 
mean  fellow. 

夷目  {i.e,  the  head)  of 
the  barbarians, 一 a  name  former¬ 

ly  given  to  the  British  Super¬ 
intendent  of  Trade  at  Canton. 

陰 囑吏目  ordered 
the  head  constable. 

目的  end;  aim. 
以屛 除積習 爲目的 
the  object  being  to  put  an  end 
to  old-established  practices. 

請 間其目  kindly  tell  me  the 
headings  or  chief  points. 

前目 而後凡 the  important 
point  first,  the  details  afterwards 

數 1  目  numbers；  numerical  cate¬ 
gories. 

條目  f  articles. 

8080 

w 

8081 

R. 屋 

See 睦 

A.  mak'muk Entering 

Lower. 

w 
8082 

R .屋 

See 睦 

Entering 

Lower. 

價 目甚廉  the  price  is  very  I reasonable. 

題目  a  theme；  subject  for  an| essay. 

禾 +  目  the  lists  of  successful  can- 1 
didates  at  the  public  examina¬ tions. 

科 目出身  entered  upon  his  I career  as  a  graduate  at  the  public  [ 
examinations. 

目錄 or  p 气目  an  index.  [The  I latter  seems  to  be  used  when  the 

indications  are  rather  general 

than  particular ;  e.g.  an  index  of 
subjects  under  which  books  are 

arranged.]  See  12,010. 

目連。 r 大 目 # 逢連 Mau-| 
dgalyayana  or  Moginlin, 一 Bud- 
dha’s  famous  “Disciple  of  the 

left,”  who  descended  into  hell 
and  released  the  soul  of  his 
mother.  See  13,543. 

目宿  lucern  [Medicago  sativa, 

L.). 

Lucern  [Medicago  sativa、 

L.).  [Dist.  from  昔  1 1,143.] 

"^错  clover;  lucern.  The  term is  said  to  be  a  transcription  of| 

the  pordvyj  of  Strabo. 

首  火 条  name  of  pne  of  the Five  Beacons  of  the  frontier,： 
Shansi. 

Solemn  ；  profound  ；| 
reverent. 

於 穆淸廟  ah !  solemn  is| the  ancestral  temple  in  its  pure 
stillness. 

穆  文 "P  profoundly  solemn was  Wen  Wang. 

齊 君之色 basking  in  the light  of  your  countenance. 

穆 如淸風  may  it  soothe  like a  clear  breeze  卜 of  a  song. 

昭穆  left  and  right, — used  ofl 
graves,  images  in  temples,  etc, 

穆王  the  fifth  sovereign  of  the 
Chou  dynasty,  b.c.  1 001-947, 
and  hero  of  many  adventurous | 

campaigns  beyond  the  borders 
of  the  empire. 

穆 早默德  Mahomet. 

穆迦  Mecca. 穆 士林。 r 穆士 林螞 

勒  Muslim. 

8082 

繆 

8083 

w 

8084 

R •屋 

See 睦 

A.  monk 
Entering 

Lower. 

w 

8085 
R •屋遇 

vti1- 

Udb 
睦 
8o86 

muk 

R •屋 

C. 

H. 
F. 

W.  mu 
N.  vioh 

P.  mu0 

M.  mu 
Y.  muk 
Sz.  mu 

K.  mok 

J.  moku、 boku 
A.  muk 

Entering 

Lower. 

4P 
8087 

R •屋 

See 木 

Entering 

Lower. 

穆民  Mahometans. 穆護 w 穆護祓 （。4夫 wise  men  of  the  religion  of 
Zoroaster；  Magi. 

See  7965. 

C.  mou1 

F.  muk 

W.  
I 

N.  I 
See 藝睦 

A.  mouk Sinking  and Entering 

Lower. 

Bands  at  the  front  ol  a 

chariot  to  strengthen  and 

ornament  it. 

Ducks,  wild  and  tame. 
Also  read  wu\  See  8394a 

趨 之如驚  rush  tQ  it  a^ducks to  water. 

刻 鵠不成 ，尙 能類驁 
if  you  fail  to  carve  a  heron,  at 

least  you  can  make  a  duck  of  it. 

庶乂  執鶩  the  common people  take  a  duck, — as  their 
symbol,  because  it  does  not  stray 
far  fronf  home. 

野鶩 如家鷄  a  wild  duck 
(sc.  a  lover)  taking  the  place  of 
the  domestic  fowl  {sc\  the  spouse). 

昏爸  f 变  he  can  dive  like  a 
duck. 

Friendly  ；  kind  ；  harmo 
nious. 

和睦  on  friendly  terms. 

睦 註  friendly  deling. 
目垄隣  friendly  neighbours;  neigh¬ bourly  feelings. 

親睦  kindly;  neighbourly. 

以敦睦 意  inordertoconsoli- 
date  friendly  relations. 

上和 不 如下睦  better  be 
kind  to  those  below  you  than 

on  good  terras  with  those  above. 

The  rushing  of  wind. 

126 
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NA. 

歹勿 
8o88 R
.
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See 沒 

Entering 
Lower. 

牡
9
 

8o8o R. 有 
C.  mdu 

H.  cmeu 
F.  meu、 mu 
W.  mot 

To  die  young. 

楚王其 不殉乎 did  n。1 
the  Prince  of  Ch‘u  die  young? 

The  male  of  animals  and 

of  some  birds,  as  opposed 

tp  他  9 2  74.  Also  read 

mouz  See  697c. 

並驅從 兩牡兮 we  pw- 
sued  two  male  (boars). 

牡
*
 

8089 

N.  mdu 
P.  inou、 mu 

M.  mou 
Y.  m 

Sz.  mu K.  mu 

J.  bd、 mo A.  meu 

Rising  Lower. 

從以 辭牲  we  follow  (in  the sacrifice)  with  a  red  bull. 

jjtj  four  stallions. 

雉 鳴求其 牲 thehenpheas- ant  is  calling  her  mate. 

牲丹頭  name  of  a  sort  of 

junk. ifet  丹花  the  tree-peony  {Pao- nia  moutan、 Sims).  See  9770. 

牲丹乃 花中之 王 心 
peony  is  the  king  of  flowers. 

來^丹  a  large  variety  of  the camellia. 

牡
*
 

8089 

臭 來 h  丹  Clerodendron  feetidum Bge. 

臭 租! 月" 榜 f  Clerodendron  tn 
chotomum、 Thbg. 

Anemone  japonic  a、 S 
&  Z. 

Artemisia  japonic  a、 Thbg 

pi  the  bolt  of  a  door. 

牡齒  projecting  nails. 
牡  K  a  tile  with  its  convex  sid 
upwards. 

NA. 

那
 8 8090 

R •哿箇 

歌 
C.  na^  no 
H.  7a,  la\lo 

F. 三 na、 rtoa' 
W.  cna、 Lnu 
■N.  tta、 nou 
P.  c  > 

M. 加 ，似， 

sz.  i  抑 Y.  na、 nou 
K. 

J.  na 
A. 
Even  Rising 
and  Sinking 

Lower. 

An  interrogative  particle  ； 

where ?  who?  which ?  what? 

when?  how?  Whichever ； 

every. 

那 兒的話  what  stuff  are  you 
talking?  nonsense ! 

那 兒可以 h°w  can …… ？ 

那兒不  a  strong  affirmative. 

葫 J  兒管  what  does  -he  care? 
what’s  that* to  do  with? 

那兒和 w 那兒 which 
are  the  places  (you  mention)  ? 

Read'  na%  krh  hciK  nax  lrh  = 
what  do  you  mean  by  saying 

he  is  there  (for  he  is  not)? 

寿 R  來的  whence  come  you? 

桂花 那不落 when  d。 
cassia-petals  not  fall?  See  6435. 

那 裏去。 r 那兒去 wnere 
are  you  going  ? 

那裏知 道  how  do  you  know? 

你莫 管我那 裏不那 
never  you  mind  where  I 

come  from  or  where  I  don’t 
come  from. 

那有差 錯之理 haw  is  k 
possible  for  me  to  have  made  p 
mistake  ? 

那  一 ■個  which? 

那堪 如是 how  can  I  bear 
this? 

那
 8 

8090 人 那得知 how  can  any  one know  ? 

劳 [5 个白  no  matter  if . ;  never mind  how.... 

那 怕鬼多 ，要 他滅絶 
no  matter  how  many  the  devils 

are,  they  must  all  be  exter¬ minated. 

那天都 拾极1  dean  them every  single  day. 

Read  na、.  A  demons¬ 

trative  particle  ；  that,  as 

opposed  to 這 5  64  •’  there. 

那個 that. 

那些個 those. 那 處。 r 那兒。 r 那邊。 r 

那裏 there- ^[5  that  piece ;  there. 

0P  ̂ ̂ 樣  that  fashion ;  thus. 

那 樣不安 that  way  wil1 not  do. 

到 那其間 at  that  Point- 
那督  a  Malay  Datoh  or  chief. 

Read  nai\  Used  for  ̂  

8121. 

無 那金閨 萬里愁 sr-U wonder  if  I  am  overwhelmed  by 

thoughts  of  my  distant  home. 

那，
 

.8090 

哪1
 

丨  8091 

R •歌 

See 挪 

Even  Lower. 

Read  no1  Name  of  ai 

ancient  country  of  the  g 

夷  Western  Barbarians 
Much  ；  many.  To  be  tran 

quil.  How  hen?  Use( 
with  8091. 

受福不 那 wil1  .  they  1,0 
receive  much  happiness  ? 

嬈婉無 那  veiT  fascinatint 
—as  a  woman. 

有 那其居  dwelling  in  trar quillity. 

棄 甲則那  if  the  arpnour  b 
thrown  off,  how  then  ? 那= 

何害 • 
矣是韓 伯休那 arc  y° not  Han  Po-hsiu  ? 

四季光 陰漸漸 那^ four  seasons  gradually  change, 

A  final  particle,  some 

times  interrogative.  St 
8090、 

there  are  none;  there 

none  left. 

何 其難哪 why  this  dif 

culty  ? 

是在這 兒哪, 還是泊 

M  
he  here  or  is 

 1 

there  ? 
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809I 

拿
 2 

8o93 

麻魚 
. ina 

•  Ma 

tiiah' 
r.  ina 

. no^  U10 
ina 

•la) 
. ina 

. tta、la 

. na、 nye 

\ta^  na、 nio、 

djo 

inou、 hta 

Irregular 
Lower. 

Read  no1 

哪吒  name  of  a  supernatural 
being  variously  described. as  god 

and  demon,  and  identified  by 
the  Buddhists  'yith  the  son  of 

Vadjrapani,  the  God  of  Thunder. 
10,525. 

Same  as  8093. 

To  take  with  the  hand  ； 

to  grasp ;  to  seize ;  to  arrest. [ 

櫃子 鎖了我 拿不着 
(c/iao1)  the  cupboard  is  locked,  | 
I  can’t  get  at  it. 

這瑰 冰我拿 不住 
I  can’t  keep  this  piece  of  ice  ini 
my  hand, — it  is  too  slippery  or  I 

too  cold.  
1 

他的脾 氣我拿 不住 
I  can’t  understand  his  temper. 

這麽 重的觔 兩我拿 

不起 r  can’t  lift  this  weight. 
拿 不進來 ，叉 放不下 
can  neither  take  up  nor  put| 

I  uown,— irresolute. 

那個 口袋他 拿不動 
he  can’t  lift  that  sack. 

你存 給他的 錢我去 

拿不動  he  won’t  let  me  have | 
any  of  your  money. 

中 國筆我 拿不惯 lam! 
not  used  to  a  Chinese  pen. 

犯 人還拿 不到  the  crim¬ 
inal  is  not  caught  yet. 

-^黙 鐘的工 夫拿不 云 j  I  can’t  take  them  all  in  an 
hour. 

一 *  次 拿不盡  I  can ，(  take  I them  all  at  once. 

賄賂是 拿不得  bribes  are  j not  to  be  accepted. 

這個 眼兒小 拿不過 
the  hole  is  too  small  to  get  it  I 

„  through. 

""" *  個人拿  了。 ne  man  j can’t  take  it  all. 

時候 快腕了 拿不及 
there  isn't  time  to  get  it  now. 

把這東 西拿開 take| 
away  these  things. 

那個 七巧他 拿不開 
hp  can’t  take  that  puzzle  to  I 

pieces.  
■ 

東西太 零碎咯 ，拿不 
快 i  shall  be  a  long  time  taking! 
all  these  different  things  . 

他 來不來 拿不淮 
can’t,  say  whether  he  will  come! or  not. 

拿緊 (了 r 定) 主意 t。 make up  one’s  mind;  to  come  to  a  I decision. 

他 的主意 拿不定 he| can’t  make  up  his  mind. 

賭錢 的輸贏 拿不穩 
?ne  is  ne  ver  sure  to  win  or  lose  I 
in  gambling. 

鮮魚拿 .不遠  you  can’t  takej 
fresh  fish  far. 

代理 的印機 兒是拿 

不長  Wang1、 tai  li  i^eansj that  the  appointment  is  tem¬ 

porary. 

他 拿去了  he  has  gone  tol fetch  it. 

他拿 了去了  he  has  taken! 
it.  away. 

他  _  着 去了  he  has  taken 
it  with  him. 

扣留 的貨物 他拿不 
去*  he  can’t  take  away  seized 

goods. 

聰戶小 拿不進 the  win- dow  is  too  small  to  bring  it  *n  by. 

拿來  to  bring, — chiefly  used  of things. 

差 患隸拿 术 to  send  nm- 
ners  to  fetch  him. 

他的 薄子我 拿不來 
I  can’t  get  his  account-books, — 
t.e.  he  v/on’t  let  me  have  them. 

有 人拿 東西來 3  man  is coming  for  the  things. 

有 人拿 東西來 .了 a  _ has  come  to  fetch  the  things. 

有 人拿了 東 西來了 
a  man  has  come  to  fetch  the 

things,  and  has  gone  away  with them. 

拿過來  to  bring  over  or  here. 

拿 出 來  t。 take  out. 這些 現銀子 我拿不 

出  I  haven’t  got  so  much  in ready  money. 

瓶裏 的塞子 我拿不 

出  I  can’t  get  the  cork  out  ofl the  bottle, 一 of  one  pushed  in  by  I accident. 

這個 禀帖我 拿不上 
I  can^  present  this  petition, - it  is  informal. 

拿下  to  take  down；  to  arrest  I and  take  off. 

那個 鏡子我 拿不下 
I  can’t  get  that  looking-glass  I down,-r-as  when  nailed  to  ci  wall.  I 

拿 話激發 他 say  something  j 
to  stir  him  up. 

把秤拿 準  hold  the  steel-yard  I 
accurately. 

你 拿我作 let  do  it. 
十 拿九準  nine  right  out  of  I 

ten. 

捉拿  to  seize；  to  arrest. 

拿大  to  give  oneself  airs. 
拿大價  to  want  a  high  price  J 

拿人的 錯 t0  Pick  outj people’s  shortcomings. 

無植拿  nothing  to  catch  hold  I of, —— applied  to  the  shaven  head| of  a  Buddhist  priest,  etc. 

拿事人 a  manager. 
把死拿  the  obstinate  view! 

of  one  who  has  made  up  hisj 
mind  and  will  not  listen  tol 

argument.  丨 

拿 茶當酒 t0  !dok ⑽ tea  asj 
wine. 

拿着 小人當 君子心 taking  a  mean  man  for  a  gent-j 

leman.  I 

拿 東拿西  taking  up  first  this  j and  then  that. 

私拿 t。  seize ， Hpat  au  thority.J 

拿私  to  seize  smugglers. 
拿獲  to  arrest;  to  seize,  as  things.  | 

當 塲拿獲  to  capture  red- 1 
handed,  or  flagrante  delicto \  seey 

460.  
" 

聞 風 報信而 事獲者 
those  who  give  information  | 
leading  to  their  arrest, . 

拿人票  a  warrant  of  arrest. 
拿送  to  take  to  (or  before)  a  I 

court. 

拿押  to  place  under  arrest. 
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奪 
8o93 

呶 
8094 

m 8095 

8096 

1
R
 

•祕
 

C.  v.  cna 
See 拿 

Sinking 

Lower. 

袈 8097 

內 
8098 

妯 8099 

卜黠
 

I  Sec  納 

拿賊  to  seize  a  thief. 

拿究 t。  arrest  and  punish. 

拿 解  to  bring  to.- 

拿 放  dexterity. 

拿手  to.  grasp  the  hand,  as  of 
a  friend;  to  use  the  hand;  a 

handle;  dexterity;  capacity. 

奴 手爲拿  (see  8092)  slave 

衲 
8101 

R •合 

See 納 

Entering 

and  hand  make  grasp^—ox,  as 

a  double  meaning,  a  slave’s  hand is  for  grasping. 

拿 門  to  keep  the  gate. 

Se0  8158. 

Lower. 

Same  as  8093. 

1  Disease  ；  sickness, 

scab  (Canton). 

A 

8102 

R. 黠 

P.  tia^
 

U./a 

See 動 

K.  nwal 

A.  dout、 nout Entering 

Same  as  5673. 

4r> 

See  8177. 

To  take  a  wife.  Plump 

专官 女丙  fat;  l)lump,  as  a  baby. 

Entering 

Lower. 

Read  nair.  To  take 

To  enter. 

枘 
8ioo 

IR •月 

|P.  n
a^ 

M.  la 
Sce 動 

I  A.  iiout、 uop 
Entering 

Lower. 

To  dip  in  ；  to  immerse. 

溫枘  to  put  in  to  soak. 

To  line;  to  pad;  to  quilt. 

A  robe  -  a  cassock. 

^  ̂   a  lined  ga
rment. 

棉衲  a  quilted  or  wadded  gar¬ 
ment. 

皮衲  a  fur  lining. 
柄子  a  Buddhist  cassock ;  Bud-| dhist  priests.  Also  used  by 

priests  when  speaking  of  them¬ selves. 

多 交柄子  he  had  many clerical  friends. 

貧衲  my  poor  cassock, — I. 

老衲  I.  the  old  priest. 

着木柄  to  put  on  the  wooden coat, — sc,  the  coffin. 

柄襖 a  coat  with  large  sleeves, 
like  a  priest’s. 

8106 

R .合 

ir 

A  kind  of  striped  seal, 
also  known  as  the  海狗 
sea  dog. 

Lower. 

8103 

R •合 

See 納 

Entering 

Lower. 

The  inner  reins  of  a  team| 

of  four  horses. 

鋪 
8104 

R. 合 

C.  nap、、 natQ 

F.  nouk^^  nak? 

dd、，id 
. niie)、 nap、 

Entering 

Irregular. 

銷 

To  sharpen  wood.  To| 

hammer  iron  to  a  point. 

8105 

R. 合 

See 納 

Entering 

Lower. 

A  name  for  the  銳 5435. 

3NTA. 

ir 
To  enter  {see  5642)；  t 

be  appointed ;  to  insert；  t 

give  to ;  to  pay.  To  re 

C.  nap 
H.  lap 

F.  nak 
W.  no 

N.  nail 

P.  TtO3 

U./a 
Y.  naah 
Sz.  na 

K.  nap 

]•  td'nd 

A.  nap 

Entering 

Lom 

ceive. 

赶他鈉 到了院 裏 whe he  had  got  inside  the  courtyar( 

及凱旋 而納之 wheni 
returned  in  triumph  he  becan 

Emperor. 

强鈉 在軸中  forced  it  in 
his  sleeve. 

足 疾未痊 ，不 能鈉層 
my  foot  is  not  yet  well,  I  car 

put  on  a  shoe. 

納他 頭一位 坐下] 
gave  him  the  seat  of  honour. 

鈉女  to  present  a  daughter 
the  Emperor. 

鈉欵  to  make  offerings;  to  p 
tribute. 

鈉貢  to  pay  tribute. 
納稅。 r 鈉銅 t。 Pay  duti 

鈉職  to  buy  official  rank. 納福  to  enjoy  oneself;  may  y 
be  happy ! 

進祉 / 编福 may  y°u  h3 
health  and  happiness ! 

鈉凉  to  ta_ke  an  airing. 

納早  to  be  astonished  at. 

鈉如  to  marry, 一 of  the  H( 
Apparent. 

鈉妾 f 鈉寵 t。 take 

concubine. 

鈉幣  to  send  silk  as  a  betrot present,— the  fourth  ceremc of  marriage.  See  11,504. 

鈉聘 財  topaytheengagemt 
money, -an  essential  prelimin 
to  marriage. 

納錦的  embroidered. 

其 言不鈉  I  cannot  ass 

to  his  words. 

鈉悶  sorrowful ;  melanchf perplexed;  in  doubt.  Sec  7" 夙夜出 鈉朕命 

late  give  forth  my  orders 
report  to  me. 

寅餞鈉 日 to  respectl 
convoy  the  setting  sun. 

納回  to  pay  in  return. 

納頭  to  offer  one’s  head. 
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ir 
8ro6 

鈉命  to  pay  with  one’s  life. 

鈉地  to  give  up  one’s  land  in 
recognition  of  ’another’s  over 
lordship. 

鈉陛  to  admit  to  an  audience, 
of  the  Emperor;  one  of  the  Nine 
Marks  (see  4157). 

鈉諫  to  receive  a  reprimand. 

受鈉  to  receive. 

容 杀肉 t0  contain;  liberal-minded 

望 祈笑鈉  which  please 
accept  with  a  smile, — at  its  in¬ 
significance. 

某 某諸謁 皆不坤 when 
certain  persons  went  to  visit  him 
he  would  not  receive  any  of  them 

Name  of  a  fragrant  plant 
8107 

合 子  a  species  of  palm  said  to 
納 

occur  in  Hainan;  its  leaves  are 
made  into  cloth  and  mats. 

Sntering 
Lower. 

w A  rope;  a  hawser. 

8108 

泰备 

奶納 
iking  and 
Entering 
Lower. 

ial 

“sz、 nachi 
tan 

Entering 
Lower. 

IT 
8110 

Vulgar. 

ing  Lower. 

8111 

篾箇  a  bamboo  hawser. 

拔箇  to  track  a  boat. 

走 銷斷箇 dragged  their 
anchors  and  broke  their  cables. 

To  press  down  heavily. 

To  stitch ;  to  mend. 

— a  down  stroke  slanting 

towards  the  right, — in  penman¬ 
ship.  See  3248. 

按捺  to  press  firmly  down. 

按 捺不住  unable  to  press 
down  so  that  it  will  keep  down. 

Also  of  pressing  the  Selly  to 

make  it  stop  aching,  but  without 
success. 

榇鞋底  to  mend  a  shoe-sole. 

A  mother;  a  female.  An 

old  form  of  姐  1435.  Also 
read  tso\ 

Same  as  8102. 

那 
8n 

8113 

R. 賄 

C.  ndi 
H.  lai 

F.  nai 
W.  na 

N.  tie 

P.  ndi 

M.  lai 
Y.  nae 
Sz.  nai 

K.  nae 

J.  nai、 dai A.  nai 

Rising  Lower. 

3NT^lI. 

See  8090. 

A  particle,  conjunctive 
and  disjunctive；  thereupon ； 

accordingly  ;  in  that  case  ； 

now;  so;  however;  but；  if； 

namely  ；  to  wit.  Sometimes 
lo  !  it  is,  or  was  [see  962). 

Used  as  a  possessive  pro¬ 

noun  ； your  ；  their.  That  ； 
those. 

所謂知 者不乃 爲 what is  called  wisdom  amounts  to 

nothing  more  than . 

民 乃作惡  the  people  then begin  to  hate  them. 

說此 屋乃是 某人宅 
said  the  room  in  question 

was  occupied  by  So-and-so. 

詳 至案下 ，乃 是兩家 

爭買  when  he  examined  into 
the  case,  he  found  it  was  one 
of  two  families  quarrelling  over 
the  purchase  of . 

乃是  which  is? [ 乃 = 那 
naz  i.] 

是乃有  and  so  it  is  that  there 
are;  verily  and  indeed. 

是乃 仁術也  your  conduct was  an  artifice  of  benevolence. 

時乃功  this  is  your  merit. 
[時 = 是.] 

乃可  it  will  then  do. 
碑上 有三個 篆字乃 
on  the  tablet  were  three  words 

in  the  seal  character,  to  wit: 

死 而乃葬  he  is  dead  and buried  too. 

此乃 周之夂  this  is  Chou’s 
father. 

無乃 太忽忙  surely  that  is too  precipitate. 

無乃 傷淸白  that  rather damages  my  reputation  for honesty. 

無 乃不去  he  probably  will not  gb. 

[13 

奶
 3 

8i  14 

r 蟹. 

C.  rtdiy  v. 

cttai 

H.  lai^  v.  let? 
V.  nae.  v. 

W

.

 

/

/

0

 

N. ，te、 na、 Cua 

P.  nai 

M.  lai 
Y.  nae 

Sz.  nai 

無乃 不可乎 l  is  probably impossible. 

無乃 爲佞乎  is  it  not  that 
you  are  a  flatterer? 

乃者 何難也 but  what 
difficulty  is  there? 

何乃 令我死 why  then 
cause  me  to  die? 

始未嘗 _ ，今乃 知之 at  first  I  did  not  believe  it,  but 
now  I  know  it. 

欲 與親舊 訣乃來 
I  wish  to  say  a  few  parting  words 

to  my  relatives,  and  then  I  will come. 

乃 武乃文  he  was  both  brave 
and  accomplished. 

汝克  HH. 乃心  if  you  can  put away  your  (selfish)  thoughts. 

惟 乃之知  this  (the  above)  is your  Excellence. 

惟 乃有之  is  to  be  found 
only  among ...... 

由 乃在位  began  with  those 
in  high  places. 

何 乃府形 同木偶 why the  Prefect  is  just  like  a  wooden statue ! 

乃夫  that  man. 
乃祖毋  his  grandmother. 

温 厚 乃爾  as  warm  and  thick 
as  this. 

乃 如之人  here  is  this  man (who,  etc.). 

若乃  as  regards;  as  for. 

乃若所 憂則有 之^。 sorrows,  he  has  them. 

乃指食 客而言 that  is  to 
say,  the  Chinese  text;  referring 
to  the  Chinese  text. 

Read  aP.  See  6385. 

The  breast^  of  a  woman  ； 

milk；  to  suckle.  A  title  of 
respect  for  women.  See  名 

7940. 

奶子  the  breasts;  a  wet-nurse. 

奶頭  a  teat;  a  nipple. 
奶毋。 r 奶銀。 r 奶媽。 r 

奶婆  a  wet-nurse;  a  foster- 
mother. 
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奶
 3 8ii4 

I K.  ii ac 

Ij.  dai^  dei 
I  A.  nai 

I  Rising  Lower. 

m 

奶猪  a  'sucking-pig. 

奶名  a  pet  name  given  to  a child. 

奶 着孩子  to  suckle  a  child. 
我從 小兒奶 了他這 

麽大  I  suckled  him  as  a  baby 
and  now  he  is  this  big  man 

小孩斷 (or 絶) 奶 the  child 
has  been  weaned. 

食奶  to  take  milk, — as  a  baby. 

奶奶  to  suckle;  a  grandmother ; 
a  lady;  (Nanking)  a  wife;  a 

complimentary  title  for  a  con¬ 
cubine.  Among  the  Manchus, 
mother. 

奶奶他  to  suckle  him. 

奶奶兒  the  goodwife ;  the  “old 
woman.” 

大奶奶  elder  brotW^r’s  wife. 

二奶奶  second  brother’s  wife; 
a  jocular  name  for  an  assistant 
magistrate;  a  concubine. 

小奶奶  a  concubine. 

少斌 (女 a  so“’s  wife. 

老 奶奶們  old  ladies. 

眼 光奶奶  the  Goddess  of 
Eyesight.  See  13,129. 

牛奶  cow’s-milk. 

奶油  butter. 

奶皮  cream. 

奶豆腐  cheese, — as  made  by the  Mongols 卜 

榕奶  the  sap  of  the  banian. 

奶捲 咖  layers  of  sponge  cake 
rolled  and  baked. 

奶樹  Codonopsis  lanceolata^  S, 
&  Z. 

奶漿包  Ficus  near  F.  erecia、 Thbg. 

K.； 

妳 
8n8 

廼 
8119 

迺 
8 1  20 

奈4
 

W.  na\  三 na 

See 耐 

Sinking 

Lower. 

8115 

卜贿
' 

Ic. 

Isce  - 

[Rising  Lower. 

n 
81 16 

Exhausted ;  worn  out. 

See  5639. 
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鼐4
 

8117 
R •贿隊 
^ 乃隊 An  •iron  /tripod  for  burn-1 

ing  incense.  Also  read  vaiz\ 

Rising  and Sinking 

Lower: 

調 和鼎鼐  to  keep  the  coun-| try  in  order, 一 as  by  wise  govern- 1 ment. 

Same  as  8114. 

8121 

R  •泰 箇. 

Same  as  8113. 

Same  as  8113. 

The  crab-apple  [Py^A 

malus^  L.).  Used  by  the! 

Buddhists  for  the  globular 

berries  of  the  narrow-leaved  I 

Nyctanthes  or  musk.  A I 

remedy  ；  a  resource.  Tol 

meet  with；  to  bear.  A  dis-| 
junctive  particle.  See  4761. 

奈
 ‘ 

8l2I 

非 李非奈  neither  a  plum  I 
nor  a  greengage, — a  “damned”  | neuter；  good  for  nothing. 

奈何  what  remedy  (or  what  I alternative)  is  there  ? — implying  I 
that  there  is  none.  See  3941. | 

Why  Aot?  How  was  it? 

如 今奈何  what’s  to  be  done  I 
now? 

奈何得  what  can  be  done? 大蟲 吃武松 奈何得 
the  great  beast  (the  tiger)  was  I 

suffering  Wa  Sung’s  what-can-| be-done  ? — i.e.  was  helplessly  in| 

Wu  Sung’s  power. 

奈何 我不得 he  an  d°| nothing  against  me. 

奈何 以無干 之人償 
can  an  inno-| 

其命乎 how 
cent  man  be  made  to  give  life| 
for  life?  See  15. 

奈 何倩人  how  can  I  plagia- 1 rise  in  that  case? 

奈甸猶 不實供 咖 st 叫 conceal  the  truth? 

INT^LI 

奈何 在旅店 與之共 

坐  how  was  it  you  were  sittinj 
with  him  in  an  inn? 

奈何 天 ' tQ  feel  angry  witl 
Providence. 

偏 要牵何 他一壤 
determined  to  have  it  out  wit: him. 

不能奈 他何矣 can  d 
nothing  against  him. 

紙上 符咒能 奈我啦 
with  all  your  paper  charms  an 

spells,  what  can  you  do  again： me? 

出 於奈何  to  issue  from  th: 
for  which  there  is  no  remedy, - 
sc.  the  inevitable. 

奈何橋  the  No  Alternati\ 
Bridge,  —  in  Purgatory,  whic 

all  departed  spirits  are  force 

to  cross ;  described  as  being 

可 數里 濶 只三技 
several  miles  long  but  only  thn 

spans  broad. 

無奈 無奈何 ot 無赛 之何 無 可奈何 

無 記奈。 r 亡 胃’奈 無法 秦何。 1沒奈令 there  is  no  resource;  there  beii 

no  alternative.  [The  first  is  al 
M  unfortunately, n  and  the  la 
is  a  name  given  by  張循 3 

to  a  lump  of  silver  weighii 10,000  oz.] 

勢出 無奈。 r 出于 I 
it  is  a  case  in  which  the 

is  no  alternative. 

鬼還是 無奈人 何 st devils  can  do  nothing  agaii men. 

無得 奈我何 hecand<)1 
no  harm;  it  matters  not  to 

亡奈 生所言 聖人委 

何也  where  then  does  the  T of  the  sages,  of  which  schol 

speak,  come  in? 

奈 甚麽何  what  resource 

alternative)  is  there  ? 

怎奈他 不俅我 insPit£ 
everything,  he  would  not  ag with  me. 

奈 隔一水  unfortunat 
there  is  a  river  between  us. 

心欲食 ，奈 肚飽1 w° 
like  to  eat,  but  am  full. 
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奈‘
 

8l2I 

8l22 

8123 

.隊 
I  not 

r  lai 

\  nai 

fte、 nai 

\nat 

lai 

nae 

iai^  nai 
nai 

Sinking 
Lower. 

非不 欲仕 ，奈 未得其 
便 耳  it  is  not  that  I  do  not 
desire  an  official’ career,  but  that a  suitable  opportunity  has  not 

presented  itself.  [So  非無 

followed  by  奈無 .] m 

奈 不過。 r 奈不在  unable 
to  bear  it.  See  8123. 

Same  as  5121. 

To  bear  ；  to  endure  ；  to 
last.  See  8121， 8327. 

太熱我 耐不住  I  can’t 
bear  great  heat. 

他那 個脾氣 誰也耐 
不住  no  one  can  stand  his 
temper. 

不 郦啓閉  it  won’t  stand opening  and  shutting,  —  of  a 
badly  made  door. 

耐冷 耐寒  to  stand  the 
cold. 

耐 守時候 or 耐時 to  put 
up  with  the  misfortunes  of  the 
times. 

耐心 煩兒  to  put  up  with 
annoyance. 

不耐 *  overbearing. 

不 能耐煩  I  cannot  stand  the 
annoyance  of  it. 

耐性  a  patient  disposition. 

耐性 不住  can’t  stand  it  any 
longer. 

耐勞  full  of  endurance. 

耐着  to  be  patient;  patiently. 

忍耐 tQ  be  forbearing.* 

須有 忍耐性 yQU  milst 
have  patience,  or  forbearance. 

誰 忍 耐得住  who  could 
stand  it? 

耐慣 to  be  accustomed  to  put 
up  with. 

耐  口  forbearing  in  language. 

難耐虛 度靑春  it  is  hard 
that  she  should  vainly  pass  her 
spring-time  of  life. 

耐長。 1 •耐久  to  last  long. 

這個花 耐不久 this 
flower  won’t  last  long； 

8123 

8124 

病 
幺 125 

8126 

薇 
8127 

R •隊 

See 耐 

Sinking 

Lower. 

南*
 

8128 

R •覃 

C.  nattt 
H.  lam F.  nang 

W.W 
N.  nein 

P.  nan 

M.  Ian Y. ) 

Sz.  i 
 nan 

K.  nam 

f.  dan、 nan 

A.  nam 

Even 
 
Lower

. 

^ 耐冬  bear  the  winter, 一 a  name! 
for  the  camellia. 

他是能 耐的人 he  is  a| man  of  ability. 

給我 傳授一 勲能耐 1 teach  me  some  small  item  of| 

your  skill. 

Same  as  8123.  Alsol 

read  erh ;  see  3352.  Whisk- 1 
ers. 

Same  as  8115. 

Same  as  81 14. 

Stupid  ；  doltish. 

mm  ignorant  of  the  world. 

肉 槠襁的  to  appear  good| but  stupid. 

The  south  ；  the  region  of| 

fire  (hence  =  red)  and  vege¬ 
tation.  See  498,  6373. 

南方 m 南邊  the  southern  J 
regions ;  the  south. 

坐 南朝北  situated  towardsl the  south  and  facing  north,— of  I 
a  house  built  contrary  to  the[ 
usual  Chinese  custom. 

向南  southwards. 
南掻  the  south  pole, 

指南車  the  south-pointing  I 
chariot, — a  vehicle  surmounted  I 

by  the  figure  of  a  man  with  [ 
outstretched  hand  which,  by  a  I 
mechanical  device  in  connexion  | 
with  the  wheels,  always  pointed! south.  See  574. 

定 (。: •指) 南針  the  south¬ pointing  needle, — the  compass  ;| 

guiding  principles;  valuable  in¬ structions. 

指南  pointing  to  the  south, 一 a  I 
compass;  {fig.)  a  guide. 

南面  facing  the  south, —  the| 
sovereign  ；  the  officials. 

南1
 

8128 可 使南面  fit  to  reign,  or  bej an  official. 

市 儈不足 南面哉 thosej who  purchase  posts  are  not  fit| to  rule.  See  6467. 

南 面者奈 我何哉 what| harm  can  the  officials  do  to  me  ?■ 

南面 王之尊 不若田 

_  翁之樂  the  pomp  of  aj 
prince  is  not  equal  to  the  happi¬ 
ness  of  a  peasant. 

南枝先 ，北 枝後  branches  I 
to  the  south  (come  out)  first, [ 
those  to  the  north  last. 

南學  a  school. 

南牢 a  gaol. 
南 柯一夢  the  dream  of  aj 
man  named  淳于棼 Ch‘un- 
yii  Fen,  who  thought  he  became! 
son-in-law  to  the  king  of  槐安  | 

Huai-an  and  was  made  Governor  I 

of 南柯  Nan-ko,  places  which  f existed  only  in  his  imagination.] 

老南兒  a  southerner. 南舌 JJ*  southerners  love  sweet] 
food. 

地 北天南  earth  Rorta  and  I heaven  south, 一 far  apart. 

雙南之 價彌高 thepricej of  gold  is  very  high.  See  last\ 

entry, 

和南  to  clasp  the  hands  in 
prayer, — as  priests  do. 

月 明和南  (the  priest)  Yiieh- ming  presents  his  respects, — a| 

phrase  on  a  priest’s  visiting-card.  I 

_  無―”  or 南譲 

(or  膜) worship  or  reverential  I salutation ;  to  humbly  trust  in  ;J 
the  “Ave”  of  Buddhism.  Sans-| 
krit :  namah. 

南無 w 武） 阿 彌陀佛 1 
I  put  my  trust  in  Amida  Buddha.  | 

南無佛 南無法 ，南 

無 僧  I  put  my  trust  in  Buddha,  j 
in  his  Law,  and  in  his  Church  J 

口 唱南無  to  recite  the  for-l 
mula  of  faith,  as  above. 

南無師  a  title  given  to  all  I priests  and  magicians  who  use| 
incantations. 

終  _  a  hill  near  長爹  Ch‘ang- 1 ail  in  Shensi,  inhabited  under 

the  T‘ang  dynasty  by  a  number 
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of  retired  scholars  from  wl^  >.se 

ranks  capable  men  were  ̂   awn 
for  theMandarinate.  Ah(  cnown 

as 太乙 and 地 月苗. 

皆以出 洋爲 終南捷 

徑  all  regard  f( -reign  service  as 
the  royal  road, — to  promotion. 

南京  Nanking. 

南 昌府 如  capital  of  Kiangsi. 

南直隸  a  name  for  Kiangnan, 
when  the  Imperial  capital  was 
at  Nanking. 

南 海  the  southern  sea,  or  Indian 
archipelago;  the  District  of  Nan- 
hai  in  Kuangtung. 

南 海菩蔭 Kuan  Yin- 

南  ^  the  Superinten¬ dent  of  Southern  Trade. 

南臺  口  the  name  of^he  foreign settlement  at  Foochow. 

南路  southern  Turkestan. 

南  southern  sugar. 

南闕  the  examinations  held  in 
the  Provinces,  as  distinguished 

<om  those  of  Peking. 

南官  an  old  name  for  the Board  of  Rites. . 

南威  name  of  a  famous  beauty. 

南衙  or  南司  a  minister  of； 
State  under  the  T-ang  dynasty 

南華經  the  sutra  of  Naii-hua 
一 a  name  given  to  the  works  of 

莊子  Chuang  Tzu,  taken  from that  of  a  hill  in  Shantung, .where 
he  went  into  retirement. 

手杷 南華篇 in  hand  1 
have  the  volume  of  Nan-hua. 

南瓜子  pumpkin-seeds. 
南宮  the  southern  palace, — the 

禮部  Board  of  Rites. 
南陸  the  due  soutli  of  the 

celestial  plane. 

南 城外頭  outside  the  south 
ern  city, —— i.c.  the  Chinese  city 
of  Peking,  considered  as  lying 

.  outside  the  southern  division  of 

the  I'artar  city. 

Cclastnts  latifolius 

I  Hemsl. 

j  天  Xandina  domcsticci 
!  Thbi；. 

南燭  P'h'ris  ovalifolia^  Don. 

喃*
 

8129 
R •覃歳 

F.  jian See 

A.  vcm 
Even  Lower. 

To  repeat,  as  when  learn¬ 

ing  by  heart.  Chatter  ； 

gabble.  See  7960. 

三日 不 _， 口 生荆棘 

if  you  don’t  repeat  your  tasks  for 
three  days,  brambles  will  grow 

in  your  mouth, — study  should 
be  carried  on  without  break. 

呢  chattering;  twittering. 

喃 '喃  P  內  P 丙  muttering; grumbling. 

p 南  p 齒  P 藝語  the  babb
ling  of one’s  voice  in  a  dream ;  mutter¬ 

ing. 

喃喃菓  the  fruit  of  Cynomctra cauliflora. 

To  grasp  with  the  hand. 

姑 
3 

捅 
8130 

k 感 

C. 三 "0/",  v. 

nam) 

F.  v.  SJiang 

Sec 

Rising  Lower. 

楠 1
 

8131 

罕 
南 

Even  Lower.  Thunbergii,  S.  &  Z.， and 

M.  Boicrnei,  Hemsl 

PftJ 

8134 

R •覃 

See 
Even  Lower. 

8135 

R •寒龠 

C.  nan 
H.  Ian 

F.  itang 

W.na 

N.  naan 

P.  I 

uAna
n 

Y.  naa 

Sz.  nan 
K.  nan 

J.  dan、 van 
A.  tt an Even  and 

Sinking 

Lower. 

Machilus  nanuni^  Hemsl., 

commonly  known  to  for¬ 

eigners  as  a  cedar/  Also 
referred  to  Linder  a  mega- 

phylla、 Hemsl”  Machilus 

楠木。 r 楠梗  a  fine  yellow kind  of  wood,  grown  in  Kiangsi 
and  used  for  furniture. 

茄楠  a  Vagrant  wood,  brought from  Annam  and  used  for  beads. See  1558. 

楠梓  a  fine-grained  hard  wood. 

石楠  a  species  of  rhododendron 

R. 

腩
 3 

8i32 

感 

See 

Rising  Lower. 

蝻 
3i33 

To 

meat. 

boil  meat.  Driec 

See  53. 

Noise  of  talking  ；  chat¬ 

ter.  Used  with  8 1 29. 

_  過他聽  repeat  for  him  to 

hear. 

Difficult,  as  opposed  to 

易 5497;  troublesome： fatiguing.  To  be  hard  on： 
to  overtax. 

艱 難  difficult.  See  1639. 

難上難  extremely  difficult. 

難得  difficult  to  get;  rare. 

難做  lard  to  do.  See  5184. 
看事 容易， 做事難 
easy  to  look  at  anything  (as  : 

critic),  but  <fifficult  to  do  it  one self.  See  5002. 

難 字值音  the  correct  sound 
of  the  difficult  characters, 一 in  ; 

bpok. 

^  difficult  to  travel  on,— a 
a  bad  road. 

不致 有碍難 s。 as  n。1 1 
lead  to  any  difficulty  in . 

作難  to  make  difficulties;  t raise  objections. 

有 意作難  to  make  difficul 
ies  on  purpose. 

他如 何作難  what  objec 
ions  he  raised, . 

學生迤 而問難 the  stl 
dents  formulated  a  complair 

against  him. 

這有甚 麽難呢 wheK 
th^  difficulty  in  this? 

予難 之曰1  took  exceptio 

to  this,  saying . 

難處  a  difficulty. 
難事  a  difficult  matter. 

難 兄難弟  it  is  difficult  to  t 
an  elder  or  younger  brother, - such  as  they  were,  said  陳  J 

Ch^n  Shih  to  his  grandsons  wh 

were  quarrelling  as  to  the  men of  their  respective  fathers. ( 

爲難  to  be  in.  trouble  or  dif culty.  See  also  nanK  below. 

使士 國爲難 t。 Put  Chil 
in  a  difficult  position. 
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有 一樣叫 我爲難 be 
is  one  thing  which  makes  it 
difficult  for  me. 

難爲  to  make  difficulties  for 
anyone;  to  vex;  to  overtax. 

難 爲你猜  it  gave  you  some 
trouble  to  guess  it. 

難爲情  a  conventional  phrase 
used  in  the  sense  of  “you  are 

too  kind,”  etc. 

觀於海 者 難爲水 he 
who  has  seen  the  sea  finds  it 

difficult  to  think  anything  of 
other  waters. 

故意設 法難你 purpQsely 
planned  this  to  put  you  in  a 
difficult  position. 

難 不住他  will  not  trouble 
him  much. 

難其 難而不 易其易 
to  regard  difficult  matters  as 
difficult,  and  not  to  make  light 
of  easy  ones. 

因難 於得子  because  of 
the  difficulty  of  getting  a  son. 

難乎 免於今 之世矣 
it  is  difficult  to  escape  in  the 

present  age, 一 unless  one  is  a 
flatterer. 

諸 多費難  many  difficulties 
in  the  way. 

籍 I  成^  hard  to  accomplish. 

難 以成玫  difficult  to  bring to  a  satisfactory  issue. 

難 以測度  hard  to  under¬ stand. 

艱漉 難解處 Passages  diffr 
cult*  of  interpretation. 

事 在兩難  in  a  dilemma. 
See  2075. 

心 中難過 to  feel  hurt  or 
uncomfortable. 

難 看  painful  to  witness;  repul¬ 
sive;  obscene. 

難聽  hard  or  disagreeable  to 
hear. 

難容  inexcusable. 

難甘  difficult  to  assent  to. 

難保  not  easy  to  guarantee. 

難辦  difficult  to  transact. 

難受 （讲 io,oi6)  or 難忍 or 

難耐。 r 難熬 hard  tQ  bean 

m 
813s 

can  I 

us 

難 行之處  practical  diffi¬ 
culties. 

難怪  no  wonder. 
難說。 r  難道  it  is  hard  to  say. See  762. 

難道說  you  don’t  mean  to  say 

難道 他不來 ^rely  he  will come. 

難道還 想我, can  he  be  still thinking  of  me? 

難道作 夢不成 
have  been  dreaming? 

永錫難 老 may  he  be  given the  old  age  that  is  seldom  enjoyed! 

Read  nan4.  Adversity  ； 

calamity  ；  suffering. 

災難。 r 大難。 r 苦難 
calamities, —— flood,  pestilence, 
famine,  etc. 

天 之方難  God  is  visiting with  calamity. 

受難  to  suffer  adversity ;  to 
endure  suffering. 

難民  people  in  distress. 

與其難  to  share  another’s  evil 
fortune  or  death. 

兄弟急 難  Others  in  urgent difficulties. 

王 事多 難  the  king’s  business 
is  surrounded  with  difficulties. 

未堪 _ 家多難  unequal  to the  many  difficulties  of  the  State. 

大難  nan、 難  nan1  it  is possible  to  escape  this  calamity. 

產難。 r 月難  the  sufferings of  childbirth. 

死 難之節  the  merit  of  dying for  one’s  country. 

崔知有 心爲難 Ts‘ui knew  they  meant  to  kill  him. 

互 梠反難  each  trying  to pose  the  other,  —  as  by  some 
difficult  question. 

於龠 獸又何 難焉. _ 
should  I  go  to  contend  with  a brute  ?  、 

Read  no'.  To  be  luxuri- 
ant. 

其 葉有難  their  leaves  are abundant. 

w 8136 

R •潸 

C.  cnan 

F.  nang 

N.  r-nou 
K.  nan 

J.  dan、 nan 
A.  nan 

Rising 

Irregular. 

攤 

8137 

m 
bi38. 

r •寒 

C.  v.  nan0 
W.  v.  cda J.  dan、 nan A.  nan 

Even 

Irregular, 

男
 2 

8i39 

R •覃 

See 

Even  Lower. 

To  venerate；  to  stand  in 

awe  of. 

不 譲不竦  unterrified,  un¬ 
scared. 

See  10,694. 

A  midge；  a  gnat. 

Man  ;  male， as  opposed 

to 女 8419;  a  son.  The 
lowest  of  the  five  ranks  of 
nobility ；  see  6568,  1 1,753, 12,494. 

男人  a  man；  a  husband. 

男家  my  husband. 男女。 1 ■男婦 men  and women. 

男女界 限不分 & proper  limitations  of  men  and 
women  are  not  observed, —among 

foreign  nations. 

男兒  a  male  child. 男子  a  boy;  a  male;  a  man； a  husband. 

男子 (oi •兒) 漢  a  brave  fellow. 

生男  to  bear  a  son. 生男 如狼猶 恐其苊 
if  you  have  a  son  like  a  wolf 
you  still  fear  lest  he  should  be 
a  weakling.  Se^  8419. 

却是 寸男尺 女皆無 
however  he  had  not  the  ghost 

of  a  son  or  daughter. 

f  男  a  fil
ial  son. 男風 w 男色  sodomy. 

男陰  the  membrum  virile. 

男* ̂   the  rank  of  baron. 

127 
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男 2

 8i39 

男 怕輸筆  a  man  fears  a  slip  | 
of  his  pen.  See  8419. 

男盜女 •娼 .may  sons| 
be  robbers  and  your  daughters  I 
harlots ! 

男耕女 織 men 邱 and| 

8147 

R •養 

women  weave. I  See 

俺 

男以 强爲貴  strength  is  the  | 
glory  of  man.  Sec  8419 - 

男不 與女鬪 men 
fight  with  women. 

Sinking 

Lower. 

UNTAJNTOv 

8149 

Dust；  dirt.  A  cave. 

攘
 3 

8l40 

8l4I 

See  48. 

See  49. 

暖 
8142 

煖 
8i43 

See  8402. 

8148 

r •養 

I C.  nong 
H,  long、 ^siong F.  noting 

W.  Sjioa 
P.  nang 

jM.  Ian 史 
Y.  nia，ig’ 

Sz.  nang 
K.  nang 

|j.  dd^  vd 
A.  nang 

Rising  Lower. 

Of  old;  formerly. 

8150 

ir 養 

I F.  v.  inoung 

I  See  矗 

in 
Rising  Lower. 

囊  a  leather  dress  which  can be  inflated  for  support  in  water, 
a  la  Captain  Boy  ton. 

臭皮囊  a  corpse. 囊泡  soft；  spongy. 
To  ward  off. 

to  stab. 

To  stick : 

Same  as  8402. 
R 

赧!
 8i44 

|R. 谱
 

[C.  cnan \l\Man 

IF.  nattg 

I W.  cna^  nar- 

|N •似 IP.  nan^  mvan 
I Y.  naa 

I  K.  nan 

I J.  dan,  nan 
I  A.  nan 

[Rising  Lower. 

To  blush  ;  •  to  redden. 

[Dist.  from  截  she、、 9802, 

郝  h^o\  3968,  and  緒  ckP, 
546.] 

級顔  blushing. 

t 赧  to  redden  with  fear-, — as  I 
when  detected  in  anything  wrong.  I 

心 郝面赤  heart  and  face  I 
turning  re?T  alike, - as  when  over- 1 
whelmed  with  shame. 

8149 

im, 

m 
C.  nortg^  v. 

^ong 

H.  nong 

F.  noung 

W.  no  a 
N.  nong 
P.  nang 
M.  lang 

L 卜叹 

K. nang 

J.  dd^  rid 

A.  nang 

Even  Lower. 

能無赧 然愧哉 can  y°u| 
but  blush  for  shame? 

枏 
Si45 

噢 
8146 

未免自 覺慚 赧耳 it 

was  difficult  not  to  feel  oneself| 
overcome  with  shame. 

Correct  form  of  8131, 

曩昔。 r 曩日 Q1 ■嚢時 
days  gone  by;  of  old. 

不 念曩者  forgetful  of  old 
times. 

猶有曩 之態也 as  with his  old  familiar  bearing. 

the  crested  cock  {Gallicrex 
cristatus). 

'  8iS 

R. 養 

A  bag；  a  sack;  a  purse;|see  囊 

a  Case.  See  8177,  I  Rising  Lower. 

囊  a  bag;  a  sack;  a  skin 

酒  a  wine-skin  and a  rice-sack, — one  who  does  no¬ 
thing  but  eat;  a  glutton. 

baggage;  a  travelling-bag. 

空 囊  empty  purse, — poor. 

我囊 空如洗  my  purse  is as  empty  as  though  washed, 
I  am  cleaned  out. 

囊 )M  light  purse. 
解囊  to  unloose  one’s  purse¬ strings, 一 as  in  charity. 

囊家  the  “banker”  at  card 
games,  etc, 

宦  official  income. 

宦 囊羞槪  nothing-  saved 
from  his  emoluments  of  office. 

囊 營映  one  put  fire-flies in  a  bag,  another  (read)  by  the 

light  of  reflection  from  snow, — . 
of  poor  but  determined  students.  1 

探 囊取物  t0  feel  in  a  bag|wi 
and  bring  something  out,— easily. 

椎  I 囊  to  ward  off, — as  whet forcing  one’s  way  through  2 
crowd. 

戮 針權線 tQ  stab  with  th, 
needle  and  pull  through  thi thread. 

才囊子 a  dagger. 
他 i 標 塞不飽 he  is : 
glutton. 

Muddy  ；  thick. 

8152 

|R.  Vulgar. |C.  v.  ̂ yong 

|P.  v.  nang" 

Even  and 

Sinking 

Irregular. 

To  speak  through  th 

nose;  a  nasal  twang.  1 

stoppage  in  the  nose. 

攩 

8i53 

煖 

8i54 Same  as  8150. 

Same  as  8402. 

Same  as  8402. 

m 

8155 

N-a.0. 

乘間一 胜其囊 — 叫 
opportunity  to  make  a  haul.  I  Rising  and 

琴囊  a  lute-case.  丨  Even  Lower. 

囊琴  to  put  up  one’s  ltrte  in  a! 

bag. 

To  scratch.  To  vex  (s 

550).  To  disturb  ；  to  fidge 

抓橈  to  scratch. 橈頭  to  scratch  the  head,— 
when  perplexed. 

橈破  to  scratch  a  hole; 
scratch  the  skin  off. 

橈癢  to  scratch  an  itch. 

癢癢橈  a  back-scratcher. 

2315 - 
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8155 

\oa 

、iau 

nid 

nau 

en  Lower. 

呶 3
 

8158 

I 
to 

cnu 

鬧 
nau 

en  Lower. 

8iS9 

鬧 
in  Lower. 

g
 崔2
 

B7t 

8156 

請肴 

嘵橈 
en  Upper 
id  Lower. 

8157 

^du 
au 

^  to  vex  the  mind. 

携爵 L  to  throw  into  confusion. 

橈擾  to  make  a  disturbance. 

携着  fingering;  fiddling  with. 

不 屈不橈  without  drawing 
back  or  flinching. 

不虜橈  lie  did  not  flinch  from 
strokes  at  his  body, 一 said  of  a 

swashbuckler  named  北宮 

_  Pei-kung  Yu. 

黃帝 命大橈 作甲子 
the  Yellow  Emperor  bade  Ta 
Nao  arrange  the  sexagenary 
cycle. 

To  wrangle；  to  dispute, 

讀 議  noisy  disputes. 
議諱 者天下 皆訟也 
the  whole  empire  filled  with  the 

wrangling  of  disputants. 

Handbells  used  in  the 

army  to  stop  the  sound  of 

the  drum.  Cymbals  ；  see 

9387. 

金鏡  cymbals. 

一 ■對  ■副） 鎮  a  Pair  af 
cymbals. 

鐃鈎  a  double-pronged  hook,- 
used  for  pulling  down  houses 
at  a  fire,  etc. 

Clamour  ；  hubbub. 

嗦峨  noise  of  voices;  a  hubbub. 

呶嚷 于道:  to  brawl  in  the street. 

載號載  they  shout  out  and 
bawl, — of  drunken  men. 

Confusion  of  mind. 

掏 慾致悚  giving  oneself 
over  to  one’s  passions  leads  to mental  confusion. 

以 謹愔慠  in  order  to  make 
the  noisy  braggarts  careful. 

揉
 2 

8i6o 

R •豪 

Q,  yatt H.  /au 

F.  in 

N.  noa 
P.  nau'jou 

M.  jou 
K.  710 

J.  do^  no 
A.  nau 

Even  Lower 

Irregular. 

撤 
8 【6i 

K 

.

 

豪

 

See 摘 

Even  Lo.wcr. 

搁 
8162 

硇1
 

8163 

肴 

See 鬧 

K.  no 
Even  Lower. 

A  long  yellow -haired monkey. 

毋教 猱升木  don’t  teach  a monkey  to  climb  trees, — your 
grandmother  to  suck  eggs. 

瑙 
8164 

惱 3
 

R 

8165 

睢 
C.  nou 

H,  !au、 /att3 noa 

W.  n'de^  v.  noa 
N.  noa 
P.  ?iau 

M.  /au 
Y.  noa 

Sz.  nau 
K.  no 

dd^  fid 
. nau 

Rising  Lower. 

Name  of  a  mountain  near 

the  northern  boundary  of 
Shantung. 

Same  as  8155. 

Impure  sal  -  ammoniac 

known  as  硇砂，  found  in 
Tibet,  and  formerly  pre 

sented  as  tribute  by  the 

Ouigours.  Also  written  石岡. 

[Persian  nouchadzir.\ 

Same  as  8168. 

8167 

腦 5
 

8168 

R •皓 

H.  ” au、 w.ila, 

See 惱 

Rising  Lower. 

Vexation；  irritation 

anger. 

煩惱。 1 ■發惱 t。 be  vexed or  distressed. 

惱恨  to  hate  and  detest. 

一股惱 氣  a  fit  anger. 

惱怒  angry;  irritated. 

惱心  irritation. 
苦  f 思  distressed;  chagrined. 

惱一 惱老 一老 worry> 
and  you  will  grow  old.  See  笑 

4343* 

瑙 
S 

8166 

R •皓 

s- 惱 

Rising  Lower. 

Cornelian  ；  agate. 

7582. 

瑙威  Norway. 

See 

Same  as  8166. 

The  brain.  See  5 19,  7414. 

腦 髓。 r 腦锻 

or 

m 
Si6Sa 

嬲 

8169 

閙 8170 

8171 

R •效 

C.  nau H.  /au 

F.  nau 

W.( 

N •卜 a 

P.  nau 
M.  lau 

Y.  noa Sz.  nau 

腦子 
brains. 

一 股腦子  altogether;  the whole  lot 

要 活人的 腦漿子 he wants  a  live  man*s  brains, — said 
of  a  spoilt  child. 

腦袋。 r 腦瓜 子。 r 腦袋 

瓜兒。 1 ■腦殼  the  head. 

腦袋疼  a  headache. 
彈腦殼  to  punch  the  head. 

腦悶  headadiy. 
腦潰 而終 he  died  of  hae- 
morrhage  of  the  brain. 

腦 門子  the  forehead. 一腦 門 子的氣  suffused 
with  anger. 

腦  the  top  of  the  skull 

刺腦  to  scratch  the  head, — as when  perplexed. 

腦 狻見腮  to  see  the  jaws from  behind, 一 is  a  bad  phreno¬ 
logical  sign. 

無頭腦  without  any  clue. 
熬月齒  to  distil  camphor.  ̂ 398 

To  poison. 

碯死  to  cause  death  by  poison, 

See  825  1. 

Same  as  8171. 

Noise  ；  bustle  ；  hubbub  ； 

to  make  a  disturbance.  See 

1 2,455 欲谈 V 

鬧 非城市 靜非山 
bustle  is  not  found  in  the  market¬ 

place  nor  quiet  in  the  hills, — 
both  are  subjective.  Cf.  Childe 
Harold,  II.  25,  26. 

熱鬧  noise;  bustle,  as  of  a 
crowd. 



3NT-A.O 

鬧 4
 8171 

K.  ?iio 

’•  dd^  nid 
A.  nan 

Sinking 

Lower. 

鬧事  to  make  a  disturbance; to  cause  trouble. 

鬧事賴  an  imp  of  mischief. 

鬧 出事踹  to  cause  trouble, 

鬧 不出一 個字來 
get  a  (written)  word  out, — he  is a  humbug. 

鬧起來  to  begin  to  make trouble. 

鬧賊  to  have  thieves  on  the 
premises. 

鬧鬼  to  have  devils  about;  to 
play  tricks;  to  humbug ;  to 

“squeeze.” 

鬧妖賴  the  spirits  are  at  work or  about . 

鬧 着玩兒  Paying  the  fool. 

鬧酒  to  have  a  drunken  row. 

鬧禀帖  to  bother  ̂ ith  petit¬ 

w 8172 

R •效 

SeelJ 

ions. 

時 令病鬧 得利害 the 
season  sickness  is  very  rife, — as 
cholera,  etc. 

值慣鬧  always  in  some  mis¬ chief. 

鬧了  一身的 水勲1  g。1 
splashed  all  over. 

鬧穿衣  very  particular  about dress. 

鬧戯  farces,  of  an  improper 
kind;  anything  comic. 

鬧 左  to  upset;  to  mislead. 

鬧嚷 noisy- 

鬧得兇  to  make  a  fearful  row, 

鬧性  restive, 一 as  a  horse. 

鬧摔 or 鬧抄于 to have  a  quarrel  or  altercation 

鬧吵吵  to  make  a  great  noise, 

攪鬧。 r 瞎鬧。 r 胡鬧 t。 
make  a  disturbance. 

鬧錯  to  make  mistakes;  to  do badly. 

鬧棑子  to  play  the  fop. 

_  架子  to  put  on  airs. 

鬧嗓子 a  sore  throat  epidemic. 

鬧壯子  stomach  out  of  order 
an  epidemic  of  diarrhoea. 

鬧天氣  to  have  unseasonable 
weather,— usually  of  too  much 
rain. 

鬧脾氣  to  be  bad-tempered. 

鬧 

8i7 

4, 

Y.  tioa 
Sinking 

Lower. 

8173 

P.  nat^ 
1.  daku 

A.  hiuk 

燶
 2 

IOI2 

鬧亂兒 (A"/S  Wz) t()  get  int。 
a  scrape. 

鬧昏了  to  lose  one’s  head; 
stupefied. 

鬧 喪鼓子 dimmers  at 
funerals. 

I^J  1^-  several 
 iron  plates joined  loosely  by  string  and 

shaken  by  itinerant  knife-grind¬ ers.  、 

鬧陽花 （in  south  China) Datura  alba,  Nees;  (in  central 

China)  Rhododendron  sinense^^. 

R. 

See 

Even  Lower. 

Mud  ；  slush. 

掉泥 muddy- 

踐 焯沒脛  up  to  one’s  knees 
in  mud. 

肥 肉淖人  fat  meat  disgusts 
one. 

Read  chao^.  Harmony ; 

peace. 
Read  chl 0 气  Gentle. 

能 焯約則 剛 强者柔 

R. 

C.  not 
WAui 

F.  naui 
W.  nai 

N.  nei、 tteih 

P.  nei 、 

M.  lei 

Y.  nui Sz：  tiei、 nui 

K.  ne 

’•  tai、ne 

A.  noui 

矣  he  who  can  be  gentle  can soften  the  hardest. 

淖 約 若處子  gentle  and 

Entering 

Lower. 

submissive  as  a  young  girl. 

To  handle. 

別 榍壤了  don’t  spoil  it  by 
handling. 

8174 

R •冬豪 
Ses 鬧農 

Even  Lower. 

8175 

R •冬肴 

豪 

See 

鬧農 Even  Lower. 

Vexed；  troubled  in  mind 

懊 ̂个豊 annoyed. Read  nung\  Pleased 

glad. 
A  fierce  shaggy -hairec 

watch-dog.  Also  read  nung% 

and  nang^. 

獾匪  banditti  in  Yunnan  and Ssuch‘uan  who  do  not  shave  the 
head. 

名農苗  a  tribe  of  aborigines  in Kuangsi. 

m 8176 

號虞 

豪 

硇儒 

內 4
 

8；77 

隊 

Sinking 

Lower. 

3NT3ESI 

The  outer  bone  of  th 

arm  ；  the  shoulder. 

臂月需  the  fore-quarter  of 
animal.  See  8790. 

3>JESI. 

Within,  as  opposed  to 夕 

2,442  ；  inside  ；  to  put  ii 

side ；  inner ；  inclusive；  esi 
teric  ；  native.  See  ̂   1 0,61 

內地  the  interior, 一 of  a  count! 

內 地稅項  transit  dues. 

內地湖 河各口  inlan 
lake,  and  river  ports. 

內 地洋藥  native-gro\ opium. 

內地商  船  native  merch
ai 

vessels ;  junks. 

內 江輪船  a  river,  as  oppos' 
to  an  ocean,  steamer. 

內 外土産  native  and  foreij produce. 

內港  inland  waters, 一 not  op 
to  trade. 

內人。 1 •內 子。 1 ■賤內 i wife. 

內子  the  wife  of  a  Minister 
State. 

內助 a 尊內  your  wife. 
內 I。1 •內 監。 r 內相 

內公。 r 內侍。 r 內脣 

兒  a  eunuch. 內宅。 r 內室。 r 內禪1 
inner  or  ladies’  apartments. 

內眷  a  wife;  the  ladies’  apa! 
ments. 

內 眷止步  the  ladies’  ap2 

ments :  arrest  your  steps. 

內櫃  the  back  part  of  the  sh< 

內簷  the  under  surface  of 

eaves. 

內堂。 1 ■內庭 an  inner  ro 
or  hall. 

內書堂  a  school  in  the  pal； 
for  eunuchs,  instituted  by  Er 

宗 of  Ming.  dyn.  in  14 



ISTEJI IOI 
ISTESKT 

內 4
 

8i77 

內寢。 r 內臥  the  inner  or 
private  rooms.  See  2091. 

各 有內外  private ! — used  as a  notice. 

內姪  my  wife’s  brother’s  child 
Also  used  by  the  wife  of  her 

brother’s  children. 

內顧  self-regarding;  personal, 
內圈  the  innermost  platform  of 
a  grave. 

內  i®  treachery  in  the  camp. 

作內應  t。 betray a  city. 

內奸  disaffection :  disloyalty. 

f 置內  to  be  afraid  of  the  inner 

one, — to  be  henpecked. 

內 稱/ 內載。 r 內開。 r 
內云  wherein  it  is  stated  that, 
—  of  a  letter,  despatch,  etc., 
under  acknowledgement. 

不在內  not  included. 
內容  the  contents  or  gist  (of  a 
document)  ；  the  inner  working 
or  internal  economy  of. 

調 查各國 議 院之內 
容  to  investigate  the  working 
of  the  parliaments  in  foreign 
couli  tries. 

內中 有三人  among  them 
are  three  men.- 

食獸 內之則 違其性 
to  keep  birds  and  beasts  in 
confinement  is  to  coerce  their 
natural  instincts. 

內金鍾 於懷釉 he  put 
the  golden  goblet  inside  the 
sleeve  of  his  robe. 

五 內  the  five  viscera.  See  1877 
11,584. 

感 刻五內 gratefully  en 
graved  on  my  five  viscera, — of 
an  act  of  kindness. 

五內 崩裂  his  five  viscera 
cracked  from  grief,  —  broken¬ 
hearted. 

內傷  an  internal  lesion. 

內科  medicine,  as  opposed  to 
surgery. 

作內吉 ，作 外凶  internal 
affairs  will  be  fortunate,  external 
affairs  will  be  unlucky. 

/而4 內  within  one’s  duty  or 
prerogative. 

有內才  he  is  a  theorist, — not 
a  practical  man. 

8177 

那 
8178 

餒 3
 

8179 
R 賄 

C.  nol、 noil 
H.  //// 

F.  noui 

W.  ?iai 
N.  nei 

P.  nwei 

M.  huei 

Y.  mti 
Sz.  nwei 
K.  tiwe 

「•  dai、tu 

A.  noui 

Rising  Lower. 

有諸內 ，必 形諸外 if  it is  within  (in  the  heart),  it  will 
•  appear  outwardly  (in  the  face). 

內石  barrenness  in  women. 

肉豐  a  catamite. 
內囊  private  affairs;  one’s  family. 

內間 ％  6037. 
內史  officers  of  the  Censorate 
under  the  Han  dynasty. 

內城  the  Tartar  city  of  Peking. 

內造  made  in  the  palace. 

大內 ％ 內府  the  Imperial 
palace. 

主 子在大 內看本 & Emperor  is  in  the  palace,  reading 
memorials. 

內  I 务 府1  the  department  of  the Imperial  Household. 

內  the  Inner  Department, — 
of  officials  connected  with  the 

public  examinations. 

內大臣  Chamberlain  of  the Imperial  Guard. 

_  三旗  the  Household  Divi- sion  of  the  Three  Superior  Ban¬ ners. 

內 翰學士  a  member  of  the Han-lin. 

餒 3
 

8179 

Read  na 

婁內之  Mrs.  Lou  took  her  in, 

See  8090. 

Putrid.  Hungry  ；  fam¬ 

ished  •  feeble. 

魚餒而 肉敖不 食 (^- fucius)  did  not  eat  putrid .  fish 
nor  tainted  meat. 

駿爛  rotten ;  spoilt. 

餒在 其中矣  hunger  is  to be  found  therein, — viz.  in  agri¬ 
culture,  as  when  the  crops  fail. 

凍餘 其妻于 he  exp°sed his  wife  and  children  to  cold 
and  hunger. 

國弱而 民氣餒 & 
country  weak  and  the  spirit  of 

the  people  cowed. 

餒 
8i8o 

m 
3i8i 

See 
餒 

Rising  Lower. 

8182 

W 
8183 

r •願 

C.  71  tin 
H.  Inn 
F.  vataig 

\V.  no N.  neng^  v. 

neiJi 
P.  nun、 nen 
M.  len 

Y.  ?icng  ' 
Sz.  nen 

K.  jiiiti 

J.  ren、 ven 
A. noun 

Sinking 

Lower. 

餒 怯者 ，鬼 益侮弄 
之， 剛瘍者 ，不 敢犯 

也  devils  play  tricks  with  the weak  and  timid,  but  leave  the 
resolute  alone. 

Same  as  8179. 
12,565. See 

Putrid.  See  8 1 79. 

3NTE33NT. 

Same  as  8183. 

Tender  ；  soft  ；  delicate 

young,  as  opposed  to 老 

6783.  Also  read  nun\ 

嫩細  small  and  delicate. 

嫩芽。 r 嫩苗兒 tender 
shoots. 

葉  young  leaves. 

嫩枝兒  y°ung  'twiss- 

J^J  tender  meat. 

嫩手  soft  hands. 
嫩; 皮  soft  fur  or  skin. 

年 杀已  young;  of  tender  years, 

~ ^  ̂   ̂   a  tender  chicken. 嫩； fresh-looking;  delicate ; 
fragile,  as  certain  styles  of  beauty. 

你長 d 叹 3 得嫩 you  are very  fresh-looking. 

煮  太嫩 (this  哪) is  boiIed too  soft, —— Le.  not  enough. 

色  a  delicate  colour. 

嫩藍  light  blue. 

嫩; 骨頭  small  bones. 
臉嫩  timid;  wanting  in  self- confidence. 

嫩 花 （spectacles)  for  the  young. 

通嫩 希嫩  very  tender 
or  fresh. 



NJEilSrC3r 
能
 2 

ISTESISTC^. 

8 1 84 

|R •寧灰 
|C.  rung 
I II.  len 

IF.  ncitig 
I W.  vans 

IN.  mug 

] \\  ncng 
I M.  len 

I Y.  ncns 

ISz.  neugy  len 

|K.  hing 

|j.  no I  A.  na/ig 

Even  Lower. 

1014 

3MI 

A  kind  of  bear  with! 

deer’s  hoofs.  To  be  able! 

to;  physical  possibility  (^j 

84,  6078)  ；  to  be  com¬ 

petent  *,  ability  ̂   talent. 

能
 2 

8  [  84 

他不 能來  he  cannot  com
e. 

能寫 able  tQ 、vrite- 

能否  whether  it  is  possible  or  I 
not, . ；  is  it  possible  ? 

能 人。 r  能手  a  capable  man. 
[For  the  first,  see  also  5624.] 

能 A 背狻 有能人 
behind  every  capable  man  there  I 

are  other  capable  men, — - there! 
are  as  good  fish  in  the  sea,  etc. 

能人 所不能 to  be  able  to| do  what  others  cannot  do. 

能 者多勞  a  capable  man  isj always  busy. 

能儒  an  able  scholar. 

無所 不能。 r 全能 
almighty;  omnipotent. 

不能彀  unable  to. 

能事  competent;  capable. 

能幹。 r 能耐  {see  8123)  or  I 

能 才。 r  能爲  ability; talent; 
resources. 

能員。 1 ■能官 a  caPable| official, 

能一 不能二  capable  in  I 
one  direction  only. 

其 能於畫  his  ability  as  a| 
painter. 

種 種能之  he  was  able  to  d。 I 
every  variety, — e.g%  of  styles  in 
painting. 

毫 髪無能  utterly  wanting  I in  ability. 

不爭能  having  110  rivalry, between  them. 

非天 縱其能  unless  he  is  I 
a  heaven-born  genius  •… 

能力  physical  strength;  prowess. 

能  W  a  good  hand  at  talking. 

丨 能看幾 — 多少) h  owever  I many  it  may  be;  how  long  (or 

many)  can  it  be? 

何 — or 焉 能 how  can  - "… ? 

m 8i8S 

農 
8i86 

育泛 率  the  function  of  a  machine. 

能引火 之油  inflammable  I 
oil. 

儂 
8187 

濃 
8188 

膿 
8189 

寧 
8190 

濘 
8191 

w 
8192 

R 庚 

See 甯 

不 能其民  t。 fail  t。 get  the approval  of  the  people. 

恐其 積久不 相能1  fear that  after  a  time  they  will  not| 

agree. 

能仁  the  compassionate  one,- Buddha. 

R. 

Read  nain~.  A  surname. 

8194 

支齊 

質 

S£e 呢泥 

怩 

3NTI. To 

hind. 

approach 

To  stop. 

from  be- 

止或甩 (or  w/4) 之 the  stop- 

Read  nai*.  A  3 -footed I 
tortoise.  Used  with  耐 f 

8123  ；  to  bear；  to  endure. 

能寒  to  stand  the  cold. 

不 能水土  not  to  stand  the  I 

Even  and 

Entering 

Lower. 

ping  (a  man)  may  possibly  result from  the  efforts  of  others. 

若不虡 視以甩 （°r  w) 
其行  if  you  do  not  reverently pray  in  order  to  stop  its  advance, 

climate. 

Same  as  8408. 

See  8408. 

See  8409. 

See  841 1. 

See  8413. 

See  8327. 

See  8333. 

足姑。 r 尼僧。 r 甩 師 nun. 

甩丘  name  of  the  mountain from  which  the  names  of  Con¬ 
fucius  were  taken.  See  2876 

足陀那  Nidana, 一 one  of  the 
12  divisions  of  the  Buddhist scriptures.  See  5337. 

Read  ni^\  Near. 

足 遠咸安  far  and  near， a11 
is  at  peace. 

伋 3
 

SiQS 

卜紙
 

I  See  你
 

I  Rising
  
Upper 

Original  form  of  你 

82ii.  Used  in  Shanghai, 

Sungkiang,  and  Soochow for  “1/ 

佴自家  I  myself. 

呢 2
 

8196 

|R •齊支 

4  me. 

A  murmur;  a  low  sound. 
* 

耳 語呢喃  to  whisper  in  the 
[C.  snei 

III. 

I  F.  snae,  sni 
I W.  Sngi 

I N.  c«<,  i.nyi 
I  P.  Sni 

|m.  c//,  Ui 

Y;  j  » 

ISz 

ear. 

Read  nil.  A  particle,  in¬ 

terrogative  and  otherwise. 
Woollen  cloth  of  foreign 

manufacture. 

Even  Lower. 

弄 
8i93 

|J-  dji, 

I  A. 

Even  Lower. 

The  hair  of  dogs. 

Wicked  ；  fierce. 

See  7507. 

他有甚 麽病呢 
whau 

his  disease  ? 

怎麽 是孝呢 in  what  doe: 
filial  piety  consist? 

他不 是死乃 是睡覺 

呢  she  is  not  dead  but  sleepingj 若好了 呢 就上舖 f 

if  he  is  well,  let  him  go  to  th 

shop. 

哆囉呢  woollens.  多 
11,302. 



PQ-I 
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呢1
 

8196 

大呢  broad,  medium,  and  habit 
cloth. 

小呢  Spanish  stripes ;  kersey¬ 
mere. 

泥 2
 

8i97 

R 齊薺 
齊 

C.  inai、 nei1- 

H.  i//,  sJai、 H、 - 
F. 三， taf、 tiae1 

W.  ingi、 c -” gi 
N.  trgt\  v. 

na-nyi 

P.  Sni'nP 

M.  i//\  ir 

Sz.I  加 

K. ，ti、 ngi 
J.  nci、 tei 
A.  tic 

Even,  Rising 

and  Sinking 
Lower. 

紅花  ̂ scarlet  Spanish  stripes 

呢械線  woollen  yarn. 

Mud；  mire；  slush.  To 

plaster；  to  paste.  A  jelly¬ 
fish. 

or 泥沙 泥土。 r 泥 汚 
mud;  dirt. 

一塊泥  a  lump  of  mud. 

泥刀  a  trowel. 

泥墻。 r 泥壁  a  mud  wall. 
泥人  clay  figures  of  people. 

泥像 a 泥偶  clay  images. 

泥搏  mud  bricks. 

泥瓦匠  a  bricklayer. 

活  扣 4 泥  t。 mix  mortar, 
泥溝  a  drain;  a  gutter. 

控泥船  a  dredger.  See  12,431 

泥陷  to  fall  into  the  mud. 

拔 之泥中  pulled  him  out  of! 
the  mud.  Used  figuratively. 

馬蹄底 下的泥 (y。  u  treat 
us  as〉 mere  dirt  beneath  your 
horse’s  feet. 

泥九  a  dried  mud  pellet,  used 
for  shooting  birds ;  the  pulsating 
brain  which  in  infants  can  be 
felt  at  the  fontanelle. 

把 泥撥開  take  off  the  mud 
一 to  get  at  something  below. 

拖泥帶 水  caveredwithmud 
—as  in  dirty  weather. 义  11,380. 

泥金  splashed  with  gold,— as 
fancy  paper.  Also,  gold-dust. 

泥 首宮門  to  dirty  one’s  head 
at  the  palace  gate,— as  courtiers 
do  by  kotowing. 

泥 首謝罪  to  humbly  sue  for 
pardon. 

定當 泥首登 門拜謝 
I  will  certainly  come  and  thank 
you  in  person. 

泥封  to  paste  or  seal.  &c  8206. 

紅 錦泥憲 t。 the 
window  with  red  silk. 

泥 2
 

8197 

8198 

支 
C.  ni 

H./i 
F.  nae 

W. ( 

N. ( 

ni ,c/i 

•  I 

R. 

8199 

支 

See  呢  ̂ 
Even  Lower. 

怩 2
 

8200 

K •文質 

C.  nei、 ntky 

F.  nae、 neik^ 

N.  ngi、 nyi 

P.  rti、 ni) 

M.  //, 

Y.  ni'  ” i, 

Sz.  ni、 ni, 

K.  ni、 nil 

(iji、 djitsz 
A.  ni、 rtek 

Even  and Entering 

Lower. 

i\  ni 

M.  cli Y. 

Sz. 
K. 5 

A.  ni 
Even  Lower. 

爛 醉如泥  dead  drunk [Explained  as  so  drunk  as  to 
lie  in  a  heap  like  a  jelly-fish.] 

泥魚。 r 泥 鳅。1 •泥魅 g the  loach. 

泥狐 打兒。 r 泥肐路 
the  pintail  duck  {Daiila  acuta] the  teal. 

Read  ni、  Firmly  at 

tached  to  ；  bigoted. 

泷 於風水  to  believe  firmly in  geomancy. 

拘、 不通。 nly  able  to  see 
a  thing  in  one  light;  bigoted. 

A  slave-girl；  a  maid-of- 
all-work. 

小婉 子。1 ■賤婉 子 ypu little  hussy ! 

娼 靖妮子  you  harlot’s 
menial ! 

Name  of  a  mountain  in 

the  Lu  State.  See  8194. 

To  blush；  to  look 
ashamed.  See  8349.  Also 

read  ni^ 

狀有铌 色 he  looks  ashamed. 

忸铌  to  be  ashamed. 

昵 
8201 

Same  as  8219. 

R. 

桃
，
 

8202 紙質 

支 C»nik 

F.  zni W.  Lrtgi 

P. ) . 

m.  r， 

Y./i 

Sz.  ui 

K.  ni、 nil 

J.  ui、 dji、 djitn 
A.  ni 

Rising  and 
Entering 

Irregular. 

m 
8203 

r. 支 

See 呢 

Even  Lower. 

TT 

8204 

R. 薺 

See 泥 

Rising  Lower. 

Name  of  a  hard-wooc 

tree,  with  a  fruit  like  a 

pear.  To  investigate.  A 
piece  of  wood  to  stop  a 

cart.  Used  with  8204. 

捷槐蒸 菖 t0  enquire promptly  into  treachery  and 
fraud. 

Read  m’4*.  To  stop. 

Read  chHH  The  handle 

of  a  distaff. 

Self-grown  rice. 

8205 

r •
紙'
 

See 你 

A.  ni 
Rising  Lower. 

親
：
 

8206 

齊 

See 泥 

Even  Lower. 

坭 

8207 

8208 

A  harebell. 

藤 m  Adcnophora\ 
remotifiora、 Mi(j. 

若薺 f 之 亂人參 
the  confusion  between  a  harebell 

and  ginseng, ―  the  roots  of  which 
are  somewhat  alike. 

JO  fresh ;  glossy,  as  leaves. 

Fragrant. 

To  stick  ；  to  paste. 

挪封  to  paste  or  seal. _緊  to  stick  tight;  to  harden. 

Same  as  8 197. 

Same  as  8197. 



R 

8209 .齊 

See 泥 

Even  Lower. 

R 

8210 .紙 

See 你 

A.  ni 

Rising  Lower. 

R. 

8211 

紙 
C.  nei 

•  //,  SJtgi 
F.  nil 

W.  ttgi  • 
N.  ngi%  ng 

NI 1016 

旎
 3 

你
 3 

Glossy  ；  shining,  as  with 
dew. 

The  fluttering  of  flags  in 

the  wind.  See  5364. 

弱 8214 

搦 

4L* 

k •覺陌 

See  5650. m 8217 

Thou；  you. 
to  inferiors 

Used  chiefly 

M.  //,  ni 
Y.  itiei 

Sz.  ni、li 
K.  ngi 

vour. 

A. ) 

Rising  Lower. 

你的  thine 
你們  you, — in  the  plural 

與你 不相干  it  is  no  busi¬ 
ness  of  yours. 

你 姓甚麽  what  is  your name  ? 

你 我之稱  the  nomenclature 
of  you  and  /, — instead  of  the 
use  of  the  third  person  as  in 

polite  conversation. 

你 張我李 you  are  Chang 
and  I  am  Li, — we  have  nothing 
to  do  with  one  another. 

你 敬我愛  mutual  respect 
and  affection. 

你看我 ，我 看你 each 
looking  at  the  other, — in  doubt, 

C.  nik 

H.  lit- F.  nik W.  vgia^ 

N-.  vgiah 

P.  11  o\  711^ 

M,  h\ 

Y«  nik 
Sz.  ni 
K.  ?iak、 niak、 

nik 

J.  nahi、 dokii 
A.  ndk、nik 

Entenng 

Lower. 

etc： 

of 

你 

你 言我語  conversation 
你有 我有就 是朋友 
when  you  have  (money)  and  1 

have  (money),  that’s  friendship 

你兄弟  your  younger  brother, 
Also  used  of  one’s  own  son  when 
introducing  him  to  a  .person 

a  lower  generation. 

你 老 (>r 你 老人家 
of  respect  used  in  addressing  any 
one  older  than  the  speaker;  my 

good  sir;  my  good  lady. 

你 這個人  you  fellow! — used in  anger  or  contempt. 

你納 ym>，  Sir.  See  8322. 

term 

82 1 : 

Correct  form  of  8211. 

擬 See  5426. 
82 1 

溺 

R. 

8216 

瞰嘯 

錫 
C.  nik、 niu 

To  seize；  to  take  hold  of. 

捉搦  to  seize. 搦戰 to  provoke  to  battle. 

t 弱 筆  t0  take  llP  a  Pen- 

近損 右臂不 能搦管 

8218 

k •質職 

C.  nik 

neik 

P.; 

M.// 
IC. 

he  had  recently  injured  his  right 

arm,  and  could  not  hold  a  pen. 

U、 nik 

•  toku、 niki、 

djoku 

A.  tidk 

Entering 

Upper. 

to 

H.  //V,  ngi  mi 

F.  "ik、 nicti 
W-  csu 

N.  nerh 
1\ 

7/i\  i 

r，V， 

viau3
 

M.  ",  lian 

Y.  nik、 iiioa 

Sz.  ///,  niatt 
K.  vik、 ?iyo 

•  tiio、 tiiuku、
 

di'ki
、 
djo 

A.  niu、 nik 
Enteri

ng  
and Sinki

ng 

Lower
. 

To  sink;  to  drown 

be  given  over  to.  See  仆 

3740. 好 船者溺  those  who  go  in boats  are  the  ones  to  be  drowned. 

溺 死  to  drown  (active). 

溺 水  to  be  submerged. 

'溺  JK  dro'vn  female  children. 

溺鬼  the  spirit  of  a  drowned 

person. 

Pi  溺其民  he  ruined  his 

people. 
溺愛  to  dote  upon ;  to  love 
fondly. 

溺 酒 over-fond  of  wine. 

溺 於名利  occupied  on 饮 with  thoughts  of  fame  and  wealth 

8217 

R-職 

C.  nik 

H.  lit、 

To  hide :  to 

F.  nikx 

W. 

N. 

ngich^nyih^ 

M.  li 
Y.  nik 
Sz.  ni 

K.  nik 

J.  tljokti、 niki 

A*  niik 

Entering 

Irregular. 

A  wine-jar 
abscond. 

_ 藏 or 匿避。 r 逃匿 t。 lie  hid;  to  abscond, 

匿名帖  an  anonymous  pla card. 

匿喪  to  conceal  a  parent’s death, — as  an  official,  so  as  not 
to  have  to  retire  from  office  for 
mourning. 

匿 單少報 t。 withdd document  and  declare  less, 

than  the  amount  specified  on  it. 

匿 過紅單 omitted  in  the clearance  document, — as  goods 
not  declared  at  the  Custom 
House. 

惬
，
 

腯 

8219 

■w
 

' 

k 暱 

Entering 

Irregular. 

w 
822c 

質 

See 艇 

R. 

暱 
8221 

R. 質 

C.  nik) 

NI 

匿怨 而友其 Atocheri 
secret  resentment  while  preten 

ing  to  like  a  man. 

匿柺  to  kidnap  and  secrete. 

Entering 

Lower. 

Ashamed；  mortified.  [1 

be  distinguished  from 10,851.] 

To  approach  ；  to  dra 

near  ；  familiar  ；  intimate. 

無 自暱焉  do  not  approai 

赔 就寡人 draw  near  t。 T 

暱比〆 罪人  to  be  familj 
with  evil-doers. 

初甚 暱比.  very  friendly 
first. 

親暱 ot 私暱 familiar;  ir 
mate. 

私喔之 人  an  intimate  friei 

暱近  to  be  familiar  with. 

暱號  a  familiar  or  pet  namd 

艇聽信  hearkened  unto; 
tened  to  the  voice  of. 

趙暱之  Chao  began  to  taj 
liberties  with  her. 

A  fabulous  tree,  o 

thousand  feet  in  height. 

11.  litr 

F.  neik。 

W.  h/^ie 

N.  ngiai 

P. M./i Y.  nik 

Sz.  ni 

K.  nik 
J.  nichi、jitsz 

A.  uck 

Entering 

Irregular. 

To  blink ;  to  half  si 

the  eyes.  Also  written 



rsri [ !OI7  ] 
NI 

8222 

R. 職 
See 匿 

Entering 
Lower. 

ir 
8223 

R •鞔 
C.  ”/Ty， v. ; 

F.  ttikr 

J.  djoku、 rtiki 

A.  ndk-^ 

Entering 
Lower. 

閬1
 

8224 
No  rhyme 

C.  v.  cni 

疒
.
 

8225 

R •陌陽 C.  nik 

% 溺牀 
P.  niJ 

J.  daku、 niakt 
A.  nik 

j  Entering  anc 
i  Even  Lower. 

8226 

r .陌 
See 逆 

Entering 
•  Lower. 

逆#
 

8227 

'.陌 
^ngak^yik 
1  ngiak 
^ngik 

V.  ngide 
^  ngih 

•  nik 

z.  ni 

%y'ok 
. giaku 

“ 於 gik、nging: 
EnteriDg 
Lower. 

Worms  in  the  intestines 

Blight. 

禾稼 生齧虫 the  croPs  are 
suffering  from  blight. 

置 虫 起了  the  blight  has 
disappeared. 

1  找 

逆 
8227 

Rotten  teeth ;  caries. 
K 

To  hide  ；  to  conceal. 

Sickness；  disease.  Radi¬ 

cal  1 04.  Also  read  ch、uang$ • 

Disobedient.  See  8227. 

Rebellious,  as  opposed 

to  10,143  ；  contrary；  to 

oppose;  against;  back¬ 

wards；  to  meet;  to  accord 
with. 

J 

j 

逆命  to  set  at  naught  commands； 
to  rebel.  See  below. 

反逆 or 叛逆 to  rebel. 

以反 逆見奇 t。 produce  a 
powerful  effect  by  means  of 

contrast.  
' 

逆黨。 r 逆匪 rebels. 

大 逆不道  thoroughly  per¬ 
verse  and  unprincipled. 

腻 
SI 

8228 

R •寘  月 2.  nei  V H.  ngie  R 

F.  nei1^  v.  nae^ W.  tH  r 

N.ngi  VI 

忤逆。 r 逆子  a  rebellious  son See  12,771. 

逆囚  a  prisoner  convicted  for rebellion. 

逆謀  seditious  schemes. 

逆 惡  recalcitrant. 

逆境  adverse. 橫逆 outrageous;  violent. 

有 W 逆于 汝心 when  you hear  words  revolting  to-^your 
mind. 

^  to  go  backwards ;  perverse 

逆 風  against  the  wind;  a  head wind. 

逆流  or  #  _  gainst  the stream;  a  head-tide  or  current, 

逆子剑 于南門 t。 meet prince  Ch‘ao  at  the  south  gate. 

論尙敬 逆天命 d。 you reverently  fall  in  with  the  will 
of  God. 

越  /fffl  contrary  to  human  ob tions, 一 used  of  parricide,  incest, 
etc.  See  7464. 

这 意逆志 t0  bring 。 own  intelligence  to  bear  on  an 
author’s  meaning. 

I 迸交  an  intercourse  unre
¬ strained  by  formalities. 

men  were  close  friends. 

deceit. 

foreknow. 

enquiry  or  researches. 

an  inn. 

Read  yux.  Old  name  of 

Grease ；  fat；  glossy 

100th. 

腻子  grease ;  composition. 

油腻  greasy ;  oily;  rich. 

腻 
細腻  glossy；  smooth. 

8228 

細 腻之見  cl()se  scrutiny； P.  ni scrupulous；  fussy ;  fastidious. 

M.  li l.  Ui 

腻滯  indigestion. 

Sz.  1  似 

腻粉  to  paint, — - the  face. J.  ni、 dji 

A.  ?iyi 

腻味 tQ  loathe. 

Sinking 

Lower. 

腻煩  tired  or  sick  of  anything. 

:蠄 

8229 

R .職 

〜臜 

A.  ddk 

Grubs ;  aphides.  [Cor¬ 

rectly  written  with  the  二 

above  the  戈， and  read 
；  same  as  10,854.] Entering 

Lower. 

w 

’8230 

Meat  pickled  with  the 

R •齊 

bones. 

See 泥 

Even  Lower. 

蛻 See  5432. 8231 

覺 See  5436. 
8232 

止 
m 

5437. 

8233 

帛 See  5550. 

8234 

m 
To  overflow. 

8235 

彌 述平原  the  floods  overflow 

r •蕃 

the  banks. 

% 禰 

垂 巻 and  solt  look  the reins  as  they  hang. 

Rising  Lower. 

W 
A  term  applied  to  a 

deceased  father  when  his 
8236 

ablet  has  been  placed  in 
R._  t 

he  ancestral  hall. 
C.  mi 

祖彌3 •nd  公彌  the  tablets  of an  ancestor  and  a  father,  respect- 

Y.  mi、 Smi ively;  an  enshrined  ancestor  or 
K.  tie、 ni 

\tei 

A.  ne  •‘ 

Rising  Lower. 

father. 

必告于  made  a  point  of reporting  (the  incident)  at  their 
ancestral  shrine. 

128 



8237 

愁 
8238 

卜錫 C.  ntk0 

H.  lit- 
If.  ?iiky 
I W.  ngiai) 

Vi/ir 

m 8239 

|R •質 
|See  暱 

Entering 

Lower. 

10 
8240 

娘1
 

Same  as  8216. 

To  be  hungry.  To  think 

sorrowfully. 

想如調 咖 飢 I  felt  as  it 
were  pangs  of  hunger,  —  from 
excessive  desire. 

M.// 

Y.  nik 

ISz.  ni 

Jk •卢 
|J.  niaku、 teki 

Entering 

Irregular. 

怒 焉如梅  I  think  until  I  feel 
as  though  brayed  in  a  mortar. 

怒思  to  fondly  think  on. 

恚 怒悠悠 tQ  fed  vefy anxi- ous  about. 

Glue.  A  kind  of  cement, 

made  of  tow,  lime,  and  oil. 

上籾子 put  on  some  glue. 

不 義不駒  do  not  associate 
with  unjust  men. 

8241 

卜 •陽 
iC.  nong 

] H.  ttiong 

[ F.  niong、 noting 

I  W.  ngiae 

nyiahg 

IP. 
M. 

1y. 

ISz. 
IK. 

IJ.^ 
I  A.  nong 

Even  Lower. 

Same  as  8239. 

isrusLisTCSr. 

A  woman；  a  wife；  a 

mother.  Also  “persons, 
including  males,  if  the  eldest 

of  the  group  is  a  woman 
See  12,977. 

mang 

娘兒們  women. 
娘兒倆  mother  and  daughter 
an  older  and  a  younger  woman 

together. 

毋 子媳婦 ，娘 兒三個 
mother,  son,  and  daughter-in 
law,  three  persons  in  all. 

娘子 a  woman ;  a  wife ;  a  young 
lady.  Also,  Empress  (since  1330) 

小娘子  a  term  of  address  to 
a  young  lady. 

對 潷家道 ，搌子 wd 
his  wife,  “Madam, . ” 

娘子也 喫一林  drink 
cup  too,  Madam, 一 to  a  strancrer lady. 

娘子軍  a  female  soldier;  an 
amazon. 

to 

8241 

[ 1018 

isn-AJxrca- 

娘娘  a  father's  mother.  See 
9009. 

子 孫娘娘  a  goddess  wor¬ shipped  by  women  in  want  of 
children, — a  Chinese  Lucina. 

太 后娘娘 the  Dowaser Empress. 

師娘俯 99°9- 

一 個養娘  a  governess  to  a child,  a  companion  to  a  young 

lady. 

姨娘  a  term  for  a  father’s concubine. 

送女艮  a  sort  of  mistress  of  the 
ceremonies,  employed  at  wed¬ 
dings  and  funerals. 

喜娘  or  伴娘  the  lady’s-maid who  accompanies  a  bride  to  her 
new  home. 

姑娘  an  unmarried  girl. 

大娘  a  paternal  aunt;  a  term of  respect  applied  to  any  elderly 

lady  =  Mrs;  a  title  given  by 
concubines  to  the  wife. 

新娘  a  bride. 
娘家  a  wife’s  family. 

回 娘家去  to  go  back*to  her old  home, -as  a  married  daughter. 

爹娘。 r 爺娘 father  and mother. 

是爺多 通少了  he  takes more  after  his  father  than  his 

mother. 

備親  a  mother. 
沒 老子娘 誇孝順 he 

who  has  no  father  or  mother 

extols  filial  piety,  —  which  he 
would  not  do  if  he  had  to  practise 
it  himseir. 

娘 —閨女  like  a  mother abusing  her  daughter, 一 sc.  a  very 
good  article !  from  the  favourite 

epithet  好東西  a  fine  thing 

you  are  indeed ! 
一娘生 九子， 九子各 

別 one  mother  may  have  nine 
sons,  but  they  will  all  be  dif¬ 
ferent. 

孩 不離娘 ，瓜 不離穰 
a  child  cannot  leave  its  mother 

any  more  than  a  melon  can  leave 
its  stalk. 

孩子往 外走， 帶着娥 

的  when  a  child  goes  out, 
it  carries  with  it  (the  impress  of) 

m 8241 

8242 

R. 

陽_ 

See 娘 

the  mother’s  hand, — referring  1 
cleanliness,  neatness,  etc. 

酒搌  the  yeast,  etc.,  used  i make  wine  ferment.  [Expl. ； 

懦 米加酒 藥成势 

便是]  Cf.  “mother  of  vin 
gar.”  See  8244， 2260. 

娘媽  a  name  for  the  godde 

天后  •  See  4027. 雪衣娘  a  name  for  the  cock too,  from  its  plumage. 

Troubled；  oppresse 

with  care.  Fat.  Used  wil 

8241  ；  see  1 2,974. 

Even  Lower. 

Sinking 

Lower. 

8244 

R. 漾 

C.  y  6  ng 

H. ( 

F. 卜 

W.  ttgiae、 ziae 
N.  ngiattg P.  niang 
M.,jang 

Y.  niang 
Sz.  yang K.  rang 

Ydjd 

A.  nyong Sinking 

Lower. 

Mixed  ；  blended. 

穰 雜之粮  mixed  grain. 

To  cause  to  ferment;， 
excite  \  to  bring  about. 

釀酒  to  ferment  spirits. 
. 

酒釀  a  sweet  wine  made  fr<| 
glutinous  rice. 

傾家釀  to  drain  the  house! 
wine, — for  a  guest. 

釀 成事端  to  cause  trout 
to  stir  up  rows. 

釀命  to  cause  loss  of  life, — u：j of  persons  only. 

竊尜釀 成人命 a 咖 
theft  resulted  in  loss  of  life. 

釀亂  to  excite  sedition  or  relf lion. 

釀  to  foment  conspiracy. 

釀禍  to  bring  about  calamitj 

釀 疑起赠 t()  excite  susPic 
and  cause  strife. 

蜂釀蜜  the  bee  makes  horj 

梁 

8245 

See  7021. 
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8246 

.篠 

I.  Cniau^  v. ^tiau 

7,  neu^  v.  ckeu 
V.  ngia^  v. 

Uide 

^  nioa^  v.  tioa 
*.  niau 
A.,  liau 

I.  ttioa 

\z.  niau 

L  cho 

. cho 

i.  dieu 

Using  Lower. 

兹 
5 

8247 

1 •篠嗛 
«烏 
: ising  Lower. 

3MI-A.O. 

A  bird.  Radical  196 

See  57,  5370.  [To  be  dis 
tinguished  from  烏  12^721. 

飛烏 birds. 

鳥鎗 a  fowling-piece. 

烏嘴 a  bird’s  beak. 

鳥啃  a  bird’s  twitter. 
鳥鳴  the  CIT 。卩  a  bird. 

鳥啼  the  singing  or  twittering 
of  a  bird. 

烏驚  birds  were  startled, 一 at 
her  beauty. 

如 鳥獸散  to  scatter  like 
birds  or  wild  animals. 

嬌鳥 被籠  it  is  the  pretty 
bird  which  gets  put  in  a  cage. 

鳥 爲食亡  birds  die  in  pursuit 
of  food. 

人 生似鳥 同林宿 醒 
live  like  birds  in  a  wood  together, 
— to  separate  at  death  as  the 
birds  do. 

烏道  a  winding  path.  Also  used 
of  an  intricate  style.  See  458. 

衣烏  the  swallow. 

白烏  mosquitoes. 

鬼鳥  a  night-hawk. 

烏媒 a  decoy-bird. 

鳥 巢。 r 烏窩  a  bird’s-nest. 

烏卵。 r 鳥蛋  birds’  eggs. 
烏跡  bird-tracks， — a  fancy  styfe 

of  writing.  Cf.  pattes  de  mouche. 

三足鳥  the  three-legged  bird, 
一 in  the  sun.  See  390. 

過山烏  a  jingal. 
靑烏  a  name  for  the  goat. 

靑 烏之術  geomancy;  feng- shut. 

Parasitic  plants  on  trees, 

including  Viscum  and  Lor- 

anthus  ；  the  convolvulus. 

篇蘿  Ip 贼 a  Quamoc/ity  L. 

蔦 蘿之親  the  closeness  of 
the  convolvulus,  —  and  of  the 
pine；  sc.  marriage  relationship. 

嘗 3
 

8247 

裊
 3 

8248 

條 

See 嫋 

Rising  Lower. 

R. 

8249 

R •篠藥 

H.  ngiok^  c(o F.  nieu^  neu 

M.  liau^  miau 

See 烏 

K.  cho^  yak 

J.  chd、 nid 
A.  nieu 

Rising  Lower. 

蔦蘿 倚喬松 the  convolvu¬ lus  trusts  to  the  tall  pine, 一 for 
the  height  to  which  it  grows. 

To  tie  up  a  horse  with  a 
halter.  To  float  up,  as 
smoke.  See  8254. 

茶烟裊 於廚中 the  steam of  tea  curled  up  from  the  kit chen.  See  8249. 

似 游絲之 i 空1 ike  gos samer  floating  about  in  the  air. 

奚 怪彼裊 裊者哉 smal1 wonder  that  he  was  hindered, 
from  coming  forward. 

Delicate  ；  slender. 

long  and  flexible;  waving 

as  plants  in  the  wind;  curling 

up,  as  smoke ;  far-floating,  as sound. 

掘钥 G  fascinating;  seductive. 

R, 

溺 8250 

8251 

篠 
C.  v.  c，tau 

H.  liau) 

F.  noa、 ?iieu 

N.  nioa 

K.  nio 

J.  chd、 n id A. 三 nieu 

Rising  Lower. 

8252 

w 
8253 

C.  niu 

H.  ngiau 
F.  ttieu'  nia 

W.cj« 

N.  cshi P.  niau、 cswe> 
M.  liau 

See  8216. 8253. Used  with 

To  dally  with  ；  lewd. 

Mm  to  chatter  {Kiangsu). 

Same  as  8251. 

Urine  ；  to  urinate.  Also 

read  suz1. 

撒尿  Qr  屙尿  t()  make  water. 
流 尿  incontinence  of  water. 
遺尿  an  involuntary  passage  of urine. 

尿壺。 1 ■尿盆  a  chamber-pot. 

M4
 

8zS3 

Y.  nioa、 cswei 

Sz.  niau 
K.  I  . 

j.  !
 脚 

A.  niu 

Sinking 

Lower. 

裹 

8254 

懷
 3 

幻55 

R •孫 

see 媚 

Rising  Lower. 

攞 8256 

m 

8257 

R 篠 

See 頻 

Rising  Lower. 

尿赶  a  jar  for  public  conveni¬ ence,  as  seen  in  streets. 

尿胞  the  bladder. 尿 床  to  wet  the  bed, — as  chil¬ 
dren  do. 

尿截  strangury. 
尿 出作痛  pain  in  passing 
water. 

尿 後流血  to  pass  blood 
after  passing  water. 

Correct  form  of  8248. 

The  appearance  of  a 
slender  waist.  Agile. 

傻  f 裏  tumblers;  acrobats. 

8258 

涅
-
 

8259 

R •屑 

See 控 

Entering 

Lower. 

哩
狄
 

Same  as  8249. 

A  long  flexible  piece  of 
wood. 

NTJE1X3L. 

Same  as  8259. 

8260 R. 

屑 

See 控 

Entering 

Lower. 

Idb 

8261 

To  fill  up,  as  a  hole. 

To  scold  ；  to  abuse. 

Correct  form  of  8262. 



揑
 衫 8262 

R •屑 
C.  nypr 
H.  niap、 
F.  nifky 

W.  ngia 

N.  ngiah 

P.  cnie 
M.  lie 
Y.  l  A 

SZ.  I  
n,ch 

K.  yol^  v.  nal 
/.  detsz^  nechi 

, niety 

Entering 

Lower 

Irregular. 

3NTUE3KC 

1020  1 

3XTXESKC 

w 
8263 

R .屑 

W. 么  ngie 
See^ 

Entering 
Lower. 

To  knead  with  the  fin¬ 

ders；  to  nip;  to  seize.  To 

fabricate  ；  to  trump  up. 

撞 着  holding  in  the  fingers. 

捏泥的  a  worker  in  clay. 

揑像  clay  images  dressed  as 
dolls. 

撞 弄  to  mould;  to  knead. 

別 祭搜我 don't  wear  me out. 

把 他揑了  一把 gave  him 
a  pinch. 

揑 一把汗  to  be  in  a  state 
of  alarm. 

我杷 那個蝴 蝶掉住 

了  I  have  caught  that  butterfly. 

揑造。 > •植做 （ot 作）。 r 
揑飾  to  fabricate;  to  trump 
up. 

揑造謠  W t0  sPread  false 
reports. 

撞控。 1 •揑 告。1 •揑稱 t。 
falsely  accuse ;  to  tramp  up  a 
charge. 

揑 詞告人  to  concoct  evid¬ 
ence  and  accuse  people. 

訴 捏 or  揑陷  to  involve  by 
false  accusations. 

控禀。 r 揑報  to  present  a 
false  petition  or  report. 

惶情  inventions;  fabrications 

揑病  to  sham  sickness. 

揑死  to  pretend  that  (the  child) 
was  dead. 

揑欵兒  to  give  oneself  airs 
揑欵 兒作念 書人的 

to  put  on  the  air  of  a 

literary  man. 

Black  mud  -  slime  ；  to 
defile.  Name  of  a  river 

in  Honan.  An  old  name 

for  喷 縣  the  Yii-she District  in  Shansi.  [Modern 
form  of  涅 •] 

涅而不 雜  may  be  steeped  in 
a  dark  fluid  without  becoming 
black. 

掉 藍 opaque  blue. 

r  0 

8263 

v> 

R. 

m 
8264 

屑 

See 涅 

S^niet、 kHet Entering 

Lower. 

ir 

8265 

葉霰 & 检線 

EDterinir 

Lower 
SinkingUpper. 

R. 

白 opaque  white. 

湼盤 (Qr 樂)  Nirvana, 一 a  state of  complete  painlessness,  \yhich 
is  the  highest  goal  of  Buddhism. 

Shakyamuni  Buddha  entered  into 
Nirvana  about  b.c.  477.  [The 

first  character  is  explained  as 

“not  to  be  born,”  the  second  as 

“not  to  die.’’] 

湼 疊樂那  cremation. 

Dangerous  •’  disordered. 

邦 之杌陴  the  disordered state  of  the  realm. 

To  love.  To  recite  from 

memory.  Also  read  hsien、 

才念 8266 

R. 葉 

C.  nypr 

H. 三 ngiam, 

let) 

F.  cniertg、 rtiek. W.  ngia 

N.  ngioh 

P.  Ctiicn 

M.  //>,  zlien Y'.  nUi、 nieh 
Sz.  rtien,  nie 

K.  ni'dp 
J.  rtto^  cho A.  niem、 tty  up 

Entering 

Irregular. 

To  nip  with  the  fingers; 

to  take  up,  as  with  tongs. 

See  294,  3146.  Used  with 

撚 83h - 
检一检  take  a  Pinch- 

检 着筆寫  t。 write,  holding the  pen  in  the  fingers,  —  not 
clasping  it  with  the  hand. 

检 鲁鼻子 to  lead  by  the 
nose. 

检花  to  gather  flowers. 

检菓子  to  pick  fruit. 一检紅  a  name  for  the  peony. 

检手  to  snap  the  fingers. 

检手 检脚的  gingerly. 
Read  mens.  To  twist. 

See  3225. 

to  spin  thread  on  a  distaff. 

紙检兒  a  twist  of  paper  for lighting  pipes,  etc.;  a  spill. 

燃勲油 检 tn  hght  an  oiled 
spill. 

检珠  to  handle  one’s  rosary. 

8266 

Entering 

Lower. 

gr 8268 

R •葉 

See 检 

Entering 

Lower. 8269 

R •
葉，
 

C.  nypr 

H.  nyap^ ” giaP) 

niek) 

W. 

N.  nyih^ 

P.  nie 
M.  lie 

K.  chdp、 tti’dp、 

v.  sop 

J.  shd、 chd、 nid 

A.  hiep 

Entering 

Irregular. 

囁
好
 

8270 

R 葉 

P. 
N.  nyih^ 

See 最 

Entering 

Irregular. 

記检兒  the  large  beads  on  a mandarin’s  necklaces,  —  often 
used  to  recall  events,  much  as 

“tying  a  knot  in  one’s  hand- 

kerchief.” 

检匪  mounted  banditti  in  the 
north  of  China.  Said  to  have been  so  called  because  幅布 

以油 检爲記 _  WQre twisted  greased  turbans  as  their 
badge. 

往大  M  检  t()  tura  up»
-a 

lamp. 

To  fill  up  or  cover  over 
a  hole. 

鉍乃穽  fill  up  your  pitfalls. 

To  cease,  as  a  sound. 

To  whisper；  to  lisp.  To 

pick  up  one’s  skirts. . 

聶耳函  a  people  whose  ears 
火 ere  so  long  that  they  had  to 
^ick  them  up  and  carry  them over  their  arms. 

最 爵 : coordination, — of  eye  and mind.  See  13,294  ying、 

To  chatter  ；  to  abuse. See  272， 1 1,148. 

%  chattering;  talkativfc.  Also, refraining  from  speech. 

口  將言而  ®^hism
°uth was  about  to  speak  but  he  rc» 

frained. 
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8271 

K •葉 
^ 聶 

Entering 
Irregular. 

8272 

8273 

Warm  ；  genial. 

貂 鄉茸囁  sable  and  fox 
skins  are  soft  and  warm. 

Same  as  8271. 

A.  Hiet,  ngiet 
Entering 

Lower. 

k  4? 

8274 

R. 葉 
G*  nyp? 
H. nyap^ 
F.  nUk,、\ nainf、 niak. 

sih 

lie 

L'.  I nieH EC.  ntop^  v.  sop 
•  cho^  nid 
V.  niep 

Entering 
Irregular. 

8n5 

•  nte^t  v.  kiek. 

^  ngiah、、 

ny^s 

«聶 
Entering 
Lower. 

8276 

葉 
e 聶
 

Entering 
Irregular. 

怩 
8*77 

Same  as  8270. 

To  tread  ；  to  step. 

登攝  to  go  up. 

躡 虛而升  ascended  into| heaven. 

囁足行 伍之間  to  serve 
in  the  ranks  of  the  army. 

囁足 不前  not  to  move  a 
step  forwards. 

囁踪  to  follow  on  the  track  of.|^ee  憩諸 

蹋草履  to  wear  grass  sandals. 

無 足裏跟  without  any  band  at 
the  heel, — like  sandals. 

I 瓦 

8279 

IR.  ■ Sinking  Upper 

and  Lower 

A  small  post  in  front  of 

a  gate ;  a  limit  ；  a  law. 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

臭 252i.] 

臬限  a  boundary;  an  impedi¬ ment. 

陳時臬  to  set  forth  suitable laws. 

爾罔 不克桌 endeavour  to discharge  your  duties  accord-, 
ing  to  the  laws. 

桌司 official  designation  of  the 
Provincial  Judge.  See  45, 

臬臺 01 ■臬憲  colloquial designation  of  the  above 

奉西國 爲圭臬  to  accept j western  models. 

A  large  jar.  To  burn  I 
in  the  fire,  as  pottery ;  to 
crack. 

剛則孰 ，柔 則坯 （if| baked)  too  hard  it  will  crack  :| 
too  soft,  it  will  crumble. 

8282 

R •屑 

c，yp、V 

H.  ngiat^ 

F.  ngiek W.  ngie 

N.  ngieh 
P.  mV 

M.  lie 

si.  (  nith 

K.o/ 

J.  kUsz、 gcchi A.  ngiet 
Entering 

Lower. 

Forceps；  pincers ；  tweez-| 
ers. 

^  ̂   pliers ;  tweezers. 

鑷子張  the  pliers  of  Chang, —  | 
a  famous  maker,  sold  here. 

鑷韦  to  pull  out  hairs. 

刀鑷  razor  and  tweezers, — as 
used  by  barbers. 

閬
一
 

8280 

R .屑 
See 孽 

A.  niet^  ngie4 Entering 

Lower. 

A  fleet  horse. 

See  8200. 

fr 
8281 _r 屑黯 

I  See 

j  A.  Hitt、 k'ut 
Entering 

Lower* 

The  small  wooden  orl 

stone  post  at  which  the  two 
leaves  of  a  door  meet.  A 

threshold.  A  side  door. 

[To  be  distinguished  froml 

聞 312斗] 

門閣  a  threshold. 
拂閣  to  sweep  the  threshold,- to  do  menial  work. 

閣以 內寡 人制之 1,心| Emperor,  will  manage  my  own! 
domestic  affairs. 

西閣  the  west  postern  gate. 

蘖 
Unstable.  I  g2g3 

縣雖  unsettled;  giddy;  anxious.  I R*  屑曷 
疆  officials  in  charge  of  a|See  孽 
region, -used  of  the  “high  officials  ^ 

of  a  province •“ 

Entering 

Lower. 

The  son  of  a  concubine.! 
Punishment  for  sin  ；  mis- 1 

fortune  ；  evil.  Also  read! 

yeh^, 

孽子  the  son  of  a  concubine  ;J 
also,  the  son  of  a  harlot, 一 a| term  of  abuse. 

孽種  illegitimate;  a  bastard,- a  term  of  abuse. 

罪孽  the  evil  consequences  of sin；  retribution. 

孽障  a  debt  of  retribution, — asl paid  by  persons  who  have  done  [ 
evil,  generally  through  the  I 
medium  'of  wicked  children  1 
supposed  to  be  sent  for  their] 
especial  punishment. 

孽案  a  lawsuit  brought  about  byl evil  conduct  in  a  previous  life. 

孽綠  an  evilly-predestined  con¬ nection, — as  for  some  unlawful  | 

purpose.  〜 

孽 怪之事  an  evil  business.  I 
孽鬼  an  evil  spirit,  — which! brings  retribution  for  previous] misdeeds. 

妖孽  a  portent. 
孽根  tl^  source  of  misfortune；! 

the  plague  of  my  life,  as  a  trouble- 1 some  child. 

孽鏡  the  mirror  of,  the  shades. 

自作孽  evil  brought  upon  I oneself. 

天作孽 猶可違 ，自作 

孽 不可 活 when  God  sends 
calamities,  it  is  still  possible  to  I 
escape  from  them,  but  when  we  I 
occasion  the  calamities  ourselves,  | 
it  is  not  possible  any  longer  toj live. 

下民 多孽匪 降自天 
the  many  ills  of  the  people  do 
not  come  from  God. 

蘊 利生孽  hoarded  wealth produces  evil. 

庶 姜孽孽  splendidly  adorn¬ 
ed  were  her  sister  ladies. 

The  stump  of  a  tree. 
[Distinguished  from  藥 

9396.] 

萌  or  生  sprouts;  shoots, as  from  an  old  root. 

藥木  a  large  tree  {Pierocarpus indicus、 Willd.),  the  bark  of 
which  furnishes  a  yellow  dye. 



8284 
R. 屑 

See 孽 

Entering 

Lower. 

3NTEE3EC 1022 3NTUEUM 

Grain  which  has  sprout¬ 

ed.  Yeast  for  fermenting | 

purposes. 

禮之 于人猶 酒之有 

_  ceremony  among  me
n  is  as 

necessary  as  yeast  for  making 

spirits. 

媒 蘖其短  to  try  to  magnify the  faults  of  a  person, 

8292 

卜葉 

See  聶： 

拈1
 

A  kind  of  bamboo  brush, 

used  to  scour  pots,  etc. 

Entering 

Lower. 
8293 

a* 
8285 

夕 

Same  as  8284. 

IR
. 葉
 

See 聶 

8297 

|K.  ttotn^  v. 
chom 

|J.  ten、 nen 
1  A.  niem 

Even  Upper. 

To  chatter;  to  quarrel. 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

晶  i3,093.] 

拈起來 Piek  it  UP- 

Entering 

Lower. 

8286 
R. 屑 

See 列 

The  appearance  of  rip¬ 

pling  water. 

Entering 

Lower. 

爾 
4? 

R 

See 鑷 

K.  sdp、 nidp 

J.  shd 
A.  niep 

Entering 

Irregular. 

8287 .葉 

m 

82*94 

R •葉 

See  聶； To  oversew  a  seam. 

杀蒙縛  to  tie  up;  to  bind. 

拈香  to  burn  incense  in  the 
hand. 

拈轉  to  twist;  to  spin. 

拈書  to  turn  over  the  leaves 
of  a  book. 

拈 鬚尋思  stroked  his  beard 
and  reflected. 

偶 拈 如意話 天涯。 day,  when  toying  with  a  ju.t 

(see  5668)  and  indulging  in  far¬ 
away  talk. 

吾特拈 而出之 I  have purposely  drawn  attention  to  it. 

拈題  to  choose  a  theme, — for 
an  essay. 

詩拈 一 ■韻  choose  a  rhyme 
for  a  stanza. 

Entering 

Lower. 

A  basket.  Used  with| 
8275. 

孤 

節浮 雲 職旧吨 on 加 float¬ 
ing  clouds.  Used  with  8274. 

8288 

茶 

R 

8289 

.葉屑 
Y.  nieP 

See 揑 

K.  yol^  v.  nal' 

y'dP 
Entering 

Same  as  8266. 

8295 

r. 屑 

C.  ngit^  ngat^ H.  ngat) 

F.  ngak^ 

ngiak^y.  miek， 

W.  ngie^ 

N.  nyih^ 

l.\
- 

K.^/,  v.  sol 

A.  niet^  k、iet 
Entering 

Irregular. 

To  gnaw  ；  to  crunch  in the  teeth. 

粘:
 

毋齧骨  don’t;  gnaw  bones, 
at  table. 

鬚礎  t。 bite. 齧牙  to  bite  on  something  hard in  food. 

齧桑  a  grub  that  eats  mulber¬ 
ries. 

齧 雪餐氈  to  gnaw  snow  and feed  on  felt,  —  as  Su  Wu  in 

captivity  among  the  Hsiung-nu. 

醫 岸  ate  away  the  bank. 
Worn  out;  exhausted. 

衰茶  worn  out,— as  by  long! service. 

8296 

Lower. 

®
3
 

8290 R. 緝 

J.  djo、 nio 
A.  nip 

Entering 

Lower. 

拈1
 

To  filch ;  to  secrete. 

m 

8291 

Same  as  8290. 

8297 

lR._ 

1C.  j"*"/,  v. 
inim 

I H.  niam IF.  nitng 

I W.  ngic 

IN.  Snien^  Ingi 

IP.  c”Un、 ztti(n 

|Y.  niei
 

I  Sz.  niett 

8298 

R •鹽 

C.  nym^  Cchim 

H.  niam 

F.  nr  eng 

W.  cngie 
N.  rtien、 tigien 

P.  niett、 Cchan 
M.  Uen、 cisan 

|Y.  niei 
Sz.  nicn 

K， ny  'dniy  chom 

I  J.  ten、 nen 

A.  niem 
Even  Lower 
and  Upper. 

Read  chari}.  To  paste 

to  stick  on. 

Vulgar  form  of  8300. 

流帖诞  to  drivel. 帖 濕。1 ■粘 汚  clammy;  stick/ 

帖虫  caterpillars ;  blight. 

Same  as  8295. 

IXTIDESlNr. 

To  take  in  th 令  fingers  ；| 

to  pick  out  ；  to  choose. 

to  take  up  one’s  pen. 

拈花  to  pick  flowers. 
拈闈  to  draw  lots;  used  of  a  I drawing  of  bonds.  5 

懶 拈針線  lazy  at  plying  thej needle. 

枯 鼻  seize  by  the  nose. 

帖告示  to  paste  up  a  pra 
clamation. 

粘貼  to  paste  up;  to  post. 

帖 附 or 帖連  to  append supplementary;  annexed, 

jjt 占送  to  forward  as  an  enclosure 

帖 開欵目  to  annex  the  item 
of  an  account. 

粘單  an  enclosure  in  a  despatch 

粘信 口  帖封 tQ  seal  u] 

a  letter. 

粘住  to  adhere;  to  stick  tight： 

粘補  to  paste  a  piece  of  paper, - over  a  wrongly-written  word, 
as  to  re-write  it. 

帖抄  — *  ̂Kt0  annex  a  copy  0, 

粘杆子  a  pole  with  birdlim 

for  catching  birds. 

此後不 粘手 henceforth 
will  not  meddle  in  the  matter. 

草 色粘天  the  colour  of  th 
vegetation  joined  on  to

  that  ( 
the  sky, 一 as  at  the  horizon.
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8299 

R •鹽 
See 拈 

Even  Upper. 

r 

8300 

r •鹽 

〜粘 
Even  Lower 

and  Upper. 

年*
 

8301 

J •先 nyn 
i.  nen 

7.  nieng 
N  •  ngie 

^ ，lg“n、 ngi 

The  sheat  fish  [Sihtrus 
asotus). 

黏魚鬚  a  kind  Qf  creeper 
found  in  Honan. 

Sticky.  See  8298, 

黏得狠  veiT  sticky- 

黏米  glutinous  rice. 

他手底 下最黏 he  is  a 
kleptomaniac. 

)Z. 

nun 

L  ny  dn 
•  nen 

i,  men 

Even  Lower. 

Harvest  time  ；  a  year. 

See  齡 72 1 8,  ̂  10,382, 
for  further  entries,  and  載 
"似 3  1 1,485.  Also,  12,509, 
7812,  6679,  11,564. 

今年。 f 本年  this  year. 

明年。 r 來年  next  year. 
上 三四年 the  past  three 
or  four  years. 

^  future  years. 

去年。 r 舊年。 r 頭年 iast 
year. 

前年  the  year  before  last. 

全年  a  whole  year. 

現年  the  present  year;  (of  the 
past)  the  current  year. 

現年二 十四歲  twenty- 
four  this  year. 

年內  within  the  year.  Also 
used  during  the  early  part  of 
the  New  Year  in  the  sense  of 
“】 ast  year.” 

轉年  after  the  new  year；  next 
year. 

# 去年來  as  years  pass  by. 

不 出一年  before  a  year  is 
out. 

不 上幾年  ere  many  years 
had  elapsed. 

不 五年間  in  less  than  five 
years. 

已大 牟年了  mor^  than  six 
months  ago. 

年歲。 ■•年 耙  the  years  of 
one:s  age.  See  7218,  10,381 

年耙長  (ckang^)  growing  old 
See  922. 

年‘
 

8301 

年下。 r 年底。 r 年屌 *e| close  of  the  year. 

年頭 the  beginning  of  the  year； 
a  year;  the  crops. 

有十數 個年頭  for  some  I ten  and  more  years  past. 

年 頭月尾  mere  dates,— I in  the  Classics,  as  opposed  to  | 
the  deep  meanings  to  be  found.  I 

年頭 怎麽樣  how  are  thej crops  ? 

十 成年頭  a  full  harvest. 
年成  oi •年景  the  crops;  the  I harvest. 

添年月  t。 fill  in  the  date. 
已^多} 歷年所 or 歷 I 

有年所  for  many  years  past. 
窮年 a  his  years;  all  his  life. 

年 年  yearly. 
節年  year  by  year. 

年節  New  Year’s  holiday. 
有年  an  abundant  year. 

好年時  a  prosperous  year. 

新年  the  New  Year. 
拜年  to  pay  one’s  respects  at  | tne  New  Year. 

過年 or 做年  to  celebrate  I the  New  Year  festival. 

年禮  New  Year  presents. 
年夜  the  last  night  of  the  year. 

同年。 r 年兄弟  graduates of  the  same  year. 

年伯  the  father  of  a  fellow 
graduate  of  the  same  year. 

年 壯相違  an  anachronism. 
驢子年  the  donkey^  year,- 以  never,  the  donkey  not  being 
amorg  the  twelve  cyclical  ani-| 
mals.  Used  in  the  sense  of  the| 
“Greek  kalends.” 

天年  the  span  of  life  allotted! 
by  fr.*;e.  

[ 

年華 虛 度  I  have  vainly  spent  j the  best  of  my  days. 

舞象 之年-  the  age  for  gym-j nasties,  etc., — fifteen. 

年十  二  at  12  years  of  age. in  the  12th  year; 

twelve  years. 

年*
 

8301 

涎 
8302 

少年。 r 幼年。 r 年輕的 
young. 

一 年半年  quite  young. 

一 年牟載  in  a  year  and  a half;  about  a  year;  a  year  or 
thereabout. 

一年 甫十六  one  was  only 
just  sixteen. 

年富  middle-aged. 

老年 dd. 
時 年四十 aged  40, — in  bio¬ graphy. 

卒 年四十  he  died,  aged  40. 

四 十年卒 he  died  in  the 40th  year, 一 of  a  certain  reign. 

年 將八十  nearly  eighty. 

年 方二九 only  just  eighteen. 

年 逾六十  over  sixty. 

年 並出百  they  were  all  over 
a  hundred  years  of  age. 

年等者 coevals. 
年亦 箱等。 f  about  the  same 

age. 

勿 W 年齒暮 • ，d。 not  say 
that  (my  horse)  is  getting  old 

享年  a  phrase  used  in  death- announcements  of  the  age  of  a 
person  under  sixty.  See  10,019 

年號俯 3884. 年限  a  limit  of  years. 

年分  the  year  of  a  cycle ;  one’s 

age. 
按年 照年  yearly；  by  the 

year. 

按 年六厘  six  per  cent  per 
annum. 

按 (°r 常） 年 — •分 ten  per cent  per  annum, — the  year  being 
reckoned  as  ten  months. 

常年  in  ordinary  years；  custom arily  ；  usually. 

年租  a  yearly  rent. 

See  4508. 
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念
 4 

»3°3 R- 艷 
C.  nym 
H.  ngiam 
F.  niertg, 

naing、 neing 
W.  ngie 
N.  rtgien,  ngi 
P.  nien 
M.  lien 
Y.  tjiei、 nci 
Sz.  nien 
K.  nyom 
[. ”en、 ten 
A.  rticm 

Sinking 
Lower. 

To  think；  to  reflect；  to 

ponder  on;  to  study;  to 

remember  ；  to  repeat  from 

memory  ；  to  read  aloud. 

Twenty  [see  5693).  See 

12,868. 

思念  to  think;  to  ponder  on. 

施 惠無念 when  y。11  have 
done  a  kindness,  think  no  more 
about  it. 

就 起個不 頁之念 
thereupon  he  thought  an  evil 
thought. 

念舊  for  auld  lang  syne. 

若 念舊情  if  you  remember 
our  old  friendship. 

懷念。 1 ■服 念。1 r 掛念 tn 
bear  in  mind;  to  dwell  on. 

念 着夂毋  thinking  of  father and  mother. 

念想。 念信兒  a  keepsake. 

咸念 其疾、  all  sympathised with  her  suffering. 

無 以爲念  to  have  no  cause 
for  anxiety. 

念佛  to  repeat  the  name  of 
Buddha;  to  purr,  as  a  cat. 

除雜念  put  away  miscellan-l 
eous  thoughts,-/.^,  such  as  divert 
one’s  attention  from  the  true 

path. 炸  to  fix  the  attention  on. 

一 念 之誡可 動天地 
sincerity  of  purpose  can  move 
the  universe, 一 i.e,  attain  its  end. 

念 所當念 tQ  reflect  upon 
what  one  ought  to  reflect  upon; 
to  read  what  one  ought  to  read. 

念 念不忘 in  constant remembrance. 

念 勝  to  look  back  on  with  regret. 

念 頭  a  thought;  a  desire;  an  idea. 

念熟  to  learn  by  heart. 

念盒  a  locket. 

念 給我聽  read  it  out  to  me. 
這 個字我 念 不上來 

I  can’t  pronounce  this  word. 

念口衫 ̂   to  read  over  deposi¬ 
tions,  一  before  the  deponents 
finally  .sign  them. 

念書  to  study  books. 

念經  to  repeat  the  liturgies. 

念
 4 

念咒  to  utter  a  charm. 
w 83°3 

to  tell  one’s  beads.  | 

8310 
_  to  recite;  to  intone.  j 

R •銷 

念 根  the  organ  of  memory. 
C.  ly”、 lym^ 

H.  Un^ 

Sanskrit :  smritendriya. 

F.  Heng 

四 念處  four  objects  on  which 
W.  lie 

N.  lien 
the  mind  should  dwell.  Sans- P.  nien 

krit:  sm ri tupasth ana. 
M.  lifn 

Y  niei 

念三道 *  0  grumbling;  fret- 
Sz.  nien 

fill. K.  yon^  tiyott 

念 四 史  the  twenty-four  dyn¬ astic  histories. 
A.  lien 

Rising  Lower 
Irregular. 

稔 
See  8266. 8304 

捻
 3 

Muddy；  turbid.  Still 

8305 

water.  A  tool  for  digging 

R .赚寒 

out  mud.  Also  read  nien^. 

C.  v.  nem^ 

See 念 

Read  skans.  To  gleam  ； 
Rising  and 

to  glint. 

Sinking 

Lower. 

総 Same  as  8307. 

8306 

W 

A  tow-rope*,  a  hawser. 
w 8307 

R •酔 

^  to  tow  a  boat
. 8311 

R.  Vulgar. 

SXj 

See 念 

舷索  a  hawser. 

P.  znien 
M.  Clicn 

P.  v.  cnien 
Read  nien% •  To  caulk. 

cf. 肇 

Sinking 

Lower. 
Rising  Lower. 

w 
To  pursue. 

碾
 3 

8308 

趁 不上他  y。11  won，t  catch 
3312 

R •酷 

him. 

RM 

See 兼 

A.  rticng 

^  to  travel  on  foot. 

C.  Cchyn、 shyrt* 

H.  ch'-ert^ 
Read  chien'.  To  go 

F.  Heng^ngieng 

W.  v. 
Sinking 

Upper. 
quickly. 

N.  ̂ nyeh 

P.  cnien 

鯰
 4 

Y.  c-niei 

K.  nidn 

J.  ten 

8309 

A  small  hairpin  ；  a  nail A.  trien Kisinc  UDper 

R 葉 

with  a  small  head.  Also and  Lower. 

See 检 

read  nieh 你 Entering 

Lower. 

A  kind  of  Bath  chair 

sacrifices ;  the  Court.  See 

9485. 
乘步輦  he  rode  in,  a  “Bath 

chair.” 
以乘 車肇毋 pushed  along 
his  mother  in  a  carriage. 

我任我 輦 we  carried  our 
burdens,  we  pushed  along  our 
barrows. 

恃 輦而行 t。 travel  in  a 
chair  pushed  by  eunuchs. 

輦頁官  the  officer  in  charge of  the  eunuchs  who  pushed  the 

Imperial  chair. 

玉輦。 ■•象 屬  the 、 nperor’s 
chariot. 

肇  the  Empress’s  chariot. 
i 下。 r 輦 轂之下 ， 

Court;  at  the  capital;  at  Peking. 

京 肇  the  metropolis. 
輦道。 r 輦路  a  way  through 
the  (palace.  ̂  

輦 莛繙屬  numerous  are  the 
roads  connected  together  for  the 

Imperial  sedan-chair. 

To  expel ;  to  drive  out. 

攆逐  to  drive  away. 

攆不開  unable  to  drive  off. 

輦出去  to  drive  out. 

輦走了  driven  away.. "A  stone  roller,  used  for 

husking  rice,  etc.  To  en¬ 

grave  or  cut  jade  with  a lathe. 

碾米  to  husk  rice. 房  a  husking  room. 

碾盤  碾底  the  large  lower 
stone  of  a  mill. 

碾柁 the  upper  stone  or  roller. 

碾輯子  the  roller  on  a  mill. 

碾碎  to  grind  to  powder. 
碾毈。 r  H 碾子. an 
ratus  in  which  medicines  arc 

ground. 
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碾
 3 

8312 

8313 

撚
 3 

8314 

R 鍤 

C. c  w.  cnen 
H.  Lye, 

F.  cnie 

碾子  a  hulling  mill, — including |  ̂/U] 
both  upper  and  lower  parts.  I 

碾輪  to  revolve  on  wheels.  I  832 

硕絹  g】azed  lustring.  |R •錄震 
碾 法尤賴  the  carving  was|K 
extremely  fine.  Ij.  djin 

羧碾 兩鼕餮  at  the  back  I  R|s.ing and 
were  carved  two  gluttons  (see\  Low'en 

响 7).  f 

Muddy  water. 

捵涊  dirty ;  filthy. 
7 忍然  dripping, — as  with  sweat. 

偷 
* 

8327 

R 靑徑 

|See  甯 

Even  Lower. 

-yong 
W.  Lzie、 ziA 

•nien、 ijan 
M.  clien 
Y.  W 

Sz.  cnien 
K.  tiion 

den、 nen 
A.  nien 

Rising 

Irregular. 

m 
8315 

r. 鉍 

細撚年 
Rising  Lower. 

轸 
8316 

w 
8317 

3 勉 

8318 

次 
8319 

抓 
8320 

See  295- 

To  roll  in  the  fingers；  to 

twist；  to  play  with. 

燃 一 ■個 紙燃兒 t.wist  up  a| Paper  spill, — as  for  lighting  a pipe. ， 

撚 乾手巾  wring  the  napkin 
dry. 

燃毛  to  twist  wool. 

燃緯  to  twist  silk  for  a  hat-j 
fringe. 

撚 指問。 r 撚栺 不覺 W 
the  twisting  of  a  finger 广 in 

jiffy. 

燃鬚 ■  to  finger  one’s  beard. 

杷燈 P 撚大了  screw  up  I 
the  lamp- wick,  —  of  a  foreig] 
lamp;  see  10,864. 

To  tread  to  powder；  to 

stamp  on;  to  tread  in[ 

another’s  steps. 

廿 
8321a 

您
 2 

8322 R.  Vulgar. 
P.  S.nin^  v. 

Sjtma3 

Even  Lower. 

See  5 69 3 - 

恁 8323 

賃 8324 

Same  as  8315. 

Se^  13,135. 

13,136. 

Same  as  4508. 

Same  as  8266. 

甯
 2 

8325 

|R 靑徑 
I C.  ning 

In. /in I F,  ning 

I  W.  ngiang 
I N.  nying 

IP.  ining^ning^ 
J I M.  lin^  len 

|Y. ( . 

Sz.  I  mn
s |K.  yong 

Ij.  dei^  n id I  A.  ning 

Even  and Sinking 

Lower. 

jmi^ 
8326 

A  respectful  form  of  你 

8211,  thou  or  you. 

您鈉  y。11， sir- 
請 您過來 Please  come| across,  Sir, 

明 天外務 部請客 ，有 

您麽  are  you,  Sir,  going  to-l morrow  night  to  the  dinner  at| 
the  Foreign  O 伍 ce? 

See  5617. 

See  7197. 

: IMIDJCSk 

A  surname.  Used  for| 

8327. 

甯波  Ningp。. 窗幫  Ningpo  men, — as  a  class.  I 
甯紹台  the  three  Prefectures  J 
of 甯波 Ningp。， 紹興 

Shao-hsing， and  台州  T‘ai-| 

chou,  forming  the  circuit  under | 
the  Tao-t*ai  at  Ningpo. 

甯國府  the  Prefecture  ofj 
Ning-kuo  in  Anhui. 

Same  as  8327. 

Peace ;  tranquillity  ；  re¬ 

pose  ； rest.  How?  why? 

(expecting  the  answer  No.) 
Used  comparatively  in  the 

sense  of  ait  is  better;”  also 
as  a would  that., •… ••”  See 
8l0,  8325,  8328,  13,522 

寧靜。 r  安 寧  peace ;  tran¬ quillity. 

康寧  in  good  health. 
俾 民不摩  so  that  the  people 
have  no  repose. 

衆無 一 箇寧時 n。*  one of  them  had  a  moment’s  rest* 

此刻寧 家去矣  [if. …]， at this  moment  you  would  be  wend- 

ing  your  way  happily  homewards. 

寧 耐幾日 to  take  it:  e 私 y for a  few  daysy 一 as  a  break  in  a 

journey •’ 寧… 寧“  ••耶 &寧 •… 

乎  an  interrogative. 

寧 不诂巾  how  can  I  not  wet my  handkerchief?— with  tears 

寧 不惟是 how  can  it  be 
otherwise  ? 

寧 宜爲此  h<)W  it  right 
behave  thus? 

寧 不我顴  would  he  not 
then  regard  me? 

寧敢辭 其劳哉 bw  can 
I  venture  to  shirk  this  trouble  ? 

胡 寧忍予 h()w  ean  they 
endure  that  I  should  be  thus? 

寧願 I  would  rather. 

摩 死不辱  I  Pre^r  death  to 
dishonour. 

寧 死不去  I  would  rather  die 

than  go. 

寧可以 急相棄 耶 h(w can  we  cast  him  off  because  we 
are  in  difficulty? 

寧可 不作 i  would  rather 
not  do  it. 

寧 可濕衣 ，不 可亂步 
better  to  wet  one’s  clothes  than 
to  hasten  in  an  undignified 

to 

manner. 

寧可無 了有， 不可有 

了無  better  to  have  after  not having  had,  than  not  to  have after  having  had. 

129 
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寧
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833' 

R •靑 

See 甯 

Even  Lower. 

寧可信 其有， 不可恃 

其無  better  believe  that  there 
is  such  a  thing  than  trust  to  its 

not  being  the  case. 

寧 析不彎  you  "may  break,  See  窗 
but  you  won’t  bend  it.  Even  Lower. 

寧缺 而毋用  it  is  better  to 
keep  the  post  vacant  and  not 

Employ  any  one. 

寧 早別腕  better  be  early than  late. 

無  Sy  _  there  is  nothing  like humility. 

無寧 玆許公 復奉其 
shall  not  the  lord  of  Hsu 

again  worship  at  his  altars  ? 

耗 戰下土 ，顰 丁我躬 
this  wasting  and  rtHn  of  our 

country,  would  that  it  fell  only 
on  me ! 

不用 命者寧 A 我網 
let  those  which  are  the  victims 

of  fate  come  into  my  net, 一 

referring  to  a  story  of  成湯 

of  the  商  Shang  dynasty  who 

rebuked  a  sportsman  for  setting 
nets  which  left  the  game  no 

chance  of  escape,  and  praying 

that  all  might  be  ensnared  there¬ 
in.  His  Majesty  removed  the 
side  nets,  and  then  suggested 

sportsman’s  prayer 

1 苧 

8329 

R •庚 

Distressed  ；  weak  ;  wear¬ 

ied. 

何用 苦枸#  what  room  is there  for  annoyance  or  distress  ? 

w 

8334 ■迴 * 

See 
帮 

To  order 

七 ifi?2 

8331 

R •庚 

C.  nirrg1^  v. 

cni”g 
P.  sjimg^ning^ 

cninS 
M.  )in、 Jen 

See 甯 

Even  Lower, 

that  the 
should  be  as  above 

子 寧三年  to  go  into  mourn¬ 
ing  three  years  for  a  patent. 

歸 寧父毋 to  g。 and  visit 
one’s  parents,  —  of  a  newly- married  bride. 

{iiaK  hanK)  a  fine  fellow, — 

said  to  be  a  Chehkiang  corrup- 

ti_f 如許姓  “such  a  kind 
of. .... y  Also  said  to  be  the 

equivalent  of  如此 香. Used 

of  a  man’s  son.  First  used  by 
Shan  T‘ao  {see  b.d.)  of  Prince 

Yen  of  who  was  very 

handsome. 

何物 老嫗生 此摩馨 

兒  what  sort  of  lady  was  the 
mother  of  this  fine  fellow  ? 

寧 網  Kiang-ning  silk 
goods. 

寧 
8328 

piece- 
Altered  from  8327,  which 

formed  part  of  the  personal 

name  of  the  Emperor  Tao 

Kuang.  See  5217. 

叮 晖告戒 t。 careful  in  future. 

to  enjoin. 

warn  to  be 

雄 
2 

833s 

庚 

See 甯 

R 

J.  to^  ttid 
Even  Lower. 

To  pull  about  ；  to  throw 
into  confusion.  To  twist 

to  sprain.  Also  read  ning% 
see  8171. 

槍擰  to  turn  topsy-turvyu 

: J： 寧  了  he’has  twisted  it  about and  spoilt  it. 

: 不下去  won’t  screw  in. 

擰手  to  sprain  the  wrist, 

擰脚  to  sprain  the  foot. 

把鎖頭 擰 _  break  open the  padlock  by  twisting  it  round. 

擰 不起來  he  can’t  carry  it, — e.g.  a  bucket  of  water. 

不 能强擰 着你念 
I  can’t  force  you  to  study. 

w 

8332 
庚梗 

See 甯 

R. 

J.  dd,  no 
Even  and 

Rising  Lower. 

Read  ning^.  Obstinate 

perverse  ；  self-willed. 

A  tree  from  whose  bark 

a  medicinal  tincture  is  made 

頭  the  end  of 
timber  cut  to  be 

another;  a  tenon. 

淳樣  the  lemon. 

a  piece  of fitted  into 

w 

8333 
R •徑迴 

Caning1- W.  ngiangl 
P.  ning*^  nint 

M.  Uin 

See 甯 Sinking 

Lower. 

Mud. 

泥淬  slush. 道 路淖的 狠利害 心 road  is  frightfully  muddy. 

Rising  and 

Even  Lower. 

The  wax  in  the  ear.  See 

1 1,259.  Also  read  ning% 

頴
 3 

8336 

R •迥 

See 
窜 

Rising  Lower. 

»337 

庚 

See 爾 

「•  do、 nid 

Dense  vegetation. 

華瘤  jungle.  See  8338. 

薺顰  a  marshy  labiate  plant. 

The  top  of  the  head. 

頂寧買  the  poll;  the  crown. 

Even  Lower. 

R. 
8338 
庚 

See 寧
 

•  dd、 nid 
Even  Lower. 

m 

8339 

R •蒸徑 

k^ert 

To  eat  to  repletion. 

Tangle. 

tangled  hair;  tangled 

plants.  See  8335. 

C.ying 

H.  ngen、v. 
Y  •” ghg、、- 

”此、 fg’inS、 

W.  ngiattg 
N.  nying 

P.  ning^ying 

M.  yin 

li  i nin
^ 

K.  ing 

] •护、 A.  nging 

Even  Lower. 

To  congeal  •’  to  stiffen  ； 

to  freeze  ；  to  consolidate. 

To  fulfil  ；  to  accomplish. 
See  3651. 

凝結。 r 凝住。 r 凝聚 t。 congeal;  to  freeze. 

凝寒  freezing  cold. 凝固  congealed ;  coagulated ; 
hardened. 

鎖甲凝 霜  their  armour  was 
covered  with  frost. 

凝阻  congested, -of  the  stomach 

凝思  to  be  lost  in  thought. 

凝想  to  dote  on；  to  fix  the thoughts  or  desires  on. 

凝神遠 視  t。 look  afaF  with 
fixed  gaze. 
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8339 

8340 

R •徑 
C.  ning 
H.  lin 

F.  neing 
W.  ngiang 
N.  nying 
P.  ning 
M.  lin 

Sz.  ( 
 ninS 

K.  yong 

•  <Ui、 nid 
A.  ning 

Sinking 
Lower. 

凝喜 or  凝 祥  may  auspicious  | 
influences  collect  here ! — phrases  I 
seen  on  the  “shadow  walls”  of | houses.  I 

凝芳悽  the  Hall  of\ Collected! 
Perfumes, — a  name  for  a  tea¬ 
house  or  restaurant. 

庶攀 芩凝  thus  their  various  I duties  will  be  fully  accomplished,  f 

苟 不至德 ，至 道不凝 
焉  only  by  perfect  virtue  can 
the  perfect  path  be  realised. 

Read  ning~ • 

油凝了  the  oil  is  frozen. 

Eloquence ；  artful  talk； 
flattery  ；  fluent. 

按  口  eloqaent;  plausible；  oily- 
mouthed. 

我不佞 i  am  not  eloquent. 

焉用佞  why  should  he  be 
ready  of  speech  ? 一 of  what  use 

is  it  except  to  gain  enemies  ? 

佞婦  an  artful-tongued  woman. 

侯黨  traitors. 
"fe*  treacherous;  cunning. 

惡胃 4 夫佞者  I  hate  your 
men  of  smart  speech. 

Same  as  5605. 

虐 8343 

牛,
 

8346 

R •尤 

C.  ngau 
H.  ngiu 

F.  ngiu、 ngu 

W.  ngau 

N.  ngoii 

P.  niu M. 

Sz. 

K.u 

]-giu 

A.  ngiu 

Even  Lower. 

niu  and 

liu 

See  5605. 

NIO- 

To  be  harsh；  to  oppress. 

虐政  a  tyrannical  government. 

爲虐  to  be  tyrannical. 
虐民  to  oppress  the  people. 

下 民易虐 ，上 天難欺 
it  is  easy  to  oppress  the  people 
below,  but  difficult  to  deceive 
God  above. 

不 教而殺 謂之虐 ⑽ 
to  teach  and  yet  to  punish  with 
death  is  held  to  be  tyranny 

殘虐  to  ravage ;  to  cruelly 
destroy. 

寧 匪肆虐  the  Boxers  com-| mitted  great  outrages. 

天 降大虐  God  sent  great  | calamities. 

敢 行畢虐 he  dares  tc)l commit  violent  and  oppressive  I acts. 

maltreatment. 

虐待  to  ill-treat. 
虐  yueh'  ̂   to  chaff. 

See  12,960. 

See  4647. 

isrixj. 

An  ox;  a  bull；  a  cow. 
Radical  93.  See  810,  7576, 

I3>399 -  One  of  the  zodia-l 
cal  constellations；  see  Ta\ 

bles  Vd.  [To  be  distinguish-! 
ed  from  午  12,769.]  See\ 

衣 5385. 
在牛 or 牲牛 a  bull 
牝牛。 r 毋牛  a  cow;  a  heifer  J (w  12,325). 

宦牛  a  bullock. 
水牛 a  water-buffalo. 
黃牛  the  common  yellow  cattle.  I 

cow  bezoar. 

犀牛  a  bovine  animal,  figured  I 
as  a  buffalo  with  a  single  horn.  I 

[The  traditional  “rhinoceros”  of| 
foreigners  seems  to  be  wholly! 
wrong.  Correct  4128,  and  see\ 
10,298,  and  12,073.] 

犁牛  a  black  ox  with  white  spots.  I 
花牛  a  spotted  ox  of  any  colour;  | 
Cambyx  beetles. 

石牛  a  stone  ox;  a  barren  cow. | 

牛飲  to  drink  like  an  ox. 

牛疸 the  cattle-disease. 

土牛。 r 春牛  the  day  ox,- used  at  the  spring  sacrifice  tol 

agriculture  (see  2854).  Mounds  I 
of  clay  placed  on  embankments! 
for、 use  at  emergencies.  Used  I 

in  Formosa  to  mark  savage  I boundaries.  A  dolt;  see  12,099. 

鞭 (or 打） 春牛  to  beat  the  j spring  ox, — so  as  to  stimulate  f the  revival  of  spring. 

牛芯  th 眾  clay  herdsman  who accompanies  the  clay  ox  at  the! 
spring  sacrifice,  and  beats  it  (as  I 
above)  with  a  branch  of  willow.  | 

牛具  a  span  of  oxen. 
牛 驢騾馬  ox,  donkey,  mule,! horse, -the  four  greater  domestic! 
animals.  See  810. 

天牛  a  divine  ox.  Also,  a  kind 
•of  beetle  with  yellow  and  white | 
spots  and  long  antennae. 

天牛 能糞金  celestial  oxen| 
-  can  pass  gold.  See  10,057. 

牛 郞  Qr  牽 牛  the  constellation  j the  Herdboy, — the  stars  ccfiyl 
in  Aquila. 

牛宿  the  ninth  zodiacal  con- 1 stellation, — in  Capricorn. 

臥牛  a  snail.  Also,  embank- 1 ments  of  earth  piled  up  to  I 

strengthen  walls,  etc.  " 

牛奶。 i •牛乳 milk. 

牛奶餅 W 酥)  cheese. 

牛奶皮 cream- 牛奶子  Elceagnus  umbellatus^ 

Thbg. 

牛油  butter. 
牛 痕  vaccine  lymph. 

牛肉  beef. 

牛肉 一 ■脚  a  leg  of  beef. 

牛皮  hides. 

牛 皮燈鼇  a  leather  lantern,  | 一 through  which  no  light  shines  ;f 
hence,  a  stupid  fellow. 

牛 圈  a  bullock  pen. 

牛蜂  a  hornet. 牛鳴 a 牛吼  the  lowing  of| oxen. 

牛崽 a  calf- 

牛鼈  leeches. 牛衣讲 5385- 
牛性 。> •牛頸  obstinate. 

牛毛雨 fine  rain. 

牛鬼蛇  |||  ox  (-headed)  devils  I 
and  serpent  spirits, -supernatural,  f 
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牛
，
 

8346 不我 事丼牛 do  not  slay  the_ ploughing  ox.  Cf.  . ante 

Impia  quam  caesis  gens  est  epu- 
lata  juvencis. 

誰知以 羊易牛 wh。 
knew  that  a  sheep  had  been 
substituted  for  the  ox? 

誰 孰牛耳  who  is  to  hold 
the  bull’s  ear? — as  was  done  in 
ancient  times  when  a  treaty  was 

concluded  between  two  or  more 
States. 

不 管牛不 牛的了  never 
mind  whether  I  appreciate  your 

singing  or  not, 一 referring  to  the 

phrase  對 牛彈琴  playing 

the  guitar  to  a  cow,  and  meaning 

iiterally  “Never  mind  whether 

I  am  the  cow  or  not.’’ 

8347 

R. 允 

See 

大牛音  the  lowing  of  a  large 
cow,  —  a  Buddhist  measure  of 

distance  =  the  eighth  part  of  a 

yodjana;  see  13,407. 

割鷄焉 用牛刀 why take 
a  pole-axe  to  kill  a  chicken  ? 

得 人一牛 ，還人 一 竭 
get  an  ox,  return  a  horse,-— ii 
the  rule  for  giving  and  receiving 

presents. 

不宜甘 居牛狻  one  ought 
not  to  remain  willingly  in  the 

position  of  an  ox’s  buttocks, 
behind.  See  810.  • 

春冷 凍死牛  spring  cold 
will  freeze  an  ox.  [牛  is  said 

to  be  a  corruption  of  J 田： 声广 

verse^  meaning  the  dissolute  or 
extravagant,] 

牛 生麒麟 a  cow  giving  birth 
to  a  unicorn, 一 which  is  supposed 
to  be  the  case  when  she  has 
three  calves  at  a  birth. 

人不知 己過， 牛不知 

力大  men  are  not  aware  of 
their  faults  any  more  than  an 
ox  is  aware  of  its  strength. 

牛眠地  a  favourable  site  for 
a  grave ;  see  7882. 

牛 女渡河  the  Herdboy  and 
the  Weaving  Damsel  crossing 
the  Milky  Way. 

牛莊  Newchwang. 

牛山島  Turnabout  Island. 

牛舌條  Hydrangea  aspera 
Don. 

牛 •舌*  頭  Rumex  acetosa^  L. 

牛筋  Lindera  glauca^  Bl. 

牛 
8346 

牛虱子  Jasminum  floridum、 
Bge. 

牛子 。夂牛 f 子  Arctium Lappa^  L. 

牛馬藤  Mucuna  sempervirens^ 
Hemsl. 

牛膝  Achyranthes  as  per  a  ̂   L. 

牛 •扁  Aconitum  lycoctonum^  L. 

牛角花  Lotus  cornicuhituSy  L. 

Even  Lower. 

8348 
R.  Vulgar. 

r.  cniu M.  v.  Jiu 

Even  Upper. 

R. 

忸 ，
 

8349 

有屋 

A  medicinal  plant,  known 

as 芊藤，  [Achyranthes 

aspera、 L.)  ；  see  8346. 

A  little  girl. 

小妞兒  a  little  maid. 
二妞兒  the  second  daughter. 
他 是誰家 的妞兒 
whose  little  girl  is  she? 

C.  naa^  nuk 

H.  ngiu、 luk 
F.  niu^  neik 

W.  ngiau^  ̂ nai 

u,  ̂nt 

N.  ttgiu, 

P.  niu 

M.  liu 

Y. ) . 

Sz.  i
  mu 

K.  niu,  niuk 

[•  chiku、
 
nikn^ 

chU、
 
ttio 

A.  nuk 

Risin
g  

and Enter
ing 

Upper
. 

Obstinate；  perverse. 
Used  with  8352. 

憋忸  morose ;  uncompliant intractable. 

扭惡  set  on  evil. 
Read  no4*  and  nu4* Used  for  8377. 

* 

忸铌  to  blush. 

83S° 

R. 有 

H.  liu 
F.  v.  net^ 

Rising  Upper. 

To  turn  round;, to  twist ； 

to  sprain.  To  seize  ；  to 

grasp. 
他杻 過臉。 r 把臉忸 

過去  he  turned  round  his face. 

杻轉  to  twist  about;  to  turn over  and  over. 

杻轉心 觴  to  change  one
’: 

mind  or  feelings. 

— 1  give  it  a  twist. 

忸子  a  corkscrew. 

扭 3
 

835° 杻不過  not  to  be  turned 
influenced. 

忸乾  to  wring  dry, — as  clothes. 

拇肚  gripes  in  the  belly. 

鎖  a  door-handle. 

杻結  to  twist;  to  grapple. 

扭 禅  to  wrench;  to  grapple  and throw  down. 

杻 

a. 

8351 

R •有. 

s« 丑紐 

Rising  Upper, 

狃 3
 

»352 

R. 有 

or 

杻頸  to  crick  one’s  neck. 

忸脚  to  sprain  one’s  foot. 
^  wood  with  a  croo

ked 
grain ;  cross-grained 

他心 素多情 性扭杻 
he  is  crotchety  and  perverse. 

忸解。 r 扭送。 r 杻禀。 ] 

^  t0  arrest  and  hand  
over 

to  justice. 

忸 至警局 dragged  him  off 
to  the  police-station. 

grab  hold  of;  to  seize. 

扭揑  t。 fidget. 
弄忸 w 忸殿  to  struggle; to  squabble. 

莫 扭莫扭  don’t  get  excited! 
A  tree  which  by  some  is 

identified  with  Ligustrum 

sinense、 Lour. 

Read  chkou%.  Handcuffs. 
See  上 9729. 

那 枷杻紛 紛自落 the cangue  and  handcuffs  fell  off  of themselves. 

Inclined  to  evil；  perverse; 

accustomed  to.  Used  with 

8349. 

H.  ttgiu、 ngiurt 

See 紐 

Rising  Upper. 租習  versed  in;  familiar  wit^i.i 

See  7359 - 

租於赛 •究  versed  in  treacher" 
ous  designs. 

狃以 爲常  made  a  pr
actice 

of  it. 
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C.  nau 

H.  lieu、 ngiu 
F.  v.  tiiu 

W.  ngiau 

N".  ngiii- 

3Z. 

tllU 

f.  dju、 mo 
nin 

Rising  Upper. 

IT 

i\nu
k 

nuok 

\niu^ 

A,  lou, 

L  rtiuk 

•  niku、 djokn 
i,  mu 

Entering 

Upper. 

鈕 3 

ising  Upper 

•  A  knot；  a  fastening.  Seel 

10,092. 

紐結  to  fasten,  so  as  to  untie! 
easily. 

紐別  perverse ;  contrary,  as  one 
who  always  takes  an  opposite 
view;  stubborn. 

紐於 義未安 tQ  get  int0 
difficulties  from  too  close  adher¬ 

ence  to  the  received  or  literal 
meaning. 

To  bleed  at  the  nose  ； 
one  over  the  nose  ；  a  check 
in  battle. 

Jfet 鼻  to  bleed  at  th《 nose. 

驚血 ft  frightened  to  death. 

視血 a： 視 恤， 非 魚非肉 
chu  niu  chu  niu,  they  are  neither 
fish  nor  flesh,— that  we  should 

prey  on  them ;  part  of  an  ̂  

歌  enigmatic  reply  by . 焦先 
Chiao  Hsien  of  the  魏  Wei 

State,  when  urged  to  attack  the 

吳  Wu  State. 
血丑  a  slight  check,— in  battle. 

挫血 ft  to  be  damped,  as  ardour； 
to  suffer  a  defeat. 

R. 

8359 

尤有 

揉 
See 

Even  and 

Rising  Lower. 

m 

8360 

w 

8361 

R. 歌 

See 挪 

Even  Lower. 

The  cry  of  a  child. 

嵘昵  the  prattle  of  a  baby. 

Read  jou、  Evil  words. 

w 

8364 

3NTO. 

See  8090. 

8362 

娜
 3 

8363 

|R. 哿 
H.c/a 
W.  ca,  Sna^  na- 

See 咖 

Rising  Lower. 

A  button；  a  knob. 

鈕子。 r 鈕: ju  (。1 •釦  ) but- 1 tons. 

紐口  a  buttonhole. 

鈕絆  a  loop  for  a  button. 
結鈕  a  button  made  of  twisted 

cord. 

花紐  fency  buttons. 

JR  叙： water-melons  just  formed 

upon  the  stalk,  about  the  size, of  buttons. 

See  12,947. 

See  7965. 

挪,
 

•  8364 

R .歌 

C.  no  , 

H.  sJo^  zlo F.  noa 

W.  no^  na、 u/ia 

A  character  much  used 

in  the  transliteration  ofi 
Sanskrit  words. 

See  8091. 

Elegant  ；  fascinating. 

柯娜  graceful；  elegant. 

花腰 呈媽娜 her  flower {“.  slender)  waist  exhibited  (by 

its  suppleness)  her  graceful  move¬ 

ments.  
r 

ir 

8365 

iR •歌 

I  See  挪 

Even  
Lower. 

u4j 8366 

|r •藥 

C.  nok 

' H» lok^ 

F.  nouk W •即 

N.  noh 

I  P.  no^ 

M. 

Y.  nak 

Sz.  no 

I K.  nak 
Ij.  daku、 naku 

I  A.  nak 

Entering 

Lower. 

onp’s  own  use),  —  of  misappli-j cation  of  funds. 

挪繳。 > •挪用  to  misappro¬ priate  funds. 

挪移  to  move  one’s  residence； to  misapply,  as  funds. 

挪交  to  divert  to . 
德相 [5  to  rub  between  the  hands.! 

To  slip  down,  as  on  ice. 

To  move；  to  shift, rub. 

To 

Even  Lower. 

See  7966. 

搬挪。 r 挪開  to  move ;  to  I remove. 

挪動  to  move;  (of  the  Court)  to  I 
come  out  of  the  palace  grounds. [ 

今兒 有挪動 the  Court is  coming  out  of  the  palace  I 

grounds  to-day. 

這脑 小車我 挪不動 
I  can’t  move  this  barrow. 

杷礙 手的東 西挪開 
move  away  the  things  in  the  I 

way  of  your  hand. 

挪不  _  can’t  get  away- 
挪轉 他處。 r 挪在別 
處  move  it  somewhere  else. 
把錯 兒挪到 別人身 

卜  to  shift  the  blame  to  some  I 
one  else’s  shoulders. 

挪借  to  divert  (from  one  use  I 
to  another)  and  to  borrow  (fori 

To  respond ;  to  answer. 
To  promise.  See  .3323,! 
8459. 

應諾  to  respond;  to  answer  a  I call. 

一呼百 諾。 ne  calls  and  I a  hundred  answer, 一 as  in  the[ 

yavien  of  a  high  official. 

莫 敢不諾  no  one  d^red  notj to  answer  his  call. 

唯而 不 、諾  tc/answerpr9mpt-| ly  and  net  in.  t  drawling  or  I 

perfunetpr^  nTanner.  ■ 子曰 諸:吾 將仕矣 , Confudius  said,  Yes,  I  will  go  | 
into  office. 

有眉 眼之諾  had  encour-画 
aged  him  by  her  glances. 

許諾  to  premise. 
子路 無宿諸  Tzil  Lu  neverl 
slept  over  a  pronxise,— he  always! 
performed  it  at  qnce 

輕諾 必寡攀 lightJy-madej 
promises  inspire  little  confidence. 

諾千金 his ’promise  once 

given  is  -as  good  a  thousand  | 

taels'. 

承 蒙金諾 _  were  kind  I enough  to  promise  me. 

諸們  No-rnin  Han、、 — a  Aton-j gol  title  bestowed  upon  emi-| 

nent  supporters  of  the  Lamaist! 
hierarchy.  Sanskrit :  Uhav^na  | 
raja、 

諸脫  a  nautical  “knot.” 
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8367 

卜藥馬 lSee 若惹 

To  step  firmly  \  to  tread 
down. 

Entering  and 

I  Rising  Lower. 

Read  jez.  To  toddle.  | 
See  12,440. 

Same  as  837^. 

Read  na^.  To  blurt  out.  I 

8368 

p 歌哿 
H.  lo,  clo 

卜挪 
Even  and 

I  Rising  Lower. 

To  look  soft  and  delicate. 

A  ceremony  for  expelling  | 

demons  and  driving  away  I 

pestilence. 

猗 儺其實  soft  and  delicate  | is  its  fruit. 

隹神 a  modern  deity  which  is  I 
supposed  to  prevail  against  pesti- 

口 內 一聲嘁  to  burst loud  voice. 

p 內嘴  to  pout. 

out 

The  new  moon  seen  ini 
the  east  is  called  縮 月內， | 

used  in  the  sense  of  haste.  | 

See  12,734,  13.292- 
lence. 

Read  noz.  To  walk  with| 

measured  steps. 

佩 玉之儺 hmv  the  girdie| 
gems  move  to  the  measured  steps!  I 

8369 

IR •箇 

|C.  no 

\H./o 
I F.  noa 

I  W.  nu^  三 nu 
In.  nou 

I  P.  no 

JM.  lo
 I Y.  nou 

I  Sz.  no 

I K.  na 

I J.  na^  da 

I  A.  niu 
Sinking 

Lower. 

輭 

8378 

▲4 

To  speak  slowly  or  cau¬ 
tiously.  See  8371. 

Weak  -  imbecile  -  timid. 

懦弱  weak;  timid. 

懦 夫有立 志 the  lazy  fello
w 

has  fixed  his  resolution, — hasj 
turned  over  a  new  leaf. 

百 巧者必 有一懦 I 
among  a  hundred  smart  fellows  I 
there  is  always  one  fool. 

Entering 

Lower. 

口訥訥  stuttering;  stammer- 1 
ing. 

木  awkward  in  speech. 

嫗 本木訥 the  dd  woman  j 
was  naturally  a  stammerer. 

訥舌  tongue-tied;  an  impedi¬ ment.  in  the  speech. 

欲 調于言 wishing  to  bel cautious  in  his  words ;  suavitery 
in  modoy  cf.  7900. 

呱訥 the  wailing  of  infants. 

Sinking 

Lower. 

懦
 4 

8370 

|R •箇 I W.  nutig 

|See  懦 
Sinking 

狻1
 

rice 

Lower. 

Glutinous 

ghitinosa). 

糯米酒  a  sweet  spirit  made 
from  glutinous  rice. 

懦米條  Viburnum  utile、 Hemsl. 

糯米樹 w 糯樹  Viburnum 
dilatatum、 Thbg.,  and  similar 

species. 

8374 
K •歌灰 

C. See 挪姓 

K..na^nwe^  swe 

J.  / <2,  tia、 daiy 

A.  na、 nwa 

Even  Lower. 

To  crumple  up  ；  to  rub. 

梭莎  to  crumple  up  in  the  I hands. 

梭手  to  rub  the  hands. 
油  to  rub  on  paint. 

梭 財主老  to  cajole  rich  oldj 
people. 

搂 

孿米草 (or 團兒 }  Pouzol\ zia  hispida,  Benn. 

_  sticky  bottom, — a  term  ofl 
contempt  for  a  lazy  fellow  who! 

is  always  glued  to  his  seat.  Seel 

9046. 

B382 

NOTJ 

Ashamed;  mortified.  Set 
8349- 

鍀 

慰惡  ashamed. 莫吾知 而不恧 Iam  n。 

Sinking 

Lower. 

Same  as  8374. 

Same  as  8368. 

ashamed  that  no  one  knows  me 

Same  as  8370. 

A  final  particle.  Use with  8091. 

NOTJ. 

Same  as  8381. 

To  hoe；  to  weed. 
6007. 

耨草  to  hofe  up  weeds； 

鋤耨  to  hoe  and  weed. 

耒 耨之利 the  advantases 
ploughing  and  weeding. 

_  命 舌耨 to  plou^h  w the  pencil**  and  hoe  with  1 

. tongue, — as  •  schoolmaster. 

-4 

8383 

|R •尤 

|Se
e  
縛 

Even  Lower. 

Same  as  8381. 

A  kind  of  pine,  known 

懦梓，  found  in  Kiangn;; and  used  for  coffins. 

構  a  bark  used  for  dye 

pink. 
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8384 

宥虞 
<=耨 

Sinking 
Lower. 

m 
838s 

允 
e_ 
ven  Lower. 

穀
 3 

8386 

宥有 
£耨 

Sinking 
Lower. 

奴*
 

8387 

nou 

lu 

lou、 lu 

nou 

m'do 
nou 

ven  Lower. 

A  cur. 

Read  ju%.  A  marine 
animal,  known  as  乐 今需. 
It  is  said  to  have  fins  anc 

to  be  like  a  fox. 

An  old  name  for  a  hare. 

Milk ;  to  suckle/ 

read  ouk . 

Also 

i^rxj- 

A  slave  ；  -a  servant.  See 

9991. 

奴家  a  slave ;  used  by  women 
for  “I.” 

奴才  a  slave；  used  by  men  for 
“I,”  especially  by  Manchu  states¬ 
men  and  Chinese  high  military 
officials  addressing  the  Emperor. 
See  648. 

奴婢  male  and  female  slaves. 

奴僕  a  slave. 
將來 悉爲洋 人之奴 
by  and  by  we  shall  all  be  the 

slaves  of  foreigners. 

奴產子  sons  born  in  slavery. 

看財奴  a  stingy  fellow;  a 
name  for  a  child’s  money-box. 

狸奴  an  otter.  、 

靑奴  or  竹奴  a  Dutch  wife. 
See  1132,  2616. 

奴角  the  rhinoceros. 

女奴  a  name  for  the  cat. 

飛奴  a  carrier-pigeon. 
燭奴  a  candle-stick, 一 originally 
the  carved  wooden  figure  of  a 
boy,  holding  a  candle  in  his 
hand. 

奴*
 

8387 

傲1
 

8388 

R. 虞 

See 奴 

Even  Lower. 

努
 8 

8389 

R •虞 

W.  snu 
See 

Rising  Lower. 

呶 
8390 

擊 

8391 

R •虞 

F. c nu 

W.  no 

See 奴 

Even  Lower. 

弩
 3 

8392. 

R. 爨 

C.  nou 

H./u 

F.  nu 
W •伽 

N.  nu 

?.cnu 

M.c/u Y.  nou 

Sz.  nu 
K.  no 

「•  nu'do 

A.  nou 

Rising  Lower. 

錫奴  a  metal  foot-warmer, — to be  filled  with  hot  water  and 
used  in  bed. 

木奴  a  kind  of  orange. 

念奴  a  courtesan, 一 from  the name  of  a  favourite  of  明宇 

of  the  T‘ang  dynasty. 

To  make  a  great  effort 

傚 力爭强  to  strive  with  all one’s  might. 

To  make  a  great  effort. 

A  perpendicular  stroke  in 
writing.  See  嘴  1 1.905 - 

努 力行善  to  do  good  with all  one’s  energies. 

努  着  Aao1  飞 overworked； overstrained. 

See  81 58. 

A  child.  See  10,776  nu^, 

妻孥  wife  and  children. 

罪 人不擎 the  sins  of  the fathers  are  not  visited  upon  the 
children, — as  they  were  under 

the  秦  Ch‘in  dynasty.  See 槪 
ii,84S- 

予則 擎戮沐 I  will  put  both you  and  your  children  to  death. 

取其 孥與帑  to  take  over their  family  and  property. 

A  crossbow. 

餐弓  a  crossbow. 
連餐  a  “repeating”  or  magazine crossbow;  see  3160. 

放弩  to  discharge  a  crossbow. 

弓單  the  pellet  of  a  crossbow. 

萬 弩齊發  all  the  bows  were discharged  at  once. 

一餐参 發十矢 a  bow  to fire  ten  arrows  at  once. 

强  之  the  end  of  a  strong 
bow, — the  end  of  the  shot, 
when  the  strength  of  the  missile 

is  spent  and  it  is  harmless. 

R. 

弩
，
 

8392 

怒‘
 

8393 

遇囊 

4 

C.  nou 

H.  lu 

F.  nou 
W.3 N. 
P. 

M.  /w,  lou 

Y. ( 

Sz.  i 
 nu 

K.  no 

J.  do、 nu 
A.  nou 

Sinkin
g 

Lower.
 

箬
 8 

»394 
R. 爨虞 

See 奴 

Rising  and 

Even  Lower. 

8394a 

R •虞 

負! ̂   to  act  as  body-guard. 

如 營在弦  like  a  drawn  bow 
— is  the  tension  of  the  crisis. 

Anger  ；  rage  ；  passion 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

恕  io,o77.] 

怒氣 anger. 怒 氣傷肝  anger  injures  the 
.liver. 

怒氣冲 （。> ■衝 〗 冠 anSer raised  his  cap  from  his  head, — 

by  his  hair  standing  on  end.  Sec 

2908. 

眼睛裏 有怒氣  he  has  an 
•angry  look  in  his  eye. 

發怒  to  be  angry. 

怒惱  t。 be  in  a  rage. 
怒恨  the  anger  of  resentment. 

怒馬  to  -fly  into  a  passion  and abuse. 

怒詈  to  abuse;  angry. 

不遷怒  do  not  get  angfy  with those  not  implicated. 

怒色  aa  angry  look. 

威怒 sternly 如奶- 

忿怒  violent  anger， 

恨怒  indignation. 
怒 目相視 looked  at  each 
other  with  angry  eyes. 

盛 怒之卞 under  the  in- 
fluence  of  anger;  in  a  moment 

of  passion. 

請息雷 霆之怒 PW abate  your  thundering  rage. 

怒 不可回  too  angry  to  reply. 

婊 娘息怒  stop  your  anger, 
madam. 

Flint  arrow-heads. 

A  birdcage. 

鳳凰 在鉸兮 鷄鶩翔 
when  the  phoeni 又  is  in  a  cage, 

other  birds  come  and  around. 



isrxj 
胬
 3 8395 

R.  Vulgar. 

Rising  Lower. 

New  flesh  tissues  formed 

after  a  breach  of  continuity, 

known  in  surgery  as  granu¬ 

lations  ； proud  flesh. 

専去 餡肉不 用刀針 
for  specially  removing  proud 
flesh,  without  the  use  of  knife 

01  jieedle, 一 of  a  quack  medicine. 

m 
8396 

R. 肴 

See 峨 

Even  Lower. 

Unintelligible  talk  ；  gib¬ 
berish.  To  wrangle. 

譜 款  jargon;  gibberish. 

證謝 賠耳  their  wran§ling 
deafens  me. 

責 詠 t  to  scold ;  to  abuse. 

整2
 

i 爵
 

8397 
R .虞 

P.  inn 

M.  7«,  Liu 
See 奴 
Even  Lower. 

A  broken-down  old  horse. 

驚馬 台竭力 though  like  a 
jaded  horse,  I  will  still  do  my 

best,  —  a  phrase  used  by  old 
officials  to  the  Emperor. 

駑馬 戀棧豆 the  dd  horse will  hanker  after  his  stall  and 

beans, — said  of  桓  Huan 

Fan  of  the  Chin  dynasty, 

when  he  fled  but  left  his  wife 

and  family  behind. 

僳
‘
 

8398 R-翰 

Weak  •’  infirm. 

喂 
8399 

Same  as  8402. 

澳
 3 8400 

Warm  water. 
R •旱 

See 媛 

Rising  Lower 

澳濯  to  bathe  in  hot  water. 

饌
 3 

8401 R •旱 

See 煖 

Rising  Lower 

To  send  a  present  of 

food ;  to  make  a  feast. 

饌房 (°r 查） 飯 bridal- 
chamber  rice, -eaten  at  weddings. 

酌。 r  席  a  bridal  feast. 
food  sent  by  a  father  to 

his  daughter  three  days  after 
her  marriage. 

1032 

. nun 

•  Ion  . 
. nwang^ naung 

W.  ”0,  nang 

N.  n  'd  'un^  non 

nwan 
M.  Ian 

Y.  tiou 
Sz.  nwan、 nan 
K.  nan 

J.  dan 

A.  nwan 

Rising  Lower. 

m 

8402 

R •旱 

媛 8403 

嫩 8404 

m 
8405 

Warm  ；  genial. 

暖和 {ho1  or  huo1)  warm.  See 12,646. 

'/m  warm;  mild;  balmy. 

暖天氣  warm  weather. 

暖風  a  warm  wind. 
暖轎  a  winter  sedan-chair. 

暖閣  an  alcove  screened  off  for winter;  see  2634  and  6037. 

暖衣  warm  clothes. 
使 人不衣 自暖矣 he 
makes  people  feel  warm  even 
without  clothes, — so  genial  is  he. 

暖帽  warm  he  ts, — the  winter hat  of  Chinese  officials. 

^  ̂   full  and  warm, — fed  and clothed. 

不 關冷暖  no  matter  whether cold  or  hot, — it  must  be  done. 

人 情冷暖  people’s  feelings are  cold  and  hot, — changeable. 

春 暖  the  balmy  spring-time. 

暖棚  a  shelter  against  the  cold. 

暖洞子  forcing-houses ;  hot¬ houses. 

暖卿 officers  of  the 衞尉 
Imperial  body-guard,  so  called 
because  they  seldom  have  to  go 
out  into  the  cold. 

暖房  to  celebrate  change  of house, — as  is  done  by  friends, 

who  come  to  congratulate  and 

bring  presents.  C/.  House¬ 
warming. 

唛壽  to  celebrate  a  birthday 
(as  above), — on  the  night  before the  feast. 

暖牀  to  celebrate  a  wedding /as  above). 

Same  as  8402. 

J. 

See  8183. 

Same  as  8183. 

褥 

8406 

M 

8407 

m 

8408 冬 

R. 

C.  7iung 

”  1  议 ng 

nung 

7lUf, Y. 

Sz. 

K 

. nung 

:. lung 

nu 

. nong 

^  110、 do 

A.  noun、 

Even  L 

P^XT3>ffCa- 

NTJlSrC3rm 
See  8173. 

Same  as  8408. 

To  till  the  soil  ；  to  farm  ； 

agriculture.  See  9819. 

農夫 。* ■農 丁。1 ■農家 

農  人  labourers;  agriculturists. I 

農事。 r 農工  husbandry.  |j 
農耕  to  till;  to  farm.  | 

農具  agricultural  implements.  I 
重 農桑以 足衣食 W 

great  attention  to  husbandry  and 

the  mulberry  (sericulture),  that 
there  may  be  a  sufficiency  of 
food  and  clothing. 

不 違農時 do  n6t  kt  the 
season  for  husbandry  pass. 

農忙  the  busy  season  in  agrifi 
culture.  ； 

農隙  the  slack  season  in  agri-l 
culture. 

吾不 如老農 （in  hus- 
bandry,  said  Confucius,)  I  am 

not  equal  to  an  old  husbandman. 

農夂  the  Minister  of  Agricul-| ture, — in  ancient  times. 

司農  Minister  of  Agriculture  ;| 
now  the  President  of  the  Board 
of  Revenue. 

農 用八政  earnest  devotion! to  the  eight  objects  of  govern¬ 
ment.

  
j 

释殖嘉 穀  t。 largely  cultivate 

the  admirable  grain. 

寓 兵于農  to  make  soldiers 
work  as  farmers, 一 as  in  times 

of  peace. 

兹予其 明農哉 
hence- 

forth  I  will  study  husbandry. 

惰 農自安  the  lazy  husband- 1| man  who  yields  himself  to  ease. 

鄕農  the  farming  population.  I 
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3NTtJ 

m 
8409 

R •冬 

F.  nung^  nong^ 
v.  niong 

?.^teng^<nung 

Sec 

A. nung 
Even  Lower. 

me. 

8410 

R •冬 

See 

Even  Lower. 

濃 
8411 

冬 
C.  yung%  nung 
H.  ngiung 

F.  nung、 nung 

W.  ngiioa、 
ngiung 

N.  nyung 

P.  nung、 tieng 
M.  lung 
Y.  i 

s*.  1  nuns
 

K.  nong 

J.  /?,  nd^  djd 
A.  nung 
Even  Lower. 

I  (see  i  0,416)；  me.  Thou 

you. 
阿儂 

使儂 肝腸苦 causing  me 
to  feel  miserable. 

叫 儂就來  tGld  y。11  T#  me: 
to  come  at  once. 

儂自家  you  yourself;  (in  Nan 
king)  I  myself. 

To  talk  ；  to  gabble.  Also 

read  neng'. 

嘟 p 農  to  mutter. 

竟 B 徒噥  vainly  bawling  all 
day  long. 

噥 喂然與 小子語 
talking  to  the  child  in  a  low  tone 

Thick,  of  liquids,  as 

opposed  to  稀 4058;  rich； 

strong  ；  heavy,  as  opposec 

to 薄 9381.  Dense.  Dark； 

deep,  of  tints,  as  opposed 

to 淡  1 0,646.  Also  read 

濃厚  thick,  as  fluids. 

濃湯  thick  soup* 

濃塊  thick  raud. 

濃茶  strong  tea, 

濃烟  strong  tobacco. 

香濃  spicy  and  rich. 

濃 者宜先 ，薄 者宜後 
(in  eating,)  the  heavy  dishes 
should  precede,  the  light  should 
follow. 

濃兩  heavy  rain. 

濃睡  sound  sleep. 

濃濃  thickly ;  plump. 

濃密  dense,  as  vegetation. 

濃陰。 r 浪昏  a  dense  shade. 

濃眉  thick  eyebrows. 

濃粧  a  rich  attire, — as  a  bridal 
dress. 

領人濃 .情  to  receive  great 
kindness  from  people. 

相 '思苷 濃  the  bitterness 
of  my  longing  is  still  greater. 

、你 2 

7 農 

8411 

m 

8412 

R •冬 

H.  ngiung 

See 
A.  nung 

Even  Lower. 

8413 

冬 :. nung 
I.  lung 

\  nung^  nong W.  nu”g、 

ngiung 

N.  nung 

P.  ning^  nung M.  lung 

Sz.  i 
 nu,，S 

K.  nong 

J.  nu、 dd 

A.  nung^ 
noung 

Even  Lower. 

»1.2 8414 

R •冬 

F. ( 

p  (  nu
ng 

See 稹 

A.  nung^ 
noung 

Even  Lower. 

8415 

R. 冬 

See 

Even  Lower. 

8416 

R •陽 

cnang 

See 欉 

A.  notings 

Even  Lower. 

談 論正濃  the  conversation was  so  engrossing,  that . 

淡 內添濃 tQ  Put  dark . (flowers)  among  light  ones. 

•邊緑  dark  green. 

Thick  ；  close  set ;  stout 

Also  read  nbig1. 

穠密  dense,  as  vegetation.  See 
8411. 

何 被穠矣  what  luxuriance ! — of  a  peach-tree  in  full  bloom 

織 穠中度  the  happy  me between  thin  and  stout, — not 
too  thin  and  not  too  stout;  said 

of  揚貴如  Yang  Kuei-fei, 

Pus;  matter.  Also  reac 

neng^. 

膿水  pus;  matter. 

膿血  bloody  pus. 

膿瘡  an  abscess. 
膿腫  a  purulent  sore. 

膿胞  a  pustule  filled  with  matter. 

作膿。 1 ■鼓膿 f_  pus- 

放膿  to  open  a  boil  and  let out  the  pus. 

嘔膿  to  vomit  pus, 一 to  revile. 

Generous,  as  wine；  rich； strong. 

strong  wine. 

酒 釀身輭  the  wine  was strong  and  he  (/.<?.  his  head)  was weak. 

醸 于用賞  be  liberal  in  you] rewards. 

A  heavy  dew. 

Read  neng\  Soft；  miry. 

To  stuff  oneself  with  food. 

Read  neng^  in  Peking. 

噥  t 桑 (saO t0  g°fge  or  gobble, as  a  child. 

m 

84” 

R •冬 

See 

Even  Lower. 

弄 
8418 

女
 ， 

8419 

R. 或 

DO 

noii 

F.  nii 
W.  ngu,  zu 

N.  ngu^  v.  no、 non 

P.  nii M.  nu^  lu 

Y.  J  .. 

Sz.  I 
 nu 

K.nye
 

J.  dj。、 ^y° 
A.  ni 

Rising  Lower. 

A  running  at  the  nose 

a  cold.  Also  read  nangx 

鼻 農鼻不 辨花香 a  n with  a  cold  cannot  distinguish 

the  perfumes  of  flowers. 

臭猪 頭撞倒 鵷鼻子 

菩薩  like  a  pig’s  head  which 
stunk  so  much  that  it  knocked 

over  a  joss  which  couldn’t  smell. 

鼻農 (nung^  only) 涕  snivel. 
See  7507. 

NTJm 

A  woman  ；  a  female,  as 

opposed  to  8139.  One 
of  the  zodiacal  constelia 

tions；  see.  Tables,  V6.  Ra 
dical  38.  See  3735,  11,753 

女 •人  a  woman  ；  women. ' 
婦女  married  women  and  girls women  generally. 

乃 生女子  a  daughter  shall 
be  born  to  him. 

紅 顔女子 多薄命 
pretty  girls  are  most  unfortunate in  life. 

婦 人女子 .職 铒酒漿 

縫 絍而已  the  functions  — women,  married  or  single,  are 
confined  to  cookery  and  sewing. 

女流  womei^  as  a  class. 

女郧  the  lady. 女兒  a  girl;  a  young  woman. 

女兒  girls’  consumption,— 
the  decline  into  which  young 

girls  often  fall. 

女孩子  a  female  child. 闉女 an  unmarried  girl. 

童女  a  marriageable  girl, 

怨女  a  grievance-woman, 一 an 
old  maid. 

要 討養女  wanted  a  girl  to bring  up, — as  a  prostitute. 

凡女 人都是 水性楊 

花  woman  is  (mobile)  as  water 
and  (uncertain)  as  the  willow 
catkin.  Cf.  “souvent  femme 

varie.” 

130 
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女 
8419 

女衣  female  clothing. 

女奴  a  female  slave ;  a  fancy 
name  for  the  cat  (Manchu : 
ni?iuri), 

女友  a  lady-friend. 

女领斗  female  acrobatic  feats. 

女 扮男裝  women  disguised 
as  men. 

女 唱夫隨  the  wife  wearing 
the  breeches.  See  429. 

女戯。 r 女旦  an  actress. 

仙女  a  fairy. 

工 or  女紅  women’s  work, 
— needlework,  etc. 

學  learning  suitable  for 
women.  See  4839. 

女僧  a  Buddhist  nun. 

女冠  a  woman’s  cap;  a  Taoist nun. 

女巫  a  witch. 
the  vagina. 

女 中君子  a  superior  woman. 

女中丈 .夫  a  masculine woman. 

女宗 a  model  woman. 
女夷 鼓吹以 司天和 
the  Goddess  of  Wind  drums  and 

blows  in  order  to  bring  the 

weather  to  its  proper  condition. 

天女  female  devas,  or  Apsaras\ 
popularly  used  for  “goddesses •” 
Also,  a  name  for  the  swallow. 

女宿  the  tenth  constellation, 一 
the  stars  e  /tc,  etc.,  in  Aquarius. 

女媧氏  see  6302. 

織女  the  Weaving  Damsel, — 
the  star  a  in  Lyra.  See  1388. 

女 3
 

8419 

致女  an  old  custom  among  the 
feudal  princes  of  sending,  three 

months  after  marriage,  to  en¬ 

quire  about  their  newly-wedded 
daughters. 

生女 如鼠猶 恐其虎 
if  your  daughter  is  (timid)  as  a 

mouse,  you  still  fear  lest  she 
should  turn  out  a  tigress.  See 

男 8139. 
女 德無掻  women  are  insati¬ able. 

女 人短見  the  short-sighted¬ ness  of  women. 

好 女人室 ，醜 女之仇 
a  pretty  woman  in  a  family  has 

the  ugly  ones  for  her  foes, 

盜 不過五 女之門 there is  no  thief  like  a  family  of  five 

daughters. 

女怕 輸身  a  woman  fears  to make  a  faux  pas.  See  8139 

女以弱 爲美‘  weakness  i 
woman’s  charm.  See  8139. 

男 生女相 ，貴 不可量 
a  man  with  a  woman’s  face  will 
rise  to  the  highest  honours. 

女生向 外&  woman  is  born with  a  tendency  outwards, — 

alluding  to  her  quasi-desertion 
of  the  family  at  her  marriage. 

^  Ligustrum  lucidum、 Ait. 

蘿  the  dodder  (Cuscuta). 

女靑  Pcederta  tomentosa、 Bl. 
萎： Silcne  aprica、 Turcz 

女匠  the  tailor-bird. 
Read  nii1.  To  give  a 

daughter  in  marriage. 

無女 以女㈣ ’) no  one 

IS 

女 3
 

8419 

虐 

8420 

m 

8421 

pM 

8422 

虐 
8423 

瘧 8424 

Ril 

8425 

would  give  him  a  daughter  in marriage. 

富貴 爭女之 all  the  rich 
people  wanted  to  marry  their 

daughters  to  him. 

女 于鄰國  he  married  her 
into  a  neighbouring  State. 

Read  ju%.  Thou  •’  you. 
Used  for  5666. 

女何人  who  are  you? 

女則 異于彼  are  you,  then, 
different  from  them? 

維 予舆女  only  you  and  I. 

See  8343. 

See  1 2,960. 

See  4647. 

axrcro. See  8343. 

See  12,960. 

See  4647. 

O. 

我 See  1 2,680. 俄 
個 J  弁之儀  with  their  caps  on one  side  and  like  to  fall  off. 哦 

See  3314. 

8426 

8427 

8428 

Mi2
 俄 

Sudden ；  momentary. 

Inclined  to  one  side  ；  leaning. 
儀倫袋  a  jacket  with  long sleeves  and  a  fancy  border. 

8427 
R •歌 

儀然 01 ■儀爾  suddenly;  un- 

俅 (also  A 國 ot 儀羅斯 _ 
Russia. 

蛾 
See  3315. 

See 蛾 

Even  Lower. 

expectedly. 

in  a  moment;  presently. 

俄呢  Russian  cloth. 

8429 



o 

w 

8430 

歌哿 
e 蛾 
: ven  Lower. 

峩 
«43 1 

硪
 2 

8432 

歌哿 
e 蛾 
: ven  Lower. 

莪
：
 

»433 

歌 
<= 蛾 
: ven  Lower. 

1035 
<3 

8434 

餓 
«43S 

8436 

轉 
8437 

8438 

歌 

轲 
ea  Upper. 

High；  eminent；  com¬ 

manding,  See  1 1,771. 

容 儀峨峨  of  commanding 
or  dignified  presence. 

峨嵋 & 眉） 山  Mt.  Omi, 
the  sacred  mountain  in  Ssuch^an 

Same  as  8430. 

A  rocky  cliff. 

山 勢硝硝  grand  is  the  aspect 
of  the  mountains. 

夯硕  to  ram  the  earth  when 
making  an  embankment. 

A  small  species  of  Ar¬ 

temisia,  called  義嵩， the 

young  stalks  of  which  are 
boiled  and  eaten. 

菁 菁者栽  luxuriantly  grows 
the  artemisia.  [The  Ode  from 

which  this  line  is  taken,  is  asso¬ 

ciated  with  education ;  hence  the 

meanings  below.] 

珠 玉非寶 ，旁 招菁莪 

之賢  pearls  and  jade  are  of 
no  value :  summon  to  your  side 

wise  men  who  will  foster  learning, 

以辜 負菁莪 作育之 

雅意  and  thus  show  ingrati¬ 
tude  for  your  laudable  desire  to 
extend  the  benefits  of  education, 

See  3316. 

Same  as  3314. 

See  3317. 

See  3318. 

Undecided  ；  unstable.  See 

8363. 

an1  JpJ  not  having  a  mind  of 
one^6  own. 

荷1
 

«439 

R •歌 

C. ) 

H. 

F.  kLoa 

W.  k'u N.  hou 

P.  k-0 
Y.  k^eo K.  * 
j-  r 

A .  k^a Even  Upper. 

阿 
8440 

m 
8441 

8442 

R. 歌 

C.  o 
H.  v.  sJai 
F. oa^  v.  c«a 

W.  v.  la> 

N.  ou 

P.  V.  lc^ 

],v 

Even  Upper. 

病 8443 

C 
8444 

R •歌 

W.  cmai 

See 訛 

Even  Lower. 

nrL 

8445 

m 

8446 

r .歌 

& 訛 

Even  Lower. 

Disease；  pain.  Also  reac 

微疴 a  slight  ailment. 

病 染沉疴  his  ailment  has become  a  serious  disease, 

fj  sores  about  the  mouth. 

病 擾相關  sympathising  with each  other’s  pains  and  itches, 
See  12,859. 

痴喔  diarrhoea  and  vomiting. 

疴痢  dysentery. 

See  I. 

Same  as  8438. 

To  go  to  stool. 

屙尿  to  make  water. 

屙血  to  pass  blood. 

遺 屙之石  a  stone  covered with  filth. 

Same  as  8439. 

To  move；  to  reform. 

尙 寐無讹  I  wish  I  might sleep  and  never  move. 

周 忍東征 ，四 國是讹 
the  object  of  Chou  Kung,  in 

marching  to  the  east,  was  to 
reform  the  four  States. 

See  3320. 

To  pare；  to  scrape. 

訛 方爲圓  to  pare  a  square and  make  it  round. 

閼 

8447 R •曷月 

先 
C.at^yn 

F. ak、 yeug 

P •三叫 

Y.  ioh、 yei 
K.  al^  yon 

J.  atsz^  yen 
A.  at、 yen 

Entering  and 

Even  Upper. 

詻4
 ^ 

8448 

R. 陌 

H.  kak0 
^ 格額 

K.  ek 

J.  gaku、 giaku 

A.  ngak^ 

Entering 

Lower. 

頟 

8449 

額 
8450 

4* 

堊 
845 1 

R. 藥 

N.  oh^  v.  au 

See 意 

Entering 

Upper. 

惡 845  2 

To  stop；  to  obstruct；  an 

impediment；  to  conceal. 

塞 關  to  stop,  as  the  flow  of water；  to  prevent  anything  from 

coming  to  another’s  ears. 

天關  a  natural  obstacle. 

遮關  to  hide；  to  conceal. 
關逢  years  which  have  甲  in 
their  cyclical  denomination. 

關與  an  old  name  for  和順 

縣  the  District  of  Ho-shun  in 
Shansi.  [Read^/4^3  =  placid. 

Read  yen'.  Surname. 

関氏  the  name,  under  the  Han dynasty,  for  a  Turkic  princess; 
Inchi,  or  wife  of  the  Zenghi； 

see  10,600.  Said  by  some  to 

be  a  corruption  of  rouge; 
see  13,048. 

Harsh ;  stern  ；  forbidding 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

言名 7943.] 

言 容諮諮 his  words  and 
looks  were  forbidding. 

Read  lo 你. Same  as  7  3 1 9 

Same  as  3322. 

See  3322. 

To  plaster;  to  white¬ 
wash. 

堊壁  to  whitewash  walls, 一 to prepare  for  a  wedding. 

堊土  white  clay  for  making 

porcelain. 
See  12,779. 



R. 樂 

H.  
I  
nS°k 

ngauk^ 

•  ngo 

ngoh 

咢 
8453 

P.  ”go\o 

M.  ngo、 wo^  o 
Y.  alt 

Sz.  ftgo、 wo 

Kfak 

}.gak  从 A.  ngak 
Entering 

Lower. 

nr 

_  8454 R. 藥 

See 
咢 

Entering 

Lower.  * 

愕 
8455 

R. 藥 

See 咢 

%Pring
 XiWer. 

TIPS V% 

8456 
R. : 
See 咢 

Entering 

Lower. 

8457 

R. ] 

See 咢 

To  beat  a  drum.  Used 

for  3323  and  8455. 

驚學  to  be  startled. 

^  ̂   open;  w
ithout  circum¬ locution.  [Used  with  3323.] 

冠咢咢  a  very  high  hat.  [Used  I with  8461.] 

8459 

鄂
拉
 

8460 

R. 藥 

See 咢 

Entering 

Lower. 

A  cliff；  a  precipice. 

崖  a  steep  cliff. 

To  start  ；  be  frightened. 

愕然 in  alarm. 

錯愕 不能對 he  was  s。 
frightened  he  could  not  answer. 

愕顴  lopked  suspiciously. 

共 相駭愕  everybody  was astounded. 

A  rocky  causeway. 

碍嘉縣  name  of  a  District  in 
Yunnan  under  the  Yuan  dynasty. 

r 必 

The  roof  of  the  mouth 

See  6174  and  10,760. 

Entering 

Lower. 

萼
-
 

.8458 

R. 藥 

F.  ngauk^  v. 

tigouk-^ See 咢 

Entering 

The  stem  and  calyx  o 

a  flower.  A  younger  bro 

ther ；  see  10,965. 

花孽  name  of  a  belvidere 
in  Ming  Iiuang’s  palace. 

8461 

R. 樂 

See 咢 

Entering 

Lower. 

鰐 
8462 

鶚 8463 

m 
8464 

- 

R. 藥 

H.  y.  ngok、 

See 咢 

Entering 

Lower. 

See  3323. 

Name  of  an  ancient  State 

which  occupied  the  site  of 
the  modern  Hupeh.  A 

blossom  fully  opened. 

東鄧  an  old  name  for  武昌 

府  in  Hupeh. 西鄧  an  old  name  for  南陽 

府1  in  Honan. 

鄧拓克  Otok, — a  tribal  chief among  the  Buruts  or  southern Kirghis. 

鄧端  old  name*t)f  Khoten. 

鄧 尔多斯  Ordos, - a  Mongol 
tribe. 

鄧尔 哲衣圖  Olchitu,— 
town  in  Sainnoin  Khanate. 

鄧傅  a  cairn;  the  boundary  ofl 
a  grave;  a  Mongolian  frontier- 
post  or  “obo.”  See  1. 

A  sharp  point. 

劍鍔 the  point  of  a  sword. 

鍔 鍔列列  high  ranges, 一 of 
mountain  peaks. 

Same  as  3328. 

See  3325- 

Same  as  8457. 

疆 

8466 

8467 

愤 

8468 

\4fi 

8469 

R.] 

See 寧 

Entering 

Lower. 

^4P 

8470 

R •陌 

I ak 
C. 

H. 
F.  aik 

W.a 

N.  ah 

P.  ̂  

M.  nge^  e 

Y.M Sz.  nge 

K.  ek 

J.  aku 

A.  ak 

Entering 

Upper. 

847! 

R •陌 

C.  ik'ak 
H.ak 

F.  aik 

W〆 

N.  ah 

V.ngP 

M.  nge 

Y.M Sz.  nge 

K.  ek 

J.  aku 

A.  ak 

Startling  (see  7779); 

serious.  Used  for  8455. 

作噩  years  which  have  酉^  ini their  cyclical  denomination. 

噩音  sad  tidings, — of  death. 

Entering 

Upper. 

hah 

Same  as  3323. 

8472 

R. 陌 

F.  aik、 

See 危 

Entering 

Upper. 

See  3328. 

Same  as  8455. 

To  encounter;  to  m( 

with.  Also  read  wuA. 
重 ch^un^ 華 不可遇 2 

今  ̂renewal  of  glory”  (/>• 
golden  age  of  the  Emperor  SI 
whose  name  this  was)  is  nol 
be  met  with  any  more. 

Difficulty  ；  distress, 

ring. 

租厄  in  distress;  pove 
stricken. 

危厄  in  danger. 

命逢水 厄 k  was  his  fat 
meet  water  dangers,  一  to drowned. 

金厄  metal  rings  on  harnei 

To  grasp；  to  seize. 

滿扼  to  grasp  a  handful. 

扼 腕久之 detained  hii 
long  time, - as  a  friend  at  part 

力 能扼與 strong  enou8] 

throttle  a  tiger. 

扼守  to  hold, —• as  a  stratej 
position. 

扼要  a  commanding  (strateg 

position. 
hold  the  key  < 

position. 

A  yoke  or  collar； restrain. 

加之 以衡解 put  a : upon, — a  beast  of  draught 
a  restraint  upon  a  person. 

_  制  to  restrain
;  to  curb. 



<3 [ 1。37  J 
OXT 

m 

8473 

.陌 
它厄 
Entering 

Upper. 

阨 

A  bracelet  ；  a  bangle. 

金鈪  a  gold  bangle. 

鑛鈪  a  silver-gilt  bracelet. 

脚鈪  an  anklet. 

胺 

dp 

8474 

•卦陌 
-隘 
and 厄 

iioking  and 

Entering 

Upper. 

_  1-  ▲ 

尼 
8475 

嗎 
8476 

陌 
:厄 
Entering 

Distress;  difficulty. 

窮昵。 r 凶昵。 r 艱呢 
great  distress. 

呢窮 而不搁 poor  and  yet 
not  miserable. 

當阨  in.  difficulties. 

Read  az4  or  yai4.  A 
defile ;  a  pass ;  used  with 
12,841. 

阨狹  a  defile;  mountain  pass. 
據阨 t。  guard  the  passes. 

8481 

IR. 曷 

|See  遏 
Entering 

Upper. 

mr 

8482 

遏 

譌 8483 

Putrid  meat. 
8488 I J.  atsz、achi I  A.  at^ yet 

Entering 

Upper. 

Same  as  8471. 

Same  as  3320. 

w 

Same  as  8470. 

Upper. 

捤 
8477 

m 
8478 

飯 
8479 

厄 
Entering 
Upper. 

8480 

岛 

\k 
\h 

咕、 si 

、铒、 achi 

Entering 
Upper. 

The  cry  of  birds.  [Really 
the  same  as  36， though 
the  sounds  are  given  as  I 
different.] 

嗯喔  the  cackle  of  a  hei;. 

唣述症  the  hiccoughs. 

8484 

R. 合 

C.eJ> 

H.ep 

F.  yek^  v.  aing W.o 

K.  ap 

5 

A.  yem) 

Entering
 

Upper 

某 字之譌  the  wrong  form  | of  such-and-such  a  character. 

A  half-extinguished  fire. 

8485 

R •合 

遏慾難  it  is  hard  to  curb  one’s  | lusts. 

其夂怒 不可遏  his  father  I 
was  beside  himself  with  rage.  | 

—發則 不可遏 when once  he  started  (drinking)  he  I 

could  not  stop.  1 

遏 惡揚善  to  repress  evil  and| 
encourage  good. 

阻遏  to  hinder;  to  embarrass. I 

遏絶  to  cut  off, — as  a  retreat. 

遏亂萌  to  nip  rebellion  in  thel 
bud. 

壅 遏不通  stuffed  up;  not! 
clear. 

遏禁  to  prevent. 心豊遏 然不進 whydoesj my  mind  hesitate  to  go  on? 

無遏 _ 躬  do  not  cause  I your  own* extinction. 

OXT. 

Same  as  8471. 
I K.  ap .0 

Part  of  an  ornamental 

headdress. 

R. 

I  A.  ap^ 

Entering 

Upper. 

Same  as  8474. 榼 
8486 

堪 
In  want  of  food. 

8487 

|r •曷月 I  See  遏 Entering 

See  6109. 

n 區1
 

8489 

尤看 

虞 F.  ceu,  cau 

K.  w,  v.  ku 
Even  and 

Rising  Upper. 

A  crack  in  a  wall.  A  dam. 

Upper. 

遏 
The  brow；  the  junction! 

of  nose  and  forehead. 

8488 
R. 曷 • 

疾 首蹙領  with  aching  head 
to  knit  the  brows. 

幽賴  a  kind  of  lemur. 

C.  atQ 

H.  ot 

F.  ak 

I W.  yue 

N.  ah I P.  ngo M.  ngo 

YY.hh I  Sz»  ngo 

K.  al 

壅場  to  keep  out  water  with! 
clay.  See  8488. 

To  stop；  to  check ；  seel 

7270.  To  extinguish ；  to[ 
ruin. 

遏抑  to  restrain；  to  check. 

遏 密八音  to  stop  music, — at the  death  of  an  Emperor. 

遏病  to  check  disease. 
遏糴  to  stop  the  purchase  ofl rice. 

樞‘
 

8490 

议允 

% 謳樞 

To  vomit.  To  prattle  ；l 
see  12,441. 

喔吐  to  vomit. 
令人欲 _  enough  to  make! a  person  sick. 

a  feeling  of  sickness ;  mal\ 
au  cceur. 

嘔煩  to  cause  one  to  vomit. 

喔血  to  throw  up  blood, 
喔絲  to  spin  silk， 一 as  silkworms! 
4o.  I 

嘔 回出來  to  disgorge, — as| ill-gotten  gains. 

嘔氣  to  vent  one’s  anger. Read  hsu\  Kind. 

言 語喔喔 kind  and 
soling  talk. 

Read  yti^. 

嘔喩  kind  and  cordial. 

con -I 

Even  Uppers 

To  excite;  to  irritate. 

不免 惕氣了  could  not  I 
avoid  provoking  him. 

惟氣  disputatious;  quarrelling. | 
Read  kou1.  Stingy}1  mean. 

r 



OTT [ io38  ] OTT 

8491 

8492 

lR .有尤 

|see|g 
I K.  v. ku 

Rising  and 

Even  Upper. 

8493 

|R 有 IP.  ou 

lsce  驅 I K.  v.  ku 

I .  Even  Upper. 

m 

樞 

Same  as  3091 . 

IK.^ 

歐刀  an  executioner’s  knife.  I  Even  Upper. 

歐羅 巴。1 •歐洲  Europe. 

歐亞人  Eurasians, — from  the 
first  syllables  of  Europe  and  Asia. 

To  beat;  to  strike;  to | 

brawl;  to  fight. 

逢 人毆人  hitting  every  man  I he  came  across. 

殴打 or  毆 擊  to  beat;  to  maul.  I 

殴殺 qi •殿黯 OT 殿死 t0| beat  to  death. 

毆傷  to  wound  by  beating. 

毆 辱斯文  a  blow  to  the  I 
prestige  of  the  literati. 

殿逐  to  drive  out  by  force. 

鬥  to  brawl. 

8494 

|R •尤看 

|H.  ̂ I F.  aiu3 

|see  課 
I K.  w,  v.  ku 

Even  and 
Sinking 

Upper. 

To  soak  •’  to  steep. 

渴  soaked  through. 

柔  to  soften  by  soaking. 

謳漬  to  macerate. 
softened  to  rottenness, 

yg  damp  and  mildewed. 

芬 芳漼鬱  steeped  in  par-j fumes. 

Read  ou1.  -  Bubbles  on  | 
water. 

泡謳 or 浮湛  froth ;  foam. 

vB#rthe  massive  iron  nails  above 
a  yamen  door.  See  4048. 

8495 

|R 允 
lsee|j| 

Even  Upper. 

Great  heat；  drought. 

ou1  ̂   to  keep  up  a  fire. 

A  bowl;  a  cup.  A  musical 
instrument.  Name  of  a  river 

偶 3 气 

near  Wenchow. 8501  , 

^.ngou^y.nou  /] 

茶臨  a  tea-cup. 

i •卜 

木歐  a  wooden  bowl. 

/ •知, ngeo  ̂  

5Z.  ou、 ngou 

允工擊 驅  she  was  very  S°od 
EC.« 

. go^  gu  II at  tapping  the  bowl, -an  excellent 
A.,  ngeu 

musician. 

Rising  Lower.  ̂  

金 歐覆名  the  g°lden  bowl covering  the  name, -to  be  named 
Minister  of  State ;  from  the  story 

of  an  Emperor  who  appointed 
a  Minister  in  this  way. 

午  ̂   half  a  glass,— as  of  a  drink. 

姻 驅  a  tobacco-box. 
驅海關  theWSnchowCustoms. 

IJQ；  entrenchments  or  holes  in 

i 

the  ground  for  defending  a frontier. 

See  6172., 

Country  ballads ;  local 
ditties. 

i 

i 

粤観  ballads  of  the  province  of Kuangtung. 

ballads;  local  ditties. 

_  4  or  _  to  sing. 

木卓  g  the  boatmen’s  song. 

1 

r. 

A  sea-gull. 

相 親相近 水中鷗 the gull  in  the  .water  drawing 

gradually  nearer  and  becoming 
friendly  with  man. 

r. 

See  6168. 

An  image  ；  an  idol.  A 

mate  •’  to  pair.  Sudden 
accidental. 

偶 像。1 ■偶人 an  ima^e; 
\ 

statue. 

如偶 人形1 ike  a  dummy- 

marionettes. 

a  puppet-show. 

a  nagging  pair. 

fellow. 

in  middle  age, -is  one  of  the  thn 
great  calamities  in  life.  See  850 

time, — said  of  the  goose,  when< 

this  bird  is  always  used 

marriage  ceremonies. 

destiny  did  not  match,  一-  i 
although  he  had  great  abiliti 
he  made  nothing  of  them. 

w； 

he  adopted  an  attitude  differs 

from  everybody  else’s. 

chiK 

unlucky. 

or  three  persons. 

對偶  to  address  oneself; soliloquise. 

expectedly. 

偶然耳  it  was  by  accide 
or  a  coincidence. 

事 有偶然  as  chance  wo 
have  it. 

天下 事無獨 有偶. 
affairs  of  this  world  are  not  sin 
but  have  their  counterparts.  U 
in  the  sense  of  “history  rep< 
itself,”  etc. 

偶或  if  by  chance. 

偶 遇 ot 偶逢 chanced 
meet. 

偶  to  write  in  a  casual  mam without  premeditation  or  ( centration. 



OXJ 
[ i°39  ] pa 

耦3
 

8502 

R •有 
I.  cngeu 

3ee^ 
Using  Lower. 

A  pair；  a  mate.  Used 

with  850K 

二  _  爲耦  tW。 furrows  make an  ou. 

十 千維稱 with  yQur  ten 
thousand  men  all  in  pairs. 

千稱 其転； in  thousands  of 
•  pairs  they  weed. 
西 E  t0  Pair;  to  match. 

對 影爲耦  t0  sit  opposite  to 
one’s  shadow  for  a  companion, 一 of  a  solitary  person. 

塔然似 ‘其稱 became 
abstracted  as  though  he  had 

parted  with  one  half  of  himself, 

视
 3 

8502 

w 8503 

R. 有 

H. sngeu^ 

F.  v.  ttgau2- 

Seef 萬 

Rising  Lower. 

— i.e.  as  though  body  and  soul 
had  parted  company. 

稱 居無猜  tQ  live  together  in mutual  confidence;  to  have  no 

suspicions  of  each  other. 

The  root-stock  of  the  lotus 

[N elumbium  speciosum、 Willd.). 

the  root  of  the  lotus-plant. 

鶴粉  a  flour  like  arrowroot  made 
from  the  above. 

^  sweetened  lotus-roots. 

藕 斷絲連  the  lotus-root breaks  but  the  fibres  hold  to- 

藕
 3 

8503 
gether, — of  dommon  application 
where  the  parts  of  anything 
separated  still  hang  together  by 

real  or  imaginary  threads. 

竊 白  pale  lilac  colour. 
鶴芽  the  taper  fingers  of  a woman. 一根 快 子喫耦 

eating  lotus-roots  with  one  chop- stick,— one  is  obliged  to 桃眼 

make  use  of  the  “eyps”  or  holes 
in  the  root,  which  latter  phrase 

also  means  to  pick  out  flaws  or 

weak  points. 

白 節  Saururus  chitiensis, 
Turcz. 

旱  Lycopus  lucidus,  Turcz. 

PA. 
*  »■ 

/V 

8504 

L 黯
 

Z,pat 

\.pat 

faik、 pcih 
bo 

fah 

J.  c/a,  <pa 
^\,pa 
l.paah 

5z./a 

. hats 玄、 hachi 
K'bat 

Entering 

Upper. 

To  divide.  Eight.  Radical 

12.  [To  be  distinguished 

from  人 5624  and  人 5 690.] 

See  #  599， 仙 4449， 行 

hanf  4624， 股 6227， 卦 

63h， 面 7886, 捌 85。9, 寶 

872。， 套  io,839, 音  1 3,209. 

八 個  eight  things,  persons,  etc. 
Also  =  thoroughly  ；  absolutely. 

二八  twice  eight, — sixteen. 

八十  eighty. 

八八  sixty-four. 

第八  the  eighth. 

八月  the  eighth  moon. 

A  面 or  八方 the  eight  points 

of  the  compass. 

八面週 全 aU  complete. 

有八 面生意 ahve  all 
round, — of  pictures  which  sug¬ 
gest  the  idea  of  the  sides  not  seen. 

八 角  eight  corners;  octagonal; 
star  aniseed. 

八角形 octag°nal. 

八角油  aniseed  oil. 

八角 浅 f  broken  aniseed. 

八角概 (QI ■樹) Marlea  bego- 
nicefolia、 Roxb. 

八1
, 

8504 八角  P0 及0 pkyllum  versi- 
felle、 Hce. 

八角 菌  star  aniseed  {Illicium verum、 Hk.  {•)• 

A  成。 r  八分  eight-tenths. 

八 成兒來  eight-tenths  he will  come, — to  two-tenths  he  will 

not;  he  is  almost  sure  to  come. 

八成 要酹風 心 to  blow. 

八 分 書  an  intermediate  style of  writing  between  the  /\\  ̂  

and  the  宗隶  ,  sometimes  used 
for  the  latter  only.  Said  to  have 
been  invented  by  王 次伸 

Wang  Tz‘tt-chung  of  the  *Ch‘in 
(or  Han)  dynasty. 

大 小二篆 ▲八分 the greater  and  lesser  chuan  (see 

2724)  gave  birth  to  the  pa  fen 
style.  

& 

八  the  character  the 
eight  nativity  characters  ex¬ 
changed  at  betrothal.  See  6001. 

/V  字^形  shaped  like  the
  char¬ 

acter  “eight;”  spreading;  sprawl¬ 

ing;  wedge-shaped. 

八字 兒沒見 一撇兒 the  first  stroke  of  the  character 

“eight”  is  not  yet  visible, — noth¬ 
ing  has  yet  been  done;  there 
are  no  signs  of  anything  yet. 

八字 帖兒 the  document 

A"
 

8504 containing  the  eight  nativity 
characters,  as  above. 

八#! 影 壁  a  screen  wall  with 
the  corners  cut  away,  and  so 

resembling  the  character  . 

八寶兒  the  name  of  a  suc¬ culent  plant,  the  leaves  of  which 
are  used  to  stick  on  the  temples 

for  headache. 

八寶鎗  lances  ornamented 
with  the  pa  pao. 

八寶菜  a  kind  of  preserved vegetable. 

忘八。 1 ■王八 a  cuckold- 

忘八蛋 a  bastard. 八搭 二  a  twelve-word  chance in  a  pa-ko-piao  lottery. 

八  in  every  quarter;  every¬ 
where. 

八樣鮮 茱  the  eight  s°rts  of 
food  which  are  offered  to  the 

Emperor  at  certain  dates,  and 

which  it  is  illegal  for  his  subjects 
to  eat  before  this  date.  They 

are 茄子 brin〗a1， 黃瓜 

cucumbers, 香  shoots  of 
Cedrcla  sinensis,  A.  Juss., 扁 

Dolichos  Lablab^  L., 

a  sort  of  pumpkin  (Benincasa 
cerifera,  .Savi)， 碗昔  peas, 

皇 魚  the  sturgpon， and  銀 

魚  a  kind  6f  whitebait. 



1 040 

1* 8504 

叭 
85o5 

R 黠 

F.  ̂ pa 

N.  pah 

P-  cPa 

See 八霸 
A.  dak 

Entering 

Upper. 

扒 
8506 

扒 
»5°7 

K ■黠麻 

See 

A.  bak 

Entering 

Upper. 

咧 

八 團褂子  the  eight-disc’d robe  worn  by  Manchu  brides. 

八桿麵 e  of  a  sort  of  junk. 

八百  name  of  a  Shan  or  Lolo 
tribe.  ' 

A 檐 w 巴旦  8510. 

八 駿馬似 32%. 
/V  Euonyfnus  alatus 、 Thbg. 

m 
8509 

黠 

See /\ 

Entering 

Upper. 

R. 

八月植  Holbocllia  latifolia. Wall. 

八 、大王  Toddalia  actdeata、 Pers. 

^  Erianthus'  japonicus、 
Beauv. 

河八王  Sac ch arum  narenga, 
Nees. 

八哥。 r 八八兒 the  mynah 
(Acridotheres  cristatellatus) 

[This  name,  which  wjs  substi¬ 
tuted  for  thit  under  6149  by 

李煜  Li  Yu,  is  supposed  to 
refer  to  the  八  appearance  of 

the  wings  in  flight. 

/V  草  Eclipta
  albar  Hassk 

Open-mouthed  ；  a  trum¬ 

pet,  see  6654. 

See  8541. 

A  kind  of  rake  without 

teeth,  used  to  level  the 

ground  where  seeds  have 

just  been  sown. 

帆 _ 見 to  search  for  by  raking； 
to  rake  over. 

.8508 

R.  Vulgar. 
Y.pak 
?-cPa 
Sec 

A.  bat 
Entering 

Upper. 

The  cry  of  a  bird. 

咧 哥兒  Acridotheres  cristatel¬ 
latus.  See  8504. 

Read /0V  A  cockatoo 

A  rake  without  teeth. 

A  form  of  8504,  used  in 

accounts  to  ♦  prevent  for- 

gery,  e^c. 

rx 

R. 

8510, 

麻 

pa
 

F. ) 

W.p 

v.  poun 

P. 

pa 

Sz. 

K.pla ha A.  ba 
Even  Upper. 

Name  of  an  ancient 

State.  See  3336. 

巴蜀  two  ancient  States, 一 the modern  Ssuch‘uan,  the  first  char¬ 
acter  referring  to  the  E.  portion, 

the  second  to  the  W.  [三 巴= 

巴東， 巴郡， and 巴西] 
巴不 得教。 r 巴不得 
能彀。 r 巴不 能彀 
would  that . . 

巴不得 有一兩  would that  I  had  but  a  tael! 

巴 不-就 成此事 was most  anxious  to  bring  the  matter 

to  a  proper  conclusion. 

巴 不得奉 承家主 was 

only  too  anxious  to  ingratiate 
himself  with  his  master, 

巴結  to  flatter;  to  toady;  to 
try  to  get  on  by  means  of  other 

- people’s  favour,  etc.  Also,  to 
encourage  (e.g.)  to  study  and 

advance  in  life.  Also， unsuc¬ 

cessful. 

巴 結到手  to  have  succeeded in  getting  into  the  good  graces 

of  any  one  by  toadyism. 

論巴結 ，不過 是千百 

杷總  as  to  flattery,  it  is  only 
petty  cheers, — who  practise  it. 

巴〆 掌  the  open  hand;  the 

palm. 嘴巴  a  slap  on  the  mouth, — a 
punishment  inflicted  on  women 

for  giving  false  evidence. 

巴巴  a  crust. 鍋巴  the  crust  inside  a  kettle. 

巴了 鍋兒了  stuck  to  the 
pot, 一 burnt. 

巴 豆  the  croton-oil  bean  (Cro 
ton  tiglium、 L.). 

巴蛇  a  python, -said  to  swallow 
elephants. 

巴 3
 

8510 

吧1
 

8511 

R •麻 

See 巴怕 

Even  Upper. 

粑1
 

巴圖魯  Baturu, — 务  kind  of| order  for  rewarding  military 

prowess,  but  bestowed'  only  on 
those  officers  who  already  have 

8513 

r. 祕 

H.c/a 

S 扰巴 

Sinking 

Upper. 

the  peacock’s  feather.  Know] under  the  Yuan  dynasty  as  学 

圖魯 

巴陵縣  name  of  a  District  h 
Hunan. 

巴地  Batavia. 巴理 （or  黎） Paris.  See  8514 

巴夷  a  Shan  or  Lolo  State  oi the  Yunnan  frontier. 

巴  a  Catholic  padre. 

巴禮院  a  church  or  chapel. 
巴 旦  transcription  of  the  Persia badan  (?  sweet  date). 

巴且杏  almonds, — brought  t 
China  from  western  Asia. 

巴狗  the  pug-nosed  Peking  do^ 

See  3754. 

巴剌布 密 all 如 whole  lot on  the  whole  (Manchu  bare 

butnbi). 

Large-mouthed.  See 

2,818. 

P 巴 國 Java. 

吧 爾蔭瞒 balsam- 

8512 

R. 麻 

See 巴怕 

A.  Sba 
Even  Upper. 

吧嗎油  coal-tar;  a  kind 
resin  brought  from  the  Mala 

peninsula  and  used  for  caulkin 
boats,  known  as  dammar. 

吧嗒嘴  to  smack  the  lit 
when  eating,  or  when  longic for  something. 

A  woman’s  name.  A  Is 

read  p^a} 

鈀頭  the  two  tails  or  plaits 
a  little  girl’s  head. 

The  part  of  a  bo 
grasped  when  shooting 

See  3668. 

弓钯 子出身 
he 

from  the  bo'v-handle, — //.as tilitary  man. 

把嗎油  dammar;  see  8511 



[ 1041  ] 
JF ►八 

把,
 

吵4 

fa 

\p°
 

ta 

ha 

ing  Upper 

as  I to 

To  take  hold  of  (seel 

2,660)  ；  to  grasp.  Numer-[ 
ative  of  fans,  knives,  etc. 

杷持  to  manage;  to  control； 
to  monopolise ;  to  engross ;  to 

boycott,  i.e.  ta  stop  the  trade 

of  a  firm  by  imposing  a  fine  on 

all  members  of  a  guild  who  trade 
with  the  said  firm. 

杷袂  to  grasp  the  sleeve, 
friends  do  while  talking； 
buttonhold. 

祀^ 狭之時  in  sleeve-grasping 
times, — old  days  of  friendship. 

得水 泄不通  grasped 
it  so  closely  that  no  water  could 

pass. 

把守  to  guard;  to  hold  fast, 

拱把  a  grasp  of  both  hands； 
the  whole  lot. 

大 者拱把  he  big  ones  were 
as  large  round  as  a  span  of  both 
hands. 

禾把  a  handful  of  grain. 

火杷  a  link；  a  torch. 

把總  a  sergeant  in  the  Chinese 
army. 

把家人  a  housekeeper. 

拜杷子  to  .  become  sworn 
brothers.  See  8569. 

把舷  t。 steep 

把柄。 r 把握  {see  12,742) 
something  to  take  hold  of；  evi¬ 
dence  ; justification ;  authority  to 
act  upon;  safeguard  or  security. 

杷衙人 a  kind  of  general 
superintendent  of  a  yamen,  res-, 

ponsible  for  the  discipline  of| 
the  runners,  good  order  of  the 
official  paraphernalia,  etc. 

做 杷戯。 r 打杷式 ⑻ 
實)  or 弄杷勢  to  perform 
acrobatic  tricks.  [Said  to  have 

been  originally  巴=  = Sstich‘u- 
an_] 

杷勢匠  an  acrobat;  an  athlete  ;| 
“strong  man.” 

把關  a  high  official  in  charge  I 
of  a  pass. 

杷門  to  guard  a  gate. 

杷頭  a  headman. 

杷 (。£ 杷弄） 镇鷄 t。 trainj 
quails. 

把,
 

8Sr4 
杷風  to  scout;  to  act  as  a  spy 

or  informer. 

~ ■杷  a  grasp  of  the  hand; 
handful. 

一 把兒。 r  一杷子  a  hand 
ful;  a  bundle,  whether  large  or 
small. 

一杷兒 w 子） 璐駝 
string  of  camels. 

一 ■杷扇 a  fan- 

一杷刀  a  knife. 
一 杷眼涙  a  flood  of  tears. 
— 把嘴  a  mouth, 一 a  great talker. 

~ 掌  a  blow  with  the  hand 

一杷禾 抑  ear  of  grain. 

有 幾杷手  there  were  severa hands, —— i.e.  people. 

杷理斯  Paris  fVerbiest);  see 
8510. 

Read  pa}.  Used  as  the 

colloquial  equivalent  of  ̂  
1212  or  以 5462. 

把 爲無用  to  regard  as  use less. 

杷 手撥開  push  it  aside  with 
your  hand. 

化 這個鈴 加1 他 give  this to  him. 

把他 怎麽樣  what  are  you 
going  to  do  with  him? 

莫杷工 夫悮了  don’t neglect  your  work. 

你杷 那杷〆 M  ̂   fake that  pair  of  scissors,  and •••• 

Read  pa^.  A  handle 

杷兒  a  handle. 

把兒 上弦表  a  stem-wind¬ ing  watch. 

原 來杷兒  an  original natural  handle, 一 as  the  stem  of 

a  palm-leaf  utilised  as  the  handle of  a  fan. 

刀把  the  handle  of  a  knife. 

刀 杷在手  knife-handle  in one’s  hand, 一 to  have  the  advan¬ tage. 

話杷  a  handle  for  talk. 別 給人家 留話杷 
let  people  have  a  handle  for  talk 
about  you. 

.  85r5 

R •祕 

c.  i  • 

K.  I 

F.  pa、- 

W.  J,a 

v./s 

N.  V， pah 

P. 

M.  ipa、 or  ta 

J.  ha 

A.  cba 

Sinking 

Irregulv. 

r 

8517 

r. 麻 

See 已 

Even  Upper. 

m
x
 

8518 麻 
See 

Even  Upper. 

栽！ 

«si9 

芭1
 

852© 

r. 麻 

See 巴 

Even  Upper. 

疤1
 

8516 

R. 麻 

C.  v.  cna 

See 巴 

Even  
Upper. 

A  father  ；  a  title  given 

by  the  Mahommedans  to  I 
their  mollahs.  Also  read 

pa?. 

阿爸。 r 爸 / 爸 (pronounced! pax  pa  by  Chinese,  but  pa^  pa\ by  Mahommedans)  papa. 

拉斧爸 to  stool, 一 of| 

children. 

阿爸 贐錢， 子享福 the| father  earns  money  and  the  sonf 

enjoys  himself. 

張爸  /a3  Father  Chang,— of  a| mollah. 

老爸爸  a  term  for  a  Mahom-I medan.  Also  added  by  the  Ma-I 
hommedans  as  a  term  of  respect! 

t0 天， 地， 皇上， etc. 

A  scar  ；  a  cicatrix  ；  a| 

birth-mark. 

痕痕 痕瘌 a  scar. 好 了瘡运 ，忘 記疼 j 
when  the  wound  is  healed,  one  I 
forgets  the  pain. 

疤眼兒  a  scar  from  ̂   sore  on  I the  eyelid. 

疟頂  a  bald  head* A  kind  of  bamboo.  See\ 

6908. 

笆城  a  stockade. 笆 4  a  conical  basket  to  take! 

up  rice. 

Dried  meat. 

帝羝  the  body  of  a  prince  ofl 
the 契丹  Kitans  preserved  I 
in  salt  after  his  death. 

See  8546. 

A  fragrant  plaint. 

色 奪  the  banana；  the  plantain. 

芭蕉鉼 a  vase  shaped  like  a  I 

plantain. 

芭蕉扇  a  palm-leaf  fan. 131 



芭1
 

8520 

8521 
IR 麻 

|See 巴怕 

Even  Upper. 

色蕪山  Sharp  Peak,— at  the mouth  of  the  Min  river  near| 
Foochow. 

色 : g  or  色 茅 •  E.^nthus\ 
jafonicus、 Beauv. 

色  Smilax  China,  L. 

拔 

傳芭  to  hand  on  the  pa、 — as| 
by  the  sorcerers  to  one  another 
at  ancient  funeral  rites. 

吵7 M./>a 

X.paah 

Sz.  p^a 

K.  j>al、p、e 
J.  batsz、 hai 

A.  bat' 

Entering 

Lower. 

iff 
8522 

卜麻
 

I  See  巴 

Even  Upper. 

A  kind  of  cowry,  called  | 

海 虫巴， formerly  used  as  I 
money. 

A  two-year  old  hog  ；  a| 
boar.  Used  with  ̂ 518. 

鈀 
8523 

8524 

|r. 祕 
I  See  巴 

Same  as  8546. 

A  bridle.  The  splash- 1 
board  of  a  chariot.  A  tar- 

Sinking 

Upper. 

get. 

耙子  a  target. 

射中靶  to  hit  the  target, — ini archery. 

打靶子  to  fire  at  a  target. 

8525 

|R 祕 

卜 e 巴 ISinkingUpper. 

A  handle.  See  把 8514. 

撥 
8526 

w 

See  9365. 

8527 

|R •帚黯 YC,  pet^  pat 

\w.p^at 
I  F.  pak、 pwaky 

f>cik、 p^7t>ak 
I  W.  bwo 

I  X.  bah 

1 1*.  ipa 

To  pull  up  ；  to  pull  out;  I 

to  destroy, 一 as  a  State  an- 1 
nexed  by  the  conqueror 

see  8197.  Lofty \  eminent. 
See  9876. 

拔根  to  pull  up  a  root. 

拔寨 拔舍  to  break  up| a  camp. 

[1042 

: E>^L 

V^ 

Entering 

Lower. 

R. 

拔隊  to  withdraw  troops.  I  w 
牧水 t。  draw  water.  I  8528 

拔上來  to  raise;  to  draw,  as |R.  曷 water-  See^ 

拔下來  t0  Pul1  out，一 as  nails'|A.  bat- 
杷瓶 子塞兒 拔下來 

pull  the  cork  out  of  the  bottle. 

拔出來 tD  pu11  cut- 他是 闍下提 拔起來 
he  was  raised  to  his  present 

position  by  yourself,  sir. 

拔秧  to  pull  up  young  rice, for  transplanting. 

拔草  to  pull  up  weeds, 

拔 刀 01 ■拔劍  t0  draw  a  sword. 

一 毛不拔  can’t  get  a  feather out  of  him.  See  810.  1  8530 

拔力  to  exert  one^s  strength.  R  ̂  

拔河  tug  of  war.  \c.pet IF.  pah 

拔山  to  uproot  a  mountain, 一 I W.  bo used  of  strength. 

拔了 榫兒了 

w 
8529 

曷 

See 兹
 

A.  bat? 

Hair  on  the  legs. 

腓無脓  the  calves  of  his  1 
had  no  hair  on  them, — fr 
excessive  toil.  Said  of  the  Gi Yu. 

Entering 

Lower. 

提拔 m 拔櫂。 r 拔取 t。 
raise;  to  promote. 

拔—行 如叹 * 間 to  rise from  the  ranks. 

拔城  to  capture  a  city. 

拔來報 /“4 往 hastening backwards  and  forwards. 

拔貢生  senior  秀才  licen¬ tiates  chosen  at  an  examination 

held  once  every  twelve  years  and 

thereby  qualified  to  present  them¬ 
selves  at  the  triennial  examin¬ 

ation  會 試  for  the  3rd  degree. 

考拔  to  hold  an  examination, as  above. 

前拔  placed  in  the  front  rank (among  the  first  10)  at  the 

. Magistrate’s  examination. 

出 類拔苹  eminent  above 
one’s  fellows. 

超拔  to  surpass;  to  distinguish 
oneself. 

古 峯峭拔  a  hoary  mountain with  precipitous  cliffs. 

拔 屢  a  kind  of  oak  which  produ¬ ces  the  oak-galls  imported  from 

Persia.  [From  the  Persian  ballut^\ 

8531 

R •葛黠 

See 装 

Entering 

Lower. 

Sinking 

Upper. 

To  sacrifice  to  the  spit 

of  the  road  on  setting  ( 

on  a  journey. 

取 羝以軾  we  sacrifice  a  i 
to  the  spirit  of  the  road. 

N.  bah 

P.〆 

to  become  I 

Ij.  hatsz^  bachi unfastened, 一 as  things  fastened  I  ̂  iat 
by  dovetails.  I  Entering 

拔丰甫  expectant.  丨  Lower. 

The  demon  of  droug 

variously  depicted  as  a  o 

eyed  dwarf  and  as  a  strai 
bird.  Also  read  po\ 

旱 魃爲虐  the  drougl very  severe. 

Smilax  China、 L.,  kne 

as  菝葜. See  8520. 

8532 

R •泰 

See 貝 

An  embankment  hav 

steep  sides  and  faced  \ 
wattled  hurdles,  as  dis 
guished  from  堤  10,914 

dyke.  [To  be  distingu ed  from  俱 3020.] 

块 垌。 r 坎 愣 an  emb 
ment. 

東块  embankments  in  溧 

縣  Li-yang  Hsien,  to  pr< the  country  from  the  ovei of  the  Yellow  River. 

打块。 r 築塽 tC)  mak， 
embankment. 

倒坎  the  embankment  has  ̂  

way. 



[ 1043  ] 

8532 

8533 

linking 

Upper. 

S34 

拖坱  to  drag  a  boat  over  an 
embankment, — as  at  a  haul-over. 

，嚨 裏作塽  to  get  a  lump 
in  one’s  throat. 

半块  name  of  a  place  beyond 
Kalgan, — so  called  because  it  is 

half  way  up  to  the  plateau. 

To  rule  by  force；  might 

as  opposed  to  right  ；  leader 

ship  or  hegemony；  5*^8556 
A  Department  in  Chihli. 

誉伸相 桓公， 霸諸侯 
Kuan  Chung  acted  as  Prime 
Minister  to  Duke  Huan,  and 
made  him  leader  of  all  the  feudal 

princes. 

以力假 冬(=仁} 者 ，霸 
he  who,  using  force,  makes  a 
pretence  to  benevolence,  is  the 
leader  of  the  princes. 

霸天下  to  rule  over  the  whole 
country  by  force ;  to  exercise 
the  hegemony  over  the  country. 

五霸  the  five  famous  rulers  of 
the  7th  century  b.c.,  viz.  齊桓 

必 ，晉 文公， 朱襄公 
楚 莊公， 秦穆公 
霸王  a  king  who  is  chief  or 
leader  among  other  kings；  one 
who  rules  by  force. 

晉于是 始失霸  the  Chin 
State  thereupon  lost  its  leader 

ship.  [For  始 see  9982.] 

霸道  the  rule  of  might,  —  as 
opposed  to  王道  the  rde  of 
right.  See  3915. 

熱 得霸道  it’s  frightfully  hot 
霸勒  to  oppress;  to  intimidate 
霸佔  to  encroach  upon;  to  usurp, 

霸氣  audacity;  disregard  of 
right. 

强霸  to  take  by  force. 

土  霸  a  】ocal  bully. 

各 霸一方  each  one  lorded 
it  over  a  district. 

霸市  to  control  the  market;  to 
make  a  “confer;”  to  regulate 
prices. 

Same  as  8532. 

欏 
8535 

灞 
8536 

R. 祕 

See 霸
 

SinkingL  pper. 

罷 8537 R •祕蟹 

C .  pa)- 

F.  pd
*- 

W.  bo、 &ba、 

bo^ 

N.  bo^ 

Same  as  8525. 

罷‘
 

8S37 

Name  of  a  small  river  in  | 
Shensi. 

p. 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 

J.  hai、be 

A.  ̂ bai 
Sinking  and 

Rising  Lower. 

To  stop  ；  to  finish  (seel 

4673)  ；  to  leave  off ;  to 

resign  ；  to  be  cashiered.  A| 
final  particle. 

罷手 t。  cease;  to  stop. 

欲 罷不能  wanting  to  stop but  unable  to. 

作罷論  to  make  an  end  of  the 
argument;  to  drop  the  matter. 

罷工  to  stop  work;  to  strike. 

罷市  stoppage  Of  trade,  一 a$ 
when,  in  opposition  to  some 
unpopular  tax,  tradesmen  close 
their  shops  and  refuse  to  do 
business. 

罷局  to  put  an  end  to  a  game 

罷試  to  stop  the  examination, — 
as  the  students  sometimes  -do 

by  refusing  in  a  body  to  attend. 

道罷  when  he  had  finished 
speaking. 

罷休。 1 ■罷息  t。 finish;  to have  done  with. 

如 何罷休  how  the  matter was  ended. 

罷職。 r 罷官  to  resign  office； to  be  dismissed  from  office. 

罷 官鰥居  resigned  his  ap¬ pointment  and  lived  as  a  widower. 

官罷 朋友疏  loss  of  office means  loss  of  friends. 

罷 斥  to  be  dismissed  from  office. 

以言罷  was  dismissed  fori speaking  too  freely. 

半 罷牟在  half  gone,  half| remaining. 

寫 完就罷  write  it  and  havej done  with  it. 

罷了  finished;  done  with;  all  I 
right !  that  will  do!  alas ! 

罷不了  unable  to  finish,  or  to  I have  done  with. 

帕 
8538 

卜福黯 

〜怕 

N.  v.  p'-aan^ 

P、oa 

A.  bak'、 maky Sinking 

Upper. 

怕 4
 

去罷  be  off!  begone ! 

歇手罷  let  us  rest  awhile. 

這樣罷 ，那 樣罷 is  it  1。1 
be  this  vay  or  that  way? 

罷  a  phrase  used  at  the  end  I 
pf  sentences,  giving  an  assertive,! 
intensive  force.  f 

罷不得  to  do  without;  ̂ 7751.1 
Read  Worn  out  ；| 

wearied. 

數 戰民罷  many  battles  ex¬ 
haust  the  people. 

•罷勞  great  fatigue.. 

罷  馬  worn-out  horses. 

A  handkerchief ;  a  veil. 

手 [jl 白  a  handkerchief. 

頭帕。 1 •面帕 a  veil. 

To  fear；  to  dread.  See\ 

1863,  3768,  8090. 

怕死  to  fear  death. 
不怕人  not  to  be  afraid  of I 
any  one. 

天不怕 ，地 不怕 to  fear| 
neither  God  nor  man.  j 

嚇伸。 1 •駭怕  to  frighten;  to| 
intimidate. 

恐怕  to  be  afraid ;  to  fear.  I 
Used  conventionally,  as^below. 

恐 怕不能  I’m  afraid  I  can’t. | 
我怕 他不來  I  fear  he  will  j 

not  come. 

怕的是  it  is  to  be  feared  | 
that 

不怕  rfon’t  be  afraid ! 

怕 前怕狻  to  be  afraiid  of| 
everything. 

怕腺  n^rvous  ；  shy. 

怕羞  bashfuL 受怕  to  be  alarmed. 



DR". 

1044 

8540 ir. 祕 

I  See 个白 

\\.p',ak Sinking 

Upper. 

A  turban,  as  still  worn 

in  the  Fuhkien  and  Kuang- 

tung  provinces.  Said  to 
have  been  introduced  at  the 

beginning  of  the  present 

dynasty  to  hide  the  tail,  a 

then  objectionable  badge 

of  loyalty  imposed  by  the 
Manchu  conquerors. 

扒1
 8541 

|R •黯卦 
|sce 八拜 

Entering  and 
Sinking 

Upper. 

To  crawl;  to  climb;  used 
for  8545. 

Read  pa1.  To  strip  off.  R* 
To  paddle  ；  see  6241,  8651. 

to  strip  off  one’s 
扒 脫衣冠 

official  robes. 

小心 扒手  beware  of  pick 

[扒  should  here  be 
pockets. 

載  to  lighten  ship. 

ip
BA
 

8543 

r •祕 

See 怕 

SinkingUpper. 

粑 8544 

爬1
 

«545 

麻 
See 巴肥 

Even  Upper 

and  Lower. 

Read  ̂ a1.  To  crouch  ； 

to  lie  on  one’s  belly  ；  see 

8542. 

W 在炼上  to  crawl  up  on  to 
the  klang. 

趴1
 8542 

|R.  Vulgar. See  )1^ 

I  A.  bak 

Even  Upper 
and  Lower. 

To  creep；  to  crawl ；  used 
with  8545. 

兩手趴 在地下  crawling on  all  fours. 

趴 山覓藥  to  roam  over  the 
hills  in  search  of  medicinal  plants. 

趴上去  to  climb  up. 

趴 牆捷壁  clambering  and climbing. 

趴 中虎。 r 趴牆虎  the  Vir¬ ginia  creeper  ( Vitis  heterophylla 

Thbg.).  [The  former  is  a  moun 
tain  litter  borne  by  two  men.] 

八 (or 〆） 角子  parasites  on 
the  body;  crabs,  etc. 

Read  pla>. 
see  8541. 

To  crouch 

趴下  to  crouch,  as  a  dog;  to 
go  down  on  one’s  hands  and knees. 

to 趴 伏在桌 子底下 
crouch  down  for  concealment 
under  a  table. 

耙
 2 

8546 

R 祕 

: 

s.bo 

Same  as  8507. 

for  8510  and  {8546. 

A  —kin.  I  想 

錦 •巴  an  embroidered  handker-  R .麻 

See  巴 ̂ 

Even  Upper. 

chief. 

Used 
m 

8548 

r- 麻 

Even  Upper. 

To  scrape;  to  scratch. 

To  crawl;  to  climb.  Used|See  巴 with  8546  and  8549. 

爬癢  to  scratch  an  itch. 

掻爬  to  scratchi 
爬剔  to  draw  out;  to  extract 

爬行  to  crawl  along. 

The  spreading  horns 
an  ox. 

W.  bo 
IN.  bo P. 

M. 

Y. 

ISz. 

8549 

R .麻 

C.  I  ,a 

這條蛇 腰不 動 thissnakell^ can’t  crawl 

爬起來  to  climb  up. 

爬出來  to  crawl  out. 确着 爬到他 媽跟前 
went  down  on  his  knees  and  I  a.  ba^bai 

crawled  up  to  his  mother*  I J  Even  Lower. 

爬灰  to  crawl  over  the  ashes, to  have  illicit  intercourse  with 

one’s  daughter-in-law. 

爬桿 兒  to  climb  a  mast  or  pole 

爬山虎  the  Virginia  creeper ( Vitis  heterophylla、 Thbg.) 

8542;  a  mountain  chair. 
an  iron  rake. 

鈀 

855°- 
Seel 

8551 

A  floating  bridge. 

To  squat;  to  crouch; 

grovel.  Used  with  85 and  8546. 

mm  to  walk  without  ad\ cing;  to  mark  time,  as  in  drilli 
to  squat  on  the  hams. 

mm  a  dwarf. 

Same  as  8546. 

c. 
H 

pa1 

M.  I 

Sz.  pa* 

K.fa 

}•  ha、he A.  bc^ 

Sinking  Lower 
Irregular. 

邨 女爬柴 the  village  women 卜. 麻 rake  up  the  wood.  |c.  j  t 

爬飯  to  scramble  in  one’s  food,  |g.  I as  when  eating， in  a  hurry.  |w.  |  . 
—  N.  I  b0 

P. 
M 

A  rake：  a  harrow.  AIsoiy. . ISz 
read  pa\  Ik. /a 

|J.  hay  ba^  v.  wa 耙子。 r 犁耙  a  rake;  a| A. da harrow. 

A  lute.  See  9061. 

Even  Lower. 

耙齒  the  teeth  of  a  harrow. 

耙地  to  rake  the  ground. 

駕 牛耙田  t。 ride  the  ox  to| 
harrow  the  fields. 

舞三耙  to  flourish  the  trident,! —a  gymnastic  exercise. 

R •麻 

See 琶 

金琶 聲若雷 theg° 
lutes  resound  like  thunder. 

風琶蠻  a  tribe  of  savag< Kiangsi,  from  whom  horses received  as  tribute,  b.c.  14 

A  bamboo teeth. 

rake 

Even  Lower. 



1045 

3F»^3LI 

葩1
 

8SS3 

y
a
 

P°^bo 

P'° 

ba^  p^a 
Pa 

tla 

ba 

ren  Upper. 

僻 
8554 

BA 

擘 
8555 

白 
»SS6 

^ak 

eik、 pah 
ha 
o/i 

，ai、 Spo、 

ku^  byah\ 
ik 

Qtering  . 
Lower, 

The  corolla  of  a  flower. 

蝶 探奇躯  the  butterfly  seeks 
the  beautiful  flower 

含葩  budding,  as  a  flower. 

詩 正而跑 the  are 
correct  and  elegant. 

葩經  the  Book  of  Odes, 

See  9020. 

9395- 

White,  as  opposed  to 黑 

3899  or  靑 2 1 84 ;  often  used 
in  the  sense  of  good,  fit 
for  table  use,  etc.  Bright  ； 

clear ;  pure.  Obvious  ；  easy 
to  understand.  To  make 

clear?  to  state;  “spoken” 
in  a  play,  as  opposed  to 

recitative.  Empty  ；  vain. 

Free;’  gratis.  Common; 
vulgar.  The  reverse  of  a 

coin  -  see  烏  12,721.  Also 

read  />o2*  and  po^*.  Radica 
106.  See  ̂   1622, 明 7946, 

戰 3以， 脫  ii, 375 -  [To  be 
distinguished  from  白 2286 

發白  see  3376. 

白色  a  white  colour. 

白糖  white  sugar. 

白鹽  table-salt. 

白金 w 白銀  silver. 

白米  table-rice. 
白 米; 飯  rice  cooked  for  eating. 
突白飯  t0  eat  rice  without  any 
meat. 

.白嫌  best  flour. 
白烏  t2L  white  crow. 

白丹  white  lead. 

白 
8556 白銅  pewter. 白鉛  zinc;  spelter. 

白胡椒  white  pepper. 

白灰 lime. 

白鐵 dUm. 白寶  white  bullion,— Tientsin] white  sycee. 

白昔  white  peas. 
白昔還  superior  cardamoms.! 

白扁豆  white  flat  beans.. 

白芝蔴  white  sesamum. 

白 南 ̂  first  quality  birds’-nests. 
白描  blapk  and  white ;  outline! 
drawings  in  ink. 

白耔  a  white  coat, — worn  byl 
the  poor  in  olden  times. 

白額  a  white  forehead, 一 of  an animal. 

臉 上刷白  to  turn  or  look  pale.J 
白 ‘储子 _  a  sand-fly. 
白魚  a  kind  of  moth  that destroys  clothes,  etc. 

白土。 r 白 皮土。 r 白洋 

藥  M^lwa  opium. 
白布呵  see  9479. 
白色布  plain  white  shirtings. 

白提布  white  brocades. 
白楗 花布。 r 白扯花 
布  figured  or  brocaded  white 

'shirtings;  cotton  brocades. 

白 勲布。 r 白桂 花布 
white  spotted  shirtings. 

白 露  white  dew, — a  solar  term 
falling  about  8th  September. 

白 濁  gonorrhoea;  gleet. 

白滯  leucorrhoea；  the  whites. 
紅白  r^d  and  white.  See  5270. 

家裏 辦白事 tn  have funeral  in  the  house. 

穿 白掛孝  to  wear  white  in token  of  one’s  filial  piety. 

粉玉無 其白也  jade-dust is  not  so  white. 

白亮亮  bright  white. 
白茫茫  dazzlingly  bright. 
白 天。 r 白 日。 r 白畫 ^ 
broad  daylight. 

^ 白 面少年  a  callow  youth.* 8556 白臉面  a  fair  complexion ; 
blonde 

白 臉  male  dramatic  characters, — the  villain  of  the  piece,  etc. 

白水  •  plain  water, 一 as  opposed to  tea； 

月白  bright  moonlight 
太白  the  planet  Venus;  the name  of  the  famous  poet 

Li,  of  the  T4ang  dynasty,  into 
whose  mother  the  planet  is  said 
to  have  entered  when  she  con-| 
ceived  her  son. 

白佛  the  White  Buddha,  —  a| name  for  Bodhidharma. 

明白  clear;  intelligible.  Seel 

7946. 

白文  the  simple  text, 一 without! 
commentary. 

白是  it  is  clear  that . .  ；  evi 
dently. 

告白  a  notice, — as  for  a  lost] article,  etc. 

關白  to  give  public  notice. 
道白。 r 白  ̂spoken/’-in  plays.] 

若 不白我  if  you  don’t  tell  I 
me.  i 

願 有所白 i  have  somethingl 
I  wish  to  tell  )^u.  ' 

白馬之 白  tp  that  a  white  I 
horse  is  white.  ] 

白充數  to  uselessly  fill  up  the | number, — as  a  worthless  e??iploye\ 

who  merely  completes  the  num-_ ber  of  hands  required. 

宜 白家人 ，勿 得輕人 
no  admittance  except  on  busi¬ 
ness. 

念白  to  read  a  character  in  its! 
wrong  or  colloquial  tone.  See\ 

9508. 

白 字  characters  wrongly  written  I 
for  others  of  the  same  sound.  I 

白学 老先生  an  ignorant! 
old  fellow. 

白話。 r  土白  pqtois ;  local  I dialect. 

他竟 白話我  he  keeps 
flattering  me. 

白花花 的  absolutely  in  vain. 
白長  chang1  1  I  have  grown old  in  vain. 
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白1
 «556 or  I 

白 說  t0  t 立 Ik  in  vain. 

白 費事。 r 白費 工夫 
白忙。 r 白饒。 r 白用 
必、 to  take  trouble  in  vain. 

白 饒了他 i  have  forgiven  I him  in  vain. 

白得了 1  got  it  for  nothing. 

白來了  he  came  in  vain.  See\ 
6560. 

白給  to  give  for  nothing;  to | 
havp  no  chance. 

我自 白給你 1  give  U  y°u| 
for  nothing.  See  below. 

他不能 白勞你  he  cannot  I 
let  you  go  away  empty-handed.  I 

白食  to  get  a  free  meal. 

1 曾  白 食  accustomed  to  eat  I
 

at  the  expense  of  others. 

1736. 

唉 白 藥  to  take  medicine  with- 1 out  paying  for  it. 

白瞧  to  get  a  look  for  nothing.  | 

白試 一 試  just  t0  have  a  try, 一 without  committing  oneself  to| 
anything. 

白撞  a  loafer. 
白 空 or  白閒  at  leisure;  un- 1 
occupied. 

内 坐  to  sit  idle. 

白 手成家  to  succeed  in  life  I without  help. 

非白手 可以出 I 
can’t  go  in  and  out  (of  a  ya?ne?i)  | 
empty-handed, 一 without  money. 

豈有 白手受 命而帝 

白 2 

»556 

者乎  how  could  a  humble  I 
person  like  myself  ever  become  I 
an  Emperor? 

白人。 r 白衣 人。 r 白身 

or  白  or  白; ̂   a  common- 1 

er;  a  non-official. 

白屋 出公鄉 a  commoner  s| 
family  has  produced  a  high 
cial.  S^e  12,737. 

胡 說白道  to  talk  nonsense.! 

說 白道黑  to  gossip  about  I 
people’s  characters.  [Also  緑 fo1 •黑 .] 

槍白了  一  頻  gave  him  a| good  shutting  up, — of  a  scolding | 
which  leaves  the  scolded  person  | 
nothing  to  say. 

白 眼視之  to  regard  a  person! with  white  eyes, — i.e.  with  the] 
whites  of  the  eyes,  sc.  not  t^l 

regard  him  at  all,  but  to  treat j 
him  superciliously. 

白屑  an  albino. 
二 白  snow  in  the  first  moon; j 
three  cupfuls  of  wine.  Also,  a | 
Barmecide  feast ;  ̂   4356. 

要 宜#， 見三白 thetime| for  sowing  wheat  is  after  the  I 
snow  in  the  first  moon. 

非 浮三白  unless  he  is  fined I three  bumpers  of  wine . See^ 1359. 

年 經九白 nine  whites| (snows,  i.e.  years)  have  elapsed.  | 

剖  AH、 自 白  to  open  one’s  heart  J and  clear  one’s  reputation. 

不 能自白  unable  to  clear| himself. 

豊含寃 莫白乎 hC)W  canl I  not  redress  their  wrongs  ? 

拭鏡椾 白  t0  wiPe  one’s  mir- 1 ror  and  pull  out  gray  hairs. 

白首 orS  頭㈣ 6m)white-| headed ;  white-haired.  The  se-| 

cond  is  also  a  Parsee.  • 

白 首夂毋  aged  parents. 

白頭 帖。 r 白 杪 an  anonym- j ous  placard. 

白降  corrosive  sublimate. 

白 門。 r 白下  an  old  name  fori 
Nanking. 

白衣道  a  Tientsin  temperance  | society,  now  known  as  在禮 

The  use  of  tobacco,  wine,  etc.| 
is  forbidden. 

白衣道 暍酒， 反禮了 
for  the  White-Clothes  sect  to  I 

drink  wine,  is  a  breach  of  regu- 1 lation. 

入了 白衣道 ，不 死老 

白 2 

8S56 

爺 也穿孝 he  wh。 goes! into  the  White -Clothes  sect,  I 

though  his  father  is  not  dead| 
yet  wears  mourning. 

飛白  jw  3483. 

白刃 w  S597. 白刀子 進去， 紅刀子 

出來  to  go  in  with  a  clean  | sword  and  come  out  with 

bloody  one, — to  come  to  a  row.l 

白淨  white  and  clean ;  glist 
ing;  clear ;  a  fair  complexior 

白鴿票  a  ticket  in  the  wl pigeon  lottery.  See  6060. 

白楊村  the  village  of  wl 
willows, — a  burial-ground. 

白石  adularia, 一 of  which  t tons  of  the  6th  rank  are  ms 

白肉  plain  cooked  meat,  w out  any  sauce ;  second  qua 
American  ginseng. 

白醒  to  get  sober;  sober. 

白雲司  the  Board  of  Pun 
ments, — the  colour  white  b( 

typical  of  punishment. 

白 衣大士  the  Scholar  of 
White  Robe, 一 Kuan  Yin. 
6363 - 

白烏 將 軍 the  Ge 
al  of  the  White  Horse, 一 a  1 

named 杜君實 Tu  Cl 

shih  who,  at  the  summon 
his  sworn  brother  張君 

Chang  Chun-jui,  rescued  覺 

Ying-ying,  the  latter’s  fu wife,  from  the  hands  of  bai who  had  surrounded  a  temp 

which  she  was  staying.  Us< 

the  sense  of  Mdeus  ex  machi 

白馬司  see  10,295. 

白義  one  of  Mu  Wang’s  < 
steeds. 

白摺子  plain  white  wri 

paper. 

白練，  Paradise  flycal 
[Tchitrea  incei). 

_ 莊 or 白烏 the 喂 et 

白 脖老鸹 (Qr 在） the 
son  crow  {Corvus  torquaiu' 

白耗子  a  white  mouse. 
白菓  Gingko  biloba,  L. 

白 嵩  Artmisia  sp. 白菜  Shantung  cabbage  (J 
sica  campestrisy  L.  var.) 

白白茱  the  dandelion. 

白花茱  Gynandropsis  f phylla、 D.C. 

崖 白 菜  ̂^mann^a  ru
 

Hemsl. 

白茄子  he  brinjal. 

白澤  n  ancient  name  foi lion,  said  to  be  able  to  s 
Also,  shining  white. 
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白
 2 白帝城 a  name  for 曼州 

K‘uei-choii  in  Sstich‘uan,  from 
¥ 

the  sobriquet  “White  Emperor’’ 

which  its  founder  gjfc 

Kung-sun  Shu  bestowed  upon 
himself. 

怕 See  9340. 

8557 

B See  9341. 

8558 

柏 See  9343. 

8559 

百
 8 A  hundred.  Used  in  the 

sense  of  all,  every,  etc. 
8560 

石 [From  白  a  contraction  of 
P 

ak 自  12,365  and  — «.]  Also 
ak 

<iik、pah 
ba 

ah 

read  po 狄  and  fo 你  Read 
mo'  see  12,698. 

e — • 百 one  hundred. 
tik 
k 

— *  百零  ~ *  one  hundred  and 
tk one. 

ku、 hiaku、 
Haku 百裏 ~ *  one  among  a 
y hundred. 
ntering 
Upper. 百 中無一 - not  one  in  a  hun- 

dred;  more  than  a  hundred  to 

one  against. 

百十  hundreds  and  tens;  be¬ 
tween  ten  and  a  hundred. 

百十兩  something  under  one 
hundred  taels. 

可値 百十金  worth  about 
one  hundred  taels,— not  more 
than  one  hundred. 

百千萬  hundreds  of  thou¬ 
sands, — of  any  great  number, 

若遇 他人百 千亦釋 
had  it  been  any  one  else,  ’tis 
10  to  i  you  would  have  been 
released, — but  I . 

百 計千方  all  kinds  of  plans. 

百足  a  centipede. 

百 問百答  answered  every 

question.  
y 

百 發百中  {chungK)  hitting 
at  every  shot. 

百官。 r 百寮  the  various 
officials. 

百 
8560 

百工  the  various  classes  of 
artisans. 

百産  various  productions. 

百種  {chungK)  the  various  kinds 
of  plants,  grain,  etc.;  (read  tsungx) 
in  a  hundred  ways；  the  various 
kinds. 

百貨  goods  of  every  description. 

百則 the  various  laws  or  regulat¬ ions. 

百蝶  all  sorts  of  butterflies. 

百花  all  sorts  of  flowers. 

百摺  full  of  folds ;  pleated. 

百〆 姓  the  hundred  surnames, 
— t.e.  surnames  in  general  ；  the 

people. 

百 （or  po1)  家姓  the  Family 
Names,  —  a  collection  of  some 
four  hundred  of  the  surnames 
in  most  common  use. 

百般  all  kinds. 
百 厭之極  everybody  hates him  heartily. 

百 年之後  after  a  hundred years, — after  your,  death. 

百歲  a  hundred  years ;  a  long life. 

百" 物  all  things;  material  objects 
generally. 

百神  the  heavenly  host. 

百頁窗  Venetian  blinds. 
百事  multifarious  matters. 

百 弊叢生  abuses  of  every description  are  rife. 

百 無可爲  there  is  nothing to  do, -nothing  that  can  be  done. 

百呌 百應  unfailing  obe dience  or  attention. 

百 你百隨  to  obey,  or  agree, in  everything. 

百五  a  name  for  寒 食、 “cold 
food”  day  (the  day  before 

明)，  which  is  105  days  after 
the  winter  sc^6tieq. 

百六  the  festival  of  靖明， 
as  above. 

百總  a  centurion;  a  sub-lieu¬ tenant. 

人一 能之， 己百之 M 
another  man  succeeds  by  one 

effort,  I  will  use  a  hundred 

efforts, — rather  than  fail. 

百 
8560 

栢 

8561 
擺
，
 

8562 

R •整 S. •卜 

F.  pai,  pae 

W.  pa^  cba 

N.  pe^  pa 

.卜
, . 

Y.  pae 

K./ ‘似 

[•  hai、 he 

A.  bai 
Rising  Upper. 

人 百其躬  everybody  hun dred-folded  himself,— grieved 

as  though  he  were  a  hundred 

persons. 百會  the  round  place  at  the  top of  the  head  from  which  the  hair 

seems  tp  spread.  Also,  the  sea. 
from  the  phrase  百 川會海 

?  all  rivers  reach  the  sea. 

亩里侯  a  name  for  a  District Magistrate. 

鞭 袍百子  a  string  of  crack¬ 
ers, -to  be  lighted  at  thebot  tom 

二百 五  a  fool,  — one  who speaks  of  250  cash  in  Peking 

where  5  cash  are  counted  as  20, 

and  250  is  therefore  an  impos¬ 
sible  number. 

百夷  the  Shan  tribes. 
百 靈 (or  )  the  Mongolian  or Shantung  lark^  {Melanocorypha mongolica). 

百刺籐  Mezoneurum  svicnse, 
. Hemsl. 

百部根  Stemone  tuber osay\.o\iv. 

百 合  a  name  given  to  the,  true lily  (Liliutn) ;  wrongly  used  for 

薄荷  peppermint. 
百合 ••花  lily  flowers, — from the  layers  on  their  bulbs.  [Not 

those  “of  commerce,”  which  are 

金斜茱 .] 
家百合  Liliutn  tigrinum、 Gawl. 

野百合  Liliutn  Brownii、 
Mielle. 

百日  Gumphrena  globosa^  L. 
Same  as  9343. 

To  spread  out  ；  to  ar¬ 

range  ； to  expose  to  view； 

see  9929.  To  wave. 

擺開 擺下- •擺 列。 r 擺設 m 擺攤。 r 擺布 
to  spread  out;  to  arrange. 

把貨 物擺開  spread  out your  wares. 

擺不開  unable  to  spread  out, 
— for  \vant  of ’space. 

擺下龍 PI 陣 tc)  disp°se troops  according  to  the  “Dragon 
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8562 

Gate”  plan, — alluding  to  ancient 
Chinese  military  tactics. 

桌 子上的 擺設兒 
ornaments  on  the  table. 

擺布人  to  throw  difficulties 
in  people’s  way;  to  needlessly harass  others. 

等我 擺布他 wait  tU1 1 
give  him  a  dressing. 

擺布 不開  to  be  wanting  in wit. 

擺齊  to  arrange  evenly. 

擺上來  to  spread  out  on,— 
e.g,  a  table. 

擺飯。 r  擺臺  t。 lay  a  table 
for  meals. 

擺宴  to  lay  out  a  banquet. 

擺陣  to  arrange  troops, 一 as  in 
order  of  battle. 

擺執事  to  arrange  parapher¬ 
nalia, 一 for  a  procession. 

擺隊伍  to  parade  troops. 

擺花街  to  decorate  a  street, 一 as  at  a  festival. 

擺架子  to  make  a  display ; 
to  show  off;  to  put  on  side. 

擺 盗架子  to  make  an  empty 
show,  —  as  swell-mobsmen  and 
others  who  try  to  pass  for  men 
of  wealth,  while  in  reality  they 

are  paupers. 

搖摇 擺擺  swaggering  and strutting. 

撒渡  to  ferry  across;  a  ferry. 

杷他 擺過去 feiTy him 
over. 

擺帑  to  lay  out  on  the  public 
service. 

^  ̂   to  reverberate,  as  thunder, 

擺 簸海中  to  be  tossed  about at  sea. 

擺賣  to  expose  for  sale. 

擺卦 攤兒的  keeper  of 
fortune-teller’s  stand. 

擺盤兒  to  arrange  in  a  plain 
or  shallow  dish. 

襬治 a 擺怖  to  maltreat ; 
to  torture. 

擺手  to  wave  the  hand, 一 in 
token  of  dissent 

擺尾  t。 wag  the  tail. 

風擺旗  the  wind  blows  out 
the  flag. 

襬1
 

8562 

擺弄  to  meddle  with；  to  play 
with;  to  bring  about;  to  hurry 
oneself  about. 

擺唆  to  induce;  to  coax. 

擺左  and  擺右 bear  tc>  the 

8566 

41、 

See 巌 

left  and  bear  to  the  right, 

terms  of  guidance  used  by  chair- coolies. 

擺針  the  pivot  of  scales ;  the axis；  the  fulcrum;  the  balancing 

point. 

大 犬擺樸  the  large  dog  tried to  shake  off,— the  other  which 

had  fastened  on  to  it. 

擺破  t。 break  up, — as  a  wrecked 
shin. 

w 
8563 

卦 

C.  pai2- 

R. 

W.  ba^ N.  be^  v.  bo 
P. 

pae^^^iei 

[. hai'he 

A.  be 

Weeds；  tares  among 

wheat；  a  kind  of  panic  grass. 

稗草  darnel;  weeds  generally, 

稗子 草  Panicum  crus-galli^  L. 

光豆稗 子。 r 水稗 Pani- cum  crus-corvi}  L. 

不 如荑稗  (grain  unless 

吵7 

R. 卦 

C.pdi 
H.fai 

F.  pai W.  ba 
N.  bc^  ba 

i\^
ai 

Y.  pat Sz.  pai 

K.  p^ae 

•  hai、 he 

A.  bai 

Sinking 

Lower. 

Sinking 

Irregular. 

裨 4
 

8564 

R. 卦 

C.  pai2- 

H.  p^ai F.  pai'v , 
W.  di,  ba 

N.  v.  bo 

pai 

K.  f'ae 
J.  hai^  he 
A.  be 

Sinking 

Lower. 

ripened)  is  not  so  good  as  weeds and  tares. 

稗官 野史。 r 稗說  fictiti¬ ous  histories;  romances;  scurril¬ 

ous  publications. 

稗販  hucksters. 

Fine 

millet. 
white  rice :  best 

彼練 _ 稗  those  are  like 
coarse  rice,  these  are  like  fine 

吵5 

R •紙 

Sec 

Rising  Upper. 

A  kind  of  panic  grass 
Same  as  8563. 

Sinking 

Lower. 

To  chant,  as  in  a  Buddhi 
temple. 

To  suffer  defeat,  as  0 

〕osed  to 成 762  and  用 

sheng^  9876;  to  spoil,  j 

bod；  to  be  ruined ；  to  ruii 
to  destroy.  See  1 2,285. 

勝 敖不分  a  drawn  battle 因敖 爲成。 r 反敖 1 

勝  to  turn  defeat  into  victo: 

敢社 ot 敢 陣  to  be  defeat 
in  battle. 

打 敢仗  to  fight  and  lose 
battle. 

又見敖  he  was  again  defeat 彳 

敖將  (chiangk)  a  defeat 
general. 

一 隊敖殘 的官」 

a  troop  of  defeated  Imperia. 
soldiers. 

敢 殘軍馬  total  destructi 

of  the  army. 

敖績0 r 如 北 an  utter  r。 

_  it  佯輸  t。 make  a  F 
tence  of  being  defeated. 

爲延 政所敖 hewasbeal by  (Wang)  Yen-cheng. 

章邯敖 殺項梁 c. 
Han  defeated  and  slew  Hsic 

Liang. 

擊敢之  he.  defeated  them 敖 者爲賊 ，成 者爲: 
failure  makes  a  rebel,  succcs 

prince. g 家之敖 由官邪 ^ 
the  ruin  of  the  country  is  ( 

to  the  evil  ways  of  the  offici; 

以 自取敢  so  as  to  bring 
himself  his  own  destruction. 

敢家 or 敢 戶 to  become  ba rupt, 一 as  in  consequence  of 

living. 

倒敢  ruined;  bankrupt. 

敢子 a  spendthrift. 

敢門風  t0  ruin  the  fan 
reputation. 
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8567 

退 
8568 

W 

8569 

pat 

ie 
at 

inking 
^ower. 

敖風俗  to  corrupt  public 
morals.  • 

敖典 t。  spoil  others’  pleasure. 
敢露  to  be  ruined  by  discovery, 
— as  a  plot. 

敢 落二 r 敢滅。 r 損敢。 r 
敖壤。 r 破崴。 r 崴盡 
敢沒  ruined;  destroyed；  spoilt. 

敢了本  to  lose  one’s  capital, as  in  trade. 

敖肉  spoilt  meat. 
雖 數十年 亦不敢 
though  (kept)  for  many  years,  I 
it  will  not  spoil, — of-  wine.  j 

事敖了  the  thing  has  failed.  | 
敖亡  destroyed ;  dead. 

敢走  to  be  routed, 一 as  an  army. 
失敢  to  suffer  a  defeat；  to  be  I 
worsted,  as  in  a  lawsuit. 

― •敢塗 地  a  complete  col- 1 
lapse. 

敢偷  to  act  contrary  to  natural! 
ties. 

敖筆  to  break  down  in  writing,  I 
一 used  either  of  style  or  ofl 
calligraphy.  

d 

厳絮  refuse  cotton  waste;  rub¬ 
bish. 

敢竈  a  ruined  hearth. 

敖醬  a  species  of  Patrinia. 

Same  as  8567. 

To  make  obeisance  tol 

(⑽  1297);  to  worship；! 
K‘ang  Hsi  makes  拜 = to 
confer  an  appointment,  with  I 

the  Emperor”  as  subject! 
implied.  But  it  is  morel 

natural  to  say]  to  do  homage  I 

on  appointment  to  an  official  j 

post;  to  pay  one’s  respects 
to;  to  visit. 

拜 伏在地  prostrated  him -I 
self. 

拜掃。 r 拜墳  to  worship  at| 
the  ancestral  tombs. 

拜神  to  worship  the  gods. 

w 8569 

拜‘
 

8569 

拜堂。 r 拜天地  to  worship Heaven  and  Earth, ―  a  most 
important  part  of  the  Chinese 
marriage  ceremony. 

拜佛  to  worship  Buddha. 

拜月  to  worship  the  moon 

拜祝  to  pray  to 
拜楫  to  salute, 一 as  friend?  and 
acquaintances, 

長 楫不拜  he  made  a  low bow  but  did  not  kneel. 

-^-to  salute  with  folded  hands 

拜拜  to  salute, — only  used  of 
women,  with  their  particular 
method  of  holding  the  hands, 

and  of  dogs  “begging •” 

拜賀  to  congratulate. 
拜領  to  accept  with  thanks 
果 是我八 拜至交 
verily  he  is  my  beloved  sworn 
brother.  See  8514. 

甘 拜下風  I  desire  to  become your  disciple 

拜門牆  to  be  the  pupil  of. 

拜師  to  pay  one’s  respects  to a  tutor,  before  becoming  his 

pupil. 拜服  to  submit  to;  to  own 
allegiance  •  to ;  to  bow  to  a 
decision  or  ruling. 

拜本  to  salute  a  memorial  to  the 
Emperor  by  burning  incense, 

kotowing、 etc.,  before  sending 
it  off. 

拜相 tobe  appointed  Minister 
of  State. 

尋 果大拜  afterwards  he actually  became  Minister  of  State. 

徵 拜傅士  W3.s  summoned  to Court  and  received  the  appoint¬ 
ment  of  Po  Shih. 

官 拜何職  what  rank  has  he knelt  for? — to  the  Emperor,  on  v 

appointment ;  sc.  what  is  his|p  土 | 

rank  ?  |  •主 I 

拜客。 1 •拜 會㈣ 5184) 
拜望。 r 拜凫。 r 拜上 
拜候。 1 •拜謁  t。 pay|^|^.3 

visits;  to  pay  one’s  respects  I  T  ̂  

回拜  to  make  a  return  call. 
訂拜  to  visit  by  appointment.  I 
拜辭。 r  拜別  t_keleaVe.|  ̂  

8570 

卜卦 

|See  傭 

Sinking 

Lower. 

憊 
8S7i 

拜匣 a  case  to  hold  visiting- cards. 

拜帖  a  visiting-card. 
過門拜  to  call  on  an  inferior  I by  leaving  a  card  in  passing. 

拜年  to  pay  New  Year’s  calls. 
拜接  to  receive  nith  honour. 

拜萬壽 t。 perfor  homage  on  I the  Emperor’s  birthday.  \ 

拜牌  to  salute  the  Imperial tablet. 

拜訪  to  call  and  enquire  after.  I 

拜晤  to  call  on  and  interview.  I 

拜台。 r 拜桌 the  t>road pedestal  at  the  foot  of  the  I 
tablet  in  a  grave. 

拜香 t。  kotow  once  every  three 
paces, — as  in  vows. 

拜禀  to  respectfully  petition. 

拜謝  to  thank. 
拜託。 r 拜懇。 r 拜禱 to| 
request;  to  beg. 

拜啓  to  beg  to  send,— as  a  note.  I 

拜墊  mats  to  kneel  on. 
拜 祖-宗  t()  wors^ip  ancestors.! 

咖  to  salute  the  flag. 
拜印  tj  salute  the  official  seal, on  taking  over  charge. 

拜城  Bai  in  Turkestan. 

Bellows,  as  used  at  a| 
forge. 

Exhausted  ；  worn  oiit. 

猶倦 tired. 
倍形困 備  doubly  tired;  over 

tired. 

憊 累得狠  utterly  worn  out.j 
疲 exhausted ;  weak. 

忒憊  懶  very  listless  orl 
wanting  in  energy.  ：| 

憊 賴不賢  a  termagant;  a  I 
vixen.  [ 

憊 親秀才  a  disreputable  b.aJ 
132 



棑
 2 8S72 K •隹 

See 排 

Even  Lower. 

8573 

R •蟹陌 

H.  f>ak) 

P.  Jvai K.  pidk 

J.  hai 
A.  i,bai 

Rising  and 
Entering 

Upper 
Irregular. 

A  raft；  the  stern-quarters 

of  a  junk.  A  shield. 

棑子  an  ice-raft ;  toboggan. 

To  strike  with  both  hands； 

to  clap.  Also  read  p、ai\ 

一巴掌 神不響  you  can’t 
clap  with  one  hand. 

Read  paiz.  Used  with 

8562. 

神闔  to  make  mischief  and  to 
settle  disputes,  respectively. 

Read  po^.  To 
meat  on  hot  stones. 

roast 

8574 R. 隹 

N.  v.  baan 
See 渾 

Even  Lower. 

A  tablet  ；  a  board  ；  a 

notice  ；  a  warrant  ；  a  per¬ 
mit；  a  token  ；  a  badge.  A 
shield.  See  7222. 

牌位。 r 靈牌  an  ancestral 
tablet.  - 

牙牌。 r 骨牌  dominoes.  [So 
called  from  their  likeness  in 

shape  to  shields ;  said  to  have 
been  invented  a.d.  1120.] 

紙 牌一副  a  pack  of  cards. 

看牌。 ••打 牌。 r 鬪牌 t。 
play  at  cards  or  dominoes. 

牌榜  a  notice-board. 
牌子。 i ■牌號  a  label ;  a  trade 
mark ;  a  rhyme  set  for  versi 
fication. 

腰牌  a  waist  ticket, — a  pass,  as 
required  for  persons  going  in 
and  out  of  the  palace  in  Peking. 

虎頭牌  the  tiger-head  tablet 
at  a  yam^n  upon  which  procla 
mations  are  published. 

賞鋇牌  to  bestow  silver 
medals, — upon  soldiers. 

鐵牌  a  piece  of  iron,  struck  as 
a  signal  by  blind  fortune-tellers 

牌示  a  notification. 
轉牌  a  circular;  see  2740. 

招牌。 ■•牌 匾  a  sign-board see  2908. 

IO50 

w 
8574 

8575 

R. 隹 

( f'ai
 

F.  pae 
W •仏 N.  be^  ba 

P. 

M.  p'-ai. 

Sz.  \ 

X.fat 

K.  f、ae 
J.  hai 
A.  bai 

金字招 牌 = “n。 second 

price.” 

牌匾燈  lamps  hung  on  sign¬ boards. 

boundary-stones. 

牌票 a 火牌  a  warrant. 

出牌  to  issue  a  warrant. 

行牌  to  issue  instructions. 

請牌  to  request  instructions. 

牌照  a  certificate ;  ships’  papers, 

R. 

8577 

灰各 

& 排徘 

Even  Lower. 

etc. 

8578 

R •灰隹 
See 胚排 

紅牌  the  Customs’  clearance  or Grand  Chop. 

牌坊 （A)  a 牌樓⑻ an honorific  arch  or  gateway, — put 
up  in  honour  of  chaste  widows, 
filial  children,  etc.  [A.  Simpler  in 
style,  consisting  of  uprights  and 
horizontals.  B.  More  ornate, 

with  a  roof  -turned  up  at  the corners.] 

牌樓燈  lamps  hung  on  the above. 

耳牌  flat  earrings. 

至頭牌 門放時  when  the first  batch  of  candidates  was  let 

out, — at  an  examination.* 

午 牌時分 about  noon. 
脾 l  rattan  shields. 

旁牌。 r 牌盾 a 手牌 
shield. 

肩牌  an  epaulette. 

遮箭牌  a  breastplate. 
曲牌子 心  air^of  a  song；  a 
tune. 

R 

w 

A  raft.  Name  of  a  river 

in  Kiangsu.  See  8572. 

Even  Lower. 

拍 
8576 

竹薄  a  bamboo  raft,  —  used chiefly  upon  the  coast  of  For¬ 
mosa,  and  known  to  foreigners 

as  “catamaran”  or  “tek-pai 
(from  the  local  pronunciation；. 

See  9417. 

w 

畊
 3 

Even  Upper 

and  Lower. 

排2
 

8579 

隹 
s: 卜 

¥.  pae W.  ba 
N.  ba 
P. 

Y.p'-ae Sz.  p^ai 

Yi.pe 

[. hai,  bai 

A.  bai 

Sport  ；  amusement. 

時人姥 之俳優 
people  of  his  day  likened  I 

to  a  low-comedy  actor, — of 

柳 J  Hsiao  Liu  of  the  I 
dynasty. 

The  noise  of  spittii 

clearing  the  throat,  snorii 
etc. 

To  arrange  in  order  ； 

dispose ；  a  row；  a  line 
rank.  To  shove  ；  to  puj 

to  denounce  {see  3721  a 
12,138). 

Even  Lower. 

安棑。 r 棑塲  to  set  in  on to  dispose.  The  second  is 
to  lecture  or  scold. 

着得 很徘塲 tQ  dress 、 great  taste. 

徘陣  to  draw  up  in  line  of  ba 

排兵。 1 ■棑隊 t。 draw 
troops. 

棑開  to  spread;  to  arrange 
draw  up  (troops). 

棑飯  to  lay  the  table  for  m< 
See  8562. 

香案  to  arrange  the  ince table  or  altar, 一 for  the  c 
bration  of  various  ceremoni 

字  to  set  up  type;  to  comp 

徘字之  tended  him  caref ^|>to  arrange  the  Diagram 
for  divination. 

棑棑坐  to  arrange  seats, 
to  precedence,  etc. 

平棑禮  ceremonies  betv 
equals  or  coevals. 

棑搭  to  erect,— as  scaflfolc 

棑筵宴  to  entertain, - 
guests. 排穗 edged  with  fringe. 

徘纂  to  collect；  to  bring 
gether. 

徘奪  to  lead  the  way,—； 
military  escort. 



1051 

: 

排8
 

»S79 

8580 

棑單  the  way-bill  of  a  Govern 
ment-courier,  一  on  which  the 
bearer^  hours  of  arrival  and 
departure  at  the  various  stations 
are  duly  recorded. 

羊棑骨 mutton  chops. 

排 列兩行 {ha»g')  arranged 
in  two  rows. 

棑行  {hang1)  to  arrange  the 
names  of  brothers  so  that  in 

each  name  there  shall  be  a  part 

common  to  all,  as  元才， 

益才 ，北宇 , etc.;  if  a  single 

n=ical，as  珠综， 

棑行  hang1  第幾  what  is 
your  seniority  among  your  bro¬ 
thers? 

我徘二  I  am  the  second. 

^  to  explain；  to  make  peace, 

棑解者  F  iace-makers. 

徘 .難解 (- 釋) 盼  to  settle 
difficulties  between  people. 

排難。 r 排患  to  ai  inge  diffi¬ 
culties. 

徘起來 to  settle  up；  to  arrange. 

徘演  to  exhibit;  to  show  off. 

大 徘徘兒  a  swaggerer;  one 
who  puts  on  side. 

_ 見排抵  always  getting into  hot  water. 

棑鼷而 (。『值） 入  pushed 
the  door  open  and  went  in. 

棑 山倒海  to  overthrow 
mountains  and  turn  the  ocean 

upside  down,  —  the  impression 
caused  by  a  heavy  sea. 

其 排釋老  his  denunciation 
of  Buddha  and  Lao  Tztt,  [as . ] 

棑 製古文  to  mutilate  an 
ancient  text,  —  by  cutting  pas¬ 
sages  out  on  suspicion. 

五 w 排律  verse  consisting 
of  five  characters  to  the  line. 

9451. 

See  9511. 

JT 
8582 

R. 卦 

See 派 

Sinkin'gUpper. 

To  branch  off. 

S: 卜 

F.  plwai 
W./a 

plai 

P. 

M. 

Sz. 

X.fae 

K.p^ae 

J.  hai 

K

.
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Sinking 

Upper. 

To  branch,  as  a  river  ；  to 
ramify.  A  section  ；  a  party  ； 
a  school.  To  appoint  to  a 

post;  to  depute ；  to  send.  To 
distribute.  Numerative  o 

places,  groups  of  trees,  etc 

支派  to  branch  out;  a  branch of  a  family. 

百 川派別  the  rivers  branch out  in  various  directions. 

派委  to  depute；  to  send  on official  duty. 

派員  to  send  or  appoint  an officer. 

派 差 or  派丁  to  send  runners 

派出  to  appoint. 
栺派  to  order;  to  prescribe;  to direct. 

派飭  to  send  with  orders. 

派_ 之人  a  deputy. 
柚派 t。  detach  for  special service. 

派施  to  despatch;  to  detach. 

派撥  to  allot  to  each  his  re¬ 
spective  duties;  to  detach,  as 
troops. 

分派 各處 to  send  each  to 
his  place;  to  distribute  forces 
at  various  points. 

派定  to  decide  upon;  to  allot as  a  site. 

派開 t。  make  out,  as  accounts. 

派賣  to  expose  for  sale. 

派頭  the  “scale”  of  a  house¬ hold. 

他家裏 派頭大 every- thing  is  done  at  his  house  on  a 

large  and  liberal  scale. 

派 大調髙  scale  large  and note  high, — an  air  of  importance or  authority. 

字派  a  set  of  characters,  used 
in  a  certain  order  to  distinguish 

the  generations  of  a  family  as 
first,  second,  third,  fourth,  etc. 
As  one  of  these  characters  is 

brought  into  the  name  of  each 
individual  member,  his  place  in 

派
』
 

8583 

湃‘
 

8584 

R. 卦 

yf.pa 

N./Sr 
K,pe 

J.  hai 

A.  bai SinkingUpper. 

the  genealogical  tree  can  be  at 
once  determined.  See  8579.  I 

名  the  name  given  in  common,  1 
as  above,  to  the  various  members  I 
of  the  same  generation, 一 e.g\ 

悟能 and 悟空. 

同派  belonging  to  the  samel 
generation, — all  the  members I 
of  which  are  distinguished  by  I 
the  same  character,  as  above.  I 

正派  direct  issue  or  descent. 
Also,  honest;  respectable;  well- behaved. 

嫡 派子孫  descendants  from 
f  the  wife. 

庶 派子孫  descendants  from  I 
concubines. 

衍眉山  一 ■派  t。 add  a  spur| to  Mt.  Omi, — to  have  posterity. 

一派都 是白的  the  whole  j lot  are  white. 

一 派浮言  it  is  all  a  made- up  | 
story. 

一 派黑松  a  group  of  dark  J fir-trees. 

好  ~ *  派地 方  a  lovely  place!  I 

派攤  to  contribute  pro  rata. 

對派  equally  divided. 

氣派 style. 李派粗 5 更  Li’s  school  (ofl 
landscape  painting)  is  coarse  and! hard. 

論定派  dogmatism. 

懷疑派  scepticism. 

檢無派  criticism, 

The  sound  of  waves. 

截拜  roaring  billows.  ̂ 8886.1 

吵 5 

.馬 

P.  v.  cpai 

\  ha^  he 

A.  chav* 

Rising  Lower. 

To  pierce;  to  se 
to  open  out. 

Si 開  to  break, — as  br 

a  了  — •瑰  broke  of 
to  set  a  saw. 



扳 
8586 

M 替 
Sce 板 
Rising  Upper, 

板
 3 8588 

M 曾 
c.  U 

H.  }  _ F.^an^  v. 

peing 

W.  cl>a 
N.  paan 

M.  I
 tan 

paa Sz.  fan 

K.  pKaji 

J.  hat% 
A.  ban 

Rising  Upper, 

PAINT. 

Same  as  8634. 

Great ;  wide. 

爾土 宇販章  your  country 
is  large  and  beautiful. 

A  board  ；  a  plank  ；  a 

wooden  tablet  inscribed  with 

administrative  regulations  - 
a  block  for  printing  from 

[see  7583).  A  bar  in  music. 

See  1783,  2597.  Used  with 

8589. 

板木  or  木  planks;  boards; 
timber;  planking. 

一塊板  a  plank, 
small  boards. 

一條 板縫兒  a  crack  in  a 
board. 

板子  a  flattened  bamboo  for 
beating  criminals. 

子  the  typography  is  good. 
Also,  the  make-up  (of  a  fur  robe) 
is  good,  i.e.  the  pieces  used  are 
large  and  sound. 

打板子  to  bamboo, 一 on  the 
thighs. 

打手板  to  bamboo  on  the hand. 

— a  sampan,  —  said  to  be 

derived  (1)  from  the  Chinese 

term  here  given,  viz.  “three 

boards;”  (2)  from  a  Malay  word 
for  a  smail  boat.  See  1132. 

晌板  castanets. 
夾 boards,  —  for  inclosing 
Chinese  books  in  a  library,  etc. 
See  1 132. 

夾 板公文  a  despatch  placed 
between  boards  and  securely 

sealed,  as  when  on  important 

business  or  to  be  conveyed  a 

long  distance. 

案  a  board  for  making  pastry 
on. 

板籍局  Registrar’s  Office. 

板衡  a  wooden  stool. 

板
 3 

8588 

IO52 

板墙  or  板壁  a  wooden  wall or  fence;  boarding ;  panels. 

板櫃  a  wardrobe;  a  press. 

望  boards  which  support  the tiles  on  a  roof. 

板助  board  ribs， 一 a  term  imply¬ 
ing  strength,  like  broad-chested. 

過 橋抽板 t0  tear  up  the planks  after  crossing  a  bridge, — 
so  that  others  shall  not  benefit. 

壽板 a  coffin. 
天才反 and 地板 the  lid  and bottom  of  a  coffin,  respectively. 
The  second  is  also  the  floor  of 
a  downstairs  room. 

天花板  the  ceiling. 
樓板  the  floor  of  an  upstairs room. 

上板  to  put  up  the  shutters (for  the  night);  to  go  to  press. 

板石  or  石板  slabs  of  stone See  5784. 

出板  to  be  published,  —  as  a newspaper. 

藏板  to  store  up  the  blocks,- from  which  a  book  has  been 

printed,  with  a  view  to  further 
editions.  [This  phrase  has  been 
said  to  refer  to  copyright,  on which  see  3390.] 

權所*  有  the  blocks  are under  our  control, —— used  in  the 
sense  of  copyright;  all  rights 
reserved. 

以 重 權  in  order  to  secure 
copyright. 

翻板  to  touch  up  old  blocks 
for  producing  a  second  edition. 

官板  the  fine  clear  typography 
of  books  printed  under-  govern¬ 
ment  auspices;  official  edition. 

殿  palace  edition, — a  name given  to  certain  Editions  de  luxe, 

prepared  for  Imperial  use. 

活  movable  type, — first  made 
by  Pi  Sheng,  about  a.d.  1045, 
of  baked  clay;  under  the  Ming 

dynasty  of  wood ;  under  the 
present  dynasty  of  copper,  etc. 

印 板字文  stereotyped  lan¬ guage, — without  originality. 

— 一字 一板侖 he 
speaks  very  correctly, -as  regards accent. 

文 法不板  not  a  stereotyped style. 

板 

8588 

m 

8589 

太板  too  stereotyped,  —  of 
man’s  actions,  style,  etc. 

板函  a  note  in  a  stereotype) form, 一 as  an  application. 

板單  a  printed  form;  an  appl: 
cation. 

板 着臉不 言不語 
preserved  an  immovable  couni 
enance,  without  speaking. 

to  feel  stiff. 

^ 帶  formal;  precise;  unable  t adapt  oneself  to  circumstances etc. 

板執 不通。 r 板上韵 
ting、 [ting'、 obstinate;  pi 妄 
headed. 

古板人  an  old-fashioned  man 
one  who  is  not  in  sympathy  wit 
the  times. 

上 帝板板  God  has  reversec 
— his  usual  procedure. 

夫妻 兩邊板 husband  an 
wife  like  two  planks,  —  whic 
cannot  be  separated. 

雲板  a  metal  plate  in  temples  fc worshippers  to  strike  and  so  ca the  attention  of  the  sleeping  goc 

柏板  to  beat  time;  castanets. 

簡板  castanets  used  by  blin men  to  notify  their  approach. 

老板  manager,  —  of  a  shop, troupe  of  actors,  etc. 

板眼  musical  time. 

緊板 quick  time. 

慢板  slow  time. ; ̂ 蕩  lawlessness. 

板蕩 識誡臣 in  times  ( 
trouble,  the  true  minister 

R. 谱 

See 板 

Rising  Upper 

proved 孝子前 有衰， 後焉相 
the  filial  son  wears  mourning 

front  and  sorrow  on  his  back, 

_  the  sole, — fish. 

板那  ⑽ 7797- Used  with  8588. 

版部  the  Board  of  Revenue. 

版籍 《 版戶  a  register 
population;  a  census;  rule;  jun 
diction. 

版圖  a  register  of  populatio 
one’s  native  place. 

玉版  a  jade  tablet.
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ising  Upper. 

手版  the  wooden  tablet  held  in 
the  hand  at  an  audience,  now 

called  手本.  Also,  the  ckp 

pers  used  at  Confucian  services； 
see  2()20. 

投 版棄官  threw  down  his 
insignia  and  resigned  office. 

負版  to  carry  the  census  tables 
on  the  back  to  the  Emperor 

響版  a  metal  plate, 一 used  as  a 
bell. 

w 

8592 

R .寒 

C,  pun 
H.  pan 
F.  pwaiig、 

\V.cba,pa, 

^,P'o 

N.  pouh 

M.  i 
 ^an 

Y.  pou Sz.  pan 

K.  pan 

J.  han 
A.  ban 

Even  Upper. 

Flat  tiles. 

859i 

寒删 
Pun、 pan 

Poun^ paan 

P«u、paa 

e 搬班 
ven  Upper. 

Manner ;  fashion  ；  sort  ；  j 
kind. 

百般 千般。 r 萬般 
般般  all  kinds;  every  sort 

萬般 皆由命  all  is  destiny. 
this  kind  ;•  this  way.  See 

5668. 

运 般运般 s。 on  and  so  on 

― »  ̂  the  same. 

一 般無二  exactly  alike. 

一般大  of  the  same  size. 

般 大般小  medium  sized. 

多般 many  kinds. 

十八般 轉 藝  the  eighteen kinds  of  military  exercises. 

般賜  to  bestow. 
般 還  to  go  to  and  fro,  or 
round  and  round. 

般分  to  distribute. 

般 泥涫  Parinirvana,  —  the 
second  degree  of  Nirvana,  corres¬ 
ponding  to  the  mental  process  of 
resigning  all  exercise  of  thought. 

敬 [若  shortened  form  of  若* 

波羅密 .多  ⑽ 5644, 9336. 
般若  湯  Prajna,  or  Salvation 
soup， 一 a  euphemism  for  wine, 
used  by  Buddhist  priests. 

癜1
 

8S93 

R. 

See 班 

A.  iban 

Even  Upper. 

螌1
 

8594 

R •删 

See 班 

Even  Upper. 

To  remove；  to  transport. 

jUsed  for  8605.  See  1 1 ,905. f 

搬家。 1 •搬屋 or 搬徙 to change  house. 

搬携 ■搬 遷。 r 搬移。 r| 

^5  W  or  ̂   ̂   to  shift;  to remove；  to  transfer. 

搬 貨下船  to  put  goods  on 
board  ship. 

搬蓮粮  ||pr)  to  transport  stores, 
一 for  an  army. 

搬運法  the  art  of  spiriting 
away  things,  as  a  magician  does. 

搬 槍出來  to  carry  things hastily  out, — as  from  a  house  on 
fire. 

索 :性搬 將出來  insisted! on  taking  them  out, — oranges  | from  a  basket. 

搬 來搬去  to  carry  to  and  fro. 

搬空 - •搬譲  to  vacate. 
搬弄。 r 搬嘴 弄舌 *。| 

carry  tales；  to  make  mischief. 

搬迖  to  send  under  escort. 

搬撥  tC)  a_ge. 
搬是非  to  make  right  wrong  I 
and  wrong  right,  —  of  an  un-l 
scrupulous  man. 

搬 _  to  fight;  to  egg  on;  to| incite. 

搬指  a  thumb-ring, 一 originally  I worn  by  archers.  Also  板. 

—攀  read  panxy  to  pull  out) I 

指. 

A  mark  or  scar  on  the| 
skin. 

雀瘢  moles  on  the  face. 
瘡 ■搬  the  scar  of  a  sore. 

花底瘢  pock-marks. 

A  striped,  poisonous  fly. 

螌蝥  the  Chinese  cantharidesj ^Mylabris).  See  8595. 

班1
 

8S9S 

Ik.；' 

5: 卜” 

F.  pang、 

pwang 

If  a 

N.  paan 

M.  J  i)att 

Sz.  
• 

paa 

K.  pan 

J.  han 

A.  ban 
Even  Upper. 

To  distribute.  To  return； 

to  give  back.  To  withdraw. 

Status  ；  a  class；  an  order'; 

a  company.  Of  mixed  co¬ 

lours  ； see  8597.  Used  with| 

859i. 

班瑞  to  return  their  tokens  ofl 
office, — to  the  feudal  nobles. 

有班 馬之聲  I  hear  thej 
sound  of  horses  retreating. 

班師 t。  retreat  with  troops. 

大破單 于班師  inflicted! 
a  severe  defeat  on  the  Hunf 
chieftain,  and  forced  him  to | withdraw  his  army. 

■•班 人  a  rlass  or  set  of  people. 

排班  to  arrange  the  service, — of  the  underlings  at  a  yamen) 

who  go  on  duty  in  relays. 

輪班  to  take  one’s  turn  of  duty. 

上班  to  go  on  duty. 
下班。 i ■退班  to  go  off  duty. I 
改班  to  relieve  those  on  duty! 
by  a  fresh  batch. 

到班  one’s  “turn”  for  duty,  etc. 

站班 t。  stand  on  duty,  —  arJ underlings  lining  the  sides  of  a 
court  room.  Also  (milit.),  to 
stand  at  attention. 

門班  doorkeepers  at  a 
長班  an  official  body-servant., 

三  J 住  three  classes, — ot  yam《n underlings,  as  below. 

快班  the  speedy  class,  —  con- 1 stables；  detectives. 

壯班  the  lusty  class,  一  bailiffs  I who  serve  summonses,  etc. 

皂班  the  black  class, — gaoler^  I and  those  who  bamboo  prisoners. 

班規錢  the  squeezes  or  fees! oi-yam^n  runners  demanded  from an  arrested  man. 

同班  of  the  same  class. 

分 班列坐  each  one  sitting! according  to  his  class. 

尙 未過班 he  has  not  yet been  gazetted, — for  promotion. 

捐班  t0  buy  ranlc  higher  than one  has  a  right  to. 

老 虎班子  a  Han-lin  by  rank. 
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班1
 8S9S 

班班  in  order;  the  rumble  of chariots. 

班頭  a  headman;  a  chief. 

大班  a  supercargo ;  now  taipan、 
the  head  of  a  firm,  from  the 
Cantonese. 

班兒車  a  double  set  of  chair- 
coolies,  who  accompany  the 
chairs  of  high  personages  in 

Peking,  those  who  are  not  em 

ployed  following  in  a  cart. 

班次  or  班位  relative  rank 
place  in  the  scale. 

輩  rank ;  degree ;  a  colleague 

班布  best  calico.  See  6568. 

戲班 班子  the  company 

R. C. 

H.  I
  fan 

F.  fang 

W./a：
,  

Jfa 
'H.pa

an 

•  u ⑽
 

Y,paa 
Si.  pan 

K.  pan 
I.  hart 

A.  ban 
Even  Upper. 

R. 

of  a  Chinese  theatre, — consist¬ 

ing  of  56  persons  in  all,  as 

follows :  一 

3 正旦 

I 拉扯 

i 正生 
2 武生 

5 花且 5 小武 

3 總生 3 武旦 
工矣脚 

2 小生 

i 二花面 

Z 外脚 

I 女旦 
1 男旦 

4 堂旦 

II 武軍虎 

4 馬旦 5 六分 
: 婆脚 

F.  v.  peing、 

pi^ng 

See 班 

Even  Upper, 

掌班  general  manager. 
theatrical  im 領 班子的 

presario. 

令鴉班 登桅望 tel1  the 
boatswain  to  go  aloft  and  look 
out. 

班 門弄斧  to  swing  an  axe 
at  the  door  of  魯班  Lu  Pan 

一 the  God  of  Carpenters;  sc.  to 
teach  one’s  grandmother. 

班 超投釋  Pan  Ch‘ao  (1st century)  giving  up  the  pen, 
for  the  sword 

班猫  cantharides.  See  8594. 

班荆 (。> •草 j 道故  to  strew 
rushes  (or  straw)  and  talk 
old  times.  See  2157. 

班鳩  the  turtle-dove  ( Turtur 
rupicola).  See  8597. 

8596 
删 Blotches  on  the 

dark-coloured  spots, 

unauthorised  character,  usedPz^a/J 

7  \Yi.  pan 

for  8593  and  8597.]  \).han I  K.jen 

癖 參娱娘  the  Goddess  of|  二1 Xgr. Scarlet-fever.  See  8597. 

8597 

w 

skin 

8599 

V.pa 

[八 n|  y •夕 如 

A  stripe  or  streak  ；  hence, 

phase  or  aspect  ；  spotted  ； 

mottled ;  variegated  ；  used 
for  8613  {see  6714). 

斑勲  striped  and  spotted ; mottled. 

斑文  streaks;  stripes. 

新政之  — »  斑  one  stripe (i.e.  aspect)  of  reform  measures. 
See  12,744. 

斑色  variegated. 面斑  freckles  on  the  face. 

斑竹  mottled  bamboo. 
斑衣  theatrical  costumes. 8595 - 

汗斑  pimples;  heat  spots. 

出斑疹  to  have  scarlet-fever. 
斑鳩  a  pigeon.  Also,  Medicago deniiculata^  W.,  M,  lupulina^  L., 

and  Lespedeza  striata^  II .  &  A., 
the  latter  of  which  is  also  known 
as 斑珠科 • 

斑鳩裔  AsPidium  ddtodon， 
Baker. 

Ariscema  serratuvi^  Thbg. 

斑蜜  7690. 

十 分打扮 是杭州 
perfection  in  dress  (include 
beauty  of  women),  Hangcho 
stands  first. 

假扮官 差  disguised  as  coi 
stables. 

扮古事  to  dress  up  in  o] 
style, — as  on  the  stage,  etc. 

扮檯閣  to  carry  dressed-i 
children  in  processions. 

扮 民私訪  t6  disguise  ones( 
as  one  of  the  people  and  ma] 

enquiries, 一 a  method  occasio 

ally  adopted  by  the  officials. 

扮演 ％ 扮戲  to  “make  up” 
theatricals;  to  dress  in  charactt 

扮作  to  dress  up  as;  to  p< sonate. 

扮出 那一個 脚色〜 is  he  dressing  up  as?  what  pj 
does  he  take? 

凉 扮  cold, — of  food. 

凉 扮豆腐  cold  bean-curd, 
eaten  with  soy,  etc. 

摭 
8卯8 

w 

of 

8599 

R •諫 

C,  pan 

W.  pan^  p^an1- F.  paing1 
W./fl,  W 

N.  paah 

See\ w 

8600 

R •删文 

班棼 
Even  Upper 

and  Lower. 

頒 
86oi 

R 删文 

|'sm 班分 

K.  pan、 pun Even  Upper. 

To  bestow.  Used  wi 
8601. 

不朌賦  would  not  pay  tax 

Same  as  8607. 

To  dress；  to  dress  up; 

to  disguise  oneself. 

打扮。 r 裝扮 style dress- 三 分人才 ，七 分打扮 
three-tenths  herself  and  seven- 1 
tenths  her  dress, — of  a  made-up  | beauty. 

To  bestow  ；  to  prom 

gate. 

頒賜 w 頒給  to  confer  up 
— as  the  Emperor  does. 

頒發 or 頒下 to  issue- 
orders  to  subordinates. 

頒詔 m  Imperial  Proclamati 

頒諭  to  decree, — as  the  I 

peror. 頒定。 r 頒布  to  promulgJ 訴 訟法頒 布有期 
rules  for  the  filing  of  plaints 
to  be  issued  soon. 

頒行  to  publish  by  authoril 

頒賞  to  distribute  rewards,- 
a  monarch. 

頒白者  a  pey  head ，一 an 

man. 

Read  fht\  Having 
large  head. 

有 頒其首 showing  t 
large  heads, 一 of  fishes. 
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8602 

R .翰 
Z*pun 

H^p^an 
F.  fwang 
W.W 

pouh 
?• ) 
M.  >  pan 
3z. ) 

'i.pou 
^,pan 

[•  han 
ban 

Sinking 

Upper. 

Half；  to  halve.  See 

7622,  8731.  [To  be  dis¬ 
tinguished  from  平 93io.] 

― •  one  half. 

分兩 半兒。 r  一半爲 
斷  to  cut  in  half. 

有 少一半  less  than  half. 

一 半一半  half  and  half,  as 
when  mixing  two  things;  half 

each,  as  when  dividing  a  thing； 
half  at  a  time. 

— •牟  一 ■半 的來  bring  half 
at  a  time. 

不 够一半 之路。 r 半 
不道兒  nc)t  half  w9. 

奠 當其半  you  are  just  half way. 

半 途而廢  to  break  down  half 
way. 

下半截  the  lower  half. 

底半 截兒牆  the  lower  half 
of  the  wall. 

高 及牟塔  half  as  high  as  a 
pagoda. 

多半。 r 强半。 r 大牟 the 
greater  half. 

此 過半矣  this  is  more  than 
half, — the  battle. 

牟空。 1* 半懸 空 in  raid-air. 

半 仙之體  an  etherealised 
body. 

半人 半 鬼 half  man,  half 
devil, — ugly；  deformed. 

半信 半疑。 r 牟信不 
信  half  believing,  half  doubting. 

半*  生 不熟  half  ripe;  half 
cooked. 

牟 有半無  half  visible  and 
half  invisible. 

半明半 》 暗  halflight;  obscure. 

牟 開半掩 partly  open. 

牟含 (ot 呑) 半吐 half  con- 
cealed  and  half  confessed. 

眞 贋居半  it  is  half  genuine 
and  half  counterfeit. 

回教中 者居半 half  ̂  
them  are  Mahommedans. 

夜  midnight. 

半
‘
 

8602 我大 你一牟 i  am  twice  as old  as  you. 

半大  middle-sized. 
半絲綿  silk  and  cotton  mix¬ 

tures. 

半身 A  土  half  one’s  body in  the  earth, 一 one  foot  in  the 

grave. 

年 將半百  nearly  fifty  years of  age. 

半 輩子。 r 半 世人。 r 半 

生  middle-aged. 

半刻  a  short  time. 

半子  a  son-in-law. 

牟 路棄妻  to  get  rid  of  one’s 
wife  in  middle  life. 

其 狗牟之  half  the  amount will  be  payable  for  a  dog. 

短 者半之  the  short  ones were  only  half, 一 as  long. 

析半  to  break  in  half. 
對半  half  each;  to  divide  equally. 

半晌。 r 半天  a  Considerable time. 

牟靜  the  merest  trifle. 

牟語子  a  stammerer. 
半春  half  spring, 一 not  down¬ right  indecent,  but  suggestive. 

酒半  in  the  middle  of  the  drink¬ ing . 

半角印  a  foil  and  counterfoil; two  documents  stamped  with 

one  seal,  half  on  each. 

半稅  half  duty, — i.e.  coast  trade 
duty.  Also,  transit  dues. 

半稅單  a  coast  trade  duty 
(deposit)  certificate. 

半 稅單照  a  half  duty  certi¬ ficate;  a  transit  certificate  in¬ 
wards. 

半 稅存票 a  “half  draw¬ 

back/ * 

Pindlia  tuber  if era^  Te- nore.  , 

半翅  the  grey  partridge  (Perdix bar  bat  a). 

牟逢蓮  Lobelia  radicans, 
Thbg. 

件
‘
 

8603 R •翰旱 

F.  p'wang^ 

pwang 
W.  W 

N.  boun 

V.  pan 
VL  pan 

\ .  pou Sz.  pan 

K.  pan 

J.  han 

A.  ban 

Sinking 

Lower. 

R. 

tr 

8604 

t 

See 

Sinking 

Upper. 

w 

8605 
R •寒翰 

旱 
C.  pLun\  cp、un 

H. 

y.^un3 

A  comrade；  an  associate. 
To  attend  on.  See  5078. 

同#。 r 伴侶  a  companion； a  chum. 

老#  an  old  chum;  a  wife. 

夥伴  a  partner;  a  companion. 

搭 他作伴 連夥計 t。 join  him  as  partner  or  assistant. 

伴千 三百稔  his  compan¬ 
ion  for  thirteen  hundred  years, 

— of  a  goblet  in  an  old  coffin. 

陪伴  to  accompany. 
伴當  the  servant  of  a  petty 
military  official. 

伴娘  a  maid  who  accompanies 
a  bride  to  her  husband’s  home. 

駕  attendants  on  the  Emperor. 

件靈。 1 •伴宿  to  keep  watch by  a  corpse  the  night  before burial. 

伴食 宰 相 the  boon-com¬ 
panion  Minister, 一 a  nickname 

given  to  盧懷愼 LU  Huai- 
shen  of  the  T‘ang  dynasty,  as 

having  no  abilities  beyond  those 

necessary  for  eating  and  drink¬ 

ing. 

Read  pH 

件奐  to  enjoy  oneself  by  stroll¬ 
ing  about. 

A  woman  with  catame¬ 

nia,  distinguished  in  ancient 

times  by  a  red  patch  on 
her  face.  See  的  JO,  978 

姊變不 得侍祠 at  the 
time  of  her  periods  a  woman 

may  not  serve  in  the  ancestral 

hall. 

It  體姊  excused  herself  on  t
he 

ground  of  being  “unwell. ’’ 

To  separate  •’  to  throw 
away.  Used  with  判 8638. 

See  f ̂  8633. 

袢 蚌取珠  to  open  an  oyster and  get  a  pearl. 
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8605 

F.  Lpwang、 

p^wang^ W.  ̂ bd 

N.  cp、ouH、 
boufi1 

P.  pan) M./fl”),  w.  pen 
Y.〆， cpHn、 

cP'0
U Sz.  pan 

Yi..  pan 

J.  hart 

A.  Jan、 ban、- Very 

Irregular. 

畔
 4 86o6 R. 翰 

C.  pun 

H.  ̂ pan 

F.  p^wang2- 
W.  bo^ 
N.  boun 

P.  p、an 
M. 卢仍 

Y.  p^ou 
Sz.  p、ari 
K..  pan 

J.  han 
A.  ban 

Sinking 

Lower. 

絆 ▲
 

to  wrangle.  See  11,90^. 

袢石  fo  throw  a  stone. 

袢 /‘a«4 命 件 財 t。 
throw  away  life  and  fortune. 

A  path  dividing  fields  ； 

a  side-walk  ；  a  bank.  To 

leave；  to  reject.  To  trans¬ 
gress  ； to  rebel.  Also  read 

pH 

耕者 皆讓畔  farmers  yield¬ 
ed  the  .boundary-lines, — in  the 
Golden  Age,  instead  of  fighting 

for  them  as  they  do  now. 

河畔  the  bank  of  a  river;  a 
towing-path. 

傍畔。 > •畔道  a  path  by  the 
side  of  tiie  road;  to  go  astray." 

世以 爲離 經畔道 心 
world  regards  him  as  one  who 
deviates  from  the  Canon  and 

strikes  out  into  by-ways, 一 said 
of  Chuang  Tzti. 

無 然畔援  be  not  like  those 
who  reject  this  and  cling  to  that. 

畔 官離次 t。 violate  the 
duties  of  one’s  office  and  leave 
one’s  post. 

亦 可以弗 畔矣。 ne  may 
thus  not  overstep  the  boundary. 

以  +  牟畔  he  is  holding 
Chung-mou,  in  an  attitude  of 
rebellion. 

8607 
R .翰 

C.  pun 

\\.  p'' an t  v.  pan 
F.  Pivansr 

W.  60^ 
N.  boun 

pan M.  fut”、p、an 

p^cu 
Sz.  pan^f'an 
K.  pan 

J.  han 
A.  ban 

A  fetter；  a  lasso ;  a  loop ; 

a  catch  ；  hobbles.  To  trip 

over；  to  be  hindered  by. 

Sinking 

Lower. 

馬絆子  a  rope  for  tying  a 
horse’s  legs  when  teaching  him to  amble. 

給他個 絆子喋 t。 triP 
him  up;  to  “pull  his  leg.，’ 

絆脚  to  strike  the  foot  against. 

絆脚索  a  rope  stretched  so  as 
to  trip  people  up. 

雜 手雜脚 hindered  hand 
and  foot. 

8607 

w 
8608 

K. 翰 

See Sinking 

Upper. 

叛 
8609 

m 
8610 

r. 諫 

C.  pan 

H.  p、 an 

F.  paifjcr 
W.  ba 
N.  baaJi 

P.  pan M  •  pan 

Y.  paa 

pan 

K.  p、an 

J.  han 

A.  bien Sinking 

Lower. 

1056 
I^-AJNT 

w 
雜倒  to  trip  and  fall. 

被梅 根絆倒  was  tripped up  by  the  root  of  a  plum-tree. 

絆 了房檻 a 呌門檻 

絆了  tripped  over  the  thresh¬ 
old. 

答^住  hindered;  kept  back. 
打磁 雜兒。 r 打爾雜 

or  打踢雜 to  stumbie. 

石盖墙 雜雜的 hindered;  in- coherent,  as  language. 

爲莛 所羈絆 hindered  by the  journey, — as  being  too  long  or 
too  difficult.  Also,  hindered  by 

the  rights  and  wrongs  involved. 

機 栝爲袖 角所絆 the machinery  (e.g.  the  trigger)  was 
caught  in  the  opening  of  his sleeve. 

Read  pH 

紐雜  a  button-loop. 

帽絆  a  hat-string. 

Ropes；  traces.  Used  with 
8607. 

See  8643. 

To  transact  ；  to  do  ；  to 

perform  ;  to  manage  ；  to 
provide.  See  10,547. 

p 麻 事  to  transact  business, 一 of any  kind.  Also,  to  arrange  a 
son’s  marriage. 

辦公。 ■•辦 公事  to  transact official  business. 

辦理  to  transact;  to  perform. 

辦 理不善  to  mismanage. 
辦妥 to  manage  satisfactorily. 

辦 不動。 r 辦不來  unable 
to  put  through, — as  some  diffi¬ 
cult  business;  impracticable. 

辦得好  well  managed. 
辦法  the  way  of  transacting 
any  business;  the  conditions；  a 
measure. 

to  be  authorised  to  ma- 

w 
8610 

8611 

R •諫 

C.  pany  v ,  fan VV./V 

See 辦 

A.  bien 

Sinking 

Lower. 

辯 
8612 

m
1
 

8613 

R.- 

See 班 

Even  Upper. 

nage  ；  to  be  granted  the  manage ment  of. 

辦案  to  deal  with  cases,  law suits,  etc. 

辦結  to  settle  a  case. 
查 勤 ̂  to  enquire  into  and  taki 
action  accordingly. 

辦罪  t。 punish. 辦文書  to  prepare  a  despatch 
備辦  to  make  ready  beforehand 

to  provide. 

都 4 預辦下 的 a11  thes, 
things  had  been  got  ready  before hand. 

湊辦  to  pfovide;  to  lay  in. 

辦賑  to  manage  the  distributioi of  relief, — in  distressed  districts 

辦貨  to  buy  or  import  goods. 

辦外 國機器 hp。1 
foreign  machinery. 

辦酒  to  give  a  banquet. 
辦給  to  arrange  for  the  giving 
or  issuing  of. 

創辦人  promoters, — - as  of  1 

company. 

辦士  an  imitation  of  “pence.” 
A  section;  a  division. 

花瓣  the  petals  of  a  flower. 一瓣之 香難保 k 
difficult  to  keep  the  fragrance  0 

a  single  petal, — ix.  to  preserve 

her  reputation  untarnished  aftei wha-t  had  happened. 

誰直先 生一瓣 香 wk 
could  deem  the  Master  worth) 

only  of  trifling  honour? 

蒜瓣  the  “quarters”  or  divisior4 
of  a  head  of  garlic. 

昔 瓣  the  two  halves  of  a  bean 

兩瓣 兒  two  pieces;  two  slices 

•  two  halves. 

瓣 以明珠 encrusted  wW 
pearls. 

See  9209. 

Veined；  streaked marbled.  See  6714. 
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7 並 
8614 

l.  coll,  pan、 

Sinking 
Lower. 

扳 
86i5 

8616 

-删潜 
«攀 
Even  Upper. 

i&rtti 婆 
8617 

•寒 
«盤 
Even  Lower. 

m 
8618 

.寒 
兄盤 
2ven  Lower. 

瘢 
8619 

盤 jul 

8620 

寒 
p{un 

•  P^an 

pwang 

Mud  ；  mire. 

泥碰 mud- 

溝渠碰  sewage. 

一身碰  all  over  mud. 

爛碰 防有刺  beware  of 
thorn  in  the  mud, — take  heed 
how  you  injure  the  feeble. 

碰河  unlucky, 一 a  term  used  in astrology. 

舞盤  to  juggle  with  plates,- known  since  the  Han  dynasty. 

盤舞  t。 wriggle. 盤 盂寓戒 則有識 
{chih^)  dishes  or  bowls  ̂ which 
convey  a  moral  or  prohibition 

(by  shape,  etc.),  have  inscrip¬ 
tions, — of  bronzes. 

和 盤拣出  to  carry  them  all out  on  a  tray;  to  exhibit  all  the 

details;  to  make  a  clean  breast 
of  it.  See  below. 

JUL 

8620 

Same  as  8634. 

To  show  the  white  of  the 

eye. 

吸睛  a  film  spreading  over  the 
eye. 

To  move.  Extravagant. 
An  old  woman. 

磐嫛  to  and  fro. 
嫛珊  to  walk  with  a  rolling  gait. 

嬰〆 藪天  Vasudeva, 一 the 
name  under  which  Vishnu  is 

known  to  Chinese  Buddhists. 

A  tray.  A  hut.  Used 
for  8620. 

拓繫 a  tray. 

考 槃自樂  to  drum  on  a  tray  I 
in  a  happy  frame  of  mind;  to 
amuse  oneself. 

考 槃在陸  he  has  reared  his  I 
hut  on  the  level  height. 

槃停  to  stop;  not  to  advance.  I 

8593. 

A  dish  ；  a  plate ;  a  tray. 
To  coil  up;  to  turn  around; 
to  wheel.  To  examine.  See 

胎  io,5&8. 

盤子  a  plate;  a  dish;  a  tray.  I 

— *  a  game  of  chess. 

水晶盤  the  crystal  bowl,— a fancy  name  for  a  river. 

佥盤  a  golden  plate, 一 the  moon. 

銅盤 a  lamp. 
算盤。 r 珠盤  an  abacus.  Seel 10,378. 

盤  ̂   to  turn  a  matter  over  in one’s  mind. 

收盤  to  wind  up, — as  accounts. 

茶行已 經收盤 the  tea- hongs  had  already  closed  their 
books. 

交盤  to  hand  over;  to  transfer. 

盤運  to  convey;  to  remove. 

盤 蓮各費  expenditure  on  I account  of  transport. 

盤駁  to  tranship.  : 
成盤  to  complete  a  transaction  J 

和盤  ordinary  market  price;  at  I 

par. 

不定盤  market-rate  not  fixed  J 

開盤  to  open  the  market. 

錢 盤鬆緊  the  tightness  or otherwise  of  the  money  market. 

盤纏。 ■•盤 費。 ■•盤 川。 r 

盤錢。 r 盤資 travelling 
expenses;  an  allowance. 

自 己盤纏  Provided  for  him- 
self. 

盤屈 or 盤曲 t。 coil  up，一 as  a  snake. 

屈 燒猪盤 trussed  like  a 
roast  pig. 

盤踞。 r 盤膝。 ■•盤 脚 t。 
sit  cross-legged.  See  9382. 

盤繞  to  wind  round.  丨 

盤上  to  coil  or  wind  up.  : 

盤香  a  coil  of  joss-stick. 

盤身  to  coil  oneself  up. 

盤螭  a  coiled  dragon. 
盤空 wheel  in  the  air, 一 as birds. 

下無 盤中蠅  no  circling  fly below, 一 in  autumn. 

盤楨子  to  coil  round  the  bar, — to  perform  gymnastic  feats  on 
a  horizontal  bar. 

盤  ̂   embarrassment;  bad  luck. 
不遇盤 根錯節 ，無以 

別利 器  but  for  gnarled  roots  j and  twisted  knots,  there  would 
be  no  means  of  telling  the  sharp 

weapon, 一 from  the  blunt. 

盤道兒  a  winding  road. 

盤旋 竹林路  to  go  round by  the  bamboo  grove. 

子乃 持索盤 旋而上 
so  the  boy  caught  hold  of  the 

rope  and  swarmed  up, 

盤間  to  interrogate. 
盤查  to  investigate;  to  search.! 

盤桓 w  5。75- 
盤他 一 盤  question  him,— to find  out  what  learning  he  has. 

盤詰  to  closely  question.  5 
盤倒  to  expose  a  person  by  I 
questioning. 

盤獲  to  make  a  seizure. 盤貨  to  take  stock,  of  goods,  j 

盤剝  to  fleece  all  round. 
盤弄  to  persecute ;  to  harass  (by! squeezing). 

盤古  P‘an  Ku,  一  a  legendary  I 
being,  said  to  have  been  deve¬ 
loped  from  chaos  and  to  have 
assisted  in  the  formation  of  the 

universe. 

如盤 如湯1 ike  a  Plate,  like hot  water, — sc.  boys  quarrelling. 
Alluding  to  the  story  of  the 

two  boys  whom  Confucius  saw 

arguing  about  the  sun.  One 
said,  “When  the  sun  rises,  he  is 
as  big  as  a  wheel,  but  at  noon 
he  is  only  the  size  of  a  plate, 

and  therefore  further  off.”  To 
which  the  other  replied,  “In  the 
morning  he  is  quite  cool,  but 
at  noon  he  is  like  hot  water, 

and  therefore  nearer  to  us.” Confucius  was  unable  to  decide 

their  controversy. 

133 
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磐,
 862  1 R. 寒 

See 盤 

Even  Lower. 

磐 
8622 R •寒 

See 盤 
Even  Lower. 

纖 8623 

搫 2
 8624 R. 寒 

s« 盤 

Even  Lower. 

磐 石之安  the  peace  of  a 
huge  rock, — which  remains  as  it 
is,  undisturbed. 

國安 於磐石  the  country 
tranquil  as  a  rock. 

奠山河 於磐石  to  give  to 
the  country  a  rock-like  (well 
established)  peace. 

^  系薄 on  a  grand  scale ;  impos¬ ing. 

盜賊 羣起磐 牙連歲 
^  1 4-f  1  m  rr  iir*v  1  r\  «  1 1  m 

one. 

I
I
2
 

8625 R •寒 
S« 盤 

Even  Lower. 

A  huge  rock  ；  firm ;  stable. 

banditti  springing  up  in  numbers 
and  without  intermission  year 

after  year. 

To  bend  the  feet  under 

蹩膝 而坐。 r 螌着腿 
to  sit  cross-legged. 

蹩不倒  a  figure  on  a  ball,  or 
with  its  legs  rolled  up  to  form 

a  ball, 一 the  “rowly-bowly,  never 

fall  over’’  of  street  toymen. 

Same  as  8622. 

A  large  girdle;  a  pouch 
or  reticule. 

整帶  a  girdle.  Set  2934. 

轚鑑  a  girdle  with  a  mirror 
attached  as  ornament. 

革整  a  leather  pouch, — for  men. 

絲肇  a  silken  pouch, 一 for 
women. 

番 
8626 

m
1
 8627 

R 元 

See 

Even  Upper. 

Grey  hair. 

髪未蘇  hair  n(3t  yet  grey. 

See  3383. 

To  provoke；  to  abuse. 

潘1
 

8628 
R 寒元 

C.f'un 

H.  /‘an 

Y.p^ang^ 
P^wang 

N.  p'-oun 

w.w 

V.  p^an 

Y.  p、ou Sz.  p^att K.  pan、 fdn 

J.  katt K.  fan Even  Upper. 

: M 

8629 

R •元 

To  die  of  disease,  esp. 

of  the  womb.  Read  fan1 in  Peking. 

see 潘 

Even  Upper. 

8630 

R •寒 

F.  c/ 阿， 

^wang 

See 盤 

Even  Lower. 

8631 

蠕,
 

8632 

H.  cfanjp、an 

See 盤槪 

寒 
Even  Lower. 

Water  in  which  rice  has 

been  washed.  An  affluent 

of  j  the  river  漢  Han,  in 
Honan. 

潘州  an  old  name  for  茂名 

縣  Mou-ming  Hsien  in  Kuang- 
tung. 

Read  p^an^.  A  District 
in  Chihli  under  the  Han  and 

晉  Chin  dynasties. 

Read  pol. 

潘旌  a  District  in  Anhui  under the  Eastern  Han  dynasty. 

nine 女子十 人九瘩 
women  out  of  ten  have  some 

trouble  with  the  womb.  See 

1903. 

A  tributary  of  the  谓 

Wei  river  in  Shensi. 

See  3388. 

To  coil  up ;  to  curl  round ; 

to  wreathe.  Used  with 
8620. 

蟠踞  to  sit  cross-legged ;  to 
squat;  to  occupy,  as  squatters 
do 

*fi  幡於泥  the  dragon  lay coiled  in  the  mud. 

龍蟠棍 a  cane  with  dragons carved  round  it. 

蟠繞  to  curl  round;  to  form  a 

spiral. 

雲 蟠山峯  the  clouds  encir¬ cle  the  mountain  tops. 

上極 于天下 蟠于地 
reaching  to  heaven  above  and 
earth  beneath. 

m 
8632 

Read  fan1.  Wood-lice 
insects  found  in  dam; 

places. 

w 

8633 

R •寒霰 

問 

C./W,  cp^un 

H./W,  cpin 

cPKian^ 

N.  cpLoun 
P_  tpan 
M.  cpan 
Y.  spHn^  i/ ‘仍 
Sz.  ̂ an 

K.  }an、 pton 

J.  han、 hen 
A.  bitn、 Jien 

Very  . 

Irregular. 

蟠桃  the  peaches  of  Immorta ity,  which  grew  in  the  garde: 

of 西王毋  Juno  (apples  c 
the  Hesperides).  Now,  the  fla 

peach. 蟠桃會  a  festival  on  the  3。 of  the  3rd  moon  in  honour  c 
the  birthday  of  西王毋 

See  8067. 

幡 羊  the  moufflon  or  wild  shee of  Kokonor  ( Ovis  Ammon  0 Argali). 

To  brush  away  ；  to  reject 

to  disregard.  [Comqionb 
but  wrongly  used  for  村 

8605.] 

拚除。 r 拚去。 r 拚棄 1 cast  aside;  to  reject. 

拚 不後來  gone  for  even 拚財  to  disregard  money;  t speculate  rashly. 

拚園 t。  compromise  a  mattei Read  See  9290. 

拚命  to  risk  one’s  life. 
一 人拚命 ，萬 夫莫當 
when  one  man  disregards  hi 

life,  ten  thousand  others  are  n 
match  for  him. 

跟 他拚了  to  follow  him  a 
all  hazards. 

拚爛  to  act  recklessly；  to  b 
over-venturesome. 

檢上 一夜不 睡 if give  up  the  whole  night  to  it 
without,  sleep. 

拚著 一席酒 請他1 etu even  go  to  the  length  of  invitin! 
him  to  a  banquet, 一 and  so  ge 
hold  of  him. 

Read  fen^  or  pien、 
sweep.  To  clap  the  h; 

旣  以俟1 haveswepi 
and  await  your  arrival. 

Read  The  ap 



桃 

8633 

攀1
 

8634 

Z.p^an 
l.  pan 

f'wang 

V •夕 ‘a 

J.  pKaan 

f.  j  p^att \z. ) 

r.  p^aa 
【•  fan 
. hart 

Even  Upper, 

ance  of  a  bird  in  flight 
Same  as  3390. 

檢 飛維烏  (the  wren)  took 
flight  and  became  a  (large)  bird. 

Read  p、ing', 

七檢 八凑  to  scrape  together; 
to  collect. 

To  seize  ；  to  grasp ;  to 

drag  down ;  to  implicate 
To  climb  up ；  see  47,  13,742 

攀留  to  detain, — as  a  friend 

攀推  to  seize  the  cassia, 一 to 
take  the  master’s  degree.  Also, 
to  marry  a  wife. 

手 ，丹桂  to  seize  the  red 
cassia, - 
degree. 

to  take  the  master’s ^  643S- 

敢 攀台駕  I  venture  to  drag 
your  chariot, — to  my  house；  a 
conventional  phrase  in  invita¬ 
tions. 

奉攀  to  have  the  honour  to 
invite. 

攀索  to  haul  on  a  rope. 

攀不到 i  cannot  haul  it  in. 

攀下來 t。  pull  down. 

借 此攀話  to  make  this  a 
handle  for  conversation. 

乘 機攀話  to  seize  the  oppor 
tunity  to  get  into  conversation. 

攀扯。 r 攀累  to  implicate 
to  involve. 

供攀  to  incriminate  by  evidence 

攀陪  to  accompany；  to  be  the 
fellow  of . , 

攀親  to  aspire  to  the  hand  of. 

高 攀不上  to  fail  in  one’s 
aspirationsv 

不 敢高攀 i  could  not  ven¬ 
ture  to  aim  so  high, — as  when 
a  man  in  a  lofty  position  invites 
another  in  a  humble  position  to become  his  friend. 

向 上攀高 ambitious. 

攀巖  to  scale  crags. 

攀援 w 攀躋  to  climb. 
攀躭  (hao1)  to  shout;  to  bawl. 

攀1
 

8634 

R 

祕35 

ig 

Q,pKan 
F.  hwangi、 pLwang\ 

fang) 

N.  p、aah 

P.  p、an 从 •  p、an 
Y.faa 

Sz.  p、an 
K.  pan 

J.  hart A.,  fan 

SinkingUpper. 

8636 

8637 

R, 翰 

see 泮 

SinkingUpper. 

判‘
 

8638 

R •翰 

C,^un 

H.  p^an 
F.  p、wang 

w.w 

N.  p^oun 

P.  p^an 
M.  p、an 

Y.  p、ou 
K.  f'an 

J.  hart 

K

,

 

f

a

n

 

S
i
n
k
i
n
g
 

U
p
p
e
r
.
 

Read  pan'.  To 

away;  to  pull  out. 

他的 牙齒都 攀下來 
了  he  has  had  all  his  teeth  pulled out. 

攀 開牙齒  to  force  open  the mouth, —  e.g.  of  a  dead  person. 

這 個牙我 攀不動 
can’t  pull  out  this  tooth. 

攀弓  to  draw  a  bow. 

攀 着機子  at  full  cock, 一 ofl 
a  gun. 

攀一相  at  half  cock. 

A  loop；  a  belt；  a  band 

鈕襻  a  button-loop. 
帽  I 擎  the  throat-lash  of  a  Chinese 
hat,  which  fastens  with  a  loop. 

See  8611. 

To  melt.  Used  for  8639 

To  cut  in  two；  to  sepa¬ 
rate  ； to  decide;  to  give 
judgment.  See  jg  12,294. 

同一火 腿也， 而好醜 

判 若天淵  a  ham  is  a  ham, but  there  are  degrees  of  good¬ 
ness  as  far  apart  as  sky  and  sea. 

判半  to  divide. 
分 首判祿 ^  t。 part  heads and  separate  sleeves, 一 to  part, 
as  friends, 

審判  to  hear  and  decide  a  case. 

判 斷。 r 判定  to  decide  a 
case；  to  give  judgment. 

判語  a  judgment;  a  sentence. 

批判  to  note  the  judgment, — on  the  records  of  the  case. 

遂舉 筆判云  thereupon  he 
took  a  pen  and  wrote  down  the 
following  decision. 

判柙  to  sentence  to  imprison- 1 
ment. 

判書 a  record  of  cases. 
判 宫。 r 判兒  the  judges  in  j 
Purgatory. 

判合  to  separate  and  to  unite；! 
to  join  halves  to  make  one,  as 
man  and  wife.  Sec  8640. 

判傲  to  mark  the  copy-writing, [ 
— of  a  schoolboy,  as  good  or  bad. 

冩判  to  draw  in  profile. 
The  chief  college  of  a 

State,  so  called  from  the 

semi-circular  pond  within  its 
precincts.  To  be  melted  ； 

see  8637.  A  ba:  k;  a  shore : 

used  for.  8606. 

泮水  or  泮林  the  colleges  ofl the  Feudal  States. 

沣宮  the  outermost  of  the  three | 
courts  in  the  文  Confucian 
temple.  Also  as  preceding  entry. 

沣池  a  semi-circular  pool  in  the  I above  court. 

遊洋池  to  cross  the  abovel pool, — to  take  the  first  or  bachel¬ ors  degree. 

思 樂泮水  pleasant  is  the! semi-circular  water, --of  the  col¬ lege. 

入洋  to  enter  the  public  schools. 

迨 冰未泮  before  the  ice  is  I melted. 

隰 則有沣  the  marsh  has  its! 
shores. 

A  division ;  half；  to  join. 

夫婦 畔合也  husband  andl 
wife  uniting  to  make  one.  Su 8638. 
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T^AJSTGr 

W 

8641 

翰元 
See 泮 

k.fan'fien 

SinkingUpper. 

Plain,  uncoloured  gar¬ 

ments.  Also  read  fanx. 

争半延  clothes  for  hot  weather. 

盼
 4 

8644 

m 
8642 r. 翰 

See 泮 

SinkingUpper. 

w 

A 

R. 

ban 

Sinking 

Lower. 

8644 

睛 

C.p'-an 
H.^an 

¥,  p^wang. 

N.  p^aan 

_  @  to  wa
tch  for. 

仲 盼複音  humbly  hoping! 
for  a  reply. 

邦1
 

8648 

修 好鄰邦  t。 cultivate  frien< 
ly  relations  with  neighbourir States. 

8645 

R .翰 

See 、 泮 

To  manage.  Used  for  I  SinkingUpper. 
8639. 

kx 
8643 

R .翰 

C.pun 

H.  pan 

F.  pwang 
W.  bo 

N.  boun 

M.  fan 

Y.  pou、 p、ou 

Si,  pan、 p、an 
K..  pan 

J.  han 

To  rebel.  Brilliant;  lus-| 
trous. 

離叛  to  disown  allegiance. 

叛匪。 r 铒賊  rebels. 

叛逆 饥背银  to  revolt. 

叛亂  rebellion* 

謀银  to  plot  rebellion. 

叛赫戲 以嬅蟑  sporting 
in  their  glorious  brilliancy, — of 

8646 

R .講 

See 棒 

Rising  Lower. 

Harsh ;  unable  to  please, 

t 丰 ft  cross-grained;  morose. 

蚌 

the  stars  going  round  the  pole. 

The  black  and  white  of 

the  eye  clearly  defined.  To 

gaze  at；  see  6688.  To  long 
for. 

8647 

r •講 

C. 三 p、ong 

H.  -p^ong 

|F.  p、aungx 

^N.-bae N.  c-bang 

pX  cPans 

M.  pang) 
Y  •  pung) 

K.  pang 

|j.  hd^  bo A.  bangl 
Rising  Lower 

Irregular. 

The  banks  of  a  stream. 

PAJNTOv 

邦家  the  State;  the  country. 

保 其家邦 to  protect  h 

country. 

邦君  the  ruler  of  a  State. 

邦人  the  people. 

邦有 道則見 (^4) 
State  in  which  the  right  preva 
will  prosper. 

邦畿  the  royal  domain. 
上邦  China, — a  term  of  respe used  by  dependent  States. 

美理 駕聯邦 the  u-s- 

Oysters;  mussels, 

read  peng%. 

Also 

蛤蚌  an  oyster. 蚌賴  the  etherealised  essence 
of  oyster, — the  oyster  as  a  super¬ natural  manifestation. 

8649 

R- 陽江 

I  See  榜 
A. sbang 

Even  Upper. 

America. 

A  kind  of  fungus,  shape 

like  a  child’s  hand  witho 

fingers,  and  said  to  gi’ 

great  strength  when  eate 

蛛以 •珠剖  the  oyster  is opened  for  its  pearl. 

老 蚌生珠  the  old  oyster  has produced  a  pearl, — the  old  man has  a  child. 

鶸 蚌相持 ，漁 人得利 

f^an 

Sz.  
r Y.  p、aa
 

K,  pan
 

J.  han 
k.f

an 

Sink
ing 

Uppe
r. 

美 目盼兮  how  lovely  her] 
eyes,  with  the  black  and  white  | 
so  well  defined! 

轉盼  to  turn  the  eyes;  to  give| 
1  glance. 

曾 不轉盼  ere  one  has  wink¬ ed,  . 

盼望。 r 盼念。 r 盼想。 r 

盼思 t。  long  for;  to  hope. 

盼 望不已  hoping  always. 

頭  something  to  hope  for;  our 
object. 

盼雨  to  long  for  rain. 

盼切  anxiously  hoping  for. 

盼孫心 切  to  long  ardently 
for  a  grandson. 

盼禱 tQ  beg- 

i 盼詣  to  await  y
our  arrival. 

邦1
 

8648 

R •江 

j  See  榜 
Even  Upper. 

w 
8650 

lR. 陽
 

I  See  榜 

Eveo  Upper. 

To  help.  A  class； 

guild.  A  fleet.  See  865 

when  the  oyster-catcher  and  liiel 

oyster  grip  each  other,  the  fisher- 1 

r  an  gets  the  benefit, —— the  bird  I 

puts  its  beak  into  the  oyster  ini 
search  of  food,  and  the  latter  | 
closes  its  shell. 

鲜已成 胎  the  oyster  has  now conceived, — used  of  the  first  full | 

development  of  one’s  powers. 

釣蚌  to  fish  up  a  mVissel;  to| win  a  maiden. 

A  State;  a  country ；  al 

nation  = 國 6609， being! 

frequently  used  of  China! 

by  the  Chinese. 

邦國  States;  nations;  our  State. I 

友邦  friendly  nations. 

以 盡邦交  in  order  to  fulfil  I the  requirements  of  international  I friendship. 

萬邦  the  various  States  (1)  ofj 
feudal  China,  (2)  of  the  world.l 

帮助。 r 帮同  to  aid;  to  ass 

帮辦  to  aid  in  the  transacti of  business；  an  assistant. 

帮手  one  who  lends  a  hand 
helper. 

帮夥  an  assistant  in  a  shop 

帮佐 —  accomplice. 帮錢。 r 帮貼 w 帮補 assist  with  money. 

帮忙  see  7646. 
帮工  to  help  in  a  job. 

帮嘴  to  aid  with  the  mouth to  help  in  an  altercation. 

帮口  to  be  spokesman 
another. 

告帮  to  apply  to  for  assistai 

帮護  to  help  and  protect. 

帮閒  to  accompany  in  leis 
or  idle  times. 

帮嫖  to  accompany  when  “b 
ing  the  watch.” 

帮帶  to  act  as  adjutant. an  extra  animal  to  a  te 
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帮1
 

8650 

w 

8651 

R •陽庚 
漾 

See 榜 
Even  Upper. 

梆1
 

8652 

R. 陽江 
See 榜 
Even  Upper. 

帮腔  a  choir;  a  chorus.  Also, 
to  prompt. 

生意帮  the  mercantile  class. 

貨帮  a  caravan. 
一帮猪  a  drove  of  pigs.  See 

7587. 

一帮船  a  fleet  of  ships. 

江南帮  the  (rice)  fleet  from 
Kiangnan. 

帮兒頭  a  kind  of  beetle. 

頭帮茶 心  first  crop  of  tea. 

To  propel  a  boat.  To 
beat. 

梆人  a  boatman. 
梆椋  to  injure  by  beating. 

梆 笞數千  to  inflict  many 
thousand  blows. 

棍梆  a  club;  a  stick. 

m 

86S3 

|R •養 H.  ̂ -pong 

F.  poung、 

pwong 

See 榜 

Rising  Upper. 

m 

8654 

R.  Vulgar. 
C.  Jong 

See 榜 

Even  Upper. 

A  piece  of  wood,  slightly 

convex,  with  a  slit  at  the 

top  and  hollowed  out;  it  is 

struck  with  a  stick,  and 

used  as  a  watchman’s  rattle. 
See  6241. 

傳 梆鳴鑼  sound  the  rattle 
and  strike  the  gong, 一 an  alarm 
signal. 

掷鼓  a  kettle-drum. 

梆子。 r 更梆  a  watchman’s 
rattle.  The  first  is  properly  an 
instrument  consisting  of  two 
pieces  of  wood  which  are  struck 

together  as  an  accompaniment 

to  certain  tunes  in  theatres,  etc. 

梆子 二黃調  castanet  airs 
a^d  airs  of  the  two  Huang 

(Districts  in  Hupeh), 一 two  differ¬ 
ent  styles  of  dramatic  singing, 

also  called,  from  their  respective 

places  of  origin,  秦腔  Ch*in 

(Shensi)  singing  and  湖廣調 
Hu-kuang  airs.  [They  are  used 
as  accompaniments  in  military 
and  civil  plays,  respectively.] 

梆子班  Shansi  actors,  whose 
musical  instruments  consist  of| 
a  pang  tzU  and  a  kind  of  fiddle. 

魚梆  a  wooden  fish,  with  a  slit 
its  back  and  hollowed  out; 

it  is  struck  to  announce  the 
meals  at  monasteries. 

8655 R •議 

C.  Sprang、 

^p^ang 

I H.  Yang |F./a  阿， 
p^aung 

W.  iboa 
N.  bong 

P.  pang 

M.  pang^ 

I K.  pang 

|j.  bd 

A. bang 

Rising  Lower 

Irregular. 

To  tie；  to  bind. 

御緊  tie  it  tight. 

背  _  佛住  his  hands  tied 
behind  his  back. 

绑 赴市曹 bind  him  and take  him  to  the  execution-ground 

鬆綁  to  loose  the  bonds. 

綁腿布  women’s  gaiters. 

A  hoe;  a  mattock. 

A  club；  a  cudgel ;  a  stick 

The  “bang”  of  a  gun.  See 
8807. 

棒子  a  cudgel ;  a  drumstick; 
Indian  corn,  from  its  likeness 
to  the  thick  stick,  bound  with 

string,  with  which  inverted  bells 
are  beaten  on  temple  altars. 

:奉  a  baton  used  by  washermen. 

熱火棒  a  hot  poker, — a  diffi¬ cult  matter  to  handle. 

教 習拳棒  to  teach  boxing 
and  quarter-staff. 

當 頭一棒  a  rap  on  the  head. 

水上打 一 棒  (useless  as)  a slap  on  water. 

棒他出  take  a  stick  and  drivel him  out. 

幾棒弓  several  shots  with  a bow. 

棒打 (or 頭） 出孝子 灿 
of  the  stick  comes  the  filial  son, 

— spare  the  rod  and  spoil  the child.  See  1334. 

棒頭草  Polypogoti  littoralis^ Sm. 

馬棒  a  large  rattan  cudgel 
carried  by  mounted  robbers. 

Same  as  8650. 

To  oppose  ；  to  aid  by 
withstanding. 

w 
8658 

R •陽 

W.  v.  bo^ 

See 榜 

Even  Upper. 

8660 

捞 
8661 

榜

 3
 

8662 

R •養漾 

m C.  pong Vi,portg 

F.  poung 

W.  poa、 cboa 

N.  pong 

\pa  竹 g 

K. 

ho 

A. bang 

Rising  Upper. 

Even  Upper. 

The  leather  heel-band  ofl 

a  shoe,  for  strengthening! 
the  back  of  the  shoe. 

Correct  form  of  8650. 

See  8676. 

Same  as  8651. 

A  placard  ；  a  list  of| successful  candidates  ；  seel 

3376.  To  beat；  used*  withf 8651.  To  row  a  boat. [ 
i3,744. 

無頭 榜  ananonymousplacard.| 
榜文 a  notice;  a  placard. 

榜示  to  publicly  notify. 
明心榜  a  list  of  subscribers! to  a  charity  or  other  good  work. [ 

金榜。 r 黃榜 ^ 龍虎榜 
the  list  of  successful  graduates.  | 

金榜 掛名時 the  appear- 
ance  of  one’s  name  on  the  lis^pfl 
successful  candidates,  —  one  of | 

the  four  happy  moments  in  life. 

副榜  似 37。5. 
開榜。 r 放榜。 r 發榜 

貼榜  to  publish  the  above  list.  I 
同榜  fellow-graduates, 一 on  the  I same  list. 

殿榜  the  last  on  the  list  of  pro- 1 
vincial  graduates,— the  “wooden  | 

spoon •” 

榜上 無名。 r 落榜 W named  in  the  list  of  the  successful.  I 

天 榜有名  to  have  one's! 
name  on  God’s  list,— to  be  fated  | 
to  be  a  graduate. 

閣 下榜名  your  name,  Sir? — 
i.e.  it  appeared  on  the  list  of 
the  successful. 

or  I 

兩榜 底子。 r  ST 梯出 

^  to  graduate  both  aS  rtmastern 
and  “doctor;”  to  take  both  the| 
2nd  and  3rd  degrees. 
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榜 2
 8662 

榜眼 the  graduate  who  comes 
out  second  a*t  the  殿試 |  “palace 

examination”  which  follows  the 

great  triennial  competition.  [In¬ 
stituted  under  the  Sung  dynasty.] 

榜花  an  unusual  name  or  sur¬ 
name  on  the  list  of  successful 

graduates. 

籃 榜 .。> •紫榜 心 blue  list 
or  purple  list, — of  candidates  at 

the  public  examinations  who 

have  been  deprived  of  their 

chances  for  some  breach  of 

regulations. 

夢榜  to.  dream  that  one  has 

‘passed.’’ 

榜 下卽用 _ 得官。 r 

受職） to  be  on  the  list  for 
immediate  appointment;  i.e.  one 

of  the  first  three  at  the  殿 
Palace  Examination. 

榜樣  a  model;  a  pattern. 

作 個榜樣 tQ  seive  as  a model. 

榜椋  to  beat;  to  flog. 

檫 榜沽名  to  put  up  a  notice 
(that  one  is  a  clever  fellow)  and 

buy  a  name, -to  pose  as  a  genius. 

榜人  a  boatman ;  a  skipper. 
See  8665. 

榜葛剌  Bengal. 

w 

8666 

R. 漾 

C.  p、ong H.  [pong 

F. paung 
boa 

pong 

P.  j 

M. 

Y.  I  pang 

Sz.  1 

K.  1 

J.  hd 

A. bang 

Sinking 

Upper. 

8667 

卜 養
 

I  See  榜 

or  I 

To  slander.  See^  794°* 

_謗 侮謗。 r 謗毁 

謗刁  to  slander;  to  backbite 
to  vilify. 

_  _  正
事  t0  abuse  th

at 

which  is  good. 

謗書  a  defamatory  book;  a scurrilous  publication. 

飛謗  a  political  squib  or  lam¬ 

poon. 
it 謗莫 如自修

 to  st°p slander,  there  is  nothing  like 

proper  behaviour. See] 

Rising  Upper. 

膀 3
 8663 

卜 榜
 I  Rising  Upper. 

m 

A  tablet；  a  register 

粉膀  a  board  on  the  wall  of  a 

The  shoulder 

10,106. 

膀臂  shoulders  and  arms, assistance. 

肩髄  the  shoulder-bone. 

腋 體肘兒 the  elbow- 

骨 旁子骨  the  shoulder-bone. Also,  the  hip-bone. 

鷄髋子  the  wing  of  a  chicken. 

靠 骨旁子  to  jostle.
 

吊髋子  to  get  into  position for  shooting  with  a  bow. 

射一體 子好琦 t° 化呻 with  the  shoulders  in  a  good 

position. 

祛幾骨 旁兒弓 to  be  good 
at  archery. 

一 對翅骸  a  pair  of  wings. 

助你一 髋之力 I，n lend 
you  a  hand. 

R. 

m See  8644. 

8672 

m 
Same  as  8688. 

8673 

碧 Same  as  8675. 

8674 

劳 Side；  beside ；  near;  th< 
“radical”  of  a  characte 

8675 

{see  6305,  8676). 

C.  p^ong 
H.p^ong 

F.  poung 
W.  boa 

N. bong 
P. 

P^ang 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. K.pang 

J.  ho,  bo 

A. bang 

Even  Lower. 

shop  for  chalking  up  the  “scores”  | 
of  customers.  1 

8664 

卜陽
 

卜榜 
Even  Upper. 

To  bind  shoes. 

8668 

|R. 陽 

I  See  榜 
Even  Upper. 

The  lining  of  a  shoe. 
Used  with  8658. 

8665 

卜漾
 

卜謗
 ISinkingUpper. 

Two  boats  fastened  side 

by  side.  To  board  a  vessel. 

膀人  a  boatman. 8671 

一旁 曲一旁 值 _ sid 
curved,  the  other  side  straigh 

旁邊  the  side;  at  the  side. 

海旁  by  the  sea. 從 旁抹出  to  mark  (passage 
in  a  book)  with  a  line  at  th 
side,  —  as  worthless.  Dots  c 
small  circles  denote  admiratioi 

旁 若無人 as  if  he  had  r 
one  alongside, -proud;  conreitei 

旁出 t。  issue  forth  alongside  ( from  the  side. 

旁坐  to  sit  beside. 

旁住  adjoining. 旁求  to  look  around, — for  goc men,  etc. 

旁道  a  side  road, 一 one  th branches  from  the  main  road 

旁人  a  by-stander 旁觀  a  looker-on.  See  2188 

釉 手旁観  to  sleeve  on( 
hands  and  look  on,  —  to  i 

nothing. 

旁門  a  side-door. 

莫 信旁言 d。11’1  listen 
gossip. 

^  ̂   ̂   to  look  out
  on 

sides  for  eminent  men. 

觸 頬旁通 t。 reason 

analogy. 

旁近  near;  neighbouring. 

旁羅  to  spread  one’s  net  abroi 

旁 及烏獸  associated  w 
birds  and  beasts, — as  a  hem 

旁 及繪事  he  amused  hi 
self  with  painting,： 一 in  additi to  his  profession. 
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旁,
 

8675 

傍:
 

8676 

R •漾陽 
C.  pong 

H.p^ong 
Y.paung^ 

p、aung 
W.  boa 

N.  bong 
P. 
M. 
Y. 
St. 
K. 

].hi、bZ 
A.  banz 

pang 

Sinking 
Lower. 

嘮 8
 

8676a 

徬，
 

8677 

R •陽漾 
^•paung^ 

ipoung 

8«旁 
Even  Lower. 

旁午  arranged  in  order,  along 
and  across ;  crosswise ;  athwart； 

many；  over-burdened  with  cares 
of  office.  See  12,769,  for  ex. 

駟 介旁旁  the  mail-clad 
horses  in  constant  motion. 

The  side；  near  ；  to 

depend  on.  Used  with 
8675. 

左 右雨傍  both  left  and  right 
sides. 

耳傍風  wind  by  the  ear, — idle 
gossip. 

立道傍  to  stand  by  the  road¬ 
side. 

傍不 相干  nothing  to  do 
with. 

诉  near:  approximating：  to 

俗 作阜傍 車非也 ccun- 
monly,  but  wrongly,  written  fouK 
at  the  side  of  chU\ 一 of  the 

character  陳- 

Read  pang^. 

傍明  near  dawn. 

傍腕  near  evening. 

傍個影 (nc)t  t。)  show  even  a 
shadow, 一 (not)  to  come  near  one. 

俅傍  to  lean  against ;  to  depend. 

傍 人門戶  to  follow  in  the 
footsteps, -as  disciple  of  a  master, 
in  literature,  art,  etc. 

Read  phig' • 

不 事胃  @  the  king’s  business allows  no  rest. 

To  speak  figuratively  ；  to 
boast；  to  brag. 

混吹亂 卩旁 t。 talk  big. 

老媽 兒開曠  bragging  like 
an  old  nurse, 一 on  her  retarp 

from  the  city  to  her  rustic  village. 

嘴. 裏 哼得狠 very  much 
given  to  exaggeration. 

To  walk  alongside  of. 

Used  for  8678. 

愣 8678 

R •陽 

See 旁 

Even  Lower. 

磅
 2 

8679 

R •陽 

p'' on g^ 
Y.poung^ 

p^oung 

See 
Even  Lower. 

w 
8680 

R •陽養 
See 骨旁旁 

Even  and 

Rising  Lower 
and  Upper. 

w 
8681 

R •陽養 See 旁 

Even  Lower. 

8682 

r. 陽 

See 旁 

Even  Lower. 

謗 

、8683 

w 

8684 

R 陽 

%旁 

Even  Lower. 

鎊
 3 

名 685 

陽 

See 旁 

Timid  ；  fearful. 

镑惶  scared ;  afraid. 

Noise  of  stones  crashing. 

知 V 夕 3  8  2. 
褚 胃  wide;  extensive. 

Read  pang\  Used  for 

a  “  pound”  sterling  or  avoir¬ 

dupois. 

谤金  pounds  sterling. 
過谤 t。  weigh;  to  be  weighed. 

The  loins  ；  the  groin, 

the  false  ribs, 

膀胱  the  bladder. 
Read  p%en^. 

Artemisia  sp. 

R. 

Even  Lower. 

Name  of  a  medicine, 

called  牛 f 子  [Arcti\ 
Lappa、 L.). 

tvum 

A  crab. 

螃蠏  the  swimming  crab  {For- 
tu?ius). 

See  8666. 

To  hurry  on. 

康  hastily ;  hurriedly. 

To  scrape  off;  to  level. 

^  iHfa  to  ra^e 
 soil. 

8686 

滂
 2 

8687 

R •陽 

F.  S-poung^  v. 

Qpoung^ 

Noting, 

^ung 

See 旁 

Even  Lower. 

霧’
 

8688 

R. 陽. 

See 旁 

A.  bang、 Jan 

Even  Lower. 

w 

8689 R •寒翰 

C.  v. 

P^ong 

H.  zp、an、p、ar^ F.  Spwang 

W.  Sdd N.  v.  p、oHg 

j 
Y.  ip'-ou^an^ 

Sz.  pacing) 
K.  pan 

J.  han 

A.  sban、fa，? 
Even  aod 
Sinking 

Irregular. 

.3L 

8690 

R. 释 

C.  p、ong 

F.  p、aung 

V.fang 

used  as 

and^^  q.v. 
SinkiagUpper. 

逢 8691 

See  8667. 

Heavy  rain. 

傍论 大雨 Qr 傍沛 Peltin8 
rain. 

涕汹 } 旁论  from  my  eyes  and 
nose  the  water  streams, 

傍 浮  Perturbed;  convulsed. 

滂洋  vast  as  the  ocean ;  exten¬ 
sive. 

A  heavy  fall,  as  of  rain 
or  snow.  Driving,  as  a  gale 

of  wind. 

雨雪其 S  rain  and  snow 
falling  heavily. 

飄忽堋 S  a  furiously  driving 

gale. Fat;  -stout， as  opposed 

tO 瘦  10,021. 

胖子  a  fat  fellow. 
肥胖  fat;  corpulent. 

胖孩  a  fat  i>aby. 一身子 的胖肉 he  isal] 
fat. 

心 廣體胖  he  who  is  liberal 
in  mind  becomes  stout  of  body. 

Cf.  “Let  me  have  men  about 

me  that  are  fat.” 

Fat :  obese  ；  swollen. 

胖脹。 r 胂腫  swollen  up; 
dropsical. 

See  3569. 



8692 

R 江東 
C.p^ong 
H.  mang 

F.  mang 
yN.doa 

N.  boHg 

P./ ‘娜  v. mang 

p^ang 

Sz.  p、ang 
Yi.  pang 

J.  hd^  bo 
A. bang 

Even  Lower. 

^AJS[CSr 

1064 

龐1
 

脾3
 8693 

R •江 

See 龐 
Even  Lower. 

w 
8694 

R ■江 

See 龐 
Even  Lower. 

勹 1
 8695 

R ■肴 

See  尚: 

Even  Upper. 

勾 

S696 

m 
8697 

R. 效 

C.  p^au 
W.  pau 

F.  pau 

W.  pwo\  cboa 
N.fioa 

P.  pau 
M..  pau 

Y.  poa 
Si,  pan 

K./‘b 
J.  hd^  hid 
A.  bau 

Sinking 

Upper. 

A  lofty  house.  Confused. 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

寵 2934.] 

風 俗敦龐  the  manners  and 
customs  well  ordered. 

面龐 (<K  man^) 。1 ■龐貌 
facial  appearance. 

Read  lung\  Great ；  fat; 
full. 

蒙龐 洪之恩  I  am  indebt¬ 
ed  for  your  great  kindness. 

龐龐  fat  and  strong, — of  cattle. 

龐 眉大目  bushy  eyebrows 
and  large  eyes. 

To  swell. 

脾肛  to  swell, as  with  dropsy 
or  as  a  tumour. 

水 泡脒了  the  water  has 
swollen  it  up, — as  a  dead  body. 

Two  boats  lashed  to¬ 

gether,  known  as  释杠 or 

释繼. 

To  enclose.  Radical  20. 

Same  as  8710. 

The  panther  of  northern 

China  [Felis  Fontanierii) ； 
the  Siberian  panther  [Felis 

Irbis)  \  a  species  of  wild 

cat  (Fe/is  microtis).  The 

badge  worn  by  恭將  Lieu-; 

tenc,nt-Colonels  and  遊擊 

Majors. 

赤 豹黃罷  red  panthers  and 
brown  bears. 

金錢豹  the  F.  Fontanuriiy 
A.  M.-Edw. 

m 

8697 

触 8698 

包 7
 

8699 

R •肴 

C.  pau Vi.  pau 

F.  pau 
W.  poa、 boa 

poa 

P.  
■ 

pau 

M. 

Sz. 

Y.  poa 

K.p^o 

].hd 

A.  bau 

艾葉豹  a  kind  of  panther found  near  Kalgan ;  the  tiger- 

cat  of  Formosa  {Leopardus  bra- 
chyurus). 

君 子豹變  the  superior  man has  as  many  resources  in  his 
mind  as  a  leopard  has  marks 
on  its  skin. 

豹 .飾0 r  ■豹祿  cuffs  of  leopard- 
skin. 

管  _  窺 豹  to  look  at  a  leopard j  through  a  tube, —  to  see  only 
one  spot  at  a  time  (  — •  時見 

一 斑).  Used  of  narrow  views. 

Even  Upper. 

爹勺 目民  Panther  eyes, 一 with  fierce look. 

猴 急豹跳  excited  as  a  mon¬ key  and  jumping  like  a  panther. 

虎 生三子 ，必 有一豹 when  a  tigress  has  three  cubs  at 
a  litter,  one  will  be  a  panther. 

豹 死留皮 ，人 死留名 
the  leopard  dies  and  leaves  a 

skin,  man  dies  and  leaves  a 

reputation. 

白豹  the  buzzard.  See  5002. 

Same  as  8710. 

To  enclose  ；  to  contain  ； 

to  hold.  To  w 私 p  up.  To 

undertake  ；  to  manage  ；  to 

contract.  To  support  or 
akeep •”  See  3942. 

包涵 ot 包含  to  enclose;  to include;  to  make  allowances  for. 

都包 涵在內  all  is  included, — as  a  long  meaning  in  a  short 
sentence. 

包 涵萬有  all-embracing capacity. 

數語 包 栝無數 句^# words  containing  many  senten¬ 

ces, — pregnant  with  meaning. 

所‘. 包葺廣  the  (meaning) 
included  is  very  wide. 

包 在裏面  it  is  included. 

善 爲誘兵 以包敵 g。。*1 at  enticing  the  enemy  so  as  to 
surround  him. 

包尾子  to  take  (an  enemy)  in the  rear. 

^JSLO 

包1
 

8699 

打包  to  wrap  up;  to  pack,  as in  matting. 

拏紙 包起來  wrap  it  up  in 

paper. 拏 麵包上  wrap  it  up  in 
dough, — as  a  dumpling. 

包子  a  dumpling. 包羅  to  wrap  up;  to  monopolise. 

包裹 tQ  wrap  up- 
by  the  package;  wholesale. 

包皮  the  packing, — as  of  mer¬ 
chandise. 

包狱 qi •包兒  a  bundle. — three  bales  or  bundles. 

連包  with  *tare,-the  gross  weight including  the  packing. 

昝包  packing  included, — in  the price  paid  for  goods. 

包封  to  seal  up  in  a  cover. 

包頭 t。  wrap  up  the  head ;  a  tur¬ ban.  Also,  to  personate  women. 

孝包頭  a  four-cornered  white 
cloth  which  women  tie  round 
their  heads  at  funerals. 

包藏  to  store  up;  to  conceal. 

包莊  a  storehouse;  a  warehouse. 

腰包  a  pocket  or  fob  worn  at 
the  waist. 

包衣  the  placenta ;  see  8701. Also,  a  prince’s  attendant,  from 
the  Manchu  boo-i^  of  the  palace. 

包  口殘亂  the  ir°n  hands 
(round  bales)  broken  and  out 

of  place. 

包容  to  be  patient  with. 

包管  to  guarantee  that. 

包 管來回  may  be  exchanged 
if  unsatisfactory, — of  goods. 

包 用回換 (southern)  may  be exchanged  if  unsuitable  in  size. 

包柚  to  be  answerable  for  the payment  of  a  fixed  sum, — as  the 
heads  of  guilds  are  to  the  taxing authorities. 

包給  to  make  over  a  right  to.... the  fruit  of  an  orchard), 

p 吾  to  p^ake  up  the 
 difference between  two  sums ;  io  make 

good. 
包餒  to  contract  to  feed, 一 ani¬ 
mals. 
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包1
 

8699 

包月的  monthly  contractors, 
— a  name  given  to  the  headmen 
of  the  beggars  in  Peking. 

刨 4
 

8700 

which  women  make  bandoline 
for  the  hair. 

椎刨  a  carpenter’s  plane. 

苞1
 

8702 
包欖  to  undertake  the  manage¬ 
ment  of;  to  monopolise. 

包攬 在詞 t。  meddle  in  a 
lawsuit  which  does  not  concern 

one;  maintenance. 

包 攬間事  to  meddle  with 
other  people’s  affairs. 

包工。 r 包活  to  contract  to 
do  work  by  the  piece  or  the  job. 

包 工 活  work  done  by  contract. 

包工狗  to  contract  to  find 
labour  and  materials. 

包飯  to  contract  for  one’s  food at  a  fixed  sum 

包辦。 1 •承包  to  undertake. 

包 完錢粮  to  contract  for 
payment  of  the  land-tax, 一 the 
contractor  to  make  what  he  can 

in  collecting  it. 

開包  to  open  a  package  (of 
goods);  to  take  a  contract;  to  get 

obstreperous;  to  deflower  a  girl. 

包種茶  Powchong  tea.  j 

草 木漸包 the  bees  and 
plants  became  more  and  more 
bushy. 

^  to  bud
. 

包打 聽。1 ■包探 sPies; detectives. 

包金的  giu;+  plated- 

包杪  to  circumvent. 

石包  a  stone  enclosure, — used! 
by  mountain  tribes  as  a  means 
of  defence. 

包馬  packhorses.  ' 

蒙古包  a  Mongol  yourt  orl 
tent. 

刨 4
 

8700 

To  plane；  to  level  off. 

Also  read  pao\ 

; •肴 :. f'du 
p^du 
pau 

►V.  boa 
boa 

). p^au 
p‘au 
P、oa 

>2.  p^au 

>bd、bid 

刨子  a  plane;  a  curry-comb. 

馬刨  a  curry-comb. 

刨木  to  plane  wood. 

刨凳  a  carpenter’s  bench. 
刨削  to  smooth；  to  polish-  Used 

of  literary  style. 

创花 子。1 ■创柴 wQ()d 
、、bau  shavings.  The  former  term  is 

Even  Lower.  also  applied  to  the  shavings  from 

胞1
 

8701 

R. 肴 

C,  pau^p^au 
Yi.pau^  v. 

pLiau)
 

F.  Ipau 

W.  cboa、poa 
N.Jtoa 

pau^p^au 

M.  p、au 
Y.  poa^p^oa 
Sz.  pau^  pLau 

Yi.p'-io J.  hd、 hid 
A.  bau 
Even  Upper. 

8702 

R •肴 

F.  tpau 

See. 包 

Even  Upper. 

Read  p^ad1.  To  dig.  To 
deduct. 

刨控  to  dig  or  rout  out. 

刨嘗  to  dig  a  vault. 
刨地  to  dig  the  ground. 

刨控  to  excavate. 

刨 出來 to  dig  out. 

刨坑  to  dig  a  hole. 

刨 根 問底兒  to  question 
searchingly. 

前 刨後賜  to  scrape  in  frontj and  kick  behind,  —  of  an  un¬ 
broken  horse. 

我刨你 一 瑰錢 I  will  cut you  a  dollar, 一 either  as  a  fine 
or  against  an  advance. 

创 去零兒 to  cut  the fractional  amount, 一 as  the  odd 
cents,  etc. 

The  womb.  A  bladder. 

Used  with  8736. 

胞胎  the  womb. 
同 胞兄弟  uterine  brothers. 

視民 若同胞  to  regard  the 
people  as  one’s  own  brothers. 

胞衣  the  placenta. 

善藏 我兒胞  it  will  be  well to  preserve  the  placenta  of  my 
child. 

胞有 重 関 ，心有 

天遊  the  covering  which  en¬ closes  man  is  extensive,  his  mind 

may  roam  to  heaven. 

尿胞  the  bladder. 

The  husk  of  grain. 

Luxuriant  ；  rank.  Firm  - 
stable.  A  kind  of  rush. 

Seed  bursting  up.  kSV 彡 9566. 

集 于苞祀  collecting  on  thel bushy  medlars, 一 as  birds. 

苞屨  mourning-sandals  of  straw.  I 

如 竹苞矣  firm  as  the  roots | of  a  clump  of  bamboos. 

如 山之苞  firm  as  a  mountain.  I 

鉋 
8703 

雹 
2 

8704 

R •覺 

C.  pok 

H.  p^ok^p'-au^ F.  p、dk、p、au> W.  bo^  y.  wo 

N.  boh 

P.  pau、 

Y.  poa* 

Sz.  pat^ K.  i>ak 
J.  fi  aku、 boku 
A.  bak 

Entering 

lower 

Irregular. 

w 

8705 

R •巧 

C.  pau 
H.  pau F.  pdu^  w.pa 

poa 

pau 

Y.  poa 
Sz.  pau 

K

.

 

p

^

o

 

I.  ho 

A.  bau Rising  Upper. 

其 t； 其亡繫 于苞桑 
(though  threatened  by)  over¬ 
throw,  he  is  securely  bound  to 
the  mulberry-tree,  —  figuratively 
used  of  enduring  strength  or 
safety. 

方 包 方體  anc>n  (the  rushes)： 
will  burst  up,  anon  they  will 

be  completely  formed. 

開苞  to  blossom. 花漸  爸  the  buds  gradually 
filled. 

苞苴  to  wrap  up;  presents  of food;  bribes. 

苞子草  spear-grass 、Anthis- 
tiria  ciliata、 Retz). 

身 備五采 九苞也 ^ the  body  (of  the  phoenix)  are 

displayed  the  5  colours  and  the 

9  characteristics, 一 the  latter  re¬ 
ferring  to  certain  excellences  of 
its  beak,  heart,  ears,  tpngue, 

plumage,  comb,  spurs,  voice, and  belly. 

Same  as  8700. 

Hail.  Also  read  po 气 

雹子。 r 雹冰  hail-stones. 

下  i  or  落雹  to  hail. to  be  hurt  by  hail-stones. 

^  Sp.  can  hail  be  pre¬ vented  ? 

Full  of  food  ；  satiated. , 

喫飽了  I  have  er.ten  my  fill. 飽飲。 r 飽滿。 r 飽餐 
satisfied  with  food ;  satiated. 

飽暖。 1 •飽 食暖衣 fed and  clothed. 

饑 飽由人  hunger  and  re¬ 
pletion  are  matters  within  the 
c&ntrol  of  man. 

往 往不出 ，則下 飽較. 

魚  sometimes  they  (divers)  rise 
no  more  to  the  surface,  and 

then  down  below  they  become 

food  for  fishes. 
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飽 3
 8705 

m 

R. 

欲 飽人以 老隼 t。 want 
to  give  a  man  his  bellyful  of 
fisticuffs. 

三 林  飽  three  cups  of  soft 
filling, — of  wine. 

飽 學 之 人 a  man  full  of learning. 

飽 看 一 »  问  I haveseen  enough of  it. 

一見 你就飽 the  mere  sight 
of  you. is  enough, — I  don’t  want 
any  more. 

旣 飽以德  he  has  satiated  us 
with  his  goodness. 

飽德  a  phrase  used  on  a  card 
sent  after  a  dinner  =  Thanks ! 

打飽呃  to  belch  from  re¬ 
pletion. 

讀飽。 i •作飽  t。 feel  dis- 
tended  or  over  full, 一 of  the 
stomach. 

8709 

P.  pau^ 

Y.〆 

Sz.  pati3 
\.  ho.  bd 
A.  ̂ bau 

Dried  fish ;  salted  fish. 

8706 

肴巧 
C.  cpati^  pau1- 

H.  cpau、 p^au- 
¥  .Lpau^  plau- 

W.  sJ>oa、 ^boa 
N.  boa 

P-  j  Jau、 
M •丨  pat^ 

poa Sz.  pau 

K.p^o 
]. hd、 bid 

A. ibau、 三 bau 
Even  and 
Rising 

Irregular. 

鮑魚  shellfish  or  dried  fish. 
Japanese  awabe. 

與 惡人居 ，如 入鮑魚 

8707 

8708 R. 肴 

C.  v.  pauL 
See  舍 |J 

Even  Lower. 

之肆  living  with  vile  men  is 
like  going  into  a  dried-fish  shop, 
— one  soon  gets  accustomed  to 
the  stink.  See  6721. 

你 我鮑叔 y°u  are  Pao 
Shu,  —  the  friend  who  under¬ 
stands  me,  referring  to  the 
humble  friend  of  the  famous 

營仲  Kuan  Chung. 

See  8748. 

Projecting  teeth. 

I  西  _包  teeth  which  stick  out 
so  much  that  a  man  can  bite 
into  a  melon. 

齙眼  projecting  eyes. 

8709 
R. 皓 

C.  ̂ ou 

H.  -p',au^pKaui- 

F.  poa’ - W.  ̂ bde 
N.  boa 

To  enfold  ；  to  embrace 

to  carry  in  the  arms  ；  to 
sit， as  a  hen ;  to  have  i 

one’s  heart  ；  to  be  conscious 
of;  to  harbour；  to  cherish 

雲抱  日  clouds  encircle  the  sun 

Rising  Lower 

Irregular. 

大 可合抱  about  an  armful. 

抱圍竹  bamboos  an  armful  in 

girth. 懷抱  to  carry  in  the  bosom;  to 
cherish  in  the  mind. 

懷 才抱德  cherishing  ability and  virtue  in  his  bosom. 

持抱 於懷中  folded  him  in her  arms. 

抱住  to  hold  fast  in  the  arms, 
抱子。 r 抱孩子 w 抱娃 

子 •  to  carry  a  child  in  the  arms. 

忽 抱一孫  suddenly  (or  un¬ expectedly)  he  carried  a  grand 

son, — a  grandson  was  born  to him. 

時 在抱中  I  was  then  a  baby in  arms. 

幼 子在抱  a  baby  in  arms. 
挟抱  to  hold  under  the  arms. 

抱  to  nurse  the  leg. 

抱檀 6736,  8699. 
抱 厦  small  buildings  encircling 
a  principal  one. 

抱 沙鍋  to  carry  the  earthen¬ ware  bowl, — to  be  a  beggar. 

抱頭鼠 竄 t。 skulk  off. 

已抱出 一 ■羣子 had  al- ready  hatched  out  a  crowd  of 

young  chicks. 

_ 恨 •抱 怨。1 ■抱屈 
bear  a  grudge ;  to  feel  resent¬ 
ment. 

抱恨 終身  I  shall  hate  him all  my  life. 

兩口子 對抱怨 the  hus - band  and  wife  were  very  angry 

with  one  another. 

狠抱 怨將軍 不殺他 
was  very  angry  with  the  General 
for  not  putting  him  to  death. 

可 別袍怨 我打你 —’I complain  if  I  thrash  you. 

抱 屈含怨  to  cherish  wrongs in  one’s  heart. 

抱愧  to  feel  ashamed. 

抱病。 r 抱恙 t。 be  ill. 

抱義  to  cherish  righteousness in  the  heart. 

抱告人  see  5952. 

抱貴不 凡 tQ  cherish 

8709 

8710 

R •號 

C.  pou 

H./« 

F.  poa^pou V^.bu 
N.  bu^  v.  u 

K.pLo 

J.  ho 

A.  baut 
Sinking 

Lower. 

保 
8711 

R •皓 

Q.  pou Yi.  pau 
F.  poa^  v.  cpoa 

W.  p’dt、 ^boe N.  poa 

P.  pau 
M.  pau 

X

.

 

p

o

a

 

p
a
u
 

. po ho 

A.  bau 

Sz 
K 

J. 

Rising  Upper. 

(thoughts  or  aspirations)  out  of 
the  common. 

抱關  to  hold  or  guard  the  gates 
of  a  city. 

抱不平  not  at  all  satisfied,  e.g. with  the  state  of  affairs,  with 
the  settlement  of  a  difficulty, 

etc. ;  ipoved  beyond  endurance; 
indignant  at.  See  9310. 

聞 者咸心 抱不平 
who  heard  it  were  much  dis¬ 

quieted  in  mind. 

抱  to  be  deficient;  to  repent; 
to  be  ashamed. 

抱歉 之處希 爲原恕 

爲禱  I  beg  that  you  will pardon  my  deficiencies. 

抱養  to  adopt  and  bring  up. 

抱承  to  act  as  attorney  for. 

抱呈  to  present  a  petition  for another. 

To  sit  ；  to  brood  •,  to  in¬ 
cubate. 

鷄范窩  the  hen  is  sitting  on the  nest. 

鷄疱鵝  a  fowl  trying  to  hatch geese, — something  beyond  one’s 

powers. 

To  guarantee  {see  7962)： 

to  go  security  for;  to  pro¬ 

tect  ； to  keep  safe  ̂   to  re¬ 
commend  ； to  insure.  Set 

7109,  10,624. 

保人  or  保家  a  guarantor, 
one  who  gives  security,  or  goes 
bail  for  another.  [Bail  may  be 

either  pecuniary  or  personal. 
In  the  latter  case  the  bailoi 

has  to  take  the  place  of  an absconding  bailee.] 

中保人  middlemen  and  securi 
ties. 

保山  a  guarantor;  a  security,— usually  in  matrimonial  affairs. 

保師  a  guarantor  of  a  candidate at  the  public  examination.  There 
are  a  certain  number  of  persons, 

generally  康 生 (j<r<r.7i89)whc 

perform  this  office  for  a  small  fee 
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1*^.0 

保
2
 

8711 

保票 。〈保 狀。 r 保單。 r 

保 結饥 保條子 a  bQnd; 
a  guarantee;  a， security  chop. 
[Where  two  or  more  persons  go 
security,  each  is  liable  only  pro 
raid,  unless  otherwise  specified. 

具保狀  t°  give  security. 

署 保  to  draw  up  a  security. 

保 單執照  a  Customs’  bond 
certificate, — for  rice. 

保商  the  security  merchants, — 
of  old  Canton  days. 

to  secure  a  ship, 一 as  was 

done  by  the  above  merchants. 

保 其將來  to  guarantee  the 
future. 

我保其 無罪1  guarantee 
his  innocence. 

出 保。 r  落保  to  find  security. 

保 出 來  t。 bail  out, -of  custody. 

保 不定。 r 保不住 cannot 
be  guaranteed. 

~ *  "0  /9k  a  shop-keeper  as 
security. 

保 醫  to  be  allowed  out  on  bail, 
— when  ill. 

^  ̂   to  receive  on  giving 
security. 

交 to  hand  over  to  a  security; 

(of  such  security)  to  produce 
when  called  upon. 

言忍保  to  be  willing  to  go  security 
for. 

保充  to  guarantee  (to  be  a  fit 
person)  to  hold  a  post. 

保釋  to  release  on  guarantee. 

^  t0  or  be  secured 
meanwhile. 

保債  to  be  security  for  a  bor¬ 
rower. 

保無 one  cannot  guarantee  that 
not,— that  it  will  not  happen. 

敬 神保安  t。 revere  the  gods 
and  ensure  peace. 

保舉。 r 保升 or 往上保 
to  recommend  for  promotion. 

保  to  recommend  and  eulo¬ 

gise. 

保奏  to  recommend  to  the 
Throne, 一 for  reward,  or  for 
protection. 

碎生朝 不保暮 his  life 
cannot  be  guaranteed  for  a  day. 

保
，
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保駕  an  Imperial  Guardian；  to 
escort  the  Emperor. 

保氏  the  Tutor  or  Preceptor 
under  the  Chou  dynasty  whose 
duty  it  was  to  teach  the  國子 

Sons  of  the  State,  i.e,  the  sons  of 

,  of  ,  and  of  the  3  classes Qf 大夫. 

太保 and 少保 Senior  and 
Junior  Guardians, — of  the  Heir- 

Apparent;  a  nominal  office  con¬ 
ferred  upon  high  officials,  who 
are  spoken  of  as  宮保. 

辜  the  system  of  handing  a 
dangerously-wounded  man  over 
to  the  family  of  the  accused, 
and  fixing  a  time  within  which 
the  accused  will  be  held  res¬ 
ponsible  for  his  death. 

限以保 辜 to  fix  the death-limit, — as  is  done  by  the 
presiding  Magistrate. 

保險  to  insure  against  danger, — 
of  loss  in  transit. 

保險 的封信 a  registered letter. 

保火  to  insure  against  fire. 

保 甲  the  tithing-system,  —  as 
still  practised  in  China.  [Ten 
families  make  a  chia、 and  ten 
chia  a  pao.  See  1167,  8712.] 

甲保  the  headman  of  a  chia. 

保正 01 ■保長  the  headman of  a  pao\  a  headborough. 

Mfe  $  心  ti-pao、 一 a  headman  or beadle  of  a  small  district, 

selected  by  the  local  officials  and 
responsible  for  the  peace  and 
good  order  of  its  inhabitants. 

保  差 — ti-pao  \xi  company with  the  runners. 

>0j^  associated  for  mutual  pro¬ 
tection. 

保養  to  cherish. 保全。 r 保守。 r 保佑。 r 
保衛。 ■•保 護。 r 保庇 
to  preserve;  to  protect. 

"ft  家的  hired  men  for  guarding 
yamins  and  private  houses  in 
disturbed  districts, 

保標的  escOTt;  guards  who convoy  travellers  along  danger¬ 

ous  routes,  generally  by  arrange¬ 
ment  with  the  bandits. 

保 重 身體 tc)  hke  care  of one’s  person. 

保
 3 
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堡
 3 

8712 

R •皓 
W 保 

Rising  Upper. 

w 

C.  v.  cpou 
H.  v.  cpau 

See 長 

Even  Upper. 

m 

8714 

葆 s
 

8715 

r. 皓 

See 保 

Rising  Upper. 

保 重 保 重  take  care  of  your¬ 
self! —— to  a  friend  starting  on  a 
journey. 

^  t0  Pre$erve  it  ever 
from  injury.  t 

若保赤 子 as  th°ugh  pr°- 
tecting  a  baby. 

保  to  remain  on  the  defensive. 

酒名 ̂   a  wa'ter*  See  2260. 

更保  a  night  watchman. 

保定府  name  of  a  Prefecture in  Chihli,  the  capital  of  the 

province. 

An  earthwork  ；  a  mud 

rampart  round  a  small  town； 

a  petty  military  station.  A 
sub-division  of  a  司  town¬ 

ship  ； a  ward  in  a  city.  Also 

read  p、u\ 

障  a  defence;  a  rampart. 

堡 內升平 may  there  be peace  within  the  walls ! 

枯 堡  a  village. 堡 甲  the  tithing-system.  See 
8711. 

To  heat；  to  boil.  A  cook- 

ing-pot. 

to  heat  water. 

^  or  ̂   an  earthen  pot. 

火 藥 堡  a  stink-pot, — a  jar 
filled  with  combustibles,  etc., 

and  thrown  on  board  ships  in 

warfare  or  piratical  attacks. 

Same  as  8716. 

Luxuriant  foliage.  To  . 
cover. 

頭 如蓬棋 head  iike  a 
bramble-bush. 

模 其 天 眞  to  take  care  of  the 
divine  element  within  one. 

羽樣  a  kind  of  umbrella  or feather  hat. 

此之 謂德光 this  is  called 
containing  light  within  one, — 
i.e.  to  be  possesse^rof  the  true 
light  by  which  all  th^gs,  even 

miracles,  become  possible. 



8716 R •皓 
See 保 

Rising  Upper, 
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豪 
C.pon 

H.  pau 
¥.poa. 

W.  p’de、 cboi 

Y.  pau 

M.  pau 

pou Sz.pnu 

K.pLo ho 

Long  robes  conferred  by  I 

the  Emperor  upon  deserv-| 
ing  officials.  To  praise,  asl 

opposed  to  9196. 

J 
A.  bau 

Even  Upper. 

Swaddling-clothes. 
1240. 

Seel 

褒獎 褒美  to  praise;  to  I extol. 

褒賠  to  criticise;  the  “praise | 
and  censure’’  theory  of.the  Spring! 
and  Autumn  of  Confucius,  as  in  I 
next  entry.  ! 

一字 之褒榮 於華袞 I 
one  word  of  praise  (from  Con- 1 

fucius)  was  more  honourable! 

than  an  embroidered  robe, 一 and! 

one  word  of  censure  sharper  than  | 
an  axe.  See  9196. 

才 士二字 ，寓 褒於贬 
the  two  words  “talent”  and  I 
“scholar”  blend  censure  with! 

praise, — to  call  him  a  man  ofl 

talent  being  to  damn  him  with] 
faint  praise. 

Read  pao、. 

褒拜  the  eighth  of  the  nine! 
forms  of  salutation,  consisting | 

of  two  prostrations. 

襃 
8718 

薄 

Same  as  8717. 

the  classical  form. 

This  is 

See  9381.. 
8719 

寳 
8720 r •皓 

See 保 

A.  bau、 b'iu 
Rising  Upper. 

Precious  •’  valuable  ； 

rate  highly  ；  a  jewel  ； 

寶 

8720 

a  jewel  ；  an| 
emblem.  Used  convention¬ 

ally  as  “your.”  See  5184」 

寶貴*  valuable;  precious. 

寶器 -寶物  valuable  arti-j cles. 

寶貝。 r  寶奇  valuable;  rare;! costly. 

珍寶  valuables;  jewels. 

寶石  precious  stones. 

，紅 寶石  the  ruby. 

1068  ] 
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藍寶石  the  sapphire. 

寶籃  sapphire  blue. 

寶井  a  ruby  mine, — especially those  at  Mogok  in  Burmah. 

識寶  to  know  valuables;  to  be a  connoisseur. 

別寶  to  distinguish  gefns, — from 
pebbles.  t 

無價寶  a  priceless  jewel. 

傳家寶  an  heirloom. 

文 房四寶  the  four  jewels  of | the  study,— paper,  pens,  ink,  and 
the  ink-stone. 

三 寶  the  Three  Precious  Ones,- the  ̂ Buddhist  Trinity,  consisting 

of  釋 迦牟甩  Shakyamuni, 

阿彌 RS  Amida'  and 彌勒 Maitreya.  Also  used  for  佛 

Buddha,  the  Law,  and 僧 

the  Priesthood.  Sanskrit :  Tri- 
ratna. 

八寶  the  eight  organs  in  Bud dha’s  body,  viz. : 輪  heart, 

螺  gall-bladder, 傘  spleen, 蓋 

lungs, 花  liver,  stomach 

魚  kidneys， 腸  guts.  [Under the  title  of  the  ̂   jj^ , 

the  above  chars,  are  applied  to 

the  eight  lucky  marks  on  the 

sole  of  Buddha’s  foot:  wheel 
conch-shell,  umbrella,  canopy, 

lotus-flower?  jar,  pair  of  fishes, 
and  mystic  sign  on  the  breast 
of  Vishnu.]  Also,  the  various 
emblems  of  the  Eight  Immortals 
of  Taoism:  sword,  fan,  basket 

of  flowers,  lotus-flower,  flute, 

gourd,  castanets,  and  a  kind  of 
musical  instrument. 

寶瓶  valuable  vases ;  the  Bud¬ dhist  name  for  the  amalaka  or 

fruit  of  the  Phyllanthus  emblica， 
L. 

寶蓮  the  precious  lotus, 一 of Kuan  Yin. 

寶 相  the  precious  image, — of 

god. 

寶相花  a  stock  rose,  red  and white. 

寶劍  a  trusty  blade;  a  double- edged  sword. 

寶座 w 大寶  the  throne. 

^  to  ascend  the  throne. 

寶'
 

8720 

審 

8721 

御寶  the  Imperial  or  Great  Seal. [For  inscription,  see  10,107.] 

國寶  the  valuables  of  a  country; sometimes  applied  to  loyal  or 
talented  officials;  also,  national 

emblems  or  symbolical  repre¬ 
sentations  of  things,  etc.  See 

3366,  5269. 

寶化 ㈣貨）  name  of  an 
ancient  issue  of  round  coins 

with  square  holes. 

通寶  circulating  jewel, -a  phrase on  the  obverse  of  cash. 

寶泉局 and 寶源局 the coinage  departments  of  the Boards  of  Revenue  and  Works, 
respectively. 

惟善 以爲胃 (the  pe°pleof 
Ch‘u)  regard  their  good  men  as 
their  only  valuables. 

寶善  to  value  the  good. 

受 而寶之  received  it  and 
valued  it  highly. 

民不 寶用  the  people  no 
longer  valued  it,— of  silver,  which 
had  depreciated. 

胃  precious  star, —— a  term 
originally  used  for  foreign  de¬ 
corations,  now  the  Chinese  order of  the  Pao-hsing. 

寶砂  emery  powder. 

寶寓  yoiir  residence. 

寶眷  your  wife. 

寶箋  your  note. 

寶舟  y°ur  boat. 寶號  your  style  or  firm  name. 
Also,  your  signature. 

寶色  bright  surface;  gloss. 

胃  dog  bezoar, 一 a  medicine. 

寶局  a  gambling-saloon. 

半 3
 

8722 

R. 皓 

See 保 

Rising  Upper. 

Same  as  8720. 

A  tithing.  See  87] 
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8723 

K -睢 
See 保 
Rising  Upper. 

藜 
8724 

R .號 
Z,pou 

W,  p'- an 
F.  poa 

V^7.  Iwe 
1^.  boa 

P.  pau 
VI.  pau 
{ •  poa 

h.  fau 

•  hd、 bd 
K.  bau 

Sinking 
Lower. 

A  bird  said  to  be  likel 

l!a  wild-goose,  but  larger,  | 
|\vithout  any  hind  toe.  The 

jbustard  [Otis  tarda).  An 

|iron-grey  horse.  See  4751. 

鵠行 {/iang，L)  wild  gee  se  in  rows.  I 
See  4624. 

老鵠。 H 婦。 r 鵠毋。 r| 
惡鴇  a  procuress;  a  brothelr 
keeper. 

A  scorching  heat.  Vio¬ 

lent  ；  outrageous;  cruel  ；| 
sudden  ；  rapid.  To  pro¬ 
trude.  See  11,239. 

是以暴 易暴也 this  is  to| 
exchange  heat  for  heat,— out  ofl 
the  frying-pan  into  the  fire；  six] of  one  and  half  a  dozen  of  the) other. 

暴風  a  fierce  wind.  See  4973. | 
暴雨  violent  or  heavy  rain. 

暴烈  terrific, 一 as  a  storm. 

暴怒  violent  anger. 

暴跳  to  jump  with  rage. 

狂暴 outrageous. 

暴猛 暴虐。 r 兇暴 

酷暴 OI ■暴 燥  savage;  cruel; 
tyrannical. 

無 不責其 之暴戻 
one  but  censured  his  savage 
brutality.  】 

暴 長八尺  he  suddenly  gre 
to  be  8  feet  in  height. 

暴病  an  illness  that  carries  one 
off  suddenly. 

暴亡  to  die  suddenly. 

飫者 輒暴下 those  wh。 
drink  of  it  promptly  collapse. 

强 暴之徒  an  unscrupulous 
fellow. 

暴客  robbers ;  desperadoes. 

暴然。 r 暴暴  severely. 
暴貴  terribly  high  in  price. 

除 暴安良  to  get  rid  of  the 
violent  and  tranquillise  the  good. 

不 敢暴虎  not  to  dare  un¬ 
armed  to  attack  a  tiger. 

申州虎 #  tigers  were  very troublesome  in  Shen-chou. 

or  I 

m 
8725 

卜效
 

I  See  豹 Sinking 

Upper. 

曝 

8726 

R •號屋 

C,  pou'puk 
H.  p{,au^p'-ok^ 
F.  poa^puk 
W.  bde 
N.  boa 

P.  pau'  p*uy 认. pau、p、u 
Y.  poa^pouh 

Sz.  pnu、 p^u 
K.p^o.p^ok 
|J.  hd、 boku A.  bau、 bouk  . 
Sinking  and Entering 

Lo^yer. 

m 8724 爲虎暴  carried  off  by  a  tiger,  j 
自 暴者不 可與有 w 
•ffa  with  those  who  do  violence 
to  themselves,  it  is  impossible 
to  speak. 

暴作  to  burst  forth,  —  as  a volume  of  sound. 

暴發 f 兒  a  man  who  has 
suddenly  become  rich. 

暴 土攘塵  a  dust-storm  is 丨 
raging. 

暴 騰迤來  to  rise  or  fly  about, 
— as  dust. 

火 烟暴天  fire  and  smoke mounting  to  the  sky. 

暴 牙  protruding  teeth.  SceSjoS. 

暴眼  prominent  eyes. 
Read  To  dry  in 

the  sun  ；  see  8726.  .  To 
exhibit.  Dew. 

一日 暴之 ，十 日寒之 
one  day  hot,  ten  days  cold, — 
used  of  desultory  application  to 
study. 

暴 之于民  to  exhibit  it  to  the 
people. 

暴尸 購識者  to  exhibit corpse,  in  order  for  it  to  be 
recognised. 

暴 露  exposed  to  sun  and  dew. 

瀑 
1 

8727 
R: 屋號 

d.  puk^pou 

W.  plau 
F.  puk 

W.  l>or 

N.  boh 

P.  pau 
M. cpau 

pouk 

Sz.  pau 

K.  p、ok、 p、。 J.  ho、 Jioku、 boku 

A.  ban 
Entering  and Sinking 

Lower. 

爆 

8728 

R •效覺 

C,  pau 

H.  pau、p、au 
F.  pau、 fauk、 

p、auk、puk、 

W.  p、oa 
N.  poa^  p、oa 

M.I 

Y.  {扣
 u 

Sz.  J 

K.A 

1  J.  hw、 bd,  hiiku 
A.  bouk 

Sinking 

Upper. 

A  Censor  remaining  on 

duty  for  five  days  was :aIled 倡 直。 r 豹直 

m 

8729 

R •藥 

See 

To  dry  in  the  sun  ；  se* 

9654.  Also  read  pu 你、 and used  with  8724. 

Entering 

Upper. 

二曰 4 
8730 

|R 藥效 

lsee 霜釣 

Entering  and 

I  Sinking  Lower and  Upper. 

A 

m 
8731 

|R. 號 

lSee  保 

Sinking 

Upper. 

Heavy  rain. 

Read  / ‘ "肿  and 

A  cascade;  a  waterfall.! 

Bubbles;  'froth. 

瀑布。 1 •瀑 水。 r 飛瀑 4 waterfall.  See  9479. 

Read  po 沐 

潰爆  rolling  billows. 

To  crackle;  to  detonate. 

To  crack  ；  to  burst. 

爆火  a  crackling  fire. 爆竹。 1 ■爆 or  鳩  j 

01 - 串爆。 1 ■花爆 he- 
crackers.  [The  first  term  is  I 
explained  as  referring  to  the  I 
crackling  of  a  bamboo  fire, I 

lighted  by  李蚊  Li  T‘ien  toj 
frighten  away  a  demon.] 

放花爆  to  let  off^re.-crackers.j 
爆裂  cracked ;  chapped. 

桶 箍爆了  the  hoops  on  the| 
bucket  have  burst. 

To  chap,  as  the  skin  from 

cold;  to  break  out.  Also! 

read  /o1*  and  / ‘夕 林. 

Passionate. 

譯暴譟 如雷  he  breaks  ou  t  I suddenly  into  passion  like  a  I thunder-clap. 

Read Same  as  8753. 

To  recompense  ；  to  re¬ 
quite.  To  report  to;  toj 

inform  ；  to  declare  ；  a  news-1 

paper  [see  4532,  ii，20i).| 
To  debauch  a  superior 

Read  fu、.See  8527. 

報怨以 德^ injury  j with  kindness, — said  Lao  Tzu. 
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直報 怨  recompense  injury  I 
with  justice, — said  Confucius. 

有 恩報舉  be  grateful  forj kindness  received. 

絲 恩髪怨 無不報 
a  thread  of  kindness  nor  a  hair! 

of  injury  which  he  did  not  repay. I 

報仇㈣ 讎)。 r 報怨。 r 

報稹  to  avenge ;  to  requite! an  injury. 

報應。 r 報償。 r 報答 M 
recompense;  to  requite. 

善 有善報 ，惡 有惡報 I 
good  is  rewarded  by  good,  evil  I 

by  evil, — in  the  next  world.  | 

思有 以報之  he  reflected! 
how  he  could  pay  him  out,  or! 

repay  his  kindness. 

雷  tj ■，眼 前 報 whenthundw strikes  a  man,  it  is  a'  .case  off overt  retribution.  I 

遭天報  to  meet  with  divine  I 
retribution, 一 as  when  struck  byl 
lightning. 

陰報  secret  requital, — as  from! 
the  gods. 

陽報  open  requital, 一 as  from! man. 

現報  immediate  retribution. 

不是 不報 ，日 子未穿 )1 

m
A
 

it  is  not  that  there  is  no  retn-| 
bution,  but  that  the  day  for  it | 
hAs  not  yet  come. 

遠 _ 則在 兒孫 future| 
retribution  comes  upon  one,s| descendants. 

近報就 在自己  present! 
retribution  comes  upon  oneself. I 

皆以 爲果報  all  thought  itj served  him  right. 

春 求秋報  to  ask  for  in  spring! 
and  thank  for  in  autumn, 一 of  a| 
good  harvest  and  the  two  annual! 
sacrifices  to  the  god  of  the  soil.J 
See  9803. 

報求  to  announce  and  request. 

報客  to  announce  a  visitor. 

報文  an  announcement  by  a| 
despatch. 

報 夢^切  appear  to  in  a  dream  | 
and  inform. 

報承  to  apply  for  and  receive, | 

a  户 cense. 報案  to  give  information, — as  I to  an  Offence. 

報稱 t。  state;  (j>ao%  chl^ngK)  tol recompense. 

報勘  to  make  a  declaration;  tol inform  of. 

報人  a  messenger. 
報銷  to  render  accounts  (to  the  I 
Throne);  to  send  in  accounts. 

報銷處  Office  of  Accounts. 

願 報 効千萬  willing  to  I subscribe  a  large  sum. 

報刻  to  report  one’s  arrival,  j Also,  the  gazette  has  arrived, 

報考  to  send  in  one’s  name| for  examination. 

報喜的  special  messengers  I who  bring  word  of  o 伍 cial  ap¬ 
pointments,  etc.  See  4073. 

報喪  to  announce  a  death. 

報知 or  報道  to  report  to;  tol inform. 

報 君  >  to  let  gentlemen  know, — a  small  brass  gong  used  by 

blind  people;  it  is  hung  by  two 
strings  to  a  light  bar. 

査報人  an  informer. 
報官  to  report  to  the  authorities.! 

摺報  to  report  in  a  Meihorial. 

報信  to  announce;  to  tell  news. 

通報  for  general  information, as  a  notice. 

回報  to  reply. 
反報  to  g6  back  totell， 一 some  one. 

報荒  to  announce  failure  of  the crops. 

輕 事重報  to  make  ah  exag-| gerated  report. 

報紅  to  bring  good  news. 

紅 旗報捷  the  red  flag  (ofl a  courier  from  the  battle-field) 
announces  victory.  S^e  8745. 

泥金 帖報捷 a  g。1* sprinkled  card  announcing  suc¬ 
cess, -at  the  public  examinations. 

接 到家報  I  have  received  J 
my  home  letters. 

報盜  to  report  a  theft. 

報名  to  send  in  one’s  name; to  register;  to  report  oneself, 一 
，•左 •  as  an  opium-smoker. 

報條  a  notice,  —  as  of  some) honour  conferred. 

報面  a  written  report. 

報 
8731 

A 

報子  a  handbill;  a  placard;  a messenger. 

報單  a  report;  notices ;  adver tisements;  a  notification  to  rela 
tives  that  one  has  succeeded  ai 

the  public  exams,  in  which  sens( 

報條  is  also  used;  an  appli cation  to  pass  goods  through  th< Customs.  See  9552. 

報 單 子  notices  of  official  ap 
pointments,  brought  by  specia 

messengers.  See  above. 

報货單  a  Customs’  applica 
tion. 

報關  o  declare  at  the  Customs 

報明。 r 報淸  o  declare, 一 a 

goods. 報卸  declare  goods  to  b 
landed. 

to  declare  for  examinatioi 

報稅  declare  goods  for  pai 
ment  of  duty. 

银卡  to  report  goods  at  a  barrie 
^ to  sound  an  alarm. 

報銅人  a  taxpayer. 
報老 plead  age  for  retirir 
from  office. 

報病  to  plead  sickness,  as  abov 

京報。 r 邸報 - Pcki, 
Gazette.  See  508. 

申報  the  ShSn-pao  or  Shangh 
News. 

^  the  editorial  “We.
” 

違 者以報 律懲罰 ^ who  disobey  will  be  dealt  wi 

according  to  the  provisions 
the  Press  law. 

好 讀報章 fond  ofrea 
ing  the  newspapers. 

報資 郵税异 ㈣ 
ofnev 

paper,  postage  included, . 

已誌 _報  has  alrea
dy 

noted  in  a  previous  issue. 

半官報  semi-official  c 

tl 開報紙 1  lately  read  ini 
newspaper,  that.... 

報羅使  he  name  given  to  tl 
one  of  the  successful  Candida 

for  his  degree  who  always  d 

shortly  after  the  list  is  publish! 
He  is  supposed  to  carry  up  1 news  of  the  result  to 

蒸 母報子  incestuous  moth 
and  debauching  sons. 
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1*^0 

纖 
8732 

刨 
»733 

咆 
8734 

R. 肴 

tt  c/l<7« 
W. 、f>、oa 
Y.  Jtoa 

Sec 刨 
Even  Lower. 

m 
8735 

r# 

See 制 
]， hd、h;:、 
Even  Lower. 

87加 、 

I 肴 

C.  /W, 三 p、ou 
H.  p^at^y 

p^at^^p^au1 
W./W 
N./W 

P.  p^au* 

M,  p'-au* 
Y：foa 

Sz.  p、au, 
K./^7 
J.  hd 

A.  cbau 
Even 

Irregular. 

Same  as  8724. 

See  8700. 

To  roar,  as  a  lion*  To 

bluster. 

咆勃  to  bluster. 

晦 哮公堂  disorderly  behav¬ 
iour  in  court. 

A  kitchen  ；  shambles. 

庖人。 r 庖丁  a  cook.  See 
11,832. 

庖廚  a  cook-house. 

代庖  to  act  for  another. 

Bubbles;  fcolh  ；  a  blis¬ 

ter.  To  soak;  to  infuse ； 

to  steep. 

水泡  a  bubble;  a  blister  from 
friction  or  scalding. 

泡 氣去了  the  froth  has  all 
gone. — 

沒 有淖氣  there  is  no  froth, 
一 as  good  Chinese  spirits  should 
have  when  poured  out,  showing 
the  addition  of  water. 

泡喧  light  as  froth. 

_ 如泡沫  the  body  (i.e.  life) is  like  a  bubble. 

下 雨冒泡  rain  makes  bub¬ 
bles. 

泡子  bubbles；  blisters;  pustules. 

足得 毋泡乎  are  not  your) feet  blistered  ? 

走起 兩脚泡 i  have  blis¬ 
tered  my  feet  by  walking. 

磨起 泡來了  has  rubbed  a 
blister. 

烫了  一  _ 泡  I  have  given 
myself  a  blister  by  scalding.  ' 

燎漿治  a  blister;  a  scald. 

疥泡兒  eczema. 

泡
 4 

8736 

8737 
r •效肴 

pLdu 

C. H. 
F. 

W.  p、oa 

M.  p、au 

Y.  pKoa S».  pKau 

K,  p^o 

j.  ho 

A,/au Sinking 

Upper. 

8738 

R •肴效 

刨炮 Even  and 

Sinking  Lower 
and  Upper. 

m 

8739 

疱‘
 

8740 

R. 效 

See 炮 

Sinking 

Upper. 

皰 
8741 

泡濕  to  soak;  to  steep. 

泡茶  to  make  tea. 

熱 湯泡死  scalded  to  death with  hot  water. 

水裏 泡着1 et  k  wak  in water. 

泡製  to  decoct, — as  medicines. 

把海帶 茱治開 soak  the seaweed, — in  cold  water. 

Read  p、 ac^ • 

渾 渾泡泡 foaming,— as  a torrent. 

To  bake  or  roast.  Used 

for  8742. 

袍肉  to  roast  meat. 

炮 格之刑 the  punishment  of being  fastened  to  a  hot  pillar, 
— as  inflicted  in  the  Chinese 

Purgatory.  Said  to  have  been 

invented  by  Chou  Hsin, 

the  last  ruler  of  the  Shang 

dynasty,  and  differently  explain¬ 
ed  by  some. 

To  roast；  to  fry.  Used with  8737. 

{hsiao1)  to  boast  and 
swagger. 

Same  as  8750. 

A  pimple  ；  a  pustuje. 

Same  as  8740. 

m
A
 

8742 

r. 效 

See 炮 

Sinking 

Upper. 

A  machine  for  throwing 

heaVy  stones  in  warfare.  A 

cannon  (dates  from  Yiian 

dynasty)；  a  gun ；  see  2629 

13,238  yin^.  A  piece  in 
Chinese  chess,  which  moves 

like  our  Rook  but  cannot 

take  unless  there  is  a  piece 

intervening  between  itself 

and  the  piece  to  be  taken 

飛袍  movable  engines  of  war. 

袍 位 『 cannon;  guns. 
一 門袍0 r  — •口袍 or  — ■ 

尊袍。 r 一位袍  a  cannon. 

行袍  field  artillery. 

前門砲  a  muzzle-loading  can¬ 
non. 

後門袍  a  breech-loading  can-1 non. 

砲門  port-holes, 一 of  a  man-of- 
war. 

袍白門  the  embrasures  of  a 

battery. 

袍台 or 袍臺 a  fort. 

六寸 徑快袍 a  6  inch 
quick-firing  gun. 

袍核子 a  ramrod. 一架袍  one  gun  and  gun- 
carriage. 

袍架。 i •袍車  a  gun-carriage 

袍子見 ot 袍褐 shot;  can_ 
non-balls. 

田 .鷄袍  a  frog-gun, —a  mortar, so  called  from  its  shape. 

袍手  a.  gunner. 
袍眼  a  touch-hole.  Also,  a  port¬ 

hole. 

放砲  to  discharge  cannon. 

放徘砲  to  fire  a  salvo. 

開袍  to  open  fire. 號砲  a  signal-gun,  as  for  open¬ ing  the  ex^paination  hall. 

二  ̂   ̂   the  fired  at  the second  watch  of  the  night. 

砲 r  a  company  of  artillery. 

馬後袍  a  shot  when  the  horses are  gone, — when  the  battle  is over  and  it  is  too  late,  sc.  a  day 
behind  the  fair.  See  6094.  « 



8742 

袍胆  a  gin  gal  cartridge. 

袍轟  to  blast. 

^  樓  the  turret  of  a  turret-ship
. 

^  &  artillery. 

袍法  gunnery 

袍械  guns  and  equipments. 

胞 
8743 

袍1
 

R. 

8744 

豪 
C.  f'ou 

p^au 
F.  foa 
W.  hoc 

N.  boa 

P.  p、au 

M.  p、au 

Y.  pLoa 
Sz.  p、au 

hd^  bo 

A.  bau 

A  long  outer  garment  or 
robe  for  men,  with  sleeves, 

and  fastened  at  the  side  ； 
see  88  iv 

Even  Lower. 

See  8701. 

袍子  a  man’s  outer  coat. 

袍套 包褂  see  6313. 

道袍  a  Taoist  priest’s  \pbe. 

黃 袍加身  a  yellow  robe  was 
thrown  over  him, 一 referring  to 

the  election  of  趙匡胤  Chao 

KHiang-yin,  first  Emperor  of  the 
Sung  dynasty. 

穿 籃袍子  wearer  of  the  blue 
robe, — the  sky;  God. 

跑
 3 8745 [< .肴 

C.  r；du 

W-^au^p'-au 
F.  Ip'-ati 
W.  ̂ oa 
N.  boa 
P.  

j 

M.  1  s^au 

Y.  p^oa 
Sz.  p^au 
K.p^o 
J.  ho 
八. ibau、 bak^ 

Even 

Irregular 
Lower 

and  Upper. 

與 子同匏 i  will  share  my 
robe  with  you. 

誼 切同袍  a  close  friendship. 

割 箱斷義 t°  break  off  a friepdship. 

芊包 帶虚^  plays  in  which  official robes  are  worn. 

征袍  or  戰袍  a  military  robe 
or  tunic. 

龍袍  the  embroidered  official 
full-dress  jacket. 

To  run  •’  to  gallop. 

跑走 t。 run. 

東 跑西邊  rushing  about 
here  and  there 

跑脫。 r 跑開。 r 逃跑。 r 
足包避  to  run  away;  to  abscond 

我的氣 短了， 跑不動 
I  am  too  blown  to  run  any  more 

跑馬  t0  gallop  a  horse;  to  race 
horses. 

跑 馬沾圈 riding  tenure 
leasehold.  [The  land  immedi 

ately  outside  the  walls  of  Peking 

跑
 3 

874『 

飽 
8746 

鲍2
 

8747 

R. 肴 

See 创 

1072 : 

wasted  at  the  close  of  the  Ming 

dynasty,  owing  to  the  extermi¬ nation  of  the  former  cultivators, 

was  given  by  the  Manchu  Em¬ peror  to  his  victorious  troops 

in  quantity  proportioned  to  the 
amount  galloped  round  by  the 
winner  in  a  race.  Such  land  is 

875。 

肴 

See 创 

called  佔圈地 •] 

跑獬 （ot 解） 馬的  circus- riders. 

跑路。 r 跑道。 r 跑外 
to  travel.  [The  last  means,  in 

Peking,  a  person  employed 
abroad.] 

跔報  or  跑信  to  carry  news or  letters, 一 as  a  courier. 

跑紅旗  to  gallop  with  the  red flag, — annou*  ig  a  victory.  See 

873I. 

跑  兒  messengers  who  bring. the  market-rate  of  silver  to  shops. 

跑熱車  to  race  carts  against each  other. 

跑冰  to  skate. 跑風  to  run  before  the  wind, 

跑肚子  to  have  diarrhoea. 
跑海  to  travel  over  the  sea,  or 
far  and  wide;  hence,  a  jiame 

given  to  carters. 

跑賬的  debt  collectors. 

跑堂  a  waiter. 
女跑堂  a  waitress. 

Same  as  8700. 

To  work  and  soften  hides 

革少鲍  a  musical  instrument. 
Even  Lower. 

8748 

F 肴 

A  small  spotted,  deer 
found  in  northern  China. 

See 刨 

Even  Lower. 

龅 
8749 

瞿鹿。 r  § 子  the  roebuck {Ccrvus  fygargus,  Pall.). 

1 鹿棚子  shops  in  the  north which  sell  venison. 

See  8708. 

匏£
 

Even  Lower. 

m 

8751 

R 

8752 

•肴 

C. 

H.  p'au 

F.  p、a W./W 
N./W 

P.  p、au 
M.  p^au 

Y.  p、oa Sz.  pLau K*  j  not  used 

K.fau 
Even  Upper. 

The  bottle-gourd  [Lagen- aria  vulgaris、 L.).  ̂  

鞠夸 瓜爲飲 gourds  and  cala- 
bashes  for  drinking  out  of. 

苦 匏不材  a  bitter  gourd,  of 
no  use. 

吾豈匏 瓜也哉 1  a 

bitter  gourd?’ 繫匏  to  remain  inactive;  enfor¬ ced  leisure. 

See  9 1 04. 

To  throw  down  or  away； 

to  leave；  to  reject；  to  de¬ duct. 

抛 棄。1 ■抛捨 ot 抛撇 to cast  aside;  to  reject. 

抛撇 父毋-  to  leave  one’s 
parents. 

抛家  to  leave  home. 
抛離  to  separate, — as  friends. 

抛卻  to  cast  aside. 
抛書  to  throw  aside  a  book. 

抛閃  to  abandon. 
抛擲  to  throw  down. 
抛費  to  be  extravagant ;  to 
squander. 

大 意抛览  t。 be  aggressive  or tyrannical. 

抛散  to  separate,  as  people;  to distribute,  as  money. 

抛 磚引玉  to  throw  a  brick to  get  a  piece  of  jade, 一 a  sprat to  catch  a  salmon. 

抛 頭露面  to  show  one's  face 
too  much  in  public, — of  women. 

抛 雜  to  cast  anchor. 

杷 錨抛開  get  an  anchor  out, 
— as  for  hauling  on. 

抛梭  to  throw  the  shuttle. 
丰地  to  throw  a  ball;  to  play  ball. 

抛 除多少 how  much 
deducted  ? 

fe 子  see  9109. 地抛子  hautboy  strawj 

berry. 

抛筒根  Deuizia  staviineay  R Br.  Also,  Lobelia  pyramida!is 
Wall. 



1*^0 

io73 

T>E!X 

87S2 

w 

8753 

R •藥覺 
See 雹 

Entering 
Lower. 

m 

8754 

R •藥 

5«雹 
Entering 
Lower. 

礮 
8755 

桴
 2 

8756 

R .尤 
See 

Even  Lower. 

87S7 
R .肴 

5«抛 

[. hd^  kid 

Even  Upper. 

IT 

8758 

r •效 

See 炮 
Sinking 

Upper. 

栽 秧抛子  a  wild  raspberry 
[Rubus  pUrvifolius、 L.). 

山抛子  Rubus  corchorifolius, 
L.  f. 

抛辣子  Evodia  Danielli 
Hemsl. 

To  cry  out  from  pain 

Also  read  p、o 气 

To  strike  ；  to  beat.  A 

thud  or  crash,  as  of  a 

weapon  striking.  Also 

read 

榻 去衣塵  knock  the  dust 
off' your  clothes. 

流 鏑權榻 the  thud  of 
spears  coming  down, - 
from  above. 

-on  us 

Same  as  8742. 

To  take  in  the  hand  ；  to 

grasp. 

A  bladder.  Used  with 

8701. 

氣脬  an  air-bladder. 

一 大氣脖  elephantiasis  of 
the  scrotum. 

尿脖  the  bladder. 

卵脖子  the  membrane  en 
closing  an  egg. 

To  brag;  to  swell. 

卑1
 

8759 

R •支 

C.  pei 

J)ai 

N. 

P.  pei 
M. 

Y.piei Sz.  pti K.pi 

A.  ti'
 

Even  Upper, 

R 
8760 

紙 
C，pd  . 

FH.k 

W.  bi^ 

N.  cpei 

CMCM 

U.  pei)
 

Y.pieP
 

pei 

K.pi 

J.  hi 

k •三  ti 

Rising 

Irregular. 

Low,  as  opposed  to 高 

5927；  lowly;  base； plebeian；' humble.  Applied  convention¬ 

ally  to  oneself.  See  8073. 

天 尊地車  heaven  is  exalted, earth  is  lowly.  Applied  also  to 
the  status  of  husband  and  wife. 

登高 必自車 t。 rise  high one  must  start  from  what  is  low. 

車 、濕  low-lying  and  damp,— of 
places. 

i 陋。 i •車 賤。 1 ■車 汚。 r 

車鄙。 r 車微。 r 車下 
vulgar；  mean ;  base. 

申 屈  mean;  servile;  cringing. 

車車 不足葶 it  is  —a  trifle 
not  worth,  mentioning. 

申 華  the  lower  classes. 

車職  my  humble  office;  I. 

車幼  a  junior. 

.車視  tQ  sli8ht- 
車拉器  the  short  autumnal coat  of  fur-bearing  animals 

(Manchu :  beileci) ;  fine, 一 of  the 

quality  of  furs. 

車蔴油  castor-oil.  See  8778 

To  cause；  tcTenable.  To 

follow;  to  accord.  Also 
read 

俾知  for  the  information  of. 

俾 得0 r  俾 之  so  as  to  enable; so  that. 

埤得交 還失主 s°thatit may  be  returned  to  the  loser. 

俾#  課恤 商  s。 as  tG  benefit the  revenue  and  show  consider 

ation  for  the  merchant.  ; 

俾免泔 途阻滯 in to  avoid  hindrance  and  delay 
on  the  journey. 

俾 歸有著  so  that  there  may be  a  pledge  or  substantial  proof 
of. 

俾 爾職守  to  enable  you  to fulfil  your  official  duties. 

俾不通  to  cause  others  not  to advance  or  get  on. 

w 

8760 

8761 

R. 紙 

C.  ̂ ei 

H.  ̂ pi 

Y.pei^ 

W. 

bi^ 

i  tei 

{•piei Sz.  pei 

K.pi 

J.  hi,  bi 

A.  s/i 

Rising 

Irregular. 

R. 

W 

^8762 

紙寘 

支 

Q.pn^ 

N  W 

See 上匕 

Rising  Upper. 

w 

8763 

R •齊支 

See 聲 

Even  Lower. 

8764 

k •支 

C.  pei 
Y.pi 

W./a/,  J>ai 

俾 予從欲  so  as  to  enable 
me  to  follow  my  own  desires. 

罔 不率俾 not  one  bat  fol 
lows  me. 

Read 

俾倪  to  look  askance. 

A  slave-girl  ；  a  maid¬ 
servant.  Also  read 

奴  male  and  female  slaves. 

女宰 夕显  women-servants， young and  old. 

婢 學夫人  a  maid  aping  her 
mistress. 

大家 婢强似 小家女 
the  maids  of  a  great  family  are 

very  much  like  the  misses  of  a small  one. 

官婢  women  condemned  to  be 
sold. 

婢子  I， your  servant, — said  by 
women. 

亂 之興自 婢子始 
trouble  begins  with  a  woman ，- 
cherchez  la  femme. 

婢 膝奴顔 servility. 
Low; 一  short.  Also  reac 

pi\ 

宮 室車庳  his  own  palace  was low  and  small. 

其民豐 肉而庳 心 people  were  fat,  but  short  of 
stature. 

Read  The  female 

quail.  See  1445. 

The  handle  of  an  axe. 

裨柿  a  wild  form  of  Diospyros 
kaki,  L.  f”  from  the  fruits  of 
which  a  varnish  is  obtained. 

A  large  stone  tablet  ； 

a  tombstone.  See  12,316'. 

石碑  a  stone  tablet. 
碑碣  stone  tablets,— large  and small. 

135 
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碑 
8764 

IN. 

|P.
 

1 M.  ]  pei 

|Y. 
ISz. 

IK.// 

|J.  hi 
I  A.  Ibi 

Even  Upper.
 

墓碑  a  tombstone. 

碑文。 r 碑記  the  inscription 
on  a  tablet. 

沒字碑  3.  tablet  without  an 
inscription ;  used  of  an  elegant 

fool. 

走 馬觀碑 tQ  read  a  tablet 
as  one  passes  on  horseback, — to 

be  quick  at  absorbing  inform¬ 
ation. 

碑*  銘  engraved  upon  a  tablet, 

献碑  to  carry  a  tablet, 一 to  be 
a  tortoise, — a  term  of  abuse. 

打  to  take  a  rubbing  or 
“squeeze”  of  an  inscription. 

碑帖  rubbings  from  tablets. 

路 上行人 口仞碑 the 
mouths  of  the  people  on  the 

road  were  like  tablets,  一  they 

sang  the  praises  of  some  worthy 
man. 

P  mouth  tablets, 一 the  praises 
of  the  people. 

親文其 碑&  wrote  the  i
n¬ 

scription  on  his  own  tomb. 

生 碑  a  tablet  put  up  during 
the  life  of  the  person  honoured 

[Ellipt.  for  生爲 立碑] 

去思碑  memorial  tablet  to  a 
popular  departed  official,  with 
laudatory  inscription. 

德政碑  the  same,  but  without 
inscription. 

N, 

P. 

M 

8767 

sbi 

•  CM 的 
Y.W,〆 

—  Pi 

J.  hi 

A.  Ui 
Even 

Irregular. 

箄1
 8765 

■R. 隹  i 
A  basket-trap  for  catch 

ing  fish. 

I  See、 渾 

Even  Lower. 

萆1
 

8766 

|R •支 I C.  pii 
IK.// 

|j.  hi 1  A.  ti 
Even  Upper. 

Plants  of  various  kinds. 

Used  with  8778. 

W 
8767 

a  creeping  plant  with 

purple  flowers,  the  root  of  which 

is  a  drug,  apparently  a  species 
of  Smilax、 though  some  accounts 

point  to  Dioscorea, 

R. 支 
C. 

W.  Lbi,  6P- 

To  aid;  to  benefit. 

大有 稗  ̂^ofgreat advantage 
裨補  to  support;  to  aid ;  to 
make  up  a  deficiency. 

有稗 政治者  of  advantage 
in  government. 

裨1
 

蓖 
Sj6ja 

彼 
8768 

Read  Small. 

稗將  an  Adjutant-General;  a colonel. 

偏 裨將卒  staff  officers  and 
men. 

稗冕  a  small  cap. 

裨海  a  small  sea. 

稗王  a  petty  prince. 
稗 •宫野 史  a  term  applied  to 
light  literature. 

Same  as  8778. 

See  8966. 

8769 
r •寘紙 

C.  peV -、 
H. 

Yi,  v.  Jin 

Y .  pci^^p^wo^ N.  dei,  bi P.  \ 

M.I 扣 

\.piei\
pe 

Sz.  peP K.fi 

J.  hi 

A.  dil 

Bed-clothes.  An  orna¬ 

ment  for  the  head.  To  be 

an  object  of;  tc  suffer. 

被窩 a 綿被  bed-clothes. 
被胎  a  cotton  bed-quilt;  a 
palampore. 

被褥  coverlet  and  mattress, bedding. 

被  sheets  to  a  bed. 
引被 覆首。 r 以皲蒙 

Sinking  and 

Rising  Lower. 

頭  palled  the  bed-clothes  over 
his  head. 

摔 被而起  wrapped  himself] in  the  bed-clothes  and  got  up. 

置 之皲底  stuffed  it  under the  bed-clothes. 

大被同 眠  aU  sleeping  under one  large  coverlet,  —  concord 

among  brothers. 

馬汗被  Co  saddle-cloth 

被殺  to  be  killed. 
被傷  to  be  wounded. 

被搶  to  be  robbed. 
被 匪 竊 去  robbed  by  bandits. 

被焚  to  be  burnt 
被本 關查祭 was  seized upon  discovery  by  this  office. 

被拿  to  be  seized. 
被椋  to  be  plundered. 
被議  to  be  written  about, — i.e. was  cashiered. 

被‘
 

8769 

被逼  to  be  compelled. 

被累  harassed ;  careworn. 
被誣  to  be  falsely  accused. 
被告  to  be  accused;  the  accused.! 

被 山遮蔽  hidden  by  hills. 
已韨酒  was  already  under  thc| influence  of  wine. 

被風 浪衝移  driven  fromi 
its  place  by  wind  and  wave. : 

被 水激刷  washed  away  byi 
water. 

光被 四 表  his  glory  extended 
to  the  four  quarters  of  the  empire,； 

— of  the  Emperor  \ao. 

Read  'pkix.  To  wear  on： 
the  back.  See  7298. 

r 
8770 

“支真 

歌 

C.cA 

H.  Jut、 Jn 

F.  c/心  cf0a 

W.  cp^  cplU 
^.pei 

M 

J.  hi、 ha 
A.  cbi,  be Even  and 
SinkingUpper, 

被衣  to  carry  one’s  clothes  ori 
one’s  back. 

被髮0 r 被 頭散髪 haii hanging  down  the  back.  Set 

披 9。34- 

腸 出被地  his  bowels  hung 
out  to  the  ground. 

A  bank：  an  embankment 

a  dam ;  a  shore.  Used  foij 

坡 9408. 
陂池  an  artificial  pond. 
肢塘  an  embankment;  a  dyke 

彼 澤之陂  by  the  shores  0 
that  mafsh. 

路陂  the  roadside. 

世 運平陂  the  ups  and  down 
of  life. 

偏陕  biased. 
北 

3 

8771 

R •職隊 

C,pek 

YL  pet 
Y,padk  ̂  

•’  bai、 

pok 

P.W 

\ .  puk^  pouh Sz.//f 
K.pk 

J.  hoku 
a.  m 

Entering; 

Upper. 

The  north.  To  flee；  t( 

be  defeated.  Also  read po 供 

北方  northern  regions. 

北極  the  north  pole. 

北. 邊 or  北首 on  the  norti 
side;  in  the  north. 

北首  head  to  north, -as  a  corps is  placed ;  dead. 

最 北頭曰 上東門 tha which  is  farthest  towards  th 

north  is  the  Upper  East  Gate 

北 星  the  north  star. 



□R3E3I 

Jo75 

r»3E3I 

8771 

北斗  the  Dipper.  See  11,427. 

北泉  tEe  northern  capital, — 
Peking,  a$  opposed  to  Nanking, 
formerly  the  southern  capital. 

北 闕  a  name  for  Peking. 

北 面而朝 to  have  an 
audience  of  the  Emperor, — who 
sits  facing  the  south. 

北 與毆對 海而峙 it 
faces  Europe  oh  the  north,  across 
the  sea.. 

恭 辭北上  to  bid  farewell  to 
a  candidate  going  to  Peking  for 
the  great  triennial  examination. 

北船  注  junk  trading  to  the  north 
of  China. 

北洋大 臣  Superintendent  of 
Trade  for  the  northern  ports. 

北聞  the  examinations  for  舉 
master  held  in  the  province 

of  Chihli. 

北海關  the  Pakhoi  Customs. 

北徒  Dodd  Island, -near  Amoy. 

北河口  a  likin  station  on  the  I 
Yang-tsze. 

北口馬  a  Mongolian  pony. 

北鴉兒  a  name  for  Uliasutai. 

北衙門  popular  name  for  the! 
yamin  of  the  Commandant  of| 
the  Peking  Gendarmerie. 

吾三 攀三北 I  fought  thrice  I 
and  thrice  I  fled. 

敗北  to  be  defeated;  routed. 

追北  to  pursue  a  routed  enemy. 

僞北  to  pretend  to  be  defeated! 
and  flee. . 

佯 北勿從  do  not  pursue  an  j 
enemy  who  simulates  flight. 

攻 于後以 北 （the  f_| 
ranks)  attacked  those  behind-! 
them,  till  they  fled. 

北里  a  brothel. 

Read  To  separate.  | 

Same  as  8780. 

8773 

R •隊 

pu? 、 pkuiJ 

See 會 

N.  bei 

K.p'-ae 

|j.  hai^  be 

Sinking 

Lower. 

w 

8774 

F.  pwo^^pwoi^ W./a?.,  bai、 

J>ai 

N.  pei^  bei^  Jrti 

M. 卜 O 

Jiei 

Yi/pe^ae 

J.  hat^  he 
A.  bout Sinking  Uppe 

and  Lower 
Vulgar 

Even  Upper. 

Name  under  the  Chou 

dynasty  of  an  ancient  feudal State  north  of  衛輝府 

Wei-hui  Fu,  Honan. 

.The  back  ；  the  rear  ；  be¬ 

hind  ； the  pile  or  reverse 
of  a  coin  {see  7633,  7S86). 
To  turn  the  back  oh,  as 

opposed  to 向 4283；  to 

ignore；  to  repudiate.  To 

repeat. 

脊梁 背  the  back. 

我 畧轉得 一轉背 had just  turned  my  back  for  a  mo¬ 
ment,  when . 

背着。 r 背人。 r 背狻。 r 

背地裏  behind  the  back  of； clandestinely;  in  secret. 

背面  the  rear；  the  back. 

背心  a  waistcoat. 

背着手  putting  his  hands behind  his  back. 

手背  the  back  of  the  hand. 

無 背無侧  no  one  at  his  back or  side, — to  advise  him. 

背口  W  talk  behind  a  person’s back. 

背陰兒  a  place  that  gets  no 
sun.  ， 

背風  sheltered  from  the  wind. 

向背 ̂  to  face  and  to  turn  the 
back  to,  respectively. 

不知 天意之 向背也 
not  knowing  whether  Heaven 
was  favourable  or  otherwise. 

錢背。 r 背兒  the  reverse  of  a 
coin.  See  7633, 

背 爲王名  on  the  reverse  is the  name  of  the  king.  See  7886. 

刀背  the  back  of  a  knife. 

佗背  humpbacked* 累  bent  in  the  back  ；  weighed 
down. 

屈背  to  bend  the  back;  to  stoop.  J 

台背  a  wrinkled  back, — a  sign 
of  longevity. 

寒背  huddled  up  from  cold. 
背主  to  desert  a  master  orl patron.  j 

背教  to  turn  the  back  on  one’s | teaching, 一 to  apostatise. 

背躅名  to  disregard  re- 1 proaches, — as  for  a  line  of  con- 1 duct  one  knows  to  be  right. 

背望  to  despair. 背軍  to  desert  from  the  army. 

背叛。 1 ■背反 t。 rebel. 
背本  to  turn  one’s  back  on  one's 

parents. 

離 鄕背井  to  leave  one’s  | 
home  and  well,— to  travel.  I 

老 背晦了  an  old  fool,  — a 
contemptuous  term  applied  by  I 
children  to  parents.  .  j( 

背信  to  commit  a  breach  of  faith.  I 

背 却酋言  to  repudiate  one  -»| previous  words. 

違背  to  disobey. 背命  to  disobey  orders. 
背約  to  break  a  Treaty. 

背 義之徒  you  traitor  ! 背書。 r 背讀。 r 背念 to| 
repeat  by  heart,— because  the  I 
pupil  always  stands  with  his  back  | 
to  the  master. 

背學  to  leam  by  heart. 背不出 w 背 不下來 
unable  to  repeat  it  by  heart. 

背詩  to  recite  poetry. 

你 眞背了  you  are  really  j unlucky,— as  in  gambling. 

背孟  the  single  “drop”  hanging! from  the  Court  necklace  on  the| 
back. 

背厚  stout. 

背燈  to  offer  the  (Manchu)j 
evening  sacrifice  to  ancestors.  | 

- 殿專背 熙作。 ne  hall was  entirely  hung  with  the[ 

paintings  of  (Kuo)  Hsi.  \ 

背染法  a  style  of  drawing  in  I which  the  outline  of  an  object! 
is  not  shown  by  a  bounding  line,  I 

but  by  leaving  its  space  blank 
and  drawing  the  surrounding  I 

parts  dark. 
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3774 

8775 
R 隊 
See 佩 

Sinking 

Lower. 

m
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8776 R. 隊 

Sec 背 
Sinking 

Upper. 

m 
8777 

背  incompatible  with;  irre¬ concilable. 

相背  back  to  back;  at  variance 
with;  contradictory. 

背倚  to  lean,  against. 

背 水陣。 ■•背 城一戰 to  fight  to  the  death. 

背理  to  act  in  defiance  of  reason. 

R. 

C,pei F.fi 

W  •pai、6a’i 

N. 
P. 

M.  pci 

背 過去了  fainted;  lost Y. 

con¬ 

sciousness. 

Read  pei1.  To  carry  on 
the  back. 

Sz. K.// 

•  hi 

A./ 

Even  Upper. 

背負  to  carry  on  the  back;  to 
be  ungrateful. 

背不動  can’t  carry  it  oh  the back. 

背 着箭筒  carrying  a  quiver on  his  back. 

背人  to  carry  a  person  on  the back. 

背匠  a  man  who  touts  for brotliels；  a  pimp. 

背子  a  load  carried  on  the  back 

山背子 a  mountain  porter. 

To  stand  with  the  back 

to  any  one；  to  dislike ；  to 
disobey. 

民 不僧上  the  people  do  not 
disobey  their  rulers. 

顯 僧聖綱  clearly  violating the  Imperial  instructions. 

Fine  silk  of  many  colours. 

Paper  or  cloth  pasted  to 

gether  ；  pasteboard. 

月比 
8778 R. 支 

See 草 

Even  Upper. 

Same  as  8776. 

隔 ？背  pieces  of  cloth  glued  to 
gether,  used  as  soles. 

The  castor-oil  plant  [Rici- 

nus  communis 、 L.),  known 

as 賍蔴.  Also  read 

跖蔴子  castor-oil  seeds. 

wt 

8779 

支 

w 

8780 

R •隊 

H.pui 

See 背 

Sinking 

Upper. 

IO76 

To  grieve；  to  be  sad,  as 
opposed  to 喜 4073  or  歡 

505 1  ;  to  sympathise.  See 

哭 6263. 

悲哀。 r 悲傷。 r 悲悼。 1 

悲切。 ̂ 悲淒沉 悲愁。 r 

悲慘 l  to  be  mournful;  to  be sad. 

我心傷 悲 叫 heatt  is 
grieved. 

離 合悲歡  the  sorrows  and joys  of  partings  and  meetings. 

悲秋  to  grieve  over  autumn,— t\e.  over  the  loss  of  the  summer 
Used  of  life. 

悲  PE  to  sob  with  grief. 

悲嘆  to  sigh  sadly. 

悲辛  srief；  sadness - 

悲惻  saddened. 

悲働 tQ  pity- 
慈悲  sympathy  and  sorrow;  an 
epithet  of  觀音  Kuan  Yin. 

悲 夫 OT 悲哉 alas!  13  k  nDt sad? 

不亦悲 乎 is  n<3t  i£  (the above)  a  cause  for  sorrow  ? 

闔門 皆悲喜 the  whole family  wept  for  joy. 

A  generation  ；  a  perioc 

of  twelve  years.  A  class  ； 

a  sort;  a  kind.  Used  to 

denote  the  plural  number. 

; seniors 

3P3E3I 

一輩子  all  through  life 

老輩  ancestors. 長輩。 r 大輩  elders ; 

先輩。 r 前輩  seniors, 一 used by  scholars  or  others  of  those 
who  date  from  an  earlier  exami¬ 
nation  or  other  earlier  period 

腕辈。 1 •腕 生下 輩 junim 

車輩。 r 小輩  we  juniors 

尊輩 u  seniors. y  scale  or  degree  of  genera¬ tion. 

輩 數不合  the  generations not  in  their  proper  places, 一 as. 
when  a  marriage  is  contracted 

between  persons  of  different 
generations  in  the  same  family. 

w 

8780 

同 輩 of  the  same  generation, 

狻輩  after  generations;  poster-' 

ity. 

視 爲一輩  regarded  them  all 
alike. 

我輩  吾輩㈣  i2,5oo)we; 
our  class. 

杯1
 

8781 

R •灰 

J 

^  such  as  traders, 

游食 無藉之 輩。 fthe 
loafer  and  vagabond  class. 

皆黃 签輩畫 are  a11  pict - 
ures  by  Huang  ChJuan  or  some of  his  school. 

^  ̂   "PJ*  ̂   their  classes  and
 generations  can  be  distinguished. 

當 今無輩  without  his  peer 
in  the  present  day. 

英 雄 三 百 輩 three  hundr
ed 

brave  fellows. 

男女 數百輩 several  hun- 

dreds  of  men  and  women. 

A  cup  to  drink  from. 

F.  pwi 
W./0/， 、bai 

N.  \ 

M. Sz. Y.piei 

Y^.pe 

J.  hai 

A.  boui Even  Upper. 

一 ■隻杯 a  cup- 

酒林  a  wine-cup. 

林酒  a  cup  of  wine. 

請照拳 一 •林 let  us  take  a 
cup  hand  to  hand, — sc.  pledge one  another. 

敬 酒三杯  pledged  him  with 

three  cups. 

赛 ̂  J 离本七  a  glass;  a  tumbler. 

傳 林交盞  sending  round  the 
cup  and  exchanging  the  bowl, 一 circulating  the  wine. 

貪林  to  be  greedy  of  the  cup, 一 
to  be  over  fond  of  wine. 

强 以 .巨林  f°rced  them  t。 
drink  out  of  big  cups. 

林茗候 叙 with  cups  (f01 wine)  and  tea  I  await  your  con¬ 

versation, 一 a  phrase  in  invita¬ 
tions. 

換 change  cups, — a  friendly act  when  drinking  with  any  one 

Especially,  where  two  persons 

are  trying  to  arrange  a  marriage 
between  their  children,  withoul 
the  usual  go-between. 

林盤  a  tray  for  carrying  cups. 

杯中 蛇 .影  thes
nake’soutlim 

in  the  cup.  See  6566. 
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倍‘
 

8787 

1 .贿隊 

;ee 背 

、卞、 P、at 
. hai、 bai 

Sinking 
Lower. 

幕 時不如 杯在手  there 
I  -  is  no  time  like  that  when  the| 
!  cup  is  in  the  hand. 

，:林 水車薪  a  cup  of  water  (to  I 
I  put  out  a  burning)  cartload  of  I 

"wood, — useless.  ■ 

Same  as  878: 

Same  as  8781. 

See  903  i 

See  8832. 

See  8833. 

Double  ；  to  double.  To 

rebel  against  ；  to  revolt 

from  ；  to  disagree  with  [see 

3217)；  to  act  with  impro¬ 

priety. 

夏 商宫倍  under  the  Hsia 
and  the  Shang  dynasties,  the 
number  of  officials  was  doubled 

十倍  tenfold. 

百 倍曩時  a  hundredfold 
more  (friendly)  than  formerly. 

倍 隹于他 日也  morel 
beautiful  than  ever. 

加倍。 r 加 一倍。 r 倍添 
01 •倍增  to  double;  doubled 

倍 加整肅  put  it  in  extra 
good  order. 

信 增惆悵  an  extra  load  ofj 
cares  and  anxiety.. 

倍跬 謂之步  two  k^uei  (se. 
6503)  make  one  pace. 

車 輿信之  carts  and  chairs 
double  as  much, 一 as  foot-passen 

!ers  pay,  e.g.  on  a  ferry-boat. 

倍利  double  profit. 
倍  double  stages  (on  a  jour¬ 

ney);  forced  marches. 

倍稱之 息 cent  Per  cent. 

8788 

R 隊 

H.  poi 

See 背 

K.pe 

J.  hai、 bai 
Sinking 

Lower. 

僻 
8789 

臂
‘
 

§79° 

R. 寘 

C.pei H.pi 

F.  pie 

N.W 

Y.//W 

^z.pei 

赚了  一倍多 的利息 he  made  over  a  hundred  per 
cent  profit. 

如賈 三 倍 as  a  merchant making  three  hundred  per  cent,i 
一 which  the  superior  man  would 
not  stoop  to  do. 

不如 — 菓十倍 nc>t tenth  as  good  as  an  apple. 

倍益  t。 add  to. 
思 之益倍  to  think  about  it  j more  than  ever. 

師死而 遂倍之 when  I 
your  master  died  you  forthwith 
turned  away  from  him. 

欲 悟其約  wished  to  repu¬ diate  the  treaty. 

倍叛  to  rebel. 
上 恤孤而 民不倍  when the  ruler  treats  compassionately 

the  young  and  helpless,  the 
people  do  the  same. 

1 爲 下不倍  as  a  subordinate, he  is  not  rebellious. 

遠 鄙倍  to  avoid  low¬ 
ness  and  impropriety. 

五倍子  see  8793,  8807. 

879c K.pi 

J.  hi 

A.  //,  be 
Sinking 

Upper. 

避 
8791 

To  dry  over  a  fire,  as 

tea  in  its  preparation.  To 
hatch  artificially. 

條茶  to  fire  tea. 
焙籠  a  pot  for  firing  tea. 

焙乾  [kanx)  to  dry  by  tire. 

修蝴了  burnt;  scorched. 
焙卵  to  hatch  eggs  by  artificial 
warmth. 

焙鴨苗 t。  hatch  ducklings. 

See  9017. 

The  fore-arm  [see  2474)； 
the  arm.  See  6055. 

肘各 有三臂  to  each  upper arm  he  had  three  forearms, 

臂肘  the  arm. 
加 臂於身  put  his  arm  round 
her. 

杷 臂而談 t0  seize 忖 the arm  and  talk  to  a  person. 

悖
 4 

8792 

R •隊月 

C.  pu? 

See 背 

K.pLa^d/ 

J.  hai'be 

Sinking 

Lower. 

w 

8793 
R.； 

J  W.pni 

V'Pei\  cPei 

See 背 

J  K./W 

Ij.  hai 
I  A.  bai、 boui 

Sinking 

Upper. 

援肅 宗臂下 堂而去 
she  took  the  Emperor  Su  Tsung 

by  the  arm  and  left  the  hall. 

臂  to  bare  the  arm. 
長臂  long  arms；  a  fabulous “long-armed”  nation. 

j  一個 通 臂猿猴 an  ape 

with  an  arm  all  in  one  piece, 
h  without. a  joint  at  the  elbow. 
Used  of  a  versatile,  resourceful, or  cunning  man. 

帮 一 ■臂 之力 t。 .lend  a 
hand. 

臂助  a  helping  hand.- 
半臂  a  tippet;  a  kind  of  waist¬ 

coat. 

割 羊臂臑  to  cut  off  a  shoul¬ 
der  of  mutton. 

See  8963. 

l"o  rebel  against  ；  per¬ 

verse  ； contrary  to  what  is 
right. 

逆  rebellious;  refractory. 

俘禮  contrary  to  etiquette. 
悖理  contrary  to  principle  or what  is  right. 

I 貨饽 而入亦 悖而出 
1  gains  which  come  to  one  in  a 

wrong  manner  will  also  leaves one  in  a  wrong  manner.  j 

俘人 悖出  an  elliptical  form 
of  the  above. 

俘謬  seditious  falsehood. 
The  shell  of  the  pearl- 

oyster  ；  a  cowry.  Money  ；  j 

valuables.  The  Buddhist! 

Scriptures.  Radical  154. 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

具 3018.] 
以貝 >  代錢 they  use  shells  J for  money.  . 

古貨貝 而寶龜 ，至周 

而有泉  in  ancient  times  I 
shells  were  used  for  money,  that! 
of  the  tortoise  being  highly  p/i- 1 
zed.  Under  the  Chou  dynasty,! 

coins  began  to  be  used. 

貝玉。 r 寶貝  gems ；  valiki-j bles. 
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貝'
 8793 

貝資  wealth;  property. 

貝  A7.1  勒  beileh—\^t  Manchu 
title  usually  bestowed  on  the 

sons  of  the  Imperial  princes  of  1 
China. 

貝  peix  ̂   beitsze、 — usually  the 
sons  of  a  beilch,  [The  Emperor 

confers  any  titles  he  likes  on 
his  sons  and  relatives.  Mongols 

have  also  these  titles.] 

貝多羅  the  pcito  or  palmyra 
palm,  the  leaves  of  which  are 

used  for  writing  upon.  Sans¬ 
krit:  pattra.  See  8794. 

貝多羅 經 貝葉 the 
Buddhist  Scriptures. 

貝 多 紙上經 文動。 n 
the  palm-leaf  paper  the  words  of 
the  Canon  move. 

五 貝子  nutgalls, — the  pro 
duce  of  Rhus  semi-alata、 Mur¬ ray. 

貝毋  popular  name  of  the 商 
7801.  See  8798. 

貝錦  embroidery  worked  to 
look  like  shells, — from  one  of 
the  Odes  associated  with  sorrow. 

憂來 吟貝錦 in  y°ur  grief 
you  sing  the  shell-embroidery Ode. 

8796 

See 背 

K./W 

A.  bai、 loui Sinking 

Upper. 

so  that  each  profits  by  the  I 

advantages  of  the  other. 

I 長狽  destroyed;  broken  down ;  I in  ruins ;  ill  at  ease;  helpless. 

Also,  a  ringleader. 

狼 狽爲奸  banded  together  | as  traitors. 

狼狽析 札之命 an  evilly| designed  crumple -paper  com- 1 
mand,  —  said  of  the  informal  | 

order  issued  by  獻帝  Hsienl 

Ti  of  the  Han  dynasty  to  sum- 1 

mon  張温  Chang  Wen  andj 

皇甫嵩  Huang-fu  Sung. 8797 

R •泰 

See 貝 

iSinkingUpper. 

Tortoiseshell  ornaments. 
Ir. 

I C.  pci 
Ih.// 

8794 
R •泰 

See 背貝 
Sinking 

Upper. 

A  palm-tree  [Borassus 

fiabelli for  mis')、  the 棋多 
peiio  tree.  Identified  by 
Chinese  Buddhists  with  the 

Bo  tree  of  Indian  Buddhism. 

See  8793， 9511. 

8798 

1R. 隊 

See 背 

Sinking 

Upper. 

A  liliaceous  plant,  identi¬ 
fied  with  苗 7801. 

pei 

\bi
 N.  bei 

|W 

川貫毋  Fritillaria  Royki、 Hook.  f. 

新 ㈣ 象丨 .1； 毋  Fr
itillaria 

Thunbergii、 Miq. 

翁 
879S 

K. 泰 

See 貝 

Sinking 

Upper. 

狽 4
 

A  two-year  old  heifer. 

賴地  pasture-land  on  the  Mon 
golian  steppes  reserved  for 

grazing  bovine  cattle. 

小賴地  special  pasture-land 
which  produces  a  kind  of  very 

soft  and  tender  grass  of  a  sweet¬ 
ish  taste,  reserved  for  grazing 

young  calves  deprived  of  their mothers. 

8799 

R •真 

, C.  pai) 
Y.  pei 工、 pe? \V.〆， bier 

N.W 

pei、pi 
Y.  pei K.pi 

J.  bi、 mi 

K

.

 

b

i

 

Sinking  

U
p
p
e
r
 

Irregular. 

Strong ;  able  to  bearl 

great  weights,  as  the  tor-1 toise. 

巨 鼇聶賓  a  great  turtle  sup- 1 porting  the  weight, — e.g.  of  a| 
stone  tablet. 

喚 作最風 (this  wind)  is| called  the  mighty  wind. 

8796 R. 泰 

u.  
i  ̂ 

K.  puun1 
W.  pai'  baiJ 

An  animal  with  short 

Ifore-legs  and  long  hind 

'ones.  It  is  supposed  to 

|ride  on  the  back  of  the 

wolf,  which  has  long  fore¬ 

legs  and  short  hind  ones, 

8800 

|R •泰 |F.  pwoil、 

p^woi^ 

I  See  沛 
Sinking 

Upper. 

A  pennon ;  a  streamer 

Also  read 

白飾 央央 thek  white streamers  fluttered  brightly. 

旆旆  waving, — as  flags  or  trees in  the  wind. 

旌筛飛 楊 the  flags  are  flying- 

建 而不旆  to  erect  (a  flag¬ staff)  but  not  to  fly  the  flag. 

行旆  the  flag  of  an  official  wh(i 
is  on  a  journey. 

8800 

返 摘  to  turn  homewards;  t< return. 

柿 Same  as  8795. 

88oi 

旆 Same  as  8800. 

8802 

條 Same  as  8804. 

88。3 

備4
 

To  make  ready；  to  pr< 

|/ftT 

pare;  to  provide  againsl 

8804 

to  put  in  order  •’  complete 

Y.pei 

Y.piei Sz.  pei 

J •知 

A.  bi 

Sinking 

Lower. 

ness ;  perfection.  All ;  botl 

^  3452,  5776 - 

預備。 r 備下。 ̂ 齊備 

准備  to  make  ready;  to  pi 

pare. 
洁 備急需 t。 get  rea ‘ 
beforehand  what  is  most  wantc 

把飯 早些預 傭下* dinner  ready  a  little  earlier. 

謹 備菲酌  I  have  respectfu prepared  a  poor  cntertainmc 
for  you, 一 used  conventionall] 

不備  see  9456. 

出 其不備  before  he  is  p 
pared ;  while  he  is  unprepan 

備查。 1 •備閱 tQ  keep reference, 一 as  archives. 

此 不備載  they  are  not 

corded  here. 

"fS  ̂   to  get  ready  for  trans
acti 

or  doing  anything. 

[嚴  prepared  for  investigate 

— as  a  case. 

備 呈  prepared  for  submissi< 
— as  documents  to  a  higl authority. 

備試  to  prepare  for  examinati 
一 a  few  extra  papers,  in  c 

some  among  those  set  as 
for  acceptance  by  the  Gre 
Examiner  are  rejected  u\ 
further  revision. 

備考  to  submit  for  examinat or  reference, — as  documents 
a  case. 
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m 
8804 

備全  to  make  complete ;  to 
provide  for  the  whole  of. 

備由。 > •備情  to  prepare  a statement  of  details. 

備馬  to  get  ready  a  horse, — by 
saddling  it. 

備亂  to  provide  against  rebel¬ 
lion. 

備兵。 r 備戰  to  prepare  for 
war. 

兵備  charged  with  military 
functions. 

備瀝  to  recount. 

備酒  to  prepare  wine. 

備細  completely;  in  full  detail. 

詔 徨其備  the  Emp/ ordered 
a  reversion  to  the  full  amount, 

— which  had  previously  been 
allowed. 

傭用 fOT  use- 

備文 函）  to  prepare  a 
despatch  (or  letter). 

備帖  to  prepare  a  (written)  card. 

備札 &  draw  up  instructions. 

備案  to  keep  on  record. 

備移  to  write  a  despatch  to. 

備足  to  prepare  in  full. 

備送  to  prepare  for  sending. 

備質  to  be  prepared  to  give 
evidence. 

傭 骑 t。 make  oneself  acquainted 
with, 一 the  contents  of  a  letter. 

備繳  to  be  prepared  to  hand 
over. 

備價  to  find  the  amount. 

足備器 、使  can  be  employed 
with  special  duty  of. 

備虞  preparedness. 

無求備 於一人 not  to 
look  for  perfection  in  any  one 
man. 

all 
萬 物皆備 於我矣 
things  are  already  complete  in 

us, 一 in  man. 

君于 不求 全責備 & 
superior  man  does  not  expect  one 
man  to  be  able  to  do  everything, 

-^he  employs  each  according  to 
his  capacity. 

有 備無患 where  there  i 
provision  (against  future  contin 

gencies),  there  is  no  calamity. 

is 

備
 4 

8804 

蔔 
88。5 

88o6 

R •灰有 
See  Jfp 

Even  Lower. 

梼1
 

8807 

R 灰 k 

C.  puf、 Sp^ui^ 
三 fui  、 

N.  bei 

P.  W 

M.〆 

傭 悉織微  to  make  oneselfj minutely  acquainted  with. 

4 莆胃  to  act  as,  or  fulfil  the 
duties  of,  an  official. 

備歷安 危 tC)  have  exPe- rienced  both  prosperity  and  mis¬ 
fortune. 

備嘗 辛 苦 to  have  expe¬ rienced  bitterness  in  life. 

若各 有其備 if  each  is  to have  its  own  independent  plat¬ 

form, — be  independent  of  each 
other. 

備弁  captain-lieutenants  and 
sergeant-corporals. 

該備  refers  to  守備  second 
captains;  see  10,012. 

See  9355. 

P HSI- 

To  bank  up  with  earth; 

to  strengthen  ；  to  encourage 

Used  with  881 1.  See  1 2,793 

培土  or 境 壅 or 栽培 to bank  up.  'with  earth.  [The  last 
is  also  to  be  a  patron  to;  to 

assist.]  ̂  

培 植起來 t。 bank  and straighten  up, 一 as  a  tree  that 
has  fallen ;  also,  as  a  man  in 
bad  circumstances. 

培植 學生  to  encourage students  by  providing  means. 

培磚 bank  up  with  bricks. 

培墣 無松栢  there  are  no firs  or  pines  on  small  mounds,, 
only  at  big  graves. 

培養 培補  to  strengthen ; to  fortify, -as  by  nourishing  food. 

培 胎娘娘  the  goddess  who promotes  conception. 

Planks. 

五椅子  Chinese  galls, 一  the nutgalls  of  the  tariff,  formed  on 
the  Rhus  semi-alata、 Murray. 

天椅  a  group  of  3  stars  in  Draco. 
Read  To  strike. 

糌 

8807 

K.pu 

J.  hd、 bu、 hai 
A.  ̂ feu •  Even 

Irregular. 

8808 

R^C See 裴 

Even  Lower. 

賠:
 

8809 

R •灰 

H.foi 

See 暗 

Even  Lower. 

Read  pang\  A  club；  a 
flail.  Used  for  8655. 

桃榕  a  staff  of  peach-wood. 

刀 不如榕  a  sword  is  not  as good  as  a  club, — in  close  combat. 

The  wing  feathers  spread 
out. 

苞越  to  spread  open  the  wings. 

To  make  good；  to  in¬ 

demnify；  to  stand  a  loss. 

賠還 。> •賠償 w 賠繳 
repay;  to  make  up  a  loss  to  any 
one. 

賠 反定錢  to  repay  the  bar- 
gain-money. 

有 失無賠  no  repayment  of 
losses. 

認賠  to  agree  to  repay. 

賠 補。 r 賠墊 t。 make  up  a deficiency^  to  compensate. 

賠累  involved  by  pecuniary losses. 

賠 累至十 餘萬， e  ‘ curred  liabilities， amounting  to 
over  27s.  100,000. 

賠錢貨  goods  on  which  one 
loses  money, — daughters. 

不是賣 的賠錢  it  was  Hot 
over  sales  that  I  lost  money. 

本  to  lose  on  the  capital  or 
prime  cost  of  anything. 

我 賠不起  I  cannot  afford  to pay, — as  damages. 
賠罪。 r 賠錯。 r 賠不 /«俶 

是 (see  9940)  to  offer  an  apology 

替 A 賠個 不 # 是 t。 apologise  on  behalf  of  another. 

賠禮  to  perform  some  ceremony by  which  an  aggrieved  person 

is  pacified, — to  apologise. 

貝音 找  to  find  a  sum  of  money in  satisfaction  of. 

貝音 影 I  a  sum  of  money  paid  as indemnity. 

送  to  give  a  dowry  to  a 
daughter. 



io8o  J 

88lO 
R •灰 

See 膝 

A. /out 

Even  Upper. 

陪 2
 

88n 
k-M 

C.p^ui 
F  ̂ ui 

jJUl W.  bai 

N.  bci 
P. 

M. 

y. 
Sz. 

K.  bo 

J.  hai'be 
A.  boui 

Even  Lower. 

p^ei 

Unstrained  spirits.  Also 

explained  as 醉飽 • 

家 貧只舊 醅 and  only 
(able  to  afford)  old  unstrained 
wine. 

To  bear  one  company. 

To  double  ；  to  match.  Used 

with  8806.  See  687. 

jfp  客。 r  暗賓  to  bear  a  visitor 
company. 

[fp  5^4  to  accompany  a  guest 
when  leaving. 

陪#  to  bear  company  to. 

暗侍  to  attend  on;  to  wait  upon. 

暗祭  the  person  assisting  at  an 
act  of  worship. 

陪審  to  act  as  assessor  in  a  case. 

陪坐  to  sit  with, -as  with  a  guest. 

失陪。 r 少陪  I  sh.  1  have  to 
lose  the  pleasure  of  your  society, 
一 said  to  a  visitor  whom  one  is 
forced  to  leave,  owing  to  a  pre¬ 
vious  engagement,  etc, 

^  to  have  failed  to  bear 

company  to, — as  to  a  visitor  who 
called  when  one  was  out. 

陪. _  °r  暗都  the  sec°nd capital ，- formerly  Nanking,  now 
Moukden. 

加陪  to  add  to;  to  multiply. 

陪房。 r 暗嫁 丫凳 an^cl 
who  accompanies  a  bride  to  her 
new  home. 

暗 蔵  an  assistant;  a  deputy. 

秉 德陪仁  to  hold  on  to  duty 
and  so  strengthen  one’s  charity. 
See  5627.- 

陪襯  additional  illustration;  to 
bring  in  an  allusion  to  something 
collateral,  as  when  mentioning 
willow-trees  in  a  poem  on  pine- 
trees;  to  set  off；  to  act  as  a  foil. 

明與 你陪情 I’U  d。 the 
same  for  you  another  day. 

暗笑  to  greet  with  a  smile. 

陪臣  ministers  of  a  tributary 
State,— used  in  direct  address, 
“I， the  Envoy  from  (a  tributary 

State).” 

蓓 
a 

S812 

R •贿 

C. F.  cpwi、 pwoi 王 

See 背 

K •声 

Rising 

Irregular. 

帔
！
 

88i3 R •支寘 

% 披被 

A.  bi 
Even  and 

Sinking  Upper 

and  Lower. 

8814 

坏 
8815 

怀 
8816 

形 
12 

8817 

R. 支 

See 

Even  Upper 

and  Lower. 

丕1
 

8818 

R. 支 

(Z,pKei H.// 

W.// 

N.  p、ei 

P. 

M. 

Y. Sz. 
K.pi 

J.  hi 

A •/ 

Even  Upper. 

The  bud  of  a  flower. 

瑞 香蓓薈 百花愁 
the  scented  Daphne  is  blossom¬ 

ing,  all  other  flowers  are  shamed. 

A  long  robe  for  women, 

without  sleeves,  and  fas¬ 
tened  down  the  middle  ；  see 

8744. 

鳳冠霞 帧 the  Phoenix  crown and  crimson  robes, 一 of  a  bride. 

See  9034. 

Same  as  9071. 

Same  as  9072. 

Dishevelled  hair. 

Great;  greatly.  See  7086. 

不  a  vast  achievement. 

三 苗 2 鍛 加 ^an-miao (affairs)  were  greatly  arranged. 

丕丕  vast. 不 子  the  great  son, — of  Heaven, sc.  the  Emperor. 

35 時  a  time  of  great  prosperity. 

寅 紹丕基  to  have  inherited the  great  heritage, — to  have  be¬ 
come  Emperor. 

陆
1
 

88 1 9 

R .支 

c.w 

See 坪 

Even  Upper. 

tut,  you  booby !  一  (who  ever heard  etc.,  etc.  ?) 

坯 See  9071. 

8820 

舷 
8821 Timid；  frightened。 

R. 古 
5ee  2 

Even  Upper. 

8822 

R •古 

Y.y^ 

See Even  Upper. 8823 

R •灰 

See 杯 

Even  Upper. 

8824 R. 支紙 

See Even  and 

Rising  Upper. 

胚 

8825 

u 8826 

To  make  a  noise  in  the 

throat  •’  to  snort.  Used  in 

the  sense  of  “Pshaw!’ 

uBpH!m  etc 

to  spit  at. 

呸你 眞是個 冒失鬼 

怪化  a  sub-District  in  Hunan 

The  cub  of  a  fox. 

Read  p、 ei\  A  kind  of 
leopard. 

Dyspepsia. 

pei\ 

Also  read 

An  old  name  for  dark 

millet， anciently  used  for 

making  spirits  to  be  used 
in  the  ancestral  worship  of 

princes. 

See  9072. 

Same  as  8822. 
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8827 

支 

p'-ei 

Yi.pi 

J.  hi,  b. 

A.  ibi,  bi3 
Even  Upper. 

A  Department  in  Kiang- 

su,  which  once  formed  part 

of  the  aqcient  State  of  魯 
Lu. 

潛 匿 遊下到 5  he  absconded 
and  roamed  about  Hsia-p‘ei,  — 

w 張良  Chang  Liang. 

8828 

R. 支 
See 

Even  Upper. 

徘 2
 

8829 

R. 灰 
Z.p*ui 
H./W 
Y.fai 
W.  bai 

N.^ 

P./W’/W 

M.  p、ai 
Y.p'-ae 
Sz./W 
K.pe 

[. hai^  be 
A.  boui 

Even  Lower. 

辨
 3 

8830 

R .隊賄 
Sm 倍择 
Sinking  and 

Rising  Lower 

and  Upper. 

m2 衣 
883 1 

R •灰 
C.  p^ui 

^•p^ui  y.pai W.  bai 
N.  bti 

P. ) 
M.  L . 

bz.  I 
K.pe 
•  hai、 hi 
、•  bui 

Even  Lower. 

A  horse  with  yellow  and 
white  hairs  mixed. 

To  walk.  Also  read/1〆5 

徘  f 回  flying  to  and  fro,  as  swal¬ 
lows;  walking  backwards  and 
forwards ;  irresolute. 

徘徊花  a  variety  of  rose  (Rosa 
rugosa,  Thbg.). 

徘徊鎭  a  market-town  in 
Shansi. 

A  string  of  five  hundred 

pearls. 

編琲子  to  string  pearls. 

Dressed  in  long  and 

beautiful  robes.  An  old 

name  for  the  District  of  合 

肥  in  Anhui.  A  surname, 
for  which  斐 3462  is  often 

wrongly  written. 

iM： 

8832 

R •隊 

£  j〆 
Y,pwcP- 

W.  bai 工 
N.  bei 

P. 

M.  . Y. 

Sz. 

K.p^ae 

J.  hai A.  boui^ 

Sinking 

Lower. 

8833 

R. 隊 

See 佩 

Sinking 

Lower. 

沛 
8834 

•泰 

: 卜 W
 

Y .  p、wo
i W.fa

i 

N.  I 

) p、ei 

P. 

M. 

Y. 

Sz.  I 

p^ae 
J.  hai 
k、fai 

Sinking 

Upper. 

To  wear  at  the  waist. 

To  remember.  To  respect. 

佩帶  to  wear  at  the  girdle  ； 
attached  round  the  waist;  to 

wear,  as  an  order. 

佩窃 j  or 佩刀 to  gird  on  a sword.  The  second  is  also  a 

dagger. 

佩身  to  wear  on  the  person 

佩經  a  charm;  a  scapulary. 

佩玉 ■玉佩  an  ornament like  a  chatelaine. 

去喪無 所不佩 when (Confucius)  put  off  mourning, 
he  wore  all  the  appendages  of 

the  girdle. 

佩龜  to  wear  a  cortoise  pendant, 一 instead  of  the  魚佩； 

>  r  ̂  

沛 

8834 

see 

I3.510- 

佩慰  to  gratefully  appreciate. 

感 佩深恩  I  shall  gratefully remember  your  great  kindness. 

曷 勝欽佩  I  cannot  say  hQw I  respect  you  for  it. 

佩服  t。 respect. 

其餘 不佩脤  as  to  the  rest, I  do  not  respect, 一 your  opinion, 
i.e,  I  must  continue  to  hold  my 
own. 

Gems  or  ornaments  worn 

at  the  girdle. 

奉现 娜娜  the  girdle
  orna- 

ments  tinkled, 一 as  she  walked. 

Flowing,  as  water；  co¬ 

pious,  Sudden  ；  vehement 
To  fall  face  downwards. 

A  marshy  jungle.  Name 

of  a  river  in  Liaotung  and 

of  another  in  Kiangsu. 

沛 然下雨  (the-  clouds)  send down  torrents  of  rain. 

沛 然自大  braggadocio ; bluster  ；  self-conceit. 

沛 pleasing, -as  a  smiling  face. 

顚沛之  _  when  (a  tre
e〉 falls so  as  to  raise  (its  roots), 一 / utterly. 

顚沛 必於是  when  he  falls {i,e.  in  seasons  of  danger),  he 

cleaves  to  it, — viz.  to  virtue. 

沛 

8835 

R •泰 

See 沛 

Sinicin  gUpper. 

配4
 

9836 

R •隊 

H.  I 
 ^ui 

F.  p、woi
 

lp、a
i 

N. 

顚 沛流離  to  emigrate  be¬ 
cause  of  poverty ;  to  wander 
friendless  among  strangers. 

沛澤  fertilising；  enriching. 

沛縣  name  of  a  District  in 
Kiangsu. 

沛 上英雄  the  hero  of  P‘ei, 
the  Emperor  祖  Kao  Tsu 

of  the  Han  dynasty,  so  called 
from  his  birthplace,  as  above. 

Rain  falling. 

} 旁需  Pelting  rain.  See  8687. 

P. 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 
K.pe 

J.  hai 

A.  foui 

Sinking 

Upper. 

To  mate；  to  pair；  to 

unite  ；  to  match.  To  be 

loaded  with  ；  to  be  as¬ 

sessed  at.  To  suffer  punish¬ 

ment；  to  expiate. 

配天地  the  equal  of  Heaven and  Earth. 

配偶  to  mate  with;  to  make  a 
pair,  as  a  married  couple. 

酉 E 婚姻。 1 ■成 婚配 t。 make  a  match;  to  marry. 

配鈴  to  betroth;  to  give  in 
marriage. 

合配  to  join  together ;  well 
matched. 

配合着  together  with ;  supple¬ 
mented  by. 

配鉛  to  mix  lead, — with  some 

thing. 

相  hsiang、 酉已  to  match;  to  equal. 
See  4249. 

不配  ill-assorted ;  not  to  be  a 
match;  he  doesn’t  deserve  it. 

他不配 活着的 ^  M 
fit  to  live. 

酣不上  it  does  not  match. 

配得過  to  be  a  suitable  match. 
許配  to  consent  to  a  marriage. 

配對  to  couple;  to  mate;  to 
copulate,  as  animals. 

配 個好對  to  make  a  good 
match. 

搭酉 E  coition, — ot  animals. 

136 
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酉 Ei  搭兒  addition ;  supplement; 
unimportant. 

配色  to  match  colours,  i'f 

反不配  it  doesn’t  match, — ofl J.  hi 
k.bi 

colours. 

四酏  the  four  associates, — of 
Confucius  in  the  Confucian 

temple,  顔回  Yen  Hui,  曾 

子  TsSng  Tzti， 子 思  Tztt  Ssli, 

_ 孟子  Mencius. 

配享  to  be  admitted  to  member¬ 
ship  in  the  Confucian  temple. 

酣 享千秋  may  you  enjoy 
your  honours  (as  above)  for  a 
thousand  years ! 

克 配上帝  to  be  the  fellow 
of  God,  i.e.  to  be  on  earth  what 
God  is  in  heaven,  a  wise  ruler. 

Also,  exalted  to  association  with 
God,  as  a  deceased  Emperor  who 
shares  in  the  sacrifices  offered 

by  the  reigning  Emperor. 

配藥彈  cartridges. 

配九藥  to  make  up  pills 
酏製 t。  mix  drugs;  to  make 
up  a  prescription. 

按 君臣佐 使酏用 
made  up  in  accordance  with  the 

“prince  and  minister’’  system, See  3269. of  medicines. 

配用  fittings ;  gear. 
酉已操  to  perform  various  military 

•撇‘ 8837 

iR. 寘 

exercises  at  a  review. 

酏頭  an  accompaniment  to  a 
dish. 

既兌  to  transfer  to. 
配蓮  to  carry  a  cargo  of. 

配鹽  to  load  or  carry  salt. 

配流。 r 配軍  banishment, 
問酉 E sentence  to  banishment. 
配所  place  of  exile  (流) ， 

iC.pei 

|h.>
* I F.  pic 

|wdo 
In. p. 

M. 

IK.// 

Reins;  a  bridle.  *^4092 

響頭  a  bridle. 

一  _ 頭跑了 多遠 hQW 
far  did  you  go  at  one  gallop? 

^  t0  hold  the  reins. 

左 並  holding  both  the  reins 
in  his  left  hand. 

以並譽 the  re  was  no  one 

纖‘
 

8837 

Sinking 

Upper. 

to  drive  level  with  him, — he  had 

no  peer. 

^  to  let  fall  the  reins. 

按 轡徐行  to  draw  rein  and go  slowly. 

六轡  six  reins, 一 in  the  hand  at 
once,  sc.  a  clever  man. 

同舟 連審 same  boat  and connected  reins, 一 fellow-travel¬ lers. 

8839 

願 
SinkingUpper. 

R. 

8838 

R .元 

Q.pen 
M.pun^pen 
Y.pwong 

^•peng 
P. 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 

pen 

K.  pun 

f.  hon A.  boun 

Even  Upper. 

To  rush  away；  ter  stam¬ 
pede；  to  be  in  a  hurry  ； 

urgent. 

奔走 奔馳。 r  _ 逃 to hurry  off;  to  travel  quickly. 

奔散  to  scatter  hurriedly  in  all directions 

奔 來奔去  running  to  and fro, — busy. 

奔  j 亡  hurried;  bustling, 

奔命  to  run  for  one’s  life.  See 

8840.  v 

奔逸。 r 奔北  to  fly, — as routed  soldiers.  See  8771. 

奔天涯  to  scour  the  earth. 
奔波  rushing  waves, 一 to  hurry ; to  bustle ;  disquieted;  uneasy. 

奔 波勞苦  the  bustle  and  toil, of  life. 

奔 告  to  hurry  off  and  give notice  or  inform  against. 

未 幾奔回  in  a  short  time he  came  running  back. 

奔投  to  repair  to. 

奔石頭 扎脚面 to  run against  a  stone  to  wound  one’s 
foot,— to  cut  off  one’s  nose  to 

spite  one’s  face,  or  go  out  of 
'  way  to  injure  oneself. 

8840 

R 元 

See 

Even  Upper. 

one’s  way  to 

Sometimes  used  in  the  sense  of 

“Qui  s^xcuse,  s’accuse.” 

奔喪 t。  hurry  home  to  bury  a 
deceased  relative. 

something  to  strive  for 

an  object  in  view;  an  aim 

奔騰  to  scatter, 一 as  beasts  and birds. 

淫奔  lewdness,  一  applied  to women. 

拒奔  to  play  the  “Joseph.” 

8838 

奔女  a  fallen  woman. 

奔奔  to  fly  in  couples. Read  pen^.  To  go  in 
search  of. 

To  mix  up；  to  throw  into 
confusion. 

Used To  run  quickly, 
with  8838. 

邊命  to  run  for  one’s  life. 
投邊  to  go  to  meet  or  seek  one in  order  to  get  aid;  to  resort 

8841 

R .元 

See Even  Upper. 

8842 

R •元 

See 

Even  Upper. 

賁1
 

8843 

R. 

文元 真 C.  ̂ fen^pen^ 

pei 

H. z fun、 pun、 

^  . 

F.  hung、 

pwong、pH 

W.  ivang、 

Pang々 

N.  vbtg’ping、 

to;  to  take  refuge  with,  as  the 
Chinese  do  with  their  relatives 

when  short  of  money. 

An  adze. 

鎖^子  an  adze. 
锛了去  cut  it  away  with  an 
adze. 

錢 F  璧 斧雜  adze， chisel,  axe3 and  saw, 一 carpenter’s  tools. 

To  gallop  away. 

Y.  fen  ̂  pht、pi 

Y.*  
j 

K,J>un^pi 

hon、 hi A.  boutt^  bi 

Even  and 

Sinking  Lower and  Upper. 

Energetic  ；  strenuous. 

虎 貢百人  a  hundred  life 
guardsmen,  —  one  of  the  nine marks  of  Imperial  favour,  grantee 

in  ancient  times  to  deserving nobles ;  see  4157. 

貧 育之倫 men  such  as  (^； Meng)  Pen  and  ( 夏  Hsia)  Yti 

— of  great  prowess. 

Read  Large. 

貢*  鼓  large  drums. 

用 宏兹貧  so  as  to  enlarge our  great  inheritance. 

Read/e4.  Ornamentation 
to  adorn  ；  to  honour.  Bright 

貢臨  your  stately  arrival;  th< visit  you  honour  me  by. 
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驥 
8844 

犇 
8845 

本
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8846 

阮 

Vu
n 

pwong 

•pang 

1
 
 

pen
 

png 

port 

hon 

ban、 boun 

sing  Upper.' 

以 進士學 位貧之 ⑽ 
ferred  upon  him  the  honorary 
degree  of  Doctor. 

貢然  brightly. 

貧 若草木  gay  as  plants  and 
trees. 

Same  as  8842. 

Same  as  8838. 

The  root,  as  opposed  to 

末 7999 ；  the  origin;  point 
of  departure  ；  hence,  native 

as  opposed  to  foreign  ；  per¬ 

sonal；  one’s  own  ；  used  for 
“I，”  “we，”  etc.  Capital  or 
principal  of  money.  Numer- 
ative  of  books,  documents, 

paintings  {see  7165,  3519, 

13^38),  plants,  etc. 

2jS  root  and  branches；  begin¬ 
ning  and  end;  head  and  tail 

{see  9596);  fundamentals  and 
accidentals. 

木 本水源  the  root  of  wood 
and  source  of  water, 一 a  phrase 

often  seen  in  the  family  ances¬ 
tral  hall,  and  used  in  reference 

to  one’s  ancestors. 

返 本還原  ^  come  to  oneself 
again； 一 as  after  a  faint. 

君 子務本  the  superior  man 
devotes  himself  to  the  funda- 

、 mental. 

皆以修 身爲本 all  regard 
(moral)  self-culture  as  the  root 
of  everything. 

其 本亂而 末治者 ，否 
矣  for  the  root  to  be  in  dis¬ 
order  while  its  offshoots  are  well 

ordered,  is  impossible. 

以前約 爲本根 to  take 
the  former  treaty  as  basis, 一 of 
a  new  one. 

本女 &  the  origin；  the  beginning. 

本來 original;  originally. 

本來 面 目  the  original  fea¬ 
tures;  the  natural  expression. 

雖非本 來面目 ，足爲 

當 世監觀 although  not 

本
1
 

|  8846 

the  real  features  (of  the  persons 
represented),  yet  sufficiently  so 
for  the  amusement  of  the  present 
generation, 一 a  theatrical  notice. 

本應。 r 本當 w 本該。 r 

本合。 r  本須  it  is  properly 
my  duty  to . 

本等 a  duty. 
本  I  was  going  to  (do  some- 
thing)；  I  should  have  (done 

something)；  my  original  inten¬ tion  was  to ... . 

本可  may  certainly . 
本 是  was  originally . ；  always was . 

本旨  aim;  motive；  object. 

本 年  the  present  year. 

本月  the  current  moon. 

本  ̂   the  current  term  or  quarter. 

本日  this  very  day. 

本自  naturally. 本屬  belongs  to  the  category of . 

本屬可 惡  is  really  detest¬ able. 

本 屬商民  the  merchants  and 
people  under  one’s  own  juris¬ diction. 

本 國 one’s  native  country. 

他本 媳婦兒 his  own  We. 
本朝  the  present  dynasty. 
木 地 original  place;  native; local. 

ilfe  a  native  of  the  place. 

本地  ̂   local  produce. 

以爲 反本地 in  order  to recover  lost  ground, 一 as  money 
lost  in  gambling,  etc. 

本身  I;  myself. 
本 行 本 號 my  hong; our  firm. 

本 one’s  business  or  profes¬ sion. 

他這 工夫極 難常見 

本  meanwhile,  the  other 
man  will  have  great  difficulty 
in  continually  seeing  lovely 

trunks  (of  trees), 一 i.e.  will  never 

“get  a  look  in.” 

背本。 r 舅本。 r 忘本 t。 be  ungrateful  to  parents. 

本
5
 

8846 幸艮 本  to  be  grateful  to  parents； to  show  gratitude  to  the  original 
(founders  of  Buddhism),  一  by 

keeping  their  birthdays. 

本 任 one’s  proper  official  post. 

本分 (/^4)  see  3506. 
2jS  one’s  original  name, 一 e.g. before  it  was  changed  by  adop¬ tion. 

本心。 r  本 意 one’s  original 
intention. 

本 人  the  person  in  question  ； 
oneself；  in  person.  ? 

本領事  I， the  Consul. 
本商  we,  the  merchants. 

本京 人  a  Pekingese， — used  by 

1  a  native. 

本事。 r  本 領  ability; Jiatural gifts;  skill ；  strength. 

問其 本 事  enquired  about 
the  origin  of  the  matter.  ! 

誡乃素 懷有本 armed  at all  points ;  ready  for  any  emer¬ 
gency.  i 

5^  本  t0  develop  the  principle. 

本 色  see  9602. 本錢。 r  本銀  capital;  princi¬ 

pal. 

本 息對淸  capital  and  in- 
terest  settled  up, 一 as  in  squaring 
accounts. 

本 利 '  or  本息  principal  and 
interest. 

本利: 之盈顧 increase  and decrease  in  profit.  ! 

腐本 or  賠 本  to  lose  one’s 
capital;  to  lose  money  by  a 
transaction. 

不  本  not  so  much  as  the originai  cost. 

^  t0  get  one’s  stake  or  money 
back.  j； 

析本。 r 侵本。 i •蝕本 t。 encroach  upon  one’s  capital. 

不 甚析本 not  t。 break  in upon  any  capital. 

— *  本 五 色  flowers  of  all colours  on  a  single  plant. — •  a  book. 

難 一 •本 作深。 ne'  edition reads  shin  for  nan. 
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 88.；6 舊卒 于作千 in  —  °ld edition  kan  appears  for  -yii. 

監本  a  revised  edition. 

讀本  an  edition  for  everyday 

pen 

use. 

藏本  an  edition  to  be  kept 
rather  than  used;  editmi  de  luxe. 

手本  a  document  in  the  form 
of  a  petition,  sent  in  by  sub¬ 
ordinates  when  visiting  superior 
officers  to  announce  to  the  latter 
'/ho  the  former  are. 

倣本。 ■•字 本  a  copy-book. 

杪本  a  book  of  extracts  copied 
from  favourite  writers,  etc. 

本  the  fair  copy  of  a 
Memorial. 

上本  to  send  up  a  Memorial  to 
the  Emperor. 

印本  a  printed  volume  of  any kind. 

本洋  the  “pillar”  or  Spanish Carolus  dollar. 

每 石成本 洋一圓 
costing  one  dollar  per  picul  to 

prepare. 

P. 

M. 

Y. 
Sz. ) 

K.  pun 

J.  hon 

A.  boun 

Rising  Upper 

盆*
 

8850 

R 元 

H. 
 \^U

n 

F.  pwo?i
g 

W.  bd N.  beng 

j  p^en 

Sz.  p、en 
K.  pit  n 

J.  bon 

怵 
8847 

笨4
 

8848 

R 吻阮 
C.  pen1 

VL  pun  三 

^ .  poung^ 

W.  bang、 - 
N.  beng 

Y*  \^/
l° L) 

J.  her、 bon 
A. 么  boun 

Rising  and 

Sinking  Lower 

Irregula 

Same  as  8848. 

slow  ； 

畚 8
 8849 

R. 阮 

H.  1
^' Y  on v. 

poun^ 

W.  bang’bd) 

^•peng 

Stupid  ；  doltish  ； 

sluggish  ；  clumsy. 

笨人。 r 笨才。 r 愚笨 
stupid;  a  dolt. 

粗笨  clumsy;  rough. 

笨工  an  unskilled  workman. 

笨顧的  a  clumsy-jowled  man; 
a  boggier. 

笨 漢 子^  a  simple  fellow;  a clown. 

發笨  to  get  stiff  or  clumsy. 

這匹 馬腿笨  this  horse  is lazy. 

A  basket  for  sweeping 

dirt  into；  a  dust-pan ；  a  hod 

for  mortar  •,  a  bin  for  holding 

grain. 

春斗  a  dust-basket. 

荷畚  to  carry  a  basket;  a  hod 

眷*
 

8849 

A.  boun 
Even  Lower. 

春楣  baskets  and  barrows. 

畚 _ 之勞  the  te  ?,l  of  bin  and beetle  (to  husk  grain  with), — 
the  toil  of  a  farmer. 

P‘^33NT- 

A  basin -  a  bowl；  a  tub ； 

a  pot. 

臉盆  or  面盆  a  face-basin ; a  wash-hand  basin. 

澡盆。 > •洛盆  a  bath-tub. 

盆堂  a  batn-house  where  the bathers  have  separate  tubs  in 
the  same  room.  See  5239,  6341. 

臨  linear  the  tub, — parturition; Chinese  women  being  delivered 
into  a  tub  over  which  they  are 

supported  by  attendants  on  each side. 

熱 了盆了  thoroughly  en¬ grossed  in  it. 

散子盆  a  bowl  into  which  dice are  thrown. 

一盆花  a  pot  of  flowers. 

喪盆子  a  bowl  which  is shattered  by  the  chief  mourner 
before  the  coffin  is  carried  out. 

鼓 盆而歌  drumming  on  a bowl  {i.e,  beating  time)  and 

singing, — as  Chuang  Tzu  did 
when  his  wife  died,  not  from 

disrespect  but  in  support  of  his 

theory  that  death  is  but  汰 return home. 

盆盘  a  tub；  a  bowl. 

盆兒 匠  a  potter. 雨傾 盆的往 下倒㈣ 
the  rain  came  down  in  torrents. 

盆頭  the  percentage  levied  by 
gambling-house  keepers. 

覆 盆之下  beneath  an  over¬ turned  bowl；  under  the  dome 
of  heaven. 

3 月 雖明不 照覆盆 

之下  bright  as  the  sun  and moon  are,  they  cannot  cast  their 
rays  beneath  an  inverted  bowL 

覆 盈! 子  Rubus  coreanus ， Miq. See  8852. 

8851 

R •元 

See 盆 

Even  Lower. 

盆 8852 

1 元文 
See 盆黎 

Even  Lower. 

噴1
 

8853 

R •元願 

H.  cfun、 

F.  chung、 

p^otnig^ 

W.  J>、ang、 

M.  I 
 ^en 

Y.p^eng 

Sz.  p、en 

pun 

J.  hon 

K

.
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Even  

and 

Sinking 

Upper. 

Water  flowing  rapidly. 

Name  of  a  small  affluent 

of  the  Yang-tsze  near  Kiu- 

kiang. 

溢  t0  overflow- 後城  an  old  name  for  Kiukiang. 

A  kind  of  wild  raspberry 

[Ru bus  coreanus^  Miq.), 

known  as  覆 莶子， found 

in  Hupeh.  Also  read  fer^ 
and  used  for  3525. 

To  spirt  out  of  the  mouth  ； 

to  blow^  out-,  to  puff  out. 

See  P 梟  1 1,026. 

噴水  to  spirt  water  out  of  the mouth, — to  lay  the  dust,  etc. 

噴符水  to  spirt  out  charm- 
water,  一  as  magicians  do,  for 
exorcism  or  other  purposes. 

噴布  to  spirt  water  over  cloth, . — as  tailors  do  to  damp  it. 

噴粪  to  spirt  out  ordure, 一 to abuse  people  with  foul  language. 

噴氣  to  blow  out  the  breath ; 
to  fume. 

令 人^噴 *  enough  to  make 
a  man  spirt  out  his  food, 一 with laughing. 

含 血噴人 ，先 汚其口 
he ，vho  spirts  blood  on  others 
must  first  foul  his  own  mouth. 

信口噴  to  blurt  out. 

疾言  lit  噴 tc>  taik  fast_ 噴壺  a  watering-pot  with  a  rose. 

噴 雲吐霧  to  smoke  opium. 

噴 雲虎兒  a  lizard  reputed 
to  exhale  vapour. 

噴錢獸  a  paper  animal  with 
a  man  inside  to  throw  paper 

money  out  of  its  mouth,  carried at  funerals. 

Read  pKen^. 

噴香。 r 香噴噴  fragrant. 

花 綦噴鼻 ‘the clustering 
flowers  send  forth  a  sweet  smell. 

噴筒  a  rocket,— used  formerly 
in  fighting. 



[o85  ] 

歆 
8854 

体
 3 

8855 

•吻 

时笨 
ising  Lower, 

咪 
8856 

W 
8857 

.梗 
比餅 

••  ibing 

ising  Upper, 

W 
8858 

•庚 
56 

Even 

Irregular. 

w 
8859 

•庚 
:6崩 

•  thing 

Sven  Upper. 

w 
886o 

•敬 
•  pir^ 

r.  Zp^g 
•Pu»g 

P^g 

•pung 

^pung^ping 
. t^ong 
hdy  hid 

•  ̂bing 
nking  Upper 
Irregular. 

Same  as  8853. 

Rude  ；  rustic ;  stupid 
Used  for  1 1,025. 

Same  as  8853*. 

JE>JSSNC3rm 

An  awning；  a  shelter. 

拚 蠓之下  under  your  pro 
tection. 

To  pull  a  bow  to  the  full 
See  8862. 

3 弁騙  to  cheat. 

辨子手  a  swindler. 

To  join；  to  connect；  to 

baste,  as  before  sewing. 
Used  for  8858. 

將 絲萬嗣  may  you  have 
numerous  descendants ! 

To  scatter ；  to  split;  to 

crack.  To  jump ;  to  saunter. 
To  bubble  up.  Very；  ex¬ 
tremely. 

迸散 Qr 逃迸 tQ  flee  ’:n 
directions. 

石 榴迸開  the  pomegranate 
has  split  open. 

蒲芽 迸  the  rushes  sprout  forth. 

迸出來  to  jump  out. 

5^  ̂   to  take  a  pleasure- trip. 

迸跳  to  jump  about. 

火 星亂迸  sparks  flying  in 
all  directions. 

走得塵 土亂逬  covered 
with  dust  from  running. 

886o 

m 
8861 

R •蒸徑 

F.  y.paing^ 

See 朋 

Even  and 

Sinking  • 
Lower.- 

w 
8862 

R •蒸庚 

崩綳 YL.ping^p^eng 
Even  Upper. 

w 8863 

R .蒸 

See 崩 

Even  Upper. 

8864 

崩1
 

8865 

蒸 C,peng 

Yi.pett 

Y.pung^peing 

W.  cbang、pang 
^.peng^  y. 

pong 
^*peng 

M.pen 
Y  •  pung 
Sz.peng 

J.  ho 

A. bang 

Even  Upper. 

R, 

潺媛 淚久迸 my  welling tears  have  long  been  flowing. 

迸乾  very  dry. 

To  cover  with  earth. 

堋 土埋葬  to  fill  up  a  grave with  earth. 

Read  p^eng^.  A  target. 

A  stiff  or  stretched  bow； 

solid；  substantial.  6^8858. 

綳弓  to  stretch  a  bow  to  the 
full;  stout  archers. 

明弓兒  a  •  bamboo  bow  or spring,  by  the  recoil  of  which 
a  door  is  made  to  shut. 

5 朋 中彪外  strong  within  and elegant  without, -of  a  perfect  man. 

綳緊  to  stretch  out  tight. 

5 朗子 毛  a  defaulter;  a  swindler 

Menorrhagia.  See  8865. 

產血痴  flooding,  —  at  child¬ birth. 

Same  as  8866. 

To  collapse,  especially 

as  a  landslip  ；  to  become  a 

ruin；  see  3767.  Used  of  an 

Emperor’s  death.  Used  for 8863. 

山崩  the  mountain  collapsed Used  of  the  ruin  of  a  State. 

崩墜  to  collapse ;  to  fall  into ruins. 

崩坍  the  collapse  of  a  wall  or bank. 

崩崴  to  be  ruined. 
崩裂  to  break  open,  —  as  a ^ound. 

天下之 患在於 土崩, 

不在. 於瓦解 the  mis- fortunes  of  the  empire  consist 
rather  in  the  disintegration  of 
the  masses  .than  in  the  factions 
of  the  classes. 

崩1
 

886S 

雛 
8866 

R •毕 

v. 

paHg、 bang 

See 崩 

Even  Upper. 

tRT 
8867 

m 
8868 

R.  Vulgar. 

See 迸 

Even  Lower. 

唪 

8869 

瑋
 3 

8870 

董 

C.  cfung 

^fung F.  c^ung 

^.p^eng 

M.  I 

J  Cfung 

Sz. ) 

^pong 

J.  ho 

A.  boung 

Rising  Upper. 

崩駕  the  death  of  an  Emperor, 

後來文 帝駕崩 after- 
wards,  Wen  Ti  died. 

驚 崩聖駕  frightened  the 
Emperor  to  death. 

崩析  to  snap;  to  break. 
崩騰  furious, 一 as  a  hurricane. 

綱症。 r 崩漏  menstrual 
disease ;  menorrhagia.  Set  8865. 

崩帶  leucorrhoea. 血崩  flooding, — at  childbirth. 

不崩  not  going  to  ruin；  not diseased,  of— animals. 

若崩 厥 、稽首 _ bowed  their  heads  like  the  horns 

of  animals  falling  off, — sc.  in  awe 

To  wrap  up  in  a  cloth 

繃孩兒  to  bind  a  baby  in swaddling-clothes. 

作老娘 三十年 ，今日 

却倒像 繃孩兒  I  have 
been  a  married  woman  for  thirty 

years,  and  yet  to-day  I  am  a 
mere  baby  in  swaddling-clothes ! 

stretched  tight ;  taut. 

See  8647. 

To  jump；  to  hop；  to 
rebound.  Used  for  886o. 

起過頭  bounded  over  his 
head. 

鋒鼓子  a  tambourine. 
亂蹿  stamping  with  rage. 
See  3576. 

A  gem  for  the  mouth  of 
a  scabbard. 

鞞 f 奉有秘  the  gems  at  his scabbard’s  mouth  all  gleaming. 

J 奉  Controller  of  the  Stud  in Tibet. 

奉  Commandant  of  A  rchers. 
甲璋  Centurion  =  把總 • 



R. 

8871 

董 
C.  cfung 

. cp、ung w.X 

N.  Yung 

P./WW yX 

K,  pong 
ho 

A.  Houng 

Rising  Upper 

I»EH>arO- IO86 

霉 

Full  of  leaves；  luxuriant 

growth. 

魴1
 

R. 

8872 

庚 
C.  Jong 

H.  ip'-ang 
F.  jeing、 

hwong 

V^.'Joa K./ 阿 

「•  hd、 hid 
j^fon^ 

Even 

Irregular. 

8876 

隹 

See 碰 

R. 

，秦 蕃萋  gro
wing  luxu riantly. 

The  space  inside  the  door 
of  the  ancestral  temple. 

Also  read  fang' • 

伴1
 

R. 

8873 

庚 
C.  spring 

F.  Joeing 
W.  iMng 

N.  J^eng K./ ㈣ 

]•  hd、 hid 
A.  ibing 

Even 

Irregular. 

To  cause  to  go  or  be  •’ 
to  send. 

乃伴 我有夏  (God)  has 
caused  me  to  obtain  the  empire 

方擬耑 伴請教 Iwas just 
proposing  to  send  a  messenger 
to  enquire  about  you. 

8874 
R •庚 
C. 

c/ ㈣ 
F. 丄 ping、 

K.p'-io/ig 

J.  ho、 hid 
A.  ibing 

Even  Upper 

Irregular. 

To  grasp  ；  to  follow 
Used  with  8873. 

枰擊  to  go  for;  to  attack 
person’s  character. 

枰彈  to  pull  to  pieces;  to  decry. 

‘工 

8875 

R. 庚 

?.peng,ping 

pang、 ping 

See  G* 

Even  Upper. 

A  ditch  -  a  creek  ；  an 

artificial  creek,  dry  at  low 

water,  used  for  docking 
boats. 

洋涇浜  a  creek  at  Shanghai, 
dividing  the  French  and  English 
settlements. 

The  shell  of  a  long  nar¬ 

row  bivalve,  used  as  a scoop. 

Sinking 

Lower. 

m 

8877 

朋:
 

R. 

8878 

蒸 
C.  p(  hi g 

H.  p^cn 

F.  i>eing 

W.  bung 

N.  bhig、 bang 

P.  p、hig 

M.  _ 

f、ung 

Same  as  8876. 

A  friend  of  the  same  bent 

as  oneself  同德 爲朋; t。 

associate ;  applied  to  bival¬ 

ves  {see  41 57).  To  match - 
to  pair.  See  友  13,429 

[Now  commonly  written  as 
below.l 

\k,  ping 

hd、bd 

A. bang 

Even  Lower, 

良朋  a  good  friend. 

賓 朋滿座  friends  fill  his house, 

朋夥  friends  and  associates. 

朋充  to  associate  with  in  obtain 
ing  a  post  for  a  friend.  Also 
used  of  two  near  relatives  who 

are  petty  official  employes  in  the 

same  neighbourhood,  and  there¬ 
fore  supposed  to  be  in  collusion 

朋  an  association  of  friends ; 
a  clique；  a  cabal. 

朋 此爲奸  to  associate  for treasonable  purposes. 

朋友  a  friend. 朋友們  a  term  applied  to clerks  in  y  a  mens, 

眞朋友 淡淡如 •水 true friends  are  tasteless  as  water, 

假朋友 蜜裏調 油 false friends  mix  oil  with  the  honey 
一 of  their  tongues. 

狐 朋狗友  bad  friends;  on bad  terms. 

酒  _  朋 友  friends  while  there is  wine  and  meat  to  be  had. 

朋，
 

8878 

朋友 髙搭牆 fronds  should 
have  a  high  wall  between  them, 
—too  much  familiarity  breeds contempt. 

杆兒上 的朋友  friends  0] 
the  staff, 一 beggars. 

好朋情  very  friendly. 
1 朋 酒斯響  the  two  goblets  0: I  wine  are  enjoyed. 

群居 而朋飛 they live  to 
gether  and  fly  together. 

百朋  a  hundred  sets  of  cowries — a  large  sum  of  money. 

無朋  without  a  peer.  Also,  no to  fit,  as  shoes,  i.e.  not  to 對 
with  the  feet. 

分二朋  to  divide  into  tw( sides, — as  for  football,  etc. 

朋頭  the  captain  of  a  side. 

8879 

R .蒸 

To  associate  with  ；  t( 

help.  See  8878. 

See 朋 

Even  Lower. 

棚5
 

888o 

R. 

庚靑 

H.  j  ̂ 

K.  pang 

H、ae 
、 

N.  bhig、 bang 

p'eng 

m.  r 

v.  P、ung 

Sz. ] 

K.ping^p^mg 

J.  hd、 bio 

A. bang 

Even  Lower. 

A  covering,  generally  q 

matting；  an  awning ；  a  s-hed 
Used  with  8901. 

天棚  a  mat  awning,  put  ove court-yards  in  summer  to  kee 
out  the  sun. 

三 朋四友 ，碗 酒狭肉 
a  cup  of  wine  and  a  snack  with 
every  friend, — of  a  “jolly  good 

fellow.” 

衣 冠不正 ，朋 友之過 
if  your  cap  is  not  straight,  your 
friend  is  to  blame.  Applied 

figuratively  to  morals. 

凉  an  awning;  a  porch. 

戲棚  a  temporary  theatre. 

過街棚  *mat  coverings  ove] 
head  in  streets. 

更棚  a  watchman’s  shed. 
茶棚  a  booth  where  tea  is  sole 

as  at  fairs,  etc. 

三面看 棚櫛计 the  shed (= stands)  all  round  for  watet 

ing  (the  football)  were  like  th teeth  of  a  comb, — so  thick. 

棚匠  mat-shed  builders. 
_  to  roll  up  a  mat  shed. 

柝棚  to  pull  行 own  a  mat  shec 

洋棚  the  nassenger-stations  ( the  Yang-tsze  steamer  companie： 

虛 土棚蓋 t。 0V{ (pits)  with  a  layer  of  earth. 



p ‘自 

1087 

遍1
 

iff!} 
8881 

R •葱 

we 悃:澎 Even  Lower. 

擁 
8882 

8883 

R •蒸 TiXv 

U、 p、in、pLcn 
Y^  peing^  v. 

pong 

See 朋 
Even  Lower. 

ir 
8884 

R •葱 fiW 

See 朋 

Even  Lower. 

8885 

R. 蒸 
See 朋 

Even  Lower. 

The  noise  of  dashing 
iwater. 

See  8863. 

Borax,  known  as 硼砂 

(which  is  also  used  for 

a  impure  soda”)，  brought 
from  Tibet. 

彭 
2 

8887 

N.  be?ig 

P.  pleng 

Y.  p、nng 

J .  ho^  bid A.  baitig 

Even  Lower. 

溺1
 

8886 

R •葱 7Tfr 

See 堋 
Even  Upper. 

w 
8887 

纟庚陽
 

H.  j  p^ang W.  bat 

Hair  hanging  down  the 

back.  See  9618. 

A  fabulous  bird  of  enor¬ 

mous  size;  the  Rukh. 

化 而爲烏 ，其 名爲鵬 
(this  huge  fish)  changes  info  a 
bird,  called  the  E.ukh.  See  6525. 

鵬之背 ，不知 其幾千 
里也  the  back  of  the  Rukh  is 
I  know  not  how  many  thousand 
li  broad. 

大 鵬展翅  the  great  Rukh 
has  spread  its  wings, — of  a  rising 
man. 

鵬 程萬里  like  the  Rukh’s 
journey  of  10,000  li, — he  has 
risen  high  in  office. 

The  noise  of  dashing 
water. 

繃湃  roaring  billows;  see  8584. 

To  be  strong  and  hand¬ 
some. 

彭亨  proud;  contemptuous. 

彭城  an  old  name  for  徐州 
Hsii-chou  Fu  in  Kiangsu. 

澎 2
 

8888 

: •庚 

See 彭 

Even  Lower. 

甏‘
 

8889 

R •敬 

N. bang 

See 碰 

J.  bd、 bid 

Sinking 

Lower. 

m 
8890 

膨
 2 

8891 

r •庚 

See 彭 

Even  Lower. 

Mr 8892 

r .庚 

See 彭 

Even  Lower. 

彭縣  name  of  a  District  in Ssuch^ian. 

彭祖 。> ■老彭 Tsu,- I  the  Methuselah  of  China. 

i 彭祖 得之， 上及有 

虞 ，下 及五伯  P'eng  Tsu obtained  it  (  ),  and  lived  from 

the  time  of  Shun  until  the  time 

of  the  Five  Princes, — from  2255 
to  the  7  th  century  b.c. 

呂望之 彭刀兮 u 
Wang^  breaking  his  sword (?  8890). , 

Read  p、 ang'  •  To  be 
numerous. 

行 人彭彭  the  travellers  are numerous. 

以 車彭彭  all  splendid  cu' riage -horses.  . 

四 牡彭彭  my  four  horses 
never  halt. 

The  noise  of  da^Unp* u 
water. 

澎湖  the  Pescadores,  bepi^^n\ 
Formosa  and  Amoy. 

A  squat  jar,  with  low 
neck,  for  holding  spirits, 

etc. 

Same  as  8912.  See  8887. 

Fat；  swollen.  See  10,864. 

膨脬。 1 ■膨脹 Puffed  out- swollen ;  dropsical. 

膨悶  the  feeling  of  distention 
which  often  accompanies  dys¬ 

pepsia. 
A  land-crab. 

膨棋子 crab，s  eggs. 
無爪 _蜞  a  clawless  crab, —— a  useless  fellow. 

怦1
 

8893 

R .庚 

H.//// 

T  : 'i?ig 

N.'.l  bi,,S 

R  jHng 

M.  
j 

Y. 

Sz. ) 

K.  p^yong 

J.  hei、 bid 

A.  bin^  Jaing 

Even  Lower. 

砰1
 

8894 

R •庚 

F.  J'-eing,  v, S.pLa?ig 

K  fins 

fVen  Upper. 

神 

8895 

m 8896 

R •東 

See 篷
 

Even  Lower. 

鋒
 2 

8897 

R •東冬 

江 

^ 篷鋒 

Even  Lower 

and  Upper. 

w 8898 

K 東 

See 篷 

Even  Lower. 

m 

8899 

8900 

Impulsive  ；  earnest. 

急悴。 > •冲 1 平  eager ;  hasty. 

心怦怦 而欲動  eager  to do  something-,  to  bring  about  a change. 

忠忤  loyai  and  earnest. 

The  crash  of  falling  rocks. 

砰 然如雷  with  a  crash  like 
thunder. 

笮 f  隱  abundant;  numerous. 

Same  as  8903. 

To  whirl,  as  the  wind 

does. 

蜂 起塵土  wl)irling  心  dust 
in  clouds. 

The  noise  of  drums. 

Dishevelled  ；  unkempt. 

零鬆  dishevelled, 一 as  hair. 

f 頭垢面  unkempt  hair  and 
a  dirty  face. 

Same  as  8901. 

Same  as  8896. 



P  咱  NGi* 

1088  ] 

^6Eisrc3r 

8901 r 東 
c. 

p、 額 g H. 

F. 

N.  I  bu
n^ 

V.pLb/g 
M. 

Y. 

Sz. 

K.  pong 

J.  hd^  bo 
A. bovnf 

Even  Lftwer. 

pLung 

蓬!
 

8902 R 東 
See 篷 

Mats  woven  from  bam¬ 

boo  and  other  leaves  ；  a 

covering  ；  an  awning ;  a  sail. 
Used  with  8880. 

蓬寮  mat  sheds. 

蓬  a  thatched  hut, — my  hum¬ 
ble  house. 

帳 蓬  tents  for  soldiers;  a  mat 
shed. 

車篷子  the  awning  of  a  cart. 

搭 蓬 ⑺  I^t  up  an  awning. 

篷船  a  sailing-vessel. 

蓬 帆  sail-cloth;  sails. 

篷繩  rigging- 

篷桅 a  mast. 

扯 起滿篷 t。 set  fuI1 

_  close-reefed. 

轉蓬  to  go  about, 

g 脚索 the  sheet  of  a  sail. 

帶住蓬 _ 脚 hauled  in  the sheet. 

篷過脚  to  gibe  a  sail. 

駛勻篷  to  sail  close  to  the wind. 

蓬  the  housings  of  sails. 

^8  ̂   a  sail  fluttering, — as  when 
too  close  to  the  wind. 

飄篷 泛梗  a  fluttering  sail 
and  a  wobbling  tiller, — used  of 
persons  who  wander  over  the 

country  at  random. 

蓮篷  the  seed-case  or  ripe  re¬ 
ceptacle  of  the  lotus,  when  the 

leaves  have  fallen.  See  8902. 

一篷傘  an  open  umbrella. 

Even  Lower. 

One  of  the  Compositce、 

identified  by  the  Japanese 

with  Erigeron  Kamschati- 

cum、 D.C.  ；  its  woolly  seeds 

fly  about  like  hair.  Tang¬ 

led  ；  overgrown;  luxuriant; 
see  8715. 

蓬萬  Rubus  Lambertianus、 Ser. 
See  6840. 

蓬蒿  Chrysanthemum  coronari- 
um^  L. 

蓬  ̂so^a  饥 ctritima,  Dumort. 

蓬,
 

8902 

捧 3
 

8903 

K •腫 

C.  pKun^fung W..pung 

Y.  p^ung^  v Ip^ung 

^  .p^ung 

N.  bung、 p、ung 

P.  p、hig 

M 

Y .*  j  P、unS 

%i,p、ung、p''eng K.  pong 

J.  ho 

A. boung Rising 

Irregular. 

蓬牖 ％ 蓬窗  a  weed-grown 
window. 

蓬蓽。 r 蓬戶。 r 蓬門 a 
poor  scholar’s  house. 

蓬茆 而甘藜 藿而不 

怨  willing  for  coarse  vegetables 
in  a  hut  without  repining, — love 

•  in  a  cottage. 

蓬鬆  dishevelled.  See  8898. 

蓬首。 i •蓬 考頭 with  untidy disordered  hair, — from  the  line 
in  the  首如 飛蓬. 

蓬萊山 cneofthe 三神山 
Three  Isles  of  the  Blest  (fzcucxpuv 

viyVo ‘)， 一 said  to  lie  in  the  Eastern 
sea,  off  the  coast  of  China ;  fairy¬ land. 

蓬萊 w 蓬島。 r 蓬瀛 
names  for  Peking. 

蓬萊縣  name  of  a  District  in 
Shantung. 

如蓮實 在蓬1 ike  lQtus - seeds  in  their  cups.  See  7115, 

8901. 

蓬星  a  baleful  star. 

桑 狐蓬矢  a  mulberry- wood bow  and  a  p^ng  arrow, —  an¬ 
ciently  hung  up  at  the  door  on 
the  birth  of  a  male  child. 

上有飢 雁號， 下有枯 

蓬  above  the  hungry  geese 
cry,  below  the  dried  seeds  of  the 

p^ng  run  along. 

To  hold  up  in  both  hands. 
To  offer  respectfully  ；  see 

10,547.  To  scoop  up.  Also 
read  fhig\ 

t 奉  # t0  hold  up  with  both  hands. 

棒碗  to  hold  a  bowl  with  both hands. 

: 住  to  hold  firmly. 

棒着 3  hold  it  firmly. 
雲棒日  the  clouds  support 

(encircle)  the  sun. 

wooden  handcuffs. 

一 棒東西  a  double  handful. 

棒水飮  to  drink  out  of  the 
hands. 

棒茶  to  present  a  cup  01.  tea. 
棒出  to  bring  forth  carrying  in 
both  hands. 

捧
 3 

8903 

奉 
8904 

m
3
 

8905 

R •重 

See 醇 

Rising  Upper. 

% 

8906 

R 東 

2 

See 篷 

"^ven  Lower. 

JYU 

8907 

R •庚 

C.p^ang 

F.  pacing 
' 

W./W 

^.p^eng^  p^ang ^^eng 

l  fin 

Y.  p、ung 

Sz.p'-eng 
^.pLeng 

J.  ho s hid 

K

.

 

f

a

i

n

g

 

Even  

Upper. 

m 

8908 

r. 庚 

See 伴 

A.  s.bing 

Even  Upper 

Irregular. 

棒誦 or 棒讀 t。 hold  up and  read;  to  read  reverently;  to 
attentively  peruse. 

棒臭脚  to  take  a  stinking  foot in  hand, — to  do  a  man’s  dirty 

w(  V 

See  8871. 

Fragrant. 

Luxuriant  ；  bushy. 

兀 充其麥  the  wheat  growing 

luxuriantly. 

有 芄者狐  the  bushy-tailed 

foxes. 

To  boil ;  to  cook. 

烹茶。 r  烹茗  tQ  P^pare  tea. 

烹湯  to  make  soup. 
烹 宰  to  boil  and  kill, — the  work of  a  cook. 

烹 飪之事  the  business  of  a 

cook. 

烹楂  to  boil  and  fry. 
'k 大國若 烹小鮮 

govern  a  great  State  as  you  would 

cook  a  small  fish, —— don’t  overdo 
it.  Cf.  pas  trop  gouverner. 

烹調  to  boil  and  mix, 一 as  when 
preparing  medicines. 

烹煉  t。 decoct- 
自 烹其身  he  burnt  himself. 

兔 死狗烹  when  the  hare  is 
caught,  to  boil  the  dog, -for  food; 
sc.  ingratitude. 

Illicit  intercourse  with 
maid-servants. 

餅頭  a  lover, 一 in  the  sense  of the  French  amant. 
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8909 

SEe 烹彭 
Even  Upper 
and  Lower. 

w 

8910 

R •靑 
FX 

•  cP'finS 
See 瓶 
Even  Lower. 

m 

8911 

w 

8912 
R.  Vulgar. 

C.p^ung\ 

Pa”gx 
H.  -p^ung, 

c/ 阿 

F.  P^ansri- 
W.  6a/ 

bang: 
w 
M. 

Y.  p、ung 
Sz. 

A.  zbaing^ 
baing^ 

Sinking 

Lower. 

The  noise  of  boards 

striking  together. 

A  species  of  Iris  \  see 

9958. 

Read pHngx.  To  cause; 
to  make  ；  to  have  to  do 

with.  See  5382. 

民 有肅心 ，弃 云不逮 
some  have  a  mind  to  enter 

(public  life),  but  they  are  made 
to  think  it  is  of  no  use  to  do  so. 

^  I  will  have  nothing 

to  do  with  a  wasp. 

Same  as  8912. 

To  run  against  ；  to  bump  ； 
to  collide  with. 

碰撞 t<3  run  up  against. 

碰壤。 1 •碰破  to  damage  by 
running  into. 

相碰  to  collide. 

碰礁  to  strike  on  a  rock. 

碰沒。 '•碰 沈  to  sink  a  vessel 
by  collision. 

碰釘子  to  run  up  against  a 
nail,  —  as  when  a  too  officious 
person  gets  a  severe  rebuke. 

碰回去  to  go  back  disap¬ 
pointed. 

碰見  to  run  up  against, — as  an 
acquaintance. 

碰着  {chao1)  take  care  don’t 
hit ! 一 a  street  cry. 

袍^  ̂   {cho1)  whenever  it  happens that . 

沒 有碰着  {chad1')  I  have never  come  across  one. 

碰機會  to  hit  upon  an  oppor¬ 
tunity.  、 

碰蓮氣  to  hit  upon  the  luck； 
to  have  the  luck  .(good  or  bad, 
as  the  case  may  be)  to. 

碰頭  to  kotow  (see  6114);  to 
meet. 

m 

8912 

偃 89!3 

8914 

R •職 

P./r 

U.pH 

See 逼 

Entering 

Upper. 

福
好
 

s9rS R •屋職 

C.fuk^pik 

F。 houk'p'aik W./« 

P.//° 

K,  pok^pidk 

Yfuku^kioku^ hiki 

A.  bik Entering 

Upper. 

8916 

R. 

碰 頭聚飮  to  meet  together and  drink, 一 as  friends. 

碰巧了  occasionally ;  it  may happen  that;  very  likely. 

碰到 了 點兒上 if  there were  the  slightest  mistake  on 

my  part  (colloquial). 

我寧肯 傾了家 ，也要 

逼
 w 

8918 

R •職 

C.  pik 
H.  pet 
Y.pdk 

W.  //,  bie^ 

N.//々 

P.c// 

和他 碰一碰  if  it  costs me  all  I  have,  I’ll  have  it  out with  him. 

PL 

Same  as  8918. 

Te  be  oppressed. 

心 t 畐意 而紛紜  the  heart distressed  and  disturbed, 

fits  sincere ;  truthful. 

See 逼 

K,piok^  b  ik Entering 

Upper. 

8917 

R •職 

C.  pik 
H.//V 

See 逼 

K./ ‘以, v.  piok 

A./uk Entering 

Upper. 

A  piece  of  wood,  called 

福衡，  fastened  across  the 
horns  of  oxen,  to  prevent 

them  from  goring.  Also 

read  fu^. 

A  public  bath-house. 

不 共福洛  they  do  not  g0  t0 the  baths  together. 

福然  sternly ;  gravely. 

To  dry  by  the  fire. 

Sz.  pi 

piok ̂   v.f'tp 

J.  hiki、 hioku A.  bik 
Entering 

Upper. 

89i9 

•真 

C.pei^pet^ 

To  crowd  ；  to  press；  to 

urge  ；  to  compel ;  to  op¬ 
press.  Close  by  ；  near. 

人 逼擠擁  PeoPle  pressing 
round  on  all  sides. 

逼迫。 r 逼勒。 r 逼令 to 
compel;  to  force. 

逼 令改嫁 t。  force  (a  widow) 
to  marry  again. 

逼 民爲盜  to  force  people  to become  robbers, — as  by  oppres¬ 

sive  government. 

被他逼 不過， 只得應 

not  being  able  to  resist  his 

importunities,  I  was  obliged  to 
comply. 

逼  ̂   01 ■逼死  t0  force  t0 
commit  suicide. 

逼 无 無奈 forced  into  a 
position  in  which  there  is  no 
alternative. 

其 藝 逼 己 心 （rival’s)  skill 
pressed  hardly  on  his  own, 
making  him  envious. 

逼  to  extort. 逼壓  to  keep  down;  to  intimi¬ date. 

威逼  to  intimidate;  to  terrorise 

逼溜  to  divert  or  force  the current. 

逼 供  to  extort  evidence. 

逼着 叫  forced  one  to  —  v 

逼奈 rape. 
^  ̂   to  ov

erawe. 此 太逼人  this  is  bringing  it home  too  closely  to  a  person 

此殆逼 其眞相 也 this brings  out  its  objective  present 
ment, —— a  concrete  suggestion  of 
some  abstract  condition. 

邪逼  leggings. 逼近  very  close;  to  press  on towards. 

逼 視遠觀  looking  at  it  close 
or  from  a  distance, — as  a  painting, 

逼鄰  neighbouring. 

mm  narrow ;  restricted. The  nose  (originally  自）. 

Radical  209.  See  1 2,365. 

鼻 子眼。 r 鼻孔 w 鼻嘧 
the  nostrils. 
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鼻!
 

8919 

H.//i 

W.  bir,  bit- 
N.  bih、、 beh^ 

P.  Sfi 

I'M 
Y.pik 

K.pi 

J.  bi A. 

Irregular 
Lower. 

鼻孔腐 得向下 happily 
the  nostrils  point  downwards, —— 
otherwise  they  would  catch  the 
rain ! 

鼻  the  bridge  of  the  hose. 

鼻界  the  cartilage  between  the 
nostrils. 

鼻 準 or  鼻端  the  tip  of  the nose. 

拏他 作個鼻 子頭兒 
make  him  a  nose-tip, 一 follow 
him  as  an  example.  : 

鼻涕  mucus  from  the  nose; 
snivel. 

三 行— y 鼻涕  ㈣ ig.  子)， 

兩  fj/uzngt  狼  three  streams 
of  snivel  and  two  of  tears, — of 
violent  weeping. 

鼻  to  weep  with  the  nose;  to 
snivel. 

鼻塞  nose  stuffed,  一  as  with  a 
cold. 

槇鼻子  to  blow  the  nose. 

勻鼻- •鸚 鵡鼻。 r 鷹鼻 a  .hook  nose. 

隆 鼻  a  high  or  aquiline  nose. 

鼻 直口方  straight  nose  and 
square  mouth, 一 as  a  type  of 
masculine  beauty. 

鼻腻  a  shiny  nose, 一 considered 
a  beauty  in  a  woman. 

懸鼻  a  tip-tilted  nose. 

鼻烟  snuff.' 鼻  jfe 丑  to  bleed  at  the  nose. 

鼻痔  nose  piles, — polypi. 

聞之可 爲酸鼻 the  sme11 
of  him  makes  one’s  nose  sour，- 

said  by  Emperor  光武  Kuang 

Wu  of 劉尙  Liu  Shang. 

鼻 息漸粗  their  breathing 
gradually  became  heavier. 

仲 我鼻息  he  is  entirely 
dependent*  on  me. 

鼻角  rhinoceros, -a  foreign  term 

打 開鼻子 說亮話 t。 
speak  openly  ；  to  play  “cards 

down •” 三 鼻子眼 多出氣 three 
nostrils  blow  out  too  much  air, 
— of  a  meddlesome,  interfering 

person. 

_ 鼻子豎 眼 t0  turn  up  the 
nose  and  stare  at  contemptuously. 

8919 

荸 
8920 

熊 
8921 

必‘
 

8922 

R •質 

W.  pit 
Y.peik 

w.».3 

P.». 

U.pi 

\.pik 
Sz.  pi 

K.//7 

J.  hitsz、 hie  hi 
A.  tet Entering 

Upper. 

8923 

牛鼻 子道人  a  nickname 
applied  to  諸葛亮  Chu-ko 
Liang,  because  of  his  flat  nose. 

聽 人穿鼻 [his  Majesty]  lets himself  be  led  by  the  nose. 

Said  by  張彥 of  the  Liang 
dynasty.  See  2739. 

鼻祖  the  founder  of  the  family. 

自古  鼻  from  earliest  antiquity. 

See  9424. 

See  9031. 

To  be  certain  ；  to  be 

necessary  •’  must. 

必定。 r 必 然。 r 必得 or 

必要。 r 必須  it  is  certain that；  it  is  necessary  that. 

必 要如此  it  must  be  so. 

必 有此事  the  thing  must have  happened;  it  must  have 
been  so. 

不必  need  not ;  not  necessarily. 

未必。 r 不可必 it  is  not certain ;  not  necessarily.  [The 

first  p.lso  means  “it  is  not  likely.’’] 

雖 不能必 其有無 
although  it  is  impossible  to  say 
for  certain  whether  it  exists  or 

not. 

何必  why  must . ?  what  is the  necessity? 

勢 必敢落  the  circumstances make  defeat  certain. 

必然之 勢  a  case  of  necessity. 

未見其 必然也 they  do not  make  it  clear  that  it  is  so, — as  they  say. 

毋必  no  arbitrary  predetermin¬ 
ations, 一 said  of  Confucius. 

必 也：谭 無訟乎  what  is essential,  is  to  cause  the* people 
to  have  no  litigations. 

必 由之路  the  route  one cannot  help  following. 

Same  as  8925. 

P 炎
 

8924 

R •質屑 

C.pei\ 

See 秘必 

別 
J.  hit s%^  bechi 
A.  tU、、 biet^ Entering 

Irregular. 

w 

8925 

R •質 

C.  pei^^pei^ 

F./从了 

See 弼 

K

.

 

/

/

7

 

J.  hitsz 

A.  te^ 

Entering 

Irregular. 

w 

8926 

R •質屑 

See A. 三"， biet 
Entering 

Irregular. 8927 

r •寘 

C.pei3 

n.pi 

Y,pei 
W. 

N. 

P. 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 

K

.

 

p

i

 

J.  
hi 

k.bi 

Sinking 

Upper. 

泌 
‘ 

8928 

k 真質 

See 您 

Sinking 

Upper. 

\pl 

To  talk  ；  to  chatter.  Used 
for  8933. 

P^'  P|j5  = 多言  talk- 

ative. 

To  be  rude. 

威  f  jtt  their  deportment 
(when  drunk)  becomes  light  and frivolous. 

To  strike  playfully. 

Read  pi%  or  Tc 

pierce. 
Read  pieh''  To  brush 

away. 

To  guard  against ；  care； 
caution.  To  be  distressed 

Laborious.  To  gush  out. 

毖後患  to  be  on  one’s  guard 
against  future  calamity. 

懲 前毖狻  to  blame  oneselfj for  the  past  and  be  on  one’s 
guard  for  the  future. 

無 毖于恤  do  not  be  distress 
ed  with  sorrow. 

劼毖  strenuously  cautious. 
[Correct  4224.] 

遠彼秦 4 hQw  the  water 
bubbles  up  from  that  spring ! 

To  gush  forth,  as  water. 
Name  of  a  river  in  Honan. 

泌 之洋洋 ，可 以樂饑 
by  the  wimpling  stream  from 
my  fountain,  in  my  joy  (I  can 

forget)  hunger. 

泌 水樂錐  a  phrase  based 
upon  the  above,  referring  to 

the  superiority  of  private  over 

public  life. 
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8929 

R .
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See 必 

A.  tet^ 
Entering 
Upper. 

m 

8930 

r •寘黠 
See 您 

SinkingUpper. 

m 

8931 

秘‘
 

8932 

R •寘 
See 您 

Sinking 

Upper. 

A  gem  or  ornament  on  a 
scabbard. 

at. 
To  look  straight  ；  to  gaze 

Correct  form  of  8932. 

Secret  ；  mysterious  ；  ab¬ 
struse. 

秘密。 r 隱秘  hidden;  secret. 

無關 秘密者  not  involving 
any  (e.g.  State)  secrets. 

秘傳  to  secretly  hand  down, — 
as  a  valuable  prescription. 

秘 授神方  to  secretly  com¬ 
municate  a  marvellous  prescrip¬ 
tion. 

秘製  prepared  from  a  secret 
recipe. 

難 以自秘 i  cannot  keep  it 
for  myself  alone, 一 of  knowledge. 

以事不 正秘之  because 
it  was  aii  objectionable  matter, 

they  kept  it  secret. 

秘書 or 秘文  writings  of  a 
secret  or  mysterious  character. 

秘其書  kept  the  book  secret. 

千 古道秘  an  old  Taoist  for¬ 
mula  or  cabbalistic  term, 一 e.g. 

a 門  ， 班 4792. 

妙秘  very  abstruse. 

秘法  a  secret  method. 

秘計  underhand  devices. 

秘閣。 r 中秘  the  Han  lin 
College.  Originally,  a  museum, 
in  which  the  Emperor  Wu  Ti 
of  the  Han  dynasty  kept  his 
manuscripts  and  pictures.  Later 
on,  a  term  applied  to  the  Im 
perial  Library. 

s933 

R. 質 

C.pei\fyt^ 

pyh 
F.  pei'peik。、 

N.  di/ly 

K.fi/ 

J.  hitsz 
A.  tit^  biet^ 

Entering 

Irregular. 

w 8934 R •霽屑 

&薛屑 

Sinking  and Entering 

Lower. 

必 r 8935 

R •寘 

See  秘、 

k.bi\bU) 
Sinking 

Upper. 

闆 4
 

8936 

R •
寘
 

See 您 

Sinking 

Upper. 

w 8937 

R. 寘
 

See 您 

Sinking 

Upper. 

IT
 

8938 

r •質屑 

c./«° 

See 秘必 

別 

J.  hitsz、 hetsz 
A.  bi\  bU^ 

Entering 

Irregular. 

To  kick,  as  a  ball, 

read  pie k 狄. 

Fragrant. 

苏 芬  sweet-smelling. 

其芬孝 ̂   示卩  fragrant  has  been your  filial  sacrifice. 

芯 審  a  kind  of  sedge  with  an edible  root. 

苏芻  a  bhikshu.  See  比少 4 
8942. 

Also 

Name  of  a  place  in  the 

ancient  State  of  鄭  Ch6ng. 

Secret  ；  hidden. 

深閟  secret;  mysterious. 

閟匿  to  lie  hid;  to  abscond. 

閟 愼無洩  be  very  careful not  to  let  the  matter  leak  out. 

A  frame  for  keeping  a 

bow  at  its  right  tension. 

The  sweet  savour  of 

sacrificial  food. 

nr 

8939 R •質寘 

C.pei0 

& 秘弼 

A.  bi\  bet0 

Sinking  and 

Entering 

Upper 

and  Lower. 

祕， 

8940 

R- 質
 

See 辛必必 

A.  bi\  bet0 

Entering 

Upper. 

匕 8 

8941 

R •紙 

C:pei  上 

See 此 

Rising  Upper, 

比 3
 

8942 

R •紙真 

支 
Q,pei 
n.pi 

Y.pi^pei 

N：|^
W 

M.  I 

Y.  \pi 
Sz.  I 

K.  1 

]•  hi、bi 
A)" Rising  Upper 

Sinking 

Lower. 

A  sleek,  strong  horse. 

A  kind  of  bleak  (Squalio- 
barbus  curriculus). 

石鉍魚  a  species  of  七 leak 
with  pink  eyes. 

A  spoon ;  a  ladle.. •  Ra¬ 

dical  21.  [To  be  distin¬ 
guished  from  七  1055.]  See 

10,988. 

有梂棘 L  long  and  curved 
were  the  spoons  of  thorn^wood. 

匕 a  spoon;  a  dagger. 

挟 b 首欲以 棘他^ - cealing  a  dagger  with  which  he 
meant  to  stab  him. 

又所常 持扇， 內藏利 

匕首*  二 1  also  the  fan  he  com¬ monly  used,  containing  two  sharp 

daggers.  [Of  the  eunuch  Liu 

Chin.] 

To  compare.  A  group 

of  five  families.  To  effect 

a  union.  Radical  81, 

比頫 此例。 r  it 擬 OT 

it 並。 rJt 作  to  compar
e  ； 

to  treat  analogously. 

此較  to  arrange  in  order  ；  to 
classify. 

此 較起來  when  you  begin 
to  compare  them, . 

上 [j  ― »  上匕  compare  the  two. 
炖不上 （or 不得。 r 不 

來。 r 不起。 I •不 去。 r 

不過） not  to  be  compared with. 

it 不得 一瑰兒 they  are not  to  be  compared. 
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8942 

亨 上匕 it 匕乎 how  can  it  be 
compared  with  this? 

於  compared  with.  See below. 

上匕 予 于 毒 y°u  compare  me 
with  poison. 

上 匕方。 r 此如 . fbr  instance; 
a  comparison. 

比曹則 不足, 方基則 

有  inferior  to  Ts^ao  but superior  to  Chi. 

上匕紫 J*  to  pair;  to  match. 

J：Jj  Q  see  8080,  and  1625. 

此試  to  compete  with. 

i"(l  to  compete,  —  as  at  ar. exhibition. 

to  talk  on  the  fingers. 

此喻  a  metaphor. 

上匕語  a  simile;  parallel  phrases. 

此詞 1  to  criticise. 

上匕  to  equalise. 

址照  Qr  比 你  according  to; 
analogous  to;  (legal)  to  treat  in 
an  analogous  way. 

着 身子作 tQ  make  t0 
measure, — as  clothes. 

他上 (l  我强  he  is  better  at  i
t 

than  I  am. 

it  他大一 歲  a  year  ddei" than  he  is. 

比 個米粒 兒還小 
smaller  even  than  a  grain  of  rice. 

一陣比 一陣夫 each  gust 
severer  than  the  last. 

世! 間少上 k  are  equal  to him. 

主府中 未有其 ^inthe 
prince’s  palace  there  is  nothing 
like  it, — of  a  jade  ornament. 

可 上匕  may  be  compared  with. 

無此  incomparable ;  peerless. 

计 典  metaphor  and  allusion. 

比差。 r 此辑。 1 •此捕 t。 call  to  account  constables  at 

the  expiration  of  a  period  within 
which  they  have  been  ordered 
to  produce  thieves  or  stolen 
property.  Failing  success,  the 
constables  are  bambooed,  and 
a  further  period  is  allowed. 

— 日 — »  此  a  bambpoing 
every  three  days, — as  above. 

比
 3 

8942 

八 此  anessay,  =  /V  股， 6227. 

上匕體 of  equal  rank;  man  and 
wife. 

五 家爲此  five  families  make 
a  pi\ 

比 間相接 hamlets ， 5 and  25  families  becoming  joined 

together,— by  increase  of  popu¬ lation. 

與他此 門而居 was  a neighbour  of  his.  See  7182. 

克 順克此  rendering  a  cor- dial  submission,  effecting  a  cor¬ dial  union. 

利時 國 ot 此國 Bel- 
gium. 
上^千  a  relative  of  the  tyrant 

糸寸辛  Chou  Hsin  (12th  cent. 
b.c.)  by  whom  he  was  disem¬ bowelled  for  outspokenness. 

Read  pi\  To  follow  ； 

to  meet  ；  to  arrive  ；  when. 
To  assemble.  Each；  every. 

To  sympathise. 

義 之與此  what  is  right,  he 
will  follow. 

不 此  not  to  be  a  partisan.  See 2450.  . 

不  it  不飛 not  to  fly  except in  pairs, 一 said  of  the  chien\  see 
1637. 

吾兄弟 此以安 let  us brethren  meet  together  in  peace. 

匪  t0  associate  with  criminals. 

^  in  recent  years. 

上匕及  and  by  the  time;  when. 

上 (l  及三年  in  three  years， 
time. 

此 及萝 1 房中 when  they  got into  the  room. 

上 (l  及天時  when  morninS came.  See  4313. 

比及回 家先問 and whenever  he  came  home,  he 
first  asked . 

此長  kc】ian^)  when  he  grew up . 

此長 不倦 never wearied ;  ever  indefatigable. 

Hi  卖! 1  continuously  to
 . 一日 只走得 三四十 

里 ，此 到得姚 Wincme 

比 3
 

8942 

day  they  only  went  30  or  40  /iy 
when  they  arrived  at  Yao-chcu. 

行此 至  travelling  until  you 
reach . 

hsingx  J：|j  — •菜 to  influen¬ ce  a  district, — for  good,  as  a 

worthy  magistrate. 

比 其反也 when  he  had 
returned 

此 經札行 and  then  1  in_ 

structed . 

上匕  文 王  when  it  came 
 to 

Wen  Wang, .  f 

上 k  卽報知  promptly  report- 
ed  it. 

此時  by  that  time;  then. 

此 時具物  t。 prepare  things 
in  season. 

大 上 匕之年 the  year  of  the 
great  triennial  examination  for the  2nd  degree. 

上匕 年 orj； 匕 歲  successive  years. 

歲此 不登 the  cr°ps  had 
failed  year  after  year.  See  10,858. 

願计 死者一 洒之1 wish  on  behalf  of  my  dead 

(ancestors),  to  wipe  away, — the 
shame. 

比今 之諸侯 t。 collect  the 
nobles  of  the  present  day. 

洽此其  _  they  assemble 

their  neighbours. 

比物  matched  in  strength,— as 
horses. 

上匕丘  a  bhikshu、 ox  wandering Buddhist'  mendicant,  generally 

credited  with  the  power  of  per¬ 

forming  miracles.  From  b  Inks  ha 

to  beg. 

上 匕丘甩  a  bhikshufii,  or  female 
Buddhist  mendicant. 

比戶  congratulations at  every  house, 一 as  at  New  Year 
time.  See  3582. 

上匕 屋皆然 every  house  was 
similarly  provided. 

此此  &也  each  °n
e  is  the 

same. 

回不此 焉 *  d。 ye  not sympathise  with  me? 

無肴  it  德  n。 selfish  consi* 

derations. 

Read  pli\ 

半  a  tiger-skin,  —  worn  in 
olden  times  by  tutors. 
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R. 紙 
C.  pei 
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P-/A/* 
M.  J 
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J.  hi 
A.  ti 

Rising  Upper 

jT 

8944 

.寘 

pei
) 

?: 卜 
l.W 
p.y/，/ 厂 
M.  cp、i、pei) 

1\p^
 

K
.
 
p
l
 

hi 

A.  "5 

Sinkin
g  

Upper
 

Irregu
lar. 

A  deceased  mother. 

顯妣。 > •先姚  my  deceased mother. 

祖妣  deceased  grandfather  and 
grandmother. 

考妣  deceased  father  and 
mother. 

秕 3
 

8945 

R. 紙 
C.  ip^ei 
H.  <pH 

F». Vf.sdi 
N.y/ 

K.pi 
. hi 

To  shelter  ；  to  protect 
to  screen. 

護庇。 1 •保庇  to  protect. 
庇民  to  protect  the  people. 
庇祐  divine  protection  and  aid 
永庇  for  ever  to  protect. 

庇短  to  screen  a  fault. 

藉庇康 摩  may 1  live  happily 
under  your  protection ! 

Grain  that  has  not  come 

to  maturity. 

chaff;  husks;  refuse.  Used 

in  the  sense  of  troublesome  and 
worthless.  See  2948. 

用秕稗  to  use  unripe  grain  or 
tares, — instead  of  good  grain. 

秕政  a  worthless  government. 

朝 多秕政  an  administration 
Rising (or  dynasty)  of  many  abortive 

Irregular. 
measures. 

IT 

8946 

R •齊 
C,peil 

A  tooth-comb；  to  comb. 
A  net  for  catching  crabs； v. 

fJ/
" 觉刀子 a  comb. 

觉髪  t。 comb  the  hair. 

觉 子 *  a  bamboo  steamer  or  tray 

粃 8947 

銳 
8948 

茔‘
 

8949 

{.寘 

also  for 

A .三" 
Sinking 

Lower. 

樘‘
 

89S° 

省 

Same  as  8945. 

Same  as  8954. 

To  compare；  to  match 

to  equal. 

A  palisade  ；  a  stockade. 

棰柢  chevaux  de  frise. 

See|^  周樫  an  old  name  for  a  prison. 
Rising  Lower. 

m 
8951 

R •薺 

See 陛 

Rising  Lower. 

陛 4
 

A  name  for  various  kinds 

of  shell-fish  ；  a  mussel. 

8952 

•.薺 

n.pH 

See 敝 

heL  bet 
A.  be 

Rising  Lower 

Irregular. 

Y；{^
° 

J.  hti 
A.  til 

Even 

Irregular. 

on  which  cakes  are  placed  over kettle. 

鐵饴子  a  gridiron. 

The  steps  of  the  Throne,  j 

升陛  to  ascend  steps. 
I、 beneath  the  steps, 一 a| 

phrase  applied  by  officials  to 
the  Emperor.  First  applied  to 
the  attendant  officials,  and  then  | 

因 車以達 尊之意 

也 ̂  transferred  from  the  lower 
to  the  higher. 

丹陛  the  Throne;  a  name  for Peking. 

立 于陛侧  standing  by  thej side  of  the  Throne. 

陛見  to  have  an  audience  of  the 
Emperor, 一 of  provincial  officials | 
from  3rd  grade  upwards ;  see\ 

陛辭  to  retire  from  an  audience.  | 

墜殿  the  audience  chamber. 
楓陛  the  palace.  See  3555. , 
人 君如堂 ，羣 臣如陛 i 

the  prince  is  the  dais,  his  ministers 
are  the  steps  to  it. 

陛 陛  abundant;  numerous. 

篦 

8953 

m 
8954 

之齊 

I  C-  cPai 

v.  pie 
K.// 

I  J.  hei 

I  A.  //,  be 

Even 

Irregular. 

辟 

8955 

壁"
 

8956 

R •錫 

Yi.piak 

F.  p、eik、 peik、 

piak 

^  .pi  ̂  pie 

pih 

W// 

U.pi 

Y.pik 

Sz.  pi 

K.piok 

J.  hcki、 hiaku A.  bik 

Entering 

Upper. 

Same  as  8946. 

A  ploughshare  ；  the  barb 
of  an  arrow;  a  hairpin  ；  a  I 

lever；  a  lancet. 

鐵鎞  a  crowbar. 金鐵 刮眼膜 tQ  remove  aj cataract  with  a  lancet. 

See  9016. 

A  wall  ；  fortifications  (seel 

1622)；  a  screen  ；  a  cliff. [ 

One  of  the  zodiacal  con-| 

stellations  ；  see  Tables、 Vb、 

壁子 ■牆壁 a  wall. 
隔壁。 r 間  ̂   a  partition  wall; next-door  neighbours. 

shadow  wall, — the  isolated 
wall  built  in  front  of  the  entrance 

to  a  house  or  temple,  and  sup¬ 

posed  to  prevent  the  ingress  of 
evil  spirits  who  can  only  advance 
on  straight  lines. 

壁燈  lanterns  hung  on  the above. 

照壁  panels  or  screens  behind the  dais  in  an  official  hall. 

壁畫 是梁年 wall-painting 
dates  from  the  Liang  dynasty, 一 

said  by  Lo  Pin-wang； 

壁中經 （ot 古文）  copies of  the  classics,  in  a  character 
different  from  the  current  style, 

said  to  have  been  found  in  the 

wall  of  the  house  of  Confucius, 
in  the  time  of  Prince  恭  Kung 

of  魯  Lu， a  son  of  Han  ChingTi. 

面 壁  face  to  the  wall, 一 referring 
to  Bodhidharma  who  sat 
with  his  face  to  a  wall  at  洛陽 

Lo-yang  for  nine  years,  engaged 
in  examining  his  own  heart. Also,  to  a  man  named  帛和 

Po  Ho  who  sat  with  his  face  to 

a  wall  for  two  years,  when  he 
saw  certain  words  appearing 

dimly  upon  it.  He  remained 
another  year  and  succeeded  in 

deciphering  a  formula  for  the 
elixir  of  life. 
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8956 

襞
 4 8957 

R .霽貪 
C. 

H‘/"、 

F./«° 
W.N.//° 
P.  U.pH、 
Y.fik 
Sz.〆/ 

K./V 
J.  hei,  hi 
A,  be 

Sinking 

Irregular. 
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8958 
R •陌 

c.pik 
W.  pit^piak 

Y ,  peik、p、eik 
WDV4, 

. bU 

N.pi/i 
?.pP 
yL  pi 

Y.//々 
Sz./i 

K.piok 
J.  heki、 hiaku 
A.  bik 

Entering 

Upper. 

壁上觀  a  spectator. 

家 徒四壁  a  family  with 
nothing  but  four  walls. 

壁立  to  stand  bolt  upright. 
Also,  bare  walls,  sc.  poverty. 

壁 立千仞  the  cliff  rises  to 
a  thousand  cubits. 

壁壘  wall  and  rampart; 
military  breast-work. 

壁壘 一 •新  ridgebehindridge. 

固 壁不戰  stuck  to  their 
entrenchments  and  would  not 
come  forth  to  light. 

空壁而 逐  left  their  entrench 
ments  and  pursued. 

削壁  a  sheer  cliff. 

投絶壁  jumped  over  a  preci¬ 
pice. 
壁州 an  old  name  for 通江 

T‘ung-chiang  Hsien  in  Ssu- 
ch‘uan. 

樓 盲  a  name  for  a  kind  of  spider. 

壁宮 or  壁虎  the  Japanese 
gecko. 

白 壁 堯  a  “PaPiC0”  orNingpo fishing-boat.  See  9046. 

A  favourite  ；  to  be  par¬ 
tial  to. 

便嬖不 足使與 n。1 
enough  of  attendants  and  fa¬ vourites. 

嬖人。 > :愛嬖  a  favourite. 

嬖童。 r 嬖倖  a  catamite;  a 
pathic. 

嬖妾  a  favourite  concubine. 

w 
8958 

A  disc  of  jade  with  a 
round  hole  in  it,  formerly 

used  as  a  badge  of  rank, 

k  圭 6434,  6575. 

穀璧 &  jewel  of  a  子  viscount. 
蒲  the  jewel  of  a  男  baron. 

白璧 不可爲  the  valuable 
gem  should  not  be  handled, — 
do  not  make  a  display  of  talent. 

义庸  13,462. 

連 城之璧  a  jewel  of  several 
cities,* — in  value.  Alluding  to 

w 
8959 

R •陌 

See 壁 

EDtering 

Upper. 

w 

8960 

R. 霽 

N.  bei、 一 

P.//° 

M.//3 

\.pik 

K.p'-e 
J.  hsi 
A  ：  bi 

Sinking 

Lower. 

襞#
 

8961 

R •陌 

See 僻 

A.  bik 
Entering 

Upper. 

the  famous  jewel  owned  by  the 

趙  Chao  State  {see  9443),  for 
which  Ch^in  State  pre¬ 
tended  to  offer  several  cities ; 

and  which,  by  the  bravery  of 

藺相如  Lin  Hsian g-ju,  was rescued  from  the  treacherous 
rival. 

原 璧歸趙  the  oriSinal  jewel returned  to  Chao, — alluding  to 
the  above  story,  and  used  of 

anything  restored  to  its  rightful owner. 

^  to  return  the  jewel.  See above. 

反 ，璧  to  return  marriage  pre¬ sents;  to  break  off  a  marriage 

翻 'jewels  declined, — declined 
with  thanks.  A  phrase  used 

for  declining  presents  en  bloc, 
in  which  case  no  gratuity  is 

given  to  the  servants. 

日 月聯 (OT 合） 璧 the  sun and  moon  connected  jewels,— 
z.e.,  rising  simultaneously  (or  in 

conjunction) ,  a  phenomenon 
which  is  supposed  to  occur  when 

virtue  prevails  throughout  the 
empire. 

See 

8962 

丈 .陌 

辟 Entering 

Upper. w 8963 

R. 真 

See 僻 

].bi 

A.  ti 

Sinking 

Lower. 

A  net  for  catching  fish 

An  umbelliferous  plant, 
now  known  as  當歸 

Ligusticiun  acutilpbum^  S &  Z.  See  9397. 

薛藤  wild  hemp. 
茲  Ficus pumila^  L.  See  6985 

Folds  ；  pleats. 

裙襞  or  键 積  gathers  or  pleats in  a  skirt. 

襞衣 中有刀 斧’手 among  the  petticoats  (t.e,  women) 
were  armed  men. 

Lame.  Also  read 

跋蹲  lame. To  avoid；  to  flee  from 

to  shun  •’  to  evade.  See 

4471， 5i73. 

避 諱之字  characters  to  be 
avoided.  See  5217. 

避罪  to  avoid  punishment, 一 for •  crime;  to  abscond. 

避難 (郎 w4〉 to  avoid  trouble, 
as  of  a  revolution,  by  leaving 
the  country. 

躲避。 r  逃避  t。 get  out  of  the way  of. 

避面  to  avoid  meeting  a  person 

避 重就輕  to  shirk  the  hard 
work  and  take  the  light. 

存避 就之見  to  display  a 
tendency  to  evade  (the  trouble 
some)  and  adopt  (the  agreeable) 

避匿  to  abscond. 

避去 to  flee_ ^  to  seek  refuge  in. 

避稅 t。  evade  payment  of  duty. 

避 肚  to  avoid  the  world,— by going  into  retirement,  as  a  hermit. 

避過 一次險  he  escaped  a 
danger. 

避倩  to  avoid  one’s  creditors. 

狴粘子  a  tout;  a  decoy,— in 
gambling,  etc. 

避氣  to  keep  out  the  cold, by  a  drink  of  wine. 

避暑  to  avoid  the  heat, — by going  to  the  hills,  etc. 

_  風  to  
avoid  wind  or 

draughts. 

避癌 ̂  to  avoid  an  epidemic. 

避邪  to  avoid  (or  keep  off) uncanny  influences. 
蒲劍是 避邪之 _ 

a  rush  sword  is  for  keeping  off evil  influences.  See  434* 

豳凶  to  avoid  what  is  ill-omened 

避譲  to  yield  or  give  ro
om  to 
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ir 

8964 

r. 陌 
See 僻 
A.  tik^  bik 

Entering 

Upper. 

鄙
 3 

8965 

R •紙 
c.c/h 

卜.
 

w»° N.// 

Y.»° Sz. 

K.pi 

J.  hi 
kM 

Rising  Upper. 

彼
 3 

8966 
R •紙 
C.  pei 

?小‘ W. ) 
N.^« 

避而不 犯  t。 avoid  infringing 
on  or  interfering  with. 

避事  to  avoid  trouble；  to  shirk 
work. 

避是非  to  avoid  criticism. 

The  handle  of  a  plough. 

To  sharpen. 

A  border  ；  a  border  town  ； 
a  town  of  five  hundred 

houses,  five  of  which  an¬ 

ciently  made  a  縣  District. 

Rustic.  Low  ；  mean  ；  vile. 

邊 鄙之邑  a  town  on  the 
frontiers. 

邊 鄙不擾  not  to  harass  the 
frontier. 

鄙夫  a  rustic;  a  clown. 

鄙野  rustic ;  countrified. 

鄙 俚之詞  vulgar  talk. 

鄙吝  mean;  stingy.  Also,  low 
instincts. 

無 鄙小費  be  not  stingy  in 
small  expenses. 

鄙陋。 r 鄙劣  mean;  base. 

鄙瑣  paltry ;  mean-spirited. 

鄙誠  my  sincere, — desire. 
翻音  my  humble  opinion. 

肉 g 者鄙未 能遠謀 
the  eaters  of  meat  {i.e,  those  who 

live  luxuriously)  are  low  in  the 
intellectual  scale,  and  can  never 

form  far-reaching  plans. 

鄙夷 w 鄙薄  to  despise. 
^  晶 not  to  disdain,  jt.  to  accept. 

貪鄙  to  be  greedy  for  money. 

鄙俗  bashful;  shy. 

That,  as  opposed  to 此 

12,387  •,  generally  used 
contemptuously  of  persons. 

Objective,  as  opposed  to 

我  i2,68o. 

彼此  that  and  this；  there  and 

彼
 3 

8966 

P.// 

pi、pei 

IM 

K.  pH 

].hi 

A.dt 

Rising  Upper. 

here;  then  and  now;  you  and  I; 
both  parties,  etc.  See  4024. 

彼此 ，彼此  the  same  to  you,J — a  conventional  reply  to  a 

compliment. 

不 分彼此  to  have  things  in common. 

從前驗 報如彼 ，今妇 

審 詳如此 the  former report  of  the  inquest  was  in  one 
sense,  and  now  you  report  of 
the  trial  in  another  sense. 

彼時  at  that  time.  See  9921. 

彼處  that  place. 

去 彼就此  to  reject  that  and! follow  this. 

彼 可此否  that  can,  this  not,' 
一 allowing  it  in  one  case  but  not 
in  another.  Also  used  in  the 

sense  of  “mutually  exclusive.” 

在 彼中河  there  in  the  middle of  the  river. 

彼 有旨酒  they  have  their fine  wines. 

彼人  that  man. 

彼自  he  himself. 
何 不往彼  why  do  you  not 
go  to  him? 

彼其  chi、  之子  those  crea¬ tures;  those  fellows. 

彼族  that  horde;  that  crowd; that  Sippschaft, 

彼 何人哉  what  manner  of, man  is  that? 

彼哉  that  fellow  indeed ! 

凡物各 有彼我  all  things are  both  objective  and  subjective. 

出 入 起居在 彼不在 

我  my  exits,  entrances,  risings, 
and  sittings,  being  under  the 
control  of  another  instead  of 

myself. 有所 逆於彼 者而偏 

順於此  some  things  are hurtful  in  one  direction  while 

beneficial  in  another, -one  man’s 
*  meat  is  another  man’s  poison. 

彼之 有無在 此不在 

彼  whether  things  exist  object¬ 
ively  or  not,  depends  on  us  and 
not  on  them. 

彼爲彼 我爲我 
man  for  himself. 

被 3
 

8967 

R •紙 

See 彼 

Rising  Upper. 

m 

8968 

•支寘 

C.  s~p、d 

F. 

W.  cP'h  c/« 

J.  HP 

A.  bi° 

Even  and 

Sinking 

Irregular. 

賊
 4 

8969 

R. 寘
. 

pai'pe
i) 

Y.pei】 

],ki 

A.  di0 

Sinking 

Irregular, 

敝‘
 

8970 

R •霽 

C,  pai'fai) 

Y.peP- 

bi 

W.  j 

N. ) 

W.piei 

Sz.  pi 

K.fie 

J.  hei 

A •从 

Sinking 

Irregular. 

弊 
8971 

Cu7iningham  ia  sinerisis^ 

R.  Br. ;  same  as  杉 9687. 

One-sided  ；  half  of  the 
truth.  To  flatter. 

_ 辭 ，知 其所蔽 
when 

words  are  one-sided,  I  know 
that  the  (mind  of  the  speaker) 
is  clouded. 

距談行  to  oppose  one-sided 
actions. 

詖辯  to  toady;  to  flatter. 

To  transfer. 

賊貤  to  hand  over  to  another. 

Worn  out.  Poor;  un¬ 

worthy  ；.  vile,  as  opposed  to 

貴 6461.  Used  for  8973. 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

敞 442-] 
敝衣  ragged  clothes. 
敝漏  worn  out  and  leaky. 

敝蹤  worn-out  shoes. 形 體不敝 ，賴 神不散 
the  bodily  frame  not  worn  out, 

nor  the  animal  spirits  exhausted. 

敝署  my  humble  official  resi¬ 
dence. 

敝國  my  country. 敝前任  my  predecessor  in office. 

敝官  my  humble  self. 

敝東  my  master- 敝俗  our  local  customs. 

敝友  my friend - Same  as  8973. 
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R ■霧 

n-P\^r 
See 
敝 

Sinking 

Lower. 

w 
8973 R. 靈 

H./P 
See 
敝 

Sinking 

Lower. 

Silk  ;  presents  ；  wealth  ； 

coins；  money. 

幣帛  articles  of  silk  manufac¬ 
ture;  presents  of  silk. 

納幣  to  arrange  a  marriage. 

幣‘缠  an  ancient  coin,  shaped 
like  a  spade. 

發 莊山之 金鑄幣 t。 
give  out  gold  from  Chuang-shan 
and  have  it  cast  into  coins, 一 as 

Ch‘eng  T‘ang  did,  b.c.  1746. 

金幣  a  gold  standard. 

幣制  currency, 

收 回舊幣 t。 call  in  old 
•  issues  of  money. 

用 楮爲幣  to  use  paper  as 
money,  — -  first  practised  at  the 
beginning  of  the  11th  cent.  a.d. 

楮幣  paper-money  burnt  at 
graves. 

Malpractices；  corruption ； 

fraud.  See  3366. 

弊病 or. 弊端 。> •弊 賓。 r 
混  abuses;  corrupt  practices. 

情弊  an  abuse;  an  irregularity. 

作 弊。 [舞 弊  to  practise  fraud; 
to  indulge  in  corrupt  practices. 

無  不 生^  all  kinds  of  corrupt 
practices  prevailing. 

流 弊太多 the  03。 great 
spread  of  corrupt  practices. 

通 同作弊  to  be  in  collusion 
over  corrupt  practices. 

新廳 甫設弊 卽隨之 
the  new  Court  of  Justice  is*  no sooner  established  than  abuses 
creep  in. 

弊弄  to  impose  on  one’s  good faith. 

褐弊  to  pick  out  faults;  to 
expose  abuses. 

! 宿 歩名  an  old-standing  abuse. 
弊弊 然以天 下爲事 

to  condescend  to  the  petty  details 

of  the  empire, — as  a  sage,  who 
is  far  above  such  trifles. 

reduced  to  extremities. 

弊 8974 

R •馨 

C.pai n.pr 

Y.pei 

VV.  N.  hi 
?.pi 

M.  pet 

Y .  p、ici 

K.fie 

J.  hei、 bei A.  tc 

Sinking  Lower 

Irregular. 

w 

8975 

R •霽 

W.//,  bV- 

See 閉 

A. Sinking 

Upper. 

To  fall  down  dead.  Used 

with  8976.  [To  be  distin¬ 
guished  from  樊 8971.] 

8976 

r •靈 

See 敝 

Sinking 

Lower. 

Undergrowth.  To  con¬ 
ceal  ； to  shade；  to  darken. 
See  3498. 

蔽-带  shady. 

蒙蔽  to  conceal  from ;  to  hood¬ wink;  to  mislead. 

雲蔽月  the  clouds  conceal  the moon. 

足 以磙辜  sufficient  to  cover {ix.  condone)  the  guilt. 

一曹 以蔽之  (the  design  of all  the  Odes)  may  be  summed 

up  in  a  word. 

蔽障  to  keep  in  obscurity. 

以身 爲障蔽 withmyb4 to  form  a  defence. 

蔽賢  to  hide  the  virtuous, —— i.e. 
to  keep  them  in  obscurity. 

利 慾昏蔽  avarice  and  lust beclouded  his  mind. 

其蔽  ili  愚  this  beclouding  of the  mind  (leads  to)  a  foolish 
simplicity. 

To  die  a  bad  or  a  violent 

death*,  to  kill. 

因傷 德命 he  died  of  his wounds. 

to  be  drowned. 

倒黯  to  fall  down  and  die. 

立 斃杖下  he  died  under  the 
bamboo. 

_  to  ruin  oneself  by  evil conduct.  See  3366. 

毒斃  to  kill  by  poison. 

鎗 斃三人  he  shot  and  killed three  men. 

否 
8977 

篓 
8978 

筆，
‘ 

8979 

R •質 

Q.  pet 

W.pit 

Y.peik 

1\  '■pi 

M.// 

\.pik 
Sz.  pi 

K./// 
J.  hitsz'pltsz 
A.  but 

Entering 

Upper. 

See  3596. 

Same  as  8979. 

The  name,  in  the  秦 

Chlin  State,  of  the  bamboo 

or  wooden  pen,  used  to 

write  on  tablets,  until  the 

invention  (latter  half  of  3rd 

cent,  b.c.)  of  the  camel’s- hair  brush,  to  which  the  term 
was  transferred  ；  writing  ；  to 

write  ；  to  draw.  Numerative 
of  sums  of  money.  [Stands 

pictorially  for  必 89 2  2  must.] 

See  196， 1846,3269,7186, 

10,148,  10,783,  11,288, 
13,644. 

or  • 

一 管筆。 r  一隻筆 

枝筆 a  pen. 學 管 or  筆 竿  the  bamboo  tube
 which  holds  the  bunch  of  camel’s- hair. 

筆尾。 r 筆端。 r 筆蜂。 r 

筆 尖  the  tip  of  a  pen. 

筆帽。 r 筆套 the  metal sheath  to  preserve  the  brush. 

筆架  or  ̂  格  a  frame  to  
rest 

pens  on  when  not  in  use. 

筆筒  a  case  for  pens, 

土筆  a  crayon,  一  used  for  the 
first  sketch  of  a  painting. 

brushes  with  coloured 

hairs,  requiring  an  extra  amount of  water. 

乾  brushes  with  white  hairs, requiring  less  water. 

鉛 筆  a  lead  pencil.  [Use  修 
to  sharpen.] 

筆跡。 r 筆法。 r 筆意 
handwriting;  style  of  writing; see  10,011. 

筆 氣壯勁 a  bold  hand- 
writing.  Also,  a  vigorous  style. 

手筆好  his  handwriting  is good.  Also,  his  style  is  good. 

a  fine  writer ;  a  master 
of  style. 

大筆  a  large  brush  for  writing;
 

large  characters;  a  vigorous 
 style. 
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8979 

的  or  自 筆  an  autograph. 

竿 力  vigour  or  boldness  of 
handwriting,  —  firm  strokes  as 
opposed  to  shaky  ones. 

a  firm  or  bold  hand¬ 

writing. 

筆 畫  strokes, — in  writing. 

札  Pen  a]Q(i  paper.  See  127. 
pen  and  inkstone, — pen 

and  ink. 

written  proof;  “in  black 

and  white.” 

不停  currente  calamo. 
丁  detailed  drawing,  as 
opposed  to 寫意 4404.  Also, 

a  laboured  handwriting,  as  op¬ 
posed  to  the  next  entry. 

筆  a  free  style. 

意不凡  his  conceptions 
were  not  banal, — of  a  painter. 

筆 法簡易 his  style  was 
simple, — in  painting. 

筆 法軟俗 his  style  was 
wanting  in  firmness  and  common¬ 

place. 

寺僧 欲 閲其筆 心 
priests  at  the  temple  wanted  to 

see  a  specimen  of  his  painting, 
一 before  engaging  him. 

從 省筆冩 written  in  an 
abbreviated  form;  elliptical*. 

簡  俗 攀^  tQ  write  cha¬ racters  in  ail  abbreviated  form. 

闕  to  omit  a  stroke  of  a 
character. 

礙； to  leave  out  strokes  from, 
or  alter,  taboo  characters. 

一 筆 寫百字 t。 write  i。。 
characters  without  taking  off  the 

pen. 
主  leader-writer  or  editor  of 

a  newspaper. 

下 筆 or  落  to  put  down  the 
pen,— on  the  paper,  sc.  to  begin 
to  write. 

下 筆立就 beginning  to 
write,  it  was  forthwith  completed, 

一 applied  to  poems,  etc.,  written 
off  without  hesitation  or  delay. 

— *  an  item；  an  affair;  a 

piece  of  business. 

記 上 一 •  make  a  note  of  it. 

筆，
。 

8979 

— 1  筆 勻倒  t0  dispose  of  by 
a  stroke  of  the  pen, — as  in  con¬ 
troversy. 

- • 筆 勻銷  t0  cancel  by  a 
stroke  of  the  pen. 

― *  筆 錢  an  item  of  money, 一 as  in  accounts. 

to  plough  with  the  pen, — 

to  earn  money  by  literature  or 

by  teaching. 

資  fees  for  writing,  copying, 
etc.;  style  of  handwriting. 

溝 筆 之資  fees,  as  above. 

天生的 筆資好 his  style of  writing  is  naturally  good. 

紙 筆相向 paper  and  pen 
opposed,  —  as  of  two  persons 
engaged  in  a  literary  combat. 

誤  a  slip  of  the  pen. 

下  what  one  writes. 

筆. 底生花  flowers  springing 
up  under  the  pen, — of  an  elegant writer. 

筆 飛墨舞  his  pen  flies  and his  ink  dances, -of  quick  writing. 

筆 走龍蛇  his  pen  runs  into dragons  and  snakes, — of  elegant 
handwriting. 

越 筆點簇  to  put  in  touches first  on  one  side,  then  on  the 

other  side  of  a  picture. 

開  to  begin  composition, — as  a  schoolboy. 

頓 筆  to  stop,  —  as  a  line  of argument  in  an  essay. 

析  t0  pass  into  another  line 
of  argument. 

^  筆  to  throw  down  the  pen 

(and  pick  up  the  sword), — to 
exchange  civil  for  military  life. 

投 筆而書  to  begin  to  write, 

会人 ：J^  enough  to  make a  man  lay  down  his  pen, 一 never 
hoping  to  be  able  to  equal  such 

style. 

筆端不 可方物 it  isim - possible  to  foresee  to  what  flights 

his  pen  will  carry  him. 

費  _  _  to  waste  pen  and  in
k. 

浪 費筆墨 dilate  up°n- 
一 隻鐵筆 分休咎 the 
iron  pen  (of  fate,  as  wielded  by 
fortune-tellers)  determines  good 
or  evil  luck. 

8979 

^  ̂   ̂   to  authorise  with 
an  iron  pen, 一 unchangeably. 

千金難 買亡人 _ 

money  cannot  buy  a  dead  man’s 
handwriting.  :: 

口是風 ，筆 是踪 mouth is  wind,  writing  is  traces, 一 litera 
scripta  manet,  etc. 

說 話爲盎 ，落 筆爲實 
talk  is  vain,  writing  :s  something to  go  by.  1 

善書的 不擇筆 the 
writer  does  not  choose  his  pen, 

一 any  one  will  do. 

文 官把筆 安天下 & civil  official  pacifies  the  empire . with  his  pen.  ^ 

^  _  to  dip  the  brush ;  to  begin work  as  an  artist. 

文宫勲 一筆， 武官爬 

不 及 one  stroke  of  the  civil¬ ian's  pen,  and  the  military  official 
cannot  move. 

手拈一 昝筆， 到處不 

求 人  he  who  can  wield  a  pen, is  independent  wherever  he  goes. 

文 筆 塔  stone  columns  or  small pagodas  in  the  form  of  a  Chinese 

pen,  erected  to  improve  the 
feng-shui  of  a  neighbourhood. 

Known  to  foreigners  as  “Con。 

fucian  Pencils.”  - 

之于 •  write  it  in  a  book. 

親^  之  wrote  it  with  his 
own  hand.  : 

so-and-so  pinxiL 

淸害 筆 [TorH]  Kiyo-mine 
pinxit, 一 form  of  signature  to  a 
painting  by  a  famous  Japanese 
artist.  1 

降  planchette.  丨 刀筆似 10,783.  I 

_  a  species  of  wagtail. 

帖  bitheshi  or  bitghhi、 — Manchu  clerks  in  the  public 

offices  at  Peking.  From  the 

Manchu  bit-h6  a  book. 

the  literary  or  formal  title 

of  the  above. 

營 草  Scorzonera  albicauUs、 
Bge. 

木  Magnolia  conspicua}  Salisb. i3» 
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8980 -質 

C.  v./"° H.  v.pP 

F.  peik^  v./«° 

N.//.々 

P./x° 

Y.ptk.pr 
hitsz 

A.  but 

Entering 

Irregular. 

畀 a
 

婢 
8984 

痹‘
 

S985 
R 寘 
C.  pei 
H.pi 

Y.pn 

W.// 

潷藥  to  strain  decoctions  of 
drugs. 

8981 R .寘 
C.peP^  v.  cpei 

¥.  pei^^peP 
W.  N.  bi 

P.^° 
VL  pei) 

K.pi 

].hi 
A. 

Sinking 

Irregular. 

8982 

R •霽寘 
See 

K.pi 

], hi、 hei 

A.  ti^ 

Sinking 

Upper. 

w 
8983 

R •支齊 
m 

See 蔽 
A.  be 

Even  Upper. 

To  strain  off  liquid. 

把米 湯潷乾 strain  the  rice ary. 

To  gjve  to.  [Distinguish 

from  异  1 3,6 1 6.] 

潘畏  to  present  to. 

人 雖畀百 金不與 if 
offered  a  hundred  taels  for  it, 
I  would  not  take  them. 

秉 畀炎火  to  seize  and  put 
(insects  which  damage  crops)  in 
the  blazing  fire. 

界 以大稱 (洲 O  gave  her 
a  large  steel-yard. 

Name  of  a  branch  of  the 

river  淮  Huai. 

y®  the  appearance  of  a  boat 

moving,  of  abundance  of  rushes, 
of  flags  waving,  etc. 

A  ring  on  which  to  stand 

an  iron  cooking-pan,  to  keep 
it  steady. 

See  8761 . 

Rheumatism ;  numbness. 

[Commonly  written  as 

belo'/， a  character  which 

means  “a  female  quail/] 

脚痺  the  foot  “asleep.” 

痹‘
 

8985 

N.  bi^ 

?.pi 

Y.  pei 
K.pi 

].hi 

A.  ti 

SinkingUpper, 

睥 4
 

8986 

R. 霧 

C. 三 p、ai H.  ̂ pi 

F.  cpH 
W.  Hi 
N./j 
P.  U.p^ 

Y. 

Pl 

Sz. 

K. 

J.  hei 

A.  hse Sinking 

Irregular. 

8987 

w 

8988 

R 寘紙 
See 被彼 

Sinking  and 

Rising  Lower 
and  Upper. 

髀
 3 

8989 

以紙 

C.  Qpei 
W.  ibi 

N.  cpei 
Y.  <pH 

K.pi 

].hi 

A. 〜 V" 

Rising 

Irregular. 

閉 4
 

8990 

R •霽屑 

C.pai 
YLpi 

W. 

N. 

P. 

M. 

Ss. 

Y.piei 

口痺  a  difficulty  in  swallowing. 

瘘 (。> •痳） 痺不仁  numb; dead  to  all  sensation  of  touch. 

Pl 

To  glance  around  ；  to 
spy. 

睥 聣到我  he  looks  askance at  me, — with  contempt. 

睥聣  look-outs, — battlements 
(see  1289).  A  name  for  cere¬ 
monial  umbrellas. 

See  8766. 

A  slope  ；  a  bank.  See 

245  chi' Read  pi^.  A  wild  animal. 

The  thigh;  the  buttocks. 

See  1132， 12,760. 

王 撫髀曰  the  king  slapped his  thigh  and  said . 

髀 肉復生  he  is  laying  on flesh  again. 

婕髀九  a  medicine  for  giving strength. 

To  close  a  door  ；  to  shut  ； 

to  close,  as  a  bankrupt  firm  ； 

to  stop  up；  to  obstruct. 
A  frame  for  keeping  a 

bow  straight.  The  “female” 
portion  of  a  Chinese  lock See  1599. 

閉 門0 r  閉戶  t0  shut  a  door ; with  closed  doors. 

8990 
K.fie 

J.  hi 

A.  be 

Sinking 

Upper. 

閉 門思過  to  shut  one’s  door 
and  reflect  on  one’s  misdeeds. 

閉 門造車 ，出 門合轍 
you  may  stay  at  home  and  make 
a  cart,  but  when  you  go  out 

you  must  adapt  yourself  to  such 
ruts  as  there  are, — do  anything 

you  like  in  private,  but  in  public 
stick  to  the  rules  of  society. 

閉門 不鈉的 魯男子 
the  man  of  Lu  who  kept  the 
door  shut  and  would  not  let  in 

(the  women), 一 one  who  is  proof 
against  temptations  of  women. 

閉 戶讀書  to  shut  one’s  door 

and  study. 

閉 房  a  quiet  or  private  room. 

閉目。 ■■閉 眼  to  close  the eyes ;  to  die  in  peace, 一 from  the 
belief  that  the  eye3  of  a  dead 

person  who  has  suffered  a  wrong 
will  not  close. 

閉 目合睛  to  be  nodding  and 
winking. 

所以 死了不 能閉眼 
so  that  at  death  he  could  not 
close  his  eyes. 

閉口音  closed-mouth  sounds, 

—as  the  入聲. 

閉 口無言  to  be  silent.  Also, to  silence;  to  shut  one  up. 

閉氣  to  impede  the  breath. 
閉歇。 r 倒閉  10,793)  to become  bankrupt. 

該行  _  後  after  the  said  firm 
had  stopped  payment* 

閉塞  to  stop  up. 

閉 關不通  to  close  the  passes | and  allow  no  communication. 

幽 閉 數年  he  has  been  several 
years  in  retirement, 

掩閉  to  hide;  to  screen. 

啓閉  opening  and  closing, - used  of  spring  and  autumn. 

禁閉  to  prohibit. 閉  a  phrase  put  at  the entrance  to  a  house  to  show 

that  a  death  has  occurred  and 
that  visitors  are  not  received. 

瞞閉  to  deceive；  to  hoodwink. 

閉 月羞 花之貌  beauty which  causes  the  moon  to  hide 
and  the  flowers  to  blush. 

閉藏  stored  up;  concealed. 
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閉 
899O 

撊
」
 

沈 閉 
Sinking 

Upper. 

-
r
 

8992 

.職 
•fuk^pik^ 

. bih-r 

y/3
 

、fuk 
•  pidk^  v. 

p、iak 

hiokuy  biki 

•Mo 
Entering 
Irregular. 

Entering 
Upper. 

閉蟄  animals  which  lie  torpid  I 
during  th^  winter. 

經 閉不通  stoppage  of  men- 1 
struation. 

閉死 t0  kin  by  smothering. 

To  strike；  to  push  with] 
the  hand. 

畢 竟何如  what  is  to  be  thej end  of  it  after  all? 

畢來  they  all  come. 

畢集  all  together. 

畢 之羅之  (the  birds)  arel taken  with  hand-nets  and  spread- 1 

燁
，
 

nets. 

Perverse； obstinate.  Alsoj 

read  p、i\ 

剛 愎自是  obstinate  and  | 
self-opinionated. 

愎諫  to  resist  remonstrances. 

畢之 宿主天 下大安 
the  constellation  Pi  determines! 

great  peace  to  the  empire. 

天畢。 r 畢星  the  Hyades. 
See  855. 

月 離于畢  the  moon  is  i: the  Hyades, 一 there  will  be  rain. 

畢鉢羅  the  peepul  or  Bodhi tree  (Ficus  reHgiosa,  Willd.). 
Sanskrit :  pippala.  • 

畢 澄 茄  Chinese  cubebs, -fruits of  Litsea  cubeba， Pers. 

Entering 

Upper. 

盤鉍
 

畢 

9000 

R •質 

筆 A.  tet 
Entering 

Upper. 

畢
"
 

See  8843. 

To  finish ；  ended.  All； 
together.  A  hand-net.  A 

name  for  the  bamboo  ta-J 
blets  used  for  writing  onf 
before  the  invention  ofl 

paper.  One  of  the  zodiacal  | 
constellations  {see  Tables\ 

V6)  ；  the  Hyades.  Used! 

for  8996.  [Described  as[ 

-個 口字四 個十字 see  1 2,128.] 

完畢 over；  ended. 

畢命  to  end  one’s  life. 
畢身爲  until  death  I  will  be •‘ 
公事畢  when  official  work  is  I 
over.  3 

事未畢  the  matter  is  not  yeti 
finished. 

收畢  all  received. 
^  Rafter  all;  finally.  &<f462I.l 

A  cold  wind. 

Fragrant. 

啤  p 幾  English  long  ells. 

w 

9001 

|R 質 

I  See  必 
[A.  tet 

Entering 

Upper. 

Fiery  ；  blazing ;  scorch- 1 

ing. 

A  bamboo  fence, 

with  9002. 

Used 

寡門閨 寶  hovels  with  wicker  I doors  to  holes  in  the  walls. 

篷 門蓽戶  a  mat  cottage  and  I a  bamboo  gate, -a  humble  abode.  I 

蓽篥  a  whistle  blown  to  frighten  | 
the  enemy’s  horses.  See  9013. 

蓽路  a  faggot  or  fuel  cart. 
[Legge,  左傳  p.  318,  makes! 
it  a  wooden  cart.] 

Fringe.  A  knee-pad. 

A  light  yellow,  even- 1 

grained  wood,  used  forf 

carving*  wood  figures. 蹕 
9003 

4r 

Bubbling  water, 
with  9013. 

I  A.  ."/ 

Entering 

Upper. Used! 

Beans. 

蓽芸 (or 撥。 ■•勃 梨） the| fruit  of  Piper  longufn,  L.  j 

蓽芸沒  the  root  of  the  above,  | used  as  a  medicine. 

蓽 澄 茄  cubebs.  See  8994. 
莫  Rumcx  japonicus、 Meisn. 

To  keep  people  off  thej 
route  of  the  Emperor.  Alsof 
written 

警禪  to  keep  people  from  the  I route  of  an  Emperor  returning! to  the  palace.  [ 

嗶臨  the  approach  of  the  Em- 1 

peror. 
填街嗶  to  keep  the  streets  | clear  for  the  Emperor  to  pass. 

駐嗶 an  Imperial  halt  or  stage.  I 



9004 R •質 

See 筆 

A.  tit 
Entering 
Upper. 

R. 

9005 

質 
See 

A.  tet 

Entering 

Upper. 

矗 
9006 

弼 
R. 

Entering 

Lower. 

I  IOO ] 

A  knee-pad  used  when 

mkhig  prostrations.  An 

apron. 

A  wheaten  cake  with 

meat  or  stuffing  inside, 

called  I 畢讎  because  two 

individuals,  named  畢 Pi 

and  羅  Lo,  were  particular¬ 
ly  fond  of  this  delicacy. 

9007 

質 
C.  pe/y 
H. 
F.；^t 

N.  bihr 

V.pP 

Y.pik 

Sz.  pi 

Yi.pHl 

\.  hitsz'  bichi 

A.  biU 

See  8799. 

To  help  ；  to  assist,  as  in 

government.  Also  written 

炳 ?• 
爾尙弼 予一人 dQ  y°u 
aid  me.  the  one  man,  —  the 
Emperor. 

明于 五刑以 弼五教 

9008 
R .寘 

S66 備伏 
Sinking  and 
Entering 
Lower. 

intelligent  in  the  use  of  the  five 

punishments,  so  as  to  assist  (in 
the  inculcation  of)  the  five  duties, 

頁弼  an  able  minister. 

輔弼  an  assistant;  a  support 

弼傅  a  tutor  in  the  Imperial family. 

To  harness  a  horse. 

Read  A  board  in 

front  of  a  chariot  for  the 

Idriver  to  lean  on. 

t4P 

9009 R •陌 

p.^r 

Sec 

Entering 

Upper. 

Jade,  green  and  blue. 

碧*  3 &  greenish  or  bluish  jade. 

碧樹  a  tree  of  jade,  said  to 
grow  on  the  K/im-lim  mountains, 

碧緑  the  green  of  jade. 

黃碧屌  the  topaz. 

碧海  the  green  sea. 

碧雲  the  dark  clouds. 

9009 

樊
去
 

R. 

9010 

寘 

C.  pci 

F.  pic1- 

Y.pici K.pi 

J.  hi,  hi 
A.  bi 

Sinking 

Lower. 

碧霄。 1 •碧落  the  blue  sky. 

碧  a  blue  and  red  sky. 

碧 霞元君  name  of  a  Taoist goddess ,  whose  temples  are 
widely  known  as  娘娘廟 • 

碧色  a  greenish  blue  or  bluish 

green. 

碧 眼紫孿  blue-green  eyes 
and  red  hair, — a  contemptuous 

description  of  foreigners. 

碧 血滿地  dark  blood  cover¬ 
ed  the  ground. 

碧紗廚  a  mosquito-house. 
碧淸。 1 •碧 波兮淸 very clear;  lucid;  intelligible. 

碧砸 （沉 霞) M  (orU) a  kind  of  cornelian,  used  for 
snuff-bottles. 

9013 

•質 

C./^o 

H. v.  spu 

F.  peik 

W.〆,％ 

N.pi/i 
P.  cpie 

M.  
J 

Y.  pick 

Sz.  \ 

K •力 7 

[•  hitsz、 hi  chi 

A.  tit 

To  be  hated. 

901 1 

R •支 

C.  v.  chai-cpai 
H.  v.  Cchi-pet。 

F.  v.  fhi5p、ae 

W.  pi^  v.  ̂ bd 

N. 
P. 

M.  )  pi Y. 

Sz. 

J.  hi 

A.  ti 
Even  Upper. 

瘍 

3# 
9012 

R. 屑 

N.  pieh、 pih 

M.  1
  >,v 

\ ,  pie
h^p

ik 

Sz.  pie 

J.  httsz、 bee  hi A.  biet 

內堯 于中國  indignation  is rife  against  you  in  the  Middle 

Kingdom. 

The  vagina. 

Entering 

Upper. 

Shrivelled  up;  limp 

empty.  To  die.  Also  read 

pieh' 一 層癟皮  nothing  but  a shrivelled  skin. 

乾癟  dried  up;  shrivelled. 

癟嘴子  a  person  whose  cheeks have  fallen  in  from  loss  of  teeth 

戾癟  crooked. 

w 

A  horn  blown  by  the  笼 

Ch‘iang  tribe  to  frightei 
the  horses  of  the  Chinese 

hence,  the  whistling  of  th( 
wind.  The  bubbling  up  0 

water ;  see  3490.  Also  reac 

piehK 

It  i 

Entering 

Upper. 

w 

R. 
9014 
寘卦 

% 聶憊 

K.pi^pe 

!.  hi、 hai'be 
A.  sbi 
Sinking  Upper 

and  Lower. 

9OI5 
寘 

See 備 

R. 

Sinking 

Lower. 

§ 篥  the  Tartar  pipe. 
made  of  bamboo  and  a  reed 

has  9  finger-holes,  and  gives  ou a  mournful  sound. 

蹙發  the  wind  blows  cold. 
Read  pi\  A  whistle. 

吹 S 兒  to  blow  a  whistle. 

Cakes;  food  for  a  joui 

ney. 

作 棗樵以 待賓客 t make  cakes  containing  dates  fc 
the  refreshment  of  guests. 

To  harness  a  horse. 

9016 

C.pHk^pik^pei 
W.  pHt^piak^ 

pHak 

Y.p、eik、pik, 
p、iak、pU 

W. bi 

bi,  bih 

yi,  pi、p、i、fei \  •  pik、 pHk、 

piei 

J.  heki、 haku、 

bi、 beki 
A.  bik、 tik、 ti 

Entering 

Upper 

and  Lower 

Sinking 

Lower. 

To  punish  ；  to  put  t 
death.  To  beat  the  breast 

see  9096.  To  be  perverse 

partial  ；  specious. 

致辟  to  put  to  death. 

大  capital  punishment. 

留者以 大辟論 A°: 
who  kept  such  (books)  we 
condemned  to  death. 

宮辟  castration. 在  liable  to  punishment. 辟以止 辟乃辟 
punish  that  punishment  may  p 

nishment, 一 det 

an  end  to  punish: 
from  crime. 

便辟  toadies;  sycophants.  ̂  
9187  pHen\ 

民 之多辟  the  people  ha many  perversities. 



IOI 

辟 
90l6 

四辟  the  four  points  of  the 
compass.- 

辟名  merely  nominal. 

Read  To  compare 

辟如 天地無 不持載 
(Confucius)  may  be  compared 
with  heaven  and  earth,  in  their 

supporting  and  containing  all 
things. 

Read  or  pi\  A 

sovereign  ；  the  Emperor；  a 

prince.  To  appoint,  as  offi¬ 
cials.  Rules  ；  laws. 

惟 辟作福  it  belongs  only  to 
the  sovereign  to  confer  favours 

辟不辟  to  be  the  sovereign 
in  name  and  not  in  reality, 

i.e.  not  to  exercise  rightly  the 
functions  of  sovereignty. 

來辟  to  appear  before  the 
sovereign. 

十 見徵辟 was  ten  times 
summoned  to  Court. 

式 是百辟  be  a  pattern  to 
all  the  princes. 

后辟  an  Empress. 

皇辟  an  Emperor;  a  deceased 
husband. 

先辟  my  deceased  husband 

辟癱  an  Imperial  pavilion  for 
archery ;  the  hall  in  Peking 
where  the  Han-lin  examinations 
are  held. 

辟邪  a  fabulous  creature  with 
two  horns,  formerly  placed  on 
pillars  at  the  graves  of  feudal 

princes,  now  at  the  graves  of 
officials  of  the  3rd  grade.  Also, 
a  kind  of  deer.  See  pix. 

辟支。 ̂ 辟支迦 a  Pratyeka 
(Buddha), — who  appears  in  the 
interval  between  the  disappear¬ 
ance  of  one  and  the  coming  of 
the  next  true  Buddha. 

辟爲  appointed  him  to  be:.... 

辟置  to  put  in  charge  of  an 
office. 

辟 命交至  many  offers  ofj 
posts  came  for  him. 

前 車而辟  to  precede  the 
(Imperial)  chariot  and  clear  the 
way. 

刑  penalties;  punishments. 

w 

9016 

\w 

9017 

R •寘陌 

C.  pci、 p、ik 

Y.pie^v.p,'iah. 
W.  bi^pH 

N.  bi.pHh 

V^pei^pP 
M. 

Y.piei,pHk 
Sz.  pei、 pH 
Yi.pH 

J.  hi、 hiaku、 bi、) heki 

A.  //,  tik 

Sinking  and Entering 

Lower 
and  Upper. 

9018 

R 錫陌 

0^  p、ik、p、ekQ 

U.p^iak 
p^eik^p^iek 

w.w 

M./c/ 
Y.p^ik 

Sz.  pKi 
Yi.piok 
•  heki、 hiaku 

A./ak Entering 

Upper. 

東辟  two  stars  which  preside over  literature. 

Read  To  avoid.  See 
8963. 

賢 者辟世  the  virtuous  avoid the  world. 

辟易  to  flee  in  all  directions. 

馬辟易  the  horse  swerved. 
食焉不 _ 其難 (叫 : 
have  eaten  his  bread  and  I  will 
not  shirk  his  dangers. 

辟邪  to  ward  oft'  evil  spirits; a  talisman. 

辟邪翁 心  Evodia  rutcecarpa、 
Bth.,  from  its  use  on  the  9th 
of  the  9th  moon. 

to  give  up  eating  the  five 

cereals,  with  a  view  to  immort¬ 
ality.  Also,  to  refuse  food, 
and  starve. 

Secluded  ；  rustic  ；  low  ； 

mean  ;  one-sided. 

蒐 僻之地  a  wild  out-of-the way  spot. 

僻巷  a  by-street;  a  lane. 

幽僻。 r 僻靜  secluded ; 
lonely ;  out-of-the-way. 

僻壤。 r 僻鄕村  a  lonely country  place. 

僻陋  rustic ;  clownish. 

僻見  a  prejudiced  or  one-sided viiw. 

其僻也 皆如此 such crank  was  he  in  all  such  matters. 

偏僻 。1 •邪僻 depraved; 
mean ;  heterodox. 

乖僻  Q1 ■放僻  dissolute- 
To  split  open. 

劈開 t。  split  open,  as  with  a 
hatchet.  With  thfe  hand,  gener¬ 

ally  pH 3. 

劈碎  to  split  to  pieces. 
劈破 t。  split  in  two;  to  speak 

plainly. 

劈燬  to  cut  open,  as  sycee  or dollars. 

劈手  to  thrust  out  the  hand, or  from  in  front 

of;  full  in  the  face,  as  a  blow. 

9018 

See 

解 
9019 

R. 陌 

隻樜 
Entering 

Upper. 

9020 

R •陌 

C.p'-ek^  mak0、 

pHk 

H.  mak、 piak^  # 

»./
 

F.  p、dk、 

pah^pik 

W./V 

P.  W，W， 
M.  c/ W 

Y.fik 
Sz. 

K.piok 
J.  hcki、 haku、 

biaku 
A.  tik、fak Entering 

Upper. 

擗
，
 

-  9021 

K 錫陌 

See 僻 

Entering 

Upper. 

劈空  to  invent,  as  a  rumour; fabrications. 

劈水  the  scull  at  the  bow  ofl rapid-boats,  etc. 

劈歷  a  clap  of  thunder.  See 

9027. 

Read 

劈 榮  split  wood  for  burning firewood. 

Slanting  ；  awry, 

read  chih^ • 

Also 

9022 

R •錫 

H.  piak^ Y,pikr 
w.  W) 
N.  bihr 

P.W 

M.fi 

Y.pHk 

Sz.  pLt K.  pidk J.  heki、 hiaku 
A.  bik 

Entering 

Irregular. 

To  beat  the  breast.  To 

split  open.  Also  read  p‘i'、 and  used  with  90x8. 

憐 踊哭泣  to  beat  the  breast, to  stamp,  to  wail,  and  to  shed  tears, 
一 as  at  the  death  of  a  parent. 

摘 擗爲禮  to  be  punctilious 
over  ceremonies. 

To  wash  clean  ；  to 

brighten  up. 

世世 以拚鸿 絲爲事 
they  had  been  silk-washers  for 

generations. 

Glazed  tiles. 

習 勤蓮甓  to  keep  one’s 
energies  in  practice  by  moving 

tiles, 一 as  陶 侃  T‘aoK‘an(A.D. 

2S9-334)  did,  by  carrying  out a  hundred  tiles  in  the  morning 

and  carrying  them  back  at  night. 

中 唐有甓  the  middle  path of  the  temple  is  covered  with tiles. 



p. 

See 

9023 

陌 

僻 
Entering 

Upper. 

A  vicious  appetite  ；  a 

craving  ；  a  weakness. 

瘕癖  dyspepsia. 

P. 

人皆 有一癖  every  one  has his  weakness. 

食癖  a  craving  for  food. 

錢癖  avarice, bibliomania. 

i 賣 花的知 他
癖性 the flower-seller  knew  his  weakness. 

晴 癖太過  too  much  given 
to;  a  perfect  mania  for. 

癖病  a  weakness.  Also,  indi 
gestion ;  constipation. 

左傳癖  a  passion  for  the  Tso Chuan. 

See 

9026 
僻 

. heki、 biaku 

A.  tik 
Entering 

Upper. 

m 
3 十 

9024 R. 陌 

See 攀 

Entering 

Upper. 

R. 

T 6  work  fibres  into 

thread  for  weaving. 

w 
-9025 R. 真 

c.W 

H.//V 
F々/，y/ 

w.  y/, 广0 N./i 
P./* 

M.plci 

Sz. //,/‘《• K.pi 

J.  hi 
A.  i'-i Sinking 

Upper. 

To  compare  ；  to  use  as  a 
simile  or  illustration.  See 

5146. 

能 近取譬  to  be  able  to  judge 
of  others  by  ourselves. 

取 譬不遠  my  illustrations 
are  not  taken  from  things  remote 

譬如。 r  若  is  like;  may 
be  compared  with；  for  instance 

譬 諸小人  is  like  the  mean man. 

譬 之宮牆 let  me  use  the 
comparison  of  a  house  and  its 
wall. 

_  like;  for  instance. 

譬喩  a  simile ;  for  instance. 

此 誠譬喻 切當之 this 
is  a  most  apposite  simile. 

罕; 譬而 論  t<5  explain  by single  illustration. 

闢 To  open  ;  to  burst  forth 

to  develop.  To  expose 
To  retire. 

陌 
Q.fik 
\V.  /"v 

N.  bih 

一 *  岡 一 ■闕  a  shutting  and  an 
I  .opening,- 
«  end. 

-a  beginning  and  an 

闢梦
 

9027 

陌錫 p.w,/ 厂 

See 僻 

A.  sik^  tik Entering 

Upper. 

9028 

R. 闢 

See 辟 

Entering 

Upper. 

匹 
R. 

Entering 

Upper. 

I  102 

I*"! 

9029 

K
|
"
 

so 

開 闢以來  since  the  creation  | of  the  world. 

用 字新闢  using  a  word  in  i 
novel  sense. 

地 不加闢  the  land  is  not| developed. 

透闢  to  see  through  or  expose,! 3.  fallacy. 

闢佛  to  expose  or  condemn  | Buddhism. 

闢 處海濱  took  refuge  on  the  I  R  j^u' 
caq_cV»  I 

See 匹 

The  crash  bf  thunder.  I  Entering 

I  Upper. 
露雷  a  clap  of  thunder. 

打 的霹雷 很利害 the| claps  of  thunder  were  very  severe.  I  9031 

露 靈  rumbling, 一- as  of  thunder  |R •支 

C.  J>ei 

know  and  some  which  an  igno 
rant  fellow  does. 

末匹  a  mallard.  See  9030. 

一匹馬  a  horse. 

9030 

馬匹  horses. 高麗 布二匹  two  pieces 

or  carts. 

霹靂車  ballistae* 

HW 

iF.i/S 

Uee 皮 

A  kind  of  waterfowl, 

known  as  ̂  ̂  ；  the  brown 

grebe. 

|A.C3/ 

Even  Lower. 

皮,
 

9029 

質 
C.fet 

H;  fit 
Y.feik 

W. 

P.c/W 

M./j 

Y.fik 

Sz./l£ 
K./l;7 J.  hitsz^pitsz 

A.  t^et 

9032 

R. 圭 

C.p^ei 

a  fellow;  onelF./^v./w/ 
w.  I 

N.h 

p. 

A  mate 

of  a  pair.  A  common  or 
ordinary  man  ；  ignorant 

Numerative  of  horses,  and|=. 

// 

誤 有所逹  there  are  some  I things  which  a  sage  does  not! 

Korean  cloth. 

A  wild  duck :  a  mallard 

The  bear.  See  4700. 

also  of  pieces  of  cloth  ；  seelsz. 

3〗39. 今  匹  where  can  we  now  find  I  Lower 
his  peer? 

惡胃1 可匹哉  how  can  I  be  I confounded  with  them? 

相匹  a  pair, — as  husband  and  I wife. 

匹配 or 匹偶 a  married  I couple. 

匹 配之際 at  the  time  of| marriage. 

不 匹  f 禺  they  do  not  mate,- said  of  peacocks  and  peahens. 

匹 夫  a  man;  a  husband.  Also| used  contemptuously. 

匹婦  a  married  woman. 
聖人 有所不 知 ，匹夫 

The  skin  of  the  body  ； 

hide ;  leather  ；  fur  ；  bark 

peel;  a  wrapper  ；  a  covering Radical  107. 

皮膚  the  skin. ^  j^J  skin  and  flesh;  the
  fles 

皮毛  skin  and  hair；  the  hair  c the  body;  the  body,  as  oppose 
to  the  soul. 

面皮 •臉皮  the  skin  of  t] 
face.  See  7140,  7886. 

不 顴面皮  regardless  of  se 
respect. 

皮臉。 r 皮着臉 shamele! 

太皮臉  too  thick-skinned.  ^ 4024. 

死 皮賴臉  totally  wanting 
self-respect ;  without  shame, 

吾 子皮相  之  J 
you,  sir,  are  a  gentleman 

judges  
- 

of  persons  by  their  2 pearance, 一 e.g.  and  thinks  th 

lowly  people  will  do  low  acti 

脫 去皮囊 to  shuffle  off  t 
skin  bag, — the  mortal  coil. 

8149. 

皮症  skin  diseases. 

皮色 the  quality  of  a  skin  or  f 

好皮色  a  good  complexior 



PI 

[1103 

3^1 

9032 

%  皮  name  of  a  medicine. 

皮貨  skins:  furs. 

皮器  articles  made  of  leather. 

皮板  the  leather  side  of  a  fur. 

皮匠  a  worker  in  leather. 

刮皮匠  one  who  scrapes  the 
skin  of  others, — a  bore. 

醃皮店  a  tanner’s  shop. 

皮夾  a  leathern  portfolio. 

皮^ §  a  leather  trunk. 

皮紙  parchment. 

皮裙  a  skin-lined  petticoat. 

皮帶  harness. 

皮靴子  fur  boots.  Also, 
foreign  leather  boots. 

皮筲兒  an  unlined  skin  coat. 

皮巴掌  a  hard  flat  piece  ofl 
leather  for  beating  lying  wit¬ 
nesses  on  the  mouth. 

書皮  the  cover  of  a  book. 

水 皮兒上  on  the  surface  of 
th«  water. 

地起皮  cracks  in-  dry  mud. 

奶皮  cream. 
皮糖  sugar  in  long  strips,  so 
called  from  its  toughness ;  a  kind 

of  jujube. 

皮蛋  eggs  preserved  in  lime, 
served  without  the  shell  and  cut 

up  into  slices. 

皮瓜  large  leather  balls  used  as 
weapons. 

皮條  leather  thongs. 

扯皮條  to  play  the  part  of  a 
pimp. 

皮毛否 skin  rugs. 

皮襖  a  fur  coat. 

剝皮  to  take  off  the  sicin,  peel, 
etc.;  to  flay. 

皮包  packing;  emballage.  Also, 
the  foreskin. 

皮包骨  very  thin;  emaciated 

除皮  to  deduct  the  packing; 
tare. 

皮油  tallow  from  the  tallow^ tree. 

皮膠 glue. 

邊 皮之地  a  frontier  or  out 
of-the-way  place. 

皮,
 

9°62 

皮 r 9°33 

R .支 

H.  v.  f'ai 

Soe 披 

Even  Upper. 

w 
9°34 

R. 支 

C. 
n.fi 

F. 
W. 

N， 

M. 
Y. 

Sz. K.// 

J.  hi 

K

.

 

f

i

 

Even  Upper. 

皮 室  an  old  name  for  the  divi¬ sions  of  a  military  encampment, 

i 射 不主皮  in  archery,  it  is not  (going  -through)  the  leather 
which  is  the  principal  thing, — - 
but  accuracy  of  aim. 

仲天皮 w 掬天皮  lichen ; moss. 

靑皮  roughs；  rowdies. 

皮  P^f)  strong  ；  substantial. 

銷皮話 repartee- 

To  peel  ；  to  scrape  •， to 

jtrim  ；  to  split. 

刻橙  to  peel  an  orange. 
刻削  to  shave  off;  to  pare. 

刻手甲  to  pare  the  finger¬ 
nails. 

曝 皮 (J  split;  cracked, — as  from exposure  to  heat. 

To  open；  to  spread  out； 

to  unroll.  To  throw  over, 

as  when  putting  on  a  cloak. 

Also  read  p、ei\ 

披書  to  open  a  book. 

披覽 a 披閱  to  open  and read;  to  note  the  contents  of. 

披展  to  unroll, — as  a  scroll. 

披髪  dishevelled  hair. 

披簑衣  to  marry  a  prostitute and  live  on  her  earnings. 

彼甲  to  put  on  armour. 

披柄  to  put  on  the  priest’s  robe 

披锁、 or  披執  in  full  uniform 

ctoile, 

椅披  a  chair-back;  an  antima¬ 
cassar. 

披風  a  woman’s  cloak  or  cape 

彼衣  to  throw  on  clothes. 

披 身而下 he  put  °n.(the clothes)  and  went  down, 一 the mine. 

披瀝  to  be  perfectly  open ;  tc 
speak  without  reserve. 

w 
披 肝瀝胆 1 。卿 n]y liver and  empty  my  gall-bladder, — I 9°34 
speak  absolutely  without  reserve. 

軍 皆披々 3 靡 the  whole army  was  routed. 

披肩  a  kind  of  cape  worn  at Court. 

拐^锁 j  t0  turn  overj  as  the  leaves of  a  book ;  to  brush;  to  bend, 
as  the  wind  bends  trees. 

披廈。 1 ■披屋 an  puthouse- 

M 9°35 

R •支 

To  crack  ；  to  split. 

S,ee  披 

Even  Upper. 

m Tired  ；  exhausted.  See 
29工6， 7331.  ； 

9036 

R. 支 

疲  weakness. 
疲倦。 1 ■疲乏 疲困。 r 

See 皮 

疲 串興  fatigued;  wearied. Even  Lower. 

疲 exhausted  energies. 

樂 此不疲  a  congenial  occu¬ pation  causes  no  fatigue.  - 

疲 干供護  got  tired  of _  look- 
ing  after  him, 一 of  a  sick  person. 

疲馬  a  jaded  horse. 疲 民  people  exhausted, — by  op¬ 
pression,  etc. 

疲  * 味  spiritless ;  cowardly. 

疲緩  dilatory;  inert. 
癖  poor  and  barren, — as  land. 

拉疲。 r 拖疲 dilatory. 

M The  rent  on  land  paid 9°37 

R. 支 

by  dividing  the  crop  with 
the  landlord. 

See 披 

Even  Upper. 

9038 

To  spread  out  ；  to  expand. 

R •支 

Same  as  9034. 

See 
Even  Upper. 
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9°39  ! R. 支 

See 披 

A.  ib't Even  Upper. 

A  stiletto. 

夾之 以触 st00d  011  both 
sides  of  him,  sword  in  hand. 

^  a  large  needle. 

髗
 4 

9040 
Distorted  ；  twisted. R. 寘 

See 皲 

A.  bi 
Sinking 
Lower. 

其文骨 凡激 his  style  is  very involved. 

m 
9041, r •支 

See 披 

Even  Upper. 

To  flutter. 

旌 旗檢靡  banners  in  dis- 
order, — of  routed  troops. 

9042 R. 紙 
N- ) 

p.  
y; M. ) 

K.pi 

J.  hi A." 

Rising  Upper. 

To  regulate;  to  prepare ； 
to  offer. 

夜皮 其家事 by  night  they 
regulate  their  household  affairs. 

官庞 其  officials  fulfil  their duties. 
.  L 

庄賦  to  furnish  subsidies. 

比 
9°43 

See  8942. 

仳 3
 9°44 

R •紙支 
C. 

N.W 

s -妣 
\.  i// 

To  be  separated. 

有  I ̂ 低® ̂   there  is  a  woman 
forced  to  leave  her  husband. 

Read  p、i\  Plain-looking 

M  ug'y- 

Rising  and 

Even  Upper. 

r 
i 

i 

妣 
9°45 

See  8943. 

m 
9046 

r. 寘 

&>
• 

v./  oui W.  \ 
N.  I 

Y.  1 

Sz. ] 

K.pi 

J.  hi 

A.  tH 
Sinking 

Upper. 

To  break  wind. 

放屁  to  break  wind ;  to  talk  rot. 

S  屁胡說  what  stuff  and 
nonsense ! 

狗屈  trash ;  rot. 

別放 你娘的 屁 dcn’tgive 
yourself  airs!  . 

女瑁哭 丈毋， 驢子放 

屁  a  son-in-law  mourning  for 
his  wife’s  mother  is  like  a  donkey 

breaking  wind, 一 his  grief  is  short and  fitful. 

屈 股 ot 屁股蛋 the  buti tocks. 

批1
 

9048 

屁股眼  the  anus. 
屁 股沉。 r 屁股黏  “sticky bottom;”  see  8370.  . 

他的 屁股沉 坐下就 

不走  he  is  glued  to  his  seat and  never  moves. 

不 俟枇准  without  waiting 
for  official  sanction. 

枇駁 to  reverse  the  judgment 
of  a  lower  court;  to  note  dis¬ 
approval  or  the  impropriety  of 
a  course  of  action. 

枇發  to  return  a  petition  etc. endorsed. 

枇行 t。  sanction. 枇飭  to  give  orders  in  reply; to  sanction. 

硃枇  an  Imperial  minute  or 
endorsement  in  red  ink;  any 

note  or  comment  {e.g.  in  books) 
in  red  ink. 

枇書  to  add  comments  to  a 
book. 

眉枇  the  comments  printed above  the  head-line  of  a  Chinese 

page. 
旁 相 ̂  notes  or  comments  written parallel  with  the  text. 

打屁股  to  flog  on  the  breech.  I 

白屁股  a  papico.  See  8956.! 

鴨屁股 a  cargo-junk  with  a  I broad  stern. 

See  8944. 

To  make  an  order  of 

Court  •’  to  reply  to  an 

inferior  •’  to  endorse  ；  to 

arrange  for  the  purchase 

of  ；  to  lease.  To  criticise  ; 

to  comment  on.  To  slap. 
Pointed. 

枇諭  an  Imperial  rescript.  ? 

枇明  to  give  clear  instructions, as  upon  a  report  sent  in  by  a 
subordinate ;  to  comment  on； 

to  agree  as  to  a  lease. 

枇覆 枇示。 r 批回 ot 

枇繳  to  reply  officially  to  a subordinate  or  to  any  petitioner. 

批斷  to  endorse  a  judgment 
upon  the  record. 

枇 判罪惡  to  sentence  for crimes, 一 as  a  judge. 

枇准  to  endorse  acceptance  or 
admission  (of  a  plaint  or  petition)；' 
to  confirm  the  judgment  of  a 
lower  court.  Also  used  for  to 

sanction  in  general. 

頂枇  notes  or  comments  at  the 
head  of  a  page. 

枇貨。 r 枇定  to  buy  goods to  arrive, — by  paying  bargain- 

money. 

枇 了六十 包洋布 
settled  for  sixty  bales  of  shirtings. 

枇單  a  bargain-chop  or  agree¬ ment  to  buy  or  sell  at  a  certain date. 

枇約  a  lease;  an  agreement. 

枇限  to  lease  for  a  period. 

枇與  to  lease  to. 
枇地  td  lease  land. 

枇客  a  lessee. 
枇帖  a  deed;  a  lease. 

枇出  to  lease  out. 批辦 t。  grant  a  trading  privilege to.  Also  =  枇定  above. 

批銷  to  write  off;  to  endorse (e.g.  an  account)  as  correct. 

说卻導 鼓 to  push  int0 
crevices  and  make  one’s  way 

into  the  hollow  places, — to  find 

the  flaws  and  weak  spots  of  an 

argument. 

批評。 r 枇註  to  criticise;  to comment  on.  The  first  is  also 
to  compare  notes. 

枇正 a 枇削  to  correct;  to 

revise. 

枇講 t。  explain. 

庇 
9°47 

9048 

R •齊 

C.  p、ai 
F.fig 

W.  \ 

负 •  j 

Y.  1 

Sz. ] 

K.pi 

J.  hei 

A./e 

Even  Upper. 
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m 

9048 

nWl 
9049 

支 

•
u
 

pi 

hi,  bi 
bi 
!ven  Lower. 

毗1
 

9050 

支 

e 皮 

vcn  Lower. 

枇文章  to  correct  or  comment 
on  an  essay. 

批面  to  slap  the  face. 

手 枇其頰  slapped  him  on 
the  cheek. 

枇 嘴巴子  to  give  slaps  on 
the  mouth. 

批手奪  to  snatch. 

我批中 你 i  pass  you, 
•  — as  to  a  friend  who  has  sub¬ 
mitted  an  .essay  for  an  opinion. 

批斥  tp  rebuke;  to  reprove. 

竹枇 雙耳峻  their  ears 
sticking  up  like  sharp-pointed 
bamboos. 

Read  pHeh、. 
See  7185. 

To  rub. 

The  loquat  [Eriobotryc 

japonica、 Ldl.).  See  7398 

Itt  loquat  stems, 一 a  kind 
of  sweetmeat. 

野 山) 枇杷  Rhododendron 
Fortuneiy  Ldl. 

Adjacent  ；  having  the 

same  boundary.  To  aid. 

毗連  adjacent, — as  fields. 

無 爲夸毗  do  not  be  either 
boastful  or  flattering, 

眉毗  the  fastening  of  a  leather 
girdle.  See  9909. 

毗 奈耶。 f 毗尼  the  Vinaya. 
See  7548. 

毗舍闍  a  class  of  Buddhist 
demons,  like  vampires.  Sanskrit: 

pisdtcha. 

毗舍邦  the  land  of  vampire 
demons, — a  name  for  Formosa 
under  the  Sung  dynasty. 

毗廬佛  Viirotchana  Buddha. 

毗廬帽  a  hat  with  a  picture 
of  Viirotchana  on  the  brim. 

Hence  pH4u  has  come  to  mean 
a  hat. 

毗佛略  Vaipufya, — one  of  the 
12  divisions  of  the  Buddhist 

Scriptures.  See  1. 

H
i
t
1
 

哦 J  沙門  the  Plutus  of  the Hindus,  adopted  by  Buddhists 

9050 

on  account  of  his  popularity, 

and  worshipped  as  the  God  of 
Wealth,  Sanskrit :  Vdisramana. 

刚 J  陵  an  old  name  for  常州 
府  Ch‘ang-chou  Fu  in  Kiangsu. 

哦 伽可汗  the  little  “Shah” or  Khan.  See  8021. 

毘 
Same  as  9050. 

9052 

An  ore  of  arsenic.  Read p'z1  in  Peking. 
R. 齊 

础確 m 批信 础石。 r C.p^ai^  y,fei 
H.fai 

批毒  arsenic. 

See 批 

批 末  powdered  arsenic. Even  Upper. 

w Spoilt  silk. 
9°S3 

faulty;  erroneous;  deft- 

R •支祗 

cient. 

寘 
Read  pH7,  or  Silk H.cpi,spH 

K  pi tassels  or  fringes. 

J.  hi 

A.  Lti 

素 絲紕之  bound  with  a  wisp Even,  Rising 
and  Sinking. 

of  white  silk. 

芘
 2 

A  thorny  plant  known  as 

梨茏- 

9054 

R •支 

Read  pi\  A  malvaceous 

% 批 

plant.  To  shade；  to  pro- 
Even  Lower. tect. 

茲 3b  Malva  sylvestrisy  L. 

m 9055 

r •支 

See 批 

A  large  black  ant,  known 
as 由 比浮. 

A.  Ui 

Even  Lower. 

m 
9056 

Limp；  wanting  in  vigour. 

R •古 

紙弱 weak- 

s- 批 

A.  Sti 
Even  Lower. 

m 
9°S7 

R. 支 

See 批 

a.  a 

Even  Lower. 

狴
 3 

9058 

R •薺 

C.  pai1- 

Y.pei^ 

W.  bi^ N.  beii 

p.  Yi 

Y.//° 

K •外 

J.  hei 

A,  be^ 

Rising  Lower 

Irregular. 

m 

9059 

R •齊 

See 披 

A.  Ui 
EvenjUpper. Mb 

胜 

9060 

藤 

9061 

R •支 

See 批 

A.  Sti Even  Lower. 

Broken  wheat  boiled  and 
dried,  known  as  麥 比馨. 

A  fierce  animal,  known 

as  挫犴 . Its  head  is  seen 
depicted  at  the  entrance  to 

prisons. 失志 懷憂如 坐狴牢 
depressed  and  sad,  as  though  in 

prison. 

Wrong  ；  mistaken. 

Same  as  9056. 

A  lute,  known  as  琵琶 

pH  with  a  pear-shapec 

body  of  curved  section  co¬ 
vered  with  a  flat  sound¬ 

board,  having  four  or  six 
silk  strings.  It  is  said  ( 1 

have  been  invented  in  the 

3rd  cent,  b.c.,  after  the  dis¬ 

appearance  of  the  ancient 
music,  and  is  first  mentioned 
in  connexion  with  the  name 
of  Yuan  Hsien  ；  also  (2)  to 

have  been  introduced  from 

Central  Asia  in  b.c.  51  by 

Wu-sun  Kung  Chu.  See 

Biog.  Diet. 

琿 琶別抱  holding  her  guitai 
bn  the  other  arm, — of  a  widow 
who  marries  again. 

猴準 琵零1 ike  a  monkey 
playing  the  guitar, — he  亂彈 

thrums  at  random,  sc. 

talks  at  random. 

139 
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906l 

% 
9062 

腿 彈琵琶  his  legs  play  the! 
guitar,  一  he  shivers  with  cold, 
alluding  to  the  fact  that  all  guitar 

notes  are  played  in  tremolo. 

彈不響 的琵琶 like  a 
guitar  which  won’t  sound, — it  has 

“bridge”  (沒 有品  了)， 

9067 

See 批 

Even  Lower. 
no 

which  also  means  he  is  not  a 

person  of  decent  behaviour. 

琵琶骨  the  shoulder-blade, 
from  its  shape. 

琵琶撥  a  Plectrum- 

琵 琶  a  female  demon,  like 
a  great  scorpion ;  popular  name 
for  a  louse. 

琵琶触  a  species  of  ray  {Rhina 
ancylostoma). 

琵 琶嘴鴨  the  shoveller  duck 
{Spatula  clypeata). 

m 

9063 
r •支寘 

齊霽 
C.  •上, 

^ei 

bi\  bV- 
N.  bV- 

Y./i° K.pi 

•  hei.  hi 

A.  be 

Even  and 
Sinking 

Irregular. 

Same  as  9050. 

To  pair  ；  to  match. 

媲美  a  pair;  the  equal  of. 

Read  pix. 

嫛犋  small ;  delicate. 

Read  A  woman’s 
name. 

拢 
9064 

碓 
9065 

Same  ̂ .3  9048. 

Same  as  9052. 

m 

9066 r .女齊 

C./W,  y^p^ou 
A 

See 批 

A.  Ui 

Even  Lower. 

The  stomach  of  an  ani¬ 

mal.  Used  for  9078. 

脑析 Mpe. 
脑月至  entrails  of  birds. 

臁臍  the  navel. 

R. 

9068 

支 

H.W 
See 批 

A.  iti 
Even  Lower. 

坏 
9069 

u 

9070 

A  cattle-tick,  called 

牛螭- 

The  white  fox.  Also, 

described  as  a  tiger  or 

leopard.  A  flag  with  a 

white  leopard  on  it.  See 

4655 - 

獻 其貔皮  presenting  his white  fox-skins. 

貌子 蒲  leoPard’s  lair, 一 apiece in  Liao-tung,  Dear,  the  Russian 
frontier. 

貔貅  one  of  the  six  kinds  of beasts  trained  by  the  Yellow 

Emperor  to  fight;  hence,  soldiers； See  4655. 

Same  as  9071. 

9071 

r ..灰 尤 

C.  Jau 

H.  sp、ui 

F. 

W.  <b'6e 

胚 

K •少 

J.  hai^  he A.  ifeu 
Even  

Upper 
and  Lower. 

Same  as  9072. 

Unburnt  bricks. 

择瑰。 r 泥理 ot 磚理 un- burnt  bricks,  tiles,  etc. 

理場  a  bricklayer’s  yard. 

场模子  a  mould  for  making bricks. 

脫珲  to  remove  a  brick  from the  mould. 

烟坯子  rough  stones  for making  mouth-pieces  to  pipes. 

取石垤  to  get  a  rough  block of  stone, 一 as  for  a  statue. 

一 坯黃土 蓋英雄 
clod  of  yellow  earth  covers  the 
hero. 

丫  頭理兒  you  unburnt  brick of  a  slave-girl ! — you  hussy ! 

m 

9072 

R. 灰 

C.p^ui 

H.fi 

F.  p、wi 

W./W 
N./H 

i.  I 

Y.fiet.fi 

Sz. 

K.^ 

J.  hai^  he 

A./oui^  sfi 

Even  Upper. 

A  foetus  a  month  pld 

an  embryo.  Colloquiall 

P、i\  
^ 

否 9°73 

痞 
3 

9074 

R. 紙 

C.fei 

W.  Hi 

N. 

P. 

M.  \  pH Y. 

Sz. 

K./i 

J.hi 

A.  bi 

胚胎  a  pregnant  womb, — in  th early  stages  of  pregnancy. 

See  3596. 

Rising  Upper 

Irregular. 

A  stoppage；  constipatior 

dyspepsia. 

痞症。 r 痞塊 a  swelling  < the  belly,  from  constipation. 

搭積  constipation. 痞滿  fulness ;  dyspepsia. 

塔匪  the  “obstructives,”  一 
name  formerly  given  to  certai 

有種痞 徒不法 
a  class  of  lawless  scoundrel who . 

削 9°7S 

埤1
 

9076 

R •古 

W 

F. 

See 陣 

A.  Ui Even 

Irregular. 

啤
，
 

9。77 

R •齊 

% 批鼙 

Even  Lower. 

Same  as  9033. 

A  low  wall,  as  oppose 

to 垣  1^3,762  ；  used  wit 9081.  Increasingly  [st 

5440  wei4). 婢 （or  piK)  a  parapet. 

竹埤  a  low  bamboo  fence. 
Read  or  pei^.  Lov 

lying ;  damp. 

袪柏 不生埤 firs  d。 】 
grow  in  marshy  lands. 

以 山爲埤  to  regard  hills 

low. 
Hilly. 

啤崎  the  appearance  of  mou 
tains. 

賴 有峽蜱  trusting  to 
rocky  base, — for  strength. 
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m 

9078 

支 
L  c/>/， W 

比枇 
. Ui 

2 veil  Lower. 

稗 
9079 

郫
 * 

9080 

支 
6枇 

ti 

Yen  Lower. 

陴1
 

9081 

i/l« 

\bi 

P* 
\i 

ui 

vea  Upper. 

卑 r 
9082 

質 

rtt 

Entering 
Upper. 

The  spleen  ；  the  stomach 

脾胃  the  stomach；  appetite. 

淸 脾理胃  to  clear  out  and 
put  in  order  the  stomach, — by 
medicine. 

脾寒  a  chil1;  ague. 

脾泄  dysentery. 

蜜脾  the  cells  of  a  honeycomb. 

脾氣  disposition ;  wmper. 

江 山易玫 ，脾 氣難移 
rivers  and  mountains  may  be 
easily  changed,  but  it  is  hard 

to  alter  a  man’s  disposition. 

他的脾 氣不好 his  tem- 
per  is  not  a  good  one. 

沁詩脾 t。  imbibe  a  poetical 
temperament. 

See  8767. 

Name  of  an  ancient  city 
in  Shansi. 

郫縣  name  of  a  District  in 
Sstich‘uan. 

郫筒酒  spirits  from  the  above 
District  put  up  in  large  bamboo 
tubes. 

A  parapet;  a  rampart. 

城陴  the  wall  of  a  fortified  city 

守陣  t。 guard  the  walls. 

The  eastern  jackdaw 

ycos  dauricus\  known  as 

鹎腠 

9083 

R •齊 

F-c/*' 

See 枇 

J.  hei、 bei A.  ibe 
Even  Lower. 

鄙 
9084 

圮3
 

9P^S 

R •紙 

C.  v.  ki 

F.  ki 

W.  cH 
N./4*  一 

M.| 

Y.  chH 

K

.

 

W

 

J.  
hi 

A.  
bi Rising  Upper. 

疋
於
 

9086 

質馬 
See 匹雅 

A.  ",  hia Entering 

Upper Rising  Lower. 

A  drum  beaten  on  horse- j 
back. 

征 鼙動地  the  war-drums  j (the  signal  for  fighting)  shook  I the  earth. 

鼙婆  a  variant  of  pH  p^a ;  see\ 

9061. 

See  896^. 

M 

9090 窺 

9091 

|R. 

R 

伍 
9087 

缻 

9088 愎 
9089 

To  injure  ；  to  subvert. 

[To  be  distinguished ， from , 

5465.] 

方 命圮族  he  is  disobedient to  orders  and  tries  to  injure  his| 

peers. 傾  broken  down；  collapsed, - as  a  building. 

圮毁  ruined ;  destroyed. 

The  foot  (old  sound  su1 
or  Asu1).  Numerative  of 

pieces”  of  shirtings,  cloth, 
etc.  Radical  103. 

足古 作疋〃 w  f。。^  was  an- ciently  written  as  pH  piece.  See 

9029. 

一疋布  a  “piece”  of  cloth 

疋頭舖  a  piece-goods  store 
成疋  a  whole  piece. 
疋數  the  number  of  pieces. 

Read  ya%.  Used  W 雅 12,807. 

大疋 and 小 疋  the  Greater 
and  Lesser  Odes  of  the  King¬ 

dom, — names  of  two  books  of the 詩經- 

9092 

質 

See 弼 

A.  bet^ 

Entering 

Lower. 

9°93 

R •齊 

See 賍批 

A.  Lde 
Even  Upper. 

m 
9094 

卜篠
 。 

!see  表 

Rising  Upper. 

9095 

R. 蠢 

See 表 

\K.fieu 

Even  Upper. 

To  blow  water  into  meatj 
to  increase  its  weight. 

See  9011. 

Same  as  90^.6. 

A  prison.  See  9058. 

R. 

Ttt; 

J?9
6 

f 、蕭 

A  high  mountain  peak. 

A  streamer；  a  pennon. 

See  3604. 

Same  as  3604. 

See  8992. 

C.  pLiu、 cpiu 

H.  p^iau^  cpiau 

Y.pHm 
W.  bide 

N.  bioa 

M.  i 
 ^iau 

K.^io 

|j.  hid、 did 
A.  bitu 工 

Rising  and 
Even  Lower 

id  Upptr. 

To  push  ;  to  throw  ；.  toj 

wave.  The  appearance  of 

beating  oneself. 

標 出 門外  turn  him  out  of| 
the  house. 

標 落底下  he  threw  it  down.  I 
標旗  to  wave  a  flag,  一  as  a  I 

signal. 

寢 辟有標  ‘starting  from  I sleep,  I  beat  my  breast. 

以 …… 標  pliaol  其首  headed J 
it  (a  paragraph)  with . 

摺  /‘―2 梅  said  of  girls  who\ are  not  sought  in  marriage.  See\ 

7705. 



R. 蕭條 
W.  piau^p^iau Sec 表 
A.  tieu 

Even  Upper. 

I»Iu9lO 1 108 FIAQ 

標 
9°97 

A  branch.  A  mark；  a 

signal  ；  a  beacon ;  a  flag, 

used  as  a  kind  of  prize  in 

races ;  a  notice  {see  1 1,634); 

a  warrant.  To  display;  to 

exhibit.  To  record.  A  body 

of  troops;  a  naval  division 

or  squadron.  Wrongly  used 

for  票 9i  1 8. 

本 標相應  root  and  branches 
proportioned  to  each  other. 

標言已  marks, 一 as  for  navigation. 

標桿  a  beacon-pole. 

標旗  a  signal  flag. 

標車  convoy  carts, — hired  to 
protect  travellers  against  ban¬ 
ditti.  They  either  contain  fight¬ 
ing  men  or  are  in  league  with 
the  enemy. 

標準。 1 •標樣  an  example. 

以 爲標準  to  serve  as  a  mark. -to  aim  at. 

插標  to  put  up  a -signal. 

觀如插 標賣苜 n。*。11 
him  as  though  I  had  stuck 
label  on  his  head  and  offered 

him  for  sale, — as  though  already 
my  prey. 

奪標  to  win  the  prize，一 in race. 

頭標  first  prize, — in  a  race. 

標幟  a  m^fk ;  an  indication ; 
.Sign. 

標籤  a  nj^gi3terial  warrant. 

標楊  to  exhibit 

標 起張字 t。 post  up  the 
word  “Open  ” 一 as  for  opening 
a  new  shop. 

標名 t。  publish  names, — as  of! 
successful  candidates,  worthy 

persons,  etc. 

龍 榜標名 one，s  name  pub- lished  on  the  dragon  list, — as 
successful  candidate. 

標榜  to  publish  the  list, ―  of successful  candidates. 

互 相標榜  mutual! 少  publish 
ing  one  another, — as  very  good 
or  talented  individuals. 

9°97 撫標  and  督標  troops  at  the disposal  of  the  Governor  and 
Governor-General,  respectively. 

troops  at  the  disposal  of 

a  Brigade  General. 

那 裏投標  in  which  corps  is! he  serving?  —  referring  to  the above  entries. 

河  troops  specially  employed 
upon  the  Yellow  River. 

飘
 3 

9098 

R •蕭篠 

% 漂標 

Even  and 
Rising  Upper, 

灌  troops  specially  employed 
in  the  Grain-transport  service 

serving  under  the  banner 

of, 一 as  a  soldier  in  one  of  the 
above  military  organisations. 

釉標  a  stiletto. 

商標  a  trade-mark. 

標麵  the  best  flour. 

標緻  very  pretty. 

標文書  to  date  a  despatch. 

標布  T-cloths. 標格  countenance ;  appearance, 
a  specimen, - as  of  a  strange 

animal  in  a  museum,  etc. 

R •肴蕭 

篠 

% 刨簾 

Even  Lower 
and  Upper. 

To  look  at  carefully. 

鰾 9099 

焱 

9100 

9101 

R •蕭肴 

表飄 
A.  tieu、ficu 

Even  Upper. 

A  whirlwind.  Rapidity 

of  motion.  [Both  forms  are authorised.] 

標紀  to  record. 
troops  under  the  provin¬ 

cial  Commander-in-chief. 

See  9136. 

Same  as  9101. 

飆風暴 雨 a  st_  ^ wind and  rain. 

非 飆車羽 輪不可 

到也  inaccessible  unless  by a  whirlwind  cart  and  winged 

wheels,  —  of  Iisi  Wang  Mu’s abode.  See  8067. 

金 飄忽起 a  west  wind 
suddenly  sprang  up. 

冬 飆撼壁  the  wintry  blast shook  the  walls. 

9102 

杓 
9103 

廡 
9104 

91。5 

R •讀 

Sce 表 

Even  Upper. 

Same  as  9101. 

See  9768. 

To  weed. 

綿 綿其漉  many  were  t
he 

weeders,  一  among  the  young 

grain. 
_  介  i  i the  chariot  with 
its  team  in  mail  looks  martial. 

Read  p(ao2.  A  one¬ horned  deer. 

People  passing  to  and fro. 

9106 

✓*i»j 

H.fiau 

See 表 

Even  Upper. 

9107 

R. 會 See 表 

Even  Upper. 

9108 

R •論 

See 表 

Even  Upper. 

Abundantly. 

雨雪镳 镳 the  s_ has 
fallen  abundantly. 

To  weed.  See  9104. 

9109 

R •篠 

See 
Rising  Lower. 

Fat  ；  sleek. 

肥臁。 r 臁滿。 r 脂臁 
plump;  in  good  condition. 

上瞒  to  get  into  good  condition, 

掉  _  to  fall  off ;  to  be  out  of 
condition. 

A  species  of  Scirpus. 

rushes  from  which  mats, 

etc.,  can  be  made. 

Read  p、iao\ 

插田蘸  Rubus  coreanus， Miq. 

簾子  berries  like  those  of  JRubui 
and  Ftagaria. 
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m 

9110 

..m /•Tm 

[•  pHau 

比表 
Sven  Upper. 

9111 

讀尤 
咸 
6表 

ticu 

Ven  Upper. 

*X 

9112 -k 

piu 

piau 

pieu 

>pi'de 

pioa 

piu、 piau 

piau 

pioa 

pHu.p^io  ’ 
iiu、hi 
bieu 

ren  Upper. 

m 
9叫 

it 
Heu^y.  piu 

彪 
U、bu 

ren  Upper. 

袠 3
 

9ii4 

A  horse’s  bit. 

相纖  to  rein  in. 

鑣車 w  9。97. 

表1
 

9i!4 

Hair；  shaggy.  Radical | 
190. 

垂彭  flowing  locks. 

Stripes,  as  on  an  animal : 

streaks；  veins.  Ornamental. 

A  tiger-cat. 

文 彪。 r 彪炳  elegant;  ornate.  | 

彪子  a  mischievous  person. 

^  ̂   ̂Ta harum-scarum  fellow；! a  fool. 

—彪軍  a  party  of  soldiers;  a  I 
detachment. 

Hu 
^iau 
、ieu 

pi.de 
Hoa 

[ pia
u 

ioa 

办 iau 

^Ho 

ieu 

ng  Upper. 

Water  flowing. 

廳池  name  of  a  small  lake  in| 
Shensi. 

Outside,  as  opposed  tol 

裏 688 1  ；  external.  A  term  f 
of  relationship  applied  tol 

all  descendants  of  female  | 

relatives  on  the  father’s 

side  ；  and  on  the  mother’s | 
side， to  all  descendants] 

•rom  a  mother’s  brothers 
or  her  male  first  cousins 

of  the  same  surname.  To 

make  known;  to  manifest 

see  7523)  ；  a  document 

setting  forth  (see  10,378). 

A  “style”  or  fancy  name.[ 
A  watch.  The  “dedication” 

of  a  book  to  an  Emperor. 

表裏  outside  and  inside ;  coat  I and  lining. 

表裏如  — •  outside  and  inside  I the  same, — sincere. 

相 爲表裏  one  outside  and  I one  inside;  in  collusion；  forming | 
an  integral  part  of. 

表 裏爲奸  in  treacherous I collusion. 

是與 龍門贊 語相表 I 
(the  foregoing)  is  simply  I 

a  corroboration  of  the  eulogy  of| Lung  Men.  See  7479. 

表壯不 如裏壯  outside  I strength  is  not  so  good  as  inside! 
strength, — externals  are  not  so | 
important  as  internals. 

表面  the  outer  surface ;  thej outside. 

於 ，表 面觀之 looking  at  a| question  superficially,  —  without  I 

going  deeply  into  the  matter.  I 

表親  relatives  on  the  mother’s  | 
side;  cognates. 

表兄弟  male  first  cousins  of| another  surname. 

姑表  cousins,  —  children  of  a| brother  and  sister. 

表 姐妹。 r 表姊妹  female  j first  cousins  of  another  surname.  I 

表祖义  S()n  a  paternal  great- 1 
grand-aunt, 一 a  paternal  second  f cousin  twice  removed. 

表伯夂 ^ 表 伯毋。 rl 
表 叔义— 表叔毋 
sons  (and  their  wives)  of  paternal 

衮 
9114 

grand-aunts, - removed. 
-first  ebusins  once  I 

表姪子 表娃女 
grandsons  and  g^p.nd-daughters 
(through  males) ofpatemal aunts. 

表絰孫  great-grandsons (through  males)  of  paternal  aunts. 

表 出  w  表彰  to  manifest;  to make  known. 

必表 而出之 he  W()re  it (his  summer  coat)  over  an  inner 

garment. 

聊表 微意。 r 畧表寸 
as  a  slight  token  of  my 

feelings. 

便表得  thus  bringing  out  the 
idea  of,  一 of  interpretation  by 

a  painter. 

無 以自表  no  chance  of  dis-| 
tinguishing  oneself. 

表明  to  make  clear;  to  state | . clearly. 

表白  to  show;  to  publish. 

聽我表 一 表 let  me  state | 
the  case. 

話表  tjie  story  goes  that , (= 話 說). 

不表 W  to  speak  further  of, —  I as  in  a  narrative,  where  thej author  makes  a  digression.  ] 

运 且不表  let  us  now  leave! 
this  subject.  \ 

課程表  statement  of  examin-l 
ations  and  courses,— a  University  I 

. Calendar.  
■ 

校勘表  a  table  of  Errata, 表文。 r 表章。 r 表本 a| 
memorial  to  the  Throne. 

墓表  a  eulogistic  composition  I burnt  at  the  grave  of  some  friend  I 
or  celebrity.  ! 

表奏  to  memorialise  the  Em-1 

peror. 

朝鮮 .國- 王上表 告急丨 
the  King  of  Korea  memorialised! 
the  Emperor  concerning  the  peril! 

he  was  in,  ■ 

財政表  see  11,500, 表樣  an  example；  a  pattern. 

爲表率  to  be  a  model  or  I exemplar. 

人 民之表  a  representative  I of  4he  people, — as  a  statesman.  | 

派代表  to  send  a  represen ta-l tive, — of  a  firm.  - 

表道樹  trees  to  point  tne  way,] 一 finger-posts. 

於大 道之傍 一里- 銅表 ，高五 尺以誌 

里 _  at  every  li  along  the! high  road  there  was  a  copper! 
indicator,  5  feet  in  height,  tol 
show  the  number  of  li.  |j 

表 學影直  if  the  sign-post  isl 
upright,  its  shadow  will  bef straight.  (j 

好心不 用細表 a  goodj heart  needs  no  statement  to  that| 

effect, - good  wine  needs  no  bush. 

表物。 r 表記  a  keepsake. 
華表  commemorative  arches  atl 

tombs.  • 
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表 
3 9ii4 

表字  or  表  a  fancy  name  or “style.”  See  12,324. 

舍親表 宁伯雅 my  rela - tive’s  style  is  Po-ya. 

年 幼無表  too  young  to  have 
a  style. 

前日 不曾問 得貴表 
the  other  day  I  omitted  to  ask 

your  style. 

以 音爲表  to  take  sound  as 
the  basis  of  the  name;  onoma- 

R. 

篠 

See 表 

Rising  Upper. 

topoea, 一 e.g.  a  crow  is  called 

禾鳥  because  its  cry  is  亞 • 

以德爲 表 to  take  some characteristic  as  basis  of  the 

name, — e.g.  man  is  called  人 

because  he  is  • 

表禮  a  present  given  on  first 
seeing  a  child. 

9118 

•遽 

C.fiu 

H,  J>Hau 

F.  pHeu 

W.  pHde 

N.  p^ioa 

時辰表  a  watch 

^  . 兒表  a  “hunter”  watch. 

敞 臉兒表 an 。^11  face watch. 

要 遒表來 瞧一瞧 asked  her  to  hand  him  a  watch 

see, 一 the 

鐘表匠  a  watch-maker * 

\o  mark  out  the  difference 

— between  a  worthy  or  talented 
man  and  ordinary  mortals. 

一 表人才  a  remarkable  man 

表表  (of  persons)  remarkable ; 
(of  things)  excellent ;  rare. 

表角  Cape  of  Good  Hope, near  Swatow. 

M.  >  p^iau 

Sz. ) 

Y.  p、ioa K.  pLyo 
hyd 

A.Jieu 

Sinking 

Upner. 

m 
9115 u .篠 

See 表 

Rising  Upper. 

To  distribute. 

俵散  to  disperse;  scattered. 

俵 給。 r 俵分  to  distribute, 
as  alms;  to  divide,  as  plunder. 

m 
[16 

R. 條 
See 表 

Rising  Upper. 

A  prostitute. 

婊 子養的 you  son  of 
whore ! 

裱
 3 

9117 

P. 

To  paste. 

從布裱  to  paste  on  linen. 

裱畫舖  a  shop  where  pictures are  mounted. 

裱糊匠  a  paper-hanger. 

A  slip  of  bamboo  or 

paper ；  a  warrant；  a  bank 

note；  a  document*  a  ticket ； 
a  certificate.  See  12,935. 

傅票  a  summons, 一 the  person required  being  allowed  to  remain 
at  large  on  the  security  of 
householder. 

差票 w 信票  a  warrant  to 
arrest. 

火 票  a  warrant  to  go  with  the speed  of  fire  for  immediate  arrest; 

a  despatch  by  special  courier. 

鎖枸票  a  warrant  to  bring  the prisoner  in  chains. 

出票  to  issue  a  summons  or warrant. 

追票  to  issue  a  warrant  to recover  money. 

買票  to  buy  a  warrant,  一  as runners  in  a  yamen  sometimes 

do  from  the  magistrate’s  secre 
tary,  when  the  case  promises  to 
be  a  particularly  lucrative  one. 

存票  paper  money  or  notes,  as issued  by  a  bank  or  cash-shop. 

票存  cash  reserves  against  notes issued. 

錢票  a  bank  note, — payable  in CCLS  h  • 

銀票  a  bank  draft  (payable  in silver) ;  a  cheque. 

票子  (in  Peking)  a  cash  note, as  distinguished  from  H  a  note 

payable  in  silver.  N 

圈票子  to  mark  a  bank-note, 
as  a  forgery. 

打回 退票去 to  take  back a  bad  note  to  tjie  bank. 

匯票  a  bill  of  exchange.  See 

票號  an  establishment  at  which bills  of  exchange  can  be  bought 

認票 不認人  payable 
bearer. 

.9118 

w 

9119 

R •嘯 

See 漂 

Sinking 

Upper. 
R. 

9120 

嘯篠 

蕭 . 三 fiu 

憑票  a  draft  payable  to  bearer. 

見票 遲三天 three 如’5 
after  sight;  at  three  days’  sight, 

鈔票  Government  notes,  一  as : specially  issued  in  the  reign  of 

^  豐  Hsien  Feng,  1851—62. 

發票  an  invoice. 串票  a  certificate  of  payment of  taxes. 

路票  a  passport. 船票  a  boat-pass;  a  boat-license. 

當票。 i •票紙  a  pawn-ticket. 

轉票  to  renew  a  pawn-ticket, — paying  interest  due. 

浮票  the  foil  or  detachable  part 
of  (e.g,)  a  cheque-book. 

票裉 ot 票底 子 the  counter- 
foil  of  a  note,  ticket,  or  cheque: 

呂 朱票。 t 發財票 a Manila  lottery  ticket. 

票板  a  block  for  printing  money- orders,  tickets,  etc. 

票摺  a  share  certificate  and  the| dividend  warrant  corresponding^ 

票文  the  writing  on  a  warrant or  note. 

票 夾  a  case  or  purse  for  carry  ! 
ing  bank  notes. ®  theatrical  amateurs. 

投票  w  11,446. 

剽‘
 

Light  ；  airy  ；  rude. 

烟倡 而上升 smoke  is  ligh 
and  ascends. 

" (^狡  artful;  roguish. 

怠 慢倡秦  supercilious  anc 

rude. 

to 

C. 

W.C/^V 

N.  p^ioa Y.  cpioa 

See 票 

K.fieu^  bieu 
Sinking  and 

Rising 

Irregular. 

To  cut  ；  to  stab.  Swift 
active.  See  12,935. 

剽椋  to  rob  with  violence. 

剽竊  to  plagiarise, 

輕剽。 r  剽 疾  nimble;  active 
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戴 r 
9121 

r •嘯篠 
w 剽 

Sinking  and 

Rising  Upper. 

To  seize  by  force  ；  to 

plunder. 

9122 

R-S1 Aim 

S- 漂 
Even  Upper. 

嫖1
 

9123 

H.p^iau 
N.  bioa 

k,fieu 

See 瓢 
Even  Lower. 

The  appearance  of 

chariots  wildly  driven. 

匪率  Rl  兮  “  
is  nc)t  tSe 

swaying  of  the  chariot, — which 

pains  me. 

Levity ;  lewdness  ；  forni¬ 
cation.  See  12,935. 

奸  haox  given  to  fornication. 

嫖娼  to  frequent  prostitutes. 

嫖賭  whoring  and  gambling; 
profligacy. 

—舍  a  brQfhel. 

嫖客  a  brothel  client. 

嫖婊子  to  visit  prostitutes. 

嫖 來的病  venereal  disease 

R. 

W 
9124 

R •蕭篠 
嗛 

See 漂 

Even,  Rising 

and  Sinking 

Upper. 

皦 
9125 

R._ 

See 漂 

SinkingUpper. 

91-26 
R •蕾 

C.  pHu 

H.  jHati 
F.  pHtu 

••idioe 

N.  cp、ioa 

m'  j  fliau Y.  puioa 

9126 

Sz.  pLiau 

K/p'-io 
[•  hid 

A.  bieu 
Even  Lower. 

膘
 3 

9127 
蕭蓚 

嘯 

See 漂 

Even,  Rising 
and  Sinking 

Upper. 

9128 

R •篠蕭 

s- 襟票 

Rising  and 

Even  Upper. 

Ornamented, 

fringe  or  tassels. 

as with 

To  dry  in  the  sun. 

A  gourd;  a  calabash；  a 
ladle. 

地 動三搖 ，尨 子放下 

瓢  if  three  shocks  of  earthquake 
are  felt,  beggars  throw  away  their 

gourds,  —  because  the  harvest 
will  be  very  plentiful. 

棒 瓢之命  the  fate  of  holding 
a  gourd, -as  beggars  do,  for  alms. 

m
3
 

9129 

R •篠 

& 票嫖 

{Rising  Upper 
and  Lower. 

9130 

马 .s 
See 漂 

Even  Upper. 

揶瓢  a  ladle  made  of -coco-nut. 

瓢朝  ch^ao1  天 ，碗朝  ch^ao1 
地  ladles  facing  heaven,  bowls 
facing  earth, — topsy-turvy. 

To  squint  ；  one-eyed. 

Read  p、iao' • 

瞟眇 t。  see  indistinctly.  See 

9128. 罕 眼睛 目票 to  cast  enamoured 
glances  at. 

A  ’clear  bright  hue.  See 

4254 - 

標碧爲 瓦  with  brisht  green 
tiles. 

縹白  a  clear  white. 

糸 票糸砂  misty;  obscure,  as  some¬ thing  vanishing  or  dimly  seen; 

a  form  of  impressionism 
 • 

painting. 

_  標  soaring,  一 as  a  phoenix. 

靑縹色  the  blue-green  neutral tints  on  mountains. 

The  flanks  of  an  animal 

Read  pH  Swollen. 

飄 9l33 

•周 

S- 漂 

k.J^cu、 tieu 

Even  Upper. 

9^1 

R. 

See 漂 

Rising  Upper. 

m
1
 

9132 

R •蕭 

% 標票 

Even  Upper. 

A  chrysalis. 

桑螺銷  an  egg-cocSon，— that  of  the  mantis. 

海螵蛸  cuttlefish  bones. 

Clear  spirits. 

-like 

A  weapon  ；  the  point  o 
a  sword. 

鎗  an  iron-pointed  spear. 

9!34 

R. 嘯 

See 票 

A.Jieu 

Sinking 

Upper. 
9135 

R. 

See 漂 

Even  Upper. 

To  whirl,  as  the  wind;  to 
be  blown  abt>ut ;  floating  ； 

graceful.  Used  with  9138. 

其爲顥 [風  he  came  li
ke  a 

whirlwind. 

飄 雪  whirling  snow. ' 

大樹 飄一葉 Qne  leaf blown  from  a  great  tree, — mere  trifle.  See  6973. 

飄動  moved  by  the  wind, — as 

a  flag. 

飄; ̂ 大雨  a  violent  ̂ own- pour  of  rain. 

[落  blown  down, —as  leaves. 

飄 零  fallen*， as4eaves  m  autumn; ruined,  as  family  fortunes. 

故飄 零一身 thatis  why  1 am  a  lonely  wanderer. 

飄 僻地方  an  out-of-the-way 

•  spot. 飄 雲  floating  clouds. 
飄 流 01 ■飄觀  flying  about; hither  and  thither.  [The  first 

is  also  “dissipated.”] 

飄舞  to  gambol;  to  frolic  in 
the  air. 

飄帶  a  pennant.
 

飄  /^.  fluttering- 
旗脚竟 飄西北 the  flagS 
blew  out  towards  the  north-west. 

飄着  slurringly, 二 of  pronuncia¬ 
tion. 

飄蕩  to  rock;  to  roll;  to  swagger. 

飄飄然 喻; a 办. 

飄  H  若仙  floatins  alongl
ike a  fairy.  • 

輕 飄 light  and  floatingj-as  gauze. 

A  charger  5  a  war-horse. 

螺騎  cavalry- 驃勇  a  valiant  horseman. 
一 驃軍我 •出 a  trooP  of horsemen  suddenly  rushed  forth, 

驃國  a  name  given  under  the T‘ang  dynasty  to  the  eastern 

part  of  Burmah. 

Name  of  a  god  in  one 

of  the  stars  of  the  Great 

Bear. 



9i36 I 
C. 三卢 u 

H,  p‘ia  “上 

F.  pHcu) W.  yioe P. 

M.  [  p'-ia
u^ 

Sz.  ^ 

Y.  p'ioa 
K.  pHo 

J.  hid 

k.fieu0^  bieu Rising 

Irregular. 

I  I  I  2 P1DESXX 

if 

I
I
1
 9J37 

•蕭篠 
See 漂 

Even  and 

RisiDg  Upper. 

漂1
 

9138 
R .拿篠 

C.  jHu 
H.  pHau 

F.  p、ieu 

W •力 •办 

* 

Y.p'-ioa 

Sz.  p^iau 

K.  p^io 
J.  hw 
k.fieu 

Even  Rising 

and  Sinking 

Upper. 

The  air-bladder  of  fishes  ； 

the  part  from  which  elue  is 
made. 

滕膠  fish-glue -  and  glue  from hides. 

魚德  the  slime  on  fishes. 

To  fly  lightly. 

扁 I 飄  the  appearance  of  a  bird 
skimming  over  water. 

白票良  a  kind  of  gull  which 
follows  the  ebb  and  flow  of  tjie 
tide. 

Read  p、iao\  To  moult. 

鸚鷹  a  species  of  falcon  which 
interbreeds  with  other  bir^s. 

To  be  tossed  about,  as 

by  water  ；  to  float  ;  to  drift. 
Used  with  9133. 

風雨 所漂搖  tossed  about 
in  the  wind  and  rain.  - 

漂 流水面  to  drift  about  on water. 

漂 流浪子  a  dissipated  vaga- bond. 

遵 移無定  to  drift  about  with 
no  fixed  residence. , 

漂 泊江湖  to  travel  all  over 
the  country. 

漂海。 r  漂洋  t()  drift  over 
the  sea；  to  travel. 

漂失  carried  away  on  the  waves 
and  lost. 

漂沒  now  floating  and  now 

9^8 

m 9X39 

R •諸 

See 瓢 

Even  Lower. 

殍 3
 

sunk.-as  things  rising  and  falling with  waves. 

漂潑  drenching,— of  rain. 
漂中童  to  run  into;  to  collide 

with, — of  ships. 

Read/W.4.  To  bleach. 

遵布  to  bleach  linen. 

漂白  to  bleach. 
漂晒  to  bleach  in  the  sun. 

9140 

R -篠虞 

C.  ̂ iu 
H.c/« ，•^ « 
Y .  p^eu^  pHeu 
W.  sMde、 c/u 

N. 三 bioa 

卜如. 

Y.  pHoa Sz. 卢  au、 

K.  pHo J.  hi。、 bid、fu 

A.  bieu1- 

Rising  and 

Even  Lower 
and  Upper. 

莩
 3 

9141 

漂 去顔色  to  take  the -colour 
out. 

漂得亮  bleached  very  white. 

漂 毋  a  washerwoman. 
Read  pHao、 

漂亮  bright;  fresh,  as  flowers, foHage,  or  vegetables;  smart,  as 
persons  or  clothes ;  glossy;  sleek. 

Duckweed  [Lemna  minor 、 

L.),  known  as  浮瘭- 

萍  duckweed,  as  above. 

To  die  of  hunger  ；  to 

perish. 

野 有餓殍  in  the  fields  lay people  starved  to  deatii, 

9142 

r-M 

See 遵 

Rising  Upper. 

See  3649. 

To  turn  white  ；  to  change 

colour;  to  moult. 

出 
9H3 

9144 

尺屑 

See 彆 

Entering 

Upper. 

PIESXZ. 

See  2620. 

To  dry  in  the  sun,  as 

fruits  and  vegetables. 

9145 

R. 屑 

See 別 

Entering 

Lower. 

9146 

R •屑 

See 別 

Entering 

Upper. 

4* 

R 

憋 9X47 

•屑 

p- 

〜別撇 

Entering 

Upper. 

9148 芦 49 

琉1
 

m 

9^0 

R •屑 

See 想 

Entering 

r,Upper. 

9^1 

鱉 

9iS2 

The  appearance  of  clothe 
waving  to  the  wind,  spokei 
°f  as 儀谓 • 

Name  of  a  former  grea 

commercial  town  in  Hupeh 

Irritable；  hasty-tempered 

憋性  hasty  ；  irritable ;  nervous 憋 腸狗態 

an 

irritabl 

tamper  and  a  snappish  mannei 

憋忸  surly ;  uncompliant;  dis 
obliging. 

Read  p、ing'.  Mournful 

想悶  melancholy. 憋倒  to  ruin;  to  upset. 

想得梳  sick  at  heart5  °P pressed  by  secret  cares  or  trouble 

Same  as  9147. 

See  9166. 

An  ulcer  which  has  begur 

to  suppurate.  To  repress 
to  choke. 

尿瘢子 a  urinaL 
癥 着一肚 子委曲 
brooding  over  a  whole  breastfu of  troubles. 

癥不住  unable  to  hold  on，一 
of  easing  nature. 

癥死  to  choke  to  death;  t( 
suffocate. 

See  9168. 

Same  as  9154. 
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9153 

R .廣霽 
如鼈 

Entering 

Upper. 

9154 

L 屑 

^}pid 

;ee 別 
Entering 

•Upper. 

A  small  variety  of  the 

ringed  pheasant.  See  4899 

驚冕  a  cap  with  the  above  bird 
embroidered  on  it,  as  a  symbol 
of  courage. 

A  turtle  ；  the  mud  or 

freshwater  turtle  ( Triortyx 
sinensis). 

大沙鼈  a  sea-turtle. 
^  the  shell  of  a  turtle;  the 

covering the of  a 

9155 

r •屑 
丄紙 ，办々 

^^Pitk^PieK 

,xPeik^Pehr 

lfih、bieh 
?•  ipieh 

pie 

^•pieh^pik 
n.  pie 

pyol 
[•  betsz 

biet^ 

Entering 
Irregular. 

carapace ; 
hearse. 

將 蝦鈞鼈  to  take  a  shrimp 
to  catch  a  turtle, 一 a  sprat  to 
catch  a  salmon. 

鈉鼈  a  turtle  without  feet  and 
unable  to  draw  in  its  head. 

馬鼈  a  horse-leech. 

狗鼈  a  dog-tick. 

土鼈  a  brown  insect  like  a 
cockchafer. 

籠 星  the  Constellation  of  Corona 
Australis. 

酒鼈  a  flat-shaped  wine-flask. 

木鼈子  fruit  of  the  Momordica 
cochinchinensisy  Spreng.,  used 
medicinally. 

鼈蛋  a  turtle’s  egg, 一 a  bastard. 

To  separate;  to  part， To 

distinguish  (see  2260)；  to  be 

different ;  other  ；  another. 

Do  not.  See  6906， 9928, 

1212,  6iqo. 

別去  to  part;  to  stearate 

則後  after  parting,  —  from  a 
friend. 

別來  since  last  we  parted. 

汝 別無恙  have  you  been 
well  since  we  parted  ? 

心中甚 不忍別  inwardly 
very  loth  to  part. 

留則  to  linger  with  at  parting； 
loth  to  part  from. 

理 宜話別  we  ought  to  go 
and  bid  farewell. 

說罷告  glj  _  when  he  had finished  speaking,  he  took  leave. 

別 
9lSS 

z<* 

作 別出去  he  took  leave  and went  out. 

不 別而去  he  went  away without  taking  leave. 

訪別  to  pay  a  farewell  call. 

送別  to  see  a  person  off. 

別 中送別  to  see  a  person off  when  one  is  blit  a  sojourner 

oneself. 

旣 承光顧 ，安 敢慢別 
since  you  have  done  me  the 
honour  to  call,  how  can  I  let 

you  go  in  this  discourteous  way? 
一 without  entertainment. 

相見何 其遲， 相別何 

其早  why  did  we  meet  so  late, 
(only  to)  part  so  soon? 

小別  a  short  absence. 

隔 別日久  separated  for  a long  time. 

老人年 七十， 不作多 

時別  at  7°  a  man  does  not bid  farewell  (to  the  dead)  for 
long. 

三 盃別酒  three  cups  at 
parting. 

別離愁  the  sorrow  of  parting. 

別敬  a  parting  present. 

別往  to  go  elsewhere. 
別  to  separate ;  to  discri 

minate ;  difference;  separately ; 

respectively.  See  3506. 

分 別之狻  after  the  parting. 

分 別審訊  to  interrogate separately. 

分 別通報  to  notify  (the above-mentioned  persons) 
respectively. 

男 女有別  men  and  women do  not  mix. 

辯別  to  argue;  to  discuss. 
難別 何爲教 民何爲 

居民  difficult  to  distinguish 
Christian  converts  from  ordinary 

people. 
形 具雖同 ，情 性各別 

alike  in  appearance,  but  unlike 
in  disposition. 

上 下無別  no  distinction between  high  and  low, — in  rank. 

無區別  no  great  difference. 

別 9J55 

圳業  a  retreat,  as  a  villa  at  some distance  from  one’s  ordinary 
residence;  houses  or  land  not 

personally  used  by  the  owner. 

別 有天地  another  heaven 
and  earth, -another  state  of  exist¬ 

ence  altogether,  as  in  fairy-land 

別人  another  man. 

以此 爲 別 this  was  his characteristic, — as  an  artist. 

命 別爲而 之 bade  him 
make  another. 

不爲觀 .4 別的 it  is  for  no other  reason, — except  that  etc. 

沒有別 的東西  there  are 
no  other  things. 

別項  other  kinds. 
別樣  another  fashion. 
別蛣  another  time ;  old  times 
因憶 別時鄕 里之兒 

童今 已長大  he  went 
to  reflect  that  all  his  old  village 

playmates  had  now  grown  up. 

別外 else;  in  some  other  way. 

別意  not  of  the  same  opinion. 

別情  other  circumstances, which  {e.g.)  alter  the  case,  or 
make  it  irreconcilable  with  a 

given  position. 

別名  another  name;  an  alias. 

識 別字先 生 a  teacher  who 
knows  characters  to  be  other 

than  they  are, — i.e.  who  misreads them. 

令人 難以別 識 making  it hard  for  people  to  distinguish 

them, — e.g.  from  leaves  etc. 

此毫 釐千里 之別也 
this  infinitesimal  difference  is  a 

difference  of  a  thousand  //,- 
“Oh  the  little  more,  and  how 

much  it  is!,>  etc. 

別子  (corrupt,  of  鼻子) & 
small  tooth  of  wood  or  .bone 
used  for  closing  Chinese  book 
covers. 

切 J  to  separate  unlike  things; 
to  distinguish  between;  to  dis¬ 
criminate. 

欲別其 非常畫  he  wished 
to  mark  this  as  no  ordinary 

picture. 

今俗 別作佐  now  common¬ ly  written  佐  to  distinguish  it, 一 
from  ， the  original  form. 

140 
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9l55 

別是 這麽罷  it  is  doubtless! thus. 

艰別致  very  eccentric. 

別 就那麽  I  suppose  it  is  so. 

玫 途則就  to  change  one’s line  of  life  and  follow  another. 

別 就他去 don，t  8°  alon8 with  him. 

別 就偸間 don’t  take  ad- vantage  of  leisure, — when  your 
work  is  finished,  find  something 
else  to  do. 

別家。 r 別的  don’t ! 

別打人  don’t  strike  people. 

別生氣  don’t  get  angry. 

別怪  don’t  think  me  rude. 

9162 

R •屑 

See 瞥 

Entering 

Upper. 

撇 

X* 

9i63 

R •屑 

F.  p'-iek^  v.  pick 

See 瞥 

Entering 

Upper. 

Irritable  •’  hasty. 

To  skim  off;  to  reject；  to 

abandon.  A  down-stroke 
to  the  left  in  writing  ；  see 

9170.  See  1362. 

擎 

9164 

R •囊屑 

See 枇 

A.  U 

SinkingUpper. 

撇秣子  to  skim  off  the  froth or  scum. 

油  to  skim  off  fat, 一 in  cook¬ 
ing. 

9166 

A.  biet0 

Enterin
g 

Upper. 

月 ij  力  imitation  of  the  English 
^  to  cast  aside. “penny.” 

別卷  j 勺  the  Prophet  (Maho- 撇開  to  set  aside;  to  reject; 
met).  Persian,  Fcighambar, to  forget. 

pr 
夂毋 妻子怎 麽撇得 

To  search  into  -  to  ana- 下  can  I  leave  parents,  wife  and 

^!S6 
yse；  to  spy  on  an  official 

children  ? R •屑 

m  the  hope  ̂ of  finding  some 

|^j|r  to  represent  oneself 
 as See 別 chance  to  make  him  buy 

perfect;  to  be  a  Pharisee： 
Entering 

Lower 
one’s  silence. 

撇 個孩子  an  orphan  child. and  Upper. 

撇 不過。 r 撇不 得面 

秕 See  8945. 皮  could  not  disoblige  or  refuse 
one. 

9i57 

去  to  throw  down;  to 
ML 

Same  as  8945. 

abandon. 

撇了  rejected. 
9!58 

撇 在部裏 where  did  you 
m See  9012. 

leave  it? 

撇我 在此1 eft  me  here  in 
99I59 the  lurch. 

感 
撇 回馬頭 tum  round  the See  901^. horse’s  head. 

9160 撇 [邪  to  mock  at;  to  chaff. 
~ ■ 撇 一 " *  one  down-stroke 

w 
to  the  left,  another  to  the  right 

— ^  three  times  pHeh  at 
To  cut. the  top, — 3  times  - 3,000. 

9161 一 *  刀 弊斷  to  cut  through 

k.M 

Read  p、ieH Sec 撇 with  one  blow, ― to  settle  a  matter 
at  once. 

兩撇奮 子 a  pair  of  mous- 
Entering 

taches, 一 i,e.  like  down-strokes  in 

l  pper. 

writing. 

Same  as  9163. 

Rippling  ；  billowy. 

、撇 刻  dancing, — as  waves- 

Read  /‘z.4  and  p、iao、 

To  sport  in  water. 

A  wine-bottle  with  ; 

large  belly  and  long  neck 

9167 

R •屑 

CWo 

U.p^et 
Y.fiek 

W./W/i 

N.  sbi^  pHe、' 

/4  o 

P.  cp、te,  pH? 

^A.pie^p',U 

Sz.i^ 

K.piol 
J.  hetsz、 hechi A.  biet 

Entering 

Upper. 

9.168 

R.J^ 

See 整別 

To  glance  at；  to  blink. 

瞥見 w 瞥觀 w 瞥賭 c 

瞥眼  to  take  a  glance  at;  t catch  a  glimpse  of. 

一 瞥之時  the  interval  of glance, 一 a  moment. 

瞥瞥瞧  to  glance  around ;  I take  a  look  about. 

瞥瞥 然如飛 蠅在朗 

子中  blinking  as  though  I  ha 
a  fly  in  my  eye. 

Entering 

Lower. 

A  large  reddish-black  an 
known  as  蟹浮. 

珠螌  a  newt;  an  eft. 
螌蚨  a  small  kind  of  butterfl 

蹩1
. 

9169 

R •屑 

Wo 

F.  pick 
N.//4 
p.  c/"，c/ 心 

Y.p^iek 

Sz.  pKU 见  pyol 

J.  bctsz 

K

.

 

p

i

e

t

 

Entering 

Upper. 

Lame ；  to  limp. 

4850. 
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9170 

屑 
P'y(o 
fet

 

See 撇 
P.  Yie 

hetsz 

fiet 
Entering 

Upper. 

苤 
* 

9J7i 

支 

: ven  Upper. 

9172 

鉍先 
v.  peing 

•  fiott 

. bien 

ising  Upper. 

A  down-stroke  to  the 

left  in  writing  ；  see  9163. 
Radical  4. 

The  luxuriance  of  plants 

in  flower.  Also  read  pceil. 

龙藍。 r  S 蘭  kohl-rabi. 

PIESUNT. 

A  tablet  (see  9173)  ；  a 

sign-board.  Flat. 

上扁  to  put  up  a  tablet,— as  in 
a  temple  or  elsewhere. 

褂扁子  to  hang  up  a  sign¬ 
board;  tojtiave  started  in  prac¬ 
tice,  as  a  doctor. 

扁豆 a  kind  of  bean  {Dolichos 
Lablab、 Le). 

扁 ⑼偏） 桃  the  flat  peach. 

漏檐  a  coolie’s  carrying-pole, — 
which  is  flattened  on  one  side. 

扁 檐戯. Punch  and  Judy— so 
called  because  the  properties 
are  carried  about  on  a  pole  by 
coolies. 

結 扁瘡社  to  form  a  coolie- 
union  or  guild. 

扁簪 flat  hairpins, 
flat  buttons. 

扁#  the  hair  (of  a  woman) 
drawn  back  flat  against  the  head 
on  each  side. 

扁菓  melon-seeds. 

扁蟲  tapeworm. 
扁食  a  meat  dumpling.  Same 

as  1314. 

壓扁  to  flatten;  to  crush  flat. 

有 扁斯石  how  thin  is  that 
slab  of  stone ! 

9172 

9^73 

R. 銷 

F*.  v.  peing 

See 扁 

Rising  Upper. 

徧 
9174 

愒，
 

9175 

R. 錢 

See 扁 

K.  p^ion,  pidtt 
A.  bier^ 

Rising  Upper. 

vvtj 

9176 

R 兔
 

See 扁 

Rising  Upper. 

9177 

R. 禿為 
See 扁 

Even  and 

Rising  Upper. 

道他功 高扁鵠 talks  of his  skill  as  superior  to  that  of 

Pien  Ch‘iao, — a  famous  physi¬ cian. 

以扁 鵠爲命 t。 devote oneself  to  the  study  of  medicine. 

扁竹  Balamcanda  chinensis、 Lam. 

場 檐格子 — Parvi- 
flora、 Bge, 

扁柏  Thuja  orientalis,  L. 

扁魚  the  Peking  bream. 
Read  p、ieriK  Used  for 

9222. 
-葉 之扁舟 a  skifif. 
A  tablet.  Used  with 

9172. 
匾中虽 an  inscription  tablet  and 
a  hanging  inscription. 

匾額 a 牌匾  an  honorary or  votive  tablet  with  a  horizon- 

tally-written  inscription. 

匾聯  tablets  horizontal  and  per¬ 
pendicular. 

掛一 瑰匾  t0  hang  up  a tablet. 

送匾 t。  present  a  complimen¬ 
tary  tablet. 

Same  as  9183. 

Irritable  ；  hasty-tempered. 
Used  with  9182. 

A  large  stone  used  as 

a  step  for  getting  into  a 

chariot  ；  a  horse-block. 

To  parch  paddy  in  ordef 

to  get  off  the  husk. 

編1
 

9178 

r •先 

Ctp^yn,pyn 

H.  p、en 

F,  p、ieng、pieng W. 

N.  pien 

u.\^i
en 

Y.piei 

Sz.  pien 

K.  p^y'dn J.  hen 

A,  bien 
Even  Upper. 

9179 

R •轸知 

% 瑞扁 

Rising  Upper. 

9180 

See 扁 

Even  and 
Rising  Upper. 

To  arrange  in  order  ；  to 

compile  ；  to  enroll  ；  to  re¬ 

gister.  To  plait；  to  weave. 
See  2893. 

編列 01 ■編次  t0  arrange  in 
order. 

編 列字號  to  register, — as  a 
cargo-boat,  etc. 

編號  to  arrange  under  a  mark  or number；  to  classify;  to  register. 

編册  a  register;  a  list. 

編修  to  edit;  a  2nd  class  Han- 
lin  Compiler. 

簡編  to  edit；  to  revise  for  publi¬ 
cation. 

編年  to  arrange  under  years,  as annals. 

^  to  narrate. 編造  to  compose ;  to  write  a 
book. 

編輯  to  collect;  to  put  together. 

^  to  register. 編笆  in  league;  conspiring 
together. 

後 坐累編 he  was  sul> sequently  found  guilty  of  cons¬ 
piracy. 

A  t0  enro11. 

編木 a  raft- 
編連  to  piece  together；  to  join. 

_  to  tie ;  to  bind. 

編髪  to  braid  the  hair. 

編 紅辮繩  to  wear  red  braid 
in  the  queue. 

編愁 _ 以爲 膺 my  load 
of  care  is  hard  to  bear. 

A  muscle；  a  tendon. 

mm  a  crooked  nose. 

Knotgrass  (Polyg07ium 

aviculare'、 L.),  known  as 

篇蓄- 
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giQi 
R .先 

c-  t)，n 
H.  v.  p^ityip^o 
F.  cpie”g， 

pi-pa W.pie 
N.  pien 

P.  (fien 
M.  (pien 

Y.  zpiei 
Sz.  pien 

K.  pLio;i 
J.  hen 
A,  bien 

-  - j  w 

虫畐. See  3709， 10,072. 

Even  Upper 

Irregular. 

R •錄 

W. 
See 扁 

K.  P^ion^  pid?i 
Rising  Upper. 

The  bat,  known  as  編 

m 
9183 

Everywhere  ；  all  round  ； 
to  make  a  round. 

R. 霰 

C.  pyn^  p、yn 
m,pen 
Y.p^ie/jg 

N.  pien 

M.  \p—P
%， 

Y.  fiei、 pHei 

各  z.  pien、fHm 

Yi,pidn 

J.  hen' 
A.  bicn 

Sinking 

Upper. 

Narrow  ；  petty  ；  mean. 

編 小  narrow;  contracted. 

福淺  shallow ;  limited. 

褊心  uneasy ;  anxious. 

局 a 褊窄  narrow-minded and  illiberal. 

褊激  narrow-minded  and  irri¬ table. 

遍處 qi •遍地  every  place ; 
everywhere. 

遍 處懸掛  to  hang  or  post 
up  everywhere, — as  a  proclama¬ tion. 

遍 地發靑  the  whole  country 
looks  green. 

遍 蓮天下  to  convey  to  all 
parts  of  the  empire. 

遍走 01 ■遍 M 01 ■遍 巧 t0 go  everywhere;  to  traverse/ 

遍告  or  遍諭  to  give  notice to  all. 

遍街  the  whole  street. 

遍向  to  go  to  all  the . 

遍覽  to  make  a  tour  of. 
遍遊  to  make  a  tour  for  pleasure. 

遍國中  to  visit  all  parts  of  the 
kingdom. 

遍 爲爾德  universally  prac- 

m 
9i83 ^先 

See 鞭 

use  your  virtue. 

~ *  遍 one  time ;  once. 

re^ca 

將 五條述 說一遍 
apitulate  the  five  points. 

to 

Even  Upper. 

9185 

R. 

9186 

% 

See 扁 

Rising  Upper. 

便
士
 

9187 

R .霰先 

C.p\vri^pyj 

H.  plen 

Y .pieng^  v* 

W.  bie 

N.  bien 
P. 

pien 

Y.  p、i:i、piei 

K.  fydn、 pKydn 
J.  ben、 bin A.  tien 

Sinking,  and 

Even  Lower. 

念 一遍書  to  read  the  whole book  through. 

遍身。 r  遍體  the  wholebody- The  first  is  also  a  Mahommedan 
term  for  afternoon  worship. 

The  bream  ；  the  carp. 

See  3454  and  912. 

壁鳊燈  a  bream -shaped 
lantern. 

Same  as  9186. 

A  trailing  bean  [Dolichos 

Lablab、 L.).  See  9172. 

Convenient；  suitable ； 

handy；  advantageous •’ 
cheap；  ordinary,  plain. 
Then ;  in  that  case  (泌 9 5  1 1); 

even  if. 

便捷  convenient. 
就便  when  convenient. 

^  not  convenient ;  not desirable. 

未便  it  was  not  convenient, 一 to  do  so. 

未 便卽來  it  is  not  conven¬ ient  to  come  at  once. 

未便 如所請  I  am  unable to  accede  to  your  request. 

未有便  it  is  not  ready.  Also, I  have  no  leisure. 

自便  the  only  alternative  was, — to  do  something  else. 

以便  so  as  to  be  convenient 
for;  in  order  to. 

兩 非所便  inconvenient  for both  sides. 

後 稍便之 by and  by he fonnd  it  more  suitable,  —  of  a 
new  diet. 

方便  convenient;  handy;  suit¬ able. 

方便 門。 r 便門 a  side-door. 

便
 < 

9i87 

與人 方便， 自 己方傾 
by  falling  in  with  the  aims 
others,  you  will  secure  your  ow 

行方便  to  do  charitable  act 

萬 祈方便  I  entreat  yo' 
charity, — to  take  me  in. 

便當  (ta?igx)  convenient;  w< arranged;  comfortable. 

你 道爲何 如此便 I 
you  ask  why  it  was  that  thin; 
were  thus  conveniently  arrange 

便當 怎麽樣 th« how  ought  it  to  be  done  ? 

便易  convenient  and  easy. 

便 於他人  of  advantage 
others. 

便 宜  advantageous ;  fittin! 
suitable.  [Explained  as  便 i 

公宜於 私也] Als cheap,  in  which  sense  the  ch 

racters  are  pronounced  pHcTi1  \ 

便 宜從事  to  act  as  circui 
stances  may  require. 

時 多上書 言便宜 
that  time  many  officials  mem 
rialised  on  various  needs. 

便宜 行 事大臣 aMinist 
Plenipotentiary. 

在便  just  and  suitable. 

隨便  according  to  one’s  wishe 
as  one  pleases. 

便家  people  in  confortable  ci cum  stances;  well-to-do. 

趁便。 r 釋便  when  conve 
ient;  availing  oneself  of  an  0 
portunity. 

便 祈  at  your  convenienc 

kindly . 

卽便  at  your  earliest  conve 
ience. 

並望便 中示刘 kind 
inform  me  at  your  convenienc 

便 中就說 say at  y。 
leisure. 

你 打便打 便好只 d。 you  please,  but . 

_  便則爲  d。 when  co 

venient. 

天 賜其便 God  gave  tl 
opportunity. 

便面  useful  for  (hiding)  the  facl 

——3.  fan. 
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便
 4 

9187 

便衣  undress, — as  opposed  to 
uniform. 

便章  ordinary  dress ;  “no  dress”, in  invitations. 

留便飯  to  keep  a  person  to 
pot-luck. 

便處  a  place  of  convenience. 

利便  profitable;  serviceable ; 
tidy. 

便用  for  use  as  required. 

便船  a  convenient  ship, — one 
ready  to  start  for  the  .place  to 
which  one  wishes  to  go. 

便坐  to  sit  down  without  cere¬ 
mony. 

大便  to  go  to  stool. 

小便  to  make  water. 

便閉  constipation ;  stoppage  of 
the  bowels. 

告便  to  ask  to  be  excused  in 
order  to  relieve  nature. 

便器。 r 便 壺 a  chamber 
utensil. 

請便  please  go  on;  don’t  mind 
me;  don’t  stand  on  ceremony. 

如 有便人  if  there  is  any  one 
coming  this  way, — (e.g.)  ask  him 
to  take  charge  of  it. 

格 國便商  for  the  benefit  of  I 
the  State  and  the  convenience 

of  the  merchant. 

銀 錢便換  money  changed 
(here)  as  required, -a  shop  notice. 

便附  to  take  the  opportunity 
to  enclose, — in  a  letter. 

幾 時便了  when  will  it  be ready  ? 

便 卽 其曹行 之尸 
according  to  these  instructions. 

一 請便至  he  comes  when¬ 
ever  invited. 

便可 or  便是  that  will  do;  it 
will  be  ali  right, — used  at  the 
end  of  a  sentence.  ， 

便是不 樂 and  so  I  am  not 
happy. 

 
；' . 

便 是如此  it  is  thus;  it  must 
be  so. 

給他一 兩銀子 便_是 give  him  a  tael  and  it  will  be 
all  right. 

在 下張別 古便是 yw 
humble  servant  is  Chang  Pieh- 
ku. 

便4
 

9i87 

9188 

r 先 

^ 鞭便 

A.  tien  . 

Even  Upper 

and  Lower. 

買便買 ，不 買便罷 if 
you  want  to  buy,  buy:  if  not, 

there’s  an  end  of  it. 

你從那 裏來， 便從那 

裏去  go  back  by  the  way  you came. 

有， 便拏出  if  you  have  any, bring  them  forth  at  once. 

有便有 個妖賴 K  asa matter  of  fact  there  is  a  bogy, 
but . 1 

便有  and  even  if  there  were; so  if  there  is. 

看你 面便寬 到十日 
for  your  sake  I  will  extend  the 
limit  to  ten  days. 

even 

if 

便限他 一百日 he  was  allowed  a  hundred  days, 
still .... . 

做 者便能 ，學 者便會 
to  try  was  to  be  able  to,  to  learn 
was  to  understand, — of  a  very 
talented  man. 

便若  likely  as. 
Read  pHen\ 

便 .便言  (Confucius)  spoke minutely  on  every  point. 

腹便便  with  fair  round  belly, - 
said  of  ̂   Pien  Hsiao- 
hsien. 

便辟  specious. 貪 小便宜  to  be  greedy  of| 
small  advantages,  —  over  and 
above  what  one  is  entitled  to. 

何 等便宜  how  very  cheap ! 

太 便宜他  you  have  let  him off  too  cheaply ! 

倒便 宜了他  (the  above) would  no  doubt  be  very  ad¬ 

vantageous  for  him, — but  •… 

便  ̂   attendants  and  favourites. 

A  bamboo  sledge  for 

carrying  earth. 

9189 

Sm 扁編 

便 
Even  and 

Rising  Upper 

and  Lower. 

9190 

R •先 

C.pyn 

H.pen^  v.  pin Y  •  pieng 

切 .pie 

N.  pien 

P. 

M. Sz. 

Y.piei 
K.fiei 

J.  hen 

A.  tun 
Even  Upper. 

pien 

To  sew.  Used  with  9178. 

A  whip.  The  penis  of  a 
horse. 

鞭杆 a  whip-handle. 
馬鞭  a  horse-whip.  Also,  a fish  [Fistularia). 

鞭樸 w 鞭撻。 '•鞭 背。 r 

鞭答  or  鞭策  t。 laSh;  t。 

flog. 

毬 頭喫鞭  the  captain  of  the 
football  team  got  a  taste  of  the 

whip, — for  losing. 

鞭稍  a  whip-lash. 
鳴鞭  to  crack  a  whip. 

掌鞭的  one  who  plies  the whip, — a  carter. 

孰 鞭之事 the  occupation  of a  groom, 一 a  low  calling,  from 
an  illustration  used  by  Confucius. 

Also,  to  do  dirty  work  for  any 

one;  hence  chi/11  pien1  =  your humble  servant. 

執 鞭從事  to  be  a  mere 
groom, 一 to  follow  a  low  calling. 

投鞭可 以斷流  to  throw 
in  their  whips  and  clam  the 

stream, — as  苻堅  Fu  Chien 
boasted  his  soldiers  could  do. 

雖鞭 之長不 及馬腹 
however  long  a  whip  may  be,  it 

will  not  reach  the  horses  belly, 一- 
=  ovx  (jco^ov  do  not  go  beyond 

destiny. 

鞭 長莫及  though  the  lash  is long  it  won’t  reach  him. — i.e. 
beyond  the  reach  of  the  arm 
of  the  law,  as  remote,  outlying 

places. 

恐着 先鞭1  fear  he 、vi11  get ahead  of  me. 

鞭袍  fire-crackers, —— which detonate  like  the  cracking  of  a 

whip. 
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9191 
R •先 

See 

A.  lien 

Even  Upper. 

w 
9190 

鞭石  to  whip  stones, 一 and 
change  them  into  bridges,  as 

the  “First  Emperor”  is  said  10 
have  been  able  to  do. 

鞭猎  pigs  driven  into  Peking 
for  market.  See  574. 

The  body  bent  or  twisted. 

佟 偎而舞  to  perform  acro¬ batic  feats. 

R. 9192 
先 

Y .pieng^  v. 

ipeing 
See 鞭 

A.  bien 

Even  Upper. 

a 

9192 

9193 

R 先 

See 鞭 

A.  bien 
Even  Upper. 

9194 

p、idm 
A.  biem 

Even  and 
SinkingUpper. 

A  side  ；  P.11  edge  ； 

margin;  a  bank；  a  border ； 

a  boundary;  the  frontier. 
See  2569. 

這邊  this  side ;  here. 

那邊  that  side;  there. 

裏邊  inside. 
i 南邊  south  side;  in  the  south. 

I 邊抬  along  the  b?.nk;  the  e
dge ; 

in  the  margin,  of  a  document. 

I  邊侧 or  秦邊  at  the  side. 

邊牙  the  side  teeth,— of  horses, 

j 辱 坐  to  sit  at  the  side. 

邊門  a  side  door ;  a  frontier 
pass,  especially  the  Korean  gate. 

花  a  flowered  border;  the 
milled  edge  of  a  coin. 

天邊  the  horizon. 

一 邊一半  half  each. 

身邊  about  the  person,  —  of things  and  people. 

不論 身邊有 錢無錢 
no  matter  whether  he  had  any 

money  about  him  or  not. 

邊套  the  side  or  leading  mule 
in  a  team. 

邊疆。 r 邊界 a 邊地 

邊鄙  the  frontier. 
邊關 Qr 邊塞。 r 邊 险 a 

frontier  pass. 

邊 城。 r  邊墙  the  outer  Great 
Wall,  as  opposed  to  the  萬里 lSee 贬 

城  or  長城  wall  round  part 
of  Chihli. 

邊外  beyond  the  Great  Wall; 
beyond  the  frontier. 

患^  trouble  on  the  frontier. 

邊庭  a  place  on  the  frontier； a  frontier-station. 

邊缺  a  frontier  (official)  post. 

邊防  frontier  defence,  as  op¬ 
posed  to  海防  maritime  de¬ fence. 

無 以久 安而 忽邊防 
do  not,  because  of  a  long  peace, 

become  neglectful  of  frontier 
defence. 

有  t0  have  a  clue  or  base  to 
go  upon.  Also,  to  look  rather 
like  it;  to  seem  as  if  it  might 

一 箇邊士  one  penny. 

A  bamboo  goblet-shaped 

vessel,  with  cover,  to  con¬ 
tain  fruits  offered  in  sacrifice. 

A  stone  probe；  to  pierce. 

金十 石乏  acupuncture  and  probing, 
R •^艷 曰 天殆爲 王某下 

See 扁 

or 

9195 

R •艷 

H./W 

See 贬 

Sinking 

Irregular. 

貶 

9i96 

R •琰 

3 

Rising  Upper. 

針？ 乏  saying  that  God  had merely  stuck  a  needle  into  this 

Wang, -by  thus  sending  a  disease 
on  him  for  his  wrong-doing. 

石乏灸  acupuncture  and  cauteri¬ sation. 

5 乏 人肌骨  piercing  to  the bones, — of  autumn  blasts. 

To  put  a  coffin  into  the 

grave. 

窆器  funeral  paraphernalia. 

^  place  of  burial. 

貶
 3 

9i96 

贬退。 1 •贬黜  tcHismissfrc 
office. 

貶 官爲民  to  reduce  an  oi 
cial  to  the  ranks  of  the  peop 

贬下 鹿謫  to  degrade. 

贬 濁楊淸 t()  get  rid  of  e 
men  and  advancte  the  pure. 

贬損  to  disparage;  to  libel. 

貶減  to  diminish. 

求少貶  begged  her  to  be 
little  more  economical. 

這貨 有褒贬 these  goc 
are  some  good,  some  bad. 

形 貌瘠貶  he  became  v( 
emaciated. 

弁 4
 

9i97 

R •霰寒 

C,  pyn^p^un 

p^en^p^an 

Y.pieng^ 

pwang 
W.  bie,  do 

N.  bien、 boun 

M  i  Pien-> 

Y.  fiei、 p'-ou 

K.  pion^  fan 

J。 hen^  ben^ 

hant  ban 

A.  bien 

A  conical  cap  worn  und 

the  Chou  dynasty  ；  a  milita 

cap.  To  rub,  as  the  hanc 

To  place  at  the  head, 
an  article  in  a  newspap< 

Sinking  and 

Even  Lower. 

To  censure  ；  to  send 

away;  to  cashier;  to  dis¬ miss.  To  diminish. 

一字 之貶嚴 于斧鉞 
one  word  of  his  censure  was 

sharper  than  an  axe, — of  Con¬ fucius.  See  8717. 

遠 貶他方  banished  to  a  far 
country. 

皮弁 or 革弁 a  military  c 

弁 兵  petty  officers  and  prival 

文 員武弁  civil  and  milit； 
officials. 

該 弁  refers  to  sergeants  2 corporals. 

弁而釵  a  *man  in  woma 
clothes. 

釵而弁  a  woman  in  ma 

clothes. 

視如弁  _  t。 regar
d  as  a  < 

worn  by  children, 

…  v  _  ,  which  wl done  with  is  cast  aside.  Hei 

彝 馨 ==to  reject;  to  desp 

弁髦禮 節巧埤 t。 ' 
regard  ceremonial  in  this  way, 

弁置  to  cast  off, — as  a  love 

吏 皆股弁  the  officials 
knocked  their  knees, — from  f( 

弁行  to  move  hurriedly. 

弁言  cap  words, — an  introdi 
ory  note  to  a  book,  as  oppo 

to 跋 9386. Read  pH 

弁彼 覺 斯 with  flapp 
wings  the  crows  •… 
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彝 
9r98 

胼
 6 

9199 

.先 
.fieng^ping 
!,  bing 
•  bien 

■/>«' 

•pi’dn hen 
•  bien 

Sven  Lower. 

軿 
9200 

餅
 3 

9201 
.先 
« 胼便 
Even  Lower. 

r 
9202 

Sinking 
Lower. 

Used  for  9203. 

Hard  skin  on  the  hands 

and  feet.  See  1890. 

忭 4
 

9203 

R •霞 
5ee 便 

Sinking 
Lower. 

r 

9204 
.霞 
!e 便拾 
Sinking 
Lower. 

See  9230. 

The  ribs  all  in  one  solid 

piece,  as  was  the  case  with 

文公  Duke  Wen  of  the  ̂  
Chin  State. 

Hurried  ；  excitable.  A 

rule；  a  law. 

卞急  irascible. 

率 循大卞  complying  with 
the  great  laws. 

卞莊 子之勇  the  bravery 
of  Chuang  Tztl  of  Pien,—  a  hero 
of  old. 

卞邑 an  old  name  for 洒水 

縣  in  Shantung. 

Pleased  *,  happy. 

什 喜  extreme  joy. 

作躍  to  jump  for  joy. 

晷勝欣 忭1  cannot  tell  you 
how  pleased  I  am. 

忭 頌良殷  you  have  my  ̂ in- 
cerest  wishes  for  your  happiness 

To  tap；  to  strike.  Used 

with  8633. 

朴 以爲節  to  beat  time, — to 

9205 

R 霞 

See 便 

Sinking 

Lower. 

w 

9206 

•勉 

See 

Rising  Lower. 

辨‘
 

9207 

H.  p'-an0 

W.  Hie 

See 辮 

Rising  Lower 
Irregular. 

music. 

A  branch  of  the  漢  Han 

river  in  Hupeh.  A  river 
in  Kiangsu. 

作梁 an  old  name  for 開封 

府1  K^ai-feng  Fu,  the  capital  of 
Honan. 

R Recrimination  ；  wrangling. 

R 

9208 

C.  v.  ̂ Pyn 

H.  v.  pin 

F.  piengi W.  ̂ bie 
N.  bien 

S.  I  ̂ 

X

.

 

p

i

e

i

^

 

Sz.  piet^ 

9208 

K.  piun J.  hen、 ben 

A.  bien^ 
Rising  Lower 

Irregular. 

辯‘
 

9209 

W. 三 bie 

See 辯 

Rising  Lower 
Irregular. 

To  distinguish  between  ； 

to  discriminate. 

辨別 OT 分辨。 r 辨 明 OT 

辨 淸 的  distinguish  between. 
辨 別高低  t。 distinguish good  wares  from  bad. 

辨 別是非  to  discriminate! between  right  and  wrong. 

不 辨眞假  not  to  distingui  h the  true  from  the  false. 

辨色 t。  distinguish  between tints. 

辨味  to  distinguish  between 

flavours.  
* 

辨琴  to  foretell  from  the  sound 
of  a  lute. 

我 辨其音  I  recognise  his voice. 

終爲識 者辨之 a11， connoisseurs  can  tell  the  differ¬ 
ence. 

辨 不出來 a 辨不開 
unable  to  distinguish  between. 

辨認。 r 辨識  to  recognise； to  distinguish;  to  pick  out. 

辨異  to  differentiate;  an  alter¬ 
ation  ; difference. 

To  plait-  to  braid.  See 

9178. 

子  the  queue, — imposed  upon 
China  by  the  Manchus  at  the 
conquest. 

編辮子  to  plait  the  queue. 

打辮 。^梳 辮  to  comb  and plait  the  queue. 

柝输  to  unplait  the  queue. 

9210 

r
.
€
 

See 扁 

Sinking 

Upper. 

辮楗子  a  false  queue. 
盤 起辮子  to  twist  the  queue 
round  the  head. 

和尙不 留辮子  Buddhist 
priests  do  not  wear  queues. 

To  explain  ；  to  argue  ；  to 

dispute. 

辯明  to  explain. 辯訴  to  explain  in  detail. 

辯論。 ■•辯 理  to  discuss;  to debate. 

辯駁 to  show  a  person  where he  is  wrong;  to  contradict;  to 
criticise;  to  revise. 

性好  々 似4 辯較 fond  of  con¬ 
tradicting. 

凝辯  to  debate  obstinately. 

爭辯  to  dispute  a  point. 

辯倒  to  vanquish  in  argument. 

强辯  to  use  forced  arguments. 

善 於辯詞  very  good  at  argu¬ 
ment. 

沉于辯 溺于辭 sunk  in sophistry,  drowned  in  verbiage. 

辯 轉人心  to  convert  people 
by  argument. 

高 談雄辯 t。 be  bud  and 
violent  in  argument. 

Read  pan、 • 

辯嘴  to  wrangle.  See  8605, 
n,9°S* 

To  change  ；  to  alter；  to 

transform ;  metamorphosis； 

revolution  [see  6001);  por¬ 

tents  ̂   such  as  droughts, 

earthquakes,  etc.  (see  io,o6i 
chu、\ 

to  change;  to  transmute  ； 

to  undergo  a  change  of  form  or 
of  substance,  or  of  both,  as  the 
metamorphosis  of  a  chrysalis, 
alchemistic  transmutations,  etc. 

Also,  the  mutations  and  con¬ 
versions  of  the  易經  Canon 
of  Changes. 

變 一 個大罷  make  yourself  j big, 一 i-e,  by  magic. 

改變。 r 變更。 ••變 易 t。 change;  to  alter. 



piesist II  20 
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變
 4 

9210 

變  AH、 to  change  one’s  dispositio 
(for  the  worse) ;  to  alter  one’s views. 

到、 to  change  one’s  mind. 

至死不  I  will  never 
change. 

三  九  flexible;  versatile. 

'變 約  to  change  an  appointment; 
to  alter  an  agreement. 

^  to  change  colour. 

變體  altered  form, 一 as  of  a 
written  character. 

變臉  to  get  angry;  to  look  in¬ 
dignant. 

變動  excitement. 

變價。 l •變賣  t。 turn  into 
money;  to  sell. 

變産  to  realise  property. 
變償  to  sell  in  order  to  repay. 

順變  we  must  accept  the  inevi¬ 
table, — a  phrase  used  to  bereaved 
friends. 

變性  to  become  a  new  man. 

變成 變爲  to  be  convert¬ 
ed  into;  to  become. 

變局  to  change  the  aspect  of 
affairs. 

變壤  t。 spoil. 

變了 向兒了  to  have  lost 
one’s  bearings. 

變過 向兒了  to  have  found 
one’s  bearings, 

不 知機變  not  to  be  accom¬ 
modating ;  to  be  wanting  in  tact. 
See  787. 

變通  accommodating;  falling  in 
with, 一 as  opposed  to 古板， 

see  8588
.  :一  外 

不妨變 通舊章  there  will 
be  no  harm  in  conforming  to 
the  old  regulations. 

憲 政旣立 ，法 宜變通 
since  constitutional  government 
has  been  established,  the  laws 
ought  to  be  altered  to  suit. 

權變 3190. 
天  _  a  change  in  the  weather. 
忽 然間天 變起來 
suddenly  the  weather  began  to 
change. 

變天風 浪較大 the 
weather  changed  and  the  wind 
and  waves  increased. 

9210 

9211 

釆
‘
 

9212 
See Sinking 

Lower. 

92I3 

R. 霞 

See 

A.  tHen^ficn Sinking 

Upper. 

K 

災  or  異^  a  calamity,— as  flood,  pestilence,  famine,  etc 

變故  an  accident;  an  unfore¬ seen  occurrence. 

變換  to  change, — as  money. 

變戯法  sleight  of  hand;  con¬ 
juring. 

?^T  measures  of  reform. 

變亂0 r  大變  rebellion ;  re volution. 

逼變  to  drive  into  rebellion. 

上蠻告  to  accuse  to  the Throne  of  disloyalty. 

變蛋  preserved  eggs. 幻  illusions;  visionary. 

Same  as  9190. 

To  separate  ；  to  distin¬ 
guish.  Radical  165. 

A  slip；  a  slice；  a  strip; 

a  leaf；  a  flake；  a  shaving ； 

a  chip;  a  sheet.  Radical 

91.  [To  be  distinguished 
from  爿  i2；5，] 

片片的  in  strips,  slips,  flakes, etc. 

落％  片片1  the  petals  are 
falling  from  the  flowers. 

切片  to  cut  ill  slices. 

片肉  to  carve  meat. 
瓦片  pieces  of  tile;  potsherds. 

片石  slate. 
片子。 1 •名 片。 r 京片。 r 

片紙  a  visiting-card. 
片函  a  note  written  on  a  visiting- card. 

投片  to  send  in  one’s  card. 

奏片 w 夾片。 1 •附片 a supplementary  memorial  to  the 

92I3 

扁 

9214 

92IS 

R •先 

C.^yn 

H.p^en 

F.  p^ieng 
W.fie 

N.  p'-ign 

M.  i 
 f"ien 

Y、pHei Sz.^ign 

K.p^ion 

J.  hen 

A.  tHen 
Even  Upper. 

Throne. 

to  send  in  a  supplementa 

memorial. 

片時 w 片刻。 r 片晌 
short  time. 

片晉  a  few  words. 

片言辦 攀 with  one  word
 

settle  litigations. 

片段  clauses  and  sentences. 
一片紙  a  sheet  of  paper. 
一片 一片的 piece  1 

piece :  layer  by  layer. 

一 ■片舎 一 ■  k 白 part 
green  and  partly  white. 

一片浮 t  a  pack  of  gossi; 
— •片冰 . AH、 chaste;  irr 

proachable. 

仗着 一 •片嘴  trusting  to  h gift  of  the  gab. 

片雲 頭上黑 a  bank  ' 
black  cloud  overhead. 

片 影毫無 there  is  nQt 
trace  of  it. 

See  9172. 

Inclined  to  one  side,  a 

opposed  to 正 687.  Leaning 

partial  ；  prejudiced. 

偏斜  slanting;  oblique. 

果 然帶偏 t  actualIy w£ 
askew. 

偏倚  to  lean  on;  to  lounge. 

不 偏不倚  without  partiality 

偏厦  a  side-room. 偏枯  decayed  or  paralysed  0 one  side ;  partial ;  unjust. 

偏房。 r 偏室。 r 偏房個 

室  a  concubine. 

欲聘 爲偏房  wanted  to  g< 
her  as  a  concubine. 

作偏 門生意 to  carfy 。 
an  illicit  business,  —  such  as 

gambling-house. 

地 方偏北  the  place  is  t( 
wards  the  north, —— e.g.  of  the  cit】 

西 北偏北  north-north -wes 
偏度  degrees  of  longitude. 

偏私。 1 ■偏向  Partiality;  bia 



rx 

9215 

偏在 一 ■旁  inclined  t。 one 
side. 

_  fj  胃  the 
 sole  fish. 

偏累  one-sided  trouble, 一 as  op¬ 
posed  to  an  equal  division. 

M  M  fistula  in  ano. 
偏墜  the  dropping  (i.e,  swelling) 

of  one  testicle. 

偏見 °r  一; fi 之見 a  _ 
sided  or  partial  view. 

偏 聽則暗  to  hear  one  side 
of  a  story  is  to  be  in  the  dark, 
— as  to  the  truth. 

偏 不聽話  to  make  a  point 
of  not  listening  to  advice. 

偏重 一邊兒 over - weighted 
on  one  side. 

省  a  Poverty-stricken 
province. 

偏曲  a  side  issue. 

偏心 沉偏心 眼兒。 r 偏 

側生心  one-sided;  partial ; 
prejudiced. 

‘  _  無 黨  Without  
prejudice. 

偏僻  eccentric  ；  out-of-the-way. 
See  9017. 

偏隅  out  of  the  way, — of  places. 

偏要  to  be  bent  on  having. 

^jfj  self-opinionated ;  perverse. 

偏謬  outrageous, — as  revoluti¬ 
onary  doctrines. 

水 火之性 ，有 儘謂火 

熱水寒 ，是 偏舉也 
to  define  the  natures  of  fire  and 

water  by  merely  saying  “Fire  is 

hot,  water  is  cold,”  would  be  an 
inadequate  definition. 

偏解  particular, 一 as  opposed  to 
universal.  See  通  12,294. 

了1  have  taken  it  without 
you, 一 a  conventionally  apologet 
ic  answer  to  the  ordinary  saluta¬ 

tion,  “Have  you  taken  food 

有偏  differs  from  the  above  in 
that  it  is  not  necessarily  a  reply, 

but  may  be  used  spontaneously 

as  an  apology  under  similar 
circumstances. 

坐  to  sit  on  one  side. 

偏 偏兒的  must  needs. 

偏偏 不俅你 i  certainly 
cannot  agree  with  you. 

[ 1121  j RESIST 

偏
1
 

偏偏遇 着偏偏 t。 be 

矯
1
 

doubly  unfortunate ;  to  suffer 
92IS for  doing  something  which  was 

unwillingly  done. 

9219 

R •先 

Paralysis  ；  palsy. 

偏値。 1 ■偏 生。 r 偏會。 r 

See 偏 

偏遇。 r 偏巧 Dr 偏又。 r 

i ㈣ 只  it  so  happened  that;  as 

Even  Upper. 

luck  would  have  it. M A  slip  or  tablet  of  bam- 

偏 是  &  specially . .  is  notwith- boo,  as  formerly  used  for standing . 

9220 

r. 先 

See 偏 

Even  Upper. 

writing  on；  a  leaf  of  a  book； 

偏疼 偏愛 tQ  be  partial  to- 
an  essay  ；  a  book.  1 

偏喜騎 馬  he  preferred  to ride, 一 as  a  matter  of  choice. 
— • 篇 one  leaf, 一 of  a  bock.  | 

偏 護  to  favour;  to  prefer. 翻篇  to  turn  over  the  leaves. 
偏 孕旦  with  one  sleeve  shorter 

把這一 篇翻開 tum  ovei’ 
than  the  other;  (Jig-)  bias. this  leaf. 

2|£  very  much  inclined  to； 

把這 一篇掀 過去1 et devoted  to. 
us  pass  lightly  over,  or  skim, 

偏征  partiality  and  delay. 
this  section. 

偏吉  small  official  buildings  at 
一字 害一句 ，一 甸害 

the  Peking  city  gates  for  the ― »  篇 one  word  will  spoil  a control  of  the  areas  just  about 
sentence,  and  one  sentence  a 

the  gates. 
book.  ! 

偏勞  many  thanks  for  your trouble  on  my  behalf. 一篇書 看到老 tQ°ccupy 
oneself  all  one’s  life  with  one 

請偏勞  'vould  you  mind  doing 
book. — of  narrow  experience. 

it  for  me? 

說出一 篇大話 tc)  boast， 
偏  / 耐 2 西  westering,  as  the 

一 as  to  what  one  is  going  to  do. 
sun;  past  the  meridian.  [Divided 

into  /]、.  and  大, earlier  and 

每見于 篇  is  seen  in  every 
line  of  the  document 

later.] 

篇 章  sections  and  chapters. 

ur 
To  cut  into  slices  ；  to  pare. 

長 篇大論 long-winded; 
Used  for  92 1 3. 

prosy. 

9216 

r •先 

扁 |j  下 去  cut  it  away^—as  a  knot on  wood. 

扃 Ij  了手  he  has  cut  his  hand.
 

^  篇累頁 of  great  length- 
as  a  document. 

^ 偏 

固須長 篇累幅 it  w°uld 
Even  Upper. 

take  reams  to  set  it  forth. 

榻
1
 

Sapindus  Mukorossi、 

Gaertn.,  the  fruit  of  which, 篇什所 載  il:  is  said  in  the 
Odes, 

9217 

R •先 

called  木 植子， is  used  as — ^  a  name  for  the  Odes. 
r Se6 便邊 

Even  Lower 

soap. 

To  flutter；  to  run  to  and 

榻部。 r  t 扁  1 付 a  piece  of  wood 
顧 fro. 

and  Upper. 
placed  under  the  corpse  in  a 

9221 

coffin. 

R. 先 

See 偏 

^  fluttering,  as  birds  or m butterflies;  moving  to  and  fro, 

as  a  crowd;  elegant. 

The  domestit  yak,  known 

Even  Upper. 

翩 翩巍巍 grand; 

— of  buildings. 

9218 

in  Tibet  as  編牛. 

翩翩有  i  are  universall
y  in 

^ 偏 

repute, -of  Hsieh  Chi’s  paintings Even  Upper. of  cranes. 

141 
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Ses 編辮 
K.  p、idn、pi'dn 
A.  biin1- 

Even  and 

Rising  Upper 
and  Lower 

Irregular. 

V~A> 一- ▲  •k 

m 

9223 

& 偏扁 
Even  and 

Rising  Upper. 

驅
1
 

9224 R 先 

W.  p^cn 

M.  i 
 ^Un SM 偏鞭 

A.  Lbien 

Even  Upper. 

m 

9225 
R. : 

See 偏 
A. 三 bien 

Sinking 

Upper. 

A  flat-bottomed  barge  ；  a 

skiff.  Also  read  pH 

Artful  ；  deceitful  ；  plaus¬ 
ible. 

截截善  調 晉  to  be  fond  of| 
quibbles. 

編拉  to  brag  of. 

To  walk  lame.  To  con¬ 

tort  the  body. 

mm  to  swing  the  shoulders 
and  walk  sideways. 

To  cheat;  to  swindle.  To 

mount  a  horse. 

驅人  to  cheat  people.  Used 
figuratively  of  the  death  of  a 

young  child. 

哄騙 w 謳騙。 r 欺騙 t。 
cfieat；  to  humbug. 

受騙 to  be  cheated - 

騙子手  a  swindler. 

驅局  a  Plan  for  swindling. 

驅淨。 r 騙 完 m 驅沒 t。 
swindle  out  of  everything. 

驅賭 ̂  t0  lead  into  gambling： 
ways. 

騙賴  to  repudiate. 
馬 扁銀事 fraudulent  money 

transactions. 

騙馬  to  vault  on  a  horse. 

9226 

便 
9227 

Same as 
9225. 

See  9187. 

w 

9228 

R .先 

See 便 

A.  bien 
Even  Lower. 

9229 

R •先 

See 便 

A.  bien 
Even  Lower. 

m 

9230 

r •靑先 
^ 瓶 

Even  Lower. 

A  lauraceous  tree  which 

is  probably  a  species  of 

Linder  a、 used  for  furniture. 

駢
 2 

9231 

r. 先 

^ 胼便 

Even  Lower. 

The  red  sand  tick， known 
as 虫便蚁 足. 

A  carriage  with  screens, 

used  for  women. 

軿鞫  the  noise  of  carriages  and horses. 

Read  pHng\ 

輜軿  carriages  of  all  kinds, 

見輜 軿自 天而下 & saw  a  chariot  come  down  from 
heaven. 

后乘轉 ̂ 車  the  Empress  rode in  her  carriage. 

A  pair  of  horses  ；  joined 

together.  See  10,588.  Also 

read  pHev}. 

駢梅  the  big  toe  and  second 
joined  together. 

脅  ribs  joined  to  look  like one  bone. 

^  two-word  phrases  or  terms. 

•餅 骨兽 a  style  in  which  all  the 
sentences  run  in  pairs. 

骄首  with  two  heads. 

黨  to  league  together. 

百 福聯辕  may  a11  blessings come  to  you ! 

t0  cohabit  with. 

駢誅  to  execute  criminals  in  a 
batch. 

駢 戮多人  executed  a  whole lot  at  once. 

雜
 3 

71W 

9232 

r. 勉 

see 篇 

A.  ̂ bien 
Rising  Upper. 

M
1
 

9233 

r .眞 

& 檳 

Even  Upper. 

A  falcon. 

靑弁 I  a  kind  of  jay,  known  when 

•  moulting  as  白 m. 

F>iJsr. 

A  visitor  ；  a  guest.  To 

submit.  A  Department  in 

Kuangsi.  Descent  from 

privileged  ancestors  ;  see 

5460.  Used  with  9243. 

賓主  guest  and  host.  See  below. 

裒客。 r 富朋  visitors;  guests. 

衣服破 時富客 少 when 
your  clothes  are  torn,  your  guests 
will  be  few. 

在 家不會 迎富客 ，出 

外方郑 少主人 if  you 
cannot  entertain  guests  at  home, 

you  will  find  few  hosts  abroad. 

西 富  the  guest,  who  sits  in  the west, 一 the  family  tutor. 

富事人  to  wait  on  a  person 
as  though  a  guest. 

序 富以賢  to  arrange  one’s 
guests  according  to  their  moral worth. 

實位  the  guest’s  place  or  seat. 

帝 湯是富  was  the  suest  of 
the  Emperor  (Chfeng)  T‘ang  . 

富于 西王毋  was  the  guest 
of  Hsi  Wang  Mu. 

富 天  to  die, — of  Emperors. 

富 白  guest  talk, - the  dialogue,  as opposed  to  the  songs,  inplays,  etc. 

音 ̂ 胃十 二  the  Genius  of 
Ink, — said  to  have  appeared  to 

明皇  Ming  Huang  of  the T‘ang  dynasty,  and  to. have  been 
deified  by  his  Majesty  under  the above  title. 

三 載富典  the  triennial  ex¬ 
aminations  for  the  second  degree. 

寰典費  a  sum  allowed  as 
travelling  expenses  to  the  b.a. 

going  up  for  the  m.a.  degree. 

借 夤定主  t(5  effect  Gse’s 

object  indirectly. 

胃  a  marriage  go-between. 

嘉富  friends  who  escort  and 
fetch  the  bride. 
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9233 

儐
 4 

9234 

R •震眞 
See 檳 

Sinking 

Upper. 

娘 
9235 

擯
 4 

9236 
R. 震 
C.  pen 

H.  pin 

F.  peing 

P.  cp^in 
M.  spHn 

^•ping 

Sz.  pin、 p、 in 
K.  pin 
J.  hin 

A.  ten ' 

SinkingUpper. 

殖‘
 

9237 

R •震 

F,  peing) 

See 檳 
Sinking 

Upper. 

儀富。 r 國富  husband  of 
Imperial  prince’s  daughter. 

支寊  one  who  receives  visitors 
come  to  condole  on  a  death. 

富服  to  submit. 

四 海富服  all  within  the  Four 
Seas  acknowledge  his  sway. 

家富。 f 富雀兒  the  sparrow 
{Passer  viontanus). 

葳富  Cashmere  (Han  dyn.); 
Kapisa  (T‘ang  dyn.). 

To  set  in  order;、 t、p 

arrange  •’  to  entertain. 

儐 其宗器 tc>  set  OTt  the 
ancestral  vessels. 

儐接  to  receive  guests  according 
to  etiquette. 

儐相  a  master  of  the  ceremonies 
employed  at  weddings,  religious 
functions,  etc. 

See  9265. 

To  expel  ；  to  reject.  See 

6207. 

擯 逐出境  to  drive  out  of  the country. 

擯棄 OT 擯斥 t。 reject- 

擯不齒  to  strike  off, — the  clan 
register. 

使擯  to  employ  in  the  reception 
of  a  visitor, — as  of  a  prince  from 
another  State. 

To  put  a  corpse  in  the 

coffin ;  to  bury. 

殯殓  to  prepare  a  corpse  for 
burial. 

續 葬  to  bury. 

月前 殯其夂  last  month  he 
buried  his  father. 

出殯  to  carry  a  corpse  to  the; 
grave. 

送殯  to  accompany  a  funeral. 

祓殯  to  sprinkle,  the  coffin, — 
as  was  anciently  done  by  a 
sorcerer,  with  the  branch  of  a 

m 9237 

滇1
 

9238 

R. 眞 

See 镇 

Even  Upper. 

獲1
 

9239 

R. 眞 

S£6 蘋檳 

Even  Upper 

and  Lower. 

9240 

R •眞 

See 檳 

Even  Upper. 

m 

9241 

R. 轸 

C.  Qpen^ 
F.  pein^ 

W.  ping* 

See 檳 

Rising 

Irregular. 

peach-tree,  to  keep  off  evil  in¬ fluences. 

歹賓宮  a  place  in  which  a  body 
is  deposited  to  await  burial. 

殘 [天  to  die. A  bank  ；  a  shore ；  a 

beach ;  a  brink.  See  9251. 

海滇  the  sea-shore. 率 土之潰 ，莫 非王臣 
within  the  sea-boundaries  of  the 

land,  all  are  the  king’s  servants. 

三 面 潰海  bounded  on  three sides  by  the  sea. 

溴 臨大海  I  had  nearly reached  the  ocean. 

君其間 諸水潰 yQU should  ask,  Sire,  on  the  banks 

of  the  river,  —  alluding  to  the 
death  by  drowning  d 昭王 

Chao  Wang  (b.c.  1001),  which 

the  Marquis  of  Ch‘i  was 

going  to  use  as  a  pretext  for 

invading  the  楚  Chfu  State. 

、潰死 on  the  brink  of  death. 

潰 危之際  the  moment of  supreme  danger；  the  crisis 

潰州  name  of  a  Department  in Shantung. 

A  kind  of  otter,  known 

as 獱獺. 

The  confusion  of  mixed 

colours. 

賴亂0 r 賴紛 confused; mixed. 

其 說繽紜  his  speech  was confused. 

The  knee-cap. 

鑽臏  to  cut  off  the  knee-cap, 一 an  ancient  form  of  punishment. 

^1  to  cut  off  the  feet. 

爲 仇所臏 my  feet  cut  f by  an  enemy, 一 said  by  月賓 

Sun  Pin  referring  to  1^  Vp 

Fang  Chuan.  
^ 

蝮1
 

9242 

R •先眞 

See 便 

A.  bim 

Even  Lower. 

鳆1
 

924^ 

R .眞 

See 檳 

Even  Upper. 

II 

9244 

924S 

R. 震 

Q.  pen 
H.  pin 
F.  peing 

W.y 〆 

N.  I  ̂  

M.  i
  tin 

Y .  pin
g 

Sz.  
j 

K.  pin 
J. ) 

A.  ten 
Sinking 

Upper. 

賓 

9246 

檳1
 

9247 

R. 眞 

Q,  pen 

H.  pin 

F.  ping 

I  Ping、 cbinS 

N  •  ping 

M.  I
  ^in 

Sz.  pin^ping 

K.  pin 

J.  hin 

A.  ten 
Even  Upper. 

The  pearl-oyster. 

墙珠  an  oyster-pearl. 

竈 4 之衣  lichen. 

A  fine  steel,  formerly  im¬ 

ported  from  Persia,  Arabia, 
etc. 

鑌鐵刀  a  fine  steel  knife,  used 
for  cutting  jade. 

Same  as  9241. 

Hair  on  the  temples. 

兩鬢  the  hair  on  both  temples. 一 事無成 兩鬢霜 

I  have  accomplished  nothing  and 

yet  the  hair  on  my  temples  is 
frosted, — with  age. 

鬟角兒  the  curve  of  the  hair at  the  temples. 

賛  the  hair  on  the  temples 
fuzzy  or  puffed  out. 

緑 鬢乐顔  dark  hair  and  red 
cheeks. 

白 寶  white  hair? 一 as  from  age 

衣 賢; ̂   a  name  for  the  cicada. 

Correct  form  of  9233. 

Name  of  a  tree.  Also 

read  ping、，  See  7754. 

檳榔 g 檳蒴  the  areca-nut 
tree  (Areca  catechu、 L.) 一 from 
the  Malay  pinang、 commonly 

known  in  China  as  betel-nut.  [It 
is  not  chewed  during  mourning 

because  it  makes  the  lips  red.] 

横挪衣  betel-nut  husk. 空肚子 喋檳榔 ，頭暈 
chewing  betel-nut  on  an  empty 
stomach  makes  one  giddy. 

樓挪膏 gambier. 横 資  betel-nut  money, 一 fees  for 
carrying  letters. 



蘋 
9252 

蟹 
9253 

斌1
 

9254 R .眞 

See 核 

A.  bin 

Even  Upper. 

彬 
9255 

霖1
 

9256 
R. 眞 

See 擴 

A.  bin 

Even  Upper. 

— j« _ 

票 
9257 

并 
9258 

攘横  a  hard  astringent  seed 
used  for  betel-nut. 

檳崩子  the  fruit  of  a  species 
of  fig,  used  in  poultices. 

Same  as  9245. 

See  9268. 

9260
 

R •删眞 

^ 班檳 

Even  Upper. 

Same  as  9272. 

Same  as  9238. 

網行 on  the  point  of  going. 

瀕死  at  the  point  of  death. 

See  9271. 

See  9272. 

Elegant  ；  refined.  See 

46B3. 

其行 文斌媚  the  flow  of  his 
style  is  very  elegant. 

文 質斌斌  the  ornamental 
and.  the  solid  duly  combined, 

in  one  man. 

Same  as  9254. 

The  brilliancy  of  a  gem. 

See  9304. 

Same  as  9282. 

豳 9259 

敢1
 

W 

9261 

ft 

% 槇 

Same  as  9261 . 

To  divide :  to  share 

R. 

A.  len^  men 

Even  Upper. 

Name  of  a  small  princi¬ 

pality  belonging  to  the  周 

family  before  they  became 

the  Imperial  House,  b.c. 1 1 34 - 

邠州  a  Department  in  Shensi. 

幽 

9262 

9263 
R. 眞 

See 檳 

A.  bien'fhi 

Even  Upper. 

Same  as  9261. 

貧
 2 

9z64 

君 子安貧  the  superior  man 
is  contented  in  poverty. 

貧而樂  poor  and  yet  happy. 

抱 子食貧 her  own  son  had 
coarse  food  to  eat. 

貧賤 之交不 可忘 the friends  of  one’s  poor  and  humble 

days  should  not  be  forgotten. 

貧道 ^  a  poor  Taoist  priest. 

貧因 不箅來 i>overty 
comes  from  want  of  calculation. 

耐 得貧， 守得富 
patient  when  poor,  keep  within 

bounds  when  rich. 

人貧 志短  if  a  man  is  poor, 
his  ambition  is  restricted. 

貧  j 歌  importunate;  pestering  one 
for  money. 

Inlaid,  as  with  jewels. 

9264 

R- 眞 

C.p^bi H.fiu 

N：  I 
 bh,S 

M.  I
  PHn 

Y.  fing 

K.  pin 
J.  hin、 bin A.  ben 

Poor  ；  impoverished,  as 

opposed  to 冨 37ii. 

貧富  relative  wealth;  fortune. 

貧窮 w 貧乏。 1 •貧寒 
老1  poor;  in  poverty. 

貧窮 都爲胃 1 手頭鬆 
all  poverty  comes  from  want  of 

grip, — i.e、 want  of  energy. 

怪貧的  devilish  poor. 
貧  poor  and  ignoble,. Even  Lower.  戶  a  p00r  family;  the  poor. 

非功 ̂ 貧  not  nakedly  (/>• 
utterly)  destitute. 

一 貧如洗  as  poor  as  though washed, — clean  of  everything. 

如 貧得寶 as  a  beggar  who has  found  a  jewel, 一 overjoyed. 

貧士  a  poor  scholar. 

貧者 士之常  poverty  is common  condition  of  literary 
men. 

嬪
 5 

9z6S 

R 眞 

To  become  wife  to  ；  a 

concubine.  Also  read  pin' • 

嬪婦 a  wife. 
_  Imperial  concubines

. 

为 E  concubines  of  the  3rd  and 

iinf  4th  grades,  respectively. 

九嬪  the  nine  ladies  of  the Imperial  seraglio. 

^  ladies  of  the  Bedchamber
, 

嬪 然成行 （々⑽ f) 

C.  ip'-cn 

II. 

F. 

N.  Ji/jg 

K.  pin 

J.  hin、 bln 
A.  Uen 

Even 

Irregular. 

m 

9266 

賴 
9267 

m 

9268 

R.ft 

See 鑛 

Even  Lower. 

stood  in  dense  line. 

See  9236. 

See  9240. 

To  be  imminent；  hurried : 

incessant.  A  bank  ；  a  shore. 
Used  for  9270， 9272. 

國 步斯頻  tlie .  doom  of 
kingdom  hurries  on. 

頻 速  hurriedly  j  quickly. 

頻 來頻往  hurrying  to  and 

fro. 

頻催  to  be  incessantly  urging 

頻頻的  unceasingly. 

頻 你於人  alwa”  trusting  tc 
others. 

T^usr 

24 

糌
 

I 
鬂
 

I 
頻
 

I 
噺
 

t 
濒
 

I 



U25  ] 

頻 年不第 year  after  year 
^  ̂   ll0  frill  pH  f"0  T^fl  QC  ll  1  C  Avq ，>*»  l  n  n  f  I  /-»♦** 

9268 

廟 
9269 

JJtX2 橛 
9270 

蘋 
Even  Lower. 

he  failed  to  pass  his  examination. 

:頻添  additionally. 
I 頻仍  unaltered;  as  before. 

頻仁  an  old  name  for  betel-nut. 

頻顧  to  turn  up  the  nose. 

頻異  to  be  importunate;  ob¬ 
trusive. 

狠 覺頻氣  very  precocious. 

Same  as  9272. 

Name  of  a  fruit.  Usedl 

for  9271. 

嬾菓  the  apple  (Pyrus  malus\ L.). 

權菓露  apple-dew,— a  wine. 

嬾婆  Sterculia  lanccolata,  Cav. 

m 

9271 

{ .眞 
二  p^en 
i.  pHn 

V.  N.  bing 

4.  p、in 
r.  Sz.  p^ing 
【•  pin 

. hin、 bin 
ten 

Even  Lower. 

w 

9272 

宾 

thi、 bhi 

Sven  Lower. 

Marsilea  quadrifolia^  L., 

formerly  used  in  marriagel 
rites. 

槐葉蘋  a  Japanese  name  fori 
Salvinia  vufgaris,  Mich.  ij 

白蘋  Hydrochar  is  morsus-ra7ice^  I 

L.  
■ 

蘋婆。 1 •蘋果  the  apple. 

To  knit  the  brows  ；  to| 
look  distressed. 

西施病 心而顰 when  I 
Hsi-shih  (a  great  beauty)  was  I 
distressed  in  mind,  she  knitted  [ 
her  brows,— which  actually  made  I 
her  look  more  beautiful.  [Anl 
pgly  woman  who  imitated  herl 
in  this,  found  the  result  to  bef 
anything  but  a  success.] 

彼 知美顰 ，而 不知顰 

之 所以美  she  knew  that! 
knitted  brows  looked  beautiful,  f 
but  she  did  not  know  wherein  | 
lay  tne  beauty  of  knitted  brows. 

顰 笑不苟  do  not  frown  orl 
smile  to  order,— be  natural. 

w 
5 

OR 

9273 

R. 寢 

I C.  pen 

H.  cp、in 
F. 

W 

|N. 

M.  I  ( . 

Y •卜 

'sz. ! 

K.  pim 

J.  hin、 hon 

Rising  Upper. 

Relationship；  grade  ； 

rank;  series  ；  order  ；  kind  ； 

sort;  class.  To  rank;  to esti- 

jmate.  Three  [see  10,588). 
I A  a  bridge；'1  see  9061.  See 

5013,  6029,  1 1,496,  10,01 1. 

五品  the  Five  Relationships. See  7464. 

九品  the  nine  official  grades, — 
each  one  subdivided  into 正 

principal  and  (/sung》 second¬ 

ary.  See  Tables  J\ ， 

品銜。 1 •品 級。 r 品職 offi- cial  rank. 

品級台  the  Imperial  dais. 

何品級  what  rank  is  he? 

目 居極品  he  has  attained the  highest  rank. 

頭 品頂戴  the  highest  “but- toii，’’ 一 a  rank  above  the  first ordinary  grade. 

h  品  first-class. 

品之 最上者  the  very  best of  its  kind. 

隹品  a  very  good  kind.  See 10,852. 

神品 ，妙 品， and 逸品 
three  grades  in  painting:  in¬ 
spired,  wonderful,  and  pleasing. 

沒 有品從  (the  office)  has  no particular  grade  attached  to  it. 

無品  having  no  character  ；  dis¬ 
reputable. 

低品  low-class. 

劣品  blackguard. ~ 品  the  order  or  prece¬ 
dence  of  elders  and  juniors  in a  family. 

behaviour;  conduct.  Also, 

disposition ;  temper;  moral  level. 

[Applied  only  to  persons  of  some 
social  standing.  See 

4624  hsirO  ^ 

品性  disposition. 

p=r 
J 

00 
9273 

牝 3
 

品 格。1 ■品度  mien;  manners; 
bearing. 

品貌  the  face. 人品  the  ranks  and  professions 
of  mankind;  personality. 

重 其人品  greatly  esteemed his  character. 

jjQ  品  to  establish  one’s  charac- 1 

9274 

R •較 

C.  f'en^fen H.  三 pH' 

F.c/C 

N：  j  iinS 
|m.  

\^in 

Sz./1/；/ 

K.  pin J.  hin、 bin A.  ten 

Rising  Lower. 

ter, — as  a  respectable  member 
of  society;  sc  ranger. 

敦品  respectable. 
品類。 r 定品  to  classify. 

品評.  to  classify；  to  criticise. 人 的 好歹我 許品得 

出來  I  can  generally  form  a fair  estinate  of  a  man’s  character. 

皆屬 能品而 不若此 

卷？  all  worthy  of  mention,  but 
not  equal  to  this  particular  pic ture, 

品璧  a  discriminating  glance； a  critical  view. 

IF •品  soprano. 

F  品  ba
ss. 

副品 alt。. 

品竹  to  play  on  the  flute.、 

安 胎之品  medicine  for quieting  the  womb, -and  prevent¬ 
ing  miscarriage. 

品物  things  classified;  sorts  or kinds  of  things. 

中 國品物 啤列所 an 
exhibition  of  Chinese  products. 

品味  flavour. 
你品品 這個味 t!7  fhis: 

flavour, - as  of  a  new  kind  of  tea. 

品茶  t。 sip  tea. 
看 花品水  to  enjoy  flowers 
and  water, — in  a  garden. 

品藕色  violet. 
品籃  a  very  bright  blue, — said to  have  existed  only  since  the 
introduction  of  foreign  dyes. 

品月  sky-blue. The  female  of  animals,  as 

opposed  to 牲 8089.  See 

7576. 此羊 a  ewe. 

北字  female. 牝 鷄司晨 the  hen  crows  at dawn,  —  the  wife  wears  the 
breeches. 

4b  鷄之鳴  the  voice  of  his 

better  half. 

牝戶  the  vagina. 

與他 魚牲牝  (the  eel)  co¬ 
pulates  with  other  fishes. 



■JE»INC3r 

冰
]
 

9277 
夏 虫不可 以語# 冰 
you  cannot  talk  of  ice  to  a  butter¬ 

fly.  - 堅冰 之漸  the  gradual  hard¬ 
ening  of  ice, — the  gradual  de¬ velopment  of  anything.  i 

Read  ning\ 

李 陽 f  冰  a  personage  under  the 

秦  dynasty. 氷 Same  as  9277. 

9278 

兵1
 

9279 

R •庚 

C.  ping 

H.pin 

^•ping 

A  soldier ;  a  weapon  ； 

military;  warlike.  The 

pawn  in  Chinese  chess.  See 

1094， 21 33,  i2,o6S. 

兵丁  w 兵殺 ■兵 卒。 r 

； 1126  ] 

9274  \ 

拚 
9275 

9276 

蒸 
See 冰 

Even  Upper. 

R. 

冰1
 

9277 •蒸 

W.  pen 
See 兵 

ping 

J.  hid 
A. bdng 

Even  Upper. 

虛仗  a  bottomless  pit.  See 
12,274. 

有似 黃金擲 虛牝1 ike 
throwing  gold  into  a  bottomless 

pit, — of  watting  it  recklessly. 

See  8633. 

Ice.  Radical  1 1 

Ice;  cold  -  frost;  crystal 
lised.  See  1 3,752. 

凍冰。 r 結冰  to  freeze. 

冰凍  frozen  hard. 

至冰 結厚時  so  soon  as  the 
ice  had  become  thick, . 

滴時更 結紅冰 （her 
tears)  as  they  fell  changed  into 
red  ice, — as  though  blood. 

冰霜  frost;  ice. 

冰 凌兒。 r 冰錐  icicles. 

冰霍  hail-stones. 

落冰瑰  a  hail-storm. 

賊冰  rotten  or  dangerous  ice 

冰酥  ice  getting  soft. 

冰水  ice-water. 

冰鞋  skates. 
冰嘗。 r 冰室 ot 冰塲 an 
ice-house. 

伐冰  to  cut  ice  for  storing. 

冰鑽  an  ice  crowbar. 

冰床兒  an  ice  sledge. 

冰洋  the  Arctic  ocean. 

冰消 w 冰化 。^冰 解。 r 

冰開  the  melting  of  ice;  a thaw: 

冰冷。 r 冰得梳  icy  cold 
冰 出 于水而 寒于水 
ice  comes  from  water  but  is 

colder  than  water,  —  the  pupil 
excels  his  teacher.  See  6732. 

j [可時  when  the  riv
er  is 

frozen  over. 

9277 

冰 1
 

冰 淸玉餒  clear  as  ice  and pure  as  jade, — of  an  incorrupt man. 

冰 淸水冷  pure;  simple ； 
chaste. 

冰心。 1 ■冰 雪心 chaste; chastity. 

冰輪  the  ice  wheel, — the  moon. 
冰人。 r 代 冰人。 r 冰斧 
a  marriage  go-between, 一 allud¬ 
ing  to  the  appearance  of  an  old 
man  by  moonlight  on  the  ice, 

who  ties  together  all  future  hus¬ 
bands  and  wives  by  an  invisible red  string. 

未迫冰 泮 she  is  nc>t  yet betrothed. 

冰玉  father-in-law  and  son-in- law, 一 from  a  phrase  used  by 

叔道  P‘ei  Shu-ta。： 婦  ̂  

冰淸 ，女婿 玉潤 the wife’s  father  is  as  pure  as  ice 

the  daughter’s  husband  is  as smooth  as  jade. 

冰玉 之 不相能  antago¬ nism  of  father-in-law  and  son- in-law. 

冰 玉雙渾  father-in-law  and son-in-law  both  in  a  muddle. 

冰山  an  ice  mountain;  an  ice- 
berg. 

冰 山 不可靠 don't  trust  to 
an  ice  mountain. 

若冰山  (as  easily  to  be  des troyed)  as  a  mountain  of  ice 

(exposed  to  the  sun), 一 said  by 

張索  Chang  T^uan  to  a  friend who  recommended  him  to  seek his  fortune  with  楊國忠 

Yang  Kuo-chung  of  the  T‘ang 
dynasty,  in  depreciation  of  the abilities  of  that  sham  statesman 

冰脂  the  hard  fat  of  animals. 

冰了  一 •下  ice  it;  put  it  to 
ice. 

以冷 語冰人 t。 freeze people  with  cold  remarks. 

A  M  冰撊  t<3  leave  un- attended  to;  to  pigeonhole. 

冰糖  sugar-candy. Baroos  camphor,  from  the 

Borneo  tree  Dryobalanops  aro- 
matica、 Gaertn. 

如 履薄冰  (cautious)  as though  treading  on  thin  ice 

W.  /  /"f,  bing 

N. 

p.  u'
. 叹 

1A.  pin 

Sz.  pin、 ping 

K.  piong 

J.  hei、 hyd 

A.  bing 

Even  Upper. 

兵們。 r 兵士。 r 兵家 soldiers. 

勝負兵 家之常  victory 
and  defeat  are  the  common  lot 
of  soldiers. 

兵戎  military  forces. 勇  soldiers  and  braves ;  the 
military. 

兵 差  soldiers  and  police. 

團  regulars  and  militia. 

馬兵  cavalry. 兵馬  soldiers  and  their  horses. 

兵 釋錢粮  pay  and  commis' 

sariat  expenses. 

兵馬司  police  magistrate  in 

Peking. 

兵  police-constables, -modern 
term. 

警兵  police-strtion,  一  with 
court  attached. 

^  infantry. 
兵貴拙 而速， 不貴巧 

而久  soldiers  are  worth  more if  unskilful  and  quick  than  if skilful  and  slow. 

隹兵 t。  make  war  too  lightly. 一 without  good  cause  etc. 

救兵  troops  sent  to  relieve,— e.g.  a  besieged  garrison. 

官兵  Imperial  troops, 一 as  op posed  to  trainbands,  rebels,  etc 
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F^INGr 

9279 

兵宫  a  military  officer. 

兵頭  a  head  or  chief  of  soldiers. 
[Impudently  applied  to  the 
Governor  of  Hongkong.] 

兵營  a  military  camp. 

兵車  a  war-chariot. 

兵船  a  man-of-war. 

&  ̂   soldiers’  pay  and  rations. 

兵米  soldiers’  rations. 
兵 策  military  tactics  or  strategy. 

^  _  treatises  on  military  affairs. 

兵學  military  science. 

兵亂  troops  in  mutiny. 

^  ̂   military  prestige. 

兵力  military  power. 

兵險  war  risks. 

兵衅。 r 兵事  hostilities. 

大國 同小國 有兵事 
a  great  nation  at  war  with  a 
small  one. 

9279 
兵器 OT 兵械。 1 •兵 刃。 r 

兵戈  weapons. 
兵甲  armour,  offensive  and  de-j fensive. 

胸中 有甲兵  he  has  nany weapons  in  his  breast, 一 ,.e.  he 
is  a  man  of  many  resources. 
Also  used  in  a  bad  sense  =  he 

is  a  dangerous  man. 

短兵  side-arms. 
用 兵如神  he  handles  troops like  a  god. 

連兵  perpetually  at  war. 

聨兵  the  united  forces. 

先 禮後兵  first  politeness, then  weapons, 一 try  fair  means 
first. 

兵 不厭詐  all  is  fair  in  (love 
and)  war. 

左右 欲兵之  those  around wanted  to  kill  him. 

兵部  the  Board  of  War, — in 
Peking  and  Moukden. 

兵勢  warlike  demonstrations; 
display  of  arms  or  forces. 

M 

9281a 

9282 

迥 

See 併 

Sinking  and 

Rising 

Irregular. 

i  一至十 字姑改 cha  s- 
1-10  have  all  been  changed. 

I 挞書作  all  the  above  (authori¬ ties)  write, — of  a  character  the 
orthography  of  which  is  in 

question. 

Two  to。  .^r  ；  bracketed 

(w  53-42)  ；  united  (see  22  1 5)； 
to  absorb；  to  annnex ；  all; 

altogether  ；  moreover  ；  also  ； 

but  really  {see  1 2,596). 

Along-,  keeping  to.  See 

1630， 5668， 8301. 

並 日  a  couple  of  days. 
並 頭  wkh  even  heads;  in  an even  row. 

並 頭蓮。 1 •並 蒂蓮 tw。 lilies  on  one  stem  ；  coitiop. 

並 頭與足 both  head  and 
feet. 

並合  united. 
並力  with  united  strength. 

並序  with  preface, — attached ; 閲兵  to  review  troops.  | 

招兵  to  levy  troops.  !j 

起兵  to  call  out  or  mobilise! 
existing  troops. 

點兵  to  muster  troops. 

勲 民爲兵  to  enrol  the  people 
as  soldiers. 

勾 兵  conscription, — under  the 
Ming  dynasty. 

操兵。 r 練兵  to  drill  troops.  I 

調兵  to  move  troops, — as  re¬ 
quired. 

調客 兵不如 練土兵 
better  than  getting  troops  from 

elsewhere  is  training  local  troops. 

兵 可千日 不用 ，不可 
-一 •日不  soldiers  may  not 

be  wanted  for  1,000  days,  but 
there  must  not  be  a  day  on 

which  they  are  not  drilled. 

出兵。 r 動兵。 r 加兵 OT 

整 兵  to  go  to  war. 

罷兵  to  cease  from  war. 

伏兵  an  ambuscade. 

兵反賊 亂  the  troops  in  revolt 
and  the  rebels  creating  great 
disturbance. 

浜 

9280 竝 

9281 M 

9281a 

好人 不作兵 g°od  men don’t  become  soldiers.  5^  1 1,263. 

强 將手下 無弱兵 linder a  good  general  there  are  no  poor soldiers. 

兵備道  a  title  given  to  a Taot‘ai  who  exercises  certain 

control  over  the  forces  within 

his  jurisdiction. 
丘丘  used  for  the  sound  of 

beating,  etc.,  like  the  French 

pan  Mn. 

See  8875. 

Same  as  9282  or  9285. 

Apparently  a  corruption 

of  9281.  Especially  used 

in  the  K‘ang  Hsi  dictionary 

in  the  sense  of  “both”  or 

“all  the  above.” 

姑音  all  the  above  have  the same  sound . 

義大大 同  the  meaning  is  the same  in  all. 

see  13,265. 

— • 並  all ;  the  whole. 

並  equally  heavy;  equally 
heavy  at  each  end. 

並坐  to  sit  together. 
並車  in  the  same  carriage. 

並馬。 r 並 駕齊驅 tQ  rA abreast  or  in  company. 

並行  to  walk  abreast. 

並成  united  together. 

並皆  together;  alike. 兼並  to  bring  all  into  one;  to 
unify,  as  an  empire. 

並 肩  shoulder  to  shoulder;  side 

by  side. 
並起  got  up  all  together,  as persons  sitting;  began  all  at 

once,  as  pestilence  and  drought. 

兩 蓆並中 間 空地共 

一丈也  the  two  seats,  plus\ 
the  empty  space  between,  make 

up  one  chang, 

挺誡 不能與 此數公 

^  ̂   1  cannot  pretend  to
 rank  with  the  gentlemen  above- named. 
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9282 

ASA 

m 

9283 

并 
9284 

W 

9285 
r •敬榧 

C.//—  ping) 
W»  pin 

Y.pcing^ 
Pia \ 
pHa”g\、 

W.pifig'^dbig 

y-pLifig 
P.  ping 

M.  pin 

Y.  Sz.  ping 

K.  piong 

J.  hei、 hid、 bid 
A.  ting 

Sinking  and 
Rising 

Irregular. 

東 西並在 一瑰兒 the 
things  are  all  together. 

你並 過了麽 have  y。11  put 
them  all  together  ? 

比並  to  compare. 

並且  moreover. 

並經照 會道台 1  have 
alSo  communicated  with  the 

Taot‘ai. 

並 非如此  it  is  really  not  so. 

並不是 不願意 k  ̂  ⑽ 
that  I  am  unwilling. 

並 無不合  there  is  really 
no  disagreement. 

並未 is 過此話 1  never 
said  so. 

並山 出其表  going  along 
the  hillside,  emerged  from  behind 
him. 

並  ping、  州  an  ancient  name  of 

正定府  Cheng-ting  Fa  in 
Chihli.. 

Same  as  9285. 

Same  as  9282. 

On  a  level  with  ；  even  ； 

Isame  as  9282.  To  add 

jtogether  ；  all.  To  contend. 

To  put  aside  ；  see  93 1  q ping' . 

行肩 而不併  to  walk  side 
by  side,  but  so  that  the  shoulders 

may  not  be  exactly  in  a  line, — 
as  the  old  and  the  young  shouid 
walk. 

併足而 眠  slept side  by side. 
併進  to  advance  together. 
― • 併 one  and  all. 

併八部 爲一部  to  reduce 
eight  sections  (of  a  book)  one. 

有兩戶 併一戶 i there 
1  were  cases  of  two  families  re¬ 

presenting  themselves  as  one, — 

j  to  escape  the  tax. 

1 高皇 帝與諸 公併起 
the  first  Emperor  of  the  Han  dyn¬ 

asty  struggled  with  the  barons. 

併 絶己私  to  set  aside  one’s 
own  private  views. 

併地  to  absorb  territory. 

併 
9285 

拼1
 

9286 

R •梗庚 

See A.  ting 

Even  Upper. 

m 

9287 

R. 才更 

See 餅 

A.  s.bing ' 
Rising  Upper, 

w 

9288 

R •梗 

C.  ping,  pc  fig 
\\.  pi ang 

Y.pijig^piang 

W-) 

N. 
P. 

M.  { 

Y. 

Sz.  } 

K.  piong  • 

J.  hei、 hid 

^•ping 

Rising  Upper. 

并 
9289 

9290 

K. 敬 

V. 

JinS 
H.pin\ 

W.  p、inf 

N.///;〆， p'ing 

P.c// 况 

M.  S.plin Y.//V 
Yi.  p  id 

J.  hei,  hid 
A.  iMing 

Very 

Irregular. 

併 日而食  ate  on  alternate days,  一  one  fasting  while,  the 
other  took  food. 

A  name  for  the  coir  palm 

[Tr  achy  car  pus  excelsa、 
Thunb.),  known  as  拚撋 

仏 楼  1 1,997. 

A  plate  of  gold  or  silver, 

formerly  used  as  money  in 

offerings,  etc. 

傾 鋇一鉼  to  cast  a  plate  ofj silver. 

Cakes  ；  pastry.  Numer- 
ative  of  money  -  see  3618, 1064. 

^ ̂ 食  cakes ;  pastry. 

月餅。 r 中秋餅  cakes  made 
specially  for  the  15th  of  the  8th 
moon. 

餅锢  the  stuffing  of  pastry. 

畫 餅充饑  to  draw  a  cake  to satisfy  hunger,  —  to  “cloy  the 
hungry  edge  of  appetite  by  bare 

imagination  of  a  feast.” 

又成 畫餅矣  another  fail¬ 
ure  ! 

牛奶餅  cheese. 
cake-money, 一 presents  to 

servants. 

餅杖  an  implement  for  stirring the  fir&  in  a  Chinese  stove;  a 

poker. 

Same  as  9282. 

To  drive  away；  to  expel. 

Read  Used  with 
8663. 

拼檔  to  fix;  to  arrange. 

拼 着性命  staked  or  risked his  life. 

Read  phig1.  To  recoil, 
as  a*»  bowstring. 

弓子拚 破了手 the  bcw recoiled  and  cut  his  hand. 

屛 

9291 摒 

9292 w 9293 

K .★禎 

F.  cp’mg 

See_  瓶 

Rising  and 
Even  Upper 

and  I  ower. 

凭 
9294 

w 
9295 

R. 榧 

See 

Rising  Upper. 

See  9319. 

Same  as  9290. 

A  mat  or  screen  at  the 

back  of  a  carriage  to  keep 

off  the  dust. 

W 

9290 

R 榧敬 

See 柄 

Rising  Upper. 

See  9327. 

The  third  of  the  天千 

Ten  Stems  {see  5814!  and 

Tables  Ve\  referring  to  fire 
and  to  the  south  ；  hence, 

a  third  person.  A  fish’s tail. [丙  is  made  up  of 

— •  and  內 •] 

_  丁  the  heat  of  the  sun 
See  5642. 

付於 丙  丁  consigned  it  to  the 
flames. 

付 丙  burn  it, — when  read. 

丙丁  John  Doe  and  Richard Roe.  Often,  third  and  fourth 

persons,  when  two  others, 甲 

and  乙， have  already  been mentioned. 

旋有 丙丁二 人出勸 
subsequently  two  gentlemen 
came  forward  and  begged  them 
to  desist. 

聞某丙 年已二 十 
was  said  that  C.  was  already 

twenty  years  of  age. 

壬 丙坐向  facing  north  and 
south, — as  a  house. 

靑丙  the  sky;  the  empyrean. 

Sad；  mournful. 

憂心 柄柄  sad  at  heart. 
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w 

!  929? 
R •梗 

See 柄 

Rising  Upper. 

柄
‘
 

9298 

R •梗敬 
H.  piang 

^/ping^pang^ 

WX  bing" 

p.VO〆 
M.  pin 

Sz.  ping 

K.  piong 
J.  hii,  hid 
A.  bing 

Rising  and 

!  Sinking 
Upper. 

9299 

R. 梗 

See 柄 
Rising  Upper. 

Bright；  glorious. 

the  last  Emperor  of  the 

Sung  dynasty,  a.d.  1278-80. 

A  handle  (see  1 1,752)； 

power；  authority.  [To  be 

distinguished  from  柄 5  7 1 6.] 

把柄  a  handle.  See  8514. 

斗柄  the  handle  of  the  constel¬ 
lation  called  The  Dipper. 

沒柄 的流星 a  shooting- 
star  without  a  handle, — a  kind 
of  ball  for  children.  Also,  a 
slippery  fellow. 

話柄 or 談柄 a  handle  or 
excuse  for  talk. 

免貝 台笑柄 s。 as  nQt  to  leave 
a  handle  for  ridicule. 

曲柄  a  bent  handle；  a  crank. 
ZH  name  of  a  chapter  in  the 

writings  of  韓非子  Han  Fei 

Tzu,  referring  to  punishments 
and  rewards. 

國 柄倒持  the  power  in  the 
State  has  passed  into  the  hands 

of  the  opposite  party. 

盜 國柄  to  usurp  control  of  the 
State, 一 as  an  arbitrary  Minister. 

及柄用 年已老 by  the 
time  he  obtained  power,  he  was 
already  old. 

勞謙 得其柄 by  diligence 
and  humility,  authority  is  ob¬ 
tained. 

天下 大柄不 可假人 
the  power  of  the  sovereign  can¬ 
not  be  delegated. 

執民柄  to  hold  the  handle  of 
the  people, 一 as  a  popular  ruler. 

_  power;  authority. 

~ 1  尺  a  foot  rule. 

Bright;  light;  luminous. 

炳如日 星  bright  as  the  sun 
and  stars. 

炳然  evident. 
文  of  brilliant  culture. 

W 

9300 

R •敬 

C.  ping,  p  eng 

H.  p、iatig Y.peing^pang 

S!. 卜岣 

p •/㈣ 

M.  pin 

Sz.  1 
 i>inS 

K.  piong 

J.  bid、 hei 
A.  bing 

Sinking 

Lower. 

Disease  ；  sickness  ；  illness. 

Vice；  fault;  defect.  See 

3363,  3428,  7679， 8973. 

病症。 r  病疾  disease；  ill¬ ness. 

患病。 1 ■染 病。1 •有病 t。 
be  ill. 

染病 在床。 r 臥病 m  in bed. 

病根 or 病原 the  root  or “seeds”  of  a  disease. 

病 根在此 the  rocit  of  the evil  lies  here. 

病勢 3  重  the  disease  sud¬ denly  assumed  a  serious  charac¬ ter. 

病得 利害。 r 病得狠 

重  very  ill. 病好了  •病 痊了。 r 病 

愈 （or  癒） 了  convalescent; cured. 

病甚麽  what，s  the  matter with  him? 

病倦  weak  and  ill. 

病 赛痛痛 的 very  ill  and  in 

pain. 促  ̂5  a  dangerous  illness. 

後轉雜 他病1 ater  °n.c°m - plications  set  in. 

世 上通病 a  vei7  general complaint. 

病  to  relieve  a  disease,  as 
medicine  does.  Also,  to  feast 
a  friend  on  his  recovery  from 
an  illness. 

_  亦除 鐘  her  complaint  also 

disappeared.  * 

病 骨豊 one’s  complaint. 

病 人  a  sick  man. 
、冶  ̂   to  cure  disease. 
醫 生治病 ，治 死不抵 

j 賞  when  a  doctor  cures  a  man to  death  he  does  not  pay  the 

penalty  of  his  life. 

弃 ̂.  to  plead  sickness, — when real， e.g.  to  get  leave. 

椎病。 r  拓病  to  excuse  one- self  on  the  plea  of  sickness, 一 
when  feigned. 

告  to  apply  to  resign  because of  ill-health. 

病‘
 

9300 

病 魔立退  the  demon  of  the disease  at  once  retires, 一 and  the 

patient  recovers. 

病恕 、苦  the  disease  seemed 
suddenly  to  disappear. 

^  ̂   ̂   the  disease  has 
 come 

back, — a  relapse. 

反病 無藥醫 there  is  n。 
medicine  to  cure  a  relapse. 

死病 無良醫 there  is  no 
doctor  for  a  mortal  disease, 

病 容  the  look  of  a  man  who  is 
ill. 

暴病。 i ■疾 病  a  disease  which carries  one  off  suddenly. 

病故 or  病 残  fell  ill  and  died. 

焉 病肥死  the  horse  got  ill from  being  too  fat,  and  died. 

因間何 病之同 .s。 he asked  how  they  came  all  to  have 
the  same  complaint. 

中  chung^  to  get  ill;  to  take an  illness  in  time;  to  touch  the weak  spot. 

那個病 你小心 招上 
take  care  you  don’t  catch  that disease. 

這個 病能招 w 傳染） 

人  this  disease  is  catching. 

無病 一身輕 g°od  health 
is  a  blessing. 

小孩 子檐的 了十分 

_  children  can  stand  very 
severe  diseases. 

寃  病  a  disease  which  has 
come  upon  one  retributively, 一 
i,e.  for  evil  deeds,  perhaps  in 

a  previous  birth. 肚子裏 沒病， 死不了 

人  if  there  is  no  disease  in  the 
belly  {i.e.  in  the  digestive  organs), 

the  man  will  not  die. 

春 捣秋凍 ，到老 無_ 
in  spring  keep  warm,  and  in 
autumn  keep  cold,  and  you  will 

never  be  ill.  [Too  many  clothes 

at  the  beginning  of  the  cold 

weather  cause  profuse  perspira¬ 
tions  from  which  chills  result.] 

人病 不求耳 the  evil  is 
only  that  men  will  not  seek  it, 一 the  truth. 

病世 ■之學 a  study  which does  injury  to  the  world. 

病 國  to  injure  the  State. 
142 
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30 

i：»i3Nro 

病 
93oo 

:A 病於 充旱 sufferins 
from 

drought. 

常和泉 病於甘  Ch‘ang Ho-ch‘iian  erred  on  the  side  of 

sweetness, — in  his  wine. 

帝聞 而病之 when  the 
Emperor  heard  this,  he  took  it  ill. 

越 王之霸 不病宦 the 
prince  of  Yiieh,  powerful  though 
he  was,  did  not  disdain  to  take 

service, — - with  the  Wu  State, 

in  order  to  destroy  it. 

嘗 病余瞎 •浮圖 he  used 
to  blame  my  penchant  for  Bud¬ 
dhism. 

相 爲詬病  they  reviled  and abused  each  other. 

病民  to  oppress  the  people. 

堯舜其 猶病諸 even  Ya。 
and  Shun  were  still  solicitous 
about  this. 

蝻 3
 

9301 R •梗 

See 柄 

Rising  Upper. 

邴 
3 

9302 R._ 敬 
See 柄 

Rising  Upper. 

9303 

r •敬梗 

病柄 
Sinking  and 

Rising  Lower 

and  Upper. 

禀
』
 

9-304 R. 寢 
C.  pen 

H.  pin •
卜
 

W  pin 

lz.  I  f{nS 

K.  p、’im 
]. hin 

A.  bcm 

RisiDg  Upper. 

A  moth  which  attacks 

books  and  clothes,  known 

as 蚋魚  and  白魚. 

Name  of  a  city  in  the 

ancient  State  of  朱  Sung. 

邴 邴乎其 仞喜乎 t。 
appear  to  smile  as  if  pleased. 

To  start  in  one’s  sleep. 
An  old  name  for  the  third 

moon. 

To  report  to  a  superior; 

to  petition  ；  see  4279.  Natu¬ 
ral  endowment；  disposition. 
[A  vulgar  form,  with  modern 

meanings,  of  稟 7237.] 

or OT 禀呈。 r 禀報 

禀知 《 申 ̂   a 禀道 
a 禀陳。 1 •禀詳  to  report 
to  a  superior, -usually  in  writing. 

面禀  to  report  face  to"  face, 一 
in  person. 

累 

93°4 

PJ^  to  petition  orally. 

禀明  to  state  clearly. 

只  to  prepare  a  petition  or 
report. 

遞  1^.  to  present  a  petition. 

禀 ^ •禀 詞。 r 禀書 a 
petition;  a  report. 

禀覆 回禀  to  petition  in reply,  一  to  a  question  or  in¬ structions. 

禀 覆察 核。1 •禀核 report  in  reply  for  the  con¬ 
sideration  and  decision  of  a 

superior. 

回 禀大人  I  beg  to  report to  your  Excellency, — a  phrase 
used  by  servants. 

據 實禀褐  to  report  the  true facts. 

禀請。 r 禀求。 f 禀叩 a 

禀懇。 r 禀祈  to  report requesting;  to  apply  for. 

禀 請賠補  to  pray  that  com¬ pensation  be  made. 

禀  ̂   or  ®  ̂   to  accuse. 
S*  訴  to  file  a  plaint;  to  state 

one’s  grievances. 

&  to  report  to  several  super¬ 
iors. 

禀商  to  submit  opinions  to  a 
superior. 

禀擬  to  suggest  or  propose  to 
a  superior. 

to  report  proceedings. 

禀詢  tc  enquire  of  a  superior. 

辱審 01 ■事究  t0  apply  for  an investigation. 

県  to  request  permission. 

禀蒙  or  had  the  honour 
to  receive, — e.g.  commands  in 

reply  to  a  petition. 

追  to  bring  an  action  for  the 
recovery  of. 

jj 賣 official  reports  or  des¬ patches  to  superiors. 

紅白禀 M  and  white  j)eti- tions, - (i)  original  and  duplicate, 
the  latter  being  returned  to-the 

petitioner；  (2)  petitions  present¬ 
ed  by  literati  and  the  masses, 
respectively. 

候  to  petition  and  await; — 
action  on  the  part  of  the  author¬ ities. 

禀,
 

93°4 

秉 
3 

9305 

R •梗 

See 柄 

Rising  Upper. 

to  endorse  a  petition，- 

with  an  order  of  Court. 

假  to  apply  for  leave  of absence. 

景- 命  to  ask  for  orders.  Also, 
to  obtain  as  one’s*  destiny. 

仙人禀 命不死  the  Im¬ 
mortals  are  destined  not  to  die, 

師事 而 禀度也  regards 
him  as  his  master  and  follows 
his  counsel.  [  :  = 收] 

票見  to  apply  for  an  interview. 
霸？  to  notify  one’s  departure, 

禀 安、 o  pay  one’s  respects. 

禀神  to  pray  to  the  gods. 

i 天 之禀賦 t。 be  en- dowed  by  nature, 一 referring  to 
the  natural  differences  of  tem¬ 

perament,  etc.,  which  distinguish 
one  man  from  another. 

崇： 受  to  be  endowed  with. 

i 生 受有 謂之形 _ with  which  we  are  endowed  at 
birth  is  called  form. 

禀性  or  natural  endow¬ 
ment;  disposition.  See  9305. 

禀 氣與常 人不同 dis- 
position  not  like  that  of  ordinary 

people. 

To  grasp  ；  to  hold;  a 
handful.  An  ancient  dry 

measure  of  two 石  stone 

右 手秉翟 in  my  right  hand 
I  hold  the  bass  flute  {see  13,362) 

Correct  241*. 

秉 國 之均 he  holds  in  his 
bands  the  balance  of  the  State. 

誰辨國 成 wh。 holds  the 
ordering  of  the  kingdom  ? 

秉燭 .達旦  to  hold  a  candle 
in  his  hand  until  dawn,  一  as 

關羽  Kuan  Yu  did  when  shut up  all  night  by  曹橾  Ts‘ao 
Ts‘ao  with  the  two  wives  of 

劉備  Liu  Pei. 

秉持  to  grasp. 秉心 無競 keeping  their 
hearts  free  from  strife. 

秉么 •辦理 t0  act  w*th  justice. 

— 秉至公  perfectly  just throughput  the  transaction. 
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93°7 
R •蒸 
H.  fen 

See 冰 
Even  Upper. 

9308 

R. 迥 
See 餅 

Rising  Upper. 

檳 
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平1
 

93io 

庚先 
C./X 叫 
H.  p、in、 p^iatig 
^  ̂  ping  ̂  pang 

N.'  I  binS 
P./‘/叹 
M.  p、in 

R. 

Y* 

Sz.)^^ 

K.  P^yong 
]. hei'byd 

A.  bing 

Even  Lower. 

秉 德明恤  to  hold  fast  to 
virtue  and  display  an  anxious 

solicitude, — for  the  empire. 

秉權  to  wield  the  power; 
plenipotentiary. 

_政 之大臣  the  Govern¬ ment. 

秉臬  armed  with  the  authority 
of  the  Judicial  Commissioner. 

禾秉  a  handful  of  grain. 

遺秉  handfuls  (of  grain)  left 
behind, — for  widows  to  glean. 

與之 粟五秉  gave  him  five 
ping  of  millet. 

秉性  disposition.  See  9304. 

秉願  to  act  in  accordance  with 
one’s  desires. 

Same  as  9298. 

A  quiver. 

A  scabbard. 

鞞 瑋容刀  an  ornamented 
scabbard  holding  a  sword. 

Read  p{i.  An  implement 
to  be  used  in  music  ；  a 

baton. 

See  9247. 

p‘iisrc3k 

Even  ；  level  ；  uniform  ； 

equal.  Common  ；  ordinary. 

Peaceful  ；  equitable.  See 

5642,  5624,  3190,  10,573. 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

乎 49ii.] 

^  level  ground;  the  “ground” 
of  anything  carved  in  rilievo. 

平地 起風波 t。 raise  a 
storm  on  a  level  plain, 一 to  cause 
needless  disturbance. 

平 地登天  from  a  level  plain 

平 

93io 

to  rise  to  heaven, — a  sudden  rise in  life. 

平浪  a  smooth  sea. 

溜平  quite  smooth. 

平風  a  gentle  breeze. 

平 風靜浪  fair  weather,— at 
sea. 

平 陽大路  a  level  highway detached,  as  houses. 

平坦  smooth, — as  a  road. 

平原  a  plain. 
心像平 原走馬 ，易放 

難收  the  mind  is  like  a  horse 
on  a  plain,  easy  to  let  go  but 
difficult  to  stop. 

平兌  to  weigh. 叫他 平出一 百雨銀 
bade  him  weigh  out  a 

hundred  ounces  of  silver. 

平回  to  weigh  out  in  return,— r of  money. 

天  ̂pl  a  pair  of  scales. 上一 上天平 見個數 

目  put  it  in  the. scales  and  see 
how  much  it  weighs. 

a  government  system , 

established  b.c.  xio,  under  which, 

in  order  to  keep  the  price  of 

staples  of  commerce  near  to  a 
fixed  rate,  stocks  were  bought 

up  in  times  of  plenty  to  be 
retailed  cheaply  in  times  of scarcity. 

功 過兩平  merit  and  demerit counterbalancing  one  another. 

曹平  the  standard  or  current 
weight  of  silver.  Tls.  100  of 
this  scale  =  Shanghai  Tls.  102, 
and  Treasury  Tls.  98.  See  1 1,636. 

規平 （Qr  k 銀 Qr 規元） 
Shanghai  weight.  Tls,  100  of 
this  scale  =  Treasury  Tls、 98. 

Hence,  also  known  as  九八 

銀 •[規  is  said  to  be  short 

如昔規  ， in  reference  to  the 
duty  on  bean-cake  from  New- 
chwang,  which  formed  the  main 
import  at  Shanghai  before  it 
became  a  Treaty  port.] 

庫平。 r 词平。 r 司碼平 

or  胃  Treasury  weight.  Tls. 100  of  this  scale  =  Standard 

Tls.  102,  and  Shanghai  Tls、 104. 

[But  between  the  色  touch  of 

平
，
 

93!o 

or 

Treasury  and  Shanghai  silver 
there  is  a  difference  of  Tls.  5.6 

pei  cent.  Hence,  in  paymi  •  ts 
Treasury  Tls、 100  =  Shanghai 

Tls.  109.6.] 

市平  the  market  weight  of  silver which  obtains  in  each  particular 
locality. 

關平  the  Customs’  or  Haikuan silver,  of  which  Tls.  100 

Treasury  Tls,  100.8,  and  Shang¬ 
hai  Tls.  110.4  (touch  included). 

平分  to  divide  equally. 

均平 一式  equal  in  weight 
alike  in  appearance. 

西人 平權自 由之說 
foreigners’  talk  about  equal  rights and  independence. 

平 行 of  equal  rank;  on  a  footing 
of  equality;  to  go  side  by  side; 

parallel  lines. 

平肩  to  walk  side  by  side. 

平速行  uniform  motion 

平加速  uniform  accelerated 
motion. 

平等 平品。 r 平班 
輩 of  equal  rank  or  standing. 

平斷  equitable  decision ;  arbi¬ tration. 

level;  even;  peaceful. 

平正  level ;  even;  just. 
平聲  the  even  tone.  See  9883 

平常 ％ 平時 .。》 ■平 素。1 
日  usually；  ordinarily;  gene¬ 

rally  ; commonly. 

生平  or  平生 w  9865 

平淡 (。> ■平） 無奇  feeble ; commonplace, -of  compositions, etc. 

其說 this  remark  is  very commonplace  or  feeble. 

平平的  fair;  average. 平妥  correct  but  commonplace, 一 a  phrase  used  in  marking  the 
essay  of  a  candidate  at  exams. 

平 民百姓  ordinary  or  com¬ 
mon  people. 

at， /Peacei  contented; 

prosperous. 

平 安沒事  on  good  terms. 一 路平安  bon  voyage! 

太平财 io,573. 
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把平人 打死 t。 kiU  a 
person  who  has  given  no  provo¬ cation. 

平 5(^0  at  peace ;  -  (of  prices) 
moderate. 

平 ̂ 天下  t。 tranquillise  the 
empire. 

平事後  after  peace  had  been 
restored. 

平服  to  subjugate. 

心裏 不平服 dissatisfied 
as  with  bad  treatment. 

心不平  uneasy  in  mind. 

心 下雖然 不平  though 
uneasy  in  his  mind. 

平心 而論  to  discuss  calmly. 
絶無 幾微不 平的意 

felt  not  the  slightest  disquie¬ 
tude. 

代 爲不平  sympathised  with her. 

作 不平事  to  be  disorderly. 
一 見不平 ，若 不自禁 

at  the  sight  of  any  wrong,  I  am 

quite  beside  myself. 

好 報不平 or 好 / ⑽ 4 

打 抱不平  fond  of  redress¬ 
ing  grievances.  See  8709. 

以爲 不如是 則不平 
也  if  this  was  not  done,  they 
were  dissatisfied. 

公平 or 平允  just;  equitable. 

持平之  ̂   an  impartial  state¬ ment. 

得 個平手  came  off  on  equal 
terms, — at  a  fight. 

平定  to  arrive  at  a  just  settle¬ 
ment;  to  pacify；  sober-minded. 

平定伊 •犁 受降 t。 tran 
quillise  Hi  and  receive  the  sub¬ 
mission  of  its  inhabitants. 

平明  near  dawn. 

嘉平月  the  twelfth  moon. 
平 空  without  foundation;  base- 

less.' 

平 空臆度 a  groundless 
apprehension. 

平賴  to  sell  grain  at  fair  or  cost 
price. 

平後  recovered,  一  as  a  place 
restored  to  tranquillity,  or  a  man 
rest  red  to  health. 

平 

93io 

W 

平易 easy- 平身  to  get  up, — from  a  kneel¬ 
ing  posture. 

平  _  俯視  t。 I—  sheer 
down  upon. 

平順  prosperous;  all  going  well. 

菓  apples.  See  9270. 

平魚  the  flounder. 
平光  (spectacles)  suited  for  old and  young  sight. 

平  to  work  in  gold  (em¬ broideries,  etc.). 

平白  tamely;  without  effort ; gratuitously. 

平 白 人  common  people; bourgeois, 

妾 _ 籍 平康巷 1  am  a “gay  woman,  ”-P‘ing，k‘ang  being 

the  prostitutes’  quarter  in  長安 

Ch^ang-an  under  the  Tkang 
dynasty. 

平仲  name  of  a  wood,  hard and  white  as  silver. 

平 章百姓  to  control  and regulate  the  people. 

平章事  to  superintend  busi¬ ness;  the  title  of  certain  Mi¬ nisters  of  State  sinc.e  the  time 

of 李靖  of  the  T‘ang  dynasty, 
who  when  ailing  was  allowed 
to  attend  to  business  once  in 
two  or  three  days. 

平 章政事  the  title  of  Mi¬ 
nisters  of  State  under  the 

Chin  and  Yuan  dynasties,  equi¬ 
valent  to  the  Grand  Secretary 
of  later  times. 

當爲 兒平章  I  will  consider 
the  matter  for  yoj. 

R. 
9315 

庚敬 

C.// 叹 

U.fin 

Y.ping^p'-ang 

93H 

^庚 

H.  p、in、 p'-iang 
See 

Even  Lower. 

枰 
* 

9312 

R. 庚 

^  •  pin pang 

See 

Even  Lower. 

9313 
苹 

9314 

R. 庚 
See 

Even  Lower. 

評!
 

W:  I 

N.  I  w 

p- ) 

M. .. 

Y. 、卜 甚 

Sz. ) 
SZ.  I 

K.  fydng 

J.  hei、 byd A.  bine 

See  8894. 

A  plant  mentioned  in  the Odes  as  eaten  by  deer. 

Read  p、ien\  A  screen. 

苹車  a  war-chariot  with  a  screen 
or  guard. 

A.  bing 

Even  Lower. 

To  comment  on  ；  a  run¬ 
ning  commentary  on 

paragraphs,  as  opposed  to 

註 2 5 37.  To  criticise;  to discuss.  See  9048. 

g2jl  霞主  commentary  and  notes. 

評 閲詩文  to  review  poems 

and  essays. 

評黙  to  provide  commentary and  punctuation, — as  when  edit¬ 
ing  an  old  book. 

品  to  criticise, 一 as  pictures. 

A  plain  •,  an  arena. 

A  smooth  board  ；  to 

plane. 

棋枰  a  chess-board. 

閛1
 

9316 

R. 庚 

F.  v.  piangi、 
SpHang 

See 

Even  Upper. 

w 

9317 

R .庚 

See 

Even  Lower. 

賞  t0  criticise  favourably. 

譏評  to  criticise  unfavourably. 

評論 ot 評量  to  discuss;  to 
arbitrate  on. 

to  deliberate  upon.  • 

評斷 評定  to  decide;  to 
arbitrate. 

g2JS  to  discuss;  to  come  to  an understanding. 

作 者固難 ，評 者尤難 
it  is  very  difficult  to  make  (poetry), 

but  more  so  to  criticise  it. 

人皆從 而評之 曰 
consequence,  everybody  was  dis¬ 
cussing  (what  had  happened  to) 
him,  saying  that . 

The  creaking  of  a  door， etc. 

閉 之閛然 (the  door) shutt0 

with  a  bang. 

A  ravine；  a  gully. 

湖坪  the  noise  of  dashing  bil¬ 

lows. 
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Even  Lower, 

I  Duckweed  [L  c  in  71  a 

^T»  \minor、 L^.  See:^6oo,  9139. 

I  浮萍。 1 ■水萍  duckweed. 

1 浮 萍 沉 大 萍 ^  Pistia  stra- tiotes、 L.， sold  in  southern  China 

as  a  drug. 

萍 浮南北  floating  like  duck¬ 
weed  between  north  and  south, 

— without  fixed  abode. 

萍水  a  close  friendship.  See 
2196. 

萍 水相逢 like  duckweed 
on  water  meeting  duckweed, 一 
a  chance  meeting  of  friends 
abroad. 

jSf?  ̂   人  a  chance  stranger. 

冀其 萍合亦 稹難矣 
it  is  too  much  to  hope  to  meet 

again. 

萍榧人  a  poor  wanderer. 

萍 蹤靡定  duckweed  tracks 
not  fixed, 一 here  to-day  and  gone 

to-morrow;  it  is  uncertain  where 
he  is. 

萍蹤  a  chance  meeting. 

A  screen  ；  a  protection  ； 

an  ornamental  tablet.  See 

5382. 

屏門。 '•屏 風  a  door-screen 
to  keep  off  the  wind. 

圍屏  a  folding  screen. 

帷屏 w 屏帳  a  curtain  to 
screen  off 

鏡屏 a  mirror  standing  in  a 
frame. 

椅屏  a  chair-back. 

腰屏  a  loin-cloth. 

屏軸  tablets  and  scrolls. 

桌屛。 r 插屏  ornamental 
stone  tablets,  framed  tg^stand 
on  the  table. 

屏立  to  stand  like  a  screen, — 
as  a  servant  or  guard. 

開屏  to  spread  the  tail, — of  a 
peacock. 

穿連 車輔以 爲屏障 
to  make  a  lager  or  camp  of 

waggons. 

屏 藩之臣  a  guardian  of  the 
empire. 

佥 屏之人  a  harem  beauty. 

屏衛  to  shield;  to  protect. 

w 

9319 

R •禱梗 V. 

^  ingoing 

pin 

W.  I  bing、 

N-  (  Cping P. 

M.  p、ing、 
Y.  (ping 
Sz. 

K.W" 文 

]•  hei、 biyd'hyd 

A.  bing 
Even  and 

Rising  Lower. 

屏
 2 

9319 

W 

9320 

R. 靑 

Even  Lower. 

‘2 

9321 

R •靑 

C.p^ing 

H./1/",  p、iang ^•ping 
W.  bing 
N.  bing 

M.  f>、in 

s,(^ 

K,pidng 

J.  hei'bin 

A.  bing 

Even  Lower. 

Read  ping\  To  reject; 
to  set  aside. 

屏棄 ■屏® H  reject;  t。 dismiss. 

屏除  to  get  rid  of, -as  a  bad  habit. 
屏逐  to  drive  out;  to  expel. 

屏 （or 屏退) 考右 keep 
away  t’  c  attendants, 一 as  when 
wishing  to  talk  privately. 

屏 人耳目  to  keep  people away, — as  above. 

寫 _ 能屏鼠  he  could  draw a  cat  which  wfjuld  keep  away 

rats, 一 of  Li  K^ing-hsiu. 

屏氣似 不息者  holding in  his  breath,  as  if  he  dared  not 

breathe,- — of  Confucius  at  an 
audience  with  his  sovereign. 

從 容屏氣  to  do  nothing, — but  quietly  await  events. 

屏息 a 屏聲  to  abstain  from uttering  any  sound, 一 as  in  the 
presence  of  a  superior.  See  4034. 

关帝屏 _ 色 his  late Majesty  would  have  nothing  to 
do  with  music  and  women. 

屏欽使  to  refuse  to  receive  an 
Envoy. 

屏居 里巷不 豫人間 
he  went  into  seclusion  in  his 

house  and  would  have  nothing  to 
do  with  the  world. 

屏 斤是非  to  settle  the  rights and  wrongs, — of  a  quarrel. 

屏當  to  arrange;  to  settle, — as  one  in  authority. 

Noise  of  water.  To 

wash;  see  9021. 

A  vase ；  a  jar;  a  jug; 

a  bottle.  [Stands  pictorially 

for  平 93io,  peaceful.] 

花瓶  a  flower-vase. 

贍  a  big-bellied  vase. 

酒瓶  a  wine-jar  or  bottle. 

水瓶 a  water-jug;  a  pitcher. 

煖足瓶  a  hot-water  bottle ;  see 10, 751. 

時 須將 瓶搖動 shakethe bottle  before  using, -the  mixture. 

u 

9321 姘 

9322 

并 IT 

9323 

R 靑 

See 瓶 

Even  Lower. 

俜

‘

 

9324 

R. 靑 

See 瓶 

K.  ping 

Even  Lower. 

•1 

9325 

R •敬庚 

See 聘 

Even  and 

Sinking 

Upper. 

9326 

R •敬 

C.  p'-hig 
W.  p、in、pin 

F.  p、eing VV. N. 

M. 
Y. 

Sz. 

J.  hei'、 hio 

A.  sing  (siting) Sinking 

Uppei. 

守 口如瓶  to  keep  guard  over 
one’s  mouth  as  over  the  mouth 

of  a  bottle, — not  to  let  the  liquor 

(jt.  words)  run  out. 

:整瓶 不動， 半瓶搖 

I  bottle  is  steady,  a  half-full  bottle 

j  wobbles, -the  wise  man  is  modest. 

Same  as  932 1 . 

Name  of  an  ancient  place 
in  Shantung. 

To  trust  to  ；  to  send  on 

messages. 

俜 俠持權  having  both  the 
courage  and  the  power, — (e.g.) 

to  defend  the  weak  against  the 

strong. 

Elegant. 

娘 ̂女亭  graceful ;  elegant ；  gentle, 

當 年不嫁 惜娉婷 alas for  the  beautiful  girl,  thai:  she 
did  not  marry  long  ago ! 

Read  p、ing〜.  Used  with 

9326. 

遣 人娉間 to  send  marriage 
proposals. To  enquire  about  ；  to 

invite  by  presents,  as 

formerly  a  feudal  prince 

would  endeavour  to  obtain 

the  services  of  talented  or 

virtuous  men  ；  to  send  an 

Envoy;  to  engage ；  to  be¬ troth.  See  4024* 

靡 使歸聘  we  can  send  no 
one  home  to  enquire  about  our 
families. 

湯 使人以 幣聘之 
T4ang  sent  persons  with  presents 
of  silk  to  get  him  to  enter  his service. 

三  JJ^.  thrice  invited, — as  伊 
I  Yin  was  by  T‘ang,  as  above. 

徵聘  to  invite  to  join  the  service of  the  State. 
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9326 

凭1
 

9327 

徑蒸 
上 

F.  S-ping 

j 
Y.  i-P^ing 

].hid  、 

A.  b&ngi、 ving1 
Sinking  and 
Even  Lower. 

R. 

憑 2
 

9328 
R •愈 

VTir 

C.  p^ang 
\l.  p^ung FK 
W.  bing 
N.  bing^  v. ming P.  1 

M. 

Y.  } Sz. ) 

聘賢  to  engage  virtuous  men. 

聘 請先生 tC)  engage  a teacher. 

聘 則爲妻  a  wife  is  one  who 
is  espoused  by  betr  -thal, — not 
bought,  as  a  concubine. 

下聘。 r 過聘禮 a 行聘 

w 放聘。 1 ■定聘 tQ  send 
betrothal  presents. 

行小聘  to  send  the  lesser 
presents, -as  was  customary  once 
n  year  among  the  feudal  princes, 
the  greater  presents  being  sent 
once  in  three  years.  In  modern 
times,  to  send  the  first  betrothal 

presents. 

却聘  to  reject  the  betrothal 
presents. 

待聘  to  await  betrothal, — as  a 
marriageable  girl. 

，搏下 or  聘定  betrothed; 
engaged. 

聘選  to  betroth  and  select, — to choose  as  concubine. 

聘 姑娘。 r 聘女兒 t。 
marry  a  daughter. 

女兒該 出聘了  ̂   time 
my  daughter  was  married. 

To  lean  against；  to  rely 

on  ；  to  trust  to.  Also  read 

ping~ •  Used  with  9328 

挨凭  to  rest  on ;  to  lean  against. 

凭欄  to  lean  on  a  railing. 

凭几 托聰、 leaning  on  the table  with  his  head  in  his  hands. 

乾柴凭 火  a  dry  stick  leaning 
against  the  fire, — a  position  of 
danger. 

凭月 起相思 tc>  lean  Qn  (a 
rail  and  look  up  at)  the  moon 

and  long, 一 for  absent  ones,  etc. 

俅凭  to  rely  on;  to  trust  to. 

To  lean  on  ；  to  trust  to 

to  rely  on；  to  depend  on. 

憑仗  to  lean  on;  to  rely  on. 
憑几  to  lean  on  a  table. 

你憑  t。 trust  to. 

無 所憑俅  nothing  to  trust to. 

憑據。 1 •憑 證  evidence;  proof; 
guarantee. 

9328 

ping 

J.  hyd,byd 
A. b&ng 

Even  Lower. 

口說 無憑。 r 恐口無 

憑  word  of  mouth  cannot  be 
trusted  to, 一 a  written  document is  necessary. 

憑你說  according  to  what  you say.  . 

憑口說  an  unsupported  asser¬ 
tion. 

憑信  trustworthy. 道路之 W 何足 憑信 
how  can  any  faith  be  put  in 
mere  street  gossip  ? 

憑中  to  trust  to  or  act  through a  middleman. 

憑空  without  proof. 

憑人  at  will;  at  one’s  own  dis¬ cretion. 

憑 摺計數  amounts  to  be reckoned  according  to  the  pass¬ 
book, -in  which  entries  are  made 
at  a  bank  each  time  money  is 

drawn  out.  Used  also  of  pass¬ 
books  with  tradesmen 

以 物爲憑  to  take  something as  a  proof  or  pledge. 

人 憑神力  man  trusts  to  the power  of  the  gods. 

官憑印  officials  rely  upon  the seal, — as  a  proof  of  genuineness, 

文憑。 r  憑引 official  credent- ials,  —  often  pawned  by  newly- 
appointed  officials  for  the  means 
of  proceeding  to  their  posts,  and 
redeemed  after  arrival.  The  first 

is  now  used  of  literary  diplomas 

and  certificates  of  University 

degrees. 

領憑  to  receive  credentials  or 

“papers.” 

憑 限又緊  and  besides  time 
presses. 

憑帖  a  cash  note. 
憑單。 r 憑照  a  certificate；  a voucher.  The  first  is  also  a 

“duty  proof.” 

憑票  a  note  or  money-order payable  to  bearer;  a  pawn  ticket, 

憑商 人報明  to  accept  a merchant’s  declaration,  —  as  to 
goods  at  the  Custom-house. 

憑他去 let  him  g。 mind  him. 

任憑 怎麽樣 whichever way  you  please. 

憑霄  a  kind  of  lark. 

凴 

9329 

m 

9330 

w 

9331 

R •蒸 

See 

A.  cbing 
Even  Upper. 

9332 

R •徑 

See 

A.  ving 

Sinking 

Lower. 

-never 

Same  as  9328. 

See  9271. 

The  noise  of  waves  on 

rocks. 

The  roar  of  thunder 

noise  of  cannonading. 

玻1
 

9333 

R. 歌 

C.  po 

Y.  poa W.  pu,  cbtt 

N.  pou 

P.  M./o 

Y.  pou 

Sz.  po 

K./a 

J.  ha 

A.  fa 

Even  Upper. 

蛱
 3 

9334 

R. 哿 

See  — 

Rising  Upper. 

m 

9335 

r •真哿 

H.  pat F. 〔pai、 cpLia、 

c/。， 

cP"u
 

N.  C/W
 

p.
W,
0 

M.  zpo^
 

Y.  ̂ pou^  ip'-ou 

PCX 

Glass.  See  9411. 

玻璃  glass, — first  manufactured in  China  a.d.  424.  The 

po-li  has  been  identified  A\ith 
the  Turkish  billur、 with  polish、 

and  with  belor  or  bolor,  mean¬ 

ing  glass  or  crystal  in  several Asiatic  languages. 

玻 璃片。 r 玻璃磚 
window- 名  lass. 

A  toad.  See  3938. 

To  walk  lame.  See  3213. 

跛蜚 a 跛脚。 r 跛腿。 >• 

跋足 lame. 
跋含 g  the  lame  able  to  walk 

Read  pei、 To  lean  ；  to 

be  partial. 

玻倚  to  lean  against. 
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：F*C> 

w 
9335 

Sr.  c/<? 
K.  pH 

J.  ha、 hi 
A.〆〆 

Irregular 

Upper. 

波1
 

9336 R •歌 
C.  po 

H.  po 

F.  pha、 poa 
切 . pu、 bu 

pou 

v.  cp‘o 

Y.  pou 

Si,po 

K
.
 
/
‘
a
 

J.  
ha A.  

d
a
 

Even  Upper. 

恭立 無跛  stand  respectfully 
and  do  not  loll. 

跛 向不明  partial  and  there¬ 
fore  prejudiced. 

Waves;、 especially, 

breakers  (析者 曰波； ％ 

6716).  The  stroke,  in  writ¬ 

ing,  at  the  bottom  of  such 

characters  as  之  and  道. 

波浪  waves. 

波 浪鼓兒  a  small  drum 
with  two  pieces  of  knotted  cord 

attached  to  sound  it；  the  pedlar’s drum. 

波 平浪靜  smooth  water. 

心中 無波浪 n。  troubles  in 
my  mind. 

波甚緊  waves  running  high. 

一波 平 ，一 波又起 
one  wave  not  gone  before  another 

comes  on, —  of  events  rapidly 
succeeding  one  another.  See 

3564. 

觀一 波便知 see  one  wave 
and  you  know  all, — ab  uno  disce 
omnes. 

蹄 下不波  there  was  no 
splashing  under  the  horse’s 
hoofs, — as  it  galloped  over  the 
sea. 

波沬。 r 波泡兒  surf;  foam. 

波 及於人  the  wave  coming 
upon  people, — to  be  involved 
in  any  matter. 

雖係教 民之事 ，最易 

波及 於教士  althoi,gh 
the  matter  is  one  which  concerns 

converts,  it  might  easily  involve 
missionaries. 

波累  to  involve;  to  compromise. 

水波絞 r*pples  in  water. 

金波  the  bright  light  of  the 
moon. 

秋波  autumn  waves ;  the  liquid 
eyes  of  a  lovely  woman. 

秋 波流慧  her  bright  eyes 
sparkled  with  wit. 

託微波 以通辭  availed 
herself  of  a  glance  in  order  to 

make  known  her  feelings. 

波1
 

9?  36 

w 
9337 

R 歌 

See 波 

Even  Upper. 

m 

9338 

箇哿 cp{,o 

H.  poi) 

R. 

文有 波瀾  his  style  is  very spirited  or  dashing. 

餘 波不了  the  remaining waves  have  not  finished, 一 of  a 
matter  which  has  been  finally 

settled  up,  but  the  immediate 

consequences  of  which  arc  still felt. 

奔波  hurrying  to  and  fro;  from 
pillar  to  post. 

波棱蓋  the  knee-cap. 

波羅門 (w 文) 國 the  c_ try  of  the  Brahmans, — India. - 

波 羅密戲  the  Indian  game, 

— dice. 

波羅密 （OT  密) the  jack-fruit {Artocarpus  intcgrifoUa,  L.). 

波 羅密多  moral  and  intel¬ lectual  perfection.  Sanskrit : 

paramita. 

^  羅菓^ he  pineapple  (A. 
nassa  saiiva、 I/.). 

蜜 割波 羅之味  holiey steals  the  flavour  of  the  pine¬ 

apple. 

波斯國  Persia. 大通 二年波 斯入貢 
in  A.n.  528  Persia  sent  tribute. 

窮波斯  destitute  of  Persia, t.e:  of  the  valuables  which  come 

thence,  sc.  badly  off. 

一 個姑娘 叫波斯 a 
girl,  called  Jewel. 

波裏凹  borax ;  tincal  (?)• Tibetan  bulwa. 

波臣  the  ministers  of  閻王 
Pluto.  See  13,153. 

波車夜 w 波旬  Papiya, — a  name  for  魔羅  Mara. 

波多力  batrik、 — patriarch. 
Greens. 

菠茱 菠藉茱 sPinach {Spinacia  oleracea、 L.). 

野菠茱  Acroglochiti  chenopo- dioides ,  Sch. 

密 ̂  the  Quercus  obovata^  cul¬ tivated  for  silkworms. 

A  winnowing-fan. 

拿簸 箕簸〆 米 take  a winnowing-fan  and  winnow  the rice. 

餓壊  an  open  basket  for  grain. 

9338 

F.  iwa^pwa
i) 

W»3
 

Is.,  pou^ 
P.  po3^  cpo 

J.  ha 

A.  Ha Sinking  and 

Rising  Upper. 

C.  pakQ na-  , 

v,  paik^pah 

W.  pa^  ba 

pah^v.pang 

P.  i.fe 

M.  pe 

puk^pouk 

Sz./^ 

Yi.  pek 

J.  haku、 piaku 

A.  da° 

Entering 

Upper. 

針線簸 ％ 兒  a  woman’s 
workbasket. 

Read  po%.  To  winnow. 

_  届1  to  clean  grain  in  the  wind. 

船顚簸  the.  boat  is  very  un¬ 

steady. 

几 案擺餓  the  table  rocked to  and  fro, — during  an  earth¬ 

quake. 

白 
See  .8556. 

9339 

A  father’s  elder  brother  ； 

10 the  eldest  of  brothers. 

9340 

Senior ;  elder.  The  third 

grade  of  nobility；  an  earl  ； 

see  6568.  A  tfde  of  respect. 

Also  read  pol^\ 

伯 父。 r 伯 公  a  paternal 
uncle. 

大伯  iiiy  uncle. 
大伯子  your  husband’s  elder 
brother. 

叔伯  uncles, 一 in  general. 

先伯  my  late  uncle. 

老伯  your  father. 伯毋  a  father’s  elder  brother’s wife;  your  mother  (polite). 

伯爺  an  elder  brother. 

伯姊  an  elder  sister. 
白  白 pai{)  brother-in-law, 
一 so  called  by  wife  of  younger 

brother. 

伯 伸叔季  four  characters 
used  for  denoting  the  first, 

second,  third,  and  fourth,  of 

brothers. 

伯仲 之伯 the 伯。 f 伯 , — describing  the  character 

in  question  by  word  of  mouth. 

相伯仲  standing  in  the  rela¬ tionship  of  elder  brother  and 

second, — not  much  difference  in 

age. 

伯 仲之間  not  much  differ¬ 
ence. 

伯 壎仲篪  the  elder  (playing) the  ocarina,  the  younger  the 

flute, — harmony  of  brothers. 

伯氏  the  elder, — of  two  friends. 
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9340 

帛 

9341 R. 陌 

C,  />ak 

\l.puci 

lr.  fcik 
W.  /m 

N.  Mi 

P.  ip(ii、 Lpo 

M./t* V.  f>ok、 pLonk 

Sz.  fc  
' K./V々 

J.  haku 
A.  f>nk 

l*'ntering 

Lower. 

伯爵  of  the  rank  of  earl. 

伯相  earl  and  Grand  Secretary. 

宗伯  the  Minister  of  Ceremonies 
under  the  Chou  dynasty.  Also, 

the  Court  of  Sacrificial  Worship. 

大宗伯  President  of  the  Board 
of  Rites. 

自 伯之東  since  my  husband went  eastwards. 

將 伯助予  O  sir,  help  me! 

將 伯之呼  a  cry  for  help. 

伯 牛之疾  a  fatal  malady, — - 
alluding  to  the  mortal  sickness 

of 伯牛  (otherwise  冉 耕)， 

a  disciple  of  Confucius,  as  de¬ 
tailed  in  the  論語 • 

伯命泣 杖  Po.  Yii  wept  when 
beaten, — because  his  mother  was 
too  old  to  hit  him  hprd  enough 
to  hurt. 

伯勞㈤ 鶴。' •趙)  a  shrike; the  goatsucker ;  see  11,012. 

伯克  =  Beg.  Sec  9437. 

Read  pa^.  Used  for  霸 

8533. 

晉爲伯  Chin  held  the  leader¬ 
ship, — among  the  Feudal  States. 

伯主  chief;  doyen ̂ 

Silk  ；  hence,  wealth.  See 

2616,  7940.  Also read/a/3. 

布帛  cotton  and  silk  fabrics. 

賜帛  to  bestow  silk, 一 of  the 
Emperor  sending  a  silken  cord 
to  an  offending  statesman  and 

allowing  him  to  strangle  him 
self  instead  of  being  publicly 
executed.  See  7291. 

兩 國不以 玉 帛而以 

兵戎矣  the  two  nations  deal 
no  more  through  the  medium  of 

jade  and  silk  but  through  that 

of  the  weapons  and  accoutre- 

•  ments  of  war, —— Le.  diplomatic 
I  relations  are  broken  off. 

財帛  riches;  wealth. 

I  來帛、 a  roll  of  silk. 

三 帛; purple,  black,  and  yellow 
i  silk,  formerly  used  as  presents 

to  the  sovereign  from  the  feudal 
chiefs. 
1  ■ 

掛帛  to  hang  up  silk  scrolls. 

寶帛  valuables. 

廹 

9342 

Same  as  9345. 

A  W Entering 

Upper. 

j  In  northern  China,  the 
»  R  : abor  vitee  ( Thuja  orientalis、 

r  !^*)  i  h  central  China,  the 

mJcyPress  {Cupressus  f
une- 

v.pnik^ w.pah  frris、 End.).  Also  read paiz • 
See  [f|  _ . 

扁柏  the  arbor  vitae. 

羅漢柏  Thuja  dolabrata^  L. 

黃柏  P hellodejidron  amurense^ 
Rupr.,  the  yellow  bark  of  which 
is  used  as  a  dye. 

香柏樹  the  cedar, — used  for incense. 

侧柏 刺柏  Juniper  us cliinensis^  L.  The  second  is  also 

J、 taxifolius^  H.  &  A. 

柏子油  oil  from  juniper  seeds： — used  in  the  red  colouring  for 

seals. 

卷柑  Sclaglnclla  involvens^ Spreng. 

帕府  the  Censorate, — from  the cypress  trees  which  surrounded 
it  under  the  Han  dynasty. 

柏 舟之節  the  chastity  of  the cypress  boat，一  a  phrase  borrow¬ ed  from  the  Odes  and  used  in 
reference  to  widows. 

柏橾 (_4)  chaste. 

9344 

R •陌 

C.pakQ^pokr 

F.  poh-^ N.  boh-^ 

P. 

Y.fak 
K.  pek 

J.  haku 

A.  bak-^ 
Entering 

Irregular. 

mr 
9345 

r ■陌 

C./a々。 

\\.  pet 

p、 adk 

pa 

N.pak 

V.p^c\cp^ai 

An  ocean-going  junk. 

9345 

Y.  p、ouk 

Sz.  pLe 

K.pck 

j.  hahi、 hi  a  hi 

A.  bak、b’ik 

Entering 

Upper. 

To  press  upon  ；  to  harass  ； 

embarrassed.  Also  read 

逼迫  to  compel;  to  force. 

迫得  he  is  driven  to . 

迫于 不得已 unable  to help, — doing  something. 

R. ： 
See 

9346 

箔 Entering 

Lower. 

百 
9347 

9348 

R. 陌 

See 百 

Entering 

Upper. 

栢 
9349 

迫 于勢耳 w 爲勢所 

迫  compelled  by  circumstances. 

迫 于嚴命  compelled  by  a 
stringent  order. 

迫倒  to  overturn  by  force;  to 
ruin. 

迫赶  to  expel;  to  drive  out. 

急迫。 r 迫切  hurried ;  press¬ ing;  urgent. 

時迫事  time  presses  and  the 
affair  is  urgent. 

惶 迫失錯  to  be  flurried  and 
make  mistakes. 

不迫 人於瞼 d。 n()t  Press 
on  a  man  in  trouble,— hit  him when  he  is  down. 

窮迫  in  great  poverty. 

窘迫  in  great  trouble,— from 
care  or  poverty. 

迫 地而行  moving  close  to the  ground,— as  something  which is  carried  low. 

迫甚  very  tight, 一 as  a  sleeve 
or  trouser. 

預備立 憲限. 期緊迫 
the  date  for  establishment  af  a 

constitution  is  very  near  at  hand 

A  thin  sheet  of  metal. 

金銷  goldleaf. 

銅鉛  tinsel. 
錫鉑  tin  foil.  See  9351. 

See  8560. 

The  leader  of  a  hundred 

men ;  a  centurion.  A  hun¬ dred  cash.  Used  for  百 

8560  in  accounts  and  bank¬ 

ing. 

壹伯兩  a  hundred  taels. 
Same  as  9343. 
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R. 
935° 

C.pok 

H./(7 夂 

V
.
 
p
o
u
k
^
f
o
h
 

W
.
 
/
^
 

N.  boh 

P.  spo 

M./多 

Y.p^ak 
K.  pak 

J.  haku、 baku 
k.  bak 

Entering 
Lower 

Irregular. 

9351 

R •藥 
C.  pok 

H.p^ok 
F.  pouk^  pohy 
W.60 

N.  boh 

P. 三 po、 ipati 
W.po 
Y.pak 

Sz.  po 

K.  pak 

J.  haku、 baku 

A.  bak、 bou1- 

Entering 
Lower. 

不 
9352 

剝 1
9 

9353 

R •覺 yxL 

C./(；々0,  rnokQ 

f.pauk^  v. 

pwoh P- 

See 駿 
Entering 

Upper. 

I 

To  moor  or  anchor 

ivessel;  see  1 2,478.  To  be 

j  at  leisure.  See  2725. 
I 

m 船章程  
regulations  for 

mooring  vessels. 

泊設 t。  moor, —  of  a  lightship. 

泊界  the  harbour  limits. 

河泊所  the  river-police  magis 
trate  at  Canton. 

指泊所  a  berthing  officer 
(I. 'M.  Customs). 

淡 (。< •澹） 泊自如 (oi •守 
frugal;  contented  with  little. 

漂泊  roving;  vagabond. 

泊然 而無求  independent 

落 泊於 廛市門 always 
loafing  about  che  market-place. 

泊爾鈞 於死灰 may  be 
regarded  as  dead  ashes. 

A  door-screen  of  bamboo 

splints.  Used  for  9346, 

9381. 

葦箔  a  rush  screen, — for  sun 
or  rain. 

蠢箱 . a  frame  on  which  silk¬ 
worms  spin  cocoons. 

分箔  to  arrange  on  frames  or 
trays. 

魚箔  fishing-stakes. 

錫箱*  tin  foil.  9346. 

See  9456. 

To  flay；  to  peel；  to  take 

away,  as  clothes  or  badges 

of  office.  To  slaughter  an 

animal.  The  23rd  Diagram. 

See  2486,  8620. 

^|J  to  flay  off  the  skin. 

剝殼  to  take  off  the  husk. 

剝民  to  oppress  the  people  by 
extortion. 

狼剝  to  cruelly  oppress. 
剝削  to  despoil;  to  cut,  as  wages. 

剝 掻則複  when  things  are 
at  their  worst  they  begin  to  mend. 

9353 

鉢1
 • 

9354 

R •爲 

C./«/0 

W.pat 

Y  ,pwak 
別 •  pd、 bd) 

N.  fah、 peh 
p*  cP° 
M.  po 

Y .  pouh^pwoh Sz./p 

K.  pal 
J.  hatsz、 liachi 
A.  bat Entering 

Upper、 

w9 

9355. 

R. 峨 

C.  pak 

H.  p、et 
Y .  puk W.  bu 

N.  boh 

P.〆 

M.  p、u 
\ •  fuk、 Jtou 

K,p'ik 

r.  haku、 boku 

A  .  bak Entering 

Lower. 

孛
*
 

9356 

R •月隊 

P. See 勃俘 

A.  bout、 boui Entering 

Lower. 

復 剝之秋  a  season  of  im¬ provement  after  bad  times. 

剝船  a  cargo-boat.  See  9393. 

剝啄  to  rap  at  a  door. 

剝 牀之痛  a  domestic  calam¬ 

ity. 

An  earthen-ware  basin  ； 

a  beggar  s  alms-bowl. 

鉢頭  an  earthen  basin  or  jar. 

鉢多羅  the  alms-bowl  of  the Buddhist  priest.  Sanskrit:  patra 

飼 t  to  hold  the  bowl, — to  beg 
his  daily  bread,  as  the  Buddhist 

priest  is  supposed  to  do. 

免持 鉢之苦  to  avoid  the misery  of  begging,  —  as  those 
priests  who  are  sufficiently  pro¬ 
vided  for. 

傳衣鉢  to  hand  down  cassock and  bowl,— to  appoint  a  successor, 
as  a  Buddhist  abbot  does. 

托 鉢空門  the  school  of  (all is)  vanity  which  relies  on  the 
alms-bowl, -the  Buddhist  church. 

漏鉢  a  funneL 
Taoist  methods  to  prolong 

life. 

鉢 邏那伽  Allahabad. 

A  term  applied  in  com 

bination  to  such  roots  as 

the  carrot,  turnip,  radish, 

etc.  Used  for  3729.  See 

7298. 
Michelia  Champaka^  L., 

sometimes  identified  .  by  the 
Chinese  with  the  Gardenia,  See 

10,630. 

簷蔔 冠諸香  the  gardenia has  the  finest  perfume  of  all, 

孛 

9356 

nr
. 

Plants  shooting  up  ；  used 

of  the  appearance  of  a 

comet.  Disobedient  ；  ;n- 

tractable. 

字者何 ，善星 what  is  /〃? . A  comet. 

字 i 星^ 見 hsien、  東方  a  comet  j 
appeared  in  the  east. 

昭 王十九 .年 有星字 

9357 

R •月 

See 勃 

Entering 

Lower. 

w 

9358 

R •月 

See 勃 

Entering 

Lower. 

椁*
 

9359 

R •月 

P •夕 V 

See 勃 

Entering 

Lower. 

w 

9360 

R •月 

See 勃 

Entering 

Lower. 

於紫微  in  the  1 9*  year of  king  Chao  there  was  a  comet 
in  the  constellation  tziX  wd、 
i.e.  in  b.c.  1034. 

古來日 食星 字皆稱 

災  J?.  eclipses  and  comets  have always  been  regarded  as  calam 
itous  and  uncanny. 

A  large  trumpet， callec 

p 学囉，  sounded  jn  going 
into  action. 

Dust  in  clouds. 

A  flail. 12,645. 
A  fruit  ；  see 

The  chaff  of  rice. 

w 

9361 

R. 月 

P.  ipo 

See 勃 

Entering 

Lower. 

The  back  of  the  neck 

the  neck.  The  navel. 

脖子。 1 •脖頸 (。1 •梗） 子 the 
neck,  or  nape  of  the  neck. 

縮 着脖子 drawing  in  its neck,— as  a  tortoise. 

瘦脖子  a  slender  neck. 

^  the  navel. 肓 之原出 於脖腴 the 
source  of  the  huang  (see  5095) 

is  in  the  navel. 

M3 



9362 R •隊月 
See 背 

Sinking 

Lower. 

Confused  ；  obstinate ;  per¬ 
verse. 

四達 而不諍 well-informed without  confusion  of  ideas. 

甘 =*  言学  his  words  are  confused. 

諍其心  confused  in  mind. 

何 i 諍不念 子孫咖 
still  obstinately  neglectful  of  your 
descendants? 

_学  muddle-headed, _ as  from 
age. 

撥 

9365 

9363 R •月 

See 勃 

Entering 
Lower. 

Cakes  ；  biscuits. 

餑#  cakes. 

香# 餑似的  like  a  sweet¬ smelling  cake. 

靜姅丁  the  dandelion. 

w 

9364 R. 月 

P.  ̂ po^pu? 
N.  v.  I'll 
See 勃 

Entering 
Lower. 

A  wood  pigeon ,  with 

white  spots  on  its  neck, 

known  as  孛 I  鳴. 

学 I 鴿子 旺邊飛 Pigeon 
fly  towards  brightness, 一 so  men 
are  attracted  to  the  rich  and 
influential. 

9365 R •易 

II. /W 

I'\  pioak 

\V.  b'd^  po 

N.  p、nh 
P.  '/>o,  Ja 

po 
Y. pouh 
Sz.  po 

K.  pal 

J.  hntsz、 ha  chi 
A.  bat、 bak 

Entering 

Upper. 

To  spread；  to  open  out; 

to  distribute ;  to  regulate. 

To  expel  •’  to  get*  rid  of; 

to  send  away;  to  transfer ； 

to  tranship.  To  stir  up；  to 

poke.  A  plectrum  [see  9061)； 

to  play  on  a  guitar.  See 
8197 - 

撥問  to  open  out;  to  reject;  be  I 
off! 

撥開姻  to  dissipate  the  smoke, 

撥開門  to  prise  open  a  door. 

撥 草尋蛇  to  push  about  the 
grass  and  search  for  snakes, 

e 雲見  3  to  open  the  clouds 
(of  error)  and  see  the  sun  (of truth). 

撥弓  to  draw  a  bow. 

撥才賴  to  push  a  way, -with  some¬ 
thing  held  in  the  hand.  Also,  to 

stir  up.  [Peking,  pax  lan' \  See 1678. 

[ 1138  ] 

撥給  to  give  out;  to  appropriate | to. 

撥正  to  correct;  to  straighten. I 

撥 邪反正  to  turn  from  the  I heterodox  and  come  back  to 
the  orthodox. 

撥交  to  hand  over,  as  for  a  I 
special  purpose. 

潑用  to  appropriate  to.  | 

撥還  to  appropriate  for  repay- 1 ment. 

撥抵  to  deduct  as  a  set-off.  | 
撥轉  to  make  to  turn  round ;  I 

to  hand  on;  to  transmit. 

潑 轉人心  to  bring  men’s  | hearts  round, 一 as  into  the  true 

path. 
撥 浪腦袋  to  shake  the  head.  I 

撥浪鼓  a  pedlar’s  drum,  which  I is  struck,  on  being  twirled,  by 

two  beads  attached  by  strings 
at  the  sides. 

撥 去壤的  get  rid  of  the  bad! 
ones.  j 

撥出  to  distribute.  | 

杷好 的潑出 pick  Qut  the 
good  ones. 

本 實先撥  the  root  must  be  I first  got  rid  of. 

撥蚊  to  drive  away  mosquitoes.  I 
潑兵  to  detach  troops.  jj 

撥錢  to  set  aside  or  transfer  I money. 

撥 身 金  to  transfer  one’s  wages. 
mm  to  allot, 一 as  tasks.  | 

火棍 短强如 手撥揦 
a  short  poker  is  better  than  the 
hand  for  stirring  the  fire. 

撥 歸一邊  t。 set  aside. 
撥冗  to  put  aside  one’s  business, — and  do  something  else. 

用 鎗撥落  to  ward  off  with a  spear. 

撥亂  to  repress  rebellion.  ! 
撥 動絲駭 人臥房 

playing  on  his  silken  strings,  he 
enters  the  bedroom, 一 of  a  mos¬ 

quito. 撥收  received, 一 as  on  deposit. 
撥船  lighters.  See  9393. 

糍什庫  Manchu  bosokd、 a corporal,  or  non-com.  officer. 

9366 

R •曷 

C.puty 

See_ 

Entering 

Upper. 

9367 

尺曷 

See 潑 

Entering 

Upper, 

9368 

R •歌箇 

See 播 

Even  and 
SinkingUpper. 

9369 

C.po° 
Yi.  po^ 

Y ,  poc^^pwoi* 

W. 

P.  Jo.ipo^po, 

P) 

M. 【po、 ipo、pf 

Y.  Qpou 

Sz.  po0 

K.p^a 

J.  ha 

A.  bc^ 
Irregular 

Upper. 

A  rain-coat,  called  潑挟， 

worn  by  labourers. 

A  fish  wagging  its  tail  in  ( swimming. 

A  mountain  in  Shensi,  i 

mM  an  old  name  for  the  District 

of  河  Mien  in  Shensi. 

To  sow.  To  publish;  to 

make  known.  To  cast  aside. i 

播百榖  to  sow  all  kinds  of] 

gram. 

播種  to  sow  seeds. 遠播  to  make  known  afar.  ， 

威 播九州  the  dread  of  him 
extends  throughout  the  empire. : 

聲 播四方  his  (evil)  repuj tation  Has  spread  to  the  foui: 
corners  of  the  earth. 

傳播  to  spread  abroad, 一 as  a| doctrine. 

播 其惡于 衆 todisseminatej 
his  wickedness  among  the  people 

播棄  to  reject；  to  discard. 

播越 播流  banishment  ：| 
exile. 

播遷  political  flight. 
Read  po^.  To  winnow. 

播米  to  winnow  rice. 
_  to  winnow;  to  promulgate 

Read  po'. 

播弄  to  cheat;  to  humbug;  tc| 
trifle  with. 
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9369 

m 

9370 

r. 歌 
C. 

F.  zpoa 
w.cA 
N.  ibou 

P.  cpo,  Sp^o 
IC./fl 

J.  ha 
A.  Uja 
Even  Lower. 

ir 
9371 

R •箇 
See 播 
SinkingUpper. 

tr 

播 弄是非  to  grossly  pervert 
!  the  trutR；  to.  misrepresent  the 

j  facts. 
I 播亂  to  mix  up;  to  throw  into 
1  disorder. 

White  ；  grey. 

I 皤然  silvery  white. 

1 播 皤國老  a  white-haired 
statesman. 

^  雪  snowy  white, — as  hair. 

皤腹  big-bellied. 

To  spread  abroad  ；  to 

promulgate. 

9372 

r •藥 

See 縛 
Entering 

Upper. 

see 

Wide  ；  ample  ；  extensive 

5184.  To  gamble；  see 

1 2,049.  To  barter.  Also 

read  po 狄. 

傅 三 寸  three  inches  in 
breadth. 

戎 車孔傅  their  war-nhariots 
are  very  large, 

傅學  or  傅聞  extensive  learn¬ 
ing;  great  scholarship. 

博 學鴻儒  very  widely  in¬ 
formed, — a  title  granted  at  an 
examination  held  once  in  twenty- 
four  years. 

傅 學於文 extensively  study¬ 
ing  all  branches  of  learning. 

傅 聞强記  wide  learning  and 
a  powerful  memory. 

傅士  a  wide-read  scholar；  a 
professor  ；  a  doctor  of  the 
Academy  of  Learning.  Also, 
a  master-tradesman. 

文帝号 爲傅士  the  Em- 
peror  Wen  Ti  made  him  a  Doctor 
in  the  Academy. 

傅雅  well-read  and  refined. 

傅 古通今  informed  on  all 
subjects  from  ancient  to  modern 
times. 

傅物院  a  museum. 

w 

9372 

R. 

See 縛 

Entering 

Upper. 

•  o  .  - … 
sington  is  the  best. 

傅 物君子  you  g who  are  widely  read. 

傅 濟于民  to  e 
benefit  the  people. 

corroborate. 

以 傅一笑  in  order  to  caus a  laugh. 

傅戲  to  gamble. 傅奕  to  play  at  wei-chH)  t gamble.  See.  13,176. 

傅 始於夏  gambling  bega. under  the.  Hsia  dynasty, 一 2ot: 
cent.  b.c. 

君 子不傅 the  superior  mai does  not  gamble. 

■[専  a  gambling-house ;  a  chess board. 

六傅  to  play  with  dice. 

以 貨傅貨  to  exchange  good 
for  goods. 

古 琴曲有 不博金  evei if  people  have  old  psalteries  anc 
music， they  wiil  not  part  witl them  for  money. 

不要 傅凉州  no  occasior to  buy  Li^ng-chou  (wine), 一 w( can  make  it. 

傅沙  to  make  a  silk  purse  oui of  a  sow^  ear. 

博州 an  old  name  for 聊城 

w 
9373 

藥 

tung. 

傅勞 
shrike.  See  9340. 

box.  To  play  on  a  guitar. 

搏取  t。 seize. 

搏擊  to  strike. 
搏^ 擊 之任： the  office  of  a Censor. 

以 手搏虎  attacked  the  tiger with  his  bare  hands. 

聞少 林寺僧 以搏名 

天下  he  heard  that  the  Bud¬ dhist  monks  of  Shao-lin  were 
all  over  the  empire  for famous 

their  boxing. See  9746. 

1  w 
! 

a  barrel-shaped  drum, 

struck  with  the  fingers  on  both 

9373 heads  and  used  in  the  Confucian 
temple. 

y 
霄
 

9374 

R. 藥
 

To  crackle；  to  burst  from 

heat. 

o  Sec  縛 

Entering 

Upper. 

e 

w 

The  upper  arm  ；  the 

shoulder.  To  cut；  to  slice. 
0  9375 

膊^甲  the  shoulder-blade. 

R •藥 

n  See  錬 

大月 膊裉兒 great  bmvny 

Entering 

arms.  See  6031. 

Upper. 

n 

- 
; ̂ 膊  to  shoulder. 轉膊  to  change  shoulders, 一 as 
when  carrying, 

展膊  to  stretch  out  the  fore  paw, 一 as  a  cat. 

殺而膊 諸城上 they  Pu* 
him  to  death  and  dismembered 

him  on  the  top  of  the  wall. 

l 

月吊膊  the  sound  of  blows  dealt 1 each  other  by  gamecocks. 

9376 . 

R. 藥
 

C.  pok0 
A  bell,  3% 6  feet  in  length 

with  a  diameter  of  2.25  feet, 

\l.  pok 
suspended  on  a  frame.  See 

F.  p  auk 
W  •  po、bo、 

poh 

9383.  A  hoe. 

?.Spo 

fishes  and  animals 

yi.  po 

Y.pak 
carved  on  bell-frames. 

Sz.  po 

K.  pak 

J.  haku 

A.  bak 

spuds  and  small  hoes. 

Entering 

Upper. 

w 

R •藥 

The  shoulder-blade.  See 

?375， 12,760. 

See 縛 

Entering 

Upper. 

博 

Same  as  9372. 

937o 
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9379 R. 藥 
See 餺 

Entering 

Upper. 

9380 在 .藥 
See 膊 

Entering 

Upper 
and  Lower. 

Name  of  an  ancient  game. 

A  pillar.  A  beam  con¬ 

necting  ̂ pillars. 

Thickly-growing  vegeta 

tion.  Thin,  as  opposed  to 

厚 4024  and  稠 2502  ; 
slight -  few;  poor;  mean. 

Indifferent;  careless.  To 

reach  to  ;  to  extend  over. 

An  initial  particle.  See 、濃 

8411.  Also  read/ 似 2.  _[To 
be  distinguished  from  簿 

9467.] 

草木交 錯曰薄 piants 
and  trees  growing  in  confusion 
are  called  jungle. 

這樣 紙太薄  this  kind  of 
paper  is  too  thin. 

精薄  quite  thin. 
薄冰  thin  ice.  See  9277. 

薄餅  thin  cakes, — eaten  on  the 
2nd  of  the  2nd  moon. 

薄靡 而爲天 by  its  tenuity 
to  form  the  heavens, — of  ether. 

薄 罪於人  to  punish  a  person leniently. 

人  丁  單^  very  few  descen dants. 

薄小  small;  poor. 

薄神 Poor-  > 

薄  jjj 藍  trifling  presents. 

薄 産  a  small  estate. 

薄情  or  《幸  wanting  in  right feeling. 

薄悻郧  a  disreputable  fellow. 

‘猜。 r 地皮薄 barren 

ground. 

臉 (。> •面） 皮薄  bashful. 

938i 

I  140 
•於 

薄命  a  poor  destiny, — of  ill- success  in  life. 

薄宦  a  poor  or  petty  official. 

薄行人  one  who  does  not  deal 
rightly  by  others. - 

薄人 a 薄落人  a  prostitute. 

薄福白  a  luckless  wretch. 

輕薄  to  treat  with  indifference or  contempt. 

於所厚 者薄， 無所不 

R. ： 
C.  pok^ 

F.  pauk0 
W.  bo^ 

N.  boh P.  ipo 
M.po 

Y.pak 
Sz./<7 

K.pak 
haku、 baku 

A.  bak、 

Entering 

Lower. 

薄  he  vv’  o  behaves  shabbily  to 
those  whom  he  ought  to  treat 

well,  will  behave  shabbily  to  all. 

薄待  to  treat  slightingly. 

薄觀  to  take  a  cursory  glance 
9383 

R ..藥 

See 赚 

at. 

薄視  to  view  contemptuously. 

薄懲  to  punish  lightly. 

薄海  the  wide,  wiae  sea. 

外薄 四 海  extending  beyond to  the  Four  Seas,— to  the  limits 
of  the  empire. 

薄城  to  besiege  a  city. 

直 薄城下  he  came  right  up to  the  city  walls. 

日 薄食  the  sun  is  partially eclipsed. 

今 且薄暮 ，舉 網得魚 
this  very  evening,  I  caught  a  fish. 

從 昏飯牛 薄夜半 fn)m dawn  I  feed  the  cattle  up  to 
midnight. 

雷 風相薄  thunder  and  wind crashed  together. 

載驅薄 薄 the  noise of  carts  and  carriages. 

薄 言有之  now  we  have  got them.  [The  first  two  characters 
are  untranslatable  particles.] 

薄荷  Mentha  arvensis、 L”  var 
glabrata、 

薄荷油  peppermint  oil. 

薄荷冰  menthol  or  Chinese peppermint  camphor. 

薄羅  Quercus  dent  at  a  ̂  Thunb 

薄怯羅  Bactria. 

9382 

妓 

93»4 

R. 易 

See 袋 

A.  bat) 

Entering 

Lower. 

i 

To  stuff ;  to  fill.  Tc 

spread  out. 

镑碌 I  vast,  as  space;  mixed Also  (for  next  entry),  ancon 
strained ;  familiar. 

槃礴  to  sit  cross-legged.  Se< 
8620. 

Entering 

Upper 

and  Lower. 

A  large  bell.  See  9376 

鼓 釋爲節  to  mark  time  b】 
striking  a  bell. 

鐘  an  oval  bell,  with  3( bosses  and  hung  in  a  frame 
used  services  in  the  Confuciai 
temple. 

R .具 

C.  pet 

H./W 

Y.pak W.^ 

N.  bah P.  i.pa 

\.paa 

K.pal 

J.  hdtsz、 bachi 

A.  bat。 

Entering 

Lower. 

.A  wife.  Used  for  8530 

Grass ;  stubble. 

芸舍  a  thatched  cottage. 

召 伯所芸  under  it  (see  5832 10,757)  the  chief  of  Shao  lodged 

w 

9386 

R. 爲 

C.put^ptt 

Y,pwak W.  bo^  bwo 

N.  bah 

P.  Ipa 

W.paah 
Yi.pal 

J.  hatsz、 bachi 

A.  bat 

Entering 

Lower. 

To  walk  ；  land  travel,  a： 

opposed  to 渉 9784.  Th< 
heel.  A  conclusion  to  * 

book  ；  a  colophon,  as  op 

posed  to 弁 9197.  Rea( pc^  in  Peking. 

跋履而 上  he  went  up  on  fool 
跋渉  to  traverse  both  land  am 
water;  to  travel. 

跋 渉勞苷  the  hardships  c 

travel. 
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9386 

9387 

曷 
C.put 

H. 夕 ‘<7/ 
Y、pak、fwak 
W.  bo 

N.  bah 

P.  Lfa、 Lpo、 po) 

Y.  pouh 

1L,  pal 

J.  hatsz^  bachi 
A.  bat 

Entering 
Lower. 

9388 

R .曷 
see 兹 
A,  baty 

Entering 
Lower. 

jarfe 

w 
9389 

I 

跋倒  to  stumble  and  fall. 

跋麗  to  tread  down  legal  rights 
to  threaten  reprisals;  to  become 
violent.  See  4965. 

跋足  the  heel. 

^  base;  the  root. 

跋馬  to  turn  a  horse  round. 

前無序 後無跋  without 
preface  at  the  beginning  or 

colophon  at  the  end,  —  of 
bungling  book. 

題跋  to  write  a  colophon. 

全 部總跋  a  summary  of  the 
whole  work. 

跋陀。 r 跋達羅  virtuous 
and  wise, — an  epithet  of  every 
Buddha.  Sanskrit :  bhadra. 

跋提河  a  river  of  Nepal,  now 
called  Gunduck. 

Brass  cymbals,  joinec 

together  by  a  long  string 

put  through  a  hole  in  the 

middle  of  each  ；  said  to 

have  been  introduced  from 

India.  See  8157. 

鏡敍  cymbals, — with  large  and 
small  knobs  in  the  middle, 

respectively.  Also  =  大錄 

large  cymbals,  as  opposed  to 

岔栽。 i •小岔 免  small 
cymbals. 

飛敛  cymbals  which  are  thrown 
up  and  made  to  clash  in  the  air. 

Fragrant. 

Same  as  9377. 

See  8530. 

Lower. 

jin 

9392 

R. 曷 

See 鉢 

Entering 

Upper. 

w 
9393 

R. 覺 

C.^pokQ 

H.pok^pok^ 

F.  pauk^  v. 

P‘auk . W.  po^  bo^ 

^.poh P.  Lpo 

M.po 

Y.pak Sz •/汐 

K..pak 
, Jiaku、 hoku 

A.  bak 
Entering 

Upper. 

The  beaver.  See  1 1,363 

A  dish ;  a  platter. 

To  contradict  ；  to  reverse 

a  decision  ；  abrogate  or 

annul;  to  find  fault  with 
To  tranship.  To  graft 
Name  of  a  fabulous  qua 

druped.  An  appearance  o 
confusion.  See  9394. 

駁口  to  contradict. 
駁人  to  contradict  a  person. 

枇駁 不准。 r 駁回 
reject,  as  unsuitable,  a  report 

or  petition. 

駁語  a  reversal  of  sentence  on 
appeal. 

駁詰  to  examine  adversely;  to 
cross-question. 

駁罪  to  take  exception  to 
punishment  awarded, 

駁價  to  take  exception  to  the 

price. 驳飭  to  express  disapproval. 

駁斥  to  show' another  to  be  in the  wrong;  to  find  fault  with. 

^  辯 t0  argue  against;  to  dispute 

a  point. 

駁賣  to  sell  in  small  amounts ; retail. 

駁貨  to  tranship  goods. 
駁船  a  cargo-boat.  See  9365. 

駁 過別船  to  tranship  to another  vessel. 

駁蓮  to  tranship. 
联渡  to  transport  across  a  ferry. 

接联  to  receive  and '  transfer; to  tranship. 

駁
:
 

9393 

9394 

9395 

R •陌 

C.  v.  mak{ 

mak?、 mek^ H.  v.  mak) 

See 婢 

^.p^ah 
Y.  pouk 
[. haku、 biaku Entering 

Upper. 

4^ 

R. 檗 
9397 

陌 

See 伯 

Entering 

Upper. 

At 

9398 

駿樹  to  graft  trees. 1 較然大 怒 he  suddenly 
became  very  angry. 

.駿色  f  mixed  colours,— applied 
to  horses. 

^  ̂   spotted  or  parti-coloured 

horses. 

駁岸  bunding；  a  bund. 

駁出  to  bund  out. 

龐 雜爲駁  a  confused  appear¬ 
ance  of  clouds. 

解駁  the  clouds  opening, — and 
(e.g.)  showing  the  moon. 

Same  as  9393.  A  uni¬ 
corn. 

To  open  ；  to  break  ；  to tear.  See  6093. 

擘開口  to  open  the  mouth. 

擘餅  to  break  a  cake. 

擘交情  to  break  off  friend¬ 

ship. 

塗 ■皆 乾琴辛 when  the 
plaster  had  dried,  it  was  picked 
off  with  the  finger. 

擘紙  to  tear  paper, 

文兄面  to  put  one’s  father 
and  elder  brother  to  shame, 

巨  the  thumb. 

Same  as  939 广 [Distin 
guished  from  藥 8283.] 

A  bitter  -  umbelliferous 

plant  [Ligusticum  acutilo- 
6um^  S.  &  Z.),  now  known 

as 當歸.  Used  for  8960 

檗苦。 r 冰檗  hardships; trouble. 

飲 冰食檗  bitter  poverty. 

feK  ^  a  phrase  eulo
gistic 

of  chaste  widows. 

See  8771. 
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9399 R .藥 
C./>okQ 

W..  p  ok  ̂ 

W.  bo^  bo1- 
See 薄 

Entering 
Lower 

Irregular. 

The  capital  of  China 

under  T‘ang  the  Completer, 

b.c.  1 766 — 1753,  situated 

in  Honan.  Name  of  a 

Department  in  Anhui. 

940c 

?# r. 沃 

See  8704. 

See 餺 

A  full-dress  embroidered 

collar. 

Entering 

Upper. 

釣 
94。2 覺效 
駁豹 

Entering  and 
Sinking 

Upper. 

94°3 R •爲 

pah' phi 

M./p 

J.  hatsz 
A.  bak 

Entering 

Upper. 

i； R •沃 

r.  cfu 
M. 
Sec 僕 

Entering 

Lower. 

Noise  of  tramping. 

Read  pao^.  To  leap. 

趵突泉  a  spring  rising  from 

泰  |1|  T^ai-shan. 

Back  to  back.  Radica: 

105. 

m 

9405 

A  cowl  ；  a  hood. 

幞頭  some  form  of  ancient  cap 
for  a  Minister. 

幞帕  a  square-shaped  cap. 
抱幞  a  kerchief  full  of  things. 

Same  as  9404. 

9406 

r-M 

C.  v./ ‘吨 

See 
卜 

Entering 

Upper. 

►  49 

9407 

■沃 

See 僕 

Entering 

Lower. 

坡1
 

9408
 

歌 

C.po^p'-o 

Y .  poa^p^oa 

W  •  PU、P、U 

l  pou,p、ou 

V.  p^o 

Vi.p^o^po 

Y.^ou 
Sz.p^o^po 
K./a 

J.  ha 

K

,

 

f

a

 

Evea  Upper. 

玻 
9409 

3： 

•箇 

n.fo 

Y  •  p、oa、pkwai 

p.  I 

M.  >  p^o 

Sz. ) 

K.fa 

J.  ha、 hi 
A.,  fa 

Sinking 

Upper. 

The  web-feet ,  of  water- 
fowl. 

鳧雁醜 其足蹼 ducks and  geese  are  alike  in  having 
webbed  feet. 

R 

A  dart. 

The  slope  of  a  hill  ；  a 

Dank  of  a  river.  See  陕 

8770. 

山坡  the  slope  of  a  hill. 

平坡  a  gentle  slope. 

靑 坡  Sreen  slopes. 下坡 容易， 上坡難 
down-hill  is  easy,,  up-hill  is  hard 

下玻 子溜〜 '的人  a  man who  is  slipping  down  the  bank, 

— going  to  the  dogs. 

See  9333. 

To  break  through  ；  to 

break  into;  hence,  to  set 

to  propound  (see  8711);  to 

break  up ;  hence,  to  des 

troy  ；  to  cut  ；  to  rend  -  to 
solve；  to  lay  bare ；  to  begin 

破皮  to  break  the  skin, — of  a blow. 

破 陣  to  break  through  the  ranks 

破斷  to  snap；  to  break  or  cut through. 

攻 破城池  to  capture  a  city 
by  storm. 

國 破君亡  country  destroy ed,  sovereign  a  fugitive. 

破壌  broken ;  smashed. 

破碎  broken  to  pieces. 

941c 

破 碎牽合 t。  patch  up  frag¬ 
ments. 

破裂: cracked. 破損  broken  up, — as  by  coll¬ ision. 

破眼  to  be  broken  into  holes 

打破  to  break ;  to  knock  to 

pieces. 破雜 a  hole；  a  rent.  See  below, 

火関  ragged,  as  clothes ;  broken. 
1  as  silver. 

觫衣裳  ragged  old  clothes. 
破被  a  ragged  old  coverlet. 

破巾  a  ragged  old  cap. 

破身 w 破瓜  to  deflower  a 
maid. 

破開  to  break  open. 

破鏡 重  圓 the  broken 
mirror  is  round  again, 一 he  has married  a  second  wife. 

跌 破了頭  he  fell  and  broke 
his  head. 

破地獄  to  break  open  Purga¬ tory, 一 and  let  souls  out,  as 
Buddhist  priests  do  by  prayer. 

破扉  to  partly  open  a  door. 

破浪神  the  figure-head  of  a 

ship. 

破戒 1。  break  a  prohibition, as  a  teetotal  pledge,  a  rule  for fasting,  etc. 

破格 m 破個例  to  break through  *the  rule. 

破 格之恩  a  special  privilege, 

驚破 膽  fear  has  taken  away 
his  courage. 

破敢  ruined;  defeated. 

破家。 r 破落戶  to  ruin  the family, 一 by  extravagance. 

破 泰子弟 the  ruin  of 
family, — a  spendthrift. 

破財 t。  squander  money. 

破費。 r 破蕩  waste ;  extra¬ 
vagance. 

^  ̂   to  change  a  note  
or  large coin;  to  get  small  change. 

破了 許 多錢鈔 he  made 
a  hole  in  a  lot  of  money. 

不肯要 他破鈔 nc)t  wish 
ing  to  let  him  break  into  (t.e. 
begin  spending)  his  money. 
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破
 4 

94io 

破  一 ■瑰 洋錢  tQ  break  into 
a  dollar. 

破 涕爲笑  t0  change  tears 
into  smiles. 

破謎  to  solve  a  riddle. 

請主 人破破 try， sir， t0 
guess  it. 

破計  to  defeat  a  plan. 

我有 破法丨 have  a  trick  to 
defeat  his. 

之  inflicted  a  severe 
defeat  upon  them. 

全 •無 破殺  without  any  deci¬ 
sive  result, — as  a  fight  ；  see  3 1 1 . 
Also,  without  any  weak  point, 

or  “hole  in  one’s  armour.” 

看 出 破雜  t0  see  through  a 
person’s  weakness;  to  detect  a 
trick  played  upon  one. 

to  go  beyond  the  usual  or 

required  price;  to  give  a  huge 
sum  for.  t 

破 坐  to  make  a  gap  in  a  party 
by  leaving  it. 

坐 胡 ̂  to  wear  out  by  sitting  on 
it, 一 as  {e.g.)  a  student’s  chair. 

賊  to  break  the  power  of  the 
rebels. 

a  ruined  temple. 

破日  an  unlucky  day. 

^  曰 (^^3)  the  5th  of  the 

i  st  moon, — the  end  of  the  holi¬ 
days. 

破 案  to  clear  up  a  case, — as  by 
discovering  the  guilty  parties. 

^  ̂   to  clear  up  and  arrest  as 
above. 

^  ̂   to  make  a  clean  breast. 

說 破  to  speak  out  unreservedly. 

胡 ̂  口  to  speak  fully;  to  abuse; 
to  revile. 

破嘴  to  make  one’s  mouth  sore, 
― by  talking.  ! 

破 解詳轴 J  to  explain  clearly 
and  minutely. 

看 破  to  see  through,  as  a  plot, 
the  vanity  of  all  things,  etc. 

破  土  to  make  a  grave. 

天下莫 能破焉 nothing 
in  the  world  is  able  to  split  it, 

— viz. 道  which  besides  being 

infinitely  great  is  also  infinitesi¬ 
mally  small. 

w 

;  9
41。 
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R •哿歌 
C. 

h.  yo 

F.  V 

w.  =/« 

N. 〔p、ou 

P.cA 

M.  ̂ 0 

Y.  cfou 

J.  ha 

A» 

RisiDg  and 
Even  Upper. 

9412 

r •歌 

S. 卜 

F.  boa 
W.  bu 

N.  bou^  v.  boun M.  1 

X^P'ou 

Sz.  p^o 

K

.
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•  hci^  bcL 
A.  ba 

Even  Lower. 

破題。 r 破 云 he  broached his  theme,  as  follows . 

舍 矢如破  the  arrows  went forth  like  downright  blows. 

破子 草  Torilis  AnthiHscus^ Gmel. 

破胡  Psoralea  corylifolia^  L. 

Leaning  to  one  side  ； 

partial.  Rather ；  some¬ 

what  •,  a  little;  very. 

偏頗  partiai- 頗可  it  will  do  very  well. 

_  _  very  anxious  to. 

頗隹  very  good. 

^  ̂   very  fragrant. 頗 多  a  considerable  number. 

頗久  for  a  considerable  time. 

頗知  一 *  二  I  know  something about  it. 

頗  rather  serious. 

頗覺 不安1  am  veiT  much annoyed  or  G'  .tressed. 

顧極  really.- 頗  may  be  said  to . 

頗資  affords  some  grounds for . 

(hao^)  to  be  fond  of. 

頗過得  veiT  weU  0汗; rich. 

頗切  exceedingly. 

有  considerable. 
頗黎  glass;  w  9333- 

An  old  woman；  The 

female  of  animals  ；  see  6445. 

See  10,75 1. 

an  old  woman. 

the  six  kinds  of  old  women, 

as  below. 

the  brothel-keeper. 

媒婆你 e  niarriage  go-between. 

自币  the  witch  or  sorceress. 

^ the  praying- woman. 

藥  the  quack  doctor. 
穩婆。 r 坐婆。 r 收 W 接） 

生 婆  the  midwife. 

婆
 2 

9412 

官牙婆  a  gaol  matron. 

漁、 a  fishwife. 
1  婆娘  an  old  lady. 

婆角 [兒 old  women, — in  theat¬ 
ricals. 

寡婦婆 a  wiaow- ^  a  woman  who  keeps 
a  tea-house.  • 

孟 婆  a  goddess  of  wind. 

仙婆  a  fairy. 

a  wife;  one’s  wife ;  the 
“missis.” 

老 .婆 兒。 r 老婆子 an  oid danie;  a  needlewoman. 

老^  婆女且  a  wife  who  is  older 
than  her  husband. 

小 老婆。 1 ■小 婆子 a  ccn- 
cubine. 

老 婆舌頭 g°ssip- 
老婆心  a  worldly  mind. — •片 ̂   j 匕、 a  motherly  feeling. 

公婆  a  husband’s  father  and 
mother. 

、婆  a  husband’s  mother’s 

family. 

好殺 的婆家 不如娘 
the  best  her-in-law  is  not 

as  good  as  one^  own  mother. 

^  a  maternal  grandmother 
(south). 

婆婆 or 婆毋 a  husband’s 
mother. 

婆  家  she  is  betrothed. 
the  frou-frou  of  a  long 

r^be;  the  appearance  of  a  person dancing.  See  9905. 

the  P‘o-so  tree,-— sup¬ 

posed  to  grow  in  the  Western 
Paradise,  and  to  produce  the 

長 生  fruit  of  eternal  life. 

車 兒  a  child’s  toy  cart. 金 Bidens  pilosa^  L.,  and 
B.  bipinnata^  L. 

頭  a  widow  who  marries 
again;  a  stepmother. 

湯  a  hot-water  wife,— a  bed- warmer. 

婆伽婆  the  most  meritorious, — an  epithet  of  every  Buddha. 
Sanskrit :  bhagavat. 
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婆*
 

9412 

m 
9413 r .歌 

See  婆 , 
Even  Lower. 

m 2 

9414 r 歌 

s£e 波婆 
Even  Upper 
and  Lower. 

扑 
9415 

w 
9416 R 覺屋 

See 扑 

K,  pak 
entering 

Upper. 

拍'
 

94i7 R •陌 

\\.  p'-ok^p-ak 
V.  ah 

p'-ah^p'-on 

M.fe 

W^iik- ^z.p^e 
K.pek 

[, haku、 Jtiaku 

\、 f>、ak 
Entering 

Upper. 

婆羅 吸摩  Brahma, 一 the  first 
person  of  the  Brahminical  Trini¬ 
ty,  adopted  by  the  Buddhists  as 
a  kind  of  creator  of  all  things. 

婆羅 迦鄰提 the  mandarin 
duck.  Manchu  baragcalanda、 

妨 鈔婆  a  grasshopper. 

羯婆羅  camphor, 一 from  the 
Malay  kdpur. 

婆那娑  the  jackfruit.  Sanskrit: 
panas  a  t 

Luxuriant  vegetation. 

Stones  or  flints  for  arrow¬ 
heads. 

See  95 12. 

The  dwarf  nettle  tree 

[Celtis  sinensis ^  Pers.). 
Used  for  3741,  9^09. 

厚补  Magnolia  hypoleuca^  S.  & 
Z.,  the  bark  of  which  is  used 
as  a  medicine. 

朴刀  a  blunt-shaped  dagger. 

簡补  the  rude  simplicity, 一 of 
the  ancients. 

To  strike  ；  to  pat  ；  to  clap. 
Also  read  p、ai\  See  45. 

柏案  to  strike  the  table, 一 in 
anger. 

柏胸  to  beat  the  breast, — from 

grief. 

柏腦袋  to  strike  the  head, 一 
to  be  astounded. 

柏打  tp  tap;  to  pat;  to  rap. 

1 節柏  to  finger;  to  play. 

雪 '’1 良 柏長空 the  snow- white  billows  strike  the  sky. 

1 柏門  to  knock  at  a  door, 

j  柏肩  to  slap  on  the  shoulder. 

拍 

9417 

珀
 4 

94i8 

R •陌 

C.pak 
H.^ak 

F.  p、adk 
W./rt 

P./^° 
Y.  p、ouk 
K.^k 

J.  haku、 hiaku 

K

.
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Entering 

Uppri. 

柏手  to  clap  the  hands. 

柏 掌大笑  he  clapped  his hands  and  laughed  loudly. 

柏張  a  shuttlecock. 
柏板  castanets;  to  beat  time. 

柏爬木 a  flail. 柏賣  to  sell  by  rapping, 一 by auction. 

柏定  to  settle  a  purchase  at  an auction. 

拍和  to  make  peace. 
一 柏就上  one  strike  and  up 
he  went, — he  did  not  wait  for 
a  second  invitation. 

柏 開就喫 broke  it  open  and began  to  eat  it, 一 an  orange. 

柏花的  kidnappers  of  small boys  and  girls, — whom  they  are 
said  to  stupefy  by  a  drug  held 
in  the  hand  and  rapidly  smeared 
on  the  faces  of  their  victims,  even 

when  walking  in  the  streets. 

柏去  to  inveigle  away. 

柏東兒  to  make  a  bet, 一 the loser  to  stand  treat. 

柏網子  a  trap;  a  snare  for birds. 

音 調合柏 in  good  time  with the  music. 

席柏子  a  mat  shade, — as  over a  door  or  shop-window. 

Read 

柏不得  no  matter, -what,  who, etc. 

柏不得 是誰， 我也不 

十白  I  am  not  afraid  of  anyone^ 
no  matter  who  he  is! 

地柏  a  mole. 

Amber,  distinguished  ac¬ 
cording  to  colour  and  mark¬ 
ings  as  鱲， 水 ，石 ，花 ，金， 

etc.;  see  4922. 

血珀  red  amber. amber  dust, — used  as  a 
medicine. 

蜜蠟珀  false  amber. 

w 
9419 R. ! C.fokQ 

¥.  p'-oh 

W./<7 
N./M 

K.  pak 

J.  haku 
k,p、ak 

Entering 

Upper. m: 

9420 

R •陌藥 

C.fak0^ak0 

Yi.p'ak 

F.  p^aok 
U.fe 

Y.fuk 

Sz.p^e 
K.pek 

J.  haku、 hiaku 

p、ak 

Entering 

Upper. 

Grains  in  distilled  liquor. 
Used  with  魄 9420. 

絶  _  糟和  t。 get  rid  of  the 

grains  or  sediment. 

The  soul  •’  that  part  of 
the  soul  (as  opposed  to 魂 

5244)  which  is  indissolubly attached  to  the  body,  and 

goes  down  to  earth  with 

it  at  death；  the  supralimi- nal  self,  expl.  as  人 陰神; 

see  5244.  F orm  ；  shape. 
The  disc  or  substance  of 

the  moon  from  the  time 

it  begins  to  wane  to  new 
moon;  see  3502. 

魄爲陰 之精。 r 魄附 

陰之靈  the  /V  part  of  the 
soul  is  that  which  is  Yin  or 

negative. 

賴魄  Yin  and  Yang;  spirits ; 

energy. 

賴魄 相声會 the  and 
the  Yang  interact,— to  produce all  things. 

形  form;  shape. 
死魄  the  first  day  of  the  new moon. 

旁死魄  the  second  day  of  the new  moon. 

哉生魄  the  1 6th  day  of  the moon. 

旣生魄 after  the  moon  began 
to  wane. 

月 魄生光  the  moon  begins 
to  brighten. 

冤魄 and 蟾魄 the  dark figures  of  the  hare  and  toad 
seen  in  the  moon. 

^  \/夕*)  t0  spread  far  and 
wide, 一 as  reputation. 

Read  t^o^.  Desolate.  See 

托  xi，366. 落魄  disheartened ;  spiritless. 
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94^0 

掊 
9421 

W 

9422 

R 月 

See- 勃 
Entering 
Lowor. 

W 

9423 
R •月 
Q.put 

Y,pwok^  v. 

p、ak、f、wok 
W.  bo 

N.  bah 

P./V 
M./V 
Y.fik 

Sz,pLo^pLu 
Yi.pdl 

J.  hotsz、 botsz 
A.  bout 

Entering 
Lower. 

悖 4
 

94230 

R •月 
勃 

sue 

家 貧落魄  a  wretchedly  poor 
family. 

達夫少 嘗落魄 the 
cessful  man  has  experienced 

poverty  in  his  youth. 

文 魄 ，武 士喪贍 
the  civilian  loses  his  spirits,  the 
soldier  his  courage. 

See  9452. 

To  take  out  ；  to  pluck  up. 

桴轉  to  turn  round;  to  turn 
over. 

See 

Entering 
Lower. 

荸 
9424 

R 月 
C.  put 

H.  p^ut 
F.  pwok 
W •知 

v.  vu、tu 
v.  ipi 

J.  hotsz、 bochi 
A.  bout 

Entering 
Lower. 

Full；  bursting,  as  a  plant; 

copious,  as  a  fountain. 

浮滴  buhbiing；  gurgling. 

英氣 淬浮  braggadocio. 
浮里  name  of  a  country 

(?  Borneo). 

浮泥  Brunei  or  Borneo. 

The  rising  of  smoke. 

The  water-chestnut 

[Scirpus  tuber osus、 Roxb.), 
known  as  孽蕃. 

馬  the  puffball  [Lycoperdon), 

勃 

渤
，
 

942r6 

R •月 

F.  v  p、wok 

See 勃 

Entenng 

Lower. 

m 

1* 

R 

i45 

: 

9425 

R. 月 

C.ptit 

F.  pwok W.dd 
N.fhA 

py 

M.  p、u 

K.pS/ 

J.  hotsz、 botsz 
A.  bout Entering 

Lower. 

Suddenly.  To  change, 

as  the  countenance. 

勃 然大怒  he  suddenly  be¬ came  very  angry. 

令人怒 氣勃勃  causing one  to  burst  out  in  violent  anger. 

勃 起不良  he  suddenly  con¬ ceived  an  evil  design, 

色 勃如也  his  countenance appeared  to  change, — of  Con¬ 
fucius  in  the  presence  of  his 

prince. 

馬勃  horse-dung,  —  used  asj medicine.  Also,  a  vetch  acc 

to  Petillon,  a  Polysaccum  acc. 
to  Bretschneider. 

婦 姑勃豁 wife  and  her mother-in-law  running  up  against 

one  another, 一 as  in  too  small  a 
house;  sc.  quarrelling. 

大勃律  Baltistan. 

小勃律  Gilgit. 
An  arm  of  the  3ea. 

浮海  an  ancient  district  in 
Shantung ;  the  Gulf  of  Chihli. 

浮澥淸 =水 色空曠 

也  the  wide  and  desolate  ex¬ 
panse  of  water. 

9427 曷 

See 潑 

Entering 

Upper. 

w 

9428 

R. 爲 

C.p(ut H.  p、 at、 fat 

F.  p、wak 
W.  bd^pd^d 

p*  J° 

Y'.pwoh^p^ouh 

Sz./Cf? K./fl/ 
•  hatsz、 bachi 

A.  bat^  bak Entering 

Upper. 

A  .  knife  to  cut  grass. 

To  throw,  as  water -from 
a  pot  -  to  sprinkle  ；  to 
scatter ;  to  dissipate  ；  to 

waste.  A  term  of  abuse 

潑 水難收 叩也 water  cannot be  picked  up. 

一潑雨  a  drenching  shower. 

~ ■潑 卽屬  friends  at  once,- 
too  quickly. 

潑 天  pouring  sky,  —  tremen¬ dously  ; immensely. 

潑街  to  water  the  street. 

慢潑 &少潑  stop  throwing (or  look  out  where  you  are 

throwing), — that  water ! 

9428 

► 

9429 

R •曷 

See  撥. 

Entering 

Upper. 鏺 

9430 a 

潑 墨  t0  -usling  ink;M  to  scribble 

潑失生 意 throw  away one’s  business, -as  by  inattention want  of  tact,  etc. 

散潑  to  dissipate;  to  waste. 

發潑  to  put  forth  all  one’ 
strength；  to  burst  its  banks, — as a  river.  [放 fQr 發 •] 

刁潑  perverse;  vicious. 

活 潑蹲的  elegant;  graceful 
neat;  naive;  ingenuous.  See  5324, 

潑婦  a  shrew. 

潑辣 s^ucy- 
、潑  j 至  malicious；  noxious,  as  evil 

spirits. 

潑鬼  fearless  spirits  or  demons 

你 這潑物  you  brute! 撒潑  to  be  in  a  violent  passion 一 of  children.  See  9523, 

潑息  to  extinguish  witK  water, 

F  reshly-  distilled  spirit, known  酉咅. 

9431 

鄱 

9432 

R. 歌 

S:  j  w 

F. 

W»T 

N.  bou 

M. K.^a 

J.  ha 

A.  sda Even  Lower 

Irregular. 

叵 3
 

9433 

R. 哿 

See0 

Rising  
Upper. 

Same  as  9427. 

See  9370. 

Name  of  a  place. 

都腸  name  of  the  head  District 
ithe 饒州  Jao-chou  Prefec ture,  Kiangsi. 

鄱陽湖  •the  Poyang  la^e. 

Not.  Following accord¬ 

ingly.  [To  be  distinguished from  巨 3003. j 

最笸信  very  unworthy  of belief. 

144 
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叵3
 人心 厄測 man,s  lleart cannot  be  fathomed. 

9433 丨中  A"〆 厄測  to  meet  with 
unexpected  trouble. 

耐心煩  I  cannot  stand  the 
annoyance. 

厄 欲討之  gly  wish¬ 
ed  to  put  him  to  death, 

is： 平諸國  therefore'  he  re¬ duced  the  feudal  barons  to  sub¬ 

jection. 

厄羅  a  g°blet* 
厄 島  Port  Hamilton. 

R •覺 

See 撲 

Entering 

Upper. 

9434 

笸
 3 9435 

R.  Vulgar^ 
See 頗 

Rising  Upper 

Same  as  9433. 

A  oasket  tray  for  grain, 
called  宦德. 

斜 線笸籮  a  woman’s  work- basket. 

出了  一個® 籮又跳 

— •  _  坑 裏。 ut  of  the  frying- pan  into  the  fire. 

9436 

r •歌 

see 陕玻 

婆 
Even  Upper 
and  Lower. 

匐 

Uneven,  as  a  road. 

mm  sloping;  precipitous. 

9437 
K •瞰屋 

N.  boh、、 bo 
P.  s/u 

M./u 
See 轉 

K.  f’ik、pok 
Entering 

Lower. 

To  fall  prostrate.  Usee 

as  a  Chinese  reproduction 

of  u  Beg”  [Hirth).  See  9340 
Also  read 

僕 
9439 

See  9355. 

See  9507. 

m 

9440 

A  clod  of  earth. 

枕 之以墣  with  a  clod  for his  pillow, — as  王  prince 

Ling  of  the  楚  -Ch‘u  State. 

撲 

944i 樸 

9442 

See  9508. 

9447 

R •職 

HL/", 

Y.puk-^ 

?//u° 

K.p/k [. hoku、 boku 

A.  b&k 

Entering 

Lower. 

See  9509. 

see 勃 

R. 9443 

覺 
C.  fok。 
U.fukr 

Y 

N.fo/i 
P.  p、o\ 

c/w， 

K.  pak . haku、 hoku 
A./ak 

Entering 

Upper. 

The  crust  of  a  gem  before 

it  is  cut  and  polished.  Also 

read  p、A  • 

m 

9444 

R-f: 

玉  a  piece  of  uncut  jade. 

t 和戲璞 ，兩 則其足 

Pien  Ho  (of  the  楚  Ch^u  State, 
8th  cent,  b.c.)  offered  an  uncut 

gem  (to  two  successive  sove¬ 
reigns),  and  had  his  two  feet 
cut  off, — the  gem  being  believed 
to  be  false.  The  third  sovereign 

caused  it  to  be  tested,  when  it 

was  found  to  be  genuine.  This 

gem  subsequently  passed  into 

the  possession  of  the  Chao 

State.  See  8958.  一 

See 璞 

Entering 

Upper. 

m 
9445 

R •沃 

See 僕 

Entering 

Lower. 

龅 

9446 

R 覺 

See 雹 

Near  sight. 

The  pieces  of  a  cart  which 
hold  the  axle  firm. 

An  arrow-head. 

Entering 

Lower. 

骨骨包  bone  arrow-heads. 

頭箭  blunt-pointed  arrows, 

樊 

To  exile.  A  tribe 

aborigines  in  Kueichou. 

9448 

月 
Entering 

Lower. 

不 
9449 

945° 

C.  v.  pau\ 

See 哀 

[. hd、fu 

A.  sfeu 

Evenlrregular. 

To  eat  heartily. 

貪區  to  eat  one’s  fill;  satisfie 

POTT. 

See  9456. 

To  draw  in  the  breath 

u
x
 

04^1 

945 

R-it 

C.  Jati 

F.  i^eu 
W.  sMe 

N.  sJb'du 

P.  zP"ei 

See 浮 

K. 和 

A.  feu 

Even  Lower. 

9452 

r 尤有 

肴 

C.  5/ ‘⑽， cp、au 

F.  Yeu, 

W.  ̂ bai 
N.  s2>du 

S. 卜“
 

K./w 

J.  hdy  bu 

A.  SfUi、 ifiu 
Even  and 

Rising 

Irregular. 

To  take  up  in  both  hand 

一杯土  a  double  handful earth. 

飮水 ，一杯 tQ  drink  wa, 
from  the  hands. 

杯 錢濟貧  to  give  money 
double  handfuls  generous! 

to  help  the  poor. 

To  grasp.  丁 o  get  Sc 
from  sea-water.  To  exa( 

Also  read  p、 otiK 

椅坑 而得鹽 they  work 
the  salt-pans  and  got  salt. 

掊克  extortionate  exactors,— 
money  from  the  people. 

Read  p‘ ou\ 

9454- 

used  wi 

自 掊擊於 世俗者 "t injured  by  their  entanglem< 
in  the  world  around  them. 
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9453 

#«， Jau^ 
v.  cmau 

和、 i/ 你， 

p^aiu^ 
. CW S,bai 
ibdii 

fou 

tu 

hd、bu 

bieu’ - 

Even 

Irregular. 

w 

9454 

有黌 
^au 

./W 
C /⑼， 

^oii 

/你， y  ‘ 

y,po^ 

cfou 

ou^ 

呼 A 
^fiu 
Rising 

Irregular, 

椅斗析 衡 break  up  measures 
and  destroy  scales, 一 and  there 

will  be  no  more  quarrelling  about 

short  weight,  etc. 

盡 掊其家  dissipated  all  his 
means. 

P‘OTD\ 

To  be  collected  ；  to  as¬ 

semble.  See  7541.  [To 

be  distinguished  from  衰 
10,104.] 

裒 時之對  assembling  those 
who  now  respond  to  me. 

裒聚  to  collect  together. 

裒 而錄之  I  collected  and 
copied  them  out, -of  inscriptions. 

裒 多益寡  to  take  from  a 
surplus  to  make  up  a  deficit. 

To  split；  to  cut  in  two； 

to  lay  open ;  to  disclose. 

To  decide.  See  9452. 

剖開。 1 ■剖割 t。 cut  or 咖 
open. 

剖瓜  to  cut  up  a  melon. 

剤符  to  divide  the  token  or  seal 
of  office, — one  half  being  kept 
by  the  Emperor  and  the  other 
given  to  the  officer  appointed. 

蚌因珠 而致剖  oysters 
are  cut  open  for  their  pearls. 

炖干剖  Pi  Kan  was  cut  open. 
剖心  to  cut  out  the  heart;  to 

lay  bare  the  feelings. 

恨 不的剖 腹明心 — 
that  I  cannot  hy  my  heart  bare 

to  you ! — to  prove  my  sincerity. 

剖 判。 [剖 斷  t。 decide  a  case. 

剖 訴前因  having  clearly 
stated  the  aforesaid  details. 

剖 析曉諭  to  proclaim  expli¬ 
citly  to  the  people. 

剖別  to  distinguish. 

剖辨  to  explain;  to  make «  tear. 
剖白  to  explain  a  way, — as  false 

reports. 

剖陳  to  explain  one’s  news  to  a 
superior. 

瓿
 4 

9455 

R 費有 See 部 

Rising  Lower. 

9456 

R •物 

Q*  pet 
H.put 

Y.pouk 

W» 

N./aA 

P.  Ifu^pu* 

M./m 

X.pek 
Sz./m 

Yi.pul 
hotsz 

A.  bet Entering 

Upper Irregular. 

A  jar；  a  pot. 
an  earthen  jar. 

銅瓴  a  copper  pot. 
Read  p、u\ 

徒以 供覆槪 之用。 nly 
fit  for  covering  pickle-jars, — said 
of  worthless  books.  See  3723 

fou\ 

家 覆煎布 the  dQth which  covers  wine-jars, — is  soon 
rotted,  therefore  do  not  put  wine 

inside  your  own  skin.  [A  tee¬ 
total  maxim ;  see  11,608.] 

3PXJ- 

Not；or  not(— ^  3596). 

Impotent.  Often  used  in  the 

Odes  as  an  expletive.  Used 

with  不 8818.  See  13,376. 

[In  Peking  colloquial,  read 

before  4th  tone  words, 

and  otherwise  pu^\ 

不是  it  is  not;  not  so ;  {pu1  shih) a  fault.  See  8809,  9940. 

是 不是。 r 是 禾 阿  (read 
shih^  pax)  is  it  so  or  not? 

雨個都 有不是 bQth  Qf them  are  in  fault. 

賠 不是。 1 •認 不是 t。 apo- logise. 

偏不  but  he  won’t. 要錢不  do  you  want  money  ? 

我不 not  L 無十。 r 靡不。 r 莫不 are 
used  as  strong  a 伍 rmatives  of 
what  follows. 

不有貞 亮之士 ，誰 if  it were  not  for  virtuous  and  en¬ 

lightened  scholars,  who  etc.? 

好 不嬌嬈  very  pretty.  See 
3889. 

好不 歡喜  very  much  re¬ 
joiced. 那廟 上的人 好不來 

的多  a  great  many  people  had come  to  the  temple. 

難 道就打 義不碑 y°u don’t  mean  to  say  he  will  beat 

me, 一 meaning  that  he  will  cer¬ 
tainly  not  do  so.  See  762,  8135. 

應當不  ought  it  to  be  so  or not? 

不 

94S6 

哺 
9457 

R •逾 

C.  J>ou 

H.y« 

F.  ipwo、 pwo、 - 

W.  ^bu、 

c/« 

N.  bu^ 

P. 

M.  cp(u 

K.p^o b  如, /« 

A.  dou2- 

Sinking  Lower 

Irregular. 

有 所見不 d。 you  see  any- thing  or  not? 

你敢 道個不 字兒麽 
do  you  dare  to  say  the  word  not} 
—— t.e.  that  you  will  not  do  as  I  say. 

若 說牟個 不字 ifhesays half  a  “No,” 一 if  he  begins  to 
refuse. 

誰敢說 個不字 wh。 could  venture  to  find  fault? 

難道 你家大 爺是不 

的麽  you  don’t  mean  to  say that  your  husband  is  impotent? 

不不  he  is  not  impotent. 

不 者加戮  if  you  don’t,  you 
shall  be  put  to  death. 

不一。 r 不宣。 r 不備。 r 

不 盡 or  不  conventional phrases  used  at  the  end  of  let 

ters,  meaning  that  the  sabject- 
matter  of  the  letter  does  not 

include  everything,  there  being 

also  compliments,  etc.,  which 
must  be  taken  for  granted. 

不咖了  an  apologetic  express¬ ion,  “I  beg  pardon;”  in  reply 

to  a  suggestion  =  “Oh  no  !n 
“No,  no !”  “Not  at  all.，， 
三不 = 不忠 ，不信 ，不 

唱； see  Lun  Yu,  I,  4. 

Read  fou%  =  3596. 

To  feed  by  hand  ；  to 

chew  food  and  give  it  to 

infants  ；  to  feed,  as  a  bird 
does；  to  sit  on  eggs. 

哺乳  to  suckle. 張 口受哺  they  open  their 
mouths  and  receive  the  food, — 

of  young  birds. 

烏 鴉反哺  see  12,808. 

反 哺之私  the  duty  of  child¬ 
ren. 

一飯 三吐哺  at  every  meal 
he  thrice  spat  out  his  rice, — 

said  of 周公  Chou  Kung, 

referring  to  his  arduous  duties 
(receiving  visitors,  etc.)  which 
left  him  no  time  even  for  meals. 
See  12,100. 

祇 有哺難 一隻 allhehad 
was  one  hen  which  was  sitting. 

哺數子  sitting  on  a  number 
of  eggs. 
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945s R •邊遇 
C.pou 
n.fu 

F.  p、wo 
W./« 

P.  \ 
M- »/« 

A  vegetable-garden  ；  any 

kind  of  garden. 

Y. 
Sz. ] 

K.fo 
J.  ho、fu 
A./ou 

Rising  Upper. 

9459 
R.  Vulgar. 

C.pou^ F.  rpwo 

汁 /«
 M.; 

A,/ou° Sinking 

Upper. 

庸1
 

9460 
R. 虞 
See 逋 

A.  ibou'foi^ Even 
Irregular. 

九月 築場圃 in  the  ninth 
moon  they  prepare  the  vegetable- 
gardens  for  their  stacks. 

農圃  agriculturists. 

初寒 菊圃新  at  the  begin¬ 
ning  of  the  cold  weather,  the 

chrysanthemum 
 
gardens  are 

newly  gay. 

衣圃。 1 •縣圃  name  of  a  peak 
in  the  K‘un-lun  range,  about 
which  various  legends  are  told. 

老圃  a  gardener. 

A  plain  ；  an  arena ;  a 

reach  ；  a  port. 

平埔番  the  Pepo-hwans  or 
“savages  of  the  plain — a  name 

given  to  the  semi-civilised  abori¬ 
gines  in  south  Formosa, 

黃埔  yellow  reach, — Whampoa 
See  9500. 

遠_ 歸 帆^*。111  distant  ports vessels  collect. 

埔頭 a  port. 

捕
，
 

946 1 
R. 遇 

C,pou^ H. 

Y,pwo^ 
W.  j 

N. ( 

P.  cpu 

M./w) 

bu、 - Y. 卜 

A  roof. 

庸長  {cha?ig2)  a  headman  of  I Chinese  emigrants  in  Siam. 

To  seize  ；  to  catch  ；  to 
arrest. 

Sz. 
K./0 

]•■  ho、bt  ‘ 

A,  bou’ - 
Sinking  Lower 

Irregular. 

捕挚。 r 捕獲 w 猶捕 tQ 
catch;  to  arrest. 

捕蛇  to  catch  snakes. 

捕烏  to  catch  birds. 

捕盜  to  catch  thieves. 

捕 盜通判  a  sub-Prefect  in 
the  magisterial  department, — as 
distinguished  from  the  grain 

department. 

出 廣捕緝 獲之票 
issued  a  warrant  for  extensive 
search  and  arrest  of. 

捕差。 r 捕役。 r 捕快 _ 
stables.  See  4884. 

捕頭  a  head  constable. 

捕 

9461 

\  捕 房  a  police-
station. 

捕廳  the  colloquial  designation 
of  a  典史  District  Police- Master  and  Gaol- Warden. 

捕務  the  business  of  a  constable. 

捕 風捉影  to  seize  wind  and grasp  shadow, — vain  effort. 

晡 

9462 

R 虞 

C.pou H,pu 

Y.pwo 
N.  bu V.pu 

K.p'-o 

J.  ho、fu 

A.  boit 
Even  Upper. 

The  period  from  3  to  5 

p.m. 
日將脯  the  sun  is  about  to  set. 

日 脯潮熱  in  the  afternoon, the  fever  increases. 

下脯  5  p.m.  to  sunset. 

補 3
 

9463 

R. 黌 

C.pou 
H./w 

Y .  pwo^p^wo W./«,  bu^peii 

lA.,pu^pou 

li\^ 

)k»po 

J.  ho 

A.  bou 
Rising  Upper. 

To  patch  ；  to  mend  ；  to 

fill  up  ；  to  add  on  ；  to 

advantage  ；  to  help. 

打補。 r 倐補 qi ■補殺 

補縫  to  mend;,  to  patch: 

補鞋  to  mend,  shoes. 
補衣  to  mend  clothes. 

補衫婆  a  sempstress. 
一 塊補釘  a  piece  of  patch¬ 

ing. 

補路  to  mend  roads. 

補 天洛日  to  mend  the  sky and  wash  the  sun, — said  of  the 

official  energy  of  Chang 

Chun  of  the  Sung  dynasty. 

補漏  to  stop  a  l*eak, — in  a  house or  boat. 

船 到江心 補漏 遲 when 
the  boat  reaches  the  middle  of 

the  stream,  it  is  too  late  to  stop 
a  leak. 

刮 h 控） 肉補瘡  to  cut  offj flesh  to  patch  an  ulcer,  —  the 
remedy  worse  than  the  disease. 

以 東補西  to  take  from  the east  to  patch  the  west,— to  rob 
Peter  to  pay  Paul. 

功不 補過  his  merit  does  not cover  his  faults. 

補足  to  make  up  a  deficiency ; 
to  pay  the  difference, 

to  add  on  to. 

補 3
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補缺 w 補放 t。  fill  a  vacancy. 

補用  to  employ  as  a  supernum¬ erary  ; expectant. 

賠補  to  supply  another,  —  as something  lost  or  destroyed. 

補還。 r 補償。 1 •補回 t0 restore ;  to  repay  the  value  of; 
to  make  up  to  a  person,  as 

money  out  of  pocket. 

補交  to  hand  over  as  compen¬ 
sation. 

手 甫糸含  to  give  in  default  of  better. 

補授  to  fill  an  appointment. 

補受  to  receive  an  appointment. 

卽補  an  expectant  official  who is  on  the  point  of  getting  a  post, 

as  opposed  to  候補、 vh。 has 
some  time  to  wait. 

補名  to  add  one’s  name. 
趨補。 1 ■升補  t0  promote  to. 

手甫 發  to  pay;  to  cash ;  to  issue. 

補 發之欵  a  supplementary 

grant. 
辛 i 救。 r  _ 偏救弊 t0 rectify  shortcomings  and  reform abuses. 

補報  to  supply  the  necessary statement；  to  repay,  as  a  kind¬ 
ness. 

補鍛  to  complete  a  story. 

争甫  to  give  further  particulars; supplementary  details. 

補拙  to  supplement  one’s  stupi¬ dity, 一 to  bring  oneself  up  to  the work. 

補增  to  make  a  supplementary 

payment. 

補 具退禀  to  send  in  a  sup¬ plementary  petition  on  the  sub¬ ject  of  resignation. 

補領  to  issue  anew, — as  a  lost 
document. 

補 請照牌  to  apply  for  a  new 
certificate,— to  replace  a  lost  one. 

補水。 r 補交 紋水。 1補 

色  to  make  up  the  difference between  an  inferior  silver  and 

pure  silver. 

補平頭  to  make  up  for  light¬ 
weight  money. 

補 前失  t0  rePa^r  an 
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w 
9464 

饮捕 “ 二  bou 
inking  Lower 
Irregular. 

9465 

•虞 
•  cpou 
I  Yu 

•  ipwo、pwo^ 

^.Sbu,Ju 「•  tbu 
•  <fu、 [•兮 
•C 和 

hoJ 议 
•  bou 

Even 

Irregular. 

骨脂  Psoralea  corylifolia,  L. 
— a  leguminous  plant  of  India, 
which  yields  the  Bauchee  seeds 
of  commerce.  Hindustani :  buk- 
chi. 

補情  to  make  a  return  for  a 
kindness. 

補氣  to  reinvigorate;  to  reani¬ 
mate;  to  restore  to  health. 

補考 °r 補血氣 to  restore 
bodily  vigour,  —  by  nourishing 
foods,  etc. 

補藥  nourishing  medicines, 
such  as  ginseng,  cod-liver  oil, 
etc. . 

補 筒  supplementing  and  reduc 
ing, — tonics  and  purgatives. 

不 無小補  there  is  doubtless 
some  small  advantage. 

僅爲空 言， 無 補於事 
these  are  all  empty  words,  of  no 
practical  use  in  the  matter. 

補 諫君王  to  aid  and  reprove 
one’s  sovereign. 

補助 補益  to  help;  to 
benefit. 

Read  p{u%. 

補 辖 the  official  embroidered 
coat. 

補服  robes  with  o 伍 cial  badges. 

補 子 official  badges  or  insignia. 
See  Tables  /. 

To  give  a  fee  or  present. 

脯 償其勞  to  recompense one  for  his  trouble. 

To  flee；  to  abscond.  To 

owe  to  the  State. 

逋逃。 r 逋竄  to  abscond. 

逋逃藪  thickets  where  run¬ 
aways  collect, — commdnly  used 
of  any  refuge  for  criminals. 

逋臣  vagabond  ministers. 

通欠。 1 ■逋負  t0  owe  t0  the 
State.  Also  used  of  ordinary 
debts. 

通賦  to  be  in  debt  to  the  tax- 
gatherer. 

逋1
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s*r 

9466 

R •虞遇 

F.  Spwo、 pwo^ 哺脯 
Even  and Sinking 

Irregular. 

w 

9467 

R •爨 

C.fou^ 

H. 

Y.pwo^  p^wo1- W.  ̂ bu 

N.  bu P. 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 
YL.pu 

J.  ho、bu 
A.  bou^ Sinking 

Lower. 

奏蠲逋 賦甚衆 re commended  many  to  the  Throne 

for  exemption  from  taxes. 

To  eat. 

腕舖  the  evening  meal. 

徒舖 啜 (you  come)  for  nothing but  eating  and  drinking. 

悖 

9468 脖 
9469 

An  account-book；  a 

memorandum-book  ；  a  re 

gister.  [To  be  distinguished 

from  薄 9381.]  See  10,250, 
!3,737 - 

賬簿。 r 數薄  account-books. 

把簿 子揭開 he  took  the account-book  and  opened  it. 

卷  or  to  enter  in  an 
account-book  or  register. 

收支薄  book  of  receipts  and 
payments, — the  cash-book. 

會簿  the  account-books  of 

guild. 
流 -水簿  petty  cash  book. 

滚存簿  ledger;  6533. 

簿^記  book-keeping. 

日 記簿  a  diary;  a  journal, 

簿 ̂   books  in  general. 

簿册  registers;  lists. 
門薄  list  of  inmates  in  a  family. 

花簿  a  book  of  patterns. 
典  an  Archivist  of  the  Hanlin 
College. 

主簿  an  Archivist  of  the  Im¬ 
perial  Supervisorate  of  Instruc¬ 
tion.  Also,  a  Deputy  Assistant 

Magistrate. 

主薄虫  a  scorpion. 

See  8792. 

See  9361. 

勃 

9470 

947  J 撥 

9472 

僕 
9473 

轔 
9474 

醭 -  9475 

R •屋 

〜 僕樸 

Entering 

UppeV 

and  Lower. 

9476 

R .屋 

H. 
 \^uk

 

Y.po
uk^ 

 
pauk

 W./f/,
  
bu^ 

P •三 

M./w 

Y.puk 

Sz./« 

IL.pok 

J.  hoku、 boku 
A.  bouk 

Entering 

Upper. 

See  9425. 

See  9426. 

See  9365. 

See  9507. 

See  9445- 

The  “mother”  of  vinegar； 

mould  on  liquids. 

起了白 醭兒了  it  has  got 
a  white  scum  on  it. 

To  divine,  by  means  of 

the  tortoise-shell  and  other 

wise ;  to  foretell.  Radical  25. 

、龜  to  divine  by  the  tortoise, 

、宅。 r 卜居  to  divine  about a  locality,  as  a  place  of  residence. 

to  submit  meritor¬ 
ious  officials  one  by  one  to  the 
test  of  divination. 

卜 人  a  fortune-teller. 賣 [、 to  be  a  professional  fortune¬ 
teller. 

問卜  to  seek  by  divination. 

問 I、 的人  the  fortune-teller’s 
client. 

卜課  the  business  of  divination. 
I、 卦  to  divine  by  the  Diagrams. 

未 卜 先知。 r 不 卜可 
知  to  know  a  thing  without 
divination. 

卜其事 之成否 to 办 by divination  if  a  scheme  will  suc¬ 
ceed  or  not. 

未 卜其期 i  have  not  yet 
considered  about  the  date. 

不 疑何卜  if  not  in  doubt, why  use  divination  ? 
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9476 

北 
9477 

9479 
R5i 

C.pou 

\\.}u 

¥,  pwo 

切 ，f>u、bu) 

\P
U 

N. 

P. 

y^pou、pu 

]-hoJu 
A.  bou 

Sinking 

Upper. 

委决於 I、  to  refer  for  deci¬ 
sion  to  divination;  to  “toss up.” 

以 我卜也  in  my  opinion. 

卜爾萬 壽無疆  I  foretell 
to  you  years  without  number. 

卜 食  to  smell  food  before  eating 
it, ― as  a  cat  does. 

See  877] 

See  9515. 

Cotton  or  lineix  cloth  ； 

shirtings；  calico.  To  spread 

out ;  to  arrange；  to  prepare 

{see  2153)；  to  display ;  to 

publish. 

布疋  cotton  fabrics. 

布衣  cotton  clothes;  a  com 
moner  (Cf.  popellus  tunic atus). 

布店  a  linendraper’s  shop. 

白布  longcloth. 

白布呵  pai-fu-a,  —  lullaby 
words.  Cf.  “eia  papeia”  in German. 

斜紋布  drillings- 

花布  fancy  cottons. 

紫花布  nankeens. 

印花布  prints;  chintzes. 

蠟花布  glazed  chintz. 

系段布  figured  cottons:  damasks 

洋機布  foreign  cotton  cloth, 

毛布  ginghams. 

柳條布  dimities. 

原色布  grey  shirtings. 

夏布  grass-cloth. 
油布  oiled  cloth. 

羽布  bunting. 

布 傘  cotton  umbrellas. 

頭布  a  turban. 
布袋  a  linen  bag;  sometimes 
a  term  of  abuse.  Also,  the 

sobriquet  of  a  famous  Buddhist 

priest  {Jap、 Hotei),  always  re¬ 
presented  with  such  a  bag,  ir 
which  he  carried  about  his  reli¬ 

布 4
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gious  paraphernalia.'  Now  one of  the  18  Lo-han ;  see  7291. 

布 袋盛米 ，放 倒卽寢 
a  bag  full  of  rice  collapses  when 
the  rice  is  poured  out. 

一 尺 的孩子 三尺布 
a  child  a  foot  long  requires  three 

feet  of  cloth,— to  dress  him. 

瀑 布飛泉  a  cascade, 一 from its  resemblance  to  a  strip  of  calico. See  8727. 

功布  formerly,  a  strip  of  white cloth  attached  to  a  stick  and 

used  by  moirrners  to  dust  the 
coffin  on  its  journey  to  the  grave; 

now,  a  piece  of  cloth,  or  even 

paper,  carried  in  front  of  the  bier. 

喜布  the  cloth  of  the  proof  of virginity. 

布列 t。  arrange  in  order. 

布 置得宜 veiT  wel1  ar~ ranged. 

鄧氏 之錢布 滿天下 
Teng  Shih’s  cash  circulated  all over  the  empire. 

泉布  cash;  money.  See  5329 

布  to  make  a  bed. 
布施  to  give  money  in  charity ; 

to  treat  generously. 

布 達 仿  hform ;  (commercially) 
to  advise. 

_ 
1 

布 告天下  to  make  known to  the  whole  empire. 

布散  to  distribute  about. 

布訂  to  name  a  date  or  time 

布 在方策  entered  on  the tablets;  recorded. 

布竪  to  bristle, 一 as  hair. 

布政司 w 使)  under  Ming dynasty,  the  Governor  of  a  pro¬ 
vince  ; now  Provincial  Treasurer 

or  Commissioner  of  Finance, — 
the  head  of  the  civil  service  in 

each  province,  and  treasurer  of 
the  provincial  exchequer. 

3397. 8278. 

昆布  a  kind  of  seaweed  {Lami¬ naria  sacckarina、 Lam.),  used 
for  food. 

布路 斯國。 r 布國 ^ 

布網 t。 cast  a  (fishing)  net. 

布縠  the  cuckoo  {Cuatius  ca 
norus). 

russia. 

w 

9480 

See 布 

Sinking 

Upper. 

w 

9481 

v 遇 

H 

,pou 

•  pu 

F.  pwo 

W.pu 

N./V; 

P. 

M. 

Y. 

pu 

Sz, K.fo 

J.  ho'fu 

A.  bou SinkingUpper 

9482 

R?i 

See 布 

A./ou 
SinkingUpper. 

埠 

9483 

ir 

9484 

R._ 有 

Y,  pwo 

See 簿 

Rising  Lower: 

To  spread  ；  to  diffuse. 
Used  with  9479. 

敷佈  extending  all  over. 

特此 佈聞1  seud  this 
your  information. 

先 此佈心  this  in  advance, 
to  let  you  know  my  opinion. 

佈覆  in  reply. ^  to  present  one’s  best  wishes 

for . 

佈寢  to  scatter  sleep,— to  give 
hush-money. 

Frightened  ；  afraid. 

詐 怖愚民  to  scare  the  simple 

people. 

怖 走竹中  he  hastily  con¬ 
cealed  himself  among  the  bam¬ boos. 

To  scatter；  to  disperse. 

柿散  to  scatter. 
擺柿  to  arrange. 

See  3608. 

A  class ；  a  genus;  a 

family,  a  sort；  a  category ； 

a  school  {e.g.  of  Buddhism ; 

see  13,577) ；  a  section ；  a 

political  party  ；  a  clique!. 

The 'four  Mongol  “tribes.” 
The  Six  “Boards.” 

部類  a  class;  a  section. 

各 有部位  each  has  its  own proper  place. 

部落  a  barbarian  tribe;  horde 

五 部  the  five  elements.  ̂ 4624. 

部首。 1 •字部  that  pairt  of  a Chinese  character  which  guides 

towards  the  sense,  vaaiously 

known  as  radical,  key,  classifier, 
or  determinative. 
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若 P  居  division  under  the  radicals. 

上 部  and  下部  the  divisions 
of  the  body  above  and  below 
the  navel. 

治 下部者  those  who  attend 
to  the  lower  parts  of  the  body, 
— sc.  toadies. 

— *  部  a  book, — meaning  the 
entire  work. 

書分 四 部 he  divided  the 
books  under  four  classes. 

按 部就班  decently  and  in 
order. 

六部  the  Six  Boards,  viz.  ̂  
of  Civil  Office, 戶 of  Revenue, 

禮 of  Rites, 兵 of  .War, 刑 of 
Punishment, 工 of  Works.  For 

these  have  now  been  substituted 

the  Boards  of  夕卜務  Foreign 

Affairs  (formerly  the  Tsung-li 

Yamen,  see  12,010), 吏  Civil 

Office,  (0I ■度， 7908) 支 1 

Finance, 學  Education， 禮 

Rites, 陸 軍  Army, 法  Law, 

民政 Interior, 農工商 
Agriculture,  Industry,  and  Com- 

merce, 薄 1  番： Dependencies, 

垂 Communications. 

歸部  選  to  await  selection 
by  the  Board, 一 of  an  expectant 
0 伍  cial. 

部 曹  a  member  of  one  of  the 
Six  Boards. 

^  堂  title  of  President  of  one 

of  the  Boards；  a  Governor- 
General  or  Viceroy. 

貴部 堂  y°ur  Excellency,  the 
Viceroy.  See  6461. 

部  ̂   Vice-President  of  a  Board ; 
a  Governor  of  a  province. 

部^ §  issued  by  a  Board, — as 
standard  weights  and  measures 

by  the  Board  of  Revenue  (now 
Finance). 

部屬  the  personnel  of  a  Board、 

^  3ft  a  commission, — as  issued 

by  the  Board  of  Civil  Office. 

交 部議處 let  him  be 
handed  over  to  the  proper  Board 

for  determination  of  his  punish¬ 
ment. 

署  to  arrange  or  distribute 
appointments;  subordinate  posts 
in  the  Six  Boards. 

V 
- 

部
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9485 

R •遇 

C.  pou 

Y.pwo 
W.  bu^  boil 

N.  bu 
P. 

M. , 

Y. 
Sz. 
K.po 

J.  ho、fu、bu 
A.  bou Sinking 

Lower. 

部員  an  officer  in  one  of  the Boards. 

卓部 [Tung]  Cho’s  “party.” 
部 臣  a  ministry;  a  government. 

十  "p|5  the  12  divisions  of  the Buddhist  Scriptures.  See  1. 

Read  企、0化 • 

部婁  a  hillock. 
A  pace,  consisting  of  two 

鞋  steps  of  2.5  feet  each; 
a.  step.  A  land  measure 

of  5  local  feet,  240  square 

pu  being  equal  to  1  mou. 

See  404,  4587,  12,126. 

步 路  a  pace；  a  step. 以五 十步笑 百步㈣ 
diers  who  had  run  away)  fifty 

paces  jeering  at  (those  who  had 
run  away)  a  hundred  paces, — a 
hollow  triumph. 

步步  *01*  —j  步 ― •步  step  by 
step;  gradually. 

^  step  for  step.  See  3077. 

to  keep  pace  with  some 
one. 

mode  of  walking ;  pace. 

步後  behind, — in  walking. 

雨步當 一 ■步 two  steps  in one, — very  hurriedly. 

徐 步而來  advanced  slowly, — in  a  dignified  manner. 

^  )&  ̂   t0  walk 
 unstead¬ ily, 一 like  a  tipsy  man. 

三脚兩 步 a  few  stePs. 

安 步當* 車 t0 職化 slowly  and so  be  as  comfortable  as  in  a 
carriage. 

代步  instead  of  one’s  steps, — a horse  or  mule. 

#  a  footpath. 3S  jade  footsteps.  See  7194. 

^  ̂   or  ̂   restrain  your 
steps, — pray  do  not  trouble  to 
escort  me  to  the  door.  The  first 

is  also  “No  admittance!” 

有 勞貴步 I  have  put  you to  the  trouble  of  coming  here. 

步金。 i •謝步  step  money  or thanks  for  steps, —  terms  for  a 
doctor’s  fees. 

948s 

天 步艱難  the  ways  of  Pro¬ 
vidence  are  hard  and  difficult. 

闕 步斯頻 the  doom  of  the kingdom  hurries  on. 

得 一 ■步， 進一步 get  a 
step,  advance  a  step, 一 give  an 
inch,  he  will  take  an  ell. 

進 步之階 the  steps  for entering, —  upon  one’s  career； 
an  opening  in  life. 

何以能 謀進步 hc>w  wil1 
you  be  able  to  arrange  for  pro¬ 

gress  ? 

踏 穩脚步  Plant  your  feet 
firmly, 一 be  careful  of  your  be¬ haviour. 

放 重脚步  t。 tread  heavily. 

放開脚 》 to  hurry on - 
見 步  to  become  visible, 
— as  a  god. 

未萝 jj  步  I  have  never  been 
there. 

步箭  foot-archery. 
馬 步^  horse  and  foot  (archery) ; 
a  god  which  brings  diseases  on 
horses. 

步卒。 r 步兵。 r 步軍。 r 

步 勇 or  步 隊  foot-soldiers; 

infantry. 

步 軍  領  Commandant  ot 
Gendarmerie  in  Peking. 

^  Lieutenant  of  Police 
in  Peking. 

步 師  to  move  an  army. 

步行 m 步履。 r 步下。 r 

步跑  to  go  on  foot. 
步 履之間  while  taking  a  few steps, 一 in  a  little  while. 

難于 步履者 those  who  had 
di 伍 culty  in  walking.  f 

^  水  to  walk  on  water, 一
 as 

^  Wu  Ko  did.
 

閒 步河岸  strolling  along  the river-bank. 

步 月  to  stroll  by  moonlight. 

請那 步則個 Please  step 
thither. 

步  a  spot  of  ground;  a  coign of  vantage;  a  position.  2055. 

未到他 的地 _  I  have 
not  reached  his  position, —— t,e. 
his  skill  or  learning,  etc. 
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留有 餘地步 to  keeP  a  sPot 
for;  to  afford  opportunity  for. 

以 i 留 難 地步 so 
as  to  serve  as  a  pretext  for 
obstruction. 

留 退身步  to  keep  a  spot  to 
which  one  can  retire;  to  give 

a  chance  or  excuse  for  getting 

out  of  anything. 

這步田 地  this  state  of  things; this  crisis. 

改步  to  change  one’s  steps, 一 to  leave  off  going  to  a  place. 

Also,  to  mount  the  Throne. 

步  with  sauntering  steps. 

分步  to  separate  steps, 一 to  part, 
as  from  a  friend. 

步 輦  the  Imperial  “Bath  chair see  8310. 

步下輦 。■: 步攆兒 〜 
foot, — on  Shanks’  mare. 

散步  9559 - 
信 步  walking  at  random  without 
caring  whither ;  following  one’s nose. 

遜 步而行  t。 walk  behind,— 
i.e.  yielding  precedence. 

讓 步讓步 please  let  me  pass! 

試着 步兒來 try  each  steP 
as  you  go, 一 go  carefully. 

學  ̂   to  learn  to  walk,  as  a  child. 
Also,  as  a  chair-bearer  learning 
to  keep  in  step. 

步從人  attendants. 

步鼓  to  beat  a  drum,— without 
the  accompaniment  of  any  other 
instrument. 

步虛聲  to  chant  Taoist  litur¬ 
gies. 

步頭  a  landing-place. 

獨步  solitary  steps, 一 peerless； 
without  an  equal ;  unique. 

後可 以獨步  in  the  future 
he  will  walk  alone, —  be  without 
a  rival. 

遂爲古 今獨步 and  con- 
sequently  he  became  the  first  of 

all  ancient  and  modern, 一 pain¬ 
ters  of  horses. 

步位  space;  room. 

步爵  to  send  round  the  wine- 
cup, — as  at  the  beginning  of  a 
feast. 

步‘
 

94«5 

支 
护 

9486 

R. 屋 

p_  yu 

See 樸 

Entering 

Upper. 

9487 

痛1
 

9488 

R •流囊 

c.cA 

h.  y « 

F.  chu w.c/«,y« n.c/« 

K.p(0^pu 

J./« 
A,  cp、ou 

Even  Upper. 

w 

9489 

•囊虞 

R. 

F.  ip  wo 

See 府插 

K.^o 

Rising  Upper. 

9490 

R •虞遇 
See 舖 

Even  and Sinking 

Irregular. 

9491 

R. 虞 

See 鋪 

Even  Upper. 

•^弓  a  wooden  fork,  measuring 
five  feet  in  span,  used  in  land- surveying. 

步搖  a  woman’s  headdress adorned  with  long  strings  of 

pearls  which*  shake  when  the wearer  walks  along.  See  11,083. 

To  tap；  to  rap.  Radical 
66. 

See  8727. 

are 

Sick  ；  weak  ；  afflicted. 

我 僕痛矣  my  servants 
disabled. 

毒 痛四海  he  afflicted  all within  the  Four  Seas. 

Name  of  a  place. 

莆田縣  a  District  in  Fuhkien. 
Read  Name  of  a 

lucky  plant, 養 背， which 

grows  up  in  the  kitchen  of 
a  Prince  who  is  filial. 

To  reprove.  To  consult. 
To  boast> 

The  print  of  a  horse’s hoof. 

9492 

rE 遇 

See 錦 

A.  cbou、 ^bou 

Even  and 

Sinking 

Irregular. 

9493 

RE 遇 

C.  p^ou 

H./« 

F.  p^wo W. 

p^ou 

P. 

M. 
Y. 

Sz. 
K.fo 

J.  ho 

K

.
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o
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Even  

and 

Sinking 

Upper. 

To  drink  deep  ；  to  be 

jolly. 

令天 下大酺 ordered  a 
general  feast  throughout  the 

empire, — as  文帝 Wen  Ti  of 
the  Han  dynasty  did,  b.c.  164, 

on  changing  the  dynastic  period. ! 

[According  to  the  Han  Institutes 
it  was  forbidden  羣 飮 t。 drink 

in  company.  賜酺 was  a 

permission  to  do  so,  used  later 
on  in  the  sense  of  giving  a banquet.] 

To  spread  out；  to  arrange. 

To  creep  on  the  ground, 

as  plants. 
- 

鋪蓆  to  spread  mats;  to  give  a feast. 

鋪開  to  spread  out;  to  over-r 
spread. 

把覿 子鋪開 spread  out  the 
blanket. 

鋪上  to  lay  on;  to  spread  out. 

鋪 滿了  completely  overspread, —e.g.  as  clouds. 

舖拉  to  spread  about ; .  wide¬ spread.  j 

刺鋪拉  thrusting  out  a  spread, —a  phrase  coined  apparently  for this  social  case.  [Th$  拉  to 

be  accented  in  reading.] 

鋪鍛  to  state  in  detail. 
li  i 卜。1 •鋪 陳。 r 鋪設 to arrange ;  to  set  out.  [The  first 
is  also  servants  of  Buddhist 

priests  in  religious  ceremonies.] 

鋪地 t。  spread  on  the  ground. 

鋪 地蜈蚣  Cototuaster  micro- phylla.  Wall. 

鋪床  to  make  a  bed. 

舖蓋  bed-clothes. 

捲鋪蓋  to  roll  up  one’s  bed¬ 
ding；  ter  put  an  end  to,  or  be 
done  with,  a  matter. 

舖 塾  household  furniture. 

細 草鋪私 the  grass  is  like 
a  spread-out  carpet. 

鋪 張楊厲  to  extol;  to  sing the  praises  of. 

A  bed.  A 
Read 



pncj 

153 

鋪
 3 

9493 

鯆 
9494 

9495 

R •虞 

C.  v.  ̂ pLou 
See  — 

Even 

Irregular. 

匍
 2 

9496 
R •虞 
H，Yu 
p. 三»« 

M.  p、u'}u 
SetW 
Even  Lower 

Irregular. 

葡 
9497 

R •奧 
C.  p^ou 
H.  plu 
F.  pu、 pwo 

i?：i- P. 

K.fo 
J.  bu'ho 
A.  bou 

Even  Lower. 

shop  *,  see  9503.  Numerative 
of  images,  couches,  etc. 

床鋪 a  bed. 

打 個地鋪  to  make  a  bed  on 
the  floor. 

同鋪  a  bedfellow. 

金剛座 眞容一 鋪 a 
genuine-likeness  image  oflndra. 

一舖榻  a  couch. 

See  9^66. 

The  ray  ；  the  skate. 

黃勲鯆  the  yellow-spotted  ray 
i^Platyrrhina  sinensis). 

冰耖鯆  a  purple-bellied  ray. 

木勺鯆 the  wooden-ladle  ray 
、Narcine  lingula). 

白玉鯆  the  white-fleshed  ray 
{Trygon  carneci). 

飛 f 辟鯆  the  Pteroplatea  彷 /• crura, 

鯆鱅 a  green-coloured  ray. 

To  fall  prostrate  ；  to 

crawl,  as  a  child. 

匍 匐救之  he  crawled  on  his 
knees  to  help  them. 

匍领 撫枢' he  fel1  on  his knees  and  clasped  the  co 伍 n. 

匍 匐禮藹  to  pay  obsequious 
court  to. 

匍叩  to  prostrate  oneself  and 
beg. 

The  vine.  [Vulgar  form 

of  9502.] 

葡萄  grapes  ( Vitis  vinifera、 L.)， 
— said  to  be  a  corruption  of 
pSrpv(；;  originally  introduced 
from  Greece,  via  Bactria,  about 
b.c.  130. 

葡萄 有黃白 黑三種 

者也  grapes  are  of  3  kinds : 
yellow,  white,  and  black.  See 

5690. 一 ■都魯 （ot  — ■球) 葡萄 
a  bunch  of  grapes. 

葡 
9497 

馎 3
 

9498 

R •蠢 

See 昔 

Rising  Upper. 

蒱
 2 

9499 

R. , See 蒲 

Even  Lower. 

浦 

95oo 

R •爨 

C,  pou、p、ou 

F.p^wo 

W./« 

N. 

P.
  ̂ 

?••  /« 
Sz. K.fo 

J.  hoju 
A./ou 
Rising  Upper, 

葡萄袢 豆腐， 一都魯 

一瑰的  grapes  mixed  up 
with  beancurd,  here  a  bunch 

and  there  a  piece,- — higgledy-pig- 

gledy. 

機 上葡萄 紋 orna¬ ment  on  the  loom, — alluding  to 
the  introduction  of  the  grape 

into  designs  for  fabrics. 

葡萄乾  raisins. 

葡萄酒  grape  wine. 

渴 飲葡萄 香酸酒 when thirsty,  I  drink  the  fragrant  wine 

of  the  grape,  —  attributed  to Chang  Liang. 

酌 西凉州 葡萄酒 
poured  out  some  grape  wine  from 

Hsi-liang  Chou, — of  Yang  Kuei- fei. 

葡萄果  the  cherry-apple. 

癩葡萄  a  name  for  the  bitter squash  [Momordica  balsamina、 

L.). 

Vast;  all-pervading ；  uni¬ 
versal. 

溥 博如天  all-embracing  and 
great,  as  God. 

溥徧  to  extend  on  all  sides. 

薄仁  universal  benevolence. 

博 儀  personal  name  of  the  
reign¬ 

ing  Emperor;  see  4805. 

Sedge-grass.  Used  for 

9502.  See  10,094. 

The  bank  of  a  river;  the 

reach  of  a  river. 

淮浦  the  banks  of  the  river Huai. 

黃浦  yellow  reach, — name  of the  river  at  Shanghai;  Huang-p‘u or  Whangpoo.  See  9459. 

荒浦  a  desert  shore. 

合浦縣 a  District  in  Kuang- 
tung. 

浦東岸  Pootung, — opposite Shanghai. 

浦 

95oo 

9501 

R •虞 

See 鋪 

Even 

Irregular. 

m 

9502 

R. 虞 

Q^p^ou 

K.fu,  Ju 

F.  fwo、 y,fu 

?:!-
 

Sz.  1 

K.fo 

J.  ho'fu 

A.  bou Even  Lower. 

浦南橋  Pholam  Bridge, — a very  ancient  bridge  near  Amoy, 
constructed  of  several  huge 

blocks  of  stone,  some  weighing 

over  100  tons,  and  carried  over 
a  river  at  a  height  of  about  25  ft. 

The  evening  meal. 

A  kind  of  rush  from 

which  mats,  etc.,  are  made. The  vine  ；  see  9497. 

蒲草  rushes. 

香  ̂yP^10,  latifolia、 and 
(in  the  south)  Leperonia  -  viucro- 
nata、 Roxb. 

蒲棒兒  rush-blossoms. 
蒲笋  edible  rush  shoots. 

蒲黃  the  pollen  of  Typha  lati- folia、 L.， used  as  a  medicine, 

rusji  mats. 

蒲團 1  or  蒲塾  rush  mats  for 
kneeling  on  in  temples. 

蒲扇  rush-leaf  fans. 

蒲草鞋  rush  sandals. 

蒲包子  rush  baskets. 蒲劍  the  rush  sword, — a  bunch of  rushes  or  grass  hung  at  the 
doors  of  houses  on  the  5th  of  the 
5th  moon.  See  32,  7602. 

蒲節  the  rush  festival, - as  above 
when  wine  is  drunk  with  pieces 

of  rush  floating  in  it,  to  ward  off 
infectious  disease. 

蒲 鞭示辱  to  beat  (criminals) with  whips  of  rushes  to  mark 
the  disgrace, — as  was  doae  by 

劉寬  Liu  K‘uan  of  the|Han dynasty. 

安 車蒲輪  a  carriage  with 
wheels  wrapped  in  rushes, — to 
make  it  go  more  easily;  artnark 
of  honour. 

蒲 柳之姿  a  deprecatory 
term  for  one’s  own  talents. 

蒲公英 ㈣ 草)  the  dande 

lion. 

蒲桃  the  grape.  See  9497.* 

蒲 羅卩牛  Abraham;  sec  10,250, 

*45 
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9S°4 
R •處 

Even  Lower. 

匐 
95。5 

蔔 
95。6 

僕 
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95°7 R •屋沃 
C,puk 
H.^uk 
F.ptik 
W.  bu 
N.  boh 
P.  Sp^ 
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Yk..  
p  
ok [•  boku 

A.  bouk 

Entering 

Low  令  r. 

A  shop.  [Vulgar  form  of 

鋪 9493-] 

舖子。 1 舖店 a  sh°P‘  [The 
second  is  also  an  inn.] 

雜貨舖  a  general  store. 

寶舖 在那兒  where  is  your shop? 

舖家。 ̂ 舖主  a  shop-keeper, 

舖戶  shop-people. 
舖田  shops  and  farms. 

當輔  a  pawn-shop. 

飯舖  a  rice-shop;  a  small  restau¬ rant. 

開舖子  to  open  a  shop. 

收舖  to  shut  up  shop. 

舖面  a  shop-front. 
舖底  shop  fixtures  ；  outfit. 

舖保  a  tradesman’s  guarantee, 
— substantial  security. 

舖規  shop  rules. 

舖夥  shop  assistants. 

The  breast  of  a  bird. 

See  9437. 

See  9355- 

A  servant;  a  slave;  a 

subject;  used  conventionally 
for  oneself.  A  charioteer. 
To  be  attached  to.  To 

conceal.  Also  read  p、u\ 

^  僕  domestic  servants. 

主僕  master  and  servant. 

僕人  a  man-servant;  a  coach¬ man. 

僕婦  women-servants. 
婢僕  men  and  women  servants. 

是聖人 僕,也 be  is  a  Sage, 
under  the  garb  of  a  menial. 

僕 
9S°7 

9508 

R •屋覺 

p'-uk^p^uk^ 

Y^p'-auk 

p.  J‘u 
M.pLu 
Y.  p、ouk 

pnk^pak 
J.  hoku、 haku A.  bouk、、 bak^ 

Entering 

Irregular. 

僕隸  the  lictors  in  a  yamin. 

徒僕  ■僕從  ̂ suni*)  disci pies;  adherents;  retainers. 

奴僕  slaves. 
臣僕  a  subject. 
僕 之次男  my  second  son. 

僕 之先人  my  ancestors. 
太僕  Chief  of  the  Imp.  Stud. 

太僕寺  Court  of  the  Imperial Stud. 

左僕射  Senior  Lord  High Chamberlain. 

村僕  a  country  bumpkin. 

景 命有僕  the  glorious  ap¬ pointment  (as  sovereign)  is  at 
tached  to  your  person. 

僕 區之法  the  law,  made  by Wen  Wang,  that  the  receiver 
should  be  as  guilty  as  the  thief. 

To  strike;  to  rush 

against  ；  to  throw  down  ； 

to  pounce  on  ；  to  grab. 

Also  read  p、u 气 

樸念 白了就 是樸外 
read  without  reference  to  its  right 

tone  is  p(ul, 一 the  colloquial  as 
opposed  to  the  book  usage. 

輕 羅小扇 樸流酱 with small  fan  of  thin  silk  to  strike 

the  passing  fire-fly. 

撲燈蛾  a  moth, 一 from  its  way of  rushing  into  a  lighted  lamp, 

花 香樸鼻  the  scent  of  the flowers  strikes  upon  the  nostrils. 

撲翼  to  clap  the  wings. 

樸過來  came  rushing  on. 

樸滅火  to  extinguish  fire. 

樸地就 柏開了  it down  on  the  ground  and  broke 

it  open, 一 of  an  orange. 

樸犯  to  assault,  —  (e.g,)  as  a rebel. 

樸交  to  wrestle. 
相 樸小枝  boxing  is  a  small accomplishment. 

樸生  to  prey  on  living  animals. 

餓虎 撲食1 ike  a  hungry tiger  springing  on  the  bait. 

樸虎兒  a  fall  on  the  face. 

w 

9508 

樸!
 

m 

9SIQ 

屋 

C.puky 

H.  p^uk^ 
F.  puk^ 
N.  6oAr 

P.  ̂ pu、 ipu 

Yi.pok 

[•  hoku A.  boiik 

Entering 

Lower. 

菩,
 

95i】 

•虞 

C.  p^ou 

9S°9 

R •覺屋 

C.  p^ok^ 

W-.p^ok^ 

F.  p、auk) 

N./1  吃 

P.  Cpcu 

Y.fuk 

K.  pak^pok 

J.  haku、 hoku 

A,/ak 

Entering 

Upper. 

起緊 的一樸 hurriedl 
made  a  grab  at  it. 

樸空  to  have  a  fruitless  task;  t 
go  on  a  fruitless  errand. 

樸通的  imitative  of  a  thunde ing  or  hollow  sound. 

樸的  wkh  a  “flop •” 
樸滿 &  clay  money-box  whic has  to  be  broken  when  full. 

撲滿 的脾氣 stingy;  nif gardly. 

樸頭  something  to  depend  0; or  trust  to. 

The  natural  substance  o 

material  of  things ;  plain 

simple  ；  unadorned. 

歸 眞返樸  to  revert  to  one1 
natural  state  of  purity, — befor 

defilement  by  contact  with  ‘ 
vicious  world,  etc. 

樸厚。 i •模實  honest;  sin cere;  guileless.  See  4024. 

樸  _  家風  simple  famil; 
habits. 

簡樸。 1 ■模儉  frugal;  thriftJ 

樸拙  Stupid;  dull. 良工不 示人以 樸 ; 
good  workman  does  not  exhibi 
his  work  in  the  rough. 

Name  of  a  river  in  Shan 

tung.  Name  of  an  ancien 
tribe  in  Hupeh,  which  as 

sisted  武玉  Wu  Wanj 

against  射辛  Chou  Hsin. 

濮州  a  Department  in  Sha: 
tung;  the  capital  of  成 4 

Duke  Ch^eng  of  the  W 

State.  
m 

桑間膜 上 in  Sang and( 
the  Pu, — which  were  famous  f 
lewdness. 

外矣  bamboos  with  joints  a  fo 

apart. Transliteration  of  the  firs 

syllable  in  several  import 
ant  Sanskrit  terms  used  by 
the  Buddhists. 

菩提  bddhi  or  sambddhi、 一 su preme  wisdom  or  enlightenment 
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9513 

R. 費 

C.p^ou 

See 譜 

Rising  Upper. 

.9511a 

See  彳  I、 

H55 

•CJ 

Ta  fall  or  knock  down 
flat. 

赔躺 to  lie  down；  to  be  pros¬ trate. 

闲 足台  prostrate  with  fatigue. 
to  throw  down  images ; 

iconoclasm. 

To  beat  ；  to  pound 
Used  for  9508. 

朴馬  to  whip  a  horse. 

朴 作教刑 the  rod  is  the punishment  in  teaching. 

朴倒  to  push  over;  to  knock down. 

Great ；  a  1 1-p ervading； 

universal  ；  everywhere  ；  all. 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

晋 2069.] 

昔 天下。 r 昔天底 下。 r 

昔 天世界  all  under  heaven, — the  whole  empire;  all  the  world. 

昔告。 r 昔揚  to  make  gener¬ ally  known. 

昔通  genera],  as  opposed  to special ;  see  13,659. 

昔 救衆生  to  save  all  living beings, — as  K”an  Yin  is  sup¬ 
posed  to  do. 

昔施  wide-extended  charity. 

普遍。 r  昔及  reaching  every- where;  widely  diffused. 

以期 逐漸昔 及 inthe hope  that  it  may  become  uni¬ 
versal. 

昔濟院  a  home  or  asylum  for 
poor  people. 

昔度  to  [et  souls  out  of  pur¬ 
gatory, 一 by  prayers,  and  sacri¬ 
fices  on  the  7th  of  the  7  th  moon  ； 

used  as  a  name  for  the  mid- 
autumn  festival. 

昔門  a  name  for  Kuan  Yin. Sec  6363. 

昔 陀山。 r 普陀 洛伽 心 
island  of  Pootoo, 一 in  the  Chusan 

archipelago,  where  Kuan  Yin  is 
said  to  have  lived  for  nine  years. 
See  9663. 

昔照  to  illumine  all  things. 

普 3
 

9513 

氆 3
 

95!4 

R., 

See 

A. 三 ban、 三 fou 

Rising  Upper. 

w 

9515 

R. 鏖 

pou 

v. 

F.  p、wo 

W./", 

pit 

p  \ 

M.  I  t 

Y. Sz. ] 
K./a 

J.  ho 

A.  fou 
Rising  Upper. 

I 佛光昔 .照  the  glory  of  Bud- 

i  dha  illumines  all  things. 

I 昔 裏兒的 in  a  lot;  altogether. 

I  昔 ■同 one  and  all  alike. 

: 昔通股 ordinary,  •  as  opposed to  preference  shares ;  see  13,382. 

昔雨  rain  everywhere, 一 in  suffi- 

j  ciency. 
1  昔旱  a  general  drought. 

昔收  a  (good)  harvest  every¬ 
where. 

昔洱府  a  Prefecture  in  Yun¬ 

nan. 

普州  ancient  name  of  重慶 
Ch'ung-ch'ing  (Chungking)  in 

Ssuch(uan. 

昔賢 台司特  an  imitation 
of  the  word  “protest.”  See  9816. 

賢  Samanta  Bhadra, -depicted as  riding  on  or  accompanied  by 

an  elephant,  which  indicates  care, 
caution,  gentleness,  dignity,  etc. 

His  seat  of  worship  is  at  Mt.  Omi 

in  Sstich‘uan. 

An  open-woven,  thick 
woollen  cloth,  either  plain 

or  flowered,  about  a  foot 

wide,  with  a  nap  on  one 

side,  known  as 氆番 It 

comes  from  Tibet,  and  is 

used  for  making  the  winter 

caps  of  Lamas.  Known  to 

the  Mongols  as  cheng-nU 
and  chalma. 

A  list  ；  a  genealogical 

table ;  a  treatise. 

家譜。 1 •譜系 a1 •宗譜 

family  genealogy  or  “tree.’* 

族譜  the  genealogical  register of  a  clan, 

修譜 t。  put  the  register  in  order, — as  is  done  every  few  years, 

by  correcting  it  to  date； 

鄕譜  the  register  of  a  village. 

同年譜  on  the  same  list  of successful  candidates  for  the 

higher  degrees. 

李太 白年譜  a  year-by-year 
record  of  the  life  of  Li  T‘ai-po. 

棋譜  a  treatise  on  chess,*  —with specimen  games,  etc. 

錢譜  a  treatise  on  numismatics. 

necessary  to  the  attainment  of 
Buddhahood. 

皆發 菩提之 心 all  of 
them  became  converts  to  Bud¬ 
dhism. 

菩提樹  bddhidruma、 一 the  tree 
of  intelligence  {Ficus  religiosa、 
Willd.)  in  the  shade  of  which 
Shakyamuni  spent  seven  years 
of  penance.  Popularly  known 
as  the  Bo  tree.  [The  Japanese 
give  this  name  to  their  linden 

tree  ( Tilia  Miqueliana,  Max.) 
as  also  do  the  people  of  Cheh- kiang]. 

菩提子  the  beads  of  a  rosary  ； 
raisins.  See  9427. 

菩提#  macerated  grape  and 
other  leaves,  used  for  painting. 

菩提畫  leaf  pictures. 

菩 提薩埵  Bodhisatva, — he 
whose  essence  has  become  intel¬ 

ligence.  A  being  that  has  only 

once  more  to  pass  through  human 
existence  before  attaining  to 
Buddhahood.  One  who  has  tul- 

filled  all  the  conditions  necessary 
to  the  attainment  of  Buddhahood 

and  Nirvana,  but  from  charity 
continues  voluntarily  subject  to 
reincorporation  for  the  benefit 
of  mankind. 

菩窿  P*u-sa, — a  contracted  form 
of  the  above,  commonly  used 

for  any  god  or  idol;  also  in  the 

sense  of  “dear,”  “darling,”  etcv See  4539. 

我 的菩薩  my  angel !  j 

女菩蔭  Madam !  j 

活 菩薩。 r 生菩隆  a  living 
Pcu-sa  or  Buddha, — applied  to  a 
skilful  doctor,  a  mild- tempered 
man,  etc. 

沒兒 沒女， 活菩蔭 
sons  and  no  daughters,  makes 

a  man  a  god  upon  earth. 

不食 不殺便 是菩隆 
to  abstain  from  eating  and  kill¬ 

ing  makes  a  man  a  P‘u-sa. 

搬菩蔭 洙澡， 枉勞神 
!ike  taking  an  idol  and  giving 
it  a  bath :  troubling  the  gcd  in 

vain, -or,  by  play  upon  the  words, 
taking  trouble  for  nothing. 

土菩 蔭過江 ，自 身難 
保  when  a  clay  god  crosses  a  I 
river,  it’s  as  much  as  he  can  do 
to  save  his  own  bacon. 

菩:
 

951】 W.|  . 
N •卜 
P. 

p、u 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 

ho、bu 
A.  bou 

Even  Lower. 

r 
;
_
 

R. see K. p A. 
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95^5 

琴譜  a  treatise  on  the  lute. 堡 See  8712. 

譜  a  treatise  on  drawing. 

95l6 

_  almanacs
. 

譜  Repertories  of  Science, 一 
a  literary  classification  of  books. 

蘭 譜  friends;  sworn  brothers. 

w 

95” 

R •虞遇 
S£E 蒲捕 

Fodder  for  cattle  ；  chop¬ 

ped  straw.  Also  read  pu〜. 

說話無 譜  hetalksatrandom, 一 without  book. 

Even  and Sinking 

Lower. 

都有譜  everything  has  its 
book? —— i.e,  the  source  whence 
it  comes. 

豈 必譜 也  why  must  we  have 
books  ? — to  teach  us,  when  we 
have  Nature. 

先編 下譜兒 t。 arranse 
definitely  beforehand  what  one 
is  going  to  say. 

譜 入  to  make  agree, -as  rhymes. 

都
 3 

9Sl8 

R •囊有 See 部 

A.  bou'fht 

Rising  Lower. 

A  mat；  a  screen. 

a  n)at  hut. 

白  Stcmo?ie  tuberosa^  Lour., 
the  roots  of  which  are  used  as 
a  medicine. 

Read  pu\  Name  of  a 

plant  said  to  be  eaten  by 

fish.  A  cycle  of  72  years, 

twenty  of  which  make  a  紀 

譜 A 雍門再 鼓琴㈣ 
belong  to  the  category  of  Yung- 
men  [Chou]  again  striking  the 

lyre, 一 you  are  Yung-men  Chou 
redivivus. 

922.  Also,  a  period  of  76 

years,  the  shortest  period 
in  which  the  totals  of  the 

moons  and  days  contained 

部 

95l8 

therein  will  both  be  whole j 

: numbers；*  e.g.  76  years  = 

[940  moons  =  27,759  days. 

咄 

9SJ9 

K  M 

K.pul 

J.  hotsz 
K^p^out 

Entering 

Upper. 

m 

4。 

9520
 

R. 月 

See 勃 

Entering 

Lower. 

The  sun  rising. 

To  break  up,  as  clouds. 

秋 雲雷然 而卷舒 the 
autumn  clouds  break  up  and roll  away. 

m 

9521 

R •陌 

See Entering 

Upper. 

1 坊
 

The  thud  of  an  arrow striking. 

SA. 

w  A 

9522 

撒 
9523 R •綠烏 

C.  sat 

H.  sat^  sot 
F.  sak 

W.cja 
N.  sah^  v.  tsah 

P.  csa,csa 
M.  sa^  csa Y. saah 

Sz.  sa 

K.sa/ 

J.  satsz 
A.  tat 

Entering 

Upper. 

See  9552. 

To  distribute；  to  disperse； 

to  let  go  ；  to  release. 

撒開  to  loose;  to  set  free；  un¬ 
sparingly.  See  sa2  below. 

撒開腿  to  stretch  the  legs, 
as  when  running  fast  ；  to  step  out. 

撒帖  to  send  out  invitations. 

撒災  to  spread  calamity. 

磉謊  t。 tell  lies. 

撒尿  to  make  water. 

撒放  to  let  loose, 一 as  a  bird. 

撒手 to  let  go  the  hand. 

撒手 不及  before  he  had  time to  let  go. 

撒手不 由人。 nce  m  Df 

9523 

one’s  hands,  no  longer  under control. 

撒 手不理  to  refuse  to  have anything  more  to  do  with  a matter. 

撒了手  he  troubled  no  more about  the  matter. 

撒賴  to  behave  in  a  deceitful 
way, — as  by  pretending  to  be 
dead,  in  order  to  extort  money, 
etc. 

撒潑  to  get  in  a  passion, — as  a child  who  kicks  on  the  floor  and 

won’t  get  up;  to  be  rough  or  rude 
in  one’s  conduct.  See  below. 

撒歡 （01 ■驩） t0  frisk —as  a horse.  See  5051. 

覺撒  to  feel  the  movements  ofj the  foetus. 

撒野  to  behave  as  a  rowdy, - 
e.g.  by  going  about  blustering and  cursing. 

撒  蠻  reckless;  aggressive. 

9S23 

撒嬌  to  tease, — of  spoilt  child 
ren. 

不撒  pj  to  continue, 一 of  revil¬ 

ing. 

撒袋  a  bow-case;  a  quiver. 撒氣  to  let  in  air  (=透 氣): 

命俐 tidy. 

Read  sas.  To  scatter. 

撒開  to  scatter.  See  sa1  above.： 

撒了 個滿地  were  scatter 

ed  all  over  the  ground. 

撒種  to  scatter  seed. 
撒米  to  scatter  rice;  to  throw rice  on  a  bridal  chair  in  token 

of  a  wish  that  the  bride  may  find 

plenty  in  her  husband’s  home. 

撒網  to  throw  a  fishing-net. 

撒潑  to  mate  a  great  effort;  to] 
try  with  all  one’s  might.  See  above 
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9524 
R.  Vulgar. 

P.  v.  csa 
Even  Upper. 

9525 
R. 合 

P.  csa^  v.  C^a 
M.  sa 

Y.  saah 

K.  sap 

J.sd 
A.  kcpy 

Entering 

Upper. 

9S2 

R •合緝 
C.  v.  chap^ 
F.  sak0 

See0 
A.  kip^ 

Entering 

Upper. 

w 
9527 

R •合 
F.  sak 

See 跋 
A.  kepj 

Entering Upper. 

ir 

9528 r ■合 
^ 跋 
K.  sap 
J.  so 
A.  kepr 

Entering 
Upper. 

颯 w
 

9529 

R •合 M C.  sap0 

泛. sap7^  sap、 F.  sak、lak' 
W.  /a7 
N.  sah 

P.  zsa^  IP 
Y.  seh^  saah K.  sap 
J  •姑， soku 
A.  kip'  touk 

Entering 

Upper 
Irregular. 

To  glance  at. 

目散着  caught  sight  of. 

To  tread  on. 

趿 拉着鞋  to  wear  shoes 
without  pulling  them  over  the 

heel;  slipshod. 

趿脚鞋  shoes  without  any 
uppers  at  the  heel, — like  bath 
slippers. 

A  spear；  a  javelin, 
inlay. 

To 

Shoes  \  slippers. 

鷹嘴靱  shoes  with  turned-up 
toes, 一 resembling  the  beak  of  a 
falcon. 

Irregular  movement  of 

horses  ；  swift. 

駿姿  name  of  a  palace  under 
the  Han  dynasty. 

駿遺風  swift, — as  chariots  and 
horses. 

The  wind  blowing  in 

gusts  ；  suddenly. 

風楓颯  the  soughing  of  wind. 

飄楓 自如 blowing  about  in 
the  wind,— as  the  leaves  on  trees. 

颯 然來了  he  came  suddenly. 

衰 交風  depressed;  melancholy. 

9530 

R 曷 

s: 卜 

F.  sak W •扣 

N.  sah 

P.  csa M.  sa 

Y.  saah 

Sz.  sa 

K.sal 

J.  satsz A.  tat Entering 

Upper. 

m 

9531 

R. 馬蟹 

卦 
C.  Qsha 

H.csa F.  cswa 

V/.cso 

N.c“ 

卟 sz. ! 

K.  sd^  sae, 

ch、wae 

J.  sa^  ska 

A.  sat3^  ctei Rising  and Sinking 

Upper. 

Transliteration  of  a 

Sanskrit  syllable,  introdu 

ced  by  the  Buddhists.  See 

95IL 窿寶府  the  department  for managing  the  shrines  of  Mongol 
deities. 

薩 布  sa^u^ 一 the  neutral  strip 
between  the  two  lines  of  obo 

(boundary-stones)  on  the  Mon¬ 
golian  frontier. 

蔭瑪 （Gr 嫫） 太太 the 
Emperor’s  exorciser, — a  woman 
employed  in  the  palace. 

To  sprinkle；  to  scatter  ； 
to  throw.  Also  read  shai 

and  shaz.  [To  be  distin: 
guished  from  酒 2260.] 

洒掃 t。  sprinkle  and  sweep, - to  cleanse. 

涵水  to  sprinkle  water;  to  give bribes. 

水洒了  the  water  spilt, — as  in 
carrying. 

洒 金  sprinkled  with  gold. 

洒金紙  paper  with  gold  spots on  it. 

洒濕衣  to  get  one’s  clothes wet, 一 as  with  rain. 

毛 髪洒新 t。 be  in  a  cold sweat. 

洒涙  to  shed  tears. 

洒灰水  to  whitewash. 
洒花  scattered  flowers, 一 as  ofi 
patterns  011  fabrics ;  a  pattern 
of  flowers. 

洒綉衣  embroidered  clothes. 

霏 霏洒洒  a  fine  drizzle. 
洒脫  free  from  trammels ;  ori¬ 
ginal  ; lofty,  as  in  thought  or 

composition. 

落  strong  strokes  of  the  brush, 
— in  painting. 

洒豆虫  a  kind  of  locust. 
洒  hsie?iK  to  throw  a  hook, 一 

as  an  angler. 

Read  hsi%.  To  wipe away. 

洒 濯其心  to  cleanse  the heart. 

洒 然  dignified  and  respectful. 

9532 

Same  as  9531. 

9533 

R. 合 

C.  csa-a2 

H.  csa 

N. saah 

^N./ar
 

P. 

M.  sa Y.  saah 

Sz.  sa 

K=  y.  sol-h'in 

J.  sd  (=  sap) 

A.  tak 

Entering 

Upper. 

嘴 
9534 

R. 曷 

薩 
Entering 

Upper. 

See 

搬 
9535 

R •爲 

See 薩 

A.  tat、 tiet 

Entering 

.Upper. 

IP 

See 
Entering 

Upper. 

9537 

R. 洽 

See 撞 

A.  tak 

Entering 

Upper 

and  Lower. 

9538 

R. 合 

See 

A.  kap 

Entering 

Upper. 

Thirty. 

A  hoarse  or  gruff  voice. 

喝_  to  bawl ;  to  scream. 

嘁#  了  聲  bawled  Rimselfl 
hoarse. 

喉嚨#  my  throat  is  hoarse. 

To  slap ;  to  disperse. 

To  send  prisoners  in 

batches  into  exile. 

Bad  ；  wicked. 

Careless  ；  bad. 

disrespectful. 



&j£%^ 

9539 R 合 

See||  雜 
A.  tap 

Entering 

Lower. 

m 

9540 
R •合 

H.  
I  
sa^° 

F. sak^ 
SeeM 

A.  sap 

Entering 

Upper. 

m 

9541 k •瞰隊
 

C.  sek^ 

H.  set、 

"‘at3 F.  seik、 saik、 

sai° 
W."，V 

N.  sah^  si* 
P.  jai,  s? 

M.  se^  sai3 
Y.  sih、saf 

Sz.  se^  sat* K.  sek^  se 

J.  soku、 sai 
A.  t&k、tai 

Entering 

Upper. 

The  sound  of  things 

breaking. 

植 極  rubbish;  refuse;  sweepings. 

Tattered. 

砬系證  worn-out;  shabby,  as clothes. 

S-AJC. 

To  stop  up;  to  close；  to 

cork；  to  block；  to  obstruct. 

A  pass;  frontiers  on  N.  and 
E.  The  lowest  throw  at 

dice；  see  9543.  Also  read 

se^. 

塞住。 r  塞上  t。 stop  up;  to 
cork  up. 

堵塞  to  block  up,  —  as  with 
earth. 

閉塞  to  stuff  up;  to  obstruct. 

充塞  to  fill；  to  pervade. 
塞口  to  stop  up  the  mouth;  to 
stop  a  hole  or  breach;  a  pass 
on  the  frontier. 

塞 耳勿聽  shut  your  ears  and 
do  not  listen. 

塞 了鼻子  the  nose  stuffed up. 

今 日茅塞 .方開 now  the wild  grass  which  obscures  (my 
mind)  is  at  length  removed, 一 
my  eyes  are  opened. 

去其塞  pulled  the  gag  out， 一 
of  his  mouth. 

塞子  a  cork;  a  stopper. 
塞滿  to  fill；  to  stuff  full. 
塞實  filled;  stuffed;  solid. 

塞責  to  perform  one’s  duties 
perfunctorily  or  just  so  far  as 
one  is  obliged  to. 

你這 個塞責 有多少 
what  a  lot  of  time  you  do  waste ! 

塞
 4 

954i 

m 

9542 

9543 

R-隊 

See 赛 

Sinking 

Upper. 

F.  saui、 swoui W. 

N.  
1'  se 

Y.  sae 

Sz.  sai 
K.  se 

J-  sai 
A.  //w°,  traV- 

Sinking 

Upper. 

[ 1158  ] 

塞道  to  block  up  a  road. 

秉心塞 〃•淵  maintaining  in his  heart  a  profound  devotion 
to  his  duties.  [塞 =實] 

氣塞胸  choked  with  rage. 

聞 者氣塞  the  hearers  were dumb  with  horror. 

風 氣尙塞  the  temper  of  the people  was  rather  inclined  to  be 
obstructive. 

欵塞  to  come  to  the  frontier, — and  offer  submission. 

西塞  the  Western  Pass,  一  in 
Hupeh. 

塞北。 r 塞外  beyond  the 
passes;  Mongolia. 

邊塞  countries  beyond  the frontier. 

出塞  to  pass  beyond  the  frontier. 

塞 翁失馬  似 757^. 

Same  as  9541. 

A  game  played  with 

chequers,  in  which  the  ob¬ 

ject  is  to  “block”  the  op¬ 

ponent's  pieces.  Fishing- 
stakes  arranged  so  as  to 
cut  off  the  water  and  leave 

the  fish.  Used  with  9541 . 

責愈 喜傅蘧 [Chang  Chi] blamed  [Han]  Yii  for  being  fond 

of  a  game  of  sai. 

To  emulate  ；  to  contend 

for  mastery  ；  to  rival. 

對赛。 r 賽址。 r 赛勝 t。 
compete  with. 

赛着跑  to  run  a  race. 賽馬。 1 •賽 走馬。 r 賽騎 
to  race  horses. 

赛船 t。  row  a  race;  a  regatta. 

赛船會  a  rowing  club.  | 
赛力會  athletic  sports.  | 

j|^  to  rival  in  show  of  lanterns, 
— as  at  the  annual  festival  in  the 
first  moon. 

賽雪  to  rival  snow, — in  white¬ ness. 

9544 

9545 

R 灰 

思鰓 

J.  sai 

A.  ti Even  Upper. 

摁1
 

9546 

R. 灰 

^ 鰓猜 

A.  hsai 
Even  Upper. 

9547 

R. 灰 

C.  soi 
H.  jz 

F.  sai 
V/.sz 

N.  se 

P.  \ 

Sz.  J 

K.  sey  v.  sii 

J.  sai 

A.  tai'fi 
Even  Upper. 

赛眞 的蛛子 exactly  like  a real  pearl. 

雅  _  活 的  just  like  the  livin
g， 

一 animal  or  tree. 

赛過  to  surpass；  to  excel. 

赛過梨  better  than  pears, 一 
the  name  of  a  kind  of  turnip. 

賽神 a 赛會  (see  belouf)  a 
religious  ceremony  or  procession 

in  which  gods  are  carried  about, 

一 to  get  rid  of  a  pestilence. 

赛會― ̂  W 豪)  or 赛奇 (or 

珍} 忍會 or 賽寶局 an international  “exhibition.”  See 

5184. 

赛 奇物仵 exhibits- 報賽  to  give  thank-offerings  to the  gods. 

賽針扎  “pins  and  needles,” 一 

in  a  limb. 

賭赛 t。 bet- Hesitating. 

Read  hsi\  Modest. 

To  shake. 

檯才思  to  move;  to  agitate. Read  ts^az1.  To  choose. 

The  jaws  ；  the  jowl ;  the 

chaps  ；  the  gills  of  a  fish. See  9551. 

腮頰。 r 腮臉。 r 腮巴子 

or 服旁。 r 腮>  掷子 the cheeks. 

手#  香  her  hand  support¬ 
ed  her  fragrant  cheek. 

淚滿腮  tears  coursed  down 
her  cheeks. 

飯滿腮  the  mouth  full  of  rice. 

腦 後見腮  the  cheeks  able 
to  be  seen  from  behind  a  personas 
head,— is  considered  as  a  blemish. 

脹起腮  to  puff  out  the  cheeks.  | 
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ir 

9548 R， 灰 
See 娜 

Even  Upper. 

顋 
9549 

w 

955。 R. 灰 
see  is 
Even  Upper. 

鰓
1
 

955i R. 灰 
C.  jr,  soi 
H.  j  )i 
F.  sai 

W
.
 
j
i
 

N.w 
P.  sai 

X
.
 
s
z
 

K •以 

J.  sai 

A.  tai^  t'i 
Even  Upper. 

R •覃勘 

H. 
 }  sam F.  sang 

Isa 

N.  saan 
P. ( 
M •卜 
Y.  saa 
Sz.  san 

K.  sam 

J.  san 
A.  tam 

Even  Upper. 

The  marrow  or  soft  part 

in  the  middle  of  horns. 

Same  as  9547 

Short  hair. 

The  gills  of  a  fish. 

四 獅! 魚3*  kind  of  perch,  spot¬ 
ted  black  and  white,  found  in 

Kiangsu. 

觸 總 過計 over-anxious. 

娜細 然  querulously;  pettishly. 

Three.  [Vulgarly  read 

似1 •]  See  6783， 12,317, 
12,493.. 

三個 three. 
~  +  三  thirty-three.  See  ̂  

II,208. 

第三 third. 
再 三  a  second  and  a  third  time ; 
again  and  again. 

三 回 or  三 次  th'-ee  times. 
二 three  or  five  {Angl.  foiir 

or  five);  the  15th  of  the  moon. 

三五向 月滿。 n  the  Wh 
the  moon  is  full. 

三 七  the  mourning  ceremony 
three  weeks  after  a  death. 

= 二 1  十 — »  three  sevens 
are  twenty-one, — - six  of  one  and 
half  a  dozen  of  the  other. 

二  ̂   two  or  three ;  three  taels 
or  ounces. 

過 三 雨日 in  two  or  three 
days. 

_  A 

9552 

三 平二雨 same  as 七上 

八下； ⑽ ioss， 三 脚兩步 ，走 到對門 
stepped  across  to  the  house 

opposite. 

三嘴 兩舌頭 d°uble - tongued;  telling  a  different  story. 

三心 二意  undecided. 

三 羣二隊  in  groups  of  two or  three. 

一‘ — 子*  my  children ;  my 

disciples. 

朝 二 夕 三  morning  two, 
evening  three, — variable ;  incon¬ 
stant. 

你 三 我 四  aU  talking  at  once. 

無三不 四的人 a  good- 
for-nothing  fellow. 

不三不 四的話 unparlia- mentary  talk.  , 

來 到三親 四友處 went to  his  various  friends  and  rela¬ 
tives. 

三 妻 四 妾  wives  and  concu¬ 
bines  in  numbers. 

^  病 四 痛  full  of  aches  a
nd 

pains;  very  sickly. 

三 思四想  to  reflect  carefully 
upon. 

三番五 轉 after  walking 
round  (the  garden)  several  times. 

三 姑六婆 浓 6209»  9412. 

三  ̂  •九卩 P  three  prostrations and  nine  knockings  of  the  head, 

一 before  the  Emperor. 

三人占 則舍 二人之 

言" when  three  men  have  recourse 
to  divination,  be  on  the  side  of 

the  two  (against  one). 

人  ~  成 three  people  make 
a  (technical)  crowd. 

舉林邀 明月， 對影成 

三 人  I  raise  my  glass  and invite  the  moon,  and  with  my 

shadow  we  make  three. 

— ^  ̂   three  things  one  can¬ not  get  by  asking, — offspring, 
wealth,  and  a  beard. . 

三 子不 全 the  three 子 
which  one  cannot  have  all  per¬ 

fect, — viz. 鬍子大 a  big 

beard, 兒子孝  filial  sons, 

>. . ^ 

9552 

and  銀子*  多  plenty  of  money. 

出門 不惹三 子 when  you go  out  from  home  there  are 

three  which  you  should  not 

irritate, 一 viz.  ̂   old  men, 

小子  boys,  and  瞎子  blind 
men.  丨 

三 尺  the  laws, 一 so  called because  originally  inscribed  upon 

bamboo  tablets  three  feet  long. 

三  兒0 r  三  the  servants of  the  secretaries  in  ̂ .yamen  are 
so  called.  : 

三  the  three  states  of  exist¬ 
ence, — the  past,  the  present, ‘and 
the  future.  Sec  below. 

三  Confucianism,  Buddhism, 
and  Taoism, — since  the  6th  cent. 

三  happiness,  emolument,  and 

long  life.  丨 二 the  sun,  moon,  and  stars. 

舍 (or 函） 三爲 — three  in 
one, 一 the  Trinity,  ' 

三  一 ■書院  Trinity  Collese> 

一 Ningpo. 

— the  Taoist  Trinity.  See 

2188.  ； 

三 寶  the  Buddhist  Trinity.  See 

8720. 

三 宗寶  flint,  steel,  and  tinder. 
三  father,  grandfather,  and 
great-grandfather.  | 

— ^  heaven,  earth,  and  man. 

三 界^  the  three  Buddhist  '  divi¬ sions  of  every  universe  into  the 

regions  of  last,  form,  and  form¬ 
lessness.  Sanskrit:  trailokya, 

— 旬  the  three  decades  of  a 
moon. 

三伏似 3^9r- 三  the  three  bonds, — between 
sovereign  and  subject,  husband 

and  wife,  father  and  son. 

三  or  三  the  third  watch, 
— midnight. 

— ear-pick,  tooth-pick,  and 

tweezers. 

三  兒  a  vase  and  two  bottles, — for  altar  use, 

三 司  the  Provincial  Treasurer, 
Provincial  Judge,  and  Salt  Com¬ missioner. 

三 魂  the  three  souls  of  a  man, 
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—  one  of  which  goes  up  to 
heaven,  another  down  to  earth, 
while  the  third  stays  by  the 

corpse. 

三 角  three-cornered;  triangular. 

三 軍  the  three  divisions  of  an army. 

三 隻 a  pickpocket. 
三  moustaches  and  beard. 

三 板  a  sampan.  See  8588. 

— 兀 及 第  the  three  success¬ 
ful  graduates  for  the  3rd  degree 
who  come  out  highest  on  the  list. 

三 仕 三 已 thrice  he  took 
office  and  thrice  he  resigned. 

在  to  be  of  the  third  degree 
in  rank;  to  be  a  high  official. 

在 三感慕 those  who  were 
high  in  office  were  deeply  affect¬ 

ed, 一 by  his  death. 

事不過 三 the  thing  must 
not  go  beyond  three, — e.g.  you 
have  done  it  wrong  twice,  you 

must  not  do  so  again. 

三 陽開泰 the  opening  of 
nature  in  spring. 

阿 三 or  三 兒  a  monkey;  the 
third  son  or  daughter. 

三奈 01 ■三賴  Capoor  cut- chery. 

三單。 r 三聯 單⑼報 
翠 ) a  transit-memorandum  or 
triplicate  pass  for  conveyance 
of  goods  from  the  interior  to  a 
Treaty  port. 

— 土  concrete  or  chunam,— 
consisting  of  灰  lime, 沙  sand, 

and  泥  mud. 

三摩提 卜 地） V 三昧 
s  am  ad  hi ̂ 一 the  highest  pitch 

of  abstract  ecstatic  meditation 

and  of  absolute  ind'fference  to 
all  influences  from  within  and 

without,  being  a  kind  of  ter¬ 
restrial  Nirvana.  See  7733. 

三乘於 77o. 
三 藏撕  1 1 ,6。 i  tsang、 
三  the  three  examinations, — 
referring  to  the  regulation  that 

舉人  graduates  who  shall  have 
attended  three  successive  ex¬ 
aminations  for  the  third  degree 
without  passing,  be  allowed  to 

appear  before  a  大祧  Com- 

« ~ A.X 
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mission  of  Selection  which  is 

appointed  triennially  after  each 
metropolitan  examination. 

三  the  three  Chfu,-east,  west, 
and  south  Ch^u,  now  forming Hu-kuang. 

三 也  the  three  chief  Ministers 
of  State.  Under  the  dynasty 

they  were  ̂   ̂jjj  the  Grand 

Tutor,  Grand  Preceptor, 

and  保  the  Grand  Guardian. 
Under  the  these  titles  were 
changed  t。 大司馬 ，大司 

塔， and  大司徒  Ministers 
of  Military  Affairs,  Public  Works, 
and  Civil  Office,  respectively. 

— the  three  sessions  or 

divisions  of  the  examinations, 

consisting  of  three  days  each. 

三  _  the  triple  oath  of 
fidelity  sworn  between  蜜 |J  傭 

Liu  Pei, 關羽  Kuan  Yii,  and 

張飛  Chang  Fei,  in  the  peach garden  of  the  last. 

三 晝 夜  masses  for  three  days 
and  nights, — performed  for  the dead. 

三 分似人 ，七 分仞鬼 

的  three  parts  like  man,  seven 
parts  like  demon, — of  a  very  ugly 

or  extraordinary-looking  person. 

三 千 世 界  the  three  thousand realms, — the  whole  universe. 

三 寸 氣  three  inches  of  breath, 一 the  throat  or  windpipe ;  the 
vital  spark. 

— 鞠 1  三 箭 *  t。 shoot  arrows at  three  flags  in  succession  while 

galloping  past. 

三  有 幸 洸 ]s  a  three-lives good  fortune,  —  a  compliment 
paid  to  a  man  on  a  first  meeting, 

一 meaning  that  his  presence  is 
luck  enough  for  three  lives,  past, 

present,  and  future. 

— 字 ！  the  Three-Character 
Classic,  —  the  Chinese  school- 

boy’s  first  lesson  book,  arranged 
in  rhyming  sentences  of  three 

words  each,  composed  by 

<白 厚  Wang  Po-hou  of  the Sung  dynasty. 

^  阜  the  Three  Emperors, 一 (i) 

伏羲 Fu  Hsi, 神農 SWn 
Nung,  and  帝  Huang  Ti; 

9552 

舍 
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9553 

9554 

R •覃 

See 三 

Even  Upper. 

m 9555 

R •覃 

See 三 

Even  Upper. 

(2) 天皇  T，ien  Huang， 地 
皇  Ti  Huang,  and  人 皇  Jen 
Huang. 

三 和尙  the  hoopoe  {Upupa 
epops). 

三 黃  Rhamnus  crenatus^  S.  &Z. 

— 力 P  皮  Acanthopanax  acttlea- turn、 Seem. 

— 白 草  Saururus  Loureiri、 Decne. 

— Lindera  (Daphni- 
dium)  sp. 

三 月黃子  Elceagnus  glabra、 

Thbg. 

三 七  an  important  drug,  pro¬ duced  in  Knangsi  and  Yiinnan, 

the  botanical  origin  of  which  is 
unknown.  The  name  is  applied 

in  SsQch‘uan  to  the  rhizomes  of 
Aralia  rcpcm、 Max. 

土  三 七  Gynura  pinnatifida.、 D.C.,  and  Sedum  aizoon^  L. 

三 音調顔 Sainnoin,  — a 
Khanate  in  Mongolia. 

Read  san4.  Thrice.  To 

treble. 

三思 而後行 to  think thrice,  and  then  act. 

有尊 客盛饌 則三之 
when  entertaining  an  honoured 

guest,  he  trebled  his  daily  menu, 
— of  one  meat  and  one  wine. 

Old  form  of  參  1 1,548. 

Now  used  in  accounts  for 

9552,  in  order  to  avoid 
fraudulent  alteration  of  fig¬ 

ures.  ! 

Ragged  clothes. 

^  |||^  tattered  and  torn. 

Long  feathers.  ( 
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糝 i  I  Fried  cakes  of  beef, 
9SS5  Imutton,  and  pork,  mixed 

R.  i  ；with  rice. 
I  ° 

See  三  I  半參粉  to  mix  powder  with
. 

Rising  Upper.! 

篸 
9557 

R •覃 

See 三 

Even  Upper. 

珊 
9558 

tr 

9559 

& 旱翰 

匕卜” F.  sang 
W.ja 

N.  sein、 saan 
P.  I 

M •卜奶
 

Y.  saa 

Sz. 
K. 

j- . 
A.  tan 

Rising  and 
Sinking 

Upper. 

Dishevelled  hair. 

See  9697. 

To  scatter  ；  to  disperse  ； 

to  part  (of  friends),  as  op¬ 

posed  to 聚 3061 ;  to  break 

up  or  separate,  temporarily  ； 
to  dismiss. 

散開  to  scatter；  to  distribute. 

雲彩都 散開了  the  clouds 
have  all  dispersed. 

散 在別傳  (chuan1^)  are  to  be found  scattered  about  in  other 

works. 

花散  to  spend  extravagantly. 

错 C  花仙 子*  a  flower-scattering 
god, — a  spendthrift. 

布散流 W  to  disseminate 
rumours. 

聚 散無常 tQ  collect  and 
separate  at  uncertain  times, — 
as  banditti. 

家 散人亡  home  broken  up 
and  its  inmates  gone. 

散了  all  gone；  ended.  See sanz. 

散了麽  have  they  gone  ? 

散 了會了  the  meeting  has 
dissolved.  See  below. 

事 情散了  the  thing  is  given 
up, — no  one  will  have  any  more 
to  do  with  it. 

散班  to  go  off  duty.  See  8595. 

散塲  to  break  up  a  meeting. 

散給。 r 發散 a 散放 
to  distribute, 一 as  donations  of 
clothes,  rice,  etc. 

發  sudorifics ;  see  san 
below. 

分 散人馬  distributed  men 
and  horses, 一 at  various  points.' 

散1 ! 
9559 

步  to  stretch  one’s  legs；  to 
9559 

stroll. 

散豁 散豁去 to  baf  ab_ for  amusement;  flatter, 

散悶  to  get  rid  of  melancholy. 
失  lost；  to  get  separated,  as 

1 

friends  in  a  crowd. 

散 勇  disbanded  troops.  See below. 

^  學  to  dismiss  school. 

散 工  to  dismiss, -as  a  workman. 
See  below，. 

我把他 散了1  dismissed 
him. 

错 [ to  resign  office;  to  live in  retirement. 

AJ1、 to  cheer  up  ；  to  take 
recreation. 

漫無  without  any  recog- nisable  characteristics. 

错^  to  exhale  a  delicious  scent. 

祟  to  disperse  or  exorcise  evil 
spirits. 

散  released  from  study, — when  school  is  over.  Also,  the 

Han-lin  graduates  who  fail  to 
reach  the  higher  degrees,  and 

receive  provincial  or  metro¬ 
politan  appointments,  for  which 

9560 

R. 旱 

is  also  used. 

See 傘 

先暫且 散搁着 put  them 

Rising  Upper. 

down  anywhere  for  the  moment, 
— to  be  arranged  by  and  by. 繳 

95^i 

Read  sanz.  To  break  up 

or  separate,  permanently  ； 

broken  up  -  in  powder. 

了  gone  to  pieces;  broken  up. See  san\ 

^  ̂   seen  or  heard  at  various times. 

散布村 "落  thinly  scattered 

饊 

9562 

villages  and  houses. 

散 着住  to  dwell  scattered 

伞
 3 

about. 

95^3 

戲班 子散了  the  theatrical 

R. 旱 

troupe  has  broken  up. 

c. 丨 

賭 请塲的 局散了  the 

H.  1
  san 

F. sang 

gambling-club  has  broken  up. 

W.  sa 

散  了會了  the  club  has 

N.  saan 

P.  \ 

broken  up.  See  above. 

M.  i
 湖 

零散  in  small  pieces. 
散 工 odd  jobs, — as  opposed  to 

工  regular  work.  See  above, 

打散錢  to  break  into  a  string of  cash. 

散褲脚  to  have  the  trousers 
untied  at  the  ankles. 

磨散  to  grind  to  powder. 
散藥  medicinal  powders;  see 

san\ 

一 '副 淸凉散 a  dose  of 
aperient  medicine  in  powder, 

閒散  at  leisure. 
懶散  indolent ;  neglectful. 

弄 音^了  made  a  mess  of  the 
matter. 

散 人又惡 胃1 知散木 how  can  a  good-for-nothing  fellow 
be  a  fit  person  to  talk  about  a 
good-for-nothing  tree? 

勇  scattered  troops.  See  above, 

散州  a  Department  dependent on  a  Prefecture,  —  as  opposed t。 a 直 隸州. 

Fried  cakes  ；  biscuits. 

Earlier  form  of  9563. 

Used  as  a  sunshade  before 

Christian  era  ；  as  a  pro¬ 

ion  against  rain,  only 

Same  as  9560. 

An  umbrella  ；  a  parasol. 

，,e  12,443.  [This  charac- 

蓋  an  umbrella;  a  sunshade. 

天如傘 蓋 the  sky is  as  k 
were  an  umbrella. 

146 



傘
 3 

r  9563
 V.  saa 

Sz. 
K. 

雨傘  an  umbrella  for  rain. 

日照 傘 or 旱 傘 a  parasol. 

萬民 ㈣ 名) 傘  a  compliment- 
9S65 

ary  umbrella,  of  red  silk  or  satin, 
inscribed  with  the  names  of  the 

A.  tan  donors  in  gold.  Given  to  officials 
Rising  Upper.  only. 

打  to  hold  up  an  umbrella. 

抽傘。 r 開傘。 r 張傘蓋 
to  open  an  umbrella. 

荷葉 镡兒傘  lotus-leaves are  the  umbrellas  of  fishes. 

傘; ̂   umbrellas  and  fans,  —  as 
carried  among  the  paraphernalia 

of  a  mandarin’s  escort. 

鬼凉傘  the  fairies’  parasol, 一 , a  familiar  term  for  a  mushroom. 

糂 
9564 

喪1
 

956S 

陽漾 
F.  soung、 

saufig 

See 

Even  and 

Sinking 

Upper. 

Same  as  9556. 

SLAJNTCSk 

To  mourn,  as  for  the 

death  of  a  parent. 

甲喪 or  P 豪喪 t0  mourn. 

居喪  to  be  in  mourning. 

卒於喪  he  died  while  in mourning. 

罹毋喪  to  go  into  mourning 
for  a  mother.  See  13,381. 

喪主  chief  mourner. 

喪服  mourning-clothes. 

喪輿  a  hearse. 

喪禮  mourning-rites. 
辦喪事  to  carry  out  or  be 
occupied  with  funeral  arrange¬ 
ments  or  affairs. 

出喪 發喪  (see  saiig^)  to 
carry  to  burial. 

匿不 發喪'  concealed  (his death)  and  had  no  funeral. 

此 當有重  c/^ung1  喪  this 
event  portends  a  double  funeral, —— i.e.  two  deaths. 

送喪  to  escort  to  burial. 
哭喪棒  the  staff  used  by  the 

chief  mourner. 

^  t0  observe  the  formalities 
of  mourning. 

[ I  162  ] 

報喪  to  notify  that  one  has 
gone  into  mourning, 一- as  officials 
have  to  do,  being  compelled  to 

resign  qffice  during  the  period. 

喪1
 

9S65 國喪  national  mourning, — as  at 
the  death  of  an  Emperor.  See 

11,611. 

喪 與其易 也寧戚 h mourning,  it  is  better  to  be  sorry 

than  punctilious. 

血噴喪  blood  splashing  the mourning, 一 the  birth  of  a  post¬ 
humous  child. 

喪門  ill-omened;  unlucky. 

Read  sang、  To  lose. 

To  destroy.  See  9898. 

喪 了夫人  lost  his  wife.  See, 
8501. 

喪明  to  lose  one’s  sight. 
喪名  to  lose  one’s  reputation. : 

桑1
 

9566 

R. 陽 

C. ) 

H.  I 如
町 

F.  soung 

W.  so  a 

N. song 

P.  1 

M. 

Y.  \  sang 

Sz.  i 

K- ] 

J.  sd 

A. tang 

Even  Upper.
 

喪國  to  lose  one’s  kingdom. 

喪命。 1 •喪亡 t0  die. 

早喪  to  die  early. 
喪膽  to  lose  one’s  courage. 

喪 聲歪氣  voice  gone  and chH  awry,— in  a  voice  thick  with 

anger. 

喪 失家業  to  dissipate  one’s property. 

徒 喪紙札  to  waste  paper, — by  writing  rubbish. 

喪茛心  to  be  lost  to  all  right feeling. 

喪心病  the  loss-of-right-feeling disease. 

喪魄 t。  lose  one’s  wits, — as  by 
fright. 

氣  depressed  in  spirits;  having 
late  against  one. 

認喪氣  to  recognise  one’s adverse  luck, -and  put  up  with  it. 

何 患於喪  why  are  you  dis¬ tressed  at  (your  master’s)  loss of  office? 

天 之未喪 斯文也 as 
long  as  God  does  not  let  the 
cause  of  truth  perish,  — -  what 
harm  can  any  one  do  to  me? 

Said  by  Confucius. 

天喪予  God  is  destroying  me! 一  said  by  Confucius  when  his 
favourite  disciple,  顔回  Yen 

Hui,  died.  
— 

別發喪  don’t  be  irritable  !  See 

I  sang\ 
; 喪打。 r 嘟喪  to  snub ;  to 

!  refuse  roughly. 

:喪 打起  to  take  in  ill  part. 
i 

The  mulberry-tree 
\Morus  alba、 L.).  See  3613, 

18408. 
: 桑子。 r 桑椹。 r 桑葚。 r 

桑黒 S  OT  桑康  mulberries. 

桑 霞  silkworms. 
栺 桑馬槐  to  mean  the  mul¬ 
berry  while  cursing  the  ash, 一 
to  talk  at  01: j  person  through 

another. 

桑 梓  the  mulberry-tree  and  Lin- 
dera  (see  12,356), — one’s  native place；  from  the  trees  grown  in 

every  Chinese  hamlet. 

桑 梓之情  native  place  emo¬ 
tions, — as  when  two  people  from 
the  same  place  meet  abroad,  etc. 

苞桑  a  phrase  used  in  the  sense of  “enduring  safety,’’  from  a  sen¬ 
tence  in  the  易經 （否 卦): 

其亡其 亡 繫于苞 

though  (threatened)  by  over¬ 

throw,  (yet  is  he)  securely  bound 

to  the  mulberry-stem. 

桑榆  the  place  where  the  sun] sets ;  hence,  old  age.  See  13,575. 

桑榆  日  the  setting  sun.  |j 

桑 榆暮景  in  the  evening  ofl 
life. 

桑田  a  mulberry-orchard. 

搶海 變桑田 the  wide  sea 
has  changed  into  a  mulberry- 
orchard,  — great  changes  have 

taken  place.  Hence  = 
violent  changes  in  nature. 

倉桑 何處問 whither  shall 
I  go  to  find  out  what  changes 
have  occurred, — to  ask  about  the 

past? 

‘ 桑栽柘 少栽花 plant many  mulberry-trees  (for  your 

silkworms)  and  few  flowers. 

禍桑以 烹老龜 t。 burna 
mulberry-tree  in  order  to  fry  a 

tortoise, — to  make  the  innocent 
suffer  in  order  to  reach  the  guilty. 
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教 期我 乎桑中  she  made  an 
assicrnation  with  me  in  Sane： 

9566  chung. 

桑 中之約  illicit  love, 一 from 
the  preceding  line  in  the  Odes, 

桑門  a  】kd(lhist  priest  or  Sha¬ 
man.  See  沙門  9624. 

地偏來 客少， 幽興祇 I 
few  strangers  come  to 

I  this  out-of-the-wa)r  [)lace,  and 
!  solitude  is  cheered  only  by 

Buddhist  piicsts. 

I 空桑子  I,  the  priest. 

桑落  the  name  of  a  kind  of 
i  wine,  which  was  really  索郧 

I  so  lang  but  was  corrupted  into 

i  sang  lo)  一  an  instance  of 

I  “Spoonerism”  in  Chinese. 

j  藥飛  the  wre
n. 

: 馬桑'  ncpalensis.  Wall. 

! 桑寄生  Lor aj i f Jms  near  L 
zestitus,  Wall.,  an  epiphyte  on 
the  mulberry. 

:佛桑  Hibiscus  rosa-sinefisis,  L 

嗓 3
 The  throat.  See  12,818 

9567  I 開喉頓 嗓  to  clear  the  throat 

養  !  一 as  before  singing. 

⑹桑  ! 氣  P 桑  the  larynx.  ̂  

Rising  UppeiJfPI  _  f  to  moisten  the 

throat,  —  to  take  a  drink ;  to 
“wash  one’s  neck •” 

好嗓子  a  good  voice  for 
singing. 

食 （I 桑 the  gullet;  the  oesophagus, 

p 桑門 。>" 嗓子眼  the  throat; the  voice. 

p 桑門 大若此  so  loudly. 

大 p 桑子 喊道  called  out  in 
1  loud  voice. 

To  push  over；  to  push 
back.  See  8416. 

棧 在地下  tipped  it  on  to  the 
ground. . 

用 手一桟  pushed  him  back 
with  his  hand. 

推 椎桟捐  pushing  and 
smuggling, 一 as  in  a  crowd. 

f 

養 
6桑 
ising  Upper, 

W  I 
9569  ! 

See 桑 

Rising  Upper., 

R. 

The  glanders  in  horses. 

I  The  stone  base  or  plinth 

957o  of  a  pillar.
 

R .養 鴻石桑  to  build  the  lower  part  of 
See  I  the  wall  of  a  house. Rising  Up  per.  I 

顙 

957i 

R •養 

W,  h  silo  a 

See 

1  、 

1  The  forehead. 

1 廣顙  a  broad  forehead. 

:稽  chliz  顙  to  knock  the  head 
I  in  prostrations.  i 

...  自 投敖顙  she  herself  made Rlsmg  uPPer.:  a  kotow  ’m  acknowledgement  of defeat. 

I 其 顙有泚  the  sweat  started out  on  their  foreheads, -in  horror 

at  seeing  the  dead  bodies  of  their 
unburied  parents  devoured  by 
animals. 

R. 

See 

啼 

9572 

9573 皓號 

搔 
Rising  and Sinking 

Upper. 

w 

9574 皓號 

See 搔 

Rising  and Sinking 

Upper. 

S-A.O. 

Same  as  9589. 

A  broom  ;  used  with 

9574 -  A  dike；  the  counter¬ 
fort  of  an  embankment. 

竹墦  a  bamboo  besom. 

掌 埽門庭  to  keep  the  hou^e well  swept. 

堤嗜 a  dike- 
To  sweep；  to  clear  away. 

打掃  to  sweep;  the  cleaning-up 
fee  of  a  month’s  rent  on  first 
renting  a  house. 

掃地  to  sweep  the  ground. 
少 尹之威 風掃地 
Police-Master,s  reputation  drag¬ 
ged  in  the  dirt. 

掃 除汚截  to  scavenge;  to clean  the  streets. 

掃 除奸黨 t。 get  rid  of seditious  associations. 

掃墓。 r 拜掃  to  sweep  the 

R. 瞥 
9575 

豪皓 號 

Sa 腺橾 

Even 

Sinking  and 

Rising  Upper. 

搔1
 

9576 

tombs, 一 at  the  annual  worship 

必 W  of  ancestors. 
9574  還 鄕祭掃  t0  return  to  one1 

native  place  to  worship  at  the •  ancestral  tombs. 

掃房  to  sweep  the  house, — at 
j  the  New  Year. 

掃 榻以待  I  shall  s\rccp  the j  couch  and  await  your  coming, 一 used  in  invitations. 

掃 徑  to  sweep  the  path,— before 
j  a  guest’s  arrival, 

i 掃邊關  to  clear  the  frontier, j  of  enemies. 
掃平 O! •掃蕩  to  sweep  away clean, — of  things  or  people. 

一 *  掃 而 盡  t0  make  a  clean 

sweep. 

一 筆掃去  dashed  off, 一 as  a 

poem. 如 迅風之 掃秋葉 ^ blast  sweeps  away  the  autumn leaves, 

掃數  to  clear  off  an  account. 

掃晴娘  a  broom  made  of*  straw or  paper  and  placed  outside 
houses  to  bring  fine  weather. 

掃雪鼠  the  beech-marten {Martes  foina、、  . 

Read  sao%t  A  broom. 

掃 箒 m 掃把  a  broom. 

掃箒星  a  broom  star,: — a 

comet.  See  9596. 

掃箒草  Ko  cilia  scoparia) 
Schrad. 

高 典而來 ，掃 興而回 
to  come  in  high  spirits  and  go 
back  in  low. 

To  be  agitated. 

C.  sou H.  sat/.  \ 

F.  sou 

tsau\ 

勞心 憎兮  how  agitated  is my  troubled  heart ! 

To  scratch. 

播  _  卿礙  t0  scratch  tlie 

head  in  perplexity. . 

掻首 間靑天 t。  scratch  the 
head  and  enquire  of  Providence, 

—— what  is  to  be  done. .、 



N.  csoa^\.  (fsoa 

n  [ 

1  sau 

Y.  soa 
Sz.  sau 
K.so 

. sd 

A.  tan 

Even  Upper. 

w 
9577 
.豪 

See 橫 

Even  Upper. 
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9576 

瘙4
 -  9S7» 

邊豪 
See 搔 

R. 

Sinking  and 

Even  Upper. 

搔破臉  to  scratch  the  facei until  it  bleeds. 

隔 靴授擾  to  scratch  an  itch 
through  your  boot; 一 no  relief. 

白木 邊 具一事 a  back- scratcher  of  white  wood.  See 

231S* 

掻脬  to  scratch  the  scrotum, — 
to  perform  the  most  menial  ser¬ 
vices. 

The  sound  of  washing 
rice. 

鳋1
 

9S82 

.豪 

See 搔 

Even  Upper. 

R, 

To  itch. 

膪 
9579 

R 958o See 播 

Even  Upper. 

ir 

9581 

Same  as  9592, 

The  wind  blowing. 

Ml 風雨  a  storm  of  wind  and rain. 

被風  If  爛了  broken  by  the wind. 

R •豪 

See 權 

Even  Upper. 

$ad  ;  disturbed ;  on  heat 

Clever  ；  poetic  ；  elegant. 
See  10,072. 

勞騷  grieved;  miserable. 

發勞 (or ■牢) 騷  to  be  discon¬ tented；  to  grumble. 

離騷  Li  Sao  or  Falling  into 
Trouble,— name  of  the  famous 

poem  by  屈平  Ch‘u  P‘ing, 
the  hero  of  the  modern  Dragon 

Festival,  written  previous  to  his 
suicide,  4th  cent.  b.c. 

天 下騷然  the  empire  be¬ came  much  disturbed. 

•騷 in  Peking)  to  annoy 

騷動  to  stir  up；  to  excite. 

發騷  t。 be  on  heat. 
丰騷  bewitching；  attractive. 

if 

95s  1
 

i 騷人 OT 騷人墨 客 aPoet; i  a  man  of  letters;  (a  contempla¬ 
tive  .person. 

:非騷 人之車  not  the  occu- I  pation  of  a  man  of  letters. 

i  ■  poetic  temperament;  so- 

domy. 

一代 風騷主  first  poet  of| 
his  age. 

9583 

R 皓 

See 

A  large  kind  of  bream, 
found  in  Shensi. 

C.  sou 

H.  sau 
F.  soa 

W.  soe 
N.  soa 
P. 

M. Sz. 

Y.  soa 

K.  so 

L  so 

A.  ten 
Rising  Upper. 

An  elder  brother’s  wife  ； 
a  married  woman.  3736, 

3,755. 

嫂子  or  嫂嫂  an  elder brother’s  wife. 

家嫂  my  elder  brother’s  wife 

尊嫂。 i 令嫂  your  elder brother’s  wife.  Also  =  嫂夫 

see  below. 

姑嫂  a  wife  addresses  her  hus band’s  sisters  as  ku\  and  they 

address  her  as  sao2. 

大嫂  wife  of  the  eldest  brother; used  as  a  complimentary  title. 

二嫂  wife  of  second  brother ; 
used  by  the  half-brother  of  Shun, 

alluding  to  the  latter’s  wives. 

某嫂  a  certain  lady,  or  a  certain man’s  wife. 

表嫂  elder  maternal  cousin’s 
wife. 

嫂夫人  your  wife, 一 a  familiar term  between  intimate  friends. 

m 

9584 

r •豪 

C.  csau 

H.  cseu 

\  sail 

sau, son, 

: csou 

F.  cw, 

W.  csau 

N.  soil 

P. 

M. 

Sz. 

Y.  soa、 sen 

K.  so 

i-sd 

A.  tieu 
Even  Upper. 

A  boat；  a  junk, 
numerative  of  vessels. 

A 

連贴踰 萬 艘 _e  than ten  thousand  vessels  in  all;  “and 

ships  by  thousands •” 

巡 船數艘  several 
cruisers. 

見有 破輪 一 ■艘  seeing  a steamer  which  had  broken  down 

revenue- 

%% 

958S! 

嬡1
 

9586 

R •號尤 

皓 
嫂搜 

Sinking  and 

Even  Upper. 

R. 

9S87 
豪皓 

C.  sou 

H.  S-ts^au F.  soa 

W.  soe 

N.  soa^  v.  dziu 

P.  I 

M.  !
 sau 

Y.  soa Sz.  sau 

K.  so^  v.  cho 

Same  as  9583. 

Ancient  name  of  Stel- 
laria  aquatica、 Scop. 

J  “ 

A.  tau 
Even  Upper. 

喿 

9588 

矂 4
 

9589 

•號 

C.  ts^ou 

H.  ts'-au F.  soa、 cK'oa W.  tsde,  ts^oe 

N.  tsoa、 ts、of P.  sau 
M.  tsau 

Y.  soa 
Sz.  tsau K.  so^  cho 

so 

A.  tau 

SiDking 

Upper. 燥 
A 

959° 

R •號皓 

C.  ts^ou H.  ctsau^  tsai^ 

F.  soa、 cK'oa 
W.  soe 

N.  soa 

P*  I 

M. ( 

Y.  soa 
Sz.  tsau 

tsau 

To  reel  silk  from  cocoons 

系巢 窗每  to  wind  off  cocoons. 

夫 人蠶繅 仏 — keep 
silkworms  and  unwinds  thei】 
cocoons. 

繅繇廠 a  silk  filature- 

Same  as  9589. 

The  chirping  of  birds 
the  hum  of  voices.  & 

9593 - 

歸 鴉嗶腕 林 the.rook 
come  cawing  back  to  their  tree in  the  evening. 

鵲噪晴  magpies  chatterin 
for  fair  weather. 

蟬噪 the  chirping  of  cicadas. 

索  _  鼓噪  they  demande 

their  pay  with  great  clamour. 

Dry;  parched;  scorchec Also  read  tsaoA •  See  147c 

乾燥  dried  up;  drought. 風 高物燥 ，小心 火痗 
when  the  wind  is  high  and  thinj 

are  dry,  be  careful  with  fire. 

P  j|^  the  mouth  parch
ed. 

身 上發燥 ，釋 w 洙縛 when  the  body  is  dry  and  pa 

ched,  one  should  take  a  bath. 
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S»E3 

R. 

959° 
K.  so^  cho 

J.  so 
A.  tau 

Sinking 

Upper. 

m 

9591 

豪皓 
S6£ 繅澡 

Even  and 

Rising  Upper. 

mx
 

9592 
R. 豪 
C.  sou 

H.  sau 

F.  cK'oa^  soa 
W.  sot 

N.  soa 

M. 
 J  sau 

Y.  soa 

Sz.  sau 

K.  so^  v.  chc 
J.  so 
A.  tau 

Even  Upper. 

秋燥  autumn  heat. 
燥烈  fierce；  raging. 

very  hot;  fiery. 

Crimson  silk. 

Rancid  ；  tainted  ；  rank- 
smelling. 

腺肉  tainted  meat. 
腥臊  rank-smelling;  frowzy 

臊氣  the  smell  of  sweat. 

腺狐  the  smell  of  a  fox. 

臊韃子  you  stinking  Tartar 

臊氤。 r 臊羊  the  squirrel 
{Sciurus  davidianus). 

臊鬧子  the  striped  squirrel 
(Sciurus  siriatus). 

臊陀  a  parrot.  Sanskrit  cuka, 

9594 

lR •蕭號 

卜鍫擯 
Even  and 

■  SinkingUpper. 

JLtl  A 

繰 
9595 

卜號
 

卜播
 

I  SinkingUpper. 

彗 

9596 

lR •寘霽 

C.  wail H.  sui 

F.  woui^ 

swouP W. 

N.  wei 

P-  I 

M.  I 

Y.  hwci 

K.  se^  su^  v.  hie 
J.  sui,  sei^  zei 

A.  ftiiie3 

Fine  steel. 

瑟 9599 

High  ；  eminent  ；  impos¬ 
ing. 

A  broom;  a  besom.  Also) 
read  hui\ 

: swei 

SinkiDg 

Irregular. 

m 
9593 

(號 
?ee 換 

Sinking 
Upper. 

Read  sac?4.  To  be  asham-| 
ed ;  bashful. 

羞臊  to  be  ashamed. 

沒 羞沒臊  utterly  withoutl 
shame.  \ 

臊 一 鼻子灰  covered  with  I shame. 

躁死  to  die  of  shame. 

害臊  to  be  very  bashful. 

別 臊我了  spare  my  blushes!! 

杷臉臊 的飛紅  blushed  j 
deeply  from  bashfulness. 

The  noise  of  voices.  See\ 

9589.  Also  read  tsao\ 

譁譲。 r 譟嚷 hubbub. 
to  create  a  disturbance. 

鼓課 {^aox  in  colloquial)  the  I 
rolling  of  drums. 

鼓 _ 而起  they  rose  in| mutiny. 

鼓譟前  in  the  din  of  battle. 

9597 

m 

9600 

本類星 ，末 類彗  its  head  I 
is  like  a  star,  its  tail  is  like  a  |  ee  必 broom, 一 of  a  comet.  I  Entering 

善 星  a  broom-star,— a  comet；!  Upper， See  9574；  9336.  I 

彗 .所以 除舊布 新也索 
this  broom  (referring  to* a  comet)  I  9601 is  to  take  away  the  old  andf 
replace  it  with  new. 

Read  sui\ 

日 中 不彗是 謂失時 
if  there  is  not  bright  light  at 

noon,  it  is  called  unseasonable. 

dynasty  about  his  friend  蜜 

Fan  Yun.  宏 

瑟兮 僩兮  how  grave  is  he 
and  dignified ! 

瑟 彼玉瓚  massive  is  that 
libaticn-cup  of  jade. 

蕭瑟  chilly ；  bleak；  desolate 

瑟縮不 安于坐 (they  felt) chilled  and  uncomfortable  in 
their  seats. 

瑟瑟  the  soughing  of  wind ;  the 
turquoise. 

The  lustre  of  a  gem  ；  j used  with  9599. 

See  9755. 

&E1. 

See  10,164. 

A  horizontal  psaltery, 

resembling  the  琴  2  109, 

with  25  strings,  each  pass¬ 

ing  over  a  movable  bridge. 

To  be  grave.  To  be  mas¬ 
sive  or  dense. 

琴 瑟調和  the  chlin  and  the  I se  in  accord, — used  of  conjugal  I harmony. 

to  put  away  the  psaltery,- 
used  of  the  death  of  a  friend,  | 
from  a  verse  by  任彥昇 L 

Jen  Yen-sheng  of  the  Liang  j 

9602 
|R •職 
I C. shik 
H.  set 

|F.  saik 
W 

J  N.  sah 

IP.  se\  cs/iai M 

\Y.se/i 

Sz.  se 
YK.sek 

J.  shoku、 shiki 
A.  sak 

Entering 

Upper. 

See  10,183. 

Colour,  especially  of  thej 

face ;  looks  ；  beauty  [cf.  I 
Latin  color  and  Greek 

hence,  lust  ；  lewdness.  Ap-j 

pearance  ；  effect.  Sort  ；[ 

kind  ；  quality ;  “  touch”  of| silver.  The  Buddhist  riipa 
or  form.  Radical  139.  Seel 

風 3554, 意 5367,  士 55。,[ 
喜 4。73， 六 7276, 眼 
i3，i29. 

色 頭。! •色兒  colour, — pro-1 nounced  s/mi  V//3  in  the  north,  f 
See  below  • 

色味  colours  and  flavours. 
色 香味三 樣都全 
colour,  smell,  and  flavour,  all  I perfect,— of  fruit.  ] 

五色  the  five  colours, — namely  I 

靑黃赤 白 黑 blus  (in- 
eluding  green),  yellow,  red,  white,  | 
and  black ;  used  in  the  sense  ofl “all  colours •”  See  12,099. 

彩色  particoloured ;  variegated.  I 

硏 調采色  to  grind  and  mix  J colours, — for  painting. 

本色  the  original  colour,  as  ini a  state  of  nature;  features;  per- 1 
sonality ;  speciality. 
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色
-
 kj6g2 

[ \ 
J 

要 插入自 家本 色_“ 
.produce  something  of  one’s 

. .wn  personality  into  it, — of  a 
wrse  on  a  given  theme. 

遑 是我們 的本色 this 
is  our  particular  line,  or  speciality. 

顔色 or 色 水 （w  behm)  or 

色 colour;  tint;  shade. 

樣义 有人 色 he  had  a  little 
colour, — was  not  quite  pallid. 

色  coloured  silk. 

色 布 （l'，ed  cotton  piece-goods. 

色扯 花布 dyed  brocade shirtings. 

色扯花 總 dyed  damask shirtings. 

色鞋花 布 dyed 印0_ 
shirtings, 

色 印花布 chintz - 

色 花點布  dyed， figured,  or 
- brocaded  shirtings. 

色  colour  deteriorated  or 
•  faded. 

故色。 1 ■元色  a  Srey  colour, 一 of  shirtings. 

間 色  an  intermediate  colour, 一 
not  one  of  the  primary  colours, 

ti}*  to  dress  up, — as  in  pro¬ 
cessions,  etc. 

色  to  lose  colour,  as  by  ex¬ 
posure  ; to  deteriorate,  as  (e.g.) 
the  tea-market. 

起 色  tC)  improve, — as  opposed 
to  the  above. 

日有迦 色 there  is  daily 
improvement,  —  of  increasing 
prosperity. 

地方未 有起色 the 
district  has  not  yet  recovered, 
一 from  a  famine. 

令儀 令色0 f  good  deport- 
ment  and  of  good  looks. 

美於色 厚於德 beautiful and  virtuous. 

色甲天 下之色 the  great- e.st  beauty  in  the  world. 

色 授魂與  t。 be  penetrated 
'vith  her  beauty,  and  to  commune 
with  her  spirit. 

賢 賢邊色  estecni  .virtue, 
substituting  it  for  beauty, 一 love 
virtue  as  you  love  beauty. 

國色  a  famous  beauty , —  one 

色
#
 

96o2 

' 

' 

whose  beauty  can  國  upset 

r；  kingdom.  Said  of  夫人， 
the  favourite  of  漢武 

See  2196. 
 八  、 

皆絶 色  all  surpassing 
beauty. 

殊 色  very  beautiful. 
强者必 說^^ 于言， 

懦 者必說 _ 于色 
the  strong  will  express  pleasure 
in  words,  the  weak,  by  looks. 

_ 是吾 設色者 it  really 
is  one  of  my  paintings. 

設色 亦會雅 as  a  colourist he  was  fresh  and  refined. 

妙在傳 色  his  chief  skill  was as  a  colourist. 

允善布 色  he  excelled  as  a colourist. 

方覺 生 色 so  as  to  secure an  artistic  effect. 

以 壯行色 SO  as  to  give courage  for  the  journey, — as  a stirrup-cup. 

車 有動行 色 the  carts  look as  if  ready  to  start. 

色笑  cheery  presence ;  cheerful company. 

公飾 鱼不動 the  Duke  did not  move  a  muscle  of  his  coun¬ 
tenance. 

面 帶春色  looking  very  well. Also,  looking  amorous. 

喜 色  a  pleased  look, 

^  色  t0  show  anger. 怒其 室而作 色于夂 
to  be  angry  with  one’s  wife  and vent  it  on  her  father. 

有  色  to  wear  a  look  of  pain or  of  disapprobation. 

男 <  詢^  色  would  meet  with 
no  repulse. 

色  to  define  it  (filial  piety)  is difficult. 

正 色⑽ 687. 

物色⑽ 12,777. 

女 色  venery )  lust. 
hao^  色 (shaiz)  lecherous; libidinous. 

色 慾  desire；  passion. 
色  given  up  to  or  mad  with 

lust. 

色
‘
 

9602 

)J^  debility  from  over
-indul¬ 

gence. 

色鬼。 r 色中 餓鬼 a whoremonger. 

重 色不 重 友 to  think  more 
of  lust  than  of  frieadship. 

聲 色  niusic  and  women.  Also, sound  and  appearance ;  sc.  ex¬ ternal  signs. 

則 色漸劣 his  luck  then 
turned  to  bad. 

色 膽如天 boundlessly 
daring  in  lechery. 

雜 色  aU  sorts;  miscellaneous. 

諸 色 人  all  sorts  and  con¬ 
ditions  of  men. 

異^  色 之 入  people  of  foreign 
races. 

色 色 全  aU  kinds  kept  in 
stock. 

色色寫 得生活 
cribing  every  detail  in  the  most lifelike  manner. 

成 J  色  touch,  fineness,  or  purity 
of  silver. 

足 色 of  full  standard  purity. 

色 水低  the  fineness  (of  the 
metal)  is  low  in  quality. 

出 色 人負  an  official  out  of 
the  common  run. 

不大 聲以色 not  to  make a  great  noise  about, -one’s  virtue. 

色 界  rupadhatu^ — the  world  ofi 
form. 

色 身  the  material  body. 
色 卽是萃 ，空卽 是色 
everything  is  emptiness,  and 
emptiness  is  everything. 

色相  forms  of  things, -objective； existences. 

名  ̂   namarupa}  一  name  and form;  body  and  mind;  sub¬ stantiality  and  reality. 

惟有三 等名色 there  are 
only  three  kinds. 

有名 色  there  is  no  colour¬ 

able  pretext, 一 for  doing  so. 

杷此 作名色 相見一 
面  make  this  a  pretext  for  an 
interview. 

有名 色的人 a  man  d 
standing；  a  man  cf  culture. 

生 色  something  made  manifest, signs ;  manifestations. 
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&JElNC3r 

色 
9602 

9603 

R._ 
C.  shik 

H.  sep 
F.  saik 

W.j^ 
N.  sah 

P.  sP^  v.  csai 
M.  se 

\,seh 

Sz.  se 

K.  sek 

• shoku 

A.  sdk 

Entering 

Upper. 

ir 

9604 
“職 

Entering 

Upper. 

慵紗
 

9605 
.職 

Entering 

Upper. 

9606 •辑 
•  shik 
[, sep 
F.  saik 

/jV 

^.sah 

U 

P./jV 
use 

•  sUp 

shU 

.•  sap、 sdk 
Enterii entering 

Upper. 

I 形色  the  bodily  organs  and 
!  their  funttions. 

色卜替  the  day  on  which  the 
I  world  was  created, 一 an  imitation 

of  the  Arabic  Sabt  or  Sabbath 

持色咖 *•’  ( 财 9658) 禱曰 he  seized  the  dice  and  prayed, 
saying, . 

The  harvest.  Stingy 
Moderation  ；  .see  1845. 

畜刻 oi •吝嗇 or 省啬 
miserly；  parsimonious. 

窗  ̂   sparing  of  words. 

嗇夫  a  miser.  Also,  petty  offi 
cials  employed  in  ancient  times 

under  the  department  of  Public 
Works.  Under  the  Han  dynasty, 
the  civil  judge  of  a  district. 

嗇得狠  very  mean  or  close. 

性 嗇於財  he  was  by  nature stingy. 

To  harvest. 

9603,  9607. 

Used  for 

To  hate. 

愔 然毛竪 ，如 畏怖狀 
in  his  horror  his  hair  stood  on 

end  like  that  of  a  man  in  a  fright. 

Acrid ;  rough  ；  uneven. 

癖 藥  astringent  medicine. 

德味  acrid  to  the  taste. 

發漶  to  be  astringent. 

德滯  stopped;  obstructed. 

縷肚  、 onstipation. 

曹 語艱瀞  his  speech  is  very 
unpolished. 

摸 之溏*  手  it  rasps  the  hand to  rub  it. 

德攝  misty ;  rainy. 

溏舌者  a  stammerer  or  stut¬ 
terer. 

羞 漶半晌  hesitated  awhile 
from  shame. 

穡私
 

9607 

續 
H.  sit 

See 證 

Entering 

Upper. 

塞 

9608 

9609 

R •屋陌 
See 慼瑟 

Entering 

Upper. 

9610 

R. 緝 

See@ 

Entering 

Upper- 

R, 

961  ] 

.緝 

See Entering 

Upper. 

IT 

9612 

R. 緝 

See 嬙 

Entering 

Upper. 

澀 
96i3 

Grain  in  ear.  To  gather 
in  the  harvest.  See  稼 ii43 - 

激穑  to  gather  in  the  harvest. 

穡事  husbandry. 
穡夫 a  husbandman. 

后稷之 穡有相  hsiang 
= 道  the  husbandry  of  Hou 
Chi  was  based  upon  the  principle 

of  assisting, 一 nature. 

先墻  a  name  for  神農 Sh& 
Nung, 一 the  reputed  inventor  of 
agriculture. 

See  9541. 

The  rustling  of  leaves 

falling  in  autumn  ；  mourn¬ 

ful,  as  a  plaintive  melody Used  for  9599. 

Rough. 

Unattainable. 

Read  sa^.  To  gabble. 

Frugal  ；  stingy. 

Same  as  9606,  9610. 

本. 

揀
 4 

9614 

r 陌 

cf 奉 

Entering 

Upper. 

m 
9615 

r. 辑 

% 德 

Entering 

Upper. 

选1
 

9616 

•侵 

C.  shein 
H.  sem 

F.  scing 
W.  sang N.  seng 

P. 

sett 

Sz. 

K.  sdm 
shin 

A.  sum 
Even  Upper. 

Li 

9617 

•葱 

vnr 

C.  seng 

H.  sen 
F.  cheing W.  sang 

{  s^g 

M.  sin 

{  5^g 

K.  sing 

. sd 

A. tdng 

Even  Upper. 

Ague  ；  chill.  Used  with 

6657. 

痈 寒暮作 the  CQld  stage 
comes  on  at  evening. 

To  fly  fast. 

聚飛而 投長林 they  ay fast  and  get  to  the  deep  forest. 

S£33NT. 

Luxuriant  vegetation ; 

overgrown  ；  umbrageous  ； 

dark ;  sombre. 

緑 森森的  umbrageous, 一 as 
a  forest. 

戈 戟森森  serried  ranks  of| 

spears. 

自 覺頭 目森森 felt  him- 
self  getting  dizzy. 

蕭 森  sad  and  deserted;  desolate 

森嚴  rigorous;  strict;  dignified. 

衆 山 .森 .列  hills  rising  in 
many  a  peak. 

令乂  4 •髪 森然 enough to  make  a  man’s  hair  stand  on 
end. 

森樹 &  Pride  of  India  {Melia Azederachy  L.). 

SHINTO. 

A  Buddhist  priest  ；  the 

Buddhist  church.  See  2900. 

僧人  a  Buddhist  priest. 

所手 度僧衆  the  priests 
ordained  by  him . 

羣 僧  all  the  priests. 
僧尼  Buddhist  priests  and  nuns. 
老僧 an  old  priest;  also  used 
by  a  priest  speaking  of  himself. 

老僧 打坐  an  old  priest  sit¬ ting  in  meditation. 

僧教  the  Buddhist  religion. - 

僧門 w 僧家  the  Buddhist priesthood;  Buddhism. 
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9617 

響5
 

:貧僧  I， a  poor  priest. 

山僧  a  hermit  priest. 

流 僧免不 了住持 & 
wandering  priest  cannot  oust  the 
resident  priest. 

僧帽  a  priest’s  Headdress. 

僧俗  the  clergy  and  laity. - 

僧藍。 r 僧伽 藍。 r 僧房 
a  monastery  or  nunnery.  Sans- 

I  krit :  samghdra 川 a, 

I 僧伽  the  assembly  of  priests, 
I  Sanskrit :  samg/ui.  See  below、 

僧伽祗  the  double  or  com¬ 
posite  robe  of  a  priest,  reaching 
from  the  shoulders  to  the  knees. 

Sanskrit :'  samghdtL 

僧伽 婆羅  Samghapala,  — a 
Burmese  priest  who  in  a.d.  506 
introduced  into  China  the  first 

alphabet  for  the  transliteration 
'  of  Sanskrit. 

僧 道無綠  no  affinity  'vith 
Buddhists  or  Taoists, — a  placard 
seen  on  doors. 

i 僧 門對 甩門。 ^ 男僧 

9618 
VTSY 

C.  se/ig 

F.  eheing 
\V. 

N.  setig 

K.  s  'itig 

J.  SO A. tdn^ 

Kvcn  Upper. 

寺對着 女僧寺 a  nion- 
astery  facing  a  nunnery, — sus¬ 

picious. 

僧讚僧  priest  praising  priest. 

僧錄司  Buddhist  abbots  ap¬ 
pointed  to  be  government  super¬ 
intendents  of  their  order,  and 
distinguished  as  below. 

僧會  the  superintendent  in  a 
District. 

僧正  the  superintendent  in  a 
Department. 

僧綱  the  superintendent  in  a 
Prefecture. 

僧 格 僧伽  a  lion.  Sans 
krit :  sim/id, 

僧祇  a  definite  number,  but 
beyond  human  computation. 

Sanskrit :  asan^khya. 

Short  hair. 

爲曹  tangled  hair ;  unkempt. 

[ I  168 

少 r 

small  hole  or  cavity. 

9619  少 眼  small  cavities ;  pores. 

R__  割少 ij 治瘡  to  cut  a  hole  and 
cure  (sc.  to  open)  an  ulcer. 

See 沙 

SinkingUpper. 

9620 

紗1
 

9622 
C.  sha 

II.  
i 

F •卜 

W.  I 
N. 

P.  sha M.  I 

Y.  i  
sa 

S^.  sha 

K.sa 

Ore. See 耖 

Even  Upper. 

Gravel；  sand. 
Used  with  9624. 

砂淋  stone  in  the  bladder; 

gravel. 

硃砂。 r 丹砂  cinnabar.  See 
255°* 
辰  cinnabar  from  辰州府 
Shen-chou  Fu  in  Hunan. 

靈砂  sulphide  of  mercury. 

解 玉砂。 r 金鋼砂 corun- dum;  diamond  dust. 

招 7  iron  ore. 掘钞 to  dig  out  ore ;  to  mine. 

砂穀米 sag。- 砂仁  inferior  cardamoms  or 
“grains  of  Paradise •” 

砂仁殼  capsules  of  Amomum xanthioides、 Wall. 

陽春砂  the  hairy  Chinese cardamom,  supposed  to  be  de¬ 
rived  from  Amomum  villosum、 

9621 

R •麻 

See 鈔 

Even  Upper. 

Lour. 

明月砂 and 夜明砂 the 
droppings  of  hares  and  bats, 

respectively, 一 used  as  medicine 
for  the  eyes. 

Coarse,  of  sugar. 

Gauze ;  untwisted  thread  ； 

yarn.  See  6069. 

紗窗  a  gauze  window, 一 to  keep out  insects. 

紗! ̂   a  &°-uze  lantern. 
耖月  faint  moonlight, — as  seen 
through  a  gauze  screen. 

烏耖帽  a  black  gauze  hat, 一 as worn  by  officials  under  the  Ming 

dynasty,  and  lntely  in  Korea. 

紗
 3 

9622 

J.  sha 

A.  sa 
Even  Upper. 

鈔1
 

9623 

R •麻 

See 鈔 

Even  Upper. 

沙1
 

9624 

F.  sa^  v.  sai 

See 鈔 

Even  Upper. 

戀 着烏耖  clinging  to  office. 

脫耖帽  to  be  stripped  of  the gauze  hat, — to  be  dismissed  from office 

_  ^  a  gauze  s
inglet  or 

shirt. 

亮耖  a  transparent,  but  some¬ times  figured,  gauze. 

直 紗  a  gauze,  the  designs  on which  are  more  transparent  than 

the  ground. 

綿 紗。 r 綿鈔線 cotton 

yarn. 
羽耖  English  camlets. 

耖羊  a  dragon-fly. 
A  shark.  Also  applied 

to  certain  other  fishes. 

鈔魚  a  shark ;  a  small  fresh¬ water  fish,  with  a  round  body 

and  big  head,  which  buries  itself in  the  mud. 

紗魚皮  shark’s-skin. 
公 子帽触  the  hammer¬ 
headed  shark  (Sphyra  zygeena). 

兒鈔  the  spinous  shark 
( Cestracion  zebra). 

辩 頭] I 少  the  shovel-nosed  shark 
(Rhincbatus  hy mnic ep halus、 、 

雜紗  the  sa'v-fish  {Pristis). 

琵 琶  spotted  ray  (Rhina 
ancylostomd). 

Sand  ；  gravel  ；  pebbles  ； 

granulated.  To  sift.  Used 
with  9620.  See  9664. 

^  i 
 sand. 

沙  土  地  sandy  places;  sands, 
沙田  sand-flats ;  shore-lands ; tidal  lands. 

沙子  sand;  small  shot. 

沙石  pebbles. 走 石揚沙  stones  and  dust 
flying, 一 a  dust-storm. 

售沙 洋商利 權外溢 
the  ore  is  sold  to  foreign  mer¬ 

chants,  and  profits  are  thus  diver¬ 
ted  abroad. 

洗沙  to  wash  for  gold. 

聚 沙成塔  to  build  a  pagoda from  grains  of  sand,  —  “little drops  of  water,  little  grains  of sand,M  etc. 
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9624 

入海 弄沙成 功何年 
if  you  try  to  get  the  sand  of  the 
sea,  when  will  you  have  done? — 

!  never;  of  an  impossible  task. 

沙磧  a  sandbank. 
沙灘  a  sandbank；  the  bar  at 
the  mouth  of  a  river.  See  6713. 

沙屌。 1 •沙角  a  sandspit. 
流沙  quicksands；  a.  part  of  the 
j  desert  of  Gobi. 

:蹈流 沙匿跡  to  walk  on 
quicksands  and  leave  no  trace 

: behind. 

i 陷沙河  to  sink  in  quicksands 
沙漠  or  沙河  the  desert  of Gobi. 

I 東沙  the  Pratas  shoal. 
i 沙面  a  sandbank;  the  island  of 
j  Shameen  at  Canton. 

沙漏  a  water-filter  made  with 

j  sand. ! 沙鍋  an  earthenware  pot. 

i 沙鷄  sand-grouse  {Syrrhaptes 

I  paradoxus). 

I  沙白  the  sand-clam,  a  species 
of  Mactra. 

沙錐  the  sandpiper；  the  snipe 
沙甲 the  dragonet  fish  (Platy- 
cephalus  guttatus)% 

沙猛 the  file-fish  {A  Inter  es 
berardi). 

嘴沙  a  kind  of  sprat. 

沙梨  the  sweet  pear, 一 so  called 
because  of  its  gritty  flesh. 

沙菓  the  fruit  of  the  檎  2IOI 
沙虫  the  larvae  of  mosquitoes. 

沙籐  rattans. 
沙門  a  hermit  (Brahmin  or 
Buddhist);  a  Buddhist  monk  or 

priest.  [Sanskrit :  sramana.] 

拜沙門  to  become  a  Buddhist. 
沙門 惠乘講 波若經 

the  Shaman  Hui  Ch^eng  expoun¬ 
ded  the  Po  jo  sutra. 

沙門爲 道:舍 妻子捐 

愛欲  a  shaman^  for  the  sake 
of  his  religion,  gives  up  wife  and 
child  and  puts  away  passion  and 
desire. 

不名 爲沙門  is  not  worthy 
to  be  called  a  shaman, 

沙彌。 t 沙僧  a  Buddhist 

w 
9624 

R. 

笔 0626 

擎 
9627 

See 鈔 

Even  Upper. 

9628 

Rlii 

see 鈔 

Even  Upper. 

裟1
 

9625 
麻 

See 鈔 

Even  Upper. 

!  novice,  male  or  female,  who  has 
vowed  to  obey  the  10  command¬ 
ments  ; see  1531.  [Sanskrit : sramanera?[ 

^  twelve  years  old. 

沙郎  the  Malay  sarong  or  loin- 

j  cloth. 
:沙爾  a  city； — - from  the  Persian shahr\  c,g.  英 吉沙爾  Yen- 

gihassar  or  Yengishar. 

沙市  Sha-shih, — a  port  of  cal^ 
on  the  Yang-t.sze. 

打沙袋  to  strike  the  sandbags, 一 of  letter-carriers  who  practise 
defending  themselves  against! 
robbers  by  standing  in  the  midst  | 
of  a  number  of  swinging  sand¬ 
bags  and  striking  them  in  all directions. 

沙鴇  a  term  applied  to  native wives  of  the  Chinese  Resident 丨 

in  Tibet, 一 from  the  Tibetan 
mdza-bo  or  moza-mo  a  friend  or 
companion. 

^  a  field  of  battle. 

、沙牛 •皮  buffalo-hides.  Seel 
9627.  I  9629 

沙 船7. 6沙 地船  sandjunks，|R.lii junks  of  the  flat  coasts  of  theLee 

寶山  and  上海  Districts,  j  Eyen  Upper. 

沙顏 ̂   guard-boats  for  shallow water. 

沙磨  to  rasp;  to  treat  a  surface 
with  sand-paper. 

沙民  squatters  on  the  unculti 
vated  river,  foreshores, — e.g.  at 
Canton. 

沙參  Adenophora  polymorpha、 
Led.,  and  other  species. 

沙狐  the  corsac  or  fox  of  the steppes. 

沙聪子  Gerbillus  unguicula- tus  and  G.  psammophilus. 

the  inhabited  part  of  the 

universe;  the  world  of  suffering. 

沙汰  to  sift  and  reduce  in|H. sat、 sai 
1  V.  sak、sai 

W.  sa、so IN.  sah、 

j  P.  csha、 shai 

I  M.  sa^  sai 

I V.  saah'  sae 

I  Sz.  sha、 shai 
IK.  sai, 

I  J.  satsz、 sechi, 

]  8ai,z
e 

j  A.  sat、 Sai 

Entering  and 
Sinking 

Upper. 

j  Same  as  9629. 

髿1
 

963° 

|R •麻歌 
j  See  鈔 Even  Upper. 

鯊 

9631 

9632 

l 黠卦 

I C.  shat。、 s/tai 

A  buffalo. 

The  cholera.  See  1379. 

刮痧  to  scarify  the  body  with! #  easily  as  is  done  in  the  early  | 
stages  of  cholera. 
連 一個刮 痧 的都沒 

有  I  have  not  a  single  cash. 

痧氣九  cholera  pills. 

痧 疹娘娘  the  goddess  -pray- 1 
ed  to  when  children  have  scarlet [ 
fever. 

A  Buddhist  cassock  orl 

surplice.  See  1 151. 

number. 

沙居  Seistan  and  the  Sacae. 
Read  sha\  To  neigh. 

Name  of  a  tree. 

菜木  Cun n inghamia  sinensis ̂   R. Br. 

裟棠  a  wild  species  of  Pyrus. 

Long  fine  hair. 

震髮  dishevelled  hair. 

Same  as  9623. 

To  slay  ；  to  kill  ；  to  cutl 
off.  To  add  up.  Very；! 

extremely.  To  cause  to[ 

ferment  ；  see  3066.  [Cor¬ rectly  written  殺 .] 

琴泛  to  kill  intentionally. 
謀殺 t。  kill,  after  plotting  the  I death  of. 

誤殺  to  kill  in  mistake  for  some one  else. 

偶殺  to  kill  by  accident. 

鬪我  to  kill  in  a  brawl. 格毅  to  kill  a  person  resisting! 
authority  or  in  self-defence. 

147 
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殺 
9632 

.方 

格殺 勿論  no  matter  if  killed 
(/.l\  with  no  penalty  attached 

for  causing  death ;  see  7475), — 
as  when  offering  a  reward  for 

the  capture  of  a  brigand. 

^  to  put  to  death  wrong- 

I  fully,— as  in  a  “judicial  murder.’’ 

:可殺  deserving  death. 1 

:殺 人者抵  a  life  for  a  life. 丨  See  448. 

!  5 ̂人  to  kill  people.  Used  as  a 

I  superlative  =  enough  to  kill  one. 

I  笑殺 ■人  enough  to  kill  one with  laughing. 

j 豈 不笑殺 is  it  not  most 
!  laughable? 

j  殺 •罪  the  punishment  of  decapi- I  tation. 

! 我頭  to  behead. 

I 殺 死 殺戮 or 殺害 or 

,j  殺聽  to  kill;  to；  slaughter. 

j*  殺傷  to  kill  (some)  and  wound 
i  (others). 

I 殺生 t。  fake  life;  to  slaughter 

. I ;  animals.  " 

」 殺戰  to  fight, 一 of  battles;  a 

I  bloody  fight. 

i  殺 盡  t。 kill  t。 the  last  man. 

! 狡退  to  kill  and  disperse;  to 
rout. 

殺 條血路  to  cut  a  path  of 
blood, — through  the  foe. 

與 ‘其殺 不辜, 寧失不 經  it  is  better  to  fail  in  the 
'strict  administration  of  the  law 
tjian  to  slay  an  innocent  man. 

別 祭 我殺氣 -don’t  vent 
'  your  wi-ath  upon  me. 

殺 氣  a  violent,  ferocious 
temperament  -  a  threatening  air. 

威風殺  s/iax  terrible  to 
behold, 一 as  a  ferocious  tyrant. 

I  氣殺人  enoilgh  to  one 
)vith  anger  ；  also,  to  slay  people 
in  a  fit  of  passion. 

殺手  a  headsman. 
有殺手  be  energetic  and 
二  determined.  < 

狠 心殺手  very,  severe  ui- 
I  U, — of  criticism. 

殺神  tHc  Destroying  Angel. 

天我的 桃的禍 this  Ls 
your  accursed  .work ! 

殺1
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殺數  t。 add  up  amounts. 

你 先殺一 個總兒 ackl it  up  first. 

睹 I  殺 ■了  very  much  frightened. 

急 殺  in  a  g】.cat  hurry. 

:殺出 重  i 〃〃/ 圍  hedashed j  out  from  his  double  entrenchment. 

:好殺  very  good. 1 兩個 人好殺 the  two  are 

!  great  friends. 

! 好殺了 是他人 ，壤殺 

了 是自己  however  good that  one  may  be,  he  is  a  stranger: 
however  bad  this  one  may  be, 

he  is  part  of  oneself, — of  the 
value  of  a  friend  as  opposed  to 
a  brother. 

把話都 說殺了  he  haS j  spoken  out  much  too  plainly  or definitely. 

L 殺 .緊  veiT  tight,— as  a  rope. 

I 殺尾  the  very  last；  the  tail  end. 

殺 妻求將  [chian g^)  to  slay one’s  wife  to  obtain  a  command, 

as  was  done  by  吳起  Wu  Ch‘i, 
because  she  happened  to  be  a 

native  of  齊  Ch‘i,  which*  State 
his  own  (the  魯  Lu  State)  was 
about  to  attack. 

Read  shai\  To  pare  ； 

to  clip；  to  reduce.  Little. 

See  ̂   7504. 

雨 勢稍殺  the  rain  became less  severe. 

其徒出 ，稍稍 殺於金 
when  his  disciples  .went  out, 
they  did  things  on  a  somewhat 
smaller  scale  than  Chin. 

其 聲口焦 殺, his  voice  was broken  and  confused. 

親 親之殺 behaviour  to kindred  on  a  graduated  scale, — 
according  to  their  degrees  of consanguinity. 

殺靑  to  take  off  the  green, 一 from  tablets  for  writing,  by  fire; 
to  complete  a  book.  See  9893. 

The  edges  of  a  seam  ；  to 

sew  up  a  seam. 

r  4f- 
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K •卦黠 

See 殺 

Entering 

Upper. 

ur 

9635 

R .洽 

See 献 

A.  t、ap,  i^icp Entering 

Upper. 

歃 
96扣 

r .洽 

C.  hap。 

H.  t^ap 

F.  ch、ak 

W.  ts^a 

N.  tsah 

P.  ch、a 

Y.  ts、aah 

K.  sap 

J.  so 

A.  tap、 sap' 
Entering 

Upper. 

w 
9637 

Ri^ 

C.  shatn 

U.sat 

F. saky  saky*  " 

W.  sa 
N.  sah^zah 

P.  gha、 sha^ 

M.  sa 
Y.  saah 

Sz.  sha IC.  sal 

J.  satsz^  see  hi 
A.  sat 

Entering 

Upper. 

A  spear.  Also  readd 似 ' 

! 殺羽 (or  clipped  wings,— failure  to  succeed. 

Loquacious  ；  talkative. 

To  smear  the  mouth  with 

the  blood  of  a  victim  when 

taking  an  oath. 

自欠 血訂盟 t0  smear  the 
mouth  with  blood  and  swear 
fidelity. 

倒歃鵰  a  kind  of  falcon. 

To  kill,  as  by  no 乂 ions 
influences；  baleful.  Very ； 

extremely  ；  used  with  9632. 
What?  To  sew ；  see  5984； 

9633.  Colloquially  read 

sha1*. 
煞氣  noxious  influences;  ma¬ laria. 

星  a  baleful  star, 一 one  that brings  pestilence,  etc. 

煞 凶  noxious;  baleful. 

槽煞  to  oppose  an  evil  influence. 

三 煞在東  the  three  noxious influences  are  in  the  east, 一 viz, 

災煞 1 歲煞， W 轫煞 • Their  positions  are  given  annually 

in  almanacs,  to  guide  builders of  houses. 

坐 煞  with  the  back  to  the quarter  of  evil  influence, 一 a  bad 

position. 

向  facing  the  quarter  of  evil influence^ 一 also  an  evil  position, 

the  best  position  being  athwart the  line  of  influence. 
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杉 
9638 

9639 

穴 •馬 
5忧 沙. 
Rising  Upper. 

命 帶刼煞 &  destiny  with 
an  evil  influence  predominating. 

强 盜多煞  the  robbers  are 
very  numerous. 

煞近  very  near. 

煞是 兮 文  truly  a  wonderful composition ! 

See  9687. 

Foolish  ；  stupid  ；  idiotic 
See  10,137. 

傻子  a  simpleton;  a  half-witted 
fellow. 

傻人。 r 儍蛋  a  dolt;  a  booby. 

傻花子  you  stupid  beggar! 

傻小子  you  little  fool ! 

傻話  nonsense. 

傻拉咕 _  crazy ；  crazed. 

默儍- •癡儍  foolish ;  silly. 
我儍不 到那 個分兒 

fin、 、rh  ±  I  am  not  such  a 
fool  as  all  that. 

傻狗 赶飛龠 it  is  a  silly 
dog  that  pursues  a  flying  bird. 

老 天不滅 大儍瓜 — 
does  not  extinguish  the  “big- 

fooi”  gourd  ( Cucumis  conomon、 
Thbg.), — God  tempers  the  wind 
to  the  shorn  lamb. 

See  10,103. 

See  9531. 

Same  as  953] 

See  4228. 

Same  as  4228. 

m 9645 

r. 祕 

See 
Sinking 

Upper. 

歎 

9646 唼 
9647 

m 

9648 

p •洽 

C.  sap。 

H.  tsHap。、 

shap) 

F,  sak 

W.  tsie 
N.  sah 
P.  shi、 cshwa 
M.  sa 

Y.  saah 

Sz.  sha 
K.  sap 

J.  sd 

A.  tHcp 

Entering 

Upper. 

w 
9649 

R. 洽 

C.  sap。 

H.  ts^iap^ 

F.  sak 
W.  tsie 

P.  sha) 

M.  sa 
K.  sap 

].sd 

A.  tHep 

Entering 

Upper. 

嗪 

9650 

w 

96Sx 

R 葉洽 

C.  shapQ、 tsyt^ 

F.  chick 
W. " 沪 

P.  ixhie、 sha0 Y.  chieh 
K.  sap 

••  sho 

A.  t、Up 
Entering 

Irregular. 

Hoarse  ；  gruff.  [To  be 
distinguished  from 5  7 68. 
See  6046,  13,162. 

嗄喉  a  hoarse  throat. 
嗄聲  a  hoarse,  gruff  voice. 

Same  as  9645. 

See  1573. 

Slight  ；  passing,  as  a 
shower. 

微 風霎雨  a  gentle  breeze and  a  slight  shower. 

霎 霎雨聲  the  pattering  ofl rain. 

霎時  for  a  short  time ;  momen¬ 
tarily. 

霎然間  in  a  moment;  sud¬ 
denly. 

光霎眼  the  light  dazzles  the 

eyes. 

Feathers  used  to  adorn 

coffins.  A  large  wooden 

fan  carried  in  processions  ； 

fans  generally.  Used  with 

9651. 翼  fans  used  in  processions. 

相 p  奚  to  carry  a  fan,  as  above. 

Same  as  1573. 

A  fan. 

隹  ̂   a  beautiful  fan. 
Read  chieh^ • 

篷書  the  fan  style  of  writing, — the  running  hand  usually  seen 
on  fans. 

m 

.  96S2 

R •支 

C. shai 

H.  si 

F.  sii^  t^ai 

W. ( 

n.  rz 

P.  shai 
M.  \ Y.  >  sz,  sai 

Sz. ) 

K.  sd 

J.  jai 

A.  si Even  Upper. 

w 
9653 

R  ‘ 

P.  shai 
M.  sai 
Y.  sae 

A. 卜
, • 

Even  Upper. 

曬‘
 

9654 

R •卦真 

C. shai 
H.  I  . 

F.  i ⑽
 

W.  sa 

N.  sa 
P.  shai 
M.  sai 

Y.  sae 

Sz.  shai 
K.  swae [•  sai、se 

A.  sai、 le 
Sinking 

Upper. 

&msjL 

A  sieve；  to  sift；  to 
strain.  To  beat  a  gong. 

誦子  a  sieve. 草篩子  a  sieve  for  sifting  dirt from  chopped  straw. 

粉篩  a  flour-sieve. 篩粉雨  a  drizzling  rain. 

飾米  t。 sift  rice. 篩酒 t。  strain  (hence,  to  pour 
out)  wine. 

筛糠狀  the  appearance  of  a person  sifting  rice, — applied  to 
the  shaking  of  ague. 

竹 篩月景  the  bamboos  sift 
the  moonlight, 一 allow  only  thin 
beams  of  light  to  pass  through. 

篩 風趑月  a  sieve  wind  and 
a  carpet  moon, 一 a  fitful  breeze 
and  bright  moonlight  carpeting 

the  ground. 

舖德  silk  strainers.  f 

篩鑼  to  beat  a  gong, — as  a  call to  arms. 

To  scatter  and  lose.  To 

beat,  as  a  gong  ；  used  for 

9652. 

To  sun-dry；  to  dry.  To 

get  a  sunstroke. 

嚼車乞  to  dry  in  the  sun. 

曬衣裳  to  dry  or  air  clothes. 

于風 頭吹曬 t。 dlT  in  the 
wind. 

喔粮  t。 dry rice- 
曬臺 1  drying-ground.、 Used of  a  feast  to  which  the  guests 
invited  have  not  come. 

暇不透  not  dried  through,  as a  thick  coat;  also,  cannot  make 

its  rays  felt  through,  as  the  sun 

through  something  thick. 

三日 打魚 ，雨日 曬網 
to  fish  foi  three  days  and  then 

耍 I 洒 9641 灑 I 廈 I 廈| 
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96S4 

灑 
96S5 

R. 
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支魚 

spend  two  days  in  drying  nets,- 
of  want  of  continuity  (c.g.)  in| study. 

曬涙  to  dry  one’s  tears. 

曬暖兒  to  warm  oneself  or  I bask  in  the  sun. 

曬經  to  air  the  ritual, — as  is  I 
done  by  Buddhist  priests  on  the  I 
6th  of  the  6th  moon. 

不 要曬黑 don’t  get  SU1> burnt. 骰
 3 

96S8 

曬得 慌  SCOTching  hot,— of  the sun’s  rays. 

小心曬 迷糊了  takecare 
you  don’t  get  sunstroke. 

被太 陽曬了  dHed  &  the 
sun;  also,  got  a  sunstroke. 

鳧 雛曬陽  the  ducklings 
sunning  themselves. 

are  I 

Same  as  9531. 

9659 

洒 

9660
 

m 

9661 
M 
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骰子  to  play  with  dice;  to throw  dice. 

玲 .瓏 骰子 安紅豆 
elegant  dice  with  the  red  bean 

(-shaped  seed)  fixed  in  them. 

所用 骰子皆 灌鉛者 all  the  dice  used  were  loaded 

with  lead 

See  9632. 

See  9531 

To  warm  wine,  as  is  donel 

by  placing  the  wine-kettle  in| 

boiling  water.  To  divide. 山 
x 

H ;  i 

F.  Uie、 c^i/,  csae W：sz 

P.  skai、 s/i'i M.  sdi%  sz 
Y.  sz 

K.  s'ii^  so 

],shi A.  ti 

Even  Upper. 

禹 爾五湖 the  Great  Yii| marked  off  the  Five  Lakes. 
9663 

R. 

Same  as  9652. 

Same  as  9652. 

Read  hsiz  and  IP. 
strain  wine. 

To 
shan 

色 
9657 

骰
 3 96S3 R  it 

F.  tau^  v.  kail 
N.  dou. 

I 馬乳 祭天 t。 Wain 
■  koumiss  for  sacrificing  to  Heaven. 

C. 
H. F  sang 

W. 

N. saan 

P. shan 
M.  sim、 shan 

Y.  saa 
Sz.  shaft、 san 
K. 

See  9602. I  A.  s.dn,  san 
Even  Upper. 

se/i 

P.  v.  cs/tai 
K. 

A.  deu 
Even  Lower. 

Dice,  which  date  from  I 

the  3rd  cent,  a.d.-  and  were| 
first  made  of  baked  clay. 

Under  the  T‘ang  dynasty  I 
they  were  carved  from  boneJ 
and  seeds  of  the  AbrusX 

precatorius、 L”  were  used! 
to  mark  the  red  spots.  I 

[This  character  is  read  tkou^\ 
in  the  book-language,  and  I 

the  correct  form  of  “dice”  isl 

said  by  some  to  be 投子. 

It  is  also  read  如 3  = 股 6227.] 

梛 骰子。 r 打骰子 a 耍 

A  hill  ；  a  mountain ;  a 

range  of  mountains.  A 

grave.  An  island.  Radi 
cal  46.  See  6121,  7738. 

山峯 or 山岳 mountain- peaks;  mountains. 

山嶺  mountain  ranges. 

孤山  orphan  hill,  —  a  name applied  to  a  solitary  peak. 

章 [ 1 1  a  bare  hill,  without 
vegetation. 

1 1 1  ̂1  the  foot  of  a  hill. 

1 1 1  嘴  the  spur  of  a  hill
. 

山尖 山頭  the  top  of  a  hill 
1 1 1  the  ridge  or  crest  of  a  hill 

山坡  the  slope  of  a  mountain. 

山谷。 r 山尚 valleys;  ravines 

山澗  a  mountain  torrent. 

山川 山 河。 r 江山 
mountains  and  streams;  a  coun¬ 

try ;  one’s  country ;  China. 

山  hills  and  streams;  scenery; 
mountain  streams. 

所長 在於山 水之間 
his  forte  was  landscape. 

山水井  a  well  of  spring  water. 

山 

.9663 

山 水相逢 t0  meet  in  the course  of  one’s  travels. 

可 稍佐山 水之費 
which  may  help  to  defray  your 

travelling  expenses. 

倘有山 高水深 (OT 遠) if  hills  are  high  or  waters  deep, 

一 a  euphemistic  phrase  for  “in 

the  event  of  death •” 

山前無 事好昤 詩 ifI have  nothing  to  do  in  the  next 

world,  I  can  make  verses, 

山髙 水也高  where  hills 
are  high,  the  rivers  are  deep. 

See  4460. 

流 水高山  to  be  entirely  at 
the  will  of  another ;  to  play  with 

great  expression  on  the  lute 

山巖 a  cliff. 

山洞。 r 山穴 w 山寫 a 
cave  in  the  ground  or  on  a  hillside. 

山窩子 a  mountain  dell. 
山氣  clouds  or  mist  on  moun 
tains. 

山  口  a  pass. 山環  hill-encircled. 

山從 人面起  the  mountain 
rose  in  front  like  a  wall. 

山石  a  rockery. 山 鬼  spirits  that  haunt  the  hills.  ' 

山懷裏  in  the  bosom  of  the 

hills. 

山職  a  defile;  a  pass. 

山路 山徑  a  mountain 

path. 山野  mountain  wilds. 

山 茶  wild  tea. 
隔 d  hang1  如隔山 t()be of  different  trades  is  like  being 

separated  by  mountains. 

山長  chang1  the  chief  director 

of  a  書院  provincial  college 

愚公 欲徙山 the  f00lish 
old  man  who  wanted  to  move 

the  mountain, — from  a  story  in 

Lieh  Tztt  of  an  old  man  who 

gathered  all  his  sons  and  grand¬ 

sons  to  help  cart  away  a  moun¬ 
tain  which  interfered  with  his 

business,  arguing  that  his  des
¬ 

cendants  would  go  on  increasing 

while  the  mountain  could  not 

grow.  God  was  so  touched  by 

his  spirit  that  the  mountain  was miraculously  removed. 
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^  |Jj  famous  hills.  Also  usee 

for  “good  tea”  (see  1669),  anc 
for  famous  temples. 

四 大名 山 the  four  great 
famous  moun tains, 屋 

Omi  in  Ssiich‘uan, 五  ̂   Wu- 

t‘ai  in  Shansi, 运 J  當  Wu-tang 

in  Hupeh,  and  昔陀  Pootoo 

off  Ningpo.  See  13.367. 

妙  山  the  wonderful  high 
mountain,— the  須彌  Sumeru 
of  the  Buddhists,  which  forms 

the  axis  of  every  universe. 

竟同驢 山蜂火 ^  was  a 
case  of  the  fire-signals  on  Mt.  Li, 

一 lighted  to  amuse  Pao  Ssti  (see 
Biog.  Diet.),  and  to  which  the 
feudal  nobles  ceased  to  pay 
attention.  Used  in  the  sense  of 

“didn’t  turn  up  as  expected.” 

山斗 (〆• 泰山北 斗） 
exemplar. 

仲 山 斗 久矣 I  have  long 
heard  of  your  great  name, — 

Han  Wen-kung  being  looked  up 
to  by  his  disciples  as  if  he  had 

been  山  Mt.  T‘ai  or  北斗 
the  Northern  Dipper. 

= 1 1  [ 與^  the  three  lost  or  hidden 

hills  of  Foochow, 一 viz. 

山 ，第 一山, and 終山. 

三  |_lj  the  three  visible  hills 
of  Foochow,  —  viz •子 山 ， 

烏 石山， and 大彘山 . 

五山  M  13,367. 

東 山  a  mountain  in  the  Pre- 
fecture  of  應天  Ying-t^ien, 
famous  as  the  retreat  of  胃安 
Hsieh  An.  It  is  not  far， from 
Nanking. 

東山之 志始 末不渝 
he  never  lost  his  love  for  Tung- 
shan. 

山 東  east  of  the  hills, — Shan¬ 
tung.  See  11,753. 

山 西  west  of  the  hills, 一 Shansi. 
See  13,436. 

山呼  歲  the  hills  cried  out 
“Long  live  the  Emperor!” 一 i.e. 
echoed  the  sound  of  the  voices. 

山呼 已 畢 when  the  hills 
had  done  echoing, — the  cries  of 

“Long  live,  etc.,’’ when  the 
Imperial  rescript  had  been  read. 

山
丄
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山 音*  echoes  among  hills. 

賣 山 音  tC)  give  indirect  hints — to  one  person  by  what  is  saic 
to  another.  Also,  to  make  one 
self  noticeable  by  diligence  so 

long  as  the  master  is  about. 

靠 山喋山 ，靠 水喫水 
near  hills,  live  on  hills,  near 

water,  live  on  water,  —  avail 
yourself  of  what  is  at  hand. 

者樂  yao^  山  the  virtuous take  pleasure  in  hills.  See  10,128. 

山 如好友 不嫌多 hills 
are  like  good  friends,  ofK  can’t have  too  many. 

夜靜春 山空 in  the  stillness of  a  spring  night,  there  lie  the 
deserted  hills. 

坐 嘆山 空  to  live  upon  one’s capital. 

爲大 山之功 to  labour  for another’s  success. 

被山 帮^河  shielded  by  hills and  girdled  by  river. 

山 日 更矣而 視之若 

前  hills  change  daily,  yet  seem 
to  be  always  the  same. 

今山 不及古 山之髙 
the  mountains  of  to-day  are  not 
so  high  as  the  mountains  of  old, 
■ — used  in  derision  of  the  “lau- 
dator  temporis  acti.M  See  3767. 

山 不厭高 hills  have  no objection  to  height.  See  13,031 
for  expansion. 

山 行六七 里 a  walk  of  a mile  or  two  over  the  hills, — 
brings  one  to,  etc. 

行 山 會  a  society  for  providing 
funds  for  visiting  some  famous 
mountain. 

坐  |_L|  會  ditto  ditto,  —  except that  the  mountain  is  not  visited, 

the  mpney  being  spent  in  cere¬ 
monies  and  banquets  alongside 

of  a  paper  mountain.  e 

\  1 1  a  hermit.  A  term  applied 

by  Buddhist  priests  to  themselves. 
See  9617.  \ 

我本 山中人 I  am  by  na- 
ture  a  hermit.  ^ 

隱山  to  retire  to  the  hills  and live  in  seclusion. 

山 門  a  temple  or  Buddhist 
monastery, 一 because  it  should 
be  among  the  hills. 

山 Pi 緊閉 此 temple  was securely  locked. 

山
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i  出 山  see  2620. 
丨 山 貨  woodware ;  artid 沒 bamboo,  etc.  .. 

開 山  t0  make  a  grave. 

誠開 山祖也 he  is  a  veri: 
table  founder  of  a  family. 

[ 1 1  the  time  for  the  Em¬ peror's  burial  was  nigh. 

1 1 1  a  country  house  or  farm; 
a  temporary  burying-ground  for strangers. 

以華屋 作山邱 tc>  lea々e 
unburied. 

山君  a  tiger. 
1 1 1  鷄  the  ringed  pheasant  {Pha- sianus  torquattis). 

1 1  [  Reeves*  pheasant  {Syr- maticus  Reevesii), 

山  a  goat;  the  Asiatic  chamois. 
山和尙 the  hoopoe.  丨 

山  the  white-necked  crow. 

山稿鞋 a  kind  Qf  sh°e- 

I I  [ 藥 or  山 羊  the  yam,  wild and  cultivated  {Dioscorea  quin- 
^ue/oda,Thbg.,  Batatas、 Dene, and  D.  japonic  a  y  Thbg.).  | 

山 藥豆兒 the  potato- 
I I I  花  Philadelphus  coro- 

narzus,  L. 

I I  i  竹*  菓  Cantonese  name  for 
the  mangosteen. 

山 裏紅。 r 山植 CratcBgus pinjiatifida^  Bge., — used  for  dy¬ 

sentery.  1 

I I I  海關  Shan-hai-kuan,  —  a 
town  near  which  the  Great  Wall 

touches  the  sea-coast ;  the  New- 
chwang  Customs. 

1 1|  海  Shan-hai-ching, — the hill  and  water  classic,  an  ancient 

geographical  and  ethnological work. 

山黃 w 三黃 9552. 
1 1  [ 兎  the  Mongolian  hare  {Lepus 

tolai). 

Jj  a  general  name  for 
lizards. 

Jj  子  iron-grey,  —  one  of  Mu Wang’s  famous  steeds. 

丄 (口 豕 木  the  black  woodpecker {Dryocopus  martins). 
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74 

or 
9663 

汕‘
 9664 

諫 
See 珊 

Sinking 

Upper. 

疝‘
 9665 

R' •諫 
See 珊 

Sinking 

Upper. 

w 

9666 
k •删諫 
See 珊 

9667 

1 1 1  畫 眉  the  song-th
rush  (Leu- 

codiapteron  sinense).  Also,  Tur- 
dus  musicus. 

山 石花兒  the  pied  wagtail 
\Motacilla  par  ado xa),  ' 

山 鵠 01 ■山 酿  the  blue  tree-pie ( Urocissa  sinensis). 

山喜鵲  the  magpie  {Pica media)  • 

山 虎伯勞 心 shrike  {Lanius 
sphenocerus). 

1 1 1  梟  the  eared  owl  (O/us  vul¬ 

garis). 

山烏  a  variety  of  the  chough 
{Fregilus  graculus). 

山老公  the  rook  {Frugilegus 
pastinator). 

山花鷄  a  kind  of  francolin 
(Ithaginis  sinensis'). 

R. 

C.  shyn 

H. shen 

F.  sieng、 ， 

csung W.  sie 
N.  sien 
P. 

M. 

Sz. 

Y.  hsiei 

K.  son 

Sinking 

Upper. 

A  wicker  basket  for 

catching  fish. 

油讪  in  basketfuls,  —  as  fish 
caught  in  numbers. 

灿頭 Swatow- 

沙 讪難城  you  can’t  build wall、 on  sand. 

Rupture  ；  hernia.  Reac 

clvuan^  in  Peking. 

疳氣  rupture.  Also,  stricture 
elephantiasis. 

小 腸疖氣  rupture  in  the 
groin. 

^  angina  pectoris. 

Even  and 
Sinking 

Upper. 

9668 

R 先 

S- 羶 

Even  Upper. 

To  slander  ；  to  abuse. 

言山謗  to  slander. 

訕上  to  abuse  one’s  superiors 

諫而無  IllJ  to  reprove  without 
being  abusive. 

軸 晉  slanderous  words. 

See  13,081. 

To  lead  on.  To  delay 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

梃 々h.】 

相 棰爲亂  to  incite  one another  to  rebellion. 

扇‘
 

9669 

shan 

A  fan.  The  leaf  of 

a  door.  Numerative  of 

screens,  dominoes,  etc.  See 

8941. 

一杷扇 

fan. 

摺扇。 r 聚頭扇 。^撒 扇 

or  胃  a  folding  fan,— in- vented  by  the  Japanese,  and 
introduced  into  China,  via  Korea, 
in  the  nth  cent. 

MM 01  MM  a  round  fan,- which  will  not  fold  up;  often 

used  as  hand-screens  by  Euro¬ 

peans. ‘宮扇 ot 反開扇 a  fan which  opens  both  ways,  disclos¬ 
ing  in  one  case  an  ordinary,  in 
the  other  an  indecent,  picture. 

9670 

%霰
 

See 扇 

R. 

Even  and SinkingUpper. 

風扇  a  punkah. 
電七自 來風扇 an  elec trie  fan. 

剑扇。 1 ■羽扇  a  feather  fan； 

扇 i 兒。 r 扇袋。 1 ■扇絡 

W 子  a  fan-case. 

扇墜兒  a  pendant  from  a  fan- 
case. 

掌 扇  a  wooden  fan  carried  in 
processions. 

打扇。 r  撥扇  to  carfy oruse fan. 

掩 .著秋 扇 to  shut  up  the autumn  fan,— as  no  longer  wanted 

秋後扇  an  after-autumn  fan — of  no  use.  Hence,  a  deserted wife. 

以 扇障面  he  screened  his face  with  his  fan,  —  to  avoid 

seeing  an  acquaintance. 

風起 ，扇 i 功 when  the wind  rises,  tans  are  without  merit, 

色 焦扇  a  plantain-leaf  fan 
說 ¥ 書的 看扇子 & 
professional  story-teller  looks  at 

his  fan, — 沒有本  he  has 

book  (or  capital). 

破蒲扇 ，兩 邊搖  a  broken rush  fan  fans  both  ways. 

扇書字  inscriptions  on  fans, introduced  under  the  Chin 

dynasty. 

單扇門  a  single-leaf  door. 

轉匿 戶扇後  hid  behind 
the  door. 

no 

w 

9669 

a  winnow- 

扇車。 r 風扇車 

ing  mill. 

一扇磨  a  millstone. 

一扇屏 風 a  screen- 

六扇門  a  name  for  the  Board! 
of  Punishments. 

牙鮮三 十二扇 thirty-twc 

dominoes. 

To  excite；  to  inflame. 

勃怒 方傰  his  anger  blazecj 
forth. 

搨1
 

967i 

R. : 

See 扇 

Sinking 

Upper. 

To  fan.  To  strike. 

扇  to  fan  with  a  fan. 

撮風  to  move  the  air. 別 撮風兒 櫳對的 
not  set  them  in  antagonism  t< 
one  another. 

爲何 舉 扇撮土  why  dj you  fan  the  ground  with  you 
fan? 

撮打 to  flog. 

m
1
 

9672 

r .蠢先 

F.  v.  csieng 

See 扇 

Even  and 

Sinking 

Upper. 

To  blaze；  to  fan  a  flame 
to  excite. 

IT 9673 
R. : 

See 扇 Sinking 

Upper. 

m 
9674 

R. 

See 扇 

SinkingUpper. 

艷妻 煽方處  the  beautifii 
wife  blazes,  now  in  possessio 

of  her  place, — alluding  to  th 

elevation  of  褒姒 PaoSsti 

the  throne,  8th  cent.  b.c. 

攝惑人  0  to  excite  suspicio 
in  men’s  minds. 

To  polish  ；  to  glaze.  T 

slip. 

碼布石  a  stone  for  hot-pres 
ing  cotton  fabrics. 

碾滑  to  make  glossy. 

磲倒  to  slip  down. 

To  wheedle；  to  beguilt See  9672. 
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9675 

■ 
Sinking 

Upper. 

儐1
 

9676 

•先旱 
ee 鶉祖 
Even  and 

Rising  Upper 
and  Lower. 

擅4
 

9677 

善 
Sinking 
Lower. 

m 

9678 

先翰 
» 輝憚 
Even  and 

Sinking 
Lower. 

To  geld  a  horse  or  ram, 

etc.  See^gyio. 

騸馬  a  gelding.  See  7576. 

騸羊  a  wether. 

騸牯  a  bullock. 

騸鷄  a  capon. 

騸樹  to  graft  a  tree. 

是騸了 的獅子 “  is  a 
gelded  lion. 

Manner  ；  mien  ；  air. 

儐值  easy-going. 

值倔  irresolute. 

To  act  on  one’s  own 
authority；  to  dare. 

檀專。 r 擅行。 r 擅權。 ̂ 
one’s  own  authority ;  unautho- 
risedly. 

擅用 t。  use  without  having 
authority  to  do  so. 

擅加  to  make  unauthorised 
additions. 

擅進  to  enter  without  leave. 

擅便  consulting  only  one’s  own convenience. 

擅 名一時  were  the  most 
famous  (painters)  of  the  age. 

擅 呼聖諱  to  venture  to  use 
the  private  name  of  the  Emperor. 
See  5217. 

擅定  to  take  upon  oneself  to 
decide. 

擅 … 之擧  to  take  credit 
for . 

獨自擅  to  set  up  for  oneself, 
— e.g.  as  a  professional  man. 

擅戶  serfs, 一 under  the  Chin 
dynasty. 

擅却  to  be  guilty  of  robbery. 

Still  water. 

馏淵  the  name  of  a  river  in 
Honan. 

Read  tan\  Sluggish. 

澶漫  vast,  as  an  expanse  of! 
water. 

w: 9679 

R •霰 

See 禪 

Sinking 

Lower. 

9680 

S£S 煽鶄 

Even  Upper. 

蝗 

9681 m 

9682 
R. 

See 膽 

Sinking 

Lower. 

9683 

9684 

m 
9685 

R •豔 

C.  Ishym^ 

sky  n1 

H.  ̂ sham 

F.  siengi 
W.  zie 

N •戶 

P.  shan 

M.  san 

Y.  siei 

Sz.  shan 

K.  som 

J.  sen 

A.  ̂ icm Sinking 

Lower. 

To  sacrifice  to  Heaven  ； 

hence,  the  Imperial  power. 

^5  to  abdicate  in  favour  of. 

舜禹受 市亶 Shun  and  the Great  Yii  received  the  throne 

一  from  their  predecessors,  t.e. 
as  a  gift,  not  by  inheritance. 

The  rank  smell  of  sheep 

or  goats  ；  frowzy. 

臭羶。 > •腥羶  rank-smelling; 
frowzy. 

舜有 壇 行  the  Emperor  Shun went  to  work  in  a  frowzy  way, — 

and  consequently  attracted  the 

people  to  him,  just  as  insects 
are  attracted  by  frowziness. 

羣 蟻附羶  ants  seek  what  is rank-smelling, — where  the  car¬ 

cass  is,  etc.’’  ' 

Same  as  9716. 

To  walk  quickly. 

尾踵 之逾擔  the  closer followed  him,  the  quicker  he 
went. 

See  277. 

See  342. 

To  supply；  to  be  adequate 
to.  See  2753,  6524. 

贍補  to  supply  deficiencies. 

释水不 贍 he  (a  hermit) 
lived  on  beans  and  water  and 

nothing  else. 

贍助  to  assist, — as  the  poor. 

力 不贍也  of  insu 伍 cient strength. 

恐  ̂   膽  fearing  not  to  succeed. See  5911. 

家 贍人足  family  property su 伍 cienj:  for  the  people, 一 as  in 

a  prosperous  State. 

9685 

彡
1
 

9686 

《.咸 - 

See 衫 

Even  Upper. 

JL/J. 

杉 
9687 

R •咸 

C.  ch、 an? 

H.  ts'-arn* 

F.  sang-  、 N.  saan 

W.  sa P.  shan、 sha 
M.  san^  sa 

Y.  saa Sz.  shan,  sha 

K.  sam 

J.  san 

A.  sam Even  Upper. 

9688 

R. 咸 

C.  sham 
H.  sam 

F. sang 

W.  sa 

N.  saan 

P.  shan 
M.  san 
Sz.  shan 

Y.  saa 

K.  sam 

J.  san 

A.  sam Even  Upper. 

釤‘
 

9689 

R. 碑陷 
See 衫 

Even  and 
SinkingUpper. 

文 辭贍逸  his  compositions 
were  fresh  and  spirited. 

才情 頗膽 of  considerable 

ability. 

沒 有膽身 的勻當 
have  no  means  of  support. 

To  adorn  with  feathers  ； 

streaky,  like  hair.  -  Radical 

59. 

A  wood  found  in  Kiang- 

nan  and  used  for  building 

boats.  A  name  given  to 

various  species  of  fir  and 

pine. 

杉樹  the  common  pine  ( Cun- ninghamia  sinensis、 Br.). 

牛尾杉  Torreya  nucifera^  S, 
&  Z. 

三尖衫  Cephalotaxus  Fortu- neiy  Hook. 

杉  ¥  deal. 
杉 木靈牌  an  ancestral  tablet of  deal, — not  lasting ;  shoddy. - 

杉板  a  sampan.  See  9552. 

衫  I 非  a  raft. 
A  shirt.  See  3572. 

汗衫  a  sweat  shirt, — an  under¬ shirt. 

shirt  and  skirt, — women’s 
clothes. 

偏衫  a  Buddhist  robe  or  ka- 
chiya. 

shirt  arid  slippers,  —  en nigligL 

A  kind  of  sickle. 
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9690 

J 覃 
See  ̂  

Rising  and 

Even  Upper. 

摻1
 

969i 

赚鹽 
咸 

R. 

H.  ̂ts^am 
F.  Cc  facing 

ct s'" aan 
P. 【shan、 zhsien 
K.  chSam、 sam, 

sdvi 

, scin、 sen 
A.. 玉於 am 

Rising  and 
Even  Upper 
and  Lower. 

糝1
 

9692 
R .咸 

See 衫 

Even  Upper. 

潸1
. 

A  drizzling  rain.  Also 

read  sans. 

To  be  delicate-looking. 

摻 摻女手  the  delicate  fin¬ 
gers  of  a  bride. 

Read  shanz.  To  grasp. 

栘執子 之手兮 1  _ 
you  by  the  hand. 

摻去  to  expurgate. 

Read  ts'an1.  To  mix. 

^  to  mix  different  things  up 
in  a  heap. 

中參和  to  mix  together;  to  blend, 
一 as  in  cooking. 

摻假  to  mix  in  the  false, — to 
adulterate. 

Finger-millet  or  Coracan 

[E  leu  sine  cor  acana 、 

Gaertn.),  the  “Raggi”  of 
India. 

手參子 不納攀 finger-millet cannot  be  paid  in  as  grain-tax. 

9693 

R •删  iS. 

潛1 S. See 珊 

Even  and 

Rising  Upper. 

9694 

R. 删  is. 
See 珊 

Even  Upper. 

To  weep. 

潸焉出 涕 my  tears  ran  down in  streams. 

rl  To  cut；  to  expunge  ；  to cancel. 

删荒 t。  cut  down  rank  vegeta¬ 
tion. 

删鐮刀  a  sickle;  a  pruning- 
knife. 

删 玫。1 ■删^ X  t。 cut  and change, — to  revise. 

册問。 1 ■删除  t。 cut  out;  t。 
expunge. 

節删  t。 bowdlerise. 

9694 

9695 

R •寒 

See 珊 

Even  Upper. 

To  jest；  to  ridicule. 

鄉 J •笑  to  make  sport  of. 
Read  hsienx.  To  proceed slowly. 

Read  so*.  The  trailing 

of  a  lady’s  skirt. 

柵 

9696 

珊1
 

9697 

R. 寒 

C. shan 
H.  san 
F.  sang^y.  tang 
W.  sa 

N. saan 

P.  shan 

M.  * 

Y.  \
san 

Sz.  shan 

K- ) 

J.  >  san A. 

Even  Upper. 

9698 

R •寒 

W.  ts^a 
N.  saan 

See 珊 

Even  Upper. 

單 9699 

墀
 4 

97oo 

R •霰銷 

H.  she\t^ 

P.  shati* 

M.  san° 

K.  son 

J.  sen 

A. 
Sinking  and 

Rising  Lower. 

删 減。 r 删繁 tQ  abridge. 

删詩訂 禮 (Confucius〉 edited the  Odes  and  settled  the  Ritual. 

See  144. 

Coral. 

珊瑚  coral.  Also  a  name  given 
to  several  plants  with  red  fruit, 
as  Aucuba  japonica,  Thbg. 

珊瑚頂  the  coral  button  worn by  o 伍 cials  of  the  1st  and  2nd 
grades.  See  11,265. 

_  珊  scattered ;  in  disorder. 

珊 珊而來  to. come  softly. 

雜现 聲珊珊 the  -  oma- 
ments  at  her  girdle  gave  out  a 
tinkling  sound. 

售*  節珊衡 ̂   his  bones  sounded (when  struck), 一 so  thin  was  he. 

To  limp.  *  See  7624. 

See  1 0,60a. 

Smooth,  level  ground,  as 

prepared  for  the  erection 
of  altars. 

97oi 

R •铋先 

See 闡 

Rising  Upper. 

禪 

9702 

蟬 

97©3 

97。4 

R •鍋 

H.  shd 

F.  Cch>teng 

W. 
N.  tsHen 

P.  ch、a?^、 shan* 
M.  VjW， san3 

••5 

Y.  chHei 

K.  ch^on A. 三 hsien 
Rising  Upper 

Irregular. 

m 

9705 

苫 

9706
 

閃 

97。7 

R. 琰 

C.  shym^  v. 

sbPo 

H.  shanty  v. 

skap、 

F.  sieng^  v. 

rtiang 

W.  sie^  v.  hsia)、 

N.  sien 

P.  shan 

M.  san 

Y.  Asia 

Sz.  shan 
K.  som 

J.  sen 

A.  tHem 

Rising  Upper. 

To  make  a  fire. 

夏 無炎嬋  in  summer,  one 
does  not  have  a  fire. 

輝 之以薪  boil  it  with  fire* 
wood, 一 of  soup. 

See  348. 

See  349. 

To  open；  to  explain. 

闡 幷天下  he  enlarged  the 
boundaries  of  the  empire. 

闡 明。 r 闡達  to  make  clear, 
闡註  to  explain, — as  by  notes,! commentary,  etc. 

闡幽  to  expound  the  obscure. 

推 闡其義  to  bring  out  the 
meaning  by  analogy. 

Same  as  9718, 

See  271. 

To  flash,  as  lightning.  To 

shun；  to  evade ；  to  dodge. 

打閃  to  lighten. 

閃電  lightning. 
閃射  to  flash;  to  gleam;  to 

glint. 

閃眼 t。  dazzle  the  eyes. 

閃光  a  flash;  a  gleam. 

凑 5  in  the  gloaming  of early  morning  before  sunrise. 

閃爍  in  glimpses;  flashing;  baff¬ ling;  bewildering. 

言詞 閃機  jumping  from  one 
subject  to  another ;  desultory 

talk；  incoherent  and  untrust¬ 
worthy  statements. 

在 山中閃 爍往來 W 
pearing  here  and  there the  mountains, 一 of  brigan 

upon 

1 



[ 1177  ] 

將
 3 

97°7 

! 

澗
 3 

97。8 R. 琰 
〜閃 
Rising  Upper. 

陝
5
 

n/,°9 

See  閃 i 
Rising  Upper. 

维‘
 

97io 

R .霤 
C.  shyn^ 
H.  shen 

F.  sieng^ 
W.i«> 
N.y^ 

卜 W Y.Asiei 
Si.jW 
K.sdn 

厂  stn^  ten 
A.  t'ien 

Sinking 
Lower. 

閃系周 -•shot"  silk. 

豪 光間閃  flashing;  gleam- 
ing;  dazzling. 

閃 南縮縮 dodging  in  and 
out. 

閃開 OT 閃身。 r 閃避 
get  out  of  the  way. 

閃 過挟住 ‘  he  dodged, 
and  caught  the  spear  under  his 
arm. 

閃道 |  to  get  out  of  the  road; 
clear  the  way ! 

閃 在  一 *  邊  to  slip  aside, — to 
avoid  any  one. 

我 署閃他 一 ■閃 I  am  just 
keeping  out  of  his  way  a  bit. 

叫馬閃 下來了  was 
thrown  from  his  horse  by  the 
animal  swerving. 

閃見  t0  get  a  glimpse  of;  to 
see  for  a  moment. 

東 扯西閃 writhing  and 
wriggling. 

閃梢 ̂  t0  toady;  to  flatter. 

失閃  t。 be  unlucky. 

The  gleaming  and  glint¬ 

ing  of  running  water. 

Mountain  passes.  [To  be 

distinguished  from [^4221.] 

陕 西  west  of  the  passes, 一 the 
province  of  Shensi,  so  written 

in  English  in  order  not  to  be 

confused  with  山 西  Shansi. 

陕甘*  Shensi  and  Kansuh. 

Good ；  virtuous, 么 s 

opposed  to 惡  d  12,779. 

Clever ；  expert ；  good  at; 

readily  capable  of  {see 

1 1,913)  ；  in  the  habit  of  (see 

1 2,324)  ；  addicted  to  (see 

2405).  Intimate  ；  familiar 

with.  Whole ;  uninjured. 

Used  for  9675  (see  6141). 

善事。 1 ■善舉  gaad  works. 

善 人  a  good  man. 

5aA 
! 

9710 

不 善  the  not-good  =  I ;  see  6229 

善 治  good  government ;  an excellent  cure  for. 

萄 J  善  to  exhort  to  good  deeds. 

善 主  a  President  of  a  Board  of 
Trustees  for  philanthropic  pur¬ 

poses. 善 行  good  deeds  done. 、 
善行之 于己， 公之于 

人  as  for  goodness,  practise  it 
yourself  and  cause  others  to  do 
the  same. 

爲善。 '•爲 善人 a 行善 
to  do  good  actions. 

i 爲善 者能有 後 those  wh。 do  good  works  can  have  des¬ 
cendants. 

爲 善則流 芳百世 
deeds  will  leave  a  perfume  for 

a  hundred  generations. 

善之 爲善斯 不善已 
the  goodness  of  doing  good  is 

not  (real)  goodness, 一 meaning that  it  is  necessary  to  be  good. 

是個好 善的長 

changz  者  he  is  a  philanthropic 
old  gentleman.  [Also  used  in 

the  sense  of  “pious.”] 

善欲 人見不 是眞善 
good  deeds  done  for  show  are 
not  really  good  deeds. 

善 有善報  goodness  gets  a good  reward. 

以 善漁利 t。 make  use  of virtue  as  a  means  of  profit. 

善死 or 善終 a  good  end,— chiefly  as  opposed  to  death  by 
violence. 

僞善者  those  who  pretend  to 
be  good, — hypocrites. 

一 善掩千 惡。 ne  good  deed cancels  a  thousand  bad  ones. 

人之 須善猶 首之須 
man  needs  goodness  just  as 

his  head  needs  a  hat. 

善 門難開  it  is  awkward  to 
begin  doing  good  deeds, — the 
calls  upon  one’s  purse  being 

likely  soon  to  outstrip  one’s 
means. 

善門 難 閉  it  is  awkward  to stop  doing  good  deeds,  —  for 
one’s  own  reputation’s  sake  as 
well  as  for  the  disappointment 
caused. 

:  97i
o 

i 

言 善非難  it  is  easy  to  talk about  goodness. 

從 善如登 ，從 惡如崩 
practising  goodness  is  like  going 

up  hill,  practising  evil  like  going 
down. 

善 不可失 ，惡 不可長 

{changz)  good  should  not  be  al- 
1  lowed  to  perish,  nor  evil  to  grow. 

1 善乃 福之基 goodness  is 
the  foundation  of  happiness. 

善者吾 善之， 不善者 

吾 亦善之 ，德善 tothe good  I  would  be  good,  and  to  the 
not-good  I  would  also  be  good, 
in  order  to  make  them  good, 

[德 =得.] 

餐 善  serene  and  fair, 一 
of  the  weather. 

善  nice  food;  dainties. 

I  氣 色 不善  an  evil  expression 
of  countenance.  I 

善法。 r 善策。 1 •善謀 a 
capital  plan;  '  clever  scheme. ' 

善能  thoroughly  able  to  do. 

善  ̂   a  good  hand  at  anything； 
an  expert.  § 

善理  to  manage  well. 

善 馬  a  quiet  horse. 
善騎馬 ' g—d  at  riding. 

善 射  good  at  archery. 
善 水 者  good  at  swimming， 

年 老善忘 in  dd  age  one  is 
apt  to  forget.  •  • 

善  always  ready  to  weep. 

極善 繪圖胃 gQc)d  at 

drawing. 

善于文 藝  proficient  in  liter¬ 
ature  and  art. 

丹 乐善之 Tan  Chu  was  the best  player, — at  the  game  of 
•Wei  chH, 

知 非所善 he  knew  he couldn’t  play, 一 at  cl\pss. . 

子善  _  women  have  many 
thoughts. 

善  士  an  eminent  scholar. 

善 會交友 very  g°°d  at making  friends. 

善會 作這個 he  .  is.  very good  at  this  sort  of  thing. 

148 
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善‘
 

97io 

善者 不論易 those  who 
understand  do  not  talk  about 

the  Book  of  Changes. 

善 啖者必 傷於食 ，善 

舟者必 傷於水 the 
high  feeder  will  be  hurt  by 

eating,  and  the  clever  boatman 
will  meet  his  death  by  water. 

守 死善道  holding  fast,  even 
unto  death,  to  the  path  of  virtue. 

善價  a  good  (ue.  high)  price. 

多多 益 善 the  niore  the 
merrier. 

善劫  unavoidable  troubles; 
trials. 

面善  face  familiar, — to  know  by 
sight. 

那人有 些面善 hisface 
somewhat  familiar  to  me. 

相善  to  be  well  acquainted. 

素不 相肩 之家  families 
he  was  unacquainted  with.- 

與 某人善  intimate  with  any 

is 

one. 

修理完  _  tQ  put  int。 thorough  repair. 

外繫 之套褲 完善如 
初  his  outside  trousers  were 
quite  uninjured, -not  cut  through 

善視之  take  care  of  him;  look 
after  him  well. 

故知 善形之 不如善 

申矣  for  they  knew  that  taking 
care  of  their  bodies  was  not  to 

be  compared  with  taking  care 
of  their  minds. 

善  variously  explained  by  (i) 
to  make  good  arrangements  for 

the  future,  and  (2)  subsequent 
to  peace,  as  after  a  war;  after 
burial.  See  9813. 

雖有 智者不 能善其 

後  even  the  wisest  man  could 
not  avert  the  consequences. 

善 後條約  the  rules  append¬ ed  to  the  tariff. 

辦理善 後事宜 t。 con- 
duct  supplementary  negotiations. 

善後局  Board  of  Reorganisa¬ 
tion, — as  at  Foochow. 

善 財童子 _ 善財龍 
names  of  the  two  compan 

ions  of  Kuan  Yin. 

善
 4 

97io 

Read  hsien^  or  skan% .  To 
regard  as  good  ；  to  approve. 

善善 {shanx)io  approve  the  good 
works  of  others;  to  love  virtue. 

夂 老善之  the  elders  praised him  highly  for  it. 

帝善其 W  the  Emperor highly  approved  of  what  he  said. 

9711 

r. 錢 

See 

Rising  Lower. 

樓 

9712 

R •銷 

See 善 

Rising  Lower. 

磘
 3 

9713 銷 
See 

Rising  Upper. 

9714 

R. 霰 

See 
Sinking 

Lower. 

Elegant  •,  refined. 

Fine  white  clay,  used  for 
walls. 

R, 

m 

9715 

R. 霰 

W.  ziey  三 zie 

See 善 

Sinking 

Lower. 

or 

White  clay,  used  for 

porcelain. 

To  write  out；  to  copy 

See  4805. 

饍錄。 r 饍寫 or 饍杪 

饍叙  to  copy;  to  transcribe. 
饍正  to  make  a  fair  copy. 

綣具  to  submit  copy  of. 

_  就  effected, — as  a  Treaty 
jll  to  write  out  and  place  on 

record. 

饍 立預據  to  note  a  protest 
饍備。 to  make  ready ; 
to  prepare,  as  a  written  docu¬ ment. 

饍修  to  put  into  repair. 

繕 修千戈  to  make  ready one’s  arms, — for  battle. 

Food;  viands ；  delicacies. 

用膳  to  serve  refreshments. 

早膳  breakfast. 

珍膳  delicacies. 供膳  to  present  food, -to  a  tutor, 

膳‘
 

97i5 

9716 

r. 錢 

See 觯 

Rising  Lower. 

饍 

9717 

97i8 

R. 鉍 C.  ̂ shyn 

H. 三  shen F.  sieng\  y. 

chHang1 

W.  ̂ zie 
N.  zien 

P.  shaft 
M.  san 

Y.  hsiei 
Sz.  shan 
K.  son 

J.  sen, zen 

A. 

Rising  Lower. 

w 

9719 

R •豔 

艷 
Sinking 

Lower. 

as  was  customary  of  old;  hence， 

to  pay  a  tutor. 

追繳 學膳費 tQ  recover 
expenses  for  tuition  and  board. 

專 靠父膳  entirely  depended 
on  his  father  for  a  living. 

膳饌 a  good  cuisine. 
膳房  the  Imperial  kitchen. 
膳部  the  Imperial  Banqueting 

Court. 

大膳 and 小膳  the  Director and  sub-Director  of  the  Imperial 

Banqueting  Court. 

膳牌  handed  to  the  Emperor at  congratulatory  audiences  by 

princes,  statesmen,  Taot‘ais,  and 
others,- 一 ?  list  of  delicacies  offer¬ 
ed. 

The  earthworm. 

曲 蟮唱歌 ，有 雨無多 
when  the  earthworm  sings,  there 
will  not  be  much  rain. 

Same  as  9715. 

The  eel. 

鶴鱔 W  stork  eel  ( Congrus tricuspidatus\ 

黃腮鱔  the  yellow-jawed  eel 
( Oph  icardia  xanthognatha). 

烏耳鱔  the  brown  eel  {An¬ guilla  avisotis). 

非 虫它卽 魚_  if  he’s  not  a  snake, 
he  is  an  eel, — he  is  so  slippery. 

Luminous.  Easy；  quiet 

smooth. 

核舒  a  state  of  quiet  repose. 
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9720 

R.J 炎 

5 -閃 
Rising  Upper. 

I 

9721 

R •陷咸 
See 衫 

Sinking 

Upper. 

芟 
9722 

m 

9723 

R .潸 
〜 産 
Rising  Upper. 

榇1
 

9724 

R •驗 jiit. 

Sec 

[. sen、 zen 

Even  Upper. 

m
2
 R7TC 

9725 

R •鹽 
See 蟾 
Even  Lower. 

組 
9726 

鋒 
9727 

m 

9728 

Rising  Upper. 

To  glance  at;  to  peep 

at.  The  brightness  of  light- 
ning. SHAJxrca-. 

目微啖  he  just  glanced  at  it. 

賧賜  to  flash  a  glance  at. 

太 白賧賧  the  planet  Venus j 
is  brightly  glittering. 

To  mow；  to  cut  down. 

則 草除根  to  cut  down  grass 
and  pull  up  the  roots. 

划刈  to  cut  down,  or  mow  grass, 
reeds,  etc. 

划刀  a  scythe.  | 

上 
4 

9729 

R •漾養 

C. shong 
H.  shong 
F.  siong 

W.  ziae 
N.  zongjong 

si  i  shan
s 

M. 

Y.  (  sa
nS 

K.  s^ang 

A.  t^dng 

Sinking  and 

Rising  Lower. 

Same  as  9721. 

Up,  as  opposed  to 下 

4230;  top;  summit ；  above ； 

on  ；  high  ；  upper  ;  supreme  ； 

first  or  best  ；  the  Emperor. 

See  7135.  Before ；  previous. 

上中下  top,  middle,  bottom; first， second,  third ;  best  quality, 
middling,  inferior. 

上 大下小  broad  at  the  top and  narrow  at  the  bottom. 

上下  up  and  down;  above  and below;  superior  and  inferior; 
left  and  right  (see  460);  clean 

and  refuse;  to  land  and  to  ship. 

上 下游  up  and  down  the  river. 

上 
4 

9729 

To  manipulate. 

揀榧  to  pick  over;  to  sort. 

A  tree  found  in  Kiangsu, 

bearing  a  small ,  pear- 

shaped,  sour  fruit. 

To  falsify；  to  distort  the 
truth. 

Same  as  9718. 

Same  as  9680. 

To  trim；  to  cut；  to  geld. 

上 下其手  hand  above  and hand  below,  一  as  when  trans¬ 
ferring  money;  sc.  bribery. 

上 下千載  not  less  than  a thousand  years. 

上下文  the  context. 

年齒不 _ 上下 _  much difference  in  their  ages. 

貴上下 what  is  your 法號 
religious  designation? 一 to  a  Bud¬ 
dhist  priest. 

自 上而下  from  top  to  bot¬ tom;  from  the  Emperor  down¬ wards. 

山上  on  the  mountains. 

街上  in  the  street. 

身上  on  the  person. 

河上  by  the  river. 
上河  the  upper  waters  or  reach  I 

of  a  river.  See  sha?igl. 

頭 上 on  the  head. 
上頭  (see  shang1)  or  上面 m 

上邊。 r 以上  on  the  top; j above；  upon. 

杷上 頭事說 了一遍 told  the  above  details. 

纔一歲 多些上 頭 after little  over  a  year. 

天上 in  heaven. 
上天。 r 上蒼  heaven  above;! God;  Great  Heavens !  See  1 1,208. 

上 帝 01*太 上  God.  io,942. 

上忍  God.  Also,  Chief  Minister. 
皇上。 r 聖上 w 君上 F 

主 上  the  Emperor. 
上 皇 .the  late  Emperor. 

上曰  the  Emperor  said ...... 

上怒  the  Emperor  was  angry. , 

上諭  an  Imperial  Edict. 

上人  a  superior;  a  master, — used  of  parents,  priests,  etc. 

不以 上 人 did  not  use  the term  “master,” 一 when  address¬ 

ing  the  priest. 

上去  to  go  into  the  presence of  a  master  or  superior.  See  4230. 

上位  the  seat  of  honour. 

上坐  see  ii.7S6- 

上房  the  upper  chamber, — for honoured  guests;  the  principal 
suite  of  rooms  at  an  inn. 

上司 Dr 上憲  one’s  superior 
officers. 

上官 a 上峯  (浓  10,577) 
high  officials. 

尊 無二上  to  be  revered! above  all  others, 一 as  God  or 
the  Emperor. 

上有天  堂  above  us  is  j 
heaven. 

上有年 邁二親 ，下無 

手 足相輔  above  (in  point! of  age),  I  have  two  aged  parents, 

below,  I  have  no  brothers  to 
assist  me, 

書上曰  it  is  said  in  the  Sacred  I Books  (or  in  the  Canon  of 

History), …  （ 

看  to  take  a  fancy  to.  See 
5852,  13, 129 - 

只索忍 耐爲上 the  best 
thing  to  do  is  to  try  and  bear  it 

上 等  first-class. 上等人 w  iq，877. 

上好  very  good;  tip-top. 

上色  best  quality. 

上燕商  first  quality  birds’- 1 
nests. 

上 冰 片 ̂  clean  Baroos  camphor. 
上段  the  above  or  upper  portion  I or  division  or  paragraph. 

上衣  upper  clothing. 
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i 

上平聲  the  upper  even  tone. 

〒• 卜  early  in  the  morning. 

上 早  very  early. 

h.  TV  or  卜. 世  re
mote  anti¬ 

quity, — the  period  preceding  and 

embracing  Fu  Hsi. 

上日  a  former  day. 

上 月  last  moon. 

上 冬  last  winter. 

卜  previous  years.  See  8301. 

不上半 個時辰 in  less 
than  an  hour. 

不 上 一 •月  ere  a.  mont>-  had 
elapsed. 

不 上一年 他死了 
a  year  had  not  elapsed  ere  she 
died. 

上 旬  the  first  decade  of  a  month. 

上節  °r  上結1 ast  quarter. 
上届。 r 上回 上耥 

卜  the  previous  occasion. 

上門牙  the  upper  front  teeth. 

卜 "g0  ̂   to  advance. 

上 控  to  appeal  to  a  higher tribunal. 

上 海 or 上 洋 Shanghai. 
上 the  original  holder,  as  of 
land;  the  place  of  honour. 

上 寻*  the  previous  tenant;  a  head 
partner. 

卜  to  rise;  to  become.  See 
1376,  2733,  4624,  4839,  10,164, 
10,693,  i3,449. 

_t  來  to  grow  better;  easy 

to  go  up, 一 as  an  ascent. 

呵欠 上 來 began  to  yawn. 

上 赴  to  submit  or  present  any¬ thing  to. 

上 夜  to  go  on  night-watch. 

上  ̂  •夜  before  midnight. 

上 半 天 （or  日） the  forenoon. 

卜 肉  superior  meat. 
卜 闕  the  metropolis.  See  6609. 
卜  to  address  a  superior.  See 

shang1. 

卜  ̂5^  to  fall  into  a  snare. 

上  to  visit  one’s  cemetery. 

上
 4 

9729 

• . 

上訴  to  state  to  a  superior. 

上  your  honourable  name. 

上 會  to  join  a  society  or  dub. 

Jt  distinguished  guests. 

上 緊  very  urgently. 

上漬  to  pester  a  superior. 

上 封  to  present  a  sealed  memo¬ rial  requesting  the  degradation 
of. 

上 行下效  practised  above and  imitated  below, — as  a  good 
example. 

上  _  院  the  Imperial  Stud. 
上 進  to  make  progress. 

上聯  the  first  of  a  pair  of  scrolls. 

卜 華  earlier  generations, —  of relatives. 

上 壽  to  attend  or  celebrate  an 
old  person’s  birthday;  your  birth¬ 

day. 

上林。 1 ■上苑 names  for Peking;  see  7157. 

上 巳辰  the  3rd  of  the  ;jrd moon. 

Read  skangz  (in  many 
cases  also  shang%  To  go 

up,  or  on,  or  to.  To  send 

up,  or  to  ；  to  pay  in.  To 
esteem  ；  to  exalt. 

上 聲  the  rising  or  ascending 
tone;  the  3rd  tone  of  the  Peking dialect. 

上上 shang、 頭去 go  up. 
卜  to  go  upstairs. 

Y  船  to  go  on  board  ship. 

在 船頭上 Mg1 招他 

上 船  standing  at  the  bow  of the  ship,  beckoned  him  to  come on  board. 

h.  ̂   tQ  g°  ashore. 

Jt  ̂   to  go  to  heaven. 

上 京 的  go  to  Peking. 

上朝  to  go  to  Court. 

卜 學  to  go  to  school. 

不許女 婿上門 would not  let  his  son-in-law  come  to  Jthe 
house. 

將他上 了囚床 put  him 
up  on  the  “prisoner’s  bed.” 

上
 4 

9729 
盼咐 上了 枷紐 ordered 
them  to  put  on  a  cangue  and 

handcuffs.  〆 

上山  to  go  to  the  hills;  {fig.) 
to  rise  from  prostitute  to  be  a 

kept  mistress. 

上 入  to  go  to '  t6 wn  from  the 

country. 

上 馬  to  mount  a  horse.  See  7576. 

I  ̂   to  get  into  a  sedan-chair. 

上税  to  pay  duty. 

上稅單 a  “duty mem0." 

_t  ̂   f  tC)  Pay
  in  taxes  in 

money.  See  7016. 

上  to  hand  in  a  petition. 

上 本  t0  memorialise  the  Throne. 

上 考 ̂  to  go  to  bum  incense. 

上上 （or  上） 弦  to  wind  up, 
— as  a  watch. 

上 、落  多？  in  your  goings  UP and  down,  may  you  be  at  peace ! 

上 不來  he  cannot  come  up. 

上 那兒去 where  are  you going  to? 

你 上 不 上 are  you  coming up? 

上  ̂   to  bolt  a  door. 上路  to  start  on  a  journey. 

卜  ̂   to  go  to  the  0 伍 ce  of  3 superior. 

上案 子作活 t0  come 叫 
to  the  table  and  work,  一  t( 

become  proficient  in  one’s  trade to  have  finished  one’s  apprentice； 

ship. 

上工  to  begin  work. 

上  _  to  get  rusty. 
卜  ̂  to  go  into  dock. 卜  to  ascend  a  river.  Se< 
shangx. 

卜  ̂  to  go  up  stream, — of  boats 

上鍋上 竈 t0  go  t0  the  Pot and  oven, —— to  become  a  cool 

上  the  “L.”  exit  of  a  Chines 
stage. 

卜 殿  to  ascend  the  hall, 一 （ a  Buddhist  temple,  repeatin 
O-mi-to-fu  and  striking  the  be 
at  intervals. 

上 板  to  go  to  press.  See  858) 
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上 
4 

9729 

9730 
R. 養 

See 賞 
Rising  Upper. 

晌 2
 

9731 
R. 養 
C.  hong 
F.  hiong 
W.  hsiae 

N.  song 

P.  cshang^  y. Sskang 

M.  hhang、 

hsiang* Y.  san^ 
K.  sang 
J.  sho 
A.  t'dng 
Rising  Upper. 

上 篷  tc)  hoist  sail. 

上弓  to  string  a  bow. 

上凍  to  freeze. 

上吊  to  hang  oneself. 

上髮 w 上頭  (see  shang^)  to 
do  up  the  hair. 

上 頭  women  who  dress 
the  bride’s  hair  on  the  wedding- day. 

上 胃  to  honour  tlie  noble. 

The  large  ring  on  a  front 

door,  used  as  a  knocker ‘ 

[Distinguished  from  扁 

6584.] 

Noon  ；  midday.  A  piece 

of  arable  land,  measuring 

six 献  mou、 set  apart  for 

the  support  of  the  Gendar¬ 

merie  of  Peking. 

晌午  {shang1  huo  in  Peking) 

。1 •晌天  noon. 

小晌午  close  on  noon. 

正 晌午。 r 晌了  w 晌了 

天  it  is  noon. 

晌午歪 (OT 錯) and  _ 午 

大歪 ⑼ 錯） day-periods  in 
the  early  afternoon. 

晌午錯 (Qr 歪） 了  itisPast noon. 

晌午 大錯了  it  is  consider¬ 
ably  past  noon. 

頭 _  or 早半晌 the  fore. noon. 

遇晌。 r 下牟晌  the  after 
noon. 

半 响無曹  he  kept  silent 
awhile. 

東晌午 and 西晌午 east 
&nd  west  noontides,  respectively, 
— the  times  in  the  morning  and 
afternoon  when  the  sun  is  throw¬ 

ing  long  shadows. 

晌飯  tfc^  midday  meal. 

歇晌 兒。 1 •睡 晌覺 (ckiao*) 
to  take  the  midday  rest  or  siesta. 

餉 

9732 
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R. 漾 

See 上 

Sinking 

Lower. 

at- 

See  4285. 

To  add  ；  to  append  to. 

Still  ；  in  addition  to  ；  not¬ 

withstanding.  Extensive,  in 

the  logical  sense.  To  marry 

a  princess.  Korea.  To 

wish.  To  esteem  ；  to  ap¬ 

prove  ； used  in  the  sense  of 

Imperial.  To  ascend. 

尙 之以珠  pearls  were tached  to  them. 

尙克用 文王教 were  stm able  to  follow  the  teaching  of Wen  Wang. 

雖老尙 能騎馬  although old,  I  can  still  ride. 

我生 之初， 尙無爲 in the  early  part  of  my  life,  time 

passed  without  commotion. 

尙且  still  ；  however.  See  12,236. 
天公 尙且無 公道何 
况  if  even  God  is  not  just,  how 
much  more  (will  officials  fail: 
see  2533). 

尙有  there  is  still. 

尙還  still；  as  before, 

尙希  hopes,  however . . 
尙祈  and  he  would  beg . 

尙 未妥當 nQt  yet  satis - factorily  settled. 

尙 .爲肩 到 may  stiu  be 
sidered  as  complete. 

尙 屬平允  may  still  be  con- sidered  as  fair  and  just 

尙詳洽  clear  and  satisfactory enough. 

尙在主  to  wed  a  princess. 
爾尙 一 ■乃心 力 do  you 
proceed  with  united  heart  and 
strength. 

尙寐無 覺  would  that  I  might sleep  to  wake  no  more ! 

尙享  see  4264,  4286. 

尙德  to  esteem  virtue. 

尙齒  to  respect  age. 

辭尙體  _in  language,  value comprehensiveness  and  terse¬ ness. 

con- 

尙‘
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R •陽 

C.  shdng 
H.  shong 

F.  siong 

W.  ziae 

N.  djong^jong^ 

^ong 

皇 天弗尙  God  does  not approve  of  them. 

好 々即 4 尙  to  prefer;  to  value 

尙姓  what  is  your  esteemed name? 

不自尙  do  not  think  much  of 
yourself. 

以浮 -相尙  vied  with  one 
another  in  extravagance. 

俗 尙繁華  the  world  loves pomp  and  show. 

俗尙  the  prevailing  custom. 

俗尙紅  red  is  the  accepted colour, 一 at  weddings. 

風尙  air;  style. 尙論  fond  of  discussion ;  to praise;  to  glorify. 

無 以尙之  nothing  can  be superior  to  it. 

各 有所尙  every  one  has  his 
own  particular  fancy  or  taste. 

尙心  to  set  one’s  rnind  on. 

高 尙其志  to  have  great aspirations. 

尙方会  persons  specially charged  to  make  things  for 

Imperial  use. 

尙衣  the  Imperial  clothes. 

尙書  the  Canons  of  Yao  and Shun  in  the  書輕  Shu  Cking\ 

also  used  for  the  whole  work. 

High  metropolitan  officials  uncter 
the  Han  dynasty.  Also  (elegantly 

read  ck^ang1)^  the  President  of 

a  Board.  [尙書  was  changed 

t。 中書  by  the  Emperor  Wu 
Ti  of  the  Han  dynasty.] 

六 部尙書  the  Presidents  ofl 
the  Six  Boards.  See  9484. 

尙書史 尙 書令史 a subordinate  in  the  department 

of  a  shang  shu.  Under  the 

Chou  dynasty  =  Grand  Historio- 
grapher;  e.g.  召 尙書曰 

called  the  G.  H.  and  said. 

The  clothes  on  the  lower 
lalf  of  the  body  ；  see  5385. 

衣裳  clcthes. 奉裳衣  a  hand-the-clothes, — 
a  wife.  See  1478. 

帷裳  the  curtains  of  a  lady’s  | 
carriage. 
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Rising  Upper, 

裳 裳  the  beautiful  appearance 
of  flowers. 

霓裳  5434. 

裳  clothes  like  clouds,  sc. 
beautiful. 

To  give  to  an  inferior  \ 

to  bestow  ；  to  reward,  as 

opposed  to 罰 3382.  To 

take  pleasure  in.  See  1644. 

賞錢  to  bestow  money. 

賞個 大錢罷 give  a  cash  1 
一 a  beggar’s  cry. 

賞給。 r  賞賜  to  bestow  upon. 

賞假  (chia^)  to  grant  leave  of absence. 

賞功 賞勞  to  reward  merit 

功多 有厚賞  great  merit 
brings  a  substantial  reward. 

賞  i  罰惡  t。 reward  the 
good  and  punish  the  evil. 

賞 以酒肉  bestowed  upon him  wine  and  meat. 

賞 以勸善  reward  in  order to  stimulate  to  virtue. 

賞不 論寃仇 rewarding, 
do  not  make  any  difference  as 
regards  enemies. 

賞 戴藍翎 Penilitted  to  wear the  Blue  Plume. 

賞帖。 r 賞格  a  notice  ofi reward. 

重 賞之下 ，必 有勇夫 
where  the  reward  is  large,  there 
is  sure  to  be  some  brave  man 
forthcoming. 

賞還  to  kindly  return,  —  as 
something  sent  for  inspection. 

賞臉  to  bestow  the  face,— to 
condescend. 

賞 璧  to  bestow  a  glance  on ;  to 
enjoy  the  view  of. 

賞花  to  enjoy  flowers. 

賞月  to  enjoy  the  moonlight. 

賞玩  to  enjoy  oneself. 

慶 賞元宵  to  enjoy  the  Feast of  Lanterns. 

賞
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C.  shong 
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M.  I 

Y.  j  sanS 

Sz.  shang 
K. sang 

J.  sho 

A.  t^ong 

Even  Upper. 

賞  to  give  an  entertainment. 

賞收  to  condescend  to  accept. 

賞  to  have  a  favourable knowledge  of. 

See  440. 

See  441. 

To  deliberate.  To  trade 

Name  of  a  dynasty.  The 
second  of  the  five  ancient 

musical  notes  ；  see  6580. 
Used  with  9739.  [To 

be  distinguished  from  丨 
io,9i9-] 

商量。 r 商酌。 ••商 議 t。 consult;  to  deliberate  upon. 

彼 此梠商  the  two  parties  in consultation. 

商定  settled  in  consultation. 
商辦  to  deliberate  and  {or  how 

to)  take  action. 

商明  to  argue  out;  to  discuss, 

商訂  to  arrange;  to  settle  on. 

商同  to  consult  with. 

商 之幕友  he  consulted about  it  with  his  secretary. 

商擬  to  propose  to . 
商准  to  agree  to  after  consulta¬ tion. 

商人。 r 商戶。 ■■行  {hang1) 

商。 T 商民  merchants. 

商旅。 r 客商 travelling mefchants. 

商賈  {kuz)  resident  arid  travel¬ ling  merchants. 

洋商  foreign  merchants.  [Ori¬ 
ginally  “hong  merchants,”  as 

opposed  to  夷商  foreign  mer¬ chants.  So  used  by  阮 元 

Yuan  Yiian.]  」 

華商  native  merchants. 

商本  capital  in  trade. 

商業  trade ;  commerce. 

商情  commercial  details  or interests. 

商 

9738 

9739 

R •陽 

See 商 

Even  Upper. 
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See 商 

Even  Upper. 

亶 
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m 

974? 

陽 

See 商 

Even  Upper. 

商股  commercial  interests ; 
shares. 

商夥  a  partner  in  trade ;  also, an  e?nploy£  in  a  firm. 

商販  buying  and  selling;  trad¬ 

ing. 

通商  trade, — especially  applied to  trade  with  foreign  countries. 

See  12,294. 

以 保商局  in  the  interests  of 

trade. 

招商局  the  China  Merchants’ 

S.N.  Company. 

商朝 (c/ilaol)  the  Shang  dynasty, See  Tables  III. 

商功  solid  mensuration. 
商羊  a  one-legged  bird,  said  to portend  rain,  and  imitated  by 
children  hopping  about. 

商棘  Asparagus  lucidus、 Ldl. 

A  plant,  the  root  01 which  is  used  as  a  remedy 
for  ague. 

菌 陸  Chinese  pokeweed  {Phyto lacca  acinosa、 Roxb.). 

To  deliberate.  Used  with 

9738. 
Same  as  9738. 

To  wound  ；  to  injure 

to  distress.  To  be  distress 

ed  ；  grieved  over,  or  at. 

傷命  to  kill;  mortal ;  fatal. 

傷害  to  wound. 傷性  to  lose  one’s  life. 
傷亡  to  die  of  one’s  wounds. 

傷身子  physically  injurious. 
重傷  a  severe  wpund. 

君 子不重  cWung、  傷 ，不 

檎二毛  the  superior  mai 
does  not  wound  twice,  nor  doe! 

he  take  captive  the  gray-headed 
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9742 

傷處  the  wounded  part；  the 
wound. 

傷口  the  mouth  of  a  wound. 

傷痕  the  .  scar  of  a  wound. 

帶 傷投案  came  to  the  court 
bringing  his  wounds  with  him, — 
i.e.  in  spite  of  his  wounds. 

遍 體鱗傷 covered  with 
wounds  as  a  fish  with  scales. 

傷 弓之烏  a  bird  wounded 
by  an  arrow. 

傷臉。 r 傷名  to  injure  one’s 
reputation. 

傷病  t。 be  ill. 

傷風。 ••傷 寒  to  catch  cold. 

傷暑  to  suffer  from  heat. 

損傷  to  damage,— as  by  colli¬ 
sion,  etc. 

傷財  to  waste  property. 

傷和氣  to  injure  the  entente 
cordiale. 

無 傷舊好  do  not  destroy 
our  old  friendship. 

傷化。 r 有傷 風化 
jurious  to  public  morals. 

傷時  to  injure  the  (morals  of 
the)  age. 

磨傷  to  injure  by  rubbing. 

傷情 ot 傷 心  to  wound  the 
feelings. 

我心傷 悲 my  heart  was 
grieved. 

傷心事  a  sad  affair. 
傷感  to  be  much  moved;  emo¬ 

tional,  as  a  division  or  class  of 

poetry. 

如追傷  his  concubine  pined 
for  him, 一 after  his  death. 

傷 及夂毋  to  cause  grief  to 
one’s  parents, 一 as  well  as  to oneself. 

傷覊旅  to  lament  over  deten¬ 
tion  from  home. 

傷老  to  grieve  over  the  ap¬ 
proach  of  old  ag«. 

傷春  to  grieve  over  (the  depar¬ 
ture  of)  spring. 

何傷  what  matter ?  what  harm? 

無傷  to  be  of  no  consequence; 
not  to  matter. 

in- 

w 

9743 

R 陽 

See 商 

Even  Upper. 

9744 

R •陽 

See 商 

Even  Upper. 

[ 1183  ] 

To  die  young；  to  die. 

夭瘍。 1 ■短殤 to  die  prema- 

錄
 3 

9745 
turely. 

下殤 and 中瘍 and 上場 

or  長  changz  ̂   to  die  between 

See 賞 

Rising  Upper. 

eight  and  eleven, .between  twelve 
and  fifteen,  and  between  sixteen 
and  nineteen,  respectively. 

Dinner  ；  supper. 

SJEX^LO. 

痘殤  to  die  of  smallpox. 

無 服之殤  children  who  die  I before  the  age  of  seven,  whose 

relatives  will  not  wear  mourning. 

嫁殤  to  marry  the  spirit  of  a betrothed  husband  who  has  died 

before  the  actual  marriage. 

國殤  to  die  for  one’s  country. 

殤了  丁  口不少 _y members  of  the  family,  male  and 
female,  died. 

A  goblet,  shaped  like  a 
breakfast  cup,  but  without 

a  handle；  to  pledge.  Also 
read  ch> ang\ 

酒觴  a  wine-cup. 
舉觴  to  raise  the  goblet, — to 

drink. 

林 觴交錯 CUPS  and  goblets 
passing  to  and  fro, — as  when 
much  drinking  is  going  on. 

傳  to  circulate  the  wine-cup. 

濫觴  to  overflow  the  goblet, — as  the  biggest  river  will  hardly 
do  at  its  source ;  used  in  the 

sense  of  “small  beginnings •”  . 

滌觴。 r 潔觴。 r 治觴 t。 
prepare  goblets, — to  get  ready  a 
feast. 

流 觴曲水  goblets  floating down  winding  streams, 一 as  at  a 
picnic  where  cups  of  wine  are 

placed  in  a  stream  and  allowed 

to  float  down  to  where  the  guests 
are  assembled. 

飛羽觴 而醉月  the  wing¬ ed  goblet  flew  round  as  we  got 

drunk  to  the  light  of  the  moon. 

稱觴  t0  Pledge. 觴西 王毋於 瑤池之 

上  he  pledged  Hsi  Wang  Mu 
(see  8067)  at  the  Jasper  Lake. 

少 些。 r 少* 許  a  little;  a  few. 

還 少些個  still  a  few  wanting, too  few. 

少夂  to  be  wanting;  short  of 
the  proper  number. 

少錢  to  owe  money. 
/ 禮  wanting  in  politeness. 

^  r
are. 

少 逢敵手  he  seldom  ipet 
his  match. 

少間  in  a  little  while.  See  1601 

chienk  • 

少 時病卒  in‘  a  little  while 
he  fell  ill  and  died. 

少 暗一會  excuse  me  one moment. 

少請安 1  have  been  deficient in  enquiring  after  your  health,  — a  conventional  reply  to  久違 

it  is  a  long  time  since  we  met. 

少胡  說  don’t  talk  so  hastily 
or  stupidly. 

— »  口氣  without  breath; 
dead. 

shaoz  shao1  ̂   a  very  little. 

let  us  pass  over  or  omit. 

少 見少見  I  have  seen  very little  of  you, —— 1  am  glad  to  see 

you  again  (after  a  short  absence). 

少典  dejectedly. 

少 R. 
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C. shiu 

H.  shau ^ 

F.  sieu、 chieu 
W.  side 

N.  hsioa 

j  hau 

M.  \ 

Y.  soa Sz.  shau 

K.  so 

J.  sho 

A.  t、ieu Rising  and 

Sinking 

Upper. 

few,  as  opposed  to 多 

1 1,302.  Little  ；  seldom  ; 

briefly  ；  in  the  least ;  short 

of；  wanting  in. 

多少  see  11,302. 少報  to  declare  short. — i.e,  less than  the  actual  quantity,  as  at 

the  Custom  House.  See  11,302. 

少於單  a  less  quantity  than stated  on  the  document.. 

缺少  or  少  insufficient; 
short  of  the  number  required. 
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少 了不賣  I  won’t  sell  it  for less. 

少待。 r 少停 w 少候 tC) 
wait  awhile. 

少刻。 i •少頃  a  short  time. 

少之也 須百金 at  the 
least,  it  will  require  a  hundred 
taels. 

鄰 國之民 不加少 the 
population  of  the  neighbouring 
States  does  not  decrease. 

®1J  Xb  t0  stoP  when  a  fai
r 

amount  of  success  is  achieved, — 
lest  the  better  spoil  the  good. 

少 可取者  not  many  worth taking. 

少不是  most  likely. 

少 不得。 r 少不 得了。 r 

不可少  unable  to  be  less 
by；  indispensable. 

少 他不得  can’t  do  without him. 

少不 得在 房裏的 it 
must  be  in  the  room  somewhere. 

少不 得都是 他們的 
all  (my  earnings)  will  necessarily 
become  their  property. 

少不 得也問 I  was  also 
obliged  to  ask . 

少不 得讓與 我11^111^ 
obliged  to  let  me  have  it. 

少不了  i  won’t  give  you  too 
little;  you  shan’t  have  too  little. 

少不免 我去1  sha11  be 
obliged  to  go. 

少廣  evolution, 一 in  mathema¬ tics. 

少 3
 

9746 

Read  shao*.  Young；  of 
tender  years.  See  875, 
6645. 

老少。 Id  and  young. 

少^  年 of  tender  years.  See  12,958. 
少孤  became  an  orphan  when 
young, 

少 者懷之  take  tender  care 
of  the  young. 

I 少孔子 四十六 歲「_ - 
six  years  younger  than  Confu¬ 
cius. 

哨 4
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R •嘯蕭 
See 悄 

but  usually 

read  稍 

Sinking 

Upper. 

容 顔轉少  his  face  became 
young  again. 

[ 1184  ] 

人少則 慕夂毋 when  a man  is  young,  he  cleaves  to  his 

parents. 

胃少 來如此  I  have  been 
like  this  from  my  youth  upwards. 

少小 辭鄕曲  when  a  child I  left  my  native  place. 

少子  the  youngest  son.  i 

少 女。 r 少艾  a  young  girl. 

少爺  the  son  of  an  official ;  your 
son,  —  a  conventional  term  of 
respect. 

諸 少並隹  the  young  gentle¬ men  (your  sons)  are  all  equally charming. 

立少妾  to  take  a  concubine. 

他少我  he  treats  me  slight¬ 
ingly. 

少林  the  name  of  a  famous monastery  in  the  登封 Teng- 

feng  District,  Honan,  the  in¬ 
mates  of  which  were  all  good 

at  boxing,  etc.  Hence  the  term 
has  come  to  be  used  in  the  sense 

of  “swashbucklers.”  See  9373. 

詔於 少室山 陰立士 

林寺  (the  Emperor  Kao  Tsu of  the  Wei  dynasty,  4.0.471-500, 

in  honour  of  the  Shaman  跋 

陁  Po-t‘o  from  Central  Asia,) 
gave  orders  for  the  establishment 
of  the  Shao-lin  monastery  on 
the  north  side  of  the  Shao-shih 
mountain. 

少司寒  the  Vice  President  of the  Boc^rd  of  Punishments. 

少  the  fancy  name  of  the  poet 
Tu  Fu. 

To  whistle  ；  a  whistle. 

An  outpost  ；  to  patrol. 

打哨 子。 i •吹 哨子 t。 blow a  whistle, 

帶啃子  to  carry  a  whistle, 一 as  pigeons  do.  See  6060. 

哨子風  a  whistling  wind. 
啃兒  the  mouth  of  a  trumpet. 

哨哨  loquacious. 
啃船  a  revenue  cruiser. 

關啃  Jdewaiters. 啃堡 an  cutpost;  an  entrench¬ ment. 

QULA.Q 

營啃  garrisons  and  guard- 
stations. 

巡啃。 1 •哨遊 t。 patrol. 

哨 •下 on  guard. 
哨總  the  officer  in  command  of 
the  patrol. 

哨 望。 r 哨入  a  sentry. 

啃馬  a  vedette. 
啃探  a  scout;  a  spy;  to  recon¬ 
noitre. 

上啃的 _ 于 a  shop in  a 
first-class  situation. 

哨官  a  military  lieutenant. 

The  eldest  sister. 

The  ends  of  a  bow.  To 

discharge  an  arrow. 

To  take；  to  choose ；  to 

carry；  to  send  by  an  oppor¬ 
tunity^^  10,463).  Wrongly 
used  for  1428. 

梢椋  t。 seize- 
橋梢  to  rhoose. 
相 '信 (oi •書） t。 send  a  letter. 

梢 帶貨物  to  convey  goods,  j 

梢  ch‘ao'  手  to  fold  the  arras. 
See  186. 

杷手梢 在背後 put  his 
hands  behind  his  back. 

門梢  a  door-latch. 
The  stern  of  a  vessel. 

See  9758. 

艄工  the  helmsman. 

艄工多 舟必崴  too  many helmsmen  wreck  the  boat  =  too 

many  cooks  etc. 

哨4
 

9747 

nr 

9748 

R •效肴 

See 稍 

Sinking  and 

Even  Upper. 

9749 

R •肴 

F.  sau 

s -筲 

Even  Upper. 

捎1
 

975。 

R. 肴 

See 稍 

Even  Upper. 

97S1 

R •肴 

F. sau3 

See 稍 

cf •啃 

A.  sau^  ticu 
Even  Upper. 
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97  S  2 

R -蕭肴 

管蕭 
Even  Upper. 

rr 
9753 

R.. 

See 稍 

Even  Upper. 

鞘 
9754 

9755 

R. 肴 

See 稍 
A.  tieu 

Even  Upper. 

9756 

R •肴效 
See 稍 

Even  and 

SinkingUpper. 

m 
9757 

R •肴 

See 稍 

Even  Upper. 

w 

9758 
R .肴 
F.  sau 

See 

A.  sau、 ticu 

Even  Upper. 

Jungle  grass ;  a  lair；  a 

burrow.  See  1351, 

The  lapel  of  a  coat  ； 

waistband  of  a  pair  of  trou¬ 
sers. 

See  1424. 

To  dry  in  the  wind. 

勝落葉  to  dry  the  leaves  and 
cause  them  to  fall  off. 

A  tail  ；  a  comet’s  tail. 

Read  shao% •  Long  hair. 

The  dog-tooth  (or  蒜尾 

swallow-tail)  edging  on  a 
flag. 

m 帶飄榷  the  streamers 
flutter  in  the  wind. 

The  tip  of  a  branch  ；  a 

twig.  The  stern  of  a  ship  ； 

a  rudder.  See  根 5974. 

飛過樹 梢兒上 flew  up 
to  the  top  of  a  tree. 

梢末  the  tip  end  of  anything. 

鞭梢  a  riding-whip. 

其狻 梢人等  those  in  the 
after  part  of  the  vessel. 

梢  ̂   °r  ; 搶子  boatmen. 

梢頭 （expl_  as  嫩也） soft; 
tender. 

w 
9759 

R-肴 

See 稍 

Even  Upper. 

葙
 3 

9760 

See  稍， 

Rising  Upper. 

稍
，
 

9761 

R. 效 

C.  ̂ shdu 
H.  sau 

F.  sau 
二. 卜 

P.  (shau、 
cshau 

M.  csau 

Y.  csoa^  csou Sz.  cshau 

K.  so^  v.  ch、o 
J.  sds  sho 

A.  csau^  csau 
Rising  Upper 

Irregular. 

A  rope  for  making  fast 

a  boat  5  a  painter. 

The  small  rootlets  of  the 

water-lily. 

To  diminish  ；  slightly  ； 

gradually  ；  rather. 

稍好  rather  good. 

稍小  somewhat  small. 

稍 可即止  stop  after  achiev¬ ing  a  moderate  success. 

稍暇  a  little  leisure. 

稍緩  to  delay  awhile. 

稍 有不合  not  altogether suitable. 

稍 有誤會  a  slight  misappre¬ 
hension. 

稍 寛其禁  to  relax  somewhat the  prohibition. 

稍申  to  explain  somewhat. 

稍 微不利  somewhat  un¬ 
lucky. 

稍事  a  trivial  matter. 

稍 ⑼ 少) 戢  to  remit;  to  make a  rebate;  to  restrain. 

稍渉 t。  trench  upon ;  to  tend towards. 

稍殊  somewhat  different. 
稍加  to  make  some  addition. 

稍上  to  implicate;  to  concern. 

稍爲  to  be  somewhat. 

稍 効涓埃  to  use  efforts  like a  drop  of  water  or  a  grain  of 

dust, — of  puny  or  inappreciable efforts. 

勅他 稍稍輸  [the  Empe¬ ror]  ordered  him  to  lose  a  little, 一 
when  gambling  with  an  Envoy 

whom  the  Emperor  wished  to 
conciliate. 

若是 回來稍 腿一勲 if  he  came  back  a  little  later 
than  usual. 

狼 

9762 

R 效 

See 稍 

Sinking 

Upper. 

m 
9763 

R-肴 

See 稍 

Even  Upper. 

w 

9764 

R •肴 

C.  skdu 

H.  sau 

F.  seu 

W.  / 

N.  i 姆 

Pi  shau 

M.  sail 

Y.  soa 
Sz.  shau 

K.  so 

J.  sd^  sho A.  sau 
Even  Upper. 

m 

9765 m 

9766 

C.  shiu 
H.  shau 

F.  sieu 

W.  side 

N.  sioa 
P.  shau 

M.  sau 
Y.  sea 

Sz.  shau 

K.  so 

J.  sho 

A.  Heu 
Even  Upper. 

Water  driven  by  the 

wind. 

雨 潲濕了  soaked  by  the 
driving  rain. 

赶 潲風雨  to  meet  with  a 
storm  of  wind  and  rain. 

必 要 網勲水 you'll  have  to 
sprinkle  a  little  water, 一 in  the sense  of  tips. 

A  basket  for  holding  rice 

when  steaming  it. 

A  basket；  a  bucket. 

管 篱  a  large  basket  for  holding cooked  rice. 

水筲  a  bucket. 斗 筲之人  people  who  are 
mere  pecks  and  hampers, — mere utensirs. 

爾欲 吾屈身 賊中求 

斗筲邪  would  you  have  me 
demean  myself  to  seek  my  living 
among  rebels  ?  Said  by 崔信 

明. 

Same  as  9763. 

To  burn  ；  to  bake  ；  fever 
heat. 

1 腾著  chao1  "X  it  has  caught  fire. 
石瑰 難道是 燒得着 

chao1  的  you  don’t  think  stones will  burn,  do  you? 

燒燬- ■燒化  to  consume  by 
fire. 

火堯 完  burnt  up, 一 as  a  supply  of coal. 

燒火  t。 light  a  fire. 
燒巨燭  to  light  a  big  candle. 
燒紙  to  Durn  paper  (money), 一 at  funerals,  etc. 

;o  burn  incense,  —  in 

temples,  as  an  act  of  worship. 

燒神 脣畐  to  burn  offerings  to 
the  goms, — as  on  junks  starting 

for  sea* 

149 



186 

m 

9766 

AT 
9767 

R.J 

C.  chokQ 

H,  chok^  shok-r 
F.  chHok 
W.  cia  t 

N.  tsiah、 chah、 
toh 

P.  Sshau、 isho 
M.  sho、so 
Y. shak 
Sz.  sho 
K.  chak 

J.  shaku 
A.  chdk、 

Entering 

Upper. 

燒磚  to  burn  bricks. 
《堯 山  t0  burn  the  grass  on  hills, 
— to  manure  them  with  ashes. 

< 燒  to  bake  and  roast. 

燒肉  baked  meat. 

I  to  boil  tea. 

燒酒  samshoo.  See  2260. 

發燒  to  be  feverish. 

內 外發燒  to  be  hot  both 
internally  and  externally. 

內 燒大作  there  is  great internal  heat. 

燒丹  alchemy. 
燒埋  to  burn  (sacrifices)  at  the 

burial. 

燒餅骨  the  knee-pan, 一 from its  shape. 

蟯湯  to  heat  or  boil  liquids. 

燒路頭 t。 woishiP 五路 

財神  Plutus.  In  some  parts 
it  also  means  to  feast  with  one. 

A  spoon  ；  a  ladle  ；  to 

ladle  out.  The  tenth  part  of 

a  合  ko 狄 3947.  Used  with 
9770.  [Commonly  written 
as  below. I 

勺子  a  spoon ;  the  occiput. 
把 這件事 情 摞在後 

腦勺子  don’t  bother  about the  matter.  [Relegate  it  to  the 

part  at  the  back  of  the  brain.] 

~ *  勺之多  as  much  as  a 
spoonful. 

一勺 于帶累 一鍋。 ne spoonful  involves  the  whole  pot, 
— one  black  sheep  etc. 

― 1  勺之水  a  small  drop  of 
water. 

漏勺  a  spoon  with  holes  in  it, 一 a  skimmer ‘ 

北 斗似勺  the  Great  Bear  is 
like  a  ladle. 

勺 兒逛汲  restless；  fidgetty . ' 

勺拖兒  a  country  lout. 

Read  cho1^. 

place. 

Name  of  a 

長勺  the  site  of  a  famous  battle 
fought  under  the  Chou  dynasty. 

构 
2 

9768 

R •藥蕭 

C.  chdk^y  shok- 

piu
 

H.  shok^
 

F.  chHokhpicu 
W.  cia、 tside, 

pide 

N.  chak'pioa 
P.  SskaH、 Ssho、 

piau 

M.  so、 swo^ 

Y.  shak'pioa 
Sz.  sho、 piau 

K.  P^io^  chak 
J.  shaku、 hio A.  / ‘蛛  dieu, 

tik 

Entering  and 
Even  U,pper. 

0 

9769 

R •燊 

C.  chydkQ 

H. 少々々, chok 

See 

burn ;  to  cauterise 

Clear ;  luminous.  [Com 

monly  written  as  below.] 

Entering 

Upper. 

9770 

R. : 
C. chdkQ H.  chok) 

F.  chHok^ W.  chia)、jas、 
ya^ 

N.  ziah^ 

P.  ijkau、 isho 

M.  so 
Y.  sak 
K. chak 

J.  shaku'djaku 
A. Entering 

Irregular. 

A  handle,  as  of  a  cup, 

ladle,  etc.  ；  the  tail  of  the 
Great  Bear.  Used  with 

9767.  To  draw,  as  a  bolt. 

To  bind.  Also  read  piao' 
andi*^^4*.  [Commonly  writ¬ ten  ̂ {j .] 

我其杓 之人耶  surely  I am  but  a  shallow  vessel. 

To 

灼艾  to  bum  moxa, — for  cau¬ terisation.  See  32. 

灼龜  to  burn  tortoise-shell,— for  divination. 

灼爛 badly  burnt. 

灼明  bright;  dazzling. 
灼妁  flashing；  gleaming. 

妁妁 其華  brilliant  are  its flowers, — of  the  peach. 

灼 知確見  to  apprehend clearly;  of  a  clear  understanding. 

妁然  obviously. 

The  Chinese  water-chest- 

nut  [Scirpus  tuber osus^ 

Roxb.).  Given  to  friends 

at  parting,  and  also  known 

as  將離  chiang  /^*=  forget- me-not.  [Commonly  writ¬ 
ten  as  below.] 

芍藥  Pceonia  albiflora、 Pall. — the  roots  of  which  are  eaten  as 
a  tonic. 

赤节  a  variety  of  the  last,  with red  flowers. 

牲^丹 花唐時 謂之木 
at  the  time  of  the  T^ang 

dynasty,  the  mu  tan  was  called mu  shao  yao. 

釣 

977i 

m 

9772 

劭 4
 

9773 

R 嘯蕭 

See 召 

Sinking 

Lower. 

邵-
 

9774 

R .嘯 

See 召 

Sinking 

Lower. 

9775 

R. 

See 召 

Sinking 

Lower. 

9776 

k •蕭篠 

See  .1 1,042. 

Same  as  9775. 

See 召 

Even  Lower. 

To  stimulate  to  effort. 

Admirable  ；  excellent. 

劭農  to  encourage  husbandry. 

劭才  fine  talents. 
淸劭 puTe  and  bright. 

Lofty  ；  eminent. 

年 高德邵  of  great  age  az 
lofty  virtue. 

To  connect;  to  continue. 
See  2260. 

繼紹  to  carry  on;  to  keep  up, 

紹 複先王 之大業 t。 continue  the  great  possession  of 
former  kings. 

會 紹乃辟  connecti:  g  the  all 
but  broken  line  of  your  sove¬ 
reign. 

家聲衷 紹  to  keep  up  the 
reputation  of  the  family. 

紹箕裘  to  carry  on  one’s 
father’s  trade. 

鞀上帝  to  be  the  vice-regent 
of  God. 

紹天明  to  bring  into  connex¬ 
ion  with  the  wisdom  of  God. 

紹位  to  succeed  to  the  throne. 

紹介  a  medium;  a  go-between. 

求閣 下代爲 介紹1 h you,  sir,  to  introduce  me. 

The  fork  or  seat  of  a  pair 
of  trousers. 



SZX^LO 

187  ] 

w 

9777 

R._ 
H.  ch、au 

See 召 
Sinking 
Lower. 

韶2
 

9778 

R.'
 

^ 召 
Even  Lower. 

瑟 
9779 

会1
 

9780 

the 

H.  ska 
W.w 

dzo 

\she 

A,  se 
hriei 

^.ske 
*sha 

hsa 

Even  Lower. 

Name  of  a  place. 

邵武府  a  Prefecture  in  Fuh- kien. 

邵陵 an  old  name  of 寶慶 

府  Pao-ch*ing  Fu  in  Hunan. 

延建邵  a  Circuit  in  Fuhkien. 

The  name  of  the  music 

of  the  legendary  Emperor 

Shun  5  harmonious  ；  admir¬ 
able  ； excellent.  Vernal. 

子謂 韶盡美 矣又盡 

善也  Confucius  said  of  the 
Shao  that  it  was  perfectly  beauti¬ 
ful  and  perfectly  good. 

子聞 韶三月 不知肉 

^  for  three  months  after  Con¬ 
fucius  had  heard  the  Shao,  he 
did  not  know  the  taste  of  meat. 

韶華  glorious;  splendid. 

韶 華不再  the  glyry  is  de- parted ;  Ichabod ! 

韶秀  blooming, — of  beauty.  \ 

虛度 韶光1  have  vainly  lived 
through  ray  prime. 

韶齒  good  teeth, -youth.  [Ellipt. 
^ 韶顔 稚齒] 

韶州府  a  Prefecture  in  Kuang- tung. 

SUE. 

See  9599. 

[ ； myself.  See^  13,612 

麻 

9781 

R. 麻 

H.  ch'-a 
See 

Even  Upper. 

9782 

R .麻 

C.  she、 ch、e YL.ch>a  . 

F.  chHa 
W.  si 

N.  she、 sho^  so 
P.  she 
M.  se 

Y.  hsiei 
Sz.  she K.  sya 

J.  ska 
A.  hsa 
Even  Upper. 

w 

9783 

R 虞麻 
See 都蛇 

Even  Upper 

and  Lower. 

mo- 

To  buy  or  sell  on  credit 

To  put  off;  to  shirk.  Dis¬ 
tant. 

餘買0 r 賒借 t0  buy  on credit. 

餘去。 r 餘給  to  sell  on  credit. 

賒賬  to  give  credit. 
餘欠  to  owe  for  purchases. 

一 槪不賒 n。  credit  given. See  10,552. 

酒不賒  wine  not  sold  on  credit. 

寧 現不賒  better  ready ney  than  credit. 

圖賒死  with  the  object  of  I 
shirking  death. 

豈不 以反舊 之樂賒 
is  not  this  to  put  off  the  joy  of 

reverting  to  old  ways? 

道 里賒遠  . the  distance  is 
very  .great. 

賒彌  Chitral. 
To  open  out  ；  to  spread. 

Extravagant,  as  opposed  to 

儉  1658;  wasteful. 
奢 侈。 f 奢 費 饥 奢華 

紛奢  extravagant;  prodigal, 

奢華品  articles  de  luxe. 

奢望。 r 奢想  extravagant hopes, 

僕 望君奢  I  had  extravagant hopes  of  you. 

阿奢  the  husband  of  the  (wet) nurse. 

A  word  used  by  Bud¬ 
dhists  in  the  transliteration 

of  Sanskrit  sounds. 

闇維  (sU pH';  see  208)  01 •闍 

毗。 r 闍鼻多  cremation, — especially  of  Buddhist  priests. 

衆以 香油栴 檀闇維 

眞體  the  priests  cremated  him with  perfumed  oil  and  sandal 
wood. 

阿闇黎  a  spiritual  pastor;  a 
Buddhist  priest.  San^jLrit :  acha- 

rya, [闇  must  be  read 
for  the  play  on  words  given under  7536.] 

or 

闍 :
 

9783 

:必 

9784 

R •葉 

C.  shyp。 

H.  hiap 

F.  siek^  v.  siah. 
kick 

W.  zie 

N.  dzih 
P.  shP 

M.se 

Y.  hsieh Sz.  se 

K.  sop 

J.  sho 

A.  t'iep 
Entering 

Lower. 

_ 陀伽  Jdtaka} — one  of  the 
12  divisions  of  the  Buddhist 
Scriptures.  See  9050. 

闍婆國  the  kingdom  of  Java. 
Read  tul.  A  tower  over 

a  city  gate. 

To  ford  a  stream；  water 

travel,  as  opposed  t。 跋 

9386；  to  pass  through;  to 

be  connected  with；  to  con¬ 

cern  ； to  implicate  ；  pecuni¬ 
ary  responsibility.  See  1297, 

1702、 

涉水  to  wade  through  water. 

舟涉  to  cross  in  a  boat. 

跋渉  9386. 
渉 于春冰  to  walk  over  ice 
in  spring, — dangerous. 

渉世 t。  go  through  the  world. 

渉世人  a  man  of  the  world, — as  opposed  to  a  hermit  or  a recluse. 

渉 獵書籍  to  wade  and  hunt through  books, — to  read  exten¬ sively  but  not  deeply. 

事  _  非經  the  subject  (of  the book)  cannot  be  regarded  as 
classical. 

渉及非  ̂   involving  a  breach 
of  etiquette. 

女 死渉訟  the  death  of  a 
woman  involving  (some  one)  in 

legal  troubles. 

致 起交渉  to  cause  compli-l 
cations  to  arise. 

必有 一 番交渉  itwillcer- 
tainly  give  rise  to  complications, 
一 as  between  two  nations.  See 
1297 - 

不珅 將來如 何交渉 
I  cannot  say  what  complications 

may  arise  later  on. 

請 日 領事向 道憲交 

渉  requested  the  Japanese  Con¬ sul  to  take  up  the  case  with  the 

Tao-t‘ai. 

毫 無干涉  not  involving  ini 
any  way.、 倘 有遺失 ，與 園無渉 
the  management  (of  a  theatre) 

will  not  be  responsible  for  ar¬ ticles  lost. 



SUE! 

9784 

Y.  hsiei、i 
K.  sia,  i 

[•  sha、i 
A.  hsa^ji 

Even  Lower. 

所收能 否敷抵 ，於周 

雨 亭無涉  whether  or  not the  amount  collected  may  prove 

sufficient,  no  liability  shall  rest 

with  Chou  Yu-^ing. 

所有 按年應 解地租 

鋇 ，向 管業者 自付， 

與椎業 者無渉 the 
nual  ground-rent  to  be  payable 
by  the  in-coming,  not  by  the 
ov.t-going  tenant. 

無 渉無千  without  rhyme  cr reason. 

折 See  550. 

97»5 

蛇
，
 

A  snake；  a  serpent.  See 

5182,  6566,  6421,  12,744, 

9786 
R. 麻支 
C.  she、i 

12,557. 

一 條蛇。 1 •一 角蛇 a 
H. sha^  i snake. 
F.  sia^  i 
W.  2/,  i 

皮  a  snake’s  skin. N.  je'jd、 dzo'i 
(  sheti 

^  ̂   ̂   a  kin
d  of  eczema. 

M.  j  1 Sz.  she、i 蛇銳 OT 蛇壳 the  slouSh  of 
a  snake. 

蛇信子  a  snake’s  tongue. 

蛇足  snakes’  feet， 一 used  in  the 
sense  of  “mare’s  nest;”  super¬ 
fluous  etc. 

添足 t0  draw  a  snake  and 
put  feet  to  it, — is  exaggeration. 

蛇 頭鼠眼  snake’s  head  and 
rat’s  eyes, 一 cunning；  crafty. 

蛇頭瘡  a  whitlow. 

虎 頭蛇尾  tiger’s  head  and 
snake’s  tail, 一 a  great  beginning 
with  a  feeble  ending. 

蛇無頭 而不行  a  snake 
cannot  go  without  a  head, — nor 
a  plot  without  a  leader. 

蛇入富 ■中 曲性在 snake  in  a  tube  retains  its  wrig¬ 

gling  nature.  [Can  a  leopard 
change  its  spots?] 

蛇行  moving  like  a  snake ;  tor 
tuoift.  Also  used  of  advancing 

in  column  as  opposed  to  in  line See  13,137. 

蛇 行而進  he  advanced  with 
sidelong  gait. 

兩頭蛇 雙 頭白花 

蛇 a  two-headed  snake;  a  great 
talker. 

1188  ] 

SUE 

蛇1
 

9786 

毒蛇  a  venomous  snake. 
蛇傷 蟲咬滄 卒無藥 

if,  in  the  excitement  of  a  snake¬ 
bite,  you  have  no  medicine  at hand, . 

倒拔蛇  to  seize  the  snake  by the  wrong  end, — sc.  by  the  tail; 

to  get  the  dirty  end  of  the  stick. 

兎 頭蛇眼  hare’s  head  and snake’s  eyes, 一 a  term  of  abuse. 

蛇鑽窟 1 蛇知道 the snake  knows  his  own  hole. 

蛇龍不 _  serpents  and  dra¬ gons  do  not  fight, — their  interests 
are  the  same.  Sometimes  used 

in  the  sense  of  “serpents  are 

no  match  for  dragons •” 

惡龍 不翮地 頭蛇心 evil  dragon  will  not  attack  the 

serpent  which  is  on  its  own 

ground. 

筆 如龍蛇  a  handwriting  like dragons  and  snakes, —— i.e.  very 
elegant. 

打 草驚蛇  to  beat  the  grass in  order  to  frighten  snakes,- 
to  make  an  example  of  one  as 
a  warning  to  others. 

打 草尋蛇  to  beat  the  grass and  look  for  a  snake, — to  stir 

up  strife. 

草 裏蛇眠  a  snake  asleep  in the  grass  (latet  anguis  in  herba)、 

— a  hidden  beauty  in  a  literary 

composition. 

蛇吞象  like  a  snake  swallow¬ ing  an  elephant, — an  over-esti 
mate  of  one’s  powers.  Also,  dis¬ contented. 

佛 口蛇心  Buddha’s  mouth but  a  snake’s  heart. 

長蛇陣  name  of  a  military evolution. 

蛇魚 an  eel. 
雷在蛇  the  gecko. 
蛇皮烏  the  eastern  wryneck ( Yunx  japonic  a), 

埋頭蛇 a  boa-constrictor.  See 

•  5558- 

Selitium  Mo  tinier  i, 

蛇 菓 蛇枕頭  the  straw¬ berry  (Fragaria  vesca^  L.). 

蛇苺。 r 蛇抛子  Fragaria indie  a  t  Andr. 

蛇 疼  Airimon^a  Eupatoria、 

蛇1
 

9786 

歙 

9787 舌 

9788 

.屑 

C.  shyt 

H.  shit 

F.  siek 
W.  zie 
N.  zihjeh 

P.  ishc 
M.se 

Y.  hsieh 

Sz.  she 

K.  sol 

J.  setsz^  retsz 

A.  t、iet 

Entering 

Lower. 

L.,  the  root  of  which  is  used  in 

making  wine-ferment. 

蛇麻草  Urtica  Thunbergiana 
S.  &  Z. 

Read  P  or  i(ol.  At  one’s ease. 

委蛇。 r 蛇蛇 easy;  sdf- 
possessed. 

See  4134. 

The  tongue  ；  the  clapp 

of  a  bell;  the  tongue  of 

buckle,  etc.  Radical  13 
See  12,939,  6174. 

舌頭  the  tongue. 舌尖  the  tip  of  the  tongue. 這個 話在我 舌頭； 

兒 上  this  remark  was  on  the tip  of  my  tongue. 

舌本  the  root  of  the  tongue,- used  in  the  sense  of  “the  palate. 

审  c^ung1  舌  the  uvula. 

長舌婦  a  long-tongued  woj man;  a  shrew. 

長 舌之端  the  evils  arising 
from  a  shrewish  tongue. 

滑舌  smooth-tongued. 

白舌  slanderers. 
劍舌  a  sharp  tongue. 

唇 鋒舌劍  sharp-tongued 
malicious. 

舌戰  to  fight  with  the  tongue to  argue；  a  debate. 

舌動 萑非生  when  the  tor 
gue  wags,  disputations  begin. 

舌 辨之士  an  arguer; 
sophist. 

舌 短  short-tongued ;  to  spea indistinctly；  to  have  no  answc to  make. 

喫人家 的舌短 th。5 
who  eat  at  the  expense  of  othei 
will  find  themselves  short 

tongue, — tongue-tied. 

舌杂 fe  mumbling;  thick  of  utte 

ance. 

押舌子  a  kind  of  spatula,  use for  putting  nauseous  powders  fs 
t^.ck  on  the  tongue. 
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9788 

：uel 

舍‘
 

9789 

•馬祕 .she 

•  sha 

、sia 

r*si 

•  she^  v. so 

she 
•  se 

. htiei 
■.  she 

、sa 

ha 

ksa 

Rising  and 
Sinking 
Upper. 

吐舌。 i ■伸舌  to  put  out  the 
tongue, 一 often  in  fear,  etc. 

衆人 莫不吐 舌稱奇 
not  one  of  the  crowd  but  put 
out  his  tongue  in  astonishment. 

定墮 拔 舌地獄 will 
tainly  have  his  tongue  torn  out 
in  hell, — if  he  lies  like  this 

椚舌  to  hold  one’s  tongue. 
頭可斬 ，舌 不可禁 
heads  can  be  cut  off,  but  ton¬ 
gues  cannot  be  stopped. 

舌耕  to  plough  with  the  tongue, 
— to  teach. 

插舌  to  intrude  one’s  opinion. 
遂結舌  after  which  his  tongi 

was  tied. 

喉 舌之官  the  Minister  ofj 
Communication,  —  between  the 
Emperor  and  the  people. 

舌苔  tongue  moss, — fur  on  the 
tongue. 

學 口學舌  to  repeat, —  asl 
children  do  what  they  have  heard.! 

毛先 生以三 寸之舌 

5S  ̂  百 萬之師 Ma°| Sui  did  more  with  his  three  in- 1 

ches  of  tongue  than  a  vast  army[ 
of  soldiers.  See  7679. 

馬舌  small  lizards, 
百舌  a  kind  of  mainah;  see  3087. 1 
Applied  in  Chihli  to  the  starling  | 

(= 八哥，  故 6045). 

A  cottage ；  a  shed；  tol 

reside  at；  to  stop  at；  tol 
odge.  A  stage  of  35 

A  zodiacal  sign  = 宿  1 0, 3  3  8 1 
Asii1. 

屋舍  a  cottage. 

舍下。 r 寒舍  my  humble home, 

至舍 on  reaching  home,. 

舍人 a  retainer ;  a  eunuch;  a 
secretary  (see  10,024). 

舍親  my  humble  relatives. 

舍弟  my  younger  brother, 
to  build  a  cottage. 

問 舍求田  to  think  of  nothing 
but  houses  and  fields, — to  be  I 
without  ambition. 

舍‘
 

9789 

傳舍。 r 客舍  a  wayside  inn. 

號舍。 1 ■籍舍  the  cells  in  the  I examination  hall. 

魂 已出舍  his  soul  had  al- ready  left  its  tenement. 

舍止。 r 舍居  to  stop;  to  rest. 

舍息。 1 •少舍  to  rest  awhile., 

舍軍  to  halt  an  army. 

辟 君三舍  three  marches distant  from  you. 

僧舍  a  Buddhist  temple. 

福舍  a  Buddhist  charitable  in¬ stitution. 

舍衛  Sravasti. 舍利  a  relic  of  a  Buddhist  saint. 
Sanskrit :  s'artra  or  sarta.  Also,  I a  mainah  ==  Sanskrit :  sari.  A  | 
kind  of  crane；  a  fabulous  beast) 
which  vomits  gold.  See  below. 

舍利弗  Sariputra, — one  of  the chief  disciples  of  Buddha. 

舍利孫  the  lynx.  ManchuJ silun. 

舍羅  a  mainah.  See  above. 
Read  she%.  To  put  away  ； 

•to  set  aside  ；  to  let  go. 
Used  with  9790. 

遂舍之 而就張 S。 he| jilted  her  and  stuck  to  (Miss)f 
Chang. 

舍詧兄 弟而立 簡文, 
to  set  aside  Ch‘a  and  his  brothers | and  raise  Chien  Wen  to  the| 
throne. 

舍此 而言學  to  omit  this  I factor  in  discussing  scholarship,  I 

— is  absurd.  
1 

總稅務 司一任 ，舍丁 

君茸 誰屬哉 take  away  I Mr.  Ting,  and  who  is  there  leftj 
to  fill  the  post  of  Inspector- General  of  Customs  ? 

舍 生  to  give  up  one’s  life. 

舍身崖  a  cliff  on  Mt_  T‘ai,| patronised  by  suicides. 

不舍 畫 夜  never  ceasing  day  I and  night. 

舍 利取義  to  sacrifice  profit | 
to  duty. 

舍 己從人  to  sacrifice  one’s  | own  wishes  to  those  of  others. 

^  i 俅 俅不舍
 

丨  let  go. 

9789 

SHE 

to  hold  to  and  not! 

w 

9790 

馬 

See 备 

Rising  Upper. 

R 

let  go. 

舍矢  to  discharge  an  arrow. 

舍 匿  t0  abscond. 施舍  to  bestow  in  charity. 

To  let  go,  as  opp.  to 

3.ri8;  to  relinquish ；  to  for¬ 
sake  ； to  spend  ；  to  dispense. 

Used  with  9789  ske%.  See\ 

3711,  6055. 

難捨  hard  to  part  with. 

捨 不得。 r 捨不了  unable to  spare  or  part  with. 

_ 不得給 你 
he  _’t 咖 

it  to  you. 

捨 不得軟 撊生意 he could  not  let  his  business  be delayed. 

捨 不得去  I  cannot  go. 

捨 不得使  to  grudge  usii^g, 

捨不 得睡了  4  c°uidn，t 
bring  myself  to  go  to  sleep, 
and  leave  the  moonlight. 

求捨勲  please  spare  me  a 
little. 

捨本  to  neglect  the  main  thing ; 
to  get  rid  of  one’s  capital. 

捨 身入寺 to  give  UP  the 
world  and  become  a  priest. 

禁 止捨身  it  is  forbidden  to 
commit  suicide  here, 一 of  a  steep rock. 

捨命  to  throw  away  one’s  life. 

爾 捨生死  you  make  no  ac¬ 
count  of  life  or  death, — risk  your lives. 

有捨  4^、 to  be  charitable, 
the  sense  of  giving  money. 

施 捨板枋  to  give  away  cof¬ 
fins  to  poor  people. 

捨棄  to  forsake；  to  abandon. 

捨了罷  throw  it  away ! — I 

don’t  want  it 

捨着臉  with  effrontery. 

捨飯  to  dispense  food. 
捨財 t。  give  away  money  in 

charity. 
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9791 
.禍 

See 舍 

SinkingUpper. 

色 
9792 

9793 
R •禍陌 
C.  sht、yik 

H.  sha、yit 
F.  sia,  sioh^  ik 

W.  zi\yai^  zi 了 

N.  yih、 zih 

M.  sz 

Y.  hsiei、 yik 

Sz.  ski、 shi、yi 

K.  sa^  ya^  sbk、 

y'dk 
J.  ska、 ya^  seki、 

djaku A.  hsa 

To  shoot  forth；  to  spirt 

out-,  to  project.  To  aim  at. 

Also  read  s/ii/i2*.  See  13,339. 

射箭  to  shoot  an  arrow;  archery. 

射步箭  foot-archers. 

射夫  an  archer. 

射中  \chung^)  to  shoot  and  hit. 

射死  to  be  killed  by  an  arrow, 

弋不 射宿  (Confucius)  as  a 

Sinking  and 
Entering 
Lower. 

A  mare. 

See  9602. 

sportsman,  disdained  to  take  pot¬ 
shots. 

_人 先射馬  when  shoot¬ ing  a  man,  first  shoot  his  hprse 

射御  archery  and  charioteering. 

若射 之有志  my  determ
i¬ nation  is  like  that  of  an  archer, 

to  hit  the  mark. 

善射  good  at  archery. 

十 五善射  picked  archers 
who  have  fifteen  excellent  points 

in  their  shooting. 

射 幾枝箭  to  be  good archery. 

射策 爲掌故  appointed after  examination  to  be  Master 
of  Ceremonies. 

射 土 蟲二蜮 - 

at 

鳴射  arrows  which  make  a  noise 
in  the  air, — used  to  give  signals 
See  1617. 

射光  to  emit  light;  luminous. 

目 射神光  his  eyes  flashed fire. 

內 射燈光  the  light  of  a  lamp 
gleamed  from  within. 

射目  to  dazzle. 

水 卽溢射  whereupon  the 
water  spirted  out. 

射來射 去  darting  backwards and  forwards. 

射利 t。  aim  at  gain. 

射4
 

9793 

9794 

R. 祕 

See 射 

貰 
9795 

射覆  to  guess  something  hidden 
under  a  bowl, — a  game  of  forfeits. 

令 術家射  bade  the  magici¬ ans  guess, — what  it  was. 

射夂  the  musk  deer.  See  9794. 

射干  Belemca7ida  chinensis、 Larr 

Read  yi^.  To  dislike. 
To  be  satiated  with.  To 

be  treated  with  indifference. 

9797 

屑葉 

See 舌》 業 

葉埶 

“4、 

Entering 

Upper 

好—* 爾無射 1  wil1  1()ve 
you  for  ever. 

别可 射思 can  y°u  treat them  with  indifference  ? 一 refer 

ring  to  supernatural  beings  whose 
movements  lie  beyond  the  ken 
of  man. 

Sinking 

Lower. 

Read  yeh^.  A  servant. 

僕射 a  major-domo. 

The  civet  ( Viverra  zi- 
bettcC)、 which  has  been  con 

fused  by  the  Chinese  with 
the  musk  deer  [Moschus 

moschiferus).  猛誅 Meng 

Shen  says  that  the  蠻  Man 

secure  immunity  from  snake- 

poison  by  eating  its  flesh. 

麝香  musk. 
廳騰  the  bag  of  the  musk  deer. 
麝急 則抉其 臍投諸 

牒获
 

9796 
See 攝熒 Entering 

Upper. 

when  the  musk  deer  is  hard 

pressed  it  tears  off  its  musk-gland 

(navel)  and  flings  it  into  the 
grass, — and  so  escapes.  [Civet 
must  be  intended,  as  the  animal 

is  so  figured,  and  is  moreover 
said  to  tear  off  the  gland  with 
its  claws.  See  9949.] 

See  9970. 
揲沪
 

葉 

9798 

騍 
9799 

9800 

R •屑 

C.  ch、yt0 

she 

Entering 

Upper. 

An  archer’s  thumb-ring. 

To  grasp  ；  to  sort  Out, 
as  in  divination. 

Ei 

and  Lower. 

揲蓍  to  divine  by  stalks  of 

grass. 

占揲  to  cast  lots;  to  divine. 
Read  t、ieh  狄  To  fold. 

摺揲  to  fold, 一 as  -paper. 
See  12,997. 

H.  shet 

F.  siek 
W.  sie 

N. sheh 

PM.| 

Y.  hsieh Sz.  se^  she 

K  sol 

J.  setsz、 sec  hi 
A.  tHet 

Same  as  9796. 

To  set  up  ；  to  establish : 

to  arrange；  to  devise.  If： 

supposing  that. 

設立  to  set  up;  to  establish. 

設新章  to  introduce  new  re 
gulations. 
設法。 r 設計。 r 設謀 “ devise  means ;  to  scheme ;  t( 

plan. 

設 處  to  prepare;  to  provide. 

設 浮 棒  to  lay  down  buoys  an( 
beacons. 

設擺  {see  8562)  or  設 布。; 

設 下  to  spread  out;  to  arrange 設酒。 r 設席。 r 設宴 
get  ready  a  banquet. 

設 序  to  arrange  in  order. 
設  to  arrange  the  trigrams. 

設疑  to  entertain  suspicions; 
have  doubts. 

設想  to  conceive;  to  imagine 
to  suppose. 

設伏  to  lay  an  ambush. 

設講  to  preach;  to  expound. 
設教  to  scart  teaching;  to  ope 
a  school. 

設局  to  establish  a  Board (modern)  public  company. 

設 有公笥  have  establishe 

a  company. 

設朝  to  hold  a  Court  or  aud 

ence. 

設誓  to  take  an  oath. 
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ir 
9800 

9801 

文 •屑 

e 設， 
Entering 

Upper. 

wc 

9802 

1 .祕 
:舍 
Sinking 

Upper. 

or 

設或。 r 設使。 r 設如 

.設 若。 r 設以。 r 設令 
if;  supposing  that. 

設身 處 地 ，將若 

之 何  if  you  were  in  my  place, 
what  would  you  do? 

設 有不測  in  the  event  of| 
anything  unforeseen, -especially 
of  death. 

設辭  hypothetical  particles. 

詞 雨設也  a  term  which 
suggests  two  alternatives, 一 e.g. 

雖  10.387 - 

額 設多少  what  is  the  limit 
in  number? 

額設 三百六  the  limited 
number  being  360, 一 as  of  the 

successful  graduates  at  the  me¬ 
tropolitan  competition. 

A  fragrant  plant,  from 

the  leaves  of  which  an  in¬ 

fusion  is  made,  like  tea. 

To  pardon.  [Dist.  from 

豬⑷ s  546,  hao\  3968, 
and^  nans^  8144.] 

赦罪 w 赦過  to  pardon 
crimes. 

我信 罪之赦  “I  believe  in 
the  forgiveness  of  sins.’’ 

赦過 一 ■次  he  <has  been  par¬ 
doned  once. 

赦免。 1 ■敢放 Dr 赦宥。 r 
寬赦  to  pardon;  to  let  off. 

法 無可赦  the  law  knows  no 
pardon. 

無 m 之 國 ，其 政必平 
in  the  State  where  there  are  no 

pardons,  the  government  will 
be  at  peace. 

大 赦天下  a  general  pardon, 
一 as  on  the  occasion  of  an  Im¬ 
perial  marriage,  etc. 

常频 不敏 (crimes)  which  are 
excepted  in  a  general  pardon. 

天 蔽日子  certain  lucky  days 
on  which  God  is  supposed  to 

pardon  sins. 

m 

9802 

社 4
 

9803 

R •馬 

C.  hhe 
H.  h/ia 

F.  siay- 

hi 
N.  ̂ je 

P.  skP 

Y.  hsieP 

Sz.  se^ 

K.  sia 

J.  ska、 dja 

A.  hsa 
Rising  Lower 

Irregular. 

得了一 道赦詔 ㈣ a pardon  from  the  Emperor. 

言}  了一 道蔽滅  obtained 
the  Emperor’s  pardon, — for  a：i other  man. 

猶回  to  pardon  and  restore. 

The  Earth,  divinely  per¬ 

sonified  ； the  spirit  of  the 

land；  the  god  of  the  soil 

(= 土  神)，  generally  asso 
dated  with  a  tree,  and  some¬ 

times  apparently  the  tree 

itself  [see  6997)；  the  sacri¬ 

fices  to  this  spirit,  of  which 

every  里  group  of  25  fa¬ 
milies  had  its  own,  corre¬ 

sponding  in  some  senses  to 

the  worship  of  the  god  Ter¬ 

minus  ； also,  the  altar  which 

symbolises  the  god ；  a  clan； 

a  society  ；  in  Formosa,  a 

savage  village  or  tribe. 

社所 以神地 之道也 
sh6  is  the  personification  as  a 

god  of  the  energies  of  Earth. 

禮行 於社而 百貨可 

梅 焉  if  the  God  of  Earth  is 
worshipped,  there  will  be  abund¬ 
ance  of  all  things. 

郊社  the  sacrifices  to  Heaven and  Earth. 

書社 a  •written-up  god  of  the 
soil, — referring  to  a  里  group 

of  25  families  which  have  been 
duly  registered  as  belonging  to 
the  same  shi, 

王將 以書社 地七百 

里 封孔子  the  king  wished to  enfeoff  Confucius  with  700 

written-up  gods  of  the  soil, 一 

referring  to  the  number  of  fa¬ 
milies  actually  in  residence. 

誡社  the  earth-god  of  a  van¬ quished  sovereign,  kept  by  the 

victor  to  remind  him  of  the  mu¬ 

tability  of  human  affairs. 

社之神 用石。 r 社以 

石爲主  for  the  image  of  the god  of  the  soil,  stone  was  used. 

請社 靈止雨 t。 pray  the god  of  the  soil  to  stop  the  (ex¬ 
cessive)  rain;  see  13,623. 

93o3 

m 

9804 

9805 

&JE3JE1 

[土  the  spirits  of  land  and 
grain ;  one’s  country;  the  com¬ monwealth.  See  7908. 

主社稷  to  have  the  manage¬ ment  of  the  spirits  of  land  and 

grain ;  hence,  to  reign. 

不撫 社稷。 r 失守社 

稷  to  neglect  one’s  duties  as 
sovereign. 

懷宗 死社稷  Huai  Tsung 
(last  Emperor  of  the  Mings) 
died  with  his  dynasty. 

fdh 稷頻移  when  the  reign¬ 
ing  dynasty  was  being  frequently changed. 

利社稷  to  be  advantageous  to the  commonwealth. 

社稷壇  an  altar  to  the  gods of  the  soil  and  harvests. 

田社 a  field  altar ;  a  village; 
a  clan. 

tij  jjtfc  turn  out 
 of  one’s 

village  or  clan. 

社長  changz  a  village  elder;  a headman. 

曰  sacrificial  daysr-occurring 
once  in  spring  and  once  in 
autumn.  See  8731. 

社會  sacrificial  festivals,  as 
above. 

宗社化 爲幽墟  ancestral 
temples  and  altars  to  the  spirits 
of  the  land  changed  into  a  desert 
waste, — of  the  ruined  appearance 
of  a  once  flourishing  State. 

jjtt  J®  a  temple  t0  a  loca
l  earth- 

god. 

jjfct  j/C  illuminations  in  honour  o
t local  earth-gods. 

社令  the  President  of  the  local  | 
gathering  or  association  in  hon¬ 
our  of  the  local  earth-gods. 

天社  the  star  m  in  Argo. 

弓箭社  an  archery  club. 

文社  a  literary  club. 

戒煙社  an  anti-opium  asso- 1 
ciation.  、 

See  9606. 

Same  as  566. 
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To  assist.  To  hold  up. 

身
1
 

伽 To  unite  in  one  person. lA 
To  be  accustomed  to； 

9806 
The  hiss  of  a  snake. 9809 skilled  in. 

98i3 
R •葉 
C.  shyp。 

朋 友攸攝 y°ur 脱心 assist- 

R •屑 

See 舌 

怔快 小利 wrapped  up  in H.  rtgiap) ing, — in  a  ceremony. 
paltry  gains. F.  niek^ 

W. 
非攝 生之道 this  is  not  the 

Entering 

Lower. N.  sih、 way  to  preserve  your  health* 
P.  shr^  ime 
M.  lie 
Y.  nieh 

齊^  祕升 堂 (Confucius) 
ascended  the  dais,  holding  up 樓 

Same  as  9797. 

K.  sdf>%  nidp his  robe  with  both  hands. 

9810 w 

J.  md 
A.  riiep 

官  _  無； ̂   no  official  held Entering 

Irregular. 
two  posts  at  once, — there  were 
no  pluralists. 

攝參大 國之間 h_sed 
(as  a  small  State)  between  two 

9811 

R.i 屑 

Name  ofa  river  in  Hupeh. 

An  embankment ；  a  fore- 
great  States. 

See|^ 

shore.  Also  read  shihK 

堯老而 舜攝也 when 

K.  si^ye 
1 
1 

Yao  was  old,  Shun  was  associated 

Sinking 

with  him  in  the  government. 
Lower. 

to  be  associated  in  the 

government. m Same  as  9606. 

福 ̂   3E  加  Prince  Regent. 

居攝  to  be  Regent. 
to  administer  temporarily 9812 &ISJESN. 

in  addition  to  one’s  own  office. 

攝行 or  攝篆 to  act  foran- 

身
1
 

The  body ;  the  trunk ;  the 

other  in  an  official  capacity. hull；  the  person  (see  995 1)； 

攝理  interim. 98i3 

R •眞 

See 申 

Even  Upper. 

area  (see  10,956).  Oneself； 

攝石 '  a  loadstone. personal ；  I;  me.  A  life- 

姊目 攝妹曰 the  elder  sister 
time；  see  10,063.  Radical 

frowned  at  the  younger  and 
158. said  … 

攝提  a  star  near  the  Great  Bear. 
身體。 < •身軀 w 身材 
the  body.  See  11,025. 

Read  nieh 2*.  Used  for 

身 體輕健  active  and  strong. 

检 8266. 
以 强身體  in  order  to  streng- 

天 下攝然 the  empire  at 
peace. 

then  the  body. 

身材 合中。 f  medium  height. 
以資  to  assist  in  keep- 身 子軟弱 weak  of  body; 

爾 

ing  the  peace. physical  debility. 

4 成而身 廢 made  his Name  ofa  river  in  Hupeh. name  but  ruined  his  health, — 
from  over-study. 

98。7 Read  ni\  Rainy；  dewy. 

渾 身。1 ■周 身 the  whole 
R •葉 

See 攝 

Entering 

Irregular. 

楙
‘
 

溫攝  rainy；  damp. 

浮  y 高  a  raft. 

body. 

身^  about  one;  on  the  person. 

身暖  stature. 身長八 尺 eiSht  feet  in height. 

9808 
A  spirit,  cailed  宜樹， 身 量  the  height  of  the  body. 

who  gives  pleasant  dreams. 

身量高 tal1- 

Sec 社 

身 量未足  stiU  growing— as Rising  Lower. 

a  youth. 

大身量 必默， 若不默 

必奸  a  big  man  is  always  a fool,  or  if  not,  a  rogue. 

長 長 、的身 兒 ^  tal1. 

身心、 body  and  mind. 
你身在 這裡， 心在那 
宇里  your  body  is  here,  but  your 
heart  is  there. 

身分  (//n  *)  quality ;  general moral  and  intellectual  standing, 

distinguished  as 高 低 ac- 

cording  to  circumstances. 

試 一 ■試他 的身分 see 
what  stuff  he  is  made  of. 

分身  to  get  away,  as  from  busi¬ ness.  Also,  the  supposed  sepa¬ 

ration  of  soul  and  body  in  cata¬ 
leptic  fits,  etc.  See  3506. 

分 身不暇  have  no  leirure  to 
get  away. 

賣身  to  go  out  to  work;  to sell  oneself. 

胃身契  a  deed  of  sale  of  a 

person. 身金  salary ;  wages.  Also,  the 
price  of  a  slave. 

全 身小像  a  small  full-length portrait. 

下身  the  lower  part  of  the  body; 
the  privates. 

發身  to  reach  puberty. 
破身  to  lose  a  maidenhead;  to be  deflowered.  Sec  8419. 

果是 處 女 ，未曾 

破身  she  was  actually  a  virgin, not  having  been  deflowered. 

有身。 r 雙身。 r 重  ch^ung1 
身。 i 寶身  pregnant.  [The 

first  is  also  to  have  means.] 

洋 爲有身  Pretended  to  be 

enceinte. 

有身 家的人  persons  of ; 

substance. 

^  to  rise ;  to  start  on 
 a journey. 

出身  to  come  forth;  to  enter upon  a  career. 

出 身理事  came  forward  to 
take  the  management. 

科 甲出身 1。  enter  upon public  life  as  a  graduate, 一 not 

by  purchase,  etc. 
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HE] 

身 
9813 

身居  he  was  by  rank  a  … 

i 身 OT 身故。 r 身亡 

M 身死  to  die；  dead. 

前身  one’s  previous  state  of existence. 

身前 and 身後  previous  to 
and  subsequent  to  the  attainment 
of  the  human  form. 

身 後事宜  the  rites  after 
death ;  funeral  obsequies. 

身 後善後  after  death  and 
burial. 

後身  the  back  of  a  house. 

是衡之 後身也 he  is 
Hetig  born  again  under  another 
form. 

終身  the  whole  life；  the  end  of 
life. 

赤身  red  body, 一 naked. 

身力  strength. 

忘其身  careless  of  life. 

衣 不 稱成知 *身  his  clothes 
don’t  fit. 

動身  to  start  on  a  journey. 

設身處  ch^u  3  地  were  you  in 
that  position ;  put  yourself  in 

my  place. 

舊 河身地  the  bed  of  an  old 
river. 

身 肩其任 i  will  undertake 
the  post  or  the  responsibility. 

拓 身何地  where  is  he  living 
or  employed? 

身 親其事  living  near  the 
time  at  which  these  events 

happened. 

身 自爲之  he  did  the  work with  his  own  hands. 

不顴身  regardless  of  danger 

立身 t。  establish  the  personal 
character. 

謹身  to  be  careful  of  one’s  per¬ 
sonal  conduct. 

身象  see  13,294. 

遂 着己身  he  proceeded  to 
put  them  on, — of  some  one  else’s 
clothes. 

身受  received  by  oneself;  per¬ 
sonally  received. 

身臨  to  visit  in  person. 

本身 a 身家  oneself. 

身1
 

98i3 

倚 
9814 

老身  I;  me, — used  by  old  men and  women. 

倭仁身 爲大臣 Wo-jen  is himself  a  high  o 伍 cial. 

置身 於功罪 欣戚之 

夕卜  to  put  oneself  beyond  the 
reach  of  reward  and  punishment, 

of  joy  and  sorrow. 

— •身  wholly;  all  one’s  life;  see 

4761. 一身未 著寸縷  without a  stitch  of  clothes  on. 

一 身武服  a  suit  of  military clothes. 

見其錦 繡彰身 seeing him  thus  magnificently  got  up 

如可 贖兮人 百其身 
could  we  have  ransomed  him 

we  would  each  have  given  a 
hundred  lives  for  his. 

如意身  an  as-you-wish  body, 一 which  is  exempt  from  all  na¬ 
tural  laws  and  can  transport  it¬ 
self  at  any  moment  to  any 
distance.  Sanskrit :  riddhi. 

三 身  the  threefold  body  of  every 
Buddha.  [Sanskrit :  trikaya^. 

Also,  a  Trinity  composed  of  Vai- 
rochana  (9050),  Loshana  (7396), 

and  Shakyamuni  (9983).  Also 
the  three  wicked  deeds  of  the 

body,  viz.  murder,  theft,  and 
fornication. 

色身  the  perishable  body. 

法身  the  immaterial  immortal 
body. 

轉身  the  body  in  which  a  man returns  to  earth  after  death  and 
re-birth. 

肉身  the  body  of  a  Buddhist ascetic,  embalmed,  and  then 
painted  and  gilt,  and  set  up  in 
a  temple  to  be  worshipped. 

Read  yen2  or  yuan 

:K‘ang  Hsi  says  =捐  which 

i&y 
身 毒  an  old  name  for  India,  used 

with  捐毒  Yen-  (or  Yiian-)tu 

and 印度  Yin-tu. 

天竺 國漢身 毒國也 
India  was  called  Y en-tu,  or  Y uan- 
tu,  under  the  Han  dynasty. 

Same  as  638. 

姆 9815 

申1
 

9816 

R
.
_
 

C.  shen 

H.  shin 

F.  sing 

W.  sang 

N.  sing 

P. shin 

M.  sen 

Y.  seng 

Sz.  shert^  sen 

K.  sin 

J.  shin A.  t'-en 

Even  Upper. 

Same  as  638. 

To  inform  a  superior  ；  to 

report ；  to  give  orders；  to 

notify.  To  extend  ；  to  stretch 

out；  to  increase;  to  repeat 

The  9th  of  the  地支  Twelve 

Branches  ；  see  Tables  Vd. 
See  9817. 

申報。 r 申稱。 r 申詳。 r 

申達。 r 申呈  to  report  to a  superior. 

申報咨 行札委 tC)  inform 
superiors,  equals,  and  inferiors, 

申報  the  Sh^n  Pao  or  Shun- pau、 一  the  first  Chinese  news¬ 

paper  published  in  Shanghai, 
so  called  from  申江 an  old 

name  for  the  river  Whangpoo 

申文 a  report  to  a  superior. 

申請  to  request  a  superior. 

申覆  to  reply  t。 a  superior. 
申送  to  forward  to  a  superior. 

申陳 a  term  adopted  by  the 
Nanking  Treaty  of  1842  for  the 
communications  of  foreign  Con¬ 
suls  to  Chinese  Viceroys  and 

Governors,  and  abolished  by  the 
Chefoo  Agreement,  1876. 

札 縣申廳  instructed  the  Ma- 
gistrate  to  report  to  the  sub- 

Prefect. 

申訴  to  state  to  a  superior, 
usually  of  grievances. 

中  to  hand  back  a  report  to 
a  superior. 

申祈  to  have  the  honour  to 
request. 

申解  to  explain. 申敬  to  express  respect. 

申 謝  to  beg  to  thank. 

三 令五申  reiterated  orders, 

自 天申之  by  repeated  acts 
of  renewal  from  God. 

申命  to  give  further  orders. 

申 其不平  to  protest.  Sec 

95l3 - 
申翁 or  申警  to  caution；  to 
warn. 

150 
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9816 

伸1
 

9817 R 眞 

H.  shin、 chLun 
\V.  sirtg,  sang 

P.  skhi、 ch^en 
M.  sen^  ts^en 
See 申 

Even  Upper. 

申斥  to  reprimand. 

申 示  to  promulgate. 

申 曰‘  until  morning. 

申時 3  t。 5  p.m. 

申 牌時分 about  4  p.m. 

申月  the  7th  moon. 

衣謨眉 實 未曾申 
[Wang]  Hsiian-mo’s  eyebrows 
never  relaxed, 一 so  grave  was  he. 

申 申如也  easy  \  self-possess¬ ed. 

To  stretch  {see  675 1),  as 

opposed  to 縮  10,189；  to 

extend  ；  to  straighten  out. 

To  be  equal  to  ；  worth.  To 

report  to  other  than  official 

superiors.  Used  for  9816. 

伸開腿  to  stretch  the  legs. 

杷 手伸開  stretch  out  your hand. 

伸 不起來  cannot  straighten 
up, — one’s  back,  etc. 

欠伸 w  1750. 

伸出兩 隻臂來 stretched 
out  both  arms. 

在下 句伸出 (the  meaning) 
is  brought  out  in  the  sentence 
following. 

伸直脚  to  stretch  out  the  feet, 一 to  die. 

伸不 直  unable  to  redress. 

屈以 求伸 to  draw  back  in 
order  to  stretch  out, 一 reculer 
pour  mieux  sautcr. 

伸寃  to  redress  a  wrong. 

伸理  to  straighten  out  right, — 
to  show  that  one  is  right. 

足 伸雅懷  adequate  to  the 
expression  of  your  fine  senti¬ 
ments. 

伸 志  t0  carry  out  one*s  purpose. 

伸謝  t0  Present  one’s  thanks. 
伸訴  to  make  a  statement;  to 
complain. 

伸 銀多少 how  much  is  it 
worth  ? 

伸陳  JW  9816. 

呻
1
 

9818 

R •眞 

See 申 

Even  Upper. 

神,
 

9819 

R. 眞 

C. shen 
H；  shin 
F.  sing 

W.  zang 

P.  shen 
M.  (  • 

Y.  1  ̂
 

Sz.  shen 

K.  sin 

J.  djin A.  tKen 
Even  Lower. 

To  groan.  To  read  in 

a  sing-song  voice；  to  hum. 

長  P 申短嘆  groaning  heavily and  sighing  deeply. 

咚之餘  in  the  intervals of  groaning, 一 of  a  sick  man. 

P 申 其佔畢 w  267  chan、 

J1  申  0^  to  hum  over, — as  a  lesson. 

Spirits  [see  6430)  ；  gods; 

used  by  some  Protestant 

sects  for  aGodM  {see  10,942). 

Divine  ；  supernatural  ；  mys¬ 

terious.  Spiritual,  as  op¬ 

posed  to 迹  material  ；  see 

834.  [=  Latin  Numen  and 
Numina\  The  soul  {see 

4617);  the  mind  ；  the  ani¬ 
mal  spirits.  Inspiration；  ge¬ 

nius  [see  5927).  Force、 as 

of  language  ；  expression  {see 

1411).  See  1086,  12,256, 

9602,  9928,  4711. 

心 之靈 謂之神 the  sPirit- ual  element  of  the  heart  is  called 
sh^n, 

陰 陽不測 之謂神 the inscrutable  operations  of  the  Yin 
and  the  Yang  are  called  shen, 

神天  divine  heaven;  God. 

天神  God.  Used  for  “angels” by  the  Roman  Catholics. 

郊 焉而天 神假辦 i*) they  sacrificed  and  God  drew 
near. 

眞用申  a  Protestant  term- for  God. 
其謂 物之無 神主也 

斯失 之遠矣 whoever says  there  is  no  God,  errs  greatly. 

與 帝爭神 tQ for spiritual  supremacy  with  God, — 

a  今  Hsing  Yao,  the  Satan  of  China, did.  See  4617. 

t0  worship  the  gods. 

事神  to  serve  the  gods,— as  a 

priest. 
歸神  to  join  the  immortals, — to  die. 

1 申像  images  of  the  gods; 
portraits  of  deceased  ancestors. 

W 
9819 

神牌。 1 ■神 主。 r 神木 an ancestral  tablet.  See  2525. 

家） [j 申  home  gods, 一 the  tablets 
in  the  ancestral  hall. 

神佛  gods  and  Buddhas. 

上 下神祇  the  spirits  of  the upper  and  lower  worlds. 

神 出鬼沒  divinely  appear- 
ing  and  demoniacally  vanishing,； 
— supernaturally. 

茶神酒 仙 呼不起 ，三 

千年後 出烟鬼 the 
Spirit  of  tea,  the  Genius  of  wine,! 

have  never  responded  to  man’s': call,  but  now,  after  3,000  years, 

out  comes  the  Devil  of  opium.： 

土 地之神 the 地保 H-Pa° in  the  world  below  is  popularlyl 

so  called. 

)[j 申 仙  immortals；  genii;  fairies. 

神如仙 子 a  fairy  princess- 
神  divine  footsteps  or  traces; 
used  in  the  sense  of  “miracles •” 

神 人共悦 g°ds  and  men 
rejoicing  together. 

兩申 妙  wonderful;  passing humanj comprehension. 

jjj 申效  wonderfully  efficacio
us,— as  a  medicine. 

用_  速  marvellously  quick. 

心到神 知 if  the  heart  is there,  the  god  knows  it, — used! of  sincerity  in  worship,  and  in 

general. 
神 通  spiritual  penetration,  01 power.  See  12,294. 

我今日 使個 神通1 wil1 
now  exercise  my  supernatural 

power. 

4  了  神通罷  enough  ol: 
your  magic. 

‘神  廣大  his  suPer； natural  powers  are  very  great. 

錢能遍 ■神  money  can  move 
the  gods. 

兒神  an  evil  spirit. 
神器  a  divine  utensil;  the Imperial  regalia ;  the  Throne  ;| the  soul. 

天 下神器 ，不 可爲也 j 

the  empire  is  a  divine  utensil 
(i.e.  a  divine  trust),  and  may  not 
be  fashioned  {i,  e.  ruled).  Set 

12,521. 
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98i9 

南 $  署隹 焚  the  Imperial  regalia 
were  burnt,— at  the  fall  of  the 
Ming  dynasty. 

傷 其神器 to  injure  his 
divine  nature. 

是以 神器獨 化於衣 

冥之境  wherefore  the  soul 
alone  is  absorbed  into  the  dark 
domain, — passes  into  the  realms 
of  immortality. 

不 堪負荷 .神器 he  is  nc)t 
equal  to  the  burden  of  empire, 
一 is  too  weak  to  take  the  thrpne. 

神 靈 心  soul;  spiritual；  super¬ 
natural  ; the  gods. 

f  申  (rare) 神鬼  the  soul; 
the  vital  principle. 

馬 如有神 if  horses  have 
souls, . 

精  Jfj 申  animal  spirits；  energy. 
See  2133. 

神思  thought;  intellect. 

又凝神  ~ ■會  he  again  con- centrated  his  mind. 

神 能入石 ，神 能飛形 
the  mind  can  penetrate  stone, 
and  can  roam  beyond  the  limits 
of  the  body. 

使 人神遠 causing  men’s 
minds  to  travel  far,— in  flights 
of  imagination. 

出 神半日  was  for  some  time 
lost  in  thought. 

薪喩形 ，火 喩神 the  fuel 
is  figuratively  used  for  the  body, 
the  fire  for  the  mind. 

用神 or  留神  to  keep  one’s 
wits  about  one；  to  take  care; 
to  take  notice. 

留 神假票  1(K)k  GUt  fc>r  false 
bank-notes. 

神 明之亂  loss  of  faculties； 
also,  insanity. 

神 明未衰  his  faculties  still 
unimpaired. 

舉頭三 尺_ 有神明 three 
feet  above  your  head  are  the 
gods, — take  care  what  you  do. 

神散解  energy  exhausted. 
Also,  the  spirit  has  been  exor¬ 

cised,  as  out  of  a  sick  person’s body. 

f  $  the  mind. 

心神 色） 不定 hesi- 
tating;  timid ;  nervous. 

w 
9819 

憂憤表 于神色 he showed  his  sorrow  in  the  ex¬ 
pression  of  his  face. 

神 色自若  quite  collected,— as  at  a  crisis. 

養  jjj 申  to  nourish  one’s  energy,— as  by  rest  or  sleep. 

安 t0  tranquillise  one’s  feel- 
ings.  Also,  to  put  up  the  tablet 
of  a  deceased  relative  in  the 
ancestral  hall. 

f  $  餘  leavings  of  the  spirits,— food  that  has  been  offered  up 
to  ancestors. 

兩申 道  the  spirit  road, -the  avenue leading  to  a  tomb.  Also,  the 
way  of  the  gods;  the  gods  (see 
1401);  religion  {see  1401,  12,586); 
the  black  art；  Shinto,  or  the 
old  religion  of  Japan. 

神道 本無已 the  way  of  the gods  is  without  end. 

少 有神道 when  yo^ng,  he practised  the  black  art. 

$$  胃  very  rare  or  valuable. 

肋 Jj  馳  far  away,— of  the  thoughts. 

神 爲之奪 his  wits  were stolen, — as  by  the  fascination  of beauty. 

定了  神思  collected  his  wits, — after  a  shock, 

f $  誕  the  festival  of  a  god. 

斯申搖  with  emotion. 

用 申^ |  manner  and  aspect. 

斯 申案^  the  spiritual  self,  of Buddhism. 

||i|p  a  goddess;  a  name  for the  magpie. 

兩申力  superhuman  strength. 

神 巫。1 ■神文 (ghostly  father) a  Catholic  missionary. 

神 頭鬼臉 odd-looking;  of 
queer  appearance. 

用申權  spiritual  power, — as  exer¬ cised  over  people  by  priests, 

hypnotists,  and  others. 

神兒 ot 神情 air;  manner. 

見其 神情恍 惚 seeing  his nervousness. 

用申  the  expression ;  the  ap¬ 
pearance  ; the  general  effect,  as 
of  a  skilful  bit  of  drawing；  style, 
as  of  writing. 

神氣 獸默的 Poking dazed. 

w 
9819 

神
1
 

9820  1 

R •眞 

See 中 

Even  Upper. 

神氣 好過來 his  appear- 
ance  has  changed  for  the  better. 

最 有神韻 （°r 神氣) are full  of  spirit  and  expression, — 
of  paintings. 

神似  the  expression  of  a  man’s features,  as  opposed  to  mere outline ;  see  4617. 

傳弟申  t0  give  a  life-like  expres¬ sion；  to  paint  a  portrait. 

正 於丰畫 i 傳神 t。 give  expression  to  the  very  part 
left  undelineated. 

求 其傳神 begged  him  to 
paint  his  portrait. 

神經病  shock  to  the  nervous 
system. 

f  ̂  ̂   to  dress  up  his  narra¬ 
tive  with  supernatural  details. 

人 皆神之 every  one  re¬ 
garded  him  as  divine. 

眼神  the  spirit  of  the  eye, — the expression,  which  is  wanting  to a  blind  eye. 

神勝形  he  showed  more  spirit- than  form, — in  his  drawings. 

和 神賓春 ，淸 氣爲秋 
the  Spirit  of  warmth  belongs 

to  spring,  cool  breezes  mean autumn. 

神 都 神京 Peking. 

兩申州  a  name  for  China. 

跳 •神的  an  exorcist, -generally an  old  woman  called  in  to  get 
the  devils  out  of  sick  children. 

兩申農  the  legendary  Emperor Shen  Nung,  b.c.  2838,  who  is 

supposed  to  have  invented  agri¬ culture. 

神 武天皇 Jimmu  Tenno,— 
the  legendary  first  Emperor  of 

Japan,  b.c.  660 — 585. 

神  a  tide  given  to  a  magistrate. 

神機營  the  Peking  Field 
Force. 

Read  shen1. 

神茶  w  I2，IT4  shu\ 

A  term  applied  to  trees 
.hat  die  of  themselves. 

邮未 全 神  the  willows  are not  quite  dead. 



R 9821 
眞 

See 申 

Even  Upper. 

9822 
R. 眞 

See 申 

Even  Upper. 

w 
To  bind；  a  girdle.  See 

^071,  2073. 

紳束  to  bind. 

書諸紳  wrote  it  on  his  girdle. 

紳士  ot 鄕紳。 r 紳#  ot 

紳董。 r 紳衿  the  girdle- 
wearers, — unemployed  officials; 
the  gentry. 

紳宦  the  gentry  and  retired officials. 

官紳  the  local  officials  and 
gentry. 

紳商  gentry  and  merchants. 

劣紳 an  oppressive  member  of 
the  gentry. 

神1
 

深1
 

9823 R .
噚
 

C. shem 

H.  ckHm 

F.  chHng 
W.  sang 
N.  sing 

P.  shin 

M.  /  - 

Y.  I  
sen Sz.  shen 

K.  sim 

J.  shin 
A. 

Even  Upper. 

To  make  known. 

言不 失言申  his  word  can  be depended  upon 

Deep,  as  opposed  to 淺 

1735;  profound  ；  abstruse  - 

intimate  ；  ardent  ；  intense  •’ 

strong  ；  old  ；  long.  V ery ; 
extremely. 

不知 深淺。 r 深淺不 
知  he  does  not  know  deep 
from  shallow, 一 he  is  without 
experience  of  the  world,  says 
things  he  should  not  say,  etc. 

內有四 尺深淺 fc)uir  feet 
in  depth. 

眼鏡 分深淺  spectacles  are 
of  high  power  and  of  low  power. 
— not  all  alike. 

深不得 ，淺不 得“ 
do  either  deep  or  shallow, 
either  way. 

水深不 及一尺  the  water not  a  foot  deep. 

有 幾深水  how  deep  is  the water  ? 

深 之又深  deeper  than  what 
is  already  deep. 

深 銘五內  deeply  graven  on 
my  heart. 

深究。 r 深查  to  thoroughly 
investigate. 

深處  a  deep  place. 

won 

深 3
 

9823 

1 196 euEuisN 

深淵  an  abyss. 

深恩  great  kindness. 

深沾 w 深荷  ho、 deeply  in¬ debted  for. 

深願  to  sincerely  wish. 

深信  firmly  believing. 

深下去  to  lower,  as  the  eyes 

深禱  to  earnestly  beg. 

深悉# 深知  to  know  well 

深仁  profound  compassion. 

深訪  to  explore. 

深切  intensely. 
深體  to  deeply  sympathise. 

深溝  deep  channels. 

深眼 or 深 進的眼 deep- set  eyes. 

深意  deep  meaning;  signifi¬ 
cance. 

深 宮之中  within  the  palace 

深 房邃室  a  secluded  dwell¬ 

ing. 

此 話狠深  the  language  here is  very  deep, —— i.  e.  contains 
great  depth  of  meaning. Even  and 

深奧 or  深微  abstruse;  diffi- cult  of  comprehension. 

k 深通  to  thoroughly  understand. 

Sinking  Upper 

and  Lower. 

'^8  thick ;  dense. 
w 

何 憂 其深也 what  a  depth 

9826 

of  sorrow  is  his ! 

R •侵沁 

深遠  far  distant;  remote. 

C. skem° 

深學。 r 學 間深遠 pm 
foundly  learned. 

自 有深心  he  is  a  very  deep 
fellow. 

深 於情者  a  man  of  deep 
feeling。 

深沈  reserved;  silent；  crafty ; cunning. 

較某深 沈十倍 ten  times more  crafty  than  So-and-so. 

夜 深的事  what  happens  in the  dead  of  night. 

更 深贫靜  watch  defcP-'  night 
still, — in  the  dead  of  night. 

深楫  a  profound  bow. 

深藍  deeP  blue. 

深
1
 

9823 

參 

9824 

非 深於莽 子者。 nly  °ne 
deeply  read  in  Chuang  Tzti .... 

深厚  very  intimate  with. 

深資  to  be  a  great  help. 

深久  a  very  long  time. 

年. 深月久  very  °ld»— °f  a 

tree. 

深濶  length  and  breadth, 一 in square  measure. 

深妙  capital ;  admirable. 

深好  hao^  to  like  very  much. 

深州  a  Department  in  Chihli. 

See  1 1,548. 

谬 
982S 侵豪 

M 

See 森霖 
R. 

Leafless,  as  trees.  A 

trap  to  catch  fishes  \  see 

9838. 

v,  tsan^ 
F.  c$eing 

W.  sang3 

N.  sing) 

P.  shen3 

M.  ̂ ts^an 

Y.  c(siaa 
K.  sdm 

J.  shin . 
A.  tLam 

Even  and 
Sinking  Upper 

Irregular. 

To  leak  ；  to  soak  through. 

參漏  leak- 
滲灕  the  appearance  of  flowingl water;  streaming  rain. 

飲則 渗入 膀胱 what()lM 
drinks,  soaks  through  into  the bladder. 

渗漉  to  soak  in, — of  rain. Read  shen}.  The  down) 

appearance  of  feathers  be 
ginning  to  grow 

9827 

r •侵 

See 蓑 

Even  Upper. 

Branches  hanging.  Nam< 
of  a  medicinal  plant. 
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棟 
9828 

See 

Even  Upper. 

葰 
9829 

9829^ 

r •眞 
^ 诛 
Even  Upper. 

.X 

9830 
R .眞 
C.  sen 

H.  sen 

F.  sing 

W.  sang 
P.  sheti 

M.  hsin 
K.  sin 

J.  shin 
A.  sun 

Even  Upper. 

說1
 

983r 

C.  sen 

H.  sen 

F.  sing 

W.  sa/tg,  sie) 
P.  shcn^  hsin 
M.  sen、 hsin 

K.  son^  sin 
J.  shin 
A.  sort 

Even  Upper. 

9832 

娠 
9»33 

蜃 
9834 

A  name  for  the  Cassia 

lignea  tree  [Cinuamommn 

Cassia、 Bl.),  the  bark  of 

which  is  called  肉桂； ⑽ 

6435 - 

梭木  identified  by  the  Japanese 
with  ricris  japonic  a,  Don. 

Same  as  }  1,548,  read 

shhi'  • 

To  filter  ；  to  join. 

脱  the  appearance  of  a 
crowd.  Used  with  9830. 

Men  and  horses;  a  crowd. 

侏 侁往來  crowds  passing  to 
and  fro. 

People  talking  in  crowds. 

子孫 __  a  numerous  pro 
geny. 

Same  as  9830. 

See  638. 

See  656. 

w 
9835 

R •眞寢 

See 

A.  sort 

Even  Upper. 

莘 

9836 

森 
9837 

w*
 

林 

9538 

R •侵 

C.  shem^^  v. 

Ihn^ 

F.  seirtg 
N.  ser/g 

P.  I  . 

M.  !
 ⑽ 

K.  sdm 

J.  shin A.  sum 
Even  Upper. 

甚 4
 

9539 
R •寢沁 

C.  shbn1- 

H.  shim’ - 
F.  seing^ W.  ̂ zang 
N.  zing 

P.  sheri* 

M.  I  -  3 

Y •卜 

Sz.  shcf^ 
K.  sim 
T.  shin'  if  jin 

A.  t^em1- Rising  and- Sinking  Lower 

Irregular. 

Ague. 

See  4565. 

See  9616. 

A  fish-trap. 

are  no 

What  ?  Any. 

甚麽 m 甚麽事 what? 'vhat’s  the  lnatter  ? 

甚麽人 wh。 is  hei> 
甚麽話  what  nonsense ! 

沒 有甚麽  there  is  nothing; nothing  is  the  matter. 

沒有 甚麽好 thei"e 
good  ones;  it  is  not  very  good. 

說要 甚麽唐 僧師夂 

P 甲  saying  they  want  someT‘ang 
priest  or  other,  their  Master. 

不差 甚麽是 肉都會 
he  could  eat  almost  any  kind 

of  meat. 

我不愛 聽甚麽 ，他偏 

說甚麽  if  there  is  anything I  don’t  like  to  hear,  he  is  sure to  say  it. 

那裏 管甚麽 紅的白 

的  what  did  he  care  whether it  was  red  or  white? 

計 較甚的  what  are  you squabbling  about? 

干 你甚事  what  business  is it  of  yours? 

9839 
j 

shesint 

Read  s/ie?i4.  Very；  ex- 

: tremely.  Who?  what? 

甚好  very  good. 

好 之甚也 . best  a11; the' 
very  best. 

甚大  very  big. 不如是 之甚也 n{)t  s。 
serious  as  all  that. 

賤 荆更甚  my  wife  is  much 
worse  than  that. 

甚都  very  grand. 

酒風熾 張太甚  drunken¬ 
ness  prevails  to  a  terrible  extent, 

— among  foreign  nations. 

甚 .貝 甚矣  certainly  very 
serious,  or  very  bad. 

甚矣 吾衰也  extreme  is  my 

decay. 

甚是  very  much  so;  quite  right. 

甚 是齊整  well  arranged;  in 
first-rate  order. 

甚不 相宜  very  unsuitable. 
^  莫 甚  there  is  nothing  vi

ler, 
— than  what  has  preceded. 

凌辱已 甚  already  very  much disgraced. 

不爲 已甚者  (Confncius) 
did  not  do  anything  to  excess. 

亦已大  t^ri 4 威  have  already gone  to  excess. 一 之謂甚 ，其 可再乎 
once  was  more  than  enough,  and 

will  you  do  it  again  ? 

甚至。 r 甚至於 at  the •  worst ;  in  extreme  cases, — of 
some  subject  already  mentioned. 

近 肚各鄕 ，多 溺女之 
風， 甚至竟 有溺男 

者  of  late  years,  the  practice  of 
drowning  female  children  has 

widely  extended :  some  have  even 
drowned  male  children. 

甚 不然。 r 甚至 不然 
if  there  is  no  other  way .... 

then ;  otherwise  •…. must  or 

might. 

甚或  or  what  is  worse  •… 

甚而  so  much  so  that .... 

甚屬 w 甚爲  is  indeed ;  is 

very  •… 

甚如  very  likely ;  exactly  so. 
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9839 甚 梅前失  t。 regret  one's mistakes. 

上之 所好心 * 下必甚 
之  what  superiors  like  doing, 
inferiors  will  do  ;»st>ill  more, — of 
vices,  etc. 

姓甚 名誰  what  is his  name  and  surname? 

9840 IR. 侵 

ISee  忱 

Sincere.  Used  with  9848 

j  Even  Lower. 

See  625.  Used  for  9843. 

9846 

R.‘
 

C. skin 
H.  shin F.  sting 
W.  zang 

N-j’ing 

P.  shen 
M.  sen 

\seng 

Sz.  shin. shen^  sen 

K.  sin 

J.  shin 
A.  f'en 

Sinking 

Lower. 

A  brazier,  used  for  warm-| 

ling  rooms. 

Even  Lower. 

To  be  careful ;  to  be 
cautious. 

戒愼  to  be  cautious. 

謹惧  reverently  heedful. 

愼重 t。  be  very  careful  of; circumspect. 

好愼  carefully ;  attentively.  See 

9865. 

不可 不愼也  there  must  be 
no  want  of  caution. 

愼_ 怠柬  take  heed
  and  be 

not  idle. 

惧思  to  carefully  reflect  on. 

愼曹  guarded  in  speech. 

愼密  secret;  reticent. 

君 子必愼 其獨也 the superior  man  must  be  watchful 
over  himself  when  he  is  alone. 

寧 波失愼  loss  of  caution  at Ningpo, — i.e.  a  fire  at  Ningpo. 

可惧 者惟酒 與女色 

耳  wine  and  womeij  are  the  only 
two  things  to  be  guarded  against, 
— said  by  the  great.  Bayan. 

審 

985] 

R •寢 

|C. shim H. shim 

F.  sing 

W.  sang 

|N.  sing P.  shin M.  sin 

Y.  seng 

Sz.  shen 
K.  sim 

|J.  shin 

A.  f'em 
[Rising  Upper. 

9843 

r 蟀 

■  C.  SJhem 
|H.  Lshim, 

shim^ 

IF.  sting 工 
I W. 三 zang 

|N.  zingt 

|p.y^ I Y. . Us^en 
Ik.  sim 

I  j.  shitty  dji, 
I  A. 

Rising  Lower 
Irregular. 

The  fruit  of  the  mul¬ 

berry-tree  [Morus  albay  L.)J 

for  which  描 625  is  used 

|in  the 詩經  Odes.  Also! 

jread  jen^. 

怨 Same  as  9848. 

9847 

PI® 

To  trust  to. 

9844 

|r •侵寢 
卜忱 
Even  Lower. 

I  天難謀  Gad  is  nc)t  0  be 
 de- 

pended  upon. 

I  莫命 匪謀 the  ordinances  (of 
God)  are  not  to  be  relied  upon. 

9848 

R_* 

C.  shim、 ch、im 

H.  Cchim F.  ctHng W.  dzang 

|N.  dzing 
ch^en 

M.  sen^  t^en 
K.  chHm、 sim 

|j.  skin、 djin 
A.  t-em. 
Even  Lower. 

Sincere  ；  to  be  trust- 1 
worthy.  Heart;  mind;  see^ 

12,586. 

丹忱  pure;  guileless. 
下 忱 I  truly  • .  • ，一 used  in  letters.! 

天 難恍斯 God  is  not  t0  be depended  upon.  See  9844. 

以道賀 express! their  congratulations. 

m 

9845 

卜 .寝 g 

卜 巷噴 |A.  tlc7U 

I  Rising  I^ower 
and  Upper. 

Used  with  984.^. 

Read  fan^.  Black  and 

|heavy,  as  rain-clouds.  See 

3^31- 

9849 

卜寢 

I  See  審 
Rising  Upper. 

雲論黯 而將雨 dark 
clouds  are  collecting,  and  it  is  I 

going  to  rain. 

人固受 其醮闇 _ 
labour  under  the  obscurity, —  I 
remain  in  ignorance  of  the  truth.  I 

The  name  of  a  State; 

a  surname.  [The  common, 

but  incorrect  way  of  writing 

沉 649.] 

沈國  a  feudal  State  under  the 
Chou  dynasty,  now  沈邱輝 

the  District  of  Shen-ch*iu Honan. $% 

9850 

嬸 3
 

9»S2 

|R .寢 

I  See  審 

or 

To  examine  into；  to  in¬ 
vestigate  ； to  try,  as  ajudge. 

See  63^63,  8811. 

審察。 r 審訊 ot 審問 

審究。 r 審辦 to  investi-| gate, 一 mostly  of  judicial  cases. 

審 察其源  to  investigate  thej 
source  of. 

審 卦  to  enquire  by  divination with  the  Diagrams. 

審度  (/(?4)  to  deliberate  upon. 
See  13,224. 

審 時度世  to  take  note  of  thel times, — so  as  to  adapt  one’s  be¬ 

haviour  accordingly
.  L 

笔蒙 案  to  try  a  case. 
審 斷。 r 審判。 r 審結 

to  hear  and  decide  cases. 

審 判廳乎 剝皮廳 f 

a  police-court  indeed !  *tis  a 
fleece-court ! 

候審  or  聽  fingK  審.  to  awaitj one’s  tr^ail  or  examination. 

對審。 r 質審  to  examine  in  I the  presence  of  one  another. 

承審官  an  officer  specially  de¬ 
puted  to  try  a  case. 

審辦。 r 審理  to  deal  with  a| 
a 

審追  to  get  at  the  truth  of  a case;  to  enforce  a  decision. 

審籌  to  hit  upon. 
_  jjj^to  make  汪  close  i

nspection. 

審解  to  try  a  case  and  send  on the  parties. 

審虛  to  convict  of  falsehood. 

審供  : to  hear  evidence. 

審賊  to  examine  a  criminal. 

三 堂會審  a  joint  investi¬ 
gation  by  three  territorial  official

s 
(of  equal  rank).  See  5184. 

A  father’s  younger  bro¬ ther^  wife. 

Rising  Upper 

in  I 

Same  as  9844. 

叔嬸。 r 嬸毋。 r 嬸娥 

or 條子0 r 播摊 (似 below) 
wife  of  father’s  younger  brother, 

嬸嬸。^ 小嬸  aunt, -a  com¬ plimentary  title  applied  by  the 

wife  of  the  elder  brother  to  the 

wife  of  the  younger  brother. 

嬸 嬸嫂嫂  sisters-in-law,-/^ 
wives  of  brothers. 
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m 

9853 
r._ 

See 審 

K.  sim、 ch、im 
Rising  Upper. 

m: 
9854 

r. 寢 
C. shem 

H.  lem 

F.  sing 
W.  sang 

N.  sing 
P.  skin 

M.  sen 

Y.  sing 
Sz.  shen 

K.  sim 

J.  shin 
A.  ̂ t^bn 

Rising  Upper. 

m 

9855 

R •耖 

C.  c^en 

H.  shin) 
F.  sing 
W.  sang 

N*  seng 
P.  shen 

M.  I  - 

Y. 卜 
Sz.  shen 

K.  sin 

J.  shin 
A.  sen 

Rising  Upper. 

吲 
9856 

矧9
 

9857 
R. 轸 

H.  yin 
F.  ing 

See 哂 

A.  t'in 

Rising  Upper. 

m 

9858 

朕 
9»S9 

To 

leak. 

to pour  out  water  ； 

Sap;  juice. 

白汗 如流瀋  he  sweated 
like  a  waterfall. 

漉瀋  to  ooze  out;  to  leak. 

瀋陽 a  name  for  Moukden. 

To  announce, 

sel. 
To  coun- 

將 毋來論  announcing  ry,y;| 
wish  to  nourish  my  mother. 

昔辛 伯論周 桓公。 f 
old,  Hsin  Po  counselled  Duke 
Huan  of  Chou. 

論 諫百端  admonishing  him 
by  every  possible  argument. 

To  smile. 

夫 子哂之  Confucius  smiled 
at  him, — for  being  such  an  ass; 

alluding  to  some  of-^  ̂ §Tzu 

Lu’s  braggadocio. 

祈 爲哂鈉 — 奸)  which  I beg  you  will  accept  vith  a  smile, 

一 at  the  insignificance  of  the 

offering. 

微 物見哂 a  trifle  which  will 
raise  a  smile, 一 of  a  present,  as 
above. 

Same  as  9855. 

How  much  more  (or  less)? 

The  gums. 

矧 可射思  see  9793>*4. 
别 敢多又  how  dare  you  take 
more? — of  wine. 

矧伊 人矣不 求友生 
shall  a  man  not  seek  to  have 

his  friends  ? 

笑不 至 货 j  when  laughing,  do 
not  show  the  gums. 

Same  as  9857. 

See  634. 

r 
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R 

C.  shen\  v. 

H.  Shin、 shift*. 
v. 三 lin、clin F.  seing\  v. 

leing^ 
W.  ̂ zang 

Ijing 

P.  sheri* 

M.  sen* Y.  seng* 

Sz.  s/iin° 

K.  sin 

J.  shirty  djin 

A.  t^en 
Rising  Lower 

Irregular. 

細1
 

9861 

R. 眞 

s 守莘. Even  Upper. 

M 

9862 

W 

9863 

r •寢沁 
see 心寢 

Rising  and 

SinkingUpper. 

9864 

R 沁 

^ 甚 

Sinking 

Lower. 

稳 

98640 

The  kidneys,  one  of  the 

5  viscera  (see  11,584);  the 
testicles.  Hard. 

內腎  the  kidneys. 

腎 獨有雨 者何也 hcnv is  it  that  the  kidneys  alone  (of  the 

5  viscera)  are  two  in  number? 

補腎  to  strengthen  the  kidneys, — of  drugs. 

腎主 智藏賴  the  kidneys are  the  seat  of  wisdom,  and 
secrete  semen. 

W  incontinence  of  urine. 

鴨腎  a  duck’s  gizzard, 

外腎  the  testicles. 

腎囊  the  scrotum. 

The  cake  or  refuse  when 

the  oil  has  been  expressed 

from  hemp-seed. 

茶籾  ditto  ditto  tea-seed.  It is  used  as  soap  or  manure  in 
Kuangtung. 

油 m  oil  cake,  as  abov?. 

See  9867. 

Afraid  ；  nervous.  A  Iso 

read  hstnz  and  chHn 4. 

Bent  ；  stooping. 

1 t0  bend  the  head  forward. 

See  5634. 

生:
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R •庚 

S.  sheng^  shang H.  sett、 sang 

F.  seing、 sang、 

V.  ch、ang 

W.  sag N.  seng、 sang 
P. sheng 

M.  )  -  • 

y  J  sen
g、 sen 

Sz.  shengy  sen 
K.  seng 

J.  sei、 sho 

A.  iaing 

Even  Upper. 

JSH3GE33NT&. 

To  bear；  to  bring  forth； 

to  produce；  to  beget.  To 
be  born  [see  10,009)  as 

opposed  to 滅 7874  or  沒 

8oj6  or  死  io,28。 or  魈 

6 1 1 6  ；  to  be  alive  ；  living^ 

life.  Raw  (see  1948)；  fresh- 

barbarous  ； unfamiliar；  un¬ 
acquainted  with,  as  opposed  \ 

to 熟  10,051; ⑽ 5609.  A 

graduate；  a  scholar.  Ra¬ dical  100. 

生出  to  bring  forth;  to  produce 

生 出极來  to  meet  with  a 
contretemps  i 

生兒。 t 生子  to  bear 

無夫 ro 生子 t0  give  birth 
to  a  child  without  a  husband, — 
e.g.  as  did  the  mother  of  Pao  Ssti, 

生敢子  to  have  a  profligate 

a  son. 

son. 

那 時還不 曾生你 at that  time  you  were  not  born. 

生下 個小孩 兒出來 
gave  birth  to  a  son. 

4 下 個癱疸 
g。1  a  cancer. 

生瘡  to  get  an  ulcer;  to  break out  in  sores. 

生息  to  produce  interest, — as an  investment  of  money. 

生事。 r 生端  to  cause  trouble 
or  strife. 

生  _  to  fall  ill. 生弊竇  to  give  rise  to  corrupt 
practices. 

生養 w  12,856. 
生 有五子  to  have  na4  five 
sons. 

生火  to  light  a  fire；  a  stoker; a  fireman. 

生 生不已  the  ceaseless  ,  "e 
production  of  life. 

生動  life-like ;  lively ;  easy， p 
style. 

生恐  to  become  afraid. 
生粉  to  become  powdery. 
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1 
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生 成  to. become;  to  be  made ; 
to  grow  to;  innate.  Also,  the 

Imperial  bounty, — as  of  a  second 
creator.  Sec  bclmo. 

自夕卜  成 I  to  be  ungrateful for  the  Imperial  bounty. 

生 發  to  put  forth  new . ;  to 
develop. 

生  ̂   profits. 

生  ̂   to  be  very  kind. 

生 不帶來 ，死 不帶去 
we  brought  nothing  into  the 
world,  neither  shall  we  carry 

anything  out. 

tip  全  salvation  of  life. 

牛  _  門戶  to  set  up  in  a  new 
neighbourhood. 

生 華 陀  a  living  Hua  T‘o, — referring  to  a  famous  doctor 
who  lived  in  the  3rd  century 
a.d.,  and  who  is  said  to  have 

performed  many  wonderful  oper¬ 
ations  under  anjesthetics. 

牛  born  in  the  heart, 一 the 
passions  and  emotions;  mental 

activity;  the  idea  occurring; 
intention  to;  ambition  to. 

從 而生心 hence  they  got 
the  idea, 一 of  doing  what  they 
dk  “ 

悲 莫悲兮 生別離 n。 
sorrow  equals  that  of  being  se¬ 
parated  in  life. 

其生 也有自 來 ，其逝 

也 有所爲 (w«')  life  has  a whence,  and  death  a  wherefore. 

:生有 所乎萌 ，死 有所 

|  乎 歸  in  birth,  we  spring  from 

somewhere,  in  death,  we  return 
somewhither. 

誰 是生而 天子者 wh。 
was  ever  born  an  Emperor  ? 

1  生 死  life  and  death  j  alive  or 
dead.  See  below. 

生 相 ̂   to  take  alive  or 

1  dead
. 

1 生 關死却 心 inevitable  ex¬ 
periences  of  life  and  the  manner 

1  of  ending  it. [關 = 關急: 

! 劫 = 歷却 .] 

_ 全 無生氣 ⑼知 心 ad. I064. 

1^}\生  l'ie  fo.ur  kinds  of  birth,  as 
below. 

生
1
 

9865 
胎  (i)  womb  birth, 一 as mammals. 

乡 P  生 （2)  egg  birth, — as  birds, etc. 

、搏  (3)  damp  birth, — as  insects 
supposed  to  be  spontaneously 
generated  in  damp  places. 

化 生 (4)  transformation  birth, 一- as  moths,  etc.r  Also  applied  to 

the  miraculous  births  of  Bodhi- 
satvas  on  earth.. 

再  to  come  to  life  again. 

得 無  jjip  to  attain  to  Nir¬ 
vana. 

萬物 以形相 生迎 thinSs are  produced  after  their  kind, — 
like  produces  like. 

生 長 {c^ianSz)  t0  grow  up. 

生 日0 r 生 辰 a  birthday. 

生 世  to  be  born  into  the  world. 
聖 有所生 ，主 有所成 
the  sage  is  born,  the  ruler  is 

made.  [  and  ̂   correspond 

with  the  “nascitur”  and  “fit”  of the  poet.] 

to  carry  on  one’s  life;  to 
be  employed. 

托生何 地何物 where and  in  what  shape  am  I  to  be 
born  again  ? 

生 而知之 knew  it  when  he was  born, 一 intuitive  knowledge. 

生 質  the  natural  constitution  of. 

生 得  naturally  so ;  born 
so. 

半 來  to  produce;  to  be  by  birth. 

半 來的  naturally  so;  a  new 
arrival,  as  opposed  to  an  old 

resident.  • 

他生枣 的性情 his  na- 
tural  disposition. 

生來心 思靈巧 he  was naturally  a  man  of  clever  ideas. 

生 平 or  平 生^  throughout  life; first  and  last. 

生平無 病  never  ill;  enjoying 
good  health. 

呈平雖 無大德 though my  life  has  not  been  remarkable 
for  any  great  virtue. 

爲 生平所 未見者 such a  sight  as  I  had  never  beheld 
in  my  life. 

生
1
 

9865 實 乃生平 之萬幸 it wil1 .truly  be  the  blessing  of  my  life. 

sang、 ^  ̂   ̂   lost  the  aim or  object  of  his  life  or  career; 
lost  all  sense  of  propriety, 

一 登妓席 ，被 冶容所 

動 ，遂喪 其生平 
once  in  the  company  of  cour-  ! 

tesans,  and  under  the  influence 
of  their  melting  glances,  all  sense 
of  propriety  is  lost.  | 

侍從 如平生 with  atten* 
clan ts  as  usual. 

平生酷 愛讀書 habitu - 
ally  devoted  to  study. 

歡若平 生  enjoying  them¬ 
selves  as  though  (they  had  known 

one  another)  all  their  lives. 

平生 終日別 Parted  for 
ever  in  this  life. 

生勞不 如死逸 better  be 
dead  and  at  peace  than  alive 
and  miserable. 

生存多 所慮1 ife  is  ful1  of 

cares. 

幾  ̂   hardly  wished  to 
live. 

三  three  states  of  existence, — 
present,  past,  and  future. 

三 生 幸  a  stroke  of  luck;  a 
fortunate  meeting. 

^  生 20  to  30  years  of  age. 

了  一 •  to  have  done  with  life. 

一生 用 之不壤 she  used it  all  hbr  life  without  wearing 

it  out, — a  needle. 

尙有 生  t 幾  there  is  still  some 
life  in  him. 

先生  elder  born, — a  title  of 
respect,  equivalent  to  “Mr”  or 

“Sir.，， 後生。 r  腕生  later  born，— 
a  conventional  term  used  in 

speaking  of  oneself  to  superiors. 

學 生  a  pupil， 書  literary  men. 

P， 生  a  disciple
. 

生 負  a  秀才  licentiate  of  the 
1st  degree.  See  4675,  6560. 

/J>  a  term  by  which  licen¬
 

tiates  speak  of  themselves  in 

official  papers;  a  class  of  actors. 
See  below. 

監  see  I^^0, 
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生 
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畜生  brute  beasts. 

生意  means  of  making  a  living； 
business;  trade.  Also  used  ini 

the  sense  of  “vitality.”  See  8504. 1 

找 一個小 生意做 t。 
look  out  for  some  small  way  of| 
business  to  go  into. 

乾坤 皆生意 the  universe  I 
is  all  trade. 

沒有 學間竟 是生意 _ 
he  has  no  real  learning,  but  is 
a  mere  impostor. 

具 有生意  are  all  lifelike, - of  animals,  etc.  by  a  great  painter. 

生意滿  the  heart’s  desires | satisfied. 

便 覺眼前 生意滿 f。 心 
with  we  perceive  before  our  eyes  I 

the  principle  of  life  all  around  [ 
us, — in  spring. 

萬物 回春皆 含生意 
all  things,  on  the  return  of  spring, 
are  full  of  vitality. 

終 無生窣  but  he  h.td  no desire  to  live. 

生 才  shop  fixtures；  outfit  (south) 

生理 生活。 r 生業 
生涯  occupation;  livelihood. 
The  second  is  also  to  make  a 
living. 

不會打 箅生理  unable  to 
take  measures  for  making  a  liveli 
hood;  thriftless. 

何 能共人 同生活 h<3w 
can  one  do  exactly  what  every¬ 

body  else  does? — originality  is 
desirable. 

生 資都盡  his  means  of  liveli¬ 
hood  all  exhausted. 

厚 生之德  the  virtue  of 
greatly  nourishing, — the  people, 
which  is  the  attribute  of  Heaven 
and  Earth. 

出 生入死  from  birth  to 
death. 

生 前死狻  alive  or  dead 

正是 生前模 _  just  as  he had  looked  when  alive. 

今 曰生前  now,  while  I  am 
alive, . 

生 前無罪  to  be  born  free 
fr?m  any  guilt  for  sins  com 
mitted  in  a  previous  life. 

放生  to  release  living  creatures, 

or 

生 
9S65 

-as  an  act  of 
mercy. 

生  t0  take  alive, - as  prisoners 

生  living  creatures. 

生命严 . 
生 死禍福  life,  death,  misery, and  happiness. 

今生  the  present  existence. 

生 殺之權  power  of  life  and death. 

輕生  to  make  light  of  life, 
to  commit  suicide. 

無 以爲生  no  means  of  mak¬ ing  a  living. 

幾無 以爲生  had  hardly anything  left  to  live  for. 

偷生  to  steal  one’s  life, 一 as  a condemned  criminal  who  escapes. 
Also  used  of  the  concealed  birth 
of  a  child.  See  11,444. 

偷 生一世  lived  a  stolen  life, — as  a  man  who  well  deserved 
death  but  escaped  it. 

好生  (sh^ngx)  carefully；  atten¬ tively.  See  9846. 

好 4 不然  it  is  not  so. 

怎 生是好  whd>t  is  the  best thing  to  be  done?  See  11,702. 

生 成人家  to  aid  people  to advance  themselves  in  life. 

生老病 死苷。 r 生旺 

死絶  words  used  to  determine 
auspiciously  the  last  word  in 

epitaphs,  after  the  manner  of 

“Tinker,  tailor,  etc.” 

生 旦淨末 ㈣墨) — 丑 five  classes  of  actors.  See  8595. 

生賣  to  sell  a  standing  crop. 

他生 給賣了  ^  sold  it without  my  knowledge. 

白生生  freshly  white. 
生分  (fenk)  unripe,  as  fruit； estranged. 

生菓  raw  fruit;  unripe  fruit.、 

生冷  a  term  applied  to  raw 
pears,  melons,  etc. 

生  unbaked  dough. 

生薑  green  ginger. 

生絲  raw  silk. 
unmanufactured  iron. 

生鐵得 pig  iron. 
生銅  copper  ore;  unmanufac¬ tured  copper. 

m 

9866 

R. 庚 

H.  sen、 sang 

N.  Seng、 sang 

See Even  Upper. 

生1  生牛皮  cow-hides. 
986S 生茱  lettuce 、Lactuca  scariola)  I 

L”  var.  saliva) ;  salad  in  general.  | 

生藥  herbs；  simples. 
生人  a  mortal;  a  stranger. 
面生 Qr 臉生  unfamiliar  j features, 一 as  a  stranger. 

面生人  a  stranger. 
皆 生面也  the  features  ofj 

all  were  lifelike, — of  sculptured  [ 

figures. 

生  a  perfect  stranger. 牛 Ti  raw  hand;  a  novice. 

手 生 or 丢 生 t0  be  out  of| 
practice. 

生力軍  fresh  troops, 一 which 
have  not  been  fighting. 

生疎  out  of  practice,  as  ini writing;  rusty,  as  in  remembering  I 
what  one  once  knew.  Also  used) 

in  reference  to  people  one  hast 
not  seen  for  a  long  time;  to| 

become  estranged. 

認生  to  recognise  as  unfamiliar,] 
— of  children,  dogs,  etc.；  to  be  I 
shy.  See  5609. 

pj  human  beings  brought  as  I 
presents  to  the  Court  by  Koreans,! 

Japanese,  etc.;  slaves. 

生番  perfectly  wild  savages.  | See  3383. 

哉 生 明  the  3rd  day  of  the  I 
moon. 

生 特密特  used  for  “centi-| 

metre.’’ 

生丁  used  for  “centime.” 

生肌草  Seduvi  sp. 生地  the  root  of  Rehmanma\ 
glutviosa^  Libosch. 

落花  ground-nuts  (Ararhisy hypogcea,  L.). 

生油  peanut  oil. 野花 生  Crotolaria  ferruginea^  I Grah. 

Sacrificial  animals. 

犧牲  white  sacrificial  animals. 
六牲  the  six  sacrificial  animals, 一 Horse,  ox,  kid,  cock,  dog,  and  | 

hog. 

三牲  fish,  flesh  (i.e.  pork),  and 
fowl.  Also,  beef,  mutton,  and  I 
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C.  sen 

F.  seing 
yj.sae 
N.  ieng 

P.  hsin 

K.  sin 
[. skin 

A.  sdn 

Even  Upper. 
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pork.  \Cf.  the  Greek 
and  the  Roman  suovetaurilia?[ 

三牲 之養猶 爲不孝 
you  may  give  your-  parents  fish, 
flesh,  and  fowl,  and  yet  be  un- 
filial. 

爾 牲則具  there  are  plenty 
of  victims  for  you. 

柩 前牲盛  ch^eng1  潔備 the  sacrifices  and  cups  all  nicely 

arranged  before  the  coffin. 

牲禮  meat  offerings. 

牲口  cattle  in  general. 

野牲口  game- 

眚 
3 

A  crowd；  a  multitude. 

姓 衆  a  crowd ;  numerous. 

姓 姓其鹿  deer  in  crowds. 

9868 Rii 

See 省 

K.  seng 

•  sho 

A.  saing 

Rising  Upper. 

A  film；  a  disease  of  the 

eye.  A  crime;  a  fault；  to 

injure. 

猶 f 之蔽 日輪也 阪 
a  film  over  the  disc  of  the  sun 

-^obscuring  its  real  lustre. 

餐病  possession  with  a  devil 
Also,  a  disease  in  which  the  lips, 

hands,  nails,  etc.,  turn  green. 

有黑眚 見 a  black  b°gy 
appeared. 

乃惟 f 災  but  which  arise from  mischance  or  misfortune. 

誓災 肆 锻  inadvertent  of¬ fences  and  those  caused  by  mis¬ 
fortune  were  to  be  pardoned 

不以一  f 掩大德 m 
to  let  one  error  obscure  great 
merit. 

霪 眚禾苗  the  heavy  rains 
have  injured  the  young  crops 

r 

9869 r .庚 

See 

Even  Upper. 

A  hand-organ,  consisting 
of  seventeen  bamboo  pipes 

[see  2681)  with  free  reeds 

fixed  in  the  top  of  a  wooden 

air-chamber  which  has 

mouth-piece  at  one  side 

9869 

It  is  shaped  like  a  teapot, 

through  the  spout  of  which 

the  performer  sucks  in  the 
breath  while  applying  his 

fingers  to  the  finger-holes. 
[Stands  pictorially  for  趨 

9881  to  get  promotion ;  also 

for  生 9865  birth,  referring 
to  the  birth  of  sons.l  See 

5I29 - 

笙歌  organ  and  singing. 

笛 黃冩心  music  expresses the  feelings. 

笙 簧迭作  the  band  struck 
up. 

笙斗 w 笙匏  the  air-cham¬ ber  of  a  hand-organ. 

C.  shi 

H. 

F.  seing、 sing 

W. 

stng 

赃 

9870 

R •敬 

See 生 

SinkingUpper. 

Rich;  wealthy. 

9871 

R. 庚 

See 生 

Even  Upper. 

猩 

9872 甥 
9873 

R. 庚 

H.  sen^  sang 

N.  seng^w,sang 

See  fjp 

Even  Upper. 

A  stoat：  a  weasel. 

鼬鼠  the  polecat  of  northern China  {Putorius  Fontanierit) ; 
the  Siberian  weasel  {Putorius sibiricus). 

See  4605. 

The  children  of  a  sister 

see  1819.  A  son-in-law. 

甥兒 and 甥女 the  son  and daughter  of  a  sister,  respectively, 

外 甥 and 外甥女  a  nephew and  niece,  as  above.  See  474. 

外 甥孫。 r 彌甥  a  daugh ter’s  son. 

姨外甥  a  wife’s  sister’s  child¬ ren. 

館甥  a  son-in-law  who  lives  with 
his  wife’s  family. 

湛 
9»74 

m 
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9876 

r •徑蒸 
thing 

shin 

Sz. 

M. 

skeng 

sen 
Y. 

K.  sing 

. sho 

A.  t'-dng 
Sinking 

Upper. 

See  777. 

Same  as  777. 

To  be  adequate  to；  to 

bear  ；  to  sustain  ；  to  be 

worthy  of.  [Correctly  writ- 
ten 勝 •] 〜 2647. 

不可勝 w  words  are  inade¬ 
quate  to  express  it.  See  5313. 

苦 不勝言  miserable  beyond 
all  description. 

易 勝耗異 how  am  I  ade- quate  to  my  astonishment? 一 I 
am  extremely  astonished. 

何 可勝道  how  can  they  all 
be  enumerated? 

勝選  eligible. 滕選憑 照  a  certificate  oi 
competency. 

力 不能勝  unable  to  lift*  See sheng%. 

不勝任  not  competent  to  hold 
his  post. 

身若 不勝衣 his  bod> 
seemed  unequal  to  the  weight 

of  his  clothes, — so  modest  and 

retiring  was  he. 

拔 之將不 勝其拔 
would  never  be  able  to  pull  al 

(the  white  hairs)  out, 一 there 
being  so  many. 

拏 不勝攀 .辦 不勝辦 
no  end  to  arrests  and  trials. 

勝防  to  be  able  to  ward  off, 

防 不勝防 impossible 
defend, 一 so  many  points  at  one 

辭 不勝酒  declined  on  t] 
ground  that  he  could  not  stai 
wine. 

Read  sheng^.  To  con 

quer,  as  opposed  to 敢 856 

and 賓 3743  ；  to  excel.  Last 
as  opposed  to  present  o 
current.  Head  ornament 

for  women. 

打勝仗  to  win  a  battle. 

不 能取勝  unable  to  gain  th 

victory. 

不 分勝敖  the  victory 
not  decided. 

若 不自勝  as  though  unab 
to  control  himself, — he  wept. 
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以 人勝天  to  make  the  hu¬ 
man  conquer  the  divine, — to  be 
wiser  than  Gud. 

員甸如  did  you  win  or 
lose? 

勝國  a  conquered  State  or  a 
superseded  dynasty. 

勝朝  the  last  dynasty. 

右 本朝而 左勝國 t。 
put  our  dynasty  in  the  right  and 

the  preceding  dynasty  in  the 
wrong. 

神勝形  more  spirit  than  form, 
一 in  a  painting  of  a  horse. 

力 不能勝  not  able  to  excel 
in  strength.  See  s/ieng 

如 何敢勝  how  are  we  to 
gain  the  victory  ? 

得勝  victorious. 

好  hao、  勝  fond  of  being  first. 
勝過人  superior  to  others. 

更有 诎你勝 過幾倍 
的  there  are  many  better  men 
than  you. 

勝似  preferable  to. 

雖 非大好 亦勝無 A 
though  not  first-rate,  yet  better 
than  nothing. 

此時無 聲 勝有聲 
that  moment,  silence  was  prefer¬ 
able  to  sound. 

墨成一 個同心 方勝 
兒  to  fold  up  a  note  so  that  one 
side  will  fit  into  the  other.  E.g. 
a  three-cornered  note. 

捕鼠 勝於貓  for  catching 
rats  it  is  better  than  a  cat. 

勝意  your  valuable  opinion, — a 
conventional  phrase. 

思想 故國江 山之勝 
remembering  the  loveliness  of  the 
scenery  of  his  fatherland. 

那江山 之勝 正役其 
懷 the  beauty  of  the  scenery 
was  exactly  in  harmony  with  his 
feelings. 

勝日  a  lovely  day. 

遇勝曰  on  fine  days. 

這 是勝事  it  is  excellent; 
very  good, — used  in  reply  to  a 
request. 

勝事 空自知  conscious  of| 
the  vanity  of  [all  earthly]  glories. 

勝1
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w 
9877 

R •徑 

See 勝 

SinkingUpper. 

選勝 t。  choose  a  fine  spot  to visit. 

使人造 諸厭勝 set  men to  perform  services  to  avert  evil influences. 

勝曼  brocade  hangings  over  the 
images  of  Buddha  in  temples. 

9878 
X 

9879 

THY 

See 勝 

Even  Upper. 

Name  of  a  plant. 

3012. 

See 

Same  as  9891.  Used  also with  13,343. 

A  pint  (equal  in  the  1st 
cent.  b.c.  to  790  cc.)\  a  mea¬ 

sure  equal  to  ten  合  ko2* 

3947；  see  5486；  also  equa 

to  one  斤  catty  in  weight. 

See  7360.  To  ascend,  see 

8274；  to  rise,  as  in  office 
(as  opposed  to  see  5085)； 

used  with  9881.  [When 

placed  after  a  surname  or 
before  the  name  of  an  office 

= since  promoted.] 

升斗  pints  and  pecl^is  (10  shdng、 
= i  tou)\  dry  measures. 

― '升米 ̂  a  pint  of  rice. 

滿 _  一升 重一斤 afu]1 sheng  of  water  weighs  1  catty 

升降  to  ascend  and  descend ; 
promotion  and  degradation. 

升騰  to  ascend. 
升階  to  go  up  steps;  an  hono¬ rary  title. 

升堂  w  10,760. 升遐  to  ascend  to  the  distant 
land, 一 to  die. 

升天  to  ascend  to  heaven. 

升任  to  be  promoted  to  a  post. 

升途  course  or  rate  of  pro¬ 
motion.  广 

升過來  transferred  on  promo¬ tion. 

升 遷  promoted;  to  transfer  on 
promotion. 

升1
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988O 

r.M 

-Tnr 

See 勝 

Even  Upper. 

9881 

R •讀 

TOT 

See 勝 

Even  Upper. 

I 儘 先升用  first  on  the  list  for j  promotion, -used  in  official  titles, 
升祉  promotion  and  happiness, — a  conventional  phrase  at  the end  of  a.  letter. 

升安  promotion  and  peace. 

升沉 已 定  promotion  and  de 
gradation  are  already  fixed, 一 by 

Fate. 

男 女無辨 則亂升 if discrimination  is  not  made  be¬ 

tween  the  sexes,  there  is  sure  to be  trouble. 

升 袍恭迓  to  fire  a  salats 升麻  name  of  a  drug  supplied 
by  various  plants  of  the  genera 
Cimicifuga  and  Astilbe, 

升科  see  9881. 
To  ascend  ；  to  rise  ；  to  be 

victorious. 

釘] 日東舁  the  red  sun  rises 
in  the  east. 

昇 平盛世 ，萬 民樂業 
an  age  of  peace  and  plenty,  when 

the  people  work  happily  at  their 
trades.  Used  to  distinguish  the 

八櫃，  see  6464. 

難 議昇降  {hsiafig'1)  it  was 
difficult  to  say  who  had  won  and 
who  had  lost. 

To  ascend  ；  to  rise,  as 
in  office.  Used  with  9879 

to  get  into  a  sedan-chair. 

陞座  to  ascend  a  dais. 

指日  哩'  point  at  the  sun and  go  up  high, — may  you  rise 

(in  office)  high  as  the  sup ? 

陞官  to  be  promoted. 

陞官圖  the  game  of  “promo 
tion”, 一 based  on  the  ups  and 
downs  of  official  life. 

陞陞冠  let  us  take  off  our  hats, — used  (e.g.)  by  officials  in  hot 
weather,  on  informal  occasions. 

I 雄  to  be  handed  up  for  So- 
and-so  to  open, 一 a  phrase  put 
on  the  outside  of  a  letter  after 
the  name  of  the  addressee. 

陞賦 t。  enter  (waste  land)  for taxation. 

陞科  to  enter  (waste  land,  fore 
shore,  or  accretions)  for  taxation. 
Also  the  sum  payable. 
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N •卜 
P.  shtng 

M.  shen^  sen 

si  j  shln^ K.  s^ong 
. sfiy  sho 

A.  tHng 

Even  Upper. 
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See  96 1 6. 

Harmonious  sound,  as  op¬ 

posed  to 響 4263  ；  music  ； 

'the  human  voice  {see  5252) 

c.^,^Jaccent； tone； the  “phonetic” h.s/iw,  skang  a  character.  To  make 
F.  sittg"、 siang 

'known；  to  declare.  Repu- 
tation;  fame.  As  numera- 
tive,  see  426. 

五聲八 音. the  5  musical notes  (of  antiquity)  and  the  eight 
kinds  of  musical  instruments. 

See  13,209. 

聲音  sounds, 一 of  all  kinds. 

響  sound;  noise. 

響應聲  echo  follows  sound. 
聲韻  sound  and  echo;  dying 
sound;  the  “tones.” 

發聲 。1 •放聲 t。 emit  a 
sound  or  noise;  to  utter  a  cry 

舉 聲 働 lifted  up  his  voice 
and  wept. 

不敢言 語一聲 did  not 
dare  to  say  a  word. 

說聲  to  utter  a  sound; 似 6100. 

作聲  to  make  or  utter  a  sound; 
to  tell；  to  let  out  a  secret. 

不 得嚼飯 作聲食 dQn’t make  a  noise  when  eating. 

作呌 喚的聲  to  utter  a  cry, —— as  an  animal. 

此 秋聲也  this  is  the  sound 
of  autumn  coming  on 

絃 歌之聲  the  sound  of  play¬ 
ing  and  singing. 

聲色  sound  and  appearance 
music  and  women. 

守 無一毫 之聲色 
preserve  a  state  of  closure  as 

regards  sound  and  form, — i.e. 
to  close  the  channels  of  sense  as 

to 

regards  the  outward  world 

惟以聲 酒自娛 he 
amused  himself  with  music  and 
wine. 

大 痛無聲  bore  their  great 
grief  in  silence 

艮方 聲讀道 rea(1  _  with 
a  loud  voice. 

聲 w 究辦  he  threatened prosecute  them. 

to 

聲1
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聲甲 天下之 .thesw 

eet- 

est  voice  in  the  world. 

聲 調 voice, — when  sing- 1  rr 

高聲 and 低霉 a  loud  and low  tone,  respectively. 

有理不 在髙聲 right  is not  necessarily  on  the  side  of 
the  loudest  talker. 

小聲跟 女人說 said  in  a low  tone  to  the  woman. 

先 聲奪人  the  mpre  sound of  the  man’s  name  is  enough 
to  frighten  people  out  of  their 

wits;  his  prestige  has  a  power¬ ful  influence. 

參差 食聲上  birds  singing promiscuously  overhead. 

聲氣。 r 聲口  pronunciation 先生 聲口是 楚人了 
your  accent,  sir,  is  that  of  a  man 

of  Ch‘u. 

四聲  the  four  tones, — as  dist¬ inguished  in  the  book  language ; 
said  to  have  been  first  classified 

by  Shen  Yo.  See  Biog%  Diet. and  2718. 

平 聲  the  even  tone, — divided in  Peking  into 上  upper  and 
lower. 

上  s/ia?ig2 聲  the  rising  tone. 

去聲  the  sinking  tone. 

入聲  the  entering  tone. 

jX  聲  deflected,  as  opposed  to 

平  even,  tones, 一 the  two  great 
divisions  of  all  tones  as  speci¬ 

ally  applied  to  poetical  compo¬ sitions. 

從 女喜聲  from  woman  as radical,  and  hsi  as  phonetic, 

婧 

聞聲  to  hear  a  sound;  to  listen to  a  voice 

聲聞  it  is  rumoured  that.  Also those  who  listen  to  the  utterances 

(i.e.  the  personal  disciples)of  Bud¬ 
dha.  Sanskrit :  srdvaka、 Also 

reputation. 

聲 請  to  request  verbally. 

你別 個聲張  don’t  say  a 
word  about  it! 

聲明。 r 聲說 明白 t。 

w 

9883 

11 

聲及  mentioned. 

聲教 不行  his  name  and 
fluence  are  of  no  avail, 一 to foim  the  people. 

聲 價狠大  his  reputation 
very  great. 

聲 過其實  his  reputation  w; 
beyond  his  merits. 

聲名  reputation ;  good  name.! 

聲 辛門地  reputation  arj position. 

聲 名狼藉  his  reputation 

ruined. 

聲威  prestige. 
醜聲  evil  report  or  reputatio 

以孔 子聲見  hsienK 聃  got  an  interview  with  L| 
Tzu  on  the  strength  of  Cont 
cius’  name. 

管 

9884 

R. 蒸 

See 繩 

Even  Lower. 

爾2
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R. 轸奴 

蒸 

state  clearly  in  detail, 一 as  a 
grievance.  See  6341. 

聲稱  to  state ;  to  say;  to  declare. 

C.  shing、 myn 

F.  sing 

W.  zing 

N.  dzing 
P.  shing、 

eK'eng^  mien 

K.  min、 mi’dn、 

sing 

J.  ben、 men、 
sh2.  djo 

A.  mieng3- 
Rising  and 

Even  Lower. 

隱 惡聲嚳 t。 conceal 
defects  and  spread  the  prais' 
一 of  any  one. 

聲張  to  noise  abroad. 

虛 張聲勢  to  make  a  show| 
force ;  to  make  an  empty 

monstration. 

多 蒙寄聲  many  thanks 
your  visit  of  enquiry. 

To  be  careful. 

Name  of  a  river  in  Shcj 
tung.  See  \  2,371. 

Read  mzens.  Name  0 
place.  Used  with  7894 

the  Mien-ch^h  Dist in  Honan. 
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R. 義 

C. s hing 
H.  shin 

F.  sing 

VV.  zing 

W 叹， ziflS 

P.  sheng 
M.  sen 

Y.  seng 

3z.  shun 

K.  sing 

[. shd、 djo 
t‘dng 

Even  Lower. 

省*
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梗 
shang^  sing 

. sen、 siang 

seing^  sang、 si»g 

•  sae^  sing 

si ” g、 sang^ si»g 

5heng^  hsing 
*  W”,  hsin 
s 老” g、 hsing 
'  sheng^ 
hsing 

seng、 song 
sei、shd “ng 

g  Upper. 

A  cord  ；  a  string  ；  a  mark¬ 

ing-line. 

繩索 ： 。> ■繩纜  ropes;  cor¬ 
dage. 

一條 （01 ■  — 根） 繩子 a 
rope；  a  string. 

打繩。 •■槔 成繩 兒 t。 
twist  a  cord. 

赤 繩繫足  their  feet  tied  to¬ 
gether  by  the  red  cord, — which 

is  supposed  to  unite  all  couples 
destined  to  be  married. 

繫赤繩  to  betroth. 

繩伎  the  art  of  tight-rope  dan¬ 
cing. 

緣繩  to  walk  on  the  tight-rope. 

繩床  a  rope  bed;  a  hammock. 

繩匠  a  cordmaker. 
繩痕  the  weal  left  by  a  rope.  I 

繩迹  the  make  of  a  rope. 

墨  a  marking-line;  hence,  a 
rule  of  conduct. 

有繩墨  it  is  all  right  and 
proper. 

不 袖 繩墨  not  to  stick  to 
right  rule  of  conduct. 

如從 繩而正  as  straight  as 
a  line. 

繩 愆糾繆  to  correct  one’s 
faults, — to  straighten  them  out, 

as  it  were,  with  a  marking-line. 

繩以法  to  restrain  by  law. 

繩 其祖武  to  tread  in  the 
footsteps  of  one’s  ancestors. 

子 孫繩繩  a  continuous  line 
of  descendants. 

To  diminish  ；  to  shorten； 

to  reduce  ；  to  spare  ；  to  save. 

A  province  [see  9215)；  a 

government  department. 

省減  to  diminish;  to  lessen. 

省文  language  shortened  as 
much  as  possible  by  the  omission 

of  all  words  not  absolutely  ne¬ 

cessary  ； elliptical ;  terse.  Also, 
shorthand. 

省文作 紅 [歸]  written 
short  is  jqf  .  See  8979. 

俗 省作迸  commonly  in  an 

省 
9887 
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abbreviated  form  迸  f>hig， 一 6 

strokes  in  the  phonetic  instead 
of  8. 

船從 舟鉛省  ch^uan  (boat) is  composed  of  chou  and  yen, 

(the  latter)  abbreviated. 

史記有 極省處 ^  the S/ii A  Chi  there  are  some  very 
terse  passages. 

省易  ko  shorten  ;  to  abbreviate. 

省、 AH、 trouble-saving；  (of  child¬ 
ren)  good ;  not  troublesome. 

省刑罰  sparing  in  punish¬ ments  and  fines. 

省细  to  spare, 一 the  necessity  of. 

省 約其曹  to  be  sparing  of| words. 

約 法省禁  laws  and  regula¬ tions  lax. 

省釋  to  release. 
無 干省釋  to  release  all  who are  not  concerned. 

省事。 r 省工  to  save  trouble. 

省料  to  save  material. 

省費  to  save  outlay. 

省費心  to  save  oneself  the trouble  of. 

省 得我去  it  saves  my  going there. 

省錢  to  save  money. 

省力  to  save  one’s  strength. 

雀着 雨淋濕 t。 save  one- self  a  wetting  from  rain. 

-j-*  the  Eighteen  Pro¬ 

vinces  ; modern  China  Proper, 
See  Tables  IVa, 

^  the  thirteen  provinces 

of  the  元  Yuan  and  Ming 

dynasties. 

各省  the  various  provinces. 

省 城。 r 省會  the  provincial capital. 

分 發省分  appointed to  a  provincial  post. 

出省  to  leave  one’s  province, - 
as  civil  (but  not  military)  offi¬ 
cials  must  do  when  in  official  life. 

指省  to  indicate  the  province, — 
to  which  one  desires  to  be  ap¬ 
pointed,  when  purchasing  office. 

省河  the  rher  at  th^  provincial 
capital.. 

省 3
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examine 

杭省  the  province  of  which Hangchow  is  the  capital, — Cheh- 

kiang. 

省中  in  the  provincial  capital. Also  {arch)  in  the  palace  or seraglio. 

外 (。> •交) 務省 ne  v  name  for the  Tsung-li  Yamen；  Foreign 
Office；  see  9484,  12,442. 

省達  the  Grand  Secretariat；  see 

6037 - 

行中書 省丞相 provin - 
cial  Governors  under  the  Mon¬ 

gols. 

省沽油  Staphylea  Bumalda^ 

S'.  &  Z. 

Read  hsi?igz.  To  look 

at；  to  examine ；  to  watch 
to  be  wakeful.  To  approve 

省察  to  examine. 

省書  to  study. 

屢省 乃成。 ften 
what  you  have  accomplished 

觀省  to  see. and  examine  oneself. 

吾 曰三 省吾身 I  daily examine  myself  on  three  points,- 

loyalty  to  my  employer,  fidelity 
to  my  friends,  and  assiduity  in 

practising  the  precepts  of  my 
teacher. 

省 自己過  to  examine  into 
one’s  own  shortcomings. 

行 省雲南  commissioned  to 
inspect  (=  govern)  Yunnan 

漫 不復省  let  the  incident 
be  regarded  as  closed. 

省悟。 r 省心 ot 省覺 t。 become  conscious  of;  to  awake 
to  a  sense  of. 

不省  could  not  make  out  what he  meant, 一 of  the  prophecy  of 

^.n  augur. 
不省 得那一 處人的 

gj  not  to  understand  the  speech 
of  the  people  of  that  region. 

不 省人事  in  a  state  of  un¬ 
consciousness. 

省親  to  visit  one’s  parents, — of 

咎  son. 
定省  to  bid  good-night  or  good¬ morning  to  one’s  parents. 

^  to  take  all  care 
of  one’s  sovereign. 



]  The  brightness  of  the  sun  ；  | 

|bright  %ht.， splendour. 

r  M  曉 曰属明  a  bright  sunny  I 

See  盛  !  day. 

Even  and  ''  月映 澄波晟  the  moonlight  I 
glitters  on  the  water. 

SX3CE3TSTG- 
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省侍  or  省覩  to  watch;  to  I tend. 

帝 省其山  God  surveyed  the  I 
hills,  —  and  saw  that  they  were  I 

good,  as  in  Gen.  1,  4. 

Sinking 
Lover. 

jul 

9889 
r •庚敬 
C.  shifig 
H.  shin 

"F.  sing、 sting 
W.  zing 

N.  dzin^y  dzan 交 

P.  Uireng, 
sheng 

Y  j  ts'-en^  s^n Sz.  Hn、 s hen 
K. song 

r.  sei^  djo 
A.  i^aing 

Even  and 
Sinking 

Abundant；  plenteous；! 

flourishing,  as  opposed  tol 

衰  10,104；  excellent.  Used! 

conventionally  for  “your •” 

盛多  plenty. 

盛大  very  great. 

衆盛  very  numerous, 

盛德  great  virtue. 

盛运。 r 盛惠 Qr 盛情。 r| 
盛典  great  kindness;  grace ; I 
favour, 

暑 熱甚盛  extremely  hot,- weather. 

盛 世 I  a  prosperous  age. 

action. 

9889 

I 盛事  a  fine  affair;  a  generous! 

盛業  thriving  trade;  prosperous.  | 

盛典  prosperous ;  thriving, 

i 盛 衰之理  the  principle  of| 

乘 

9890 

rise  and  fall, -一 which  prevails  in 
human  affairs. 

剩 4
 

j  盛  excellent ;  admirable. ! 盛  abundant  and  good  food 
as  at  a  banquet. 

i 越 說越盛 the  mOTe  they 
talk,  the  more  they  have  to  say. 

1 盛 名難副  his  fame  is  hard  to 

j  match. 

!生 氣方盛  in  the  flower  of 
j  one’s  strength, 一 in  early  man- : hood. 

i 氣盛 W 宜  full  of  confidence 

j  and  with  fitting  language. 

盛 京  Shingking, — the  province 
卜 of  Liao-tung；  Moukden.  See 

Tables  IVa% 

I 盛糚  well  dressed. 

I  206 &I3CESJSTC3r 

盛 服將朝 in  full dress,  ready  to  go  to  Court. 

盛設  a  lavish  array, — of  dishes. 

盛舉  a  splendid  institution;  a 

gala. 

盛行  flourishing;  in  full  swing ; 
(read  shengK  hang1)  your  firm. 

盛 意  y°ur  aim ;  your  intentions. 

盛開  in  full  bloom. 

杏 花盛開 the  aPricot  fl°wers are  in  full  bloom. 

盛治  a  prosperous  administra¬ 
tion. 

R 

Read  ch^eng^.  To  hold; 
to  contain. 

盛酒  to  hold  wine. 

盛砀了  filled  full. 

滿盛 荷蘭水  full  of  soda' water. 

盛 不起來  won’t  hold  it. 

盛 不住 話  he  can’t  hold  talk, 

9892 

•敬 

C.  shing 

H.  shin 

F.  seing^  v 

siang 

W.  I  . 

N.  I 
 nnS 

P. sheng 

M.  sen 

Y.  seng 

Sz.  shbt、 sheng 

K.  song 

•  sei,  sho 
A.  t^aing 

Sinkin
g 

Upper.
 

989i 

R. 徑 

C.  shing^  v. 

ching 

H.  shin 

Y.  seing^w. 
- 

tiong 

N；  i 
 dzinS 

P. sheng 

M.  sen Y.  seng 

Sz.  sken 
K.  ing 

J.  sei、 djd A.  t^ang 

Sinking
 

Lower. 

— keep  to  himself  what  he  hears; 
he  is  a  regular  sieve. 

一個 大碗盛 不下 one 
large  bowl  won’t  hold  it.* 

盛飯  to  help  a  person  to  food, 

盛 在箱內  Pack  it  in  a  b<3x 

See  770. 

To  remain  over  anc 

above;  surplus. 

有剩  there  is  a  surplus. 

剩了  沒有， are  there  any over? 

乗 了  一 •  one  half  remains over. 

剩 有多少  how  many  are there  over? 

剰下。 1 ■剰 出來的 there remains;  left  over. 

沒剩 卞 甚麽錢 1  have not  saved  any  money. 

所 剩有限 there  are  not many  over. 

剩 一 •雙 赤手 he  was  left 
with  two  empty  hands, — penni- 
less. 

剩!
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剩飯  the  remains  of  a  meal. 

剰貨  remnants  of  goods. 

寧 剰莫缺  better  too  mucl 
than  too  little. 

拾 個剩漏  tD  get  a  windfa11 
Penetrating ;  divine；  holy 

perfect;  Confucian;  Imperial 
[As  distinguished  from  王 

see  9865.]  See  10,024. 

聖人  a  being  who,  inspired  b| 
God,  is  divinely  good  and  ii 
tuitively  wise,  and  therefore  a 
infallible  exponent  of  right  an 

wrong  in  human  affairs;  a  Pr( 

phet.  Wine;  see  2260. 

至聖  most  holy, 一 applied Confucius. 

亞聖  the  second  holy  one, Mencius. 

復 聖  the  holy  one  who  returne 一 to  the  moral  law  of  ma 

being,  i.e.  顔回 Yen  HuL 

宗聖  exhibitor  of  the  fundi mental  principles  of  the  ho 

one ，—& .曾子  Tseng  Tzti, 

述 率  transmitter  of  the  he one， 一 & •子 思子  Tzti-s 

Tzii.  
一 齊天大 聖  the  holy  one  eqi 

to  God— 孫悟空  Sun 

k‘ung. 

三 聖⑴堯 Yao, 舜 Sk 

禹 Ya. 

⑷ 禹 奶， 周公 Chou  Kiu 

孔子  Confucius. 
(

3

)

 

 

文
王
 Wh  Wang, 武三

 

Wu  Wang,  ffl  A  Ch 

Kung. 

(4)  Vairochana  Buddha,  Sam tabhadra,  and  Manjusri. 

西 方三聖  the  three  h  1 ones  from  the  west, — Amitab 

Kuan  Yin,  and  Mahasth^ma 

爭 — Catholic  term  for 
Trinity. 

^  ̂   ̂   ̂Shakyarauni  
B 

dha. 

聖 無常體 the  holy  man  d| not  always  appear  under same  outward  form.  See  10,^ 
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聖 神天縱  the  divine  (part 
of  Confucius’  nature)  was  from 

9892  God,— 人 <?•  Confucius  was  inspired. 

大 而化之 之謂聖 t。 be 
a  great  man  and  to  exercise  a 

reforming  influence  is  called 
sheng. 

聖  the  Confucian  school;  the 
literati. 

聖廟  the  Confucian  temple. 

衍聖公  see  13,113. 

惟聖罔 念作狂 ，惟狂 

克 念作聖  the  wise,  from 
not  thinking,  become  foolish, 

while  the  foolish,  by  thinking, 
become  wise. 

聖賢  holy  men  and  sages, — the 
latter  being  wise  and  good  men 

but  wanting  in  the  inspiration 
of  the  former. 

武 聖  the  military  holy  one, — 
a  name  given  to 關帝  the God  of  War. 

聖武記  Record  of  the  Wars, 
of  the  present  dynasty. 

聖王 the  holy  kings  of  old. 

聖跡  miracles. 

聖  the  elixir  of  life. 

聖經  see  2122,  and  add  “and 
later  by  Protestants”  after  “Ca- 

tholics.” 

聖節  a  sacred  festival;  an  Im¬ 
perial  birthday. 

聖 the  sacred  Way  or  doctrine 
(of  Confucius);  the  Gospel. 

聖裔  a  descendant  of  Confucius. 

聖教會  the  holy  Church. 
聖地  sacred  ground  or  places. 

聖主。 1 ■聖上 ot 聖君 the 
holy  ruler;  the  Emperor. 

上 聖可憐  pity  me,  your 
Holiness ! — to  a  god. 

聖論  an  Imperial  Edict. 

聖壽  the  Emperor’s  birthday. 
举  Imperial  decision. 

聖恩  Imperial  clemency. 

聖德  his  Majesty’s  goodness. 
Also,  the  virtues  of  a  Holy  Man 
or  Sage. 

聖安  his  Majesty’s  health. 

聖覽。 r 聖鑒  the  sacred 
glance, — of  the  Emperor’s  eye. 

^ 以 達聖聰  in  order  to  inform 、曾文  the  sacred  understanding, --  of 
9892  i  the  Emperor. 

聖旨  the  Imperial  will;  an 
!  Imperial  Decree. 

I  
* 

j  聖 朝 {c/^ao1)  the  present  dyn ; asty;  the  Emperor. 

聖夜婊  a  cockatoo. 

史 3
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尺紙 

仏 
F.  sty  sii 

N •卜 

P.  ski 
M.  i 

Y.  \sz 

Sz.  ski 

K.  sd 

J.  shi 

A.  si 

Rising  Upper. 

SJEXIJEX. 

An  historian  (from  a  hanc 

grasping  中  middle,  q.d.  im 

partiality)；  history.  An  as¬ 
trologer. 

史所 重在褒 貶是非 
the  great  object  of  the  historian 

is  to  praise  right  and  censure 
wrong. 

三  ̂   the  three  histories, -former¬ 
ly,  the  Book  of  History,  the  Odes 
and  the  Spring  and  Autumn;  now, 
the  Historical  Records  and  the 
histories  of  the  W.  and  E.  Han 

dynasties. 

正史  dynastic  histories, 一 all  of which  are  subdivided  into  (1) 

Imperial  Records,  (2)  General 

Topics  (as  Religion,  Art,  Science, 

etc.),  and  (3)  Biographies. 

二 十四史  the  twenty-four Dynastic  Histories  of  China. 

史 記  annals;  especially  the Historical  Records,  by  司馬 

遷  Ssti-ma  Ch‘ien,  which  stands 
first  on  the  above  list  and  deals 

with  a  period  extending  from 
the  remotest  antiquity  to  b.c.  122. 

史 恶  the  historian  Ssti-ma 
Ch‘ien. 

太史公  Grand  Astrologer, a  title  often  used  for  Ssu-raa 
Ch‘ien. 

太史  literary  designation  of  a 

f 多  Han-lin  compiler  of  the 2nd  class. 

國史館  the  State  Historio¬ 
grapher^  office. 

別史  a  name  given  to  histories similar  in  scope  to  the  Dynastic 
Histories  but  differing  in  the 

form  under  which  they  are  pre¬ sented. 

惇史  sound,  i.e.  standard,  his¬ tories. 

史 2
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R. 

w 9894 

R •真 

See 使 

Sinking 

Upper. 

駛 3
 

9895 紙真 

See 使 

Rising  and 
Sinking 

Even. 

歷 觀惇 史 鮮誠逢 
rarely  indeed  to  be  met  with 

j  in  the  standard  histories. 

I 私史  private  (usually  scurrilous) I  histories. 

明史  the  history  of  the  Ming dynasty. 

野史  novels;  romances* 
I 史書  histories  in  general.  Also, 

the  greater  seal  character,  in- 
1  vented  in  the  9th  cent.  b.c.  by 

Chou,  a  Grand  Astrologer. 

史官  historiographers  employed in  the  compilation  of  the  history 

of  a  dynasty.  Also  used  for 
“Censors.” 

女史  female  annalist  employed on  the  establishment  of  the 

JEmpress,  specially  applied  to 

Pan  Chao,  1st  cent.  a.d. 
我夂〃 靑簡以 寫書謂 

之靑史  tablets  of  green bamboo  prepared  for  writing 

are  termed  “green  records.”  See 2184,  9632. 

名 垂靑史  your  name  will 
go  down  in  history. 

御史  see  13,645. 
史吏  a  clerk  =  situ  pan\  see 10,024. 

謁史  to  visit  an  astrologer. 

An  animal，, called  领 翁穴, 

described  as  a  mixture  of 

dog,  fox,  and  monkey. 

To  move  fast；  to  pro 

ceed  to,  especially  by  water; 
to  sail  a  ship. 

駿 行  to  go;  to  run ;  to  proceed. 
赴  to  sail  to;  to  be  bound  for. 

駛 往何處  whither  are  you bound? 

駛 錯港口  to  miss  reaching 

port. 

駛風  to  run  before  the  wind. 

駛勻風  to  sail  on  a  head  wind; to  beat. 

駛法  rules  of  navigation. 

^  jig*  to  sail  a  ship. 



set  sail, 

sail  into. 

come  alongside  of. 

sail  back, 

drive  a  horse. 

w 
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R •紙寘 

C.  sz,  cshai H.  sz 

F.  sii^  soii^  csai W.| 

N. 卜 
P.  s/i  i 
M. ) 
Y. 

Sz.  sh'i K.  si 

J.  ski 

A,  si  (s/i'i) 
Rising  and 
Sinking 

Upper. 

To  use；  to  employ ；  to 

order -  to  cause；  to  permit. 

If;  supposing  that.  See 

i3.29i- 

使錢  to  use  money.  Also  to 
“squeeze.” 

使用  to  make  use  of;  to  employ; 
outlay. 

使費  expenditure. 

使得 t。  cause. 

這 個使得  this  one  will  da 

可 以使得 it  will  do. 

使不 得  it  cannot  be  used;  that 
will  never  do ! 

使不上  impracticable. 

使不 通?  it  will  not  pass  current. 

:使喚  to  employ  as  a  servant ; 
j  to  be  a  servant. 

使喚人  a  servant 

使 婢。 r 使女  a  maid-servant. 

使 人進京  to  send  a  man 
into  Peking. 

使 民以時  to  employ  the 
people  at  the  proper  season，. 
i.c、 when  not  engaged  in  agri¬ 
culture. 

使勁  to  exert  one’s  strength 

心 力都 使盡了  he  had 
exhausted  all  his  power  of  at¬ 

tention, — - in  the  effort. 

指  chih>  to  direct;  to  give 
orders  to;  to  use. 

巧推使 t。 

使指頭  to  use  one’s  fingers. 
使眼色  to  make  signs  by  nods 
and  winks;  to  ogle. 

使雜子  t。 trip  one  up. 

白 使口  t。 talk  in  vain. 
使氣。 r 使脾氣 w 使性 

子  to  get  angry, 

使主 子性兒  to  play  the master. 

misuse. 

使
 3 
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shaoK  時使酒  in  his  youth 

he  could  “put  away’’  wine. 

使利  to  advantage ;  to  cause 

profit  to. 

使 深意思  to  use  abstruse conceptions,  —  in  compositions. 

使 好意思  to  act  with  good intentions. 

使知 to  cause  to  know;  to 
acquaint. 

實中 國舉動 使之然 

也  i,t  is  really  due  to  the  action 
taken  by  China. 

使有  to  occasion . to  be. 

使贿胳  to  employ  bribes. 

使令 使命  to  order. 
唆使  to  egg  on;  to  make mischief. 

使完了  used  UP- 
不使  in  order  not  to. 

或使  some  one  who  causes, — referring  to  the  theory  of  pre¬ 
destination  taught  by  接子 

Chieh  Tzti.  See  12,521. 

卽使  and  even  supposing  that. . . 

使 漢初有 此書則 at the  beginning  of  the  Han  dyn 

asty  this  book  had  I  een  in  exist¬ 
ence,  then . 

使 無串通  if  you  had  never conspired  to . 

假使  if;  supposing  that. 

向碑聽 客之言 had  yQU previously  taken  the  advice  of 
the  stranger, . 

Read  shih^  (colloq.  shihF), 

西  to  go  as  ̂   Envoy  to 
the  West. 

使使謂 … , to  send  an  Envoy to  say  to.... . 

出 使外洋  sent  as  Envoy  to a  foreign  country. 

兩 國和則 逼 使 the  two countries  being  at  peace,  each 

sent  an  Envoy  to  the  other. 

一 個來使  a  messenger. 
天  an  angeL  Also,  Mahomet 

使徒  an  apostle. 

使役  a  servant. 

w 
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R •支 

C.  ski 

H.  shi 
F.  si 
W.jz 

N.  sz P.  shi 

Sz.  sh'i 

M.  sz 

Y.sz 

K.  si 

J.  shi 

A. 

Even  Upper. 

A  corpse.  An  imp 
sonator  of  the  dead  at  s 

rifices.  To  superintei 

arrange.  
”  ’•  < 

to 

使臣 an  Envoy ;  a  legate! Ministers  accredited  to  foreig 
Courts. 

公使  an  Envoy.  [Not  to  bj 
used  ̂ of  foreign  Ministers.] 

Same  as  9895. 

Radical  4 

尸首。 r 尸身。 r 尸骨 
corpse. 

尸南遍 野  thecountrystrew 
with  corpses. 

坐如尸 sitting  like  a  corpse,-! 
motionless. 

寢不尸 (Confucius)  did  not  1 
in  bed  like  a  corpse. 

疑 爲走尸  suspected  t\\ corpse  was  moving, 一 as  it 
believed  to  do  after  death. 

X 

行 尸走肉  a  walking  corps 
— a  feeble  useless  fellow. 

夂尸未 寒而行 吉_ 

ere  one’s  father’s  corpse  is  col 
to  go  in  for  festive  rejoicings 

尸 喪不歸 the  body  was  n 
recovered, ―  of  drowning. 

尸解 t。  die, — of  a  Taoist  priel 

尸婆子  female  exorcists. 

尸視  a  person  (often  a  bo 
used  to  represent  the  body 

a  deceased  person  at  funei 
ceremonies.  He  remains 

fectly  motionless  and  mute 
11,832. 

尸位  formerly  the  personator the  corpse  at  sacrifices,  as  abo\ 
but  now  the  person  who  1 

presents  Confucius  at  the  bie 
nial  sacrifices  to  the  Sage.  I 

is  generally  a  literate  of  sor influence,  and  remains  sitti: 
in  an  immovable  pose  as  if 

were  really  a  corpse.  Hen( 

the  phrase  has  come  to  me^ one  who  does  nothing,  an  idJ« 

太 康尸位  the  Emperor  T 
K‘ang  (b.c.  2188)  was  but 

corpse  on  the  throne, — of  no  u.* 

尸赫  “e  7379* 

皇 尸載起 the  ̂ eat  ] presentative  of  the  dead  th 
rises. 

開 駿 
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•9898 

9899 

屎 
3 

9900 

紙支 
shi 

，shi 

si、 sai 

••  cjj,  v.  u3 , v.  bi、 ou 

sh’i
 

,sz 

,sz 

z.sAi 

‘si 
shi 

. Z4/,  hi 

ising  Upper. 

鳩1
 

9901 

支 
*尸 
ven  Upper. 

M 

9902 

支 

ven  Upper. 

P  the  personators  of  the 

ancestors  of  the  kings  of  Chou 

氣 得三尸 神踢跳 
angry,  that  the  three  spirits  of 

the  body  jump  wildly  about. 

[These  three  spirits  are  supposed 

to  reside  in  the  head,  belly,  and feet.] 

誰 其尸之  who  superintends 
the  business  ? 

尸 暴  to  manage  the  cooking. 

Same  as  9900  ksi1. 

Excrement;  ordure. 

屎坑  a  privy. 

屎桶  a  commode. 

拉屎  to  go  to  stool. 

不拉尿 ，白 佔商兒 dQg- 
in-the-manger. 

拉硬屎  to  be  proud. 

自屎 不嫌臭  one  does  not 
notice  one’s  own  faults. 

0 艮  the  secretion  from  the  eyes. 

屎 $科 （°r 帖） 娘 beetles 
{Ateuchus). 

屎龜  a  night-soil  man. 

雞屎  a  ne’er-do-well. 

鷄  藤  Pcederia  to??ientosa}  Bl. 

鷄屎果  Psidium  guyava, 
Radd. 

屎鷹  the  kite  [Milvus  govinda) 

Read  hsi'.  To  mutter； 
to  groan. 

民之 方殿深 the  pe°pie 
now  sigh  and  groan. 

The  turtle-dove,  known 

as  鳴鳩 '  see  2267. 

A  corpse,  especially  of  a 

person  who  has  been  mur¬ 
dered. 

屍首。 1 ■屍 骸。 r 屍身 a 
corpse. 

9902 

戶 E 
9903 

M
s
 

9904 

r. 紙 

Sec  士 

Rising  Lower. 

市
 4 

99°S 

R •紙 

C.  W 

H. 三 shi 

F.  ch>ei^ 

W •三從 

P.  shi) 

M.  si* 

Y.sz0 
Sz.  shi)

 
K.  si 

j.  shi 

A.  ̂  
Rising 

Irregular. 

男屍  ~ *  具  the  corpse  of  i 
man. 

屍姓  the  deceased  man. . 

所*  place  of  death, 
corpse  and  coffin. 

屍親  relatives  of  the  deceased, 

以 屍移害  to  take  a  corpse 
and  get  a  person  into  trouble, — 
by  placing  it  at  his  door,  etc. 

借 屍還魂  to  come  to  life  in another  man’s  dead  body, 一 of 
a  soul  that  has  quitted  its  own 
tenement. 

驗屍  to  hold  an  inquest  on  a 
body. 

屍格  enumeration  of  the  parts 
of  a  corpse, — for  guidance  of 
the  Coroner  and  his  assistants. 

屍圖  diagram  of  a  corpse， 一 j 
shewing  vital  and  non-vital  spots. 

剝屍  to  strip  a  corpse,  —  of thieves. 

刷屍  to  wash  a  corpse,  —  of Mahommedans. 

刑屍  to  inflict  punishment  on a  corpse. 

流屍  a  vagabond. 

Same  as  9904. 

The  pivots  at  the  top 
and  bottom  of  a  Chinese 

door,  which  fit  into  sockets, 

and  on  which  the  door  turns. 

The  side  of  the  platform 

of  a  hall. 

A  market  ；  a  fair;  to 

trade.  An  execution- 

ground.  See  9310. 

市變 事之端  markets  are the  source  of  all  trouble, -between 
States  in  the  feudal  times. 

市 也婆娑  dancing  through the  market-place. 

市頭 ot 市井 OT 市口兒 

or  市門  a  market-place ;  a market. 

市廛 1  bazaar. 

市‘
 

99°S 

sum 

市 井之臣  a  scholar  who 
resides  at  the  capital;  see  7667. 

可 惜是市 井之輩 what a  pity  he  is  only  a  tradesman ! 

市 井之流  the  market  class, 
一 tradesmen. 

I 市上  in  or  on  the  market. 

1 上市  to  go  to  market.
 

初 上 市  just  come  on  the 
market, 一 as  new  goods. 

開市。 r 發市 t。 open  the market.  The  first  is  also  to  start 

in  business;  to  resume  business, 
as  after  the  New  Year. 

起市  to  open  a  market, — at  a| place  where  there  has  been  none. 

霸市 w  8533. 罷市  to  close  the  market, — andl stop  all  trade,  as  is  often  done 
in  resistance  to  excessive  tax¬ 

ation,  though  such  action  is 
declared  by  the  officials  to  be 

illegal. 

幾 乎罷市  very  nearly  caus-| ing  a  stoppage  of  trade. 

出市  to  go  into  the  street,— | for  a  walk. 

街市  a  market-street. 
市値  or  市價  the  market  pricel or  rate. 

hang1  市  the  market  rate  of 
exchange. 

行^ 市機靈  the  money- 1 market  is  very  sensitive, — tight¬ 
ness  in  one  place  is  immediately 

felt  everywhere  else. 

行 /tef2 市 長  c/iangz  落  Zao、 the  rise  and  fall  of  the  market 

•rate. 

市面  market;  area  of  business ;  I the  state  of  trade. 

門如市  the  house  is  like  a  I market, 一 money  (sc.  bribes)  is necessary. 

市 語  market  talk, 一 trade  term¬ 

inology. 

市俗  vulgar;  unrefined. 

都市  a  capital  city. 鎭市  a  great  commercial  centre.  | 
See  593. 

市赛。 r 墟市 a  fair. 市標  ̂ Mexicans/ -cotton,  piece  | 

goods. 
152 
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9906 R •紙隊 
C.  Us'-z 
H.  Sse,  Is  he 

F.  ch^ci^  k'ci^ W. 〜 

N •上 

P.  shi、 

M.  J23
  • 

Y.〆 

Sz.  
sh’i3 K.：si 

J.  shi、<iji 
A. 产/立 Rising 

Irregular. 

募市 夫爲兵 tC)  enlist 
coolies  as  soldiers. 

市米  to  buy  rice. 
予 欲以白 金市之 
I  wished  to  give  some  silver 
for  it. 

大吉利 市 may  you  have 
great  joy  and  good  business! — 
a  phrase  written  up  in  shops  to 

show  that  the  proprietors  sub¬ 

scribe  to  the  Beggars’ Guild  and 
fhust  not  be  pestered  for  alms. 
See  4689. 

利市錢  perforated  paper, 
presenting  money,  put  over  doors 
for  luck. 

燒了利 市神福  he  burnt 
joss-paper  for  good  luck,^ — at 
weighing  anchor. 

乃謂之 利市哉 dQ  y。11 
call  that  a  good  bargain  ? 

不 肯成市  was  unwilling  to 
complete  the  bargain, — i.e.  to 

pay  up. 

市曹 or 茱市口  an  exe 
cution-ground. 

千金 之子不 死於市 
the  scion  of  a  wealthy  family 
does  not  die  on  the  execution 

ground, — not  having  the  same 
temptations  as  a  poor  man. 

_  Tjj  to  be  put  to  death. 

市恩。 r 市義  to  make  an 
ostentatious  show  of  one’s  good deeds. 

The  persimmon  [Dios- 

pyros  kaki、 L.  f.)  or  date 

plum,  often  called  the 
a  China  fig/ 

禆柿  the  wild  form  of  the  above 

柿餅 or  柿 乾  dried  persim mons. 

柿霜  persimmon  bloom, - 
jnedicine.  See  10,120.  o 

六 月神。 r 番柿。 r 西紅 

柿  names  for  the  tomato.  • 

柿  yffi  persimmon  varnish,— used 
for  fans,  umbrellas,  etc. 

毛柿  cam  agon  wood. 

9907 

R •職 

C. shik 
H.  shit 

F.  seik 
W.si 

N.  sih 

. tsh’i 

M.  sz 

Y. sheh 

Sz.  shi 

K.  sik shiki^  shoku 

A.  s'ik^  t^ik 
Entering 

Upper. 

飾 

9908 

師1
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R •支 

C.  sz 
H.  sz 
F.  siit  sai、sa 

W.  ss 

To  adorn；  to  set  off*,  to 

gloss  over；  to  put  on  an 

appearance  丨  to  deceive. 

首飾  women’s  head  ornaments. 

裝飾  dressed  out;  adorned. Used  in  the  sense  of  deceiving, 

where  ornament  is  put  on  as  a 

disguise. 

修飾  to  adorn;  to  polish  up. 

嚴飾  very  much  dressed  or adorned. 

飾 以紅色  to  be  painted  red 

飾器  to  ornament  articles, — as 
by  sticking  coloured  paper  on 

them,  etc.  etc. 

整飾員  the  official  in  charge of  decorations, — as  of  a  hall,  or 
street. 

粉 飾彌縫  to  ornament  and stop  up  the  cracks, 一 with  a  view 
to  deceiving;  to  gloss  over. 

飾 非  to  gloss  over  one’s  wrong¬ doings. 

飾言  ornamental  language, used  to  conceal  faults,  etc. 

飾言續 紙  he  pretended  that he  was  making  a  second  mar riage. 

飾詞  to  trump  up  a  story. 

飾 辭偷漏  a  pretext  for  evad ing  payment  of  duties. 

掩 飾不了  you  cannot  con ceal, 一 what  you  really  are,  by 

any  amount  of  ornamentation 

or  pretence. 

務使無 從飾諱 any  at tempt  at  concealment  must  be 

rendered  impossible. 

矯 飾外貌  to  falsely  put  on a  fair  outside. 

飾 延  to  invent  pretexts  for  delay, 

Same  as  9907. 

A  multitude  ；  the  people 

all.  An  army；  a  host.  A 

capital  city.  A  teacher 

an  instructor  ；  a  maestro 

(music);  a  model;  to  take 

as  a  pattern  ；  to  imitate 

9909 

N. 

P.  shi 
M.  sz 

Y.sz 

Sz.  shi 

K.  sd 

. shi A.  j/',  si 
Even  Upper. 

師1
 

sxxxxx 

[To  be  distinguished  froi 

帥  io，io7.] 〜 ii，446. 

居師  to  settle  the  people, — ; a  given  spot,  as  by  building 

city,  etc. 

答其師  in  response  to  tl 
(hopes  of  the)  people. 

大師  the  masses.  See  below. 

師旅。 1 •師徒  forces ;  troop the  first  is  a  body  of  2,500  me 

六師  the  Imperial  army, 一 i 
six  軍 of  12,500  men  to  eac 

出師  to  go  out  on  a  campaig 

出師表  to  issue  an  order  f； war. 

以遠 不可師  because 
the  distance  he  could  not  und<i 
take  a  campaign. 

班師  to  withdraw  troops;  | retreat. 

致師  to  challenge  to  sin!| combat, -before  the  battle  begii 

水師  marines；  the  navy ；  nav 

水師部  the  Admiralty. 

水師提 督 an  admiral.  : 

師船  a  man-of-war. 
至 于洛師  :: came  to  the  cj 
of  Lo. 

京師  the  capital.  See  2140.] 

師傅  a  teacher;  a  master  wo man. 

大師傅  a  head  cook;  a  st(K 
ard.  See  1376. 

firfi  an  expert. 
三人 同行， 必有我 I 

of  us  three  men  walking  togetl 

one  is  sure  to  be  able  to  tej me  something. 

法師。 r 禪師 a  Buddl 

priest. 

師夂  a  teacher;  a  master  | 
term  of  respect  sometimes 

plied  even  to  women. 一日 爲師終 身爲: 
he  who  has  been  one  day 

teacher  shall  be  always  regan 

by  me  as  a  father. 

謝師  to  take  leave  of  a  mas! — as  an  apprentice  who 
served  his  time. 

師 資相承  disciPIe  .succ< 
ing  master  and  transmitting 
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teaching:  [This  is  based  upon 
a  false  interpretation  of  a  pas¬ 

sage  in  the  Tao  Te  Chlngych.  27.' 

大師― above)  or 老大師 
terms  of  address  used  in  speak¬ 
ing  to  Buddhist  priests.  [The 
former  is  also  an  honorary  title 
of  a  Grand  Secretary.] 

老  0 币  a  teacher;  a  scholar.  Also 
a  familiar  title  applied  to  the 

教官 officers  of  instruction, 
esp.  the  學 師 ，似 4839.  Also, 

a  journeyman. 

見  老師  t。 visit  a  learned 
scholar  or  one’s  teacher. 

業師 師老爺 a  tutor  in 
a  private  family. 

自币事  to  treat  as  a  teacher  or 
preceptor. 

師於  studied  under, 一 So-and-so； 
took  as  a  model. 

亦 師範於 立本 he  als。 
studied  (painting)  under  Yen 
Li-pen. 

師 趣學堂  a  college  for  high¬ 
er  education. 

就師於  went  t。 school  at... 

太師  and  少師  the  Grand  and 
Junior  Preceptors, — of  the  Heir- 
Apparent. 

請 師停手 恐斷紙 
begged  the  maestro  to  stay  his 
hand  for  fear  of  breaking  the 
strings  (of  the  lute). 

師兄弟  schoolmates;  fellow- 
students. 

師兄  and  師弟  pupils  work- 
ing  under  the  sam^  teacher  call 
each  other  by  these  names,  ac¬ 
cording  to  their  respective  ages. 
[The  former  is  also  a  term  of 
address  to  priests.] 

先師  wise  men  pf  o】d. 

010  ̂   a  schoolmistress;  a  “wise 

woman”；  a  sorceress  ；  Mrs.  (in  N. 
?nd  Central  China)；  the  wife  of  a 
journeyman. 

師毋  a  respectable  woman  = 
Mrs.  in  S.  China. 

軍  0 币  an  adviser  to  a  general; 
Chief  of  the  Staff. 

軍齊師  attacked  the  army  of 
Ch‘i.  ； 

教師  an  instructor；  a  teacher 
of  fencing；  used  with  教士 
for  a  missionary.  令、 

人之 患在好 ^ 爲人 

師
1
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\ 

m 

9910 

R. 支 

See 師 

Even  Upper. 

0 币  the  curse  of  mankind  is  the 

desire  to  teach  one's  fellows. 

不 師可知  that  goes  without saying. 

相 知么叹1 師 to  teach  one  an- other. 

相 4 師  to  lead  the  blind. 
^  patterns  to  be  imitated, 一 

as-  wise  and  good  men. 

何常 師之有 why  should  he (Confucius)  have  a  fixed  pattern  ? 
一 of  virtue,  to  which  he  must 
conform,  being  himself  a  pattern. 

前事 不忘 ，狻 事之師 
by  not  forgetting  past  events, 

you  can  use  them  as  guides  in 
subsequent  events. 

0 币  the  private  secretaries  in 

a  yam《n、 generally  distributed 
under  three  departments,  viz, 

刑名 1啡1， 錢穀 taxes,  and 
書 啟  corresPondence， 徵此 

孩艮 墨  stamping  of  all  warrants 
and  authorisations  being  some¬ 
times  added,  thus  making  what 

are  called  the  四  ̂   four  mats. 

[The  law  secretaries  are  the  ju- 
ris-consults  of  the  officials  as  the 
Roman  lawyers  were  those  of 

the  people;  and  the  shih  yeh  of 

eacji  province  form  a  close  as- 
sociation,  into  which  no  one  can 

get  without  passing  through  a 
regular  apprenticeship.] 

課師  an  examiner. 
座  0 币  the  four  examiners  through 
whose  hands  finally  pass  the 
essays  of  candidates  for  the  3rd 

degree  in  Peking  and  for  the 
2nd  degree  in  the  provinces. 

房街 0  the  eighteen  examiners 
who  make  the  preliminary  in¬ 

spection  of  essays,  as  above.  See 

3440. 公 家律師  a  legal  adviser whose  duty  it  is  to  protect  the 

interests  of  poor  litigants,  free 
of  charge.  See  7548. 

師  AH、 自用  self-opinionated. 
^  the  fastening  of  a  leather 

girdle.  See  9050. 

A  tributary  of  the  river 

淮  Huai. 

W 

9911 

r •支 

F.  su, sat 

See0® 

A.  j/,  si 

Even  Upper. 

A  lion.  [Stands  picto- 

rially  for  師 9909  Preceptor 
of  the  Heir-Apparent, 

Grand  or  Junior  acc.  to  the 
size  of  the  lion.] 

牙師  PI  a  Hon’s  mouth. 

華 _ 已入 B 獅口  the 
Chinese  lamb  has  already  walked 

into  the  Japanese  lion's  mouth. 

狼 呀 L  the  roar  of  the  lion.  Used 
by  Buddhists  in  the  sense  of 

“preaching.”  Sanskrit:  simha- nada.  See  4022. 

獅子渣 纖截1 iQns  rolling  a ball  of  coloured  silk, — a  design 

on  porcelain. 

獅子國 Ceylon. 石 獅  a  stone  lion, 一 as  s^en  at entrance  gates. 

獅子狗  the  Hon  dog,  or  Pek- 
ing  pug. 

舞獅 or 耍獅子 tw。 men dressed  up  as  a  lion,  one  at  the 
head  and  the.  other  at  the  tail, 
like  a  hobby-horse. 

夢 騎獅子  to  dream  that  one is  riding  a  lion, 一 which  augurs 

speedy  rise  to  a  high  position. 

獅子 鼻 子  a  short  flat  nose. 

獅子鷹  screech-owl 

sunia). 

金 錢狼 S  a  lion  covered  with tinsel  cash, — given  as  a  wedding 

present. 

獅 驅瘡鬼  the  H。11  drives away  the  demon  of  fever, — al¬ 
luding  to  an  old  story  of  a  man, 

named  陸槪  Lu  Kai,  who  had 
his  fever  cured  by  the  picture 

of  a  Hon  which  was  pasted  out¬ 
side  his  bedroom  door. 

獅爲百 獸之長 ifhang、、 
the  lion  is  the  chief  of  all  beasts. 

獅像  large  lion-headed  masks, made  of  bamboo  and  paper,  and 

put  over  the  head  on  occasions 
when  certain  secret  societies  give 

public  exhibitions  of  their  skill in  the  use  of  weapons  (5^ 

名師像 )•  The  headman  alone wears  this  mask  and  is  called the 老祖. 
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See 師 

Even  Upper. 
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Sz. 

12  12 
sxxxzx 

p. 

See 思 

V.  j/,  s'i 
Even  Upper. 

寺 
9914 

fr 

99l5 R •真 

See  7,； 

Sinking 

A  floating  marine  plant, 
with  edible  seeds. 

A  spiral  shell.  See  7289. 

_ 蚶  the  Arcay  Pecten^  and 
other  scallop  ribbed  shells. 

See  10,295. 

To  attend  upon；  to  wait 

upon.  See  1 2,856  {yang^). 

服侍 侍奉 w 侍候 
to  wait  upon. 

侍從 僕侍  attend¬ ants;  servants. 

侍臣  officials  in  attendance. 

侍女。 r  # 妾。 r 侍婢 
waiting-maids. 

侍立 侍側  to  be  in  at¬ tendance  upon. 

侍親  to  attend  on  one’s  parents. 

親侍  to  wait  on  in  person. 

常侍。 r 中常侍 w 內侍 
a  eunuch. 

侍生  elders；  seniors. 

侍郧  a  Vice  President  of  one 
of  the  Six  Boards. 

門 下侍郧  a  Lord-in-waiting 

侍衛  the  Imperial  Body-Guard 

侍御  the  literary  designation  of 
a 御史  Censor.  See  3645. 

侍 講學士  an  Expositor  of 
the  Han-lin  College. 

1  寺  a  sub-Expositor,  as  above 

侍 讀學士  a  Reader  of  the 
Han-lin  College.  See  4839. 

< 寺^ §  a  sub-Reader  as  above. 

99^
 

R •紙 

C.  SchH.shi^ 

H.  shi^ 
F.  sei 主 
W.  zz、 dz: N.  zz P.  shf 

Y. 卜？
 Sz.  shi) 

K.  si •  shi,  dji 

工 
Rising 

Irregular. 

9917 

R 紙 

See 止 

A.  f'i 

Rising  Upper, 

To  rely  upon  ；  to  trust  to. 

倚恃。 r 恃藉 ot 仗恃 

or  休  to  rely  upon. 

恃强。 r 恃力。 r 恃着 

有力 or •恃蠻 to  rely  on one’s  strength. 

恃勢 t。  rely  on  one’s  position and  influence. 

恃財  to  rely  on  one’s  wealth. 
^  trusting  to  their  numbers. 

恃寵 t。  presume  on  being  a favourite. 

恃衿  to  presume  on  one’s  cloth, — of  graduates. 

_  *恃  self-confident.
 

恃刁。 r 恃橫 t。 rely  on violence. 

失恃  to  lose  a  parent, 一 gener¬ ally  a  mother.  See  4969. 

嚴恃  a  father. 

慈恃  a  mother. 
恃 有手足  he  has  brothers  to rely  upon。 

彼 有恃而 不恐 he  has some  one  to  back  him  up,  and 

consequently  is  not  afraid. 

不足恃  not  strong  enough  to be  relied  upon. 

詩1
 

9918 

R. 支 

See 月 

Even  Upper. 

An  islet  in  a  river;  an 

eyot. 

Poetry  ；  lyric  poetry,  as 
distinguished  from  賦 3748, 

歌  6046,  and  辭  12,402. 
Its  three  canons  as  taught 
to  beginners,  are  顯淺典 

lucidity,  simplicity,  and  cor¬ 
rectness  of  diction.  In  mo¬ 

dern  lyric  poetry,  all  mea¬ 
sures  from  four  to  eleven 

characters  in  a  column  are 

to  be  found,  and  pieces 

varying  in  length  from  a 
couplet  to  a  hundred  lines  ； 

m 

9918 

but  what  may  be  call 
orthodox  lyric  poetry  da^ 

from  the  7th  century,  a 

is  subject  to  the  followi 

(among  other)  conditions: 
Only  measures  ot  five  ( 

!3,025,  i3,258)  or  sev 
characters  to  the  line  m 

be  employed.  In  the  forn 

case,  all  the  even  lir 

rhyme  ；  in  the  latter, 
first  line  rhymes  too,  1 

rhyming  character  being 

ways  in  the  “even”  to See  絶 3213, 律 7548, 

i584, 言  13.025, 迴 5】 

酒 35。6. 

在心 爲志發 W 爲 
that  which  is  emotion  whih 

the  heart,  when  expressed words  is  poetry. 

詩以言 志  poetry,  in  orde 
express  one’s  feelings. 

詩 不關理  poefry  knowsj 
law. 

古人 爲詩， 貴于意 

言外 ，使 人思而 

之  the  men  of  old  reckon to  be  the  highest  excellenc 

their  poetry  that  the  mea 
should  lie  beyond  the  words, 
their  readers  should  have  to  t 
it  out. 

古 詩  ancient  poetry,  used term  to  designate  the  poem 

the  old  masters,  in  which 
modern  rules  of  prosody  an 

strictly  observed. 

打油詩  doggerel, — from 
name  —— Ta  Yu  —  of  a  man 

wrote  an  absurd  stanza  on  s 

無聲詩  a  wordless  poerrl 
picture. 作 詩最難 得起句 

聯  in  composing  poetry difficulty  is  with  the  opening 
with  the  connecting  lines. 

the  Canon  of  Poetr 

Book  of  Odes、 — a  collectic 
irregular  lyrics  of  ancient  C 
said  to  have  been  collectec 

arranged  by  Confucius. 

念過詩 經會說 t 
who  has  learnt  the  Odes  k 
how  to  talk. 
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r 
>0T9 

i  Upper. 

)920 

Z1! 

aking 
owe”. 

詩書  the  Book  of  Odes  and  the  I 
Canon  of  History ;  literature. 

詩 詞咖賦  poetry  in  general. 

‘人。 1 •詩家 w 詩才 
- •詩老 a  poet. 

詩 人老去 騖鶯在 心 
poet  has  gone  long  ago  but  Ying- 

ying  (his  creation)  remains. 

詩酒  verses  and  wine. 

詩 文  poems  and  essays. 

五曹詩  verses  with  five  cha¬ 
racters  to  a  line  or  column. 

— 1  首 詩  a  stanza. 

作 詩  to  make  poetry. 

和  如 4 詩  to  compose  verses  to  a| 
given  rhyme, — as  is  often  done 
for  amusement  among  friends. 

詩  to  indite  an  ode. 
能 詩  could  write  poetry. 

詩 會 詩壇 文社： 
club,  the  member》 of  which  meet 

to  compose  poetry  and  essays. 

詩 W  a  mine  of  poetry -  .said  of  I 

高仁铬  Kao  Ten-yii. 
詩品  critiques  on  poetry. 

A  small  fief  in  the  齊 

Ch‘i  State,  now  季陽縣 
Chli-yang  Hsien  in  Shan¬ tung. 

時2
 

992i 

K.si 

]-dji A.  v.  tkoi 
Even  Lower. 

A  eunuch. 

Time;  season ；  the  hour； 

opportunity  ；  the  age  or 
generation  ；  the  world. 

時無 止  t[me  is  without  end. 

靡時  to  waste  time. 

時間  time  in  the  abstract. 

時候。 r 時分  f^n  4)  a  time;  | 
a  period. 

unceas- 

是時候  at  the  proper  time. 

是 時候了  it  is  high  time； now’s  the  time. 

那 時候兒  then  •…； in  that case. 

你還得 w3 走 個時候 
it  will  still  take  }  011  some 

time  to  get  there. 

老時候  n  old  times. 
時 分 //«* 已過  he  time  has 
already  par  sed. 

至二 更時分  when  it  was about  the  second  watch. 

時 代略 可窺尋 the  date (of  this  poem)  can  be  approxi¬ 
mately  fixed. 

按 其時代 i  chronological order. 

時刻  time；  always ;  continually. 

I 時家  a  time；  the  time  of . . .  ing,l or  time  when. 

時節。 r 時令  a  season. 

哭 無時節  he  wept 
ingly. 

時 令不好  a  bad  season, 一 fori weather,  disease,  etc. 

時令病 w 時额  a  disease! incident  to  the  season, 一 cholera, malarial  fever,  etc. 

正是 時序易 遷 it  was  just at  the  change  of  season. 

時雨  seasonable  rain. 
時鮮  of  or  belonging  to  thej 
season, — as  flowers. 

時典 or 時尙  in  vogue ;  the| fashion. 

時樣 or 時道  fashion  of  thej 
day  or  season. 

衣服 狠時道  your  clothesl are  very  suitable. 

時勢。 i •時光  state  of  affairs; existing  circumstances;  signs  of 
the  times. 

十二 1  時  the  twelve  2-hour periods  into  which  the  day  and 

night  are  divided,  as  distinguish¬ 

ed  by  the  Twelve  Branches 
(Tables  Vd.). 

時辰 a  twelfth  part  of  a  day;| 
a  period  of  two  hours. 

時辰香  joss-stick  arranged  to  I mark  the  hours  as  it  burns  away. 

時 ，
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時辰表  a  watch. 

時辰鵲  a  canary. 

中時  noon. 
時運  luck;  fortune. 先時  on  a  previous  occasion ;  | 
formerly. 

昔時。 i •古時  anciently；  ofl 
old. 

時常  often ;  incessantly. 

時不常  occasionally  ；  seldom.! 
時時  often ;  from  time  to  time.  I 

時 作時止  intermittent. 時有  there  are  constantly . . . 
時  was  over  and  over  again  … 

届時  at  the  appointed  time. 

當時。 r 爾時  at  that  time,  j 

貨 賣當時 sell  goods  ii in  sea- 1 son. 

卽 時就去  go  at  once. 
幾時。 r 何時  at  what  time?! 
when? 

昨腕 十時後 last  night,  j 
after  10.30  p.m. 

隨時  as  the  occasion  presents! 
itself;  whenever  necessary. 

時 不得已  at  times  there  was! no  help  for  it, — and  he  had  to  etc. 

時値  the  season  (or  date) 
being  •… 

約有 雨小時  after  a  shortj 

time,  •… 

一 1 時。 r  — •時 半會 on 
the  spur  of  the  moment;  at  once； 
in  a  very  short  time. 

"" *  時沒法  for  the  moment  he was  done, .... 

一 時就要  [ want  it  at  once. ! 
一時不 及  could  not  get  there  I 
in  time, — as  when  failing  to  ac-[ 
complish  something,  upon  a  sud¬ 

den  emergency,  for  want  of  time. 

不一時  in  no  time;  a  little  I while. 

彼 一 ■時， 哗 一 時  that  wasl one  time,  this  is  another  time,| — times  have  changed. 

明 達時局  thoroughly  under- 1 standing  present  conditions. 

不時  unexpectedly；  unseason- 1 

ably. 
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天 氣不時 unseasonable weather
.  

I 

不時 不食  if  not  at  the  pro- 
per  time,  (Confucius)  would  not 
eat, — of  food  out  of  season.  ; 

我有 斗酒藏 之久矣 

以待 子不時 之需1 have  a  measure  of  wine  which 
I  have  had  stored  for  some  time 

against  your  wanting  it. 

可供不 時之用 “against  a 
rainy  day.” 

[Jtj  時  the  four  seasons. 

天 時人事 兩相催 & 
seasons  of  heaven  and  the  affairs 

of  men  alike  urge  us  on. 

^  it  is  late. 

時關 時安  the  blessings 
(i.e.  the  compliments)  of  the •  season. 

時乖。 r 時衰 untoward. 
得：時  to  hit  off  the  right  moment. 

掲5 時者  _  he  who  hits  off  the favourable  time,  succeeds. 

人 在得時 的時候 ，說 
怎 麽樣就 怎麽樣 
when  a  man  is  in  favour  (with 
the  powers  that  be),  whatever  he 
says,  is  law. 

失 時  to  miss  one’s  opportunity. 

時者*  "tT  he  who  misses  the 
favourable  time,  fails. 

無劝 於時。 f  no  use  to  one’s generation. 

•時  not  in  accordance  with 
the  times. 

時事  news  of  the  day. 

時 事多艱 the  times  are critical. 

不 達時務  t。 have  no  know¬ 
ledge  of  the  world. 

誤爲時 網牽1 . have  be- 
•come  wrongly  entangled  in  the 
snares  of  this  world, — instead  of 
attending  to  the  next. 

時來， 誰不來 ，時不 

來 ，誰來  when  fort’.ne 
smiles,  who  doesn^t?  when  for¬ 
tune  doesn’t,  who  does? 

帝爲 太子時 when  the 
Emperor  was  Heir  Apparent. 

因時制 宜  t。 act  in  accord¬ ance  with  the  times. 

時
1
 

9921 

m
l
 

9922 

R. 圭 

See 時 

Even  Lower. 

w 

9923 

R. 支 

See 時 

Even  Lower. 

w 

9924 

R •支 

See 時 

Even  Lower. 

蔣 

9925 

K •支寘 

W.  -dz 

^ 時是 

A.  tH 
Even  and 
Sinking 

Lower. 

鰣
 2 

9926 

R •支 

H.  UhH 

See 時 

Even  Lower. 

塒 

9927 

時乎 不再來 time  never comes  back. 

時 憲 書  an  Imperial  almanac. 

時 其 亡 也  watched  for  a  time when  he  was  not  at  home. 

A  hen-roost. 

Erect  ；  lofty. 

jjl  to  put  up, — as  a  flagstaff. 

若松補  like  a  tall  straight  fir. 

A  small  stream  in  Shan¬ 
tung. 

To  plant  ；  to  erect,  as 

a  pole. 

宜 .横 •  to  plant  trees.
 

其李  coriander  seed ;  cumin seed.  From  the  Persian  zila  or 
zira.  Sanskrit :  jira. 

The  season  fish,  or  samli 

{Alosa  Reeve  sit)  ̂  a  member 

of  the  Clupeidce  nearly  allied 

to  the  shad,  of  fine  flavour 

but  full  of  pitchfork  bones. 
The  name  is  derived  from 

the  periodical  appearance 

of  this  fish,  which  enters 

the  rivers  in  May  and  re¬ 

turns  to  the  sea  in  Sep¬ 
tember. 

Same  as  9917. 

識 

9928 

R. 威寘 

C.  shtk 

H.  shit 
F.  seik 

W.  si 
N.  sih 

P.  ishi 
M: 
Y. sheh 

Sz.  shi 

K.  sik 

J.  shoku、 shiki 

A.  t、ik 

Entering 

Upper. 

To  know  ；  to  be 

quainted  with  •’  to  unc 

stand  ；  to  be  a  connoisse 
see  5013. 

不 識有諸 I  d。 not  knc 
it  is  so  or  not. 

認識 Q1 ■相識 tobeacqu; ed, — as  friends. 

舊相識 an  ol(i 

似 曾相識 友歸來 
an  old  friend  returning, — swallow  in  spring. 

面  to  know  (a  person' sight. 

熟  to  be  intimately  acquaii with. 

識字 w 識某 文_。。! characters ;  to  be  able  to 】 

义  丁  ii,2  53. 

不可  not  decipherab- 
as  an  inscription. 

貨  to  know  (the  qualit; 

goods. 令 其別識 bidding  hin 
cide  on  their  merits, -of  picl 

acquainted  with  the 
of  etiquette. 

識破 ot 識透 t。 kn。， 
about;  to  see  through.  ; 

聖 人不去 天地去 
the  divinely-wise  man  r(i 
not  the  phenomena  of  the 
verse  but  he  rejects  knowl 
— which  he  obtains  throug 
senses. 

多聞識 of  wide  informjj 

見識 過人。 f  mwe  1 
ledge  or  experience  than  ir 
general.  See  1671. 

有見識 i a  _ ( 

sense . ；  any  fool . : 

^  _  perverted  wisd
om,— 

one  who  has  gone  astray  丨 

the  true  p^th  and  beco:! schismatic. 

六  the  six  vijnarias  or  ； nels  of  consciousness, — th( 
ear,  nose,  tongue,  body；； mind. 

不 識不知 withQUt 
conscious, — of  what  one  c 

知識之 難開通 1 

於婦女 iUs  mMe  di 
to  clear  the  intelligence  ofw 

than  of  any  other  persons 



N.  sz P.  shi 
M.  sz 

Y、sz 
Sz.  shi 

K.si 

J.  shi 

A.  tH Even  and 

Sinking 

Upper. 

SJE3CIKC 

To  expand;  to  exhibit ； 

to  set,  as  a  trap；  to  be¬ 

have  to.  To  give；  to  be¬ 

stow；  to  grant. 

施展 ％ 施張  to  expand;  to spread  out；  to  display. 

施擺  to  make  a  show;  to  “put 

on  side.” 

施 于中林  set  in  the  middle of  the  forest, — of  rabbit-nets. 

彼 亦無所 施其計 ^ that  case,  the  other  would  not 
have  been  able  to  set  this  trap 
for  him. 

己 所不欲 ，勿 施於人 
what  you  do  not  wish  done  to 

yourself,  do  not  unto  others. 

施諸己 而不願 ，亦勿 

施于人  another  fornx  of  the 
above. 

若本 道施之 if  I. Taot‘ai， were  to  treat  you  thus,.... 

上 施之下  (the  phraseology employed  by)  superiors  towards inferiors. 

hao、  施  charitable ;  fond  of 

giving. 

輕 財重施  caring  little  fori 
money  and  fond  of  giving  it  away. 

施主  ddnapati, 一 a  title  given  I to  all  who  support  Buddhism 

by  acts  of  charity. 

施濟 。> ■施 捨。1 ■施佈 t。 
give  alms. 

施恩  to  show  kindness.  丨 
施勞  to  make  a  display  ofl meritorious  deeds.  :; 

施與  to  bestow.  ( 

施脂  to  use  rouge,  etc. 口 ,365. 

施乐  to  use  vermilion  for  the  I 
lips. 

施工  to  labour;  to  employ  I 
labour. 

大 施寧手  to  make  a  great | exhibition  of  fisticuffs, 一 to  have 
a  free  fight. 

^  to  extend  relief;  to  save. 

施醫  to  give  medical  attendance.  I 

施禮  to  perform  ceremonies, —  I as  when  receiving  guests,  etc. 

施洗  to  baptise.- 

1 2 1 

1.40 

9928 

r 
929 

先物行 先理動 ，之謂 

前識  to  be  beforehand  with 
things  and  principles  in  being 
acted  upon  by  them,  this  is  to 
foreknow.  See  1737. 

不識敬  not  to  recognise 
respect, 一 to  treat  coldly  the 
advances  of  another. 

識荆 w  2157. 

Read  chik、 •  To  remem¬ 

ber；  to  record.  Used  with 

誌  1922.  Embossed,  as 
an  inscription ；  see  6385. 

三 爵不識  after  three  cups 
(of  wine),  you  lose  your  memory. 

汝頗 ★所 識否 d。 you 
remember  anything  about  it? 

謹識 t。  respectfully  record, - 
especially  used  at  the  end  of 
prefaces. 

神 識衰耗  my  faculties  are 
decaying. 

醒 而識之  on  waking,  she 
recalled  it, — her  dream. 

余心 識之  I  took  a  mental 
note, 一 of  what  had  occurred. 

不怕千 人看， 只怕一 
人識  it  is  not  so  bad  that  a 
thousand  men  should  see,  as  that 

a  single  man  should  remember, 

一 e.g.  one’s  evil  deeds. 
識文  inscriptions, — as  on  bells 
and  tripods. 

識 謂陽字 means  male 
characters, — cut  in  rilievo;  see 

Ms. 

古 器識居 內而凹  in  old 
bronzes  the  chih  is  inside  and 

in  intaglio. 

陽轉 决非古 物也 出- 
scriptions  in  rilievo  are  a  sure 

sign  that  the  articles  are  not 
antiques. 

陰  _  難鑄  inscriptions  in 
intaglio  are  difficult  to  cast. 

A  louse  ；  parasites  of  va¬ 

rious  kinds.  Also  read  se^. 

虱子  or  人風  a  louse. 

_ 風子 or 把虱 to  feel  for lice. 

抓虱子  to  catch  lice. 

9929 

P.  csh  'i 

M.se 

Y.seh 

Sz.  se 
K.  sil 

J.  shitsz、 s  hie  hi A.  sat 
Entering 

Upper. 

蝨 

9930 

弛5
 

993i 

R •支紙 

寘 
C.  cA%  ichH 
H.  W 

F.  cchHe 

W.  cszy  idz^  ix 

N.  CS2^  Qsz P.  Cch、.i、 

Ssh'i 

M.  Lts^z 
Y.  U,  P 

K.  si^  v.  i 

J.  shi 

A. 

Irregular. 

R. 

W 

9932 
支 

See 移 

Even  Lower. 

m 

9933 

針虱 or 破風 or 掐風 to crack  lice. 

一遇虱 大的事  on  meet¬ 
ing  a  no-bigger-than-a-louse  mat- 
ter, 一 ^  the  slightest  difficulty 
or  trouble. 

木風  bed-bugs. 

沙虱  sand-bugs. 

懸 虱于牖  to  hang  up  a  louse at  the  window, — as  紀昌 CM 

Ch‘ang  did,  to  improve  his 
archery  by  gazing  at  the  louse 

until  it  seemed  as  big  as  a  bull’s- 

eye. 
禿子 腦袋上 的虱子 

(as  obvious  as)  the  lice  on  a 

bald  man’s  head. 

Same  as  9929. 

To  unstring  a  bow；  to 

relax;  to  do  away  with. 

解  hsieh^  弛。 r  弛放  t。 loosen; to  let  go. 

弛力  to  relax  one’s  strength ;  to become  remiss. 

弛禁  to  relax  or  rescind  a  pro¬ hibition. 

規 模日弛  the  rules  and  re¬ gulations  become  daily  more  and 
more  lax. 

廢弛  worn  out;  useless;  obso lete. 

弛 兵而過  drew  off  his  sol diers  and  passed  by. 

To  drag  along, 

read  P. 

Also 

析 薪祂矣  he  cut  up  faggots and  dragged  them  after  him. 

才也 徙 桑梓 t0  move;  to  change one’s  residence. 

Same  as  9980. 
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9934 

m 

9935 R •文 

See 施 

Even  Uppev*. 

w 

9936 
R. 支 

See 施 

Even  Upper. 

溼 
9937 

施行  to  grant  the  request,  (e.g.) 
contained  in  a  petition;  to  act 

accordingly;  to  put  into  oper¬ 
ation. 

碍難施 行之條 imPrac 
ticable  clauses. 

施爲大  extravagant, -in  dress, 
mode  of  living,  and  general  ex¬ 

penditure. 

施放  to  discharge, — as  a  gun. 

施放連 環棑檜  volley¬ firing. 

施施 從外來 he  came 
jauntily  in. 

Read  t4,  or  P.  To  ex¬ 
tend  to. 

施 于中谷  extending  to  the 
middle  of  the  valley. 

施 從頁人 之所之 Pri- 
vately  following  her  husband 
wherever  he  went. 

A  bamboo  clothes-horse. 

Coarse  thread :  a  com¬ 

mon  kind  of  .  sarcenet  with 

a  silk  warp  and  a  hempen 
woof. 

Same  as  9938. 

Name  of  a  river.  Damp； 
moist,  in  which  sense  9937 
is  the  correct  but  less  used 
form. 

潮濕 damp. 

發濕  to  be  damp. 

濕氣  damp  air. 

濕地  damp  ground. 

^  wet  through. 

義的 眼淚濕 透了枕 
頭  my  tears  have  soaked  the 
pillow  through. 

螫 
9939 

是‘
 

9940 

R •寘紙 

C.  shi 
H.  shi 
F.  sei^  si 

N.  zz 
P.  shi 
M.  sz 

Y.  sz 
9.z.  ski'sz 

K.si 

J.  shi 

A.  H 
Sinking 

Lower. 

I2l6 
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9938 

-as 

See 

管濕  dark  and  damp, cellar. 

濕 生 虫  a  wood-louse. 
9865. 

濕潤  to  moisten;  to  benefit 

冷露 濕桂花 the  cdd  dew moistens  the  cassia  flower. 

、濕 禮  moist  presents, — eatables； not  money. 

濕熱  damp  heat; 
humour  produced  by  eating  too 
much  farinaceous  food. 

濕不了  it  won’t  or  can’t  get 

vicious 

wet. 

用凉 水濕衣  he  took  some cold  water  and  damped  his 
clothes. 

See  545. 

To  exist,  as  the  subject 

of  some  predicate,  as  dis¬ 
tinct  from  在  1 1,481  (cf. 

ser  and  estar  in  Spanish). 

To  be；  is；  are,  as  opposed 

to 否 3596  and  不 9456- 
Right  {see  10,049),  as  op¬ 
posed  to  非  wrong,  3459. 

Positive,  as  opposed  to 非 

negative.  Absolute,  as  op¬ 

posed  to  relative.  This ; 

that  ；  which. 

是的。 1 ■是了  u  is  s。；  yes. 
不是  it  is  not  so.  See  below. 

是不是  isn’t  it  so? 
是不 是兒的 n。 matter what  happens;  for  ever . 

是否  is  it  or  is  it  not?  whether it  is  so  or  not, . 

是爲 & 是 他作的  it  is  his  doing. 

所 供是實  the  above  depo¬ sition  is  the  truth. 

你是誰  wh。 are  y°u? 

i 眞的是 假的麽 isit genuine  or  false  ? 

垣 凡是僧  whether  he  is  a layman  or  a  priest, . 

是‘
 

9940 

米是米 ，飯 是飯〃 《'3 

fanK  are  quite  different， 一 first  being  rice  as  grain, 

second,  cooked  rice.  Com 
“East  is  east,  and  west  is  we 

See  5462. 

上言一 物所化 ，此 

魚是魚 烏是鳥 & we  have  one  creature  chan 

into  another  (t.e.  fish  into  a  bi 
but  here,  the  fish  and  the  1 

are  separate  creatures. 

非是  it  is  not  so;  it  is  wrc 

未 嘗非是 (the  above)is 

wrong. 

是非 &  and  is  not;  right 
wrong ;  positive  and  negat 
Also,  therefore ;  if  not. 

不知是 _  1  do  not  kl 
whether  it  is  so  or  not. 

是 _ 裔 (or 坑  a  pit)  a 
of  rights  and  wrongs, -the  wc 

是非塲  a  situation  in  wl| 
it  is  impossible  to  give  Si faction. 

閙一 殤是非  to  get  int( 
kinds  of  trouble. 

是 非以古 事見意 

attribute  a  person’s  mistake some  other  than  the  real  ca 

論人是 _  to  talk  about  0 ; 
persons’  failings. 

竑是非 的冬。 ne  w
h0 up  trouble;  a  mischief- mak( 

來是 是非人 ，去是 

非者  when  he  comes 
speaks  ill  of  others,  and  w 

he  goes  away,  he  speaks  il those  to  whom  he  has  just  t 

maligning  others. 

來 說是非 者便是 

非人  he  who  tattles  al| the  wrong-doing  of  others  is 

wrong-doer  himself. 

還他一 個是非 
him, 一 in  argument. 

是非本 無定在 p°si and  negative  (or  right  and  wr< 

have  no  fixed  positions, 一 1 

are  called  into  existence  as  5 in  the  mind  of  man. 

凡物各 有是非 dlth 
have  their  positives  and  n 
tives, -depending  upon  tae  p of  view. 

似 是而非  it  appears  t(j right,  but  is  wrong, 一 of  an  a 
ment. 
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是 
9940 

物 是人非  things  remain  but 
of  places  with men  do  not, - 

associations. 

是 古非今  to  extol  the  past 
and  abuse  the  present. 

無 是無非  for  no  reason  at 
all. 

是 己非人  to  consider  01 
sel:  right  and  others  wrong.  See 

3459. 

不是  it  is  not;  (pul  shih)  a 
fault.  See  8809,  9456. 

璋個畢 你的 不是 this 
is  yours,  isn’t  it? 

這是你 的不是 this  is  a11 
your  fault. 

—人 的不是 to  take  the 
blame  for  the  faults  of  others. 

只 說是自 家不是 
merely  said  it  was  his  own  fault 

么 a  universally-accepted 
standard  of  right. 

自 以爲是  they  think  them¬ 
selves  right.  See  12,365. 

纔是  a  final  phrase  =  it  will 
thus  be  all  right. 

你也 要在家 看他的 

是  you  will  have  to  stay  at 
home  and  watch  her. 

這話也 說得是 what  y。11 
say  is  also  right. 

各是 其所是  every  one 
claims  his  own  standard  of  right 
to  be  the  standard. 

孔 子是之  Confucius  ap¬ 
proved. 

言大 曹小皆 無是處 
it  is  impossible  to  speak  of  great 

and  small,  absolutely,  一  apart 
from  comparison ;  i.e.  they  are 
relative  terms. 

是日  that  day ;  on  that  very  day. 

自 是之後  henceforward , 

是 故。 r 是以  therefore ; 
whereby. 

如是。 r 若是 thus. 
是知  thus  we  know  that  •… 

古 _ 無是也  ancient  poet¬ 
ry  is  never  thus,—//,  as  des¬ 
cribed  above. 

是也  a  final  and  emphatic  phrase 
= and  that’s  the  fact.  It  often 
follows  an  illustrative  sentence, 

in  the  sense  of  “for  instance, n 
wsuch  is  what  is  intended.’’ 

是 

9940 

匙
 2 

994i 

R. 支 

C.  chH、shi 

H.  ch'shi 

F.  sie 

W.  zi 
N.  zz 

P.  sh’i、 ch、’i 

M.  ts^z 

Y.  ts'-z 

Sz.  ch、’i 

IC.  si 

J.  s hi 
A.  hsi 
Even  Lower. 

% 

9942 
w 

9943 

R •職 

C.  chik 

F.  sik 

P.  uhi、 shi) 
M.  ts^ 

K.  sik 

J.  shoku、 djiki 
A.  tHk Entering 

Lower. 

w 
9944 

R 紙 
See 是 

Rising  Lower. 

9945 

R 紙 

M.  UH 

切 •三 zz 

Se<; 示是 

Rising  Lower. 

之道— 字是也 as  in  the case  of  such  words  as  chih  and 
tao. 

是幸  for  which  I  shall  be  much 
obliged. 

是奏。 r 是 爲至要  which 
is  very  important. 

是 所至禱  which  is  my  earn nest  request. 

是地士 ，他就 去 if  there were  a  place,  he  would  go  to  it, 
一 he  would  go  to  any  place. 

A  spoon.  A  key.  Also 

read  chHh^.  5^ 输  1 2,961. 

羹匙  a  soup-spoon. 
一" *  碗雙是 ̂   two  spoons  to  each bowl. 

門匙  a  door-key. 
to  turn  a  key. 

金 匙開領  a  golden  key  to open  the  lock, — of  the  Imperial 
wardrobe. 

Same  as  9947. 

Clear  water. 

正谁  upright  and  pure-souled. 

Handsomely  dressed. 

To  judge；  to  consider. 
Used  with  9940. 

先王 顴譟天 之明命 
the  late  king  took  careful  note 
of  the  luminous  will  of  God. 

鍉 

9946 

實 k
 

9947 

R •質 

C.  shet 

H.  shit 
F.  seik 

W.  zai 
N.jeA 

P.  SsA'i 

M.  sz 

Y. 遍、 sVi 

Sz.  shi 
K.  sil 

J.  djitsz 

A.  iHet 
Entering 

Lower. 

Same  as  9941. 

Solid,  as  opposed  to 虚 

47ii  and  空 6595  (q.v.); 

substantial；  full ；  hard ； 

hence,  small  hard  fruits  ； 

see  7333.  To  fill.  Real, 
as  opposed  to 名 7940; 

reality 卜  as  opposed  to 相 

hsiang、  4249  ；  actuality. 
Genuine  [see  6783)；  true； 

verily  ；  truly  ；  see  9940.  A 

worked  factor,  either  mul¬ 

tiplicand  or  dividend.  See 

3366 - 
觸 實不核 (= 礙） matter 
offered  no  resistance  to  him. 

實女 a  woman  with  a  closed vagina.  See  9964. 

沙 土不實 ，築 起便倒 
the  sand  would  not  bind,  but 
fell  as  fast  as  it  was  built  up. 

實地  See  10,956.  j 

親登而 踐實之 ㈣ up himself  and  trod  the  stack  down 

tight. 一時爲 隹句， 日久遂 

爲故實  an  elegant  passage which  in  time  crystallises  into 
a  household  word. 

實 卩  to  fill  the  mouth, — of  a corpse  with  rice,  tea,  and  incense. 

予恐 來世以 貽爲口 

實  I  fear  that  in  future  ages  I 
shall  only  be  something  for 

people  to  fill  their  mouths  with, 
—— i.e.  by  abuse  of  me. 

以 杜口實  to  stop  people’s! mouths;  to  prevent  talk  about 
anything. 

實數  the  full  number.  | 

實以  草  filled  them  with 
wood  and  grass. 

實 以藥彈  loaded  it  with! powder  and  shot. 

以金實 之滿焉 Med  U full  of  silver. 

徙 富弓實 岑京㈣ Em- 
peror  氷樂  Yung-lo)  moved  J 

rich  people  to  fill  up  Peking, 一 
on  the  establishment  of  the  Court 

in  that  semi- deserted  region. 

153 
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實5
 

9947 

結實  to  form  fruit.  Also,  strong; 
firm;  tight ;  see  1470. 

草 木果實  plants,  trees,  and fruits. 

一實有 數百枚 in  cne 
fruit  there  are  several  hundred 

pips. 

飢 吞木實  when  hungry,  he 
ate  berries. 

軍 實  military  stores. 

有其名 無其實 the”  is 
the  name  but  not  the  reality, — 
it  is  all  sham  and  pretence. 

名者實 之富也  reputation 
is  but、 the  guest  of  reality, —— i.e. 
something  which  comes  and  goes 

and  is  not  permanent. 

名 實相符  reputation  and 
reality  in  mutual  proportion. 

實字!  4711. 
實價。 r 實估 之價 伽 
I  true  value. 

實境  {see  2167)  the  real  thing. 

其震 f  — *  也^  they  are  actually 
one  and  the  same  thing, — under 
different  names. 

其 實論之  the  real  trat1:  is that  •… 

其實于 之文契 、具在 
the  truth  being  (as  opposed  to 

another  statement)  that  Yii’s 
title-deeds  were  all  in  existence. 

聽 聞其實  listen  to  the  real 
truth,  or  the  actual  facts. 

實事。 > :實情  the  real  facts. 

實 事求是  by  verification  of 
facts  to  aim  at  the  right. 

汝奚 以實之  how  do  you 
prove  that? 

素 無實政  not  conscientious 
in  administration  of  government. 

實存  the  real  balance  \  the  net 
total. 

實重  the  real  weight. 

實據  actual  proof, — as  docu¬ 
mentary  evidence. 

據實。 > •照實  in  accordance 
with  truth.  The  latter  also  means 

to  accept  a  bill. 

究其實  to  make  a  careful 
examination;  to  go  carefully  into. 

實心  sincerely;  bond  fide. 

實心 、實意 的 far  the  express 
purpose. 

實 
9947 

9948 

r. 霽 

P.  sh’i、 csh'i 
Y. 

S 沈礎 

Sinking 

Lower. 

9949 

R. : 
C. shai 

H. 三 chH 

F.  sie^  v.  cti 

2夂 

雄 
1 

3K 

實在  really;  truly. 
實  official  receipts. 

實任。 r 實缺 &  substantive 
appointment. 

不 肯實吐  would  not  tell  the truth. 

實打實  really  and  truly. 

實貝 |J  有損  in  reality  there  is 
a  loss. 

實爲公 便  truly  both  just  and expedient. 

着實無 禮 he  is  really to。 unceremonious. 

在墙 上着實 撞了一 
頭  butted  with  his  head  full 
tilt  against  the  wall. 

實屬 實 係。 r 實爲 

or  實箅  really  is  or  belongs 
to « •  •  • 

實力  energetically. 實 has  really  … there  really 
is  • ， •  • 

實荷  (hox)  truly  grateful  for. 
胃胃  real  use  or  advantage. 

誠 實  truthful;  genuine. 

胃^ 1  the  truth. 

說話 總要實 _  always 
speak  the  truth. 

實 端出來 t。 say ⑽ the truth ;  to  tell  one  fairly  and 

squarely. 

Iff  貝占  to  post  up, 一 as  a  proclam¬ 
ation. 

實东錢  Japanese  cash. 
To  divine  by  stalks  of 

plants,  as  opposed  to  |、 

9476， which  is  by  the  tor 
toise-shell. 

错 人  a  fortune-teller. 

星 楚  an  astrologer. 
盤 仕  to  be  appointed  by  lot to  an  official  post. 

噬1
 

To  bite；  to  gnaw, 

initial  particle. 

An 

若不 早圖狻 君噬齊 
if  we  are  not  in  time  with  our 

plans,  afterwards  your  Highness 
will  bite  off  your  musk-bag  (like 

噬1
 

w.； 

N.j 

9949 

P.  sh’i、 csA  i 

M.  sz 

Y.  jz Sz.  shi 

K.se 

J.  j，/,  zei 

A.  t%fe Sinking 

Lower. 

.4： 

995° 

R. 紙 

C.  chH 

H. 么 chH 

F.  chH 

W.sz 
N.  sz 

P.  sh'i 

M.  sz 

Y.  sz 

Sz.  shi 
K.si 

J.  shi 

A.  H 

Rising  Upper. 

the  civet  cat), — but  it  will  be  too 
late.  See  9794. 

啜 膽何及 h()w  can  y°u  bite your  navel? — the  thing  is  im¬ 
possible.  [This  is  the  popular 
but  incorrect  usage.] 

吁嗟 乎噬臍 作養蒙 
how  impossible,  alas!  it  is 

to  frame  a  ceremonial  in  edu¬ 

cation. 

情虛反  t^to  act  on  theoffen sive  when  wanting  in  one’s  de 
fence, — of  a  person  who,  having 
wronged  another,  instead  of  try 

ing  to  defend  himself,  acts  aj 
above. 

噬蟲善 食人心  the  shii\ 
chhtng  (worm)  eats  peopled 
hearts. 

A  dart;  an  arrow ；  tc 

aim  at.  To  take  an  oath 

To  marshal  ；  to  display； 

Radical  111.  See  10,508 

When  used  as  a  verb,  reac shih\  〆 

發一矢  to  discharge  an  arrovl 矢在 弦上不 得不發 
when  the  arrow  is  on  the  strin 

it  must  be  discharged, — said  b 
Ch4en  Lin  to  Ts‘ao  Ts‘ao  in  rf 
ference  to  strong  language  us 
to  Yuan  Shao. 

— ■矢 之地  a  b°w-shot； 
short  distance. 

流矢  a  stray  arrow. 
矢直  straight  as  an  arrow. 

身 貫百矢  his  body  pierce 
with  a  hundred  arrows. 

矢石  to  throw  stones;  archer; 
and  slinging. 

濟 弱扶傾 ，矢 心已夕 to  succour  the  weak  and  raise  th 

fallen,  has  long  been  my  aim, 

持信 矢護送 escorted  hi, 
with  flag-arrows, — arrows  wit 
small  triangular  flags  attache( 

to  take  an  oath. 

女矢之  the  woman  swore  si 
would. 

矢 志不移  he  swore  he  woul 
not  change  his  mind. 

矢 口不移  to  abide  by  onej 

oath. 

切 矢皦日  he  swore  by  t, 
bright  sun. 
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995° 

9951 
質 
shet 
shit 

seik、 sih 
sat 
sheh 
sKi 
sz 
shth 
ski 
sil 
hitsz 
ru 
Entering 

矢以 天日  he  swore  by  heav 
en  and  by  the  sun. 

無矢我 陵  they  marshalled 
no  troops  on  our  hills. 

矢 其文德  let  him  display  his 
civil  virtues. 

矢 詩不多  I  have  made  a  few 
verses. 

Read  shihz.  Ordure. 

Used  with  9900.  See  1 1,623. 

馬矢  horse-dung. 
以金 盆玉碗 貯狗矢 
to  put  fine  things  to  vile  uses; 
to  prostitute  talents. 

To  lose,  as  opposed  to 

得  10,842  ；  to  disappear  {see 
9300)；  to  miss；  to  fail；  to 

err ;  to  neglect.  See  12,165, 

9969,  8567, 

人 失亦 人得。 ne  man’s 
loss  is  another  man’s  gain. 

失丢。 r 失去。 r 失落 
to  lose. 

失物  to  lose  things. 

^  主  the  loser, — of  property. 

^  2(j  to  lose  one’s  capital. 

失身  Qr  失節  t。 lose 、one’s 
virtue, — as  a  woman. 

失 身於人 sl^e  has  made  a 
faux  pas. 

失身分 (//«Vr 失體面 
to  lose  respectability, — by  mis¬ 
conduct. 

失 身爲盗  to  sink  to  the  pro- 
fession  of  a  bandit. 

失位。 r 失國。 r 失天下 
to  lose  the  throne. 

失民心  to  !ose  the  goodwill 
of  the  people. 

失  to  lose  one’s  home, — of 
persons  whose  houses  have  been 
destroyed,  who  have  been  evict- 
ed,  etc.  Also,  to  vanish ;  to make  a  failure  of. 

撫 御失所 tQ  fail  in  >'-cifying 
and  controlliDg, ― of  misrule. 

失所在  to  vanish ;  to  dis¬ 
appear.  See  10,211. 

舊居 失處所 the  old  place 
where  I  lived  is  gone. 

9951 

失其 何所人 k  is  n。 known  of  what  place  he  was  a native. 

失  了官職  lost  his  officia rank, — as  by  misconduct. 

_  to  lose  life. 
入  to  convict  wrongly. 

失 出  to  acquit  wrongly. 

失 望  to  lose  hope;  to  be  dis¬ 
appointed. 

患 、失之  to  be  Jarful  of  losing 

失;  to  lose  one’s  wits. 
自 to  be  absent-minded;  be¬ 
wildered. 

失 用 申  to  be  careless  or  inatten¬ tive. 

你 怎麽這 麽失神 what makes  you  lose  your,  head  like this? 

失脚 or  失足  to  lose  one’s 
footing. 

^  {chaox)  to  make  a  wrong move. 

失  to  lose  one’s  grasp  ；  to 
make  a  slip. 

$  口  or  &  胃  to  make  a  slip of  the  tongue；  to  commit  one¬ 
self  by  a  statement. 

我已失 口梅 無及矣 
I  had  already  made  the  mistake 

of  saying  so,  and  it  was  too  late 
to  repent. 

知— 不失人 ，亦 

不 失 百  the  wise  do  not  lose men  (by  not  speaking  to  good 
men),  nor  do  they  lose  their 
words  (by  speaking  to  evil  men). 

'矢 言 矢言  1  apologise  for what  I  said. 

自 知語失  he  was  conscious of  having  spoken  indiscreetly, 

to  break  faith. 

失禮 Qr 失敬1  beg  your 
pr.rdon;  I  apologise  for  my  rude¬ ness. 

失 暗  excuse  my  leaving  you. 
夫; to  commit  a  breach  of 

etiquette. 

1  胃  to  lose  the  tradition  of, — as  of  some  art  long  since  prac¬ 
tised,  but  now  forgotten. 

失  i^L  t0  lose  (also  to  spit)  blood. 

99SI 

失 容  to  change  one’s  expression,  | 
— to  get  angry.  > 

失色  to  change  colour.  Seel 
h，758.  

1 

失火  to  catch  fire；  tc  have  a  fire. I 

失賊。 r 失盜 t。 have  had  1 robbers  in  the  house,  or  a  rob- 1 

bery  committed.  ! 
必有 失山崩 裂之處 

there  will  surely  be  some  spots  | 
where  mountains  have  fallen  orl 
been  riven  asunder, — after  an  I earthquake.  | 

失次  to  lose  order  or  sequence.  1 

迷 亂失次  gQt  bewilderedl 
and  didn’t  know  what  to  do. 

哿 迷失次 ，恕 訃不周 in  the  bewilderment  (of  our  I 
parent’s  loss),  we  may  have! omitted  to  notify  you :  please! 
excuse  us, —a  phrase  posted  at  I 
the  door  of  a  house  where  a  I 
death  has  occurred.  i 

失名  anonymous, — as  a  poem.l 

失 時 or  . 失機  to  lose  thej chance；  to  iri.ss  one’s  oppor-| tunity.  1 

失風  to  be  wrecked.  f| 

失事  to  meet  with  an  accident,  I — as  a  wreck,  etc.  ^ 

失覺 01 ■失察 to  fail  to  per-| ceive；  to  neglect  being  aware  of.  I 

失覺察 nc)t  to  be  posted,—^.! in  current  events.  1 IE  t0  forget.  | 

失 防  to  neglect  to  take  pre-l cautions. 

失漏。 1 ■失載 t。 cmit.  I 
過 失  an  error：  a  fault.  jl 

無 一 •失  not  one  lost  in  ten  | 
thousand :  not  the  slightest  mis- 1 

take  1 

其失又 有甚焉 this  is  a| still  greater  mistake  to  make.  I 

失之 遠矣… is  a  great  rais-| take;  is  far  from  being  the  truth. I 

失於  to  be  deficient  in；  to  err  I on  the  side  of.  ; 

失 於教訓  tQ  let  sliP  one's! 
chances  of  education.  [i 

失 於調心 * 養 t0  neglect  | 
one’s  health.  I 

不 失爲好 人 he  has  not  lost  | his  claim  to  be  a  decent  mem- 1 

ber  of  society.  li 
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99S1 

% 
9952 

— ^  ▲ 

7TT 

Sinking 
Lower. 

不失期  up  to  time；  punctual. 

打 前失  to  stumble, -as  a  horse. 

失單  a  list  of  things  lost;  a 
“claim.” 

失陷 m 失守  to  fall  into  the 
enemy’s  hands, — as  a  captured city. 

養 f  erroneous  5  inaccurate. 

失當  to  be  irregular;  improper, 
of  conduct. 

馬 失食農 夫之稼 
horse  fed  or  the  farmer’s  crops, 
which  it  had  no  right  to  do. 

失値  to  lose  its  value. 

失明  to  lose  one’s  sight. 

失中  to  err  on  one  side  or  the other. 

loss  of  time,  as  in  busi¬ 

ness;  to  lose  one’s  livelihood, 

意  displeased. 

失憶  to  forget. 

失占  incorrectly  rhyming ;  halt¬ ing. 

失 聲  t0  utter  a  sound. 

失眼  to  be  taken  in. 

^  to  lose  one’s  way. 

失志  to  lose  one’s  will, 一 to  be wandering. 

失檢  carelessness. 

A  胃  a  lost  bank-n
ote. 

9953 
R.® 

C.  shi 
H.  shi 

F.  sei^  v.  chei 
W.w 
N.  zz 
P.  shi 
M.  sz 
Y.sz 

Sz.  sh’i K.  si 

J.  shi A.iH 

9953  as  it  appears  in 

composition. 

To  declare  ；  to  make 

known；  to  proclaim-  to  ex¬ 
hibit.  Radical  m 

示衆  to  make  known  to  the 
public. 

示知 or  _ 明 or 給示 to 
notify；  to  inform. 

祈 j 爲 示知。 r 伏乞詳 
示  I  beg  you  to  inform  me. 

請 示行止  asking  to  be  in 
formed  whether  he  was  to  go 
or  to  stay. 

以昭 示其子 孫?。 
make  the  facts  knowix  to  their 
descendants. 

1220 

9953 

告示  a  public  proclamation. 

白 話告示  a  proclamation in  simple  language, 一 usually  in 

rhyme. 

示諭。 '•出 示曉諭 to issue a  proclamation  to  inform. 

韻示  a  proclamation  in  rhyme, 一 easy  to  be  understood  by  the 

people. 

示禁  to  proclaim  a  prohibition. 

非敢以 示人也 1  d。 n。1 venture  to  lay  down  the  law  for 
others. 

手示 來示  your  letter, - a  conventional  phrase. 

打手示  to  indicate  numbers oi •’  amounts  by  holding  up  the 
fingers. 一 a  secret  mode  of  coun¬ 
ting  used  by  traders. 

請卽示 i  I  beg  the  favour 
of  a  reply. 

示之 以不可 召之故 
because  they  wished  to  make  it 
clear  that  they  would  not  be 
summoned,-  but  must  be  invited. 

^  or  0||  ̂   to  instruct;  to order. 

指示  to  direct. 

^  ̂   to  warn
. 

示 i ‘船 浮標  a  fairway 
buoy. 

示求救  to  make  signals  of[ distress. 

示威  to  impose  on;  to  awe. 

近而 示之遠  to  be  near  (to an  enemy),  and  yet  to  make  it 

appear  far. 

示弱  to  show  weaklier. 

以 示不如  showing  that  they 
were  not  equal  to . . 

示余 怪松圖  he  showed  me a  picture  of  a  strange  fir-tree. 

示審  to  give  notice  of  trial. 

示遵  to  give  instructions  to. 

示訂  to  fix；  to  indicate. 

^  ̂   as  a  warning. 

^  ̂   orders  (are  hereby  given) that . ;  you  will  be  good 
e:  ough  to . 

示悉  t0  aPPrise* 
示 惩  exposed  to  undergo  pun¬ ishment  in  public. 

示期  to  appoint  a  date. 

•  A 

9953 

0 示 

9954 

9955 

R. 

$ 寘
 

See 示 

示敬 as  a  mark  of  respect;  in deference  to. 

Read  ch、i\  A  surname 

蘇示  name  of  a  District  in Ssuch^uan  under  the  Han  dyn 

asty. 

Same  as  9955. 

Rising  and 

Sinking 

Lower. 

To  see;  to  look  at；  tej 

inspect；  to  regard.  Sight 
see  1 1,299.  To  display to  exhibit  (=  9953). 

視 聽言動  t。 see>  t。 hear*t( speak,  and  to  move. 

如未視 之狗1 ike  a  PUPP whose  eyes  are  not  yet  opened 
— inexperienced. 

視望  t。 gaze  at. 
視遠  to  see  to  a  distance. 

龍  _  虎 視  with  drag
on  trea^ 

and  tiger  glance, — awe-inspirin{ 

逼 而視之 to  look  close  int| — as  a  short-sighted  man. 

近視眼  short-sighted. 
視而 ㈣ 之） 不見 t。 loo 
at  but  not  to  see. 

斜視  to  look  sidelong  at. 

視 死如歸 regard  death  i 
a  return  home. 

視人猶 己  t0  regard  others  1 
oneself. 

一 視同仁 t。  regard  all  will equal  kindness, 

檢視 t。  go  over;  to  check. 

視事  to  look  into  matters; 
attena  to  business. 

視 _  _ 命1。  reg
ard  riches 

of  vital  importance. 

視 爲具文 to  regard  as 

mere  form  of  words. 

藐視  to  despise. 

小 視於人 1。 Pe°l 

slightingly. 

不 視其饋 he  disre^d 

his  offering. , 

視 法古人 
imitate 

ancients. 
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9955 

今 乃芥視  it  is  now  regarded 
as  a  kind  of  mustard. 

視息  to  see  and  to  breathe;  to 
exist;  to  live  in  luxurious  idle¬ 
ness. 

9956 

嗜
4
 

9957 

•  sit 

VAz,  zz^  Szz 

ee 示 
j/,  y.  ki 

Sinking 
Lower. 

JJj^  look  to  this  (as  their  autho¬ 

rity);  to  be  based  on  this. 

其 視器旁 惡者乃 
the  dirty  portions  next  to  the 

side  of  the  pot, 一 she  ate  them 
herself. 

視 繁若寡  to  display  coin 
plex  things  as  though  simple ;  to 

make  a  difficult  matter  plain. 

忍 性 以視民  (Confucius) 
seeks  to  impress  people  by  an 
overbearing  demeanour. 

湯 破其車 ，不 以視民 
T‘ang  broke  up  the  machine  (an 
aeroplane),  not  wishing  the 

people  to  see  it. 

See  9656. 

To  be  fond  of；  to  relish； 

to  have  a  weakness  for. 

暗好 (々伽 4〉 to  be  fond  of,  as 
of  eating ;  sensuality ;  vice  (espe¬ 

cially  opium-smoking). 

晴 好品物  luxuries ;  ̂ 4727. 

晴于 飲食。 r 嚕口腹 
fond  of  the  pleasures  of  the 
table. 

睛酒 者非琐 酒之謂 

也  being  fond  of  wine  does  not 
mean  that  a  man  must  be  a  sot. 

如蚊 之暗血  as  a  mosquito 
loves  blood. 

不嗦 •善晉 1  he  is  not  fond  of 
good  advice. 

礅 慾無窮  unlimited  lust. 

暾音  fond  of  music. 

晴賭  fond  of  gambling. 

噃痂者  people  of  low  tastes. 

我 未見晴 義如暗 •利 
者也  I  have  never  seen  any 
one  as  fond  of  duty  as  of  profit. 

99S8 

R •支 

C.  cshi 

H.  shi\  S.k'-i 

F.  cj/,  sie^ W.  csz 
N.  csz 

P.  gh  i、 sh  f M.  "V 

Y.  UhH 

K.  si 

J.  shi A.  ctH 
Even 

Irregular. 

十 
9959 

R 辑 

C.  shep 

H.  ship 

F.  seik 

W.  zai 
N.  sheh 

P.  Lsht 
M.  sz 

Y.  sek 

Sz.  shi 

K.  sip 

J.  dju、 shu A.  t'ep 
Entering 

Lower. 

The  divining  plant,  the 
stalks  of  which  were  used 

in  ancient  times  for  purposes 

of  divination  ；  identified  by 

the.  Japanese  with  Achillea 
sibirica'  Ledeb. 

蓍弃  ancient  name  of  a  plant 
which  is  supposed  to  be  an  Iris. 

Ten;  the  full  tale ；  com¬ 

plete.  Radical  24. 

十者 _ 數也 with  ten, number  is  complete, 一 according 
to  the  decimal  system. 

十個 ten  things  or  persons. 

十幾個  ten  and  more. 

十幾兒  some  day  between  the 10th  and  20th  of  a  moon. 

十來個  up  to  ten；  about  ten. 

第十  the  tenth. — 十  thirty. 

/V  九  eighteen  or  nineteen. 

十 有八九  eight  or  nine  out of  ten, — about  ten  to  one. 

十百  several  tens, — but  less than  100. 

十分  {fenK)  ten  parts, — out  of ten,  i%e.  all；  complete；  very  much; 
extremely. 

十分之  三  three  parts  out  of ten;  three-tenths. 

十 不獲一  not  as  much  as 
ten  per  cent. 

聞 一知十  to  hear  one-tenth 
and  know  the  other  nine, 一 as 
a  clever  man. 

十  ZlL  2  or  3  out  of  10;  20 
or  30  per  cent. 

還者不 能十一  M  erne in  ten  came  back. 

十 死一生  ten  to  one  he  will 
die. 

十足  p\ire,  as  unalloyed  metal; 
100  per  cent  dividend. 

十全  ten  complete, — all;  com¬ 

plete. 

十全的 人 a  perfect  man. 

十 不全兒  a  cripple. 

9959 

什
 2 

9960 

F.  sik 

See Entering 

Lower. 

十 字路。 r 十字街 or 十 

字口。 i •十 字坡 cross¬ roads, — i.e.  in  the  shape  of  the character  十  ten. 

十字架  a  ten-character  frame, 一 a  cross.  Used  by  Protestants 
for  Christ’s  cross.  See  10,470. 

动^十 字 ̂   the  Red  Cross 

Society. 

—五 一十備 細的告 

訴了  told  the  whole  story  in detail. 

打 十翻兒  to  play  the  ten tunes, — used  at  funerals. 

A  file  of  ten  soldiers  ； 

ten ；  used  with  9959.  A 

piece  of  poetry.  Sundry  ； 

miscellaneous.  Used  fo 

9839.  See  4122. 

軍 法十 人爲什 in  the army,  ten  men  make  a  file. 

什長  {change)  the  corporal  of  a file  of  ten. 

已 得什九  you  have  already 
nine  out  of  ten. 

其實 _ 什 一也 the  real 
sum  paid  in  each  case  was  one- 
tenth. 

篇什  a  term  applied  to  batches of  ten  of  the  Odes. 

隹什  a  fine  poem. 什 物 OT 什貨。 r 什件。 r 

什器  sundries ;  miscellaneous goods.  The  third  also  means 

giblets. 
收 買什物  we  buy  up  odds 
and  ends. 

什物單  an  inventory. 

什麽 what? 
不是什 麽正經 話 u  is not  proper  language  to  use. 

箅什 麽東西  what  does  he 
count  for?  what  is  he  worth ? — 
a  contemptuous  phrase. 

什 麽性命 不性命  what do  I  care  about  your  life? — 

quoting  a  person’s  words  in  deri¬ 

sion. 

{十  to  wrap  up  carefully  ； 
reverently  preserved  in  a  family. 
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996
i R. 緙 

See  十* 
Entering 

Lower. 

w 

Name  of  a  small  fief,  9963 

situated  in  the  modern  Ssu- 

ch‘uan,  now  什方 District. 

拾 執東西  to  arrange  things in  order. 

Read  she^ 

拾級而  A  walked  up  the steps  and  went  in. 

a
2
4
 

9964 

9962 
r •緝 
See  P 習 

Entering 

Upper. 

9963 R •緝 

See  -J-* 
Entering 
Lower. 

Full；  abundant.  To  col¬ 

lect；  to  assemble. 

To  pick  up;  to  collect ； 

to  put  in  order.  To  ford 

a  stream;  to  advance.  Used 

in  accounts,  etc.,  for  9959. 

拾起 來。1 •袷取  to  pick  up. 
把那個 白米 拾起來 
pick  up  that  rice. 

路 不拾遺  men  did  not  pick 
up  things  that  had  been  dropped 
on  the  road, — in  the  Golden  Age. 

遺  an  official  under  the  T‘ang 
dynasty,  expl.  - 掌供奉 

諷 諫， a  kind  of  Supervising 
Censor. 

如俛 拾地芥 as  easy  as 
picking  up  a  mustard-seed, — 
will  success  at  examinations  be 

if  one  is  fully  conversant  with 
the  classics. 

汝 拾得否  do  you  happen  to 
have  picked  it  up? 

收拾  to  collect  together ;  to  put 
in  order;  to  put  away ;  to  mend ; 

to  prepare;  to  “pay  out.’’  . 

其 i 樜拾諸 史 this  —k 
is  made  up  of  extracts  from  the 
various  histories. 

不 肯俯拾  would  not  stoop 
to  marry  her. 

拾下去  take  the  things  away. 

拾 翠踏靑  to  cull  the  blue 
flowers  and  tread  the  green 
sward, 一 of  country  joys. 

拾 翠尋香  to  pluck  the  blue 
flowers  and  seek  out  fragrance, 

一 to  be  a  voluptuary. 

拾得。 t 拾掇  to  put  in  order； 
to  repair. 

Stone  (see  10,596) ；  rock; 

mineral  ；  hard  ；  petrified  •， 
crystallised  {see  7834) ； 

barren.  A  liquid  measure. 
A  dry  measure  {see  1 1,427)； 

used  in  the  assessment  of 

salaries,  i.e.  so  many  石 

of  grain  ；  see  3569， 6368. 

A  weight  of  i  20  catties  {see 

2019)  ；  used  for  the  picul  of 
100  catties.  Radical  112. 

^  ̂   sto
ne. 

石頭子  pebbles.  I 石片  stone  slabs.  | 

石塊  stone  in  pieces. 
石料 rough  unhewn  stone.  1 

厂 片石板  a  stone  tablet.  | 
石匠 a  stonemason.  [ 
石堆  a  heap  of  stones.  | 

石確 rocks. 毛石  an  unhewn  stone.  | 

鵝卵石  a  stone  as  big  as  a  | goose’s  egg. 

石髪  stalactites;  see  3375  and\ 
below. 

石柱  a  stone  pillar.  1 

石穴  an  artificial  grotto.  | 
石路  a  stone-paved  road.  | 

石  a  stone  beacon. 

勒石  to  engrave  on  a  tablet. 

忠肝 若鐵石 loyalty  as  en- during  as  iron  or  stone. 

水 流穿石  dropping  water will  pierce  through  stone. 

如 水投石  like  water  thrown on  stone, — it  can’t  go  through ; 
used  of  vain  remonstrance. 

吸鐵石  the  loadstone. 

此 非藥石 之所攻 this disease  cannot  be  treated  with drugs. 

石
 24 

9964 

R. 陌 

C. shek 

H,  shak 

F.  sik、 sioh 

W.  zi 
N.  zih,  zah 

P.  Lsh  i 

M.  sz 

Y.  sek 
Sz.  shi 

K.  sok 

J.  seki、 djaku 

A.  t^ak 

Entering 

Lower. 

SX3XEX 

石螺肉  excrement;  ordure. 

石商  a  stone  merchant. 

石船  a  stone-junk. 

石車  a  ballista. 
石靑  dark  green. 石 經  classics  cut  in  stone. 

石印  JW  13,282. 石華表  the  stone  pillars  at  2 

grave, 
石人 and 石馬  stone  figure] of  men  and  horses  at  tombs  0 
men  of  rank. 

任 是石人 須下淚 evei 
a  stone  man  would  shed  tear： 
at  it. 

石像生  stone  figures  or  statue  ; of  men  or  animals  at  graves. : 

石墩  blocks  of  stone  placet before  temple  gates. 

我心 匪石  my  mind  is  no： 
a  stone, 一 to  be  rolled  about; 
unstable. 

石崖 a  cliff. 石壁  cliffs ;  precipitous. 
— •拳 石之多 about  at 
much  as  a  handful  of  stones. 

石蟹  petrified  crab, 一 a  medl 
cine. 

石女  a  barren  woman.  S4 

9947 - 
石胎  a  barren  womb. 

大理石  stone  from  Ta-li  Fl 
in  Yunnan,  which,  on  accoui 
of  its  beautiful  markings,  ofte 

closely  resembling  landscape 
is  cut  in  slabs  and  framed. 

石灰  lime.  Also,  Pourihixa 

石苔。 r 石髪  moss ;  lichen. I 
石淋  stone  in  the  bladder. 

石羔 w 石膏  ground  gy；| sum;  plaster  of  Paris. 

石  malachite;  copper  ore. 

石皴子 the  pink. 

石花菜  agar-agar,— the  Mali 
term  for  a  kind  of  seawee 

Used  in  China  for  edible  se weed  in  general. 

石黃  hartall ;  orpiment;  yellc 
lead. 

石金  mica. 粉石  sandstone. 
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石 

9964 

2* 滑石  soapstone. 

浮石  pumice-stone. 

靑石  granite. 

踹石。 > •硯石  slate ;  shale, 
of  which  inkstones  are  made. 

石虛中  the  name  of  an  inkslab. 

嘱石。 i 紅石  red  sandstone 

左賴石  blue  limestone. 

臘石  a  greasy  yellow  quartz. 

試金石  a  touchstone. 

頭號石  the  heaviest  stone 
lifted  by  military  candidates, 

weighing  300  catties. 

玉石俱 焚 jade  and  stone 
burnt  together, — the  good  and 
bad  perishing  alike. 

頑 石勲頭  the  senseless 
stones  bowed  their  heads, 一 al¬ 
luding  to  a  Buddhist  priest  under 

the  Liang  dynasty,  who,  unable 

to  get  listeners  to  his  exposition 

of  Buddhism,  took  stones  for 

disciples.  Whenever  his  argu¬ 
ments  were  particularly  cogent, 

even  these  stones  bowed  acqui¬ 
escence. 

獲石田  to  get  stony  land, — a 
useless  acquisition. 

石本五 權之名 the 
was  originally  one  of  the  5 

weights  (=120  斤) 

漢酒 曹石者 未嘗有 

定數也  under  the  Han 
dynasty,  those  who  spoke  of  a 
shih  of  wine  had  no  definite 

amount  in  their  minds. 

一石不 亂者有 之 some 
can  drink  as  much  as  a  gallon 
without  being  drunk.  See  4600. 

弇 酒一石  to  drink  a  gallon of  wine. 

一石米  a  picul  of  rice. 
二千 石太守 之祿轶 
也  two  thousand  piculs  of  rice 
was  the  salary  of  a  Governor. 

石大夫  a  god  of  healing. 

石碑山  Breaker  Poinfc,  near 
Swatow. 

石菖蒲  the  rock  sweet-flag, — 
注  purple  orchid,  same  as  10,435. 
石竹  Diant hus  chinensis^  L.; 

carnation. 

石板  Sedum  /I If redi 匕 

石 

9964 

柘 

9965 
^4—4  fir：* 

祐 

9966 

R. 陌 

See 石 

Entering 

Lower. 

ir 

9967 陌 
C.  shik、 shek 

H.  shok^  shak-r 

F.  sik 

W.  zi 
N.  zih 

P.  Sshi、 shwoJ 
M.  so 
Y.  shak 

K.  sok 
\,nseki^  shaku 

A.  f-ak 
Entering 

Lower. 

R. 

名 f  韋 1  Polypodium  lingua 、 Sw. 

石耳  a  lichen  {Leptogium  full- 
ginosum,  Miill.). 

石衣 and 石髪  {see  above) 
ConfervcB. 

石  棵子  Distylium  raccmo- sumy  S.  &  Z.,  var.  chinense、 

石柱魚  variegated  perches. 
石  ̂   a  variety  of  the  Himalayan 
Chukar  partridge  {Caccabis  chu- 
kar,  var.  pubes cens\ 

石龍肉  Ranunculus  sceleratus^ 
L. 

石龍子  a  lizard  [Phrynoce- phalus  caudivolvulus) . 

石首魚  a  species  of  Scicena, said  to  have  in  its  head  a  stone 

which  is  a  sovereign  cure  for 

various  ills.  Same  as  the  昔 

花魚 • 
石國  Tashkend. 
石城 w 南寧)  the  name under  the  T‘ang  dynasty  for 

曲靖府  in  Yunnan. 

大石城 Aksu. 石堡城  said, but  on  insu 伍 cient grounds,  to  be  Tashkurgan,  the 

入 M/v。；  7rvpyo<;  of  Marinus  of  Tyre 
and  of  Ptolemy. 

See  562. 

A  stone  shrine  to  con¬ 
tain  ancestral  tablets. 

各 有宗肺  each  has. a  family shrine. 

Great ;  eminent.  Full  ； 

ripe. 

A  a  great  man. 

^\j  very  great, — of  things. 

體頗頭 胖  veiT  stout,— as  a fat  man. 

碩彥  eminent. 
碩 學高才  of  great  learning and  brilliant  talents. 

碩 大無朋 of  unequalled 
ability. 

m
A
 

9967 

9968 

R-陌 

See 石 

Entering 

Lower. 

w 

9969 

R •霽 

C. skai H.  shi、 she 
F.  sie. 

W.  si 

N.  sh'i、si 

P.  ski 

M. 
( 

Y. ( 

Sz.  sh'i 

K.  ̂  

J.  sei A.  t^e 

Sinking 

Upper. 

頓 輔  an  eminent  statesman. 

碩畫  {hu{)  eminent  aims  or 
designs. 

頓 勇  brave;  valorous, 一 a  term bestowed  as  a  title. 

碩苗  grain  full  in  the  ear. 
頓 鼠  a  squirrel.  See  9968. 

Read  she^  or  shuo 钵， 

和頓俯 3945* 

The  long-tailed  marmot 

廟鼠  a  squirrel.  See  9967. 

A  generation  of  thirty 
years ；  hereditary ；  an  age； 

one’s  life  ；  the  world.  See 

系 406 1. 
一世  a  generation. 

世代  generations;  ages*  here¬ 

ditary. 

世世  generation  to  generation; for  ever. 

世 滋一世  increasing  from . generation  to  generation. 

生 斯世也 ，爲 斯世也 
be  of  the  age  in  which  you  are 

born ;  soyez  de  votre  si^cle. 

應 世作世  be  in  harmony with  your  age. 

亂世  an  age  of  anarchy  or  po litical  confusion. 

至 德之世  the  Golden  Age. 

彫喪  sang  〜  之世  the  Iron 
Age. 

吾 生於昏 闇之世 i  _ 
born  in  a  dark  age. 

新世耙  the  New  Era, — title of  a  Chinese  anarchist  paper. 

沒世 而名稱  your  name 
will  be  praised  for  all  time. 

世行  in  circulation, — as  books, 
etc. 

世 號  to  be  known  in  history  as.... 

必世 而後仁  it  would  re¬ 
quire  a  whole  generation  before 

virtue  would  prevail, — even  with 

a  truly  wise  sovereign. . 
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9969 

jf}- 宦 officials  whose  ancestors 
were  officials. 

世  ̂   ̂   families  as  above. 

世 葡^  hereditary  rank  or  nobility. 
hereditary  honours, 一 less 

than  the  above. 

hereditary  rank.  See  4142. 

國 主 例不世 by  the  law  of 
the  country  the  throne  is  not 
hereditary. 

遂 能世其 家 s。 he  was  able 
to  carry  on  the  family  tradition 
as  an  artist. 

世 兄。 r  世 弟 terms  of  address 
between  friends  whose  fathers 
have  also  been  friends. 

肚 娃  the  son  of  a  friend,  as 
above. 

1ft  交 or  an  old  family 
friendship. 

世^  ̂   or  世^  old  families. 
The  former  is  used  in  the  ̂   言 g 

for  the  hereditary  Houses  of 

reigning  nobles  under  the  feudal 
system  of  the  Chou  dynasty. 

與 論世好  conversed  with 
him  about  their  family  acquaint¬ 
anceship. 

世^  守無失  to  preserve  in  the 
family  for  ever. 

傳  handed  down  from  genera¬ 
tion  to  generation. 

一世 一世傳 下來的 
handed  down  from  father  to  son, 

— as  the  secret  of  a  prescription. 

再 世 不顯  tw。 generations 
{i.e.  father  and  grandfather)  about 

which  nothing  is  known, 一 as  in 

the  case  of  Ma  Y iian,  whose  great¬ 
grandfather  was  executed;  con¬ 

sequently  his  father  and  grand¬ 
father  could  not  hold  office  and 
so  become  known. 

世 系  a  genealogy;  a  genealogical 
tree. 

來 世  coming  generations;  the 
future  life. 

有譽 于遠世 ■  be 
praised  by  far-off  generations  to 
come. 

今世。 r 當世。 r 本世 the 
present  age. 

刑 ■世 輕世重 punish- 
I'.ents  are  mild  in  one  age  and 
severe  in  another. 

出 世  t0  be  born；  to  renounce 
the  world,  as  a  priest. 

w 

9969 

過世。 r 謝世 w 辭世 a 

去世 OT 逝世 w 違世。 r 

"tft  to  retire  from  the  world, 

— to  die. 

1  IB!  to  die  prematurely ;  to have  died  long  ago 

相次卽 世  died  one  by  one. 

先人卽 世 I  when  my  parents were  alive. 

必有 一人下 世者。 ne of  them  is  sure  to  die. 

不 世之功  merit  of  no  gen¬ eration,—/.!?.  such  as  has  never 
been  known. 

濟 世 I  ̂   talents  adapted to  benefit  the  age  in  which  one 
lives.  See  817. 

面  state  of  the  world ;  con¬ 
dition  of  affairs. 

世界 (explained  in  the  愣嚴 
as  “time  and  space”〉 the 

world ;  life. 

世界 如輪轉 life  is  like  a wheel  going  round, 一 full  of  ups 
and  downs. 

世 界不好 the  age  is  not  a virtuous  one. 

界  to  make  a  position  in 
the  world  for  oneself. 

在世 無所須 man  wants but  little  here  below, —  酒 

與 長 年 only  wine  and  long 
life. 

世人。 r 世 上人。 r 世間 

^  the  people  of  the  world ; mankind. 

特誌之 以風世 ％  i record  it  in  order  to  let  every¬ 

body  know. 

不近 世 '淸  not  in  touch  with the  world. 

無  retired  from  the  world; 
in  private  life. 

世 —炎凉  the  behaviour  of the  world  is  now  hot,  now  cold, 

一 alluding  to  the  fickleness  of 
public  opinion. 

世 業  an  occupation;  a  calling. 

尊  the  Lord  of  the  World 
or  the  world-honoured  One, 一- 
Buddha.  Sanskrit:  LokajySshtha, 

世尊 亦塵埃 even  Bud- dha’s  image  is  crumbled  to  dust. 

世
‘
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9970 

R •霧祕 

Sa 世蔽 

Sinking 

Upper. 
食2
 ^ 

9971 

R •職真 

C.  shik， tsz 
H.  shit、sz 

F.  sik、 soii 
W.  zi^  zz 

N.  zih^  zz 
P.  ishi^  sz 

M. 

經  Itt  文  tracts  for  the  j;imes. 

無經 世之用 not  of  any practical  use  to  the  world, 一 in 
the  field  of  politics. 

身經 兩世1  have  lived through  two  generations, -as  son, 
and  father. 

失 其 世^  particulars  of  birth, parentage,  etc.,  unknown. 

世  all  time;  one’s  whole  life. 

永 世克孝  a11  yQur  li(e  you 
were  filial. 

世  men’s  manners  or  morals. 

世  ̂   the  way  of  the  world. 

jth  樂  joy  on  earth ;  universa
l 

happiness. 

^  outside  of  the  world, 一 
in  the  world  but  not  of  it,  as 

priests.  •  | 

我是 一個世 外的人 
I  am  not  an  ordinary  mortal, — 

said  a  girl  who  was  a  fox. 

世務。 i ■世事  the  affairs  of 
this  life. 

世 間俗 子  an  ordinary  fellow. 世 子  the  eldest  son  of  a  王 
prince；  (under  the  Chou  dynasty) 
the  sons  of  members  of  the  five： 
orders  of  nobility. 

一. 世  the  title  under  which  Hu 
Hai,  son  and  successor  of  thef 
First  Emperor,  is  known  in 

history 

足古拉 司二世 Nicholas， 
the  Second. 

To  buy  on  credit  ；  to 

borrow.  To  pardon. 

^  酒  to  get  wine  on  t
rust. 

實  to,  borrow. 
又貰 他驢， 亦如之 H 
got  another  donkey,  when  the same  thing  happened. 

實 敢  to  pardon. To  eat  ；  to  drink ;  to  con-|; 

sume；  see  1 1,268.  Radical 184.  See  2924,  3336,  6347， 

6980， 7727,  8080. 

食 草者力 those  who  eat 
vegetables  are  strong. 

食 肉者勇 those  who  eat 
meat  are  brave. 
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9971 
Y.  shik、sz 
Sz.  shi、sz 
\Lsik、sd 

J.  seki、 shoku 

A.  ̂ 'ik,  ti 
Entering  and 

Sinking 
Lower. 

食 穀者智  those  who  eat 
grain  are  wise. 

食 氣者神  those  who  eat  air 
are  divine. 

退食之 餘 in  Hsure  m。 
meats  snatched  from  meals. 

食厭  satisfied  with  food. 

不 粒食者 已五年 had 
eaten  nothing  for  five  years. 

伙食  board;  keep;  wages. 

終 食之間  for  the  space  of 
a  single  meal, — the  superior  man 
does  not  act  contrary  to  virtue. 

^0 ̂食  food  and  drink. 

食管  the  oesophagus  or  guliet 

食井  a  well  of  drinking-water 

食米  rice  for  private  consump¬ 
tion. 

食 物。1 •食用  provisions;  food, 

_  _  food-baskets. 

食  capacity  for  eating. 

haox  食  to  be  fond  of  eating. 

隔食  to  have  indigestion. 

腕食可 以當肉  hunger  i： 
the  best  sauce. 

獵食者  one  who  forages  for 
his  food;  a  “sponge •” 

白食  to  eat  at  the  expense  of| 
others, 

喋 下眼食  to  eat  food  at  the 
expense  of  another, -when  every 
mouthful  is  jealously  watched. 

對食  to  eat  opposite  one  an¬ 
other, — as  husband  and  wife, 

食 久乃散  after  about  the 
time  one  takes  to  have  a  meal, 

it  dispersed, 一 of  a  cloud. 

食 久方起  after  the  interval 
of  a  meal-time  he  got  up. 

鮮 食 t。 live  on  fish, — as  dwellers 
by  the  sea. 

血食  to  sacrifice  at  the  tombs 
of  ancestors. 

呑 食肥己  to  grab  all  and 
enrich  oneself, — without  thought 
for  others. 

食榻  to  eat  rations  of  grain, 一 
to  be  a  soldier. 

食禮  table  salt. 

食晉  to  eat  one’s  words；  to  go 
back  on  a  promise. 

is 

食 

997i 

蝕 

9972 

R. 

C.  shik 

H.  shit F.  seik)、 siky 

W.z/ 

N.  zih 
P.  IS  hi 
M.  sz 
Y.  sheh^  seh 

食 曹多矣 能無 肥乎 
if  a  man  eats  his  words  in 

quantities,  can  he  do  otherwise 

than  grow  fat? 

寧飮 水而瘦 ，毋食 W 

而 月巴  better  get  thin  on  water 
than  fat  on  one’s  own  words. 

决 不食晉 I  will  on  no account  go  back  on  my  promise. 

食姻  to  smoke. 
食水  to  drink  water  j  to  draw 
water,  as  a  ship. 

食二尺  she  draws  two  feet. 

食 人餘唾  to  eat  the  dregs of  others’  spittle, — to  plagiarise. 

食自己  to  find  oneself  in  food. 

食祿  to  draw  pay;  to  have  a 

salary.- 
日  an  eclipse  of  the  sun. 
See  9972.  • 

大 i 斯勿。 1 ■大食 aname given  by  the  Persians  to  the 
Arabs  =  Tajik  or  Tazi.  [The 
second  is  also  a  great  banquet. 

黑 衣大食  the  Abbassides. 
Read  ssu41.  Rice  ；  food 

generally.  To  feed-  to 
nourish. 

食 人在飢  feeding  people  is for  when  they  are  hungry.  See 

. 5385 - 足以 食十人 enough  to feed  ten  men. 

先取 其當中 潔者食 
she  first  took  the  clean  parts 

from  the  middle  (of  the  pot)  and 

fed  her  mother-in-law. 

食犬  an  edible  01  “chow’”dog. 
Read  P. 

鄺食其  Li  I- chi, 一 a  worthy  of  j 
the  Han  dynasty. 

To  eat  up  gradually  {see 

12,085);  to  eclipse. 

有 土蝕處  it  has  marks  of damage  from  (lying  in)  the  earth, 
— of  an  old  bronze. 

侵 蝕家産  to  make  a  hole in  one’s  patrimony. 

蝕損  to  injure  or  diminish  by encroaching  upon. 

蝕
於
 

9972 

! 吞 触  to  embezzle. 

_  to  encroach  upon  one’s Sz.  ski 
capital. K.  sik 

J.  shoku^jiki 日餓㈣ 5642)  and 月触 A.  tHk eclipses  of  the  sun  and  moon, 

EnteriDg  ̂ respectively. 
Lower. 

射 
See  9793. 

9973 

室
#
 

A  house  ；  an  apartment  ； 

a  home  -  a  mansion  ；  the 

9974 Imperial  family  ；  a  house- 

R •質 

hold；  a  wife.  One  of  the 

P.  Ssh'i 

See 
Entering 

Upper. 

zodiacal  constellations；  see 

Tables、 Vb. 

肚室  an  ancestral  home. 

行 室  a  watchman’s  mat  hut. 

室  an  ice-house. 

歸  f  #  室  I  shall  go  to  his 
home, — meaning  the  home  of 
dead  husband,  sc.  the  grave. 

箭室  a  quiver. 
宮室  a  palace ;  a  mansion ; buildings  in  general. 

宇  the  royal  House. 

宗 室  an  Imperial  clansman, a  descendant  of  the  founder  of the  Manchu  dynasty,  顯祖 

Hsien  Tsu ,  a.d.  1583 — 1616. 
Distinguished  by  a  yellow  girdle. 

室 家 or  家 室  a  household;  a home. 

升堂 未入室 yQU  have 
reached  the  hall  but  have  not 

penetrated  to  the  inner  apart¬ 
ments, — you  have  still  something 
to  learn. 

異 室同堂  different  branches 
of  the  srxme  family. 

室宇  rooms;  apartments. 

正室。 r 冢室 a  wife. 配室。 1 ■側 室。 r 蓬室 a concubine. 

室女  a  virgin.  \JSksL  Tablet、 
See  2093. 

室女童 婦  girls  and  boys  and 
married  women. 

室人  the  members  of  a  family ; a  wife.  Used  in  announcements 

of  death  for  “my  late  wife.’’ 

歸告 其室冬  went  home 
and  told  his  wife. 
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室 
9974 

受室  to  take  a  \vife. 

三 十有室  at  thirty,  marr^. 

吾有 一子亦 未有室 
I  have  a  son  who  is  also  not 
married. 

I  繼室  t。 manT  again. 

爲李元 盛繼室 心 
became  Li  Yiian-sheng’s  second 

ir 9975 
R. 質 

See 室 

Entering 

Upper. 

9976 

wife. 

A  leather  sheath  for  a 

knife  ；  a  scabbard. 

R. 職真 
F.  sik 

See 値 

J.  shoku、 djiki、 
5  hi 

A,  trik 

Entering 
Lower. 

植 
9977 

氏‘
 

9978 R 紙支 
N.  zz,  v.  su 

Rising  Lower. 

Clay.  Also  read  ch、ih 你. 

赤墙  red  clay. 
得  to  mould  in  clay. 

‘善 爲垴1  can  do  what  1 

will  with  clay, 一 make  it  round 
or  square；  of  a  potter. 

撾埴  to  rap  on  the  ground  with 
a  stick, 一 as  blind  men  do  to  feel 
their  way. 

See  1849. 

Originally  the  family 

name;  see  4599;  a  family  ； 

a  clan.  Used  in  petitions 

by  women,  of  themselves. 
Radical  83.  See  5644, 
11,845. 

因以爲 氏 he  therefore 
adopted  it  as  his  family  name. 

氏絮 ̂   (or  姓 ） of  such  a  family 
or  clan；  family  names. 

羅氏  the  Lo  family  or  clan. 
Also,  Mr.  Lo  [see  11,170). 

張 氏宗祠  the  ancestral  hall 
of  the  Chang  family, 

釋氏  the  Buddhists. 

伏義氏  Fu  Hsi  (or  Fuh  Hi), 一 
t!ie.  legendary  ruler  with  whom 
Chinese  dynastic  history  is  sup¬ 
posed  to  begin,  b.c.  ̂ 953. 

二氏  Lao  Tztt  and  Buddha. 

氏間  among  the  people. 

氏 

997 只
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胝 
9979 

舐
 3 

99§o 

R. 紙 

C.  shdi H.  she 

F.  ti 

W.  idzi、cdi, 

dz^ 

N.  zz 

P.  shV 

Y. c" 

K.  v.  chi 

J.  shi、dji 
A.  ji,  shi 

Rising  Lower 

Irregular. 

豕
 " 

9981 

只紙 

C.  chH 

H. 三 chH 

F.  chH 

W.  I 

N. 卜 

P.  shi 
M.  1 

V.  L 

Sz.  sh'i 

K.  si 

J.  shi 

A.  f-i 

Rising  Upper. 

始 

9982 

R •紙寘 

&.  I  ̂
 

F.  su 

W.  I 

N •卜 

?.sH 

M.  I 

Y •卜 V 

Sz.  sh’i 

K,si 

J.  shi 

A.  tH Rising  Upper. 

黃門 李氏 cr 黃李氏 
Mrs.  Huang,  nee  Li. 

該氏  the  said  female. 
夫己氏  the  said  woman,  or 
that  “person,” 一 in  an  offensive 
sense. 

呂氏  the  famous  Empress  Lii,  of 
the  Han  dynasty,  2nd  century  b.c. 

Same  as  9955. 

To  lick. 

老 牛舐犢  the  old  cow  licks her  calf. 

紙 蒽以窺  t0  lick  a  (hole  in a  paper)  window  in  order  to 

peep  through. 

职涛  to  l;ck  piles, -r-to  be  a 
sycophant. 

舐 痔者得 車五乘 ，所 
治愈下 ，得 車愈多 
the  man  who  licks  (the  prince’s) 
piles  gets  five  chariots :  the  more 
degrading  the  work  ihe  greater 
the  number  of  chariots  given. 

A  hog；  a  pig.  Radical 

152. 

牧豕  a  swineherd. 

豕囊  a  hog’s  bristles. 
畜豕  to  keep  pigs. 

遼東 豕  likethe(white-headed) 
pigs  of  Liao-tung, — not  remark- 

able  in  河東  Ho-tung  (3936)， 

where  all  the  pigs  were  white. 

豕苓  a  root  resembling  China root. 

刺豕  t。 kill  pigs. 

To  begin ;  to  make  a 

start  ；  to  be  the  first.  Final¬ 

ly  ； at  length  ；  then  ；  there¬ 
upon；  ^  8533. 

始 終。1 ■飴末  the  beginning and  the  end ;  firsi  and  last； 
throughout. 

有 始無終  unfinished;  abor¬ tive. 

自 始及末  from  beginning  to end. 

始 

9982 

9983 

R •陌 

C.  shik 

H.  sit F.  seik 

W.  j/ 

N.  jiA 

P.  csh’i、 shi) 

M.j 

Y. sh.h 

元始。 1 ■始 初。 r 起始 the beginning;  at  first.  See  13,744. 

若不愼 之於始 ify°uare 
not  cautious  at  the  beginning. 

迎之不 見其始 ，隨之 

不 見其終  meeting  it  one 
sees  no  beginning,  following  it 

one  sees  no  end. 

未 始有物  before  the  exist¬ 
ence  of  matter. 

未始 有始也  before  the 
beginning  began. 

始制 w 始作 始創 t。 be  the  first  to  do  or  make;  to 

invent;  to  initiate. 

萬 物資始  all  things  take  a 
new  departure, 一 in  spring. 

自余始 •之  I  was  the  first 

to  record  this. 

始基  the  basis ;  the  commence-j ment. 

始祖  the  original  ancestor;  the! founder  of  a  family. 

始皇帝  the  First  Emperor,— ( of  a  united  China,  on  the  break¬ 
up  of  the  feudal  system,  b.c. 
221 — 209. 

前始  at  the  very  first;  at  a  very* early  stage. 

始 _  M 始而 at  first..".」 

始來  origin. 
燕 肅始造 栺南車 Yer; Su  (a.d.  1027)  at  length  suci 

ceeded  in  making  a  “south-point 

ing  chariot,” 一 which  had  beer made  before  his  time,  but  which 
in  the  absence  of  any  record 

he  reconstructed  as  an  indepen 
dent  invention. 

始 知大莛  then  for  the  firs 
time  he  understood  TAO. 

始行  and  then  proceeded  to. 

始可  then  only  can  you. ... 

To  loosen；  to  set  free  (se> 

3727);  to  open  out；  to  ex 

plain.  An  “introduction” book.  The  first  syllable  0 

$h 含 kyamuni  Buddha.  [Th 

Buddhist  priest  道安  Ta< 

An,  who  died  about  A 

400^  changed  his  surnann 
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9983 
Sz.  shi 

K.  sok 

J.  seki、 shaku 
A.  tHk 

Enterinf 

•  Upper. 

to 釋； and  later,  all  priests  I 

came  to*i>e  known  as  Shih,] 

釋放。 r  開釋  t0  release;  to  j 
let  go. 

釋手  to  let  go  one’s  hand. 

釋回  t。 get  rid  of  evil. 

釋罪  to  let  off;  to  pardon. 

釋縛  to  uncord;  to  set  free. 

不釋口  to  go  on  muttering； 
to  refuse  to  stop  speaking. 

釋悶  t:。 soothe  one’s  mind. 

釋寃。 r 釋恨  to  dismiss  ill 
feeling. 

以 釋羣疑  and  so  allay  the 
suspicions  of  the  masses. 

如 釋重頁  as  though  released 
from  a  heavy  burdeiu 

釋甲  to  lay  down  arms；  to 
surrender. 

釋 難攻湯  to  leave  the  diffi¬ 
cult  and  set  to  work  on  the  easy. 

冰 釋瓦解  like  ice  melting 
or  like  tiles  in  disruption, — of  a 
routed  army. 

解釋  to  console. 

註釋  commentary  and  explan¬ 
ations. 

釋義  to  explain  the  meaning. 

釋本末  to  explain  fully. 

釋分明  to  explain  clearly. 

釋 海爲河  he  explains  hai\ 
sea  as  meaning  ho  river. 

六 書通釋  introduction  to 
the  Liu  Shu  Ku, 

釋 迦牟足  Shakyamuni.  Ser^ 
3589. 

釋迦 之現近 在莊王 
Shakyamuni  came  into  the  world, 
about  the  time  of  king  Chuang 
(b.c.  696 一 68i). 

釋 迦帝婆 Indra. 

釋門 沉 釋氏。 r 釋敎 the 
Buddhist  sect;  Buddhism. 

帝釋。 r 天帝釋 the  Lord| Buddha. 

釋道  Buddhism  and  Taoism, 

釋 氏之流 the  sect  of  the 
Buddhists. 

R.l 

C. shik 
H.  shit 

F.  seik 

W.  si 
N. sheh 

P.  sh  f 
M.  sz 

Y. sheh 

Sz.  shi 

K.  sik 
J. shoku、  shiki 

Entering 

Upper. 

I 釋子  Buddhist  pries
ts. 

9983  釋法顯  Shih  Fa-hsien,— thel famous  Buddhist  priest  who! 
started  for  India,  overland,  ini 

a.d.  39g,  and  returned  by  seal 

in  a.d.j  '  ^ 

Form;  fashion;  pattern  ； 

type ;  model  ；  law.  To 
imitate；  to  give  an  example 
of.  To  employ  ；  to  cause 
thereon  ；  thereby  ；  thence 
evidently；  it  Seems  ；  shall 

become ;  like  -  in  such  wise 

that;  and  thus ；  until.  To 
reverence  ；  see  1 2,425.  An 

initial  particle. 

式樣 、shih”ang)  a  pattern;  a model. 

欵 式不對  the  form  (as  of  a document)  is  not  right. 

格式  see  6029. 
字式  a  copy-slip；  see  6021. 

合式。 r 中  chu?igx  式  in  ac¬ cordance  with  the  pattern；  suit¬ 
able；  the  very  thing. 

中  chungx  式進  士  a  graduate who  in  his  essay  hits  off  the  style! 
most  approved  by  the  Grand 
Examiner. 

不如式  not  according  to  pat¬ 
tern;  not  up  to  muster. 

俅 式早參  went  as  usual  to the  morning  audience. 

各式  all  kinds, — of  goods. 

式類  a  class；  a  category. 

萬 邦作式  all  the  States  willl take  you  for  a  pattern. 

下 土之式  a  pattern  to  all the  world. 

式靖亂 _  to  employ  in  ap¬ peasing  incipient  disorder. 

式 廓疆圉  to  employ  in  en¬ larging  the  boundaries  of, — an 

empire. 

式 畀元戎  to  employ  in  the capacity  ©f  leader. 

式 和民則  reverently  seek  to harmonise  the  people  and  their 
duties. 

君子 式黃髪  the  prince  (orj the  superior  man)  reverences 

hoary  heads. 

shi 

式爾  purposely. 
式 號 力似2 式 呼 amid  clamour  j and  shouting.  ；； 

.式 如金， 式如玉 hoki| 
them  as  gems  and  as  gold. 

式微  in  decay. 

軾 
9985 

w 

9986 

R •職 

H.  chHt 

F.  seik、 ch、eik 

See 式 

Entering 

Upper. 

Sinking 

Upper. 

一 

To  wipe  ；  to  rub  ；  to  clean. 

拭桌  to  wipe  a  table. 
拭垢  to  wipe  off  dirt. 

拭刀  to  wipe  a  knife. 

拂拭  t。 dust. 

拭淨  to  clean, 
拭淚。 r 拭涕  to  wipe  away  j tears. 

拭枉  a  mechanical  device  fori killing  birds. 

To  try;  to  test；  to  make 

the  experiment.  To  use 

trained  ；  disciplined. 

試一試 _ 試看 try;| make  the  experiment. 

試 "他  ~ *  試  test  him,  — in  J scholarship. 

試 演 Qr 知行 tc>  try ; to  essay.  | 
你試 演與我 等看肴 
give  us  a  sample  of  your  skill. 

試爲我 一 奏 give  me  a  j tune, 一 on  your  flute.  ! 

嘗試  to  try  to  follow;  to  test;! 
to  try  by  tasting；  to  try  if  some-l 
thing  which  is  not  permitted | 
would  be  allowed. 

巧 於嘗試  very  clever  at  j trying  how  far  he  can  go, 

試巧  to  test  the  bent  of  a  year- 1 
old  baby’s  mind,  by  putting  a  I 
pen,  a  sword,  etc.,  before  him,j 
to  see  which  he  will  touch  first. 
See  6284. 

不以 身試法 don’t  test  the| 
law  on  your  own  person, 一 avoid  I 
crime.  

| 

好 ^ 試劍  fond  of  sword-j exercise. 

試手  to  try；  to  practise. 
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9987 

試而 w 之  try  first  and  speak
 

afterwards. 

探 試口供  let  us  see  what  his 
evidence  will  be-  ♦ . 

^  to  examine ;  to  test. 

試 辦再議  to  put  into  oper¬ ation  experimentally  for  future 
decision. 

開 所試辦 fe.  open  an  office and  make  trial  of  a  scheme. 

試 問  to  try  by  enquiry;  to  see 
how；  I  should  be  glad  to  know. 

^  M  reflect!  just  think ! 

刑 不試而 民咸服 
punishments  used  and  yet  the 

people  all  submissive 

用 on  probation, 一 before 
being  advanced  to  the  rank  of 

候補  expectant 
吾不 試故藝 havinS 

9989 

R .寘 

F.  sou 

See 試 

no 

9990 

R .寘 •.卜 

F.  
sou^  

sit 

WJ 

N •卜 

P.  
sh'i 

M.  I 

. h 

Sz.  ski  - IC.  sd 
1.  shi、 dji 

no 

official  employment,  I  devoted 

myself  to  the  arts, — a  saying 
attributed  to  Confucius. 

私人 之子百 僚是試 
the  sons  i  of  the  poorest  families 
form  the  officers  in  public  em 

ployment. 

師 干之試  a  host  of  well- 
disciplined  warriors. 

小 試。1 ：童 試  the  examination 
for  the  first  or  b.a.  degree. 

鄕試  the  triennial  examination 
for  the  2nd  or  master’s  degree, 
held  in  the  autumn  at  each  of 

the  provincial  capitals. 

兔  the  triennial  examination 

for  the  3rd  or  doctor’s  degree 
held  in  the  spring  at  Peking. 

殿試  the  palace  examination, 
a  further  test  of  the  successful 

candidates  at  the  above,  for 

admission  to  the  Han-lin  College 

試差  an  appointment  as  Exam iner. 

應試 t  o  present  oneself  for  exam 
ination. 

遂定 一試格  and  accord¬ 
ingly  arranged  for  an  examin¬ 
ation  to  be  held. 

9988 
R •職 

式 
Entering 

•  Upper. 

A  stretcher  in  a  sedan 

chair,  to  rest  the  arms  upon 

when  bowing. 

M： 

Sinking 

Upper. 

事 

A.  si 
Sinking 

Lower. 

j  1228  ] &I3LJLI3L 

To  murder  a  superior  in 

age  or  rank. 

弒君  to  kill  one’s  sovereign. 

弑夂  to  kill  a  father. 

弑其主  he  killed  his  master. 

An  affair  ；  a  matter  *, 
business  ；  see  8610,  8846. 

To  serve.  Numerative  of 

things  in  sets,  suits,  etc. See  13,449. 

事情  affairs  and  their  phases; 
matters  ；  business. 

事務  affairs;  things;  phenomena. 

事由  origin  of  an  affair;  parti¬ culars  or  circumstances;  a  matter. 

事勢  state  of  affairs;  circum¬ stances. 

皆事 勢宜然  (these  steps) were  all  called  for  by  the  position 
of  affairs. 

因事勢 所逼。 r 爲事 

an 

際所逼  under  pressure  of circumstances. 

因 事  because  of  some  matter, which  was  troublesome.  Yx.  pour 
cause, 

一 什事。 r  一頭事 
affair ;  a  matter. 

親事雖 定- 了一頭 although  I  have  arranged  a 
marriage, ...... 

理事  to  manage  affairs. 
事理  the  underlying  principles 
of  matters;  facts  and  principles 

involved;  way  of  doing  business. See  6879. 

所患 以理爲 理以事 

爲事  what  is  to  be  feared  is that  principles  and  facts  will  be 
considered  as  separate  entities, 

事物  activities  and  objects, 一 
phenomena. 

事禮  the  conventionalities  of business. 

事〆 體  a  matter ;  an  affair, considered  fundamentally. 

不 成事體  does  not  make the  matter  take  proper  shape, 

an  irregularity;  an  impropriety. 

何事  what  matters,  or  avails  it, that •••••?  See  3941. 

事
，
 

9990 

有事  to  have  business, 一 to  be 

busy. 

甚無事  having  absolutel) 
nothing  to  do. 

事多  many  affairs;  busy. 

多事  a  busy-body ;  officious. 

閒事  private  affairs. 

各 行其事  let  each  go  hij own  way, 一 in  management  0: affairs. 

這是 怎麽回 (Qi •會) 事 what  sort  of  matter  is  this?  what’! 

up  now? 
公事。 1 ■差  chlail  事  public business;  official  matters, 

the  real  facts. 

事前  before  the  event;  befor< something  happens. 

事 前知情  an  accessory  be 
fore  the  fact. 

事 機  policy ;  political  motives 
Also  the  centre  of  action  0 
activity. 

事 繁責重  numerous  am 
responsible  duties. 

雖 知人事 ，猶 有童必 
although  he  understands  the  way 
of  the  world,  he  is  still  boyisl 
in  mind. 

不曉 事的。 r 不解事 
to  be  ignorant  and  inexperienced 

事露  、louk)  the  thing  is  out 
known. 

事端 a 事故  occasions  0 
causes  of  trouble.  See  8171. 

事無 三不成 心 the  thir, 
try  that  succeeds. 

事*  primd grounds.  Alsc 
history. 

事簡  not  much  occupied  wit 
business. 

事 宜 fitness  of  things,  c things  being  as  they  ought  to  b( defined  in  Chinese  by  事 之 

當然  ; conditions ;  interests requirements;  the  necessary  a: 

rangements. 

事 事周到  everything  pr( perly  attended  to. 

事 事如意  may  all  things  t 
as  you  wish! 

元 瑜漸老 不事事 [Wl Y iian-yii  gradually  became  tc old  to  work, —— at  painting. 



sum 

1229 

are 

無 所事事  there  was  no  at-| tention  tt)  business, 一 on  the  part  [ 
999°  of  officials.  | 

各 事其事  every  one  attends! 
to  his  own  duties. 

諸事遂 心  may  everything  be  I 
as  you  wish ! 

事業  occupation  ；  business. 

老 世事。 r 歷練 世事 
well  versed  in  worldly  affairs; 
an  old  stager. 

隄防事 中生事 t。 have 
a  care  lest  trouble  grow  out  of | 
(k.  be  added  to)  existing  trouble. 

無 事生事  to  make  trouble 
where  there  need  be  none. 

事 如屬實  if  these  facts 
really  true. 

事權  authority；  power. 

事 出權宜  a  course  of  action 
dictated  by  circumstances. 

事 關約則  the  matter  is  one 
which  involves  the  Treaty  and 
the  Tariff. 

事主  the  principal  person  con¬ 
cerned  in  any  matter,—^,  the 
owner  of  stolen  property  ；  the 
complainant  ；  a  leader  {see  5597). 

主事  3.  2nd  class  assistant  secre¬ 
tary  in  a  Board. 

大事  the  great  business, 
variously  applied  to  revolution, 
marriage,  death,  sacrifices,  etc. 

凡物 不足以 講大事 
animals  are  unfitted  to  discourse 
on  sacrifice. 

能 .行 大事乎 can  you  do 
the  great  deed? 一 i.e.  slay  the Duke. 

有的 事人喇  there  are  lots 
of  people ! 

好事  see  3889  hao、 

事夂毋  to  serve  one’s  father 
and  mother. 

忠臣不 事二君  a  loyal 
minister  will  not  serve  two 

princes. 

佛 不足事  Buddha  is  not 
worth  worshipping. 

事奉  to  wait  upon;  to  serve 

囑陳 師事豬  bade  Ch ‘吞 n 
regard  Ch'u  as  his  teacher. 

毋事嫂  waited  upon  her  sister- 
in-law  as  though  the  latter  had 
been  h^,.  mother 

事 ‘
 

9990 

9991 

R •霽 

C.  s hcii 

H.  ski、 she 

F.  sie、 v.  tie 

”/•  j 

pN .卜. M. 

Y. ( 

Sz.  shi 

K.j 

J.  sei A.  t^e 

Sinking 

Upper. 

弓弩 數千事  several  thou- sands  of  sets  of  bows  and  arrows. 

剩 一二事 ，皆 姑服也 
one  or  two  suits  were  left,  all 
belonging  to  her  mother-in-law. 

三事兒  a  small  case  contain- 
ipg  tweezers,  ear-pick,  and  tooth¬ 

pick. 五事 = demeaiiour,  speech, 
seeing,  hearing,  and  thinking. 

Power  ；  authority  ；  influ¬ 

ence  ； strength  ；  the  testi- 

'clesj  virility.  Aspect  ；  con- 
jdition  ; circumstances  ；  signs. 
See  1031,  2187,  9990. 

勢 散則弱  power  separated means  weakness，一 心. “divided 

we  fall •” 

隨風 勢漂去  at  the  mercy of  the  wind. 

候風 勢則個  we  must  wait for  a  fair  wind. 

勢家  influential  families. 

作虎勢  to  act  like  a  tiger, to  be  violent  and  cruel. 

失勢  to  lose  power  or  influence 

威 勢大  of  great  influence  and authority. 

以洋人 假 借外勢 
introduce  foreigners  (into  the 

case)  on  pretence  of  possessing their  influence. 

車杷勢 a  carter. 
嚇勢  to  scare;  to  terrify. 

恃勢 t。  rely  upon  one’s  position — to  do  evil  with  impunity. 

勢1  to  put  down  with  authority, 

虛 張聲勢  to  make  a  show of  being  in  force. 

勢力  strength,  as  of  an  army; 
power;  influence. 

勢 力之人  retainers;  hangers- on  to  influential  persons. 

割勢  to  castrate. 
出 其 勢  he  exposed  his  person. 

來 勢甚兕 ^  came  in  a  very threatening  manner. 

乘  ch^eng>  to  avail  oneself  of circumstances. 

形  ̂   aspect;  position, — of  sites. 

w 

9991 

! 

士 
 ▲ 

9992 

紙 

j 
 

sz^
 

or 

I  形勢雄  _  k  looks 
 very 

j  strong  ancl  inaccessible,  —  of 

1  Gibraltar. 

I 各 抱地勢  adapted  in  each 
j  case  to  the  configuration  of  the 

j  land. 

j  ^  ̂   both  cannot  exist together;  mutually  exclusive. 

勢必  necessarily；  inevitably. 

勢 所必然  circumstances 
compel  it. 

勢 難從命  circumstances 
make  it  difficult  for  me  to  accede 

to  your  request. 

勢 有不能  circumstances 
make  it  impossible. 

騎虎 之勢1 ike  riding  a  tiger, 
— there’s  no  getting  down. 

勢將  will,  or  may,  probably  or 
apparently ...... 

勢 將成就  it  looks  like  being 
a  success. 

勢 處兩難  to  be  in  an  awk¬ 
ward  position  whichever  course one  takes. 

勢利 之人。 ■•勢 利鬼 勢利眼 沉趨 勢利者 
those  who  are  servile  to  superiors 
and  brutal  to  inferiors. 

勢派兒  scale, 一 e.g.  of  build¬ 

ing. 

勢細  an  embarrassed  condition 

勢缴  fury；  ferocity. 
勢不隹  affairs  looking  serious 

勢頭# F  things  look  favourable; the  prospect  is  good. 

那家 人見勢 頭來得 

兕險  the  servant,  seeing  the serious  turn  of  affairs,  •… 

打手勢  to  make  signs  with  the 
hands. 

俅文先 生手勢  accord¬ ing  to  the  signs  Mr.  Wen  is 
making  with  his  hands, -as  w^iere 
fingers  are  held  up  to  denote 
numbers. 

A  civil  official；  a  soldier ; 

a  minister；  a  learned  man ； 
a  scholar ;  a  gentleman  ；  a 

lover.  A  piece  in  Chinese 

chess,  with  powers  similar 
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9992 F.  sou1 W.( 

N.{ 

P.  shf M.  
j 

Y.  I 

Sz.  sh'P K.  sa 

J.  shi 
A.  {s/it) 

Rising  Lower 

Irregular. 

but  inferior  to  those  of  our 

“queen.”  Radical  33.  [To 
be  distinguished  from  土 

1 2,099.]  See  死  10,280. 

士 農工商  officials,  agricul¬ 
turists,  artisans,  and  traders, 一 
the  four  classes  of  society  in 

order  of  precedence.  See  7908. 

賢士 國之寶  a  virtuous 
official  is  a  jewel  in  the  country. 
See  2292. 

甲士  soldiers. 

士卒  foot-soldiers ;  infantry. 

騎士  horsemen;  cavalry. 

士馬  infantry  and  cavalry. 

士  飽馬騰  fine  soldiers  and 
prancing  steeds. 

勇 士。 r 壯士  valiant  soldiers. 

庶  士  有竭  martial  looked  the attendant  officers. 

卿士  a  minister  of  State.  See 
4839. 

大士  似  10,470. 
士女  men  and  women. 

女士  a  heroine. 

士子。 r  士  A  any  one  who 
has  been  in  for  an  examination ; 
a  scholar. 

士林  the  literati. 
+  ̂   retired  officials;  gentry. 

士民  originally  used  for  the 
official  class  only;  now  the  literati 

and  the  people.  Cf、  商民 
merchants. 

士得一 人知， 可無憾 
if  a  scholar  becomes  known  (as 

such)  to  a  single  man,  he  is 
satisfied. 

下士  scholars  of  the  lowest 
class.  Also,  to  humble  oneself 
before  a  learned  man. 

文士  a  student;  a  literary  man. 

天文士  an  astronomer. 

居士 Qr 處  chluz  士  a  scholar 
who  does  not  hold  office; 
private  gentleman.  The  first  is 
also,  a  devout  member  of  the 
Buddhist  laity. 

處 女莫不 願得以 
爲士  of  the  young  virgins  not 
one  but  wished  to  get  him  as  a 
lover. 

9992
 

A 

9993 

R •紙 

See  士 

輕 財重士  to  think  little  of wealth  and  much  of  scholarship. 

庶吉士  a  newly-appointed member  of  the  Han-lin  College. 

女修士  a  sister  of  charity, 一 a foreign  term. 

紳士  the  gentry.  See  9821. 

士  夫  the  spiritual  self.  Sanskrit : 

pUrusha. 

m 

To  hold  office；  to  be  a 

government  servant.  Same 

as  the  士 in  chess •’  see  9992. 

Rising  Lower 
Irregular. 

誓 4
 

9994 

R •蠢 

H.  shi W.  zi,  zz 

See|^ 

Sinking 

Lower. 

出 仕。 r 進仕 tog。  into  public life;  to  take  office. 

致仕 卸仕  to  resign  office. 

仕路。 i ■仕途 an  official career. 

仕 商必檇  essential  to  o 伍- cials  and  merchants, 一 of  a  Tra¬ 
veller's  Guide. 

仕 宦之家  a  family  of  offi¬ cials, — the  members  of  which 
have  always  been  in  government employ. 

吾將 仕矣1  wiu  g。 int。 office. 

以 爲登仕 之計 as  a  trick by  means  of  which  he  might 
get  into  the  public  service. 

仕版  a  register  of  officials, 

不爲 祿仕  to  serve,  not for  salary, — but  for  the  good  of 
the  people. 

仕宋  he  held  o 伍 ce  under  the Sung  dynasty. 

仕子  Imperial  catamites. 

To  swear  ；  to  take  an 
oath  ；  to  make  a  contract  ； 
to  address  ；  a  speech. 

誓言  an  oath.  [The  following is  the  text  of  the  famous  oath 

sworn  in  the  peach-garden  by 
the  three  great  heroes  of  the 

三 國 志  History  of  the  Three 
Kingdoms: 皇天 后土， 

實鑒 此心， 背義忘 

恩 ，天 人共戮  Imperial Heaven  and  Queen  Earth,  scru¬ 
tinise  these  hearts  of  ours,  and 

if  any  one  of  us  fail  in  his  duty, 
forgetful  of  his  tie,  may  God  and 
man  alike  destroy  him!] 

9994 

逝 
9995 

R._ 

H.  shi 

See 礎 

Sicking 

Lower. 

發誓 矢誓。 1 ■起誓 tC) 
take  an  oath. 

你就 要起誓 發願的 

說  if  you  are  prepared  to  take a  solemn  oath  that . -tiC-  doc 

晉賜 a  vow. 
發下 誓1 願 t。 make  a  vow. 

立 下誓戒  to  take  a  pledge, — as  against  drink  or  opium. 

^  swore  to  remain  chaste 
until  death. 

誓 不兩立  I  swear  that  both 
of  us  shall  not  stand, — that  one of  us  shall  die. 

不 得眞經 ，誓 不回國 
without  the  Sacred  Books,  I  swear 
I  will  never  return  to  my  country. 

燒誓章  to  burn  a  written  oath. 

盟誓  to  enter  into  a  sworn agreement. 

當天 盟誓1  swear 

God. 

山 盟海誓  a  firm-as-the-hills 
agreement  and  deep-as-the-sea oath.  Used  of  a  pact  between 

sworn  brothers;  also  between lovers. 

誓約  to  contract. 誓于師  made  a  speech,  or gave  orders,  to  the  soldiers. 

To  pass  away；  to  depart ； 

to  die,  especially  of  officials 
or  of  children.  An  initial 

particle. 

逝水  flowing  water. 

逝者 如斯夫  it  passes  away 
like  this, 一 not  ceasing  by  day 

or  by  night.  A  reflection  by Confucius  on  a  stream. 

日 月逝矣 the  days  and months  pass, — time  waits  for  no 

man. 

逝 者其亡 time  will  pass  and 
we  shall  be  dead, — if  we  do 
not  enjoy  ourselves  now. 

椎 琴卻逝  she  pushed  aside 
the  lute  and  was  on  the  point of  retiring, ...... 

言 不可逝  words  are  not  to 

be  cast  away. 

長逝。 r 殖 (。> •盡) 逝 g°ne on  the  long  journey, — dead. 
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sum 

w 
9995 

R. 

啻 4
 

9996 

寘霽 
C.  chH、 tai 
H./i 

F.  上， 

N.  j*,  isz、 ti 

P.  ch^  t-i 
M.  ts^z 

Y.  /‘*• K.  si 

•  ski、 Ui、 tai 

A.  si  (sAi) 

Sinking 

Upper. 

似 
9997 

曰 
9998 

孫 文正溘 逝之後 after 
the  death-  of  Sun  W^n-cheng. 

坐逝  to  die  sitting,  —  of  an 
official  Confident  in  his  merits. 

從 此而逝  here  we  part!. 
a  phrase  addressed  at  the  gravel 
to  a  dead  man. 

知 音已逝  he  who  knewj 
sound  (i.e.  was  a  musician)  is 
already  dead.  Also  used  in  the 

sense  of  “my  friend  is  dead.” 

偕逝  to  go  away  (or  die)  to¬ 
gether. 

逝 不古處  (a  man)  who  treats 
me  not  according  to  the  ancient 
rule. 

Only ;  to  be  different 

from  ；  to  stop  at.  Also! 

read  and  chHhK  [To| 
be  distinguished  from  啼 
ii, oi3，] 

不啻  not  only；  not  merely ;  not  I 
less  than；  not  otherwise  than；f not  short  of. 

不 啻不敢  not  only  not  I 
daring  to . 

不 啻如自 其口出 1 
merely  as  far  as  he  says, 一 but| 
more. 

不啻置 之死地 （the| 
above)  is  nothing  less  than  to  | 
sign  his  death-warrant. 

是不啻 千預中 @保 

護子 民之權 it  is  as 
though  you  were  interfering  in 

China’s  sovereign  right  to  defend 
her  own  subjects. 

藶 之不 啻夂毋  as  grate¬ ful  to  him  as  to  his  own  parents. 

何啻隔 靴搔癢  much  like 
scratching  an  itch  thi  ugh  a  boot. 

何 啻萬千  why  only  myriads 
and  thousands  ? 

奚音  why  stop  at....?  why 
only....? 

See  10,289. 

豉 
9999 

趨 
10,000 

R •錫陌 

N,  shell 

P.  is  h  i 

See 釋嫡 

Entering 

Upper. 

See  5642. 

See  1996. 

To  go  to;  to  reach  ；  a l 

bride  going  to  her  husband  si 

house  ；  hence,  to  marry  (ofl 
women).  To  happen  ；  toi 

meet  with；  to  hit  off  (seel 

2875);  to  suit  (see  4600)  ；  tof 

succeed  ；  pleasure ;  amuse- 1 
ment.  Suddenly  ；  just  now. 

適往  to  go  to. 
適 至骨于 reaching  down  to  the  I calf. 

謹立 勿他適  stand  in  a  I 
respectful  attitude  and  don’t  | move. 

王 事瘸我  the  king’s  business  I comes  on  me. 

癯嫁  to  marry  a  husband. 

適林氏  married  into  the  Lin  I 

family.  * 

如要改 適他人 if  you| want  to  marry  again, .… 

適 從何來  where  have  you| come  from  now? 

無 所適從  without  any  de  l finite  plan  to  follow ;  without  a| 
clue. 

適 値其時  precisely  at  that  j time. 

適 因此故  precisely  for  this| very  reason. 

適 得其平  to  obtain  one’s  | fair  share  of  justice. 

斟酌適 中之論  to  consult  J upon  a  middle  course. 

緣此數 B 瘕 有公冗 1 
it  just  happens  that  on  the  days! 
mentioned  I  have  o 伍 cial  busi-| ness. 

適 竟其事  the  affair  had  justj been  concluded,  when . 

李適 不在侧 Li  did happen  to  be  by  at  the  moment.  I 

我適 在其中  I  was  (or  hap- j pened  to  be)  of  the  party. 

遵有 木箱順 流而下 
he  happened  upon  a  wooden  box  I 
which  was  floating  down  stream.  I 

適 有客來  just  then  a  guest | arrived. 

適用  sufficient  for  use;  just what  I  want. 
10,000 客 臥甚適  er  was 

sleeping  very  comfortably. 

適我願  it  hits  off  my  wishes. 

適意  in  accordance  with  one’s wishes;  to  get  one’s  desire;  to be  happy.  See  5367. 

一生 適意之 境足矣 

(thus)  the  happiness  of  one’s  life is  completely  secured. 

從所適  let  him  go  where  he pleases, — sc.  to  the  devil. 

自 喻適志  conscious  only  of following  one’s  own  fancies. 

他做的 文 章妥適 his essay  hit  it  off  capitally,— refer¬ 
ring  to  the  theme  set. 

不蕺適  to  have  no  double aims;  singleness  of  purpose;  not 

to  marry  again  (of  a  woman). 

然後 奇 晉 '真適 then  that 
may  be  called  success. 

何 適之爲  what  success  is 
there  in  that? 

無適而 非此也  he  had  no 
amusements  beyond  this. 

弄筆 自適耳  he  wielded  his 
brush  simply  to  amuse  himself. 

取適  to  seek  or  take  amusement See  936. 

適輕  and  適 重  the  circum¬ 
stances  being  extenuating,  and 

aggravating,  respectively. 

適然。 r 適爾  suddenly ; 
cidentally. 

適間 OT 適纔。 r 適 _ now. 

適 來此地  he  had  just 
to  this  place. 

ac- 

: come 

Read  ti**.  The  legiti¬ 

mate  heir；  to  set  the  mind 

on.  To  preside  over. 

殷適  the  rightful  heir  of  the House  of  Yin. 

誰 適爲容  for  whom  should 
I  adorn  myself? 

誰 適與謀  who  devised  their 
schemes  for  them? 

胸 中無適 莫之見 i have  no  opinion  either  (  適） 

for  or  (莫） against. 
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10,000 

Read  chili^  or  tse^.  To 

reprove.  Used  for  11,676. 

勿 予禍適  do  not  punish  or 

謐 
10,001 

m: 
10,002 

寘 
Y,yg 
See 示 

A.  f'ui 
Sinking 
Lower. 

存適 莫之見  biased. 

適士  an  eminent  scholar. 

Read  ti^ 

適 適然驚 quite  dumf_d- ed. 

reprove  us. 

Read  e.2*  •’  the  appear¬ 
ance  or  sound  of  laughing. 

Wrongly  used  for  10,002, 
the  short  form  of  which  is 

mm.* 

Posthumous  titles  confer¬ 

red  upon  Emperors  and 

eminent  officials.  [Women 

have  often  been  canonised, 

especially  under  晉  dynasty.] 

謐號。 r  諡名 the  posthumous 
title. 

曾國 藩的諡 號稱爲 

爽 
io,oo3 

R •陌職 

4r 

C.  skik 

F.  h.eik、 scik 
W.  sic 

N.  sih 

K .磁 

J.  seki、 shaktt 

A.  t'-ih 
Entering 

Upper. 

10,004 

文  Tseng  Kuo-fan  was  ca¬ 
nonised  as  Wen  cheng. 

諡法  the  science  or  system  of 
posthumous  titles. 

圈定文 襄諡號 t。 mark 
with  a  circle,  for  selection,  the 

style  or  title  Wdn  hsiang^—ixom 
a  number  of  titles  submitted. 

Red,  To  be  angry.  The 

personal  name  of  召在 

Shao  Kung  of  the  Chou 

dynasty,  chief  of  the  十亂 

ten  pacificators”  employ- 
ed  by  武王  Wu  Wang. 

^  5^'  to  be  red. 

如 兩宮爽 if  the  t、v。 Em- 
presses  are  incensed. 

Same 
as  9921. 

茬
1
 

10,005 

R. 支
 

See 遲 

J.  ski 

Even  Lower. 

锡 
io,oq6 

世 10,007 

io,oo8 

收1
 

10,009 
R •尤着 

C.  shau 

H.  seu 
F. 

W.  siu 

N.  \ 

P. shou 
M.  sou 

Y.  sio 
Sz.  sheu 
K.  su 

J.  shu A.  tKeu Even  Upper. 

Grass-grown. 

荏平縣  name  of  a  District  in Shantung. 

Same  as  9980. 

Same  as  9969. 

SHOXT. 

Same  as  10,009. 

To  receive  •’  to  collect  ； 

to  gather  in,  as  a  harvest  ； 

to  put  away；  to  close；  to 

arrest  ；  to  confine ;  to  im¬ 

prison.  The  back  and  front 

of  a  carriage.  A  cap  used 

at  sacrifices  under  the  Hsia 

dynasty. 

收下。 r 收入  to  receive. 
收領 t。  receive, 一 on  applica¬ 

tion. 

收留。 r 收存  to  receive  and 
keep.  [The  first  is  also  to  har¬ 

bour.] 

收得。 r 收到  received. 
收畢。 i ■收訖 or 收明 

or 七淸。 r 收足  received in  full. 

收單  (see  io,6qo)  a 收條 

'a 收據  a  receipt, -for  money, 
goods,  despatches,  etc.,  etc. 

收  ft  紅單  a  certificate  show¬ ing  that  duties  have  been  paid ; 
a  clearance  certificate. 

收祝  to  collect  duties. 

收稅單  a  duty-paid  certificate. 

收 稅免照  an  exemption  cer¬ tificate. 

收釐單  a  lekin  receipt. 
to  hold  on  toj  to  hold  in 

one’s  possession;  to  receive  as receipt. 

10,009 

jj^  ̂   to  receive  at  birth, 一 to  act as  midwife. 

收取。 r 收集  to  gather  to¬ gether;  to  collect. 

收藏。 r 收儲  to  lay  by;  to 
store  up. 

收進  to  take  in;  to  rig  in,  as 
a  boom. 

收埋  to  gather  up  and  bury, — a  stray  corpse.  \ 

收鈉 t。  collect,  as  duties;  to 
receive  payment;  to  accept. 

收規  to  collect  fees. 

收賬  to  collect  debts. 收割。 r 收成。 1 ■收莊 

稼。 r  秋收  tQ  get  in  the crop;  to  harvest. 

三 年不收  no  harvest  for three  years, — from  drought. 

丫 頭收房  the  waiting-maid 
has  been  taken  as  a  concubine. 

收兵。 1 •收隊  to  withdraw 

troops. 

收歇  to  desist  from. 
i|^  to  haul  in  a  net. 

收口  to  make  a  port,  as  in  a storm;  to  put  into  a  port. 

收贖  to  redeem;  to  take  out  of 

pawn. 政 買玩器 curio5  bought 
here. 

收 買人心 t。  win  people’s 
hearts, 一 by  bribery,  etc. 

收心 世務  to  withdraw  the 
mind  from  worldly  matters. 

把慈 悲:心 收起 putaside 
your  benevolent  feelings. 

杷書本 收起來  put  away 
the  books. 

把這 個給我 收起來 
keep  this  for  me. 

當收 不收  what  y«  >u  ought to  put  away,  you  don’;.  - 

收拾。 r 收什  to  i  lend;  to put  in  order;  to  get  re  idy.  See 

9963. 收 拾行李  to  pack  ( _ne’s  bag¬ 

gage. 收拾三 軍回朝  yot  ready the  army  and  returmd  to  the 
capital. 

收 拾人心  to  dispose  people 

favourably. 
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10,009 

等我 收拾你 wait  a  minute 
and  I’ll  you  through! 

收妖 t。  deal  with  or  punish  a 
bogy， 

收工  to  stop  work. 

收舖  to  close  a  shop, 一 eithfer 
for  the  night  or  permanently. 

收脚  to  stop  running. 

收塲 w 收科  to  finish ;  to 
complete. . 

收開  to  receive  and  read. 

收尾  finally；  in.  the  end. 

收庄  to  suspend  payment. 

收門生  to  take  pupils. 

收回  to  receive  back. 

收 回成命  I  recall  (you 
Majesty’s)  already  definite  com¬ 
mands, — a  conventional  phrase 
on  appointment  to  office. 

收替 to  take  over  management 
of. 

收 嘗不來  can’t  be  kept  m 
order, 一 as  a  mauvais  sujet. 

志 欲收岐  wished  to  put  Ch'i 
in  prison. 

到 此收你  we  have  come 
here  to  arrest  you. 

收錢 t。  receive  money. 

收辦  to  take  over  and  deal 
with. 

收押  to  confine;  to  imprison； 
to  receive  pledges,  as  a  pawn¬ 
broker. 

收 華。 r 收訊  to  confine 
pending  trial. 

收禁  to  keep  in  confinement. 
收服  to  win  back  to  allegiance. 

收裹  to  wrap  up. 
收掌 t。  be  entrusted  with  the 
management  of;  to  take  into 

one’s  charge. 

收受  to  receive;  to  accept. 

收帶  to  have  on  one’s  person. 
收養  to  maintain；  to  support. 

號收  a  Customs’  bank  receipt. 
收號  a  receipt-irark  on  bank¬ 

notes. 

收呈  to  receive  a  written  plaint. 

收1
 

10,009 

熟 
10,010 

手
 3 

10,011 

R •有 

C,  shau 

H.  shu 
F.  chHu 

W.( 

N.  1 

P- 
Sz. ( 

M.  sou 
Y.  seo 

K.  su 

J.  shu、 shu 

A./‘《 
Rising  Upper. 

siu 

shou 

不 加收齒  are  not  selected and  recorded  for  merit. 

欲收之  was  going  to  seize  and slay  him. 

See  10,05: 

The  arm  ；  the  hand  ；  a 

“hand.”  Radical  64.  See 

1297,  3589,  4025,  6468, 

7073,  7369， 8241,  8979, 

9310,  9617,  9632,  10,128, 
1 1,102,  12,089,  13,421. 

呼 •臂  the  arm. 
手拗  the  inside  of  the  elbow. 

左手 不如 右手强 心 
left  hand  is  not  equal  to  the 

right. 
一 隻手。 r  一把手 

j  single  hand. 雙手。 〃j、 手。 r 扒兒 

手  a  pickpocket.  See  below, 

手面。 r 手掌。 r 手 心 the 
palm  of  the  hand. 

the  lines  on  the  hand. 

手 •甲  the  nails. 

手指。 r 手指頭  the  fingers 

手縫 兒 the  spaces  be¬ tween  the  fingers. 

the  back  of  the  hand.  See 

12,412. 

手背朝  chlao  2  下  the  back of  the  hand  facing  downwards, 
— as  one  who  holds  out  his  hand 
for  money. 

背 着手踱 來踱去 ，竟 

無 walked  up  and  down 
with  his  hands  behind  his  back, 
at  a  loss  what  to  do. 

手腕子  the  wrist. 

手節 the  knuckles. 
手 •脚  hands  and  feet;  assistants； tricks.  See  1362. 

手忙 脚梳 in  a  great  bustle - 
large  hands. 

寻*  capable;  of  ability. 

手 
10,011 

小 手大脚 ，一 輩子糟 
small  hands  and  lai  ge  feet 

mean  that  you  will  be  unfor 
tunate  all  through  life. 

手 脚無善 症 diseases  of  the 
hands  and  feet  come  from  a 

wicked  disposition. 

手足  hands  and  feet;  brothers. 

忘手 足之情  forgetful  of 
the  fraternal  tie. 

手足 不相爭 hands  and - feet  do  not  fight, 一 neither  should brothers. 

手 舞足蹈  gesticulating  with hands  and  feet;  throwing  one’s limbs  about  in  all  directions. 

手中 手裏  in  the  hand . 

手模。 r 手印  a  signature made  by  dipping  a  finger  in  ink 

and  making  an  impression  show¬ 
ing  the  lines  or  markings  on  the skin. 

to  grasp  in  the  hand 

手頭  the  hand;  the  grip  of  the hand.  See  9264. 

好手 m  dexterity；  skill. 
or  ̂   skilful  with 

the  hand. 

手 頭愈短 ，心 頭愈熱 
the  poorer  he  became,  the  more 
she  loved  him. 

因手頭 不寬綽  because 
he  was  badly  off. 

手 緊  in  money  difficulties.  Also 
stingy；  close-fisted. 

手乏 1  or 手 困 in  want  of money ;  hard  up. 

手軟  my  hand  is  limp  or  weak 

住手。 r 罷手 tQ  stop;,  t。 cease. 

鬆手 w 放手- •撒手 to  let  go;  to  loosen  the  hands. 

手 鬆的人  a  spendthrift. 執手 拉手 ot 握手 

揸手。 r 拿手  (see  8093) 

or 

to  grasp  the  hands, — as  of  a friend. 

寻*  拉 着手*  hand  in  hand. 

檇 肀而行  they  went  along 
hand*  in  hand.  一 

手援  to  lead  by  the  hand. 

洗手  to  wash  the  hands.  Also used  figuratively. 

155 
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土 
色授 而手語 t。 make  signs 
with  the  face  and  talk  by  gest¬ 
ures. 

以 手推畫 ，似. 晉被殴 

將死之 狀 he  made  signs 
with  his  hands  as  if  explaining 
that  he  had  been  beaten  and 

was  dying  from  the  effects. 

比 （or 打） 手式 t?  talk  by 
signs  with  the  hands, 一 as  deaf- 
mutes  doi 

to  play  at  chess,  wei-ch% 
etc. 

動手。 r 起手。 r 開手 

or  下  to  begin  doing  any¬ 
thing.  [The  last  is  also  an 
assistant.] 

莫  _  don，t  touch  it! 

須 速下手  ̂ urrY  UP  an(i  be¬ 

gin. 

下手 之時  at  the  moment  of 
doing  the  deed. 

先 下手爲 强 he  who  strikes 
the  first  blow  has  the  advantage. 

你下的 手太重 y。11  hit 
him  too  hard. 

下  under  one’s  orders;  in  one’s care. 

那人盼 咐手下 the  man 
ordered  his  subordinates. 

底下  at  hand ;  in  hand.  See 
8300. 

手 底下錢 不殼用 W 
having  enough  money  in  hand 

to  go  on  with. 

了  to  finish;  see  7073. 

過手  to  hand  over;  to  transfer. 

何人 ■^作  who  did  this  ?. — of 
paintings,  essays,  etc. 

好 {乍 手*  very  well  done. 

作寻*  居 C  an  autograph  note, — 
e.g.  sent  with  a  present. 

此是 實情非 作手也 
this  is  the  truth,  it  is  not  col¬ 
lusion. 

a  good  hand  at  anything. 

老手。 r 熟手 an  Qld  hand. 

生^  raw  ；  inexperienced. 
遊手  a  vagrant;  a  vagabond. 
國 手  the  champion  of  the  em¬ 
pire,— in  any  line,  as  for  instance 
medicine,  chess-playing,  calli- 

. graphy,  etc.;  complimentary  title 
for  a  physician. 

1 

lo'pn 
魁 寻、 a  first-rate  hand  or  work¬ man. 

凡 出 其 字*  all  are  his  handi¬ 
work. 

 
1 

如 出 趙 as  if  by  the  hand of  (the  artist)  Chao  (Meng-fu). 

出 一 •  are  by  the  same  hand. 

出 ■^貨  saleable  goods.  See 
6869. 

間 having  nothing  to  do;  at 
leisure. 

白 手做。 r 空用 手做 
to  make  with  the  hands  only, — 
without  the  aid  of  tools,  etc.  i 

手 推峰練 the  fingers  far apart, 一 having  spaces  between, 
thrdugh  which  things  may  slip. 

Used  of  a  spendthrift. 

$  無策  folded
  his  hands and  knew  not  what  to  do. 

甚爲棘 手  veiT  pricking  to the  hands, — an  awkward  matter 
to  deal  with. 

順字 •  or  帶手  at  one’s  con¬ venience. 

i 廢不順 the  lamp  is  on  the 
wrong  side  of  my  hand, — e.g. 
in  writing,  when  a  shadow  is 
thrown  on  the  paper. 

順手給 我帶來 bring  k for  me  when  you  have  occasion 
to  come. 

順手帶 出  brought  it  out  with him. 

帶 着手兒 給我做 
you  have  finished  your  own,  do 
one  for  me. 

放檢  fired  the  first  shot. 

垂 手而站  to  stand  with  the hands  down, 一 in.  a  respectful attitude. 

垂 手可取 （。1 ■得 ) can  cap* ture  it  “hands  down •” 

or  工  handicraft; 
skilled  labour. 

寻*  工 品  hand-made  articles. 
手段  skill  with  the  hands.  See 

12,140. 

手容恭  the  management  of the  hands  must  be  respectful. 

心 敏手*  蓮  mind  alert  and hand  moving, 一 co-ordination  of hand  and  eye. 

秉: 

措 *  不及  not  in  time  with one’s  hand, — as  to  save  some¬ 
thing  from  falling. 

鈴 他個措 手不及 t。 take  them  by  surprise, 一 in  a 
military  sense. 

不 複措手 did  nc)t  give  any further  attention, 一 to  them. 

十目 所視， 十手所 

推， 其嚴乎 what  all  eyes 
look  at,  and  all  hands  point  to, 

must  be  regarded  with  reverence. 

手套。 1： 手笠 gloves. 

打手  to  beat  on  the  hand, — as is  done  to  schoolboys,  and  also 

to  graduates,  ordinary  bamboo 
ing  in  courts  of  justice  being 
forbidden  in  the  latter  case. 

Also,  hired  bullies. 

手本 or  手帖  the  “visiting- 
card’’  of  a  subordinate  or  inferior 

official.  [Originally,  under  the 

Ming  dynasty,  a  list  of  presents 
or  articles  of  tribute.]  S^c  8846. 

manuscript ;  copy. 

■^  巾 or  napkins ;  hand¬ kerchiefs. 

手才 (J  or  f  考  handcuffs. 
•^拐  a  walking-stick. 

手鑽  a  gimlet. 
•^槍  a  pistol. ^  a  substitute  at  one  of  the 
public  examinations. 

一手托 兩家。 ne  hand 
holding  up  two  persons, 一 used 
of  middlemen  and  peacemakers. 

― *  ■^貨  goods  of  the  same kind. 

— " *  one  throw  of  the 
dice. 

— 1  手 蛋  a  handful  of  eggs, 一 i.e.  five. 

伸 •^將 1  軍  General  Stretch- 
the-hand, 一 a  beggar. 

伸出 小手來 t0  stretch  out 
a  small  hand, — to  eat  at  other 

people’s  expense. 

長  greedy ;  avaricious. 
手串  a  bracelet  of  strung  beads. 

圏  a  bracelet. 
yPJJ  written  with  one’s  own 

hand  二 

識 其手書  recognised  his 
handwriting.  See  10,024. 
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Rising  Upper. 

手翰  to  indite. 

手此  by  hand,— of  a  letter. 

手車 a  hand-winch. 

手不流 賴澳袖 t。 
find  fault  with  one’s  sleeve  for 

ope’s  hand  being  stiff,  —  bad 
workmen  quarrel  with  their  tools. 

手疏 t。  pen  a  memorial. 
手捧 t。  hold  up  in  the  palm  of 

one’s  hands. 

手辣  malicious;  evil-minded. 

手毒  dangerous, — as  one  who 
would  resort  to  extreme  violence 

解手 a  euphemism  for  going  to 
the  w.c.,  used  by  men.  See  1515 

5990,  2875.  
" 

-個絶 妙解手  a  capital 
expedient.  [Add  under  1515. 

To  keep;  to  observe,  as 

laws；  to  guard；  to  defend 

as  opposed  to 攻 65  5  5  {g.v.) 
To  watch  over；  to  hold  on 

to；  to  attend  to. 

守法  to  keep  the  law. 
守禮  to  observe  ceremonies ;  to 
be  free  from  irregularities. 

守本分  (//«4)  to  mind  one’s own  duties. 

守節。 r 守貞  to  preserve 
chastity,— as  a  widow  who  will 
not  remarry,  etc. 

守童貞  to  remain  a  virgin, 
as  a  girl  whose  betrothed  has 
died. 

守寡  to  remain  a  widow, 一 not 
to  marry  again. 

嫁 守由汝  marry  again  or 
not,  as  you  like. 

有 守有爲  having  great  vigi¬ 
lance  and  activity ,-enerery.  gen¬ 
eral  ability,  etc. 

己  self-control； 

安 分/^ 守  己  to  mind  one’s own  business. 

守中 立 不理 t。 remain  im¬ 
partial  and  not  to  interfere. 

守制0 r  守孝 t0  be  in  mourn¬ 
ing, 一 for  parents. 

西人 現恪守 我國之 
制  westerners  are  now  religious¬ 
ly  observing  our  (old  Chinese) 

守8
 

10,012 

regulations, — as  to  late  marri- 1 

ages.  
" 

守齋 t。  observe  a  fast. 

守 家  t0  stop  at  home. 

守業  to  take  care  of  one，s| patrimony. 

守喪 守屍。 r 守靈 tol watch  by  a  -  corpse. 

看 守。 ■•保 守。 r 守護 
to  guard;  to  protect. 

守望  to  keep  watch. 

守城  to  guard  a  city. 

守杷關  口  to  guard  a  pass. 
守邊  t0  guard  the  frontier. 
守禁 on  service  for  garrison  I 

duty. 

守不住  unable  to  holcf,  keep.  I maintain,  etc. 

失守  to  lose  control  of, — as  of| a  district  in  revolt. 

守得緊  to  keep  securely. 
守定  to  maintain  firmly. 

守 成尙文  when  all  goes| well,  the  civilian  ranks  first.  See 

11,611. 

守燈人  Hghtkeepers, 一 as  in 
lighthouses. 

守更  to  keep  watch. 
守歲  to  see  the  old  year  out 
and  the  new  year  in. 

守夜  to  keep  watch  at  night， 

守夜犬  沈  watch-dog;  a  miser. 
守候  to  wait  for  a  person. 

守他 出來時  watching  for him  to  come  out. 

守 取回信  awaiting 
swer. 

守風  to  wait  for  the  wind 
在 晉州守 了數日 
waited  a  few  days  at  Chin  Chou 

守此 念彼  body  in  one  place and  thoughts  in  another. 

守宮  a  eunuch ;  the  gecko 

守死不 玫鄕風 they would  rather  die  than  abandon 
their  own  customs. 

守備 or  守 府  a  second  cap* tain  in  the  Chinese  army.  The 
first  is  also  to  defend  strategi 
cally.  See  8804. 
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w 10,014 

R •有宥 

See 守 

Rising  Upper. 

w 
10,013 

R •宥 

I  See  守 

Rising  Upper. 

守 土不離  to  keep  to  a  place 
and  not  leave  it. 

守領  to  receive  into  one’s 
charge. 

守禁  to  guard;  to  keep  watch 
over. 

守提  to  keep  in  custody  and 
bring  up  for  trial. 

守兵  foreign  police. Read  shou、 •  The  lane 

governed  by  a  feudal  prince. 

^Colloq.  shotiz). 

船烈使 守李陽 the  Em_ 

peror  Chao  Lieh  made  him 
Governor  of  Lei-yang. 

太守  a  Governor  of  a  Depart nient  under  the  Han  dynasty , 

•  epistolary  designation  of  the modern  Prefect. 

張守  Mr.  Prefect  Chang, — being  the  official  designation  of a 知府 • 

巡守  an  Imperial  tour  of  in 
spection. 

A  hunting-dog；  to  hunt. 
Used  for  10,01 2. 

不 狩不獵  you  do  not  follow 
the  chase. 

冬狩  the  winter  hunt. 

天 子巡狩  the  Emperor  goes on  a  tour  of  inspection.  See 

10,012. 

北狩  to  go  hunting  in  the  north — a  euphemistic  term  for  the 
flight  or  exile  of  an  Emperor. 

正 統北狩 the  Emperor Cheng  T‘ung  (of  the  Ming  dyn¬ 
asty)  was  carried  captive  to  the north. 

西狩  认 e  5804. 
The  head  (see  12,978)； 

hence,  the  chief ；  leader  ； 

first；  to  begin  {see  12,106). 
Numerative  of  stanzas,  es¬ 

says,  plays,  etc.  Radical 185.  See  9484. 

首尾  head  and  tail  ；  beginning 
and  end;  bow  and  stern. 

首尾相  _  beginning  and  end 
corresponding  with  one  another. 
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首尾相 顴 fr°nt  and  rear 
supporting  one  another. 

首 尾不淸  head  and  tail  not 
clear, — as  accounts  which  have 
not  been  settled. 

首領  see  7219. 

保首領  to  preserve  one^ 
head  and  neck;  to  “save  one’s bacon, 

M chlil 首 頓首  to  knock 
the  ground  with  the  head;  to 
kotow  • 

搖首  to  shake  the  head. 

首飾  women’s  head  ornaments. 

首級  head  step, — the  decapi¬ 
tated  heads  of  criminals ;  refer¬ 
ring  to  the  days  when  a  step  in 
rank  was  given  for  so  many 
heads  of  enemies. 

長  change  了個 熱决的 
首級  he  has  a  head  which 
ought  to  be  cut  off. 

首功  first-class  merit. 

首 i 之國 the 秦 Ch‘in 
State,  —  because  for  each  foe 

man’s  head  the  soldier  got  a 
step  in  rank. 

聚初 ■誡難  ’tis  difficult  for  us to  meet. 

分首  to  part. 
元首 the  chief;  the  Emperor. 

泥 首宮門 to  dirty  one’s 
head  at  Court,  一  by  constant 
prostrations. 

爲首  to  be  leader. 

首事者  a  committee  of  man 
agement. 

事首  a  ringleader. 

首匪  brigand  chiefs. 

首君  the  first  ruler, —— i.e.  盤古 
P^an-ku;  see  8620. 

首頁  the  first  page  of  a  book 
the  title-page. 

首句  the  opening  sentence. 

首 言境界 ，次 方言山 
the  allusion  in  the  first  (line) 
is  to  the  scenery :  only  in  the 

second  (line)  is  it  to  the  moun¬ tain. 

首*  what  is  of  chief  import¬ ance. 

首罪  the  chief  offender.  See 
shou、、 
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io,oi4 首席  the  head  of  the  table. 

首 the  principal;  head;  chief. 

嚴 究首要  carefully  search out  the  ringleaders. 

拏 獲暍首  to  catch  the  ring¬ 

leaders.' 

不 芬首從  (tsung^)  no  dis¬ 
tinction  between  principal  and accessory. 

首名。 1 ■魁首 the  fifst leading  name;  chief. 

爭首  to  strive  to  be  first 

首先 fcst 
首 經之子  pj  the  Customs’ 
barrier  first  passed  en  route. 

首生  the  first-born. 
胃善  the  best;  the  highest. 

首府  the-Prefectural  city  which is  capital  of  the  province. 

首縣  the  Magistracy  in  which the  Prefect  resides. 

到門首  came  to  the  entrance. 

告 汝言首  I  will  tell  you  the important  points. 

首角花  the  hollyhock. — •  "M*  a  stanza  of  poetry 

箸文章 百餘首 he posed  over  a  hundred  essays. 

馬四首  four  stanzas  on  the 

com 

horse. 

Read  skou\ 

首告 ot 首報  to  lay  infor¬ mation;  to  make,  a  charge. 

首狀 a  charge;  an  accusation. 

首罪  to  confess  one’s  guilt.  .See 
shouz. 

出首  to  come  forward  and  de¬ nounce；  to  accuse. 

自首  to  accuse  oneself；  to  give 
oneself  up,  as  a  deserter. 

自 首減罪  those  who  give themselves  up  to  justice  get 

lighter  punishments. 

以其首 am 首焉 tcx)k 
the  dead  man’s  head  and  in¬ 
formed  the  authorities. 

首
 a 

10,014 

m 
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有 

See 首 
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10,016 
有 

降  hsiang1  首。1 ■投首 t。 sub - mit, 一 as  rebels. 

東首  to  put  one’s  head  to  the east, —  as  Confucius  did  when 
he  was  ill  in  bed  and  his  prince 

came  to  see  him. 

The  bow  of  a  vessel. 

舟益艏  a  figure-head. 

玉 ziu 

shot^ 

C.  shau^ 
H.shu 

F.  seu^ 

W 

N. 

P*  I 

M.  I 

Y.  seo 
Sz.  shou 
K.  su 
i.  shU、 dju 

A.  t^o\  t'-u 
Rising  Lower 

Irregular. 

To  contain  ；  to  be  a  re¬ 
cipient  of,  as  opposed  to 

却 2  2  30  •’  to  suffer ;  to  bear. 
Used  by  the  Buddhists  for 

“  sensation  \  Sanskrit :  vi- dunti.  See  1 297* 

受數斛  able  to  hold  several 
hu  (4948). 

受雇  to  be  hired. 受辱  to  be  disgraced. 

受詈 J  to  be  fined. 受損。 ■•受 壤  to  sustain 
damage. 

受福  to  be  blessed. 

受教  or  受  ̂   to  receive  in¬ 
struction. 

受害  to  be  injured. 

受 人之託 tobe  commission¬ 
ed  by  some  one  to  do  something. 

受累  to  be  involved  in;  to  be 
bothered. 

受病  t。 be  ill. 
受  to  be  wounded  or  damaged, 

受獎  to  be  praised. 

受毒  to  be  poisoned. 
受徒  to  take  pupils. 

受窘  to  suffer  oppression. 

受  ̂   to  receive  an  appointment. 

受 委曲。 r 受寃 t。 suffer 

wrongs. 

受責  to  be  punished. 

受驚恐  to  get  a  fright  or  shock 
受辦  possible  to  carry  out, 
or  administer. 

受聽  sounding  well;  good  to 

hear. 
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受看。 r 受瞧  sightly;  well- 
looking.  ̂  

受 用不了  more  than  will  be 
used, —— of  a  large  income  {shou^ 

yungK). 

受用  capable  of  being  used; 
(read  shouK  yung)  comfortable ; 
at  ease. 

坐着 不受用  uncomfort¬ 
able  in  one’s  seat. 

好 不受用  awfully  jolly. 

_ 情受用  thoroughly  enjoy¬ ing  oneself. 

我和 你受用 去來1 et 
you  and  me  go  and  enjoy  them, 
— dainties. 

我報 你一個 受用1  wil1 
give  you  something  to  make  up, 

— for  having  waked  you. 

受喫 and 受暍  eatable  and 
drinkable,  respectively. 

^  ̂   to  receive  lights  and 

fire, -to  study  under  the  patron¬ 
age  of  a  rich  man. 

受  to  receive  a  salutation. 

受禮於 he  studied  the  Rites 
under . 

受 主  the  receiver. 

受苦。 r 受辛苦  to  suffer 
hardships;  to  be  fatigued. 

受封  to  be  ennobled. 

受聘  to  receive  wedding  pre¬ 
sents, — from  the  bridegroom. 

受朦  to  be  humbuggea. 

受天命  to  receive  his  appoint¬ 
ment  from  God, — as  the  Em¬ 
peror；  Dei  gratia. 

受恩  to  receive  favour. 

受竹於 夏太常 he  tcx)k 
his  bamboos  from  Hsia  [晟 

Ping]  of  the  Sacrificial  Worship 

Court, — of  painting. 

受戒  to  do  penance;  to  be  re 
ceived  into  the  Buddhist  priest¬ 
hood.  See  1531. 

受胎。 1 ■受孕  to  become 
pregnant. 

受 室  to  take  a  wife. 

受享  to  enjoy. 

受氣  to  be  the  object  of  a 
person’s  anger;  to  be  scolded. 

10,016 

受風  to  get  a  chill.  See  1064. 

受蓝  to  suffer  from  malaria. 

受知 w  1783. 
受濕  to  catch  or  be  infected with  a  damp  humour. 

受潮濕  to  be  injured  by  damp. 

受暑  to  suffer  from  heat. 

受熱  to  get  fever. 這; 熱我 受不來 

受不住 H  can’t  stand  this 
heat. 

難受。 r 受不得 ot 不好 

受  hard  to  stand;  unbearable. 
[The  first  is  also  distressed  or depressed.] 

替 人難受  to  feel  very  sorry for.  or  sympathise  with,  a. person. 

受難 to  be  in  difficulties. 

如 今果然 受不了  nqw， 
you  see,  you  have  not  been  able 
to  stand, — these  hardships. 

受 凍不過  could  not  stand the  intense  cold. 

怎生 受得過  how  was  he going  to  stand  this? — meaning 

that  he  wasn’t. 

自受  self-respect. 

璋 個是自 作自受 this is  your  doing  and  you  must 
stand  the  consequences,  —  you 
have  made  your  bed,  etc. 

這 個藥我 受不起 
I  can’t  bear  this  medicine. 

不敢受  I  could  not  venture to  receive  it, — as  a  too  valuable 

present. 

一 無所受  he  would  not accept  a  single  one  of  them. 

忍受  to  receive,  though  con¬ 
trary  to  one’s  wishes. 

受 我一劍  take  one  from  my sword  I 

承受  to  receive. 

容受  to  contain. 

買受 to  buy. 
小人不 可大受  the  small man  cannot  be  trusted  with  great 

responsibilities. 

不受頭  to  refuse  to  submit. 

w 

10,017 

R •有宥 

F.  seu^ 

W.  ziu^ 

See 受 

A.  / 厶, 三 

Rising  and 

Sinking  Lower 

Irregular. 

w 

10,018 

R •有 

See 受 

Rising  Lower 

Irregular. 

w 
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R. 宥 

See 授 

Sinking 

Lower. 

To  give  ；  to  transmit;  to 
teach  {see  6094).  See  4025. 

^  ^  God  and  man 
uniting  to  confer, — the  Throne. 

天 授之性  a  nature  given  by 
heaven, -of  a  heaven-born  genius. 

授受同 科  #ver  and  receiver 
equally  culpable. 

男女授 受不親 men  and 
women  in  passing  things  from 
one  to  the  other  should  not  let 
their  hands  touch. 

受 授不淸  receipts  and  dis¬ 
bursements  in  confusion,  —  as 

when  accounts  won’t  balance, 

授職  to  confer  the  rank  of. 

傳授  to  hand  down  by  word  of mouth, 一 as  a  secret  recipe.  See 

8123. 

口授 伫法  orally  communi¬ 
cating  the  rules  for  the  mind  to 
observe. 

皆不 由師授 he  learnt 
nothing  of  this  from  any  teacher. 

子之 所得非 吾所授 

也  what  you  have  learnt  is  not what  I  taught. 

若有 授乏者 as  one  who 
had  been  taught. 

A  ribbon  ；  a  band  ；  a 
cord.  See  703. 

印綬  a  ribbon  attached  to  a seal;  a  seal  of  office. 

將 _ 經納還 t。 return 
one’s  seals  of  office;  to  resign. 

解綫而 去 he  loosed  the string  of  the  seal  an^d  went, — he  retired  from  office. 

粗綬  silk  cords  for  stringing precious  stones ;  the  tassel  on  a 

cap;  the  strings  to  tie  back  a curtain. 

Old  age,  as  opposed  to 

夭  12,901  ;  lifetime.  It  is one  of  the  Five  Blessings 

{see  3707),  and  is  used 
euphemistically  in  reference 
to  death. 

長壽 01 ■壽考  long  life;  old 
age. 
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好人 不長壽  good  people 
don’t  live  long.  See  5313. 

仁者壽  the  benevolent  are 
long-lived. 

上壽 ，中 壽， and 下壽 ex- 
treme,  medium,  and  lower  old 

age,— terms  applied  to  the  ages 
of  100， 80,  and  60,  respectively. 

壽數 ot 壽元  the  length  or 
term  of  a  man’s  life;  old  age. 

從 今盡壽  from  now  until 
the  end  of  my  life. 

借壽  to  borrow  old  age, 一 of  a 
son  who,  when  his  parent  is  at 

the  point  of  death,  goes  to  the 

城隍廟  City  Temple  and 
offers  some  years  of  *  his  own 
life  to  have  those  of  his  sick 

parent  prolonged. 

壽毋  an  aged  mother. 

壽星  the  star  of  longevity,- 
Canopus. 

鈴 鐺壽星  a  cap  given  to  a 
child  on  completing  its  first 
month,  as  below. 

壽鈴鐺  little  bells  worn  on 
the  cap  by  boys,  to  secure  for 
them  a  long  life. 

萬壽  an  old  age  of  myriads  ofl 
years  ；  the  Emperor’s  birthday 

你壽 近七十  you  are  nearly 
seventy. 

_  —該 有幾何 h(3w  lc)ng is  his  life  on  earth  fated  to  be? 

該壽 三百二 十四歲 
destined  to  live  324  years. 

壽 六十六 歲 aged  sixty-six, 
— of  a  dead  person. 

壽 二百年  will  last  two  hun¬ 
dred  years, 一 of  things. 

壽 年  ̂   歲  may  you  live  1,000 
years, 一 said  to  a  person  who  has 
sneezed. 

高壽 ot 尊壽 what  is  your 
•  venerable  age?  —  used  only  to 

persons  advanced  in  years. 

壽謙。 r  壽辰  a  birthday.  See 
1477 •: 

拜壽 M 賀壽。 r 祝壽 
介壽  to  offer  birthday  con¬ 
gratulations. 

壽麵  vermicelli  presented  on 
birthdays, -figurative  of  long  life 

壽酒  a  birthday  entertainment 

w 10,019 

售 4 

10,020 

R 宥尤 

C.  skaul 

H.  chu) 

F.  uiu 

W.  idziu 

N.  dziu) 

P.  skou) 

M.  sou3 

Y.  seo^ 

Sz.  shot? 
K.  su 

J.  shu^  dju 

A. Sinking 

Irregular 
Lower. 

or 

壽物。 1 ■壽禮  birthday  pre- sents. 

壽 相 t  cakes  presented  on  an  old 
person’s  birthday. 

獻壽  to  offer  birthday  presents. 

冥壽  the  birthday  of  a  person 
who  ,is  dead. 

與那 妖上壽 sive  it  t。 that bogy  as  a  birthday  offering. 

非 但無嗣 ，屬 亦在旦 

夕  not  only  will  you  have  no 
posterity,  but  your  very  life  is 
a  mere  question  of  hours. 

損壽  to  injure  one’s  chance  of old  sige—e.g.  by  cruelty. 

享壽  a  phrase  used  in  death- announcements  of  the  age  of 

persons  over  sixty.  See  8301. 

壽 衣  grave-clothes. 
壽城 (ot 藏。1 •域) an  empty 
tomb;  a  cenotaph.  [The  last  is 
also  a  happy  age,  reminiscent 
of  the  Golden  Age.] 

壽木 w 壽器 w 壽枯 

壽材 a  coffin. 
抬壽器  to  carry  a  coffin. 
壽板  a  set  of  six  plank§  for coffin. 

壽山石  a  tind  of  veined marble. 

壽 世良醫  a  skilful  physician who  gives- long  life  to  mankind, 

壽 之劍爛  to  perpetuate  i 

print. 
设 千金爲 壽 gave  him  Tls. 1,000  as  a  mark  of  high  respect. 

壽帶鳥  Paradise  flycatcher (Tchitrea  Incet). 

To  sell. 

出 售。 r 售賣 t。 sell. 

售腐  to  sell  at  a  loss. 

售買  to  purchase. 
售價 饥 售値  the  price ;  the 
proceeds  of  sale. 

隨 價售値  to  sell  according to  market  prices. 

售主  the  purchaser. 
消售  to  get  rid  of  by  sales, 一 as of  merchandise  in  bulk. 

時 售之器  marketable modities. 

m 

售 4
 

10,020 

10,021 

R •宥 

C.  shau 

H.  seu 
F.  satu、 seu 

W.  sau^  y.  za2- N.  sou 
P.  shou 
M.  sou 

Y.  sio 

Sz.  shou 
K.  su 

J.  shd、sho A.  seu 

Sinking 

Upper. 

com- 

DP  1\^ 

w： 

10,022 

R. 宥 

C.  shau2- H.  ch、u 

F.  seu* 

P.  shou 
M.  sou 

Y.sh 
Sz.  shou 

K.  su 

J.  shU、 shu 
A. 

Sinking 

Irregular. 

as 

售見  to  realise  on  sale;  to  be 
the  proceeds  of  a  sale. 

不售  not  to  come  through  a trial;  to  have  no  success  in  life 

(based  oii  entry  from  Odes  under 

6250). 

Thin  ；  lean,  as  opposed 

to 肥 3484  and  胖 8689. 
Poor;  valueless.  See  6287 

瘦小 。> ■瘦 削。 r 瘦損。 r 

瘦枯  thin;  emaciated. 

瘦子  a  thin  person. 

馬 瘦毛長  when  the  horse 
is  thin?  its.  hair  is  long. 

瘦影  thin  as  a  shadow. 

骨 瘦如楽  his  bones  are 
fleshless  as  sticks, — he  is  a  mere 

bag  of  bones. 

花 容瘦減  her  beautiful  face gradually  got  thinner. 

瘦 雪 梅花  slender  plum-blos¬ 
soms  covered  with  snow. 

秋 仞美人 無礙瘦 
autumn  is  like  a  beautiful  girl, 

in  whom  slimness  is  not  an 

objection, 一 alluding  to  the  ema¬ 
ciation  of  nature  in  the  fall  of 

the  year. 

瘦田 w 瘦地  barren  land. 
瘦貨  goods  on  which  no  profit is  to  be  made. 

桃肥揀 瘦  hard  t。 Please; 

crotchety. 

肉缺 不嫌瘦  when  meat  is 
scarce  one  doesn’t  object  to  lean, 一 half  a  loaf,  etc. 

Wild  animals  ；  beasts  ； 
brutes. 

獸  brute  beasts  as  a  class 

食獸  birds  and  beasts. 

走 獸  quadrupeds. 百  all  kinds  of  brute  beasts. 

六獸  the  elk,  the  deer,  the  bear, the  muntjak,  the  wild  boar, 

and  the  hare.  [For  purposes  of 

divination,  six  fabulous  creatures 

are  used.] 

獸中之 王 the  dsen 

人 面獸心  the  face  of  a  man 
but  the  heart  of  a  brute. 



麟: 
R .尤 
See 搜 

Even  Upper. 
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默: 
A 有人 言:獸 有獸語 
men  hav 备  their  language,  brute 

beasts  theirs,  —  a  contemptuous 
phrase  used  to  an  adversary  iii 
a  row. 

獸部  the  division  “Beasts”  in natural  history. 

獸頭  the  figures  of  animals  at 
the  ends  of  a  roof-ridge. 

獸馬  wild  horses. 

猛獸  fierce  beasts, — as  tigers. 
See  7797. 

獸醫  a  veterinary  surgeon. 

An  old  name  for  the  錢 

龍  i736 -  See  2324- 

蒙 

R •魚 
C.  shu 
H.  shu 

F.  chii 

W.  sii,  hsi 
N.W 
P.  shu 

M.  su、 shu 
Y.  su 

Sz«  shu 

K.  se  or  so 

. sho 
A.  ̂ 0 

Even  Upper. 

SHTJ. 

To  write  (see  9281a); 

writing；  a  written  or  printed 

document；  a  book,  the  em¬ 
blem  of  wisdom  ；  the  book, 

i,e.  the  Canon  of  History \ 

the  official  writings  or  State 

papers  of  an  author.  See 

2566， 7276,  3483， 3386. 

書寫  to  write. 

筆所 尽 書也 a 卢 is  that 
with  which  you  write. 

刻 木爲人 ，書曰 he 
carved  a  man  out  of  wood,  and 
wrote  as  follows, . 

書明 1。  write  legibly. 

書 此讀彼  written  one  way 
and  pronounced  another. 

離書。 r  休書  a  deed  of  sep' 
aration  or  divorce. 

written  contracts,  as  op 

posed  to  pieces  of  wood  with 

notches ;  later,  written  docu¬ 
ments  ; memoranda. 

書 立契紙  to  execute  a  deed 

書 家不書  the  writer  won’t 
write, — said  of  a  famous  calli- 

graphist  who  refused  to  practise 
his  art. 

行秘、 the  walking  note-book, 一 a  name  given  by  唐太宗 

t。 虞世南 • 

說書  to  tell  stories, — in  public. 

書信 書札。 r 書柬 OT 

書子  a  letter.  [The  first  is said  to  have  come  to  mean  a 

letter,  from  a  passage  in  the 

writings  of  王羲之  Wang 
Hsi-chih,  viz.  往 得其書 

信 遂不取  ， the  stop  being wrongly  placed  after  the  fifth 
character  instead  of  after  the fourth.] 

家書 抵萬金  home  letters are  worth  10,000  oz.  of  gold. 

書封。 t 書套  an  envelope. 

文書  an  official  despatch.  See 
1 2,633. 

立過 文書不 怕他不 

肯了  I  have  put  it  in  writing, so  there  is  no  fear  of  his  not 

being  willing. 

國 書  credentials, — of  an  ambas¬ sador. 

下書  to  issue  written  orders, 
of  the  Emperor,  o**  if  the  high 
authorities. 

scrolls  and  pictures. 

書回  to  write  in  reply. 

書法  calligraphy. 

善書  a  calligraphist. 
关書  a  large  book;  large  writing; in  large  characters. 

書字  writing  and  characters, books  and  writings. 

letters  from  God,  一  said 

to  have  been  transmitted  to  earth 

dn  various  occasions. 

天書觀  a  temple  on  Mt.  T‘ai {see  10,596),  founded  in  comme 
moration  of  a  letter  which  came 

down  from  heaven  in  a.d.  1008 

書名  the  title  of  a  book；  names 
of  characters,  qJ,  characters ;  to 

sign  one’s  name. 

書奉  to  begin  writing  to ... 

書 啟  letters;  notes;  correspond¬ ence. 

書啟 先生。 r 書禀師 
the  correspondence  secretary 

in  a  yamen.  See  9909. 

書1
 

10^024 

or 

書役  clerks  and  runners. 

書巡  clerks  and  police. 
書班。 r 書辦。 ■•書 吏 

書手。 1 ■書 人 clerks;  copy¬ 
ists. 

手書  written  with  one’s  own 
hand;  handwriting.  See  10,011. 

手 書旣成  when  his  hand¬ 
writing  was  quite  formed. 

手 書填之  written  in  by 
hand, — as  opposed  to  a  printed 

entry. 

敬書  (add  to  21 44)  respectfully 
written  by . 

中書  clerks  in  the  Grand  Secre¬ 
tariat;  see  2875. 

中書省  the  Grand  Council. 

中書会  President  of  the 
Council. 

中 書舍人  Secretary  in  the Council. 

中書君  a  pencil  or  pen. 

胃  _  “gra^s  character/ 
running  hand. 

楷書  the  clerkly  style  of  writing, —  as  seen  in  official  letters, 

despatches,  etc. 

大小 二篆生 八分書 
the  two  styles  of  the  Gre“er  and 
Lesser  Seal  character  gave  birth 

to  the  ” eight-tenths  style,” 一 a modified  and  simpler  form. 

八行 書  Chinese  note- paper, — which  is  divided  into 

eight  columiia. 

書本 w 書墨 w 書册 

書籍 b°°ks- 

一本書  a  book;  a  volume, 

書套。 r 書衣  a  cover  for 
several  volumes  in  one. 

— . a  case  of  several 

volumes  of  the  same  book. 

配 一書套  to  put  a  cover  to a  book. 

~ *  部  a  complete  work. 

書篇 qi •書頁 the  leaf  a book. 

藏書  to  store  books.  Also,  books of  value,  to  be  kept  as  possessions 
rather  than  to  be  subjected  to 
the  wear  and  tear  of  daily  use. 

書目  index  to  a  book. 

or 
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10,024 

書櫃  a  bookcase. 

書房。 ■•書 館  a  library. 

書架 子。1 •書隔 子 bwk- shelves. 

書舖 書林  a  book-shop. 

書社  a  literary  club. 

書院  a  library;  a  literary  in¬ 
stitution;  a  college. 

上書  to  set  a  lesson. 

書底兒  an  educational 
grounding;  education. 

書生  a  student, 

自以書 生 he  said  he  was  a 
mere  student, 一 not  a  statesman. 

書 生之見  a  pedantic  view. 

書默 子*^ 書迁兒 a  book- worm. 

書 香之家  a  literary  family. 
场 ̂   to  attack  books ;  to  study. 

書淫  mad  on  learning. 

書聖  a  first-class  writer. 

曹 氏書滄  the  book-cellar  of 
the  Ts‘ao  family, 一 built  to  pre¬ 
serve  a  valuable  library  during 
times  of  rebellion. 

書價開 單  price-list  of  books. 

書爲 引睡媒  books  are  the 
go-betweens  of  sleep. 

書 洗人心  books  cleanse 
men’s  hearts. 

信 書之弊  the  folly  of  be¬ 
lieving  a  thing  just  because  it 
is  in  a  book. 

不信 書則不 如無書 
better  have  no  books  than  dis¬ 
believe  them. 

盡 信書不 如無書 
better  have  no  books  than  be¬ 
lieve  all  that  is  in  them. 

不可生 無書， 那得死 
無錢  one  must  have  books 
when  alive  and  money  at  death. 

四  the  Four  Books、 — viz. 
學  the  Great  Learning^  pjl  ̂  
the  Doctrine  of  the  Mean、  論 

語  the  Discourses  of  Confucius 
(or  Confucian  Analects)  and 

孟子  the  works  of  Mencius 
書經  the  Canon  of  Pi  story、 - 

書 10,024 

w 10,025 

R •魚 

C.  sho 
H.so 

F.  so W.  su)  sz 

N.  su'.  sz 

P.  shu 

M.  sho、su 

Y.  sou 
Sz.  shu、 sho 

K.so  
、 

so 

A.  so 
Even  Upper. 

疏 
10,026 

蔬 10,02  7 

齡1
 

10,028 

R •虞 

W.  i.yii 

N.  cshi P.  cshu,  iyu 
M.  S.yu K.  su,  yu 

J.  shu^  so 
A.ju 
Even  Upper 

and  Lower. 

10,029 
R •虞遇 

C.  shii 
H.  shu 
F.  su^  do 

W.su 

N.  shi 

commonly  mentioned  in  books 

by  the  first  character  alone. 

書云  the  Canon  of  History 
cf  O  f  pc 

腹有 i 書氣 自華 if  a man  has  the  Odes  and  the  Canon 

of  History  inside  him,  he  will 
become  refined  as  a  matter  of 
course. 

A  comb；  to  comb. 

梳箆  large  and  small  toothed combs. 

一隻梳  a  comb. 

梳齒  the  teeth  of  a  comb. 

梳 _  w 梳髮  to  comb  the hair;  to  dress  the  head. 

梳洙  to  comb  and  wash ;  to dress. 

梳纂  to  wear  a  woman’s  head¬ dress. 

梳粧  the  toilet  of  a  lady. 

梳粧盒  a  dressing-case. 
^  胃  complete  set  of  toile

t 
requisites,  as  given  to  a  bride. 

梳粧盤  the  above  in  paper, to  burn  for  the  dead. 

自 梳弄之 .後 since  th*e  time 
of  her  defloration. 

See  10,321. 

See  10,322. 

A  mat  for  kneeling  on, 
called  氍毹. 

To  report  to  a  superior. 

To  pay,  as  tribute,  etc. 
To  lose；  to  be  beaten,  as 

opposed  to 赢  i3,33x.  To 

be  wanting.  To  overturn. 

獄輸 於上而 君信之 
when  a  case  is  reported,  the 

w 

10,029 

P.  shu 
M.  su^  shu 

Y.su 

Sz.  shu 

K.  su 

J.  shu^  so 

A.  i^cu^ju 

Even  Upper. 

tr 10,030 

r. 魚 

See 舒 

Even  Upper. 

10,031 

R .沃 

H.  
I  
ch^k 

F.  souk 

W.  hsuo 

N. shch 

sovereign  will  have  confidence, 
— in  the  judgment. 

輸交。 r  輸鈉  t。 pay  up，— as 
taxes. 

輸税 or  輸銅  to  pay  duty  or taxes. 

捐輸  to  subscribe.  Used  of  the purchase  of  official  rank. 

輸贏  to  gamble. 
賭 個輸贏  to  lay  a  wager. 

輸了  I  have  lost. 

打  to  lose* 輸錢  to  lose  money, 輸 錢只爲 贏錢起 
losing  money  comes  from  win¬ 
ning  it, — which  incites  people  to 

go  on. 
錢都 輸淨了  he  has  lost 
every  penny, — at  play. 

我喊辞 也1  am  nc>t  s°g°°d 
as  he  is, 一 e.g.  in  chess. 

稍輸風 韻 he  was  rather wanting  in  rhythm, -of  a  painter. 

男 怕輸筆 ，女 怕輸身 
men  fear  to  make  a  slip  of  the 

pen,  women  a  slip  of  the  body, —— sc.  a  faux  pas. 

輸服  to  confess,  as  a  prisonei, 
without  being  bambooed;  to  sub¬ mit  to  a  decision. 

輸誠  to  turn  State  evidence. 

論 輸曬山  he  was  condemn¬ 
ed  to  work  at  the  Li  Hill. 

不 輸爾載  you  will  not  over¬ 
turn  your  load,— if  you  con¬ 
stantly  look  after  the  driver. 

輸 於天苔 prone  oh  the 
ip  oss, 一 asleep. 

An  old  name  for  夏津 

縣  in  Shantung. 

To  bind  together；  to  tie 

up  in  a  bundle.  To  restrain； 
to  keep  in  order.  [To 
be  distinguished  from  朿 
I2,4IO.] 

朿細。 1 •束縛 t。 tie  up- 
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10,031 

P.  shu\  ch^u) 
M.  jw,  cku、 

chLou 
Y.  suk 

Sz.  shu、 ch、u K.  sok 

J.  soku、 shoku 

A.  t^uk 

Entering 

Upper. 

:結東  to  tie  up  in  bundles；  to 
!  pack  baggnge. 

i 朿帶  to  tie  on  or  wear  a  girdle. 

I 河 如束帶  the  river  looked 
like  a  girdle. 

束 住箭傷 t。 bind  up  an 
arrow-wound. 

束 裝  to  pack  up, —for  a  journey. 

朿 於官守  engrossed  by  offi- 
j  cial  duties. 

:按 兵東甲 而事之 tolay 
' down  one’s  arms  and  submit. 

一東柴  a  bundle  of  firewood; 
a  faggot. 

一束禾  a  sheaf  of  corn, 

i  爲全  i  收束 
 it  is  ̂ rdsume 

j  of  the  whole  work, 

i 汞手  to  fold  the  hands. 
柬手待 _  awaiting  death 
with  the  hands  tied, — as  a  cri¬ 
minal.  Used  in  the  sense  of 

“helpless,”  “without  resource. 

衷 手無策  without  resource 

釆腕上  pj.  it  on  her  wrist. 

束閣。 r 汞之 高閣  to  put 
away. 

束滑。 r 束儀。 r 呆金 
the  pay  of  a  teacher,— originally 

strips  of  dried  meat  tied  in  a 

I  bundle. 

i 束儀請 倍於恩
 Iwillgive 

youA  twice  the  salary  you  got 
I  at  En. 

管束。 r 約 束㈣  13.349)  or 

枸束 t。  keep  in  order；  to 
coerce. 

嚴加 約束  to  increase  restrict
¬ 

ions,  as  upon  the  behaviour  of 
subordinates;  to  enforce  a  strict 

er  discipline. 

不 自檢束  not  to  put  restrict¬ 
ions  on  one’s  conduct;  to  lead 
a  dissolute  life. 

汞芻  presents  offered  on  the occasion  of  a  death. 

er 
10,032 

^紙 
貲崔 

Rising  Upper. 

To  suck  in;  to  imbibe 

To  rinse.  Also  read  sou 

p 束氣  to  suck  in  the  breath. 

孩 子唓奶  the  child  is  at  the 
breast. 

唓濕  to  absorb  moisture. 

mr 

10,032 
:酒 酸傾共 P 束 he  poured  out 
； the  generous  wine  for  them  all 
I  to  drink. 

p 束  P  to  rinse  out  the  mou
th. I 

Read  tsuP.  A  bird’s beak. 

R. 

敕 io,o33 

疎 io,034 

練1
 

io,°3S 

魚 

See 疏 

A.  jb',  t、uk Even  Upper. 

殊1
 

10,036 

R .虞 

C.  shic 

H.  shu 
F.  su 

W.  zil 
N./i 

P.  shu 

M.  su 
Y.  su 
Sz.  shu 

K.  su . shu^  zo 

A.  t^u 
Even  Lower. 

Same  as  10,032. 

Same  as  10,32 1. 

A  kind  of  sackcloth. 

i  殊 屬可憐  veiT  Pitiable. 

10,036 姝屬不 成事體 thear- rangement  is  not  at  all  a  proper 
one. 

To  kill  ；  to  exterminate. 

To  define；  to  distinguish 

between;  different;  unlike； 

see  4771.  Very;  extremely. 

硃戰  to  kill  in  baide. 

殊死戰  to  fight  to  the  death 

傷不姝  scotched  but  not  kill¬ 
ed. 

自刎 不殊  cut  their  own throats  but  did  not  kill  them¬ 
selves. 

左右救 之不姝  his  attend¬ ants  prevented  him  from  kill¬ 

ing  himself. 

殊死刑  the  extreme  penalty 
of  the  law, — head  and  body  se¬ 

parated. 

▲厥 井疆  t0  defin
e  the boundaries  of  hamlets. 

殊方  various  regions；  foreign lands. 

殊色  various  colours. 

萬 殊一本  all  things  are different,  but  have  a  common 
origin.  See  1352. 

神 仙不姝  just  like  a  fairy. 

殊異  very  different. 
言 A 人姝  the  difference  of

| 
the  same  story  as  told  by  different 

people. 

姝 堪詫異  very  extraordin 

ary. 

殊不然 nQt  at  a11  .sa 

姝 不得知  it  v/as  impossible 
to  know  …； who  would  have 

thought  it  r 

年 殊 七 十 over  seventy  years 
of  age. 

殊竟烏 有 but  he  was  na 
where  to  be  found. 

如 此淸才 ，姝 早不知 
talent  like  yours,  how  is  it  I  never 
heard  of  it  before  ? 

殊爲  is  greatly. 

殊深  extremely. 
殊形  is  very;  seems  very, 

殊有  is  very. 殊不思  surely  does  not  bear 
in  mind. 

姝別 or  迴殊  very  different. 10,037 

銖1
 

10,038 

R •虞 

F. 

See 姝 

(but  usually 

read  like  乐) 

A.  S.C'u 

Even  Lower 

See  2553. 

A  weight  equal  to  100 

grains  of  millet,  or  to  the 

twenty-fourth  part  of  a  tael; 

used  as  a  denomination  in 
ancient  coinage；  see  6859, 

12,376.  . 

天 明而起 ，鍅 銻爲利 
the  first  thought  in  the  morning 
is  how  to  make  money. 

五銻錢  a  coin  first  issued  b.c. 1 18,  previous  to  which  coins  of 
three  and  four  shu  had  been 
in  circulation.  See  7010. 

錦 鍊必較 to  make  a  fuss over  small  amounts. 

分 錄  the  very  smallest  quantity; 
the  slightest  (error  etc.). 

姝不可  解  I  really  cannot 
understand, — what  you  mean  by 
it. 
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>r 
To  gather.  The  younger 

of  brothers；  a  father’s 
younger  brother,  as  opposed 

ito 伯 9340.  Good.  Pulse. 

10,039 
r. 屋 
C ‘  shuk 

H.  shuk)  -\  ! 

F.*r 叔 叔。 r 亞叔。 r 叔父 

*  s/l,H  ,  j  a  father’s  younger  brother;  an 

p  •  d 广  SU；，S !  uncle.  The  first  is  used  in  direct 
M.s/m  I  address. 

I Y.  shuh、suk 
I  Sz.  shu 

I  K.  suk 

|  J.  shoku 
I  A.  t^uk 

Entering 

Upper 

yj、 叔 子  my  husband’s  younger brother. 

叔毋。 r 叔嬸  an  aunt, -wife 
of  the  above. 

家叔  my  uncle. 

二 叔公處  my  uncle’s， 一 the 
pawnbroker’s  ( Canton) 

▲兄弟  k  士， elder 
brothers,  younger  brothers,  and 

nephews, — sc.  agnatic  kinsfolk 

叔 伯兄弟  cousins, -sons 

10,041 

屋 C.  shuk、 

H.  shuk) 
F.  souk = 

W.  shu。、 ziuy 

N.>/ / 
P.  ishu 

M.  shu 
Y.  suk^  shuk 
Sz.  shu 

K.  suk 
shoku 

A.  ̂ tik-r 

of  father’s  elder  and  younger 
brothers. 

叔弟 = 叔伯 兄弟 male 
cousin  of  the  same  surname. 

吾 少年叔  a  young  cousin  ofl mine 

叔 嫂  younger  brother  and  wife 
of  elder  brother. 

叔 季之世  the  times  of  叔 
孫  Shu  Sun  and  季孫  Chi 
Sun， 一 the  second  and  third  of 
the  three  great  families  of  the 

State  of  魯  Lu.  Used  figura 

tively  for  a  degenerate  age 

[Also  explained  by  季  the  last 

of  a  series  and  叔  later  born. 

恐亦叔 敖衣冠 1  fear  it 
is  only  the  clothes  and  cap  of 

Shu  Ao, 一 not  the  man  himself 
Lc,  a  sham. 

俶 
4^ 

10,040 

|R •屋 1C.  s.kuk、 

I  H.  ̂ huk^ 
I F.  souk^ 

I W.  shti^ 

1  P.  ishu 
I M.  su 

I Y.  suk 

I  Sz.  shu 
I K.  suk 

I J. shoku、  djoku 

1  A.  / ‘ 
Entering 

Irregular. 

To  begin；  a  beginning 

俶 載南畝  we  begin  (plough 
ing)  on  the  southern  acres. 

令 終有俶  that  good  end  has 
now  its  beginning. 

Read  fi'.  Same  as  ̂  
10,987. 

淑 Clear  ；  pure  ；  virtuous  ； 

specially  used  of  good  wives 
and  mothers. 

Entering 

Irregular. 

港 t  氣  pure  air;  fine  weather. 

潘 J  愿  the  virtuous  and  the  wick¬ ed. 

淑去  a  virtuous  young  lady. 

淑人  the  title  of  wives  of  0 伍- cials  of  the  3rd  grade. 

淑德  female  virtue. modest ;  virtuous. 

R. 

说 PR 

F.  ch^u 

See 舒 

Even  Upper. 

孔淑 t。  become  very  good;  to 
be  transformed. 

Jf%  ̂   evil;  the  dead. 

淑旗  a  fine  flag. 
淑問  to  be  skilful  at  question- 

ing. 

菽 3
。 

10,042 

R. 屋 

C.  shuk- 
T 

H.  shuk) 
F.  soiik0 

W.  shu^ju^ 
N.  soh、 

P.  cshu 
M.  su 

Y.  shuk 
Sz.  shu 

K.  suk 

[. shoku 
A.  ̂ uk0 

Entering 

Irregular. 

Anciently,  the  soy  bean 

[Glycine  hispida、  Max.). 

Also,  leguminous  plants  and 

their  seeds ;  pulse ;  in  which 

sense  only  it  is  now  used 
See  10,039. 

寂 水承寧 rejoicing  the hearts  (of  their  parents)  with 
beans  and  water.  See  9685. 

不 辨菽麥  he  doesn’t  know 
beans  from  wheat. 

抒1
 

io,043 

R •語 

See 舒 

A.  tri, 

Rising  Upper. 

To  scoop  out；  to  pour 

out；  to  remove. 

抒 情素。 r 衷曲杼 t。^- burden  the  mind;  to  statfe  freely. 

杼思  to  express  one’s  thoughts. 
—— on  paper. 

杼挹  to  remove;  to  transfer. 

有此 四德者 ，難 _4必 
杼矣 M  he  possesses  these four  advantages,  this  difficulty 
is  removed. 

杼恨  to  put  aside  hate. 
每藝 尙須杼 字三百 

each  essay  must  consist  of  300 

words, — at  the  least. 

w 

10,044 

To  be  remiss  in  one’s 
behaviour  ；  slow.  To  loos¬ 

en；  to  free  from.  Used with  10,045. 

彼 交匪舒  there  is  no  remiss¬ 
ness  in  their  demeanour. 

籽緩  to  procrastinate. 

籽 革非心  to  get  rid  of  evil 
in  one’s  heart. 

以 籽民困  to  relieve  the 
distress  of  the  people. 

籽難  to  afford  relief  in  time  of distress. 

R. 魚 

C.  shu 
H.  shu 

F.  chHi 

See 輸 

K.  se . shu,  so 

A.  f'd 

Even  Upper. 

To  stretch  out；  to  ex¬ 

pand；  to  unroll,  as  opposed 
to 捲 3152  and  合 3947 - 

At  ease;  comfortable. 

舒着 頭往裏 面張望 
stretched  out  his  head  and  look¬ 

ed  in. 

舒伸  to  stretch, 一 as  the  body,] etc. 

卷 r.huan^ 舒自如  rolling 
and  unrolling  as  one  pleases, 一 
free  to  do  as  one  likes. 

迭卷舒  to  have  alternate 
risings  and  settings, 一 as  the  sun 
and  moon. 

晨 舒昏合  opening  in  the 
morning,  and  closing  at  night, 一 of  flowers. 

舒展  tq  open;  to  spread  out. 

舒 着翅髋  to  spread  the 
wings. 

舒服。 r 舒坦  in  good  health；1 
comfortable ;  in  easy  circum-； 
stances. 

覺着 心裏 不舒服 t。 feel  a  little  unwell, — not  necess¬ 
arily  in  the  heart. 

舒脤天  a  genial  day. 
舒暢  cheery;  in  good  spirits. 

安舒  in  a  state  of  comfortable repose. 

舒  quiet  and  refined, — as  the countenance  of  the  superior  man. 

舒 舒徐徐  quietly  and  order- 

!y- 

不 舒究之  he  does  not  quiet¬ ly  examine  into  things, 一 and  so discover  the  real  truth. 
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io,o45 

墅 
10,046 

1 •馬語 
: .h/iii^sou 

l^ye 

\cya 

V.ci 
. 

_•  s/iu° 

[. CS0 

shit 

so 

yay  shu,  ski 

sing  Lower. 

舒鳧  a  wild  duck. 

舒散  to  dismiss;  to  get  rid  of, — 
as  care. 

舒懷  to  put  one’s  mind  at  ease. 

A  cottage；  a  villa. 

別 Mor 圃墅。 r 家 壁 
a  cottage  or  villa,  separate  from 
the  family  mansion,  to  which 

one  can  retire  for  study  or  re¬ 
creation. 

滸壁關 w  4958. 

10,047 

處 
•  su、 ch、u 

姝 
Iven  Lower 

梭 
10,048 

w 

10,049 

屋 

熟 
Entering 
Lower. 

，x  A  long  pole  projecting 
before  a  war-chariot  ；  a 

halberd  or  spear  ；  to  kill. 
Radical  79 

name  of  a  fancy  style  of 
writing 

攝殳  a  flail  for  threshing  grain. 

Same  as  10,047. 

Who?  which?  what? 

why?  Ripe；  cooked ；  see 

10,051. 

孰 主張是 ，孰 維锎是 
who  causes  this?  who  directs  this? 

未 知孰是  I  know  not  who 
is  right. 

君視我 孰如他  what  do 
yoli  think  of  me  as  compared 
with  her? 

孰 從而聽 多 which  side  is one  to  take? 一 in  a  controversy. 

危 孰甚焉  which  is  the  more 
dangerous  of  the  two? 

孰 —孰重  which  is  the 
lighter? 

功 名與身 命孰重 
which  is  the  more  important, 
fame  or  life? 

孰 與烏獸  how  do  they  com¬ 
pare  with  birds  and  beasts  ? 

孰 
io,o49 

w 
10,050 

R •屋 

See 熟 

Entering 

Lower. 

S:| 
10,051 

R •屋 

shuk 

F.  suk 

別 •ju、zu,  ziu 
N.>A 

P.  Uhu、 uhou 
M.  SI4,  sou 

Y.suk 

Sz.  shu 
Yi.suk 

J.  djiku 
A.  t^uk 

Entering 

Lower. 

孰與冒 頓單 于身殺 

其父  ho'v  does  it  compare 
with  the  Khan  Maotun  slaying 
his  own  father? 

孰不 可忍也  what  can  he not  bear  to  do  ? — if  he  can  bear 

to  “have  eight  rows  of  dancers,” 
sc.  usurp  the  dignity  of  his 

superiors. 

孰爲來 哉 why  has  he  come? 

問孰 爲往來  asked  him why  he  went  roaming  about. 

孰 在孰往  why  are  they there,  and  why  do  they  move? 
of  stars. 

孰苷另 籌一法 — better  than  to  think  of  some 

other  plan? 

獨覽 孰若使 衆観耶 
is  it  not  better  to  let  the  public 
see  them  than  to  look  at  them 

all  alone  ? 一 said  of  pictures  by 
1st  Empefor  of  Sung  dynasty. 

五 穀時孰  the  five  grains ripen  in  due  season,  一  when 
virtue  prevails. 

An  ante-room  or  vesti 

bule.  A  school-room. 

家墊  a  family  school, — for  the children  of,  the  members  of  a 

large  establishment. 

塾師  a  school-master. 

逃塾  to  play  truant. 

義墊  a  free  school. 

Ripe ;  cooked ;  mature 
Well  acquainted  with  ；  in 

timate,  as  opposed  (in  all  the 

above)  to 生 9865.  Vul 

garly  read  skou\  [To  be 
distinguished  from  ̂ 5649.] 

See  1 1,448. 

熟 分〜 n  4)  ripe,  as  fruit;  well trained. 

菓子還 沒熟呢 心 hit is  not  yet  ripe. 

熟成  t。 ripen. 

何 愁不熟  why fear  that will  not  be  ripe?  [Any  other 

meaning  of  the  leading  character 
might  be  substituted.] 

— »  — »  熟  every  year  one 

ripening, — one  crop. 

w 10,051 

朮,
 

10,052 

R •質 

J  shut 

F.  suk 

or 

樹上熟  it  ripened  on  the  tree 

靑熟  half  ripe. 
正熟  fully  ripe. 

飯熟了 沒有 is  the  rice 
cooked  enough? 

熟茱  cooked  or  preserved  ve 
getables. 

熟肉  cooked  or  preserved  meats. 

爛熟  thoroughly  cooked. 

熟膏  prepared  opium. 

熟姻  prepared  tobacco. 

熟藥  PrePared  medicines. 

熟鐵  wrought  iron;  manufac- 
tured  iron. 

熱牛皮 leather. 
熟 驢皮條  tanned  asses'  skin 

in  strips. 

熟 習。* •熟 識。 r 熟悉 

熱諳。 r 寧練  conversant 
with;  versed  in;  experienced, 

熟 _ 船 隻乏入 experts  in 

nautical  matters. 

熟手  an  old  hand;  an  experi enced  man. 

熟人  one  who  is  familiar;  an 
acquaintance. 

相熟  intimately  acquainted. 

熟路 歸來1  came  back  by 
a  familiar  route. 

書早 已讀熟 he  has  long 
since  thoroughly  mastered  the 

books, 一 of  the  curriculum. 

熟 視無賭  I  looked  a  long time,  but  could  not  see  it. 

睡熟  to  sleep  soundly. 

熟思  to  ponder  well. 

思 之熟矣  think  it  carefully 
over. 

一時思 之不静  I  formed too  hasty  a  conclusion. 

熟計  a  matured  plan. 

熟番 w  3383 - 
Name  of  a  plant.  Origin¬ 

ally  ̂   10,056.  Also  read 
chu^\  see  12,781.  _ 

I  7jt  a  medicinal  plant  {Atrac- tylis  ovata、 Thunb.)  exported 
from  north  China  and  Hankow. 
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10,052 
I  W.  dju、 djiU、 

djiai 
\^Jeh,djih 
IP.  uhu,  i^hu 

|M.  hs'u^  tsu I Y.  tsweh 

|Sz.  chu、 ch、u 
IK.  j«/,  ch^ul 

|J.  shutsz、 

djutsz 
I  A.  truet 

Entering 
Lower. 

術 
io,o53 

|R •質真 I C.  shut 

I  H.  shut 

I F.  sttk 
I  ziie 

|N.>M IP.  Sshu 

IM.  shu 

I Y.  swek 

I  Sz.  shu 

I K.  sul 

|j.  shutsz、 

djutsz 

I  A.  t^wet 

白水  a  plant  exported  f
rom 

Ningpo,  not  yet  identified. 

7jt  the  best  kind  of  
the 

preceding,  nominally  from  the! 

District  of  於潛  Yii-ch‘ien  in 
Chehkiang. 

食松水  to  feed  on  berries,  etc. 

1  1 

水忽 the  Jews;  wrongly  identi¬ 
fied  by  Parker  with  the  Magi, 

reading  ̂   for  7^.  See  2526, 

2544,  2549- 

10,053 

，必 >,°S4 

R •質 

|see  術 

Entering 
Lower. 

An  art;  a  trick;  a  mys-l 

tery;  a  precept.  A  col- 1 

lection  of  ten  里  villages.  | 

藝術  the  arts  and  sciences. 

美術  the  fine  arts, 一 a  modern term. 

法術 。1妖 術。 r 神術。 r| 
邪術  magical  tricks;  miracles. 

那個 神術可 就不靈 
that  trick  won’t  come  off;  see\ 

7222. 

數術  magical  calculations,  by  I 
which  the  future  may  be  fore- 1 

told.  [C/.  Ncc  Babylonios  ten- 
taris  numeros.' 

術士  a  magician. 

詢 諸術家  she  enquired  of  a  I 
geomancer. 

技術  sleight  of  hand. 

劍術  sword  manifestations, — a  I 

Entering 

Lower. 

favourite  phase  of  the  black  art  I 
in  China. 

同術  of  the  same  craft ;  fellow- craftsmen. 

不 以術行  not  to  practise  | 
one’s  art. 

行術  a  biography;  a  memoir. 

經 濟學術  of  ability  and learning. 

形相雖 惡而心 術善 
though  a  man’s  appearance  (from 
a  physiognomical  point  of  view) 
may  be  bad,  yet  if  his  principles 
are  good, . 

壤了心 術  to  destroy  one! principles, — as  losing  self-respect 
by  dishonourable  acts,  etc. 

邑術  the  middle  road  through 
a  country  district. 

io,oS5 

R- 質 

See 術 

I  1244 

SXZXJ 

四術  a  name  for  the  詩書 

禮樂 Canons  of  Poetry, History,  Rites,  and  Music. 

里 十爲術  io  H  make  2.  shu. 
See  6870^ 

To  state；  to  narrate；  to 

publish. 仏’ 輯 943* 

10,056 

丹秫  dark  red  millet 
秫稭  millet-stalks, -used  for  fuel 

i 玉 秫子兒  a  name  for  Indiai 
corn, — in  gram. 

蜀 

30 

述大 昂之戒  they  narrated 
the  cautions  of  the  Great  Yii. 

編新不 如述舊  making up  new  combinations  is  noL  so 

good  as  making  known  old  ones. 

述 而不作  he  published  but did  not.  compose  it, — a  trans¬ mitter  but  not  a  maker  (of 
Confucius). 

派古詞  to  tell  old  legends 

雖 口言之 筆述之 
although  uttered  by  the  voice 
and  written  down  by  the  pen,.... 

述人 之言。 r 追述前 
to  speak  in  the  words  of 

another;  to  plagiarise. 

著述  to  make  known;  to  publish. 

據 述其畧 this  is  the  gist  °f what  he  said. 

述陳  to  set  forth. 
述職 &  appearance  at  Court of  the  feudal  princes  once  every 

six  years. 

述命  to  declare  the  will,— of  an 
»  oracle,  or  the  result  of  divina¬ tion,  etc. 

述說  to  proclaim;  to  state. 

修述  to  publish  a  revised  edition. 

10,057 

R .沃 

C.  shuk 

H.  chuk) 

F.  suk W.  djiio 

N.  djiioh P. 、shu 

M.  su 

Y.  suk 
Sz.  shu 

K.  sok、 ch'-oh 
J.  shokt:.  zoku 

A.  t、uk 

An  insect  found  in  trees 

'see  10,058.  Name  of  ar 
animal.  Name  of  the  re 
gion  now  known  as  四川 

Ssuchluan.  See  6491,  75QI 

10,070. 

Entering 

Lower. 

鹿蜀  an  animal  with  the  bod of  a  horse  and  striped  like 

tiger, 一 a  zebra. 

蜀漢耙  the  minor  Han  ( 
nasty, — one  of  the  “Three  King 
doms,”  established  in  moden 
Ssuch^ian,  a.d.  221 

.4^ 

Name  of  a  river  in  Shan¬ tung. 

Entering 

Lower. 

沭陽  name  of  a  District  in Kiangsu. 

10,056 

R. 質 

F. v. sung Ises 水術 

Entering 

The  glutinous  variety  o 

Setaria  italica、 Kth.  Also 

applied  to  the  glutinous 

variety  of  panicled  millet. 
\See  10,052. 

Lower. 

秫稻  glutinous  rice. 

巴蜀。 r 西蜀  Ssuchluan. 

蜀 犬吠日  Sstich^uan  dogl ] bark  at  the  sun, — which  is  sai to  be  rarely  seen  because  ofth 

height  of  the  mountains.  Use of  limited  experience. 

蜀道 ̂  the  road  to  Shu, — kep 
secret  until  discovered  by  a  ruse 

King  惠文  Hui  Wen  (4th  cen 
, b.c.)  caused  5  oxen  to  be  carve 

and  had  their  tails  inlaid  wit 

gold,  persuading  the  simpl 

people  of  Shu  that  these  wer divine  animals  and  passed  golj 

{see  8346).  When  they  wer 
carried  off,  the  tracks  of  th 
bearers  were  followed,  and  thi 

led  to  the  conquest  of  Shu  b 

Chang  I  (see  Biog.  Diet,).  Th 
term  is  now  used  for  the  hare 

ships  of  travel. 

蜀 道之難 ，難 于上赛 

天  it  is  more  difficult  to  g< to  Shu  than  to  mount  up  int the  blue  sky. 

蜀羊泉  Solatium  Dulcamar< 

L. 

10,058 

沃 

C.  shuk 

F.  suk W.  djuo 

P.  chi^ 

K.  suk、 ch、tik J. soku、  shoku 
A.  hsuk 

An  insect  found  in  mu 

berry-trees.  A  large  gree 

caterpillar.  Also  read  chu^ 

絹絹者 觸  creeping  about  a 
the  caterpillars. Entering 

Lower. 



屬&
 

io,o6i 

10,063 

R •沃 

H.  j
  shuk 

F.  suk 

W.ji
io 

N.jok P.  Sshu 

M.  su 

Y.  suk 

Sz.  shu 

JC. sok 

J.  shoku
 

A.  t、uk 

Enter
ing 

Lower
. 

SHXJ 
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W
i
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io.°S9 

沃 
e 蜀 

Entering 
Lower. 

Entering 
Lower. 

io,o6i 

沃遇 

Entering 
Lower 

and  Upper. 

Read  tu1*.  To  put  up  a 
bow  in  its  case. 

. {  shuk、 
[. t  chuk 

•  siik^  chouk 

L  djiio^juo^ 
chiio 

•  joh、 tsoh 

. Shu、 Cchu 
[•  su、 tsu 
•  suk、 tsuk 

c。 shu、 chu 

:. :ok、 ch、ok 
toku、 shoku 

fwouk、 
chuk 

To  be  of  or  belonging 

to；  connected  with；  pertain¬ 

ing  to  ；  depending  on  ；  sub¬ 
ordinate  to.  Sort；  kind； 
class. 

A  short  skirt  or  tunic. 

A  kind  of  jay  with  a  red 
bill. 

蜀㈣  a  moorhen. 

自屬  it  naturally  is 

實屬。 r 洵屬  it  really  i 

事 屬兩難  the  matter  is  of 

r  is. 

the  “both  difficult”  or  dilemma 

class, — as  where  either  to  ad¬ 
vance  or  to  retreat  is  equally 

attended  with  danger. 

事屬當 行者， 皆屬于 
我  whatever  has  to  be  done， 
it  is  my  business  f  do. 

屬不 着如1 你 -ft  is  none  of your  business. 

_ 屬公允  it  is  right  and  just 
enough. 

屬意-  to  fix  one’s  regards  or 
wishes  upon. 

從 前日月 屬官家 
hitherto  my  time  has  belonged 

to  the  State, 一 as  an  official. 

屬於獸  belonging  to  the 
animal  kingdom. 

十二 鱗相 (hsiangK)  the twelve  animals  associated  with 

the  Twelve  Branches  (see  Tables 

Yd*)  and  used  to  denote  the  year 
in  which  a  person  was  born. 

問其屬  asked  what  animal  he 
was  born  under. 

你屬 甚麽的  what  animal 
were  you  bom  under? — a  fanci¬ 

ful  way  of  asking  a  person’s  age. 

我屬蛇  I  was  born  under  the 
snake, — i.e.  (in  1911)  I  am  66 
years  old. 

3亡 

io,o6i 

斷 者不 可徨屬 that which  is  cut  off  cannot  be  joined 

on  again, — of  the  mutilation  of 
criminals. 

請 君屬之  pray,  sir,  write the  antithetical  verse, 一 to  one 

given. 

能屬文  he  was  skilful  at  com¬ 
position. 

屬下  subordinates ;  under  the 
jurisdiction  of. 

屬員  or  胃  subordinate officials. 

屬 國  vassal  or  dependent  States; colonies. 

王 請內屬  the  King wished to  be  admitted  to  vassalage. 

屬 國 resigned  the  kingdom to ... . 

屬地  dependencies. 

屬民  subj ects ;  nationals. 

歸 縣所屬  within  the  juris¬ diction  of  the  Magistrate. 

屬誰管  under  whose  jurisdic¬ 
tion? 

本屬 親屬 族屬。 >■ 

家屬  blood  relatives. 

屬 在相好  they  are  friends. 

久 屬騎射  long  accustomed to  riding  and  archery. 

屬陰  of  or  belonging  to  the 
Yin  principle ;  dark;  female; 

facing  the  north,  as  the  back 
of  a  well-built  house. 

彼與敵 '人 同屬者 heis of  the  same  class  as  our  enemies. 

— three  classes ;  third  cate¬ 

gory* 
Read  chu 气  To  be  con¬ 

nected  with；  to  be  near  to. 

coun- 

人民相 屬甚多 & 
try  was  very  thickly  populated all  along. 

闕 不相屬  with  lacunae,  and not  connected,  —  as  a  corrupt text. 

爲變 者相屬  portents  fol¬ lowing  one  upon  another. 

降 者屬路  those  submitting filled  the  roads. 

耳 屬于垣 an  ear  applied  to a  wall, 一 used  of  eaves-droppers. 

不 屬于毛  have  I  not  a  con- 

SHXJ 

nexion  with  the  hairs  ? 一  of  my father. 

爾忱 不屬  your  sincerity 
does  not  respond  to  mine. 

Read  chu%  (=2578).  To 

bid ;  to  order. 

雅屬  your  esteemed  order, — to write  a  pair  of  scrolls,  paint  a 
fan,  etc. 

舉杯 屬之曰  raised  his  cup 
and  addressed  him,  saying, . 

Same  as  10,059. 

To  redeem,  as  a  pledge; 

to  ransom  ；  to  atone  for. 

^5 當 (如  W。 redeem  a  pawned 
article. 

把你表 贖出來 take  yQur 
watch  out  of  pawn. 

贖回 贖取。 r 收贖 t。 
redeem. 

贖身  to  redeem  one’s  person, — as  a  prostitute  who  buys  herself 
out  of  a  brothel. 

贖死 t。  ransom  one’s  life.  j 
贖罪  to  atone  for  a  crime.  j 

將 功贖罪  to  set  off  a  person’s 
merit  against  his  errors. 

死不奇 生 ，刑 不可贖 
a  dead  man  cannot  come  back 

to  life:  punishment  once  inflicted 
cannot  be  taken  back. 

一 朝失足 ，百 身莫贖 
one  day  make  a  false  step,  and 
a  hundred  lifetimes  will  not 
redeem  it. 

如可 贖兮人 百其身 
to  save  his  life  any  man  would 

give  his  own  a  hundred  times 
over. 

See  10,2 1 1. 

The  heat  of  summer,  as 

opposed  to 寒 3825. 

寒 來暑往  cold  comes  and 
heat  goes. 

天 時熱暑  the  weather  is 
very  hot. 

所
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10,065 

N.  sh'i  A 
P.  shu 
M.  su 

Y.  ts、u 
Sz.  shu 

K.  sd 

[•  shu、 so 
A •产 i 

Rising  Upper. 

SXZXJ 
[ 1246  ] 

暑伏  the  hot  season. 

暑月  the  hot  moon, — the  6th moon. 

署
，
 

io,o66 
R •御 

C^shii, 
chi^ 

、cs 谷 

H.  shu\ 

W.  c-dzii, 心公, • ^dju 

N-力. P.  cshu 

? •.卜 Sz.  shu 
K.sd 

J. A. 

暑氣  the  rays  of  the  sun;  heat. 

中  thung、  暑 or 受暑 t。 get 
sunstroke. 

10,068 

R •御魚 

C.  tskii 
H.  Lshu 

F.  ssii 
W •幺 / 

避暑  to  avoid  the  heat, 一 as  by 
going  to  some  cool  place  in 
summer. 

暑 天無子 n。  man  is  a  saint 
in  the  dog-days. 

我心 憚暑  my  heart  is  t
erri¬ 

fied  at  tlie  heat. 

N.ysf 
P.  cski 

hu 

M.  cshu 

Y.  csu K.  se 

•  sho、so 
a. 

Sinking 

Lower 

Irregular. 

shu'zo 
.. 

Sinking 

Irregular. 

A  public  office.  To  write； 

to  engross.  To  sign;  see 

12,825. 

公署。 r 衙署 an  office;  a 
yamSn. 

英署  H.B.M.  Consulate. 

貴署。 r 敝署  your  office  and 
my  office,  respectively. 

署中。 r 署內  in  the  office 

部 署豪傑  to  collect  togethei 
valiant  knights,  一  as  was  the 
custom  of  the  feudal  princes  of 
old. 

木天署  the  wooden-sky  office 
—— the  Han-lin  College,  so  called 
from  the  number  of  trees  which 
surround  it. 

署画  an  envelope;  a  cover. 

署券: to  draw  up  a  deed. 

便自 署其姓 字於上 
forthwith  put  their  own  names 
to  it. 

不敢 署勅1  cannot  venture 
to  countersign  your  Majesty’s decree. 

10,067 r. 御 

H.  chu) See 署 

Sinking 

Irregular. 

Read  shu\  See  1630 

署理  to  hold  as  an  acting 
appointment.  See  6879. 

署 任  an  acting  appointment. 

署 領事官  an  acting  Consul 

The  light  of  the  rising 

sun*  bright;  luminous. 

曙日  at  dawn. 

Bulbs  ；  tubers,  especially 

of  the  potato  family.  See 
6769. 

甘薯。 '•紅 薯。 r 白薯。 r 
番蓄  the  sweet  potato  {Ipomxa 
fastigiata.  Sweet). 

_ 蘭薯。 1 •薯仔 the  _ - mon  potato  {Solanuin  tuberosum, 

薯蕷。 r 大薯。 1 塊洞薯 
the  yam  (Dioscorca  japonic  a, 
Thbg.  and  D.  Batatas,  Dene.). 

薯莨  “false  gambier, — a  tuber¬ ous  root  brought  from  Annarn 
and  used  for  dyeing  a  dark 
brown. 

10,072 

R 纽 

•  pn 

C.  s/iii 

F.  chHi 

W.  tsH 

N.  ch、i、ts、z 
P.  shu 
M.  jw,  shu 

Y.  ch^u 

Sz.  shu 
K.  se 

J.  shu、 so 

A.  tH 

藷 10,069 

黍
 3 

10,070 

R •語 

H.  shu° ,  Sshii 

F.  so0 
W.  su,  su^ 
•  ctsLu 

Y 

See 

Rising  Upper. 

Same  as  10,068. 

The  glutinous  variety  of 

P anicum  miliaceum^  L.  Ra¬ 
dical  202.  See  904,  10,056. 

The  unit  of  weight,  length 

(3506),  and .  dry  measure 

(13.358). 

黍子  glutinous  millet. 
蜀黍  Sorghum  vulgar e、 Pers commonly  known  as  高梁 
kao  hang, 

玉蜀黍  Indian  corn  (Zea  mays 

L.). 

^  to  get  food  ready. 

鷄黎 8i。. 角 黎  three-cornered  dumplings thrown  into  rivers  on  the  5  th 
of  the  5th  moon；  see  7479 

皆 短一黍  were  all  one  millet grain  too  short. 

稱之 所起 起於黍 the unit  of  weight  is  a  grain  of  millet, 

一黎之 廣爲分 the  length of  a  millet-seed  =  inch, 

0 
10,071 

R •語 

See 暑 

Rising  Upper. 

尺  the  millet  foot, 一 based  on the  above. 

The  sow-bug  or  wood¬ 
louse.  See  12,562. 

鼠 5
 

Rising  Upper. 

：  A  generic  name  for  a 
jvariety  of  small  mammals, 
isuch  as  the  rat,  mouse, 

jskunk,  squirrel,  mole,  mar- 1 

: mot,  jerboa,  etc.  Radical 208.  See  10,449,  5155, 

3483,  7015  [Jiang% 

老鼠 a  rat. 老 鼠另*  ̂ '68i3 - 
過街老 鼠齊呌 打 when 

a  rat  crosses  the  street,  everyone 

calls  out  to  hit  him.  Give  ai 

dog  a  bad  name,  etc. 

飯甑 裏跑出 老鼠來 
rats  run  out  of  his  cooking-pot， 
— there  is  nothing  else  in  it,  he 

is  so  poor 

屋 鼠不熏  don’t  smoke  rats 
out  of  a  house,  —  for  fear  oi 
burning  it  down 

投鼠忌 器  t0  throw  at  a  ra| 
and  beware  of  a  vase, — lest  yoi 
break  it.  Used  of  cautious  anc 
half-hearted  efforts. 

鼠 竊狗偷  PiIferinS> likerat: 

and  dogs, 

鼠首 雨端1 ike  a  rat’s  head 
two  ways, — as  when  peeping  ou 

of  its  hole,  uncertain  whethe 

to  go  back  or  come  out ;  sc.  un decided. 

辱思 泣血 painful  are  m; 

inmost  thoughts,  and  I  wee] 
blood.  Used  for  10,073. 

莫 不嵐伏 not  one  but  hi< 
himself  like  a  rat, -acknowledge 

ing  superiority. 

賊眉 鼠眼的 in  a  furtiv 
suspicious  manner. 

以 鼠捕鼠  set  a  thief  to  catc  , 
a  thief. 

活鼠 勝死王 a  live  fati 
better  than  a  dead  king. 

鼠 壯鷄腸 ^bellied  an 
fowl-entrailed, — paltry ;  narrow 

parochial. 鼠牙雀 角之爭 
See  1387. 

鼠 輩 of  the  rat  class, 一 thieve 

鼠  cunning  as  a  rat. 

渠鼠  a  water-rat. 
^  ̂   the  bamboo

  rat  {Rhizonij 

sinensis). 

石鼠江  field-mouse. 
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鼠 ，
 

10,072 

m 
io,o73 

R •語 
See 鼠 
Rising  Upper. 

嘍 
10,074 

w 
io,o75 

句 i 矍 
覺 

C. shou 
H.  sz 

F.  sou*y  su 

lso\csii 
N.  v.  s hi 
P.  shu 
M.  J 
Y«  1  shu^  su 
Sz.  \ 
K.  su 

f.  su、 dju 
A.,  sou 

Rising  and 
Sinking 

Upper. 

1 

squirrel ;  (Palso)  a  shrew- 
mouse. 

鼠婦  ghost  insects. 

•騷靡 l  a  P0lecat  {Martes  foina、 

L.),  also  called  掃  • 

飛鼠㈣ 3483)  01 •仙鼠 or 

長生鼠 a  bat. 
顏^  an  ermine  {Putorius  her- 

winia,  Less.). 

田鼠 a  mole. 

黃鼠狼  a  kind  of  yellow 
marmot  [Spermolegus  mongolicus^ 
A.  M.-Edw.  and  also  the  Mustela 

sibirica、 Pall.).  See  12,826. 

拱鼠。 1 ■禮鼠  fancy  names 
given  to  the  above  from  its 

peculiar  bowing  movements. 

甘口鼠  a  name  for  the  廳 
4072. 

鼠 尾 草  a  species  of  Salvia. 

Hidden  ；  secret,  like  a 

rat  in  its  hole. 

瘋 屬 以痒  myjiidden  sorrow makes  me  ill. 

See  7337 - 

A  number  (odd  are  male, 
even  are  female) ；  some; 

several;  an  account.  Fate； 
destiny.  An  art.  See  2924, 
6949. 

數者 一十百 千萬也 
numbers  are  units,  tens,  hun¬ 
dreds,  thousands,  and  tens  of 
thousands. 

數目  number;  numerals; 
amounts;  an  account;  “numeri- 

cal  categories.” 

不 可勝數 innumerable. 

理 不勝數  right  cannot  van¬ 
quish  might.  Cf.  God  is  on  the 

side  of  the  biggest  battalions. 

無妻^  innumerable;  countless, 
as  expressed  by  1  followed  by 
seventeen  cyphers.  Sanskrit : 

asamkyea. 

^  the  finite;  see  2362.  Used 

colloquially  in  the  sense  of  “not 

many,”  “a  limited  number.” 

w io,o75 

!  . 

丨有 數有目  there  are  very  few. 

此爲有 數之文 this  is  a rare  good  style, — of  writing. 

此 千古 有 數文字 all antiquity  provides  few  such 
specimens  of  composition. 

有黯 兒數  I  have  an  idea  of it, — meaning  that  one  does  not 
know  all  about  it. 

沒數兒  innumerable;  a  very 
great  many.  Also  used  in  the 

sense  of  “it  is  not  certain,”  e.g. 
whether  I  shall  come  or  not. 

有 數幾個  there  are  several, or  a  good  many. 

十數個  ten  and  more. 

數十  several  tens  of. 

數曰  several  days. 

^  several  times. 

不數年  not  many  years. 

充數兒  to  make  up  the  num¬ ber  required.  Used  also  of  a 

person  who  is  a  mere  stop-gap. 

小弟不 在其數 1  ara  nQt 
among  the  number, 一 I  won’t 
join  you ;  count  me  out. 

我 已盡數 相讓了 
I  have  already  made  all  the  con¬ 

cessions  possible. 

都數  a  total. 
數  short  amount;  shortage. 

對數  to  balance  accounts.  Also, 
logarithms. 

WC  t0  settle  up  an  account, 
the  balance  of  an  account. 

記數。 r  上  數  to  enter the  amount  of.  Also,  to  put 

down  to  one’s  account,  as  when 

buying  on  credit. 

計數。 r 打數。 r 箅數 t。 calculate. 

逆數而 上  counting  back¬ wards, — it  was  40  years  ago. 

爲數稱 者  spoken  ofbynum- bers;  numerical  categories, — as 
the  Seven  Sages,  etc. 

calendaric  computations; 

the  appointments  of  destiny, 

odd  numbers. 

(chi1)  fortune  unfavour¬ able. 

天數 o.1 ■氣數  fat‘e;  destiny. 

w 
10,075 

命 者寧 達之數 也 
(7962)  is  the  fore-ordination  of failure  and  success. 

有定數  there  is  a  fixed  num¬ ber, 一 of  persons  oj  things.  Also, 
it  is  fated;  it  is  predestined. 

從省 領册皆 有定數 
the  forms  brought  from  the  pro¬ 
vincial  capital  are  all  so  many 

and  no  more, 一 none  can  be  dis¬ 

pensed  with. 

兒孫 有定數 _ and grandsons  are  a  matter  of  des¬ 
tiny, — whether  you  have  any  or not. 

在 數 難 逃  it  is  fate， and  can- 
not  be  avoided. 

大數 有終。 r 數盡 my 
days  are  numbered.  'f 夜夢 爲僕， 苦鹚之 

後數 之常也 that  yQu  (a Prince)  dream  at  night  that  you 
are  a  slave， is  but  the  usual 
balancing  of  ease  and  misery  in 
the  destiny  of  man. 

弈 之爲數 ，小 數也— chli  as  an  art,  is  but  a  small  art, 

一 yet  only  by  concentration  can 
one  succeed  in  it. 

W  多窮數  by  many  words 
wit  is  exhausted.  “Multa  fidem 

promissa  levant.” 
Read  shuz.  To  count； 

to  calculate.  To  reprimand. 

To  discriminate. 

^  — •數  count  them. 

你 數錯了  yc>u  have  counted 
them  wrong. 

_  _  difficult  to  count.  | 

歷 歷 可 數  tasy  t。 be  count¬ 
ed, — as  of  things  which  lend 
themselves  to  er  umeration. 

我數 不過來 I  can’t  count 
them, — there  are  too  many.  | 

藝 l 不着 2 你 you  are  not in  it, — e.g.  in  the  list  of  successful candidates.  j 

數着 那個小 的人物 

女 ̂  of  them  all,  the  youngest  is the  best  locking.  | 

還數 着他呢 he  is  〃zaw- 不 not  to  be  reckoned  or 
counted. 
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io，c77 
R .御 
See 许 /tax 

Sinking 

Upper. 

io，°75 
數出數  shu%  兒  to  count  the number;  to  count  out. 

數 一 ■數二 的。 ne  of  the 
very  best. 

數錢  to  count  cash  or  coin. 

數 米而炊  to  count  grains  in 
cooking, — stingy. 

數落。 r 數馬  to  scold  j  to rate. 

數 而責之  censured  hmi. 

使 吏數之  ordered  the  clerk 
to  reprimand  him. 

往來行 言， 心 焉數之 
the  words  of  wayfarers  that  come 

and  go,  can  be  distinguished  by 

the  mind, — as  good  or  evil. 

數過  to  enumerate  faults;  to 
read  a  lecture  to. 

Read  shuo 你 ox  Fre¬ 

quently.  To  worry  ；  to 
annoy. 

自 是數來  after  this  he  often came. 

數數見  frequently  seen. 

余視 之數矣 1 saw 

煩 數 w 類數  worrying ; 
bothering. 

Read  ts^u^.  Close-mesh¬ 

ed,  as  a  net. 

Same  as  7337. 

To  forgive  •’  to  show 

mercy;  to  be  humane.  [To 

be、 distinguished  from  怒 
8393-] 

恕字終 身可行  “forgive 
ness”  may  be  considered  as  the 
rule  of  life.  But  see  the  follow¬ ing. 

恕者仁 之術也  shu  is  the 
art  of  jen  (5627). 

恕罪。 ’r 恕過  to  forgive  a fault ;  forgive  me! 

寬恕。 ■•容 恕  to  be  lenient 
with;  to  pardon. 

I  适 還可恕  this  is  pardonable. 

丨恕 己恕人  as  you  pardon 
yourself,  so  pardon  others. 

w 10,077 

M
4
 

10,078 

R. 御 

C.  shii 
H.  shu 

F.  soil 
W.  sii 

N.  shi 
P.  shu 

M.  I 

Y •卜 

Sz.  shu 

K.  so 

J.  shu、 so A.  H Sinking 

Upper. 

恕 己 責人  t0  be  lenient  to oneself  and  severe  on  others 

責 人之心 ，恕 己之心 
deal  with  the  faults  of  others  as 

gently  as  with  your  own. 

恕 報不周  pray  excuse  us  if| we  have  omitted  to  notify  any 

one, — of  a  death.  A  phrase  pla¬ 
carded  at  the  front  door  of  a  house 

where  a  death  has  occurred. 

恕 我不暗  excuse  me  for leaving  you,— to  a  visitor. 

恕怪  pray  don’t  think  me  rude. 

恕速  excuse  haste ! — a  formal phrase  at  the  end  of  invitations. 

祈恕 祈恕1  begy。1^  pardon. 

All ；  numerous；  a  multi 

tude ;  in  abundance.  A  con¬ 
cubine,  as  opposed  to 摘 

10,920.  It  may'  be;  per- 
adventure  ；  so  that  ；  with  a 

view  to ；  about；  nearly.  See 

9992.  [To  be  distinguished 

i’rom  度  1 2,089.]  See  %的. 

庶士  the  various  gentlemen. 

庶類 qi ■庶物  all  creatures. 

庶  J 务  all  sorts  of  affairs. 

庶民。 r 黎庶。 1 ■衆庶 the people :  tlie  masses. 

庶人  ordinary  people ;  com moners. 

當斬贖 爲庶人  instead  of| being  beheaded  he  was  reduced 
to  the  status  of  a  plebeian. 

庶 多  very  many. 
庶  f 敦  remarkable  phenomena. 

庶 室  a  concubine. 
庶子  the  son  of  a  concubine； 
also,  a  tutor  to  the  Heir  Ap¬ 

parent. 我 是正出 ，他 是庶出 
I  am  the  issue  of  the  wife,  he 

is  that  of  the  concubine. 

JFflF  or  JjflF  so  that  to  some 
extent;  nearly. 

則其交 也 庶幾哉 — 
consequently  their  friendship  is 

pretty  much  on  these  lines. 

漁  _  允胃 s。 as  tc)  be  in accordance  with  j  ustice  and  right. 

庇‘ ： 庶不致 於輟噶 s0ast< 10,078 avoid  confusion. 

庶保  in  order  to  ensure … 

I 庶免  in  order  to  prevert. 

i 庶可  so  that . ;  so  as  t(| enable  … 

庶吉士  a  Han-lin  bachelor. 

竪4
 

1。，。79 

K. 鬓 

C.  shu^  . 

H.  shut 
F.  soii^ 

W.  Wu 

Vertical,  as  opposed  t( 

橫 3915;  perpendicular； up right  ；  to  set  up  ；  to  esta 

jblish.  A  servant.  [To  b( 
distinguished  from  緊 2067. 

p. 

M.  I 
 M 

\\  su^ 

Sz.  shu0 

K.  su 

J.  shu^  dz 
A.  ̂  

聚 值  perpendicular；  upright. 

! 暨 線相間 (ckienX) havin 

vertical  stripes. 

Rising  Lower 

Irregular. 

:髮立 or 聚起 t。 set  up;  t 

j  establish. 

火 食而竪 立者 thos 
who  eat  cooked  food  and  sto^ 

erect, — mankind. 

竪碑  to  put  up  a  tablet. 
堅巾虽  a  a  upright  hanging  in scription. 

玩也竪 葱 to  pky at  beini a  vertical  onion, 一 to  stand  oi; one’s  head. 

橫豎 是這嫌  it  is,  anyho^l 
this  way.  See  3915. 

繫 女申  >•  ✓c-boys  and  slave-girl 

牧 髮  a  herd-boy. 
努 子  a  stupid  fellow;  a  catamite 

以成竪 子名也 _ 81 acquire  the  name  of  a  fool. 

I  內翌  a  page. 

费  a  mean  worthless  scholai 

近爲二 娶所侵 h°peleM 
ly  ill.  Sec  3363. 

^  ̂   the  ignoble  merchan
t. 

10,080 

縮 
io,o8i 

跪 
10,082 

Same  as  10,079. 

See  10,189. 

See  10,190. 
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戍
 4 

io,o83 

R •遇 
^ 庶 
K.  su 

A.  t'u 

Sinking 

Upper. 

w 
10,084 

R. 質 
Sm 水術 A.  twet 

Entering 
Lower. 

ir 
10,085 

R •屋 
C.  shuk 

H.  shap、 chap 

F.  souk 

W.  shu、 hsuo 

N.  hsuoh 

P. 

shwa) 
M.  so 

V,  suk 

K.  suk 

\.shoku 

〜•  tluk 

Entering 

Upper. 

倏 
io,o86 

鯈一
 

io, 087 
〈•屋 
;ee 倐 

Entering 
Upper. 

To  guard  the  frontier 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

戌 4735， 戎 5746, 戊 
12,792  and  pj^  13,788.] 

成卒  soldiers  on  guard  at  the 
frontier. 

我 成未定  our  term  of  ser¬ 
vice  on  the  frontier  is  not  yet 
finished. 

遣戍  to  be  exiled  to  the  frontier. 

戍所  place  of  exile. 

邊戍  frontier  posts. 

出一丁 戌北邊 t°  pr。- 
vide  one  soldier  for  service  at 

the  northern  frontier. 

將 兵成之  to  take  troops  to 
escort  a  person. 

成神  a  foreign  god, — as  Buddha 

Name  of  a  medicina 

plan'  known  as  蓬 表茂， 
found  in  Chehkiang  anc 

Kuangtung. 

Hastily  ；  hurriedly.  [To 
be  distinguished  from  條 
ii，095.] 

倏忽  suddenly. 

至今倐 忽幾年 since 
then  several  years  have  slipped away. 

倐 爾不見  it  suddenly 
vanished. 

倐 起倐滅  now  rising,  now 
sinking, — as  a  flame.  Used  of 
style  in  composition. 

Same  as  10,085. 

Having  blue  spots  ；  mot¬ 
tled. 

io,o88 

R •尤遇 

兜樹 
Even  and 

Sinking  Upper 

and  Lower. 

u 10,089 

M 
See 

Rising  Lower. 

R. 

樹‘
 

10,090 

•遇囊 

C.  shu 

H.  shu sdii、 cW, 

ch、iu 
W.  zii N./i 

P.  shu 

M.  sku、 shu 

Y.  su 

Sz.  shu 

K.  su 

••  sku^  dz 

A.  t'-u 

Sinking 

Lower. 

To  stand  erect. 

Read  tou'.  Tired；  ex¬ 
hausted. 

屢  f  巨下垂 overwhelmed  with fatigue. 

佔 伯之行  mean,  worthless actions. 

Coarse  clothes  of  earners 

hair,  etc. 

豨 褐不完  their  clothes  of hair  and  serge  were  not  whole. 

W 
10,090 

A  tree;  a  flagstaff  (see 

斗 92).  To  set  up  5  to  erect 
to  sow. 

樹木  a  tree;  trees. 
一 株樹 — 柯樹 a  tree. 
— •  hang1  -  a  row  of  trees, 

樹皮。 1 ■樹膚 bark. 

樹枝 w 樹挺  branches boughs. 

樹葉  leaves  of  trees. 
樹稍  topmost  twigs;  see  9758. 

樹裉。 r 樹本  the  root. 

樹杈 01 ■樹掛 a  “fork;”  i bifurcation. 

樹汁 sap. 樹膠。 r 樹脂  gum;  resin. 

樹心兒 pith. 
樹林  a  wood;  a  forest 
樹陰  the  shade  of  a  tree. 

樹頭。 1 •樹樁  a  stump;  a bole. 

枯樹  decayed  trees. 

接樹。 r 駁樹  to  graft. 

樹 倒烏飛  when  the  tree falls,  the  birds  fly  away, — of  ties 
that  cease  when  the  attraction 

is  gone. 

樹 大招風  tall  trees  invite  the wind, 一 saepius  ingens  agitatur 

pinus. 大樹 之下必 有柏枝 
there  are  always  rotten  boughs 

under  every  big  tree,  —  black 
sheep  in  every  great  family. 

R 

攄1
 

10,091 

.魚 

C,  shu 
n.  cm 

P.  ch^  v.  c/ii 
Y.  su 

K,  ch''^  v.  t'-e 

「•  chu 

A.  Sst 

Even  Upper. 

樞1
 

10,092 

.虞 

C.  shu^  k'ou H.  kH F.  m 

W. 

N. 

P.  ch、u、 shu 

M.  ch^u 

Y.  su 

K.  ch、u 

「•  shu^  zo 

A.  hsu Even  Upper. *  j  cKu 

樹子  the  Heir-Apparent  of feudal  prince. 

錢樹子  a  harlot. 
樹立  to  erect.  Also,  ability ; 
administrative  talent. 

建樹  to  establish;  to  do  good service. 

own 

樹 之風聲  to  make  one’s  re putation, 一 for  good  or  evil'. 

樹德  to  establish  one’s  virtue. 

樹德於  to  be  of  great  service 

‘ 其 樹以 蔭行人 he planted  these  trees  in  order  to 
give  shade  to  wayfarers. 

樹屏  to  put  up  a  screen. 

各 自樹黨 each  has  his 
party. 

樹怨 於諸侯  to  sow  enmity (against  oneself)  among  the  no ties. 

樹串兒  a  kind  of  wren  (Regu- loides  pro  regulus). 

樹鷄  Tetrastes  bonasia.  Also a  fungus  on  trees,  used  for 

making  chessmen. 

To  stretch  out；  to  ex 

pand；  to  unroll；  to  scatter 

To  prance,  as  a  horse.  Also 

read  liiz.  [To  be  disting¬ uished  from  擄 7285.] 

爐意 乎宇宙 之外 t。 iet one’s  thoughts  roam  beyond  the 
bounds  of  the  universe. 

A  pivot ；  an  axis；  the 

central  point；  cardinal ；  fun¬ 
damental.  Name  of  a  thor 

ny  tree. 
樞紐。 r 樞要  a  pivot ;  an axis;  a  focus. 

是 _ 辛樞 紐. the  «mver- 
ging  point  of  positive  and  nega¬ tive, 一 at  which  they  become identical. 

天  the  pivot  on  which  the  sky 
turns, — the  pole  of  the  Chinese 
planisphere;  Bradley  1730,  Ca- 

melop. 、  - 

相與 樞車十 琴:里 they travelled  together  in  the  cart 
for  ten  or  a  dozen  It. 

157 
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10,092 

驅1
 

10,093 R •虞 
K.  cK-u 

J.  chu 

A.  lu、ju 

Even  Upper. 

摴1
 10,094 

C.  shu 

H.  kH 

F. 

W.  iyu 

N.  c^ii 

P.  ch、u 

Y.  ssu 

K.  cho 

J.  chu 

A.  si  (sht) 

Even  Upper. 

10,095 R. 魚 

See 櫨年雩 
Even  Upper. 

10,096 r. 魚 
See 書

 

Even  Upper. 

天下樞 the  tablet  at  door  of 
a  Confucian  temple. 

金樞  the  moon. 

善 保金樞  take  great  care  of  j 
yourself. 

樞機 the  central,  or  controlling 
power ;  the  moving  spirit;  the 

guiding  mind.  See  1^,626. 

中樞  military  officials. 
樞 密  the  Government;  the  Privy 
Council  of  the  Sung  dynasty. 

樞臣  high  metropolitan  officials. 

現在樞 務繁殷  Govern¬ 
ment  business  is  very  pressing 

just  now. 

樞軸  the  control  of  affairs. 

繩樞  a  door  hung  on  rope, — 
poverty. 

A  lynx. 

f 區 .目 蜂  pi  bright  eyes  and slender  waist. 

To  stretch  out  ；  to  ex¬ 

pand.  Also  read  c.h、v)\ 

才零 蒲  dice, 一 said  to  be  of  Indian 
origin.  [First  mentioned  by  Ma 

Jung,  2nd  cent,  a.d,] 

道 德旣備 ，好 ^ 此 

樗蒲  though  their  virtue  is 
complete,  they  love  this  gambling 
with  dice. 

二 老翁相 對樗蒲 tw。 
old  gentlemen  playing  with  dice, 

一 as  seen  by  the  Chinese  Rip 
van  Winkle, 

A  kind  of  jasper. 

A  gem;  the  ivory  翁 
tablet  (4926)  used  at  au¬ 

diences  by  the  feudal  prin¬ 
ces. 

滁 
io,097 

嗍 
[10,098 

刷 
R 黯屑 

C.  shat 

H.  sot 

F.  5 auk 

W.  so 

N.  shih 

P.  cshwa 
M.  swa 

Y.  swoah 

Sz.  shwa 

K.  swa l 

J.  satsz、 setsz 
A.  swat Entering 

Upper. 

10,100 

R •屑黯 
See 刷 

Entering 

Upper. 

m 
10,101 

霎 
10,102 

See  2639. 

Same  as  10,032. 

SKexjja.. 
A  brush  ；  to  brush  ；  to 

cleanse. 

一 杷刷子  a  brush. 

箒刷  a  scrubbing-brush. 刷洗 brush  and  wash ;  to  clean. 

刷衣裳  to  brush  clothes. 

刷靴子  to  brush  boots. 
屈! J  鞋不專  pieces  of  tile  used  for whiting  shoe-soles. 

刷布  to  size  or  starch  cloth. 
刷白  to  whitewash.  See  8556. 

刷馬  to  groom  a  horse. 

刷刨  a  curry-comb. 
刷恥 t。  wipe  off  disgrace. 

冲刷  to  swill  with  water;  to 
sweep  away,  as  a  torrent. 

河 漫成口 ，刷 開三丈 
the  river  was  full  and  burst  its 

banks,  about  30  feet  being  swept away. 

刷招帖 tQ  pQst  bills- 

小弟 且刷去  I  will  “clear 

out.， 

刷印 w 刊刷  to  print, ̂ — skua referring  to  the  brushing  of  ink 
over  the  wooden  blocks. 

剔 刷弊端  t。 get  rid  of  cor- rupt  practices. 

刷布1 i 的寫 t。 wr々 at ⑽ 
speed. 

To  preen.  See  7679. 

烏唰翎  birds  preen  their feathers. 

Same  as  10,099. 

See  9649. 

耍 3
 

10,^03 

R •馬 

C.  sha 

H.  sa 

F.  swa^  v.  sa^ 

W.  soa 

N.  so^  v.  sheh 
P.  shwa 

M.  
I 

Y  J 
 swa 

Sz. 
 
shw

a 

K.  swa
 

J.  J0, 
 
dja

 

A.  sa
i° 

Rising  Upper. 

w 10,104 

1支灰 

C.  shou^ 

ts^ou 
H.  soi 

F.  soui 

W.  sai^  tsKai 

N.  se 

P.  shwai、 

shwei、 t s'' wet 

M.  swai、 swei、 

ts^ei 

To  sport  ；  to  play  ；  set 

6495.  To  perform  ；  to  prac 

tise.  [To  be  distinguishec 
from  卖  1 2,889.] 

秦戲 or 耍鬧 to  play;  t( 
rjmp. 

耍笑  to  joke;  to  chaff. 
我是取 笑作耍 1 only  joking. 

不 是耍處  it’s  no  joke ! 
害人 性命不 是耍的 

to  take  a  man’s  life  is  no  joke 

耍 猴兒的 t。 play the  mon key, — to  play  tricks:  to  lark. 

耍錢 t。  gamble. 
耍脾氣  to  show  temper. 

耍 酒脾氣  to  quarrel  ovei 

one’s  cups. 

耍刀  to  do  sword-exercise. 

耍棒。 i •耍  jjg  t。 play  ai 
quarter-staff. 

耍拳脚 t。  do  gymnastics. 

耍玩 意兒的  a  juggler. 

耍 嘴皮子  t0  have  a  slanging 
or  chaffing  match. 

耍 長  ̂   pike-exercise. 
耍獅子  to  play  at  lions, — tc 
dance,  posture,  etc. 

耍馬 前刀。 r 耍花着 
chaox  兒  to  do  eye-service;  tc 

make  a  show  before  one’s  fac( 
of  doing  work,  but  to  leave  of when  out  of  sight. 

耍手藝  to  practise  a  craft. 

耍虛子  to  be  a  rowdy  fellow 

好耍子  good  gracious !  wha) have  you  done ! 

Decaying,  as  opposed  tc 

盛 9889  and  典 461 1 
fading ;  declining  ；  failing 

[Originally  so9  a  rain-coat 
see  10,200]. 

甚矣 吾衰卑 extreme  1 
my  decay !  一  said  Confucius 

after  passing  some  time  withou 

dreaming  of  the  wise  and  vit 

tuous  周办  Chou  Kung. 
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衰 
io,io4 

I,  swae^  ts^wei 
\t.  shwai、 

ts'-wei 

l,  swc、 ch^wt 
•  ski,  sai 

i,  sut、 t^oui 

Even  Upper. 

率
 4 

io,io5 

寘質 
sut 

•  sauk、 soh 
K  sai 

•  sah 

. shwai3 

^•shu^swaP 
•  swek 

“  shwai) 

•  su^  j«/,  sol 

shutsz^  sui 
•  swet 

linking  and 

Entering 

Upper. 

or 
or 

or 

血 氣旣衰  when  the  physical 
powers  are  decaying. 

何 德之衰  how  is  your  virtue 
degenerated ! 

衰敢 （ot 猶） °r 衰落 

衰殘。 r 衰頹。 r 衰邁 

g 老。 r 衰朽。 r 衰弱 
衰暮  wanting  in  vigour；  de 
bilitated;  worn  out,  as  with  old 

age,  etc. 

衰世  an  age  of  decay. 

衰 草寒姻 the  decaying 
plants  and  chill  mists, — of  autumn. 

衰喪  (sang*)  failing ;  dying  out 

Read  ts、ui\  Mourning 
clothes.  See  ̂   1 1,936. 

齊 W  (。》 •錫） 衰  mourning- 
garments  with  unhemmed  but 

even-cut  edges. 

斬衰  mourning-garments  with 
frayed  edges,— indicating  a  closer 
relationship  and  a  deeper  sorrow. 

方衰絰 未除  before  the 
days  of  mourning  are  over. 

己衰絰 而生子  to  beget 
a  child  whilst  in  mourning  for 
a  parent,-— a  criminal  offence. 

Read  cA(uzl.  Order  ； 
series. 

皆 有等衰 all  in  order  of 
precedence. 

To  lead.  To  follow  ；  to 
obey.  Universally;  in  every¬ 
thing.  Used  with  10,107. 
See  9114， 13,463. 

率兵。 r 率師。 r 率部 
lead  troops. 

率領  to  lead ;  to  take  with  one. 

率衆  to  lead  a  mob. 
率先  to  go  on  before；  to  take 

the  lead. 

率作  to  take  the  initiative. 
率規矩  to  observe  usages  or 

regulations. 

率 由舊章  to  follow  the  old 
rules, 

率 由典常  follow  and  observe 
the  proper  statutes. 

罔 不率俾  there  are  none 
but  follow  and  agree  with  me. 

to 

率 4
 

io,io5 

率從  to  follow, — as  a  leader, 
表率  a  leader；  an  example  to follow. 

相琴 I  leading  one  another;  in a  body. 

率同  taking  with  him ;  accom 
panied  by. 

以 此爲率 make  this  the standard. 

三  口爲率  an  average  of three  persons. 

率 踰三丈  averaging  over  30 feet, — in  height. 

大 率如此  they  are  mostly like  this. 

將來 果能創 率信行 
if  this  can  by  and  by  be  started 
on  the  said  lines. 

率錢  to  collect  money, — for  an entertainment. 

草率。 r 輕率  carelessly  ； 
superficially.  The  first  is  also 
coarse  in  manner. 

不率教  not  to  be  amenable to  reason. 

率 禮之人  one  who  observes propriety. 

率性  to  follow  one’s  own  dis¬ position  ; arbitrary. 

弗率  disobedient;  dissatisfied 

野率  rude;  boorish. 
直  frank ;  straightforward. 
分 •  fellowship，  — in  arithmetic. 

率爾。 r 率然  suddenly;  hast¬ ily.  [The  second  is  the  name 
of  a  serpent,  used  figuratively  of 

military  manoeuvres.] 

率常  in  general ;  generally. 

率以爲 常 such  was  his common  custom. 

琴^  多  in  large  quantities. 

帝 命率育  God  appointed (wheat  and  barley)  for  the 
nourishment  of  all. 

Read  /u4*  A  term  in  a 
series. 

彀率  the  limit  to  which  a  bow should  be  drawn. 

Read  lei\  To  calculate. 

率更  the  officer  in  charge  of 
the  clepsydra  or  water-clock. 

摔1
 

io，io6 

R. 質， 

F.  sattk、 sadk 

P.  cshwai, 

zshwai 

M.  zswai、 suD 

J.  shutsz A.  swet 

Entering 

Upper. 

w 10,107 

•真質 

C. shou 

H.  soi 
F.  saui W.  sa 

N.^ 

P.  shwai 
M.  swat 

Y.  swat 

Sz.  shwai 
K.su 

To  fall  down  ；  to  throw 

down  ；  to  dash  down. 

筋斗 （W  fou1)  to  fall  heac 
over  heels. 

他是 騎着馬 摔下來 

的  he  fell  off  his  horse. 

摔東西  to  let  a  thing  fall. 他安心 把鏡 子摔了 
he  threw  down  V  ooking-glass 

on  purpose. 

摔死了  dashed  to  death. 

風摔 破了門  the  wind  has 
broken  the  door, — by  slamming 
it. 

摔足交  to  wrestle；  to  have  a  fall 
走道 一滑摔 了個跤 
going  along  the  road  I  slipped 
and  fell  head  over  heels, 

析*  {sh^1)  to  snap;  to  break 
摔打  to  hurl  away  something in  anger. 

Read  shuaP. 

摔打  to  strut;  to  swagger. 

摔着 髂子迹  to  swagger 
about. 

摔 鷄蛋  to  throw  an  egg  down and  break  it;  to  break  eggi  into 
a  basin  for  cooking. 

抓泥摔 他身上 M handful  of  dirt  and  threw  it  o々6r 

him. 

摔手  to  flick  the  arm  or  hand. i.e.  move  it  sharply  backwards 

to  swing  one’s  arms. 

- 摔釉子 就走了  he 
gave  a  flick  of  his  sleeve  and 
went  off, — in  a  rage. 

摔東西  to  flip  a  thing  away 

摔子  to  spawn  (of  fishes). 

A  leader；  a  commander 
a  title  sometimes  applied 

to  a  Governor  General,  in 
which  case  it  is  suffixed  to 

the  first  syllable  of  his 

“style.”  A  “king”  in  Chi¬ 

nese  chess.  [To  be  distin¬ 
guished  from  師 9909.] 

君帥  a  title,  adopted  in  1909, 
for  use  by  the  Emperor  when 
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帥‘
 

10,107 
A.  sui、 swai, 

swit  (s/i) 

Sinking 

Upper. 

撰 
io,io8 

R •灰贿 
s« 拽 
].st、 sai 
A.  svjai 

Even  and 

Sinking 
Lower. 

referring  to  himself,  instead  of 

the  old  term  634. 

元帥。 1 •將 帥。1 ■帥領 
commander-in-chief;  generalis¬ 
simo. 

大帥。 1 ■大元 帥 a  term  cf 
address  formerly  used  to  Viceroys 

and  Governors,  but  now  (since 

1909)  reserved  for  the  Emperor. 

大淸 t 國 統 領陸海 

全 大元帥  the  great  leader 
and  generalissimo  of  the  land 

and  sea  forces  of  the  TaCh‘ing 

empire, — inscription  on  the  new 
Great  Seal  of  China. 

皇上 爲海陸 軍大元 

帥  the  Emperor  is  the  Com- 
mander-in-Chief  of  the  sea  and 
land  forces. 

大元 帥服制 之未定 
the  Emperor’s  uniform  has  not 
been  decided  upon. 

掛帥  to  be  appointed  general¬ issimo. 

帥旗  the  flag  of  a  commander- 
in-chief  or  admiral. 

制帥  a  Viceroy  or  Governor 
General. 

端午帥  Governor-General Tuan-wu. 

台  the  stage  for  the  inspecting 
officer  at  reviews,  and  signal 

flag-staff  stand. 

Read  shu 你. To  lead  on. 

子帥 以正 ，孰 敢不正 
if  you,  sir,  lead  (the  people) 
with  correctness,  who  will  dare 
not  to  be  correct  ? 

堯 舜帥天 下以仁 Ya。 
and  Shun  led  the  empire  by 
charity. 

帥 師征伐  to  lead  an  army 
to  battle. 

何以帥 先諸弟 hGw  can 
you  be  a  guide  to  your  younger 
brothers  ? 

To  throw  down.  See 

10,106. 

10,109 

r .先 

See 

P.  cshwan 

M.  cswan 

Y.  cswaa 
Sz.  (shwan 
A.  t^uen Even 

Irregular. 

栓1
 

io,i  ro 

R .先 

See 栓 

Even  
Upper. 

JM 

10.112 

涮‘
 

10.113 
R .諫屑 

P.  shwan、 

shwa3 

M.  shwa、 

J.  san、 setsz A.  san 

Sinking  and Entering 

Upper. 

孿 3,114 

SHXJjaJXT- 

To  fasten  ；  to  tie  up. 

检 繫  to  fasten. 拴捆  to  tie  up;  to  bind. 

检馬  to  tie  up  a  horse. 

拴馬樁  a  post  for  tying  horses to. 

拴 于箭上  to  tie  on  to  an arrow. 

拴住了  tied  up;  made  fast. 

拴 不住心  his  mind  is  not fixed;  he  is  wanting  in  purpose. 

拴和兒  to  tie  a  knot. 
拴娃娃  to  tie  a  string  round the  neck  of  a  clay  baby  at  the 

.emple  of  the  Chinese  Lurina, 
in  the  hope  of  getting  offspring. 

检着  tied  up；  standing  in  the stable,  as  a  horse. 

車  to  keep  a  cart  or  a  carriage. 

A  peg  ；  a  wooden  pin 
A  small  bowl. 

Same  as  10,1 

Same  as  10,1 15. 

To  wash  ；  to  scour. 

涮洗  to  rinse;  to  wash. 

祭水饰 I]  一测 bring  some water  and  wash  it  out. 

涮金作  to  wash  with  gold to  gild. 

Read  skua}*. 

雨 $ 制空增 the  rain  has scoured  the  steps. 

涮 涮大雨  a  heavy  rain. 

See  7452. 

閂1
 

io,n5 

R- 删 

C. shan 

H.  tsLon 

F.  cswang, 

ch、aunf、 

v.  ikoung 

W.  so 
N. shon 

P.  shwart 
M.  swan 

Y.  swaa 

Sz.  shivan 

K.  I 

】• 卜 A.  swan 
Even  Upper. 

10.116 

R •霰 

See 才全 

SinkingUpper. 

w 10.117 

R. 諫 

See 测 

SinkingUpper. 

雙1
 

io,iiS 

R 江 

C.  sh'dng 

H.  sung 
F. song 

W.  shuoa 

N.  song 

shwang 

and  v. 

shwang 

The#  beam 

doors. 

used  to  bar 

閂門  to  bar  a  door. 閂栅  to  bar  the  gates  which shut  off  streets  in  large  towns. 

竪閂  the  upright  post  against which  the  two  halves  of  a  large 

gate  shut. 

背 面插閂  to  secretly  slip the  bolt, — put  a  spoKe  in  a  per¬ son^  wheel. 

To  repair  the  axles,  etc., 
of  carriages. 

To  wash  ；  to  scour, with  10,113. Used 

M. 

Y#  swa
ng 

K.  sangy  v, 

ssang 

J.  so 

A.  song 

Even  Upper. 

SBXJ^NG-. 

A  pair ；  a  couple ；  two； 

both  ；  double  ；  even,  as  op¬ 

posed  to 奇  W1  991  and 單 
10,600；  see  3889,  13, 754 - 

雙刀。 r 雙劍  a  pair  of  swords 
in  one  sheath. 

雙生。 r 雙胞。 r 雙胎 twins. 

從前 產過二 次皆係 

胃 生  she  had  given  birth  twice before,  in  both  cases  to  twins. 

雙棒子  a  pair  of  drumsticks; 

twins. 

雙身子 Pregnant. 雙雙  both.  See  5374. 

雙雙  _  手  hand  in  
hand  by 

twos  and  twos. 

雙親  both  parents. 

雙 首白髮  an  old  hoary* 

headed  couple. 

雙手  both  hands. 
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10,118 

雙陸 (QI ■六） W  7276- 

雙眼  both  eyes. 

雙 眼花翎  a  double-eyed 
peacock-feather. 

雙失目  blind  of  both  eyes, 

雙 層兒的  doubled ;  folded 

雙層花  a  double-blossomed 
flower. 

雙名  a  personal  name  composed 
of  two  characters. 

名 利雙全  having  both  fame 
and  fortune  complete. 

雙喜  a  pair  of  joys;  two  happy 
events;  a  duplicated  form  of  the 

character  喜， seen  on  pottery, 

etc.  
a 

成 雙作對  to  make  a  pair, 
as  when  a  second  is  obtained,  of 
things  of  which  one  already  has 
the  first. 

好事成 雙 good  things  should 
be  in  pairs. 

雙數  an  even  number. 

雙月  the  even  moons,  as  the 
2nd,  4th,  etc.  Used  as  a  prefix 
to  expectant  titles  =  eligible  for 
selection  in  the  even  moons 

不論 雙單月  eligible  for 
selection  in  any  moon. 

寡 二少雙  rarely  to  be 
matched. 

請得 而雙之  begged  him 
to  try  and  get  it,  in  order  to 

make  a  pair, — with  a  bracelet 
he  had  already. 

雙 眉春柳  eyebrows  like 
willow  (leaf)  in  spring. 

雙邊柳  an  equestrian  feat  in 
which  the  rider  sits  with  both 

arms  extended,  holding  in  each 
hand  an  arrow. 

雙鈎  double-hooked,  i.e,  draw¬ 
ings  in  ink,  giving  only  the outlines. 

雙鉤字  outline  characters. 
See  6595. 、 

雙宿  to  sleep  two  in  a  bed. 

雙接。 r 雙棲 共宿 to_t 
tpgether;  to  sleep  in  the  same 
place.  Used  of  marriage. 

雙 亡 bM  dead, — as  parents. 

雙 管齊下  to  set  forth  two 
meanings  of  a  given  theme. 

雙1
 

io,ii8 

m 10.119 

•红 

See 雙 

Even  Upper. 

m 
10.120 

r. 陽 

C.  song 
H.  song 

F.  soung 

W.  hsiioa 
N. song 

SzJ  S
hwan^ 

•  I  Sevang 

K. sang 

I .  so 
A. song 

Even  Upper. 

雙回門  to  visit  a  husband’s parents  together, 一 as  a  newly- 
married  couple. 

Read  tskungl  or  ch'uang1 
or  ch、ung'.  A  match  for； 

a  peer  = 偶 8501. 

無雙  without  a  peer. 

蓋 世無雙  the  world  does not  contain  his  peer. 

天下 無雙江 夏黃童 
the  empire  holds  not  the  peer 
of  Master  Yellow  (黃香 )  of 

Chiang-hsia.  
« 

A  boat. 

Hoar-frost  ；  cold  ；  frigid  ； 

grave.  Crystallised  ；  can¬ 

died,  as  fruits.  See  10,122. 

白 露爲霜  the  white  dew  is changed  into  hoar-frost. 

霜降  one  of  the  twenty-four 
solar  terms,  beginning  about 

23rd  October. 

陛 下之壽 三千霜 may 
your  Majesty  live  three  thousand 

years. 
霜雪  frost  and  snow. 

冰霜 ice. 冰 霜之操  holding  with  aj 
grip  like  ice, — of  firm  rule. 

一層霜  a  layer  of  hoar-frost. 

已十霜  already  ten  years. 

落霜  it  is  frosty. 
履 之懼  the  timidity  ofj 
walking  on  hoar-frost, -to  beware 
of  small  beginnings. 

草上霜  frost  on  plants,  一  a name  for  “unborn”  lambskin;  see 

2  549. 

鬢邊霜  hoary  temples,— grow- ing  old. 

霜威  dreaded  as  frost,  —  by 
plants ;  used  of  a  stern  ruler. 

_  霜殺菽  a  fal1  of  frost 
killed  the  beans. 

霜1
 

10,120 

m- 

10,121 

R •陽 

See 霜 

Even  Upper. 

m 
10.122 

•陽 

W.  v.  ch^iioa 

See 霜 

Even  Upper. 

m 10.123 

R •陽 

^ 霜 

Even  Upper. 

鶸1
 

10.124 

R. 陽 

See  ̂  

Even  Upper. 

如 何不吊 遇 此繁霜 
how  not  lament  that  he  met 
this  excessive  frost? — and  diea 

令 肅秋霜  commands  as 
severe  as  autumn  frosts. 

鍩 利如霜  as  sharp  as  hoar¬ 
frost, 一 of  a  sword. 

經霜  to  go  through  frost, — as 

plants. 

芙蓉 獨柜霜  the  ! •: biscus 
alone  stands  the  frost. 

傲霜  to  defy  frost. 
地霜  the  frost-like  appearance of  large  tracts  of  land  in  the 
north,  caused  by  the  presence 
of  impure  potash. 

柿霜  a  crystallised  persimmon See  9906. 

粉霜  acetate  of  lead. 霜 事  the  Censorate (T‘ang  dyn.). 

A  widow. 

孀婦  a  widow. 
孤孀  a  lone  widow. 

守  _  m  居耀  to  live  as  a 
widow. 

Arsenic.  See  9052, 

10,120. 

Name  of  a  famous  horse, See  10,346. 

The  turquoise  kingfisher 

[Halcyon  smyrnensis)、 the 
feathers  of  which  are  used 

in  fancy  work. 
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爽 
IO，I25 

R •養 

S:  1 封 F.  soung 

W.  soa^  hsuoa 
N.  song 

P.  shwang 

M.  1  _ 

y  j 
 swang

 
•Sz.  shwang 
K. sang 

J.  so、 sho 
A. sang 

Rising  Upper. 

Lively ;  cheerful；  in  good 

nealth;  agreeable.  To  miss； 

to  fail  ；  to  make  a  mistake. 

See  7222. 

^  in  good  health ;  happy ; 
comfortable.  

j 

覺得爽  felt  much  reliev¬ 
ed, — as  after  an  operation. 

臉 上淸爽  bright  and  cheer¬ ful-looking. 

爽  fl$  in  good  health  or  spirits. 

賴兩 _  不 爽 out  of  sorts;  seedy. 

爽  vigorous;  energetic. 

爽利 or  爽當  brisk;  smart; ready. 

爽撇  quick;  prompt. 

爽 •害 S  dear;  lLlcid;  intelligible. 

光爽  bright;  shining. 

j 匕、 grateful  to  the  heart. 

爽 目悦心  k  Phases  the  eye 
and  gladdens  the  heart. 

爽 ̂刮*  nice  and  sweet. 

秋  bright  autumnal  weather. 

五味令 人口爽 the  five 
flavours  blunt  the  palate. 

極 爲爽口  very  scrumptious, 一 as  nice  food. 

distinguished  virtue. 

乾爽^  dry, — as  weather. 

爽手 的事  an  easy  matter. 

爽然老 ^  失  it  flashed  upon him  that  he  had  made  a  mistake. 

爽 ̂信。 i •爽看 " t。 fail  in  one’s 
promise. 

爽約  to  fail  to  keep  an  engage¬ 
ment. 

一 *  些不爽  Perfectly  right. 

毫 髪不爽 not  wrong  in  a 
single  particular;  faultless. 

not  a  fraction 

wrong, 一 in  the  amount. 

on  the  following  morning. 

爽昧  at  daylight.  See  7733. 

m 
10.126 

r .養 

See 爽 

Rising  Upper. 

鷄 10.127 

水
 3 

10,128 

R 紙 

C.  sho ii 

H.  shut 

F.  chwi W. 

N.  sei,  sh'i 

P.  shwei 

M.  sui、 swei 
Y.  swei 

Sz.  shui 
K.  su 

J.  sui 
A.  t^ui Rising  Upper. 

The  strap  across  the 

instep  which  fastens  a  shoe. 

Same  as  10,124. 

SHXJI. 

Water,  one  of  the  five 

elements  •’  liquid  ；  unstable. 

Used  in  history  for  “river.” 
Discount.  Radical  85.  See 

2662， 7025,  9892,  10,502, 

11,791,  13,421. 

一滴 水。1 ̂ 一 勲水 adrQp 
of  water. 

水波 waves. 水痕。 r 水波紋 riPPles  011 water. 

水泡 OT 水湛 bubbles. 

水沫子  foam ;  froth. 
開水。 1 ■瘡水  boilins  water- 
See  13,224. 

如冷 i 澆背1 ike  cdd water  poured  down  one’s  back, 

一 startling. 

水池 w 水坑。 r 水 塘 a 
pond;  a  pool;  a  tank, 

stagnant  water. 

水 、淸  a  ditch;  a  drain. 

水源  a  spring. 
jC  a  large  jar  for  holding water. 

水 壺  a  kettle;  a  pitcher. 
a  small  pot  for  watering 

the  ink-stone. 

水烟  a  water-pipe;  a  hubble- bubble. 

水雇  a  syphon. 

水銀  quicksilver. 
水敲  liquid  indigo. 

水晶 （or 賴）。 1 •水玉 CITS- tal. 

^  水  water  containing  alkaline salts. 

水 3
 

10,128 

水利 批 688 5. 

水  f 寫  diarrhoea- 
水笞  duckweed. 水 車  a  water-wheel, — lor  in 

gation. 水 道 I  a  water-way；  the  fairwi 
for  ships. 

水 路  water  journey, 一 by  watc as  opposed  to  land. 

水  by  land  and  water. 

水 闊之處 a  place  whe 
there  is  plenty  of  room, — e.gA 

ships  to  pass  without  collision 

水 草 夫  hewers  ot  wood  ai 
drawers  of  water. 

逐水 草遷徙 they  m。 
from  place  to  place  in  pursi 

of  water  and  vegetation,  • -of  t: 
Hsiung-nu. 

水脚。 1 ■水力  freight；  fan 
trackers;  towers  • boats. 

水膠  Kquid  glue. 
the  acquired  accent 

some  dialect  other  than  oni own. 

水 色  a  phrase  used  of  the  co: 
plexion  of  women,  which 
thought  to  depend  upon  tj water  of  a  place. 

水紅  P^k；  light  red. 

水腫  dropsy. 

水磨  a  water-mill. 

水賊  pirates. 
水手 *  a  sailor. 

marines. 

水災  floods;  inundations, 

ll®  with  the  stream. 

^  ̂   against  the  stre
am. 

水禮  presents  of  lood,— - 
opposed  to  money. 

^  a  large  water-ewer. 

水 團  a  contingent  raised  fr( 
the  sea-going  population. 

水  dried  up, 一 of  rivers,  e 

^  to  cross  rivers. 

水  clear;  bright ;  shining,  j 

^  ̂   fres
h  fruit. 
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水鈴錯  water-bells. 

水 拉拉的 sopping  wet. 

水界  territorial  waters ;  the 
water  line  of  a  ship. 

水漏  a  canal. 

淸  the  water  is  clear. 

水淸石 自見 ''hen  the 
water  is  clear,  the  stones  appear. 

水  boilers  of  engines. 

旱  flood  and  drought. 

^f(C  depth  of  water 

水龍  fire-engines. 
rivei  or  marine  police. 

7K  木兩 "f 卡  both  plasterer  and 
carpenter. 

水  a  fish’s  fins. 

水毋  jelly-fish. 
遭 風失水 to  come  to  grief 

in  a  storm  at  sea. 

水 潑下地 ，難 收得起 

or 覆 水難收 spilt  water 

cannot  be  gathered  up. 

水 滴石穿  dropping  water 
wears  through  a  stone.  See  2998. 

水深 流去慢 sti11  waters 
run  deep. 

下水⑽ 423。. 

椎 人下水 to  push  a  man 
into  the  water.  Also,  to  ..ell  a 

girl  into  a  brothel. 

一路都 是下水 a11  the 
journey  was  down  stream. 

水 specification  of  land  or 
houses  to  be  sold,  giving  boun¬ 
daries,  measurements,  etc. 

開 具水程 to  draw  up  the 
above. 

投水  to  throw  into  the  water; 
to  jump  into  the  water. 

山 水  scenery.  See  9663. 

山 水貨件  imported  goods 
of  all  kinds. 

jC  water  and  earth, — climate. 

水 土我服 # 不過來 
I  can’t  stand  the  climate. 

不亦 有不水 死者衆 
乎  are  there  not  also  many 
people  who  die  otherwise  than 

by  water  ? 

水
 2 

10,128 

井 裏打水 河裏倒 t。 draw  water  from  a  well  and  pour 

it  into  a  river, — to  squander. 

淺 井改水  t0  clean  out  the wells  and  get  a  fresh  supply 

of  water, — as  customary  at  the 
summer  solstice.  See  10,406. 

牛不 暍水， 强〃 按 
to  force  down  the  head  of 

a  cow  that  won’t  drink, — you  can 
take  a  horse  to  the  water,  etc. 

to  eat  water, — to  have  no 

means  of  livelihood.  Also,  to 

drink  water;  the  draught  of  a ship. 

又在黑 水洋中 besides  it was  in  mid-ocean,  where  the 
water  is  black,  sc.  deep. 

人  11  person  of  pliant 
disposition. 

"".力4 者樂 少仰 4 水 the 
wise  find  pleasure  in  water.  Sec 

9663. 

水長 船高 when  the water  rises,  the  boat  rises  too, — 
the  price  of  this  has  gone  up, 
so  I  am  obliged  to  charge  a 

higher  rate. 

河水不 洗船呢 just  the thing !  comes  in  very  handy, 

etc., — as  river-water  is  handy 
for  washing  boats. 

水  ̂   . 無  fire  and  water don’t  agree. 

水 火 相敵者 a  pet  aver - sion. 

遠 水救不 了近火 
distant  water  can’t  put  out  a  fire at  hand. 

^  water  and  milk mixing, — a  state  of  harmony. 

7fC  sympathetic. 水至柔 ，寒極 M 冰而 
取  water  is  extremely  soft,  but 
under  the  influence  of  great  cold 
it  hardens  into  ice. 

and  二^  first-class  and 
second-class  in  goods. 

才 JJ  discount.  See  9463. 
~ •水 兒  all  of  the  same  quality. 

落 花有意 隨流水 ，流 

水無情 戀落花 the falling  petals  seek  the  stream  that 
carries  them  away:  the  stream 
itself  has  no  hankering  after 

水
 2 

10,128 

雕
 2 

10,129 

R •支 

See 誰 

Even  Lower. 

10,130 

R. 支 

C. shou 
H.  shui 

F.  sui 

W.  zu^j'i 

N.  zu,  zeiju^ji 

P.  shui 
M.  sui、 shui 

Y.  swei 
Sz.  shui、 sui 

K.  su 

J.  sui 

A.  tLui 

Even  Lower. 

falling  flowers, — of  the  unrequi¬ 
ted  love  of  a  woman. 

iM  渾 天 心  water-c
lock  of 

元  Hsiian  Tsung  of  the T‘ang  dynasty. 

水鴨子 ^  the  mallard  (Anas 
bo  sc  has). 

水 the  cormorant  {Phala- crocorax  car  bo), 

水嘴  the  rock-thrush  {Pctron- 
cincla  ma?iilld). 

水  ̂   the  sand-martin  ( Cotyle rip  aria), 

^fC  奚_  waterfowl  in  general ;  the lapwing  ( Vanellus  crista(us). 

水 奚島 子  the  little  bittern  {Ar¬ 
ietta  ci?i7iamo?nea). 

水鷄兒 OT 水紮 sniPe  (^ - 
linago  scolopacina). 

大水 • 货  woodcock* 、Scplopax 

moticola), 

水縣驗  the  bittern  {Taurus 
stellar  is). 

the  kingfisher  (Alcedo bengalensis).  ; 

PlK  Ligustrum  lucidum、 

Ait. 

水 粉" Mirabilis  jalapa^  L. 

私  Lycopsis  sinensis)  Oliv. 

The  buttocks.  Name  of 

a  hill  in  Shansi,  on  which 
was  a  temple  to  后土 

Mother  Earth,  as  the  pa¬ 

troness  of  agriculture. 

Who?  who  ；  any  one. 

The  one .  the  other. 

An  initial  particle. 

誰人。 r 雎也 who? 

是誰  wh6  is  he? 
^  I  don’t  know  who 

he  is. 

誰家 of  what  family  ?  whose  ? 

誰阿  who’s  there? 
葉上 題詩寄 阿誰， 
who  is  the  verse  011  the  leaf  to 

be  given  to? on  whose  account? 

for  whom  ? 
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m: 10,133 
R •霽 

C.  sh  'dii 
H. shoi 

F.  swoui 

W.  sii 

N.  set 

P.  shwei 

M.  I  . 

Y.  
I  swe, Sz.  shwei 

K.  se 

J.  set 

A.  f'Wi 

Sinking 

Upper. 

安此 雎爲哉  for  whom  do 
you  do  this? 

門者 怒日爲 ^ 誰 
the  gate-keeper  shouted  angrily 
“Who’s  there?” 

誰敢  who  would  dare  ?  Sec 6174. 

雎 也不敢  no  one  dares  to. 

誰個拏 與他喫  which  of| 
them  would  give  him  anything 
to  eat? — not  one. 

奈 得誰何  who  cares  a  rap? 
See  11,702. 

誰不知  who  doesn’t  know that . ? 

舍 ％3 我其誰  except  me, who  is  there  ? 

意氣 今誰見 in  whom， 
now,  do  we  find  spirit  (like  his)? 

誰想  who’d  have  thought that . ? 

王誰态  who  is  the  king  angry 
with? 

誰 要誰喫  let  those  who 
want  to,  eat. 

二人 同術誰 昭誰冥 
if  two  men  join  in  contriving 
something,  one  becomes  famous 
and  the  other  remains  obscure. 

二虎 同穴誰 死雎生 
if  two  tigers  inhabit  the  same 
cave,  one  will  die  and  the  other 
will  live. 

I 隹 昔然矣 time  has  it 
been  thus  with  him. 

See  10,387. 

See  10,104. 

A  handkerchief. 

無 Ji 我蛻兮  don’t  touch 
niy  handkerchief, — worn  at  the 
girdle.  Hands  off,  young  man ! 

生女 則設蛻 于門右 
when  a  girl  was  born,  a  hand¬ 
kerchief  was  hung  at  the  right 
of  the  door. 

尊堂 設腕 ：之辰 your 
mother’s  birthday. 

捧晚 a  waiting-maid. 

税‘
 

10,134 

R •霧 

C.  jhdii 

H.  shoi 

F.  swoui 

W.  su 

N.  sei 

P.  shwei 

M •丨 

Y 
 J  sw

et 

Sz.  shwei 

K.  se 

J.  sei 

A. 

Sinking 

Upper. 

To  soak  in  water.  To 
clarify. 

醆酒 泷于淸  to  clarify muddy  wine. 

Read  hsiiehz.  To  pour 
out  wine  with  a  ladle. 

Duty  on  merchandise. 

正  chengz  税  the  full  duty,- 
import  or  export. 

IP  chengz  稅單  (export)  full 

duty  certificate. 

正 ch^ 稅憑單 (export) 
duty  proof. 

正 W 叹 3 牟兩 税 export  and coast  trade  (or  transit)  duty. 

TP.  ch^ngz  單  export  and 
coast  trade  duty  certificate. 

稅單  a  duty-paid  certificate, 
Also,  a  Transit-pass  for  imports. 

收稅  to  collect  duties. 

收稅單  (export)  duty-paid certificate. 

進口 极號收 import  duty receipt. 

進口  土產半 稅號收 
coast  trade  duty  receipt. 

常稅  duty  collected  at  native 
Customs’  stations. 

洋稅  duty  collected  at  the Maritime  (or  foreign-managed) 
Customs. 

稅則  the  Tariff. 
税局。 1 ■税館  a  revenue 

office;  a  Customs’  station. 

极銅。 i ■税 課。 1 ■税欺 or 

稅項。 r 稅銀  duties;  reve¬ nue. 

稅課 司大使  an  examiner in  the  native  Customs. 

稅務處  the  Revenue  Council, 一 which  controls  the  Maritime 

Customs. 

稅務茼  Commissioner  of  Cus¬ 
toms. 

副 稅務司  Deputy  Commis¬ 
sioner. 

雜 [稅  司  Inspector  General. 
税捐  duties  (as  per  Tariff)  and other  taxes. 

税‘
 

io，i34 

R. 

真 
C.  skdii 

H.  shoi 

F.  soui\  y.soii 

W.  zai 

N.  zei 

P.  shwei 

M. )  . 

I  swet 

Sz.  shwei 

K.  su 

J.  sui、 zui 

A.  t、ui 

Sinking 

Lower. 

稅額  the  fixed  amount  of  re venue  to  be  collected. 

納稅  to  pay  duty. 漏稅  to  evade  duty :  to  smuggle 

稅地  land  assessed  for  taxation 

^ 輕 動産稅  to  reduce  th<i 
duty  on  personalty.  [To  in 
crease  = 加重 •] 

稅印  to  procure  the  o 伍 cial  sea on  payment  of  the  regular  fee 

稅費  fees  in  general. 稅糧  popular  name  for  the  田 

賦  land-tax  proper. 
regular  taxes  and  likin. 

稅課銀  a  fee  paid  on  the stamping  of  deeds,  etc.,  to  th( 
authorities  for  office  petty  ex 

penses. Read  tui^.  To  change 

one’s  dress  to  mourning 

Used  for  脫； 财 3386. 

Read  chuan、  Black,  af 
clothes. 

說 See  10,164. 

瑞 See  5726. 
10,136 

酿 To  sleep.  See  6113. 

io,i37 

酿 覺 {fhiao^)  to  sleep.  See  below 
睡不着 伽 s)  or 睡不着 

胃  unable  to  sleep. 
睡覺如 小死。 r 睡 着 

了 死一樣  he  sleeps  a 
heavily  as  if  he  were  dead. 

已 睡去了  had  already  gon< 

off  to  sleep. 

有 睡的睡 ，有 講的議 
some  were  asleep  and  som< 

talking. 

深睡。 r 熟睡  to  sleep  soundly  j 

睡倒  to  go  sound  asleep. 

正 ilj 睡之際 just  as  1  wa 

sleeping  soundly. 

睡的 狠香甜 t。  sleep  quiet 
ly, 一 without  dreams,  etc. 
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10,138 

1 •眞 
Even  Lower. 

奪 

IO；J39 
{，眞 

.•  sun^  hsuti 

,ee 醇 
Even  Lower. 

P 尚噓 嘘的睡  to  be  asleq: 
and  breathing  heavily. 

傻睡  a  doltish  or  heavy  sleep, 
— as  of  a  sick  person. 

在 睡鄕  he  is  in  the  land  of 
Nod. 

引睡 t。  bring  on  sleep, 一 as  a 
. dull  book. 

說睡語  to  talk  in  one’s  sleep. 

睡夢中  in  one’s  dreams. 

睡晌覺 (  chiaox)  to  take  a  siesta. 

睡不寧  not  to  be  rested  though 
lying  down. 

半 睡半醒 half  asleep； 
dozing. 

睡 不合眼  to  sleep  with  one’s 
eyes  open. 

就和衣 而睡。 r 連衣 

睡下  just  lay  down  to  sleep 
dressed  as  he  was. 

睡懶漢 覺。1 •睡 早覺 
to  sleep  late. 

哄睡語 a  lullaby. 

先 睡後醒  the  Sleep  and 
the  Awakening,  —  title  of  the 

Marquis  Tseng’s  famous  essay. 

睡菜  the  bog-bean  or  buck-bean 
{Menyanthcs  trifoliata、 L.),  as 
identified  in  Japan. 

snxjisr. 

The  altered  form  of 

10, 1 39,  which  formed  part 

of  載 清  the  personal  name 

of  the  Emperor  同治  Tlunp- 

Chih,  1862-1875. 

Pure ;  unmixed ;  gen¬ 

uine.  Salt.  A  pair  of  war- 

chariots.  Used  with  10,149. 
Also  read  chU 

淳淸  pure;  limpid. 

風 淳俗美  pure  and  excellent 
usages. 

秉 性貞淳  pure  and  chaste 
in  heart. 

淳 樸之鄕  a  pure  and  honest 
neighbourhood. 

淳 沃  rich;  fertile. 

俘 
Io,I39 

10,140 

R •元眞 
s« 燉醇 

Even  Upper 

and  Lower. 

醇
2
 

10,141 

K. 眞 

I  shun 

F.  sung 

^  .jung 

N.y 吨 

P.  ch^un M.  shun、 Cchu> 
K.  sun 

J.  shun A.  t^wen 
Even  Lower. 

鶉
1
 

10,142 

R .眞 

C.  shun、v. 

^ch^u/i 

H. 

Lshun^  Cch、un F.  sung^  v. 

Cchuftg 

^N.jung N.y 吻 

P.  ch、un K.  sun 

J.  shun A.  t、whi 
Even  Lower. 

順‘
 

io,i43 

R- 震 

H.  I
  shun 

F.  soiuig
 

禍 福淳淳  misfortune  and happiness  alternate. 

淳 州  an  old  name  for  南寧^ 
in  Kuangsi. 

Bright  ；  blazing  ；  fiery. 

Read  tH  To  scorch 

a  tortoise-shell  for  divina¬ 

tion.  Obscure. 

天 策惇淳  the  stars  in  Argo 
shine  dimly. 

in  grand  array, 一 as  war- 

chariot's. 

Read  t、ui\  A  succes¬ 

sion  of；  abundant. 

Generous,  as  wine  ；  rich  ； 

good  ；  pure;  un mixed 
Interchanged  with  10,139 

and  10,149.  Also  read 
chU 

醇酒  good  wine. 賴醇  excellent;  pure;  unadul terated. 

醇厚  pure-minded  and  honest. 
惟 厥攸居 ，政 事惟醇 

let  your  mind  rest  in  its  proper 
objects  and  the  affairs  of  your 

government  will  be  pure. 

pH  careful;  attentive. 

A  qudil.  See  52. 

tattered  as  a  quail’s  tail. 

鶉 衣百結  quail  clothes  with a  hundred  patches,  —  clothes, 

ragged  like  a  quail’s  tail,  and 
patched  all  over. 

鶉 之奔奔  how  the  quail rushes  to  fight  for, — possession 
of  its  hen ! 

不 如鶉鵲  to  have  connex¬ ion  with  an  inferior. 

鶉陰縣  a  District  in  Kansuh under  the  Western  Han  dynasty. 

In  accordance  with  ；  obed¬ 

ient  to,  as  opposed  to 逆 

8227;  to  follow.  [Origin¬ 

ally  = ^| :  see  6879.] 

順從  to  comply  with. 

m 

shun 

^0,143 
w.y 阿 

p. ) 

M. 
Y. 

Sz. ) 

K.  sun 

J.  djuti 

A.  t^wen 

Sinking 

Lower. 

順 水。1 ■順 流。1 ■順潮 with the  stream ;  with  the  tide.  [The 

second,  read  ̂ hunK  Uu、 means 
“with  the  nap，”  “the  right  way, as  of  furs,  etc.] 

順 水椎舟  to  row  with  the 
stream, 一 to  do  as  others  do. 

順  with  the  wind;  a  fair  wind. 

掛 順風旗  to  hang  up  a  flag to  get  a  fair  wind. 

順情  agreeable  to  the  feelings 

順輿情  to  keep  in  accordance 
with  the  wishes  of  the  people, - 
as  a  wise  official. 

不 順於理  not  in  accordance 
with  eternal  principles 

順情順 理 wel1  _nged; 
systematic;  methodical. 

明知情 理不順 he  well 
knew  that  everything  was  not 

quite  satisfactory,  or  that  every¬ 
body  was  not  quite  in  harmony 
on  the  matter. 

文 理不順  the  arrangement 
of  the  text  is  not  smooth-flowing, 

— i.e.  it  is  not  grammatical,  and 

does  not  readily  yield  sense. 

同 乎大順  in  accordance 
with  the  eternal  fitness  of  things 

犯順  to  commit  a  breach  of  the 

peace 

歸順  to  return  to  obedience, — as  rebels. 

順事  a  satisfactory  matter. 

順 其自然 in  accordance 
with  its  natural  tendencies, 

e.g.  of  water,  which  finds  its  own level. 

順手 

順口說  to  say  uat  what  comes uppermost;  to  speak  glibly, 

順嘴子  one  who  agrees  with 
everything  said. 

順 拿寫  t(3  write  off-hand  — 
without  premeditation. 

順路  by  the  way;  taking  it  on the  road,  —  as  when  passing 

through  one  place  on  the  way 
to  another,  etc 

路不順  the  road  is  not  avail¬ 
able. 

順看  to  look  at,  the  right  way  up. See  10,793,  tao\ 

順 便 at  one’  s  convenience;  when convenient. 

順 利  manageable;  easy,  as  an 

see  io,oii. 

158 
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R •耖 

See 辰 

affair ;  straight  and  smooth,  as  a 

polished  stick. 

順適。 r 順當  in  accordance 
with 、vhat  is  proper.  [The  latter 

is  specially  applied  to  correct 
use  of  language.] 

十 分順 當  without  any  hitch; 
very  satisfactory. 

順备。 r 順 順請 cc)n- 
ventional  phrases  used  at  the 

end  of  letters,  equivalent  to  “I 
avail  myself  of  this  opportunity 

to  present  my  respects,  etc.” 

順姦  criminal  connection,  in 
which  the  woman  is  a  consent¬ 

ing  party. 

順毛  straight  hair  (of  animals), 
as  opposed  to  chuan、 3146. 

順 辰。1 ■順時 tiraely- 
順袋  a  handy  pocket,  for  notes, 

etc.,  attached  to  a  girdle. 

將順  to  imitate;  to  accommo¬ 
date  oneself  to. 

不肯少 有將順  very  un¬ willing  to  join  in,  or  be  sociable. 

j 膜遜  agreeable ;  affable. 

順境  prosperous. 

有順 有不順  some  things 
turn  out  well,  others  do  not; 
some  have  luck,  others  do  not. 

順道走  to  follow  the  road. 

順着房 于的邊 keePing along,  or  skirting,  the  side  of 
the  house. 

順領兒  in  their  proper  order; 
in  rotation. 

順緖  the  right  way;  smoothly ; 
as  it  should  be. 

順寂  the  death  of  a  priest. 

順天府  the  Imperial  Prefec¬ 
ture  in  which  the  city  of  Peking 
stands. 

K.  sun 

J.  shin、 djin 

A.  t^en 
Even  Lower. 

See  2870. 

Raw  flesh  offered  in  sacri 

fice  to 社 (9803)  the  god  of 

the  soil ;  portions  of  this 

flesh  were  presented  by  the 

sovereign  to  vassal  lords  of 
Rising  Lower.  .  1 

the  same  surname.  [For 
the  cooked  flesh  offered  in 

ancestral  worship, 挪 3 39 1  • 

脤 
10,146 

漘 ,147 

R. 眞 

See 醇
 

10,148 

R 眞 

F.  sung 

W’ing P.  shun 

See 翻
 

Even  Lower. 

w 
10,149 R •眞元 

先轸 
shun 

s:  I 

F.  sung 

^Lfing 

P.  skun、 ch、un M.  hsun^  sun 

K.  su.i 

]. shun、 djun 

A.  tLwen 
Even  Lower. 

The  bank  of  a  stream  ；  a 

shore ;  a  beach.  [Correctly 

read  c^un2.] 

An  edible  water-plant, 

called 尊 菜  (?  Brasenia 

peltata、 Pursh.),  -  found  in 
Kiangnan.  [Can  only  be 

eaten  at  the  place  where  it 

is  produced.]  See  7420. 

蓴 茱性冷  the  nature  of  the shun  tsLai  is  cold. 

中年行 筆仞蓴 茱 in middle  life  he  used  a  brush  like 

a  shun  ts‘ai, — i.e,  big.  Of  Wu 
Tao-yiian. 

Same  as  10,145. 

Of  one  colour；  unmixed ； 

pure;  simple;  sincere.  To 

be  decided  ;  determinate. 

To  enlarge ；  great;  used 

with  10,139  and  10,141. 

純色  of  one  colour. 

馬色不 純曰駁  when  a horse  is  not  all  one  colour,  it 
is  called  skewbald. 

土 性純沙  the  soil  was  pure sand. 

純淨  gentle;  tractable. 

純孝  truly  filial. 
純品人  a  man  of  high  moral character. 

純全  pure;  spotless. 

純純 素。1 ■純白 Pure  white- 

純樸  honest;  guileless. 

純一  sincere. 
純 一 •不  一. unmixed :  unadul¬ terated. 

純一 不雜  all  of  one  colour; 
uniform;  singleness  of  purpose 

純頁  open；  good. 純是  is  simply  and  solely . . 

純,
 

io，i49 

10.150 

M 10.151 

盾 10.152 

擴 

m 

純是意 見 k  is  Purely  a matter  of  opinion,  or  point  of view. 

純厚  sincere ;  sound. 

學 間深純  deep  and  sound 

learning. 

純 銅  pure  or  solid  copper: 

純忠  thoroughly  loyal. 

天惟 純佑命  God  thus  de-= 
terminately  continued  to  favour,, — the  empire. 

純其 藝黍稷  largely  cul-i 
tivating  your  millet. 

純大 8reat- 

純麗。 1 ■純粹  Pure;  g°od；| beautiful. 

文王之 德之純 the singleness  of  the  virtue  of  Wen 

Wang. 

Read  chun\  A  border 

as  of  a  mat. 

io,iS4 
R •眞耖 

震 

F.  toung^ 

t^oung 

遁輔 

循 
K.  sun 

A.  t-win 

Even,  Rising 
and  Sinking 

Upper 

and  Lower. 

主紛純  a  dark  mixed  border. 
Read  t(unl.  To  tie. 

純束  to  tie  up;  to  tie  together.! 

Same  as  10,148. 

Same  as  10,141. 

See  1 2,223. 

See  4863. 

The  horizontal  bar  of  c 

railing；  a  parapet.  A  ligh 
shield.  To  draw  forth  ； 

excite. 

欄楯 a  barrier;  a  railing. 

鉤楣  an  Imperial  gardener. 

甲楯  cuirass  and  shield. 

楣梯  scaling-ladders. 



.Tv^* 
外 
I0.I5S 

R. 震 
C.  shuti\  sun) 
H.  shun 

F.  soung 

W.  shung 

N.  sh'ing 

??'  I  shun 

I
.
 
)
 

K.  sun 

J.  shun 

A.  t^wen 

Sinking 

Upper. 

舜 
10,156 

R •震 
See 瞬

 

SinkingUpper. 
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IO，i57 
R •震 
C.  csun 

H.  shun 

F.  hung 

W.  shwig 

N.  sh’ing 
P.  shun 

? •.卜 Sz.  shun 

K.  sun 

J.  shun 
A.  t'wen 

Sinking 

Upper. 

欏 
io，iS8 

聘 r 
10,159 

霞眞 

/瞬 
SinkingUpper. 

Name  of  a  legendary 
monarch  : who  ruled  China 

from.  b.c.  2255  to  b.c.  2205 
Wise；  benevolent.  Hibis¬ 

cus  syriacus^  L.  ；  see  10,156, 
10,158. 

虞舜  Yu  Shun, — the  Emperor 
Shun. 

堯 天舜日  in  the  days  of  Yao 
and  Shun,~the  Golden  Age. 

舜 發於畎 畝之中 Shun 
sprang  from  the  furrowed  fields, 
一 where  he  worked  as  a  husband 
man. 

舜之治 天下， 使民心 
競  the  administration  of  Shun 
brought  a  spirit  of  rivalry  among 
the  people. 

顔 如舜華  with  a  face  like 
a  HioiscuSy — of  a  beautiful  girl 

Hibiscus  syriacus 、  L” 

known  as  羅英  ; used  as 

a  type  of  transitory  things. 

To  blink；  to  glance 

瞬息 之間。 r  一瞬眼 
or 

一瞬 之間。 r 轉瞬工 
夫  in  the  twinkling  of  an  eye. 

瞬届冬 令 in  a  short  time 
the  winter  season  will  be  here. 

目 瞬如電  eyes  flashing  like 
lightning. 

爾先 學不瞬 而狻可 

言射矣  first  l^arn  not  to 
blink,  and  then  we  can  proceed 

to  speak  of  archery. 

_ 泛目 不能瞬 
in  read - 

ing  it,  the  eye  cannot  blink, 
for  fear  of  missing  any  of  its 

beauties,  or,  from  excitement 

Same  as  10,156. 

Same  as  10,157.  Also 

read  ksuanK  Dizzy ;  blurred 
vision. 

瞷 
10.160 

暇 
10.161 

隼3
 

10.162 

R •較 

C.  chun 
H.  sun F.  chung 

W.  citing 

N.  c king's hing 

P.  hsi’m、 chioi 

M 七 

Y.  
I  tsun 

Sz.  sun^  chun 

K.  sun、 chun 

J.  shun 

A.  chwen 

Rising  Upper. 

鶼 10.163 

說]
 

10,164 R 屑霽 

C.  shiit。、 yut^ 

shoii 
H.  shot'yet、 

shoi 

F.  siok、 yok、 

swoui 

W.  sue^yue^  sii 
N.  shelly  yueh^ 

sei 
V.cshwo^  少 

shui 
M.  swe^yue^ 

shui 

Y.  swoh、 yiieh sui 

Sz.  swe^  yiieh ̂  

shui 

K.  so/^  yd!,  se 

「•  setsz^  etsz、 sei 

A.  t^uet^jiUt^ 

thue 
Entering 

Upper 

and  Lower. Sinking 

Upper. 

See  5733 - 

Same .  as  10,157. 

A  hawk. 

島穴 彼飛隼  rapid  is  the  flight of  the  hawk. 

發必 、中 (chnngK)  when  the hawk  swoops,  it  is  sure  to  hit,— 
the  quarry. 

片片化 爲鷹隼 
piece  changed  into  a  hawk. 

Same  as  10,162. 

SUXJO. 

To  speak  (see  5017);  to 

talk  ；  to  tell  •’  to  say  ；  to 

explain  ；  a  disquisition  or 

treatise;  to  scold.  See 

11,149,  13,743. 

說 道  tospeak;t。  say.  See  below • 

不說  not  to  speak  of;  not  to 
mention . I  beg  your  pardon 

for  having .  ' 

說話  to  talk;  to  converse. 

他說 甚麽話  what  does  he say?  what 

speak  ? 

language  does  he 

他 說甚麽 話來着 what did  he  say  ? 

你說話 ，爲 甚麽說 

不  why  don’t  you  say  out 
what  you  mean?  —  instead  of 
beating  about  the  bush. 

說 不上來  he  cannot  pro¬ nounce  it, 一 from  a  defect 

as 

too  thick  tongue. 

這 個話我 說不上 it not  my  place  to  say  this. 

開說  to  begin  to  speak. 

is 

說1
 

10,164 

was  no 

說開  to  explain;  to  have  it  out 
with. 

說 開價錢  to  agree  upon  a 

price. 

這倆 人可說 開了話 
these  two  seem  to  have 

plenty  to  say. 

你 先去杷 話說下 y。。 go  first  and  let  him  know. 

給 他說了  一說 said 
word  on  his  behalf;  interceded 

for  him. . 

人情說 不下去 it use  trying  to  appeal  to  his feelings.  See  2187. 

却是說 過的話 ，不好 
but  as  he  had  said  so 

(i.e,  promised),  he  could  not  well back  out. 

何曾 見說個 姓孫的 
what  did  we  ever  hear  said  about 
there  being  a  Sun? 

說笑話  to  jest;  to  joke 

說 說笑笑  laughing  and  talk¬ 

ing. 

淺說  to  speak  in  simple  language. 

說亮話  to  speak  plainly 
沒 得說。 r 沒有 說了。 r 

沒有甚 麽說的 thereis 
nothing  to  say. 

說不得  not  to  be  mentioned or  described,— as  being  improper. 

無 可說得  had  nothing  to say,  as  when  called  upon  to 

speak.  Also,  couldn’t  explain 

it  away. 

說得 一尺不 如行得 

— •  tJ"  a  foot  of  talk  is  not  so 

good  as  an  inch  of  deed 

說 得過去  w、ill  be  the  thing to  say;  will  meet  the  case. 

說得 大話便 坐頭一 位  he  who  could  make  the 
biggest  boast  was  to  sit  in  the chief  seat. 

我說得 哪1  said  s。 ！  1 told you  so !  I  thought  so ! 

看 不得他 說得好 w 
must  not  pay  any  attention  to 

his  plausible  talk. 

說得， 作不得 in theory,  but  not  to  be  put  in 

practice. 
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說 得響亮  to  speak  in  a  clear voice
.  

[ 

說 不 來  it  is  no  use  talking,  i.et 
it  must  be  done.  Also,  cannot 

get  on  together;  I  don’t  know. 

那兩 個人說 話說不 

來  those  two  men  can’t  agree. 

總 說不去  but  none  (of  the 
commentaries)  can  make  any 

sense  out  of, —the  passage.  j 

說不了  it  is  too  long  to  tell; 
it  is  no  use  my  saying  anything; 

the  thing  can’t  be  settled ;  before 
he  had  finished  speaking.  ； 

說不過  not  to  be  able  to  talk 
one  down. 

}JJ  not  to  be  mentioned, 
— as  something  unreasonable  or 
out  of  taste.  Also  as  below. 

出 來  to  say  out  ；  to  express. 

話老說 不出來 _ble  t。 
speak, 一 from  astonishment,  etc. 

你說出 價兒來 say  how 
much  you  want  for  it. 

說出 個靑紅 皂白來 
to  express  a  definite  opinion. 

說不 出者罰 一巨觥 
those  unable  to  quote  (any 
passage  from  a  given  book  with 
certain  conditions)  to  be  made 
to  drink  a  large  goblet  of  wine. 

油字再 說不出 口  he 
could  not  get  out  the  word  “oil,” 二 of  a  stammerer. 

不淸  unable  to  explain  ; 
to  speak  indistinctly. 

有一件 說一仵 ，有一 

句說 一 •句  every  incident 
is  a  real  incident  and  every 

speech  a  real  speech, -of  a  novel. 

說 來說去 ，你 是說我 
so  you  liave  been  meaning 

me  all  the  time  you  have  been 
talking ! 

他說起 我沒有 he 
allude  to  me? 

不  說起  don’t  talk  about 
it, — a  painful  topic. 

說 途5 來  as  a  matter  of  fact; 
to  tell  the  truth, -aninitial  phrase. 

這麽 說起來 according  to 
this  statement；  this  being  the 
case;  then. 

他 說得 起 是財主 he 
may  fairly  be  called  a  wealthy 
man. 

10,164 對人說  t(D  say  1。 Pe°Ple- 

不 肯說破  was  unwilling  to speak  out  the  truth.  See  belouK 

說來， 吾丈未 必解也 

if  I  tell  you,  sir,  you  won’t  under¬ 
stand. 

說時遲 ，那時 快 there 、vas no  time  then  to  say  anything. 

女子  easy  to  arrange  about  (of 
things) ;  easy  to  arrange  with  (of 

persons) ;  will  listen  to  reason; 

(vituperatively)  you’re  another ! 

好說 ，好說  very  kind  of  y。11 to  say  so. 

那 還好說  that，s  a11  well  and good,  or  easily  managed. 

難 說 ，難說 who  can  tell? 

說 完  when  he  had  done  speak¬ 
ing. 

說明  to  explain；  to  come  to an  understanding. 

合用二 說  to  blend  for  use two  different  accounts, — of  one 
event. 

說 長道短  to  criticise  fail¬ ings；  when  all  is  said  and  done. 

說事道 錢  to  arrange  a  matter for  a  consideration. 

說冒  to  make  a  slip  of  the tongue. 

說成了  OT 說定了  agreed 
upon;  engaged  to  be  married. 

俗釋 兒說的 the  proverb 
has  it. 

誰說你 甚麽來 whQ  is saying  anything  against  you? 

誰這 麽說的 wh。 W  s。? 

說  便  to  say  a  good  word 
for. 

說 白了  to  explain  a  matter； to  mispronounce. 

這是 怎麽說 what  is  the meaning  of  this  ? 

_  $  了  to  say  positively. 

你 還說呢  d。 you  sti11  talk about  it? — that’s  stale  news ! 

說是 那麽說 that’s  a11  very well,  but . 

說 東談西  talking  first  of  one thing  and  then  of  another. 

你說 的都是 甚麽話 
what  on.  earth  are  you  talking 
about? — what  nonsense  ! 

10,164 你說 的是甚 麽話呢 

what  are  you  talking  about?— I  couldn’t  think  {e.g.)  of  you 

giving  way  to  me. 

說 歪  to  mispronounce. 

說 法  an  idiom;  a  phrase.  Se, 

3366. 

說易  a  summary. something  to  talk  or  boas 
of.  See  11,441. 

說姜 |J  to  mention. 
說合  to  fix  the  wedding  arrange 
ments;  to  arrange  a  dispute. 

給人家 說合 tomakepeac 
between  people;  to  make  a  mate] for  people.  See  3945. 

明 天再說  we'il  talk  agak 
tn-morrow,— used  at  taking  leave 

說 睡語。 r 說夢 話。 r 製 
to  talk  in  one’s  sleep. 

說糊語  to  talk  as  when  d< 
lirious. 

談天 說地  t。 talk  Dn  all  kinci 
of  subjects. 

說 神說鬼  t。 talk  wildl-v- 他是 栺著別 人說麥 

了  he  was  talking  “at”  me. 不敢妄 爲臆說 
venture  to  give  a  rash  opinioi 

不容 由） 分說 wuli not  hear  what  he  had  to  say  i 

explanation. 

以自說  to  excuse  oneself. 有 說則可 ，無 說則列 
if  you  have  an  excuse,  all  righ1 if  not,  you  die. 

我們已 有成說 we  ha、 
already  come  to  an  understarn 

ing. 

與 子成說 tG  mir  wives  v 
pledged  our  word. 
說曹操 ，曹 操就到 

of  Ts4ao  Ts^ao,  and  he’s  sui 
to  appear.  Alluding  to  t\ 
famous  and  dreaded  general 

the  wars  of  the  Three  Kingdom 

解說  to  explain. 

說知  to  inform. 
不 必說。 r 不消 說了 

你 卜 那） 還 說呢一 without  saying. 
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10,164 
說反 又 cr 說倒了  t。 say 
the  opposite  of  what  is  the  fact. 

說聲  to  mention；  to  say  a  word 
to. 

說相  hsiangk  聲  to  mimic. 

說書的  story-tellers,  —  who 
make  a  living  by  telling  stories, 

historical  and  otherwise,  to 
crowds  in  the  streets. 

說嘴  to  boast: 

說 憤了嘴  to  have  learnt  to 
speak. 

說破嘴 不聽  I  have  talked 
till  my  mouth  is  sore,  but  he 

won’t  attend  to  me. 

會說 的不如 會聽的 
talkers  are  not  so  gQodas  listeners. 

能說不 如能作  talkers 
are  not  so  good  as  doers. 

小說  novels;  stories. 

陶說  treatise  on  pottery. 

35  treatise  on  jade. 

邪說  heterodox ;  heretical. 

兩 存其說  each  one  adheres 
to  his  own  explanation. 

時說以 月喩貌  according 
to  the  popular  explanation,  the 
moon  is  used  figuratively  for 
her  face. 

說項  to  speak  favourably  of, 
Hsiang,  —  as  楊敬之  Yang 

Ching-chih  did  of  項斯  Hsiang 
Sstt  and  his  verses  before  the 

latter  took  his  degree.  Hence, 
to  mention  favourably；  to  sing 
the  praises  of. 

說 項生兒  a  public  story¬ 
teller.  See  above. 

說人  to  scold  people. 

我要說 他一頓 I’U  give him  a  scolding. 

叫 _ 說了 他一句 I  had 
to  give  him  a.  scolding. 

說文  Shuo  Wen  (=  explanation 
of  characters),  一  the  famous 
dictionary  in  the  Lesser  Seal 

character,  compiled  a.d.  joo  by 

爵^廣  Hsu  Shen,  and  con¬ 
taining  about  10,000  characters, 
analysed  with  a  view  to  prove 

the  “hieroglyphic”  origin  of  the 
Chinese  language. 

說1
 

10,164 

勾 10.165 

w 
10.166 

R. 藥 

C.  chok 
chok 

F.  chHok 

W.  cia N.  tsiah 
P.  Isho、 icho、 

SJhau、 s/iwo° 
M.  so 
Y.  shak 

K.  chak 

[. shaku 

A. chok Entering 

Upper. 

W 10.167 

藥覺 
勺雹 

A.  ̂ dk Entering 

Upper and  Lower. 

Read  yiiek^.  To  take 
pleasure  in.  Used  with  怜 

13,776. 

不 亦說乎  is  not  that  a  source 
of  pleasure  ? 
Read  shui\  To  stop  ；  to 

halt.  To  counsel. 

召 伯所說  under  this  (pear tree)  the  chief  of  Shao  rested. 
See  io,757. 

說 于桑田  he  would  stop among  the  mulberry-orchards. 

日 中而說  to  halt  at  mid-day 

遊 說列國  he  went  about counselling  the  various  States, 

to  join. 

故就湯 而說之  he  there fore  went  to  T‘ang  and  urgec 

him  “"•••• 

說客  a  term  applied  to  certain 
glib-tongued  persons  at  the  time 

of  the  列國  Separate  States, 
who  u^ed  to  go  round  setting  the 
various  feudal  princes  by  the 

ears  and  causing  wars  and  blood shed. 

Read  fo1*.  To  take  off. 
Used  with  脫  ii，375. 

R. 

See  9767. 

A  marriage  go-between  ； 
match-maker.  See  媒 

7723 - 

a 

A  plank  for  crossing  a 

stream.  [Distinguished  from 

{勺 2690.] 

暑灼 橫秋水 a  piank thrown  across  does  for  a  bridge 
in  autumn. 

橋 杓往來  backwarfls  and forwards  over  the  bridges. 

构 
10.168 

灼 
10.169 

芍 10.170 

酌 10.171 

着 10.172 

所 

10.173 

爍必
 

10.174 

R •藥 

C.  chLdk0 

F.  chHok 
W.  sha、 Asia 

N.  siah 

P.  shwo3 

M.  so 

Y.  sak 

Sz.  sko 

K.  sak 「•  saku、 shaku 

A.  ̂ dk 

Entering 

Upper. 

IOJ75 

•藥 

C.  chLdkQ 

F.  chHok 

W.  sha、 hsia 
N.  siah 
P.  shw? 
M.  so 

Y.  sak 

Sz.  sho 
K.  sak 
「•  saku、 shaku A.  t^ok  y Entering 

Upper. 

朔私
 

10,176 

R- 覺 

C.  shok。 

H.sok 

F.  sank 
hsuo 

N.  soh 

See  9768. 

See  9769. 

See  9770. 

See  2414. 

See  2394. 

See  10,211. 

Brjght  ；  brilliant  ；  lumin ous.  Used  with  10,  [75. 

燦閃  to  reflect  light. 
閃爍  flashing  like  lightning 

glittering  ；  bright.  Also,  baffling bewildering. 

機  bright;  luminous. 

霜木 葉暴爍 the  leaves 
glitter  with  hoar-frost. 

To  melt.  To  polish  ； 

bright;  shining.  [See  2900 
for  first  half  of  first  entry.] 

P  public  opinion  will fuse  metal, 一 so  fierce  is  it. 

非 由外鑠  it  is  not  from  the 
outside  that  the  refining  process 

must  begin, 一 of  the  mind. 

繰目  bright  eyes. 胃  hale;  fine-looking, — of  old 
men. 

The  first  day  of  the  moon. 

Northern.  Also  read  so41*. 

朔 日 心  i st  day  of  the  moon. 
正 朔  the  i  st  day  of  the  1st  moon. 

不禀中 _ 正朔 theydo not  have  New  Year’s  Day  fixed 



朔-
 

10,176 

P.  shwo^ M.  so 

Y.  swak 
Sz.  sho 

K.  sak 

[. saku^  soku 
A.  sok 

Entering 

Upper. 

SHXJO 

1262  ] 

SO 

m 
10,177 

%  4* 

10,178 
只覺 
See 朔 

Entering 

R. 

溯 
10.180 

敕 
10.181 

數 
10.182 

Upper. 

w 
10,179 

覺 
C.  sokQ 

% 朔稍 
A.  sau'  sok 

Entering 

Upper. 

for  them  by  China, — but  arrange 
their  calendar  themselves. 

朔 望  the  i st  and  15th  of  the moon. 

賀朔  to  congratulate  on  the  1st 
of  the  moon. 

告  ku^  or  ̂   to  announce 
the  1st  of  the  moon, — to  one’s 
ancestors  by  sacrifice.  [Cf. 
hence  the  Kalends.] 

彼朔方  that  northern  region. 

朔 風凜凜  chill  blows  the northern  blast. 

朔月  the  10th  moon. 

河朔  north  of  the  river. 

Same  as  10,032. 

To  daub；  to  thrust. 

提 鎗便溯  he  seized  his  spear 
and  thrust  right  and  left. 

A  lance  eighteen  feet  in 

length.  A  chess-board  or 

wei-ch、i  board. 

手 使長槊  holding  in  his 
hand  a  long  spear. 

善槊者  skilled  spearmen. 

嬰 兒貫 于梨上 babesi 
paled  on  spears. 

握  to  play  at  wei-chH  or  chess; 
some  say,  with  dice. 

酒食罷 無事， 棊槊以 

自娛  when  we  have  nothing 
to  do  after  dinner,  we  will  amuse 

ourselves  with  a  game  of  chess 

R. 

C. H. 

F.  sank W.  so^  sa 

N.  soh 

V.cso M.  so 
Y.  sak 

Sz.  so 
K,  sak 

[•  saku 
A.  sak,  tak Entering 

Upper. 

im 

See  10,366. 

Same  as  10,032. 

See  10,075. 

索
，
 

io，i83 

藥 

1 

SO. 

Twisted  fibres；  rope； 

cord；  string ；  to  bind ；  to 

fasten  ；  to  marry  a  wife.  To 

demand；  to  exact；  to  force 

to  pay.  To  search  ；  to  en¬ quire  into.  See  7985. 

索子  rope;  string. ~ •牛艮  a  bit  of  cord. 

索結 01 ■索連 c_ected; bound  together. 

索力  the  strength  of  a  cord; tension. 

若 朽粲之 馭六馬 as 
though  driving  six  horses  with 
rotten  reins, — anxious. 

骨  said  to  be  the  old  name for  a  swing;  see  2307. 

軟索  the  slack-rope. 
履索  to  walk  the  tight-  or  slack rope. 

題 起線索  to  touch  a  chord, 一 which  will  set  another’s  heart vibrating. 

索性  to  act  contrary  to%  one’ nature  or  inclination,  or  as  com¬ 
pelled  by  circumstances;  simply; 

just；  and  yet;  nevertheless;  • 
spite  of.  [Colloq.  so.1] 

索 性把房 子賣了  he determined  to  sell  the  house. 

索 性不管  make  up  your mind  not  to  interfere. 

何不 索性認 他焉女 
why  not  make  up  your  mind  to 
recognise  her  as  your  daughter? 

索:性 作完了 再歇罷 
let  us  make  a  point  of  finishing 

it,  and  then  we  can  rest. 

索性 連一個 大錢也 
in  spite  of  which  he 

did  not  make  a  single  cash 

索命  to  demand  one’s  life, the  angel  of  death  does.  Also 
to  demand  under  plea  of  loss 
of  life  having  occurred. 

索擾  t。 ill-treat. 索取。 r 逼 索 OT 索討 

索 :詐。 r 强索 :。 ■•勒 索 
demand  from;  to  extort,  as  mo¬ 

ney  by  threats  or  violence. 

索錢 一百文  to  exton 
cash、 

:， 一 as 

or 
to 

100 

索3
 ^ 

xo, 183 

10,184 

索 捐  to  demand  a  subscription; 
to  exact  payment  of  likin. 

恨  angry  at  being  dunned. 

索費  to  “squeeze.” 索償  to  claim  indemnity. 

索欠。 r  索: 賬  t。 demand  pay- 
ment  of  a  debt. 

索賠  to  demand  compensation 
for.  See  13,080. 

索看  to  call  for  the  production 

of. 

大 索天下  to  seek  for  all  over 
the  empire. 

it  ̂   ̂   they  all  looked  for  him, 
i 眞 急索解 人不得 

^  truly  a  case  in  which  at the  moment  one  looks  round  in 
vain  for  an  interpreter. 

姝難 爲文明 人索解 

也  it  is  very  difficult  for  civilised 
people  to  find  an  exDl^nation, 一 of  such  conduct. 

零: 辦無味  it  has  no  flavour; 

it  is  insipid. 

齋廚  _  然  insipid  was  my 
lenten  fare. 

再繹 之而意 致便索 

然矣  but  on  reading  it  care¬ fully  over  again,  it  seemed  flat 

and  pointless. 

牝鷄 之晨惟 家之索 
the  crowing  of  a  hen  at  dawn 
indicates  the  subversion  of  the 
family. 

人 秦消索 the  family has 
gone  to  decay. 

寞  lonely  and  desolate.  See 

4324- 索^  索 1  appearance  of  disquietude. 
Also,  a  rustling  sound. 

八索  the  explanations  of  the Eight  Diagrams;  hence,  research 

句  to  think  of  a  good  idea. 

隱  to  explore  obscurities; title  of  a  famous  commentary. 

衣 （ot  延) 胡索: thetubeK°f Corydalis  ambigua、 Cham.  & 

Schl.,  used  to  promote  m< struation. 

Same  as  10,183. 
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3 •生 m 
10.185 

R •藥 
?.cso 

S- 索 
Entering 

Upper. 

練 
10.186 

m 
10.187 

R. 藥
 

See 

Entering 

Upper. 

素 
10.188 

縮1
 。 

10.189 

R •屋 
C.  shuk 

H.  suk 

F.  sauk、 t^ouk 
W.  hsuo 

N.  soh 

P.  ̂0 
l/L  so、su 
Y.  suk 

Sz.  su 

K.  suk、 ch、uk 
J.  shoku 

A.  suk  {shuk\ 
tuk 

Entering 

Upper. 

To  feel  with  the  hand. 

To  choose.  To  infer.  Used 

for  10,183. 

模榡  to  finger. 

榡 隱行怪  to  explore  obscu¬ 
rities  and  practise  wonders. 

Same  as  10,183. 

Wire  ；  chains. 

鐵錄  i_  wire. 

鏡子  chains;  the  mainspring  of 
a  watch. 

塊錄子  to  kneel  on  chains. 

一 根鎳子  a  chain. 

扛 架帶錄  wearing  a  cangue 
^nd  in  chr  ins. 

See  10,348. 

To  draw  back,  as  op¬ 

posed  to 伸  9817  ；  to  re¬ 
coil  (see  10,629)；  to  shorten. 

The  straight  seams  of  a 

cap；  upright.  To  bind  tight. 

To  strain,  as  wine. 

退縮  to  draw  back*  to  retreat. 

縮手  to  draw  back  the  hand. 

縮 不進去  he  couldn’t  draw 
it  in, — of  a  tongue  put  out  too 
far. 

得縮頭 時但縮 頭办。11 
get  a  chance  of  drawing  back, 
draw  back. 

縮 -縮腦  a  doodle ;  a  muff. 縮  t0  shrink  up;  to  shorten. 

縮 短年限 to  shorten  the 
number  of  years, 一 previously 
allowed. 

縮住  relaxed;  stopped. 

縮 成一團  cuddled  up  in  a 
heap. 

漸漸縮 w 少了  gradually 
became  reduced  in  quantity. 

費長 房有縮 ^ 地之 

縮
 於 

10,189 

.4^ 

10,190 

R •屋 

C.  shuk 

F.  sank 

W.  hsiio 

N.  soh、 shoh 
P.  shu\;o 

M.  jw,  ts^u 
K.  suk、 ch、uk 

J.  shoku A.  tuk Entering 

Upper. 

挲1
 

10,191 

R. 歌 

P.  v.  sa 

See 梭
 

Even  Upper. 

挱 
10,192 

Fei  Chang-fang  knew  a  trick 

by  which  he  could  contract  the 
ground, — and  so  pass  rapidly 
from  one  spot  to  another,  though 

at  a  great  distance  apart. 

嘗縮 w 地以 論心 . i 
would  shorten  the  distance  be¬ 

tween  us  (as  above)  in  order  to 
express  my  feelings. 

縮 W 印的書 books  Panted on  a  reduced  scale, — by  photo¬ lithography. 

縮本  a  reduced  copy, — as  of  a 
huge  inscription. 

寒縮  modest  ；  bashful ;  shy. 

尖 嘴縮腮  an  angular  mouth and  shrunken  cheeks. 

縮屋  to  keep  to/one’s  room. 

局縮  coiffined;  in  straits. 
自 反而縮 ，雖 千萬人 

吾往矣 K  on  self-examin¬ ation,  I  find  ihat  I  am  upright, 

I  will  go  forward  against  any 
number. 

縮版以 載  they  bound  the boards  to  hold, — the  earth,  as 
when  building  a  mud  wall. 

縮砂蕾  Amomum  villosum, 
Lou!. 

To  walk  carefully. 

足 縮縮 如有循 he  drag ged  his  feet  along  as  if  they  were 
held  by  something  to  the  ground, 

一 said  of  Confucius  when  carry¬ 

ing  the  sceptre  of  his  prince, 

in  allusion  to  the  Sage’s  sense 
of  responsibility. 

To  finger；  to  feel.  See 

5715- 

Same  as  10,19] 

w 
10.193 

R .歌 

M.  ! 

K.  sa 

A.  twa 

Even  Upper. 

w 
10.194 

R •歌 

See 梭 

Even  Upper. 

娑1
 

10,195 

k •歌哿 

See 梭
 

Even  Upper. 

10.196 

r •歌 

See 梭
 

Even  Upper. 

10.197 

R 歌 

C.  j 

H.\so 

F.  
soa 

The  name  of  a  tree. 

寺羅  a  transcription  of  the  Budd¬ hist  sala、 which  in  India  is  the 
name  of  the  Shorea  robusia、 

Gaertn.  Applied  to  the  Chinese 

horse-chestnut  {^Esculus  chinen- sis,  Bge.), 

A  species  of  sedge,  known 

as 莎草。 i •侯莎 •  Used for  10,191.  Anciently, 

Cyperacea  used  for  making 
rain-coats. 

莎木麵  (?)  Arenga  sacchari- 
fera、 LabilL,  which  yields  a  kind 
of  sago. 

草  Cyperus  rotundusy  L. 

梭莎上 下幾徧  he  finger¬ 
ed  it  over  several  times.  See 

83  74 - 

莎 鷄  a  locust;  a  cricket. 

To  frisk；  to  saunter. 

婆 娑其下  dancing  under them, — the  trees. 

婆 娑世界  an  idle,  careless 
world. 

娑婆  the  world  of  suffering. Sanskrit:  saha. 

娑訶  a  kind  of  “Amen !’’  used by  Buddhists  at  the  end  ofpray- 
ers.  Sanskrit:  svdha. 

娑羅  an  immense  timber  tree (Shorea  robusta,  Gaertn.)  under 
which  Buddha  was  born  and  died. 

Sanskrit :  sd/a.  See  10,197. 

娑羅王  most  victorious,— over 
vice  and  passion.  A  title  given 

to  all  Buddhas.  Sanskrit :  sa- 
laraja. 

Abundant  vegetation. 

To  make  mischief. 

唆 來睃去  carrying  tales 
backwards  and  forwards,  to  make 
mischief. 

唆訟 t。  incite  to  litigation. 
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10,197 
W.  so 

N.  sou 

P.*  ( 

M. 卜 

Y.  sou 

Sz.  so 
K. 

( 

j. 
 \sa

 
A.  twa、 twan^ 

t^wan 

Even  Upper. 

w 

10,198 R •歌 
See 梭

 

Even  Upper. 

梭1
 

io，i99 
尺歌 
C. ) 

H.  i  ̂ F.  soa 

W.  a 

N.  sou 

P. ； 

M.|w
 

Y.  <'ou
 

Sz. 
' 

K.  I 

j.  \
sa 

A.  twa、 l^wan 
Even  Upper. 

勿唆人 f 訟  don’t  inc
ite people  to  litigation. 

―哄。 r 唆攀  to  incite  by 

false  representations. 

調 唆。 r  ,  _  or 唆事 
to  make  mischief;  to  sow  dis¬ 
cord. 

使唆  to  egg  on;  to  incite. 

Virtuous;  maidenly. 

w 

10,200 R. 歌 
C.  \ 

H. 
 \  s0

 
F.  soti

i^  
sai 

Vy.so
 

N.  sou 

P.  I 
M.  j 

Y,  sou 

Sz.  
so 

K.  I 

J.  
\Sa A.  swa^  sa 

Even  Upper. 

A  weaver’s  shuttle. 

日 月如梭  days  and  months 
fly*  past  like  a  shuttle. 

抛梭 ot 穿梭  to  throw  the 
shuttle. 

抛 梭引線  to  act  as  middle¬ man. 

鷹穿梭  the  kite  flies  back¬ 
wards  and  forwards. 

魚梭  the  darting  backwards  and 
forwards  of  fishes. 

校梭  to  throw  down  the  shuttle, 
一 as  the  mother  of  Mencius  did 
when  he  would  not  study. 

被鄰 女之投 梭 had  been 
repulsed  in  love  by  a  young  lady- 
neighbour. 

梭巡  to  patrol. 

梭 織飛報  to  keep  up  con¬ 
stant  and  rapid  communication 
with. 

龍梭  a  long  narrow  boat. 

A  rain-coat  of  grass, 

leaves,  coir,  etc.  See 

10,104. 

蓑衣  rain-clothes. 

披蓑 頂笠。 r 荷蓑荷 
笠  his  rain-coat  on  his  back  and 
his  large  round  hat  on  his  head. 

蓑衣虫  a  name  for  the  spider 
millipede. 

蓑衣鶴  a  crane  with  long  neck- 
- feathers. 

m 

10,200 

10.201 

瑣 3
 

10.202 

R. 哿 

See 舍
 

Rising  Upper. 

雅
，
 

10,203 

R. 覺 

See 

A.  sok Entering 

Upper. 

m 10,204 

見哿 

See 
备 

K.  swa 

Rising  Upper. 

負 蓑救火  to  don  one’s  rain¬ 
coat  to  help  to  put  out  a  fire. 

Read  sup.  Pendent,  as 

flowers. 

See,  4363. 

Fragments ;  small  ；  tri¬ 

fling；  contemptible  ；  vexa¬ 
tious. 

瑣瑣  small ;  contemptible, 

瑣屑。 i •瑣碎  petty；  trifling; 
annoying. 

瑣事  a  trifling  affair. 

瑣聞  rumour;  gossip. 

繁瑣  vexatious. 
瑣 尾流離  ruined  and  a  re¬ fugee. 

瑣里  the  “Soli”  of  Marco  Polo, 
Le.  Sola  or  Chola,  a  region  rough¬ 

ly  equivalent  to  Tanjore. 

靑 瑣  name  of  an  ornamental 
gate  in  the  palace. 

A  long  spear. 

筆 者刀稍 pens  are  the swords  and  spears, -on  the  battle¬ 
field  of  paper. 

A  lock  ；  to  lock.  Fetters; 

chains.  [To  be  distinguish- 
ed  from  銷 4304.] 

鎖頭。 r  — 杷 '鎖 a  lock. 
鎖簧。 r 鎖髪  the  wards  of| a  Chinese  padlock. 

忸鎖  or  槔銷  to  turn  the  key in  a  lock. 

鎖起來 or 鎖上 t。 lock. 

鎖上門  lock  the  door. 
鎖匙 ot 鎖鎗 the  key  of  a 

lock. 

鎖 鑰之勳  the  merit  of  being 
the  lock  and  key, — of  one’s  coun¬ 
try,  and  of  preventing  people 
from  entering  without  authority. 

Used  of  a  great  general. 

鎖
 3 

10,204 

銷，
 

10,205 

R •月 

See 索 

Entering 

Upper. 掣 
10,206 

率 

10,207  ( 

鎖不住  unable  to  keep  under 
restraint. 

鐵銷開  the  iron  locks  to  be opened,  一  referring  to  an  Im¬ perial  command  to  the  佥吾 

guardians  of  the  city  gates  under 
the  Han  dynasty  that  people 

should  be  allowed  to  pass  in  and 
out  after  dark  on  the  15th  of 
the  i st  moon. 

寒 烟鎖柳 cold  mist  en- 
velops  the  willows. 

雲 鎖陽臺  clouds  shutting  in 
the  Yang  terrace. 

鎖眉頭  to  contract  the  brow; 
to  frown. 

兩 眉愁鎖 with  knitted 
brows. 

鎖  chains ;  fetters. 
鎖拏。 1 •鎖 禁。 r 鏔柙 to 
put  or  confine  in  chains. 

雄鎖  to  kneel  on  chains, 
punishment. 

身去繙 鎖累  free  from  the 
restraint  of  bridle  and  curb. 

鎖子甲  chain  armour. 
鎖子錦  chain  embroidery, pattern  used  for  edging. 

鎖子骨  bones  that  rattle  like chains,  said  of  a  very  thin  per¬ 
son,  or  one  who  can  produce 

crepitation  of  the  joints.  Also 

(so1  fzU  kuz\  the  collar-bone. 

鎖确  a  conical  wooden  pipe with  brass  mouth -piece  to  which 

copper  disc  is  attached,  and  with 
movable  bell.  It  has  seven  finger- 
holes  on  upper  side  and  one  on 

lower,  and  is  used  at  funerals. The  Persian  zourna. 

鎖陽  (?)  a  species  of  Balanopho- 
ra  =  Cynomorium  coccineum}  L. 

-as  a 

Coarsely-ground  flour. 

See  4310. 

See  10,105. 
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10,208 

R .屑 
See 摔 
J.  setsz 
A.  swet 

Entering 

Upper. 

To  sip. 

Read 

birds. 

所9
 

10,211 
得 其所哉  got  into  its  ele_ ment, — of  a  fish  getting  back 
into  water. 

所
 3 

10,21 1 

The  song  of 
各 得其所  each  one  got  his 
proper  place. 

汝死 無所矣  dying,  you will  have  no  place, — of  burial. 

Used  in  the  sense  of  “you  are 

undone !” 

10,209 

質 
* 蟀 
Entering 

Upper. 

蟀
逆
 

10,210 

.質 
tsut、v, 
tsuk-tsytQ 

. Jtt/,  V. 

cfsLau-tsi'it 
\  sai^  v. 
siie-sug 

sah^  v.  ting- 
SZ'  tsz 

hsi、 su 
ch^wik- 

cK'wik 

率 
Entering 
Upper. 

Name  of  a  tree. 

A  cricket；  ̂ 4139.  Also 
read  hsP  and  shuai\ 

蟋 蟀在堂  the  cricket  i 
is  in 

the  hall, — in  the  ninth  moon. 

公所  the  place  where  the  Duke is;  before  the  Duke.  Also,  a 

public  office. 

天 子之所  the  place  for  the Son  of  Heaven, 一 to  hunt  in. 

^  J9f  there  shall  we  fi
nd our  place. 

無所 不在  there  is  no  place where  it  is  not, 一 omnipresent. 

無 所不能  there  is  nothing which  he  cannot  do,  —  omni¬ 

potent. 

無 所不知  there  is  nothing which  he  does  not  know, — 
oriniscient. 

無 所不至  there  is  no  place  j to  which  it  do  s  not  extend. 

在 所不能  it  is  in  the  cate¬ gory  of  the  impossible. 

在 所不免  it  cannot  but  be； impossible  to  be  avoided. 

你有 所不谉  there  is  some¬ thing  of  which  you  are  not  aware. 

所
 3 

10,211 

so 

Rising  Upper. 

A  place;  the  place  where. 

What；  whatsoever  ；  that 

which.  Whereby.  Used 

emphatically  in  Peking  col¬ 

loquial  ； see  also  1 3,029. 

A  land  measure  of  180  畝 
mou.  Numerative  of  blows 

and  places.  Used  in  the 

sense  of  interval,  or  dura¬ 

tion  of  time.  See  6870, 

8301. 

處所。 r 所在。 r 方所 a 
place. 

所 在蝸窄  my  house  is  (noj 
bigger  than)  a  snail’s  shell. 

所 在多有  there  have  in  all 
places  been  many, — of  the  class 

in  question. 

蛇 失所在  the  snake  vanish- 1 

何 所不顴  what  is  there which  he  does  not  attend  to? 

房所 屋所 houses- 
一 所房子  a  house. 

有 幾 所  how  many  (houses) are  there? 

所有  whatever  there  is;  the. 

其 所有  all  that  he  has. 

所齊章 程列狻 
the  regu- 

lations  are  as  follows : . 

所有現 約五條 the  five articles  of  the  present  Treaty. 

妾身 遂爲君 之所有 
then  I,  your  handmaiden， shall 
become,  Sir,  your  own  property. 

人 人所愛  what  all  men  like. 

亦 固其所  indeed  it  is  so. 

必 有所思  there  is  sure  to  be something  to  think  about. 
ed.  See  9951. 

皆何 所在乎  where  are 
they  all? 

所以 —  a  wherefore ;  where¬ 
by;  (so2  i)  why,  of  course, — used alone,  conclusively. 

事有 所以然 there  is  a 
reason  why  things  should  be  as 
they  are. 

所以 不來也 and  fc)r  this 
reason  he  has  not  come. 

此所 以死也 k  was  on  ac - 
count  of  this  that  he  died. 

所 以說。 ■•所 以了。 ■•所 

以呢  of  course  !  just  so ! 

問 其所以  asked  him  what 
was  the  matter. 

爲 w 民卽 所以爲 

weix  己  to  act  on  behalf  O!  he 

people  is  to  act  on  behalf  of 

yourselves. 

得所以 爲之際 糾 a good  opportunity  for  doing  it. 

涂害 卽所以 興利也 
to  eradicate  evils  is  the  way  to 

give  rise  to  profits. 

視 其所以 ，觀 其所由 
see  what  a  man  does,  and  mark 
his  motives. 

條 約所載  what  the  Treaty 
says. 

所 自 ot 所從  the  source；  the 
cause. 

話 有所自  talk  has  its  whence, 一  some  point  from  which  it 
begins  or  something  which  gives 
rise  to  it. 

是我所 當辦的 it  is 呵 
business  to  do  it. 

所爲  weix  此故  it  was  fOT 
this  reason. 

所爲 何來  what  has  he! 
come  for? 

斷 非我輩 所爲 was  n。1 
done  by  us. 

早 爲之所  to  take  earlymeas-l 
ures. 

無 所不爲  there  is  nothing! he  dots  not  do, — in  a  bad  sense. 

其  ffX  that  which  he  desires. 

¥ 事無庸 再議 which incident  may  be  considered  as 
closed. 

所屬  all  one’s  subordinates. 

嚴 韵所屬 t。 give  strict orders  to  one’s  subordinates. 

皆 爲以陰 德所致 a11 brought  about  by  his  good  deeds 

done  in  secret. 

159 
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10,211 

朔 
10,212 

10,213 

槊 

爲 婦人所 遽 influenced  by 
his  wife. 

穀 米爲民 食所關 gi 
is  an  article  connected  with  the 

nourishment  of  the  people. 

知何 員所査  to  know  who 
has  been  the  examinii^g  officer. 

所謂 不孝者  those  who  are  I 
called  unfilial. 

所須  necessaries. 

所由來  the  causes. 

所之  a  tendency. 

所部  under  the  command,  or 
control  of. 

所長  the  merits;  the  strong 
points. 

所 是黃的  all  yellow;  quite 
yellow. 

所得  what  one  gets  or  attains; 
used  emphatically  in  the  sense 

of  “must.” 

所 得無幾 (〜s)  I  have  not obtained  many. 

所 得於心  that  which  one  i 
clear  about, — as  a  principle. 

所死  certain  to  die. 

中左所  Amoy. 

10,214 

m 
10,216 

有宥 
C.  v. 

ts、uk 

N.  y. 

hsuo 

P.  sou,  ts^ou 

Y.  sau。,  ts^uk K.  chu 

「•  sd^  shu- 
A.  teu 

Rising  and 

SinkingUpper. 

椋 考千所 gave  him  on。 
thousand  blows. 

年 所  a  series  of  years;  see  8301. 

歷 有年所  it  has  extended 
over  many  years ;  for  many  years 

past. 這些 年所發 了財了 
the  money  that  has  been  made 
the  last  few  years ! 

See  10,176. 

See  10,178. 

See  10,179. 

Same  as  10,179. 
10,215 

10,217 

潘 
IO,2l8 

R. 覺 

See 從 

Entering 

Lower. 

儀 10,219 

R- 歌 

C.  tslo 
F.  chSoa 

N.  "W,  sou 

P.  
I 

M. 卜 

Y.  ts^ou 

K.  
j 

J.  ja 

A-  \ 

Even  Upper. 

To  urge  on;  to  excite. 

Also  read  sou%. 

to  set  a  dog  on. 

何至 如狗之 隨嗾者 
how  /comes  he  to  be  like  a  dog 

that  obeys  the  sss?  —  of  his master. 

See  10,075. 

The  murmuring  of  water 

the  plash  of  waves. 

To  jump  about;  to* reel. 

必 3 

10,220 

R 哿紙 
See —蓝 

Rising  Upper 

and  Lower. 

+士  3 

揀 
,221 

R •腫沃 
S£6 悚楝 

速 
A.  tung^  hsuk 

Rising  Upper, 

璣 
,222 

屢 舞傳佳  they  keeP  dancing 
and  will  not  stop. 

Suspicious  ；  doubtful. 

Used  for 

Read  juiz  • 

5723- 

To  pick  out；  to  choose. 

Read  sung、.  To  respect 

Read  shu1*.  To  bind. 

See  11,627. 

10,223 

R 有充 

C.  sau 
H. ) 

F. 
( 奶 

W.  sau 

N.  sou 

P. 

M. 

Sz. 

Y.  seo 

K.  su 

J.  shu 

A.  teu Rising  Upper, 

侠 
10,224 

嗖1
 

10,225 

R •屋宥 

縮瘦 

搜 
Entering  and 

SinkingUpper. 

u 
10,226 

R •允 

See 

A.  siu Even  Upper. 

10,227 

R 尤 

C.  csau 

H.  cseu 

F.  zseu W.  ̂ au N.  sou 

P.  zsou 
M.  csou 

Y.seo 

Sz.  sou 

K.  su 

J.  shu
 

A.  siu 
|Even  Upper. 

SOTJ. 

An  old  man. 

老叟  an  old  man;  venerable  si i| 

田叟  an  old  rustic. 

黃 童白叟  young  boys  am 
white-headed  old  men.  See  5124 

叟叟  the  noise  of  grain  bein； 
washed. 

Same  as  10,223. 

The  sound  uttered  whei 

driving  away  birds,  etc, 

To  be  concealed.  T 

examine  into；  to  search. 

人焉〆 瘦哉 hc)w  can 
man  conceal  his  character?- 

which  may  be  read  in  his  lool 
and  actions. 

speech  for  concealmen 
— a  eui^iemism. 

廋求  to  investigate. 間 chien、 瘦綠由 t。 searc out  some  of  the  causes. 

人  a  superintendent  of  educ tion  under  the  Chou  dynasty 

To  search;  to  enquire 

to  investigate.  The  whi; 

zing  sound  of  an  arrow.  Se 

抉 3221- 
搜查  to  search  and  investigat 

搜驗  to  examine, — as  at  th 
Customs. 

搜拏。 r 搜辑。 r 搜補 

搜獲  to  search  out  and  arres to  seek  for, 一 as  specimen 
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拽1
 

10,227 

搜出來  to  search  out;  to  dis¬ 
cover;  to  recover,  as  stolen  goods 
from  a  thief. 

10,228 

有尤 

siu 

Rising  and 

Even  Upper 

搜身  to  search  the  person. 

搜檢  to  search  the  person,— 
e.g%  of  a  candidate. 

任憑 老爺搜 I  am  quite 
willing  that  your  worship  should 
search  me. 

窮搜  to  make  an  exhaustive 
search. 

搜剔  to  search  in  a  vexatious 
or  minute  way. 

搜票  a  search  warrant. 

鷄搜毛 a  cock  searching  a- 
mong  its  feathers, — for  vermin. 

未 及旁搜  not  to  investigate 
the  attendant  circumstances. 

搜羅  to  make  researches. 

苦 無搜索  could  find  abso¬ 
lutely  nothing  to  say,— in  a  poem. 

束 矢其搜  how  their  arrows 
whiz  forth ! 

搜然  quickly. 

痩 
10,229 

瞍
，
 

10,230 

•叟 
ising  Upper. 

艘 
*0,231 

IO,232 

宥孫 
6 搜孫 
技 U、 ticu 

sing  Upper. 

To  soak  meal  in  water 

溲酒  to  make  spirits. 

Read  shou1.  To  urinate. 

牛溲  cow^s  urine, 一 used  as  a 
medicine. 

See  10,02 1. 

Blind  ；  having  no  pupil 

to  the  eye. 

See  9584. 

To  scold；  to  censure. 

Read  hsiao' •  To  lead 

people  towards  virtue. 

郯 
x 

R 

io,233 •尤蠢 

s« 搜嫂 

Even  Upper. 

The  name  of  a  northern 

tribe,  known  as 鄕瞞 • 

m1 

10,234 

r. 允 

& 痩搜 

Even  Upper. 

iX 

10,235 R •尤肴 

See 

Even  and 

Rising  Upper 

ir 

10,236 

r •允 

To  engrave  on  metal  or 
wood. 

彫鎪  to  enchase. 

To  blow  chilly,  as  the 
wind.  A  whistling  or 

whirring  sound. 

風 if 得慌  the  wind  blows 
cold. 

廳瑟  the  soughing  of  the  wind. 

If  ifthe  whizzing  of  an  arrow 

廳的 一聲劑 [■去 fly  the arrow  with  a  whiz. 

按 

10.239 

m 
10.240 

m , 

10,241 

Same  as  10,227. 

Same  as  10,230. 

Same  as  10,235. 

10,242 

R •有 

See 

Rising  Upper. 

See 

A.  siu 

Even  Upper* 

蒐1
 

io,237 

R 允 

C.  csau 

H.  cseu 

See 

A.  siu 

Even  Upper. 

Spoilt,  as  food  by  being 

kept；  stale,  as  (oft-repeated: 
stories. 

飯餿了  the  rice  is  sour, — from being  kept. 

汗餿  the  smeil  of  sweat. 

餿味  a  frowsy  smell. 

這個 話餿了  that’s  stale! 

笺 
10,238 

Rubia  cordifolid^  L.  To 

hunt  ；  to  search  out.  To 

screen  ；  to  hide.  To  pre¬ 

pare  troops.  [Distinguished 
from  鬼  i2,57i.] 

春 M  the  spring  hunt. 

蒐擇 取不孕  sou  means  not to  hunt  pregnant  animals. 

服議  M  辱  he  readily  listened 
to  calumnies  and  sought  out 
men’s  iniquities. 

蒐羅  to  search  out;  to  hunt up. 

萬; 練  to  drill. M 軍實  to  inspect  military  pre¬ 
parations. 

Same  as  10,223. 

10,243 

R. 囊覺 

有 

See 數 

A.  sou、 teu 

Rising  and 

Entering 

Upper. 

藪
 3 

io,244 

R •有 

H.  td 

A. 三 tAeu 

See 叟
 

Rising  Upper 

To  shake.  See  11,428. 

臌下來  to  shake  out  or  sift 

—— as  cinders. 

A  basket.  An  old  mea- 
sure  of  16 斗  pedes. 

m 
10.245 

嗽 4
 

10.246 

R •宥 

C.  sau 

H,  seu F. saiu、 sau sau 

N.siHi 

P.  sou 

M.  sou 

A  marshy  preserve  for 
game  and  fish.  See  9465. 

叔在藪  Shu  is  in  the  marsh 
郊藪  a  wilderness；  a  swamp. 

盜藪  a  retreat  for  robbers. 

蜂藪 a  wasps’-nest;  bees  swarm 

ing. 

禾 蔽  a  place  where  profit  col¬ lects, — as  a  great  commercial centre. 

See  10,216. 

Y.  seo 

Sz.  sou 
K.  su 

J.  shu 

K.  seu ^  t'eu SinkingUppcr. 

To  cough.  Used  with 

10,247.  [Commonly  written as  below.] 

咳嗽。 r 嘁喘  to  cough. 

乾嗷  a  dry  cough. 
痰漱  to  cough  up  phlegm. 

嗽口  to  rinse  the  mouth. 



shu 
M. 
Y. 

Sz. 

K.  su 

[. jJ,  shu 
A.  t^eu 

Sinking 

Upper. 

10,249 

R •嘯尤 
〜_瘦 
Sinking  and  : 

Even  Upper. 

&OXJ 
漱
，
 

To  rinse  out  ；  to  scour. 

R •宥 ,247  Read  slm^  in  colloquial. 

C.  sau 
H.  sen 

F. sain 

W.  v.  hu0 
N.  sou 
P. 

1  -  . 

:漱口  to  rinse  out  the  mouth. 

i 漱盂 a  kind  of  hand-spittoon ; 
j  a  rince-bouche. 

漱 石枕流 1。 rinse  °ne’s !  mouth  with  (the  beauty  of)  rocks 

I  *  and  pillow  one’s  head  on  (the 

j  murmur  of)  streams, 一 of  scho- 
I  lars  living  in  seclusion. 

漱浣 t。  wash  and  purify  oneself. 

癞 Same  as  10,246. 

‘10,248 

m To 
slice  up;  to  mince ； 

to  mix  minced-meat  with 

rice-flour  and  steam  it. 

司1
 10,250 

R •支寘 

ssu. 

To  control；  to  manage ； 

to  preside  over.  A  sub¬ 
division  of  a  District.  See 

C.  sz 
H.  sz 

F.  si\  v.  sa 
W. 
N. 
P. 

M. 

Y. 
Sz. 

K.  sii 

hshi 
A.  //,  t'i 
Even  Upper. 

12,099. 

司理 t。  manage；  to  attend  to; 
a  judge. 

司 理筆札  writers；  clerks. 

同事  a  manager. 

所 司何事  what  department 
does  he  superintend  ? 

各 有所司  each  has  his  own 
department. 

有司  the  civil  authorities. 

百司  the  various  officials, 

初 告有司  when  he  first  com¬ 
plained  to  the  authorities, …. 

令有 司訪問  bade  the  offi¬ 
cials  enquire. . 

打 官司  t。 go  t。 law. 

唉  了官司  he  has  got  into  a 
lawsuit, — as  defendant. 

司馬  the  Ministei  of  War  under 
the  Chou  dynasty;  the  epistolary 

designation  of  a  n  ̂   -b- 

[ 1 268 

司1
 

IP, 250 

Prefect  and  of  a 知州  Depart-, 

me n  t  M agi strate.  Now  a  double surname. 

丨司 馬烟  Ishmael.  See  9502. 

司徒  the  Minister  of  Instruction, as  above. 

司空  the  Minister  of  Works,  as above. 

胃  the  Minister  of  Crime,  as above. 

大胃  <馬  President  of  the  Board 
of  War. 

大司徒  President  of  the  Board of  Revenue;  under  the  Han 

dynasty,  superintended  matters 
relating  to  Civil  Office. 

大司空  r  resident  of  the  Board of  Works.  [The  above  three 
were  known  under  the  Han  dy¬ nasty  as  三在 .) 

大司宼  President  of  the  Board of  Punishments. 

司官。 r 司員  secretaries  to the  Six  Boards,  the  (old)  Tsung-li 
ya?n^n,  etc.  Also,  the  police 
magistrates  in  Peking. 

司  a  clerk;  a  writer. 

司儀長  (chang1)  maj  or*domoj in  the  palace  of  the  Princes  of 
Imperial  lineage. 

葡葡^  gaoler  at  the  Board  of Punishments. 

司 匠 overseer  to  the  Board  of W  orks. 

司 工 匠 overseer  of  works  to  a 
Manchu  garrison. 

司教  epistolary  designation  of[ 

a 教諭  District  Director  of Studies. 

司訓  epistolary  designation  of 
a  =|||  sub-Director  of  Studies. 

司務  stewards  of  the  Six  Boards. 
Also  (=  師傅）  a  master 

workman,  either  carpenter, black¬ 
smith,  or  mason. 

司務廳 a  sub-department  of the  Six  Boards,  for  the  manage¬ 
ment  of  employes  and  current 
business. 

司樂 m 郧  band-masters  of the  Imperial  Board  of  Music. 

司業 a  tutor  in  the  Imperial 
Academy  of  Learning. 

司 經扁洗 ^馬 Gr_ 

司1
 

10,25° 

伺 I0,25I 萌 r 

10,252 

R. 支 

See 司 

Even  Upper. 

祠 

io,2S3 

W 

10,254 

R. 寘 

C.  tsz1- 

H.  -jz 

F.  soti^ 
W.  N.  ss^ 
P.  M. 

Y.  Sz.  Y 

of  the  Library  to  the  Imperi 

Supervisorate  of  Instruction. 

三法司  three  of  the  Six  Board 
三 司  the  three  high  provinci officials  whose  titles  end  wi 

viz. 布 政使司 tl 
Provincial  Treasurer,  按案 

使司  Provincial  Judge,  ar 

鹽渾使 司 the  Salt  Ctn 

missioner. 

兩司  the  first  two  of  theabo, 
three. 

司道 心 三司  as  above, 
the  糧道^  Grain  Commissions 

苟道廳  the  waiting-room 
the  yam^n  of  a  high  provinci official. 

司簿  a  book-keeper. 
公司  a  public  company, — fii applied  to  the  East  India  Cor 

pany,  and  now  specially  us( for  the  P.  and  O. 

耳胃  the  ear  is  the  arbit 
of  sound. 

司命  the  arbiter  of  our  de tinies, — God. 

司命神  the  god  of  the  ! 
or  kitchen. 

司林  an  imitation  of  ̂ shilling! See  12,399. 

To  peep  at. 

See  1 2,400. 

A  trunk  ；  a  box. 

箱笱  boxes;  trunks. 

笱 匱囊空  trunk  bare  a  I 
purse  empty, —— very  poor. 

腹笥。 r 五經笱 leai 

well-read, — said  of  邊 孝  j 

Pien  Hsiao-hsien.  
• 
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笥‘
 

io,254 
: .sd 
、shi 

inking  Lower 

Irregular. 

視 
10.255 

詞 
10.256 

飼
 4 

io,2S7 

寘 
. cw,  S.tsLz zzl 

e 俟 
tV- 
Sinking 
Lower. 

嗣‘
 

10,  *58 

寘 
tst 

US^M 
Sdii 

. Lzz 

Ldz、 dzL 

si 

hi、dji 
n 

ikinj^ower. 
Irregular. 

起 取於笱  he  took  it  out  of| 
a  box. - 

偶 閱書笥 而得此 
happening  to  be  looking  through 
a  book-box,  I  found  this. 

Same  as  10,252. 

See  1 2,401. 

嗣 4
 

10,258 

絲1
 

R, 

支 

，259 

Provisions  ；  to  feed  ；  to 
nourish. 

'酒 雀司  wine  and  food. 

牛 羊人所 ||  oxen  and 
sheep  are  fed  by  man. 

曹 I  虎傷舞  t0  feed  a  tiger  t0 
one’s  own  injury, — to  nourish 
a  viper  in  one’s  bosom. 

寄飼  to  live  on  other  people. 

To  connect  ；  to  follow 

to  inherit ；  heirs;  posterity. 

Subsequently  ；  afterwards. 

繼躕  to  continue;  to  carry  on, 
嗣歲  the  succeeding  year. 

嗣王  the  new  king 

嗣位  to  succeed  to  the  throne. 

嗣侯 a  “marquis，”  by  inherit¬ ance. 

嗣徽音  to  inherit  a  good  re¬ 
putation. 

闱 因別故  fallowing  from 
other  :  iuscs. 

子寧不 feif 音 why  d。 you 
not  continue  your  communi¬ 
cations  with  me? 

豪傑千 秋成嗣 音2 
hero  who  for  a  thousand  coming 
autumns  has  accomplished  the 
continuation  of  the  sound, — of 
his  fame. 

後嗣。 r 嗣續  posterity;  des¬ cendants. 

無子嗣  without  an  heir. 

嗣子  an  adopted  son. 

尊夫人 同令嗣  your  wife 
together  with  your  son. 

H-  I 

F.  si W. 

N. 

P. M, 
Y. 

Sz. 
Yi.sd 

].ihi 

A.  ti 

Even  Upper. 

丨絶嗣  posterity  cut  off;  to  be without  heirs;  the  male  line 
1  a  family  come  to  an  end. 

無嗣壇  an  altar  for  the  wor¬ ship  of  spirits  who  have  no  des¬ 
cendants. 

後  subsequently ;  afterwards 

Raw  silk；  silk  in  general 
Fibres；  hair；  threads;  wire； 

strings  of  musical  instru¬ 
ments.  The  hundred  thou¬ 

sandth  part  of  a  兩  tael  ； 
small;  minute.  See  12,124. 

系段  silk  and  satin.  [Satin  has 
been  derived  from  this  combi¬ 

nation  by  some,  others  prefer¬ 
ring  the  Zaitun  of  Marco  Polo. 

霞 吐絲  the  silkworm  spins  silk. 
他 的 話竟吐 絲繞毫 
he  does  nothing  but  spin  yarns, 
—  of  a  mischievous  liar. 

湖絲  lake  silk, — raw  silk  from Chehkiangu 

土絲  native  silk, — at  Canton. 

袖絲。 r  締絲  t。 reel  silk  from cocoons. 

絲經  thrown  silk. 絲線  silk  thread；  sewing  silk 

絲 線帽頂  cap  buttons  of twisted  silk  thread. 

繇帶  silk  sashes ;  silk  ribbons 
絲帛  silk  tassels;  silk  wadding. 

絲 綿雜貨  silk  and  cotton mixtures. 

縣羅  silk  crape  ；  gauze. 

靑絲  women’s  tresses. 

繇滿頭  my  head  is  covered with  gray  hairs. 

命若 懸絲。 r  一繇兩 

氣的  hanging  by  a  thread,— in  a  dangerous  illness. 

獨 （。> •單） 絲不 成線 
one  silk  fibre  won’t  make  a  twist, 

絲斤  silk  catties, — silk  in  bulk】 as  cargo,  etc. 

絲衣  silk  clothes, — the  gentry. 

銅繇  copper  wire. 料絲  glass  threads;  spun  glass. 

絲1
 

10,259 

10,260 
支 

s -絲 

Even  Upper. 

m
x
 

鳥 
10,261 

支 

R. 

C.  H.  csz 

F.  sst  v.  Lli 

W.  N.  <zz 

P.M. ( 

Y.  Sz •卜 

K.s& 

].shi 

A.  cti Even 

Irregular. 

肉絲  shreds  of  meat. 

粉絲  vermicelli. 
微 絲細雨  a  fine  drizzling 
rain. 

游絲。 1 ■飛 絲  gossamer  webs. 

絲瓜  see  6281, 絲音  stringed  musical  instru¬ 
ments. 

絲竹  string  and  wind  instru- 
一  ments. 

絲替  stringed  instruments  and pipes.  See  6348. 

絲桐  a  lute、 See  12,274, 12,707.! 

繇忽 t%m  between  the  hun-j dred  thousandth  and  ten  hun¬ 
dred  thousandth, — the  minutest 
possible  fraction. 

絲 毫不錯  not  the  slightest 

mistake. 

絲 來毫去  just  a  trifle ;  the  I 
least  bit. 

順 繇順褡  systematic;  me- 1 
thodical  ；  well  arranged. 

掛繇  to  put  forth  catkins, — as  I 
willows, 

Imperata  arundinacea， 

Cyr. 

垂絲柳  Tamarix  ch 

Lour. 

食 " the  egret  [Egreita  modesta). 

Dodder  (Cuscuta  chinen- 
sis、 Lam.  and  C.  japouica、 
Chois.),  known  as  免藤. 
See  12,124. 

The  egret.  See  ̂   7370. 
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This;  these;  any;  such. 

A  final  particle  ；  a  strength¬ 

ening  particle,  used  as  其 

1026  ；  a  copula.  To  lop. 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

期  io3°-1 

斯時  at  this  time. 

斯事  this  affair. 

大 約如斯  it  is  for  the  most 
part  thus；  such  is  the  general 
tenor. 

势^人  this  man. . 

世 豈複有 斯人乎 Wen 
will  the  world  ever  have  such 

another?  (Quando  ullum  inven. 
iet  parem  ?) 

靡 愛斯牲 i  have  not  grudg¬ 
ed  my  victims, — in  sacrifice. 

亦 有斯容  such  was  their  ap¬ 
pearance. 

其斯爲  this  is  what  •… 

斯文  refined ;  polished ;  gentle¬ manly. 

天 乏未喪 斯文 

也〆  as  long  as  God  does  not  let 
the  cause  of  truth  perish, 一 what 
harm  can  happen  to  me?  (said 
Confucius). 

演其斯 文模樣  practising 
the  demeanour  of  a  gentleman 

先說 些斯文 中套話 
began  with  a  few  conventional 
phrases  of  refinement. 

斯 文掃地  to  disgrace  one¬ self. 

斯斯 文文走 入門內 
passed  gently  through  the  door. 

斯 須之間  in  a  twinkling. 

斯須  shortly  afterwards. 

湛湛露 斯  heavy  lies  the  dew 

哀我人 斯  his  compassion  for 
us  people. 

螽斯羽  ye  locusts,  winged tribes ! 

有 .兔斯 首 there  is  but  a single  rabbit. 

爾何 人 斯乃衣 :4 其 
衣  who  are  you,  that  you  should 
wear  such  clothes  as  these  ? 

弓 矢斯張  the  bows  and  ar¬ 
rows  are  made  ready  for  the 
shooting. 
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R •齊 

C.  jz,  sat 

Hfsz 
F.  sii,  sai W. 

N. 
P. 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 

王 赫斯挪 4 怒 the  kins rose majestic  in  his  wrath. 

斯怡％ 敬  with  great  cour¬ tesy;  with  distinction. 

斧以 斯之 take  an  axe  and 
cut  them  away. 

斯陴含  a  Buddha  who  has  to pass  through  one  more  life  be¬ 
fore  attaining  perfection.  Sans- 

- krit :  sakriddgamin. 

10,267 

K.  sii 
[. shi、 sei 
A.  ti 

Even  Upper. 

Same  as  10,265. 

To  thaw；  fo  melt. 

A  menial  ；  a  servant.  To 

forage ;  to  split  ；  a  wood¬ cutter. 

See 思 

K.  jw  ) 

J.  shi 

A. 

Even  Upper. 

or 

廝徒。 1 •廝 僕。 r 廝隸 

廝 養之兒  servants ;  me¬ nials. 

廝殺  official  servants. 
/J、 a  servant ;  my  son. 

女廝  a  maid-servant. 
廝養卒  woodcutters  and  cooks. 

廝殺  t。 slay. 廝混。 r 廝 _  to  romp；  to 

play. to  wait  for;  to  wait  on 

廝會  to  meet；  to  be  with. 

廝身  together;  in  company. 

那廝  that  scoundrel. 
Same  as  10,265. 

To  rend；  to  tear. 

把那塊 布撕開 tear  that piece  of  calico. 

把那 個破紙 撕下來 
tear  down  that  torn  paper. 

撕破 or  撕) p  to  tear  up;  to spoil  by  tearing. 

撕破臉  to  scratch  the  skin  off  | the  face. 

m 

m 
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See 四 

Sinking 

Upper. 
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Even  Upper. 
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R -支真 

& 卜 
F.  sii、 soii 

W. N. 
P. 

M. 

Y. 
Sz. 

風撕  torn  by  the  wind. 

撕撕拉 拉  griping，— as  c。 

撕衣裳  take  care  of 
clothes ! — a  Peking  porter’s  c 

撕口  to  wrangle. 撕 ̂  ；J^  to  pull  tangled  threj apart；  to  reduce  to  order. 

撕 欏不開 not  to  be  able get  away  from, —  some  busim 

禅 j*  to  manage;  to  attend 

又不 自提撕 aMldc 
have  to  attend  to  the  matt 

myself. 宵來 非偃蹇 ，早至 1 

携^  night  comes  but  bri no  respite,  morning  arrives 
with  it  business  occupations 

To  die  ；  to  perish. 

To  exhaust  ；  to  run  c 

撕 盡無餘 to  run 邮 
leave  nothing, — of  the  deatl 
a  man  who  has  lived  a  useful 

澌滅  to  extinguish,  as  a  fir'! Read  hsi\  Noise 

crashing  or  breaking. 

softly, 一 as  the  fall  ofdri 

ing  rain. 

The  smell  of  burnir 

burnt,  as  food  in  cooki 

To  think；  to  reflect ； 
consider.  A  particle.  | 

be  distinguished  from 

3330.]  Used  for  9547. 
03.2， 2801， 4562,  546 

思 想。 r 思 念。 r 思麴 

思慮 OT 思量 tC)  think ponder  on;  to  consider! 
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10,271 

.sa 

shi 

. //,  ti 
Even  and 

Sinking 

Upper. 

思維再 四  to  think  twice  and 
four  time，,  i.e.  carefully. 心 

再 三 思想 tQ  think  twice  and 
10,271 

three  times. 

千 思萬想  Panning  and  de- vising. 

思之不 得  he  could  not  think， 
— how  it  was  so. 

深 思之士  a  deeP  thinker- 

其沉 思如此 s。 Profoundly 
was  he  wrapped  in  thought. 

淹思  t。 think  deeply. 

皆略 不淹思 all  without 
any  thought;  impromptu. 

性長於 巧思 he  was  of  an 
inventive  turn  of  mind. 

其亦 不思而 已矣 what 
thoughtless  words  are  these ! 

思 索  to  excogitate；  to  think  out. 

思前  to  think  of  former  times. 

思家  to  think  of  home. 

思 家的病  home-sickness. 

相 思 Q1 ■思 愛 t。 think  on 
tenderly;  to  love.  Sec  4249. 

相思豆  ro»273-  1 

異地相 思  t0  think  of  each 
other  when  far  apart. 

思戀。 1 ■思 慕  tQk>ngfui ■，一 an absent  friend. 

思# 会人老 thinking  ̂  
thee  ages  me. 

^  ̂   the  thinking  wife, 一 the 
Penelope  whose  Ulysses  is  at 

the  wars.  See  6906. 

豈 不爾思 ，室 是遠而 
do  I  not  think  of  you?  but  your 
house  is  distant 

^  t0  think  of  without 
forgetting;  to  remember. 

^@1  ̂   to  cherish  in  the  heart. 

思欲  to  wish  to;  to  will  to. 

思胃  to  be  anxious  for.  k 

不 可求思 it  is  in  vain  to 

偲
1
 

solicit  them. 
10,272 

旨 酒思柔  gQc>d  and  sc>ft  is 
the  wine. 

See 思 

A.  ti 思 皇 多  士  admirable  are  the 
many  officers. Even  Upper. 

心 思 w  4S62- 

意思  thoughts;  ideas ;  meaning. See  5367. 

不 可思議  unthinkable. 

皆 思成之  all  figments  of  the imagination. 

典思  to  conceive  an  idea. 

思 惟樹 the  Tree  of  Meditation, — the  Bo  tree;  see  9511. 

其 聲哀思 (= 悲) - ful  was  its  sound. 

思 敬之業  the  calling  of  Ssti- ching, 一 fortune-telling.  [This  is 
probably  a  mistake,  柳莊 

whose  字  was  Ssti-ching,  being 

put  for 哀珙  the  physiogno¬ 
mist  whose  字 was 柳莊] 

Read  ssu41. 

秋思  autumn  {i.e.  melancholy) 
thoughts. 

詩思  thoughts  for  poetical  com¬ 
positions. 

即 今西望 猶堪思 even 
now,  looking  westwards,  melan¬ 
choly  thoughts  arise. 

Read  saz1.  The  jowl. 
See  9547 - 

于思  on  the  jowl, — a  beard. 
于 思于思 ，棄 甲稹來 
back  from  the  field,  he  has 

brought  his  beard  but  not  his 

shield, — a  doggerel  in  ridicule 

of  the  return  of  華元 Hua 

Yuan  of  Sung,  who  had  fall¬ 

en  into  the  hands  of  the  army 

of  鄭  Cheng. 

自 袼 頷下則 于思者 

如故矣  he  felt  his  chin  and found  that  his  beard  was  still 
there. 

Urgent.  To  be  able  ； 

talented.  Also  explained  as 

“bearded,”  and  read  saz1  ； 
see  10,271. 

切 切偲偲  earnest  and  ur¬ gent,— as  a  man  should  be  among 
his  friends. 

m: 
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K.  sii 

J.  ski 
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Even  Upper. 

10,27s R 支灰 

C.  sz 

See 思娜 

K.  sii、 se 

J.  shi、 sai A.  ti Even  Upper. 

10,276 

R •古 

See 思 

K.  sii 

A.  si 、shi)、 t’i 
Even  Upper./ 

辞 

10.277 

辤 10.278 

辭 

io,279 

Name  of  a  tree. 

相 锶昔 (or 子) the  red-and- 
black  seeds  of  the  jequirity 

{Abrus  precatorius、 L.). 

Coarse  cotton  cloth,  used 

for  mourning. 

緦麻服  mourning  worn  for three  months.  [Now  worn  for 
five  months.] 

四世 而緦服 之窮也 
with  the  fourth  generation  (in¬ 

cluding  the  deceased)  the  three- 
months’  mourning  ends. 

A  movable  screen. 

The  first  cool  breeze  of 

autumn；  a  south-west  wind. 

曾颸  a  high  wind. 

微颸 a  zephyr. 

Same  as  1 2,402. 

Same  as  1 2,402. 

See  12,402. 
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10,280 R. 紙 
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K.  sd 

],shi A.  ti 

Rising  Upper. 

>  • 

To  die,  as  opposed  to 

生 9865  ；  dead,  as  opposec 
to 活 5324  (used  in  games, 

as  of  a  fallen  shuttlecock)； 

death ；  to  die  for;  to  be¬ 

come  unconscious ;  to  swoon. 

To  kill;  to  lose  by  death. 

Used  to  impart  a  sense  of 

finality  or  inaction  ；  also  as 

an  intensive ；  see  4230.  See 

工787,  39!5  heng\  12,502. 

死 生  death  and  life;  dead  or 
alive. 

生死在 於老天 life  and 
death  are  in  the  hands  of  God. 

長 生不死  long  life  without 
death, — immortal. 

死 裏逃生  tC)  escape  “by  the 
skin  of  one’s  teeth.” 

^  nine  chances  of 
death  to  one  of  life. 

不 死何也  what  is  left  to  me 
but  death  ? 

善死  a  peaceful  end. 

老死  t。 die  of  old  age. 

病死  to  die  of  disease.  See  9300. 

馬 病肥死 the  horse  died 
from  being  too  fat. 

旱死  to  die  from  want  of  water, 
一 as  plants. 

死 於非命  t。 die  contrary  to 
one’s  fate, 一 prematurely.  1 

以 身死國  to  die  for  one’s country. 

死節臣  an  officer  who  dies  at 
the  call  of  duty. 

冒死  to  brave  death. 

忘死 之士。 ne  who  is  regard¬ 
less  of  death；  a  hero. 

陰養死  士  secretly  main- 
tain  a  band  of  devoted  followers. 

豈不送 死去麽 is  not  this 
rushing  upon  certain  death  ? 

起死人  t。 raise  the  dead.  ! 

死 而有知  if  there  is  con¬ 
sciousness  after  death, . . 

死 而後已  death  and  nothing 
afterwards ;  annihilation. 

以 速其死  in  order  to  hasten 
his  death. 

死
 * 

IO,28o 

强 梁者不 得其死 
violent  people  come  to  an  un¬ 
timely  end. 

死事 （== 死於 王事） t。 
lay  down  one’s  life  for  the  so¬ vereign. 

死 事子侯  at  his  death  his son  was  made  a  marquis. 

死在 眉毛秀 上來了 
death  is  on  the  tips  of  his  eye¬ 
brows, — he  is  at  the  point  of 
death. 

人死 如燈滅 the  death  of a  man  is  like  the  extinguishing 

of  a  lamp, — there  is  an  end  of him. 

死或 重於泰 山或輕 

於鴻毛  death  may  be  as 
weighty  as  Mt.  Tfai  or  as  im¬ 
material  as  a  feather, 一 according 
to  circumstances  of  injustice, 

patriotism,  etc.  etc. 

死者 人之終 death  is  the end  of  man. 

死有餘 辜  death  still  leaves some  of  his  guilt, — unexpiated. 

要 死要活  between  life  and death;  in  a  critical  state. 

半 死不活 half  dead. 
死 去活來 to  come  to  life again ;  to  faint  and  to  come 

round  again, — as  in  hysterical 
fits  of  grief,  etc. 

我 是死去 過來的 
I  have  been  dead  and  come  to 
life  again. 

我今 天死了 個朋友 
a  friend  of  mine  has  died  to-day. 

我杷 馬死了  my  horse  is 
dead. 

你幾 歲死過 丈夫的 
how  old  were  you  when  your 
husband  died? 

女死 還一牟 ，男 死全 

贺過  if  the  girl  dies,  half  the 
betrothal  presents  are  returned, 
if  the  man,  all  are  kept. 

死不明  cause  of  death  not clear, ― as  when  there  are  sus¬ 
picions  of  foul  play. 

— 死覚洁 w  4885. 

不为 1 死  regardless  of  life  or 
death, — of  consequences;  reck¬ less. 

知 死莫如 生 for  realising death  there  is  nothing  like  life. s “  i3,39i. 

死
 8 

IO,28o 

買鹹魚 放生， 不知列 

活  like  buying  salted  fishes  t 
let  them  go:  not  to  know  liv 

from  dead, 一 used  of  a  fool.  St 

5324 - 

不 知死活 的東西 y。 
fool ! 

得 辑論死 succeeded  i 
getting  his  sentence  of  deat commuted. 

宛守  to  defend  to  the  death as  a  besieged  place;  to  remaii 

unmarried,  as  a  widow. 

歹 B  ̂!也  a  desperate  situation. 

死 也不去 nothing  shal 
make  me  go. 

死 白  deadly  white. 

死胎  still-born. 死罪 or  死刑  the  punishmen 
of  death. 

死罪 死罪1  deserve  to  die 

死罪有 之1  may have  tc 
die, — for  what  I  am  going  tc 

say,  but . 

死灰  dead  ashes. 

死法  machinations. 小 死  unconsciousness,  as  when fainting.  See  10,137. 

嚇死  to  frighten  to  death. 

打死 or 我死 to  kill. 

打  了個半 ►死  half  beaten  to 
death. 

快 來受死  come  quickly  to 
be  killed ! 

作死  to  run  the  risk  of  being killed. 

fp  死  _  a  reckless  fellow. 

我不能 死之1  can’t kiU … 
I  cannot  die  for  him. 

爲 之致死  ready  to  die  for 
him. 

死 命殺條 路 t。 throw  away 
one’s  life  and  cut  a  path  through, 
— as  a  “forlorn  hope •” 

氣  人 to  Provoke  to  extreme anger;  to  drive  to  desperation. 

厭惡 ww4 死我 t he  dis_ 
gusted  me  excessively. 

/匕、 死  to  give  up  hope;  to  think 
no  more  about  a  plan  which 
one  cannot  carry  out. 

/ 
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不 肯心死  he  was  unwilling 
to  give  up*, — the  search. 

你 死了心 罷， 沒指望 
give  up  thinking  about  it,  you 

I  have  no  chance,  or  there  is  no 

i  hope. 

死心 踏地 to  give  up  all 
thought  of. 

I 死心 眼兒  wanting  in  intelli I  gence  \  obstinate. 

i 死命 要這錐 子何用 
what  does  he  so  obstinately  want 
this  silver  for? 

死 性不改  of  an  unchange¬ 
able  disposition. 

死力  with  all  one’s  might. 
牽者 死挽之 而力不 

能 制 &  man  who  was  leading 
(the  horse)  tried  with  all  his 
might  to  hold  it  back  but  was 
unable  to  do  so. 

^  胃  to  utterly  refuse  to. 

死扭着 obstinately  bent  on. 

死樣 of  a  stereotyped  pattern  ； 
without  energy ；  inanimate；  stu¬ 
pid  ; boorish;  brusque. 

死口話  that  which  is  said  de¬ 
finitively,  for  certain.  See  5324. 

死 棑架子  dressed  to  death  ； 
a  “howling  swell.’’ 

死水  stagnant  water. 

死物  inanimate  objects. 

死鬼  a  dead  person. 

死尸  a  corpse. 

死肉  dead  flesh;  a  dull  fellow; 
a  bore. 

死記兒  a  retentive  memory  ； 
an  iron  memory. 

^  黨  sworn  confederates. 

死巷  a  blind  alley;  a  cul-de-sac. 

死路  a  dangerous  road. 

死工夫  continuous  work, — 
without  intervals  of  any  kind. 

死 嘴死嚼  to  consume  with¬ 
out  producing;  to  live  on  one’s 
capital. 

死結。 1 ■死 疼疼兒 a  tight 
knot,  as  opposed  to  a  slip-knot. 

針死的  nailed  down  tight. 

好死了 不 過如此 the 
best  is  not  better  than  this. 

俟‘
 

^zz 

y&p  快活死  veiT  comfortable;  very 

:  jolly 
•一， 

10,  0 沒法子 ，只 可死挟 
must  grin  and  bear  it. 

許死 + ， 想死人 what you  promise  faithfully,  remember 
to  execute  faithfully. 

死不老  Lactuca  sp. { 

. To  wait  for  or  until；  to 

await;  as  soon  as;  when 

I  侯候。 i •—侯  t。 wait. 

i 立 侯回音  to  wait  for  an 
j  answer. 

I 命整衣 冠以侯 
a11  ar- i  ranged  their  coats  and  hats  and 

waited, — for  his  arrival. 

下月  'vait  until  next  moon 

不俟 駕行矣 he  did  not wait 、for  his  carriage  but  went 

j  at  once, 一 of  Confucius,  when 
summoned  by  his  prince. 

侯船造 畢 as  s_ as  the vessel  is  built. 

•侯 至于後 ㈣ and  by. 

侯 審明後 as  soon  as  the case  has  been  investigated. 

侯 十年再 行更改 t。 be revised  at  the  end  of  the  ten 

years. 
4 •••••• 卽 （ot  方。 r  始) •• 

when . then . 

镳傰俟 侯 _e  rushiuS about,  some  waiting  in  groups,, 
of  startled  animals. 

10,281 

R .紙 

C.  tsz2-  ̂  

H.sz^  
r 

F.  sou W. 
N. 
P. 

M. 

szr 

Sz. 

K.  sa 

J.  s hi 

A.  hi\shi) 

Rising  Lower. 

涘
‘
 

10,282 

K •紙 

See 俟 

Rising  Lower. 

埃 10.283 

巳‘
 

10.284 

R •紙 

C.  tsz1' 

H.sz9- 

F.  soii^ hs 

?.sz^ 

M  •  tsz^ 

Y.  sz^ 

The  banks  of  a  river. 

河涘 the  banks  of  the  river, - the  Yellow  River. 

Same  as  10,281. 

One  of  the  地 支  Twelve 

Branches,  see  Tables  Vd； 

the  period  from  9  a.m.  to 

11  a.m.  [To  be  distinguish¬ 
ed  from  己  92 1  and  已 

5464-] 

巳月  the  4th  moon. 

巳 ‘ 丨 上巳辰 the  3rd  of  the  3rd 

I  .  moon. 

10,284  .  r 

Sr.  tsz^  巳牌時  the  breakfast  hour. K.  sd 

J  •  s/ii  i 

A.  tr-  1 Irregular 

Lower.  . 

汜 4
 

10,285 

R •紙 

C.  ckei^  二 "Ss 
H.  )  c, . 

F.  I 
 ki 

N.  ̂ zz 

i\ 

M. 

K.  sd 

J.  shi 

A. Rising 

Irregular. 

i •.卜 s3 

A  stream  which  leaves 

the  main  branch  and  after- 

jwards  flows  into  it. 

■  .
.  .  • I  把水  name  of  a  river  and 

j  District  in  Honan. 

_  the  place  where  the  sun 
sets. 

10,286 

R .紙 

5；. 卜 

(elsewhere 

Sinking.) 

See 俟 

A.  n 

Rising  Lower. 

To  sacrifice  ；  sacrifices 
to  the  dead;  see  1 1,239 

13,244.  A  year. 

祭祀  to  sacrifice. 祀神  to  sacrifice,  to  the  gods. 

靡 神不祀 there  was  not god  tQ  whom  he  *did  not  sacri- 
fice. 

祠祀九 神 t。  worship  the 
Nine  Spirits. 

祀上帝  to  sacrifice  to  God. 

示 E 先人。 1 ■祀祖 tQ  sacrifice to  one’s  ancestors. 

五祀  the  five  sacrifices, —— in family  worship,  viz.  to  the  gods 

of  the  soil,  stove,  well,  front¬ 

door,  and  inner  dooss. 

春 秋享祀  in  spring  and 
autumn  (Confucius)  enjoys  the 

sacrifices, 一 made  to  his  manes. 

無砘 孤魂  a  friendless  spirit to  whom  nobody  sacrifices. 

望祀  sacrifices  to  hills  and streams, 一 because  made  from  a 
distance. 

/ff(J  典  religious  rites  or  observ¬ 
ances. 

备自裁 卜 財） 以祀 wh to  pay  for  his  own  sacrifice. 

十 有三祀  the  thirteenth 

year. 

元 祀  to  have  the  first  place  in 
the  sacrifices  (as  a  reward  of 

merit);  the  first  year  of  a  reign. 

160 
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10,287 
r .紙 

C.  tsz^ 
H.  ts^ 

F.  soiO- 
W.  Izz 

N.  zz 

M.  I 

A  plough-share；  a  plough. 

!See  耒 6847. 

ss°
 

Sz.  J 

U 

J.  ski、 dji 
二 "，三 

以我覃 耜  we  take  our 
sharp  plough-shares. 

三之 日于耜 &  the  dciys  ofj 
the  3rd  moon  they  take  their 
ploughs  in  hand. 

_  農作郝  ShSn  Nung  in- 
vented  ploughs. 

Rising  Lower 

Irregular. 

m 
10,288 

似 4
 10,289 

See  99 1 3. 

R •紙 
C. 三 "‘s 

H.  jz",  tsHz 

W.  N.  ̂ zz 
P.  j? 
M. 

sz3
 

Y. 

Sz. 

J.  shi、 dji 
A.  "V 私 

Rising 

Irregular. 

Like；  similar  to;  resem¬ 

bling；  to  seem.  To  con¬ 

tinue  by  inheritance.  Vul- 

jgarly  read  shih、 •  See  4617, 

|98i
9. 

j 相仞  alike ;  resembling. 丨似 形  resembling  in  form. 

仞非  apparently  not. 

似 是而非  appearing  to  be, 
but  not  really  so；  apparently 
right,  but  really  wrong. 

似 癖非療 in  a  half  crazy 
w.ay. 

似露〃 非露 (4w”  ambi- 
guously；  vaguely. 

there  would  probably  not 
be . 

無仞  incomparable. 

仞此  like  this；  thus. 

仞覺 合宜。 r 仞乎有 
理  it  seems  right  or  reasonable 
enough. 

似可照 議辦理 il:  seems 
that  action  may  be  taken  as 
agreed  upon. 

淸似水  clear  as  water. 

似不能 走  he  appears  unable 
to  walk. 

有勝 似我的 there  are 
others  who  excel  me. 

似這 等看來  judging  by these. 

i 反 似多了  on  the  contrary,  itj I  seemed  too  much. 

似
 ‘ 

10,289 

姒‘
 

10,290 

R •紙 

C. 

H.sz3 

F.  SOUr- W.  N.  ̂  

卟 

Sz.  1 

K.  sd 

J.  shi、dji
 

A.  //,  // 
Rising

 

Irregul
ar. 

四
-
 

W. 
N. 
P. 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 
K.  sd 

J.  ski 

A.  ti 
Sinking 

Upper. 

19,291 

R. 寘 

C.  sz 

H.« 
F.  soii^  su、 sd 

似可  might;  it  might  be  as  well to . 

似宜  perhaps  it  might  be  as welj . 

似有  there  seemed  to  be . 

似 奇似巧  strange  and  curi¬ ous. 

似 漆如膠  like  varnish  and similar  to  glue, — mutual  fond¬ 
ness  or  attraction. 

似 續姚祖 havins  entered into  the  inheritance  of  his  an¬ 
cestors. 

似 論不承  not  to  carry  on the  line  of  descent. 

An  elder  brother’s  wife； 
also  used  by  the  wives  of 
brothers  in  addressing  one 

another.  An  elder  sister. 

姒娣  wives  of  elder  and  younger 
brothers. 

太拟 the  wife 文王 Wen 
Wang,  and  mother  of 

Wu  Wang.  ^ 褒姒  the  favourite  consort  of 

幽王  Yu  Wang  of  the  Chou 
dynasty. 

Four. 

四個 four. 四四  four  times  four. 

第四  the  fourth. 初四  the  4th  day  of  the  mooiu 
四季。 r 四 時。 r 四舍 the four  seasons. 

四季菜  Artemisia  lactifiora、 Wall. 

四庫  the  four  divisions  of  the 
Imperial  Library  under  the  T‘ang dynasty,  夂經 ，史 ，子 ，集 

四書  the  Four  Books.  See 10,024. 

四聲  the  four  tones.  See  9883. 

四寶  the  four  jewels.  See  8720. 
四海 the  Four  Seas, 一 formerly 
supposed  to  enclose  the  Middle 
Kingdom.  See  3767. 

四周圍 on  all  sides;  in  all directions. 

&&tr 

四
‘
 

10,291 四下。 r 四 處。 r 四邊 tl 
four  quarters;  on  all  sides. 

四方  the  four  quarters;  a around ;  everywhere;  square.  S 

343S- 四 路無門  on  all  sides  witl 
out  entrance, 一 no  opening;  e 
resource. 

四起  to  rise  on  all  sides. 

背 文四出  the  reverse  (of 
coin)  is  divided  by  lines  into 

equal  parts.  See  2620. 

四角  four- cornered ;  rectal! 

gular. 

四直  square. 

四 面  the  four  sides  of  anythin! on  all  sides. 

四面 八方0 r 四遠 on 
sides. 

四 通八 達 communicati 
in  all  directions, — as  a  poi: 

where  many  roads  meet.  Ah 
used  figuratively. 

四 臣八宰 officers  of  ti 
Court. 

四 平八穩  firm;  substannaj 
on  a  satisfactory  basis. 

不三不 四的人 a  persc| of  no  consequence. 

四六 a  form  of  compositiojl the  sentences  in  which  consi 

of  4  and  6  characters,  alternatel 

四 六允難 #  it  is  very  difi| 
cult  to  compose  in  ssU  liu, 

茼 馬光以 不能四 7 

辭翰林  Ssti-ma  Kuang,  bj cause  he  could  not  compose 

ssU  !iu， resigned  the  Han-lin, 

四不像  the  Chinese  elaphuil {E lap  hums  davidianus).  TI term  has  been  explained  as  ( 

unlike  the  four  other  kinds  < 

deer,  and  (2)  unlike  in  foi 
particulars,  viz.  tail,  feet,  colou 
and  ears. 

四至  the  four  boundaries,  NJ S.  and  W.  Also,  well  mad 
as  things  which  fit  well. 

四眼人  a  person  with  foi| eyes, — a  pregnant  woman i3，I29. 

四天王  see  12,493. 他是望 四之人 ，沒 

老婆  he  is  getting  on  for  f( 
and  a  bachelor. 
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四
‘
 

10,291 

10,292 

寘 
:四 
Sinking 

Upper. 

10,293 

眞 
5 四 
Sinking 
V  aper. 

10.294 

寺
‘
 

10.295 

四川  the  province  ofSstich‘uan 
四柱  the  four  columns, 一 of  the 
八  viz.  the  four  sets  of 
two  characters  each,  for  year, 
moon,  day,  and  hour.  See  1 2,324. 

四  the  four  Grand  Secretaries: 
the  four  points  of  the  compass. 

四釐  the  breasts  of  a  woman. 

四 工大衣  see  6553. 

四仙掉  a  small  square  table. 

四堵  the  four  walls. 

四部洲  the  four  great  conti¬ 
nents, — of  Buddhism. 

四席 w 師爺 9909. 

四合  the  four  quarters. 

四葉茱  Mars  ilea  quadri folia、 L. 

Mucus.  Name  of  a  river 

in  Shantung. 

汹 涕橫流  streams  of  snivel 
ran  down  his  face, 一 from  weep¬ 
ing.  See  10,991. 

泗州  a  Department  in  Anhui; 
a  fancy  name  for  the  domain 
of  Buddha. 

洒水縣  a  District  in  Shantung. 

洒明  old  name  for  Ningpo. 

A  team  of  four  horses. 

不及舌  four  hofses  can¬ 
not  overtake  the  tongue, — as 
below. 

一 言旣出 ，.駟 馬難追 when  a  word  has  once  been 

spoken,  a  team  of  four  horses 
cannot  recall  it. 

結_ 連騎  a  large  mounted retinue. 

天翊  the  stars  (3  ̂   a* 
Scorpio. 

in 

See  9971. 

A  hall;  a  public  office； 

a  court.  A  Buddhist  mon¬ 

astery；  see  770  [sheng^).  A 
eunuch. 

五 寺  see  12,698. 

io,295 

W.  zz 

N.  zz 

PM.I 

Y. 
 \sz

 

Sz. ] 

K.  sa,  si 

h  dji 

A.  ti Sinking 

Lower. 

ts^z 

廁 10.297 

兕 ‘
 

10.298 

R .紙 

W.  Is% 

N.  ̂ zz 

wr 
10,296 

R •真職 

C.  S2,  ts^z 

H. 

F.  ch  'du 

W.i 

•rz3,  chH^ M.  ts‘z Y.  sz 

Sz.  sz 

K.  chH、 ch、ik [•  shi'  shiki、 
shoku 

A.  hsi Sinking 

Upper. 

寺  ̂   secretaries  in  the  above. 
Also,  a  secretary  in  the  various 

other  “Courts.**’ 

府寺  a  public  office. 
白馬寺  the  public  office,  then 
known  as  鴻 臚寺， allotted 
as  a  residence  to  Kashiapma- 

danga， circa  a,d.  67,  after  which 
the  word  ssU  was  commonly 
applied  to  Buddhist  monasteries. 
The  name  was  changed  in  honour 
of  the  white  horse  on  which  the 
sacred  books  had  been  carried 

from  India  to  China.  See  Biog. Diet.  971. 

寺門。 r 和尙寺 a  Bud- dhist  monastery.  The  first  also = Buddhism. 

入寺  to  become  a  Buddhist 
priest  or  nun. 

禮拜寺 a  mosque. 
遊寺  to  visit  temples. 
走 和尙走 不了寺 & 

priest  may  run  away  but  not  the 

temple, 一 there  is  ample  security 
(e.g.  for  the  debt). 

寺人。 r 宦寺  eunuchs. 

婦寺  women  and  eunuchs, — can teach  us  nothing  good. 

A  privy  ；  a  night-stool. A  narrow  channel  for  a 

mountain  torrent.  Order  ； 

series ；  to  put  in  a  row；  to 
insert. 

茅厠 中厠 ot 厠 坑 

厠所 w 東厠  a  privy. 
倒厠  to  clean  out  a  privy. 

上厠。 r 如厠  to  go  to  stool,  j 

踞厠視 之  t0  ldl  on  thebed - side  and  receive, — as  an  Em¬ 
peror  of  the  Han  dynasty  did 

t。 one 衛靑  Wei  Ch‘ing. 

Same  as  10,296. 

•  A  bovine  animal,  figured 

as  a  buffalo  with  one  horn, 
known  as  the  兒 牛. 

other  name  for  the 眉 4128  ； 

see  8346  for  its  confusion 
with  the  rhinoceros. 

兕4
 

10,298 

See 
飼 

K.  j/,  sa 

A. &hui 

Rising  Lower. 

w 

10,299 

R .真 

See 易 

Sinking 

Lower. 

肆 
4 

10,3。0 

R. 寘 

See 四 

Sinking 

Upper. 

善 攝生者 ，陸行 不遇 

兕虎  he  who  knows  how  to take  care  of  his  life,  when  tra¬ 

velling  by  road  never  meets 
buffaloes  or  tigers. 

兒無所 投其角 (c°nse- quently,)  the  buffalo  has  nowhere to  insert  its  horn. 

5 &就  a  cup  of  buffalo  horn. 

To  dig  a  grave.  Also 
read 

三日 而雖 ，三 月而葬 
on  the  3rd  day  dig  the  grave, 

and  bury  in  the  3rd  moon. 

An  introductory  particle  ； 

thus；  therefore  ；  and  so  ； 

thereon.  To  let  go>  To 

be  at  ease；  to  take  heart 

To  be  reckless.  To  set 

forth；  to  display.  Greatly 

Used  in  accounts,  etc.  for 

四  io,29i.  [To  be  distin¬ guished  from  肆 5  5  40.  ]  See 

12,085， 13,052. 

肆予以 爾衆士  therefore 
I  have  assembled  you  soldiers. 

肆赦  to  let  off  punishment;  to 

pardon. 

讀哉  take  heart ! 肆 虑  reckless  and  oppressive. 

肆陳  to  set  forth;  to  arrange. 
相  hsiang、 予  ̂   jjf^they  assist 
me  in  setting  forth  the  sacrifice. 

肆 筵設席  to  prepare  a  ban¬ 

quet. 

肆德  to  display  virtue. 
肄念  to  deeply  reflect  unt)n 

肆伐大 商  he  smote  the  gre^t 
Shang  “hip,  and  thigh.’’ 

肆伸  to  stretch  out. 放 肆- •恣 肆。 r 縱肆 t。 behave  in  a  disorderly  way. 

胃  recklessly;  unscrupulously. 

肆 行無忌  to  outrage  all  pro¬ priety；  to  fear  neither  God  nor man. 

肆 口大禺  •to  abuse-  in  out¬ 
rageous  language. 
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肄 
4 io,3oo 

球 
10.301 

肆 
10.302 

賜 

M 
1。，3。4 

R •齊 

see 西 

A.  (e 

Even  Upper. 

w 
10,305 R. 支 

See 旬 

A.  ti 

Even  Upper. 

one  care- 無一 字肆筆 n。1 
lessly-written  character  in  it. 

肆知。 r 肆椋 t。 rob;  t。 
plunder. 

_ 諸市朝  {c/i^ao1)  to  expose 
a  corpse  in  the  market-place  and 
in  the  Court, — as  a  degradation. 

市肆  a  market-place. 

酒肄  a  wine-shop. 

閉 肆下簾 to  shut  up  shop 
and  let  down  the  blind, 一 as 

嚴君平  Yen  Chiin-p‘ing， the 
seer,  did  when  he  had  made 
enough  for  his  daily  wants. 

凶肆 a  gaol. 

Same  as  10,299. 

Same  as  10,300. 

See  12,416. 

Broken  rice  which  re¬ 
mains  in  the  mortar  after 

the  husking.  Also  read  hsi'. 

An  amphibious  beast, 

called  委厭，  resembling  a 

tiger  and  having  one  horn. 

綿庶  an  old  name  for  汶川 

縣  the  District  of  Min-ch‘uan 
in  Sstich‘uan. 

Read  ckai\  Uneven; 

rugged. 
Read  P. 

m 
10,306 R. 支 

See 句 

A.  //， /? 

Even  Upper. 

盧 W 既 a  District  in  Shansi, 
under  the  Han  dynasty. 

The  wild  peach  (Prunus 

Davidiana、 Franchet). 

厶1
 

1。，3。7 
R •支有 See 私 

and 

Even  and 
Rising  Upper 

and  Lower. 

w 

10,308 

R. 支 

F.  v.  sai 

W. 
N. 
P. 

Private  ；  selfish；  used  with 

10,308.  Used  for 某 803 1; 

afso  as  the  sign  of  a  blank 

to  be  filled  up.  Radical  28. 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 

K.sd 

J.  shi 

k.fi、ti 

Even  Upper. 

Private；  personal •’  selfish; 
partial  \  unfair；  as  opposed 

to 官 6341  and  公 6568. 

Clandestine；  secret；  under¬ 
hand  ； illicit  ；  especially  used 
of  bribery  and  smuggling. 

A  sister’s  husband,  used  by 
another  sister.  See  3366. 

hsien、  必狻私  public 

business  first  and  private  affairs 
afterwards. 

家私  private  property. 
我枉有 家私， 無個狻 
人  it  is  of  no  avail  that  I  have 
property,  having  no  heir. 

私宅  the  private  residence  of an  official. 

^  I  private  affa
irs. 

私書  private  correspondence. 

私訪  to  make  private  enquiries 

私倩  private  debts. 
私衷  my  private  opinion;  my humble  opinion. 

非一人 之私言 it  k  not the  mere  opinion  of  an  individual. 

私 欲存心 ，作 事不成 
with  a  purely  selfish  aim  you 
will  never  accomplish  anything. 

^  selfish;  partial. 

難 道沒有 個私尤 、af course  he  has  some  private  in¬ 
terest  to  servo. 

日 月無 私照 the  sun  W moon  do  not  shine  privately, — 

on  any  favoured  individual. 

天道 本無私 the  Ta。 of 
God  is  the  same  for  all  men. 

以 私干人 ，生 平所不 

爲也  I  do  not  avail  myself  of my  friendship  with  people  to  get 
their  assistance. 

- a 

10,308 耳 並私謀  to  put  heads  t| 
gether  and  plot. 

有 生之初 ，人 各自禾 

也  in  early  life,  all  persons  a: 
selfish. 

私自  privately  ；  clandestinely, 

私自 藏匿 tC)  fraudulent 
conceal. 

私 自過卡 t。 pass  a  barri 
clandestinely. 

來地。 r 私下  {see  Mow) 

私下裏  in  secret；  in  prival 
相  privately ;  between  thei 

selves. 

時常 在外面 私行。 i 
went  about  outside  (the  palac 

incognito.  See  below. 

私通。 1 ■來奔  illicit  int(j course  of  the  sexes. 

私通別 國 intreache  rous  c<j 
lusion  with  another  State. 

私 情  private  feelings,  as  oppos to  those  based  upon  public  cc 

siderations  only.  Also,  illi< 
love. 

私同  in  collusion. 私合  illicit  intercourse  of  tj sexes.  Also,  to  make  up  a  quar 

privately,  out  of  court. 

私孩  an  illegitimate  child. 

私話  private  or  secret  talk, 

私爐  a  secret  mint. 私鑄  to  secretly  coin  cash. 
1736. 

私銷 t。  dispose  of  withoutl 
license. 

私悃 - 私枕  inmost  or  sj 
cere  feelings. 

今得 光降， 大慰仲 3 

之私  your  visit  of  to-day  1 greatly  soothed  my -feelings 

longing. 

私衙  the  private  rooms  ic 

yam/n. 

i  徵稅働 to  levy unauth 

ised  taxes. 

私受  to  secretly  receive. 
私帶  to  carry  clandestinely  ;| smuggle. 

走  ̂  or  私販  to  smuggle 
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m 
10,308 

TO 
0,309 

t 灰 
抬荅 

Sven 

egular. 

》,3!o 

I 你爲 何 私走下 方 what 
do  you  mean  by  going  down  to 

i  earth  without  leave? 

鹽越禁 越好賣 the 
i  stricter  the  prohibition  against 
!  smuggling  salt,  the  better  the 
j  article  sells. 

本 運進口  to  smuggle  into 
!  a  port. 

辑私 t。  catch  smugglers ;  sec\ 
I  I09i， i3,S29 - 

私行  privately ;  illicitly.  See 
!  above. 

私行 下芦。 r 私 下㈨ 
above、 to  ship  goods  without  a 

I  permit. 

!  i 行起 動。 r 私起  to  land 
I  goods  without  a  permit. 

i 私 行互撥  to  tranship  with- 
j .  out  authority. 

私 赴別口  to  proceed  secret¬ 
ly  to  another  port. 、 

私逃  to  abscond. 
bribery  and  corruption. 

無私 啤有弊  if  there  is  not 
pne  kind  of  corruption,  there 

j  is  another. 

1_金 以私之 took  money 
in  his  sleeve,  to  bribe  with. 

夫 子之 賤私1  am  the 
humble  official  servant  of  a  mi¬ 
nister. 

譚 公維私  the  ruler  of  T‘an 
was  her  brother-in-law. 

The  handle  of  a  sickle.  | 

The  share  of  a  plough. 

Read  H  Used  fbr| 

10,581. 

Same  as  10,309. 

w io,3r3 

R. 沃 

C.  tsuk 
H.  siuk 

F.  suk W.  zuo^juo^ 

yuo 

N.  dzoh^  djoh 

P.  Ssu^  ihsu 
M.  su,  sou 

Y.  suk 
Sz.  jw,  siu 

K.  suk 

J.  zoku、 shoku 
A.  (uk Entering 

Lower. 

Same  as  10,257. 

寒 4  Small；  minute.  Wanting] 果 2  in  sincerity. 

專試 

•gUpper. 

救傢 莫 若以忠 aga*nst 
insincerity  there  is  no  better  safe-| 
guard  than  loyalty. 

SXJ. 

Common  ；  vulgar  ；  ple¬ 

beian  ； unrefined;  common- 

place ;  of  or  belonging  to 
the  world;  lay;  popular, 

as  opp.  to  雅  classical.  See 
924， ii，375- 

俗話  common  talk;  the  vulgar 
tongue  ；  colloquial,  as  opposed 

to 文話 &  book  language 

俗語  a  common  saying；  a  pro verb. 

俗傳  vulgar  tradition. 
俗謂  there  is  a  common  say¬ 
ing ... . 

俗人。 r 俗子  a  human  being； a  common  or  vulgar  person；  a  I 
layman. 

俗事  commonplace  affairs 
worldly  matters. 

不憤 於俗物  notaccustom-l ed  to  the  business  of  every-day  I 

life.  
1 

俗物 不姨目 unrefined things  do  not  please  the  eye. 

俗字 眼  vulgar  or  unauthorised 
words, —  t.e.  not  classical. 

俗寃字 it  (“• 寃） is.  the vulgar  form  of  寃. 

箇 俗作個 如㈣11 竹） is: 
commonly  written  ko  (with  人). 

俗套  conventional.  See  10,83 9 ‘ 

雅 俗 共賞 for  the  amuse¬ ment  both  of  refined  and  ordi-| 

nary  persons. 

不俗  not  commonplace, — - of 
person’s  talk  or  facial  appear¬ 
ance. 

主意 太俗了  the  idea  is  too commonplace. 

違俗  unconventional. 

俗氣  comm  onplace ;  conven¬ tional  ; annoyance ;  nuisance. 

多 .駭 流 .命  always  shocking public  prejudices. 

有員 俗之累  to  suffer  from offending  popular  prejudices. 

以 鉑流俗  in  order  to  make a  joke  of  conventionalities. 

俗
 2 

io,3i3 

m 

io,3r4 

R •虞 

W.  V. 

See_ 

Even  Upper. 

少 脫俗格  somewhat  free! 
from  conventionality  in  his  style.  | 

未 能免俗 ，聊 復爾耳 
unable  to  escape  from  the  con-1 
ventional,  he  complied  with  it | 
to  some  extent. 

士俗 不可醫 if  a  man 
commonplace,  he  cannot  be  j 
cured,  —  there  is  no  hope  for| 

him. 

俗陋。 1 ■鄙俗  plebeian  ；  vul¬ 

gar. 

風 俗。1 ■土  俗  customs;  usages. 
See  3554,  9733 - 

世俗  the  manners  of  the  times.] 

習 俗移人  customs  change  I 

people. 政俗  methods  of  government. 

塵 俗  the  world;  worldly, — from| 
the  Buddhist  point  of  view. 

脫 離塵俗 original,  not  com- 1 monplace, — of  a  poet. 

還俗  to  return  to  the  world, - 
of  a  priest  who  becomes  a  lay- 1 man  again. 

俗 家姓名  the  lay  name  and  J surname  of  a  priest. 

不 僧不俗  neither  priest  nor| layman, — nondescript. 

俗厭  disgusting；  low. 

俗呼 ordinarily  called. 

俗呼爲  popularly  known  | as. 

Curd  ；  cheese.  Crisp.  Seel 

9277,  12,099. 

酥油  butter. 
牛奶酥  cheese. 
穌酸  koumiss.  S^e  5691. 

酥胸  a  milk-white  bosom. 

酥 脆花生 crisp-baked  I 
ground  nuts. 

酥菓子  short-cake. 
手 酥脚軟  hands  and  feet  I quite  limp  or  powerless.  Sfe[ 
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穌1
 io,3i5 R. 虞 

See 蘇 
Even  Upper. 

To  collect;  to  gather 

To  cease;  to  rest.  To  re¬ 
vive.  Used  with  10,320. 

穌輭  without  energy ;  limp ; 
apathetic.  See  10,314. 

復穌  to  revive;  to  come  back 
to  life. 

穌醒 01 ■穌轉 t0  wake,  as  from 
1  drunken  sleep;  to  recover  con- 

io,3n R •虞 
See 蘇 

Even  Upper. 

10,318 
R. 

See 蘇 

Even  Upper. 

sciousness. 

穌醒 過來了  he  has.regain- ed  consciousness. 

民 困獲穌  the  impoverished 
people  have  been  restored  to 

prosperity, — as  by  the  bounty 
of  the  Emperor,  etc. 

后來 其穌。 ur  Prince  is 
come,  and  we  revive. 

耶穌 西國言 救世生 

也  Jesus  is  said  by  western 
nations  to  save  mankind  to  life. 

A  convent；  a  nunnery. 

To  feel  or  rub  with  the 

hand. 

蘇1
 

10,320 

R •虞 

C.  sou 

H.sz 

F.  su 
W.jw 

N.  su 

P. 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 

K.  so so 

A.  ton 
Even  Upper. 

m 

Sapan  wood,  known  as 

樞方 （or 枯） 木. See 
10,320. 

i 處 

s- 蘇 

Even  Upper. 

Rotting  of  the  bones 
caries. 

A  species  of  thyme；  to 

gather  grass.  To  revive; 
to  come  to  life  again. 

Plentiful ;  cheerful.  Soo- 
chow.  Used  for  10,315. 

樵蘇  woodcutters  and  grass- 
gatherers. 

蘇子 蘇麻  Per  ilia  ocymoi- 
deSj  L. 

蘇子油  oil  made  from  the above. 

紫  Per  ilia  nankinensis,  Dene. 

蘇合油 (ot 香)  rose  m aloes or  liquid  storax,  derived  from 
Liquidambar  orientalis.  Mill. 

猶棄 蘇之九 取蛣蜣 

之轉  like  rejecting  a  rose  ma- 
loes  pill  for  a  dung-beetle’s  ball. 

木  sapan  or  sappan  wood,  a 
product  of  CcBsaipinia  sappati^  L. 

落蘇  the  egg-plant  (Solanum 
jnelongena,  L.). 

水蘇  Stachys  aspera,  Michx. 

勃 然乃蘇  he  suddenly  came to  life  again. 

以 蘇民困  in  order  to  relieve the  distress  of  the  people. 

震蘇蘇 in  a  state  Qf  alarm- 

姑蘇 Soochow- 蘇杭  Soochow  and  Hangchow, — the  first  celebrated  for  its 
beautiful  women  and  the  second 
for  its  scenery. 

蘇相  the  Soochow  type  of  face, 一 considered  the  most  beautiful 
in  China. 

蘇州人 會調謊  Soochow men  are  big  liars. 

蘇州索  Soochow  twine. 
蘇州字 瑪字） w  7你 and  Tables  Via. 

蘇松太 the  circuit  of 蘇州 府 Su-chou  Fu， 松江府 
Sung-chiang  Fu,  and  太滄 

州  T‘ai-ts‘ang  Chou,  under  the 
jurisdiction  of  the  Shanghai  Tao 

t‘ai. 

半 蘇半廣  half  Soochow  and half  Canton, 一 referring  to  the 
weight  of  the  tael  of  silver,  which 

is  light  at  the  former  place  and 

heavy  at  the  latter. 、 ，、 

蘇1
 

10,320 

m 
10,321 

R •魚御 

C.  sho H.  so 
F.  su^  so^  sad 

',1 

W. 抑 

N.  su 

P. 

M 

Y. 

Sz K.  so 

J.  so、 sho 
A.  so 

i.) shu、 : 

蘇祿  the  Sulu  archipelago. 

^ 門答剌  Sumatra. 

蘇勒坦  an  imitation  of  *'； 

tan.” 

阿克蘇  an  imitation  of 
Turkish  “Aksu”  which  me 
“white  water,”  a  city  in  Chic 
Turkestan. 

蘇拉  unattached, — as  a  Bam| man  not  enrolled  under  any  I 

ner.  From  the  Manchu  sui 

蘇 蕙織進 I 文 Su  Huiw< 

ed  a  palindrome  {see  5173 

and  sent  it  to  her  absent  husb 

as  a  hint  to 回  come  hi 

Used  of  separation  of  man 
couples. 

流蘇 tassels - 蘇民州  a  name  given  to  Ai 
while  occupied  by  KoxiNGi 
1648. 

蘇魯支  Zoroaster.  See  4A 
Distant,  in  time,  sj 

or  relationship；  to  sepa 

Lax；  remiss；  care: 

Coarse.  To  spread  ou 
distribute. 

Even  and 

Sinking 

Upper. 

未 有疏於 啤時者 
there  never  was  a  time  farthei 

moved  than  the  present  froir 

以 忤 首見疏 t。 bee 
estranged  in  consequence 
running  counter  to  his  (1 Ts‘ao’s)  will. 

^  to  become  more  estran 

疏索 ̂ 疏淡 di_ tranged;  on  cool  terms. 

疏踰戚  strangers  pass  ove 
heads  of  relatives. 

無他， 疏之也 
reason  but  that  he  is  not  a 

tive. 

^  distant, 一 as  relatives. 

親疏  near  and  distant  relat 

S^e  2081. 

疏親  to  treat  relatives  dista 

疏潤  separated ;  far  apart, 

疏門 few  and  far  apart. 

疏慢  covetous ;  greedy. 
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w 
10,321 

疏銷 t。  dispose  of;  to  carry  to 
other  places  and  sell. 

疏鑿 t。  cut  through, 一 e.g,  a 
mountain. 

疏濬  to  clear  out;  to  dredge. 

疏 通舊河  to  clear  out  an  old 
river. 

疏 財仗義  give  generously 
in  charity  and  to  be  devoted  to 

duty.  See  5454,  6135. 

疏林  a  thinly-grown  grove  of| 
trees. 

疏忽。 r 琴 失。1 ■疏牽 careless;  remiss. 

簡而 不疏  few  (brush-strokes) 
but  no  careless  ones, — of  an  im¬ 
pressionist  picture. 

疏縱。 r 疏放。 ■•疏 脫 lax; laisscr  aller. 

以 致生疏  so  as  to  get  out  of  | 
practice. 

疏懶 w 疏懈  idle;  careless;| 
remiss;  rude. 

頗 多疏外  there  are  s  good 
many  loose,  or  unreliable, — 
remarks  in  this  book. 

飯 /〜s 疏食 ^ 飲水 
with  coarse  rice  to  eat  and  water 
to  drink. 

中 原不是 無麟鳳 ，自 

是皇家 結網疏 itisn<jt 
that  there  are  no  chH-lins  or 

phoenixes  in  China,  but  that  they 

are  all  caught  in  the  nets  of  the 
Imperial  family. 

齊诚1 疏之服 the  mourn- 
ing  ga  rment  of  coarse  cloth 

with  its  even-cut  edges. 

疏勒  a  name  for  Kashgar  under 
the  Han  dynasty. 

Read  shu^  or  su41.  To 

set  forth;  to  explain,  as  a 

running  commentary  •， see 
2537 - 

疏請  to  pray  the  Throne  to . 

上 疏以諫  to  address  a  re¬ 
monstrance  co  the  Emperor. 

疏頭。 r 魂紙  a  prayer  or 
promise  written  on  yellow  paper, 
read  aloud,  and  burnt  to  the 

gods. 

孔 類達疏  additional  running 
commentary  by  Kung  Ying-ta. 

10,322 

R ■魚 

See 疏 

Even  Upper. 

10.323 

束 10.324 

10.325 

R •沃 

See 速 

Entering 

Upper. 

tr 
10.326 

r •沃屋 ^ 才束 

A.  hsuk Entering 

Upper. 

10.327 r 允虚 
See 搜 

Entering 

Upper. 

疎 
10.328 

Vegetable  food.  5^5234. 

蔬菜  vegetables. 類  to  live  on  lenten  fare. 

蔬水卽 屬家常  vegeta¬ bles  and  water  his  daily  fare. 

文帝知 察蔬菲  the  Em¬ peror  Wen  Ti  knew  that  [Yao] 

Ch‘a  was  a  vegetarian. 

嘉蔬  sacrificial  rice. 

崴壤有 餘蔬而 — 3 秦 
妹  rats  feasted  off  your  leavings 
while  you  turned  your  sister  out 

of  doors, — a  reproach  addressed 
to  Lao  Tzil. 

蔬菓  vegetables  and  fruits. 

Same  as  10,315 

See  10,031. 

To  shake  the  head  in 

doubt. 

A  kind  of  birch-tree,  with 

a  thick  red  bark,  probably 

a  species  of  Betula. 

Name  of  a  river  in  Shansi. 

Read  sou4.  Used  with 
10,247. 

Same  as  10,321. 

m 

10,329 

R. 屋 

C.  suk 
H.  suk 

F.  souk 

W.  shu 
N.  soh 

P.  su° 

M.  su 

Y.  suk 

Sz.  su K.  sok 

J.  soku 

A.  touk 

Entering 

Upper. 

速 io,33° 

R •屋 

C.  ts、uk 
H.  suk 

F.  souk 
W.  su 

N.  soh 
P.  Ssu 

M.  su 
Y,  suk 

Sz.  su 
K.  sok 

J.  soku 

A.  touk 

Entering 

Upper. 

To  tremble  with  fear. 

吾不忍 其觳觫  I  cannot 
bear  its  frightened  appearance, — 
of  an  ox  being  led  to  sacrifice, 

Quickly ；  in  a  hurry；  to 

urge  on；  to  invite. 

火速。 r 疾速。 r 起速 
with  the  utmost  speed. 

速 爲辦理  to  transact  with despatch. 

速飭  to  give  immediate  instruc¬ 
tions. 

速  t0  rush  to  law. 

速議 批 4279. 

速 議具奏  to  speedily  delib¬ 
erate  (as  above)  and  report  to 
the  Throne. 

速成  to  finish  quickly. 

Y  要忙速  don’t  be  in  too 
great  a  hurry. 

速者 一年久 者二年 
in  a  year  or  perhaps  in  two, — it  will  happen. 

速 達  rapidity  and  freedom, — e.g,  of  communication. 

欲速不 達 if  you  do  it quickly,  you  will  not  do  it  tho¬ 
roughly. 

速 率  the  speed,  —  e.g.  of  a steamer. 

速客函 （- ■牒)  an  invitation 
to  dinner. 

速玉 恭速  to  hasten  the jade, — steps  of  a  guest ;  a  second 
invitation  =  to  remind. 

不 速之客  an  uninvited 

guest. 何以 速我獄 hw  is  k  yQu have  urged  me  to  this  trial  ? — 
for  breach  of  promise. 

速香  a  fragrant  wood  from Cambodia,  used  for  making  in¬ cense. 
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10,331 R. 屋 

H.  ts^uk 
Y.  csung 
See 速 

、 tenng 

Upper. 

嗽 
io,332 

楸 
io,333 

R. 屋 

H.  Lsung See 速 
Entering 

Upper. 

m 
10,334 

io,33S R •屋 
W.  so.  sa 

See 速 

Entefing 

Upper. 

10,336 

K •有屋 
See 速 

K.  su、 sok 

Rising  and 
Entering 

Upper. 

M 

4? 

io,337 
R •屋 

See  速， 
A.  tuk、 touk 

Entering 

Upper. 

A  pot  of  boiled  rice 

鼎足析 ，覆 矣觫 when 
a  foot  of  the  tripod  is  broken, 

the  master’s  rice  is  spilt.  Used 
figuratively. 

mn  to  spill  the  rice, — to  make 
a  mess  of  an  undertaking. 

See  10,246. 

Name  of  a  tree. 

樸楸  a  small  tree.  Used  as  a 
modest  expression  of  one’s  own 
incompetence 

Same  as  10,246. 

A  sieves  Luxuriant  and 

dense  of  vegetation. 

簌蔌 的眼淚  tears  running 
in  streams. 

風 動落花 紅簌蔌 the 
breeze  sets  the  flowers  falling 

and  carpets  the  ground  with  red. 

Culinary  vegetables. 

其 蔌維何  what  were  the 
vegetables  ? 

敕敕  mean ;  abject.  Also,  the 
appearance  of  things  in  a  bluster¬ 
ing  wind. 

Active;  nimble ；  on  the 
alert. 

疾 quick;  nimble. 

輕 利剽邀 light  and  active 
in  movement. 

邀逖 不得止  ceaselessly. 

宿
 4 

io,338 

R •屋宥 

C.  suk 

H.  sink 

F.  s'd  'uky  seu3 W.  siu^  shu^ 

hsiio) 

N.  soh、 siu° 

P.  Ssu、 

chsu^  chsiu、 

hsiv〒 

M.  su,  hsiu^ 

hsiu^ 

Y.  suk、 hsiu^ 

Sz.  su,  hsiu^ 

hsit^ 
K.  suk'su 

J. shoku、  sho 
A.  tuk 
Entering  and Sinking 

Irregular. 

A  halting-place；  to  lodge 

for  the  night.  Kept  over¬ 

night  ； stale ；  old-,  used  with 
威  10,360.  See  9793, 
13, 737 - 

住宿。 1 ■歇宿 tG  Pass  the 
night, — as  at  an  inn. 

信宿。 r 宿宿。 r 再宿 t。 
lodge  for  two  consecutive  nights. 

宿舍  a  sleeping-place ;  a  bed- 
loom. 

露宿  to  sleep  in  the  open  air. 

宿露  the  dew  of  the  morning. 

留宿  to  keep  a  person  for  the night. 

不 得宿客 I  can’t  take  in strangers  for  the  night. 

求 宿。 r 借 宿。 r 尋宿 
(hsin2  hsiux)  to  ask  for  a  night’s lodging. 

一 宿兩餐 a  night’s  lodging 
and  two  meals, — are  given  at 
Buddhist  monasteries  to  travel¬ 

ling  priests. 

子路 無宿諾  Tzti  Lu  never slept  over  a  promise. 

月匈 無宿物 could  not  keep  a secret. 

宿怨。 r  宿 .嫌  a  grudge  owed from  a  previous  life;  an  here¬ 
ditary  hatred;  an  old  grudge. 

不宿怨  not  to,  sleep  over  one’s anger. 

宿 恨未除  the  old  enmity  is not  appeased. 

正 中宿恨  he  was  just  then feeling  particularly- sore, •一 over 
some  injustice. 

宿昔 a 宿  日  formerly;  in old  days. 

宿有  had  formerly  •… 
宿  predestined  retribution. 

宿肉  flesh  kept  overnight. 

隔夜 飯係宿  cooked  rice kept  overnight  turns  sour. 

隔宿  stale ;  mouldy. 
宿貨  musty  goods ;  old  stock. 

宿儒  a  musty  old  scholar. 

宿  a.  veteran  general, 
to  compose  beforehand,  i.e. 

not  impromptu. 

宿 

蓿*
 

io,339 

R •屋 

C.  suk、 ts^uk W.  hsiu 

See 宿 

Entering 

Upper. 

*4* 

Entering 

Upper. 

i 令宿 搆序文 
bade  h 

compose  a  preface  in  advan 

值? ̂   or  宿衞  tobeonni; duty  in  the  palace. 

io,34o 

R. 沃 

C.  suk 
H.  sink 
F.  souk 

W.  hsiio、 hsiu 

N.  s oh 

P.  Ssu 

1^1.  su、 hsiu 

Y.  suk 
Sz.  hsiu 
K.  sok 

J.  soku、 shoku A.  tuk 

宿 田 翁  Gymnothrix  japoni 
Kth. 

宿恭  grass  on  graves ;  name a  plant  in  the  Li  Sao. 

Read  /zsius.  A  night 

整 宿的睡 覺1 31邮 
whole  night  through. 

Read  hsu1.  A  const 
lation. 

二十 八宿。 r 星宿 
twenty-eight  zodiacal  conste] tions.  See  Tables  Vb. 

Lucern.  See  8081. 

Rice,  in  the  husk;  gra' 

maize  or  Indian  corn;  mill 

[To  be  distinguished  frc 

栗 6973-] 

雖有 數斗玉 ，不如 • 

斗粟  many  pecks  of  jade 
not  worth  one  of  corn. 

令君馬 肥麥與 粟™ 
your  horse  fat  on  wheat  2 
maize. 

粟米  Indian  corn  (Zeti  mays， 

粟  粉  Indian  corn  meal 
”  sed  for  oatmeal 

— •包粟  an  ear  of  Indian  cc 

藏 世界於 一粟 t。 h the  world  in  a  grain  of  rail 

雨乘神 哭之怪 si strange  phenomena  as  rain millet  and  spirits  wailing. 

13,623. 

六粟 爲一圭  six  grains! 
millet  make  a  pinch. 

輸粟  to  pay  taxes  in  kind 
^  粟  seeds  of  Osmanth

us  j 
gransy  Lour. 
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w 

10,340 

nr 
10,341 

沃 

嘌 
Entering 
Upper. 

*4? 

10.342 

沃 

粟 
Entering 
Upper. 

nm 

10.343 

mk 

shu、 hsiu 

蓿 
Entering 
Upper. 

金粟柱  a  baton,  shaped  like 
an  ear  of  Indian  corn,  and  used 
as  a  kind  of  plectrum  for  the 

;see  j ii.  Another  expl.  says 

所以 繫絃也 _  for  fas 
tening  the  strings  of  the  cheng. 

鈉 粟掃職  to  buy  official 
rank. 

爲 _4 子納粟  he  purchased rank  for  his  son. 

粟殼 心  husk  in  which  opium 
is  wrapped.  See  13,315. 

脫粟  husked  but  not  pounded 
grain, 一 frugal  fare. 

著 以粟文  inscribed  it  with 
characters  in  the  su  style, — a  fine 
stroke  variety  of  the  seal  cha¬ 
racter. 

粟布  rule  of  three ;  proportion 

足冰肌 粟  feet  cold  as  ice  and 
flesh  shivering. 

粟粟  wrinkled ；  shrivelled;  the 
feeling  of  “goose-skin.” 

To  mince. 

To  play  the  sycophant; 

to  be  a  toady. 

Respectful  ；  reverential 

awful;,  majestic;  see  8910 
The  province  of  Ransuh 

see  5832. 

粛敬  respectful. 

粛啟者  I  have  the  honour  to 
state. 

肅 面 to  respectfully  write  a  note 

肅單  to  write  a  paper  or  list. 

肅此  this  respectfully. 

粛復  to  respectfully  reply. 

肅泐  to  respectfully  indite. 

io,343 

撺 io,344 

R. 屋 

See 庸 

Entering 

Upper. 

I 必 

!^34S 

屋 

See Entering 

Upper. 

10,346 

R •屋 

See 肅 Entering 

Upper. 

: is  ma- 

嚴肅。 r 厲篤  majestic;  aw 
ful;  severe-looking. 

肅  _  grave;  reverent;  severe, 
as  cold,  or  as  an  officer;  care 

fully  adjusted;  the  whirring  sound 
of  flying  geese;  swiftly. 

至 陰肅肅  in  i, jestically  passive. 

其 音淸肅  e  was clear  and  impressive. 

一 律肅淸  district was  tranquillised. 

境內肅 然  Peace  reigned  in his  district. 

肅靜  quiet;  peaceful. 

端肅  sedate. 
肅衣  the  dress. 

粛 客而入  lly  lead ing  the  way  for  his  guest,  they 
entered. 

肅嫂坐  his  sister-in law  to  be  seated. 

肅立 to  ill， with  the 
arms  hanging  down  and  the  head 

slightly  advanced, 一 in  deference 
to  a  superior. 

肅毅伯  3rd  order  of! 
nobility  with  the  title  Su-i 

肅州  a  city  in  Kansuh 

肅愼  me  of  the Tungusic  ancestors  of  the  Man- 
chus. 

To  strike；  to  pound. 

The  sound  of  a  flock  of 
birds  flying. 

Name  of  a  famous  horse, 
called 驄 馬霜. 

鷓 

10.347 

R .屋 

See 肅 

Entering 

Upper. 

w 10.348 

R •遇 

H.  sz 

W. 切, 

See 

, sit 

塑 
Sinking 

Upper. 

The  turquoise  kingfisher, known  as  鷓爽 I. 

The  original  constitution 

of  anything；  matter.  White 

plain  ;  unadorned  ；  simple 

empty  ；  pure  {see  4098) 
Heretofore；  usually ；  as  a 

general  rule  ；  commonly. 
See  1 3,768. 

象之眞 f  I 之素 the  essen 
tial  of  form  is  matter.  Sec  9819 

[素 equals 本質 .] 

素幡  the  white  flag;  see  3385 

素絲  white  silk. 素 鈔  white  or  plain  crape. 

素白布  white  shirtings. 
素色布  dyed  plain  shirtings. 

素紅布  Turkey-red  cloth. 

素剪滅 velvets. 
素 褚  white  paper. 

素  white  hair. 
縞 素衣裳 plain  white 

clothes.  See  5935. 

素服  white  clothes ;  mourn¬ ing.  See  4334. 

穿素  to  wear  mourning. 

遇有 吉素事  on  occasions of  joy  or  mourning. 

I  素  simply  dressed. 素面  a  face  free  from  paint  and 

powder. 樸素  simple, 一 as  a  guileless man,  as  plain  clothes,  manners 
and  customs,  etc. 

子有辦 綺勿忘 素 when 
dressed  in  brocades  and  silks, 

do  not  forget  your  plain-clothes’ 
days.  See  4574. 

素 培 C  者  I,  the  mourner,  beg  to state, 一 a  phrase  at  the  begin¬ 
ning  of  a  letter  by  a  mourner. 

素娥  a  name  for  the  moon. 
素手 a  white  hand;  empty- 
handed. 

161 
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i 娥娥紅 粉粧， 織織出 

素手  from  her  lovely  toilette 
she  puts  forth  a  delicate  white 
hand. 

葷素  meat  food  <x^d  vegetable food. 

素酒  non-alcoholic  wine,  such 
as  may  be  drunk  by  teetotalers. 

寒 素家風  a  frugal  and  simple 
style  of  living. 

寒素之 家  a  needy  family. 

食 素  to  be  a  vegetarian  ；  to  fast. 

素食。 ■•素 餐  to  eat  the  bread 
of  idleness;  to  be  a  mere  con¬ 
sumer,  as  opposed  to  a  producer. 

素 王 加  throneless  king, — Con¬ 
fucius,  referring  to  his  moral 

sway  over  mankind.  See  12,997. 

素 i  m 平 素。 r 素日 
w 素昔  usually;  habitually ; 

generally. 

素來。 1 ■素本 originally  j 
hitherto ;  heretofore. 

素稱  notorious. 

素硷。 r 素識  well  acquainted 
with. 

素 不相識 we  are  not  a<> 
quainted. 

素諳  has  long  known. 

素 聞  have  always  heard. 

知 之有素  I  have  long  known. 

素 不安分 (//«4)  he  does 
not  behave  properly. 

素性  the  ordinary  disposition  of 
a  person. 

去蜀乃 矣素志  to  leave 
Ssuch‘uan  was  ever  his  desire. 

學 問有素  your  scholarship 
is  profound. 

素 貧  in  a  chronic  state  of  po¬ verty. 

貧素  P°ori  needy. 

素封  well-to-do. 
i 富貴 ，行 乎富貴 if 
man  has  wealth  and  rank,  he 
should  live  up  to  it. 

素 位而行  to  act  in  conform¬ 
ity  with  one’s  position. 

善 太素脈  a  good  fortune¬ teller. 

素 
io,34 & 

io,349 

R •遇 

See 訴 

SinkingUpper. 

嗉‘
 

io,35o 

R •遇 

C.  v.  soii 

H.  v.  sio 
W.  v.  tsu 

素珠  a  Buddhist  rosary.  See 2549- 

素丹  an  imitation  of  “Sultan.” 

素尺  a  letter. 

Facing；  turned  towards. 

债東 山而歸 t。 return  to- wards  the  eastern  hills, — of 
cranes  at  evening. 

The  crop  of  a  bird. 

See 訴 

SinkingUpper. 

壌 io,35i 

W 
i°>352 

R. 遇 

See 訴 

SinkingUpper. 

膝 
i°)353 

ir 〕，354 

R •遇 

See 訴 

SinkingUpper. 

錬‘
 

io,355 

R .遇 

See 素 

SinkingUpper, 

泝 io,356 

Same  as  10,364. 

Sincere  ；  honest. 

託 短章聊 伸情懷 
avail  myself,  of  this  brief  note 

to  express  my  sincere  feelings. 

Same  as  10,350. 

To  apprehend. 

To  eat  vegetables  ；  lenten 
fare. 

Same  as  10,367. 

訴 
A 

io,357 
R •遇陌 

C.  sou 

H.  jz,  v.  ts'-z 

F.  sou^  su 

W.  sii^  seii 

N.  su 
P.  su^  v.  sung M.  sou^  su^  v. 

shcn 

Y.  su 

Sz.  su 

K.  so 

A.  tou 

SinkiDg 

Upper. 

所 1。,358 

m
4
 

!o,359 

(omitting  the 

initial  t) 

K.  sol 
A.  tout 

Entering 

Upper. 

‘磬 

10,360 

R •屋 

C.  suk 

See 蓿 

Entering 

Upper. 

or 

To  tell;  to  inform  ；  to 

state ；  to  lay  a  plaint；  to 

accuse.  [To  be  distinguish¬ ed  from  訴 4570.] 

告訴  to  tell;  to  inform. 投訴。 r 訴訟 w 訴禀 

赴訴  to  lay  a  plaint;  to  make an  accusation. 

訴狀  to  file  a  plaint. 訴呈。 r 訴紙。 r 訴詞 t。 file  an  answer  to  a  plaint;  a 

counter-plaint. 

訴稱  to  state  in  answer. 
罪  to  argue  in  defence  of  one- . self  so  as  to  escape  punishment. 

訴寃。 r 訴苦。 r 分訴 t。 
state  one’s  wrongs. 

有寃 無處訴 nowhere  to 
go  to  state  one’s  wrongs. 

訴情。 r 訴說。 r  — 訴 ta state  details. 

薄 言往訴 ，逢 彼之态 
if  I  go  and  complain  to  them, 
I  meet  with  their  anger.  See 

9381. 

越訴  to  skip  an  intermediate] tribunal  and  appeal  direct  td 
the  higher  authorities. 

訴毁  to  slander;  to  defame. 

訴病  to  report  oneself  as  sick, 

See  10,211. 

To  rush  out  of  a  den. 

勃翠  to  move  slowly ;  to  go  on all  fours. 

翠堵坡  a  stupa  or  tope  con  ! taining  some  Buddhistic  relic, 

憲 率有聲  there  was  a  rust 
ling  or  whispering  sound. 

Early  in  the  morning 
betimes.  Of  or  belonging 

to  a  previous  state 
existence  ；  used  with  \ 

10,338. 

夙早  early  in  the  morning. 

夙典  to  get  up  early. 
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夙 
10,360 

10.361 

卜屋 
*速 
EDtering 

Upper. 

w 
10.362 

屋 

Entering 

Upper. 

1 

塑‘
 

10,364 

m 
sou 

•  sok 
sou 

,sou 
su 

.. ton 

inkingUpper. 

夙夜  morning  and  evening. 
Also,  in  the  dim  hours  of  morn- 
ing. 

夙 夜在公  early  and  late  he 
is  at  business. 

恕夙  excuse  my  asking  you  to 
be  punctual, — on  cards  of  invi¬ 
tation. 

祈 年孔夙  in  praying  for  a 
good  year  I  was  abundantly  oarly. 

夙聞聲 i  have  long  known 
you  by  reputation. 

夙仇  (or  怨) an  enmity  which 
dates  back  to  a  previous  state 
of  existence. 

夙緣  ordained  in  a  previous 
state  of  existence  to  meet  as 
friends  or  lovers  in  this. 

頁緣 由夙締  a  happy  mar¬ 
riage  results  from  betrothal  in 
a  former  life. 

夙擊  retribution  for  evil  in  a 
previous  birth. 

夙慧  naturally  intelligent. 

To  be  kept  in  a  con¬ 

strained  position. 

The  noise  of  rain  and 

wind. 

Same  as  10,366. 

To  model  in  clay. 

塑像  to  make  an  image, -一 as  a 
temple  god. 

婦 人塑像  the  statue  of  a 
woman. 

泥塑人  a  clay  image, — a  dolt. 

塑繪  to  model  and  paint. 

以 雪塑 一牛爲 戲 amu- 
sed  tiiemselves  by  making  a 

m 10,365 

IT 生 

10.366 

R •遇 

H.  sok0 

Vf.so 

See 訴 

SinkingUpper. 

遡‘
 

10.367 

R •遇 

H.  sok) 

W.so 

See 訴 

Sinking 

Upper. 

snow  ox. 

Same  as  10,357. 
for  10,367. 

Used 

To  yo  against  the  stream. 
Water.  Used  with  10,367 

術 
10.368 

述 10.369 

io,37o 

w 10,371 

R •沃 

See 續 

Entering 

Lower. 

To  go  up  ；  to  pus:  ‘  back 
to；  to  go  against；  to  trace 
to  the  source.  Past  time  ； formerly. 

遡風  to  go  in  the  teeth  of  the wind. 

遡 流而行  to  go  against  the stream. 

遡涧  to  go  up  stream. 

遲游  to  go  down  stream. 
迴  by  tracing  backwards,  (it 

appears  that . ) 

^  ̂   I  find  that...... 

巡自  it  appears  that  ever  sin¬ ce . 

遡 自五月  ever  since  the  5th moon. 

遡自 通商征 稅以來 
ever  since  duties  have  been 

levied  on  foreign  trade. 

遙 遡從前  in  times  long  past. 

遡 維年來  for  many  years 

past. 

See  10,053. 

See  10,054. 

See  4773- 

A  marsh  plant,  also 

known  as  牛唇， not  yet 
identified. 

彼汾 一 ^曲 ，曹 采其賣 
there  along  th«  bend  of  the  Fen, 

they  gather  the  su  flower. 

竇斷  Dipsacas  asfer、 Wall. 

10,372 

r •屋 

^ 縮 

Entering 

Upper. 

貘 

ic»375 

o»376 

R .寒 

C.  sun H.  son 
F.  soung 

W.so 
N.  son 

P. 

M.  swan Sz. 

Y.  sou  /* 

K.  san 

J.  san 

A.  twan Even  Upper. 

IK 
IG，373 

R •寒 

C.  sun^  /sun0 
F.  sat 

W.  so 
P.  M  ywan 

Y.  sou 
Sz.  swan  . 

K  J.  san 

A.  twan 
Even  Upper. 

m 

10,374 

r. 寒 

See 酸 

Even  Upper. 

To  raise；  to  arise. 

謖然斂 袂而興  gathered up  his  sleeves  with  a  jerk  and arose. 

謖謖  stern;  decorous;  the  sough¬ 
ing  of  wind. 

SXJA3XT. 

A  fabulous  beast. 

狡貌  a  lion  (from  Central  Asia). A  wild  horse  which  can  travel 

500 厶， 一 in  a  day.  See  5430. 

佥狻猊  an  incense-burner 
made  to  resemble  a  lion,  the 

smoke  issuing  from  the  mouth, 
after  the  fashion  of  a  gargoyle 

Aching  of  the  limbs  ； 
muscular  pains. 

骨 rheumatic  pains. 

择痛。 1 ■璋疼  aching,— as 
from  over-fetigue,  malarial  fever, 
etc. 

走 得腿痠  I  have  walked 
until  my  legs  ache.  r 

痠軟  or  aching  and weak, — from  over-fatigue. 

腰 疲股麻  loins  aching  and legs  stiff. 

Same  as  10,373. 

Sour,  one.  of  the  five  fla¬ 
vours；  see  12,607.  Grieved； 
afflicted.  Stiff,  or  aching, 
as  a  limb  ；  used  with  10,374 

酸醋  vinegar. 酸 文假醋  sour  style  borrow¬ ing  vinegar, — used  in  (Jerision  of 
literary  pedants  whose  learning 
will  not  stand  a  test. 

賣酒 不說酒 酸 theisdne- 
merchant  never  says  his  wine  is 

sour, — no  one  cries  “Stinking fish  r 

發酸。 i ■作酸  to  get  sour；  to have  a  sour  taste  in  the  mouth. 
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10,376 

霞
 3 

io.377 R •寒 
See 酷 

Even  Upper. 

算 
"10,378 

R- 旱翰 
C.  surt 
H.  son  . 

F.  swattg、 
saung 

Wi.so 

N.  sdn,  short 
P.  swan 

M.  san 
Y.  sou 

_  _  胃  a  decoction  of  sour 
prunes,  used  as  a  summer  drink, 

grieved;  distressed. 

sc-ir  eructations ;  sick  at 

heart. 

酸起來  began  to  feel  sick 
at  heart, — from  sorrow. 

毋 見而心 酸 when  the 
mother  saw  it  (a  piece  of  her 

son’s  flesh,  served  up,  for  her  to 
eat),  it  made  her  feel  sick. 

実  sorrow  and  suffering;  (of 
books)  hard;  cold;  sour.  Also 

a  poor  scholar.  [  was  origin- 

ally  峻 3282,  wrongly  read 
suan1.] 

{hang1)  scholars. 

1  a  misanthrope, 

bitterness;  soured. 

辛  sour  and  bitter,— misfor¬ tunes. 

酸欺 or  酸狂  haughty;  super- cilious. 

窮酸  poor  but  proud. 

渾 身酸痛 ray  whole  body ached  all  over. 

酸 漿草。 r 酸米 草。 r 酸 
草 Oxalis  corniculata^  L. 

大酸米 草  Lotus  cornicula- tusy  L.  var. 

_  $  (or  _ )  sorrel  {RuiiUx acetosa}  L.). 

winter  cherry  {Physalis 

Alkekengiy  L.). 

A  slight  shower. 

To  reckon；  to  calculate' 

to  estimate；  to  regard  as. 

弃 ̂  to  calculate  with  the  aid 
of  counters.  '  [Add  to  2493.] 

算 ̂  to  calculate  by  written 
figures. 

筆箅乃 始梵僧 calcula*- 
tion  in  writing  was  introduced 

by  Buddhist  priests. 

w 10,378 

Sz.  swati 

K.  san 

J.  san 
A.  twan Sinking 

Upper. 

算  to  make  up  accounts;  to square  accounts. 

算 數  to  reckon  up  an  amount ; mathematics. 

不 能算數  cannot  be  taken 
into  account. 

箅淸。 r  箅明  to  reckon  cor¬ rectly  ; to  calculate  the  proper 
amount. 

算不對  to  reckon  inaccurate¬ ly；  not  to  make  the  two  sides balance. 

箅不 得。 r 箅不上 unable to  reckon  up.  The  first  is  also, 

not  to  be  reckoned;  of  no  con¬ 

sequence. 

上 算  profitable ;  paying. 

不 上 算  not  in  the  reckoning, — as  something  which  will  not 
fetch  enough  over  the  price  paid 

for  it  to  leave  a  margin  of  profit. 

合  to  reckon  togethf making 
a  total  of;  to  reckon  at  the  rate 

of. . ;  to  yield  a  profit. 

算！ 不開  can’t  get  the  accounts right  ；  can’t  come  to  a  settlement. 

了  to  have  had  enough  of  it. 

算 不了  of  no  consequence, — applied  to  people,  words  uttered, 
etc. 

給 他一個 ，箅 不了甚 
if  you  give  him  one,  you 

won’t  feel  the  loss. 

無  innumerable. 

飲酒  雾!  he  drank  wine without  counting, — his  cups;  he 
cuald  drink  any  amount. 

你怎 麽說了 不箅摩 
you  must  stick  to'  what  you  said. 

算 胃  it’s  a  mere  nothing. 

算 着 我  count  me  in;  put  my name  down. 

^  ̂   t0  reckon  up. 

算 得  may  be  considered . 

箅法 OT 箅術。 r 箅 ‘rules of  reckoning ;  arithmetic. 

箅書 01 •珠# 書 a  jk  to teach  arithmetic. 

算除  to  deduct. 
與 汝*  覆箅  wiU  settle  up  with you;  *will  pay  you  out. 

算  to  settle  accounts,  etc. 

w 10,378 

算  ̂   an  estimate, — of  ex¬ penditure. 

算  sl  final  account, — to be  passed. 

^  還  to  reckon  up  and  pay. 
計  to  devise;  to  scheme；  to 

entrap;  to  lay  a  trap  for. 

箅 計不洌 纔是窮 
poverty  comes  from  bad  finan¬ 

cing. 

恐 人暗箅  fearinS  treachery. 

^  (/^4)  to  estimate. 
or  胃!  an  accountant. 

算  the  calculating-tray  or abacus 、 一  a  •  wooden  frame  in 
which  are  fixed  a  number  of 

beads  strung  upon  parallel  wires. 

Used  by  the  Chinese  for  all  kinds 
of  arithmetical  calculations  upon 

the  decimal  system,  and  exhib¬ 
ited  at  the  doors  of  certain 

temples  to  show  that  the  resident 

god  keeps  an  account  of  human actions. 

箅盤珠 一 子兒 〕 如 beads  on  the  abacus.  Applied; 

to  stupid  people  who  won’t  move unless  pushed. 

箅 盤密。 r 箅 盤利害 
his  calculations  are  very  strict, 一 
he  is  close-fisted. 

算 盤 子  Phylla?itherus  puber\ 
us、 M.  Arg. 

•翼  to  calculate. 

打  /]、 盤  ̂   to  calculate  on  a 
small  abacus, 一 to  be  mean trifles. 

to  calculate;  to  consider , 

to  intend  to...;  to  take  an  aver  i 

age;  to  take  one  thing  with 
another.  See  9865.  . 

我打箅 不去1  d°n’tthinli 

I  will  go. 

中 chung^ 不了你 打算 

not  to  turn  out  as  you  expect. 

好 打箅。 r 妙箅 or 神箅 a  capital  plan. 

算 去  to  do  one  out  of;  to  make 
off  with. 

箅 來箅去  calculating  back 
wards  and  forwards,— taking  al 

the  circumstances  into  consider 

ation ;  trying  to  devise  some 

thing. 

不出我 所箅. U  d0eS.n° 
exceed  my  calculation;  -c  1S  a I  had  expected. 
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w 
10,378 

w 
io»379 

.箅
 

ing  Upper. 

弄 
10,380 

[0,381 

娜 g 
0 

in 
van 

⑽, swan 

wan 
m 
n 

van 

inking 
Upper. 

不 由人箅  beyond  the  power  | 
of  man  to  calculate.  ( 

箅命 ，箅卦  to  calculate  J 
destinies；  to  tell  fortunes. 

以 箅未盡  because  his  allot* 
ted  span  of  life  was  •  not  yet| exhausted, . 

人有 百算， 天只有 一 
算  man  has  many  schemes,  God  I 
but  one, — sc.  that  which  is  right. 

A  box；  a  basket, 

a  hat-box. 

Same  as  10,378. 

•  swn 

Garlic.  [Said  to  have! 
)een  introduced  under  the! 

西漢  dynasty  from  the 
s.e.  barbarians.]  See  7635. [ 

小 蒜 sativum^  L. 

大蒜。 r 胡蒜  Allium  scordo^ 
prasum^  L. 

天 _ Qr 崖蒜  Allium  F/V-j torialisy  L. 

.靑蒜  fresh  garlic. 

蒜頭。 r 蒜卵  heads  of  garlic.  | 
銀 蒜頭  heavy  knobs  attached! 
to  bamboo  screens  to  keep  them  | 
from  blowing  about,. 

蒜瓣  tlie  quarters  of  a  head  of| 
garlic, 

獨頭蒜  single-headed  garlic. 

砂 鍋禱蒜  to  pound  garlic  ini 
a  thin  earthenware  pot, — it  can  I 
only  be  done  once.  | 

回回蒜  Ranunculus  ternatus\ 
Thbg. 

石蒜。 r 老稿蒜  LycoriX 
aurea， Herb”  and  Z.  radiata.  I 

•Herb.  
1 

or  I 

JSXJI. 

A  year.  See  8301. 

歲時  times  and  seasons. 

新歲  the  New  Year. 
歲首。 r 歲 律更新 加 
beginning  of  the  year. 

歲 朝淸供  with， New  Year’s compliments, — as  a  present. 

歲暮。 > •歲底 《 歲腕 

歲尾  the  close  of  the  year. 

年近歲 逼  very  near  the  dose of  the  year. 

守歲。 1 ■辭 （als。 with  舊) 
歲。1 ■別歲  t。 see  the  old 
year  out. 

客歲。 r 去歲 a 舊歲 

隔歲  last  year. 以夫亡 隔歲， 無控告 

人 命之理  because  my  hus¬ band  died  in  last  year,  there  is 

no  justification  for  now  prefer¬ 

ring  a  charge  of  murder. 

週歲  a  full  year. 
同歲  of  the  same  age. 
百歲 a  hundred  years;  the 
hundredth  day  of  a  child’s  age. 

歲序  on  the  annual  occasions, 
of  days  appointed  for  sacrifice, 
etc. 

歲次  the  order  of  the  year,  ac-| 
cording  to  the  60  combinations  [ 
of  the  cyclic  characters* 

歲 次乙巳  the  cyclical  year! was  i  ssUy 一 which,  if  the  reign  I 
was  that  of  Tao  Kuang,  would  | be  1845. 

歲星。 r 太歲  the  year  star,  I 
—the  planet  Jupiter,  the  revolu-[ tion  of  which  in  twelve  years,  f 

constitutes  ua  great  year.”  •• 

太_頭 上動土  to  begin! building  in  the  direction  of  the! 

year  star, 一 is  supposed  to  entail  I evil. 

歲 在壽星  the  year  star  being  | 
in  Virgo-Libra. 

是 歲甲寅  it  was  in  the  year! Chia-Yin. 

歲 入頗鉅  his  annual  income  I was  considerable. 

10,382 

_ 

10.383 

柙歲錢  presents  of  money  to children  at  the  New  Year;  money 

put  under  the  mattress  on  New 

liar’s  eve,  with  a  view  to  ob¬ tain  long  life. 

年歲。 r 歲數 the  years  of 
one’s  age. 

年 歲滿不 are  y。11 fuU 
age? 

小 我一歲 a  year  younger 
than  I  am. 

已經 十五歲 的這一 年  he  is  already  fifteen  this  year. 

年數歲  when  several  years  old 

年 不等歲  of  various  ages. 
腕歲  the  declining  years  of  life. 

幾歲。 r 幾多歲 how  old are  you  ? 一 to  an  inferior^  or  to 
a  child  obviously  under  ten. 

已 在壯歲 already  in  the prime  of  manhood, — i.e.  no  long¬ er  a  child. 

千歲  a  thousand  years;  the  title of  the  Heir-Apparent. 

萬歲  ten  thousand  years, — the Emperor.  Also  =  Long  live  the 
king!  Borrowed  by  the  Japa¬ 
nese  = Banzai ! 

歲 以爲常  it  was  an  annual 
custom. 

歲  |IJ  the  age  of  a  horse. 

這四馬 幾歲口  how  old 
is  this  horse  ? 

六歲口  six  years  old. 
在歲爲 队 in  Point  of  age  it (a  horse)  was  an  eight-year  old. 

歲豐 a  plenteous  year. 

歲 凶  a  bad  year. 歲登 大有。 r 大有歲 
may  you  have  a  prosperous  year ! 

歲試 same  as 歲考 
4675 - 

非經 歲不成  cannot  have 
been  completed  in  less  than  a 

year. 常歲 不歸  was  absent  for  a 
long  time. 

Same  as  10,382. 



R. 

10,384 

支 ^ 雖 

Even  Upper. 

R -支寘 
C.  chou^fai 

F.  hwi、 cK'wi N. 

P.  hwei、 su'd 
M.  tsKwei cf ，眶 
K.  su^  hiu 

f.  hi、 sui 
A.  tui、 sui 

Even  Upper. 
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10,385 

To  spread  the  wings  to 

fly.  [To  be  distinguished 
from  杳 6504.] 

o,388 

r 紙 

See 携 

Sz.  chsi 
Rising  Lower. 

To  gaze  at.  Name  of 

a  Department  in  Honan 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

雎 2981.] 

恣雎  to,  look  at  angrily. 

萬 碑雎雎 all  the  people 
staring  open-moutheci, - in  aston¬ 
ishment. 

雎寧縣  a  District  in  Kiangsu. 

s; 
R •隊 

See 

SinkingUpper. 

10,387 

R. 支 
C.  sou 
H.  sui 

F.  cK'wi 

A  spinning-wheel. 

. A  large  species  of  lizard 

Although;  even  if  To  dis 

miss.  [Sometimes  read  sui1. 

w. 
N.  sa 

swi,  sm 

P. 

M. 

Sz. 

Y.  swei 
K.  su 

J.  sui 
A.  tui 

Even  Upper. 

雖然。 r 雖則 although 
nevertheless. 

雖 非目擊 ，然 已耳聞 
although  I  did  not  see  it  with 

my  eyes,  I  heard  it  with  nxy 
ears. 

雖不是 個大大 宅院， 

却也 是賴雅  although 
not  a  very  large  house,  it  is 
nevertheless  in  a  very  refined 
style. 

雖 _ ， 退可也 eVen  if  he does  invite  you,  you  can  decline, 

雖 有這個 ，不 如那個 
although  ycu  have  this,  it 
not  as  good  as  that. 

其爲人 也多文 ，雖有 

不曉 者寡矣  among  cul 
tured  persons,  although  there 
may  be  some  who  know  nothing 
about  (painting),  these  will  be few. 

吾雖之 不能， 去之不 
忍 i  am  unable  to  send  him 
away,  and  I  cannot  bear  to  leave 
him. 

Name  under  the  晉  Chin 

dynasty  •  of  a  郡  chun  in 

Yunnan,  comprising  the 
modern 寧 遠府， 越傳 

廳二， and 會理州 （in Ssuch‘uan). 

10,389 

R. 

溪 io>39° 

賄支 
See 餒綏 
Rising  and 

Even  Lower 
and  Upper. 

Even  Lower. 

R. 

C.  sou 
H.si 

F.  ch^wi^  swi 

W.sii 

N.  set 

P.  swei 
M.  hsii、 hsi 

Y.  hsii 

Sz.  hsii、 sui 

K.  su 

J.  sui 

A.  tui Even  Upper. 

IS 

See  8253. 

Drizzling  ；  misty. 

Four  handfuls  of  grain. 

[For  another  form  ̂   5696. 1  P.  S7i 

J  M.a 

To  soothe  ；  to  make 

tranquil  •,  to  comfort.  The 
traces  of  carriage-harness  ； 

a  strap  to  hold  on  by. 

撫綏 t。  tranquillise. 

綏定。 r 綏靖  to.  establish peacefully;  to  restore  peace. 

— 綫由方 tQ  secure  tran； quillity  throughout  the  empire 

綏! ̂ 邦  there  is  .peace  through¬ out  all  the  States. 

福 履綏之  muy  she  repose  in her  happiness  and  dignity ! 

鼎 履多銨  may  peace  and happiness  be  yours ! — a  phrase 

[The  first  two 

used  in  letters, 

characters  are  names  of  Dia¬ 
grams.] 

永綫吉 兆 a  happy omen  of a  lasting  peace. 

綏和  peace  and  quiet. 損其 有餘而 綏其不 

足  take  from  those  who  have 
too  much  and  comfort  those  who 
have  too  little. 

執綏  to  grasp  the  cord, 一 for mounting  a  chariot. 

綏2
 

io,392 

綏軍  to  retreat;  to  draw 
troops. 

死綏  to  die  because  his  troo{| won’t  fight, — of  a  general. 

交綾  both  armies  retired. 

綾綾  alone  and  suspicious-loo) 
Als 

ing, — as  a  prowling  fox. 
read  shuiK 

荽1
 

工。，393 

R. 支 
C.  sai 

H.  sui 

F.  swi,  chLwi W.jii 
N.  sei 

wet 

ui、 hsi Y.  swei、 hsii 
Sz.  swei K.  su^  v.  yu 

A.  tui Even  Upper. 

隋 2
 

io,394 

R •支 

See 隨 

Even  Lowers 

衣帶日 已綏  my  clothes— daily  becoming  threadbare, - from  long  travel. 

綏定府 a  Prefecture  in  Ssj 
ch*uan. 

綾遠廳  a  sub-Prefecture 
Shansi,  also  known  as  Kukukol 

Coriander.  Also  res 

完荽。 1 •胡 荽 o)riandet(C 
riandrum  sativum， L.). 

石胡荽  Myriogyne  minu 
Less. 

Name  of  a  dynast 

[Originally  written 
10,396.] 

隋紀 the  Sui  dynasty,  a.d.  5  ] 

—618. 

Read  to4  and  Stri 

of  meat.  To  fall.  Oval 

鎗
 3 

io»395 

R •紙 

See 髓 

Rising  Upper. 

隨: 

io,396 

R •支 

C.  (s^dii 

H.  ts^ui F.  sui 
W.  zii 

N.  z:i P. 
M. 

Y. 

Sz. 

swei、 sui 

Cakes  •’  biscuits. 

To  follow*;  to  accompan 

to  accord  with ;  togethe 

A  Department  in  Hupe 
See  9485. 

隨逐  to  follow  into  wile. 追隨。 r 隨從。 r 隨同 
隨行。 r 相 隨 严 ̂ 
accompany. 
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隨*
 

io,396 
, su 

sui,  d%ui 
, tui 

Jven  Lower. 

隨行偶  坐  going  about  with 
him  and  sitting  down  together. 

Also,  wandering  about  or  sit¬ 

ting  down  at  will.  、 

跟隨  to  follow  after  one.  Used 
by  a  concubine  to  describe  her 

relation  to  her  家長 {fhanf) master. 

各 隨所好 (々W)  each  follow¬ 
ing  his  own  inclination. 

隨 心所出  following  what 
fancy  suggests. 

羣臣 皆障焉 all  the  officials 
followed  his  example. 

意2 之 所隨者 不可以 
晉 傳  the  influence  of  a  thought 
is  something  which  cannot  be 

conveyed  in  words. 

隨 印司員  atiachds、 — to  the 
suite  of  the  Resident  in  Tibet. 

隨員  suite;  retinue. 

長隨。 r 隨侍  attendants ; 
escort. 

隨護  to  escort. 

隨 之而來  after  which,  they 
began  to  come. 

隨後 這就成 了例了 
subsequently,  this  became  a  re¬ 
gular  custom. 

隨 遇而安  to  be  happy  what¬ 
ever  may  befall. 

隨 之日迤 t。  increase  day  by 
day. 

隨地  anywhere, 

_  P  ̂   saying  whatever  comes
 

into  one’s  head;  impromptu. 

分 accommodating  one¬ 
self  to  one’s  lot;  contented. 

隨喜  to  find  pleasure  in;  to 
praise ;  to  enjoy  oneself;  to 
wander  at  will. 

隨辦  to  assist  in  the  settlement 
of. 

隨羣。 1: 隨衆。 i •隨 習。 r 

隨 個起兒 to  d。 as  the 
rest  do. 

隨着  although ;  however  much. 

隨  _  (of  dogs)  to  be  egged  on. 

隨後  again  immediately. 
隨手  as  they  come  to  your  hand 

(see  12,465);  easily  handled;  im¬ 
mediately;  freely ;  without  hesi¬ 
tation.  See  6368. 

隨8
 

io,396 

ac- 

10,397 R •紙真 See 髓 

Rising  Upper, 

隨機。 r 隨勢。 r 隨事 
cording  to  circumstances. 

隨機應 變 tQ  adaPt oneself  to  circumstances. 

隨 事酌情  to  decide  accord¬ ing  to  circumstances. 

隨經 地方官 審明 
whereupon  the  local  authorities 

fully  investigated  the  case. 

隨便 a 隨意  in  accordance with  one’s  wishes  ；  as  one  pleases； 

at  pleasure. 

隨時  according  to  the  season 
or  opportunity ;  forthwith. 

隨 i 說好話 speaking 
good  (of  people)  wherever  he 

goes. 
隨得他  let  him  do  as  he  likes. 

隨 .他 馬去罷  pay  no  atten¬ tion  to  his  curses. 

隨我來  come  with  me. 
隨卽  immediately;  forthwith. 

隨常  common;  usual. 

隨和  compliant；  agreeable. 

隨帶  decorated  with. 

隨帶 加三級  granted  three personal  steps  of  merit, —— steps 
which  belong  to  the  recipient 

and  not  to  the  post,  and  which 

he  does  not  lose,  as  otherwise, 

upon  transfer.  See  846. 

隨身帶 t。 canT  on  the  person. 

$巨 隨  to  take  a  step  with  one 
foot  and  then  place  the  other 

at  right  angles  to  it, — as  in archery. 

無縱詭 隨  d。 not  tolerate  the crafty  and  obsequious. 

隨 下隨凍  it  freezes  as  it  falls. 

隨掃隨 有 as  fast  as  >  qu sweep  them  up,  they  come  again, 

— e.g,  of  fallen  leaves. 

隨 告隨審  trial  following close  on  plaint. 

10,398 

R ■紙 

C^^soii 

H.  csioi^  ctsLioi 

F.  ch、oui 

W.  csi 

N.  csi 

P.  swei M.  sw6i,  hsi% 

hsu 

Y.  swei 

Sz,  swei 
K.  su 

J.  sut 

A.  tui 

Rising 

Irregular. 

Slippery. 

暖 

10.399 

M 
10.400 

蕤 
10.401 

遂 
10.402 

R •真 

C.  soii 
H.  sut 
F.  soul 
W.  zii 

N.  zei 

p- ) 

f  w
 

Sz. ) 

K.  su 

J.  sui 

A.  tui、 iwai 
Sinking 

Lower. 

Marrow.  See  8168. 

凰髓  the  marrow  of  a  phoenix, 
—supposed  to  be  a  great  deli¬ 

cacy. 

恨  A  骨髓  hate  has  pene - trated  my  bones  and  marrow, 

潤肌灰 髓 (yQur  kindness) has  put  a  gloss  on  my  flesh  and 
moistened  my  marrow. 

髓海  the  marrow  sea, -the  brain. 

敲 骨驗髓  t。 break  the  bones 
and  examine  the  marrow, — as 
was  done  to  an  old  man  and 
a  boy  by  the  tyrant  射辛 

Chou  Hsin. 

東皮此 W 得 鑒畫之 

髓 [Su]  Tung-p^oin  this  remark reaches  the  very  marrow  of  pic¬ 
ture  criticism. 

See  5216. 

See  5721. 

Same  as  5721. 

To  comply  with;  to  fol 

low  on  ；  to  proceed  to  ；  to 

make  progress；  to  prolong. 

And  then  ；  thereupon  ；  next； 

subsequently.  Territory 
one  hundred  li  from  the 

capital. 

不遂  did  not  comply, 一 e.g.  with a  demand  for  a  loan,  with  an 

attempt  at  criminal  intercourse, 

etc.  Aiso,  unprosperous.  -  [Read sui1  in  Peking  =  dirty.] 

他成了 缸半 身不遂 
(sui 2)  his  body  is  in  a  foul  state, -一 from  disease.  - 

Ifk  詐不遂 tried  t°  extort 
from  hiin  but  failed. 

謀 姦不遂  tried  to  have  crim¬ 
inal  intercourse  with  her  but 
failed. 

遂意 ot 遂 心 遂 願 ac- cording  to  one’s  fancy. 

難以自 遂 impossible 攻 f 亦 low  one’s  inclination. 
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璲 
io,403 

W 
10,404 

R. 寘 
See 遂 

A.  tui 
Sinking 
Lower. 

10,405 

R. 寘 

See  遂. 
A.  twai 

Sinking 
Lower. 

10,402 

順遂  to  fall  in  with;  compliant 

百 事乃遂  may  everything  be 
as  you  wish ! 

小事 不足遂  a.small  matter 
not  worth  going  through  with. 

遂 事不諫  things  that  have 
had  their  course  it  is  needless 
to  remonstrate  about. 

遂非。 1 •遂 於後 keep  up 
the  lie;  persist  in  his  error. 

遂後 一 *  聲  the  _ bang  that 
followed, 一 the  first  bang. . . , 

得遂  then  managed  to - ;  ob¬ 
tained  one’s  wish. 

已遂  carried  into  effect;  then 
took  place. 

遂 卽析回  he  thereupon  re turned. 

遂 卽樸滅  thereupon  (the 
fire)  was  extinguished. 

遂 欲敷身  he  thereupon  pre¬ 
pared  to  start. 

遂不住  could  not  forbear  or 
resist. 

遂 至如此 and  SQ  it  came 
to  this. 

遂有今  日  and  so  it  has  come about  that  we  have  the  present 

day, 一 that  things  are  as  they  are. 

容 兮遂兮 h。  w  easy  and  con¬ 
ceited  is  his  manner ! 

遂仁 w 遂核  see  10,425. 
鄕遂  districts  less  and  more  than 

100  li  from  the  capital,  respect¬ 
ively;  a  country  place. 

Same as  10,412. 

A  wild  pear-tree. 

A  ditch ;  a  drain. 

10,406 

R •寘 

W.  zu 

See 遂 

A.  twai Sinkiiig 

Lower. 

m 
1。，4。7 

.真 

See 遂 

A.  twai Sinking 

Lower. 

m 
10,408 

寘 
F.  souP^  soui2- 

See 攀
 

A.  tui 

Sinking 

Lower. 

m 

A  piece  of  metal  ；  a  spec 

ulum ;  also,  a  piece  of  wooc 
From  the  above,  fire  was 

obtained  at  the  winter  so 

stice,  and  used  to  ignite 
dried  Artemisia  leaves 

(m  o  x  a)  ;  hence, 一  ignition 
flame；  fire.  A  heap o 

brushwood,  the  smoke  from 

which  was  used  as  a  signa 

by  day.  See  3565. 

陽 爐取火 t0  get  fire  by means  of  burning-glasses. 

鑽縫改 火。1 •木縫 t。 get  fresh  fire  from  wood  by 

boring  or  friction, — with  which 
to  begin  the  new  year.  See 
10,128. 

蜂縫夜 舉警寇 beacons are  lighted  at  night  to  give  the 
alarm  of  banditti. 

蜂 ★遂 之驚  the  alarm  of  bea. 

R. 

10,409 

真 W. 

zai\  W 

See 遂 

Sinking 

Lower. 

con-fires, 一 invasion. 

燧人  a  fabulous  ruler,  said  to 
have  discovered  fire, 一 the  Pro 
metheus  of. China. 

Jewels  or  ornaments  hung 

at  the  girdle. 

Ripe  grain. 

秀務 I  a  fine  crop. 

Deep;  abstruse；  far  off ； 
in  the  rear. 

深達  deeP ;  abstruse. 
邃於 w 賴》 易數  deeply reid  in  the  Canon  of  Changes. 

達遠  off;  out  of  sight. 

w 
10,410 

R 寘 

F.  soui^  soup 

See 遂 

A.  tui 

Sinking 

Lower. 

w 

10,411 

R •寘 

See 遂 

A.  tui 

Sinking 

Lower. 

隧‘
 

10,412 
R. 

寘 

See 遂 

A.  twai、 tui 

Sinking 

Lower. 

R. 

10,413 

寘 

See  遂. 

Sinking 

Lower. 

啐 

10,414 

A  tassel. 

帽燧  a  tassel  to  a  hat. 
燈燧  a  tassel  hanging  from  ； 

lamp. 

— ■縷經  a  tassel- 

辮燧  a  tassel  at  the  end  of  th( 

queue. 珠燧  a  knotted  tassel. 

Grave-clothes. 

The  path  to  a  tomb, 
underground  passage ‘ 

turn  round. 

Tc 

隧道  the  tunnel  to  a  grave: 

大 風有隊 8reat  winds  havfj 

a  path. 

隊 而相見 to  meet  in 
tunnel, 一 a  subterfuge  practised 

by  公  Duke  Chuang,  whc^ 
had  sworn  never  to  meet  his; 
mother  again  until  they  should 
meet  in  the  lower  world. 

請隊弗 asked  to  be  carried! to  his  grave  through  a  subter 
rantan  passage,  but  (the  king: 
would  not  allow  it, 一 the  same 
being  a  royal  prerogative. 

起亭隧  to  raise  watch-tower 
and  so  open  communications. 

若磨 石之隧  to  turn  rounc 
like  a  millstone, — when  pushed 

A  lens  or  burning-glass. See  10,406, 

^See  1 1,925. 
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晬
立
 

io,4i5 

R. 隊 
F.  coll,  chaui 

See 最 

K.  ch、wae、 sw 
J.  sai,  se 
A.  tui 

SinkingUpper, 

10,416 

.隊 
C.  sou 
3.  sui 

ch、aui 
W.  sai 

'i.  set 

saty  se 
L  twai 

Sinking 

Upper. 

10,417 

M 
sou^ 
ti'ui 

SOtiP^  v. 

《k^ouP 

zaiy 

swei 

chSwci 

tui° 
Sinking 
rregular. 

A  year  of  a  person’s  life. 

晬 盤之期  the  test  at  the  age 
of  one  year  of  a  child’s  bent. 
See  6284,  9987,  2450. 

Fragments;  small  pieces 
broken. 

打碎。 r 砸碎。 r 破碎 t。 
break  into  small  pieces. 

碎銀。 i •散 xa«3 碎銀兩 broken  silver. 

念散 碎  to  sneer  or  cavil 
at  matters  which  do  not  con 
cern  one. 

碎磁。 r 碎器  chinaware 
covered  with  lines  to  resemble 

cracks;  crackly  china. 

碎玉  broken  jade, -falling  snow 

煩碎。 r 鎖碎  numerous  and 
trifling, 

心如碎  heart-broken. 

儂去心 也應碎  if  you  go, 
my  heart  will  break. 

碎膽 t。  burst  the  gall-bladder, 
一 from  fear. 

心 驚 膽碎  heart  alarmed  and 
gall  in  pieces, 一 utterly  demor¬ 
alised  with  fear. 

什碎  odds  and  ends;  remnants 

零 碎  fragmentary ;  miscella¬ 
neous. 

碎 工 odd  jobs  of  work. 

碎景  bits  of  scenery. 

碎嘴子  a  chatterbox. 

Un mixed  grain  ；  pure 

single;  complete.  Used  for 

0,416. 

純粹  pure;  unadulterated. 

粹而能 容_  so  pure  that he  can  admit  intercourse  with 
the  impure— without  defilement. 

[粹 = _  一 .] 

粹 曹  pure  words. 

端粹  quiet;  dignified. 

w 

10,418 

R •寘隊 

Y.  tscwae 
K.  s“,  swae 
A.  tui、 twai 

See 个銮 

Sinking 

Lower. 

m 
10,419 

w 
10,420 

•靂寘 
See 藝 

A. 

Sinking 

Lower. 

m 

R, 

To  abuse；  to  rail  at；  to 
accuse. 

詳馬。 1 ■謀詩  t。 curse;  to abuse. 

凌誶  to  treat  with  contumely ; 
name  of  an  allegorical  personage 
mentioned  in  Lieh  Tzil. 

忿 誶不恭  his  behaviour  and language  were  most  disrespect¬ 
ful. 

謇朝 誶而 夕替 ^  the morning  I  censured  (my  prince) 

and  by  evening  I  had  been 

superseded. 

誶賦者  tax-collectors. 

See  9596. 

A  coffin,  called  槽檀， 

used  to  send  home  the 

bodies  of  soldiers  killed  in 

battle. 

m 

10.423 

r •霧 

W.  v.  csii 

See_ 

K.  se 

J.  sai 

A.  tui 

Sinking 

Lower. 

祟‘
 

10.424 

R •寘 

C.  soii2- 

H.  suP 
F.  soui),  swoP 

W.sii3 N.  s  :i  ' 

P.  swei M.  swei,  hwei、 

wei 

Y.  swei 

Sz.  swei 

K.  su 
[•  sui 
A.  tui 

SinkiDg 

Upper. 

•4- A-  fine  thin  cloth. 

10,421 

R. 霽寘 
See  9^^ 

K.  jm,  se 

1 .  set 
A.  we 

SinkingUpper. 

w 
10,422 

眞 
H.  sui、fui 

F.  soui^^  hic^- W.  zii,  dzu 

N.  zei^  v.  bet 

遂 
A.  tui、 twe Sinking 

Lower. 

A  bamboo  broom  ；  a 

besom  ；  to weep. 

擁  to  ply  the  broom, — to  make 
ready  to  receive  guests. 

An  ear  of  grain  ；  the 

flower  of  grasses. 

~ ' 禾 九 稳  nine  ears  on  one 
stalk, 一 an  abundant  year. 

麥 穗雨歧  two  ears  of  wheat on  one  stalk, ― an  omen  of  pros¬ 

perous  times., 

此有滯 德 here  ears  are  left untouched, 一 for  the  gleaning widow. 

穗子  an  ear  of  corn;  the  tassel 
of  silk  at  the  end  of  a  queue. 

穗垣  a  name  for  Canton. 

俠 

10.425 

R. 支 

Q.  y  oil 
F.  wi 

K.yu 

J.  ni、 zui A.  niui 
Even  Upp^r. 

m 
10.426 

R •支 

Even  Lower. 

w 

10.427 

R 

.

 

支

 

see 衰 

Even  Upper. 

An  evil  spirit;  an  evi 
influence.  See  7738.  [To 

be  distinguished  from  祟 2930.] 

怪祟  a  goblin;  a  demon. 
河爲祟  his  illness  was  caused by  the  Spirit  of  the  River, 

鬼 爲狐祟  devils  haunt  foxes 一 as  foxes  haunt  human  beings. 

向 祟於狐  hitherto  bewitch 
ed  by  a  fox. 

邪 魔鬼祟  possessed  by  an 
evil  spirit. 

送畢。 1 ■驅 祟  t。 exorcise  evil spirits,  —  usually  in  a  friendly 

way,  by  offerings  of  food,  etc. 

作祟  to  act  wildly,  as  if  possess¬ 
ed. 

鬼 單祟祟  demoniacal;  mis- 
chievous. 

Name  of  a  shrub. 

白  t 委  a  small  thorny  shrub, 

楼仁 楼核  kernels  of  a 
species  of  Prunus}  used  as  a 

drug. 

The  strings  of  a  cap. 

Used  with  10,392, 

冠 綏雙止  the  strings  of  a cap  are  made  in  pairs, 一 and  so 
are  men  and  women. 

Weak；  feeble  from  sick¬ ness. 

瘘 庚不振  so  weak  as  to  be hardly  able  ta  move. 

162 
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10,428 
R. 支 

See 衰 

Even  Upper. 

10.429 
R. 灰 

See 鰓 
K.  Jt,  v.  sit 

Even  Upper. 

笫 
10.430 

真 
穗 
Sinking 
Lower. 

孫1
 

10,43! R. 元 
C.  sun 

H.  sun 
F.  soung 
W.  so 

N.  stng^  v.  si 
P.  sun 

M.  sen 

Y.  seng 

Sz.  sen^  sun 
K.  son 

[•  son 
A.  toun 

Even  Upper. 

To  walk  slowly.  Radical 

35.  Also  read  ts^ui1.  [To 
be  distinguished  from  久 
1924.] 

To  spread  the  wings ; 

wings  fluttering. 

Ripe  grain.  [To  be  dis¬ 
tinguished  from  采  1 1,504.] 

SXJ3NT. 

A  grandson ;  a  grand¬ 
child.  See  10,894， 11,424 

子孫  sons  and  grandsons. 

子 孫搌娥  a  goddess  wor¬ 
shipped  for  offspring, 一 the  Chi¬ 
nese  Lucina. 

子 孫物兒  an  heirloom. 

孫子。 r 孫兒  a  grandson. 

曾孫。 r 重 孫 great 
grandsons. 

承 重 孫  the  eldest  g-grandson 
who  in  case  of  his  father’s  death 
is  the  chief  mourner  for  his  grand 

parents. 

兀孫 01 ■左孫  g-g-grandsons. 

來孫  g-g-g-grandsons. 

昆 扣 畐） 孫  g-g-g-g-grand- sons. 

仍孫  g-g  g-g-g-grandsons. 
W  ̂   g-g-g-g-g-g-grandsons. 

耳孫  似 333^. 
灰孫 a  grandson  so  remote  as 

to  be  a  mere  particle.  Used  as 
a  term  of  abuse,  implying  that 
the  speaker  is  many  generations 
above  the  person  addressed. 

孫女  a  granddaughter. 

外孫  a  daughter’s  son. 

孫 
io,43! 

葱 
io,432 

m 

ic，433 

R •元 

See 孫 

Even  Upper. 

io,434 

R- 元 

See 孫 

Even  Upper. 

蓀1
 

亡， 43  5 

R .元 
Sce 孫 

Even  Upper. 

竹孫  new  shoots  of  bamboo  from the  old  stump. 

落孫山 a 孫 山之外 
to  be  left  outside  Mt.  Sun,  or  out 

in  the  cold, —— i.e.  not  to  pass  one’s 
examination.  From  the  story 

of  a  ’man  named  Sun  Shan, 

who,  having  come  out  last  on 
the  list  and  being  asked  by  a 

friend  if  lie  (the  friend)  had 

also  passed,  replied  jokingly  that 
the  latter  was  孫 山外。 & 

side  Mt.  Sun. 

孫 悟空。 r 孫猴兒 & 
leading  character  in  the  西游 

記  Hsi-yu-chi、 who  began  life 
as  a  monkey  and  is  remarkable 
throughout  for  restlessness  and cunning. 

孫悟空 打觔斗 ，打不 

出佛爺 的手心  SunWu- 
k‘ung’s  somersaults  never  carried 
him  beyond  the  palm  of  Buddha^ 

hand, 一 though  he  thought  he 
had  reached  tl  ̂  verge  creation. 

屬孫 猴兒“ e  is  like  Sun Hou’rh， 一 a  man  of  wid^  expe¬ rience. 

孫許  Sun  ,Chfo  (see  Biog.  Diet. 1801)  and  Hsu  詢  Hsiin. 

Read  hsiin4, =  4503 - 

Same  as  4903. 

To  rub  with  the  hand. 

捫檷  to  rub;  to  stroke ;  to  fc-)l. 

遜 10.436 

艰 

10.437 R •寒元 

See 餐 

Even  Upper. 

A  monkey.  See  4933. 

Name  of  a  flower. 

溪  /f  /j*  sibiricu.  Max.,  var. orientalis  • 

笋
 3 

io,438 

R •較 

C.  \ 

H.  1
 讓 

F.  sung 

W.  hsiun
g 

N.  sh’ing
 

P. 

M. 

Y. Sz. 

K. 

J.  shun 

A.  chwer» 
Rising  Upper. 

See  4903. 

The  evening  neal ;  sup¬ 

per-,  to  eat.  [Correctly,  but 
rarely,  written  績 •] 

饔矯難 繼 k  is  hard  40  get a  supper  to  fbllow  a  breakfast, 
— i.e.  to  have  both;  poverty- 
stricken. 

君未 覆手不 敢潰 until the  prince  has  withdrawn  his 
hand,  we  (his  courtiers)  do  not 

presume  to  eat. 

秀 色可飱  beauty  one  could 

eat  up. 

The  young  shoots  of  the 

bamboo^  which  are  boiled 
and  eaten  ；  shoots  of  other 
plants.  The  projecting  part 
which  fits  into  a  socket  ； 

a  tenon  ；  conical  ；  pointed. 
See  7115， 10,445. 

笋芽 M 竹笋  bamboo-shoots. 

3S  ̂   fine-pointed  as  a 
barabooshoot. 

葛务  Lactuca  scariola  L.  var. 
sativa. 

火夢0 r  乾 齊  dried  bamboo 
shoots  for  export. 

簟竹 長二丈 猶爲笋 

pj*  the  Hen  bamboo  grows 
to  the  height  of  20  feet,  and  has edible  shoots. 

茭笋  see  1308. 齊驟  a  docile  mule. 
笋頭  a  dovetail;  a  corner;  an angle. 

合笋  to  fit  in  a  tenon. 

石 欄脫笋  the  stone  railings 
came  out  of  their  sockets. 

齊峯  a  conical  hill;  a  peak. 

劈 1  S  樣  conical ;  pyramidical to  circumcise.  See  10,440 

and  10,445. 

Read  yiln^.  A  variety  of 

bamboo  from  the  splints 

of  which  4  fine  mats  are made. 



&TJ1ST 

I  !29I 
SUlNTCa- 

箭 
10.439 

損 3
 

10.440 

R •阮 
C.  sun 
H.  sun 

F.  soung 
W.xb 

N.  seng 
P.  sun 

M.  sen 

Y. 

Sz. 

K. 

J. 
A.  toun 

Rising  Upper, 

Same  as  10,438. 

To  diminish,  as  opposed 

to 增  1 1,7 1 8  ；  to  injure;  to 

spoil  ；  injury  or  disadvan¬ 

tage,  as  opposed  to 益 

5485.  The  44th  Diagram. 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

捐 3I29-] 

可損 不可增  this  might  be 
diminished,  but  not  increased, 
— as  an  allowance  of  wine. 

減 損軍粮  to  diminish  the 
rations  of  the  troops, -and  pocket 
the  difference  oneself. 

損有餘 ，補 不足 ，天之 
也  to  take  from  that  which 

has  abundance  and  give  to  that 
which  is  deficient,  is  the  way 
of  God.  • 

損之又 損之道 the  prin- 
ciple  of  diminution  upon  dim  I 

nution, — explained  as  the  sim 
plicity  of  the  wise,  the  deference 

of  the  exalted,  the  gentleness  of 

， the  strong,  and  the  humility  of 
the  rich. 

or 
打楫。 r 損壤。 r 損害 

損破。 r 損傷  to  damage; 
to、 injure;  to  spoil. 

損 壤船隻  wrecked  vessels. 

有  無損  there  is  advantage 
in  it  and  no  disadvantage. 

天損 人益之 斿加 the 
two-fold  loss  in  heaven  of  what 

one  gains  on  earth, 一 a  phrase 
applied  to  worldly  successes, 
which  are  supposed  to  involve  a 
serious  loss  in  the  next  world,  by 
way  of  compensation. 

損 人利己  to  injure  others 
for  one’s  own  advantage.' 

滿招損  pride  invites  misfor¬ 
tune.  See  5485. 

一 損俱損  if  you  hurt  one, 
you  hurt  all. 

治一經 ，損 一經  while  it 
cures  one  part,  it  injures  another. 

損 價售之  sold  it  at  a  ruin¬ ous  loss. 

損德  to  injure  one’s  virtue. 

損壽  to  shorten  one’s  life. 
損氣  to  destroy  the  health. 

10, 440 

10,441 

R. 願 

H.  sun 

P.  hsUn、 iun 
M.  sen 

See 遜 
K. ) 

J. 
 \SOn

 

A.  toun Sink
ing 

Uppe
r. 

10.442 

R. 願 

See|| 

Sinking 

Upper. 

潠 
10.443 

m 
10.444 

r •阮 

See 損 

Rising  tipper. 

w 
io,445 

阮 

to 

R 

C. 
H 
F.  sung^  chung 
W.  hsiung 

多 記損心 ，多 語損氣 
much  remembering  injures  the 

mind,  much  talking  injures  the 

body’s  vitality,- C/.  “much  study 
is  a  weariness  to  the  flesh.” 

損 失  injury  or  loss. 

損柝  to  damage  by  tearing,— ， as  documents. 

做損  to  circumcise.  See  10,438 and  10,445. 

Mild  ；  peaceful.  To 
resign  ；  used  with  4903. 

The  5  th  of  the  Eight  Dia¬ 
grams.  South-west  ；  (later 

system)  south-east, 

巽與之 w  words  of  gentle advice. 

出 言不巽 t。 use  unparlia mentary  language. 

異思^  位  I  will  resign  the  throne to  you. 

車巽 者亦無 所不容 
the  humble  find  no  place  where 

they  cannot  obtain  admission,- 
being  in  this  sense  likened 
the  wind. 

望巽地  towards  the  south-east. 

To  spirt  out  of  the  mouth. 

B 異符水  to  spirt  out  holy  water, — - to  exorcise  evil  spirits. 

嘴 起人來  to  spirt  over  a 
person. 

Same  as  10,442. 

To  chop  up  meat  for cooking. 

^  ̂   dry  hash, — a  book  o
f 

miscellaneous  notes  by 溫庭 

Wen  T4ing  yun  of  the  T^ang 
dynasty. 

A  tenon；  to  fit  into. 

榫子。 r 榫頭。 1 •榫牙 a tenon. 

功 J  tenon  and  mortis^.  [FoSr 

卯，  K‘ang  Hsi  has  卵， but 

the  colloquial  is  maol.~\ 

榫 
3 

io,44S 

N  ‘  s  k  ing 

r.  sun 

M.  sen、 chi'tn 

Y. ； 

Sr.  i 

J.  son 

A.  chwen 
Rising  Upper. 

準 10,446 

A 

io,447 

R. 朱 

See 頌 

A.  tung 

Sinking 

Lower. 

說話不 對榫卯 t。 say things  which  do  not  fit  like  tenon 

and  mortise, 一 which  are  con¬ 
tradictory. 

鬥榫  to  mortise. 
三 榫隆起  three  tenons  stick 
out. 

三晖 爲卯以 受榫— e 
cavities  act  as  mortises  to  hold 
the  tenons. 

作榫  to  circumcise.  See  10,438 
and  10,440. 

Same  as  10,445. 

SXJ3NTC3-. 

To  go  to  law；  litigation 

訟 告  to  accuse. 詞  an  indictment;^  12,401. 

訟師。 r 訟棍  one  who  assists 
suitors  in  working  up  their  cases; 

a  “lawyer.” 

渉 訟  involving  a  lawsuit. 

祭訟。 r 忸訟  to  arrest  and charge  before  the  court. 

訟案  a  case  at  law. legal  fees；  law  expenses. 

訟 累 如  bring  intc  trouble  with 
the  law.  «. 

訟 則 rules  of  procedure. 

訟獄。 1 ■訟事  litigation 

和 鄕黨以 息爭訟 be  M peace  with  your  neighbours,  in 
order  to  stop  litigation. 

自 訟  to  accuse  oneself. 

訟心 者祥  he  who  charges 
himself  will  be  happy. 

訟 人者硤 he  who  charges 
others  will  suffer  misfortune. 

健訟  good  at  lawsuits ;  litigious. 

典訟 t。  give  rise  to  litigation. 

駕訟  to  promote  litigation. 

息訟  t。 stoP  litigation. 

Mi  所  a  Court  of  Arbitration. 
上訟。 r 越 訟= 越訴. IO,357. 

see 
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10,448 r •朱 

C.  tsung 
H.  siung 

F.  soung 

V^.joa 
1^.  dzung 
P- ] 

M. 

Y •卜町 Sz. ] 

K. chong 

J.  dj’u,  sho A.  tungjung 
Sinking 

Lower. 

m
x
 

10,449 R •冬 

C.  its^ung 
H.  UsHung 
F.  Ssiing 

W.  csung、 

Sjuoa N. 
P. 

M. 
Y. 
Sz. 

K.  song 

J.  skd^  dju 
A.  itung 

Even 

Irregular. 

tsung 

were 

The  countenance  ；  look. 

To  praise  ；  to  extol  ；  a  pane¬ 

gyric；  a  sacrificial  ode. 

頌讃  to  eulogise. 

頌詞畢  when  the  congratula¬ 
tory  addresses  had  been  read. 

頌 禱之詞  language  express- 
k  ive  of  good  wishes. 

頌德  to  extol  virtue. 

頌 楊載道  his  praises heard  on  all  sides. 

順 頌升祺 i  avail  myself  of  j 
the  opportunity  to  wish  you  pro¬ 
motion  and  happiness ! 

頌 視三多  may  you  have  the 
three  things  in  abundarc^ 1  See 

9512  (三不 求). 

爲頌  (preceded  by  other  words) 
was  glad  to  learn  that . 

辰維 財祉豐 盈鞮躬 

泰適爲  I  am  gratified  to 
learn  that  your  health  is  excellent 

and  your  affairs  prospering. 

作顯宗 頌十篇 _te  a 
panegyric  in  ten  cantos  on  the 
Emp.  Hsien  Tsung. 

审  ch^ung1'  metrical  passages 
interpolated  in  the  Buddhist 

Sutras^  which  repeat  in  verse 
the  sense  of  the  preceding  prose 
text.  Sanskrit :  geya. 

調頌 a  hymn  or  short  moral 
poem.  Sanskrit :  gdtha. 

A  term  for  coniferous 

trees  with  needle-shaped 

leaves ;  the  genus  Pinus  ； 

used  pictorially  as  an  em¬ 
blem  of  longevity,  from  its 

evergreenness. 

松木 deal. 
松香。 r 松脂  terebinthinous 

resins  from  pines. 

松香油  turpentine. 

甘松香  spikenard. 

松 .子 or 松塔。 r 松球 
pineseed-vessels；  fir-cones. 

毛 or  金}*  pine-needles. 

松使  shih^  者此 
松節  the  joints  of  fir  twigs,  used 

in  medicine. 

m 

10,449 

M
x
 

10,450 
R 冬送 

See 鬆 

Even  Upper. 

崧 !o,45i 

松柏節 操 yours  is  a vigorous  old  age. 

松肩 荷月高  the  pine- tree  supports  on  its  shoulder  the 

far-away  moon.  See  2616. 

松皮疔 a  syphilitic  sore. 
松鼠  择  squirrel, 一 includes  &/從- res  davidianus  A.M. 一 Edw.,  Sc、 
MacCkllandi、 Horsf.,  and  Sc., 

chine  ns  is ,  Gray,  according  to  lo¬ 
cality. 

松 免石。 r 緑松石 tur- 
quoise. 

松花蛋  preserved  eggs.  See 

9210. 松花江  the  Songari  river. 

松江府  the  Prefecture  ofl Sungkiang,  in  which  Shanghai lies. 

松樹 Pinus  Massoniana,  Lamb. 

白松  Pinus  Bungeanay  Zucc. 

黑  Pinus  Thunbergii、 Parlet. 
Pinus  densifloray  S.  &  Z. 

Pinus  koraiensis、 S.  &  Z. 

刺猫^  Juniperus  chinensisy  L. 

孔雀松  Cryptomeria  japonica, Don. 

地松  Equisetum  arvense^  L. 

水松  Taxodium  heterophyllum、 Brogn. 

落葉松  the  larch  (Larix  lep- tolepis、 End.,  and  Z.  davurica, 
Turcz.). 

金松  Pseudolarix  Kampferi^ Gordon. 

石； Lycopodium  clavatum^  L. 

其木^  Cotyledon fimbriata, Hmcz” var.  ramosissima、 Max. 

Cornus  microphylla^  Wall 

^  ̂   Pucrasia  darwinii  or  P. xanthospila;  generally  supposed 
to  be  the  fran colin. 

Frost  ；  icicles. 

Same  as  10,458. 

淞 

R. 

10,452 

R. 冬 

F.  V.  ̂ SUTtg 
See 

Even 

Irregular. 

菘1
 

xo,4S3 

車 
「•  shU、 shu 

A.  tung 

Even  Upper. 

鬆1
 

io,454 

R •冬 

C.  I 

H.  (  ̂  

F.  sung、 song 

W. 
N. 

M.  i  ̂  

Y. 

Sz. 

K.  song 

••  shd、 shu A.  iung、 

t、oung、 toung 

Even  Upper. 

Name  of  a  river  ；  see 10,449. 

^  Woosung, 一 at  the  mouth of  the  Shanghai  river. 

鴛 

io,4SS 

10,456 

只朱 

See 頌 

A.  tung 

Sinking 

Lower. 

The  Chinese  cabbage,  a 

variety  of  Brassica  cam- 

pestris^  L. 

菘籃  a  variety  of  Isatis  tinctoria, L.,  used  for  dyeing. 

Dishevelled ；  loose；  slack； 

lax  ；  easy  ；  unimportant. 

鬆開 鬆綁。 '•鬆 緩 t。 
loosen；  to  slack  off;  to  untie, 

鬆手 let  go! 鬆些 OT 鬆勲兒 lQ<)se  k  a 

little.  • 布 鬆  loose，一 as  a  girdle. 

鬆 鬆肩兒 t。 ease  w’s 

shoulders  of  a  burden;  to  rest. 

鬆動  to  loosen, — as  one’s  waist¬ 
band. 

稍鬆  loosen  or  slack  off  a  little, 

鬆人  a  flabby  -man. 
心 鬆。 r 心裏 鬆通 ㈣ 

in  mind. 

鬆 怏 鬆爽 contented^ happy ;  comfortable. 

法舍鬆  discipline  lax. 
放鬆  lawless ;  reckless. 

毫不 碑鬆  will  not  make
  any 

concession. 

Same  as  10,467. 

To  hum  over；  to  read 
in  a  sing-song  voice  ；  to 

intone;  to  recite.  A  song. To  eulogise. 

誦讀  to  recite. 背誦  to  recite,  with  the  back  to the  master, ― as  a  schoolboy. 

再 覽能誦  aftei" reading  (a passage)  twice,  he  could  repeat 
it  from  memory. 
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io,456 

I 似、 1  o,45  7 

東 
cf .鬆 
Even  Upper. 

10,458 

^東 
H.  sung、 

Us、ung 

See 鬆 
K. sung 

" shU,  shu 
A.  tung 

Even  Upper. 

悚 8
 

10.459 

R •腫江 
•  ksuoa 

SeeIS 
K.  song 

Rising  Upper. 

m 
10.460 

r. 腫 
^ 悚 
Rising  Upper, 

誦習  to  be  constantly  repeating 
over. 

期 釋如流  read  it  out  fluent ly  in  a  clear  voice. 

誦詩  to  recite  poetry. 

誦經  to  chant  the  Sutras, 

默誦  to  say 'over  to  oneself;  to mutter. 

誦說  to  relate. 

誦論  to  discourse. 

官紳交 口誦之  both  offi¬ 
cials  and  gentry  were  loud  in 

his  praises. 

Intelligent. 

The  highest  of  the  Fivel 

Mountains  of  China,  sit- 1 

uated  in  Honan  ；  eminent  ；[ 

lofty.  [Originally  祟 2930】. 

嵩 呼萬歲  exalted  is  his  Ma-I 
jesty. 

嵩 高維攀  grandly  lofty  arej the  mountains. 

嵩 嶽效靈  t。 be  hailed  Era- 1 
peror. 

釋 嶽降神  you  have  a  son| (congratulatory). 

Terrified. 

悚惕。 r 悚懼 w 悚惶 h 
fear  and  trembling. 

悚然  terrified.  Also,  still；  with-| 
out  moving. 

唆 悚人家  to  set  people  byj the  ears. 

辣
 ， 

10,460 

m 
10,461 

r •腫 

H.  ctsiung 

W.  hsitoa^ 
cK'uoa^  sung 

See 蔣 

K. chong 

Rising  Upper. 

A 

To  be  afraid ;  to  rouse  ； 

to  incite；  to  raise. 

竦體  the  flesh  creeping  from 
fear. 

鍊然。 1 •鍊立  terrified;  in  a 
state  of  great  excitement. 

毛 髮竦然  his  hair  stood  on 
end  from  fear. 

毛 骨竦然  his  hair  stood  on 
end  and  his  flesh  crept  for  fear. 

果 
10,462 

只宋 

h'.  I sun^ 
]F.  soung、sadng W. 

N. 
P. 

M. 

Y. Sz. 
K.  song 

Jc  sd^  su 
A.  toung 

Sinking 

Lower 

sung 

練 然而辞  trembling  with! excitement  as  it  waits, 一 for  the| 

enemy；  of  a  fighting-cock/ 

敬  standing  erect  in  respect- 1 
ful  attitude. 

鍊善  to  incite  to  virtue. 
鍊動  to  be  agitated;  horrified. I 

鍊翅 而上也 clapped  its  I wings  and  soared  aloft. 

To  raise ；  to  excite;  to j 

egg  on.  Lofty;  high；  am¬ 
bitious.  Also  read  tsung*] 

聳 身立鞍  raised  himself  so： as  to  stand  on  the  saddle. 

將身 一聳離 地五六 
with  one  bound  he  rises  some 

fifty  or  sixty  feet  above  the  earth. 

聳 人耳目  to  arrest  public  I attention. 

^5 言 " 聽  clever  talk  excites one  to  listen, 

聳 m 打仗  to  urge  on  to  war. 
聳准  to  get  consent  by  fraudu¬ 

lent  representations. 

擊 懼  alarmed ;  frightened. 

聲 惑  to  excite  doubt. 

山 峯高聳  the  mountain peaks  are  lofty. 

山 峯聳起  the  mountain  j peaks  stick  up. 

聲 肩  high  shoulders. 
聲 起肩來 tC)  shrug  the  j shoulders. 

弄聳  to  deceive;  to  dupe. 

聳動  to  incite;  to  importune. 

To  reside  ；  to  dwell. 

Name  of  a  feudal  State. 

Name  of  a  dynasty. 

朱國  one  of  the  leading  feudal 
States,  from  b.c.  1113  to  b.c.  285. 

朱朝。 r 朱耙 w 炎宋 c 

13,069)  or  趙宋  {see  498)  the 

Sung  dynasty,  from  a.d.  960  to 
a.d.  1280.  A  less  important 

dynasty  of  the  same  name,  which 
existed  from  a.d.  420  to  a.d. 

479,  is  generally  distinguished  as 

劉朱耙  the  Sung  dynasty  of ̂  

劉铬  Liu  Yu,  its  founder. 

采 
10,462 

w 

10,463 

R •送  1. 

See 朱 

Sinking 

Upper. 

朱玉般 跑 the  beauty  ofj Sung  Yu,— ja  poet  of  the  3rd! century  b.c., 

宋 玉般情  the  tenderness  ofl Sung  Yu. 

屬宋江 的。 f  the  class  of| Sung  Chiang, — a  cruel  brigand. 

To  accompany；  to  escort 

{Gr.  Trsjtxjrstv)  ；  to  send  ex¬ 
pressly  {see  9750)；  to  hand 

over；  to  give.  A  kind  of 
laudatory  essay,  in  praise 

of  a  friend,  given  at  parting. See  4587. 

送別 w 送行  to  see  off, 一 as  j 
a  friend  on  a  journey. 

送行 的禮物  a  present  at| 
parting. 

送客  to  see  a  guest  off  or  to  I the  door. 

拜送  to  bow  a  guest  out. 
目送之  followed  him  with  his | 

eyes. 
送親  to,  escort  a  bride  to  her  I husband’s  house. 

送娘子  a'  bridesmaid. 
送殯。 r 送喪。 r 送死 叫 
attend  a  funeral.  The  last  is  also! 
to  rush  to  certain  destruction. 

自送死 ，非 我逼也 he| voluntarily  sought  death  and| 
was  not  driven  to  it  by  me. 

送 举迎來  to4"speed  the  I 
parting  and  welcome  the  coming  I 

guest. 

前 門送舊 ，狻 H 迎新 1 
seeing  off  old  guests  at  the  front  | 
door  and  receiving  fresh  ones  at  I 

the  liack, ― of  a  perpetual  streac 
of  visitors. 

莫送。 r 別送  don’t  trouble  J 
to  see  me  off. 

恕不送  excuse  my  not  seeingl 

you  off. 

順 風相送  may  a  fair  wind| 
set  you  on  your  way ! 

送出  to  send  away. 
發 I  呈  to  send  to  (polite). 
送上  to  send  to  a  superior. 

送上 茶來  to  serve  tea. 
送到0 r 送 至 to  send  to. 
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10,463 
送回  Qi •送還  to  send  back. 

送  to  send, — as  rent,  etc. 

送  to  send  with  a  request. 

送 日 = 請期 嫩 2I9。. 

送 逆  t0  take  a  disobedient 
son  to  the  magistrate. 

送帖  to  send  a  card. 

^  ̂   to  send  a  message  or  letter. 

送信兒  t。 send  a  verbal 
message. 

送 貨之人 a  supercargo. 

送官。 r 送案。 r 拏送。 r 

送究。 l_ 送懲 t°  send  in 
to  the  authorities, 一 as  a  thief. 

顴一 送兒  to  hire  for  the 
single  journey. 

分 送  to  divide  up  and  send; 
to  distribute. 

送鬼的  an  exorcist;  a  magi¬ 
cian.  See  10,424. 

送肉 上钻  to  hand  over  one’s flesh  to  the  chopping-block, 一 

to  put  one’s  head  in  the  noose. 

送 交  to  hand  over. 

10.463 

訴 10.464 

虓 10.465 

r. 東 

see 嵩 

Even  Upper. 

限一 日將袍 台奉送 
gave  one  day  for  the  surrender of  the  fort. 

送 三  the  ceremonies  on  the 
third  day  after  death, — now  usu¬ 
ally  performed  on  the  second  day. 

送 —  or 送東西 to  send presents.  See  6949. 

送鮮  to  send  New  Year  presents. 

送 命  to  make  a  present  of  one’s life, — as  when  courting  danger. 

送知會 的 a  messenger- 

送 子銀娘 the  g°ddess  of child-bearing. 

送 神娘娘 the  goddess  wh。 bestows  children  (Shantung). 

See  10,357. 

Name  of  a  concubine  of 

帝 ■  Ti  K‘u， the  father of  the  Emperor  Yao,  b.c. 

2436. 

7^  女戎  name  of  an  ancient  State. 

m 

10.466 

^東 

s- 嵩 

Even  Upper. 

戎
 I1
 

10.467 

R •東 

See 嵩 

Even  Upper. 

m 

10.468 

10.469 

R. 腫 

See 悚 

Rising  Upper. 

Fine  hair.  | 

胃 妻毛  cloth  with  a  long  soft  nap; 

plush. 

A  brown  sparrow-hawk. 

[Also  written  with  the 
radical  on  the  left.] 

Same  as  10,459. 

To  raise；  to  seize. 

身  to  raise  oneself  to  one’s 
full  height. 

權身 思狡兔 stitching 
itself  out,  eager  for  the  cunning 
hare.  ) 

TA. 

大
 4 

io,47o 
R •泰箇 
C.  tdi 

H.  tcai 
F.  tai、 twai 
W.  da^  du 
N.  da、 dou'do P. 

Y  ia,  t
ai Sz. 

- K.  tae 

J.  tai A.  tai、 dai 
Sinking 
Lower. 

Great  ；  elder,  as  opposed 

to 小 4294  in  size  or  age; 

big  ；  tall  ；  extensive  ；  high 

in  rank  ；  noble  ；  eminent  ； 

par  excellence ;  best  in  qua¬ 

lity；  main  ；  important;  in  full 

{see  13,515).  Very；  much； 

greatly.  Radical  37.  See 

859i,  9940,  9971. 

大^小  great  and  small;  of  all 
sizes ;  size. 

大小 相布  T-cloths  of  all sizes. 

沒大  /J、 neither  large  nor  small, 
一 a  term  applied  to  knitted  or 

other  stockings  which  are  more 
or  less  elastic. 

大同小 異 •  great  resemblance 
and  small  difference, 一 identical 

大
丄
 

io,47o 

in  the  chief  points  and  differing 

only  in  minor  particulars. 

大^驚 小, 径  extraordinary, — 
as  behaviour. 

以 大爲小  to  reproduce  on a  smaller  scale, — of  pictures. 

以大 觀小之 法 t0  reSard big  as  small, — for  painting  dis¬ 
tant  objects  in  proper  propor¬ tions. 

政無 大小一 委元顯 as  to  affairs  of  State,  great  or 

small,  he  left  them  one  and  all 
to  Yuan  Hsien. 

as  big  as  one’s  fist. 

其大^ 無夕卜 its  size  is  $uch that  there  is  nothing  outside  it; 

infinitely  great ;  the  greatest  pos¬ 
sible;  very  large.  See  /J、 4294. 

natural  size. 

大
 * 

10,47。 大 多  a  large  number.  j 

大多了  is  much  bigger, — than. 漸漸 的就大 起枣了 

gradually  got  bigger  and  bigger. 

大寫  the  large  style  of  writing, 
especially  applied  to  the  namer- 
als;  see  9553.  Also,  a  chief  clerk. 

擬定 大字形 he  was  sen_ 
tenced  to  be  fixed  in  the  shape  : 
of  the  character  一 to  be crucified. 

大人 a  grown-up  man; a  great  man;  (read  ta^  jen)  your 
Excellency.  [Not  generally  used 

except  to  one’s  own  superiors.  • 

High  Chinese  officials  are  best 

addressed  by  their  titles  preceded  . 

by  貴  etc.]  A  giant.  : 

大人跡 加⑽ of  giants ，一 in 

early  ages.  ' 
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TA 

大
 4 

io,47o 

i 

明  the  great  Ming  dynasty, — 
as  spoken  of  by  the  Mings. 

the  great  Ch‘ing  dynasty, 

一 the  present  dynasty  of  Man- 
chu  Tartars. 

大開 門做 d。 it  with  the 
dooi  wide  open, 一 publicly. 

此我 大三歲 three  years 
older  than  I  am. 

大後天  three  days  hence. 

^  天  three  days  ago. 

grandfather  and  preceding 

ancestors. 

大义毋  heaven  and  earth ;  the 
Emperor. 

$且  the  eldest  sister. 

大兒子  the  eldest  son. 

^白  a  father’s  eldest  brother. 

大 舅 子  a  wife’s  elder  brother, 
a  father’s  elder  brother’s 

wife. 

大 閨女。 r 大妞 兒 agreat 
girl;  a  marriageable  girl. 

大泰㈣ il39) 。1 •大門 戶 
a  wealthy  or  noble  family. 

大 家綠兒  the  whole  party. 

大 聲 叫喊  shouted  loudly. 

大 漢 Chinaman. 

大 衆  all  of  them;  the  whole 
party;  people  in  general. 

大利 ̂  a  weighing  machine. 

大狀師  a  barrister, — as  op¬ 
posed  to  a  solicitor. 

大  y°ur  distinguished  words； 
your  instructions. 

大安  your  health. 

^  名  your  great  name. 

大札 沉 大移 yQur  letter- 
大 義  the  general  spirit  or  tenor, 
— of  any  document. 

大 米^  ordinary  eating  rce;  see 
7^02. 

夫 米稀飯 congee. 

大醜 odium. 
大 肉  the  meat  par  excellence, — 
pork.  Also  that  which  has  been 
sacrificed  to  ancestors  by  the 

Manchus  at  the  背 燈  evening 

sacrifice.  
r 

^  ̂   a  long  robe
. 

io,47o 大魁 = 狀元 w  2756. 

大鎗  gingals. 
大弟申  the  chief  deities,  as  Kuan 
Yin,  Kuan  Ti,  etc.  Also,  your 
thoughts. 

大 道  a  grand  manner;  good 
bearing ;  liberality  or  largeness 
of  mind;  principles;  right  prin¬ 

ciples  ; the  teaching  par  excel- lence. 

大  it a  gaol- warden；  a  statesman of  note；  a  Bodhisatva. 

三  士  Avalokitesvara,  Man- 
jusri,  and  Samantabhadra. 

大端  the  inain  division. 

大海  the  high  seas. 
大官。 1 •大員 Dr 大憲 high officers. 

綱  principles ;  chief  points. 

大將 {chiang^)  a  military  com¬ mander. 

the  death  of  a  parent. 

f  事  important  matters.  See 

999°- 大水 floods. 大雨  a  heavy  fall  of  rain. 
大 餐  late  dinner;  a  dinner  party. 

大作  a  hubbub,  as  of  a  storm. 
Also,  an  admirable  production. 

大理石  Yunnan  marble. 

A  _  t  the  Grand  Court  o
f Revision. 

大理院  the  High  Court  of 
Justice. 

^  俠  high-principled. 

太 怒  yery  angry. 

大 早  very  early. 

大 不相同 veiT  unlike- 
不對  not  at  all  agreeing  or matching. 

^  ̂   not  very  suitable  or well  matched. 

不大高  n<3t  very  high. 

未 大 疫  not  yet  thoroughly recovered. 

此  the  examination  for 

士  doctor’s  degree. 

虫  the  great  vermin, 一 tigers. 

大
 * 

io,47o 
大 禮  the  great  ceremony, 一 in 
marriage  preliminaries,  the  ̂  

幣  sending  of  silks. 
大熟  name  for  the  half  year from  April  to  October  in  which 
cotton  and  rice  are  planted;  a 

good  harvest  year. 

大錢  Peking  cash.  Also,  cash of  full  weight;  see  1736. 

大 始  the  first  origin,  of  things； the  creative  power  of  乾  the 

heavenly  principle. 

大大的 greatly； 

deeply. 

^  great,  or  essential,  rules or  laws. 

大 宴。1 大酒大 肉 agrand banquet. 

大粮 (of  land)  assessed  at  full 
rate. 

大殿  the  first  hall  in  a  Buddhist temple. 

大  a  great  or  magnanimous spirit.  Also,  great  anger.  i； 

大 司馬， A 司 空 and 大 

司徒 the 三 公 under  "the Han  dynasty.  At  present  these 
three  are  the  literary  titles  of 

the  presidents  of  the  Boards  of 
War,  Works,  and  Revenue. 

大  子  you， sir  (polite). 

大 駕  your  chariot, 一 your  arri¬ val;  your  visit. 

大  the  gloaming  before  sun¬ 
rise. 

大 天大亮  broad  daylight. 喜  I  congratulate  you. 

f  1  ̂   an  overdressed  ma
n; 

a  masher. 

大 •路  liberality ;  generosity. 

作事 不大路 to  act  without 

liberality. 

大帽金 T  a  large-headed  nail/ 大 舉： a  large  undertaking；  a large  force. a  review；  a 

grand  affain 

大棗 (= 黑康) black  dates. 
大麵  a  sort  of  vermicelli. 

大 探探的  with  great  Qr  Per- 
feet  self-confidence ;  perfectly 
unabashed. 
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大
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io,47o 

大底  the  binding  of  a  sole  to 
the  uppers. 

大 有大的 難 the  great  have their  own  troubles. 

大限 or  大 歹奇  the  great  limit, 一 death. 

大  progress  ；  advance, — as  of 
civilization.  Also,  the  death  of 

a  sovereign  or  parent.  See  4624. 

大行 皇 帝  the  late  Emperor. 

便  to  go  to  stool. 

大原布  large-sized  T-cloths. 

大呢  broadcloth. 

大蓮布  American  drills.  See 
10,487. 

大黃  rhubarb. 
大 烟 opium  in  general. 

大 土  大洋藥 Patna 
opium. 

大頭菜  salted  turnips. 

大 楓子⑽ 3555 - 

大 靑 smalt. 

大麥  barley. 大 關  the  native,  as  opposed  to 
the  foreign  Customs. 

jC  national  mourning. 

大胃  the  great  scheme, — the 
public  interest. 

大 •會  a  general  meeting. 
^  a  staple  of  commerce. 

Also,  the  chief  part;  mostly. 

the  annual  execution  at 

Peking. 

^  ̂   betel-nut  husk. 

大 皇 曆  the  Imperial  almanac. 

大紅色 crimson. 
大  巧  tha  nasturtium  (?). 

大麻 hemp. 
大話  tall  talk;  brag. 

大擺  to  swagger. 
大兵  Imperial  tropps. 
大司務  a  master-workman, 一 

often  used  of  cooks. 

大腿  the  thigh. 

大甘 草  liquorice. 

大彎花  the  convolvulus. 

大
 4 

io,47o 大秩歌  songs  sung  by  men  on stilts. 

大文 衡  Grand  Examiner. 

jC  憲副  Assistant  G
rand  Ex¬ 

aminer. 

^  ̂   ̂   
Governor. 

大勢 5 頭 兒  the  general  aspect 
of  things. 

大 年  the  year  of  the  triennial examinations. 

大年初 一 *  New  Year’s  Day. 
Wt  the  triennial  examination of  all  officials  below  the  grade 

Qf 堂官 • 

大 着瞻子  plucking  up  cour¬ 
age. 

好大臉  without  shame  or  mo¬ 
desty. 

大棉  and  二棉  best  and  se- cond  quality  of  cotton. 

大都。 r  A 栴 or 大抵 or 
大略沉 大料 or 大約 
generally  speaking ;  for  the  most 

part;  most  probably. 

大 略相符  agreeing  in  the main. 

大凡 or  大共  all;  the  whole. 
大半 •  the  bigger  half;  for  the 

most  part. 

大 車  ̂   the  crankshaft  of  a steamer. 

^  ̂   an  eating-house  for 
labourers  or  coolies. 

月 大  a  moon  of  30  days. 

四 大  the  four  great  things, 一 earth,  fire,  water,  wind. 

大信  good  faith. 大 座  L  large  umbrella*  at funerals,  to  which  are  attached 

strings  held  by  persons  follow¬ 

ing. 

^  name  of  a  common 
quality  of  tea. 

大沙浪  a  long  and  narrow- shaped  brick. 

鼓  story-tellers  with  occa¬ sional  musical  accompaniment. 

大 園  great  inclosure, 一 the 

sky. 

大 堂  the  chief  hall  or  building of  a  house. 

■
x
 

10.470 

家 10.471 

See 撻 

Entering 

Upper. 10.472 

R •合 

See 荅 

P.  v. Qta 
A.  f'ap 

Entering 

Upper. 

大媽 the  wife  of  the 大爺 
elder  brother  of  one’s  father. 

大喊  /]、 叫 的  with  a  hubbub 
of  noise. 

大 庭廣衆 a  crowd  of 

people. 大 臣  a  high  0 伍 cial;  used  in 
imitation  of  “dozen •” 

五 five  dozen. 

大力 子  seeds  oi  Arctium  Lap- 

Pdy  L« 

大 秦 (add  to  2093)  is  said  by E.  Blochet  to  be  half  translation 
and  half  transcription  of  [^i]  «vw 

'Zvpfa  Upper  Syria,  through  the 
Arabic  thsoury  the  final  letter  of 

which,  pronounced  as  /,  had  to 
be  changed,  for  want  of  any  such 

sound  as  tksouly  into  n :  thsour — 
thsoul  —  thsun 一 thsin.  B.  also 

says  that  the  Chinese  word  秦 

referring  to  the  dynasty  of  that 

name  (b.c.  255 — 206),  was  heard 
by  western  ears  as  Ser;  hence 
oi  etc.  of 

Strabo,  Pausanias,  and  others. 

Read  t、ai\  Used  for  ̂  10,573-  1 

Read  taz*. 

大 夫汪  physician.  In  ancient times,  a  Minister,  either  of  the 
Emperor  or  of  a  Prince,  the 

former  having  27  and  the  latter 

5.  Also,  a  pine;  referring  to 
five  of  chese  trees  which  sheltered 

the  “First  Emperor”  on  Mt.  T‘ai 
and  wer^  thus  ennobled  by  him. 

大 王  a  robber  chief. -r  • 

A  lamb.  See  10,473. 

Ears  which  hang  down. 

聋拉着  dragging;  slovenly. 
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r •曷
 

C.  tat 

H.  tat^  tLat 
F.  tak 

Ida 
N.  dah 

P.  it  a 

M. ( , 
Sz. 卜 
Y.  taah 

K.  tat 

J.  tatsz、 dachi 
A.  dat 

Entering 
Lower. 

To  pass  through ;  to 

penetrate  ；  to  apprehend  ； 

intelligent.  To  make  known. 

To  succeed  (Cf.  percer)^  as 

as  opposed  to 窮 2362  see 

9420.  A  lamb.  See  9887. 

達 于 河  lowing  into  the  river. 

四 通八逹  with  roads  radia¬ 
ting  in  every  direction;  central. 

通 達事理  well  acquainted 
with  the  principles  which  under¬ 
lie  human  affairs. 

達權  to  understand  the  art  of 
adapting  oneself  to  circum¬ 
stances. 

— •間  knowing  absolute¬ 
ly  nothing. 

事 極相達  the  matter  is  oh 
a  very  proper  basis. 

達知  to  inform. 

達部  to  inform  the  Board. 

達復  to  inform  in  reply. 

達 璧 t。  bring  to  the  distin¬ 
guished  notice  of. 

煩 你轉達  may  I  trouble  you 
to  announce, — my  arrival. 

達朝廷  to  communicate  to  the 
Emperor ;  to  make  one’s  way in  the  world. 

上 達天聽  for  the  informa¬ 
tion  of  the  gods, 一 a  phrase  seen 
over  theatrical  stages.  Also,  for 

the  information  of  the  Emperor. 

前賈 不達後 語 心咖 in- consistent  with  later  statements. 

上達  to  come  to  the  front;  to 
succeed  in  life.  Especially  to 

take  a  degree. 

發達  to  prosper;  to  develop,  as 
a  line  of  trade. 

商業 之發達  the  develop¬ ment  of  trade. 

達人  one  who  has  come  to  the 
front;  a  clever  man. 

未達時  before  he  became 
known, 一 to  fame. 

不 達時務  has  no  s avoir 
vivre. 

其達者  those  who  made  names 
for  themselves  …  ) 

士 貴其達  scholars  acclaim¬ 
ed  his  attainment, — of  wisdom. 

達
 2 

io,473 

無 由自達  no  means  of  push¬ ing  oneself  to  the  front. 

達 不離道  when  he  has  suc¬ ceeded,  he  does  not  desert  the 
true  doctrine. 

能否 達目的 whether  he will  attain  his  end  or  not  … 

不爲 天下達 y 道歟 he cannot  be  regarded  as  a  great 

teacher, — of  Lao  Tzii,  whose  doc¬ 
trines  are  too  unpractical. 

達子  the  Tartars.  See  10,477. 

生達  to  issue  forth;  to  be  pro¬ duced. 

先 生如達 her  first-born (后 
稷  Hou  Chi)  came  forth  like a  lamb. 

達磨  the  Law  of  Buddha.  Sans¬ krit:  dharma, 

達概  daks  hind  \  alms  etc.  See 
674.  Also,  the  Deccan. 

達摩  a  contraction  ^ 蒈提 

達 摩  Bodhidharma,  the  last (twenty-eighth)  of  the  western 
and  first  of  the  eastern  patriarchs 

of  Buddhism,  who  proceeded  to 
China  in  a.d.  526,  and  founded 

the  jpp  Ch‘an  school.  He  is represented  as  a  black  man  with 
short  curly  hair. 

達摩一 葦渡江 (the racle  of)  Bodhidharma  crossing 
a  river  on  a  rush. 

達 賴喇嘛  the  Dalai  Lama. 
達 春 (Msmchn  dacun)  speedy; 

active, — of  a  successful  warrior. 
The  Manchu  or  1st  grade  of Ba'tliru. 

達魯花 赤 Qr 達嚕 瘍 

齊 a  Darughatsi  or  chief  of  a 
Mongol  tribe. 

達爾漢  Darhan,— a  military distinction  granted  to  Mongols 

for  services  in  war. 

達木  the  Dam  Mongols. 
哈達  local  name  of  赤峯 
a  District  in  Chihli. 

哈達門  corruption  of 海岱 

PI ， the  popular  name  of  the 

祟文 gate  at  Peking. 

達姿 f 迭屑 w  I]C，Il6v 

達曷  the  Tigris. 

撻 

10.474 

鐽 

10.475 

Vulgar. 

嘴 

m9
 

10.476 

r •曷 

^ 達 

Entering- 
Lower. 

tat-： 

10.478 

R •合 

Sa 答搭
 

Entering 

Upper. 
您 T 

10.479 

R. 合 

H.  
I  
^ 

F.  tak 

W.  td^  do3 

N.  tah P.  ta^  Ua 

M.  ta Y.  taah 

Sz.  ta 

K.  tap 

to 

A.  dap 

Entering 

Upper. 

See  10,532. 

A  knot.  See  jjb,486. 

乾縫 a  knot- A  name  for  Flantago 

major^  L. 

麄蓮茱  the  white  beet  {Beta 
vulgaris、 L.). 

紅窘  _  桌 the  red  beet- 

A  tribe  formerly  occupy¬ 

ing  territory  in  the  north¬ 
west  and  known  as  _靼 

and  _  而粗  Ta-Vh-ta. 

韃子  Tartars ;  a  term  of  con¬ tempt  applied  to  the  Mongols. 

臊 ^ 羊 街 stinking  Tartar 
street, — in  Peking,  where  the 

Mongols  live. 

The  skin  hanging  loosely 
on  the  body. 

To  answer  ；  to  echo  ；  to 

respond  to ;  to  return,  as  a 
salute,  etc. 

問答  to  question  and  answer. 

回答 對答  to  reply. 

答話  a  re^ly. 
菁道。 r 答 WOT 答曰 said 

in  reply. 

答應  {tax  ying)  to  answer ;  to 
' assent  to.  See  13,294. 

所 答非所 問 the  answer 
has  no  reference  to  the  question. 

^  W  M  ̂   answe
r  when  y°u 

hear  yourself  spoken  to. 

不 必對答  there  is  no  need 

to  reply. 

163 
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答'
 io,479 

I 

R. 

10,480 

合 
See 普 

Entering 

!那 有好 氣答他 
h°w 

could  he  (meaning  that  he  could 
not)  answer  quietly  ? 

J  答 書  a  written  reply. 1 

答訕  to  answer  evasively;  to 
mislead. 

豁 答如流  his  answer  came 
gushing  out  like  a  stream. 

報 答君恩  to  repay  the  good¬ 
ness  of  one’s  sovereign. 

答 謝  to  send  a  return  present. 

答禮 t。  make  return  presents 
or  salutations. 

答拜 t。  return  a  salutation  or 
a  visit. 

答情  to  return  a  kindness. 

答聘  to  return  compliments  for 
a  wedding  present. 

答布  a  kind  of  coarse  cloth. 

The  sound  of  tambour¬ 

ines  or  drums. 

Lower. 

10,481 

合 
WW 
See 答 

Entering 

Upper. 

R. 

10,479.  Ancient  name 

kidney-beans. 

辏 荅天命  to  carry  oi will  of  God. 

作荅  a  concretion  found 
the  liver  and  gall-bladd 
animals. 

市渠答  to  lay  iron  spil 
serve  as  chevaux-dc- frise. 

tf 
10,482 R 洽 

C.  chap。 

H.  chap、 tLap、 

tap 

F.  chak、 t^ak 
W.  tsa 

N.  tah 
P.  Lcha^ 

M.  tsa 
Y.  tsaah 

Sz.  cha 
K.  chap、 

J.  to A.  t*ap 
Enterin

g 

Upper. 

cia 

ch、a 

A  hook.  Used  for  142 

剳鉤  a  hook. 
毛答 curly  hair.  • 

— 剖子 紙  a  quire  of  5。 sheet 
of  paper. 

搭
1
 ; 

10,483 

10,485 

R •合 

^ 答搭 Piled  one  on  another. 

Entering 

Upper. 

嗒
 v 

10,484 
Absent-minded. 

^  in  a  fit  of  abstraction. 

R •合 

See  8502. 

See 榻 

(似叹*〉 sick  at  heart;  de- Entering 
pressed.  \ 

Upper. 

搭1
, 

10,485 

R .合 

W.  /a,  da^ 

To  add  on  ；  to  take  a 

passage  ；  to  charter.  To 

raise  ；  to  build.  Used  with 

10,487.  See  4624. 

P.  cta 

See: 答 

A.  dap、 t、ap 搭 上  to  add  to. 

搭手  to  assist. 

Entering 

Upper. 
牛荅  to  help  in  a  rescue. 

胃  to  add  to  a  list. 

搭 解  to  pay  in  addition. 

搭砂  _  銀  add  a  little  broken 
silver. 

搭 箭  to  fit  an  arrow, — to  the string;  see  1617. 

手 搭香腿  her  hand  support- ed  her  sweet  cheek. 

搭在 繩子上 t。 attach  to  a rope. 

把 衣裳搭 在繩子 ，過 w 
f 

過風罷  hang  the  clothes  on the  line,  to  air  them. 

10,486 

搭 酉已  to  copulate, 一 of  animals. 

^  ̂   g-|-  to  join  as  assistant  or 

w 

10,487 

R •合 

partner;  to  live  together  as  man 
and  wife  without  formal  mar- 

‘  riage. 

p.  t(^ 

搭  to  go  with ;  to  accompany. 
我 搭了他 的 伴兒來 

See 答 

Entering 

i  Upper. 

的  I  came  with  him. 
'■'^v  passengers. 

s 
i  ̂  ；，H  ̂   carry, — passengers. 

搭 船  to  take  passage  in  a  ship; 
a  passenger-ship. 

搭 幫 走  to  traveHn  company, 

j  搭  to  become  acquainted 
with. 

-temporarily. 

shed. 

bound. 

答界 的地方 《 
limits  of  a  district. 

答拉  a  latch. 

_  拉着  hanging 
 d 

ing. 

落拉 着翅另 drooping. 

落 拉下來 tQ  p paper  from  a  wall. 

dience. 

搭 犴步兒  the  Pekingese 
term  for  a  sort  of  springy  walk, 

such  as  a  pony  has  just  before 

breaking  into  a  trot.  From  the Manchu  daham  colt,  a  pony. 

An  unauthorised  charac- ♦ 
r.  See  6050. 

A  loin-doth;  a  girdle. 

褡縛 難以遮 其全鹘 
it  is  difficult  to  cover  the  whole 

body  with  a  loin-cloth. 

褂褡  wearing  a  loin-cloth.  See 
6312. 

包  the  girdle  which  keeps  to¬ gether  the  long  coat.  See  10,550 

a  double  bag  worn  at  the 

girdle ;  a  purse ;  a  stout  vest 
worn  by  wrestlers;  foreign  drills. 

示荅子  a  sack;  a  bag. 

錢褡子  a  closed  bag  with  a 
slit  in  the  middle  of  the  side, 

used  as  a  purse  or  handbag 

and  slung  over  the  shoulder  or saddle. 
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10,488 

R. 合 
See 踏 

Entering 
Lower. 

蹌 
10.489 

妲 
10.490 

R •易翰 
C.  ct‘an 
H.  tat 
F.  tak 

W.c/fl,Va 
N.  tah 
P.  ita 
M.  ta 

K.  f-al 
J.  tatsz、 tacki 
A.  dat 

Entering  and 
SinkingUpper. 

20 

怛 a* 

10,491 

R. 曷 
C.  fatw 

H.  tat、 U、an 
F.  t、ak 
W.Vfl 
N.  tah 

P.  M.  ct<,an 
K.  tal 

J.  tatsz^  tan 
A.  dat 

Entering 

Upper 
Irregular. 

io,492 

R •翰曷 
c.  v.  tatQ 
F.  hang、 tang 
W.  v.  da^ 

N.  taan° 

See 女日 
K.  tal 

J.  tan 
A.  ̂ dan 

Sinking  and 
Entering 

Upper. 

To  jump  ；  to  stride. 

Same  as  10,496. 

Name  of  tKe  famous  con¬ 

cubine  (姐己  Ta  Chi),  of 

射 辛  Chou  Hsin,  the  last 
Emperor  of  the  Shang 

dynasty,  who  shared  her 

master’s  downfall  and  was 

put  to  death  by  武 王  Wu 

Wang,  b.c.  1 122.  Also 

read  tan41. 

Distressed  in  mind.  See 

5394,  5482. 

勞  AH、 但』 I 旦  your  toiling  heart will  be  distressed. 

惻怛  to  commiserate. 

何 必驚怛  (tanK)  why  so  a- larmed  ? 

怛化  to  interfere,  by  lamenta¬ 
tions,  etc.,  with  the  quiet  exit 

of  a  dying  man.  [Not  to  be 

confused  with  恒 A  5001.] 

A  mat  of  rushes  or  bam¬ 

boo.  A  blow.  Also  read 

tan、. 

軟笪  flexible  mats， 一 as  used  on 
beds. 

竹笪  bamboo  mats, — used  for 
roofing  boats,  etc 

gave  him  a  hun¬ 
dred  lashes. 

靼”
 

io,493 

R. 曷 

See  ̂0  and 

Entering 

Upper. 

打3
 

io,494 R- 馬極 

迥 

、 ta 

C. K. 

F. ) 

W.  tae、dae 
N.  tahg^  tah、 

v.  taan 

P.  1 

M 
Sz. ] 

K.  chdng 

J.  /tf,  tei 

k,  da、 ding。 Rising  Upper. 

tc 

Dressed  leather.  See 
10,477. 

To  strike  ；  to  beat  ；  to  hit. 

To  make；  to  do；  to  cause. 
Colloquially  =  from  ;  by  ; 

from  the  time  when  ；  ever 

since,  etc.  5^8764, 12,500, 

I3,407. 

打 他一下  hit  him  a  blow 

打他  一 1  頓  gave  him  a  beat¬ 

ing. 

好 — 頓 打 a  good  thrashing 

打不得  not  to  be  beaten. 

你這毛 鬼討打  you  want a  hiding,  you  hairy  devil ! 

打馬  to  abuse  and  itltreat. 

打板子  to  bamboo. 那個 鐘剛打 三下兒 
that  clock  has  just  struck  three. 

這 個鐘現 李不打 脱 clock  doesn’t  strike  now. 

打架。 r 打降  to  fight;  to brawl. 

打不到  not  to  be  a  match  for another, —— in  a  fight.  See  below、 

打着  (々似 2  了  I  have  hit  it, — as  a  bird. 

打不遠  won’t  carry  far, — as gun  or  telescope. 

打下  to  cut  off;  to  get  ready ; 
to  prepare；  to  knock  down,  e.g. 
off  a  stage. 

打下來  to  purge. draw  water.  See  10,128 

打穿。 r 打通  (see  below)  to 

pierce. 

値穿兒  t0  go  nght through, — e.g.  in  at  the  east  gate 
and  out  of  the  west. 

打通通  to  consult. , 
矛 T  目艮  to  bore  a  hole ;  to  be  “let 
in”  «  “done  in  the  eye”). 

打車眼  to  jam  a  cart-wheel with  bricks. 

打丢  to  lose. 

10,494 

上岸打 一 ■看  went  ashore 
to  have  a  look  round. 

打起  to  raise. 打起 鄕談來 began  to  talk 
a  local  dialect. 

打更  (c/itngi  or  king  *)  to  beat the  night-watch;  to  warn. 

打 圍  to  hunt, — of  the  Emperor. 

打獵 t。 hunt 
打 篷  to  hoist  sail. 
打探。 r  打聽 t。 enquire.*^ 
below. 

打黙  see  11,170. 
打開  to  open, t— bundles,  etc. 

這個天 打不開 this  sort of  sky  won’t  clear. 

打量 t。  measure. 

打箅  to  reckon. 
打跌  to  stumble. 打落  to  knock  down, — as  fruit from  a  tree,  or  persons  from 
the  top  of  a  wall  or  platform; 

(read  ta}  lao*)  to  haggle  when 
one  has  no  intention  of  buying. 

打倒  to  knock  down, — as  men or  things  in  an  ordinary  way. 

我把 他打 躺下了 
I  knocked  him  down. 

手 藝是打 出來的 skm 
is  knocked  into  people. 

打賭 t。 bet. 
"IT  to  braid  the  queue. 

打發 t。  send;  to  dismiss;  see 

3376. 

打燈寵  to  carry  a  lantern. 

打呵欠 t。  yawn  (a  chHen^ 

in  south). 

to  sneeze. 

打鼾  to  snore. 
打雜的 a 打岔  to  interrupt;  to  bother. 

打稿 t。  make  a  rough  draft. 

打破  to  smash. 
打主意  to  make  a  plan. 

^  ̂   to  kick  up  a  row. 

打牌  to  play  at  cards. 
打 A  to  underline,— in  Chinese 
fashion. 
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打執事  to  carry  tablets,  etc. 
before  a  mandarin. 

^J*  ̂   to  sweep. 

打斧頭 to  cheat. 

打號子  to  make  a  signal. 

禪門 第一戒 是不打 

餅  ̂   ̂   the  first  Buddhist commandment  is  not  to  tell  lies. 

不打 緊  it  is  not  important. 
這打 甚麽不 緊的事 

this  is  a  mere  trifle. 

打雷  t\thundeir 
雷打  struck  by  thunder  ；  may 
thunder  strike  y 册! 

打扮  dress;  get-up. 

打石頭  to  quarry  stones. 

打油  o& 
to  buy  wine. 

打  的  a  blacksmith. 

鐵打的  hard;  strong;  as 
though  made  of  iron. 

被 蟲 打了  it  is  moth-eaten. 

打 個轉兒 to  take  a  turn. 

打權子 a  robber- 

才 choose;  to'  select. 

打 服叔 conquer. 
4T  h.  co  wax ;  to  use  wax. 

打道 ̂  to  take  or  send  round, — as  a  circular. 

打嘴  to  speak  badly  of. 

打搭子 *  to  do  several  things 
at  once*;  to  get  crumpled  or 
folded. 

打糖 鑼兒的 a  sweetmeat- seller. 

打得淸  to  make  a  correct 
calculation, 一 on  the  abacus. 

4T  to  work, — as  in  iron. 

打 單*  levy  blackmail. 
打 叠  t0  arrange;  to  prepare. 

打藥  to  buy  medicines;  a  pur¬ 
gative. 

打戰  to  shiver. 
tr  ta' 恭。1 ■打 W 躬。 r 打 w 

禮  to  bow. 
工程 打住了  st0PPed  work. 

打 3
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打  to  make  gold  charac¬ 
ters, 一 for  children’s  caps. 

打進 去。 r 打 TV  t。 force one’s  way  into. 

打鳴兒  to  crow.  See  7960. 

打 個石登  to  hesitate ;  to  falter. 

tJ*  ■  _  continuous  or  volley 

firing. 

草  to  cut  or  mow  grass. 

iff  to  beat  a  tile, — to  beg. 

打夥  to  form  a  company  or 
number. 

to  agitate. 

^fC  to  harden  oneself;  inured. 
打 /a ‘參。 r；fpa ■坐參 轉 

to  sit  in  abstract  contemplation. 

t0  nod;  t0  doze. 

打？ E  子  to  shoot  at  a  target. 

打夜作 （/似。 to  do  work  at night. 

打沈  to  sink. 打賛  to  dress  the  hair  as  a Northern  married  woman. 

打鑽  to  drill  holes. 

打 響尺的 bearers  of  the “funeral  staff”  at  funerals. 

打到。 r 堂上 打到 t。 ‘ 
mit  the  last  despatches  received 
in  a  Board,  etc.  to  the  ̂   胃 

head  of  the  office.  See  above, 

打牙 棉嘴兒 t0  chatter;  to 
gabble. t0  throw  pellets  into 

the  air  for  trained  hawfinches 

to  catch,  after  which  the  birds 

return  to  their  master’s  hand. 

fT  兒  t0  wear  commo
n  or working  clothes. 

打食 j|  to  pay  by  instalments. 
打成  to  succeed  in  hitting;  to 
make;  to  make  into. 

打成 J  兒  to  square  汪  debt  by payment  of  a  smaller  amount. 

分不 成狐理 he  missed  the 
fox. 

打 不成米 ，連 口袋都 

■^了  not  only  got  no  rice  but lost  the  sack  into  the  bargain. 

祭布 打成包 tQ  raake  a cloth  covering. 

打3
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朽敢了  to  lose,-<?.^.  in  gambling. 
打火  to  strike  a  light.  | 

t0  P^f01711  acrobatic 
feats;  to  box,  etc. 

打 四 書 一 •句 take  a  sen- tence  from  the  Four  Books, — as 

when  guessing  a  riddle. 

打話  t。 talk* 
"JT  ̂*fStouse  0 伍 cial  language; 
to  use  the  usual  stereotyped 

phrases. 

打 官座  to  be  a  gentleman’s 
horse. 

打官司  to  go  to  law. 打凍  to  stop  work  for  the  winter; to  hibernate. 

打 一 ■班戲  to  train  boys  for 
the  stage. 

打死 or 打殺 to  kill. 他拏 檜把自 己打死 

了  he  shot  himself  with  a  gun. 他自己 拏 槍打死 T； 
he  shot  himself,  or  he  shot  it himself. 

打不死  to  strike  but  not  to 
kill；  Sedum  sp. 

^  ̂   i<to  beat  the  pleasant 
drum”  =  to  stroll  about  sing¬ 

ing  indecent  songs  at  house  doors, at  beat  of  drum. 

#  胃  to  rub  up;  to  polish,
 

脚 打地。 n  foot. 

打 地  _  to  lay  down  found
¬ 

ations. 

打碎歌  to  sing  as  workmen do  when  putting  forth  great  and united  effort. 

打  的  loafing  about. 
打個謙  t。 salute— by  going on  one  knee,  as  a  servant  salutes his  master. 

打片瓦  to  play  at  ducks  and 
drakes. 

打橫兒  to  go  athwart;  to  lie 
crosswise. 

打頭的  a  headman  of  work¬ 
men;  a  foreman;  first;  chief,  j 

^  ̂   to  draw  lines,
 — to  put under  the  paper  and  write  be¬ 

tween.  See  6029. 

:} ̂仿影  to  write  a  copy, 一 for a  pupil  to  put  under  the  paper and  copy  over. 
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打尖鈎  to  mark  with  a  hook, 
— in  token  of  disapprobation,  as 

opposed  to  the  circle  which 

means  “good.” 

打賬  to  square  accounts, — as 
Shopkeepers  do  at  night. 

打 前失。 r 打 磕絆兒 t。 
stumble. 

牛 不打潦  cows  don’t  roll. 

打 通腿兒  to  sleep  foot  to 
foot. 

打墓子  to  dig  a  grave. 

打 這兒走 go  this  way. 

打 那裏來  where  have  you 
come  from? 

打門 前經過  he  passed  by 
the  door. 

打前 頭過去  go  round  by 
the  front. 

打 他尋子 裏出去 
out  of  his  nose. 

打肚 臍深水  the  water  was 
up  to  my  navel. 

巡 海打糧  to  cruise  in  search 
of  provisions. 

你再打 上五個 add  on 
five  more, — reckoning  with  an 
abacus. 

那塊 院子要 打通過 

來  I  want  to  add  on  that  court¬ 
yard, — by  breaking  down  the 
wall  between, 

那個 眼兒你 別打通 

了  don’t  make  that  hole  right 
through, — using  a  gimlet.  See 
above. 

把洗臉 水打過 來1^1^ 
some  water  for  washing. 

打魚  to  catch  fish, 一 with  rod or  net. 

我一 條魚沒 有打着 
(chao1)  I  haven’t  caught  a  single 
fish, — with  a  rod  and  line. 

他的 姓名輸 我打聽 

出來  find  out  his  name  for 
me.  See  above. 

他那 個燈虎 我打着 

chad1  了  I  have  guessed  his 
riddle. 

那個 烏兒我 沒打着 
chao1  I  didn’t  hit  that  bird, 

小板子 打不着  (chao1) 

10,494 

W 

io,495 

R •合 

s: 卜 

F,  t、ak 
W.  t^o 

N.  tLah P.  ̂  M. 

Y.  f"aah 

Sz.  t'a 

K. 

J •沒 

A.  t'ap 
Entering 

Upper. 

w 
10,496 

R •合 

c.  /W0,  tLapQ 

F.  t^ak N. 於 ah 

P.  ,  v.  c^a 

M. 

Y.  t'aa 

Sz.  t^a 

K.  tap 

J.td 

A.  dap 

Entering 

Upper. 

the  small  bamboo  doesn’t  hurt 
a  bit. 

他永 遠沒打 過敖仗 
he  has  never  lost  a  battle. 

你打 旱路去 怕迎不 

着 (chad1)  I  don’t  think  you’ll meet  him  if  you  go  by  road. 

打我 背後把 我椎下 

去了  he  pushed  me  down from  behind, 一 into  a  river,  etc. 

他是 打玻兒 上潦下 

來的  he  rolled  down  from  the 
top  of  the  bank. 

打盒 子裏拈 出來此 it  out  of  the  box, — using  finger 
and  thumb. 

打牕戶 扔進來  throw  it in  through  the  window. 

Read  thtg^ •  See  ̂   1a4. 

To  rub；  to  take  a  rub¬ 

bing  of  an  inscription  on 
stone. 

暮  to  rub  over. 
元榻 a  rubbing  of  the  Yuan dynasty. 

舊榻  old  rubbings. 
槌榻  to  beat  wetted  paper  into 
inscriptions  with  a  coir  brush, 
so  as  to  take  a  rubbing. 

榻堆錢 a  tax  on  tea  under the  T‘ang  dynasty ;  bribes  at 

yamSns. 

_  冒  s
tupid. 

榻板兒 a  Shelf- 

To  tread  on;  to  walk. 
Used  with  10,502. 

蹋倒  to  slip  down  in  walking. 

芒 鞋蹋破 楚山靑 his grass  sandals  have  trodden  away 

the  green  from  the  hills  of  Ch‘u, 一 he  has  been  a  great  traveller. 

蹋伏 t。  creep  along  the  ground. 

蹋鞠  to  kick  a  football. 

►4? 

io,497 

R. 合 

C.  tap H.  fap) 

F.  tak 

V/.dd 
Idah 

P.  /V 

Y. 於 aah 

Sz.  f'a 

K.  tap 

J.  ̂   dd 

A.  dap 

Entering 

Lower. 

w 
10.498 

R •合 

S 枕踏 

Entering 

Lower. 

培*
 

10.499 

R •合 

See 踏 

Entering 

Upper 

and  L*ower. 

10.500 

R. 合 

See 踏 

Entering 

Upper 

and  Lower. 

w 

10.501 

R •合 

S- 踏 

Entering 

Lower. 

A  babble  of  words  like  a 

flowing  stream.  Repeated. 

United ;  joined  together. 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

杳 7868.] 絃歌 笸簧雜 杳半城 
the  noise  of  stringed  instruments, 

of  singing,  and  of  mouth-organs, 
filled  half  the  city, — of  a  grand 
wedding. 

普  violent  and  noisy. 

紛 至杳來  to  come  in  great 
numbers. 

天 與地杳  heaven  and  earth 
are  connected  together. 

亂 山合宵  irregular  hills piled  up  together. 

宵水 name  of  a  river  in  Liao¬ 

tung. 

Read  tKo^. 

杳杳  dilatory;  negligent. 

To  idle. 

偶偕  to  waste  one’s  time;  to neglect  business. 

A  crashing  sound.  To 

pile  up  earth. 

A  covering；  an  awning ； 

a  screen. 

幡慢  the  tester  and  curtains  of 
a  bed. 

A  thirqble  ；  a  guard  fpr 
the  ▲  fingers  when  playing 

on  stringed  instruments. Used  for  10,495. 

指糟  &  thimble. 措 4 揭帖  to  take  a  rubbing 
from  a  stone  tablet. 
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 10,502 R •合 

C.  tap 
HI 

F.  iak 

Ida 
N.  dah 

Wa, V‘a,  /V 

M.  /«,  t^a 

Y.  taah、 t、aah 

Sz.  ia^  t^a 
K.  tap 

J.  to A.  dap 

Entering 

Lower. 
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To  put  the  foot  to  the 

ground  ；  to  tread；  to  walk. 

To  threaten  (at  chess)  ；  see 

7576.  Used  with  10,496. 

踐踏  to  trample  on. 

椅踏  a  footstool. 

踏破  to  break  by  treading  on. 

踏不 住脚  could  not  keep  his feet. 

-脚 踏雨船  to  stand  in 
two  boats  at  once, 一 to  try  to 

profit  in  two  opposite  directions 
at  once.  Also,  to  waver ;  to 
hesitate. 

踏 肩之戲  acrobatic  feats- 

踏鞠。 r 踏圓 tQ  play 
ball. 

踏實地 步  to  plant  one’s  foot firmly. 

步去 踏陳迹 followinS 
closely  in  the  beaten  track. 

足 踏王土  what  your  foot 
treads  on  is  Imperial  soil, 一 all 
land  in  China  belonging  to  the 
State, 

踏 雪尋梅 to  go  out  in  the 
snow  to  look  for  plums, 一 to  seek 

inspiration.  Said  of  Meng  Hao- 
jan  (see  Biog.  Diet.). 

踏靑  to  step  on  the  green  grass； 
to  worship  at  the  tombs  in  spring 

雜^莎 i  to  walk  on  the  grass. 

踏水  to  walk  on  water. 

踏扁了  to  tread  flat. 

踏輭索  to  perform  on  the slack  rope. 

踏勘  to  make  a  personal  inves 
tigation  on  the  spot. 

4^' 
10,503 R •合 

See 榻 
Entering 

Upper. 

io,so6 

R •合 

See 踏 

Entering 

Lower. 

遝&
 

io»S°7 

合 
C.  tap 

F.  tak 

V/.do 

P.  /j3,  tLa 

K.  tap 

\  td 

A.  dap 

Entering 

Lower. 

他1
 

【0,5。8 
歌 

R. 

To  cover  with  iron  as  a 

protection. 

鍺鉅  ironclad ;  to  put  metal 
spurs  on  a  cock. 

m 

4.- 

p 

10,504 r •合 

踏 
Entering 

Upper and  Lower. 

Leather  shoes. 

韜 io,S°S Same  as  10,501. 

The  hair  on  a  new-born 

child’s  head. 

R. 

c. 

H. 
f. ) 

W.  \ N.  t'ou^ 
. t"oa 

r. 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 
K. 

t'-a 

. ta 

A.  tLa 

Even  Upper. 

Miscellaneous  ；  mixed. 

Following  one  another. 

Vigorous. 

莨#  _  釋  gQc>
d  and  bad 

mixed  indiscriminately. 

He;  she；  it.  Other; 
another.  After  a  substan¬ 
tive  used  instead  of  the 

ordinary  character  to  form 
the  genitive  inflexion,  as  }n 
old  English. 

他說  he  says- 
他那個 人 he;  that  man. 

他的 his- 他們  they;  them. 

他們的 theirs - 
不 必理他  pay  no  attention to  him. 

由他去  _ let  him  g°， and 
have  done  with  him. 

譲他去 他的1 et  him  g。 his 
own  way. 

他人  another  roan;  others. 

他故  other  reasons. 

豈其有 他故兮 what other  cause  is  there  ? 一 none. 

他國  other  countries. 

他鄕 釋故知 to  meet  anold friend  in  foreign  parts, 一 one  of 
tHe  four  happy  moments  in  life 

他 書罕讀  he  seldom  read 
other  books. 

他用  to  use  for  other  purposes. 

他意  any  other  intention. 

他異  different. 

他1
 

io,5o8 

他處  elsewhere. 
他項  another  kind. 他日  another,  or  the  next,  day. 
禹 尙不能 ，况 其他乎 

if  the  great  Yu  could  not  succeed, 
how  much  less  shall  any  one  else? 

更 無他說  there  is  no  more 
to  be  said. 

別 無他物  there  was  nothing 
else. 

他往 t。  proceed  to  another 

place. 遠處. s 他方 t0  dwell  in  a distant  land. 

至死靡 他 （said  that) she 
would  never  have  another, 

husband. 

王 矢不他  Wang  swore  he 
wauld  not  marry  again. 

眼看 他烏髙 _*when 
one  sees  other  birds  flying 

high,  •  •  •  • 

他 不具論  without  bringing 
forward  other  examples, 一- take 
this,  as  one  instance  out  of  many. 

他 道相從  to  travel  together 
by  different  roads, — a  paradox ; an  absurdity. 

不記 得這姑 婊他夂 

親 叫甚麽  I  don’t  remem 
ber  what  this  girl’s  father’s  name was. 

R. 

10.509 

合 

See 榻 

Entering 

Upper. 

\w 
10.510 

R •合 

See 榻 

Entering 

Upper. 

sr 10.511 

R •合 

See 苔 cf •踏 

Entering 

Upper. 

The  rushing  sound  of wings. 

Distressed  in  mind.  Low； 
sordid. 

倡茸  brutal;  ignoble. 

A  clashing  sound. 
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w 
10,513 

R. 合 

See 榻 

Entering 

Upper. 

10,514 
R •合 

(〜。 
F.  t^ak 

W.  /lfl 
N.  t、ah 
P./V 

M.  i^a 
Y.  t'aah 

Sz.  t^a 
K.  t^ap 

].td 
A.  t'ap 

Entering 

Upper. 

See 榻 

To  sink  down  •’  to  fall  in 

ruins  ；  to*  collapse. 

塌 下去了  sunk  down;  sun¬ 
ken,  as  opposed  to  bulging  up. 
See  6241. 

房 屋倒塌  the  houses  fell 
down. 

天 塌地陷  heaven  may  fall 
and  earth  may  collapse,  •  •  •  • 

死心 塌地  in  a  state  of  utter 
despair. 

都 坍塌了  it  has  all  fallen 
down;  it  is  in  ruins. 

那個 人塌了 鼻于 that 
man  has  no  bridge  to  his  nose. 

遭塌  to  spoil;  to  waste.  See 
11,611. 

垂 頭塌翼  hung  its  head  and 
drooped  its  wings. 

死塌塌 的坐着  sitting 
motionless, — of  a  lazy  fellow. 

Despairing;  without  hope 

or  energy. 

R. 

A  couch  ；  a  bed. 

■"張 榻  a  couch;  a  bed. 

醉 翁榻。 r 楊如罈 fan7 
names  for  a  long  lounging  chair 
or  a  sofa. 

上榻  to  go  to  bed. 

下榻  to  lodge  at;  to  give  lodg¬ 
ing  to. 

半 榻淸風  clear  wind  blow¬ 
ing  over  his  bed,— rof  an  in¬ 
corrupt  official. 

籐榻  cane  couches. 

特 設一榻  to  prepare  a  spe¬ 
cial  bed  for, -  - to  treat  with  great 

respect. 

A  coarse  woollen  cloth 

or  serge,  formerly  known 

as 氍 登毛.  See  9514. 

Entering 

Upper. 

rit 

10,516 

.合 

See 榻 

Entering  < 

Upper. 

w 

合 

See 踏 

Entering 

Lower. ' 

10,518 

•合 

See 踏 

A.  t、ap 
Entering 

Lower. 

w 

R. 合 

See 榻 

Entering 

Upper. 

慕#
 

10,520 

合 、 

See 榻 

Entering 

Upper. 

i  1 令
 

R, 

To  moisten；  to  soak  into. 

汗 溻濕了 衣裳 脱 sweat has  soaked  the  clothes. 

汗溻子  an  undershirt ;  a sweater. 

A  mortar  for  husking 

rice；  a  large  jar. 

A  window. 

慕 篩日影  the  lattice  sifts the  sun’s  shadow, 一 referring  to 
the  sieve-like  shadow  thrown  by 

the  sun  shining  through  a  lattice. 

To  gulp  down  ；  to  eat 
with  a  noise. 

工 0,521 

R. 合 

See 踢 

A.  t、af Entering 

Upper. 

闞*
 

10,522 

R •合 

See 榻 

A.  tap、 dap 
Entering 

Upper. 

Name  of  a  plant. 

篇 耳  with  drooping  ears. 
慕  in  a  low  position ;  feeble; 
degenerate. 

Negligent  ；  careless. 

進 邊  slovenly ;  dirty;  dowdy. 

邋 遢從事  careless  in  the transaction  of  business. 

邊拉着 鞋 sh°es  down  at heel. 

遢伎兒  a  careless,  loose  fellow, 

A  door  opening  on  a 

terrace;  a  window；  a  look¬ out. 

闇 茸  base;  mean;  degenerate 

Entering 

Upper. 
tr 10,524 

合 

See 榻 

Entering 

Upper. 

w 

i°.52S 

R •合 

P.  Ct^a 

See 榻 

Entering 

Upper. 

A  skin  coat. 

The  man-fish；  see  5435. 

A  sole  ；  a  plaice ;  a  flounder. 

覇魷魚 the  sole. 

A  pagoda  of  from  seven to  thirteen  (always  an  odd 

number)  storeys,  those  with 
fewer  being  known  as  錐 

子 2797;  a  tower ；  aspire; 
a  lighthouse. 

一座塔  one  pagoda. 

塔似 神功造  the  pagoda 
seems  to  be  the  handiwork  of 

gods. 

寶塔  a  precious  pagoda, — refer ring  to  the  relic  it  is  supposed 
to  contain. 

拓 塔天王  the  heavenly  king who  holds  up  a  pagoda, ̂ -mean- 

ing  哪  P 長  No  Ch‘a  (the  son  
of 

Vajrapdtit)  who  holds  in  his 
hand  the  Diamond  Club,  mis¬ 

taken  by  the  Chinese  for  a  pago¬ 
da.  S^e  8091. 

文塔  see  8979. 

昔同塔  a  buiiding  for  the 
reception  of  unclaimed  corpses. 

雁 塔題名  to  inscribe  one’s 
name  in  the  Goose  Pagoda, — 
to  take  the  highest  degree ;  from 

the  story  of  a  successful  gra¬ 

duate  named  韋^  Wei  Chao 

of  the  T4ang  dynasty,  wl>o  hap¬ 

pened  to  write  his  name  in  the 

pagoda  mentioned  above. 

若是行 一善， 勝起九 

層塔  to  -do  one  good  act  is better  than  building  a  nine 

storey  pagoda. 

義塔  a  small  square  building, known  to  foreigners  as  a  “baby 
tower,”  in  which  poor  people 
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i°>52S 

搭 
10. 526 

革 r 
10.527 

R. 合 

See 榻 
A  dap、 

Entering 

Upper. 

飧 
10.528 

t% 
10.529 

「3
 •在: 

10.530 

r •曷  is 
C.  cklat。、 ch'-di 
H.  ts^at 
F.  t^iak 
W./‘0 
N.  t'ah 
P./V 

Y.  t^aah 
Si. 

K,  /*/,  ch、al 
J.  tatsz、 tachi 
A.  fak 

Entering 

Upper. 

健’
 

10.531 R 曷 
See 键 

Entering  ' 
Upper. 

撻
一
 

io?S32 R 曷 
C.  ̂ ai0 
H.  tat、、 tat)、 /W, 

F.  t'ah 

W.  t^a 
N. 卜 ah 

who  cannot  afford  ordinary  burial 

may  deposit  their  dead  infants. 
Once  a  year  the  bones  are  taken 
out  and  burnt,  and  the  ashes 
buried. 

塔梯  the  staircase  inside  a 
pagoda. 

See  10,485. 

A  cuirass；  a  sheath. 

Same  as  10,525. 

Same  as  10,496. 

An  otter. 

水獺 心  common  otter  {Lutra 
Chinensisy  Gray). 

山獺  the  beaver. 

海瀬  the  sea-otter  {Enhydrisma- 
rina、 Schr.). 

m  /sang1  獺  an  otter  from  Tibet, 
with  a  red-brown  fur. 

獺祭魚  the  otter  sacrifices 
the  first  fishes  caught  by  it  in 

spring;  as  devoted  (to  books) as 
an  otter  to  fish. 

To  abscond. 

To  strike  ；  to  beat  ；  to 
chastise. 

鞭撻  to  flog  with  a  whip. 
楚撻  to  beat;  to  cane,  as  a 
schoolmaster. 

撻 以記之  whipped  him  that 
he  might  remember. 

撻*
 

io,532 

P.  /V 

M.  ta 
Y. 於 aah 

Sz.  tLa K.  tal 

J.  tatsz、 tachi 

A.  f'at 
Entering 

Upper. 

w 

io,S34 

R. 曷 

See 健 

^  Entering 

Upper. 

闥 
4^ 10,535 

R. 易 

C.  ̂ atQ 

H.  tat 

F.  t^ak 
W. 

N.  t'ah P.  /V 
M.  ta 
Y.  ̂ aah 

Sz.  f'a K.  tal 
J.  tatsz、 tachi A.  fat 

Ente: 

Entering 

Upper. 

w 10,536 

R •合 

See 踏 

Entering 

Lower. 

磷 l^S37 

若撻 于市朝  (c^ao1)  as  if| 
beaten  in  the  market-place  and 
in  the  Court. 

撻子  the  Tartars.  See  10,477. 

殺 家撻子  the  massacre  of| the  Mongol  soldiery  just  before 

the  downfall  of  the  Yuan  dyn¬ 
asty.  There  was  one  soldier  to 

every  ten  faipilies.  Used  in  the 
sense  of  a  domestic  broil. 

Slippery,  as  a  muddy 
road. 

To  slip  when  walking. 

瞳足  t。 slip. 
躂倒  to  slip  down. 

The  door  of  an  inner 

room. 

閨圏  the  door  of  the  women’s apartments. 

徘 圄值入  push  open  the door  and  go  straight  in. 

兩山 棑圏送 靑來心 two  hills  (one  on  each  side)  bring 
the  verdure  between  into  relief. 

黃闇  the  door  of  the  Imperial 

palace. 

The  capital  of  a  column. 

Same 
as  10,517. 

A.  dat 

Entering 

Lower. 

嗯 

10.539 

w 
10.540 

R •合 

C.  tap 

F.  t-ak Y.  t、aah 

K.  tap 

J.  to 

A.  dap 

Entering 

Upper. 

歹2
 

io,54i 

R •贿曷 

C.  tdi 
H.  tai^  ̂ wai、 

kwaP F.  tai 

W.  ta^  zda N.  A 

P-  I 

M.  I 

Y.  tae 

Sz.  tai K.  tae 

J._  tai、 gatsz 
A.  ak Rising  Upper 
and  Entering. 

tat 

To  stride. 

躍跑 tired. 
Same  as  10,519. 

Ancient  name  of  a  river 

in  the  north  of  Shantung. 

潘摞  the  appearance  of  a  co: lected  mass  of  waters. 

TAI- 

Bad,  as  opposed  to 好 

3889,  and  頁 7017；  vicious. 
Radical  78. 

人有 好有歹  there  are 
good  and  bad  men. 

不 知好歹  not  to  know  good from  bad;  to  have  no  sense  of 
the  fitness  of  things,  as  a  child. 

不 論好歹  without  topping to  argue ;  without,  further  ado, 

不管 i 人好歹 regard - 
less  of  what  the  others  felt,— 

gave  him  the  seat  of  honour. 

倘老 太太一 時有個 

好歹  in  case  “anything  should happen’’  to  the  old  lady.  See 

9663. 

好 歹別去  on  no  account  go 

好歹喋 勲兒罷 tryt°eat 

a  little. 

心 懷歹意  cherishing  evil 
thoughts  in  his  heart. 

同 歹人在 一 ■處  to  associ¬ 
ate  with  bad  men. 

這 人歹毒  he  is  a  pestilent 

fellow. 

爲 非作歹  to  do  wrong  and 
commit  evil. 

做歹樣  in  illustration  of  bad, 

— men. 
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夕 Same  as  10,541. 

代 ▲
 

io,542 

io,547 

愷 See  5797 - 

io,S43 

MK A  puppy.  Foolish  ̂   silly  ； 

simple  ;  idiotic.  Also  read 

aP.  [To  be*  distinguished 

from  凱 5795-]  ̂ ee  98i9 - 

10,544 

R •灰 
C.  ingoi^  tdi 
H.  ingoi 

F.  ingai,  Qtai 
^.inge 

N.c" 

M.  i  ^tai 
Y.  ctae 
Sz.  ctai 
K.  ae 

. gae 
A.  ingai 

Even 

Irregular. 

呆 
io,S45 

默子  a  simpleton;  a  fool. 

癱默  silly;  idiotic. 

默笑  the  laugh  of  an  imbecile. 

胃 t  to  pretend  to  be  an  idiot. 

默進 不默申 a  fcolin  the matter  of  receipts  but  not  of 

payments, 一 one  who  pretends 
to  be  a  fool  for  his  own  profit. 

賣 默  to  stand  gaping ;  to  dawdle; 
to  loiter. 

獸 頭默腦 idiotic  looking- 

默立  to  stand  amazed. 

默話  nonsense.
 

_  意  a  feeling  of  asto
nishment. 

獸氣  stuPidity- 

呆  nieh1  ̂   loutish;  stupid. 

默着  o  stay;  to  stop;  to  take  I 
a  rest;  “be  quiet!” 

欺着臉  abstractedly. 

默臉兒  gaPing;  staring- 

有勲 兒發默 he_is  a  Uttle 
out  of  sorts, — of  a  child. 

Same  as  10,544.  Also 

read  azl  and  nieb? • 

代‘
 

io,S47 

卜隊 
|F.  tai^  taui 

袋 
I  A.  doi^  dai 

Sinking 
Lower. 

See  10,470. 

To  take  the  place  of; 

instead;  for；  on  behalf  of； 

one  after  another  ；  success¬ 

ively.  A  dynasty；  a  gener¬ 
ation.  Name  of  a  State, 

founded  by  Toba  I-lu  {Biog. 

Diet.  1948).  {To  be  dis¬ 

tinguished  from  伐 3369.] 

See  4432,  11,832. 

代理  (see  6879)  a 代辦。 r 

代作。 r 代當  \tajigx)  to  act for;  to  take  the  place  of. 

代 琴領事 官 a  temporarily- 
acting  Consul, 一 as  during  a  short 
absence  of  the  Consul  on  leave, 
etc.  See  10,066. 

代 爲辦理  to  act  on  behalfj of  another. 

代印  to  temporarily  hold  the seal  of  another  official. 

代考。 r 代倩  to  act  as  substi¬ tute  at  the  public  examinations. 

恭代  to  respectfully  use  (one 
character)  instead  of  (a  tabooed 
character). 

莫 我肯代  there  is  no  one who  will  (write  it)  for  me. 

代替  on  behalf  of. 
代詢  to  ask  on  behalf  of. 

代訴  to  plead  on  behalf  of. 

代客  a  broker. 
代客 買賣  to  buy  or  sell 

 on commission. 

代拆 代行 t0  open  letters  and transact  business  for  another. 

代權  to  hold  delegated  autho¬ 
rity. 

代勞。 r 代手  to  do  some¬ thing  for  another;  to  assist. 

代筆  to  write  for  another; writer;  an  amanuensis. 

代書  a  clerk  attached  to  a magistrate’s  staff  and  employed 

in  drawing  up  petitions,  etc.  in 
due  form  at  fixed  rates. 

代脚  to.  carry  a  person  or goods  in  a  cart  already  hired  by another.  See  9485. 

代月  a  lantern. 代舞  to  dance  in  relays,  —  of dancers. 

代 棒表章  one  after  another 
(of  persons)  to  presen

t  memo¬ rials. 

Z=T  ̂   the  Three  Dynasties, 

7"V •夏 ，商 (。[ 殷)’  and  周’ 
b.c.  2205-250;  used  vaguely  for 

the  earliest  ages.  Also,  great¬ 

grandfather,  grandfather,  and father. 

代‘
 

io,547 

IT 

10,548 

R. 隊 

P.  v.  ta 

See 袋 

Sinking 

Lower. 

帒 

io,549 

恨不 及覩三 代之禮 

器 i  regret  that  I  have  never  I 
seen  any  of  the  ceremonial  ves¬ sels  of  the  early  ages. 

塡 註三代  to  fill  in  (as  on  a form)  the  social  status  of  the 
three  preceding  generations  of 
one’s  ancestors. 

三  /f^  ̂   said  of  a  man whose  three  immediate  ances¬ 
tors  have  not  been  free  from 
the  taint  of  certain  employments 

which  disqualify  him  for  official life. 

五代  the  Five  Dynasties, — viz  A 

梁， 唐 ，晉 ，漢， and 周， 
A.D.  907-960. 

五 代同堂  five  generations  I in  the  hall, 一 viz.  self,  parents, 

grandparents,  children,  and 

grandchildren,  all  alive  together. 

年代 or  世代  generatioi>s- 

歷代  successive  generations. 

先代  former  generations. 

允代本  pedigree.  See  7576. 

狻代  after  generations;  poste-l 

rity. 

一代不 如一代  times  are  丨 
changing  for  the  worse.  \Cf. 
Aetas  parentum  pejor  avis,  etc.] 

萬物 更相代 於東方 
all  creatures  are  perpetually  being 

renewed  in  the  eastern  quarter, 

— hence  10,548,  as  a  name  for 

Mt.  T‘ai. 

代奔。 r 作布木 Da-pon,- 
a  high  military  official  in  Tibet. 

^  ̂   the  best  man  of 

the  age. 

The  eastern  one  of  the 
Five  Mountains ；  see  10,547. 

位山 pr 仿宗  the  mountain,! as  above,  situated  in  Shantung 

and  commonly  known  4 as 

jjj  ;  see  10,596.  [It  is  ca
lled 

tsung  as  being  the  chief  of  the 

five.] 

Same  as  10,550. 

\6a 
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T-AJ： 

io,SS° R. 隊 
C.  toi 
H.  M 

F.  tai、 taui W.j 

N. 
de 

M, 

i-l 
tai 

Y.  tae 

Sz.  tai 
K.  te 

「•  tai、 dai 
A.  dai 

Sinking 

Lower. 

M 

i^SS1 
R. 隊 
See 袋 

Sinking 

Lower. 

貸 
A 

】o,552 
.隊職 

Sinking 

Lower. 

黛 

Lower. 

A  bag,  the  mouth  of 
which  is  gathered  up  and 

tied  with  a  string；  a  sack ； 

a  pouch  ；  a  case.  -  See  8149, 

9479- 

卩袋  a  sack;  a  bag. 

姻袋  a  pipe. 
褚袋 w 襯袋  a  pocket  in the  waistband. 

火藥袋 九龍袋 a  car- 
tridge  case. 

書袋  a  case  or  satchel  for  hold¬ 
ing  books;  a  bookworm;  a  pedant. 

卷  a  satchel,  as  used  by  candi¬ 
dates  at  the  public  examinations, 

撒袋 a  quiver. 
昭文  a  case  used  by  officials 

for  despatches,  warrants,  etc. 

10)554 

泰 
C.  tai 
H. ) F.  1 

W.  ta^  da 
N.  te^  ta 

Sz. Y.  tae 

K.  te 

•  tai 

A.  dai 
Sinking 

Upper. 

Tortoise-shell. 

玳_殼  tortoise-shell. 

假 蛾  tortoise-shell 

To  lend  on  interest.  To 

pardon.  See  7015.  [To  be 

distinguished  from 貨 5329.] 

See 袋賀 

A.  t^ai 

告售 1  or  乞  to  ask  for  a  loan. 

借贷  to  lend;  to  borrow. 

楢 不賒贷  no  credit  given 

責 罰不貸  to  punish  and  not 
pardon. 

4 不寛贷 .you  wiu  receive no  mercy. 

乞 貸餘命  spare  his  life! 
權 有專屬 ，責 無旁貸 

4： 

io,5S3 R •隊 

See 袋 

J.  de、 tai 
Sinking 

To  blacken  the  eyebrows 
dark-coloured  -  sombre. 

if  the  power  is  limited  to  one 

man,  there  will  be  no  shirking 
of  responsibility. 

黛  pencilled  eyebrows. 
螺黛  curved  eyebrows, -as  paint¬ 
ed  on  women’s  faces. 

粉白 黛黑 (OT 緑) t。 whiten 
the  face  and  blacken  the  eye 
brows. 

靑 黛  sombre;  a  deep-blue  in 
digo  colour;  name  of  a  medicine 

* 
w 

,4r 

tai 

A  girdle ;  a  waistband ;  a 

sash  ；  a  belt  ；  a  scarf  ；  a 

zone  ；  hence,  a  rreighbour- 
hood.  A  snake.  To  take 

with  one；  to  lead ；  to  bring ； 

to  weaf-;  as  spectacles  ；  see 

13,129  ；  together  with. 

帶子  a  girdle.  [For  yellow  and red  girdles,  see  5124  and  5270, 
respectively.] 

建橋的 帶子， 費力不 

討好  the  girdles  of  Chien- ch‘iao  (a  town  in  Chihli)  take 
trouble  to  make  and  are  no  good 
when  made. 

以帶 付諸手  put  a  girdle into  my  hand. 

帶  子。 r  帶頭  the  buckle of  a  belt. 

裤帶。 1 •腰帶  a  belt  or  waist¬ band  to  hold  up  the  trousers. 

權帶  garters. 宼 帶起來  in  full  dress. 

峨 冠博帶  a  hign  cap  and  a broad  sash. 

飄帶  bands  or  ribbons  attached to  banners,  etc. 

氣 管子皮 帶 pneumatic 
tyres. 

山環水 .帶  surrounded  by 
hills  and  girdled  by  water. 

帶五湖  girdled  by  the  Five Lakes. 

海帶  sea  girdles, 一 edible  sea¬ weed. 

海帶片  cut  sea-weed. 

海帶絲  green  sea-weed. 
~ ^  a  Part  of  the 
country ;  region;  neighbourhood. 

所 屬一帶  the  parts  under his  jurisdiction. 

螂 且甘帶  centipedes  like eating  snakes’  (brains).  [且 
foi •姐] • 

隨帶 M 帶同 or 帶領 t。 take  with  one, — of  persons. 

帶見 t。  bring  in  to  show;  to 
introduce  to  a  superior. 

帶 領引見  to  introduce  at  an audience  of  the  Emperor. 

帶回  to  take  back;  to  lead  back, as  troops. 

w 

10,554 

各 —火種 Ww3)  ead 
carrying  a  spunk. 

帶有  provided  with. 帶來  to  bring  with  one. 

帶案  to  bring  before  a  court. 

帶 縣  to  take  a  man  to  the  raa 

gistrate’s. 

帶赴。 r 帶帶。 r 到往。 

帶送 Gr 帶至 t(?  take  to. 

帶兵。 r 帶隊  to  lead  troops^ 

管帶官  commander, — as  of gun-vessel. 

帶道  to  guide. 
帶累  to  involve;  to  implicate 

帶壤  to  lead  astray. 

柺帶  to  kidnap;  to  abduct. 不必 帶定以 作贅筇 

there  is  no  necessity  to  insis 
on  introducing  (the  point  i 

question),  and  so  create  a  stand 

ing  grievance. 

帶候  to  keep  in  charge  until . 

帶 印出巡 t0  g。 on  an 
cial  tour  of  inspection. 

帶上  to  touch  j  to  concern, ill  as  he  was. 

帶口音  to  speak  with  an  acl 
cent. 

出  A  — 門 8°：18  out 

coming  in,  shut  the  door  a 

you. 讀水  t。 pilot. 帶水而 走 fled  in  his  we 
clothes. 

托 泥帶水  all  covered  wit 
mud. 

帶哭 w  6263. 
帶酒  to  be  in  liquor. 
帶陷  to  encumber;  to  impede 

帶 悶而回  went  home  di： 
consolate. 

帶 箭逃命 fled  for  his 
with  the  arrow  sticking  in  hin 

胃£  胃 or  @  _  to  carry  letter 

順帶  to  bring  when  one  hajl pens  to  be  coming. 

治 着手做 d0  it  at  the  K 

time. 
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I0..554 

ir 

i0,555 

R •卦霧 
^ 蠆遞 
Lde， - 

Sinking  Upper 
and  Lower. 

w 

•  10,556 

R. 靈 
滯蛭 Sinking  Lowe】 

帶 手帶脚  to  be  annoyed  by 
or  involved  in. 

還帶着  and  besides;  and  more¬ over. 

無掛帶  to  be  without  annoy¬ ance. 

帶一 點愁意 he  is  a  little 
mortified. 

帶 着氣說  said  angrily,  •… 

面 色 帶  his  face  has  a 
yellowish  tinge. 

連… •帶…  . see  7109. 

帶爲  the  paradise  flycatcher. 

Disturbed  in  mind. 

R. 

Flux  ；  discharge. 

症 or  白  leucorrhoea. 

赤瘤  a  bloody  discharge  from the  uterus. 

and  Upper. 

m Same  as  10,554. 

io,S57 

w 

IO,558 

Roots  of  grass  ；  trifles. 

自 以深 根固#  thinking 
R •霉 

oneself  deep-rooted  and  firmly 
set. 

See 也 細 故蒂芥 ，何 足以疑 
Sinking why  be  suspicious  about  such  a 
Upper. trifle  ? 

從無芥 "S  uninter- rupted  by  the  slightest  dissension. 

wc A  hand  seizing  a  tail  ； 
IO,559 hence,  to  reach  to.  Radical 

R •隊寘 171. 
C.  toi.  tai 

F.  tai 

N.* 

Read  shih~ •  Over  and 

above  ；  superfluity. 

Read  ti^  and  e4.  A  fox- 

tai,  dai,  i 
cub. 

、 dai、 三 dai 
Sinking Read  =  10,562. 
Lower. 

m 
I。#。 

隊 
C.  tai、 tei H. 

F.  tai 

W.  di 

N.  da 
P.  M. ) , . 

Y.Sz.  i  ̂ 
K.  /W 

J.  tai、 dai 
A.  dai Sinking 

Lower. 

tj： 

10.561 

R •隊贿 

C.  tai、 toi 
H.  tH 

F.  tai W.  N.  de 

P.  tai 

K.  /V,  v.  ch'-e 

J.  tai 

A.  dai 
Sinking  and 

Rising  Lower. 

逮
 4 

10.562 

R •霽隊 

C.  toi、 tai H.  H 

F.  tai 
W.  ̂  

N.di 

Li-
-- 

Y.  tae 

K.  chke、 亡 e 

J.  tei、 dai 
A.  dai Sinking 

Lower. 

A  dam  ；  a  haul-over  for 
boats. 

埭格  list  of  charges  at  a  lock 
or  haul-over. 

花埭  an  old  name  of  the  famous 
flower-gardens  at  Can¬ 

ton. 

石埭縣  name  of  a  District  in Anhui. 

Cloudy. 

魏  the  appearance  of  masses 
of  clouds  collected  together. 

-To  come  up  to  ；  to  reach  ； 

to  catch  up.  To  seize. 

Until  ；  when.  See  10,563. 
Also  read  faP. 

群后之 逮在下 f_ the princes  down  to  the  inferior 
officers. 

不逮  not  coming  up  to, 一 the standard;  sc.  deficient. 

君 大不逮  your  behaviour  is most  unseemly. 

夙 夜不逮  concerned  day and  night  about  my  deficiencies. 

心欲 言而口 不逮 & 
heart  would  speak  but  the  mouth 
does  not  respond. 

弃 云不逮  they  are  caused to  say  it  is  of  no  use, — to  go  on, 

皇 息下逮 the  EmPeror’s 
kindness  descends  upon  us. 

水火 相逮1 ike  the  meeting of  fire  and  water. 

一 時淸還 ，力 有未逮 
unable  to  pay  off  all  at  once. 

後 則欲逮 A， 先則恐 

逮于人  wanting  to  catch  up when  behind,  afraid  of  being 

caught  up  when  in  front. 

追逮  to  pursue  and  seize. 

逮 
10,562 

w 

10,563 

R .賄 

c.  w 
H. 

all  the  others 
Sinking 

See 袋 

A.  ̂ dai 
Rising  Lower 

Irregular. 

逮繫 t。  arrest  and  imprison. 

値 柬皲逮  it  was  just  at  the time  when  (沈  Shen)  Shu  had 
been  arrested. 

逮 捕而去  was  arrested  and 
went  off  with  them. 

逮今  until  now. 
until  afterwards;  subse¬ 

quently. 

逮 至其時  until  that  time. 

逮天之 未陰雨 before 
the  rain  begins. 

逮經  when  afterwards .... 

逮 其兄返  when  his  elder 
.brother  came  back, …. 

初 未蘧信 ，逮 相處數 
月 ，飴 知其言 不 謬 
at  first  hesitated  to  believe  it, 

until  having  been  brought  into 
contact  with  him  for  several 

months,  he  discovered  that  these 
statements  had  not  been  made 
at  random. 

逮乎老 已將至 ere  long> old  age  comes  on. 

逮 將委頓  at  length  I  am 
about  to  collapse, — from  drink 

逮 屬捕中 之豪者 yet after  all  (this  scoundrel)  is  re¬ 
garded  as  a  model  constable. 

To  endanger  ；  to  be  in 

danger  ；  perilous.  Nearly  ; 

only  ；  merely  [see  9194); 

even  ;  almost  ；  probably. 
See  10,562. 

殆哉  perilous  indeed ! 

天 下殆哉 心  empire  is  in great  danger. 

危  ̂   fraught  with  danger. 

無 小人殆  there  are  no  mean men  to  endanger, — the  common¬ wealth. 

思而不 學則殆  thought 
without  learning  is  perilous. 

民" 今方 殆 thepeop]  e  are  now 
in  peril. 

行 殆  to  run  into  danger. 

殆 承  drawing  near  to;  until. 

夜殆牟  when  the  night,  was half  gone； 
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io,563 

^ 殆 至一載  nearly  a  whole 

year. 

殆 以此歟  it  was  probably 
on  this  account. 

其殆 所別者 佳人乎 
it  is  probable  that  the  person 
he  parted  from  was  a  lady. 

人 影殆絶  not  even  the  sha¬ dow  of  a  man  to  be  seen. 

殆 不可數  (shu2)  almost countless. 

子殆 可與吾 爲友乎 
can  I  at  length  find  a  friend  in 

you? 

殆 於不可  this  would  seem 
to  be  improper. 

R. 

10,567 

隊 
C.  tdi 

I  tai 

W.  (e1  da N. 7^,  ta 

M. 

Sz. 

Y.  tae 
Yi.te 

J.  tai 

A.  dai Sinking 

Upper. 

不樂 熱鬧者 殆祇一 

主筆西 人而已 the 
only  person  who  objects  to  the 
bustle  and  noise  is  the  editor 

of  a  foreign  newspaper! 

殆非也  I  should  say  not. 

造 
10,564 

超、 10,565 

賄 
C. 三 M 

H.  f-ai^ 
W. 

all  the  others 
Sinking See 袋 

Rising  Lower 
Irregular. 

Same  as  10,562. 

Insolent Lazy;  remiss, 

supercilious. 

怠者 不能脩 而忌者 

畏人脩  too  lazy  to  succeed 
themselves,  they  are  dreadfully 
jealous  of  others  succeeding. 

時 無得怠  when  you  get  an 
opportunity,  do  not  neglect  it, 

怠 惰。 r 怠緩。 ■■怠 玩 
怠忽 .idle;  negligent;  dawd ling- 

責以怠 忽务事 scolded 
him  for  neglect  of  public  busi 
ness. 

不 敢怠邊 he  did  not  ven 
ture  to  be  idle. 

無 或怠息  without  stopping 
for  a  moment. 

倦怠 ot 懈 怠*# 

怠慢  insolent;  overbearing. 

10,566 r •賄 

^ 殆 

Rising  Lower. 

To  gabble;  to  chatter. 

m 

tai 

1308  ] 

A. 

To  wear  on  the  head. 

To  sustain  *,  to  bear  ；  to 

uphold；  to  honour. 

戴帽子  to  wear  a  hat  or  cap. See  7701. 

把帽 子戴上  put  on  your 
hat. 

10,569 

.贿 

W.  Lde'de 三 
all  the  others 

Sinking 

See 袋 

A. 三 dai 

戴頂兒  to  wear  a  “button.” 
See  9273,  11,265. 

戴翎子  to  wear  a  “feather.” 

胃戴花  ̂   decorated  with  the peacock’s  feather.  See  7209. 

to  wear  spectacles. 

戴 月彼星  the  moon  for  a hat  and  the  stars  for  a  cloak, 一 
of  travellers. 

戴月 被星終 非了局 
we  go  on  shilly-shallying  from 
day  to  day  and  nothing  ever 
comes  of  it. 

不 共戴天  not  to  live  under the  same  sky, 一 e.g,  with  the  mur¬ 
derer  of  one’s  father. 

戴 高履厚 heaven  above one’s  head  and  earth  beneath one’s  feet. 

_  _  to  undert
ake. 

感 k 谏恩  to  be  deeply  sen sible  of  great  kindness. 

民 之戴商  the  people’s  hon¬ 
ouring  Shang, . 

衆 非元烏 ，何葶 if  the people  had  no  sovereign,  who 

would  they  have  to  honour? 

愛戴  to  love  and  respect. 

戴  日  to  have  the  sun  overhead 一 as  in  the  tropics  at  noon.  See 
10,618. 

crowned  >vith  the  good 

ness  of. 

不 覺毛戴  insensibly， 

io,«;68 

R. 隊'
 

See 戴 

SinkingUpper. 

hair  stood  on  end, 一 with  horror. 

戴禮  the  Canon  of  Rites, — as edited  by  戴德 and 戴聖 

戴勝 （。》 •窵）  the  hoopoe 
(Upupa  epops\  The  first  is  also headdresses  of  feathers. 

Unskilled；  inexperienced 

Rising  Lower 
Irregular. 

To  wait  for  ；  to  await. 

To  behave  to;  to  treat.  See 

470,  5355 - 

待 一會兒  wait  a  little  while； in  a  little  while. 

待我來  wait  until  I  come. 

待兩天  wait  two  days. 

待 了半天 的工夫 after 
waiting  for  some  time. 

待 •時而 動  wait  until  the 
right  time  and  then  act. 

#  A  ffij  ̂   he  had  t0  be
 helped  to  get  up, 一 of  a  man  in fetters. 

待價  to  wait  for  prices, — to  rise or  fall;  to  watch  the  market. 

卿能 待待之  if  you  can 
wait,  wait. 

不 還你便 待怎的 ifI do  not  give  it  back  to  you,  what am  I  to  expect  ? 

更待 何時  what  better  oppor- 
tunity  are  you  waiting  for? 

更 不待言 stU1  less  is 
necessary  to  point  out 

不待 燈燭燃 n。 need  for 
lamps  or  candles  to  be  lighted, 
there  are  other  sources  of  light. 

則異端 不待 驅而自 

•/ 良矣  then  heterodoxy  will  not; wait  to  be  expelled,  but  will  cease 
of  itself. 

物之 待飾而 狻行者 

質不美 也  if  anything  has 

to  wait  for  ornament  before  it 

can  pass  muster,  it  is  not  intrin¬ sically  beautiful. 

留爲 有待1 et  be; one  c 

afford  to  wait. 

以 待來年  in  order  to  wait! 

until  next  year. 

無 待商辦  there  is  no  needj 
to  wait  for  discussion. 

待質  waiting  to  give  evidence 

4 漏輯朝 
(^W，)waiting 

for  the  signal  for  audience. 

若有待 者 as  if  they  w< 

waiting, 一 for  something. 

待等  to  aw 珥 it. 待要  to  be  going  to . 

待下  to  treat  inferiors. 
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1309 

i°,S69 

薄 
10,57。 

if 

I0.S7I 

.灰 
-默 •  Ldai 

Even  Upper. 

10,572 

丨泰曷 
“te、 ^al 

. tai、 tatsz 
“dai 

inkingUpper. 

X 
IO,573 

:泰
 

I  \  Hi 

^  t'e^  f'a 

^ai 

待稱  to  attend  to, — as  visitors. 

接待 賓客。 r 待待客 t。 
entertain  guests. 

相待 t。  behave  to;  to  treat. 

寬待。 r 待人 厚道  to  treat 
people  liberally. 

欵待  to  treat  in  a  friendly  way. 

慢待  to  treat  rudely. 

苦待  to  treat  harshly. 

待才好  to  behave  badly  to. 

以 逸待勞  to  give  leisure  to 
thet  over-worked. 

待以  treated  him  to . 

有待以 成者， 有待而 

成者  there  are  some  (pictures) 
which  were  ready  to  hand,  and 
others  which  had  to  be  made. 

Read  taz1.  To  rest. 

你待着 罷 rest  a  bit. 

一時也 沒待1  have  not 
rested  a  moment. 

Same  as  10,551. 

Frightened ;  scared  ；  silly. 

Used  with  10,544. 

賴慢  slovenly;  in  disorder. 

A  spear；  a  halberd. 

Excessive;  extreme 5  too. 

A  term  of  respect,  common 

in  titles.  Used  for  10,596. 

太多。 r 太過。 r 太甚 to。 
much;  excessive. 

太大。 r 太錐 to0  big. 

太陰  the  moon, 

t  陳 r  the  sun.  See  12,883. 

太‘
 

io,S73 

1 1  ̂ 
J.  tai 
A.  tKai 

Sinking 

Upper. 

太陽草  Aletris  japonic  a  ̂ Lamb. 

太空  the  great  void;  the  sky. 

太平  great  peace;  a  term  often chosen  as  a  year-title  (see  3884), 

and  especially  by  the  Long¬ 
haired  Rebels  {T^i-p^ngs)  for 

their  new  dynasty,  1850-1864. See  10,596. 

太平洋  the  Pacific  Ocean. 

太平烏  the  Bohemian  chat¬ terer  {A7?ipelis  garrula). 

寧作太 平犬， 不作亂 

雛人  better  be  a  dog  in  times 
of  peace  than  a  man  in  times 
of  war. 

眞 太平君 子也。 ne  feels as  if  in  the  seventh  heaven, — 

after  drinking  grape-wine. 

說 太平話  to  talk  unconcern¬ edly, 一 at  a  great  crisis. 

太平楂  a  special  bier  for removing  the  corpse  in  case  of fire. 

太平車  a  large  covered  cart for  baggage.  Also,  a  fire-engine. 

太平鼓  a  tambourine. 
太古  extreme  antiquity.  See 

3554. 太不及  does  not  at  all  come 
up  to  what  is  required. 

何太 無禮  why  such  great 
discourtesy  ? 

題目太 出容易  the  theme 
is  too  easy. 

說 _ 太 說重了 yQU  scdd_ 
ed  him  too  severely. 

太監  a  eunuch. 
太阿⑺  ah!  wondrous ! — the name  of  a  famous  sword. 

太太  a  polite  term  for  the  wife of  an  official. 

老太太  a  polite  term  for  a mother;  an  old  lady. 

老太: ik 疮瘩 a  ̂   diffi - cult  to  undo.  Cf.  a  “granny.” 

太夫人  the  mother  of  an  offi¬ 
cial. 

太后  the  Emperor’s  mother. 

太芋  the  Heir-Apparent. 

太 子冠兒  a  child’s  cap  or¬ 
namented  with  feathers. 

太
 4 

io,573 

10.574 

R •泰 

See 太 

A.  t'iet SinkingUpper, 

w 

10.575 

R •泰 

Set 

Sinking 

Upper. 

10,576 

R •泰 

See 太 

SinkingUpper. 

^  President  of  the  Board  of Civil  Office.  See  11,490. 

太史  a  second-class  Han-lin compiler.  Also,  one  who  selects 
lucky  days. 

太史在  Chief  Astrologer;  a title  by  which  司馬邊 Ssti 

ma  Ch‘ien  is  known. 

太爺  see  12,977. 
太祖  the  otdest  ancestor  of  a clan. 

太祖地  hereditary  clan  pro- 
perty. 

太婪  a  great-grandmother. 
太上  God;  Heaven ；  a  title  of | respect,  implying  exaltation ;  the 

wise  men  of  old. 

太 上老君  a  title  ̂ wen  to Lao  Tzti.  ’ 

太長  change  公主  an  Em- peror’s  paternal  aunt,  under  the 

Mings. 

太福晉  the  mother  of  an  Im¬ perial  prince. 

太液  a  name  for  Peking. 

太和嶺  Caucasus. 
Extravagant  ；  wasteful. 

To  rinse  ；  to  wash  out. 
Excessive. 

沙汰  to  scour  with  sand;  to sift  and  reduce  in  number. 

询汰  to  wash  out;  to  clean. 

以其汰  because  of  his  ar¬ rogance. 

Very  black. 
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io,577 

v.  toui\ 
I  noui 

卜笞 
Even  Lower. 

A  look-out  or  tower, 

higher  than  it  is  broad  [see 

7343);  a  terrace  ；  a  raised 

platform  ；  a  stage  {see  2825). 

A  title  of.  respect.  See 

10,583. 

四 方 而高曰 臺 that 
which  is  4-sided  aad  lofty  is  a 
fai. 

靈臺  see  7222. 

門臺  the  look-out  over  a  city 

gate. 

觀臺  a  look-out;  an  observa¬ 
tory;  a  beividere. 

戲臺  a  theatrical  stage. 

作 一臺戲  to  have  a  theatri¬ 
cal  performance. 

幾 時開臺  when  will  the  per¬ formance  begin  ? 

收臺  to  end  a  performance;  to 
“drop  the  curtain.” 

一 座高臺  a  lofty  terrace. 

上臺  (shangz)  to  serve  a  dinner； 
see  10,877 ;  (shang^)  the  high 
authorities;  see  9729. 

F 臺  to  descend  from  the  stage, 

— to  “climb  down;’’  to  yield. 

我們中 國下 不得臺 
our  Middle  K  ingdom  is  in  a  bad 

way, — is  “up  a  tree.” 

避 倩無臺  no  place  to  which 
he  could  escape  from  his  credi¬ tors. 

暸望臺  the  bridge  of  a  steamer. 

蠟臺  a  candle-stick. 
臺 不蔑  steps  of  a  house. 

臺布  a. table  cloth. 

晒臺  a  raised  .framework  for 
drying  purposes. 

袍臺 a  fort. 
辜 址  the  site  of  a  fort. 

臺前 ％ 臺端。 ^ •臺下 
臺翁  conventional  phrases 
equivalent  to  “ypur  Honour •” 

臺電  your  Honour’s  clearness of  vision. 

臺函  your  letter. 

臺 示  your  instruction 工 
制臺， 撫臺， 臬臺 ，藩 

， and  道^  Viceroy,  Go- 

io,577 

僵
 2 

io,578 

R 灰 

See 笞 

Even  Lower. 

10.579 

R 贿 

& 怠胎 

A.  i.dai 
Rising  Lower 
and  Upper. 

m 

10.580 

r •灰支 

卜 w 

'cta 

w 荅癡 

Even  Upper 

and  Lower. 

vernojr,  Judge,  Treasurer,  and 
Taot‘ai. 

天臺  the  Imperial  Observatory, — under  the  Sung  dynasty ; 

see  11,208.  Also,  a  Buddhist 
“school.” 

司 天臺奏  the  Imperial  As¬ tronomers  reported  that . 

通天  Reach-to-the-sky  To¬ wer  (as  of  Babel), — built  by  the 
Emperor  Wu  Ti,  2nd  cent.  b.c. 

凌雲臺  a  tower  built  by  the Emperor  Wen  Ti,  about  a.d.  220 

容 臺  a  name  for  the  Court  of Sacrificial  Worship. 

臺 灣  Taiwan,  —  the  island  of Formosa. 

A  servant；  an  assistant. 

重  ch^ufig1  <臺  a  servant’s  ser¬ vant. 

or 

To  chatter  ；  to  mock 

c. 
H 

F.  Jai 

To  carry  between  two  or 
more  on  a  pole ;  to  carry. 
To  raise. 

檯扛  to  carry  on  a  pole;  to 

quarrel. 

檯轎子  to  carry  a  sedan-chair. 

杷爐 子檯開  carry  away 
the  stove. 

檯不動  we  can’t  carry  it, — as when  too  heavy. 

檀  0  去  carlT  k  back. 

檯 回家去  to  carry  home, as  an  injured  man,  etc. 

才臺  to  carry  out  to  be  buried, 

檯舉  to  raise  up;  to  exalt;  to advance;  to  extol. 

檯貴手  to  beg  forgiveness  or consideration. 

檯價。 r 高檯 市價。 y 檯 

起價來  to  raise  the  price. 

檯起來  to  lift  up;  to  raise. 

m 
I。#。 

植
2
 

io,s8i 

R. 灰 

Sec 笞 

Even  Lower. 

10,582 

R. 灰 

See 笞 

Even  Lower. 

台
2
 

io,583 

R •灰支 

See 

A.  iLai 

Even  Upper 

and  Lower. 

檯頭  to  raise  the  head;  (in 
Peking)  good  weight. 

檯 頭見喜  may  you  have  joy when  you  raise  your  head ! 

檀 頭 字  characters  raised 
above  the  line  of  text,  as  a  mark 
of  distinction. 

單檯  raised  one  place  above the  column, 一 as  the  Court,  the 
Palace,  the  State,  etc. 

檀雙 頭。1 ■雙檀 raised  tw° places  above  the  column, — as the  names  of  the  Emperor, 

Empress,  their  doings,  etc. 

檯三頭 三檯 raised  three places  above  the  column, 一 as 
the  Imperial  ancestors,  etc. 

才臺 愛  y°ur  favour. 檯鎗  a  gingai  fired  by  one  man while  it  rests  on  the  shoulder 
of  another. 

檯身*  to  raise  one’s  body, — from a  stooping  position. 

A  stage ;  a  table.  Usee 
with  10,577. 

Identified  by  the  Japan¬ 
ese  with  Car  ex  dispalatha、 
Booth. 

薹茱 a  cabbage  (Brassica  jun- 
cm'  Hk.  f.  &  T.),  the  seeds  of which  yield  an  excellent  oil. 

Eminent;  exalted.  Used 

for  10,577  {g.v.).  See  1440. 

兄台  honoured  elder  brother; Sir. 

台 M01 台 端。 r 台從 
Honour;  you. 

台照  for  your  Honour’s  inspec¬ 

tion. 

老夂 台不吾 欺也& Honour  (the  Dist.  Magistrate； 

is  not  going  to  play  me  false. 

台教 [ what  you  have  to  say. 

台函  your  note. 
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io>583 

抬 
10.584 

栢 
10.585 

% 
10.586 

R. 灰 
C. 
W.々 
See 

K.  ̂  

J.  tai、 dai 
A.  dai 

Even 

Irregular. 

10.587 

R •賄 
C.  C/W, 

•F.  t^ai^ 
w .心 

台安。 1 •台 祺。1 •台祉  your 
welfare,  —  used  at  the  end  of 
letters. 

台愛  your  distinguished  kind¬ ness. 

台  your  ustyle.M  See  3624. 

台吉  Taiji,— the  lowest  order 
of  Mongolian  nobility.  Used 
also  as  an  official  title,  both 

military  and  civil. 

二 台 (/‘a/1)  three  stars  入  in 
the  Great  Bear.  Also,  three 

Supreme  Boards  or  Councils 
under  the  Han  dynasty. 

台細1 州府  a  Prefecture  in 
Chehkiang.  See  1 1,208. 

台背  the  rounded  back  of  old 
age.  See  10,591,  10,593. 

台座  civil  officials. 

台敍  a  Prime  Minister;  a  Grand 
Secretary. 

Read  z'  I;  me.  To  be 

pleased.  Used  for  5407. 

[This  was  the  original 
sound.] 

台徳  my  virtue - 

Same  as  1958.  Used  for 

10,580. 

See  10,309. 

术 P 
10,587 

Y.  ctcae Sz.  Hi 

K.  t'-e 

tai、 dai 

A.  ̂ dai 
Rising 

Irregular. 

胎1
 

io,588 

R •灰 

C.  H.  t^oi 

F. 产 a/,  v.  t'，oui 
W.  N.  f-e P.  M. 於 ai 

Y.  tuae 

Sz.  t^ai 

K.  t^e 
tai 

A.  t^ai Even  Upper, 

Soot. 

口 鼻炱黑  mouth  and  nose blackened  with  soot. 

c^ai 

To  cajole;  to  mock  at; 

see  10,313.  To  bind  rounc 

Also  read  tLais. 

^  made  a  pretence  of;  en 

ticed  him  to;  humbugged  him 

予 昔鲐若  I  was  only  hum 
bugging  you. 

乃 始爲謁  pretended  to  pay him  a  call. 

鲐以男  pretended  (the  child) was  a  boy. 

絲 勞卽鲐  silk  if  too  much handled  gets  into  a  tangle. 

The  pregnant  womb.  See 

3759. 

胎胞  the  womb. 滿胎胞 one’s  mothers  womb. 

懷胎。 r 有胎 w 胎孕。 r 

受胎。 r 成胎， t0  be  Pre& nant. 

懷私眙  to  be  unlawfully  preg¬ nant. 

懷鬼胎  conscious  of  guilt. 

胎動  the  quickening  of  the womb. 

胎形  the  form  of  the  foetus. 

胎盤。 1 胎衣  the  placenta. 

胎 衣不下  the  afterbirth  will not  come  away. 

騎胎 twins. 

品胎  triplets- 
胎 濕卵化  womb,  moisture, 
egg,  and  metamorphosis, — the 
four  classes  into  which  repro¬ 

duction  of  the  species  is  divided 

by  the  Chinese. 

胎 生  born  from  the  womD.  Also, 
viviparouSc 

從胎 裏帶 下來的 he 
was  born  with  it, — as  a  mark on  the  body. 

石胎  barren. 胎敢  death  in  the  womb. 
墮胎。 r 落胎。 r 滑胎 ▲ 
carriage. 

打胎藥  drugs  for  procuring abortion. 

况 胎已經 打下 besides 
her  pregnancy  had  already  been 

got  rid  of. 

化胎  to  procure  abortion. 

安胎 t。  quiet  the  womb, — to 
prevent  miscarriage. 

脫胎  to  get  free  from  one’ shackles, — as  a  new-born  child. 
An  abortion.  Also  used  of  a 

very  thin  kind  of  porcelain,  which 

胎 3
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苔 2
 

10,589 

R •灰 

C.  /W,  ̂ oi 

H. 
F.  W,  /ai 

W. 心， 

N.  de^  t'-e 

P.  M.  M 

is  almost  “without  body;”  egg¬ 
shell  china. 

脫 胎換骨  to  get  rid  of  one’s 
mortal  body, — to  “put  on  the 

armour  of  light.”  Also  used  of 
the  art  of  producing  an  image 
in  the  mind  of  a  reader  by  the 

employment  of  a  few  skilful 
touches. 

或是肉 身去的 ，或是 

脫 胎去的 whether  she went  (to  heaven)  in  the  flesh  or 
had  first  shuffled  off  her  mortal 
coil. 

胎 前産後 全平安 
before  and  after  her  confinement 

she  has  been  very  well. 

胎來 鴻。 r 胎裏紅 b。™ 
with  a  silver  spoon  in  one’s 
mouth. 

我 不琴胎  do  not  kil1  PreS 
nant  animals. 

月台磬  born  blind. 頭一胎  the  first-born. 
― *  月台 三  three  girls  at  i 
birth;  triplets. 

投胎  to  pass  into  the  womb,— as  the  spirit  of  a  dead  person 
does  when  sent  back  to  earth 

for  re-birth. 

鹿胎  unborn  fawn, — used  as*  a 
medicine. 

胎^ •  the  bird  which*  is  born  from the  womb/— the  white  crane.. 

你胎毛 尙未乾  the  down 
of  birth  is  not  yet  dry  on  you, 

. — you  are  a  sucking-dove. 

立 胎借 銀字人 the  perso? who  hypothecated  the  property 
and  borrowed  the  money. 

甚麽胎 子”呢 used  aS  a  mild 
term  of  abuse,  something  like 
“what  sort  of  man  do  you  call 

yourself?” 

帽胎子  the  framework  of  a hat  in  process  of  manufacture. 
Also,  a  hat  without  the  usual 

tassel. 

Moss;  lichen. 

笞茱  an  edible  sea- weed;  laver. 

蒼荅。 r 靑苔  green  moss; lichen. 

靑石荅  a  moss-covered.stonejj a  slippery  fellow. 
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苔1
 io,5b 

Y.  t：ae 
Sz.  /W 

r.  tai、 dai 
A.  dai 

Even  Upper 
and  Lower. 

邰*
 

io,S9° R. 灰 

F.  Uai、 U‘ai See 笞 

P.c/W 
M.  Ulai K./V 

A.  ̂ ai Even 
Irregular. 

馬合
 * io,S9x R •灰贿 

F./^* P. 〆.<«•,  it'ai 

See  笞1 K.  re 

J.  tai、 dai 
A,  dai 

Even 

Irregular. 

w 
10,592 R •灰 

See 笞 
A.  f'ai 

Even 

Irregular, 

TO 
10»S93 只灰 

F.  v.  tt-i See 笞 
K.  ̂  

A.  /'ai Even 

Irregular. 

笞痕 上堦緑  the  green  li¬ chen  creeps  up  the  steps. 

苺 笞如錢  spots  of  moss  like cash. 

泰
 4 

10,596 

泰 9. 

See 太 

Sinking 

Upper. 

R. 

Name  of  a  small  feudal 

State  in  Shensi. 

卽有 部家室 and  thus  he 
was  appointed  lord  of  T‘ai. 

A  broken-down  horse;  a 
horse  free  of  its  bit.  See 

8397. 

馬台蕩  vast;  extensive. 
^  ̂humpbacked.  See  10,593. 

Read  tai\ 

篇台 鋪  blunt;  stupid. 

Fals(  hair  worn  by  wo 

nen;  a  chignon. 

賛 
1。，5科 

io,595 

The  globe-fish,  known  as 

裔侯齡 ( Tetraodon)^  which 
has  a  wrinkled  skin  and  is 

able  to  inflate  itself. 

黃 鸯駘背  hoary  head  and 
shrivelled  back, — of  old  age; 
ninety  years  of  age.  See  10,591 

胎番戈  the  mackerel. 

See  10,552. 

See  10,848. 

Prosperous;  exalted  ； 

eminent  ；  extensive；  liberal. 

The  i  ith  Diagram.  A 

Department  in  Kiangsu. 
Used  with  10,573.  ̂ ee 

5357- 

天地 交 泰 heaven  and earth  in  connection, — whereby 

all  things  are  said  to  be  pro¬ 
duced. 

國 泰民安  the  State  prosper¬ ous  and  the  people  at  peace. 

泰 而不驕  exalted  but  not 
proud. 

泰適  excellent, 一 of  health. 

泰蓮  a  good  destiny. 泰 平  dead  level,  i.e.  great  peace, — said  to  be  taken  from  the 

phrase  泰 階星平  , which 
means  “when  the  tai  chieh  stars 

x, 入  in  the  Great  Bear)  are 
in  a  line.”  See  10,573. 

泰 山  Mt.  T‘aiA—in  Shantung the  most  famous  of  the  Five 

Mountains,  worshipped  as  a  god 

and  regarded  as  the  origin  of 
all  life;  see  5964, 10,548, 13,031, 

13,449,  7265.  Also,  a  term  ap¬ 

plied  to  another  man’s  father- 
in-law. 

孔子 登泰山 而小天 

下  when  Confucius  went  up 
Mt.  T‘ai,  the  world  seemed  small, 

泰山 不譲土 故能成 

其高  Mt.  T‘ai  gives  up  no earth  (Le,  takes  all  that  comes), 
and  is  therefore  able  to  reach 

a  great  height.  See  11,665. 

泰山 石敢當  a  stone  from Mt.  T‘ai  will  dare  to  resist, 
the  evil  influences  which  may 

come.  A  phrase  often  seen  cut 
on  a  stoie  and  let  into  a  build 

ing  for  protection’s  sake.  [For¬ 
merly,  only  the  last  three  cha 
racters  were  used;  explained  as 

the  name  of  a  powerful  family 

under  the  Contending  States 

b.c.  480 — 230.] 

眼不識 秦 my  eye  did not  recognise  Mt.  T‘ai — a  phrase 
used  in  excuse  of  non-recog¬ 
nition. 

螞 _ 搬泰山 like  ants  car ryinj  away  Mt.  T‘ai! 
人非高 於泰山 ，鬼責 

深 於滄海  if  a  man  be  not 
mpre  loft 冬  than  Mt.  T‘ai,  devils 

黎 io,596 

愫 

10.597 

衣 HA 

10.598 

R. 隊 

W.  t^e 

See 
太 

Sinking 

Upper. 

will  thrust  him  lower  than  the 

abyss. 

泰 水  a  term  applied  to  another man’s  mother-in-law. 

泰西國  western  cr  European 
nations. 

泰如 含瓦石 as  stiff  as 
though  he  had  swallowed  a  poker. 

Same  as  10,574. 

Behaviour;  bearing;  man¬ 

ner  ̂   mien.  [To  be  distin¬ guished  from  熊 4700.] 

驕態  a  haughty  mien. 

態度  behaviour. 
夭 冶之態 seductive  be- 
haviour. 

小人態  the  behaviour  of  a 
mean  fellow. 

情 態可敬  his  sentiments 
and  behaviour  are  much  to  be 

respected. 

世 知、 炎凉 the  hc)t  and  cold 
behaviour  of  the  world, 一 the 
fickleness  of  friends. 

僞態  false,  hypocritical  be¬ 
haviour. 

莫不各 極其態 *  eve7 one  he  hit  off  the  exact  express-i 

ion,— of  Shen  Chou’s  paintings of  flowers,  animals,  etc. 

不 枸一態  he  does  not  dwell upon  one  motive, — in  painting. 

舊態 後作。 r 故態徨 

萌  he  was  at  his  old  tricks  again. 
譜他 看不起 某之故 

態  said  he  cast  a  deliberate 
slight  upon  So-and-so. 

故態作 .矣  you  are  call
ing up  old  scenes. 

不忍爲 此態1  could  not 
bear  to  act  thus. 

不 循時態  unconventional. 

IO,599 

R 泰 

氐  j 

F.  v.  twai^- 

See 
〒 

SinkingUpper. 

A  long  narrow  junk  with 

two  masts.  Used  for  Mrud- der”  in  Fopchow. 
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10,600 

R •寒霰 
勉 

C.  tan、 shyn、 
Uhym 

H.  tan、 shen、 - 
F.  tang、 steng^ 
Ha、 三 ssU、 

Izie 

N.  taaH、 zien\ 
^jon 

P.  tan、 shaft 
M.  tan、 son 
Y.  taa、 hsiei 
Sz.  tan、 shan 
K.  fan、 son 
J.  tan、 zen 
A.  dan、 don^ 

tien、 It^uen 
Even  and 

Sinking  Upper 
and  Lower. 

Tj^JXT. 

Alone ;  single ;  odd， as 

opposed  to 雙  io，ii8;  see 

3889.  Unlined.  A  single 

sheet  of  paper：  a  document* 
see  1470.  Used  for  10,606 ; 

see  6710.  i 

單獨。 r  單 落  alone;  solitary. 

單 人獨馬  a  solitary  horse¬ 
man;  alone;  single-handed. 

單騎 riding  alone. 

單  ̂   to  live  alone. 

自 己單走 to  g。 by oneseIf* 

^  "pj*  1  cannot  stand,  or 
act,  alone. 

單身。 r 單丁。 r 形隻 

影 單  alone;  by  oneself. 

單 身^  漢  a  bachelor. 

客官是 個單身 -， 心， 
are  alone  here, — i.e.  without 
friends. 

單個兒  single，一 not  double. 

單兵 守孤城 a  fvJW  soldiers 
holding  an  isolated  city. 

單 眼  single-eyed 广 of  peacock’s feathers. 

單眼瞎  a  one-eyed  person. 

單 檐 one-masted. 

單 車  a  single  cart, — a  private 
person,  travelling  without  reti¬ 
nue. 

人 數都在 ，單 不見了 

張委  all  were  there,  with  the 
exception  of  Chang  Wei. 

單  a  single  knot；  see  1470. 

單 钩  a  single  hook. 

單 單兒的  merely;  only;  no- 
thing  more  than. 

單思病  ̂ ve-sickness. 

單  一 •行 寫  write  it  in 
a  separate  column  or  lin 

單^  買 — •  to  buy  oilly  one 
kind. 

攀 賣  places  in  a  Chinese 
theatre  which  can  be  taken 

singly. 

單1
 

io,6oo 

單 衫  a  shirt  without  lining,  as opposed  to  ̂   . 

單綱杉 兒  an  unlined  silk 
shirt. 

單 衣  unlined  clothes. 

歲暮 衣裳單 at  the  closeof the  year  one’s  clothes  feel  thin. 

衣 單食缺  thinly  clad  and half  starved. 

單寒。 1 ■單薄  insufficient,— as  clothing. 

單*  薄 身子*  weakly;  delicate. 
單月  the  odd  moons, 一 3,  5,  etc. 
in  which  mandarins  object  to 

take  up  their  appointments,  as 
being  unlucky. 

單 數0 dd  numbers. 

單 日  the  odd  days. 

字  單^  者 "characters  wich few  strokes.-  See  导 I  12,324. 

單是。 r 單係。 r 單只 &  is 
only  that;  but  however. 

單  +  or， 單 帖  a  document  of a  single  sheet;  a  list;  a  bill;  a 
memo. 

開失 單  t0  make  out  a  list  of missing  articles. 

淸 單  see  2188 - 

借 單  see  1536. 

報單  jw  8731. 
分單  a  deed  of  division,— of 
property,  as  when  brothers  sep¬ 
arate. 

單^  a  certificate. 

^  ̂   a  permit;  a  receipt;  do¬ cumentary  proof. 

提單。 r 提貨單 a  bill  M 
lading. 

貨 單  an  invoice. 

單貨 不得相 離 thi
scbcu- ment  is  to  accompany  the  goods 

it  covers. 

三 聯單。 r 單照 a  transit- duty  certificate  or  transit  pass 

(in  triplicate), 一 to  cover  goods 
from  the  interior. 

單式  a  blank  form. 
支 單  an  order  to  pay  money. 

收箪  a  receipt. 

轉寄收 單  an  advice  of  pay- 
ment. 

單1
 

10.600 

ir 

10.601 

r 翰餅 

S- 憚 

A. 三 dan 

Sinking 

Lower. 

匯
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10.602 

R •寒 

Sec 單 

A.,  ddn、 can 
Even  Upper. 

善 單  a  stamped  official  receipt. 

桂卜單  to  exhibit  one’s  diploma, 
一 as  is  done  by  travelling  priests 
in  China,  who  thereby  become 
entitled  to  lodging  for  the  night 

and  two  meals. 

單方  a  recipe.  See  3435. 

乃 單 文祖德 and  thus  fully carry  out  the  virtue  of  your 

grandfather  Wen, 

單貨 財 以富之 exhausted 
his  wealth  to  enrich  her.  ， 

Read  shan1.  Name  of  a 
chief  of  the  Huns, 單 于 

Shan-yii  or  “Zenghi”  about 
b.c,  25,  subsequently  used 

in  the  sense  of  “chieftain •” 

Said  by  Ma  Tuan-lin.to  be 

the  equivalent  of  the  mo¬ dern  Khan  •,  see  6078,  8447. 

單 關  the  years  of  the  cycle which  have  沒 P  in  them. 

單于 者廣大 之貌也 

Shan-yii  means  “extensive •” 

屠蓄單 于兵敖 自殺 
a  Toukhi  chief  committed  sui¬ 
cide  on  the  loss  of  a  battle 
(b.c.  58). 

單于 秋色來 fai  and  wide 
comes  the  bloom  of  spring. 

Read  shan、 •  Name  of  a 
District  in  Shantung 

Great  ；  severe. 

逢天俾 怒  t。 meet  the  severe anger  of  Heaven. 

The  shrine  for  tablets  in 

the  ancestral  hall. 

as 
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R. 

10,603 

寒翰 
C.  fart、 tan 

H.  t^an 
F.  tang 

N.  daan 

j  t‘an、 Y. 於 aa、 taa 

Sz.  Aan、 tan 
K.  fan 

J.  tan、 dan 
A.  dan 

tan 

Even  and 
Sinking 

Lower. 

A  crossbow \  a  bullet；  a 

pellet ；  a  shot；  a  shell；  a  pill. 

見彈而 求鶴炎 you  look 
at  your  crossbow  and  expect  to 
have  brQiled  duck  before  you, 

一 you  go  too  fast. 

能 挽滿彈  able  to  draw  a crossbow  to  the  full. 

彈弓  a  bow  with  a  socket  fixed 
in  the  middle  of  the  string  for 

holding  bullets. 

彈子  shot;  bullets;  pellets. 

彈子房  a  billiard-saloon. 
鉛*  leadeu  shot. 

彈壳  cartridges. 

木 ♦彈  a  bomb. 完全 之蚱彈 共費十 

五日 之久 a  complete 
bomb  takes  15  days  to  make. 

彈九 a  pill. 
彈 九之地  a  very  small  bit of  land. 

厦雖彈 .九  although  Amoy  is 浼  small  place. 

Read  .  To  play  on 

stringed  instruments；  to  re¬ 

bound  ； to  fillip  [see  12,1 70) ；' 
to  flick*  to  snap  the  fingers •’ 
to  clutch  at；  to  scratch  [see 

12,859).  To  press  down; 

to  decry  ；  to  accuse.  See 
10,605. 

彈繇  to  play  on  stringed  in' 
struments. 

彈琴  to  play  the  dulcimer. 

彈琵琶  to  play  the  guitar. 

彈出  — •曲  Played  the  accom 
paniment  to  a  song. 

彈唱  to  play  and  sing. 

彈花 or 彈棉. 花 to  bow cotton.  The  first  is  also  to  paint 
a  design  (as  opposed  to  em 
broidery)  on  shoes.  See  10,605 

莫要彈 盜說嘴 dcm’t  in dulge  in  tall  talk. 

彈推  to  snap  the  fingers;  to fillip. 

彈 推可得 can  be  got  by lifting  a  finger. 

彈冠  to  tap  the  cap, 一 to  shake 
the  dust  off  it,  as  by  a  person 

w 3,603 

w 10,604 

R •翰 

C.  tan 

H.  ct、an、 t^an^ 

F. tang 

Vf.da 

N.  daan 
P.  M.  tan 

Y.  tad 
Sz.  tan 

K.  tKan 
J.  tan、 dan A. ^dan Sinking 

Lower. 

fresh  from  the  bath  who  wishes 

to  present  a  creditable  appear¬ 
ance  in  public. 

彈 冠待薦  to  brush  .one’s  hat 
and  await  a  recommendation, 

as 貢禹  Kung  Yu  did  when 
his  friend  王氣  Wang  Yang 

of  the  Han  dynasty  was  appoint¬ 
ed  to  office. 

彈棋  a  kind  of  Chinese  “tiddly- winks;’’  squails. 

彈墨  to  sprinkle  with  black ; 
figured  in  black. 

彈墨線  to  strike  a  line,— as a  carpenter  with  a  blackened string. . 

彈染  to  dye  by  sprinkling. 

彈 腦鑿字  to  fillip  one’s  head 

not 
used N.  P.  )  See 

K.  J.  tan 

A.  tdan、 

Even  and 

Rising  Lower. 

and  get  out  a  character, — which 
one  cannot  remember. 

彈 瘡 ̂  t<D  open  an  ulcer. 

用 爪子彈  to  claw  at, 一一 as  an animal. 

彈壓  to  press  down ;  to  repress ; 
to  keep  from  violence,  as  a  mob. 

非 彈治才  he  had  no  capa¬ city  for  government, 

舉 善彈違  to  promote  the worthy  and  repress  the  rebellious. 

奏彈  to  impeach  to  the  Throne. 

彈章  or  彈文  an  impeach¬ ment. 

彈糾  to  bring  charges  against. 

聞 閣下彈 劾嚴氏 Ihear you  have  impeached  the  Yen family. 

凡 彈文白 紙爲重 ，黃 

紙爲輕  in  impeachments, white  paper  means  that  the 
, charge  is  more  serious,  yellow 

paper  that  it  is  less  so. 

To  dread  ；  to  dislike. 

肆 無忌憚 fearing  neither God  nor  man. 

憚煩。 r 憚勞  to  be  averse to  taking  trouble. 

過則 勿憚玫  if  you  have faults,  do  not  shrink  from  cor 
recting  them. 

知帝 不足憚  knew  that nothing  was  to  be  feared  from 
the  Emperor. 

R. 
10,605 

寒旱 

.H. ( 

. W.  I 

To  grasp  ；  to  play  on. 

Read  t‘an%.  See  10,603. 

禪 棉花  t0  UP  or  “tease” 
cotton.  See  4805. 

Read  tanz.  To  dust  ；  see 

10,626. 
Read  char^ •  To  drag 

along. 

殫'
 

io,6o6 

■寒 

See 單 

A.  Sdatt Even  Upper. 

痺
 3 

10,607 

R •寒翰 

•da 

旱 
C.  ctan 

F.  ctang W.  cta,  v 

N.  taan* 

P.  tar^ 
K.  tan 

J.  tan 

A.  ̂ dan 

Even  and 

Sinking 

Irregular. 

筆1
 

io,6o8 

R •寒 

See 單 

A.  dan Even  Upper. 

Entirely  \  utterly  \  quite. 

Jp  力  with  all  one’s  might.
 

殫賴  with  all  one’s  energies  or 
faculties. 

周胃 無不殫  I  went  round 

and  inspected  them  all. 

不 可殫述  innurperable. 

歲 旣殫矣  when  the  year  is 
finished, — referring  -to  the  silk¬ 
worm  season. 

Jp  to  investigate  thoroughly 

殫 思極慮  meditate  deeply 
upon  it. 

To  be  distressed ;  worn 

out  ；  ；  diseased.  See、 

10,707 

彰 善渾惡  distinguishing  the 
good  so  as  to  make 
the  evil. 

以照彰 痺之在 s。 as display  a  just  apportionment  of! 
praise  and  blame. 

黃 癉  jaundice;  see  10,637. 

Read  tan1. 

火癉  strangury. 

喉 渾  diphtheria. A  basket  for  holding 

cooked  rice  ；  a  hat-box. 

簞 瓢屢空 (k，un^ the 
baskets  and  gourds  were  often 

empty, — as  in  a  famine. 

~ 食^  (^4)  one  dish  of  food, 

-poor. 

竹簞 a  bamboo  basket. 
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10,609 

R •寒 

See 單 
A.  dan 

Even  Upper. 

鄲1
 

A  single  or  unlined  gar¬ 
ment. 

汗禪  an  undershirt. 

被禪  sheets  for  a  bed. 

飯襌  a  large  bib  or  apron,  worn 
when  eating. 

Name  of  a  place.  See 

3781. 

A.  ̂ dan 

Even  Upper. 

簟 
10.611 

If 
10.612 

R. 覃 

See 潭 
Even  Lower. 

r 
10.613 

r •覃 
F.  ring^  ta?tg 
W.  ta^ 

Idzang 

See 檐 

Even  Upper. 

w 

10.614 

R •撼 
F.  tang3 
W.  Ldzang 

See 谵 

Rising  Upper, 

X 

10,615 

R •覃 藶 
F.  Nng^  tang 
W.  idzang 

See 檐 
Even  Upper. 

See  I  1,200. 

A  black  horse  with  white 

stockings. 

Used  with  10,615；  ac 

cording  to  some,  in  cases 

in  which  the  eye  is  con¬ 

cerned  ； see  1 2,696. 

Silk  fringe  to  a  coronet. 

Pendent  ears.  To  ,1  e 

addicted  to  pleasure  ；  to 

dote  on  [see  10,6:5).  The 

look  of  a  tiger  (、see  10,613) 

無 與士耽  seek  no  licentious 
pleasure  with  a  gentleman. 

女之 耽兮不 可說也 
when  a  lady  goes  astray,  nothing 
can  be  said  for  her. 

耽 視典嘆  to  gaze  angrily  (at 
others  using  opportunities  one 

has  neglected)  and  sigh. 

10,615 

wc 
10,616 

覃 

See 檐 

Even  Upper. 

Wi 

10.617 

丹1
 

10.618 

R •寒 

See 單 

A.  dou,  dan 

Even  Upper. 

虎視  _  啤  glaring  like  a  tig
er, — aweinspiring  but  not  fierce. 

耳 尤  very  foud  of  playing  on the  lute. 

^  Quelpaert  I.， near  Korea. 

To  loiter  ；  to  delay  ；  to 

hinder  5  to  prevent.  Wrong¬ 
ly  used  for  10,613  and 
10,615. 

躭撊 软延。 r 躭怏 t。 loiter ;  to  delay;  to  hinder. 

躭 延時日  to  delay;  to  pro¬ crastinate. 

躭在滑  to  be  staying,  or  sta¬ tioned,  in  Hua. 

軟 悮工夫  to  hinder  work; to  waste  time. 

躭 悮不了  there  will  be  no delay;  it  will  not  be  neglected. 

躭 貸一二  make  some  allow¬ ances. 

好 學驮書  fond  of  learning and  aevoted  to  books. 

|/£ 湎于酒  addicted  to  drink. 

See  631. 

Cinnabar ；  red；  see  1987. 

Drugs  which  have  under 

gone  some  process  of  subli¬ 
mation  ； especially  used  of 
alchemistic  researches.  See 

1987. 

丹砂  or  丹砰  cinnabar  or ■'  red  sulphuret  of  merer ry. 

紅 丹  red  lead- 丹 紅。 r 丹 乐。 r 丹 色 red 
[The  second  is  the  name  of  the 
son  of  the  Emperor  Yao.] 

顔  渥丹  his  face  as  though . •  .ubed  with  rouge. 

丹六  the  tropics. 
丹靑  colouring;  painting.  [Used 
by  who  died  a.d.  294 

丹靑人  a  painter. 

不加 丹靑  without  the  addi¬ tion  of  any  colour, 一 to  the  draw¬ 

ing. 

x 

io,6i8 

孰謂 丹靑爲 末枝歟 
who  says  painting  is  a  small  art? 一 after  this. 

— »  ― *  垂 丹靑  each  detail^e- 
corded  in  history. 

丹黃  the  commendatory  marks of  a  critic,  written  alongside  the 
text. 

丹灶  the  pomegranate  flower. 

丹娘。 r 丹鳥 a  firefly. 

丹桂  cinnamon. 丹 .詔  Imperial  Decrees, — as written  with  the  Vermilion  Pen¬ 
cil. 

丹墀  jw  1:987. 丹心  a  sincere  heart.  [Explain- ed  as 赤心 無僞也 •] 

丹田  the  pubic  region. 

用盡丹 田之力 exhausted 
all  his  strength. 

丹 田不足  his  constitution 
was  not  strong. 

煉丹  to  prepare  the  magic  drug, — the  elixir  of  life.  Hence,  to 

prepare  oneself  physically  anc 

spiritually  for  immortality. 

丹方  a  prescription. 
鐵丹  an  efficacious  drug. 仙丹 the  drug  of  immortality; the  elixir  of  life. 

九 轉還丹  nine  revolutions produce  the  drug, — said  to  refer 
to  the  nine  months  of  prepar¬ 
ation  required. 

八瓊丹  the  drug  of  the  eight precious  substances, — the  ejiiir of  life. 

外丹  the  material  and  visible elixir  of  life. 

內丹  the  spiritual  drug  •  which purifies  the  heart  and  fits  a  man 
for  immortality. 

語語 俱爲內 丹之秘 
every  phrase  is  esoteric, — of Taoist  mysteries. 

^  ̂   ̂   skilled  in  alchemy 

丹家。 r 丹爐 家 alchem 
ists. 

金丹 the  compound  by  which base  metal  was  transmuted  into 

gold;  the  philosopher^  stone, 
See  2283. 

丹鳳  the  phoenix. 丹  tniltiorrhiza^  Bge 



io,6i9 
R •旱 

See 擔 

A.  dan 

Rising  Upper. 
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丹1
 

io,6i8 

w 

10,620 

R. 覃 
Utam,  ngiam 

W.  do 
See 檐 

Even  Upper. 

聃 
10,6200 

甜 
10,621 
.覃 

See 擗 

Even  Upper. 

R 

w 
10,622 R •覃 

See 槍 

Even  Upper. 

散丹花 a  red  lily  (Lilium  ten- 
ui folium、 L.)  common  near Peking. 

卷丹  Lilium  tigriniiviy  Gawl. 

丹皮  root-bark  of  Pceonia  mon- tan、 Sims. 

紫丹  Lithospermum  officinale、 

^L. 

丹國  Denmark. 
丹丘  a  fabulous  domain  where 
there  is  always  daylight. 

To  cut；  to  trim. 

Ears  without  rim  or 

beading. 

耳拜  Lao  Tan, — Lao  TzU. 

吐 舌畊然  put  out  his  tongue 
in  amazement, — when  the  War¬ 
den  asked  him  about  Tao.  Hence 
the  name  as  above. 

Common  modern  form 

of  10,620. 

To  loll  out  the  tongue. 

A  small  jar.  Used  for 

10,624  tan、. 

家 無偉石  very  poor.  [石 is  explained  as  a  measure  of 
grain.] 

僧州  a  Department  in  Hainan. 

w 
10,623 

Rji 勘 
see 淡 

Rising  Lower. 

Contented；  satisfied  ； 
happy. 

愴 然寡欲 contented  and 
with  few  desires. 

遊子 愴忘歸  the  wanderer 
is  contented  and  forgets  about 
return. 

R. 

m 10,624 

覃勘 
C.  tam 
H.  tam F.  tang 

W.  ta^  dc^ 
N.  taan 

p.  I 

M.  >  tan 

Sz. ) 

Y.  taa 
K.  tam 

J.  tan 

A.  dam 

Even  and Sinking 

Upper. 

To  carry  on  a  pole.  To 
undertake  ；  to  sustain  ；  to 

bear；  to  be  responsible  for. 

檐  (tanx)  to  carry  a  burden. 

檐水  to  carry  water. 
檐杖 a  carrying-pole  with  a chain  and  hook  at  the  ends. 

檐承。 r 檐荷  to  undertake. 

檐負  to  sustain. 檐險  to  stand  the  danger;  to run  the  risk. 

不敢  _  保  1  dare  not  g
o  se- 

curity  for,  or  guarantee,  him  or  it. 

檐任 61 ■檐當 to  take  the responsibility  of;  to  bear ;  to  put 

up  with. 

檐 當不住  unable  to  bear  or 
endure. 

遑個 關係我 榜不住 
I  won’t  stand  the  consequences. 

檐上身 來 PUt  it  on  my  shoul¬ ders, 一 I  will  take  the  respon¬ 
sibility. 

這個 錯兒誰 檐得起 
who  is  to  bear  the  blame  for 
this  mistake  ? 

if 個 箱子我 檐不迦 

m 
10,624 

檐茶  to  carry  tea, 一 sc,  to  pa¬ rents  by  a  married  daughter  on 
revisiting  them. 

盤  the  betrothal  presents. 谵 

Read  tan^.  A  burden; 

a  load；  a  picul. 

檐子 a  load. 檐重  a  heavy  burden. 
一槍重  a  picul  in  weight. 

扁檐 《^檐 杆。 carrying-pole, as  used  by  coolies. 

家有檐 石米， 未足爲 

檐 
io,625 

•  一 Same  as  13,096.  Also 

read  tan、.、 used  for  10,694. 

m 

㈣動）  I  can’t  carry  this  box, — it  is  too  heavy. 

檐 負繁重  very  onerous  to bear, — as  a  heavy  indebtedness. 

檐遲 不檐錯  to  risk  the  re¬ proach  of  delay,  but  not  of  an error. 

me 

不 檐沉重  not  to  have  any¬ thing  to  do  with, — a  matter. 

入敢; ̂   wh6  will’  bell  the 
cat? 

檐心 害怕  anxious  and 
afraid. 

你释外 檐待我 sh°w 
a  little  extra  consideration. 

— •  make  allowances ; 

don’t  be  too  exacting. 

檐憂  to  bear  sorrow. 
驚  to  be  frightened. 

檐代  to  take  on  oneself  to. 

檐錯  to  bear  the  blame. 
檐風 t。  endute  the  hardships of  weather. 

10,626 

R •感 

St。 淡 

Even  and 

Rising  Lower. 

u 

10,627 

R •覃勘 ， 

See 谵 

Even  Upper. 

w 

10,628 

R •覽 

See 檐 

Rising  Upper. 

with  plenty  of  rice  in  the 

house,  one  cannot  be  deemed 

poor. 
二千檐  a  Prefect. 

Placid；  tranquil.  To 
agitate.  See  9350. 

平膽  smooth  and  unruffled. 

擔兮 其若海 placid  as  the 

ocean. 

澹容  a  placid  countenance. 

性澹雅 quiet  and  refined  in 
disposition. 

檐心  to  disturb  the  mind. 
Read  t、 an? •  Forms  with 

臺  tai1  a  double  surname. 

A  large  earthen  jar,  hold 

ing  a  picul. 

A  mineral  found  in  Ssu- 
ch4uan,  described  as  having 

a  juice  like  gall. 

礓鐵。 r  石  _  sulphate  of 
copper. 
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m 

10,629 

See 檐 

Rising  Upper. 

The  gall,  supposed  to  be 

the  seat  of  courage.  See 

10,416. 

膽胞  the  gall-bladder. 

膽靑。 r 瞻水。 r 黃膽。 r 

膽汁 ot 苦膽 bile. 

^-p  ̂   liver  and  gall;  intintately 
connected;  mutually  dependent. 

^t0  0Pen  one’s  liver 
and  let  drip  one’s  gall, — to  serve 
as  medicine  for  one’s  sovereign ; 
to  shed  one’s  blood  for  the 
sovereign. 

膽神  the  God  of  Courage;  seel 
6421,  and  12,744. 

膽子。 r 膽量 w 膽氣 
courage. 

張膽  to  be  very  valiant. 

他 艚子大  he  is  very  daring. 

沒 有艚子 he  has  no  cou- rage. 

放 開贍子  pluck  up  a  little 
courage. 

破膽子  frightened  to  burst 
the  gall, 一 to  death. 

他 贍量小  his  courage  is 
small. 

膽量爲 之一縮 atthishis 
courage  failed  him. 

便仗 着贍椎 門進去 
summoning  up  his  courage,  he 

pushed  open  the  door  and  walk¬ 
ed  in. 

壯着膽  plucking  up  courage. 

只得硬 _ 膽 so  he  had  to pluck  up  his  courage. 

不 覺贍落  imperceptibly  his 
courage  oozed  away. 

心 膽俱裂  my  heart  and  gall 
both  split  with  fear. 

瞻似 斗者 gaU  as  big  as  a 
peck  measure, — very  brave. 

艚大心 小  gall  big,  heart 
small, — brave  but  cautious. 

飲 食 嘗瞻。 r 坐臥仲 
膽  to  taste  gall  at  every  meal 
or  to  be  always  looking  at  gall, 

— as  the  prince  of  越  Yueh  did, 

in  order  not  to  forget  his  griev¬ 

ance  against  the  吳  Wu  State. 

膽落 a 艚虚。 r 喪  sang^ 
艚  courage  failing. 

m 10,629 

冒 
10,630 

r 覽 

See 檐 

Rising  Upper. 

啗 
10.631 

萏
 3 

10.632 

R-ji 

C.  tarn2- 

F.  c!ang 

W.  ta\  da° 
N.  daan 

P.  ctan、 cian 
K.  tam 

J.  tan、 dan 
A.  han^'jUm1 

Rising 

Irregular. 

曰
 4 

- - 4 
io»633 

R •翰 

s •.卜 

F.  tang 

W.  ta 
N.  taan M.  I 

Y.  taa 

Sz. 
) 

K.  >  tan J. ) 

A.  dan 
Sinking 

Upper. 

f  1317  ] 

贍喪心 驚  in  terror. 
膽戰  to  tremble  with  fear. 

膽 戰 心 寒  Extremely  ner¬ vous. 

膽畧  energy  ancf  resource. 

膽作贍 爲  ful1 daring. 
膾敢  to  "have  the  audacity  to. 
膽玩  to  venture  to  trifle  with. 

膽志  courage  and  determina¬ 
tion.  一 

膽  courage  and  experience. 

炭膽  fine  lignite  or  jet. 

龍贍草  Gentia7ia  scabra、 Bge, 

Name  of  a  fragrant  white 

flower,  said  to  have  been 

brought  from  India.  See 

9355. 

Same  as  10,645. 

An  opening  flower.  See 

3811. 

白菡替 香初過 雨 sweet smell  the  white  lily  buds  just 
after  rain. 

The  morning；  dawn；  day. 

Actors  who  take  female 

parts. 平旦。 r 始旦  at  dawn. 

昧旦  grey  dawn. 自旦 及夜。 r 自旦及 

胃  all  day  long. 

自夜 達旦㈣ 申旦 k_ night  till  early  morning. 

坐 以待旦  to  sit  and  wait  for 
dawn. 

莫 旦  let  not  morning  come, — to  cut  short  a  festive  night. 

曰 

—  A 
10,633 

A 

i  •'>,634 r •翰旱 

C.  tan 

H.  t'an 

F.  tang 

W.da 

N.  daan 

M.  I
  tan 

寢 不能旦  unable  to  sleep 
through  the  night. 

明 旦而行 we  will,  go  to¬ 
morrow  morning. 

元旦  New  Year’s  Day. 

穀旦  a  lucky  day. 日 月光 華旦、 複旦兮 
the  brilliancy  of  the  sun  and 

、 moon  renews  itself  day  by  day. 

— 1  旦 one  morning ;  some  day; suddenly. 

怎忍一 旦抱雕 hGw  can we  bear  this  sudden  separation  ? 

旦夕。 ■•旦 腕  morning  and 
evening.  • 

旦 不保夕  in  the  morning not  able  to  guarantee  the  eve¬ 

ning, 一 from  illness,  the  uncer¬ 
tainty  of  life,  etc. 

危 在旦夕  in  imminent  dan¬ ger, — as  a  sick  man. 

成功 在旦夕  success  lies 
between  morning  and  evening, 

— it  is  a  matter  of  hours  only. 

皇 天曰旦  Almighty  God  is 
clear-seeing. 

互旦  every  morning. 

信 誓且旦  clearly  we  were 
sworn  to  good  faith. 

君欲 老夫 旦且耶 — wish  me  to  pledge  myself,  sir? 

小旦  the  actor  who  takes  young 
women’s  parts;  a  catamite. 

花旦  or  浪旦  the  actor  who 
is  cast  for  more  or  less  comic 

and  disreputable  “young  lady” 

parts. 打武旦  to  personate  a  female 
warrior. 

生旦戲  a  play  with  a  young man  and  young  woman  (sc.  a 
love  scene)  in  it. 

鉛 爲城旦  branded  and  sent 
to  work  on  the  Great  Wall. 

Only  ；  merely  ；  whenever. 
Yet;  still  ；  but. 

但 願如此  I  only  wish  it  to be  ̂hus. 

不 但如此  not  only  thus, … 

但見人 山人海  saw  only 
mountains  and  seas  (i.e.  masses) 

of  people. 



但
 4 10,634 

Y.  tan 

Sz.  tan 
K.  tan 

tan 

A.  dan 

Sinking 

Lower. 

但 說不怕  just  speak  out  and 
don’t  be  afraid. 

但 坐不妨  there  is  no  harm 
in  your  just  sitting  down. 

豈 ▲ 她 人  why  only he  (or 
others)?-—  meaning  there  are 
others  (or  referring  to  oneself). 

但係。 r 但是  but  the  fact  is 
that;  except  that. 

但貝 but  •… 

但其  notwithstanding  •… 

但不知  but  Ido  not  know.... 

但凡  all,  however,  •…； what¬ 
ever;  whenever  there  is  or  are; 
if  there  were  any. 

但％ 人在世 上皆有 

良  broadly  speaking,  all 
men  in  the  world  are  virtuous 
at  heart. 

雖是 微物但  although  it  is 
a  trifle,  yet  k . . . 

和 尙資但 求 the  priest  said,
 

“1  merely  ask  ••••’’ 

我也無 怨處， 但只求 
I  bear  you  no  resentment:  I  only 

beg  of  you  •… 

但只 恨年過 四十却 

無子  he  was  however  vexed 
that  at  over  forty  he  had  no  son 

盼 咐水手 ，但 是灣泊 

所在 ，就來 通報地 
名  he  ordered  the  sailors,  when 
ever  they  came  to  an  anchorage, 

to  report  to  him  the  name  of 
the  place. 

但 託空言  it  was  ali  empty talk. 

但成而 生不信 t。 s 
ceed  by  treachery  leads  to  lack 
of  confidence. 

10.637 

R •翰 

See 揮 

SinkingUpper. 

胆 
10.638 

10.639 

翰 
See 曰 

SinkingUpper. 

m 
10.640 

咀
‘
 10.635 

R ■曷 

〜 怛獺 
Entering 

Upper. 

祖 3
 10.636 

r.M 

Rising  Upper. 

To  call  out.  To  hum 

to  oneself.  Also  read  ta}^ 

and  fa4*. 

阻 to  speak  indistinctly. 

To  brush  々 ff;  a  duster 
Used  for  10,624. 

担 塵 t0  brush  away  dust.  Hence, 
to  welcome  back. 

袒一担  give  it  a  dusting. 

祖 3
 

10,636 

R. 

亶
 3 

10,641 

R. 旱 

C.  ̂t'-an 

F.  ctang 

W.  (da'da) 

N.  taaH) 

P.  Hn 

M.  s^an^t^an. 

、tan 

K.  tan 

J， tan、 dan 
A. 三 dan 
Rising  

Upper 

Irregular. 

担子。 r 担箒子  a  feather- brush. 

担摔子  a  kind  of  dry  mop, used  for  dusting. 

Biliousness. 

黃疽  jaundice.  [Read  A"/3  in 
Peking ;  see  10,607.] 

Same  as  10,629. 

A  kind  of  nightingale, 

figured  like  a  pheasant, 

called  曷島  g|,  which  sings 
before  dawn. 

Same  as  10,644. 

Sincere  ；  true. 

盲 其然乎  will  you  not  find that  it  is  truly  so? 

盲 不聰  truly  you  are  without discrimination. 

y  胃  I  you
  have  no  reali¬ ty  in  your  sincerity. 

誕 告用亶  in  proclamations, stick  to  the  truth. 

厚葬 久喪以 亶其家 
costly  funerals  and  long  mourn¬ 
ing,  in  order  to  weaken  the 

power  of  families, — by-  the  ex¬ 

pense. 
亶夂  Tan  Fu, — the  progenitor of  the  House  of  Choy,  14th  cen¬ 
tury  B.C. 

w 

10,644 

R •旱 

C.  tar^ H.  tar? 

F.  tang) 

Ha、 da) 

N.  daan1 

P.  fan) 
M.  tan0 

Y.  Um) 

Sz.  tat? 

K.  t、an 
J.  tan、 dan 

A. 三 dang 

Sinking  and 

Rising 

Irregular. 

m 
10.642 

r •翰 

See 禪 

Sinking 

LoWer. 

m 
10.643 

Great  ；  large. 

Same  as  10,648. 

To  increase  ；  greatly.  To 

be  wide  apart.  To  be  dis¬ 
orderly.  To  brag ;  to  boast. 
To  bear  children  (see  2093)； 

to  be  born.  An  initial  par¬ ticle.  See  76^7. 

誕厥逸  he  increased  his  lux¬ ury  and  sloth. 

誕 膺天命  to  greatly  receive the  appointment  of  God， 一 to  rule over  the  empire. 

誕告萬 方  tQ  Proclaim  far 
and  wide  to  all  parts. 

i|^  widespread, 一 as  rumours 

_ 潤。 r 調 大  to  ext
end;  to 

enlarge. 

誕 之節兮  how  wide  apart 
are  the  joints! — of  the  creeper. 
Used  in  reference  to  long  delays. 

誕 妄  to  taTk  extravagantly. 

放誕  to  boa^J;  to  talk  big. 口銳者 多誕 而寡信 
the  glib-tongued  may  boast  much but  are  little  believed. 

頗近 •于誕  very  like  “ tra vellers,  tales.” 

誕子 _ 育  to  bear  child¬ 

ren. 

誕日 w 誕時 M 誕辰。 r 

生誕。 1 ■壽 _  a  birthday. 

貴摩 J  your  birthday. 
聖誕。 r 寶誕  the  birthday 
of  a  god. 

賀誕  to  congratulate  on  a  birth¬ 

day. 

降  chiangK  the  Emperor’s 

birthday. 

未摩 I  之時  before  he  was  bom. 

及 誕而天 雨 # 花。 n  the day  of  his  birth,  the  heavens 
rained  flowers,— referring  to  the 

23rd  Buddhist  Patriarch. 
10,645 

R.J 勘 

H.  t、ami 
F.  zlang、 tang1 

See 淡 

Rising  and 

Sinking 

Lower. 

To  bite；  to  chew；  to  eat 

To  lure；  to  entice.  Used 
for  10,646.  See  9710. 

施 捨啖飯  to  bestow  a  bite 
of  food, — on  a  beggar. 

我 特携來 唤汝 Ihave 
brought  some  with  me  to  give 

you  a  taste. 
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io,645 

10,646 

勘 
C.  ̂ am 

H. 々‘⑽ , 
t^arn^ 

F.  tang 
W •场。 
N.  daan 
P.  M.  tan 
Y.  taa 
Sz.  tan 
K.  tam 

. tan 

A.  dam 

Rising  and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

峻以 惡草具 fed  him  °n 
the  worst  possible  food. 

善 飲喜唤  to  be  a  hon  vivanL 

峻 以利乎  can  he  entice  him 
by  gain? 

Insipid  ;  tasteless ;  flat  ； 

weak  ；  watery  ；  light,  in 

colour,  as  opposed  to 濃 

8411  ;  dull,  of  trade. ,  See 

1297， 2754,  9310. 

淡 食粗衣  plain  food  and coarse  clothes. 

鹽 者宜先 ，淡 者宜狻 
salt.dishes  should  precede,  milder 

flavours  should  follow, — at  din 
ner. 

淡  ̂   tasteless；  thin;  poor;  simple. 

意思 辦—狠 the  idea  is 
very  wanting  in 'point. 

人淡 如菊  the  superior  man 
is  as  free  from  care  as  the  chrys¬ 
anthemum,  — which  flourishes 
alone  in  the  quiet  of  autumn. 

淸淡。 1 ■淡潔  clear>  pure- 

平 淡 ordinary;  wanting  in  ori¬ 
ginality. 

輕 雲淡月  light  clouds  and 
a  pale  moon. 

淡色  a  light  or  pale  colour. 

靑  Pale  blue. 

淡紅 plain  red, — of  “buttons.” 

淡容  a  colourless  face. 

淡描  painting,  as  seen  on  blue| 
china;  (of  writing)  to  sketch. 

淡 吟、 。1 •淡奉  indifferent; wanting  in  enthusiasm. 

生 意冷淡  business  is  dull. 

淡 收 P。。1  receipts,— as  in  trade. 

淡水  fresh  water,— Ta  i；i3ui,  a 
port  in  the  north  of  Formosa, 
opened  by  Treaty  of  Tientsin, 

i  备 58. 

淡典 ig^)  dejectedly, 
dried  mussels. 

i 羅淡 耐  Siam  mussels, — distinguished  as 大中小 

large,  middle,  or  small. 

淡巴狐  imitation  of  “tobacco.” 

淡 然在旁  stood  (or  sat,  etc.) 
unconcernedly  by. 

10,647 

R •勘 

See 探 

SinkingUpper. 

蛋
 4 

10,648 

R •旱翰 

C.  tan2- H.  t^an^ 
Ft  tan^^  v. 

latmg 三 

See 卵 

W.cfa 
N.  daan M.  [ 

Y.  taa 
Sz.  tan 
K.  tan^  v.  nan 

J.  tan 

A.  tan Sinking 

Lower. 

Without  salt  ；  insipid. 

10,649 

R. 

10,650 

翰 
C. 於 an 

H.  t"an 
F.  fang 

An  egg.  A  testicle.  See 

9046,  12,688. 

蛋卵 eggs- 
鷄蛋  A  hen’s  egg. 
這 個鷄蛋 煮老了  this 
egg  is  boiled  hard. 

變蛋 皮蛋  eggs  preserv¬ 
ed  in  lime.  See  10,449. 

蛋淸。 r 蛋白  the  white  of  an egg. 

蛋黃  the  yolk  of  an  egg, 

蛋 壳兒  the  shell  of  an  egg. 

慮 凰蛋.  a  phoenix  egg, — the solitary  child  of  a  father’s  old 

age. 壤蛋。 r 渾蛋。 r 糊塗蛋 

◦r 廢物 蛋。* •陰蛋  terms 
of  abuses  a  bad  egg;  a  scoundrel. 

掉蛋  skittish ;  unmanageable. 

蛋家 ot 蛋民 the  Tanka 
people,  or  boat  population  of 
Canton.  They  are  so  called  from 
the  name  -  of  a  tribe,  and  not 
from  the  shape  of  their  boats, 

now  known  as  “egg-boats.”  They 
are  excluded  from  the  public 

examinations,  and  are  not  allow¬ 
ed  to  intermarry  with,  the  rest 
of  the  people. 

地蛋  potatoes. 

火蛋 a  stinkpot. 
Same  as  10,645. 

有督馬 能啼: 羊 there  are 
(in  Persia)  vultures  which  can 
carry  off  sheep. 

1  士 

10,650 

W.  t'-a 

N.  ̂ aah 

P.  t'-an M.  t^an 

Y.  tLaa 
Sz.  t、an 
K.  t、an 

J.  tan 
A.  t'an 

Sinking 

Upper. 

敵  charcoal  ashes. 

熱炭  live  charcoal, 生炭  fresh  charcoal, — Le.  not alight. 

煤炭。 r 石炭 ccal- 
炭 、渣 兒  charcoal  fragments. 

^  soft  charcoal. 

炭  coke. 

雪 中送炭  to  send  fuel  in 
snowy  weather,— to  give  to  those 
who  want.  See  2068. 

炭敬  a  present.  See  2144. 

民 墜塗炭  the  people  were 
fallen  amid  mire  and  charcoal, 

一一 were  in  great  distress. 

m 

Charcoal  ； 

used  for  “coal.， 

sometimes 

See  5326, 

柴炭。 * •木炭 _d  char- coal. 

炭火  a  charcoal  fire. 

10.651 

R •覃勘 

^ 潭探 

淡 
Even  and 

Sinking  Lower and  Upper. 

恢 10.652 

R •覃 

Sa 潭淡
 

Even  Lower. 10.653 

R. 撼 

C.  H.  t^an 

F.  tKang 

W.  t^a 

N.  t^aan 

P.  M.  t^an 

Y.  t'-aa 
Sz.  t、an K.  tam 

J.  tan、 dan 

A.  dani^ 

Rising  Upper 

Final 
Irregular. 

痰
 2 

10.654 

R. 覃 
F.  tang 

V/.c/a 
N.  daan 

See 潭 

Even  Lower. 

Quiet  •’  peaceful. 

f 炎秀技  unmoved;  at  peac
e. 

谈靜  tranquil  and  undisturbed, 

To  burn. 

憂心 如恢  my  heart  is  as 
though  consumed  with  grief. 

如 t 炎如焚  like  a  scorching 
fire, 一 is  the  drought. 

Rugs;  carpets ；  druggets. 

一 條毯子  a  strip  of  carpet; 

a  rug. 

把毯 子鋪開 spread  out  the 

rug, 

床毯  a  rug  for  a  divan. 

搜毯  coir  matting. 

Phlegm.  See  3197. 

痰诞  phlegm. 
生  ̂   to  be  troubled  with  phlegm. 

痰。 r 嗽痰  to  throw  up 
phlegm. 

化痰  to  dissolve  phlegm,— used of  expectorants. 
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痰:
 10,654 

w 
i°,6S5 

r-M 

C.  U‘am,  tami 
H.  iyam 

F.  ci、ang,  ” h»g 
N.  ̂ -daah  , 

P.  M.  U^an 
Y. i^aa 
K.  (am 

J.  tan 

A.jicm2- 
Rising  Upper 

Irregular. 

談 2
 10,656 

R 覃 

F.  tang 
W.^« 
N.  daan ^ 潭 
Even  Lower. 

消 食化痰  to  promote  digest¬ ion  and  stimulate  expectoration. 

痰盒。 r 痰盂。 r 淡鐺 a 
spittoon. 

中  chwig  4  痰  to  be  suffocated 
by  phlegm. 

瘐堵住 嗪子了  phlegm 
has  blocked  up  the  windpipe. 

痰症  consumption;  phthisis. 

痰氣。 1 ■痰喘 asthma- 

痰壅 the  death-rattle. 

A  kind  of  rush  or  sedge. 

苢 I 揭揭  the  rushes  and 
sedges  grow  rank  around. 

蟲 衣如英  his  robes  of  rank 
glitter  like  the  young  sedge. 

To  talk*  to  chat.  ̂ 4766. 

議 to  laugh  and  talk. 

留下個 _詼  to  make  one¬
 

self  a  laughing-stock. 

縱  to  talk  uncor/strainedly. 

談論。 r 談釋 - 談說 to  discuss. 

談 天論地  t0  talk|  011  a11 kinds  of  subjects. 

閒談。 r  談  _t。 have  a  quiet 
talk;  to  chat. 

高談  to  talk  in  a  loud  voice. 

坐談 之客耳  a  mere  talker. 
毒^鋒  volubility  of  speech. 

他 的 談鋒好 he  has  the  gift 
of  the  gab. 

今 夕只可 談風月 t。- 
night  we  will  only  talk  of  the 
breeze  and  moon, 一 not  on  busi¬ 
ness  topics. 

談兵  to  discuss  military  affairs. 

談 時事者 politicians. 

談朝政  to  talk  politics. 
談  ̂.to  discuss  business  matters. 

談聚  to  meet  and  converse. 

久視 爲常談 have  re- 

談 
2 

10,656 

m 

10.657 r 勘覽 
^ 採淡 

SidkiDg  and 
Rising  Upper 

and  Lower. 

10.658 

K •覃 

^ 潭淡 

Even  Lower. 

m 

10,659 R. 覃遽 

See 啖 
Even  and 

Rising  Lower. 

m 

10.660 

R. 覃 

See 談 

Even  Lower.. 

»  -a 

P 貝 

10.661 

撢 
10.662 

鄣1
 

10.663 

R •覃 

See 覃 

Even  Lower. 

garded  it  as  mere  talk, — without foundation. 

讓^  p 土  one’s  conversation;  what one  says. 

談心  to  give  vent  to  one’s  (good) 
feelings;  to  be  expansive. 

手談  to  talk  with  the  hands, - 
to  play  at  chess. 

土敵。 1 ■鄕談 lwal  d!alecti 

patois  • 
To  ransom  criminals  by 

money  payments.  [This 
character  stands  for  a  Shan 

sound  shieng  or  xieng^  and 

practically  means  state, 

town,  or  province.] 

Name  of  a  small  princi¬ 

pality  of  old,  comprising 
parts  of  Shantung  and 
Kiangsu. 

郯城  name  of  a  District  in  Shan¬ 
tung. 

郯福 paper. To  advance  ;  to  increase. 
A  cake. 

亂 是界徵 the  disorders thereby  increase. 

餅锬  a  meat  cake. 
餞餌  a  bait;  a  temptation. 

A  long  spear. 

Same  as  10,681. 

Same  as  10,674. 

Name  of  a  small  feudal 
State  destroyed  by  桓  & 

Duke  Huan  of  ̂   Ch‘i. 

10.664 

R. 覃 

See 潭 

Even  Lower. 

蟬 
10.665 

琿 

10.666 

囉 10,667 

枏 
io,66S 

10.669 

鏹 10.670 

W： 

10.671 

R •覃 

F.  v.  t^ang 

^ 潭淡 

Even  Lower. 

覃
 2 

10.672 

R •覃 

F.  tang、 t^ang W.  do,  da 

See 命 

Even  Lower. 

琿 

10,673 

Lichen.  Seaweed.  Used 
with  10,71 1. 

See  347. 

See  9700. 

Old  form,  of  10,693. 

Same  as  10,697. 

Same  as  10,694. 

Same  as  10,655. 

Spread  out  ；  flat.  See  ̂  10,899. 

m  flat  and  thin.  Also,  deep 
and  hollow. 

Wide；  extensive  ；  endur¬ 

ing；  long.  [This  character 
and  its  derivatives  are  cor¬ rectly  written  覃 •] 

葛 之覃兮 how  the  creeper 
spreads  itself  out! 

覃恩  to  extend  favour  or  clem¬ ency  to;  to  amnesty. 

Read  yen1.  Sharp  ；  see 10,287. 

Same  as  10,679. 
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撢
 3 

10,674 

•勘覃 
See 

探 
: .H. 

?.W. 

'i.  ctaan 

?.  M.  ctan 
Haa 

»z.  ctan 
L  ('"am 
\tan 

K.  Warn,  c^am 
Even  and 

Sinking 

Upper. 

2 

槔 
10,675 

R. 覃 

5« 潭 
Even  Lower. 

潭1
 

10,676 

覃 
C.  fam 

HU  ('am 
F.  fang 
W.^ 
N.  dein 

P.  tan 

M.  fan 
Y.^aa 

Sz.  t'art 
K.  tam 

J.  tan、 dan 
A.  dam 

Even  Lower. 

燿1
 

io,677 

R •侵覃 N.  daah 

潯覃 
A.  turn 

Even  Lower. 

To  feel  for  with  the  hand. 

樺人  an  official  under  the  Chou 
dynasty  whose  duty  it  was  to 

go  on  circuit  through  the  feu¬ 
dal  States  and  make  known  the 

Imperial  will. 

樺 癢癢兒  to  scratch, 一 of! 
animals. 

以 榫其情  in  order  to  test 
their  feelings. 

Read  tan%.  To  dust  ；  see 
10,636. 

The  ends  of  rafters  sup¬ 

porting  the  eaves.  Wood 

ashes  used  in  dyeing. 

A  pool  ；  a  lake.  Vast  ； 
extensive.  Name  of  a  river 

in  Hunan.  See  1 1,349. 

黑龍潭  Black-Dragon  Pool,— 
near  Peking. 

潭水  deep  water. 

萬 丈深潭  a  pool  ten  thou¬ 
sand  fathoms  deep. 

白鵝潭  the  Macao  Passage, — 
near  Canton. 

潭 恩下逮  his  great  kindness 
reaches  to  the  lowest. 

® 潭均声  may  joy  come  t
o 

all  the  family ! 

潭府  yauf  house. 
潭州  an  old  name  for  長沙 

府  in  Hunan. 
間潭  in  the  seclusion  of  home, 
— of  a  woman. 

To  burn  ；  to  dry  .；  to 
heat.  Also  read  hsiev?. 

癉船  to  fire  a  boat’s  bottom, 一 
to  get  off  the  barnacles,  etc. 

障 洙鏃虫  to  burn  off  bar¬ 
nacles,  etc. 

火 障鑊底 就知窮 
the  fire  burns  the  bottom  of  the 

cooking-pot  (because  there  is 
nothing  in  it),  you  will  know 
what  poverty  is. 

障水  to  heat  water. 

輝
 2 

io,677 

m 
10,671 

R-J 

H.  it'am 
F.  Yang 

W.  Sda,  Sdd 

s- 淡 

M.  i
  U'an 

Rising  Lower. 

罈 
4 

10.679 

R .覃 

ting 

•  dd 

See 潭; J 暴 

Even  Lower. 

镡 
10.680 

靖 
2 

r；Fr» 

10.681 

R 乂覃 

F.  t、ang、 tang 

W. 而 
N.  daan 
〜潭談 

Even  Lower. 

10.682 

R •覃 

See 潭 

Even  Lower. 

酉 f 
10.683 r .覃  ji See 潭 

E^yen  and 
Sinking 

Lower. 

五日則 障湯請 洛 every five  days  heat  water  and  invite 

(your  mother-in-law)  to  bathe, 
—is  the  duty  of  a  wife. 

A  sacrifice  offered  at  the 

expiration  of  the  three  years’ 
mourning  for  a  parent. 

禪服  to  lay  aside  mourning. 

An  earthenware  jar. 

酒 輝子 a  wine-jar;  a  drunk¬ ard. 

耍蟫子  to  throw  a  jar  from one  to  another  like  a  ball. 

Same  as  10,704. 

To  talk  much  •,  to  boast. 
The  name  of  a  State.  Used 

with  10,656. 

參 譚不絶  chattering  with- out  ceasing. 

所健譚 _  _ 原 季 jthe gossips  enquired  into  the  ins  and 
outs  of  the  matter. 

修業居 久而譚 _ 
•、 study  gives  confidence. 

夫子 何不譚 我于王 
why  will  not  you,  sir,  speak  of 

me  to  the  prince  ? — so  as  to  ob¬ 
tain  an  interview. 

To  hurry  ；  to  run. 

A  bitter  taste  in  wine； 

wine  that  soon  loses  its 

flavour.  Rich ;  full-flavour¬ 

ed  ； sweet. 

10,684 

r 寒 

see 攤 

A.  t^ati 
Even  Upper. 

10.685 

w 

10.686 

10.687 

探
 1 

10.688 

R •覃勘 

See 貪 
Even  and 
Sinking 

Upper. 

To  pant  ；  to  snort.  To be  numerous. 

口荜口 旱滕馬  they  panted  and snorted,  the  white  steeds  black¬ maned. 

車 啤卩單  numerous  are  his 
war-chariots. 

See  10,603. 

See  10,605. 

Same  as  10,695. 

To  try  ；  to  test.  To 
bring  on. 

見不善 如探潛 

upon  doing  evil  as  putting  one’s hand  into  boiling  water. 

探. 赜索隱  to  investigate  the 
hidden  mysteries  of  things. 

探虎口  to  make  trial  of  a tiger’s  mouth, — to  tempt  Provi¬ 
dence. 

探 天之威  to  bring  on  one¬ 
self  the  wrath  of  God. 

Read  t、 an、 •  To  search 

*  •  / 

out；  to  examitie；  to  spy ；  to 

enquire  after.  To  take;  to 

draw,  as  a  lot  [see  1 2,490). 

探知 w 探聞  to  ascertain. 

“ 聽 探詢。 1 ■探間 打探。 1 •探 訪。 r 探討 
enquire  about. 

找 I  一  個  _  信  togetauthen- 
tic  information. 

探伺  to  spy;  to  be  on  the  watch. 

悉採  to  come  fully  to  one^  ac¬ 
quaintance. 

探身  to  stretch  forward. 

探望  to  interview. 探差  a  confidential  messenger; 

a  spy. 

探報  to  find  out  and  report. 

探事的  a  reporter;  a  “corFes- 

pondent.” 

166 
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T‘^JCNT 

w 

10,688 

貧 
10,689 R. 覃 

5 .•卜 m F.  fang 
W.  ̂ 0 

N.  f'ein 

M.  i 
 ̂ Y.  t-aa 

Sz.  &an 

if.  t'am 

J.  tan 
A.  f"am 
Even  Upper. 

^  ̂|J  to  explore;  to  survey. 

探 喪  to  make  enquiries  as  to 
the  mourning  ceremonies. 

探試  to  try;  to  ess 耵. 

試 探意嚮 try t0  find  out 
what  a  person  is  driving  at. 

探 探口氣 tG  ftnd  °ut  what 
a  person’s  feelings  are,  —  e.g. 
whether  he  is  likely  to  consent 
or  not. 

窺探  to  peep;  to  pry;  to  .spy. 

頭  to  put  one’s  head  out  and 
•?eep. 

採 衰縮腦 to  listen  stealthi - 

探子。 r 探馬 a  spy* 

包探  a  detective.  | 

探捕  detectives  and  police. 

^  t0  Mends.. 

親^  to  visit  relatives. 

病  to  enquire  after  a  sick 

person. 

_  the  title  of  the  third  gra¬ 

duate  on  the  list  at  the  “Palace” 
or  final  examination  which  fol¬ 

lows  the  selection  of  進  士 

“doctors/’  [Instituted  under  the 
Sung  dynasty.] 

探水  to  take  soundings. 

#  ‘ 探囊取 物 &  easy  as 
to  take  a  thing  out  of  a  bag. 

懷 中探筆  to  take  a  pencil 
out  of  the  bosom, 一 of  a  robe. 

拿 棍子探 ，也 探不出 
even  by  poking  with  a  stick, 

it  was  impossible  to  poke  it  out, 
一 of  the  hole. 

To  covet;  the  name  of  a 

beast  (see  245)  painted  on 

the  shadow-wall  of  ayamht、 

as  a  warning  to  0 伍 cials 

against  covetousness ;  to 

desire. 

貪 圖  t0  covet. 
貪吝。 r 貪婪。 r 貪汚 

•  covetous;  avaricious. 

貪吏  a  grasping,  official. 

書吏貪 赛成性 extartiem 
has  become  a  second  nature  with 
clerks. 

貪
1
 

10,689 

^  ̂   very  covetous. 

貪財  greedy  of  money. 

貪臟0 r 貪賄 01 ■貪釋 t0 be  greedy  for  bribes;  grasping. 

貪 得無厭 110  end  t0  his 
greed. . 

貪人银 ■  covetous  men  try to  subvert  their  peers.  Also, 

a  covetous  good-for-nothing  fel¬ low. 

貪  to  hanker  after. 

貪戀湖 上風景 t。 be taken  up  by  (or  absorbed  in) 

the  scenery  on  the  lake, 一 and 
to  forget,  etc. 

貪 天之功 爲己功 t。 want  to  take  the  credit  that  be¬ 

longs  to  God. 

貪望 貪想 Q1 貪慾。 r 

貪羨。 1 ■貪愛 t。 lQng  fOT; to  desire. 

^  addicted  to. 

貪前  eager  to  get  on. 

貪酒  fond  of  wine. 

貪  gluttonous. 
貪名  desirous  of  fame. 

貪  to  be  avaricious. 

貪 色  fond  of  women. 

貪淫好 ^aoK 色 lecherous. 

貪頭  the  object  of  one’s  desire. 

男貪! 愛^  men  desire,  wo¬ men  love. 

貪 近  to  long  for  the  presence  of. 

/J>  petty  covetousness. 

食  covetous  desires  ；  greedi¬ ness. 

貪酉 §  avaricious  and  cruel. 
_  to  be  fond  of  play. 

^ ■睡  to  be  too  fond  of  sleep¬ 
ing. 

貪走路 •貪 趙程途 t。 be  anxious  to  get  along  on  one’s 
journey. 

貪暴之  S  an  ambitious， grasping  State. 

貪 生怕死  clinging  to  Jife. 

w 10.690 

R •勘 

s -探
 

SinkingUpper. 

喰
 3 

10.691 

rM 

See 

Rising  Upper. 

嘆 10.692 

r 

10.693 

r •翰寒 

F.  t、ang、v. 

t^aung 

See 炭 

Sinking 

Upper. 

攤
1
 

10.694 

R •寒 

,C.  y.  nar^ 

H.  r-an 

F.  t'-ang^  v. 

fang 

W.  t'-a 

N.  t^adn 

m.!
^w 

Y.  f"aa 
Sz\  f'an K. 户 an 

J.  tan 

A.  nan 
Even  Upper. 

Silly  ；  foolish. 
to  behave  foolishly  or  stu 

pidly. 

The  sound  of  man: 

people  eating. 

Same  as  10,693. 

To  sigh. 

歎息。 r 歎氣 tQ 
— •卩氣  to  heave  a  sigh 

歎 道^  he  sighed  and  said;  h! said  in  astonishment. 

歎惜  to  sigh  regretfully. 

長歎  a  deep  sigh. 

長 吁短歎  sobbing  and  sigh 

ing. 

當 食不歎 d。 nQt  sigh  a meals. 

歎則 咨嗟旣 往〜" means  regret  for  the  past.  St 

7527 - 

可歎  how  sad! 不 勝浩歎  very  lamentabk 歎 辭  an  interjectional  word  01 phrase  implying  regret. 

歎羨。 r  讃歎 1 commend;  to  praise. 

歎不 上來。 r 歎 不出, 

來  unable  to  get  one’s  breatl 

To  spread  out；  to  dis 

tribute  ；  to  apportion  ；  t< 

divide  amongst.  A  stall  a 

which  goods  are  displays 
for  sale.  See  3383. 

攤開  to  unfold;  to  spread  ou 彳 

拏紙把 藥攤開 SP_ 
the  ointment  on  paper. 

j^|  to  apportio
n  to  each,— 

used  either  of  duties  or  of  mone 
dividends. 
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10,694 

10,695 

C.  Jf^an^  l^an 

攤寒 
A,  (\an 

Even  Upper. 

10,696 
C.  ̂ t^an 

P.  ̂ an^y.i^art 

See 攤 
Han 

Even  Upper. 

免 其攤派  they  are  to  be  ex¬ 
cused  from  subscribing  their 
shares. 

公攤  to  share  equally,— as  ex¬ 
penses. 

攤分 to  divide  up, 一 as  money. 

攤錢  to  divide  money, 一 accord¬ 
ing  to  the  claims  of  each  person. 

四 人攤賠 &  four  men  to 
pay  the  amount  between  them 
in  equal  shares: 

攤償  to  make  a  composition 
with  creditors. 

攤繳  to  pay  by  instalments. 

j^|to  shake  (dice),— for  gafh- 
blers  to  stake  their  money. 

壓攤  to  lay  down  stakes, — in 
gambling. 

攤 手攤脚  to  throw  the  arms 
and  legs  about. 

擺  j^to  spread  out;  to  display, 
as  goods  for  sale. 

攤子  a  street-stall, 

散 攤子。 r 收攤子 t。 
shut  up  shop;  to  separate. 

攤龜  a  “fan tan •”  board.  Ses 
33^3- 

A  sandbank  ；  a  foreshore. 

A  rapid. 

雁落 ，灘  a  goose  has  a- 
lighted  on  the  sandbank 

坭灘 a  mud  flat* 

黃浦灘  the  foreshore  of  the 
Huang-p‘u, — at  Shanghai. 

駛上灘  to  run  aground. 

新漲 灘地  new  accretions 
upon  the  foreshore. 

灘師  a  pilot  for  rapids. 

足踏 _ 石灘 he  stepped  on the  white  stones  of  the  rapids. 

灘 頭小調  boatmen’s  songs, 
— •  a  lump  of  dirt. 

^Paralysis  ；  palsy. 

癱病。 1 •寧瘓 瘋癱 paralysis ;  stiffness  of  the  limbs. 

癱子  a  paralytic. 
癱手  a  palsied  hand. . 

癱 手癱脚  a  cripple. 

w 10,697 

R. 覃 

N.  t^aan 

M.|
'W 

J:  tan 
A.  dan 
Even 

 
Uppe

r 

Final
 

Irreg
ular.

 

w 
10.698 

R. 覃 

^ 探坍 

A.  Qdan Even  Upper. 

澹 10.699 

z 

10.700 

R 覃 

F.  t、ang 

W.  do 

See 潭 

Even  Lower. 

壜 
10.701 

10.702 

Rji 梗 
See 毯懇 

A.  skLen 
Rising  Upper, 

To  fall  into  ruins  ；  to 

collapse. 

坍塌  to  fall  into  ruins. 

水 冲坍了 堤 the  water  has broken  down  the  embankment. 

樓坍倒  the  tower  has  fallen. 

以防  樹  in  order  to  prevent further  breaefies， 一 in  the  em¬ bankment. 

崩坍  to  collapse ;  to  fall,  as  a landslip. 

To  carry  in  both  hands. 

坦 
1 

1。,7。3 

R. 旱 

W.  v.  dax 

See 炭 

A.  f"an Rising.  Upper. 

See  10,626. 

Dark  clouds.  See  30,8 1 

曇繞 白雲飛  dark  clouds close  round  the  vanishing  white 
clo  -  —as  before  a  storiii. 

Same  as  10,679. 

, Nervous  ̂   timorQsUS. 

志忍  timid;  vacillating. 

_  固志； 
he  is  of  a  ve

ry 
timid  disposition. 

Broad  and  level.  Satis¬ 

fied；  peaceful.  To  lay  bare. 

[Distinguished  from  13,762.] 

坦平  level;  smooth. 

履 道坦坦  to  walk  on  a  level 
road. 

君子 坦蕩蕩  the  superior man  is  satisfied  and  composed. 

坦 然自若 in  a  state  of  peace¬ ful  repose;  self-possessed. 

坦!
 

io,703 

m 10,704 

R •旱 

N.  idaan 

See 炭 

A.,  idan 

Rising  Upper. 

壇
 2 

10,7。5 

R. 寒 

F.  tang 

See 邊 

Even  Lower. 

宦 途坦然  the  official  path is  an  easy  one, — if,  etc.  etc. 

寬坦  liberal-minded. 

心 裏舒坦  happy  and  con- 

" tented. 

坦腹。 r 坦婿  a  , son -in-law. 

See  3715. 

令坦  your  son-in-law. To  slip  off,  as  clothes  ；  to 

lay  bare.  To  screen  ；  to 

protect. 

袒服  to  partially  slip  off  a  gar¬ 
ment.  See  10,703. 

肉袒  with  bare  back. 

袒而 示之背  he  stripped 
and  showed  him  his  back. 

勞毋  do  not  strip  even  when suffering, — from  heat. 

袒 左祖右  to  bare  the  left 
shoulder  or  the  right  shoulder, 

“and  show  whether  they  sided 

with  the  rebels  or  the  Imperial 

house,  respectively,  as  was  pro¬ 

posed  to  the  soldiers  of Chou  P^. 

不 辱 左右声 did  nc)t  dLare 

to  side  with  either. 

袒幘  in  undress. 
袒 _  m 左袒。 r 偏祖 to 
give  improper  protection  to ;  to screen. 

上司 袒 庇屬焉  superiors 
screen  their  subordinates. 

袒縱  to  give  licence  to  and screen, 一 subordinates. 

祖 免 (w^ni)  mourning  worn  for three  months, — for  relatives  of 

the  5th  degree ;  referring  spe¬ 
cially  to  the  baring  of  the  left 
arm  and  to  the  white  band  in 

the  hair.  - 

An  altar  for  sacrifices. 

An  arena  ；  an  examination- hall. 

築  土  日  ̂   earth  piled  up  is 
called  a  u/fan1.9i 

設壇  to  prepare  an  altar  for religious  ceremonies. 

天壇  the  Temple  of  Heaven, — at  Peking,  where  the  Emperor 

annually  sacrifices  to  God. 
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壇
 2 io,705” 

10,706 R •寒 
F. 枝”茗、 fang 
See 彈 

Even  Lower. 

壇
 3 3,707 

R •旱 

Even  and 
Sinking 

Irregular. 

地檀  the  Temple  of  Earth, 一 
where  the  Emperor  annually 

turns  the  first  clod  in  glorifica¬ 
tion  of  agriculture. 

日壇 and 月壇  temples  to  the 
Sun  and  Moon,  at  Peking. 

元壇  a  Taoist  temple. 

瑤 壞仙境  fairy-land. 

壇塲  an  arena. 

文壇  a  hall  for  literary  com¬ 
petitions. 

文壇老 將 the  hero 
of  the  hall. 

壇站  the  platforms  or  stands  in 
an  Exhibition  where  exhibits  are 
on  view. 

Dalber gia  hupeana^ 
Hance. 

檀香 木  sandalwood 
alburn^  L.  and  Fasanius  spicatus 

Br.).  See  280. 

檀香爐  a  censer. 

檀香山  the  Sandwich  Islands. 

紫檀木 a  heavy  dark  brown 
wood,  used  at  Canton  for  fur¬ 
niture. 

檀色  a  reddish-brown  colour. 

靑檀  Celtis  sinensis ， Pers. 

檀板  hard-wood  castanets. 

檀越 ot 檀那  one  who  prac¬ 
tises  charity;  an  alms-giver.  Sans¬ 
krit:  danapati. 

有檀 道濟萬 里長城 
we  still  have  T‘an  Tao-chi, 

our  Great  Wall, 一 referring  to  a 
famous  general  of  the  above 

name,  who,  on  being  •  put  to 
death,  said  “You  have  lost  your 
Great  Wall  now !” 

the  Deccan.  See 

674,  10,473. 

Disease  ；  sickness  ；  used 
with  10,607.  To  vex;  to 

punish. 

下 民卒瘦  the  common 
people  are  full  of  distress. 

M
2
 

10,708 

R •先旱 
See 遭 

A.  tricn、 dan 

Even  and 

Rising  Lower. 

膻
 3 

1。,7。9 R •先 4 

^ 羶灘 

Even  and 
Rising  Upper 

and  Lower. 

10.710 

m 

10.711 

r •覃侵 

禮尋 
Even  Lower. 

髡
 3 

10,712 

C.  v.  Syem 

H. 三  t、am 
F.  t^ang 

N.  daan 

P.  M.  t、an 

Y.  t'aa K.  tam 

J.  tan、 dan A.  hair^ 

Rising  Lower. 

m 10,713 

10,714 

C.  H.  tam F.  i^ang 

W. 
N.  /cin 
P.  M.  t^an 

Y.  t^aa 

Sz.  t^an 
J.  tarty  ton 

A.  ct、am,  -t^am Rising  Upper, 

A  cord  ；  a  rattan  for 

binding；  a  ligament. 

Read  ch、 ar^ •  A  thin, 

light  garment.  To  bind. 

繒緣  a  band  or  membrane  sup¬ 
posed  to  surround  the  stomach'. 

The  part  between  the 

breasts  ；  the  middle  of  the 
thorax.  Used  for  9680. 

Same  as  10,704. 

A  nemarrhena  asphodel- 
oides 、  Bge.,  otherwise known  as  知毋. 

Read  hsun^.  An  edible 

sea-weed,  also  known  as 

海蘿. 

Hair  hanging  down  over 
the  forehead. 

胃彼兩  _  with  his  two  tufts of  hair  hanging  over  his  fore¬ 
head, — an  affectionate  allusion 
to  a  deceased  husband. 

Same  as  10,714* 

Brine  from  pickled  meat. 

酿臨以 —  sauces  and  pickles 
are  brought  in. 

疼
 i 

10.715 

R •寒翰 

寄 

Even  and 
Sinking  and 

Rising 

Irregular. 

w 

10.716 

R .覽 

See 擔 cf. 酸 

A.  tem 
Rising  Upper, 

m 

10.717 

窖
 3 

10.718 

Rji 

See 談 

A.  hani^ Rising  Lower. 

Worn  out  ；  jaded.  Also 

read  to'. Read  shihK  Vicious  ； 

dissolute. 

10.719 

R •養 

See 當 

A.  dang 

Rising  Upper. 

m 

10.720 

r •養漾 

S- 當 

A.  dang 

Rising  and 

SinkingUpper, 

10.721 

R •陽漾 

S: 卜叹 

F.  toung^ 
taung 

W.  toa 

Anxious;  timid. 

Same  as  10,71 1. 

A  pit-,  a  cave；  a  recess. 

An  ancient  family  name. 
Used  for  10,731. 

A  large  earthenware 
bowl. 

Ought  ；  suitable  ；  proper. 

To  act  as  ；  to  undertake. 
To  meet；  to  bear ；  to  be； 

to  be  equal  to；  to  match; 
to  happen. 

應當 ought;  fitting;  proper. 
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10,721 
N.  torig^  v.  dong 
P.  J M.  f 
Y.  \  tang 
Sz.  1 

K. ] 
J.  td 

A.  dang、 dong 
Even  and 

Sinking 

Upper. 

不 當如此 he  ought  not  to 
act  thus.- 

當 大不大  where  you  (or  it) 
ought  to  be  large  made,  you 
are  not. 

不該當 ought 、 iiot;  it  was 
wrong. 

我檐當  I  will  take  the  respon¬ sibility. 

可 當其任  he  is  equal  to  the 
post  or  responsibility. 

^  unequal  to  the  respon¬ 
sibility  ； unable  to  endure. 

當 不了。 r 當不得 w 
competent  to. 

這褚 話教 人怎當 hQw 
can  one  stand  such  a  remark 

as  this ! 

I  do  not  venture  to 

occupy, — the  place  you  assign 
to  me;  a  conventional  phrase 

used  in  the  sense  of  “you  flatter 
me,”  etc. 

莫  當夕 （the  concubine) 
did  not  venture  to  take  her  turn. 

一 人作事 一人當 
a  man  must  take  the  consequen¬ 
ces  of  his  own  acts. 

相 當  matching;  suitable  to  one 
another;  a  pair. 

^  banners  and  drums 

matching, — of  equal  strength. 

7F*  當其罪  the  exact  punish¬ 
ment  deserved. 

禮所當 然 in  accordance 
with  etiquette. 

不過想 當然耳 ™erdy 
thinking  that  this  is  what  it  ought 

to  be, — as  an  0 priori  argument, 

事物當 然之理 the  prin - 
ciples  of  what  is  right  in  events 
and  things. 

莫 能當之  n。 one  can  equal 
him;  no  one  can  manage  it. 

當  hard  to  manage ;  difficult 
to  bear. 

^  ̂   to  act  in  secret;  to  in¬ 

trigue  ; any  business  job  or 
matter. 

你幹甚 麽勻當 what 
you  up  to? 

當  to  be  a  soldier. 

當老 ̂ 了兵  to  have  been  a 
soldier  a  long  time. 

當娼  to  be  a  prostitute. 

當
1
 

10,721 

當  to  be  employed  in 
government  business. 

當 甚麽差  what  is  y°ur  offi_ cial  employment  ? 

我的小 孩子 當差使 
my  little  boy  is  employed, — by 
the  Goddess  of  small-pox ;  i.e. 
he  has  the  disease.  See  11,414. 

當中人  to  act  as  middleman. 

當中。 r  當間  in  the  middle. 
當家  to  keep  up  a  household； the  head  of  a  family;  to  be 

responsible;  to  be  master;  an 

overseer;  a  maitre  (T hotel. 

夂親 死過是 他當家 

了  when  his  father  died,  he  be¬ 
came  head  of  the  family. 

^  ̂   ̂   a  Buddhist  abbot. 

此文 字當家 the  style  is 
masterly. 

當 事  to  have  the  management  ； 
to  regard  as  important. 

當  事  者  a  manager;  head partner. 

當大事  to  manage  the  big 
business, — a  parent’s  funeral. 

不拿 孩子十 分當事 
did  not  bother  about  the  boy. 

胃  _  to  rule  a  State. 

當 封^力 *  to  be  in  charge  of  a 
tithing. 

當了不 .到 半年 he  had not  been  in  charge  six  months, 
— when. 

^  ̂   in  the  s
treet. 一 夫當關 ，萬 夫莫開 

- with  one  man  in  the  pass,  ten 
thousand  could  not  force  their 
way. 

萬夫不 當之勇 a  match for  more  than  ten  thousand  foes. 

當時  at  that  time ;  now  at  once. See  below. 

^  just  then. 當  P  on  the  day  when  … •；  on 
that  day;  in  those  days ;  once 

upon  a  time.  See  below. 

當 日上 通州去 ，遇見 

了大届 L  the  day  we  went  to T‘ung  Chou,  we  had  a  high  wind. 

當日 立契一 併收足 
the  whole  (of  the  premises)  to 
be  received  on  the  day  the  deed 
is  executed. 

當
 r 

10,721 

〆 

孔 夫子當 & 有七十 

一. 徒  ̂^Confucius  had  at 
that  time'seventy-two  disciples. 

當日有 一條狗 1 。⑽ 
. had  a  dog. 

當月  to  take  one’s  month  of duty, — as  the  officials  at  the Boards  in  Peking. 

當 年  in  former  years;  that  year. 
See  tang、 • 

當經 飾縣1  then  °rdered  the 
magistrate  •  •  •  • 

當今。 r  當茲  iidw;  at  pre- 
sent.  See  2027,  3589. 

當初。 1 ■當始 at  the  ban¬ 

ning. 

當卽  thereupon. 
這個 夾當兒 at  this  junc 
ture,  •  •  •  • 

當 兒  an  interval;  a  time;  a  space between  two  objects. 

當夜無 甯 ̂  that  night  no  more 
was  said. 

時當八  '月 十五 it  was  the 15th  of  the  8th  moon. 

當 戶而寢 he  slept  in  the 

doorway. 

當着我  before  me ;  in  my  pre¬ sence. 

當 面  face  to  face;  openly. 

當面 扯碎書 tore  up  the 
letter  before  his  face. 

當 面言明  it  was  agreed  at a  personal  interview  that •… 

當 堂  in  open  court;  publicly. 

當官  in  the  presence  of  the 0 伍  cial. 

當場  at  once;  on  the  spot. 

當 i  當 着衆人 inthe presence  of  all. 

當眼  in  full  view. 
當口  a  juncture;  a  point. 
當朝  ch^ao1  — ■品  a  high  Court 
functionary. 

^  in  the  front ;  formerly. 

當^陽  in  the  sunf；  to  sit  on  the 
throne. 

當  right  ahead ;  overhead. S^e  below. 

當地 on  the  spot;  this  place; local. 
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當 方土地  the  local-  god  of the  soil. 

當眞  in  good  earnest.  See  be¬ low. 

當空  in  the  sky. 

當缸的  the  chief  clerk  in  a 
public  office. 

當歸  a  drug  supplied  by  several 
members  of  the  order  Umbel- 

liferce,  of  which  Ligusticum  acu- 
tilobum^  S.  &  Z.,  is  probably  one. 

Or  (Henry),  Angelica  polymor- 
pha、 var.  sinensis， Oliv. 

i 當歸  Aralia  cordata、 Thbg. 

a  case 

Read  tang^.  Just*,  fitting； 
right:  To  represent  ；  to 

stand  in  the  place  of；  to 

regard  as.  To  pawn ;  to 

pledge;  see  1 1,265. 

此 言甚當  what  you  say  is 
very  proper. 

詞_未 免過當  the  mean¬ ing  is  certainly  somewhat  ob¬ 
jectionable. 

失當  improper;  objectionable. 

的當  all  right ;  proper. 

當  firmly  fixed;  satisfactorily settled. 

决 事不當  to  decide unfairly. 

當作  to  represent;  to  take  the 
place  of;  to  regard  as. 

他 當我呆  he  looks  on  me as  a  fool. 

妾 不當妻  the  concubine  is 
not  the  equal  of  the  wife. 

費 銀當水  to  spend  money like  water. 

拏着錢 不當事  to  regard 
money  as  of  no  account;  to 

squander. 

當十的  the  equivalent  of  ten, 
一 the  large  cash  used  within  the 
city  of  Peking. 

無不以 一當十 not  one 
but  is  a  match  for  ten  of  them. 

損一 而當百 也 the  injury 
is  but  one  injury,  but  it  is  equal 
to  a  hundred  other  injuries, 

當 得多人 equal  t。 many 
men, — a  host  in  himself. 

當 爲無事  to  regard  as  noth¬ 
ing  at  all,  as  a  matter  of  no 
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consequence;  to  regard  as  hav¬ 
ing  nothing  to  do. 

只當  to  make  as  if;  to  pretend to. 

只當 耳旁風  to  regard  (a rumour)  as  mere  wind  in  the 
ear. —— without  foundation. 

有錢只 當沒錢 he  has money,  but  pretends  he  has  none. 

當玩 意兒。 r 當耍的 - 

當兒戲  to  treat  as  a  mere 
trifle. 

我 當是有 了賊了 
I  thought  it  was  a  case  of  burg¬ 

lars.  See  iangz. 

當 眞的麽 is  it  really  true? See  above. 

當成  to  treat  as. 

當 成眞話  to  regard  as  truth. 

我上 他的當  I  fell  into  his 
trap.  See  10,723. 

玉 巵無當  a  bottomless  jade 

cup. 

當時  at  the  same  time,  imme¬ 
diately  ; then  and  there. 

當日  當天  in  one  and  the same  day*  in  a  single  day.  See 

tang1. 上 通州去 ，當 日回不 

來  if  you  go  to  "Pung  Chou, 
you  can’t  get  back  the  same  day. 

場裏 作文， 連寫帶 

做 ，當日 得琴 in  essay- 
writing  at  the  examination,  you 

have  to  finish  both  the  com¬ 
position  and  the  copying  in  the one  day. 

K 日當當 ，當日 
to  redeem  a  thing  the  same 

day  it  was  pawned. 

當 天去不 能回 來 ㈣ f  1、 那凹 不 ， 
can’t  go  there  and  back  on  the same  day. 

當年  this  year.  See  tang1. 畐 牛  tins  year,  bee  tang 1  • 
當 年河東 ，當 年河西 
in  one  and  the  same  year  on 

tr 
10,721 

in  one  and  the  same  year  on 
the  east  and  on  the  west  of  the 

river, — constantly  shifting. 

我當 年半百 i  am  fifty  this 

year. 
當舖。 r 當店。 i 餉當 3 
pawn-shop. 

當票  a  pawn-ticket. 當當  to  put  something  in  pawn 

檔3
 

當衣裳  to  pawn  clothes. 衣 服多當 來喫了  k had  pawned  most  of  his  clot] had  pawned  most  of  his  clothes) 

to  get  food. 

贖當  to  redeem  a  pledged  ar¬ 
ticle. 

打當  to  sell  off  unredeemed 
pledges, 一 as  is  done  in  the  2nd 
and  8th  moons,  at  the  expiration 
of  three  years. 

當  §§  an  article  for  pawning; 
a  pledge ;  security.  See  above, 

當 物  anything  pawned. 
當本  the  amount  advanced  on anything  pawned. 

Read  tang% •  To  ward 

off.  See  10,722.  Also  col¬ 

loquial  for  tang  各  to  regard 
as. 

我 當是有 了賊了 
I  thought  there  were  robbers. 

10,722 
C.  tong 
H.  ctong 

F.  taung 

N.  tong、v.  tang 

W.  toa、 ^doa 
P. 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 
K.  tc-'  ̂  

J.  to 

A.  idang、 

Wang. 

Rising  and 

Sinking 

To  oppose;  to  impede; 

to  stop  ；  to  ward  off;  to 

shut  off；  to  screen. 

^tang 

Irregular 

Upper. 

阻檔。 r 攔檔  to  hinder;  tc keep  back. 

兵來 了將璋  if  the  troop， 
come  we  will  resist  them. 

柢 檔不住  you  won’t  be  able 

to  resist  them. 

幸 得擋 住 luckily  he  su。 
ceeded  in  keeping  him  off. 

賊 叫官兵 檔住了  the rebels  were  stopped  by  the  Im 
perial  troops. 
一下雨 ，布帳 子就檔 

^  cotton  blinds  won’t  keef 

out  the  rain. 

路  to -bar  the  way. 

木  wooden  chevaux-de-f  rise , 

擋 擋北風 t0  keeP  off  th£ 

north  wind. 

錢 來檔擋  money  will  do  the 
trick ;  give  me  money  enough and  I  will  do  it. 

檔駕  to  stop  the  chariot 广 -of  a visitor,  i.e.  to  decline  to  receive 

him,  on  the  plea  of  sickness, business,  etc. 

椎檔  to  put  off, 一 so  as  to  get 
out  of  doing  something. 
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檔
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10,722 

*4, 

10,723 

R •漾養 
P.  tan^^  v. 

ztang 

See 當 
A.  dang 

Sinking 

Upper. 

M 

10.724 

陽 
s- 當 
A.  dang 

Even  Upper. 

r 

10.725 

R •陽 
s- 當 
A.  dang 

Even  Upper. 

ir 

10.726 

R •陽 

See 當 

A.  dang 

Even  Upper. 

w 

10.727 

R 陽 
C.  y.nong^ 

See 當 

A.  dong^  dang 

Even  Upper. 

檔頭陣  the  vanguard. 

檔眼  to  ̂ obstruct  one’s  vision. 

檔的 頂嚴密  (the  screen) 
shuts  off  (the  room  and  makes 

it)  very  private. 

Evodia  rutcecarpa、 Bth. 

A  wooden  bench ;  a  cross¬ 

piece；  the  round  of  a  ladder； 

shelves  ；  pigeon-holes.  A 

trap  ；  a  snare  ；  used  with 

10,721  tang4"  • 

椅子檔  the  round  of  a  chair. 

檔案。 r 歸 檔存案 t。!-1 
away  among  the  archives. 

檔卷  archives； 
棺房  the  registry  department, 一 

of  a  Board. 

銷檔旗 人 anex-Bann  erman 

窗戶楷 崎 3 兒 (Pekins) 
window-curtains ;  shutters. 

Pendent  jewels  or  orna¬ 

ments  ； see  6765.  A  term 
for  a  eunuch. 

耳墙  earrings. 

逆靖 魏忠賢 the  rebel  eu_ 
nuch  Wei  Chung-hsien. 

w 10.727 

w 

10.728 

R. 陽 

See 當 

A.  dang 

Even  Upper. 

A  variety  of  bamboo 

See  13,839. 

Long  hanging  ears,  re 

garded  as  a  sign  of  intel 

ligence. 

The  seat  of  a  pair  of 

trousers. 

這褲 子兇襠  these  trousers 
are  not  full  enough  in  the  seat 

肥褲襠  wide  trousers. 

_  embroidered  trousers. 

辨1
 

細
 

10,729 

陽庚 

& 當 

A.  dang、 Sjong 

Even  Upper. 

R. 

開襠褲  trousers  slit  down  the seat, 一 as  worn  by  children,  and 

opposed  to 正  cheng^  襠褲 • 

Vertical  pegs  of  wood 

used  to  keep  the  axle-tree 
of  a  cart  in  place. 

後轎車  a  cart  with  the  wheels fixed  as  far  back  as  possible 

from  the  shafts, 一 mostly  used 

by  officials. 

四 六鞲車  a  cart  of  four  or six  vertical  pegs,  respectively, 一 
allowing  the  body  of  the  cart 
to  be  more  or  less  shifted,  as 

required. 

The  sound  of  a  gong  or 

other  similar  vibrations  •,  a 

pedlar’s  gong.  See  7301. 

提 金當  a  thick  brass  gong,  shaped like  a  shallow  bowl,  and  carried 

by  a  loop  of  string  passed 
through  two  holes  in  the  rims; 
it  is  used  by  sweetmeat  sellers, 
and  also  in  funeral  processions. 

喚頭鐺 的一聲  the  huan fou  gives  a  twang.  [Huan  fou 
is  applied  to  the  small  gong  of 

a  sugar-seller,  and  also  to  the 

vibrating  fork-like  instrument of  a  barber.] 

打 鐺鐺的  one  who  beats  a gong, 一 to  announce  his  pre¬ 

sence  ; (e.g.)  a  blind  man. 

Read  ch、htg'. 

鼎鐺  a  cooking-vessel  having  a handle  at  each  side. 

半升鐺  a  small  half-pint  pot 

闇!
 

io,73® 

R. 漾 

See 當 

SinkingUpper. 

M 
10,731 

r •養 

See 當 

A.  dang 

Rising  Upper. 

To 

Full- 
block  a  doorway. 

A  village  of  five  hundrec 

houses  ；  an  association  ；  a 

party ;  a  club ；  a  faction; 

a  gang  ；  see  3682. 

鄕黨 自好- 4 者不爲 
even  a  villager  who  had  a  regard 
for  himself  would  not  do  it. 

m 

,731 

攩 
10.732 

m 
10.733 

R •養 

See 湯 

Rising  Upper 

攩 
10.734 

讜
 3 

10.735 R. 養濛 

W.  c^oa 

See 當 

A.  dang 

Rising  and 
Sinking 

Upper. 

黨 正  a  tipao)  a  village  elder. 

君 子不黨  the  superior  man 
is  not  a  partisan. 

無 偏無黨  taking  no  side  and 
joining  no  party. 

同黨  of  the  same  clan  or  party. 

親 是夂黨 是毋黨 is the relationship  on  the  father’s  or 
the  mother’s  side? 

賊黨。 1 •匪黨 a  gang  Qf robbers  or  rebels. 

黨魁  the  leader  of  a  gang  or faction. 

黨 羽  adherents ;  partisans. 

各 於其黨  each  one  in  his 
own  set. 

結黨。 r 聚黨  to  form  a  party or  association. 

朋黨。 1 ■夥黨  an  association 
of  friends.  •一 

守舊 黨  >A.  Conservatives. 
虚 無 黨  the  Nihilist  faction. 

無 _ 府黨  the  Anarc
hist 

faction. 

黨 參  Codonopsis  tangsheny  Oliv. 

Same  as  10,722. 

Dark  ；  cloudy. 

Same  as  10,723. 

Counsel  ；  advice  ；  per 

suasion. 

忠_  faithful  remonstrance. 

正言  _  論 fit  and  proDer 
language. 

今日稹 聞 _ 言 
once  again  hear  his  counsels. 

now 
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10.736 R. 養 

See 蕩 

Rising  Lower. 

暢 4
 10.737 

K •漾陽 
See 蕩 

Sinking 

Lower. 

Dissolute  ]  canton.. 

[ ^ 

10,738 r •漾 
F.  tau”g\ 

('•aUng0 

% 蕩湯 
Sinking 

Lovrer 

and  Upper. 

>739 

R. 

暘養 % 湯蕩 
Even  and 

Rising  Upper 
and  Lower. 

To  exceed  ；  to  overpass. 
Name  of  a  veined  stone  of 

brilliant  colours. 

楊溢 to  overflow. 

揚山縣  name  of  a  District  in 
Kiangsu. 

碭 而失水  on  the  shore,  out 
of  water, 一 like  a  fish. 

To  move；  to  disturb.  To 

withstand；  to  oppose.  To 

allay.  To  kick,  as  a  horse  ； 

to  kick  up,  as  dust. 

震盪  to  startle. 

動 盪血脈  to  rouse  one’s feelings. 

滌盪  to  scour  out;  to  shake. 

湯  t'angx  風冒雪  in  the  teeth 
of  wind  and  snow. 

盪 意平心  to  compose  one¬ self. 

盪子車  mountain  carts. 

盪船  to  propel  a  boat. 

雙槳 盪中流  with  two  oars 
pulling  up  in  mid-stream. 

盪舟  to  drive  a  boat  on  land, 
一 to  be  extraordinarily  skilful. 

打 還 子  to  draw  a  line, 一 as  a tailor  does  with  chalk. 

盪外。 n  a  holiday. 
湯 寒  t0  keep  out  the  cold. 
原匕 湯  troops  which  throw  the 
enemy  into  confusion  before  the 
battle  begins. 

A  large  kind  of  bamboo, 
with  long  spaces  between 

the  joints. 

w 
10,740 

R •養— 

C.  tongl 
H.  i^ong1 F.  taung 工, 

^aung^ 
W.  doa 二, ̂ doa 

N.  dong 

P. ) 

M.  /  3 

Y.  _ 

Sz. ) 

K.  t'-ang 

J.  to,  do 
A. ^dang 

Rising  and Sinking 

Irregular 
Lower. 

宕 4
 

d，74i 

R. 漾 

F.  ta 

■a" 户, 

Large ；  vast.  Unsettled； 

dissolute  •,  licentious.  To 
subvert  ；  to  squander  ；  to 

waste  ；  to  spill. 

蕩蕩乎 how  vast ! 

王 道蕩蕩  the  royal  road  is broad  and  long. 

蕩 水  running  water. 
蕩懸  unsettled;  pending. 

蕩悠悠  slowly  fading  away, 
homeless  and  wandering 

漂蕩子  a  profligate. 
怏: 適蕩子  she  unfortunately married  a  scapegrace^ 

今爲 蕩子婦  she  is  now  the wife  of  a  profligate. 

今之 狂也蕩  the  license  of the  present  day  is  wild  license, 
一 not  a  moderate  disregard  of 
conventionalities,  as  of  old. 

蕩産  to  squander  one’s  patri¬ 
mony;  to  run  through  a  fortune 

蕩 失  squandered, — as  property 

蕩然不 知天地  dazed, and  not  knowing  heaven  from 
earth. 

今亭廢 ，竹 亦蕩然 心 kiosque  has  now  disappeared, 
and  with  it  the  bamboos. 

防 閑蕩然  there  was  sick¬ ness  in  guarding  against;  re¬ 
strictions  were  improperly  re¬ 
laxed. 

浪 蕩^^;  vagabond ;  good-for- nothing. 

倒 蕩花消  to  spend  extrava¬ gantly, 一 as  in  riotous  living. 

蕩婦  the  wife  of  a  dissolute fellow  who  goes  away  and 

leaves  her;  a  lone  woman, — a 
Penelope.  See  689. 

放蕩  heedless;  reckless. 

蕩 檢踰閑  to  set  rules  and regulations  at  defiance. 

A  covered  way ;  a  pas¬ 
sage.  Used  for  10,750. 

宏  name  of  a  river;  name  of 
a  District  in  Sstich‘uan  under the  Ha'li  dynasty. 

宕‘
 

io,74i 

W.  ̂ doa 
N.  v.  dang 

See 蕩 

A. -dang 
SinkiDg 

Lower. 

w 10,742 

R •潫 

See 若 

[Sinkiog Lower. 

惕
 3 

!o,743 

R •養 

See 湯 

J.  do 

A  .  dang 

RisiDg  Upper, 

tx 

10.744 

R. 陽 

See 傷 

A.  t、ang 

Even  Upper. 

趨1
 

10.745 

R •陽 

See 湯 

Even  Upper. 

文 筆趺宕  his  style  is  very 
original. 

佚 宕中國  roaming  about  in 
China. 

m 
I。# 

k ■陽漾 

See 湯 

Even  Upper. 

Name  of  a  plant. 

莨菪  a  poisonous  plant  identi¬ fied  by  the  Japanese  with  Sco- 
pula  japonic  a、 Max.,  but  found 

by  A.  Henry  in  Hupeh  to  be 
Hyoscyamus  ntger,  L. 

Dissolute  ;  extravagant. 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

惕  10,983.] 

惕悍  profligate. 
Read  shang^ •  To  go 

straight  on；  intent  on  one’s 

purpose. 

A  species  of  spider.  See 

1,160. 

To  get  wet-footed  ；  to wade. 

赵水  to  go  through  water. 水 過不去 ，只 好趑罷 
you  can’t  get  across  the  water, 
you’ll  have  to  wade  through. 

赵過去  to  wade  across. 

趁了一 脚的泥 Put  one 
foot  into  the  mud. 

起濕了  I  have  got  wet-footed. 
To  slip  down  ；  to  fall  flat 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

踢  10,985.] 
栽 蹑下了  a 踢倒了 
he  fell  down  flat. 

跌  to  trip  and  fall;  to  walk irregularly. 

實踢 f 其後  we  do  really 
lag  behind  them, — as  a  nation. 
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9 自/ 
您 

•  10,747 

R •濛 
See 蕩 

Sinking 
Lower. 

鍚 
10.748 

餳 
10.749 

W 

io,7S° 
R .濛 
See  I 昜 

SinkingUpper. 

ri 

A751 

R •陽漾 

H.  I  ̂ F.  t^oung 
W.  t^oa 

N.  f'ong P.  j M.  I 

Y.  ̂ ang 
Sz. ( 
K. ] 
J.  to 

A.  f'ang 

Even  Upper. 

To  pass  by  •’  to  miss 
Used  with  10,759. 

See  1 2,882. 

Same  as  10,773.  See 

also  4615. 

To  part；  to  separate. 

棑椹  to  make  peace  between 
people  quarrelling. 

Hot  water  ；  soup  ；  see 

8591.  To  scald；  to  heat ； 

to  cook  in  boiling  oil.  Dis¬ 

sipated  ； see  10,740.  See 

1174,  8620,  10,688. 

熱湯  hot  water;  hot  soup. 

送出熱 湯洗面 brought 
out  hot  water  for  him  to  wash 
his  face. 

香湯  scented  water  for  the  bath 

赴 湯蹈火  t0  g。 through  fire 
and  hot  water. 

避湯 入火。 ut  of  the  hot 
water  (fry-pan)  into  the  fire. 

湯夫 A。 ■■湯 婆子- ■湯 
媼  a  hot- water  wife, 一 a  bed- 
warmer  filled  with  hot  water. 
See  8387. 

湯奴  a  hot-water  bottle. 

牛肉湯  beef  soup. 

熬場  t0  warm  UP  soup. 

湯匙  a  soup-spoon. 
湯 f  broth  and  medicines;  me¬ 

dicine  in  draught,  as  opposed  to 
pills  and  powders. 

ingredients  in  a  medicine. 

湯引  ingredients  and  their  gui¬ 
des, 一 to  the  organs  required  to 
be  affected.  See  13,265. 

湯餅  flat  dumplings. 

ri 

W iO)7S2 

R. 陽 

See 湯 

Even  Upper. 

io,753 R •養潫 

H.  i  ̂ 

F.  t^aun^ 

W.  /W 

P. ) 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 
t^ang^ 

cf. 

熨 
Rising  and Sinking 

Lower. 

璗
 3 

10.754 

R •養 

& 蕩 

Rising  Lower. 

盪 
JUL 

10.755 

倘*
 

10.756 

R .養 

See  
儻 

. 

A.  fang、 t^wan Rising  Upper. 

湯  T  會  hot-water  cake party, 一 given  on  the  third  day 
after  the  birth  of  a  child. 

湯團  dumplings. 

金 _ 湯池  metal  walls  and boiling  water  in  the  moat, — of 
a  strongly-fortified  place. 

湯 鑊之波 a  storm  in  a  tea¬ 

cup. 

子 之湯兮  how  dissipated 
you  are. 

To  oppose  •’  to  prevent 

誰 敢擧他  who  dares  oppose him? 

To  heat  by  placing  in  hot 

water  ；  to  scald  ；  to  iron 

把酒 湯一湯 heat  some wine,  as  above. 

變藥  to  decoct  medicines. 

熱 水湯手  hot  water  scalds the  hand. 

燙 得慌。 r 燙滚  scalding hot. 

湯 了泡兒  blistered  from 
scalding. 

湯總  to  fill  up  cracks  with  wax; 
to  spread  on  wax. 

湯炸了  to  crack  by  heat. 
燙漾  to  make  and  glue  togethe: models  of  buildings. 

a  flat-iron. 

湯衣服  to  iron  clothes. 

Pure,  as  gold  or  gems. 

See  10,738. 

If；  in  the  event  of; 

supposing  that. 

倘或。 r 倘若。 r 倘如 if- 

倘遇 w 倘有  in  the  event 
of;  supposing  that. 

w 
10,756 

倘 或可得  if  it  can  be  got. 

倘 其不願  if  he  is  not  willing. 

倘 有別人  if  there  is  another 
man. 

棠1
 

io,7S7 

&陽 

See 唐 

A.  dong 

Even  Lower. 

10,758 

R.  Vulgar. 
P.  ̂ ang 

•湯 

Rising  Upper 

縦 

10)759 

R •陽 

see 唐 

Even  Lower. 

倘能  if  one  can. 
倘敢  if  they  ventu|c~lo ‘… 

倘然不 行 if  it  ̂not  do 
if  it  cannot  be. 

Various  species  oi_Pyrus 
wild  and  cultivated^  See 
10,965. 

甘棠  a  wild  species  of  Pyrus the  title  of  one  of  the  Odes, 

See  5832,  9385.  ^ 

甘 棠之意  fondness  for  relics 
of  the  departed  great. 

海棠  Pyrus  speciabilis、  Ait. 

金 絲海棠  Hyfcricum  chi- 

nensey  L. 

春海棠 秋海棠 
nia  Evansiana,  Andrews/ 

蜜餞海  _  fresh  cher
ry- 

apples  dipped  in  bpiling'sugar and  allowed  to  cook 

棠梨/ betulafolia、 Bge. 

棠 棣競秀 the^valry  in beauty  between  the  pear-tree  and 
the  wild  plum-tree, 一 the  emula tion  of  brothers.  See  10,965. 

沙棠  a  wood  found  on  the  K‘un- 
lun  range,  used  for  making  boat! 
because  it  will  not  sink. 

To  lie  down. 

躺下。 1 ■躺臥 to  He  down. 

躺不下  unable  to  lie  down. 

^  在床上  t。 lie  a  bed. 
他那 個病是 躺不住 
his  illness  prevents  him  from 

lying  down. 

躺椅  a  “long”  chair. 躺箱  a  long  box  in  which  clothes can  be  laid  without  being  folded, 

一 as  opposed  to  立櫃 an  up- 
right  wardrobe. 

A  time；  a  turn.  A  ruled 

line  ；  a  row  ；  a  track  for 
horses  to  gallop  in.  An  axle. 

只走了  一輪1  only  went 
once. 

167、 
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10.759 

10.760 R. 陽 

See 唐 

Even  Lower. 

掃 .地 一輸  give  the  ground  a sweeping. 

— 4  觅  a  row  of  tiles. 

輪 兒的馬 a  hOTse  used  to 
the  track, — ix.  one  which  will 
follow  :  it  at  full  gallop  without 

being  guided,  and  allow  mili¬ 
tary  students  to  shoot  arrows 
from  its  back  at  a  target. 

輪軸  an  axle- 

輪尺。 r 輪板 a  ruler  for 
drawing  lines. 

A  hall  ；  especially  a  hall 

of  justice  or  court;  the 

ancestral  hall  ；  a  school  {see 

4839).  To  build ；  see  5979. 

An  official  title.  See  室 

9974- 

一 ■間 堂。 r  ~ •座堂 a  hal1. 

大堂 or 欽堂。 r 在堂。 r 
{see  below)  the  principal 

hall  in  zyamefty  where  all  cases 

are  supposed  to  be  tried  in 

open  court. 

升 堂  to  take  one’s  seat  upon the  bench. 

退 堂  t0  leave  the  bench, 一 as 
at  the  conclusion  of  a  case  or 
sitting. 

坐-堂  to  sit  in  court,  一 as  a 
judge. 

下 堂  t。 take  one’s  seat,  as  a 
judge;  to  lose  one’s  position 
{see  5911). 

身不下 堂 he  did  not  take 
his  seat  on  the  bench. 

上  shang 1  堂  to  appear  in  court, 
— of  the  parties  to  a  case, 

上  shangK  堂  the  roof  of  the 
mouth.  See  10,761. 

堂 鞫  Qr  過 堂  tC)  have  a  hear¬ 
ing  of  a  case. 

審過 一 *  堂  there  has  been 
one  hearing  of  the '  case. 

過 堂 風  a  draught  of  wind. 

一 *  堂可斷  can  settle  the  case 
at  a  single  hearing. 

堂  _  a  minute  or  order  of  court, 
— often  used  colloquially  in  the 
sense  of  a  “judgment.”  Also, an  order  issued  by  the  chief  of 
a/ department  in  Peking. 

堂
*
 

10,760 

堂下  at  a  court  or  office. 

當 堂  in  °Pen  court  t  publicly. 

^  堂  private;  confidential. 

在大 老爺堂 前不敢 

說識  in  your  Worship's  pre¬ sence,  I  shouldn’t  daJre  to  tell  lies. 

堂  p|  forensic  ability. 

他 的堂口 兒好“  sPeaks well  in  court;  he  knows  how  to 
defend  himself. 

驚 卜 醒。 r 響） 堂木 a 
short  stick,  used  by  magistrates 

as  a  hammer,  to  armise  attention 
or  fear. 

傅  summoned  them together  in  open  court.  See  7903. 

前 堂後舍  g^est-rooms  in front  and  private  apartments  at 
the  back. 

朝  ch^ao1  堂  the  audience- chamber. 

堂 屋  the  principal  and  middle rooms  in  a  Chinese  house. 

堂  the  ancestral  hall. 

堂  the  family-hall  name, — a 
fancy  name  usually  consisting 
of  two  characters  followed  by 

堂 •武 德堂金 Chin 
of  the  “military-valour”  hall), 
and  referring  to  some  event  in 
the  history  of  the  family  by  which 

it  i?  used.  It  is  generally  in- 
scribled  in  one  of  the  principal 

1 、orris  of  the  Tioust,  and  is  used 

in  deeds,  on  graves,  boundary- 
stonds,  etc. 

貴 堂  what  is  your  hall  name? 
堂  to  worship  in  the  ances¬ 

tral  hall, — as  bride  and  bride¬ 
groom  at  their  wedding.  [The 
bride  is  said  to  ̂   ̂   胃 5.] 

堂  a  mosquc;  a  church 
or  chapel  for  Christian  worship. 

書 堂  a  chapel,-  Protestant. 
玉 堂  the  Han-lin  (College, — so called  in  memory  of  ̂  ̂   J^| 

Ch(?u  Chih-lin  of  the  Sung  dyn¬ 

asty,  upon  whom  the  Emperor 
Kao  Tsung  bestowed  these  two 
characters  in  admiration  of  his 

qualities. 

登了玉 堂金馬 he  has become  a  member  of  the  Han- 

lin.  [The  last  two  characters 
refer  to  a  bronze  horse  cast  by 

the  Emperor  Wu  Ti  of  the  Han 

dynasty,  in  memory  of  a  horse 

堂 2
 

10,760 

from  Ferghana,  and  set  up  in 

the  palace.  The  term  Han-lin 
was  not  used’  until  the  T‘ang 
dy  rasty.]  ! 

佛 堂  a  family  shrine  or  oratory for  the  worship  of  Buddha. 

法 堂  a  large  hall  in  a  Buddhist monastery,  where  the  Canon  is 
read  aloud  and  explained. 

客 堂  a  receDtion-room ;  a  gues(> cnamber, 

堂 客  lady  guests. 明 堂  ahal1  used  under  the  Chbu dynasty  for  sacrifices  to  帝1 

God;  the.  ancestral]  temple  of 
the  Imperial  family  v  the  hall  (n 

which  the  suzerain, and  tlxe  vas¬ 
sal.  nobles  used  to  meet;  the 

courtyard  of  a  house;  the  open 
space  before  a  grave  (see  6580) 

令堂 or 尊 查 your  mother 

^  ^  father  and  motheii 

alive. 

堂  father  and  mother, 一 uscdj 
when  they  are  advanced  in  years. 

堂 上  your  parents, 脊  relatives  of  the  same 
surname  but  not  of  the  same 

generation. 

堂 伯祖  Paterna*  firand-uncle. 堂伯父 （aM 堂 伯毋） 
and 堂叔文 (and 堂淑 

毋） elder  and  younger  sons  of 
paternal  grand-uncles  (and  tneir 
wives),  respectively. 

堂 姑  daughter  of  patetnal  grand¬ 
uncle. 

堂兄弟 and 堂 _ 妹 male and  female  first  cousins  on  the 

father's  side. 

堂 表兄弟 sons  of  daughters 
of  paternal  grand-uncles  | 

堂 外祖夂 and 堂外祖 

毋  maternal  grand-uncJe  ana his  wife. 

堂外 祖姨毋 maternal grand-aunt. 

堂舅文 and 堂舅母 ma ternal  grand-uncle^  son  and 
son’s  wife. 

堂 姨毋  maternal  grand-uncle’s 
daughter. 

堂 姨兄弟 and 堂姨 

划 j  maternal  grand-uncle’s 
daughter’s  sons  and  daughters. 
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堂 舅 表兄弟 and 堂 

舅 表姊妹 grandsons  and 
granddaughters  of  maternal 

grand-uncles  (through  males). 

堂舅 表姪子  son  of  grand¬ 
son  of  maternal  grand-uncle. 

堂舅 表娃孫 grandson  of 
grandson  of  maternal  grand¬ 
uncle  (through  males). 

堂 簾  curtains  or  hangings. 

堂 單  the  canopy  under  which 
the  coffin  is  placed. 

洗澡 堂。1 •澡 堂。 r 洛堂 
public  bath-houses,  —  of  three 
kinds;  1:230,  6^41,  8850. 

哄堂大 笑起來 there 
a  general  burst  of  laughter. 

跑堂  a  waiter  at  an  eating- house. 

女堂  a  waitress, 一 now  prohi¬ bited. 

堂子  the  ancestral  hall.  Also, 
a  bathing-house ;  see  10,769. 

兒孫堂  the  vagina. 

堂官  Presidents  and  Vice  Pre¬ sidents  of  the  Six  Boards  and 

#of  the  superior  Courts.  Also, 
the  authorities  of  a  District. 

Also,  a  head  waiter. 

堂郧中  secretary  in  the  Im¬ 
perial  Household. 

堂主事  assistant  secretary  to 
a  Board. 

5E  堂  designation,  in  recital 

of  titles,  of  a  District  Magis¬ 
trate. 

左 堂  colloquial  designation  of 

縣丞  auv  assistant  District 
Magistrate. 

右堂  a  designation  of  the  典 
District  Police-Master  and 

Gaol  Warden. 

黃堂  yellow  hall, — a  太守 
Governor  or  modern  Prefect ; 

from  the  story  of  a  prefectural 

yamSn  which  was  several  times 
burnt  down,  until  at  length  the 

walls  were  smeared  with  讹黃 

brimstone, when  the  fires  stopped. 

琴  ̂   the  guitar  hall, — a  Magis¬ 
trate.  From  the  story  of 

子賤  Mi  Tzti-chien,  a  disciple 
of  Confucius,  who  ruled  his  dis¬ 
trict  in  peace  by  merely  playing 

on  his  guitar. 

堂 
10,760 

m: 

10,761 

R. 陽 

See 鏜 

Even  Upper 

and  Lower. 

螳 
2 

10,762 

R .陽 

Sec 唐 

A.  dang 

Even  Lo  »ver. 

m 10.763 

R. 陽 

C.  ct、ong、 

U^ong 

F.  ̂ oung 

^ 棠湯 

Even  Lower 
and  Upper. 

M 10.764 

r •陽 

See 湯 

Even  Upper. 

善 堂  a  benevolent  institution, 

發 堂 擇酉 已 t0  be  sent  to  the institution  (above)  to  be  pro¬ 

vided  with  a  husband, — of  pros¬ 
titutes  whom  a  magistrate  may 
wish  to  reclaim. 

天  see  11,208. 
堂 堂  grave;  conscientious  (see 4624). 

相  hsiang、  貌堂堂  a  grave, 
dignified  countenance. 

兒子已 八歲了 ，生得 

爱 费 ― *  ̂  the  boy  was 
already  eight  years  old  and  of  a 
serious  cast  of  countenance. 

Fat ；  swelling;  the  belly of  a  jug. 

胸膛  the  pit  of  the  stomach. 

開膛  to  remove  the  entrails;  to 

gut. 
開膛相  hsiangx  ̂   to  hold 
a  post-mortem. 

卜  ̂   the  roof  of  the  mouth. 

淚膛  the  slight  hollow  just below  the  eye. 

膛子大  its  capacity  is  great. 

膛口  the  mouth  of ;  the  muzzle. 

A  mantis. 

螳螂  the  praying-mantis. 汝不知 螳螂乎 ，怒其 

臂以 當車轍 d。 you^not know  the  story  of  the  praying- 
mantis?  In  its  rage,  it  stretched 

out  its  feelers  to  stop  a  chariot. 

Noise  of  drums,  etc. 

擊 鼓其鏜 ，踴 躍用兵 
when  the  drums  resound,  it  is 

the  time  for  a  vigorous  attack. 

口  a  mouthpiece.  See  10,761. 

Noise  of  drums,  etc. 

10,765 

R.  Vulgar. 

H.  !  y  •沴0  nS 

Even  Upper. 

儻 
10,766 

R .養 

See 湯 

Rising  Upper. 

Even  Lower. 

To  kill  ；  to  cut  up. 

劏牛  to  slaughter  an  ox. 

劏開  to  cut  open, — as  a  carcass. 

劏死牛  a  footpad. Unforeseen  ；  accidental. 
Used  with  10,756. 

儻來 之物頗 不貴視 

之  we  do  not  value  anything 
that  comes  through  an  improper 
channel. 

倜儻  masterful ;  without  self- restraint  ; ambitious;  energetic. 1 

Hasty  ；  rude；  wild ;  boast¬ ful.  The  dodder  [Cuscuta). 

A  kind  of  plum.  The  path 

from  the  gate  to  the  hall 

of  a  temple.  Name  of  a 

dynasty. 

唐突  lawless ;  rude. 

唐 突勿罪  excuse  my  rude¬ 

ness. 

m 唐  wild;  exaggerated ;  boa
st- 

, ful. 

唐棟  Prunus  j&ponica、 Thbg. and  Amelanchier  canadensis^ 
Torr  &  Gray. 

唐 棣之華  the  flowers  of  the 
aspen-plum, 一 used  of  friendship 
because  these  words  occur  in  that 
connexion. 

唐朝  the  T‘ang  dynasty,  a.d. 
618 — 907. 

太宗騎 此開唐 家 & Emperor  T‘ai  Tsung  rode  this 

(horse)  when  the  T‘ang  dynasty 
was  founded. 

初 ，盛 （°r 中 }， and 脱唐 
early,  flourishing  (or  middle), 

and  late  periods  joi  the  T‘ang 

dynasty, — with  reference  to  lite¬ rary  brilliancy. 

唐山  China, -so  called  from  the 
above  dynasty. 

唐人  a  Chinaman. 唐國  name  of  an  ancient  State. 

陶唐氏  personal  appellation  of the  Emperor  Yao. 

唐 處  世  in  the  days  of  Yao 
and  Shun, — the  Golden  Age. 
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r~h 2 唐 
10,767 

傭 
10,768 

10,769 R 陽 
See 唐 

Even  Lower- 

搪1
 io,77° R •陽 

See 唐 

Even  Lower. 

唐縣  a  District  in  the  province 
of  Chihli. 

唐古成 (m •特) Tangut， 一 in- 
eluding  Tibet. 

唐太  Saghalien. 

Same  as  10,770. 

An  embankment.  A 

pool；  a  pond；  a  tank.  A 

posting-station  for  couriers. 

海塘  a  sea-wall. 

魚塘  a  fish-pond. 

池塘  a  pool;  a  tank. 

靑 草池塘 處處娃 ft。# 
abound  in  the  grass  around  the 

pool. 

蓮塘  a  lotus-pond. 

塘子  a  public  bath-house. 

三 塘汍遠  three  posting-sta¬ tions  distant. 

提塘官  officials  who  manage 
the  Courier  Posts,  which  form 

a  sub-Department  of  the  Board 
of  War. 

塘嵩  celery. 

To  ward  off ;  to  parry. 

他 拏棍子 搪住咯 ^ 
kept  off  the  blow  with  a  stick. 

這個冷 ，我的 衣裳搪 

不住  my  clothes  won’t  keep out  cold  like  this. 

搪 不過去  unable  to  parry, 

搪 不得風  won’t  keep  away 
the  wind, 一 used  of  a  good-for- 
nothing  fellow. 

搪 他幾天  put  him  off  a  few days. 

搪賬 t。  evade  payment  of  debts. 

搪塞  to  perform  one’s  duties 
perfunctorily；  to  do  just  as  much 
as  one  is  obliged  to  and  no 

more;  t6  put  off；  to  shirk. 

搪拖。 r 搪柢  to  evade；  to 
put  off;  to  make  excuses. 

煻1
 

io,77i 

R •陽 

See 唐 

Even  Lower. 

礁1
 

10.772 

陽 

See 唐 

Even  Lower. 

w 10.773 

R •陽 

F.  v.  t^oung 

See 唐 

Even  Lower. 

10.774 

R •陽 

See 唐 

Even  Lower. 

儲 
10.775 

To  warm；  to  toast. 

螗燶  to  warm  before  the  fire. 

螗煨池  a  fire-well  or  inflam¬ mable  spring  in  the  north  of Liaotung. 

An  enchanted  stone  ；  (acc. 

to  some)  a  gem.  A  stone 

embankment  ；  used  with 
10,769. 

Sugar.  See  534. 

沙  granulated  sugar. 

赤糖。 1 ■紅糖  brown  sugar. 

尾糖  inferior  sugar. 

白糖  white  sugar. 

冰糖  sugar-candy. 
霜 f  crystallised  sugar. 

糖餅  sugared  cakes. 

糖水  treacle. 糖人兒  sugar  men, 一 for  child¬ 
ren. 

糖菓  crystallised  or  preserved fruits;  jam. 

糖薑  crystallised  or  preserved 

ginger. 

糖瓜  sugared  melons. 

冬瓜糖 candied  melon-rind. 

糯米糖  barley-sugar. 

刀尖 上舔糖  to  lick  sugar from  a  sword’s  point, 一 a  risky 

undertaking.  * 

糖葫蘆  candied  fruit  of  Cra- toegus  pinnatifiday  Bge”  thread¬ ed  on  bamboo  or  straw. 

糖貨  a  good  bargain. 

A  cicada.  See  1 1,101. 

Same  as  10,773. 

帑 8
 

10.776 

R •處養 

C.  no、 t、ong 
H.  /«,  f'ong 

F.  nu、 t^oung 

W.  no^  tKoa 
N.  nu^  f"ong P.  nu、 fang 

M.  luy  t、ang 

Y.  rtou、 t、ang 

Sz.  ttu、 t^ang 

K.  no、 t'ang 

nu、dd 
A.  nou、 dang 

Even  and 

Rising  Lower and  Upper. 

岩 

10.777 

W 10.778 

R. 養 

S -蕩 

Rising  Lower. 

w 
10.779 

R •皓號 

See 道 

Rising  and 

Sinking 

Lower. 

道4
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R •皓 

C.  tou 

H.  t^au 

F.  foa, 

W.  doe 

N.  doa 

P. 

M. 

, tip 

A  treasury. 

國帑。 r 府帑  the  Imperial 

treasury. 

耗 費帑鋇  to  squander  the| 
money  in  the  treasury. 

人食 不足而 帑藏佥 

幣  men  without  enough  to  eat while  the  treasury  contains  stores 

of  gold  and  silks. 

Read  nu\  A  child；  used 
with  8391. 

樂 爾妻帘  to  rejoice  in  wife 
and  children. 

秦 人送其 帑 Ch‘insent 

back  his  family. 

烏帑  i.  bird’s  tail, -which  comes after  a  bird  as  a  man’s  children come  after  him. 

See  10,741. 

A  torrent  of  water  rush¬ 
ing  along. 

TA.O. 

A  street;  a  road.  Used 
with  10,780. 

Y 

Sz. 

K.fo 

J.  tS,  do A.  dau 

Rising  and 
Sinking 

Lower. 

A  road  ；  a  path ;  a  way. 

Hence,  the  road  par  excel¬ 
lence  ； the  right  way;  the 

true  path；  the  edig  of  the 
New  Test.;  identified  by 

Kingsmill  with  the  Buddhist 

M&rga、 the  path  which 
leads  to  NirvAna；  the  truth  ； 

religion ；  principles  {see 

8032).  Of  or  belonging  to 

Taoism  (see  太梅 859).  A 

district  ；  a  region  ；  a  poli¬ 
tical  division  of  the  empire, 
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varying  under  different  dyn¬ 

asties  ； a  circuit  ；  a  Tao-t^ai. 

To  speak  ；  to  tell.  A  nu- 

merative  ；  see  entries. 

— ■逹  f S  之眞 that  which 
passes  through  is  called  tao. 

道路。 r  道途 an)ad;apath_ 
The  second  is  also  to  walk  along 

a  road.  See  10,508. 

找一 條道路 to  seek  a 
path, 一 an  opening  to  make  a 
livelihood. 

道 聽途說  heard  on.  the  road 
and  talked  in  the  street, 一 gossip； 

scandal. 

官  a  public  road;  a  highway. 

當 道 I  to  be  on  a  journey;  to 
obstruct  a  road;  see  12,106. 

正 當讀 I  兒  the  middle  of  the road. 

當道者 officials. 

結 交當道  t0  cultivate  the 
friendship  of  officials. 

BE  the  kingly  way, — the  per¬ 
fect  way  of  the  ancient  kings ; 

the  rule  of  right  as  opposed  to 

the  rule  of  might. 

霸  the  opposite  of  the  above. 

至 道^  the  perfect  way. 

至 道 I  皇 帝  a  designation  of 
the  Emp.  Ming  Huang. 

IS  t0  borrow  a  passage,-— 
through  neutral  territory. 

假道 由後門 tQ  escape  by 
the  back-door. 

本擬卽 B 就道1 。邮 n- 
ally  meant  to  start  forthwith. 

赤; 道^  the  equator〆 
日  solar  road, 一 the  course 
of  the  sun  from  east  to  west. 

^  the  path  of  the  moon  ；  the 
succession  of  her  phases. 

黄 f  道^  the  ecliptic ;  good  luck; 
a  lucky  day;  the  conjunction  of 

the  sun  and  mpon;  in  Taoist 

language,  the  state  of  uncon¬ 

scious  innocence,  as  of  an  un¬ 

born  babe. 

蒙 I  道^  the  alimentary  canal. 
a  highway;  the  chief  or 

right  road;  the  path  of  virtue. 

生財 有大道 thereisaPr°- 
per  way  of  making  moiiey. 

道
4
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南北 往來大 _>high- way  for  travellers  northwards  and 
southwards. 

having  broad  views  or 

great  abilities. 

a  by-way ;  base  arts;  hum¬ 

ble  occupations.  See  below. 

雖小 道必有 可觀者 

焉  even  in  small  arts  there  is 
something  worthy  of  attention, 

a  by-way;  a  short  cut. 

道^  a  thoroughfare. 
a  thoroughfare;  a  trade- 

route;  to  open  a  trade-route. 

鐵道似 ii，i56. 
道^ 出 公安 his  road  lay through  Kung-an. 

兵船道 出福州 a  man-°f- war  passed  off  Foochow. 

5^  the  road  ahead 
 is 

impassable. 

各行 其 道 ̂  let  each  one  go his  own  way.  See  4624. 

a  roundabout  way. 

羊腸烏 道  a  winding  narrow road  over  mountains. 

馬  sloping  approaches  to  top 
of  city  walls. 

鍵煩子  a  path  by  the  side  of an  obstructed  road  or  of  a  field. 

箭道  QI ■侯道  the  channel  a- long  which  horse-archers  gallop; 

an  archery  course. 

§  the  middle  way, — for  the 
Emperor’s  use;  the  raised  walk 

in  diyamSn  leading  from  the  great 

outer  gate  to  the  middle  of  the 

principal  hall. 

paths  reserved  for  the  Em¬ 

peror. 

馳 1  道^  心  riding  way, — o.r  the •  Emperor;  the  Imperial  road;  a 
post-road. 

i 胃  a  clear  route, 一 one  free 
from  people,  as  when  the  Em¬ 

peror  and  certain  high  officials 

are  passing. 

TP  the  direct  or  right  road; 

the  route  prescribed  for  tribute- 

bearers  going  to  and  returning 

from、 the  capital;  the  true  path; 

the  orthodox  religion ;  Confu¬ cianism. 

tribute-roads,  as  above. 

权道。 r 迁盡 by-ways. 

道
‘
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道地  locality. 
道 地藥材 8enuine  druSs- 

胃  roads ;  streets. 
a  flight  of  steps;  a  stair¬ 

way. 

f  登  stone  steps;  the  spiral  stair¬ 
ways  ol  pagodas ;  steps  cut  in 
the  rocks  or  made  up  mountains. 

>^|  a  foot-bridge.  See  298. 

燒 絶機道 tc>  burn  and  cut away  the  wooden  bridges, — over 
whiqh  one  has  crossed,  i.e.  to 

be  irretrievably  committed  to  a 

certain  coarse. 

後 方釣道 a  suspension- 

bridge. 

顧道 ̂  a  foot-bridge ;  a  gallery 
spanning  a  court  or  square  and 

connecting  the  upper  chambers 

of  two  opposite  houses；  a  cluster 

of  stars  in  Cassiopeia. 

馥 道連雲 接金闕 
covered  galleries  connect  with 

the  clouds,  and  reach  to  the 

golden  gates  (of  heaven). 

^  passages  below  ground; 
tunnels  made  to  graves. 

延  a  l0I1g  burrow;  a  tunnel. 
a  road  worn  into  ruts  by 

long  use;  the  orbits  of  the  peaven- 

ly  bodies  .  a  railroad. 

a  rut  in  a  road. 

盤  verandahs  or  covered 
ways.  ；, 

a  cross-road* 

車 a  meeting  of  three  roads. 

平 道 ̂  a  safe,  pleasant  journey; 
a  pair  of  stars  which  preside 
over  roads  and  travellers. 

易 道 ̂  an  easy  road;  an  easy 
journey. 

迅 1  道^  a  short  journey;  a  near district. 

the  way  was  long. 

中  the  middle  road;  half  way; 
on  the  way;  the  via  media ;  the 

happy  mean;  the  ecliptic.  v 

行 不中道  he  does  not  go  in the  middle  of  the  road, 一 of  a 

son  when  walking  with  his  father. 

&  to  turn  back  when 
half  way. 

a  casual  acquaintance. 
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不 得於道 _  t。 make  pr°- gress  on  a  journey. 

在道 日糧  daily  rations  on  a 
march  or  journey.* 

遇諸道 辟於路 meeting 
him  on  the  journey,  he  avoided 
him  on  the  road. 

避 道 的  avoid  meeting  a  super¬ 
ior  official  on  the  road. 

to  encounter  an  official  or 

superior  in  an  unwished-for 
manner. 

to  walk  in  the  Way;  to 

do  justice;  to  go  or  be  on  a 
journey.  ̂ 4624. 

生  the  “path  of  life;”  means 
of  preserving  life. 

死  the  “ways  of  death;”  to 
die  while  on  a  journey. 

已 歸道山  has  already  de* 
parted  this  life. 

祖  to  begin  a  journey;  a  term 
for  a  farewell  entertainment. 

央道  1132. 
取道 ̂  to  pass  through  en  route、 

to  go  via  … 

道從 長安來 havins  come 
from  Ch‘ang-an. 

分  to  divide  a  road;  to  take 
different  directions;  to  go  one’s 
own  gait. 

孰手 分道去 they  clasPed 
hands  and  went  their  ways. 

塊 謂^  to  advance  on  one’s  knees. 

先道  t0  go  before. 

風 道北來  the  wind  ,：s  from the  north. 

天  the  way  of  God ;  the 
weather. 

要  an  important  district,  i,e. 
one  to  be  well  defended;  an 
important  doctrine. 

南北 道 ̂  the  countries  south 
and  north  of  China,  respectively. 

足  道 ̂  a  special  circuit,  the 
Censors  for  which  watch  over  the 

administration  of  the  capital  and 
of  Manchuria  and  Mongolia ;  the 
literary  name  for  the  province 
of  Chihli;  that  province  of  Korea 
in  which  the  capital  is  situated. 

道 里  the  “  of  the  road;  the 
geography  of  a  region；  measured 
distance. 

道
 4 
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道 里悠遠  the  distance  is very  great. 

八掻不 可道里 計& 
world’s  area  cannot  be  told  in 
miles. 

挽歸 故道1 ead  (the  river) back  into  its  old  channel. 

水  加  current  of  a  river,  or 
other  body  of  water ;  a  sea-route ; 

a  journey  by  water;  the  nature 
of  water;  the  ureter. 

t0  follow  the  current; 

to  go  with  the  stream. 

河道似 3936. 
海 道  sea  (as  opposed  to  land) route. 

transmission  road,  the 

course,  by  land  and  water,  as¬ 
signed  for  the  transport  of  tri¬ 
bute  rice  from  the  provinces 
to  the  capital. 

|fj|  道^  arteries;  veins.
 

六  fatal  spots  in  the  body; 
the  space  between  the  joints; 

the  points  at  which  in  acupunc¬ 
ture  the  needle  is  introduced ; 

applied  in  geomancy  to  the  fea¬ tures  of  ground. 

the  channels  connecting 

the  organs  of  sense  with  the 
various  secretions  of  the  body. 

毛  the  lie  of  the  fur  of  a  skin, 
— its  quality. 

欠  the  course  of  a  fire;  fire 
trenches  or  spaces  cleared  to 

protect  from  fire. 

^^the  proper  or  good  flavour. 

有疼 b  there  is  some  taste  in it, — spoken  in  praise  of  food  or 
of  a  literary  composition. 

打  to  draw  a  line,  as  on  paper, 
by  several  routes;  several 

times. 

不動心 有道乎 is  there  a way  to  a  resolved  state  of  mind? 

袼物之 道:募 傅於書 
for  the  prosecution  of  research, 

writing  is  the  most  important 
means. 

解之 金道以 爲之神 
opened  for  him  the  golden  path 
towards  becoming  a  god. 

道 術  magical  arts. 

有道 術之人 a  man  wh。 has  arts  and  devices. 

道
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危 道 (six)  arts  which  produce disorder  in  a  State. 

生民之 道樂， 爲大 
among  the  arts  of  the  people 

music  is  greatest. 

^  ̂   ̂   ifc  teach  him  the  a
rt 

of  reverence. 

奇  a  clever  device  or  trick. 

同  to  be  of  the  same  occu¬ pation  or  way  of  living. 

有君子 之道四 he  has 
four  of  the  characteristics  of  a 
model  man. 

道二， 仁 與不仁 conduct 
is  either  virtuous  or  not  virtuous. 

花  the  flower-way, -lewdness. 

g  @  a  row  of  red  roses. 

善 道 ̂  a  good  way;  clever  means; 
virtue. 

直 道 ̂  the  path  of  straightfor¬ 
wardness;  moral  integrity ;  imJ: 
partiality. 

the  crooked  ways, 一 of  dis¬ 

honesty. 

曲道 I  winding  ways, — of  par¬ 

tiality. 

不以  not  accordant  with right. 

不讀 I  wrongly;  wickedly ;  un¬ natural  ； the  murder  of  three 

persons  in  one  family;  a  hein¬ 
ous  crime  with  a  terrible  pun¬ 
ishment.  See  below. 

t0  f0U0w  what  is  right. 

失  to  go  astray;  to  wandei; 
from  virtue. 

反  t0  rebel  against  virtue;  tc! return  to  virtue. 

^  1^  to  pursue  learning. 

成 人之道  t。 reach  man，s： 

1  estate. 

人  the  state  or  calling  of  a 
human  being;  man’s  estate. 10,956. 

未通人 道 a  virgin.  AIsc 

used  of  boys. 

人道旣 絶 since  his  chanc< of  posterity  had  been  cut  off,— I 
as  a  eunuch. 

十三許 男子， 尙未輕 

人  a  lad  of  about  13,  wh(j has  not  yet  reached  puberty. 
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龠獸道  the  condition  of  birds 
and  beasts. 

鬼  the  state  of  being  a  ghost 
or  a  demon. 

夂道  fatherhood 

夫婦之 道命也  the  state 
of  matrimony  is  decreed  by  des¬ 

tiny, — marriages  are  made  in 
heaven. 

童 道^  boyhood  ]  childhood,  first 
or  second. 

和  a  condition  of  harmony 
in  a  household  or  community. 

家道  the  condition  of  a  family. 

家 道殷實  very  well  off. 

家 道又好  in  a  respectable 
way  of  life. 

世道  the  general  state  of  hu¬ 
man  affairs ;  the  fashion  of  the 

age. 

世 遨難行  the  way  of  the  age 
is  hard  to  follow. 

世 道衰微  the  morality  of  the 
world  is  fading  away. 

十三道  the  thirteen  circuits, 
— through  the  thirteen  provinces 
of  the  Ming  dynasty.  The  term 
is  still  used  to  denote  the  Cen 

sorate. 

道理  right  principle;  doctrine; 
reason ;  argument. 

not  influenced  by  right 

principle ;  unreasonable. 

邊有這 個道理 this  prin 
ciple  does  not  exist;  there  is  no 
principle  which  justifies  your 

action-. 

我朝 MW* 重 道崇釋 
our  dynasty  esteems  Confucian¬ 
ism  and  respects  Confucianists. 

右道  the  right-hand  way, 一 or¬ 
thodoxy. 

左道  left-hand  ways, 一 hetero¬ doxy. 

外道。 ■•邪 道  heterodoxy. 

異道 55衫. 

緣 聲 载 道 ̂his  evil  reputation fills  the  road. 

黜人 而從道 t。 repress  the 
human  and  follow  eternal  truth. 

道 行&㈣ 高潔 
a  man  of 

high  principles  (or  standard)  and 
blameless  life.  ( 

^  reason  and  right ;  sense  of 

right,  and  honour. 

道
 4 
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is 

道 義之氣  conscientiousness and  duty. 

遍^骨  a  man’s  build. 道學  the  study  of  rules;  ethics. 

道學先 生&  strict  observer of  approved  rules  in  his  actions. 

君是 道學否  are  you,  sir, a  disciple  of  Confucius? 

吾 師道也  my  teacher Truth, 一 as  taught  in  Confucia nism. 

道在不 可異 the 胃 ㈣ governing)  lies  in  being  invisible, 
— a  ruler  must  keep  his  policy 
secret. 

然 後道之  and  then  made  a rule  of  it,— of  some  good  deed 

or  principle. 

道與一 ，神之 强名也 
TAO  and  Unity  are  forced 
names  for  spirit. 

自然夸 謂道 that  —ch  is 
natural  is  called  TAO. 

道 無無對 TA0  is ㈣以 without  its  antithesis. 

道: 無常名  there  is  no  con¬ stant  name  for  “the  truth” 一 it 

appears  as  Confucianism,  Bud¬ 
dhism,  Christianity,  etc.  See 

9892. 你們 在道不 _他)^ sense  of  what  is  right  will  not 
endure  him. 

在道自 在人心  a  sense  of 
what  is  just  is  naturally  in  man’s heart. 

么 道^老 ̂  ^am^ucus  race7nosa^  L. 

盡道 親之道 he  Performed thoroughly  all  that  belongs  to  the 
service  of  parents. 

道人  Buddhists, 一 a  term  in  use down  to  the  fifth  century  a.d. 

外 國道人 a  term  applied  to P.  Ricci. 

佛道  the  Buddhist  religion. 

佛 之外道  an  unorthodox form  of  Buddhism. 

人道  to  enter  the  Buddhist 
priesthood. 

得道  to  become  an  Arhat.  See 

7291. 成道  to  become  a  Buddha. 

外道師  heretical  teachers. Sanskrit :  tirthakas. 

馆 4 道教  the  doctrine  of  TAO; Taoism,  supposed  to  have  ori- 
10,780  ginated  with  Lao  Tztt,  sixth 

century  b.c. 

家  Taoists；  Taoist  writers. 

道^  土  a  Taoist  priest,  or  recluse. 

火 居道士  a  married  Taoist 

priest. 老道  a  Taoist  priest.  Also,  a Buddhist  temple  coolie. 

道妮  a  Taoist  nun. /J) 道。 r  道 .，末  terms  . by  which a  Taoist  priest  speaks  of  him¬ 
self.  See  above. 

道錄司  Q^perior  or 

Bishop. 

道 紀師。 r 道耙 岗道 

a  Taoist  Superior  in  a  Pre¬ 
fecture. 

道^  iE  a  Taoist  Superior  in  a  De¬ partment. 

道會 a  Taoist  Superior  in  a District. 

a  Taoist  priest’s  name. 

Also,  a  sort  of  laudatory  nick¬ 

name  given  for  special  achieve¬ ments. 

道兄  a  term  of  address  to  Taoist 
priests;  your  Reverence. 

道德經  the  <£!anon  of  TAO 
and  the  Exemplification  thereof, 

— a  work  which  has  been  attri¬ 
buted  on  insu 伍 cient  grounds  to 

Lao  Tzti  (see  6783).  It  has  been 
translated  by  many  scholars  and 

others,  but  no  two  of  these  have 

ever  agreed  as  to  the  interpre¬ 
tation.  It  contains  a  certain 
number  of  what  may  well  be 

the  genuine  utterances  of  some 
ancient  philosopher,  mixed  up 

with  the  hocus-pocus  of  later 

Taoism,  and .  may  safely  be  as¬ 
signed  to  the  Han  dynasty. 

道可道 非常道 也 the way  that  can  be  walked  upon 
is  not  the  eternal  Way. 

m, 無間， 問無應 taq cannot  be  enquired  about,  neither 

can  any  aCnswer  be  made  to  such 

a  question. 一陰一 陽之謂 道。 ne 
part  Yin  and  one  part  Yang 
make  TAO. 

乾道 of  or  belonging  to  males. 
這 八 字是坤 道的嗎 

these  eight  (nativity)  characters 
are  those  of  a  lady,  are  they 
not? 
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道
 4 

io,78o 

一 *  文0 ne  official  des¬ 
patch. 

一" •胃  _  a  current  of  air. 

一 *  道^光  a  ray  of  light. 
~ '  a  wreath  of  incense- 

smoke. 

~ *  胃  _  a  wreath  of  smoke. 

— ■道 姻走了  he  went  off 
like  smoke. 

一 §  道 河 加  Milky  Way. 

~ *  道 詔  a11  Imperial  order  in 
writing. 

一 *  道符 籙 a  charm  in  writing. 

錄 一 1  道  to  make  a  copy  of  a 
document. 

叉換 了一道 :茶來 b 
was  served  round  again. 

运 ― *  ̂  ̂   what  a  beast  of  a donkey ! 

^  first  crop;  first  course. 

上  skangz  頭道茱  bring  on 
the  first  course. 

Zl  the  second  crop;  two 

stripes,  a  corporal  in  the 

British  army,  during  the  occu¬ 
pation  in  the  north  of  China. 

#  |  二  g  put  on  two  coats 

of  plaster. 

諭旨二 道  tw。 Imperial  De¬ crees. 

三道  a  sergeant；  a  Consular 
constable. 

三  three  stone  tablets, 
with  inscriptions. 

_  草三道  weed  it  three . times. 

日 中有靑 色四道 心 
sun  hiving  four  bands  of  dark 

colour, 一 at  sunset. 

兩 道幕眉  long  bushy  eye- brows. 

道 子  a  stripe, — as  in  patterns. 

道台  Tao-t<ai— an  official  in 
charge  of  a  circuit  of  two  or 
more  Prefectures,  commonly  call¬ 
ed  Intendant  of  Circuit.  Also, 
officials  charged  with  the  ma¬ 
nagement  of  the  salt  and  grain- 
tax  administrations. 

司 道⑽  io,25。.  Also,  a  Taot‘ai 
who  has  the  brevet  rank  and 
functions  of  a  Provincial  Judge. 

适 麽道人  this  sort  of  man. 

道 V 
10,780 

to  inform;  to  state. 

說  said  as  follows. 

牌上有 字寫道 1511  the tablet  was  an  inscription  to  the 
following  effect. 

^  to  converse. 

莫 道  do  not  say 
人道  the  man  of  TAO  said. 

道^  猶未了  he  h—  hardly  fin¬ ished  speaking,  when  •… 

不  not  to  say.  See  above. 

一" ' ~ '道^  Jt|  told  all  the  details. 

古今  to  discuss  the  past  and 
the  present. 

難道 是假的 不成- 
don’t  mean  to  say  it  is  false, 
do  you  ?  See  762,  8135. 

不 可勝道  beyond  power  of expression  in  language. 

幽古  ^  has  always  been  said 
年 hat  •  •  •  • 

道喜 ％ 道賀 congratu- 
late. 

道 ̂十後  to  condole  with. 
道謝。 1 ■道乏 tQ  Return thanks. 

道解  to  explain. 念  to  think  of;  to  mention. 
兩個 老人家 不道女 

兒執 性如此 the  old couple  never  thought  their 

daughter  would  be  so  determined 
as  all  this. 

我只 道是他 的好朋 

友足  thought  it  must  be  an  in¬ timate  friend  of  his. 

Read  tacK  To  lead;  see 

10,781.  
1 

道以德 (the  wise  man)  leads 
men  by  the  example  of  his  own 
moral  character. 

頁 馬屬道 a  good  horse  is easily  managed,  or  trained. 

道 ̂ 引之  士  professors  of breath-regulating, — as  a  means 
to  prolong  life. 

骨  to  lead  sinews  and bones, -to  knead  the  body  gently, 
as  the  Taoists  do  as  a  means 

to  prolong  life. 

道 ‘
 

10,780 

ms 

1  10,781 

r •號皓 

F •袅 a3,  too*  for 

kod、 toa^ 

See 道 

Rising  and 
Sinking 

Lower. 

m 
10.782 

r •皓 

See 
Rising  Lower. 

刀1
 

10.783 

R •豪 

C.  ton H.  tau 

F.  toa%  ▼.  tKoa 

W.  toe^  zdde 

N.  toa 

P. . 

M.  >  tau 

Sz. ) 

Y.  toa 

K.to 

J •级 

A.  dati Even  Upper. 

使有司 道單— * 于 
caused  the  officials  to  introduce 
the  Chief. 

君子道 入以言 the  wise 
man  makes  use  of  speech  to  guide 

men, — in  the  way  of  right. 

To  lead；  to  guide. 

引 導  to  lead;  to  guide. 
導 引  10,780  tao\  1 

鄕 導&  官 one  who  is  employed by  pioneers  of  any  enterprise 
to  show  the  way  about. 

開  to  show  the  right  way; 
to  undeceive;  to  cheer  up  a  sick 

person. 先 導 one  who  leads  the  way. 

訓 導  to  teach  and  guide.  See 

^  the  guiding  Teacher, — 
Buddha. 

玉 導 or 眷 導 a  hairpin.  | 

To  husk  grain. 

築去糊 糠 tc>  get  rid  of  the 
chaff. 

A  knife;  a  sword  {see 

7010)  with  a  single  edge 

and  slightly  curved,  as  com¬ 

pared  with  劍  1 65  9 ;  a  blade. 

A  quire  of  paper.  A  small 
boat.  Radical  18.  [To  be 

distinguished  from  力 6980 
and  7]  11,938.] 

一 *  yj  ̂   a  如而 ； a  sword. 

二杷刀  a  second-class  cook; 
a  dilettante. 

刀刃 or  刀口  the  edge  of  a 
knife.  See  6174. 

刀口鋪  the  edge  is  blunt.  | 

刀背  the  back  of  a  knife. 

刀尖  point  of  a  knife. 

尖刀  a  dagger. 刀鋒  point  of  a  sword. 

yj  a  sheath  or  scabbard. 

刀護  a  sword-hilt. 
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刀1
 

io,783 

捉刀人  body-guard. 

茱刀  a  cook’s  chopper. 

小 刀子。 r 解手刀 a 
pocket-knife. 

輕刀⑽ 6336. 

腰刀  a  dirk;  a  dagger. 

兩面刀  a  two-edged  knife;  a 
double-faced  person. 

大刀  a  long-handled  sword. 

大刀頭  = to  come  back, — 
because  大刀 頭有環 

(= 還). 

刀 頭之苦  the  bitterness  of 
decapitation. 

單刀  the  broadsword. 

關刀  a  sword  as  used  by  Kuan 
Ti,  the  God  of  War. 

七寶刀  a  seven-jewel  (i.e. 
good)  sword. 

剪刀  scissors. 

刀斧手  an  executioner. 

鬼頭刀  an  executioner’s  sword. 

風 利於刀  the  wind  cuts  like 
a  knife. 

出火刀 所柱 drew  a  fire* sword-cut-pillar, — a  sharp  sword 

of  Japanese  make. 

中國 之畏倭 者畏其 

刀也  the  Chinese  fear  of  the 
Japanese  is  really  fear  of  their 

(excellent)  swords. 

書刀 a  knife  to  be  used  when 
writing, — for  erasing.  See  below, 

刀筆  knife  v  (for  erasing)  and 
pen, — referring  to  the  days  when 
slips  of  wood  or  bamboo  were 
used  for  paper.  See  4309, 8979 

刀筆各  — “  one  knife  and  one 
pen, — as  above. 

刀筆吏  scribes ;  clerks  who 
draw  up  petitions,  etc.,  in  proper 
form. 

求爲 刀 筆之飼  begged 
him  to  draw  up  the  petition 

[The  last  4  characters  are  also 
used  in  the  sense  of  “severe 

language,”  based  upon  the  wrong 
interpretation  “knife-pen”  for 
cutting  words  on  tablets.] 

曾 不容刀  it  would  not  admit 
a  small  boat.  See  10,785, 

刀魚  a  mullet.  See  1080, 10,787 

刀1
 

io,783 

叨 10,7^4 

忉1
 

10.785 

R •豪 

C.  t^ou 
F.  toa、 t^icu 

W.  t^de •卜 

Y.  t‘oa Sz.  tau 

K.  to 

J./3 

A.  dau 
Even  Upper. 

舫1
 

10.786 

R. 豪 

F. toa、  tHeu 

See  yj 

Even  Upper. 

魚刀
1 

10,787 ， 

R. 豪 

See 刀 

“Even  Upper. 

朵 
10.788 

朶 10.789 

w 
-10,79° 

R •皓 

C.  tou^  V.  ̂ ou 
H.  tau、 to 

See 到 

Rising  Upper. 

刀 昔  French  beans  (Canavalia cnsiformis、 D.C.). 

刀蜋  the  praying-mantis,  一 because  ito  front  legs  look  like 
knives.  See  10,762. 

刀錢 w  1736 - 
金刀  money.  Cf.  golden  key. 

yj  ̂   藥  sticking-pl
aster. 

See  10,820. 

Grieved  ；  distressed. 

勞 心忉忉  your  toiling  heart will  be  grieved. 

忉利天  the  tao-li  heaven, — a 
corrupted  transcription  of  the 
Sanskrit  trayasirimsa、 referring 

to  the  heaven  established  by. 

Indra  and  his  thirty-two  brother 

devas.  Popularly  n  used  in  the 

general  sense  of  “Paradise.’’ 

A  long  narrow  boat.  A 

load  of  300 斛  bushels. 

The  mullet. 

Same  as  11,321. 

See  1 1,321. 

A  rocky  island  in  the  sea, 

as  opposed  to 州  2444 - 

海島。 r 島 _  islands. 

m 10,791 

r •皓 

C.  /W,  tou 
H.  tau、 to 

See 詞 

Rising  Upper. 

10,792 

R- 號 

C.  tou 
H.  tau 

F.  toa W.  toe^  dog 

N.  toa 

P. 
M.  tau 

Sz. 

Y.  toa 
K.  to 

J.  to 

A.  -dau 

Sinking 

Upper. 

To  pound  ；  to  beat；  to 
ram  down.  See  8238. 

搗碓  to  pound, 一 as  when  husk¬ ing  rice. 

搗米  to  husk  rice. 

^  ̂   to  pound
  drugs. 

搗爛  to  pound  to  a  pulp  or  to rags. 

搗 出'  汁  t0  Poun(i  out  the  juice. 

搗碎  to  bray  in  a  mortar. 

搗衣  to  beat  clothes, — as  wash¬ ermen  do. 

搗實  to  ram  down  solidly, — as a  mud  wall. 

搗從 虛處挟 tc>fcm:_e’s 
way  through  at  a  weak  point. 

搗線 搗絲  t。 reelorwind 

silk. 

搗鬼  to  soliloquise. 活 活的都 是鬼搗 
which  ;s  mere  gibberish. 

搗翻 t。  upset  or  succeed  in thwarting  a  plan. 

好搗飾  kha°、 tao、 chHhK) he is  fond  of  being  smartly  dressed. 

Read  (aol.  To  remove； 

to  change;  to  clear  away. 

實在搗 當您鈉 1  am really  bothering  y6u  a  good  deal. 

To  arrive  at；  io  reach ； 

to  attain  to  ；  to  come  to 

the  point.  [Originally  used 

in  the  sense  of  “to  invert” =  10,793  tao\] 

來到 to  arrive. 到任  to  arrive  at  one’s  post. 

無 所不到  no  place  to  which 
it  does  not  reach, 一 omnipresent. 

人 已到齊  the  people  have 
all  come. 

人任曾 到其國 n。 one 
has  ever  reached  that  CQuptry. 

萝 J  了  we  have  arrived.  See 
快到罷  we  shall  soon  be  there. 

到過北 枣沒有 have  y。11 
been  to  Peking  ? 

斷不 能到  can  never  reach, - 
this  pitch  of  excellence. 

168 
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到
 4 io,792 

^|J  (3  t0  reach  por
t. 

到不 了我的 門口兒 
it  does  not  reach  up  to  my  doorc 

要頂到 1 墻根兒 1  waut  k 
to  reach  to  the  wall. 

值穿 |j  right  up  to . 

到手  come  to  hand. 

收围 j  了  received. 
借 到絞銀 一百兩 I  borrowed  a  hundred  taels. 

函請示 覆未到 1  wrote 
and  asked  him  to  let  me  know, 

but  have  received  no  reply. 

雖有不 到之處 although 
he  has  his  shortcomings. 

^1]  ̂   they  are  to  be  found 

everywhere. 

卖！ I  盧  ~ *  樣  it  is  the  same everywhere. 

到 那裏去 where  (or  how 
far)  are  you  going  ? 

此 on  reaching  this  point. 

围 1  頭 or  到底  t0  reach  the 
end,  extreme  limit,  or  bottom ; 
finally ;  when  all  is  said  and  done. 

彀不 到頭兒 it  w。11’1  mch to  the  end, — as  d  short  cord. 

毯子小 ，鋪不 洌頭兒 
the  carpet  is  too  small  to  reach 
to  the  end. 

事到 頭來。 r 事到其 
間  the  affair  has  come  to  a  head 
or  reached  the  point  at  which 
action  must  be  taken;  the  time 
has  come. 

着 急 到頭兒 when 
their  anxiety  reached  the  climax. 

到 月頭兒  at  the  end  of  the 
month. 

到 次日。 n  the  next  day. 
到關 on  arriving  at  the  Custom¬ 

house. 

回 到本旗  t0  •  return  to  his 
proper  Banner, 一 as  a  Manchu. 

甚 麽分你 4 上 to  what 
point ?  how  far? 

^Ij  to  arrive  in  the  jurisdic¬ 
tion  of.... 

季 纽  to  come  before  a  Court. 

報李 Ij  to  report  arrival. 
到得  arrived  at  =  when;  as 

soon  as. 

到 4
 

io,792 

倒
 3 

io,793 
R •號皓 

See 到 

Rising  and Sinking 

Upper. 

受||  得去； will  do ;  to  be  good enough. 

麥 J  今  till  now. 到 日付淸  to  be  paid  in  full on  the  day  appointed. 

0  期不到  before  the  day  or time  appointed. 

週姜 (J  complete ;  thorough. 

周 旋不到  not  enough  to  go round ;  wanting  in  attention  or 
hospitality. 

那仵 事我作 不到1 
can’t  manage  that  affair.  Also, 
I  don’t  do  that  sort  of  thing. 

愛] 家  to  reach  home ;  fully  ； thoroughly. 

送客， S 到家 when  you see  a  guest  off,  see  him  home, 

— if  you  do  a  thing  at  all,  do it  well. 

^  ̂1]  ̂   to  thrust  home.
 

金 T  李11  家  to  drive  a  nail  home., 這個活 ，你 沒做穿 j 家 
you  have  not  done  this  work 
well. 

問到家  to  thoroughly  ques¬ tion. 

茄唐飼 家  altogetherWideof the  mark;  astray. 

想不到  unexPected- 誰又 想得到 他來呢 
who  would  have  thought  he’d have  come? 

櫊不到 眼裏 he  dc>es  not put  it  in  his  eye, — he  regards 
it  as  a  mere  trifle. 

各處都 找到了  1  have looked  everywhere  for  it. 

都 看到了  I  have  inspected them  all. 

是你 那個話 遞不到 
you  simply  had  nothing  to  say, 一 
in  self-defence. 

到是 你要多 少錢罷 
to  come  to  the  point,  how 

much  do  you  ask? 

To  fall  down  ；  to  topple 

over ;  to  become  bankrupt  ； 

to  lie  down  ；  to  knock  down. 

倒陽  to  fall  on  one’s  back. 

倒 陰  to  fall  on  one’s  face. 
跌 倒  to  fall  down, — as  whan 
walking. 

io,793 

他在冰 上栽倒 he  sliPPed 
down  on  the  ice. 

死倒地  fell  dead  to  the 

ground. 

倒 地葫蘆 rolling  on  the ground  like  a  gourd, — of  a  drun¬ ken  man. 

倒 塌。1 ■倒胡 ■  to  ̂ PPle  over, as  a  building;  to  fail,  as  a  firm. 

倒 倒險瞼  tottering;  stag¬ gering. 

倒身 下拜  prostrated  himself 
and  made  obeisance. 

打倒  to  knock  down.  i 

椎倒  to  push  over. 
倒 在床上 t0  lie  down  on  a 
bed.  } 

講 -倒。 r 辯倒 to  bowl  a person  over  in  argument. 

他把 我摔倒 了  he  threw 
me  down. 

壓 倒元白 tQ  beat 元稼 Yuan  Chen  and  白 居渴  P。 I 

Chu-i, 一 at  verse-making. 

倒 造 01 ■倒蓮  chaDge  of  luck， -- from  good  to  bad. 

倒賬。 1 ■倒  fi(hans'1) 。>*倒 
閉 or  倒罷  to  become  bank¬ 

rupt. 

遂致倒 閉  and  so  they  fel1 
and  closed, 一 became  bankrupt. 

把舖子 倒出去 handed 
over  the  shop  to  him, 一 as  when 

selling  the  goodwill  of  a  business. 

倒出錢 來 T 再 when  ymi 
have  received  your  money,  then 
etc. 

要  tt{ 倒  wanting  to  sell  it, — 
e.g.  of  a  shop. 

把舖子 倒過來 he  bou6ht 
the  goodwill  of  the  shop. 

倒價  extra  sum  paid  for  the right  of  sub-letting. 

別 隨風倒  d。 nQt  bend  with 
the  wind, 一 as  plants,  etc.,  but 
have  a  will  of  your  own. 

拉 倒了  it  is  pulled  down; 
there  is  an  end  of  the  matter. 

倒 (^]  t0  change  from  one  bin 
'  into  another, — as  grain. 

絶 倒  excessive  laughter. 
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以博 閱者之 一絶倒 
而 已  merely  to  afford  my 
readers  a  good  hearty  laugh. 

倒 草。 r 倒嚼  to  chew  the 
cud. 

經 鎗不倒  stricture. 

帥 字旗無 風自倒 & 
general’s  flag  falling  down  with¬ 
out  wind, — considered  as  a  cer¬ 
tain  omen  of  defeat. 

墙倒 衆人椎  every  one 
gives  a  shove  to  a  falling  wall. 

脾胃 倒了。 my  stomach  is  out of  order. 

攀倒大 樹有柴 燒 if 
you  pull  down  a  big  tree  you 

will  get  fuel  to  burn,  —  leave 
small  trees  (and  people)  alone. 

倒韻  to  spoil  the  rhyme, — as  by 
a  wrong  tone. 

倒頭經 a  mass  performed  on 
the  day  of  death. 

倒換  to  exchange  for;  to  sub¬ 
stitute  for. 

倒 換班兒  to  work  in  alter¬ 
nate  shifts;  to  relieve  each  other 
alternately. 

倒賠  to  find  or  repay  money 
due  from  another. 

倒裝  to  unpack;  to  “open  out,” 
as  goods. 

Read  tao、.  To  pour  out. 
To  invert;  to  transpose. 

Contrary  to  expectation  ; 

and  yet  ；  nevertheless.  See 
n,375 

倒茶  to  pour  out  tea. 

倒 上茶來 pQur  cut  and 
hand  tea. 

倒出一 林水來  pour  out 
a  glass  of  water. 

不說 自己倒 出了反 

來罰我 y。11  ignore  the  fact 
that  you  yourself  have  pat  it 

(a  word)  at  the  wrong  end,  and 

even  try  to  fine  me, 一 when  1 
was  right. 

今日 無酒倒 ，莫 如暍 

靜茶  when  one  has  no  wine, 
there  is  nothing  like  a  little  tea, 

— make  the  best  of  what  you 
have  got. 

倒溜兒 a  syphon- 

倒
 3 

io,793 
顚 倒是非  to  confound  right and  wrong. 

顚 倒大意  to  reverse  or invert  the  meaning.  [Tao%  may 
here  be  read  fao\  and  mean 

“spoil”  or  “make  nonsense  of.’’] 

君 臣以分 / 汾已 倒矣 
the  roles  of  sovereign  and  mi¬ 
nister  are  now  transposed. 

倒 背着手 Putting  the  hands behind  the  back. 

倒懸  hanging  head  downwards; 
in  great  straits  or  suffering. 

倒捲  to  roll  up  backwards. 

倒退  to  retire;  to  walk  back¬ wards. 

倒看 t。  look  at  upside  down. See  10,143. 

所以 乃三字 是倒句 
the  order  of  the  three  words 

so,  i， and  naiy  is  inverted. 

此倒 裝句也  the  proper order  in  this  sentence  is  inverted. 

倒座  rooms  facing  the  main 
buildings  of  a  house. 

^|]  ̂   ̂   to  fall  head-over-he
els. 

成家的 倒有病 ，崴家 

的 倒無病  the  one  who  has succeeded  in  life  is  made  to 

suffer,  while  the  one  who  has 
wrecked  himself  is  not. 

這倒 也說得 好 what  you say  is  very  true  or  very  much 
to  the  point. 

券倒 ¥ 須寫。 h， y。11  need not  draw  up  a  bond  (or  receipt). 

倒不如 矢 雨 k  is  not  s。 good  as  heavy  rain  after  all. 

我唱， 你倒不 彈1 sinS 
but  you  don’t  play. 

我倒不 言語， 你倒說 

長說短  I  will  say  nothing, 
you  go  on  saying  what  you  like. 

倒過  to  transpose. 

倒着過 兒 the_ng  way  up. 

倒過 兒是我 if  1  were 
you ，… 

倒 也罷了  that  will  do  very well  then ;  nothing  more  need 
be  said  about  it. 

一進 門時倒 也勤謹 
when  he  first  came  into  the 

family,  he  was  diligent  and  res¬ 
pectful  enough, — but  ̂ tc.  etc. 

m 

io,793 

棒 
3 

m 

10.794 

r. 皓 

See 島 

Rising  Upper. 

w 

10.795 R •尤號 

籌道 
Even  and 
Sinking 

Lower. 

懦
 3 

10.796 

R •尤 

儔 
Even  Lower. 

檩 

10.797 

倒像 厭惡卜 4) ⑽ the  cc>n- 
trary,  he  seems  to  dislike  them. 

本 來笨的 ，倒 說聰明 
jie  is  naturally  stupid,  and  yet 
is  called  clever. 

你是那 裏人， 倒會說 
where  do  you  come  from 

that  you  are  able  to  talk? 

倒拉 (。> •流） 刺  a  hang-nail. 

倒掛刺  Casalpinia  sepiaria、 
Roxb. 

倒掛鳥  the  love-bird  of  For¬ mosa  {Loricula)1  which  hangs 
with  its  head  down. 

倒閜兒  a  screen  to  hide  a 
^staircase. 

Read  tao1  (in  Peking). 

倒氣  to  gasp  for  breath. 

倒線  to  wind  thread. 

A  mound  ；  a  tumulus. 

A  canopy  ；  the  canopy  of 

heaven  ；  the  sky. 

覆禱  to  cover  and  curtain,  as the  sky;  used  in  the  sense  of Nature. 

無不  P  禱  there  is
  nothinS 

which  it  does  not  cover. 

覆 禱雖廣 ，嗟 不容乎 

此生 though  the  universe  is wide,  alas!  there  is  no  place  in 
•  it  for  me. 

Grieved  ；  pained. 

情恨 不釋  my  grief  and  rage
 

are  not  laid  aside. 

Same  as  10,791. 



T-A.O 

1。，798 

豪尤 
號 

萄籌 
Even  Lower. 

禱 3
 

To  cover  over；  to 

envelop. 

to, 799 

R •皓號 

C.  t'-ou See 到 

Rising  Upper. 

m 
io,8oo R. 皓 

C.  tou2- 

H. 三於 au、 t^au"1 

fau) 

F.  tod^ 
W.  ̂ doe 

N.  doa 

P 

M. 

Y.  toaJ 

Sz.  tau* K.  to 

J.  td^  do 

A.  ddu、 一 

To  pray.  See  10,448. 

禱祝。 1 ■禱 告。 r 禱念 tc> 
pray, — as  to  gods. 

禱切  to  pray  earnestly  that . , 

默禱  to  mutter  a  prayer. 

丘之 禱久矣 l  Confucius, 
have  long  prayed. 

獲罪於 i 天 ，無 所禱也 he  who  offends  against  God  has 
none  to  whom  he  can  pray. 

是  such  is  my  prayer, — a  con 
ventional  phrase  used  in  letters 
at  the  end  of  a  request. 

^gto  worship, — as  in  temples. 

當以 人爲禱  we  must  offer 
up  a  man  with  our  prayers，, 
as  a  sacrifice. 

Sinking  Lower 

Irregular. 

Rice  growing  in  the  field 

[Oryza  sativa、 L.)  ；  paddy. 

陸稻。 r 旱稻米  rice  grown 
in  ordinary  fields,  without  water. 

水稻米  rice  grown  in  paddy- 
fields  which  are  specially  flood¬ 
ed  with  water. 

撒稻  to  sow  rice. 

稻塲  or  稻埋  a  smooth  con¬ 
crete  floor  for  drying  rice. 

大稻埋  Twatutia, — the  seat 
of  the  Tamsui  tea-market. 

打稻子  to  beat  rice  out  of  the ear. 

稻孫  shoots  of  rice  from  the 
old  root. 

蹈
」
 

4  10,801 R. 號 
See 道 

Sinking 

Lower, 

To  tread  on  -  to  trample 

on  -  to  violate.  To  follow  ; 
to  observe.  5^581,  10,^51 

[Commonly  read  taoz.] 

足 之蹈之 ，手 之舞之 
dancing  with  the  feet  and  gesti¬ 
culating  with  the  hands,— from 

joy. 
踐蹈 t。  tread  on;  to  trample, 

蹈
4
 

io,8oi 

w 

10,802 

R. 號 

prrL 

10,803 

RJ 

See 道 

Sinking 

Lower. 

[ 1340  ] 

蹈平 t。 raze  to  the  ground. 

蹈法  to  trample  on  laws. 

人方 蹈我之 瑕 justatthe time  when  people  were  down 

upon  my  faults, — of  adminis¬ tration. 

高蹈 t。  walk  high, — used  ofj 
officials  who  throw  up  office  and 
retire  to  the  hills  as  hermits,  etc. 

蹈  to  follow  in  a  beaten  track ; 
to  imitate;  to  plagiarise. 

蹈 常襲故 tQ  follow  mere 
routine. 

循 規蹈矩  to  behave  accord ing  to  the  square  and  compasses. 一 in  an  orderly  manner. 

C.  tou 

H.  t'-au 
F.  toa 

W.  doe 

N.  doa 
P.  tau 

M.  tau、 t^au Y.  tioa、 toa 

Sz.  tau 

K.  to 

J.  td^  do 
A.  dieu、 dau Sinking 

Lower. 

Grieved  -  afflicted. 

可悼  very  sad. 悼哭。 r 悲悼  to  bewail;  to 
be  grieved. 

悼嘆  to  sigh  with  grief. 

悼亡詩  an  ode  “in  mem 

oriam.” 七 年曰悼 at  seven  years  old, a  child  is  called  tao. 

傷悼  to  lament  the  untimely death  of  a  child. 

A  robber  ；  a  bandit  ；  a 

highwayman  ；  a  pirate.  To 
steal.  See  6126. 

盜賊。 r 盜 匪  thieves ;  bri¬ 

gands. 强  highwaymen ;  bandits. 

盗  bandits ;  rebels. 

海盜。 洋盜  pirates. 

小  a  footpad， 

盜首 w 盜魁  the  chief  of  a gang  of  robbers. 

遇盜  to  fall  among  thieves, — as  on  a  journey. 

失  to  have  one’s  house  robbed. 

盜 去 盜取。 1 •盜 竊0 r 

盜劫  to  steal. 公 取窈取 皆爲盜 t。 
take  things— openly,  and  to  take 
things  secretly,  are  both  classed 

10,803 

as  theft. 

10,804 

m 
10,805 

眺1
 

io,8o6 

R •豪 

■no 

盜所 隱器與 盜同罪 
the  receiver  is  as  guilty  as  the 
thief. 

盗 賣  to  sell  the  property  of another. 

盜帑  to  rob  the  public  purse. 

盜亦有 道  there  is  TAO  even 
in  thieving, 一 i.e.  a  systematic 

way  of  planning  and  carrying  out； a  theft. 

慢 藏誨盗  to  be  negligent  in  j pitting  things  away  leads  to 

thieving. 

盜風  the  practice  of  thieving.! 

爲 盜捕盜 k  a  ease  of 
thieves  catching  thieves, — well adapted. 

盜用  to  purloin  and  use, 一 e.g^ 
an  o 伍 cial  seal. 

C.  f'ou H.^au F.  toa W.  / 办 

N.  doa 

P.  M.  t^au 
Y.  tKoa 

Sz.  tKau K.  to 

],td 

A.  dau Even  Lower. 

*盗  to  rob  and  kill. 

命 盜案件  cases  of  robbery 
involving  murder. 

盜名 t。  steal  a  person’s  name or  trade-mark. 

掩 耳盜鈴  to  stuff  one’s  ears 
and  steal  a  bell, — thinking  that 
no  one  else  will  hear  the  ringing. 

、盗 an  alarm  of  thieves. 

代 爲盜啤 fraudulently 
changed  it  for  him. 

盜 照視之 he 均 took  a 
light  and  looked  at  her. 

絡 night-sweats. 

盜水  polluted  water;  see  6126. See  12,056. 

Same  as  10,799. 

T"-A.O- 

To  weep；  to  wail. 

號— 2 眺痛哭 wailing  and 
bitter  weeping. 

先號心 1 眺 而狻笑 tQ 
cry  at  first  and  laugh  afterwards. 

啜眺  to  squall, ― ^as  a  child. 
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桃1
 

10,807 

R. 豪 
F.  t^oa 

See 
萄 

Even  Lower. 

The  peach  [Prunus  per- 

sica^  S.  &  Z.) ;  used  pictori- 

ally  as  an  emblem  of  longe¬ 

vity,  from  the  peaches  in 

the  garden  of  西王毋 

the  Lady  ofSiwah  [see  8067), 

which  conferred  immortal¬ 

ity  on  those  who  ate  them, 

the  legend  being  obviously 

that  of  Hera  and  the  Gar¬ 

den  of  the  Hesperides.  See 

6884,  8632,  9502. 

桃兒。 r 桃子  peaches. 

山桃  Prunus  per  sic  a、 S.  &  Z. 
vai\  Davidiamiy  Max. 

桃仁  peach-kernels. 

桃核  peach-stones. 
胡桃  foreign  peach  (see  4930) 

m 核桃  the  walnut  {/uglans 

regia,  L.). 

1 1 1  相匕  Juglans  Sieboidiana、 
Max. 

桃肉  shelled  walnuts. 

桃花  peach-blossoms. 

桃花蓮 a  peach-blossom  des¬ 
tiny, 一 a  life  of  profligacy. 

命 犯桃花  fate  made  her  a 
prostitute. 

桃花水 or 桃巩 sPring 
freshets.  The  first  is  also  snow. 

桃花 锻 mortar，  — consisting  of 
7  parts  lime  to  3  of  earth. 

桃紅  the  colour  of  pe^ch-blos- 
soms;  pink. 

含桃。 r 楼桃 w  13,322. 

桃月  the  3rd  moon. 

李 代桃僵  the  plum-tree  per¬ 
ishes  for  the  peach,— the  wrong 
man  suffers. 

桃李  peaches  and  plums;  dis- 

不失 爲師門 桃李 he 
will  not  fail  in  the  duty  of  a 
disciple  towards  his  master. 

桃 園結義  the  oath  of  fidel¬ 
ity  sworn  in  the  peach-orchard, 

一 between  Liu  Pei,  Kuan  Yu, 
and  Chang  Fei,  to  protect  the 
House  of  Han  against  the  Yellow 

Turban  rebels,  2nd  century  a.d. 
See  9994. 

祧1
 

io,8o7 二桃 殺三士  two  peaches kill  three  warriors, 一 referring  to 

a  plot  by  which  the  three  chief 

generals  of  the  Duke  of  齊 

Ch‘i  were  got  rid  of  through 

the  agency  of  晏 、嬰  Yen  Ying. 

Peaches  were  given  to  two  of 

them  in  token  of  their  superior¬ 
ity  to  all  the  generals  of  Ch^; 

but  subsequently,  on  discover¬ 
ing  the  third  general  to  be  greater 

than  themselves,  they  both  com¬ 
mitted  suicide  from  mortification. 

Shocked  at  this  tragedy,  the  third 

general  followed  suit. 

雙桃兒  a  pair  of  peaches;  an unshaven  tuft  of  hair  over  each 

ear  of  a  child. 

桃 氏爲刃  the  duty  of  the tlao  shih  (a  petty  official  under 
the  Chou  dynasty)  was  to  super¬ 
intend  the  making  of  blades. 

夭桃  tender  peach-blossoms. 

桃夭合  the  happiness  of  mar¬ ried  life. 

桃枝 a  wand  used  in  sorcery. 
[Demons  are  said  to  fear  peach- 
wood  because  Hou  I  was  killed 

with  a  peach  wood  staff.] 

^符  slips  of  peach-wood  used as  charms;  also,  scrolls  or  charms 

printed  from  peach-wood  blocks. 
— feared  by  demons^ 

桃橛  poles  of  peach-wood,  used as  above. 

扁桃。 r 剛兒桃 the  flat 

peach. 

哈蜜桃  the  honey  peach  from Khamil. 

陽 (。> ■楊) 桃 oa  caram- bolay  L. 

仙桃 a  fig- 佛桃  a  fragrant  kind  of  Citrus. 

桃 乳 01 ■桃膠 Peach  gum. 

香桃  a  lemon. 棉花桃  the  flower-bud  ofj cotton. 

央竹桃  Nerium  odor  urn  ̂   So 
land. 

獼猴  Actviidiachinensis^X. 

苦桃  Primus  Ssiori,  F.  &  S. 

金 絲-桃 "W" ⑽  Ascyron,  L. 

毛桃兒  Broussonetia  papyri- 
feray  Vent. 

桃虫。 r 桃雀  the  love-bird. 

10.808 

R •豪 

C.  it^ou 

M.  I 

Y.  ct、ioa 

See 忉萄 

K.  cho、to 

J •印 . 

A.  dau、jUu 

Even 

Irregular. 

逃:
 

10.809 

R. 豪 

See 萄 

Even  Lower. 

ir 10,810 

R •豪 

See 錢 

Even  Lower. 

Name  of  a  large  affluent 
of  the  Yellow  River.  To 

wash. 

洮湖  name  of  a  lake  in  Kan- 
suh. 

汰洮  to  rinse:  to  cleanse.  See 
5209. 

姚 羊  the  Dseren  or  goitred  ante¬ 
lope. 

To  flee ；  to  escape；  to 
abscond.  See  9465， 

逃走。 r 逃 跑。 r 逃 t：or 
逃逸。 r 脫逃。 r 逃遁& 

逃躲。 r 逃 避。 ̂ 逃 匿。 r 

逃竄。 r 逃閃  to  run  away; to  desert;  to  abscond；  to  keep 

out  of  sight；  to  avoid ；  to  sneak 

off. 

逃往  absconded  to ... . 
逃散  to  run  off  in  all  directions. 

逃生 or 逃命 to  fly  for  (or 
escape  with)  one’s  life. 

逃難 (  nanS)  to  run  a  vay  from trouble. — as  political  disturb¬ ances,  etc. 

逃兵  a  deserter, 
to  desert. 

逃軍  to  run  away  from  the  place- of  banishment. 

逃旗 t。  run  away  from  one’s Banner, — and  the  general  obli¬ 

gations  of  a  Manciiu. 

逃荒  to  flee  from  famine  dis¬ 
tricts. 

逃人  fugitives. 逃奴  fugitive  slaves. 
逃犯  an  escaped  criminal. 

逃兒  an  escaped  murderer. 

在逃  at  large. 
逃學  to  play  truant. A  small  flat  drum  with 

a  handle,  used  by  pedlars 

and  having  two  buttons 

attached  by  short  pieces  of 
twine  in  such  a  way  as 

to  strike  the  drum  when 



io,8ii 

皓篠 
S«e 萄 

Even  Lower. 

rno 
1342 

T'-A-O 

io,8io 

twirled  rapidly  backwards 

and  forwards.  [Also  writ¬ 
ten  紹 •] 

懸鞔  to  hang  up  a  drum, — as 
Wu  Wang  did  at  the  door  of 

his  palace,  for  the  use  of  those 
who  came  to  give  him  advice. 

A  colt. 

See 叨 

Even  Lower. 

10,812 

10,813 

R. 豪 
See 叨 

Even  Upper. 

Same  as  10,810. 

Excessive  •’  insolent.  To 

pass  away.  [Commonly 

read  tiao2,\ 

揩1
 10,814 R. 豪 

See 叨 

Even  Upper. 

無 卽悄淫  make  no  approach to  insolent  dissoluteness. 

日 月其怕  the  days  and months  pass  by. 

悄 悄不歸  long  were  we  there 
without  returning. 

以 樂悄憂  to  conceal 
row  by  joyousness. 

天 命不怕 the  will  of  God 
is  certain.  See  10,818. 

悄心  reckless. 

悄間  leisurely. 

sor- 

To  take  out  ；  to  clean 

out.  Used  with  10,824. 

掐 出賞格  he  produced  the notice  of  reward. 

椙 出錢來  to  produce  mo 
ney, 一 from  the  pocket. 

小洞 椙不出 大螃蠏 
you  don’t  get  a  big  crab  out  of a  small  hole. 

左旋有 梢 (the  driver)  on  the 
l$ft  guiding,  (the  warrior)  on  the 
right  drawing, 一 his  sword. 

椙水 t。  bale  out  water. 

掐井  to  clean  out  a  well.  1 
掐耳朶  to  clean  the  ears. 

椙溝  to  clean  out  .  a  drain. 

椙摸  a  pickpocket. 

措1
 

10,814 

R. 

m
1
 

10,815 

豪 

归 

io,8i6 

R 豪 

See 叨 

Even  Upper. 

緇 10,817 

掐虱子  to  crack  a  louse.  • 

掐 家雀兒  to  pull  sparrows 
out  of  their  nests. 

掐花  to  pick  flowers. 
掐籌  to  give  out  bamboo  tallies, 一 to  carrying  coolies. 

A  tree  mentioned  in  the 

爾雅  Erh  Yay  (?)  same  as 2303. 

Rushing  water ;  a  torrent. 

滔濫  to  overflow. 

汶 水泪滔  the  waters  of  the 
Wen  sweep  on. 

武 夫辑消 the  tro°ps  ad_ 
vanced  like  a  torrent 

滔滔不 斷古今 流11  has never  ceased  to  roll  in  this  great 
stream. 

m 滔 者天下 皆是也 

W 

10,819 

10,820 

R •豪 

C.  t^otl 
H. 於 au 

F.  t^oa 

W.  tsoe 

N.  t^oa 

P.  j  t'au^  ’ 

M.  j  tau 

^  ̂   science  of  military  strategy, 

韜光  to  sheathe  brightness, 一 
used  of  an  able  man  living  in 
retirement. 

韜晦  to  sheathe  oneself  in  dark¬ ness;  to  hide  one’s  light  undei a  bushel. 

朝晦之 計&  plan  of  sham¬ ming  “silly.” 

以 被韜面  he  covered  up  hi: 
face  with  the  bedclothes. 

10,818 

R •豪 

See 叨 

Even  Upper. 

m 10,819 

R •豪 

M 叨 

Even  Upper. 

the  whole  empire  is  in  this  state 
of  ferment. 

滔 滔淸辯 ，矢 口不移 
(the  witness)  though  repeatedly 
challenged,  adhered  stoutly  to 
his  statement. 

白 浪滔夭  the  white  waves dashed  against  the  sky. 

惡滔天  wicked  beyond  all bounds;  outrageous. 

天 降滔德  God  gave  them their  insolent  dispositions. 

滔風  the  east  wind. 
Same  as  10,835. 

To  doubt  ；  to  suspect. 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

詔 355.] 

天道不 諸  there  is  no  un¬ certainty  in  the  ways  of  God 

A  scabbard  ；  a  sheath. 

Wide ；  just;  liberal. 

銷弓  to  put  a  bow  in  its  case. 
^  military  tactics ;  strategy. 

Y.  tKau 
Sz.  tLau^  v.  tau 

K.  to 

J.  to 

A.  t'au 

Even  Upper. 

To  desire  ；  to  be  addictec 

to  ；  to  enjoy ;  to  receive 

[To  be  distinguished  froir 

H.039.]- 

貪 叨凶淫  addicted  to  cruel ty  and  lust. 

猶 叨魚肉  a  cat  is  fond  offish 

幸 叨天眷 happily  we  re 
ceived  divine  protection. 

^  ̂   ̂   I  have
  been  man] 

years  in  receipt  of  your  instruc 
tions. 

叨光  to  receive  advantage  from 一 used  by  shopkeepers  of  thei 
customers.  Also,  to  have  a  fa vour  to  ask. 

叨擾 i  have  put  you  to  mucl trouble, 一 z  conventional  forn 
of  thanks  for  an  entertainment 

叨恩  to  receive  bounty. 

叨沐。 r  叨恭1  am  in  receiP 
of  many  favours  from  you. 

叨叨  strident. 

旬 
10,821 

Read  tao1.  To  gabble 

see  4774.  To  be  mixed  up 

叨 叨念念  t。 sh°w  iu-temPe by  grumbling. 

叨叨人 tQ  nag at- 

絮 絮叨叨 perpetual  nag 

ging-  f 

叨嘮  to  find  fault  with ;  to  scold 

他 的事 PT 叨極了  iU difficult  to  serve  him  because  h< is  so  exacting. 

Same  as  10,831 
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R. 

啕 
2 

10,822 

豪 

萄 
Even  Lower. 

掏 
10.823 

淘 2
 

10.824 

R •豪. 
C.  iLou 

H.  t^au 
F.  toa 

W.  dot 

N.  doa 

P. 

M. 

Y.  f"oa 
Sz.  fau 

K.(o 
. dd 

A.  dau 

Even  Lower. 

J  t^au
 

10.825 

R. 豪 
Sec 萄 
Even  Lower. 

絢
 2 

10.826 

R. 豪 
See 萄 
Even  Lower. 

萄1
 

10.827 

R •豪 
C.  f'ou 
H. 产 au 
F.  toa 

W.  doe 

N.  doa 

P.  M. 

Y.  Sz 

K.^ 

J •切〆 r 
A.  dau 

Even  Lower. 

t'au 

To  chatter  ；  to  prattle. 

Used  for  10,806. 

Same  as  10,814. 

To  scour  j  to  clean  out  ； 
to  wash  in  a  sieve.  Used 

with  10,814. 

洵乾淨  to  clean  out. 

询溝  to  cleanse  a  sewer. 

淘井  to  clean  out  a  well. 

淘米  to  wash  rice  in  a  sieve. 

淘沙  to  sift  sand;  to  sift  a  dust- heap. 

淘金沙  to  wash  for  gold. 

淘氣  frolicsome ;  mischievous. 
Also,  irritation,  or  irritating. 

询裏  of  the  (same)  lot  of. 

澝鉗河  the  river  Toro,  in 
Kirin. 

滴河。 r 消鵝  the  pelican ; 
see  4991. 

Happiness.  Divine ;  spi¬ 
ritual. 

To  bind  ；  to  twist;  to 
braid. 

鋦住  tied  up, 一 as  a  dog. 

結網  to  make  fast. 

索梅  to  twist  ropes. 

The  grape.  See  9497. 

掏 
2 

10,828 

r •豪 

See 萄 

Even  Lower. 

10.829 

R. 豪 

See 萄 

Even  Lower. 

m 
10.830 

r. 豪 

See 萄 

Even  Lower. 

陶 2
 

10.831 

R •豪蕭 

F.  toa^ yeu^kiu 

萄遙 
Even  Lower. 

The  sleeve  of  a  robe. 

Drunk.  See  7684. 

Blunt,  as  a  knife. 

A  kiln  for  making  pot¬ 

tery  ； to  fashion.  To  look 

pleased. 

醜陶 a  kiln. 

陶場  a  potter’s  field. 

陶人  a  potter. 陶器  pottery；  earthenware 

用 代陶萁  u^ed  instead  of 
tiles. 

陶 犬萁鷄  dogs  and  fowls  of pottery, — formerly  set  to  watch 

at  graves;  sc.  useless. 

陶 治  Potters  and  founders;  used 
figuratively  in  an  educational 
sense；  licking  into  shape. 

陶 鈞萬品  to  bring  into  order the  various  things  in  the  uni¬ 
verse, 一 of  God,  or  Nature. 

陶‘。 r  陶銘  t。 melt;  t。 fuse. 

君 子陶陶  my  husband  looks delighted. 

陶 陶自得 in  a  happy  frame of  mind. 

陶暢。 r 陶 然 j°yful;  happy. 

陶情  to  become  expansive, 一 as under  the  influence  of  wine, 

anxiously ;  anxieties. 

陶乐公  a  millionaire.  See Biog.  Diet.  No.  540. 

Read  yao1.  Name  of  a 
minister, 拿 陶  Kao  Yao, 

of  the  Emperor  Shun. 

霄 10,832 

R. 豪 

H.  ctau 

See 萄 

Even  Lower. 

捧]
. 

10,833 

R •豪 

See 萄 

Even  Lower. 

A  block 

blockhead. 

of  wood  ;  a 

m 

10,834 

r •豪— 

See 道 萄 

、•  Even  and 

Sinking 

Lower. 

w 

10,83s 

R. 豪 

See 叨 

Even  Upper. 

禱杭  nickname  of  a  worthless descendant  of  the  legendary 

Emp.  Chuan  Hsii;  hence,  a  block¬ 
head.  Also,  a  name  given  to 

the  annals  of  the  State  of 

Ch‘u. 

檮 杌間評  the  Leisure  Notes 
of  a  Blockhead, — the  name  of 
a  book. 

檮眛  ignorant;  stupid. 
Great  waves ;  billows. 

Name  of  a  river  in  Ssu- ch‘uan. 

波濤  waves  and  billows. 

海 濤翻滚  surging  billows. 
松濤  the  waving  pines.  • 
濤神  the  title  under  which  伍^ 

負  Wu  Yuan  (6th  and  5th  cent. 
b.c.)  has  been  deified. 

潮濤  the  tides- 

A  feather  screen  or  fan, 

used  by  actors. 

10,836 

R. 豪 

See 叨 

Even  Upper. 

A  cord；  a  band ^  a  sash； 

fringe.  [To  be  distinguish¬ ed  from  倏  10,085  and  條 n,095.] 

絲絛  a  silk  girdle. 
絛 子辮子  silk  braided  in  the 

queue. 打絛子  to  twist  cord. 

狗牙# 子  dog-tooth  or 
notched  border  or  fringe. 

To  enter.  [To  be  distin¬ 
guished  from  本 8846.] 
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饕 
10.837 R .豪 

See 叨 

Even  Upper. 

討
 S 10.838 R •睹 

See 叨 

K.  t^o 
Rising  Upper. 

Covetous  ；  gluttonous  - 
greedy. 

貪 財爲馨  greed  for  money 
is  called  tlaox,  丨 

何能滿 其 _  ■ hDw  can his  greed  be  satisfied  ? 

攀腹  a  “greedy-gut.” 

馨餐 如 11,159. 

黎 馨念念  chattering. 
10,820  tao. 

To  punish  ；  to  carry  on 

war  against  ；  to  extermi¬ 
nate  ； to  put  to  death  ；  see 

9433.  To  ask  for;  to  de¬ 
mand  ； to  get  ；  to  incyr. 

See  3250. 

天 討有罪  God  punishes  the 
guilty.  [The  first  two  characters 
are  now  often  used  in  the  sense 

of  “The  Emperor  will  punish.”] 

言寺  t0  reduce  ta  subjection； 
to  punish. 

討 賊  to  exterminate  rebels. 

^  to  suppress  disorder, 

gij*  to  ask  for  food, — to  beg. 

討皇曆 ，看 個吉日 
called  for  an  almanac,  to  find 
out  a  lucky  day. 

討 求  to  ask  for;  to  beg. 

g、 于 賞  to  ask  for  a  gratuity, 

gij*  to  demand. 

討債 QI ■討賬 tQ  aPP1^  fOT debts.  t. 

g^}*  to  ask  favours.  See  2187, 
11,368. 

討 to  seek  bail；  to  find  se- 1  curity. 

討 限  to  ask  for  (an  extension 
of)  the  time-limit, — in  which  to 

produce  a  criminal'. 
討  to  ask  for  an  opinion;  to 

discuss. 

新婦  to  procure  a  wife  for 
one’s  son. 

討 牒 (saok)  to  make  one  a- 
shamed ;  to  cover  with  confusion. 

§>j*  頭路  t0  seek  employment. 

討 脚程 t0  make  out  the  stages 
of  a  journey. 

gij-  to  seek  for  a  substitute. 

w 
10.838 

w 10.839 R •號皓 

C.  t^ou 
H.  t^au 
F.  t^oa 
W.  t^oe 
N.  t'oa 

P. 

M.  f'au Sz. 

Y.  ̂ 0.. K.  ̂ 0 

J.  to 

A.  sau Sinking 

Upper. 

討  to  bring  trouble  or  annoy¬ 
ance  on  oneself;  to  put  one’s entertainer  to  trouble  (see  5586). 

討厭 or  討嫌  t0  incur  dis- like;  hateful;  provoking. 

to  challenge  to  battle. 

只 要討 個公道 i  _ want  to  get  justice. 

討  to  get  advantage  from. 

你討 不出好 來 you  won’t get  any  good  out  of  it. 

招 言寸  a  great  commander; 
a  generalissimo. 

討 打  you  want  a  hiding ! 

A  case  ；  a  covering;  a 

snare  ；  to  envelop ;  to  in¬ 
clude.  Numerative  of  suits 

of  clothes,  of  two  or  more 

volumes  in  separate  cases 

or  wrappers,  of  despatches, 
etc. 

a  case  for  holding  volumes 

of  a  book.  See  below • 

or  an  envelope. 

外  an  outside  robe;  an  over¬ coat. 

gloves. leggings  drawn  over  the 
trousers. 

^  outer  clothing.  See  below, 

套 上衣服 to  put  on  one’s 
clothes. 

利 ̂  an  outer  coffin. cups  fitting  one  inside  the 
other, 

皮  a  hood  for ’a  falcon. 

套車 ot 套出來 to  harness; to  get  .  a  cart  ready.  See  below, 

套 子 or  套 兒  aloop;an—oose. 
4 馬  to  lasso  a  horse. a  lasso. 

圈  a  noose :  a  snare;  a  trap. 
to  fall  into  a  trap.  Also, 

to  plagiarise. 
弄個 套兒把 他套上 

lay  a  trap  to  catch  him. 

脫  to  get  out  of  a  snare;  to 
escape;  not  to  follow  the  fashion ; 
to  be  eccentric. 

w 
10,839 

套背狼  garotterS- 
八 套  the  eight  toilet  necessaries.； 

^  a  contemptuous  term  for Manchu  Tartars,  under  the Mings. 

套 調頭。 r 套人 家的 

•文  to  plagiarise;  to  borrow the  figures  or  words  of  another 
writer. 

套 連? ̂ 兒  inseParably  co
n¬ 

nected;  not  to  be  separated  or 
distinguished,  as  (e.g,)  two  per-; 
sons*  accounts. 

了去  extracted;  wormed 
out. 

铜  a  false,  keel. 

套  ％  兒  a  small  study;  any small  room  opening  from  an¬ 

other.  一 

二房間  chien>k  套 tw0  rooms opening  one  into  the  other. 

套 描花押  to  forge  a  signa- 

ture. 

套 板  blocks  for  printing  in  t^o colours;  coffin  planks. 

河 套 冬涧  the  bed  of  the  river 
is  dry  in  winter. 

俗套 cr 通套 套用。 1 

虚  in  common  use;  formal ; conventional. 

俗套 于的話 common  oi 

conventional  phraseology. 

客套 話。1 •套 話 e^yent- 
ional  phraseology  or  convert 

sation, 一 as  used  between  stran-j 
gers  or  previous  to  broaching business  topics. 

套 言不叙  to  omit  convent-; 
ional  phrases, 一 and  proceed  to business. 

彼 此套叙 了一回 b()th 
talked  awhile  in  conventional! 
terms. 

套 氣  formality;  conventionality.’ 

套頭  an  act  of  politeness;  a 
polite  phrase. 

― •套 衣服  a  suit  of  clothe5*i — ■  a  case  of  books, 一 

two  or  more  volumes  in  a  cloth* wrapper. 

備 — •套詳 文 t0  draw  up  an ofRcial  report. 
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10,839 

§1 
10,840 

m 

10,841 

得 
10,842 

R. 蛾 

C.tek 
H.  tet 

F.  taiky  tcih 

W.  te^  dt 
^.tah 

?.UeyUci 
M.  tc 

x.tik 

Sz.  te 

K.  tik 

J.  toku 
A.  d&t、 ddk 

Entering 

Upper. 

- 

一 套戲法  a  conjuror’s  trick, 
— ue.  one  exhibition  of  skill, 
upon  the  conclusion  of  which 

money  is  collected  before  an¬ 
other  trick  is  performed. 

一套傢 伙 a  set  of  tools  or 
implements  of  any  kind. 

二套車  a  pair-horse  cart. 

套包子  a  horse-collar. 

Same  as  10,819. 

Same  as  10,809, 

TES. 

To  get,  as  opposed  to 

失 995 1  ;  to  acquire  ；  to 
attain；  to  effect.  Used  for 

10,845.  ̂ 8510,  13,515. 

得了  I  have  got  it!  it  is  secured ! 
that  will  do!  enough  I  etc.,  etc, 

得 了多少  how  many  have 
you  got? 

得着  了  obtained;  se¬ cured. 

你掙 的錢他 得不着 
{chad1)  he  won’t  get  any  of  your earnings. 

得便  P^en^  宜  to  get  an  ad¬ vantage. 

得意  to  get  one’s  wish. 

得人意  to  be  popular. 

不 大得意 not  very  wel1 satisfied. 

得財  to  get  wealth. 

得利  to  profit. 

得位。 r 得天下 to  get  the 
throne. 

物色 而不得 t。 seek  but 
not  to  find. 

急 於得銀  in  a  hurry  to  get 
hold  of  the  money. 

得失  gain  and  loss;  right  and 
wrong;  (especially)  errors. 

朝事 違謬主 人得失 
that  things  went  wrong  with  the 

得 
10,842 

Government  was  the  fault  of  the 

Emperor. 

譏當 時得失 to  censure  the errors  of  the  time. 

得 一失一  to  get  one  and  lose one. 

得 不償矢  gain  not  equal  to 
loss. 

得 錢賣放  to  get  money  to let  prisoners  escape. 

官職 是念書 裏得出 

來的  official  rank  is  got  by 
study. 

得中 (chung%)  to  obtain ;  to  win. 

寒 暑得中 (^«^')theinter- mediate  season  between  heat  and cold. 

必得  you  will  certainly  get  it. See  below、 teP  • 

得 以不毁  escaped  destruct¬ 
ion. 

問語 所從起 不能得 
he  enquired  how  the  story  had 

arisen,  but  was  not  able  to  find 
out. 

而 豊有所 不得哉 yc)U don’t  come  altogether  badly  out 

of  it, — you  get  something. 

血 氣旣衰 ，戒 之在得 
when  the  physical  powers  are 

decaying,  (the  superior  man.) 

should  guard  against  avarice. 

得乎 天  got  from  God;  natural. 

得病  t。 get  iU- 
今 日得見  I  got  an  interview with  him  to-day. 

是用不 得于道 and therefore  we  did  not  advance 
on  our  road. 

得  to  become  acquainted  with, — the  contents  of  a  letter. 

得確數  to  ascertain  the  exact amount. 

焉〆 得郑  how  can  one  get to  know?-  (read  知  chih%)  how 

can  one  acquire  wisdom  ? 

不可 得“傳 y°u  cannot 
get  it  so  as  to  be  able  to  trans¬ mit  it, — as  inspiration. 

得地步  to  obtain  a  place  to 
stand  upon,  sc.  a  base  for  oper¬ ations, 一 used  in  a  variety  of 
connexions. 

得勝  to  obtain  a  victory. 

得 
10,842 

得勝  coats  so  called  be¬ 
cause  first  adopted  after  the  long 
and  victorious  campaign  against 

the  Formosan  savages  in  the 

reign  of  乾隆  Ch‘ien  Lung, 
when  the  troops  had  worn  away 
all  the  bottom  parts  of  their  long 

jackets. 

得 項  profits;  perquisites;  emol¬ 
uments. 

得罪  see  1 1,910. 

罪 有應得  he  deserves  to  be punished. 

得情  to  get  at  facts  or  feelings. 
如得 其情則 哀矜而 

勿喜  when  you  get  at  the truth,  then  pity  the  accused  and 

rejoice  not, — at  your  own  clever¬ 
ness. 

得其情 之眞僞 t(^et  at 
the  truth  or  falsehood  of  a  matter, 

得民情  to  make  oneself  po¬ 
pular  with  the  people. 

自 以爲 得之矣  thought 
he  had  got  it, 一 the  key  to  the 

puzzle. 

得樣  to  suit  or  look  well. 

極 甚相得  they  suit  one  an¬ 
other  very  well. 

得手 t。  get  into  one’s  hand ; to  obtain;  to  make  sure  of;  to 

depend  upon. 

題 目得手  the  theme  suits 
me  exactly. 

那個 事情狠 得手辦 
that  matter  can  easily  be  put 
through. 

得 毋 快乎  have  you  not  m
ade 

a  mistake  ? 

未得  have  been  unable  to  •  •  • 

不得  must  not;  it  is  not  per¬ missible  to;  not  able  to;  there 

was  no  help  for  it;  nothing  re¬ 
mained  but  to. 

不得不  cannot  but  … 
不得  已  not  able  to  stop.  See 

9921. 

不得已 而爲之 had  n。 
alternative  but  to  do  it. 

皆出于 不得巳 U  Is  in every  case  because  there  is  no 

alternative. 

仙不仙 我 7 得而知 
whether  he  is  an  immortal  or 

not,  I  have  no  means  of  knowing. 

169 
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10,842 
竟不 得見之 he  never  ma- naged  to  get  a  sight  of  him. 

不得來  unable  to  come. 

不得作  not  to  be  done, — of 
something  which  is  too  difficult. 

作 不 得  not  to  be  done, — of something  dishonourable,  etc. 

使不得  ii  will  not  do;  it  is 
cf  no  use. 

不得  I  cannot  wait. 

巴不得 说 85ia 

看得見  able  to  see. 

走得不 遠  I  had  not  gone  far. 

沒得 說 there  is  nothing  to  say. 

省 得費事  to  save  trouble. 

那; 得不爾  how  can  it  not 
be  so? — meaning  that  it  must 
be  so. 

自當無 求不得 ought  to 
get  all  I  ask. 

得 生  t0  gdn  or  regain  life. 

得  to  recover  consciousness. 

得法  to  acquire  the  trick  of 
doing;  to  do  a  thing  with  skill. 

得 寸思尺  t。 get  an  inch  and 
then  want  a  foot, — the  more  he 

gets,  the  more  he  wants. 

得 寸得尺  t0  get  an  inch， t0 
get  a  foot, — of  territory;  used 
in  the  sense  of  never  giving  up 
territory  once  acquired. 

得 ― ■ 望 二  to  gain  one  and 
then  want  two. 

得 隴望蜀  having  got  (the 
State  of)  Lung,  he  wanted  Shu, 

一 said  of  劉備  Liu  Pd. 
得人  to  be  popular ;  to  get  hold 
of  the  right  men,  as  for  sub¬ 
ordinates  or  agents. 

得用  fit  for  use ;  suitable  for  use. 
得風 open  to  the  air;  airy. 

得力  competent;  capable.  See 
6980. 

得味  to  have  an  appetite  for; 
palatable. 

得不是  t。 be  blamed, 
得實  not  prematurely；  when  the 

matter  ia  ripe. 

得預 叻  gain  by  preparation. 

得  to  have  received. 

10,842 

10,843 

p 職 

^ 试 

Entering 

Upper. 

得殼  t。 be  able  tc\  [ 

得有。 r  得受  to  have  or  gain 
possession  of. 

得無  早  is  it  not  too  soon for  that? 

不 然得 無恙 乎 h。％ 
how  did  you  escape  without  in¬ 

jury? 主  the  new  owner, — of  pro¬ 
perty  which  has  been  transferred. 

得以  to  be  able. 
空 {k^ing^)  to  have  time  for. 

得 3 陵  to  have  leisure. 

得 宜  satisfactory. 

得怨 的  to  have  a  grudge against;  to  take  it  ill.  j 

子  to  have  children. 

得官  to  obtain  a  post  in  the public  service.  ) 

得准  having  a  certainty. 
全 complete;  successful.  See 

3176. 
得 全 于*  酒  to  find  consolation 
in  wine. 

得勢疊 肩來， 失勢掉 

去  to  seek  the  acquaintance 
of  a  man  with  money  or  position 

and  to  drop  it  when  he  has  lost them. 

得  to  be  benefited. 
^  it  is  very  fortunate  that; 
happily. 

無以 得夠名 dQ  nQt  sacri_ fice  virtue  to  fame •[得 = 

Read  teiz.  Must  ；  ought. 

必得。 1 ■總得  k  must  neces_ sarily  be  that . . . .  See  above, 

得用多  how  many  will  be wanted  ? 

得甚麽 時候去 at  what time  must  we  go?- 

To  thump  ；  to  beat  ；  to 

squeeze  up  close.  ’、 

w 
10.844 

R •職 

See 得 

Entering 

Upper. 

10.845 

R ••職 

C.  tek 

H.  tet 

F.  taik W.  te 

N.  tah'  tVt 
P.  Ul 

M.  t
e' 

Y.  tek 
Sz.  te 

K.  t'dk 

J.  toku 

A.  dik 

Entering 

Upper. 

Watery；  the  appearance 

of  water.  [Wrongly  used for  10,842.] 

That  which  one  does 

naturally,  spontaneously, 

and  without  being  able  to: 

help  it；  conduct ；  behaviour； 

principles  exemplified  in 

action  ；  energy' ；  power; characteristic  [see  9114); 

influence；  moral  excellence; 

virtue  ；  kindness.  A  Depart¬ 
ment  in  Shantung.  Used 
for  10,842. 

程子曰 德 者得也 the philosopher  Ch4eng  said,  Te  =  te 

(10.842) - 

動以 不得已 之謂德 
to  act  because  one  cannot  help 

it,  is  called  U. 

物得 以生謂 之德 _ 
by  which  things  come  into  exist¬ ence  is  te. 

鷄 之與鷄 ，其 德非不 i 

同 也  the  powers  of  two  hens are  not  dissimilar, — as  far  as 

hatching  goes,  though  small  hens cannot  hatch  large  eggs. 

無能改 於其— he  was 
unable  to  change  the  (evil)  bent； 

of  their  minds. 

君子之 德風， 小人之 

德 草  the  nature  of  rulers  is that  of  the  wind,  while  the  nature 
of  inferiors  is  that  of  grass, — 
when  the  wind  blows,  the  grass 
must  bend 

鬼神之 爲德， 其盛矣 

乎  how  abundantly  do  spiritual beings  manifest  their  powers ! 

二 三 其 德  to  be  changeable' 
in  one’s  conduct. 

聞 郧家二 三其德 hm ing  that  her  fianci  had  been 

making  other  proposals,  一  oi 

marriage. 

民 之失德  loss  of  kindly  feel 
ing  among  the  people. 

滔德  insolent  dispositions. 
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10,845 

惡德 a  bad  disposition. 

犧德  vile  conduct. 

女 有四德  women  have  four 
points  to  which  they  should  pay 

great  attention,  viz.  virtue, 

conversation, 容  looks,  and 

m: 

10,845 

X  needle-work. 

婦 德尙柔  it  is  the  charac¬ teristic  of  women  to  be  in  favour 

of  yielding. 

地德  the  energy  of  earth, — ；as 
manifested  in  the  production  of 

plants,  etc. 

夫地 之德化 (these  phen°- 
mena)  are  brought  about  through 

the  agency  of  heaven  and  earth. 

德行  (hsing^)  virtuous  behav¬ 
iour;  virtuous  acts. 

祖宗 之德行 所 

致  in  consequence  of  the  vir¬ 
tuous  conduct  of  one’s  ancestors. 

神德  divine  power ;  spiritual 
efficacy. 

大德 敦化.  great  virtue  (in one  man)  brings  about  moral 

reform, 一 in  others. 

大 德 (y°ur  Honour’s〉 great  kind¬ ness.  Also  a  title  of  honour  like 

“Reverend,”  given  to  Buddhist 
abbots.  Sanskrit :  bhadanta. 

喪 扣邛、 德。 r 損德 t。 destroy 
one’s  virti^  ;  to  blunt  one?s  moral 
sense, 一 as  by  evil  thoughts  or 
deeds. 

德潤身  virtue  adorns  the  per¬ son. 

德 無常師  virtue  has  no  in- 
variable  model  or  pattern, — to 
which  it  must  conform. 

修德  to  cultivate  one’s  personal 
virtue;  to  give  in  charity. 

德龠  the  cock,— celebrated  for its  five  virtues.  See  810. 

三 德  the  three  phases  of  govern¬ 
ment, — viz.  正直  justice  ac¬ 

cording  to  the  recognised  stan- 

M 剛克  rule  with  a  strong 

hand,  and  柔克  a  mild  admin¬ 
istration,  to  be  employed  each 
as  circumstances  may  require. 

六德 the  six  virtues, — viz.  ̂  
knowledge,  charity, 聖  wis- 

dom, 義  justice, 中  moder¬ 

ation,  conciliation.  See  440. 

蘧 
10,846 

貧 io,847 

R •職 

See 忒 

k.  m 

j.  toku A.  f'dk 

Entering 

Upper. 

作功德  to  perform  meritor¬ ious  acts  or  acts  of  worship. 

作陰德 t。  do  good  deeds  in 
secret  and  so  “lay  up  treasure” 
in  the  next  world. 

有陰 德者天 報以福 
to  those  who  do  good  deeds  in 

secret,  God  gives  happiness  in 
return. 

受人 德必報 kindness should  be  repaid. 

恃 德者昌  those  who  rely  on virtue,  prosper. 

德容  a  happy  face, 

德便  right  and  suitable. 

德耀  the  fame  of  one’s  merits.! 

德政  good  government. 
徳政碰  a  laudatory  tablet. 

上 德不德 ，是 以有德 
perfect  virtue  acquires  nothing, 
therefore  it  obtains  everything. 

[Characters  4  and  8  here  stand 
for  得 .] 

上德 無爲而 無不爲 

也  perfect  virtue  does  nothing, 
but  there  is  nothing  which  it 
does  not  do. 

酒德  good  behaviour  under  the! influence  of  wine. 

酗 于酒德  given  over  to drunkenness. 

德服 勝畏服  it  is  better  to yield  gracefully  than  from  fear. 

德意 志各國  the  States  Of  the North-German  Confederation. 

德國  Germany. 
德律風  imitation  of  “tele- 

phone •” 
Same  as  10,845. 

To  borrow.  See  10,552. 

10,848 

R •職 

c.  t^ik 
H.  tit 

F.  t^aik W./V 

N.  &ah 

P. 々/,/‘？ 
M.^e 

y.  rch 

Sz.  t^e 

K.  Hk 

J.  toku 

A.  Hk 
Entering 

Upper. 

To  err  ；  to  mistake  ；  to 

be  changeable.  To  go  to 

excess  •’  excessive. 

其 儀不忒  there  is  nothing wrong  in  his  deportment. 

吴 天不碎 Almighty  God 
makes  no  mistakes. 

孰無 差忒哉  who  is  there 
who  has  never  erred  ? 

四 時不忒  the  four  seasons 
never  fail, — in  their  order. 

疑忒  to  suspect. , 
/  j 

年 耙忒輕  he  is  too  young. 

忒小  too  small. 一貫 錢式少  one  string  of cash  is  too  little. 

忒爾撒  Tarse  or  Tersa  = 
Christians  (see  迭  ii，ii6). 

IT 

10,849 

r 職 
^ 试 

Entering 

Upper. 

Foolish  ；  silly. 

10,85。 

r •職 

See 试 

Entering 

Upper. 

Timorous.  See  10,702. 

10,851 

r ■職 

C.  nik) H.  litr 

F.  f'aik. W./V 

N. 於 ah 

M. 

Y.  m 
Sz. 

K.  tik 

J.  toku 
A.  t'dk 

Entering 

Irregular. 

Evil;  secretly  wicked；  to 

do  the  evil  thing.  Also 

read  [To  be  distin- fished  from  惹 5645,  and 

愜 82I8.j 
引愿  to  take  the  guilt  on  one* 

self. 

矢靡慝  I  swear  I  will  never do  the  evil  thing,  —  marry  a 

second  husband. 

無 俾作慝  not  allowing  them to  act  out  their  evil. 

民 乃作慝  the  people  pro¬ 
ceed  to  the  commission  of  wick¬ 

edness. 
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10,851 

特 
io,85 .職 

C.  tek 

H.  rit 
F.  teik 
W. 心 

N.  dak 
P. 

M.  i^e 
y.  m 

Sz. 
k.  m 

J.  toku 
A.  dat 

Entering 

Lower. 

伊 胡爲慝  what  evil  is  there in  him  ? 

匿慝而 W 善 t(5  conceal 
one’s  wickedness  and  talk  about 
virtue. 

A  male  animal  \  a  stal¬ 

lion,  see  772.  A  mate.  A 

man  eminent  among  others  •’ 
prominent  ；  alone  ；  single  ； 
special.  See  3354. 

新特  a  new  mate;  a  new  wife. 

實 維我特  he  was  my  only 
mate, — the  only  husband  I  will 
ever  have. 

特夫  my  husband. 

特婦  my  wife. 

百 夫之賴 ̂   one  man  in  a hundred. 

不意 老年見 此奇特 
unexpectedly,  in  my  old  age,  I 
have  come  across  this  wonderful 
man. 

胃 on  purpose；  specially. 

特示。 1 ■特諭 a  special  pro¬ clamation. 

特揀。 r 特簡。 > •特選 t。 
specially  select, — officials. 

特  specially  appointed, — to  a 

post. 
特 薦  to  specially  recommend,- 

for  a  po^iL,  etc. 

特調  specially  moved,— to  a 
post.  [The  proper  heading  to 

the 官銜  title  of  an  Acting 
Consul  who  docs  not  hold  a 
commission.] 

特割  special  instructions. 

特 此通知  I  specially  send 
this  for  your  information. 

特 此懇祈 i  therefore  spe¬ 
cially  pray  that, 一 as  in  a  petition. 

特發 准單。 r 特准單 
據  a  special  permit. 

特 用各費  special  expendi¬ ture. 

特派  specially  deputed, 一 as  op- 

=etd  tc> 常 川駐别 resi- 

特 爲《1^_  because  of;  on 
purpose. 

爲特  on  that  account  to •… 
specially. 

特必
 

10,852 

犄 
io,8S3 

io,8S4 

R •職 

See 滕 

A.  dak  (sic) 
Entering 

Lower. 

鍾 
10.855 

得 
10.856 

登1
 

io,857 

R •
蒸
 

See 燈
 

Even  Upper. 

^  specially ;  for  that  very reason. 

特時  at  given  dates. 
4^  交  specially  handed  ov

er  to.... 

特等  a  class  just  above  the  first ; a  special  class.  See  506. 

其 品特隹  of  specially  good quality. 

不特 愚民卽 大夫亦 

信  not  only  the  uneducated masses  but  even  high  officials 
believe  in  it. 

非不欲 得隹文 ，特其 

所異鄙 耳 k  is  n()t  that 
he  does  not  wish  to  secure  good 

essays,  but  merely  that  his  taste is  bad. 

特其  to  squat  on  the  hams. 

#  M  or 特勤  
Teghin, —  a Turkish  title,  confined  to  relat¬ 

ives  of  the  Khan.  [The  second 

character  is  often  wrongly  writ- 
ten  勒  A. ] 

特書  the  Book  of  History. 

Same  as  10,852. 

Grubs  which  eat  leaves. 
See  8229. 

TE3I. 

See  10,928. 

See  10,842. 

TES3MC3-. 

Sacrificial  豆  vessels 

made  of  earthenware.  [To 

be  distinguished  from  登 10,858.] 

w 10,858 

R •葱 

7TST 

s 饮療 

Even  
Upper. 

To  walk  upon  the  heels  ； 

to  mount  ；  to  ascend  ；  to 

enter  upon  ；  to  put  into,  or 

on  ；  to  approach.  To  re¬ cord；  to  publish  (see  7386). 

To  complete.  [To  be  distin¬ guished  from  登  10,857.] 

登高  to  go  up  high, — as  people do  on  the  9th  of  the  9th  moon, 

for  kite-flying  picnics  and  with 
a  view  to  obtain  longevity,  in 

commemoration  of  the  escape 

of  景*  Huan  Ching  from  a 
general  slaughter,  of  which  he 
had  been  warned  by  the  magi- 

cian 費長房  Fei Ch^ang-fang. 

難如登 夫 as  difficult  as going  to  heaven. 

登遐 t。 die. 登舟  to  go  on  board  ship. 

登岸  to  go  ashore;  to  succeed 
at  examinations. 

登山  to  ascend  a  mountain. 

登位。 r 登掻。 r 登基。 r 

登殿  to  ascend  the  Throne. 

登榜。 r 登科  to  graduate. 

登政和 五年第 he  gta 
duated  in  a.d.  1115. 

登仕籍 t。  enter  public  life. 
^  9993. 

堂  to  go  up  into  the  hall; 
to  visit. 

登住  to  place  the  heel  on, 

登門  to  go  through  the  gate¬ way;  to  come  to  the  house. 

登 門認錯  to  call  and  apolo¬ 

gise. 

登 門拜謝  to  go  to  the  house 
and  return  thanks. 

^  to  get  up  on  a  city  wall. 

登程  to  start  on  a  journey. 

登 程頭路  to  proceed  on 

one’s  journey. 

登陸  to  proceed  overland. 

登腿  to  stretch  the  legs, 一 to 

die. 

登  t0  make  a  note  or  entry. 

登填  to  enter, — as  in  a  register. 

登簿。 i •登帳  to  enter  in  the 
account-books. 
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登1
 

10,858 

w 
10.859 

R •徑蒸 
See 鄧 
Even  Lower. 

壏 
10.860 

R. 徑 

See  
裳， SinkingUpper. 

嶝 ‘
 

10.861 
R. 徑 

See 裳 
Sinking 

Upper. 

m 

10,862 

was 

總登  the  cash-book, — of  a  set 
of  books. 

不 得登載  not  to  be  inserted, 
— in  a  newspaper. 

容探 明再登  when  we  have 
made  full  inquiries,  we  will  deal 

with  the  subject  again, — in  our 

paper. 

登 是南邦  to  do  what 
necessary  fo.r  the  southern  States. 

登 郎 QI ■登時 at 。⑽； im- mediately. 

登時  _  相 (hsian^) he  forth - 
with  changed  countenance. 

登時倒 於地下 he  then 
fell  prostrate  on  the  ground. 

卷 啓  the  sound  of  ramming 
down  earth  in  building. 

登徒子  a  lascivious  fellow. 
See  Biog.  Diet. 

五 穀豐登  the  crops  abun¬ 
dant  and  ripe. 

賦 稅不登  no  taxes  obtain¬ 
able, — in  consequence  of  a  bad 
harvest. 

Exhausted  ；  wearied. 

Steps；  to  mount  up. 

Read  teng1. 

J 登  t 登  sound  of  pounding.  See 

10,858. 

A  ledge  on  a  precipice  ； 

a  cliff;  stone  steps  ；  a  moun¬ 

tain  path. 

趴石嶝  to  scale  a  height. 

石 嶝縈紆  the  path  winds  up 
the  hill-side. 

_登 道穿雲  the  mountain 
path  goes  through  the  clouds. 

草 遮回皓  (0I ■磁） 炉挪 
has  grown  over  the  mountain 

path. 

Same  as  10,859. 

澄 10.863 

m 10.864 

R •葱 

7TST 

C.  ten-r 

H.  ten 
F.  tcing^  v. 

“ng、 tieng 
W.  tang、 dang N.  ting 
P.  thtg 

M.  ten 

Y.  )  ̂ 

Sz.  I  _ 

K.  ting 

]• 

A.  tang 

Even  Upper. 

See  775. 

A  lamp  ；  a  lantern. 

一蓋燈  a  lamp. 

燈罩兒  a  lamp-shade. 
燈泡子  a  lamp-glass  (foreign) 
燈草。 r  (foreign) 燈頭草 
/uncus  covi?nunisy  E.  Mey,  var, 

effusus、 used  for  lamp- wicks. 

燈心草  a  lamp- wick. 
燈花  the  snuff  of  a  lamp-wick. 

燈 花爆， 喜來 _  when the  lamp-wick  pops,  it  is  a  sign 
of  something  joyful  at  hand. 

燈花落 ，茶 毗一 個僧 
the  dropping  of  the  lamp-snuff 
means  the  cremation  of  a  Bud¬ 
dhist  priest. 

燈啤紙  a  thin  paper  used  in making  lanterns. 

熙燈。 r 燃燈  to  light  a  iamp. 

燃燈佛  Dipamkara  Buddha ; 
see  6389. 

燈火。 r 燈光  the  light  of  a 
lamp. 

燈苗  the  flame  of  a  lamp. 

燈油  lamp-oil. 桃燈  to  raise  the  wick  of  a 
(Chinese)  lamp.  See  8314. 

吹燈  {see  2825)  or  烏 燈。 r 

滅燈  to  extinguish  a  lamp. 

人死 如燈滅 《jan  dies  as a  lamp  is  extinguished,  —  and 
there’s  the  end  of  him. 

a  lantern.  6280. 

打燈鼇  to  carry  a  lantern. 

黑漆 皮燈寵 a 
lantern  with  black  lacquer, — to 
wilfully  blind  oneself  to  facts; 

used  of  corrupt  inspectors  under 
the  Yuan  dynasty, 

提 着行燈 holding  in  his hand  a  lantern  with  a  stick  at¬ 
tached, — as  used  for  guiding 

people  at  night. 

擎燈  a  lantern  at  the  end  of  a 

pole. 
膨镫  a  large  round  lantern,! 
hung  like  a  gipsy-kettle  inside 
three  converging  sticks. 

如 三更油 蠢的燈 likea 

m 
10,864 

lamp  in  the  third  watch,  when 
its  oil  is  exhausted, — of  a  dying 
man. 

療台  a  lamp-stand ;  a  lamp-post; 
a  light-house. 

丈八的 燈台， 照遠不 

照近 like  an  1 8-foot  lamp- 
post,  which  illumines  the  distant but  not  the  near, 

燈節  the  Feast  of  Lanterns, in  the  middle  of  the  1st  moon. 

天燈  the  moon. 
天 燈杆子  a  pole,  to  the 
top  of  which  a  lamp  may  be drawn  up. 

玻璃燈 a  glass  lantern, — the crystal  “button”  worn  by  officials 
of  the  5th  grade. 

走馬燈  revolving  lamps,  with figures  of  men,  animals,  etc., 
which  are  seen  from  the  outside 

when  a  light  is  introduced.  The 

lamps  are  made  to  revolve  by heat. 

耖風磁  a  meat-safe. 
取燈兒  luafer  matches. 

燈船  a  lightslap, 燈架  a  beacon  with  a  light. 
燈塔。 ■•燈 房- •燈樓 

燈亭  a  lighthouse. 燈謎。 r 燈 声;。 r 燈題 
riddles,  etc.,  written  on  lanips 
hung  at  the  street  door,  a  prize 

being  given  to  any  passer-by  who 

may  solve  them. 

短 筒  a  blow-pipe. 

明 角臺燈  a  table-lamp  with 
a  transparent  horn  shade. 

海燈  a  form  of  small  oil-lamp, with  the  wick  fixed  in  the  middle, 

instead  of  leaning  on  the  side 
as  usual  in  native  lamps*  Used 

only  in  Buddhist  worship. 

傳燈  to  hand  down  the  lamp 
(lampada  trader e) ;  to  preach  the 
Law  of  Buddha;  name  of  a 
Buddhist  work. 

燈下 讀傳燈 by  the  light of  my  lamp  I  was  reading  the 
Ch^uan  ten^lu\ 

河療  the  lamps  floated  down rivers  on  the  15th  of  the  7th 

moon  for  the  benefit  of  departed 

spirits. 

掌燈 的時候  lamp-hand¬ 
ling  time, — at  dusk. 

or 
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10,864 

R. 

i|^  掌  * 廢了  it  will  soon  be dark. 

燈蓋碗  a  small  sort  of  wine- 

jar. 
-枝 燈照兩 家人。 ne 

lamp  lighting  two  families, — one 
son  performing  double  sacra. 
See  11,079. 

燈婢  a  female  figure  holding  a lamp. 

瞪 
10.865 

庚蒸 
徑 

C.〆 私 

卢町， 
^cheng 

H.  tseW、 tsang3 F.  Ueing 

Idjing 土、 

ding 工 

P.  ting) K.  ching 

. td^  cho 
A.  itraing 

Even  and 
Sinking 

Irregular. 

镫 
10.866 

w 
10.867 •m 

% 燈 

Even  Upper. 

簦1
 10.868 R •葱 

TUT See 燈 

Even  Upper. 

It 
10,869 R. 徑 

C.  ting1- 

F.  taing) 

W.  tang0 

P.  ting) M. c ter^ See 凳 

Sinking 

Lower. 

To  stare  at;  to  look 
fixedly. 

瞪著眼 OT 瞪 _  staring; 
with  a  fixed  gaze. 

賸 他一眼  to  have  a  stare  at him. 

眼 瞪銅鈴 那麽大 
staring  with  eyes  as  big  as  bells 

瞪神  the  vacant  stare  of  a 
、 person  who  is  absent-minded. 

暖瞪  the  vacant  stare  of  one 
awaking  from  sleep. 

Same  as  10,861. 

An  umbrella  with  a  long 

handle,  used  to  shade  street- 
stalls. 

檐 签就道  to  shoulder  one's umbrella  and  set  out. 

A  plant,  known  as  金 

整， not  identified. 

苦  a  shrub,  the  leaves  of 
which  are  used  as  tea. 

To  step  ；  to  tread  ；  to 

struggle  on.  See  11,740 

[Colloquially  read  tengx\ 

蹬端 _  to  keep  kicking  at. 

格蹬 tD  hop. 

w 
10.870 

•徑 

C.  teng 

H.  t^en 

F.  taing 
W.  dang 
N.  deng 

% 凳 

Sinking 

Lower. 

#r 
10.871 

徑 

See 裳 

Sinking 

Upper. 

R. 

Name  of  a  small  feudal 

State  in  modern  Hupeh. 

鄧州  a  Department  in  Honan.  I 
俅前重  ch^ung1  作鄧攸 

身  as  before,  I  shall  again  be 
like  Teng  Yu, —  childless.  See 

Biog.  Diet. 

A  stirrup.  Used  for 
10,864. 

願隨 鞭錄1  am  willing  t。 follow  ydur  whip  and  stirrup, — 

to  be  your  servant. 

脫了  了  lost  the  stirrup. put  foot  in  stirrup. 

10,872 

蒸 

^ 燈 

Even  Upper. 

鶴1
 

i°^73 

R •葱 

TTW 

See 燈 

Even  Upper. 

10.874 

R •徑 

C.  teng 

H.  ten F.  taing 

W.  tang、 dang 
N.  ting、 tang P.  teng 

M.  ten 
Y.  Sz.  teng K.  ting 

J.  to 

A.  tdng 

SinkingUpper. 

櫈 
10.875 

邀在
 

10.876 

R •徑 

See 登 

-rt. 
SinkingUpper. 

Food  offered  to  the  gods. 

A  marsh  fowl,  with  long 

legs  and  a  red  crest. 

A  stool;  a  bench.  See 

6574 - 

板裳。 r 長裳 a  bench; : form. 

春凳  an  easy  chair. 

脚踏凳  a  footstool. 

梯凳  a  step-ladder. 獨凳  a  square  stool  to  sit  on. 

Same  as  10,874. 

To  wake  from  sleep. 

等 3
 

io,877 

R •迴 

C.  teng 

H.  ten F.  teirtg^  ting 
W.  tang 

p：  I ti
n^ 

M.  ten 

si  i  th,e 

K.  ting 

to 

A.  dang 

Rising  Upper. 

or 

A  step  (of  a  flight  of 
steps).  A  class ；  a  sort;  a 

rank；  to  grade；  to  classify ； 

in  the  same  class  with； equal 

to;  see  8301.  To  wait；  to 

await.  A  sign  of  the  plural. 
Also:  = 教。 r  叫。 r  _， as 

a  sign  of  the  passive.  Used 
for  10,878. 

降等  to  go  down  steps. 
相等。 r 同等。 r 平等。 f the  same  class  or  rank. 

晝 夜相等  day  and  night  of 
equal  length, —as  at  the  equinox. 

等等不  — -  of  different  kinds. 
不等  not  of  the  same  kind;  in variety ;  uncertain. 

三 四 不等 either  three four, 一 I  don’t  know  which. 

最不 等馬也  a  very  infer¬ 

ior  horse. 

等 閒人。 ■•平 等之人 a ordinary  person. 

等 閒不出 he  is  not  in  the 
habit  of  going  out. 

若將容 易得， 便作等 

. 閒 看  what  is  easily  got,  is 

regarded  as  “ordinary,” 一 of  no 

great  value, 

心 中萬事 如等間 [with wine,]  all  the  cares  of  the  heart become  as  mere  nothings. 

但當對 石飲， 萬事付 

閒 one  has  but  to  drink 
among  mountains,  and  all  mun¬ dane  affairs  become  as  naught 

不 得與頁 民平等 _ not  be  classed  with  (or  associate 
with)  respectable  people. 

何 等容易  how  easy  it  will 
be! — to  do  as  above  stated  (sar¬ 

castic). 

何 等之人  what  a  man  he  is ! 

一 in  a  bad  sense. 

你 看上台 門 子何等 

伶俐  see  what  clumsy  fellows are  the.  servants  who  wait  at 

: table. 

汝 字何等  what  is  your 

name? 

却來我 處何等 what  d° 
you  want  here? 
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等
 2 

10,877 

等 級  steps;  grade ;  rank. 

初等  and  高等  elementary 
and  advanced, — as  handbooks. 

初 等 小學堂 primary,  or 
elementary,  schools. 

一等。 r 上等 w 頭等。 r 

^  ̂   (see  506)  first  
class. 

— *  marquis  of  the  i st 

rank.  [ 

三 等  ̂ ^法  three  ways  of  deal¬ 
ing  with  the  matter. 

上等， 中等， and 下等 
best,  medium,  and  inferior, — of 
persons  as  well  as  things. 

Jt  §§  extra  superfine. 

頭等頂  a  “button”  of  the 
i st  grade. 

無 •與 爲等  having  no  equal; 
without  his  peer. 

壽等龜  _  an  old  age  equal to  that  of  the  tortoise  or  crane. 

等百 世之王 t0  arranse 
according  to  merit  the  rulers  of 
all  ages. 

等 人命于 兒戲者 t。 
regard  human  life  as  a  mere 

plaything. 

等 是有家 歸未得 a 
this  (the  above  sorrow)  comes 
from  having  a  home  and  not 

being  able  to  return  to  it. 

這  this  being  so, — an  initial 
phrase. 

力能學 等身 ®  able  to lift  a  piece  of  iron  as  big  as  its 
own  body. 

稱制與 中國 —  of  the same  make  as  those  in  China. 

冥 中亦有 城郭否 ，荅 

p{  are  there  then  cities 

in  the  Infernal  Regions  ?  Yes, 

she  replied,  just  the  same, — as 
on  earth. 

勢 至 等 也  its  strength  is  uni¬ form  throughout. 

等之  may  be  compared  with. 

然 俅嚴武 于蜀地 ，等 
之 王粢俅 劉表于 

荆州  still,  your  taking  refuge 
with  Yen  Wu  in  Sstich‘uan  may 

be  ̂ compared  with  Wang  Ts‘an 
taking  refuge  with  Liu  Piao  in 

Ching  Chou. 

次  place  in  a  series. 

等 
io,877 

^  ̂|J  ̂   not  (fit  to  be)  included; unclassed. 

等 第  in  proper  succession  or order. 

等而論 之 tQ  treat  in  a similar  manner  or  analogously ; 
and  so  with  the  others. 

恭 則等矣  respect  must  be dealt  with  in  the  same  way  as, 

— 敬  reverence. 

我生 等浮雲 my lifeislike a  passing  cloud. 

人大 4 字是 as  in  the case  of  jen、 ta,  and  similar  words. 

等威  the  style  befitting  one’s rank  or  station. 

等 一等。 r 等一 會兒。 r — •  wait  a  little. 

我 等不來 1  ean't wait 

等卖 明天  wait  unt^  t0' 
morrow. 

等 卖! I  許久  I  have  wait
ed  a 

long  time. 

等人心 急  waitinS  for  Pe°Ple makes  one  fidgety. 

等俟。 1 ■等待 to  wait- 

急等  to  await  impatiently. 
to  wait  for. 

等我作 let  me  d。 ih 

等 水過河 when  there  is water,  we  will  cross  the  river. 

等 着急用 make  haste  and bring  it;  we  are  in  a  hurry  to 

get  it,  etc. 

等煩  tired  of  waiting. 

該 线 巳等  the  aforesaid  crimi
¬ nals. 

文 武  官  the  various  civil
 and  military  officials. 

我等 太滄人 we  men  of 
T‘ai-ts‘ang. 

爾 等各守 本分， 
1)let each  of  you  mind  his  own  busi¬ ness. 

二十五 六等日 the  25th and  26th  days. 

廣東福 建等省 thetw° provinces  of  Kuangtung  and 
Fuhkien. 

廣 東等司  the  chief  clerks 

等
 3 

io,877 

戥
 3 

10,878 

R.  Vulgar. 

C.  teng^^  v. 

H.  tin 

F.  ting 

See 壽 

A.  ting 

Rising  Upper 

膛 

io,879 

for  the  Kuangtung  and  other 

provinces. 

賈公 彥等撰 compiled  by 
Chia  Kung-yen  and  others. 

等項。 r 等樣 等類 and 
such  kinds,  —  as  above  enum¬ 
erated;  et  cetera. 

事  and  such  matters, — as  the foregoing. 

等處  and  such  (or  other)  places. 

等屬  and  other  places  within the  jurisdiction  of. 

等 因  a  form  of  words  used  in official  despatches  to  mark  the 

close  of  a  quotation  from  the 
communication  of  a  superior 

(or,  by  courtesy,  of  an  equal), and  followed  by  奉此。 r  承 

准此 . It  is  also  used  by  high 
officials  when  quoting  Imperial 

Decrees,  and  is  then  followed 

by 欽此. 

等情  used,  as  above,  by  super¬ iors  acknowledging  the  commu¬ 
nications  of  inferiors,  and  fol- 
lowed  by  據此. 

等 由  used,  as  above,  and  follow- 
ed  by  准此， refers  to  the  com¬ munications  of  officials  of  equal 

standing  or  of  slightly  inferior 

rank.  Also  used  merely  in  re¬ 
ference  to  some  previous  matter, 

when  the  淮此  is  omitted. 

等 語  is  used  to  mark  a  quot¬ ation  or  extract  from  any  docu¬ 
ment  or  otherwise,  and  is  never 

followed  by  any  of  the  contin¬ 

uing  phrases  as  enumerated  a- 
bove. 

A  small-sized  steelyard 

for  weighing  money,  etc. See  734. 

星  the  dots  on  the  beam  of the  steelyard  which  indicate  the 
various  weights. 

盤 出6  plate  or  scale  in  which 
the  thing  to  be  weighed  is  placed. 

星 ̂  殼子 *  beak  like  the  scale 
of  a  steelyard, — a  name  for  the 

spoonbill  (Platalea  leucorodid 

Same  as  10,865. 

* 
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10.880 R. 徑
 

See 鄧 

Sinking 

Lower. 

灯 
1 0.88 1 

If 
10,882 R •蒸 

See 籐 

Even  Lower. 

m 
10,883 

r •蒸職 
C.rek 

H.  tHt 

F.  teik 
W.  ̂  

Y.  m 

K.  t'ing^  i^'ik 
J.  do、 doku 

A.  d.Hng Even  and 
Entering 
Lower. 

: 10,884 R. 葱 
TilT 

See 籐 

Even  Lower. 

To  carry  on  the  shoul 
ders. 

Same  as  10,864. 

To  bind  ；  to  fasten  ;  a 

cord. 

metal-bound, — the  title  of 

a  chapter  in  the  書經  Canon 

of  History、 in  reference  to  a 
chest  of  that  description  in  which 

archives  were  kept. 

甲 不耝縢  buff  coats  must 
not  be  made  with  silk  thread 

— to  join  the  pieces  together,  but 

with  some  cheap  thread.  Used 

of  a  necessary  economy,  as  in 

years  of  deartlj,  etc. 

行縢  cords  bound  round  the 
legs, — as  by  soldiers. 

A  wingless  dragon  which 
inhabits  the  clouds  and  is 

regarded  as  a  creature  of 
evil  omen. 

Read  or  tai\ 

螺脾  7958. 

To  copy,  to  transcribe. 

謄寫。 1 ■謄 錄。 r 謄抄 t。 
copy.  The  second  is  the  title 

of  petty  officials  employed  as 

copyists  at  the  public  exams. 

謄淸  or  謄眞  to  make  a  fair 
copy.  t 

這個 口供給 我謄出 
來  topy  out  this  deposition  for 
me. 

謄 出底稿  to  copy  out  a 
draught;  to  make  a  fair  copy. 

謄黃  yellow  notices,  in  Chinese 
and  Manchu,  placarded  in  the 

10,884 

10.885 

R •葱 

7TST 

See 籐 

Even  Lower. 

m 

10.886 

R. 葱 

-JilT 

See 籐 

Even  Lower. 

滕1
 

10.887 

R 蒸 

See 籐 

Even  Lower. 

m 

10.888 

R. 葱
 

TSTv C.  f'ing 

H.  t^en 
F.  teing^  v. 
W.  dang 

N.  deng  '‘ 

P.  t、ing 

M.  ren 

si  I  rens
 

K.  ting 

J.  td^  do 

A.  dang 

Even  Lower. 

streets  to  announce  some  joyful 

event  such  as  a  general  pardon, 

remission  of  the  land-tax,  etc. 

尋 風捕影 ，難 謄口舌 
mere  wind  and  shadow  chasing 

(i.e.  mere  rumour),  not  worthy 
to  be  repeated. 

A  fish  with  a  greenish 

body  and  a  red  tail. 

Fine  eyes. 

Water  bursting  forth. 

To  open  the  mouth  wide 

when  talking.  Name  of  a 

District  in  Shantung. 

滕六  the  god  or  spirit  of  snow. 

A  general  name  for  climb¬ 
ing  and  creeping  plants  ； 

creepers  ；  lianas. 

籐葛  creepers;  complications ; 
inelegancies  in  writing. 

好花空 被 老籐纏 a  fine flower  encircled  by  an  old  creep¬ 

er, 一 used  of  a  young  girl  married 

to  an  old  man. 

籐竿。 r 沙籐  rattans. 

籐肉。 r  — 條, sP1;t  rattans. rattan  shavings. 

打籐  to  bind  with  rattan, — as a  tea-chest,  etc. 

工 課藤繞  cmr  tasks  are  very 
intricate, — and  difficult  to  under¬ 

stand. 

藤黃  gamboge. 
){^  cane  s

hields. 

Basella  rubra、 

長春籐  Vitis  inconstansy  Miq. 
^9  Nauclea  sinehsis、 Oliv. 

籐兒烏  A  coni  turn  volubile、 Pall.,  and  A.  uncinatum}  L. 

m 

10,888 

藤 
10.889 

畚 
10.890 

m 10.891 

r. 蒸 

Sce 籐 

Even  Lower. 

10,892 

R •葱 

•3TSV 

See 籐 

Even  Lower. 

紫 籐羅花  Wistaria 

chinensisy  D.C. 

籐梨  the  Chehkiang  name  for chinensis、  PI.  See 
Actinidia 

6888. 

Same  as  10,888. 

Same  as  10,892. 

Tall;  lanky.  Idle；  care 
less. 

To  mount  ；  to  ascend. 
To  turn  out  ；  to  move 

Often  used  for  10,884.  See 

13456. 

胃  _  to  rise, —  as  a  mist. 

飛騰 •騰空 tQ  _nt  t。 heaven;  to  rise  in  the  air.  [The 

second  is  also  to  empty  out.] 

升 騰有日  may  you  be  speed¬ 
ily  promoted ! 

騰身  to  jump  up, — from  a  seat, 

穀價 騰踊  the  price  of  grain is  going  up  by  leaps  and  bounds. 

騰躍  to  prance ;  to  rear;  to bounce,  as  a  ball. 

騰騰的 up- 

wards ;  rising. 

騰騰 跳跳的 jumping  up and  down, — like  cocks  fighting. 

百 川沸騰  the  streams  every¬ 
where  bubble  up, — and  overflow. 

議 論沸騰  the  discussion 
waxes  warm. 

騰辯  to  discuss  warmly. 

騰貴  very  dear. 
騰馬  to  cover  mares. 
^  to  clear  out  of  a  hou

se, 
— so  as  to  let  in  a  new  tenant. 

騰挪  to  remove;  to  transfer. 
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10*892 

io，§93 

R •蘇 TTST 

sce 籐 
Even  Lower. 

c 

R •蒸冬 
C.  f^eng 
H.  t'en 

F.  v.  f-iang^ 
W.  dung3 
N.  deng 
P- ) 
Y.  ring 
Sz.  \ 

M.  f*en 
K.  fing 

J.  /J,  dz 

K
.
 
d
o
u
n
g
 

Even  

Lower. 

R. 徑 

% 凳 
SinkingUpper. 

瞽
1
 

R •斑 
TsiT 

Even  Upper. 

騰格  tanga、 一 the  silver  coin  of 
Turkestan  =  50 昔  cop¬ 

per  cash,  one  of  which  =10 
Chinese  cash. 

騰越  T^eng-yiieh,  a  town  in  | 
Yunnan;  Momein. 

Dark  ；  overcast. 

天欲雨 而先騰 bef°re 
rain,  the  sky  gets  dark. 

Pain  ；  soreness  ；  ache. 

疼痛  pain.  See  12.291. 

i  # 狠。 r 怪疼的 vei7 

painful. 

不見疼  it  is  not  painful, 一 of 
someone  else’s  pain. 

不覺疼 i  don’t  feel  any  pain. 

扛 不住疼  cannot  stand  the 

pain. 
好了 瘡运， 忘了疼 
when  the  sore  is  well,  the  pain 

is  forgotten. 

疼了一 陳好的 it 
very  painful  for  a  time. 

a  sore  feeling  at  the  heart, 

— used  either  of  physical  or 
mental  pain. 

疼顴  to  be  very  kind  to,— 
feriors. 

疼爱  to  love  fondly；  to  dote  on. 

疼兒 子不如 疼孫子 
love  for  one’s  children  is  not  as 

great  as  love  for  one’s  grand， children. 

叫人疼 makes  one  feel  very 
sad. 

was 

m- 

Heavy  rain. 

The  roll  of  drums. 

鱗: 

r. 蒸 

See 燈 

(and  the  same aspirated) 
Even  Upper. 

R •齊赛 

F.  "•
 

See 低 

Even  and 

Rising  Upper. 

s 

R •齊 

C.  tai 

H.  tai 
F.  /i,  v.  tae W.c"，〆/ 

ti 

P. 

M. Y. 
Sz. ) 

K.  chd%  che 

J.  tai k.de Even  Upper. 

Overwhelmed  by  water ; 

soaked  ；  saturated.  To 

settle,  as  with  alum ;  to 

drain  off ;  to  strain. 

鐘落海  swept  into  the  sea. 
翻  overthrown  by  rush  of 

water, — as  in  a  flood. 

^  strained  quite  clear, — of  a  thick  liquid. 

蹯 米湯。 r 浦飯  to  strain boiled  rice. 

樋出來  to  strain  off. 
■漿盆  a  basin  made  of  clay which  has  been  several  times 
mixed  with  water  and  strained 

to  get  rid  of  the  grits. 

TI. 

The  third  zodiacal  con¬ 

stellation  ； see  Tables  Vb. 

A  foundation. 

周之氏  the  foundation  of  the House  of  Chou. 

大氏 on  the  whole ;  generally 
speaking. 

Read  ti1.  To  hang  down  ； cheap. 

其 價氏賤 the  price  is  low- 

氏美  name  of  an  ancient  Tibet¬ an  tribe  in  E.  Kansuh  and 

Kokonor. 

氏人國  the  Merman  natron. 

To  bend  down  ；  to  droop  ； 

to  incline;  to  lower.  Low, 

as  opposed  to 昂 75  and 

高 5927 - 
低頭  to  bend  or  hang  the  head. 

低 首無言  he  hung  his  head and  said  nothing. 

低 首下心  to  be  submissive. 

低垂  to  hang  down. 

低稅  to  lower  the  duty. 

長 一格。 r 低一頭 put  it a  Hne  lower  down. 

低 徊欲絶 walking  back wards  and  forwards  and  medi¬ 

tating  suicide. 

I； 

鳳 

K •紙 

Sec 指 

Rising  Upper. 

低 徊久之  pondered  a  long 
time. 

菩 窿低眉  P‘u-sa  (meaning 
Kuan  Yin)  smiles  benignantly. 

愁 壓眉低  sorrow  has  iower- 
ed  his  eyebrows, — given  him  a 
frowning  expression. 

低價  low  in  price. 

低溪  low-lying. 
低處  a  low-lying  place. 

水向 低處流 water  flows 
downwards. 

低品  low  in  rank;  low-class. 低 counterfeit:  fictitious. 

英 ^不論 出身低 
.  matters  not  that  the  hero  has 

sprung  from  a  lowly  class. 

低下人  menials;  servants. 

低音。 r 低聲  a  low  tone  of| 
voice. 

敗 

廳: 

R •薺 

F.  v.  tae  # 

See 低 

Rising  Upper, 

低言話  whispers. 

低低說  to  whisper. 

低三 下四的  at  the  beck 
and  call  of  others,  having  no  will 

of  one’s  own;  a  very  low-class 
individual. 

To  come  to;  to  bring. 

To  settle. 

乃言底 可績1  find  that your  words  can  be  carried  into 

practice. 

我 祖底遂 陳于上 the great  deeds  of  our  founder  were 

displayed  in  a  former  age. 

底 商之罪 detesting  the 
crimes  of  Shang. 

底法  to  arrange  the  plan  of. 

底柱  the  name  of  a  mountain, embraced  by  the  dividing  waters 
of  the  Yellow  River.  [砥 is 

commonly  used;  see  1886.] 

See  1976. 

The  bottom  {see  2880); 

the  base ;  below ;  under¬ 

neath  ； inferior.  Used  with 

之 1787 沉 的 ⑴， 978  as 
a  sign  of  the  genitive,  most¬ 

ly  by  writers  of  the  Sung 
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底
 3 10,902 

dynasty.  A  whetstone  ；  see 
1886.  What? 

底根  the  root;  the  base;  origin¬ ally. 

底根 兒裏。 ■■底 起根 
in  the  beginning. 

底面  the  under  surface. 

底長  the  length  of  the  base  is ... 

^|J  not  to  reac
h  the 

bottom. 

到 底 怎麽樣 what  wil1  be 
the  upshot ?  how  will  it  end? 

此是 底言  this  is  feeble  stuff, 
一 a  weak  way  of  expressing  one¬ 
self,  or  a  poor  thought. 

靡 所底止  there  is  no  end  to 
it, — e.g.  of  sorrow. 

伊 于胡底 w 將伊于 

胡 底>  what  will  these 
(plans)  come  to?  what  will  be 

the  upshot  of  it  all? 

家底  family  origin. 

眼 底無人  he  treats  every¬ 
body  with  contempt. 

底子  a  foundation ;  the  sole  of | 
a  shoe;  the  draft  of  a  docu¬ 

ment;  the  mode  of  entering  the 

public  service. 

好底子  a  good  foundation, 一 
of  health,  education,  family,  etc., 

etc. 

你先打 個底子  first  make 
a  rough  draft. 

什麽底 子出身 hQw  did 
he  start  in  his  official  career?— 

i,e.  by  competitive  examination, 
or  purchase,  or  recommendation 

for  employment. 

- 榜底子  (he  is  a  man)  of 
one  degree, — sc.  the  second.  See 

8662. 

底稿  a  rough  draft. 

信底兒  the  draft  of  a  letter 
底薄 a  book  containing  drafts 

of  letters,  despatches,  etc. 

底本  the  base  or  foundation 
capital；  the  sense,  as  of  a  do¬ 

cument. 

打底  to  lay  a  foundation ;  to 
lay  on  priming  (in  painting) 

底下  below;  underneath;  after¬ 
wards  ; eventually. 

底下人  servants;  menials. 

m 
10,902 

胝
 3 

1。，9。3 

R •薺 

See 低 

Rising  Upper. 

知底  to  know  the  real  facts  or 
details. 

不 知底裏  not  to  know  the ins  and  outs  of  a  matter. 

底 裏盡露 (如4) the  whole story  came  out. 

底細 細底  in  detail ;  the facts ;  the  true  state  of  the  case. 

摸不着  chao1  底細  unable to  make  out  the  details. 

格品底 於黃筌  inferior in  rank  (as  a  painter)  to  Huang 

Chilian. 

界下 無不是 底夂毋 in  the  world  there  are  no  fathers 

and  mothers  who  are  wrong. 

[底 = 的。 r 之 •] 

底 事來驚 夢裏間 why come  and  startle  me  from  my 

dreams? 

十年 成底事 in  these  fen years  what  have  I  accomplished  ? 

底也伽  theriac, — a  remedy against  poisons  (Hirth\ 

The  bow  of  the  Emperor 
Shun. 

抵
 3 

10,904 R- 蕃  IR 

H.  tai 

¥•  ti,tae 

See 低 

Rising  Upper. 

To  give  as  an  equivalent  - 
to  make  good  {see  12,650); 

to  substitute ；  to  bear；  to 

sustain.  To  arrive  at;  to 

knock ；  to  butt ；  see  2215. 

To  throw  away;  to.  reject. 

抵換  to  exchange  one  thing  for 
another;  to  barter. 

拏甚 麽東西 抵換出 

來  what  are  you  going  to  give 
in  exchange  for  it? 

抵賬  to  give  something  as  an 
equivalent  for  a  debt. 

抵 兌洋錢  to  exchange  for¬ eign  money, — for  copper  cash 

to  wipe  off  a  debt  by  giving 

something  instead ;  to  commute  ; 

commutative. 

抵還 w 抵償。 r 抵付 t。 
repay;  to  make  good. 

抵3
 

10,904 

(or  々•*) 命  to  make  good  an- 

other’s  life, — by  forfeiting  one’s own. 

抵者  the  one  who  makes  good 
a  life. 

受抵者  the  one  (in  Hades) whose  life  is  made  good. 

抵； 完  to  pay  up,— as  a  tax. 
相抵 as  a  set-off  one  against  the 

other, — as  of  like  items  on  op¬ 

posite  sides  of  an  account. 

抵補  to  serve  as  a  set-off. 

抵淨  balance  or  debit  balance 

可 抵二千 枝燭光 tw。 thousand-candle  power. 

抵借  to  pledge  against  a  loan. 

抵給  to  pledge  to. 
抵 據  a  mortgage-deed. 

抵欵  a  mortgage-loan. 

抵賴  to  repudiate. 

抵押  to  hypothecate. 

抵 柙未淸  pawned  and  not 
redeemed. 

抵罪  to  bear  the  blame. 
抵檔  to  bear;  to  guard,  as  in 

fencing. 

抵 檔關係  to  stand  the  con¬ 
sequences. 

抵不住  unable  to  bear  or  sus¬ 
tain,  as  a  heavy  weight.  Also, 

not  to  be  the  equivalent  of,  as 

two  things  of  unequal  value. 

抵針  a  thimble. 抵至。 r 抵到  to  arrive  at. 

由 愚抵智  to  pass  from  stu¬ 
pidity  to  wisdom. 

抵任  to  reach  one’s  post. 

抵卡  to  arrive  at  a  barrier. 

柢準 a 柢港  to  reach  port, 

抵足寢  to  sleep  head  and  tail. 
抵几  to  strike  the  table,— as 
when  talking. 

抵門  to  knock  "at  the  door. 

抵敵  to  oppose  an  enemy. 

抵角蜀  to  come  into  collision  with 

展 巾抵地  she  unfolded  the handkerchi
ef  and  threw  it  on* 

the  ground. 
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柢
 3 

10,904 

柢
 3 

10.905 

R._ 

See 低 

Rising  Upper. 

泜 ' 10.906 
R. 支 
See 低 
SinkingUpper. 

m 
10.907 

R 薺 
Y.ti 

W.c", 义 

Rising  Upper. 

痕1
 

1。，9。8 
R. 支 
See 祇 •其 
Even  Lower. 

J&t1 m 
.10,909 r •齊 

F.S/i 

See 低 
Even  Upper. 

抵其 首溷中  his  head  was 
thrown  into  a  cesspool. 

抵 璧于谷  to  throw  precious 
stones  into  ravines, 一- as  Shun 
did,  not  valuing  them. 

大 抵  generally  speaking;  on  the 
whole;  in  point  of  fact. 

抵掌  to  clap  the  hands.  Also 
read  chiz%  [Vissi^re  has  “mon- 
trer  dans  le  creux  de  la  main; 

faire  ressortir  les  defauts.*-] 

抵 制洋貨  to  keep  out,  or 
boycott,  foreign  goods. 

Root  ；  base ;  foundation. 

深 根固柢 deeP  roots  and 
firmly  set. 

Name  of  a  river  in  Chihli. 

To  butt,  as  oxen  ；  to 

push  •’  to  resist.  See  2215 

牴觸  to  butt;  to  gore. 

牴牾  to  resist;  to  oppose. 

自 相牴牾  they  contradict 
one  another, — as  two  diametri¬ 
cally  opposite  statements. 

牴 祧異踹  to  resist  heretical doctrines. 

Disease  -  sickness  ；  afflic¬ 
tion.  See  1887. 

A  ram  •， a  he-goat. 

2677,  8529. 

See 

觝 
10.910 

夯 ft" 

10.911 

R •薺齊 

F.  ti 

See 低 

Rising  and 
Even  Upper. 

邸
 3 

10,912 

R. 薺 

F.  ti 

See 低 

Rising  Upper. 

io,9x3 See 低 

Rising  Upper. 

堤1
 

io,9i4 

R •齊 

C.  ctai、 i/W H.  UH 

F. 

W.| 

N.  !
 di 

P.  c/i, 

M. 
Y.  tH  . 

Sz. 
K.  che 

J.  tei、 dai A.  de 
Even  Upper 

and  Lower. 

提 ^Oy9lS 

Same  as  10,907. 

To  slander；  to  defame. 

mm  to  calumniate. foul  slanders. 

見詆  to  suffer  insult. 

誣 詆是非  to  wilfully  misre¬ 
present. 

謀陷 人於罪  to  falsely  in¬ criminate  a  person. 

信口謀  ̂ ：to  indulge  in  reck- 
less  depreciation. 

面課 其 短  ridiculed  his  short stature  to  his  face. 

The  place  where  feudal 
princes  lodged  when  paying 

their  respects  at  the  capi¬ 

tal  •,  hence,  the  capital.  A 
screen.  Used  with  10,898. 

邸舍。 r 旅邸  a  lodging-place. 

京邸  the  capital, — Peking. 

邸 報。1 ̂ 邸 抄 the  FekinS Gazette、 

Prince  Ch‘un, 

The  end  of  the  spinal 

cord. 

An  embankment  with  a 

plain  sloping  face,  as  dis¬ 
tinguished  from  8532  ； 

a  dyke.  See  10,917,  5459. 

築堤  to  raise  an  embankment. 

堤岸  a  bank；  a  dyke. 千丈 之堤潰 以嶁蟻 

之穴  the  mound  of  a  thousand chang  in  size  is  ruined  by  a 

single  ants’-nest, — the  slightest 
crevice  in  an  embankment  will 

prove  fatal  to  the  whole. 

See  1 1,003. 

暖 
10.916 

隄1
 

10.917 

R. 齊 

See 堤 

r 
Even  Upper 

and  Lower. 

w 

10.918 

R. 齊 

See 低 

Even  Upper. 

w 

10.919 

R. 錫 

See 嫡 

Entering 

Upper. 

嫡 
” 

10,920、 

R 錫 

w. 
P.  Ui 

See 滴 

A.  dik 
Entering 

Upper. 

Same  as  10,954. 

a 
bank.  To 
See  10,914, 

A  dyke ； 

guard  against. 

5459 - 

水 漫了隄  the  water  has  over¬ 

flowed  the  dyke, 

陽防  dykes;  embankments;  to 
guard  against. 

隄 防小人  take  precautions 
against  evil  men. 

隄垸  a  bank;  a  dyke. 

Leather  shoes ；  greaves; 

buskins. 

The  stem；  the  stalk ;  the 

foot；  the  base.  [To  be  dis¬ tinguished  from  商 9738.] 

不求根 I 而 欲茂盛 ^ 
pays  no  attention  to  the  root 
and  yet  hopes  for  abundant  fo liage. 

The  wife,  as  opposed  to 

庶  IO>°78. 
嫡室 嫡妻。 r 嫡配 the legal  wife. 

嫡毋  a  term  of  address  used  to the  wife  by  children  of  a  con 
cubine. 

嫡親  the  close  relationship  of sons  born  of  the  legal  wife. 

嫡兄  an  elder  brother, — as  com pared  with  the  younger  son  of 
a  concubine. 

嫡弟  a  younger  brother, — as compared  with  the  elder  son  of 
a  concubine. 

嫡 堂 •兄弟  the  sons  of  tw。 
brothers  by  the  legal  wife. 

嫡派 w  8583. 

子無 嫡埠麵 are  ■ 
whether  by  wife  or  concubine 

立賢 不立嫡  to  set  up  vir tuous  men  (as  successors  to  the 

throne)  rather  than  relatives. 
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嫡 
10,920 

敵 
10,921 R- 錫 

C.  tik 
H.  M 

F.  tik,  Hk 
W.  ̂  
N.  dih 

M." 

Y.  tik 

Sz.  ti 

K.  chok 

J.  teki、 djalm 
A.  dik 

Entering 
Lower. 

嫡傳  a  phrase  used  of  any  ac¬ complishment  learnt  direct  from 
the  master  and  not  from  some 

one  who  has  learnt  from  him. 

To  oppose  ；  to  be  a 

match  for  ；  an  enemy  ；  a 

competitor；  an  equal.  See 

4688， 6306. 

敵戰  to  fight  against  in  battle. 

敵 檔- •敵住  to  oppose;  to resist. 

不  can’t  resist;  is  no  match 
for;  is  not  as  good  as. 

我一 個人敵 不住你 

們 五 位  I  can,t  stand  against you  five. 

旣 如此說 ，敵 得他過 
from  what  you  say,  I  think  you 
are  more  than  a  match  for  him. 

仁 者無敵  the  man  of  a  cha¬ ritable  heart  has  no  enemy. 

克 敵致果 ，窮 宼莫追 
fight  your  enemy  with  all  your 
might,  but  do  not  pursue  a 
desperate  foe. 

敵國  a  hostile  nation ;  a  nation 
equal  in  dignity  and  power, 一 
to  one’s  own. 

凡公女 嫁于敵 國& 
cases  where  the  daughters  of 

Princes  are  marrying  into  equal 
States. 

敵兵  the  enemy’s  soldiers. 

‘ 人。 r 敵頭。 1 ■敵手 an 
enemy;  an  adversary. 

大恩 人怎做 备:頭 hDw 
can  one  who  is  so  deeply  in¬ 
debted  become  your  enemy? 

敵 勢不支  the  enemy  were unable  to  hold  their  own. 

明理而 勝 ‘敵  make  it 
clear  that  you  are  in  the  right, 

and  so  vanquish  your  enemies. 

戒輕 敵 beware  of  making  light 
of  the  enemy. 

因 糧於敵  forage  on  the enemy. 

對敵。 r 相敵  opposed;  hos¬ tile. 

敵憤 （々W4)  hostility;  hatred. 
匹敵  a  match;  a  pair. 

無敵  not  equalled ;  no  match. 

10,923 

R .錫 

C.  tik 
H.  tit 

F.  teik W.  ti\  di\ N. 

P.  i/# 
M.  // 

Y.  tik 

Sz.  ti 
K. chok 

f.  teki'  chaku 
A.  dik、 trik 

敵 

2^ 

10,921 

槠 
10,922 

R. 錫 

See_ 

Entering 

Upper. 

?r 

Entering 

Upper. 

敵 鹘同尊  both  equally  hon¬ 
ourable. 

2 »- 

Short  rafters  which  sup¬ 

port  the  projecting  eaves. 

無 與敵者  he  was  without  a 
rival. 

To  drop  ；  to  drip ;  a  drop. 

滴漏。 1 •滴出  t0  driP  out; to  leak. 

滴瀝。 1 •滴 搭。 r 滴打 t。 
drip;  to  drop. 

滴 水  water  dropping;  a  cascade. 

滴 水啤冰  droPPing  water 
becomes  ice, 一 very  cold. 

勲 勲滴滴  the  drip-drop  of 
falling  rain. 

碑 字滴血 dr°p a  word  (in ink),  drop  blood, — every,  word draws  a  tear  of  blood.  Used 

of  pathos  in  writing. 

滴血  to  drop  blood, — a  test  by 
which  relationship  can  be  de¬ 
cided.  The  blood  of  children 

and  parents,  or  of  brothers,  will 
mix  if  dropped  into  a  bowl  (which 

may  be  dry  or  have  water  in 
it);  and  similarly,  blood  will  soak 
into  the  bones  of  deceased  re¬ 
latives  while  it  will  run  clean 

off  the  bones  of  mere  strangers. 

一 滴何曾  ts^ng 1  到九 
how  can  a  drop  (of  the  wine 

poured  in  libation)  reach  down 
to  the  other  world  ? 一 where  the 

departed  spirits  are. 

滴 酒未飲 i  have  not  had  a drop  of  wine. 

舉 無遣滴  to  drink  without 
heeltaps. 

滴溜 滴溜轉  going  round and  round. 

滴溜圓  perfectly  round. 

滴滴金  Elecampane  or  Inula Britannica^  L.,  an  infusion  of 
which  is  used  for  coughs.  Also, 
a  squib. 

10,924 

R 錫 

W.  ti0 

Scej^j 

Entering 

Upper. 

網 
io,925 

蹢 
10,926 

R •陌錫 

See 擲 

Entering 

Lower. 

適 io,927 

mr 

4P 

10,928 

R •錫 

W./i3 

P.  Ui 

See 滴 

Entering 

Upper. 

10,929 

R •齊 

See 低 

A.  (sic) 
Even  Upper. 

A  jar  with  small  ears. 
See  7206. 

Read  chih^.  To  walk  ； 
to  send. 

Same  as  10,926. 

The  hoof  of  a  pig. 

有 豕白摘  there  are  the  pigs 
with  their  white  legs. 

^  to  go  thither. 
齊 A 蹢子 於禾者 
a  man  of  Ch*i  sent  his  son  to 

Sung. 

蹢调  embarrassed ;  in  doubt what  to  do. 

See  10,000. 

The  barb  of  an  arrow  ;’ 

the  head  of  a  spear.  See\ 
8754. 

如萬 鏑之叢 髓 
10,000  arrows  were  sticking  in| 
his  body. 

免蜂 鏑之災  to  avoid  the  ： 
horrors  of  war. 

鳴鏑 a  “sounding  arrow”， 
an  arrow  with  a  sounding  bulb! 
the  narikabura  of  the  Japanese; 

invented  by  Mao-tun  or  Megh- 
der  {see  Biog.  Diet.  1505),  Set 

3872. 鏑 鏑的聲  a  shrill  metallicj 
sound. 

A  mineral  used  in  dyeing 
silk  black. 
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10,930 

R •
錫
 

See 敵 

Entering 
Lower. 

10,93! 
R •錫 

See  敵. 

Entering 
Lower. 

翟 
10.932 

藝 
10.933 

R •錫 
See 糴 

Entering 
Lower. 

r2* 

IO,934 

R •覺嘯 
See 掉 
k、dik 

Entering 

Lower. 

Barbarians  ；  wild  tribes  •’ 
see  241  … A  stag  or  elk. 

雖 之夷狄 ，不 可棄也 
though  a  man  may  go  among 

wild  tribes,  he  may  not  discard, 
— virtue. 

避 狄遷岐  to  flee  before  the 
barbarians  and  remove  to  Ch 

— as  Tan  Fa  did.  Used  of 

change  of  capital. 

匈 奴 之類總 謂之北 

3^  a  general  name  for  peoples 

of  the  Hun  class  is  “northern 

barbarians.” 

狄道州  a  Department  in  Kan- suh. 

絶 有力狄  a  very  powerful stag. 

狄人  petty  attendants  on  mu¬ sicians. 

Read  To  drive 

away. 

狄 彼東南  to  drive  away  the 
tribes  of  the  east  and  south. 

A  kind  of  reed  with  a 

pithy  stem;  see  4324.  In 

Japan,  A  nap  he  Its  yedoensis、 
Franchet  &  Sav. 

^  Sorghum  saccharatum^ 
Pers. 

See  241. 

Long  bamboos  used  for 

fishing-rods. 

The  long-tailed  or  Ree- 

pheasant  [Syrmaticus 

Reeve  sit).  See  1870. 
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To  lay  in  grain ;  to  buy 

grain.  See  8488,  1 1,106. 

無遏糴  let  there  be  no  restric¬ tions  on  trade  in  grain. 

To  see  face  to  face  ；  to 

be  admitted  to  audience. 

覿面遇  to  meet  face  to  face 

覿 面相失  face  to  face  they did  not  recognise  one  another. 

無 緣覿面 不相逢 u less  fated  to  see  each  other,  they 
cannot  meet. 

三 歲不靓  for  three  years  he did  not  go  to  Court. 

私覿  a  private  audience. 

Same  as  10,939. 

Same  as  10,940. 

The  transverse  flute,  a 

bamboo  tube  bound  with 

waxed  silk  and  pierced  with 

eight  holes,  one  to  blow 

through,  one  covered  with 
a  thin  reedy  membrane,  and 
six  to  be  played  upon  by 

the  fingers.  The  bass  of 

the  ancient  double  flute  •, 
see  13,362. 

江上笛 聲固哀 Ae  sound of  a  flute  on  the  river  has  a 

saddening  effect. 

龍笛  a  flute,  as  above  described, used  at  the  annual  Confucian 

ceremonies,  and  specially  with 

a  dragon’s  head  at  one  end  and 
tail  at  the  other. 

橫笛  the  ordinary  flute, ― as  op- 
posed  to 蕭 432i. 

羌笛  the  shepherd’s  flute. 
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C.  tai 
H. 

F.  tai 

吹笛子  to  play  the  flute. 
鄕笛  a  name  for  the  so-?ia\  see 

10,204. 

警笛  a  policeman’s  whistle. 

汔笛  a  steam  whistle. 
The  right  path  ；  to  pursue 

the  right  path  ；  to  tread  in 
the  steps  of；  to  direct；  to 
lead  forward ;  to  advance  ； 

to  bring  forward. 

各 迪有功  these  all  pursue the  right  path  and  are  merito¬ 
rious. 

允 迪厥德  if  (a  sovereign) 
sincerely  pursues  the  course  of his  virtue. 

乃有不 吉不迪  if  there 
are  bad  and  unprincipled  men? 

啟 迪後人  to  instruct  and 
guide  posterity. 

迪 簡  to  be  chosen  and  promoted. 

To  sweep  clean ；  to  wash； 

to  cleanse  •’  to  scour. 

十 月滌瘍  in  the  10th  moon 
(the  farmers)  sweep  clean  their 

yards. 

to  wash  off  dirt. 

以 滌塵襟  to  solace  oneselfj for  one’s  griefs. 

湯垢條 瑕  t。 wash  off  the  dirt 
and  cleanse  the  stains, 一 to  re¬ 
form. 

滌硯  to  wash  the  ink-stone, — to  prepare  for  study. 

洗心 滌慮  to  cleanse  one’
s 

heart  and  purge  it  from  anxieties. 

人皆 知滌其 器而莫 

知 洙其心  every  man  will 
cleanse  h^s  dirty  dishes,  but  none 

will  purify  his  heart. 

風 惟滌滌  the  wind  is  genial. 

滌 滌山川  desert  land. 
滌煩子  washer-away  of  care, 

—— tea. 

God；  the  Supreme  Ruler 
of  the  Universe；  see  1 1,208. 

A  god  a  deified  being, 

such  as  a  deceased  Em¬ 
peror.  The  Emperor  ；  the 

supreme  ruW  on  earth  or 
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vice-regent  of  God.  See 

3887,  6609,  9819. 

帝 出乎震  God  comes  forth 
in  the  quickening  of  nature, 一 
invisible  as  a  being,  He  is  seen 

in  the  growth  and  development 

of  all  things,  as  suggested  by 
Pantheists. 

宰天地 者帝也  he  who 
governs  heaven  and  earth  is 

r/,— God. 

帝者生 物之主 n is  the 
lord  of  all  living  creatures. 

帝 者天之 坪 the  wOTd  * means  God  active ;  see  11,208. 

帝天也  by  ShangTi， Go 色 is  meant.  [In  the  孝經， 

Shang  Ti  is  ranked  below  天. 

See  11,208.]  " 

上 帝臨女  God  is  near  you. 

[女  for  汝 5666.] 

予畏 上帝 I  fear  God. 

有 皇上帝 ，伊誰 云憎 
there  is  Almighty  God,  does  He 

hate  any  one? 

奉 上帝命 i  have  received 
God’s  commands. 

上帝 五帝也 Shang  Ti means  the  Five  Emperors.  See 
below. 

昊 天天也 ，上 帝元天 
也  Hao  THen  means  heaven, 
Shang  Ti  means  the  original 
heaven,  God. 

上帝  散  God,  well  pleased, 
smells  the  sweet  savour, — of  sa¬ 
crifices. 

在 帝左右  on  the  right  and 
left  hand  (sc.  in  the  presence) 
of  God. 

帝 省其山  God  surveyed  the hills. 

帝鄕 不可期 i  cannot  hope 
to  go  to  heaven. 

飄然 乘風 來帝旁 心 
wind  bore  it  delicately  to  the 

throne  of  God, 一 of  the  soul  of 
Han  Wen-kung. 

鈞 天無人 帝悲傷 there 
was  no  one  in  heaven,  and  God 
was  sad. 

帝女  a  goddess. 

胡然 而帝也  she  appears like  a  goddess ! 

關帝  Kuan  Ti,  the  God  of  War. 

帝 4
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文  _  帝  the  God  of  Literature. 

帝釋 Indra. 五帝  the  Five  Emperors, 一 of 
old， 太 _ ，炎帝 ，黃 

帝， 少皡， and 琴頊. N 
[Other  classifications  are  in  use.]  p 

Also,,  the  Five  Planetary  Gods,  • 饥 .2 ..靑 帝 (■^  2184)， 赤 帝， 

黃帝 ，白 肀， and 黑格， corresponding  with  Jupiter,  Mars, 

Saturn,  Venus,  and  Mercury, 
respectively. 

五帝天  a  term  for  heaven. 

皇 帝 or  帝 王  the  Emperor. 

后帝  the  Empress. 

帝; 之不 ，久 矣&  alon
g time,  the  Emperor  has  not  been 

behaving  as  an  Emperor  should. 

末帝 or 廢 帝 a  deposed  Em 

peror. 

堂 堂帝胄  a  noble  fellow  of! Imperial  lineage. 

帝畿  the  capital. .閽0 r 帝京0 r 帝城 
names  for  Peking. 

帝星  the  star  (3  in  Ursa  Minor. 
帝車  a  name  for  the  北斗 

(see  1 1,427.  Cf.  Charles’  Wain). 
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To  drop,  as  liquids  \  a drop. 

締哭  to  let  fall  tears;  to  weep. 

谛 下水來  the  water  is  drip- 
ping. 

The  “great  sacrifice”  of 

old,  which  could  be  cele¬ 

brated  only  by  the  Emper¬ 
or,  and  was  offered  by  him 
to  the  remotest  ancestor 

from  whom  the  founder  of 

the  reigning  dynasty  traced 
his  descent. 

或間# 之說， 子曰不 

知也  to  some  one  who  asked 
the  meaning  of  the  great  sacri¬ 

fice,  Confucius  replied  “I  do  not 

know.” 

summer  and  autumn  sa¬ 
crifices. 
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A  knot  ；  a  close  connex¬ ion.  See  10,360. 

締結。 1 ■締成  betrothed;  en- 
gaged ;  allied. 

締交  a  close  friendship, 獸 縱交締 ，鳥 _ 譜穆 
beasts  roaming  in  friendly  com- 

, panionship  and  birds  feeding  in 
harmony. 

締 好之由  the  origin  of  their 

friendship. 

締 姻陋俗  coarse  marriage 
customs. 

取締  to  exercise  control  over; to1  administer,  as  regulations. 

[Of  Japanese  origin.] 

取締' 華洋錢 銀交涉 
to  exercise  control  over  Chinese 

and  foreign  financial  compli¬ cations. 

無 法取締  no  means  of  con¬ 
trolling  them. 

嚴 訂取締 規則 estab- 
lish  strict  regulations  for  con¬ 

trolling. 

Read 

氣繚轉 而自締 心 * 
curled  itself  into  knots, 

A  stem ；  a*  peduncle；  a 

base  ；  a  foundation. 

花蒂  the  stalk  or  peduncle  of 
a  flower.  See  5974. 

^  ̂   a  lotus  in  which  two 
stems  have  united;  a  happy marriage. 

蒂  盤  the  stem  and  green 
calyx. 

瓜熟 則蒂落 whentheme- 
Ion  is  ripe,  it  falls  from  its  stalk. 

上 無所蒂 ，下 無所根 
no  support  from  above,  no  root below. 

芥蒂  ich'ail)  see  lS25i  io»969* 

蒂 "3 巴  the  stalk, — of  a  flower. 

To  investigate  ；  to  make 
researches. 

審諦 t0  enquire  judicially  into. 

諦視。 r 諫料  to  scrutinise. 
微諦  to  discriminate  carefully 
between. 
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woman 

諦毫 末者不 見天地 

之大 he  who  investigates  mi¬ 
nute  things  loses  sight  of  the 

magnitude  of  the  universe. 

_ 女 人華聞 
listen  attentively ! 一 to  an  appli¬ 
cant  for  reception  as  a  nun. 

四諦  four  truths  or  doctrines 
the  mastering  of  which  is  a  mark 

of  enlightenment  in  Buddhism, 

viz,  (i)  that  misery  is  a  necess¬ 
ary  attribute  of  sentient  exist¬ 

ence,  (2)  that  ac(Simulation  of 
misery  is  caused  by  the  passions, 

(3)  that  extinction  of  the  pass¬ 
ions  is  possible,  and  (4)  that  the 

doctrine  of  the  “way”  leads  to 
•:  such  extinction. 

See  1 1,026. 

Same  as  1 1,026. 

A  bundle  of  writing  slips 

tied  up  in  proper  order  ； 

order  of  succession  \  hence, 

a  younger  brother  ；  to  act 

the  part  of  a  younger.  Usee 

conventionally  by  a  speaker 
of  himself. 

兄弟财 4688. 

弟兄  brothers. 

弟兄官  officers  of  equal  rank 

五 弟兄宫  a  collective  term 
for  Viceroy,  Governor,  Judge, 

Treasurer,  and  Tao-t‘ai. 

舍弟  my  younger  brother. 

令弟  your  younger  brother. 

賢弟  you,  my  worthy  younger 
brother,  一  used  by  an  elder 
brother. 

老弟。 r 弟台  you,— to  a 
friend  younger  than  oneself. 

愚弟。 r  小弟  your  foolish  or 
insignificant  younger  brother, — 

I;  me. 

弟男例  rule  of  succession 
through  brothers, — mentioned  in 
Mongol  hist.  a.d.  1274, 

弟婦  a  younger  brother’s  wife. 

弟夫人  your  wife, — to  a  friend 
younger  than  the  speaker. 
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弟子 —  immediate  disciple 

7751,  12,316. 

親 傳業者 爲弟子 u tzu  is  one  who  is  personally 

taught  by  the  Master. 

大弟子  Buddhist  “elders. Sanskrit :  sthaviras. 

女弟  a  sister;  see  産 360. 
Read  To  behave  as 

a  younger  brother  should. 

敦孝弟  pay  due  attention  to filial  piety  and  fraternal  duty. 

出則弟  abroad,  be  the  younger 
brother, 一 ix.  treat  others  as 

though  elder  brothers,  with  res¬ 

pect,  etc. 
不弟 not  to  be  respectful,  as 
above. 

A  younger  brother’s  wife as  opposed  t。 姒  10,290 

a  younger  sister. 

家生娣 a  slave-girl  born  in the  family. 

諸 涕辞之  the  virgins,  her companions,  followed  her, — to 

her  Husband’s  home.  [The  bride 
of  a  feudal  prince  was  accom¬ 

panied  by  a  younger  sister  and 
a  cousin,  while  two  houses  of  the 
same  surname  each  sent  a  simi¬ 

lar  group,  making  nine  in  all 

See  10,989. 

A  piece  of  white  jade, 

formerly  worn  on  the  girdle 

as  a  symbol  of  sincerity. 
Also  read  tH' 

To  stare ;  to  gaze ;  to 
look  at. 

不 敢睇視  I  do  not  venture to  stare. 

瞄而弗 識  to  1()°k  at  but  not to  recognise. 

旣 含睇兮 又宜笑 
having  stolen  a  glance  and  added 
to  it  a  suitable  smile. 

審蹄  to  scrutinise. 
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Order;  sequence ；  series ； 

a  class；  a  grade.  A  sec，| 

tion；  a  chapter.  A  house；! 

the  state  apartments  to  I 
which  successful  candidates 

for  the  highest  degree  were! 
conducted  in  ancient  times  J 

hence,  a  degree  ；  to  take 

a  degree；  see  3034.  But； 

yet;  still  ；  however.  [Dis¬ tinguished  from  第  12,362.] 

次第 order;  series; precedence.! 

皆有 次第 all  (the  cere- 
monies)  in  proper  order  of  pre¬ cedence,  etc. 

第一  number  one;  the  first;  the  I best. 

胃  ~ in  the  first  place. 

第三個 the  third. 
第幾號 妹心 number  is  it? 
得第。 r 登第 Qr 及第。 rl 
— 第  to  be  among  the  three 
first  of  the  successful  candidates 

at  the  “Palace”  or  final  exami¬ 

nation  of  graduates  for  the  Han- lin  College. 

九經及 第  went  up  nine  times 
for  his  degree  before  he  passed 

一榜盡 賜及第 a11  the successful  candidates  received  by 

Imperial  order  the  distinction  of 
chi  as  above. 

甲第  the  3rd  or  highest  degree; a  mansion;  a  palace. 

視 上第如 栺掌  looked going  up  for  his  examination  as 
easy  as  pointing  at  his  hand. 

落第  to  fail  to  get  the  3rd 
degree. 

僕下 第出都  I  was  leaving 
the  capital  after  having  failed  for 

my  doctor’s  degree. 

家 貧下第  his  family  was 
miserably  poor. 

能第 其高下 he  could  ap¬ 
praise  their  relative  merits, -^as 

pictures. 

宅第  a  house;  a  dwelling. 
賜第  to  bestow  a  mansion,— upon  a  deserving  official. 

潭 第凝庥  may  blessings gather  around  your  mansion ! 

on  I 
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詩 書門第  a  literary  house  or family. 

舍 第而婧  to  play  truant. 

第主  master  of  the  house. 

居 不易第  he  did  not  change 
his  house, — when  he  got  rich. 

不 第如此  it  is  not  only  thus. 
[Here  also  read 

第不 識該人 家住何 

處1  am  not,  however,  acquaint¬ 
ed  with  the  man’s  place  of  resid¬ 
ence. 

生人腦 體必不 可致， 
第 不知死 人的可 

用得麽  we  certainly  can’t 
get  a  live  man’s  brains,  but  per¬ 

haps  a  dead  one’s  would  do. 

曰 第舍之  to  which  he  re 
plied,  “No;  let  them  be  released.” 

第以 實言之 制  the  exact 
truth, — this  in  answer  to  a  quest¬ 
ion  as  to  what  was  to  be  said. 

The  earth,  which  is  female 

as  opposed  to 天  1 1,208  - 
the  mater  terra  of  the 

Romans  ；  one  of  the  Three 

Forces  (see  1 1,496);  ground； 

soil;  place;  locality ；  back 

ground.  See  1 1,756. 

地 無私載  the  earth  supports 
no  one  in  particular, 一 but  all 
men  equally. 

取 財於地  we  get  our  wealth 
from  the  earth. 

地壇  the  Temple  of  Earth.  See 
10,705. 

后对 1  Queen  Earth. 

地球 (or  魅) the  globe. 

地理  geography. 

地理圖  a  map  of  the  earth ; 
a  map. 

地 道失苹 ，實 由人事 
. any  disturbance  of  the  Earth’s 
regular  order  is  produced  by  the 

affairs  of  men, — of  an  earth 

quake. 

暗 打地道  to  bore  a  tunnel 

道地  10,780. 
地土  earth ;  territory. 

地 4
 

io,956 
地氣  exhalations  from  the  earth; climate. 

脚 踏實地  when  their  feet reached  terra  firma.  Also  used metaph. 

地動。 r 地震  an  earthquake. 

地陷  the  earth  opening. 

地穴  a  hole;  a  gulf. 

白地。 r 空地  waste  land. 

地租  land-tax. 地丁  4nd-tax  and  poll-tax, — now  used  of  land-tax  alone. 

地主  owner  of  land ;  landlord. 

地界  the  boundary  of  a  place ; 

1  place. 

地支  see  1873. 地献  acreage  of  land;  land. 

地面。 r 地身  {see  9813)  sur- face;  area. 

地 面兒銀 錢太緊 
money  is  very  tight  about  here. 

站地身 三十六 献0 ccu - pying  36  acres  of  ground. 

地段  a  piece  of  ground. 

置地  to  buy  land. 
3^  title-deeds  for  land. 

地方  {see  天  ii,2o8)  area  of land ;  place;  locality. 

地方官  territorial  officials ; local  officials. 

地方 的差使  local  duties  of an  official  character, ― such  as 
all  are  liable  to  be  called  on  to 

perform. 

住地方 work  for  another. 

本地。 r 地頭  of  or  belong ing  to  the  place ;  native ;  local 

强龍 _壓 地頭蛇 
mighty  dragon  cannot  vanquish 

the  local  snake, 一 who  knows  his 

way  about. 

地利  produce ;  advantages  of situation.  Cf,  水利 咖5. 

地勢 the  nature  or  aspect  of  a place.  See  9991. 

地位  a  situation;  a  site. 

地基  a  foundation. 

地甲  the  tithing  system  or  sub¬ division  of  communities  with  a 

responsible  head  to  each  division; 

petty  local  officers. 

地 
io,956 ▲ 

地氈 a  carpet. 

地蓆  matting. 地下  on  the  ground. 

地 下有郑  the  dead  know. 

就地。 n  the  spot. 

此地 here. 
地獄  Purgatory;  see  13,633. 

地蛋。 r 地瓜  sweet  potatoes; 

yams. 

地板  flooring；  a  boarded  floor. 

地閣  the  chin, — used  in  works on  physiognomy. 

地府  the  grave ;  the  next  world. 

地音复  an  earthworm. 落地  to  fall  to  the  ground. 

金地 a  gilt  ground, — in  paint¬ 

ing. 

以 金作地 t。 lay  on  a  g°ld ground, — in  painting. 

暗地  in  secret. 
地保。 r 地約。 r 地坊 the 
ti'pao  or  official  beadle,  respon¬ 
sible  for  the  behaviour  of  pers^ms 

within  the  area  assigned  to  him 

地 保收拾  hiay  the  ti-pao bury  you! — as  an  outcast. 

平地典 無風之 波 .1。 stir  up  waves  on  a  windless  plain, 
— to  make  trouble  where  none 

existed. 

地 脚堅固  the  founaa«.ion  is 
very  firm. 

無 4 自容了  not  a  leg  to stand  upon, — as  when  beaten 
in  argument. 

是二 者其地 皆不可 

居也  these  two  (statements) cannot  either  of  them  occupy 

the  ground, — claimed. 

腺 ^ 得無地 可入。 r 

羞 慚無地 i  could  have 
sunk  into  the  earth  for  shame. 

Mfe  ̂   the  space  at  th
e  foot  of 

the  steps  of  a  grave. 

凡事 須留餘 地 ina11 
things  keep  a  margin,  t,e.  a  place 
in  reserve  to  which  one  can 
retire  in  case  of  need. 

地步  see  9485. 
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io,956 

4 

as 

心 地端正  naturally  upright 
or  honourable. 

出 人頭地  to  be  superior  to 
ordinary  people. 

才^対 !l  寿 I  of  brilliant  talents. 

人地  parts ;  abilities. 

地根。 r 地頭蛇  rowdies. 

地壯  the  soil  is  good. 

地瘠  the  soil  is  poor. 

地皮 兒不好  the  soil  is  not 
good,- — for  agriculture. 

爲 索詐財 物之地 
ground  for  extorting  money. 

心 懸兩地 心  heart  hover¬ 
ing  between  two  places, — both 
of  which  have  their  attractions. 

痛 切於心 ，不 能爲地 
very  sorely  grieved,  and  unable 
to  stand  it. 

地坑 a  pit. 

地炼  a  k^ang.  See  5923. 

地雷  mines  in  military  engi¬ 
neering. 

地藏  (tsa?igK)  the  Bodhisatva 
Ksitigarbha,  worshipped  as  a 
ruler  of  the  nether  world 

詔 w 招） 地  the  abode  of  the 

Lord  (Buddha), 一 Lh’asa. 

地羊  the  mole-rat  {Siphneus psi- lurus). 

地柏鼠 (ot 子） a  mole- 

地猴  the  polecat  [Putorius  Fon- 
tanierit) ;  the  Siberian  weasel 

Sibirici). 

地甫島 心  bustard  {Otis  tarda), 

地米菜 Capella  bursa-pasto- 
ris}  Moench. 

地膚子  Kochia  scoparia、 
Schrad. 

Rehmannia  glutinosa,  Lib. 

生地 and 熟地  commercial 
names  of  the  above. 

地血  same  as  1762.  Also,  ZiA 
thospermum  officinale^  L. 

地骨皮  root-bark  of  Lycium 
chinense^  Mill. 

地耳  ground  fungi. 

IO,9S7 

R •霽 

H.  f-ai 

& 體 

Sinking 

Upper. 

10,958 

10.959 

R •霽 

See 遞 

K.  ch、e 

Sinking 

Lower. 

w 

10.960 

R •泰霧 
w 第大 

Sinking 

Lower. 

wc 

10.961 

R •霧泰 See 第 

Sinking 

Lower. 

軟 
10.962 

軚 10.963 

m 
10.964 

夂 •霽薺 

YL.ch^e 

See 第 

Sinking 

Lower. 

Dishevelled  hair.  False 

hair；  a  wig. 

激 髪毋辕  bind  up  your  hair and  let  it  not  hang  loose. 

秃而； 髢  only  bald  men 
wear  wigs. 

不 屑鬆也  there  is  no  need to  wear  false  hair, 一 you  have 

enough  of  your  own. 

Same  as  10,957. 

Standing  alone,  as  a 

single  tree. 

有 秋之杜  there  is  a  solitary russet  pear  tree. 

The  linch-pin  of  a  wheel 
and  axle. 

齊 玉缺 而並馳 ai1  the linch-pins  of  the  chariots,  were 

of  jade,  as  they  advanced  to¬ 

gether. 

Fetters  ；  to  fetter. 

煮鹽者 鈇左趾 those 
who  made  salt  (which  has  al¬ 

ways  been  a  government  mono¬ 

poly)  were  fettered  on  the  left 

leg. 

Same  as  10,960. 

Same  as  10,960. 

To  give  to  ；  to  hand  ；  to 

present ;  to  forward ;  to 
transmit.  To  change;  to 

substitute. 

遞給。 r 遞與  t。 give  t0;  t0 hand. 

遞一個 上去 he  handed one  up. 

遞 禀  to  hand  in  or  file  a  petition. 

遞貨單  to  hand  in  a  ship’s 
manifest. 

w 
10,964 

遞 奏  to  memorialise  the  Era 

peror. 遞手本  to  hand  in  a  personal statement, 一 of  services,  etc.  as 

a  subordinate  to  a  superior  officer See  8846. 

_  ̂   to  hand  a  lett
er  to  a 

person. ^  to  hand  inras  documents 

遞名  to  hand  in  one’s  name. 

遞過去  handed ;  held  out; 
proffered.  ̂ 

遞眼色  to  give  a  wink  by  way 
of  hint. 

遞 片子。 r 遞條子 t。 send 
a  card. 

傳遞  to  send,  as  by  post;  to transmit  information;  traditional; 

handed  down;  used  of  persons 

who  fraudulently  convey  to  can¬ 

didates  in  examinations  ready- 
written  essays,  etc. 

煩你遞  _  may 1  trouble  y°u 
to  forward  this  for  me? 

遞箅  to  calculate  proportion- 

ably. 

一 遞一着  the  alternate 
moving  of  pieces  on  a  chess¬ board. 

流遞  to  banish  to. 遞解 01 ■遞 送  to  send;  to  for- 
ward. 

遞到。 r 遞至  sent；  forwarded 

遞籍  to  send  back  to  one^s  na¬ tive  place;  to  deport. 

短 遞回籍  to  escort  a  deport¬ 
ed  criminal  part  of  the  way  back 

to  his  native  place. 

長遞  to  escort  all  the  way,  as above. 

遞代  for;  instead  of. 
遞迤脚  to  chafige  feet, — as  in 
marching. 

老人 等遞起 爲舞& old  men  started  to  dance. 

遞 相往還  going  alternately 
backwards  and  forwards ;  mutual 

intercourse. 

适 遞難追  he  is  too  far  off  to be  caught  up.  •  • 

遞 加無已  to  be  continually 
adding  to. 

遞 '年  one  year  following  another. 

遞鍾  a  name  for  a  lute. 
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w 
10,965 

R. 霽
 

C.  tat 
H.  H 

F.  lae 
W.  dir 

di N, 

P. 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 

ti 

K.  ch、、t、e 
「•  tei、 dai 
A.  de 

Sinking 

Lower. 

A  mountain  tree,  like  the 

cherry,  with  edible  fruit, 
which  has  been  identified  by 

some  with  Prunus  japonica、 

Thbg.  Other  names  for  it 

are 常棣 and 棠棟； w 

10,757.  An  elder  brother ； 
see  8458. 

10,971 

R •馨 

低 
SinkingUpper. 

10,966 

10,967 

M 

10,968 

薺質 
See 窒 

R. 

Rising  and 
Entering 

Upper. 

瑟 
10,969 

R •霽卦 
See 低 

Sinking 

Lower. 

婦‘
 10,970 钇 •霧 

See 帝 
K.  ch>e 

A.  chuet 

Sinking 

Upper. 

唐棣  has  been  identified  with 
the  above.  Also,  y/ith  A me/an- 
chier  canadensis^  Torn  &  Gray. 

棣棠  a  shrub  with  yellow  flower! 
{Kerria  japcnica、 D.C.). 

威儀 棣棣.  my  deportm
ent 

has  been  dignified  and  good. 

Hard  of  hearing  ；  deaf. 

Also  read  to^. 

Read  tai\  Dignified. 

r-  1 錫 

鵰的 

See  10,562. 

Same  as  10,899. 

High ;  exalted.  Weary. 

高憩  lofty ;  eminent. 

Read  ckLaP.  A  thorn 

曾 不憩芥  without  a  thorn 
in  it, 一 easy  to  be  transacted; 
without  a  hitch  in  it. 

The  rainbow,  supposec 

to  be  generated  from  the 

淫氣  libidinous  vapours 
of  heaven  and  earth.  See 

5265. 

皤 崠在東 ，莫 之敢栺 
there  is  a  rainbow  in  the  east, 

and  nobody  ventures  to  point 

at  it, 一 such  an  act  being  regard 
ed  as  unlucky  and  apt  to  bring 
sores  on  the  hand. 

蟛 
io,972 

io,973 

Rising  and Entering 

Upper. 
io,974 

錫 

See 的 

Entering 

Upper. io,975 

R. 

錫 

To  go  away. 

鴻雁遝  the  wild  geese  have 
migrated. 

Same  as  10,970. 

10,978 

w.  ti,di 

N.  tih^  v.  ti 

P.  cti 

卜 

Y.  tik K.  chdk 

•  teki、 chaku 
A.  dik 

To  lead. 

Read  yo^.  To  point  at. 

Read  cho1*.  To  strike. 

Lustre  of  pearls  ；  shining 
shimmering. 

To  string  together,  as 
fish. 

see 的 

Entering 

Upper. 

R. 

10,976 

錫 

See 的 

Entering 

Upper. 

m 

10,977 

R. 錫 

See 的 

Reins；  a  bridle. 

Entering 

Upper. 

A  bay  horse  with  a  white 

spot  on  its  forehead  is  callec 

馬勺 顙， and  is  regarded  as 
inauspicious. 

駘盧  name  of  the  horse  ridden 
by  剑備  Liu  Pei.  7396 
10,978. 

的 
io,978 

R •錫 

C.  tik^  v.  cti H.  tit,  ̂ 

F.  teik 

>  tity 

The  bull’s-eye  of  a  target 
see  8080.  A  red  spot  stuck 
on  the  face  of  a  lady  o 

the  seraglio  during  men 
struation.  Clear  ；  bright 

evident；  genuine；  rea: 

的 

Entering 

Upper. 

Used  as  a  sign  of  the  geni 

tive  ca?e， like  之  1787. 

One；  a  unit；  an  individual. 
Used  also  in  some  senses 

like  者 542  and  得  10,842. 

The  seeds  of  the  lotus-plant. 

發 彼有的 I  shall  hit  the 

bull’s-eye. 

射箭中  c huti^^  (q  lilt  tlic| bull’s-eye  in  archery. 

^  marks  on  a  horsed  head: 
betokening  harm  to  owner.  Set 

7396,  IO,977- 

的然  openly ;  publicly ;  notor¬ iously  ; really. 

其侖 然可信 _ thQsf 
which  can  really  be  believed  in, 
or  accepted  as  genuine. 

的確  true;  positive ;  genuine 
bond  fide. 

的當  satisfactory ;  proper. 

的信  trustworthy. 
的準  accurate;  reliable. 斷無 置的埤 於不两 
it  would  be  impossible  to  exemp1 
the  real  defendant  from  examin| 

ation, 一 and  proceed  to  fix  th< 
responsibility  on  somebody  else 

的筆  the  actual  writing, — as some  eminent  person. 

的保  a  substantial  orsatisfactor;! bailsman  or  guarantee. 

的 不虛示 触 is  truly n' vain  proclamation,  —  but 
which  will  be  acted  upon, 

的係  it  is  really  … 

的名 or  的姓  the  real  or  exac: 

0 

on 

name. 

的細  the  exact  facts. 
的的  detailed;  circumstantial. 

的囉搭 拉 shabby;  disrepu 
able;  never-ending,  of  talk. 

我  _  書  my book- 

男 該在左 邊 maleom 
(men)  should  <be  on  the  left,- 
women  on  the  right. 

中 _ 的人  a  Chinama
n. 

剃頭的  a  barber. 
寫字 的  the  person  who  write 
the  writer. 

對 他說話 的是誰 
is  that  talking  to  him? 
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的 
io,978 

m 
10.979 

R 錫 
See 鏑 

Entering 

Upper. 

淑 
10.980 

R •錫 
See 嫩

迪
 

Entering 
Lower. 

蹴 
10,981 

R •屋錫 
C.  H.  ts、uk  ' 
F.  Yduk^  tik^ 
W.  ts^o 
N.  tsf'oh 
P.  W,  tsu\ 

Ui 

M.  I  su% 
Sz.  I  ti 

Y.  ts{uk 

K.  chLuk、 ch、dk 
J.  s/iuku^  teki 

A.  dik/ik 

Entering 

Upper 
and  Lower. 

剔 
10,982 

R •
錫
 

c.  m,  t^ek 
H.  Ht 

F.  t^eik 
W.  H 

N.  m 

窮的 伴富的  the  poor  man 
chumming  with  the  rich  man. 

小的  the  little  one, — conven¬ 
tionally  used  by  servants  for 

“I,”  “me.” 

^  unfit  to  eat,  as  un 

wholesome  food;  used  also  of 

such  things  as  opium,  which  it 

is  improper  to  eat. 

是的  it  is  so. 
有的  there  is  some;  there  are 
some. 

的斤  = Teghin. 

The  seeds  of  the  lotus 

plant. 

緑 房紫荫  the  green  capsule 
and  purple  seeds  of  the  lotus. 

Dry  ；  scorched. 

旱旣 大甚， II 山川 
the  drought  is  very  severe,  and 

the  whole  country  is  parched. 

Level,  as  a  road. 

跛 嫩周道  the  road  to  Chou 
(t.e.  to  the  capital)  should  be 

level  and  easy,— from  the  amount 
of  tra 伍 c  there  would  be  to  and 

fro  in  times  of  peace. 

Read  ts{u^ 

複其位 ，蹴 睹如也 
when  he  got  to  his  place  (after 

an  audience,  Confucius)  in  his 

manner  still  showed  a  respect¬ 
ful  uneasiness. 

大跛蹐  looked  very  foolish. 

To  scrape  off;  to  pick 

out  ；  to  get  rid  of.  See 

1 1,076. 

剔翊  to  clean  their  feathers, — 
as  birds  do. 

剔刀  a  butcher’s  scraping-knife. 

剔 
10,982 

P.  // 
M.  tH 

Y.  f'ik Sz?  tH 

K.  chLdk 
J.  teki、 chaku 

K

,

 

j

i

k

 

Entering 

Upper. 

i°,983 

•錫 

P.  ctH 

See 剔 

A.jik Entering 

Upper. 

R 

10.984 

R. 錫
 

See 剔 

K.jik 

Entering 

Upper. 

w 10.985 

R •錫 

C.  t、ek。 

F.  t^eik^  v.  ouk、 

W.  H 

N.  tHh 

P.  /‘z° 

M.  tH 

Y.  tHk 

Sz.  tLi K.  cK'dk J.  teki、 chaku  ̂  A.  dik'jik 
Enteriog 

Upper. 

剔牙。 1 ■剔齒 tQ  Pick  the teeth. 

剔出  to  pick  out;  to  get  rid  of. 

剔骨  to  pick  out  the  bones, — from  meat  before  it  is  sold. 

易 |J  燈  j 强  a  wire  to  pall  up  the wick  in  an  oil  lamp. 

To  stand  in  awe  of；  to 

be  alarmed.  [To  be  distin¬ 
guished  from  暢  ic,743.j 

心 焉惕惕  my  heart  is  full of  trouble. 

怵 惕惟厲 i  am  fearful  and conscious  of  my  peril. 

朝 乾夕惕  grave  in  the morning  and  vigilant  at  night, 
— ever  watchful  to  behave  with 

decorum. 

To  pick  out.  [To  be  dis¬ 
tinguished  from  楊  1 2,876.] 

To  kick.  See  3210,  8700. 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

踢  10,746.] 

賜着  he  kicks, — as  a  horse. 

賜  to  kick  a  ball. 

踢行頭  to  play  at  football. 

賜燕  to  kick  the  swallow, — the game  of  shuttlecock,  as  played 

with  the  feet.  [In  Peking,  tliy 
chie'rh^  (or  chHe'rh^)^ 

賜死人  to  kick  a  person  to death. 

把 房門一 脚賜開 
kicked  the  door  open  with  s 

single  kick. 

拳 打脚踢  hittinS  and  kick- 

ing. 

賜弄。 r 賜蹬 1。 to 
squander. 

頑耍賜 蹬褂子 to  givea friendly  kick  on  the  backside. 

10.987 

R •錫 

P.// 

See 剔 

A.  tik^  t^ik 

Entering 

Upper. m 
10.988 

R •霽 

H.  t'-ai 

s- 體 

Sinking 

Upper. 

10,986 

R •錫 

See Entering 

Lower. 

we 

To  keep  at  a  distance 

from  ；  to  remove  ；  to  send. 

[To  be  distinguished  from 
邊  io,747.j. 

用  蠻 方  keep  at  a  distance 
from  the  southern  barbarians. 

離 邊爾土  get  far  away  from 
your  country. 

豈 敢離运 hQw  could 
venture  to  keep  apart  from  ? 
our  leaders. 

移 爾遐邊  betake  yourselfj 
afar  off. 

邊 矣難追 he  is  t。。 far  off to  be  pursued. 

大 醉追地 he  fell  on  the 
ground  very  drunk. 

Unrestrained  ；  free  ；  un¬ 

occupied. 

倜儻  masterful;  without  self- restraint  ;  energetic ;  unhesi¬ 

tating. 

To  shave. 

剃頭  to  shave  the  head. 

剃頭的  a  barber. 弟 ij 頭扁担 ，長 圓不了 
like  a  barber’s  pole,  neither  long nor  round. 

餓剃頭  to  shave  on  an  empty 
stomach.  See  4146. 

弟 (j  面  t0  trim  the  hair  of  the 
face. 

剃 髪修行  to  shave  off  the 
hair  and  cultivate  moral  con¬ 

duct, — to  be  ordained  as  a  Bud¬ 
dhist  prieat. 

剃度  a  boy  (or  his  substitute) who  has  had  his  head  shaved 
and  is  admitted  temporarily  into 
the  Buddhist  Church  as  a  novice, 

generally  with  a  view  to  save  his 
life  from  some  dangerous  illness 
from  which  he  may  be  suffering. 

剃 擇正範 rules  f()r  the 
ordination  of  Buddhist  priests. 

剃 L 

a  razor. 
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H.  tH 

F.  tae 

W  W 

P.  t'i 
M.  ti 

Y.  H 

Yi.che 

]•  tei、fai 

k^de 

Sinking 

Lower. 
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10,990 R •齊 

C.  M 

H.  f-oi 
F， /W 

w.  z4/ N.  H, 
P. 

T"I 

564  ] 

Sz. 

K.che 

J.  tei、 dat 

A.  f'e 
Even  Upper. 

To  act  as  a  younger 

brother  should.  See  10,950. 

兄良弟 梯  if  the  elder  brother 
behaves  properly,  the  younger 
brother  will  observe  fraternal 

duties. 

A  ladder  ；  steps  ；  stairs. 

To  lean  against. 

梯子  a  ladder.  . 

板梯  a  step-ladder. 

軟梯 a 賊梯  a  rope  ladder. 

蜈蚣梯  a  centipede  ladder, 一 
a  single  rope  with  rounds  made 
fast  to  it  at  short  intervals. 

天梯 a  long  ladder  for  getting 
on  to  roofs  of  houses,  etc. 

鈎梯  a  hook  ladder. 

梯掩。 r 梯子棺  the  rounds 
•  of  a  ladder. 

悽梯  stairs  to  an  upper  storey. 

樓梯天  a  ladder  sky, — means hot  weather. 

護梯  steps  or  stairs  with  a  hand¬ rail. 

塔梯  a  winding  staircase. 

上 屋撒梯 t0  get  UP  t0  a 
room  and  pull  away  the  ladder, 
— to  leave  in  the  lurch. 

因 梯其樹 so  he  used  the 
tree  as  a  ladder, — and  got  up. 

梯城娜 人  t。 place  ladders 
against  the  city  walls  and  scram¬ ble  in. 

雲梯  scaling-ladders  for  besieg¬ 
ing  cities. 

飛 梯火車  scaling-ladders and  fire-carts. 

梯階  the  steps  of  a  ladder; 
means  to. 

登 靑雲梯  to.  mount  the 
ladder  to  the  blue  clouds, — to 

take  one’s  degree ;  referring  to  a 

vision  seen  by  _  備 （。1 •樵) 

Ch^ng  Ch‘iao  of  the  Sung  dyn¬ 
asty.  See  13,812. 

IQ, 99O 

f'-ien 

w 1 0,99 1 

R. 霽赛 

C.  tKat H.  tH 

F.  tLae 

P.  H 

M.  v. 

Lh 

K.  ch、e 
J.  /«•， tai 
A.  ft 

Sinking 

Upper. 

睇 10.992 

W 

10.993 

R •齊 

C.  ̂ ai 
H.  ̂  

F.  t、cu 
W.  /i 
N.  P.  c 

M.  Y.  
See 

Sz.  K. 

J.  A. 

Even  Lower. 

練 
10,994 

R •審 

F.  ̂ ae 

^ 題 

Even  Lower. 

第1
 

*o.995 

R •齊 

^ 題稀 

Even  Lower. 

梯  1 1 1  to  scale  mountains. 

毋 虐民以 爲亂梯 d。 

10,996 

not  oppress  the  people  and  thus 
manufacture  steps  to  rebellion. 

r •屑霽 

梯 几深思 leaning  on  the 

焯涕 

table,  he  meditated  deeply. 
Entering  and 

^  : slippery;  treacherous. 

Sinking  Lower 
and  Upper. 

To  snivel,  as  when  weep¬ 
ing  bitterly  ；  see  1 1 17,  5403, 

6263.  To  weep;  tears. 

苐
‘
 

iQ.997 

R •霧 

See 第 

流 涕  to  snivel, — as  in  genuine 

grief. 鼻 涕  snivel;  mucus. 

涕泣  t。 weep. 
涕零。 r  涕汹  tear-drops. 

Sinking 

Lower. 

銻
1
 

涕 零如雨 my tears  flow 

io,997« 

down  like  rain. 

R •齊 

念及此 ，誰能 禁其涕 

s- 涕 

汹 在流哉 what  reader 

Even  Upper. 

could  at  this  point  restrain  his 
tears?  See  10,292. 

m 

See  10,954. 

10,998 

m 

Tares;  a  kind  of  panic 

10,999 

grass. 

R •齊 

梯米在 田亂生 _ 

F.  tae、 

SeeS 

grow  all  over  the  fields. 

析稀爲  L  gave  him  a  tare- 

Even  Lower. 

stalk  for  a  spoon. 

計 中國之 在海內 ，不 
似 稀米之 在太滄 

乎  is  not  the  Middle  Kingdom 

•• 

to  the  surrounding  ocean  as  a 
tare-seed  in  a  granary  ? 

f 弟 稗 ■  a  panic  grass  cultivated  in Chihli  for  its  grain. 

A  greenish  black  kind  of 
pongee.  See  5343. 

系弟 稍之義 ⑼ 意) remem - 

鑛 

11,000 

堤 brance  of  a  silk-lined  robe, 一 of 
old  acquaintanceship. 

11,001 

A  trap  for  catching  rab¬ bits. 

媞
 2 

11,002 
a 中之 焭不稹 贻猓 

R 齊薺 

alas  for  the  hare  in  the  trap! 

see 題 

it  will  jump  no  more. Even  Lower. 

Crooked. 

Read  tieb?’ •  A  ben bone.  See  9179. 

Name  of  a  kind  of  pani( 

grass,  probably  identica 
with  10,993. 

Antimony. 

生  crude  antimony. 

多弟士 P  antimony  ore. 
regulus  of  antimony. 

Same  as  10,988. 

The  pelican.  Also,  th( 

ringed  pheasant. 

魚不 畏網而 畏鵜鷉 
fishes  are  less  afraid  of  nets  thai 

of  pelicans, 

鵜鷉 候魚， 無獵食 
騷 人共曰 信天翁 

(orj^)  the  pelican  waits  for  th<
 fish  to  come  and  does  not  hun 

for  its  food,  wherefore  bards  hav< 
called  it  the  old  gentleman  wh( trusts  in  Providence* 

鵜 梁之刺  to  reproach  th<| Emperor  for  being  surrounde( 

by  evil  advisers. 

Same  as  10,991. 

See  10,914. 

Beautiful ;  fascinating. 
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Even  Lower. 

〆 

To  pick  up  •,  to  pull  up  ； 

to  lift；  lo  raise ；  to  men¬ 

tion；  to  bring*  forward  ；  to 
submit  ；  to  send  ；  to  remit. 

Used  with  11,009.  See 

4098， 10,267. 

楮 錄二十 提  twenty  strings 
of  paper  money, — for  worship. 

to  Pull  up  one’s  shoes. 

提鞋 都不要 not  fit  to  tie 
the  shoestrings  of. 

iSn  to  work  a  Punch  and 

Judy. 

這個 爐子我 提不動 
I  can’t  lift  this  stove. 

:^樵  to  carry  in  the  arms  and 
to  drag  by  the  hand,  —  as  a 
mother  with  several  children. 

to  have  things  (officially) 
removed  to. 

抽； ̂   to  appropriate  (part  of  a 
sum)  to. 

提拔。 r 提升 t。 advance ; 
to  aid  in  getting  on  in  life;  to 

promote. 

— 値 較上年 提高二 
兩  the  price  is  Tls.  2  higher 
than  last  year. 

提  to  get  a  person  on, — as  by 
teaching  him  well. 

提起。 r  提及  to  bring  upon 
the  tapis)  to  allude  to, 

不要  don’t  allude  to  it. 

提甚麽 有甚麽 whatever 
you  mention,  there  you  have 

it, — as  in  an  encyclopaedia, 

出  to  bring  forward;  to  select 
for  mention, 一 as  an  item  in  a 
list  or  report. 

開  to  carry  away.  Also,  to 
introduce,  of  an  introductory 
particle,  etc. 

a  conventional  phrase  at¬ 
tached  to  verses  =  written  by, 

— the  person  named. 

提 醒  see  11,009. 

胃  _  to  separate  pure  metal 
from  alloy. 

to  raenti°n^  to  speak  of. 

提黙  to  remind  of  a  fault;  to 
reprove. 

提 氣  to  restore  one’s  energy. 

提
，
 

n,oo3 提 換精神 to  renew  one's mental  powers  by  alternation, 一 

of  play  and  work. 

提 攝賴神 to  ™use  one’s 
energies. 

_  to  remind. 

提轉 面 皮  turned  a  favour¬ 
able  ear. 

^  to  lead  troops;  to  be  in 
command  of  troops. 

先提 五千兵 first  sent  a detachment  of  5000  men. 

to  tweak  the  ears. 

面 命耳提  giving  P^sonal orders  to  and  holding  by  .the 

ear,  —  so  as  to  impress  them. 
Used  of  a  teacher  and  pupil. 

本監 倡  to  introduce, 一 as  reforms. 
提問。 r 提究。 r 提訊。 r 

謙) to  bring  up  and  examine. 
案  to  bring  before  a  court 
質  to  summon  and  confront. 

提押  to  bring  to  jurisdiction and  retain  in  custody. 

to  summon  all  or  both 

parties. 
聞  to  send  for  and  look  over, 一 documents. 

cause  to  be  produced 

for  examination, 一 as  a  wounded man. 

勒  to  compel  the  appearance 
of, — before  a  court. 

跟； ̂   to  trace  out  and  bring before  a  court. 

提交 or 提給 to  hand  over to  the  custody  of. 

提解 or 提送 to  forward  — to  a  court. 

解 [g}  to  send  back. 
回  to  summon  back. 

老堅才 H  t。 cause  a  criminal  to 
appear  before  one. 

^  J^(to  fetch, — people  or  things. 

^||  summoned;  mentioned. 
提 歸  to  remit  to  a  given  place or  for  a  given  purpose. 

提 項  remittances. 

提 成分賞  to  take  a  percent¬ age  and  divide  it  amongst  them 
as  a  reward. 

提1
 

11,003 

V 

提心柯 膽 in  a'  terrible 
fright •[吊 occurs  for  才书 •] 

提調  a  Proctor  in  the  Historio¬ 
grapher's  department  of  the  Han- lin  College.  Also,  a  Proctor  in 

the  力*  暑館  Military  Ar¬ chive  office.  Also,  an  official 

charged  with  the  supervision  of 

candidates  during  the  examina¬ 
tions.  A  modern  Principal  of 
a  school  or  college. 

提 調某袒 護教員 Prin- 
cipal  So-and-so  took  the  part  of the  teacher. 

提舉  an  Inspector  of  the  Salt Department. 

提督 or  提台  a  provincial 
Commander-in-chief. 

水師提 督 an  Admiral- 

提督  PI  the  office  of  gen¬ 
darmerie  at  Peking. 

提 督學院 (Qr 政) the  Lite- 
rary  Chancellor  attached  to  each 

province. with  control  over 

the  forces, 一 part  of  the  title  of 
Viceroys  and  Governors. 

提標  the  main  body  of  the forces  under  a  provincial  Com¬ 
mander-in-chief. 

好 人提提  wealthy,  he  moves 
about  quite  at  his  ease. 

歸飛  提  they  come  back， 
flying  all  in  a  flock. 

提布  brocades. 提花布  figured  brocades. 
^  ̂   the  handle  over  the 

 top of  a  basket.  Also,  the  loop  at 

the  top  of  an  official  hat  for  the 

insertion  of  the  “button;”  似  13. 

_  提  to  take  up  the 
 drum. 

提胸  a  long  band  hung  from the  neck  of  horses  belonging  to 
officials. 

提爐  a  portable  incense-burner, 
— i.e.  with  a  handle. 

提 籠架鳥 的事情 
insignificant  matters. 

Read  ft1. 

提溜  to  lift. 

Read  shih?. 

a  District  in  Sstich^uan, 
where  silver  was  found;  hence = silver. 



R •齊支 
M 題時 
Even  Lower. 

R. 齊 
See 題 

Even  Lower. 

[ 1366 

m 
【1,004 

Rest;  repose;  peace. 

Also  read  chih'  and  used 
for  1887. 

【1，。。5 

辕 
ii,oo6 

蹉
 2 n,oo7 

R. 齊  si 
S66 題遞 

禪躬 in  good  health ;  physical 
well-being. 

禪 取辱  to  get  nothing  but 
disgrace. 

A  small  kind  of  cicada, 

known  as 螺 j 勞 or  4 是崎 

婧腿 w  2136. 

虫是毋  same  as  1786. 

See  9944. 

To  kick  •,  to  tread  on. 
Used  with  1 1,016. 

分 背相踢 (anSry  horses} 
turn  their  backs  and  kick  one 
another. 

^nkin^  I 奔
踢 to  gallop. 

踢 妓爲義  to  urge  to  do  right 
Lower. 

醍
 2 n,oo8 

齊薺 

The  essential  oil  of  but¬ 

ter  ； see  4940.  A  dark  red 

R. 

H.  Vi 

F.  tH 
See 提 

Even  Lower. 

題
 2 n,oo9 

R •齊義 

C.  t^ai 
H. 

F.  tae 

W.l 

M. 

wine. 

聖 .德 醒醜 the  ImPerial  g°od 
ness  is  like  generous  wine. 

粢醍  (/ (P)  a°reddish  spirit  dis¬ tilled  from  millet. 

di 

The  forehead.  A  head 

ing ;  a  theme ；  a  thesis；  a 

subject；  a  proposition  ；  a 

special  report  to  the  Throne 

as  opposed  to 奏. To 

raise  •’  to  rouse  ；  to  discuss. 
Used  with  11,003  (%•)• 

Y. 

Sz. 

K.  chat 

J.  tei、 dai 
A.  de 

Even  Lower. 

雕 題交趾  Annamites  with 
tattooed  foreheads.  See  1297. 

題目 汉 題面。 r 題锎 
theme;  a  subject;  a  heading. 

大題目  a  long  theme, — some¬ 
times  extending  to  a  chapter  or 
two.  Also  used  in  the  sense  of 

a  very  important  matter. 

難題目  a  difficult  theme ; 
hard  job. 

題5
 

c  1,009 未冠  kuan^  題目  the  theme  j 
for  candidates  under  twenty.  See 
6373. 

已冠  kuanK  題目  the  theme for  candidates  over  twenty. 

截 搭題目  a  theme  made  up of  two  or  more  separate  but  con¬ 
secutive  sentences,  paragraphs, 

and  even  whole  chapters. 

尋個 小小不 是的題 

自  seeking  out  the  prejtext  of some  trivial  fault. 

小 題大作  much  ado  about very  little.  . 

全 不渉題  has  nothing  at  all to  do  with  the  theme. 

破題  to  broach  the  theme, 一 in 
writing  an  essay,  for  which  pur¬ 
pose  two  sentences  only  are 
allowed. 

承題 t。  enlarge  upon  the  theme — in  the  body  of  the  essay. 

出  to  produce  the  theme,  — towards  the  close  of  the  essay, 

showing  how  the  writer’s  argu 
ments  apply.  Also,  to  set  a 
theme,  as  for  a  poem  or  essay 

必 出二題  (Magistrates  and Prefects)  have  to  set  two  tliemes. 

碰題  to  hit  upon  the  theme, of  dishonest  candidates  at  the 

examinations,  who  carry  in 

ready-prepared  essays  or  other 
helps  in  the  hope  of  being  lucky 

enough  to  “hit  upon  the  theme” 
set. 

此 題太高 ，無 從着手 
this  argument  is  too  lofty  to  be 

grasped. 

文 不對題  the  essay  irrele¬ vant  to  the  theme. 

像 作枯窘 題一般 _ like  writing  on  a  cramped  theme, 
—— i.e.  one  which  gives  no  scope. 

先書題  first  write  down  the 
theme. 

題紙  the  paper  for  an  essay. 

題曰  the  theme  was  as  follows:- 

題額 w 題匾  to  write  an  in¬ scription  for  a  wooden  tablet 
一 as  exhibited  in  temples,  etc 

門題  inscriptions  on  gateways. 

善 題  ̂   laudatory  inscriptions. 

題 詩  to  write  verses, -in  a  casual way,  impromptu,  etc. 

題
，
 

[1.009 

騄 5
 

11,010 

R •齊 

See 題 

Even  Lower. 

IS 

II. on 

11,012 

K .齊驁 

Se6 題遞 

Even  and 

Sinking 

Lower. 

啼:
 

ii,oi3 

R. 齊
 

C.  t-ai 
H.  tH 
F.  tHe 
W./ 

N. 卜 

P. ] 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 

fH 

更 相題表  more  than  ever 
praised  each  other  in  memorials. 

題頭  to  state  a  heading;  to  give 
a  hint  by  which  another  person 

may  recall  an  incident ;  to 

prompt. 

七 先題個 頭 givemeahint 
by  which  I  shall  remember. 
Also,  do  you  broach  the  subject. 

題醒  to  bring  a  man  to  his senses, — as  when  warning  him 

against  pursuing  a  wrong  course, 一 經品題 ，便 作隹士 
when  once  a  man  has  become 

a  subject  for  praise,  he  ,is  im¬ 
mediately  a  fine  fellow,— of  one 
who  has  been  “taken  up”  by 
some  influential  person. 

不消題 y<>u  need  not  mention 

it. 

不 顆出口  not  to  mention； 
not  to  allude  to. 

休題起  don’t  bring  the  matter up;  don’t  allude  to  it. 
Read  To  look  at. 

題 彼脊令 (^*)  i°°k  at  the 
wagtail ! 

A  spirited  horse. 

缺驟 name  of  a  famous  steed. 

易是 兹  name  ot  an  ancient  place 
in  Shantung. 

Same  as  1 1,023. 

A  kind  of  hawk,  which  is 

supposed  to  turn  in  spring into  a  dove. 

是島缺  the  goatsucker.  See  9340. 

To  cry  out；  to  wail;  to 

howl ;  to  scream  ；  to  twitter 

or  sing.  [To  be  distinguish¬ 
ed  from  啻  9996.] 

啼哭  to  weep  and  wail. 

恐啼腸 坪 afraid  lest  he 
should  cry  his  bowels  in  two. 

日 夜悲啼  wailing  day  and 
night. 
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J.  tei、 dai 
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Even  Lower. 

w 
11,014 

R •霧 

C.  tai^  t^ai 
H.  shi 

K.  ch、e 

J.  /«•， tai 
A.flV3 

Sinking 

Upper. 

褅 
ii，oi5 

蹄
 2 

ii,oi6 

R •齊 
H.  /'at 

See 
題 

Even  Lower. 

鷄啼  a  cock’s  crow. 
鷄初啼  at  the  first  crow  of 
the  cock, — in  the  3rd  watch, 
about  midnight. 

月 落烏啼 霜滿天 & 
moon  is  setting,  the  crows  caw, 
and  hoar-frost  fills  the  air. 

啼叫  to  scream, — as  birds. 

啼 箇不住  to  twitter  or  sing 
unceasingly. 一 of  birds. 

A  long  pin  used  for 

scratching  the  head.  To 

get  rid  of. 

象 之榨也  an  ivory  pin,  as 
above. 

佩其 象才帝  from  his  girdle 
hangs  his  ivory  pin. 

意徘 徊而不 能褅 his 
thoughio  came  and  went,  but  he 

could  not  get  free  from  them. 

Same  as  1 1,014. 

The  hoof  of  a  horse,  ox, 

pig,  etc.  A  trap  for  hares. 

蹄子  a  hoof;  a  roast  leg  of  pork. 

打蹄子 t。 kick- 

牛蹄子 八瓣子  the  (four) 
hoofs  of  an  ox  have  eight  toes. 

牛蹄 子事情 雨瓣兒 

的  it  is  an  ox-hoof  matter, 一 
consisting  of  two  parts  which 
can  never  be  made  into  one  or 

brought  into  harmony,  etc. 

蹄角  hoofs  and  horns ;  cattle. 

岐蹄  a  divided  or  cloven  hoof. 

馬失  M  蹄  the  horse  stumbled. 

馬 婉 倒前蹄  the  horse  fell 
forward  on  its  knees. 

乏 馬斜蹄 the  tired  horse 
rests  a  leg. 

馬 不停蹄  without  drawing 
rein. 

馬 二百蹄 _  horses. 

有牛二 百蹄廢 there 
were  forty  oxen.  m  is  ex¬ 
plained  as  the  mouth,  making 
the  total  200  divisible  by  4  legs 

and  i  mouth,  i.e,  by  5.] 

蹄
 2 

ii,oi6 

ifs
 

n，oi7 

R •齊 

See 題 

Even  Lower. 

11,018 

R ■霧 

H.  f-ai 

See 體 

Sinking 

Upper. 

得韋春 風快馬 蹄 how delightful  it  is  to  gallop  one’s 
horse  when  the  spring  breezes 
blow ! 

雨蹄擎 空而出 with  tw。 forefeet  prancing  in  the  air, — 

picture  of  a  horse. " 

獸蹄 烏跡之 道 Paths made  by  the  hoofs  of  oxen  and 
the  claws  of  birds. 

蹄腿 a  whole  leg, 一 of  pork, 
mutton,  etc.  Used  as  a  term of  abuse. 

猪蹄  pig’s  pettitoes. 
七星蹄  the  fore-leg  of  a  pig, marked  with  seven  blackish 

spots.  It  is  eaten  by  women 

to  promote  the  secretion  of  milk. 

乘“ 以得兔 to  avail  one- self  of  a  trap  to  catch  a  hare, 

—and  then  忘蹄  forget  the 

trap. 

羊蹄草  dock  (Rumex  crispus、 

L.). 
1 

馬蹄  the  Chinese  water-chest¬ nut  (Scirpus  tuber osus、 Roxb.). 

馬 蹄香。 r 馬蹄 細辛 
Asarum  maximum^  Hemsl. 

A  newt;  an  eft. 

To  disregard.  To  inter¬ 

mit  ； to  discontinue.  To 

supersede.  To  substitute  ； 

to  change  [see  10,418)*,  in¬ 

stead  of;  for.  To  deterio¬ 
rate.  To  appease  (spirits) 

by  offerings. 

無 替戚服  not  to  neglect their  duties. 

不敢替 上帝命  I  dare  not disregard  the  will  of  God. 

在 勿替引  do  not,  O  duke, let  there  be  intermission  in  the 

example  which  you  have  afforded. 

勿 替引之  may  they  never fail  to  perpetuate, — these  sacri¬ fices. 

胡 不自替  why  do  you  not retire  of  yourselves? 

m 

1 1,018 

演 
n,oi9 

稹 
11,020 

荑1
 

11,021 

R •齊支 

F.  tLae^  tac 

See_  夷 

Even  Lower. 

11,022 

R. 齊
 

See 鵜 

Even  Lower. 

m 
11,023 

r •支齊 

See 夷 

Even  Lower. 

替换  to  exchange;  to  take  the place  of;  to  substitute. 

替 換 着  alternately;  turn  and 
turn  about. 

替代  instead  of ;  in  the  place  of. 

替手 or  替 工  to  do  another’s 
work;  a  substitute. 

替身兒  a  substitute, — in  pun¬ 
ishment  etc. 

替 人做事  to  act  for  another. 

替他說  speak  on  his  behalf. 

我 替你去  I  will  g。 instead of  you. 

替死鬼  one  who  suffers  capital punishment  in  place  of  another. 

檜替  a  hired  substitute  at  ex¬ aminations. 

冒 名頂替  to  fraudulently pretend  to  be  another. 

世 襲 罔  ̂   perpetual  nobility, 
—t.e.  a  title  which  does  not  lapse 

after  a  given  number  of  gen¬ 
erations  but  goes  on  for  ever. 

替爲  on  behalf  of;  in  place  of. 

典替  prosperity  and  decline. 
See  5403. 

Same  as  10,993. 

A  plant  just  sprouting；  a 
kind  of  white  grass. 

手 卽柔荑  her  fingers  are 
like  the  blades  of  the  young 

white  grass. 

Read  P.  To  root  out  ; 

to  weed. 

The  weather  changing 

from  foul  to  fair. 

^The  sheat  fish  [Siliirus 
asotus). 

柬鰊人  a  name  applied  under the  Han  dynasty  to  t|ie  Chusan 
islanders. 
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TCVI 

鵷 
11,024 

1，。25 R .薺 

C.  f-ai 
H./V 

F.  tKae^  v.  it'-ae W. 
N. 

P. 

M. 

Y 
Sz. 

K.  ck-e 
J.  tei^  tai 
A.  /V 

tH 

Rising  Upper. 

V 

Same  as  10,999. 

The  limbs  ;  the  trunk  ； 

the  body；  thickness,  as  a 

dimension  [see  1 2,089)  ；  see 

692， 2566， 9813,  12,140. 

To  be  incorporate  with ;  to 

embody.  To  treat  with  con¬ 

sideration  ； to  sympathise 
with.  Form  or  embodiment 

{see  10,942)；  style,  in  litera¬ 

ture,  as  opposed  to 用  sub¬ 
stance,  practical  outcome  ； 

also  in  painting. 

四體  the  four  limbs  of  the  body. 

五 骨豊  the  five  limbs, 一 arms,  legs 
and  trunk. 

五 體投地  he  threw  himselfj 
on  the  ground. 

六體  the  six  styles  of  writing, 
- ^ 篆隷楷 行草朱 
the  seal  character,  the  ancient 

official  text,  the  clerkly  or  or¬ 

dinary  style  (as  seen  in  despatch¬ 
es,  etc.),  the  running  hand,  the 

grass  character  (an  exaggerated 

form  of  the  preceding),  and  the 

Sung  dynasty  style  (as  seen  in 
printed  books). 

八 .體  the  eight  styles  of  writing, 
— another  but  little  used  classi¬ 
fication. 

體 製  structure, 一 of  a  character. 

wear 

便體  informal  style, 一 where  no 
pains  are  taken  to  write  with 

strict  accuracy  as  to  number  of 
strokes,  etc. 

悉體中 國衣冠 all 
Chinese  hat  and  dress. 

..身 or  形體  the  body;  the 
frame.  See  8711. 

身 體平安  enjoying  bodily health. 

常 以體 不安 ，服 when- 
ever  he  was  indisposed,  he  would 
take  •  •  •  • 

體質 未結實 his  consti- 
tution  is  not  yet  consolidated. 

氣體  bodily  vigour;  health. 

體氣。 > •體 理。 r 體勢 
style, — in  composition  and  paint¬ ing. 

11,025 

體 有貴賤  some  parts  of  the body  are  noble  and  some  ignoble. 

體功學  physiology. 

體 如琢玉  her  body  was  like polished  jade. 

AH、 廣體胖  when  the  mind  is at  ease,  the  body  is  fat. 

體較軟 鬆 the  bc)dy  s_- what  weak  and  relaxed. 

貴 體康健  are  you  quite  well? 

政 體違和  he  is  not  quite well;  he  is  indisposed, 一 and  un¬ 
able  to  attend  to  business; 

phrase  used  only  of  officials. 

聖體  the  sacred  person,  —  of the  Emperor.  Used  by  Roman 
Catholics  for  the  Eucharist. 

%  婦  ~ *  體  husband  and  wife 
are  one  flesh. 

事體 w  999。- — 1  of  one  body;  all；  wholly； 

the  whole ;  equally ;  uniformly. 

一體 而兩分  of  one  body 
and  yet  two, 一 like  parent  and child. 

事貴  in  all  matters,  uni¬ formity  is  of  paramount  import¬ ance. 

一句 雖有兩 如字乃 

古文 之一體 alth0ush there  are  two  ju*s  in  one  sen¬ 
tence,  this  is  merely  one  cha¬ 
racteristic  of  the  ancient  style. 

文武二 體  military  and  civil, two  kinds, 一 of  dances. 

聋體。 r 百體。 ̂ 具體 the whole  body ;  the  complete  thing. 

全大 國之體  to  keep  intact the  prestige  of  a  great  nation. 

體要  the  gist;  the  substance. 

一篇 之體要  the  gist  of  the article. 

辭 尙體要 proclamations let  there  be  a  coinbination  of 

completeness  and  brevity. 

皆 非獨體  none  of  these (words)  can  stand  alone, 一 they 
convey  no  meaning,  as  red,  hard, etc. 

態  the  general  characteristics. 

不 合體式  not  according  to pattern  given. 

與 通 體不配  not  in  keep¬ ing  with  the  general  tenor  of. 

[1,025 

皆用此 體 a11  (°f  these 
writers)  employ  this  style  or  form 
of  expression. 

體制  regulation ;  system ;  con¬ stitutional  rule. 

體蘇  general  state  of  affairs,  as of  a  State;  established  system ; 
decorum ;  propriety. 

不成體 統  in  a  state  °f  dis- 
order, — as  of  a  State  in  which 
things  are  going  wrong. 

人 恭禮體  to  be  respectful 
and  polite. 

_  M  respectable;  honourable ; 

good  “form.” 

粧體面  to  pose  as  being  very comme  il  faut、 一 e.g.  as  in  having 
servants  to  attend  one  when 

going  out. 

失體  to  lose  one’s  respectability — as  by  some  dishonourable  act 

不失  @  體  not  to  tarnish  the 
honour  of  one’s  country.  See 

6609. 

大體  principle ;  scope;  real  in¬ terests  ; proprieties.  See  6099 

識大體  to  recognise  the  prin¬ 
ciple  at  stake, — as  opposed  to 

小節  the  mere  details. 

暗 於大準  unable  to  take  a 
comprehensive  view  of  affairs. 

不 知大體  he  does  not  under¬ 
stand  what  is  fitting, — to  his 
position  as  a  subordinate,  etc. 

格風騷  impetuous  i 

m 

manner. 

體會  to  appreciate. 

善 體物情  to  be  greatly  in sympathy  with  nature. 

可謂 善體詩 人之意 
this  is  to  interpret  skilfully  the 

meaning  of  the  poet, 一 of  a 

painter. 

體貼  to  make  allowances  for; 
to  identify  oneself  with  another’s interests;  to  sympathise  with ;  to 
appreciate.  See  7032. 

體貝 人 心  to  respect  people’s 

feelings. 

體 貝 占幫助 to  be  kind  enough 
to  help  a  person. 

體恤。 r 體量。 r 鹘合。 r 

體念 t。  pity;  to  sympathise 

with. 
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11,025 

嚏‘
 

11,026 

R •霽 
C.  /W3,  v.  fkH H.  W,  v. 

F.  f'eiy  y.  ch、 必 
W.  N.6 
P.  iH 

M.  t%  /V 
K.  ch^e 
J.  taiy  tei 
k、d? 、 

SinkingUpper. 

體用  principle  and  practical 
proof  of  the  principle, 一 as  used 
by  the  Sung  philosophers. 

老子 之體孟 子之序 
the  principles  of  Lao  Tzli  with 
the  practical  exemplification  of 
Mencius. 

中 學爲體 ，西 學爲用 
China’s  learning  has  reference 
to  principles,  that  of  the  West 
is  practical  exemplification  there 
of. 

頗有 吳生體 he  had  a  gQ()d 
deal  of  Wu  (Tao-tzti)’s  style,— 
in  his  painting. 

就 賢體遠  to  associate  with 
the  worthy  and  be.  friendly  to 
those  from  afar. 

體 國經野  to  administer  the 
empire. 

體註  a  commentary  in  the  body 
of  the  book;  a  running  com 
mentary. 

體 察情形  to  thoroughly  in¬ 
vestigate  the  circumstances. 

無 以下體  we  do  not  (reject 
edible  plants)  because  of  their 

roots, — not  being  edible. 

體物 而不可 遺 (心 
supernatural)  informs  all  things, 
and  there  is  nothing  without  it 

體  v 良 (pronounced  hsi)  or 

體己  (chli%)  something  ofj 
value ;  the  “gem”  of  a  collection ; secret. 

體 息東西  a  precious  thing. 

小孩 .子 攢體息 此 boy is  saving  up. 

打體息  to  tell  a  secret. 

體己  (chcil)  to  flatter;  to  coax. 

體己  chH1  之話  talk  which 
is  agreeable  or  flattering  to  the 
hearer. 

To  sneeze；  a  running  at 

the  nose.  See  7779.  Also 

written  口弟 • 

打嚏噴  to  sneeze. 
-連 打了好 幾個嗦 
噴， 必定有 人說我 i 
have  sneezed  several  times,  some 
one  must  be  talking  about  me. 

11,027 

薙
 4 

11,028 

R •霽 

H.  t^ai 

See 體 

Sinking 

Upper. 

11,029 

R •霉 

〜 體 

only  used  in 

N-  j 

s. 卜. 

Sz. ) 
Sinking 

Upper. 

展 
11,030 

11,031 

逖 
11,032 

m 

蹏 

m 
' 

h，035 

R ‘齊 

See 題 

Even  Lower. 

11,036 

R •齊 

See 梯 

Even  Upper. 

Same  as  11,026. 

To  clear  off  weeds.  To 

shave.  See  4526* 

燒薙  to  burn  away  the  under¬ 

growth. 

英確  to  weed. 薙頭。 r 薙髮  to  shave  the head. 

薙匠  a  barber. 

A  tray ;  a  drawer  •’  a 
screen  ;  a  pad. 

籠屉  a  bamboo  tray  used  for steaming  food. 

抽屉  a  drawer. 
耖屉  a  gauze  window-screen. 

鞍屉子  the  pad  of  a  saddle. 

璐 馬它屉  a  earners  hair  rug. 

Same  as  1 1,029. 

Same  as  10,983. 

Same  as  10,986. 

Same  as  1 1,013. 

Same  as  1 1,016. 

A  boiler  used  in  distill¬ ing. 

The  brown  grebe.  See 

9028. 

褪
 b 

11,037  ’ 

R. 陌 

See 剔 

K.  ch>dk 

Entering 

Irregular. 

[1,038 

R. 雷 

C.  tiu 

H.  tiau 

F.  tieu、 t^ieu W.  tide,  dide 

N.  tioa 

p-  • 

M.  5  ttao 

Sz. ) 

Y.  tioa 

K.  cho 

••  ckd 

A.  tieu Even  Upper. 

To  scratch.  To  throw 

away.  To  pick  out. 

徳 玉毁珠 ，小 盜不起 
discard  jade  and  destroy  pearls 

and  petty  thieves  will  cease, 
there  being  no  valuables  for  them 
to  steal. 

聰 巢探卵  to  disturb  birds’ 
nests  and  seek  for  eggs. 

發姦 檷伏如 _  to  expose 
evil  practices  and  ,bring  to  light 
secret  doings  as  though  a  god 

M 耳俛首  to  cleanse  the 

ears  and  incline  the  head,  of 

listening  intently. 

TI^LO. 

Depraved  ；  wicked  ；  truc¬ 
ulent  aggressive  ；  artful 

[To  be  distinguished  from 
力 6980  and  刀  10,783.] 

刁風俗  evil  customs. /J  disorderly  persons;  row¬ dies. 

刁 惡。1 ■刁 脾 OT 刁險 
wicked;  depraved 

刁滑。 r 刁詐 
cally ;  "deoeitful. 

刁抗  obstinate. 
逞刁。 r 放乃 to  be  violent 

or  overbearing. 

乃難。 r  习 頓 obstructive 
yj  健  bumptious;  overbearing. 

/J  悍  jurogant;  obstinate ;  turb¬ 
ulent. 

yj  狡  unscrupulous.
 

刁蠻。 r 刁野  savage  1  bar¬ 
barous. 

刁頭  rowdy ;  reckless. 

刁話  violent  language. 
/J  sharp,  caustic  writings. 

刁婦  a  shrew;  a  virago. 

刁賴  to  excuse  oneself  and accuse  others;  to  repudiate. 

3 鑽  shifty;  intriguing. 

7]  7]  gusty. 

:  or 

刁乖 

ras- 

耳 72 
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刁1
 

H,038 

叼1
 

11,039 

R.  Vulgar. 

泛卜— 
Even  Upper. 

w 

11,040 
R
S
 

See 吊 

Rising  Upper. 

敉 
11,041 .篠 

See 吊 

Rising  Upper. 

Ripe  ears  of  grain  hang¬ 

ing  down ;  to  hang  down. 

釣‘
 

11,042 

i •蕭嘯 

See  . 吊 

Sinking 

Upper. 

刁糖  a  description  of  sugar  pro¬ 
duced  near  Amoy. 

刁斗  a  pan  with  a  handle,  used 
for  cooking  by  day  and  for  beat¬ 

ing  the-watches  by  night. 

To  seize  in  the.  mouth. 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

叨  10,820.] 

呌老 虎給叼 到窩裏 
was  carried  off  by  the  tiger  to 
its  lair. 

杷他 1 下來了  seized him  in  its  mouth  and  dragged 
him  down. 

Sorrowful ;  depressed. 

憂  0PPressed  with  grief. 

To  fish  with  a  rod  and 

line ;  to  angle ;  a  fish-hook. 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

鈎 3294  and  钩 6138.] 

其 釣維何  what  things  are 
used  in  angling?  Also,  what 
did  he  catch  when  angling  ? 

子釣 而不網  Confucius 
angled  but  did  not  fish  with  a 
net. 

釣魚  to  catch  fish  with  a  rod 
and  line. 

釣不獲  to  fish  without  catch¬ 
ing  anything. 

而其釣 莫釣, 非持釣 
有 釣者也 常釣也 

his  fishing  was  not  real  fish- 
ing,  for  he  did  not  fish  to  catch 
fish  but  for  the  sake  of  fishing, 一 i.e.  to  amuse  himself. 

釣竿  a  fishing-rod. 

釣鈎  a  fish-hook. 
牽巨釣  dragging  down  a  big 
hook, — of  a  hooked  fish  diving. 

釣‘
 

11,042 

n,o43 

R. 蕭 

See®|  7] 

Even  Upper. 

M 
11,044 

R •蕭 

/MM 

See 雕 

Even  Upper. 

11)045 

R •蕭 

See 雕 

Even  Upper. 

他不 上你釣 he  won’t  be 
caught  by  you. 

香钮 釣金驚 a  tempting bait  to  hook  a  fine  fish, — of 
something  held  out  to  entice 

people  into  a  snare. 

沾 名釣擧  t0  get  a  false  re- putation  and  angle  for  praise. 

姜太公 釣魚， 愿者上 

鈎  like  Chiang  T‘ai-kung  ang¬ 
ling,  only  those  (fish)  which  are 

willing  get  on  to  the  hook, — for 
his  hook  was  a  straight  piece  of 

iron,  his  real  attraction  being 
virtue. 

看他 穩坐釣 魚臺的 

^  look  at  him  sitting 
motionless  on  his  fishing-terrace, 
— of  a  listless  inactive  person 

釣魚郧  a  kingfisher. 釣樟 a  tree  from  the  shavings 
of  which  a  kind  of  bandoline  is 

extracted:  =  Machilus  Thun'- 
bergii^  S.  a  Z. 

A  large  kind  of  wren, 
known  as  滿鹩. 

A  boat.  [To  be  distin¬ 
guished  from  船 2742.] 

客船  a  passenger-boat. 

吳船  Kiangnan  boats. 
河艏  small  pleasure-boats  with awnings. 

The  sable  [Mustela  zibe- 
lina、 L.). 

貂鼠皮  sable  skins. 
梭倫紹  sables  from  the  region of  the  Songari. 

芝麻貂  a  light-coloured  sable with  white-tipped  hairs. 

白針貂  a  sable  with  much white  hair  in  it. 

紫貂  red  or  undyed  sable. 

紹屌  sable  tails. 
狗 尾續貂  to  eke  out  a  sable '  robe  with  a  dog’s  tail. 

m 
11,045 

凋1
 

11,046 

R •蕾 

AW 

See 彫 

Even  Upper. 

貂帽泠  a  hat  turned  up  wit| 
sable. 

紹靖  furs  and  jewels, 一 wealtll 

@  裘  a  sable  robe. 

貂釉  sable  cuffs. 
三 紹  hat,  robe,  and  collar  c sable, 一 as  worn  by  high  officials 

貂奴  the  sable’s  slave, — a  nam for  the  beech-marten  or  Sao  hsiiet shu\  see  9574. 

m 

11,047 

啁 
11,048 

彫 
11，。49 

綱1
 

m 
11,050 

R •蕭 

雕 
Even  Upper. 

w Iifosi 

R •蕭 

TfTn 

See 雕 

Even  Upper. 

To  be  exhausted  ；  want 

ing  in  vitality  ；  withered. 

凋謝。 r 凋卸 o> •凋落 fal len;  faded ;  dead. 

枝 葉不凋  the  foliage  doe： 
not  wither, — as  an  evergreen. 

调零  scattered;  fallen,  as  leaves 
rare. 

早凋  to  fade  early. 

松柏後 调 (ot 彫) the  pin< and  cypress  are  the  last  to  lost 
their  leaves. 

调  declining, — as  trade, destitute. 

Same  as  1 1,054. 

See  501. 

Same  as  1 1,054. 

with  1 1,046. Used 

To  cut  gems；  to  work 

jade;  to  engrave. 

稠戈於 銅上， 相嵌, 

金  to  cut  a  spear  on  copper 
and  inlay  it  with  gold. 

A  stone  house,  common 
in  the  western  and  northern 

provinces. 

碼寨民 房並倒 the  stc)ne 
fortresses  and  the  houses  of  the 

people  alike  fell  down, — in  the 
earthquake.  [One  of  the  formei 

was  built  by  the  Emperor  Ch‘ien 

Lung  for  accommodation  of  Ti¬ 
betan  prisoners  in  native  style, 

at  香山 near  Peking.] 
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R •蕭 /MM 
C.tiu 

H.  tiao 

F.  tteu、 teu 
W.  tide 

N.  tioa 
p- 
M.  y  tiao 

Sz. ) 
Y.  tioa 

K.cho 

J.  cho 
A.  tieu 

Even  Upper. 

h,o55 

R •蕭 

^ 雕 
Even  Upper. 

Same  as  1 1 ,044. 

See  1 1,102. 

To  carve  ；  to  engrave  ；  to 
tattoo. 

雕刻  to  carve;  to  engrave. 

雕匠。 i 雕工  an  engraver. 

雕字  to  cut  words  on  wooden 
blocks. 

惟務雕 蟲 his 。吻 cai*e  is 
to  cut  insects  (=  words), — of  a 
mere  bookman  or  pedant. 

雕虫  a  carver  of  insects ;  a  poet 
aster;  a  pedant.  See  7886. 

文  tracery, — in  wood-carving. 

雕作  a  carver’s  shop  or  trade. 
雕像  to  carve  an  idol. 

雕梁  carved  beams, — in  one’s house,  sc.  wealth, 

峻宇雕 牆  a  hal1  and 
carved  walls. 

雕琢 cut  and  polish, - 
jade. 

雕刀  an  engraving  tool. 

The  eagle  ；  the  vulture. 

Also  used  for  hawks, 

buzzards,  etc. 

鵰翎  eagle  plumes;  the  feather¬ 
ing  of  an  arrow,  chiefly  taken 
from  hawks  and  kites. 

鵰扇  an  eagle-feather  fan 

一 ■矢 貫雙職 with  Qne 
arrow  he  pierced  two  eagles. 

鵰盼 靑雲倦 眼開 - 
eagle  gazing  around  (for  its 

prey)  in  the  grey  clouds  opens 
its  sleepy  eyes. 

黃 嘴鳩。 r 海靑 鵰。 r 接 
白矚  the  sea  eagle  (Haliaetos 
cjbicilla). 

虎驄。 r 骨頭鵰  Haliaetos 
pelagicus. 

鵰鷄  an  osprey  (Pandion  haliae /us). 

虎斑鵰  the  spotted  eagle 
[Aquila  clanga， Pall.). 

•as 
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窵
 4 

n,oc;6 

R  ‘ 

C.  tiu^ 

H.  -tiau 

F.  tieu 
^.cdide,ciide 

N.  tioa^  v.  ttioa 

P.M. ( 

Y.  Sz. ( 

K.  cho 

J.  cho 
A.  dieu 
SinkingUpper. 

tiau 

W 

L^°S7 

R1 

See  雕， 

Rising  Upper, 

吊 
4 

11,00 

R. 嘯 

C.  tin 
H.  tiau 

F.  tUu、 tain 
W.  tide,  dide, tiae 

N.  tioa P. 丨 V 

M.  >  tiau 

Sz.  \ 

Y.  tioa 

K.  cho 

J.  cho 

A.  ditu Sinking 

Upper. 

黃白鵰  the  tawny  eagle 
{Aquila  fulvescens). 

皂鷗  the  vulture  ( Vultur  mona- 
ckus). 

Deep  ；  profound  ；  distant. 

窵眘 or  窵窕  deep  and  dark; cavernous. 

似 乎脔遠  apparently  at some  distance. 

離城篇 遠 far  from  the  city- 

窵角  a  quiet  corner ;  a  secluded 
spot. 

谷窵 不可渊  deep  and  un¬ 
fathomable. 

Short  clothes. 

鴻 衣待戰  with  short  clothes on,  ready  for  battle. 

Same  as  11,060  (q.v.), 

chiefly  in  the  following 

senses : 一 To  hang；  to  sus¬ 

pend；  to  draw  up,  as  by  a 

cord  \  a  string  of  cash. 

上 吊自刎  to  hang  oneself or  to  cut  one’s  throat, 一 as  two forms  of  suicide. 

抽 筋吊脚  cramps  and  draw¬ ing  up  of  the  legs. 

一吊錢  a  string  of  cash, 
originally  1,000  in  number : 
i  tael,  but  now  varying  from 

500  down  to  50  large  cash  in 

Peking,  where  bank-notes  qf  that 
amount  are  issued. 

三 千兩吊  two  or  three  strings of  cash. 

吊來錢  over  a  tiao  in  price. 

吊 把鋇子  over  one  thousand 
taels. 

吊花。 r 吊蘭花 names  for various  orchidaceous  plants;  the 

second  is  in  Hupeh  identified 
with  Dendrobium  nobiley  Lindl. 

半吊子  a  simpleton;  an  im¬ 
becile. 

屌
 3 

"ir.059 

.篠 

. V.  Ltiu H.  v.  tiaii 

F.  c(eu 
W.  cdoe 

P.  v.  tsLau) 

Sz.  v.y/3 

J.  cho 

A.  dint Rising  Upper, 

II,o6o 

R_ 錫 

See 吊 

Sinking 

Upper. 

The  penis.  Used  as  a 
term  of  abuse. 

席侖力 〃的 ycu  b- 

To  condole  with  ；  to 

mourn  ；  to  be  sorrowful.  To 

pity ;  to  console.  To  hang  ； 

to  suspend  ；  to  droop  ；  used 

with  11 ,069.  A  string  of 

cash  ；  see  11,058.  To  re¬ 
move  ； to  cause  the  pro¬ 
duction  of 

弔孝  to  condole  with  on  the 
death  of  a  parent. 

老蚺死 ，秦 失吊之 
when  Lao  Tzli  died,  Ch‘in  Shih 
went  to  mourn. 

甲喪  to  condole^  with  on  a 
bereavement. 

弔 to  condole  with  on  a  mis¬ fortune. 

開弔  to  begin  mourning, — as  is done  on  a  fixed  day,  generally 

the  3rd,  after  death. 

弔紙  to  condole  with  and  (bum) 
paper, -used  of  the  ordinary  visits 
of  condolence  paid  to  friends. 

弔祭  to  mourn  and  sacrifice  to 
the  dead. 

弔文  a  kind  of  funeral  oration burnt  at  the  grave  of  a  deceased friend. 

弔間  to  make  kind  enquiries,— after  a  death. 

羔 裘左冠 ，不 均弔 

(Confucius)  did  not  wear  iamb’s fur  or  a  black  cap  when  on  a 
visit  of  condolence. 

中心 弔兮  •I  am  sorrowful  to 
the  core  of  my  heart. 

弔古  to  speak  regretfully  of  anti¬ 
quity. 

不意昊 天不弔  unexpect edly,  Almighty  God  was  without 

pity, 一 and  let  him  die. 

不 弔皇天  O  pitiless  God  
! 如何 不弔殲 我貞良 

how  is  it  that  the  Pitiless  One 
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has  destroyed  our  upright  and 

good  man? 

誅其君 ，弔 其民 he 
punished  the  rulers,  and  consoled 
the  people. 

見 _ 壽在門 he  saw  at  the gate  visitors  who  had  come  to 
condole. 

弔頸 t。  hang  by  the  neck. 
他自 己個兒 弔死了 

he  hanged  himself. 

甲客。 r 甲死鬼 the  ghost  of 
a  man  who  has  hanged  himself. 

弔 起來。 r 吊上 tQ  hang 
up;  to  suspend. 

弔打  to  hang  up  and  flog. 

弔水  to  draw  water, -from  a  well. 

弔桶 a  well-bucket. 

弔橋  a  drawbridge. 

弔線  a  plumb-line. 
弔鎖  a  hanging  lock ;  a  padlock. 

^  案  to  bring  forward  a  case.
 

弔照 弔看  to  cause  (docu¬ 
ments)  to  be  produced  in  court. 

甲 銷差票  to  cancel  a  war¬ rant. 

弔釋  to  secure  the  rendition  of. 
卽於 獄中弔 出秋公 

so  he  sent  for  Mr.  Ch*iu  to  come 

from  the  prison, 一 into  court. 

甲驗 or  .甲襄  to  call  for  the 
production  of, 一 a  passport,  etc. 

吉弔  a  fabulous  kind  of  dragon, 
whose  fat  can  only  be  collected 
in  eggshells. 

甲睛  to  turn  up  the  eyes;  slant¬ 
ing  eyes,  drawn  thus  to  impart 
a  fierce  look. 

弔角  to  shift  its  point;  to  go 
round  the  corner  {e.g.  of  a  field). 

天 河弔角 ，要 穿棉襖 
when  one  end  of  the  Milky 

Way  droops,  it  is  time  to  put 
on  warm  clothes. 

弔鐘花  Enkianthus  quinque- 
fiorus、 Lour. 

Read  ti1*.  To  come  to  ； 
to  proceed. 

神之弔  矣  the  spirits  are 
present ! 

無敢 不弔  do  not  venture  to 
have  (your  arms)  not  in  perfect 
order. 

l  i,o6i 

R 嘯 

See 吊 

SinkingUpper. 

11,062 
R.  Vulgar. 

See 吊 

SinkingUpper. 

To  take  ；  to  carry  away. 
See  1 1,003. 

w 11,063 

R •嘯 

See 吊 

SinkingUpper. 

佻 11,064 

m 
1,065 

R •篠 

See 調 

Rising  Lower. 

11,066 

R •篠 

C. 

^iau 

F.  ̂ ieu 

W.  ctioe 
N.  dioa 

P.  tiau。、 M.  ctiiau 

K.  cho 

J.  chd、 djo 

A.  dieu3- 
Rising  Lower 

Irregular. 

制 r 11^67 

R.  Vulgar. 

P.  tiau* 

SinkingUppe
r, 

Uncommon. 

伸儅  unusual;  irregular 

To  hang  up  ；  to  suspend 

純 賊私刑  to  tie  up  a  thief 
and  punish  him  privately, 一 in¬ 
stead  of  handing  him  over  to 
the  authorities. 

See  1 1,072. 

The  planks  which  form 
a  Chinese  bed. 

眺凳  the  trestles  on  which  the 
planks  of  a  bed  are  laid. 

Elegant  ；  refined.  Also 

read  t、iao\  See  1 1,056. 

窈窕  admirable ;  attractive ; modest  and  retiring,  as  a  bride; 

imposing,  as  a  landscape ;  se¬ 

cluded  ; apart ;  “far  from  the 

madding  crowd. M 

窈 窕淑女  the  modest,  re¬ tiring,  virtuous,  young  lady. 

楚 師輕窕  (fiaox)  the  army of  Ch^u  is  full  of  levity. 

An  earthen  jar. 

翻 r n,o68 

r •篠嘯 

& 條吊 To'  sport  with  ；  to  take 

liberties  with.  Finally；  sud¬ 
denly. 

雖 銚合刃 于天下 ，誰 
Rising  and 

Sinking  Lower 
and  Upper. 

Wi  弄。1 ■跳戲  lewd  dalliance. 

韵匕赛  fornication. 
人 誹其長  changz  者 a 刪 

w R. 

11,069 

嘯篠 

C. chdu*- 
H.  c"«,  t^au^ 
F.  chau W.  ̂ dide.dide^ 

dzo*- 

N.  dioa 
P.  I  tiau\ 

M.  J  t^iau
^ 

Y.  tioa 
Sz.  tiau 

K.  cho、 to 
J.  chd、 djd 

A.  trau,  dieu 
Sinking  and 

Rising  Lower. 

To  move  ；  to  shake.  To 

change.  To  fall*.  To  get rid  of.  Used  with  494, 

1 1,060,  1 1,102.  See  2208. 

心裏有 勲掉動 to  have 
some  administrative  capacity. 

掉  to  wag  the  tail. 若不設 法取締 ，將來 
恐 成尾大 不掉之 

敢在 於上者  even  with 
all  the  swords  in  the  empire  at 

one’s  back,  who  would  dare  op¬ 

pose  him  ? Read  tHao\ 

made  advances  to  the  elder, - 
of  the  two  women. 

勢  if  we  do  not  manage  to control  Tibet),  I  fear  we  shall 
find  ourselves  in  the  position  of 

having  a  tail  so  big  that  we  can’t wag  it. 

掉舌  to  wag  the  tongue, 一 to| 
chatter. 

以手常 常掉開 take  k 
in  the  hand  and  shake  it  about without  stopping. 

掉手  to  change  from  hand  to 
hand. 

目 眩手足 掉 eyes  swam and  my  arms  and  legs  trembled. 

掉臂  to  have  the  arms  free;  to change  from  one  arm  to  the 
other, 一 when  lying  down. 

掉過來 or  _ 轉 to  turn  a 
thing  round. 

翻過來 掉過去 turning 
over  and  over,-  -unable  to  sleep. 

掉過胎  she  has  had  a  miscar-| 

riage. 

掉換  to  exchange, — of  thingsj people,  and  places. 

把這 兩個字 掉換過 

來  invert  the  order  of  these two  words. 
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掉
‘
 

【1,069 

11,070 

箫兀 

6 雕敦 
ten  Upper. 

m 
11,071 

孫覺 

« 條濯 
Rising  and 
Entering 
Lower. 

佻1
 

11,072 

•蕭篠 *祧 
2ven  Upper. 

掉 在地下  it  has  fallen  down. 

你的 絹子掉 下來了 
your  handkerchief  has  fallen 
down. 

天 上棹下 來的 “  fell 
from  the  sky. 

掉下 馬來了 he  fell  off  his 
horse. 

心中 掉不下 i  shan’t  for¬ 
get  it. 

掉陷  to  fall  down  into. 

掉稍眉  eyebrows  which  droop 
at  the  ends. 

我掉了  he  has  been  decapi¬ tated. 

掉 頭之罪  decapitation. 

滅掉  to  exterminate. 

丢掉了  OT 失掉了  1夂 

嚇  hsiak  掉了魂  frightened 
him  out  of  his  wits. 

去掉身 上的讲 get  the 
dirt  off  you. 

棹猴  a  game  played  with  three 
dice,  on  the  principle  of  “odd 

man  out.” 

An  ornamented  bow. 

Also  read  tun'. 

Upright  ；  honest.  Fem¬ 

inine  \  seductive. 

嫘歌  songs  of  the  souther: 
ners. 

T^IjJSLO- 

The  appearance  of  ex¬ 

haustion  and  fatigue. 

务 子  delicately-nurtur¬ ed  young  gentlemen. 

佻傕  volatile ;  flighty.  See 
11,076. 

佻 天之功  to  claim  merit  for 
the  great  deeds  of  others  ( 天 

being  understood  as  大). 

[1,072 

兆 r 

R. 蕭 

See 祧 

Even  Upper. 

m 
11,074 

r. 蕭 

See 桃 

Even  Upper. 

輕佻。 f 佻脫  frivolous;  un¬ 
steady. 

Read  tiao^.  To  walk  by 

oneself ；  to  act  furtively. 

惡 《/«• 莫桃巧  hating  their tricky  ways. 

To  cut  open；  to  sever. 

刺足筋  to  cut  the  tendons  of the  feet, — so  as  to  prevent  loco¬ 
motion. 

sinus. 

1 
h，o75 

R. 蕭 

/MM 

See 桃 

Even  Upper. 

挑1
 

11,076 
R •蕭篠 

豪 
C:  iHu 
H.  Hau 

F.  ULieu%  /ieu 

W.  tHoe 
N.  tHoa 

M：  i 
 ̂ 

Y.  f'ioa 
Sz. 
K.cho 

J.  cho 

A.  Uiieu、 Jieu^ 

ckLieu 

Even  and 
Rising  Upper 

A  hollow  ；  a  cavity  ；  a 

To  be  mean. 

視 民不怫  they  show  the people  how  not  to  be  mean. 

[政= 示] 

To  carry  by  means  of  a 

pole  across  the  shoulder  ； 

to  raise；  to  stir  up；  to  pick 

out；  to  choose.  To  clear 
out.  Used  with  1 1,102. 

制 i  ̂  carrying  over  the  shoulder. 
See  fiaoz. 

祧担  to  carry  a  load. 
祧夫  a  burden-carrier;  a  coolie. 

祧  了下船  carried  the  things on  board  the  ship. 

一個人 桃水， 兩個人 

檯水 ，三個 人買水 
one  servant  will  carry  two  buckets 

of  water,  two  servants  will  carry 
one  bucket  between  them,  and 

three  servants  will  buy  water. 

祧不起 or 祧不動 unal?le to  carry, — too  heavy. 

一 祧子茱  a  load  (such  as  one man  can  carry)  of  vegetables. 

肩 祧貿易  shoulder-carrying trade, — as  that  of  petty  huck¬ 
sters  who  carry  about  their  wares. 

挑1
 

1 1,076 祧賣  to  sell  as  a  huckster. 
祧燈  to  raise  the  wick  of  a  lamp, 一 and  make  it  burn  brightly. 

祧開  to  open,  as  *a  boil;  to clear  out,  as  a  drain.  See  below. 

才兆  t0  provoke  hostilities. 

桃動人  to  stir  up  or  excite 
people’s  minds. 

示 弱祧敵  to  provoke  an  at¬ 
tack  by  pretending  to  be  weak. 

祧  fiao、  唆  to  make  mischief; to  incite  to  quarrel. 

祧弄  to  work, 一 as  puppets  in a  Punch  and  Judy  show. 

桃剔 t0  chip  out,  as  a  wood- .^carver;  to  pick  out,  as  bad  cash 
out  of  a  string;  to  take  out;  to 
criticise. 

諸 多祧剔  was  full  of  criti¬ 
cisms. 

桃 剔字眼  to  take  out  super¬ 
fluous  words  from  a  composition. 

祧選。 r 祧揀。 r 祧取。 ̂ 

挑擇  to  choose；  to  select. 

祧好的  pick  out  good  ones. 

―好的 祧出來 pick  _ 
the  best. 

愛甚 麽東西 桃甚麽 

東西  choose  what  things  you like. 

祧秀女  to  pick  out’  beautiful 
girls, — for  the  Imperial  seraglio. 

桃集  to  collect  a  picked  body 
of. 

桃 一個好 日子  tr  choose 
an  auspicious  day. 

桃缺  to  appoint  to  a  vacant  post. 

換不 in  changing,  there  is no  choice, 一 i.e.  any  bank  will 
cash  this  note. 

~ examination  of 

graduates  who  have  been  up 

>  and  failed  thrice  at  the  metro¬ 
politan  examination  for  the  3rd 

degree,  successful  candidates 

being  drafted  into  the  govern¬ 
ment  service  as  expectant  Dis¬ 
trict  Magistrates. 

挑情。 1 •桃戲  to  trifle  with; 
to  make  love  to. 

祧控  to  scoop  out;  to  clear  out 

书匕 三 蒲 四 t0  make  mischief. 

桃引  to  lead  astray. 
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1,076 
祧斥  to  *blame. 
祧禮  to  find  fault  with  another’s behaviour. 

沒人 祧撥我 n。 —e  finds fault  with  me. 

桃眼  to  pick  holes ;  to  find  fault. 

桃 字目字  to  pick  out  faults in  writing
.  

, 

祧 五 挑六。 r 桃鼻子 

祧眼的  fault-finding. 

桃 兮達兮  how  volatile  you 
are  and  dissipated ! 

桃攀線  cat's-cradle. 

空桃却 舉言  a  fiao  (stroke used  in  writing)  without  a  dot 

is  ̂   words, 一 not  water,  in 

the  grass  character. 

Read  m  To  open  up 

to  turn  over;  to  stir  up. 

祧開 t。  open  out;  to  spread 
about,  as  with  a  pitch-fork.  See 
above. 

眺
 4 ii，<>77 

6 痛孫 
See 廳 

SinkingUpper. 

桃 起事來  to  stir  up  trouble 

祧戰  to  challenge  to  battle;  to 
provoke  to  fight. 

桃着  holding  by  one  end  or  on 
the  point  of  anything.  See  fiao' 

The  moon  appearing  be 

fore  sunrise.  [To  be  distin 

guished  from  跳  1 1 ,080.] 

ar 

11,078 r._ 

See 祧 

A.  ditu、 f'iet 
SinkingUpper. 

11,079 

R. 

See  祧、 

A.  trieu^ 

Even  Upper. 

To  gaze  at. 

財匕 望 t0  gaze  at 

更 僕眺望  kept  watch  by turns  for  her. 

凝 眸而眺  to  gaze  fixedly  at 

遊眺  to  cast  a  look  around 
to  look  about. 

The  ancestral  shrine. 

宗祧 an  ancestral  hall. 

以先君 之祧處 ^ 之 
(the  ceremony)  must  take  place 
in  the  temple  of  his  first  an 
cestor. 

m 
11,079 

m 

守祧, 

； to  guard  the  ancestral  hall, 
-of  a  former  ruler. 

一子  ̂ one  son  with  two 
ancestral  halls, — as  for  instance 
where  an  uncle  has  no  son,  and 

his  nephew  acts  for  him  as  such, 

thus  performing  double  sacra. 

Sometimes  the  child  of  a  >con- 
cubine  is  set  apart  to  be  the 
heir  of  the  said  childless  uncle. 

[Also  known  as 承祧 .] 

ii,o8o 

R •嘯 

See 跳 

K.jieu^  t^ieu SinkingUpper. 

To  offer  fleSh  in  sacrifice, 

be  distinguished  from 

ii,o8i 

R 黌嘯 
See 庇祧 

Rising  and Sinking 

Upper. 

越 
11,082 

m 
11,083 

嘯蕭 

See 才兆 

A.  diet*、 JHtu. 

jieu,  dau 

Sinking 

Upper. 

11,077.] 

To  have  audience,  as  the 

feudal  princes  did  once  in 

three  years,  when  they 

brought  presents  or  tribute. 

享 覜有璋  for  entertain ments  and  receptions  there  were 
chang.  See  400. 

Same  as  11,083. 

To  jump；  to  skip.  To 
cover,  as  animals.  A  名 ang way. 

跳躍。 r 跳迸 w 跳鑽。 

跳 舞。 r  . 聲  _  tQ  jumP about, 一 as  from  joy,  high  spirits, etc. 

跳蹋  to  fling  oneself  about  in a  rage. 

跳起來  to  jump  up, — from  a sitting  posture. 

跳下來  to  jump  down. 
跳不出  cannot  jump  over；  can not  escape  from. 

他從墙 跳過來  he  jump¬ ed  over  the  wail. 

_ 墙 的和尙  a  priest  who 
jumps  over  the  wall, — said  of 
a  sick  child  who  has  been  no¬ 

minally  dedicated  to  Buddha  and 
sent  to  a  temple  to  save  its  life, 

but  who,  when  recovered,  is 

secretly  returned  to  its  home 

not  by  the  front  gate  but  over 

m 
11,083 

m 

the  wfell,  so  as  to  delude  the  go< 
Also  a  priest  who  gives  up 

ligious  life, 

跳粉墙  tQ  leap.the  whi 

washed  wall, — as  張生 ciH 

Sheng  did  ta  meet 

ying;  hence,  an  assignation  w 

a  lady. 

嚇 /wVz4  了  一 ■跳  he  made 
jump, — with  fright. 

心跳  the  heart  in  a  flutter. 

4562. 

跳蟲。 r 跳蚤。 r 跳！ 
flea. 

跳圈  a  skipping-rope. 

跳戯  to  dance. 跳槽  to  jump  from  one  man； to  another, — to  go  from  c 

employ  into  another. 

龍 跳天門  to  graduate  at 
public  examinations. 

跳馬  to  cover  a  mare. 

跳牛  to  cover  a  cow. 

前攛 後跳的  unsteaj 
untrustworthy. 

打跳 t。  run  out  a  gangway| 
to  or  from  a  boat. 

各各登 跳上岸  each 
ped  on  to  the  gangway  and  w ashore. 

命 左 右掌跳 he  bade 
attendants  run  out  the  gang^ 

踏 上跳板 to  steP  011 1<5 gangway  -plank. 

出跳  to  improve. 跳神  to  exorcise  evil  spirit^ as  when  a  child  is  very  ill,v 

a  view  to  save  its  life- 

跳脫 a  bracelet,  liable  to 
off  if  the  wearer  jumps. 

9485. 
跳鼠 ㈣究)  the  jerboa  (j 
pus  annulatus). 

跳茅山  a  Taoist  sect,  the  hj of  which  resides  at  Mao 

in  Hupeh. 、 11,084 

& 跳 

Rising  and 

SinkingUpper. 

The  appearance  of  heij 
in  a  person. 

細髙雜 兒 tel1  and  thin 
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m 
n,o8s 

蕭嗛 
* 姚跳 
Even  and 

inking  Lower 

and  Upper. 

頫 
11,086 

m 
11,087 

岧 2
 

n,o88 

蕭 

卜條 
Even  Lower. 

笤
 * 

11,089 
.蕭 
*條 
Even  Lower. 

苕1
 

11,090 

^  Jr 

Even  Lower. 

To  burn,  as  in  a  kiln. 

A  spear.  Also  read  yao^  \ 
always  as  a  surname. 

餅 始於堯  bakin6  (bricks) 
dates  back  to  the  Emperor  Yao. 

長 铫利兵 i〜g  spears  and 
sharp  swords. 

Read  tiao\  A  pan  with 

a  long  handle. 

薄銚子  a  thin  earthen  vessel 
for  warming  water. 

Same  as  3683  and  1 1 ,081 

See  12,938. 

A  lofty  mountain  peak. 

容堯  high  up;  lofty. 

A  broom. 

笤箒  a  besom. 

曾籍 苗兒. a  bristle  of  a broom. 

笤蒂星  a  comet. 

打笤。 r 擲笤  to  throw  down 
two  pieces  of  split  bamboo,  and 

divine  by  the  way  in  which  they 
fall.  See  1304. 

Name  of  a  plant. 

陵苕  Tccotna  grandiflora,  Loi- seleur. 

^  a  species  of  Vicia  or(?] 

Lathyrus, 

邛 有旨苕  on  the  height 
grows  the  beautiful  pea. 

巷 之華芸 其黄矣 & 
flowers  of  the  Tecotna  are  of  a 

deep  yellow,—/.^,  they  are  fading. 

苕苕  tall;  lanky 

迢1
 

11,091 

R- 蕭 

F.  sieu 

See 鮮
 

A.  tHeu^  dieu 
Even  Lower. 

髫1
 

11,092 

R •蕭 

F,  tieu、 situ 

See 條 

Even  Lower. 

h，093 

R •蕭 

F.  situ 

W.  v.  ctsHu 

See_ 

A.  t'ieu 
Even  Lower. 

Far  off  ；  remote. 

逐遞 far  off. 
路 途适遠  the  way  thither  is 
long. 

千 里迓迹  a  thousand  li 
away. 

迓适 四十載  forty  long years  afterwards, . . . 

The  tufts  of  hair  on 

children’s  heads. 

誉齡。 r 誉年 the  age  of tufts, — when  a  child  is  about 
seven  or  eight  years  old. 

磬 髪厲志  while  sti11  y°ung> strengthen  the  will. 

引著 一個垂 髫學生 

#  出  led  out  a  schoolboy  of  about 
fourteen  years  of  age. 

To  lose  the  milk-teeth  ； 

young. 

未 逾齠齔  before  I  had  lost 
my  first  teeth. 

年 在齠齔  while  still  a  child. 尙 在齠年 ，汍 臭未退 
you  have  still  your  first  teeth 

and  the  smell  of  mother’s-milk 
hangs  about  you, — what  can  you know? 

11,094 R •蕭嘯 See 調 

A.  dieu'jieu 

Even  and Sinking 

Lower. 

條
 2 

n，o95 

R •蕭 

C.  Hu 
H.  t^iau 
F.  teu 

W.  di'dc 
N.  dioa^  v.  dein 

M 
M.  >  fHau 

Sz. ) 

Y.  f'ioa 
K.  cho j. 炉 

A.  dieu 

Even  Lower. 

Allium  Bakeri、 Regel. 
See  1 1,097. 

Read  yuA.  Oats. 

A  branch ;  a  twig ;  a 

shoot ;  a  strip ;  anything 

long  and  slender.  High  •， 
tall.  Orderly  divisions  ；  a 

clause;  a  section ;  an  item. 

The  pumelo.  Numerative  of 

dogs,  handkerchiefs,  roads, 
cords， snakes,  fishes,  etc. 
etc. 

風不 鳴條  the  wind  did  not whistle  through  the  branches, 

but  blew  gently,  in  the  Golden 
Age. 

w 

11,095 

紙條  a  strip  of  paper. 
條子  an  unfolded  strip  of  paper； 

1  chit;  a  poster. 

條其嘯 矣  long  drawiiareher 
groanings. 

條編  plaited;  basket-work. 

厥 木惟條 the  trees  grew 
high. 

有條 而不秦 there  isorder 
and  no  confusion. 

每 一書成 ，輙 條其旨 

E  so  soon  as  each  book  was 

completed,  its  contents  were  ta¬ 
bulated, 一 for  reference. 

discriminated  rules, 一 used 

>of  the  blending  of  musical  in¬ struments  in  harmony ;  hence, 

having  proper  sequence;  logical ; 

reasonable;  order ;  method.;  re¬ 

gularity. 

有 條有理  having  sequence and  principle, — well  regulated; 

duly  ordered,  etc. 

條 條有理  there  is  reason  (or right)  in  every  clause. 

條例  (see  7006)  or  律條 (- 

7548)  « 規條  laws;  rules;  re 

gulations. 
^clauses;  sections;  a  Treaty, 

from  its  division  into  articles. 

有條有 欵的 well-arranged; 
in  methodical  order. 

條約  a  Treaty. 天條  the  laws  of  God. 

不條達  not  straightforward lacking  in  principle. 

上條陳  to  memorialise  the 
Throne  under  various  headings. 

條風  the  north-east  wind. 

條  桑 t。  pull  down  the 
branches  of  mulberry-trees  and 

strip  them  of  their  leaves. 

有 條有梅  there  are  white 
firs  and  plum-trees. 

三條 路當間 行〜力 
tissimus  ibis. 

隔 幾條街  a  few  streets  off. 
一 條條子  a  twig;  a  strip. 
一條狗 a  dQg- 

一 條裤子  a  pair  of  trousers. 

一條路  a  road. 

一 條手巾  a  handkerchief. 
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條2
 

lly095 

1 1, 006 

R •嘯篠 
See 調 

Sinking 
Lower. 

w 
11,097 

R. 蕾睡 

See 調 

A.  dieu、jieu 
Even  and 
Sinking 

Lower. 

11,098 

r  M  it 
See 條 

Even  Lower. 

w 
11,099 

R.'
 See 條 

Even  Lower. 

鯈 

m 
,101 

R. 

C.  t^iu 
H •产  iau 

F.  Jieu 

條紅跡  a  red  line,— on 
paper. 

一 ■條 帶子 搭布) a 
girdle. 

一條槍  a  spear. 

一 條辮子  a  queue. 
一條蛇  a  snake. 
一條腿 a ㈣ 

一條筋  a  sinew. 

一 條領子  a  collar. 

一 條皮子  a  strip  of  leather. 

一條性 命 a  life- 

條條的  see  1967. 

Deep  ；  profound. 

杳篠  dark;  gloomy. 

A  bamboo  basket.  Used 

with  1 1,094. 

胃  a  basket  as  used  by  labour- 

蜩:
 

tLiau 
1 1,101 

W.  dide 

p. ! 

M.  \ 

K.  cho 

J.  cho 
A.  cdieu^  Ltru Even  Lower. 

R. 

蕭嗛 

蝴破  a  cicada. 如蜩  like  the  noise  of  cicadas. 一  is  the  disorder  everywhere 
prevailing. 

蝴甲  the  exuviae  of  the  cicada 

承蜩猶 裰之也  catching cicadas  with  a  bamboo  pole  as 

though  with  the  hands,  —  i.e. 
accurately,  without  missing. 

C.  tiu 

H.  tHau 

F.  ttieu^  tieu、' 
Ueu W.  dide 

N.  di'da^  dioc 

P.  Piatt、 

tiau 
M. 

Sz. 
Y.  Pioa,  tioa 

K.  cho 

J.  cho 

A.  dieu 
Even  and Sinking 

Lower. 

ers. 

以杖荷 孫 carrying  his 
basket  on  his  staff  across  his 
shoulder. 

A  long  narrow  fish. 

Reins  of  leather. 

傜 革冲冲  with  the  ends  of 
their  reins  hanging  down. 

Same  as  1 1,098. 

The  cicada  or  broad 
locust. 

五 月鳴蝴  in  the  fifth  moon, 
the  cicada  chirps. 

鳴 蝴噂噂 the  cicadas  chirp 
il hui  hui:、 

To  mix  ；  to  blend  ；  to 

harmonise  ；  to  adjust  ；  to 

temper;  to  stir  up；  to  excite 

To  train  ；  see  1 3,297.  Usee 

with  1 1,076.  Usually  Hao% 

in  proper  names. 

調和  to  mix;  to"blend;  to  make peace  between  enemies;  in  tune, 
as  two  instruments. 

調和民 教章程  regula¬ tions  for  securing  harmony  be¬ 
tween  ordinary  Chinese  and 
Christian  converts. 

心 手調和  co-ordination  of mind  and  hand. 

調合  to  mix;  to  compound. 
調  to  mix  in  equal  proportions. 

調味  to  blend  flavours, 一- as  in cookery. 

調羹  a  soup-spoon. 
調理  to  arrange, — as  the  trans¬ action  of  business;  to  take  care 

of  (one’s  health). 

調 — oi ■調處 3) 。> ■調 
停  to  arrange;  to  settle  up,  as 
a  difficulty. 

出 爲調停  to  come  forward as  mediator. 

調桌  to  arrange  a.  table. 
調養  to  take  care  of;  to  nurse, 

調治 t0  treat, —— as  a  doctor. 

調經  to  regulate  the  menses. 

調劑⑽ 
8l2. 

弓 矢旣調 bc)ws  and  arrows were  adjusted  to  one  another. 

調音  t。 tune- 調絃  to  tune  a  guitar. 

琴 瑟不調  lute  and  psaltery not  in  tune, — domestic  discord. 

調字聲 調韻  to  make  the sounds  of  words  suit  or  rhyme, 

m 

,102 

一 as'  in  writing  poetry,  wher 
the  and  the  must  not  b 

used  at  random. 

調詩  to  compose  an  ode. 

調笑  to  chaff;  to  ridicuk. 

調戲。 r 調情  to  sport  with 
to  dally  with. 

調弄  to  deceive;  to  dupe. 
調唆  to  instigate:  to  egg  on. 

調 三窩四  mischief  making to  set  by  the  ears. 

調查  to  collect  information;  t< investigate. 

to  moderate  and  subdue,. 

the  passions.  A  term  for  vinaya 
one  of  the  •  three  divisions  0 
Buddhist  dogma  embracing  th<| 

rules,  etc.,  of  ecclesiastical  disi 

cipline. 

調達  Devadatta,  —  the  enemj and  rival  of  Shakyamuni. 

Read  tiaox.  A  tune；  ar 

air.  To  move;  to  transfer 

to  change  ；  see  5080. 

一 枝調  a  tune- 調兒。 r 曲調。 r 腔調 
tune;  an  air. 

唱小調  to  sing  a  ditty. 

韻調好 &  rhyme  is  good. 
氣調  cadence ;  rhythm,  —  o\\ style. 

以 吾平生 之風調 
sidering  my  attitude  throughout 
life, — towards  such  practices, 

調 虎離山 tQ  get  a  tc 
leave  the  mountains, — to  induce 

the  eneniy  to  leave  their  en¬ 
trenchments. 

調動  to  remove;  to  transfer. 

調兵  to  move  troops. 

調撥  to  distribute, — troops  be¬ 
tween  various  stations. 

調撤 ̂  to  withdraw  (troops). 

調集 t。  collect  (troops)  and despatch  to . 

調任。 1 •調 補。 r 調充。 1 

調赴。 r 調遷。 ■•調 用 1。 transfer  from  one  post  to  another, 

調任 上海縣 transferred  to, 
the  Shanghai  Magistracy. 

調署  to  transfer  as  Acting.... 
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芑田 s 
m 

m 
11,103 

r .蕭 
s« 雕 
Even  Upper. 

調員  to  transfer  an  officer. 

調 閩黔軍  a  Kueichou  regi¬ ment  transferred  to  Fuhkien. 

託以當 調請赴 京 asked 
(a  friend)  to  get  him  transferred 
to  the  capital. 

調驗  to  transfer  for  the  pur¬ 
poses  of  an  inquest, 一 magistrates 
not  being  able  to  hold  inquests 

on  deaths  occurring  in  their  own 

gaols,'  the  services  of  neighbour¬ 
ing  magistrates  are  employed. 

降調  to  transfer  to  a  lower  post. 

特調  by  special  appointment. 
See  10,852. 

調查  to  send  for  to  examine, — 
as  a  document. 

調 查選民  tQ  investigate 
claims  for  the  franchise. 

調 查戶口  to  take  a  census. 

調頭  to  turn;  a  style  of  writing; 
figure  of  speech. 

氣 調不凡  his  style  Was  not 
commonplace, — of  a  painter. 

調度  to  calculate;  to  consider; 
tactics ;  calculation;  to  arrange, 
as  furniture. 

調 度有方  skilfully  arranged 
or  disposed. 

調  to  be  detached  for  duty 
at  the  provincial  examinations. 

調開  to  separate ;  to  get  (people) 
apart. 

調過兒  to  turn  it  the  opposite 
way. 

調過來 t。  turn  the  other  way 
round. 

調 過來說  to  transpose  a; 
phrase. 

調 下調上 now 叩， now 
down, 一 undecided ;  irresolute. 

調識 to  lie. 

才調  clever;  capable. 

Read  chou1.  Intense； 

repeated. 

調飢  great  hunger. 

A  general  name  for  hard 

spinous  fishes  like  the  perch. 

掉 11.104 

奮 11.105 k •錫覺 

嘯 
^翟濯 

掉 
K.  cho 

J.  chd、 iaku 
A.  dik 
Entering  and Sinkiog 

Lower. 

縱 
i  i，io6 

R •嘯 

See 桃 

SinkingUpper, 

ii，io7 

m
1
 

n,io8 

R. 蕭 

/TtTf 

See 條 

A.  f'ieu 
Even  Lower. 

bX 

R 

,109 

哿麻 C.  cte 

? •.卜 

W.  rdae N ’•  Itia^  ti 

Ctie
 

, ctia 

K.  ta 

J.  ta、 sha 

A.  cda Even  and 

Rising  Upper. 

See  1 1,069. 

A  weed  resembling  hel¬ 
lebore. 

灌  a  variety  of  tall  millet. 

^  ̂   (or  cho1)  the  Chinese 
 elder (Sambucus  javanica、 Bl.). 

Read  ti^.  A  general 
term  for  Ckenopodium. 

^  goosefoot  ( Chenopodium 
album、 L.). 

To  sell  grain.  See  10,935. 

Same  as  1 1 ,090. 

The  appearance  of  fruit 

hanging  in  clusters.  The 
old  form  of  13,440. 

TIESH. 

A  familiar  equivalent  of 

father. 

爹爹 daddy. 
^  ̂   an  adopted 

 father. 

爹婊  {see  8241)  or  爹媽 
father  and  mother. 

苹捨作 官的爹 ，不捨 

叫花子 的娘。 ne  can  d。 without  at  official  father,  but 

not  without  a  beggar  mother^ — 
referrin  to  the  greater  impor¬ 
tance  o  a  mother  to  children. 

老爹  venerable  sir. 

打 爹馬娘  to  maltreat  one’s parents. 

R •屑 

See 迭 

K.  jiet 

Entering 

Lower. 

瓞 

R 屑 

C.  tyh 

H.  tet0 

F.  tiekr 

W.  die- 

N.  dihr 

P.  Hie 

M.  Y.  j 

Sz. ( 

K.  chdl^  v.  chil 

J.  tetsz、 dechi A.  diet Entering 

Lower. 

tieh 

11,112 

R •屑 

See 迭 

K,jiet 

Entering 

Lower. 

w 

R 屑質 
See 胺娃 

Entering 

Lower. 

跌;
 

R. 

屑 
,ii4 C.  /少/0 

H.  tet F.  tiek^  tHek、、 

v.  pwakj 

W.  tie 
N.  tieh、tih 

P.  c"，,  v.  ctsai 
M. 

Y.  tieh 

Sz. K.  chol^v.  chil 

J.  Utsz、 techi 
A.  diet 

Entering 

Upper. 

The  sun  beginning  to 

decline  towards  the  west. 

Young  gourds  or  melons 
just  coming  on  the  plants. 

縣縣瓜 腿  in  lc>ng  trains  ever 
increasing  grow  the  gourds. 

Prominent  eyes. 

昧贌  bulging  eyeballs. 

To  forget, 

mistake. 

To  make 

To  slip  and  fall；  to 

stumble. 

跌下來 （。1 •去） t。 fall  down. 
打趺。 r 趺倒  to  stumble;  to 

slip. 

趺倒昏 絶於地 fel1  head 
over  heels  on  the  ground. 

東 西跌倒 不扶 won’t  set up  anything  that  has  fallen, — said  of  a  lazy  fellow. 

跌了  一 •踐  got  a  fall,— as  in 
wrestling. 

把他跌  了 fel1  d_  with 
him, — as  a  nurse  with  a  baby. 

故 作 跌撲  pretended  to  stum- 
ble  and  fall. 

173 
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I,H4 

軼 [i5 

迭 
11,116 .屑 

H.  tet^ 

SeeM 
K.  chol^  v.  chil 

Entering 
Lower. 

趺 落下來  to  fall ;  to  come  to 
grief;  to  lose  one’s  position. 

價 値跌落  the  price  {e.g.  of' 
shares)  has  fallen. 

'漲跌 ,rise  and  fall, — in  prices. 

趺碎  to  fall  and  break  in  pieces. 

趺 斷了氣  to  fall  and  knock 
the  life  out  of  one. 

趺 里趺斜  staggering  this 
way  and  that. 

趺足  to  slip;  to  stamp  the  foot. 

趺 足而起  to  spring  up  (into 
the  air)  with  a  stamp. 

趺 足大驚  started  with  fright. 

跌 足大樂  jumped  for  joy. 

趺且  boy  acrobats  who  take  the 
parts  of  women  in  theatricals. 

跌蕩 放导  to  speak  recklessly 
or  at  random. 

See  i  3,194. 

To  alternate  •’  to  change. 
To  attack. 

迭 爲賓主  (Yao  and  Shun) 
were  guest  and  host  by  turns. 

迭 用柔剛  to  employ  mild¬ 
ness  and  severity  by  turns. 

迭 典迭廢  now  prospering, 
now  declining. 

迭 食迭望  one  eating  while 
the  other  kept  a  look  out. 

迭次。 1 •迭屢  repeatedly ; often. 

系至照 •會 " I  have  repeatedly 
addressed  you  officially. 

迭 費淸神  I  have  frequently 
troubled  you. 

迭 我殽地  he  attacked  our 
land  of  Hsiao. 

迭屑  Tarse  Tersa, 一 a  Persian 
term  for  Christians  =  ascetic. 
See  3354. 

迭 
i,ii6 

w 11,117 
R •葉洽 s- 蝶 

Entering 

Lower. 

ii,ii8 

R •葉洽 

P.  itie 

*  jii« 

See 蝶 

Entering 

Lower. 

堞 ii，ii9 

R .葉 

P.  SJie 

See 蝶 

Entering 

Lower. 

w 

R 葉 

See 摺 

K.  chop 

J.  chd、 djo Entering 

Irregular. 

渫 
4? 

Read  tieW1  • 

逃 命不迭  failed  to  escape 
with  his  life. 

藏之 不迭  failed  to  conceal 
it  in  time. 

Battlements  ；  crenelated 

walls. 

r •屑葉 

^ 泄葉 

Entering 

Upper 
and  Lower. 

迭不的 去逛1  have  no  lei¬ sure  to  go  for  a  stroll. 

當^  satisfactory ;  proper. 

Frozen  hard. 

To  chatter  ；  to  make  a 
noise. 

I [舌  to  chatter  without  ceasing. 

嗦 嚷佔佔 chattering. 

城堞  a  parapet.  See  1870. 

蝶其宮 而守之 fortified the  palace  by  a  wall. 

Timid  ；  nervous. 

The  appearance  of  waves 

rolling.  Intelligent. 

長 波浃谍  huge  billows  roll 
by. 

憒  不澡  stupid;  dllll. 
Read  hsieh^.  To  get  rid 

of.  To  scatter.  To  rest 

To  ooze. 

并 渫不食  if  a  well  is  turbid, do  not  drink  from  it. 

農 民有錢 ，粟 有所渫 
the  farmers  will  have  money  and 

the  grain  will  be  distributed 
(among  poor  people) 

牒1
 

11,122 

R •葉 

P.  itie 

s- 蝶 

Entering 

Tablets  for  writing  on  ; 

documents  ；  records.  [To 
be  distinguished  from  牒 II，I29.] 

Lower. 

11,123 

R.  Vulgar. 

C./j/ 

H.  t、iap 

F.  tiek 

W.  die 
N.  diah 

P.  Stieh 

M.  tie 

Y.  tieh 
Sz.  tie 

jK'I 

A.  diep 

Entering 

Lower. 

not  used 

m 
,124 

R •葉 

See 蝶 

Entering 

Lower. 

爲厳 未媒 his ㈣ gave  him_ 

iio  rest. 

尾間渫 之 而不虛 ㈣ 
ocean)  is  constantly  being  drain 
ed  off  and  yet  it  is  never  empty 

簡  tablets ;  memoranda;  in structions. 

jj 巣  an  official  despatch. 

戒牒 度牒 a  Post’s  di- 
ploma, — issued  after  he  has  taken the  vows. 

^  ̂   to  call  in  or  cancel diploma. 

_  牒  genealo
gies. 玉牒  the  genealogical  record  of the  Imperial  family. 

詢 事呈牒  to  investigate 
matter  and  hand  in  a  report. 

牒請  to  officially  request  an  offi-i cial  of  somewhat  superior  rank 

who  is  not  one’s  own  official 

superior 

A  plate  ；  a  small  dish  ； 
saucer. 

碟子  a  plate;  a  saucer. 
碗  bowls  and  plates. 

四碟 一 碗  four  small  dishesl and  one  large  one, — for  a  dinner. 

賞碟  a  gratuity  given  to  ser| vants  of  friends  who  send  pre¬ 
sents  of  dried  fruits  on  the  occa¬ 
sion  of  a  death. 

析碟  to  substitute  money  i the  fruits  as  above. 

7^  dishes  of  fruits,  sent  as above. 

A  small  boat  ；  a  punt. 



TIE3H 
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TIESH 

11,125 

R •葉 
C.ryp 

H.  t'-iap F.  tiek 
W.  die 
N.  diah 
P.  Yie 
M. ) 
Y.  tieh 

S?. ) 

K.  ch、dp'  chop 
J.  chd、 djo 
A.  diep 

Entering 
Lower. 

諜
必
 

11,126 
R •葉 
P.  itie 

See 蝶 

Entering 
Lower. 

w 
11,127 

R. 葉 
P.  Uie 

See 
蝶 

Entering 
Lower. 

11,128 
R .合 
c.  /Wo 
P./V 
%榻 

Entering 

Upper. 

11,129 
R •葉 
see 蝶 

Entering 

Lower. 
' 

A  butterfly.  See  4938 

V ulg-arly  read  t'ieh%.  [Stands 
pictorially  for  畫  11,136, old.] 

峽蝶。 r 風蝶  the  sulphur 
butterfly. 

瘦蝶  a  butterfly  seen  late  in  the 

year. 

蝶崠  a  name  for  the  rainbow. 

謝蝴蝶  Butterfly  Hsieh,  —  a 
poet,  named  謝逸  Hsieh  I, 

who  wrote  mostly  about  butter¬ 
flies. 

夢蝴蝶  to  dream  one  is  a 
butterfly. 

To  spy  upon  •’  to  play  the 
traitor.  To  chatter. 

伺課  t。 spy  upon. 

往來間  chien^  ̂   to  act  as 
secret  agent  or  spy  between 
enemies. 

_賊  a  traitor;  a  spy. 

疑 以爲諜  suspected  him  of 
being  a  spy. 

To  put  the  foot  down  ；  to 

step.  See  4401. 

連手躍 躁 舞春心 t。 
join  hands  and  dance  in  response 

to  spring  feelings. 

A  plaice ；  a  sole ；  a 
flounder.  Also  read 

鲽沙魚  plaice. 
鲽國  an  old  name  for  Lewchew. 

The  planks  which  form  a 

bed.  [To  be  distinguished 

from  i  11,122.] 

牀牒 a  bed. 

11,130 

R •葉 

See 蝶 

Entering 

Lower. 

錄
"
 

The  ceiling  of  a  room. 

田 必 

璺 11,138 

R. 葉 

C.  tyt,  typ 

F.  tiek^  v.  t、ak P.  itieh 
N.  diah^  v.  dah 

See 蝶 

Entering 

Lower. 

ii，I3I* 

R •葉 

See 牒 

A  fine  sieve  for  winnow¬ 

ing  grain. k.jiep 

Entering 

Lower. 

m 11,132 

Same  as  1 1,125. 

哇 
See  4159. 

W 
n,i34 

K .屑 

W.  d?at\  die 

See 厳 

Entering 

Lower. 

A  mound  ；  an  ant-hill. 

泰 山之於 i 垤 &  Mt. T‘ai  among  hillocks. 

鶴 鳴于埋  the  cranes  were crying  on  the  ant-hills, 一 showing 
that  it  was  about  to  rain,  and 

in  anticipation  of  their  prey, 

which  the  rain  would  bring  forth. 

w 

II. 139 

R •葉 

See 蝶 

Entering 

Lower. 

11,135 

R •屑 

H.  tet0 

White  hempen  cloth 
worn  as  mourning. 

a  mourning-band  tied 
round  the  head. 

IT 

SeeM 

K.  cholyV,  chtl Entering 

Lower. 

mourning-clothes. 

衰 絰而哭 ^he  put on  mourning  and  wept.  See 10,104. 

11,140 

R •葉 

s- 蝶 

Entering 

Lower. 

m: 
11,136 

r •屑 

K.  chbl、v.  chil Entering 

Lower. 

Seventy  or  eighty  years 

of  age  ；  old. 

今者 不樂逝 者其耋 
if  now  we  do  not  enjoy  ourselves 

the  time  will  pass  and  we  辛 hall 
be  old. 

IK 
11,141 

r. 葉 

See 帖 

叠 IM37 Same  as  1 1,1 38. 

Entering 

Upper. 

To  duplicate  ；  to  repeat  ； 

to  fold.  To  fear.  A  soft 

white  fabric  from  Kara- 
khodjo.  Used  with  1 1,139. 

[Also  written  as  below.] 

重 重  Cheung1  ch^uiig1  墨 疊 
layer  upon  layer  and  fold  upon 

fold, 一 of  constant  repetition,  tau¬ 
tology,  etc. 

遠  l-U  墨 翠  the  distant  hills 
rise  in  many  green  ranges. 

莫不震 疊  all  respond  with 
tremulous  awe. 

Read  tie1i\ 

豊騎 to  ride  double. 每 韻必疊 寫字樣 
under  each  rhyme  the  characters 

must  be  repeated  in  full, — not 
suggested  by  a 

疊次  repeatedly. 辱 句  a  repeated  sentence. repetition;  tautology. 

墨#  勁兒  with  might  an
d 

main. 

To  fold  up. 

丰習 to 化此 把衣裳 t 疊起來 f°ld  up 
the  clothes. 

整 put  in  order  and  fold 
up. 

香疊 四摺兒 t0  fold  in  fo4r， i.e.  to  fold  a.  thing  twice  so  that 
there  are  four  folds. 

A  soft  whitish  cloth, 

brought  from  高昌  Kara- 

khodjo  ；  sc.  cotton. 

费毛  a  kind  of  embroidered goat‘s-hair  cloth,  like  cashmere. 

To  fall；  to  swoop  down/ 

飛鳶 贴站 堕水 中 - swift  hawk  swoops  down  into 
the  water. 

Read  t、ieh 气  To  beat 
time  "with  the  foot. 

彈 转站釋 to  Play  the  lute 
and  beat  time  with  one’s  slipper. 
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ii,i4i 

凸*
 

II，I42 

R 屑月 
C.  tetr 
H. 

F.  touk 了、 ciiu WW 

N.  dah^  v. 
P.  fu\  Wtt, 

Uie 

M.  tu 

Y.  tieh^  v.  > 

ckung  、 

Sz.  tu 

K.  chol^  cK'dl 

^  totsz,  toe  hi A.  dout 

Entering 
Lower. 

w 
IM43 .屑 

See 槭旋 
A.  diet 

Entering 
Lower. 

Read  tien\  To  be  lame. 

To  stand  on  tiptoe. 

跖脚兒  lame  in  the  leg. 

贴着脚  standing  on  tiptoe. 

To  project;  protuberant, 

as  opposed  to 凹  1 2,429, 

q.v.  for  examples  ；  see  1 398, 
12,099. 

凸上來  to  project  upwards. 

凸 嘴凹鼻  a  projecting mouth  and  a  sunken  nose. 

凸眼  prominent  eyes. 

凸字  characters  cut  in  relief. 

梃 胸凸壯  to  stick  out  the 
chest  and  project  the  belly, - 
of  a  blustering  bully. 

凸出  to  stick  out;  to  project 

凸 然出水  suddenly  coming 
up  out  of  the  water. 

凸路  a  raised  road. 

肉凸  a  wen;  a  tumour. 

To  squint.  [To  be  distin¬ 

guished  from  首 8o8i.] 

11,144 
R •葉 
s- 牒 

Entering 
Lower. 

R •屑暴 
See 览 

Entering 
Lower. 

R •屑 
See 览 

Entering 
Lower. 

A  short  step.  To  stamp 

To  hoard  ；  to  engross. 

Read  ti^.  Lofty. 

To  scrape.  Profitable. 

褶 it, i47 

nr 

11,148 

R 葉 

See 帖 

Entering 

Upper. 

11,149 

R. 葉 

C.  t、yp 

H.  tHap 

F.  t、aik 
W.  He 
N.  Hah 

P.  /"， Yie M.  He 

Sz.  //>,  t^ie Y.  tieh 
K.  cK-dp 

J.  cho 

A.  t、iep 
Entering 

Upper. 

See  964. 

T^XESH. 

To  taste；  to  sip.  Small; 

mean  ；  vulgar. 

p 占 血爲盟  to  ratify  an  oath 
by  drinking  blood. 

Read  ckle^.  To  whisper 
in  the  ear. 

p 占張  to  whisper.  See  272. 

A  label  ；  a  scroll  ；  a  writ¬ 
ten  document ;  a  placard  ； 

a  card.  Numerative  of  pic¬ 
tures,  etc. 

賞帖  a  notice  of  reward. 

勻帖  a  warrant  of  arrest, — a death-summons  from  the  next 
world. 

白 帖^ 黑帖。 r 無名帖 

。 ■•匿 名褐帖  an  anony¬ 
mous  placard. 

法帖  a  copy-slip. 
焚帖  to  bum  one’s  copy-slips, — to  give  up  study. 

生 長 吉 a  betrothal card,  stating  age,  etc.  See  6001. 

招帖  a  placard;  a  notice,  as  of a  house  to  let. 

徧 張招帖  he  put  up  notices everywhere, — that  he  had  found 
the  lost  goods. 

錢帖  a  cash-note;  a  bank-note. 

試帖  a  term  applied  to  publish¬ 
ed  poems  of  successful  candi¬ 
dates  at  the  public  examinations, 

or  other  poems  suitable  as  spe¬ 
cimens  of  composition. 

帖寫  a  otyle  of  writing  in  which the  characters  are  not  formed 

strictly  according  to  rule,  but 
for  which  deviation  there  is  the 

authority  of  some  famous  calli- 
graphist.  Also,  a  clerk. 

拜帖。 r 名帖  a  visiting-card. 

帖子。 r 全柬帖  a  folded 
sheet  of  pink  paper,  with  differ¬ ent  salutations  written  on  each 

fold,  used  as  a  visiting-card  and 
handed  in  open  at  the  particular 
salutation  required. 

帖 

ii，i49 

tr 
11,15° 

R 葉鹽 
S« 帖占 

Entering  and 
Even  Upper. 

貼 

R •葉 

See 帖 

Entering 

Upper. 

撒帖 子  to  send  out  invitations. 

請帖  an  invitation. 
我要 具帖去 請客哩 

I  must  go  and  get  ready  some 
invitations  to  guests. 

喜帖  an  invitation  to  a  wedding. 

喪帖  an  invitation  to  a  funeral. 

引狀帖  a  funeral  notice. 
謝帖。 r 領帖  a  card  of  thanks, 一 for  presents. 

謝孝帖  a  card  of  “thanks  for kind  enquiries.” 

辭謝帖  a  written  refusal  of  an invitation.  [Acceptances  are 
verbal  to  messenger.] 

回帖  a  card  sent  in  acknow¬ 
ledgement  of  anything. 

說帖 a  specification, — as  at¬ tached  to  a  tender  or  contract. 

栝帖  a  term  used  under  the T‘ang  dynasty  for  an  essay,  and 

by  extension  for  a  舉人  gra¬ duate. 

帖括業  the  business  for  liter¬ ature  ; the  curriculum  of  a  stu¬ 
dent. 

單 峡 紅單帖 a  card  of 
a  single  leaf  of  red  paper, 一 as 
used  on  ordinary  occasions. 

孰帖  the  servant  who  carries  in the  cards  of  visitors  at  a  yamtn. 

帖套 &  case  for  holding  cards. 

事 不妥帖  the  matter  is  not yet  settled. 

帖然  sure;  certain. 
帖尾  wit^i  tail  between  its  legs. 

虎 粘耳去  the  tiger  drooped 
its  ears  and  fled. 

Quiet  ；  peaceful. 

安心 钻朦  resigned. 

帖靜  quiet;  retired. 

To  attach  to ；  to  stick;  tc 

paste  ；  to  add  on  ；  to  make 
up.  See  2889， 1 1,025. 

貼在) is  上  stic
k  it  on  the 

wall. 

貼畫 t。  stick  up  a  picture. 



T^UESJEI 
[381 

H,I5I 

喋 
H,I52 

貼膏藥  to  stick  on  a  plaster 

貼 出告示  to  stick  up  a  pro 
clamation. 

貼金 t。  gild;  to  praise  oneself. 

貼身  attached  to  the  person, 
as  a  servant,  underclothing,  etc, 

貼近  to  stick  close  to. 

貼服。 r 貼心  intimate  with 
attached  to. 

夜 眠貼席  to  sleep  sound. 

貼書。 r 貼寫 clerks ;  copyists 

貼錢。 r 貼鈉  to  assist  with 
money;  to  pay  up  money. 

貝占錢 買罪受 t。 pay  out 
money  and  only  get  harm  there- 
by. 

勒令 轎夫津 貼馬夫 

費 用八圓  forced  the  chair- 
coolies  to  pay  eight  dollars  for 

the  wages  of  a  horse-boy.  See 
2163. 

貼補 to  make  good  a  pecu¬ 
niary  deficiency. 

‘貝占 色  Qr  貼水  t。 pay  the  differ- 
ence  in  the  “touch”  or  value  of 
silver. 

貼新  to  add  a  small  sum  when 
paying'  in  other  than  “clean，， dollars. 

倒貼  to  pay  something  in  ad¬ 
dition  when  exchanging  goods; 

said  of  a  woman  who  “keeps” a  man. 

若不肯 ，貼他 這個也 

罷  if  he  won’t,  agree  (to  ex 
change),  throw  in  this. 

貼 邊 t  t0  add  a  strip  on  to  the 
edge  of  a  coat,  to  make  it  able 
to  resist  the  strain  of  buttons, 

貼座兒  to  reserve  a  seat. 

貼對子  to  put  up  a  pair  of 
scrolls. 

貼食  to  eat  in  company  with; 
to  be  a  diner-out. 

貼耳  to  incline  the  ear;  to  be 
ready  to  listen  to. 

貼婦  to  pawn  one’s  wife. 

See 
,1 18. 

揲 
See  9797. 

蝶 
See  1 1,125. H，i54 

蝰 
Same  as  11,125. 

n.iss 

Iron,  one  of  the  five 

鐵 metals ;  used  as  a  symbo 
II, IS6 

屑 
of  firmness,  solidity,  etc. 

See  ̂ 00^.  t 

c.  ~ 

H.  t'd F.  t^ick 
W.  tHe 

N.  Hh 
P. 

M.  He 
Y.  Hek 

Sz.  f'te K.  cim 

J.  tetsz 
A.  Het 

•Entering 

Upper. 

鐵器  iron  ware ;  iron  tools. 

鐵匠  a  blacksmith. 

鐵衣 rust. 
鐵得  pig  iron. 鐵板 w 鐵葉  sheet  iron. 

鐵絲。 r 鐵線 — wire. 

鐵條。 1 •鐵枝  nail-rod  iron. 

鐵通條  an  iron  poker. 

—索 鐵鍊  iron  chains. 

鐵 權  iron  hoops. 

九 州鑄鐵  all  the  molten  iron in  the  empire, — cannot  cancel 
an  error  once  committed. 

生 鐵  unwrought  iron. 

打鐵  to  work  iron. 

黃鐵 brass. 白鐵。 r  洋鐵  tin.  SeeysT6- 

鐵砂  iron  filings. 

鐵片  iron  plates. 

鐵片條 hc>Qp iron- iron  nails. 

鐵 刀利器  cutlery. 

鐵鎖橋  an  iron  suspension- 
bridge. 

鐵鉸  an  iron  spade  or  shovel. 

鐵尺  a  short  iron  staff  or  life- preserver,  used  by  highwaymen. 

鐵石人  a  very  “hard”  man,: — i.e.  without  ordinary  feelings. 

鐵主意  a  fixed  resolve. 

鐵筆  a  stylus；  a  burin. 

鐵 筆不改  to  be  as  written, without  alteration. 

鐵 [r，i56 

n，i57 

R. 屑 

See 鐵 

Entering 

Upper. 

鐵 價不二 ，並無 相析 
everything  at  absolutely  fixed 

prices,  and  no  discount  allowed. 

鐵證  Proof  strong  as  iron. 

鐵 甲船。 r 鐵艦  an  ironclad. 壳  armour  plating. 

鐵路 ⑼ 道  ) a  railway. 
修鐵路  to  build  railways. 

輕 便鐵道  a  light  railway. 

鐵 船過江 ⑽  iron  ship  cross¬ ing  a  river, ― very  dangerous. 

猶罐船 ，渡海 like  an 

ship  crossing  the  ocean, 一 very 
unlikely  to  happen.  [See  Chia 
Yii,  in  Biog.  Diet.] 

鐵 面御史  the  iron-faced 
Censor, 一 a  name  applied  to  the 

fearless  趙朴  Chao  Pien  of  tlfe 
Sung  dynasty. 

鐵 面無私 a  man  of  integrity 
and  justice, — said  of  包極, 

Pao  Ch‘eng  of  the  Sung  dynasty, 
who  never  smiled  in  his  life. 

沙梨  an  iron  pear, — out  of 
which  no  juice  is  to  be  got;  sc, 
a  stingy  fellow. 

鐵么 •  _ 俯 8i。. 
鐵裁縫  an ir。11  tailor— a, sew- 
ing-machine. 

鐵 先生  an  iron  teacher, 一 a 
skeleton  key. 

鐵 柺先生  (surnamed 
Li)  the  Teacher  with  the  Iron 
Staff, — one  of  the  八 仙  Eight 

Immprtals.  He  lived  under  the 

Sui  dynasty ;  and  his  symbol  is  a 

gourd,  in  which  he  keeps  his  soul. 

鐵鷄鴻  t&e  black  drongo  (ZV- 
crurus  calhcecus). 

鐵鶸子  the  Japanese  goat¬ 
sucker  ( Caprimiilgus  jotaka). 

鐵樹  iron  trees;  see  5002.  Also, 
Cycas  revoluta、 Thunb.,  and  Cor- 
dyline  Jacquinii,  Kunth. 

鐵線 草  ̂diantum  flabellula- 
tum,  L. 

An  iron-grey  horse. 



ii, i58 R 屑 

See 

R. 

C.  / ‘少 /0 

谏  t^iek 
W.  UHe 

tHh 

p.  tne. 
M. 

K.  ch^ol 
[. teisz、 ten 

A.  tKiet 

T^XEJH 

382 

偺 

鐵 
Entering 

Upper. 

餮 
n，i59 

Entering  and 

Rising  Upper. 

Artful  ；  cunning. 

人 情僧伐  men’s  hearts  are full  of  guile. 

Gluttonous.  See  10,837. 

R-iB 

See 點 

a 
the 

貪 食爲餐  greed  for  food  is 
called  tlieh. 

繫  avaricious  and  greedy ; 

Glutton, — the  nickname  of 

greedy  man  who  lived  in 

days  of  the  Emperor  堯  Yao, 

and  was  banished  by  Shun. 

Represented  on  old  bronze  and 
other  vessels  as  having  a  very 
thin  face  and  a  huge  belly  ;  also 
with  the  face  of  an  animal  and 

no  body,  in  all  cases  as  a  warn¬ 
ing  against  gluttony. 

馨餮性 成 a  confirmed 
glutton. 

蚨 
ii,i6o 

屑 

See  ■ 

A  variety  of  spider, 

cnown  as  跌毋 and 映暢 

Entering 

Upper. 

鉄 
ii,i6i 

銕 
IT,i62 

11,163 R. 琰 
See 勲 

Rising  Upper. 

居
 3 

11,164 

W 炎 
See 簟 

A.  diem) Rising  Lower, 

Same  as  1 1,156. 

Oldest  form  of  11,156 

Said  to  be  “the  barbarian 

metal,”  iron  not  being 
cnown  to  the  early  Chinese 

TIESINT. 

A  nick  in  a  blade  ;  a  flaw 

To  bar  a  gate. 

敁 ii，i65 

玷1
 

，t66 

Same  as  1 1， 1 75. 

Sinking 

Upper. 

A  flaw ;  a  blemish  ；  a 
defect. 

珀缺  a  flaw;  a  defect. 

J 占 辱 or  站 汚  to  disgrace; to debauch. 

有站 淸規  it  is  injurious  to 

11,167 

鹽艷 

See  ̂  

Even  Upper. 

Intermittent  fever.  Also 

read  sAan2. 

11,168 
R. 

谈 

See 點 

Rising  Upper 

11,169 

點 3
 

11.17° 

R •琰 

C.  tym 

H.  tiam 
F.  tieng、 teing 

W.  tie 

N.  tien^  v.  tia 
P. 

tien M. 

Sz. 
Y.  tici 

K.  chdm 

J.  ten 

A.  diem 
Rising  Upper, 

public  morals. 

明皇活 將踰月 the  Em peror  Ming  Huang  had  had  fever 
for  nearly  a  month. 

The  dark  spots  and 
marks  on  the  faces  of  old 

people. 

See  11,141. 

A  spot ;  a  speck  ;  a  dot 
to  make  dots,  as  in  punc 

tuation  ;  to  mark  off  {see 

9279)；  to  check  one  by  one； 

a  point；  a  particle；  a  little ； 
a  mite.  The  stroke  of  a 

clock.  To  nod.  To  light 

To  transmute.  See  208, 

2525,  6243. 

— *  ̂  a  dot;  a  speck;  a  little 

一 勲一畫  a  dot  and  a  hori¬ 
zontal  stroke, 一 in  writing. 

把一 勲頭的  take  one  (an. 
orange)  with  a  bruise  on  it. 

勲子  a  spot  or  dot.  Also,  a 
large  gong  hung  in  a  frame,  used 
at  yamens  when  the  magistrate 

passes  in  or  out,  and  at  mon¬ 
asteries  to  summon  the  monks 
to  meals. 

黙子馬  a  spotted  horse. 

勲子牌  dominoes. 

黙書  to  punctuate. 

點 3
 

11,170 

TIESINT 

不 若只作 。。勲 the 
way  is  to  punctuate  (the  par: 

graph).... 

勲脚兒  to  dot  with  the  fool 
— to  walk  lame. 

一瘤一 點的。 ne  limp>or 
dot, — hobbling  along,  like  a  lair 
man. 

黯戲  to  mark  a  play  for 
formance, — as  is  done  by  gues 
on  lists  submitted  to  them. 

欽 勲。1 :勲  _  林1。 be  pric! ed  or  marked  off  by  the  Empen 

as  a  member  of  the  Han-li College. 

黙單  a  list  of  names  submitt(| for  a  superior  to  prick  off  tt 
one  he  selects. 

亦 在黯中 was  als。 in 

list, — of  those  enrolled.  ̂ 927 

起勲  a  starting-point. 推 廣教育 爲各項 I 

政 之起勲  the  extension 
education  is  the  only  startin 

point  of  any  kind  of  new  gc 
ernment. 

黙黙  to  count  over;  to  chec 

勲 勲滴滴 drop  by  drC)p- 

黙 黯 兒  to  dot  in  the  dot 
to  punctuate. 

勲定  to  select  a  fixed.... 

勲 定文句  to  mark  off  ini 
paragraphs;  to  punctuate. 

黙搬  to  check  and  remove. 

黙較  to  criticise;  to  review. 

黙名。 r 勲卯  roll-call, — 

of  soldiers. 

勲齊 d  present  at  roll-call. 

勲看  to  check;  to  inspect. 

勲過數  he  checked  or  verifi 
the  amounts. 

勲驗  to  tick  off  and  examiil 一 as  goods  at  the  Customs. 

勲交  to  check  and  hand  ov 

勲收。 r 勲接 t。 check  a 

receive. 

點明  to  mark  off;  to  reck 
over;  to  explain. 

點抬  to  dip  a  finger  in  ink  a press  it  on  paper,  as  a  signat
u 

勲畫 figure;  to  outline; make  signs  with  the  finger
s. 
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3 勲化  to  act  upon; 
(active). 

to  reform 

11,170 

勲空  to  find  fault  with. 

指點  to  point  out;  to  direct. 

打勲  to  arrange;  to  sort;  to 
get  ready ;  to  plot;  to  bribe. 
Also,  to  strike  a  gong  or  bell, 
as  for  the  Imperial  levee,  meals 
in  temples,  shutting  city  gates, 
etc. 

打 勲泊船  got  ready  to  moor 
the  boat. 

就去打 點起來 SQ  let  us 
go  and  get  things  ready. 

上 下打勲  to  bribe  bqth  the 
principal  and  subordinate  offi¬ 
cials  concerned. 

打不過 勲兒來  cannot 
make  two  ends  meet. 

足以 發笑而 自勲耳 
very  laughable  but  discreditable 

to  the  person  who  said  it. 

首句點 出張氏 the  first 
sentence  contains  a  covert  allu¬ 

sion  to  Mr.  Chang. 

勲出秋  (these  words)  suggest 
autumn. 

黯 接  to  put  in  order,— as  a 
garden. 

靜景  to  bring  out  scenery, -as  by 
describing  it  well  in  poetry,  etc, 

勲 染甚都  to  describe  very 
beautifully. 

加 以勲染  to  exaggerate. 

一 星牟勲 & 牟勲子 
a  very  little. 

多 — *  點  a  too  much.  Also, 
a  little  more  {e.g,  is  wanted). 

長一勲  a  little  too  long.  Also, 
make  it  a  little  longer. 

黙主  (add  to  2525)  to  dot  with 
blood  the  places  on  the  an¬ 

cestral  tablet,  which  was  origin¬ 
ally  a  rude  image,  where  the 
eyes  and  ears  would  be  looked 

for,  and  so  cause  the  spirit  of 
. the  deceased  to  hear  and  see. 

(Chavannes.) 

黙睛  to  fill  in  the  eyes, — as  to 
a  picture  or  statue,  in  order  to 

give  it  life. 

三 黙鐘  three 。’ dock. 

幾點鐘  what  o’clock  is  it? 

靜頭。 r 勲首  to  nod  the  head, 
一 in  token  of  assent.  The  first 

is  also  to  beckon. 

點
 3 

ii,i7o 

坫4
 

ii，i7i 

R •艷 

See 黯 

Sinking 

Upper. 

11,172 

R •艷 

H. 产切上 

N.  dieH 土 

See 店 

A.  tiemt 

Sinking 

Upper. 

店 4
 

R .艷 

C.  tym 

H.  tiam F.  taing 

W.  tie 
N.  tien 

P. 
M.  tie  ft 

Sz. 
Y.  tiei 
K.  chom 

J.  ten 

A.  diem Sinking 

Upper. 

[ 1383  j TIEINT 

點手  to  beckon  with  the  hand. 

黙燈  t。 light  a  lamp. 

黙照  to  light,  up. 

點不着 (chao"1)  it  won’t  light, 一 as  anything  wet. 

璋個 .燈鼇 勲不住 it  is impossible  to  light  this  lantern, 

— as  in  a  wind,  where  it  will 
not  keep  alight. 

你還沒 勲上燈 - 
haven’t  lighted  the  lamp  yet. 

點心  Pastry;  cakes;  sweets. 

黯 辱門風 tQ  tarnish  the family  reputation.  See  1 1,166. 

黙金  to  change  into  gold. 

勲 鐵成金  to  turn  iron  into 

gold. 

A  stand  on  which  to 

replace  goblets  after  drink¬ 
ing.  A  screen. 

To  steady  by  placing 

something,  underneath  ；  to 

prop. 

_  穩  to  steady;  to  prop  up. 

鉍平  to  make  level ;  to  bring to  a  level  by  propping. 

接髙  to  raise  higher. 

A  shop  ；  an  inn. 

酒店  a  wine-shop;  a  restaurant. 

收店  to  shut  up  the  shop. 

店家。 r 店夥  assistants  in  a 
shop  or  inn. 

店小兒  a  shop-boy. 
店檯  a  shop  counter. 
店客  guests  at  an  inn;  travellers. 

客店。 r 旅店 an  inn. 

黑店。 > •賊店  a  thieves’ inn, where  travellers  are  robbed. 

店主  the  landlord. 

店主毋  mistress  of  a  shop. 

住 店 下店。 r 投店 tQ 
stop  at  an  iftn. 

上不着 村 ，下不 

着  chao1  no  village  before, 
no  inn  behind, -of  lost  travellers. 

野店  a  rest-house. 店  cost  or  price  of  the  lodg¬ 
ing  at  an  inn. 

守店  to  look  after  the  shop, 一 while  the  master  is  out,  etc. 

死店 活人開  the  success  of a  business  depends  on  the  man¬ 

ager. 

惦
 ‘ 

R .豔 

See 店 

.  Sinking 

Upper. 

To  think  about  ；  to  re- 
membei' 

十店記 。"陡 懷 惦掛 tQ •  be  anxious  about. 

惦念  to  ponder  over;  to  dwell 

upon. 

m 

11. 17s 

R. 鹽 

(Rarely  used elsewhere. 
Vulgarly  used 

in  Canton 

for  tyni1 “straight  on’’） A.  diem 
Even  Upper. 

m ii，”6 

R •琰 

See 黙 

Rising  #Up  per. 

典 
3 

ii，”7 

rM 

C.  tyn 

H.  ten 

F.  tieng 

W.  tie,  die 

N.  tien 

P. 

M.  tien 

Sz. Y.  tiei 
K. chon 

J.  ten 

A.  dim Rising  Upper. 

To  weigh  in  the  hand  ； 

to  estimate. 

掂掂 有多重  take  it  in  your 
hand  and  see  how  heavy  it  is. 

糖量 ot 糖輝。 r 糖緻 to estimate  the  weight  of  anything. 

掂搭  to  shake  up  and  down. 

掂箅  to  weigh  in  the  mind;  to 
estimate. 

Name  of  a  herb. 

That  which  is  right  and 

invariable  ；  a  law  •’  a  rule  ； 

a  canon  (⑽詩 9918);  doc¬ 

uments-  records.  A  sect¬ 

ion  or  category.  A  u  func¬ 
tion. ^  To  pledge；  to  mort¬ 

gage.  [n.b.  A  legal  mort¬ 
gage  can  only  be  created 

by  an  out-and-out  transfer， 

with  possession,  subject  to 

a  reconveyance  on  repay¬ 
ment  of  the  mortgage  debt. 

典  is  not,  strictly  speaking, 

“to  mortgage,”  which  is 
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1  1384  ] 

■nmrTRTTvr 

典
 3 

ii，i77 

i 

expressed  by  押， although 

in  drawing  a  mortgage  the 

term  典  is  used,  for  the 

reason  that  押  is  illegal. 

There  is  in  this  case,  how¬ 

ever,  no  possession  given, 

as  in  the  case  of  a  real  典. 

Thus,  a  mortgage  in  China 

is  a  lease  given,  but  helc 

in  abeyance  by  the  lessee 

with  power  to  take  possess¬ 
ion  in  case  of  failure  to 

pay  as  promised.]  To  be 
in  charge  of；  to  control. 

堯典  the  Canon  of  Yao, — name 
of  a  section  of  the  書經  Shu 

C/iing.  
曰 

典要  authoritative;  recognised; 
classical. 

雖 逃國典 ，難 免冥誅 
you  may  escape  the  law  of  the 
land,  but  not  punishment  in  the 
next  world. 

尙 有典刑  there  still  remain 
the  laws  and  penalties. 

娶妾見 手何典 what 
authority  is  there  for  taking  a 
concubine? . 

典常  a  constant  rule  or  exem¬ 

plar. 五 典  the  books  of  the  Five  Em¬ 
perors  (see  10,942)；  also,  the  Five 
Relationships  (see  7464). 

大典  chief  ordinances;  great 
celebrations. 

典奥 若尙書 Profound  as 
the  Book  of  History. 

古典。 i •典故  historical  and 
mythological  episodes  of  all 
kinds,  allusions  to  which,  direct 
and  indirect,  abound  in  the  com¬ 
positions  of  the  best  writers,  and 
in  poetry  are  to  a  certain  extent 
obligatory. 

爛 習古典  refreshing  his 
knowledge  of  episodes  (as  above), 
— e.g.  by  turning  over  the  pages of  a  collection. 

句 句有典  an  allusion  (as 
above)  in  every  sentence. 

出經 入典。 r 引經據 
典 of  a  very  classical  style；— 
as  conversation. 

治 何經典 what  is  your 
authority,  or  precedent? 

曲3
 

興 
ii,i77 

佃
4
 

ii，i78 

R •先霰 
See 田句 

Even  and 
Sinking 

Lower. 

自作 不典 originating  with oneself  and  not  classical, 一 as 
literary  turns  or  expressions. 

不 甚典髮 1  not  very  intelli¬ gible,— of  a  bad  speaker. 

典  well-bred. 典  grace ;  favour;  kindness. 

典當。 r 典賣。 r 典押。 r 

典質  to  pawn;  to  mortgage. 

典  a  mortgage  deed. 

典 出去  tQ  mortgage  to. 
A  ̂   t0  hold  in  mortgage. 

典田  t。 mortgage  land. 
出典  to  mortgage;  the  mort¬ 

gager. 典 主  the  mortgagee. 

典身  to  mortgage  one’s  per¬ son, — to  work  for  the  mortagee. 

衣裳 都典盡 了  he  had pawned  all  his  clothes. 

典铺  a  pawn-shop. 

典老婆  to  hire  another  man’s wife, — so  as  to  get  one  or  more 

sons  by  her,  according  to  agree¬ 
ment,  after  which  she  is  returned 
to  the  family. 

典籍 (chi%)  or  典薄  an  ar- chivist  or  recorder  in  the  gov¬ 
ernment  offices  at  Peking.  [The 

first  is  also  “old  books.”] 

典籍 之大觀 a  marvel  of literature. 

典史^  District  Police-Master  and Gaol  Warden. 

典  assistant  major-domo  in 
the  palace  of  the  Imperial  Prin¬ ces  at  Peking. 

典守  to  be  specially  in  charge  of. 

典兵  to  be  in  control  of  mili¬ 
tary  affairs.  ! 

To  till  the  ground.  To 
hunt.  To  lease. 

細田  to  till  fields. 
f 田 夫。1 ■  f 田丁。 r  f 田戶 

farmers;  agriculturists； 

f 田民  Chinese  cultivators. 

以 f 田以漁 &  hunting  and by  fishing. 

fBJ  t0  ̂
ease  t0* 

佃
‘
 

11,178 

鈿 

i【，i79 

甸
‘
 

ii,i8o 

R •霰 

C.  tyn 

H.  t、en 

F.  tieng 

W.  die N.  dien 

P. 
M.  tieti 

Sz. 

Y.  tiei K. chon 

J  .  tm、 dm A.  dien 

Sinking 

Lower. 

蜿 4
 

i  i,i8i 

R. 霰 

See 甸 

Sinking 

Lower. 

塡 
II,i82 

执 
ii，i83 

R 先眞 

P.  Cch、in 

S« 糖伸 

田 Even  Upper 

and  Lower. 

m 

11,184 

r 先眞 

% 癲眞 

田 ，Even  Upper 

and  Lower. 

细字  a  lease. 不許增 租麥伽 the  rei 

is  not  to  be  increased  or  th 

premises  let  to  any  one  else. 

See  1 1,238. 

To  rule;  to  govern.  Th 
Imperial  domain.  See  7891 

俊民 甸四方 by  means  ( 
able  men  to  rule  the  empire. 

to  govern  the  peopl( 

五百里 甸眼 five  hundre 
li  constituted  the  Imperial  dc 

main, 一 in  ancient  times ;  L 

500  /i'to  the  N.S.E.  and  W.  c 
a  given  point,  making  a  squar 
of  1,000  li  or  1,000,000  square  / 

芳  / a  place  where  flowers  grov 
Read  ying\ 

♦J  氏  a  circuit  under  the  Ha! dynasty,  in  modern  Kansuh. 

Inlaid  shell-work. 

拏出 一個碧 蜱匣來 
produced  a  box  inlaid  with  green 
ish  mother-of-pearl. 

螺 虫句 ornamental  designs  wit! 
sheUs. 

See  11,229. 

To  beat；  to  drum  on 
To  winnow. 

^ij  cut  srass  anc 
winnow  rice. 

A  fallen  tree.  See  9925 
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狼 

ii，i85 

R •允 

壤癲 
Even  Upper 
and  Lower. 

痕 
11.186 

m 

11.187 

aX 

11,188 

L 先 

k 癲 
Even  Upper. 

11.189 

^ 癖 
Even  Upper. 

閬 
11.190 

馬眞1
 

11.191 

R 先 

See^ 

Even  Upper. 

11,192 

^先 
See 涵 

Even  Upper. 

m 
Ii>i93 

^先 
See 癒 

Even  Upper. 

The  province  of  Yunnan. 
m 
H，i93 the  top;  the  crown. 

省 or  古演  the  province  of 約盡百 餘級, 始至顚 
Yiinnan. 

頭  after  ascending  about  100 
池  a  lake  south  of  Yiinnan  Fu. 

steps,  we  at  length  reached  the 

Read  t^ien^.  Vast  ；  ex- 

top. 

from  beginning  to  end. 

pansive. 

事  顚  everything  has  its beginning  and  end,； 一 i.e.  there 

Same  as  1 1,197. is  a  right  way  of  doing  all things. 

顚覆  to  overthrow;  to  be  over¬ thrown;  to  be  destitute. 

Same  as  1 1,229. 

舟 將顚覆 the  boat  was  on the  point  of  upsetting. 

顚沛  to  fall  utterly. To  move  unevenly;  to 

顚倒 w 顚樸 OT 顚餓 t。 jog;  to  trot.  bee  1 1,193. turn  upside  down;  to  upset. 

馬趨的 梳  this  horse  jolts  one 
顚 倒衣裳 to  put  on  clothes unmercifully. in  the  wrong  places  <^.e.  the  衣 

where  the  裳 ought  to  be), — 

to  put  a  concubine  in  the  wife’s 

place. To  stumble  ；  to  trip. 顚和 倒&顚 之倒之 
topsy-turvy. 

足 興 4卜  to  stumble  and  fall. 

顚 三倒四  turning  every- thing  topsy-turvy ;  bungling; 
awkward. 

七顚八 倒 in  confusion； 
See  1 1,233. topsy-turvy. 

顚 倒是非 t。 make  ri8ht wrong  and  wrong  right ;  to  con¬ 
found  right  and  wrong. 

顚 倒過來  t。 reverse  the  po- A  horse  with  a  white  spot sition, — of  two  objects. 

on  its  forehead. 

顚倒 說  just  the  opposite  of  the 
truth;  to  get  hold  of  “the  wrong 

end  of  the  stick.” 

顚 而不扶  t。 fal1  and  have no  one  to  help  up. 

To  cut  one’s  wisdom 

teeth,  as  men  do  at  twenty- 
顚  卜  to  fall  down. four,  women  at  twenty  one, 

與 1  to  overthrow. years  of  age. 顚狂  to  throw  off  restraint;  to 
be  wildly  merry.  See  4611. 

顚瞼的  dangerous. The  forehead  ；  the  top  ； 

_  1 車  in  confusion ;  at  sixes  and the  summit  [see  3213)；  the sevens. 

beginning,  as  opposed  to 

顚 ，馬  a  trotting  horse,  as  op- 
末 7999.  To  fall ;  to  over- posed  to 走馬  an  ambling 

throw;  see  327. 
horse.  See  11,188. 

前 走後顚 moving  evenly 有 ■拇 白期 there  are  the with  the  fore  feet  and  uneven- horses  with  white  foreheads. 
ly  with  the  hind. 

m 

iM93 

儸 
11.194 

Wt 
11.195 

R •先 

See 癲 

Even  Upper. 

U=!.X 
巔 
11.196 

R. 先 

See 癲 

Even  Upper. 

11,197 

R. 先 

C.  tyn 

H.  ten 

F.  tieng 

W.  tie^  cdie 

N.  tien 

M 

M.  \ 

Y.  tiei 
Sz.  tiert 

K. chon 

J.  ten 

A.  dial Even  Upper. 

tien 

11,198 

R. 霰 

See 

Sinking 

Lower. 

_  and  a  fast  and  a 
slow  trqt. 

顚得穩  it  trots  smoothly. 

顚  to  make  up  one’s  mind. 
Same  as  1 1,193. 

High  ；  distant. 

巔高  veiT  high. 

_  遠  very 
 far  off. 

r 

，！99 

See 殿 

A.  dien、 ding Sinking 

Lower. 

The  peak  of  a  mountain or  range. 

Mad  ；  infatuated.  Con¬ vulsions  ； fits. 

癲症  madness. 
瘋癲。 r  _ 狂 mad  (w 

發療  to  be  mad;  to  be  delir¬ 
ious. 

癲狗  a  mad  dog- 癲死 t。  die  a  raving  lunatic. 

多 喜爲癲  too  much  joy makes  one  mad. 

想銀癒  mad  after  money. 

色迷酒  攝  mad  after  women
 and  wine.  ， 

癲氣  rash;  foolhardy. 
Shallow  water. 

西淀  name  of  a  lake  in  Chihli. 

海淀  Hai-tien, — an  encamp；; ment  of  Manchu  troops  to  the 

west  of  Peking,  near  \  ̂an-ming- 

yiian. 
Indigo  and  other  blue 

dyeing  materials,  procured 

(in  China)  from  Poly¬ 
gonum  tinctoriumy  L”  and 

(in  S.  China)  from  lndi- 
gofera  tinctorta^  L”  and 

/•  Anil.,  L.  Also  (in  Sh^ang- 
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簟 
1 1,200 R-琰 

C. 三 （ym 
F.  tienf、 

tieng^ 

W.  (-die 
N.  dieh 

P.  M.  Sz.  (iet^ 
Y.  tui 
K.  cJiom 

J.  ten、 dm 

k.Ldam^dicm1- 

Rising  Lower 

Irregular. 

電‘
 R .霰 

F.  v.  riiang’ 
See 

Sinking 

Lower. 

hai)  from  Isatis  tinctoria 、 

L.’  and  (in  Chehkiang)  from 

Strobilanthes  fiaccidifolius、 
Nees. 

藍敲。 1 •敲靑 indigo. 

水齡  ̂ quid  indigo. 

離池  an  indigo  tank. 
敲花  the  scum  on  an  indigo 

tank. 

京靛  Peking  indigo, — consider¬ ed  the  best. 

洋離  foreign  Prussian  blue. 

土靛  native  Prussian  blue. 
M  t0  rot  the  indigo  leaves. 

靛缸裏 扯不出 白布 

來  you  can’t  get  white  cloth  out 
of  an  indigo  vat, — or  a  good 
man  out  of  a  gang  of  rascals. 

A  species  of  bamboo, 

with  eatable  shoots  \  see 

10,438.  A  fine  bamboo 
mat. 

簟席  fine  mats,  worked  in  va¬ 
rious  colours. 

簟铕  a  chequered  bamboo screen. 

布之 簟簟然  he  spread  it 
out  smoothly. 

Lightning ；  electricity；  see 
9669.  See  9707. 

電母  the  Goddess  of  Lightning,  j 

舍 也不妁  nor  did  lightning 
flash.  See  6824. 

電閃  a  flash  of  forked  lightning. 

電光  the  glare  of  sheet-light¬ 
ning；  lightning  in  general. 

速 及電光  as  quick  as  light- ning. 

目 光如電  the  glance  of  his 
eye  was  like  lightning,— used  of 
quick  perception. 

暗 室欺心 ，神 目如電 
a  heart  deceitful  in  secret  is 
speedily  seen  through  by  the 

gods. 

着鑒。 1 ■台 電。 r 電照。 r 
電察  your  lightning  glance  or 

電‘
 

殿 
11,202 

R .霰 

C.  tyn 

H.  tcW、 t'-en1 

F.  taing 

W.  ti?、 die、 N.  tien、 dien 

p. 丨. 

M.  j  tien 

Sz. ) 

Y.  tiei 
K.  chon 

J.  ten、 den A.  dien 
Sinking  Upper 

and  Lower. 

your  lightning  investigation, — 
conventional  terms  used  to  super¬ 
iors  =  deign  to  examine. 

電憐  a  compassionate  glance. 

電 ■氣  electricity. 

電氣燈  an  electric  light. 

電 燈在司  an  electric  light 
company. 

電報  a  telegram. 電報局 qi ■電 線行 、hanf) a  telegraph  office. 

通電  in  telegraphic  communica¬ tion. 

傳電  Gr  發電  tC)  send  a  tele¬ 

gram. 
暗鴣 密電。 r 暗碼電 

報  a  cypher  telegram. 

密 電字碼  a  secret  telegraph cypher  or  code. 

電線  telegraph  wires. 

電線桿  telegraph  posts. 
無線電  wireless  telegraphy. 

電示  to  wire  instructions. 
電奏  to  wire  to  the  Emperor. 

電車  an  electric  motor-car. 

電話  lightning  talk, 一 the  tele¬ 

phone. 
擬 設電話  it  is  proposed  to introduce  the  telephone. 

A  hall  ；  a  palace  ；  a  tern- 

pie.  To  protect.  To  bring 

up  the  rear  of  an  army,  as 

opposed  to 魯  1 1 10.  See 

9900， 13,744.  Used  for 

1 1,206. 

宮 殿。1 ■殿庭  palaces  and halls；  a  palace.  ' 

殿廷  the  palace. 
光明殿  the  Audience  Cham¬ ber  in  the  palace  at  Peking. 

殿試  the  palace  examination, — for  admission  of  selected  進士 

doctors  to  the  Han-lin  College. 

殿板  the  “palace  edition’’  of  a book,  such  as  is  prepared  for 

Imperial  use. 

殿下  a  title  given  to  the  Heir- 
Apparent,  corresponding  with 

陛下  the  Emperor. 

m 
11,202 

[I，203 

t 艷
 

H.  ten) 

F.  tieng\ 

taingL 
W.  di^ 
N.  dien 

P. 

M.  tien 

Sz. 

Y.  tiei 

K.  ch  'dm 

ten 

A.  dieni* 

Sinking 

Irregular. 

飛行殿  the  femperor’s  chariot. 

殿閣  pavilions ;  halls. 佛殿。 r 大雄 寶殿 the “hall  of  Buddhas”  in  a  Buddhist temple. 

殿!^  temple  buildings. 

殿廡  hall  and  cloister. 
便殿  side  halls, — in  the  palace, and  also  in  temples,  used  for  a 

variety  of  purposes. 

上 殿奏本  to  proceed  to  the 
( 金  殿） palace  and  pre¬ sent  a  memorial. 

殿 陛恩濃  the  gracious  kind- 
ness  of  the  Emg^. 

殿 禾子之 I  hmrd  the 
empire  of  the  Sdh  „  Heaven. 

商 爲之殿  traders  are  placed 
last, — in  the  four  classes  of  the 

people. 殿 最  inferior  and  superior  merit were  respectively  designated  by 
these  terms. 

奔而  殿  in  the  retreat,  he  was bringing  up  the  rear. 

^  much  and  little. 

ro  sink  ；  to  be  over¬ whelmed.  To  eat  away,  as 

the  banks  of  a  river.  To 

fill  up  ；  to  make  steady 
to  make  good  ；  to  pay  for 

another  ；  to  advance  money. 

陷  collapsed, — as  in  a  land。 

slip. 

墊平  to  fill  up  and  make  even. 
塾  to  make  steady,  as table  by  a  wedge. 

墊頭  something  to  fill  up;  a cushion. 

椅墊  a  cushion  to  a  chair. 

墊上  to  fill  up ;  to  advance 

money. 

墊倩 w 墊賬  to  pay  another’s 

debts. 

墊銀 。> •墊錢  to  advance 

money. 

沒錢墊  I  have  no  money  to 
advance. 

[1|  I  am  not  abl
e  to 

advance  the  amount. 
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R. 霰 
C.  tin 

H. 
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J.  ten、 den 
A.  dien 

Sinking 
Lower. 

代墊  to  pay  up  for  another. 

賠墊  to^make  up  the  loss. 

墊本  to  advance  the  capital,— 
as  for  an  enterprise. 

墊欵  money  advances. 

^J*  to  advance  money  on  secu rity. 

墊辦  to  arrange  an  advance. 

Read  tieJ^ 

汀  a  District  in  Ssuch^uan. 

The  roof  of  a  house  fal¬ 

len  in. 

To  fix；  to  settle ；  to  deter 

mine.  To  put  down.  To 

set  forth,  as  offerings  in 

sacrifice;  to  pour  a  libation. 

See  934,  5374. 

奠高 山六川  he  determin
¬ 

ed  the  high  hills  and  great  rivers, 

一 of  禹  Yii,  when  reclaiming 
the  empire. 

奠 厥攸居  he  settled  their 
places  of  residence. 

奠定 民生最 爲要政 
to  secure  the  welfare  of  the 

people  is  the  great  object  of 

government. 

奠鼎  to  consolidate  the  empire. 

奠枕  to  put  the  pillow  straight. 

奠 枕京邑  to  reign  in  peace. 

奠之 而後取 °ne  should 
put  it  down  and  then  the  other 

should  take  it,  —  of  men  and 
women  not  passing  things  to  one 
another,  lest  their  hands  should 
touch. 

奠 4^  to  put  down  one’s  goblet. 

敢 執壤奠  we  venture  to 
bring  the  products  of  our  ter¬ 
ritories  and  set  them  forth. 

于 以奠之  she  makes  ready 
the  sacrifice. 

奠釀  to  offer  libations  to  the 
. gods. 

奠 酒  to  set  forth  offerings  of 
wine;  to  pour  out  libations. 

奮 11,205 

11.206 

R. 霰 

See  .tfll 

SinkingUpper. 

埝‘
 

11.207 
K •葉艷 

C.  v.  ̂ nem 

P.  tien) 

M.  ” ien 

J.  djd、 nid,  ten 

A.  dieni* 

Entering  and Sinking 

Irregular. 

11,208 

C.  t^yn 

Ii.  t、cn F.  t^ieng 

W.  f'ie N.  Hen 

p-  1 

M.  [  tLien 

Sz. ) 

Y.  Hei 

K.  ch^on 

J.  ten 
A.  t^ien Even  Upper. 

奠禮  contributions  of  money 
sent  to  friends ’on  the  occasion 
of  a  death. 

奠儀。 r 奠敬  with  condol¬ ences, — a  phrase  written  on  the above. 

奠  with  condolences,  —  as above,  when  nothing  is  sent. 

弔奠  to  go  and  condole  with. 

賜奠  to  send  and  condole  with, 
—  of  the  Emperor  to  Mongol 

princes. 

奠雁  to  present  a  goose, — as 
done  by  the  bridegroom  at  his 

father-in-law’s  house  on  the  day 

of  the  wedding,  in  token  that 
he  will  never  marry  another  wife, 

geese  being  supposed  never  to 
pair  a  second  time. 

夢奠  to  dream  of  a  libation, 
to  know  that  one’s  end  is  near; 
to  be  dead. 

釋奠  to  offer  a  sacrifice. 

哭奠  to  sacrifice  to  in  tears. 

To  sigh；  to  lament  over 

Below.  .Used  with 
11,203. 

Read  nieh 你， Advantage. 
To  sink. 

T^IESlSr. 

The  material  heavens  ； 

according  to  the  analysis 

of  the  Shuo  Wen^  the  “one 

great  thing,”  but  now  known 
to  be  an  anthropomorphic 

picture  of  the  Deity  {see 

12,208);  the  sky  {see  7185, 

10,990)；  heaven,  as  a  power 
which  unites  with  地  earth 

(10,956)  to  produce  all 
living  things  ；  the  pater 

11,208 

aether  of  the  Romans  ；  na¬ 

ture  ； the  eternal  principle 

of  right.  The  Supreme 
Ruler  of  the  universe  ；  God, 

as  a  personal,  omnipotent, 

omniscient,  and  omnipresent 

being,  beyond  the  ken  of 
man,  and  ranked  above  上 

帝  in  the  Filial  Piety  Class¬ 
ic  [see  9819， 10,942)  ；  Pro¬ 
vidence  ； celestial  ；  divine, 

in  which  sense  it  is  applied 

to  the  Emperor,  God’s  vice 
regent  on  earth  ；  hence,  Im¬ 

perial  [see  7541).  Natural, 
as  opposed  to 人 or  地 

artificial  (5624,  1 1,840).  A 

day ;  the  weather.  See  4073, 

5002,  5814,  10,024.  [To 
be  distinguished  from  夭 
1 2,901.] 

天者 帝之輝 the  term 心 
means  God  passive;  em¬ 
bodiment  only;  see  10,942. 

我 的天我 的天 my  God， my  God, — the  wail  of  a  widow 
over  her  husband’s  corpse. 

天大的  big  as  the  sky. 
天地人  heaven,  earth,  and 
man, — known  as  the  三才 

Three  Powers.  Used  for  x,y9 

unknown  quantities.  See  BJ 

1167. 

天地  heaven  and  earth  ；  the 
universe ;  man  and  wife.  See 

9155 - 天地 壤而這 個不壤 
heaven  and  earth  shall  pass  away, 

but  this  shall  not  pass  away. 

天 圓地方  heaven  is  round, earth  is  square.  [‘‘And  that 
inverted  bowl  they  call  the  sky.” Omar  Khayyam^  72.] 

天長地 么 old  as  the-uni- 
vcrsc 

有 天地來 ，止 有此一 m  s 至 文至理 
since  the  universe  has  existed, 

there  has  been  no  style  like  this 

one, — of  Chuang  Tzii. 

天地頭  the  deep  margins  at the  top  of  Chinese  editions  de 
luxe  are  so  called,  corresponding 
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with  “tall?  or  “uncut”  copies 
in  the  English  book  trade. 

天地桌 兒 the  table  to 
heaven  and  earth,  .placed  in  the 

courtyard  on  the  last  day  of  the 

year. 

無天 .無地  fearing  neither God  nor  man. 

f  昏地暗  dark  above  and below. 

天 高地厚 the  height  of 
heaven  and  the  depth  of  earth, 

— the  immensity  of  space. 

眞不 知天多 高地多 

厚  he  is  an  utterly  ignorant 
(or  wilfully  stubborn)  man. 

天 the  mind  or  will  of  God; 
the  zenith. 

天心最 難揣度 the 呵3 
of  Providence  are  inscrutable. 

天下 玉 棺 God  sent  down  a 
jade  coffin. 

天 人  God  and  man.  Also,  an 
angel. 

明於天 人之分 (#〃) 
clear  as  to  the  separate  func¬ 
tions  of  God  and  man. 

夢兩 天人來 dreamt  that 
two  angels  came. 

天  ̂   the  void  of  ether. 

天空 地闊。 f  boundless 
capacity;  of  liberal  views. 

天 崩地塌  disruption  of  the universe. 

天造 地設  naturally  consti¬ 
tuted;  so  by  nature. 

天 襲  I®  the  deafness  of heaven  and  the  dumbness  of 

earth, 一 the  unconscious  powers 
of  nature. 

早 失所天 early  1。“  her husband. 

天涯 OT 天邊 OT 天末。 r 

天脚  the  horizon. 

天  the  poles. 
九天  the  nine  divisions  of  the 
celestial  sphere,  viz.  the  eight 
points  of  the  horizon  and  the 
centre  of  all.  Also  applied  by 
the  Buddhists  and  Taoists  to 
the  heavens  as  the  abode  of  the 
blest. 

升至 三十三 天去了 
he  has  gone  up  to  the  thirty- 

天1
 

1 1,208 

three  heavens, — of  Indra  and  his 
thirty-two  companions;  Sanskrit: 
ti-aiyastrimsas. 

天下  under  the  sky, — the  earth; the  empire  of  China.  Sec  10,596. 

天 下和局  tpe  peace  of  the 
world. 

^  ― *  ̂  all  manki
nd  are 

one  family. 

天 下  to  permeate  the  em¬ 

pire. 家天下  succession  to  the throne  by  heredity. 

官 天下。 r 公天下 sue- cession  to  the  throne  by  merit. 

而 大明天 下亡矣 
… and  the  Great  Ming  dynasty 
was  at  an  end.  ;： 

~ *  a  streak  of  sky, — e.g. 

through  trees. 

不見天 的孩子 an  un_ born  child. 

天使  an  angel.  The  Catholics 
use 天神 • 

天堂。 r 天宮。 r 天阿 
heaven. , 

天 堂無則 已 ，有 則君 

子  if  there  is  no  such  place 
as  heaVen,  there’s  an  end  of  it : 
if  there  is,  good  men  will  go 
there.  See  13,633. 

天 堂有路 你不走 there is  a  road  to  heaven  but  you  will 
not  take  it.  See  1^3,633. 

天 堂正皇 （and 正嫉 
姐） the  king  (and  queen)  of 
heaven. 

天 后  the  Queen  of  Heaven.  See 4027. 

滿天神 佛 heaven  full  of gods  and  Buddhas. 

量 /“叹2 天尺 a  sextant. 

^  天本  ̂   fly-to-heaven(soar- 
>  ig  or  towering)  ability. 

天 藤  the  music  of  heaven.  See 
6702. 

天橋。 r 天漢㈣ below)  or 

f  the  Milky  Way. 

天 星  the  heavenly  bodies. 

滿天  Alternanthera  sessilis， R.  Br. 

天 or  天  astronomy. 

天1
 

TI,2o8 
^  ̂   an  astronomer.  ! 

天文 臺  an  observatory.  See 

i<V577. 

天 臺 出6  Temple  of  Heaven ; heaven.  See  10,705. 

天； the  axis  of  the  sky  (which 
is  believed  to  revolve);  the  navel. 

天花  smallpox.  Also,  flowers 
of  language.  j 

天花板  the  ceilinS* 
天花 the  root  of*  Tricho- 
santhes  Kirilowii^  Max. 

^  the  crown  of  the  head. 

^  ̂   the  forehe
ad. 

天 庭 滿  a  broad  forehead. 
天 井  a  court-yard.  Also,  the 
square  opening  in  the  sun-roof 
stretched  over  the  court-yard. 

天顯  elder  and  younger  brother. 

天  a  pair  of  scales. 

天棚  an  awning. 

天馬出 風  an  edging  of  white 
fox-skin  visible, — as  on  a  jacket 

the  lining  of  which,  with  the 
exception  of  the  edging,  is  really 
of  an  inferior  fur. 

不開 人之天 而開天 

^  ̂   do  not  develop  your
 artificial  intelligence,  but  devel¬ 

op  that  intelligence  which  is from  God. 

不以 人属天 d。 nQt  substi* 
tute  the  artificial  for  the  natural. 

天之自 成而 非人力 

之 所爲也  that  which  hap¬ 
pens  naturally  and  of  itself,  with¬ out  the  intervention  of  man. 

分  finK  his  natural  abi¬ 
lities  are  very  great. 

^  produced  by  heaven ;  na¬ 

tural.  See  11,991. 

天生羽  _  one’s  na
tural 

wings, — as  opposed  to  those 

acquired  through  Taoist  observ¬ ances;  sc.  brothers. 

天 然姿格 _-i  
* 

adorned)  beauty. 

天然— 畫 a  natural  picture or  design, 一 as  the  markings  on marble,  leaves,  etc. 

因天然 湖作成 wasmade 
to  follow  the  course  of  already 

existing  lakes,  —  of  the  Suez 
Canal. 
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天  nature ;  natural  physical 
endowment;  constitution ;  in- 
trinsicality.  Also  applied  to  an 

arrangement  (some  say,  a  book) 
of  the  Diagrams  as  imagined  by 

Hsi,  changed  by  Shen 

Nung  to 中天， and  by  the 

Yellow  Emperor  to  ̂   ̂  . 

Also,  a  name  of  a  year-period, 
being  portions  of  a.d.  712  and 

713. 

凡物 各有先 天 every 
thing  has  its  original  constitution, 

一 before  it  is  touched  by  the 
hand  of  man. 

眉 目髮膚 先天也 ，弓 

鞋大小 後天也 eye - 
brows,  eyes,  hair,  and  com¬ 

plexion,  belong  to  one’s  original 
nature,  while  the  size  of  com- 
pressed  feet  is  an  artificial  result. 

我先 天結壯 1  have  a  na 
turally  strong  constitution. 

後 天  artificiality ;  extrinsicality. 
Also  applied  to  the  arrangement 

of  the  Diagrams  by  不  Wen 

Wang.  See  below. 

天刑  Penakies  which  follow 
upon  violation  of  the  laws  of 
nature. 

天  the  nobility  (of  disposition) 
conferred  by  God, — as  opposed 
to  the  nobility  in  vogue  among 
men. 

天 頁  natural  goodness, 一 such 
as  all  men  are  supposed  to  start 
with  at  birth. 

天閹。 1 •天 賴兒 naturally 
impotent, — as  compared  with  an 
artificially-made  eunuch* 

天 a  heaven-sent  or  natural 
barrier, — the  Woosung  Bar. 

天命。 r 天道。 1 •天意 the 
appointments  of  heaven;  the  will 
of  God. 

災害天 之爲也 calamities 
are  the  work  of  God. 

莫之 释 而爲者 天也 
that  which  operates  without  any 

one  causing  it  to  do  so,  is  God. 

天 非自天 有 爲天者 
God  did  not  of  himself  create 
himself. 

天卽 也 6od  is  the  eternal 
principle  of  right. 

天眼近  God’s  eye  is  upon  you  ! See  below. 

天
1
 

I  I,2o8 

馬一 聲老天 不開概 
I  curse  God  that  he  has  not  got 

his  eyes  open, 一 so  as  to  let  an 
innocent  man  suffer,  etc. 

老 天佛爺  Gc)d;  Providence. 
天 爲大人 ，人 爲小天 
God  is  man  on  a  large  scale, 
man  is  God  on  a  small  scale. 

天大過 神  Godisgreaterthan the  other  deities. 

皇天 自然不 貧他的 
God  will  not  leave  him  un¬ 
rewarded. 

皇天 祐助0  Almighty  God, help  me ! 

皇天菩 薩在上 Almighty P‘u-sa,  which  art  in  heaven  !  See 

9511 - 

天公 天翁。 > •老 天爺 
or 天帝 God. 

天公 之憒憒 不已多 

the  stupidity  of  God  Al¬ 

mighty  is  simply  marvellous. 

上 天鑒臨 ，臣不 怨悔 
I  call  God  to  witness  that  I  will 

not  repent  me,— of  my  oath. 

都 是上天 作成的 a 
this  is  God’s  handiwork. 

天 主  the  Lord  of  heaven；  God. 
See  2526. 

天在我 ，當 以生全 if God  is  on  our  side,  we  shall  be 
saved  alive. 

天  divine  harmony, — as  in nature. 

天朝 (cA(ao2)  the  heavenly  dy¬ 
nasty, — a  term  for  China,  from 
which  was  probably  derived  the 

phrase  “Celestial  Empire.” 

天 漢  the  divine  dynasty  of  Han. See  above, 

天 兵  the  Imperial  troops. 

天網^  (chiang^)  Imperial  gene¬ rals. 

天  the  Son  of  Heaven, 一 the 
Emperor.  [“Son  of  God”  would 
be  objected  to,  but  is  strictly 

correct.]  Arabic  Facfur. 

天子 —戲言 the  EmPeror never  jests, 一 what  he  says  must 
be  carried  out. 

然本 非天子 之所宜 

也  still,  this  is  not  a  fitting 
scene  for  the  presence  of  the 
Son  of  Heaven. 

天
1
 

II，2o8 天 子脚下  at  the  Emperor’s 
feet;  in  the  capital. 

自 民間迤 爲天子 t。 rise  from  plebeian  ranks  to  the 
Imperial  throne. 

天顔。 i •天表  the  Emperor’s 
countenance. 

天  the  Divine  Teacher. — the 
spiritual  head  of  the  Taoist  reli¬ 
gion,  sometimes  called  the  T uoi^ 
Pope.  , 

非 天  demons:  titanic 
of  the  gods.  SansktiJ . . 

天衆 devas. 

a  female  diva、 

天  an  army  of  devas. 
天 the  Weaving  Damsel.  Sec 1812. 

天 目民  the  divine  eye, 一 the  fa¬ culty  of  comprehending  in  one 
instantaneous  view  all  things  and 

beings  in  all  the  world.  See 
above. 

天 耳  the  divine  ear, — the  power to  hear  and  understand  every 
sound  articulate  and  inarticulate 

produced  in  any  universe. 

天 怒  divine  (or  Imperial)  wrath. 

天火  lightning. 天  divine  protection. 

^  功  heaven-sent  success.
 

天 衣無縫  divine  garments without  seam, — as  those  made 

by  女  the  Weaving  Damsel. 

天日  the  sun;  the  light  of  day. 

天黑了  after  dark. 
天黑人 靜 at  night  when  a11 
is  still. 

1  ̂   to-day. 

明 天  to-morrow. 天明。 r 天亮 at  dawn. 

昨天  yesterday. 後天  the  day  after  to-morrow. 
See  above. 

前 天  the  day  before  yesterday. 

過了  一天還 有一天 there’s  anither  day  ahin  the 
morn. 

天 天饥每 天。1 •見天 every  day;  daily. 

― • 天 one  day；  once  upon  a  time. 
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隔 一 •天  every  other  day. 

三 天五日  in  a  few  days. 

女子  天  a  good  while;  see 10,569. 

天長  the  days  are  long;  in  the 
long  run. 

夏天  summer. 
^  the  day  is  cold. 

天氣。 r 天道  the  weather. 

天 氣回陽  returning  spring. 

天 朗氣淸  fine  bright  weather. 

天 案火冷  very  cold  weather. 

^  ̂   a  dull  
day. 

天容。 r 天色  the  look  of  the weather. 

天雨  rainfall. 

天 下來了  it  looks  stormy. 

天  Tientsin. 

天靑  a  purplish  black ;  plum- colour. 

天吊水  the  woodpecker. 
天官 the  name  for  the  President 
of  the  Board  of  Civil  Office, — 
the  highest  official  in  Peking. 

天車  funeral  biers. 

天中  the  5th  of  the  5th  moon. 
天貺  the  6th  of  the  6th  moon〔 
—on  which  day  the  Emperor 

眞宗  Chen  Tsung  of  the  Sung 
dynasty  received  written 

commands  from  God. 

天吏  a  divine  minister, 一 one 
who  has  no  enemy  in  the  empire 

天祿  a  fabulous  creature,  like  a 
deer  with  one  horn,  placed  on 

the  top  of  columns  at  the  graves 
of  officials  of  the  3rd  rank.  Also 

o 伍 cial  pay,  as  coming  indirectly 
from  heaven. 

天陛。 r 天衢。 r 天府 
names  for  Peking. 

天台山  a  range  of  mountains 
in  Chehkiang. 

天台宗  the  T‘ien-t‘ai  school 
of  Buddhism,  founded  by 智 

豈頁  Chih  I  {d.  a.d.  597)  with  a 
view  to  give  full  prominence  to 
meditation,  while  admitting  the 
importance  of  books  and  cere 
monial.  See  11,976. 

天方  Arabia, — said  to  mean  the 

天1
 

II,2o8 

11,209 

R. 琰 

See 添 

Rising  Upper. 

“divine  square,”  or  “sacred 

place,”  referring  to  the  Kaaba 
(Kalba,  Arabic  for  a  die)  at 
Mecca.  Also,  that  quarter  of  the 
heavens  in  which  the  喜神 

God  of  Joy  is  supposed  to  re¬ 
side,  as  determined  annually  in 
the  Imp.  almanac. 

天鼠  a  name  for  the  bat. 

天果鳥  a  heron  {Ardea  ptir- purea). 

天狗  a  species  of  kingfisher. 

天門  the  gate  of  heaven,  a  term 
used  poetically  in  a  variety  of 

ways;  e.g.  for  the  2nd  moon. 
Also,  two  stars  between  Spica 

and  y  Hydrae;  a  name  for  妍 

陽  Ch‘ien-yang  in  Shensi. 

天門 Asparagus  lucidus， Lindl. 

南天竹 天竹  Nandina domestica、 Thunb.  [The  name 
Nandina  is  taken  from  the  two 
leading  characters.] 

天名 4 明） 賴  Car pe shun 
abrotanoides }  L. 

天泡 草  ̂°lanum  nigrum^  L., and  S.  dulcamara、 L. 

天泡菓  Physalis  minima,  L” and  Alkekengi, 

天雄  Aconitum  Fischeri、 Rich. 

天仙菓  Ficus  erecta、 Thunb. 

天麻  a  species  of  Gastrodia. 

夭元 — ■  algebra. 

To  disgrace.  Used  with 
1 1,242. 

忝帝位  to  disgrace  the  Im¬ perial  seat. 

忝厥祖  to  disgrace  one’s  an¬ 
cestors. 

無恭 爾所生 d。 nc)t  dis- grace  those  who  gave  you  birth 

忝 辱家門  to  disgrace  one’s 
family. 

忝 不知羞  shameless. 

忝 芦相好  I  disgrace  him  by being  one  of  his  friends, — a  con¬ 
ventional  phrase  of  humility. 

又 ，諫 諍官1  was  fur
ther 

appointed,  though  unworthy,  to 
be  a  Censor. 

R, 

忝
 3 

11,209 

n,2io 

.琐 

^ 添 

Rising  Upper. 

樅 
11,211 

R. 艷 

See 添 

SinkingUpper. 

11,212 

R •鹽 

C.  t^ym 

H.  t、iam 

F.  tHeng 

W.  iHe 

N.  t^ien 

M.  I
  ilUn 

Y.  Hei 

Sz.  f'ien 

K.  ch^om
 

J.  ten 

A.  t、iem
 Even 

 
Upper

. 

恭蒙教  _  1  have  unworthily 
received  your  instructions. 

吾忝爲 大丈夫 1  am  an 
unworthy  hero, — deprecatingly. 

To  manipulate. 

梳銷  to  pick  a  lock. 
様燈  to  raise  the  wick  in  a 

lamp. 

掭筆  to  manipulate  the  writing- brush  on  an  inkstone,  as  when 
about  to  write. 

A  wooden  poker  with  an 

iron  point,  for  stirring  the fire. 

To  add  to  ；  to  increase 

添續。 1 ■添上 t。 a<w  ta 

你再添 上幾個 addcna 
few  more. 

添些兒 add  a  little  more. 
添補  to  add  to  and  make  up, — a  number  required. 

添改  to  make  additions  and  al¬ 
terations  in. 

添證主  to  fill  up, — as  a  blank  form 

添丁。 1 ■添 人口  to  increase the  population, — by  having  a 

child.  See  3759. 

添財  M  get  rich. 添錢  to  add  money;  to  give more. 

添價  to  increase  the  price. 

添差  chcai{  使  to  have  one’s 
official  duties  increased. 

添砌  to  add  in  layers. 

添修  t。 fit  with. 

添募  to  enroll. 添購  to  buy  additional.... 

添設  to  establish  additional. 

添病  to  grow  wors々. 

添派 t。  appoint  or  send  addi¬ 
tional ••… 

添兵  to  reinforce. 

添造0 r  添製  to  construct> 

— as  a  road. 
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添  something  to  add  or  be 
added. 

添箱 的 .禮  additional  or  ex
tra 

presents  given  to  a  bride. 

Read  fien^  (in  Peking). 

添 筆  to  dip  the  pen  into. 

添了一 個小子 she  ,,has 
.given  birth  to  a  child;  “addition 

to  the  family.” 

R. 鹽 

C.  t^ym 
H.  tHam 

F.  C(icng 

W.  die 
N.  dien 

t^ien. 

P. 

M 

Y.  t^iei 

Sz.  t'ien 

K.  ch^  'orn •  ten 
A.  diem 

Even  Lower. 

【1,213 IR
. 

璨 
See

 
添
 

Rising  Upper. 

w 

11,214 

R. 琐  I 

C.  t^ym^  v.  lym 
H.  tHan^ 

F.  Hen 只 
W.  ̂  

N.  tHen 

M.  i 
 tHen Y.  tHei 

Sz.  t^ien 

K.  ch^om 

J-  Un 
A.  t%itm 

Rising  Upper. 

To  await  in  a  respectful 
attitude. 

To  lick  ；  to  taste.  To 

catch;  to  inveigle.  See 

io,773. 

舔乾淨  to  lick  clean. 

舔破 了窻紙  he  licked  a 
hole  in  the  paper  window. 

添一添  taste  it- 

是以言 添之也 theref°re 
tried  to  entangle  him  in  his  talk. 

撫之 以寬， 舔之以 

情， 之以威 1  soothed him  with  promises  of  pardon, 
I  tried  to  catch  him  tripping  in 

the  details,  I  used  threats  to 

frighten  him,  etc.  etc. 

泰 
II，2!5 

卜鹽
 See 恬 

I  A.  zdiem 
Even  Lo  «ver. 

w 

11.216 

|see  鹏 
I  Rising  Upper. 

栝 
11.217 

Beet  [Beta  vulgaris^  L.) 

To  hesitate.  To  inter 

fere. 

See  6289.  Same  as 

1,21 1. 

甜
 2 

II,2l8 

.i 

Sweet  ； 

ilavours. 

one  of  the  five 

See  4256,  6258. 

信 舌 JJ*  as  sweet  as  arsenic, — very 
sweet. 

甜如蜜  as  sweet  as  honey. 

謝言 '蜜語  sweet  honeyed words, 一 flattery. 

甜瓜  sweet  melons. 
甜水  sweet  ( t.e.  not  brackish) water. 

甜脆  sweet  and  crisp ;  scrump¬ tious. 

甜苦  sweets  and  bitters, -of  life. 

嘴甜心 苦  sweet  of  speech but  bitter  of  heart, — insincere. 

甜睡  a  sweet  sleep. 

睡 的香甜  he  is  sleeping 
quietly. 

黑甜鄕  the  land  of  sweet  and black,  sc.  of  sleep. 

- 枕黑甜 ，早 已禮隱 

有味矣  once  the  head  is  on 
the  pillow,  the  sooner  sound  a- 

sleep  the  better. 

甜每哥 ，蜜姐 姐 sweet elder  brother,  sweet  elder  sister, 
一 in  ridicule  of  the  terms  used 

by  persons  who  try  to  become 
too  intimate  all  at  once. 

甜頭兒  a  baitJ  a  lure;  a  tip; 

perquisite. 

甜淨 well  or  pleasant  spoken. 

甜 根子草  Saccharum  spon- 
ta?ieumy  L. 

鋁 II，2I9 

R •琰 

See 添 

A.  dUm) 

Rising  Upper. 

恬，
 

11,220 

R 鹽 

F.  S^ieng 

See 甜 

Even  Lower. 

Same  as  1 1,214. 

also  with  1 1,218. 

Usee 

Quiet  ;  peaceful. 

引 養引括 tQ  lead  (the 
people)  to  the  enjoyment  of 

plenty  and  peace. 

_  靜0 r  恬 淡、 q
uiet;  Peace- 

fill. 

波 恬海內  the  waves  are stilled  in  the  sea, — the  country 

is  at  peace,  as  after  a  rebellion. 

恬 
[1,220 

3 以 恬養志  to  nourish  one’s mind  by  quiet  and  repose. 

屢 疏恬退 often  begged  to  be 
allowed  to  retire  into  private 
life. 

不省  hsingz  所恬  without  a father’s  care, — as  an  orphan. 

此 兒恬铬  this  boy  is  digni- 
lied  and  generous. 

狼 
11,221 

R •鹽 

See 括 

Even  Lower. 

11,222 

R •鹽 

肼。 f •貪 
no  record, 

and  doubtful. 

Even  Upper. 

11,223 AA： 

•观 

cf .恭 

P.  t、ien 

A.  t'-iem Rising  Upper, 

The  gentle  flow  of  water tranquil.  [Now  written  j 恬； 
see  5217.] 

To  put  out  the  tongue. 

活詹唇  to  lick  one’s  lips. 

捵 

Bashful;  shy;  to  be 

ashamed. 

怏愧  to  be  bashful;  to  be  a- 
shamed. 

先怏 而後語  she  blushed 
first  and  then  spoke. 

苟無 怏可乎  if  there  is  no¬ 
thing  to  be  ashamed  of,  will 

you  do  it? 

See  680. 

,224 

11,22$ 

r. 勉 

See 天 

K.  chon 

A.  dien 
Rising  Upper, 

碘 
11,226 

Dirty ;  muddy.  See  8321 

洪染  stained ;  defiled. 

Same  as  1 1,230. 
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I  1,227 
R. 鋼 

See 天 

K. chon 

A.  dien^ 
Rising  Upper. 

01. >ES 

11,228 

I  t^Z 塡 
11,229 

R 眞先 
震霰 

C.  t'yn 
H.  t、en 
F.  teing、 ticng 
W.  die 

N.  dien 
1). 

M.  '  tHen 
Sz. 

Y.  t^iei 
K. chon 

J.  ten 
A.  dicn 

Even  Lower. 

To  be  prosperous.  To 

make  strong,  as  spirits;  see 

4^146.  To  go  to  excess 

Good  ；  virtuous.  Used  for 

1 1,242.  To  forget. 

不 腆于酒  not  to  go  to  excess 
in  wine. 

辭 無 .不腆  in  his  language 
there  was  nothing  that  was  not 

proper. 

不鹏  unworthy, — as  a  gift. 

Same  as  11,242. 

To  fill  up  ；  to  fill  in;  to 

complete  •’  to  supply  ；  to 
make  good.  A  crashing  or 

rumbling  sound.  For  a 

long  time. 

瑱 '滿  to  ‘fill  lip  fuli.r 

填窟窿  to  fill  a  hole. 

塡平 or 璜湖  to  fill  up,  as holes. 

填築  to  fill  up  in  building. 

壤塞  to  stuff  up;  to  close. 

怒氣 填胸1 ̂   Med  .his breast. 

讀書爲 益心 ，非 

爲 4 塡心  study  is  to 
profit  the  mind  and  not  merely 
to  fill  it. 

^  to  stuff  a  duck. 

壤漆  to  varnish. 
to  fill  up  a  form, 一 spe¬ 

cially  of  the  form  used  at  in¬ 

quests,  giving  details  of  the  body, 
wounds,  etc. 

塡寫 。 ■•塡 載。 r 壤明。 r 
塡註 (0I ■注) to  fill  in, —as 
particulars. 

壤 註英文  fill  in  the  English 
text.  、 

_  發 or  填 給  to  fill  in  and issue, 一 a  document. 

倒 填年月  to  ante-date  a  do¬ cument. 

填履歷  to  fill  in  the  details  of 
an  official,  his  career,  etc. 

1 1=^2 塡 [ 1,229 

Jr 
11,230 

r •霰震 

Se 韻—鎭 

Sinking 

Upper. 

磺 11,231 

R •先 

See 田 

Even  Lower. 

% [1,232 

闐 1
 

填簿  to  fill  in  a  register. 
房  to  marry  a  second  wife 

璜補  to  make  up  a  deficiency. 

另 行填造  to  make  others  to supply  the  deficiency, — caused 

by  loss. 

填還  to  pay  back. 

債  to  pay  a  debt. 

銜 石填海  to  carry  stones  to fill  up  the  sea, — as  the  賴衞 

is  supposed  to  do.  See  2133. 

塡 詞  to  make  verses  on  a  given 
rhyme. 

^  ̂   ft  i
ee  940- 塡 然  crashing;  rumbling;  roll 

ing,  as  drums.  See  11,231. 

Read 

distress. 
To  be  in 

1I,233 

R 先 

See 塡 

Even  Lower. 

孔 瑱不寧  very  long  have  we been  disquieted. 

An  ear-plug  or  ear  orna¬ 
ment  of  jade  or  horn  ；  used, 

according  to  some,  to  guard 

the  ear  from  hearing  what 

it  should  not  hear.  Varie¬ 

gated.  Also  read  cken\ 

過盈頌  a  piece  of  jade  more than  a  foot  long;  see  13,292. 

A  crashing  or  rumbling 

noise.  A  plinth. 

聞 其愼然 he  heard  the 

雕玉硝 以居樨  a  plinth of  carved  jade  to  support  the 
column. 

Same  as  1 1,229. 

To  fill  up;  to  stuff. 
Used  with  11,229,  1 1,231, 

h，2%. 

賓 客閱門  his  door  was thronged  with  guests. 

轟 轟閱顧  a  great  rumbling rolling  sound. 

11,234 

r •先 

See 田 

Even  Lower. 

m 

n.235 

R. 先 

See 田 

Even  Lower. 

11,236 

i 先 

C.  t'-yn 
H.  f-en 

F.  tieng^  v. 

chUng、 

chHeng 

W.  die 
N.  dien 

M.  I
  /lien 

Y.  tHei 
Sz.  tHen 

K. chon 

J.  ten、 chin A.  dien 

Even 
 
Lower

. 

鼷閱。 r 鼷咽 the  roll  of drums;  , noise  of  men  or  horses 
tramping. 

Reajd  tien\  Name  of  a country. 

于鼯 and 和鼦  ancient  and 
modern  names  of  Khoten. 

A  wader,  of  a  black 

colour  with  yellow  stripes 

and  a  large  bill.  See  12,638 

The  roll  of  drums.  See i,233- 

Fields;  cultivatec 

ground ；  arable  land；  landed 

property.  To  hunt.  Radi¬ cal  102. 

田 畝。 r  土 田。 r 田地 
{also,  degree ;  point ;  pitch)  or 

田野。 r 田里。 r 田疇 

田産  cultivable  land ;  fields; 
property. 

田功  the  work  of  agriculture. 

田 祖邮  Father  of  Husbandry, — the  legendary  Emperor  神 
Shen  Nung. 

徹田  to  lay  out  fields  on  a system  of  mutual  cultivation. 

圭 田  fields,  the  produce  of  which was  devoted  to  sacrifice. 

乘田  the  office  held  by  Con¬ fucius  in  charge  of  the  public 
fields. 

大田  large  fields;  the  autumn 
crops. 

田峻 an  officer  of  agriculture. 

田 連萬頃  a  property  of  ten 
thousand  acres. 

田畦  small  plots  or  beds  ofl 
ground. 

田家  agriculturists. 

田 舍之耶  a  rustic. 
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T‘HE3Nr 
田
1
 

11,236 

田 庄 01  田 舍  a  farm-house. 

田賦  the  land-tax  proper. 

^  田  the  system  of  dividing  la
nd 

into  nine  parts,  as  shown  in 

the  character  the  plot  in 

the  middle  being  cultivated  on 
behalf  of  the  State  by  the  tenants 

of  the  other  eight. 

公田  the  plot  in  the  middle,  as 
above.  See  below. 

田  lands  assigned  to  soldiers 
for  cultivation  in  times  of  peace, 

in  return  for  certain  guaranteed 
services. 

水 田  fields  covered  with  water, 
as  the  paddy-fields  of  south 
China. 

田 園  cultivated  land.  Also  a 
name  under  which  estates  were 

granted  by  )|^  yp  Shun  Chih 

to  his  military  followers. 

田未  growing  paddy. 

田  hearths  and  homes. 

田地 (or 基) 路。 r 田旁 
a  path  at  the  side  of  a  field. 

田 單  a  paper  stating  particulars 
of  a  plot  of  land  issued  by  the 

District  Magistrate  =  單 

3435 - 

我們恰 往田頭 we  hap- 
pened  to  have  gone  into  the 

fields, — to  work. 

义  築 田  his  father  was  just 
then  working  in  the  fields. 

如獲 石田1 ike  acquiring 
stony  land, 一 something  which  is 
useless. 

籍 田  the  plpt  of  ground  plough¬ 
ed  in  the  early  spring  by  the 

Emperor  and  by  the  various 

District  Magistrates,  to  mark  the 

return  of  the  season  for  agri¬ 
culture. 

舍 其田而 芸人之 

田  to  neglect  one’s  own  fields 
and  weed  those  of  others, 一 to 

be  running  after  other  men’s wives. 

書田 or 視田 the  fields  of 
literature, 一 as  opposed  to  those 
of  agriculture.^ 

視田 無惡歲 in  the  fields 
of  the  ink-slab  (sc.  of  literature) 
there  are  no  bad  years. 

心 田  the  heart,  as  cultivable  in 
a  moral  sense. 

田
1
 

11,236 

畋
£
 

n,237 

R •先 

See 田 

Even  Lower. 

心田存 一點， 子種孫 

keep  a  little  of  your  heart- 

field  for  your  descendants  to  cul¬ 
tivate, — i.e.  set  a  good  example 

for  your  descendants  to  follow. 

陰田 不如心 田 it  is  better to  be  careful  about  your  heart 

than  about  your  grave, 一 if  your 
heart  is  properly  cultivated  the 

feng  shui  of  your  family  is  sure 
to  be  all  right. 

欲廣 福田， 須憑心 地 
if  you  wish  to  enlarge  your  fields 
of  happiness,  you  must  depend 

upon  the  soil  of  the  heart. 

情田 鞠爲茂 草 &  field of  love  is  overgrown  with  weeds. See  2967. 

搶*  详 ̂   田  the  ocean  has  be¬ come  a  mulberry-orchard, -times 
have  changed. 

解 粗歸田  t0  unloose  one’s girdle  and  go  back  to  one’s  home, 一 to  retire  from  office. 

行 hsing^ 莫重 於孝弟 ~ 

力田  there  are  no  things  more 
important  than  filial  piety,  fra¬ 
ternal  love,  and  agriculture. 

蓮葉 何田田 how  the  lily- flowers  open  out ! 

^ •田  the  duke  was  out  huntUig. 

叔于田  Shu  has  gone  a-hunt- 
ing. 

田獵  t。 hunt. 
田犬  a  hunting-dog. 
田 4 鼠  the  mole  {Scaptochirus moschatus). 

田 鷄  the  edible  frog  [Rana  Rein¬ hardt^  Peters). 

田字草  Marsilea  quadrifolia. 
L. 

Read  tien^.  To  cultivate. 

無 田甫田 （〜 《2)  do  not  try to  cultivate  fields  too  large. 

To  cultivate  land.  To 

hunt. 

^  食  to  live  by  agricu
lture. 

蚁獵  t。 hunt. 
晋平 公出蚊 Duke  P‘ing of  Chin  went  out  hunting. 

^  the  pleasures  of  the  chase; to  delight  in  hunting. 

11,238 

R •先霰 
See 田匈 

Even  and 

Sinking 

Lower. 

殄 ，
 

n,239 

R •勉 

C.  tLym 
H.  chin 

F.  eking 

W.  die N.  dien 

M.  )
  tHen 

Y.  tHei 

Sz.  t^ien 

K.  chon^  v. 

chin 

J.  tm、 den A.  dien 

Rising 

Irregular. 

w 
11,240 

R •霽錄 

Se<5 厲珍 

Sinking  and 

Rising  Lower 
and  Upper. 

Silver  and  gold  filigree 

and  other  ornamental  work. 

欽細  enamelled  hairpins. 

細  the  phoenix  headdress, — an  arrangement  in  gold  and 
feathers  worn  by  the  Empress. 

螺金田  mother-of-pearl. 

螺 鈿之牀 a  couch  inlaid with  mother-of-pearl 

Read  tien、 •  Inlaid  work. 

Used  with  11,181.  See 

7316. 

細 a  head-ornament  worn  by 
Manchu  ladies. 

金田 盒  a  head-ornament  case. 

To  bring  to  an  end;  to 

cut  off  to  exterminate. 

To  cease.  Used  for  11,227 

in,  the  sense  of  “g<?od.” 

珍戮  to  destroy;  to  slaughter. 

殄殲。 r 殄滅。 1 •殄絶 to cut  off;  to  exterminate. 

遂至# 絶 祖宗之 ifi 

and  thus  put  an  end  to  the  sa¬ 
crifices  to  my  ancestors, 一  or 
want  of  a  male  heir. 

暴 珍天物  t0  recklessly  des¬ 
troy  God’s  gifts, — as  by  waste 
or  wilful  misuse. 

餘 風未殄 the  rest  of  the (bad)  customs  have  not  yet  beer 

got  rid  of. 

邦 國 珍萍  the  various  States 
are  entirely  ruined. 

珍 草  to  injure  the  herbage. 

In  confusion ;  out  of  har¬ 

mony. 

陰陽之 氣有诊 the  & 
and  Yang  are  improperly  blend¬ 
ed, — the  result  being  irregular 

natural  phenomena. 

诊  in  opposition ;  counter¬ acting  one  another. 

Read  Foul;  poison¬ 

ous. 

诊 氣  iralaria;  foul  air. 

*75 
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TnNrca- 

蜓 
11,241 

靦1
 II，242 R •錄 

See 天腆 
Rising  Upper. 

IM43 R •琰 

See 添 

Rising  Upper. 

11,244 
R •釀 

TOT. 
See 僉 

Even  Upper. 

丽 
1  i,2.4S 

See  1 1,293. 

To  see  face  to  face.  To 

be  ashamed  ；  to  blush. 

Used  with  1 1,223. 

有 靦面目 ，視 人罔棰 
when  you  are  face  to  facfe,  you 
can  see  him  through  and  through. 

大 有覼色  very  bashful. 

未見人 先面靦  she  blush¬ ed  before  she  saw  him. 

還 靦着臉 不知恥 
brazen-faced  and  without  shame. 

余雖 靦然而 人面哉 
although  I  have  the  face  and 
features  of  a  man,  [still . ] 

To  lick.  [To  be  distin¬ 
guished  from  丙 9295.] 

11,246 r •先 
See 田 

Even  Lower. 

11,247 R •迥 

Sec 

Rising  Lower. 

Allium  odorum、 L.， and 

A ‘  Thunbergii、 Don.  Also 
read  chU 

A  form  of  天  1 1,208, 

frequently  seen  in  Taoist 
books. 

Skipping  with  joy. 

TZ3NTC3-- 

The  stalk  of  grain. 

定‘
 

11,248 

R. 徑 

C.  ting、 teng 

H.  fin、 tin 
F.  teing、 tiang 

n!'|^ 

P.  ting 

M.  tin 

Sz.  I  Hng
 

K. chong 

J.  djo^  tei 

A.  ding 

Sinking 

ower. 

To  fix;  to  settle ；  fated 

{see  10,075);  to  decide；  to 

arrange  [see  3455);  t0  Pa¬ 

cify  (see  9310).  A  state 

•  quietism  or  abstract 
meditation.  The  forehead  ； 

see  7186. 

定明  to  settle  clearly;  to  draw 
up. 

定准  to  settle  definitively. 
定立  to  fix  upon  and  draw  up, — as  rules. 

定擬  to  decide  upon;  to  fix 
upon  a  penalty. 

定妥 to  arrange  on  a  satisfac¬ 
tory  basis. 

定 _  01 •定斷  to  settle ;  to decide,  as  a  lawsuit. 

定不得  unable  to  be  fixed; uncertain. 

使 法定住  to  render  incap¬ able  of  movement  by  magic. 

受了 定身法 he  was  ren- dered  incapable  of  movement 

by  magic. 

定不住  not  to  be  fixed;  it 
won’t  stick,  as  something  on  an 
inclined  plane ;  impossible  to 
know  for  certain. 

定局  to  decide  a  game  (of  chess, 
etc.);  to  settle  finally. 

一 局將定  when  the  game  is 
drawing  to  a  close. 

定全局  to  make  a  final  settle¬ ment. 

定歸  it  is  settled;  for  certain. 

克大定  he  achieved  the  great settlement, — of  the  empire. 

定爲  weix  此事  it  was  cer¬ tainly  on  account  of  this.  Also 

(reading  wet2  iorwei^  this  must be  done. 

定爲 夫妻  betrothed. 

定 了主意  he  has  made  up his  mind. 

大 勢已定  the  general  out- 】ines  being  already  settled. 

^  uncertain.  See  below. 

保不定 i  cannot  guarantee  it. 

未定  it  is  not  yet  settled. 
必定。 r  一定。 r 定然 
absolutely  certain. 

定 4
 

11,248 一定器  a  still  object, — as  a house  etc.,  in  drawing. 

這麽  一 ■定  the  matter  being 
thus  settled, . 

他一 定不來  he  certainly will  not  come. 

^  — •  take  a  rest. 
定章。 r 定規。 r 定則 

fixed  rules  or  regulations. 

定律  the  statute  law. 
案  t。 decide  a  case. 

定親  to  arrange  a  marriage;  to betroth. 

定禮  to  fix  the  marriage  cere monies ;  to  fix  on  the  amount 
of  wedding  presents. 

定貨  to  arrange  for  the  pur- rh^se  of  goods ;  to  buy  goods 

“to  arrive.” 

定約  to  make  a  contract. 
定單  a  contract;  an  agreement. 

$  _  or  $  ̂   earnest-money ; 
bargain-money. 

下  to  determine  on;  to  settle 
for  goods  by  payment  of  bargain- 

money. 

^  ̂   to  order  to  be  made. 

定燒  to  give  orders  for  the 
making  of  pottery. 

定買 m 定購  to  give  a  con¬ 
tract  for  the  purchase  of. 

買定  to  have  bought. 

定做  to,  arrange  for  something to  be  made  to  order, 一 as  opposed to  ready-made.  See  4539. 

定額  a  fixed  number. 

定數  see  10,075. 
定向  a  fixed  direction. 

定 日。* ■定期 a  fixed  date 

定限  to  fix  a  limit  of  time. 

定罪 t。  fix  the  punishment,- of  a  criminal,  according  to  the Penal  Code. 

圈定  to  mark  for  selection  by putting  a  circle  against. 

定價  to  settle  the  price. 

定座兒  to  reserve  a  seat. 

定情  to  fasten  the  affections  on. 

定當  will  certainly  have  to . 

定力  determination ;  resolution. 
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tuntg- 

定 
4 

11,248 

定見  decided  views. 

定卜  toTiave  no  doubt  that. 

壽 1  to  ultimately  decide  on. 

定本  stereotyped. 

物之 有定者 可執而 

無定者 不可執 things 
which  are  concrete  can  be  grasp¬ 

ed,  things  which  aje  not  con¬ 
crete  cannot  be  grasped. 

定等  t。 classify. 

^  a  fixed  pattern. 

定为 fa  段  t0  divide  the  country 
into  sections. 

定評。 r 定論 to  come  to  a 
decision;  to  settle  finally. 

總 非定論  the  question  is  by 
no  means  settled. 

to  fix  the  will;  to  make  a 

resolution;  to  determine. 

to  set  the  watch, — at  9 

p.m. 

to  enquire  after  the  health 

of  one’s  parents, — which  should 
be  done  every  morning  and 
evening. 

定 南 the  compass. 

定 盤 星  the  balance  of  a  steel¬ 
yard. 

定睛。 1 ■定視 t。 lQt)k  at 
fixedly. 

^  to  settle  the  mind;  to  dis¬ 

miss  all  thought  of  worldly  ob¬ 

jects. 

心 神不定  agitated;  nervous. 

定而 後能靜 fix  the  mind 
and  then  you  can  attain  to  per¬ 
fect  repose. 

定  ̂ 性 頁 •久  he’  spent  some 
time  in  recovering  himsglf,— as 
after  a  fall. 

入  ⑺  enter  a  state  of  quietism 
or  abstract  meditation. 

TP  perfect  self-possession  or 

tranquillity.  Sanskrit :  samddhi. 

7733 - 

因 功定爵  to  appoint  to  rank 
proportionate  to  merits. 

^  ̂   pjl  the  star  Markab 

(x  Pegasus)  was  then  in  the 
zenith. 

定吉思  the  Caspian  Sea. 

ii,249 
R •梗徑 

C.  v.  teng 工 
H.  v. 三 tang 

See  and 

爭 
Rising  and 

Sinking  Upper 

and  Lower. 

淀 
ir,25° 

妮 
11,251 

R •徑 

See  金 J* Sinking 

Upper. 

錠
‘
 

11,252 

R 徑 

W.  ̂ ding 

See 定 

Sinking 

Lower. 

丁1
 

n,2S3 
R 靑庚 

H.  ten、 tsang 

See#T 

Even  Upper. 

To  whirl  about；  to  smash. 

Also  read  cheng%. 

槐茶 盃誓願 tQ  break  a tea-cup  and  take  an  oath, — 
implying  that  the  person  who 
swears  is  willing  to  be  similarly 
broken  if  he  violates. his  oath. 

See  1 1,198. 

A  large  stone  used  as  an 

anchor.  [Compare  Odyssey 

IX,  i  A7  :  ovz  evvag  ̂ akktv 

etc.] 

寄碇。 r 下碗。 ■•抛 碇 t。 
drop  anchor. 

^  住  面  anchor
ed  at  sea. 

An  ingot  ；  a  ashoe”  of bullion  ；  a  slab  ；  a  cake. 

An  anchor.  The  needle  of 

a  spinning-wheel. 

一 *  子  an  ingot  of  silver. 

松 江銳子  smaU  round  ingots from  Sung-chiang  Fu. 

銀銳  ingots  of  silver. 
+  一" '  ten  taels  make one  ingot. 

元寶銳  silver  and  gold  paper 
ingots, — to  be  burnt  for  the  use 
of  the  dead. 

馬  _ 蹄錐  an  ingQt  shaped  like  a horse's  hoof;  a  “shoe”  of  silver. 

~ 墨  a  cake  of  ink. 

孩 ̂   cakes  of  vermilion. 

粉 金定兒  a  cake  of  cosmetic. 

錠 子藥。 ■•紫 ‘金錠 an ointment  used  for  sores. 

寄錄  to  drop  anchor. 
The  fourth  of  the  天于 

Ten  Stems  ；  see  Tables  Ve. 

The  sting  of  an  insect.  A 

nail  ；  see  1 1,263.  .An  adult 
male,  as  opposed  to  口 

6174.  See  909， 1 1,212. 

丁券 f  spring  and  autumn  sacrifi- 

丁1
 

叩53 
ces  to  Confucius,  -offered  on  the 

first  day  in  the  first  decade 

of  2nd  and  8th  moons. 

一  丁  popular  name  for  the 
above. 

六  丁  the  six  combinations  of ting  with  characters  of  the 

Twelve  Branches;  the  name 

of  a  god. 

~J^  cloves, 一 the  dried  flower- 
buds  of  Eugenia  caryophyllata^ 
Thunb. 

毋丁香  fruits  of  the  clove-tree. 考 ̂   the  lilac  {Syringa vulgaris、 L.). 

了  f  a  tadpole. 人  丁  a  man;  people. 
丁口  men  and  women ;  people. 

"y*  to  become  an  adult, 一 at 

sixteen  years  of  age. 

丁年。 r  丁壯  $  年  in  the prime  of  early  manhood. 

小 丁。1 •未 應丁夫 nQt 
yet  arrived  at  man’s  estate;  a minor. 

長 chang、 子年 不上丁 
eldest  son  not  yet  sixteen  years 
of  age. 

丁貌  a  young  face. 丁  soldiers;  a  private. 

抽  丁  to  make  a  conscription ; to  levy  soldiers. 

胃  #  了  the  house  is 
favourable  to  offspring, — many 
children  are  born  there,  and  they 
thrive. 

"y*  單^  few  relatives  and a  small  family. 

"y*  ̂   attendants. 

門丁  a  gatekeeper. 

園  丁  a  gardener. 旗  丁  junkmen  in  charge  of government  grain. 

丁銀。 i •丁捐  poll-tax,— as levied  at  the  beginning  of  the 

present  dynasty,  now  incorporat¬ ed  with  the  landtax. 

^  ~y  ̂   ̂   the  revenue  fro
m the  land  and  poll-tax. 

丙丁说 9295. 
丁  字 街 one  street  ending  in another  at  right  angles  to  it. 



TING- 

396 

TX3NTC3- 

【1,253 

仃1
 n,254 R. 靑 

H.  ten 
See 釘 

Even  Upper. 

目不 識丁  he  does  not  know the  character  ting、 一 he  is  very 

ignorant 

汝輩挽 兩石弓 ，不如 

識 一 ■丁字  for  you  to  be able  to  draw  a  200  lb.  bow  is 

not  equal  to  knowing  a  single 
written  character. 

丁憂  or  丁艱  to  go  into 
mourning  for  a  parent.  See 

13,381. 

丁內憂 （01 •艱） to  go  into 
mourning  for  a  mother. 

丁  外憂 （or  艱） to  go  into 
mourning  for  a  father. 

丁寧  to  admonish  ；  a  metal 
gong.  See  11,255. 

寧 丁我躬  would  that  (the 
ruin)  fell  on  me  alone ! 

丁當 w  丁東  the  tinkle  ofl 
things  striking  in  the  wind,  etc. 

丁  a  tribe  of  Tartars,  figured 
as  having  hairy  legs  and  horses’ 
hoofs;  a  district  of  Tochari,  sub¬ 

ject  under  the  T‘ang  dynasty  to 
China.  Used  in  the  sense  of 

lonely ；  see  7216. 

五丁  the  five  Titans, 一 see  Petil- 
lon,  p.  223. 

Read  chhig\  The  sound 

of  blows  on  trees,  etc. 

伐 木丁丁  they*  chop  at  the trees,  cheng  cheng. 

Alone. 

孤仃仃 。> •伶 仃。 r 冷孤 
仃的  solitary ;  alone. 

伶仃洋  Lintin  Bay, — to  the 

Iff 
h，255 R. 靑 

H.  ten 
See 釘 

Even  Upper. 

To  order  ；  to  enjoin  upon. 

See  8330. 

N.E.  of  Macao. 

叮囑。 1 ■叮啐 囑咐 to 
instruct;  to  enjoin  upon, — ting 
ning  conveying  the  idea  of  ur¬ 
gency.  See  11,253. 

钉 
X 

R 

1,256 

•靑 

See 釘 

Even  Upper. 

A  tinkling  or  jingling 
sound. 

A  pimple；  a  boil  ；  a  bubo 
a  venereal  ulcer. 

11,257 

r 靑 

C.  ting、 teng 

H.  tang、 tiang 

See 針 

Even  Upper. 

耵 
11,258 

耵
 3 

ri，259 R 榧靑 See 釘 

Rising  and 

Even  Upper. 

rr 
11,260 

R •靑 

See  金 J4 
Even  Upper. 

訂
 4 

11,261 

R. 徑 

H.  ctang 
F.  teing 

See 街 

Sinking 

Upper. 

灯玲  tinkling;  jingling. 

玎瑺  a  small  hand-gong  used 
by  packmen  or  pedlars  of  haber¬ 
dashery. 

玎瓚響  a  ding-dong  sound. 

疔瘡  boils ;  ulcers ;  sores. 

疔墜  syphilitic  sores. 
生疔  to  get  venereal  sores. 

生 歹疔的  a  term  of  abuse. 

指疔  a  whitlow. 

口疗  aphthae. Same  as  1 1,251. 

Ear-wax. 

控 出耵檸  to  pick  the  wax out  of  the  ears. 

A  dragon-fly  ；  see  1 1,293. 

时蛵。 r 靖虫了  a  dragon-fly. 

To  arrange；  to  settle ；  to 

prepare  for  publication  ；  to 
edit.  See  8569,  12,751. 

訂盟  to  arrange  a  sworn  con¬ federacy;  to  make  a  treaty. 

訂明  to  settle  clearly. 
訂問  to  come  to  an  agreement beforehand. 

訂局  to  decide. 訂定  to  settle;  to  conclude. 

訂  日期  to  ̂   uPon  a  date. 
訂 訊  to  fix  a  date  for  trial. 

訂示  to  let  one  know  the  time for. 

訂
 ' 

.261 

酊
 3 

11,262 

R. 迥 

C.  (ting 

H.  ten 

Y.cting 

W.  N.  tinf 

P.  cting 

M,  ctin Y.  Sz.  cting 
K.  ch'dng 

J.  tei、 cho 

A.  ding^ 

Rising 

Irregular. 

ir 

11,263 

r .声徑 

C.  ting、 teng 

H.  Jang 

F.  ting、 teing^ 

W. N. 

M.  S  ̂ 

Y. 

S2. 

K.  ch’dng 

J.  tei、 cho 

A.  ding 

Even  and 

Sinking 

Upper. 

訂立  to  fix  on；  to  arrange;  to make  or  draw  up. 

訂密約  to  appoint  a  secret meeting;  to  make  an  assignation. 

訂腹緣  to  betroth  children  be¬ 
fore  they  are  born. 

拜訂  to  invite  to, — as  a  con¬ 
sultation  or  dinner. 

較訂。 r 訂書 訂正 tQ collate  for  publication;  to  edit. 

訂莊者  the  editors  of  Chuang 

Tzti.  
^ 

Drunk.  See  7944. 

酩酊 無所知  dead  drunk. 

夫婦 並酩酊  husband  and 
wife  were  both  very  drunk. 

A  nail  ；  see  8912.  A  cake 

of  yellow  gold.  [Stands 
pictorially  for  定  1 1,248, 

certainly.] 

金 j*  - 子 •  a  nail. 

康核釘  a  date-stone  nail, — 
sharp  at  both  ends. 

磨  金 T  a  nail  with  a  head 
like  a  mushroom. 

螺絲釘  a  screw. 

良鐵 不伸釘 good  iron. is 

not  made  into  nails.  See  9279. 

釘靴  nailed  boots, 一 for  wet 
weather* 

chungs  ̂   to  hit  the  nail  on the  head. 

如眼 中之釘  like  a  naif  in 

the  eye.  12,413. 

拔 去眼中 士  t()  get  rid  of 
an  eyesore, — used  of  a  person 

whose  presence  is  objectionable. 

刺 眼兒釘 a  prick-eye  nail, 
— one  whom  nobody  welcomes. 

Read  ting^.  To  nail  ；  to 

bind,  as  books；  to  attach 

to  ；  to  alight  upon. 

免  ting、 ^  ting1  to  drive  nails. 
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街上  t。 nail  up. 

11,263  住 01 •釘 死。1 •針牢 nailed  fast. 

釘馬掌  to  shoe  a  horse. 

安釘  to  nail  down  a  coffin. 

釘書  or  針  to  bind  books, 
-by  “stabbing,”  the  only  method 
practised  in  China. 

釘鈕子  to  sew  on  buttons. 

釘心  to  lay  to  heart. 

杷兩 隻眼睛 釘在姑 

娘身上  fixed  both  his  eyes 
on  the  young  lady. 

釘 在草上  settled  on  a  stalk 
of  grass. 

11,264 

r 靑 
See 

Even  Upper. 

To  mend  shoes  •’  to  cob¬ 

ble  ； to  patch. 

革丁底  to  mend  a  sole. 

打補钉  to  put  on  a  patch. 

頂 3
 

11,265 

RM 

F.  ting。, 
teing^  v. 

N.  ting 

P.  ting^  v.  f'ing 
M.  tin、 ting 
Y.  ting 

Sz.  ting、 tin 

K.  ch'dng 
J.  teiy  cho 
A  參  ding、 dang 

Rising  Upper. 

The  top;  the  crown  of 

the  head  (see  7751)  ；  to 

wear  on  the  head；  to  op¬ 

pose  the  head  to.  Top¬ 

most  ；  extreme  ；  superlative¬ 

ly.  To  take  the  place  of ; 

see  46.  The  “button”  worn 
on  the  official  hat.  Numer- 

ative  of  hats  and  of  sedan- 

chairs.  ； 

1 1[  the  top  of  a  hill. 

眼生 在頭頂  with  his  eyes  j 
at  the  top  of  his  head, — too 

proud. 

脫 帽露頂  to  take  off  the  hat 
and  bare  the  head. 

自 頂至踵  from  head  to  foot. 

摩項放 /«< 鍾  to  rub  one¬ self  smooth  from  crown  to  heel, 

— which  Mencius  jokingly  said 

墨子  Mih  Tzii  would  do  if | 
necessary  for^the  welfare  of  man¬ 
kind.  Used  as  in  345J. 

與他摩 頂受戒 laid 
hands  on  him  and  administered 

the  vows, — of  a  priest. 

頂趾 無举骨  not  a  spark  of refinement  in  his  composition. 

和 尙滅頂  a  priest  hides  his head, — of  the  death  of  a  priest 

by  drowning. 

灌頂  washing  the  top  of  the 
head,  —  the  Buddhist  form  of 

baptism.  Sanskrit :  inurddhab- hichikta. 

頂脫。 1 ■歇頂  to  become bald. 

頂笠  to  wear  a  rush  hat. 

頂針 w 頂黹  a  thimble. 

頂 盈貫甲  armed  cap-a-pie, 

頂天 立地  his  head  in  the clouds  and  his  feet  on  the  earth, 
— a  fine  fellow;  a  hero. 

頂德  receiving  your  kindness! 
on  my  head, 一 a  conventional 
mode  of  expressing  gratitude. 

頭 上頂着  carrying  it  on  his  | head. 

頂磚  to  carry  a  brick  on  the  I 
head, — a  punishment  for  school¬ 
boys. 

頂燈。 r 頂碗  to  carry  a  lamp  I 
or  bowl  on  the  head, 一 to  be 
henpecked. 

頂 開櫃蓋  to  push  open  with  I one’s  head  the  top  of  a  cupboard or  chest. 

頂經。 n  the  Scriptures  (Budd-| 
hist  Canon), 一 a  form  of  oath 
used  in  Tibet. 

項着雨  in  spite  of  the  rain.  I 

頂流。 r  頂 水  against  the  tide. face  to  face. 

頂 風 01 •頂頭 風 a  head wind. 

頂城門  to  find  the  city-gates  | 
shut  =  very  early  in  the  mor¬ 
ning;  to  be  waiting  for  the  city 
gates  to  open. 

頂 香火。 r 頂神  to  falsely  I assume  supernatural  powers, — 
as  old  women  who  pretend  to 

cure  diseases,  tell  fortunes,  etc. 

頂香的  a  witch.  : 

頂名  to  take  another’s  name.  I 

le 他頂他的名  begged j him  to  make  use  of  his  name. 

冒 名頂替  to  falsely  take  the  I name  of  and  act  as  substitute 

for, — at  the  public  examinations. 

頂替  a  substitute ;  see  46. 

頂心  the  crown  of  the  head. 

氣 頂 心 overcome  with  anger. 

湏柱 a  pr°p- 頂不住  unable  to  prop  up. 

頂換。 r 頂包  to  substitute (inferior  articles)  when  exchang¬ 
ing,— a  trick  often  played  by 
swindlers  when  changing  bullion 
into  cash. 

頂銀  alloyed  silver. 
頂當  (Jang to  substitute  one pledge  for  another  at  a  pawn¬ 

shop,  paying  up  the  interest  on the  original  loan  to  date. 

把長掛 子頂出 來 * your  long  coat  out  of  pawn, — 

by  putting  in  something  else. 

當當 ，贖當 ，當 頂當， 

全 是上當  pawning,  re¬ 
deeming；  and  the  substitution  of 

pledges,  are  all  pitfalls. 

頂撞  to  run  up  against;  to  op- 1 
pose;  to  resist. 

項嘴  to  contradict;  to  dispute. | 

湏回去  to  silence;  to  go  back  I disappointed. 

頂櫃  the  small  or  upper  part  of  I 
a  cupboard. 

打 頂馬的  outriders. 
頂 到現在  up  to  the  present  j 

time. 

項賬  as  a  set-off  against  an  ac-| count. 

接頂 t。  take  over, — as  p.  busi-| ness. 

頂手  to  take  the  place  of. 
頂禮 t。 bend  in  adoration,  as  I 

priests;  to  make  obeisance. 

頂棚  the  ceiling. 頂爛市  to  spoil  the  market  by  j 
underselling. 

頂花皮  brindled. 
沒頂力  without  sufficient  firm- 1 
ness  or  sternness;  too  weak. 

絶 頂聰明  extremely  clever,  j 

頂好。 r 項上  the  very "  bests  I 

項大  the  -largest. 頂中  chungx  意  it  exarjS-  ̂ Itsj my  fancy. 

帽頂  the  red  silk  button  or  knot  j 
on  top  of  the  ordinary  cap. 

頂 3
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頂子。 r 頂戴。 r 湏兒 the 
knobs  or  buttons  adopted  by  the 

Manchu  dynasty  to  indicate  rank, 

and  worn  at  the  top  of  the  offi¬ 
cial  hat.  See  Tables  4 

二品 .頂戴  wearing  a  button of  the  second  grade. 

皇 丄革了 他頂兒 t 
the  Emperor  has  taken  away  his 
button. 

雀  t0  wear  the  bird 
button, — to  take  the  1st  or  ba¬ 
chelor^  degree,  entitling  the 
successful  candidate  to  wear  this 
button. 

to  thank  the  Literary  Chan¬ 

cellor  on  succeeding  at  the  ex¬ 
amination  for  the  i  st  degree  or 
B.A. 

告頂  to  notify  inability  to  go 
up  again  at  the  歲考  triennial 

examination  of  才  hsiu- 

islai^  being  over  70,  or  having 
been  a  b.a.  for  30  years. 

釘‘
 

11.266 R. 徑 
See 釘 

Sinking 

Upper. 

猶 
11.267 

鼎 
11.268 R. 逍 

C.  ting 

H.  tin 

F.  tiang W. ) 
ting 

M.  tin 

L 卜岈 K.  chong 

J.  tei^  cho 
A.  ding、 doing 

Rising  Upper, 

To  set  out,  as  food; 

vessels  to  contain  food. 

售了*  坐  to  put  out  for  show, — not to  be  eaten. 

釘 盤 松徑下 sp^ad  the 
dishes  on  the  path  under  the 

pines. 

Same  as  1 1,265. 

A  caldron；  a  tripod,  or  a 

four-footed  vessel,  of  bronze, 

with  two  ears；  a  sacrificia 

vessel,  regarded  as  an  em¬ 
blem  of  Imperial  power 

hence， the  empire.  [Often 

wrongly  rendered  a  incense 
burner. Radical  206. 

鼎乃大 烹之器  a  ting  is  a 
vessel  for  cooking  (sacrificial 
meats)  on  a  large  scale. 

力 能杠鼎  strong  enough  to 
lift  a  tripodj-^aidof  楚項羽 

Hsiang  Yu  of  the  Ch(u  State, 

and  also  of  烏獲  Wu  Huo. 

魚鼎  a  tripod  with  fish  deco 
ration. 

鼎8
 

1 1,268 人 零鼎鄉  n°ise  °f  pe°ple 
(talking)  like  the  bubbligg  of 
a  caldron. 

鐘鳴鼎 食  t。 announce  toeals by  bells, 一 as  in  the  establish¬ 
ments  of  grandees. 

列 鼎而食  to  have  a  dinner of  many  courses. 

鼎  pot-shaped  grave-mounds. 
之勢。 r 鼎足而 

— like  the  feet  of  a  tripod, 一 

divided  into  three,  or  consist¬ 
ing  of  three  parts. 

鼎足並 峙  a  triple-peaked 
hill. 

三鼎甲  the  three  highest  gra¬ duates  at  the  Palace  examination. 

See  11,202. 

定鼎。 1 •立鼎  to  establish  2 dynasty. 

革 鼎  to  put  an  end  to  a  dyn 
asty. 

鼎革後  after  the  change  ofl 
dynasty. 

革 故鼎新  to  get  r:J  of  th^ old  and  take  to  the  new. 

在德 不卒鼎 (the  strength of  the  empire)  lies  in  the  virtue 

(of  the  Emperor)  and  not  in  the 
(size  or  weight  of  the)  sacrificial 

tripods. 

間鼎 之大 小輕重 he asked  the  size  and  weight  of  the 
sacrificial  tripods. 

不 敢問鼎  did  not  venture to  say  a  word. 

鼎 遷於周  the  Imperial  pow- er  was  transferred  to  the  House 

of  Chou. 

望 祈鼎力  to  beg  the  assist¬ ance  of  a  person. 

望 爲鼎曹  please  speak  up strongly  for  rae. 

台鼎 same  as  三在 6S68. 

天子春 秋耶盛 the  Em_ '  peror  in  the  prime  of  manhood. 

喪_ 鼎鼎 ，爾則 小人 
remissness  in  mourning  cere¬ 
monies  is  a  mark  of  the  inferior 

. man. 

願 就鼎鑊  willing  to  suffer torments  in  caldrons  of  boiling 

oil, 一 ready  to  go  through  fire and  water  for. 

11.269 

漸 
11.270 

r.M 

See 鼎 

Rising  Upper. 

M 
11.271 

r.M 

see 鼎 

Rising  Upper. 

Same  as  1 1,268. 

A  stream  of  water, 

i 鼎濘  an  expanse  of  water. 

A  kind  of  rush,  called 

滅 董 ， woven  into  sandals, 
etc. 

11,272 

rM 

See 頂 

Rising  Upper. 

H,273 

R. 庚 

C. cheng 

H.  ctsang 

F.  Jeiftg 

W.  tsang 
N.  tseng 
P.  ching 

M.  Y.  tsen 
Sz.  chertg K.  cheng 

J,  cho 

A.  ding 

Even  Upper. 

汀 1
 

n,274 

R •靑 

C.  f'ing 

H.  tm、 tang 
F.  Nng 

W. 
N. 

P. 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 

K.  chong 

J.  tei^  chd 

A.  ding 

Even  Upper. 

A  raised  path  through 
fields.  Used  with  11,275. 

田 坏 有人行 there  are 
people  walking  on  the  paths 
through  the  fields. 

A  post；  a  stake. 

_  |了  door-
posts. 

Read  cheng1.  The  sound 
of  chopping. 

ting 

A  bank；  a  spit  of  land 

沙汀  a  sand-spit. 汀  fing1  萍  slime. 

汀  湟  a  clear  brook;  an 
alluvial  shore. 

汀州府  name  of  a  Prefecture 

in  Fuhkien. 

汀江  a  river  in.  Fuhkien. 立在 汀渚之 上 

on  a  small  island^ — of  a  bird. 
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ii,275 

rM  W 
C.  Uing 

Y.Uing^teing'. cf"iang 

•|/ 岣 
P.c/ci^ 
M.  cHn 
Y.c/i< 
K.  chong 

tH、 cho 

A.  cding 
Rising 

Irregular. 

亭1
 

11,276 

靑 
See 舍 

Even  Lower. 

A  raised  path  between 
fields. 

0  田 J"  paths  through  fields. 

町畦  a  boundary  bank  or  fence | 
between  fields.  Used  figuratively 

of  the  bounds  imposed  by  mo¬ 
rality. 

句  c^u1  Wj*  an  old  name  for  臨 

安府  Lin-an  Fu  in  Yunnan. 

田 JV 名 WfJ 重  vacant  ground  near 
a  house;  a  paddock ;  deer’s  foot¬ 

prints. 

A  kiosque  •’  a  pavilion  ； 
an  arbour  ；  a  shed.  To 

reach.  See  4474. 

亭臺  pavilions  and  terraces. 

凉亭。 r 花亭 a  summer  ar¬ 
bour. 

水 必、 a  kiosque  on  an  island 

八 角  an  octagonal  kiosque. 

碑亭 a  kiosque  over  a  tablet, 
一 to  shelter  it  from  the  weather. 

香亭 a  miniature  kiosque,  in 
which  idols,  etc.,  are  carried  in 

procession. 

龍  the  Dragon  Pavilion, -over 
the  Throne.  Used  for  the  Em¬ 

peror. 

茶亭  a  roadside  tea-house, 一 an¬ 
ciently  placed  at  certain  dis¬ 
tances  along  roads,  to  give  rest 

and  protection  to  travellers. 

During  the  Han  dynasty  they 

were  under  official  supervision. 

亭長  chang 3  or  亭务 or 亭 
a  beadle  or  peace-officer,  and 

manager  of  the  caravanserai. 

亭 亭聲立  standing  alone, 
as  an  isolated  peak. 

亭 亭日景 長貌〜 
fing=  the  app.  of  shadow  creep¬ 

ing  over, 一 at  evening. 

亭式  pavilion-shaped. 

亭午  noontide. 

獨遊亭 午時 I  roam  about 
in  lonely  contemplation  until 
noon. 

離亭腕  it  is  late  for  separ¬ 
ating, — ue.  it  is  time  to  separate. 

停1
 

ii，277 

R •靑 

C.  fing 

H.  Hn 

F.  ting^  v.  (Ling 

Uittg 

ding^.  deng 

p. 
Sz.  >  ̂ ing 

Y.  \ 

M.  (Hn 
K.  chong 

J.  tei、 djo A.  ding 

Even  Lower. 

To  stop  [see  6094);  to 

cease;  to  delay.  Satisfac¬ 
tory.  An  integral  part. 
Numerative  of  families.  See 

2778. 

停止。 r 停息 OT 停住 t。 
stop;  to  make  to  cease. 

停住食  {shih1)  undigested food. 

停頼。 r 停會兒  to  stop  or wait  awhile. 

^  工  to  stop  work. 

停手  to  stay  the  hand ;  to  cease 
doing  anything. 

手 不停草  he  did  not  stop  to make  a  rough  draught. 

停足  to  stop  walking. 

停在。 r 停 辦在事 to cease  the  transaction  of  public 

business, 一 as  on  a  holiday. 

停訊 t。  suspend  judicial  busi¬ ness. 

停留  to  cause  to  stop ;  to  delay. 

停車  to  stop  a  cart. 
停輪  to  stop  the  wheels, — of  a steamer. 

輪船 停住了  the  steamer 
has  stopped. 

停泊  to  anchor. 
停 泊處所 a  place  to  anchor •  in;  a  berth. 

停  lift  界  limits  of  an  anchor¬ 
age. 

停罷  to  stop, 一 as  a  clock. 

停俸  to  stop  salary. 

停付  to  stop  payment. 

停 利歸本  to  stop  paying interest  and  repay  the  capital. 

停口  to  stop  speaking. 
調停  to  settle  up,  as  a  quarrel; 
to  make  peace. 

哭不停  she  wept  without  ceas¬ 

ing. 

等消停  wait  until  1  have  re¬ covered  my  breath.  [Correct under  4297.] 

痛得停  the  pain  stopped. 

停驂  to  stop  bne’s  horse;  to  pu; 
up  at. 

停陞  to  delay  promotion. 

停1
 

ii,277 

W 

/f,278 

R •靑 

See Even  Lower. 

w 

11.279 

R. 靑 

See 
Even  Lower. 

w 

11.280 

R. 靑 

See 

Even  Lower. 

停緩  to  defer;  to  put  off. 

停屍首  to  delay  a  corpse, — 
said  of  the  interval  before  it  is 

put  into  the  coffin, 

停靈  to  delay  burial  of  a  co 伍 n. 

停滯  to  obstruct;  to  delay  (e.g. a  steamer). 

停 妻娶妾  to  take  a  con¬ 
cubine  pending  rpatrimonial 

arrangements,  —  a  punishable offence. 

停勻  to  blend;  to  mix;  to  pro¬ portion,  as  one  part  of  a  thing 
to  another. 

停當。 r 停妥  well  arranged; satisfactorily  settled. 

打 扮停當  nicely  dressed. 

十停已 拆其七 seven tenths  (e,g.  of  the  wall)  was  al¬ 

ready  pulled  down. 
三停 路已走 了停半 

of  the  three  parts  of  our  journey, 

we  have  already  accomplished 

one  and  a  half. 

臂闊 三 停  his  Moulders  were 
three  times  as  broad, 一 as  the 

other  man’s. 

三停  the  forehead,  nose,  and 
chin, — in  portraiture. 

十 停人家  ten  families. 

Graceful  ；  ladylike.  See 

9325- 

Stagnant  water.  Used with  1 1,274. 

A  discharge  trom  the  ear. 
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II，28i R. 靑 

See 停 

Even  Lower. 

壬1
 

11,282 R •梗 
See 逵 

Rising  Upper. 

11.283 
R. 靑 

See 汀 

Evea  Upper. ，
连
 

11.284 

R •靑徑 
See 停 

Even  Lower. 

Name  of  a  plant,  with 

leaves  like  the  mustard- 

plant  and  pale  yellowish 

flowers  with  flat  seed- 

vessels.  (?  Araba  nemorosa^ 

Crucifer  ae、 

葶顰  a  plant  said  to  kill  fish. 

^  seeds  of  a  species  of  Si¬ 

symbrium  \  also  written  了力 

Good ;  complete.  To 

verify.  [To  be  distinguish¬ 
ed  from  壬 56io.]_ 

The  head-boards  of  a 
bed  ‘ 

m 
11,285 r •靑 

See 

Even  Lower. 

The  audience-chamber  ； 
the  Court.  Used  with 

1 1,286. 

朝廷 jw  478. 
廷臣  Court  officials;  courtiers. 

廷議  Court  deliberations. 
廷寄 a  confidential  letter  sent 
direct  from  the  palace  to  the 

highest  provincial  officials,  with 
instructions  for  their  guidance 
in  important  matters. 

廷尉  the  right  nostril. 

廷尉 監  superintendent  of  Pri¬ 
sons;  Governor  of  a  gaol. 

子 有廷內  you  have  court¬ 
yards  and  inner  rooms. 

^  ̂   the  top  of  the  forehead. 

Handsome. 

Read  t、ienz.  Contemp¬ 
tuous  ； rude.  Stupid. 

眠總 ，陲諉 ，勇 敢， and 
怯疑  the  names  of  four  ima¬ 
ginary  personages  in  the  works 
of  Lieh  Tzti,  who  passed  through 
this  life  together,  each  holding 
his  own  views,  but  never  finding 
fault  with  the  others. 
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K •靑徑 

See 

Even  Lower. 
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Rising  Upper. 

The  audience-hall  (see 

1 1,284)；  to  appear  at  Court. 
A  court-yard  ；  a  room  ；  a 

house  ；  a  family.  To  grow 

up  straight. 

丹 庭。 r 彤庭。 r 禁庭 
the  private  apartments  of  the 

Emperor. 

受 命于天 帝之庭 he received  his  appointment  at  the 

throne  of  God, 一 said  of  王 Wu  Wang. 

四方 征弗庭  he  punished on  all  sides  the  chiefs  who  had 

refused  to  appear  at  Court. 

j 晏 庭  the  frontier. 

門 庭如市  his  court-yard  was like  a  market, — crowded. 

庭舍。 1 •庭堂 a  house. 
庭房。 r 大庭  the  principal hall  in  a  Chinese  building. 

家庭  home. 
家庭樂  domestic  enjoyment. 

庭言 (||  paternal  instruction. 

棒庭  a  ̂ ther.  See  2856. 

天 庭飽滿  a  wide  forehead. 直從 脚跟下 冒出天 

庭來  went  ̂ TOm  his  heels  right 
up  iflto  his  head, 一 of  the  fumes of  wine. 

大 有逕庭 very  far separated, — from  what  is  pro¬ 
bable  ; very  improbable. 

To  thrust  forward  ；  to 

stick  out ;  to  resist ;  to 

straighten  ;  to  stiffen  ;  to 

exert.  To  hold  firmly  to. 

Used  with  1 1,288.  See 

1472. 

梃出  to  bulge  out;  to  project. 
挺身  to  stick  out  the  body;  to 
put  oneself  forward. 

梃胸  to  thrust  the  chest  forward. 

梃腰子  to  give  oneself  airs. 
小 畜生 ，敢 梃撞我 yQU little  beast!  do  you  dare  to  try 

it  on  with  me? 

梃佔  to  refuse  to  leave  a  place 
where  one  has  no  right  to  be. 

挺 3
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See 梃 

Rising  Lower. 

挺而走 險 t0  run  all  risks  in desperation. 

梃立  to  stand  straight  up. 

梃坐  to  sit  bolt  upright. 

打挺兒  to  bend  oneself  stiffly round, 一 as  an  angry  baby,  or 
a  fish  on  dry  land. 

手 直足梃  hands  rigid  and 
feet  stiff, 一 of  the  dead. 

直挺挺 的  vei7  stiff  and  rigid. 

周 道挺梃  the  great  way  is 
level  and  straight. 

挺節冰 心  rigidly  chaste. 梃囚  to  better  the  condition  of 

prisoners. 

梃刃  to  stretch  out  a  sword. 

挺緊 or  梃嚴  t。 pull  tight 

胃? or  胃  _  to  be  able  to stand  being  bambooed, 一 as 
criminal  who  cannot  be  made 

to  confess. 

挺不住  unable  to  stand  it,-*- 
of  a  flogging,  as  above. 

長梃 高遊之 操 
up,  he  held  fast  to  lofty  prin¬ 

ciples  of  conduct. 

挺粗 挺奘的  very  coarse 

and  big. 

^  eminent;,  excellent. 

^ ̂ 市  Mexicans  (T-cloths). 

巨^  "ff  1,000  tall  bam 
boos. 

A  staff  ；  a  cudgel  ；  a 

stalk.  Numerative  of  sticks, etc. 

奪 挺相逐  snatched  his  stick 
from  him  and  drove  him  out 
with  it. 

可 使制挺 you 以11  cause (such  people)  to  use  sticks, 

against  the  enemy’s  swords  and 
armour,  with  success. 

殺人以 梃與刃 win people  with  bludgeons  or  blades, — what  difference  is  there  ? 

挺 餘之人 an  able  maiu 

甘 蔗百梃  a  hundred  stalks  I 
of  sugar-cane. 

以竹梃 勲漆鼙 it 上 
to  use  a  bamboo  stick  dipped 

in  varnish  for  writing  on  bam¬ boo  slips. 
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Even  Lower. 

A  sceptre. 

帝以 玉硓自 後擊之 
the  Emperor  hit  him  from  be¬ 
hind  with  a  jade  sceptre.  See 

Yii-wdn  Yung. 

Strips  of  dried  meat. 

Stiff  ；  straight. 

十 胆爲束  ten  strips  of  dried 
meat  make  a  bundle 

A  boat；  a  skiff；  a  punt. 

快艇 a  small  passenger-boat, 
propelled  by  several  men,  and 
made  to  go  at  a  great  pace. 

花艇  a  barge  used  for  pleasure 
parties. 

魚雷艇  a  torpedo-boat. 

潛行艇  a  boat  that  travels 
under  water, — a  “submarine.” 

飛艇 an  air-ship  or  aeroplane 

飛行 艇模型  a  model  of  an 
aeroplane. 

The  stalk  of  grasses  and 

plants.  Small  beams  in  a 
roof. 

wheat  straw. 

以 麄撞鐘  to  hit  a  bell  with 
a  blade  of  grass, 一 no  result. 

A  dragon-fly,  known  as 

靖辑； ⑽ 2136. 

Read  t{ienz.  A  chame¬ 

leon.  See  13,119. 
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Even  and Sinkings 

Upper, 

Bars  of  metal  ； 

The  barb  of  an 

Exhausted  ；  hollow. 

金錐  bars  of  bullion. 铤 而走險 ，急何 能_ 
(the  stag)  runs  into  danger  in 
its  distress,  for  how  in  its  urgency 
should  it  be  able  to  choose? 
See  11,287. 

The  noise  of  thunder. 

雷霍  thunder. 如 霆如雷  like  the  clap  or  the roll  of  thunder, 一 is  their  onset, 

雷霆之 .怒  thundering  mad 

疾霆不 及掩目  a  sudden flash  of  lightning,  not  giving  one 

time  to  close  the  eyes. 

A  strap  of  leather  ；  a 

girdle.  Also  written  鞋 ， 

鞑帶  a  girdle  bestowed  on  gran¬ dees  as  a  kind  of  order. 

A  narrow  forehead. 

A  long  bone. 

腿骸骨 the  shin- 

To  hear  ；  to  listen  ；  to 

understand. 

聽見  to  hear. 
我 沒聽見  I  did  not  hear. 

我聽 見說1  have  heard  say 
that . 

聽說  to  hear  say;  to  be  obedient. 

聽頭  something  worth  hearing; 
something  of  interest. 

那個 人是有 個聽頭 

兒的 ^  is  a  man  of  some re.  atation. 

醛 

[i，299 

他唱 的有個 聽頭兒 
he  sings  nicely. 

我聽 不出來 i  don’t  hear 
distinctly, — what  sound  it  is,  or 

what  you  mean. 

他的 意思我 聽出來 

了  I  understand  his  meaning. 
你說 那個話 我聽不 

眞  I  can’t  quite  hear  what  you 

say. 

聽錯了  J  heard  wrong;  I  mis¬ 
understood. 

那 話他聽 不進去 he won’t  stand  sucK  language  as that. 

他不 聽話  he  doesn’t  pay 
attention  to  what  is  said  to  him ; 

he  doesn’t  obey. 

他聽不 過 填話了  he could  not  stand  this  language 

不中  chungx  聽  not  pleasant  j 
to  hear. 

狠 覺可聽  very  delightful  toj listen  to, 一 as  .rtiusic. 

我 聽不明 b  don’t  under- 1 
stand. 

聽令  to  obey  orders.  ; 

聽勸  to  listen  to  remonstrance.  I 

聽 視聰嘹  hearing  and  sight 
excellent. 

聽差  {chlail)  a  messenger;  an  I office  servant. 

聽用  to  serve;  to,  attend； 
聽戲  to  be  present  at  a  theatri-| 
cal  performance. 

會 聽的聽 門道: ，不會 

聽的 聽熱鬧 connois- 
seurs  go  for  the  excellence  (of 

the  singing),  others  go  for  the 
noise. 

聽信  to  hear  news;  to  a\4:ait| further  orders. 

翁約 不聽與 A the  °ld 
man  made  him  promise  not  to tell  anybody. 

打聽 探聽  tc  make  en-| 
quiries. 

聽喚  to  attend  on. Read  tking\  To  listen 

to ;  to  hear,  as  a  lawsuit. 
To  fall  in  with  ；  to  allow  ；  to 

176 
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聽1
 ii，299 

let；  to  accept;  to  acknow¬ 
ledge.  To  await. 

聽聽聽 ，堂前 父毋須 

當敬  Oyez!  oyez!  oyez!  honour 
thy  father  and  thy  mother. 

聞  to  hear, — as  a  rumour. 

聽 而不聞  to  listen  and  not to  hear. 

重  chlungl  to  be  deaf,  refer¬ 
ring  to  the  repetition  which  is 

necessary  fcr  people  who  are 
hard  of  hearing. 

聽受 tQ  receive  instruction；  to 
heed. 

道 聽塗說  gossiping. 

高乃聽  think  highly  of  what 
you  have  heard. 

聽訟  to  hear  litigations. 

兼 聽則明 ，偏 聽則暗 
hear  both  sides  and  you  will  be 
clear  as  to  the  case:  hear  one 

side  and  you  will  be  in  the  dark. 

盜 聽公事  to  listen  stealthily 
to  (conversation  on)  o 伍 dal  busi¬ 
ness. 

聽察  to  try  to  find  out  by 
listening. 

聽天命  to  leave  it  to  the  will 
of  God. 

惟 命是聽  I  have  nothing  to 
do  but  to  obey. 

_  憑  to  leave  to ;  to  let  a  thing 
be  at  the  option  of. 

聽從  to  fall  in  with;  to  adopt  a 
suggestion ;  to  comply  with;  to 
allow. 

聽從 其便。 r 聽任其 
便  let  him  do  as  he  likes. 

夂毋 聽汝不  is  it  with  the 
consent  of  your  parents? 

聽胃  allow  me  to  explain  or  to 
tell  you  about. 

可仍聽 … 乎  can  you  again 
allow? 一 such  things  to  be. 

聽 商自便  let  the  merchant 
consult  his  own  convenience. 

聽 其自然 let  it  take  its 
natural  course. 

不聽前  would  not  let  him 
advance. 

mX. 
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A.  ding、 t、ing 

Even  Upper. 

聽 之可也  don’t  bother  about it, 一 e.g-  of  a  slight  ailment. 

至美 領事之 願與不 

願 ，聽 之可也  whether the  American  Consul  is  willing 

or  not  may  be  left  out  of  the 

question. 

_  他所爲  lets  him  d。 as  he 
likes, 一 of  a  spoilt  child. 

聽 他良心  we  must  trust  to his  goodness  of  heart. 

聽他來  let  him  come. 
聽番  to  leave  the  case  in  the 
hands  of  the  judge, — as  when 
ready  to  accept  his  decision 
whatever  it  may  be. 

聽罪  to  leave  one’s  punishment to  the  judge, 一 as  when  one  has 
no  defence  to  make. 

聽 候。 r 聽待  to  await. 

A  hall  ；  a  court  ；  a  room. 

A  sub-Prefecture. 

廳堂。 t 大廳  the  great  hall. The  second  is  also  a  Governor’s 

adjutant. 

房  the  central  and  main  build¬ 
ing  in  a  compound;  a  reception- 
room  or  hall. 

事  the  great  hall  or  reception- room. 

神廳  the  hall  of  ancestral  tablets. 

客廳  a  reception-room. 

飯廳0 r  餐廳  a  dining-room. 

門廳  a  P°rter，s  lodge - 

官廳  a  police-station. 

廳兒  a  policeman. 
值隷聽 an  independent  sub- Prefecture. 

海防廳  a  Maritime  sub-Pre- feet. 

司務廳  superintendency  of employes  and  current  business  in a  Board. 

理船廳  a  harbour-master. 

ii，3oi 
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To  throw  away;  to  get 

rid  of；  to  lose.  See  2511 

丢棄。 r 丢下。 r 丢開 

丢掉  to  throw  away;  to  cast aside. 

丢下水  threw  it  into  the  water. 

丢不下 i  can’t  leave  it  be¬ hind;  I  can’t  get  rid  of  it  or  get 
it  off  my  mind,  as  a  troublesome 
business. 

丢開手  to  let  go  hands. 

TITJ. 

肯 丢寻*  unwilling  to  leave off, 一 without  having  succeeded. 

丢 着就走  threw  it  down  and 

ran -away. 

丢監  to  cast  into  prison. 

這般樣 的丢人 cast people  (old  friends)  off  like  this! 

_  入。1 ■丢臉 t<5  lQse  face; tc do  something  dishonourable. 

丢官  to  lose  office. 丢差  to  break  down;  to  be  a failure. 

丢失  to  lose. 

你 的表我 丢不了 
I  shan’t  lose  your  watch. 

我丢了  I  have  lost  it. 

書丢了  the  book  is  lost. 

別丢了  do  not  lose  it. 
不肯® 易 這埤季 7； 

I  don’t  like  losing  it  in  thisl careless  way. 

丢了  一 • 起 馬  he  has  lost  a horse,  or  a  horse  has  been  lost 

丢眼色  to  convey  a  sign  b>| the  eye;  to  tip  a  wink. 

便 與血丢 _ 眼色 there 
upon  tipped  him  a  wink. 

丢不準  to  throw  and  not  hit. 

丢 空 y 兒 to  leave  every other  line  (or  place)  blank. 

丢 花斜兒  to  forecast  one’s| 
future  by  dropping  fragments  oi 
broom,  or  bristles,  into  a  pail  oi 
water  standing  in  the  sun,  and 

seeing  what  sort  of  shape  the 
reflection  takes,  on  the  7th  of 

the  7th  moon. 

丢 三歇五 by  fits  and  starts, 



TO. 

Many  ；  much,  as  opposed 

to 少 9746 ；  several;  most¬ 

ly  *,  often  ；  too  much. 

多少。 r 多寘  how  much?  a 
certain  quantity. 

有多少 or 有幾多 how 
many  are  there  ?  how  much  is 
there  ? 

沒 有多少  there  are  not  very many. 

不 卻多少  I  don’t  know  how 
many  there  are. 

多少 留幾仵 與他1 etus 
keep  a  few  things  to  give  to  him. 

那畢多 少道了  that  is  a certain  number  of  coils  (of  rope). 

多 少買的 ，賣 得多少 
to  be  able  to  sell  at  the  same 

price  one  buys  at. 

能 强多少  is  one  much  better 
than  the  other?  is  there  much 

to  choose  between  them? 

你在這 裏多少 尊重， 
怎 麽去與 他作馬 

夫  considering  how  much  you 
are  esteemed  here,  how  could 

you  go  and  be  his  groom  ? 

多多  n。 matter  how 
much;  at  any  rate ;  a  great  many. 

不 知有多 多少少 
I  can’t  say  how  many  there  are, — 
in  the  sense  of  a  great  number. 

多是兩 三個月 ，少是 

— »  月  it  may  be  two  or  three 
months,  or  it  may  be  only  one. 

少 則飯後 ，多 則晌午 
at  the  earliest,  after  breakfast : 

at  the  latest,  towards  noon. 

太多  too  much;  too  many. 

許多。 r 好多  a  great  many. 

不 多幾個  not  very  numer- 
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多係  the  majority  are...;  in 
many  instances  … 

多大  how  big?  however  big; 
how  old  is  he  (are  you)  ? — of 
or  to  a  child  or  an  inferior. 

多大年 IE  how  old  are  you? 

多謝  many  thanks. 
多見。 r 多聞  of  considerable 
experience ;  well  informed. 

差  chlaK  不多  not  much  differ¬ 
ence  ; near  about  the  same. 

多嚕。 r 多早 腕兒  when? how  soon? 

多嗜 是個了  _when  will 
there  be  an  end? 

多 會… •多 會…  ..whenever ••… 
then . 

多 一 •件  the  greater  part; mostly. 

多分  extremely ;  in  a  great 
degree;  most  likely. 

但他多 了此烏 鎗 
he  has  this  fowling-piece  over 
and  above, — What  you  have. 

多索 i  多 討  to  extort. 

多禮  veiT  P°lite - 
多腐  very  fortunate  that . 

多管 or 多敢 it  is  pretty certain  to  be . 

多 管閒事  to  medcjle  with what  does  not  concern  one. 

多疑。 r 多心 to  be  suspi¬ cious. 

多手。 r 多事的 人1 
meddlesome  person ;  a  busybody. 

多說話 ' 多嘴 多舌 

的。 r 多言  loquacious ;  too fond  of  talking. 

多口舌  t。 quarrel. 

多次  many  times. 

多時  a  long  time. 
多方  in  every  way;  by  all 
means. 

多收  to  receive  too  much. 

多於單  more  than  on  the  face of  the  document. 

多報  to  state  more  than  the 
real  quantity;  to  overstate. 

以 多報少  to  understate;  to declare  less  than  the  real  quan¬ 
tity.  See  9746. 
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有 多口報 少口者  there 
were  cases  of  families  returned 

as  fewer  in  number  than  they 

really  were,— to  escape  taxation. 

多  _  銳銀  to  overcharge 

duties. 

多了  不要 ̂  I  don’t  want  more, 
•— than  I  have  asked,  implying 

that  it  is  not  an  overchargei 

多有 價 値漸減 inagreat many  cases  the  prices  have  de¬ clined. 

多出來  to  remain  over;  to 
exceed. 

多 出寬長 若干心 amount  in  excess  in  width  and 
length. 

替我多 多間好 give  him 
my  best  compliments. 

多多 益 善 the  more  the 
better. 

一 '撮  土  = 多  no  more  than a  mere  handful  of  earth. 

三 多  three  things  one  likes  to have  plenty  of, 一 sons,  money, 
and  life. 

百不 爲多， 一 ■不 爲少 
one  hundred  (of  such  sons)  would 

not  be  too  many,  while  even 
one  cannot  be  considered  a  few. 

好物 不在多  quality  is  bet¬ 
ter  than  quantity. 

以 此多之  on  this  account praised  him. 

多羅  the  Palmyra  palm  {JBo- rassus  flabelliformis).  Also,  the cotton  tree.  Sec  8793. 

多羅呢  woollens.  See  8196. 

The  unsteady  walk  of  a 

child.  Also  read  ch^ihK 

黟蛛  undecided. 

To  fall  ；  to  come  down 
with  a  crash. 

See  12,089. 
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n,3°6 

藥 See 度 

Entering 
Lower. 

w 
11.307 
•祕藥 

s«p 宅度 

Sinking  and 
Entering 

Upper. 

w 
11.308 R •藥 

see 度 

Entering 

Lower. 

w 
n；309 R. 藥 

P./a3 
See 度 

Entering 

Lower. 

Sinking 

Lower. 

鷓 
R •藥 

.See  度 
Entering 

Lower. 

11,312 R -肩曷 
See 班 

Entering 

Upper. 

To  cut；  to  hew；  to  work 
in  wood. 

To  chatter. 

口唳 p 度無度  chattering without  end. 

To  estimate；  to  calculate. 

To  step  ；  to  walk. 

踱 來踱去  walking  back wards  and  forwards. 

信 步閒踱  to  stroll  about  at random. 

To  cheat  ；  to  delude. 

僞詖  to  humbug  by  false  repre¬ sentations. 

A  kind  of  waterfowl. 

To  cut  blocks;  to  en 

grave.  Used  with  1 1,314 

啜 n，3i3 

w 

h，3M 

R 曷肩 

C.  chutQ 

H.  tot 

F.  chiok、chwok 

W.  td^y 

N.  tah9  y.  (oh 

P.  chf"W(i\ 
cW 

M.  to 
Y.  tsouh 
Sz.  to 

K.  chWl、 /W 

J.  Utsz、 tatsz A.  ckuet Entering 

Upper. 

See  2421. 

To  pluck；  to  gather  up； 
to  arrange.  See  208,  3567, 
11,101,  11,895. 

掇梂 t。  pick;  to  gather. 

掇芹  to  take  the  first  or  B.A. degree.  See  2092. 

拾掇。 r 勲接  to  put  in  order. 

掇提  to  dandle;  to  fondle  in the  arms. 

掇弄  to  see  to;  to  arrange;  to look  after, 

掇 弄花兒  to  arrange  or  busy oneself  with  flowers. 

掇石  to  lift  the  exercise  stone; 
to  swing  the  stone  weight. 

銅掇環  brass  rings  by  which to  lift, — a  bowl. 

掇班 a  surgeon. 
戣#
 

n,3i5 
R 曷屑 
^ 惙掇 

K.  /W,  v.  ch^al 
J.  setsz^  tatsz 
A.  chiiet Entering 

Opper. 

w 

11,316 

只曷 

See 掇 

Entering 

Upper. 

>4^ 
R •曷黯 

See 接 

Entering 

Upper. 

11,318 

R •藥 

See 度 

Entering 

Lower. 

To  weigh  ̂   thing  in  the 

hand;  see  1 1,175.  To  eat slowly. 

皴 之食  to  join  in  a  feast without  being  invited. 

To  mend  clothes. 

補裰  to  patch  and  mend. 

The  sand-grouse  (5y； 

rhaptes  paradoxus、、 known as 螽 I 鳩. 

An  icicle.  [To  be  distin 
guished  from  澤  ii，666.] 

鐸於
 

R •藥 

M.  t^o 

See 度 

Entering 

Lower. 

w 

【,320 

R. 

曷 
C.  tut 

H.  t^ot F.  twak、 touk 
WW 

N,  dah 

P.  Uo M.  to 

Y.  touh 
Sz.  to 
K.  M 

J.  tatsu 

A.  dwat 

Entering 

Lower. 

A  bell  with  a  clapper. 

木鐸  a  bell  with  a  wooden clapper. 

天將 以夫子 爲木鐸 
God  is  going  to  use  the  Master 

(Confucius)  as  a  bell, -with  which to  rouse  the  world. 

至今木 錄 he  (Confucius)  is 
still  the  tocsin  of  the  world. 

風鐸  bells  hung  at  the  corners of  temples  and  houses  to  ring 
in  the  wind  and  frighten  译 way birds.  See  7215. 

_  _  or  胃胃  to  shake  a  bell. 
The  first  is  also  to  instruct  people. 

司鐸  he  who  attends  to  the  bell, 
— lit.  designation  of  the  教官 

or  廣 文  Director  of  Studies; the  acolyte  in  Roman  Catholic 

worship. 

鐸德  to  incite  to  virtue. 

To  take  by  superior  force 
or  skill  ；  to  carry  off ;  to 

snatch ;  to  surpass  (see 

3529) ；  to  do  violence  to. To  settle；  to  decide.  [To 

be  distinguished  from  套 

10,839.] 

奪取  to  wrest  from;  to  carry 
off. 

難 奪其志  it  is  difficult  to 
break  his  determination. 

奪標  to  carry  off  the  prize, 一 
as  in  a  race. 

果 然奪得 錦標歸 he has  actually  come  back  with  the 

golden  prize, — he  has  succeeded 
at  the  public  examination. 

奪春魁  to  come  out  first  at the  spring  examination, — held 
triennially,  for  the  3rd  degree. 

See  6499, 

要奪 玉帝位  wishes  to 
usurp  the  throne  of  God. 

旣不奪 君願 I  did 
not  wish  to  disappoint  you. 

奪名  to  filch  the  fame  that  pro¬ perly  belongs  to  another. 

fighting  for  fame 

oney. 

奪佔  to  take  what  belongs  to 
another；  to  usurp. #  名奪  _  fisht

in^ 

^  and  struggling  for  me 
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TO 

11,320 

遍: 
哿 
to^  to 
Ho 

不可奪  he  is  not  to  be  forced 
from, — his  principles. 

奪路  to  force  oneself  ahead  of 
another  on  the  highway.  Also, 
a  narrow  road. 

搶奪 or  胡^  奪  to  rob ;  to  take 
by  force. 

奪獲  to  capture. 

奪 命金丹  an  elixir  that  will 
snatch  one’s  life  from  death. 

奪  ptj  to  break  open  a  prison 

漁奪百 姓 to  plunder  the 
people  as  a  fisherman  catches 

fish, — wholesale. 

光 彩奪目  its  brightness 
dazzles  the  eyes. 

不 奪不馨  unless  they  get  all 
they  will  not  be  satisfied. 

爭 民施奪 t。  wrangle  with 
his  people  and  teach  them  to 

steal; 一 as  an  ill-advised  ruler. 

奪倫  to  usurp  the  function  of, 
— as  when  one  instrument  in 
a  band  drowns  the  sound  of 

another  which  properly  speak¬ 
ing  should  blend  with  it. 

君 子不奪 A 之所好 
(hao^)  the  superior  man  does  not 
insist  on  having  anything  which 
others  prize. 

就# 生手中 奪過紈 
扇  she  then  snatched  the  silk 
fan  out  of  Mr.  Chuang’s  hand. 

那個 東西是 他奪過 

來  he  snatched  it  from  me. 

我的 心你可 奪不過 

去  you  cannot  do  violence  to 
my  heart, — make  me  change  my 
mind. 

奪情  to  do  violence  to  feelings, 
一 of  the  Emp.  not  allowing  an 
official  to  go  into  mourning  {e.g,) 
on  the  death  of  a  parent. 

奪氣  to  gasp  for  breath, 

察奪  to  examine  into  and  decide 
upon. 

定奪  to  settle;  to  determine. 

酌奪  to  deliberate  and  decide. 

A  cluster  of  flowers  or 

fruit  ；  a  hanging  bunch  ；  a 

bud  {see  6189a);  the  lobe 

of  the  ear.  Used  conven¬ 

tionally  for  “your 彡 

朶 3
 

11,321 
N.  tou、to 

See 躲 

Rising  Upper. 

m: 

1 1，322 

R •箇 

See 躲 

Sinking 

Upper. 

镑: 

.哿 

See 躲 

Rising  Upper. 

^324 

R .哿 

F.  tio^  v.  tio’， 
yS.to^do 

N.  tou 

PM. 卜 

Y./ou 
Sz.  

to 

K.  f-a L  ta A.  dwa 
Rising  Upper. 

花朶  the  bud  of  a  flower. 
一朶花  a  flower  when  open 

骨朶  a  staff  of  office;  a  baton 

繡朶  to  embroider. 

朶朶香  an  orchid  like  a  Cym bidiwji  with  yellow  flowers. 

白 雲朶朶  patches  of  white 
cloud. 

朶殿  ear  halls， 一 to  the  east  and west  of  the  main  building; 
name  for  Peking. 

朶頤 &  or  drooping  cheeks. 

觀我朶  _ lQ<)k  at  them
ove- ment  of  my  jaws, 一 when  eating, 

which  will  afford  a  better  guide 
than  divination. 

耳朶  the  lobe  of  the  ear.  See 

3336 - 放長 耳朵聽 ^keepy°ur ears  open  to  what  is  said. 

your  valued  favour；  your 
letter. 

A  stack；  a  pile ；  a  heap. 

樂火稃  a  stack  of  firewood 

堆成  ~ •税  pile  it  up  in  a 
heap. 

糞草稞  a  dung-heap. 

A  long  sleeve.  See  381: 

To  get  out  of  the  way  ； 

to  shun  ；  to  avoid. 

躲開 躲避。 r 躲匿 

顯身。 1 ■躲藏 t 。㈣ out of  the  way  of  meeting  anyone; 

to  withdraw;  to  retire ;  to  escape from. 

你先譲 他躲開 tellhimto get  out  of  the  way  first. 

躱道兒  to  get  out  of  the  road. 
躲雨  to  take  shelter  from  rain. 

躲截  (nan、、 to  escape  from troubles, — by  running  away. 

躲懶  to  loiter;  to  delay. 

躲學  to  play  truant. 

懸: 

剁： 

ii，326 

R. 箇 

% 躲 

SinkingUpper. 

m 

R •箇哿 

F.  Ua° 

See 躲 

Sinking 

Upper. 

m 

k •哿箇 

^ 躲 

Rising  and 

SipkingUpper. 

綠： 
R 哿 
P.  M.  ̂  

See 躱 

Rising  Upper. 

躲倩  to  avoid  one’s  creditors 
躲閃  to  dodge  out  of  sight;  to swerve,  as  a  horse. 

躲 空  ̂un^K)  to  take  a  holiday. 

Same  as  1 1,321. 

To  chop  ；  to  mince. 

一 刴兩段  cut  it  in  two  at a  blow. 

刴 成肉泥  minced  to  a  pulp, 

To  add  up；  to  pile  up. 

A  battlement.  A  target. 

[Commonly  written  as 

below.] 

add  up  the  amounts. 

往上墚 起來。 r 墚上 to  pile  up. 

越 墚越高  the  more  you  add, the  higher  it  is. 

墚錢  to  pile  up  money. 

墚柴火  to  stack  firewood. 

垛字音  pilirg  up  word-sounds 
一 somewhat  after  the  style  of  “a 
peer  appears  upon  a  pier,  etc.” The  following  is  a  specimen : 

梅香 添煤， 煤祙梅 

香兩眉 煤. 
城墚子  battlements  on  a  city 

wall. 

垛口  embrasures. 场子。 r 射墦。 r 箭垛 a  target. 

To  estimate. 

忖其理  carefully  consider the  principle  involved. 

vTo  step. 

跺脚  to  stamp  the  foot. 
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See  1 1,348. 

11, 33^ R 哿 

C. 彡/‘。,  v. 三  fai 

i.  /l^-,  v.  tLai 三 
F.  Uoa'  ctoay  v. 

twai  工 

W,  ̂ do N.  doti PM .卜 

Sz.  
to 

K.  f'a J.  ta^  
da A.  ida Rising 

Irregular. 

A  helm；  a  rudder. 

掌贼。 1 ■把舷 t。 ste% 

舷把。 r 艄秆 thetiller. 

舷工。 r 蓍 舷  a  helmsman 

欺水  master  and  crew. 

贼梃  the  rudder-post. 

舟它 車。 r 舷輪  a  steering wheel. 

左槪。 1里 舷。 ̂ 椎舷1。 
port  the  helm. 

右赃0 r 外赃  to  starboard,  j 

i  波縱槪 in  r°ush  water ease  the  helm. 

船 到江心 擎 p  Mwhen 
your  boat  has  arrived  in  mid¬ 
stream,  grin  the  tiller  firmly. 

無 舷隨風  rudderless,  at  the 
mercy  of  the  wind. 

無 它之 a  rudderless  boat； 

墮 To  fall  ；  to  sink  ；  to  set  ； 

to  let  fall.  See  2818,  7704. 

n>335 r .支瘡 

哿 

H.  Jui、 chu? W.  chwai^  三 do、 
^-du.  du、 一 

S££ 隳惰 

K.  hyu、t、a J.  ki、glta、da Even  Upper 

Rismg  Lower. 

ir 

[【,332 

箇哿 
C.  to 

H.  t'-o F.  to^  v.  tio 
W. 心 

N.  dou 

P.  } 

M.  \ 

\,tou 

S».  to 

K.  i^a f.  ta 

widow. 

to 

Sinking 

Lower. 

Lazy  ;  careless  ；  indiffer¬ ent.  See  6751. 

惰農  an  idle  husbandman. 

股 肱惰哉  the  limbs  of  the body  are  idle. 

念惰  careless ;  remiss. 

惰行。 r 惰遊  to  lounge;  to loaf. 

臨 祭不惰  in  sacrifice,  be  not remiss. 

懦 惰已極  stupid  and  lazy  in the  extreme. 

>333 
R •箇 

Sfi6 惰拖 
A  long  robe. 

A.  dwa^ 
Sinking 

Upper and  Lower. 

h,334 R •哿 

See^  M 

A.  dway~ Rising  Upper. 

The  tufts  of  hair  left  on 

children’s  heads  when  they 
are  first  shaved. 

墮民  a  class  of  people  at  Ningpo, 
similar  in  status  to  the  Tankas 

of  Canton,  and  said  to  be  des¬ 
cendants  of  the  Chinese  con¬ 
victs  of  the  Sung  dynasty.  They 

are  not  allowed  to  compete  at 

the  public  examinations.  The 

men  act  as  barbers,  and  the  wo- 

men  as  送  子*  “brides- 

maids.” 墮馬  to  fall  off  a  horse. 

椎 墮  to  push  down. 

墮胎  a  miscarriage. 

墮落  to  sink;  to  fall;  re-birth 
in  hell. 

門 戶墮落  a  decayed  iamily. 

墮落後  to  fall  behind;  to  be 
ruined. 

墮 落你。 r 保祐 墮落 

go  to  hell ! 

墮落鷄  a  hell-bird. 
夕 陽西堕  the  evening  sun was  sinking  in  the  west. 

墮 琪 遺簪  to  lose  one^  ear¬ rings  and  hairpins. 

墮 指  to  lose  fingers, — from  frost¬ bite. 

w 
11,336 

R 哿 

See 舟它 

A.  d-wa^ 
Rising  Lower. 

墚 
11,337 

馱 ii,338 

馱 
[i，339 

咄 
u,34o 

十翟 其 墮  fearing  that  be  would f?U  off  [in  his  writing]. 

A  mountain  peak. 

Same  as  1 1,327. 

Correct  form  of  11,393. 

See  11,393. 

See  12,087. 

m
s
 

11,341 

哿 

See 躲 

Rising  Upper, 

锻 1 1,342 R. 

曷 
See 奪 Entering 

Lower. 

m 

n,343 

R •藥 

See 蘀 

Entering 

Hard  clods. 

To  plunder.  Used  wit! 

1,320. 

Upper. 

妥 3
 

u,344 

R. 哿 

C. 

H.  t^o 

F.  tHo 
W.  (^0,  iLu 

N.  t、ou 

M. 
 j  ,l<， 

Y-  t^ou 

Sz.  t^o 

K.  t-a 
ta 

A.  f"wa 
Rising  Upper 

To  let  down  ；  to  drop. 

滴拓  to  drip; — as  water  leaking 

T'O. 

Secure  ；  safe ;  firm ;  reli 
able :  settled ；  fixed;  ready 

prepared 

我給你 收妥了  111  kee 

it  safe  for  you. 

妥當 or 安妙。 r 妥洽 

穩妥。 r 周妥。 r 妥善 
妥協。 r 妥帖。 r 安切 

妥便  satisfactory ;  well  ail ranged ;  on  a  secure  basis,  et( 

妥 " 當  very  sat^s^actor3 

筆極。 r 極妥  extremely 

tisfactory. 

有 的不妥  there  is  somethin 
not  satisfactory  about  it. 

諸 解夂妥  all  the  commei 
taries  are  wanting  in  reliability 

欲妥 協則不 能迅透 
if  you  want  it  done  properly, 
must  not  be  done  hurriedly. 

妥幹  competent. 妥員  a  trustworthy  officer. 

妥實人 a  reliable  man, trustworthy  and  exper 
enced. 

妥速。 r 妥捷  expeditious^ 

妥定  to  settle;  definitely. 

妥結  to  settle  up  satisfactoril： 

0 

c 
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n,344 

它 
n,345 

佗1
 

ii,346 
R. 歌 

他馬它 •  ia、 da 

Even  Upper 
and  Lower. 

妥辦  to  ti  ansact  satisfactorily. 

妥 爲商辦  to  come  to  a  suit¬ able  decision  and  take  action 

accordingly. 

安 設頁法  to  adopt  satisfact¬ 
ory  measures. 

妥 議章程  to  decide  upon 
satisfactory  rules  and  regulations. 

設祠以 妥先靈 t。 build 
a  shrine  to  give  rest,  to  his 

ancestor's  spirit. 

妥 尾而去  went  off  with  tail 
between  its  legs. 

Old  form  of  1 1,346. 

A  snake  =  9786.  Not； 
different  from.  He;  that; 

another;  used  with  10,508, 

11,358. 

夫 敬非佗  n()w  resPect  is 
nothing  more  than . 

覆之 無佗矣  but  when  the 
(bowl)  was  emptied  (of  water), 
there  was  nothing  to  be  seen. 

佗背  humpbacked. 义  11,350, 
ii, 359 - 

佗子  a  humpback. 

委 委佗铊  to  be  elegant  and 
self-possessed  in  manner. 

佗 产 夕3 髮  the  hair  hanging  loose. 

侬如  besides ;  again、. 

铊 如故約  the  rest  as  per  old 
agreement. 

及其佗 官號 and  other 
official  designations. 

Read  ft?4.  To  impute. 

舍 彼有罪 ，予 之铊矣 
he  lets  alone  the  guilty,  and 

imputes  the  guilt  to  me. 

沱:
 

h，349 k •歌哿 

馬它 

Even  Lower. 

h，347 

柁‘
 

1 1,348 

R 哿 
SeeM A.  Ida 

Rising  Lower. 

Same  as  11,380. 

The  great  beams  which 

connect  the  principal  up¬ 

right  posts  of  a  house. 

Used  for  1 1,331. 

丰它 頭彩畫  painted  ends  of| 
beams, — projecting  outside  the 
house. 

痄
 4 

11,35° 

R •歌 

W.  do^  v.  die? 

See 馬它 

Even  Lower. 

砣 2
 

4351 

以歌 

See 馬它 

Even  Lower. 

Water  branching  into 

streams  ；  water  flowing  or 

falling.  Name  of  a  river. 
See  8687. 

出涕沈 若  my  snivel  (the  sign of  true  grief)  flowed  like  rain. 

沈江  a  branch  of  the  Yang-tsze 
- in  Ssttch‘uan. 

(vulg.  fao1)  a  river  in. 
Chihli. 

Read 

潭坨  on  the  waves  with  the stream. 

R. 

R. 

Humpbacked. 

1,346， ii,359* 

See 

u,3S2 

歌 

See 

Even  Lower. 

w 
11,353 

R •歌 

See 馬它 

Even  Lower. 

A  heavy  stone；  a  stone 

roller;  a  weight;  a  plum 

met.  Also  read  t'o^. 

'Pfe t0  throw  a  heavy  stone, 

with  a  piece  cut  out  and  a  handle 
inserted ,  from  one  to  another 
as  an  athletic  sport, 

秤砣  the  weight  on  a  steelyard, 

狀 如合砣  in  shape  like  two discs  of  stone  placed  together, 

a  hand-grenade. 

Braiding  on  a  robe. 

歌 

See 驗 

Even  Lower. 

m 

n.356 

歌 

See 馬它 

Even  Lowe “ 

鉈 
11.357 

W 11. 358 

R •歌 

Y.  doa^  v.  noa 
W.  du^  do 

P.  v.  c^o 

See 馬它 

Even  Lower. 

A  fabulous  animal  like  a 

ram,  with  nine  tails  and  four 

ears.  Used  with  1 1,302 

n,3S4 r •支歌 

S« 馬它述 

Even  Lower/ 

To  deceive. 

Read  t2.  Self-possessed 

，355 
To  miss  one’s  footing  ；  to 

stumble.  See  11,776. 

Flushed  ；  red  ；  rubicund. 

顔酡  a  flushed  face. 

乐 顔醜些 her  rosy  face 
flushed. 

醉酡  flushed  with  w^ne. 

was 

m 

h，359 

R •歌 

s. •卜 

F.  toa 

W •而 

N.  dou 

Y.  ̂ou 

Sz.  tLo 

K.  /‘a 

J •而 

A.  da Even  Lower. 

Same  as  1 1,351. 

A  steep  bank  •’  a  decliv¬ 
ity.  Used  with  1 1,302. 

^  13^  I®  he  hastened 
 down 

the  steep. 

沙跎  sandy  steppes. 

鹽陀  a  salt-mound. 
陀羅 足 呢） Buddhist charms  Oi.  magic  formulas.  Sans¬ 
krit:  dharani. 

跎 羅經被 a  T()1。 Pall-a 
sacred  ornamental  pall,  believed 

by  Buddhists  to  assist  the  pro¬ 
gress  and  ensure  the  happiness 

of  their  spirits^in  the  next  world. 
Presented  by  the  Emperor  \o 
Manchu  and  Mongol  princes 

after  death  (once,  in  1797,  during 

illness),  and  buried  with  the 
corpse.  Tolo  is  from  the  Manchu 

toro  glorious. 

頭跎  see  11,441. A  camel.  See  7326, 

11 ,404.  Used  with  1 1 ,393. 

馬 它背  humpbacked.  See  11,346, 

見璐 駝以爲 馬腫背 
to  see  a  camel  and  take  it  for 

a  horse  with  a  swelled  back, 一 

applied  to  persons  of  limited 

experience. 

馬它峯  earners  hump -considered 
a  delicacy.  Also  called  肉鞍 

駝轎  a  mule  litter. 
駝賓  to  carry  a  burden  on  the back. 
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II>359 

m 
11,360 

r •歌 

See 馬它 

Even  Lower. 

鴕 2
 ii，36i 

尺歌 

See 馬它 

Even  Lower. 

tr 
11,362 
^歌 
See 拖 

A.  ida 

Even  Upper. 

^1,363 
R .歌 

See 驗 

Even  Lower. 

蛇 
11.364 R 歌 

See 
V 

Even  Jxjwor. 

乇#
 ii»36s R •藥 

F.  v.  nok、 S« 托 

A. trak 
Entering 

Upper. 

白馬 馬它經 a  white  horse 

托
”
 

To  support,  as  with  the 

托
 w 

carrying  on  its  back  the  (Bud- 
ii，366 

hand;  see  299.  The  length 
11,366 dhist)  Canon. 

of  one’s  two  arms  extend- 

馬 它鳥。 r 馬它鷄 the  camel-bird, 

R •藥 

ed  ；  hence,  a  fathom  ；  see 
— the  ostrich,  first  heard  of  in 
the  2nd  cent,  b.c”  and  correctly 

P.  /o 

s -蘀 

Entering 

Upper. 

1 1,384.  A  ramrod.  Used 
described  as  having  only  two 
toes,  etc. 

with  1 1,368. 

托 在掌上 t。 carry  on  the 

palm. 手上 托着一 個盤子 
A  kind  of  fish  which carrying  a  dish  on  his  hand. 

burrows  in  the  sand. 

拓盤 a  tray. 子*  a  tray.  Also,  the  satin 
lining  of  a  fur  robe. 

拓聰 [ to  rest  the  head  on  the 
w 

hand. 

The  ostrich  ；  see  1 1,359 

for  older  and  more  correct 
花 托  the  stem  and  cup  of  a flower. 

11.367 

R. 藥 

character. 
寺 6 塔^天 王 【he  heavenly  king who  supports  a  pagoda  on  his 
hand.  See  10,525. 

Entering 

; ̂ 不住  unable  to  support， 一 
Upper. 

as  something  that  is  too  heavy. 

Cakes  made  of  bean 

手拓 千斤閙 holding  up 
託 

flour. 

梦 S  a  fancy  wheaten  cake  used 

with  his  hand  a  1,600  lb.  heavy 

portcullis, —— as  Confucius’  father 
ii，368 

did. 

R •樂 

at  Nanking  in  connexion  with 

worship  of  ancestors. — •手 托兩家 W  10,011- 

寻*  開  stretched  out  both hands  to  stop  him. 

未嘗 不嘆其 志之有 

P. 々 

See 蘀
 

Entering 

Upper. 

也  I  sighed  that  his  career 
The  beaver,  known  as had  been  thus  interrupted, — by 

難戰， found  in  Mongolia. 
illness. 

增 欲拓以 諷也 his  son- in-law  wished  to  make  a  joke 

of  him. 

拓 出茶來  t0  bring  out  tea, — sc.  from  the  kitchen. - 

Baskets  or  panniers  for 
托增船 袍大廠 tQ  extend the  manufacture  of  ships  and 

stowing  burdens  on  the 

guns. 

backs  of  animals. 
7^  to  make  excuses;  to  shir 

to  plead  sickness  as  an 
excuse. 

found  a  pretext 
for  not  going. 

To  depend  on  ;  to  entrust 
with. 

使婢 托己往 made  the maid  go  in  her  place. 

拓妻子 於其友 entrusted his  wife  to  his  friend. 

to  entrust  to. 

^  ̂   rowdy.  See  9420. 

T^O 

落 落托托  things  going 

badly. 

托帶  to  bring  down  on. 

3707 - 
托仵  the  money-taker  among 
strolling  players. 

拓懶兒 —  idle  fellow. 

拓 足之地  a  foothold. 拓式  the  Kalmuck  (Eleuth) written  character, — from  a  Kal¬ 
muck  word  signifying  correct. 

相板  the  wooden  plate  above! a  door  or  window  (Southern). 

To  open  up  or  loosen  the 
dress. 

To  trust  to  ；  to  entrust 

with;  to  engage *,  to  request； 

to  ask;  see  7779.  [For  fur¬ 
ther  examples  see  1 1,366.] 

託於 文字者 可以無 
those  who  trust  to  literature 

can  never  be  poor, 一 in  spirit. 

寄 子託妻  to  entrust  wife 
and  child  to  the  care  of. 

眞可託 生死之 難 
be  trusted  for  emergencies  of  life 

and  death, 一 of  a  war-horse. 

不 可託。 r 託不的 n()t 
trustworthy. 

可以託 六尺之 孤&1。 
be  entrusted  with  the  charge  of 

a  young  orphan  (prince). 

上士可 以 託色 the  best 
man  is  one  to  whom  you  can 
entrust  your  wife. 

中士可 以託辭 the medium  good  man  is  one  to 

whom  you  can  entrust  a  com¬ mission.  See  below. 

下 士可以 託則； the lowest  class  of  good  man  is  one 

to  whom  you  can  entrust  money. 

實卽商 英所僞 託 k 

(the  素書) is  falsely  attributed 

by  (Chang)  Shang-ying,  —  to Huang  Shih  Kung. 
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1B<
 

【1,368 

h，369 
R. 藥 

蘀 
Entering 

Upper. 

m 

11,370 

饨 
h，37i 

託福。 r 託賴。 r 託庇 
conventional  phrases  used  in  the 

sense  of  “thank  you,”  “much 
obliged,”  “I  am  indebted  to 

you，”  etc. 

託 你老人 家的福 Iam 
indebted  to  you,  sir,  for  all  this. 

託人  to  request  a  person, 一 to 
do  a  favour. 

託人情  to  ask  for  a  person’s kind  offices  or  influence;  to 

appeal  to  a  man’s  feelings. 

你去託 他的情 p  g。 
and  appeal  to  his  friendship, — 
to  help  you. 

受 人之託  to  have  been 
requested  by  a  person. 

託出  to  request  one  to;  to  get 
or  induce  to. 

託寄  to  commission  one  to 
export  or  send  to. 

買  to  ask  a  person  to  buy ;  to 
buy  on  commission. 

託帶  to  ask  a  person  to  bring. 
See  11,366. 

託辭  {see  above)  or  託言。 r 

託故  to  make  excuses ;  to 
offer  as  a  pretext. 

久矣 予之不 託於音 

也  for  a  long  time  I  have  not 
had  a  little  music, 一 to  cheer  me. 

神 仙託生  a  supernatural 
being  under  a  human  form.  See 
12,735. 

託生 A 以爲言 t()  emPloy| 
a  human  being  as  mouthpiece,  | 

一 of  spiritualistic  manifestations. 

託名  to  give  a  false  name  or 
description. 

w 
11,372 

R •易 

See 脫 

Entering 

Upper. 

捞
必
 

n,373 

R 曷 

See 脫 

Entering 

Upper. 

税 
n,374 

h，375 

R. 曷 

c.  m0 

H.  t'ot 
F.  t、atik、 

t'-aung^  t、wak 

W.  ̂   i'-ai 

N.  t、ah、 ^eng 

P.  CtL0 
M. 

Y.  t、ouh 

Sz.  t^o K.  tLal 

J.  datsz A.  thuat Entering 

Upper. 
' 

A  cake;  a  biscuit. 

Same  as  1 1,362. 

Same  as  1 1,368. 

Cunning ；  artful.  See 
11,158. 

悅 合於教  to  be  in  accord¬ ance  with  (the  true)  doctrine. 

To  exclude  5  to  remove. 

Read  shuiK  T o  rub 
clean. 

坐 找手， 遂 祭酒。 n sitting  down  clean  the  hands,  and 

then  pour  out  the  libation. 

See  2419. 

To  take  off;  to  doff,  as 

opposed  to 穿 2739.  Also 
used  of  hats \  see  7701.  To 

strip  ；  to  remove  ；  to  get 

out  of  \  to  escape  from. 

脫下。 r 脫出  to  take  off, — as  clothes. 

於自 身 ± 脫下 f_  his own  body  took  off  •… 

把鞋 脫下來  take  off  your shoes. 

脫衣裳  to  undress. 
脫孝  to  go  out  of  mourning. 

脫 白掛緑  to  exchange  a white  robe  for  a  green  one, — to 
become  a  b.a. 

脫 皮  to  take  off  the'  skin;  to 

peel. 

脫 一 •層皮  “by  the  skin  of 
one’s  teeth.” 

脫殼  to  cast  its  shell, — as  a  ci¬ cada.  See  349. 

脫湏  a  bald  head. 

脫 生爲馬  to  be  born  again as  a  horse. 

脫胎⑽ 10,588. 

脫除  to  remove;  to  get  rid  of. 

又倒 脫在甘 星之上 
and  it  (a  character)  is  placed  out 
of  its  order  before  the  characters kan  hsing. 

脫身。 r 脫開 ，脫閃 t。 
withdraw;  to  retire. 

脫難  {nans)  to  escape  from troubles, — war,  famine,  etc. 

[i，375 

脫累  to  shake  off  a  burden. 
See  below. 

脫 然無岑 t0  get  clear  off 
without  being  implicated  in  any 

way. 

脫逃。 r 脫走  to  desert ;  to abscond. 

脫免  to  avoid. 脫 免奴籍  liberation  from 

slavery. 

把繩 脫出來 to  slip Qut  of 

a  lasso. 

脫 了圈套  he  has  slipped  out 
of  the  noose. 

脫離  to  escape ;  to  rid  oneself  of. 

脫粟  rice  without  husk. 

脫落  t。 drop. 脫鞲 的  slip  (the  hawk)  from the  armlet. 

你總不 脫南邊 A 的 

話  you  can’t  get  rid  of  your southern  talk, — Le、 of  your  re¬ 
ferences  to  flowers,  fruit,  etc., 

at  unusual  seasons. 

脫卸  to  unload. 脫俗  to  drop  ceremony,  as  is usual  among  intimates ;  to  get 

lid  of  what  is  common  or  vul¬ 

gar;  see  10,313. 

風流 脫俗 wil  nnd  refine- 
ment. 

prolapsus  recti, 

脫非  were  it  not  for;  unless. 
Read  fo^.  To  omit. 

脫累  a  hiatus ;  a  lacuna.  See 
above. 

當是 脫文  there  must  be 
some  omission  from  the  text. 

刊本 脫地得 一以寧 in  the  printed  edition  the  words 
“earth  obtains  unity  and  secures 

repose”  are  omitted. 

當 有脫簡 ，不 能知其 

爲 何字也  there  must  be 
a  slip  missing  (see  1604),  but  it 

is  impossible  to  say  what  words. 

脫 字數十  several  tens  of 
characters  are  omitted. 

椎脫  to  make  excuses;  to  get 
out  of  doing  anything;  to  shirk. 

解脫  see  1515. 

177 
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11.375 

货 失脫 — 

脫漏  to  omit;  to  miss;  leaked 

▲逆 

h，376 R- 曷 
See 脫 

Entering 

Upper. 

out；  gone 

出脫  to  escape;  to  free  oneself; 
to  sell;  to  part  with. 

脫館  to  give  up  a  situation. 
灑脫  volatile;  giddy ;  unsteady ; 
unbusinesslike. 

放脫  t。 let  ga 
Read 

脫 空 to  get  clear  away. 

脫空之 話 evasive  talk;  equi¬ 
vocation. 

今 天我脫 不開身 
I  can’t  get  away  to-day. 

Read  t、ui\  To  be  gentle  ； 
to  go  slowly. 

脫脫  gently,  gently. 

The  rice-paper  plant 

[Fatsia  papyHfera、 Benth. 

&  Hook,  f.),  known  as  活 

兗 (or 脫） w 寇兗 _ 

拖1
 

R. 

n，377 

R •霽泰 

屑 
C.  f'du 

H,  t^oi 

F,  swoi、 产 au 

W.  t^ai 

N. v.  t^eng 

P.  C'o 

M.  t^ei 

si  i (iwe
i 

K.  se%  t^ae 
J.  sei^  setsz 
A.  t'wat 

Sinking  Upper 
Irregular. 

他 
h>378 

牠1
 h,379 

R •支紙 
F.  #, 少，， chHe 

移侈 

K
.
 
i
.
W
 

E
v
e
n
 
 

a
n
d
 Rising  Lower 

and  Upper. 

11,380 歌哿 

C.  t^o 

H. 

F.  Uoa^  t'-o^ 
Vf. 於 0、 夕 u、 fa, 

t、oa 

N.  /c<7,  if'a^dou 

M.  1 々，
 的 

Y.  t^ou 

Sz.  t^o 

K.  t^a J.  da^ta A.  da 
Even  Upper 

and  Lower. 

The  exuviae  or  slough  of 

insects  and  reptiles. 

蛇銳  the  slough  of  a  snake. 

蜕殼  or  蛻委  cast-off  shells  J 
or  skins  of  insects,  etc. 

一朝忽 虛蜆。 ne 切 (his 
body)  became  a  mere  shell, - 
the  spirit  had  fled. 

蟬蛻  the  shells  of  “scissor- 1 
grinders,”  sold  as  medicine. 

See  10,508. 

To  split  wood  with  the 
grain.  A  wood  suitable  for 
coffins  ( Tilic  sp.). 

析 薪池矣  the  woodmen! 
follow  the  direction  of  the  grain. 

拖 
ii，38i 

沲 
11,382 

to  implicate. 

拖下  to  drag  down  or  away. 

拖刀  to  disarm. 
拖刀計  a  “Parthian”  stab. 
拖帶  to  tow;  to  track. 

拖 坭帶水  dragged  through  I mud  and  water, -slovenly  ；  neg¬ 

ligent;  insincere.  Also  used  of 
a  style  wanting  in  lucidity.  See 
8197. 

拖船  a  tugboat;  a  fishing-smack. 
拖罟船  a  fishing-smack  which  j 
drags  the  net  after  it. 

杷他拖 出來 Pul1  him  Qut， —from  under  a  bed. 

拖 拖曳曳  dragging  along. 

拖石子  to  drag  stones, 一 the  I term  for  the  “chain-gang”  at 
Shanghai. 

拖 一條棍  to  drag  a  stick  I behind  one.  | 

加朝  ch^ao1  服拖  _put  cm| his  Court  robes  and  girdle, — - of 
Confucius  when  his  prince  came 
to  visit  him  ill  in  bed. 

拖 紳搢笏  with  girdle  hang-j ing  down  (as  the  stiff  girdles 
formerly  worn  and  still  seen  on 

the  stage)  and  holding  the  official 
tablet, -used  to  denote  an  official. 

拖花翎  to  drag  behind  one  I 
(sc.  to  wear)  a  peacock’s  feather. 

拖延  to  delay ;  to  procrastinate.  I 
拖欠  to  owe  for  a  long  time,  I — without  paying. 

拖畢0 r 無 拉  to  implicate；! to  involve. 

拖累死  involving  the  death- 1 
penalty. 

公子 不是拖 來抱來 
the  young  gentleman  is  not 

a 'supposititious  child. 

拖 白練。 r 拖尾烏  Para¬ dise  flycatcher  {Tchitrea  incei). 

Same  as  1 1,379.  Used 
for  11,348. 

Samfe  as  1 1,349. 

T‘0 

陁 
Same  as  1 1,358. 

11,383 

i 

w The  measure  01’  the  arms 

11,384 

extended,  for  which  1 1,366 

R •歌藥 

is  now  used. 

s- 馬它託 

^  ̂   t|S  yo'J  can^  measure  it 
Even  and 

Entering 

Lower 
and  Upper. 

with  your  arms, — as  being  too 

big. 

m 

it,38S 

The  game  of  throwing  a 

R. 歌 

heavy  stone  weight  from 

See 從 

one  to  another.  See  1 1,35 1. 

A.  dwa1- 

Even  Lower. 

m 

Fascinating  ；  beautiful. 

Wanting  in  respect.  I 
11,386 
•  i 

k •哿箇 

en  dishabille.  1 

See 
妾不敢 以燕靖 〜見 Rising  Upper. 1  should  not  venture,  unless! 

properly  dressed,  tc  meet  hisl Majesty. 

11.387 

To  moult ;  to  change  the  I 

R •箇哿 

coat  (of  animals).  Also  read! 

See 

抄  ui\  j 

Rising  and 

SinkingUpper. 

硝 
Same  as  1 1,351. 

11,388 

隋 

See  10,394.  1 h,389 

w To  clip；  to  shorten.  To 

R •哿 

throw  away.  Used  with! xo,394.  1 

See 
Rising  Upper. 

w Slender  and  tubular  ；  cy-| H，39i 

R •哿 

See 
Rising  Upper. 

indrical  ；  oval.  Also  writ-l ten  槪.  
j 

_ J 
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T‘0 

駄 
h，3% 

馱,
 

n,393 

R .歌齒 
% 駝 
P.  coll.  t(^ 

Even  Lower. 

唾 *
 

ii,394 
R •
箇
 

C.  f'o 

H.  ̂ <7,  t^io 
F.  tKoa 

. f'ai 

N.  fou'to 

P.  f'o^  tLu 
M.  t^o 

Y.  tlu 
Sz.  f'o 

K.  t^a 
ta 

A.  t^wa 

Sinking 

Upper. 

Correct  form  of  11,393. 

Unauthorised  but  usual 

form  of  11,338,  11,392. 

To  carry  on  the  back；  to 

bear.  Usfed  with  1 1,359. 

背献。 r 負献  to  carry  on  the 
back. 

献上  to  load, — an  animal.  r 

献 上山去  carry  it  up  the 
hill. 

献不動  unable  to  carry  it, — 
as  too  heavy. 

那 個驢小 ，怕献 不住 
I’m  afraid  that  donkey  is  too 
small  to  carry  me. 

Read  to^.  The  load  of 

a  camel  or  other  beast  of 

burden. 

献〜1 献〃1 子  to  carry  a 
load. 

默騎 a  loaded  horse. 

To  spit  {see  5403)  \  saliva. 

Also  read  t^u^. 

.唾口  水 to  spu- 
唾诛  (nti%  in  Peking)  saliva. 

嚇唾沬  to  swallow  saliva, 一 
used  of  one  whose  mouth  waters 

at  the  sight  of  good  food. 

唾壺。 r 睡沬盒 a  spittoon. 

唾人  to  spit  on  a  person；  to 
treat  with  contempt. 

唾面  to  spit  in  one’s  face. 
唾馬  to  spit  on  and  revile. 

@  衣唾 字*  so  he  took  off 
his  coat  and  spat  on  his  hands. 

君何 至相視 如涕唾 
what  do  you  gentlemen  mean 

by  looking  on  me  as  mere  mucus? 

譲 食不唾 don’t  spit  at  a 
feast, 一 as  though  the  food  was 
nasty. 

不 顴而唾  without  troubling 
about  his  presence,  he  spat. 

Also  explained  as,  without  turn¬ 

ing  away,  he  spat.  In  both 
cases,  the  sense  is  that  of  insult. 

唾狨  to  moisten  spinning-thread 
by  putting  the  finger  to  the 
mouth. 

锤 h,39? 

錘 
h，396 

u,397 

R ■歌 

See 
Even  Lower. 

柝‘
 * 

ii»398 

R. 藥 

H. 

P,  /V,  i/'O 

See# 

Entering 

Upper. 

H，399 

R.] 

See 蘀 Entering 

Upper. 

拓 
n?4oo 

w 

11,401 

R.) 
See : 

•Entering 

Upper. 

哪 
11,402 

魄 n,403 

Same  as  1 1,394. 

See  2811. 

An  iguana,  the  skin  of 
which  was  used  for  drums. 

Also,  a  turtle. 

鼉鼓逢 逢 (/ ‘和 
lizard-skin  drums  rolled  harmon¬ 
ious. 

鼉更  to  strike  the  watches, 一 in the  Drum  Tower. 

A  watchman’s  rattle, 
used  to  strike  the  watches. 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

析 4040.]  See  2359. 

Remiss  ；  careless. 

跅 弛之士  a  careless,  incom¬ petent  officer. 

跅落  heedless；  disorderly.  See 
11,366. 

Same  as  1914  or  1 1,366. 

拓本  to  take  a  rubbing  of. 

恢拓  to  extend  the  frontier. 

拓落  alone ;  helpless.  Also,  in¬ telligent;  clever. 

To  loosen  the  dress  at 

the  collar.  See  1 1,367. 

宇 宙释袒  the  universe  was opened  out  wide. 

See  8091. 

See  9420. 

h，405 

R.3 

See : 

陔 
11,408 

w 

11,404 

R. 藥
 

See# 

Entering 

Upper. 

Entering 

Upper. 

11,406 

R. 藥 

C.  fok。 

H.  M 

F.  t、auk 

W. 

N.  t'oh 
P.  /V 

M.  f'o 

Y.  ̂ ak 

Sz.  tLo 
K.  t、ak 

J.  taku 

A.  t^ak 

Entering 

Upper. 

w 
11,407 

R •藥 

See 蘀 

Entering 

Upper. 

A  sack  ；  a  bag.  The 
sound  of  pounding  the 

earth,  [Commonly  written 

as  below.  To  be  distin¬ 
guished  from  囊 5949,] 

橐笱  a  bag;  a  wallet. 

囊 橐不豐 w  well  supplied with  aaoney;  not  well  off. 

橐驄 the  camel. 
見 橐駝謂 馬腫背 t。^ a  camel  and  call  it  a  horse  with 

a  swelled  back, — shows  want  of experience.  See  11,359. 

橐籥  a  tube  for  blowing  up  a furnace. 

吾  Tussilago  Farfara^  L. 

棄 囊  the  sound  of  footfalls ;  the noise  of  pounding. 

Used  with  1 1 ,404  in  the 

sense  of  “camel/ 

The  sheath  whicji 

envelops  the  joints  of  the 

bamboo  ；  the  first  leaves 
of  bamboo-shoots；  a  shoot 

growing  from  old  roots. 

Withered  leaves. 

十 月隕蘀  in  the  10th  moon, 
the  leaves  fall. 

其 卞維蘀  beneath  them  (the trees)  are  only  withered  leaves.. 

如秦風 _ 蘀 as  a  fierce gale  whirls  fallen  leaves. 

See  1 1^,304. 

.鸲 
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ABO* 勝 
n,409 R •哿 

See  I 荦妥 
A.  ̂ Iwa 

Rising  Upper. 

w 

11,410 
R •歌、 See 驗 

Even  Lowqr. 

忑 
ii,4H 

11,412 R. 宥 

See 昔 

Sinking 

Lower. 

Wide；  full  ；  hanging 
down. 

垂肩 嬋釉  with  sloping 
shoulders  and  large  sleeves. 

A  horse  of  a  greenish- 
black  colour,  flecked  as  if 
in  scales.  A  kind  of  wild 

horse  ；  Manchu,  tahi. 

See  10,850. 

TOXJ. 

A  vessel  of  wood,  bronze, 

or  pottery,  for  holding  food 

at  sacrifices,  feasts,  etc., 

shaped  liks  a  modern  des¬ 

sert-dish  {see  9193,  10,857). 

A  dry  measure  ；  a  peck. 

A  weight  equal  to  sixteen 

grains  of  millet  or  the  士 

part  of  a  tael.  Beans;  pulse, 

for  which  11,417  is  now 
used.  Radical  15 1. 

爲豆  to  prepare  dishes, 一 for  sac¬ 
rifice. 

籩 豆有踐  the  vessels  are 
arranged  in  rows. 

籩 豆之事  matters  relating  to 
sacrifices  and  worship. 

木豆  a  wooden  platter. 

豆 區备鍾 the  large  measures 

with  which  田和  T‘ien  Ho 
measured  corn  lent  out,  and  the 
small  measures  with  which  he 
allowed  himself  to  be  repaid,  for 
political  purposes. 

紅豆  the  seeds  of  Abrus  preca\ 
/ortusy  lj.,  popularly  known  as 

相思子  love-seeds.  Also, tears. 

豆 &  the  Mongolian  ziesel  or 
suslik  {$permolegus  ?nongolicus)% 
Also,  the  Chinese  dwarf  hamster 

( Cricetalus  grisei/s). 

Is ,413 

R •宥 

See 
Sinking 

Lower. 

11,414 

R •宥 

See 昔 

Sinking 

Lower. 

R. 宥 

See 昔 

Sinking 

Lower. 

rt  一  A 
11,416 

R. 清 

See Sinking 

Lower. 

ii，4T7 

R •宥 

C.  tau 

H.  t^cu 

F.  taiu, 
W.  datt、 

N.difu 

p- ) 

M.  }  tou 

sz. 卜 

\,teo 
IC.  tu 

J. 

A.  deu Sinking 

Lower. 

tau diu 

A  sacrificial  vessel.  Used 

with  11,412,  1 1,415. 

獨相  name  of  a  tree. 

Smallpox. 

痘子  the  smallpox. 
出  to  have  smallpox. 

染痘  to  catch  smallpox. 

痘瘡。 1 ■疽參 pustules. 
'汁  the  pus  of  smallpox. 

糖  the  scabs. 

病 皮  pockmarked. 
天行痘  smallpox  as  caught  by contagion  and  not  brought  about 

by  inoculation. 

種痘  to  inoculate. 

種牛痘  to  vaccinate. 
渲神。 1 •痘’ 毋。1 •痘瘆 

the  Goddess  of  Smallpox. 

A  sacrificial  vessel. 

The  neck  •’  the  throat. 

月 i  頸  the  neck. 絶诞  to  break  the  neck, — as  by hanging. 

蛙 以厢鳴  frogs  croak  from their  throats. 

Beans  ；  pulse.  See 

1 1,412. 

昔子  peas  and  beans. 

昔 石  beans  in  bulk. 

昔 角  bean-pods. 
昔  bean-stalks. 

昔 芽  bean-sprouts. 

昔腐  bean-curd. 
昔腐樓  a  cheap  restaurant. 

昔腐官 w  3686. 

: 

S 

11,417 

逗 4
 

1 1,4 1 8 

R •宥 

Sce 昔 

Sinking 

Lower. 

白水 煮昔腐  like  making 
bean-curd, — very  tedious. 

刀子嘴 ，昔 腐心  a  tongue like  a  knife,  but  a  bean-curd 

(soft)  heart. bean-cake. 

昔油  bean-oil. 
大昔。 r 黑昔。 r 黃萱 the 
soja  or  soya  bean  {Glycine  his- 
pida、 Max.),  used  for  making bean-curd,  soy,  oil,  etc. 

^0^  Phaseolus  chrysanthusy Sav. 

蜀^  Vigna  vexillata、 Bge. 

扁  Dolichos  lablab^  L. 

昔 瓣子菜  various  small 
species  of  Sedum. 

靈 昔  broad  bean  ( Vicia  faba、 

L.). 

緑昔 01 ■殘昔  kidney  beans 
{Phaseolus  viungo)y  Lt). 

刀昔  Canavalia  ensiformis^'D,C. gT  Vigna  sinensis,  Hassk. 

紅昔  see  1 1,412. 

胡昔  lentils. 地昔 OT  土茸  ground-nuts. 豌昔  the  garden  pea  [Pisur, 
sativum、 L.). 

胃 胃  green  peas. 
靑  a  bright  blue-green. 

昔 靈  cardamoms;  nutmegs. 

昔遠花 mace- 昔規銀  a  name  for  Shanghai 
tael  silver. 

To  delay ；  to  loiter；  to 

skulk.  To  tempt  ；  to  excite. 

住  dawdled ;  loitered. 

在 路逗遛  to  loiter  on  the 
way, — as  when  not  hurrying  to 

one’s  journey’s  end. 

引  to  lead  astray ;  to  beguile. 
雖 故逗亦 終孑笑 
though  I  purposely  excited  her, she  never  laughed. 

jW  ̂ to  fidget;  to  disturb  things. 

逗 眼  cross-eyed;  see  4372. 
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办一  A 
Ib To  set  out  food. 
11,419 

R. 宥 倉豆 盲丁  to  steal- fjcom  the  writings 
See 豆 ■©f  others;  fo  plagiarise. 

Sinking 
Lower. 

w To  fight  ；  to  brawl  ；  to 

11,420 struggle  for；  to  strive  with ； 

R 宥 to  contest  ；  to  provoke  ；  to 
C.  tau irritate. 
H.  teu 
F.  taiu 
W.  tau 

園 1  毆  to  brawl;  to  fight. n.  m 

ton 

Y.  tco 

Sz.  tou 

K.tlu 
J.  tsz 
A.  deu 

Sinking 

Upper. 

爭園 w 鬪勝  to  strive  for mastery. 

鬪氣  pugnacious. 

鬪兵  to  fight, — as  two  armies. 

坐山 瞧碑鬪 tositonahm 
and  watch  tigers  fight, 一 of  one 
who  makes  trouble  between 

others  while  keeping  out  of  it 
himself. 

鬪分產 業  t。 quarrel  over  the 
division  of  property. 

分  //«4 字 •  t。  subscribe. 

鬪 嘴。 r 鬪口  to  squabble;  to wrangle. 

鬪口角 01 •圖勁 t0  chaff. 

圓 不過你 he  is  no  match 
for  you. 

沒有一 個_ 得過他 
not  one  was  able  to  beat  him. 

圓鷄  to  fight  game-cocks. 

圃鷄坑  a  cock-pit. 

園牌  to  play  at  cards. 

圈龍船  to  race  dragon-boats. 

園駿  to  argue;  to  dispute. 

圈趣。 r  _ 笑  to  make  trials 
of  wit,  repartee,  etc. 

鷄不與 犬囲， 男不與 

女  chickens  don’t  fight  with 
dogs,  or  men  with  women, -with¬ 
out  getting  the  worst  of  it. 

圓械  a  duel  with  swords  and 
shields. 

上 — ^  to  have  a  round 
with  one. 

圈 成一起 to  jQin  1 
to  unite. 

in  one: 

n 
II，42I 

R. 宥 

See_ 

SinkingUpper. 

11,422 

都 n,423 

兜1
 

ii，424 

R •尤 

tcu、 tau 

See 

Even  Upper. 

To  fight.  Radical  191 
See  1 1,420. 

Same as  1 1,420. 

See  12,050. 

A  helmet；  a  head-cover¬ 

ing.  A  sack;  a  bag.  To 
obtain  in  an  irregular  way. 
Used  with  1 1,302. 

兜盔。 r 兜鏊  a  helmet. 

兜子  a  mason’s  hod;  the  band 
or  crownless  “hat”  #worn  by 
women  at  Shanghai  a«d  in  the 
neighbourhood.  Also,  a  bag 

used  by  bricklayers  instead  of a  hod. 

銀兜子  a  money-bag;  a  purse. 

跨兜子  a  broad  quilted leathern  pouch  or  pocket. 

在兜 a  head-covering  worn  by 
the  women  of  潭州府  Chang- 

chou  Fu.  It  was  invented  by 

乐熹  Chu  Hsi  to  screen  them from  the  gaze  of  man. 

風兜  a  hood  to  cover  the  head in  cold  weather. 

兜肚。 r 肚兜  a  stomach  pro¬ tector. 

兜了好 些東西  he  wrap¬ ped  up  many  things, — in  a  cloth. 

兜嘴  to  muzzle. 兜轉來  to  come  by  a  round about  way. 

兜 攬生意  to  make  unlawful 

gains. 
出則 乘軟兜 when  (the king  of  Persia)  goes  out  he  rides 
in  a  soft  sack  (carried  between 
two  poles). 

覓 山兜二  he  fetched  two mountain-chairs. 

子孫兜  the  scrotum ;  see  2762, 
10,760. 

下巴兜 the  chin. 
兜  ̂   to  stop  or  seize. 

兜1
 

[i，424 

n,425 

R.  vulgar. 

See 痛 

Even  Upper. 

篼1
 

11,426 

1 •尤 

See 兜 

Even  Upper. 

am  a 

斗 
ii，427 

R. 有 

C.  tau H.  teu 
F.  teu^  tau 

W.  tau、 dan 

N.  tdii 

P.  tou^  v.  t^ou 

M.  (  „ 

Sz.  I 
Y.  teo 

K.  tu 

J.  to 

A.  deu Rising  Upper. 

兜住馬  he  reined  in  his  horse 
兜截  to  cut  off  an  enemy. 

兜襟  the  wall  round  the  lower part  of  a  grave. 

兜底 子  from  beginning  to  end, 

兜 屁股將 (chiang^)  to 
checkmate  a  man. 

兜  陀  Tushita, — the  heaven 
in  which  Bodhisattvas  sojourn 

before  descending  to  earth  as Buddhas. 

有天 人引至 兜率天 

宮  an  angel  escorted  him  to  the 
palace  in  heaven. 

吾修兜 率天業 
Buddhist  priest. 

兜羅  cotton.  Sanskrit:  tula, 

兜 羅綿手  the  cotton-white 
hands, — of  Buddha. 

兜婁婆 考 Platycarya  strobi- 
lacea^  S.  &  Z. 

To  split  ；  to  open.  To 
raise  up  ；  to  take  hold  of. Used  with  1 1,424. 

槐攬  to  engross;  to  grasp  after; 
to  respond  to  another's  feelings; 
to  be  affected  by. . 

A  .  bag  ；  a  muzzle  of 

tyasket-work.  Used  with 
11:42.4. 

馬篼囊  a  horse’s  nose-bag. 

驢篼  a  donkey’s  muzzle. 

山筠。 r 篼  輪  a  mountain- 1 

chair. 

一 ■鹿樹  a  single  tree 

A  dry  measure,  generally 

called  a  “peck,”  containing 

10 升  pints  (see  9879)  and 

measuring  ̂   of  a  石  stone 

(see  9964).  The  “cup”  of an  acorn,  etc.  One  of  the 
zodiacal  constellations  ；  see 

Tables  Vb.  Used  with 

11,429,  11,430，  n,432. 
Radical  68 

市 斗 十斤斗  the  market peck,  holding  ten  catties  of  rice 
or  1.63  gallons.  • 
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斗
1
 

ii,427 

舍 斗  a  peck  of  6.5  catties  or  i.i 3 
gallons. 

雙 斗  a  double  peck,  holding  13 
catties. 

稅關斗  the  Customs’  peck, holding  14  catties. 

斗削*  pecks  and  bushels.  丨 
weights  and  measures. 

剖斗 析衡而 民不爭 
split  measures  and  break  up 

scales,  and  the  people  will  not 
fight  over  quantities. 

車載 斗量不 可勝數 
if  carried  in  carts  or  measured 

in  peck  measures,  they  would 

be  innumerable, 一 said  by  趙 

^  Chao  Tzti  of  the  Three  King¬ 
doms  when  asked  how  many 

men  there  were  in  Wu  like 

himself.  [N.B.  Tsai、 /iangi) 
sheng1,  sAu3.] 

^|]  a  peck-measure  of  willow- wood, 

斗 粟尺布  a  Pec:k  Qf  Srain 
(can  be  pounded)  and  a  foot 

of  cloth  (can  be  stitched), 一 but 

文 帝*  the  Emperor  Wen  of  the 
Han  dynasty  cannot  forgive  the 

revolt  of  his  brother  厲 

Prince  Li.  Used  of  unforgive¬ ness. 

斗谓 P  之^人  peck  and  hamper 
people, 一 mere  utensils,  fit  to 
fulfil  a  given  function  and  no 
more  •- 

跑了 個四門 斗底的 
have  been  looking  everywhere 
without  success. 

水斗  a  ladle. 

S&  以方 T  斗  he  fills  their  cups with  a  large  ladle. 

^  a  ladle  shaped  like  half 
a  bottie-gourd. 

斗酒 詩百篇 a  gallon  of 
wine  to  a  hundred  stanzas, — was 
said  of  the  drinking  capacity 

of  the  poet  李太白  Li T‘ai-po. 

北斗  the  Northern  Ladle  or 
Dipper, — the  stars  in  Ursa 
Major.  See  6710. 

維 北有斗 ，西 柄之褐 
in  the  north  is  the  Dipper, 
raising  its  handle  in  the  west. 

拜斗  to  worship  the  Dipper, — 
for  long  life. 

斗
 3 

ii，427 

衆星 拱北斗 a11  the  stars go  round  the  Dipper. 

金銀 高北斗 gQld  and silver  enough  to  reach  up  to  the 

Dipper. 

斗 the  handle  of  a  peck 
measure  or  ladle ;  the  handle  of 
the  Dipper. 

南 斗斜于 西 the  Southern Dipper  slants  westward. 

滿天 星 斗  the  sky  is  full  of stars. 
 

I 

ip  ̂   ̂   very  large  characters. 

斗室 Qr 斗 底 房 a  house  no bigger  than  a  peck  measure. 

斗  a  peck  of  courage, — Le, 
plenty  of  it;  bold. 

八 斗  his  talents  fill  eight pecks， 一 of  an  able  man. 

斗 •  {hang1)  establishments which  undertake  the  measure¬ 

ment  of  grain  between  buyer 
and  seller. 

墨 斗 兒  a  carpenter’s  cup  of ink  and  marking-line. 

福 [ 系文  the  circular  markings at  the  tips  of  the  fingers. 

A 斗一 簸箕, 沒錢也 過 去 *  he  who  has  nine  curly 
tips  to  his  fingers  and  only  one 

like  a  •  sieve  (/ >.  not  so  close 
set),  though  without  money,  he 
will  get  along. 

ip  兒  the  square  inscriptions pasted  on  doors  at  the  New 
Year,  as  opposed  to  the  long 
scrolls  on  the  door-posts.  Also, 

an  inscription  of  several  cha¬ 
racters  written  to  look  like  a 

single  character,  by  making  the 
end  of  one  do  for  the  beginning 
of  another. 

斗'  蓬  a  coarse  conical  rain-hat of  straw.  Also,  an  oil-cloth  rain¬ coat. 

斗  a  kind  of  sowing-machine. 

斗鍵 ̂  a  name  for •天后  the Queen  of  Heaven.  See  4027. 

力*  or  斗^子 •  a  box-shaped ornament  on  a  flagstaff,  said  to 
be  a  survival  of  Phallic  worship. 

See  11,429.  Also,  a  coffin. 

單斗子 and  _ 斗 子。 r- naments  on  posts  erected  at  the 

graves  ̂   “masters”  and 

士  “doctors,”  respectively. 

斗
*
 

11.427 

抖
 8 

11.428 

R .有 

H.  t^eu 
F.  Uu、 tau 
N.  Hu P.  tou^  v.  cto 

See 斗 

A.  diu、 f'eu Rising  Upper. 

w 
l  11,429 

R •有襞 

F. 

斗主 
Rising  Upper. 

■ 

燈 籠斗子  a  basket  carried 
on  carts,  for  stowing  the  lantern 
and  other  odds  and  ends. 

盗 斗 子  thieves  who  break open  coffins  to  steal  the  orna¬ 

ments  buried  with  the  dead* 

斗  a  coffin  with  a  corpse  in  it. 

內藏 黃金斗 this  is  a86od site  for  a  grave, — ageomancer’s 

term. 

門斗 or  書斗  petty  officials 
attached  to  the  官 (see  1352.) 

斗 供  the  projecting  ends  of  the 
crossbeams  of  a  house. 

斗覺  I  suddenly  became  aware. 

[斗 = 阱] • 
To  shake  up  ；  to  rouse. 

To  quiver;  to  tremble. 

把衣 裳上的 土枓擻 

下來  shake  the  dust  off  the 
clothes. 

枓擻塵 埃衣1  ̂ ook  the 
dust  off  my  clothes, — an  act  of reverence  before  worship. 

枓撒 毛兒 tG  shake  the 
feathers  out, 一 as  a  bird  after  ! 

bathing. 

枓嫩賴 神 t。 rouse  one’s 

energies, 

枓膽  to  pluck  up  one’s  courage. airr*as  books  or  clothing 

渾  1  he  trembled  all 
over. 

抖  t 索 （办1  切1  in  Peking)  t0 
tremble  with  fear. 

抖抖的  quivering;  shaking. 

枓枓 嫩嫩的 defined; 
awkward. 

The  square  peck-shaped 
box  half-way  up  a  Chinese^ 

flagstaff,  supposed  to  be  a 
vestige  of  Phallic  worship，; 

and  to  symbolise  (with  the 

staff)  the  Linga  and  Yoni. 

树 t 共。 r 旗杆 科子 〜 
square  box,  as  above. 

Read  chuz.  A  ladle  with 

a  long  handle. 

沃 水用科 tc>  1:、dle  _ watei 
to  wash  a  corpse. 
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See 

Rising  Upper. 

W 

R. 有 
See 斗 

Rising  Upper. 

n 

h，432 

闻 
n,433 

w 
11,434 

R •有 
F.  teu 

See 斗 

Rising  Upper. 

A  tadpole.  See  6090. 

The  sleeve  of  a  dress. 

Same  as  1 1,434. 

Same  as  1 1,420. 

Sloping；  steep.  Sud 
denly. 

陡峨。 r  陡峻  Precipitous. 

陡坡兒  a  steep  bank. 

山陡而 不能上 the  hil1 
was  too  steep  For  us  to  go  up 

置陡門 三十六 he 
arranged  36  locks, — in  the  canal 
built  by  Shih  Lu. 

其心 陡瞼  he  is  a  very  dan 
gerous  man. 

陡然  suddenly  ;  unexpectedly. 

陡發。 r 陡長 ifhang')  to 
burst  forth  or  grow  up  suddenly 

陡重  to  become  suddenly  very 
serious, — as  a  disease. 

陡起 不頁  an  evil  thought,  or 
scheme,  forthwith  entered  into 
his  mind. 

天雲 陡起  the  sky  was  sud- denly  overcast. 

大 計陡參  at  the  triennial  in¬ 
vestigation  (into  the  doings  of 

officials)  he  was  suddenly  im¬ 
peached. 

陡斯  a  term  adopted  by  Ricci 
to  express  jDeus.  [天主 was 
later.] 

【,435 

R 

•清 

See Sinking 

Lower. 

讀 
h，436 

■工 

u,437 

R 尤 

See 兜 

Even  Upper. 

酿 
i  1,438 

R •尤宥 
See 頭 

Even  Lower. 

i 
11,439 

r. 尤 

See 兜 

Even  Upper. 

11,44。 
W 豆 

Sinking 

Lower. 

A  hole；  a  drain；  a  sluice. 

An  error;  a  corrupt  prac¬ 
tice. 

狗竇  a  hole  in  a  door  for  a  dog to  run  in  and  out. 

狗 竇大開  the  dog-hole  is wide  open, — said  of  a  person 
who  has  a  front  tooth  missing. 

水竇  a  drain;  a  sluice. 

塞竇  to  block  a  sluice ;  a  sluice¬ 

gate. 

竇路  a  narrow  road;  a  gorge. 

弊竇  corrupt  practices. 

弊 竇百出  all  kinds  of  corrupt practices  springing  up. 

保 無疑竇  to  guarantee 、that there  shall  be  no  suspicious 

practices. 

大 寶  the  principal  source. 

^  the  way  to  fortune. 

四竇  same  as  四瀆  see  12,063. 

See  12,069. 

Talkative. 

請 I  设 or  _  唆  garrulous.  See 

2972. 

If： 

R •允 

C.  fau 

H.  t^cu F.  t^au W.  diu、 dau 

N.  dou.  v.  dciu 

p. 丨 

M.  >  t^ou 

Sz.  \ 

Y.  reo 

K.  tti 
J.  td^  dz 
A.  deu Even  Lower. 

To  re-distil. 

Sunken  eyes. 

眶腿眼 兒  deep^etorsunken eyes.  See  6172. 

骷 髏腿子  the  eye-sockets  in 
a  skull.  * 

T"OXT. 

A  small  affluent  of  the 

Yellow  River  in  Shansi. 

The  head ；  the  top；  the 

end  ；  the  chief ；  the  most 

important；  the  best.  Used 
as  a  numerative  and  as 

an  auxiliary  word  of  very 

varied  application,  often 

giving  a  concrete  or  sub¬ 
stantival  force  to  the  pre¬ 

ceding  word.  See  酒 2260, 

心 4562， 口  6 1 74,  勢 

9991， 蓬 8902, 手  10,011, 

到  10,792,  ®  11,236, 猴 
4011， 鷄 8io， 來  6679, 

色 9602. 
頭顱。 r 頭殼  the  skull;  the 
head. 

頭額  the  forehead ;  the  brow. 

頭臉  head  and  face. 

有頭臉  very  creditable, 一 as 
some  transaction. 

頭頂  the  crown  of  the  head. 

頭頂着  overhead. 頭髮  the  hair  on  the  head. 

頭屑  scurf;  dandruff. 

頭帕 a  veil. 頭巾  a  turban;  a  cap. 

點  §§  to  nod  the  head, 一 in  ac¬ quiescence. 

揮  to  shake  the  head, 一 ne¬ gatively.  See  5149. 

包頭  a  band  worn  by  women 
3>S 

回頭  to  turn  the  head ;  to  repent. See  5163. 

頭戴  to  wear  on  the  head. 

頭繩  braid  for  the  queue. 

千 頭木奴  the  1000-headed 
slave, — orange-tree  planted  by 

李衡  Li  Heng. 低頭 不語  he  bent  his  hea
d 

and  said  nothing. 

寃大頭  one  who  easily  parts 
with  his  money. 

三 頭六臂  an  extraordinarily powerful  or  capable  man. 

洁頭民 （w 國  ) a  people 
whose  heads  fly  away  at  night. 

頭 重脚輕 head  heavy  and feet  light, — as  when  drunk. 
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頭輕朋 1  重  headlight  and  feet 
heavy,  —  of  one  whose  mental 
equilibrium  is  disturbed  by  pride. 

頭暈。 r 頭渾 w 頭迷 
giddy ;  dizzy. 

頭 最眼花 head  dizzy  and 
eyes  seeing  confusedly, -as  when 
attacked  by  vertigo. 

萬頭橫 動  a  surging  mass  of 
heads, — in  a  crowd. 

頭  to  come  to  an  end;  to 
end. 

頭眉  head  and  tail;  beginning 
and  end. 

無 頭無屌  without  cither 
head  or  tail, — as  a  statement  of 
which  only  the  middle  is  set 

forth ;  incomprehensible;  non¬ 
sense. 

有頭無 尾  a  beginning  with- 
out  an  end;  something  left  off 
when  half  done. 

少頭缺 尾 imperfect;  defect¬ ive. 

有頭 有尾  systematic;  me¬ thodical. 

無頭在 案  a  charge  against 
some  person  or  persons  unknown. 

多告無 i 寃狀 many 
plaints  were  filed  for  injuries 
sustained  at  the  hands  of  un¬ 

known  persons. 

到頭  to  come  to  a  head  or  crisis; 
^  13,407. 

善惡穿 j 頭終有 報 when 
good  or  evil  have  reached  their 

full  measure,  there  will  finally 
be  a  recompense. 

出 頭  to  put  forth  the  head;  to 
take  the  lead;  to  take  the  res¬ 
ponsibility. 

奠引 他出頭 wanted  to  get 
him  to  put  out  his  head, — from 
a  window. 

自己 出頭各 處去借 

贷  as  if  on  his  own  behall*  went 
about  everywhere  to  borrow money. 

出 人頭地 w  2620. 

分頭辑 捕  tQ  pursue  in  all directions. 

分 頭逃散  t。 flee  in  all  di- 
rections. 

上頭  above;  on  the  top;  the 
coiffure  of  a  woman.  Also  used 

to  signify  the  defloration  of  a 

young  courtesan. 

頭
1
 

ii，44i 

〆 

頭 上 on  the  head  or  top. 

頭 上 安 頭 to  put  a  head where  there  is  a  head  already. 

頭貨  head  goods,  —  first-class goods.  Also,  mules  or  donkeys. 

頭目 01 ■頭 腦  a  chief;  a  head 
man. 

帳下頭 目 a  Petty  officer (military). 

頭  poll-tax, 一 the  subscription 
paid  by  members  of  a  society. 

打頭  to  make  a  pool, 一 at cards. 

頭  to  be  aware  of. 

鷄頭肉  a  woman，s  breast. 
一* *  the  first. 

頭 ― • 件  the  first  thing,— (^.) 
to  be  done. 

頭一 次。1 ■頭 一個時 
the  first  time. 

5^  — *  ̂  the  most _ 

凡事 開頭難 a11  thil]gs  are difficult  at  first. 

頭裡  at  first. 打頭  first;  in  the  first  place. 

頭年  last  year. 頭等。 r 頭名。 r 頭品 
first  rank ;  first  quality. 

頭 等頭兒 the  best  of  the best. 

the  principal  gate. 

^  the  foremast. 

白 寶  pure  sycee  of  the  best class. 

頭行人  a  leader；  a  chief. 

頭行兒  in  the  first  place. 
頭  the  first  discharge  in  a 

display  of  fireworks. 

來往 的都是 大頭兒 
all  who  frequent  the  place  are 
men  of  means. 

頭  a  clue;  way;  means.  See 

47^2. 
^  ̂   an  opening;  a.  way;  a 
vocation ；  a  grudge;  a  sore  point; 

a  cause.  Also,  first-class. 

他的 學問總 箅頭路 

學  ̂   his  learning  must  be considered  as  first-class. 

m 11.441 

11.442 

K •有 

See 偷 

Rising  Upper. 

無想 頭。1 ■無望 頭 with- 
out  hope. 

宿  inn;  place  to  sleep  at. 

沒有 祭 頭  nc thing  to  take 
hold  of, — no  chance.  ! 

沒 有說頭  there  is  nothing 
to  talk  about ;  there  is  no  more 
to  be  said  about  it;  it  is  of  no  j 

use  talking  to  him.  See  10,164. 

、沒有  頭  it  is  not  worth 

eating. 

市  the  market-place. 

事體多 頭 a  many 
affairs;  much  business.  j 

頭  commission.  See  1060. 

頭 陀  a  Buddhist  recluse ;  a priest.  Sanskrit :  (ava)dhuta. 
Also,  the  remains  of  a  corpse 

after  cremation ;  relics  of  Bud- ； 
dhist  saints.  Sanskrit :  dhdtn. 

See  372.  ! 

行頭  to  lead  a  saintly  life. 

担子 一 * 頭重 the  load  is  j 
heavy  at  one  end, — of  a  load  | 
carried  on  a  bamboo  over  the 
shoulder. 

偏向 一 •頭  leaning  to  one end;  partial.  ! 

你 是一頭 沉的人 yQU  i 
are  a  partisan. 

求一 頭親事 tQ  Prefer  a  ; matrimonial  suit.  ! 

一頭低 ，一 頭高。 ne  end  1 is  low,  the  other  high. 一頭說 ，一 頭抱人 

carrying  her  in  his  arms,  all  ! the  while  he  was  talking. 

~ *  IS  _  a  head  of  garlic. 一 •頭牛  an  ox. 仏 3567， 

13,5 1  °- . 一 頭驢  a  donkey. 

伞 Q  頭  a  head  of  cattle. 

頭 頭是道 put  yw  whoIe 
mind  into  whatever  you  do,  and 

you  will  not  go  far  wrong. 

To  beguile. 

弓  1  to  lead  astray. 
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偷
1
 

ii,444 
R •允 

C.  f'au 

?:卜 
W.  ̂ au 

N.  t^ou p. ) 
M.  >  (Lou 
Si. ) 
Y.  reo 

K.  t^u 
J.  td^  tsz 
A,  t'eu 

Even  Upper. 

To  loot；  to  plunder. 

黃 寺婁寺  to  loot;  to  carry  off  booty. 

To  steal ;  fraudulent  ； 

stealthy  ；  clandestine. 

偸去。 1 ■偸竊 w 偷盜 w 

偷佔  t。 steal- 

偷東 西  t0  steal  things. 

^|lj  ̂   Mr.  Thief, — in  address. 

^6)  t0  steal  He  a  dog, — used 

of  petty  thefts  of  food,  etc. 

― *  偷  a  sneak-thief. 

"fjflj  to  steal  food;  to  eat  on 
the  sly. 

那 是打我 的屋裏 f; 

出 來的  that  was  stolen  from 
my  room. 

偷 寒送媛  to  steal  cold  and 
present  hot,  —  to  do  anything 

to  gratify  another ;  used  of  bad 
motives. 

偸風不 偸月， 偷雨不 
雪 1  robberies  are  committed 

on  windy  nights  but  not  on 

moonlight  nights,  on  rainy  nights 
but  not  on  snowy  nights. 

偸- 利而 後有害 
thieving  is  profitable  (for  the 

moment),  but  the  ultimate  results 
are  evil. 

偷漏。 1 ■偷稅  to  fraudulent- 
ly  avoid  payment  of  duty；  to 
smuggle. 

偷福 •积: 課 ot 偷私 to  de- 
fraud  the  revenue  by  smuggling. 

偷捐  to  evade  payment  oilikitt. 

偸閒。 r  偷安  to  idle，— when 
one  ought  to  be  at  work. 

偷 得浮生 牟日閒 1  have 
managed  to  get  half  a  day’s  quiet leisure  from  life. 

to  have  a  child  on  the  sly, 

as  a  widow.  Also,  to  hold  on 
to  life  when  it  would  have  been 

noble  or  decorous  to  die.  See 

9865. 

偷生 之士而 惜死之 
人 one  who  wrongly  holds  on 
to  life  in  craven  fear  of  death. 

偸
1
 

11.444 

鍮
1
 

11.445 

R. 允 

C.  H.  j 

F.  W.  1  See 
K:. 偷 
Sz.  I 

K.  fu 

J.  to、 tsz 
A.  t'-eu^jn 

Even  Upper. 

ii，446 

R 尤 

F.  teu^  tau 

W.  dau 

See 頭 

K.  tuu 
Even  Lower. 

偷 情  偷香 tQ  have  illicit intercourse. 

備？ 磐 |  子*  to  have  a  paramour, —of  a  woman. 

人  1:0  seduce  a  woman* 

偷錫 (euphemistic  foi •媳） tc 
have  illicit  intercourse  with  one’s son’s  wife. 

偷鷄  t。 pilfen 
偷着摸 着  secretly;  privately. 

偷相 {hsiang^)  to  peep  at  se¬ 
cretly. 

偷 走。1 •偷跑 to  skulk  off; to  steal  away. 

偷看。 1 ■偷 眼看。 r 偷視 
to  glance  furtively  at. 

偷 工減料  to  cheat  in  work and  cut  down  materials,  —  to 
scamp  a  job. 

偷 巧  to  adopt  dodgy  or  artful means. 

偷薄  morally  depraved;  vicious. 

偷作  to  do  on  the  sly. 
偷 針  styes  on  the  upper  eyelids. 

A  rich  ore,  known  as  输 

石  and  brought  from  Persia, 
supposed  to  be  (1)  an  ore 

of  gold  and  copper ;  or 

(2)  bronze  =  Turkish  tuj  or 
tueh. 

被人 將鍮石 來喚作 

黃 金  some  ofne  will  come  and palm  off  t‘ou  shih  on  you  for 
real  gold. 

To  throw  at  or  into ;  to 

jump  into  ；  to  aim  in  the 
direction  of；  to  send;  to 

hand  over  to  ；  to  give  to; 

to  administer  ；  to  be  pre¬ 

sent  at  ；  to  join  •’  to  fit  in with.  See  8979. 

^  to  throw  at  a  rat.  See 10,072. 

投子  dice;  see  9658. 

投 虎千金 不如一 
脉肩  better  than  throwing 
Tls.  1,000  to  a  tiger  would  be 
to  throw  it  a  shoulder  of  pork. 

殺 
2 

ii，446 

無投 舆狗骨 d。11’1  th_ 
bones  to  dogs, — at  table. 

投 7K  b  throwg  into  the  water; to  jump  into  the  water. 
to  throw  into  the  fire;  to 

jump  into  the  fire. to  throw  into  a  well;  to 

jump  into  a  well. 

投 河  to  throw  into  a  river;,  to 
jump  into  a  river. 

自投於 樓下而 死1^^ herself  by  jumping  from  an  upper 

storey. 

投 西  to  go  westwards. 

衆人投 西而去 they  a11 
set  off  for  the  West. 

自校羅 網 fel1  intQ  hb  mvn 
snare. 

_  行投 "M*  went  and  inform¬ 
ed  against  himself. 

_  行 投  went  and  deliver¬ 
ed  up  (the  things)  of  his  own accord. 

投桃報 李  tC)  give  a  Peach and  get  a  plum, — to  return  pre¬ 
sent  for  present. 

投 文書  to  deliver  a  despatch. 

投知  to  notify. 
投帖。 1 ■投刺  to  send  in  one’s 
card. 

投進去  to  send  in,— 
card. 

投 親  to  seek  refuge  with  one’s 
relatives. 

投交。 r 投遞。 r 投收 t。 hand  over  to. 

投報  to  send  in  an  application ; to  report  (for  payment  of  duty). 

投稅  to  pay  in  a  duty  or  legal 

fee. 

^  ̂   to  put  in  a  tender, 一
 as 

for  a  contract. 

to  present  a  petition. 

投 牒  to  present  an  accusation 
against. 

投 供  to  present  one’s  papers,— as  expectants  have  to  do  on  the 
1st  of  the  moon  at  the  Board. 

to  present  on  a  visit, 一 as 
letters  of  introduction. 

^  pH  to  present  a  statemen
t  or 

plaint. 178 
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投契 t。  be  mutually  attracted 
to  each  other  in  an  intimate 

union;  friendly  feeling. 

投 交甚契  to  be  very  close 
friends. 

投行  to  repair  to. 

投到  to  surrender  oneself  to. 

投穴  to  go  back  to  their  holes 
or  dens, — as  animals. 

投生 t。  be  born  again. 

投案 w 投訊 m 投審 t。 
appear  before  a  court. 

投充  to  offer  one’s  services  to. 

投身  to  give  oneself  to, — as  a servant  or  slave. 

投軍  to  enlist  in  the  army. 

投  to  join  one  of  the  Ban 
ners, — as  is  permitted  to  high 
officials  who  wish  to  do  so. 

帶地投  to  attach  landed  pro¬ 
perty  to  the  Banner  one  joins, 
— so  that  it  cannot  be  alienated 

by  descendants. 

投師削 髪爲僧  to  attagh 
oneself  to  a  master,  cut  off  the 
hair,  and  become  a  Buddhist 

priest. 

^降 役順 to 
offer  one’s  allegiance  to to  side 
with. 

投誠  to  return  to  one’s  allegi¬ 
ance, 一 as  a  rebel. 

投門  to  go  to  a  house;  to  get 
a  person’s  good  offices. 

投門路  to  find  an  opening,  in 
the  sense  of  some  one  who  will 

recommend  or  otherwise  ad¬ 
vance  one^  interests. 

投以猛 藥  to  dose  with  strong 
medicine. 

投奔  to  hurry  to;  to 
abscond ;  to  take  refuge ;  to 

apply  to  for  help;  to  have  re¬ 
course  to. 

欲投 夜宿。 r 投下處 
wanting  to  find  a  lodging  for 
the  night. 

欲 投夜冷  wishing  to  be  pre 
sent  at  the  auction.  See  12,970. 

日 已投暮  evening  is  draw 
ing  on. 

投機  to  coincide;  to  agree. 

話 不投機 牟句多 if 
what  is  said  is  not  to  the  point 
(or  suitable  to  the  occasion),  then 
half  a  sentence  is  too  much. 

Wf2 
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靈 
ii，448 

R. 宥 

F.  ('■aiu 

See 偸 

Sinking 

Upper. 

意 見不校  differing  in  opin¬ 
ion. 

投分  (/enA)  friendly;  on  good terms. 

投錄 suited.  to  one  another,  as 
persons;  suitable,  as  things. 

投 其所好  {haox)  to  hit  on what  is  agreeable  to  another. 

^  to  hit  off,  or  be  in  har¬ 
mony  with  the  feelings. 

相  ksiang^  彼投焭  look  at 
that  hare  seeking  protection. 

See  9658. 

To  pass  through；  to 

penetrate  ；  to  understand. 
Thoroughly  ；  fully. 

透過  or  透越  to  pass  through. 
透風 t。  let  the  wind  through. See  6908. 

密 不透風  close-set  and  not . letting  the  wind  through ;  to 

ke^p  a  thing  very  secret. 

遂漏  to  let  out, — a  secret. 
氣  to  let  the  air  in  or  out, — 

as  a  fissure,  and  also  as  an  un. 
borked  bottle  of  spirits  letting 
the  alcohol  evaporate,  etc. 

透雨  a  penetrating  rain. 

濕 透了。 1 ■透濕  wet  through. 

墨 透紙背 the  ink  has  soaked through  the  paper, — as  when  the 
ink  is  too  watery. 

透心凉  chilling  one  to  the heart. 

透骨  to  penetrate  into  the  bones. 

透骨草  white  balsams. 

透汗  a  violent  sweat. 

透 窟奮兒  perforated  (but- 

tons). 

透信。 r 透消息  to  convey news. 

透亮。 r 透明 or 透光 (a 
1644)  to  let  light  penetrate;  to 
be  transparent. 

看透  to  see  through, — a  person 
or  a  plot. 

你那 個法子 我瞧得 

透  I  see  through  your  trick. 

靈 
ii，448 

ii,449 

R •尤 

See 頭 

Even  Lower. 

盥 5
 

n,45o 

R •有 

See 頭 

Rising  Lower. 

h，45i 

R •宥 

See 透 

SinkingUpper. 

否 ii, 452 

戴 

ii，453 R 宥有 

P.  t^ou 

K.  chu.  tu 

J,  td^  tss 

A.  t'eu 

Rising  Upper. 

透徹 OT 通透  to  understand 
thoroughly. 

透識  to  be  thoroughly  acquaint¬ ed  with. 

見油 潦透了  seeing  that 
the  oil  was  thoroughly  boiling. 

熟透  thoroughly  ripe. 

懶透了  utterly  lazy. 

透活  quite  alive. 透 化人心  to  thoroughly reform  men’s  hearts. 

渊不透  cannot  fathom  it. 

透家子  a  shrewd  fellow. 
透情 講。 r 透地說 t。 speak  out  fully;  to  make  a  clean 

breast  of  it. 

透說  to  explain  matters;  to  give 
explanations. 

Above.  Radical  8. 

A  flagon. 

To  spit  out. 

Same  as  1 1,451. 

A  yellow  colour. 

黃主鑛 flaPs  on  hats,  to  hang  over 
the  ears  and  prevent  “outside” sounds  from  being  heard. 
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w 
ii,454 

R •合 
C.  tsap 

H:  ts、ap 
F.  chak 
W.  zd 

N.  dzah、zah 
P.  Usa 
M.  tsa 
Y.  tsaah 
Sz.  "a 

K.  chap 
saku^  zaku 

A.  tap 

Entering 
Lower. 

TJSLflL. 

Mixed  ；  miscellaneous  ； 

leterogeneous  •,  confused. 

雜貨  miscellaneous  goods ;  sun¬ dries. 

雜物  miscellaneous  articles. 

雜樣  mixed;  all  sorts. 

雜費  sundry  expenses. 

雜色  various  colours. 

雜色哗 n 幾  long  ells,  assorted. 

雜事  miscellaneous  matters. 

雜不凑  not  to  be  used  to¬ 
gether  ; incongruous. 

雜料  all  sorts  of  materials. 

雜記的  miscellaneous ;  discon¬ nected. 

雜記  sundries  account, — in 
book-keeping. 

雜項  miscellaneous  items  in 
accounts. 

雜錢粮  miscellaneous  reve¬ nue. 

雜港人  foreigners  of  the  less 
known  nationalities. 

雜泛差 MW1 殺 miscella- 
neous  services, — to  the  State. 

人 衆口雜  a  mixed  mob. 

五 方雜處 (MV)  a  place 
where  all  kinds  of  people  con 

gregate. 

打雜的  a  man-of-all-work ;  a 
house-coolie. 

雜牌子  a  mixed  song；  a  med¬ ley. 

雜種  of  mixed  seed, — a  bastard 

銅金銀 雜爲之 made  ^ 
copper,  gold,  and  silver,  mixed 
together, -rof  bronze. 

雜會  to  compound;  to  mix. 

雜混麵  mixed  flour ;  “all 

sorts.” 

雜亂 a 雜混  confused. 

雜 亂無章  in  utter  disorder 
AU1  distracted  in  mind. 

間 雜人等  loafers  and  such¬ 
like  persons. 

w 
u,4S4 

w 

11,455 

R •合 

See 雜 

Entering 

Lower. 

币 
n,456 

师 ii)4S/ 

沛 

衆皆 雜然曰  they  all  began to  cry  out  at  once  and  say, . 

雜碎  the  entrails  of  animals. 

他的雜 碎壤了 he  has  a depraved  character. 

A  kind  of  grass  with  fine 
leaves,  known  as 羅草 

[Scirpus  chmensis^  Munro 

and  Myriophyllum  spica- 
turn、 L.),  cultivated  in  gold¬ 
fish  ponds. 

Same  as  1 1,459. 

Same  as  1 1,461. 

h，458 

R. 合 

See 逝 

Entering 

Upper. 

m 
n,4S9 

R 合 

C.  sapQ、 hapT H.  hap 

F.  ckak。、 chiik^ 
W.  tsa 
N.  tsah 

P.  itsa 
M.  tsa 

Y.  tsaah 

Sz.  tsa 
K. chap 

J.  sd 

A.  trap 

Entering 

Lower. 

匝 
11,460 

11,461 

R. 合 

See 逝 

P.  ctsa 

Entering 

Upper. 

Damp  ；  wet.  Bubbling^ 

To  go  round；  to  make 
the  circuit  of- to  turn  round; 
to  make  a  revolution. 

週通 t。  revolve;  to  go  round everywhere;  to  wrap  up. 

三  three  times  round;  three 
turns. 

通月  the  revolution  of  the  moon; a  whole  moon. 

彌 山通地  all  over  the  coun¬ try, — as  snow,  an  army  of  occu 

pat  ion,  etc. 

Same  as  1 1,459.  [Dis¬ 
tinguished  from  匯 5444.] 

To  suck  ；  to  lick. 

咂咂兒  the  nipples ;  the breasts. 

鈴他 咽 兒臂 — U  the 
breast. 

_ 壺兒。 r 咂 的假乳 
a  lieeding-bottle. 

咂嘴  to  make  a  noise  with  the mouth  indicative  of  admiration 

咬 言咂 字的  pedanti
c. 

rnr 11,462 

R •合 

See 通 

P.  Usa 

Entering 

Upper. 

11,463 

r •合 感 

See Entering  and 
Rising  Upper. 

曜 11,464 

»曷 

See 雜 

J.  satsz 

A.  tdp、tin 
Entering 

Lower. 

臢 
i  i,4.6S 

•  ft 

11,466 

偺 11,467 

咱 a
 

. 11,468 

R •曷 

P.S/sa 

See 通 

A.  trap 

Entering 

Upper. 

To  strike  ；  to  knock. 

砸碎  smashed  to  pieces. 
摔砸  to  smash  by  throwing 
down. 

砸爛  smashed  to  a  jelly. 

混砸  to  throw  pell-mell;  to •  jumble  up. 

砸苦  to  pummel  severely. 各 自搬磚 ，砸 各自脚 
to  Le  hoist  with  one’s  own  petard. 

恐 怕樹葉 兒砸着 
afraid  to  take  the  slightest  respon¬ 

sibility. 

To  suck  ；  to  bite.  Also 

read  tsan%  and  tsLans. 

噌乾了  sucked  it  dry* 

潛 人的血  to  suck  people’s 
blood, 一 as  insects  do. 

嚼 長耳大  a  long  snout  and 
big  ears, — as  a  pig. 

A  noise；  a  hubbub. 

See  11,531. 

See  146. 

See  11,538. 

I  ；  we,  of  two  persons  •’ you  and  I.  See  1 1,538 

[Used  only  in  the  north.] 

咱 家。 r 咱自。 r 自咱 
I;  me;  we;  us. 

咱 們 咱每 we; 

不 是咱們 的事情 “  is 
no  business  of  ours. 

咱們倆  we  two.  Used  in  thej sense  of  “considering  how  friend¬ 

ly  you  and  I  are ••••’’ 

us. 
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有 
11,468 

腴1
 1 1.469 K 隹 

J.  kai ^•nge 
Even  Lower. 

m
r
 

11.470 

i 合洽 See 逝 

A.  trap、 sap 

Entering  . 

Upper. 

w 
h’471 R •合 

J  v.  sapa See 
撞 

.雜. 

Entering 

Lower. 

靈 
ii，472. 

露 
u,473 R •合 

See 

Entering 

Lower. 

襍 
n,474 

25 
浚 11,475 R •晷 

See 

J.  satsz A. 

Entering 

Irregular. 

紮 
ii»476 

咱老子  my  father.  Also, your  father,  used  as  a  term  of 
abuse. 

咱的 why?  how’s  that  ? 

The  nipple  ；  the  breast. 

See  1 1 ,461.  [Correctly  read 

chia1  or  kci}  or  kai\  Kfang 

Hsi  reads  nai2.] 

The  movements  of 

fish’s  mouth  und  gills. 

Vile;  vicious ；  depraved. 

See  9537. 

1,471. 

Same  as 

A  high  peak.  See  6675 

Same  as  11,454. 

To  spatter;  to  besprinkle. 

See  128. 

h，477 R •黯爲 

ts^at 

C. 

H. 

F.  ch、ak, 

chHak、 ch^a  'd^ 

W.  tsLa 

N.  t^ah 

P.  fs、a M.  ts^a Y.  ts^aah 

Sz»  ts^a K.  cK-al J.  satsZy  sac  hi 
A.  sat Entering 

Upper. 

m 
11,478 

11,479 

黠 

s -檫 

Entering 

Upper. 

1,480 

R. 合 

See Entering 

Upper. 

在‘
 

11,481 

R •贿隊 

C.  tsoi^ 

H.  ts'-aV- 
F. chai^ 
W.^ 

N.  ̂ dze 

P •丨 

M.  tsai) 

Sz. ) 

Y.  tsae 

To  rub  ；  to  wipe. 

檫抹  to  rub  and  wipe. 

A  胭秣粉  
t。 paint  and powder, 一 as  women  do. 

擦汗  to  wipe  off  perspiration. 

檫牙  to  brush  the  teeth. 

檫臉  to  rub  the  face, 一 e.g.  with a  hot  cloth  after  a  meal. 

檫桌布 a  duster. 檫油 t。  wipe  away  oil.  Also, 
to  oil;  to  varnish. 

檫； r 黑兒了  very  nearly quite  dark. 

檫着地  skimming  along  the 
ground. 

檫掌  to  rub  the  palms. 

檫揉  to  rub  with  the  hands. 

Same  as  11,477. 

A  coarse  stone ;  to  grind. 

The  hissing  noise  by 

which  spectators  at  a  Chi¬ 
nese  theatre  testify  their 

applause. 

TSjSLI. 

To  have  or  occupy  a 

place,  as  distinct  from  是 

9940  (cf.  estar  and  ser  in 
Spanish)  ；  to  be  present  ； 

to  exist ；  to  be  alive;  to 

reside  in  ；  to  consist  in；  to 
be  involved  in.  M^ty  be 

often  translated  by  at,  in, 

on,  in  point  of,  in  the  case 

11,481 

•  che sai 

. tail 

Sinking 

Lower. 

of,  with  reference  to,  as 
far  as  concerns,  etc.  [To 

be  distinguished  from  存 

ii，972.]  See  9552. 

在  ̂   to  be  at  home. 

不論我 在不在  no  matter  | 
whether  I  am  at  home  or  not. 

在那 兒。 r 在 那 裏 

。》 •在 何處  where  is  he? 

他 住年那 ’裏 where 

does  he  live? 

今 安在哉  where  are  theyj now? — as  (^.')  ancient  build¬ 
ings. 

無 — •在者  not  one  of  them is  left  (e.g.  alive). 

凡問 物之在 者則曰 
in  all  cases  of  asking  where  a 

thing  is,  you  say  •… . 

未嘗 有定在 &ithas 
never  had  any  fixed  place,  or 

habitat.  、 1 

魚 在在藻  a  fish’s  habitat  isl 
among  the  pondweed. 

在河 亨 邊  it  is  on  the 

other  side  of  the  river. 

在 桌子上  it  is  on  the  table* 
在 下  below.  Also  used  for 

see  4230. 

父毋不 在  father  and  mother 
not  alive.  See  10,760. 

他父 興在日 when  his 

father  was  alive. 

有在麽  is  he  alive  ? 

祭神 如神在  to  sacrifice  to 
the  dead  as  if  they  were  present.： 

載 在條約 it;  is  in  the  Treaty- 

都 在其內  all  are  included,! 
— {e.g.)  in  this  charge. 

工 錢在外  wages  extra. 
在逃  to  have  run  away. 

在坐  to  be  seated, —as  when] 
occupying  a  seat  on  the  bench 
in  a  court, 

在案 w  46. 在 禮  name  of  a  “Total  Absti- 
nence’’  society  in  the  north  of 
China. 

在教  to  belong  to  the  Doctrine  | to  be  in  the  sect.  Formerly  J 
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11,481 

used  of  Mohammedans,  but  now 

applied  also  to  Christian  con¬ 

verts.  
** 

此地 在秦爲 m 在漢 

爲 ••this  place  was  **  under 
the  Ch‘in  dynasty,,  and  *  *  under 
the  Han  dynasty. 

jfjP  事  to  do  duty ;  to  be  on  duty. 

在  者  those  on  duty ;  the 
members  of  a  service. 

在你。 r 在 你身上 it  is 
your  business;  the  responsibility 

is  yours;  it  rests  with  you  to. 

文 武在你  the  lives  of  the 
civil  and  milita*  officers  are  at 

your  dispell  • 

所 在 皆有  it  is  t。 be  found 
(or  to  be  got)  everywhere. 

責人在 寬  in  punishing,  be 
on  the  side  of  leniency. 

夜  在 在  day  and  night  em¬ ployed  on  public  business. 

不 在 乎此 “  does  not  con¬ 
sist  in  this. 

不在乎 臺之存 tr 也 
(these  things)  have  nothing  to 
do  with  the  preservation  or  decay 
of  terraces. 

在本 國開行 at  the  esta - 
blishment  of  the  present  dynasty. 

在先 before- 

— •; ̂ 兒  in  or  into  one 
place. 

在保。 n  bail. 
to  be  present;  to  be  on 

the  spot;  to  be  of  the  party. 

在 -^in  his  hand  or  in  his  power. 

名 E  to  be  a  Bannerman. 

在  to  be  a  Chinese. 

意  to  notice ;  to  bear  in  mind. 

意中  within  one’s  intent¬ 
ions；  part  of  one’s  object. 

在 庠 a 秀^才 tslai, 

名 E  麥 ̂  so  far  as  I  am  concerned ; 
with  me;  for  me. 

在 他  from  his  point  of  view; 
in  his  eyes^ 

在 柙  in  custody, 

常 在  female  attendants  of  the 
Emperor. 

11.482 

r •灰 

See 災 

Even  Upper. 

栽 11.483 
r •灰隊 

See 災 

Even  Upper. 

m 11.484 

A  particle  of  exclama¬ 
tion  ； an  interjection  either 
of  admiration  or  of  grief. 

An  interrogative  particle. 

An  expletive.  A  particle 

which  gives  a  pause  ；  see 

4487. 

歸哉歸 哉 may  he  return ! 
may  he  return ! 

嗚  哀哉  alaek !  alas ! 

大 哉孔子  great  indeed  was Confucius ! 

至 矣哉  hQw  admirable ! 

沽之哉 沽之哉 sell  itl sell  it! 

何 其繆哉  what  a  mistake ! 

豈不 可惜哉 how  can  he not  be  pitied? 

安得禾 悲哉 h<3w  ean  1  not mourn  ? 

何 足道哉 how  is  it  worth mentioning? 

陳 錫哉周 g〖fts  bestowed  on Chou. 

明  at  the  first  appearance 
of  the  moon, — on  the  3rd  of 
the  moon. 

朕哉自 毫^  our  attack  began in.  Po. 

To  plant；  to  transplant. 
To  fall. 

栽 花  to  plant  flowers. 

多栽花 ，少 栽刺 plant many  flowers  and  few  thistles. 

栽  to  plant  and  sow. 

栽 秋  to  transplant  rice. 

栽 培  to  plant  and  earth  up; to  assist. 

可 以栽培  worthy  to  be  help- 
ed  along. 

t0  place  stolen  goods  with 

people,— to  implicate  them. 

栽 倒了？ r 栽 躺下了 
he  fell  down. 

栽析淑 1  了  腿  fell  and  broke 
his  leg. 

Same  as  11,487. 

一 、 a 

載 

11,485 

r •賄隊 

H.  ztsai、 tsoP 
F.  chai^  v. 

. chauiJ 

See 再 

Rising  and 

Sinking 

Upper. 

To  contain  ；  to  carry,  as 

a  vessel  or  cart  ；  to  load  ； 

to  fill  up ；  to  complete；  to 

enter,  as  on  a  register；  to 

record  ；  see  8804.  To  go 

to  work.  To  fix  bows  in 

their  frames.  To  wear  on 

the  head.  To  begin.  An 

untranslatable  particle. 

載 多少  how  much  will  it  hold 
(or  carry)  ?  : 

能 載幾担  hmv  many  Piculs will  it  carry?  ! 

車 載 斤  the  cart  will  carry 
a  thousand  catties. 

載 滿  loaded  full  up. 

滿 載而回  t0  return  fully 
loaded. 

定獲 滿載而 歸 certain  to 
come  home  with  a  full  load, — 

e.g.  of  fishes. 

不够 載  not  enough  for  a  load. 

載 輸爾載  yQur  lc>ad  wil1  be 
overturned.  丨 

載貨  to  load  goods;  to  carry 

goods. 

載 貨憑單  a  bill  Of  lading. 
載 有  having  a  cargo  of •… 

pt|  載  the  four  modes  of  trans¬ port.  See  574,  2446,  6821,  and 

2874. 

載 的  transport;  to  convey. 

載 卖! I  to  convey  to  •… 
載  to  carry  passengers. 

載 在駿船  t。 Place  on  board 
a  cargo-boat. 

過 載  t。 tranship. 

載脚  freight. 厥 聲載路  his  voice  filled  the 
street. 

厚 德載福  sreat  virtue  brings happiness. 

開 載明晰  is  distinctly 
stated. 

條 約載明  it  is  clearly  stated 
in  the  Treaty, 

^  _  thd  Historical  Re¬ 

cord  has  no  entry  of  it. 

_  甸*  in  what  book  is 
that  stated  ? 



載入  to  be(  stated, -in  a  book. 

載 A 總單  to  enter  on  the cargo  certificate. 

記載0 r  紀載  t0  record;  t0 note  down. 

糾 正耙載 之失實 t。 
correct  the  mis-statements  which 
are  set  down. 

載籍 ^ 繁想 many  errors 
. are  found  in  their  narratives. 

今號 韻不載 ^  is  not 
now  given  as  a  rhyme, — for  道. 

兹不載  it  is  no  longer  extant. 
上 天之載 ，無 聲無臭 
the  doings  of  God^ave  neither 
sound  nor  smell. 

載 ) 弁  with  his  cap  on his  head. 

載杆 以爲戒 he  has  a  tub 
on  his  head  as  a  warning, — 

缸 gainst  wine-bibbing, — of  a  go¬ 
blet  in  a  man’s  shape. 

春 日載陽  in  spring  the 
warmth  begins. 

載 沉載浮  now  sinking,  now 
rising  again.  1 

載 戢干戈  he  laid  aside  his 
weapons. 

Read  tsaP.  A  year. 

[This  term  was  subst.  in  a.d. 

744  for  年 8301  in  offic. 

records.]  〜 ，歲  10,382. 

— 載  three  years. 

半^  載  half  a  year. 

千 載之久  for  a  thousand 
years  past. 

千載 下猶堪 令人洒 

淚也  even  after  the  lapse  of  1 
a  thousand  years  enough  to  make 
one  shed  tears. 

天寶 十一載  the  nth  year 
of  T‘ien-pao, — a.d.  752. 

Same  as  1 1,485  tsai\ 

Fire  from  j  heaven  {see 

2,905);  a  calamity;  a  visi- 
tatiorr；  evil  ；  suffering;  see 

1 1,208,  To  prepare  blocks 

for  printing  ；  see  6888. 

天災  visitations  of  God. 

Li 

tsai 

,487 N.  tse 
P. M. 

Y.  tsae 

Sz.  tsai 
Yi.che 

J.  sai 

A.  tai 
Even  Upper. 

炎1
 

% 

11.488 

跌 11.489 

宰
 3 

ii，490 

R •賄 

See  内: 

A.  te 

Rising  Upper, 

TSAX 
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天 災流行  calamities  are  rife.j 

天降災  God  is  sending  down : calamities. 

災變 OT 災害 OT 災禍 OT 

災 難(_4) 。> ■災块 。^炎 

歉 災異  (see  9356)  cala¬ mities;  misfortunes ;  evils;  dan¬ 
gers;  sufferings,  etc. 

災病  a  pestilence. 
無 災無病  well  and  happy. 
災民  a  calamity-stricken  people. 

災黎  the  calamity  -  stricken black-haired  people. 

救災  to  rescue  from  calamity. 

招災  to  bring  calamity  on  one¬ 
self. 

送火災  to  ward  off  the  cala¬ mity  of  fire, 一 by  propitiating  the 
God  of  Fire. 

無 妄之災  an  undeserved 
calamity. 

Same  as  1 1,487. 

See  11,114. 

A  steward  ；  a  servant  ； 

the  chief  minister  in  a  State  ； 

manager  of  the  sacrifices 

at  a  rural 社 .9803.  To  rule； 

to  govern.  To  slaughter. 

諸宰  all  the  servants. 

篆 宰 01 ■太 宰 a  chief  mi¬ nister. 

^  ̂   President  of  the  Board of  Civil  Office. 

宰相  {hsiang 4)  a  Prime  Mi¬ nister;  the  epistolary  designation 

of  a 大學士  Grand  Secre 
tary.  See  2908. 

宰桑  the  title  of  an  hereditary 
noble  among  the  Oelot  tribes. 

主宰  a  ruler ;  the  controlling 
power;  the  mind;  God. 

眞宰 589- 
宰制  to  rule;  to  direct. 

罕 於萬物 而不傾 [G°d 
informs  and  controls  all  things 
without  cease. 

宰
 3 

,49° 

毅 ii,49i 

繂 
3 

ii,492 

R •贿隊 

See 宰 

Rising  and 

SinkingUpper. 
11.493 

W 

11.494 

R. 隊 

C.  tsoi 

H.  tsai 

F.  cltai^  v.  kai 

SI- 
M.  i

  tsai 

Y.  tsae 

Sz.  tsai 

K.  che' 

•  sai、 set 

A.  tai 

邑宰。 r 宰官  a  District  Ma¬ 
gistrate. 

宰殺  to  slaughter. 
宰牛  to  slaughter  an  ox. 

乎 甲烏子 to  kill  a  duck. 宰 w 膳宰。 r 庖宰 a  cook. 

烹宰  to  dress  and  cook  food. 

Same  as  1 1,490. 

Doings  ；  business.  Used for  1 1,485. 

Sinking 

Upper. 

See  12,318. 

A  second  time ;  again  ；  on 

another  occasion  ；  further, See  1670,  9839. 

再三  a  second  and  third  time; again  and  again. 

再四  a  second  and  fourth  time; again  and  again. 

再  再 四  again  and  again. 再四 熟思 ot 再四思 
維 t。  think  a  thing  carefully 
over. 

再再叮  again  and  again 
enjoined  upon  him. 

塊 求至再  again  and  again 
knelt  down  and  entreated, 一 to 
be  let  off. 

至于再 ，至 于三 again 
and  again. 

胃  $  胃  We  shall  not  say 

it  a  second  time. 

光 陰不再  time  never  comes 
over  again.  See  6389. 

我 不再來 I  will  not  come again. 

靑 春 再不籴 the spring  (of  youth)  does  not  come 
a  second  time. 
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11,494 

|H.  tsai 
IP. 

Im 

|Y.  tsac ISz.  tsai 

tJLJ  3 

思 
ii,49S 

卜贿隹 
I.  ts 
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I  A.  sai^  te 

Rising  and 

Even  Upper. 

再， 斯可矣  twice  will  do, 一  I 
for  the  number  of  times  that 

an  important  matter  should  be 
considered. 

請再說  please  say  it  again. 

再 沒得說  there  is  nothins 
more  to  be  said. 

明 天再見  we  will  meet  again 
to-morrow. 

再生  to  be  born  a  second  time, 
— as  when  rescued  from  death. 

See  11,624. 

再醮 to  re- marry, 一 of  a  widow, 

再 過幾天  a  few  days  hence 

再 無他人 ，定 是他了 
there  is  no  one  else,  it  must  be 

he, 一 {e.g.)  who  stole  the  things 

再者  again;  further, — as  when 
beginning  a  new  paragraph,  add 

ing  a  postcript  to  a  letter,  etc 

再行  again;  further. 

再  ̂   furthermore. 

再世  a  state  of  existence  (which 
has  been  preceded  by  others). 

再 從兄弟 (and 姊妹 
grandsons  (and  grand-daughters: 

of  paternal  grand-uncle;  second 
cousins  of  same  name. 

再從 姪子㈣ d 姪女 
son  (and  daughter)  of  grandson, 

through  males,  of  paternal  granc  - 
uncle. 

再 從娃孫 grandsem  of 
grandson,  etc.,  as  above. 

再 從外甥 sems  of  grand¬ 
daughters  of  paternal  grand¬ uncle. 

A  child  ；  a  servant. 

Used  with  12,318. 

細崽  a  servant;  a  “boy.” 

爛崽  a  worthless  fellow. 

狗愚子  a  puppy-d°g;  y°u  son of  a  bitch  f 

狗 下崽子  the  bitch  has  lifterr ed. 

焭崽子  a  term  of  indecent abuse. 

崽腸子  the  ovaries  of  a 

11,496 

R 灰 

F.  chai^  v. 

choui 

W.  v.  dzai 

N.  dze^  v.  ze 
P. 

M. Sz. 才1
 

ts、oi 

ts^ai 

Y.  ts'-ae 
K.  che 

sai 

A.  tat 
Even  Lower. 

SOW. 

or 

ta- 

Force  ；  power  ；  ability  ； 

talents  ；  parts.  [To  be  dis¬ 
tinguished  from  寸  1 1,965.] 

See  7754， 10,956. 

二 the  Three  Forces,  一  in 
nature,  viz.  Heaven,  Earth,  and 
Man.  See  7010. 

才幹。 能 OT 才情 

才具。 r 才華  ability； lent;  parts. 

才 學  learning. 
才調  talent;  wit;  tact. 

才智  wisdom;  talents. 

才慧  intelligent. 
文  yj"  literary  talents;  talents  sui¬ table  for  civil,  as  opposed  to 

military,  o 伍 cials. 

才 兼文武  having  both  civil and  military  genius. 

才 大于身  his  talents  are bigger  than  his  body, — he  is  a 
better  man  than  he  looks. 

才德  talents  and  virtues. 

多才  of  varied  talents. 

多 才久被 天在怪 great abilities  have  always  been  re 

garded  unfavourably  by  God. 

yj"  cleverness  and  good  look: 

才識  acumen. 才名  a  reputation  for  talent. 

才望  ability  and  reputation; noted  ability.  See  7504. 

才分。 f 才質  natural  gifts; talent. 

才 身。 r 才耶。 r 才士 
a  man  of  parts  ;  an  able  man 

才子 a  clever  fellow;  a  term 
arbitrarily  used  in  the  classifi 
cation  of  ten  particular  novels, 

as  being  from  the  pen  of  a  first, 

second,  or  third-rate  genius,  etc. It  was  first  used  by  金聖歎 

Chin  Sheng-t'an,  in  his  prefac< 
to  the  first  of  the  ten,  whicl 
are: 

三 國志如 chih' 、 

好逑傳  Hao  chHu  chuatt, 

玉矯梨  Yii  chiao  li* 

才:
 

11,496 

平. 山冷燕  piins shan  ̂ nS 

yen. 

水滸傳  Shut  hu  chuan. 

西廂記  Hsi  hsiang  chi. 

琵琶記 m  〜 • 

花萎記  Hua  chien  chi. 

平鬼傳 PHns  kuei  chuan. 

三合劍  San  ho  chien. 
八才子  the  Eight  Gifted  Ones, — sons  of  the  Emperor"^  陽 

氏  Kao-yang  Shib,  who  aided 
Shun  in  the  government. 

不才。 1 •不 才子 without talents;  a  stupid  fellow. 

才也 養不才  let  those  who 
have  talents  train  up  those  who 
have  not. 

毋容 卦慮於 不才等 
do  not  allow  yourself  to  be  anx¬ 
ious  about  us. 

中 人之才  mediocre  talents. 他的 才品不 過是中 

人  his  talents  are  but  mediocre. 

才疎。 r  才拙  wanting  in  ab- ility;  incompetent. 

才 疎學淺  talents  inferior 
and  learning  superficial.  • 

才 不勝任 not  up  t0  his 
work. 

高才  of  great  ability. 有大才 ，'必 有大用 
great  talent  is  sure  to  find  great 

occupation. 

大 才小用  great  talent  em¬ 
ployed  in  a  small  capacity.

 

正才  right  and  proper  talents. 

偏 才  perverted  talents. 夕卜才 talents  other  than  正 才， 
——e.g.  acting,  fencing,  games  etc. 

Also  appearance,  exterior. 

外 才已是 美了  « tenor  is  all  that  can  be  desired. 

一表人 才 a  man  of  noble bearing,  refined  presence,  etc. 

天下才 共一石 the ability  of  the  whole  empire 

amounts  to  a  picul, — of  which 

曹子建  Ts‘ao  Tzti-chien  has Aths， I  have  TVth,  and  the  rest 
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才 
11,496 

材 2
 

u 
11,498 

11,497 
R •灰 

F.  ckai,  ch^ai 
N.  dze^  v.  ze 
See 才 

Even  Lower. 

of  mankind  f*ffth  between  them. 

So  said  Hsieh  Ling- 

yun. 

蠢才  what  a  fool  ! 

天 地之生 才無盡 the 
birth  .of  talent  is  without  end. 

才人  inferior  Imperial  concu¬ 
bines  (of  former  dynasties). 

Stuff;  materials.  Used 

with  1 1,496.  Used  archai¬ 

cally  for  1 1,503.  [To  be  dis¬ 

tinguished  from  村  1 1,968.] 

材料  stuff ；  materials;  force  of 
character. 

材木  timber. 
良材  good  stuff, 一 as  honest  offi¬ 

cials. 

不成材  useless;  good-for- nothing. 

退材所  a  lumber  room. 
人材  make  or  build  of  a  man; 
see  6495. 

好身材  a  fine  build, 一 as  a tall  athletic  man. 

材質  natural  abilities,  qualifica¬ 
tions,  eta. 

無將  c/iiang 4  材  he  is  no 
general. 

祙 木不材 ，而 可以爲 
the  tree  in  the  forest  is  of 

no  use,  but  it  can  be  made  to 
be  of  use. 

鳩 匠爲材  engaged  a  man  to make  a  coffin. 

天之 生物必 因其材 

而篤焉  Gc)d， in  creating 
things,  is  surely  bountiful  to  them 

according  to  their  qualities. 

五材  the  five  elements.  See 
4624. 

六材  the  six  kinds  of  artisan 
work, — in  wood,  metal,  leather, 
paint,  polishing  gems,  and  plastic 

art.  
• 八 材  the  eight  materials, - pearls, 

ivory,  jade,  stone,  earth,  metal, 
leather,  and  feathers. 

藥  ̂   medicines. 

Same  as  265. 

豺 
ii，499 

r 

11,500 

r. 灰 

See 才 

J.  sai,  zai 
Even  Lower. 

See  265. 

Property  ；  wealth  ；  valu¬ 
ables  ； bribes.  See  1 2,442. 

Used  archaically  for  1 1,503. 

財主。 r 財主 老。 r 財東 
a  wealthy  man;  a  capitalist. 

發財  to.  make  money.  Used 
optatively  as  a  congratulation 
at  the  New  Year. 

財命  luck  in  business. 

家財  property ;  fortune. 
財貨。 r 財物 property; effects. 

財力  financial  resources. 

以財力 不足  because  he could  not  aftord  it. 

財政表  a  financial  statement; a  budget. 

已飭 造全省 財政表 
have  already  issued  instructions 
to  draw  up  a  financial  statement 
for  the  whole  province. 

監埋 財政官  inspectors  ofj the  Finance  Department.. 

現外 人有監 督中國 

財政  just  now,  strangers  con¬ trol  the  finances  of  China. 

財制 t  wealth  and  happiness. 

財勢  wealth  and  influence. 

財寶  valuables. 財神。 r 財帛 星君 the God  of  Wealth. 

你不 是財神 y。11  are  nc)t 
the  God  of  Wealth, — you  don’t 
bring  any  money  in. 

破財  to  lose  money  or  other 
valuables;  to  dissipate  wealth. 

該 我破財  I  was  fated  to  lose this, -as  of  anything  lost  or  stolen. 

人貪胃 4 財死  man  dies  in pursuit  cf  wealth. 

財可 以通神  money  will move  the  gods. 

財 能壯贍 money  makes  a man  bold. 

仁義莫 交財， 交財仁 

義絶  with  the  virtuous  there is  no  exchange  (i.e.  borrowing 

and  lending)  of  tnoney,  for  with 

the  exchange  of  money  their  vir¬ 

r 

【1,5。0 

tue  is  at  an  end.  Cf,  “Neither 

a  borrower  nor  a  lender  be.” 

問 間財氣  to  enquire  (by divination)  into  one’s  prospects of  becoming  rich. 

不義 之財。 r 無義錢 

財  money  that  comes  to  one in  a  wrong  way;  ill-gotten  gains, 

外財  accidentally-acquired ,  or adventitious  wealth.  See  12,442 

生財  to  make  money;  that  which 
makes  money,  as  a  workman’s tools,  etc. 

義不 生 財  honesty  never  gets 
rich. 

和 氣生財  an  even  temper brings  wealth* 

貪財 不得財 he  whQ  c。 
vets  money  does  not  get  it. 

不貪 財自來 t。 him  who 
does  not  covet  money,  it  comes 

of  itself. 

勿貪意 外之財 d。 n()t covet  riches  to  an  extent  un¬ 
justifiable, — under  your  parti 
cular  circumstances. 

財 是英雄  money makes  the 
man, — the  want  of  it  the  fellow. 

財 多累己  too  much  wealth 
is  an  embarrassment. 

求財恨 不多， 財多害 

人 己  men  strive  for  wealth and  complain  that  they  do  not 

get  much,  while  much  wealth 
brings  evil  on  men. 

賢人 多財則 損其志 
much  wealth  saps  the  resolution 
of  the  virtuous  man. 

小人 多財則 益其過 
and  accentuates  the  faults  of  the 
inferior  man. 

寃桩 財來 寃枉去 
wealth  that  comes  in  a  wrong 
manner  will  go  in  a  wrong 
manner. 

橫 w 財 不 富命窮 

人  adventitious  wealth  will  not enrich  a  man  who  is  fated  to 

be  poor. 
財 帛兒女 有定分 
{fSn^)  wealth  and  children  are matters  of  destiny. 

財 帛世界 ，衣楣 年^ age  which  thinks  of  nothing  but 

money  and  fashionable  clothes. 

左 眼跳財 ，右 眼跳蠲 
the  left  eye  twitching  means 
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Even  Upper. 
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11,502 
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C.  ts、oi 

W^ts^ai 
F.  chai 
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N.  dze^  ze 
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M.  tsLai 
Sz. 

Y.  "W 

K.  che 

sat 

A.  tai 

Even  Lower. 

wealth,  the  right  eye  twitching 
means  misfortune. 

天財  a  windfall, — as  a  prize  in 
a  lottery. 

財寶  valuables. 
財  betrothal  presents. 

官 吏受財  o 伍 cials  and  ser¬ 
vants  all  in  receipt  of  bribes. 

財賄  bribes ;  vails. 

財施 i  Buddhist  alms. 
財病 離義官 刼害吉 
eight  characters  on  the  門尺 

footrule  used  for  determining  the 

measure  of  doorways,  the  breadth 

of  which  is  (especially  in  the 

north)  always  arranged  so  as  to 

coincide  with  two  lucky  cha¬ 
racters. 

To  wound  with  weapons. 

To  cut  out；  to  cut  off. 

To  plan  ；  to  decide.  Used 

archaically  for  1 1,503. 

栽開  to  cut  out  j  to  cut  through. 
to  cut  out  and  sew;  a  tailor. 

See  11456. 

_  tailors’  materials. 

裁衣 to  cut  out  clothes. 

裁剪  to  cut  out,,  as  cloth;  to 

plan. 

_  其 有餘  cut  off  what  is  too 
much. 

裁減些  to  cut  down  smaller; 
to  diminish. 

载敵。 r 载革。 r 裁銷 
to  remove ;  to  do  away  with； 
to  abrogate. 

裁製  to  cut  out  and  make, 一 as 
clothes,  etc. 

裁酌 & 裁奪  to  plan;  to decide. 

聽 候栽奪  to  await  a  de¬ 
cision. 

 一 

裁 奪示遵  to  decide  and 
notify  for  guidance  of  those  con¬ 
cerned. 

裁判問 其如何 the  magi 
strate  (or  j^dge)  asked  him  how 

he  managed  to  •、"  • 

裁 
1九,5。2 

u，503 H.  I 

F.  cK'ai^  
v. 

Cch、ai 

W.  dze^  dza 

^.dze 

P. 

M. ( 

Y.  ts'-ae Sz.  ts^ai 

K.  ch、e J.  sai,  zai 

A.  tai 
Even  Lower. 

ts^ai 

ts^ai 

采 R •賄隊 

C*  tsKoi H.  ts^ai 

F.  ch'-ai 

?；i- m.  i  tsy
 

Y.  ts^ae 

Sz.  ts^ai 

裁度  to  plan;  to  decide. 

自载。 t 親裁  to  decide  for oneself ‘  The  first  is  also  to 

commit  suicide. 

裁併  to  abolish  and  incorpo¬ rate, -as  when  amalgamating  two 
official  posts,  etc. 

裁遺  to  dismiss. marriage  presents. 

裁 （= 纔) 近其窗 、vhen she  was  near  the  window. 

Just  now ;  then ;  in  that 
case ;  only. 

剛纔。 r 纔剛。 r 方纔 J‘ust now;  a  moment  ago.  [The  first 
phrase  refers  to  a  more,  the 
second  to  a  less  recent  time.] 

纔 來了。 r 纔到了 hehasi 
just  come, 一 and  is  still  here. 

他剛 纔來了  he  came  just now, 一 and  has  gQne. 

他纔剛 來又走 了 he came  a  little  while  ago  but  went 

away  again. 

纔去  Y  he  has  】ust  gone. 

缉給 俾咯1  have  just  
eiven 

it  to  him. 

辦 安纔說  when  the  thing is settled  we  can  discuss  it. 

這 樣纔是  this  is  the  proper 
way. 

我講了 半天， 他纔明 

白了  I  was  half  a  day  ex- plaining  it  before  he  understood. 

纔好 ot 纔是 and  then  a11 will  be  well,— a  phrase  used  to 
finish  off  a  sentence. 

纔二 萬人.  barely  20,000 
men. 

纔有貌  the' appearance  of something  which  is  seen  one 
moment  and  not  the  next. 

Variegated  ；  gay-colour¬ 

ed.  To  gather.  Used  with 

1(508， 11,509.  [To  be 

distinguished  from  ̂ 92  I2-] 

采鷄  name  for  a  variety  of  gol¬ 
den  pheasant. 

采 采衣服 gay  clothes- 
采采  also  means  to  keep,  on gathering. 

采
，
 

ii,5°4 

K.  ch、e 

J.  sdi 

A. 

Rising  Upper. 

R •蕭灰 

C.  v.  ̂ h^oi 

“get  out!” 

囂猜 
Even  Upper. 

浆 
ii，5o6 

R •隊 

See 莱 

SinkingUpper. 

n,S°7 

R. 賄 

See 采 

Rising  Upper. 

彩 *
 

11，5。8 

只贿 

See 采 

Rising  Upper. 

納采  to  send  betrothal  presents， 
― the  first  preliminary  to  a  mar¬ 

riage.  See  8106. 

采 用書目  list  of  authorities 
consulted, 

竭采  to  applaud. 
觀者喝 釆不住 the  sPec- 
tators  applauded  without  ceasing. 

采 薪之憂  tiie  sorrow  of| *  gathering  firewood.  Used  in  the 
sense  of  feeling  a  little  unwell 

神采不 _  he  (the  Emperor) 
showed  no  signs  of  alarm. 

Read  An  allot¬ 
ment  to  a  feudal  noble. 

食采  to  enjoy  the  revenue, - as  of  a  city  or  district. 

采邑  allotments  to  feudal  nobles. 

An  interjection. 

Allotments  to  feudal 
nobles.  See  1 1,504. 

Officials  in  charge  of  the 

allotments  to  feudal  nobles. 

^  o 伍 cials  in  the  same  Pre¬ 
fecture  and  of  the  same  rank, respectively.  s 

凡 在寮菜  they  were  all  fel- low-o 伍  cials.  - 

Gay-coloured；  orna¬ 

mented  ； elegant ;  brilliant. 
Colour.  Lucky；  a  prize. 

彩色  variegated ;  parti-coloured.  I 

彩暢  a  bridal  chair. 結彩  to  festoon  with  cloth  or 
paper  hangings. 

魟彩  the  red  cloth  festooned over  a  door  in  sign  of  a  wedding. 
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rc& 

彩,
 

ii, 5°8 

採 3
 ii，5°9 

賄 
See 采 

Rising  Upper. 

金花彩 紅  gdden  flowers  and 
red  colour, — of  the  decorations 

used  on  joyful  occasions. 

彩紬  silks  hung  over  doors  at 
weddings. 

彩裤  flowered  trousers,  — worn 
by  women. 

彩繡  colours  and  embroidery ; 
a  handsome  dress. 

光彩  bright  and  gay;  brilliant. 

彩畫  to  paint;  to  adorn. 

彩畫作  (/so1)  a  painter,  or 
decorator’s  shop  or  trade. 

彩飾  to  beautify；  to  ornament. 

異彩  unusually  beautiful. 

彩門  an  ornament,  shaped  some¬ 
thing  like  凸  11,142,  which 

hangs  before  the  door  of  z.yamen. 

五彩  the  five  colours.  See  9602. 

筆鱗 啤舊鮮 the  colours  (of a  painting)  as  fresh  as  ever. 

彩呢  Spanish  stripes. 

雲彩  Clouds. 
彩氣 &彩頭  luck；  fortune. 

彩 頭兒好  my  luck  is  good. 

_  @  unlucky;  no  chance. 

最勝彩  the  greatest  winning 
luck, -the  highest  possible  throw 
with  dice. 

彩資  a  prize, — for  a  race. 

得彩 w 中  chungK  彩。 r 奪 
7^  to  win  the  prize. 

得彩者  the  winner. 
彩錢  money  spent  by  the  winner 

in  standing  treat. 

無 賴打彩  to  be  wearied  and 
depressed;  to  be  wanting  in energy. 

彩 翼  the  wings  of  glory. 

暍彩  see  11,504. 
彩仗  the  suite  of  a  3rd  or  4th 

class  concubine;  see  5455. 

To  pick;  to  gather；  to 
choose;  to  collect. 

梂摘  to  pick;  to  pluck. 

梂茶葉  to  gather  tea. 
梂花  to  gather  flowers；  to  de¬ 

flower. 

n，5°9 

W 

11,510 

R •贿 

See 采 

Rising  Upper. 
R •賄 

C.  t^oi H.  "W 

F.  chuai 

N.  ts^c 

P. 

M. 
Y. 
Sz. 

not  used 

A •八 

Rising  Upper, 

蜂採花  the  bee  gathers  (honey 
from)  the  flower, — the  bee  sips 
the  flower. 

不許採 no  ravishing allowed, 一 a  notification  to  sol¬ diers. 

梂芹  see  2092. 
梂蓮歌  songs  of  picking  lo¬ tuses,  sung  at  the  Dragon-boat festival.  See  3447,  7479. 

pick  for  planting. 

梂樵  to  cut  firewood. 

採淡  to  gather  shell-fish. 
梂用  to  make  a  selection;  to 

select  for  use. 

梂取  to  choose  out. 

毫無 可採  containing  nothing of  practical  value. 

不 無可梂  there  is  something 
to  choose;  “something  in  it.” 

採辆  to  make  a  choice  among 
suggestions  offered  as  advice. 

採辦。 1 ■探買 to  buy  UP. 

梂訪  to  make  enquiries. 

採 補之流 the  dasS  that collects  (the  vitality  of  others) 

to  supply  (its  own  deficiencies), 
— foxes,  and  other  uncanny  crea¬ 
tures  which  injure  human  life. 

莫 M 不琴） 採他 don’t 
take  any  notice  of  him.  See 

11,511. 

A  species  of  oak. 

To  greet  ；  to  take  notice 
of.  See  6290. 

不 啾不脒  to  take  no  notice 
of. 

不 婆眯他  don’t  pay  any attention  to  him. 

佯 佯不咪  to  remain  in  a contemptuous  attitude  taking  no 
notice  of  another. 

眯道兒  to  spy  out  the  land. 

m
s
 

II, S12 

R •贿 

see 采 

Rising  Upper 

w 

11.513 

R •隊 

H.  i 

F.  ch、ai 

W.  ts^e 
N.  ts^e 

M.  I
  ts"ai 

Y.  ts^ae 

Sz.  ts^ni 

K.  ch、e 

J.  sai 

A. 
 

re 

Sinki
ng 

Upper
. 

Coloured.  Used  with 

11,508. 

coloured  satin. 

結綵  to  festoon.  See  11,508, 

綵結  net  profits;  profit  and  loss account. 

Culinary  vegetables  ；  food 

in  general. 

菜蔬  vegetables- 靑 菜  greens  in  general, 
生茱  lettuce  {Lactuca  Scariola、 
L”  var.  sativa). 

白茱  cabbage.  See  8556. 

菠菜  spinach. 
湯茱  vegetables  served  with broth  over  them. 

^  ̂   dried  shel
l-fish. 素 菜  vegetable  diet;j 從  10,348. 

葷茱  see  5234. 

茱佛  a  vegetarian. 香茱  sweet  basil  (Odmum  ba~ 
silicum、 L.). 

鹹茱  pickled  cabbage ;  salted food. 

菜花。 r 菜子 (^1)  rape. 
fA  cabbage-oil  made  from  the 

above. 

菜園子  a  vegetable  garden. 

茱牀 a 茱攤  a  costermon 
ger’s  stall. 

茱帮子  the  outside  leaves  of 
a  cabbage. 

茱心兒  the  “heart”  of  a  cab¬ 
bage. 

魚 龍鷄鳳 茱靈芝 Wes (as  rare  as)  dragons,  chickens 

(as  rare  as)  phoenixes,  and  cab¬ 
bages  (as  rare  as)  the  plant  of longevity. 

茱色  cabbage-coloured;  sallow; anaemic, 一 of  ill-fed  persons. 

茱市  pj  cabbage-market, 一 the 
place  of  execution  in  Peking, 

and  generally  used  in  this  sense. 

大茱 and 小采  the  greater and  lesser  dishes  at  a  Chinese 

dinner,  the  former  containing 

meat,  fish,  etc.,  and  the  latter 
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TSUINT 

菜‘
 

【i，5i3 

m 
11,5^ 

R 賄 

See 采 

Rising  Upper. 

H，5I5 

R .灰 
C.  ch^ai 
H.  ts^ai 

F.  ch^ai^  v. 
chLwi 

W 

N. 
 (  ts"e 

P.  tsLai
 

M.  tshua
i、 

ts^ai
 

Y.  isKae
 

Sz.  ts、ai 

K.  ch、e、
 
s’ii 

J.  sai^  zai 
A.  hsai 

Even
  
Uppe

r. 

fruit,  dried  or  fresh,  relishes, 

etc.;  hence,  meat  and  vegetables, 
respectively. 

不是  food  is  not  food, 
一 i.e.  it  has  lost  its  savour,  as 
to  a  sick  person  or  to  one  in 

grief. 

美茱  choice  food;  delicacies. 

茱刀  a  cook’s  chopper. 
茱貨  one  who  only  troubles 
himself  about  eating. 

傳 家惟有 茱根香 the 
only  way  to  keep  a  family  in 
existence  for  generations  is  to 

think  cabbage-stalks  nice, — i.e. 
be  economical  in  food. 

單 •  a  bill  of  fare. 

照 單上茱  the  dishes  will  be 
served  in  the  order  given  on 
the  nietiu. 

茱飯。 r 茱席  food;  victuals. 

家茱 不香， 外茱香 
one’s  own  food  never  tastes  as 

nice  as  other  people’s. 

A  band  or  turban  worn 

by  women. 

To  guess. 

你猜 得着〃 猜不着 
{chao1)  can  you  guess  ? 

M  若猜. _  過  if  h
e  manages 

to  guess  it. 

什麽人 .都猜 不出來 
no  one  could  guess. 

你是 猜單兒 是猜雙 

兒  do  you  guess  odd  or  even? 

猜謎  to  guess  a  riddle. 

我 猜不中  (c/iung^)  I  am 
unable  to  guess  right. 

你 試猜猜  make  a  guess;  try 
to  guess. 

一 猜就着  (chao1)  guessed  it 
at  the  first  try， 

猜 機  to  guess  one’s  thoughts. 
to  guess  the  total  number 

of  fingers  held  up  simultaneously 

by  oneself  and  another  person. 

猜枚  ch^ai  muiy — another  name 
for  the  above,  more  commonly 
used  in  the  south. 

【i，5i5 

跳 
11,516 

經 
ii，5i8 

R •泰 

P.  coll.  ts、ai 

See 蔡 

SinkingUpper. 

蔡 H,5!9 

R •泰 

C.  ts^oi 
H.  ts、ai 
F.  ch、ai 

卜 

M.  1
  Uai 

Y.  ts、ae 

Sz.  tsKai 

K.  ch、ae 

J.  sat 
A.  f-ai 

Sinking 

Upper. 

猜想 OT 猜尋。 r 猜詳 t。 
guess;  to  conjecture. 

難 以猜量  it  is  difficult  to estimate. 

猜箅  to  ponder;  to  speculate. 

猜處  (chluz)  to  consider  how to  act. 

胡 猜亂想  to  be  confused  in one’s  opinions  and  thoughts. 

猜疑  to  be  in  doubt. 

猜嫌  to  be  suspicious  of. 

猜恨。 r 猜忌  to  suspect  and dislike. 

內 實猜刻  a  mischievous fellow  at  heart. 

See  1 2,396. 

Same  as  2697. 

F resh  -  looking  or  new 

clothes.  The  rustle  of  gar¬ 
ments. 

11,520 

The  name  of  a  small 

feudal  State.  A  tortoise, 

because  tortoises  came  from 
Ts‘ai. 

蔡州  name,  under  the  T‘ang dynasty,  of  汝寧府  in  Ho¬ 

nan. 

蔡州人 有外片 a  Ts(ai 
Chou  man  has  nine  bones  in 

his  skull, — instead  of  eight  as 
assigned  to  the  head  of  an 
ordinary  Chinaman. 

蔡木  a  species  of  oak  occurring in  Shansi. 

靈蔡  a  tortoise. Read  Criminals 

undergoing  the  lesser  ban 
ishment. 

Same  as  11,500. 

11,52】 

R. 翰 

C .，加 n 

S:i 

tsan 

F.  cluing 

W.  tsa N.  tsaan 

p-  i 

M.  ! 

Y.  tsaa 

Sz.  tsan 

K.  chLan 

J.  san 

A.  tan 

Sinking 

Upper. 

w 

11,522 

R 侵覃 

H.  i  tsam 

F.  chang 

W.  /so 

N.  tsaan^  tsein 

M.  i
 tsan 

Y.  tsaa 
Sz.  tsan 

K.  cham 

J. shin、 
 
san 

A.  trem Even 
 
Upper

. 

TSjAJXr. 

To  assist.  Used  for 

11,532.  See  11,548. 

益 贊于禹 I  came  to  the  help 
of  Yu. 

可以 贊天地 之化育 
he  can  assist  the  transforming 

and  nourishing  powers  of  heaven 
and  earth. 

贊助。 贊佐  to  assist. 
贊成  to  help  to  accomplish. 

贊 辭  ta  help  with  a  word. 

幽贊 于神明  to  secretly  aid 
in  manifesting  divine  truths. 

贊理  to  help  to  manage. 

贊禮郢 ot 贊禮生 a  cere_ 
ironial  usher. 

贊善  assistant  secretary  of  the Supervisorate  of  Instruction. 

贊 襄大臣  an  honorary  title 
of  the  highest  kind;  Imperial 
Minister-adjutant,  beii>g  a  high 

official  nominated  for  some  spe¬ 
cial  occasion. 

^  the  Gialbo,  or  former  tem¬ poral  rufer  of  Tibet. 

A  kind  of  flat  hair-pin 

with  spoon-shaped  orna¬ 
mental  ends  ；  a  hat-pin  5 

to  stick  through  the  hair. Used  with  1 1,553. 

餐子。 1 ■餐棒  a  hair-pin,  as 
above. 

餐花  to  stick  flowers  in  the  hair. 
餐航 連 冠於髮 

也  the  tsan  is  used  to  fix  the hat  to  the  hair. 

抽 餐招鱗  t。 pull  out  a  pin 
to  attract  a  firefly, — more  likely 

to  frighten  it  away. 

汝 若固志 ，吾 亦柚餐 
if  you  are  多 o  determined,  I  too 

will  pull  out  my  hat-pins, —retire 

from  official  life.  f 

餐 纓世胄  a  family  the  suc¬ 
cessive  generations  of  which 
have  all  had  red  tassels  fastened 

(to  their  official  hats), 一 i%e.  had 
representatives  in  official  life. 

今來 脫餐粗 _  that  1 have  taken  off  my  hat-pin  and 

girdle, 一 retired  from  official  life. 



See  1 1,879. 

To  squeeze  the  fingers. See  1 1,541. 

Pieces  of  wood  arranged 

so  as  to  be  drawn  tight 

together  by  strings,  and 

formerly  used  for  squeezing 

the  fingers  of  prisoners  or 

witnesses  in  order  to  ex¬ 

tort  evidence,  but  declared 

under  the  present  dynasty 
to  be  illegal. 

措 

n,539 

拶
，
 

H.S40 

R. 爲 
See 模

 

IC.  chSal 

J.  sa‘sz、 sac  hi 

A  ,  Vi. 

Entering 

Upper. 

楼 3
 

h,54[ 

R •曷 

C.  san 

F.  chang 

W.ja 
N.  tsaah 

卜⑽
 

J.  satsz、 sac  hi A.  fsat、 三 ti 

Entering 

Upper 

Irregular. 

H,542 

See\  2721. 

rc&jsjisr 
11,535 

R •旱 

See 贊 

Rising  Upper. 

摺 
h，536 

Black  glossy  hair； 

hair  coiled  in  a  knot. 

Same  as  1 1,879. 

咱 
n,S37 

僧1
 

ii,538 

R •遽 

C.  tsan 

Y： chang 

W.  tsa 
N.  tsein^  tsaan P.  ctsah^  v.  Usa  fnr 

M.  tsan 

Y.  tsaa 
Sz.  tsan 

K.  cham san 

A.  tan Rising  Upper. 

the 

See  1 1,468. 

A  dual  pronoun  ；  you  and 

I;  we  two.  Also  read  tsc^\ 
used  with  1 1,468.  Then  ； 

a  time  ；  a  period.  [Dis¬ 
tinguished  from  俗 2293, 

which  is  often  wrongly  used 

,538.] 

> (答們  we  two. 
多  < 答  when ?  whenever;  at  the 

time. 

那偺 我還幼 
only  a  boy. 

was  then 

TS-A-3NT [. 1428  1 

m 

11,522 

賛 
M,523 

憒,
 

h,524 R •旱 

«  ^ •冲- See 

A.  twan 

h,525 R. 翰 

See 

SinkingUpper. 

m 

11,526 r •寒 
See 攢 

Even'Lower. 

攢 
ii，S〒7 

w 
11,528 R. 翰 

See 

Sinking 

Upper. 

m 
11,529 

R •旱翰 
F.  Cchwang、 

change 
& 贊 
A.  twan 

Rising  and 
Sinking 

Lower. 

_  _  to  stick  the  pen  in  t
he 

臢
‘
 

hair, — behind  the  ear. 

餐環  hair-pins  and  earrings. 

不  the  tuberose  [Polian- 
thes  tuber osa、 L.). 

R ■翰旱 
S66 贊攢 

Sinking  and 

Rising  Upper 

Shortened  form  of and  Lower. 

1 1,521.  [Wrongly  used  in 

the  following  characters.] m 
11,53! 

R. 覃 

To  hoard  up. 
See  cf. 

"f 贊 那  t0  lay  together;  to  con- 

齪  j} 

tribute. 

C.  cu~Qtsou 
H.  cau~ctsau F.  auk^-ch^auk^ 

W.  coe-c^soe N.  oa-tsoa 
P. 〔ang'tsang 
M.  W0fU、0) 

Beautiful ；  fair,  as  a 
Even  Upper. 

woman.  5 

讚 4
 

n,S32  i 

R .翰 

See 贊 

Sinking  、 

High  mountains. 
Upper. 

1 

See  1 1,898. 

1 

% 

To  scatter ；  to  spatter; 

to  splash. 
m , 
11,533 

潰了  一 '黙泥 he  sPattered 

r 旱  i 

me  a  little  with  mud. 

F.  (chwang、  .  ̂ 

chang) 
、潛 濕身  he  spattered  and 

See 贊 

wetted  me. 

令贄 出 火 星  t0  scatter  sparks. 

Rising  Upper,  j 

A  libation-cup.  See  6434. 

j 

鑽 n,534 

To  pray；  to  supplicate. 

A  hare-lip.  Dirty. 

tsang^)  dirty.  See  3  and  81. 

To  praise；  to  eulogise. 
or 

讃  頌  to  commend  highly;  to 
sing  the  praises  of. 

辱人讃  to  be  praised  by 
people. 

贊  _  道  laudable;  worthy 

praise. 

贄賞  to  commend  and  rewai 

贊嘆 不已  praising  and lamenting  him  greatly. 

To  hasten  ；  .to  urge  on. 

or 

to 

趲程。 r 趲路 
hurry  on;  to  make  forced  mar ches. 

not 
hurry  on  the  least  bit. 

walk  and  a  trot. 

See  1 1,882. 
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暫 
1  h，543 

鏨
‘
 

n,S44 
R •勘 
C.  tsam 

H.  ts、am 
F.  chang 
W.  ̂ dza 
N.  zeiti 

M. 
 j  tsan 

Y.  tsaa 

Sz.  tsan 

K.  cham^ch^am 

J.  satt^  zan 
A.  tam、 tiem 

Sinking 
Lower. 

輋 
ii,54S 

R 葉 J 

〜捷晷 
斬 

Entering 
Lower. 

慚1
 

h,S46 
R. 覃 

C.  ts^am 

H.  cfs、iam  ‘ 
F.  chang 
W.  dza 

N.  dzaati 

M. 
 |  ts'an

 
Y.  tsLaa 
Sr.  tsLan 

K.  ch、am 

J.  zan 
A.  tam 

Even  Lower. 

慙 
h，547 

See  310. 

To  pierce  ；  to  cut  ；  to 

chisel  out  ；  to  engrave. 

帮 子*  a  chisel. 

製 刀  an  engraving-knife. 

花  to  carve  flowers. 

雕 繫印信 to  cut  an  official 
seal. 

to  cut  out  an  inscription. 

to  carve  in  relief, — as  op¬ 

posed  to 陰 • 

共 靈 其頭  ajl  hit  him  over 
the  head. 

Leonurus  macranthus. 

Max. 

To  be  hasty.  Used  with 

1485  ‘ 

不畫 故也。 Id  friendship 
should  not  be  suddenly  broken 
off. 

To  feel  shame. 

羞 傅 fj1  or  傅^愧  to  feel  shame. 

博 J 毎  to  be  ashamed  and  feel 
remorse. 

慚1  形 or  慚1  色  the  appearance 
of  being  ashamed. 

惟有漸 .德 he  had  a  feeling 
of  shame  on  account  of  his  con¬ 
duct. 

AH、 A  傅 f  t0  feel  ashamed in  heart. 

#  懊]1  to  be  ashamed. 

恨  hurt;  mortified. 

Same  as  1 1,545. 

r 
11,548 

r •覃侵 

勘 

H.  i
  ts'a'n

 

F.  ch、ang 

W.  t^o 

N.  is^aan P. 

M.  (s^an^ 

Y.  isLen Sz. 

K.  ch、am、 
chLam 

J.  san A.  tam、 t^am 

See 三 

and 

Even  Upper. 

To  counsel  ；  to  advise  ； 

to  consult  with.  To  im¬ 

peach  ； to  report  against. 
To  collate.  Three  joined 

together  ；  to  be  one  of  three  ； 

to  mix  ；  to  blend.  To  visit 
a  superior.  See  5972.  [For 
old  form,  see  9553.] 

參酉 ̂   to  consult;  to  deliberate. 

謀  to  advise;  a  State  Coun¬ sellor. 

參知 政事。 ■•參 政 t。 assist  in  the  government;  a  State 

Counsellor.  、 

贊  to  assist  with  counsel; 
a  joint  Commissioner;  a  title 

adopted  for  a  Secretary  of  Le¬ 
gation.  Also  (in  medicine)  to 

blend;,  to  combine. 

參 贊 大 臣  a  military  Assist¬ 
ant  Governor  in  Mongolia. 

參將  a  (Chinese)  yeutenaitt- 
Colonel.  

r 

common  designatipn  of 

the  above. 

參  literary  designation  of  the same. 

^  ̂   a  (Manchu)  Colonel.
 

參 軍  epistolary  designation  of  a 
Commissary  of  Records 

in  a  provincial  yamen.  Adju¬ 
tant.  A  name  for  the  pig. 

to  reflect;  to  consider. 

to  reflect  maturely. 

^  ̂   t0  consult  and  decide;  to decide  after  due  deliberation. 

參 末議。 >■ 參 諸末議 
to  cut  in  before  the  end  of  a 

consultation, — to  interfere. 

參禪。 1 ■參悟  to  sit  absorbed in  .  contemplation,  as  Buddhists 
do. 

元  to  contemplate  one’s  true nature. 

參劾 ％ 參究。 1 •糾參 t。 impeach. 

to  impeach  to  the  Throne; 

to  jointly  memorialise. 

參 革  to  impeach  and  deprive of  rank. 

參懲。 r  參 處 to  imPeach  and 
punish. 

參1
 

ii，S48 

! 

r 

被參 or  ̂   ̂tobe  impeach- 

ed. 

to  request  impeachment, 

— a  conventional  way  of  owning 

an  error  and  throwing  oneself 

on  the  mercy  of -a  superior. 

辕 門聽參  t。 await  one's  de¬ 
gradation  at  the  yam 61  gate，一 

to  await  the  arrival  of  the  Im¬ 
perial  mandate  to  that  effect. 

7^r 罪多 參在上 y。％ 
many  crimes  are  all  duly  set 
forth  above, — in  heaven. 

罪  the  graduated  punishment, 一 inflicted  on  constables  who 
fail  to  catch  thieves  within  a 

given  time. 
the  first  punishment；  as 

above,  of  20  blows. 

二  the  second  punishment, *of 
30  blows. 

今 以兩傳 ”參之 
now,  when  we  come  to  collate 
the  two  accounts. 

以諸家 本參較 collated 
the  various  editions. 

參訂無  t。 compare  with 
and  find  no  error. 

參考  to  collate. 參看  to  compare.  Used  as  “  C/.y) or  uvide:、 

參入  to  interpolate. 
^  製  to  mix;  to  compoun

d. 
mixed;  confused. 

參観者  the  spectators. to  think  out, — as  some¬ 
thing  difficult  or  requiring  care. 
Also,  to  see  through. 

打  to  mal^e  an  obeisance. 

參 or 參拜。 r 參見 t。 
, visit  a  superior. 

朝  ch^ao1  參  to  have  an  audience of  the  Emperor. 

參禮  the  ceremonial  at  inter¬ 
views  with  superiors. 

Read  ts(enl.  Irregular  - 
uneven.  ; 

confused;  blurred ; 

irregular;  uneven;  unassorted;  in¬ 
congruous  ; unequal.  See  11,553. 

Read  sAen1.  The  21st 
zodiacal  constellation ;  see 

Tables 、V^i  Used  for  9829. 
: » 
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參1
 

i,548 

恭 
ii,549 

m 

)55° 
R •覃 

See 參 

Even  Upper. 

竟 若參商  like  Orion  and 
Lucifer, 一 they  never  see  each 
other. 

參兒 不見晨 兒 Hesperus 
does  not  see  Lucifer, — used  of 

enemies.  [Compare  uHesper 
hateth  Phosphor,  evening  hateth 

dawn.’’] 

今爲 參與晨 we  are  now 
like  Hesperus  and  Lucifer, — 
enemies. 

參辰 皆已沒  the  stars  have 
all  disappeared, — ’tis  morning. 

人參  ginserg.  See  5624. 

^  foreign  ginseng. 

白玉 人參。 r 洋參鬚 
crude  ginseng. 

紅 玉人參  clarified  ginseng. 

參票  a  certificate  entitling  the 
bearer  to  dig  for  ginseng. 

海參  beche  de  mer, — sea-slugs. 
芝罘 山狻海 參甚富 

at  the  back  of  the  Chefoo  hills 

there  is  abundance  of  beche  de 
mer.  See  6866. 

苦參  Sophora  flavescens、 Ait., 
used  as  a  drug  for  cattle. 

沙參  Adenopkora  sp. 

Same  as  1 1,548. 

Fine-looking  ；  handsome 

R •侵 
See 珍 

Even  Upper. 

n，552 Rji 

N.  ts^aan See 參 

Rising  Upper. 

Irregular.  Used  for 

1 1,548  ts^n1. 

峻嵯  same  as  參差 _ 

Grieved  ；  sad  •， pained  : 
miserable.  Cruel  ；  barbar 

ous. 

悲慘。 慘 w 慘情。 >• 

悽慘  grieved ;  sad. 

心慘慘 dull>— as  failing  fac ulties. 

慘
 4 

H，552 

慘痛 or 慘得慌 deep* 

grieved 

嗚 呼慘矣  alas,  how  very 
sad ! 

慘 .坪  OT  慘擔  depressed; 
 dis- pirited. 

經 營摻澹  worked  it  out  with great  pains. 

傷得慘  horribly  wounded. 

慘遭橫  heng^  禍 t0  pitiably incur  some  grievous  calamity, 
一 a  sad  case  of  misfortune. 

h,553 

覃 
C.  s/iem\  v. 

' t 5^ am  ̂   ̂chr^am 

^ 簪森 

A.  sem、 sum 

Even  and 
Sinking  Upper 

and  Lower. 

ir h，554 

R 覃 

See 參 

Even  Upper. 

慘極  very  pitiable. 

受 此慘變  to  suffer  this  cruel 
fate. 

慘 t  cruel ;  inhuman. 

n,557 

Ji 

See 慘 

Rising  Upper, 

The  tubes  in 

Used  with pan-pipes. 

522. 

篆髪。 Id  name  of  the  洞蕭 _ 
[see  4321)  five-holed  riute,  former¬ 

ly  written  tslenx  /zlUl. 

簽篸  lots  or  slips  for  divination 

To  rail  at  ；  to  irritate. 

an8ry  speech- 

w 
h，555 

R. 覃 

See 參 

Even  Uppen. 

To  rush  after,  as  a  crowd. 

See  10,682. 

驂1
 

h,S56 

R •覃 

See 參 

Even  Upper. 

The  two  outside  horses 
of  a  team  of  four  abreast 

Used  with  3478  in  this 
sense. 

左 驂殪兮 右刃傷 our 

left-hand  horse  was  killed,  the 

right-hand  one  wounded, 一 of  a battle. 

脫  to  unhitch  the  side  horses 

脫 释之惠  y°ur  kindness  in 
lending  me  your  horse. 

停驂  to  stop  onels  team ;  to halt;  to  put  up  at. 

驂1
 

h，556 

黪
 3 

々k 

h，558 

兩 驂如舞  the  two  outsiders 
move  as  though  dancing, — i.e. 

in  step. 

驂乘  a  third  person  who  sat  with the  Emperor  and  charioteer  in 
the  Imperial  carriage  to  balance 
the  whole。 

霍 光驂乘 H。 Kuang 
pied  the  third  place. 

orou- 

Black  and  white; 

speckled  ；  spotted  ；  mil¬ 
dewed. 

黪淡 a 陰陰 黪驂 
gloomy. 

黑 黪黪的 begrimed;  black¬ 

ened;  dirty. 

黪 白鬍子  a  grizzled  beard Same  as  11,570. 

飧 

h，559 

雞 

i,56° 

▲ 

ll，56l 

R •咸陷 

C.  v.  Sts'-an 

H.  v.  ts^an* 

N.  v.  ts^aan 

P. 

ts^arf^ 

M. 

Sz. 

See 
A 

Even  and 
Sinking 

Irregular. 

See  10,437.  Used  for 

1,570- See  373. 

Obstinate  ；  stupid. 

儳 頭東西  you  blockhead ! 

儳頭馬  a  Rosinante;  a 

“screw. 

Read  tsKanl.  Uneven ; 

improper. 

儳互  irregular;  improper. 

儳焉  flurried;  confused. 

11,562 

棧 h，563 

殘1
 

h,S64 

R .寒 

c. 

H. 卜”
 

F.  chang 

N.  dzaafi 

See  331 

See  298, 

To  injure;  to  destroy  ；  to 

spoil  ；  to  break  into  ；  to 
destroy  the  completeness 
of.  Ended.  To  oppress, 

殘害。 r 殘壤  to  injure;  to 

destroy, 

殘殺 t。 

massacre. 



m 

h,564 

M.  i 
 ts'an 

Y.  ts^aa 

Sz.  ts^an
 

K.  chan 

[•  sart, 
 van 

A.  tan 

tsust 

143 

TS  ‘ 傷殘  to  wound. 

■^足 hands  and  feet  (sc. 

brothers)  injuring  one  another. 

殘廢。 f 殘疾 maimed;  crip¬ 
pled. 

殘廢 傢伙  damaged  imple¬ ments;  secondhand  furniture, etc. 

Even  Lower.  ^  broken  victuals. 

殘席。 r 殘桌  a  table  after 
a  meal;  the  dibandade  of  a  dinner. 

酒殘  the  dregs  of  wine. 

殘巵。 r 殘杯  a  half-drained 
goblet. 

殘夢  an  unfinished  dream 

一盤殘 局未終  one  game 
(of  chess)  was  only  half  finished. 

漏聲殘  the  drip  of  the  clepsy¬ 
dra  had  ceased, — it  was  morning. 

殘花  a  withered  flower；  a  wo 
man  whose  beauty  has  gone. 

殘水  dirty  water. 

殘 兵敖將  (chiangA)  routed 
troops  and  a  beaten  general. 

殘年。 r 殘生  the  evening  of 

life.  
一 

不以殘 年爲念  not  to  fret 
over  advancing  years. 

已是殘 <  well  on  in  the 
winter. 

殘 冬已過  the  last  of  winter 
has  gone. 

殘 月如弓  the  waning  moon 
is  bow-shaped. 

殘燈  an  expiring  lamp. 

殘雪  late  snow, 一 spring  snow 
broken ;  deficient. 

墟 邮之人 a  ruffian. 

殘 殘虐。 r 殘暴 

凶殘  cruel  j  ferocious. 

殘暑  great  heat. 

R. 
4567 
翰 

H.  Hn 
F.  ch、ang 

See 餐 

Sinking 

Upper. 

or 

,565 R •翰 

See 

SinkingUpper. 

鱉 
11,566 

Beautiful.  Also  explain 

ed  as  three  women,  viz 

wife  and  two  concubines 

See  1 1,567. 

Same  as  1 1,571. 

m 

m 
11.568 

r. 翰 

See 餐 

Sinking 

Upper. 

Viands  ；  materials  for  a 

feast.  To  be  bright  ；  splen¬ 

did  ； beautiful.  A  crowd  ； 

a  bevy.  [Colloquially  read 

還予授 子之榮 兮^^11 we  return  we  will  send  you  a 
feast. 

角 枕粲兮  how  beautiful  was the  pillow  of  horn! 

今 夕何夕 ，見 此粲者 
what  evening  is  this,  that  I  see this  beauty  ? 

粲 粲衣服  in  brilliant  dresses. 

宴 1  宴 1  luxurious  style. 

賴黎  clean  .  and  bright ;  fresh¬ 
looking. 

三女爲 黎 three  women make  a  bevy. 

黎 然而笑  he  laughed  boister¬ 
ously. 

Bright  ；  glittering  ；  bril¬ 
liant.  [Colloquially  read ts^anz\ 

燦爛  bright;  lustrous. 

星 燦漢明  the  stars  glitter  in the  Milky  Way. 

燦燦  glittering;  gleaming. 

»S69 

R. 翰 

See 餐 

SinkingUpper. 

餐1
 

n,57o 

R •寒 

C.  ts、an 
H.  ts、on F.  ch^wang 

W.  ts、a N.  ts^aan 

S •卜 

Y.  tsLaa 
Sz.  ts^an 
K.  ch、an 

J.  san 

A.  hsan 
Even  Upper. 

The  lustre  of  gems.  See 

1,922. 

To  eat ;  a  meal.  See 

10,348,  11,300. 

一餐飯  a  meal. 
― ^  日 二 餐  two  meals  a  day, 
the  ordinary  allowance  among 
the  Chinese. 

虧氏三 餐難度 心！  my three  daily  meals  are  hard  to 

get. 

早餐  the  morning  meal. 

腕餐  the  evening  meal. 

餐 風宿露  to  eat  wind  and sleep  on  dew, — very  poor. 

餐 雲臥月  to  feed  on  clouds 

,57。 

and  sleep  in  the  moonlight, — 
used  as  the  above,  also  oi  tra¬ 
vellers,  hermits,  etc. 

惟 加餐自 愛爲囑 
I  have  only  to  instruct  you  to 
eat  well  and  take  good  care  of 

yourself, — of  a  parent  writing  to 
an  absent  son. 

秀 色堪餐 s。  pretty,  one: 
would  like  to  eat  her  up. 

飽 餐戰飯  to  eat  a  good fighting  meal, — a  meal  upon 
which  one  will  be  able  to  fight. 

虎嚇狼 餐  tiger-swallowing 
and  wolf-gobbling, — of  a  vora¬ cious  eater. 

維子 之故使 我不能 

^  but  for  the  sake  of  you, 
sir,  shall  I  make  myself  unable to  eat? 

聖餐  the  Lord’s  Supper. 

A  long  thin  fish  ( Trichi- 
urus  arniatus  and  T.  inter- medius). 

暂 
n,S72 

rM 

See 借 

and 
Rising  Upper. 

僭 3
 

n,S73 
R  J 琐 

C.  tsLa.m^  ts^ym F.  ̂ ch^atig 

N.  t^aan 

P.  shan 
M.  san K.  ch、am、 

*  ch^'otn 

J.  san 

A.  ̂ an 
Rising  Upper. 

u,574 

R •覃 

C  H.  ts^am 

F.  change 
eyeing 

If;  supposing  ；  neverthe¬ 
less.  See  1 1,573. 

To  be  sorrowful.  Has 

(= 曾  ts^eng^)  \  already  •， 
nevertheless, 

僭 僭日瘁  I  am  full  gf  grief and  in  pain  daily. 

肢體 傷則心 僭怛 when 
the  limbs  or  body  are  injured, 

the  heart  is  grieved. 

僭 莫懲嗟 and  yet  you  do 
not  correct  yourself,  alas ! 

僭不 知其故  unhappily 
do  not  know  the  cause  of  it. 

The  silkworm  ；  any  cater¬ 

pillars  which  .weave  co coons. 

篇  ̂  (tzu1)  or  蠶種  {chung2
) 

silkwor〆  eggs. 
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n.574 

W.zii 

N.  zcin 

P.  ts^an 

M.  is^an 
Y.  ts^aa 
Sz.  ts^an 
K.  chain 

J.  san 
A.  tam 

Even  Lower. 

蚕 
h，575 

朁 
n,S76 

惜 
h，577 

cocoon. 

蠶繭 the 
蠶蛾  the  silkworm  moth.  See 

7714. 

蠶吐絲  the  silkworm  spins 
silk )  raw  silk. 

去日 紅蠶卩 土素 絲、#11 
I  wefet  away  the  red  (already 

old)  »si  Ik  worms  were  spinning 
their  undyed  silk.  See  3026. 

蠶眠  the  Silkworm’s  sleep. 

喂 靈  to  feed  silkworms. 

養 霞  to  keep  silkworms. 

蠶桑  the  silkworm  mulberry. 

蠶 虫乾。 1 •蠶紐 dried  silk- 
worms, 4rused  for  food. 

霊 食  to'eat  like  a  silkworm, 一 to 
gnaw  all  round,  as  a  silkworm 
on  a  leaf.  Used  figuratively  for 
gradual  encroachment. 

蠶出 小姑忙  when  the  silk¬ 
worms  come  forth,  girls  have 

plenty  to  do. 

蠶成 桑葉豨 by  the  time 
the  silkworms  have  finished, 
there  are  no  leaves  on  the  mul¬ 
berry. 

獄姑 •蠶神  the  Goddess  of  | Silkworms. 

地蠶。 r 草 石蠶。 r 蠶 
蛹子  Stachys  Sieboldi、 Miq”  a 
plant  cultivated  for  its  fleshy 
roots,  known  in  France  as 
crosnes  du  Japotu 

野 蠶蛹子  Stachys  oblongifo- 
lia、 Bth. 

槐蠶  the  caterpillar  on  the 
Sophora. 

室  a  room  for  keeping  silk¬ 
worms  ; a  prison  where  the 
punishment  of  castration  is  in¬ 
flicted. 

Same as  11,574. 

Same  as  1 1,572. 

Same  as  1 1,573. 

tw 

11,578 

R 沁 

C.  cK'bn H.  tsiam F. chaing 

W.  iso 
P.  chen 
M.  tsen 

Y.  ts、hi 

K.  ch^am 

J. shin 
A.  ircm 

Sinking 

Upper. 

m 
h，579 

葬 
II,S8° 

R. 漾 

C.  tsong 

H.  tsong 

F.  chaung N.  tsong 

Y.*  J  tsanS 

Sz. ) 

K.  chattg 

J.  so 

A.  tang 

Sinking 

Upper. 

To  slander  ；  libellous. 

Also  read  tsen^.  [Com¬ 
monly  written  as  below.] 

諫  to  slander. 

譜导貝 Ij  退  when  slander  tou¬ ches  you,  you  withdraw. 

彼譖 W 者  those  slanderers 

朋 友已譜  friends  are  in- 
sincere. 

譖 始竟背  their  slanders  in the  beginning  may  be  falsified 
in  the  end. 

竭讚  grub  slanders, 一  which originate  from  within ;  see  4360. 

親覦 i  之譖  interested  asper- 
sions. 

TSLAJNTCSk 

Same  as  1 1,580. 

To  bury. 

埋葬  to  bury. 
合 葬  to  bury  in  one  grave. 

倮葬  to  bury  without  grave- clothes. 

厚葬 t。  bury  sumptuously, — a 
splendid  funeral. 

遺 敕薄葬  left  instructions for  a  simple  burial. 

火 葬  to  cremate. 送葬  to  escort  a  corpse  on  its 
way  to  burial. 

遷葬  or  ̂   to  remove  bo¬ dies  from  one  grave  to  another, 

一 in  order  tc  secure  a  better 
f^ng  shui  and  more  prosperity 
to  the  survivors. 

葬 于魚鼈 之腹^ ed  in the  maws  of  fishes  and  turtles, 一 
of  a  drowned  person. 

藁葬  to  bury  in  a  mat, — with¬ out  a  coffin. 

浮葬  to  leave  a  coffin  above¬ 
ground. 

裸葬  to  bury  naked, 一  as  in olden  times. 

做 墳安葬  to  make  a  grave and  lay  to  rest, 一 one’s  parents. 

葬 
ii，58o 

11,581 

R •養 

See 臧 

Rising  Upper, 

11,582 

K •陽 

C.  tsong 
H.  tsong 

F. choung 

W.  tsoa 

N.  tsong 

P. ) 

M. . 

Y  tsa
nS 

Sz. 
K. chang 

J.  so 

A.  tang 

Even  Upper. 

藏 h，583 

11,584 

R. 漾 

C.  tsong 

H.  (s'-ofig F. chaung 

W.  zoa 

N.  dzohg P. 

tsang 

M. 

Y. 
Sz. 
K. chang 

]•  sd,zd 

A.  tang 

Sinking 

Lower, 

停 喪不葬  to  stop  funeral 
rites  and  not  bury, — a  criminal offence. 

會葬者 以千數 those 
who  went  to  his  funeral  were 

numbered  by  thousands. 

Dirty  ；  greasy.  See  81 

^  t0  soil;  to  make  dirty. 

髒症。 r 饌瘡 syphilis. 

Good  ；  right.  A  runa 

way  male  slave,  or  a  hus¬ band  of  a  slave.  See  否 

3596. 

臧厥臧  to  show  approval  of| 
what  is  good. 

何 •用不 臧 what  dc>es  he 

which  is  not  good? 

庶 幾有减  things  are  going 
somewhat  right. 

謂 我減兮 y°u  —  i was 
dexterous, 一 in  the  chase. 

與子偕 臧 he  and  1  were happy  together.* 

臧獲  a  term  of  contempt  for male  and  female  slaves,  respect¬ 

ively.  Also  explained  as  children 
of  slave  mothers  and  fathers, 
respectively. 

See  1 1, 60 1. 

The  entrails  ；  the  viscera. 

See  3  ；  used  for  1 1,581. 

五臟  the  five  viscera,  viz. 

肝 脾肺賢  heairt， livei>， 
stomach,  lungs,  and  kidneys. 

五 臟六腑  the  whole  internal 
economy  of  the  body.  See  3685. 

猪壯臟  the  entrails  of  a  hog. 

佛臟  Buddha’s  entrails, — the silver  and  valuables  placed  by 

religious  enthusiasts  in  the  bellies 
of  images  of  Buddha.  . 

盜佛臟  to  steal  the  above. 



R. 

h，585 

陽 
See 臧 
Even  Upper. 

TS-AJNTCa- 

1433  ] 

Stolen  goods  ；  plunder  ； 

booty  ；  bribes. 

起喊 m 搜碱 t。 recover 
stolen  property. 

* 馬快 起了贓 來沒有 
has  the  constable  recovered  the 

stolen  property  ? 

那個 贓物你 搜出來 

了沒有  have  you  found 
those  stolen  goods  ? 

贓證  proof  derived  from  the 
stolen  goods  and  from  witnesses. 

言忍贓  to  identify  stolen  property. 

領贓  to  receive  back  stolen  pro¬ 
perty. 

繳贓  to  hand  over  stolen  pro¬ 
perty. 

收買 賊贓 tQ  buy stolen 
goods. 

消贓  to  dispose  of  stolen  goods, 一 on  behalf  of  thieves. 

作贓。 r 轉贓  to  place  stolen 
property  with  innocent  persons 
in  order  to  implicate  them  in 
the  theft. 

裔碱  to  receive  stolen  goods. 

贓匪  receivers  of  stolen  goods. 

拏 賊要贓  to  arrest  a  man  as 
the  thief,  it  is  necessary  that  he 
should  have  the  stolen  property. 

坐 地分贓  to  sit  still  and 
share  the  plunder, 一 as  the  head 
or  director  of  a  gang  of  thieves, 
who  does  not  take  an  active 

part  in  the  operations.  Also, 
the  name  given  to  an  animal 
like  a  dog  occurring  among  the 
ornaments  to  a  temple  roof. 

貪贓  to  covet  bribes, — as  a 
greedy  official. 

贓官  a  yenal  official、 

w 
11,586 

R •陽 
C.  tsongy  choiig 

See_ 
Even  Upper, 

偺 
n,587 

A ewe. 

mm  descriptive  of  dense  and 

luxuriant  foliage. 

祥舸 a  region  under  the  Han 
dynasty  comprising  parts  of  Ssu- 
cfi‘uan,  Hunan,  Kueichou,  and 
Kuangsi.  .  Name  of  a  river. 

See  11,538. 

喈 
ii，588 

咱 h,S89 

駔1
 

R •養 

See 减 

Rising  Upper, 

倉1
 

S9i 

R •陽 

C.  t^ong 

H.  ts、ong 

F.  cK'oung 

W.  ts^oa N.  tsLong 

P. 

ts'-ang 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 

K.  ch'-ang 

J.  so 

A.  t^ong^  t'ang 

Even  Upper. 

Same  as  11,538. 

See  1 1,468. 

A  strong  horse.  Dirty. 

駔驄  a  fine  strong  horse. 

辱 會  a  broker;  a  middleman. 

駔子  a  rascal;  a  scoundrel. 

龃兒貨  inferior  goods. 
Read  tsuz.  Ceremonial 

insignia. 

rc&JSJS[C3rm 

A  granary.  Used  for 

2771. 

滄房。 r 穀滄 g_ries- 

^  public  granaries. 

倉場 the  official  granaries  at 
Peking,  under  the  control  of  two 
officers  who  have  the  title  of 

侍郧  Vice  President  of  the Board  of  Revenue. 

滄大使  a  provincial  keeper  of 
granaries. 

滄庫  granaries  and  treasuries. 

開滄  to  open  the  granaries- and  sell  grain  at  a  low  figure, 
as  in  times  of  famine. 

神滄  the  Imperial  granaries. 

貨滄  a  warehouse. 

曹滄  the  book- vault  of  Ts‘ao Ts'eng  (i  st  cent,  a.?.),— now 
used  in  the  sense  of  library. 

官  granary  officials;  the  Chi¬ nese  dwarf  hamster  {Cricetulus 

griseus). 

看庚  the  oriole.  See  11,599. 

看韻  Ts‘ang  Chieh— the  legen¬ dary  inventor  of  writing. 

^  fslang%  兄  kluangx  填兮 
commiseration  fills  my  breast. 

Read  ts^angz.  Flurried; 

hasty.  [In  Peking,  ts^ang1] 

^  see  11,868)  or  ̂  

皇  flurried;  excited ;  hasty；  ill- considered.  See  9786. 

倉1
 

h’591 

傖1
 

h，592 

R .庚 

See 楨 

A.  t'-ong 

Even  Lower. 

搶1
 

H.593 

R. 陽 

See 
Even  Upper. 

瓊1
 

n,594 

R. 陽 

See 檢 

Even  Upper. 
艙1
 

II.S9S 

R •陽 

See 看 

Even  Upper. 

滄卒 i 人  host  suddenly 
called  on  to  provide  for  guests. 

滄 皇失餐  unsettled;  dis- 
turbed. 

滄皇不 知所以 was  in such  a  flurry  that  he  did  not 
know  what  to  make  of  it. 

A  dissipated  fellow；  an 
outcast.  See  1 1,593. 

old  reprobate. 

無端 逐饑傖 withoiu  a 
cause  he  drove  off  the  hungry 
outcasts. 

不足 齒之傖 a  fellow  not 
worth  speaking  to. 

傖楚  a  low  fellow. 傖  islangz  the  noise  of  music; confused. 

An  expanse  of  water. 
Cold.  See  7654,  9566. 

滄海  the  ocean.  See  12,294. 

繪海之 量  an  ocean  capacity, — able  to  drink  up  the  ocean ; 

said  of  a  great  drinker. 

曾 經滄海 難爲水 
speak  not  of  lakes  and  streams 
to  him  who  once  has  ̂ een  the  sea. 

滄洲  a  country  of  Immortals, 
lying  in  mid-ocean ;  fairy-land. 

滄 浪之客 a  vagabond. 

債  n,592-] 上視 滄取天 n°ok  UP  t0 
the  wandering  sky  above. 

The  tinkling  sound  of 

bells,  gems,  etc. 

The  hold  of  a  ship  ；  down 

below  ；  the  covered-in  part 
of  a  boat  ；  the  cabins,  etc. 

船鎗  the  h?ld  of  a  ship;  all ’  below  the  main  deck. 

艙板。 1 •艙面 the  deck- 
艙底  at  the  bottom  of  the  hold. 

鎗  口  a  hatchway. 
180 
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艙
1
 h，595 

蒼
1
 ”,596 

R •陽— 

See  肩* 
Even  Upper. 

鎗口單 (OT  簿) a  ship's  ma- nifest. 

_  酿  to  open  hatches;  to  break bulk,. 

to  seal  the  hatches. 

贿 位  the  carrying  capacity  of  a 
vessel;  a  cabin. 

、胃  _  cargo  all  discharged. 

^  ̂   che  ’tween-dec
ks. 

艙房  cabins. 
下 鑛就寢 went  down  into 
the  cabin  to  sleep. 

舒頭 出 艙  Put  his  head  out 
of  the  deck-house  or  passengers’ 

quarters. 

Azure  ；  the  colour  of  the 

sky  ；  the  heavens  ；  God. 

Green.  Grey  ；  hoary  ；  old. 

蒼昊。 1 ■蒼天  the  blue  sky; C-od. 

^  the  azure  vault ;  God. 

君蒼。 r 彼蒼 w 上蒼 m 

彼 蒼蒼者 非天也 _ 
azure  thing  is  not  God.  See  5071. 

潜 ̂   the  people;  living  beings. 

胃蒼  the  greenish  blue  of  dis¬ 
tant  hills. 

蒼黃  a  greenish  yellow.  Also, 
precipitate ;  hurried. 

黑蒼  a  dark  sallow  colour. 

蒼； ̂   the  green  fir  trees, 
luxuriant. 

蒼白 grey. 
蒼 蒼  green, 一 as  vegetation. 

髪蒼蒼  hair  streaked  with 
grey. 

蒼 老  a  hoary  old  man. 
老 蒼  an  old  young  man. 
蒼頭  a  veteran；  an  old  retainer； 

a  slave. 

蒼滑  sly;  artful. 
水蒼玉  aquamarine  or  beryl. 
蒼繩  flies. 兔  n,597. 

蒼 求  Atractylis  ovata,  Thunb. 

蒼耳  burweed  (Xanthium  stru- 
niarium、 L.)  Also  read  ts‘ang\ 

_ 

w 11,596 

蠄1
 

1T”S97 

R.  Yulgar. 

Seei 

Even  Upper. 

鎗 
h，598 

I
I
1
 

ri.S99 

R •陽 

See 

Even  Upper. 

鏘 
ii，6oo 

M 

11,601 

r •陽漾 

H. 卜、 

F. choung 

W.  zoa 
N.  dzong 
P. 

Y.*  £s^anS Sz. K.  chang 

J.  so^  zo 

A. tang 

Even  Lower. 

他是蒼 子 he  is  a bur, 一 a  prickly  (sc.  dangerous) fellow. 

蒼; site  of  the  tomb  of  舜 
Shun  in  Kuangsi. 

The  common  fly. 

瞻 繩集鶴  flies  collect  on filth, 一 where  the  carcass  is,  etc. 

槍蠅無 縫下姐 like  a  % which  lays  eggs  without  a  hole 

to  put  them  in, — which  a  fly 
never  does.  Used  of  people 
who  make  trouble  where  there 

should  properly  be  none. 

搶繩  1 率兒  a  horse  hair  fly¬ brush. 

Same  as  1 1,602. 

A  kind  of  crane. 

顧鷄  ■顧鵠  the  black  crane. 

庚  1  the  oriole- Read  chHang'. 

有; II  t。 be  glittering. 

/iS  >iS  tinkling  of  bells. 

See  1 282. 

To  hide  •’  to  conceal ;  to 

put  away；  to  be  in  retire¬ 
ment.  To  hoard；  to  store  up. 

藏伏^ •藏 匿。 r 隱藏。 r 

藏躲。 r 潛藏 tc)  hide;  t。 lie  hid. 

藏起 來。 r 藏 下 taputaway; to  conceal. 

這個 東西你 要藏開 
you  must  keep  this  out  of  sight. 

甚麽 事你都 藏不住 
you  can’t  keep  anything  secret. 

_  頭 露  尾  t°  hide  the 
head  and  let  the  tail  be  seen, 

— to  give  a  guarded  account  of 

any  circumstances. 

行藏  action  and  repose,  一  as 
when  in  and  out  of  office,  respect¬ 

ively. 

W 

11,601 藏 焉修焉 even  in  retire_ 
ment  he  sought  to  perfect  him¬ self. 

笑 裏藏刀  t。 conceal  a  dag¬ 
ger  in  a  smile,  —  treacherous. 

Cf.  Macbeth^  II,  3.  “There’s 

daggers  in  men’s  smiles.” t0  become  invisible. 

身 ̂  t0  hide  oneself. 

藏蒼 歌。1 ■藏蒙 蒙偷 ̂  
兒。 r 藏 矇哥兒 blind man’s  buff;  the  game  of  hide 
and  seek. 

_  to  harbour  treachery. 

包 藏禍心  t0  harbour  mis- 
chief  in  one’s  heart. 

藏的影 .兒都 不見了 
so  well  hidden  that  even  his 

shadow  is  invisible. 

_  to  receive  and  store. 

高烏盡 ，頁弓 藏 when  the 
birds  above  are  all  killed,  the 

good  bow  is  laid  by. 

家  family  valuables;  heir¬ looms. 

書  books  kept  more  as  val¬ uable  possessions  than  for  use. 

藏酒 old  wine. 藏 器待時 tQ  stc>re  UP  a  thi"g against  the  day  when  it  may  be 

wanted,  一  applied  to  learning, 
able  officials,  etc. 

其葉 燒灰以 藏所染 

之 色  the  ashes  from  its  burnt leaves  are  used  to  fix  colours  in 

dyeing. 

— ■藏之 箱 a  heap of  boxes - 

— ■藏紙 頭  a  Pile  of  paper  in reams,  etc. 

反 舌聲藏 the  n°te  °f  the fan  shd  had  ceased,  —  it  was 
summer,  when  this  bird  sings no  longer. 

藏私  reserve. 
藏拙  t0  hide  one’s  stupidity, 一 by  staying  at  home  and  not 

taking  to  official  life. 
P“mula  chinensisy 

Lindl. 

^  a  name  for  the  tortoise, 一 because  it  can  hide  its  six  ex¬ 
tremities  under  its  shell. 

Read  tsang\  A  place 

for  storing  things；  a  store- 
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ii，6oi 

早 3
 

ii，6c>3 

R. 皓 

C.  tsou 
H.  tsau 

F.  choa、 cha 

W.  ts  'de 
N.  tsoa 
P. 

M  . 

Y.  tsoa 

Sz.  tsau 
K.  cho 

J.  so 

A.  tau 
Rising  Upper. 

Early  in  the  morning, 

as  opposed  to 腕  1 2,481. 

: iarly ;  soon  ；  previous  ；  al¬ 
ready.  See  8327,  13,1 17. 

To  be  distinguished  from 

阜  1 1,604.] 
tsau 

or 

or 

淸早 

early  mor- 

早晨。 r 早上 
一早 (K 早起 

ning.  See  3899. 

一淸早  very  early  in  the morning. 

來早  tomorrow  morning. 

早朝  (c^ao1)  the  morning  au dience  held  by  the  Emperor  at 
dawn. 

room  ；  a  safe.  A  grave ; 

to  bury.  Tibet ；  see  12,221, 

12,542.  See  10,956. 

庫藏  a  treasury;  a  government! 
warehouse. 

三藏  the  triple  canon  of  Bud- 1 
dhism,  consisting  of  the  經 

Sutras,  the  律  Vinaya,  and  the! 

Shastras.  Sanskrit :  tripita- 

ka.  The  term  is  also  used  for 

a  library  consisting  of  three 

classes  of  works ;  e.g.  Confucian- 
ist,  Buddhist,  and  Taoist. 

三藏樓  the  building  in  a  Bud- 1 
dhist  monastery  specially  used 
to  contain  the  Canon. 

唐三藏  a  title  conferred  upon  I 
the  famous  Buddhist  traveller, 

衣  Hsiian  T sang  {not 
Chuang),  of  the  7th  cent.,  whose 
name  was  altered,  in  deference 

to  that  of  ttie  Emperor  K‘ang 

Hsi,  to 元  ̂   Yuan  Tsang,  the 

latter  character  being  sometimes 

wrongly  written  舞 ̂  • 

唐三藏 猶可活 ，况有 

四耶  if  San  Tsang  (three 
viscera,  see  11,584)  of  the  T4ang 
could  live,  why  not  a  man  with 

four  ? — a  play  on  words. 

西藏  Tibet. 

西 藏紅花  saffron. 

藏香  Tibetan  incense. 

前藏 &  part  of  Tibet  which 
adjoins  Ssiich^ian,  —  Anterior 
Tibet. 

中藏  and  後藏  Central  and Ulterior  Tibet. 

早霞  the  red  clouds  of  dawn. 

早飯  the  first  meal  of  the  day.  I 

趕早  se«  5g23 - 
早腕  early  and  late;  sooner  o/\ 
later;  eventually ;  the  internal of  a  day. 

早 腕兒來  come  again  whenl you  have  time. 

早 興兒馬 we  sha11  meet again ;  au  revoir  I 

早 腕不同  morning  and evening  not  the  same, — as  of 
values  which  fluctuate,  etc. 

多早腕 兒去過  when  did 
you  go? 

天 不早了  it’s  getting  late ! 

還早呢  it’s  early  yet ! 
^  ̂   early  to  bed  and 

late  to  rise. 

11,602 

R •陽 

The  pomfret. 

白  魚  the  white  pomfret  (Stro- 
mateus  ar gen  feus'). 

太早  too  early. 早  to  avail  oneself  of  the  early 
hour;  to  be  beforehand. 

早秋  early  autumn. See 昌 

Even  Upper. 
黑鯧魚  the  black  pomfret 
{Stromateus  tiiger). 

黃鯧魚  the  yellow  pomfret  I 
[Trachinotus  auratus). 

爪子鯧  the  long-finned  pom¬ 
fret  ( Trachinotus  as  per). 

花鯧 a  small  kind  of  pomfret 
{Caranx  malabaricus). 

早田  the  first  of  two  different 
crops  grown  on  the  same  land. 

早已 OT 早先 (^早 日。 r 

早  already;  previously;  long ag.o. 

早 已的話  that  was  a  long time  ago!  ancient  history ! 

早年間  in  early  years. 

早 3
 

ii，6o3 

皁
 & 

11,604 

r. 皓 

C.  tsou^ 

H.  ts'-au0 

F.  choa’ -、 ch^oc^ 
W.  ̂ zoe 
N.  dzoa、 zoa 

P. ) 

M.  >  tsau: 

Sz. ) 

Y.  tsoa2 

K.  cho 

J.  zd 

A.  tau1- 

Rising  Lower 

Irregular
. 

争年爲  in  early  life  he  was  a....  I 早 曉得。 r 早 卻有此 I  knew  it  long  ago. 

早 走早到 the  sooner  off, 
the  sooner  there. 

早勲來  come  earlier. 

早 些  0  來  come  back  soon. 預 早隄防  take  precautions  J beforehand. 

及早 as  s_  as  possible. 

急 早回頭  make  haste  tore- form.  r 

我早 就當來 i  ought  to I 
have  come  long  ago. 

早 就高升  he  has  long  since  | been  promoted. 

早 在門外  was  already  out-J side  the  door,— listening. 

Black.  Runners；  lictors, 

so  called  because  of  their 
black  clothes  ；  a  groom. 

The  grain  still  soft  in  the 

husk.  [To  be  distinguished 

from  早  1 1,603.]  Also,  a 
trough. 

皁靑  black. 
阜 衣  black  clothes. 

皁布  black  cloth. 

不 分皁白  lie  doesn’t  knQwl 
black  from  white. 

皁 隸。 r 皁 班。 r 皁殺 
runners ;  lictors. 

牛馬 同皁。 xen  and  horses  I 
at  the  same  manger. 

皁兒 a  hawfinch  [Eophona  me-\ 
lanura). 

皁裙  a  name  for  the  heron. 
車 周 general  name  for  eagles. 

皁角 皁英  the  pods  of 
Gleditschia  sinensis >  Lam. 

香皁角 猴兒皁 w 

4011* 野 （or 水） 車角  CcBsalpinia sepiaria,  Roxb. 

牙卑 w 猪牙皁  Gleditschia\ officinalis、 Hem^l. 

肥皁。 r 肥卓莢 the  seeds of  Gymocladus  chinensis、 Baill.， 
. used  as  soap. 

皁斗  acorns.  See  4289. 
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11,607 R. 豪 
See 槽 

Even  Lower. 

n,6o8 R •豪 
See 遭 

Even  Upper. 

Same  as  11,604. 

Same  as  i  f  ,61 

In  confusion. 

The  “grains”  left  after 
distilling  spirits  ；  sediment  ； 

dregs.  See  6067,  1 1,645. 

見 糟就醉  to  get  drunk  at 
the  sight  of  grains, 一 of  a  man 
who  can  stand  but  little  wine. 

酒糟  distillers’  grains. 

糟鼻子  a  nose  which  hints  at 
grains, 一 a  bottle-nosed  man. 

醋 vinegar  grains, — made  of 
the  spiked  millet  grains. 

糟糠 w  5911- 

糟糕  annoying ;  bungled ;  un¬ lucky, 

這仵 事情可 眞糟糕 
a  nice  mess  has  been  made  of 
this  matter. 

糟魚  fish  which  has  been  put 
in  grains  to  cure. 

肉糟淹 更堪久 meat 
/soaked  in  grains  keeps  much 

longer,  —  a  drunkard’s  saying; “e  9455* 

書 直聖人 之糟柏 
books  are  but  the  dregs  (or  leav¬ 
ings)  of  sages. 

糟錢  filthy  lucre. 

糟透  saturated ;  drenched. 

糟霉  spoilt  by  damp. 

糟朽  rotten. 

糟 老頭子  a  weak  old  fellow. 

糟 蠻子。 r 糟昔腐 
a  southerner. 

糟邱 之頁友 b。。11  compan¬ ions. 

11,609 

R •豪 

See 槽 

Even  Lower. 

IT, 610 

遭1
 

ii,6ii 

R. 豪 

C.  tsou 
H.  tsau 

F.  tsoa 

W.  tsdc 

N.  tsoa 

M.  I
  tsau 

Y.  tsoa 
Sz.  tsau 

K.  cho 

J.  so 

A.  tau Even  Upper. 

A  short  skirt  ；  a  tunic. 

Same  as  1 1,61 1. 

To  meet  with；  to  suffer； 

to  experience.；  see  6174. 

A  turn  ；  a  time.  When 

[see  3386). 

_  you  met  me.
 

懼 遭虎狼  fearing  to  meet tigers  or  wolves. 

遭逢 or 遭遇 t。 meet. 
遭遇。 r 遭遇 不好 > 

不幸)  to  meet  with  bad  luck. 

連 [遇右 f  武  in  times  of  trouble the  place  of  honour  is  given  to 
the  military.  See  10,012. 

遭 遇相似  their  lots  in  life were  very  similar. 

遭難  (nan%)  to  meet  with troubles. 

遭 家不造  domestic  bereave ment ;  the  unsettled  State  has 

devolved  upon  me, — as  its  ruler. 

遭風  to  meet  bad  weather, - as  a  ship. 

遭 連夜雨  to  have  several consecutive  nights  of  rain. 

遭刼。 r 遭事。 r 遭害 

遭硤。 r 遭災  to  meet  with 
calamity. 

遭賊刼  to  be  robbed. 

他 要遭了  he  will  come  to 

grief. 

遭 回祿。 r 遭天火  to  have a  fire  on  the  premises.  See  5163. 

遭喪  to  happen  amiss. 

自 遭國喪  ever  since  the nation  went  into  mourning. 

遭累  to  involve. 
遭報  to  meet  with  one’s  deserts; to  serve  one ’right. 

遭 one’s  lot  in  life 

ii,6ti 

11.612 

尠 
11.613 

II,6l4 

II 黑 

R •維號 

C.  ts^ou^ 

H.  tsLau 
F.  cch^oa 

W.  ts^oe 

N.  ts、oa 

P.  1 

M.  )  tsaii* 

Sz. ) 

Y.  tsoa 
K.  cho 

J.  so 

A.  f"au 

Rising  and 
SinkingUpper. 

嫌 6 

燥 
3 

11.617 

R. 皓 

C.  c/sou 

H.  ts^ai^ 

F.  cK'oa 

See 澡 

Rising  Upper 

■ 

fvrc 

11.618 

遭  人  to  abuse  or  calumniate 
people;  to  ill-treat. 

遭  人  to  take  away  a  person’s 
character;  to  ruin  a  man;  to  put 

one  to  trouble. 

遭 塌東西  to  spoil  or  waste 

things. 

枉爲 走一遭  to  go  a  jour¬ ney  in  vain. 

遭遭 走錯路 every time  1 
took  the  wrong  road. 

周遭  surrounding;  all  rounA 周圍 轉遭全 是人 
people  on  all  sides, — as  in  a 
crowded  city. 

Same  as  i  1,608. 

See  1 1,645. 

See  1 1,752. 

Anxious  ；  sorrowful.  See 

9592. 
念 子橾橾  all-sorrowful  I 

think  of  him. 

愁  sad；  sorrowful. 

煩橾  to  be  anxious;  to  be  har¬ 
assed. 

See  9590. 

Strings  of  gems  hanging 

round  a  coronet. 

See  9593. 
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躁 ▲
 

11,619 

R •躭 
C.  c/*rW， (s^oti3 
H. 
F.  soa 

W.  tso^^  /W?, 

N.  tsoa、 ts^oa 
P.  tsau 

M.  sau^  tsau、 
ts、au 

Y.  soa^  tsoa 
Sz.  tsau 

Yi.cho 

J.  so 

A.  tau^ 

Sinking 

Upper. 

趨 
11,620 

澡 3
 

11,621 

R .皓 
C.  cisou 

H. "‘⑽ 3 

F.  ch'o^ 
W.  tsd^ 

N.  tsoa 

M.  I 
 ^tsau 

V.  ctsoa 

Sz.  ctsau 
K.  cho 

A. 、tau、 (Lau 
, Rising 

Irregular 

Upper. 

藻 3
 

11
,6
22
 

R •皓 
C.  ctsou 
H.  ts^-au* 

F.  (ch、oa 
W.  tso^ 

See 澡 

Rising  Upper. 

Impetuous ;  hasty  ；  fierce  ； 
cruel. 

矂急  hasty ;  quick-tempered. 

躁動  bustling  ；  noisy.. 

浮躁  volatile;  frivolous. 
irascible ;  revengeful. 

^  often  irritable. 

躁 A 辭多  the  frivolous  man 
talks  much.  See  909. 

少 安勿躁  calm  yourself  and 
don’t  get  excited ;  take  things 
quietly. 

心 中焦躁  very  uneasy  in 
mind. 

發躁  to  hf  exed  or  annoyed. 

Same  as  1 1,619. 

To  bathe.  See  4146. 

澡身  to  bathe. 

澡盆  a  bath-tub. 
public  baths.  See  10,760. 

澡塘子  baths ;  bathing-places. 

澡瓶  the  water-bowl  of  the 
Buddhist  mendicant.  Sanskrit: 
kundikd. 

Read  ts(aol. 

澡_ 欲沸  on  the  point  of| boiling  ；  bubbling  up. 

Applied  to  various  aqua¬ 

tic  plants,  especially  Myrio- 

phyllum  and  Potamageton. 

Elegant,  of  composition  or 

style;  decoration；  in  carving, 

etc.  See  6896. 

采练  to  gather  pondweed. 

水藻  Myriophyllum  spicatum、 L. 

海藻  an  edible  sea-weed  [Sar- 
gassum  siliquastrum^  Agard.). 

鳧 藻之士  a  duck-in-pond- 
weed  scholar, 一 one  who  loves 

learning  as  a  duck  loves  pond- 
weed. 

藻 采粉披  flowers  in  confu¬ 
sion, — as  of  a  brilliant  piece  of 
decorative  painting,  and  also  of 

藻 3
 

1 1,622 

棗 3
 

11,623 

R. 皓 

See 

A.  tai^ 
Rising  Upper, 

the  flowers  of  elegant  com¬ 

position. 

滿 身文藻  the  whole  body (of  the  goblet)  was  lavishly carved. 

雖 乏文藻  although  wanting in  literary  culture. 

詞 藻  elegant  composition. 

藻 思 (ssU%)  ideas  to  be  used  in 
composition. 

備 承藻飾  you  praise  me  too much. 

不 自藻飾  he  did  not  adorn himself. 

藻井  an  ornamental  ceiling. 

藤 甚 隹  vefy  beautiful  orna¬ mentation, 一 on  a  bronze. 

Several  varieties  of  the 

common  jujube  [Zizyphus 

vulgaris y  Lam.),  used  for 

cutting  blocks  for  printing 

{see  6888  and  12,356),  its 

fruit  being*  commonly  known 
as  “dates;”  see  棘  959- 

棗兒。 r 棗子  dates. 

棗核  date-stones. 
^  kernel  of  the  date. 

八 月剝棗  in  the  8th  moon we  knock  down  the  dates. 

糸 I  a  cultivated  variety  of  Zi¬ 
zyphus  vulgaris、 Lam. 

酸東  a  wild  spinous  variety  of| 
the  above. 

軟康 w 羊矢棗  Diospyros Lotus ^  L. ;  the  date  plum. 

黑  fruits  of  the  above,  known 
as  “black  dates.” 

如 矢斯棗  these  dates  are like  (sheep)  droppings. 

dried  dates,  with  the  stones 

taken  out  and  threaded  on  a string. 

蜜康  preserved  dates. dates  pickled  in 燒酒 

spirit. 

波 斯棗。 r 海棗。 r 千年 

^  Persian  dates, — the  fruit  of 

a  palm. 

面如重 康 a  face redder  than  dates. 

棗 a
 

ii，623 

造 4
 

11,624 

R •皓號 

C.  ̂ tsLou^  ts^oi^ 

H.  ts^au0 

F.  choa、 ch'-oc^ W. 三 ziie,  ts^d^ 
N.  dzoa、 zoa^ 

ts^oa 

P.  I  tsau^ 

M.  \  ts^a
u0 

Y.  tsod\  ts^oa^ 
Sz.  tsati\  ts^at^ 

K.  cho 

J.  zd^  so 

A.  tau^ 

Rising  and 

Sinking 

Irregular. 

禳糖色  date  colour;  a  reddish 
brown. 

康木  ̂ fftcombs  of  juju  be- wood. 

欲鋟禳  wished  to  have  it  cut on  blocks  of  date-wood —  for 

printing. 

石康  ̂ ornus  officinalis ̂   S.  &  Z. 

沙癀  ElcBagnus  latifoliay  L. 

金棗  a  variety  of  Citrus  japon- 
icay  Thunb. 

拐  Hovenia  dulcisy  Thunb. 

To  make  ；  to  create  ；  to 

build  ；  to  prepare. 

造物  to  create  things;  God; Nature. 

此才 恐爲造 物所忌 
talents  which  would  make  God 

angry, — at  the  acquisition  by  a 
mortal  of  an  intelligence  which 
should  be  the  divine  prerogative. 

造化  to  make;  to  create ;  the Creator;  God  {see  7403);  Na¬ 

ture;  that  which  is  brought  about 

for  one  by  a  higher  power;  for¬ 
tune;  luck. 

造化 之本於 無形如 

此  such  is  the  formlessness  of God. 

造化 主。1 •大造 G°d;Na- 
ture. 

移 動造化  to  transfer  Nature, 
— to  canvas,  as  a  skilled  painter does. 

造化其 在斯人 雖 such a  man  must  be  inspired ! 一 of  a 

painter. 

窮 硏造化  he  thoroughly  in¬ 
vestigated  Nature. 

天 地之造 化無窮 the creative  operations  of  heaven  and 
earth  are  ceaseless. 

好造化  good  luck;  a  lucky 
chance. 

bad  luck;  see  11,611. 

不 造者可 無不爲 & 
unlucky  may  do  anything, 一 they 
can’t  make  themselves  worse  off. 

初造  Qr  造端  to  make  for  the first  time;  to  originate. 

再造  to  make  a  second  time; to  give  a  second  lease  of  life, 

as  by  rescuing  from  peril  or 

poverty,  in  which  sense  ” sedby 



m: 
11,624 

the  Emperor  翥宗  Su  Tsung 

of  the  T‘ang  dynasty t0 郭子 

儀  Kuo  Tzti-i  on  his  recovery 
心 東京. 

巧造  cunningly  wrought. 

起 造房屋  to  build  houses.  I 

造刼  to  appear  among  men.'  | 

造歷  to  take  part  in  (as  a  life¬ time). 

造謀  to  plan;  to  plot. 

造罪 or 造孽 t。  commit  a| 
crime  which  involves  punish¬ 
ment  in  a  future  life  on  earth; 

to  suffer  the  consequences  of 

wrong-doing.  As  an  exclamation, 
the  second  =  Poor  soul ! 

造^屬 t  to  make  a  quarrel. 

造誣  to  fabricate ;  false. 

造 出名姓  to  make  up  names 
and  surnames, — for  non-existent 

persons. 

造報  to  report,  一  receipt  ofl money. 

自造 其鰌.  brought  his 
 mis¬ fortunes  on  himself. 

玫造。 1 ■修造  to  alter  and 
build;  to  rebuild.  See  5783. 

造船  to  build  a  ship. 

造船局  a  shipbuilding  yard ;  a 
dock-yard. 

造作  to  make;  to  fashion. 

造工  to  work. 

天 造地設 natural,— not made. 

造換  to  renew;  to  repair. 

造 坭磚的  a  brickmaker. 

造謠 w*  to  make  up  false  re¬ 
ports. 

造 言生事  to  cause  trouble 
by  false  stories. 

造反  to  rebel. 
造具  to  prepare；  to  make  out. 

造 具淸册  to  prepare  sta¬ tistics. 

造册  to  make  out  a  list;  to 
prepare  tables. 

造飯  to  prepare  food. 

造就  to  finish  making;  to  com¬ 
plete;  to  accomplish. 

造 11,624 
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11,625 

R. 號 

C*  tsou 
H.  tsau 

F. ckoa、  chau 

W.  ts'dc 
N.  tsoa' 

M. 
 j tsau

 

Y.  tsoa Sz.  tsau 

K.  cho 

J.  sd 

A.  tau Sinki
ng 

Uppe
r. 

造!' 意  to  originate  a  scheme ; 
purposely ;  with  intent. 

Master  of  the  Horse. 

兩造  the  two  parties  to  a  suit or  action. 

Read  ts、a(A>  To  make 

progress ;  to  go  to ;  to  visit. 

小 子有造  the  young  men make  progress. 

造就  to  accomplish ;  to  train  up,, as  an  official. 

乃 造其曹  he  went  to  the farm, 一 to  get  a  pig. 

下 馬造焉  he  got  off  his  horse approached  nrem. 

賓 客造焉  the  guests  have 
arrived. 

造 府拜候  to  go  to  a  person’s house  to  pay  one’s  respects. 

次  hurriedly;  in  a  hasty  or 
irregular  wp.y.  See  12,606. 

不 敢造次 闖進去 did not  venture  to  burst  in  hastily. 

造次 之間不 好就說 

得  in  the  hurry  of  the  moment x  was  not  able  to  tell  you  this, 

一 the  surroundings  being  un¬ 
suitable  for  a  private  communi¬ 
cation. 

A  cooking-stove ；  a 

kitchen-range ;  a  furnace. 

竈頭  a  cooking-stove;  a  cook. 

竈廚  a  cook-house. 
竈火坑  the  hole  in  which  the 

fire  is  put. 

掌竈的 a  ccx)k- 打竈。 r 搭竈 t。 PUt  up  a cooking-range. 

分 奮^。 separate  cooking-stoves, - — to  live  or  mess  apart. 

兔 憲  clay  cooking-stoves,  buried with  the  dead. 

竈神 ot 竈君 ot 竈王 
the  God  of  the  Kitchen, — who 

reports  to 上 帝  Almighty  God 

on  23rd  of  12th  moon  at  the 

end  of  every  year  on  the  be¬ 
haviour  of  the  family  in  general. 

葬寵  to  take  leave  of  the  Kit¬ chen  God  on  his  departure. 

11,625 

灶 
11,626 

寧 ningk  媚於竈  better  be civil  to  the  Kitchen  God, — and 
secure  a  good  report. 

送竈  to  see  the  Kitchen  God  off: (as  above,  on  23rd  of  12th  moon), 
— in  connection  with  which  offer- i 

ings  are  made  of  a  sweetmeat 
which  is  so  sticky  that  when 

he  gets  up  to  heaven  he  is  un¬ able  to  open  his  lips. 

祭竈。 r 祀竈  to  make  the offerings, 一 as  above. 

接竈  to  welcome  the  Kitchen  i God  back, 一 on  the  30^  of  the 12th  moon. 

竈馬。 r  竈鷄 the  cricket- 
倒  the  stove  inverted, — bad 

luck. 

戶  householders;  salt-workers. 
kuan、  內 無仙 ，丹竈 

冷  the  (Taoist)  monastery  has no  immortal  in  it,  and  the  cru¬ 
cible  (for  alch^mistic  purposes) : is  cold. 

另 起爐憲  to  make  a  fresh 

start. 

an  •establishment  for 

the  sale  of  hot  water, 一 so  called 
from  the  long  chimney  which : 

is  supposed  to  be  like  a  tiger’s  丨 tail. 

Same  as  1 1,625. 

璣
 3 

11,627 

r .皓 

See  早》 

Rising  Upper. 

II 
m
5
 

11,629 

r •胳 

C.  tsou 

H.  tsau 
F.  choa、 chau、 

ch、au 

W.  tsdt 

N.  tsoa 

p.  ! 

M.  \ 

tsau 

A  stone  like  jade.  The 

tinkling  of  jade  ornaments. 

Small ;  petty.  Used  with 

10,202. 

无巢姑  lamelli  branchien  which are  infested  parasitically  by  crus- 
taceae. 

Same  as  1 1,629. 

A  flea.  To  scratch. 

The  mortises  in  the  hub  for 

the  spokes  of  the  wheel. 
Used  with  早  1 1,603. 

屹蚤 。「跳 蚤。 r 狡蚤 a  flea. 

狡 蚤做事 累虱毋 what the  flea  does,  the -louse  suffers 
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蚤 

3 

11,629 

if.  tsoa 

5z.  tsau 

[C.  cho 

f.  so 

tau 

Rising  Upper, 

虫虫 
11,630 

艸 3
 

11.631 

皂 
11.632 

皁 
*i,633 

草
 3 

ii,634 

R 皓 
F.  ch-oa^  cK'au 
K.  ch、o 

操 
Rising  Upper. 

for, — not  being  able  to  escape 
so  quickly.  Used  figuratively 
for  being  left  in  the  lurch. 

不蚤鬍  don’t  scratch  your head. 

四之 日其蚤  on  the  days  of  I 
the  4th  (moon),  early  in  the 
morning. 

蚤起  in  the  morning. 

地蚤  the  potato. 

蚤休  Paris  polypRylla， Sm” 
commonly  known  as  — •  枝 

花。 r 七葉一 枝花. 

Read  chaoz.  Claws; 

nails  ；  used  with  484. 

自 椾其蚤 沈之河 he 
cut  his  nails  and  threw  the  pa 

rings  into  the  river, — in  token 
that  he  would  sacrifice  his  life, 

if  necessary。 

Same  as  1 1,629. 

Plants  ；  vegetation 

Radical  140.  See  1 1,634 

Same  as  1 1,604. 

See  1 1,604. 

Plants  ；  vegetation  •’ 

weeds  ；  grass ;  straw.  Mean ; 

humble.  Careless  ；  roughly 

executed  ；  to  draft  [see  27  70) 

Female；  used  with  1 1,635. 

草木  plants  and  trees.  See  be¬ low, 

flowering  and  other  plants. 

花 中之草  weeds  among 
flowers. 

一根草  a  stalk  of  grass.  See 
below. 

靑  grass. 

草 根兒。 r 草莖 grass 
stalks. 

草
 3 

ii,634 

草地  pasture  land. 

敢草  withered  grass. 
出草  to  come  out  of  the  grass； 
to  raid ;  to  go  upon  the  war¬ 
path,  as  the  savages  of  Formosa 

do. 

草恭  jungle.  See  7667. 

草藥  medicinal  herbs ;  simples. 

草] 野  countrified. 草棚。 r 草房。 r 草舍 
a  thatched  hut;  a  shed. 

禾草  rice-straw. 
草香  the  smell  of  straw. 

草芥  petty ;  trifling. 
草料  forage ;  food  for  animals. 

草包  the  sack  attached  to  the back  of  a  cart  and  used  for 

putting  the  animal’s  food  in. 

草市  a  straw-market. or  straw  sandals. 

草帽  wide-brimmed  straw  hats, 

草帽總 s_  braid. 
草人  a  straw  man;  a  dummy. 
在生是 一裉草 ，死了 

是 一個寶  alive  he  is  but a  blade  of  grass,  dead  he  is  a 

precious  jewel,  一  as  a  beggar 
whose  murder  would  mean  a 

large  money  payment.  Also,  as 
a  man  whose  children  neglected 
him  in  life  and  then  gave  him 

a  grand  funeral,  etc. 

草黃  straw-coloured. 
斬草 t。  cut  grass;  to  make  a 

grave. 

打草  to  get  fodder. 
草裏蛇  a  snake  in  the  grass. 

草窃  highway  robbery. 

手中拏 個草標  holding in  his  hand  a  straw  notice, 

straw  twisted  into  the  shape  of 

a  ring,  which  signifies  that  some¬ 

thing  is  for  sale. 

草 木皆兵  every  bush  a  sol¬ dier, — ready  to  kill.  Used  as 

Shakespeare’s  “each  bush  an 
officer,”  of  imaginary  fears. 

草 菅人命  to  treat  human  life as  mere  grass. 

當與 如草覆 地 let  it  be like  ground  covered  by  grass, 

一 put  out  of  sight ;  forgotten. 

君 3 心裏長 也町1 草咯 心 mind  is  uncultivated ;  he  is 
11,634  idiotic. 

草杷  a  bunch  of  grass  hung  at the  door  of  a  lying-in  room,  to 

prevent  people  from  entering. 

坐 韋  brought  to  bed  of  a  child, — “in  the  straw.” 

方在 坐草之 啤 she  is
  at 

the  sitting-in-straw  crisis, -on  the 

point  of  confinement. 

草名  my  humble  name. 

草書。 r 草字 the  “grass” 
character  or  running  hand.  Said 

to  be  so  called  from  the  draft 

(5932)  of  a  document,  which  was formerly  written  on  straw  paper. 
The  second  is  also  my  humble 

personal  appellation. 

草字頭  grass  (i.et  Rad.  140)  at the  top,— in  writing. 

三 草字頭  three  times  grass 
at  the  top,—/ •么  three  times  萬 

=  30,000. 

草 寫  to  write  in  the  running hand;  to  scrawl. 

章 草  draft  hand, —  the  earlier form  of  grass  character  in  which the  characters  were  separately 

written  and  not  run  together  as 

in  the  今 草  modern  form. 

代草  to  make  a  draft  for  a 

person. 

起草  to  make  a  draft. 

草律  to  draft  a  law. 
余稿 。■: 草創  a  rough  draft. The  second  is  also  a  rough  be¬ 

ginning. 

皆自 焚諫草 a11  burnt  the 
drafts  of  their  “remonstrances 广 

草昧 之初。 r 草眛未 

開之世  in  the  early  ages when  men  were  utterly  barbar¬ 
ous  and  bestial. 

天 造草眛  God  created  (the world,  etc.)  when  all  was  dark and  in  confusion. 

一過 草兒， 沒細看 _ 

glanced  a  t  it,  without  going  care¬ 

fully  into  it. 

草色 遙看， 近却無 
look  at  rough  painting  (i.e.  paint¬ 

ing  done  by  a  few  touches)  from a  distance :  when  seen  close,  it 

is  nothing  at  all. 

草草。 r 萼 率 。■:  了草 
carelessly ;  without  taking  pains. 
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草 
3 

11,634 

i,635 R. 皓 
See 草 

Rising  Upper. 

曹1
 11,636 ^豪 

See 槽 

Even  Lower. 

草 草了事  to  get  through 
business  in  a  careless  or  per 
functory  way. 

勞 人草草  the  troubled  are 
sorrow. 

草鷄  a  hen.  See  11,635. 

草鷄子  he  shows  the  white feather. 

草鷄毛  a  chicken-hearted  fel low. 

草滅了  (of  children)  still-born; 
(of  things)  abandoned. 

草芍藥  Pceonia  albifiora、 Fall. 

草  ̂   the  ovoid  cardamom  {Amo- 
mum  medium、 Lour.). 

草昔蔻  the  large  round  car¬ 
damom  (A  mo  mum  glob 0 sum 
Lour.). 

草珠子  “Job’s  tears”  ( Coh lachryma、 L.). 

草蘭花  Liriope  graminifoUa、 
Baker. 

The  female  of  certain 

animals.  See  7576. 

驊驢 a  she-ass, 

驛鷄 a  hen. 
走 to  be  on  heat. 

A  company ;  a  class. 

Officials.  A  cattle-fold；  see 

1,624  is^ao^.  Name  of  a 
feudal  State  in  Shantung. 
See  11,591. 

爾曹  you  all. 

兒曹何 自遠來  my  child¬ 
ren,  why  have  you  come  thus  far? 

皆 此曹矣  all  the  above  are of  this  class. 

官曹  officials. 
秋曹  officers  of  the  Board  of 
Punishments. 

刑曹  punishment. 
曹  Board  of  Revenue. 

水曹  Board  of  Works. 

天曹。 r  陰曹  the  officials  in the  next  world;  God. 

三曹  three  special  judges  in 
Purgatory,  robed  in  red,  blue, 
and  green. 

11,636 

嘈1
 

1,637 

K. 豪 

C.  ts^ou 

H.  ts'-au 
F.  choa 
W.  zoc 

N.  zoa 
P.  M. 

Y.  Sz. 

K.  cho 

J.  so,  zd 
A.  tau 

Even  Lower. 

j  /sLau 

,638 

R .號 

See 造 

Sinking 

Lower. 

雷曹  an  assistant  to  the  God  of Thunder. 

曹食虫  a  tapeworm. 
曹平銀  common  sycee;  the market  tael. 

曹州府  a  Prefecture  in  Shan 

tung. 

曹效 t。  imitate. 
曹橾  Ts‘ao  Ts‘ao, 一 the  famous general  who  played  a  leading 
part  in  the  wafs  of  the  Three 

Kingdoms. 

說曹操 ，曹 操就到 g of  Ts‘ao  Ts‘ao  and  he  is  sure 

to  appear, 一 alluding  to  the  ra¬ 
pidity  of  his  marches  and  sudden¬ 
ness  of  his  appearances. 

曹 操買馬 ，要 看毋子 
when  Ts‘ao  IVao  bought  a  horse, 
he  wanted  to  see  its  mother, 
from  which  he  could  infer  what 

the  offspring  would  be  worth. 
[The  characters  槽頭卜 

11,639)  are  sometimes  substi¬ 
tuted  for  Ts‘ao  Ts‘ao.] 

笑面 孔曹操 a  smiling Ts‘ao  Ts‘ao, 一 one  who  is  out¬ 
wardly  smiling  but  inwardly 

plotting. 

作曹邱  to  be  a  Ts‘ao  Ch‘iu， 一 a  personage  mentioned  in  the 

史記  as  one  who  acted  as 
kind  of  go-between  in  spreading 
the  reputation  of  others. 

Noise  ；  hubbub  ；  din  ；  to 

shout  out  all  together. 

嘈鬧。 r 嘈嘲  to  wrangle. 

嘈  fl 賛  hubbub;  din. 
ptt  ̂   to  deafen. 

To  stir 

槽 4
 

11,639 

R .豪 

C.  ts、ou 
H.  ts^au 
F.  choa^  v.  sod 

W.  zoe 

N.  dzoayzoa M. 

Y.  tsKoa Sz.  ts^au 
K.  cho 

J.  sd^  zo A.  tau 
Even  Lower. 

m 11,640 

r •豪號 

N.  dzoa、 zoa 

See 槽 

Even  Lower. 

月 r 

11,641 

豪 

See 槽 

Even  Lower. 

R. 

A  trough ；  a  manger;  a 

distillery.  See  11,636. 

槽子  a  trough;  a  four-cornered receptacle  without  r  lid. 

灰槽子  a  hod  for.  mortar; spittoon  on  a  stove  bed. 

水槽  a  water-trough. 槽頭  the  ends  of  the  trough where  animals  are  fastened  to 
drink. 

漏槽  a  gutter  under  the  eaves of  houses  to  carry  off  the  rain 
water. 

馬槽。 r 槽道  a  manger. 

槽上  in  the  stable. 
轉槽  a  circular  trough. 

當 槽兒的  an  ostler  at  an  inn, 

跳槽  to  change  one’s  master 

獨槽貨  a  cantankerous  fellow. 

槽坊  a  distillery. 

酒槽 a  vat. 
A  water-course*,  to  trans 

port  by  water. 

漕蓮  to  transport  by  water,— especially  of  grain  from  the  south to  Peking. 

漕蓮 督。 r 漕部韋 
Director-General  of  the  Grain 
Transport. 

漕 粮。 r 漕米  tribute  rice, 
漕河  the  Grand  Canal, — along which  part  of  the  tribute  rice is  still  carried. 

漕船  a  tribute-rice  junk. 
灌 官 officials  employed  in  the transport  of  grain. 

、灌  troops  employed  on  the 
grain-transport  service. 

截漕  to  divert  the  tribute  grain, 一 to  famine  districts. 

漕規  fees  on  the  grain  collect¬ 
ion. 

Crisp ;  crumbling. 
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11,642 

K •豪 

See 槽 
Even  Lower. 

螬 *
 

11.643 

R •豪 

S« 槽 
Even  Lower. 

請 
1 1 .644 

w 
11.645 

R •豪 
Sec 槽 
Even  Lower. 

操1
 

11,646 

R •豪號 
C， ts、ou 
H.  t^au 

F.  ch、oa、 cK'au 
W.  ts^de 
N.  ts^oa 

M.  I
  ts"au Y.  t^oa 

Sz.  t^au 

K.  cho 

J.sd 

A.  t'au 

Even 
 
and 

Sinki
ng 

Upper
. 

A  sea-going  junk. 

Maggots  in  fruit. 

螬 食實者 過尜矣 & 
maggot  has  eaten  more  than  half 
the  fruit. 

Same  as  1 1,637. 

Old  ；  worn-out.  Used 
with  1 1,608. 

曹^舊 old. 

曹少标 decayed. 

曹步壤 or 曹少爛  worn-out; 
spoilt. 

針曹 少木爛 nails  worn  out 
and  wood  rotten. 

曹 少檳榔  worm-eaten  betel- nuts. 

To  grasp;  to  hold  fast ； 

to  take  in  hand;  to  manage ; 

to  restrain,  as  opposed  to 

縱  1 1,991  ;  to  drill.  See 

3120. 

操刀  to  grasp  a  sword. 

操屠 刀爲業 to  cafry  on 
trade  as  a  butcher. 

操作  to  do  manual  work. 

使 學操作  made  him  learn 
coolie’s  work. 

操琴  to  seize  a  lute, 一 as  when 
about  to  play. 

換 券而獲  to  take  the  docu¬ 
ment  and  obtain, — the  money. 

其語 操南音  he  spoke  with 
a  southern  accent. 

操則 存  hold  fast  (tori  ghteous- 
ness)  and  it  will  remain  with 

you, to  take  firm  hold  of. 

心裏有 操持 t。 have  a 
strong  will;  to  be  resolute. 

,646 

操心 to  be  anxious;  to  take trouble. 

其 _ 心 也 危 they  keep 
their  hearts  under  a  sense  of 

peril. 有志橾  to  be  ambitious. 

操切  to  grasp  and  cut  open, — hasty  measures. 

操刺  wild  and  fearless. 

操勞  pains-taking. 操勝 ot 橾必勝 之權 
to  have  certain  success  within 
one’s  grasp. 

操業  conduct;  fulfilment  of  I duties. 

各 操其業  each  one  attend¬ ing  to  his  own  business,  or  do¬ 
ing  his  duty  in  his  own  sphere. 

多操賣 寶石業 _ 
mostly  engage  in  the  trade  in 

precious  stones. 

操守 t。  hold  firmly  to;  un¬ swerving  integrity. 

不變 其 操守 never  faltered in  his  resolution. 

操 舟利南 ，馳 馬利北 
if  you  take  a  boat  it  is  best  to 

go  south,  if  you  ride  a  horse  it 
is  best  to  go  north. 

操演。 r 魯練 tQ  dri11. 

操兵  to  drill  troops. 

操靜  drill  and  roll-call. 

大操  a  grand  review. 
看操  to  watch  a  review;  to  in¬ 
spect  troops  at  drill. 

體 操  physical  drill. 
Read  tsao、 A  principle  - 

a  purpose;  a  restraint  im¬ 

posed  on  oneself. 

節 moral  principles. 

風橾  character ;  demeanour; mode  of  life. 

讨 ̂ 霜之 principles  pure  as ice, 一 chastity. 

其操履  _  站 ofirreProach； able  character. 

操 行雖異  although  their principles  were  widely  different. 

少 無士操  in  youth  he  was without  any  bent  towards  learn¬ 

ing. 

x 

11,646 

喿矿 

ii，647 

R. 號 

See 造 

Sinking 

Lower. 

造 
11,648 
11,649 

R •號 

S 老
 

SinkingUpper, 

11,65。 

R •號 

W.  ̂ oe 
N.  tsLoa^  v. 

ts^ioa 

See 造 

Sinking 

Upper. 載 ii，65! 

ir 

11,652 

r •職 

C.  tsek 

H.  tset F.  chatk.  cheik^ 
W. 

N.  tsah 

P.  Use M.  tsc 

Y.  tseh 

Sz.  tse 
K.  chik 

J.  soku 

K

.
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Upper. 

變其操  to  swerve  from  the path  of  rectitude. 

不 戴其操  singleness  of  pur¬ 

pose. 

充伸 子之操  to  carry  out the  principles  of  Chung  Tzii,- 
an  impossibility,  because  of  their 

unpractical  character. 

琴 操  lute-songs. 

Name  of  a  city  in  the 

鄭  Cheng  State. 

See  1 1,624. 

Sincere. 

君 子胡不 健健爾 is  “ 
not  entire  sincerity  which  marks 

the  superior  man  ? 

Coarse  paddy  ；  common  ； 

inferior.  [Colloquially  ts'ao1.] 

粗植 寒蹇的 the 訓的 and miserable  appearance  of  a  beg¬ 

gar. 

檔蝰的  for  every-day  use. 
tslaox  muddled;  ruined. 

Same  as  1 1,650. 

rc&iEs. 

Then  ；  and  so  ；  so>then  ； 
in  that  case ;  consequently  ； 

in  accordance  with;  accord¬ 

ing  as  there  may  be.  A 
pattern  ；  a  rule  (see  6911); 

to  take  as  a  model.  Used 

by  Cantonese  as  an  imita¬ 
tion  of  “cheque •”  Numer- ative  of  plays. 

子於 是日哭 ，則 不爭: 
on  a  day  on  which  Confucius 
had  been  weeping,  he  did  not 

sing. 

181 
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則 
11,652 

地 及則高 如人。 n  reach¬ 
ing  the  ground,  (the  dwarf)  be¬ 
came  as  tall  as  an  ordinary 

person. 

我心 則悅  my  heart  will  then 
be  pleased. 

顴 我則笑  he  looks  at  me and  smiles. 

是 則不可 無者也 if  s。， 
then  I  cannot  do  without  it. 

魚 網之設 ，鴻 則離之 
it  was  a  fish-net  that  was  set, 
and  a  goose  has  fallen  into  it. 

吴天 上帝則 不我遺 
nor  will  Almighty  God  exempt 
even  me. 

高則高 ，華 則華  in  height 
they  are  higher,  and  for  orna¬ 
ment  they  are  more  ornamented, 

— yet  I  prefer  my  own. 

美則 美矣命 未大也 
it  is  indeed  beautiful,  but  not 
extremely  so. 

雖 則年老  although  ad¬ 
vanced  in  years. 

雖 則如是  although  it  is  so. 

說了不 則一番  he  said  it not  once  only. 

我去 則去 ，有1  am  going, 
and  if  when  I  am  gone  •… 

有 錯則謂 人之錯 t。 
attribute  whatever  mistakes  there 

may  be  to  others. 

則將  will  accordingly  … •  ；  will 
then  •… 

則品級 之不同  accord¬ 
ing  to  the  different  degrees  of 
rank. 

然則  so  then ;  well  then. 

則是。 '•則 個。 r 則可 
then  it  will  be  all  right;  in  that 
case  it  will  do,  etc.  See  6074. 

如 何則可  what  is  to  be  done? 
which  is  the  best  way? 

恕 罪則個  oh,  pardon  me! 

皇 污可憐 ，垂 啤則個 
Almighty  God,  have  pity  on  me 
and  preserve  me! 

何則  how  then?  why  so? 

一則 and 二則  firstly  and secondly. 

一則 以喜 ，一 則以懼 in  one  sense  a  matter  for  re¬ 
joicing,  in  another  sense  a  matter 

for  anxiety,  — (^.)  is  the  ad¬ 
vanced  age  of  a  parent. 

則 11,652 

側 h，653 

m 
11,654 

r •職 

F.  chaik^ 

cf 則 

K.  chik 

A.  tHk 
Entering 

Lower. 

一則也  alike；  of  one  kind. 

其 則不遠  the  pattern  is  not 
far  off. 

準則  a  standard;  a  rule  to  go 
b/：  normal. 

願 俅彭咸 之貴則 lam ready  to  follow  the  noble  example 

of  Pleng  Hsien, — and  drown  my¬ 
self.  Said  by  Ch‘ii  Ping. 

有 物有則  there  are  things and  there  are  the  laws, — which 
govern  them.  [This  phrase  is 
extended  to  the  functions  of  the 

body  and  the  obligations  of  life 
generally.] 

法則  a  pattern;  a  rule;  a  law. 

例則  laws  and  regulations. 

不 可你此 以爲則 this must  not  be  regarded  as  an  in¬ 
variable  rule. 

安 有常則  how  can  there  be a  fixed  law? — in  such  matters. 

言 而世爲 天下則 his words  are  for  ages  a  lesson  to 
the  empire. 

天則  divine  rules ;  the  law  of God. 

閑 之維則  (the  horses)  were trained  into  following  certain 
rules. 

則 而象之 made  him  their model  for  imitation. 

則古稱 先 t。  imitate  anti¬ quity  and  follow  in  the  steps  of 
the  ancient  (rulers). 

唯 天爲大 ，唯 堯則之 
only  God  is  great,  and  Yao  alone 
has  followed  this  pattern. 

稅則  a  Customs’  tariff. 
九則  the  nine  州  divisions  ol the  empire.  , 

二百 i 十八則 278playf: 一 : n  the  collection. 

See  1 1,696. 

厠 

ri>655 

捌 11,656 

R 職 S«.e  侧 

Entering 

Upper. 

Wf 

11.657 

R. 職 

Se,: 則 

Entering 

Upper. 

讎 r 

11.658 

r .職 

F  ch'-eik N  dzah 

K  ch’ik 

J.  .  oku、 zoku A.  tak 
Entering 

Lower. 

責 
<• .  chak。 

I.  tsit、 tsak 

I',  chaik 

Usa 

tsah 
?.  Use 

I M.  tse 
Y.  tseh 

Sz.  tse 

K.  ch'-ek 
J.  saku、 skaku A.  trik、 trak 

Entering 

Upper. 

A  chain  of  mountains  ； 

hilly ;  mountainous. 

See  10,296. 

To  flog；  to  beat.  Also 

read  ts、 P • 

Sound  of  crashing  or 

splitting. 

The  cuttle-fish,  used  for 

food,  and  supposed  to  be 
transformed  from  the  crow. 

烏 魚則  the  cuttle-fish  {Sepia). Also  known  as  扁 魚賊. ’ &e 

12,721. 

To  reprove  ；  to  punish. 

To  require  from  ；  to  ask 

for；  to  demand.  To  lc.y  a 

charge  on  •’  duty  ；  to  be 

responsible.  To  press  to 

crush. 

咎  to  blame ;  to  lay  the  bl  ime 
on. 

責人 斯無難 k  is  eas  /  t0 
reprove  others. 

受責。 r 見責  to  receiv  re¬ 

proof. 

人 之易其 言, 無責耳 

矣  men’s  being  ready  with  their tongues  arises  simply  fro 订  their 
not  having  been  reprovec . 

自  to  reprove  oneself. 

卜 令  _  胃  the  Empero  bade 
him  apologise. 

痛 自刻責  he  reproved  him¬ 

self  severely. 

責惩 OT 女譲。 r 責備 

責馬  or  to  scold;  to 

blame. 

罪  to  reprove;  to  conden  n. 

or 
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責善  to  urge  to  virtuous  acts. 

責令  to  compel. 

貸物而 責其償 t。 lend 
things  and  enforce  return  of  the 
same. 

責 W 不可 償也 to  re - 
proach  for  not  being  able  to 

make  good  one’s  word.  ' 

責治  to  chastise;  to  punish.  ; 

責罰。 r 責銀  to  punish  byl fine. 

責問  to  examine  under  the  bam- 1 
boo, — of  recalcitrant  witnesses. 

責打 w 責杖  to  beat ;  to  flog.  I 

責辦  to  inflict  penalties.  |；i 

責賓  to  collect  a  debt. 

責賂  to  ask  for  a  douceur.  f! 

責納  to  charge  a  fee. 

不責報  without  asking  any  I 
return;  gratis. 

躬自 厚而薄 責於人 
to  require  much  from  oneself 

and  little  from  others.  丨 

以不能 爲之事 責人， 
而 又治人 以不爲 

之罪  to  set  men  impossible  I 
tasks,  and  then  punish  them  for 

non-perform  ance. 

誕 無我責  you  must  not  lay  I 
the  whole  burden  on  me. 

責成  to  charge  with;  to  carry  I 
through  \  responsibility. 

以 專責成  in  order  to  assign  I 
to  each  his  proper  duty  or  re¬ 
sponsibility. 

吾亦 無所過 責矣1  & 
not  therefore  blame  you  severe¬ 

ly, 一 the  thing  is  done,  and  it 
is  of  no  use. 

責任  duty;  responsibility ;  trust. 

完了我 的責任 my  re- 
sponsibility  is  at  an  end. 

設立 責任 內閣 t。 esta- 
blish  a  responsible  Cabinet. 

有 言責者  'ie  on  whom  rests the  responsibility  of  speaking, 

一 to  the  Emperor,  in  terms  of 
reproof. 

寒 責  to  fill  up  one’s  duty, — to 
discharge  one’s  duties  in  a  per¬ 
functory  manner. 

責 無旁貸  cannot  shift  the 
responsibility  to  any  one  else. 

嘖*
 

n,66o 

r •陌 

C.  tsik^  ckakQ 

H.  tsit 
P.  tsP 

See 責 

Entering 

Upper. 

11,661 

R. 陌 

C.  tsik 

P.  tsP 
M.  chi^  tse 

See Entering 

Upper. 

11,662 

R •陌 

See 噴 

Entering 

Upper. 

簀1
 

ii，663 

R •陌 

H.  tsit 

W.  tsa° 

P.  ickai、 itse 

See Entering 

Upper. 

[ 1443  ] 

Read  ckai\  A  debt. 

Used  for  債 232. 

聽稱責 以傅別 iet  the payment  of  debts  be  secured 

by  means  of  witnesses  and  docu¬ 
mentary  evidence. 

11,664 

R- 陌 

See 責 

P.  tse^ 

Y. chik 
K.  chek 

To  call  out  -  to  bawl  ；  to 

make  an  uproar. 

嘖 嘖稱善  loud  cries  of  ap-| 
proval. 

嘖 嘖不已  praised  him  with¬ 
out  ceasing. 

英敛差 嘖有煩 言 the Br.  Minister  complains  that . 

A  conical  cap  ；  a  skull 

cap  ；  a  turban. 

Entering 

Upper. 11,665 

R •陌 

C.  chak 

H.  ts、ak F.  teik、 tah 

W.  dza 
N.  dzah 

P.  S-chai^  Itse 

M.  tse^  ts^e V.  tseh 
Sz.  tse 
K.  chydk、tek 

•  chaku、 taku 

A. trak 

介幘  a  civilian’s  cap. 

平上幘  a  military  cap. 

喪幘  a  mourning-cap. 

晳幘  white  teeth. 释 幘鷀人 報曉籌 
red-capped  watchmen  announce 
the  hour  of  dawn. 

Entering 

Lower. 

To  talk  and  laugh. 

A  mat  to  sit  or  sleep  on. 

易 賓  to  change  the  mat, 一 to die；  referring  to  a  story  of  曾 

子  Tseng  Tzu  who  died  shortly after  his  mat  was  changed,  for 

propriety’s  sake,  during  a  severe illness. 

卽 捲以簀 置厠中 he was  rolled  up  in  a  mat  and  cast 

into  a  privy, — of  范雎^ 

Chti,  3rd  century  b.c. 

緑 竹如簀  with  their  green bamboos,  like  matting, -ir.  dense. 

TSE 

Occult  ；  mysterious  *, abstruse. 

聖人 有以見 天下之 
the  Sage  (or  Prophet)  has 

that  by  which  he  can  see  the 

mysteries  of  the  world. 

探 赜索隱 to  search  out 
hidden  mysteries. 

To  pick  out；  to  choose  ； 

to  take  exception、 to. 

擇選。 I •擇取 OT 揀擇 t。 choose;  to  select. 

楝 擇人才  to  pick  out  men  I 
of  talent. 

蘀吉曰  to  choose  a  lucky  day.  I 

擇鄰處  {chluz)  to  choose  a  I neighbourhood, 一 as  the  'mother of  Mencius  did,  with  a  view  to 
its  influence  on  her  son. 

擇交  to  choose  one’s  compani¬ 
on^ 

擇攀。 「擇親 to  choose  a 
son-in-law. 

罔有擇 言在躬 _  had 
no  occasion  to  make  choice  of 

words  in  reference  to  their  con¬ 

duct. 

擇 其善者 而從之 t。 choose  the  good  and  follow  it. 

-長 食擇木  good  birds  ch°os.e their  trees, to  roost  in,  and 

good  men  their  company. 

擇訂  to  assign, — as  a  berth  to 

a  ship. 

擇 食  to  choose  what  one  eats, 一 to  have  particular  fancies  about 
food. 

擇個空  k{ung^  to  choose 
a «  time  when  one  is  without 
business. 

擇定  to  fix  upon；  to  select. 

擇 肥而噬  to  select  the  fat for  eating, 一 to  fleece  the  rich 
ones. 

擇下  to  select  beforehand. 

賢 臣擇主  the  virtuous  mi¬ 
nister  chooses  his -  sovereign. 

不但君 擇臣， 臣亦擇 
not  only  does  the  sovereign 

choose  his  ministers,  but  the 
minister  chooses  his  sovereign. 

擇地  to  select  a  spot. - 
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擇1
 11,665 

澤
 - 

11,666 
R •陌藥 
C.  chak 

H.  //</,  ts、ak 
F.  teik 

W.  dza 
N.  dzah 
P.  Use 
U.tse 

\.ise 

Sz.  tse 

K.  cK'ek^  t、ck 
J. chaku、taku 
A. trak 

Entering 

Lower. 

擇 要  to  select  the  important 
points. 

擇着走  to  pick  one’s  way. 
擇期  to  choose  a  time. 

正在 揀擇際  she  was  just 
in  the  act  of  selecting  her  pur¬ 
chases, 一 when . 

口無 擇言  uttering  no  words 
which  anyone  might  take  ex¬ 
ception  to. 

河海 不擇細 流故能 

成其深  riyer^  and  seas  do 
not  take  exception  to  small 
streams  (as  tributaries),  and  it 
is  that  which  makes  them  deep. 
See  10,596. 

A  sheet  of  water  ；  a  mere； 
a  marsh  ；  moist ;  slippery  ； 
glossy  ；  fertile ;  fat ;  to 
anoint  ；  to  soak  ；  to  enrich 

to  fertilise  ；  to  show  kind¬ 
ness  to.  Used  for  1 1,667. 
See  13,5x2. 

彼 澤之陂  by  the  shores  of| that  marsh. 

川澤  streams  and  pools. 

澤國  a  country  submerged. 

大澤  a  boggy  place, —— is  not  fit 
for  troops ;  used  figuratively. 

滑澤  slippery. 
光澤  glossy ;  sleek  ；  shining. 

肥澤  fat;  greasy. 

香澤  to  anoint  with  fragrant 
oils,  etc. 

手澤  soaked  with  the  moisture 
of  the  hand, 一 of  things  which 
a  person  has  been  accustomed 
to  handle. 

手 澤猶存  a  relic  of  him  is still  in  existence. 

共飯 不澤手  when  eating 
in  company,  don’t  wash  your 

— Hknds, — wash  them  previously. 

— *  0  之  one  day’s  soaking, 
— wonJt  do  any  harm,  said  Con¬ fucius  in  reference  to  wine. 

雨澤  moistened  with  rain;  bene¬ fited. 

澤宮  the  damp  palace, — where 
the  rain  comes  from. 

潤澤  to  fertilise;  to  enrich  by 
favours;  glossy ;  moist;  kind- 
hearted  ; agreeable. 

澤,
 

n,666 

w 
11,667 R •藥  pk 

s.ee 驛譯 

Entering 

Lower. 

睪 r 

n,668 

R. 陌 

See 宅 

Entering 

Upper. 

宅 11.669 、給 

11.670 

R. 藥 

See 驛 

K.  t、ak 
J.  taku、 chaku A. trak Entering 

Upper. 

賊 11.671 

恩  kindness;  favour ；  benefit. 

澤流 於後世 his  g。。*1  in - fluence  reached  to  after  ge»er 
ations.  } 

^  kindness  reaching 
to  dumb  animals, 一 said  of 

揚  T‘ang  the  Completer.  See 

澤 及枯骨  kindness  reaching to  dry  bones, 一 as  when  people 
bury  scattered  bones,  etc. 

澤民  to  benefit  the  people. 

澤蘭九  pills  for  procuring abortion. 

與 子同澤  I  will  share my  underclothes  with  you, 
that  you  may  be  able  to  go  and 

fight. 

澤州  a  Department  in  Shansi. Alisma  plantago^  L. 

Read  to 狄 . See  6029  [ho^] 

Underclothes.  See  1 1,666. 

The  white  pelican,  known as 戰虞 I. 

See  240. 

The  offspring  of  an  ass 
and  a  cow,  called  馬石馬 g. 

See  1 1,701. 

11,672 

R. 職 

See 賊 

Entering 

Lower. 11.673 

戢 

11.674 

橋 

n，675 

11,676 

R •陌 

C. chaky H.  tsak) 

F.  teik^  tiah^ 

chaik 

W.  tsa) 

N.  tsah 

P.  (chai、 Schai、 
itse M.  tse 

Y.  tseh 
Sz.  tse 
K.  chbk 

J.  taku、 djaku 
A.  trik$、 dik. 

Entering" 
Irregular. 

讁 

ii，677 

窄 V
 

11,678 

笮
"
 

It, 679 

陌藥 

A.  trik 

Entering 

Upper. 

Grubs  which  eat  the  joints 

of  grain.  See  7690. 

Same  as  1 1,658. 

R. 

See  1094. 

See  228. 

To  reproach；  to  blame; 

to  punish ;  to  be  in  disgrace, 
as  an  official  ;  to  banish. 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

謫 9740.] 

室人交 徧謫我 the  mem - 
bers  of  my  family  all  emulously reproach  me.  、 

_  咎  to  find  fault  with. 

無瑕謫  no  loophole  for  blame. 
怒謫  to  reprove  angrily. to  punish  by  fine. 

言商  iff  to  rePr^ve  evil  deeds. 

余雲 i 居於黃 1  was  then  in 
disgrace  at  Huang-chou. 

謫居之 勝槩也 心 solations  of  exile. 

謫降。 r 謫仙  to  be  banished to  earth, — from  heaven. 

曰始%  謫  the  sun  th
en 

changed  in  appearance. 

Same  as  1 1,676. 

See  243. 

Boards  which  support  the 

tiles  on  a  roof.  A  quiver. 

To  squeeze.  To  brand. 

爲門 扇所答 pinched  in 

the  door. 

鑽笮  to  brand;  to  tattoo. 

con- 
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ii，679 

tr 
11. 680 

:陌 
Z.  chakQ、 cha* 

^c/ia3 
?.<Aa3^  tsV 
以磔 

Entering 

Upper. 

蚱 
11.681 

ii,682 

.職 
二  chak 
1.  tSit 

r.  chaik  . 
V.  tse 

^  tsak、 tsch \tsV 
tse 

I .  tsck 

)z.  tse 
C.  chHk 

. skoku、 shihi 
tr&k 

Entering 

Upper. 

Read 

tackle. 

fso2*.  Ropes； 

靑繇 爲君笔 black  silk 
shall  make  thy  rigging. 

A  small  boat. 

兩 兩三三 舴偷舟  boats 
(passing)  by  twos  and  threes. 

See 
151. 

Inclined  ；  slanting  ；  ob 

lique  in  tone,  as  opposed  to 

平 93io. 

傾 K  inclined ;  slanting；  lean¬ ing. 

仄頭 K 腦  to  hold  one’s  head aside. 

身不要 K  the  body  should 
not  be  slanting, 一 in  the  presence 

of  superiors,  t.e.  don’tloll about. 

仄慝  the  moon  in  the  ekst  on 
the  i st  day  of  the  moon.  Used 
in  the  sense  of  behindhand. 

歉 iK 實深  to  be  fully  con 
scious  of  one’s  shortcomings, 一 
a  conventional  phrase  used  in 
letters. 

平 K  even  and  oblique, — the 
two  great  divisions  of  tones  for 

the  purposes  of  poetry.  The 
following  is  a  specimen  of  the 

common  five- word  quatrain, 
showing  where  these  tones  must 

appear  in  properly  constructed 
verse : — 

仄平 平仄 
仄平 平 K 
仄平 仄平 
平仄  K 平 
平仄 平仄 

平 K 不調 (〜/).  t。 put 
evens  and  obliques  in  wrong 

places. 

聲  the  tones  other  than  the 

平  even  tones. 

聲  rhymes  in  the  oblique 

11,682 

R. 

昃 11,683 

職 

See 仄 Entering 

Upper. 

拙 ii,684 

11.685 

這 
11.686 

税 11,687 

n,688 

櫛 11,689 

w 
11,690 

R. 陌 

See 痛寨 

Entering 

Upper. 

tones, — occurring  only  in  an 
cient  poetry. 

仄字  a  word  in  an  oblique  tone 

赤仄  name  of  a  coin. 
福仄  the  appearance  of  water flowing. 

jX  足而 行  tC)  advance  with slanting  feet, — to  sidle  along  in 
fear. 

K 徑難行 a  by-path  where 
advance  is  difficult. 

鍊 K 類企。 n  the  tiptoe  of anxious  expectation. 

The  sun  inclining  to  the 

west  ；  the  afternoon. 

自 朝至于 日中昃 ，不 

fl 艮  from  morning  to 
midday,  and  from  midday  to 

sundown,  he  did*  not  allow  him¬ 
self  time  to  eat, — said  of  女  If 

Wen  Wang.  
八丄 

日 昃而市  to  hold  a  market in  the  afternoon. 

See  2396. 

See  2426. 

See  564. 

See  2419. 

See  241. 

See  1478. 

TS"E5. 

To  support  ；  to  assist. 
A  riding-whip. 

w 
11,691 

R •陌 

H.  ts、tt 

P.  ts^ 

^  J 

Entering 

Upper. 

A  bundle  of  bamboo 

slips  used  for  writing  com¬ 
munications  of  over  100 

words,  as  compared  with 

/an^  (3435)  which  carriec fewer  words  (see  1 604) ; 
sometimes  a  single  slip  ；  a 

book ；  a  pamphlet.  A  plan； 

a  scheme；  a  stratagem.  A 

riding-whip.  A  question  ；  a 

query;  a  theme. 

布 在方策  inscribed  on  ta¬ 
blets  of  wood  and  slips  of  bam¬ 

boo, 一 the  former  being  for  events 

of  importance,  the  latter  for  more trivial  items. 

簡 策0 r  擎策  writing-tablets; 
books;  writings. 

計策  a  plan;  a  stratagejm. 
良策。 1 •神策 。> ■妙策 

a  capital  scheme. 

籌策  to  devise  a  plan. 
策士  a  man  of  schemes;  a  clever strategist. 

獻策  to  propose  a  plan, 一 to  the government,  or  to  a  superior officer.  / 

椎策  to  divine. 
不 是長策  it  is  not  a  per- 
. manent  scheme. 

萬 全之策 &  perfect  scheme, 

策命  to  order. 
策應  to  afford  assistance  to;  to relieve  (in  a  military  sense). 

警 策後人  to  be  for  a  warn¬ 
ing  to  posterity. 

執策  to  hold  a  whip;  a  groom. 

以 策注地  he  stuck  his  whip 
in  the  ground. 

策馬  to  whip  a  horse. 
策勵  to  urge  on;  to  impel. 

金策  a  pewter  staff, — as  used by  Buddhists. 

策  questions  and  themes, — given  at  the  examinations. 

策問。 r 策題  questions  set at  the  public  examinations.  [In¬ 
stituted  by  the  Empress  Wu  Hou, 
a.d.  690.] 

對策。 r 射策  answers  given by  the  candidates. 
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w 
11,691 

w 
11,692 R. 陌 

See 策 

Entering 

Upper. 

坼
一
 

u,693 R •陌 

See 拆 

A.  hsik 
Entering 

Upper. 

拆 
ii，694 

所 
u»695 

側 
11,696 R. 皸 

殿試策  questions  set  at  the 
palace  examination.  See  1 1,202. 

實策  papers  in  which  the  quest¬ 
ions  are  fully  treated  by  the  can¬ 
didates. 

空策  the  opposite  of  the  above. 

策中 有人鏡 芙蓉之 
in  the  theme  occurred  the 

1 1,696 

M.  tsi^  ts'-e 
Y.  ts^eh 
Sz.  ts^e K.  chHk 

. shiki、 shoku 

A. trak Entering 

Upper. 
words  “man-mirror  hibiscus.” 

策策  the  whistling  of  wind. 

The  thorns  or  prickles  of 

plants. 

To  tear  •’  to  be  torn  ；  to 

crack ；  to  burst;  to  chap 

See  1 167.  [To  be  distin¬ 

guished  from  析  ioi  i.] 

不 坼不副  there  was  no  burst¬ 
ing  nor  rending, — when  后 
Hou  Chi  was  born. 

欲拆  to  crack, — as  a  bowl. 

聲喉诉  a  squeaky  voice ;  a falsetto. 

手 不坼裂  hands  not  chap¬ 

ped. 
坼 口膏藥  plaster  for  chap¬ 
ped  hands. 

crackly^  like  the  shell  of 

a  tortoise, — used  of  chapped 
hands. 

天 崩地坼  the  sky  collapsed 
and  the  earth  split  open. 

4? 

See  254. 

Same  as  1 1^93. 

C. ckak。 
H.  (set 

F.  ch^aiky  chaik 
W.JT/Sr 
N.  tsah 
P.  ts^ 

The  side  ；  at  or  by  the 

side  ；  sideways  ;  inclining  to 
one  side;  perverted  ；  pre¬ 

judiced  ； low  ；  mean. 

南 山之侧  alongside  the 
southern  hill. 

河侧  by  the  riverside. 

惻 

tr 

t.697 

R •職 

反侧  to  turn  over  and  over, — as  when  restless  in  bed. 

時無 背無侧 y。11  thus  have no  (good  men)  behind  you,  nor 

by  your  side. 

侍我侧  stand  at  my  side. 

侧門  a  side  door. 
侧稜  inclined;  tilted;  uneven. 

侧身  the  body  awry;  lopsided; to  turn  half  round. 

侧 MW 着身子 躺着。 r 

侧 MW 臥。 i •側 fW1 歪 

躺着 t。  lie  on  one’s  side* 
侧弁  a  cap  worn  on  one  side. 

首  to  half  turn  the  head. 

侧 耳而聽  to  incline  the  ear 
to  listen. 

^)]  on  one  side. 

If 側。1 •侧 重一邊 lean. ing  to  one  side;  partial. 

侧重  to  extol;  to  glorify. 

侧目  sidelong  glances. 
侧臉  a  side  face;  a  profile. 

不要 放個] don’t  put  it  crook 
ed. 

侧房。 r 侧室  a  side  room; a  concubine. 

掃 淸君侧  to  keep  the  sover¬ eign^  presence  unpolluted  by 
evil  men. 

個 ij  陋  low ;  mean ;  vile. 

楊侧陋  to  exalt  the  humble 
and  lowly. 

Read  tse1*. 

C.  ch、ak0 

H.  ts、tt F.  ch^aik 

W.  ts'e N.  ts、ah P.  tsT 
M.  ts^ 

Y.  ts^eh 

Sz.  ts^e 
K.  cK-ik J.  shiki、 shoku A. trak Entering 

Upper. 

側子  tubers  derived  from  Aco nitum  Fischeri、 Reichb. 

To  pity  ；  to  sympathise with. 

侧 隱之心  feelings  of  com¬ miseration, — for  those  in  distress, 

惻仁  a  humane  sympathy. 

痛惻  to  feel  deep  pity  for. 

心惻  grieved  in  heart. 

測 11,698 

職 

4P To  fathom；  to  sound；  to 

estimate. 

R. 

H.  tset、 ts、tt 

See 惻 

Entering 

Upper. 

不測 01 ■不可 測 unfathom- able;  inscrutable;  unexpected as  death,  etc. 

賤軀 臨不測 the  °wner  °f 
a  vile  body  (the  impecunious 

man)  approaches  an  abyss.  Set 

2829. 

倘填 有不測 in  case  both 
of  them  die,  then.... 

你的 意思我 纔測開 
I  just  begin  to  make  out  what 

you  mean. 

測量  to  sound;  to  survey,  as  a] coast,  a  river,  etc. 

測度 （办4)  to  calculate ;  to  mea¬ 
sure. 

以本性 而椎測 tQ  infei 
(or  deduce  a  principle)  from  the nature  of  anything. 

測字  to  tell  fortunes  by  meamj of  words ;  logomaacy. 

吉 凶難測  difficult  ̂ to  sajj 
whether  it  will  be  auspicious or  not. 

測银 ij  sharp,  as  a  knife. 
JUL 

m 

[,699 

r. 陌 

C.  ch'-akQ 

H.  ts、ak F.  cK'aik^  ch^ah 

W.  ts^a N.  ts、ah P.  cchLai M. 

Y.  Ueh 

Sz.  ts^e K.  ch^ik J.  saku^  shaku 

A.  sak 

Entering 

Upper. 

Tablets  with  writing  or 

them  ；  a  list；  a  memoran 
dum  ；  a  register  kept  by 

the  headborough  ；  tables 

statistics ；  records.  Se 

1 2,854.  [In  K‘ang  Hsi,  thii character  is  given  as  拥 
under  Radical  13.] 

史 P 册祝曰 the  grand  his 
torian  (wrote)  on  tablets  hii 

prayer,  as  follows. 

册子。 r 册籍。 》 ■册簿 

卷册。 r 書册 records;  ai chives;  registers ；  documents. 

一本册  a  register;  a  book  01 
memoranda. 

填册  to  fill  up  a  register. 

册^ ̂   the  columns  of  a  registei 

淸册  2188. 册式  forms  for  a  return,— 
for  a  census. 

造册。 ■•作 册  to  prepare 
document,  tables,  etc. 

造册處  Statistical  Depa 
(Customs). 
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T&E1N 

m 

11,699 

爽 
11,700 

h •葉洽 

陌 
\C.c^ak0 

I N.  ciak 

I P.  ts^  chHf 

|K.  ch'tk,  hidp、 kidp 

|J»  kd^  saku 
\K.giap 

Entering 

Upper. 

m 

11,701 

卜職 
|c.  U、ak I H.  t^et 

F.  cK-eik 
W •衫 

|N.  dfsaA,  zah 

|P.  Usei 
INI.  tsi^  么 tsui、 

Stsei 

黃册  the  yellow  register, — the! 
census,  “yellow”  being  a  term 

applied  to  new-born  infants. 

門牌册  a  list  of  the  members  I 
of  a  family,  pasted  up  outside  | 
the  house. 

姻戶 冊。 r  丁册。 r 戶口 

册  register  of  inhabitants;  sta-| 
tistics  of  population. 

册葉。 r 册頁  a  long  strip  of  I 
paper  folded  to  the  form  of  a| 

book;  an  album  for  the  verses | 
of  friends. 

必指 卷第册 葉所在 _ 
it  is  necessary  to  indicate  on| 

what  page  it  is  to  be  found. 

春册  obscene  pictures. 

册王  to  appoint  as  king  or  ruler. 
[In  K‘ang  Hsi,  under  mi 

册 爲皇帝  they  made  him  | 
Emperor. 

天册金 輪皇帝 the  di-| 
vinely-appointed  gold-wheel  Em- 1 

peror，一 the  title  of  the  famous  | 

female  sovereign  武 則天. 

Wu  Tse-'tien,  who  reigned  duringl 
the  latter  half  of  the  seventh  | 
century. 

册命  a  term  used  on  credentials! 
or  letters-patent  =  By  appoint- 1 
merit. 

To  divine  by  grass-stalks,  j 
Used  with  1 1,691. 

筮莢  to  divine. 

天 授神焚  God  gave  him  an  | 
excellent  plan. 

賊*
 

ii，7oi 
Y.  tsek 
Sz.  Usui、 tse、 

K.  chik、 chok 

J.  zoku 
A.  tak Entering 

Lower. 

Read  chia^. 

under  the  arm. 

To  take  I 

^  bamboo  chopsticks. 

A  robber  ；  a  thief；  a 

pirate；  a  rebel ；  the  enemy; 

a  term  of  abuse.  To  injure； 

to  plunder.  See  4727,  6227. 

Also  read  •  tse^. 

賊 盜。1 ■賊 寇。 r 賊匪 
cr 賊犯。 r 賊類 w 賊黨 

robbers ;  brigands;  rebels. 

馬賊  mounted  highwaymen. 

海賊。 1 ■水賊  pirates. 

作賊  to  be  a  thief. 

賊頭。 r  賊首 a  head  thief；| a  robber  chief. 

賊頭 賊腦的 a  villainous-| looking  fellow. 

窩賊  to  harbour  tliieves. 

賊性  thief-nature,  —  given  to  I thieving. 

賊星  thief-star, -a  shooting  star. 

毛賊  petty  thieves. 
長 毛 （ot 髪） 賊 the  long-| 
haired  rebels, — the  T‘ai-p4ngs. 

以 賊钒賊  set  a  thief  to  steal  j from  a  thief. 

欲追 賊而以 賊隽導 
set  a  thief  to  catch  a  thief. 

賊 有賊義  there  is  honour| 
among  thieves.  丨 

認 賊作子  to  treat  a  thief  as  j 
a  son, 一 to  nourish  a  viper  in| 
one’s  bosom. 

失賊  to  suffer  burglary. 
見 了壁洞 ，曉 得失了 

賊  seeing  the  hole  in  the  wall, 
he  knew  that  the  place  had  been 
broken  into  by  thieves. 

夜 夜咚賊 guard  nigMy against  thieves. 

該 賊 之智亦 黠矣哉 
that  thief  was  a  cunning  fellow. 

賊店 an  hm  to  which  brigands, 
etc.,  resort. 

賊 去關門  when  the  thieves! have  gone  to  bar  the  door. 

賊 咬一口 A 骨三分 
one  bite  of  a  thief  goes  three- 

tenths  into  the  bone,— the  accu-| 
sations  of  bad  men  always  carry 

a  certain  amount  of  conviction 

with  them. 

賊 是小人 ，智 過君子 , 
i  a  thief  is  an  inferior  man,  but  I 

in  cleverness  he  surpasses  thel 
superior  man.  :! 

遠賊必 有近脚 adistant robber  has  a  near  foot, 一 i.e.  if  j 

he  is  a  stranger,  he  has  an  ac¬ 

complice  who  is  not. 

外 賊好檔 ，家賊 難防, 
outside  thieves  are  easily  kept! 

away,  but  it  is  difficult  to  guard | 

against  thieves  in  the  house. 

,701 

4 賊兵  the  rebel  troops ;  the  ene-l 
my’s  forces. 

賊 目艮  restless-eyed ;  suspicious. 

賊  slippery;  tricky ;  artful. 

賊 眉鼠眼  guilty-looking. 

賊疼 賊骨的 a  confirmed 
criminal. 

賊肉  stubborn, — of  children. 

賊 餛飩虫  a  damned  lubber- j 
ly  creature. 

殘賊0 r 賊害 to  in〗ure; to 
destroy. 

賊賢良 tQ  oppress  the  virtu¬ 
ous. 

怎 
S 

11,702 

R. 寢 

C.  them 

H.  tsang 

F.  Lcheing 

W.  tsang3 ̂   v. 

^za 

N.  tseng^  v. 

dza 

P.  fshi、 tseng 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 

K.  ch'im 

|J.  shin 

A.  chem 

Rising  Upper, 

tsen^ 

tseng 

_  M  a  8rub  in  
grain;  a  mis- 

， chief-maker;  a  secret  plotter. 

木賊 the  Dutch  rush  {Equise- turn  hiemale、 L.). 

烏賊  a  name  for  the  cutfle-fish. 
See  11,658. 

大 眼賊兒 tadp°les- 

屬大眼 賊玛的 tobelike a  tadpole, — an  idler. 

TiSEUNT- 

How?  what?  why?  How 

ever  much. 

怎麽。 r 怎 麽着。 r 怎麽 

呢  what?  how  is  it? nothing !  there  is  no¬ 

thing  the  matter ! 

€  M  了  (^1) 
 what^  the  matter?

 

怎 . S  T  (— ，) 可怎了 
(&w3) 也  how  is  it  all  to  end? 

this  won’t  do! 

怎 麽敢。 r 怎敢 h°w  can 
one  dare •…？ 

怎麽 說。1 •怎說 h°w  d° you  say?  what  does  he  say?  what 

do  you  mean  by....? 

怎  沒風  hQW  is  k  
there  is no  wind? 

怎 麽樣 出 what  way?  how? what  do  you  mean? 

不 怎麽樣  I  have  no  idea  on the  subject;  I  don’t  mean  any¬ 

thing. 

把誰 怎麽樣 wh。 ^5? 
See  10,130. 
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11,702 

1^7°3 

他不 能杷我 怎麽樣 
he  can’t,  do  anything  to  me. 

那時， 愛怎麽 柝怎麽 
拆  you  can  then  pull  down  (the 
wall)  as  much  as  you  like. 

怕他 怎麽的  what  should I  fear  him  for? 

怎 麽能。 r 怎能殼 hQW 
can....? 

怎麽好  how  will  it  do?  what 
is  to  be  done? 

你 怎麽好 打爺的 _ 
can  you  strike  your  father  ? 

不知 道怎麽 着好了 
he  did  not  know  what  to  do,— 
to  escape. 

纔怎麽 hc)w  is  it? 

怎 麽這麽  why  so....?  how 
is  it  so •…？  (in  surprise  or  ad 
miration);  how....!  what  a....! 

怎麽會  how  is  it  possible  that .…？  how  the  deuce....? 

你問怎 麽  why  d。 yQu  ask；1 

怎 生行去  how  are  we  to 
go  on? — in  weather  like  this. 
See  9865. 

不知 畢竟怎 生結果 
I  cannot  say  how  it  will  all  end. 

怎的。 r 怎得 what’s  the matter?  howevfer  much.... 

怎的難  what  (or  where)  are 
the  difficulties? 

你問 他怎的  what  do  you 
ask  him  for? 

不怎的  for  no  reason. 

你怎 的就去 why  are  you 
going? 

你待 要怎的  what  would 
you  do  then? 

怎 得成工  how  is  it  going 
to  be  finished? 

這 便怎處  (chluz)  what  is  to be  done  now? 

怎 麽也找 不着了  do 
what  I  will,  I  can’t  find  it. 

怎麽 說着他 ，呌他 
however  much  you  may  scold 
him,  and  bid  him  etc., — he  won-’t obey. 

See  564. 

參 11，7。4 

參 n，705 

碜 
ii，7o6 

11,707 

ii’7o8 

R •
芎
 

C.  skem 
H.  kHm、 sent F.  k、Ung 
W.  djang 
N.  cizeng 

?•!.  I 

K.  charn 

J.  sin 

A.  sem  (shcm) 

Even  Lower. 

w 

，7°9 

R 侵 

See 

Even  Lower. 

顎 3
 

ii,7io 

R 寢 

See 

A.  t、bn 
Rising  Lower. 

【,711 

櫬 
ri，7is 

H，7i3 

See  1 1,548. 

TS'DESN-. See  11,548. 

See  666. 

See  6ro. 

A  mountain  peak  ；  iso¬ 
lated.  Lofty. 

此 第岑寂  this  is  a  lonely house. 

岑 樓齊木  to  bring  a  block of  wood  to  the  level  of  a  lofty 

building,- — and  absurdly  argue 
that  they  are  equally  high. 

Name  of  a  river  in  Shensi; 

mountain  streams. 

雨涔涔  a  soaking  rain. 

涔 涔淚下 tears  flowed 
fast. 

牛 蹄之释  the  puddle  left  by an  ox’s  hoof. 

Ugly;  vulgar；  coarse. 

Same  as  676. 

See  675. 

See  676. 

11,714 

h，7I5 

R. 吻較 

震 
C.  ̂ ch^en 

F. 、hHng、 

ch^aing^ 

P.  chTen) 

K.  ch、un 

J.  shin 

A.  csen 
Rising  and 

Sinking  Upper 

Irregular. 

雞 
「，7i6 

Same  as  674. 

To  shed  one’s  milk  teeth 
See  1 1,093. 

曾 
ii，7i7 

iW 

11,718 

.蒸 

See 曾 

Even  Upper. 

See  373. 

See  11,735. 

To  add  to；  to  increase, 
as  opposed  to 損  10,440 

and  減  i6o9. 

增添。 1 •增 益。 r 增加。 r 
增長 or 增起來 
to  add  to;  to  increase. 

賦 不加增  the  revenue  does 
not  increase. 

不 見噌添  there  is  no  in 
crease  or  addition. 

無 增無減  without  increase 
or  decrease, — in  volume. 

_  f 胃  to  raise  the  price. 

增 減無定 whether  (the price)  will  go  higher  or  lower is  not  certain. 

增高  to  mak&  higher. 
f 

增補  to  add  on ;  to  increase  the volume  of；  revised  and  enlarged, 

— edition. 

^  入  to  add  to;  to  enter,  as  in 
an  account. 

增删  to  emendate. 增 t0  add  the  brightness  of 
your  presence. 

增光  to  add  brilliancy  to.  • 

增 光前人  to  reflect  honour 
on  one’s  ancestors. 
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增1
 

Ii，7i8 

憎1
 

11,719 

R •葱 TnT 

See 曾 

Even  Upper. 

檑1
 

11,720 

R •葱 vTSt 

See 

Even  Upper 
and  Lower. 

w 
11,721 

R •徑 
C.  tseng 
H.  tseti 

F.  chaittg 
W.  tsing ?：j 
M.  J  tseng 
Y. 
Sz.  j 
K.  ching 
J.  sdy  shd 
A.  tdng 

Sinking 
Upper. 

贈1
 

11,722 

R •葱 TnT 

see 層 
Even  Lower. 

增 多  increased ;  much  raised^ 

^  盛  increasing  prosperity. 

戶 口歲增  the  population  in¬ creases  annually. 

增 改新例  new  and  revised 
rules. 

增  candidates  admitted  to  the 
degree  of^f  bachelor,  over 

and  above  the  ancient  regula¬ 
tion  number.  See  3690. 

To  hate  5  to  abhor. 

可僧  hateful. 

僧恨。 I •僧惡 (胃 *) 。1 •僧 

or  僧厭  to  hate;  to  dis¬ like. 

憎 愛不常  now  hating,  now 
loving, 一 capricious. 

取僧 於人。 r 得人憎 
to  get  disliked  by  people. 

文 章僧命  his  essay  was  un¬ 
successful, 一 at  the  examination 

A  hut；  a  pig-sty. 

檜巢  the  summer  dwellings  ofj 
the  ancient  kings  before  the 

building  of  palaces. 

A  boiler；  a  caldron;  an 

earthenware  pot  for  steam¬ 

ing  rice. 

飯甑  a  rice-pot. 

甑爨  to  cook  in  an  earthen  pot. 

甑 上生塵  dust  collecting  on 
the  saucepan, — from  want  of 
food  to  keep  it  in  use. 

不 顴破甑  not  to  cry  over 
spilt  milk. 

酒飯  (chingh)  a  still. 

Dimness  of  sight. 

t0  stare  at. 

11,723 

R •葱 

Tnr 

See 曾 

Even  Upper. 

11,724 

R •葱 

See 曾 

Even  Upper. 

媚 h，725 

m 
11,726 

r •葱 
See 曾 

丑 ven  Upper. 

A  dart  •’  a  bolt  for  a 
crossbow.  See  1 1,726. 

11,727 

R •蒸 

TTSv 

See 曾 

Even  Upper. 

11,728 

R. 徑 

SinkingUpper, 

餚1
 

ii，729 

R •葱 

See 曾 

Even  Upper. 

Rocky  ；  stony. 

Same  as  1 1,720. 

Used Silken  fabrics, 
with  1 1,723. 

繪幡  silken  banners. 

繪繳  a  bolt  or  arrow  with  silk fastened  to  it. 

繪繳 不能及 beyond  the reach  of  an  arrow. 

以 避繪繳  in  order  to  avoid the  arrow. 

A  large  square  fishing- 
net  which  can  be  lowered 

and  raised  by  means  of  an 

apparatus  fixed  on  the  bank. 

譽*  to  lower  the  net. 

拉罾  to  raise  the  net. 

板 罾守店  to  work  at  the  net and  mind  the  shop  as  well, — 

diligent  in  business. 

A  cloth；  a  handkerchief. 

To.  add；  to  state  further. 

11.730 

R •徑 

C.  tseng 

H.  tsen、 ts、en 

F.  ckaing W.  zang 

N.  dzetig 

P.  tseng 

M.  tsen 
Y.  tseng 

Sz.  tseng 
K.  ching 

J.  sd、 zd 

A.  tang 

Sinking 

Lower. 

铘 
n,73i 

R •葱 

/JTVV 

See  售* 

K.  ching、 chHng 

Even  Upper. 

鐙1
 

H，732 

R •庚 

See 撐 

Even  Upper. 

To  give  a  present  ；  to 

bestow  ；  to  confer.  Post¬ humous  honours  bestowed 

on  ancestors. 

贈送 or  贈別  to  give  a  present at  parting, 一 especially  poems  or 
words  of  advice  from  those  who 

go  to  those  who  remain. 

無 以膾別 i  have  nothing  to leave  with  you  as  a  parting 

present. 
' 

以 詩膾別  to  give  one  a  stan¬ 
za  at  parting. 

看鬼 贈  to  give  a  present  at  part¬ ing, — from  those  who  remain  to those  who  go. 

膾之以 句 藥 they  gave 
each  other  small  peonies. 

何 以贈之  what  can  I  give 
him  ? 

析柳 贈行人  to  pluck  a 
sprig  of  willow  and  give  to  a 
friend  setting  out  qn  a  journey, 
— as  a  memento. 

封贈  JW  3582. 貝曾  patents  of  title  for  all  ranks from  i  st  to  5th  inclusive. 

^  ̂   patents  for  all  the
  lower 

ranks. 

a  special  patent.  [This 

and  the  next  two  entries  are 
seen  in  notices  of  death.] 

^j] 贈  to  award  a  patent  in  a
c¬ cordance  with  the  regulations. 

待 贈  exPectant  or  brevet,  as applied  to  titles  of  honour. 

^  to  send  word  to.  Used 
specially  in  a  bad  sense  of  illicit 
love-messages. 

Name  of  a  small  feudal 

State  in  Shantung. 

The  ring  of  metal  when 

struck. 

182 
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11.733 
R •徑 

See 贈 

Sinking 
Lower. 

綜 
11.734 

曾 
n，735 R. 葱 

C.  ts^ing^  tseng 
H.  // tscn 

F.  Lchcing^ 

Ccheing 
W.  dzang^ 

tsang 

N.  dzertg^  v. 
^ing^  zing、 tsing 

P.  ts、btg、 tseng 
M.  ts^en^  isen 
Y*  I  叹， 
Sz.  (  tseng 
K.  chking、 

ch'ing 

J.  sd A.  itdng^  ctdng 

Even  Lower , 

and  Upper. 

A  black  face. 

See  1 1,980. 

TS^ESKTCS-. 

Past ；  done；  finished •’  see 
10,792.  But;  then ；  still. 

Used  for  1 1,738.  [Expl. 

as 詞 之舒也  a  stretcher- 
out  of  language,  i.e.  with 

regard  to  time,  tense.] 

曾 經說過  I  have  already 
mentioned  it;  I  have  already 
censured  him. 

曾經 照會 在案 a  des- 
patch  to  this  effect  is  on  record. 

曾 經滄海 難爲水 he 
who  has  had  experience  of  the 

ocean  doesn’t  think  much  of 

(ordinary)  water, 一 such  as  a  lake 

曾立 章程在 先 mlest。 
which  effect  are  already  in  exis¬ 
tence. 

知 有人曾 至焉者 by 
which  he  knew  that  some  one 

had  already  been  there. 

曾有 人來打 聽 _e  one has  already  been  to  enquire. 

曾 鎮延安  he  had  formerly 
been  Governor  of  Yen，an. 

那 曾有  where  was  there  ? 一 i.e.  there  was  not. 

那 w 曾有見 牟個韃 

子 的影兒  we  didn’t  see the  ghost  of  a  Tartar. 

本 不曾哭  he  was  not  crying 
before, 一 but  as  soon  as,  etc. 

還 喜得不 曾用刑 he 
also  rejoiced  that  he  had  not 

applied  “torture.” 

昨夜不 曾睡來 did  not 
sleep  last  night. 

並  ̂   it  is  not  the  case,- 
that  I  did  so  and  so. 

曾*
 

n,735 昨 日 並不曾 見說起 
I  did  not  hear  you  mention  it 
yesterday. 

人不曾 到其國 n。 one has  ever  been  to  that  country. 

委 實不曾 看見 we  have really  never  seen  it. 

我不 曾有子  I  have  never had  a  son. 

你寶了 飯不曾 have  yQU dined? 

間他 可忸了 腰了不 
asked  if  he  had  not  given 

himself  a  twist, 一 by  falling. 

當 不曾聽 見 made  as though  he  had  not  heard. 

不 曾不曾 n。， it  has  not. 

可曾  or  曾否  has  such-and- such  been  the  case  or  not? 

你可 曾看見  .. .. have  you perchance  seen . ? 

京中可 貫下雨 has  it been  raining  in  the  city? 

曾幾 何日 not  many  days 
ago. 

曾是 不意1 n  ever  thought  of  | 
this, — of  something  unexpected. 

曾是以 爲孝乎 is  this  t。 be  considered  filial  piety  ? 

何曾 去過 when  did  I  go? — meaning  that  the  speaker  has 
not  been,  as  averred,  etc. 

何曾 方是好 話 h  was really  very  kind  advice.  See  ̂ 41. 

我古 曾去1  did  not  go;  1 have  not  been  there. 

你學 的事成 了未曾 
have  you  learnt  your  •  business thoroughly  yet? 

早 是驚覺 ，未 曾走了 
had  I  been  roused  sooner,  he 
would  not  have  got  away. 

曾城  a  storeyed  city, -for  1 1,738. 

Read  tseng1.  To  add  to  ； 
see  1 1,718. 

曾元  or  曾孫  a  great-grand¬ son. 

曾祖  a  great-grandfather. 

曾祖毋  a  great-grandmother. 

曾祖姑  a  great-grand-aunt  on the  father’s  side. 

曾 ,735 

tr 
11,736 

R. 徑 

See 赠 

SinkingUpper, 

噜1
 

u,737 

R-蒸 

See 

Even  Upper. 

m
i
 

h，738 

R. 藏 

Tnv 

C.  ts^eng 

H.  ts^en^  v. 

F.  cheing 
W.  zang 

N.  dzeng^  zeng 
P.  ts^eng 

M.  ts^en 

Y.  ts^eng 

Sz.  tsKeng K.  chHng 

J.  sd^  zd 

A.  tang 

Even  Lower. 

曾祖伯 (。> ■叔） 文 and 曾 

祖伯 ㈣ 叔） 毋  the  elder (or  younger)  brother  and  his 
wife,  respectively,  of  a  paternal 

great-grandfather. 

曾伯祖  a  paternal  great  grand¬ uncle. 

曾臣 t  your  servant. 
曾子  Tseng  Tzti, — a  famous  dis¬ ciple  of  Confucius,  to  whom  has 
been  attributed  the  authorship 

Of  the 大學  Great  Learning、 

and  the  Canon  of  Filial 

To  cut  ；  to  wound. 

Noise  ；  hubbub. 

A  layer ;  a  stratum  ；  a 

step  ；  a  degree  ；  a  storey  [see 

1 2,382)  ；  an  item  ；  a  para¬ 

graph  ； a  question  at  issue 

兩層紙  two  layers  of  paper. 

層層 OT 層疊  layer  upon layer ;  rising  one  above  the  other. 

層 見疊出  occurring  more 
and  more  often. 

勒 t  thousand-layer  paper, 一 a  name  for  talc. 

次  degrees ;  series ;  order. 

是案尙 欠層次 seme  cf 
the  intermediate  steps  in  this case  are  wanting. 

ch^ung1  加 一 ■層  add  on  an¬ 
other  layer,  or  another  storey. 

層 出不窮  layer  upon  layer 
without  end, — used  of  stores  of 

learning,  fertility  of  resource,  etc. 

層戀  ̂   翠  range  upon  range 
of  lofty  green  hills. 

— ^  a  three-storeyed  house. 

九層塔  a  nine-storeyed  pa¬ 

goda. 
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TSO 

4738 

11.739 

R. 葱 vtw 

See 曾 

Even  Lower. 

蹭‘
 

11.740 
R. 徑 
C.  seng 

H.  ts^en 
F.  chaing 

W.  tsang 

N.  ts'-eng^ 
dzeng 

P.  ts'-eng 
M.  ts^en 

Y.  ts^eng 
Sz.  t^eng 

K.  chHng 
sd 

A.  tang 

Sinking 

Upper. 

r 
11,741 

•藥箇 
C.  tsokQ 
H.  tsokQ 
F.  ckauk 
Itso 
N.  tsoh 

P.  tso\  S-tso 
M.  tso 
Y.  tsak 
Sz. 

K.  chak 

J.  saku 
A.  tak 

Entering 

Upper. 

一 層意思  a  proposition;  a 
proposals. 

— •  a  turn；  a  time;  a  matter. 

第二層 怎麽樣 hcDW 
about  the  second  clause  ? 

Hills  rising  one  above 
the  other.  See  6862. 

To  miss  one’s  footing；  to 
shamble  along.  To  strike 

in  passing. 

蹭 到城門  he  dragged  him¬ self  to  the  city  gate. 

瞪  dilatory;  dispirited;  foiled; 
baffled. 

蹭 蹬不前  to  make  no  pro¬ 
gress;  not  to  advance. 

功 名蹭蹬  unable  to  succeed 
at  the  public  examinations. 

磨蹭  淑 7974 - 

赠棱子  to  delay ;  to  shilly¬ shally. 

蹭一聲  the  sound  of  a  jump. 

木 簿贈動 火船 the  raft 
scraped  along  the  steamer. 

TSO 麵 

To  act；  to  do；  to  cause ； 

to  be,  in  the  sense  of  modal 

existence;  to  become;  to 

behave.  To  get  up；  to 

stand  up.  To  make;  see 

做  11,761， which  is  really 
only  a  vulgar  form  ；  speci¬ 
ally  used  in  reference  to 

“readings”  in  ancient  texts, 
etc.  See  8676,  12,135. 

(or  tso1)  爲  acts;  conduct; 
doings;  to  represent  something 
to  oneself  as  ；  to  make  believe 

it  is;  to  treat  as. 

大 有作爲 he  is  a  man  of 
great  deeds, 一 whatever  he  -does 

C  is  on  a  great  scale. 

ii,74i 

as 

作官  to  be  or  become  an  official See  11,761. 

作楫  to  make  a  bow. 

作戲的 an  actor. 
(or  ̂ 1)  ̂   to  be  a  rebel;  to rebel. 

有 王者作  a  truly  great  ruler has  arisen. 

龚 雨未止 ，風 又大作 
the  rain  had  not  stopped,  and 

it  had  begun  to  blow  hard. 

風 雨交作  blowing  and  rain¬ ing  at  the  same  time. 

作 福作威  sometimes  len¬ ient,  sometimes  severe, — of  an official. 

病發作  the  disease  has  come ; he  has  had  a  relapse. 

我疾作  I  have  become  ill. 

作考 選之人 to  act examiner  and  select, — from  the 
candidates. 

作新民  to  stir  people  up  to  be 

good. 振作 t。  stir  up;  to  rouse. 

作 (or  tsox)  ̂   to  seek  one’s  own death. 

耗子咬 猫屌巴 ，要作 

死  like  a  rat  biting  a  cat’s  tail, 
wanting  to  make  away  with  itself. 

作過死  he  has  half  killed  him¬ self, — by  excess,  etc. 

作保  to  go  security  for. 

作證  to  act  as  witness;  in  wit¬ ness  whereof. 

作主  to  play  the  host;  to  take the  responsibility;  to  advise  how 
to  act. 

作速  to  hurry ;  speedily. 

作抵  to  put  one  thing  in  place 
of  another;  to  substitute;  to 
tender  in  lieu  of. 

作柙 t。  leave  as  security ;  to 
deposit. 

作事  to  transact  business. 

作頃  to  decide;  to  settle. 

作文章  to  write  essays. 

賣文 {卡字 1  to  make  a  living by  one’s  pen. 

不 有隹作 ，何 伸雅懷 
unless  we  produce  elegant  com¬ 
positions,  how  can  we  express 
refined  sentiments  ? 

11,741 作樂  (yox*)  to  play  music. 
"f, 聲  to  make  a  sound ;  see  9883 

作 詩  to  make  poetry. 

作白玉  made  of  jade. 
作成  to  finish;  to  accomplish. 

作成人 t。  give  a  lift  to;  to 

help. 

作人  to  be  a  man;  to  act  as becomes  a  man.  See  5624. 

作大人  to,  be  a  high  o 伍 cial 
作好人  to  behave  oneself;  to act  as  peace-maker. 

作好 (w)  to  be  pleased. 
作家 or 作人家 t。 be 
economical.  [Read  作家 & 

chia  =  2i  capable  man  at  what¬ 
ever  is  in  question.] 

這個人 系作参 啦 man is  very  thrifty,  a  good  business 
man,  etc.  See  jr  1,761. 

作到家  well  done, — as  work 

作得  好  very  weU  don  e  or 
made. 

作意  plan  of  construction  or arraligement, — of  essays,  etc. 

這種 樣兒事 我作不 

出來1  don’t  do  this  sort  of | 

thing. 

作下  to  get  ready,  as  food  or clothes;  to  leave ;  to  allow  to 

remain,  as  seeds  of  a  disease. 

下作  mean ;  stingy ;  especially used  of  a  greedy  person  who 

tries  to  get  more  than  his  share 
of  food. 

東 作西成  sow  in  spring  and 
harvest  in  autumn. 

作惡  to  act  wickedly ;  to  be 
jiaughty. 

作歹  to  do  wicked  acts;  to  be¬ 
have  badly. 

天 { 卡之合  a  marriage  brought about  in  heaven.  < 

何 必改作  what  necessity  is there  to  rebuild  in  a  different 

style  ? 

作  to  repose  confidence  in. 

作朋  to  be  friends. 
三作兩 千餘言 ，誰耐 

久聽  (an  essay)  under  three heads  'and  consisting  of  over 
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2,000  words,  who  could  stand 
hearii iring  all  that? 

作項  capital, — as  opposed  to interest. 

作行  {hsing1、 can;  there  is  no 
harm  in . ;  it  is  possible. 
See  below. 

這個 規矩到 別處不 

{hsing1)  this  is  not  cus¬ 
tomary  elsewhere. 

自 作自受  to  suffer  for  one’s own  acts. 

作癀  t。 itch. 
作痛  to  be  painful. 

作苦  to  live  austerely. 

作美 to  give  oneself  airs. 

作歌  to  make  a  song: 

作法  a  way  or  mode  of  action ; 
to  perfoim'ah^incantation， spell, etc. 

作眼線  to 'be  a  witness. 
作賀  to  offer  congratulations. 

作道理  to  adopt  a  course  of 
action. 

作伴  to  be  a  companion. 

作铺子 'to  keep  a  shop. . 

作招狀  pade  as  though  she 
was  beckQning. 

作得來  it  can  be  done. 

作得險 danger。  us  to  do. 

作臺  the  platform  or  place  for 
working,  as  in  a  tailor’s  shop. 

作  to  take  one’s  leave. 

作別  to  part;  to  bid  adieu. 

作甚麽  what  are  you  doing  ? 
why?  for  what  purpose? 

作木匠  to  be  a  carpenter. 

作函 t。  write  a  note. 

作足  to  reckon  as  full;  to  give 
oneself  airs. 

作夢。 i •作 夢不醒 t。 be 
dreaming；  to  labour  under  a 
delusion. 

作弄  to  do;  to  make. 

作會  to  be  open, — as  a  club  or 
society,  on  a  special  occasion. 

作 壽  to  keep  a  birthday, 一 of 
old  people. 

作情 t。  oblige ;  to  do  one  a 
favour；  to  decide  for  oneself. 

【，74i 
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作媒.  to  act  as  go-between  in arranging  a  marriage. 

作  to  arrange  a  marriage;  to 
marry. 

作暗。 r 作陪客 t。 help  to entertain  visitors. 

作者  those  who  have  done  (this); 
active  principles  (Buddhistic). 

不 知作者  author  unknown,! 
— of  a  book. 

此 作古今 皆有之 this kind  (of  poetry,  viz.  without  a 
given  thesis)  belongs  to  all  ages. 

九 員 第六行  hang1, 
作 歴  page  9,  col.  6:  for  力 
read  ̂   .  [Erra/a.] 

曰字 作謂字 看 _ 
must  here  be  understood  in  the 
sense  of  weL 

加， 一作隹  one  authority reads  for  t 

亦作寃  寃） is  also written  .  See  8846. 

舊 本作天  the  old  editions 

reaci^^ 

饞 舊作巫  shih  appeared  in old  editions  as  wu. 

改 子作兮  he  changed  tzU into  hsi^—oi  an  emendation. 

n,743 

.藥 

C.  tsok 

H.  ts、ok) 

F.  chouk 
N.  dzoh 

P.  (so3 

M.  tso 

Y.  isa* 

K.  chak 

[•  saku A.  tak 

Entering 

Lower. 

Read  tso1*.  See  5394. 

木作  a  carpenter;  a  carpenter’s trade  or  shop. 

班作 兔作 a  bricklayer ; a  bricklayer’s  trade. 

作 ^ 料  condiments. 
作行 （力⑽ f)  or 作 房 or 

作塲。 r 作坊- •作廠 a  factory;  a  workshop  where 

things  are  manufactured  but  not sold. 

作頭 作 房頭兒 w 作 

房眼兒  a  head  workman ;  a foreman. 

五行  hang-  八作  all  kinds of  trades  and  crafts. 

烏 怕入林 ，匠怕 A 作 
the  bird  fears  to  enter  the  forest, 
the  workman  fears  to  enter  the 

workshop,  —  where  powers  are 
tested  by  competition. 

咋 
n,742 

w 

See  146. 

To  be  disconcerted  ；  to 

be  ashamed. 

略 無怍色  not  the  least  dis¬ 
concerted. 

昨*
* 

ii,744 

R. 藥 

C.  tso^ H.  // 味 

F. chouk^  v. 

soil、 sioh W.  dzo、 zo2-^  zo 
N.  dzoh、 zo^  dzo 

P.  itso 
M.  tso 

Y.  tsa^ 

Sz.  tso K. chak 

J. saku 

A.  tak 

Yesterday  ；  previously  ； 
some  time  ago. 

昨日 qi ■昨 天。1 ■昨 兒。1 

昨兒個  yesterday- 

Entering 

Lower. 

柞 
4f 

u,745 

R •藥陌 

H.  tsok 

See 怍 

Entering 

Lower. 

4^ 

酢 ii,746 

R •遇藥 

胃  ̂   ̂   without  appearing 
the  least  shocked. 

俯不怍 于人 koking  down, 
not  to  be  ashamed  before  men. 

See  6497. 

將卽 命 容毋怍 whenyQu 
take  your  seat,  let  not  your 
countenance  be  disturbed. 

言之 不怍則 爲之也 

奠^  he  who  speaks  without  mo¬ desty  will  find  it  difficult  to  make his  words  good. 

昨者。 r 日昨  some  days  ago; 
recently. 

昨夜。 r 昨宵  last  night. 
[“Last”  also  with  歲 ，冬 ，夏 •] 

昨兒腕 卜  yesterday  evening. 

千 年如昨  a  thousand  years 
are  but  as  yesterday. 

昨聞 L  yesterday  (or  lately) 
heard  that  •… 

An  oak. 

柞木  Xylosma  raceviosum}  Miq. 

小葉柞  Quercus  sessiliflora} 
Salisb. 

大葉柞  Quercus  dentata、 
Thunb. 

Read  tse^.  To  clear 

away  trees  and  bushes. 

To  pledge  a  host  in  wine. To  recompense. 

君 子有酒 ，酌 曹酢？ 
C.  tsok、 

H.  ts、ok、 F. chouk、 

from  the  wine  of  the  superior 

man,  (his  guests)  fill  the  cup 
and  present  it  to  him 
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11,746 

W.  tso^ N.  dzoh 

P.  tso^ 

M.  /jW'  tsLo^ 
Y.  tsa^ 
K.  cho、 chak 

J.  so 
A.  iLou 

Sinking  and 
Entering 

Irregular. 

阼 
h,747 

11.748 

伸 r 11.749 

r .遇 

See 聚 

(but  Upper 
initials) 

Sinking 

Upper. 

撮 
h,75。 

m 

n,7Si 
R •易 
k 撮 

Entering- 

Upper. 

IJL> 

H，752 

R •藥號 
C.  tsok  〆 

H.  ts、ok 

W.  zoh 

N.  w 在 

P.  itsan^  Uso 
M.  tso 

V.  tsak 
Sz.  tso 

Uh、ak 

酢漿草  Oxalis  corniculatay  L. 

酢葉伺 •草  Cotyledon  Jim- briata、 Turcz.,  var、 ra7nosissimay 
Max. 

Read  ts、 Vinegar ； 

wine  ；  see  1 1,873.  To  re¬ 

compense. 

酢且不 如中國  the  wine 
(of  the  grape)  is  not  equal  to 
that  of  China. 

橘酢正 裂人牙  orange- 
wine  sets  the  teeth  on  edge 
badly. 

萬 壽攸齡 myriads  of  years 
(of  life)  is  the  reward. 

See  11,853. 

See  1 1,777. 

To  simulate  ；  to  make 

pretences. 

Read  chii\  To  press ;  to 

urge  ；  to  hasten. 

伸 ，近 t。  crowd;  to  press  upon. 

伸迫心 忙  in  a  hurry  and flutter. 

See  1 1,788. 

The  end  of  the  thread  in 

sewing. 

結綠  to  “fasten  off,” 一 a  seam, etc. 

To  chisel  out  ；  hence,  to 

force  a  meaning  out  of  a 

text  ;  to  make  a  hole ;  a 

hole  ；  to  bore  into ;  to  mark. 

Also  read  tsao^. 

鑿 個眼兒  to  chisel  out  a 
hole;  to  bor^  a  hole. 

斧 打鑿 ，磐入 木 the  ham- 
mer  hits  the  chisel,  and  the  chisel 

goes  into  the  wood. 

h,752 

J.  saku、 zaku 
A.  tak 

Entering 

Lower. 

左
！
 

n,7S3 R •哿箇 

C.  tso 
H.  tso 
F.  cho 

W.  tso^  tsu 

N.  tsou^  v.  tsia 
P.  tso 

M.  tso 
Y.  tsou 

Sz.  tso 

K.  cha 

J.  sa 

A.  ta 
Rising  Upper. 

靈 開  to  open  out;  to  cut  into and  make  a  way. 

穿  to  bore  a  hole；  to  give  a 
forced  interpretation ;  chopped 

or  defaced,  as  dollars. 

何所 有圓鑿 受方柄 

而 能合者  in  what  place (i.e.  how)  can  a  round  bole  have 
a  square  handle  put  int。 it,  and fit? 

通^  to  make  a  communication 
with,  as  by  a  tunnel. 

_  ̂J：  to  make  a  well. 

職  ̂J<.  to  hew  out  blocks  of  ice. 

墜 木  to  chisel  wood. 

鑿木烏  a  wood-pecker;  also used  for  a  talkative  man. 

擊 破  to  cut  a  hole  in;  to  scuttle, as  a  ship. 

鑿牙  to  hit  a  man  on  the-teeth. 

鑿齒  to  knock  out  the  front 
teeth, — as  some  tribes  of  Miao- 

tzti  do.  * 

石鑿  a  stone  chisel. 
^  certain ;  sure;  reliable. 

鑿 鑿可據  a  certain 
白 石鑾鑿  the  white  rocks stand  up  grandly, 一 from  the 
water  below. 

The  left,  as  opposed  to 

右  i3,436；  now^  since  the first  Emperor  of  the  Ming 

dynasty,  the  place  of  hon¬ 
our,  the  guest  being  always 

placed  on  the  left  of  the 

host ;  the  title  of  the  senior 
of  two  officials;  see  堂 

10,760.  In  former  times, 

the  right  was  the  place  of 

honour  ;  hence,  the  left  came 
to  be  used  figuratively  as 

wrong  (see  9876)  ；  inferior ； 

bad,  etc.  Used  for  the  east 

in  Chinese  topography.  See 

1053,  5609. 

左  the  left  side;  on  the  left; 
the  side  of  a  thing  opposite  to 
the  left  hand  of  the  speaker. 

[In  writing  titles,  that  of  the 
higher  of  two  officials  is  placed 

in  the  right-hand  column  ob¬ 

左 
3 

1  i,7S3 

jectively  to  the  reader.  Subject¬ 
ively  as  regards  the  titles,  the 
higher  official  is  on  the  left 
of  the  lower  official,  and  thus 

occupies  the  place  of  honour.] 

尙左  to  esteem  the  left, — as 
opposed  to  the  right  side. 

東爲左 ，西 i 右 east  1S 
on  the  left  and  west  on  the  right, 

— facing  south,  as  the  Emperor 
does. 

男子 由右， 女子由 ，左 
men  go  to  the  right,  women  to 
the  left, 一 e.g.  in  a  temple. 

衝 着自己 左 邊爲左 

the  opposite  to  one’s  own  left is  the  left, — (e.g.)  of  a  building. 

先 寫左邊  first  write  the  left- 
hand, 一 part  of  a  character ;  e.g. 

first  f  and  then  白 = 个白 • 

左  the  left  hand. 

左手 交右手  the  left  hand joined  (in  a  grasp)  with  the  light. 

左右  (read  ts(A  yuz)  to  assist. 

左右 加 V«3 之於帝 did  all he  could  to  advance  his  interests 
with  the  Emperor. 

左右  right  and  left;. backwards and  forwards ;  this  and  that ;  near 

about；  in  the  presence  of;  atten¬ dants;  etc.  etc.  See  9876. 

左 右粉揮  waving  (a  fan) violently  to  and  fro, 一 fanning 
vigorously. 

左 右爲難  difficulties  in  both 
directions, — an  embarrassing^. al¬ ternative. 

在 帝左右  in  the  presence  of 
God. 

左右喚 集鄕老  summon¬ 
ed  together  the  headmen  of  the 

'district. 

左右 綏之1  will  comfort  him 
in  every  possible  way. 

孩兒 左右是 要死的 
I,  your  child,  am  determined to  die. 

不 差左右  not  much  differ¬ 
ence, — {e.g)  between  the  two amounts. 

三日 左右 皆失笑 in about  3  days  they  will  all  laugh 
the  other  side  of  their  mouths. 

不 離左右  did  not  leave  her 
side,— as  a  child  with  its  mother. 

吩 *  pf 才 左 右*  ordered  the  attend¬ 
ants. 
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ii,753 
左 一 躺 右一躺 to  lie  first 
on  one’s  left  side  and  then  on 
one’s  right. 

方  ̂   ̂   they  turned  to  the 
left,  they  turned  to  the  right,  i 

欲左左 ，欲右 右 th。％ 
who  want  to  go  to  the  left,  let 

them  go  to  the  left,  and  vice  versa. 

左 宜右有  something  turning 
up  on  the  right  while  one  is  al¬ 
ready  occupied  on  the  left. 

左 思右想  thinking  first  of 
this  and  then  of  that  way, 一 out 
of  the  difficulty. 

歹 |j  於 左  it  *  stated  on  the  left, — that  is,  in  continuation  of  the 
text  which  reads  from  right  to 

left;  as  follows. 

左 讀  read  from  left  to  right, — 
the  usual  way  being  from  right 

to  left  (of  horizontals). 

左  yjji  neighbouring;  a  neigh¬ bourhood. 

Tfe  HE  or  ̂   .Hi  t°  be  a  wit- ness;  to  corroborate. 

相  Minister  of  the  Left, 一 a 
title  under  the  T‘ang  dynasty* 

相左。 T  兩左  each  going  to 
his  left, not  to  meet；  at  va¬ 
riance,  etc. 

意 見相左 opinions  at  va- riance. 

永無 相左之 處 never  any 
disagreements. 

我計 亦左也 then  1  am wrong. 

左  heterodoxy;  heresy ;  the 
black  art. 

左强。 r 左脾 氣的。 r 左 
cantankerous. 

左遷 w  1711. 

面 左而 坐  to  sit  down  facing 
the  left. 

左  most  probably ;  on  the 
whole;  very  likely;  it  is  certainly; 
nothing  else  than. 

左不 過是他 it  must  be  he. 

|l|  左  Shantung. 

the  Tso  Chuan、 — the  fa¬ 

mous  commentary  by  左 邱 

明  Tso-ch^iu  Ming  upon  the  春 
秋  Spring  and  Autumn  Annals; 
also  explained  by  some  as  the 

h，753 

佐
，
 

11.754 

R .箇 

C.  tso^ 

H.  ctso 
F. choa 
W.  tso^  tsu 
N.  tsou 

S •卜
 …3 

Y.  tsou 

Sz.  tso 

K.  cha 

J.  sa 

A.  ta 
Sinking 

Upper. 

m 

11.755 

^哿 

See^ 

Rising  Upper 

Helping  Commentary  ( 左 = 

佐). 

左 /f 寺  ̂J5  senior  Vice-President 
of  a  Board. 

左 都御史 and 左副都 
President  and  senior 

Vice-President  of  the  Censorate* 

To  aid  ；  to  assist.  See 

3288. 

助佐。 r  佐輔 t0  helP; t0  assist. 

佐賢輔 德  support  the  worthy and  stand  by  the  virtuous. 

彼此相 佐  they  help  one  an- 
other. 

皇 天眷佐 Almighty  Go& loved  and  helped  him. 

佐 君布化 tQ  assist  °ne，s 
prince  in  spreading  reformation, 
一 among  the  people. 

佐 證  corroborative  evidence. 

王  之才 "心  talents  of  the 
ministers  of  文'  Wen  Wang, 
— now  used  generally  of  great abilities. 

^  器; a  useful  vessel, 一 of  an  able man. 

佐 夜飯  as  an  adjunct  to supper,— of  wine. 

— -J-*  估  the  thirty-six  com¬ 

plementary  drugs  used  in  com¬ 
pounding  medicines. 

^  官  petty  official
s  of  the 8th  and  9th  ranks ;  subordinate 

officials  generally. 

a  sub-Director  of  the 

理寺  Grand  Court  of  Revis¬ 
ion. 

胃  Assistant  Magistrates. 

佐 領  a  “captain”  under  a  Man- 
chu  Banner;  a  “major”  in  the 
Manchu  garrison  force;  a  “lieu- 
tenant-colonel”  of  Mongolian 
forces. 

Lame  ；  crippled. 

坐
‘
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R •箇哿 

C.  tso2- 
H.  tsLo^ 

F.  soai'choa、 

soui 

ho 
N.  ̂ -zou 

P. 

M.  tso^ 
Sz. 

Y.  tsou^ 

K.  chwa 

[. za 

A.  twa^ Sinking  and 

Rising  Lower. 

To  sit  down;  to  squat 

down  -  to  sit  cross-legged, 

ike  Buddha  ；  to  kneel  down ; 

to  sit,  as  in  court；  to  rest ； 

to  remain  ；  to  “sit  down，” 
as  a  besieging  army；  to  be 

situated ；  to  set；  to  place ； 

to  assign.  To  get  into  trou- 
〕le  on  account  of；  to  be 

implicated  in.  Used  for 

h,758. 

坐 下  to  sit  down. 

侧身 坐 下  to  sit  down  side¬ 
ways, -not  facing  another  person. 

這個桌 子小， 十二個 

人 坐不下 ㈣ 開。 r 來) this,  table  is  too  small  for  twelve 

persons  to  sit  at  it. 

請 坐  pray  be  seated, 
坐  to  sit  on  the  edge  of  one’s chair, 一 as  in  the  presence  of  a 

superior. 

滿 坐  to  sit  well  back  in  a  chair. 

坐  to  rise  from  one’s  seat. 

坐 伟  to  sit  still. 我現在 有事， 坐不详 
I  haven’t  time  to  ̂ it  down  just now. 

坐 身不住  unable  to  sit  up. 
坐 不  unable  to  sit  steady. 

坐  ̂   _  to  be  uncomfortable 
when  sitting  down. 

坐 臥不安  sitting  and  lying both  uncomfortable, 一 of  one  in 
pain.  ! 

我 知你沒 甚坐性 
I  know  you  are  not  very  fond of  sitting  down. 

端 坐  to  sit  upright. 你們 都擠着 鼬兒坐 
sit  a  little  closer  together. 

覺坐立 皆無所 可以 felt  as  if  he  could  neither  sit nor  stand. 

坐  t0 也  and  look  on, 一 with¬ 
out  doing  anything. 

坐 煩了  t0  have  sat  a  long  time. 

坐食山 空  to  sit  and  eat  the 
mountain  hollow, 一 to  remain  at 

home  eating  one’s  head  off  in idleness. 
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小子禮 當侍坐 a  chUd 
should  stand  in  attendance  on 

his  seated  (parents). 

坐  to  squat  cross-legged. 

坐 車  to  ride  in  a  cart  or  car¬ 
riage. 

坐  _  子  to  ride  in  a  sedan- chair. 

李  to  travel  by  boat. 

坐  a  passenger;  an* attache； 
an  attendant. 

坐 鎗  to  be  in  charge  of  a  ship's hold. 

坐駕 on  board  of;  riding  in. 

坐胃  to  be  present  at  a  feast. 

坐 牢。 r  坐 監  to  be  in  prison. 

坐 堂  t0  sit  in  court. 

坐 位 汪 seat. 

— •個 坐 位  the  same  seat. 

一 *  個坐兒  sworn  friends. 
正坐。 r 上 坐 (°r 座 )or 首 
、坐  the  seat  of  honour.  [The 
second  is  alsp  used  for  high  Bud¬ 
dhist  ecclesiastics.] 

_  i  坐  please  take  the  seat 
of  honour. 

上  shangz  坐  to  take  one’s  seat. 
See  9729  shang^. 

延以首 坐 invited  him  to 
take  the  chief  seat. 

^  坐  side  seat
s. 

舍 其坐  they  leave  their 
seats  and  go  elsewhere. 

坐  【he  number  of  one’s  seat. 

坐隱  a  name  for  wei-chH  (see 
12,529),  given  by  Wang  T‘an- chih. 

坐 die, -of  Buddhist  priests. 

坐 提  to  wait  in  the  house  of  a 
person  who  is  “wanted”  until 
he  is  forthcoming. 

坐討 Qr 坐索。 r 坐催 t。 
stick  in  a  debtor’s  house,  dun¬ 
ning  him  for  money. 

坐  a  cushion. 

坐 向  the  position  of  a  house,  or 
of  a  person  seated,  in  reference 
to  the  four  points  of  the  compass. 

坐  situation,  as  of  a  house  or 
land;  to  stop  or  remain  at. 

坐  ̂ 馬  a  saddle-horse. 

坐‘
 

h,756 
坐 蠢 馬  mounted  standard- bearers. 

坐 月子  the  month  of  sitting, 
— i.e.  the  month  after  a  woman’s 
confinement. 

坐  a  midwife;  a  woman  who 
procures  abortion. 

不知 者不坐 罪 those  who did  not  know  (they  were  doing 

wrong)  are  not  punished. 

坐 罪于你  yGH  wil1  get  the 
punishment. 

坐 飛謗  he  got  into  trouble over  some  political  squibs,  and 
was  banished  to  ... . 

免其 坐  remitted  his  punish¬ ment, — as  of  an  unwilling  ac¬ 
complice. 

^  坐  to  remove  the  punishment 
from  a  person  falsely  accused 

and  give  it  to  his  accuser. 

坐  to  assume  a  tangible  shape, 
— as  something  which  had  be¬ 
fore  been  vague. 

坐黨 ，死 者數 百人。 f 
that  faction  (or  secret  society), 
several  hundreds  were  killed. 

其文 內坐日 係初七 
日  the  date  of  the  despatch  was 
the  7th  of  the  moon. 

坐 無其 Q  to  remain  without any  hope  or  prospect  of  advan¬ 
cement  or  success. 

豈眞 將坐守 於此乎 
do  you  really  think  he  is  going 
to  besiege  this  (paltry)  place  ? 

坐 貝臧  to  place  stolen  property 
with  innocent  .people  in  order 
to  implicate  them. 

打坐恭 禪 °rtT 坐 tositin meditation, -as  the  Buddhists  do. 

坐 赠 t  or  夏 坐  the  retreat 
during  the  rainy  season  of  Bud¬ 
dhist  ecclesiastics  into  monast¬ 
eries  for  purposes  of  meditation, 
etc.  Chinese  Buddhists  substi 

tuted  the  hot  season,  viz.  from 

the  1 6th  of  the  5th  moon  to 

the  15th  of  the  9th  moon.  Sans¬ 
krit:  v  arc  has. 

坐  to  sit  at  the  feet  of. 

與奸賊 坐師 to  take  scoun¬ drels  as  one’s  models. 

坐  to  frc  uent  in  leisure  time. 

意欲 坐地招 夫 idea was  to  seek  for  a  husband  in  the 

neighbourhood. 

坐
 4 

h，756 

崆
 4 

h，757 

K •歌箇 

See 烛佐 

Even  and 

Rising  Lower 
and  Upper. 

n,758 

R. 箇 

C.  tso H.  ̂ 0 
F. choa 

W.  w 
N.  dzott、 zou 

P.  iso 

M.  tso 

Y.  tsou 

Sz.  tso 
K.  ch、wa 

J.  so、zo A.  twa 

Sinking 

Lower. 

坐  a  close  stool. 

坐  _  to  amass. 
坐  to  conduct  the  branch  of 
a  business. 

坐  兒  to  be  in  attendance, — a  Peking  yamen  term. 

坐蹲兒  to  sit  down  suddenly on  one’s  hams. 

坐懷 不亂之 柳下惠 
Hui  of  Liu-hsia  who  hreld  a  wo¬ 

man  on  his  lap  without  disturb- 
ance’ 一 a  Joseph. 

坐 失  to  let  slip;  to  lose. 坐  to  submit  to  a  penalty. 

坐 在  j/C  Jl  set  it  on  the  fire. 將 他扶起 ，坐 在堦泠 
卜  raised  him  up  and  set  him 

down  on  the  edge  of  the  steps. 

坐  an  establishment；  a  branch 
establishment. 

•i 

A  hill  that  appears  ready 

to  fall. 

A  seat;  a  divan；  a  dais; 
a  stand.  See  9729. 

yj、 座  a  small  seat. 

座  ̂   a  seat;  a  throne. 

各 坐 座 位  each  one  sat  down 
on  ‘his  seat. 

法 座  the  principal  or  public  hall. 

牙隹 座 or 客 座 a  private  room 
for  friends. 

胃  a  throne. 開光陞 座 t0 〖咖 UP  the eyes  and  enthrone, — an  idol. 

See  6389. 

座 子  a  stand  for  a  vase,  etc. 

滿’座 嗤笑  the  whole  com¬ pany  roared  with  laughter. 

— *  座 夫 I  色  all  the  party 
changed  colour, — from  alarm. 

二 座  PI  a  name  for  the  Im¬ 
perial  palace. 

一香 摘木座 a  stand  of scented  nan  wood  {see  8131). 
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TS  ‘ h，758 

I]C，759 

R.  Vulgar. 
S?e 坐 

Sinking 
Lower. 

耗 
II,76o 

w 
11,761 

遇 
C.  tsoti^ 
H.  tso 

F, choa 

W.  U^tso 
N.  /sou 
P.  iso 

M.  /sou 
Y.  /sou 

Sz.  tsu、 tsou 
K.cAu 

J.  so^  sa 
A.  tou 

Sinking 

Upper. 

八座尊  the  honour  of  an  eight- 
bearer  (chair). 

Read  tsoz.  Numerative 

of  hills,  forests,  buildings 
etc. 

-座城  a  city  wall;  a  city. 

■-座 樹林子  a  forest. 
■•座 塔  a  Pagoda. 

-座墳  a  grave. 
一 ■座橋  a  bridge. 

一座莊  a  village. 

A  clothes-bag ;  a  sack. 

See  1 1,839. 

To  make  ；  to  do  ；  to  per¬ 
form  ； to  move  ；  to  be  in 

action.  Vulgar  form  of  作 

1 1 ,74 1  {g.v.y 

做衣裳  to  make  clothes. 

做活。 r 做工  to  do  work; 
to  labour.  . 、 

遑個 活我做 不上來 
I  can’t  do  this  work. 

他做甚 麽活呢 what 
work  is  he  doing? 

你 做甚麽 活來着 Wat 
work  have  you  been  doing?  * 

你給 我做甚 麽活來 
^  what  work  did  you  do  for 

me  ? — to  an  applicant  for  money. 

你 們做甚 麽來了  what 
are  you  doing  here? 

他呼 做甚 麽名字  what is  his  name? 

做不了  can’t  be  done;  unable to  finish. 

做不來  unable  to  do；  not  to 
be  done, 一 as  a  difficult  piece  of work. 

做不 下來  cannot  do  it,- in  time. 

做
 4 

1 1 ,7.6 1 

啜 
11,762 

11.763 

TO 
11.764 

R. 

陌 

See 昔 

Entering 

Upper. 

做不得  not  to  be  done, — as something  improper. 

做得狠 好  velT  wel1  done- 

將 無做有  to  make  some¬ thing  out  of  nothing. 

一股 氣兒做  do  it  right  off, 一 without  delay. 

我 不想做  I  don’t  care  about doing  that, 一 e.g.  of  going  into business,  etc. 

做訖。 r 做成  to  finish;  to accomplish. 

做頭。 r 做法  way  or  manner 
of  doing. 

做 張做致  to  be  affected ; to  attitudinise;  to  give  oneself 
airs. 

做不見  to  pretend  not  to  see. 

做飯  to  cook. 
生米 做成飯 心 

raw  rice 

has  already  become  cooked  rice, 
-it  is  too  late  to  change. 

做開水 tQ  一  water. 

做漆  to  varnish. 

做油 to  oil. 
做人  w  11,741- 做官  to  act  as  or  perform  the duties  of  an  official.  See  11,741. 

見 他做作 ，愈 有不然 

之意  seeing  that  he  was  play¬ 
ing  false,  he  was  still  more  dis¬ satisfied. 

若 翻悔時 ，做 猎做狗 
wheli  I  repent  (of  what  I  have 

said),  may  I  become  a  pig  or a  dog! 

See  2421. 

Same  as  2421. 

The  rough  coarse  bark  of 
a  tree. 

贿 
h，765 

R. 藥 

See 鶴 

Entering 

Upper. 

剖一
 

11.766 

R. 藥 

See 錯 

Entering 

Upper. 

厝必
 

11.767 

R ，藥遇 

C.  ts^ot^ 

H.  y.  /W3 

F.  chHo\  v. 

cchio 

W.  ts^o 

N.  ,  y.  so P.  "V,  "V 

Y.  v. 

its^ou 

K.  ch、ak、 cho [. sakuy  so 

A.  t、ak、 f'ou Entering  and 
SinkingUpper. 

w 
11.768 

R. 遇 

C.  ts^ou 

H.  ts^z 
F.  ch、ou 

W.  ts\ 

N.  《 

P.  ts^u^  ts^o 

M.  tsLou 
K.cAo 

A  species  of  shark  allied 

to  the  saw-fish,  the  skin  of  I 
which  is  used  for  scabbards! 

and  the  flesh  eaten. 

TS‘0- 

To  make  rhinoceros-horn  | 

into  cups ;  to  carve. 

so 
A.  t'-oii 

To  bury  ； .  a  tombstone.  I 

A  cupboard  or  wardrobe. 

安厝  to  deposit  a  coffin  in  a| temporary  shelter, 

浮厝  to  bui^f  temporarily, -until  I the  feng  shui  is  favourable  for| 
regular  interment. 

合厝  to  coffin  and  bury. 
厝注  the  inscription  on  a  tomb. 

Sinking 

Upper. 

To  arrange;  to  place ；  tol 

put  by;  to  employ；  to  col-J 
lect;  to  raise；  to  publish. 

故 時措之 ，宜也 there- 
fore,  whenever  he  employs  (these  I 

virtues),  they  will  be  in  accord- 1 ance  with  right. 

措手  see  10,011. 民無所 措手足 the  people] cannot  move  han^d  or  foot. 

不知所 措  did  not  know  what  I to  do, — of  a  dilemma. 

學 之弗能 ，弗措 也 „ 
there  is  anything  he  has  studied  I 

but  cannot  understand,  (the  su-| 

p.erior  man)  will  not  intermit  I his  labour. 

刑措 之治  an  administration! 
which  does  without  punishments.  T 

措 意非高  his  arrangement  J of  ideas  (in  painting)  is  not  lofty.  | 

措辦  to  collect  together;  to  ar¬ range  ; to  furnish ;  to  put  into| 
operation,  as  a  Treaty, 
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TS^O 

措 
11,768 

rr 
11.769 

R •陌 
See 噴 

Entering 

Upper. 

鍩必
 

11.770 

R •遇藥 
C.  /j、 ts、ok。、 

/•fW 

H.  ts^o^  ts、ok 

Y,ch、oa、ch、auk 
W.  ts^o 

N.  ts^u^  tsKou^ 
ts^oh 

P.  ts^o  t 合 u 

M.  ts^Oy  ts^ou 

Y.  ts、u、 ts、ak 
Sz.  tsKo 

K.  ch、o、 ch、ak 
J.  saku^  so 

A.  tLak^  t^oti 
Entering  and 

Sinking 

Upper. 

諒三 百金還 措辦得 

來  I  fancy  I  could  manage  to 
raise  Tls.  300. 

措繳  to  collect  for  some  pay¬ 
ment；  to  find  security  for. 

失措  ceased  to  collect, — as  pic¬ 
tures. 

何以措 詞 what  are  y。11 
going  to  say? — what  words  do 
you  rely  upon, (q.)  to  get  you 
out  of  the  difficulty. 

設措  to  establish;  to  set  up ;  to 
start,  as  an  enterprise. 

措施  to  give  forth;  to  manifest, 
as  great  abilities ;  to  publish ; 
to  distribute. 

措理  to  arrange ;  to  adjust. 

無措  no  means ;  without  means'. 

To  reply  ；  to  cry  out. 

Used  for  1 1,770. 

To  make  a  mistake  ；  to 

err；  to  be  wrong.  Confus¬ 

ed*,  in  disorder.  To  inlay; 

ornamented.  To  polish;  a 

grindstone  ；  used  with 

1 1,778.  See  1 297. 

不  there  is  no  mistake ;  you 
are  right. 

錯不了  there  will  be  no  mis¬ take  made. 

說錯  to  say  wrong;  to  be  im¬ 
polite  of  speech. 

錯誤 w 錯失  to  make  a  mis¬ take. 

錯 誤改正  table  of  Errata. 

數 咖  錯了  he  has  counted wrong. 

千 錯萬靖 ，總 是你錯 
whatever  mistakes  there  may  be 

they  are  all  yours.  < 

認錯  to  acknowledge  a  fault. 

賠錯  to  apologise. 

蹲 脚難反  a  slip  of  the  foot is  not  easily  recovered. 

[1,770 差錯  tp  be  wrong;  to  deviate from  a  fixed  standard. 

錯縫 々V4 予  fault  crevices — a  person’s  weak  points. 

缚骨縫 (/O  a  bone  out  of joint;  a  dislocation. 

走錯  to  take  a  wrong  road. See  11,791. 

錯 過必改  faults  must  be corrected. 

錯 過宿頭  he  passed  by  mis¬ take  the  place  where  he  should 

have  lodged  for  the  night. 

錯 過時候  to  have  passed  by the  time, — at  which  something 
should  have  been  done. 

錯 過機會  to  miss  an  oppor¬ 
tunity. 

旣是選 實日期 ，豈可 

錯1  過  since  th^'  day  has  been fixed,  how  can  we  but  keep  to  it  ? 

錯過是  aPart  fronl  … •；  except; unless. 

是至交 ，我 不肯 
unless  he  had  been  a ，gfeat 

friend,  I  would  not  have  yielded. 

只怕 錯 了養兒 — what I  fear  is  that  you  won’t  have 
any  milk  for  the  child. 

午錯時  a  little  after  noon. 

晌 午錯了  it  is  past  noon. 康熙 字典有 個錯字 
in  K‘ang  Hsi’s  dictionary  there 

is  a  wrong  character,—/.^,  the 

character  錯1  wrong. 

錯禮  to  offend  against  etiquette. 

錯處  error;  offence. 
錯落  errors  and  omissions;  con¬ fused;  involved. 

桃錯 qi ■找錯 to  find  _e- cessary  fault. 

confused  and  amazed. 

錯1  穿柔  complex;  involved. 

錯寫  t。 mis - write- 
一 錯眼兒  as  soon  as  one’s eyes  were  off  (him,  etc.). 

錯瞧  to  be  mistaken  in  sup¬ posing;  to  make  a  mistake  about. 

目; i  錯 to  misread- 

錯亂  in  confusion." 
錯雜  mixed  up- 

I 11,770 

m 
11,771 

R •歌支 

H.  Cchia 

S66 槎差 

A.  sa 

Even  Upper. 

,772 

R. 歌 

C. 

ts^o 

H. 

F.  ch^oa 

W.  ts^o N.  ts^ou 

相 錯成文 (though)  mixed  up they  make  sense, 一 e.g.  of  the words  in  a  line  of  Chinese  poetry 

which  are  not  in  their  natural 
order. 

疑 錯簡也  I  suspect  that<the 
bamboo  slips  (=  leaves  of  a 
book)  have  got  mixed  up. 

錯1  然  respectful;  reverential. 
苟 錯諸地 則可矣 
put  on  the  ground,  that  will  do. 

他 山之石 ，可 以爲錯 
the  stones  of  those  hills  may  be 

made  into  grindstones. 

山珍海  錦 Wor  dainties 

from  hill  ancfsea. [錯 = 身爾 .] 

珍 錯亦厭  one  gets  tired  even 
of  dainties. 

錯刀  the  name  of  a  coin,  shaped like  a  knife  and  inlaid  with  gold, 

issued  by  王珠  Wang  Mang, 
b.c.  2. 

美 人膾我 金錯刀 
a  lady  gave  me  a  knife-coin  in¬ laid  with  gold. 

飾 以金錯  to  ornament  by 
inlaying  with  g-  A . 

以舍各 r 錯 S 文 to  inlay 
the  inscription  with  gold. 

錯臂  to  paint  the  shoulders,- as  savages  do. 

四 時錯行  the  four  seasons 
alternate. 

其 音錯錯  its  cry  is  islo  tslo, 

— of  the  magpie. 

舉值 _  W 諸杜 employ 
the  upright  and  put  aside  the 
crooked. 

The  irregular  outline  of 

hills.  Also  read  tz^u1. 

嵯州  a  Department  in  Kansuh under  the  T‘ang  dynasty. 

嵯 峩之處  a  mountainous 

place. 
To  roll  between  the 

hands；  to  rub. 

柳細 槎難似 it  would  be 
difficult  to  roll  willow-twigs  to 
be  like, 一 what  they  are  as  rolled 

by  nature. 

様  to  twist  thread. 

183 
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m 
11,772 

M.  5  ts^o Sz.  } 

Y.  ts'-ou 

K.  cK'a 
[. sa 

A. sa, sai 

Even  Upper. 

瑗
 3 

11.773 
R •歌哿 

C.  cAr‘<? H.  "V 

F.  cch、oa See 槎 
A.  sa 

Even  and 

Rising  Upper. 

11.774 

磋1
 a,77S 

k •歌箇 

C.  ̂ 0 
H.  "V 

F. 【ch、oa See 槎 

A.  J<z,  t^a 
Even  and 
Sinking 

Upper. 

m 
11,776 

R. 
歌 

H.  (chi a 
W.  S/s^o 

槎 ，繩子  to  make  rope, — with the  hands. 

槎手  to  rub  the  hands  together. 

急的直 _ 手 t。 rub  the hands  in  excitement, when  not 

knowing  what  course  to  take. 

將雨 手槎熱 to  warm  the 
hands  (e.g.  of  a  drowned  man) 

by  rubbing. 

揉槎 w  56M. 

槎紙條  to  roll  paper  spills, — 
for  lighting  candles,  pipes,  etc. 

槎作 一 • 團  roll  it  into  a  ball. 

槎香  to  roll  sticks  of  incense. 

槎碎  to  crumble  in  the  hands. 

槎磨  to  worry;  to  scold. 

摩槎  to  stroke  with  the  hand; 
to  fondle. 

to  scrub, 一 as  when  wash¬ 

ing  a  person. 

The  brilliant  white  ap¬ 

pearance  of  a  gem. 

巧笑之 J 羞 how  shine  the 
white  teeth  through  the  artful 

smiles !  - 

天 II  兮天差  how  rich  and 
splendid ! — of  a  robe. 

See  252. 

To  polish. 

磋磨  t。 polish. 
切磋 切  cut  and  polish,  —  as 

ivory,  etc. 

切 而稹磋  to  sketch  out  and 
then  polish, 一 used  of  literary 
compositions. 

Read 

磋議  to  come  to  an  agreement 
after  much  discussion. 

t0  discuss  exhaustively. 

To  slip;  to  miss  one’s 
footing.  To  pass  by. 

to  slip  and  fall;  a  sliji  in 

speech  ；  an  error  or  check  in 
war. 

m 11,776 

see_ 

A.  sa^  si 

Even  Upper. 

11.777 

R •歌 

C.  ich、a 

H.  S.ts'-o 
F.  fh、oa 

N.  cts^ou 
P.  M.  Lts^o 

K.  ch、a J.  A.  csa 
Even 

Irregular. 

幽 r 
11.778 

r •箇 

See 
Sinking 

Upper. 

w 

11,779 

R. 箇 

W.  ts\ 

See 銼 

Sinking 

Upper. 

曹語有 磋 a  slip  of  the tongue. 

將壽 補磋跪 t。 make  up in old  age  for  a  wasted  youth. 

命 蓮蹉跎  an  adverse  fate; bad  fortune. 

中 圾蹉跎  to  stumble  when half  way  up, — used  of  failure  in 
an  enterprise. 

見 事當辦 ，無 得蹉跎 
when  you  see  that  a  thing  ought 

to  be  done,  do  not  let  the  mo¬ ment  slip  by. 

賓 客不得  the  guests could  not  get  by. 

Salt ;  brine. 

曹 {kuz)  a  salt-merchant. 

臟膳  salted;  pickled. 
鹺務  the  salt  monopoly. 

齒差任  the  office  of  Salt  Com¬ missioner. 

To  file；  to  trim;  to  cut. 

坐 Ij  析  to  file  in  two. 

剁光  to  polish. 
刹平  to  file  smooth. 

坐 J 角  to  file  off  corners. 
坐 j 屍  to  cut  the  corpse  (of  a 
criminal)  in  pieces. 

To  push  down  ；  to  op¬ 

pose；  to  maltreat；  to  grind 

(see  4424)；  to  break.  To 
fade,  as  a  flower.  See  8354. 

志 不可挫  a  temper  not  to be  rashly  excited. 

不以物 挫志， 之謂完 
not  to  run  counter  to  the  natural 

bias  of  things,  this  is  to  be  per 
feet. 

摧挫  to  crumple  up ;  to  destroy. 

挫磨  to  force;  to  bully  into. 

挫 了銳氣  to  damp  the  eager¬ ness  of;  to  demoralise. 

一毫 挫於人  the  slightest push  from  a  person, — may  be 
regarded  as  a  deadly  insult. 

,779 

矬1
 

11,780 

R •歌 

P.  itsLo 

M.  ts? 
K.  chwa 

J.  sa^  za 

A.  i.twa 
Even  Lower. 

石坐
 3 

ii，78i 

R •哿 

See 触 

Rising  Upper. 

m 

11,782 

R. 哿 

W.  tsQo0 

See 

. (in  practice 

Sinking). 

Rising  Upper 

Irregular. 

11.783 

R. 箇 

See 

SinkingUpper, 

m 

11.784 

r •箇 

See 
SinkingUpper. 

受人 家析挫 to  be  put down；  to  have  one’s  ardour checked. 

挫淨心 思  to  exhaust  one’s 
mental  powers. 

偶 然失挫  accidentally  upset it, — of  a  cup  which  was  being 
handed. 

Short；  a  dwarf. 

or  short  in  stature. 

姓 A  ot 姓漢子 a  shOTt 
tnan. 

矬子'  a  dwarf. 

squat  and  ugly. 

I  材狠  very  short  in  sta¬ 

ture. 

我不 能比人 家矬下 

去  I  won’t  be  regarded  as  in¬ ferior  to  other  people. 

價錢  to  lower  the  price. 

桐瘍  a  salt-marsh  in  Kuang- 

tung. 

Broken  stones  ；  rubble. 

Mince.d  meat  *,  trifles.  See 
12,039. 

^  華 月^錄  items  of  miscel¬ 
laneous  news  from  the  capital. 

To  chop  straw  for  ani¬ mals. 

to  cut  fine. 

革 草  mare^-tail  (Equisetum). 

To  slip；  to  stumble.  Seejl 

7299. 
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銼‘
 

n,78S 

R •箇 
C.  H.  tsco 
F.  ch、oa 

W.  ts'-o 
N.  ts^ou 

P.  M.  ts^o 

Y.  ts、ou 

Sz.  ts^o 
K.  chwa 

sa^  za 

A.  -Iwa 

SinkingUpper. 

w 

11.786 
R •箇 
See 養坐 

SinkingUpper. 

養 
11.787 

iAP 

11,788 
R •曷 
C. 

H.  "W,  v.  tset 

F.  ch、auk 

W.  ts'-ai 

N.  ts、ah 

P.  its^o^ c 
M.  ts^o 
Y.  ts、ouh 

Sz.  ts、o 
K.  ck'wal 

, satsz 

A.  twat 

Entering 

Upper. 

A  file.  An  iron  pan. 

― ■杷魏  a  file. 

姿坐  a  boiler;  an  iron  pan. 

To  stumble. 

崖  to  stumble  when  making 
an  obeisance. 

Same  as  1 1,786. 

To  take  up  with  the  fin¬ 
gers  ； to  pick  up；  to  gather 

up  ；  to  bring  together.  To 

put  up,  as  a  weapon.  A 

pinch  ；  a  small  quantity  ；  a 

measure  of  60  grains  of  mil¬ 
let.  [Colloquially 

撮土  to  shovel  earth. 
~ " 6  土  a  pinch  of  earth;  a 

small  quantity. 

撮糞土  to  shovel  dung. 

把 媒撮過 來 bringashovel ful  of  coals. 

撮箕  a  refuse-basket. 

撮擁  to  hustle  away. 

撮  灰塵 (the  wind) whirls 
the  dust. 

以兩 指爪撮 起 t。 scratch 
up  the  leaf  of  a  book, — to  turn 
over. 

撮口  to  screw  up  the  mouth. 

撮要。 r 撮其 要領  to  pick 
out  the  chief  points;  to  make 
a  resume. 

撮借錢  to  raise  a  sum  of 
money  by  borrowing  from  several 

people. 

撮合  to  bring  together;  to  col¬ 
lect. 

從 中撮合  to  come  to  an  ar¬ 
rangement;  to  compromise. 

11,788 

w 
11,789 

R •覺 

See 齪 

Entering 

Upper. 

竦 ii，79o 

走
 S 

ii，79i 

R •有宥 

C.  tsau 
H.  tseu 
F. cheu、  chau 

W.  tsau 

N.  ts  'dii 

P. 

M.  tsou Sz. 

Y.  (seo 
K.  chu 

J.  so 

A.  teu 
Rising  Upper. 

撮牛奶  to  milk  a  cow. 
撮 上 暢、 t()  force  a  person  into 

a  sedan-chair. 、 1 

撮哄 t。  tempt;  to  lure. 

^  ~ ‘撮 江  pinch  of  (burnt) 
lamp-wick, 一 frequently  seen  in 

prescriptions. 

暫撮  to  produce  hurriedly, — as 
when  under  stress  of  circum¬ 
stances. 

撮弄  to  incite;  to  egg  on  (/se(?1 

lung), 

撮草  to  cut  grass  with  184 
(Peking). 

Read  tsuiK  A  peak  ；  a 
conical  cap. 

雜撮  a  black  cap. 

Attentive  ；  cautious  ；  re¬ 

spectful. 

Same  as  11,789. 

TBOXJ- 

To  walk；  to  go；  to  run ； 

to  go^away  ；  to  travel.  Ra¬ dical  156.  See  1064,  7678, 

11,611， 12,500. 

走着。 n  foot- 走來  and  ̂   ̂   to  come  and\ 
to  go, — on  foot. 

走來 走去的  coming  and going;  to  and  fro. 

走 了沒有  has  he  gone? 

都 走了一 個乾淨 they have  all  cleared  out. 

走不了  unable  to  walk  or  go -- as  having  ne  legs,  or  as  being 

too  far.  Also,  he  can’t  escape. 

走 不了去  unable  to  go  there on  foot. 

^  ̂   1 胃  unaccus
tomed  to  walk¬ 

ing. 

走*
 

ii,79i 

走得慢  the  going  is  slow, — of 
a  person,  cart,  boat,  etc. 

走得好  it  goes  well,  etc.  Also, to  be  quite  well. 

走得 好不如 死得好 
to  be  well  is  not  so  good  as  to 
die  well. 

走不得  that  road  is  not  avail¬ able, 一 as  being  too  difficult  or 
dangerous. 

走過來  come  here  i  draw  near! 

^  ^  one  can，
t  Pass 

along, —— owing  to  bandits,  floods, etc. 

也無走 處  neither  had  he  any (particular)  place  to  go  to. 

叫他走 開 tel1  him  t0  go 

away. 

走動  to  move  about;  to  have the  bowels  moved;  to  go  to  the 

w.c.  (of  women). 

有走動  to  be  on  intimate 
terms. 

牆 壁走動  the  wall  is  lean¬ 
ing, — as  when  threatening  to fall. 

走不動  unable  to  walk, — from age,  illness,  etc. 

走路。 r 走道兒  to  go  along a  road;  to  travel. 

走路幫  to  travel  in  company. 沒 走到十 里路就 
I  hadn’t  gone  more  than  ten  li when .... 

路遠 ，走不 到 k  Tis  t0。 far 

to  go. 

那 條道我 走不着 
(chao1)  I  am  not  going  that  way. 

走入 ot 走進  to  enter.  .  f 走脫  to  slip  away;  to  abscond. 

走不脫  unable  to  get  a*ay, — as  when  under  surveillance. 

棄 -甲曳 兵而寿 they threw  away  their  buff-coats,  trail¬ 
ed  their  arms  behind  them,  and fled. 

走走。 r 走跳。 1 •走 脑趨 

兒  to  take  a  stroll. 

奔走  to  rush  about. 走海  to  travel  by  sea. 
走馬  a  riding-horse,  as  opposed to  a  draught  horse ;  a  horse 
which  ambles.  ^8764, 11,193. 
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走
 5 ii，79i 走馬大 門  a  carriage-en¬ trance. 

但能走  he  could  only  ride, 
— do  nothing  else: 

走快馬  to  race  horses. 

練習競 走方法 pw 
tise  methods  (=  to  train)  for 

racing  contests, 一 as  athletes. 

走魚  see  13,510. 

走狗  a  coursing  dog.  Used  of 
a  tale-bearer  and  mischief-maker. 

鬪 鷄走狗  to  fight  cocks  and hunt  dogs. 

狡兔死 ，走 狗烹 when 
the  wily  hare  is  caught,  the 

hound  goes  into  the  cooking- 

pot, — of  ingratitude. 

走獸  quadrupeds. 

無 脛能走  able  to  walk  with-j out  legs, — of  supernatural  crea¬ 
tures. 

走遞夫  letter-carriers;  quad¬ 
rupeds. 

走 更的。 r 走籌 watchmen. 

走塲的  stage  waiters. 

走私  to  smuggle. 

g 風。 r 走漏 消息 t。 let 
a  matter  leak  out  and  become 
known. 

不 要走風  don’t  let  it  be known. 

走黑的  a  thief;  a  burglar. 
走風不 走月， 走雨不 

走 雪 (burglars)  work  in  wind 
but  not  in  moonlight,  in  rain 
but  not  in  snow： 

走 漏風聲  a  rumour  of  it  gets abroad. 

走氣 t。  escape, — as  steam,  the 
spirit  in  liquor,  etc. 

不 走樣兒  not  to  vary  from 
the  model  or  pattern  given. 

走了  一個字  a  word  has been  left  out. 

走 了水了  there  is  a  fire, — 
explained  thus:  (i)  the  water 
element  has  gone,  and  allowed 
the  fire  element  to  get  too  strong; 

(2)  water  has  gone  along  in  fire- 
engines. 

走水  a  fringed  ornament  on 
sedan-chairs  etc. 

走權 w  7485. 

走8
 

ii,79i 

撖1
 

ii，792 

R •允％ 
See 雜 

Even  Upper. 

H)793 

R •允 

See 挪 

Even  Upper. 

飯1
 

n,794 

R •允有 

M.  tsoi^ 

A. treu 
Even  and 

Rising  Upper. 

走紅 蓮。1 ■走 好蓮 tQhave 
good  luck. 

走背蓮  to  have  bad  luck. 

走肚子  to  have  diarrhoea. 

.走石 飛沙的 風 a  wind that  sends  the  dust  flying. 

走板  to  roll  along  the  floor. 

走偏了  to  have  gone  every¬ 
where. 

走錯  to  take  a  wrong  road; 
displaced,  as  stonework. 

國走  an  old  minister. 

走卒  messengers. 走 陣 t0  advance  in  regular  order. 

走 堂 to  serve  in  an  ea'tinghouse. 

走百病 t。 walk  100  paces  on the  15th  of  the  1st  moon,  at 

night,  in  order  to  ward  off  all 
kinds  of  sickness  during  the 

coming  year. 

門 走扇了  the  door  doesn’t 
fit  close, 一 as  when  warped. 

Read  tsou\ 

haste. 

To  make 

父 師檢責 驚走書 
father  and  teacher  scolded  me 

so  that  I  hurried  to  my  books. 

To  beat  the  night- 

watches  ；  to  keep  watch. 

To  grasp  with  the  hand. 

賓將榨 ，主人 辭 theguest proposed  keeping  watch  at  night, 
but  the  host  declined. 

Name  of  a  tree.  A 

watchman’s  rattle.  A 
shield.  Used  with  10,244. 

Purple  silk. 

W 

H.795 

r. 尤 See 
部 

Even  Upper. 

Grass  ；  weeds, 
row.  A  nest. 

諏1
 

ii，796 

R •允虞 

C.  tsau 

H.  tseu 
F.  chtu 

W.  tsau 

N.  ts'du 

M 

M. ( 

Y.  tseo 

Sz.  tsou 

K.  ch'-u 

J.  shU、 shu 

A.  s'iu 

Even  Upper. 

tsou 

左 射以萡  the  archer  on  the 
left  (in  a  chariot)  discharges  a 

strong  arrow, 一 to  give  the  cha¬ rioteer  time  to  dismount  and 
attend  to  his  horses. 

Read  tsLuanz.  To  place 

a  coffin  under  a  shed. 

To  plan；  to  deliberate ； 
to  take  counsel.  To  choose. 

周 爰咨詢 I  everywhere  push¬ ing  my  enquiries. 

咨 事爲諫 to  collect  inform 
ation  about  governmental  affairs 

共諏其  to  consult  to¬ 
gether  as  to  the  right  course. 

雜吉  to  choose  a  lucky  day. 

擇諏  to  choose. 

n>799 

R •允 

See 諫 

Even  Upper. 

An  ar- 

M Correct  form  of  1 1,800. 

11,797 

An  angle  ；  a  corner  ；  a 
Im 

nook  ；  retired  ；  secluded  ; 
11,798 

distant. 

R. 尤 

See 諫 

卿隅  a  corner;  a  nook. 
Even  Upper, 

山 卿海隅  some  distant  nook 
of  mountain  or  sea. 

四陬  the  four  corners  of  any- 1 

thing. 

_  a  secluded  spot. 

遐陬  a  far-off  nook. 

列 仙之卿 the  land  of  the 
I  m  mortals, — heaven. 

孟陬 陬月  a  name  for  the 

i  st  moon. 

申 (PH  abashed;  feeling  shame. 

Small  fishes ;  minnows. 

卽生 說我 a  bad  man  ad- 

vised  me. 
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鄹1
 

ii,8oo 

R 允 

See 鄰
 

Even  Upper. 

i>S 

11,801 

R •宥 
C.  chau^  v. 

chdu 

H.  ctsHeu 

F.  chaiu 

W.  dzau,  dau 

N.  dzou 

I 
Y.  tseo 

K. ch、u 

[•  shu%  dju 

A.  sen 

Sinking 

Lower. 

祖 
11,802 

粗 
ii，8o3 

阻 
11.804 

11.805 

^ 縐 
Sinking 

Upper. 

m 
n,8o6 

r •允 
H.  ts^eu 
F.  chKeu 

P.  Ch^OUy  /sou 

Name  of  the  town  in  the 

State  of  魯  Lu  where  Con 
fucius  was  born.  Used  with 

1 1,798  and  i  i,8i  1. 

鄹人  the  Man  of  Tsou, — the 
father  of  Confucius. 

A  fleet  horse  ；  quickly 

suddenly.  A  long  bout  of 

constant  •’  see  .6046. 

載驟駸 駸 —y  hurried  away 
with  speed. 

馳驟  to  ride  fast. 

輪 不暇轉 ，足 不及驟 
no  wheel  could  turn,  no  foot 

could  run,  fast  enough, — to  rival 
its  speed. 

驟 然而來  he  came  in  ab¬ ruptly. 

不 可騾得  it  can’t  be  got  off¬ hand. 

instantly. 

驟降  to  fall  fast, 一 as  snow. 

驟漲  to  rise  suddenly, -as  prices. 

驟雨  a  squall  of  rain. 

天驟 下雨  it  suddenly  began 
to  rain. 

See  1 1,826. 

See  1 1,827. 

See  11,83] 

To  hire  oneself  out  to 

labour.  A  staid  demean¬ 

our.  Also  read  ckcniK 

•文 儐傾  a  pedantic  style  of  talk. 

To  grasp  in  the  hand. 

To  roll  up.  To  unloose. 

才竭  t0  play  the  guitar  with 
the  fingers, — as  opposed  to  the 

plectrum,  before  the  T^ang  dy¬ nasty. 

w 

11,806 

M.  ts^ou 

K.  ch、u J.  shu^  shu 

A.  siu^  {sh'iu) 
Even  Upper. 

雛 ii，8o7 

縐 
ii,8o8 

m IT, 809 

m 

n,8io 

& •巧尤 

2.  ttsau、 tsau^ F.  fheu、 

chaiu^ 

P.  rchou、 cchLau 
M.  ctsou 
See 

IC.  ch、o J.  so,  sko、 shu 

A. c/reu Rising  and 

Even 

Irregular. 

鄒1
 (sou 

11,811 

R. 尤 

C.  tsau 
H.  tseu 

F.  cheu 

W.  tsau 

N.  tsoil 

P. M. 

Y.  tseo 

Sz.  tsou 

K.  chhi 

「•  shU,  shu 

A. treu 
Even  Upper. 

11,812 

R •允虞 

C.  tsau 

H.  tseu 

F.  cheu 

W.  tsau 
N.  /siiif 

P.  tsou 

M.  tsou、 SJsbu 

Y.  tsou 
Sz.  tsou 

兩 •手 輝衣 t0  hold  UP  the skirts  with  both  hands. 

犓 下馬來  to  get  a  person  off  | 
his  horse, — e.g.  when  in  danger 

See  2457. 

See  2458. 

See  2459. 

To  ridicule  ；  to  banter  ； 

to  chaff.  To  exaggerate. 
To  shout  out. 

弄謅 to  banter;  to  indulge  in 
repartee. 

胡謅  to  talk  wildly  or  at  ran¬ 

dom.' 

言磐 （々W3  _  to  make  a  noise to  wrangle. 

譲嚷  to  howl  out. 

謅 斷腸子 t° km  Gne  with 
laughing, 一 at  one’s  talk. 

The  name  of  a  small 

State  in  which  Mencius 

was  born,  b.c.  372.  See 

1 1,800. 

2^.  1^  a  District  in  Shantung, 

Name  of  a  fabulous 

beast.  A  groom.  To  go. 
An  arrow;  used  for  1 1,795. 

騮虞  a  beast  said  to  be  “right- eous.”  It  is  like  a  white  tiger 
with  black  spots ;  it  will  not 

tread  on、 growing  grass,  nor  eat 

living  things ;  and  only  makes  its 

appearance  under  princes  of  per¬ 
fect  benevolence  and  sincerity. 

[The  whole  of  this  interpretation 

it, 812 

K. ch、u J.  shU、 shu 
A. sou、  treu 

Even  Upper. 

寅 
ii，8i；j 

R •宥 

C.  tsau 
H.  tseu 

F.  chaiu 

W.  tsau 
N.  tsou 

M.  I 

Y.  tseo 

Sz.  tsou 

K.  chu 

「•  sd,  shu 

A.  ieu 

Sinking 

Upper. 

was  challenged  by  歐陽修 

Ou-yang  Hsiu,  who  declared  that 
the  term  meant  only  the  hunts 
men  'of  the  prince’s  park.] 

前 II 鳴 驟 a  _  wh。 
rides  ahead  to  clear  the  streets. 

騮從  retinue. 

材 官騮發 ，矢 道同的 
when  good  archers  discharg< 
their  arrows,  the  arrows  strike 
the  target  all  together. 

To  report  to  the  Throne 
to  memorialise  the  Emper 

or,  formally,  at  fixed  times 
as  opposed  to 題  1 1 ,009 

To  advance  ；  to  go  forward 
to  introduce.  To  exhibit 

to  display.  To  play  on  in 

struments  ；  to  beat  time 

See  12,651  wen^. 

敷 奏以言  (the  nobles)  set forth  a  report  of  their  govern¬ 
ment  in  words.  See  below: 

奏 皇上。 r 奏上。 r 陳奏 
or 

memo- 齊明 沉 奏稱 w 

rialise  the  Emperor. 

奏 奉論旨  to  memorialise 
and  receive  an  Imperial  reply. 

奏請。 t 奏懇  to  petition  the  j Emperor  that .... 

面奏 t。  state  by  word  of  mouth to  the  Emperor. 

奏參。 1 •奏 劾  t。 memorialise the  Throne,  impeaching  another official. 

奏 定在案  the  memorial  and 
decision  (of  the  Emperor)  are 
on  record. 

to  memorialise  on  ordinary 

subjects. 

提奏  to  memorialise  on  a  single subject. 

囊  to  memorialise  on  several different  subjects. 

奏摺。 r 奏書。 r 奏章 

{see  390)  or  奏疏  a  memorial to  the  Throne. 

奏 本  a  memorial  on  routine 
business. 

封*  口  摺  a  sealed  memoriah a  draft  memorial. 
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11,813 

做 
i.i,8i4 

繫 
ii，8is R •宥 

C.  ts、au 

F.  chain yy.  eu1- 
W.  tsau 

N.  ts'ou 
K.  ch、u 
J.  shU、 shu 
A,ju 

Sinking 

Upper. 

片奏  a  supplementary  memorial. 

奏報 t。  report  to  the  Throne. 

奏 委  to  memorialise  requesting 
the  appointment  of.... 

奏事  to  represent  matters  to 
the  Throne. 

奏爲  a  memorial  with  regard to .... 

奏聞  to  report  for  the  Imperial 
information. 

奏對  replies  made  to  the  Em¬ 
peror  at  an  audience. 

奏淮  to  memorialise,  request¬ 
ing  the  Imperial  sanction. 

准奏  to  sanction  a  memorial. 

奏擬 t。  memorialise  proposing 
that .... 

日 奏罔功  to  advance  daily 
towards  being  without  merit. 

奏效  to  have  a  beneficial  result, 

奏庶  to  show  the  people. 

敷 奏其勇 he  displayed 
everywhere  his  valour. 

奏鼓  to  beat  a  drum. 

奏樂 （〆*)  to  play  music. 

各 奏樂器  each  played some  musical  instrument. 

樂 旣和奏  all  the  instruments 
perform  in  harmony. 

营九 歌迭 奏  the  song  of  victory 
frequently  resounding. 

節  to  beat  time. 

奏 手不遑  to  be  incessantly 
occupied. 

on 

,816 

r. 尤 

^ 芻 p 

Even  Upper. 

賓 ii，8i7 

宥 

C.  ts、au 
H.  ts^ieu F.  ch^aiu 

W.  ts^au 

N. 

J  ts、<m 

R 

Y.  ts^eo 

Sz.  ts^ou K.  chu 

J.  so、 shu A.  feu Sinking 

Upper. 

See  1 1,761. 

The  brickwork  of  a  well ; 

to  repair  a  well. 

井 愁無咎  there  is  no  defect in  the  well. 

缺 鍫之崖  in  the  hollow  of| 
a  broken  brick, 一 a  frog  may  rest. 

侧想美 A 意， 應悲寒 

裳沉  as  I  toss  about  thinking 
of  the  fair  one,  I  am  annoyed 
by  the  weight  of  the  cold  foot 
warmer. 

To  knit  the  brows.  See 

2457* 

To  collect；  to  bring  to¬ 

gether  ； to  join  in  with  a 
crowd.  To  run  into  ；  to 

hit  on  •’  to  occur. 

凑合。 r 凑集。 r 凑會。 r 
聚 or  to  collect ;  to 

assemble;  to  amass. 

彼此 相讓以 凑合雨 

國  mutual  concessions  whereby 
the  two  nations  may  be  brought 

into  friendly  relations. 

凑齊二 十萬雨  making  註 grand  total  of  T/s.  200,000. 

逢上 幾個人 he  got  t0- gether  a  few  men. 

凑_在 一 ■處  to  come  together, or  crowded  together,  in  one 

place. 

達過來 to  _ in- 
凑繳  to  raise, — as  money. 

凑不出  unable  10  raise  the amount. 

凑辦  to  raise;  to  procure. 

凑數 凑够數 to  make up  the  proper  number, 一 by  add¬ 

ing  things  of  a  different  or  in¬ ferior  kind. 

凑飾  to  insert  bad  articles among  good  ones. 

凑着使  to  use.  with  something else. 

凑喋  to  eat  together,  一  with something  else. 

凑成  to  make  in  all. 
凑借  to  contribute  as  a  loan. 

凑分 //»’ 子  to  make  a  sub¬ scription. 

^  趣  to  force  oneself  to  comply. 

凑 個趣兒  to  make  a  joke, 

凑 個熱鬧 to  _ in  the  fun. 
凑巧  to  hit  off  the  lucky  mo¬ ment;  by  a  lucky  chance. 

賓 

溱 
ii，8i8 

m 

11,819 

R •宥 

w. c "‘⑽ 
F. chaiu、 

chLatu 

奏 
Sinking 

Upper. 

See 

時來福 凑 a  lucky  hit;  a 
stroke  of  luck. 

Correct  form  of  1 1,817, 

Between  the  skin  and  the 

iesh.  Also  used  in  the 
sense  of  pores. 

君有疾 在凑理 y°ur  dis - 
ease  lies  between  the  skin  and 
flesh, 一 it  is  trifling. 

辏 理不密  your  pores  are  not stopped  up,  一  they  are  wide- mouthed  and  make  you  liable 
to  cold. 

鞍 
11,820 

R •宥 

F. ckaiu、 

ch^aiu 

S« 奏 

SinKingUpper. 

簇 
11,821 

11,822 

R •尤虞 
See 栩芻 

Even  Upper. 

翼1
 

11.823 

R. 尤 

N.  tsoii 

See 捐 

Even  Upper. 

w 1 1.824 

R ‘尤肴 

F.  chauk^^heu 

J.  so%  shu 

A.  seux 

Even  and 

Rising 

Irregular. 

事 有凑巧  as  luck  would  have 
it. 

The  hub  of  a  wheel.  See 

3710. See  1 1,846. 

The  stick  through  a 

buffalo’s  nostrils,  by  which 

it  is  led* 

A  basket  for  straining 

spirit  from  the  grains.  [Dis¬ 
tinguished  from  翦 2646.] 

To  mince  ；  to  cut  up small. 
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助 
ii，825 

祖
 8 

11,826 
R. 

S- 租 

Rising  Upper 

See  2600. 

An  ancestor  (see  9663) ; 

origin  ；  beginning.  A  pro¬ 

totype  ； a  model.  To  offer 

a  sacrifice  when  starting  on 

a  journey.  
- 

祖宗。 r 祖上。 r 祖先。 r 

妣祖  ancestors ;  spirits  of  an- 
•  cestors. 

祖考  ancestors;  spirits  of  an¬ cestors. 

ancestors  male  and  female. 

先祖  ancestors;  dead  ancestors; 
my  late  grandfather. 

烈 祖  glorious  ancestors. 

皇祖  great  ancestors;  a  great- 
great-grandfather. 

祖廟 祖先堂 an  an- cestral  hall  or  shrine. 

祖墳  an  ancestral  grave. 

祖基  ancestral  land. 

同 祖  having  the  same  ancestors. 

祖夂  a  paternal  grandfather, 

我家祖  my  grandfather. 

曾祖夂  a  paternal  great-grand¬ father. 

高祖夂 a  paternal  great-great¬ 
grandfather.. 

祖姑  a  paternal  great-aunt. 
a  sen^or  Paternal  great- 

uncle. 

祖叔夂  a  j  unior  paternal  great 
uncle. 

元祖。 r 世祖。 r 始祖 

鼻祖  the  first  ancestor 
founder  of  a  family. 

太祖  the  first  Emperor  of  a 
dynasty. 

公 祖大人  a  conventional 
term  of  respect  to  the  夂毋 

官  “father gnd  mother”  officials. 
See  3736;  6341.  [大 在祖 
refers  to  officials  above  the  rank 

of  Prefect.] 

法祖  to  imitate  one’s  ancestors. 

or 

or 

11,826 

11,827 

R ■虞 

C.  tsou 

H.  tsz 

F.  chu 

W./jw 

N. 

P. 

M.  \  tsu 

Y. 

Sz. 

K.  cho 

J.  so 

A.  tou 

Even  Upper. 

祖遺  inherited. 
祖傳  handed  down  in  the  fa¬ mily, 一 as  a  prescription. 

祖居 01 ■祖籍  a  family  seat; 
hereditary  dwelling ;  ancestral 
home. 

祖德  the  virtues  of  one’s  an¬ cestors. 

數典 不忘祖 in  the  enu- miration  of  rules  of  conduct, 

etc.,  we  must  not  forget  our  an¬ 
cestors, — from  whom  they  all 
emanated. 

祖 述堯舜  to  hand  down  the doctrines  of  Yao  and  Shun,  as 

though  they  had  been  his  an¬ 
cestors, — of  Confucius. 

祖 識地德  he  had  been  long acquainted  with  the  quality  of 
the  land. 

^  ̂ the  father  of  prose composition,  一  viz.  左丘明 

Tso-ch‘iu  Ming,  author  of  the 

左傳  Tso  Chuan. 
此諸篇 之祖也 this  was 
the  prototype  of  the  various  com¬ 
positions  (poems). 

the  patriarch  of  a  sect,  espe¬ 
cially  of  Buddhism  (see  10,473); 

a  patron  saint, 

成 佛作祖  to  become  a  Bud¬ dha  or  a  Patriarch. 

祖龍  the  “First  Emperor.” 
出 祖  to  set  out  after  having  sacri¬ ficed  to  the  Spirit  of  the  Way 

設 祖帳。 r 祖餞 tQ  #ve  a farewell  banquet. 

祖填  to  offer  sacrifice  before setting  out  for  the  grave  on  the next  day. 

祖道  to  prepare  a  meal  for mourners  about  to  return  home 

To  rent  ；  to  lease. 

租賃  to  let  to  others;  to  rent for  oneself. 

租 房子  to  let  or  rent  a  house. 

房租分 文未交 had  nQt paid  a  penny  of  the  rent. 

租地  to  let  or  rent  land. 
租地枇 w 租枇。 1 租契 

j 粗約  a  deed  of  lease. 

活租  a  conditional  or  provi¬ sional  lease. 

tX 

11,827 

紐
 3 

11,828 

R. 爨
 

W.  "c 

See 租 

Rising  Upper. 

租與。 r 租鈴。 r 粗於。 r 

租下  to  lease  to. 

招租。 r 召租 “T。 let-’’ 
要出租  to  wish  to  let,— house 
or  land. 

已經粗 出去了  it  &  A ready  been  let. 

那瑰 地畝我 租過來 

了  I  have  leased  that  piece  of land. 

租到 租用 t。 rent. 租子。 r 租銀。 r 租錢。 r 

租 價0 r 租税 rent. 
乾租  dry  rent, — in  money. 

濕 粗  damp  rent, — in  kind. 
保租 t。  be  responsible  for  the rent. 

包租  to  rent  at  a  fixed  sum, — for  the  purpose  of  sub-letting. 

轉租 t。  let  to  others;  to  sub¬ 
let. 

重 成叫 2 租 to  fraudulently let  to  a  second  tenant. 

催租  to  dun  for  rent. 
租息  the  tax  paid  for  rent  of buildings  erected  on  reclaimed 
foreshore. 

鈉租。 t 交租  to  pay  rent. 

收租  to  receive  rent. 

以 蓮租自 業 earned  his 
living  by  collecting  rents. 

加租& 增租。 r 起 租 to raise  the  rent. 

減租。 r 割租 to  lc)wer  the 
rent. 

粗薄  a  rent-account  book. 
租雇  to  hire;  to  charter,  a§  a 

ship. 

租丁  a  tenant-farmer. 
租界  a  term  used  for  the  “Con- 
cessions”  at  various  Treaty  ports, 

under  which  land  is  leased  in 

^  perpetuity  to  foreign  nations. 

A  silk  band  or  cord；  a 

girdle  ；  tassels ;  fringe, 

織組  to  weave  a  silk  bancj  or ribbon. 

絶於尺 耝之下  died  by  a foot  of  silk  cord, 一 was  strangled. 
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組
，
 11,828 

趄 
11,829 

龃 
11,83。 

阻1
 ii，83i 

素 絲耝之  ornamented  with 
white  silk  ribbons, — of  flag-staffs 

解 組歸田 t.。 und。 one’s 
girdle  and  return  home, 一 to  re 
tire  from  official  life.  See  11,522 

組甲  cords  to  fasten  the  buff- 
coats  of  soldiers. 

壤 組  strings  of  not  quite  round 
pearls. 

決 擬耝織 牟官報 
decided  to  set  about  establish 

ing  a  remi-official  organ,— among 
newspapers. 

秘密 之粗織  a  private 
badge, 一 as  of  a  secret  society 

See  2978, 

Same  as  2978. 

To  hinder ;  to  impede  ； 

to  stop.  To  rely  upon；  to 
trust  to. 

… or 

or 

Rising  Upper. 

阻止。 r 阻滯。 r 攔阻 

檔阻 w 阻礙。 r 阻優 
阻橈  to  hinder;  to  obstruct； 
to  impede;  to  hamper. 

阻不住  unable  to  hinder  him 

阻塞  to  stop  up;  to  obstruct. 

阻路  to  stop  the  way. 
阻命 t。  obstruct  or  disobey 
commands. 

阻却  to  put  off；  to  avoid. 
阻禦  to  check；  to  put  a  stop  to. 

阻联  to  oppose. 

多方阻 難 (尨伽 4)  making  all 
kinds  of  difficulties, — e.g,  to  pre- 
vent  a  person  passing. 

險阻  dangerous,— as  places  and 
matters. 

事情被 阻 the  affair 
was 

stopped, 一 not  allowed  to  be  pro¬ 
ceeded  with.  ' 

隔阻  to  cut  off；  to  separate；  to 
hinder  from  meeting. 

山 川修阻  hills  and  streams 
separate  us  widely,— as  distant friends. 

阻,
 

II， 忌 3i 

11,832 

R. 語 

C.  cho 
H. 三 tsz、 ctsz 

F.  chu 

Itso 

N. 

P. 

M.  )  tsu 
Y. 

Sz. K.  cho 

J.  so、 sho 
A.  tro 
Rising  Upper. 

卒"
 

R •月質 

C.  tsut^  tsiit。 

H.  tsut^  sut 

F.  chauk 

W.  tsai^  tsaP 

N.  tsok、 tsah 

P.  SJsu 

M.  fsu,  tsou 

Y.  ckiiik^chueh 
Sz.  chiu^  tsu 

阻風 于瓜步 i  was  wind- bound  at  Kua-pu. 

阻欠  to  fall  into  arrears. 

把 持嚇阻  to  intimidate  with a  view  to  monopolise. 

阻兵 t。  rely  upon  military 

power. 阻法 度之威 以督責 

於下 t。  trust  to  the  majesty 
of  the  law  for  controlling  the masses. 

Read  ch 也  To  stumble 

馬阻蹄  the  horse  stumbled. 

A  four-legged  table  or 
stand  for  meat  at  feasts  anc 

sacrifices  [see  6388)^  dishes 
to  hold  food. 

鼎姐  tripods  and  stands, 一 for worship. 

俎 豆之事  dish  and  platter business, 一 sacrifices;  worship. 

庖人雖 不治庖 ，尸視 
不 越撙俎 而代之 

矣  though  the  cook  may  not  be 
able  to  dress  his  sacrifices,  the 

boy  who  impersonates  the  corpse 
does  not  step  across  the  cups 
and  dishes  and  do  it  for  him. 

越 姐代庖  to  exceed  one’s functions ;  to  interfere;  to  meddle 

in  other  people’s  business, -based on  the  above  sentence. 

以 越俎免  was  cashiered  for exceeding  his  duty. 

起謀 于撙俎  to  concoct  a plot  among  the  cups  and  dishes, — of  a  feast. 

刀组上 舉的肉 meat  on the  sacrificial  knives  and  dishes 

—used  figuratively  of  people  who 

are  being  victimised. 

A  servant  ；  an  underling  ； 

a  lictor；  a  soldier;  a  com¬ 

pany  of  a  hundred  soldiers  ； 

a  pawn  in  chess.  To  finish ; 
completely  (see  6691)  ；  to 

die;  see  1 1,838.  Finally. 
See  431. 

禁卒。 r 監卒  a  gaoler;  a 
turnkey. 

兵卒 or  卒 伍  soldiers ;  troops. 

卒
 。 

11,833 

K.  chol、 chill 

J.  sotsz、 shutsz 
A.  iout 

Entering 

Upper. 

悴 

h,834 

啐 

1  i,835 

w 
11,836 

R. 月 

C.  tsKut0 

H.  tsut^  tsut、 
F.  cHouk、 

W.  zai^ 

N.  tsoh 、 dzah-r 

P./j^ 

M.  tsKu 

Y.  ch^ueh 

Sz.  chHu 

K.  chol 
[•  sochi、 sotsz 

tout 

Entering 

Lower 

Irregular. 

A. 

.1* 

11,837 

R. 月 

See 

Entering 

men. 

士  officers  and 

無 名小卒  an  unknown  com 
mon  soldier, — used  as  a  term of  contempt. 

吾 未 卒  he  had  not  finished speaking,  when 

卒業後  on  completing  his 
course  of  study,  he 

卒 爲善士  he  afterwards  be¬ 
came  a  scholar  of  reputation. 

終卒。 r 卒至  at  the  end ;  fi¬ 

nally. 

卒  _  子  after  all  he  had  no 
sons. 

病 2^  he  took  ill  and  died. 卒官 w 卒於 官。 r 卒于 

任  @  he  died  at  his  post. Read  Hurried  ；  ur¬ 

gent  ；  suddenly.  See  11,868 

卒急  urgent;  in  great  stress, 

滄 卒至此  he  came  here  in a  great  hurry. 

卒然  suddenly；  unexpectedly 
See  1 1,924. 

See  11,925. 

To  grasp  ；  to  seize.  To 
run  against;  to  strike. 

♦ 

捽 住頭髪  seized  hold  of  his 

hair. 

捽頸  to  clutch  by  the  throat 
— 1  梓  a  grasp;  a  handful. 

雷電 助撞捽  thunder  and 
lightning  helped  to  overcome me. 

捽 在地下  threw,  or  forced, 
him  down  on  the  ground. 

梓 擲於地  to  dash  a  thing 
to  the  ground. 

To  fit  a  handle  into  a 

socket.  The  top  of  a  pillar 

projecting  above  the  cross¬ 
beam.  A  plug；  a  cork. 

Upper. 
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1,838 

R •月 

See 

Entering 

Upper. 

To  die；  especially  used  of 

the  death  of  high  officials. 

w 
11.839 

R •月 

See 罕
 

Entering 

Upper. 

足”
 

11.840 

R •沃 
C.  tsuk 

H.  tsiuk 

F.  ch  'duk 
W.  chiio 

N.  tsoh 

P.  S.tsu 

M.  tsou 

Y.  tsuk 

5z.  chiu 

K. chok 

[. soku 
A.  tuk 

Entering 

Upper. 

Hair  growing  ;  .  hairy 
short  hair. 

The  foot  [see  8io,  7143)； 

the  leg.  Enough  ；  sufficient  ； 

ample  ；  complete  ；  pure,  as 

metal.  To  cut  out  in  paper 

(Peking).  Radical  157.  See 

9806. 

無足  without  feet, — as  a  bronze 
bowl. 

考 寒傷心 ，民 怨傷國 if  the  feet  are  cold  the  heart 

suffers,  and  if  the  people  are 
discontented  the  State  is  injured. 

蝮 蛇不可 使安足 
snakes  can’t  be  made  to  stand 
on  feet. 

四 千數足  some  two  thou¬ 
sand  persons. 

足指  the  toes.  See  1791. 

手足  hands  and  feet;  brothers, 
See  10,011. 

失足  to  slip;  to  stumble. 
一 失足成 千古恨 

a  single  faux  pas  lays  up  end¬ 
less  remorse. 

足音  the  sound  of  footsteps, — 
music  to  the  ear  of  a  lonely 
wanderer. 

不爲 空谷足 音 hedidnot 
turn  up, — as  had  been  hoped. 

足  weak  in  the  legs. 

足下  a  conventional  title,  equi¬ 
valent  to  “sir.”  See  4230. 

神足  supernatural  foot, — power 
of  rapid  ar^d  instantaneous  lo¬ 
comotion,  such  as  a  magician 
has.  Sanskrit :  riddhipada. 

足几  a  foot-stool. 

髙足  best  pupil. 

足 
11,840 

滿足  full  up;  complete. 

心 滿意足  quite  satisfied. 

不  ~ *  而 足  not  being  satisfied with  one,  or  once;  there  is  not 

only  this  one, — but  others ;  used 
frequently  of  arguments  to  be adduced. 

足壯  strong;  healthy ;  robust. 

足敷  sufficient  to. 

足 數不足  is  the  amount right  ? 

足見  can  well  perceive. 

足昭  can  well  demonstrate. 

足 納  thoroughly  consonant  with. 

足論  worth  discussing. 
天 尙不足 ，何 况人乎 

if  God  can’t  please  everybody, 
how  should  man? 

天 足會*  Society  of  the  Natural 
Foot  (not  “Heavenly  Foot,”  as 
absurdly  mistranslated) ,  —  the 
Anti-Footbinding  Society. 

先 天不足  his  constitution  is “not  enough he  is  weakly.  See 

11,208. 

不足之 症 assumption;  any' wasting  disease;  anaemia. 

不足處  annoyances;  troubles. 

不 足掛齒  a  mere  trifle. 

不足道  not  worth  mention¬ 
ing. 

不 足爲外 人道也 Ms •  not  worth  while  to  mention  this 
to  outsiders. 

不足 以當大 事 notequal to  any  important  business.  See 

9990. 

印文 不足五 字則以 

之 字足之  if  the  legend  on the  seal  did  not  amount  to  5 

characters,  was  inserted  to make  up. 

不知足  not  to  know  when  one has  enough;  to  be  dissatisfied 
or  discontented. 

不知足 而爲屨 not  to 
know  (the  size  of)  a  man’s  foot 

. and  yet  to  make  sandals  for 
him, — whatever  error  there  may 

•  be  is  not  likely  to  be  a  very 

exaggerated  one. 

不 我足也  he  is  not  satisfied with  me. 

自足  satisfied  with  one’s  own 

足 11,840 

1,341 

R •合 

See  ̂
 

A.  hsuk 

Entering 

Upper. 

Entering 

， Upper. 

possessions, — as  money,  learn¬ 

ing,  abilities,  etc. 

自 足之心  self-satisfied;  arro¬ 

gant. 

人心 不足  man’s  heart  is  in¬ 

satiable.* 
足 可以行  it  will  do  very 
well, 一 as  a  proposed  plan. 

何足怪  what  is  there  wonder¬ 
ful  in  that? 

維日 不足  the  days  are  not 
enough；  time  is  not  long  enough 
for  it. 

未足 三個月  not  yet  .three 
full  months. 

豐 足  abundant;  ample. 

二吾猶 不足1  d。 not  find two  (tenths)  enough, — how  much 
less  should  I  find  one-tenth 
enough  ?  Originally  spoken  in 
reference  to  taxation,  this  phrase 

is  now  generally  applied. 

以足萬 足泰舉 (music was  played)  to  enable  all  the 
feet  to  be  lifted  up  together, 一 
ue.  to  keep  time. 

十足  ten  parts  all  ther6, — com¬ 

plete. 色 紋銀。 r 足紋 silver 
of  the  full  standard  of  purity. 

足足有 一百雨 there  is 
the  full  amount  of  one  hundred 

taels. 

足 足彀用  enough  for  use, 

足足找 你半天 1  have 
been  hunting  for  you  all  day. 

叫他 用金紙 鈴足一 

副對子  tell  him  to  take  some gold  paper  and  cut  me  out  a 

pair  of  scrolls. 

To  be  grieved  ；  to  be 

ashamed. 

嘁嘁  the  sound  of  whispering. 

Acer  palmatwn、 Thbg.v 

the  leaves  of  which  are  like 

the  cotton  plant. 

184 
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11,843 R. 屋 

& 蹴 
A.  hsuk 

Entering 

Upper. 

11.844 

R •屋錫 
S6S 蹙戚 

Entering 

Upper. 

w 11.845 R. 屋 

C.  tsuk 

H.  ts、uk 
F.  chuk 

W.  ziu、 zu、ju 
N.  dzoh 

P.  itsu 

M.  ts、ou 

Y.  ts、uk 

Sz.  tsu、 chHu 
K. chok 

J. soku^  zoku 

A.  touk、 tuk 

Entering 

Lower. 

To  be  urgent  ；  to  press 

upon.  To  contract  ；  to 
wrinkle. 

政 事愈蹙  the  affairs  of  go¬ vernment  are  becoming  more 

urgent. 

近 獲  close  pressing, 一 as  a  cre¬ 
ditor  upon  a  debtor. 

促 獲  to  impel;  to  urge. 

蹙蹙。 r 窮蹙  in  great  dis¬ tress. 

今也 日壁 國百里 ■ 
the  kingdom  is  being  daily  con¬ 
tracted  by  a  hundred  li. 

顰蹙  to  knit  the  brows.  See 

9272. careworn;  anxious. 

璧 效 Rincon  tin  ently;  suddenly. 

Read  tsKu^  —  1 1,875. 

蹙鞠  to  play  football. 

脚 蹙手抹  touching  with  his 
foot  and  wiping  with  his  hand, 

— of  a  strange  method  of  paint ing. 

To  frown.  Used  with 

1 1,843.  Also  read  ts^u^. 

To  collect  together;  a 

tribe;  a  clan  ；  a  family 

agnatic  relatives  ；  see  1167 
To  destroy. 

雲 氣不待 族而雨 & 
clouds  rain  without  waiting  to 
collect  together. 

雖有族 之難爲 although 
there  are  difficulties  in  the  way, 

— of  knotty  parts  in  a  carcass 
which  check  the  butcher’s  knife 

族類  a  tribe;  a  clan;  a  class 

百族  all  living  creatures. 

山 鬼水族  the  bogies  of  the 
hills  and  the  denizens  of  the deep. 

彼族  that  tribe;  that  lot, 一 
used  contemptuously,  as  “those 

beasts.” 

宗族  clan ;  family;  kindred. 

族 
h, 845 

11,846 

R •屋看 

H.  "W F.  chuk^^  v. 

cK'duk^ 

cWaiu’ - P.  "V,  ts^ou^ 

W.  ts、u 

s 狀族奏 

Entering 

Lower. 

族隣 M 族人  fellow-clans¬ 
men. 

族長㈣ O 。1 •族 老。 r 族 
兄  an  elder  of  a  clan. 

族譜  the  genealogical  register of  a  clan. 

出族  to  turn  out  of  a  clan;  to 
expunge  from  the  clan  register, 
— as  is  done  in  the  case  of 

members  who  very  seriously  mis¬ 
behave  themselves.  See  11,852. 

累 及同族  to  compromise  or implicate  one’s  clan  or  kindred. 

歸徨 我邦族  to  go  back  to my  country  and  kin. 

望族  a  well-to-do  family. 

我”寒 族人多 Gur  poor 
relations  are  many. 

族寧 不及備 載 (。心') re- 
latives  too  numerous  to  mention. 

夷  ~  方矣  a  law  introduced  under 
the  秦  Ch‘in  dynasty,  by  which 
a  criminal’s  father’s,  mothers, 
and  wife’s  families  were  involved 
in  the  consequences  of  his  crime 
and  executed,  one  and  all. 

族兄弟 and 族姊妹 Pater nal  male  and  female  thini  cou¬ 
sins. 

族娃 and 族娃孫 sons  and 
grandsons  of  male  paternal  third 
cousins. 

族祖姑 daughter  of  paternal 
great-grand-uncle. 

族伯 （叔） 祖  elder  (younger) son  of  ditto. 

彩 ̂姑*  grand-daughter  of  ditto 

族伯 （叔） 父  elder  (younger) 
grandson  of  ditto. 

族秦 者秦也  the  destroyer  j of  the  Ch‘in  dynasty  was  the 
Ch‘in  dyrasty  itself. 

Small  bamboos.  A  frame 

on  which  silkworms  spin. 

To  crowd  together.  Used 
with  1 1,847.  See  4574, 

8979. 

簇 擁前來  to  press  forward in  a  crowd. 

數百 朶成簇  several  hun¬ dred  flowers  forming  a  tuft. 

花  H  錦裁. masses  of  em- broidery, 一 applied  both  to  cloth¬ 
es  and  compositions. 

饌 
11,846 

鏃#
 

11,847 

R •屋 

P.  tsii, 

M.  is'-ou 

See 族 

Entering 

Lower. 

*4? 

11,848 

& 覺陌 

P.  ccho^  S/su 

See 族 

K.  chak、 ch、ak 

J.  saku、 soku A.  touk、 hsuk 

Entering 

Lower. 

做 
h,849 

昨 11.850 

11.851 

遇 R. 

C.  tso 

H.  ts^z 

F.  chio W •如 

N.  dzu 

P. 

M. 

\.tsu 

Sz.  tsu 
K.  cho 

J.  so、zo 
A.  tou 

Sinking 

Lower. 

i  j  tsu,  (so 

TSXJ 

鑛 鑛  in  crowds;  gathered  up, as  hair;  piled  up. 

中  chung、  石沒簇 t。 hit  a stone  and  bury  its  head  in  it, — of  an  arrow. 

鑛新的  newly  aPP0inted. Read  ts、 ou〜 •  To  spring 

into  life  ；  to  bud. 

II 物簇生  all  things  spring- 1 
' ing  into  life, — as  in  spring. 

泰簇  the  third  of  the  ̂^pitch- 
pipes,  corresponding  with  the i  st  moon  of  the  year. 

The  barb  of  an  arrow  ； 

the  head  of  a  javelin.  See 

1 1,846.  [Distinguished  from 

瓣 4875.] 

以骨； 鑛  they  used  bQne 
for  their  arrow-heads, 一 of  the 
ancient  Japanese. 

毒藥以 灌其鑛 p°ison 
for  washing  arrow-heads. 

A  kind  of  duck,  with 

bright  plumage  and  red 

eyes. 

See  1 1,761 . 

See  11,744. 

Dignity  ;  honour  ；  emolu¬ ment.  To  bless.  A  year. 

Also  12,612. 

神胤  似  13,287. 永 錫神胤  there  will  be  1 
granted  to  you  for  ever  dignity 
and  posterity. 

永 綏王祚  to  ever  preserve 
the  prince’s  dignity, — i,e.  to  keep him  on  the  throne. 

佑禾 子之# tQ  aid  in  pre- 
serving  the  dignity  of  the  Em¬ 

peror,  as  above. 



11.857 

R 陌 

% 籍齡 

Entering 

Lower 

and  Upper. 

拠
，
 

11,858 

R. 馬 

see 姐 

Rising  Upper, 

乸 u,8S9 

牵 
n,86o 

m 
11,854 

R 屋 

See 

Entering 

Upper. 

1467  ] 

TJS^XJ 

To  bring  mouths  to¬ 

gether；  to  kiss.  Also  read 
W. 

To  walk  slowly  and  care¬ 
fully. 

Read  办 .2*  or  Level 
and  easy. 

跛 嫩周道  the  way  to  Chou should  be  level  and  easy. 

See  1 1,875. 

To  spear  fish. 

牢箱  a  pen  for  cattle. 

A  dam  ；  a  mother  ；  the 

female  of  animals.  [Old 
form  of  姐  1435.] 

乸婢 a  mother. 

亞乸。 t 阿乸  mother, -a  term in  use  among  Manchus. 

猪乸帶 耳環1 ike  a wearing  earrings, 一 out  of  place 

sow 

Same  as  11,858.  See 
81 10. 

Same  as  1 1,833. 

11,861 

R •御 

& 狙 

A.  t^o 

Sinking 

Upper. 

4X 

11,862 

R •處 

See 粗
 

Even  Upper. 

rX 

11,863 

R. 虞 

C;  ts^ou 

H.  tsKz 
F.  ch、u、 cK'd 

W.  ts%  ts^cu 

N.  ts^u 

M. 卜 
，的“ 

Y.  t^u 

Sz.  ts^u 

K.  ch、u 

so 

A.  f'ou 

Even  Upper. 

TiS^XJ. 

To  be  suspicious.  To  be 
dull  or  stupid. 

秦王 t 且而 不信人 the Prince  of  Ch‘in  (the  “First  Em- 

peror”） was  suspicious  and  did not  trust  people. 

Chapped ；  cracked,  as  the 
skin  in  cold  weather. 

to 

Coarse,  as  opposed 

細  4163  ；  gross,  as  op¬ posed  to 賴 2  133;  homely； 

rough ；  harsh ；  vulgar； 
boisterous. 

租米  coarse  rice. 粗  f 技  coarse  crockery-ware. 

粗夏布  coarse  grass-cloth, 

粗麻布  coarse  linen. 

粗 斜紋布 drills- 
粗陋  coarse-looking. 粗重  coarse ;  rough ;  heavy ; 
clumsy. 

粗香  common  small  joss-sticks, 

粗比  a  vulgar  comparison, 

和  bulky；  thick,  as  a  cable. 

粗活 a 粗工  heavy '  work; 
ui^killed  labour.  See  6553. 

粗粗 的  roughly;  without  care- 

粗 風暴雨  a  sudden  rain¬ 
storm  ;  blustering  boisterous weather. 

粗 蔡扇  untrimmed  palm-leaf 
fans. 

粗麥。 ats- 

粗大  coarse ;  large-sized  5  too 

big. 

去_  粗留賴  tQ  discard  the 
dross  and  keep  the  finer  part, 
— in  "refining  gold,  etc. 

粗 茶淡飯 coarse  homely 
fare. 

TSXJ 

11,851 

■11,852 

遇 
*神 
Sinking 

Lower. 

w 

連 
*神 

Sinking 
Lower, 

天 神明徳  God  blesses  in¬ 
telligent  virtue. 

jjj 畐 弟乍  happiness  and  dignity. 

jjf^  ̂   long  happiness. 

帝神  the  happiness  of  the  Em¬ 
peror  ; the  Imperial  throne.  See 

13,294. 

踐神  to  mount  the  throne. 

冲 齡踐祚 t。  ascend  the 
throne  during  minority. 

國 神綿長  the  prosperity  of| 
the  State  long  drawn  out, 一 as 
under  a  peaceful  and  lasting 

dynasty. 

國祚廢  the  mandate  of  the 
dynasty  was  exhausted. 

以 倮年神  in  order  to  secure 
length  of  life. 

蓮 私不長  their  lives  were 
not  long, — said  of  Emperors  sub¬ 

sequent  to  明帝  Ming  Ti  of| 

the  Han  dynasty. 

Sacrifices ;  worship  of 

ancestors.  Happiness.  To 

confer  upon.  Used  with 

11,851. 

胙肉  sacrificial  flesh. 

食胙  to  eat  the  sacrificial  food, 
— when  the  spring  and  autumn 
ceremonies  are  over. 

停 胙一年  to  be  debarred 
from  joining  in  ancestral  wor¬ 
ship  and  sharing  the  meat  for 

the  space  of  one  year, — a  com 
mon  clan  punishment. 

復胙 a  further  offering  of  the 
same  sacrifices. 

分 茅胙土  t。  allot  ter^tory, 
— to  feudal  nobles. 

胙之土  he  rewards  them  with 
territory. 

反胙  to  return  to  the  throne, 一 
as  at  a  “restoration.” 

胙城  name  of  a  District  in  Ho¬ 
nan  under  the  隋  Sui  dynasty. 

The  steps  leading  up  to 
the  hall  on  the  east  side. 

Used  with  11,851. 

立 於阼階  he  stood  on  the 
eastern  steps, 一 where  the  host 
received  his  guests. 

登阼。 r 踐阼 t。  ascend  the 
throne. 
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TS^TJ 

rl 

1,863 

11,864 

R •御魚 

助姐 
Even  Upper. 

11,865 

11.866 

11.867 

r .質, 月 

See  粹_  _ 
P.  "V 

J.  shitsz^  sotsz 
A.  swe^  tui 

Entering 

Upper. 

粗 食粗肥  coarse  food  makes coarse  fat. 

粗魯 (or  }M  )rude；  vulgar ; 
coarse  (of  persons);  clumsy  (of 

things).  Used  as  “I  beg  your 
pardon.”  Set  7388. 

綾率 rough. 

聲 粗以厲 in  a  rough  harsh tone  of  voice. 

粗完  to  finish  roughly, — with¬ 
out  due  care,  as  when  in  haste. 

粗知 to  roughly  know, 一 to  have 
a  rough  or  superficial  knowledge 
of. 

粗能  ordinary  abilities. 

粗俗  vulgar ;  commonplace. 

粗話  unparliamentary  or  ob¬ scene  language. 

動粗  to  use  force;  to  resort  to 
violence. 

手粗  having  a  coarse  rough 
hand;  wanting  in  delicacy  of 
touch. 

粗手 笨脚的 clumsy as  a 
workman. 

和 練  without  attention  to  detail. 
Also,  rough  or  coarse,  as  fabrics. 

粗心 浮氣  careless  and  un¬ stable  in  character. 

粗脖子  a  goitre. 

The  fawn  of  an  antelope. 

Same  as  1 1,863. 

Same  as  1 1,863. 

Lofty;  rocky  peaks. 

山 冡舉崩  the  crags  on  the 
hill-tops  crash  down. 

11,868 

R. 月 

C.  Mi/。、， H.  sut^  ts^ut F. chouk 

W  .  ts'-d 
N.  ts、ah P.  ts^ 
M.  ts'-u^ 

Y.  ts^we? Sz.  chHu) 

K.  c/M 

J.  sochi ̂   sotsz 
A.  s out 

Entering 

Upper. 

w 11,86^ 
R •月質 

See 棟粹 

A.  tout、 sout Entering 

Lower. 

ts、uk 

11,870 

R •沃 

H  •  I 

F.  ch^ouk 

W.  ts'-u 
N.  tsLoh P.  W 

M.  ts^o 
Y.  U、uk、 tswak 

Sz.  ch、iu 
K.  ch^ik J.  shoku^  soku 
A.  hsttk Entering 

Upper. 

厝 
ii，87i 

Hurried  ；  urgent  ；  impe¬ 
tuous.  Used  with  11,833 
ts、u\ 

猝然  suddenly;  unexpectedly. 

舍  hurriedly ;  impetuous ;  sud¬ den.  See  11,591. 

加以 時滄猝  and  further being  in  a  great  flurry  at  the moment,.... 

忙 忙粹粹 or 疾粹 in  a great  hurry. 

粹不及 防  put  off  one’s  guard. 

To  butt  against;  to  kick. 

Read  tsui^.  To  crowd 

together. 

零 辟於林  the  egrets  gather 
in  the  forest. 

To  urge  ；  to  press  ；  to 

constrain.  Close  ；  crowded. 

Used  with  趣 3120. 

促迫  to  urge;  to  stimulate. 

促 之太甚  to  urge  a  person too  much;  to  over-persuade. 

時 候短促  time  is  pressing. 
促  to  stimulate  spinning, - 

a  name  for  the  house-cricket, 
the  chirp  of  which  resembles 
the  click  of  a  shuttle.  See  1812, 

3065. 

以促歌  as  an  accompaniment to  the  song. 

促 膝談心 tQ  brinS  knees 
close  together  and  speak  one’s 
inmost  ,  feelings, — as  friends  talk- 

1  ing  confidentially. 

局促  circumstances  pressing, - 
and  leaving  no  time  for  con¬ sideration,  etc. 

一月 期限本 已甚促 
a  month  was  a  very  short  time 

to  give. 

恐姉 妹壽促 1  fear  that your  Majesty’s  sister  will  not  be 
long-lived. 

促衫 J  ill-mannered;  rude. 

See  1 1,767. 

措 11,872 

h,873 

R •遇藥 

C.  ts'-ou 

H.  ts^z F.  ch、ou 
W.  M 

N. 

P. 

M •丨 

Y. 

Sz. 

K.  cho 
J.  saku^  sz  {su) 

A.  tak、 f"ou 

Sinking  and Entering 

Upper. 

See  1 1,768. 

Vinegar.  Used  tor  1 1,746 

高醋  best  vinegar. 

黑 酉旨  black  vinegar. 
白  white  vinegar. 

做 酉苜不  ̂   not  to  make  vine¬ 
gar  sour, 一 even  the  vinegar  he 
makes  is  not  sour;  he  does 

nothing  well. 

失醋 之本旨  thus  missing the  object  of  vinegar, — sourness. 

酸 文加醋  to  add  vinegar  to 
sour  composition, — of  a  pedant 
who  talks  bombastically  while 

affecting  purism  of  speech. 

打 醋的錢 不買醬 the money  for  buying  vinegar  must not  be  spent  in  soy. 

嘆醋  to  drink  vinegar, — to  be jealous.  The  phrase  originated 
with  the  jealous  wife  of  房 左 

Fang  Hsiian-ling  of  the  T^ang 
dynasty  who  readily  drank  up 
a  bowl  of  vinegar  (offered  to  her 

as  poison)  rather  than  allow  the introduction  of  a  concubine  into 
her  household. 

琴 醋不 討小 if>urwifeis 
jealous,  do  not  get  a  concubine. 

喫 醋娘子  a  jealous  woman. 

有 勲喋醋 的意思 sheis 
rather  inclined  to  be  jealous. 

喋薑醋  to  drink  ginger  vine¬ 
gar, — to  have  a  child,  mothers 

being  made  to  drink  a  mixture 

of  ginger  and  vinegar  immediate¬ 
ly  after  confinement,  to  prevent 
them  from  catching  cold  and  to 
increase  the  supply  of  milk. 

一醉 一 ■醋 ㈣1 •= 齡) 

都非偶  to  pledge  in  a  bum¬ 
per  and  to  return  the  pledge, 

these  are  not  fortuitous  matters, 

一 but,  like  everything  else,  mat¬ ters  of  destiny. 

今天 有一勲 兒醋心 
I  am  suffering  a  little  from  heart¬ 
burn  to-day. 

醋螺子  a  kind  of  marine  po¬ lypus  from  which  vinegar  is 
made. 
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錙 
11.874 

w 

11.875 

R .屋 
C.  ts^uk 

H.  ts、uk 
F.  ch'-ouk 

W.  ts^o 
N.  ts^oh 
P.  /jV 
M.  t 亡 u 
Y.  t^uk 

Sz.  ck'iu 
K. 心々 
shiku 

, hsuk 

Entering 

Upper. 

w 

11,876 

屋宥 

Entering  and 
iinkingUpper. 

确 
ii，877 

n 
11,878 

覺藥 
« 促浞 

勺 

Entering 
Upper. 

See  1 1,770. 

To  tread  on  ；  to  kick. 

鐵踢。 1 ■鐵損 tQ  trample under  foot. 

織爾而 與 # 之  to  trample 
upon  (food)  and  then  offer  it. 

蓮鈎纖 鳳 her  my hooks 
(small  feet)  were  encased  in 

p^cenix  shoes, — the  latter  being 
maae  of  grass  and  wood. 

鐵鞠  (or  )  to  play  football 
一 the  ball  being  stuffed  with  hair 
or  blown  up. 

能踪 ft  韻 I  he  could  play  football, 

-。 f 李邦彥  Li  Pang-yen, 
a  Minister  early  in  12th  cent. 

蹴然  alai^ed;  uneasy  in  man 
ner, — a.sr  wKeii  something  awk¬ 
ward  is  said. 

A  nest.  To  collect；  to 

crowd.  Used  with  1 1,846. 

Same  as  1 1,863. 

Water  bubbling  up.  An 
old  name  for  the  ̂   Ch6 
river. 

intermittent, 一 as  applied 

to  a  spring,  the  water  of  which 
comes  and  goes  at  intervals. 

漏杓  a  clepsydra  spring,  —  a 
spring  as  above,  the  intervals  of 
which  are  so  regular  that  it  can 
be  used  for  measuring  time. 
There  is  said  to  be  one  ovtside 

貴陽府  Kuei-yang  Fu,  the 
capital  of  Kueichou. 

邦、》 勺 to  spy  into  the 
secret  affairs  of  a  country. 

糌
 ‘ 

h.879 

See 售 

A.  tam 

Rising  Upper. 

m 

n,88o 

r .寒 

See 橫 

Even  Lower. 

w 
ii,SSi 

r •寒 

See 橫 

Even,  Lower. 

11,882 

R •寒翰 

C.  tsun 
H.  tson 
F.  tchwang、 

cchoungy 

ckaung) 
W.  (so 
N.  tsoh^  chon 
P.  tswan 
M.  tsan 
Y.  /sou 
Sz.  tswan 

K.  ch、an 

J,  san 

A.  twan 
Even  and Sinking 

Upper. 

TSTTATST- 

To  grasp;  to  hold  in  the 
hand  ；  to  wring. 

^^不 住  unable  to  grasp  tight. 

措着， 不撒手 h(>ld  it  fast, 
don’t  let  go. 

措 着寧據  having  documen- tary  evidence  in  one’s  possess¬ ion. 

措拳頭  to  close  the  fists. 

兩 手措盎  two  hands grasping  empty  fists,  一  empty- handed. 

措籌  to  carry  a  tally, — as  coo¬ lies  loading  or  unloading  cargo. 

措乾了  to  wring  dry. 
Read  tsan%.  Used  for 

1 1,898. 

糌錢  to  put  by  money. 

To  lose  one’s  way. 

檟沅  to  wander  about,  as  one who  has  lost  his  way. 

To  jump.  In  Peking, 

read,  ts^uan1. 

躓朊  to  squat；  to  crouch. 

To  bore  a  hole  ；  to  pierce  ； 

to  worm  one’s  way  into. To  skip.  See  1622， 3964, 6884* 

鑽 窟窿。 r 鑽眼。 r 鑽六 to  bore  a  hole. 

鑽過去  to  bore  through. 
鑽入  to  bore  or  creep  into. 

無 隙可鑽  n。 crack  or  ere- vice  to  get  into, 一 no  opening; 

nothing  to  take  hold  of;  no  means 
whereby  to  effect. 

恨沒 個地洞 鑽了進 

去  regretting  that  there  was  no 
hole  in  ihe  ground  into  which 

m 

11,882 

攢 11.883 

徵 11.884 

R •旱 

W.  tsa\  tsd* 

趲纂 

A.  twan 
Rising  Upper. 

m 
11,885 

see 

he  could  get, 一 wishing  he  cfould sink  into  the  earth. 

鑽謀。 r 鑽營。 ̂ 鑽幹( 

S3io)  or  鑽弄  to  plan;  to  in¬ trigue. 

鑽木 取火。 r 鑽 燧 t。 bore  wood  and  get  fire, — by  the 
friction. 

鑽着心  boring  through  the heart, 一 i.e.  sticking  close  to 
something  difficult,  with  the 
determination  to  master  it. 

鑽心 透骨  to  pierce  the  heart and  penetrate  to  the  bones, — as a  nervous  shock. 

跳跳 鑽鑽的 skipping. Read  tsuan^.  An  awl  ； 

a  gimlet；  an  auger. 

鑽子  an  awl， etc. 
tsuanK  (tsuan  *)  to  bore 

a  hole  with  an  awl. 

_  _  awl  worked  fey  a  kind of  bow,  the  string  of  which  is 
twisted  round  the  shaft. 

鑽頭  the  iron  needle  of  the above. 

鑽 頭覓縫 w  783。- 
蚊子鑽  a  mosquito  awl, — i.e. a  very  fine  and  sharp  awl. 

佥廚 i| 鑽  the  diamond-pointed awl, — used  by  menders  of  broken 
crockery,  glaziers,  etc. 

鑽樑兒  the  perpendicular door-post  which  revolves  in  a 

門鑽兒 socket. See  1 1,898. 

To  continue  ；  to  carry  on. 

纘禹舊 服_  to  continue  the 
old  ways  of  Yu, — what  Yii  of 

old  practised  and  did. 

_ 大 — 王之緖 to  con- 
tinue  the  work  of  king  T‘ai. 

載 纘武功  to  keep  up  the exercises  of  war, — as  in  the  chase. 

纘女  the  lady  who  succeeded, — to  the  throne,  as  Empress. 

Same  as  i  x,88i. 
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鑽 
11,886 

摺 
11,887 

[ i,888 

w 
[,889 

R. 
旱 

C.  tsun 
tsHon 

F.  Cchwang^ 

cK'wang3 W.  tso 

N.  chon 

P.  tswan 
M.  tsan 
Y.  tsou 

K.  ch、an 

J.  san A.  twan 

Rising  Upper 

燋 
11,890 

11,891 
(•銷 

See 扰鐫 

K. chon 

J.  sen A.  f'uen 

Same  as  1 1,882. 

Same  as  1 1,879. 

See  1 1,956. 

To  collect  together;  to 

compile；  to  write ;  to  edit. 

See  10,025.  [Distinguished 

from  篡  11,903.] 

an 

纂倐 纂輯。 r 纂訂 tQ 
compile;  to  revise  or  prepare 
for  editing. 

系磨 [ a  Historiographer;  a  chief 
editor. 

新 纂  a  new  edition. 

御纂  issued  under  Imperial •authority. 

書 m 傳  chuan 4  說彙纂 
edition  of  the  Canon  of  History、 

together  with  the  standard  views 
and  various  opinions  of  critics. 

纂出。 r 自纂  to  originate;  to invent. 

混纂 w 瞎纂 w 胡纂 
suggest  wild  schemes. 

硬纂  to  spin  yarns;  false,  espe¬ 
cially  as  applied  to  the  horn 
headdress  of  old  women  worn 

on  the  stage  by  men. 

Rising  Upper. 

剝 
11,892 

to 

Same  as  1 1,891. 

Fat ;  rich, 
fish. 

A  stew  of 

See  4831. 

m 
11,893 R.| See 奩 

Even  Lower. 

w 
11,894 

R •翰 

H.  (tsHun、 

^ch'on^ 

Cc^un 

P.  )  is^wan0 
M.  (  Js^an 

See_ 

Sinking 

Upper. 

11.895 

R •翰 

C.  tch^un 

To  deceive  ；  to  humbug. 

受人諫  to  be  humbugged. 

諫戳  to  “stick”  a  person， 一 as with  a  bad  bargain. 

他識 你頑兒 he  is  hoaxing 

you. TS^TTAJNT. 

To  run  into  one’s  hole, 
as  a  rat  ；  to  sneak  off ;  to 

skulk  away.  F urtive  ；  secret. 
To  change. 

逃竄  to  run  away  and  hide. 

嵐逸  to  escape. 

抱 頭鼠竄  to  cover  the  head and  run  off  like  a  rat.  [A  flying 

Chinaman  instinctively  puts  his 

hands  over  the  back  of  his  head.] 

竄 匿他方 tQ  take  refug* in another  part  of  the  country. 

分窟  to  fly  in  different  direc¬ tions. 

竄逐  to  flee  into  exile. 

竄竊  to  pilfer. 
此爲 狻人竄 入無疑 

H.  ts^iurt 

F.  ch、wang) 

W.  ts^'d 

N.  ts^on^  ch^dn 

P.  cts^wan 
M. 【ts、an 
Y.  ts^ou Sz.  tsLwan 

K.  ch^an 
J.  san^  dzan 
A.  thwart 
SinkingUppcr. 

也, this  is  without  doubt  an 
interpolation  by  a  later  hand. 

黙竄  to  strike  out  and  alter, - words  in  composition. 

敏韩竄 謀  sicilled  in  planning 
down  to  the  minutest  details. 

即 竄以藥 ，旋 下病已 
he  was  made  to  inhale  the  smoke 

of  a  drug,  which  carried  it  off, 
and  the  disease  stopped. 

To  throw  away.  To  ex¬ 
cite  ； to  urge. 

攛 梭引線 tQ  thrc>w  the shuttle  and  pass  the  thread. 

攛掇  to  excite;  to  stir  up, 
generally  towards  evil. 

聽 了甚麽 人攛掇 wh。 has  been  egging  you  on?  who 
has  been  putting  you  up  to  this? 

11,896 

R.  Vulgar. 

See 溜 

SinkingUpper. 

>897 

R. 翰 

C.  ts^urP 

H.  ̂ ort^ 

^-ts^on 

W. c  W 
See 攛 

Sinking 

Upper. 

To  leap  ；  to  jump. 

~ *  a  start  or  leap  forward, 

A  cooking-stove；  t 

cook;  a  mess.  A  generi 
term  for  the  tribes  know; 

as  Lolos， mistaken  by  th 

Chinese  for  the  surname  c 

the  reigning  family. 

炊爨  to  blow  up  the  stove  fcl 
cooking. 

家中無 人炊爨 there  w£ 
no  one  left  to  cook  the  food, 
to  do  the  housekeeping. 

爨飯  to  cook  food. 
分 爨。 r  各爨  mess  sepan 

tely. 

同 共） 爨  to  mess  togethej 

自 己開癍  to  have  one’s  ow| 

mess. 

搭爨  to  join  another  mess;  1 board  with. 

析 骸以爨  t6  split  up  for  fu 
the  bones, — of  children  whos 

m 11,898 

r •寒翰 

C.  Us^un 

H.  ctson^  zch、on 

F. 【chwang 

W.  tso^ 

N.  cch  dH 

P.  its^wan^ 

ctsan 

M.  cisan 

Y.  ts'-ou 
K.  ch、an 

san 

A.  twan 
Even  and 
Sinking 

Irregular. 

flesh  has  been  devoured  duric a  siege. 

三十七 部諸爨 the  3 tribes  are  all  TYuan、 一 the  Lol( 
and  the  TYuan  are  one  and  tl: same. 

爨書  the  Lolo  script. 
To  collect；  to  bring  tc 

gether.  To  lay  a  co 伍 
under  a  shed.  See  2493 

攢聚。 r 攢凑 t。 coUect  1 

gether. 

攢錢  to  subscribe  or  colie 彳 money.  See  below. 

攢列 m 攢 羅列聚 1 collect  and  arrange  in  order;  t 

pile,  as  arms. 

檢 逢辟營 tC)  ran8e  (^1 
round  in  a  ring  and  make 

camp. 

身  _  萬箭 his  bc>dy  pierce 
with  countless  arrows. 

攢動  surging,— as  a  mob. 

攢毆  to  collect  and  beat 
person. 
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攢1
 

11,898 

攢 
ii，899 

寒 
*攢 
Even  Lower. 

積 
i  1,900 

寒 

Even  Lower. 

m 
11.901 

旱翰 

fan,  iwan 

Rising  Upper. 

厝 
11.902 

m 
 ‘ 

n，903 
‘諫 
•  shart 

:. t s'- ion 
•  cK'wang^  y 

ch^wa* 
h  t^d 
•  chSon 

r  I  tsKwan 

攢輦  to  prepare  the  Imperial 
chariot. 

攢眉  to  knit  the  brows. 

^  ̂   strung  pe
arls. 

：J^  花  to  make  a  bouquet  of 
flowers. 

攢墓  a  brick  tomb,  standing 
above  ground. 

起攢  to  collect  the  bones  in  an 
old  grave  and  re-inten  them. 

潰盒  a  box  divided  into  com¬ 
partments. 

Read  tsan\  To  hoard. 

攢錢  to  save  money.  See  above, 

先 期攢錢  to  put  by  money 
in  advance, — against  future  re¬ 

quirements. 

足了裂 I  with  all  one’s might. 

A  shed  to  contain  a  co 伍 n 

篡‘
 

h，9q3 

Y.  ts^ou Sz.  ts^wan 

K.  cK'an . san 

A.  swan Sinking 

Upper. 

To  gather  and  stack 

grain. 

A  hamlet；  a  village. 

[Correctly  read  tsuan3.] 

Read  ts^o^.  The  ancient 

name  of  part  of  Kiangsu  ； 

also,  of  a  portion  of  Honan. 

See  1 1,767. 

To  rebel  against  the 

sovereign.  To  usurp  the 

throne.  [Distinguished  from 

篡  ii，889.] 

君不正 臣欲篡 if  the 
sovereign  be  not  upright,  his 
subjects  will  rebel. 

篡逆  to  rebel. 

11,904 

嘴 
3 

h，905 

R •紙 

C.  ctsdu 
H.  ctsui^  choP 

F.  ch、oui) 
W.  ztsu 

N.  chi 

I  ctswei 
l.) 

K.  chLwi 

J.  sui 

A.  chuy 

Rising  Upper. 

篡殺  to  rebel  and  murder  the sovereign. 

篡 漢稱帝  rebelled  against the  Hans  and  proclaimed  him¬ 
self  Emperor. 

滴血 放篡字 the  drQps 。£ blood  formed  the  character  rebel, 

—  said  of  方孝儒  Fang 

Hsiao-ju,  a  minister  of  the  Em- 

peror  ̂   Chien  Wen,  whose 

tongue  was  cut  out  by  the  Emp¬ 

eror  樂  Yung  Lo,  a.d.  1404. 

篡位  to  usurp  the  throne. 

TSXJI. 

See  12,332. 

The  mouth  ；  the  bill  of 

a  bird  ；  a  mouthpiece  ；  a 

spout；  a  nozzle.  See  8511， 
ii，444‘ 

~ .嘴  to  eat  at  one  mouthful. 

嘴唇  the  lips. 
to  pout  (see  3201);  to  make 

signs  with  the  lips. 

报 嘴卞。  purse  up  the  lips. 

杷 嘴張開 0Pen  your  mouth wide. 

張 不開嘴  can’t  open  one’s 
mouth. 

不住嘴  not  to  stop  talking, eating,  etc. 

耐 嘴不住  she  could  not  hold her  tongue. 

不離嘴  without  stopping,— of 
drinking. 

親嘴  to  kiss- 碎嘴  talkative ;  loquacious. 

回嘴  t。 retort. 
嘴快心 直  blunt  and  candid. 

嘴舌  talk;  words ;  argument. 

七 嘴八舌  conflicting  opin ions;  everybody  putting  in  his 
word. 

油 嘴滑舌  sliPPery  of  speech: — not  to  be  relied  upon. 

我插不 下嘴去 Ic°uldn’t 
get  a  word  in  edgewise. 

利嘴  sharp  of  tongue. 

嘴 3
 

h，905 

莫  0^  P^1  do  not  talk  too  much. 

嘴說易  it  is  easy  enough  to 

say. 

强嘴。 I :嘴硬  persistent  or obstinate  in  argument. 

嘴强， 爭一半  strength  of| speech  is  half  the  battle, 一 e.g. 
in  a  lawsuit. 

嘴巧  cunning  of  tongue. 

嘴巴子  the  cheeks. 
嘴 巴 骨  the  jaw-bone.  Follow- 

ed 以子  = “you  blockhead !’’ 
打嘴巴  to  beat  on  the  mouth, — with  a  piece  of  hard  leather, 
as  is  done  to  women  who  give 

false  evidence. 

你 又打了  一人嘴 y。11 have  had  another  slap  on  the 

mouth,  —  another  rebuke  for 

something  said  or  done' wrong. 

不答嘴  not  to  reply  to;  to take  no  notice  of. 

賣 to  make  a  boast  or  a 
display  of  one’s  eloquence, — in persuading  people. 

嘴臉  a  face;  reputation. 

狗 嘴鼻子  the  muzzle  of 

dog. 

撒嘴。 i •鬆嘴  t。 let  go,— as a  dog  biting. 

搬嘴。 r 辯嘴  to  wrangle;  to quarrel;  sec  8605.  [The  first  is 
also  to  carry  tales  to  one  person 
about  another;  see  8592.] 

撇嘴  a  mouth  awry, 一 used  of persons,  tea-pots,  trumpets,  etc. 
with  wry  mouths. 

嘴損  to  slander;  to  malign. 

竟是嘴  all  mouth;  all  talk, 
and  no  deeds. 

仗嘴  to  trust  to  one’s  mouth, words  as  opposed  to  deeds. 

狗 掀門簾 ，仗 着嘴1 ike a  dog  pulling  aside  a  door-screen : all  mouth. 

小 人的嘴 甜心苦 the mean  man  is  sweet  in  the  mouth 

{i.e.  in  his  words)  but  bitter  at 

heart. 

嘴大， 福也大 a  large  mouth 
means  great  happiness. 

練批膊 ，練腿 ，不如 

練嘴  better  than  practising arms  and  legs,  is  practising  the 
mouth. 
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暴 R .泰 

C.  tsdu 
H.  tsui 

F.  chaui 

W.  tse^  tsai 
N.  (sei 

P.  tswei 

M.  tsei、 tsui 

Sz.  I 
 tswei K.  cK'we 

J.  sai,  se 
A.  toui 

Sinking 

Upper. 

or 

11,906 R •支 

See 营 

Even  Upper. 

嘴 饞。1 •好 貪嘴頭 
貪嘴。 ̂ 爲  观”嘴  greedy 
gluttonous. 

接嘴。 r  幫嘴  t。 join  in  and 
support  another  in  argument. 

嘴臊  (saox)  foul-mouthed, 一 as 
an  abusive  person. 

鈎嘴兒  to  he  ok  by  the  mouth, 
—as  fishes.  Used  of  one  who 

indulges  in  abusive  language. 

嘴頭兒  a  snout;  a  nozzle ; 
ready  tongue. 

嘴裏倒 不出來 can’t 
pour  it  out  of  the  spout, — as 

something  ̂ which  is  too  thick  or 
in  big  pieces, 

嘴子 a  mouth-piece. 

烟 袋嘴兒  the  mouthpiece  of 
a  pipe. 

太陽 露嘴兒  the  sun  is  just 
appearing, — at  dawn. 

嘴怿  (chlangK)  unreasonable； 
contradictory. 

A  species  of  tortoise, 

known  as 嘴龜。 r 嘴螺， 
found  near  the  mouth  of 

the  Yellow  River. 

See  12,168. 

To  assemble.  Very;  ex¬ 

tremely  ； most  important ; 
best. 

投最  to  collect；  to  assemble. 
See  11,909. 

最投  very  suitable. 
最 姜餐  very  beautiful ;  very  nice. 

最  very  di 伍 cult. 

最 好不過  the  best  to  be  had. 
最初  at  the  very  beginning. 

最要緊  very  important. 

最 關緊要  of  the  greatest! 
importance. 

最 西之處  in  the  extreme  J 
west. 

最先  the  very  first;  in  the  front 
rank. 

i； 
最狻子  P  the  last  barrier 
the  barrier  nearest  to  a  Treaty 

port. 最 優之禮  the  most  court¬ 
eous  treatment. 

11,909 

R •泰霧 

C.  tsou^ 

F.  chSauk^ 

W.  ts^ai^ 

N.w 

P.  tsui、 ts^ui 
M.  tsui 

Y.  ts^weh K.  che、 ch^、 
ck'we 

:. sai,  ze 

A.  twaii,  toui Sinking 

Irregular. 

最 不中用  very  useless. 
報最  to  recommend  for  advance ment  on  the  score  of  great 

administrative  ability. 

以 此爲最  to  regard  this  as the  best. 

林 西伸所 註爲最 Lin Hsi-chung’s  commentary  is  the best. 

於將率 之中， 功爲最 
among  all  the  generals,  his  merit 

was  the  greatest, 一 said  of  周 

勃  Chou  P4o,  2nd  century  b.c. 

佛說 無爲最  there  is  noth¬ ing  in  Buddha’s  teaching  on which  more  stress  is  laid. 

To  assemble.  Petty ； 

contemptible.  Used  with 

茲； ⑽ 32i5. 

蕞芮  to  collect ;  to  assemble See  11,908. 

蕞 爾之國  a  small  and  un¬ important  country. 

羅 

R •賄 

C.  tsou^ 

H. 

F. chaui  ̂  

W.  zaP - 
N •议 
P. 

M. Sz. 

tsui\ 

tswei 
5 Y.  tswei) 

K.  chwe 

「•  zai  、 

A.  toui^ Rising  Lower 

Irregular. 

A  crime  ；  an  offence ;  a 

wrong；  a  sin.  Punishment； 
retribution.  See  3727, 4432, 

5754,  12,557. 

罪過 罪旲。 r 罪責。 r 

罪  Wi  crime;  sin;  wrong. 

罪 孽  see  8282. 犯罪  to  commit  a  crime;  to 
incur  punishment. 

罪犯。 r 罪人 a  criminal. [The  latter  is  also  to  blame 

people.] 

禹 湯罪己 ，桀 射罪人 
(the  Great)  Yii  and  T*ang  (the 
Completer)  blamed  themselves, 
Chieh  (Kuei)  and  Chou  (Hsin) 

blamed  others, 一 for  whatever went  wrong. 

11,910 犯  了小罪  he  lias  committee 
0-  trifling  offence. 

犯  了死罪  he  has  committee 
a  capital  crime. 

間 成死罪 condemned  tc 
death. 

罪  to  indict;  to  condemn ;  to convict. 

定罪  to  fix  on  the  punishment; to  sentence. 

罪 衣  PriS011  clothes, 一 these  are 
red. 

罪名  crime;  guilt;  legal  pun¬ ishment. 

罪 名不小  his  crime  (or  guilt) 
is  not  slight. 

打死也 _ 罪名 even  lf 
he  killed  him,  he  would  have 

no  punishment. 

該問 你約東 不嚴的 

罪名  you  ought  to  be  punish¬ 
ed  for  not  keeping  them  in  pro¬ 

per  order. 

罪 名難逃  it  will  be  hard  to escape  punishment. 

罪不重 科 a  crime may  not  be  punished  twice. 

罪 不加衆  y。11  cannot  punish 
a  crowd. 

罪 上 加 罪  punishment  added 
to  punishment, — as  when  a  cri¬ 
minal  gets  extra  punishment  for 
trying  to  escape. 

罪  惟  in  cases  of  doubt, 
let  the  punishment  be  light. 

我今也 不罪你 1  will  not 
scold  you  to-day. 

罪民  I,  the  guilty  person. 衆 軍殺人 ，罪 歸主將 when  soldiers  kill  people,  the 

general  is  responsible, 一 used  in 
the  sense  qui  facit  per  alium 

facit  per  se. 

罪 命萬死  he  deserves 

myriad  deaths. 

罪 所應得  the  punishment 
was  what  he  deserved. 

罪跟人  punishment  overtakes 
the  guilty. 

吾 今恐玉 帝見罪 
I  now  fear  that  God  will  be  angry 
with  me  (or  punish  me). 

天 討有罪  God  searches  out 

the  guilty. 
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無罪以 爲富貴  to  regard 
innocence  as  riches  and  honour. 

罪惡  wickedness ;  sin. 

_ 惡 •胃盈 the 腑咖比 of  his 
iniquity  is  full. 

吾 知罪矣  it  is  my  fault;  I 
acknowledge  my  transgression. 

背員荆 條請罪 to  bring 
a  rod  on  one’s  back  and  ask  for 

punishment, — as  廉  Lien 

P‘o  did  to 簡相如  Lin 

Hsiang-ju,  in  acknowledgement 

of  the  latter’s  nobility  of  charac¬ ter. 

明 日當率 來請罪 t。- 
morrow  we  will  bring  him  to 
apologise  to  you. 

尙祈代 爲告罪 I  would 
therefore  ask  you  to  apologise 
for  me* 

罪可 謝而怨 未必盡 

釋  an  apology  does  not  neces¬ 
sarily  remove  all  ill  feeling. 

赦 你無罪 i  forgive  you ! 

不罪他 1  will  not  blame  (or 
punish)  him. 

我恕 個罪說 Pardon  my 
saying  so. 

得罪  to  offend  :  to  get  into  a 
person’s  bad  books;  “I  beg  your 

pardon.” 
受罪  to  be  punished;  to  be  in 
discomfort,  pain,  difficulty,  or 

distress  of  any  kind. 

只 見活人 受罪。 ne  _ 
sees  living  people  punished, - 
no  one  can  say  what  happens 
to  the  dead. 

车 子犯法 ，與 民同罪 
if  the  sovereign  breaks  the  law, 

he  must  suffer  like  anybody  else. 

死 罪可免 ，活 罪難逃 
he  may  escape  the  death  penalty, 

but  not  the  life  penalty, — i.e.  he 
will  be  punished  in  some  other 
way. 

庶 無罪悔 ，以 迄于今 
probably  no  one  has  given  oc¬ 
casion  for  blame  or  regret  (in 

regard  to  this  sacrifice)  down 
to  the  present  day. 

花主 要取一 朶來贈 
他 ，他連 稱罪過 ，决 

然不要  when  the  owner  of 
the  flowers  wanted  to  give  him 

w 
II，9IO 

11,911 

R. 賄 

See 罪 

Rising  Lower. 

11,912 

R •寘 

W.  zair 
See  恃^ 

Sinking 

Lower. 

w 11,913 

R •寘 

C.  tsou 
H.  tsui 

F.  choui 
W,  tsai^  tsu 

N.  tsei 

P.  \ 

M. Y. 

Sz. ] 

K.  chLwi 

J.  sui 

tswci 

Sinking 

Upper. 

one,  he  kept  on  saying  it  would 

be  a  pity,  and  would  on  no  ac¬ count  take  it.  See  6258. 

A 有彌天 的罪過 ，當 

不得悔 改二字 a  man may  have  the  sky  full  of  his 
guilt,  but  it  is  all  nothing  as 
against  the  two  words  repentance 
and  reformation. 

造  tsao1  罪  you  are  laying  up 
punishment  for  yourself ! 

消罪  to  absolve. 

Mountainous  ；  rugged. 

A  clear  bright  eye. 

晬然見  hsien、  於面  a  mild harmony  appearing  in  the  coun 
tenance, — is  one  of  the  outward 
signs  of  a  truly  virtuous  heart. 

Drunk  ；  intoxicated.  See 
2260,  2802,  6419,  8197, 

1 1,608. 

喝醉。 I •喫 醉。! •飲醉 t。 
get  drank. 

喫酒 喫醉了  he  has  taken too  much  wine. 

酒 醉，; (1、 明白  drunk,  but clear  in 'intellect. 

恕 我酒醉  excuse  me,  I  was drunk  at  the  time. 

酒  drunk;  full  of  liquor. 

醉以酒  to  fill  with  wine;  to make  drunk. 

醉死  dead  drunk. 

术嘗覺 醉 he  never  felt tipsy, — in  spite  of  drinking  heav- 

ily. 

醉餘  “hot  coppers”  from  drunk¬ enness. 

醉醒  sobered. 醉倒  to  fall  down  from  drunken¬ 
ness. 

乘 醉陵人  seized  the  oppor¬ tunity  of  being  drunk  to  insult 

people. 

w 醉鬼。 r 醉漢  a  drunkard;  a sot. 

善醉 而易醒 it:  s。。11  makes 
you  drunk,  but  you  easily  get 

sober,— of  grape-wine. 

酒可千 日不飲 ，不可 

~ • 飲 不醉  you  can  go  with¬ out  wine  for  i，ooo  days,  but 

when  you  do  drink  you  ought 

to  get  drunk, — a  parody  on 

可千日  etc.;  see  9279. 

不能當 醉一盃 if  yQU can’t,  you  must  drink  a  cup  of 
wine, 一 as  a  forfeit. 

醉眼  the  look  of  the  eyes  of  a man  who  is  drunk. 

不知醉  not  to  be  aware  of| having  been  drunk.  Also,  not 
to  be  affected  by  liquof. 

無酒 三分醉  no  win •兑  and 
yet  three-tenths  drunk,  —  used 

of  foolish  people  who  talk  non¬ 
sense,  etc. 

醉後 妙無敵 when  ftrunk 
he  was  without  a  rival,  —  in 

painting.  令 

醉後 乾坤大 t。 a  man  wh。 
is  drunk  everything  seems  on  a 

big  scale. 

裝醉。 1 •誅醉  to  pretend  to be  drunk. 

若要斷 酒法， 醒眼看 

醉人  if  you  want  to  leave  off drink,  look,  when  sober,  at  a 
drunken  man. 

一醉 解千愁  once  drunk and  all  sorrow  is  gone. 

一醉或 連日不 醒1^ 
sometimes  was  drunk  for  several 

days  on  end. 

--醉 老劉伶 “La。 Tzttn Liu  Ling  was  always  drunk. 

醉者之 墜車， 雖疾不 

死  when  a  drunken  ftian  falls out  of  a  cart,  though  hurt,  he 
is  not  killed. 

神 具醉止  the  spirits  have 
drunk  their  fill. 

中心 如醉 I  am  as  it  were 
intoxicated, — with  grief. 

心 醉六經  mentally  intoxi¬ 
cated  with  the  Six  Canons, — i.e, 

with  the  Five  Canons  and  Four 

Books,  the  latter  counting  as 
one. 

xB5 
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策1
 ii,9i4 R •支 

See 貲 

A.s'iu Even  Upper. 

檇 
n，9i5 R •支 

See 营 

Even  Upper. 

【r,9i6 

蓋心醉 乎莊文 for  I  was 
drunk  with  the  beauty  of  Chuang 

Tzti’s  style. 

醉梅  to  be  drunk  with  gazing 
at  a  plum-tree  in  blosson. 

醉意  a  drunken  fancy. 
醉魄 t。  intoxicate  the  senses, 

as  music.  \  
’ 

天如醉  the  sky  is  as  though 
drunk, 一 of  a  wild  sunset. 

醉 生夢死  with  only  as  much 
sense  as  a  drunken  or  dreaming 
man. 

中  in  a  drunken  sleep. 

醉  ̂   having  eaten  and  drunk to  satiety. 

醉翁  a  sobriquet  given  to 

陽修 Ou-yang  Hsiu,  from  his 
fondness  for  wine. 

醉 人爲瑞  a  drunken  man 
regarded  as  an  auspicious  sight, 

— in  the  year  of  famine  during 

the  reign  of  德宗  Te  Tsung 

of  the  T‘ang  dynasty. 

醉心花  Datura  stramonium、!^ 

醉草。 r 醉馬草  a  grass 
poisonous  to  cattle  (Stipa  eniv- 
rans}  Hance). 

醉魚草  Buddleia  sp. 

The,  mouth  ；  used  with 

1 1,905.  Stone  needles  used 

in  acupuncture. 

A  wooden  pestle  or 
rammer. 

檇李  the  old  name  of  嘉興 
縣 版  District  of  Chia-hsing 
in  Chehkiang/ 

Same  as  1 1,910.  [From 

自  nose  and  ̂   pain,  re¬ 
ferring  originally  to  the 
punishment  of  cutting  off 
the  nose.  Because  it  resem¬ 

bled  皇， it  was  changed 
under  the  First  Emperor 
to 罪 •] 

崔
1
 

ii，9i7 

R-灰 

See 催 

A.  Ltoui 
Even  Upper. 

w 
11,918 

R. 灰 

H.  "4/ 、 M 
F.  chLwi 

W.  ts^ai N.  ts^i 

P.  ts^wei 

M.  tsLei 

Sz.  I M
 

K.  ch、we 
J.  jt,  ze^  sat 

A.  tLoui 
Even  Upper. 

or 

TS^TTI. 

High  mountains  ；  preci¬ 

pitous. 

崔嵬  a  rock-covered  height. 

To  urge  ；  to  press  ；  to 

importune.  [To  be  distin¬ 
guished  from  信 2226.] 

催 逼。 r 催迫 &催倔 

催  > (賛  to  press,  as  for  payment; 
to  \irge;  to  impel. 

你 去催他 g。  and  hurry  him up. 

催生  midwifery. 
催 生娘娘  the  goddess  who gives  easy  parturition. 

催  if9  to  send  and  urge  an invited  guest  to  come,— as  is 
usually  done,  conventionally,  on 

the  day  of  the  fqast. 

乏你 走催  I  have  no  messen¬ ger  to  go  and  urge  you, — to 
come  to  my  feast,  so  please 

come  without  further  ceremony. 

A  conventional  phrase  used  in 
letters  of  invitation. 

催歸  a  name  for  the  goat-sucker 
or  nightjar, 一 from  its  cry  which 
is  said  to  be  a  call  to  its  mate 

to  come  home.  •  See  12,317/ 

更 漏已催  the  water-clock was  already  urging, 一 the  night 
was  already  far  advanced. 

催馬  to  urge  forward  one’s 
horse. 

傅開了  .馬  he  urged  his  horse 
into  a  gallop. 

催租  to  press  for  rent. 

催科  to  press  for  taxes. 

催頭  the  tax-collector. 

催討 催 繳。 r 催追 t。 dun;  to  press  for  payment. 

催辦  to  urge  that  action  be taken. 

催報  to  bid  a  subordinate  hurry 
up  with  his  report. 

催傳  to  peremptorily  order  the 
appearance,  of. 

催
:
 

11,918 

m 

11,919 

r. 灰 

See 催 

Even  Upper. "11,920 

See 催 

A.  Uotii Even  Upper. 

漼1
 

11,921 

•灰贿 

See 催 

A.  Ltoui Even  Upper. 

M 

11,922 

r •灰賄 

See 催 

Even  Upper. 

催令  to  insist  on 
催提  to  press  for  the  appearance of, — at  a  court. 

0 月催人 老 the  days  and 
months  hurry  us  to  old  age. 

The  appearance  of  frost and  snow.  See  5469. 

To  break ;  to  destroy；  to 

thrust  at  ；  to  censure  ；  to 

be  extinguished.  To  feed 

with  forage.  [To  be  distin¬ 
guished  from  摧 3262.] 

摧； to  break；  to  snap  off. 
木 秀於林 ，風 必權之 
storms  destroy  the  finest  trees. 

初辟爲 風所摧 as  soon 

as  it  was  built  it  was  destroyed 

by  the  wind. 

櫂 剛爲柔 t。  force  the  hard 
to  become  soft, 一 the  obstinate to  become  yielding. 

+崔  to  rePress;  to  restrain. 

摧倒 {ia°z)  t0  push  over. to  destroy;  to  throw  down, 

摧： ̂   to  throw  down  and  uproot. 

室人交 徧摧我 themem_ 
bers  of  my  family  all  emulously 
thrust  at  me. 

先祖 于摧  my  ancestors 
would  be  extinguished, — i.e.  the 
sacrifices  to  them  would  cease 

空悲 蕙草摧 vaii?1y lament- 
ing  the  fading  of  her  orchid (beauty). 

To  be  or  look  deep. 

有 漼者淵  deeP  is  the  Pool. 

The  lustre  of  gems. 

f 菜  to  glitter；  to  shine;  applied 
also  to  plants  which  flower  in clusters. 

戈 甲摧錯  spears  and  briff- 
coats  in  glittering  confusion. 
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權 
11,923 

悴： 
ii，924 

R 隊月 
See 翠 卒 

K.  ch^wae、 (^wi 
Sinking  and 
Entering 

Upper. 

H,925 

R •隊質 
Q.sou\tsutQ 

F.  choui1、 
chuk? 

W.  zai^  - 
P.  "V 
M. 

K.  ch、w(u、chul 
J.  sai， shots% 
A.  twai 

Sinking  and 
Entering 
Lower.. 

w 
11,926 

R. 寘 
C.  soii 

H.  t^ui 

F.  choui 

W.zai^ 
N.  zei 

I  ts^wei 

l.) 

K.  cK'wi^  v. 
ch^we 

J.  sui、 dzui 
A.  (ui 

Sinking 
Lower, 

w 
11,927 

R •寘隊 
w.  "w 

w 悴 

Sinking 
Lower. 

Same  as  11,917 

An  assistant  ；  a  deputy  ； 

added  after  tne  姓  names 

of  a  sub-Prefect  and  of  an 

assistant  sub-Prefect.  Used 

for  11,833. 

郡伸  a  name  for  同脅 l  . a  sub- 
Prefect  and  通判  an  assistant 

sub-Prefect. 

伸車  a  second  carriage, — to  be 
used  as  a  change. 

To  scare.  To  sip ;  to 

spit. 

P 丰唾沬 to  ̂ ect  saliva. 

Read  ts‘u 气  Noise；  hub1 
bub. 

Pf  P 车  the  clamour  of  a  mob
. 

11,927 

11,928 

R •寘隊 
See 梓 

K.  swi,  ch^wae A.  twai Sinking 

Lower. 

摔 ii，929 

R •寘 

See Sinking 

Lower. 

Sad  ；  downcast. 

哀悴  grieved ;  sorrowful. 

檇 悴容顔  a  melancholy countenance. 

困悴  in  straits;  distressed. 

暫榮暫  the  ups  ard  downs of  life. 

白髪 雖未生 ，顔已 

先悴  although  not  yet  gray- 
heacled,  his  face  was  already 

aged. 

Something  to  extinguish 

fire.  To  heat  and  then 

plunge  into  water,  as  iron  ； 

to  temper.  Cold.  To  flow. 

To  dye.  To  dive. * 

交卒箱 ̂   to  plunge  into  sulphur, 一 
as  the  wooden  slips  in  use  before 
the  invention  of  lucifer  matches. 

如 火沣水  like  fire  plunged 
into  water. 

*4： 

ii,93° 
R •寘月 

See 

SinkiDg  and Entering 

Upper. 

萃‘
 

R •寘 

See 

K.  ch^wi^y. 
ch'wae 

Sin  噢  g 

L^wer. 

以 龜 、淹之  hardened  it  with chemicals. 

沣 將下去  began  to  dive down. 

To  burn.  Used  with 

11,927. 

有子臥 而姅掌 &  ™ had  an  arrangement  by  which 
his  hand  was  burnt  every  time 

he  nodded  with  drowsiness, 一 
when  studying  at  night. 

淸 水 悴其鋒 to  heat  the point  (as  of  a  spear)  and  plunge 

it  into  water, — to  harden  it. 

火辛兒  slips  of  wood  dipped  in sulphur  and  used  as  matches. 

To  be  distressed,  as  by 

cares;  to  suffer；  to  be  worn 
out.  See  1 1,926. 

僕 夫况瘁  the  carriage- officers  (with  an  army)  appeared 
full  of  care. 

日 痒  to  be  distressed  daily. 

生 我勞瘁  with  what  toil and  suffering  (my  mother)  gave 
me  birth ! 

盡 瘁以仕  worn  out  in  the government  service. 

珍瘁  to  be  torn  with  distress. 

To  collect  \  to  bring  to¬ 

gether.  Also  read  tsu1*. 

擇粹  to  collect  from  various sources  or  people. 

會 梓舊說  to  make  a  collect¬ 
ion  of  old  saying?. 

百 貨出處 ，不 如粹處 
that  goods  should  be  exported 
is  not  ecjual  to  gathering  in  goods. 

Thick;  close,  as  a  jungle. 

To  collect  ；  to  assemble. 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

莘 4565.] 

乎 森  thick-set;  dense. 

苹 ，策  collected  together. 

苹淵藪 t。  collect  (about  a  per¬ son  as  fishes  in  the)  deep  (and 

beasts  in  the)  prairie. 

萃‘
 

m: 
u，932 

R •寘 

See 伴 

SinkiDg 

Lower. 

贫 

n>933 

R. 寘 

C.  /s^u 

H.  ts'-ui F.  cK'oui 

W.  ts'-ai 
N.  ts'-ei 

{  ts^wei 

si  ) 

K.  chLwi 

J.  sui 

A.  tui、 ^ui 

Sinking 

Upper. 

有 鶴苹止 there  are  owls 
gathering  together,  —  on  the tombs. 

羣苹 而州處  to  come  to¬ 
gether  and  dwell  in  one  place. 

王 命所在 ，理 所苹也 
wherever  the  Imperial  com¬ 
mands  reach,  there  does  right 

(as  opposed  to  might)  flourish. 

— •  ̂  brought  together in  one  hall. 

苹 錦  collected  embroidery, — used  of  flower-gardens,  collec¬ 
tions  of  elegant  extracts,  etc. 

出 類拔苹  to  stand  out  from 
one’s  fellows  and  rise  above  the 
common  level. 

莽蔡  the  sound  of  clothes  rust- 

ling. 

Worn  out；  wearied.  Used 
with  1 1,926,  1 1,929. 

A  bird  with  blue-green 

feathers  ；  the  hen  kingfisher 

{see  —  3470) ;  the  humming¬ bird.  See  5116. 

翡翠 w 翠碧鳥 the  ki?g- 
fisher  [Halcyon  smyrnensis). 

翠雀兒  a  species  of  kingfisher [Alcedo  bengalensis)]  the  lark¬ 

spur  (Delphinium  anthriscifo- 
lium、 Hce.). 

爭 毛  kingfishers’  feathers. 

翠 花  flowers  worked  with  king¬ fishers'  ; feathers. 

^  ornamented  with  king¬ fishers7  feathers. 

翠 藍。 r  翠 色  kingfisher  blue  ; turquoise  blue 

翠籃茶  Spircea  Blumei,  G. Don.,  and  other  species,  used 
•  as  tea. 

翠玉  a  variety  of  jade.  See 

347°- 

珠 圍翠鐃  girt  with  pearls and  wrapped  in  kingfishers’ feathers, 一 richly  dressed. 

翠館  a  brothel. 翠蓋  a  name  for  the  lotus-leaf. 
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11,933 

m 
11,934 R •寘 

See 罕 

SinkingUpper. 

m 
h，935 

R -賄支 See 衰 

Even  Upper. 

11,936 R. 灰 

P.  J  t^wei^ M.  >  syuei, 

Sz.  )  shwai See 衰 

Even  Upper. 

隨 
n,937 

桧翠  to  cull  flowers. 

翠 微 I  half  way  up  a  hill-side ; 
also,  the  blue-green  neutral  tints 
on  hills.  Macao. 

悽臺 宛然見 于翠微 

之中  the  towers  and  belvi- deres  are  seen  wrapped  in  the 

blue-green  tints  of  the  hills. 

空 琴 i  fresh  or  moist  mountain 
air;  the  void  of  ether;  heaven. 

空 翠爽肌  the  mountain  air 
gave  vigour  to  his  limbs. 

空翠 濕人衣  the  moisture 
of  the  mountain  air  wets  one’s 
d  .  ‘hes. 

翠惺  a  blue  cart-cover. 

翠鳳 a  blue  phcenix  (hairpin). 

翠竹  emerald  bamboo. 

翠營  a  land  of  reed,  used  for 
making  mats. 

The  tail  of  a  bird. 

The  small  rafters,  called 

榱題，  which  project  from 
the  eaves  and  support  the 
tiles. 

華榱  ornamental  rafters,  as 
above. 

A  piece  of  sackcloth,  six 

inches  by  four,  worn  on  the 

breast  as  mourning  ；  the 

frayed  edges  of  deep  mourn¬ 

ing  clothes.  See  10,104. 

晏嬰 粗辕斬 Yen  Yinghad 
unhernmed  mourning  clothes  of 
coarse  sackcloth. 

斬辕  deeP  mourning. 

See  10,396. 

11,938 

R •霧 

C.  tsldu H.  tsHoi 

F.  ch^wotii 

W.  ts、ai 

N.  ts'-ei 

P •厂 

M.  I 

Y. 

Sz. ] 

K.  chLwi 
J.  sei、se A.  niie,  tui Sinking 

Upper. 

t s'' wet 

m 

1 1,939 

ii，94。 

R •真霽 

C.  ts^dii 
F.  choui^  ch^oui 

W.  ts^ai 

N.  ts、ei 
P.  ts^wei、 

chhvei 

M.  t+wei、 chH 

K.  ch^wi 

J.  sei、 se^  sui  ■ A.  nue Sinking 

Upper. 

11,941 

R •靈霰 
See 義 

SinkingUpper. 

11,942 

Crisp  ；  short,  as  cake  or 

pastry;  brittle.  _ 

乾脆  dry  and  crisp. 

油姊 的狠脆 fried  veiT crisp  in  oil. 

柔脆。 r 轉脆  “short,”  with 
out  being  crisp ;  mellow  and  soft. 

碱 脆花生 salt  and  crisp ground-nuts, —  boiled  in  brine 
and  then  baked. 

^  ready;  smart；  used  of  some 
thing  one  can  bite  off  clean  with¬ out  leaving  strings. 

作 事爽脆  to  do  business 
smartly. 

脆快; prompt  ；  decided. 

子碼不  _  a  delicate  
boy, 

unlikely  to  live. 

脆而不  _  light,  and  yet  not 
tart, 一 of  wine. 

Correct  form  of  11,938 

The  down  on  birds  ；  the 

fine  undergrowth  of  hair  on 

animals  ；  downy ;  soft.  Used for  11,938. 

義 衣  robes  of  rank. 義 布  cloth  with  a  nap  on  it; 

plush. 

綿毳 . raw  cotton. 

欠  ̂   asbestos  cloth.  » 

甘  ‘  A  養親  to  feed  one’s parents  on  dainties. 

A  旃之服  garment's  of  fur 
and  velvet, 一 applied  to  foreign 
clothes. 

敵毳  weakness  of  the  enemy. 

To  dig  a  hole. 

Same  as  1 1,938. 

r4z 

n,943 

r •泰 

See 
Sinking 

Lower. [i，944 

n,945 

R 元 

C.  tsun 
H.  tsun 
F.  choung 

W.  tso 

N.  tseng 

P.  tsun 
M.  tsen 
Y.  tswettg 

Sz.  tsun 

K.  chon、 chun 

J.  son 

A.  toun 
Even  Upper. 

A  bamboo  scrubbing- 
brush. 

蕾  a  bamboo  brush  for  clean¬ ing  saucepans,  etc. 

See  10,428. 

TSXJ3NT. 

Honourable,  as  opposed 

to 車 8759  (《.&.)  or  賤 

1589  ；  venerable  ；  to  honour. 
Applied  conventionally  to 
the  relatives  and  belonging; 

of  others.  Numerative  of 

cannons,  idols,  etc.  A  bottle 

{see  1 1,948)  ；  a  wine  vessel 
used  in  sacrifices；  a  goblet. 

尊 車  relative  position  or  rar 

禮者自 車 而尊人 pi ptiety  demands  that  we  should 
abase  ourselves  and  exalt  others. 

至尊  the  most  venerable, — ap¬ plied  to  parents  and  to  the 

Emperor.  Also  a  term  in  dice¬ 

playing,  viz.  the  combination  of 
a  J  and  a  J. 

世尊  the  world-honoured  One, 

— Buddha. 

尊 者  the  venerable  one, — a  title given  to  all  Buddhist  patriarchs, 

especially  to  those  who  have 
mastered  the  four  spiritual  truths. Sanskrit:  drya. 

天 上天下 ，惟 我獨尊 
in  heaven  above  or  on  earth 

beneath,  I  only  am  to  be  revered, 

— said  by  Buddha,  and  equi¬ 
valent  to  the  i  st  commandment. 

尊 長 (chang^)  an  elder；  a  title 
of  respect. 

府蓐  a  Prefect. 
天下有 達尊三 therea 
three  things  universally  acknow¬ 

ledged  to  be  honourable, — viz' 
nobility,  old  age,  and  virtue. 

尊嚴  dignity. 養尊  to  stand  upon  one’s  dig¬ nity;  to  think  a  lot  of  oneself. 
See  13,382. 

尊榮  of  high  standing. 
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TSXJ3NT 

: r 

W 
11，舛6 

R. 阮 
See 撙 

Rising  Upj  fcr. 

尊 賤兩宥  worthy  and  un¬ 
worthy,  both  excuse, — i,et  excuse 
mention  either  of,  my  name  or 

of  yours ;  a  phrase  used  at  the 
end  of  a  letter,  when  secrecy  is 
desirable. 

尊重。 r 尊敬。 r 尊祟 t。 
esteem;  to  revere. 

尊仲  to  look  up  to  with  respect.  | 

自 尊自貴  to  think  a  great 
deal  of  oneself. 

屈尊你  excuse  the  poor  ac¬ 
commodation  ! 一 said  by  a  host 
to  a  guest  to  whom  he  has  given 

a  night’s  lodging. 

令尊。 r 尊大人 your 
father. 

尊駕。 r 尊兄  you,  sir;  your-! self. 

尊夫人  your  wife. 

尊壽。 r 尊酋  your  age. 

尊恙  your  complaint. 

尊意  your  opinion. 

尊教  your  words. 

尊 居  your  abode. 

尊 書  your  letter. 

尊  _  your  account, 

尊行  (Jiang1、 your  place  in  the 
family ;  your  firm. 

尊 驅  your  person;  your  help. 

尊姓  your  surname. 

尊名  your  personal  name. 

尊篆  your  “style”. 
一尊袍  a  cannon、 

— ■尊菩 隆  a  god;  an  idol. 

不徨 憂空尊  never  again 
will  you  grieve  (from  poverty) 

over  an  empty  bottle. 

共有尊 41 好 (^)  we  are both  fond  of  the  bottle. 

莫 使金尊 盜對月 
let  the  golden  goblet  and  moon- 
light、be  with  us  in  vain. 

To  assemble.  To  respect. 

傅集  to  come  together. 

俜 敬有德  to  respect  the  vir¬ tuous. 

u,947 

R •阮 

C. 三 

F.  cchoung 

& 蹲蹲 

撙 
Rising  Upper 

and  Lower. 

樽 
ii，948 

R. 元 

See 撙 

Even  Upper. 

ii，949 

R •元 

See 搏 

Even  Upper. 

撙
 3 

ii»95o 

R. 阮 

See 尊 

K.  chun 
Rising  Upper. 

樽 
n，95i 

h，952 

R 阮元 
See 撙 

Rising  Upper. 

To  talk  together  ；  con¬ 
versation. 

p 尊 杳背僧  a  multitude  ofl (fair)  words,  and  much  hatred behind  the  back. 

A  goblet;  a  wine-jar;  a 
bottle ;  a  decanter.  See 

1,832.  [To  be  distin¬ guished  from  博  1 1,973.] 
See  1 1,945. 

一樽酒  a  cup  or  bottle  of  wine. 

把 樽對飲  to  get  a  bottle  and drink  together. 

花樽  a  flower-vase. 

Lofty,  as  a  mountain 

peak. 

To  adjust；  to  regulate. 

錢要 搏着花 money should 
be  carefully  spent, — i.e.  not  la¬ 
vishly. 

撙 4、 着勲兒 be  a  iittie more  economical. 

錢老 搏不下 he  ean’t keep 
his  money, —— he  is  a  spendthrift. 

日用 要撙著  let  your  daily expenditure  be  moderate. 

樽節  to  keep  within  bounds; to  economise. 

Same  as  1 1,948. 

Drawers  worn  by  women. 

To  assemble. 

不能 則恭敬 縛絀以 

事人  if  unable,  then  respect¬ fully  declare  your  inability  so 
that  some  one  else  may  take 

your  place. 

罐 

n,953 

n,9S4 

n，955 

R. 眞 

C.  tsun 

W.  ciung 

See 尊 

K.  chun. 

J.  shun 

A.  toun、 twin 
Even  Upper. 

m 
11, 9S6 

R. 願 

H.  ts^un^ 

Cf •蹲存 

SfnkiDg 

Lower. 

Same  as  1 1,948. 

Same  as  1 1,947. 

To  follow;  to  conform 

to  ；  to  obey. 

遵照。 r 遵俅。 r 遵按。 r 
遵從。 r 遵行。 r 遵辦 
to  act  in  accordance  with  or 
accordingly;  to  obey. 

遵 行儒教  t。 follow  the  regu- 
lations  of  Confucianism, — as  op* 
yposed  to  Buddhism,  etc. 

遵命。 1 ■遵令 to  Qbey  a  com¬ 
mand. 

遵法  to  obey  the  laws.  . 

遵旨  to  carry  out  an  Imperial Decree. 

遵守  to  observe;  to  keep. 

遵奉  to  fall  in  with  what  a person  says;  in  accor_ince  with the  orders  of. 

遵 奉之日  days  appointed  to 
be  kept  for  some  special  purpose. 

選 日遵路  to  choose  a  day 
for  starting  on  a  journey. 

王 之路 walk  in  the  way 
of  the  ancient  kings. 

遵 古學堂  schools  for  the 
preservation  of  the  old  classical learning. 

遵斷  to  obey  a  legal  decree. 

遵繳  to  pay  up  (or  hand  over) obediently, — to  a  decision. 

遵札  in  accordance  with  in¬ 
structions. 

obedient;  submissive. 

遵循  to  comply  with. 

誰 敢不遵  who  will  dare  to 

disobey? 

The  butt-end  of  a  spear. 

蹲在 尾而鋪 the  is  at 
the  . tail  end  (of  a  spear)  and  is 
blunt, 

進戈 者前其 蹲 when handing  a  spear  present  the  butt- 
end. 
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僎 
11.957 

俊 
11.958 

峻 
h,959 

竣 
11.960 

餞 
11.961 

駿 
11.962 

E 

>( 隹 
4 11,964 R •震 

See 俊 

Sinking 

Upper. 

寸 4
 11.965 R 願 

C.  ts^un 
H.  Cs^un 
F.  cheating、 

ch^oung 

W.  tsKd 
N.  ts^ing 
P.  ts^un 

M.  ts'-ert 
Y.  ts^weng 
Sz.  tsKen 

K.  ch、un 
J.  sun、 son 
A.  t、oun 

Smking 

Upper. 

See  2715. 

See  3277. 

See  3282. 

See  3284. 

See  3288. 

See  3289* 

See  1648. 

Valiant  •’  eminent.  Used 
with  1648  and  3277. 

英儁 a  hero. 
倘黄  extraordinary;  unrivalled. 

揭: 偶  to  vanquish  an  enemy ; 
to  be  successful  at  the  examin¬ 

ations  ； to  have  a  good  catch 
of  fish. 

TS^xjnvr. 

An  inch,  ten  of  which 

make  the  尺  foot  (1992). 

A  little  ；  small.  Radical  4 1 . 

See  9788. 

尺寸  (colloq.  chHh}  tscunK)  feet 
and  inches ;  dimensions;  mea¬ 
surement. 

厚 半寸强 (or 許)。 ver  half an  inch  thick. 

其徑三 十 少半寸 the diameter  being  rather  less  than 

3V2  inches, 一 of  a  i  ft.  circum¬ ference. 

得 尺則尺 ，得 寸則寸 
get  a  foot  and  it  is  a  foot,  get 
an  inch  and  it  is  an  inch, — every 
little  is.  of  importance :  little  by 
little. 

h，96S 無寸 男尺女 nQt  a  squ1， man  or  woman. 

寸 步難行  it  is  difficult  to 
move  a  step. 

寸 步不離  not  to  move  a  step 
from；  not  to  let  out  of  one’s 
sight. 

寸 陰  an  inch  of  shadow, — on the  sun-dial;  sc.  time.  [Cf.  xP^vov Eur、 Bacchce,  889.] 

tJ^  陰 是  every  inch  of  time is  to  be  contested, —— i.e.  some 

thing  ought  to  be  achieved with  it. 

惜寸陰  be  careful  of  time. 
一丈 光陰， 一寸金 time  is  money. 

寸心 方寸 ot 寸衷 
the  heart.  [The  second  is  also 
a  square  inch.] 

得 失寸心 知  whether  I  am to  succeed  or  to  fail,  my  heart 
knows. 

立方寸  a.  cubic  inch. 
一 寸見方  an  inch  square. 
方寸 之木不 可使高 

于城樓  you  can’t  make  an 
inch  of  wood  higher  than  a  city 

gate, — of  impossibilities. 

一寸 眉 檐萬種  chung1 
愁  an  inch-long  eyebrow  bears 
a  myriad  cares. 

寸口  or 寸 旅  the  place  at the  wrist  where  the  pulse  is  felt, 

一 strictly  one  inch  from  the  end 
of  the  hand.  See  8011. 

若 有寸進 ，必 當重報 
if  I  have  any  success,  I  will 
heavily  recompense  you. 

寸画  a  short  note. 

特 修寸字 i  have  therefore written  you  this  short  note. 

三 寸 *  /J、 金'  three-inch golden  lilies, — very  small  feet. 

寸食虫  a  tapeworm. 

七寸  the  part  of  the  neck  im¬ mediately  below  the  skull  of  a snake.  See  1055. 

寸 功未立  have  performed no  public  services  at  all. 

削 
3 

11,966 

R •阮 

See 寸 

Rising  Upper. 

忖 
3 

11,967 

R •阮 

F.  cK'oung 

See 寸 

Rising  Upper. 

村1
 

11,968 

R •元 

F.  ch^oung 

See 寸 

Even  Upper. 

or 

邨 
11,969 

ii，97。 

R •眞 

See 逵 

Even  Upper. 

To  cut  up  small. 

jll  女 f  to‘cut  u
p. 

分別 節度 t。  divide  accord 
ing  to  the  rhythm, — ue.  to  mark the  csesura. 

To  consider；  to  reflect. 

忖思  Q1 •.忖 想  t。 think  upon to  ponder；  to  reflect. 

自 忖無能 i  consider  that  I 
am  without  ability. 

忖量  to  suppose. 他 人有心 ， 予忖度 ^ 
之  what  other  men  have  in  their 
minds,  I  can  measure  by  re¬ flection. 

A  village；  a  hamlet. 

村子 OT 村庄。 r 鄕村 

村落  a  village. 
村 ▲ •村 戶。 r 村農 villagers. 

村童  village  boys, 
rustic  talk. 

村俗。 r  村野  rustic;  coun¬ 

trified. 

撒村 村辱  to  abuse;  to 
blackguard. 

氣  rustic  manners;  ignorance. 

壤 鬼神村  to  destroy  the 
habitat  of  a  supernatural  being, 
— as  of  a  tree-god. 

Same  as  1 1,968. 

Cracked；  chapped;  riven. To  draw. 

產皮麥 ̂   rough  and  cracked, 一 as 
hands  from  hard  labour. 

了  chapped  from  the  cold 

手鼓瘃  hands  chapped  and 

blistered. 

^  cracked  skin, 一 a  name  for 
the  lichee. 

皴法  the  rules  or  art  of  draw¬ 

ing. 

斧劈敛 drawing  in  zigzags,— as  the  jagged  outline  of  rocks. 
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,1 

11.97°. 

tt 
11,971 

R •眞震 
Sec 逵 

Even  Upper. 

存，
 

ix»972 

R 元 

C.  tsiiin 

H.  sutt、 ts、un 
F.  choung 
W.zo 
N.  dzeng 

P.  ts^un 

M.  ts、in 

Y.  ts^weng 

Sz.  ts^en^  ts、un 
K. chon 

son、 ton 
A.  toun 

Even  Lower. 

drawing  in  curves. 

麻 皮敛  drawing  in  straight  | lines. 

@  少  the  lines  he  m
ade  I 

in  drawing  were  very  few, — ofl 

a  picture  not  much  elaborated. 

A  cunning  har^ 

To  keep  ；  to  preserve  ；| 

to  store ;  to  file;  to  detain 

to  remain  ；  to  be  in  exist- 1 

ence,  as  opposed  to 沒 

8016  and  亡  12,502.  [To| 

be  distinguished  from  在 

1 1,481.] 

存良心 or 存天 莨 topre  I 
serve  a  good  heart, 一 not  to  be[ 

evilly-disposed;  not  to  be  un¬ 
grateful,  etc. 

存厚道  to  keep  to  a  friendly  I 
and  cordial  treatment  of  others,  | 
— not  to  be  mean,  etc. 

存心  to  entertain  feelings  of;| 
state  of  mind. 

是 何存心  what  a  (bad)  heart  | 
he  must  have! 

以 仁存心  to  preserve  chari- 1 
table  feelings  in  the  heart. 

存仁  to  act  mercifully. 

他存一 個女石 she  hasa| 
woman-stone^  一 Le.  she  is  jealous. 
See  12,084. 

存下。 r 存貯  to  put  away ;  I to  keep. 

存案。 r 存查。 r 存照 tQl 
keep  on  record;  to  keep  fori 
reference.  : 

存稿  to  keep  drafts;  archives. 

存關  to  keep  at  the  Custom- 1 
house;  to  file  in  the  Customs’ [ archives. 

存庫  to  keep  in  or  pay  into  the  I treasury. 

存行  (hang1)  to  keep  in  one’s! hong. 

存棧  to  keep  in  a  godown. 

存根  the  counterfoil,  一  of  a  I 
cheque,  etc. 

存,
 

ii，972 

in 

存據  to  keep  as  proof. 

存放  to  deposit  in.... 

存備 存藏  to  keep 
store. 

存活  to  keep  life  together;  to maintain  life. 

存住食  not  to  have  digested one’s  food. 

存不住  unable  to  keep  a  thing; unable  to  stay  or  remain  in. 

收存  to  gather  or  store  care¬ fully  ; placed  on  deposit;  depos 
ited  with. 

票  a  Customs’  drawback. 

存欺。 r 存項  a  balance  in hand. 

存財  to  save  money ;  savings 

不存客  guests  not  provided with  lodging, 一 a  notice  seen  at 

wayside  eating-houses. 

何 處存身  where  can  we  find refuge  ? — or  “put  up,”  as  at  an inn. 

存養 t。  keep  and  bring  up, as  children  at  a  Foundling 

Hospital. 

意 存於中 ，言 發於外 
the  idea  is  in  the  mind,  .and  is 

brought  forth  by  words. 

存一 勲後  _  tQ  have  left behind  one  a  small  quantity  of 

posterity ，-^w.  a  single  male  heir. 

分 毫無存  not  a  scrap  of  any¬ thing  left, — of  a  looted  ship. 

貨 物無存  there  ai4  no  goods left. 

人 無 存 一 •  not  a  man  left. 

無 以自存  to  have  no  means of  support. 

^  ̂   alive  
or  dead. 存 existing  and  not  existing; 

preserved  and  lost;  alive  and 

dead;  see  11,481. 

以示有 存亡也 so  as  t0 show  that  possession  {e.g.  of  the 

throne)  and  loss  (of  it)  are, 
real  facts  in  life. 

尙存  still  alive,  as  parents;  still in  existence,  as  things. 

吾存 尙舍薄 when  alive， 
was  all  for  economy. 

不待 生而存 to  be  in  exist- ence  even  before  birth, 一 of  the 

spirit  which  animated  Han  Wen- 

kung. 

存:
 

ii，972 

增1
 

ii,973 

R •元 

See 寸 

Even  Upper. 

蹲 
n,974 

i,975 

R •阮 

C.  ̂ sLun F.  ̂fhoung 

cf ‘鱒 

Rising  Lower 

告存 or 告 間存否 to  en-| quire  after  the  health  of  aged  I 

o 伍 cials， as  the  Emperor  does! 
monthly  after  they  have  reached  | 

the  age  of  eighty  to  see  if  they  I are  still  alive.  [告 = 間] I 

Joyful  ；  happy.  [To  be| 
distinguished  from  增 
ii,948.] 

宗1
 

ii，976 

i.  ! 
 tsun^

 

R.: 

C. 

H F.  chung 

W 

N. 

s •■卜 叹 

Y. 

Sz. 

K.  cKong 

J •汾， 
A.  toung 

Even  Upper. 

See  12,212. 

A  species  of  bleak  {Leu- 1 

ciscus  squaliobarbus  curn-\ 
cuius).  Used  in  Japan  for| 

the  salmon. 

TJSXT3NTC3-. 

Of  or  belonging  to  an¬ 

cestors  •,  ancestral  ；  clans  or  I 

families  descended  from  a  I 
common  ancestry  ；  family  ;| 

kindred;  kind ；  class ；  sect； 

school,  as  of  doctrine,  art, 

etc.  To  follow  ；  to  turn] 

towards  (see  478)；  to  hon-J 

our;  a  standard  or  criterion.] 

See  3146. 

祖宗  ancestors;  see  11,826. 

宗廟  the  ancestral  temple, 一 ofl the  Imperial  family. 

宗學  the  school  for  the  Im-| 
perial  family. 

宗 祠  an  ancestral  hall,— of  or- 1 dinary  persons. 

^  ̂   the  line 
 of  descent. 

懼 墮宗主  fearing  that  their  | ancestral  line  would  be  broken.  I 

以續蔡 門宗砘 s。 as  tc continue  the  line  of  the  Ts‘ai| 
family. 

宗派  the  branches  of  a  family. 

宗姪  a  cadet  of  the  family. 
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宗1
 

ii，976 same 

宗族。 r 宗家。 r 宗親 
kindred;  ancestry ；  lineage. 

同姓不 同宗。 f  the 
name  but  no>  A  the  same  family 

those  of  the  same  surname 

as  the  sovereign.  Also,  the  eldest 

son  or  lineal  representative. 

宗 室  the  Imperial  Clansmen  or 
descendants  in  the  male  line  from 

the  founder  of  the  present  dy¬ 
nasty.  Otherwise  known  as 

a Yellow  Girdles  see  5124. 

宗人府  the  Imperial  Clan 
Court, — for  regulating  all  affairs 
relating  to  the  Imperial  Kindred. 

宗卿  literary  designation  of  the 
President  (an  Imperial  Prince) 
of  the  above. 

宗  Vice  Director  of  the  above. 

宗伯卿  Director  of  the  Court 
of  Sacrificial  Worship. 

太宗伯  President  of  the  Board 
of  Ceremonies. 

宗師  a  name  for  the 學台 
Literary  Chancellor. 

宗徒  the  Catholic  term  for  an 
apostle. 

這 一 '宗馬  this  kind, 
breed,  of  horse. 

一 宗美事  a  creditable  affair; 
a  noble  act. 

二  Canon  of  Dualism, 
一 the  sacred  books  of  the  Zoro 
astrians  and  Manichaeans. 

三  1 圣  three  kinds  of  strange things. 

大  the  chief  classes  or  des 
criptions  of  goods;  staples.  Also, 
the  elder  branches  of  families. 

大宗師  the  Great  Teacher, — 
sc.  TAO;  the  title  of  6ne 

of  Chuang  Tztt’s  chapters. 

宗樣  a  kind,  or  sort. 

宗宗件 件夕 ery  sort  and kind. 

他另 一 宗秉释 he  has quite  another  disposition,-—/.^, 
one  of  his  own,  different  from 

other  people’s. 

宗旨  standard ;  requirements; 
object;  aim. 

^ 大 臣始終 爭執之 宗旨  the  principle  which  I, 
in  my  official  capacity  have 
always  maintained. 

or 

宗1
 

ii，976 

標 

ii，978 

R •送 

See 綜 

SinkingUpper. 

h,979 

夭 宗  the  heavenly  bodies. 

地 宗  rivers,  seas,  mountains,  etc, 

;|匕  northern  and  southern 
schools, — of  painting. 

禪宗  the  meditative  school  ofl 
Buddhism,  founded  by  Bodhi- 
darma,  in  which  instruction  was 
to  be  oral,  not  from  books.  See 

11,208. 

淨土宗  the  Pu^e  Land  school of  Buddhism,  which  emphasises 
the  doctrine  of  a  Paradise  ；  see 

2176.  Also  known  as  ̂   ̂  

Lotus  School.  
^  ^ 

你 宗那〃 a3  — •家  which  sect do  you  belong  to? 

宗原  source;  origin. 

靡 神不宗  there  is  not  a  god whom  I  have  not  honoured 

莊 子宗老 而黜孔 
Chuang  Tzti  makes  Lao  Tztl 
his  master,  and  rejects  Confucius. 

宗 師造你  to  make  Nature one’s  model, — in  painting. 

亦 可宗也  he  can  make  them his  guides  and  masters* 

一代 之辛臣  a  model  offi¬ cial, 一 of  Hsiao  Ho. 

以 — 然爲宗 t0  adopt  “let ting  things  take  their  course  with¬ 
out  interference”  as  a  criterion. 

宗 口 客巴  Tsongkhaba, 一 the great  15th-century  reformer  of 
Buddhism  in  Tibet,  and  founder 

of  the  yellow,  as  opposed  to  the 
red  school. 

六宗  i3,234- 宗宣 ellipt.  f。! •殷 局宗 
and 周 宣王. 

Same  as  1 1,997. 

A  bitch  having  one  pup 

at  a  litter. 

綜 生 猫 t0  give 心出 to  a  single kitten. 

綜 4
 

11,980 

尺朱 

See^ 

Sinking 

Upper. 

Same  as  1 1,999. 

11.981 

R .東 

See 宗 

Even  Upper. 

賒1
 

11.982 

R •冬 

Same  as 

See 惊 

cf .從 

Even  Lower. 

邮 

11.983 

R •冬 

See 宗 

A.  toung 

Even  Upper. 

To  arrange  or  hold  the  I 
threads  in  weaving ;  tol 

gather  up；  to  take  count  of. 

綜粉緖  to  get  together  the I 
confused  threads  of  a  texture ; [ 

to  arrange  in  order.  ° 

錯 綜其數  to  group  together  I 
in  different  combinations, — as| 
the  lines  of  the  8  Diagrams. 

其錯 _ 有經緯 there  is| 
order  in  its  confusion, 一 there  is| 
method  in  his  madness. 

^  to  total  up;  to  strike  a  I balance. 

綜 核名實  to  bring  together! and  compare  a  man’s  reputation  | 
with  his  actual  behaviour;  tol 

take  note  of  what  is  nominal  and| 

what  is  real. 

傅 綜古今 to  take  a  com- 1 
prehensive  survey  of  all  history.  | 

A  little  pig；  a  litter 

pigs. 

Presents  of  cloth  given  | 

as  tribute  by  border  tribes  | 
under  the  Han  dynasty. 

A  footstep;  a  track；  a| 

trace  ；  a  work,  as  of  a  paint¬ 
er.  See  8979.  [Vulgar  form! of  蹤 •] 

欲 求一踪  was  very  anxious  I to  have  something  by  him, 一 as  I 

a  picture. 

及覺已 無踪矣 by  the| time  it  was  noticed,  there  was| 
no  trace, 一 of  the  things. 

踪跡  footsteps；  traces. 

不 見踪跡 n。  work  (paint- 1 ing)  of  his  extant. 

問 永 踪去跡 t<}  ask  whence  I a  person  has  come  and  whither  | he  may  be  going. 
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11.983 

馬宗 

踪 影。 r 踪緖。 r 踪兆 
a  sign;  a  vestige ;  a  trace ;  a  clue.! 

無 踪無影  not  a  trace  to  be 
seen. 

形 踪詭密 t。  cover  up,  or| 
conceal^  movements  cunningly. 

追踪  to  follow  up  a  clue. 

萍 踪無定  duckweed  steps, 
without  fixed  object, — wander¬ 

ing  aimlessly,  like  duckweed  on water. 

^chong 

■  See  宗 

Even  Upper. 

Same  as  12,005. 

A  horse’s  mane；  seel 

12,005.  The  back  part  ofl 

a  lady’s  hair. 

y 民囊  a  chignon;  an  arrange- 1 men t  of  false  hair. 

頭 鬃尾票  a  ticket  given  ml 
Batavia  for  the  poll-tax  on  Chi- 1 nese. 

馬上有 .鬌  there  is  broken| 
— 鄉一 

Same  as  12.028. 

See  12,028. 

I  Rising  Upper 

m 

11,990 

|r 朱冬 
卜縱 

Sinking  and 

Even  Upper. 

A  kind  of  mushroom. 

To  alarm;  to  rouse. 

mm  to  stir  up;  to  excite. 

聞發火 ，無 不慫然 , 
hearing  an  alarm  of  fire,  every  | 
one  is  excited. 

慫慂  to  urge;  to  egg  on. 

A  disease  of  young  chil¬ 

dren,  caused  by  indigestion. 

w 
11,991 

R .冬朱 

H.  tsiung 
F.  chung、 

chdimg 

lSee  宗 

|J.  shd、shu 

A.  tung 

Even  and Sinking 

Upper. 

To  be  lax ；  to  yield  to; 

to  be  lenient,  as  opposed 

to 杜  12,496;  to  tolerate  J 
to  overlook  ；  to  let  go；  to 
let  fly. 

縱崴禮  by  self-indulgence  tol violate  the  rules  of  propriety. 

無縱 論隨1 et  us  give  no  in_| diligence  to  the  wily  and  obse-| 

quious. 

縱容  to  tolerate;  to  allow. 

縱 子行兕 t。  allow  one’s  son 
to  act  wickedly. 

故縱  to  purposely  allow ;  to  con¬ nive  at  the  escape  of. 

繪 事本天 _ 也 碑11  in〉| painting  is  a  natural  endowment.  | 

威放。 1 •縱釋 tc)  let  g。; to allow  to  escape. 

縱養 t。  keep  no  check  on, — a  I child. 

1 赏  accustomed  to  be  allowed  
I 

to  do  as  one  likes.  ! 

縱性  to  follow  one’s  inclina-| tions. 

縱着 他的意  according  tol his  wishes;  leaving  the  choice  I 
to  him. 

縱着了  creased, 一 as  clothes.  I 

w 
11,991 

聳 

縱延  remiss;  dilatory.  ；： 

II，992 

一 ■擒 — •縱  letting  them  go  as  1 
fast  as  caught. 

縱 ,馬  to  give  a  horse  its  head.l 

m 
11,993 

縱虎入 室 t0  let  a  int。 the  house— to  nourish  a  viper  I 

in  one’s  bosom. 
蹤 

縱步  to  take  long  strides. 

ii,994 

^  to  set  fire 
 to. 

縱酒  to  give  way  to  drink. 

裳1
 

縱米  glutinous  rice. 

i1, 995 

Read  tsungK  Although  ； 

even  if-,  admitting  that. 
Used  with  11,989. . 

縱你滿 身是手 ，也 … 
even  though  you  had  hands  all 

over  your  body,  still  etc.  etc. 

^5^  granting  that  
it  is  so, ••… 

縱  although;  even  if,  etc. 

縱 使你飛 上天去 ，我 

也^  even  though  you  fly  to heaven,  I..... 

縱使爾 爲乞丐 ，我亦 even  if  you  are  a  beggar,  yet 

縱 矛谉情 ，亦 應革換 
though  not  cognisant  of  the  facts,- 
still  they  must  be  removed  from 
office. 

縱 其否也  and  even  if  not 
縱有  although  there  is .... 
縱遇  if  it  should  happen  .... 

縱臾 t。,  encourage ;  to  stimu 

late. 

Read  tsung' •  Perpendi¬ 

cular  ； vertical.  Used  for 

從  tsungx  1 2,028.  See  also 
1.992,  3912. 

縱 生者人  man  alone  is  born 
to  walk  erect. 

有縱弯 橫 there  are  vertical 
and  horizontal.  See  12,028. 

縱 橫侧立  arranged  as  “head 
ers  and  stretchers,” 一 in  building 

縱 橫寰宇 travelled  the length  and  breadth  of  the  em 

pire. 

See  10,461. 

Rm 

s- 宗 

Even  Upper. 

11,996 

R 東江 

卜宗 

Even  Upper. 

Same  as  1 1,981. 

Correct  forln  of  1 1,983 

To  gather  the  feet  under 
the  body,  as  a  bird  flying 

Ornaments  on  a  horse’s 
head.  Name  of  a  small  feu¬ 

dal  State.  [This  phonetic 

is  usually  written  as  in  the 

following  ten  characters.] 

To  sowseed  without  first 

ploughing  the  ground. 
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稷1
 h，997 ^東 

See ，宗 

Even  Upper. 

ii，998 R- 東 
See 宗 
Even  Upper. 

w 
ii，999 

R 送 

C.  ctsung 
F.  choung^  v. chadng 
see 宗 

Sinking 

Upper. 

The  coir  palm  of  central 

China  ( Trachycarpus  excel- 

sa,  Thunb.)  ；  the  coir  palm 

of  Kuangtung  (Caryota 

ochlandra、 Hance).  Coir. 

機撋  the  first  of  the  above. 

機欄木  palm-tree  wood, 
used  for  posts,  etc. 

機繩  coir  rope. 

機毯。 r  機 .肇  co^r  matting. 

糉箱  coir  trunks. 

糉装  coir  rain-clothes. 

楼色  dark  brown. 

糉筍  clusters  of  the  flower-buds 
of  palms, 一 used  for  food. 

Rhapis  flabelliformisy  Ait. 

Also,  a  species  of  bamboo,  'the canes  of  which  are  known  as 

“coir  canes”  or  “ground  rat 

tans.” 

A  sheaf  of  grain  con¬ 

taining  forty  秉  handfuls.  A 

skein  of  eighty  縷  threads. 

A  dry  measure  of  640 角峰 

4948.  To  collect. 

稷束  a  sheaf  of  grain. 

Dumplings  of  millet  or 

glutinous  rice-flour,  filled 
with  meat  or  sweet-stuff. 

端陽傻  dumplings  eaten  at  the 
Dragon  Festival  on  the  5th  of 
the  5th  moon,  which  is  known 

as 解樓節  and  is  connected 
with  some  game  with  leaves. 

余與. 一 ■友解 .稷1  was 
playing  dice  with  a  friend. 

三角糉  a  three-cornered dumpling. 

假才缓  false  dumplings, — certain 
head-ornaments  worn  at  the 
above  festival. 

狗唤糉 like  a  dog  swallowing 
a  dumpling,— -he  doesn’t  get  the 
flavour  of  it;  applied  to  persons 
who  read  fast  without  .  under¬ 
standing. 

狼 
12,000 

R •東送 

See 7TC 
Even  Upper. 

12,001 

12,002 

R 東 

See 宗 

Even  Upper. 

M 
12,003 

^東 

See 宗 

A.  toung^  tung 

Even  Upper. 

m 12,004 

r .東 

See 宗 

A.  tung 

Even  Upper. 

騣1
 

12,005 

R ，東 

See 宗 

A.  tung、 toung 

Even  Upper. 

12,006 

東董 

See 宗 

A.  tung^  toung 

Even  Upper. 

The  uneven  flight  of  a 
bird.  Used  with  1 1,995. 

Same  as  1 1,996. 

To  run  aground.  To 
reach. 

A  twig  ；  a  soft  Switch. 

析 荽答之  (a  loving  mother) breaks  off  a  soft  twig  to  beat 

him,— her  naughty  child;  so  as 
to  vindicate  right  principle  while 
not  hurting  the  child  severely. 

An  ornament  on  a  bridle. 

A  horse’s  mane  ；  see 11,985. 

拉 住馬駿 t0  hold  on  t0  a horse’s  mane. 

打駿。 r  剪 嚴  t。 trim  a  mane. 

編騣  to  plait  a  mane. 

猎騣毛  a  hog’s  bristles. 
騣刷  a  brush  of  bristles. 

外 騣  a  mane  which falls  on  the  animal’s  off  side. 

A  caldron.  A  skein;  see 

1 1,998. 

mm  to  proceed  all  together. 

m 

12,007 

R •東 

See 宗 

Even  Upper. 

終 
I2,Oo8 

w 

12,009 

R •重 

See 總 

Rising  Upper. 

總 

R •董東 

See 宗 

Rising  Upper. 

A  large  sea  fish  with  a 
round  body  and  a  long 
nose. 

See  2894. 

Disappointed. 

生 不逢辰 ，姝 覺愧恫 
to  be  born  at  the  wrong  time 

(i.e.  out  of  harmony  with  one’s 
generation)  is  mortifying  indeed, 

To  bring  together  and  tie 

up；  to  unite；  to  sum  up ；  to 
I  2  «0 1 0  • comprise.  I  o  manage；  to 

control. 

總角 w  2215. 總東  to  tie  together  in  bundles. 

鱗余轡 乎扶桑 I  h-e 
tied  up  my  team  in  (or  to  the branches  of)  Fusang. 

總共。 1 •櫳 總。 r 總總 

兒的 ot  — ■共 總兒 al- together;  one  and  all ;  the  whole 

lot.  - 總計  making  a  total  of;  in  all 

總箅  to  add  together  ；  to  reckon 

up. 

— *  總多少  how  many  are 
there  in  all? 

一總都 是我的 they  are all  mine. 

菊 I [秀^  although ;  nevertheless. 總然不 凍死, 亦必餓 

死 於途中 even  if  nc)t 
frozen  to  death,  we  shall  die  x>f 
hunger  on  the  way. 

你總也 不是 y。11  als。 ae 
in  fault. 

你總也 不當去 ycm ought 
never  to  have  gone. 

總目  a  general  index;  a  table 
of  contents. 

總册  a  general  table;  a  statis¬ 
tical  summary. 

總例  a  general  rule. 

總簿  a  ledger. 



Tjsxjnxro 
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TS'XJINrCSr 

總
 5 

總  t0  coUect  together, — as  in cities. 

12,010 

^)|[  to  generally  superintend. 

百 官總己  the  officers  all  At¬ 
tended  to  their  several  duties. 

穂
 3 

12
,0
11
 

R. 董 

s -總 

Rising  Upper. 

A  sheaf  of  grain.  Used with  1 1,998. 

納 稽  to  pay  the  land-tax. 

摅 

12,012 

Same  as  12,010. 

種 

'  12,013 

See  2886. 

傯 12,014 
Same  as  12,015. 

r 12,015 

R. 董送 
s- 總 

Rising  Upper. 

Wearied ;  worn-ou* ， 

having  no  leisure. 

very  busy;  overwhelmed 
with  business. 

纖 
I2,Ol6 

R. 東 

―葱 

Even  Upper. 

Dark  green. 

TSnxrG". 

M： 

12,017 

K •東 

s 讨葱 

Even  Upper. 

Hurried  ；  excited， 

忽忙  in  a  great  hurry.  ， 

色 泡 ̂   he  seemed  to  be 
in  a  desperate  hurry. 

忽忽  ¥  及  t00  hurried  to  b
e 

able  to  accomplish  or  attend  to. 

m 
12,018 

只東 

& 葱 

Even  Upper. 

Aralia  spinosa^  L. 

總 
12.010 

總數  a  total. 

總會  a  club;  a  society. 

總牘  a  miscellaneous  collection 
of  cases  or  records  of  a  court. 

總口  a  central  Customs’  station. 

總卡  a  principal  barrier;  a  head 
barrier  office. 

總單  a  cargo  certificate. 

總釐單  a  cargo  certificate 
issued  by  the  likin  office  at  one 

of  the  Yang-tsze  ports  of  call, 
for  delivery  at  a  foreign  Custom 
House. 

總抽  to  collect  likin  in  the 
gross. 

總 須你去  it  must  be  you  to 
go, — no  one  else  will  do. 

總是你 的理是  of  course 
you  are  always  in  the  right, 
used  sarcastically. 

總 要小心 火燭  you  must 
be  very  careful  with  the  lights, 
— so  as  not  to  set  fire  to  the 

house,  etc. 

總不玫  he  won’t  make  a 
change  (or  reform), —  do  what 
one  will  in  the  way  of  remon 
strance. 

總不能  unable  to  do  it  any 
how. 

總 期有成  in  the  full  hope  of  | 
accomplishing. 

總 無功效  never  making  any 
progress  or  showing  any  im¬ 
provement. 

總 不行。 r 總歸 不行 ^ 
won't  do  at  all. 

總有  there  are  at  least. 
there  is  certainly . 

總_ 有的  it  should  be  here or  in  existence ;  there  ought  to 
be  some. 

^ [胃  to  sdl  wholesale. 

總兵 o* •總鎭 a 鎭台 
Brigade-General,  Chinese  forces, 
in  command  of  a  division.  Used 

for  a  senior  post-captain  in  a 
foreign  navy.  [The  term  dates 
from  the  Yuan  dynasty.] 

總戎 Htemy  designation  of  the 
above. 

總督  a  term  for  the  Viceroy  or 
Governor-General  of  one  or  more 

provinces,*  adopted  under  the 
Ming  dynasty.  See  1910. 

or 

總:
 

12,010 

法 大總統  the  President  of the  French  Republic. 

總捕  Chief  of  Police, 一 a  title 
added  to  a 海 防同知 

Maritime  sub-Prefect. 

總事  chairman, — of  the  .Muni¬ cipal  Council,  Shanghai. 

總 領事官  a  Consul-General. 

總 稅務司 an  Inspector- General  of  Customs. 

總營造 司  an  Engineer-in- 
chief. 

總差  an  Inspector  of  Police (Hongkong). 

總信差  a  chief  letter-carrier. 
總管  {see  6548)  a 總辦。 r 

to  have  the  general  man¬ 

agement  of;  a  general  manager. 

總頭。 r 管總 的。 r 亞總 
a  head  man；  a  foreman. 

總理  to  have  the  general  man¬ agement  of;  to  superintend. 

總理委 員 a  deputy  in  ge- neral  charge  of  matters. 

總理 各國事 務衙門 
the  yamen  in  general  control  of 

matters  concerning  foreign  nat¬ 

ions, — theTsung-li  Yamen,  foun¬ 
ded  i  Jan.  1861;  reconstituted 
1902  ;  see  9484 户 

總代理  a  general  agent,— in business, 

總署  a  head  or  general  office; 
the  Tsung-li  Yamen. 

總還是  of  course  it  is  only.  •  •  • ; after  all  it  is . 

總巡  a  Tide-surveyor. 

總甲  a  head  or  chief  tithing. 

總筋  the  seat  of  the  senses. 

總帶  in  command. 
e 

總旗  a  principal  banner;  the banner  of  a  commanding  o 伍 cer, 

總之。 r 總言之 Qr 總而 

妄  to  sum  up;  in  one  word ; in  short. 

總結  general  recapitulation ; summary. 

總起 &  general  theme,  thesis, 
or  subject;  a  general  introduc¬ tion. 

名  general  name  for;  a  gener¬ ic  name. 



璁1
 12,019 R. 東 

See 葱 

Even  Upper.. 

B 
12,020 

葱 
12,021 尺東 

H.  i 
 ts'unS F.  ch^ung
 
^  v. 

ch^ong 

W.  \  
• 

N. 

i  "w
 

Sz. ] 

K.  ch^ong 
. sd 

、•  f'ourtg 

Even  Upper.. 

[ 1484  ] TS'XJisrca- 

A  precious  stone  of  a 

greenish  blue  colour. 

Same  as  1 2,036. 

The  spring  or  Welsh 

onion  {Allium  fistulosum、 

L.),  common  in  northern 
and  central  China.  See 

10,793- 

葱頭 onions. 
.葱 心 or  葱白  the  white  or heart  of  an  onion. 

葱心緑  a  light  green. 

葱白兒  a  kind  of  cream colour. 

葱黃  a  light  greenish  yellow. 

葱花  minced  onion. 

葱花兒  the  nutcracker  (Muci- 
fragra  caryocatactes). 

‘葱鬍 ⑼ 鬚)  the  rootlets  of| onions. 

山葱。 r 客葱  Allium.  Vic  to- ialis\  L. 

今葱  the  shallot  [Allium  ascalo- nicum}  L.). 

胡葱  Allium  cej>ay  L. 

洋葱  the  leek  {Allium  P  or  rum、 

L.). 
、 

’ 

庳葱 \  ̂emeroca^s  fulva、\u 

雅葱  Scorzonera  albicaulis、 Bge. 

隹 氣葱葱  benisn  influences 
gather  around. 

葱靈  an  ancient  name  for 
baggage-waggon— 

葱 4^  the  Onion  Range, -the  Be- 
lurtagh  mountains  in  Turkestan. 

12,022 R 東 

N.  ctsung See 葱 

Even  Upper. 

A  black  and  white  horse ; 

a  piebald. 

芄花驄  a  horse  of  several 
colours. 

陌上遊 g  a  norse  galloping 
along  the  high  road. 

後 話雖多 ，玉 騄難繫 
though  I  have  much  to  say,  I  will 

not  detain  your  steed. 

12,022 

櫺 
12,023 

12,024 

R •冬 

See A. tung 

Even  Upper 

and  Lower. 

12*025 R 冬江 

終 
C.  t siting 

F.  ̂chting 
W.  ctsung N.  dzung 
P.  ts、u”g、 ch'wang 

K.  chong、 chang 

J.  sd 

A.  toung 

Even 

Irregular. 

12,026 

R. 冬 

See 

Even  Upper 

and  Lower. 

蠻1
 

12,027 

R. 冬 

宗從 Even  Upper 

and  Lower. 

m 

12,028 

R 冬朱 

C.  t^ung^ 

tsung^ 

tsHung^ 

tsiung 

I 想 馬御史  a  name  given  to 

桓  ̂   Huan  Tien,  a  Censor  of the  After  Han  dynasty. 

不 渖爲驄 馬貴介 Idid not  know  you  were  the  son  of a  Censor. 

Same  as  12,018. 

joy  ；  enjoyment. 

樂 f 宗 t。  take  pleasure  in. 

常戚戚 而無惊 he  is always  sad  and  never  joyful. 

12,028 

n.fsung、 ' 

siung、 

F.  chimg、 choung^ chung ̂ 

^ung 

W ,  juoa、 
(chHung 

N.  dzung 

tsLung^ 

tsung 

csunS Js^ung 

K.  ckong、 

ch^ong 

^djd.dju 
50^  SU 

A.  tung、 f'ung Even  Upper 

and  Lower. 

Sinking 

Lower. 

The  noise  of  flowing 

water. 

山峨峨 ，水 淙淙  rugged rocks  and  rushing  water. 

雨  综  the  pattering  or  plash- ing  of  rain. 

Badges  of  rank  worn 
under  the  Chou  dynasty, 

made  of  jade  and  varying 

in  size  according  to  the 

rank  indicated. 

A  tribute  of  cloth,  for¬ 

merly  paid  by  the  people 

qf  Yunnan  and  Ssuch‘uan. 

To  follow  ；  to  pursue  ； 

to  comply  with  ；  to  agree 

to；  to  obey;  to  carry  out 

From;  by；  through ；  since ； 

whence.  [To  be  distin¬ 
guished  from  徙 4119  and 

徒  12,126.]  See  3941. 

率從  to  follow. 你出 頭， 我從着 ycu  take the  lead  and  I’li  follow. 

從人  to  follow  a  person.  See\ 
below. 

從 一而終  to  die  faithful  to one  husband, — as  a  widow  who will  not  remarry. 

舍是 ，其 焉 ̂ 從 if  1  dis - 
card  this,  what  am  I  to  follow  ? 

從遊  to  follow  a  person  on  his travels, 一 as  a  friend  or  servant. 

從神  to  escort  a  god, — as  atten¬ 
dants. 

玫 惡從善  to  reform. 從良  to  reform, 一 as  a  prostitute 
by  marrying,  a  course  open  to 
any  woman  who  can  find  a  man 
willing  to  marry  her,  in  spite  of 
tli6  fact  that  she  is  the  property 

of  the  brothel-keeper. 

— the  three  states  of  depend¬ 

ence, — of  a  woman ;  in  youth 

on  her  father,  in  middle  life  on 
her  husband,  and  in  old  age  on 
her  son. 

夫婦從  husband  and  wife  in 

harmony. 

從 心 at  will;  at  discretion. 

從 心所欲  to  follow  one’s 

heart’s  desire. 

從 龍入關 snowing  the 
Dragon  entered  the  Passes, 

entered  China  with  the  first  Man- 
chu  Emperor.  Cf.  came  over with  the  Conqueror. 

你從  acpording  with;  to  follow the  suggestions  of;  to  agree  to. 
^  5754- 

闍從 門者聲 
posed  of  mSn}  a,s  radical;  and 
chSz  as  phonetic. 

天從 一 ■’ 大也  is  com posed  of  one  and  great.  Set 

11,208. 

內從 卩自外 而入也 
nci  (within)  is  composed  of 
chiung  (border  waste-land)  and 

ju  to  er  ter. 

皆從竹  all  have  “bamboo,”- 

as  their  Radical, 

庾音 與從白  the  character 庾^  read  yu%}  and  its  radical  is 

白. 

祀 誤從視 for  ssU  read  shih. 從 (or  Wung、） 容  naturally  and 
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12,028 

easily;  unembarrassed;  dignified 
and  complaisant  ；  leisurely. 

說諸侯 之計， 當相從 

也  arguing  that  the  plans  of 
the  various  nobles  should  be 

acquiesced  in. 

月之從 ■ 星  the  course  of  the 
moon  among  the  stars. — brings 
wind  and  rain. 

事  to  discharge  one’s  busi¬ ness. 

不 得冒昧 從事。 ne  must 
not  put  through  business  (or  take 

action)  at  random, — Le.  without 
being  quite  clear  as  to  what  is 
required. 

聖人 不從事 the  true  Sage 
does  nothing, — yet  all  things  are 
accomplished. 

從 物  easy-going. 

從  to  carry  out  one’s  duties ; 
performance  of  duty. 

碰從繁 或就簡 either  to 
lead  a  busy  life  or  a  life  of  leisure. 

任 從你  as  you  please;  at  your 
own  discretion. 

曲  to  comply  against  one’s inclination. 

恒 多遷就 以曲從 he 
took  every  opportunity  of  sacrifi¬ 
cing  his  own  inclination  to  hers. 

@  to  fall  in  with;  to  comply, 

from  a  sense  of  duty. 

胃  @  to  comply  because  one 
wishes  to. 

天不 從人願 God  does  not 
comply  with  man’s  wishes. 

于何 從祿 from  whom  shall 
I  henceforth  get  support? 

何從 而得之 where  did  he 
get  it  from? — of  an  idea. 

無  寻*  there  is  no  way  to 
begin. 

無 從潛藏  there  is  no  place 
for  concealment. 

長  thoroughly;  with  thorough¬ ness. 

從長計 較 — effectual 
method. 

^  ̂  suk  one，s  convenience ; 
conveniently. 

豐^  liberally ;  plenteously. 

從優  liberally;  exceptionally. 

從 優議衾 5(  to  be  awarded  the 
highest  mark  of  approval. 

從 
12,028 從寬  leniently. 嚴  severely;  with  severity. 

實  truthfully;  with  truth. 

從輕減 ■  to  fine  on  a  redu- ced  scale. 

從  治罪 tC)  Punish  severely. 

價亦從 廉  _the  price， to。， is moderate. 

從時  to  make  the  best  of  the circumstances  in  which  one  finds 
oneself. 

從緩  t。 postpone. 
從征  to  serve  under, 一 of  sol¬ diers. 

從舊  formerly. 從死  accompaniments  of  death; 
sacrifices  at  the  death  of  an 

Emperor. 

從而  while  doing  so,  to . ; 
therewith  at  the  same  time. 

拍 ̂  至  from  first  to  last. 
中  amongst  them;  from  a 

mid-point  (between  two  oppo¬ 
nents)；  hence,  as  a  mediator. 

命  to  obey  a  command. 
a  holder  of  purchased  rank. 

to  follow  the  staff  and 

shoes  of  a  man;  to  accompany. 

從兵 or 從 軍 to  take  up 
arms;  ium  soldier. 

俗  conform  to  custom. 

從 宜 從俗 to  do  at  Rome  as the  Romans  do.  See  6949. 

@  #  to  do  as  others  do. 

從 衆爲定  the  majority  de- cides. 

小  from  childhood. 

從今 而後 henceforth. 

來  hitherto. 
王 問所從 來 the  king  asked what  had  happened, — during  his sleep. 

從前  formerly.  ^ 
拍^根 or  from  the  first. 
[Followed  by  a  negative=never.] 

泣那； 2a3 兒  whence? 
it 匕  frorn  this, -of  time  or  place. 

@  @  he  has  not  passed by  this  way. 

從 由  from;  proceeding  from. 

從 
12,028 

從新 anew. 從 旁觀之  looking  on  from 
the  side, — as  a  bystander. 

從 旁助審  t。 sit  as  assessor. Read  tsung~ •  To  follow ; 
a  follower  ；  an  accessory  ； 

secondary,  as  opposed  to 

正 687; 挪品， 9273 -  A 
clan  ；  a  family.  Used  for 
12,010. 

從者。 r 從人。 r 隨從 
followers ;  attendants. 

從我 者_  my  followers. 

從不 過數人 with 。吻 a 
few  followers. 

台^^  your  Excellency  and  suite. 

^  no  distinction made  between  principals  and 
accessories. 

相^和 ̂   an  accessory  criminal,  as 
opposed  to  JE  the  principal. 

三^  品  the  2nd  class  of  the 3rd  grade, — of  officials. 

箱^子 *  a  nephew. 
從 兄弟。 r 從堂 兄弟 

paternal  first  cousins  of  the  same 

surname.  [Preceded  by  and 

— the  above  phrases  stand  for 

second  and  third  cousins,  res¬ pectively.] 

從 兄之子  a  second  cousin 
once  removed. 

Read  tsung1  •  To  plough 

from  north  to  south  ；  per¬ 
pendicular.  See  1992,  3912, 

11,991. 

從衡 = 合 從連衡 t。 confederate  (or)  to  unite  under 

one  head,  i,e.  Federation  or  Im¬ 

perialism, — the  rival  systems  ad¬ 
vocated  by  politicians  at  the 

epoch  of  the  歹 |j  _ 

家  writers  on  politics. 

說  arguments  in  favour  of  an offensive  and  defensive  alliance 

between  Feudal  States  as  op¬ 

posed  to  說  arguments  in 
favour  of  Imperialism. 

世儒 家而獨 喜從橫 
事 1  of  an  old  literary  family, 
he  alone  was  fond  of  active 

politics. 



R •東冬 
〜宗從 
「•  shZ、 shu 
A.  tung 

Even  Upper. 

12,031 

R 冬江 
See 權 

K. ckong、 
cK'ong 

A.  tung 

Even  Upper. 

TS^xjp^ca- 
1486 

TXJ 

慫 
12,029 

m 
12,030 

A  conifer,  identified  in 

apan  with  Abies  firma、 

S.  &  Z.  Straight  up,  like  a 
row  of  trees.  A  drumstick. 

12,032 

冬董 

樅 

|e 
K.  chong、 

cK'ong 

A.  t^ung 
Even  and 

Rising  Upper. 

m 
12,033 R •冬 

See 椎 

K. ckong、 
ch^ong 

A. tung 

Even  Upper. 

12,034 

R 冬江 
〜淙蒽 
K.  ch、ong、 

ch、ang 

A. tung 

r  Even  Upper. 

See  1 1,989. 

聰1
 

12,036 

r. 東 

See 葱 

樅金鼓  to  beat  gongs  and drums. 

I  he  tinkling  of  pendent 

eems. 

Grassy. 

草 薇蓉  Orobanche  ammo- phila^  C.  A.  Mey. 

肉蓰蓉  a  PheUpea、 — brought in  a  salted  state  from  Mongolia. 

Read  sung\  To  fill  up  ； 
to  crowd. 

騷 擾衝茬  many  persons 
crowding  to  get  in. 

A  kind  of  gadfly  which 

deposits  its  eggs  in  the  skin 
of  cattle. 

A  javelin.  To  stab  with 

a  spear. 

使人縱 殺吳王 he  em- 

Read  chluangx.  To  beat 
a  drum  or, bell. 

悤 
12,035 

ployed  a  man  to  stab  the  king 
of  Wu. 

Same  as  12,017. 

12,037 

叢 
12,038 

w 

12,039 

^東 

巨卜 w 

F. chung 
W.  eung 

N.  dzung 
P. 
M*  tsLung 

The  faculty  of  hearing; 

quick  of  apprehension  ; 

clever. 

Even  Upper. 耳聰 目不明  the  hearing good  but  the  sight  dim. 

達四聰  to  hear  with  the  ears of  all, — as  the  Emperor  should. 

冒 凟聖聰  to  venture  lo trouble  the  Imperial  ear, 一 as 
with  a  grievance,  suggestion,  etc. 

_  i  t0  throw  dust  into 
the  Imperial  eye. 

聽思  _in  hearing,  (the  super- ior  man)  is  anxious  to  hear distinctly. 

聰明  '聰 敏。 r 聰慧 clever;  quick ;  intelligent. 

天聰。 生的 聰明 
natural  quickness  of  intellect. 

Same  as  12,022. 

Same  as  12,039. 

Crowded  together  ；  close  •’ 
thickset. 

Y. 

Sz. K.  ch^ottg 

J.  sz 

A.  tung 

Even  Lower. 

雜 在叢中  mixed  with  the crowd.  See  2829. 

叢林  a  thick  wood ;  a  monastery 
of  the  jjjp  ch^an  school  of  Bud 
dhism  =  Japanese  Zen  Shu, 

— *  II  數卒  a  cluster  (of flowers,  etc.)  having  several  roots, 

臨老 入知叢 when  dd,  t0 take  to  flowery  groves, — sc.  to 
brothels. 

愁 思叢集  sorrows  and  an¬ 
xieties  crowding  round. 

叢 于厥身  concentrated upon  your  person, resentment. 
-as  public 

叢葬處  a  public  burying 
ground. 

^  many  growing  together  ； rife. 

叢 生這樣  so  crowded  as  this. 

書叢  a  bookseller’s  shop. 
叢書  collections  of  reprints. 

叢雕 small  and  trifling ;  vexa¬ tious  ; fussy. 

w 
12,040 

R. 

東 

See 叢 

Even  Lower. 

12,041 A  place  where  waters meet. 

R 東 

See 叢 

Even  Lower. 

土 
12,042 

.士 

12,043 

V6, 

R •矍 

To  stop；  to  impede；  to 

prevent.  The  russet  pear- tree. 

C.  tou^ 

F.  tou^ 

W. 

N. 三  du 

V.tu* 
M.  tou’ 

，卜 

Y. 

Sz. 

K.  tu 

J.  to^  tsz 
A. 三 dou 

Rising  Lower 
Irregular. 

A  wicker  basket,  called 

寵薬， with  a  small  mouth. 

梟醫 在 '激  thewildducksand 
widgeons  are  where  the  waters meet. 

XJ 

See  12,099. 

杜門 謝客。 r 閉 門杜 

客  to  shut  one’s  door  to  visitors. 

杜 門不出  t。 shut  the  door 
and  not  go  out. 

p|  to  silence;  to  satisfy. 

杜漸防 微  t。 stop  beginnings; 
to  nip  in  the  bud. 

杜私蓮  to  stop  secret  traffic  | 
or  smuggling. 

杜弊  to  stop  corrupt  practices.! 

杜衅端  to  prevent  strife  or, 
bloodshed. 

杜絶  to  cut  off;  to  separate] 

finally. 

杜絶 文契。 r 官杜絶 
a  deed  of  conveyance  wit¬ 

nessing  that  the  sale  or  transfer is  irrevocable. 

杜撰  not  classical ;  fictitious; | 
bogus；  not  acc.  to  rule.  Also, 

to  restrict;  to  Impose  one’s  will 
upon;  to  trammel. 

杜康  used  in  the  sense  of  “John 
Barleycorn”  =  liquor. 

何 以解憂 ，惟 有杜康 
how  can  one  get  rid  of  sorrow? 
only  by  liquor. 

杜伯  a  scorpion. 
杜 釀  the  goatsucker  or  nigh^ar. 
See  3138. 
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12,043 

肚
 4 

12,044 

R，_ 
C.  ̂ ou 

H.  ctu 

F.  tou^  ctu W. 

N.  du^  ctu P. 、 
M. 
Y. ctu、iu) 
Sz. 

K.  tu 

to、 tsz 
A. 三户 ou 

Rising  Lower. 

杜鵾花  the  red  azalea  {Rhodo¬ 
dendron  indicutn、 Sw.). 

白杜  Euonymus  europceusy  L. 
var.  Ha ?n ilton i anus. 

白杜鷗  the  white  azalea  {Rho¬ 
dodendron  ledifolium、 Don.). 

黃 杜 鵠  the  yellow  azalea  {Rho¬ 
dodendron  sinensey  Sw.). 

杜伸  Eucommia  ulmoides 、 Oliv. 

野杜伸  a  climbing  plant  with 
black-spotted  stalks  and  leaves 
like  the  orange. 

杜梨 a  pear  with  small  fruit 
{Pyrus  betulos folia、 Bge.). 

有 秋之杜  there  is  a  solitary 
russet  pear-tree. 

Asarum  maximum,  Hemsl. 

杜莖山  Mcesa  dorcena^  Bl. 

杜多 = 頭跎  ii，44j. 

社嚕香  a  name  for  gum  oli- banum. 

杜若  see  5644- 

The  belly. 

壯腹  the  belly;  the  bowels. 

肚腹軟  to  suffer  from  indi¬ 
gestion. 

肚腹痛  co^c)  belly-ache. 

肚叙子 肚腑  the  bowels； the  viscera. 

肚臍眼  the  navel. 

肚脾  the  stomach. 

小壯 the  pubic  region. 

肚子  the  belly;  (read  tu1  tziX) the  entrails. 

走 肚子。 r 跑肚子 a 瀉 

月 t 子 or 鬧肚子 to  have 
diarrhoea. 

肚 子疼。 r 肚痛 t。 have 
the  belly-ache. 

肚飽  a  bellyful  of  food. 

餓 子走路 t。 bd 
on  a*tl  empty  stomach. 

有肚 子， t。  be  pregnant. 

肚 裏叻白 t。  understand ; 
be  intelligent. 

他肚 子裏頭 弯學問 
he  is  a  man  of  learning. 

to 

肚
 4 

12,044 

m 

12,045 

R •囊 

W.  tu0
 

See 都 

Rising  Upper. 

一肚 子氣。 r  一肚子 

^  full  of  anger. 

一肚 于候子 ful1  ofstarch> 
— stupid. 

肚 內有火  he  has  “fire”  in- 
side;  he  is  bilious 

肚量 a  belly  capacity, — which may  be  either  large  or  small, 
as  below. 

他的 种量; A;  his  be
lly  ca¬ pacity  is  great, 一 i.e.  he  is  a  great 

eater、 Also  (used  for  12,089), 

he  is  able  to  put  up  with  or 

tolerate  persons  and  their  ob¬ 
jectionable  behaviour,  etc. 

肚帶  prths.  Also  the  man  who advances  funds  to  a  newly-ap¬ 
pointed  official  and  accompanies 
him  to  his  post. 

帶肚子  subordinates  to  whom an  o 伍 cial  is  under  some  mone¬ 

tary  obligation,  and  who  must 
therefore  be  treated  with  con¬ 
sideration,  as  a  woman  in  the 

family  way.  Also  used  of  a 

pregnant  widow  who  marries 

again. 

To  block  up；  to  stop ；  to 

shut  off;  to  guard；  to  in¬ 
vest.  Fifty  cubit^  length 
of  wall. 

堵頭 —  end-piece, -of  anything. See  5032. 

堵塞  to  block  or  close  up. 

堵 •在門  pj  to  block  up  the 
doorway. 

那個 窟窿你 還沒堵 

住  you  haven’t  stopped  that hole. 

堵嘴  to  stop  the  mouth ;  to  gag. 

被痰堵 死  chokedbyphlegm. 

防堵  to  stop  up  and  cut  off, 一 as  the  flow  of  a  stream,  etc. 

防堵。 r 巡堵  to  be  on  guard to  prevent  the  passage  ofras 
of  an  enemy. 

堵鐵  to  ward  off;  to  guard 
against. 

堵剿  to  obstruct  and  scatter, 一 as  bandits. 

百 堵皆作  a  hundred  lengths of  wall  arose  at  once. 

堵
 2 

12,045 

睹
 3 

12,046 

R. 囊 

^都 

Rising  Upper； 

賭
 3 

12，。47 

R •爨 

W.  /w,  /uJ 

See  
^ 

Rising  Upper. 

覩 
12,048 

12,049 

R •鏖 

W.  tu^  tu 

See_ 

Rising  
Upper. 

觀者如 環  _ the  sPectators 
stood  around  like  a  wall. 

吏民 皆安堵  officials  and people  may  all  remain  undisturb¬ ed  in  their  homes. 

阿堵  this.  Used  for  “money.” 

舉卻阿 堵中物  take  away this  thing  here! — a  phrase  used 
by  a  man  named  王  ̂   Wang 

Yen  of  tke  晉  Chin  dynasty, 

to  avoid  uttering  the  word 
“money,”  his  wife  having  piled 
cash  round  the  bed  to  force  him 

to  break  his  rule. 

正在 阿堵中 is  purely  a question  of  money. 

Morning  ；  dawn. 

To  gaze  at;  to  observe. 

賭而不 見  tQ  gaze  at  with- 

out  seeing. 

目 所未賭  what  the  eye  has 
not  seen. 

目 賭眼見 的 seen  with 
one’s  very  eyes. 

賭 此情形  in  view  of  these 
circumstances. 

無 細不賭 able  to  discernthe smallest  objects, — as  a  hawk  in 

the  sky. 

Same  as  12,047. 

覩貨羅  Tochari. 
To  gamble ;  to  bd ;  to 

stake；  to  risk.  Set  13,435. 

賭錢。 r 賭博  to  gamble. 

盡 財賭植  to  stake  one’s  all. 
賭局。 r 賭傅 厥兒。 r 賭 

塲。1 •賭館  a  gambling-house. 

開賭 t。 start  a  gambling-house. 

賭棍。 r 賭鬼  a  gambler. 

賭客。 1 ■賭徒  frequenters  of gambling-houses. 
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賭
 3 

12，。49 
：f^  gambling-booths. 

賭*  倩  gambling  debts. 

滾賭。 1 ■翻賭  to  repudiate 
gambling  debts. 

人不對 不賭。 nly  gamble 
with  equals. 

錢不 對不賭 gamble 
with  one  whose  means  are  not 

equal  to  your  own. 

賭 個勝敢  t0  play for  a  win 
or  lose, 一 to  risk  a  gamble. 

打賭。 r 賭個 東兒。 r 打 

個賭赛  t。 stake  something, 
as  a  dinner  ora  theatrical  enter¬ 

tainment,  for  which  the  loser  has 
to  pay. 

因 邀其胃 Liu  accord¬ 
ingly  asked  him  what  he  would 
bet. 

赌眼力  to  exert  one’s  power 
of  sight, — to  decide  between  the 
relative  merits  of  various  things. 

賭采 or  赌勝  to  enter  fora 
prize,-— as  when  backing  oneself 
to  do  anything,  or  in  any  com¬ 
petition  where  the  winner  takes 

a  prize. 

花 賭  gambling  in  connexion 
with  women. 

_jj  to  lose  in  betting  or 

gambling. 

久赌 無勝家 no  gambler 
wins  in  the  long  run. 

久賭 神仙輸 at  gambling 
even  p  Vod  will  lose  in  the  long 
run. 

鬆心賭 ，別 揪心賭 
gamble  with  an  unstrung  mind 

(i-e.  prepared  either  to  win  or 

lose),  and  not  with  an  over¬ 
anxious  mind. 

剃頭 洗澡， 莫賭錢 
don’t  gamble  after  shaving  or bathing. 

賭近盜  gambling  is  next  door 
to  thieving. 

十賭 九驗。 f  ten  wh。 
gamble  nine  cheat. 

信了赌 ，賣了 屋 he  wh。 
trusts  to  gambling  will  have  to 
sell  his  house. 

赌 錢場上 無夂子 La 
gambling-house  there  are  no 
fathers  and  sons,  —  all  natural 
ties  are  forgotten. 

w 12,049 

都1
 

12,050 

R .虞 

C.  tou 

?:  1  - 

W.  tdu 
N./« 

P. 

— 

Sz. 

K.  to 

J.  to、 cho、 tsz 
A.  dov 
Even  Upper. 

勸 f 莫賭 是赢錢 advising  you  not  to  gamble  is 
really  to  win  money  for  you. 

things  used  in  gambling, 

— as  cards,  dice,  etc. 

a  gambling  account;  a 

debt  of  honour. 

^  to  assemble  for  gambling 

purposes. 

單 雙  men  go  to  brothels alone,  but  gamble  in  pairs, — i.e. *with  confederates. 

賭*  命  to  risk  one’s  life. 

賭 卩 齒  to  have  a  slanging 
match. 

氣  to  get  angry;  to  do  some¬ 
thing  in  a  fit  of  anger,  or  “come 

what  may.” 

一賭氣 他走了  he  went off  in  a  rage. 

賭4 誓 ̂  or  賭*  咒  to  vow ;  to  take an  oath. 

The  capital  ；  the  metro¬ 

polis；  a  large  city.  A  sub¬ 
division  of  a  縣  District， in 

some  places  equivalent  to 

a  堡； see  8712.  To  abide 
in.  Elegant  ；  refined  ；  ex¬ 

cellence  ； beauty.  Abund¬ 
ant  ；  full  ；  all  ；  every  one； 

both  (of  two)  ；  altogether. 

An  interjection  or  excla¬ 
mation. 

京都。 r 都城。 r 都門。 r 

都下。 1 ■都中  the  capital; the  metropolis ;  Peking. 

都 門紀事 Notes  from  the Capital, 一 a  newspaper  heading. 

^  t0  remove  the  seat  of 
empire. 

^  to  establish  one’s  capital. 

都  the  second  or  subordinate 
capital, 一 Moukden. 

東都  Lo  yang- 上 都  Xanadu, — the  residence of  Kublai  Khan,  not  far  from 

Jehol;  east  of  州  Huan-chou, 
north  of  the  river  Luan, 

soum-west  of  州  Ch‘ing- chou,  known  as 千 里松林 

都1
 

12,050 

from  the  number  of  pines  there, 

and  80  li  N.W.  of  Dolon-nor. 
Known  under  the  Yuan  dynasty 

^開 平府. 

鳴聞 於天都 the  cry  was 
heard  in  Paradise. 

都轉鹽 蓮使司 Super- 
intendent  of  the  Salt  Transport. 

都察院  the  Censorate  or  Court of  Censors  at  Peking.  [The  title dates  from  the  Ming  dyn.] 

都憲 OT 都老 爺 Census. 
13.645- 

都御史  President  of  the  Cen¬ sorate,  according  to  the  words 

prefixed,  vizr(i)  ̂   President, 

(2) 右  Associate  President,  (3) 
左副 Senior  and ⑷右副 

Junior  Vice  President. 

都通犬 ̂  the  Censorate,  the 

通政胃 Office  of  Trans¬ 
mission  (see  12,294),  and  the  大 

薄 |  寺  Grand  Court  of  Revision of  criminal  cases. 

都 事  an  assistant  secretary.  j 

都頭 -"巡 捕都頭 aChief of  Police. 

者 5 层 t  (under  t、he  Hans)  a  captain or  commander;  (under  the  Mings) 

in  Emperor’s  son-in-law.  Now used  in  the  titles  of  the  6th  and 

7  th  orders  of  nobility. 

都 統  a  Lieutenant-General  in the  Manchu  army;  a  military 

title  under  the  T‘ang  dynasty. 

副都統  a  Mancbu  Brigade- 
General  or  Deputy  Lieutenant General. 

都  a  Commander-in-Chief, 

都 司。 r 都府 £>1都 l^afirst captain  in  the  Chinese  army; 
a  commander  in  the  nary. 

都 虞 司  Pay  and  Commission 
Office  for  the  Household  Brigade. 

都監  a  general  manager,  esp.  in a  Buddhist  temple. 

身都鄕 相多位 Elding 
the  post  of  Minister  of  State. 

_  a  bunch,  as  of  grapes, 

cash,  etc.  Also  used  for  a  sound 

like  Trrr!  (or  turh\  used  in¬ 

sultingly. 

你 帶得上 都嚕麽 ^ 
you  pronounce  Trrr? 一  can  you 

roll  your  rfs? 
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你 帶考甚 麽都嚕 what 
are  you‘/W«-ing  for?  what  are 
you  swearing  about  ? 

我 都嚕不 幹了。 r 我 

都嚕偏 不幹  I’m  damn¬ ed  if  I  do  it! 
has 

鳴 都都了  the  & 
sounded, — the  play  is  over;  see 

6654,  2825.  Also  used  in  the 

sense  of  “亍 here’s  an  end  ofit!” 

都  p 農  t。 mutter. 

洵 美且都  she  is  truly  admir>j 
able  and  elegant. 

都雅  well-bred. 

桃有都  there  is  a  refinement 
in  peaches. 

貌 — 不都  although  not  pos- sessed  of  beauty. 

與麗都 者相處 to  be 
thrown  together  with  beautiful 

girls, 一 as  by  living  in  the  same 
house. 

若都 不可得  if  all  cannot be  obtained. 

大都  for  the  most  part;  on  the 
whole.  tSee  below. 

命 工人存 其大都 
I  bade  a  painter  keep  a  rough 

sketch, 一 of  a  picture. 

都貨邏  Tochari.  See  12,100. 

皐 陶^ ̂ 曰都  Kao-yao  said 
“Oh! . ” 

都盧 w  4885. 

都史多  Tushita.  See  11,424. 

Read  tou1  in  the  north. 

都 是一樣  all  are  alike. 

都來了  they  have  all  come. 

一切都 收到了  they  have. 
all  been  received, — of  things. 

都爲 一 •集  they  all  formed  | 
one  collection. 

f  都 如 胃  for 
 the  most  part thus, 

都 未去過  I  have  not  been! 
to  any  (of  those  places).  Also, 
none  of  us  have  been  to  (that 

place). . 

送 ，都 不要1  won’t  take  it 
even  as  a  present. 

我都有  I  have  all  of  them, — 
e.g.  of  books. 

我 們都有  we  all  have  them.j 

w 
12,051 

R 虞 

See 都 

Even  Upper. 

凸 
12,052 

塗 i2,°53 

w 
12,054 

R •沃 

C.  tuk'v •  iau*- 

H. 

F.  tuk、 tdk、y, 

W.  dur,  v. 

dau^ 

N.  doh 
?.Slu 

tou Y.  tuk 

Sz.  tu 
Yi.tok 

J.  toku、 doku 
A.  douk Entering 

Lower. 

Name  of  a  plant.  See 
6210. 

See  11,142. 

See  12,113. 

Poisonous ；  hurtful；  evil. 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

毐 42.] 

毒藥  poison. 服 毒  to  take  poison, — on  pur¬ 

pose. 中  chung^  ̂   to  take  poison,— 
by  accident. 

中毒 而死者 十三人 
thirteen  persons  died  from  the 

poison, — in  what  they  had  eaten. 

毒黯。 i •毒 死人  to  poison 
a  person. 

以 毒攻毒  to  counteract  one poison  by  another. 

毒箭  poisoned  arrows  y  see 
11,847. 

毒  the  five  poisonous  reptiles, 
viz.  the  viper,  scorpion,  centi¬ 
pede,  toad,  and  spider.  Also, 
the  five  punishments  of  the  Ming 

dynasty.  Also,  syphilitic  poison; 

a  prostitute  who  is  visited  by 
five  men  consecutively  being 

supposed  to  become  syphilitic 
with  the  fifth. 

流 毒於人  to  circulate  poi¬ son  amongst  people, — to  injure 

people. 

便 毒  venereal  ulcers,  —  strictly speaking,  those  on  the  right  side, 

as  opposed  to 魚口  those  on 
the  left. 

毒氣  poisonous  exhalations ; malaria. 

被其 毒者不 知幾凡 
I  can’t  say  how  many  have  suf¬ 
fered  at  his  hands, — of  a  high¬ 
wayman. 

毒 手  a  malicious  villain. 

毒必） malicious;  spiteful. 

毒害  to  foully  injure. 

毒 
i2,°S4 

碡'
 

12,055 

R •屋 

See 獨 

Entering 

Lower. 

赛 
10 

12,056 

R .沃繞 

C.  tuk 
H.  /  W 

F.  tuk 

W.  SJu 
N.  ddu 

P.  ctu、 tat^ M.  tou 

Y.  tuk 
Sz.  tu K.  tok、to 

J.  toku'dd 
A.  dau Entering  and 

Sinking 

Irregular. 

w 

12,057 

R. 沃 

H.  I
  tui 

F.  touk 

W.  tu to  h 

P.  ctu M.  tu 
Y.  tuk 

Sz.  tu 

K

.

 

t

o

k

 

J.  
toku 

A.  
douk 

Entering 

Upper. 

毒  口  a  spiteful  tongue. 最毒 不過的 是婦人 

AH、 there  is  nothing  more  poi¬ 
sonous  than  the  heart  of  woman 

蜂蠆 小 毒 .the  trifling  poison 
of  a  bee’s  sting, 一 of  a  petty  act of  revenge. 

毒打  a  cruel  beating. 

毒 化化的  fiercely  melting, — as  the  sun’s  rays. . 

惡毒。 1 •狠毒  cruel;  brutal 

闔 室脊之  the  whoIe  family 
were  disgusted  with  him. 

A  stone  roller；  See  7446. 

A  banner  used  in  funeral 

processions.  Also,  a  ban¬ 
ner  carried  before  the  com 

.  •  • mander-in-chief  of  an  army, 

and  inscribed  with  the  char- 
acter  帥. 

坐蠢  mounted  standard- 
bearers. 

^  *  (fv})  to  sacrifice  to  t
he 

flag. 

To  superintend ；  to  direct; 

to  rule；  to  reprove.  The 
middle  seam  in  the  back 

of  a  coat.  A- Viceroy  or 

Governor-General. 

督理。 r 督辦。 r 督替。 i 

監督  or  督查  to  superin¬ 
tend;  to  manage. 

督 人作工  to  act  as  overseer 
of  work. 

督率 or 督帶。 r 聲闫 to 
lead;  to  conduct. 

f 督兵。 i •督陣 &督帥 t。 lead  troops. 

督催 t。  superintend  and  urge 
on,— tp  keep  a  person  up  tu  the 
mark. 

187 
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w 
12,057 

凟 
12,058 R.g 

P.c/« See 獨 

E^ttring 

Lower. 

教督  to  instruct;  a  bishop. 

督責  to  admonish. 

督過  to  reprove  faults.  [Kuo 
is  here  t5sed  verbally.] 

家督  •  the  eldest  son. 

緣督 以爲經 make  the 
middle  course  your  rule, — medio 
tutissimus  ibis, 

總督。 r 督憲。 r 督堂。 r 

總督部 堂 a  Governor- 
General ;  a  Viceroy.  See  6461. 

督撫  Governor-General  and| 
Governor. 

督 撫司道  the  provincial 
authorities, — - viz.  Viceroy,  Go¬ 
vernor,  Treasurer,  Judge,  Salt 
Commissioner,  and  Intendant  of 
Grain  4 

^  jlfif  ̂   Superintend
ent  of 

the  Arsenal. 

海 關監督  a  Superintendent of  Customs. 

_ 理粵 海關部 Super intendent  of  Customs  at  Canton. 

督臣  your  minister  the  Go¬ 
vernor-General. 

the  Governor-General’s 

despatch. 

端督  Governor-General  Tuan. 

督糧道  an  Intendant  of  Grain, 

督 •飭  to  take  part  with  one’s subordinates  in. .... . 

提督  see  11,003. 

To  trouble  ；  to  harass 

to  annoy  •’  to  be  rude  to 
to  defile.  [Vulgar  form  o 

12,063  q.v.\ 

敬凟者  I  venture  to  trouble 
you, — used  at  the  beginning  of 
a  letter. 

凟聽。 1 •凟聰  to  importune 
one  to  listen,  一  to  representa 
tions,  etc. 

冒漬  to  annoy  with  representa¬ 
tions,  petitions,  etc. 

褻 凟煩數  to  rudely  bother 
with  continual  applications. 

千凟  to  reiterate  a  request  or 
application. 

凟神  to  bother  the  gods, 一 with 
repeated  prayers. 

【2,059 

R •屋 

P.  ctu 

See 獨 

Entering 

Lower. 

12,058 

R. 

再三凟 ，凟 則不 f 
(ku^)  repeated  applications  (to 
the  oracle)  bring  no  response. 

上 交不詔 ，下 交不凟 
neither  flatter  your  superiors  nor 
be  rude  to  inferiors. 

瀆 犯聖境  to  violate  a  sanct¬ 

uary. 

A  case；  a  sheath ；  a  box； 
a  coffin. 

劍匱  a  scabbard. 
啓匱  to  open  a  casket. 

韋盘 匱而藏 put  “  away in  the case. 

不貴珠 而貴匱 t。 .think more  of  the  case  than  of  the 

pearls. 

d 惑 木爲匱 
t。 use  a  ho1— low  tree  for  a  coffin, — as  the  an¬ 

cients  did,  so  as  neither  to  defile 

the  springs  below,  nor  to  cause  a 
smell  above  ground. 

IT 

12,064 

r .屋 

p.c/« 

See 獨 

Entering 

Lower. 

w 

12,060 

屋 

See 獨 

Entering 

Lower. 

櫝 
12,o6i 

w 

12,062 

R •屋 

与 ee 獨 

P.  tt^ Entering 

Lower. 

12,063 

R •屋 

P.  ctu 

See 獨 

Entering 

Lower. 

To  defile；  to  debauch. 

Correct  form  of  12,059 

A  still-born  child  or 

animal  \  a  abortion. 

were  no 

犢 12,065 

R •屋 

P.c/« 

See 獨 

Entering 

Lower. 

胎生 考不續 there 
miscarriages  ot  the  womb, 

A  ditch；  a  drain ；  a  river 
Correct  form  of  12,058  q.v. 

溝 漬  a  gutter;  a  kennel ;  a sewer. 

四瀆  the  four  great  rivers  of China,* — viz.  江河淮 and 

,  the  Yang-tsze,  the  Yellow 

River,  the  Huai,  and  the  Chi. 

嶽 瀆諸神  the  gods  of  hill and  stream. 

12,066 

R 屋 

See 獨 

Entering 

Lower. 

臏 12,067 

Writing  tablets;  records ； 

archives  ；  documents. 

取筆 牘授之 took  pen  and paper  and  handed  them  to  him. 

尺續  a  letter;  a  note. 尺牘者 古文 之唾餘 
letters  are  but  the  spittle  of  liter¬ 
ature, — i.e.  of  no  importance. 

削牘  to  write  a  letter, — from 
' the  old  belief  that  a  knife  was 
used  to  scratch  words  on  bamboo tablets.  See  10,783. 

在牘中 in  o 伍 cial  documents. 

長 篇累牘  long-winded  tedi- 
ous  documents. 

案 records  of  cases,  lawsuits, 
etc. 

無寒牘 之勞形 tQ  have 
.hone  of  the  bother  of  records, 一 

used  of  the  joys  of  private  life. 

牘積如  ill  a  huge  pile  of 
arrears  of  work. 

A  calf;  a  victim  for  sa¬ crifice. 

^  ̂   the  old  c
ow  licks 

her  calf. 

紙 積之愛  the  devotion  of  a 
mother’s  love. 

初 生之犢 不畏虎 the new-born  calf  does  not  fear  a 

tiger.  * 

_  y  I  g  l
ike  the  calf  which 

is  not  afraid  of  a  tiger, 一 sc.  fool¬ ish. 

犢鼻褲  short  breeches  worn 
by  coolies. 

帶憤子  briilging  her  brats, 
of  a  widow  with  children  remar 
rying.  C/.  12,044. 

_  _  f  to  take 
 the  part  of 

one’s  own  brats. 

A  kind  of  white  jade 

from  the  Klun-lun  mount¬ ains. 

Same  as  12,062. 
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ir 
12,068 

r. 屋 
?.ctu 

See 獨 

Entering 
Lower. 

讀 
12,069 

R •屋宥 
P.  Uu 

S« 獨竇 
Entering  and 

Sinking 
Lower. 

To  blacken  ；  to  defile  ； 

to  insult.  Frequently;  for¬ 
wardly. 

黯濁  dirty  -  defiled. 

堞 黷貴幸  to  take  liberties 
with  one  of  the  Imperial  ladies. 

狎黷  to  take  liberties  with;  to 
be  rude  to. - 

窮兵 黷武… 23 匕. 
兵 不可玩 ，武 不可黷 
soldiers  must  not  be  used  as 

playthings,  and  warfare  must  not 

be  prolonged. 

棰 武黷征  to  be  extremely 
warlike  and  constantly  fighting. 

To  read  ；  to  study,  as 

distinguished  from  casual 

reading  fbr  amusement,  etc., 

but  also  used  in  a'  wider 

sense.  To  pronounce  •’  see 

書  10,024. 

讀書  to  study  books, — especial¬ 
ly  the  Confucian  canon. 

讀 書 人  a  reader  of  books ; 
of  the  literati.  [Read  /w4.] 

_  其  he  studies  their  books, 

— referring  to  the  ancients. 

何 必讀書 ，然 後爲學 
why  must  one  study  books  before 
one  can  be  accounted  learned? 

子 孫雖愚 ，經 書不可 
though  your  sons  and 

grandsons  may  be  stupid,  they 
must  not  leave  the  canonical 
books  unread. 

讀夜書  to  burn  the  midnight 
oil. 

讀 出病來 to  study  oneselfj 
ill. 

默讀  to  read  to  oneself. 

讀者  he  who  reads  this, — {e.g.、 
notice. 

伴讀  a  fellow-student. 

熟讀  to  have  thoroughly  stud¬ ied. 

對讀  to  compare  by  reading 
aloud, -^of  the  original  essays  of 

candidates  and  the  r«d-ink  copies 
submitted  to  the  Examiners. 

中 冓 之言不 可讀也 
the  story  of  the  inner  chamber 

one 

讀.
 

12,069 

12,070 

R. 屋 

P.  Uu 

See 獨 

Entering 

Lower. 

笛於
 

iW 
12,071 

R •沃 

P.  ctu 

See Entering 

Upper. 

cannot  be  particularly  related, 
一 for  the  awkward  disclosures 
that  would  be  made.  See  6151. 

讀 禮  reading  the  Ritual, — and not  attending  to  business;  used 

strictly  of  an  Emperor  mourning 

for  a  parent,  but  also  employed 

by  private  individuals. 

授讀  to  teach,  as  a  tutor. 
但曰 讀苷某 字而已 
(the  old  authorities)  only  said 

“to  be  read  like  such-and-such 

a  character,” 一 when  wishing  to 

give  the  sound  of  a  word ;  refer¬ 

ring  to  the  days  before  the  spel¬ 
ling  system  (see  3413)  had  been 
introduced  from  the  west. 

郭象讀 孰  Kuo  Hsiang  feads c/iih'—im  發  ckS\ 

誤讀  to  read  a  word  with  a wrong  pronunciation. 

Read  tou4.  A  sentence  ； 

a  clause,  as  between  com¬ 
mas.  See  句 2947. 

To  utter  evil  words  ；  to 

murmur. 

謗  _ or  __  _ to  sknderito abuse. 

怨  to  speak  resentfully. 

Sincere  ；  earnest ;  gen¬ 

erous；  magnanimous. 

Largely.  To  consolidate. 

To  be  great.  Serious,  as 
an  illness. 

篤實  sincere;  true;  really. 

篤厚  honest;  straightforward. 

篤信好  /iao*  學  with  sincere faith  he  unites  a  love  of  learning. 

篤學  diligent  at  study. 

篤 恭  sincerely  respectful. 

求 賢不篤  to  call  for  good men  (to  aid  in  the  government) 
but  not  to  be  in  earnest. 

篤 宗族以 昭雍睦 
respect  kindred,  in  order  to  dis¬ 
play  the  excellence  of  harmony. 

篤 行不倦  to  act  nobly  with¬ out  weariness.  •〜. 

天 之生物 ，必 因其林 

而篤焉 匈4  in  Producing 

篤
 3 

12,071 

w 12,072 

R. 屋 

See 獨萄 

Entering 

Lower. 

獨 
12,073 

R •屋 

C.  tuk 

H.  t、uk 
F.  ink 

W.cfu 
N.JoA 
P.  itu 
M.  tii^  ton 

Y.  tuk 

Sz.  /w 

K.  tok 

J.  iioku 

A.  douk 

Entering 

Lower. 

things  is  bountiful  to  them  ac¬ 
cording  to  their  qualities. 

胃 3E  she  was  blessed  in 
giving  birth  to  VVu  Wang. 

在劉克 篤前烈  the  noble 
Liu  (ancestor  of  Wen  Wang)  was 
able  to  consolidate  the  merits  of 

his  predecessors. 

以 篤周祜  in  order  to  consol¬ 
idate  the  prosperity  of  Chou. 

篤 敦友誼  to  consolidate 
friendly  relations.  See  12,203. 

危篤  very  dangerous, —  of  ill¬ 
ness, 

病篤。 1 ■，篤 疾  a  severe  or dangerous  illness. 

自 知病篤  he  knew  that  his 
disease  was  mortal. 

娃情彌 輝 Wa’s  We  him 
began  to  gain  intensity. 

篤耨香  the  resin  of  Shorea robusta^  Gaertn. ;  frankincense. 

To  shake  the  head. 

首倜 俏作態  to  shake  the 
head  in  a  wiseacre  sort  of  way, —— as  a  doctor. 

Solitary  ;  single  ;  only  ； 

childless.  Lost  in  thought  ； 

contemplative.  Used  to 

give  force  to  an  interroga¬ 
tive.  A  species  of  baboon. 

夫  the  lone  man, — a  bad ruler  who  is  deserted  by  all. 

獨立  to  stand  alone. 

離 人獨立  to  be  isolated;  to 
stand  alone. 

離人而 立於獨 in  a  of 
absent-mindedness. 

獨坐  to  sit  alone. 
獨 處 w‘《3)  (^獨 門獨院 

to  live  alone. 

君 子必愼 其獨也 the superior  man  must  be  watchful 
of  himself  when  alone. 

單獨 (Sr 單 人獨馬 alone； 
single;  solitary  j  single-handed. 

獨  a  tree  by  itself. 
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獨 12,073 
獨樹 一 *  |J^  to  set  up  a  sepa¬ 
rate  flag;  to  take  a  course  or 

line  of  one’s  own. 

獨獨的 only—  none  but ••… ; 
. alone. 

獨 人一身  a  single  person. 
獨人  a  single  person;  a  selfish 

or  egotistical  person. 

獨他  he  alone. 

獨子  an  only  son. 

獨 子留養 only  this  one  son 
left  to  nourish, 一 his  parents;  a 
plea  often  used  to  save  a  son 

from  the  death-penalty. 

獨有此 人亩辦 only this 
man  can  put  the  matter  through. 

獨角  the  unicorn. 

獨步  to  step  alone, — to  be  with¬ 
out  a  rival. 、 

不獨  not  only. 

不 止 獨 一 1  not  one  only. 

獨自 oneself. 

各 有獨見  every  one  has  his 
own  opinion. 

獨害  selfish;  egotistical. 

獨異  a  peculiarity. 

獨是此 人不樂  only  he  is not  happy. 

孤獨。 i •獨根  orphaned ； friendless. 

鈴孤獨  the  giver  to  orphans 
and  the  friendless, — a  name  of 

Sudatta  (or  Anatha-pindada),  the 
famous  disciple  of  Buddha. 

念 我獨兮  reflecting  on  my 
solitary  condition. 

無 虐煢獨  do  not  oppress 
the  friendless  and  the  childless. 

獨 斷獨行  to  decide  and  act 
on  one’s  own  responsibility. 

其行獨  his  actions  are  un¬ 
restrained, — by  regard  for  the 
opinion  of  others. 

獨若 不聞  as  though  careless 
of  what  was  going  on. 

獨往古 來事 lost  in  thought, 
I  winder  back  into  antiquity. 

獨遊  to  roam  about  lost  in 
contemplation. 

奚 獨後予  why  put  us  last? 

夫獨無 族姻乎 has  he 
then  no  family  nor  relatives  by 
marriage  ? 

m 

12,073 

12,074 

R. 屋 

See 蜀禿 

Entering 

Lower 
and  Upper. 

髑炉
 

12,075 

R •屋 

C.  tuk\、 chukt、 
shuh 一 

N.  doh 

K.  ch^ok^  tok 

J.  toku^  doku 
A.  douk Entering 

Lower. 

突 
12,076 

w 

12,077 

R •月 

See Entering 

Lower. 

12,078 

R. 月 

See 突 

Entering 

Lower. 

m 

12,079 

汝 獨不知  don’t  you  know 
that . ? 

此味 獨何鹹  how  does  this come  to  have  a  salt  taste  ? 

獨活  the  rodt  of  an  umbellifer 
not  yet  determined.  Also  ap¬ 

plied  to  various  species  of  An¬ 
gelica  and  Peucedanum. 

獨行茱  Lepidium  sativum^  L. 
獨牛  a  small  species  of  Begonia. 

A  case  or  covering. 

弓  a  bow-case. 

A  skull. 

空髑髏  an  empty  skull. 
聖 骨蜀  a  term  used  by  the  Roman 
Catholics  for  “relic.” 

See  12,120. 

Brusque  ；  forward. 
10,767. 

See 

The  flue  of  a  furnace. 

. Used  for  12,120.  See 

3226. 

必1 

禊 
I2,o8o 

K •月 

See 
Entering 

Lower. 

I2,o8i 

Entering 

Lower. 

12,082 

R •兀沃 

C.  v.  iuk9 

Even  and 

Entering 

Lower 
and  Upper. 

妒丄
 

12,083 

遇錫 

I-
 

R. 
C.  tou 

U.tu 

F.  tou W. 成 
N. 

P. 

M.  tou 

l,\-
 

K.  t'u 

J.  to、 ist A.  dou 

Sinking 

Upper. 

妬 12,084 

蠢 
i2,o8s 

R. 遇 

C.  tou 

H.  tti 

F.  Uu、 tou* 

W.  du\  y. 

?：i 

M.  tou、 

Y. 

/sii0 

Sz. 

K. 

tu 

To  plant  out  trees.  To 

fix,  as  a  pivot  in  a  socket. 

A  small  burrowing  animal 

which  lives  in  the  same  holfe 

with  the  錐  1 2, 109. 

The  anus  or  rectum  ；  the 

buttocks  ；  the  rump.  Used 

with  臀  12,242. 

后底  the  end, — as  of  a  passage or  street. 

Jealous；  envious. 

妒婦  a  jealous  woman. 

十 褊 婦人; ft 個矩。 ut 
of  ten  women,  nine  are  jealous. 

最妒 不過的 是婦人 
it  is  impossible  to  be  more 

jealous  than  a  woman. 

生 胡  AH、 t0  give  way  to  jealousy 
or  envy. 

療 妒無方  there  is  no  cure 
for  jealousy. 

因 妒生忌  estrangement 
springing  from  jealousy. 

爵高考 冬妒之  men 
 envy 

those  high  in  rank. 

Same  as  12,083.  See 

11,972. 

Grubs  in  wood  ；  worms 

in  books;  hence,  the  de¬ 

predations  of  dishonest  offi¬ 
cials.  See  8077. 

蠢 蟲 or  蠢 魚  warms  in  books, 
etc.  A  “bookworm”  is  also  so 
called. 

蠹殘鼠 囑之餘 thebalan- 
ce  (of  a  book)  that  remains  from the  attacks  of  worms  and  the 
teeth  of  rats. 
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赖 
i2,o8s 

J.  to^  tsz 
A.  dou 

Sinking 

Upper. 

X 

蟲 
12,086 

咄
必
 

12,087 

R •月曷 
C.  tut、 chut 
F.  chiok 

W.  ch^ue 
Hah 

P.  /w'  /〆, ch、o\ 

j  v. 
Cch、wa Y.  ch、uk 

K.  tol^  t^al 
J.  tetsz、 setsz 
A.  dout 

Entering  .• 

Upper. 

郴
必
 

12,088 

r •黠月 

% 鈉兀 
A.  dout、 ngoui 

Entering 
Lower. 

積 穀生蠢 sto^d  grain breefls  weevils. 

蠹國 害民  t。 prey  upon  one’s country  and  injure  the  people. 

遂 肆其蠹 蝕主義 _ 
then  proceeded  ta  put  into  prac¬ 
tice  their  schemes  for  preying 

(on  the  people). 

蠹殺。 r 蠹秦。 r 蠢書。 r 
rapacious  underlings. 

剔 其積蠢  t0  get  rid  of  the 
peculation  which  has  grown  up. 

毛 虫  a  hairy  caterpillar. 

Same  as  12,085. 

To  make  an  exclamation  ； 

to  cry  out  ；  to  mutter.  Read 

chu^  in  Peking. 

祖 師聞言 ，咄 的一聲 when  the  Master  heard  these 

word  he  cried  out  “Oh!” 

础础 怪事。 hl  ohl  what  an 
extraordinary  thing! — four  words 
which  Yin  Hao  of  the 

Chin  dynasty  amused  him¬ 

self  by  writing  all  day  long  in 
the  air.  See  Biog.  Diet. 

础 础子陵  ala^  alas!  Tztt - 
ling, — why  will  you  not  come 

and  help  me  with  the  govern¬ 

ment?  said  to 嚴 光  Yen 

Kuang  of  the  Eastern  Han  dyn¬ 
asty  by  the  Emperor  Kuang  Wu. 

础 础而去  went  oflfinahuff; 
scolded  him  away. 

础 础逼人  to  come  stuttering 
up  against  a’  person,  —  as  a 
drunken  man ;  “dear  me,  most 

striking,’ ’一as  王 敬  said  of  his 
father’s  writing. 

此咄 可辦。 r 咄嗟而 
no  sooner  said  than  done. 

非咄嗟 所能立 辦 it 
cannot  be  done  just  by  uttering 
an  order  to  do  it. 

The  stump  of  a  tree. 

^{{}  the  hard  roots  of  trees. 
[Defined  as  樹根堅 .） 

木 椎 the  stump  of  a  tree. 

m 
12,089 

r •遇 _ 

C.  tou、 tok 

H.  t'-u^  t、ok 
F.  tou、 touk 
W.  dii,  do 

N.  du^  doh 
P.  tu^  Uo 
M.  tou^  to 

Y •  tu、  tak 
Sz.  /«,  to 

K.  to^  tLak 
J.  to%  dz、 taku 
A.  dou、 dak 

Sinking  and Entering 

Lower. 

A  measure  [see  忽 4927)； 

capacity；  a  limit  ；  a  dimen¬ 
sion  ； an  astronomical,  geo¬ 

graphical,  or  thermometri- 
cal  degree  ；  a  rule  ；  a  regu- 

lation,;  an  interval  in  music.' To  cross  over;  to  pass；  to 

surpass.  Used  with  1 2,091. See.  1664,  5649. 

^  measures  of  length, 
capacity,  and  weight. 

度 量 (Jiang^、 measure  and  ca¬ pacity；  consideration.  See  below. 

德 與量大  he  is  very  liberal" 
minded. 

無 度  without  limit;  unrestrain¬ 
ed;  reckless. 

酒無  to  drink  more  wine than  one  can  stand. 

費 用過度  extravagant  ex¬ penditure. 

酒 色 過度  t00  fond  of  wine 
and  women. 

合度 same  as 合式 9984. 

度曲  to  sing  songs. 

度  expenditure ;  means. 

度支告  means  exhausted. 
^  the  five  measures  of  length, 

viz - 分 ，寸 ，尺， 丈 ，引. 

度  superficial  measure. 

^  ̂   laws;  sta
tutes. 

皆中  chung^  其 度  fitted  him exactly, — of  a  coffin. 

中度  the  happy  mean ;  ̂ 8412. 
度有 三曰線 曰面曰 

there  are  three  dimensions, 

namely,  length,  breadth,  and 
thickness. 

度 夕卜  fut  of  the  estimate. 
^  度  to  form  a  wrong  estimate; 

to  be  out  in  one’s  calculations. 

失 度  to  be  out  of  proportion. 

崖 t  數 1  certain  times,  periods,  or distances;  degrees  of  latitude, 

longitude,  etc. 

程度  standard ;  grade;  pitch. 

我 們程度 不彀。 urstand- ard  (of  civilisation)  is  not  high 
enough, — to  admit  of  popular 

government. 

12,089 

度竟  to  search  for. 度脫  co  deliver  from  human form. 

一 *  度  一" *  度的 （wound)  round 
and  round. 

遺 失尺度  to  be  out  of  pr。- portion, 一 as  details  in  a  drawing. 

W  語失度  his  language  was 
out  of  order  or  incoherent. 

滿 度  a  major  interval  (music). 

腐度  a  minor  interval. 

怎 生 得度  how  shall  we  ever 
be  able  to  pass  through  ? — this 

jungle. 

家 貧難度  so  poor  as  to  find 
it  difficulty  to  exist. 

不能 度此處 月光于 

彼處  we  cannot  transfer moonbeams  from  here  to  there. 

百度  the  principles  of  govern¬ ment;  the  official  body ;  the 
measures  of  all  conduct  =  a  rule 

of  correctness. 

百度柏 1  貞  his  conduct  will 
be  correct. 

倉贫 度 使  high  provincial  author- 
ities  under  the  T‘ang  dynasty. 

印度 御簡節 度大臣 
the  Viceroy  of  India. 

風度。 r 局度。 1 ■氣度 (see  1064)  bearing ;  manner; behaviour. 

有風度  to  be  handsome  or 
fine  looking. 

風 度能若 九齡乎 
their  manners  anything  like 

those  of  [Chang]  Chiu-ling? 

其 氣度未 免, 驕橫 
his  demeanour  was  necessarily 

haughty  and  aggressive, 

寬宏大 度  veiT  liberal-mind- 

ed. 

初度  a  birthday ;  lo  keep  a 
birthday;  to  begin  business, 

to  manage  to  live. 

度日  to  pass  the  day;  to  make 
a  living. 

白度 B 月。 r 虛度光 
to  lead  a  useless  life, 

度  thf  six  rn^ans  of  passing 
to  Nirvana,  viz.  charity,  moral¬ 
ity,.  patience,  energy,  tranquillity 
of  contemplation,  and  wisdom. 
Sanskrit :  pdramitd “ 
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度 
12,089 

镀,
 

12,090 
R.@ 

S- 堵 

Rising  Upper. 

m 
12,091 R •遇 

See 度 

Sinking 
Lower. 

度 tr  to  save  the  dead, 一 from hell.  See  506. 

佛 能度一 切衆生 ，不 
能 度一切 不信之 
人  Buddha  can  save  all  living 
creatures,  but  he  cannot  save  un¬ 
believers. 

度牒  a  priest’s  diploma.  See 11,122. 

M  爲沙彌  made  a  Buddhist novice  of  him. 

佛差我 來度他  Buddha 
sent  me  to  save  him, — by  con¬ 
verting  him. 

手度  to  ordain,  — priests;  see 
9617.  \Cf.  “the  laying  on  of 
hands  of-  the  presbytery.”] 

, Read  to^.  To  estimate; 
to  calculate.  As  an  initial 

word  =  I  thought,  I  guess¬ 
ed,  etc.  See  13,052. 

揣 (。> •挨） 情度理 to  ■ 
§ider  the  circumstances  and 

weigh  the  principles ;  to  take 
all  things  into  corisideration. 

予 忖度之 I  aim  able  by 
reflection  to  measure,. 一 the 
minds  of  others. 

量  liang1  度  to  measure,— as  a 
ship.  See  above. 

量 A 度出  to  base  expend¬ iture  upon  income. 

以 意度之 tQ  aPPW  Qne’s mind  to  the  consideration  of. 

To  stop  up;  to  stuff.  See 
12,045. 

t 度 住  to  stop  up；  to  fill. 

女度 罐子  pj  to  stop  up  the mouth  of  a  jar. 

把 話琅 他的嘴 said 
something  which  stopped  his 
mouth, 一 shut  him  up. 

A  ferry  -  to  ferry  across ; 
to  ford  to  cross.  Used 
with  12,089. 

鄕渡  an  unlicensed  ferry. 

餉渡  a  licensed  ferry. 

渡頭。 1 ■擺渡 W)  a  ferry. 

撐擺渡  (/oh)  to  run  a  ferry boat. 

r 
12,091 

鍍‘
 

12,092 

R •遇 

See 度 

Sinking 

Lower. 

m 

12,093 

w 
12,094 1 遇一陌 

^ 银易 

Entering 

and  Sinking 

Upper. 

渡船  a  ferry-boat. 
渡人。 1 •渡夫  a  ferryman. 

渡帖  a  ferry-boat  license. 

渡江 ar 渡 河。 r 渡水 t。 cross  a  river. 

問箇渡  口  to  ask  where  the 
ford  may  be. 

擺渡 杷我渡 ^ 過 
去  ferryman !  ferry  me  across. 

渡淺  to  ford  -shallows. 

古渡  an  old  ford. 人 之渡生 ，如 _ 渡海 
man  goes  through  life  as  a  tra¬ veller  crosses  the  sea. 

端 陽競渡  to  race  boats  at the  Dragon  Festival. 

渡化人  to  ferry  across  and reform, — to  convert  people. 

渡  ̂   a  contrivance  to  attain  an end;  a  plan. 

說 法渡人 to  preach  (Bud¬ dhistic)  salvation. 

To  gild  ；  to  plate. 

镀金作 a  gilder’s  shop. 
镀銀  to  wash  with  silver. 

披 一 層金  washed  once  with 

gold. 镀首飾  gilt  head  ornaments, 

See  2400. 

To  ruin. 

耗 戰下土  this  wasting  and ruin  of  our  country. 

墮 磬[ ruined;  defeated. 
Read  z4*.  To  become 

weary；  to  tire  of.  T o 

explain. 

服 之無戰  I  will  wear  it  with¬ out  getting  tired  of  it. 

庸 鼓有翠 ̂   the  large  bells  and drums  fill  the  ear. 

解, 戰甚蚋  to  explain  very 
clearly.  Used  for  5494. 

12,095 

遇 
敷度 

Entering  and 

Sinking 

Upper. 

[2,096 

R., 
See 都 

J.  to^  tsz 
Even  Upper. 

塢
 8 

i2,°97 

R. 爨 

C.u 

H.  v.  at^ 

F.  ou^ 

W.  V.  VUy 

N.« 

K：o 

J. wo 

A. «,  ou 

Rising  Upper 

Irregular. 

l 必 

12,998 

R. 月 

See 

Entering 

Lower. 

To  break  ；  to  ruin.  [Vul¬ 
gar  form  of  1 2,094.] 

戰 壤决裂  completely  des¬ 

troyed. 

事 戰垂成  the  affair  was 
knocked  on  the  head  when  just 

on  the  point  of  completion. 

A  paunch. 

胍坻  a  big  belly. 

The  goatsucker；  same  as 

杜鵑  12,043. 

12,。99 

R. 爨 

C.  t^ou 

H.  t^u 

F. 产《,  v. 

W.  t-u N.  f'u 

P.  tLu 
M.  f'u Y •於 u 
Sz. 

K.  to 

J.  to 

A.  t'-ou 

Rising  Upper. 

To  be  hindered  ；  to  make 

no  progress. 

T^XJ. 

Earth,  as  one  of  the  five 
elements  {see  4624)  ；  the 

earth ；  territory ；  land;  soil; 

ground •’  mud \  dust；  of  the 
soil,  sc.  local.  Radical  32. 

See  10,  10,315.  [To  be  dis¬ tinguished  from  士  9992.] 

凡人非 土不生  without 
earth,  no  one  could  exist. 

jC  water  and  earth, 一 climate. 

See  3727. 

土星 e 煞土  the  planet 
Saturn. 

J0  土  Earth  (see  10,129)  person¬ 
ified  as  a  ruler;  the  god  of  the soil. 
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皇 天 后  土  king  Heaven  and 
queen  Earth;  heaven  above  and 
earth  beneath. 

后土  富媼⑷ 3)  queen  Earth， our  rich  mother. 

后  土爲社  Hou-t<u  is  the  god of  the  soil;  see  9803. 

日 居月諸 ，照 臨下土 
0  sun !  0  moon !  which  illumine 
this  lower  earth. 

土 地神。 r  土地 老兒 
the  god  of  the  soil,  as  worshipped 
in  every  family  or  group  of  25 
families,  etc.  See  9803. 

土  itfa  誕  the  birthday  of  the 
above,  on  the  2nd  of  the  2nd 
moon. 

土  地禽  shrines  erected  to 
divinities  of  the  soil. 

土  地在公  a  god  of  wealth, 
distinguished  from  財  _ 申  by 

being  worshipped  outside  the 
house  instead  of  in  it. 

^  土  the  altar  to  the  spirits 

of  the  land;  see  2897,  9803. 

五 色  土  earth  of  five  colours, 
— referring  to  the  ]jjj^  altar  of 
the  suzerain  under  the  Chou 

dynasty,  built  of  blue,  red,  white, 
and  black  earth,  on  the  E.， S.， 

W.,  and  N.,  respectively,  and 

yellow  in  the  middle;  from  this 

altar  the  vassal  lords  were  en- 
feofifed  by  a  clod  from  the  side 

on  which  the  fief  in  question 

lay,  the  clo<J  being  used  to  form 
a  new  altar  for  the  vassal  lord. 

See  7689. 

_  土  crowm  la
nds. 

土  國  to  do  the  field  work  in  a 
State. 

爾土  宇阪章  y°ui_  territory 
is  great  and  glorious.  . 

姊 妹兄參 皆列土  a11 her  sisters  and  brothers  got 

grants  of  territory. 

土  pj  land  and  fields. 

^  one’s  native  place. 

^  土  _  to  rema
in  at  home, 

— and  not  go  abroad. 

樂土  a  place  of  happiness;  an 
elysium  on  earth. 

土  mulberry  orchards.  Read 
1  tu%)  the  roots  or  the  bark  atfout 

the  roots  of  the  mulberry-tree. 

j  采£  opaque  or  dull  red.  See 

703s. 

土 
4 

12,099 

面 如  土  色  his  face  of  an 
ashen  hue. 

臥 龍躍馬 終黃土  w。- lung  (Chu-ko  Liang)  and  Yo-ma 
(Kung-sun  Shu)  became  yellow 
earth  at  last. 

黃土與 金同價 g°ld  is not  thought  more  of  (in  London) 

than  clay  (in  China).  ， 

百 昌 生於土 而反於 

土  all  things  are  born  from 
earth  and  return  to  earth.  Cf. 

“dust  thou  art,  and  unto  dust 

shalt  thou  return •” 

歸土。 r  A  土  to  revert  to dust;  to  die.  ； 

+  丁  a  man  whose  business  it 

is  to  see  that  dead  people  when 

placed  in  their  coffins  bear  no 
marks  of  violence.  Used  in 

Amoy  as  “coffin  carrying.”  A 
grave-digger.. 

土  木  Hi  building  work  in 

general. 

土  木爲 災  calamities  of  earth . and  wood, 一 a  euphemism  for 

the  hardships  of  forced  labour 
for  the  Emperor  in  procuring 

wood,  etc.,  for  his  use. 

土  木形骸  tQ  regani  one，s body  as  mere  clay  or  wood, — to 
neglect  personal  appearance. 

土木繁 典  idolatry  very  pre¬ 
valent. 

土  牛木  dolts  and  dullards. 

塵土  01 ■灰土  dust;  dirt. 

土  戶  villagers. 

土  土  戶  mud  huts.
 

土  瑰  a  clod  of  earth. 土寵  sl  basket  for  carrying  earth. 

土  山 子  a  mound. 土坡。 r  土埃子  a  bank;  a slope. 

土  角  a  cape;  a  promontory. 

土  股  a  peninsula. 土  ̂   an  isthmus.  t 
前 人灑土 ，眯 了後义 

的目艮  those  who  go  first  scatter dust  and  those  who  follow  have 

their  eyes  blinded,  一  used  of 

suffering  for  the  faults  of  pre¬ decessors. 

+  氣  exhalations  
from  the 

ground. 

土，
 

12,099 

土氣兒  dust  in  the  air. 

穌  土  spongy  soil. 凸凸 凹凹的 土。1 鼓 
土  uneven,  rugged  ground. 

黑  土  black  soil.  Also,  a  slang 
terra  for  opium.  [ 

烟土。 i ■洋土  opium. 

大  土  Patna  opium. 

小  土  Malwa  opium. 

土  行  ̂anS1)  an  opium-dealer's. 

土  ̂ ̂ 子*  an  opium-shop. 
土產。 r  土貨  native  or  local 

products.
  ' 

土  物  articles  of  a  country;  local produce ;  a  speciality. 

土  煤  native  coal. 土人。 1 ■土民  natives - 

+  ̂   local  prostit
utes. 

+  拜  local  rob
bers. 

土  patois  qt  local  dialect which  cannot  be  written  down, as  opposed  t。 字 眼的話 

speech  for  which  characters  exist. 

用土 語不見 俗乃是 
to  use  common  language  so  that 

its  vulgarity  shall  not  be  notice¬ 
able,  is  etc. 

土  音  local  accent ;  brogue. 

十 絲  silk  from  the  Canton district;  fine  raw  silk. 

破土。 r  動土。 r  探土  t<5 test  the  soil, — as  geomancers  do. 

^  -J-  ̂   stomach  and  soil not  in  harmony.  See  10,128. 

土  染 、洋布  native-dyed  foreign 
cottons. 

+  Nankeen  cloth. 

土  &  local  soldiers;  militia. 

土  著 (c/io1*)  indigenous;  natives. 

此 間土著  this  is  my  home. 
土棍。 r  土惡 土豪。 r 

土  霸  bad  characters  of  the 

place. 土  基  slabs  of  soil  used  as foundation  for  walls. 

土城 w  土台。 r  土堡 mud  ramparts. 

土  壁  a  mud  wa^1
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12,100 

R •爨遇 
See 兔 

Rising  and 

SinkingUpper. 

土  鷄瓦犬  day  chickens  and 
tile  dogs, — playthings. 

土人兒  clay  figures  of  men. 

土作  (/^1)  the  trade  of  a  navvy 

土坯  unburnt  bricks. 

土壤  frontier;  border ;  marches 
土偶  an  earthen  image ;  a  block 

土垌子  a  rise  in  the  level  of 
the  ground. 

小 人懷土  the  mean  man 
clingS  t9  earth, 一 to  material  com¬ 
forts. 

土脈  the  soil, — from  an  agri¬ 
cultural  point  of  view,  rather  than 

from  a  geomantic  one  which 

speaks  of  地脈.  The  “body” 
of  porcelain. 

吾土  my  country.  See  4587. 

土  j£  ̂   locally  packed  tea, 一 
refired  tea,  which  having  been 
used  once  is  again  dried,  refired 

and  mixed  with  various  foreign 

matters,  such  as  pigs’  blood,  steel 
filings,  willow-leaves,  and  genuine 
tea-leaves.  This  refreshing  com¬ 

pound  is  the  “Maloo  Mixture’’  of 

Shanghai;  also  known  as  “lie  tea’’ 

詞魂王  “resurrection  tea.” 

風 土民情  local  customs  and 
feelings ;  manners  and  customs. 

土司  a  savage  tribe ;  a  native 
chieftain ;  an  aboriginal  town¬ 
ship  in  Kansuh,  etc. 

土狗  the  mole-cricket. 

土鴨  lAnd  duck,- 一 a  frog. 

土大黃  Rumex  aquaticus^  L. 

土茯苓  china-root. 
土靛  dried  incfigo;  a  kind  of | 
Prussian  blue  made  China. 

土鐵  gypsum. 
土 耳基國  Turkey. 

土  .耳基 金花土  Turkey 
opium, 一 so  called  from  its  co- 

•  loured  wrappers. 

土魯番  Turfan. 

To  throw  up;  to  vomit; 

to  spit  out  ；  to  disclose. 
Also  read  in  certain  col¬ 

loquial  phrases.  See  10,259. 

吐瀉。 r 上吐 下瀉  vomit¬ 
ing  and  purging. 

吐 ▲  I  喔 吐  t0  retch  and 
 vomit. 

12,100 嘗吐 驗之  he  tasted  the 
vomit  to  sfe  (if  she  had  been 

poisoned), — of  Ts‘ai  Shun  and his  mother. 

Ftfc  to  throw  up  phlegm. 

Pi  to  spit  blood. 

吐火  to  vomit  fire, —  as  a  con 

juror 
吐霧。 r 噴雲吐 霧 t。 
vomit  cloud  and  spit  fog, — as 

genii  do. 

吐盒  a  table  spittoon. 

ftt  藥  ari  emetic. 

P 土  舌  to  put  out  the  tongue. 

ftt  出 實情  t0  come  out  with the  truth. 

fit  話  t0  disclose;  Jo  speak 
openly. 

半 吞半吐  half  concealing, half  telling. 

吐花  to  blossom. 
吐嘴  to  bud, 一 as  flowers. 

吐 字 .甚難  had  great  diffi culty  in  getting  out  words,— 
when  writing  an  essay. 

詩人卩 土屬 these  are  the words  of  a  poet, 一 used  in  praise 

of  a  friend’s  verses. 

吐 屬不凡  this  is  no  ordinary stuff, — as  above. 

剛則  rtt  之  the  hard  is  spit out, 一 while  the  soft  is  swallowed. 

吐氣揚 眉  he  has  rid  of his  vexation  and  raised  his  eye¬ 
brows, 一 he  is  happy  again. 

p 七鈉 之術  the  art  of  breath¬ ing  out  (the  old)  and  sucking  in 

(the  new),  —  and  so  acquiring immortal  life. 

at 握之禮  the  politeness  of spitting  out  (food)  and  grasping 

(the  hair), — as  Chou  Kung  did; 

see  9457  and  12,742. 

吐番 A'  (or 蕃)  Tibetans. 
吐綾鷄  the  horned  pheasant ( Ccriornis  tem mincki). 

Read  A?8  (some  say  fu4). 

Ftt  谷 外“ 渾  name  of  a southern  barbarian  tribe,  said  to 

have  been  afterwards  merged  in 
the  Turfan. 

吐呼 (01 •火） 羅  Tochari. 

土 
12,101 

R. 薨 

See  土 

Rising  
Upper. 

廷 
12  102 

w 

12.103 

R. 虞 

See 吐圖 

余 

A.  dou'j’i 

Even  Upper 

and  Lower. 

w 

12.104 

R •虞 

See 圖 

Even  Lower. 

狳1
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R •虞遇 

爨 

S66 圖度 

Even  and 

Sinking 

Lower. 

途 *
 

I2-,Io6 

R •虞 

See 圖 

Even  Lower. 

Cy p erus  tegetiformis' 
Roxb.,  used  for  making 
mats. 

Same  as  12,126. 

Anxious  ；  careworn. 

Name  of  a  timber  tree 

used  for  making  furniture Same  as  2303. 

An  ancient  name  for  rice, 

supposed  by  some  authori 
ties  to  refer  specially  to 

glutinous  rice. 

豐年 多狳'  in  years  of  plenty, 
glutinous  rice  is  abundant. 

A  road  ；  a  path  ；  a  jour¬ 

ney；  a  pursuit;  a  career 
See  12,1 13. 

途路 or  途程  a  road;  ajour- 

ney. 

途中。 r 途間 on  the  road; 
en  route. 

征途  the  path  or  vale  of  life. 

途次  a  halting-station;  a  stage. 

途人  a  traveller;  a  stranger. 

半 途而釋  tQ  fail  when  half 
way；  abortive. 

首 途  to  begin  a  journey. 

沿 途平安 may  you  have  a 
pleasant  journey ! 

長途  a  long  journey. 
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R. 處 

See 圖 
Even  Lower. 

m 
12.108 

R •虞 

^ 圖 
Even  Lower. 

故
 2 

12.109 

處魚 
;ee 圖 
Eyen  Lower. 

an 

醫 卜長途  he  was  an  itiner¬ 
ant  physician  and  fortune-teller 

珠 途同歸  to  get  back  to  the 
same  place  by  different  roads 

行旅不 出其途  travellers 
would  not  take  that  road, — e.g. 
•for  fear  of  robbers,  etc. 

岐途  a  branching  road. 

士途 w 宦途  {see  5085) 
official  career. 

當途  to  be  in  the  road;  to  have 
power;  an  influential  position ;  a 

mandarin ; =  當道 w  10,78。 

正 途人員  officials  who  have 
become  such  by  the  right  path, 

一 i.e.  by  examination,  as  opposed 
to  purchase. 

前途  the  road  ahead, — a  phrase 
used  in  letters  and  conversation 
in  reference  to  some  one  whose 

name  it  is  desirable  to  conceal ; 

sc.  So-and-so ;  “Brooks  of  Shef- 
field.” 3113. 

自 顴前途  to  look  on  ahead ; 
to  take  thought  for  one’s  future. 

視诂 體塗足 爲畏途 
looking  on  soiling  the  body  and 

dirtying  the  feet  (sc.  on  agricul¬ 
ture)  as  an  objectionable  pursuit. 

途蓬萊  to  go  to  fairy-land, — 
to  die;  see  8902. 

途 値走來 just  then  he 
came  m. 

A  kind  of  liquor,  known 

狀 酴酥酒 or 酴 ，酒; 
the  “mother”  of  spirit. 

酴 see  7821,  12,114. 

A  kind  of  wild  ass. 

A  bird  said  to  live  in 

the  same  hole  with  the  m 

12,981. 

12,110 

R .虞 

See 圖 

Even  Lower. 

蠢 
12,111 

涂 
* 

12,112 

R •虞魚 See 圖 

Even  Lower. 

12,113 
R •虞麻 See 圖 

Even  Lower. 

Name  of  a  mountain  anc 

of  a  region  from  which  大 

禹  the  Great  Yli  marriec 
a  wife,  known  as  畲 山氏- 

Same  as  12,110. 

The  name  of  a  river  in 

Shansi,  of  another  in  Shan¬ 

tung,  and  of  a  third  in  Ssu- 
ch‘uan.  Used  with  12,113. 

涂月  the  12th  moon. 

Mud；  mire.  To  plaster； 

to  smear.  A  road  ；  used 

with  1 2,106. 

塵 塗  dust  and  dirt, 一 the  world 

塗  ̂   soft  mire. 如 塗塗附  like  adding  mud to  one  in  the  mud. 

雨 少没1 雪 載 塗 the  snow  falls and  the  roads  are  all  mire. 

塗牆  to  plaster  a  wall. 

塗飾  to  plaster  in  colours. 

見 豕員塗  a  hog  covered with  mud, -an  unpropitious  com 
bination  of  the  Diagrams. 

塗汚  to  daub;  to  smear. 

塗炭 之 苦  utter  misery;  ruin 
塗改。 r 塗竄。 r 塗乙 t。 
blot  out;  to  alter. 

塗抹  to  erase. 塗銷  to  strike  out;  to  cancel 

^  ̂   to  blot  out  and  to  keep,
- 

to  correct  a  composition；  to  crit¬ 
icise. 

塗面。 r 塗膏  to  paint  the face. 

塗 乐檫粉  to  lay  on  rouge and  white  powder;  to  paint  the 
face. 

塗稿  to  scribble, 一 as  a  child does. 

塗 山  name  of  a  mountain  in Anhui. 

遇諸塗  met  him  on  the  road. 

塗之人  a  man  on  the  road ;  an 

m 
12,113 

12,114 

R. 虞 

See 圖 

Even  Lower. 

R. 

搽 
12,115 

禿:
 

12, n6 

屋 
C.  fuk、 

H. 

ordinary  person ;  the  “man  in  the street  see  13,618. 

五 塗  the  five  highways  of  the 
empire.  Used  in  the  sense  of 
“this  world. 

五塗 無恒宅  this  world offers  no  permanent  dwelling- 

place. 

大  '塗  a  synonym  for  大  *道 the  Great  Way. 

糊 塗  foolish ;  blurred.  See  4936 

A  bitter  edible  plant；  the 

sowthistle  (Sonchus  olera- 

ceus^  L.).  A  flowering  rush 
A  kind  of  Polygonum.  [To 

be  distinguished  from  茶 

208.] 

茶 毒  bitter  and  poisonous. 

寧 爲茶毒  they  find  enjoy¬ 
ment  in  bitter  poisonous  ways. 

富貴 二字不 啻遭我 

茶毒了  riches  and  honours 
only  cause  one  to  stray  into  evil 
ways. 

有 女如茶  there  were  girls 
like  flowering  rushes. 

苦 茶  an  old  name  for  the  tea- 

plant. 

see  7821,  12,107. 

倩荼  to  borrow. , 
Read  shu1. 

^  Shu  Yu  or  ̂   Sh^nx Shu\ —— one  of  the  two  figures 

pasted  on  the  doors  of  Chinese 
houses  to  act  as  guardians.  Their 
chief  duty  is  to  oppose  the  en 
trance  of  devils,  whom  they  bind 

with  rushes  and  throw  to  tigers. 

The  other  is  named  戀 墨  Yux 

/uA. Same  as  12,114,  used  in 

the  sense  of  the  tea-plant. 

搽粢  Cunu ing/i amia  sinensis、 

R.  Br、 

Bald  ；  bare.  See  916. 

十個 秀子， 九 _ 詐 — of  ten  bald  men,  nine  are  de¬ 
ceitful. 

_  or  bald-headed. 

1 83 
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I2,ii6 
F.  r:ukj W.  ̂  

N.  t'ah 
P.  /k 
M. ( 
Sz.  j 

Y.  t^uh K.  tok 

J.  toku A.  fouk 

t^u 

Entering 

Upper. 

m 
12,117 r. 屋 

See 秃 

Entering 

Upper. 

I0L 

12,118 
r •屋 

See 秀 

Entering 

Upper. 

秀 r 
12,119 

r •屋 
〜 秀 

Entering 

Upper. 

禿 頭光棍  a  bald-headed scoundrel. 

秃頭巷 a  blind-alley;  a  cul- dc-sac. 

賊秀  and  秀驢  bald-headed 
thief  and  bald-headed  donkey, 

一 terms  of  abuse  often  applied 
to  priests. 

禿子 當和尙  like  a  bald- headed  man  becoming  a  priest, 

一 the  very  thing  for  him! 

釣 花禿子  a  man  wh。 is  bald 
in  patches. 

_ 秀子。 r 肉蛋 秃子 
'a  perfectly  bald  man. 

禿屌驟 a  mule  with  a  hairless tail. 

光禿  bald;  tare;  stripped. 

筆 秀墨枯 pen  worn  to  a 
stump  and  ink  all  gone, — from 
amount  of  writing  done. 

木 葉盡秃  the  trees  are  all •  bare  of  leaves. 

秃事由  plain  tight  sleeves. 

秃骨 刺差的 disjointed; abrupt. 

秃鈉河  the  Danube, —  from 
the  German  Donau. 

A  scabby  bald  head. 

^  ̂   sores  on  the  head. 

12,120 

R •曷月 

屑 
C.  tetr 

H.  t^ut^ F.  iouky 

^.dah 

P.  /u 

M.  t^u 
y.  m 

Sz.  f-u 

K.  tol 

J.  doc  hi ̂  totsz 
A.  dout Entering 

Lower. 

脫 
12,121 

兔 

Cunning  talk;  falsehood ； 
slander. 

A  bird  moulting. 

秀島梟 an  owl. 
鵡騖  see  2309.  Also  said  to  be 
the  white  ibis 、Ibis ‘  vieldnoce- 
phala)、 

12,122 

R. 遇 

C.  f"ou 

H. 

F.  /"ou 

M.  tKou 

Lh 

K. 

J.  to^  (St 

A.  f"ou 

Sinking 

Upper. 

To  rush  out  [see  4575) ； 

to  run  against  ；  to  offend 

Sudden  ；  abrupt.  Smooth. 
See  10,767,  12,781. 

突出  to  protrude, — as  the  eyes. 
See  6405. 

衝突  to  run  against ;  to  collide 
學生 與替理 員屢起 

衝突  there  was  constant  fric¬ tion  between  the  students  and 
the  Director. 

東 衝西突  charging  right and  left, — through  the  enemy 

突門  name  of  a  city  gate  under the  Han  dynasty. 

突而 ot  suddenly. 

突 然來的  coming  suddenly. 

突突的  pi^a-pat, -as  the  heart. 未幾 見兮突 而弁兮 
when  you  see  the  (lad)  after  a 
short  time,  lo !  he  wears  the  cap； 
— he  is  grown  up. 

突厥  Durkoy  or  Turks.  A  name 
adopted  by  a  group  of  Hsiung- 
nu  who  had  been  defeated  by 
the  Hsien-pi  in  the  5th  cent. 
a.d.,  from  the  helmet  shape  of 
a  hill  where  they  took  refuge, 

durko  being  a  Turkish  word 

for  helmet.  Their  empire  was 
destroyed  by  the  Ouigours  in the  8th  cent. 

西面突 厥  the  western  Turks 
^  ii,375- 

A  hare  (called  be¬ 

cause  it  pj；  t{u  vomits  forth 
its  young).  See  4956.  [To 
be  distinguished  from  免 

7898， which  is  said  to  be 

really  the  correct  form.] 

山兔。 r 野兔  a  hare  (L^pus 

tolai). 

家兔。 r 白兔  a  rabbit, — not indigenous  in  China. 

赤究 a  supernatural  beast  of 
aiispicious  omen,  which  appears 
when  virtuous  rulers  govern  the 

empire.  Also,  the  name  of 

帝*  Kuan  Ti’s  horse. 

跳舜  the  Jumping  hare  or  Siber- 
ian  jerba  (Dtpus  annulatus). 

兔 
12,122 

T^TJ 

A 兔 頭蛇眼  suspicious;  unso 
ciable ;  sly. 

又兔  _  he  also  had  a  hare-lip, 
兔 園  name  of  a  park  belonging 
to  王 of  the  Five  Dynasties. 

狡兔有 三窟 the  wily  hare 
has  three  holes  to  his  burrow, 

Cf、 Two  strings  to  one’s  bow. 

不見究 不撒黡 not t。 fly 
the  falcon  before  one  has  seen 

the  hare. 

現放着 臥凴， 要拏走 

兔  letting  a  sleeping  hare  escape 
and  trying  to  catch  a  running hare, 

究翻花  to  “double”  as  a  hare. 

守 株待兔  to  watch  a  stump 
and  wait  for  the  hare, — refer¬ 
ring  to  a  rustic  of  the  Sung  State 
who  saw  a  hare  kill  itself  by 

running  against  the  stump  of  a 

tree,  and  waited  for  another  to 
come  and  do  likewise.  Sec  2 547. 

玉兔  a  hare  supposed  to  dwell in  the  moon  and  to  assist  in 

pounding  the  drugs  which  com¬ 
pose  the  elixir  of  life.  Wor¬ 
shipped  on  the  15th  of  the  8th 

moon.  [Ther^  is  an  allusion  to 
this  in.  the 夫間。 f 屈平 

Ch‘a  P‘ing  which  demolishes 
the  Indian  origin  claimed  by 
Mayers.] 

凴兒爺  Mr.  Hare, — referring to  the  pare  in  the  moon;  also 
to  the  clay  figures  exposed  for 
sale  in  the  8th  moon. 

究兒乂  a  kind  of  arrow  with five  points. 

凴禱碓  a  toy  having  the  head of  a  hare  and  provided  with  a 

string  to  beat  a  little  drum 
in  imitation  of  the  sound  of 

pounding. 

焭不喫 脔邊草  the.  hare 
doesn’t  eat  the  jzjass  alongside 
of  its  own  nest. 

兔子  a  catamite. 焭兒苗  Calystcgia  sepiumy  R. 

Br. 

兔絲 12,12冬 

究腦钞  cinnabar. 木焭  the  eagle  owl  (Bubo 

mus). 
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赕 
12,123 

文虞 
;ee 圖 
Even  Lower. 

w 
12,124 

R •虞遇 
W.  du,  t^u 

566 圖更 
Even  and 

Sinking  Lower 

and  Upper. 

忑 
12,125 

徙1
 

12,126 

R •虞 
See 圖 
Even  Lower. 

A  tiger  was  known  as 

烏麟 to  the  people  of  the 

楚  Ch‘u  State. 

The  dodder  plant.  Used 

for  12,122. 

范絲 ■籙)  C  us  cut  a  chinen- 
sis}  Lem.,  and  C.  japonic  a、 Chois. 

a  plant  described  as  re¬ 

sembling  the  mallow. 

菟瓜  T hladiantha  dubia、 Bge. 

於猶1 范  a  tiger.  See  12,123. 

See  10,850. 

To  go  on  foot;  a  foot- 
soldier  ； a  follower;  a  re¬ 
tainer；  a  servant；  an  apostle 

{see  1 1,976).  Empty  ；  va¬ 
cuous.  Only;  in  vain.  A 

degree  of  banishment.  [To 

be  distinguished  from  徙 

4119  and  從  12,028.] 

徒行 or 徒步 to  go  on  foot 

徒步 求之雨 蜀問。 n foot  he  searched  for  him  all 

over  Sstich‘uan. 

徒卒  infantry. 

俗徒跣  they  commonly  go 
barefoot. 

其徒 數十人  his  followers 
were  many  tens  in  number. 

忍 徒三萬  thirty  thousand 
infantry. 

徒衆  the  people. 

實 繁有徒 truly  a  great 
crowd. 

徒伴  pupils  and  followers. 

徒弟。 r  PI' 徒  PuPils;  appren 
tices ;  disciples.、 

教徒  Christian  converts. 

奸徒  a  villaiii. 

無 禮之徒  a  rude  fellow. 

胥徒  runners;  lictors. 

徒手  empty-handed;  unarmed 

能徒手  with  the  hands  on)y 

徒 
2 

12,126 

m 12,127 

R. 

See 圖 

Even  Lower. 

圖 
12,128 

R. 虞 

C.  t^ou 

H.  t^u 

F,  tu 

N.  du 

P. 

M.  t^ou 

Y.  j 

Sz. ( 

K.  to 

]•  dz'to A.  dou 
Even  Lower. 

f-u 

they  can, — make  cloth,  i.e、 with¬ out  a  loom. 

徒首  without  a  head-covering. 

徒爾  merely;  simply. 

薛 徒無益 且 not  only  would 
it  be  of  no  advantage,  but . 

不徒 在客章 does  not consist  only  in  essay-writing, 
futile. 

徒事。 r 徒然  vainly;  use¬ 
lessly. 

豈  _  然也  hc)W  is  k  without profit? — of  reading. 

_ 悲 無益 mere  weeping  is of  no  avail. 

徒 勞無益  all  one’s  trouble 
for  nothing. 

徒 善不足 以爲政  virtue alone  is  not  a  sufficient  quali¬ 
fication  for  government. 

徒法 不能以 自行1 aws alone  cannot  carry  themselves 

into  practice. 

徒罪  banishment, — to  another part  of  the  same  province  for 
a  term  not  exceeding  three  years. 

流 7248. 間徒  to  condemn  to  banish- ment’  as  above. 

成形 之徒不 可更也 
there  is  no  changing  a  move¬ 
ment  which  has  already  assumed 
shape. 

司徒  Minister  of  Instruction under  the  Chou  dynasty. 

To  jump  about. 

陡胸科 頭 jumping  about and  wearing  no  helmets,  —of 
brave  troops  eager  to  fall  upon 
the  foe. 

A  map  ；  a  diagram  ；  a 

picture  ；  a  portrait.  To 

plan;  to  scheme；  to  desire ； 
to  reckon  on；  to  calculate. 

A  parish  or  subdivision  of 

a 堡。 i •都  a  hundred  ̂   see 

6029,  8712,  12,050.  [Des¬ cribed  as  一個 十字四 

個 口字； 挪 8994-] 

圖疼。 r  圖樣  a  cut; an  illus. tration；  a  plan;  a  chart. 

®r 
12,128 

地理圖  a  geographical  map. 

天  圖  a  map  of  the  stars. 
草 圖  the  rough  draft  of  a  map. 

總圖  a  general  map. 

散圖  a  special 7  map. 圖册  a  sketch  of  a  dead  body 
with  list  of.  wounds, 一 filed  at 
an  inquest. 

圖闕  the  map,  or  illustration, is  wanting, — in  a  book. 

圖 形  an  outline  sketch. 

畫 影圖形  to  draw  the  por¬ 
trait  of, 一 especially  of  a  thief,  as 
a  means  of  identification. 

把 我們畫 了形圖 
painted  our  portraits. 

圖說  with  plates  and  descrip¬ tions,  —  of  illustrated  •  books. 
Also,  a  plan  of  ground  leased, 
with  particulars  appended. 

圖像  a  picture;  a  portrait. 

姻雨 圖  smoke  (mist)  and  rain pictures,  —  as  painted  by  米 

襄陽  Mi  Hsiang-yang  of  the 
T‘ang  dynasty. 

牟身  人圖  the  half-length 
portrait  of  a  beauty. 

行樂 圖 — picture  of  one who  is  enjoying  pleasure, 一 the 
portrait,  drawn  from  life,  of  a 

, person  engaged  in  his  favourite 
pursuit.  After  death,  this  picture 

is  called  a  影  shadow. 

圖畫  to  draw  pictures ;  to delineate. 

使畫工 ，之 caused  ̂  
painter  to  paint  his  portrait. 

功臣 圖閣  portrait-gallery  ofj 
meritorious  o 伍 cials. 

圖書  a  private  seal  or  stamp, usually  bearing  the  owner’s  名 

personal  name.  Also,  an  illus¬ 
trated  book.  Also,  an  abbre¬ 
viation  for  河 圖洛書 the 

diagram  of  the  Yellow  River  and 

the  writing  of  the  river  Lo, — 
the  famous  mystic, combinations 
of  spots  in  Chinese  cosmogony. 

打論書 t。 seaL 諱圖  the  personal  name. 
圖記  a  stamp;  a  seal;  a  label ; 
a  “chop.” 

圖 籍  seals  and  books. 
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屠2
 12,129 

R •虞魚 
F.  tio See 圖 

Even  Lower. 

圖章 a  seal- 
圖免  to  plan  to  evade,  —  as 
payment  of  duty. 

圖報  to  hope  to  repay, — as  a 
kindness. 

圖謀  to  plan;  to  plot. 

圖維  plots ;  plans;  schemes. 

遠 圖  far-reaching  schemes. 

圖 錢  to  plan  to  make  money. 

圖 各利  to  aim  at  reputation and  riches. 

圖需  to  desire;  to  aim  at;  to 
seek. 

貪圖  to  greedily  desire. 

你圖甚 麽 what  are  y。11 
planning? 

遂急  li  兩 廣  and  then  were in  a  hurry  to  get  hold  of  the 
Two  Kuang. 

置 爲緩圖  set  aside  f。1* future  consideration ;  to  post¬ 
pone;  to  neglect. 

蔓 難圖也  that  which  is 
allowed  to  spread  becomes  diffi¬ 
cult  to  deal  with. 

圖財  and  圖呑  t。 be  avari- cious. 

圖  from  interested  motives. 

以圖嬉 戲 fOT  fun. 

圖賴  to  repudiate. 

圖飽 私囊。 r 以圖肥 
己  with  the  intention  of  filling 

their  own  pockets. 

我 圖爾居 i  have  consulted 
about  your  residence. 

我 儀圖之  when  I  think  of the  matter . 

圖伯特  Tibet;  see  11,601. 

T q  kill;  to  butcher, 

especially  of  pigs. 

屠戶 OT 屠夫。 r 屠人 
a  pork-butcher. 

屠刀  a  butcher’s  knife.  See 3589 -  ^ 

屠 》 to  slaughter, 一 as  animals. 

禁屠。 1 •斷屠  t。 prohibit  the 
slaughter  of  animals, — as  is  done 
in  times  of  pestilence,  famine, 

etc.,  to  propitiate  the  gods. 

,129 

W 
12.130 

R 虞 

&圖 

Even  Lower. 

唾 
12.131 

锤 
12,132 

糾 3
 

12.133 

R .有 

See 糾 

Rising  Upper. 

12.134 

R •沃 

Se- 督 

Entering 

Upper. 

以屠 狗爲事 made  his living  as  a  dog-butcher. 

鼓 刀以屠  he  brandished  his knife  and  was  about  to  slay. 

死屠戶 ，還連 毛兒喫 

猪肉麽  when  our  butcher dies,  do  you  think  we  shall  eat 

pork  with  the  bristles  on  ? — there  are  more  butchers  than  one. 

屠  to  slaughter;  to  slay, 一 as 
an  enemy. 

卽 屠城虜 三千人 he thereupon  put  to  the  sword  3,000 
prisoners  taken  with  the  city. 

屠滅 t。  exterminate. rustic  huts  of  hermits. 

^  V®  wine  mixed  with  water in  which  a  certain  drug  has  been 

steeped,  and  drunk  on  New 

Year’s  Day  as  a  specific  against 
the  plague. 

屠蓄  Left  Doghri  (= 左 賢), 
—a  Turkic  title. 

Read  ch、#. 

^  Hsiu-ch^i, — the  father  of Chin  Mi-ti. 

To  be  ill. 

我 馬痏矣  my  horses  became quite  disabled. 

予 口卒堵  my  mouth  was  all 
sore. 

See  11, 394 - 

Same  as  1 1,394. 

The  colour  of  yellow  silk. 
Used  with  1 1,453.  〜糾 

2270. 

The  seam  at  the  back  of 

a  garment. 

偏獎 之 '衣  clothes  which 
have  no  middle  seam  at  the 

back,  and  the  sides  of  which 
are  of  different  colours. 

IV35 

R •旱 

C.  tun 
H.  ton F.  twangs  v. 

toui 
W.  t'd^  do 

N.  tdH,  toun 
P.  twan M.  tan 

Y.  tou 

Sz.  twan 

A.  dwan 
Rising  Upper. 

TXJAJNT. 

Short,  as  opposed  to 長 

450  ；  deficient.  A  fault. 
See  2143. 

不 長不短  neither  long  nor short, — just  the  size  required. 

不 說長短  not  to  enter  into 
details. 

短刀。 r 短劍。 r 短兵 
a  short  sword;  a  dagger. 

短人  a  dwarf. 短勲兒  a  little  shorter. 

短倔  terse. 短 於史識  wanting  in  histor- 

ical  knowledge. 

短了一 個腿 於 a  leg  short» 
— of  a  three-legged  dog. 

于財  short  of  money. 

短相  to  deduct. 志短  wanting  in  energy  or 
determination. 

短處  a  shortcoming;  a  fault. 

勿 W 人之短  don’t  speak 
of  the  shortcomings  of  others, 

人各有 短^  men  have  their 
faults. 

to  screen  a  person’s  faults. 

氣  short  of  breath,— as  when 
dying. 

渾家 李氏却 有些短 

見薄識 his  wife>  Li， was a  woman  of  softie  small  expe¬ 
rience. 

短 見寡聞  of  limited  expe-| 
rience. 

尋短見  to  attempt  suicide. 

10  ̂3  Mi t0  commi
t  suicide. 

他作 的事過 於見短 
he  is  too  narrow-minded  (also 

parsimonious)  in  what  he  does. 

見 短的人  an  ungrateful  man. 
短 情  wanting  in  proper  feelings; ungrateful. 

作 出 這個短 頭的事 

來  do  an  unprincipled  act 
of  this  kind. 

短缺  something  wanting;  de¬ 
ficient. 
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i2,i3S 

耑1
 

12.136 

R •寒先 
% 端專 
EYcn  Upper. 

m 
12.137 

R. 寒 
^ 端 
Even  Upper. 

端1
 

12. 138 
R. 寒 
C.  tun 

H.  ton 

F.  twang 

W.  dd^  to 

N.  tofiy  t'dun P.  (wan 

M.  tan 

Y.  tou 

Sz.  twan 

f：\ tan 
A.  dwan 

Even  Upper. 

to  be  less  than；  to  fall 

short  of . ;  few;  insufficient; 
not  many. 

爲 人短小  he  was  a  small 
man. 

不 幸短命  alas!  he  died 
young. 

短命鬼  one  who  dies  young; 
(abusively)  may  your  life  be 
short ! 

短工  a  job;  piecework ;  day- 
labourers. 

短禮 i  am  wanting  in  polite¬ 
ness, — e.g.  I  ought  to  have  called 
on  you  before. 

短 垣自踰  to  jump  over  low 
waUs,  —  to  act  in  a  summary 

manner,  neglecting  to  observe 

the  proper  procedure. 

短不了  it  cannot  or  will  not 
be  wanting. 

短後  a  soldier’s  jacket. 

The  cause  or  origin  of 

anything.  Also  read 

chuan'、 and  used  for  2702. 

To  cut；  to  trim ；  to 
order. 

俅 仁剮行  to  make  one’s  acts conform  to  a  charitable  standard. 

A  beginning ；  an  end；  an 

extremity ;  a  clue；  a  pretext 

{see  1537).  A  cloth  measure 

of  ― •丈 八尺  i8  feet. 

Correct；  proper；  firm.  Doc¬ 
trines.  See  4772,  8979. 

萬端  all  matters. 
造端  to  make  a  beginning. 

端倪  see  5429. 

端緖 a  due. 

端頭  a  cause；  a  reason. 

開端  to  do  a  thing  for  the  first 
time;  to  make  a  precedent. 

此 端一開  if  this  practice  is 
allowed  to  become  general. 

借端  to  make  a  pretext. 

IX 

【2,138 
一踹  a  part,  —  as  opposed  to 

全 體  the  whole. 
不 止一端 w  one  point  (or matter)  only. 

布  一" • 端  a  iuan  cloth. 

端至 一 ■金  i  tael  per 

鬧 出事端  to  make  trouble, 一 as  by  mischievous  behaviour. 

無端  without  any  reason  or 
cause ;  (= 沒頭 續 )&PrC)P。5 
de  bottes ;  see  12,805. 

無 端生有  to  make  trouble out  of  nothing. 

測 之無端  fathoming  gives no  bottom.  Used  fig.  of  depth 
in  composition. 

無端 —書史  to  study  with¬ out  any  definite  result  forth, coming. 

思〃  0 無端  thinking  of  noth¬ 
ing  in  particular. 

發端  a  J>oint  de  dipart. 

輕 于發端  to  make  light  of| giving  rise  to  trouble. 

叩 其雨端  to  discuss  from end  to  end. 

執 其兩端  (Shun)  seized- the two  extremes, — and  determined 
the  mean. 

不 外兩端  comes  under  one or  other  of  the  two  (following) 
alternatives. 

端正。 r 端方  correct;  up¬ 
right. 

不端不 正  wavering;  not  firm. 

端莊  grave ;  dignified. 端人也 ，其取 友必端 

矣  the  friends  of  an  upright 
man  must  also  be  upright. 

端容 a  grave  countenance. 

端 整  proper;  in  order. 

端佑  upright  and  aiding. 

端裕  upright  and  generous. 

端飭  strict ;  conscientious. 

端 然不動  he  remained  im-j movable, 一 under  the  shock. 

踹 然坐下  with  all  due  de¬ corum  sat  down. 

端坐  to  sit  motionless. 

端 視良久  looked  steadily  at  I it  for  some  time. 

端 
12,138 

端的 是男兒 verily he  is  a 
man. 

你 端的要 錢幾何 * much  will  you  really  take  for  it? 

你去 問他一 個端的 
go  and  get  a  definite  answer. 

端 陽。 r 端 午 5thof5th  moon, on  which  day  is  celebrated  the 
Dragon  Festival  in  memory  of 

the  patriot  屈原  Ch‘Q  Yuan. 
6249,  7479. 

端 陽競渡 the  racing  of dragon-boats  on  the  above festival. 

端月  the  5th  moon. 端門  the  south  gate  of  a  palace under  the  Han  dynasty. 

天端  spring-time. 
端 詳  minute  in  detail;  full  par¬ 
ticulars.  Also,  to  catch  one’s 
eye；  to  have  an  eye  on  one. 

百 踹交集 _y  thoushts 
come  crowding  upon  him. 

端上來  to  bring  on ;  to  set  on, 
as  food. 

端飯。 1 ■端茱 t。 serve  a 
meal. 

端苗子  to  aim;  to  take  aim 

四端  four  corners;  the  four  fun¬ damental  principles, — viz.  仁 

^charity,  ̂   duty  to  one’s  neigh¬ 

bour,  禮  propriety,  and  智  wis¬ 
dom. 

風鐸 鳴四端  the  (hanging) 
bells  at  the  four  corners  (of  the 

building)  ring  to  the  wind. 

異端  heterodox  principles,  i.e. other  than  those  of  the  Confucian 

canon.  Used  colloquially  in  the 

sense  of  a  false  interpretation 
of  a  passage,  etc. 

攻 乎異端 ，斯 害也矣 
the  study  of  heterodox  doctrines 
is  injurious  indeed ! 

力 棑異端 誰助我 wh。 will  help  me  to  crush  hetero¬ 

doxy? 

異 端的話  unorthodox  talk; 
a  false  interpretation. 

衣端  black  mourning  clothes, without  seam,  worn  under  the 

Chou  dynasty.  Also  (read  ;///>« 3), 
a  black  cap  worn  by  nobles. 

端肅拜  to  pay  one’s  respects. 

朝端  the  Imperial  Court. 
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12,138 

霧 12,139 R. 寒 
See 溫 

Even  Upper. 

段 
12,140 R •翰 

H.  t^on 
F.  taung 

W.  cfoi See 斷 

Sinking 

Lower. 

端  ̂   a  Censor;  a  Shaman. 

端視 inkslabs  from 端溪， 
the  modern  ̂   Department 
in  Kuangtung. 

_  木丰涯 
 t。 earn  one’s living  like  Tuan-mu, — a  Con- 

fucian  disciple  { 子 貢 ' ) said 
to  have  been  engaged  in  trade. 

A  species  of  small  bad¬ 
ger  found  in  Shansi. 

A  piece ;  a  section  ；  a 

part ;  a  paragraph.  [To 
be  distinguished  from  段 

4194.] 

一段地  a  piece  or  lot  of  land. 

一段水  a  piece  of  water. 

逐段相 間以節 the  sec- 
tions  (of  the  bamboo)  are  separ¬ 
ated  from  one  another  by  knots. 

大段  a  large  piece;  a  paragraph, 
as  opposed  to  a  sentence. 

末段  the  concluding  paragraph. 

段末  the  end  of  a  paragraph. 
讀者 不能尋 其段落 
readers  will  not  find  any  para¬ 

graphing, — the  sense  runs  on 
without  check. 

言無 片段  words  without 
sequence；  random  talk. 

體段  proper  demeanour. 

不失賴 神體段 邮 W 
lose  the  spirit  or  the  dignity, 一 
of  the  picture,  in  the  copy. 

手段  skill;  knack;  power;  trick. 
See  7468. 

和尙 之手段 何其狡 
也  this  was  a  cunning  trick  for 
a  priest  to  play,  wasn't  it? 

好手段  good  workmanship. 
我有 降龍伏 虎的手 
段  I  have  the  power  of  sub¬ 
duing  dragons  and  tigers. 

竟 出以壓 制手段 
promptly  took  measures  for  sup¬ 
pressing, 一 the  disturbance. 

强 迫手段 t0  use lence. 

vio- 

段 
A 

12,140 

12,141 

R •翰 

See 段 

Sinking 

Lower. 

w 
12,142 

R •翰 

C.  tut^ 

H.  ton) 

N.  touh 

W.  dol 

See 段 

Sinking 

Irregular. 

縦 
I2,i43 

R •翰 

See 煆 

SinkingUpper. 

w 

12,144 

R. 翰 

See 段 

Sinking 

Lower. 

段員  the  various  deputies  in charge  of  a  subdivision  of  a District. 

卵段  an  addled  egg. 

(i)  The  lime-tree  ( Tilia) 
of  which  there  are  several 

species  in  China.  (2)  Hi- 

discus  syriacus^  L.  =  2047. 

A  pole.  [To  be  distinguish¬ ed  from  锻  i  i6i.] 

Read  hsic^.  Manacles  ； 
fetters. 

To  forge  metal. 

锻 鍊  to  work,  as  metal;  to 
bring  to  perfection. 

锻鍊 A 人罪 t。 bring a 
man  in  guilty  by  “working”  the 
case, —  by  tampering  with  the 
depositions,  etc. 

火段为 ̂  to  calcine. 
A  coarse  stone  used  for 

whetstones.  [This  character 

is  held  by  some  to  be  a 
corruption  of  锻 •] 

以 锻投卵  a  whetstone  dash ed  against  an  egg, — of  the  im. 
pact  of  an  army. 

Satin  ；  silk  cloth  ；  thick 
silk. 

縱子  satins  in  general, 
satin  piece-goods. 

絲級  10,259 

花總。 r 局糨  brocaded  satin. 

閃糸控  “shot”  satin. 
摹 w 本總  flowered  satin. 

緞布  cotton  damasks. 

斜文總  twilled  levantine  silk. 

巴總  Sstich‘uan  satin. 

淀花 糸渡  a  variety  of  the  above. 

12,14s 

r •翰 

See 段 

Sinking 

Lower. 

w 
12,146 

R. 翰 

See 段 

Sinking 

Lower. 

鎩 

i2，i47 

Sinking 

Lower. 
12,149 

R .旱备 

C.  tun\ 

^un 
H.  toi、 Won 

F.  twang\ 

twang^ 

ctoung^ 

taung^- 

W •必 v 必 
N.  dm、 

touh 
P.  twan 
M.  tan 

Y.  tou 
Sz.  twan 

K.  tan 

J.  tan、 dan 
A.  dwan 

Rising  and 

Sinking 

Irregular. 

Meat  boiled  with  cinna¬ 

mon  and  ginger,  and  then 
dried,  was  known  as  服脩 • 
See  253. 

Hibiscus  syriacus^  L.  See 

12,141.  [To  be  distinguish¬ ed  from  茵  1 163.] 

Same  as.  1 2,142. 

The  stiffening  put  in  at 

the  heel  of  a  shoe. 

To  cut  off;  to  sever；  to 

discontinue  ；  to  interrupt. 

To  decide  ；  to  give  judg¬ 
ment.  Decidedly  ；  certainly. 

See  2949.  [Distinguished 
from  撕  13,256.] 

斷 髪剪爪 to  cut  the  hair 
and  the  nails. 

用 刀斷開  to  cut  in  two  with 
a  knife. 

一 刀兩斷  to  sever  at  onel 
blow. 

^  to  cut  in  half. 

中斷之 爲兩頭 he  cut 

into  two  equal  parts. 

斷絶  to  cut  off;  to  disconnect ; to  sever. 

斷路  to  cut  off  a  retreat;  to  I block  up  a  road  and  make  it 

impassable. 

斷 水取魚 tG  cut  the 
water  (in  a  stream)  and  take 

the  fish, 一 to  “bale  out.” 

斷後  without  posterity, 

往 來不斷 backwards  and 
forwards  without  ceasing. 

斷 而不連  dissevered. 
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此處花 無斷時 flowers 
bloom  here  all  the  year  round. 

恐怕 打斷你 的淸韻 
fearing  to  interrupt  your  sweet 
strains. 

家音已 斷年餘 alrea3y 
more  than  a  year  without  news 
of  home. 

望 斷鄕關  t。 have  lost  sight 
of  one’s  home, 一 as  by  travel¬ 
ling  to  a  distance. 

斷氣  to  breathe  one’s  last;  to die. 

斷了  飲食  to  be  without 
food;  unable  to  eat,  as  one  at 

point'  of  death. 

斷屠  to  stop  the  slaughter  of 
animals  for  food. 

議 f?  >0^*  人  a  man  with  lacerated 
bowels,  一  from  grief,  laughter, 
etc.  See  11,013. 

斷腸草  Gelsemium  elegans, 
Benth.,  the  root  of  which  con¬ 

tains  a  poisonous  alkaloid,,  resem¬ 
bling  strychnine. 

to  break  off  friendship. 

斷系玄  to  snap  the  guitar-string, 一 used  of  the  death  of  a  wife. 

斷乳  t。 wean. 
議^  酒  to  give  up  drinking  wine. 

IS  to  stop  the  craving, — for 

opium. 

斷 ；|^  the  broken  bridge, — refers 
to  a  dream  of  Ajatasatru,  the 

famous  king  of  Magadha,  who 
was  at  first  a  bitter  opponent  of, 

and  subsequently  a  convert  to, 
Buddhism. 

擬斷。 r 决斷。 t 斷結。 r 

斷定。 r 斷明 t。 decide; 
to  settle;  to  give  judgment.  See 

9851. 
to  decide  summarily. 

沒决斷  indecision. 

斷得定  judgment  in  the  case 
has  been  given. 

_ ̂猜 ̂  to  decide  criminal  cases. 

斷 追  to  decide  a  case  and  re¬ 
cover  the  money. 

令  to  settle  a  case  and  make 
an  order  of  Court. 

斷令交 出  t()  o^er  that  pay¬ 
ment  (or  delivery)  be  made. 

to  sentence  to  imprison¬ 
ment. 

12,149 

斷償。 1 ■斷緻  t。 sentence  a man  to  pay. 

斷 ■  to  inflict  a  fine. 

^  斷  a  just  deci
sion. 

枉  an  unjust  decision. 

失 斷  to  give  a  wrong  judg¬ 
ment, — through  ignorance  of  the 
real  facts. 

^  ̂   t0  act  according to  one’s  own  opinion, — without 
listening  to  others. 

疑  to  solve  doubts. 

斷#  疑惑  cleared  up  all  his doubts. 

於段末 用斷語 with  an opinion  (or  criticism)  given  at 
the  end  of  each  paragraph. 

高氏斷 歸麵靑 was decided  that  Miss  Kao  was  to 

marry  Ch‘ien  Chfing. 

斷 不透是 病是喜 could not  decide  for  certain  whether 
she  was  ill  or  enceinte. 

若我斷 不出此 事^1 cannot  succeed  in  settling  this 
matter. 

這 案我斷 不出來 
I  cannot  decide  this  case. 

斷個 ■八九  t0  judge  roughly of  the  value. 

應 以 實否改 換英國 

裝 式爲斷 we  must  ccm- 
sider  the  fact  whether  he  has 

or  has  not  adopted  the  English 

dress  as  the  test, — of  his  present nationality. 

斷就  to  have  foretold  the  result； to  know  what  the  end  will  be. 

斷禍福  t。 divine  as  to  one’s lot  in  life. 

斷然。 r 斷乎 w 斷斷乎 
certainly ;  undoubtedly ;  verily. 

斷斷方 敢。 n  11。 account would  I  venture. 

斷不肯  absolutely  unwilling to. 

斷不能  utterly  unable  t。- 

斷無此 .理  there  is  positively no  justification  for  this;  you  have 
no  right  to  act  thus. 

ID? 非他人  it  is  certainly  no one  else. 

斷 難相允  it  is  really  impos- sible  to  accede, — to  your  request. 

w 12.150 

R .翰 

Y.  tou) 

Sinking. 

w 12.151 

R. 寒 

See 團 

Even  Lower. 

搏
1
 

12.152 

R-寒 

See  — 

Even  Lower. 

溥
 2 

12.153 

R •寒 

See 團 

Even  Lower. 

w 

12.154 

R 寒 

See 團 

Even  Lower. 

r 
l2^5S 

R •寒 

C.  t^iln 

H.  t、on 

F.  t^wang 

W  W 
 ' 

N.  doh^  d'duh P.  t^wan 

A  bamboo  fence  laid 

across  a  stream  to  catch 
fish. 

a  fence  to  catch  crabs. 

To  be  grieved.  [To  be 

distinguished  from 傅 93 78.] 

勞心 傅情兮 my  Wed 
heart  is  worn  with  grief. 

Round  ；  to  roll  round 
with  the  hand.  To  lead, 

as  troops.  [To  be  distin- guished  from  搏 9373.] 

*  • 

毋大 榑飯食 d。1^  rdl 
your  food  into  big  balls  and  eat 

it，一 don’t  put  too  much  into 

your  mouth  at  once. 

| 專合  to  roll  together. 

i  ̂   ̂   to  mode
l  men  out 

of  clay. 

榑三 國之兵 to  lead  the 
soldiers  of  three  States. 

A  heavy  fall  of  dew.  [To 

be  distinguished  from  薄 

9498.] 

Dumplings. 

半專  dumplings  eaten  at  the Feast  of  Lanterns, — and  in  some 

parts  at  other  festivals. 

喜 才_  the  name  of  a  sweet 
dumpling. 

米搴 粉  a  paste  for  thickening gravies,  etc.  made  from  bean- flour, 

A  round  mass  [see  7451); 

a  sphere ;  a  lump  ；  an  ag¬ 

glomeration  ； to  collect；  to 

coil  \  to  surround.  Train- 

bands  ； volunteers  The 

female  of  crabs. 

團 圓  a  perfect  circle ;  full,  as  the 
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See 湍 

Even  Upper. 
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See 索 
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Same  as  12,154. 
m 

Water  rushing；  a  rapic 

12,162 

r •旱阮 

C.  tung、 tun F.  chiing 

P.  /"wan 

K.  t^an 
]. tan^  ton 

A.  t^oung^ 

current  ；  a  torrent. 

堆 出於岸 ，流 必湍之 

dwan 

Rising  Upper. 

projecting  parts  of  the  bank  are 
sure  to  be  swept  away  by  the 
current. m 

端河  a  branch  of  the  river  漢 

I  12,163 

Han  in  Honan. 

鼸 渦僞  t0  crumble  away,— as  the banks  of  a  river. 

12,164 

The  red  blaze  of  fire. 

邀 臣 A 雲螨 之幕 he invited  me  to  enter  the  orna¬ 

mented  red  tent, the  sleeping- 
chamber. 

See  5084. 

A  hog  running；  a  hedge 

hog.  The  definitions”  of 

the 易經  Canon  of  Chan¬ 
ges^  said  to  have  been  added 

by  文王  W6n  Wang. 

彖曰  the  definition  means  … 
[Passages  beginning  thus  are 

doubtfully  attributed  to  Confu¬ 
cius.! 

Black  robes  formerly 

worn  by  the  Empress.  Their 
colour  was  afterwards  chan¬ 

ged  to  yellow. 

R. 

12,165 

隊 

C.  tou^  v.  c/ou 
H.  /«/,  ioi 

F.  taui 
W.  tai^  dai 

N.  tei P.  twei 
M.  tei 

si  I twe
i 

K./e 

]•  te、tai A.  dui 

Sinking 

Upper. 

Land  outside  a  city  ； 

country；  a  hamlet. 

蘇家疃  the  village  of  the  Su 

family. 

疃姐  reckless ;  regardless  of right  and  wrong. 

Same  as  12,162. 

Same  as  12,162. 

TXJI. 

To  be  opposite  to  ；  to 

)pose ;  to  correspond  wit 
to  make  a  pair.  To  reply; 

to  answer.  To  compare.  See 

464, 2119, 4959, 10,075. 

對席  汉  vis-h-vis  at  table. 

舆:江 ，對岸  on  the  oppo¬ 

site  side  of  the  river. 

對說。 r 對答  to  reply  to. 
對兒  a  match  for;  mate;  an 
equal. 
對面。 r 對過兒  、see  4372) 

w 對徑  opposite  to. 

對面笑  to  smile  at;  a  dagger. 

對*  隣 opposite  neighbours. 
相對  to  be  opposite  to;  to  be 
in  the  company  of. 

明年 此夕相 對不心 time  next  year  shall  we  be  to¬ 
gether  or  not? 

對設  to  place  opposite  each 
other. 

調 (tiaoK)  to  change  officers to  each  other’s  posts. 

對讓  yieldins  to  each  other. 

對子 w 對聯  antithetical 
couplets  written  on  scrolls. 

出一 個對子  to  propose  or make  one  half  of  an  antithetical 

couplet, 一 to  be  completed  by some  one  else. 

作對 子一聯  to  compose 
a  couplet. 

T^XJ-AJNT 

圑
 2 

l2)T55 

M.  Pan 
Y.  /W 

Sz.  thwart 
K.  tan 

J.  tan、 dan 
A.  dwan 

Even  Lower. 

moon ;  together ;  closely  united, 
as  husband  and  wife. 

團 圓媳婦  a  girl  who,  from 
reasons  of  poverty,  is  transferred 
to  another  family  to  be  brought 

up  therein  as  the  fiancee  of  one 
of  the  sons. 

團 圓工人  to  support  work¬ 
men  from  a  general  fund, — as 
when  on  strike. 

團團然  round. 

團團 似明月 round  like 
the  bright  moon. 

團團 如磨驢 round  and 
round  like  a  donkey  in  a  mill, 
— dog-in-a-wheel. 

團團 的轉着 whirling 
round  and  round, — as  dust. 

團 團圍住  hemmed  in  on  all 
sides ;  sitting  round  in  any  order. 

一 ■團 和氣  genial-looking; 
pleasant. 

— ' _  a  ball  of  silk. 

一團麵  a  lump  of  dough. 
團合  to  gather  together;  to  be 
huddled  up. 

縮做 一 •闺  to  coil  up,  as  a 
snake;  to  retire  into  one’s  shell, 
as  a  person  worsted  in  argument, 
etc. 

團龍  a  coiled  dragon,  as  seen 
in  embroideries,  etc,;  name  of 
a  kind  of  tea. 

八 _花  the  eight  large  round designs,  of  flowers  or  dragons, 
seen  on  the  outer  robe  worn 

by  officials. 

花團錦 簇  vei7  ornamental; 
very  well  put  through. 

團魚  a  turtle  ( Trionyx  sinensis). 

團聚 ■團結 團積 t。 accumulate;  to  collect  together; 
to  draw  in. 

~ " 家團聚  the  whole  family 
complete,  or  re-united. 

疑 團  doubtful;  in  doubt. 
團 練  trainbands;  militia. 
團總  a  trainband  captain. 

團丁  militiamen. 
團紳  the  gentry  connected  with 

the  trainbands. 

團拜  a  festive  gathering  or  ban¬ 
quet;  festivities. 

團蒲  mat-sheds. 
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12,165 

一 副對子  a  pair  of  scrolls. 

對子馬  men  on  horseback  in front  of  the  trousseau, 

對對兒  to  match  couplets,— to  make  a  second  line  to  a 

first  given  you. 

對 不上來  unable  to  make 
the  second  line,  as  above. 

對光  of  the  right  power, — as 
.pectacles. 

對 不足。 r 對不住  unable 
to  look  a  person  in  the  face,- 
in  consequence. 

對口  the  back  of  the  neck;  to 
verify  a  statement,  as  by  refer¬ 
ence  to  a  third  person. 

生對 卩 瘡 to  get  a  boil  on 
the  back  of  one’s  neck. 

對平  a  balance. 

對針 兒  the  needle  of  a  balance. 

對峙。 r 對立  confronting 
heights, — things  or  ideas  of  equal 
power  or  influence. 

殺 他對命  kill  him  as  a  set- 
off  against  the  life, —  of  some 
one  killed. 

對飲  to  drink  together,  —  as 
boon  companions. 

不 俟對看  it  was  not  neces¬ 
sary  for  him  to  see  the  object 

before  him, — in  painting. 

對打  to  fight  with. 

對陣  opposing  armies. 

對敵  to  fight;  to  oppose. 

婦女多 反對之 women 
mostly  oppose  it. 

對赛  to  compete. 

對手  a  match  for;  one’s  equal ; 
an  equal  number  of  fingers  held 
out  by  two  opponents  at  the 
game  of  morra. 

與 之對手  have  a  game  (e.g. 
of  chess)  with  him. 

對奕  to  play  at  wei-chH  with  a 
person. 

對頭  a  foe;  an  enemy;  an 
antagonist ;  hostile;  in  or  from 
an  opposite  direction. 

明天再 打對頭 we  meet 
again  to-morrow. 

對縫  closely  at  the  edges. 

對服  to  pacify；  to  satisfy. 

對
‘
 

i2,i65 

對服得 住 bget  on  well  with a  man;  to  be  sufficiently  good 
for  the  purpose. 

對 於時事  his  attitude  in regard  to  affairs  of  the  day 

R. 

對於 此問題 小有齟 

齒昏  in  reference  to  this  question 
there  is  a  slight  hitch. 

恰對  apposite. 

對景  seasonable. 對付  to  come  to  terms  about  ； 
to  agree  about;  to  make  shift 

to;  to  manage  as  best  one  can 二 

對謙  to  bandy  compliments. 

其 樂無對  the  pleasure  of  it is  unrivalled. 

對眼  pleasing  to  the  eye. 

對勁兒  adapted  one  to  the other  by  identity  of  views,  feel¬ 

ings,  etc. 一 as  friends. 

— *  對  a  pair 广 of  shoes,  vases, 
etc. 

不對  not  a  pair;  not  on  ̂ood terms;  not  agreeing,  as  con¬ 
flicting  statements,  etc. 

對 之如面  as  like  as  lifej — of  a  portrait: 

對證  a  witness  in  a  law  case 

對質  to  confront  witnesses. 

親與 口對狀  he  appeared in  person  to  answer  to  the  charge. 

無以 爲對。 r 失對 t。 have  no  answer  to  make. 

對換  to  exchange. 
對 一 •對  to  compare,  —  as original  and  copy. 

對讀  title  of  petty  officials,  who 
compare  exam,  essays  with  the 

copies  in  red. 

對數  to  check  or  audit  accounts. 

對 合  in  partnership. 

對 合子利  qent  per  cent. 
對開  to  divide  equally  between 
two ;  used  for  half  a  dollar. 

對 開舖子  two  partners  start ing  a  shop  with  equal  capital invested  by  each. 

照對 t。  “accept”  a  time  draft 

對經 ㈣ 坐) 草 Hypericum Samps oni、 Hance. 

tr 12,166 隊寘 

C.  toil 

H.  chui) 

F.  touP 

W.  dai 
N.  dei 

P.  twei、 t、wei、 

chili M.  twei^  tswei 

Iiwei、 

ts^
wei

 

K.  ̂  

’•  tai、 dei 

A.  doui 

Sinking 

Lower. 

Wt 
12,167 

R. 隊 

See 隊 

K.  te 

J.  tai、 de 

A.  don. 

Sinking 

Lower. 

►  a 

R. 
12,168 
灰 

C.  tou 

H.  toi 
F.  toui 

^N.tai 

N.  tei 

P.  twei 
M,  tei,  y,  ti 

Y. ( 

Sz.  1 

K.  t、we 
J.  tai、 tc A.  doui Even  Upper. 

twei 

To  hate；  to  detest. 

罔 弗慰  there  is  no  one  who 
does  not  hate  them. 

元 惡大慰  such  chief  crim¬ 
inals  are  greatly  abhorred. 

怨 慰粉犄  resentment  and 
hate  making  themselves  heard 
on  all  sides. 

Abundant  vegetation. 

A  heap；  a  pile;  a  mass； 
a  crowd. 

— *  煤  a  heap  of  coal. 

-堆人  a  crowd  of  people. 

堆作 一 》 堆  pile  it  -up  into  a 

heap. 

土堆子  a  dust-heap ;  a  mound. 

草堆  a  pile  of  straw. 
to  pile  up. 

堆下笑 來  broke  into  a  smile. 

滿面 堆着笑  smiling  all 
over  his  face. 

悽慘 之言堆 于滿紙 
pitiable  words  filled  the  whole 
document. 

堆 積如山 piled  up  like  a 
mountain. 

堆 金積玉  to  accumulate 
wealth. 

堆墚  a  heap;  to  pile  up;  men 
suration. 

堆石  to  pile  up  stones. 

堆着 磊着的  in  heaps. 
囊堆 or  灰 堆  manure-heaps. 
堆塞  to  block  up, 一 as  a  crowd 
of  people. 

堆 房  a  warehouse;  a  wholesale dealer^.  Also,  a  lumber-room. 

189 
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,168 

w 
12,169 R •隊 

H.  toi 

F.  tai 

See 

Sinking 

Upper. 

twei 

兌
‘
 12,170 R. 泰 

c.  tdu^ 

H.  tui^  t^ui 
F.  taui^  faui 上 
W.  dai^  de^ 
N.  tei^  dei 
P.  twei 
M.  tei 
Y.  { 

Sz.  1 

K.  t^e 
J.  tai、 de 
A.  dwai 

Sinking  Upper 
and  Lower. 

堆 花燒酒  spirit  which  will 
keep  frothy  when  poured  out, 

— a  sign  of  its  excellence. 

堆子。 r 堆撥  a  watch-house； 
a  sentry-box.  See  574. 

堆兒 兵  street  watchmen  ； 
patrol. 

官堆  a  police-station. 
堆卡  a  barrier  where  some  petty 

octroi  is  exacted. 

A  pestle  worked  by  a 
treadle  and  used  to  hull 

grain. 

碓白  a  pestle  and  mortar. 

碓頭  a  pestle.  See  2659. 

碓架。 r 碓牀  the  frame  by 
which  the  pestle  is  worked. 

登碓  or  踐碓  to  mount  the 
pestle, 一 i.e.  to  get  on  the  treadle. 

雄搗  tQ  pound. 
雄房  an  establishment  for  hull¬ 

ing  grain. 

多 春幾百 雄 give  it  a  few 
hundred  more  poundings. 

水碓  a  pestle  worked  by  water- 
power. 

掛碓  to  suspend  work. 

今天 牙掛碓  I  have  eaten 
nothing  to-day. 

雲碓 無人， 水自春 
cloud-pestles  (ite.  up  in  the  moun¬ 
tains)  have  no  men,  the  water 

(of  ̂the  streams)  alone  does  the 
pounding. 

To  weigh；  to  exchange; 

to  pay.  Permeable.  The 

58th  Diagram.  To  pass 
through.  Used  for  ̂  
i3,77& 

兌銀子  to  weigh  silver. 
兌銀  to  cash  a  draft. 
兌收 t。  weigh  in, 一 as  a  bank 
receiving  bullion. 

兌給。 r 兌交  to  weigh  out; 
to  pay  to. 

弓單兌  to  weigh  silver,— fillipping 
the  steelyard. 

兌出去  to  dispose  of;  to  make 
over, 一 in  bulk. 

兌
左
 

12,170 

銳 
12,171 

m 12,172 

R •泰 

See 兌 

Sinking 

Lower. 

發兌 OT 出兌  to  sell  wholesale 
兌換  to  exchange, — as  silver  for 
cash,  and  vice  versa, 

兌支  to  advance  cash. 

七  二兌  payment  at  the  rate  of •72  for  Tls.  i.oo， i.e.  a  discount 
of  28  per  cent.  See  5190. 

兌 析七相  to  count  {e,g. every  Tls.  100  as  Tls.  50  and 
then  to  further  consider  each 

tael  as  only  7  mace.  Thus,  the 
discount  on  Tls.  100  comes  to 
no  less  than  Tls.  65.00. 

匯兌  to  effect  an  “exchange upon  same  other  place. 

兌稅  to  pay  duty. 

兌 錢糧  to  pay  the  land-tax. 

行 道兌矣  roads  for  travel¬ ling  were  opened. 

松 栢斯兌  paths  were  made through  the  firs  and  cypresses, 

塞其兌  gratify  men’s  desires, [兌 = 悦] 

See  5727. 

A  horse  galloping. 

銳突  to  rush  out  hastily,— as when  alarmed. 

A  group；  a  company  of 

fifty  men；  a  regiment.  To 

fall;  used  with  2818. 

成 羣結隊  people  gathering in  groups, 一 as  fora  disturbance 

一隊人  a  crowd  of  people. 

家 丁小隊  members  of  the family  and  servants. 

隊 伍  companies  of  fifty  and  files 
of  five, —— rank  and  file；  the  ranks 

隊 伍不齊  ranks  not  even,— of  badly-drilled  troops. 

兵隊  a  detachment  of  soldiers, 

隊長  {chang^)  a  commanding officer. 

馬隊  a  cavalry  regiment. . 

步隊  infantry. 

隊
'
 

2,i73 

i2,i74 

m 
M75 

R 

R. 

w 12.176 

R.  Vulgar. 

P.  v.  ctwei Even  Upper. 

m 

12.177 

支 

See 堆褪 

Even  Upper 

and  Lower. 

m 

1*2,178 

灰 

細槌推 

Even  Lower 

^(i  Upper. 

擺隊。 r 列隊 _  to  draw  up 
troops, — in  marching  or  fighting 
order. 

演隊  to  drill  troops. 出 隊 —to  go  out  to  battle;  to take  the  offensive;  to  attack. 

傾 隊出追  to  pursue  with  all 
one’s  forces. 

收隊  to  retreat. 狻隊  the  rearguard. 
車按行 騎就隊 
the  carts  go  in  single  file,  the 
hotsemen  in  a  body. 

洋鎗隊  foreign-armed  troops. 

難 于歸隊  it  is  difficult  to 
get  back  to  my  company, 一 as 
when  an  army  has  been  routed. 

飛行艦 如 the  airship  or aeroplane  force. 

潛 行艇隊  the  torpedo  force. 
樂隊  a  band, 一 as  of  a  regiment 

領 隊大臣  Commandant  of| the  Forces, — at  various  posts  in 

Mongolia  and  Turkestan. 

Same  as  12,168. 

Same  as  12,168. 

To  squat. 

一 邊兒触 着去罷 go 
and  squat  on  one  side, — get  out! 
clear  out  of  this ! 

To  collect  stones  to 

gether. 
磓 山子石  to  make  artificial 
rockwork. 

Steamed  dumplings. 

隔年前 雔  last  year’s  dump¬ 
lings, — bygones. 

拈 飽舐指 不知休 t。 handle  dumplings  and  keep  on 

licking  one’s  fingers,— gluttonous. 
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m 
12,179 

r •眞贿 
See 鐵 

Sinking 
Lower. 

12,180 

12,181 

12,182 
R. 隊 
N.  dei 
YLtei 

J.  dai 
doui 

The  butt  of  a  spear. 
Bells  with  small  mouth. 

Used  with  12,182. 

玄矛  婷  trident  spears  with 
gilt  ends. 

Read  to4.  A  covering  for 
a  coffin. 

Same  as  12,166. 

Same  as  12,166. 

A. 

Sinking 
Lo^cx 

退，
 

12,183 

R. 隊 
C.  &'6u 
H.  If-ui 

F.  f'aui^  v. 
f'aung 

N.  f-et^  v.  (^eng 
P.  t'wei 
M. 产 f'wci 
Y.  f'wei 
Sz. 产 ui, 〜 i 
K.  f'we 
J.  tai 
A.  f'out 

Sinking 

Upper. 

A  spear  with  a  metal  butt. 

Used  with  12,1 79,  and  with 

12,21 1  {see  810). 

T^xn. 

To  go  back,  as  opposed 

to 進 2075 化 •泛 •)；  to  retire ； 

to  withdraw  from  ；  to  de¬ 

cline  ； to  reject；  to  abate ； 

to  yield.  To  exorcise  ；  see 

3073.  See  5727. 

退去  to  retire. 
退縮  to  shrink  back;  to  draw  in. 

退 堂  to  leave  the  court  or  bench. 

退兵  to  withdraw  troops. 

退姐虜  to  drive  back  the  bar¬ barians. 

退 敵之策  a  plan  for  putting 
the  enemy  to  flight. 

戎 成不退  war  has  done  its 
work,  but  he  withdraws  not, 一 
from  evil. 

太尹喝 退髙贊 ，喚尤 

上 來  the  magi  .trate  or¬ dered  Kao  Tsan  to  st  ind  down 

and  Yu  Ch4en  to  come  forward. 

退潮  ebb  tide, 

退不了  you  can’t  get  out  of  it. 
to  get  out  of  doing  anything 

to  which  one  was  committed. 

進 退人才  to  bring  forward 
and  to  reject  talents,—^,  of 
subordinates.  See  2075. 

退‘
 

I2，i83 退人以 禮 t。 get  rid  of  a person  courteously. 

乞 退衆人  please  send  every 
one  away, 一 to  be  in  private. 

See  9319.  x 

退妖怪  to  exorcise  devils. 
退城  to  evacuate  a  city. 

退一 舍之地  to  withdraw to  a  distance  of  one  shS  (35  It). 

退閃  to  step  back;  to  get  out of  the  way. 

退回  to  retreat；  to  shut  out,  as cargo. 

退回單  ,a  “shut  out”  report. 
退 '回去  tc>‘  Pay  back,  — bargain  money. 

退貨  to  return  goods  that  one has  bought. 

退票  a  protested  bill. 
退步  to  take  a  step  backwards. 
倒 _ 退。 r 倒 退着走 

to  go  backwards. 

你倒退 幾步兒  go  back 
a  few  steps. 

退位  to  abdicate. 退工  to  throw  up  employment. 

退租  to  throw  up  or  refuse  to renew  a  lease. 

退辦  to  throw  up  the  manage¬ ment  of. 

退出來  to  surrender;  to  give 
up. 

退還  to  return  unaccepted. 

退却  to  decline. 

退讓  t。 yield* 退讓已 到極 處無可 

再加  the  utmost  concessions we  can  make. 

退 色  to  fade. 退 ̂   polished ;  burnished. 

身退  to  draw  back;  to  retire 
from  public  life. 

退汗  to  stop  sweating, — as  by 
resting  from  exertion. 

其 中退然  he  is  of  a  very weakly  constitution. 

f 玉病 漸
減退 Tai  Yii’s 

illness  gradually  abated. 

退親  to  break  off  a  matrimonial 
engagement. 

m: 

12,183 

腿3
 

12,184 

R •賄 

C.  t'-ou 

H. 

F.  t^oui 
W. 产 ai 

N.  tLei 

p.tw 

M.  t-ei 

Sz.  j 

K.  t^we 
J.  tai,  U 

A.  t'oui 
Rising  

Upper 

退婚文 (Qr  書) a  document 
renouncing  an  engagement,  as 
above. 

若 K 得此退 畫足矣 
I  should  be  content  if  I  could  get 

one  such  picture  as  this  discarded one. 

退皮  to  peel, 一 as  after  scarlet 
fever. 

悔手  to  desist  from  further 
action；  to  stop. 

退毛  to  pluck,  as  a  fowl;  to take  the  bristles  off  (a  pig). 

腑  to  get  out  of  condition, — 
as  a  horse. 

The  leg;  the  thigh.  See 

4351. 
腿脚  leg  and  foot. 

大腿  the  thign. 小腿  the  lower  half  of  the  leg. 

腿肚子  the  calf  of  the  leg. 

腿胯  the  inner  part  of  the 
thigh. 

腿腕子  the  ankle. 

前腿  a  fore-leg. 

後腿  a  hind-leg. 

腿帶子  garters. 
^  gaiters  worn  by  women 

火腿 a  ham. 
茶腿  a  tea  ham, — ie.  one  good enough  to  be  served  with  tea. 

金腿  hams  from  金華  Chin- hua  in  Chehkiang. 

快腿。 r 飛秦腿 a  fast 
runner. 

slow  of  gait, — of  the  old. 

跑 細了腿 i  have  walked  all 
the  flesh  off  my  l§gs. 

婉的 工夫大 了， 腿酸 

了  my  legs  ached  from  kneeling 
so  long. 

擎起腿 來走了  went 

abruptly. 

鹿圈起  bandy  legs. 狗腿  a  dog’s  leg, — a  policeman. 

探着腿  to  stretch  out  a  leg. 

象腿  like  an  elephant’s  leg, — large;  coarse,  etc. 

登腿 t。  die  (slang). 



T‘XJI [ I508  ] 

m 
.I2,i8«C 

R •支灰 
C.  Hu 

H.  t、ui 
F.  ch、ui、 t'ui 
W.  f'ai 
N.  t^ei 

Y： 

Sz. 

K.  ch、u、 f'we 
J.  sui、 tai,  tei 

A.  sui、 t'oui 
Even  Urrer. 

To  push ；  to  shove；  to 

abstain  from  ；  to  decline  (see 

6341)  ；  to  shirk  ;  to  extend  ； 
to  include.  See  3044. 

椎倒 to  push  over;  to 
overthrow. 

椎開  to  push  open,  as  a  door; 
to  have  nothing  to  do  with;  to 

evade;  to  put  aside;  to  change 
the  topic. 

杷 門椎開 Push  0Pen  the door. 

那仵 事我總 要椎開 
I  must  try  to  get  off  (or  out  of) 
that  business. 

這個 意思你 總得椎 

開  you  must  find  out  the  mean¬ 
ing  of  this. 

他 杷我椎 下去了  he 
pusher1  me  down, 一 (e.g.)  a  slope. 

他把 我椎在 河裏頭 
he  pushed  me  into  the  river. 

我 _ 不上來 1  can’t  push 
it  up, 一 as  a  cart  up  a  hill. 

杷那 個碟子 椎過來 
push  that  plate  over  here. 

椎 他起身  make  him  get  up. 

推磨  im°x)  t0  turn  a  mill. 
*  to  row  a  boat.  See  10,143. 

椎  to  push  a  wheelbarrow. 
椎 to  display  sincerity;  to 
extend,  or  place,  unreserved 

(confidence,  etc.)  to  or  in. 

椎  a  Court  postponement, — 
as  when  on  certain  occasions 

all  transaction  of  public  business 

is  postponed  in  the  Palace. 

推 算 ̂  to  calculate;  to  reckon ; 
to  cast  destinies  {see  Mow);  to 

express  in  terms  of;  to  find  the 

equivalent,  as  (e.g.)  the  same 
date  in  the  Chinese  and  Gre¬ 
gorian  calendars 

椎箅 可得  it  pan  be  ascer¬ tained  by  calculation. 

相 ̂   Push  away;  to  dismiss. 

推 之不去  couldn’t  get  rid  of 
him,  ~ said  of  a  certain  rapacious 
magistrate. 

椎賴  to  evade;  to  back  out  of. 
廣  to  extend,  as  a  principle; 

to  develop ;  to  enlarge  upon, 
Also,  a  kind  of  likin  tax  levied 
under  the  Ming  dynasty. 

推
1
 

I2，i85 

椎廣 先生之 意 enlarge 
upon  your  idea. 

推移  to  enforce  the  adoption  of. 

推究。 r 推求 t。 push  en- quiries;  to  pursue  investigations. 

椎盾 l  t0  extend  favours  to. 

^  ̂   to  respect, 一 a  person. to  throw  over;  to  push 

flown  (to  the  ground);  to  run 
one  down;  to  speak  ill  of,  so 

as  to  get  a  person  dismissed. 

推放 ̂  to  force  to  or  into. 

椎命 or 椎步 t。 tell  a  for- tune,  in  the  latter  case  by  the stars. 

有術 士椎其 造 a  fortune- teller  cast  her  nativity. 

椎擁  to  hustle. 

椎提 仁 義  t0  discard  charity of  heart  and  duty  to  one’s  neigh¬ bour. 

椎辭。 1 ■椎却  t(?  decline;  to refuse. 

推 來椎去  each  refusing  to take  it. 

椎  decline, — as  an  honour； 
to  .yield  to. 

皆椎讓 .其文 a11  yielded  to him  as  most  elegant  writer; 

acknq^le3ge(J  the  superiority  of 
his  compositions. 

推， 賢論自 ̂   to^give  way  to  the virtuous  and  able. . 

^ ̂不  |H  unable  to  decline. 

椎 前擦斧 tQ  shirk. 
椎不匆  to  pretend  not  to 
know. 

他只 椎耳聾 he  kept  on 
pretending  to' be  deaf. 

^  to  back  out;  to  shirk. 
> 

椎脫  to  get  out  of  doing  any¬ 
thing. 

甚麽 事你也 推不了 
you  won’t  be  able  to  shirk  any¬ 

thing. 

椎故。 r  椎託  t。 allege  as  an excuse;  to  put  forward. 

以有舍 t  excused  himself on  the  ground  of  visitors. 

椎說 樓上有 風业 ging as  an  excuse  that  it  was  draughty 
UDstairs. 

推
1
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椎 . ^  to  include  as；  to  con- sider  or  treat  as, — of  subjects. 

； ̂ 类負  to  put  or  consider  in  the same  category；  to  argue  by  ana- 

logy. 

椎其原  t。 analyse. 
椎原 其/故  analysing  the cause;  the  reason  for  this  is..., 

椎舉。 1 ■椎薦  t。 recommend for  promotion. 

to  be  promoted. 

to  push  the  wheel;  to  re¬ 
commend 'for  promotion. 

椎 2  to  value;  to  esteem. 與人交 ，椎其 長者違 

其短 者  in  friendship,  exalt a  man’s  good  points  and  avoid 
bringing  out  his  weak  ones. 

[Apropos  of  borrowing  a  mean 
man’s  umbrella !] 

獨 椎老子 he  exalted  Lao 
Tzti  alone, 一 of  all  the  Sages. 

寒 暑相椎 ec>ld  and  heat 
follow  one  another. 

椎己 及人  t0  Put  oneself  in 
another’s  place;  to  see  a  thing 

from  the。 other’s  point  of  view. 

天下椎 爲望族 thewhole 
empire  regards  them  as  a  model 

family. 

_ 黨椎 其長厚 theneigh- 
bourhood  will  acknowledge  his 
greatness  of  mind.  | 

推必、 置 腹 t0  Place  one’s  own 
heart  in  another  map’s  body,— 
to  be  loyal  in  friendship. 

^  In  ̂Ij  A  t0  hand  over  to 
some  one  else. 

推 功與將 佐 t。 transfer  the 
credit  to  one’s  lieutenants. 

解椎。 r 解衣 椎食 t。 * off  one’s  clothes  and  give  up 

one’s  food,-^as  to  a  friend  in 
need.  The  first  is  also  to  explain. 

椎 亡固存 ，邦 ，其昌 

by  investigating  the  ruin  of  these 
and  strengthening  the  existence 

of  those,  the  States  will  all  flour¬ 

ish. 

push  or  knock, — to  make 
verses  (sec  Biogr.  Diet.,  Chia 

Tao)\  to  discuss  the  pros  and 

cons, 

不 能椎敲  I  can’t  choose  my 

words  well. 
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12.199 

R 灰 
See 睛 

Even  Lower. 

12.200 

R. 灰 

C.  tKou H.  k、wei 
F.  toui 

W.  dai 
N.  dei 

M.  I 
 ^wei 

Sz.  I 
 ̂ 

K.  t^we 

J.  tai^  de 
A.  dofii 

Even  Lower. 

蔭 
12.201 

親1
 

12,202 

R. 元 

See 敦 

Even  Upper. 

TXJ3XT 

Jaded.  See  5182. 

To  collapse :  to  over¬ 
throw  ； ruined  ；  worn-out  ； 
used  with  12,191.  Soft  ； 

yielding. 

睛  to  fall  in  ruins. 

瞋名  to  blast  one’s  reputation. 
士 衆滅兮 名已隕 d his  troops  exterminated,  and  his 

reputation  gone, 一 said  by  蘇 

武  Su  Wu  of  the  Han  dynasty, at  the  destruction  of  李陸 Li 

Ling’s  army  by  the  Tartars. 

Same  as  12,193. 

TXJN- 

An  earthenware  basin 

user*  in  distilling. 

Honest  ；  sincere  ；  gener¬ 

ous  ； sound  ；  staunch.  To 

give  force  to  ;  to  consoli¬ 
date.  To  press；  to  urge. 

^  厚 or  ̂   ̂   honest ;  sin¬ 
cere；  staunch. 

敦請  to  cordially  invite. 

敦  i  玲  IS  be  sin
cere  in 

dealing  with  friends. 

敦睦  cordial;  friendly. 

敦化  to  reform. 敦 倫  to  pay  due  regard  to  (social) obligations;  sexual  intercourse. 

敦  _  弟 (ftx)  to  pay  due  regard 
to  filial  and  fraternal  obligations. 

鋪敦  ̂ unl  淮 、潰  he  disPlayed his  masses  of  troops  along  the 
bank  of  the  Huai. 

敦篤  to  consolidate. 

敦敦 篤篤的 stion^y 
built;  of  solid  physique. 

509 
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12,185 

m 

12,186 

r •支灰 
See 吹椎 
Even  Upper. 

12.187 

R 支灰 
8 -吹睛 
Even  Upper 
and  Lower. 

IT 
12.188 

r •灰 

Sec 椎 

(but  with  t 

nitial  always' 
Even  Upper. 

忒 
12,189 

12.190 

頹
1
 

12.191 

R. 灰 
P.  i/'ui 

隕 
Even  Lower. 

以今 文椎而 寫之曰 
m 

turning  it  (e.g.  from  tadpole) 
into  modern  script,  it  ran ••… 

^  the  Emperor 
ploughs  three  furrows, — every 
spring,  in  honour  of  agriculture. 

椎 胃  a  Police  Magistrate  under 

12,191 

the  Sung  dynasty.  ^ 

Motherwort  [Leonurus 

silfiricus、 L.),  and  (In  Man¬ 

churia)  L.  macranthus、 Max. 

中谷有  in  the  valley  grows 
the  motherwort. 

12,192 

r. 灰 

A  fabulous  animal,  like 

a  small  bear.  ; 

See_ 

Even  Lower. 

To  scald  off,  as  hair  or 

頹 I2,i93 

feathers.  ; 

R 灰 

承 迫小鷄 子 toscaWachicken, 

See  _ 

— as  is  done  before  plucking, 
to  make  the  feathers  come  out 

Even  Lower. 

easily. 

用 開水總 毛 scald  w the 
hair  (or  feathers)  with  boiling 
water. 

經 
I2,i94 

R,  Vulgar. 

See 脫 

See  10,848. 
Entering 

Upper. 

See  10,573. 
m 

12,195 

The  chin.  A  scorching 

whirlwind.  To  descend  {see 

7228);  to  collapse;  to  fall. 

尨
 3 

12,196 

維風及 顏  thewindisfdlow- 

R. 賄 

ed  by  a  tornado. 

See 腿 

泰山其 顏乎 the  collapse  of Risirg  Upper. 

Mt.  T‘ai. 

類然  drooping;  relaxing. 

頹 然而下  gradually  decay- 骽 
ing;  growing  worse. 

iV97 

類  destroyed,  as  by  a  collapse. 

頹 墮  to  overthrow;  to  ruin. 

^  to  fall  down. 
墳 12,19? 

顏唐  decrepit;  failing. 

頹惰  lag;  inert. 

—思 而就牀  to  lie  down 
'and  meditate. 

其醉 也如玉 山之將 
when  he  is  drunk,  he  is  like 

the  Jade  mountain  about  to  fall, 

— said  by  山 濤  Shan  T‘ao  of 

a  friend  named  叔夜  Shu  Yeh. 

玉 山  the  jade  hill  fallen, — dead  drunk. 

A  spasm  caused  by  stone. 

A  plant  called  牛績， 

To  moult. 

See  11,377. 

Lameness. 

委修  to  walk  lame. 

Same  as  12,184. 

Same  as  12,200.  Used 
for  6340. 
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TXJ3NT 
1510 

TTJ3XT 

12,203 

暾 1
 12.204 R •元 

Seep  雾 

Even  Upper. 

w 
12.205 R •元 

C.  v.  cten 
H.  tun 

F.  ctoutig^  v. ctoung 

W.  Vib., 〆 谷， v. 

ctai 
N.  ting 

P.  ̂tun M.  I  ̂ 

Y.  \^
n Sz.  tun、 ten 

f：\f- A.  doun> 

Even  Upper. 

敦促  to  press;  to  urge. 

敦追  to  urge  on. 

敦  ̂   a  term  for  years  which  con¬ tain  the  cyclical  character  . 

Read  tui\  To  be  thrown 

on.  Solitary.  To  be  select  ； 

to  be  polished.  To  deal 

with；  to  polish  off. 

王 事敦我  the  affairs  of  State are  thrown  on  me. 

敦 彼獨宿  quietly  and  soli: 
tarily  we  passed  the  night. 

^ [琢 其 旅  the  polished  mem¬ bers  of  his  suite. 

敦 商之旅  he  “polished  off” the  troops  of  Shang, 一 referring 
to  the  achievements  of  AVu  Wang. 

Read  tui^.  Sacrificial 
vessels.  Vessels  for  holding 

grain •一 

Read  tiao' ，  To  be  or¬ 
namented. 

敦弓 ornamented  bows. 

Read  tuan^  Growing 
thickly. 

敦 彼行葦  in  thick  patches 
grow  the  rushes  by  the  way-side. 

To  swallow  down  ；  to 

gobble  up. 

An  artificial  mound  ；  a 

tumulus；  a  beacon  mound; 

a  square  block  of  stone  or 
wood. 

高墩  a  high  mound. 

烟墩。 r 蜂火墩  a  small 
furnace,  shaped  like  a  brick  kiln 

and  placed  at  some  commanding 
point,  to  be  lighted  as  a  signal 
in  case  of  danger  from  invasion, 
etc.  Dried  wolfs  dung  was  burnt 

by  preference,  in  consequence 
of  the  dense  smo^e  yielded. 

墩堡。 r 墩臺  a  beacon 
mound,  —  upon  which  the  fur- 

k  nace  was  placed. 

墩1
 

12,205 

擊
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12,206 

R 元 

See 敦 

Even  Upper. 

w 12,207 R 元 太 
k 敦隕 

A.  doui Even  Upper 

and  Lower. 

A 

12,208 

R •元灰 

C.  v.  tun^ H.  tun 
F:  tung 

W.  to 

N.  v.  ieng0 
P.  V.  tUT^ M.  v. 
Y.  v.  ting 

Sz.  v.  tun 
K.  ton. 

J.  ton、 don A.  doun 

Even 

Irregular. 

五 里壤  five-//  beacons, — a name  for  these  furnaces  which 

were  scattered  at  intervals  of  five 
li  all  over  the  country. 

門塌; 兒  the  two  built-up  stones before  a  house  door. 

蠟燭墩  a  kind  of  rude  candle¬ stick. 

香墩  a  stand  for  joss-stick;  a nickname  for  hired  waiters  at 
weddings,  etc. 

繡墩  an  ornamental  stool. 
凉  an  earthenware  or  porce¬ 
lain  stool,  for  sitting  upon  in 
hot  weather. 

墩石頭  to  be  attached  by  a chain  to  a  big  stone,  —  as  a 

punishment  for  theft. 

敏布 a  mop. 煌  name  of  a  place  at  the western  extremity  of  the  Great 

Wall,  in  Kansuh. 

白墩子  petuntse, — a  white earth  prepared  by  pulverising 

and  levigating  a  partially  decom¬ 

posed  granite,  and  used  in  com¬ bination  with  kaolin  in  the  ma¬ 
nufacture  of  porcelain. 

To  strike  with  the  fist. 

擊得梳 j°ltins- 

The  wooden  cover  of  a 

coffin. 

檄子  a  wooden  block. 

To  stew  ；  to  heat. 

燉肉  to  stew  meat.. 
淸燉  to  stew  withoilt  «ey. 

隔本傲 酒 t0  heat  wine  by putting  the  wine-kettle  in  boiling 
water.  See  12,221. 

茶  t0  warm  up  tea,  as  above. 

燉皇  the  noise  of  burning.  See 12,205. 

暇 12,209 

R •元 

See 敦 

Even  Upper. 

襲
1
 

12,210 

R •元 

see 敦 

Even  Upper. 

ir 
12,211 

See 敦 

Even  Upper. 

12,212 

R •元 

F.  v.  uhLiong 
N.  dzengy  v. 

Sg 从 P.  v.  tun 
M.  v.  ten 

See 撙 

Even  Upper. 

12,213 

R •阮元 

C.  i/'un 

H.  s.f'un^tun 

F.  toung3 

A  water-beetle,  known 

as 峻螞 or  4 無螺. 

A  satchel；  a  bag. 

To.  castrate  animals. 

騄鷄  to  castrate  a  cock. 

To  squat  down  on  one’s heels  ；  to  reside.  To  as 
semble. 

^  ̂   unable  to  squat  down, 
— as  children  who  have  to  prac¬ 

tise  before  they  can  sit  on  their heels. 

蹲 到腿痠 i  have  squatted 
until  my  legs  ache. 

SS  廬  to  squat:  to  crouch. 

自 己蹲在 戥盤裏 
sitting  in  a  scale-pan,—/.^,  weigh¬ 
ing  himself,  or  by  play  upon  the 

words,  自稱  praising*,  himself. 

狗蹲  a  dog  sitting  on  its  hams 

摔 個狗蹲 tQ  get  a  back  M 

蹲 乎會稽  he  settled  himself 
at  Kuei-chi. 

蹲以 》’ 甲 而射之 he  set  up buff-coats  and  shot  at  them,— 

piercing  seven  with  one  arrow. 

Read  ts‘un\  To  move 
in  time  to  music. 

蹲 蹲舞我 1  iead 。。 the 
dance,  do  I. 

A  bin  of  osier  or  straw 

plait,  to  hold  grain  ；  it  is 

coiled  as.  the  grain  is  stored. 

See  10,793. 

米围  a  rice-bin. 
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圃 
12.213 

N.  tding 

P.  turt) 

M.  cten^  ten* 
Y.  i^en K- 卜 
A.  

t^wen^  

doun Even  

and Rising Irregular. 

炖 
3 

12.214 

R •阮元 
See 敦 

Even  and 

Rising  Upper. 

饨 4
 

12.215 
— ■  *  awL~tr R •兀願 

See 屯婉 
Even  and 

Sinking  Lower 

and  Upper. 

W 

12.216 R. 願 
See 頓 

SinkingUpper. 

沌 ‘
 

12,217 
R. 阮 
C.  tun1- 
H.  U'-un 

F.  toung^ 
W.  ̂ dd 
N.  deng 

P.  tun0 

M.  tin0 

Y.  ting) Sz.  tl7^ 

K.  ton 

J,  ton、 don 
A.  doun 

Rising  Lower 

Irregular. 

m 
I2,2l8 

R •眞震 
P.  v.  ctun 
See 諄 

Even  and 

Sinking 

Upper. 

開 囤發粮  to  open  the  bin 
and  give  out  grain, 一 as  in  times 
of  distress. 

貼囤  to  restrict  the  export  and 
price  of  grain, —  as  in  famine 
times. 

走了囤  the  grain  is  spoilt. 

囤積  to  stote  up；  to  hoard. 
See  12,232. 

A  marsh. 

田 M  fields  and  marsh  lands. 

Read  m  ^  village. 

鄕 M 兒  a  country  hamlet. 

Sad  ；  melancholy. 

To  move;  to  shake. 

Turbid  ；  confused  ；  cha¬ 
otic.  See  5239. 

Read  ch'uari^. 

沌陽  the  modern  漢陽縣 
in  Hupeh. 

沌  PJ  a  sub-District  of  the  above. 

Dimness  of  sight.  To 
doze. 

目呻難 分善惡  he  is  dull of  sight  and  cannot  tell  good 
from  bad. 

純睡。 1 ■打 恥兒 t。 nod; to doze. 

困恥 dozing  from  weariness. 

肫丫  the  world.  Arabic :  dunyd. 

12,219 

ir ldf,220 

R. 願 

C.  tun 

t^un 

toung^  v. 

ctoun^ 

foung^ 

N.  deng 

tun 

l：\ 

W 

ten 

Sz.  tun、 ten 

K.  ton 

J.  ton、 don A.  doun Sinking 

Lower. 

12,221 

R •願 

C.  tu^ 
v.  "V 

H.  tun 
F.  toung、 taung W.  tang 
N.  ting 

P.  tun 

Sz.  tun、 ten 

K.  ton、 tun 

J.  ton 

A.  doun Sinking 

Upp^r. 

Same  as  12,21, 

Blunt  ；  dull  5  obtuse. 

刀鈍  the  knife  is  blunt. 

鈍 刀于殺 A  to  be  always 
fault-finding. 

鈍尖 blunt  point. 

兵不 敍鋒  the  weapons  not blunt-pointed. 

頑鋪  dull ,  foop^h. 
incapable ;  inefficient;  un¬ 

businesslike. 

P 内敍。 r 鈍口  to  stammer. 

銚角  an  obtuse  angle. 

A  time；  a  turn ;  a  period ； 

a  meal;  a  rest  in  music 
To  bow  the  head  ；  to  stamp  ； 

to  put  in  order.  Suddenly  ； 
forthwith.  To  injure  ;  to  let 

go.  A  ton.  See  1 1,038. 

少 頓 下  make  a  short  pause,- 
in  reading. 

頓 處最健  very  vigorous periods,' — of  composition, 

句  paragraphs ;  periods. 

頓挫  new  paragraph, — in  direc¬ tions  to  readers. 

一頓飯  a  meal. 

無一 頓飯工 夫 Wthe 
time  of  a  meal, — a  short  interval 

嘆一頓 ，按 一頓 livinS from  hand  to  mouth. 

頓頓  at  every  meal. 
打 了一頓  gave  him  a  beating, 
頓捨  to  discard;  to  do  without, 

頓首  to  bow  the  head, — a  con¬ ventional  phrase  of  respect  used 
on  cards,  etc. 

頓脚 a 頓足  to  stamp  the foot. 

頓攝  to  contrive  by  magic. 

安頓  to  prepare,  as  a  room  for 
a  guest;  to  get  ready  for;  respect¬ 
able;  to  keep  quiet. 

所携 麗人何 處安傾 
where  are  you  goi“g  to  put  the 

lady  you  bring  with  you? 

委頓  failing;  flagging. 

12,221 

躉 
12,222 

R •阮 

C.  ten 

N.  ting 

F.iun M.  ten^  v.  tou、 
ken 

J.  ton  , 

A.  doun RisiDg  Upper 

精 神委頓  failing  ener8iesv 
整頓  to  get  ready;  to  prepare. 

頓悟  仿  suddenly  understand ; to  ’ ‘twig.’’  See  12,704.  Also, 

sudden  inspiration  (Buddh.). 

頓 玫前非  to  suddenly  re¬ 

form. 

飲此 頓覺四 鹘融和 
drink  this  (grape-wine),  and  you 
will  at  once  feel  a  delightful 
sensation  all  over  your  body. 

頓  ruined;  destroyed. 

甲 兵不頓  not  a  weapon  will 
be  broken, — the  necessity  for 

fighting  being  removed. 

隔本 頓酒 to  heat  wine  by 
putting  the  kettle  in  boiling 
water.  See  12,208. 

頓 牟掇芥  (?)  amber  picks up  snips.  See  4922. 

載六 
tons  burthen. 

Read  t、u 气  See  7699. 

To  store  ；  to  warehouse. 

憂船  a  receiving-ship;  a  hulk. 
蔓關  stored  under  bond;  bonded. 

躉貨  to  buy  up  goods. 
躉家  one  who  buys  up  and raises  prices ;  a  recei /ing-house 
of  thieves. 

蔓當 (tangK)  sale  of  unredeemed goods  at  a  pawnshop. 

蔓賣 。1：成 蔓  tosell  wholesal 

大躉兒  in  the  lump. 
-大憂 兒賣 t。 sell  in  a 

lump. 

躉舖艇  pleasure-boats  at 
Canton. 

千 五百頓  of  6500 

w 12,223 

R •阮耖 

C. 三 fun 
H.  c^un 

F.  ctoung 

W. 三 ajung、 do^ 
N.  dh'g 

P.  tUT^ 

M. ) 

Y.  J  ten 

Sz.  \ 

K.  tun 

J.  ton  djutt A  •三， ven 

Risit  g  Lower 
Irr  : gular. 

A  shield*  a  buckler.  See 

7688.  Used  with  12,225 

龍盾  a  shield  with  dragons  on 

it. 

掌五盾  to  have  charge  of  five kinds  of  shields, 一 the  duty  of 

a  petty  military  official. 

櫓盾  the  defensive  nettings  and guards  on  a  junk’s  poop. 
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IT 
12,224 

R •月願 

C.  v.  it'en 

H.  /l«/3 Sm 突盾 
A.  dout、 doun 

Entering  and 
Sinking 

Lower. 

通 
12,225 

R .阮癀 

C.  tun^ 
H.  Yun 

F.  taung^ 
W.  dd^ 
N.  deng 

P.  tun 

M. 

Y.  ten 
Sz. 

K.  ton、 tun 

J.  ton 
A.  daun^- 
Rising  and 
Sinking 

Lower, 

墾 
12,226 

不 3
 12,227 

.曷肩 
C.  \ 
H.i 

Uen 

Uun 

W.  djue 

J.  gaisz^  gcchi 
A. 三 ngin 

Entering 
Lower. 

w 
2,228 R •元 

C.  tf'bi f'un 

F.  ̂oungy  v 
Lt'oung 

WW 
N.  reng 

Fat,  especially  as  a  pig. 

Also  read  tuK*. 、 

肥腯。 r 充腯 veiT  fat- 

To  hide  away；  to  conceal 

oneself；  to  vanish. 

遁去  to  withdraw. 

遁 跡山林  to  retire  to  the 
mountains. 

曳柴 而僞遁 they  dragged 
branches  behind  them  (to  raise 

a  dust)  and  pretended  to  fly. 

遁 世無悶  t。 leave  the  world 
without  regret. 

隱遁  to  conceal  oneself. 

無遁飾  without  suppression 
or  embellishment. 

遁法  the  art  of  becoming  in¬ 
visible. 

使之 無遁形  caused  it  (a 
bogey)  not  to  be  able  to  become 
invisible. 

Same  as  12,205. 

A  mound  :  used  for 

12,228 

P.  f-un 

M. 
) 

Y.  J  ren 

Sz. ) 

K.  t^on 

J.  ton 
A.  f'in 
Even  Upper. 

狼吞。 r 虎吞  to  swallow 
greedily. 

呑天下  to  seize  the  whole  em pire, — as  the  First  Emperor  did. 

呑 天沃日  to  swallow  the sky  and  wash  the  sun, — des 
criptive  of  huge  waves. 

呑月 任行雲  while  passing clouds  swallow  {t.e.  obscure)  the moon. 

12,220 
R. 

元 

C.  t'-un 
•  -  H.  chun 

1 2,205.  Classically  read  f. tung^ f'oung 

^  and  ^ 
K.  t-on 

J.  ton 

A.  doun 

Even  Upper. 
白 不子 fine  quartz  powder 
used  in  the  manufacture  of  por¬ 
celain, 一 petuntse;  see  12,205. 

不子  the  stump  of  a  tree. 

To  swallow；  to  bolt.  To 
appropriate.  See  2202. 

吞下  to  swallow. 

吞 不 ，下 喉  unable  to  swallow. 
吞九  to  swallow  a  pill. 

吞金  see  2032. 

呑  口土  swallowing  and  spit 
ting  out, — to  speak  hesitatingly 

半 吞牟吐  to  conceal  halfl and  tell  half. 

呑氣  to  repress  one’s  anger. 
聲  to  refrain  from  saying  any¬ 

thing;  to  remain  silent,  as  under 

injustice. 

呑 鉤之魚  a  fish  which  has swallowed  the  hook,  —  in  its 

greed.  Also,  used  of  a  person 

who  has  been  “caught.” 

吞佔  to  usurp. 吞幷。 1 •兼吞  to  engross;  to 
monopolise.  [The  latter  is  also 
to  absorb,  as  territory.] 

吞騙  to  cheat  out  of  one’s  fair share. 

偉呑。 r 捷 /⑽1 吞 t。 embezzle; see  9972. 

To  move  slowly. 

車卩 享學  his  great  carriage moves  heavily  and  slowly. 

Read  churl}.  To  chatter 

m 12,230 

r. 元 

y：  i  !ine 

K.  ton 

See 呑 

A.  doun 
Even  Upper. 

燉 12,231 

The  sun  appearing  above 
the  horizon. 

朝皤  sunrise. 夕 嗷漸墜  the  evening  sun was  sinking. 

See  12,208. 

屯 12,232 

R •眞元 

C.  tkun 
H.  fun 
F.  toung^tung 

Idd 

N.  ding 

P.  Cchun 
f. 卜 

Sz.  hi”、 f-un K.  tuny  chun 

J.  don、 (hurt A.  doun、 truen 

Even  Lower. 

12.233 

元阮 

^ 屯頓 

Even  and 

Sinking 

Lower. 

n 
12.234 

To  collect;  to  assemble. 
A  village ;  a  camp. 

屯積  to  amass;  to  hoard. 
12,213. 

屯貯  t。 store. 屯粮  to  store  grain. 

屯賣  to  sell  wholesale. 

屯戶  wholesale  dealers. 

屯聚  to  assemble. 
a  colony  of  ants. 

屯養 & 團圓  see  12,155. 

龙子。 r 龙 兒  a  village. 

屯裏  the  country. 屯兵  soldiers  quartered  out  in 
villages. 

屯田  land  allotted  to  military 
settlers,  or  to  tenants  who  are 
bound  to.  render  service  under 

the  grain-transport  system. 

屯扎。 r 苑無  to  encamp, 

屯 戍者多  encampments  of 
soldiers  many  in  number. 

分 屯要害  to  place  garrisons 
at  important  points. 

屯駐  to  post；  to  station  at. 
屯溪  name  of  a  market-town  in Anhui,  whence  comes  the  green 

tea  known  as  “Twankay.” 

Read  chun1.  To  beginl 
to  grow.  Hard.  Stingy,  f 

See  3906. 

草 木龙然  plants  and  trees! 
beginning  to  sprout. 

屯難  (nanK)  in  great  stress. 

屯厚  very  thick. 屯其 膏  stingy  with  his  favours. Popularly,  to  intercept  the  fa-} 
vours  (e.g)  of  the  Emperor. 

To  dwell  together  ；  a  I village. 

Same  as  1*2,240. 
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12.235 

R •元 
See 甫 
Even  Lower. 

述 2
 

12.236 

R •眞 
C.  chun 

F. tung 
W.  ciung 
N.  c  king ̂  id  eng 
P. 

Y.  t^en 
K.  tun、 chun 
•  chun 

A.  truen 

Even  Upper 

Irregular. 

鈍 
12.237 

ir 

12.238 

元 
C.  s.f'tn 

F.  ctung, 

toung1- 
W.  S-dang 
N.  Sdeng 

P.  Lt'-un^  ̂ un0 
•  ton、 don 
A*  idoun 

Even  Lower. 

鰊’
 

12.239 

^允 
See 屯 

Even  Lower, 

A  war-chariot. 

Unable  to  get  on.  See 

287.  [To  be  distinguished 

from  逆 8227.] 

那層 冰厚凍 尙且遑 
that  thick  layer  of  ice 

was  not  fit  to  be  walked  upon, 

how  much  less  (this  etc.). 

See  1 2,220. 

12,240 

JK. 卜 

A.  doun 

Even  Lower. 

12,241 

R •阮願 See 遁 

Rising  and Sinking 

Lower. 

R, 

A  dumpling.  See  5236. 

豚1
 

12,240 

R 元 
C.  ̂ un 

H.  f'UTt 
F.  toung 
Idd 

P.  t-un 
M. 
Y. 
Sz. 

ren 

A  fresh-water  porpoise 

found  in  the  Yang-tsze,  anc 

known  as 江純 or 河純 

See  5422,  6427. 

檢死喫 河舖 if  yQU  want 
to  risk  your  life,  eat  porpoise 
一 believed  to  be  poisonous. 

-喫河 弊百無 味。 nce 
taste  porpoise,  and  all  other  food 

will  be  insipid, — premising  that 
it  is  well  cooked. 

A  sucking-pig.  To  shuf¬ 

fle  along  without  lifting  the 
feet. 

肥豚  a  fat  little  pig. 

豚蹄  pig’s  pettitoes. 

豚笠。 栅  a  pig-sty. 

河豚。 r 江豚  set  12,239. 

不臺 于鷄脉 to  take  no 

count  of  chickens  and  pigs, — 

not  to  pay  attention  to  trifles. 

如追放 膝  like  chasing  a  run- away  pig. 

豚 犬之兒  my  sons  (conven¬ 
tional). 

To  hide；  to  conceal  one¬ 
self.  The  33rd  Diagram. 
See  13,276. 

concealed  in  the 

wilds. 

我不 顧行遯  I  do  not  think of  making  my  escape. 

昊 天上帝 ，寧 俾我遯 
O  Almighty  God,  grant  me  the 

liberty  to  withdraw ! — into  re¬ tirement. 

遊跡  to  conceal  one’s  where¬ 
abouts. 

遊世  to  escape  from  the  world 

12,245 

R •阮 

N.  c^eng 
\  cmeng 

See 呑 

Rising  Upper, 

w 
12.242 

R 元 

See 脉 

Even  Lower. 

m 
12.243 

r 願 

C.  tLen 
H.  t^un^  t^ui 
F.  faut,  t^aung 

mi N.  t、eng 

P.  t、un 

M.  t'-en 

Y.  t^eng 

Sz.  fun,  tLen 

K.  f'on I.  ton 

A.  t^oun 
Sinking 

Upper. 

as 

12,244 

R 元 

See 淳 

K.  titn、 

A.  doun 
Even  Upper. 

The  buttocks.  Used  with 

后  12,082. 

To  draw : in  ；  to  take 
to  take  out. 

褪手。 I： 褪袖  to  draw  the hand  back  into  the  sleeve. 

槌頭  to  draw  in  the  head, a  turtle. 

褪 頭縮腦  to  draw  down  the head  between  the  shoulders, 
from  fear. 

倒權  _ . 步  to  take  a  step 

先把 手套兒 褪下去 
take  off  your  glove  first. 

花 瓣褪了  the  petals  have come  off. 

褪骨鷄  a  boned  chicken. 

褪 了顔色  the  colour  has faded  out. 

To  vomit.  The  planet 

Jupiter. 
mm  a  name  for  the  cyclic  years 

which  have  由  in  them. 

Read  yuv>.  Serpentine  ； 
tortuous. 

12,246 

R •冬 2. 

F.  tong 

See 食 

Even  Upper. 

Floating,  as  a  drowned 

body. 

隨 fu 飄汆  drifting  abo
ut 

with  the  wind. 

^ ■來求 去  drifting  hither  and 
thither. 

TXJ3NTCS-. 
Winter. 

冬天。 r 冬日  a  winter’s  day; 
winter. 

冬天熱 ，篮 warm winter  brings  widespread  sick¬ 
ness. 

^  ̂   or  winter  time. 

元 律迎冬  the  beginning  of| winter. 

冬至。 r 冬節  the  winter  sol¬ stice. 

冬至 先生忙  the  tutor  is busy  at  the  winter  solstice, — 
when  engagements  are  made  for 
the  ensuing  year. 

做冬  or  過冬  (also  to  pass the  winter)  to  celebrate  the 
winter  solstice. 

冬月。 r 冬至 月。 r 伸冬 

ot 冬 回仲律 theiith  moon 二  the  three  winter  months^ 

嚴 冬時候  i’n  tne  depth  of 
winter. 

^  ̂   or  ̂   ̂  
 at  the  end  of 

winter. 

客冬  last  winter. 
winter  clothes. 

經 冬不死  not  dying  in  win¬ ter, — as  perennials. 

斗 柄北指 ，天 下皆冬 
when  the  handle  of  the  Dipper 

points  north,  winter  prevails 
the  empire. 

冬溫夏  (keep  your parents)  warm  in  winter  and  cool in  summer. 

冬 不藏賴 ，春 必瘟病 
if  one  does  not  store  vitality  in 

winter,  illness  will  come  in  the spring. 

天門冬  Asparagus  lucidus、 LdL 
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TUTNT& 

east. 

麥門冬  Ophiopogon  spicatus, Gavvl. 

冬葉  Phrynium  capiiatum^ 
Willd. 

冬 靑  see  12,250. 

Name  of  a  plant.  See 
12,246. 

The  east,  which  is  the 
place  of  honour  and  of  the 
master  of  a  house  or  man- 

ager(jw 左  1 1,753).  Spring. 
Shantung  ；  but  in  Shantung 
used  for  Manchuria.  西 

4。31. 

東方。 1 ■東邊 the 
東方 作矣。 r 東方亮 
東發 哨兒。 r 東邊發 

兒  day  is  breaking. 

向東  eastwards. 

付 之東流  to  throw  to  the 
east-flowing  stream, — to  trouble 
no  more  about  a  thing. 

東關  the  eastern  suburb  of  a 
city；  the  Chefoo  Customs. 

東君  Lord  of  the  East,— the  sun 
Also,  the  master；  your  master. 

東土。 r 東域  China. 

東洋  Japan. 
東 洋車子  a  jinricksha. 

熟諳遠 東情狀  conver¬ sant  with  the  affairs  of  the  Far 
East. 

東陵  Imperial  tombs  to  the  east 
of  Peking. 

東京  T okio.  Also,  Tongking. 
Has  also  been  applied  to 问 f 

南府， t。 開 if ■府, and t。 Moukden.  See  12,050.  / 

東雕  Tung-ou, — a  kingdom  in 
Chehkiang,  under  the  Han  dy¬ nasty. 

東 南西北  N.E.S.  and  W. 
不分南 北東西  not  to  dis¬ 
tinguish  N.E.S.  and  W.,  —  to 
have  lost  one’s  bearings. 

東1
 

12,248 

coun-l 

不 分東西  to  be  stupid. 
東西  east  and  west;  a  thing. 

東西 洋各國  foreign tries  of  the  east  and  west. 

流汗 幾東西  how  many  I times  you  sweated  east  and  westil 
一 to  an  old  horse.  I 

東西南 北之人  a  famous  j man. 

你 不是東 西 you  are  not  I a  thing, — you  are  beneath  con-| tempt. 

甚 麽東西  what  is  this?  what  j sort  of  a  thing  are  you? 

眼中 看過了 若干好 
東西  he  had  seen  a  great  many  | 
fine  things.  I 

東 食西宿  to  eat  one’s  cakel and  have  it  too, 一 referring  to! 

a  young  lady  who  wished  tof eat  with  the  rich  and  ugly  lover,  I 
and  sleep  with  the  poor  and  I 
handsome  one. 

東 成西就  complete  on  all  I sides. 

東 倒西歪  out  of  line；  top- J 
pling  over;  in  a  ruinous  con¬ dition. 

東 拉西扯  pulling  east  and! hauling  west, — to  borrow  money;  I 
to  accuse  others  when  blamed! 
oneself;  rambling；  at  random. 

拿 東忘西  forgetful；  absent- J minded. 

東  一 *  拳 ，西 一 1  釋  striking  j and  kicking  in  all  directions. 

東帖 一層 ，西 粘一缺 1 on  one  side  there  was  a  layer  | 

(of  paper),  on  the  other  the  I 
empty  space  (it  had  been  torn  I 

from).  
， 

男東 羊 西歸坐  they  sat  j down,  the  men  to  the  east  and 
the  women  to  the  west. 

東北首  towards  the  north-east.  | 

東帶南  east  by  south. 
東隅  the  place  where  the  sun| rises.  See  13,575. 

東門  the  east  gate. 
東門 雪恥  to  wipe  away  the! disgrace  (of  defeat)  at  the  eastern  I 

gate, — of  the  capital.  Re- 1 

ferring  to  勻踐  Kou  Chien,| 

prince  of  M  Yueh. 

東閣  a  title  of  one  of  the  four! Grand  Secretaries.  See  0763. 

東宮  the  Heir-Apparent.  Also,  I 
one  of  two  Imperial  consorts  of | 

equal  级 nk. 

文東 A 西  civil  officials  tol the  east  (left),  military  o 伍 cials| 
to  the  west  (right), — of  the  Em- 1 

peror. 東三省  the  three  eastern  pro- vinces ，一  W  黑龍  ̂ tthel 
•A 耐， ⑻吉林  Kirin,  and  | 

(3)奉天1^&心1^盛京 Shingking. 

東科 爾 T(mgkhOT，  — the  body- 1 guard  of  the  former  kings  of  I Tibet. 

若東 風 之吹焉  unhappy； j discontented. 

_ ̂ 家  he  who  is  east  in  the  fa- j m  ily ， 一 the  master  of  a  household;  I an  eastern  neighbour. 

小東人  the  young  master, - 
son  of  an  employer. 

舖東  the  proprietor  of  a  shop.  I 

房 東某某 the  various  owners! 
of  the  house. 

財東  a  capitalist. 
股東  a  shareholder;  see  13,429，! 

東道 ̂  東兒汪  spread ; 

treat;  a  dinner  given  by  the loser  of  a  bet,  etc. 

擺 上 東道來 to  give-  a| 
spread. 其他 東道雜 費不在 

其內  treating  and  other  ex-j penses  not  included. 

東道銀  vails ;  fees 
公差 得了他 的東道 1 

the  runners  got  a  bribe  out  ofl him.  j 

東道主  the  one  who  stands! treat;  the  host ;  a  caterer;  a[ 

panager. 東道主 頗不易 做心 part  of  manager  is  not  an  easy 
one  to  play. 

明 天是我 的束兒 t。- 
morrow  it  will  be  my  turn  to stand  treat. 

賭 個東兒  t。 bet,  the  loser 
to  staftd  treat. 
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12,248 

僳1
 

12.249 

尺東 
See 東 

Even  Upper. 

w 

12.250 
R •送 
F.  toung^  v. 

tadng 

See 棟 

Sinking 

Upper. 

作東兒  to  play  the  host. 

我 出東兒 i  will  be  the  host. 

老東  a  Shantung  man. 

調 兵赴東  to  send  troops 
into  Manchuria,  —  from  Shan¬ 

tung.  [Ellipt.  for  東三省 .] 

東墻 Nitraria  Schoberi、 Willd. 

Inferior  humble  ；  rustic. 

To  freeze. 

凍冰。 r 結凍。 r 凝凍 

w 上凍  to  freeze;  to  coagu¬ late. 

今年 這個河 凍不上 
the  river  won’t  freeze  this  year. 

水壺 的蓋兒 凍住了 
the  cover  of  the  water-pot  is 
frozen  on. 

冬 日之 閉凍也 不固， 

則 春夏之 長 cAa， 才草 

木  ifei  ̂   but  for  hard 
winter  frosts,  there  would  be  no 

vegetation  in  summer. 

凍死  frozen  to  death. 

凍冷  iey  cold. 

凍手 凍脚的  cold  hands and  feet. 

凍 得栖栖 的 shuddering with  cold. 

凍得慌  freezing  hard. 

凍嚴了  frozen  hard.  r 

凍瘡  chilblains. 

凍破  to  chap. 
寧走凍 河一寸 ，不走 

開 河一尺  one  may  walk 
on  freezing  ice  an  inch  thick, 

but  not  on  thawing  ice  a  foot 
thick. 

東 風解凍 the  east  wind 
breaks  up  the  frost,— »in  spring. 

不 免凍餒  he  will  not  escape 
cold  and  hunger. 

凍醒  waked  by  the  cold. 

凍着了  chilled;  to  have  caught 
a  chill. 

凍‘
 

12,250 

tung 

12.251 

R 東 

See 東 

Even  Upper. 

w 
12.252 

R •送 

H.  I 
 tunS 

F.  toung、
v. 

tadng 

W. 

N. 
P. 

M. 
Y. 

Sz. K.  tong 

J.  td^  tsz A.  doung 
Sinking 

Upper. 

涑1
 

12,253 

R •東 

See 東 

Even  Upper. 

w 
12.254 R 送東 

F.  toung 

See 棟 

SinkingUpper. 

寳 12.255 

R •送 

See 棟 

SinkingUpper. 

呵凍  to  warm  by  breathing  on. 

守凍。 r 打凍  to  lie  over,  or stop  work  during,  the  winter. 

攤凍  to  spread  and  allow  to 
harden, — as  bean-curd. 

凍靑樹  (i)  Xylosma  racemo- sum,  Miq.;  (2)  Ligustrum  luci- 
duvi,  Ait. 

凍緑皮  the  bark  of  Rhamnus davuricus、  Pall.,  and  R.  tine- 

torius、 W.  &  K.,  which  fur¬ 
nishes  a  green  dye. 

Stupid ;  dull. 

The  smaller  beams  in  a 

roof.  Name  of  a  tree. 

棟梁 lesser  and  greater  beams. 

棟梁之 材:  great  ability, - used  of  distinguished  civil  or 

military  officials. 

堂毁 楝析， 傷其躬 the falling  hall  and  the  breaking 

beams  wounded  his  body, 一 al¬ 
luding  to  the  distress  felt  by 

徐孺子  Hsii  Ju-tzii  at  the 
execution  of  his  friend  陳蕃 

Ch^en  Fan  of  the  After  Han 

dynasty. 

A  tributary  of  the  Yellow 

River.  Heavy  rain  or  dew 

m  m wet  through;  soaked. 

A  rainbow.  See  10,970. 

Hairy. 

1:2,256 

R 董送 

C.  tung、 
H.  t^ung^^  v, 

三卜 “ng 

F.  toung I、 

tadng^ 

N.1 

P. 

iung 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 

K.  tong 

J.  td^  ad 

A.  doting2" 

Rising  and 
Sinking 

Lower. 

To  move,  as  opposed  to 

靜 2179;  to  displace  ；  to 
shake ;  to  stir  ；  to  take 

action ；  to 】 excite'  to  rouse、 
to  influence  [see  13,817) 

Animals.  See  5324,  6263, 

5990. 

別動  don’t  move !  stand  still ! 

不必動  there  is  no  need  to use  (that  thing);  thr；e  is  no  need to  call  in  (that  man). 

動不得 = (that  thing)  mustn’t be  touched;  (that  man)  mustn’t be  interfered  with, — implying 

danger  in  both  cases. 

榷動。 r 動撣  to  shake ;  to joggle；  to  wave,  as  trees;  to 
move,  as  a  ship. 

山 榷地動  the  hills  totter  and 
the  earth  quakes. 

一枝動 ，百 枝摇。 ne branch  moves  and  a  hundred 
branches  shake. 

動 産  movable  property ;  person¬ 

alty. 

不動 産  immovable  property, such  as  land  and  houses；  realty, 
or  real  estate. 

這個 小車子 我挪不 

動  I  can’t  move  this  barrow. 
這個 箱子我 掀不動 l^can't  move  this  box. 

途 5 不 動  unable  to  lift  ，- as  ueing 
too  heavy. 

眼看， 手勿動 lcK)k， but 
don’t  touch. 

日 月蓮動  the  sun  and  moon 
move  in  their  orbits. 

動作  actions  or  movements  of the  body,  such  as  walking,  throw¬ 
ing,  etc.  Also  includes  display of  emotions,  such  as  anger,  joy, 

etc.;  etiquette. 

動  motion  and  rest.  [Ap¬ 
plied  to  characters  with  two 
meanings  under  two  different 

tones  小 

何窺 其動靜  watched  to  see 
what  he  was  about. 

不 好的動 靜 unseemly  con- 
duct. 

動刑  to  apply  the  (legal)  instru¬ ments  of  punishment. 

動用 t。  apply  ；  to  employ,  as a  fund  for  payments. 
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動衆  to  move  the  many;  pop¬ 
ular  movements;  agitations. 

動不動  whether  stirring  or  at 
rest;  forthwith;  incessantly；  with¬ 
out  cause;  at  nothing;  for  nothing; 
forever;  always. 

亂動  to  move  irregularly. 

動 身  to  set  out;  to  start. 

走動  to  move  along. 

走不動  unable  to  walk. 

走 動走動  to  go  to  stool. 

動  or  舉:動  conduct;  action. 

行動  proceedings;  way  things 
are  going. 

妄 霄妄動  rash  words  and rash  acts. 

動起 手脚來  to  begin  to 
move  or  take  action  against. 

晝 伏夜— lying  low  by  day 
and  operating  at  night,  —  as 
robbers. 

動疑  to  excite  suspicion. 

動怒 ot 動氣 ot 動火 tc> 
lose  one’s  temper. 

動 聲 色 如  show  by  one’s  man¬ ner  j  to  show  signs  of. 

動容貌  to  change  counte¬ nance;  to  get  angry. 

一時大 動公憒  there  was 
at  once  a  great  outburst  of  pub¬ 
lic  indignation. 

動心  to  excite  the  mind, 一 as 
avarice,  lust,  etc. 

於富鲁 才動心 not  to  be 
moved  by  desire  for  wealth  and 
rank. 

驚心 動魄 t。  cause  alarm. 

動情  to  excite  the  passions  or 
emotions. 

性情好  hao  4  of  a  restless 
disposition. 

動勁  to  use  force. 

動粗。 r 動魯  to  resort  to violence. 

動人  to  move  or  excite  one. 

動 人得很  very  moving fascinating. 

毫無所 動於中  it  has  not 
caused  any  excitement  in  China. 

民奪動 生事端 cases  °f friction  between  Chinese  and 
Christian  converts. 

or 

動‘
 

I2f2<6 

12,257 

R. 送 

C.  tun^ 

f'ung 

H.  t^ung 

F.  toung^- 

W.  dung 

N. 

^ting 
P. 

M. 

Y. Sz. K.  tong 

J.  /J,  ds 
A.  doung 

Sinking 

Lower. 

以 動其來  in  order  to  get him  to  come. 

動手  to  start  work;  to  start 
fighting;  to  lay  hands  on. 

動 千戈。 r 動刀兵 t。 be- 
gin  war. 

動房事  to  have  sexual  inter¬ course.  . 

動窩兒 t。 budse- 
驚動  to  trouble;  to  set  in motion;  to  start,  in  alarm. 

驚動官 to  call  in  the  aid  ofl officials, — as  in  serious  cases. 

行 由足發 ，動 由神卿 
we  walk  with  our  feet,  but  it  is 
the  mind  which  makes  them move. 

動 輒得咎  getting  into trouble  at  every  step. 

動土  to  stir  the  ground;  to  be¬ 
gin  building. 

發動  to  move,— -as  plants  in 
spring,  etc. 

動聽  to  excite  a  desire  to  hear. 
决不爲 A 言所 動也 
cannot  possibly  be  dictated  to. 

非 禮之動 ，寧 不愧心 
a  step  taken  without  propriety 

must  always  be  a  cause  for  shame. 

胎 動不安  the  discomfort  ofl a  quickening  womb. 

數 動踰百  his  animals  num¬ 
bered  over  one  hundred. 

動物  the  animal  kingdom.  See 
1849， 6588. 

動物學 zoology. 

Moved  ；  affected ;  excited. 

[Read  tung4,  in  Peking.] 

心働  the  heart  moved, -by  sym¬ 
pathy,  etc. 

一 慟而絶  overcome  by  his feelings,  he  expired. 

働哭  to  be  moved  to  tears.  See 
9883. 

抱 寃哀働  grieving  over  an injustice. 

號働  to  lament  bitterly.、 

働馬  to  abuse  roundly. 

m 12,258 

r 東送 

腫 

^ 同楝 

Even,  Rising 
and  Sinking 

Lower  and 

Upper. 

董 3
 

12,259 

R ■董1 _ 

See 懂 

Rising  Upper. 

懂 3
 

12,260 

R. 董 

c. 

H. 

F. 

W. 

N. 

P. 

M. 

Y. 

tung 

K.  tong 

J.  td^  ts% 

A.  toung 

Rising  Upper, 

The  milk  of  cows  or 

mares  {see  7324),  said  to 
have  been  formerly  used 

to  wash  the  Emperor’s  feet. Used  with  12,305.  The 
sound  of  drums.  Muddy  ； 

turbid. 

數 日锺流  for  some  days  milk came  (to  his  breast), — of  Yuan 
Te-hsiu. 

夕重然 擊 鼓 t。 beat  a  roll  upon 
the  drum. 

To  correct.  To  store  up. 

Used  with  2886  chung%. 

董 之用威  correct  them  with 
the  majesty, — of  the  law. 

jjH 、治官  t0  strictly  regulate the  officers  of  government. 

董勸  to  seriously  urge. 

董重  to  respect. 董事  a  manager；  a  director;  a 
governor;  a  trustee. 

事 an  executive  commit¬ tee,  etc. 

學董  school  managers. 

紳董  the  gentry  and  elders. 

振董  to  clap  the  hands. 

當董 其身以 自潔。 ne must  be  careful  of  one’s  person 
to  keep  it  clean. 

古董  curios ;  antiques;  bric4- 
brae. 

董字  a  style  of  writing  invented 

by  董 其 昌  Tung  Ch‘
i-ch‘ang 

of  the  Ming  dynasty. 

To  understand.  See^^i- 

懂得  to  understand. 

你 懂不懂  do  you  under- j 
stand? 

一個字 都不懂 1  d。11’1 
understand  a  word. 

假裝 不懂  to  pretend  not  to 

understand. 

懂人意  to  understand  a  per¬ 
son^  wishes  or  meaning. 

懂人情  to  understand  human 
nature. 
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12,260 

w 

12.261 

R. 董 
See 

Rising  Upper. 

燻 
12.262 

姻 
12.263 

R 東送 

w 通洞 
Even  and 

Sinking  Upper 
and  Lower. 

畎‘
 

12.264 

R 送東 
See 洞 

Sinking 
Lower. 

m 

12.265 

u 

12.266 

R 送董 
F.  toung、 

tdong^itung 

See 動 
Sinking 
Lower. 

懂情理  to  understand  prin¬ 
ciples  and  their  modification  by 

circumstances, 一 i.e.  to  be  able 
to  take  a  proper  view  of  things. 

不懂局  not  to  understand  how 
things  are  done;  not  to  be  an 

expert. 

不懂眼 卜 眼 色兒卜 t 
to  understand  the  eye, — not  to 
take  a  hint. 

不 懂人事  not  to  understand 
affairs  in  general.  [Specially, 

of  reproduction  of  the  species.] 

慑懂  bewildered;  demented. 

The  noise  of  anything 

falling  into  the  water. 

Same  as  4854. 

A  graceful  neck. 

Boards  used  in  building 

a  boat  ；  the  beam  on  a 
boat  to  which  the  hawser 

is  fastened. 

猷板  fine  boards. 

Same  as  12,264. 

A  hole  ；  k  cave ;  a  grotto  ； 

a  ravine.  To  see  through  ； 
to  understand. 

無底洞  a  bottomless  pit.  See 
9274. 

能洞 裂石城  able  to  make 
a  breach  in  a  stone  rampart,— 

of  guns. 

水洞  a  source;  a  spring. 

洞六。 r 洞兒 a  cave. 

洞‘
 

12,266 

仙洞。 r 洞府  a  fairy  grotto. 
空洞  the  void  of  ether ;  the  sky. 

門洞  the  covered  way  through 
a  city  gate. 

洞房  houses  which  connect;  the 
nuptial  chamber.  [洞  is  also 

understood  in  this  conbination 

in  the  sense  of  深 _  See  the 

poem  by  杜 甫  with  this  title.] 

何必連 闇洞房  why  must our  doors  adjoin  and  our  houses 
connect  ? 

洞開 opened, — as  a  screen  be¬ fore  a  recess. 

胡龍洞  Mongolian  dragon cave, — a  praying-wheel  or  ma¬ 
chine  into  which  written  prayers 

are  thrown.  The  wheel  is  then 

turned,  sometimes  by  water  po¬ 

wer,  and  each  revolution  counts 
as  a  recital  of  the  prayer. 

天 地鴻洞 ifung、、  heaven and  earth  are  mutually  connect¬ 
ed. 

上洞天 ，下 漏泉 c  onnect- ing  with  Heaven  above,  and 
reaching  to  the  Springs  below. 

鼓 .、* 浪洞天  Drum-wave 
(Island)  is  a  paradise  upon  earth. 

三十 六洞天 the36heaven- iy  mansions  of  the  Blest. 

按行 諸洞天 visited  (in  his Hying  <cdt)  the  various  heavenly mansions. 

靈書 藏洞天 the  divin’e 
books  are  kept  in  heaven. 

洞識  to  thoroughly  understand. 
洞察  to  thoroughly  investigate. 

洞燭  to  show  up;  to  throw  a 
light  on;  tp  V  roughly  aware 

of.  
* 

洞燭 ̂ 其奸 i  see  through  his 
treachery. 

洞 悉。 r 洞晰。 r 洞明。 r 

洞鑒  to  know  fully；  to  com¬ 
prehend  ; to  thoroughly  appre¬ ciate. 

洞 悉無遺  perfectly  acquaint- ed  with. 

洞 然于心  mind  is  quite clear  on  the  point. 

洞洞  truly;  sincerely;  . pro¬ 
foundly.  ̂ 

u 

12,266 

胴‘
 

12,267 

R. 送 

See 洞 

Sinking 

Lower. 

12,268 

R 送東 

See 同洞 

Sinking 

Lower. 

同 
12,269 

R •東 

H.  I 

F.  tung、 tong 

y'  ̂ uns 

s,l 
K.  tong 

J.  td^  dz 

A.  doung 

Even  Lower. 

黑洞洞  profoundly  dark. 
、洞疑  undecided. 

洞庭湖  the  Tung-t‘ing  lake  in 
Hunan. 

The  large  intestine. 

A  side-street.  Also  read 
t、ung\  See  4939. 

Together  ；  with ;  the  same 

as  ；  alike ;  identical,  as  op¬ 

posed  t。 異  55°5 -  .See  於 

13,515  and  與 . 1 3,522. 

同居  to  live  together. 

同我 一 ■瑰去 g。 with  me. 

這兩 個字不  同  these  two 
words  are  not  the  same. 

同姓不 同宗 of  the  same 
name  but  npt  the  same  ancestors. 

同 胞兄弟  uterine  brothers； 

同 堂兄弟  descendarTts 
through  males  of  the  same  grand¬ 
father.  „ 

將無同  about  not  the  same,— really  the  same. 

靡 所與同  nothing  in  com¬ 

mon. 

同類。 r 同等。 r 同列。 r 

同羣。 r 同輩  of  the  same 
class  or  kind. 

同 類之貨  goods  of  the  same 
denomination. 

同 是一貨  it  is  the  same cargo.;  all  one  kind  of  goods. 

同樣  of  the  same  kind. 

同樣 ㈣ 式） 三 紙 tripli- 
cate  copies  of  a  document. 

莫有 同者焉  all  different; •  no  duplicates. 
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同
1
 12,269 

同心 or 同意 of  one  mind. 

同情的 of  the  same  disposi¬ tion. 

闰 l  of  the  same  weight. 
同時  at  the  same  time.  | 

其爲 樂未可 以同曰 

而語也  th?  joys (of  Prince 
and  hermit)  cannot  be  mentioned 
in  the  same  day. 

大 家同快  all  jolly  together. 
同  the  same  to  you, — of  con¬ 
gratulations. 

同 罪  same  punishment. 

同 樂園  name  of  the  theatre  in 
the  Imperial  palace. 

同 契  to  agree  together  with. 

同 志  the  same  purpose ;  the 
same  object. 

同事的  colleagues. 
同  in  the  same  line. 

^  ̂6  to  share  in  favours  grant¬ ed. 

同年 or  同榜  ̂ graduates  of 
the  same  year. 

同年 團  banquet  given  at 
the  New  Year  by  graduates  of  the 

same  year  to  their  examiners. 

同進 士出身 fellow-gra- duates  of  the  third  class  at  the 

殿  palace  examination. 

胃 考 胃  associate  examiners. 
同學。 r 同憲。 r 同視 
fellow-students. 

同伴 or  同夥  a  companion. 

同謀  to  plot  together. 

不謀 而同然 an  undesign- ed  coincidence. 

同行 hang、 的 該 氣 esprit de  corps、 

同行 hang-1- 是寃家 two  of 
a  trade  never  agree. 

同行  to  be  fellow-travellers. 

同行同 坐 to  walk  and  sit 
together;  to  be  always  together. 

同席  a  fellow-guest. 

同 止 同息  t。 rest  at  the  same time. 

同品 of  equal  rank. 
同 室  a  form  of  polygamy  known 
in  Foochow, 

w 12,269 

同衾。 r 同 床共枕 s〗eeP- ing  together. 

同 房  in  the  same  room. 
同 of  the  same  temple;  fellow- 
countrymen. 

同鄕。 r  同井  a  fellow-coun¬ tryman. 

同 drinking  together. 

^ •同  to  assemble  together;  to 
join  with;  to  co-operate  with. 

同往。 r 同赴 to  go  in  com¬ 
pany  with. 

同 泰! j  to  arrive  together. 一 •同。 r  一 *  同着  together 
with. 

同 一 *  alike ;  equally ;  in  con¬ 
formity  with. 

~ ~ " 相同  aU  alike. 

擇期相 同  the  date  ch°sen by  each  was  the  same. 

同 着 01 ■同係  accompany- 
ing;  with. 

同中  with  the  middleman. 
同 中有異 ，異 中有同 
differing  even  where  they  Agree, 

and  agreeing  even  where  they differ. 

同  /I、 異*  for  the  most  part the  same  but  with  slight  differ¬ ences. 

值同 鷂鷹之 櫻雀也 
exactly  like  a  kite  seizing  a  bird. 

同 家 of  the  same  family. 

同；^  in  the  same  office. 

義 同  having  the  same  meaning. 
同此  the  same  as  this;  to  the same  effect. 

同前 由  to  the  same  effect  as the  former  statements. 

同用  equally  applicable;  syno¬ 
nymous. 

^  to  attend  on. 

同 堅  to  unite；  to  strengthen. 

同步 or  同路  to  go  together; to  be  on  the  same  path ;  bound 
for  the  same  place. 

同  to  have  illicit  intercourse 
with. 

同僚 oi •同寅  fellow-officials. 
同 人  men  of  the  same  class; name  of  the  nth  Diagram. 

同 2
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12.270 

R •東 

H.  SC' ung 

See 癎 

A.  t、oung 

Even  Upper. 

峒
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12.271 

R 東送 

C.  tun 哭 

同洞 

通 
Even  and 
Sinking 

Lower. 

恫
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12.272 

R •東送 

See 病 

A.  doung、 

^oung 

Even  Upper. 

不同人  not  like  other  people; eccentric. 

哀 敬同深  sorrow  and  res- 
pect  equally  profound. 

雷 同  6824. 同知  a  sub-Prefect.  [The  term dates  from  the  Ming  dynasty.] 

同 通州縣  sub-Prefects,  as- 
sistant  sub-Piefects,  Depart¬ 

ment  and  District  Magistrates. 

胃  絲  silk  reeled  from  du- 

pions. 同安  name  of  a  District  near 

Amoy. 

同治  T‘ung  Chih, — the  year- style  of  the  Emperor  who  reigned from  1862  to  1875. 

_  文  a  college  established (1867)  in  Peking  (and  at  Canton) where  foreign  languages,  etc. 
were  taught.  See  12,633. 

Ignorant  ；  simple.  See 

6596. 

能 侗然乎 can  y。11  be 
out  knowledge? — referring  to 
the  value  of  natural  simplicity. 

A  territorial  division 
under  the  Ming  dynasty. 

Used  with  1 2,266. 

To  be  dissatisfied.  To 

moan  with  pain.  See  1 2,009. 

神 罔時桐  the  spirits  had  no 
occasion  for  dissatisfaction.  | alas !  alas !  j 

P 申 桐  to  moan  and  groan. 

_  t0  threaten;  to  bully* 
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Even  and 

Rising  Lower. 
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12.274 

R. 東 
F.  tung^  t^ong 

See 童 
Even  Lower. 
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12,27s 

R •東 

See 同 

Even  Lower, 
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12,276 
R. 東 
% 通 
A.  doung、 

t^oung 

Even  Upper. 

To  draw  off;  to  skim. 

To  shake. 

桐馬酒  to  make  koumiss; 
hence  fung  ma  came  to  mean 
a  milch-mare. 

A  name  applied  to  vari¬ 
ous  trees. 

梧桐 桐麻 OT 井桐。 r 

孤桐  Sterculia  plat’anifolia, Linn.  f.  See  12,707. 

桐杖  the  wu-t(un^  staff  carried at  the  funeral  of  a  mother.  Its 

joints  are  內  inside,  as  opposed 

to  the  joints  of  the  bamboo  staff 
carried  at  the  funeral  of  a  father. 

桐 子樹。 r 桐樹 w 罌子 
桐  Aleurites  coySata^  M.  Arg. 

桐子 seeds  of  the  above. 

桐油  wood-oil  made  from  the above  seeds. 

桐油灰  putty. 

桐葉灰  ashes  from  the  leaves 
of  the  above,  used  for  filling 

censers  in  which  joss-stick  is 
stuck. 

泡桐。 r  ̂ 桐  Paw  Ionia  im
¬ 

perialism  S.  and-  Z.;.  the  桐 of 

the  Glassies,  the  wood  of  which 

is  good  for  making  lutes. 

胡桐  Populus  euphratica^  L. 

胡桐淚  resin  from  the  above 

The  gutter  tiles  on  a 
roof. 

To  moan  With  pain.  Used 

with  12,272. 

痼聲徹 耳 a  m()an  pierces 

my  ear..' 

痼瘃  distressed;  in  pain. 

癎瘃在 .抱  to  sym
pathise 

with  the  distressed. 

w 
12.277 R •東# See 同 

EVen  Lower, 

w 
12.278 

R •東 

See 銅 

Even  LQwer. 

m 
12,279 

r 東送 See 同 

Even  Lower. 
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I2,28o 
、 

R ■東 
"See  同 

-Even  Lower. 

茼 
12.281 

只東 

See 同 

Even  Lower. 、術 

12.282 

To  plane;  to  smooth away. 

A  tube；  a  pipe;  a  duct. 
The  body  of  the 胡琴 

2ic>9.  Used  with  1 2,292. 

筒子  a  tube;  a  pipe;  a  chimney 
*  a  gun-barrel. 

烟 筒  a  chimney;  a  tobacco-pipe. See  7699. 

竹筒  a  bamboo  tube. 

射筒  a  kind  of  bamboo  from Cochin  China  ̂   a  sumpitan,  or 

pipe  for  shooting  poisoned  ar¬ 
rows  with  the  breath,  like  a  pea¬ 
shooter. 

號筒  a  speaking  trumpet. 

信筒 01 ■封筒  a  bamboo  tube used  for  the  safe  conveyance 
of  letters  and  other  documents. 

風筒  a  ventilator;  a  windsail 

一 筒鼻涕  a  snivel  tube, 一 a crying  booby. 

A  sort  of  cloth. 

鴻綱 輝獵  crowding  along  in 
confusion. 

A  long  swift  boat.  See 

7773. 

A  cultivated  plant,  known 

^ 茼蒿  = Chrysanthemum coronarium、 L”  and  (in 

Hongkong  and  Ssuch‘uan) 
C.  segetmri\  L. 

See  12,268. 

12.283 

東 

see 寵 

Even  Lower. 

12.284 

R •東送 

See 同 

Even  Lower. 
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^東 

g •卜叹 

F.  tung^  tong 

W  ) 

N；|^ 

P. 
M. 

Y. 

Sz. K.  tong 

J.  to 

A.  doting 

Even  Lower. 

A  coat  with  short  sleeves. 

Also  read  lung\  and  used for  7499 - 

t^Ullg 

All  together.  Hasty,  as 

in  speech. 

Copper;  brass :  bronze. 

紅 銅。 r 赤銅。 r 紫銅 
copper, 

黃  _  brass.
 白銅  tutenague. 

自然銅 ■  copper  ore. 
響  sounding  brass, - the  metal of  which  the  best  gongs  are  made, 

copper  and  zinc  with  about  five per  cent  of  tin;  also,  eight  parts 

copper  to  two  parts  tin. 

銅器  copper  ware. 銅器出 則腐敖 矣^11 
the  bronze  articles  were  brought 

out  (of  the  ground),  they  crum¬ 
bled  to  dust. 

銅匠 a  coppersmith;  a  “brass- 

man •’ 
r 

打銅舖  a  brazier’s  shop. 
銅絲  copper  or  brass  wire. 

銅條  copper  rods. 

銅石專  copper  in  slabs. 銅葉。 i •銅片  sheet  copper. 

銅板&  copper.  Also,  metal 
type,  as  opposed  to  Wooden blocks. 

銅箱'  brass-foil. 

銅釘  copper  nails. 

銅 錢 +c 叩 Per  casfl -  1 

銅錢草  Androsace .  saxifragi- folia、 Bge. 

銅洋 錢  brass  or  copper  dollars. 
銅帽 。> •火 門銅帽 gun caps. 

銅盤  a  copper  or  bronze  basin. 

銅鼓疔  a  form  of  syphilitic 
sore. 



桶 
s 

12,289 

12,290 

K.  rong 

f.  tdy  tsz A.  f"oung Sinking 

Upper. 

[ 1520  ]  T^XJISTCa- 

冰桶  ice-buckets,— used  in  sum mer  to  cool  rooms. 

扶桶  to  support  a  woman  at 
parturition. 

子孫捅  the  tub  into  which  a new-born  child  is  received. 

，得鐵 桶相似 hemmed 
in  as  though  by  a  ring  of  steel 

Same  as  12,275. 

Pain;  painful ；  sore ； 

sorely  ；  very  ；  extremely. 
See  10,376,  10,894. 

忍痛  to  bear  pain. 
這樣 痛拜忍 不住 

I  can’t  bear  this  pain. 

痛 定思痛 t。 past  pain (or  sorrow). 

楚痛 發於人 而金木 

非 楚痛也  pain  proceeds from  within  the  individual,  the 

instruments  of  punishment  are 
not  the  pain. 

jp  _  toothache.
 

竟 一 •痛 而絶  had  a  single 
spasm  and  died. 

痛得狠  very  Painful. 
痛打。 r  痛殴 t0  beat  cruelly. 

莆
 3 

12,292 

R •東腫 
S66 筒勇 

桶 
Even  and 

Rising  Lower. 

12.293 
R •東冬 

See 同 

Even  
Lower. 

通 

12.294 

:東 

i ••卜 “”， 

F.  t、ung、 f'dng 

W. 

N. 
P. 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 

K.  t^ong 

[, tdy  tsi 
A.  f"oung 

Even  Upper. 

痛哭  to  weep  bitterly. 

^  ̂   bitter  hatre
d. 

痛悔  to  repent  bitterly. 
痛彡陕  extreme  jqy;  outspoken; 
frank;  to  the  point. 

憐痛  to  compassionate. 

痛心 切齒  to  gnash  the  teeth 
with  rage. 

海內 之士莫 不痛之 
there  was  not  a  scholar  in  the 

empire  who  did  not  regret  him. 

痛 —alas! 痛 玫前非  to  thoroughly  re¬ 
form； 

痛飲  to  drink  deeply.  I 

痛 deeply  moved. 

A  tube;  a  pipe.  Usee 
with  12,278.  See  9032. >bjr 

前蓄  a  quiver. 
筆筲  the  cap  to  protect  the brush  of  a  Chinese  pen. 

十 二 蓄  the  twelve  pitch-pipes. 
See  7548. 

信 蓄 子  a  pillar  post-box.  See 
13,426. 

The  noise  of  drums beating. 

To  go  through  ；  hence, 
to  come  to  the  front；  to 

succeed,  as  opposed  to 窮 

2362  ；  to  be  ope%  as  a 

road  ；  to  be  in  communi¬ 
cation  ； to  be  improperly 

intimate  with；  to  be  in  col¬ 

lusion；  to  act  upon；  to  per¬ 
vade  5  to  circulate  {see  9896 

shih^)\  to  reach  all  points  ； 

general；  wholly；  thoroughly； 

complete.  To  apprehend； 
to  understand. 

通路  a  way  communicating! with;  a  thoroughfare. 

路 不通行 n。  thoroughfare.  I 

通 行 （々伽 〆） to  be  conversant with  trade  customs,  secrets,  etc. 
See  below. 

通亮 t。  let  through  the  light;! transparent. 

穿  ̂M、t0  bore  through ;  to  thread, as  a  needle. 

通 至山後  right  through  to 
the  back  of  the  hill, — as  a  tunnel 

通不過  unable  to  get  through! 
or  bore  through. 

東 海通謂 之滄海 & Eastern  ocean  is  known  through¬ 
out  as  tslang  hai. 

通風  a  thorough  draught ;  to  I 
communicate;  to  let  the  cat  out 
of  the  bag. 

貨 不流嫘  the  goods  don’t! 

sell. 
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銅
 2 12,285 

桶,
 12,289 R.; 

c. 
H. j 
F.  f'ong 

N.'  I  UunS 

12.286 R •東 
See 同 

Even  Lower. 

仝 
12.287 

捅 
12.288 R. 腫 

See 桶 

A.y" 叹 
Rising 

Irregular. 

P. 

M. 
Y. 
Sz. ] 

K.  ̂ ong 
. tsu 

A.  dung^ 

doungjung 

Rising  Upper 
and  Lower. 

銅鐵  copper  and  iron. 

銅礦 copp  er  mines. 

銅靑  copperas. 

銅緑  verdigris. 

食銅  to  eat  into  copper, — as 
an  acid. 

廢銅  old  copper. 
銅臭 t。  stink  of  copper, 一 of 
nouveau  riche、 

Name  of  a  fish. 

鯛魚  the  snake-fish  {Ophioce- 
phalus  argus  and  O.pekmensis). 

銅録魚  a  fresh-water  perch, 
common  in  Peking. 

Same  as  12,269.  [To  be 

distinguished  from 

To  advance.  To  strike 

against;  to  break  through. 

桶破 break  a  hole  through. 

桶一 個窟窿 Punch  a  hole in  it. 

桶烏巢  to  break  into  a  bird’s nest. 

不 要桶他  don’t  break through  it. 

桶 媽蜂裔  t。 stir  up  a  hor¬ 
net's  nest;  to  have  confidence 
in  a  person. 

桶 出禍來  to  provoke  mis¬ fortune. 

A  tub；  a  cask ;  a  barrel. 

水桶  a  bucket. 

打 一桶水  to  draw  a  bucket of  water. 

桶梁  the  wooden  cross-bar  at 
the  top  of  a  Chinese  bucket, — 
to  lift  it  by. 

吊桶  a  bucket  to  let  down  into 
a  well. 

太平桶  tubs  in  the  street 
which  hold  water  to  be  used  in 
case  of  fire. 

馬桶  3-  corn  mode,- ―  the  bucket 
having  been  invented  by  馬 

釣  Ma  Chun,  -3rd  cent.  a.d. 
^  2176,  7576. 
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未 通中國  has  nc)t  yet  had 
intercourse  with  China. 

通 寶  a  circulating  jewel;  money; 
currency. 

相 通 比  commun'cat^on* 

交通 之便利 the  conve- 
nient  and  profitable  means  of 

communication  and  transport, — 
found  in  Europe. 

實爲 交通上 之障礙 
(delay  in  building  railways)  is 

a  great  hindrance  to  the  devel¬ 
opment, 一 of  the  country.  | 

不通  blocked  up;  obstructed; 
costive ;  wanting  in  intelligence. 

See  4562. 

^  the  relation  of  a  father  to 

a  son’s  tutor;  family  alliance. 
Also,  an  expert. 

與人通  connected  by  mar¬ 
riage.  Also,  on  terms  of  inti¬ 
mate  acquaintanceship. 

通房  free  to  any  part  of  the 
house. 

通幽  to  penetrate  seclusion ;  to 
pierce  a  mystery. 

‘ 類旁通  to  infer;  to  reason 
by  analogy. 

通透  incisive. 
通 達  to  penetrate;  to  pass  freely. 

通 達世情  versed  in  the  ways 
of  the  world. 

貫通  relevant. 

可 通兩申  enough  to  move  the 
gods, — d,s  2l  large  bribe.  See 

1736. 

十 兩通神 ，百 兩通天 
ten  taels  will  move  the  gods, 

and  a  hundred,  God  himself. 

甫申 通  supernatural  power. 

神通善 書二人 tw。 men 
possessed  of  a  marvellous  skill 
in  writing. 

通天 的本事 divinely  en- do  wed. 

手 眼通天 hand  and  glove 
with  Providence, — all  powerful, 
in  a  bad  sen 幺 e. 

通 天白蟻  syphilitic  erup- tions  on  the  forehead. 

通明  cleat  and  intelligible. 

開 通  deai>headed;  judicious. 

不要 假裝開 通 don’tpre- tend  to  be  an  authority. 

通
1
 

12,294 

開通兒  to  perform  the  over¬ ture. 

通開  to  clear  out, 一 as  a  drain. 

通 事  a  linguist;  an  interpreter. 

通有無  to  exchange  gots  and 
no-gots, 一 to  trade^ 

浦 商^  commercial  intercourse; 
trade ;  especially  trade  with  fo¬ 

reign  nations. 

通 商以來  ever  since  the  be- ginning  of  trade  relations. 

通商章 程 trade  regulations; the  rules  appended  to  the  tariff. 

通商 稅: the  tariff  for  fo-' 
- reign  trade. 

通 商各欺  the  various  clau- ses  (of  the  Treaty)  referring  to 
foreign  trade. 

通 商各口  the  v.  nous  Treaty 

ports. 
M  商 公所  

a  Chamber  of 
Commerce. 

通 商總局 a  Boaxd  of  Fo- reign  Affairs, — al  Poochow. 

for  general,  circulation ; 

general;  current.  See  above. 

通 行曉諭 to  proclaim  ge- nerally  to  all. 

通行出 口入口  to traffic inwards  and  outwards  at  a  port. 

通 行布告  address  a  cir- cular  note, — to  the  diplomatic 
body. 

通知  to  communicate  to ;  to  be 
fully  acquainted  with. 

通 白。 r 通示。 r 通曉 
to  make  generally  known. 

(in  logic)  universal,  as 

opposed  to 偏解  particular. 

同 •  to  be  connected  with;  to 
be  guilty  of  complicity;  to  con¬ 

spire. 

通 同舞弊 t。 take  part  in corrupt  practices. 

通線  to  set  a  connecting  thread, 
— used  of  corrupt  practices.  Cf. 
wire-pulling. 

放 錢買通  t。 scatter  money and  buy  collusion, 

j 甬  magic;  Supernatural 
 po¬ wers. 

通籍  to  ̂   appointed  an  official. 

通連  a  cordial  understanding. 

通1
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通^  to  petition  through 
 a  lower 

to  higher  authorities. 

通韵0 r  通答 il to  issue  cir- 
cular  instructions. 

通詳。 1 •通報  to  report  t。 a 
high  authority  through  an  in¬ termediate  officer. 

g-J-  a  general  estimate. 

通統  every  single 。狀; all: 

力  a  general  or  common  effort. 

通 为 合作  to  act  with  united 

•effort. 

通釋  a  complete  or  thorough 
explahation 

通通 .的 要  to  insist  on  having 

all. 

言之 不通也 your  wordsdo 
•not  cov.er  the  whole  ground,  are 

inadequate. 

通貞  thoroughly  pure. 

柱 書一通  wrote  it  aU  out. 

通 籌  to  give  a  thorough  con- si々eration  to.  - 

通盤  all  round;  completely; 
really;  in  point  of  fact;  the  whole 
affair. 

通長  the  whole  length;  all 
through.  1 

通身  the  whole  bbdy|from  first to  last. 

通 身潔白  his  whole,  body was  spotlessly  white. 

通共  all;  wholly;  completely. 

藩 與蕃通  the  characters 
_  and  ̂   are  syn

onymous. 

^  in  common  use;  inte
r¬ 

changeable;  synonymous. 

通 用旗襄  the  Commercial 
Code  signals. 

前古通 用者金 in  anti - quity,  gold,  was  in  general  use, 

- — as  money. 

浦  of  general  application. 

通 書  a  calendar;  an  almanac. Also,  the  written  paper  fixing the  marriage  day. 

通 r  an  almanac. 通花  figured  on  sides,— of fabrics. 

通 學  day  thooling,-as  opposed 

to 常 學  boarding-school. 
V  19* 
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通話  to  have  communication 
with. 

通信  to  send  a  note  to  inform. 

通 信過禮  the  letter  announ- 
cing  the  day  fixed  for  the  wed¬ 
ding  and  the  sending  of  the 

ceremonial  presents. 

三 面傍江 ，一 面通旱 
washed  on  three  sides  by  the 

river,  and  connected  with  the 
land  on  the  fourth. 

通糧道  to  keep  one’s  com¬ munications  open. 

通政司  the  Office  of  Trans¬ 
mission  in  Peking,  for  forward¬ 
ing  memorials,  etc.  from  the 
provinces  to  the  Council  of  State. 

通庚  the  exchange  of  names, 
dates,  etc.  as  a  preliminary  of 
marriage. 

通融 5762. 
通名  to  announce  a  visitor.  Also, 
a  general  name  =  總名. 

閽卒 不爲通 the  porter 
would  not  announce  him. 

粗 雖 兒。 f  limited  intelligence. 

能 通詩書  could  understand 
(or  knew  by  heart)  the  Odes 

and  Book  of  History.  ' 

無 所不通  there  is  nothing 
which  he  does  not  understand. 

琴棋 書畫無 所不通 
music,  wet-chHy  literature,  and 
painting,  were  all  understood  by 
her. 

變通  to  accommodate  oneself 
(or  a  matter)  to  circumstances 

私通  illicit  intercourse. 

久之 與常氏 通 after  a 
time  he  became  improperly  in¬ 

timate  with  Mrs.  (nee)  Ch4ang. 

莊 公通焉 'D.uke  Chrang committed  adultery  with  her. 

打通 t。  knock  a  hole  through. 

打 通通兒 t。 come  to  an 
arrangement. 

通文 墨  well  educated. 
通判  an  assistant  sub-Prefect. 
[The  term  dates  from  the  Sung 
dynasty.] 

五神通  five  supernatural  po 
wers  attained  by  every  one  who 
becomes  an  Arhan.  Sanskrit: 

panchabh ijnd.  See  9819. 

五通神  the  name  of  an  evil 

通1
 

12,294 

w 

12,295 

R. 東 

See 通 

Even  Upper. 

12,296 

R •冬 

F.〆 吻  、 

See 同冬 

Even  Lower. 

12,297 

R •冬 

&通彫 

A.  doung 

Even  Upper 

and  Lower. 

spirit  which  plr.ys  mischievous 

pranks  with  women. 

通州  T‘ung  Chou, -near  Peking. 

通 奉大夫  honorary  title  of| the  2nd  class  of  the  2nd  rank. 

通 議大夫  honorary  title  of the  i st  class  of  the  3rd  rank. 

三通  the  t^ee  kinds  of  cyclo¬ 
paedia,  as  follows : 一 

通典  dealing  with  costumes, 
manners  and  customs,  etc. 

通志  geographical. 

通考  biographical. 
通條花  Helwingia  ruscijlora} Willd. 

通條葉  Stachyurus  proscox^  S. and  Z. 

Read  fung\ 

通快  thorough ;  lively;  frank , 
open;  clear,  as  a  pipe. 

Fa  tsia  .  papyrifera、 Bth  • 

&  Hook,  f”  the  pith  of 
which  is  cut  into  the  so 

called  “rice-paper •” 

通紙畫  rice-paper  pictures. 

通草花  artificial  flowers  of rice-paper. 

木  Akebia  quinata、 Dene, 
and  several  species  of  Clematis 

A  name. 

係萬  name  of  a  scholar  of  Liao¬ 
tung. 

鼕 [2,298 

Blazing,  as  a  fire. 

火冬紅 的火苗 fierce  red flames. 

Same  as  12,293. 

，299 

R ■東 

I  ^n
g 

C. 

H. F.  tung 

N.1  dunS 

Pe 

Me 

Y. 
Sz. K.  tong 

J.  dg 

A.  doung 

Even  Lower. 

A  boy  under  fifteen  years 

of  age ;  a  girl ;  a  virgin  ； 

undefiled；  pure.  Bare 
Used  for  12,310. 

童子  a  boy ;  a  girl. 

童 子  wasting  disease  of childhood, — consumption. 

童兒。 r 童男 a  bc)y- 

童女 a  girl. 

童貞  a  virgin. 
成 童  t0  arrive  at  boyhood;  over 

eight  years  of  age;  a  youth,  under 

the  Chou  dynasty,  who  had  reach¬ 
ed  the  age  for  束 髮  putting 

up  the  hair.  ̂
  ^ 

童年  in  boyhood. 童奴。 r 童僕 a  servant-boy, 

童 蒙求我  the  boy  enquires 
of  me.... 

三 尺童子 無有不 知 
every  schoolboy  knows. 

章  boy's  urine, 一 used  as  a medicine. 

童 叟不欺  neither  young  nor old  cheated  here, — a  shop-sign. 

書 童  a  boy  who  waits  upon  a student  or  literary  man. 

神童  a  wonderfully  clever  boy; 
an  inspired  youth, -^especially 
of  Hsieh  Chin. 

童生 a  student, ― one  who  has received， a  certificate  of  compe¬ 

tency  from  the  District  Magi¬ 
strate,  enabling  him  to  compete 
at  the  examination  for  the  1st 

degree. 

童天王  a  fancy  name  for  the above. 

文 童 and 武 童 civil  and military  students,  as  above. 

>J、 童  a  term  by  which  the  wife 
of  a  feudal  prince  spoke  of  her- 
self. 

窣心 考離 he  has  not  80t 
rid  of  his  boyish  disposition, — 
of  one  who  acts  childishly.  Set 

9990. 

反 孝還童  to  become  youth-| 
ful  in  old  age, - through  a  process 
of  Taoist  regeneration. 

童  a  y°ung  calf. 

童羧  a  young  ram. 
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12,299 

僮
 2 

12,300 

R. 東 
F.  tung^  tong 

See 

Even  Lower. 

m 

12.301 

r •東 
See 

Even  Lower. 

m
1
 

12.302 

尺東 
See 童 
Even  Lower. 

樘 
12.303 

R 江冬 
See 

Even  Lower. 

m 
12,糾 

^東 
See 童 
Even  Lower. 

彼 童而角  to  look  for  horns 
on  a  young  ram, — is  waste  of 
time. 

鶴 髮童顔  crane  hair  and 
boy  colour, — white  hair  and  a 
youthful  complexion. 

|l|  童  hills  bare  of  vegetation, 
— like  the  head  of  a  boy  who 
has  not  been  capped. 

頭 童 bald. 

尻 .骨 童童. the  end  her 
spine  was  prominent. 

桑 樹童童  the  mulberry-trees 
grew  luxuriantly. 

童粱  Gymnothrix japonic  a、 Kth. 

童養 fbr 團圓 w  12,155- 

JV  boy；  a  servant.  Used 

with  1 2,299.  The  appear¬ 

ance  of  a  high  headdress. 

僮子  a  servant-boy. 

被 之僮僮  with  head-dress 
reverently  rising  aloft. 

The  sun  just  rising. 

曈 瞒^1" 曈曈日  early  dawn. 

The  moon  just  rising. 

瞳矓  first  streaks  of  moonlight. 

A  tree  from  the  flowers 

of  which  a  cloth  is  made. 

Read  ch>uang% •  A  pole； 
a  staff.  See  4885. 、 

馬乳撞  a  churning-staff. 
緣榼 t。  climb  a  pole. 

I  he  feathers  in  disorder. 

潼
 2 

，3。5 

尺東 
See 童 

Even  Lower. 

12,3。6 

R 東 

See 童 

Even  Lower. 

m 
12.307 

R •東 

See 

Even  Lower. 

m 

12.308 

它 •東 

See 童 

Even  Lower. 

A  tributary  of  the  Yel¬ 
low  River.  Used  for  12,258. 

澝關  name  of  a  pass  and  of  a 
sub-Prefecture  in  Shensi. 

滝潼 lofty. 生  S 童。 r  出滝  t。 have  milk,— as  a  woman. 

芏立1 

12.309 

r. 東 

see 童 

Even  Lower. 

m 

12.310 

R. 東 

See 童 

Even  Lower. 

12,311 

A  calf  without  horns. 

The  name  of  a  dog. 

苗猹  the.  Miao-t7ti. 

The  pupil  of  the  eye,  said 

to  become  square  at  the  age 

of  800.  See  8046. 

瞳仁  the  pupil  of  the  eye.、 
曈人  the  reflected  image  seen 
by  one  person  in  the  pupil  of 
another. 

緑水灌 瞳人。 r 曈人 

轉 背  fancy  names  for  cataract. 
chlung  2  0 童  double  pupils, 一 

attributed  to  the  Emperors  Yao 

and  Shun  and  to  7^  Hsiang 

Yii,  3rd  century  b.c. 

Grain  whichi  though  bown 

first,  is  gathered  last.  See 

7433- 

A  young  ram  without 
horns.  See  12,299. 

Same  as  1 2,280. 

m 

12,312 

尺東 

^ 同董 

Even,  and 

Rising  Lower 
and  Upper. 

鶄
 2 

^2,3i3 

R. 東 

See 童 

Even  Lower. 

慟 12,314 

彤' 

12,31^ 

R •冬 

See 

Even  Lower. 

統
 3 

12,316 

R 董朱 

F. 

W. 

N. 

於议 ng 

See 捅 

A.  lLoung 

Rising  Upper. 

^TJlSIC3r 

The  roots  of  the  nelum- 
bium.  A  kind  of  sedge  ； 

see  1 1,271. 

董蒿采 an  edible  plant  like 

celery. 

The  hornbill.  See  7778. 

See  1 2,257. 

Red.  Name  of  a  small 
feudal  State. 

彤弓  a  red  bow, — z.e.  lacquered to  preserve  it  from  damp. 

彤雲  red  clouds. 彤管 a  red  reed  or  tube, — a present  from  a  girl  to  her  lover, 
the  exact  meaning  of  which  is 

not  known.  See  Chinese  Clas¬ 
sics,  IV,  p.  69. 

To  gather  into  one  ；  all  ； 

collectively  ；  the  whole.  To 

rule；  to  control.  The  end 
of  a  cocoon  ；  a  beginning  ； 

a  clue.  Numerative  of  ta¬ 
blets.  See  12,294. 

統同  to  collect  together;  to 
bring  or  place  together. 

蘇衆  to  collect  a  crowd. 
大 絲  the  great  connected  whole, 
— the  empire. 

統例  the  general  principle, 一 of  a  document  or  book. 

承蘇  to  receive  or  carry  on  the succession, — as  the  Heir-Appar¬ 
ent  on  the  death  of  the  sove¬ 
reign. 

入 承大統  to  succeed  to  thel 
government  of^the  empire. 

正 統  the  true  line  of  succession, — as  among  rival  dynasties  See 
1676,  5731. 

以正統 予魏者 ，司馬 

光 之誤也  to  assign  thel 
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銃
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y 

true  line  of  succession  to  the 

House  of  Wei  (one  of  the  Three 

Kingdoms),  was  an  error  on  the 

part  of  Ssti-ma  Kuang. 

正 統不歸 his  was  n<5t  the 
rightful  line  of  sovereignty. 

^  to  fall  entirely  under  the 

control  of;  to  become  the  sole 

proper’”  of;  to  unite  and  fall 
into  (the  sea,  as  rivers). 

天下歸 一 統  all  the  empire under  one  sway. 

― •  altogether ;  wholly. 

— *  a  stone  tablet. 

dt  the  total;  the  whole  lot. 

絃計多 少  amounting  to  how much  in  all  ? 

to  say  generally;  to  sum¬ 
marise. 

總 統  to  oversee  the  whole;  a 
General  Commandant  of  Man- 
chu  forces,  or  of  the  modern 

“braves;”  a  President  of  a  re¬ 

public. 

帶  to  be  in  command  of. 

兵  to  lead  troops. 

統自巾  a  generalissimo. 

轄  in  general  command  of. 
領  a  Cdfhimandant. . 

兵 輪綵領 senior  Naval Officer. 

統 屬文武 control  of  the 
civil  and  military. 

失了  體統 t0  depart  from  the 
proper  custom;  to  outrage  pro¬ 
priety. 

才 成體統 improper;  un- seemly. 

見女兒 不綵口  seeine 
that  the  girl  did  not  heed  her. 

沒有 個肯統 口許他 

— •  Zl  -p  ̂   there  was 
no  one  who  would  oblige  him 
with  ten  or  twenty  taels. 

統 冀 OT 統希。 r 統望 
to  earnestly  hope. 

{^開  to  first  appear;  to  come 
into  being. 

^  a  clue;  succession  in  a 
dynasty. 

創 業垂統  t。 lay the  foun- dation  of  a  State  and  hand  down 

the  beginning  thus  made. 

•   f:  . . 

子
 8 

i2>3i7 

R. 紙 

H.  I 
 ^ 

F. chU、  chi 

W.  \ 
N. 

Sz.  J 

K.  ch& 

f.  shi 
A.  /?,  ti 

Rising  Upper. 

T25TJ. 

A  child  ；  a  son  {see  8602)； 

posterity  ；  seed  ；  eggs  ；  the 

young  of  animals,  birds  and 

insects  ；  interest  on  loans. 
An  enclitic.  An  officer  ；  a 

gentleman  ；  a  complimen¬ 
tary  designation  of  men,  and 

also  {see  8177)  of  women  ； 
a  bride;  a  wife  {see  10,164)； 

“you,  sir”  in  direct  address. 

A  philosopher.  The  4th 

^rade  of  nobility,  common¬ 

ly  rendered  by  “viscount.” The  first  of  the  地支 

Twelve  Branches  •’  see  Ta¬ 
bles  Vd.  The  north.  1  ip.m. 

to  i  a.m.  A  numerative 

of  skeins,  etc.  Radical  39. 

To  be  distinguished  from 

子  1505  and  予 。把1-] 

子 孫  S0I1s  and  grandsons.  See 10,760,  11,424. 

子孫蕃  a  numerous poster¬ 

ity. 

子孫 餘雀学  posterity  cakes,— 
cakes  which  have  a  lot  of  little 

cakes  inside,  given  to  brides 
with  the  hope  that  they  may 

be  similarly  fertile. 

孫子*  (sun1  tzu  atonic)  a  grajid- son. 

妻子  wife  and  child.  Also, 
(atonic)  a  wife. 

sons  and  daughters. 

a  son’s  wife;  a  son  and 
his  wife  (see  3288). 

太子。 1 •元子  the  Heir-Ap¬ parent.  Also,  the  sons  of  feudal nobles. 

5^  to°  careful;  too  much attention  to  detail. 

長 change 子 ot 宗子。 i •系 
子*  the  eldest  son. 

the  youngest  son. 

又子  any  other  son. 

獨 生 子  an  only  son. 

芋，
 

123,17 

(JzU  tziX%)  all  the  sons; 
(/zU2  tzU)  a  ball;  a  bullet. 

遺 •腹子  a  posthumous  child. 

子 or  別子  sons  of  concu¬ 
bines.  See  10,920. 

或 是猶子 ，或 是半子 
either  an  adopted  son  or  a  son- in-law.  1 

有子 事足 he  who  has 
sons  has  abundance  of  all  things. 

無子 之情狀 難堪也 
a  childless  condition  is  hard  to 

bear. 

得 may  you  have  sons ! 

子宮  the  womb. 
子 系。1 ■子 嗣。 r 子息 

posterity. 

子 娃  sons  and  brothers1  sons. 
世^  sons  of  feudal  nobles. 

^  子  the  son  of  a  duke;  used 
conventionally  for  a  young 

gentleman. 
a  baby;  the  people. 

華 the  holy  Son, — a  term used  for  Christ. 

毋: 子*  mother  and  son. interest  and  principal; 

parts  and  whole.  See  3190.  Cf. 

r6xo^. 

子毋 相權  the  equivalence  of 
a  unit  and  the  sum  of  its  frac¬ 
tional  parts.  Also,  interest  (paid) 

equals  the  (original)  capital.  See 

3190. 君 子  the  superior  man.  Set 
3269. 

/j、 +  children;  “my  children;” young  men ;  comrades;  my  son; 

I,  the  sovereign. 

二 三  ̂   my  friends;  my  dis¬ ciples, 一 as  a  form  of  address. 

^  young  fellows ;  appren¬ 
tices,  as  opposed  to 义兄  the 

master  workman.  See  i^5°* 

子  amateur  actors. 

昊天 其子之 may  God adopt  him  as  his  son ! — of  W^n 

Wang. 

•弗  +  I  did  not  treat  him 
as  a  son. 

文 毋不子 his  father  and 
mother  disowned  him. 

sons  do  not  behave as  sons  should. 
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子 惠困窮 t。 be  kirid  t。 
those  in  distress,  as  if  they  were 

one’s  children. 

子兒  a  small  boy;  seed. 

子兒表  a  small  watch. 
夂在 ，子 不 敢自專 
while  the  father  is  alive,  the  son 

may  not  act  on  his  own  respon¬ 
sibility. 

棍 棒頭上 出好子 the 
rod  across  the  head  produces  a 

good  child. 

嚴夂 出孝子  a  strict  father makes  a  filial  son. 

子嫩  tender. 

子 了天花  to  have  the  small¬ 

pox. 

虎生 三子必 有一豹 if  a  tigress  has  three  cubs  at 
a  birth,  one  of  them  will  be  a 

leopard, — i.e.  something  extra 
ordinary. 

其 子七兮  her  young  ones 
are  seven  in  number, — alluding 

to  the  turtle-dove  (!). 

螟 蜍有子  the  mulberry- 
insect  has  young  ones.  See  >958. 

小鷄子  {tzu)  a  chicken. 

鷄子  (/zu3)  hens*  eggs. 

魚子  fish-roe,  see  10,106. 

下子  to  lay  eggs, 一 of  insects. 

花子兒  flower-seeds. 

十 子九成  nine  seeds  out  of 
ten  coming  to  maturity. 

十子 兒掛麵  ten  strings  of' vermicelli. 

于來 幾日矣 hc)w  lc>ng is 
it  since  you  came,  sir? 

樂子 之無知  I  should  re¬ 
joice  to  be  like  you,  without 

consciousness, 一 addressed  to  a 
tree. 

子曰  the  Master  said,... 

孟子 M6ng  the  philosopher Mencius. 

諸 子百家  all  authors. 

子集  miscellaneous  authors ; 
miscellanies. 

三子  identified  by  some  with 
Tzti-lu,  Yen  Yu,  and  Kung-hsi 

Hua  (Con/,  Anal.  XI);  by  others 
with  Mencius,  Hsun  Tzti,  and 

Yang  Tzti, — as  examples  of  wis¬ dom. 

， —
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仔
 3 

12,318 

R •紙支 

& •卜 ，叫 F.  chu^  v. 

ckiang 

W. tsz 

tsz、 tsai 

N. 
P. 

M. 
Y. 
Sz. ] 

K.  chd 

J.  shi 

A.  ti 
Rising  Upper 

12,319 

R. 支 

See 咨 

A.  ti 
Even  Upper. 

籽 

2,320 

w 

12,321 

R •支 

See 咨 

Even  Upper. 

十 子全書  the  complete works  of  the  ten  Taoist  philo¬ 

sophers. 

貸 Viscount  Chi. 

子時  ii  p.m.  to  i  a.m. 

子午袍  a  gun  fired  at  mid¬ night  and  midday. 

甲子  see  1167. 子口  a  small  port  affiliated  to 
a  larger  port;  an  inland  Customs’ barrier. 

子口稅  transit  dues. 

子卡  an  out-barrier. 

子虛子  a  term  for  an  imagi¬ nary  person  in  fiction. 

子*  弓 單  bullets;  ammunition. 

^  powder  and  shot. 

黑子  a  black  spot. 

子規。 r 子雋  the  goatsucker or  nightjar. 

To  carry  ；  to  sustain  ；  to 
take  care  lest. 

仔肩 重 任 fiU  an  iniportani 

post. 
細] carefully ;  minutely. 

^.ead  tsai\  A  diminu¬ tive.  Used  with  1 1,495. 

猪仔  little  pigs, — a  term  applied 
to  the  coolies  who  were  kid¬ 
napped  and  taken  to  Cuba,  Peru, 
and  elsewhere. 

火船仔  a  steam-launch. 

Twins ;  two  of  a  sort. 

生孖  to  have  twins. 

好 生 a  twin. 汙— ') 菰姻  a  hybrid  term 
for  cigarettes.  ^ 

Same  as  12,323. 

be  diligent  ；  untiring 

惟 日孜孜  be  diligent  from day  to  day. 

孜 孜爲善  diligently  practise 
virtue. 

12,322 

R •紙 

See 

Rising  Upper. 

w 

w 

The  seeds  of  various 

kinds  of  grain.  [Unautho  1 rised :  used  for  12,317.] 

五  Wi  ̂  ?  seeds  of  the  five  staple 
grains. 

^  >J§fe  seeds  of  grain.
 

籽 花五包  five  bales  of  seed 
cotton. 

12,323 

R •紙支 

See 
A.  ti 

Rising  Upper. 

To  hoe 

plants. 

earth  round 

字
 4 

12,324 

R. 真 

C.  tsz 
H.  sz 
F.  ckei、 chi 

N. 卜 
P. 

M.  „ 

Y •产 

Sz. 

K,  chd 

Vdji 

A.  t'i 

Sinking 

Lower. 

To  suckle ;  brood  ；  off¬ 

spring.  To  love  ；  to  cherish  ； 

see  3471.  A  name  or  style 
taken  at  the  age  of  twenty, 

which  may  be  used  by 

friends,  or  of  one  another 

by  brothers; ⑽ 3884,  91 14. 

To  betroth  a  girl.  A  writ¬ 
ten  character  (explained  as 
derivative  characters  bred 

from  the  earlier  picture 

forms)  ；  a  word,  in  which 
sense  it  was  first  used  under 

the  First  Emperor,  circa  b.c. 
220.  See  5668,  5979,  6595, 

6833,  7940,  9026,  10,118, 

ii，79i,  13^26. 

^  ̂   ̂   ̂   s
heep  and  oxen 

bring  forth  and  nourish  their 

young. 

字 由幼孩 nourish  your young  children. 

夂不 能 字厥子 thefather 
cannot  love  his  son. 

其 胃 字我乎 will  he  be 
willing、 to  love  us? 

字小  t!o  be  kind  to  the  small or  weak.  Also,  the  » character is  small. 

君夂之 前稱名 ，他人 

則 稱字也  a  'man’s  prince 
and  father  call  him  by  his  ming 

(7940),  other  people  call  him by  his  /zU.  See  3884. 
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字
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 12,324 

J 

以字顯 （or  行） best  known 
by  his  / 成 一 not  by  his  名； 

e.g,  Su  Tung-pfo.  See  4624. 

^  specially  addressed 
him  by  his  style. 

表 -字！  or 別字！ （说 below、 么 
fancy  name  or  style. 

善念別  was  in  the  habit 
of  reading  out  characters  wrong¬ 

ly, 一 e.g.  calling 進 退細 .. 

尊  what  is  your  fzil? 

人  to  become  engaged  to 
marry  a  man. 

^  not  yet  betrothed. 

箱^字 I  未  she  was  awaiting 
betrothal  prior  to  marriage. 

八  see  8504,  10,291.  Also 
applied  in  the  tax  register  to 

舊 營  balance  taken  over, 
j|^  amount  just  collected, 開 

除  amount  expended,  and  現 
balance  in  hand. 

% 文 爲字乃 始於史 
the  use  of  fzU  for  wm  be¬ 

gan  with  the  Shih  Chi. 

可去 這個字 yQU  can 
scratch  out  (or  omit)  this  word. 

字! 字! 有^意  each  word  has  a meaning. 

寫字  t。 write. 
字！ ̂   the  formation  of  a  written 

character  in  reference  to  order 

of  strokes,  etc. 

視犬 之字如 畫狗也 
to  see  the  character  for  dog  is 

like  looking  on  a  picture. 

characters  of  many 

strokes, — as  opposed  to  ̂  ;  see 
10,600. 

— *  字 一 *  a  gold  for  every 

word, 一 of  a  poet  who  received 

a  ting  ̂   (=Tls.  10)  for  every 

word  of  a  poem. 

字！ study  or  knowledge  of 
characters. 

祭生 字壓人 to  floo.  a  per¬ son  with  unfamiliar  characters. 

字典 or  字 窠  a  dictionary. 

繩 頭小字 characters  no 
bigger  than  flies’  heads. 

字
‘
 

12,324 中 有一人 字金蘭 (in 
the  room)  was  a  lady  embroider¬ 

ing  a  golden  orchid. 

_  字  S  念 心 
 word  “I”  must 

be  emphasised. 

.指無 字之字 tQ  p°int  out the  characters  wu  and  chih、 — - to  a  child. 

那 裏聽他 半個字 
would  not  listen  to  a  word  he had  to  say. 

to  resolve  characters  into 

their  constituent  parts  (e.g. 

faith  is  made  up  of  man 

and  晉  words),  as  is  done  by 
fortune-tellers,  writers  of  acros- 

tic^^and  others. 

a  phrase；  see  12,723. 

the  meaning  of  a  word. 

聖人强 字之曰 the  ¥， using  words  in  a  forced  sense, 

says.... 

活字。 r 鉛字。 r 桃字 movable  type. 

骨豊  shape  of  words ;  style  of 
written  or  printed  text. 

^  ̂   the  rad
icals. the  “initials”  as  opposed 

to  “finals”  {see  13,843)  in  the 
Chinese  system  of  spelling;  see 

3413.  -Also  used  for  the  letters 
of  the  foreign  alphabet. 

the  “finals”  in  the  Chi¬ 

nese  system  of  spelling. 

fancy  terms  or  words. 

P  頭  it  begins  with  a 
 “R” 

草. 字!  it  has  agrassM  (i.e.  Ra¬ dical  140)  at  the  top. 

面  language  ̂   phraseology ; meaning. 

使字 面光彩 t。 make  the language  {e.g.  of  an  essay)  ele¬ 

gant. 
字! 目艮  an  expression;  a  phrase; 
a  wrongly-used  word.  Also, 

power  of  comprehension. 

卓 眼的話  speech  for  which characters  exist,— not  mere  patois. 
See  12,099. 

虚  a  grammatical  particle. 

书匕 字！ 眼  to  find  fault;  to  pick holes. 

另 |J  字 目民  to  dispute;  to  wrangle. 

字
‘
 

12,324 

他的 字眼淺 he  is.slow  at 
understanding, — the  meaning  of 

a  passage. 

別字 = 白字； w  8556. 

字語  style;  see  5520. 

t  $  or  胃  the  shap
e  of 

a  character.  The  first  is  also 

“form  of  words.” 

形； 近  the  characters 
nearly  resemble  one  another.  \ 

寫 出一個 字樣來 write 
out  a  form  or  muster. 

不曾 提着一 個取經 

的 字!; jH  he  has  never  said 
a  word  about  going  to  fetch Sacred  Books. 

內有 不敢再 作等字 
in  it  were  the  following 

words : — I  will  not  venture  to 
do  so  again,  etc. 

古  to  execute  a  deed. 

字號 w  3884. 
a  license. 

字  a  copy-slip.  | 

臨字帖  t。 a  sliP. 

刷字帖  t。 take  a  rubbing， 一 
from  a  tablet. 

字格  black  lines  placed  under writing-paper  to  keep  the  co¬ lumns  straight. 

written  scrolls. 

字 跡  handwriting ;  tracings  for writing  over. 

字 經三寫 ，烏 琴成馬 
when  words  are  thrice  trans¬ 
cribed  wu  and  yen  become  may 

一 owing  to  copyists’  errors. 

神  the  Japanese  adaptation of  the  Korean  alphabet,  sup¬ 

posed  to  have  been  once  used 

by  the  gods. 

字文 or  行  communi¬ cations  from  the  尹*  Gover- 

nor  of  順天府  are  s。 called. 

[The  first  also  means  “script;” 

see  10,600.] 

位  lettered  seats  for  candi¬ dates  at  the  public  examinations. 

字 ，背 ，輪 ，郭 ，肉 ，坪， 
the  obverse,  reverse,  outer  rim, 

rim  of  square  hole,  ground  be¬ 
tween  the  rims,  and  hole, 一 of a  cash.  See  5665. 
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I2,324 

w 
i2,325 

•寘 
See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

12,326 

R •紙 
F，ckie 

see 紫 

Rising  Upper. 

12,327 

R. 寞 

See 装被 

Sinking 
Lower. 

字兒  the  character  side  or  ob¬ verse  of -a  coin;  see  7638.  Also, 

the  different  strengths  of  lenses 

as  classified  under  the  12  cha- 

、rs  of  the  地支 • 

富  個字兒 to  write  a 
note,  notice,  memo,  etc. 

你帶 着甚麽 字兒的 

眼鏡兒  what  strength  of 
spectacles  do  you  take? 

一張字 a  writing;  a  document. 

— • 字  see  5342. 

The  females  of  certain 

animals. 

脖馬 

桴牛 

a  mare. 

a  cow. 

The  skin  shrivelled  by 

age. 

w 

12,328 

R •寘霧 
C.  c/slz 
H.  c/sz 

F.  Cchii^  y. 
cH-di? 

W.  V.  /jSp。 

N.  tsz^ 
P.  ctsz^  ts^ 

Y.  ctsz 
Yi.chd 

].shi 

A.  Ltt、 fi 

Sinking  Upper 

Irregular. 

To  slander.  Used  with 

12,333 - 

BE  to  waste  time  in  idle
ness. 

紫
 3 

12,329 

R •紙 

c.  I 

H.  I 

F.  chie W. 
N. 
P. 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 
K.  chd 

J.  shi 

A.  t'i 

Rising  Upper 

tsz 

tsz 

The  corner  or  canthus  of 

the  eye.  See  25. 

內砦  the  inner  corners  of  the 
eyes. 

外 砦。1 •銳砦  the  outer  cor- . ners. 

內砦肉 a  caruncular  growth 
in  the  eye. 

拭 砦—眉 to  rub  thf  — 
and  raise  the  eyebrows, — to  have 

a  good  look. 

^  with  eyelids  ready  to 

split, — so  wide  open. 

掩 骼埋貲  to  bury  corpses, 
— after  a  battle,  etc. 

Purple；  a  dark  red 
brown  ；  see  9009. 

^ [紫  red  and  purple,— were  co¬ lours  Confucius  would  not  wear 
even  when  in  undress. 

惡 — 4 紫 之 奪乐也 
I  hate  the  way  in  which  purple 

(a  secondary  colour)  usurps  the 
place  of  vermilion  (a  primary colour). 

紫禁城  the  Imperial  city, — a section  of  Peking,  occupied  by 

the  Emperor. 

紫裒  the  Court;  the  palace. 

紫塞  the  Great  Wall. 

取靑紫  to  succeed  at  the  pub¬ lic  examinations, 一 from  the 
dresses  worn  by  graduates. 

紫花布  nankeen  cloth.  * 
/ 

紫檀  red  sandal-wood. 
紫臉  a  swarthy  complexion.. 

紫河車  the  after-birth. 
阿紫  Sir  Auburn, 一 a  polite  title 
for  a  fox,  instead  of  the  object¬ 
ionable  狐. 

紫 黑  black  and  blue, -of  bruises. 

紫金  red  gold. 

紫糖  brown  suSar. 
紫馬  bay  horse, - a  Prefect;  from a  famous  official  of  that  rank 

who  rode  a  horse  of  that  colour. 

紫泥書 (Qr 封） a  despatch . with  a  purple  seal,  usually  under¬ 
stood  to  be  from  the  Emperor, 

as  the  letter  announcing  a  狀 

chuang  yuan' s  success. 

驚柝紫 泥書  trembling  】 open  the  Imperial  despatch. 

紫寶石  the  ruby. 

紫府  heaven. 紫極霄  the  empyrean. 
紫 : j 鼓  name  of  a  star-god  invoked when  building;  the  crape-flower (see  12,587). 

紫微 星拱照  may  theTzti- wei  star  take  care  of, 一 this  house. 

淸都 紫微帝 之所居 
ChHng-tu  (pure  capital)  is  the 

abode  of  the  god  Tzti-wei. 

紫微垣  15  northern  circum¬ polar  stars ;  see  12,587. 

紫 

12,329 

J2,33。 

w 12,331 

R •寘支 

齊 

See 至兹 

劑 
Sinking  and 
Even  Upper 

and  Lower. 

12, 332 

R •紙支 

C.  tsKz 

F.  cchwi、ckU 

P,  (chwei、 tsz 
M.  Cchwei、 tsz 

玲  ch、wi、 cha 

J.  shi 

A. chui 
Rising  and 
Even  Upper. 

訾 
Z 

紫 黃銅器  copper  and  brass 
ware. 

紫竹林  Tztt-chu-lin, — red 
baixiboo  grove,  the  name  of  the 
foreign  settlement  at  Tientsin. 

紫羅蘭 the  violet- 
紫業莉  J^laP  {Mirabilis.  ja- 
lapa,  L.). 

紫草  same  as  12,395. 
紫 草茸。 r 紫草 龍。 r 紫 

梗  a  kind  of  gum-lac. 

葛巾紫  a  name  for  the  peony. 

紫珠  Callicarpa  sp. 紫 金 牛*  Ardisia  japonic  a  ̂  Bl. 

紫  laver  {Purpura  laciniata, 
Ag-). 

紫姑  the  kitchen  goddess. 
Same  as  12,335. 

Clothes  crumpled  and  not 
smooth. 

〃,333 

r •紙支 

F.  Cchie 

See 紫 

Rising  Upper. 

The  2 1  st  zodiacal  con¬ 
stellation  *, ⑽ -Tables,  Vb. 

Also  read  tsui1. 

當  three  small  stars  in  the 
head  of  Orion. 

Read  tsui%  -  Used  for 11,905. 

To  defame  ；  to  slander  ； 

see  4132  and  1 2,326.  To 
dislike.  Also  written  訛- 

言 乐 誉 or 誉毁 to  _  re  vile;  to abuse. 

毋苟訾  do  not  recklessly  de¬ 
fame. 

營 議  to  criticise  unfavourably 
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蕾 12,333 

貲1
 

12,334 

支 
See  名 ̂ 

A.  t'i^ti 
Even  Upper. 

^  ̂   sland
erous. 

4 食者不 肥體 those 

who  dislike  (or  eat  without  re¬ 

lishing)  their  food,  don’t  get  fat. 

Read  tzu1.  Used  with 

12,334  and  1 2,340.  Also, 

to  consider ；  to  think；  to 
estimate.  To  restrict.  A 

disease  or  blemish. 

不 訾而得  to  obtain  without 
thinking  or  trying  to. 

財 貨無誉  boundless  wealth. 

禮 之訾也  a  defect  in  the ceremonial. 

A  fine  paid  to  escape 

punishment.  Property; 

wealth.  Used  with  12,342. 

貲贖  to  redeem  by  a  money 
payment;  to  ransom. 

貨財  property;  wealth. 

輕貲好  haox  to  make  light 
of  riches  and  to  consider  only 

duty  to  one’s  neighbour. 

寫^賀  family  property. 

丁  貨  wages. 

家不中 貲 his  family  was 
poorer  than  the  average. 

富於貲  well-to-do. 
貲遣  to  send,  with  allowance 

for  travelling  expenses. 

2,335 

r •真支 
w 慈漬 
K.  chd 

Even  and 

Sinking  Lowet 

and  Upper. 

m
x
 ^,336 

R. 支 

See 咨 

A.  //,  ti 

Even  Upper. 

A  putrid  carcas 

The  moustaches.  Used 
for  12,339. 

髭鬚 長尺餘  moustaches 
and  beard  over  a  foot  in  length 

去髭毛  they  remove  hair  from 
the  face,— of  the  Looehoo  is¬ 
landers. 

12,337 •隹支 
See 荣蕾 

Even  Lower 
and  Upper. 

i2,338 

12,339 

R •支 

See 咨 

Even  Upper. 

12,340 

R. 真 

C.  ts^z H.  ctsz F. chou 

W.  ts^z 

N. 

P. M. 

K.  cha 

J.  shi 

A." 
Sinking 

Upper. 

tsz 

To  show  the  teeth. 

齒此 着！^  showing  the  teeth. 

齒此 牙露& 4 齒 Projecting teeth. 

齒 此牙子  a  person  with  project¬ 
ing  teeth. 

Same  as  12,326. 

Mien  ；  carriage ;  beauty  ； 

temperament. 

姿色 OT 姿容 OT 姿貌 beauty. 

以蒌 色不完  because  she 
was  not  very  pretty,  he . 

姿態  mien;  carriage. 
天 姿  natural  beauty;  disposition. 

天 姿國色  a  peerless  beauty. 
丰姿  elfegant  and  beautiful  ； fascinating. 

_  質風流  
gifted  and  dash- 

ing;  see  1892. 

龍 鳳之姿  theairofadragon or  phoenix,-— majestic  beauty. 

仙荽  divine  beauty. 

性姿  disposition;  temper. 

Lust;  licentiousness ；  to 

throw  off  restraint. 

放恣 01 ■縱恣  t0  give  rein 
to  one’s  passions;  to  break  all 
bounds. 

恣 肆  licenti(?us- 
恣意  to  follow  one’s  fancies; at  random. 

實屬恣 意任性 this  is really  most  unwarrantable  be¬ 
haviour. 

恣 行無忌 -。 follow  one" inclinations  regardless  of  all 

persons  or  consequences. 

恣 所欲爲  to  follow  the promptings  of  lust. 

恣 害頁民  to  perpetrate  wan¬ ton  outrages  on  harmless  people. 

12,341 

R •支 

See 咨 

A.  ti Even  Upper. 

12,342 

R. 支 

See 咨 

Even  Upper. 

Common  millet  [Panicum 
miliaceum、 L.). 

盛 vessels  of  millet, — used  in  sacrifice. 

六粢  the  six  grains^ 一 viz.  three varieties  of  millet,  rice,  pulse, 

and  wheat. 

Property  ；  valuables  ； 

fees；  subscriptions ；  means 
of  living.  To  help ;  to  pro 

tect ;  to  trust  to  ；  to  depend 
on.  See  3738,  9909. 

資産。 r 資財。 r 資業 

property. 

吾山 資已足 my  hiU  Pro* perty  is  enough  for  me. 

資  salary. 資 益  Sain;  Profits. 

資本  capital. 資 .貨  goods;  stock. 歲月之 資  annual  and  month ly  expenditure. 

薪: ̂ 之 資 the  expenses  of| 
salaries,  etc, 

資 斧自備  paying  one’s  own 
expenses. 

香資  fees  paid  to  priests  for 
masses,  etc. 

酒資。 r 茶資。 1 •烟資 

檳資  wine-money  or  betel-nut money, —given  to  letter-carriers, 

信 資照例  postage  to  be 
paid  (by  recipient)  according  to current  rates. 

信 資已付  postage  prepaid. 

出 分  //«*  資  to  give  a  sub¬ 
scription, 一 as  to  the  expenses  of a  friend. 

借資  to  borrow  money. 
資主  the  owner, — as  of  a  ship. 

資助 to  aid 

資給  to  assist, 一 as  a  destitute 

person. 資送  to  assist  in  forwarding, 一 as  a  destitute  person  to  his  home. 

藉 資挹注  as  a  means  where¬ 
by  to  help  out,  or  make  up  the 
deficit. 

萬 物資始  see  9982. 
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12,342 

12,343 

R. 支 
See 

Even  Upper. 

咨1
 

12,344 

R. 支 
H.  ! 
F.  (hu 
W. 

N. 

P. 

M. 
Y. 

Sz. 

tsz 

/sz 

萬 物資生 ^  protects  the lives  of  all  creatures. 

資約 w 資攢  saving;  econo¬ mical. 

無 所資賴  nothing  to  rely 
upon. 

[資 保護  to  depend  on  for 
protection. 

以 資教養  so  as  to  assist 
in  bringing  up, — children..  See 

9806  ?iiehl. 

資  to  despatch  troops. 

資禀。 r 資質  natural  dis¬ 
position. 

乂 各有資 禀 every  _ 
has  his  idiosyncrasies. 

資格。 r 資考。 r 資序 OT 

資  ̂3^  standing;  seniority. 

資 格差遠  very  far  apart  in 
official  standing. 

不狗資 格 無論其 

資格 之深淺  no  matter 
whether  high  or  low  in  rank. 

選 民資輪  qualifications  (ne¬ 
cessary)  for  the  electorate. 

違選鹜 格七條 
seven 

points  which  disqualify  for  the 
franchise. 

不以資 考爲限 nct  t。 
stick  to  seniority, — but  to  pro¬ 
mote  able  men. 

資江  name  of  a  tributary  of  the 

洞庭  Tung-t*ing  lake. 

Unable  to  advance.  See 

2978. 

尙 赵:趄  still  not  advancing,- as  when  hesitating  whether  to 

go  on  or  not., 

足將 進而趑 趄 郎 the 
foot  is  on  the  point  of  advan¬ 

cing,  hesitation  arises. 

To  consult  about  ；  to 

plan.  To  communicate  by 

letter  with  an  equal.  An 

interjection  ；  alas  !  ah  ! 

訪問於 .、善 爲 咨？ 0  en- quire  of  good  men  is 

朝廷 疑滯皆 咨之。 nal1 
doubtful  or  -difficult  points,  he 
was  consulted  by  the  Court. 

咨1
 

12,344 

K.  chd 

J.  shi 

A.  ti 

Even  Upper. 

謀 事曰咨  to  plan  things  is 
called  tzux. 

咨謀  t。 Plot^  t0  Plan- 

無處不  ^  he  enquired  every¬ 
where. 

咨文  an  official  despatch  be¬ tween  equals.  [Letters  from  the 

Foreign  Office  to  Ministers,  com¬ 
munications  between  Governors- 
General  or  Governors  and  the 

Tsung-li  Yamen,  letters  from  the 
King  of  Korea,  etc.  etc.,  were  so 
called.] 

移咨。 r 咨 會。; •咨行 t。 send  a  communication  as  above. 

咨報  a  report, 一 as  from  a  Minis¬ ter  to  the  Foreign  Office. 

咨開  a  despatch  stating  that . 

^  ̂   to  l-eply
  to. 

咨明  to  explain  to;  to  notify. 

咨催  t。 urge. 咨請  to  write  and  request;  to move. 

咨解  to  send  accompanied  by  a 
despatch. 

咨調  to  request  the  production of  a  man,  etc. 

咨准  to  receive  from  in  reply 
to  a  communication. 

咨送  to  send  to.  . 

呈  to  submit  to  the  con¬ sideration  of, — used  (^g.)  by  an 

officer  while  temporarily  holding 

a  higher  appointment  than  his 

own,  to  a  high  official,  provided 

that  his  personal  rank,  allows 

of  the  use  of  a  ̂  in  corres¬ 

pondence. 
仍用 呈文惟 不用咨 

卞 (Provincial  Assemblies  in 
correspondence  with  Prefects, 

Magistrates,  and  others)  are  still 

to  retain  ch^eng  but  are  not  to 
use  tzU. 

文 王曰咨  Wen  Wang  said 
Alas ! 

Read  tzu^.  To  sigh. 
*  、 

何爲咨 嗟  why d。 y。11  sighi> 
紐名 L  to  murmur  anr5_3igh, 一 of 
the  poor  in  summer. 

諮 

12,345 

茲1
 

12,346 

R. 支 

F.  Schu 

See 咨 

A. 

Even  Upper. 

嗞 
12.347 

r 12.348 

R •支寘 
See 咨字 

Even  and Sinking  Upper 

and  Low^r. 

Same  as  12,344. 

諮政院  the  modern  Chinese 
Senate  or  Imperial  Assembly,  an 

advisory  body  of  ninety-one 
members,  nominees  of  the Throne. 

諮議局  the  modern  Provincial 
Assembly.  See  6461. 

諮議 局應自 稱本局 
Provincial  Assemblies  must  style 

themselves  pen  chiix — in  their 
correspondence  with  Viceroys 
and  Governors. 

This  ；  here ;  now  ；  thus  ； 

therefore.  Used  for  1 1 ,482. 

念 兹在兹  when  I  think  of him  (or  it),  my  mind  rests  on 

him  (or  it), 一 used  in  a  general 
sense  for  mental  concentration ; 

fix  your  mind  on  what  you  are 

doing. 

挹 彼注兹  to  pour  from  this 
into  that, 一 to  supply  the  defi¬ 

ciency  of  one  trom  the  abun¬ dance  of  the  other. 

望 閣下再 任兹土 
I  trust  that  you  will  be  appoint¬ 
ed  here  again  some  day. 

兹者。 1 •今 兹。 r 兹間 
now;  at  the  present  moment. 

何“ 待來兹 why wait  for 
some  future  time?  —  to  enjoy 
oneself.  See  7291. 

兹因  now  because  of. . 
兹  it  appears;  as;  since. 

兹  it  is  now  determined. 

如兹  thus;  in  this  fashion ;  now. 

昭兹  brilliantly. ^ [兹  a  term  for  ths-  sickness  of a  feudal  prince •… 

Same  as  1 2,344. 

To  breed；  to  produce. 

To  be  diligent ;  used  with 

12,321. 

孳息  to  reproduce  the  species, 

鳥獸孳 ^尾 birds  and 
beasts  breed,— in  spring. 

萬物孳  all  things produce, — after  their  kind. 

孳孳  with  diligence. 192 
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12,349 R .支 
See 咨 

Even  Upper. 

m 
12,350 R. 支 

F,  ffhu^  schu 
% 慈咨 
Even  Upper. 

12,351 R •支 

See 兹 

Even  Upper. 

臌 
1  念， 352 R. 支 

See 兹 

Even  Upper. 

Name  of  a  hill  in  Shan¬ 

tung,  which  gives  its  name 

to  the  |l| 兹陽縣  District  of 

Tzu-yang. 

Rich;  fertile ；  juicy； 

thick ；  muddy.  To  stir  up; 
to  excite.  Name  of  several 

rivers.  Used  with  1 2,346. 

滋 味  taste;  flavour ;  satisfaction ； 
sense  of  pleasure. 

心 裏滋味 one，s  feelings. 

有 滋有味  interesting, 

非滋味 乃之也  could  not 
be  influenced  by  a  flavour, 一 of 
wine  bestowed. 

滋潤  to  fertilise；  rich,  of  glaze 
on^  porcelain. 

滋 補  t0  suPPly  what  is  wanting； 
to  strengthen. 

滋養 t。  nourisii. 

滋蕃  to  increase. 

滋 長 {fhangz)  to  grow  larger. 
滋生  to  sprout  ；  to  increase. 

See  8079. 

滋蔓  to  put  forth  tendrils, 一 as 
creepers. 

滋深  very  deeply ;  severely. 

滋優  to  stir  up;  to  excite. 

滋鬧  to  make  a  disturbance. 
滋亂  to  stir  up  rebellion;  to 
make  a  disturbance. 

滋事  to  make  trouble;  to  get 
up  a  row. 

A  hoe. 

雖 有滋基 ，不 如待時 
a  man  may  have  the  implements 
of  husbandry,  but  that  is  not 
equal  to  waiting  for  the  proper season. 

Name  of  a  small  fish 

12.353 

R. 支 

See 兹 

Even  Upper. 

則 
12.354 

I2,355 

R •支 

F.  Sxhu 

See 咨 

A.  ti 
Even  Upper. 

叫古6 

R •紙 

See 

Rising  Upper. 

Black. 

See  1 1,652. 

The  round  lid  of  a  tripod. 

Linder  a  tzu-mu^  Hemsl.， 

the  wood  of  which  is  much 

used  for  cutting  blocks  for 

printing  {see  6888,  1 1,623). 

^  1395, 1398,2085.  [The 

classical  •梓  has  been  iden¬ 
tified  with  2303.] 

梓里  one’s  native  village, — alluding  to  the  large  trees  to  be 
found  in  most  Chinese  hamlets. 

桑梓  mulberry"  and  Lindera、 一 one’s  native  place.  See  9566. 

梓匠  a  wood-engraver;  a  type- 
cuttdr. 

活 板行梓  to  print  with movable  types. 

不 壽諸梓  nc)t  t。 perpetuate in  print.  See  10,019* 

不日卽 當附梓 will  be sent  to  press  at  once. 

付梓以 公同好  printed for  the  benefit  of  the  public. 

梓 行于世  had  a  good  circu¬ lation, — as  a  book 

梓宮  a  coffin  containing  the 
body  of  aiv  un  buried  Emperor. 

梓童  a  term  of  address  used  by 
the  Emperor  to  the  ladies  of 
the  seraglio. 

梓潼  name  of  a  district  in 
Sstich^uan. 

滓
 3 

12,357 

R •紙 

H.  tsai F. chai 

W.  Qtsz See 

A.  tri Rising  Upper 

讳 
3 

I2.3S8 

R •紙 

See 姊 

A.  tV- 

I  *sing  Upper. 

姊1
 

!2,359 

R •紙 

C.  tsz 

H.  tsi 

F.  chi 

l  tsz 
N.  chi、 tsi 

P. ) 

M. 

Y. 

Sz, 

K.  M 

J.  shi 

A.  ti 
Rising  Upper. 

tsz 

R. 

W 
12.360 
霽薺 

See 姊濟 

K.  che 
A. 
Rising  and 

SinkingUpper. 

w 
12.361 

R. 紙 

See 

A.ti 
Rising  Upper. 

Sediment  ；  dregs.  See 
2222. 

坭滓  slime;  mud;  hence,  po 

verty. 

醋渣滓  the  sediment  of  vin¬ 

egar. 消滓  to  settle  or  clear  a  liquid, ■ ― as  muddy  water  is  settled  with alum. 

棄 to  renounce  the  pomps 
and  vanities  of  the  world. 

To  stop.  Vulgarly  used 

for  弟  10,950. 

An  elder  sister. 

姊妹  sisters  in  general. 
姊妹花  a  term  for  prostitutes who  live  in  the  same  house. 

七 (or 十) 姊妹 a  monthly climbing  rose. 

姊丈  an  elder  sister’s  husband. 

姊弟  sister  and  brother. 

The  name  of  a  river  in 
Honan.  [Same  as  13,765, 

姊酒  clear  wine 

A  hundred  millions. 
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你
 3 

12.362 

R 紙 

See 止 
A.  //,  tri 

Rising  Upper. 

胂
 3 

12.363 

R. 紙 
See 姊 
A.  tri 

Rising  Upper. 

姉 
12.364 

自
，
 

12.365 

R .寘 
C.  tsz 

H.  ts^z 
F.  chou,  chit、 

chei、 chi 
W •從 
N.  zi 

P. 

M.  t 

Y. 
 tn 

Sz. . 
K.  chd 

Ydji 
A.  ti 

Sinking 
Lower. 

The  planks  of  a  Chinese 

)ed  ;  a  sleeping-mat.  [Dis¬ 

tinguished  from  ̂   io,955.] 

牀第 之 W 不 _ 閾 d。 
not  let  words  spoken  in  bed  pass 

beyond  the  threshold. 

牀第易  _  u  is  easy  to 
blacken  a  man’s  private  cha¬ racter. 

Broken  victuals. 

Same  as  1 2,359. 

The  nose  ；  see  ̂   8560, 

鼻 8919.  From， with  re- 
’erence  either  to  time,  place, 
or  person.  Self  (see  3743, 

5423,  1 3,626)；  oneself；  per¬ 

sonally.  Naturally  ；  spon¬ 

taneously  ； as  a  matter  of 

course.  According  as.  To 

use.  Radical  132.  See 

5464,  10,016. 

自  itt  henceforth;  from  this  place. 

_  此 爲  it  t0  cease  fr
om  this 

time  forth. 

胃古以 來  from  of  old  until now. 

自後。 r 自今以 後 hence- 
forth. 

自從 or  自打  since;  from  the 
time  when. 

自相 ̂   ever  since  ne  went. 

自 ， 開張之 後 evefsince beginning  business. 

自明 日；^  from  to-morrow. 
自日 落起 ，至 日出止 
from  sunset  to  sunrise. 

自接 面之時 ever  since  the 
receipt  of  the  letter. 

不 自我先  why was  nc)t  (this 
time)  before  my  time? 一 so  that 
I  should  escape  it. 

12,365 

t 

自  j 唇 至 京  from  Shanghai  to 
Peking. 

來 幽何處  whence  have  you come? 

間 其 所自  he  asked  where  it came  from. 

非有神 而何自 if  there  is no  God,  whence  do  they  (wind, 

rain,  etc.)  come? 

自  ̂   from  heaven;  from  God’s point  of  view. 

_  我看來  so  far  as  I  can  see; from  my  point  of  view. 

自淺 以至深 from  shallow to  deep.  / 

自易 以及難 from  easy to difficult. 

自 己。 r 自家。 r 自各 ^ 
兒 or 自己 各 W 兒。 r 自 

己  ~ *  個 (Nanking)  self;  one¬ self.  See  921. 

自 己人。 r 自家人 persons 
who  are  regarded  as  oneself, — 
members  of  the  household ;  ser¬ 
vants.  Also,  intimate  friends. 

你自 己  you  yourself. 

自己 誇自己 t。 praise  one- 
self. 

自顧自  every  man  for  him¬ 
self. 

你 自作自 受 ycm  must  take the  consequences  of  your  own 
acts. 

自  #  自  on  one  s  own  re¬ sponsibility, -without  consulting 

any  one. 

自  naturally;  always  have been. 

自來 困  naturally  indolent 

_  來 醉  drunk  without  dri
nk. 

胃來舊 old  before  it  was  new, 一 as  something  made  from  bad 
material,  etc. 

自來水  water  laid  on  to  a house. 

_  來  lucifer  matches. 

自來自 出 t0  come  and  go of  oneself ;  self-locomotion. 

不請 自來  he  came  without being  invited. 

自造 or 自製 made  by  one- self;  own  manufacture, 

胃食  to  provide  one’s  own  food. 

自 ▲
 

12.365 

自  to  help  oneself. 
_  author’s  own  preface. 

自 找  b  bring  upon  oneself. 

自 行  moving  of  one’s  own  ac¬ cord;  automatic. 

自 行簡舉  to  call  attention 
to  one’s  own  remissness. 

自 行出首  to  go  of  one’s  own 
accord  and  lay  information 

against  oneself. 

自行出 洋 t0  emigrate  of 
one’s  own  free  will. 

自 行赴卡  to  proceed  to  the 
Customs’  barrier  of  one’s  own 
accord. 

自  a  clockwork  toy  cart； sometimes  used  for  a  bicycle 

(放 574). 

_  ̂   oneself  to  blame
. 

自 Pr()ud;  conceited;  self- important.  See  2521. 

_  許  to  think  a  lot  of  oneself. 

自 勒  suicide  by  hanging. 

自^^  self-control. 
自^ ̂  self-control ;  looking  after 
one’s  own  affairs  only. 

自不量 力。 r 方自量 
to  fail  to  know  one’s  own  power 
or  resources ;  overweening. 

自 任  to  accept  a  charge  or responsibility. 

自 相君臣 they  arrange among  themselves  the  relation¬ 
ship  of  sovereign  and  subject, — 

they  are  independent  or  autono¬ 
mous. 

自 主之權  sovereign  rights 
of  a  State ;  free  will. 

自 治  self  government, 一 Le,  po¬ pular  or  representative  govern¬ ment. 

自 斟自飲  drinking  all  by 
oneself. 

自 怨自愧  self-abasement; 
self-disgust. 

自 脊自 語  t0  soliloquise. 

自 思自想  tQ  Ponder  over. 

自 輕自賤  very  modest  and 
unpretending. 

自1 ̂ 前 to  see  the  mistake one  has  made. 

自 分  to  accept  a  position；  to 
consider  it  one’s  lot  or  fate. 
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不自已  could  not  stop.  See 
5464.  E 

自鳴鐘  a  striking  clock' 

自夕卜  from  without;  to  regard 
oneself  as  an  outsider,  i.e.  as  one 

not  entitled  to  lay  aside  con¬ 
ventional  ceremony,  etc. 

自夕卜  成  t0  Put  awaY  from one  the  natural, — to  violate  every 

moral  law ;  to  throw  off  all 
restraint.  i 

自照行 李 l00k  after  your own  luggage. 

自 幸  to  congratulate  oneself. 

自  modesty；  modest. 

自明  self-evident. 不 施脂粉 ，自 有美艶 
she  was  beautiful  without  using 

cosmetics  and  powder. 

自 足 OT 自來足 sufficient 
to  oneself;  proud,  as  a  self-made 
man. 

自  J 箭  vain;  self-confident ;  self- 
sufficient  ; conceited ; .  haughty. 

胃 用  self-trusting;  presump¬ tuous. 

自 self-opinionated;  over¬ 
bearing  ; arrogant. 

自 是非人  to  think  oneself 
right  and  others  wrong. 

而各 自是也 but  each  has 
its  own  characteristics, 一 of  two 
portraits  of  the  same  person. 

自 非金石 ，榮 枯有常 
not  being  of  metal  or  stone,  he 

flourished  and  perished  as  usual. 

自 由  not  within  one’s  own control;  not  in  accordance  with 

one’s  wishes.  See  13,407. 

官 法如爐 ，不自 由也 
the  law  is  like  a  (hot)  stove,  you 

can’t  handle  it  as  you  please. 

不如得 自由也 k  is  nQt 
equal  to  getting  one’s  independ¬ 
ence.  1 

由自似 13^07 - 
自得  content  with  oneself. 
自 在  happy;  comfortable;  easy; 
in  good  health.  •  Also,  self-exist¬ 
ing;  independent. 

今 曰有些 不自在 1  am 
not  very  well  to-day. 

安然 自在。 ■•自 在逍 
遙 or 自 自在在 comfort- 
able;  jolly;  happy-go-lucky. 

12,365 成人不 自在， 自在不 

成 人 的  succeed,  you  must  not take  it  easy:  take  it  easy,  and 

you  will  not  succeed. 

大^幽 在  the  great  and  inde¬ pendent, — a  designation  of  Siva, 
the  third  god  of  the  Hindu Trimurti. 

觀世 音自在 the  s°ddess Kuan  Yin.  See  6363. 

無 我無人 観自在 n。 
self  (subjective),  no  others  (ob¬ 
jective),  in  the  contemplation  of 

happiness. 

自  as  before ;  without  change. 

自 老1  went  on  with  her spinning  as  before. 

威風自 .若  dignified  and  un- 
moved. 

自  jjl  independent. 非 決意籌 還國債 ，斷 
unless  we  decide  to 

pay  off  our  national  debt,  we 

shall  find  great  difficulty  in  assert¬ 
ing  our  independence. 

自然 (see  I2>521  而 '  h，976) 

自 然而 然的。 r(Ssti_ ch‘uan) 自不然 of  itself 
what  it  is;  naturally  so;  self- 
existent;  of  course. 

S  之物  a  natural  product. 

自 然  very  natural;  not  for¬ 
ced. 

則起 語必不 岀於自 
(if  you  do  the  last  half  of 

a  4-line  verse  first),  the  beginning 

will  not  be  natural, 一 but  forced. 

那是 自然的 that  is  natur- ally  so  or  a  matter  of  course. 

中 國 諸事皆 聽自然 
in  China,  things  are  allowed  to 
take  a  natural  course. 

自  了  too  fond  of  taking It  easy;  too  indolent. 

自 .然如 此  it:  is  necessarily 
thus. 

自 M 是不 願意 of  course 
he  is  unwilling. 

漸 近自然 gradually  be- coming  natural, — as  something 

one  gets  by  practice  to  do  with¬ out  effort. 

12.365 

W 
12.366 

R. 寘 

C.  tsik。、 fslz) 

H.  tsit) 

F.  chou^ 

N.  tsz 

P.  (chi、 Uhi、 

tszJ 

M.  chi^  /sz° 
K.  chi、、,  cha J.  ski,  dji 

A.  ti 
Sinking  Upper 

Irregular. 

益 

； 12,367 

R. 支 

See 咨 

A.  //,  ti 

Even  Upper. 

自然銅  natural  c°PPer  — copper  ore. 

自 以爲然 oneself  regarding 
it  as  right. 

我 醜自醜 ，却 有些本 

事  ugly  I  may  be,  but  still  I have  a  certain  amount  of  ability. 

沉者自 沉 ，浮 者自浮 
I  must  take  the  chance  of  their 

sinking  or  swimming. 

小自 小 ，倒 也結實 he may  be  small,  but  he  is  strong. 

自 必  WU1  not  fail  to;  unavoid¬ 

ably. 

^  ̂ {生  the  essential  nature  of  a 

being. 

自 女口  as  one  pleases.  j] 

自 應 Qr 自當 must  neces- 

sarily. 

_  宜  ̂  is  naturally  fitting. 

自 可  may  certainly ;  will, 自 有  thus  having.  | 

自 自回回  the  Japanese  tit- 
mouse  (Paris  minor)  and  Peking 

titmouse  (Parts  pekinensis).  «■ 

To  soak  ；  to  steep.  See 
8494. 

浸漬  to  soak  through  and 
through. 

水 漬  water-soaked, -of  damaged 

goods. 

非用鹽 漬則臭 壤^°1 
soaked  in  brine,  it  will  go  bad. 

痕漬。 r  印 漬  spotted;  stain- 
ed, — as.  when  damaged  by  sea¬ water,  etc. 

漸漬 於失教 he  sradually became  a  pervert  from  the  faith. 

漬 bespattered 

Sacrificial  dishes.  Used with  12,341. 

I 
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>wi 

12.368 

支 
See 

A.  //,  ti 

Even  Upper. 

12.369 

R •支 

^ 貲 
Even  Upper. 

li 
12,37° 

m
1
 

^2,371 

r •支 
See 曹 

Even  Upper. 
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12,372 

R •支 

See 舊 
Even  Upper. 

12.373 

R. 支 

See 萬 

Even  Upper. 

I 
12.374 

&支灰 
8 -咨災 
K.cA^ii 
A.  tri 

Even  Upper. 

The  hem  of  a  garment. 

齋辕  half-mourning. 

A  mountain  peak. 

Same  as  12,374. 

Name  of  a  river  in  Shan¬ 
tung. 

淄澠之 水合， 尙有能 

辨之者  the  waters  of  the 
Tzti  and  Sheng  rivers  may  be 

mixed,  yet  there  are  people  who 

can  tell  which  is  which.  [Conf. 

— 易 牙嘗 而知之 
I  Ya  could  tell  by  tasting.] 

Black  silk  ；  dark  ；  drab  ； 

hence,  Buddhist  {see  4790). 

耀泥  black  mud. 

雜衣 之宜兮 hQw  wel1  d。 
the  black  robes  befit  you ! 

雜黃 elliptical  for 維衣黃 
dark  robes  and  yellow  caps, 

— Buddhist  and  Taoist  priests. 

盡錙黨  all  the  company  of| 
Buddhist  priests.  See  7396. 

To  plough.  Used  with 
12,374. 

Fields  one  year  under 
cultivation；  to  till. 

Read  /sat1.  To  injure 
Used  for  1 1,487. 

無 酱無害  there  was  no  in¬ 
jury,  no  hurt, — when  the  mother 

皙1
 

12,374 

w 

12.375 

R. 支 
‘落 

Even  Upper. 

錙1
 

12.376 

R. 支 

See  舊" 

Even  Upper. 

m 
12.377 

R •支 

See 
Even  Upper. 

m 
12.378 

of  后稷  Hou  Chi  brpught forth  her  son. 

I* 人者必 反蒈之 he who  speaks  evil  of  others  is  apt 

to  be  evil  spoken  of  himself. 

The  ends  of  the  axle- 

tree.  Baggage  waggons. 
See  9230. 

baggage ;  impedimenta,  as 
of  an  army. 

A  weight  of  silver  equal 

to  six  鍊  10,038.  Petty; 

trifling.  7 

錙 銻計較 — 較量) 1。 
look  after  small  amounts,— to 
take  care  of  the  pence,  etc. 

則失者 錙_^  which  case the  loss  (or  misses)  will  be trifling. 

A  sea  fish  with  a  round 

body  and  greenish  back, 
found  in  Kiangsu. 

12.379 

R •寘 

H.  tsH 
F.  chou 

See 

SinkingUpper. 

镩 
12.380 

12.381 

r. 寘 

C.szy- . 

F.  c/iou° 

P.  M.  tsz 

K.chd 

J.  shi 
A.  trail 

Sinking 

Irregular. 

Same  as  12,335. 

To  cut  meat  into  slices 

minced  meat. 

Same  as  12,381. 

To  stick  in  ；  to  stab  ；  to 

erect  ；  to  establish. 

事 (j  刃于腹  t0  stab  in  the 

belly. 

12,和2 

R. 寘 

F.  ch^dii 

See 此 

Sinking 

Uppe^ 

TZ^XJ. 

Second  ；  next  in  order 

{see  3118);  inferior  ；  lower [Expl.  as 不 前不賴 

neither  first  nor  best.]  A 

time ;  a  turn  ；  an  interval. 

A  place  (: = 處）. To  reach； to  arrive  at.  See  4696, 

10,382， 10,952. 

次子  the  second  son. 

次的 取妻叫  the  second 
son  married  a  wife  named . 

次之  to  be  secondary；  inferior. 

又次之  one  grade  lower  still. 粵人 多而甯 人次之 
Cantonese  predominate  and 

Ningpo  men  come  second. 

次早  next  morning  early. 

次 日侵晨  next  day  before 
dawn. 

次年  the  following  year, 
次層  the  lower  storey, — as  op¬ 
posed  to  上層 • 

次便  the  lower  place, — not  the seat  of  honour. 

次序。 r 次第 (jw  10,955) 
order ;  sequence. 

晉 語失次  rambling  in  one’s 
statements. 

位次  an  appointed  place ;  a 
seat;  a  position. 

草次  or  造次  out  of  order; irregular ;  flurried. 

次 死之刑  the  punishment next  in  order  to  death、 一 castra¬ tion. 

美石次 玉  a  gem， inferior  to 

jade. 
石之 次玉者  among  mine¬ 
rals  next  in  order  (of  value)  to 

jade. 
次於  next  in  order  to. 
左次  to  be  defeated  in  battle. 

次  successive;  in  due  order. 

白與黑 相次文  alternate 
black  and  white  stripes. 

層 層次次  rising  by  stages, 
— as  a  climax. 
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12,382 

饮 12,383 

寘 
F.  ckLou^  ’ 

ch^ei 

See 此 

R. 

次硝  refuse  saltpetre.  I  -X 

次等。 r  次 一 等  second  I2)382 
class  -or  quality. 

賤 以東西 總次罷 
cheap  things  are  always  of  in¬ 
ferior  quality. 

― *  ̂  once. 

非 止一次  not  once  only, 一 but  often. 

^  the  first  time.  R 

歷次  on  successive  occasions. 

此次  on  this  occasion. 

其  ̂   the  next  in  order  or 
quality. 

在其次  in  its  place  or  order. 

是又 其次也 this  is  one time  more. 

^  not  in  turn;  out  of  the order. 

不 次超升  to  get  promoted 
over  the  heads  of  one’s  seniors 

用人多 不以次 promoted 
many  not  acc.  to  their  seniority 

官 次最微  his  official  posi¬ 
tion  was  quite  a  subordinate  one 

國計 無取次  affairs  of  State 
will  not  be  taken  in  proper  order, 
一 receive  due  attention,  if  we 
are  always  drunk. 

政事日 無次。 1 •國計 

無取次  no  interval,  or  time for  the  business  of  the  State. 

一個 更次就 再不能 

睡了  but  then  I  could  not 
sleep  for  a  whole  watch, — for 
two  hours. 

客次。 1 •旅次 an  inn. 

途次 一 •日吾  to  meet  on  the road. 

張大次  to  set  up  a  large  tent 

不入 於胸次 n。1  tQ  find 
any  place,  in  the  breast, — of  evil 
passions. 

灰城 ’且* «l  (for 愁起） to 
hesitate  to  enter;  to  halt. 

舟 次上海  the  ship  touched 
at  Shanghai. 

次 白溝卒  on  reaching  Po 
kou,  he  died. 

舍 ，信 ，次 （to  encamp)  for  one 

Sinking 

Upper. 

m 12.384 

茨 12.385 

支 
H. 

\  ts^z^ 

See 慈 

Even  Lower. 

芡 
12,386 

此3
 

12,387 

R- 紙 

&. 卜* 
F. chxu 
W. 
N. 
P. 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 

ts、z 

•  .  /  . 

two,  and  three  days,  respectively, 

— of  an  army  on  the  march. 

王次 于河朔  the  king  halt¬ ed  on  the  north  of  the  river. 

腕次  a  night  halt. 

日 次 于蒙祀 the  sun  sets in  Meng-ssii. 

To  help.  To  be  fitted 

on.  Nimble  •,  active. 

胡不伙 焉 why d。 you  not help  me? 

饮 飛  Tz^u  Fei,  一  a  famous swordsman  of  old. 

伙 飛射？ t  Tz‘ti  Fei  archers, 
— - a  term  applied  under  the  Han 

dynasty  to  good  troops. 

Same  'as  12,407. 

Calthrop  ( Tribulus  ter- 
restris、 L,.)^see  920.  Thatch 
on  houses. 

福 祿如爽 happiness  and 
emolument  like  the  calthrop, 

abundant;  or  (2)  thick  as  thatch, 

牆有夾 ，不 可襄也 the tribulus  grows  on  the  wal^  but 

it  cannot  be  removed, 一 the  re 

medy  would  be  worse  than  the 
disease. 

牆 茨胎羞 the  tribulus  on  my wall  makes  me  ashamed, —  mine 
is  not  a  virtuous  and  respectable family, 

胃] to  thatch  with fresh  grass. 

茅茨  a  thatched  cottage. 
姑*  Sagitiaria  sagittifolia^  L. 

See  6210. 

See  1753. 

This, 农 s  opposed  to 彼 

8966  ；  Subjective. 

此人  this  man, 

此處  this  place. 
此生。 1 ■此世 this  life. 

如此  like  this;  thus. 

此端  this  matter. 

此1
 

12,387 

K. 

shi 

A,  H 
Rising  Upper 

佌，
 

12,388 

R -紙 

See 此 

R;  -.ing  Upper. 

此 等案件  such  law-cases  as 
these. 

此 項貨物  this  class  of  goods. 

在此  he  is  here;  it  is  this. 

此後  henceforth. 
此外  besides  this. 
止此。 r 至此 爲止卿 
here；  go  no  further. 

至 此楊聲  on  arriving  here, call  out, — to  attract  attention. 

此是他 人之事 this  is another  person’s  affair* 

以 此爲憑  to  accept  this  in 
proof  or  in  witness  of. 

此刻  the  present  time. 
比卽。 1 •此係 this  is  •••••• 
此布。 1 •此達 ot 此 涧 this 
for  your  information, 一 used  at the  end  of  notes. 

此照  this  is  the  arrangement  to be  followed. 

此徨  this  in  reply. 
專此。 1 •特此  this  is  specially . to;  for  this  special  reason. 

此致順 頌升祉 while 
communicating  to  you  the  above， 
allow  me  to  express  my  best wishes.  \ 

此請 台安。 r 此頌升 

祺  with  best  wishes. Small  ；  petty. 

例 :佌彼 有屋.  those  wret¬ 
ched  creatures  (minions  of  the 

sovereign)  have  houses,— while 
the  people  are  homeless. 

佌 佌之物  a  trifling  matter.! 12,389 

R. 支 

See 資磁 

Even  Upper 

and  Lower. 

m 
12,39° 

R •真 

See 次 

SiDkingUpper. 

A  slatternly,  worthless 
woman. 

The  wooden  part  of  the 

plough  to  which  the  share was  fastened. 
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乏 sae,  Cch、ii 
chH 

的 
xtsz 

ch、e、 ckd、 

cK-d 
sci^  sai、 shi 

A.  ̂ ti 

Rising 

Irregular. 

m 
12.392 

R •支紙 
See 慈挑 

Even  and 

Rising  Lower 

and  Upper. 
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疵1
 

12,393 
R •支 

See 慈 

A. ",  /‘i. Even  Lower. 

Fresh  ；  bright. 

新 臺有她 fresh  and  bright 
， is  the  new  tower. 

其 顙有泚  the  perspiration 
started  out  upon  their  foreheads, 

一 on  seeing  wild  animals  devour 
the  unburied  bodies  of  their 

parents. 

_ 爲⑽ •* 人她 it:  was  not on  account  of  other  people  that 

this  perspiration  flowed. 

A  flaw  in  a  gem.  Fresh ; 

bright.  Used  with  12,391, 

12,393. 

誰 孰無枇  who  is  without 
fault? 

鮮  J 此  fresh  and  bright, 

j 此 兮舰兮  
how  rich  and 

splendid ! — of  a  robe. 

A  flaw;  a  fault；  a  scab 5 

a  mole. 

疵瑕  OT  疵  _  a  flaw;  a  defect; a  fault;  a  blemish. 

吹毛求 .疵 t0  blow  up  the 
hair  (on  fur)  and  try  to  find  a 

defect, — as  fault-finders. 

小疵  a  trifling  blemish, 一 character. 

1 

m 

I:# 

& 此 

Yi.chd 
. shi、 sai^  sc 

Rising  Upper. 

12.394 
R •支 
See 雌 

Even  Upper. 

— 

mi 12.395 

R •支紙 
s- 慈紫 

薺 
Even  and 

Rising  Lower 
and  Upper. 

w 

12.396 

R •紙蟹 

P.  j  tsLai^ 
M.  (  tsz^  ts^z 
Y.  ts'-ae^  ts^z 

12,399 

Brimstone,  or  block  sul-  R •寘 

phur,  is  known  as  ̂  
 ̂   C,  tsz^ 

Used  for  1 2,397.  See  5 128 

A  plant  yielding  a  rec 

dye,  known  as  庇草 or  茲 

胃 = Lithospermum  offici- 
na/e、L”  var.  erythrorhizon 

To  walk  on  the  ball  ot 

the  foot  (see  10,858)；  to 

trample.  Also  read  ck'ai^ 

or  ts(azs. 

跳蹈 to  step;  to  tread. 

ts^z 

12,397 

R. 支 

C.  c/slz 

H.  c(sz 

F.  Cch、i 

W. 

N. 

P.  Us^z  * K. chd  ， 

shi 

A.  ̂   tLi 
Even  Upper 

Irregular. 

差 
12,398 

足此穩  to  tread  firmly. 

脚跳 兩頭船  standing  in two  boats  at  once, 一 likely  to  fall, 

as  between  two  stools. 

跳 不下了  no  place  to  put one’s  foot, — as  when  there  are 

many  people  in  a  small  space. 

用脚# 此着  tread  on  it  with 
your  foot. 

{f 此  ’“W3 道兒  to  feel  the  way 
with  one’s  foot. 

1 

The  female  of  birds,  as 

opposed  to 雄 4699  {g.v.)  \ 

also  of  animals  {see  4920). 

雌 鷄啼鳴  the  hen  crowing, — the  wife  wearing  the  breeches 

价雌  a  brooding  hen.. 

雌兒  a  young  girl;  a  “filly.” ochre,  formerly  used  when 

making  erasures  on  yellow  paper; 

hence,  to  correct;  to  criticise 

See  196. 

伺'
 

H.  csz 

F.  sou2- 
W.  ssz^  ts^z^ 

N.  zzL 

Y  *  t5%^ 

l.) 

K.  sd 

].shi A.  tV- 

SinkiDg 

J,ower 

irregular. 

祠!
 

12,400 

R •支 
■ 

N.  zz 

See 詞 

Even  Lower. 

m 

12,401 

R •支 

S',  t 

F.  sii 

W.  ̂  

N.  dz 

P. 

M. 
Y. 

Sz. 

K.  sd 

•  shi,  dji 

A.  t'i 

Even  Lower. ts^z 

To  wait  upon.  To  ex¬ 
amine  *,  to  spy. 

伺候。 r 伺應  to  wait  upon, — of  servants. 

難伺候  he  is  a  difficult  man to  get  on  with, — of  a  superior officer. 

轎子伺 候 get  my  sedan- 
chair  ready. 

我不伺 候這個 沉伺 

候不 過來1  can’t  be  both¬ 
ered  with  this. 

服 伺不來  unable  to  serve  a person, who  is  bad-tempered 

還 伺其門  hanging  around the  door,— for  what  they  could 

pick  fp. 

fp]  to  examin
e  into. 

窺伺  or  伺探 to  spy  upon 

伺劫  to  waylay  and  rob. 

To  worship  ancestors  ； 

to  sacrifice;  a  shrine.  See 

10,286 

祠堂  the  ancestral  hall, 一 where the  tablets  of  ancestors  are  kept. 

神 祠  an  old  name  for  an  an¬ cestral  tablet. 

牛  a  shrine  put  up  in  honour 
of  a  person  still  alive. 

奉祠  to  reverently  worship. 

昭忠祠  a  kind  of  national Walhalla,  instituted  by  the  Em¬ 
peror  Yung  Cheng,  about  1730. 

賢頁祠  the  Temple  of  Wor¬ 
thies,  instituted  in  1731  by  the 

Emperor  Yung  Cheng. 

An  expression ;  a  phrase  *, 

a  part  of  speech ;  an  inter¬ 

jection.  A  legal  plaint «,  see 

10.447.  A， form  of  poetical composition.  [The  詞  was 

invented  by  the  T'ang  poets, 

and  Li  Po  is  the  greatest 

master  of  that  form.]  Usee 
with  12,402.  See  3376, 

10.448. 

言詞  words ;  language;  an  ex¬ 

pression. 

言 詞輕利 his  speech  was 
clear  and  intelligible, 一 of  a  man 
who  had  suffered  from  an  ini 

pediment. 

詞句  wording;  text. 
(U  詞  utterance ;  speech;  deposi¬ tions;  evidence. 

文 詞  written  language;  com¬ 

position. 

_  不達意  languaSe  which  is 
inadequate  to  the  meaning  to  be 

conveyed. 

讀者 不以詞 害意可 

也  do  not  let  the  form  of  ex 
pression  divert  the  reader^  at¬ tention  from  the  meaning  of  the 
text. 

詞意  gist;  import;  meaning 

以有 事爲飼 alleging  busi- 
ness  as  the  reason, 一  e.g.  for 

詞渉吞  p 土  speech  became  in- 
•  volved  between  swallowing  and 

spitting  out, — ishe  hesitated  to 

s'p^ak. 
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ml 
12,401 

辭!
 

12,402 r .支 

See 詞 

Even  Lower. 

情見  hsien^  ̂   feelings 
expressed  in  words. 

意內而 W 外 謂之詞 
thought  in  outward  verbal  ex， 

pression  is  called  tz%s 

狀 詞  a  plaint;  an  accusation. 

作詞  to  draw  up  a  petition  for 
another  man. 

硕詞  false  allegations. 

質詞  or  對詞  the  evidencej on  both  sides. 

中國 之詞訟 亦烈矣 

哉  ah !  a  lawsuit  in  China  is  a 
very  severe  affair, 

竹枝詞  a  pasquinade. 

詞林  the  Han-lin  Academy. 

蹇詞也  chien  is  here  an  ex¬ clamation. 

詞  men  of  ability. 
Read  Used  for 

10,257. 

Words  [see.  13,626) ； 

speech  ；  an  expression  ；  a 

phrase  {see  7940)  ；  instruc¬ 

tions  ； statements.  To  re¬ 

sign  ； to  take  leave  ；  to 

decline  ；  to  shirk.  A  form 

of  poetical  composition. 

Used  with  12,401.  [To  be 

distinguished  frcini  亂 7461.] 

駭 異之辭  an  expression  of 
astonishment. 

辭達 而已矣  if  the  words 
convey  the  meaning,  no  more 
is  required. 

吉 人  Wf1  寡 如  prudent  man’s words  are  few. 

辭之 輯 矣  if  ycmr  words  were harmonious. 

辭致温 婉1^  conversed  very 
pleasantly. 

辭氣遣 皇  speaking  in  a  great 
state  of  agitation. 

下說辭  to  enter  upon  negotia¬ 
tions, 一 as  belligerent  States. 

辭 說分明  speaking  clearly 
and  to  the  point. 

各 執一辭  each  holding  to 
his  own  version. 

辭
 5 

12,402 門 侯受辭 ，辭 _thegate- keeper  received  his  written  state¬ 
ment,  or  card,  which  said  that.... 

虛辭  false  statements. 

明淸 f 單辭  clearness  in expression. 

好辭句  well  turned, --of  com¬ 
position. 

嘆語辭  an  interjection. 
語助辭  an  auxiliary  particle. 

新名辭 a  new  terminology. 

五辭  the  five  pleadings,— the 
statements  with  the  evidence  on 

both  sides,  called  “five”  because 
the  penalty  might  be  one  or 
other  of  the  five  punishments. 

推辭  to  decline,  as  an  office; 
to  make  excuses. 

辭疾  to  decline  on  the  ground 
of  ill  health. 

辭咎  to  repudiate  a  charge. 

辭位  to  abdicate;  to  retire. 
辭館  to  leave  or  throw  up  an 
engagement, — as  a  tutor. 

辭退 t。  give  up  a  position；  to 
leave  a  place;  to  refuse. 

辭不 下來  he  can’t  get  out of, — taking  the  post. 

辭職。 r  辭 官  to  resign  office. 
辭歇 t。  dismiss  frofn  employ¬ ment 

辭朝 、chW)  oi1 陛辭  to  have 
a  parting  audience  of  the  Em¬ 

peror. 告辭  to  resign;  to  take  leave ; 
used  by  a  visitor  taking  leave. 

辭別。 r 辭 出 尸1 •辭行 t。 take  one’s  leave. 

辭行帖  a  p.p.c.  card. 辭帖 a  card  declining  an  in¬ 
vitation. 

不 辭而行  to  go  away  with¬ out  taking  leave. 

辭謝  to  decline  with  thanks; 
to  beg  to  be  excused;  to  thank 

and  take  one’s  leave. 

不辭遠  not  to  make  any  ex¬ cuses  on  the  score  of  distance. 

不辭 遠近來 t。 cc>me  irre - spective  of  distance. 

不辭勞 变1  not  t。 shirk trouble  or  inconvenience. 

辭,
 

12,402 

辞 
12,403 

12,404 

茲 
12.405 

12.406 

R •古 

:卜 
C. 

H. 

F.  Uhu 

W.  zz N.  v.  zz 

P.  1 

M.  
I 

Y. 

Sz. K.  M 
J.  shi、dji A.  ti 

Even  Lower. 

；i 

辭 前挨後 to  shilk- 
固辭  to  decline  firmly. 

以才 拙焉辭 making  want 
of  ability  his  excuse. 

不獲辭  it  is  inexcusable. to  give  up  business. 

辭塵世  to  bid  adieu  to  the 
world. 

耳辭 朝市喧 iriy  ears  free 
from  the  buzz  of  Court  and 
market-place. 

辭却  to  resign;  to  dismiss. 

辭脫  to  resign;  to  get  out  of. 

运答  not  to  go  by  a  certain  road; to  give  up  a  line  of  life;  to  die 

辭工  to  leave  work;  to  come 
off  duty. 

Same  as  12,402. 

Same  as  1 2,402. 

See  12,346. 

Kind  ；  gentle  ；  indulgent, 

as  a  mother;  compassionate. 

慈毋。 1 ■慈親  a  mother.  [The former  is,  legally  speaking,  a 

concubine,  directed  by  the  father 
to  rear  children  after  the  natural 
mother’s  death.] 

家慈  my  mother. 

令 慈  your  mother. 
慈恃下  my  mother  is  alive. 
承慈命 1  have  received  my mother’s  commands. 

慈躬  my  mother’s  botly. 

以 修慈夂  in  order  to  cure 
his  loving  fathef. 

慈心  tender-hearted. 
慈悲  compassionate ;  merciful. 

慈愛  or  仁^  慈  to  love  tender¬ ly;  compassionate. 

慈幼  to  love  the  young. 

慈愉  kind  and  joyful. 

慈善  or  慈祥  merciful  and propitious. 
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慈
 1 

12,406 
他的 意 思慈善 hisin - 
tention  was  kindly. 

慈 不掌兵  compassionate 
men  are  not  fit  to  command 

armies. 

慈烏  a  young  crow. 

慈竹  a  bamboo  with  many suckers. 

慈菰沉 慈姑  Sagittaria  sa- 
gittifolia,  L.  Also  (in  south 

China)  Monochoria  •  hastaia
, 

Solms.  See  12,385. 

山慈姑  Tulipa  edulisy  Baker, 
the  bulbs  of  which,  called  光 

菇  , are  used  as  a  drug. 

茅慈姑  bulbs  of  Codogyne  bul- 
bodiscoidesy  F ranchet. 

Crockery ;  porcelain. 

滋器  P°rcelain - 

磁瓶  vase. 

標石 兹。1 ■細 邊 fine  p°rcelain 
Even  Lower •官  f 技  porcelain  from  gov 

ernment  furnaces. 

以白 磁爲之 
lain  was  used  to  make  it. 

磁 石吸鐵  ne 
attracts  iron.  See  615. 

porcelain  dust, — used  for 

polishing  gems. 

ir 

12,411 

r. 寘 

See 

SinkingUpper. 

^,407 
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12,408 

■R. 寘 
■  See  裁 

Sinking 

Upper. 

Hairy  and  poisonous 

caterpillars. 

毛峻  hairy  caterpillars. 

螆毛  to  erect  the  hair 
feathers. 

龍螆  cantharides. 

螆蜎  a  hedgehog.  See  12,412 

刺 
A： 

12,412 

.寘 

C. 的， ts^ek^ H.  ts'-z^  tsHuk: 
tsHak) 

F.  ch^ou^  chHe 

W.  ts^z N.  ts'-z^  tsHh 
P. 

M •沾 

K.  cha 

J.  ski 

A.  Hk Sinking 

Upper. 

m 
12.409 

卜支
 

I% 兹慈 
Even  Upper 
and  Lower. 

朿‘
 

12.410 

卜真
 See 刺 

I  SinkingUpper. 

The  fishing  cormorant 

See  7421. 

Same  as  12,412.  [To 

be  distinguished  from  東 

10,031.] 

To  criticise  ；  to  ridicule. 

諷諫。 r 諫諫 to  reProve- 

A  thorn  -  see  2260,  3519， 

7655,  12,413.  A  tentacle. 

、o  prick  ;  to  stab  ；  to  kill  \ 

to  brand  *,  to  dig  into.  A 

tablet;  a  card;  name  and 

surname  at  the  beginning 

of  a  Memorial.  To  criti¬ 

cise  ； to  blame.  [To  be  dis¬ 

tinguished  from  刺 6653.] 

蜂刺  the  sting  of  a  bee. 

魚束 j  the  small  bones  and  dorsal 
spines  of  fishes. 

刺字  to  write,  as  with  a  stylus; to  brand  words  on  criminals. 

刺臉。 r  _ 面  to  bra
nd  the face^—^.a.  with  the  character  for 

“thief.，〆 

刺手背  to  brand  the  back  of] 
the  hand— as  was  done  to  im¬ 

pressed  soldiers  under  the  Simg 

dynasty. 

刺肘  to  brand  the  elbow. 

刺配  to  brand  and  banish. 

剌牙  to  pick  the  teeth. 

行刺。 r 刺殺  to  assassinate. 

臣刺君  Ministers  slay  their sovereigns. 

刺客 a  term  applied  to  a  hero who  risks  or  lays  down  his  life 

for  his  country,  such  as  the  fa- 

mous  荆軻  Ching  K(o  {
see 

Biogr.  Diet.);  a  soldier  of  fo
r¬ 

tune;  an  assassin;  a  bold  retainer. 

想是 有仇家 差來刺 

客  I  fancy  some  enemy  has  sent an  assassin. 

鎗頭刺  a  bayonet. 

刺 斜殺來  to  attack  in  flank 

刺螬。 r 毛刺  a  hedgehog (^Erinaceus  dealbatus), 

祧刺  to  run，一 of  sewing. 

乃柬 i  船而去 
wheie- upon  he  pushed  off  his  boat  a

nd 

departed. 

刺地  to  dig  the  ground. 

抱 刺予懷  to  carry  about  a 
tablet  in  one's  bosom,— as  彌 

衡 , Heng  of  the  Han  dy¬ 
nasty  did  for  three  years  in  a vain  search  for  employment, 

until  the  inscription  was  oblit¬ erated.  .Used  of  disappointed 

ambition. 

束 jj  探  to  spy  out;  to  investigate. 

投刺  to  send  in  one’s  card, — originally  engraved  tablets  of 
wood, 

展 其刺呼  he  told  his  names, 
etc 

說刺。 r 譏刺。 r 諷刺 

^see  3558〉 or  刺責  to  blame; 
to  reprehend. 

是 以爲刺 that  is  why  he  is 
blamed. 

此刺 王氏 五侯# 僭 
this  (poem)  is  directed  against 
the  extravagance  of  the  five 
nobles  of  the  Wang  family. 

刺時  to  satirise  the  age. 

刺訊  to  interrogate. 

刺 剌不休  to  converse  much! 
without  ceasing. 

刺史  the  Governor 、 of  a  pro¬ vince  under  the  Han  dynasty ; 

the  magistrate  of  a  Department 
under  the  Sung  dynasty. 

Read 

刺繡  t。 quilt 
A  thorn.  Used  with 

12,412. 

箣兒 w 刺芳子 thorns - 

如背 上之箣 like  a  thOTn 
in  the  back.  See  11,263. 

祧箣。 r 祧 開箣來 t。 take  out  a  thorn. 

^  the  beard  or  awn  of  barley 

箣攻。 r 箣花。 r 箣梨 
wild  roses. 

荆 棘之刺 thorns  on  bram 
bles. 

刺松  Juniperus  chinensis,  L. 

刺包 ㈣ 棒） 頭 Aralia  s^- 

nosay  L. 

箣蘭裸 子 lm)igata 
Michx. 
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莉 
12)413 

廁 
12,414 

廁 

刺菓兒  a  prickly  fruit, — used 
of  disagreeable  people. 

箣橈  itchy. 

See  10,296. 

Same  as  10,296. 

To  bestow  upon  an  in¬ 
ferior  ； used  conventionally 

of  anything  given  by  an¬ 
other  person.  Used  with 

4157， q.v,  for  further  en¬ 
tries. 

賞 賜。 r 賜予 t()  bestow 
upon;  to  confer  upon. 

欽賜  bestowed  by  the  Emperor. 

賜恩。 1 ■賜惠 t。 confer  a 
favour;  to  do  a  kindness. 

賜福  to  bestow  blessings. 

賜爵  to  confer  nobility. 

賜宴  to  bestow  a  banquet. 

12,416 

賜祭  to  bestow  sacrifices, 一 to 
honour  the  spirit  of  some '  dead 

person. 

賜卹 to  grant  special  rewards, 
— as  to  the  family  of  a  deceased 
official. 

賜敎  to  bestpw  instruction  or an  opinion ;  to  condescend  to 
teach. 

賜命  to  give  orders. 賜覆  to  favour  with  a  reply. 

乞 賜回音 kindly  send  a 
reply. 

賜示  to  be  kind  enough  to  in¬ form. 

賜辦  to  be  good*  enough  to  deal with.  \. 

賜 覽  to  condescend  to  examine; 
gracious  perusal. 

賜孔明 坐  graciously  invited K‘ung-ming  to  take  a  seat. 

賜光  to  honour  with  your  pre-| sence. 

賜飯  to  bestow  food  on;  to 
keep  to  dinner. 

賜頂戴  to  bestow  a  “button.” 

% 

12,416 

fS 

12,417 

【2,418 
12,419 

賜帛  to  bestow  silk,— to allow  an  offending  official  to 

strangle  himself  instead  of  suffer¬ 

ing  at  the  hands  of  the  execu¬ tioner. 

賜在死  he  allowed  the  duke 
to  kill  himself. 

賜  to  return  thanks  for  fa¬ 
vours. 

受賜  to  be  a  recipient  of  bounty. 

蒙賜顴  to  be  favoured  with the  patronage  of  another, ^as  a 
tradesman  with  that  of  his  cus¬ 

tomers,  or  a  host  with  that  of 
his  visitors. 

Same  as  12,406. 

Same  as  12,408. 

Same  as  1 2,408. 

WA. 

瓦 
3 12,420 R •馬 

C.  nga 

H.  cnga 
F.  ngwa^ 

ngwa^ 

W.j 

N.  1 
 n^° P. 

M. 
Y. 

Sz. 
K. 

A.  ngwa 

A  tile;  earthenware；  pot¬ 

tery；  a  potsherd.  Radical 

98. 

X 

12,420 

仲竟  tiles  placed  convex  side  up. 

看 瓦  tiles  placed  upright, 一 as on  a  wall. 

瓦
 3 

I2,42Q 

g  f 專  tiles  and  bricks ;  a  tile.、 

瓦片1  a  piece  of  tile.  See  below. 

匠  a  bricklayer. 

陰陽見  concave  and  convex tiles, — alternately. 

其桁 or 瓦鶴 the  conca  e channels  of  a  tiled  roof. 

瓦作  a  tiler’s  trade  or  shop. 
$  _  overlapping  tiles. 

瓦木 工  tilers’  and  carpenters’ 

$  面 ■汪  roof. 

work. 

胃 (also  a  place-name)  or  ̂  
房  a  tiled  house. 

瓦 屋子。 r 瓦稜子 the 
common  ribbed  Area  shell,— 
so  called  from  its  resemblance 
to  a  tile. 

\ 

板晃  flat  tiles. 
牲瓦 OT 覆瓦。 r 献 瓦 
convex  tiles. 

\ 

^  pj  the  ends  of  a  ,  tiled  roof. 

瓦 苔  moss  on  tiles. 
觅 上 之霜  hoarfrost  on  tiles. 

鋪瓦  t。 tiles. 
弄 瓦之慶  the  °f  a  plar with-a-tile, —— i.e,  of  having  x 

daughter.  ’、[A  tile  was  used  by 
women  as  a  weight  for  the  spind¬ 
le,  and  was  therefore  allotted  to 
girls-]  See  400. 

瓦 解冰消  the  tiles  are  br。- 
ken  and  the  ice  melted, 一 the 

glory  is  departed.  See  5016, 

8865.  
^ 

勢 必芄解  there  is  sure  to  be 
a  smash  up. 

矢 0 其英合 knew  that  the tiles  fitted, —— that  there  was  no danger. 

寧 爲玉碎 ，不爲 

萁全  better  be  a  bit  of  broken jade  than  a  whole  tile. 

溜 K 泞  to  slide  the  tiles  down, 
— from  the  roof  of  a  house;  sc. 

the  approaching  break-up  of  a home. 

p  g  g  not  汪  tile  left. 

瓦器  earthenwarfe. 

萁 器棺材  coffins  made  of 

baked  clay. 

萁盤  an  earthenware  dish. 
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12,425 R .麻崔 See 娃 

Even  Upper. 

The  edible  water-frog 

\Rana  Reinhardti).  Used 
with  12,422. 

井底娃  like  a  frog  at  the 
bottom  of  a  well, 一 it  can  see 

only  a  small  portion  of  the  heav¬ ens. 

井蛙 不可以 語於海 

者  you  cannot  speak  of  ocean 
to  a  well-frog, 一 the  creature  of 
a  narrower  sphere. 

式怒蛙  to  bow  to  the  angry 
frog, — as  a  prince  of  楚  Ch‘u| 

(-越  Yueh)  did  when  he  met| 
one  on  his  road  as  he  was  lead¬ 
ing  his  army  to  battle,  hoping 
that  his  men  would  be  similarly 

enraged. 

蛙怒  as  angry  as  the  frog 
(above), — excited. 

— 鼓六更  f  f™gs  beat  t
he sixth  watch, — t.e.  when  all  the 

watches  are  finished  and  day¬ 
light  comes,  the  frogs  begin. 

紫 色 蛙  a  painted  face  and a  wanton  voice. 

See  6503. 

Same  as  12,425. 

A  puddle  ；  a  hollow  ；  a swamp. 

窪凹 a 

collects. 

窗田0 r _  子  the  lapwing  or  peewit  ( Va~ nellus  cristatus).  Also,  the  com¬ 
mon  heron  (Ardea  cinerea). 

白 窪子。 r 白霜 窪子 
the  egret  {Egretta  modest  a). 

A  hollow  ；  an  indenta¬ 

tion  *,  a  cavity  ；  concave,  as 

opposed  to 凸  1 1,142. 

Also  read  ao2.  Used  with i2,437. 

凹坑 a  Pit. 
凹地  a  hollow. 
山凹  a  dip  in  the  hills. 

凹 字  hollowed-out  words, — 
not  cut  in  relief. 

凹下去  to  be  concave. 古硯 微凹， 聚墨多 
when  the  old  ink-stone  gets  slight¬ 

ly  hollowed,  the  ink  collects  in abundance. 

凹凸  hollows  and  projections; chiaroscuro  in  drawing. 

凹凸花  flowers  in  intaglio  and 
in  relief. 

遠 望眼最 如凹凸 ，近 

視即平  ^rom  a  distance  it appeared  to  the  deluded  eye  as 
though  consisting  of  hollows  and 

projections,  but  when  near  it 
was  seen  to  be  smooth, — of  a 

painting,  like  a  cube-pattern  oil¬ cloth. 

A  deep  hollow. 

To  scoop  out；  to  exca¬ 
vate；  to  gouge. 

祧挖  to  clear  out, -一 as  a  choked 
drain,  etc. 

^  ̂   to  dig  a 
 well. 

挖窟葰  to  dig  a  hoIe- 

控笋。 r 控哲  to  chaff;  to 
ridicule. 

控補  to  scratch  out  a  word  and paste  over  the  erasure  a  ne^r 
piece  of  paper. 

挖耳  to  pick  the  ears.  See  3336. 

控眼睛  to  gouge  out  an  eye. 

控斷路  to  break  up  a  road, — so  as  to  make  it  impassable. 

控掘  to  dig  out;  to  excavate. 

控 )(1、 兒的  hollow  in  the  mid¬ dle;  concave. 

控 河機器 dredging-ma- 
chines.  See  8197.  / 

挖 嘲人語  t。 .find  fault  with 
what  others  say. 

控刻  to  scoop  out；  to  engrave ; 
to  carve. 

控 塾  in  relief. 

凹1
 

12,429 
M.  wa0 

Y.  cork、 cwa 

Sz.  cya 

K.yo 

K 
A.  ip、 au 

Very 

Irregular. 

窪地  marsh  land. 

12,43° 

R. 黠 

See 控 

Entering 

Upper. 
W 12,431 

R •黠 

C.  ivat。、 cwe, 

wet。 

H.  wet、 wat、 

$wa、 cwa,  cj 

F.  wak 

W.  wa 
N.  wah 

P.  ̂wa 

M.  cwa,  wa, 

Y. ，vaah 
Sz.  cwa\  wa、 

K.  al、 wal 

J.  watsz、 yec) 
A.  et.  hwat 

12,420 

% 

12,421 
R •祕 

See 瓦 

Sinking 
Lower. 

12,422 

R •麻隹 
C.  cwa^  cwe 
N.  wo、 cwe 

M.  cwa 

See 娃 

K.  wa、 kwe 

J.  ai、 kei 

Even  Upper. 

娃:
 

12,423 

R •麻隹 c- ) 

?: 卜 
W.; 

. waan N.  wo、 
P.  wa 

M.  wa^  v. 

Swa}  Sa 
Y.  wa 

Sr.  wa* 
K.  wae、 wa 

A.  wa  ;■> 

Even  Upper. 

12,424 

R •麻住 

See 娃 

Even  Upper. 

瓦  an  earthen  jar. 

瓦 笛金玉 gQld  and  jade 
among  tiles  and  potsherds, 一 the 
lily  among  thorns. 

瓦松  Cotyledon  fimbriata、 Turcz., 
var.  ratnosissima、 Max. 

萁雀兒  the  sparrow  (Passer 
montanus). 

A  mud  hovel.  To  lay 
tiles. 

幾 時萁萁  when  do  you  put 
on  your  roof? 

To  vomit.  Wanton; 

lewd.  See  6281. 

哇一聲  to  make  the  noise  of 
vomiting. 

作 出哇狀  as  if  about  to 
vomit. 

出 而哇之  he  threw  it  up. 

强之 出而哇  if  forced  (to 
eat  meat),  he  would  throw  it  up. 

哇咬  lewd  songs. 

哇喇  the  crying  of  babies.  See 
12,436. 

白哇  Lilium  giganteum,  Wall. 

A  beautiful  woman.  A 

baby. 

女娃子  a  girl  baby;  a  pretfy 

girl. 

女嬌娃  a  fine  elegant  woman. 

小娃娃  a  little  baby. 

娃 娃臉兒  “baby-faced,” rosy. 

磁娃 娃似的  like  a  porce¬ 
lain  b^by, 一 fat  and  pretty;  re¬ 
ferring  to  temple  images. 

山之娃  a  bear  found  on  the 
mountains  of  Sstich‘uan  (Ailurus 
fulgens}  F.  Cuv.) 

Name  of  a  river.  A 

winding  ditch.  Used  with 

12,428. 
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154°  ] 

剜 
12.432 

斡 
12.433 

IT 
12.434 R .月 

C.  met 
H.  mat、 

F.  wak 

W.  mo 
N.  mah 

P.  wd" M.  wa 

Y.  waah 

Sz.  wa 
K.  mal 

J.  metsz、 betsz 
A.  miet 

Entering 
Lower. 

12.435 

呱‘
 12.436 

R •虞麻 
See 姑窪 
Even  Upper. 

See  12,466. 

See  6377. 

Stockings  ；  socks.  [Com¬ 

monly  written  as  below.] 

權頭  stockings ;  socks. 

一 對襪子  a  pair  of  stockings or  socks. 

棉  wadded  socks. 

穿韈子  to  put  on  (or  wear) 
stockings. 

lined  socks. 

脫襪子  to  take  off  socks. 

大筒權  long  socks  or  stock- 
mgs. 

插 在襪筒  stick  it  in  your stocking. 

韈 線之才  abilities  like  the 
thread  in  socks, — not  very  long 
when  the  socks  are  pulled  to 

pieces,  as  李白  Li  Po,  the 
poet,  said. 

綾波襪  silk  stockings  or  socks, 
— worn  by  women. 

錦糊韈  a  stocking  taken  from 
the  dead  body  of  the  famous 

楊貴女 g  Yang  Kuei-fei  and exhibited  at  so  much  a  head. 

Same as  12,434. 

To  cry  as  a  child  ；  to 

wail.  Also  read  々 鉍1 • 

呱的一 聲哭了  burst  out 
into  a  loud  cry.  - 

小兒 遺毋呱 呱載道 
children  who  h 乎 d  lost  their 
mothers  were  wailing  on  the 
roads. 

呱呱 臥於牀 間 lay  squal¬ 
ling  on  the  bed. 

鳥乃 去矣后 稷呱矣 
when  the  bird  flew  off,  Hou  Chi 
began  to  cry. 

12,437 

R. 麻 

See 娃 

Even  Upper. 

噱 12,438 

搲 
3 

12.439 R •麻馬 

See 

cf .视 

Even  aDd 

Rising  Upper. 

膦
 3 

12.440 

R ■馬祕 See 娃 

Rising  and 
SinkingUpper. 

A  cavity  ；  a  hollow ;  a 

puddle.  Used  with  12,428 
12,429. 

窃地 塾高  to  fill  up  a  hollow; to  raise  land  by  filling  in. 

地車资  low-lying  land. 

坑 坑窃窃 的 fullofhdlcws， 
— as  a  bad  road. 

草 资  a  grassy  plateau, 一 applied to  Mongolia. 

窃隆是 若 like  bass  and 
treble  notes. 

^  ̂   the  God  of  Silkworms. 

Same  as  1 2,436. 

To  seize  ；  to  grasp. 

唤1
 

12,441 

R •支隹 

% 娃兒 

Even  Lower. 

外
‘
 

12,442 

R. 泰 

C.  I  . 
H •卜 

F.  ngwoi、 ngie 
W.  wa、 ngwa 
N.  we、 nga^  v. 

wei 
P. 

M. 

Sz. 

Y.  wae . 

K.  we 

To  step ;  to  tread. 

躜蹣  to  toddle. 

To  talk  ；  to  chatter. 

魄嘔  the  prattle  of  children. 

Outside,  as  opposed  to 

內 8 1 77  ;  to  exclude.  Spe¬ 
cially  applied  to  relatives 

through  the  female  bran¬ 
ches.  Provincial  ；  foreign, 

as  opposed  to  中  2875. 

Extra  ；  over  and  above. 

See  9860. 

外 頭 ^ 外面。 r 外邊 outside. 

外
 < 

12,442 

Sinking 

Lower. 

外面兒 OT 外貌 external appearance;  exterior. 

外人  an  outsider.  Also,  a  fo¬ 
reigner. 

恃 外人爲 護符者 
who  trust  to  foreigners  for  pro tection. 

外婦  a  kept  mistress. 
外家  the  mother’s  family.  Also the  “separate  establishment”  for the  above. 

外行  (Jiang1、 outside  the  busi¬ ness;  not  in  the  trade;  an  out¬ 
sider;  a  raw  hand;  unskilled. 

夕卜义  an  adopted  father. 

外祖夂  a  maternal  grand¬ 

father. 

外 甥*汪  sister’s  son. 
外甥孫  a  sister’s  grandson ; 
grand-nephew. 

外姪孫  a  brother’s  daughter’s 

son. 

外孫  a  daughter’s  son. 
外表兄  a  cousin  of  a  different 
surname. 

外姓。 f  a  different  surname. 

外廂  the  outer  buildings  of  a 
house. 

外 舍 ot 外庭  an  outer 
receiving-room. 

外欠  outside  debts;  debts  due to  oneself  from  others. 

現 於外者 ，本 於內者 

也  visible  externally,  having  its 
origin  internally, 二 the  outward and  visible  sign. 

忿 其外而 遺其中 
rail  at  the  husk  and  miss  the kernel. 

置之度 外  t。 leave  out  of  the 

calculation. 

堯舜 之道不 濟孝弟 
(卢 /4)  the  doctrines  of  Yao  and Shun  do  not  exclude  filial  piety 
and  fraternal  love. 

趣不 外來  the  pleasure  was 
not  from  without, 一 but  subjec¬ tive. 

外  a  nickname. 

外科  surgery. 

外話 slan8- 
外套 an  outside  garment;  an overcoat. 

or 
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外 
4 

12,442 

• 

r  • 

外 單  to  wear  over  the  rest  of 
one’s  clothing. 

外  ceremony ;  ceremonious 
language. 

夕卜  want  of  constancy;  un¬ 
faithfulness;  estrangement. 

夕卜货 ̂   the  exterior  or  “Chinese” 
city  of  Peking. 

夕卜  the  exterior  seven, — the 
gates  of  the  above. 

中夕卜  metropolitan  and  provin¬ 
cial;  at  home  and  abroad ;  Chi¬ 
nese  and  foreign. 

中 夕卜官  metropolitan  and  pro¬ vincial  officials. 

國 家令典 ，中 外通行 
the  laws  of  the  State  obtain 

equally  in  the  metropolis  and 
in  the  provinces. 

不益中 外之累 nQt  t。 
add  to  the  troubles  within  and 

without  the  family. 

夕 ^ [壬  a  provincial  appointment. 

夕卜 场 ̂  to  be  sent  to  a  provincial 

post. 

夕卜  extra-metropolitan. 

出 夕卜  to  go  abroad. 

你出一 耥外， 我聽說 
that  time  when  you  went  abroad, 
I  heard  that  •… 

^  foreign  parts. 

^ ■夕^  beyond  the  limits  of  the universe.  See  3435. 

方外散 faa3 人 a  term  ap¬ 
plied  to  priests,  hermits,  religious 
fanatics,  etc.  See  3435. 

自 夕卜來  to  come  from  abroad. 

to  flow  abroad;  to  be  di¬ 

verted  to  foreign  countries;  see 

9624. 

夕卜 a  province  other  than  that 
of  the  speaker. 

夕 ['須 J  a  neighbourhood  other 
than  that  of  the  speaker. 

外  人  a  stranger,— from  some 
other  part  of  the  country. 

夕卜答 t  a  traveller;  a  stranger. 

夕卜口  a  subsidiary  port. 

夕卜野  the  country;  uninhabited 
parts. 

夕卜 the  open  sea;  the  ocean、 

外 4
 

12,442 夕卜 、洋口  a  foreign  port. 

外洋別 地 other  countries abroad. 

外國 or  外邦  foreign  nations, as  opposed  to  China.  See  2875, 

i3,376. 

外 國淸明  the  foreign  chHng ming  (see  2188), 一 Good  Friday. 

外  f 每  foreign  aggression. 

夕卜  foreign  bandits;  foreign 
rapacity  or  attack. 

外  foreign  territory ;  beyond 
the  frontier. 

f  卜  fore
ign  aid. 夕卜  to  spread  a  matter  about  ； to  divulge. 

外務 (。> ■政） 大臣 Secre- tary  of  State  for  Foreign  Affairs 
(see  9484). 

意 夕卜  beyond  expectation ;  un¬ looked-for. 

喜 出望外 overjoyed. 
外  extra;  extraordinary. 

格 外所需  exceptional-  re- quirements. 

除 此之外  beyond  this;  with the  exception  of  these. 

外此悉 無餘耳 bey°nd , this,  there  is  nothing  more.. 

除  tL  韵夕卜  in  addition  to  is-
 suing  instructions, ••… 

甘  無夕卜  nothing  greater than  this. 

夕卜獎  an  exceptional  reward. 

夕卜  /J、 人  to  keep  off  the  mean man, 一 from  becoming  an  asso¬ ciate. 

外  a  sergeant  or  corporal. 

夕卜  gt  marginal  commentaries. 

^  ̂   the  spirit  of  the  gra
ve- boundary. 

•  al1  official  under  the  Chou 

dynasty,  whose  duties  seem  to 
have  been  connected  with  edu¬ 
cation;  unofficial  history. 

外 財不富 命窮人 # ventitious  wealth  cannot  enrich 
a  man  destined  to  be  poor. 

歪
1
 

12.443 

R.  Vulgar. 

C.  wai^  v.  (me 

H.  cwe F.  wai,  cwai 

W.  wai N.  we、 wa、 hwa 

1 
 

_•
 

Y.  wae 
Sz.  wai 

K.  wae 

J.  at 

A.  oi Even  Upper. 

12.444 

W.  hwa N.  wa、 we 

A.  hwai 
Doubtful. 

cf ■歪 

喵
1
 

12.445 

R .麻敢 

See 夸戈 

A.  wa Even  Upper. 

蛙 
12.446 

哲 

12.447 

Awry,  as  opposed  to 正 

687  ；  aslant  ；  oblique  ；  out 
of  the  straight. 

歪  crooked ;  awry. 

七 歪 八扭: all  bent  and  twist¬ 

ed. 

歪 嘴  a  wry  mouth. 

歪頭。 r 歪脖子 wry-neck- 
ed. 

歪戴 着帽兒 t。 wear  one's 

hat  awry. 

坐 歪  to  sit  crooked. 

^  tumbling  about from  side  to  side, 一 of  a  drunken man. 

船歪着  the  boat  is  not  trim. 
企 歪  t0  stand  crookedly;  to  loll. 

否  a  depraved  heart. . 

歪覇橫 梁 domineer- 
ing;  overbearing. 

q|pj  ̂   y  it  is  past  noon, 一 
alluding  to  the  slanting  shadow 

on  the  sun-dial.  • 

^  剌  a  chattering  good
-for- 

nothing. 

歪柄 （or  孛 1) 傘  umbrellas with  curved  handles,  only  allow¬ 
ed  to  officials  of  the  1st  rank. 

歪 話 offensive  language ;  pre¬ 

posterous. 

Bad.  Used  with  10,541. 

A  wry  mouth. 

See  12,425. 

See  12,943. 



Sinking 

Lower. 

元 r 
12,450 

R •寒。 

C,yun 
H. ngan 

F.  ngwang See 頑 

J.  gwatt A.  ngwan 
Even  

Lower. 

园 
i2,4Si 

12.452 

u 
12.453 R •寒 

See 玩 

Even  Lower. 

12,454 R •寒 
See 玩 

Sinking 

Lower. 

m 

12,448 

R •灰隹 Mountainous;  precipi¬ 
tous. 

Deaf  from  birth  ；  hence, 

dumb.  [To  be  distinguish¬ 
ed  from  噴 5207.] 

發 聾振噴  to  rouse  even  deafl 
people, — of  vigorous  or  stirring words. 

形同 壟 噴 both  deaf  and 
dumb.  See  5207,  where  the  po¬ 
pular  usage  is  given. 

To  trim  ；  to  cut  round. 

荆角  to  pare  off  the  corners. 

Same  as  12,450. 

A  beautiful  woman. 

A  mountain  peak. 

•To  desire；  to  long  for. 

沅 歲愒日  to  desire  length  of  | life. 

f7C  忽  the  confusion  arising  from 
too  great  love  of  life,— to  which 
principles  are  sacrificed. 

I2,455 

R 翰 

C.  wun 

H.  iwan、 ngan* 
F.  ingwang、 

ngwang、 

W. —y 

N.  ngoun^ 

'aan、 

Zwaan 

nS' 

p- ) 

M.  >  wan 

Sz. ] 

Y.  wau、 ou 
K.  wan 

J.  kwati A.  ngwan Sinking 

Lower. 

1542 

To  find  pleasure  in  ；  to 

amuse  oneself  with ；  to 

handle；  to  examine ；  to  test 

賞  to  find  pleasure  in. 

玩月  to  enjoy  the  moonlight, 

玩景  to  enjoy  the  scenery. 

遊玩  to  stroll  for  amusement. 

玩 之無盡  the  enjoyment  of it  is  without  end, — never  palls. 

腕年 唯玩周 易老子 
in  his  later  years  he  amused  him¬ 
self  only  with  the  Changes  of 

Chou  Kung,  and  with  LaoTzti. 

玩延  to  delay. 

玩泄  to  dawdle. to  become  careless  in  one’s 
business. 

玩 人喪德  by  trifling  with men,  he  ruins  his  virtue. 

玩 物喪志 by  finding  his amusement  in  things  (i.e.  in  col¬ 
lecting  curios,  etc.),  he  ruins  his 

aims  (or  fritters  away  his  ener¬ 
gies). 

古玩  curios;  antiques. 
細玩 t。  examine  carefully. 
玩 上下文 ，來 路去路 
examine  into  the  context,  its 
whence  and  its  whither. 

索 1  t0  turn  over  and  over  in 
one’s  mind, — as  an  abstruse  point 
which  one  is  trying  to  master. 

玩味  to  test  a  flavour. Read  wan\  To  play  ； 

to  trifle. 

頭  something  to  amnse  one; amusement. 

玩耍。 i •玩 弄。 r 玩戯 to 
play;  to  romp;  to  toy  with. 

玩法  to  trifle  with  the  law. 

玩器 •玩 物。 r 玩藝。 r 

玩意兒  playthings ;  toys. 

狠有個 玩意兒 is  very 
amusing. 

玩 意兒書  amusing  books. 
玩兒。 r 鬧着玩 兒 t0 
play  about. 

才鲁 玩兒的 k  is  not  a joke, -of  anything  which  involves 
risk. 

12,455 

頑 2
 

12,456 

R.i 

C.  wan 

H.  ngan、 wan F.  ngwang 

W.  ngwa、 wa、 N.  waaH、 

ngwaan 

P. 

M. 

Sz. 
Y.  waa K.  wan 

J.  gwan 

A.  ngwan 

Even  Lower. 

y\j 

12.457 

R •寒 

C.yiifi 

H.  won、 wan、 

yen 

親友 都鬧着 他玩兒 
his  relations  and  friends  all  teased 
him  about  it. 

玩笑  to  jest;  to  joke. 

說 玩笑話  t0  chaff;  to  rag. 

玩梁  acrobatic  feats. 

玩杠子  to  exercise  on  the  hori¬ 
zontal  bar. 

票  amateur  actors. 

玩織 子扒 ̂  to  walk  like  a 
scorpion, 一 on  the  hands  with 
the  heels  over  the  head. 

Stupid  •,  doltish  ；  useless  ̂  
heedless.  Used  for  12,455. 

頑民  the  stupid  masses. 

頑兒  my  stupid  son, 一 my  son. 

頑 童  a  stupid  youth. 
頑 戶  a  rogue；  a  slippery  rascal. 

頑夫 胃  the  corrupt  become pure, 一 when  they  hear  of  the character  of  伯夷 Pd 

冥 頑不靈 stupid  and  not 
quick  of  apprehension. 

頑石  a  mere  block  of  stone; fancy  stoneware. 

生 在說法 ，頑 石勲頭 
when  Sheng  Kung  preached, 

even  the  stupid  stones  bowed their  heads. 

頑  good  for  nothing ;  useless. 

頑梗。 r 頑悍  obstinate. 
疎頑  careless ;  heedless. 

奸頑  sly;  artful. 頑健  my  lubberly  strength, used  conventionally  of  one’s  good 
health. 

頑驅  my  lubberly  body. 
頑 固 obstinate;  disinclined  for 

•‘progress, 

12,633. 

-a  modern  term.  See 

Read  wan1. 

^  ̂   obstinate;  perverse. 

To  finish  ；  to  complete ; 

whole；  unbroken.  To 

settle.  See  chang%  450. 

還沒 做完了  he  has  n<3t 

finished  making  it  yet. 

s 

J
/
-
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完1
 

12,457 

F.  wong 

lyiie 
N.  woun 

P. 

M.  wan 
Sz. 

Y.  ou 

K.  wan 

J.  kwan 

A.  hwan、 hw’dn 
Even  Lower. 

今 天怕越 不完 
afraid  I  shan’t  finish  it  to-day. 

^  工  to  finish  a  job. 

事  to  bring  a  matter  to  an 
end. 

用完了  all  used  up. 

完結 m 完敦 >  完竣。 r 
畢  to  settle  up;  to  end  off. 

完婚。 r 完娶。 r 完婣。 r 

^  女因  to  complete  a  marria
ge, 

to  have  done  talking. 

完 滿  to  culminate;  to  end. 

完 上 來了  beginning  to  come to  an  end. 

完之復 可百年 k 胃 
last  another  hundred  years, — of 

a  picture. 

^  ̂   to  reassemble;  to  b
ring 

together,  as  people  parted. 

案  to  put  an  end  to  a  case. 

完足  in  full_ 

完責任  to  acquit  oneself  of 
one’s  responsibility. 

不 完  incomplete;  see  12,339. 

命工 完理之 I  instructed 
an  artist  to  restore  it, — by  clean¬ 

ing,  as  a  picture. 

傷 於完好  interferes  with 
the  completeness, — of  the  book. 

^  備  all  ready;  fully  prepa
red. 

^  complete ;  whole ;  preserv¬ 
ed  entire.  See  10,603. 

無 完^ *  she  has  not  a  single 
dress  without  a  hole  in  it.  [=  _ 

完 全之裙 •] • 

完 入  a  finished  maL, — complete 
in  all  respects. 

完 固  well-made  and  strong. 

乡 P  unbroken  eggs. 

釵完 當爲男 子^1- 
hair-pin  was  unbroken,  the  child 

would  be  a  boy, — of  an  omen. 

體 幾無完  jf  hardlyawhole 
spot  on  his  body. 

(or 短） 褐不完 tOTn  and 

tattered  clothes, 一 poverty. 

^  to  pay  up. 

完 數  to  settle  an  account. 
payment  has  been  made. 

12.457 

垸 12.458 

R. 寒 

See 完 

Even  Lower. 
B 完 

12.459 

R. 潸
 

C.  cwan 

H.  ckon F.  cwang 

W.  cwa 

See 院 

A.  vien、 hwan、 

hwon 

Rising  Lower 

Irregular. 

騎 
12.460 

月完 
12.461 

骯 
12.462 

R •翰 

See 玩 

Sinking 

Lower. 

m 

12.463 

眢 12.464 

宛
 3 

12.465 R .元病 

C.  un 
H.  won F.  wang 

\W.yue 

N.  woun P,  )  yuan^ 

M.  (  wan Y.  ou 

不 得完成 unable  to  com- plete  or  pay  up. 

完 淸  aU  paid  off;  account  squar¬ ed.  : 

完稅 ：  OI •完餉  t0  pay  duty. 

Lime  and  varnish  mixed 

ior  lacquering.  See  10,917. 

築  a  bank  or  dyke.  ! 

To  be  brilliant  ；  bright. 

See  4540.  [To  be  distin¬ guished  from  院 5060.]  ' 

扇完 彼牽牛 bright  shines  the Cow-boy, — certain  stars  in  the 
neck  of  Aquila.  See  1388. 

有写 完其實 with  its  fruit  s。 bright, 一 of  a  pear-tree. 

Same  as  12,483. 

Same  as  6351. 

To  be  disgusted  with. 
Used  with  12,454,  12,455. 

Correct  form  of  12,472. 

Same  as  12,473. 

Of  course  •’  without  warn¬ 

ing.  To  give  way ;  to  yield ; 

courteously ;  obligingly  ；  un¬ 

concernedly.  Also  reac 

yuan%.  [Distinguished  from 

苑  1 3,7 1 8-] 

宛 其死矣  you  will  drop  ofi 
in  death. 

12,465 

Sz.  yuan^  wan EC.  wdn、 wan 

\.ycn^  ort^  won 

A.  yuen Even*  and Rising  Upper. 

■v. 

宛  to  turn  or  come  round; to  bring  things  round  to  a  point 

desired ;  persuasive;  at  length. 

宛 轉如循 環 t。 come  roun
d 

(to  the  same  point)  as  though 

moving  in  a  circle. 

宛 轉蛾眉 馬输死 
finally  (ix.  after  all  argument 

was  exhausted)  she  of  the  moth- 

eyebrows  (YangKuei-fei)  perish¬ 
ed  before  their  horses, — at  Ma- wei. 

求親 友宛轉 於家君 

ask  your  relatives  and 
friends  to  try  to  arrange  the 

matter  with  your  father. 

宛 若  just  as;  very  like ;  accord¬ ing  to;  still.  Also,  the  wives 

of  brothers ;  sisters-in-law. 

宛 是夢所 evidently  (or strangely  like)  the  place  seen 
in  his  dream. 

宛女口  瓦  curved  like  a  tile. 

宛 然左辟  p°litely he  stands 
aside  to  the  left. 

其棺 宛然而 隨手灰 

滅  there  was  the  coffin  (of  Ts‘ao Ts'ao)  in  statu  quo、 but  when 
it  was  touched,  it  crumbled  away 

to  dust. 

宛在 水中央 and  lQl  there 
he  was  in  the  middle  of  the water. 

宛在有  sure  enough  there was  … • 

綾 巾宛在  and  sure  enough 
there  was  the  silk  handkerchief. 

2p  ̂   the  District  in  wh
ich the  western  part  of  Peking  is 

situated. 

^  an  old  name  for  part  of 

陳州府  Ch ‘谷 n-chou  Fu  in 
Honan. 

Read  yiian1. 

大宛 國 心  kingdom  of  Fer¬ 
ghana,  —  or  modern  Khokand, 
from  which  came  the  best  horses. 

^  re^ne<^  in  his  horse (= arrived). 

Read  yuan4.  Small. 

宛彼鳴 鳩  small  is  the  cooing 
dove. 
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m 
12,466 r .寒 

C.  cw«,  cwan^ a/0/o 

F.  cwang 

N.  cwoun 
P.  cwan,  ̂ wa 
M.  \ 

Y •卜 

K.  •) 

J.  \w
an A.  wan、 Iwan 

Even  Upper.
 

To  cut;  to  cut  out；  to 

pick  out  •’  to  scoop  out. 

剜削  to  cut  away；  to  pare. 

颠） 割  to  cut  out. 

劍骨 上的肉 to  cut  away 
flesh  from  bones. 

雕剜  to  engrave. 

劍地  to  dig;  to  hoe. 

劍茱  to  cut  up  vegetables  by 
the  roots. 

涴
 3 

,47i 

R •阮 

See 營 

Rising  Upper. 

蜿
1
 12.467 

R •寒元 
See 眢 

A.  wan、 yuen 

Even  Upper. 

椀
1
 12.468 

R •翰阮 
碗苑 

Sulking  and 
Rising  Upper. 

拏 刀子剜 出 桃核來 
pick  out  the  peach-stones  witl: 
a  knife. 

拏匙 子杷瓤 子剜出 

來  scoop  out  the  inside  with 
spoon. 

剗心 待人  to  treat  people  as 
though  ready  to  cut  out  one’s heart  for  them. 

有洞 若神剜  there  was  a 
cave  which  seemed  as  though 

dug  out  by  the  gods. 

劍 眼潮皮 的 savagely;- bru- tally. 

Remnants  ；  snips  ；  the 

:.cabbage”  of  tailors. 

m 12,472 

R •旱 

C.  un 
H.  won F.  wang 
^N.yiie  , 
N.  oun , 

P. 
M. 
Sz. 

Y.  ou K.  wan 

J.  wan 

A.  wan、 yuen 
Rising  Upper. 

To  bend  the  wrist.  Used 
with  12,473. 

A 1 2,473 

.翰 

See 骨宛 

Sinking  Upper 

Irregular. 

12.469 r •阮 
& 鴛 

Rising  Upper. 

椀 
12.470 

The  declining  sun. 

白 日 腕腕其 將入兮 
the  bright  sun  is  declining  to- wards  evenirig  and  is  about  to set. 

宛 

Same as  12,472. 

[2,474 R •阮物 

:. cun 

H. 

Eddying  water. 

涴演  to  whirl  round  and  round, as  an  eddy. 

A  bowl.  See  61  j 6.  [Vu: 
gar  form  of  1 2,463.] 

飯碗  a  rice-bowl. 一碗飯  a  bowl  of  rice. 
施捨 一 ■碗 發財飯 give me  a  bowl  of  rice  for  luck, — a 

beggar’s  cry. 

大海碗  a  large  bowl. 火碗  a  bowl  with  a  heater  to 
keep  the  food  warm. 

錐说。 r 鈷碗。 r 褐碗 t。 
mend  bowls  by  clamping  or  riv¬ 
eting. 

喋 人碗半 ，由 人使喚 
if  you  eat  of  a  man’s  dish,  you 
must  obey  his  orders, 一 as 
servant. 

破 碗詛嘴  to  take  an  oathj by  breaking  a  bowl. 

喫 個碟乾 碗淨的 
to  lick  the  platter  clean. 

碗口 大俞瘡 an  ulcer  as j big  as  a  bowl. 
金碗 玉林而 盛狗屎 

可乎  should  filth  be  put  intoj 
a  golden  JdowI  or  a  jade  cap? 

碗子靑  acorn-black.  See  4289. 
The  wrist;  a  flexible 

joint. 

手腕  the  wrist. 

肘腕  the  elbow. 
活 動腕子  a  flexible  wrist. 
腕力  wrist-strength, 一 as  in  pen-| manship,  archery,  etc. 

扼 腕太息  t0  dasP the  hands and  sigh  deeply. 

把腕而 教之畫 held  his hand  and  taught  him  to  draw. 

To  grow  luxuriantly. 

策？ r  #  彼柳斯  luxuriant  j grow  those  willows. 

有藐 orj^4 其 特  luxuriantly rises  the  springing  grain. 

tW2 

宛 

12,474 

W.  cyiie 
N.  yueh, 

P.  cyiian,  yii) 

Y.  cwou K.  won^  ul 

J.  yen^  on,  otsz A. 三 yiien 
Rising  and 

Entering 

Upper. 

▲1 

紫菀  a  medicinal  plant  which in  Japan  is  identified  with  Aster 
tataricus,  L.  The  source  of  the 
Chinese  drug  is  unknown. 

沙蔬 7心《4 子  se^ds  of  a  le¬ guminous  plant  used  for  kidney 
disease  because  of  their  shape. Also  known  as  潼 蒺藜. 

12,475 

R •寒 

P.  cwan 

Even  Upper. 

w 12,476 

R •翰 

C.  cwun^  cyiin 

H.  cwon F.  cwang、v. 

ckwang 

W.  cwa、 cyiie 

N.  woufP 

P.  wan) 

M.  cwan^  v. 

cwan 

Y.  cou^  v.  cwaa 

Sz.  I 

J  wan
 

J.  on 

A.  wan Sinking  Upper 

Irregular. 

The  garden  pea  [Pisum\ sativum、 L.). 

^  ̂   S  sugared  Peas. 豆宛 豆  a  spotted  bean,- given  I 
to  animals. . 

金 麥碗  Ervum  Zens,  L. 

The  knee-pan ;  the  knee- 

joint. 

張進 昭截左 醜廬于 1 

墓  Chang.  Chin-chao  cut  off  his  I left  knee-pan  and  took  up  his  I 
abode  at  the  grave, -of  his  parent. 

彎
1
 

12,477 

R. 删 

See 

A.  Iwan Even  Upper. 

To  curve  ；  to  bend  ；  seel 

8327.  Used  for  “feet’  from  I the  curve  of  a  Chinesel 

lady’s  small  foot.  Used! with  12,478. 

^  to  bend  a  bow. 
我的 栺頭還 是彎不 1 

過來  I  can’t  bend  my  finger  I 

yet. 

杷 鐵絲兒 彎過來 bendj 
1  piece  of  iron  wire  into  a  ring.  | 

木 頭彎了  the  wood  is  bent. 

to  stoop. 

~ ^  the  crescent  moon.l 

蛾  arched  eyebrows. 

束雙 彎  to  bind  the  feet, — ofl 
women* 
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12,477 

灣1
 

12,478 
R. 删 

s:  I  _ F.  wartg、v. 

Swang 

W.  wa 
N.  waan 
P.  \ 

M.  1 
 Wan 

Y.  waa 

Sz.  wan 

K.  wart
yY.p

ian 

J.  wan
  v 

A.  Iwart 

Even 
 
Upper

, 

娩
 4 

12.479 

R 銷間 

U 

V

.

 

 

幺 mi
e
n
g
、
 

c
w
a
n
g
^
 

c
t
n
w
o
n
g
 

W.  &mai、 三 mie 
See  — 
K.  midn、 mun、 

man 

J.  men、 ben、 
mon^  bun、 

mart、 ban 

A.  ven^  mien、 
van 

Rising  Lower. 

m 
12.480 

R. 阮
 

C.  wan 

H.  wan、 awan 
F.  wang 

W.  wa、 cwa、 ma 

N.  waaH、 
cwaan 

p.  j 
M.  >  wan 
Sz. ) 
Y.  waa 
K.  man 

J.  ben^  ban 
A.  van 

Rising  Lower. 

轉彎。 r 柺彎  to  turn  a  cor¬ 
ner.  [The  first  is  also  to  speak 

through  an  intermediary.] 

彎 彎曲曲 的 winding;  ser¬ 
pentine. 

彎尺  a  carpenter’s  square. 

A  curved  shore；  a  bay ； 

a  cove;  an  anchorage. 
Used  with  12,477.  See 
io,577. 

河灣  a  bend  in  a  river. 

南灣  the  Praya  Grande  at  Ma¬ cao. 

沙 灣  a  sandy  bay. 

灣 子  a  bend;  a  pool. 

灣泊  to  anchor. 

灣 一灣船  to  stop,  of  a  boat; 
to  make  fast  by  the  banks. 

灣着了  at  anchor. 

灣 f 栺頭箅  to  reckon  by holding  up  so  many  fingers. 

Complaisant  ；  obliging. 

See  13,721. 

规  ll 展  accommodating;  obliging, 

婉 姚聽從  t。 be  friendly and 
pleasant,  accommodating  and 

yielding. 

Read  wen4  or  mien\  The 

betrothal,  some  say  the 

birth,  of  a  girl. 

To  lead；  to  pull；  to 

seize ;  to  bend  ；  to  induce  *, 
to  draw  back  ；  to  restore. 

挽扶  to  lead  to* 

挽留  to  detain;  to  hold  back. 

挽之 不留 couldn't  keep him, — said  of  a  certain  virtuous 
official. 

挽住  held  him  back, — from  go: mg. 

當去 挽不住 when  it  is 
one’s  time  to  go,  there  is  no 
holding  back, — of  destiny 

換 
3 

12,480 

12,481 

R •阮 

C.  man^  v. 

cman
 

H.  wan^  man 

F.  wang^ 
 
v. 

mwon
g、 

iman
g 

W.  wa 
N.  waa^maan^ 

vaan 

P. 

M. 

Sz. 

Y.  waa 
K.  man 

J.  ban 

A.  van 

Rising  Lower. 

要啤 住我的 心 she  wants to  bind  my  heart, — to  hers. 

挽 頸  to  throw  one’s  arms  around some  one’s  neck. 

挽 手同行 went  away  hand in  hand. 

挽袖  to  roll  up  the  sleeves. 

挽 弓  to  hold  a  bow  in  the  hands; to  draw  a  bow.  See  10,603. 

挽柩  to  hold  the  ropes  ar^ escort  a  coffin, — to  be  a  pall¬ bearer. 

挽邀  to.  persuade;  to  induce. 

挽髻。 r 轉着 纂 t°make up  the  hair  into  a  knot. 

挽 回主權  to  recover  sover¬ eign  rights. 

挽 回不得  cannot  be  brought back  dr  restored, 一 as  a  past  state 
of  things,  etc. 

挽救  to  rescue. 4 詞。 r  挽 歌㈣ eml  elegies; poems  in  memoriam.  See  12,482. 

挽頹風  to  reform  degenerate customs. 

挽 起眉毛 去作人 
pull  oneself  together  and  behave 
like  a  man. 

Late ;  evening  ；  late  in 
life. 

不腕  it  is  not  late;  not  behind 
time.  • 

那 時說不 腕 it  will  be  time enough  to  say  so  then. 

他 來的膦  he  came  late. 

脫 來一天  to  come  a  day  late. 

腕起  to  get  up  late. 

^  ̂   it  is  too  late  
to 

repent. 

相見恨 腕1.  regret  that  we 
met  so  late  in  life. 

享脫福  to  enjoy  happiness  in one’s  closing  years. 

聰年。 r  腕節  late  in  lifd. 

歲聰  late  in  the  year. 

腕婚  to  marry  late  in  life, — as a  widow  re-marrying. 

膦蓮  to  succeed  late,— in  getting 
a^degree. 

膦 去一時  to  delay  going  a moment. 

晚 
3 

12,481 

輓 
12,482 

R. 阮
 

See 挽 

Rising  Lower. 

腕 輩  a  younger  generation. 
腕生  later  born  by  one  gener¬ ation;  used  conventi&nally  for ‘T’/  as  opposed  to  先生 

胃  ̂   later  born  by  two  genera¬ 
tions. 

腕 田。 r 腕禾 the  second crop, 一 where  two  different  crops 

are  grown  on  the  same  land. 

下腕。 r 腕夕。 r 膦上。 r 

腕間  evening. 
腕宴  a  banquet  in  the  evening. 

昨脫  yesterday  evening. 

今脫  this  evening. 
傍膦。 1 •挨腕  near  evening. 

腕飯  supper. 
腕香玉  Polianihes  tuberosay  L. 

To  pull  a  wheel-chair; 
to  draw  a  hearse. 

輓聯。 r 輓視。 r 祭輓。 >• 

赖客胃 (or  軸) funeral  scrolls sent  by  friends  on  .the  occasion 

of  a  death.  [The  characters  on 
the  last  are  either  of  paper  ap¬ 

plique  or  of  metal.] 

豳詩。 r 鞔曹  a  funeral  ode; 

an  elegy. 

雜
 3 

12.483 

R •潸諫 

C.  ckun'  ̂ wan 

F.  ckwang、 

hwang2- 

N.  cwaaH、 koun 

P.  kwan 

M.  k'wan 

Y.  waa K.  kwan、 wan 

J.  wan 

^ivan 

Rising  and 
Sinking

 

Irregula
r. 

方 12.484 

卍 4
 

12.485 

To  hate.  Crimson.  To 

run  through  -  to  string.  To 

bind  up  the  hair.  To  seize. 

綰臂 雙金環  to  place  two 
gold  bracelets  on  the  arms. 

高箱  to  do  the  hair  high  up 

手箱  to  seize. 箱去舟  to  hold  fast  his  de¬ parting  boat, 一 and  not  let  it  go. 

Same  as  1 2,486. 

Sauvastika,  or  the  fourth 

of  the  auspicious  signs  in 

the  foot-print  of  Buddha. 
Used  as  a  fancy  form  of 

12,486.  [To  be  distinguish¬ 
ed  from  Svastika  or  “Tho!  k 

194 
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卍‘
 12,485 

萬‘
 12,486 R •麒 

C.  man 

H.  wart 

F.  wang 

W.  wa、 va、 ma 
N.  vaan p- ) 

M.  I  wan Sz. ) 

Y.  waa 

K.  man 

J.  ban、 man 
A.  van 

.Sinking 

Lower. 

Hammer,”  the  crampons  o: 
which  turn  to  the  right.] 

蓮 花卍字 總由天 the 
lotus-flower  and  the  sauvastika 
must  have  come  from  heaven 

疋 字欄衧  a  balustrade  the 
wood-work  of  which  is  arranged 
in  the  pattern  of  this  character. 

卍字 不到頭  never-ending 
wan、 — a  name  for  the  above 

pattern 

拓字錦 ornamentation  on  silk 
piece-goods,  etc.,  after  the  above 

pattern. 

田字菓  Hovenia  dulcis 、 Thbg. 

A  cloud  of  insects；  hence, 

a  myriad  ；  ten  thousand  [see 

千  l72S)\  many；  all；  cer 
tainly.  A  general  term  for 

dances;  some  say  a  dance 
with  shields  and  battle-axes 

See  1 2,760. 

百! ̂   a  million. 

十千萬  a  hundred  millions. 

萬萬 ^  thousand  myriads ;  in^ 
numerable ;  certainly. 

萬 萬不可 y。11  can  on  no 
account  do  so. 

萬倍  ten-thousandfold. 
萬古  from  all  antiquity. 

萬世。 r 萬代  generation 
after  generation;  for  all  time. 

公 侯萬代  may  you  be  en¬ 
nobled  fQr  ten  thousand  gene- 
rations! 

萬 全之計  a  perfect  or  ab¬ 
solutely  satisfactory  mode  or sfcheme. 

萬狀  myriad  shapes;  all  sorts of . 

萬物  all  things；  all  creation. 

萬事  everything. 
萬事休 all  things  cease, 一 at 

death. 

萬歲爺  a  popular  title  for  the 
Emperor.  {Wan  sui  becomes, 
m  Japanese  Banzai/] 

萬歲牌  the  Imperial  tablet, 
worshipped  on  certain  occasions 

w 
12,486 

萬歲棗 same  as  the 波斯 

康  11.623. 萬壽  the  Emperor’s  birthday. 

萬壽菓  Carica  /a/aja， L. 

天 子萬年  may  the  Emperor  I live  ten  thousand  years ! 

萬年靑  Rohdea  japon  ica^  Ro  th . Also,  Tupistra  chinensis、 Baker. 

萬緣  all  interest  in,  or  connect- 1 
ion  with,  external  objects. 

萬慮 不寧  very  anxious. 
萬 慮皆空  to  be  free  from  all  | care. 

萬不及  一- *  not  one  in  ten thousand  equals  it. 

萬 一 ■  M 分之一 ten thousand  to  one  (t.e.  1  to  9999 

by  the  formal  measure  of  pro¬ 
bability)  ； there  is  just  a  possi¬ 
bility  ; if  by  any  chance.  See 2801. 

萬一 死了  only  one  chance in  ten  thousand  that  he  will  die. 

萬 — ■失手  if  you  d。 per- chance  make  a  slip. 

萬 無一失 w 萬不失 
— »  wholly  perfect;  to  fail  in  no 

single  point;  absolutely  safe. 

萬歹 B  ~ *  生  ten  thousand  to one  against  escaping  with  life. 

萬分  in  the  highest  degree. 

萬安  perfectly  safe. 

萬方  all  places. 萬里 b  thousand  li\  a  great  1 
distance. 

萬里 長城。 r 萬里 the Great  Wall. 

萬里 赴戎機  at  the  Great  I Wall  they  snatch  their  arms. 

萬 里無雲  not  a  cloud  in  the| 

sky. 

萬 國公法  international  law. 
萬國圖  a  map  of  the  world. 
萬福  eveiT  blessing^— said  by 
women. 

萬靈  all  spirits. 萬民。 r 萬夫  all  the  people the  masses. 

萬民衣 加  clothing  given  by 
the  people  of  the  place  to  a 
popular  official  on  his  leaving them. 

萬 
12,486 

Sinking 

Lower. 

專夫有 罪在余 一 人^ 
if  the  people  have  done  wrong,  I 
I  alone  am  to  blame. 

名  _  umbrellas  given  to  po-| pu】ar  officials  by  the  people,  bear- 1 
ing  the  names  of  the  subscribers.  I 

萬不能  quite  unable  to. 

萬勿復 言^  no  account j 

reply. 

萬 無此理  there  is  no  such  j 
principle. 

萬 不得已  cannot  on  any  ac-| count. 

九 月將萬 ^  the  9th  moon  I 
the  dances  were  about  to  be| 

performed.  * To  creep， as  plants  ；  to 

spread  over  ；  to  ramify.  See\ 

7141,  7626.  [In  spite  o 
K'ang  Hsi’s  initial  無， this 
character  should  be  read 

man.] 

野 有蔓草  on  the  moor  is  the  I 
creeping  grass. 

蔓蔓 B  茂  daily  spread  morel 
vigorously. 

方 出蔓子  it  has  just  put  J forth  tendrils. 

爬蔓子  a  climbing  plant. 

蔓爬着  creeping. 
瓜  ̂   the  melon  yine. 
葛蔓  a  species  of  bean  that  I furnishes  fibres  for  cloth. 

to  spread  about ;  diffusive;  | 

prolix. 不  不枝  without  rambling  I or  branching, — sticking  to  thej 

point  at  issue. 

無 使滋蔓 nQt  tQ  allow  ] 
bling, -wandering  from  the  point'.  | 

Read  man2.  A  kind  of| 

turnip. 

菁  a  kind  of  turnip  with green  tuber  above  ground；  rape] 

turnip  {Brassica  rapay  L.).  * 

芥蔓菁  the  same  with  a  white  | tuber  below  ground. 
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IT 
12.488 

r •寒翰 
SeeM^ 

Even  and 

Sinking 
Lower. 

瓛
1
 

12.489 

R •寒願 
Sa 桓獻 
K.  hwan 

J.  kwan、 ken 

A.  hierf* 
Even  and 

Sinking  Lower 

and  Upper. 

12.490 
R •寒 
C.yiin 

H,yen 

F.  wong 
W.  wang 

N.  woun、 wong 
P.  I 

M.  j 娜 Y.  ou 

Sz.  yuan 
K.  hwan 

J.  kwan'gwa 
A.  hwdn、 hwan 
Even  Lower. 

Name  of  an  ancient  city. 

An  ancient  badge  of  rank. 

Used  with  5075. 

A  ball  ；  a  pill  ；  a  pellet ; 
a  bullet. 

九藥  pills;  to  make  pills. 

使 婶九藥  he  caused  the 
maid  to  make  some  pills. 

呑九  to  swallow  pills. 

蠟九子  pills  coated  with  wax, 
— to  cause  them  to  operate 
slowly.  Also,  pills  made  with 
wax.  Also,  pills  of  wax  used  to 
enclose  secret  reports  to  the 

Emperor  by  the  famous  minister 

Yen  Chen-ch‘ing. 

蜜  子  pills  mixed  with  honey, 
一 to  lubricate  the  passages. 

水  pills  made  without  any 
coating  or  mixture  but  the  simple 
drugs. 

彈九  a  pellet  or  bullet  for  a 
cross-bow. 

彈 九之地  a  pellet-sized  (i.e. 
tiny)  bit  of  land. 

睪九  the  testicles. 

結九  to  become  lumpy. 

松 柏九九  the  pines  and  the 
cypresses  grow  symmetrically. 

切糕九 PiUs  made  from  the 
fragments  of  dumpling  left  un¬ 

sold, — sc.  a bread  pills.” 

和 九教子  mixing  pills  to 
teach  her  son,  —  said  of  the 

mother  of  柳伸郢 Liu 

Chung-ying  of  .the  T‘ang  dyn¬ 
asty,  who  gave  her  son  bitter 

pills  to  prevent  him  from  dozing 
over  his  books. 

12,490 

汍 2
 

12.491 

R. 寒 

See 九 

Even  Lower. 

12.492 

R. 删 

See 頑 

Even  Lower. 

王
1
 

12,493  • R •陽漾 

C. 

H. 
F. 

yN.oa 
N.  wong 
P. 

M. 

Y.  ) wang 

Sz. K. 

J-o 

A.  vong 

Even  and Sinking 

Lower. 

wong 

九 泥亦可 封函關  with a  pellet  of  mud  I  could  close 
the  Han  pass, ― said  by  王遠 

Wang  Yuan  of  the  Han;  now 
used  in  the  sense  of  energy  and 
self-reliance. 

弄九  to  juggle  with  balls. 

探九  to  draw  lots, — as  was  the custom  in  an  Anarchist  society 
under  the  Emperor  Ch^ng  Ti, 

(4th  cent.)  red  and  black  balls 
meaning  various  o 伍 cials  to  be 

killed,  while  the  drawer  of  a  white 
ball  had  to  pay  funeral  expenses 
of  friends. 

To  shed  tears. 

汍瀾  to  weep  copiously. 

Numbness  in  the  hands 

or  feet. 

A  king  ；  a  prince  ；  a  ruler  ； 

royal. 

今爲 人王者 自思之 
let  the  rulers  of  the  present  day 
take  warning  by  this. 

唐王  the  Emperor, 一 used  of  the T‘ang  sovereigns. 

王爵  the  rank  of  prince. 
干 氏 literary  designation  of  the 

皇子  sons  of  the  Emperor under  the  present  dynasty. 

王府  a  king’s  palace ;  the  esta¬ blishment  of  the  princes  of  Im¬ 
perial  lineage. 

王大臣  the  prince  and  minis¬ ters, — who  formed  the  Tsung-ii Yamen. 

王如  a  prince’s  concubine. 

議政王  a  Prince  Regent. 

王  a  Prince.  Also,  the  Chi¬ 
nese  “Rip  van  Winkle,”  who 

spent  seven  days  with  the  Immor¬ 
tals,  a  term  equivalent  on  earth 
to  several  hundred  years.  See 
Biog.  Diet.,  2155. 

王
*
 

12,493 

王子 去求仙 Wang  Tzti went  to  try  to  obtain  immor¬ 
tality.  See  Biog.  Diet.,  2240. 

明王  wise  rulers. 先王  the  ancient  kings,  —  re¬ garded  as  fountains  of  wisdom. 

三王 （0 文王 wen  Wang, his  father,  and  grandfather;  (2) 

大禹  the  Great  Yu,  成备 
T‘ang  the  Completed,  and 

王  Wen  Wang  with  武王 

Wu  Wang,  these  last  two  count¬ 

ing  as  one. 

天 王  heavenly  prince, — name  of 3  stars  (Antares  and  err  Scorp.) 

in  the  zodiacal  constellation 

Also,  title  adopted  by  Hung 

Hsiu-ch^uan,  leader  of  the  T‘ai- 
p‘ing  rebels. 

天 王在位 ，化 成道昌 
when  the  Heavenly  Prince  (con¬ 

stellation)  is  dominant,  regener¬ 
ation  is  complete  and  truth  is 
triumphant. 

四天王  the  Four  Heavenly Kings, — who  guard  the  world 
against  the  attacks  of  evil  spirits. 
Sanskrit :  chaturniahardjas  or 

lokapalas.  Their  statues  are  seen 
at  the  entrance  to  Buddhist  tem¬ 

ples,  and  they  are  known  to  the 

Chinese  as  多聞  Vaishrama, 

持國  Dhritashtra,  增長 
Virudhafca,  and  廣目  Viru- 

paksha. 讀主 and 郡王 the  uncles or  brothers  and  cousins  of  the 

Emperor ;  princes  of  the  1  stand 2nd  orders. 

王 爺  your  Imperial  Highness, — 'to  a  prince,  as  above. 

王侯。 r 王公  princes  and nobles ;  the  high  nobility. 

王孫 a  prince’s  descendants; hence  Wang-sun,  a  double  sur¬ 
name.  Also,  an  ape,  [Manchu : wasuri  monio^\ 

王 室之胄  of  Imperial  lin¬ 
eage. 

王 estates  belonging  to  the 
Imperial  princes. 

王  rule:  sway. 主 &  the  throne  or  rank  of  a 

prince. 王城  -the  capital  of  one  of  the 
tributary  states,— 己 of  Korea 
and  Annam. 
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王
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番王  the  Mongol  princes. 

王事  Imperial  affairs. 

王 法  the  laws  of  the  land. 

王 法無親  the  law  takes  no 
count  of  relationship,  一  is  no 
respecter  of  persons. 

法王  the  prince  of  the  Law, — Buddha. 

王化  civilising  influence, — as  of 
good  government. 

王 化所不 及  beyond  the reach  of  civilisation. 

王夂  a  grandfather. 

王 春  the  i st  moon;  the  new 

year. 

王 不出頭 誰作主 if 
there  was  no  head  to  (t.e.  dot  on 

the  top  of) 王，  where  would 

主  be? 一 if  the  prince  did  not 
take  the  lead,  who  would  direct 
the  course  of  affairs? 

王 尋 ̂  or  王  Kochia  scopa- 
ria、 Schrad. 

王瓜  Thladiantha  dubia,  Bge. 

王 不留行  (in  central  China) small  reddish  seeds  from  a 

Leguminosa.,  (in  south  China) 
the  receptacles  of  a  species  of 

Ficus  \  (in  Peking)  Silene  aprica、 
Turcz.  [The  name  is  explained 

as  “King  can’t  prevent  it  from 

creeping.’’] 

Read  wang\  To  rule  ； 

to  govern. 

王 此 邦  t。 rule  over  this 
great  country. 

王 天  to  rule  over  the 
empire. 

以 木德王  he  reigned  under 
the  influence  of  the  “wood”  prin¬ 
ciple, — t.e.  the  national  colour 
was  that  which  corresponds  with 

wood,  sc.  see  2184. 

Read  wang\  To  go  to. 

下民之 .王  the  resort  of  the masses. 

昊天曰 明 ，及 爾出王 
God  is  intelligent,  and  is  with 

you  in  all  your  goings. 

12,494 

r •陽 

C.  hong、 wong 

H. ) 

Y.  I
  wonS

 

W.oa N.  wong 
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M. 
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Sz. 
K. 

bo 

A.  kang、 k-woung^ •woung 

Even  Upper. 

wang 

旺‘
 

12,495 

R •漾 

See 主 

Sinking 

Lower. 

A  crooked  or  rickety 

person  ；  feeble  ；  emaciated. See  8139. 

暴〆 危  to  expose  an  em¬ aciated  person  to  the  sun, — as 
a  means  of  putting  an  end  to  a drought. 

夏大旱 ，公欲 焚巫苊 
in  consequence  of  the  great 

drought  during  the  summer,  the 
duke  wished  to  burn  a  witch 
and  an  emaciated  person. 

賤 之如危  to  despise  as  a mere  weakling. 

足危傻 而懶步 went  as if  loth,  with  lagging  steps. 

危羸  out  of  condition, 一 as  hor¬ ses. 

危 織弱懦  puny  and  feeble - 生男 如狼猶 恐其危 
you  may  have  a  son  like  a  wolf 
(in  strength),  and  yet  you  fear lest  he  be  puny. 

Bright  ；  shining  ；  brilliant  ； 

blazing;  glorious ；  prosper¬ 
ous. 

火旺  the  blazing  of  fire. 

旺旺的  bright;  shining. 
發旺 t。  show  signs  of  vigour； 
to  prosper; 'to  flourish ;  to  make a  fortune. 

越 拔越長 的旺了 心 
more  they  pulled  it  out,  the  more 
luxuriantly  it  grew. 

興旺  prosperity. 

生 意興旺 trade  is  brisk- 

旺地  a  prosperous  place. 

火  _  旺地  ftres  break  out 
most  in  busy  places. 

旺 蓮  good  fortune;  great  luck. 

他的 蓮氣旺 his  luck  was 

good. 

血氣旺 in  good  health. 

丁財甲 旺  may  y°u  have 
both  children  and  wealth  in 
abundance ! 

健旺 01 ■壯 旺 .robust;  vigor¬ ous. 

旺相  hsiangx  堂  the  shrine  of| the  God  of  Wealth. 

12,496 

R. 養 

C. ) 

H.  \  wo
n^ 

F.  wong、 oung 

W.  yuoa 

N.  wong^  v. 

wang 

PM. 

Y.  j wang Sz. 
K. 

P 
A.  woung 

Rising  Upper. 

To  do  or  suffer  a  wrong  ； 

oppression,  as  opposed  to 

縱 ,99i ;  crooked,  as  op¬ posed  to 直  1 846.  In  vain ; 
useless  ;  nugatory  ；  petty 
{see  3494). 

寃 枉  a  wrong ;  a  grievance.  See 

3831- 

大 寃大枉  truly  a  great 

wrong! 

呼枉  to  proclaim  one’s  wrongs. 

無 枉無縱  without  injustice 
and  without  leniency. 

屈枉人  to  act  unjustly  towards 

people. 

&  the  spirit  of  a  man  who has  died  through  injustice, 

枉死城  the  abode  of  the  above spirits  in  the  nether  world. 

壤 衣輕粧  to  spoil  one*s  clo¬ 
thes  and  destroy  one’s  get-up^^* in  order  to  look  ugly. 

枉矢  a  crooked  arrow. 

舉直 錯諸枉  employ  the upright,  and  put  aside  the crooked. 

枉誓願  to.  force  t0  nmke  a 

vow. 

矯枉 t。  straighten  or  right 
wrongs. 

矯枉退 直㈣正 >  t。 straighten  the  crooked  beyond 

the  straight,  一  so  that  it  is 
still  crooked ;  used  of  excessive measures. 

枉尺 而谊尋  to  bend  a  foot 
and  straighten  a  fathom, — to  do 
a  small  wrong  to  secure  a  great 

good. 但事 旣矯枉  but  since  this 
would  be  a  very  exaggerated 
proceeding. 

‘然  in  vain. 枉爲 走一遭 y。11  have 
taken  your  trip  in  vain. 

枉法  to  render  the  law  nugatory. 

枉費心 思  waste  of  thought. 

枉 居人世 to  & nousein 
the  world. 

不 祍了一 番工夫 y。11 have  not  altogether  wasted  your time. 

枉駕。 r 枉臨。 r 祍顧 t。 
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廷 
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R •漾 
See 王 
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Lower. 
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R •養 

wong 

C. 

H. 
F. 

lyiioa 

N.  wong 
P. 

M. 

Y. 丨  wang 
Sz. 

K. 

J •泛 A.  vang 

Rising  Lower. 

waste  time  in  going  to  visit, — 
used  conventionally. 

承 示於明 日 後日枉 

you  inform  me  that  to-mor¬ 

row  or  the  next  day  you  are 

going  to  waste  your  time  in 
coming  to  see  me： 

Expanse  of  water. 

汪子  a  pool. 
汪洋 OT 汪洋 大海 the 
open  sea;  expanse  of  ocean.  • 

藍汪 i 王 的天 an  expanse  of 
blue  sky. 

大量 汪容。 w 主汪千 

頃波  of  great  ocean-like  capa¬ 
city, — for  forgiveness,  forbear¬ 
ance,  etc.;  magnanimous. 

汪汪  in  abundance, 一 of  water. 

涙汪任  tearfully- 

To  go ;  to  travel.  To  be 
afraid  of.  To  deceive. 

魂连起 若有亡  frighten¬ ed  almost  to  death. 

子 無我起  do  not  frighten me. 

人實  people  are  de¬ 
ceiving  you.  [女 =汝.] 

是起 吾兄也  it  was  I  who 
deceived  my  elder  brother. 

Same  as  12,494. 

To  go  ；  to  proceed  to¬ 

wards  ； to  visit.  Past *,  gone； 
formerly. 

往矣 be  off! 
往反。 r 往還 OT 往轉 OT 

往復  to  go  and  come  back. 

前往  to  proceed  to. 

往前走  to  go  to  the  front;  to 
advance；  to  marry  again,  of  a 

widow.  0 

佐後 沉 往下  hereafter. 

往 狻頭走  to  go  to  the  back. 

發往  to  banish  to. 

往1
 

12,500 

牲 
12,501 

朽 個往回  to  go  there  and back. 

來往  to  come  and  to  go;  to 
and  fro;  intercourse ;  dealings 

兩下兒 有來往 the  _ parties  visit  one  another.  Also 

used  of  an  intimacy  where  co-n- 
tributions  are  exchanged  on  the 
occasion  of  weddings,  deaths,  etc. 

有信來  letters  pass  be tween  us. 

往 來寒熱  cold  and  heat  al¬ ternating, — of  fever  and  ague. 

寒 來暑往  when  cold  comes, 
heat  goes. ， 何往。 r 往那 裏— 
whither  are  you  going  ? 

往 好裏學  direct  your  studies towards  what  is  good. 

向往  (wa?ig%)  the  bent  of  the mind. 

以指 畫向往  as  a  means of  indicating  (by  gesture)  one’s intention. 

往性  obstinate. 往晤  to  have  an  interview  with 

吾輩亦 不先往 we  (the Consuls)  will  also  not  make  the 
first  visit, 一 to  him. 

to  go  and  arrest. 

往日。 r 往時。 r 往年。 r 
往世。 r 往古。 r 往昔 
past  time;  past  ages. 

前日 無怨 ，往 日無仇 
there  has  never  been  any  grudge 

or  ill-feeling  between  us. 

往 時遺風  antiquated  no¬ 
tions. 

往常  constantly ;  usually. 

往 往如此  it  is  often  thus. 

古人往 往有之 verycom - mon  with  the  ancients, — of  a 
literary  turn. 

― ' '深 1齋  a  li^long  and  un¬ 
faltering  devotion, — to  some  per¬ 
son  or  subject. 

往罪  past  sins. 
往事 休題1 et  bygones  be bygones.  See  2292. 

Same  as  1 2,500. 

亡,
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R •陽虞 

C.  mongy  viou H.  mong、 wu F.  wong^  u 

W ,:voa、 vu N.  vong、 vu 

P. 

M. 

v  wang、 wt 

Sz. 

K.  mang、 mu 

J.  bo、 bid、 bu、 
mo 

A.  vong、 vou 
Even  Lower. 

To  go  away;  to  be  ab 

sent  ；  escaped  ；  lost  ；  des¬ 

troyed  ； dead.;  gone,  as  op¬ 

posed  to 存  i  ",972. 

出亡  to  flee;  to  become  a fugi- 

. tive. 

人 之云亡  (good)  men  are going  away. 

民 卒流亡  the  people  are  all 
wandering  fugitives. 

窺亡 而報之  watched  the opportunity  of  his  being  out  to 
return  the  visit. 

人亡 人得  one  man’s  loss  is 
another  man’s  gain. 

亡失  lost;  gone. 

亡 不可複 見 gone,  never  to 
be  seen  again ;  dead. 

無  f  亡 者  nothing  was  mis¬ 

sing. 

亡金 the  missing  money. 

parents  both  dead. 

鳄晋 亡友， 交最善 ve7 
intimate  with  my  dead  friend. 

亡夫  a  dead  husband. 

亡過 died. 

亡 沒。 r 死 t：  c>r 亡 故 
perished ;  dead  and  gone. 

亡靈  deserted, — as  a  house. 

亡 是公 a  term  for  an  imagin¬ ary  person  in  fiction. 

敢亡  defeat  and  death. 

陣亡  to  die  in  battle. 
亡人  a  fugitive;  an  exile. 

未亡人  one  who  has  not  died; .'Used  specially  of  widows;  I,  the 
widow. 

不隨 死而亡 M  to  perish 
at  death, — to  have  an  undying 

reputation.  、 

雖 終而不 trthough  d—g， not^to  perish  utterly. 

曷 維萁亡  how  can  it  be  for- 
gotten  ?— of  grief. 

亡新  the  accursed  Wang  Mang, — the  usurper. 

亡命  to  abscond;  to  evade  (jus¬ 

tice.) 

亡命徒  a  ruffian  ready  for  any crime. 
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Sinking 
Lower. 

Read  Not；  without. 
See  8121. 

亡幾。 rt； 何  in  a  little  while. 

亡 而爲有  having  not,  and 
yet  affecting  to  have. 

貧亡  very  poor. 

今 也則亡  there  is  not  now 
such  another  as  he. 

Erroneous  ；  false ;  wrong ; 

incoherent  ；  foolish  ;  wild  ； 
reckless. 

離 妄無眞  without  error, 
there  cannot  be  truth. 

認 妄爲眞 ，雖 眞亦妄 
to  regard  error  as  truth  does 
not  make  error  into  truth. 

妄 作妄爲  disorderly  be¬ haviour. 

切不 可妄爲  pray,  let  there 
be  no  disorderly  behaviour. 

從 今後不 敢妄爲 
henceforth  I  will  not  venture  to 
misbehave. 

^  ̂   or  ̂   ̂   to  accuse falsely. 

妄證  false  witness. 

妄 語  to  tell  a  deliberate  lie. 

妄追  a  wrongful  claim. 

眞 實無妄  genuinely  honest 
and  without  guile. 

妄 冒  to  falsely  assume  the  name of. 

妄取  to  misappropriate;  to  pe¬ 
culate；  to  squeeze. 

$  wild  or  unfounded  stories. 

不 妄與人  he  did  not  reck¬ lessly  give  them  to  people. 

妄 殺  to  give  no  quarter. 

妄人  a  brutish  fellow. 
妄想  to  indulge  in  vain  hopes. 

妄 想爬高  vainly  hoping  to 
attain  eminence,— as  the  frog 
who  longed  to  be  a  wild  swan. 

妄對  to  answer  at  random, — 
without  thought. 

wild  or  rash  criticisms. 

狂 妄  rowdy ;  disorderly  ；  hare¬ 
brained. 

妄‘
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妄 自尊大  to  wildly  boast oneself. 

議  wild  counsels;  reckless  pro¬ 

posals. 

To  forget  ；  to  be  absent- minded. 

忘本  to  forget  the  source, — from which  one  has  acquired  anything 

valuable;  to  be  ungrateful. 

忘食  forgetful  of  food, 一 as  when 
preoccupied. 

受 恩貪忘  do  '  not  forget  a  j kindness. 

忘恩， 思小怨 forgetful  of kindness  while  mindful  of  petty wrongs. 

不 能忘情 1  can  never  f°rget> 一 old  times,  love,  kindness,  etc. 

實有 遺忘1  really  forget, — I where  I  met  you. 

忘死了  I  clean  forgot. 中心 藏之何 日忘之 
’tis  stored  up  in  my  heart,  how 
can  I  ever  forget  ? 

守 此忘彼  mindful  of  one  and  | forgetting  the  other. 

忘年  a  friendship  in  which  dif-i ference  of  years  is  forgotten. 

忘神  to  be  out  of  one’s  senses. 
坐忘  to  be  in  a  state  of  mental 
abstraction. 

忘 者之心  the  intelligence  of the  absent-minded, — is  like  dead 
ashes;  see  9350. 

好— 4 忘 ，蠢求 記事珠 
he  who  is  given  to  forgetting 
should  seek  the  memory  pearl, 

一 such  as  was  given  as  a  pre- 

sent  to 張說  Chang  Yiieh  of 

the  T‘ang  dynasty,  and  by  hold¬ 
ing  which  in  his  hand  he  could 
recall  anything  which  had  slipped his  memory. 

忘 八蛋。 '•忘 八羔子 
turtle’s  egg  or  spawn, — a  term of  abuse ;  see  6421. 

忘憂 wine. Read  wang~ . 

3 已  or  忘却  to  forget. 

忘不了 忘不到 ot 忘 

不下  I  shan’t  forget  it. 這件 事我竟 忘下咯 
I  keep  on  forgetting  this. 

芒 
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A.  vong 

Sinking  - 

Lower. 

See  7655. 

See  7650. 

Same  as  12,502. 

Wild,  random  talk. 

The  full  moon；  see  4480. 

To  face ；  to  gaze  at；  to 

keep  a  look-out  ；  to  look  for; 

to  expect；  to  hope；  ambi¬ 
tion  7504).  See  10,176; 

12,185.  [Commonly  writ¬ ten  as  below.] 

望 日0 r  3^. 月 心 15  th  day of  the  moon, — because  on  that 

day  the  moon  faces  the  sun. 

望日蓮  the  sunflower. 

七月 望前 三日。 n  ‘ third  day  before  full  moon  in 

the  7th  month, — I  wrote  this 
preface.  ♦  Cf.  three  days  before 
the  Ides. 

日 望一日 ，年 望一年 
day  after  day  and  year  after  year. 

竿  ̂   to  look  at;  to  see. 

望不見 unable  to  see;  out  of 
sight. 

望看 or 探望 to  go  to  see; to  visit. 

他东 遠不來 望看我 
he  never  comes  to  see  me. 

望親  to  visit  relatives. 

望 候望候 t。 visit. 
望他 就打  airned  a  blow  at 

him. 

人 望 所歸  a  point  on  which 
all  eyes  converge;  a  cynosure ; 
a  centre  of  hopes. 

虧朝望  to  fail  to  keep  up 
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appearances  at  Court, — as  by 
appearing  in  an  unsuitable  dress. 

望 遠  to  gaze  to  a  distance， 

望  to  stand  on  tiptoe  to  look； 
on  the  tiptoe  of  expectation. 

引領而 望  t0  c<rane  the  neck to  look. 

望穿 雙眼。 r 望穿秋 
to  bore  through  with  both 

eyes  by  gazing, — used  of  a4ong- 
expectant  attitude. 

望  a  look-out;  a  signal-station； 
the  “bridge”  on  a  ship.  See 

4258. 

望  a  “bridge,”  as  above. 

望 樓  a  look-out;  a  signal-station. 
See  7343. 

望 準  to  take  bearings. 

在 望  within  view. 

望 風補影 tQ  gaze  at  wind 
and  seize  shadow, 一 used  of  un¬ 
realities,  false  rumours,  etc. 

君*  ̂   watching  for  the  sover¬ 
eign^  return, — a  name  for  the 
figures  which  crown  the  pillars 

at  the  main  gateway  of  the  Im¬ 

perial  palace. 

stone  pillars  at  the  tombs 

of  persons  of  position. 

望望然 之 he  walked 
away  with  a  haughty  air. 

望不能 or 望不到 to  long 
for;  to  be  anxious  for.  [In  Nan¬ 
king,  the  first  is  used  in  the 

sense  of  _  ̂  ;  see  8135.] 

望 長久遠 intended  to  be 
permanent. 

7J\  to  look  forward  to  the 

receipt  of  instructions ;  also  = 

please  inform  me. 

盼-望  to  earnestly  hope.  See 
8644. 

失逢0 r  絶望  t0  lose  hoPe. 

絶  之詞  an  ejaculation  of 
despair, — as  Alas! 

諸人 議論大 失孤望 
the  discussion  has  dashed  Our 

hopes. 

無  without  hope. 

裱 也休〆 十 分大望 
and  don’t  you  expect  too  much ! 

^  ver^  ambitious. 

^  contrary  to  expecta¬ 
tion. 

12,509 

令聞  wW  令 the  subject *  of  praise,  the  object  of  hope. 

喜 出望外 overjoyed. 望  the  hope  of  the  people. 

遂 怨 望  after  which  he  had a  feeling  of  resentment, — and 
desire  for  vengeance. 

窃有 望於後 之君子 
也  I  venture  to  place  my  trust 
in  some  future  man  of  the  su¬ 

perior  order. 

望 海謀 生  to  look  to  the  sea for  a  living. 

学 切  to  earnestly  hope;  expect¬ 
antly. 

望 切雲霓  longing  for  clouds and  for  (the  absence  of)  a  rain¬ 
bow, 一 during  a  drought;  sc,  earn¬ 
estly  desiring. 

有厚 望焉1  earnestly  hope 
SO. 

望想  to  long  for. 
long  hoped-for；  long  at¬ 

tempted. 

桂 1、 望  to  be  anxious  about. 

学  ̂   to  beg;  to  request. 

单  ̂   to  entreat. 
望 龙 ̂or  鄕 望  people  who  are respected  in  a  neighbourhood. 

审  highly  distinguished. 

望六。 1 ■望 花甲 in  siSht  of 
sixty. 

我是望 六的人 1  am nearly  sixty. 

望小 山而去 he  went  away towards  the  hill. 

二  +  ― »  _  twenty-one families  in  all. 

望 江  Cassia  s  op  her  a  ̂   L. 
Also,  Senecio  japonic  us  y  Sch.  Bp. 

望 帝  a  Ssuch*uan  name  for  the 
goatsucker.  See  Biog.  Diet,  un- 

der  杜宇  Tu  Yti. 

望  the  driver  of  the  chariot 
of  the  moon. 

望 雲 雖  a  famous  horse  be¬ longing  to  the  Emperor  Te 

Tsung  of  the  T'ang  dynasty.  It 
was  the  only  one  out  of  eight 
to  survive  the  hardships  of  a 

campaign  in  Ssuch^uan. 

璧 
12,510 

^2,511 

R •養 

See 網 

Rising  Lower. 

罔3
 

12,512 

R •養 

W.  voa、 vi 0 a 

See 網 

Rising  Lower. 

惘 3
 

R. 養 

N.  mohg 

See 網 

Rising  Lower. 

Same  as  12,509. 

A  net.  Radical  122. 

A  net;  see  12,515.  Not; 

without.  To  deceive  (see 

7809)  ；  in  vain.  [To  be  dis¬ 
tinguished  from  岡 5894.] 

天之 ，降罔  God  is  letting down  his  net, — is  sending  cala¬ 
mities  upon  mankind. 

神 罔時怨  the  spirits  had  no 
occasion  for  dissatisfaction. 

阁敷 求先王 yQU  d。 DC)t widely  study  the  former  kings* 

士  也罔極  it is  you， 由， who transgress  the  right. 

視人罔 極  a  man  can  be  seen 
through  and  through,  一  when 

standing  face  to  face. 

_  水行舟  to  sail  a  boat  with¬ 
out  water. 

罔有 攸猶 there  can  be  no 
forgiveness  for  him. 

問大罔  /J、 n0  matter  whether great  or  small. 

胃 然  irresolute;  undecided. 

不可 奈罔。 ne  must  not  be 
treacherous  and  false. 

罔 上  to  deceive  one’s  superiors. 

欺 天罔人 to  deceive  God 
and  man. 

學而不 思則罔 learninS 
without  thought  is  labour  lost. 

罔兩 财 12,518. 
罔象  an  imaginary  *  monster 
which  devours  the  brains  of  the 

dead  underground. 

To  lose  one’s  self-poss¬ 
ession. . 、  .  •  • 

f B  irresolute;  undecided. 

t 罔  _  disc
oncerted. 
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 3 12,514 R •養 

See 網 

Rising  Lower. 

網
 3 I2，P5 

R •養 

C.  mong 

H.  miong 

F.  wong^  v. - 

maong^ 
W.  fnoa 

N.  vong、 mong 
P. 
M. 
Y. 

Sz. 

K.  ntang 

J.  bo、 mo 
A.  vong 

Rising  Lower. 

wang 

2,Sl6 R •養 

Sec 罔 

Rising  Lower. 

Same  as  12,517.  桐菓 
is  used  at  Canton  for  the 

mango. 

A  net ；  network；  a  web. 

See  10,32 1. 

一張網 a  net. 

— *  網  盡  t。 catch  all  (the 
fishes)  with  one  throw  of  the  net. 

設網 張網。 1 •布網 tQ set  a  net. 

撒網  to  make  a  cast  with  a  net. 

漏網  to  slip  through  the  net,- 
to  escape  from  justice. 

脫 了羅網  got  out  of  the  net； 
escaped. 

自投 羅網， 別怨人 
when  you  voluntarily  jump  into 
the  net,  do  not  blame  others. 

網 開三®  he  opened  the  net 
on  three  sides, 一 referring  to  a 

story  of  湯  T*ang  who  insisted 

that  a  fowler  should  open  his 
net  as  above,  so  that  only  those 

birds  might  be  caught  whose 

destiny  was  clearly  in  that  di¬ 
rection. 

天:網  the  net  of  God, — which 
catches  sinners. 

天 網恢恢 ，疎 而不漏 
the  net  of  God  is  vast  and  its 

meshes  great,  but  no  one  escapes. 

大 網襟大 魚 big  nets  catch 
big  fishes.  Used  figuratively  of 
financial  operations. 

塵網。 r 時網  the  entangle¬ 
ments  of  mortality.  See  9921. 

網絡  network  on  the  top  of  a 
sedan-chair. 

網利  to  net  profit. 

To  slander ;  to  accuse 
falsely 

高歌返 故室， 自調非 
所欣  he  returned  home  sing¬ 
ing  songs  (Le.  with  a  light  heart), 
for  falsehood  was  not  to  his  mind. 

輞 ^,5^7 

R. 養 

See 網 

Rising  Lower. 

m 
12,518 

r. 養 

N,  vong 

See 網 

RisiDg  Lower. 

X 

R 陽 

See 危 

Even  Upper. 

12,520 

爲,
 

12,52  1 

R •支寘 

C.  wai 

H.  wei 

\  oui^ 

W •少云 
N； 

P. 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 

K.z J.i、 

A. 

Even  and Sinking 

Lower. 

The  felloe  of  a  wheel. 

牙網  spokes  and  felloe. 

九輞 十八顆 there  are  18 spokes  to  9  divisions  of  the  felloe； 
一 in  the  wheel  of  a  Peking  cart. 

A  sprite ;  an  elf.  An 
animal  which  eats  deac 

men’s  brains.  It  fears  pine- 
trees  anjd  tigers  ；  hence  the 

former  are  planted  at  gra 

ves， and  stone  tigers  are 
also  set  up. 

魍魅 問 _  w 曰 the  Pe: n umbra  said  to  the  Umbra. 

民 卻神仙 ，故 魍魎魑 

魅 莫能害  the  people  fear the  gods,  and  so  the  spirits  of 
river  and  mountain  are  not  able 
to  hurt  them. 

Lame.  Radical  43. 

Same  as  12,519. 

To  do.  To  make.  To 

cause.  To  be.  See  12,580. 

無爲  to  do  nothing;  to  remain 
passive；  (the  doctrine  of)  in¬ 
action  ; non-interference ;  Quiet¬ 
ism.  Name  of  a  Department  in 
Anhui.  See  wei\  below. 

無 爲 ，無所 不爲也 
do  nothing,  and  there  is  nothing 
which  cannot  be  done. 

上德 無爲而 無不爲 

也  perfect  virtue  does  nothing, 
yet  accomplishes  everything. 

上‘仁 爲之而 無以爲 
也  perfect  charity  operates,  but 
without  a  cause,— it  must  be 

spontaneous. 

上 義爲之 而 有以爲 

也  perfect  duty  to  one’s  neigh- 

爲1
 

12,521 

bour  operates,  but  with  a  cause, 

一 it  is  evoked  by  circumstances. 

無 爲之業  the  business  or 
occupation  of  inaction;  dolce far niente、 

無 舞之教 the  do-nothing 
doctrine, — as  taught  by  Lao  Tzu 
and  the  early  Taoists. 

無 爲自然  to  do  nothing  and to  be  as  one  is, — without  effort, 

自然 也者卽 無爲之 

異稱  tzU  jan  (spontaneity)  is only  another  name  for  wu  wei 
(inaction). 

無能爲  it  is  impossible  to  be done. 

王 問胡爲  Wang  asked  him 
what  he  was  doing. 

我不爲 1  won’t  do  it. 所爲  that  which  is  done;  acts； deeds. 

君子之 所爲， 衆人固 

不識也  what  the  superior 
man  does,  the  masses  do  not 
understand. 

任 其 所爲 let  him  do  as  he 

likes* 

人必 有所不 爲而狻 

有所爲  that  which  man  does 
not  do  must  precede  that  which he  does  do. 

無所 不爲  there  is  nothing 
which  he  does  not  do;  he  sticks at  nothing. 

爲 所欲爲 tQ  dQ  what 

wants  tet  do. 

不知 所爲1  did  not  know 
what  I  was  doing. 

有爲 ，必 有 所以爲 
where  something  is  done,  there 
is  necessarily  something  by  which 

it  is  done；  every  effect  has  its cause. 

有 作有爲 to  be  a  man  of 
action；  to  be  energetic. 

爲非 作歹.  to  act  wickedly 

靡 不敢爲  there  is  nothing 
which  he  dares  not  do. 

莫爲  do  not  do.  Also,  there is  no  Cause,  referring  to  the 
theory  of  chance  taught  by  季 

眞  Chi  Chen.  See  9896. 

何爲  what  is.".?  what  is  this? what  will  he  do?  what  are  you 

doing?  See  wei、 

one 
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；. 

何爲 是盛族 hc)W  dQes  he 
come  to  be  your  relative? 

借問 何爲者 i ask， Wh。 
are  these  men? 

腿 與足以 木爲者 心 
legs  and  feet  were  ipade  of  wood. 

何 以伐爲  what  has  he  t0  do 
with  attacking  it? 

爲 之  see  weix  and  7423, 12,407. 
由是 終身不 複爲之 
henceforth,  to  the  end  of  his 

days,  he  never  played  (polo) 

again. 

汝安 則爲之 if  yQU  feel  at 
ease  (in  doing  it),  do  it. 

吾亦爲 之 even  s。， 1  would 
do  it. 

皆以 金爲之 were  a11  made 
of  gold.  See  12,407. 

以 角爲之 made  of  horn- 

署 爲之徴 the  Gffice  was 
destroyed  by  fire. 

爲之 於去有 act  before  the 
necessity  arises.  See  weix  • 

約 四十丈 布爲之 
taking  about  400  feet  of  cloth 
to  make  therj. 

且爲 之夫者 besides， her 
husband,— would  not  have  been 
etc. 

不可 爲之計 a  <<counsel  °f 
perfection.” 

爲 詩  to  make,  a  poem. 
莊子 爲此又 何以爲 

子*  if  Chuang  Tzti  made  this 
stuff,  what  made  him  Chuang 

Tzti? 一 the  great  writer  he  is. 

欲 以朱: 君  they  wanted 
tQ  make  Sung  their  king. 

不可爲 也  it  be  work- 
ed  up,  handled,  manipulated,  etc. 
See  9819. 

功 4 示可爲 fame  should 
not  be  made  for,  aimed  at. 

疾不 可爲也 the  disease  is 
incurable. 

胃  ̂   to  be  important. 

五者 闕一則 未焉能 
if  one  of  these  five  points  is 

wanting  in  Hrti,  he  will  not  be 

able  to  be,— filial.  J 

爲滿  for  a  period  of  … 

爲照 ot 爲憑。 r 爲據 as 
a  proof. 

爲 
12,21 

t 

%  _  as  a  wi
tness. 

爲時  to  last;  to  endure. 

爲盜 t。 rob. 

爲學  to  study. 

^  ̂   to  use
  force. 

^  ̂   to  aid  and
  abet. 

爲禮  to  perform  a  courtesy. 

爲 頭的。 r 爲首 the  chief or  head ;  the  leader. 

爲  to  have  a  plan  or  means. 

爲其 友所知 t。 cause  his friends  to  know. 

爲政  t。 govern. 
爲理  to  arrange;  to  settle. 

人  to  be  a  man;  class  of  man; 
a  man’s  character.  See  wei\ 
and  5624. 

爲 乂在世 to  be  a  man among  men;  as  one  of  mankind. 

其 爲人也 as  a  man， he … [see  10,387). 

使 後世知 其爲人 s。 
that  posterity  may  know  what 
sort  of  a  man  he  was. 

爲 人子的 當孝 &  a  son a  man  should  be  filial.  See  5624. 

prohibited.  0 

爲 善  to  be  virtuous ;  to  be  satis¬ factory. 

爲期。 1 ■爲限 as  a  limit  Df time. 

^  _  as  a  business  or 
 means  of livelihood. 

%  望  is  what  he  hopes.
 

爲是  to  be  right  or  correct. 

以 去爲是 tc>  consider  it  right 
.to  go. 

以此爲 先 t0  Put  this  first， — in  importance. 

以不 ^ 爲言 alleging  un- willingness. 

不以 爲然 nQt  to 咖邮 as 
right;  not  to  agree  with 

不以 爲取、 nc)t  t。 regard  as a  cause  for  shame. 

以爲 不可。 r 不 以爲 
to  regard  as  impracticable 

or  improper. 

爲官  to  be  an  official. 

12,521 

1 

爲者難 ，爲 臣不易 it  is 
difficult  to  be  a  sovereign  and 

not  easy  to  be  a  minister. 

—朝爲 天子。 ne  fine  mQl> ning  he  became  Emperor. 

爲 今之計 a  plan  for  the present  juncture. 

羞與爲 伍  ashamed  of  being 
his  companion. 

Read  wei\  Because  of； 

for;  by；  to;  on  behalf  of； wherefore. 

爲何。 r 爲 甚麽。 r 爲着 

狗*  故  why?  for  what  reason  ? 

你 爲何知 我賤名 hQw do  you  come  to  know  my  name? 

何 爲  __4 來爲 what has  he  come  to  do? 

奚勞謝 爲 why  bother  (a benefactor)  with  thanks?— better 

repay  by  deeds. 

^  ̂   on  account  of  this. 

^  ̂   on  acco
unt  of. 

爲的是  the  object  being....; 
with  a  view  to.... 

未 必無爲 there  must  be  a 
cause. 

爲利  for  gain. 
爲己  for  oneself. 爲我  the  egoistic  or  selfish  sys¬ tem  of  ̂   Yang  Chu  was 
so  called.  See  12,680. 

非 以爲自 爲王也 it  is 
not  for  my  own  sake  but  for  ray 

sovereign’s. 

爲 笼 誦之  he  rePeated  i(: 
 tC) 

the  king. 

食 國致命 to  die  for  one’s 

country. 

爲 公爲私 on  public  and  pri- 
vate  grounds. 

今之學 者爲人 
now'a' 

days,  men  study  with  a  view  to 

the  approbation  of  others. 

爲  w/  *  人爲 (wet1)  to  act  on behalf  of  others.  See  12,680  and 

1  wei
1. 

不知 者以爲 爲 

肉  those  who  did  fiot  know thought  it  was  on  account  of 
the  meat 

195 



有 爲 爲 1 之 he  had a  reason  for  doing  so. 

爲之 敦死  would  die  for  him. See  weiK 

府主不 爲之理 the  Pre. 
feet  did  not  set  the  matter  right 
for  him. 

至骨 爲之析 sq  that  the 
bone  was  broken  by  it, — of 
blow. 

爲之 蓋棺乃 去 having 
covered  up  his  coffin  for  him, 

they  departed. 

有一歌 ，請 爲歌之 
I  have  a  song  which  I  should 
like  to  sing  to  you. 

爲捕 殺執去  he  was  seized 
by  the  constables. 

爲守 光所殺  he  was  slain 
by  [Liu]  Shou-kuang. 

毬  ̂  鐵所擊 the  ball  being struck  by  the  iron  (hammer)”" 

爲此  on  this  account. 

爲 此照會 i  therefore  send 
this  despatch. 

爲 照覆事  in  the  matter  of 
a  reply  to  your  despatch. 

False;  pretended ；  coun¬ 

terfeit；  artificially  produced. 

Colloquially  also  read  wei%. 

虛僞  false;  fictitious. 

僞神  a  false  god. 
作僞 t。  act  hypocritically；  for¬ 
ged,  as  a  book  etc. 

若 谭作者 if  faked， -as  sham antiques. 

僞 作不得  couldn’t  be  for- 
ged, — as  a  document. 

僞 爲不知  pretended  not  to 
know. 

僞充  to  falsely  pretend  to  be. 

至. 誠而無 僞 thoroughly sincere  and  without  guile. 

僞念  having  false  thoughts； 
false-hearted. 

遷僞 周總戎  was  appoint- 
ed  Brigade  General  under  the 
pretended  Chou  dynasty  (a.d. 
690). 

無 載爾僞  let  nothing  be 
done  in  hypocrisy. 

僞器 m  1124. 

僞 4
 

12, S22 

爲 
12,523 R •支紙 See 爲僞 

Even  and 

Rising  Lower. 

12.524 

r ■紙 

see 爲 

Rising  Lower. 

齊 
3 

/mf 

12.525 

R •紙 

See 爲 

Rising  Lower. 

w 
12,526 

R •紙隹 
Sel! 爲極 

J.  ki、 kwai、 ke 
A.  sJiwai'vi 
Rising  and 

Even  Lower 
and  Upper. 

tn 

12,5260 

韋
 5 

12,527 
R •微屌 

H.  cwei,  Lwei 

F.  Sui、 oui1- 

See  —葦 

Even  and 

Rising  Lower. 
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僞錢  counterfeit  money. 
僞  造  to  counterfeit;  to  fabricate, as  false  documents. 

低僞  spurious;  adulterated. 
人 之性惡 ，其 善者僞 

也  man’s  nature  is  evil,  his 
goodness  is  artificially  produced 

Disconcerted；  ill  at  ease 

Elegant;  handsome. 

Grass  ；  plants.  Name  of 

a  place  in  the  晉  Chin 
State. 

于苜  name  of  a  song  矽元 

德秀  Yuan  Te-hsiu.  of  the T‘ang  dynasty. 

To  open  a  door；-  to develop. 

1 門而 與之曹  opened the  door  and  spoke  with  him. 

堂堂 陣自鬮 quietly  the line  of  battle  deploys. 

See  5162. 

see 
A  prepared  hide  ; 

6073.  A  thong  of  leather 

See  3986.  Radical  178. 

佩韋  ac  leather  girdle. 

依  ̂   in  harmony. 韋陀  the  Vedas.  Also,  the  name 
of  a  Bodhisattva  who  stands,  with 
drawn  sword,  at  the  door  of  every 
Buddhist  monastery. 

.rfA.z 早 

12,527 

圍 2
 

12,529 

R •微 

C.  wai H.  wei 

F.  ui W.yii 
N.  wei、 y.yii 
P. 

M. 

Y.  
wet 

Sz. K.  vji, 

hi 

A.  vi 
Even  I  ver. 

石韋  thongs  to  unite  tablets the  fronds  of  the  Polypodium 

lingua、 Sw.,  a  fern  used  as  medi¬ 
cine. 

12,528 

R •眉 

H.  cwei 

F.  ̂ wi 
W.  yii\ 

hi? 

See 葦 

Rising 

Irregular. 

不韋 an  old  name  of 永昌 

府 加  Prefecture  of  Yung- 
ch‘ang， in  Yunnan. 

•  Great^  powerful  ；  strong 
fine-looking；  extraordinary 
See  6495. 

實 天地 之 偉器也 truly the  mightiest  instrument  in  heav¬ en  and  earth, 一 of  the  pen.  \Cf. 

Byron,  “that  mighty  instrument 

of  little  men.’’] 

偉男子  a  fine  fellow. 英偉  a  brave  man；  a  hero. 

俊偉  a  fine,  handsome  man. 

帝偉  ̂   the  Emperor  was  much impressed  by  his  appearance. 

識者 或偉之 my  acquain 
tances  might  think  it  strange. 

To  surround；  to  hem  in; 

to  besiege;  to  “drive,”  as 
game.  Circumference.  A 

span  with  the  fingers  or 
with  the  outstretched  arms. 
Used  with  12,540. 

圍住了  surrounded. 
好些 人杷他 圍住了 
he  was  surrounded  by  a  crowd. 

重 重 c^ung^  圍住 
surrouiyied  by  several  lines,— of  troops. 

殺出重 （々W1 圍 to  cut 
one’s  way  through*  surrounding 
forces, 一 and  get  out. 

四 面圍之  to  surround, — as 
a  city,  as  an  animal  one  wants to  catch,  etc 

圍牆  a  surrounding  wall. 
圍城 t。  besiege  a  city. 
範 圍  plan  for  besieging；  bounds; sphere ;  scope.  See  3429. 

其 範圍尙 須椎廣 心 scope  must  be  still  further  en¬ larged. 

圍  to  break  through  the  lines, 
— to  the  relief  of  besieged. 
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圍 
[2,529 

解圍  to  break  up  the  lines  ofj 
besiegers;  to  separate  and  pacify 
persons  fighting. 

圍 困  besieged;  enclosed. 

圍鐃。 r 圍 環。 r 圍裹 t。 
enclose ;  to  enwrap;  to  environ. 

把他圍 在當中 they  sur- rounded  him. 

圍桌。 r 圍褂  the  curtain  or 
valance  to  a  table. 

園  a  folding  screen. 

九 圍  the  nine  divisions  of  the 
empire. 

圍 the  top  or  hood  of  a  cart 
or  chair. 

圍子。 r  土圍子  a  mud 
rampart. 

圍闊  a  sluice. 

圍捕。 r 圍拿  to  surround  and 
capture. 

圍權。 r  圍擁  to  press  round. 

圍棋  the  surrounding  game  or 
Game  of  War, — the  object  in 
which  is  to  place  pips  or  men 

on  a  large-sized  draught-board 
in  such  a  way  as  to  enclose  and 

appropriate  territory. 

下圍棊  to  have  a  game  of 
wei-ch^i. 

見二 人圍棋 saw  tw。 men 
playing  wei-chH、 

圍 ‘ 兒 a  bib. 

鬧  兒 *  a  cholera-belt  or  flan¬ nel  round  the  waist. 

圍搜  to  surround  and  search 
out. 

打 圍  to  drive  game；  to  hunt. 

圍場  a  hunting-ground. 

打圍玩 观心 兒 to  play  the 
hunt  game, 一 a  favourite  game 
with  Bannermen. 

打飯圍  to  cadge  for  meals;  to 
sponge. 

打茶圍  to  go  a  round  of  the 
brothels. 

親 自合圍  to  take  part  in  the 
hunt, — as  the  Emperor. 

大 數十圍  several  spans  in circumference. 

幃 2
 

12,53° 

R. 微 

See 圍帷 

Even  Lower. 

12.531 

R •尾 

See 偉 

Rising  Lower. 

w 
12.532 

R. 微 

See 圍 

Even  Lower. 

n 

12.533 

rM 

C.  cwai 

See 
偉 

Rising 

Irregular. 

瑋 3
 

12.534 

R •尾 

See 葦 

Rising  Lower. 

w 
12.535 K •未尾 

C.  ̂ wai 

H.  cwei、 wot3 

F.  hwouv* 
W.  hi? 
N.  wei^  y.  yii 

P. 

f. 卿⑽
 

Sz. 

A  curtain  ；  women’s 
apartments. 

夜 守靈幃  to  watch  by  a coffin  all  night, 一 referring  to  the 
curtain  which  is  always  hung  up 
to  screen  a  corpse. 

幃帳 隱千金 之體_ - in  this  curtain  lies  a  very  pre 
cious  one. 

慈幃  the  loving  curtain,  —  a mother. 

閨 幃之中  in  the  women’s apartments. 

Bright  sunlight. 

To  flow  back,  as  water, 

i 韋 、源  name  a  lake  in  Hupeh, 

A  raging  fire  •’  blazing 

glowing. 

光緯  a  bright  light. 

赤蟑  a  red  glow. 
嫜盛  blazing ;  scorching. 

蟑媪 赫然 gbwinS  red. 

A  kind  of  reddish  jade 

or  jasper. 

The  woof  of  a  web,  as 

opposed  to  經  2  12  2;  trans¬ 
verse  lines.  An  excursus 

or  appendix  to  a  book. 

Fringe  ；  tassels.  See  373. 

有 經有緯  having  warp  and woof,  —  of  great  learning  and 
ability. 

經天緯 地之才 ability fit 

緯 4
 

，535 

K. 

A.  ̂ vi Sinking  and 

Rising 

Irregular. 

葦
 3 

12,536 

R •尾 

C.  wai 
H.  cwei 

F.  wi 
W.  i.yii 

N. 

P. 

M. 

Y. Sz. 

K.Z 

: M 

A.  z 

Rising  Lower. 

▼  •一 / 

■：('
 

I.  \  wei 

to  make  the  warp  and  woof  of 

the  universe.  / 

緯 道^  running  east  and west；  parallels  of  latitude. 

緯度北  northern  latitude. 

五 糸韋  the  five  planets. 

糸韋  silk  tassels ;  parallels  of latitude.  See  2122. 

緯帽  a  red-lined  bat  with  a fringe  or  tassel,  worn  in  summer 

by  the  literati  and  o 伍 dais. 

緯胃' >  經  false  classics. 
Read  weiz.  To  tie  up  ； 

to  bind. 

釋 緯厥来  the  husbandman 
ties  up  his  plough, — as  at  the end  of  the  season. 

The  common  reed  [Phrag- 
mites  communis 、 Trin.),  a 

wisp  of  which  is  sometimes 
hung  at  doors  to  keep  off 
evil  influences  [see  434). 

See  7414. 

葦腊  reed  mats. 割葦子  to  cut  down  reeds, • 
for  fuel,  etc. 

葦塘 or  葦坑  marshy  ground 
covered  with  reeds. 

葦 金隹  the  sprouts  of  reeds. 一"* *  葦  a  boat.  See  3856. 

縱 一葦之 所如 t。 let  the boat  drift, — 今§  when  going  for 
a  row  or  sail. 

葦串 兒。1 ■葦 ft 兒 the reed  sparrow  ( Calamodyta  orient- 

alis). 

m 

^537 

R. 未 

See 圍 
Cf •胃 

Sinking 

Lower. 

'Wingless  insects. 
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禪 
i-2,S38 

R •微支 
% 揮圍 

禕 
K.  wi、 hwi 

W 

Even  Upper. 

墙1
 

12,539 R. 微 
See 圍 

Even  Lower. 

A  scent-pouch.  A  knee- 

pad.  Beautiful  ；  admirable. 

[Distinguished  from  j [韋 

5542.] 

漢 帝之德 ，侯 其韓而 
the  virtue  of  the  Emperor  of 

the  Han  dynasty  was  excellent 
indeed. 

Read  hui1.  The  sacrifi¬ 

cial  robes  of  a  queen. 

To  oppose  ；  to  disobey  ； 

to  disregard  ；  to  leave  alone, 

as  opposed  to 椎  12,185. 

于 物無違  not  coming  into 
conflict  with  the  affairs  of  this 

world. 

違章  to  disobey  regulations. 

違禁  to  offend  against  a  pro¬ hibition. 

違 禁貨 物  contraband  goods. 

違此例  to  offend  against  this 
rule. 

違  contrary  to  principle. 

違令  to  disobey  orders. 

違心 之論  utterances  which 
are  contrary  to  right. 

作 違心 之事  to  do  some¬ thing  opposed  to  what  is  right. 

違背- •違犯  to  disobey. 

違 背合同  to  commit  a  breach of  contract. 

陽 奉陰違  openly  receiving 
(an  order)  and  secretly  disobey¬ 
ing  it. 

不 違農時 ^  to  neglect  the 
season  for  agriculture. 

違 却前盟  tc>  repudiate  a 
former  agreement. 

違 晉  contradictory. 

何至 或有 違 W  how 
should  there  possibly  be  any 
dispute  as  to  the  terms? — of  a 
document  which  has  been  fully 
explained. 

鄭息 有違言  Cheng  and 
Hsi  had  some  strife  of  words. 

晉行 /乂叹4 相違 words  and 
actions  in  contradiction  to  one 
another. 

違延  disobedience  and  delay. 

違1
 

2,539 

闈 
12,54。 

R. 微 

See 圍 

Even  Lower. 

不違時  tQ  be  punctual. 
違式  to  deviate  from  the  sample. 

違悖  unfit;  unseemly;  impro¬ 

per. 
違拗  obstinate. 
毋違 ot 勿違  let  none  dis¬ regard, — these  commands. 

如有 敢違  if  any  dare  dis¬ 
regard  or  disobey. 

違阻  to  oppose ;  to  interfere with. 

違 避  to  abscond. 

違 教許久  I  have  long  been without  your  instructions. 

久 違芝顔  I  have  not  seen your  felicitous  face  for  a  long time. 

久 違 洸  &  long  since  we  met, — the  short  colloquial  form  of  the 

two  preceding  sentences. 

違 顔半月  I  have  not  seen you  for  a  fortnight. 

睽 違以來 •自 違雅 
範  since  I  last  had  the  pleasure of  seeing  you. 

帝 命不違  the  favour  of  God did  not  leave  him. 

違和  indisposed;  unwell. 

厥心 違怨  they  will  disobey and  rebel  in  their  hearts. 

依 違  halting  between  two  opi¬ 
nions. 

從違  to  side  with  and  against, respectively. 

君 子如夷 ，惡胃 4 怒 
是  let  superior  men  do  just¬ 
ly,  and  the  animosities  and  an¬ 
gers  would  disappear. 

Doors  of  the  palace  ； 

doors  leading  to  the  wo 

men’s  apartments. 

闇  to  enter  the  examination- hall, — as  the  examiners  for  the 
2nd  and  3rd  degrees. 

出闈  to  leave  the  examination hall,— as  the  examiners,  after 

issuing  the  list  of  successful candidates. 

春闈  the  spring  examination, 一 for  the  3rd  degree,  held  trien 
nially  at  Peking. 

闈,
 

12,54° 

i2,54i 

R •尾 

See 偉 

Rising  Lower. 

•截 

,542 >  wet 

C.  wai 
H.  cwei、 weP 

F.  out,  woui W •少 w 

N. 

P. 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. K.i 

A.  ve 

Sinking 

Lower. 

秋闈  the  autumn  examination, — for  the  2nd  degree,  held  trien- 

nially  in  every  provincial  capital. 

闇 墨  examination  ink,  一 the candidates’  essays. 

舉鄕闈 t。  have  passed  the 
examination  for  the  2nd  degree. 

闇 姓  examination  names, — a form  of  lottery  on  the  names 
of  successful  competitors. 

北闇  examination  at  Peking  of 

監生  1640)  for  the  2nd 
or  master’s  degree. 

棘闈  the  examination-hall, 一 so called  from  the  walls  being  over¬ 
laid  with  brambles  to  prevent 

any  attempts  at  scaling. 

A  fresh  breeze. 

長風飇 以增扇  a  steady 
breeze  to  help  fan  us. 

To  escort；  to  guard. 

A  first-class  grain-transport 

station.  Name  of  an  an¬ 

cient  feudal  State  occupy¬ 

ing  southern  Chihli  and 
eastern  Honan ;  hence,  an 

ass,  for  which  animals  this 
State  was  famous.  A  term 

used  with  縣  District. 

護 衛。; 衛顴。 r 防衛 t。 protect;  to  guard. 

衛間閻  to  guard  villages  and 
hamlets;  to  protect  the  country. 

兵 船可以 衛商船 ，擁 

而  men-of-war  can  con¬ voy  merchantmen. 

身0 r  生  t0  take  care  of 
one’s  health, 

生 九  life-preserving  pills. 

榮衛  constitution ;  health. 

營衛  a  fortified  camp. 
a  lieutenant  in  charge 

of  a  grain-station. 

衛籍  the  rolls  of  a  grain-trans' port  station’s  garrison. 

衛 i  棟！) 特  Weirad，一 the  name  of 
the  four  tribes  of  the  Sungar 
nation,  finally  destroyed  in  1757 
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#r 

12,542 

12.543 
r •霽 
See 衛 

Sinking 
Lower. 

w 
12.544 

R .霧 

See 衛 

Sinking 

I.owe»* 

好弁 3 
IZ»S4S 

R •尾 
C.  cwai 

See 葦 

Ris»ner  Lower. 

AHHhfS 

禪 
12.546 

rM 

See 葦 

Rising  Lower. 

衞 
12.547 

畏 4
 

12.548 

R •未 
C.  wai 

H.  wei 

F.  oui 

W •少 《 

衛藏  {tsang%)  Central  Tibet. 
國  the  State  of  Wei.  b.c, 

1022-241. 

鑾儀衛  the  Imperial  coach¬ 
house  and  grounds  at  Peking. 

天津衛 the  military  district  of 
Tientsin. 

衛嘴子  a  tonguey  Tientsinese 

上  shang 3  京下衛 UP  t。 
Peking,  down  to  Tientsin： 

Euonymus  Thunbergianus， 
Bl. 

To  talk  in  one’s  sleep. 

憑 道其實  people  who  talk 
in  their  sleep  tell  the  truths 

To  exaggerate. 

That  which  is  right  ；  the 

right. 

厢 韙見戒  to  exemplify  right 
and  to  declare  against  wrong. 

犯 五不韙 t。  offend  in  five 
particulars,— as  was  done  by  息 

the  marquis  of  Hsi  before 

going  into  a  battle,  which  he 
consequently  lost. 

Gorgeous  ；  splendid,  as 
trees  in  bloom. 

Correct  form  of  12,542. 

To  fear；  to  dread；  to  be 

dreaded.  See  10,845. 

畏怕。 r 長懼 a 畏忌 t。 
fear;  to  dread.  ** 

畏天命  to  stand  in  awe  of 
God’s  will. 

畏 4
 

12,548 

N. 

P. M. 
Y. 

Sz. 

K.  w/,  v.  ii 

wei 

A.  3 Sinking 

Upper. 

偎1
 

12,549 

C.  ut、 wai 

See 媪 

Even  Upper. 

喂 
12)550 

君子 有三畏 the  superior man  respects  three  things, 一 God, 
the  teachings  of  the  sages,  and 

worthy  men. 

畏 惡  to  dread  and  abominate 

畏敬  to  stand  in  awe  of. 

畏疑  to  dread  and  suspect. 

弗畏 人 畏  he  who  is  without apprehension  will  find  himself 
amidst  what  is  to  be  feared. 

畏畏  to  dread  that  which  should be  dreaded. 

無畏  without  dread, — a  title given  to  every  Buddha. 

無畏山 a  mountain  in  Ceylon which  gave  its  name  to  a  sect 
of  Buddhist  schismatics. 

子無畏  pray  sir,  do  not  be afraid ! 

畏 羞  bashful. 畏  shrinking;  timid. 
畏 首畏尾 ，身 其餘幾 
fearing  for  both  head  and  tail, 
what  is  there  left  of  the  body  to 

fear  for? — the  case  is  desperate. 

畏途  to  fear  the  road, — to  avoid 
the  transport  of  goods  for  fear 
of  the  difficulties. 

畏風  to  be  afraid  of  tiff  weather. 

畏罪  in  fear  of  punishment. 

畏避  t。 skulk. 
望 則 生 畏 t。 see  and  t。 be afraid. 

深畏  much  to  be  dreaded. 

狻 生可畏  a  youth  should  be treated  with  respect, 一 in  view 

of  what  he  may  become  in  man¬ hood. 

畏語兒  the  Ouigours,  —  des¬ cendants  of  the  Huns.  See  3986. 

To  hug；  to  fondle. 

偎近  to  get  close  together;  to cuddle. 

偎臉  to  hug  the  face;  to  em¬ brace. 

相偎 t。  hug;  to  dally  with. 

偎傍  keeping  close ;  walking lovingly  together. 

Same  as  1 2,565. 

揋 2
 

551 

R •灰 

See 娘 

Even  Upper. 

猥 12,552 

煨1
 

12,553 

R •灰 

I 
 • 

C.  ui 

H.  woi 

F.  wi 

^N.wai 

N. 

P. 

M. 

Y.  I Sz.  I 

K.  we 
J.  oui^  ye 

A.  oui Even  Upper. 

w 

12,554 

R- 灰贿 
See 煨 

Even  and 
Rising  Upper, 

碟1
 

12,555 

.灰 

See 煨 

Even  Upper. 

The  pivots,  top  and 

bottom,  on  which  a  Chinese 
door  works. 

換鳴  the  pivot  creaks. 

Same  as  12,556. 

To  bake  in  a  vessel  con¬ 

taining  glowing  embers 

covered  with  a  layer  ol 
fishes. 

媪黃 or*  煅焦  to  bake  brown 
炭  to  burn  cbal  or  charcoal. 

Also,  the  brown  peat-coal  found in  the  north  of  Chihli. 

蹈煨炭  to  walk  through  a blazing  fire, —— as  Taoist  magi¬ cians  do. 

用 以煨酒  used  for  heating 
wine, 一 of  a  clay  stove. 

The  sound  of  a  dog  bark¬ 
ing.  A  litter  of  three  pups. 

Many;  numerous ；  to  collect. 
Humble.  ；  rustic. 

賢 者則猥 來就之 
»  worthy  men  came  hurrying  in 

crowds. 

水獲盛 則故溢 when there  is  too  much  water,  it  over¬ flows. 

猥 承獎擧 i  am  deeply obliged  for  your  recommend¬ 
ation. 

锻瑣 or  単 .艘  vulgar;  unpo- 

lished, 

艘 豕生  submissive ;  timid ;  hum¬ 

ble. 

艘  improper  liberties. 。 

Rough,  stony  ground. 

磾秋  the  sound  of  flutes  burst¬ ing  into  music. 
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2,556 R •灰 

See 蝶 

A  bend  in  a  coast-line 
a  bay. 

隅隈 

Even  Upper. 

委
 3 12,557 

•紙支 

To  give  up;  to  throw 

away  ；  to  relegate.  To  send； 
to  depute. 

C.  wai 

H.  wei 
Y：wi 

•  yii,  wai N. 
P. 

M.  J  7uei 
Y. 

Sz. 
K.7 

A.  hui、 ui 

Rising  Upper. 

cove. 

委 而去之 given  up  and 
abandoned, — as  a  city. 

身  to  give  oneself  over;  to 
submit. 

已委 身於人  had  already 
transferred  her  affections  to  an¬ 
other. 

委身以 .待 暴怒  to  submit to  be  a  victim  of  his  wrath. 

委心 任窮通 with  mind  at 
ease  I  face  either  failure  or 
success. 

crum- 

委 之於塾  threw  them  (the 
bodies)  into  a  ditch. 

委棄  to  throw  away. 
to  put  down, 一 as  a  burden. 

委地 下而去  threw  it  down 
and  went  away. 

委 罪國寶  threw  the  blame on  Kuo  Pao. 

委過  to  shift  the  blame, — to  an¬ other. 

如 土委地  like  earth 
bling  to  the  ground. 

尙亩 委乏天 數 胃 be 
relegated  to  the  category  of  Fate, 

^  ̂   t0  yield  to  fate. 

委  至  M  dragged  on  till  the the  summer, — of  a  law  suit. 

chcaix  or  ̂   to  dele¬ 

gate;  to  depute. 

奉 委  appointed  to  go ;  deputed, 

奉委妾 Ij  縣  when  on  receipt 
of  instructions  (to  go),  he  had 
reached  the  District  city. 

委辦  to  commission. 

委 員代辦  to  depute  an 
officer  to  act  in  place  of. 

委員  an  official  deputed  to  per¬ 
form  certain  duties;  a  deputy 

委驗  to  appoint  to  hold  an  in¬ 

quest. 

委
 3 

2,557 

倭 
12,558 

殘
 3 

:558 

委託  to  commission  a  person to  do'  anything. 

委查  to  depute  to  enquire. 

委署饒 騎校 sub-Lieu- 
tenant  of  Provincial  Banner 
Forces. 

額委  a  second  sergeant  or  cor¬ poral  in  the  Chinese  army. 

額 外外委 a  lance-corporal. 
靡  disastrously  unsuccessful; 

dispirited;  without  energy. 

委實 or  委的  really ;  truly. 

委 的沒有  I  really  have  not got  any. 

委係  it  is  really  .… 

無  really  was  not. 
委婉 t。  speak  one  fair;  winning; insinuating. 

原委。 r  端 委  beginning  and end. 

盡 悉原委 t0  be  familiar  with all  the  details. 

衆芳 委時晦 a11  these  per¬ 
fumed  flowers  sooner  or  later 

must  pass  away. 

委曲  crooked ;  tortuous;  involv¬ 
ed.  Also,  exceptional ;  deserv¬ 
ing  especial  consideration. 

委 曲不同  exceptionally  un like. 

委屈  a  wrong;  a  grievance. 

恐怕 委屈他 afraid  of thwarting  him, — as  a  spoilt  child. 

委頓  wrecked ;  ruined;  broken 
down,  as  by  sickness,  suffering, 

Also,  to  fall  prostrate. 

etc. 

wei  4  to  pay  up, — as  taxes, 

etc. 

委 ： 7e,eP  wei1  4 它  它  easy 
and  self-possessed. 

委兀  兒  the  Ouigours.  See 

3986. 

See  12,681. 

I2>559 R •支真 

See 

A.  ui 

Even  Upper. 

Diseased  ；  weak.  Used 
with  1 2,560. 

痿
 2 

12,560 

R •贿支 

See 委 

A.  wai、 nyui 

Rising  Upper, 

萎 
1.3 

12,561 

R •紙支 

寘 

See 

A.  ui Rising  and 
Even  Upper. 

Paralysis  •,  want  of  power. 

瘦  want  of  power  in  the  limbs. 

下痿  or  湊  weakness  of 
the  legs. 

陽瘦  impotence. 
有 瘦 疾  he  is  impotent. 

痿人 不忘迤  the  paralytic 
never  ceases  to  want  to  get  up, 

一 said  by  韓 信 of  his  own 
desire  to  leave  蜜 jj  邦  Liu  Pang. 

To  wither,  as  plants Used  for  12,584. 

無 木不萎  no  tree  which  is 
not  withering. 

零萎。 r  萎 落  to  wither;  to 

decay. 

枯萎  decayed-  dead. 

暂人 其萎乎  the  wi 

withers  like  grass! 

wise  man 

蝼
 3 

12,562 

R •紙支 

See 

Rising  Upper. 

The  wood-louse,  known 
as  .  See  12,585. 

諉
 3 

12,563 

R •寘 

K.  wi、 nwe 

J.  ni,  dji A.  nui^  ui Sinking 

Lower. 

逶1
 

12,564 

R •支 

See 威 

k.  a 

A.  ui 
Even  Upper. 

To  shirk  ；  to  evade.  To 
Implicate；  to  lay  the  blame on.  See  ii[:85. 

椎  to  back  out  of；  to  evade, 

諉謝  to  decline  with  thanks. 

何謗乏 拘 why do  you  de' 
mur? 

謗 託  to  shift  on  to  some  one 
else’s  shoulders. 

諉以 不知其 爲日人 
tried  to  get  out  of  it  by  saying 

that  he  did  not  know  the  man 
was  a  Japanese. 

謗若 t。 put 〆 該累  to  involve  in. 

諉 卸地步  to  enter  a  protest To  walk  crookedly ;  to 

sway  in  walking. 

蓬述 々  a  winding  path.  See 7576.  Also,  an  appearance  of 
length,  as  buildings  which  stretch 
out  a  long  way. 

逶蛇  to  swagger. 



559 

"WE!I 

R. 

12,565 

贿真 
C.  wai 
il.  wei 

F.  ca//,  v.  ch、ei: 
W •少& 

N.  yii^  wei p. ) 
H. 

Y.  
wn 

Sz. ) 

A.  nyui、 ui、 
^hui 

SinkingUpper, 

12.566 

R •支 

See 

A. 

Even  Upper. 

魏‘
 

12.567 

未 
W.  ngwai 

N.  ngweiy  wei 

See 僞 
Sinking 
Lower. 

To  feed  (active),  espe¬ 

cially  of  animals. 

餞馬  to  feed  a  horse. 

胃 售包  ̂   give  it  a  full  feed. 

餒足  to  give  a  full  meal  to. 

餒孩子  to  feed  a  child. 

餒眼  to  delight  the  eye, — as 
one’s  children  do. 

Read  neiz.  ,  Hungry. 

Stinking；  putrid.  See  81 79. 

R. 

jywi 魏 
12,568 

R •灰微 
F.  ngwoui 

W.  ngwai 

See  1^； 
]，si 
A.  ngui 
Even  Lower. 

魏‘
 

12,569 
R •未 
See 魏 

SinkiDg 
Lower. 

The  best  cut  of  venison. 

High  ；  lofty  ；  elevated. 

Used  with  1 2,568.  See  1. 

魏闕。 ■ •象魏  the  gate  of  the 
imperial  palace. 

魏國  the  Wei  State,  b.c.  403- 
241,  which  occupied  the  south 

ern  part  of  Shansi  and  the  north¬ 
ern  part  of  Honan. 

魏紀  the  Wei  dynasty,  a.d.  220 
to  264,  founded  by  曹  Ts‘ao Ts‘ao. 

元魏。 r 北魏耙  the  north¬ 
ern  Wei  dynasty  or  House  of 

Toba， a.d.  386-535. 

Lofty  ；  eminent. 

道 高德巍  a  lofty  doctrine 
and  an  eminent  exemplification 
thereof. 

巍 蕩  majestic  and  greatly  (vi 
. tuous). 

嵬背巍  a  name  given  to  the 
troops  with  which  ■^飛 [ Yo 

Fei  attacked  the  northern  Tar¬ 
tars. 

Sprouts,  on  old  plants  or 
trees. 

r- 

1  二， 57。 

r. 未 

See 魏 

Sinking 

Lower. 

嵬 ，
 

12,571 

R •灰贿 

C. ；  . 

w.i^  . 

See 梳 

IC.  we 

]. kviai、ge 

A.  ngoui 

Even  Lower. 

碗 3
 

12.572 

R •賄尾 

N.  ̂ k^wei 

k、wei) 

K.  w;,  v.  we 

J.  kwai'ke A.  U'oui^  ui 

Rising  Upper. 

隗 2
4 

12.573 

&贿灰 
See 慮 

Rising  and 

Even  Lower. 

Asafoetida ;  used  with 

12,567. 

.Rocky  ；  precipitous.  See 

【,917， 1 2,568.  [Distin¬ 
guished  from  萬  10,237.] 

馬慮坡 the  Ma-wei-P<0  (death), 
— hanging,  from  a  place  of  that 
name  where  the  famous  Yang 

Kuei-fei  is  said  to  have  been 

hanged  on  a  pear-tree,  or,  ac¬ 
cording  to  another  account, 

strangled  in  her  tent. 

Rough  ；  stony ;  rocky. 

瑰硫  rocky  and  steep. 
Read  k、uei\ 

石鬼  stony;  rocky,  as  a  mount¬ ain  road. 

12,574 

K •未 

C.  wai 
H.  wei 
F.  oui 
W.yu 

N. 
P. 

M. 
Y. 

Sz.  wei 

IC.  wi 卩 
A.  vi 

Sinking 

Lower. 

wei 

Name  of  a  small  feudal 

State.  Lofty ;  eminent. 

The  stomach  ；  see  9078. 

One  of  the  zodiacal  con¬ 

stellations  ； see  Tables、 V6. 

The  stars  ̂   39,  41,  Arietis. 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

宵 2463， 2467.] 

胃  to  turn  the  stomach;  to 
make  one  sick. 

不對胃 ，往上 撞 it  does not  agree  with  the  stomach,  and 
causes  nausea. 

胃  fire  in  the  stomach, — bi¬ 
liousness  ; indigestion,  etc.. 

胃火  to  get  rid  of  the  sto- mach  fire, — by  anti-bilious  me¬ 
dicines. 

胃実  cold  in  the  stomach, — to 
which  is  attributed  loss  of  appe¬ 
tite,  want  of  tone,  anaemia,  etc. 

反胃  flatulent. 

胃生
 

12,574 

媢4
 

1 2)5.7  5 

R •未 

See 胃 

Sinking 

Lower. 

12.576 

R 未 

See 胃 

Sinking 

Lower. 

ir 

12.577 

R 未 

See 胃 

Sinking 

Lower. 

胃氣痛  gripes;  colic. 胃口  the  pylorus :  the  appetite. 
胃 口 不淸。 r 無胃口 
I  have  no  appetite. 

開胃  to  open  or  excite  the  appe¬ tite, — by  tonics. 

胃脈  one  of  the  pulses  on  the 
right  wrist. 

寬胃  to  treat  the  stomach  liber¬ 

ally. 

胃 之 宿主天 下和平 
the  constellation  7uci  determines 

harmony  to  the  empire. 

A  younger  sister. 

Anxious. 

A  tributary  of  the  Yellow 
River  in  Shensi  (see 

2121)；  an  affluent  of  the 

river  汾  Ffen  in  Shansi. 

Rushing;  roaring,  as  rapids, 

涇 以谓濁  the  muddiness  of| the  Ching  river  appears  from 

the  (clearness  of  the)  Wei  liver, —  Le.  at  their  j  unction.  [In  1790, 

the  Emperor  Ch'ien  Lung,  dis¬ 
satisfied  with  the  interpretation, 

sent  a  Viceroy  to  examine  the 
rivers.  The  latter  reported  that 

the  Ching  was  really  clear  and 

the  Wei  muddy,  so  that  the  transl. 
should  run  “士 he  Ching  R.  is 

made  muddy  by  the  Wei  R.”] 

^  ̂   the  clear  wat
ers  of  the Wei,  acc.  to  the  old  interpre¬ 

tation. 

涇谓相 A 而淸 濁異 
the  Ching  and  the  Wei  run  into 

one  another,  but  are  distinguish¬ 

ed  by  their  clearness  and  muddi¬ 
ness,  respectively. 

沸谓  bubbling  and  rushing, anxious;  disquieted. 



1560 

12,577 

m 
12,578 R •未 

W.  yii,  dziu
1- See 胃 

Sinking 

Lower. 

猬 I2,579 

兰田 4 

■。 
R- 未 

See 
胃 

Sinking 

Lower. 

渭 陽之情  the  relationship  of 
uncle  and. nephew. 

渭城 a  name  f。1 ■咸陽 . & 

4498. 

丁 he  hedgehog  ；  the  por¬ 
cupine. 

刺螬 m 螬鼠  the  hedgehog 
(Erinaceus  dealbatus). 

蹲 蹄如頓  t0  ro11  UP  like  a 
hedgehog. 

毛 髪蜎立  his  hair  stood  on 
end, — like  quills  upon  the  fret¬ 
ful  porcupine. 

兩手棒  _  頓  like  holding  a 
hedgehog  in  the  hands, — it’s  a 
pity  to  throw  it  away  and  yet 
it  is  painful  to  keep  it,  sc.  a 
dilemma. 

黃舉 喫刺 螺 like  the  weasel eating  the  hedgehog, — like  prey¬ 

ing  upon'  like. 

刺螬 喋糞， 他說香 心 
hedgehog  eats  filth,  but  it’s  nice to  him. 

事 如螬集  affairs  如  numer¬ 
ous  as  the  prickles  of  a  hedge¬ 

hog, 一 very  hard  pressed  for  time. 

蜂 房螬聚  bee  houses '  and 
hedgehog  gatherings,— of  a  den¬ 

sely-populated  place. 

螬 毛繞喙  bristly  hair  sur¬ 
rounded  his  mouth. 

Same  as  12,578. 

To  speak；  to  say;  to  be 

said；  to  be  called. 

或 謂孔子  some  one  spoke 
to  Confucius. 

孔 子謂韶  Confucius  said  ofl 
the  Shao  (music)  that.... 

孰謂  who  will  say  that...? 

竊  g 爵  1  venture  to  say. 

是 之謂大  同  this  is  what  is 
•  called  a-  great  concord. 

此  _  知本  this  ,  is  called knowing  the  root. 

此 謂之。 r 此之謂 this  is called  •… 

此 之謂也  t*his  is  the  purport of  it. 

3 田 
4 

确 
12,580 皆潔濯 之謂也  all  (these phrases)  have  reference  to  clean 

liness  and  bathing. 

夫子 之謂也  this,  sir,  was in  reference  to  you. 

此張公 龍我矣 by  this， Mr.  Chang  meant  met 

其斯之 f 胃與 (》 is  nQt that  saying  illustrated  by  this? 

何謂  what  is  meant? 

用此何  言胃 4  of  what  use  is  it 
to  take  this? 

有謂 當如此 there  are those  who  say  it  ought  to  be thus. 

無 所謂善 ，無 所謂惡 
he  can  be  called  neither  virtuous 
nor  wicked. 

甚無謂  very  improper ;  very irregular;  senseless;  groundless; 
absurd;  illogical. 

愚 而無謂  silly  and  senseless. 

諸解 無言胃 the  various  com¬ mentaries  give  no  sensible  ex¬ 

planation. 

勿 謂言之 不預也 心 
not  say  you  were  not  warned  in time ! 

不謂  unexpectedly;  who  would have  thought  that"".? 

所謂伊 ，人  that  Person  of 
whom  I  think. 

所謂有 眼無珠 t。 have eyes  but  no  pupils,  as  the  say¬ 

ing  goes. 

自謂 無愧1  say  that  I  have nothing  to  be  ashamed  of. 

誰言晷  who  says  •，„? 

，狗 爲獅  tQ  cal1  a  dc)g  a 
lion. 

匈 奴謂天 爲撐犁 the Hsiung-nu  call  God  Tengri. 

謂 天蓋高 y。11  say  of  the heavens  that  they  are  high. 

遐不  g 爵矣  why  should  I  not say  so? 

天 實爲之 ，謂 之何哉 
God  has  done  it,  what  then  shall I  say? 

字音謂  the  sound  and  mean¬ ing  of  a  character. 

馬 r 
12.581 

Vulgar. 

See 胃 

Sinking 

Lower. 

烕1
 

12.582 

R •微 

C.  wai 
H.  wei 

F.  wi 

W.« 

?：) . 

M.  
wtt 

Y. ] 

Sz.  wei 

K.  wi 

口. 

A.  ui、 wai Even  Upper. 

An  ass. 

To  be  terrible  ；  to  over 

awe  (see  2934)  ；  majestic 
imposing  ；  stately  ；  pomp. 

虎威  tiger  majesty, 一 awe-inspi¬ 
ring.  See  4956. 

威風  an  awe-inspiring  reputa¬ 
tion  {see  9574). 

狠 覺威風  he  felt  himself 
very  awe-inspiring. 

威氣  stern  demeanour;  majesty, 

威權 威勢 authority; power ;  majesty. 

威儀  a  sense  of  decorum ;  dig¬ 
nity  of  demeanour. 

威 嚴。1 ■威烈  stern;  majestic, 
威武  martial-looking；  terrible. 

威猛  fierce ;  ferocious. 

威逼 ot 威嚇。 1 ■威脅 t。 coerce;  to  terrify.  [The  last  is 
also  to  enter  into  a  corpse,  for 

mischievous  purposes,  as  demons 

do..] 

殺威  a  : threatening  air. 

威震  to  terrorise. 威宣  his  august  name  is  widely known. 

威  望  acknowledged  authority  or 
power;  prestige. 

威福  the  terrors  inspired  and the  blessings  bestowed  by  the 

Emperor. 

發威  to  manifest  sternness;  to stand  on  one’s  dignity. 

作威  to  inspire  terror;  to  put on  a  severe  countenance. 

官威 不如牙 爪威0 ffi- 
cials  do  not  inspire  so  much  awe 
as  their  underlings. 

北 威齊魯  on  the  north  he 
overawed  the  Ch‘i  and  Lu  States. 

威目  to  impress  the  eye, — as  by a  military  display. 

威姑  a  husband’s  mother. 



R. 

12.583 

微 
See 威 

Even  Upper. 

葳 
12.584 

R •微 
See 威 
Even  Upper. 

■WE5I 

561 

"WTESI 

m 

I2',S8S R. 微 
See 威 

Even  Upper. 

微1
 

12,586 

R •微  S. 
C.  mei 

H.  I  . 

F.  \
  mt 

化 
P.  cwei、 iwei M. 

) 
Y.  >  wei 
Sz. ) 

K.  mi 

J.  mi、 hi 
A.  vi 

Even  Lower. 

I  fte  young  of  a  tiger. 

槭窬  a  commode. 

Flourishing ;  luxuriant. 

mn  the  rhizome  of  a
  variety 

of  Polygonatu?fi  vulgar e 、 Desf.; 
a  maiden  of  tender  years. 

紫蔵  Tecoma  grandifiora、 Lois. 

蔵靈仙  a  drug  produced  from 
several  plants.  The  name  is 

given  in  Hupeh  to  Clematis  Ar- 
7nandi,  Fr.,  and  Caidophyllu 

robustuin、 Max. 

A  wood-louse. 

12,562. 

See 

|6mall ;  minute  5  slight  - 

trilling ;  mean  ;  subtle  ；  ob¬ 

scure  *,  invisible.  Not；  but 

for.  Ulcerated  legs.  See 

紫  i2,^29. 

微小 small. 
minute;  subtle. 

微細  small ;  fine;  trifling. 

微 細之事 unimportant 
matters  or  details. 

兵微將 寡  troops  in¬ 
significant  and  generals  few. 

微 毫  rifling ;  unimportant. 

累微  just  a、 little. 
搏之 不得， 名曰微 
what  one  fails  to  grasp  (because 

of  its  minuteness)  is  called  wei1. 

精小 之 •.微 也 the  infinitesi - mal  is  a  subdivision  of  th«  small 

微薄  thin;  trifling;  mean. 

微賤 01 ■輕微  vulgar;  unre- fined. 

微風  a  slight  breeze. 

微利  small  profits. 

微弱  sitkly; feeble- 

2,586 

微物  a  trifling  article, — used  of 

presents. 

微忱  my  true  feelings. 

無 微不至  to  the  last  atom. 

恨無 微情以 効愛1  re- 
gret  that  I  have  no  trifle  where¬ 
with  to  repay  your  love. 

微嫌  a  little  spite. 
微詞  a  slighting  or  derogatory 
expression. 

些 微; 看焉  I  cal1  see  a  little, — as  when  looking  at  anything 
from  a  distance. 

微然。 叫鼓 微的 inaslight degree ;  slightly. 

微臣  a  petty  official, — used  de¬ preciatingly  of  oneself. 

微 碍之處  petty  obstructions. 

微笑  t。 smile. 微明  a  faint  light ;  moderate  in¬ telligence. 

衰微  in  a  state  of  decadence. 

上 翠微 t。 go  up  on the  hills. 

隱微  secret;  occult. 

微 服 微行 in  mufti; in 
disguise. 

微  ̂   subtle  or  profound  l
an¬ 

guage;  in  parable. 

通 微教師  profoundly  learn¬ ed  teacher,— a  term  applied  to 

P.  Schall,  S.  J.,  by  the  Emperor
 

K‘ang  Hsi. 

于 是乃微 于其意 
here he  becomes  mysterious  in  his 

language. 

微 乎其微  how  subtle  are  its mysteries ! 

微 時  befbiehe  came  to  the  front, or  became  known.  k 

.微 我無酒  it  is  not  because I  have  no  wine. 

微禹吾 其魚乎 but Yii  (who  drained  the  empire), 
we  should  all  have  been  fishes! 

若微 神道 but  for  thek  reli - gion， 一 what  would  restrain  them? 

微迎 擊則吳 事去矣 
had  he  not  met^nd  smitten  him; 

it  had  been  all*  over  with.  Wu. 

微特 nQt  only- 

微 獨西人  not  only  foreign¬ 
ers. — but  etc. 

12,586 

薇
 2 

12,587 

R, 微 

W.  mi 

See 微 

Even  Lower. 

薇 

12,588 

R. 微 

See 微 

Even  Lower. 

12,589 

R •支 

C.  ngai 

W.  ngu^  ngue 

F. ngui 

See 檐 

K.wi 

Even  Lower. 

寧 適不來 ，微 我有咎 
better  that  something  should 

keep  them  from  coming  than 
that  blame  should  attach  to  me. 

旣 微且馗  with  legs  ulcer¬ 
ated  and  swollen. 

微 子去商  the  viscount  of 
Wei  withdrew  from  the  House 

of  Shang, — disapproving  of  the 

acts  of  糸寸辛  Chou  Hsin. 

大微垣 a  space  within  stars 
in  Leo  and  Virgo,  with  Coma 
Berenices  and  stars  near. 

A  leguminous  plant 

( Vicia  gigantea、 Bge.)  ；  a 

kind  of  fern 、Osmunda  rega- 

lis、 L.).  See  ̂   1290,  and 
12,329. 

紫薇花  crape  flower  Lager- 
streemia  indie  a,  L.)  [This  flower 

was  planted  under  the  T£ang  dy¬ 
nasty  in  the  中書省  Grand 

Secretariat,  in  which  sense  the 
term  is  now  used.] 

|^|  Cynanchujii  amplexicaule, 
Hemsl.,  and  other  species. 

盟  to  wash  one’s  hands  in  rose 
water. 

A  shower  of  rain. 

Read  wei\  A  mountain( 
torrent. 

Precipitous ；  perilous ； 

dangerous.  Bold  ；  dignified. 

The  twelfth  zodiacal  con¬ 

stellation  ； see  Tables 、Vb. 

危 險 ot 危 殆 危急 

dangerous ;  hazardous. 

危龜  a  dangerous  place. 

危病  a  dangerous  illness. 

驚 01 ■危篤  dangerous,— as  an  illness. 

危 great  danger, — as  a  State from  rebellion,  etc. 

臨危  in  danger;  at  point  of  death. 

i 出人 
的死危 

t。 save  a 

person  from  deadly  peril. 

196 
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'WEI 

1 

【2,589 

m 
12,590 

r 灰支 
See 桅 

A.  ngui 
Even  Lower. 

桅,
 12,591 

化灰支 
C.  wai 

H. ngui 
F.  ui 
W.  wai 

N.  ngwei'jwd 
P. ) 

M. 

Y •節
 Sz. ] 

K.  wi,  we 

]-g^g^gai 
A.  ngoui 
Even  Lower. 

危在 旦 夕  £he  danger  lies  be¬ 
tween  morning  and  evening, 一 

、e,g、 death  is  a  question  only 
of  hours. 

不 自知危  he  does  not  know 
his  danger. 

國 危 加  dangers  to  a  Country, 
— as  from  its  enemies. 

危邦不  A  do  not  g。 int0  a 
disturbed  country. 

危 難之間  in  times  of  danger. 

危 乎其危  how  perilous  it  is ! 

危橋  unsafe  bridges. 

傾危  in  danger  of  falling. 

危樓髙 百尺， 手可摘 
星 辰  a  tower  a  hundred  feet 
high,  from  which  one  could  pick 
the  stars  with  the  hand. 

安 不忘危  in  peace  do  not 
forget  danger. 

前 惫狻則  let  the  danger  of 
those  in  front  be  a  warning  to 
those  who  come  .after. 

危 W 危  (hsing^)  bold words  and  bold  actions. 

端 然璋坐  sitting  in  a  digni- 
fied  attitude.  -• 

三危山  a  mythical  region,  the 
home  of  the 三靑 島 of 两 

王毋. 

A  mountain  in  Kansuh’ 

known  as 三山 鬼 山； name 

of  a  mountain  in  Ssuchluan. 

A  mast.  A  yellow  dye- 
wood. 

桅杆  a  mast. 

梳杆頂 上設筵 like  giv_ 
in’g  a  feast  at  the  mast-head,— 
l'e\  trying  to  be  lofty,  or  doing 
things  on  a  lofty  scale;  used  of 
fine  writing. 

桅梢 。' ■桅尾 the  top  of  a mast. 

桅盤。 r 桅斗  the  truck. 
起梳。 r 堅 檢  to  step  a  mast. 
眠桅  to  unstep  or  lower  a  mast. 

w 12,591 

诡1
 

I2,592 

R. 支 

See 危 

Even  Lower. 

!2,593 

R •灰 

See 桅 

Even  Lower. 

唯
 3 

I2,594 
R •紙支 

C.  zwat\  wai 
H. 三 wei、 wei 
F.  wi、 mi W.  c«,  yil 

N.  wei 

&.) . 

Y.  [
wel 

Sz. ) 

K.yu 

J-  v.m h.jui Even  Lower 

. Rising 

Irregular. 

I2,595 

R •支 

See 惟幃
 

Even  Lower. 

桅央子  the  steps  or  supports to  a  mast  or  flagstaff. 

桅夾艙  the  hold  wh«re  the masts  are  stepped. 

三隻 （01 .枝） 桅  three-masted. 

大桅  the  mainmast. 

植頭旗 a  flag. 

Name  of  a  small  river  in 

Hupeh. 

A  kind  of  shad,  with  a 

head  like  a  sturgeon,  found 

in  the  Yang-tsze. 

To  answer  promptly ;  see 

i,  8366. 

唯而起  he  answered  and  rose 
up. 

男 唯女俞  men  answer  wei women  answer  yu1. 

莫不唯 唯 every  one  answer¬ ed  promptly. 

其 魚唯唯  the  fishes  go  in and  out  freely, 一 of  the  worn-out fish-trap. 

Read  weP •  Only  ；  but 
for.  Used  with  12,596, 

12,598. 

唯 酒食是 議。 nlyaboutthe wine  and  food  will  they  have 
to  think. 

其障 唯添一 孩子仍 

是 舊圖焉  the  picture  on the  screen,  but  for  the  addition 

of  a  child,  was  just  the  same 
as  before. 

歲 唯丁卯  the  year  "was  a ting  mao— a.d.  7,  67,  etc.  See Tables  Vf. 

A  side  curtain  to  a  car¬ 
riage,  See  340. 

帷幔。 > •帷帳  a  curtain. 

帷薄  a  curtain  to  a  door. 
帷薄 不脩禍 延家國 

w 

I2,595 

W 
12,596 

R. 支 

C.  wai 

H.  wei 

F.  mi 
W.'vm 

N.  vi 

P. 
) 

M. ( 

Y.  I 

Sz. ] 
K.yu 

J. /，>/«/ 

Even  Lower. 

wet 

if  the  curtain  (between  the  men’s 
and  women’s  apartments)  is  not 
thick  enough  to  keep  them  apart, 

misfortune  will  come  to  the  fa¬ 

mily  and  to  the  State. 

帷 薄 •不修  to  be  lewd. 

帷房  a  bedchamber. 

生 妻去帷  a  wife  married  to 
some  one  else, 

帷幕  a  cloth  partition;  a  tent 

下帷讀  to  let  down  the  cur¬ tain  and  study;  to  “sport  one’s 

oak.” 

帷裳  a  skirt;  an  apron. 
To  think  of;  to  consider 

to  care  for.  Only ;  but ; 

and  ；  and  so；  namely.  An 
initial  particle ;  also  often 
used  to  introduce  a  paren¬ 
thetical  or  subordinate 

clause  in  the  sense  of  “but 
for - ”  or  “with  the  except¬ 
ion  of""”  [see  12,594  weP) 

Used  as  a  copula  to  con¬ 
nect  subject  and  predicate. 
Used  with  12,598  {g.v.). 

心而惟  ponder  over  them  in 
your  heart. 

載 謀載惟  we  consult,  we 
think  about, — the  rites. 

惟 其意不 惟其物 it  is 
the  intention,  not  the  thing, 

which  one  looks  at, — of  presents. 

惟獨。 nly_ 惟 獨他有  he  alone  has  any. 

非惟 未與謀  not  only  had 
she  not  conspired  with  him,- 

並不知  but  she  did  not  even 
know,,  etc— 

惟 有一人  there  is  only  one 

person. 豈 惟  ~ ■人  how  is  it  only  one pet/lon  ? 一 it  is  more  than  one. 

惟恐 {or  think)  however 
tliat .... 

惟 你不去  you  alone  do  not 

go. 

惟 是不去  un^er  the  circum¬ 
stances  he  will  not  go. 

惟 當如此  it  can  only  be 
thus. 

亦 惟汝故  it  is  also  on  youi 
behalf. 
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XVE3I 

惟:
 

12,596 

m 

!2,S97 

R •寘宥 
See 惟 

Sinking 
Lower. 

m 

i2,598 

R. 支 

See 惟 
Even  Lower. 

惟煩 i  am  compelled  to  re¬ 
quest . 

惟命 是聽。 r 惟命是 

從  to  accept  one’s  destiny;  to 
be  guided  entirely  by  the  orders 
of;  to  be  a  creature  of. 

敢 不惟命  I  must  obey.  See 

7962. 

不惟  not  only. 

惟 他是間  he  will  be  solely 
responsible. 

惟 利是視  to  look  solely  to 
profit. 

視 遠惟明 h  looking  at  what 
is  distant,  try  to  get  clear  views 

惟 查前案  however,  on  exam¬ 
ining  into  previous  cases, 一 it 
appears,  etc. 

惟然  and  this  being  so. 

A  monkey,  with  tail  of 

medium  length,  said  to  sus¬ 

pend  itself  from  trees  during 

rain,  stopping  .  its  nostrils 
with  its  tail  which  is  forked 

at  the  end. 

To  tie；  to  hold  together *, 
to  hold  fast.  Only  ；  but. 

An  initial  particle.  Used 

with  12,596.  Numerative 

of  screens.  See  1098. 

維繫  to  tie  up;  to  bind. 

繁 之維之  tether  it  by  the 
foot,  tie  it  by  the  'collar, — of  a horse. 

四 方垦維  he  should  be  keep¬ 
ing  together  the  four  quarters 
of  the  empire. 

君 子實維  superior  men  are 
the  bonds, — of  the  social  state. 

紼 縐維之  fastened  by  the 
band  of  the  rope. 

維挽  to  haul  on, — as  a  rope. 

維持  to  regulate. 

維持市 面 (。《" 道) t。 regu- 
late  the  market, 一 to  prevent  it 
from  fluctuating. 

以 資維持  so  as  to  aid  in  the 
regulation  of, — trade. 

m 12,598 

I2»599 

R, 支 

See 惟 

12,600 

R •尾元 

C.  mei^  mun 
H.  cmui^  mun 

F.  ni、 nkui、 
mwong 

W.  nti、 mang 
N.  vt\  meng 
P.  M.  J  wei、 

Y.  Sz.  (  men 
■C.  mi、 mun 

J.  bi、 mi、 bon、 
mon 

A.  vi、 ntourt 
Rising 

Even  Lower. 

Even  Lower. 

以 維風化  in  order  to  take care  of  the  public  weal 

中 國維新 ，不 棄故舊 
China,  while  embracing  the  new 
must  not  cast  aside  the  old. 

周 雖舊邦 ，其 命維新 
although  Chou  is  an  old  State, 

its  appointment  (as  sovereign 

State)  is  recent. 

再 四思維  to  ponder  care fully  over. 

維今 now. 維時  at  that  time;  in  the  mean¬ time. 

維難。 r  維艱  in  difficulties 
See  6239. 

行 動維難  it  is  very  difficult to  take  any  action. 

維谷  in  a  dilemma. 

維 予與汝  only  you  and  I. 
jjtj  糸論  the  four  points  of  the  com pass.  Also,  the  four  social  bonds: 

禮  ceremony,  duty  to  one’s 
neighbour, 廉  honesty,  and  恥 

a  sense  of  shame. 

有屛 風一維  there 

was  a 

screen. 

維那  the  director  of  meditation 
in  a  Buddhist  temple.  [Sanskrit: 
karmaddna]. 

Read  See  9783. 

Name  of  a  river  in  Shan¬ tung. 

Indefatigable；  unwearied 

壅 饔文王 fui1  of  earnest  ac¬ tivity  was  Wen  Wang. 

# 手達 臺叠焉 the  suPe- rior  man  makes  felt  his  earnest 
endeavours: 

Read  men^.  A  gorge. 

鳧 騭在簦  the  wild  ducks and  widgeons  are  in  the  gorge. 

R. 

尾 4
 

12,6oi 

M  
5 - 

C.  mei^  v.  cmei 

H.  mui 
F.  mwi 
W.  n 
N.  vi、 mi 

P. 
M.  . . 

Y#  廳，1
 

Sz. 

K.  mi 

J.  bi 
A.  vi 
Rising  Lower. 

The  tail  of  an  animal, 

fish,  etc.  ；  end  ；  extremity  ； 
stern.  To  follow.  A  spit 

of  land  ；  a  promontory. 

One  of  the  zodiacal  cons¬ 
tellations  ； see  Tables  Vb. 

Also  vulgarly  read  i%. 

首尾 a 頭尾  head  and  tail ; beginning  and  end. 

不 知首尾  I  don’t  know  the 
circumstances. 

巴  a  tail. 
尾巴 橛起來  tail  sticking 

up. 

尾巴打 拉下來  tail  hang¬ ing  down. 

攜尾 巴  to  lash  the  tail. 

說屌 巴的話 as  a  last  word; 
at  the  worst. 

垂 尾之民 a  race  of  people with  tails, — mentioned  in  the 

Topography  of  承昌  Yung- 
ch‘ang  in  Yunnan. 

搖屌。 1 •擺 尾。 r 掉尾 
{see  11,069)  to  wag  the  tail. 

_ 頭 擺尾兒 to  fawn  on; 

to  flatter. 

夾尾  to  put  the  tail  between 
the  legs.  S^e  11,149,  11,344. 

尾夾 於彌間  it  sticks  its 
tail  between  its  legs, 一 of  a  bull 
when  fighting  another  bull. 

鯉魚 F 百餘 尾 two  hun- 
dred  tails  of  fishes, — two  hundred 
febes.  See  13,510. 

曳 尾之龜  a  drag-the-tail  tor 
toise, 一 used  of  brothel  bullies, 

who  trust  Very  much  to  their 
heels. 

尾姦  sodomy. 
尾末 01 ■尾底 the  end;  the bottom  ；  the  utmost. 

札屌  at  the  end  of  the  letter. 
尾狻  afterwards ;  subsequently. 

尾 後追呼 flowed  in  pur¬ 
suit,  shouting. 

尾來  to  come  last. 
屌零。 r 數尾  the  odd  amount 
over  and  above. 

尾數  outstanding  accounts. 

尾 銀  unpaid  parts  of  an  account. 
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尾
 3 I2,6oi 

m 

12.602 R •尾 

See 

Rising  Lower. 

12.603 R •紙 

P.  weP 

Rising  Upper. 

m 
12.604 r •紙 

see 鋪 

Rising  Upper. 

w 
12.605 

R •尾紙 
C.  ui 

H.  wti? 
F.  wi 
W.  hwai 

N.  P.  ' 
M.  Y. 

Sz. 

K.yu 

A.vi 

Rising  Upper. 

收 買銀尾 broken  silver 
bought  here. 

尾曲  the  !ower  part,  as  of  a 
hall,  etc. 

尾綴  to  follow  up. 

跟尾。 r 尾之 而行 t。 
follow. 

疑而 Ji 之  his  suspicions 
being  aroused,  he  followed  him. 

瑣 兮尾兮  fragments  and  a remnant  are  we. 

^  子*  the  servant  of  a  yamen 
servant. 

尾間  a  rock  called  the  “eye  of 
the  sea,”  to  which  all  the  waters 
of  the  ocean  converge ;  the  pos¬ 
terior. 

尾參  PolygonCituin  multiflorum^ All. 

To  comply  with.  Active. 

Used  with  12,600. 

娓順  accommodating. 

媚勉  to  exert  oneself. 

Name  of  a  small  river  in 

Honan. 

A  bruise.  Used  for 

12,574. 

瘡痏  a  contusion, 一 as  from  a severe  blow. 

The  snouted  sturgeon. 

王鋪  and  叔 .館  are  the  lar- 
ger  and  smaller  varieties  of  the 
above  fish. 

R. 

求‘
 

i2,6o6 

未 
C.  mei 
H.  wei 

F.  I,  mwoi 

W.  vi 
N.  vi、 mi 

P-  1 

M. 

Y •卜 

Sz. ) 

K.  mi 

「•  bi、 mi 

A.  vi 
Sinking 

Lower. 

The  eighth  of  the  地 

支  Twelve  Branches  ；  see 
Tables  Vd.  Not；  not  yet， 

as  opposed  to 已 5464；  not 

having  •’  not  being.  [To 
be  distinguished  from  末 

7999.]  See  1787. 

未時  i  to  3  p.m. 

未月  the  6th  moon. 
未有  there  never  has  been;  there were  not. 

未有無 因而作 nc>fle were  produced  without  some 

special  reason, — of  pictures. 

京 師未有 之創學 
entirely  recent  innovatioil  in 
Peking. 

未曾  出口  not  yet spoken  (of  words);  not  yet  left 

port. 

未必  it  is  not  by  any  means certain  that. 

未定  not  settled;  uncertain. 

未列  not  enumerated. 

未 領孰照  not  to  have  taken out  a  license  or  certificate. 

未 撤之先  before  being  re¬ 
moved. 

未獲  not  acquired ;  not  secured; not  caught,  as  thieves. 

未 知死活  , not  knowing whether  dead  or  alive. 

未知 如何了 結 Ihavenot yet  hea^d  how  the  case  has  been 
settled. 

未詳 未珅其 詳 not  t。 know  the  details  of. 

未  in  no  long  time ;  shortly. 

未來  future. 
未及  not  yet_ 
未協。 1 ■未妥  unsatisfactory. 

^  ̂   宜  inadequate  for  the 
requirements. 

未能  cannot;  may  not. 

未抵  not  arrived  at. 

0|c  not  to  dare. 

未得  have  not  been  able  to obtain. 

未 便  inconvenient;  undesirable. 

未經  has  not  yet 

12,606 

味‘
 

12,6。7 

R. 未 

C.  mei 
H.  mui 

F.  ei 

W.  mi N.  v.  mi 

P. 

wei 
M. 

Y. 

Sz. 

K.  mi 

J.  mi、 bi 
A.  vi 

Sinking 

Lower. 

未 經完秕  has  not  yet  paid 

duty. 

未悉  does  not  know  or  under¬ 
stand. 

未免  cannot  be  prevented;  un¬ 
avoidable. 

未然  not  so;  it  cannot  be. 

防患 於未然  to  prevent  ca¬ 

lamities  beforehand. 

君子 防未然  the  superior. j 
man  takes  precautions  before 
hand. 

未入流  unclassed  officials. 

吾 未 嘗無誨 pi _ 
never  refused  instruction  to  any 
one.  See  449. 

未 可擅便  it  should  not  be 
done  on  your  own  responsibility, 

爹爹未 可造次 father!d。 

not  be  hasty. 

未若 it  is  not  so  good  as.... 

未遂於  not  in  accordance 
with  one’s  wishes. 

强 奈未遂  to  m 放 e  an  abort¬ 
ive  attempt  to  rape. 

未  士  used  for  “Mr”, 一 from  the 
Cantonese. 

Taste  ；  flavour  ；  sense  of taste.  See  6174. 

五味  the  five  flavours,  viz.  , 
苦 ，酸 ，辛 w 辣) ，甘， 
salt,  bitter,  sour,  acrid,  sweet. 

五味子  see  12,608. 味兒。 r 味氣。 r 味道。 r 

滋  ̂   smell,  taste  tfr  flavour; point  or  beauty  of  composition. 

有氣味  it  stinks.  See  5085. 

旗漢寧 味不投  Manchus 

and  Chinese  do  not  hit  it  off. 

沒 有味道  it  has  no  flavour (or  point). 

沒 有人味  he  doesn’t  smell 
like  a  man, — he’s  a  beast. 

不是味 兒  the  smell  is  horrid; 
this  is  not  the  right  way  (to 

do  it). 

殊無 味  very  insipid;  very  dull; 
uninteresting. 

詩之味  the  beauty  of  poetry. 

$  _  or  to  lose  flavour, 一 as  by  exposure.  See  4361. 
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12,607 

m 
12,608 

r. 未 
^ 昧 

Sinking 
Lower. 

12,609 

R •泰隊 
曷 

W 截 

K.  wt、 hwe^  ye 

A.  wt、 ti'wai 
SinkingUpper. 

A  to  blend  flavours. 

入味  to  be  interested  in;  to 
appreciate. 

未 A 味  not  of  a  suitable  or 
agreeable  flavour. 

味料  condiments;  spices. 

味其 W  to  test  or  appreciate 
the  flavour  of  his  words. 

野味  country  flavours, — game, 
etc. 

海味  sea  flavours, de  mer, 
birds’-nests,  etc. 

筵間味 無多品 thefe 
were  not  many  dishes  at  the 
banquet. 

食禾 重―# 味  he  dined 
off  a  few  dishes. 

一味  one  flavour ;  persistently; 
throughout. 

更 加一味  add  another  fla¬ vouring. 

一 味藥。 ne  drug  or  ingre¬ 
dient,—  in  a  prescription. 

仍屬一 味延櫊  still  at  his 
old  game  of  procrastination. 

一味好  々似 4 寫 字 his  hob- 
by  is  writing. 

回味。 r 醒味  to  bring  back 
the  palate ;  hence  used  as  a  name 
for  the  olive.  Also,  to  become 

aware  of,  or  alive  to,  the  state 
of  affairs,  etc. 

问 味最 隹  excellent  for  bring¬ 
ing  back  the  palate. 

開味  to  enjoy  oneself;  cheer¬ 
ful;  to  like;  to  have  an  appe 
tite. 

Schizandra  chinensis、 
Baill. 

五薛子  seeds  of  the  above, 
used  as  a  tonic. 

Vast  \  expansive. 

Read  kuo^.  To  splash. 

施眾 藏读 the  nets  are  droP- 
ped  with  a  plashing  sound. 

m 

12,610 

R •隊 

C.  wai 
H.  woi 

F.  woui 
W.cyii 

N.  wei 

P.  wei、 hwei 
M.  wei 

Y.  hwei 

Sz.  wei K.ye 

J.  oui 
A.  we Sinking 

Upper. 

w 
12,611 

R. 隊 

See 截 

SinkingUpper. 

12,612 

.寘 

C.  wai 

H.  wei F.  oui,  ui 

W.yii 

N.  wei 

P. 

M. 
Y. 

Sz. 
K.  wi 

].i 

A.  vi Sinking 

Lower. 

R 

Dirt ;  filth  ；  noisome 
vile  [see  10,845)  ；  mean  ；  to 
debauch. 

汚 饈不堪  I  cannot  stand  the filth;  abominably  dirty. 

無 起_以 自 臭 d。 not  let wicked  thoughts  arise  to  ruin 

yourselves. 

li 氣  foul  air；  a  bad  smell. 

mw  foul  language ;  indecent talk. 

improper  doings;  disgrace 
ful  affairs. 

横史  an  unfair  history. 

截 亂宮中  lewdness  and  de¬ bauchery  in  the  palace. 

贐 德彰聞  the  bad  odour  of| such  a  state  is  plainly  felt  on high. 

君子炖 德于玉 ，廉而 

不  the  superior  mail  regards 
virtue  as  a  gem:  he  is  honest, 
but  not  mean. 

Overgrown  with  weeds. 

Position  ；  place  ；  situa 
tion ;  degree  (see  4839)；  a 

seat;。 a  throne  {see  1676). 
Numerative  of  persons 

used  respectfully. 

方位  relative  positions,  —  as 
above,  below,  right,  left,  etc. 

位居 a  position;  an  abode. 

位 居頗上  he  was  higher  in 
4  rank  than  P‘o. 

爵位  rank. 高 [位。 r 大地位 a  high  p。- 
sition. 

位 車 而言高 his  rank  is  low but  his  words  are  big. 

不 在其位 ，不 謀其政 
he  who  is  not  in  the  place  (of 

power),  does  not  administer  the 

government. 

幼小 在 位 on  the  throne while  still  a  mere  child. 

位 A
 

I2,6l2 

君 子在野 ，小 人在位 
superior  men  are  in  obscurity 
while  mean  men  are  in  power. 

不 患無位  not  to  be  concern 
ed  that  one  has  no  place. 

卒于 位  died  at  his  post. 

女正 位乎內 the  proper place  for  woman  is  within. 

反坐我 的上位 and  yet you  sit  above  me. 

各 歸位所  each  went  to  his own  place. 

無 所位置  no  place  to  put  it. 
起位 t。.  rise  in  one’s  place；  to make  a  speech. 

位 置 Place  ； position;  post. 
在之 位置在 此二者 

之間 his  place  (as  a  poet)  is between  these  two. 

山水在 於位單 scenery 
depends  on  the  position, — of  its 
component  parts. 

其位 置之自 近而遠 

由 大及小 不爽毫 

毛  his  perspective,  linear  as  well 
as  aerial,  is  faultless,— of  Chiao 
Ping-chen,  who  studied  foreign 
methods. 

予. 以重要 之位置 to 
give  him  an  important  post. 

座位 a  seat. 
有位 處沒有  are  there  any 

seats  ? 

客位  the  guest’s  seat, 一 on  the 
host’s  left. 

牌位 a  tablet,  recording  the 
name  of  a  person  for  worship. 

先祖 之神位  an  ancestral 
tablet. 

位 次 order ;  sequence;  series. 

本位  proper  place  or  seat； standard. 

向 以 湖北銀 圓爲本 

位  have  hitherto  taken  the  Hu¬ 
peh  silver  dollar  as  the  standard. 

龍位。 r 天位  the  Imperial 
throne. 

失位  to  lose  the  throne. 

讓位  to  resign  the  throne， 

那時明 帝卽位 公 that 
time  Ming  Ti  was  on  the  throne. 



彙 
12.613 

遺 
12.614 

12.615 

R 紙支 
See 唯 

R'ing  Lower. 

m 

12.616 R. 隊 

Rising  Upper. 
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有幾 位  ̂   how  many  guests
 

are  there  ? 

三 位  _ •體  three  persons  in 
one  body, — used  for  the  Trinity. 

諸位 or  列位  you  gentlemen, 一 in  direct  address. 

See  5251. 

See  5440. 

A  mound  or  embank¬ 

ment.  Read  zz.  The  earth- 

embanked  altar  of  the  god 

of  the  soil  (see  9803),  plant¬ 
ed  with  trees. 

To  break  to  pieces  ；  a 

mill  for  grinding. 

有 聲如磑  with  a  sound  like that  of  crushing. 

王戎 有水磑  Wang  Jung 
had  a  water-mill. 

風磑  a  windmill. 

銳 
12.617 

睿 
12.618 

叡 
12.619 

Mr 

12.620 r •未物 

H.  v. 

. ^°.n^ F.  out3^  ouk) 
W.  yiie0 
N.  inf 

P.  I  wei,yiin\ 

M.  J  v.  tang^ Y.  wei^  yung 

Sz.  wei、 yun 

K.  wi、 ul 

hi 
A.  ui\  wet 
Sinking  and 
Entering 

Upper 
Irregular. 

See  '5727. 

See  5728. 

Same  as  5728. 

the 

To  iron.  Also  read  yurt 

See  13,827. 

尉衣服  to  iron  clothes. 

把福 子尉開 _  out creases. 

yiinx  a  flat-iron. 

r  Read  yu4. 

尉貼  to  bring  about  a  recon 
ciliation. 

M 

12,621 

r •未 

H.  cwei 
W.  Qyii P.  wti、 yu 

See 畏 

Sinking 

Upper. 

m：
 

12,622 

r. 未 

See 畏 

A.  uiz 

Sinking 

Upper. 

To  quiet；  to  soothe;  to 

make  peace.  See  1 302 

、hsiao\  12,622.  [As  sur¬ 
name,  always  Wei\ 

廷尉  officials  who  formed  a kind  of  Board  of  Punishments 

under  the  Ch‘in  dynasty. 

尉氏縣  Wei-shih  Dist.,  in Hunan. 

太尉 Grand  Marshal. 

尉遲恭  Wei-ch'ih  Kung， one of  the  two  guardians  painted  on 
the  door  of  every  yamen.  [He 

has  a  black  face  and  the  fingers 
of  one  hand  twisted  up;  see  1191. 

He  was  the  leading  general  in 
the  wars  which  ended  in  the 

establishment  of  the  T‘ang  dy¬ nasty.  See  2093.] 

尉繚  Wei  Liao, -an  oldauthority on  tactics. 

Read  yii^.  A  military official.  See  4385. 

輕 車都尉  title  of  hereditary noble  of  the  6th  rank. 

騎都尉 di«。  7  th  rank. 

®  ditto  8th  rank. 

恩騎尉  ditt。 9th  rank.  [For 
one  life  only.] 

尉州  Yii-chou,  in  Chihli. 

‘  To  pacify;  to  soothe;  to 
comfort. 

安慰  to  soothe;  to  calm. 

甲  to  condole  with, ― on  a death. 

慰冥  to  appease  the  spirits, by  sacrifices,  etc. 

受慰  to  be  comforted. 

慰毋心  to  comfort  a  mother’s heart. 

慰 愜其心 t。 gratify  the 
heart. 

以慰 我顔望  in  order gratify  my  longing. 

慰悅  to  be  gladdened. 
慰問  to  make  kind  enquiries 

after  one’s  health. 

撫慰  to  encoufage  and  appease, 
— i.e.  to  address  words  of  encou¬ 
ragement  to  reformed  criminals, etc. 

to 

熨 12,623 

leu) ▲
’ 

嶎 12,624 

R •未 

H.  wet 

See 畏 

SinkingUpper. 

12,625 

R •未 

H.  cwei 

F.  oui,  woui 

w,  ya 
 • 

See 畏 

Sinking 

Upper. 

A  fishing-net  with  small 
meshes. 

( i )  Incarvillea  sinensis、 

Juss.  (2)  Artemisia  japon- 
ica、 Thunb.  Luxuriant； 

abundant  ；  fine  ；  elegant. 
Obscure. 

蔚^  Leonurus  sibiricus}  L. 

薈蔚。 r 蔚茂  luxuriant  ve¬ 

getation.  • 
讀 鬚學然 his  beard  grew 
very  thick. 

人 民蔚起  the  population  in- 

creases  rapidly. 

其文蔚  ik  the  text  is  ob- 

12,626 

R .未 

See 

SinkingUpper. 

12.627 

r. 未 

^ 尉 

Sinking 

Upp4-*% 

雇 
12.628 

R •支 

See 危 

Even  Lower. 

Same  as  12,620. 

scure. 

Read  yii4*.  A  Depart¬ 
ment  in  Chihli. 

蔚籃天  a  clear  blue  sky. 

An  ant  with  wings  ；  the 

a  white  ant.” 

The  appearance  of  clouds 

rising. 

蔚 然雲起  how  rapidly*  the 
clouds  rise! 

A  lofty  peak. 
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尹 
12,629 

R •紙 
See 嗦 

Rising  Lower. 

靱
 S 

12.630 

R •紙 
See  委; 

Rising  Upper. 

M 

12.631 

RJi 紙 

See  签*
 |  JBSy 

N.  Zzva 
Rising  Lower. 

w 

12.632 
R •泰 
C.  wui、 wai 
H.  2pei 

F.  wouiy  v. 
kwoui 

W.  kwai 
N. 

P.  >  wet3 M. ) 
Y.  hwei 
Sz.  vjei 

K.  we、 hwc 
J.  ai^ye 
A.  houi、 we 

Sinking 
Lower. 

文
1
 

12.633 

R.  12. 

C.  men 
H.  wun 

F.  ung^  v. 
mung^ 

mwong 

W.  vang 
N*  veng 
P. 

M. 

y  w
en 

Sz. 
K.  mun 

J.  tnon^  bun 
A.  vdn 

Even  Lower. 

A  cry  to  call  in  ducks. 

To  bend;  to  turn  awry. 

See  9040. 

骨凡天 下正法 t。 pervert 
the  just  laws  of  the  empire. 

福兮覦 所骨凡 happiness  is 
turned  away  by  misfortune. 

林木孩 骨 凡  the  trees  interlace 
their  foliage. 

Grass ;  herbage. 

Read  yiian^.  A  bud. 

桑藍  mulberry  buds. 

出  ̂   to  put  forth  buds. 

To  flourish,  as  vegeta¬ 

tion  ； see  12,625. 

鴻蒼  Bakeri、 Regel. 
collected  together. 

Streaks  ；  lines  ；  veins  ； 

strokes  j  see  12,636.  Var¬ 

iegated  ； elegant  ；  refined, 

as  opposed  to 俗  10,313. 

Picture  characters,  before 

字  compound  characters 
came  into  use  {see  7940, 

12,324)  ；  the  written  lan¬ 

guage；  of  or  belonging  to 

literature  ；  literary  ；  scholar¬ 

ly  ; to  write  {see  8764). 

Civil  etc.  etc.,  as  opposed  to 

文
、
 

12,633 

武  12^744  [q.v.  for  further meanings  and  illustrations). 

The  obverse  of  a  coin,  as 

opposed  to  8061  man、.  Nu- merative  of  cash  and  coins. 

Radical  67.  See  314,  3183, 

4624,  4711， 4822,  9254, 

10,012，  10,024，  10,075, 

ii，375  13,130. 

雖 未成文  although  the  stri¬ pes  (on  a  tiger-cub)  are  not  yet 
formed.  See  762.  .  乂 

此傳當 有成文 thisstate - ment  must  have  written  autho¬ 
rity.  See  762. 

出  口成文  impromptu;  im- provisation. 

水 文  a  vein  in  a  stone  or  crys¬ 
tal. 

貝  veined  tortoise-shell. 
elegant ;  ornamental. 

文彩可 觀  a  beautiful  sight- a  work  of  art. 

文 章 (see  10,014)  whatever  is 
figured  or  brilliant  and  orderly 
or  defined;  an  elegant  literary 

composition  (in  which  thought 
ranks  before  mere  style,  see 

5520);  an  essay ;  literature.  See 

39°- 

無欺識 無文章 without inscription  and  without  orna¬ 

ment.^ 

萬物皆 有文章 a11  things are  beautifully  ordered, — as  in 
autumn,  when  fruits  have  come 
to  maturity. 

自己的 文章， 人家的 
one’s  own  compositions 

but  other  men’s  wives, ̂ -are  most 

appreciated. 

孔 子門前 賣文章 t。 
sell  essays  at  the  door  of  Con¬ 

fucius, — to  teach  one’s  grand¬ mother. 

文 章自古 無憑據 
essays  have  ev—  been  uncertain 
of  success. 

文 章須自 出 一家風 骨， 何得與 人間生 

活 也  every  man’s  essays  (writ¬ ings)  should  have  a  style  of  their 
own,  and  not  be  imitations  of 

other  people’s. 

文
1
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文章實 關氣蓮 ，非人 

力也  literai7  skill  is  bound up  with  the  prosperity  (of  a 

State)  and  cannot  be  attained 

by  man’s  efforts  alone. 

文 章  命  his  essays  hate  his 
destiny, — which  is  not  in  the  line 
of  success.  Used  of  a  candidate 

who  has  frequently  failed  for  his 

•degree. 

他識文 章 he  is  a  man  of 
education.  ? 

落 花水面 皆文章 the petals  fallen  on  the  water  arrange 
themselves  in  elegant  shapes. 

織文 鳥章。 n  w  flags  was 
the  blazonry  of  birds. 

文雅。 r 斯文 refined;  po- 
lished. 

凌 辱斯文  to  insult  refined, 
— persons. 

斯 文掃地  refinement  sweep- ing  the  ground, — as  when  a  lit¬ erate  misconducts  himself. 

不  文  unpolished ;  inelegant ; 
rude. 

明  refined;  enlightened;  civi¬ 
lised  ; clear-sighted ;  inclined  to¬ 
wards  progress.  See 3280, 12,456. 

刑訊 一事爲 文明各 

國 之所無 extraction  of 
evidence  by  torture  is  not  prac¬ 

tised  by  any  civilised  hation. 

温文 i 灰寶釵 in  sentle- 
ness  and  refinement  not  equal 

to  Pao-ch^ai. written  characters ;  writ¬ 

ing;  literature.  See  12,521. 

文 字出門 須檢勲 be cautious  in  what  you  commit to  writing. 

文 字者聲 之象也 
words  written  are  the  symbols 

of  sounds  spoken. 

文字 到此際 無可著 

筆  the  force  of  language  can no  further  go. 

文字！ 異 者  various  readings 
of  a  text. 

文  交  a  literary  friendship. 

墨 事  literary  pursuits. 

不 通文墨 uneducated- 

由 是文治 興焉 fK>m  this 
time  the  cultivation  of  literature 

flourished. 
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文 房四寶 w  8720. 

^  the  same  characterr  or 
text;  a  similarity  of  literary 
tastes. 

天下 書同文 all  over  the 
empire,  the  written  character  is 
the  same.  See  645 1,  12,269. 

ancient  records. 

古文  ancient  forms  of  writing; 
picture  characters  •  ancient  style 
of  composition,  referring  speci¬ 
ally  to  compositions  earlier  than 

the  modern  “essay.” 

古文均  the  old  form  of 
韻 was 均. 

古 文苟字 (it)  is  the  old  form 
of  kou%. 

梢古 客 賴液 t。 grasP 加 true  spirit  of  ancient  literature, 

to  write;  to  compose. 

唯文 異 耳  the  characters, 
however,  are  different, 

the  original  text. 

正  ̂   the  correct  text. 

白  or  大文  the  text, — as 
opposed  to  commentary. 

上 下文  the  context. 

英 文  English  writing ;  the 
English  text. 

苹 文  the  Chinese  text. 

胃 Chinese  Secre- 

tary.” 洋 文  foreign  written  languages. 

文  meaning;  tenor;  sense. 

溺 於文義  devoted  to  liter¬ 
ary  elegances, — rather  than  to 
sound  sense* 

文 話  the  literary  or  polished 
language. 

文 法  rules  or  method  of  com¬ 
position.  丨 

文 從字順  smooth-flowing,— 
of  style. 、 

文  style  of  composition;  the 
classical  style. 

不 通 文理句 法 not  in 
accordance  with  the  require¬ 
ments  of  composition. 一 almost 
= ungrammatical. 

文 2
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文 致  the  sense  or  purport  of  a document.  Also,  to  reduce  to 
the  written  language  the  purport 

{e.g.)  of  evidence.  See  below • 

^  literary  talents. 

文 境之奇 ，盡 於此矣 
the  force  of  language  can  no farther  go. 

其一 覽而盡 者卽非 

隹 文  if  you  can  exhaust  it at  one  reading,  you  may  be  sure 
it  is  not  a  masterpiece. 

文之 奔放馳 驟萬馬 

易  the  crash,  dash,  smash, 
of  his  style  is  like  the  stampede 
of  ten  thousand  horses. 

文 不加黙  the  style  leaves nothing  to  be  desired. 

文 思大進  Sreat  intellectual improvement. 

文遇 l  乃發  whereupon  inspi¬ ration  comes, — for  composing. 

文人 or  a  literary  man. 
文人 相輕自 古而然 
for  literary  men  to  esteem  one 
another  lightly  has  always  been 
the  rule. 

愧 非文人 ashamed  at  not being  educated. 

文風以 江新 爲掻盛 
for  literary  pursuits,  give  me 

Kiangsu  and  Chehkiang, 一 said 

曾國藩  TsSng  Kuo-fan. 

文行 兼優 learning and  conduct  both  excellent, — 

used  of  b.a/s  chosen  to  be 

貢 吵7: 
文  Literary  Chancellor  or  Pro¬ vincial  Director  of  Education. 

廣文  Director  of  Studies,— attached  to  a  Prefecture. 

文  books；  documents.  See 
I73& 

布帛寂 粟之文 wrings (as  indispensable  as)  clothes  and 

food, -referring  to  literary  master¬ pieces.  I 

or  official  des¬ 

patches.  See  2215， 10,024. 

they  had  no  written 

language, 一 as  savages. 

^  in  the  despatch. 

^  文  an  official  commission. 

文1
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文稿子 Q1 •文草 Df  a 

despatch.  j 

^  to  deliver  a  despatch. 

明 文  specific  order  in  writing. 

文開  a  despatch  stating. 
文 後  a  despatch  in  reply  from a  superior. 

文  official  correspondence between  equals. 

文  to  inform  an  equal  by 
despatch. 

文 送  to  send  with  a  despatch. 

文件。 i •文卷  papers ;  docu¬ ments  ; despatches. 

文案先 生  the  secretary  in  a yamen  who  has  charge  of  cor¬ 
respondence  and  judicial  cases. 

^  to  write  to.  ] 

^  系勺  a  written  contract;  an 
agreement. 

文巡捕  the  Governor-Gen: 
eral’s  civil  orderly  0 伍 cers. 

文華殿 大秦士  Senior 

Grand  Secretary. 

文 王  Wk  a  method  of  divina¬ 
tion  from  the  fall  of  three  copper 
cash. 

文 王 鼎 a ㈣ od  of  Wen 
Wang’s  date;  commonly  used 

for  any  tripod  ornamented  with 

the  八圭卜  Efght  Diagrams.  | 

文定 same  as 納徵； p。. 

文員 or  文職  a  civilian,  as opposed  to 武 職  a  military 

official.  .  • , 

文官  a  civil  official.  Also,  the head  of  a  troupe  of  actresses. 

文官 — 光。 r 宼） 果^- 
thoceras  sorbifolia、 Bge. 

文  a  Confucian  temple. 

不幸 爲文君 I  am  alas!  a 

widow. 

文  same  as  童  1^1 ;  see 

12,299. 

文元  a  title  given  to  a  舉人 . . 

the  “Prince  of  Literature,” 
一 Han  W  en-kung;  see  Biog.  Diet. 

632. 

長 文 公  a  very  learned  person. 

文  _  帝君  the  God  of  Liter¬ 
ature, — supposed  to  reside  in  the Great  Bear. 
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R •吻間 
C.  men^  y. ^min 
H.  wen 

F.  iung、 
oung^ … , vang 

N.  veng 
P.  M.  wen 
Y.  weng 
Sz,  win 
K.  mun 

J.  bun、 mon A.  ven 

Rising  Lower. 

12,635. 
R. 問 
C.  ̂ mtn 

H.  cwen 

F.  oung^ 

文殊  the  Indian  “Manjusri,” worshipped  in  China  as  the  God 

of  Wisdom,  and  popularly  iden¬ 
tified  with  the  above.  He  is 

depicted  as  riding  on  a  lion,  the 
symbol  of  bravery. 

文  ̂   stone  columns  or  small 
pagodas  in  the  form  of  the  or¬ 
dinary  Chinese  writing-brush, 
generally  erected  to  improve  the 
feng  shuL  Known  to  foreigners 

as  the  “Confucian  Pencil •” 

說文  see  10,164. 

文 爲王面  having  the  king’s face  on  the  obverse. 

一文錢  a  cash)  a  coin.  See 

”36. 一 文不使 ，兩 文不用 
won’t  spend  ope  cash  or  use  two, 
— very  stingy. 

一 文不値  not  worth  a  cash 

分 文不給 he  won’t  give  a single  candareen  or  a  single  cash、 

文魚  the  snake-fish  (Ophio- 
cephalus  ar^us). 

Read  wen41.  To  gloss. 

小人之 _ 也必文 the 
mean  man  is  sure  to  gloss  his 
faults. 

文飾  to  gloss.  -  See  9907. 

文 致其罪  to  impute  guilt  to 
. a  person, 一 who  is  really  innocent. 
See  above. 

To  rub  off；  to  wipe  away. 

抆拭  to  wipe  off;  to  clean. 

抆淚  to  wipe  away  tears. 

抆摩  to  rub. 

Name  of  a  river  in  Shan¬ 
tung. 

Read  min\  Name  of  a 

large  affluent  of  the  Yang- 

tsze  in  Ssuchluan. 

12,635 

W.  Svang 

N.  veng^ 

See 诠 

A.  ven Sinking 

Lower. 

紋1
 

12,636 

R. 文 

See 
Even  Lower. 

w 
12,63.7 

R •間 

C.  luh^ 
H.c/un 

F.  oung2- W.  wang^ 

See 校 

A.  vdn Sinking 

Lower. 

蚊 
12,638 

R •
文’
 

C.  ̂nert H.  cmuny  cmin F.  ung^  v. 

Read  men^.  To  defile. 

汶濛  dirty;  defiled. 新溶者 必振衣 ，安能 
以 身之察 察受物 

之汶 汶者乎  the  bather fresh  from  the  bath  must  shake 
the  dust  from  his  clothes,  for 
how  can  he  allow  his  pure  body 
to  be  defiled  with  the  dust  of 
things  ? 

饺汶乎  obscure ;  unknown. 

Marks  ；  lines  ；  figure  ; 

pattern.  See  1 1,970, 10,01 1. 

水波紋  ripples  on  water. 

紋理。 r  羅紋  tbe  lines  on  the hands. 

^  lines  on  the  hand  or face  indicating  good  fortune. 

並 無紋跡  there  is  not  the least  trace, 

系交  cross  lines ;  against  the 

grain. 縐紋  wrinkled;  crumpled ;  cor¬ 
rugated. 

至於 衣紋生 熟亦能 

分別  it  was  also  possible  to see  whether  the  creases  of  the 

clothes  were  recent  or  not,； 一 in 
the  painting. 

花紋  the  figures  on  textures. 

絞水  the  difference  from  fluct¬ uation  in  the  price  of  silver. 

紋銀  pure  silver. 

Tangled  ；  involved. 

紊亂  in  confusion  ̂   in  a  state  of anarchy. 

有條 而不寒 there  isorder 
and  not  confusion. 

不 ”容紊  not  to  suffer  the  least disorder. 

朝 政日秦  the  government  j grew  daily  more  disorderly. 

A  mosquito. 

虎蚊 。1 •花啤  the  striped  or 
“tiger”  •mosquito. 

聚 蚊成雷  enough  mosqui-| toes  will  make  a  noise  like 
thunder. 

蚊 
12,638 

chung- 

S.mwong 

W.  vang、 mang 

N.  meng 

P. ) 

M. 

Y. 

) 

K.  mun 

J.  bun 

A.  vdn^  man 

Even  Lower. 

wen 

ST 
12,639 

R •文 

See 文 

Even  Lower. 

12,640 

R. 文 

See 文 

Even  Lower. 

12,640a 

R •文 

See Even  Lower. 

M1 

Jtnx 
12.641 

r. 元 

& 溫 

Even  Upper. 

媼
 3 

12.642 

R •皓月 

C.  cou、 zwen 

H.  ̂juin 
F.  cung、cung 

W.  cyung 

避 蚊香。 i •蚊 姻香 or 打 

蚊姻  a  preparation  burnt  in houses  to  get  rid  of  mosquitoes. 

蚊拂  a  mosquito-whisk. 
蚊 帳  mosquito-curtains. 七月 半蚊子 嘴似個 

half  through  the  7th  moon, 

the  mosquito’s  bite  is  like  an 
awl.  See  5002. 

鋼 甲蚊子  small  steel-ar¬ 
moured  gunboats ;  mosquito- boats. 

蚊毋鳥  same  as  11,234. 熏 （。1 •揪 OT 嗆） 蚊子 t。 
smoke  out  mosquitoes. 

Coloured,  as  clouds. 

月  素  moon-clouds  are 
white-coloured. 

glowing  red,  —  as  sun- clouds. 

金帛  variegated  cloud-colours. A  fish,  called  紋麟 譯， 

striped  with  blue  and  having 
a  white  head,  said  to  be 

found  in  the  western  sea, 

and  able  to  fly  ；  the  flying- 

fish. 

A  young  quail. 

To  feed  a  prisoner.  Com¬ 

passionate. 

An  old  woman  ；  a  mother. 

Also  read  ao% 

老媪 an  old  dame. 女显 a  female  corpse-ex^mitfer. 

媼娘  an  old  maid. 

[97 
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媼
 3 12,642 

N.  coa^  coa P.  au 

M.  cau,  0, 

Y.  coa 
Sz.au 

K.o 

J •孑, un 
A.  au、 win 

Irregular 

Rising  Upper 

翁溫  the  father  and  mother;  the 
parents. 

媼神  the  Goddess  of  Earth. See  12,099. 

愠‘
 12,643 

R 問 

H.  ̂ wcn 
F.  oung 

P.  wen^  yun See 單
 

A.  wen 

Sinking 

Upper. 

搵!
 12.644 

R •阮願 
C.  cwen 
H.  cwun 

F.  oung) 
N.  wing、y, 

wek 

P.  cwin、 ngen* 
M.  cen 

J.  won 
A.  oun 

Rising  and 

SinkingUpper. 

榲1
 >12,645 

R 元月 
See 温腽 
K,  ol 

t.  on、 otsz 
A.  wen 

Even  and 
Entering、 

Upper. 

To  be  irritated  ；  indig¬ 

nant；  hurt.  Also  read yiin\ 

5^  3607.  [Commonly  writ¬ 
ten  as  below.] 

人不知 而不慍 ，不亦 

君子乎  not  to  feel  hurt  be¬ 
cause  men  have  not  heard  of； 

him,  is  not  that  to  be  a  superior 
man? 

慍怒。 r 慍色  irriluted;  an¬ 

gry- 

喜愤 無常  glad  and  vexed  by turns. 

慍 于羣小 i  am  hated  by  the 
herd  of  mean  creatures. 

肆不珍 -厥恨 though  h£ 
could  not  prevent  the  rage, 一 of 
his  foes,  he  did  not  let  fall  his 

own  fame;  said  of  Duke  T^an-fu 

To  dip  ；  to  immerse.  To 

wipe.  Used  by  some  for 

baptism  •” 

搵淚  to  dry  one’s  tearr 

Read  en^.  To  press  down. 

榲倒  to  .keep  down  on  the 
ground  by  force. 

溫  to  play  the  piano, 一 an 
Anglo-Chinese  term. 

The  fruit  of  Crates gus 
pinnatifida 、 Bge.,  known  as 

榲榉，  from  which  jam  is 
made.  Identified  in  Japan 

with  Pyrus  cydonia  ',  L. 

12,646 

R •元 

C.  win 
H.  wun 

F.  ung 

W.yue 
N.  wing 

P. 

wen 

M. 

Sz. Y.  weng 

K. 

J.  on、 un 
A.  oun 
Even  Upper. 

媼 
12,647 

Warm  ；  bland  ；  gentle 
Name  of  a  river  in  Honan 

[Correctly  written  as  below. 

温煖 warm. 
温水  warm  water. 
溫開水  water  that  has  been boiled  but  is  no  longer  actually 

boiling,  though  still  hot. 

溫泉  hot  springs. 

温風  a  warm  breeze. 
溫和  (huo1  or  ho、、 see  3945) 
warm;  genial ;  benign. 

溫脤  to  take  warm  medicines. 

温器  vessels  for  heating  food. 

飽  warm  and  full,— fed  and clothed. 

話溫凉  to  talk  about  warm and  cool, — about  the  weather 
and  such  conventionalities. 

溫 柔。 r 溫頁。 r 溫厚 
amiable;  mild;  bland;  geatle. 

溫柔鄕  the  gentle  district,- SC.  femininity-.  Also,  a  brothel. 

溫 •舊  to  talk  over  old  times; to  renew  old  associations. 

溫書  to  look  over  one，s  books, 一 to  refresh  one’s  memory  of 

them.  
y 

溫故 而知轨  to  go  over  the old  and  add  new, — of  a  coarse of  study. 

溫 溫恭人 ，如 集于木 
we  must  be  mild  and  humble, 
as  though  perched  on  trees. 

溫 其如玉  bland  and  soft, looking  as  jade. 

溫謹  a  warm,  regard  for. 

色思溫  (the  superior*  man) wishes  his  countenance  to  be 
benign. 

温存 t。  hold  in  one’s  embraces; to  cherish.  Also,  genial. 

溫潤  ̂xuriant-. 
温語  kind  words. 

温 專会儀  mild  a.nd  self- 
restrained, — of  good  manners. 

襤 
12,648 

R •元 

See 溫 

Even  Upper. 

Pestilence  ；  plague  ； 

epidemic. 

痕疫。 r 瘋症。 1 ■瘤; 病。 r 
'癌. 災。1 ■痕殖  pestilence； an  epidemic;  any  prevailing  dis- 

12,649 

問‘
 

ease. 

搞 氣  malaria;  infection. 

解痕  to  stop  an  epidemic, 一 as the  gods  are  supposed  to  do. 

遭痕  to  catch  the  plague;  to have  the  ill  luck  to.... 

辟瘟  a  prophylactic. 
See  13,833. 

12,650 

R •間 ！3. 

j 
 mun
 

F.  mwon£ 
W.  vang、mang 

N.  ving、 meng 

To  ask;  to  enquire；  to 

investigate.  To  send.  To 

hold  responsible  ；  to  sent¬ ence.  知向 4283， 訊 

4895， _  7228.  [To  be 
distinguished  from  間  i6oi. 

p. 

M. 

wen 

K. 

weng 

mun 

bu, 

in、 mon 

ven 
Sinking 

Lower. 

See  13,827. 

問答㈣ ^7)  or 問對 t。 ask  and  to  answer;  a  dialogue 

間 得甚圓 ，答 得甚方 
a  very  square  answer  to  a  very 

round  question, -not  to  the  point. 

間題  a  “question”  or  problem,  _ — as  in  politics,  commerce,  etc. 

華 工問題  the  question  of| 
Chinese  labour. 

問詞  an  interrogation. 

焉亦間  詞  yen  is  also  attinter- 
rogative. 

不得問  he  got  no  answer. 
不問  no  matter  whether. 

不 間好歹  no  matter  whether good  or  bad;  at  random ;  reck¬ 

lessly. 

不問 行的住 的遠的 

近的  without  reference  to  his being  in  motion  or  at  rest,  or 

far  or  near, — at  random :  reck¬ 

lessly 

不問 不聞'  if  not  enquired 
into,  it  will  not  be  known.  Also, 
to  take  no  interest  in. lcuvg  uu  imereti  m. 

那雨 箇 老者見 
this  question,  the  two  old  1 

問明 l 白  to  enquire  until 
clear  on  the  subject. 
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: 12,650 

間細底  to  encluire  thoroughly 
into. 

過問  to  ply  with  questions. 

他也 不深問 besides,  he  did 
not  question  him  very  closely. 

往 下 要再問 wanted  to 
question  him  further. 

泛 問  a  superficial  enquiry. 

反 複諸問  to  cross-examine. 

間  t5  ask  the  customs  of  a 
place. 

不取 、下問  not  to  be  ashamed 
to  learn  from  one’s  inferiors. 

請問 or 借問 I  beg  to  ask. 

問人  to  enquire. 

問路。 r  問 程  to  ask  the  way. 

問道^  to  ask  the  way;  to  seek 
instruction.  Also,  to  ask；  asked 
saying.... 

問 道於盲 to  ask  a  blind 
man  the  way, 一 to  seek  instruct¬ 
ions  from  those  who  do  not  know. 

不邊問 及他事 no  leisure 
to  ask  about  other  matters. 

55  ̂   t0  examine  one’s  heart ; 
to  enquire  after  ；  to  send  friendly 
messages  to. 

雜佩以 問之1  wil1  send 
him  presents  from  my  girdle. 

問好。 r 問安。 r 間候 t。 
enquire  after. 

問 好兒  t0  give  one’s  kind regaMs. 

間安 黯頭 tQ  nod  the  head 
when  one’s  health  is  enquired 

after, — as  郭子  Ku。 Tzti-i 

was  obliged  to  do  to  his  grand¬ 
children,  who  were  so  numerous 
that  he  did  not  know  them  all. 

間 疾  to  enquire  after  a  sick 
person. 

^  many  thanks  for  your  en¬ 
quiries. 

問労 I  to  ascertain, 

問及  to  ask  about. 

非問 之所及 i(:  is  nQt  to  be 
got  at  by  asking, 一 for  an  expla¬ nation. 

須 要問過 毋親來 
I  must  go  and  ask  my  mother 

first.  • 

間話  t0  question- 

問
‘
 

12,65。 

聞 2
 

i2,65i 
R •文間 

C.  men 
¥•  ung、 oung W.  vang 

N.  veng 

M.  1 
 win 

Y.  weng 

Sz.  wen 

K.  mun 

J.  bun 

A.  van 
Even  and Sinking 

Lower. 

問供  to  elicit  evidence. 

間價  to  ask  the  price. 

間 ^  m 問乾。 r 間窮。 r 
問窘。 r 問短。 r 問倒 
to  reduce  to  silence  by  one’s 
questions  or  arguments;  to 

“stump”  by  a  question. 

我把他 間住了  I  “s_P- ed”  him, — with  a  question  he 
could  not  answer. 

問 to  ask  names, — same  as 
the  second  preliminary 

of  a  marriage. 

問到 j  家  to  enquire  thorough¬ ly;  to  get  out  all  the  information 

required. 

間案  to  try  cases. 
間官  the  official  who  tries  a case. 

惟 誰是問  wh。 wil1  be  held responsible  ?  See  12,596. 

問定。 r 間擬。 r 問罪 t。 
sentence  to;  {see  11,910)  to 
convict. 

問死罪 tc>  sentence  to  death. 

間流  to  sentence  to  banishment. See  7248. 

間 車 If  to  sentence  to  decapita¬ tion. 

莫間我 們討命 d。 nc)t make  us  pay  with  our  lives ! 

間賠間 無  tC)  give  judgment for  money  compensation  or  for 

making  good, — the  damage. 

To  hear；  news.  To  smell. 

聽聞 t。 hean 不忍聞  cannot  bear  to  hear, — as  a  distressing  story. 

如 此我聞  thus  I  gave  heard, — the  opening  phrase  of  Buddhist 
sutras. 

風聞 w  3554. 
傳 聞  there  is  a  rumour  that; hearsay. 

新聞 news- 新聞紙  a  newspaper. 

昨兒 聞得1  heard  yesterday that.... 

聲 聞于外 the  sound  was heard  outside. 

聞，
 

12,651 

i 

0 

聞 道 I  t0  heaT  TAO;  to  hear  the 
Truth. 

聞 報  to10  hear  it  reported ;  to 
learn  of;  to  come  to  one^  know¬ 
ledge. 

聞 信  to  hear  news  of. 聞  sad  news；  a  shocking  story. 

聞知 0! ■聞訊  to  hear  of;  to ascertain. 

聞 — - ZH  t0  hear  one  and know  two, — to  be  naturally  apt； 

to  learn  with  but  little  instruct¬ ion. 

聞 所未聞  to  hear  something 
one  has  never  heard  before. 

埃言聞 所未聞 all  say 
they  never  heard  of  such  a  thing. 

聞 人  a  celebrity.  Also,  a  sur¬ name. 

聞見  tQ  hear  and  to  see;  to hear  of;  to  smell. 

多 聞多見  to  have  great  ex¬ perience. 

W 聞不如 一見 a  hun- 
dred  hearings  are  not  equal  to 

one  seeing.  [Segnius  irritant 

etc.] 

所 見爲實 ，所 聞爲虛 
what  one  sees  is  true,  but  what 

one  hears  is  false, — the  eyes  are 

better  guides  than  the  ears. 

甚 麽我都 聞不見 
I  can’t  smell  anything,— having 
no  sense  of  smell. 

我聞 不出甚 麽味兒 

身 ̂  I  don’t  smell  anything, — as a  bad  smell. 

聞  to  smell  the  fragrance. 

其 臭 難 聞  the  stink  is  hor¬ 
rible. 

Read  wen\  To  make 

known  to  ；  tb  state. 

聞音网 ，又如 ^  win  rs 
read  wehk  and  also  in  its  nor¬ 
mal  tone  (us  above). 

給他使 $ 聞 i tQ  cause 
him  to  mak6  it  known, — by  talk¬ 

ing  of  it  before  him. 

奏聞 上 帝  to  lay  a  statement 
before  God. 

聖 聞周達 心 fame  as  a  sage 
is  spread  far  and  wicje.  \Cf. 

quod  audis  what  you  are  reputed 

to  be.] 

/ 
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12.652 R ‘文 
C.  men^  v. 

shau^ 
See 聞 

Even  Lower. 

闓 
12.653 

w 
12.654 

R •吻 

See  勿 |j 

Rising  
Lower. 

m 
12.655 R. 哼
 

C.  men 
H.  wet^ 
F.  ung 

W.  wang 
N.  veng 
-P  .  wen 
Y.  web 
K.  mun 

]. fun ̂   mon 
A.  ven 

Rising  Lower. 

M 
12.656 

R-吻  12. 
W 
刎 

Rising  Lower. 

不 求聞達 not  t。 seek  t。 
make  oneself  known. 

以孝  _  聞 to  gain  a  rePu- tation  for  filial  piety  and  right 
conduct. 

有人 聞諸王 a  man  inform¬ ed  the  king  of  it. 

聲 聞於王  the  noise  reached 
the  ears  of  the  king. 

聞 於四國  to  make  known 
throughout  the  empire. 

魏 時聞於 丰 國 were 
made  known  in  China  at  the 

time  of  the  Wei  dynasty, — of  a 
foreign  people. 

聞 於時者  notabilities  of  the day. 

令聞  see  12,509. 

To  look  closely  at.  An 

old  form  of  12,651. - 

閿鄕  a  district  in  Honan. 

Same  as  1 2,652. 

To  cut  asunder. 

To  cut  across. 

自勿 |j  or 勿 |j 死 di •勿 |j 喉。 r 
刎頸  to  commit  suicide  by 
cutting  the  throat. 

勿 ij  頸 交  a  cut-throat  friendship, 
一 in  which  either  party  would 

" die  for  the  other. 

刎 頸以見  hsienx  tp  cut 
on^[s  throat  to  show  that  one 
is  in  earnest. 

The  corners  of  the 

mouth  ;  the  lips. 

口土 唇月勿 t。 Pout. 

能 弄唇肋  he  has  the  gift  of 
the  gab. 

接肋  to  join  the  lips;  to  kiss. 

w 
12,656 

吻 
12,657 

脗
 3 

12,658 

R. 吻 

See 姻 

Rising  Lower. 

傷 
12.659 

12.660 

R •阮 

See 溫 

Rising  Upper. 

口 肋不合  your  lips  don’t  fit, 一 your  statements  are  contra¬ dictory. 

口 朋猶黃  your  mouth  is  still yellow, 一  you  are  a  greenhorn. 
Cf.  Bajan  or  bee  jaune. 

適 相肋合  was  exactly  the same, — in  amount. 

俱 相朋合  tallied  in  every respect, — with  what  the  others 
had  said. 

莫  决月勿  don’t  be  t。。 ready 
to  make  assertions. 

刺 破小肋  to  deflower. 
Same  as  12,656. 

異吻若 方笑  as  though smiling  in  astonishment. 

賊吻  the  figure  of  a  fish  with 
uplifted  tail,  seen  on  roofs.  See 

1  1980. 

To  join  ；  to  fit.  Used with  12,656. 

脗合  tp  unite  in  wedlock. 

Same  as  1 2,660. 

Firm  ；  stable;  secure. 
Used  for  12,642.  See  9412, 
IM93. 

穩當 (㈣ 、) 。> •穩 住。1 •穩 

妥 or  安  sfable ;  safe;  ?e- 
cure;  steady;  comfortable;  un¬ blemished. 

墊穩  to  make  firm, 一 as  a  table, 
by  placing  something  under  one -  of  its  legs. 

走的穩  it  goes  smoothly, — as a  boat  or  a  horse. 

馬 背不如 牛背穩 
*  a  horse’s  back  is  not  *  so  stable 

as  cow’s. 

_  to  stand  firmly. 

踏 穩地步 tQ  take  a  firm 
stand. . 

杷穩  to  take  firm  hold  ot;  to 
grasp  firmly. 

w 

12,660 

m 

12,661 

R 問 

See 間 

Sinking 

Lower. 

眠 
12,662 

蜗 
12,663 

12,664 

I  A 

12,665 

R 問 

See •問 

Sinking 

Lower 

Jt-I 

12.666 

羽 
12.667 

^東 

C.  yung- 

H.  wung 

F.  { 

W.  ?  ung 

N •丨 

P.  wing 

M.  ung、 wung 

祭不穩 t0  hc)ld  or  grasP in- 

securely. 

那 仵事我 拏不穩 
I  can’t  manage  that  matter  sa¬ 
tisfactorily. 

_  2 sedate;  reserved;  dignified, 

穩睡  to  sleep  soundly. 

穩坐考 ̂  咳  t0  d。 nothing  for 

one’s  living. 

Mourning；  the  ropes  to 

a  bier  held  by  mourners. 

系免服  mourning-clothes. 
執純  to  hold  the  cords  of  a bier. 

M  ̂  10,704.. 
Read  mien、 •  Used  for 

7903- 
麻絲  a  cap  of  sackcloth. " Same  as  12,656. 

Same  as  12,638. 

Same  as  12,638. 

A  crack,  as  in  porcelain. 

very  much  cracked. 

打破 一道莹  he  has  made 
a  crack  in  it. 

驚 璧  a  dangerous  crack. 
'WEHxrca-. 

Same  as  12,677. 

An  old  man  ；  a  title  of 

respect.  See  12,642  ac^. 

The  “leg”  of  a  boot.  [To  be 
distinguished  from  ̂ 3522.] 

老翁  an  old  gentleman ;  vener¬ able  sir;  my,  your,  or  his,  father. 

八十 — •翁  an  old  man  of eighty-one. 
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翁1
 

12,667 
Y.  ung 

Sz.  ung、 wettg 
K.  otig 

A.  oung  . 

Even  Upper. 

嚼1
 

12,668 
^東 
^ 翁 
Even  Upper. 

2,669 

R. 董 
F.  v.  cung 

See# 
Rising  Upper. 

漁翁  an  old  fisherman. 

白頭翁 a  hoary-headed  old 
man ;  the  name  of  a  drug  and 
of  a  small  bird. 

家翁  the  master  of  the  house; 
my  husband.  See  7496. 

不痴 不聾不 爲家翁 
unless  stupid  and  deaf,  a  man 
cannot  be  the  head  of  a  family, 
— who  should  ignore  trifles. 

富家翁  a  rich  old  gentleman, 
not  in  official  life. 

尊  ̂   your  father. 

吾翁 卽若翁  my  father  is 
your  father, — if  you  boil  him, 
send  me  a  bowl  of  the  soup;， 

said  by  剑 邦  Liu  Pang  to_ 

羽  Hsiang  Yu  when  the  latter 
threatened  to  boil  his  father  if 

he  would  not  own  allegiance  to 

him.  [They  had  been  sworn 
brothers.] 

翁夂  old  father, 一 a  polite  way 
of  addressing  a  eunuch ;  more 
curtly,  by  the  first  char,  only 
=  old  man. 

翁姑。 r 翁婆  a  husband’s father  and  mother. 

婦翁  wife’s  father ;  father-in-law, 
翁婿  father-in-law  and  son-in- 

law. 

賀新 翁  t。 congratulate  a  bride- 
groom. 

堂翁  a  title  given  to  a  District 
Magistrate  by  the  左右堂 
Assistant  District  Magistrate  and 
District  Police-master. 

翁伸  the  statues  of  men  at 
tombs, 一 from  the  statue  of  the 

famous  warrior  元翁  ̂   Yuan 

Weng-chung,  erected  by  the 
First  Emperor. 

The  lowing  of  cattle. 

嗡泓  the  lowing  of  cattle. 
嗡嗡  the  hum  of  insects. 

A  gust  of  wind. 

飛 塵墦起  the  flying  dust  is 
blown  up  by  the  wind. 

瑜然 起於窮 巷之間 
a  gust  blows  through  the  deserted 
lanes. 

R. 

m 
12.670 

R 董 

See 翁 

Rising  Upper. 

12.671 

R •董 

See 翁 

Rising  Upper. 

蓊1
 

12.672 

董 

F.  oung* 

N.  ung 

P.  weng 

M.  ung、 ngung 
K.  ong 

A. oung 

Rising  Upper. 

蠛1
 

12.673 

R •東 

See 翁 

Even  Upper. 

12.674 

^東 

See 翁 

Even  Upper. 

ir 
12.675 

r •東 

& 翁 

Even  Upper. 

雍 
12.676 

甕
 4 

12.677 

1 送 

To  rise；  to  float,  as 
clouds. 

激徽  a  rising  fog. 
激染  blurred;  smudged. 

Fetid  ；  stinking. 

The  stalk  of  a  flower. 

^  2  plants  with  tufted  heads on  slender  stalks. 

Read  wengz.  Luxuriant. 

樹蓊蓊 其相惨 the  trees blend  their  luxuriant  foliage  to¬ 

gether. 

The  slender-waisted  wasp 

or  Sphex. 

牛 Jice  in  cattle. 

織縱  a  kind  of  gadfly. 

The  “uppers”  of  a  boot. 

C.  ting 

H.  wung 
F.  aong 

^•yung^ 

^wai 

N.  ung 

The  neck  feathers  of  a 
bird. 

See  13,468. 

A  tall  earthen  jar,  some¬ 
times  with  metal  handle 

attached  to  two  ears.  A  jar 

for  containing  the  ashes  of 
the  dead.  See  6067,  12,791, 

13,474. 

甕缸 a  jar  for  wine  or  water. 

甕'
 

12,677 

P.  weng 

M.  ung、 wung 

Y.  ung 

Sz.  ung、 weng 

K.  ong  1 

A〆— 

Sinking 

Upper. 

m 12.678 

ir 

12.679 

r •送 

See 寵 

J 
Sinking 

Upper. 

打滿  _  水 the  jar  — 
water. 

古  _  old  jars;  antiques. 
甕牖  a  small  round^window  like 
a  jar’s  mouth. 

請華 入 甕 oblige  by  stepping 
into  the  (fiery)  jar, — a  phrase 

used  by  來俊臣  Lai  Chiin- 

ch ‘谷 n  to  興  Chou  Hsing  who 

was  suspected  •  of  treason,  the 
former  having  first  got  the  latter 
to  state  that  the  best  way  to 
extort  confession  was  to  place 

the  suspect  i^i  a  jar  surrounded 

by  fire.  Cf,  “Thou  art  the  man!’’ 

键 中 .捉 驚  to  hive  a  turtle  in a  jar, — to  be  able  to  put  one’s 
finger  on  a  man. 

視已爲 甕之鼈 regarded him  as  an  already  trapped 'turtle 

甕洞兒  the  archway  under 
neath  a  city  gate. 

甕城  the  opening  or  entrance of  the  archway  as  above.  Also 

used  with — f 

圈 (fb^uanx)  the  enceinte  of  a city  gate  at  Peking,  being  a  sort 
of  court-yard  inside  the  outer 

gate,  from  which  (in  the  case 

of  the  前門） three  gates  open 
into  the  city,  the  middle  one 
being  for  the  Emperor  only. 

甕箅  the  calculation  of  the  jar, 一 referring  to  a  poor  man  who 
had  only  a  jar  in.  the  world. 
In  his  excitement  at  calculatin 
what  he  would  do  when  he  bt 
came  rich  he  hit  the  jar, a  blow 
and  smashed  it  to  atoms.  Cf、 

the  story  of  the  Barber’s  Fifth Brother,  Arabian  Nights. 

囊頭春  newly-made 

wine. 

Same  as  12,677. 

The  nose  stuffed,  as  with 

a  cold. 

騰鼻狗  a  dog  with  a  cold  in 
its  head. 

鼹噥  the  thick  speech  of  one who  has  a  cold. 

蛇聾虎 顏 snakes  are  deaf and  tigers  can’t  smell. 
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i2,68o 

哿 
C.  ?igo 

H.  nga、 ngo、 

F.  ngo,  ngwai W.^ 

N.  ngo 
P.  wo 

M.  wo'  ngo 

Y.  ou、 wou 
Si.  wo、 ngo 
K.a 

]-Sa 
A.  nga 

Rising  Lower. 

xvo. 

I  ；  me.  Subjective,  self 

or  egoistic,  as  opposed  to 

人 5624  (《•》.)  and 彼 8966, 

and  物  1 2,777  {g-v.).  See 

208,  8211.  [To  be  dis¬ 
tinguished  from  找 488.] 

我自己  I  myself. 

我與你 I  and  you. 

我的 mine. 
我的呢  and  mine?  where  is mine  ? 

我們。 r 我等。 1 •我曹 

我輩 we. 
我朝  (ch^ao1)  our  dynasty. 

在我  it  is  my  affair;  it  is  on 
my  shoulders. 

我說 一句無 知的話 
I  will  say  a  sentence  of  random 

talk, 一 don’t  be  offended  at  what 
I  say.  . 

未生我 ，誰 是我  who  was I  before  I  was  born? 

向 者 之我非 稹今我 

也  the  “I”  of  past  time  is  not 
the  “I”  of  to-day. 

無 分爾我 making  no  distinc¬ 
tion  of  “you”  and  “me,” 一 treat¬ 

ing  another  as  if  one’s  very  self. 

不爲 我則天 下議其 

爲人  if  not  egoistic,  the  world 
concludes  a  man  must  be  al¬ 

truistic.  See  12,521  weik  • 

我顴我  I  will  look  after  my¬ self. 

我 行我法 i  will  follow  my 
own  methods. 

無我你 去不得  without 
me,  you  cannot  go. 

無 人無我  neither  others  nor 
self,— in  a  state  of  complete  ab¬ straction. 

忘形骸 ，無 人我也 t。 
be  without  consciousness  of  one 

physical  frame,  is  to  be  without 
consciousness  of  others  and  self. 

則我 之爲我 果在何 
地  wh^t  then  becomes  of  con¬ 
sciousness  of  one’s  personal 
identity  ? 

倭1
 

i2,68i 

R .歌 
c.  j 

H.  1  wo 
F.  \ 

W.« 
N.  ou 

P.  I 

M •卜 

Y.  ou 
Sz.  wo 
K. 

A. Even  Upper. 

倭1
 

12,682 

R •歌 

See 
Even  Upper. 

12,683 R 歌支 
S66 倭委 

A.  ui 
Even  Upper. 

阿 12.684 

啊 12.685 

渦1
 

12,686 

R •歌 

〜窩鍋 

Even  Upper. 

The  country  of  dwarfs  ； 

a  term  applied  contemptu¬ 
ously  to  Japan.  See  3945. 

倭奴國  the  country  of  Dwarfs; 
Japan.  Also  explained  phonet¬ 
ically  as  the  country  of  Wonu = Yamato. 

倭 國其人 性晴酒 
the  Japanese  are  much  given  to 
alcoholic  drinks. 

Japanese  silks. 

倭儇廢  (wo'  wangk  fei^)  a noodle. 

Read  wei\  To  bend  ； 

to  yield.  Bent;  winding ； 

compliant;  facile. 

周 道倭遲 the  way  frc)m Chou  was  winding  and  tedious. 

Muddy. 

^ 鬼夕委  dirty，一 as  a  beggar. 

To  slip；  to  sprain  a  limb. Curly. 

踪足。 r 蹂脚  to  sprain  the 
ankle. 

足委腿  to  sprain  the  leg. 

鬚 都蹂了  his  beard  is  all 
curly.  See  3232, 

See  1. 

See  2. 

A  whirlpool.  A  dimple. 

旋渦  an  eddy. 

笑 處無微 V 局  not  the  small¬ est  dimple  on  her  cheek. 

Read  kol.  A  river  in 

Anhui.  Used  in  geogra¬ 

phical  names. 

禍1
 

12.687 

R .歌 

See 窩 

Even  Upper. 

高 

12.688 

歌 

R. 

C. 

H. 

F. 

W. 
N. 

P. 

M, 

V.  ou 

Sz. 

K. u 

. klou 

A. 

Even  Upper. 

A  lap-dog；  a  sleeve-dog [see  6141). 

嬌猫 睡猶怒 the  petted lap-dog  snarls  even  in  its  sleep. 蠡 

A  nest；  a  hole ；  a  hollow ； 
a  haunt；  a  den  (see  1 1,039): 

To  shelter  ；  to  receive  se¬ 
cretly.  To  curve；  to  bend 
round. 

a  nest;  a  lair. 

鳥裔  a  bird’s  nest.  See  13,048. 

一窩蜂  a  swarm  of  bees. 
一 裔 _ 初 的來了  _ 
came  like  a  swarm  of  bees. 

一 窩八口 a  family  of  eight 

」 persons. 

足虫箇 a  rut. 架窩  a  mule  litter  (Shansi). 

酒 胃  dimples  on  the  cheeks. 

胳肢窩  the  arm-pits. 

爭 嘴窩子  the  depression  or 
hollow  at  the  back  of  the  neck. 

心窩  the  pit  of  the  stomach. 
窩  心、 to  feel  put  out;  annoyed. 

窩心脚  a  kick  in  the  stomach. 

箇風 的地方 a  place  °ut  of 
the  wind. 

商棚。 1 ■裔鋪 a  shed; a 

shanty. 

止 求安樂 w 之窩 
I  only  want  a  quiet  retreat, 一 for  my  old  age. 

裔價  reserve  fund;  nest-egg.  See 
6385. 

窩 難子兒  poached  eggs. 
窩脂  a  hawfinch 、Eophona  per- 

sonata). 

窩狐  the  racoon  dog. 
裔巢 a  nest;  a  lurking:place.; a  haunt,  as  of  thieves. 

窩賭  a  gambling-hell. 窩脚  to  catch  one’s  foot ;  to  trip. 

^  to  die  in  great  wretch¬ 
edness  ; to  die  a  disappointed 

man;  (of  animals)  to  die  of  con¬ 
finement. 

窩匪  to  harbour  criminals. 
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■WXJ 

JCBl 
I&TJ 

12,688 

萵 
12.689 

r •歌 
see 窩 
Even  Upper. 

m 

12.690 

臥4
 

12.691 

r 箇 

&. 卜 
F.  njwo 
W.  ̂  

N.  ngou 

M.  j 
 wo^° Y.  wou 

Sz.  wo、 ngo 
K.  wa 

J.  kwa 

A.  ttga、 ngwa 

Sinking 
Lower. 

窩贜  to  harbour ;  to  conceal 
plunder. 

_  主。1 ■窝家  a  receiver  of stolen  goods. 

窩集。 r 窩留  to  harbour. 

窩娼  to  harbour  prostitutes. 

窩脖兒  neck-benders,— porters. 

葡過  t0  bend  round  inwards. 

挪商。 r  騰蒲  t。 shift  stir 
from  one’s  place. 

A  term  for  various  plants 
like  lettuce. 

萵苴  lettuce. 
萬  dried  stems  of  a  variety 

of  lettuce. 

See  3320. 

To  lie  down  ；  to  rest. 

坐 臥不寧  unable  either  to 
sit  or  lie  with  ease. 

■臥床  臥榻  t。 lie  °n  a  bed; 
a  bed  or  couch. 

臥 床不起  dangerously  ill. 

臥息 t。 rest. 

睡臥  to  sleep. 

不得臥  insomnia. 

臥房  a  bedroom. 

臥內  in  the  bedroom. 
r .  1 

出 入臥內  to  have  the  entree 
to-  one’s  bedroom, — on  very  in¬ 
timate  terms. 

高臥  to  sleep  high, — to  have 
retired  from  the  world  and  to 

be  therefore  raised  above  one’s 
fellows. 

臥月明  to  sleep  in  the  moon¬ 
light. 

臥 薪嘗膽  to  sleep  on  brush¬ 
wood  and  oat  gall, — to  nurse 
vengeance. 

倒 臥在地  he  is  lying  on  the 
ground, 一 at  the  point  of  death. 

那 w 裏有 個倒臥  there 
is  a  dead  body  in  there. 

臥 名利者 寫生危 &se 
who  give  up  the  pursuit  of  re¬ 
putation  and  wealth  get  rid  of 

many  dangers  in  life. 

臥 4
 

12,691 

握 
12,692 

12,693 

R. 

C.  ek^  ak^  v.  cu 
H.  v.  cau 

F.  auk, 

W.  v.  co.e  ̂  N.  oh^  v.  cau 

P.  W0\  7UU0* 
M.  wo 

Y.uk. 

Sz.  v.  an^ 

K.  ak 

J.  aku^  ohu 
A.  ouk Etitering 

Upper. 

媒 3
 

12.694 

哿 
C.  Ho 

See 裔 

A.  ̂ Iwa 
Rising  Upper. 

m
a
 

12.695 

R 哿 

See 訛 

Rising  J,ower. 

譌 
12,696 

沃 
.12,697 

臥箱兒  a  pad  or  cushion  in¬ side  a  passenger-cart. 

臥 凉船兒  a  fashion  of  dress¬ ing  women’s  hair,  so  as  to  stick out  behind. 

臥 兔 afur  hat  worn  in  the  north. 

臥龍  sleeping  dragon;  a  name for  Chu-ko  Liang  (see  7479). 

See  1 2/742. 

The  teeth  too  close  to¬ 

gether.  Paltry ;  mean ;  dirty. 

辑 屋齒足 (northern)  worried;  vexed; 
(southern)  rubbish;  filth;  dirty. 

[Also  read  wu{  to4.] 

駑馬 & 誠罐齪 truly the  old horse  is  good  for  nothing. 

爲人 ME  a  narrow-minded 
man. 

地 上醒舰 ，如 何坐得 
the  ground  is  dirty ;  how  can 

you  sit^  down? 

Beautiful  ；  elegant.  A 

waiting-maid. 

媒蚝  fascinating. 
二女媒  two  women  to  wait  on 
him. 

Elegant  ；  delicate.  See 12,694. 

Same  as  3320. 

眈 譌作耽  tan  fwith  eye)  is wrongly  used  for  tan  (with  ear), 
— in  the  sense  of  pendent  ears; 
see  10,613. 

See  1 2,793. 

五 3
 

12,698 

R., 

C.ng 

H.  cng 

F.  ngu、 ngou 

W.  ng 

N.  wu、 ng 

P. 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 
K.o 

]-g° 

A.  ngu 

Rising  Lower. 

■WXJ. 

Fiye. 心链 283， 常 

440, 戒  1531， 經 2122, 精 

2133， 爵 2218， 虫 2932, 

二 3363, 方 3435, 福 37。7, 
刑 4621， 行 4624, 官 6341， 

倫 7464, 內 8iJ7, 椅 8807, 
色 9602， 代  io,547， 帝 
io,942， 臟  11,584， 毒 

12,054， 咮  12,607,  n 

13,025， 音  13,209， 昤 

i3,258. 

五月 五。 r 五當 ^叹1 五。 r 
五端五  the  5th  of  the  5th moon,— the  summer  solstice；  the 

Dragon-boat  festival.  Also,Z^;//x- 
leya  c hinensis 、 Cogn. 

^  3^  the  
fifth. 

二 五  the  15th  of  the  moon； 

五五  twenty-five. 
五五爲 二十五 five  fives make  twenty-five. 

五十 fi%. 
行年 五十當 知四十 

九 年之非  in  his  50th  year, a  man  should  see  the  mistakes 

of  the  previous  forty-nine. 

五百  runners  or  lictors  under the  Hou  Han  and  T‘ang  dy¬ 
nasties,  who  with  whips  cleared 

the  way  for  officials. 

把前話 一五一 + 的 

對 他說了  told  him  the 
whole  of  the  above  story  in  detail. 

四 分五裂  broken  up,  —  of: things,  associations,  etc. 

凡花 皆五出  all  flowers 
have  five  petals, — except  snow¬ 
flakes  which .  ha^e  six. 

五 陰 Qr 五 衆。 r 五蕴 
five  attributes  of  every  human 

'eing,  viz.  form,  perception,  con- 
bciousness,  action,  and  know¬ 

ledge.  Sanskrit :  skandha. 

五 ，絶 (elliptical  for 五言絶 

句 )■  a  stanza  (see  3213)  having 
five  words  to  each  line. 

五子。 r 五子袍彈011- 
gal  cartridge.、 
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五 3
 12,698 

伍 2
 12,699 

R., 

See 五 

Rising  Lower. 

五供  the  five  vessels  on  Bud 
dhist  altars. 

五分像 a  half-length  portrait 

五分明  half  light,— the  ear¬ 
liest  glimmering  of  dawn；  one 
of  the  day  periods. 

五官 不正  his  features 
all  irregular. 

五 官挪位  to  have  St.  Vitus’ dance. 

五寺  the  five  Imperial  Courts, 

are 

viz%\- 

大理寺  Court  of  Revision. 

太常寺  Court  of  Sacrifi¬ 
cial  Worship. 

太僕寺  Court  of  the  Im¬ 
perial  Stud. 

光祿寺  BanquetingCourt. 

鴻臚寺  Court  of  State Ceremonial. 

五行  々 ⑽，2 八作 {tsox)  small 
tradesmen  of  various  sorts. 

五 顔六色 的 all  sorts  of 
colours;  all  the  colours  of  the 
rainbow. 

五爪龍  the  Imperial  five-claw¬ 
ed  dragon;  a  name  for  various 

climbers  with  quinary  leaves. 

五原  name  of  a  city  in  延安 
Yen-an  Fu,  Shensi. 

五加皮  the  root-bark  of  va¬ 
rious  Araliaceous  shrubs.  Also, 
Acanthopanax  acuhatum.  Seem., 
and  A,  spinosumy  Miq. 

五敵子  Av  err  ho  a  carambola、 
L. 

A  file  of  five  men；  a  com¬ 

pany  ； a  comrade.  A  group 
of  five  families  mutually 

responsible.  To  associate 

with.  Used  for  五  1 2,698, 

•to  prevent  fraud  by  altera¬ 
tion  of  figures. 

tT  伍  the  ranks;  risen 
from  the  ranks.  See  4624. 

擺隊伍  to  draw  up  troops. 
失伍  to  break  the  ranks. 

廬井有 .伍  the  families  Were grouped  in  fives  and  were  mu¬ 

tually  responsible. 

四 時爲伍  the  Four  Seasons 

伍,
 

12,699 

吾4
 

12,700 

R •虞麻 

See 

A.  ngou 

Even  Lower. 

shall  be  responsible, -for  the  per 
formance  of  the  contract. 

我 不與你 伍 I  willnotasso 
date  with  you. 

羞 與爲伍  ashamed  to  asso date  with  him. 

櫂之 間伍之 .中 toad Vance  a  person  from  a  humble 
station. 

I ;  me.  To  impede  ；  to 12,702 

resist；  to  defend.  See 

R •語 

1 2,680. 

H.  Sngi 

^N.ing 

吾 非某入  I  am  not  So-aml- 

See 

PO 

so. 
Rising  Lower. 

吾與汝 ，弗 如也1  grant you,  you  are  not  equal  (to  him). 赌 

不 吾  也  I  am  not  known, 

PR 

12,703 

一 to  fame. 

R •虞語 

仍不失 故吾也 thusI 
See  -^P* 

shall  not  lose  my  old  self, 一 but 丁 
remain  virtuous  as  I  was  before. 

A.  ngou 

吾輩。 1 •吾等 we;  us. 

可與吾 輩相並 they  can 

傾
‘
 

rank  on  equal  terms  with  us. 1  R 

吾姊 妹皆住 處士苑 
中  all  we  girls .  live  in  your 
garden,  Sir. 

吾子  my  son;  you,  Sir. 
吾兄  elder  brother, 一 you,  Sir. 

吾友  my  friend. 
支吾  see  1873. 
金吾  the  name  of  an  official 
under  the  Han  dynasty  whose 

duty  it  was  to  keep  the  streets 
clear  at  night.  Also,  the  name 
of  a  fabulous  bird  which  keeps 
off  misfortune.  Hence,  a  red 

staff,  on  the  gilded  ends  of  which 
the  bird  is  carved. 

金吾白 挺如雨 ，不能 

止  policemen  in  vain  rained 
blows  upon  them,  but  could  not 

stop  them. 

金 吾不禁  the  chin-wu  not prohibiting, — referring  to  the 
Feast  of  Lanterns  when  people 

were  allowed  to  patrol  the  streets 
freely  all  night* 

執金吾  he  who  holds  the  red scaff， 一 an  official  under  the  Han 

dynasty  who  preceded  the  Em¬ 

peror  when  travelling,  iA  order’ 
to  prevent  accidents. 

唔1
 

12,701 
R.  Vulgar. 
C.  Lng^  v.  cng 
N.  v.  ̂ ig 

See 

Even  Lower. 

w 

A  sound  ；  a  euphonic 

particle. 

12,704 

R. 遇 

H.  cngu 

F.  ngwo 

N.  ngwu 

See 
A.  ngou 

Sinking 

Lower. 

To  imprison.  See  7201 

Also  read  yuz. 

枸罪人 於團中  to  confine 
criminals  in  prison. 

Rocky.  See  2973. 

To  awake;  to  become 

nscious  of;  to  apprehen 

to  make  to  apprehend. 

-悟.  to  awake  as  from
  sleep 

or  wine,  or  to  a  sense  of;  to 
become  aware  of. 

自悟  to  come  to  one^  senses. 

執 迷不悟 misguided  and not  awaking  to  a  sense  of  one’s 

position. 

恍 然大悟  it  suddenly  flash¬ 
ed  upon  him. 

覺悟 ̂  or  會^  to  apprehend; to  become  aware  of;  to  under¬ stand. 

因 此悟彼  to  understand  one 
thing  because  of  another, — by 

analogy. 

至今 未悟1  have  never  yet 
understood  it. 

足以開 悟學者  enough 
to  open  the  eyes  of  students, 
to  the  truth. 

所悟者 多  many  things  (thus) 
became  clear  to  me. 

有悟性  he  has  quickness  of apprehension,  a  power  of  in¬ ference,  aptitude  for  arguing  by analogy,  etc. 

悟道  to  become  aware  of  the Doctrine, 一 i.e.  of  its  truth,  etc. 
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12,704 

tr 
12.705 

R. 遇 
See 悟 

Sinking 

Irregular. 

pr 

12.706 
r •遇 
H.  ngu 

F.  ngwo 

See 

A.  ngou 

Sinking 

Lower. 

梧 
12,707 

R. 虞 

See  午* 
A.  ngou 

Even  Lower. 

你 的 話我纔 悟過來 
I  begin  to  understand  you. 

悟過 悶來了  he  has  come 
to  a  clear  apprehension  of  it. 

頓  the  mind  suddenly 
recalls  it, — as  something  which 
had  been  forgotten. 

馬鈞 悟而作  Ma  Chun  re¬ 
discovered, — the  compass,  the 
use  of  which  had  been  forgotten 

under  the  Han  dynasty. 

悟主  to  open  the  eyes  of  one’s sovereign. 

To  oppose；  to  resist.  To 

prop  up. 

抵梧  to  resist.  See  10,907. 

支梧^ 槽措  see  1793, 1873. 

To  see  ；  to  meet.  To 

apprehend.  Used  for 

12,704. 

面晤。 r 晤會  to  have  a  per¬ 
sonal  interview. 

晤 面之時  at  the  time  of  our 
interview. 

久不 相晤。 r 許久未 
晤  for  a  long  time  we.  have  not 
met. 

仁兄大 + 如晤 k  is 
as  though  seeing  my  honoured 

brother  face  to  Face, — a  phrase 
used  in  letters. 

晤 商。1 •晤 叙。1 ■晤曹 t。 
discuss  at  an  interview. 

杷 晤有期 the  time  wil1 
come  for  us  to  grasp  hands  and 

see  each  other’s  face  again. 

晤解  to  have  one’s  doubts  re- 
solv^^ ;  to  understand. 

Name  of  a  tree.  See 

12,274. 

梧桐  Sterculia  plat ani folia、 
Linti.  f., — upon  which  alone  the 
phoenix  is  said  to  alight ;  see  3560, 

5731..  Also,  the  name  of  a  kind 
of  finch. 

家有 梧桐樹 ，引進 

鳳凰來  a  wu-fung  tree  will 
. attract  the  phoenix  to  your  home, 

一 virtue  brings  happiness. 

w 【2,707 

浯1
 

12.708 

R .虞 

See  午* 

A.  ngou 

Even  Lower. 

牾4
 

12.709 

R •遇 

C.  Sftg、 ngx 

H.V 

F.  STlgU W.  i.71g 

N.  ngu 

P.  M.  I  3 

Y.Sz.\wu 

K.o 

A.  ingou、 

ngou^ 

Sinking  Lower 

Irregular. 

吾 IT 

12.710 

r ■虞 

See 

Even  Lower. 

颇 
12.711 

R •虞語 

魚 
See 午語 

Even  and 

Rising  Lower. 

鼯
 4 

12,712 

R. 虞 

* 
See 

A.  ngou 

Even  Lower. 

梧桐一 葉落， 天下盡 

知秋  when  the  first  leaf  falls 
from  the  wu-fu7ig}  all  the  world 
knows  that  autumn  has  come. 

dryandra  seeds, 一 used 
as  a  medicine. 

梧桐烏  a  hawfinch  {Eophona personata). 

臭梧桐  a  species  of  Cleroden- 
droit. 

身 量魁梧  he  is  a  fine  well- 
built  man. 

Name  of  a  river  in  Hunan, 

of  another  in  Fuhkien， and 

of  a  third  in  Shantung. 

A  wild  ox.  To  butt；  see 
10,907. 

牾炅  pig-headed. 嘗與俗 士相牾 he 
once 

argued  with  a  scholar  of  the  day. 

Name  of  a  town  in  the 

魯  Lu  State. 

Name  of  a  hill.  See  6524. 

Read  yii2.  .  A  hoe.  See 
2632. 

Read  yuz.-  A  musical 
instrument  ；  restless. 

Flying  squirrels  and  fly¬ 

ing  foxes. 

r 

12,713 

r •遇 

p •叹 

H.  (ngu、 ngt^ 

F.  ngwo 

W.  ?ig 

N.  ngu 

j 

M. 

Y •卜 

Sz.  1 

K.0 
A.  ngou 

Sinking 

Lower. 

12,714 

钎1
 

R •虞 

See 烏 

Even  Upper. 

12,710 

K •虞遇 

麻 

C.  11 
H.  wti F.  ou 

W.c«,«3 

N.  wu^  v.  s.wu 
P. 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 

K.  0 

J.  wo'u 

A.  ou Even  and 
Rising  Upper. 

To  awake；  to  be  awake. 

寤 寐求之  waking  and  sleep¬ ing  he  sought  her. 

獨 餘痛言  alone  he  sleeps 
and  wakes  and  talks. 

驚  to  be  startled  from  sleep. 

契 契磨嘆  sorrowful  I  a'vake 

and  sigh. 

^  生  born  (as  his  mother  was) waking  from  sleep, — said  of Duke  Chuang. 

Same  as  1 2,771. 

To  draw  a  bow；  the  whirr 

of  an  arrow. 

Dirty  and  stagnant  water. 

Filthy*,  impure ；  vile ；  mean; 
to  defile.  To  be  laid  under 

water;  see  6691.  A  pool. 

Also  read  -zva1  ；  see  1  o1: 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

汗 3784.]  See  7633. 

舊染汙  俗  long  stained  By 
filthy  manners. 

染汙心  to  be  lascivious. 

不 羞汙君  not  to  be  ashamed 
of  (serving)  an  impure  prince, 

汙吏  impure  officials. 
to  be  a  mean  thing  to  do. 

汗 眼汗眼 y°u 户11’1  see 
clearly ;  you  are  mistaken. 
汗臭。 ] :汗癒 cn 汙濁 

foul;  filthy. 

汙辱  to  insult. 
抒^  ̂   to  defile. 汙淫  to  have  illicit  connexion  | with. 

汙名  a  foul  reputation. 

同 流合汙  evil  companions 
associate  iii  evil, —  birds  of  a 
feather,  etc. 

池  ponds  and  lakes. 
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汙
1
 12.716 

疼 
12.717 R .虞 

See 

W.u 
Even  Upper. 

杇 
12.718 

飞  - 

汚 12.719 

挎 
12.720 

烏
1
 12,721 R •虞 

c. 
H. 
F. 

W. 

N.  u 
P. 
M. 

Sz. 

K.<? 

A.  on 

Even  Upper. 

the  pelican ;  see  4991. 

Read  wu\  To  wash. 

薄汗 我私1  wiU  wash  my 
private  clothes  clean. 

汗住了 （the  cart)  has  stuck 
fast  in  the  mud.  、 

To  plaster  ；  to  whitewash. 

to  plaster  or  whitewash  a 
wall. 

人  a  plasterer. 

知^賴 I  a  trowel. 
糞土 之牆不 可圬啦 

a  dung  wall  must  not  be  plaster¬ 
ed, — it  is  not  worth  it. 

Same  as  12,717.  [To 

be  distinguished  froni  朽 

4673  and  ̂ 4326.] 

Same  as  12,716. 

Same  as  12,716. 

Ancient  term  for  all 

species  of  the  Corvince. 

Black.  A  negative.  How? 

Where?  In  what? = 惡  wu' 

12,779.  The  obverse  of 

a  coin.  Used  with  1 2,723. 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

鳥 8246.]  See  3285. 

莫 黑匪烏  nothing  black  is 
seen  but  crows. 

誰知烏 之雌雄 who  can 
tell  the  male  from  the  female 
crow  ?— wise  as  he  may  be. 

粉 紛烏合  collecting  with  a 
rush  like  crows,- — over  food. 

烏合之 a  lawless  crew; 
roughs  and  vagabonds.  Explain- 
ed  as  “black  clouds  collecting 
for  a  storm.” 

學烏哺  tQ  karn  t。 feed  (one’s 
parents)  as  crows, 一 sc.  to  be 
filial.  See  12,808. 

烏宠 l  念女 /  full  of  Mai  feel¬ 
ings, — as  above. 

烏
1
 

12,721 

^  ̂   a  crow;  a  rook;  a  raven. 

粉 洗烏鴉 白不久 
a  white-washed  crow  will  not 

long  remain  white. 

烏鶴不 與鳳凰 棲 crows don’t  roost  with  phoenixes. 

烏稿命  a  crow  {i.e.  a  black  or unlucky)  destiny. 

發烏  to  look  dull  or  dead,-— of colour. 

金烏。 r 三足烏 the  sun. 

慈 烏。1 ■孝烏 the  white- throated  blackbird  common 
about  Peking. 

烏鳩  the  black  drongo  [Dicru- rus  cathxcus)^ 

風烏。 r 相風烏 a  c°pper bird  so-called  was  set  up  in  the 
palace  at  Ch‘ang-an， apparently as  a  weathercock. 

風 轉相烏  the  wind  turns  the hsiang  wu. 

風 烏細轉 the  fin^  imi  is slightly  turning. 

烏黑 black* 烏雲  black  clouds, 一  the  tail  tied 
up  round  the  head ;  the  hair  over 

a  woman’s  temples. 

烏鈔中 冒  a  black  official  cap. 

烏 周色也  black  was  the  dis¬ tinguishing  colour  of  the  Chou 
dynasty. 

烏木  ebony  {Maba  elliptic  a, Forst.). 

烏  black  dates. 
烏  a  variety  of  black  bean. 

烏 衣。1 ■烏雀  the  swallow. See  4790. 

烏魚  the  black  fish  {Philypnus 
sinensis')  • 

賊  the  cuttlefish.  5^  11,658. 
烏姻 or 烏 土  or 烏米 
opium. 

烏鬼  a  fishing-cormorant.  See 7421.  , 

烏譜藥 hair*dye- 

烏綢  black  silk. 

烏鷄  the  silk  fowl. 
烏事  disgusting  things. 
烏龜  a  tortoise;  brothel  pro¬ 
prietors;  a  cuckold. . 

12,721 
烏龜梢  Stephania  hernandi- folia^  W.  &  A. 

烏師  the  “professors”  who  teach prostitutes  to  sing  and  play. 

烏白  heads  or  tails  ?— the  latter 
being  the  side  of  a  cash  which 
bears  the  name  of  the  Emperor. 

烏 有  there  is  not；  gone. 

烏 有此事  the  thing  never happened;  no  such  thing.  j 

歸 之烏有 t。 revert  or  be 
relegated  to  the  category  of  non¬ existence. 

殊 竟烏有 he  was  nowhere 
to  be  found. 

烏 •能 蔽 .放 how  can  they 
release  him? 

烏乎  alas! . 仏  I2,723. 

烏 藍  筆  ullambhana ;  see 

I3,S43.  J 

烏  tfc  a  post  or  post-horse  station, — in  Mongolia  and  Manchuria. 

烏  the  official  in  charge 
of  a  post-station. 

烏 拉！ 草  the  celebrated  ula 

grass. 

關 東地方 出兰寶 ，貂 

皮人參 烏拉草 Man- 
churia  produces  three  valuables : 
sables,  ginseng,  and  ula  grass. 

吉 林烏拉  Kirin-ula,  —  the 
city  of  Kirin. 

烏邱嶼  Qckseu  Island. 
烏珠克  Mongolian  (ttjuk)  for 

字  12,344. 
烏 頭 OT 烏獨。 r 光烏。 r 

川烏  tubers  of  aconite  (Aconi- tum  Fisc  her  Reichb.).  The  first 
is  also  a.  name  for  a  kettle. 

烏 頭馬角  when  crows  have 
[white]  heads,  and  horses  horns, 

—— never. 

烏藥  Lindera  strychnifolia^  Vil- 
lar. 

烏  毎  a  species  of  wild  Vitis. 

烏爹泥  a  name  for.  catechu. 烏  Panicum  crus-galH， 1“  j 

烏 a  race,  driven  westwards 
from  Ili  by  the  Hsiung-nu  (end 
of  2nd  cent.  b.c.).  Variously 
identified  with  the  Russians, 

Hungarians,  and  others. 
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12,721 

鳥! T 
12.722 

R •虞 
See 烏 
Even  Upper. 

鳴1
 

12.723 

R •虞 
See 烏 

Even  Upper. 

塢;
 

12,724 

R •遇襄 
C.  wu、 Lu 

H,#， v.  X/«, 

au3 F.  ou 

W.  V.  VUy 

N.«
  ’ 

P.  M.  wu 
K.o 

A.  ou、u 

Sinking  and 

Rising  Upper. 

鳾 3
 

. 12^725 R •爨 
See 渴 
A.  U 

Rising  Upper, 

搗
 3 

12, >26 
R.  Vulgar. 

Rising  Upper. 

烏  the  Ouigours.  See  3986. 

烏滸 the  0xu?- 

烏斯國 （°r  藏） the  name  for 
Tibet  under  the  Ming  dynasty ; 
see  11,601. 

A  grass-cutting  knife. 

An  exclamation  of  regret. 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

鳴 796o.] 

嗚呼  alack  and  alas! 

直等嗚 呼之狻  waited 
until  after  the  “alas 一 until  he 
was  dead. 

多有嗚 呼字句 the 
phrase  “alack:  and  alas!”  was 
always  cropping  up. 

鳴咽  a  sob;  an  angry  cry. 
嗚 都都的 那麽多 
plenty. 

嗚 都都的  (in  Nanking) filthy. 

A  bank  ；  a  wall  ；  an  en¬ 
trenchment. 

村塢 a  village. 

營塢  an  entrenchment. 

船塢  a  dock. 

A  turban. 

To  cover  with  the  hand; 

to  hide.  See  9300. 

把 手捣着  put  your  hand 
over  it. . 

'捣 着耳朶 榣核桃 

搗
 3 

12,726 

槁1
 

12.727 

R. 鬓 

See 烏 

Rising  Upper, 

12.728 

R .虞 

See 烏 

Even  Upper. 
鵁,
 

12,729 

R. 曼 

See 烏 

Rising  Upper. 

IT 12.730 

r •虞 ft 

& 烏 

Even  and 

Rising  Upper, 

隖 
i2,73i 

i  念， 732 

R. 月 

See 溫月显 

J.  otsz、 ochi 
Entering 

Upper. 

溫 
!2,733 

stuff  the  ears  and  shake  a  walnut. 

— to  hear  if  it  is  good  or  not; 

sc.  labour  in  vain,  self-deception】 etc. 

4 

捣了  spoilt  by  mildew  or  by. 
fading. 

捣死  to  kill  by；  smothering. 

A  wild  fruit-tree,  known 

as 梅浮 = 榲浮 12,645. 

To  vomit.  Also,  to  bring 

mouths  together  ；  to  kiss. 

To  bank  a  fire. 

Name  of  a  place. 

邬程縣  the  District  of  Wu ch‘eng  in  Chehkiang.  [Gener 
. ally  written  烏 J 

•Same  as  1 2,724/ 

To  hawk  ；  to  clear  the 
throat. 

P 盘  P 虜  to  laugh;  to  smile. . 

Same  as  1 2,046. 

膨 
12,734 

R 黠月 

C.  ut、 wet 

P.  wu" 

K.  ol 

J.  atsz、yechi A. 三 oun 
Entering 

Upper. 

巫1
 

12,735 

R. 虞 

C.  Lmou 
H. 三 mu 

F.  c«,  ihu 
W.  vu、 wit 

N.  vu 

S: 卜“ 

Y.S/u 

Sz.  cwu 
K.  mu 

J.  bu、fu、 mu 

A.  vu 
Even 

Irregular. 

誣1
 

12,736 

R. , 
See 巫 

Even 

Irregular. 

Fat  ；  fleshy. 

月 盘月內 （《0  corpulent. 

腽肭獸 a  seal,  the  testicles of*  which  are  brought  from  Koko- 
nor  to  be  used  as  a  medicine. 

月显脖  sick;  infirm. 
A  wizard  or  witch  ；  a 

magician  •’  a  medium.  See 

3796. 

/{X  a  witch. 

男巫  a  wizard. 
/ [A  magical  arts. 

原 醫  wizards  and  doctors. 
巫山  name  of  a  famous  range 

of  mountains  in  Ssuch‘uan 秦 

巫山 之女 the  title  of nymph  whom  襄王  Hsiang 

Wang  of  the  楚  Ch^u  State  saw in  his  dream.  See  59,27. 

巫咒 or  巫 峽  to  recite  spells 

古 者巫以 .降 .神。 f  °ld， k 
was  the  function  of  the  wu  to 

bring  down  spirits. 

神降 @ 託 於巫也  when 
the  spirit  comes  down,  it  enters 

the  body  of  the  medium. 

勿笑 小巫也  do  not  laugh at  my  poor  skill. 

To  make  false  represent¬ 

ations,  or  slanderous  char¬ 

ges. 

以勻串 匪黨 誕 服 faise- 
ly  confessed  that  he  was  in  col¬ 
lusion  with  a  gang  of  thieves. 

諫  ^  to  accuse  falsely, 

誣 告反坐  in  false  accusa¬ 
tions,  the  same  punishment 
which  would  have  been  allotted, 

if  true,  is  awarded  to  the  accuser. 

to  trump  up  a  charge. 

誣證  false  witness. 誣指  to  fajsely  point  out  or 
charge  with. 

誣 輕爲重  to  charge  with 
what  is  really  a  trifling  offence 

so  as  to  make  it  appear  to  be 

a  grave  one. 
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屋1. I uk 
C. 
H. 

F.  ouk^  uh 
W.« 

N.  oh^  well 

P.  C7VU 
M. 

) 

•Y.  \wu 
Sz. ) 

K.ok 

J.  okn 
A.  ouk 

Entering 

Upper. 

1? 

誣 頁爲娼  to  charge  a  vir¬ tuous  woman  with  unchastity. 

誣 罔善人  to  slander  an honest  man. 

虛 誣惑世  slanderous  char 
ges  bring  distrust  among  men. 

li 陷。 r  _ 賴  to  falsely  im¬ 
plicate. 

a  trumped-up  charge. 

A  room  (in  the  north) ; 

a  house  (in  the  south).  To 
stop. 

一 間屋子  a  room  in  a  house. 

— 1  围 J  a  house;  a  room. 

屋裏 a  wife. 

屋裏人  a  concubine. 

在屋裏 in  the  room. 

外屋  outside  rooms, 一 not  bed¬ rooms. 

書屋  a  library；  a  study. 

房 屋！  houses;  buildings. 

屋舍。 r 屋廬  a  house  or  cot¬ 
tage. 

蓋 屋。 r 起屋  to  build  a 
house. 

與 人不睦 ，勸 人起屋 
if  .you  are  at  enmity  with  a  man, 

advise  him  to  build  a  house, — 

you  will  have  a  fine  revenge. 
Fools  build  houses,  etc. 

同屋住  to  live  in  the  same 
room'or  house. 

屋  the  wall  of  a  room  or 
house. 

屋租  house-rent. 
屋契  the  lease  of  a  house. 

屋主  the  landlord. 

屋客  the  tenant. 

屋簷  eaves. 白屋  a  hut  covered  with  white 
sedge;  see  8556. 

塲屋  the  examination  hall;  see 
6542. 

神屋  tortoise-shell. 

夏 屋渠渠  a  large  house  and 
spacious. 

屋 漏  the  court-yard  in  a  Chinese 
house,  surrounded  by  buildings. 

屋於
 

2.737 

w 
i2,738 

R •覺 

See 握 

Entering 

Upper. 

Ill 
12.739 R •覺屋 

See 握屋 

Entering 

Upper. 

12.740 

R 覺屋 

P.  C7VU 

See 握屋 

Entering 

Upper. 

幄於
 

12.741 

R •覺 

See 握 

Entering 

Upper. 

握'
 

12.742 

R. 覺 

C. ik、  ak 

H.  wok 

F.  auk、 ouk 
W.  ̂  

N.  oh 
P.  cWOy 

cwu、 wu° M.  wo、 wu 

Y.tik 

K.  ak 

J. aku^  oku A.  ouk Entering 

U  per. 

尙不愧 于屋漏 nor should  you  do  anything  to  be 
ashamed  of  in  (the  privacy  of) 

your  court-yard. 

宋畔 旣屋  the  Sung  dynasty 
being  now  at  an  end. 

Restrained  ；  kept  in  order. 

{屋  hindered;  hampered. 

爲沣 所倡制 kePt  in  res 
traint  by  the  law. 

偃係  the  name  of  a  certain  仙 

人 or  Immortal. 

To  put  to  death. 

The  cackling  of  fowls. 

喔喔 儼司晨 the  cQck crows  regularly  at  dawn. 

P 屋喔 不絶聲 grunted  with 
out  ceasing, 一 of  pigs. 

A  tent.  A  mosquito-net. 

幕喔 a  tent- 覆 幄之恩  the  benefit  of  his covering  tent, 一 of  his  protection. 

蓮籌 '帷 幄之中  to  devise plans  in  his  tent, — as  a  general. 

To  grasp；  to  hold  tight. 
Also  read  wo4. 

握定  t0  grasp  firmly. 
握固  to  close  the  fist  tightly. 

握  to  grasp  the  hand, —  as  of a  friend. 

握嘴  to  cover  the  mouth  with the  hand  or  sleeve. 

握 著眼睛  covering  the  eyes with  the  hand. 

握別  to  grasp  one  by  the  hand on  taking  leave. 

握 要  to  grasp  the  essential  point 
or  part  of  any  matter. 

握
 3 

[2,742 

渥 

12,743 

R •覺 

P.  cwo^  wtf 
M.  wu 

Sett 号 

Entering 

Upper. 

St 

12,744 

R •鏖 

C.  mou 
H.  wu 

F.u 

W.  I 

N •卜 

P. 
M. 

Y. 

Sz. 

K.  mu 

J.  mu'bu 
A  •  vu、vo 

Rising  Lower. 

杷握  something  to  catch  hold of  and  thereby  obtain  control. 

毫 無杷握  there  is  nothing 
to  take  hold  of, 一 in  that  matter, 

i.e.  no  point  from  which  to  begin 

毫無製 辦把握 w£ haven’t  the  slightest  idea  how 
to  set  about  making  them. 

握內 在棍。 r 在掌握 

之中  in  one’s  grasp;  under 
one’s  control. 

握髪 而待士  to  entertain 
visitors  with  (half-washed)  hair 
in  the  hand, — as  Chou  Kung  did 
rather  than  not  see  them.  See 

9457. 

一握 一握的  Pulsating; 
throbbing. 

詩 扇一握  a  fan  with  verses 
inscribed  on  it. 

To  soak ;  to  steep  \  to 

enrich.  Name  of  a  river  in 
Kiangsi.  Correctly  read  yd 

渥 蒙 聖 恩  steePe(i  in  the  Im¬ 
perial  bounty. 

恩渥  enriched  with  favours. 

渥 釋旁敷  great  bounty  ex' 

tending  on  all  sides. 

顔 如渥丹  his  countenance 
as  though  rouged  with  vermilion, 

得 神馬渥 洼本中 to find  a  divine  horse  in  the  Yo- 
wa  river, — in  Shensi,  as  was  said to  have*  been  done  by  暴利 

長  Pao  Li-ch‘ang  of  the  Han dynasty.  See  天馬 7576- 

Military,  as  opposed  to 

文  1 2,633  \  warlike  {see 
1 2,068) ;  fierce  ;  violent  ； 

firm  ；  majestic.  To  contin¬ 
ue,  as  a  line  of  ancestry. 
A  fat  ox;  see  2544.  A 

foot-print；  see  9886.  The 

rolled-up  rim  of  a  hat, 

武官  {see  6341)  or  武職。 
武將。 r 武貝。 r 武弁 
military  o 伍 cials. 

附 屬武官 a  military  attache. 武職 的衙門 沒有柳 
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in  military  yam^?is  there  are  no 

cangues,  一  such  a  punishment 
being  altogether  too  mild. 

武備  military  affairs, 

g  g  the  Imperial  Armoury. 

武 備學堂  the  military 
school,  at  Tientsin. 

武學  a  military  graduate  of  the 
i st  degree.  See  4839. 

^  胃  a  military  student. 

武  military  arts. 

武器  military  weapons. 

文 憑印信 ，武 憑號令 
thb  civilian  trusts  to  his  seal,  the 

military  man  to  his  flag. 

文 磾經邦 ，武 以戡亂 
civilians  to  administer  the  gov¬ 
ernment,  soldiers  to  put  down 
rebellion. 

文 啤安邦 ，武 能定國 
civilians  give  a  nation  peace, 

soldiers  gi\i  it  security.  ' 

吉 民 尙武之 一班。 ne 
feature  of  the  estimation  in  which 

the  people  of  Kirin  hold  the 

military  profession,- — is  etc. 

以武 定禍亂 ，以 文理 

華夏  he  put  down  disorder 
by  might  and  then  proceeded 

to  govern  China  by  right. 

止戈爲 武' “t。 stay”  and 
“spears”  {sc.  hostilities)  make 
up  the  character  wu  (sc.  true 
prowess). 

棄 文就武  to  lay  down  the 
pen  for  the  sword. 

武本事  military  accomplish¬ ments. 

武人。 r 武夫。 r 武家 
a  hero;  a  warrior;  an  athlete. 

整 軍 修武  t。 prepare  for  war. 
武  a  temple  to  the  God  of 
War. 

威武  awe-inspiring. 

f 獄以武  to  settle  a  case by  violence. 

勢 將用武  theyVere  on  the 
point  of  resorting  to  violence. 

_ 用武 名地 there  is  n。 scope  for  his  talents, 一 primarily 
of  a  general 

武 斷一鄕  to  be  the  “best 
man”  in  the  country  round. 

武火 a  “quick”  fire. 

武 
12,744 

武士  executioners. 
武旦  acrobats;  boys  who  per¬ 
sonate  women  in  plays. 

武后。 1 •武 則天 版 Em- 
press  Wu, — who  usurped  a*nd held  the  throne  during  the  latter 
half  of  the  7th  century. 

武彝  or  武 夷  Bohea, — from the  name  of  a  range  of  hills  in 

Fuhkien  which  produces  this  tea. 

武陵  Hangch°  w. 武履  to  tread  on  a  foot-print. 

一 元大武  the  creature  with 
the  large  footprints,— the  ox. 

衣武  a  black  rolled  rim  (to  a 
cap).  Also  the  figure  of  a ‘  tor¬ 
toise  with  a  snake  twined  about 

it,  said  by  some  to  indicate  the 

north,  by  others  to  symbolise  the 
God  of  Courage ;  see  10,629. 

縞 冠衣武  ,_a  white  silk  cap with  a  black  rim, 

龜 與蛇合 謂之衣 .武 
the  tortoise  coupled  with  the 
snake  is  called  hsuan  wu. 

吳
,
 

2,748 

斌
 3 

12,745 

An  inferior  kind  of  gem, 

R. 囊
 

known  as  J 武块. See  3615. 

See 武 

Rising  Lower. 

m 

I2,7t；0 
m 

Same  as  1 2,745. 

R •虞 

12,746 N.  wu^  v.  vieng 
See 武 f 
A.  ngou 

Even  Lower. 

12,747 

R •虞 

A  cockatoo；  See  13,327. 

See 武 

邮在
 

Rising  Lower. 

12,75! 

12,748 

To  bawl；  to  brag.  The 

R. 遇 

province  of  Kiangsu. 

See 換 

R .虞麵 

吳 國  name  of  an  ancient  feu- 
A.  Hgou 

Sinking 

See 

A.  ngou 

dal  State. 

： ^  one  of  the  Three  King- 

Lower. 

Even  Lower. doms,  a.d.  229-280. 

one  of  the  Districts  form¬ 

ing  the  city  of  Soochow,  which 
was  formerly  the  capital  of  the 

Wu  Kingdom  above. 

Woosung,— at  the  mouth 
of  the  Shanghai  river. 

w 

12,749 

R 遇 

H.  CW«,  n〆 

F.  ngwoL 

N.  ngu 

See 晤 

A. ngou 
Sinking 

Lower. 

吳贴港  the  Soochow  Creek 
― at  Shanghai. 

粉壁 有吳畫  on  the  white 
washed  wall  were  pictures  by 
.Wu  Tao-tztiJ 

： ̂ 英黃  Evodia  rut(£carf,a、 
Bth. •  •■v 

To  neglect;  to  delay 
Used  with  12,751. 

愰工  to  hinder  work 广 by  deky 
or  neglect. 

換事 to  cause  failure  in  a  matter. 

故怏 to  purposely  hinder  or cause  to  fail.  . 

換卯  to  miss  answering  one’: 
name  at  roll-call. 

臨 期不換  not  to  De  behind 
hand  at  the  time  required. 

躭悮  to  hinder  by  neglect， etc 

失悮  to  miss  an  opportunity. 

悮 了時刻  you  have  let  the 
right  mopent  pass;  you  have 
come  too  late. 

多） 晚會 *  he  very  often  mis¬ understands, 一 what  is  meant. 

The  centipede,  called  由吳 

盼. See  10,990. 

出吳  窗  centipede  windows,- Chinese  blinds. 

虫吳 蚣風挙 a  kite  shaped  like 
a  centipede. 

蛾盼 草  Pter “  lo?igi/oliay  L. 

To  make  a  mistake. Used  with  1 2,749； 

錯誤  to  make  a  mistake. 

誤心  inadvertently. 
誤殺  to  kill  in  mistake  for  some one  else. 

萬 勿誤擊  pray  don’t  strike 
the  wrong  one  by  mistake. 

誤犯  to  unintentionally  break the  law. 

誤罰  to  wrongly  fine. 筆誤 t。  make  a  slip  of  the  pen. 

誤 書  wrcmgly  written. 
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无
1
 了  2,752 R. 虞 

W.  z///,  u 

See 迦 
i  “、 

Even  Lower. 

4ini
2 12,753 R. 虞 

C.  mou H. ( 

F.  | 簡 
w.  i 

N •卜 
P. 
M. 

Y. 
⑽ Sz. 

K.71 

J.  hi、 mu 
A.  vou 

Even  Lower. 

作 漢 北 誤  to  make  the  phrase han  pci  (instead  of  北） 
a  mistake. 

曲 有誤 ，周郧 顴心1^ 
song  is  out  of  tune,  Chou  Lang 

(Chou  Yii)  looks  up, 一 of  a  good ear. 

誤 害  to  injure  by  mistake. 
to  wrongly  suspect. 

誤 傳  to  make  a  wrong  report, 
to  misunderstand.  : 

一誤豈 _ 再誤 havinS made  one  mistake,  how  can  I 

let  you  make  another  ? 

言忍  to  mistakenly  recognise. 

誤入 瞼途  ̂   run  unwitting- ly  into  danger. 

貝台 誤  to  leave  behind  mistakes, 
— in  what  one  has  done. 

Errata、 see  9114， 12,028. 

誤遺  jH  遣 1  for  /  read  chHen. 

誤用 （of  officials)  made  an  ill- 
judged  appointment. 

誤 約  to  violate  an  agreement. 

誤  Wt1  to  blunder  in  business. 

誤 公  to  obstruct  public  business. 

誤人 的事 tQ  prevent,  or 
hinder,  a  man’s  business  or  plans. 

誤 差 ((々W1)  to  interfere  with, 
of  hinder,  one’s  official  duties. 

Not;  negative.  Radical 

71.  [To  be  distinguished 
from  无 948.] 

Not,  as  opposed  to 有 

13,376；  nothing •,  negative; 
without. 

有無  having  and  not  having  (see 
12,294)；  existence  and  non-exis¬ 
tence；  the  truth  or  falsehood  of. 

有 無違禁 whether  or  not 
there  is  any  violation  of  the  pro¬ 
hibition. 

無中生 有。1 •將 無作 
有  from  nothing  to  make  some¬ 
thing；  a  pure  invention ;  pure 
imagination. 

無,
 

12,753 豈能强 chHang^ 無作有 
how  can  a  negative  be  forced 

into  a  positive? 

寧 可 無了有 ，不 

可 有了無  better  go  from nothing  to  something  than  from 
something  to  nothing. 

有 的不知 無的苦 hav- ing， one  does  not  realise  the 
bitterness  of  not  having. 

無 not  to  be  or  be  possessed 
of;  fictitious. 

無  _  此事  it  is  not  so;  no 
such  thing. 

余亦心 疑其 果無有 

也  I  too  began  to  suspect  that 
it  was  really  all  an  invention. 

分 ̂   有  without  a  farthing. 

無 所 "不有  there  is  nothing which  is  not  there. 

出 f 無而 還于無 “ springs  from  nothing  and  reverts to  nothing. 

無可  ̂   nothing  left  to  pray  for. See  8016. 

— _  the  three  nots, — viz.  ̂  

無 私覆， 地無 私載， 

日 月無 私照， the  sky covers,  the  earth  carries,  and  the 
sun  and  moon  shine  upon,  no 

one  in  particular. 

無常 w  44。. 

無爲浓 I2,52!. 
無論 w  7475- 

人無愚 智 men， n。 matter whether  fools  or  sages, •… [ 無 
is  elliptical  for  無 

無則曹 ■無  if 'not,  then  say 
not. 

無 不明矣 (the  mind)  will  be thus  thoroughly  intelligent. 

無不努 力向前 nc)t  Qne . but  exerted  himself  to  push  for¬ 
ward. 

無; ̂ 無非  t。 have  no  reason at  all;  without  rhyme  or  reason. 

無 非是充 數而已 
merely  to  complete  the  number 

required. 

無 非是借 此出氣 he adopted  this  course  merely  as  a 
^ent  for  his  feelings. 

無，
 

12,753 

無 得椎該  there  is  n。 way 

shirking  it. 

無得妄 作胡爲 thei"e 
must  be  no  foolish  attempt  at 

rowdy  behaviour. 

― •無  得  he  did  not  secure 
a  single  one. 
— »  nothing  which  he 

does  not  know. 

— »  all  alike  admir¬ 

able. 

無 一 *  可用  not  one  of  any  use. 

無  ittJ  but;  however;  notwith¬ 
standing, 一 frequently  implying 

regret.  See  5668. 

無子  jjtfe  a  small  grape  without 

pips. 

無 灰 老 酒 old  wine  without 
sediment. 

無 盡無休 endless - 
無二鬼  vagabonds. 

無及了  unattainable. 無見  without  judgment  or  dis- 
criminatipn. 

無稽之 靜 i  mere  unsupported 
statements. 

無 事  no  business；  no  trouble ; 

peace.  、 

無 事 生 事  make  trouble 
out  of  nothing. 

無事^ ̂   a  “Nil  Return.”  [Such forms  are  presented  to  the 
Throne  by  the  Yamen  on  duty 
when  there  is  no  subject  on  which to  memorialise.]  | 

無時  to  have  no  luck;  unfor¬ 
tunate. 

無時無  no  time  at  which  there is  none;  ever  present. 

無時 —响的 in  season  and 
out  of  season. 

無道^  之 至  utterly  unscrupu¬ 

lous  or  unprincipled.  j 

無 上 乘  the  acme;  the  highest 
degree.  •  ( 

無  AH、 中  inadvertently.  | 

無住  dead  to  the  world.  f 

無着  unsettled. 無 力能勝 n。 strength  to 

(or  can)  bear  it.  | 

由 (a  man)  of  no  ante¬ 
cedents;  a  vagabond.  Used  as 

a  transcription  for  “Malay.” 
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A.  vu 

Rising  Lower. 

無量  measureless;  the  name  of 
four  different  mountains  in  Yiin- 
nan. 

易經 無大無  the  Canon  of 
Changes  does  not  contain  wu 

in  full,— but  .  See  13,515* 

無 念爾祖  think  on  your  an¬ 
cestors.  [The  first  2  characters 

are  usually  said  to  =  the  second 

alone;  in  other  words,  the  nega¬ 

tive  is  ignored.  Ssii-ma  Kuang 
however  says  that  the  meaning 

is,  Can  you  hot  think  of  your 

.ancestors?  or  in  expanded  form 

毋 亦念爾 之祖乎 .] 

花  without  flowers ;  unorna¬ 
mented. 

無花菓  the  common  fig  (Ficus 
carica,  L.). 

無花布  drills  and  jeans.  See 

5002. 

無方*  without  limit. 
無成  unsuccessful ;  incomplete. 
flE  illiterate. 

無 怪乎此 it  is  'pot  t。 be 
wondered  at. 

無漏子  the  true  date-palm 
(JP hcenix  dactylifera、 L.). 

無石子  Aleppo  galls,  一 pro¬ 
duced  by  Quercus  infectoria、 
Oliv. 

無娘藤  Cu  scuta  japonic  a、 
Chois. 

Read  nio\  See  8128. 

To  flatter  ;  to  please. 

Also  written  斌. 

嫵媚  fascinating;  seductive. 

A  covered  way；  a  veran¬ 
dah.  See  6778. 

Read  wi^：  Luxuriant; 
Used  with  1 2,759. 

m
s
 

I2.756 

R •費虞 

C.  hnou 

H.  wu 
F.  u 

W.  c/u 

N.c> 

P.  M.  wu、fu 
Yo  cwu,fu 
Sz.  wu、fu 

K.  mu 

J.  bu、 ko 
A.  vo 
Rising  and 
Even  Lower. 

憮 3
 

12,757 

R •奬 

See 武 

A.  VU 

Rising  Lower. 

To  love；  to  cherish. 

憮然  the  appearance  of  being 
surprised, 一 as  when  one  is  taken 
aback  by  an  unexpected  remark. 

Read  hu1.  Great.  Ar¬ 

rogant. 

亂如此 憮  such  great  dis- orders. 

毋 憮毋傲  be  neither  arro¬ gant  nor  proud. 

R •覺 

See* 

Rising  Lower. 

12,759 R •虞囊 

H.  cwu 
W.  ivu、 zfu 

Y.  Swuy  c/u 

S， 武 

A.  vu 

Even  and 

Rising  Lower. 

12,760 

R. 薨 

H.  cwu 

See 武 

A,  vfj、 vu 
Rising  Lower. 

Name  a  river  in  Hunan, 

An  earthen  jar  with  a 

small  neck,  for  holding 
wine. 

Luxuriance  of  weeds 

jungle;  waste ；  neglected. 

蕪㈣  full  of  weeds. 

蕪茂  luxuriant  growth. 

旅 雜  vague;  confused, — of  style. 

蕪札  my  poor  letter, — a  'con¬ 
ventional  phrase. 

蕪菁 &  ra^e-turnip  {Brassica rafa、 L.).  See  3585. 

蕪湖  Wu-hu, 一 a  District  and Treaty  port  on  the  Yang-tsze, 
in  Anhui.  [Colloquially  read 
wuz  huy\ 

蕪荑  the  fruits  of  a  species  of  j 
elm. 

蕪廢。 1 ■览 蕪。 ut  °f  culti_ vation ;  neglected. 

To  make  postures  to 

music；  to  dance  (see  2 1 70). 

To  brandish；  to  fence. 

舞 則選兮  his/dan£ing  s0 choice. 

跳舞  to  dance ;  to  tumble,  as acrobats. 

12,760 

w 

1.2,76;! 
R.> 

See 武 

A.  vo Rising  Lower. 

12.762 

12.763 

歌 兒舞女  singing-boys  and 
dancing-girls. 

舞 .者擊 餺捬髀 thedan - 

cers  beat  their  arms  and  slapped 
their  thighs. 

打舞  to  posture, 一 in  the  dance. 

洋洋  the  various  dances 
all  complete.  See  12,486. 

舞釉  to  wave  the  sleeves, — in 
the  dance. 

舞象  the  military  dance. 

舞 象之年  the  15th  year  of  j 
age. 

舞勺  the  civilian  dance. 

舞 勺之年  the  13th  year  of| 

age. 

舞劍。 > •舞刀  to  brandish  a sword;  sword-play. 

舞枝勇  to  show  off  feats  ofl 
strength. 

舞弄  to  play  a  double  part;  to 
play  a  trick;  to  give  exhibitions Of • • •  r 

舞弄掉  to  squander. 

舞 手弄脚  to  exhibit  acro¬ 
batic  feats. 

舞 文弄墨  to  indulge  in  fine writing; -to  “sling  ink.” 

顚狂 柳絮隨 風舞 the willow-catkins  falling  at  random 
are  the  sport  of  every  wind. 

鼓舞  to  urge ;  to  stimulate. 

藉孿 I1  舞權  flying  on  on
e's 

position  to  make,  abuse  of  autho¬ 

rity. 

舞弊  to  indulge  in  malpractices. 

To  skip  about,  a 言  when 
elated. 

朝傷山  name  of  a  mountain 
in  Shantung. 

Same  as  12,757. 

Same  as  12,753. 
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冇 1
 12,76.4 R •虞 

See 

Even  Lower. 

w 
12,765 R •處 

See 

'Even  Lower. 

侮、
 12,766 r< .爨 

P.  cw",  “， w5, 
/"‘)，//? 

Sec 武 

K.  mo 

A.  vu 

Rising  I ,owcr. 

Not  *,  negative.  Used  at 
Canton  with  1 2,753. 

Not;  negative;  do  not. 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

毋 8067.]  Radical  80. 

毋違 ，特示  do  not  disobey! 
a  special  Proclamation ! 

毋 違此示  do  not  disobey 
this  Proclamation ! 

毋 任違背  do  not  allow  them 
to  disobey;  do  not  recklessly  dis¬ obey. 

毋乃。 r 毋亦  used  to  intro¬ 
duce  a  rhetorical  question. 

毋亦 學者自 誤其趨 

耳  is  it  not  rather  a  case  of 
study  in  a  wrong  direction? 

毋 ：庸議  there  is  no  need  to 
discuss  this. 

毋令一 名漏網 d_tlet 
a  single  man  escape. 

毋得  must  not..... 
毋須  there  is  no  occasion  to.... 

毋必  no  arbitrary  predetermin¬ 
ations. 

毋 (ot 無） 爲小人 儒 be 
not  a  scholar  after  the  style  of 
the  mean  man. 

坐 乎將毋  may  I  sit  down  ? 

Read  mote1.  A  pointed 
black  cloth  cap,  called  毋 

追， worn  under  the  夏 
Hsia  dynasty.  [Seen  on  the 
head  of  the  Great  Yii  in 

the  Wu  family  sculptures.] 

To  insult ;  to  neglect  ；  to 
ridicule. 

人必自 侮然 後人侮 
a  man  must  insult  himself 

before  others  will. 

輕 薄者往 往自侮 those 
who  play  the  fool  often  get  them- 

. selves  into  trouble. 

侮慢  t。 slight;  to  be  rude  to. 

侮上  arrogant. 

w 

12,766 

鶴 12.767 

拇 
12.768 

午 3
 

12.769 

內衅 悉除， 夕卜侮 不作 
stop  all  quarrels  within,  and  there 
will  be  no  disrespect  without, 

狎侮  to  take  liberties  with. 

無啓 寵納侮 d。 nQt  0Pen the  door  to  favourites,  and  thus 

bring  upon  yourself  contempt 

侮弄  to  make  .  game  of;  to humbug. 

Same  as  12,747. 

R.> 

w •叹 

N. 

P. 

M. 

Y. Sz, 

K.o J.P 

A.  ngu、 ngo 

Rising  Lower. 

Same  as  12,766. 

The  seventh  of  the  地 

支  Twelve  Branches  (see 
Tables  Vd)^  1 1  a.m.  to  1 

p.m.  ；  midday;  the  south. Used  with  1 2,773. 

上午 午前  the  forenoon. 

下午。 r 午後  the  afternoon. 
正午 or 中午。 r 午時。 r 

午刻。 r  晌午 、shangl  huo、 in  Peking)  noon；  midday. 

天 時交午  it  is  the  hour noon. 

初午  ii  a.m. 正子午  due  north  and  south. 
午 門  the  Imperial  palace, — from 
the  position  of  the  throne,  facing 
the  south. 

停午。 r 歇午  to  rest  from work  at  noon. 

午飯  the  midday  meal. 

午堂  the  noon  session, 一 of  a court. 

午夜  midnight%. 午時茶  medicine  tea, 一 a  com¬ pound  of  various  drugs,  prepared 
chiefly  at  Canton. 

使 者旁午  the  attendants  dis¬ persed  in  different  directions. See  8675. 

公卿邀 [請 旁午 加 va- rious  officials  called  him  to  them. 

公 事旁午  press  of  official 
work. 

午月  the  5th  moon. 

午 &
 

12,769 

仵3
 

12,77° 

R. 囊 

H.V 

See 

A.  ngu 

Rising  Lower. 

忤
‘
 

i2,77i 

^遇 

c •町二 

H.V 

F.  cngu,  ngwo1- 

W.  - 

N.  ngui、 wu 

P. 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 
K.0 J.  ko,go A.  ̂ ngo\ 

Sinking  Lower 
Irregular. 

cwu 

w 
12.772 

R .薨 

See 

A.  ngu、 ngou 

Rising  Lower 

迕 4
 

12.773 

R 遇 

C^ng 

H.V 

F. 三  ngu 

See^F*fc 

A.  ngoti^ 
Sinking  Lower 

Irregular. 

12,774 

R. 物 

y,feh 

the  5th  of  the  5th  loon. 

午臼  a  day  with  wuz  as  one  of its  cyclical  characters, 一 every 
12th  day. 

An  equal ；  a  match；  an 

opponent.  Used  for  1 2,699 

以觭 偶不仵 之辭相 

應  to  argue  over  paradoxes  of odd  and  even. 

仵作  underlings  who  examine corpses  at  inquests  and  shout 
out  what  marks  or  wounds  they 
find. 

Obstinate  ；  perverse Used  with  12,773. 

忤意  set  in  one’s  own  opinion 

大 忤温意  running  directly counter  to  [Huan]  W 吞 n’s  wishes 

_  直 件 物  from  timidity  a
nd 

rectitude  running  counter  to 

people. 

忤逆兒  a  disobedient  son. 

件觸。 r  獨 件  rude;  unman¬ 

nerly. 

忤梁 冀免官  for  opposing 
Liang  Chi  he  was  cashiered. 

Noontide.  See  12,769. 

To  oppose ;  to  resist ; 
disobedient.  Used  with 

2,77i、 

相 注  conflicting. 迕旨  to  oppose  the  Imperial 

will.. 

錯 1  in  disorder;  pell-mell ; 
blowing  from  all  quarters,  like 

a  typhoon. 

蹴 之迕足  hard  to  the  ttead. 
A  signalling  flag,  with 
streamers.  Do  not；  not 

See  7475. 

^7/  do  not  say  that .  See 
12,580. 
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勿
必
 

12.774 

M.  wti、fu 

See 物 

],futsz、 hotsz 

Entering 
Lower. 

mr 
12.775 

R •物. 

See 物 
Entering 
Lower. 

、J 

初 
!  12,776 

R •物 

See 物 

Entering 
Lower. 

mr 
12^777 

R •物 5. 
C.  met 
H.  wet 
F.  uk 
W.  vai 

N.  vih、 vah 

P.  wu° 
M.  wu 
Y.  weh 
Sz.  wu 

K.  mul 

J.  motsz、 butst 
A.  vet 

Entering 
Lower. 

: ， 

勿 ，到 其時， 夂 謂有 

意苛沭 阻 其遊歷 
do  not,  when  the  occasion  arises, 

again  say  that  I  am  going  out 

of  my  way  to  interfere  with  their 

right,  to  travel. 

勿 剪 勿伐  do  not  clip  it,  do not  fell  it. 

蓋 亦勿思  because  they  will 
not  think. 

勿事  must  not-  employ. 

7^J  fllj  surely  you  are  an Immortal? 

勿勿 諸其欲 其饗之 
也 Oh  that  they  (the  spirits)  may 
accept ! 一 my  sacrifice. 

顔 色 勿勿  anxious-looking. 

High  -  lofty. 

Profound  ；  distant. 

、勿  abstruse;  vague;  recondite. 

Read  mi 气  Dirty. 

Matter  ；  substance ;  living 

creatures  •’  animals  ；  things 
in  general.  The  affairs  of 

this  world ;  worldly,  as  op¬ 
posed  to  spiritual  ；  see 

12,539,  12,771.  Objective; 

altruism,  as  opposed  to 我 

12,680.  See  1800;  3435, 

6980,8942, 12,365, 13,294. 

物 量無窮  matter  is  infinite. 
賤而 不可不 任者物 

也  low  in  the  scale,  but  still  to 
be  allowed  for,  is  matter. 

因於 物而不 去 t 严 com- modate  ones4 /  to  matter  and 

not  ignore  it. 

無  ̂   ̂   the  form  of  that 
which  is  withoift  substance. 

物 色  substance  and  colour;  ex¬ 
ternal  appearance;  to  search  out. 

物
必
 

i、777 

f 

迷于物 色  deceived  by  ap¬ 
pearances, 

物 色訪之 hunt  for  one  (a 
sage)  everywhere. 

册紙何 從物色 where will  you  find  the  (proper)  paper 

for  the  documents, — to  be  imit¬ 
ated? 

聽得哭 聲悲切 ，都來 

色  hearing  sounds  of  violent 
weeping,  all  came  to  see  what it  was. 

change  of  substance,  一 

death ;  referring  to  the  doctrine 
of  metempsychosis. 

4 勿故  died;  dead.  See  6190. 

物理  Physics. 物理 之當然 the  eternal fitness  of  things. 

甚得物 情  gc>t  at  the  heart of  things ;  made  himself  very 

popular. 
all  things;  all  creation.1 

Hi  all  things;  all  creatures, 
exclusive  of.  man. 

長年 無愛物 in  late  life one  has  no  love  for  all  living 
creatures. 

物之 罕至者 也怪之 

可 也畏 之非也 at things  which  rarely  happen,  we 

may  be  astonished,  but  should 
not  be  frightened. 

物 極 必反  when  things  come to  the  worst  they  must  mend. 

人 物  nien  and  things  (including 
animals);  a  fine  fellow. 

家人物  a  worthy  scion  of a  noble  family. 

古 人  to  take  up  the  position 
of  a  respectable  member  of  socie¬ 

ty,  duly  fulfilling  all  moral  and 
social  obligations. 

充人教 J  to  make  a  false  show of  acting  as  above. 

雖人 物不揚 though  n。);  a handsome  man, . 

人物遇 之多黯 men  and animals  struck  by  it  (a  rain  of 

iron)  were  mostly  killed. 

人血 物相忘 _ and creatures  unconscious  of  each 

other’s  existence,  i.e.  not  afraid. 

大 物  an  ox.  Also  explained  as “man.” 
• 

#r 

12,777 

龍 爲神物 the  dragon  is  a 
divine  creature. 

^  eatables. 

貨啦 1  goods;  merchandise, 
stuff;  material.  • 

4 勿件  things;  packages. 
^5  classes  of  things;  catego¬ 

ries. 

教/以  聚  animals  collect 
acc.  to  their  kind, — birds  of  a feather,  etc. 

物 傷其類  animals  grieve  for their  likes.  [By  the  substitution 

of  物  for  the  original  ̂   (see 

12,779)  this  sentence  has  been made  to  apply  to 兎 死  etc. 

(see  4956).  See  also  6853.] 

物 産  PrC)duce  of  a  country  ； 

products. 

地 大物傅  its  area  is  large 
and  its  products  many. 

遇 物靜之  took  every  °pp°r- tunity  of  teaching  him, "— i、e.  by 
explaining  everything  they  saw. 

夕卜  beyond  the.  domain  of objective  existences;  transcen¬ dental.  / 

raw  material. 

物 不天來  the  materials  (for building  Buddhist  temples)  do 

not  come  from  heaven,  —  but 

from  earth. 

物 直 於斤 直 心 intrinsic  or 
real  value  of  a  thing. 

物 各  主  everything  has  its 
owner. 

格^啦 J 似 6029. 豈稹 與山人 有物我 

之見哉  where  any  longer was  the  distinction  of  you  and 

I  between  myself  and  the  her¬ mit? — of  two  persons  who  got 
drunk  together.  , 

物 我兼利 ，古 之道也 
to  advantage  both  others  and 
self  was  the  Way  of  the  ancients.  • 

賤 物貴我 •君 子不爲 

也  to  hold  others  cheap  and to  rate  self  high,  is  what  the  / 

superior  man  will  not  do. 

多 招物議 to ' cause  a  great 
deal  of  talk;  to  attract  much 

criticism. 

、  r \ 
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；586 
物-
 12,777 

w 
12,778 R •物 

See 物 

Entering 
Lower. 

商‘
 

m 
'12,779 

R •藥遇 
C.  ok。、 wu) 
H.  ok、wu 

F.  auk、 bu 
W.  u 

N. oh,  u 

遭 人物議  to  be  badly  spoken 
-  of  by  every  body. 

至 義不物  perfect  duty  to 
one’s  neighbour  takes  no  count 
of  the  ooject  of  its  operation. 

不物  irregular ;  out  of  the  com¬ 
mon;  eccentric. 

蠢然 一 '物  a  mere  thing  with- 
out  intelligence. 

空 洞無物  empty  space ;  the 
void  of  ether. 

不 可方物  impossible  to  fore¬ see. 

— the  three  means  of  civilis¬ 

ing  the  people,  viz,  by  the 

德  six  virtues,  ，六行 Sk 
courses  of  action,  and  the 

six  fine  arts. 

以不 彷前人 而物之 
to  value  them  in  proportion  to 

their  originality, ― of  pictures. 

物馬 而禎之  the  horses 
were  given  out  (for  war)  with 

reference  to  their  strength, — so 
as  to  have  uniformity  for  each 
war-chariot.  See  7679. 

物  the  treatment  of  topics 
from  various  points  of  view,  sub¬ 

jectively  and  objectively,  etc".,  as 

opposed  to  衆論 . 4599- 

齊物論  to  level  down  or 
reduce  to  identity  the  opposite 

points  of  view,  as  above;  the 

ob'literator  of  contraries,  —  a name  for  wine. 

曹有物  let  your  words  have  a 
definite  object. 

則物 不得爲 ^ 己有 
in  wliich-ease  things  might  be 
rather  awkward  for  him. 

An  edible  tuber  with 

thick  leaves  and  a  woody 
stem. 

To  hate；  to  dislike. 

恨惡。 r 憎惡。 r 疾惡 t。 
abhor;  to  loathe. 

可惡。 r 厭惡  hateful；  abo¬ 
minable;  detestable. 

無我惡 兮 d。 not  hate  W 

12,779 

P.  ngo\v. 

ctigo、 wu° 
M.  0^  wu 

Y.  ak、 wu 
Sz.  0^  wu 
K.  ak、o 

J.  aku、o、u 
A.  ak 

Entering  and Sinking 

Upper. 

惡利 口之覆 邦家者 
I  hate  those  who  with  their  sharp 

tongues  overthrow  States  and families. 

衆惡之 伞察焉 when  the general  public  hates  a  man,  it 

is  necessary  to  examine  into  the 

case,  —。,  there  is  something in  it. 

子 惡傷其 類 the  super- 
ior  man  hates  injury  to  his  kind. See  6853,  12,777. 

無羞 惡之心 非人也 
he  who  has  no  feelings  of  shame 
and  abhorrence  is  not  a  man. 

惡狠 狠的說 said  —  a voice  of  horror, 一 at  what  had 

happened. 

惡實  the  seeds  of  Arctium 

Read  wu1.  How?  where ? 

in  what?  An  interjection. 

惡乎  how?  by  what  means ? . 

惡敢當 我哉 how  dare  he withstand  me? 

惡得賢  how  can  he  be  deemed 
worthy  ? 

居惡在  in  what  should  we. rest? — in  charity. 

惡在 其爲民 夂毋也 
what  has  become  of  their  parental 
relationship  to  the  people  ? 

彼 惡知之  how  should  he know? 

惡 ，是 何言也  Oh  !  what words  are  these ! 

Read  o\ 

惡  filthy;  dirty；  soiled.  [From 
the  Manchu  ooriy  same  seed.] 

^  BjJ  ̂   ̂   half  covered  
with stains  or  dirt. 

惡 那西約 the  siraffe- 

Read  0^. 

惡心  a  feeling  of  physical  dis¬ 
gust；  nausea. 

Read  o4*.  Wicked,  as 

opposed  to 善 97-io；  vici¬ 

ous  ； foul  ；  bad. 

惡處  a  bad  point,  as  in  a  per」 s 携 character. 

惡俗  evil  customs. 

恶 

12,779 

惡言  bad  language. 

惡 草  noxious  plants. 

惡哲  intensely  bitter. 

苦 惡  depraved;  vicious. 

惡犬  a  fierce  dog.  •* 
惡態  a  fault;  a  failing;  a  dread¬ ful  or  bad  appearance. 

惡濁  foul;  unclean. 
惡 口傷人  to  injure  people by  foul  language;  to  slander. 

惡 口的人  a  foul-mouthed 
person. 

作惡 不球  to  be  a  hardened 
villain. 

惡 覃 滿盈  the  measure  of| 
his  iniquity  is  full. 

輝惡 知崩  following  vice  is 
like  going  down  with  a  landslip. 

惡恐 八 知 ，便 是大惠 the  evil  which  one  fears  to  be 

made  known/is  ipso  facto  great 

evil. 

惡 有惡報  evil  is  rewarded 
with  evil. 

惡 人  a  wicked  man ;  sometimes applied  to  a  leper.  Also,  the 
lowest  and  rtiost  despised  of 

Indian  castes.  Sanskrit :  chan- dcilcit 

惡人 _ 有惡人 evil 
doers  will  fall  a  prey  to  evil-doers. 

如惡 惡臭 as  when  we 
hate  a  bad  smell. 

臭 惡不食 [Confucius]  did 
not  eat  food  which  smelt  bad. 

中  chung^  ̂   to  have  nightmare. 

元 惡  a  ringleader  in  crime. 

惡棍。 r 惡霸。 r 惡徒 bad characters;  roughs;  rowdies. 

惡瘡  foul  ulcers;  venereal  sores. 

惡  ̂   a  foul  disease;  especially, leprosy. 

歲惡  a  bad  year,— for  crops. 

^  ̂5c  tatteted  clothes. 十惡  the  ten  great  crimes,  viz. 謀反  rebellion,  謀大逆 

high  treason,  謀银  rioting, 

惡逆  parricide,  etc”  不道 murder,  mutilation,  etc.,  大不 

敬  sacrilege,  不孝  unfilial 
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12,779 

噁私
 

12,780 

R •遇藥 
C.  v. 

See 惡 
Entering  and 

SinkingUpper. 

2,781 
R •月 
C.  nget 

N.  wdk'ngwah 

See 軏 

J.  kotsz 

Entering 
Lower. 

R 

W 
12,782 

月 

See  軏- 

Entering 
Lower. 

«r 
",783 

R 月 
See 初 

Entering 
Lower. 

conduct,  不睦  discord, 不 

failure  in  duty  to  one’s 

neighbour,  etc.,  內亂  incest. 

惡木  a  poisonous  tree. 

To  scowl；  to  look  angry. 

High  and  level  on  the 

top.  To  cut  off  the  feet, 

Determined.  This. 

兀趾  to  have  the  feet  cut  off. 
Persons  thus  punished  were  used 
as  doorkeepers. 

蜀山兀  the  hills  of  Sstich‘uan 
stripped, 一 of  their  trees. 

兀立  standing  bolt  upright. 

突  JC  boldly  resolute.  Also,  bold 
as  a  figure  of  speech. 

突兀壓 _州  grandly  dom mating  Shen-chou, — of  a  lofty 

pagoda. 

兀 然不動  very  determined 

兀兀 以窮年 t。 steadily 
make  the  best  of  the  years. 

自家 也兀自 做得來 
的  he  also  insisted  on  being 
able  to  do  some  himself. 

兀的 this. 

Jt  Tjt  (^w1)'head  or  chief.  Man- chu：  uju.  [Correctly  烏珠 •] 

兀 那女子  hi,  you  girl  there ! 

Uncomfortable. 

跋丫几  t。 l'imp. 

A  bare  hiJT/ 

五阢  a  mountain  in  Sstich‘uan. 

丄 

u 12,784 

R. 月 

See  初； 

Entering 

Lower. 
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12,78s 

■M 

•  nget^  v.  «- wut^\»ngut 

F.  wok W.  ngo 

N.  wah、 ngwah 

P.  wu0 

M.  wu 
Y.  weh 

Sz.  wu 
K.  ol 

gotsz 

A.  ngout Entering 

Lower. 

IX 

12,786 

R •月 

See 辄 

Entering 

Lower. 

M 

-12,787 

W 

12.788 

r •遇 

C.  mou 
H.  wu 

F.  ou 
W.  vu、 wu 

N.  c-vu 

P- ) 

M. 

Y.  
wu 

Sz*  ) 

K.  mu 
「.  bu、 mu 

A.  7JU Sinking 

Lower. 

12.789 

R •遇 

See Sinking 

Lower. 

、 To  move；  to  sway.  To fill  up. 

天 之杌我  God  moves  and shakes  me. 

則是 以大杌  thus,  it  is  very uncomfortable, — of  a  badly-made 
cart. 

A  stump  of  a  tree 

hence,  sterility.  A  stool 

See  10,832.  [Distinguish 
from  租 838.] 

邦之机 降曰由 一 ■人 the  decadence  of  a  State  may 
be  due  to  one  man. 

初:# 子  a  square  stool. 

Stones ；  gravel.  See 

7449. 

S.ame  as  12,782. 

Name  of  a  star,  known  as 

婆女， variously  placed  in 
Capricorn  and  Hercules. 

孀婺  a  widow. 婺源縣  name  of  a  District  in Anhui. 

To  gallop  ；  boisterous  ； 
Violent. 

忽 馳騖以 辑逐兮 they suddenly  hurry  together  in  order 
to  drive  me  out. 

w 
12,790 

R. 遇 

See 嬰 

Sinking 

Lower. 

To  attend  to  earnestly 

to  regard  as  essential  ；  to  be 

necessary  ；  must.  Business 

duty;  function.  In  Peking 
= Customs’  office.  Used  for 
12,766.  See  3277*  13.318 

務本  to  attend  to  the  root, — to that  which  is  fundamental  and 
essential. 

務 民之義  to  devote  oneself to  duty  towards  one’s  neighbour, 

務財用  to  make  revenue  one’s 
chief  care. 

小人 務于利  the  mean  man 
makes  gain  his  chief  object. 

務在 必得， 不靳直 此 essential  point  being  to  get  hold 

of  (the  girl),  without  reference to  the  price. 

務心  to  apply  one’s  mind. 
務期。 r 務祈。 r 務希 t。 earnestly  hope  that.,.. 

務使  it  is  essential  to  secure 
that"..  >■ 
務宜。 r 務須。 r 務得 

(tei 3  in  Peking)  務當。 r 

Jj^\  or  it  is  abso¬ 
lutely  necessary  ；  must  positively. 

務得不 分頁-  must  ne 
cessarily  fail  to  discriminate  be¬ 
tween  good  and  bad. 

務獲  to  arrest  without  fail. 
事^  function;  duty;  business. 

事 務讀書  to  devote  oneself 
to  study. . 

不 交世務  he  had  nothing 
to  do  with  the  affairs  of  the  world, 一 as  a  recluse. 

不知 世 務  ignorant  of  affairs; unpractical. 

他 務未遑  no  leisure  for  other 
matters. 

不 務正業  does  not  attend  to his  proper  business. 

本務  one’s  business  or  duty. 

办務 public  affairs. 

胃  private  affairs. 
教務  missionary  affairs. 

沒甚麽 外務事  he  has  no 
particular  vices.  . 

生財 爲先務 、t。 re&ard 

'  \ 
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w 
12,790 

霧 4
 i2,79i R. 遇 

F.  ou^  Smwo 
See  
^ 

Sinking 

Lower. 

acquisition  of  wealth  as  of  first 

importance. 

學 務  to  be  very  keen 
on  education, — of  the  people. 

以學 校爲急 務 /。 
regard  Schools  as  of  pressing  im¬ 
portance. 

當務 之急。 f  thf  utmost  im 
portance  at  the  present  moment. 

務農  to  devote  oneself  to  agri- 
cilTtural  pursuits. 

外禦 其務  wuz  (brothers)  will 
oppose  insult  from  without, — 
though  they  may  quarrel  among 
themselves. 

^1]  received  at  the  office. 

Fog  ；  mist  ；  vapour.  See 

4201. 

雲 霧 M 霧氣。 r 霧露 
fog;  mist;  spray. 

滿 天霧氣  a  mist  overspread¬ 
ing  the  sky. 

黃霧  a  thick  fog. 

霧 裏看花  to  see  flowers 
through  a  mist,  sc.  indistinctly. 

霧 賛  misty  tresses, 一 of  a  wo¬ man^  hair. 

霧 淞覆 淞霧 ，窮 

漢置飯  _  when  f°g-pa11 covers  fog-pall,  the  poor  man 
may  put  out  his  rice-bowl, — there 
will  be  a  good  harvest. 

霧燥  damp;  muggy. 

霧  ̂   in  great  quantities. 

， 《  at* 

\M.  I 

l.  Sz.  j 

霧 4
 

12.791 

)X 12.792 

R •宥 

C.  mou 
H.  wu 

F.  mwo 

W.  mi,  wu、、 

^mu 

N.i 
P.M. 

Y.  , 

K.  mu 

J.  bo、 mo A.  mou^  meu Sinking . 

Lower. 

w 

12,793 

R •沃 2. 

C.  yuk H.  wok、 yuk 
F.  ouk,  auk、 

v.  woh W.  ̂  

N.  oh 
P.  wo\ 

cwo 

M.  wu 

Y.  uk 
K.  ok 

J.  yoku、 oku A.  ouk Entering 

Upper. 

霧鳥  the  fog-bird  or  bird  of Paradise,  so  called  from  the 
cloudlike  character  of  its  plu¬ mage. 

The  fifth  of  the  天千 

Ten  Stems  ；  see  Tables  Ve. 

Flourishing.  Originally 

read  mou、、 changed  to  avoid 

a  taboo.  [Distinguished 
from  戍 4735, 戎 5746, 戍 

10,083,  13,778.] 

吉 日維戊 a  lucky  day  was 

wu、 • 

立 春五戊  fifty  days  after  the “beginning  of  spring.” 

To  water  {see  12,228);  to 

irrigate  ；  to  enrich.  F ertile  \ 

rich;  glossy.  See  12,901. 

沃枝 葉不如 培根本 
watering  the  branches  and  leaves 
is  not  sd  good  as  banking  up 
the  roots. 

沃手  to  wash  the  hands. 

沃水  see  11,429. 冷 水沃面 ，可 以解醒 
cold  water  applied  to  the  face 

will  wake  up, — a  drunken  man. 

如 湯沃雪  like  hot  water going  through  snow. — easy. 

欲沃以 ，鱗 wished  to 
make  him  drink  big  goblets. 

^  ̂   to  wet  by  rain. 

沃 

I2,793 

,794 

R •沃 

See 沃 

Entering 

Upper. 樞 

12.795 

悌 3
 

12.796 

R •慶 

See 武 

A.  vo 

Rising  Lower. 

啓乃心 ，沃 朕心。 pen your  mind  and  enrich  my  mind. 

_  資啓沃  1  entirely  rely upon  you  to  enlighten  me. 

灌 沃我心  shed  your  fertili¬ 
sing  influence  upon  my  mind. 

沃壤  fertile  soil. 沃  level  and  rich,— as  soil. 

沃沃 ot 沃然 glossy- 

何用 沃州禪 why  g0  t0 meditate  at  Wu-chou? — a  hill 

famous  for  its  Buddhist  monast¬ 

ery. 

水沃烏  the  sanderling  {Cali- 
dris  are?iaria). 

Read  m?4* 

其  沃  leaves  look  rich 
and  glossy. 

To  wash  or  plate  with 
silver  or  gold* 

See  13,553- 

To  soothe；  to  cherish. 

TA. 

牙:
 

,797 

麻 R, 

C. 

H.  nga 
F. 

ngo 

^.yuo^ngo^ 
V.  wo 

p. 
M. 
Y. 

Sz. 

U.. 
ya 

The  teeth  ；  strictly  speak¬ 

ing,  the  molars  or  back 

teeth  ；  see  1989.  Tooth- 

edged  ； serrated;  hence,  a 
flag  with  serrated  edges  ； 
see  1 2,831.  Cogs.  Ivory. 

Of  or  belonging  to  broker¬ 

age.  Radical  92.. 

牙齒  the  teeth.  See  2922. 

牙 齒打鼓  the  teeth  drum- 

牙 2
 

i2,797 

'•gW 
A.  nya 

Even  Lower. 

ming,  i,e..  chattering,  as  from cold. 

門牙  the  front  teeth. 

槽牙。 r 板牙  the  molars. 
牙車。 r 牙關。 r 牙骨。 r 

牙床子  (correct  2778)  the 
jawbone. 

牙 關緊閉 the 】aws  firmly closed;  lockjaw. 

义 牙  broken,  irregular,  teeth. 

牙,
 

t2,797 

奶牙  milk-teeth. 奶 牙未脫  milk-teeth  not  yet out, — young；  uns(^)histicated. 

替牙  to  shed  the  milk-teeth. 

剔牙  to  pick  the  teeth. 

牙 _ 子。 r 剔牙杖  a  tooth¬ 

pick. 牙縫子 心  space  between  the 
teeth. 

牙 相1  a  gum-boil. 
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Y-A. 

牙,
 

!2,797 

牙刷子  a  tooth-brush. 

牙灰 w 牙粉。 r 刷牙散 
tooth-powder. 

猪牙0 1栽 牙  projecting  teeth. 

猪牙皁  Gleditschia  officinalis、 
Hemsl. 

倒牙  the  teeth  on  edge, 一 from 
eating  sour  things.  See  7088. 

牙齒 發_麻  the  teeth  on.edge, 
— from  a  scratching  noise,  etc. 

杷牙根 恨麻了  my  hate 
for  him  has  set  my  teeth  on  edge. 

咬 牙切齒  to  grind  the  teeth, 
; — with  rage. 

牙虫 &  insect  which  is  sup¬ 
posed  to  destroy  teeth. 

虫牙  (tooth-ache  from)  decayed 
teeth,  as  above. 

風牙― 火牙  (tooth-ache 
from)  cold  and  biliousness,  res¬ 
pectively. 

牙疼 or  牙痛  tooth-ache. 

水 扎牙疼  to  make  the  teeth 
ache  with  cold  water. 

牙科  dentistry. 

滑 牙利嘴  smooth-tongued. 

誰言爵 鼠無牙 whQ  can  say 
that  rats  have  no  teeth  ? 

牙爪  teeth  and  claws  \  used  of 
o 伍 cial  underlings,  of  the  retain- 

*  ers  of  a  wealthy  man,  etc. 

牙將  a  constable. 

打牙 咽下肚  to  swallow  a 
knocked-out  tooth, — to  quietly 

put  up  with  a  loss. 

磨牙  to  rub  the  teeth  together, 
— to  have  a  chat.  Cf.  chin- 
wagging. 

牙音  dentals. 

桌牙子  the  ornamentation  be- ! 
tween  the  legs  of  a  table. 

牙淸口  白  dearly  under¬ stood, 一 as  between  two  parties 
to  a  contract. 

牙機 巧制皆 隱在尊 

中  the  currying  mechanism  of 
cogs  and  wheels  is  all  concealed 

in  the  goblet-shaped  receptacle. 

象牙  ivory. 
牙色  ivory  white;  faded. 

w 

12,797 

w 12.798 

R •馬 

See 雅 

A.  nia 

Rising  Lower. 

呀1
 

12.799 

R. 麻 

C.  Snga^  v. 

ca 

K.ya^nga F.  SJia、 Sya, 

N.  Sy.uo^  nga、— 

Syn 

P. 

M.  v 

Y.  i  a^
a 

Sz, 

牙工。 1 ■牙匠  a  worker  in 
ivory. 

牙扇  an  ivory  fan. 

牙牌  dominoes. 牙撥 —  ivory  plectrum, 一 for 
playing  on  stringed  instruments. 

牙 旗賴粉  ivory-mounted banners  crowding  thickly  round. 

初 ' when  first  he  set  up 
his  standard. 

斬 於牙下  beheaded,  him  be¬ neath  his  standard, — in  his  camp. 

牙行  (Jiang1、 licensed  establish ments  or  “farms”  for  conduct¬ 
ing  the  transfer  of  certain  goods 
from  seller  to  buyer  at  fixed  rates 
of  commission. 

牙帖  a  license,  as  above ;  so 
called  from  its  dentated  edges, 
like  Indenture. 

牙人 ot 牙儈  a  broker;  a 
middleman.  [牙  was  origin- 
ally  互 .] 

人牙子  a  broker  who  manages sales  of  women  or  children. 

牙婆  a  female  broker. 
君牙  the  Minister  of  Instruction 
under  穆 王  King  Mu. 

牙馬  Yamato,  an  ancient kingdom  of  Japan. 

牙嘱  ellipt.  for  Po  Ya  and  Shjh 
IC‘uang  {see  Biog.  Diet.). 

Not  fitting  o ire- into 
another.  See  225. 

呀1
 

12,799 

K.  ha 
J'.  ka、ke 

A.  Jiia 

Even  Upper 

and  Lower. 

w 

.12,800 

R •麻 

M.  v.  zya 

See 每 

Even  I.o we r. 

w 
12.801 

R •福馬 
See 訝 

Sinking  and 

Rising  Lower. 

w 

12.802 

R •麻 

N.  v.  ngo 

心椏郴 

Even  Upper 

and  Lower. 

w 
12,803 

^祕 

F.  v.  figa2- 

See^P 

Sinking 

Lower. 

呀 囑米兒  cochineal. 
得 ^ 呀步了  we  must  start (Manchu  yabumbi). 

A  child  whose  milk-teeth 

are  not  shed. 

兒*  赛 ̂  the  Peking,  winter 

pear. 

A  verandah  ；  a  shed. 

The  felloe  of  a  wheel 
Used  for  1 2,976. 

To  open  the  mouth  wide  •’ 

to  wrangle；  to  creak.  A 

final  particle  ；  see  17. 

殿門 開了呀 的 一-聲 the  door  of  the  shrine  .opened 
with  a  creak. 

牙角 何呀呀  how  threaten¬ ing  look  the  Tangs  and  horns, 

一 of  the  dragon,  referring  to^n 
eclipse  of  the  moon. 

呀 囑治木  Kraniee-wood. 

w 
12,804 

R •麻 

See 牙 

Even  Lower. 

To  roll  with  a  stone 

roller；  to  polish;  to  calender 

碾 砑麥子  to  extract  the 
grain  of  wheat  from  the  ear  by 

rolling  it,  as  above. 、 

砑光 t。  impart  a  gloss  to;  to smooth. 

砑坊  a  calendering  shop. 
4^  smooth  mottled  shells. 

A  bud；  a  shoot.  [Com¬ 
monly  written  as  below.] 

發 芽。! ■冒 芽。 1 •萌 芽。 r 

滋茅  to  put  forth  buds  or 
shoots. 

荦筍  a  sprout;  a  shoot.  Also, a  tenon. 

稚 芽穿地  the  tender  shoots pierce  the  ground. 

芽茱  be  明 -sprouts. 
黃 芽 .白 （Qr  菜) _  Shantung 
cabbage. 
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W 
12,804 

12,8。5 R. 祕 

H.  cnga 

W. 三 ngo、 ?jgo^ 

See 牙 

Sinking 

Lower. 

12,806 R. 祕 

， ngo’ - 
See 訝 

Sinking 

Lower 

雅 2
 12,807 R. 馬 

^.yuo See 牙 

Rising  Lower, 

月芽  the  sprouting  moon ;  the 
new  moon. 

芽茶  tea-buds, 一 one  quality  of 
tea,〆 

丁 o  wonder  at;  to  take 
exception  to.  Used  with 

12,806. 

嗟訝  to  complain;  to  lament. 

無 評無曹  neither  objecting, 
nor  abusing. 

驚訴  to  be  startled ;  surprised. 

怪訝  to  be  astonished  at;  to 
take  umbrage  at. 

不 訝其無 端 M  to  be 
startled  by  its  introduction  apro¬ 
pos  de  boites. 

To  go  to  meet  \  to  re¬ 
ceive,  as  a  guest.  Used  with 
12,805. 

敬迓 to  respectfully  await, —— a 
coming  guest. 

迓 于道左  he  waited  at  the left  of  the  road. 

迎迓  to  receive  or  greet. 

以 迓田祖  in  order  to  .pro¬ 
pitiate  the  gods  of  the  land, — 
and  get  a  good  harvest. 

掉香之 每時陽 to  burn incense  in  order  to  get  fine 
weather. 

Elegant  •’  refined  ；  clas¬ 
sical,  as  opposed  to 俗 

10,313  •,  courteous.  Used 
conventionally  of  the  say¬ 
ings  and  doings  of  others. 

Frequent;  usual.  See  6497. 

[Originally  stood  for 

1 2,80.8.]  、 . 

蘇 杭雅扇  elegant  fans  from 
Hangchow  and  Soochow. 

雅辭  elegant  language. 
隹雅  elegant  and  refined. 

雅得狠 veiT  refined. 

雅 俗共賞 (something  which) 
both  the  refined  and  the  vulgar 
can  take  pleasure  in. 

雅正  refined  and  correct, — as 
in  behaviour. 

文拥^  cultured. 

12,807 

骢1
 

12,808 

R •麻 

F.  v.  wa 
'S^o^yiiOy  v.  a 

Sz.ya^  y.  wa 

See 
A.  nya 

Even  Upper. 

言 多雅致  very  refined  in 
language. 

大 雅君子  a  highly  refined and  superior  man. 

大雅 小雅  names  of  two 
books  of  the  Odes. 

面 斥不雅  to  abuse  a  person to  his  face  for  coarse  behaviour. 

雅觀  a  fine  sight. 
觀 之不雅  an  unseemly  sight. 閒雅。 r 幽雅。 r 雅淡 
the  retirement  (from  the  world 
and  its  temptations)  of  a  man 
of  culture.  The  last  is  also 

“plain”  or  “uncoloured.” 

雅座  a  room  set  apart  for  liter¬ ary  friends;  the  sanctum  of  a literary  man. 

雅意  idea- 
雅囑  your  orders ;  your  direc¬ 

tions. 

雅愛  your  love. 

雅教  your  words. 雅誼  yoilr  determination.  Set 

5354- 
雅 儀避謝 i  beg  to  decline your  kind  presents. 

雅論  your  polished  conversation. 

子挤 雅言  the  topics  usually discussed  by  Confucius, — were 
the  Odes  and  the  books  of  His¬ 

tory  and  Rites. 

安 帝雅聞  the  Emperor  An had  often  heard  that …“ 

雨 生雅聞 其酒狂 the two  gentlemen  were  well  aware 
that  he  was.  noisy  in  his  cups. 

雅操  (tsaoK)  constancy. 

雅闌  a  Ted  colour. 
雅量  a  great  capacity  for  wine, 一 from  a  fancy  name,  yay  for 
wine- beakers. 

雅斗  Dendrobium  nobile,  Ldl. 

Ancient  term  for  all  spe¬ 
cies  of  the  Corvitue ,  Also 

written  亞島. See  12,810. 

老鴉  the  crow. 
cormorant. 

See  5351. 

烏 福 and 稿 鳩 w 烏 
1^,721. 

12,808 

粉洗 烏 稿白不 久， 
may  pipeclay  a  crow,  but  he won’t  be  white  long. 

鴉陣  a  flock  of  crows. i 飛不過 的田宅 
an 

齒 f 
12,809 

R •麻 

F.  Sngu 

See^ 

Even  Lower. 

estate  a  crow  could  not  fly  over, 
— so  extensive. 

鵪 飛鵠亂  flocking  together 
like  crows  and  magpies. 

稿聲 不聞。 r 鴉沒雀 

淨  not  a  sound  to  be  heard. 

鵪 知反哺  variously  explain- ed  as  (1)  the  crow  knows  how to  return  the  feeding  got  from 

its  parents  in  youth,  by  taking 
care  of  them  in  old  age; (2) the 

crow  can  disgorge  its  food  (to 

feed  its  parents).  Used  in  il¬ lustration  of  filial  piety. 

花鵠 乃烏中 至賤至 

淫之物  the  black  and  white crow  is  the  vilest  and  most  li¬ 
centious  of  birds. 

寒鴉。 1 •慈鴉  white-necked or  parson  crow  ( Corvus  torqua- 
/us);  the  eastern  jackdaw  [Lyct 
dauricus). 

寒鴉過  the  jackdaws  passing, —one  of  the  day  periods  in 

winter  only ;  it  is  just  before broad  daylight. 

松鴉  the  jay.  Also  applied  to the  mynah. 

陽鴉  a  small  black  crane  with a  long  white  neck,  found  in 
Fuhkien. 

中庭 地 白樹棲 H  the ground  in  the  courtyard  is  white 

(with  moonlight),  and  the  crows 
are  roosting  in  the  trees. 

塗鴉  to  scribble,— as  a  child 

病目 塗鴉 不成宁 the 
scribble  of  a  person  with  bad 

eyesight  which  does  not  take  the 

shape  of  words. 

^  opium,— said  to  be  a  cor¬ 
ruption  of  the  Arabic  ajiyun. 
See  13,029. 

金鵪  the  sun  5  said  to  contain a  three-legged  raven.  See  12,721 

Uneven  teeth.  See  93. 
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C.  a 

H •三  a,  p 
F.ca 
W.  0^  v.  ca 

N.  yuo^  0 
P. 
M. 

Y. 

Sz. 

K. 

J. A. 

ya 

Sinking 

Upper. 

Ugly  5  deformed.  Second¬ 

ary  ； inferior.  To  press 

down  ；  to  overwhelm.  A 

prefix  to  names ;  used  with 

1.  Used  for  12,813. 

亞 方运  subordinate  officials. 

亞次  secondary ;  inferior. 

亞聖  the  “Second  Prophet,” 一 Mencius. 

亞  the  second  meal. 

亞 元  the  second  in  order  of  the 

進士  “doctors”  or  舉人 
“masters,” 

亞于  second  to;  nearly  equal  to. 

不 亞于人  not  inferior  to 
other  people. 

花 枝低亞  the  branches  were 
weighed  down  with  flowers. 

花蕊 亞枝紅 red  buds 
weigh  down  the  branches. 

花亞 欲移竹  the  flowers  are 
so  obscured  that  it  is  desirable 

to  get  rid  of  the  bamboos. 

亞父  (/u  3)  second  father, 一 a 
term  of  respect.  [The 字 of 范 

増 •  Fan  Tseng.] 

亞如。 r 亞调。 r 亞赛 very 
like;  greatly  resembling. 

管 蕭之亞  people  like  Kuan 
Chung-  and  Hsiao  Ho. 

其 音亞亞  its  cry  is  yaya^ 
of  the  crow. 

m
x
 

12.811 

r •麻祕 
See 亞 

A.  a 

Even  and 

SinkingUpper. 

12.812 

R •麻馬 
陌 

See 瘤 

Rising  Upper. 

To  cut  ；  to  stick  a  knife 
into. 

Dumb.  See  12,818. 

晒密密 的 guietly;  on  the  sly. 

Read  ya1.  Noise ；  see 

5338. the  stammer  of  children 

learning  to  speak. 

婭 12,813 

R. 祕 

H •三 a 

Y.ca 

See 亞 

SinkingUpper. 

A  term  of  address  be¬ 

tween  the  sons-in-law  of  a 
family. 

婭婿 a  title  given  to  each  other 
by  brothers-in-law  whose  wives 
are  sisters. 

並 無姻姬 there  is  n。 re- lationship  between  us. 

吾等 作 姻姬 we  can establish  a  family  relationship^ — 

by  the  marriage  of  our  children. 

短1
 

i*2,8  14 
R •麻祕 See 亞 

A.  nia 
Even  and 

SinkingUpper. 

椏‘
 

12.815 R. 馬祕 

N.  V.  ̂  

See 亞 

A.  a Rising  and 

SinkingUpper. 

極 
12.816 

R .麻 

N.  o^yilo 

See  
丫 

A.  nia 
Even  Upper. 

w 12.817 

R .馬 

See 亞 

A.  a 

Rising  and 

SinkingUpper. 

瘂 3
 

12.818 

r •馬 

C. 

H. 
F. 

W. 

N. 
P. 

M; 

Y. 

Sz. 

ya 

Crooked  ；  awry. 

To  shake  ；  to  take. 

A  fork  in  a  tree. 

極枝。 1 •彳亞 极 a  forking - branch. 

一 ■畐 ij 極棍 a  pair  of  crotches. 

The  braying  of  an  ass. 
See  4078. 

Dumb. 

瘂吧。 r 瘂子  a  dumb  man. 

瘂吧 喋黃連  like  a  dumb man  eating  gentian, -^-he  keeps 
his  troubles  to  himself  (苦在 

心裏  the  bitterness  is  in  his 
mind,  he  can't  speak  of  it). 

擠着瘂 吧說話 tC)  make 

12,818 K. 

A. 

Rising  Upper. 

KT 
12.819 

r •麻 

See 亞 

A.  nia 
Even  Upper. 

12.820 

See 亞 

A.  a SinkingUpper. 

12,821 

R. 黠 

See 軋 

K.  al 

]. atsz、 yctsz 

A.  hvat) 

Entering 

Upper. 札 

12,822 

12,823 

R. 黠 

C.  chat^yut-^ 

F.  chak、 eil 

W.  tsa 

N.  tsah  . 

P.〆 

Y.  tsaah 

a  dumb  man  speak,— -of  an 
impossibility. 

吃 痖吧腐  to  suffer  like  a 
dumb  man, — without  saying  any¬ 

thing  about  it. 

裝瘂  to  pretend  to  be  dumb. 

瘤  口無言 he  is  dumb  and 
\von’t  speak, — of  sulky  people, 

or  as  when  unable  to  speak  from 

anger. 

音太 ■  the  sound  is  too  dull, 一 wanting  in  timbre,  as  a  crack¬ ed  bell. 

p 桑子瘤  my  throa
t  is  hoarse. 

瘤  P 桑 兒  a  man  who  suffers  from 
constitutional  hoarseness. 

有勲瘂  to  be  a  little  hoarse. 

Rough  ；  uneven. 

A  kind  of  rice  ；  grain  in 

the  ear. 

Earth  closely  compressed. 

See  12,862. 

See  125. 

The  creaking  of  wheels 
under  a  heavy  burden  \  to 

crush；  to  “squash.” 

軋軋 耕車心 1 鬧晚晴 
crea’  ak  go  the  farmers’  carts 
when  evenings  are  fine. 

輙軋  the  rushing  sound  of  a torrent. 
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車 IT 12,823 

K.a/ 

J.  atsz^ycchi 
A.  ap、 bat 

Entering 

Upper. 

K 
12,824 r .黠 

See 乳 

Entering 

Upper. 

押 
12,825 匕洽 

C.  at。、 (ipQ See 鴨 
and 壓 

Entering 

Upper. 

名也者 相乳也 in  the 
struggle  for  fame  men  crush  one 
another. 

每以 氣相軋  •  were  always 
trying  to  “squash”  one  another. 

惡 其軋己  hating  to  be  cut 
out  by  him. 

勢 像磨軋  as  though  about 
to  be  crushed  flat. 

小者軋 ，大 者死  crushing 
for  smaller,  death  for  greater, 
crimes. 

淸 風軋忽  the  clear  breeze 
blows  steadily. 

軋 出花衣  to  gin  cotton. 

萬物 生軋軋  all  things  are 
produced  painfully,  or  with  effort. 

天地軋  the  universe  is  in  la¬ 
bour.  See  141. 

軋芴  confused ;  inclistinguish 
able；  small ;  fine. 

Name 

12,870. 

of  a  fish.  See 

To  press  down  (used  with 

12,828)；  to  stamp;  to  sign 
To  deposit;  to  pledge  ；  to 
mortgage  [see  11,177).  To 
detain  iu  custody;  to  keep. 

按柙  to  press  down. 
柙註  to  affix  a  signature;  to 

endorse. 

押字。 r 押署 t。 sign. 

要 他柙了 個字  wanted him  to  sign  it. 

柙定 t。  conclude^  (an  agree¬ 
ment)  by  signing. 

簽 柙 ㈤^畫 和 affix 
a  signature. 

花柙  (_>，《*)  a  kind  of  mono¬ 
gram  or  paraph,  consisting  of Uvo  or  more  characters  blended 
together  and  used  as  a. signature 

畫花柙  (jvz2)  to  affix  one，s 
signature,  as  above. 

I 各柙了 .花 柙 O^eachon
e affixed  his  ygnature. 

押 12,825 

2P 

畫 柙  ％2 號  t。 affix  one’s  mark 
or  signature. 

暗押  j’a2 號  to  put  a  secret mark  in  or  on. 

柙名  to  sign  one’s  name. 

押日子  to  affix  the  date. 

押歲錢  money  given  to  child¬ ren  at  the  New  Year  for  luck. 

柙孤丁  to  put  down  a  stake on  a  single  number. 

柙欵 a  sum  deposited;  earnest- 
money.  Also,  a  mortgage  loan. 

柙賬  to  give  something  as  se¬ 
curity  for  a  debt. 

柙契  a  written  security  for  a 
loan；  a  mortgage  deed. 

柙租  to  secure  to  oneself  the 
right  of  determining  a  lease. 

柙批鋲  a  deposit  on  a  lease. 

柙房  to  mortgage  a  house. 

柙舖。 1 ■小柙  an  unlicensed pawnshop,  where  pledges  are  re¬ 
ceived  for  short  periods  at  ex¬ 
orbitant  rates. 

柙 抵 Qr  _ 柙典。 r 柙當。 r 
押質  to  mortgage;  to  pawn. 

柙貨  to  hypothecate  goods. 
押賠  to  be  a  pledge  of  payment. 

柙頭  the  security  for  a  loan. 

押淸  to  pay  off  the  balance  ofl 
debt. 

押封  to  seal,  as  property;  to 
attach. 

管柙 ot 看柙。 1 ■柙 起來 

or  柙守  to  detain  in  custody 

柙候 t。  detain. in  custody  for trial. 

柙送。 r 柙發 or 柙解 to send  in  custody  to. 

柙 送囚車  to  forward  a  cri¬ minal  in  a  cage. 

柙帶  to  take  in  custody  to. 

柙徵。 r 柙追。 ■•押 案追 
此  ter  imprison  until  payment 
is  made. 

柙坐  to  confine;  to  put  under arrest. 

柙 住不放  to  detain  in  cus¬ tody  and  not  release. 

押 

12,825 

::卜 。 

12,826 

运洽 

c, 
H 
F.  ak 

W.a 

N.  ah^  v.  aan 

p.cja 

M.^a 

Y.  yaah 

K  .  ap 

: M 

A.  ap 

Entering 

Upper. 

柙 蓮糧草  to  act  as  commis-| 
sariat  escort. 

柙司  a  magistrate’s  secretary. 
柙所  a  house  of  detention. 
柙護  to  act  as  defence  to;  tol surround  as  a  defence. 

柙虎兒  the  Peking  street  | guards.  || 

才甲 冬  to  keep  through  the  winter,  | 
一 as  fruit,  etc. 

柙釉  to  keep  in  the  sleeve  I = pocket,  as  something  for  use.  I 

柙船  to  impress  boats, — for  go- 1 vernment  purposes.  j 

押陣。 1 •押後 陣 tokeepthej rear  of  an  army  up  to  its  duties. [ 

押令  to  force；  to  compel. 

押他作  to  force  him  to  do  it.  I 

押 寨夫人  the  wife  of  a  bri-l gand  chief. \ 
A  duck. 

一隻鴨 子 a  duck- 

鴨蛋。 r 鴨卵  ducks， eggs. 

鴨蛋魚  goldfish  without  dor¬ 
sal  fins. 

鴨囊  duck  soup. , 

鴨條  fillet  of  duck. 
雛鴨。 r 鴨 苗 w 乳鴨 ducklings. 

焙鴨 •.敷 鴨  to  hatch  ducks 
by  artificial  heat. 

野甲 鳥  the  mallard  duck  (Anas 

-boschas). 

玉眼 .鴨 the  white-eyed  po¬ chard  {Nyroca  baert). 

麻鴨  a  speckled  duck. 

熏  ̂   smoked  ducks. 
職鴨  °r  板鴨  dried  salted 
ducks. 

黃鼠 釋眾咬 病鴨子 it’s  the  sick  dock  alone  that  the 
racoon  devours. 

打着鴨 子上架 driv ing  a  duck  to  roost, — impossible. 

鴨子 踢死人  a  duck  kick¬ 
ing  a  man  to  death, — of  some¬ 
thing  which  has  never  happened. 

鴨 自呼名  ducks  call  out their  own  name.  、 

鴨践  a  duck’s  waddle. 
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rr 
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^洽 
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Entering 

Upper. 

鴨跖草  Commelyna  communis、 L. 

甲烏舌 草  Monochoria  plantagi- 
nea、 Kth. 

A  fork  ；  a  bifurcation. 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

了  7073-] 

丫杈  a  fork, — as  of  branches. 

手丫巴  the  fork  of  the  fingers. 

丫巴 腿兒座  to  sit  cross- 
legged. 

'f  _  頭。 r  丫養  a  slave-girl,— so  called  from  the  two  tufts  of 

hair  worn. 

To  press  down；  used  with 
12,825  ;  to  crush.  To  urge. 

To  subject；  to  repress.  To 

a  floor  \  see  12,32/1 

壓實  to  press  down  into  a  solid 
mass. 

壓平  to  flatten;  to  level,  as  by 
rollings  ‘ 

壓滿 ot 壓盛 卜裝） 滿 
to  cram  full. 

拏重 東西把 他壓住 
press  it  down  with  something 
heavy. 

壓住蓮  to  counteract  ill  luck. 

壓 在底下  to  put  underneath, 
e.g.  to  flatten  a  thing;  crushed 

underneath,  e.gt  two  or  three 

persons  fallen  on  the  top. 

壓 載之物  ballast. 

裝 作壓載  to  be  shipped  as ballast.  , 

壓 載噸數  registered  or  net 
tonnage. 

壓紙  to  l^ep  a  piece  of  paper 
down  by  putting  something  on 

it, — as  paper  money  deposited 

on  graves. 

壓倒  to  keep  pressed  down. 

壓壤  to  spoil  by  crushing. 

壓破  to  break  by  crushing. 

壓塌了  to  break  down  by 
weight. 

下石 壓殺之  they  threw 
down  stones  and  crushed  it  (a 

tiger  in  a  pit)  to  death. 

壓死人  to  crush  a  man  to 
death. 

12,^28 

香 
12.829 

涯 
12.830 

裙 
12.831 

R •麻語 

魚 

See 牙 

Even  Lower. 

叫 車壓死  to  be  run  down by  a  cart  and  killed.  [Read  ya1 

= to  get  under  the  wheels,  etc." 

壓酒  to  press  a  person  to  drink 

鎭壓。 r 彈壓  to  repress;  to 
quell,  as  a  riot 

壓服  to  bring  to  subjection. 

雪壓蘆 花出酒 旗 from 
among  the  snow-laden  reeds  the 

flag  (sign)  of  a  tavern  peeps  out 

壓邪  to  repress  evil  influences. 

^  to  calm  fears. 一 ■福壓 百 禍  Qne  happiness 
neutralises  a  hundred  misfor¬ 
tunes. 

壓得下  to  suppress;  to  over- . come. 

法1  in  defiance  of  the  law. 

壓除  to  repress  and  get  rid  of. 

壓制  to  overbear :  to  subject. See  12,140. 

皆屬壓 制方法 a11  these are  part  of  the  repressive  system, 

一 in  force  against  women.. 

壓派  to  insist  on. 
壓勝  to  exert  a  dominant  in¬ fluence  over. 

壓馬  to  ride  for  the  exercise  of a  horse  or  for  training  it. 

太陽 壓山兒  the  sun  going down  behind  the  hills, — just 

setting;  one  of  the  day  periods. 

壓脊  biding  the  back, 一 servi¬ 

lity. 

壓寶  a  kind  of  thimble-rig. 

See  13,039. 

See  12,838. 

A  flag  (see  12,797)  ；  the 

pavilion  or  tent  of  a  ge¬ 
neral  where  the  flag  was 

planted  ；  an  official  resid¬ 
ence；  an  office.  A  term 

applied  to  the  2nd  and  16th 

days  of  each  moon.  To 
have  audience  of  a  superior. 
See  1 2,010. 

衙門。 r, 衙署 the  official 

12,831 

耶 12,832 

揠*
 

12,833 

黠 

C-  at0 

F.  ak 

W.a 

N.  wah 

P.  cwa,  ye) 

M.  ya) 

Y.  waah 
Sz.  wa^ya 

K.  al 

J.  watsz、 a  chi A.  hvat、U 
Entering 

Upper. 

residence  of  a  mandarin ;  a 

yamin%  [This  term  dates  from 
the  Sung  dynasty.] 

上衙門  to  go  to  the  yamcn. 
衙 門雖小 ，法 度一例 the  yamin  may  be  a  small  one, 
but  the  law  is  the  same. 

有麽衙 門田， 有麽衙 
what  fields  has  2uyamen  ? 

what  land  has  a  yamin  ? — from 
which  to  derive  revenue. 

上 衙  to  Pay  respects  to  superiors on  the  2nd  and  1 6th  of  the  moon. 

yanien  runners；  constables, 
etc. 

衙吏  yamin  clerks. 
二衙 and 三衙 and 四衙 

popular  names  of  the  three  func¬ tionaries  who  act  as  assistants 

to  District  Magistrates. 

四衙 础二衙 多兩牙 
the  '  fourth  assistant  magistrate 
has  two  teeth  more  than  the 

second, — a  play  on  the  word^a1, referring  to  the  more  grasping 

character  of  the  lower  officials. 

棑衙  a  ceremony  of  purification performed  on  return  from  an 

inquest. 

滿衙  the  completion,  on  the 1 6th  of  the  12th  moon,  of  the 

annual  term  of  service  of  em， 
ployes  in  shops,  when  they  are 
notified  if  their  services  will  no/ 

be  required  during  the  ensuing 

year. 早 脲衙集  morning  and evening  people  gathered  to  have audience. 

Read  yii2. 

衙衙 busy- 

See  1 2,974. 

To  pull  up；  to  eradicate. 

閔食 苗之不 長而揠 

之  grieved  that  his  corn-shoots were  not  growing,  he  pulled  at 

thega, — causing  them  to  wither. 

200 
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Tsr^jxrca- 
騃
 3 12,833a 

R.； 

See 

Rising  Upper. 

厓 
12)834 

12.835 
R •隹 

See 涯 

]-g^g^ 
Even  Lower. 

崖:
 

12.836 R •隹 

W.  nga N.， 
See 涯 

A.  /iyai 
Even  Lower. 

Y^LI. 

Stupid. 

每憶 童騃時  whenever  I 
think  of  the  days  of  my  foolish 

boyhooc 

Same -as  12,836. 

捱
！
 

12,837 

R •隹 

C.  ngat 
H.  ngai 
F.  ngai^  v. 

Lngai^ae 
W.  nga^  v.  ngoe 
^.ye^nga 

p.  I  . 

M.  /  ngai、 ai 

Sz. ) 

Y.  iae、 syae 
K.  ae '•  kai^gai 

A.  Jiyai Even  Lower. 

The  snarling  of  a  dog. 

A  steep  bank  ；  a  cliff； 

a  precipice.  Used  with 

12,838. 

崖子  or  崖岸  a  steep  bank. 
The  second  also  means  pride ; 
unapproachableness. 

山崖。 r  崖石  a  cliff ;  a  rock. 

胃際  the  edge  of  a  cliff. 

懸崖  an  overhanging  cliff. 

飛崖絶 壁  sheer  and  inacces¬ sible  cliffs. 

上崖  to  go  ashore. 
崖門  name  of  a  place  in  Kuang- 
tung  where  the  last 'Emperor  of the  Sung  dynasty  died. 

乖崖  perverse ;  contrary ;  not 
in  harmony  with  either  men  or 
things.  A  nickname  given  to 

himself  by  張韵 〈 Chang  Yung 
of  the  Sung  dynasty. 

生; 崖  means  of  subsistence. 

崖暑  summary ;  abridgement. 

崖薑  a  fern  {Polypodium  For- 
tuneiy  Ksze.). - 

崖 鬍子草  a  grass  {Eriopho- 
rum  comosum、 Wall.). 

崖花子  Pittosporum  paucifio- 
rum,  H.  &  A. 

崖白茱  Rehmannia  rupestris 、 
Hemsl. 

12,838 

R •隹締 

支 

c.  I 

H.  I  ngai 

F. ) 

W.  nga,  ngo 

N.^ 

P.  ya、 yai M.  ja.lya, 

SAi Y.  ae、 yat 

Sz.ya^yat K.  ae、a 

J.  kai^gai 

A.  ̂iyai Even  Lower. 

To  endure  ；  to  put  up 

with  ；  to  suffer ;  used  with 

10.  To  delay  ；  to  procras¬ 
tinate. 

捱不住  unable  to  endure ; unbearable. 

^  to  endure  hardships. 

且苦 捱着  but  to  strive  hard to  bear  it,  until  etc. 

to  put  up  with  the 

world;  to  accept  one’s  lot  with¬ out  repining. 

捱著 寒冷  to  struggle against,  or  put  up  with,  cold. 

難 道捱得 過三年 

五 載 (your  resolution)  would 
scarcely  last  out  several  years. 

— ■步 ，摧 一 ■步  strugg- 

ling  along  in  tears. 

捱了打  to  have  had  a  beating. 

捱上餓  to 'come  to  starve. 

不 能延涯 出⑽ must  be  no 
delay. 

摧 t  一會， 是一會 a  moment  delayed  is  a  moment 

gained. 

揮 到腕間  so  things  went  on until  the  evening, — e.g.  of  a  sick 

person. 

捱 揮蹭蹭  procrastinating  ； 
dilatory. 

A  bank；  a  shore ；  a  limit. 
Used  with  1 2,836, 

水涯。 1 ■涯疾 a  bank;  a shore. 

天涯  the  horizons;  the  utter¬ most  ends  of  the  earth.  See  8927. 

各在天 一 ■涯 we  are  at  op posite  ends  of  the  earth. 

_  boundless. 吾生 也有涯 而知也 

無涯  my  life  has  a  limit,  but 
knowledge  has  no  limit, — ars 

longa^  vita  brevis • 

閣下作 何生涯 what  is your  profession,  sir? 

以刀筆 爲生涯  trusting to  his  pen  for  his  livelihood. 

詩酒 老生涯 Poetry  and wine  are  my  old  profession. 

涯1
 

12.838 

連1
 

12.839 

隹卦 

See  翔^ 

A.  giai 
Even  and 

Sinking  Lower and  Upper. 

挨 
12.840 

r 
12.841 

r •卦陌 

C.  di 
H.  at F.  aiy  ngai 

W.fl 

N.  ah^  yih 孓、 

V.yai^ 

M.  nge^  at 

Y.  ae、 yae 

Sz.  yai^  ngt 

K.  ek 

J.A.ai 

Sinking  and 
Entering 

Upper. 

羊
 S 

12,842 

R. 陽 

C.  yong 

H.  j 

f.  \y°ns
 

Vf.yag N.  yang 

P. 
M. 

Y.  )  yang 

Sz. 
K. 

J.〆 

A.X 

Even  Lower. 

水 上生涯  a  business  on  the 
water, 一 referring  to  traffic  over frozen  rivers. 

Stupid  ；  doltish. 

See  10. 

A  pass；  a  defile ；  straits ； 

narrow ；  confined;  hamper¬ 
ed.  See  4221. 

隘口  the  entrance  to  a  pass. 

瞼隘  a  dangerous  pass. 

隘巷  a  narrow  lane. 貧職 having  narrow  means;  in 
poverty. 

急若窘 隘:？ 中  excited 
as  though  in  perilous  stiaits. 

YAJxrca-. 

A  sheep  or  goat,  classi¬ 
fied  as  one  of  the  six  do¬ 
mestic  animals  ；  see  2669 
Radical  123:  6^458,  8346. 

棉羊  the  sheep.  See  below. 

|l|  羊  the  goat. 在羊。 i •丁羊  a  ram.  See 

1460. 

毋羊 a  ewe. 
羊 ▲子—  below)  or  羊崽 

子  a  lamb. 

一羣羊  a  flock  of  sheep. 

羊呼呼  the  sheep  are 

bleating. 

羊角  a  ram’s  horn. 

羊角風  a  whirlwind. 
羊角燈  h。111  lanterns. 

羊角瘋 epilepsy. 
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12,842 

羊皮  sheepskin. 

羊毛*  wool. 

羊絨  fine  wool. 

羊 ，很  intractable  as  a  goat. 

羊肉  mutton. 

羊 肉床子  a  butcher’s  block,  I — from  which  mutton  is  sold  in 
the  streets. 

羊 肉虎口  mutton  to  tigers, 
— natural  prey. 

羊腿  a  leg  of  mutton. 

羊圈 (chuan^)  or 羊櫊 a 
sheepfold. 

亡 羊補牢  to  mend  the  fold 
after  the  sheep  have  got  out. 

人 死爲羊 ，羊 死爲人 
men  die  and  become  sheep,  sheep 

die  and  become  men, — in  their 
next  lives. 

牽羊 入虎羣 t<5  lead  a 
sheep  among  a  crowd  of  tigers. 

俾君如 同羊# 與_- dating  with  a  prince  is  like  a 

sheep  associating  with  a  tiger, — risky. 

撞羊頭  to  butt  with  the  head. 

死羊頭 ，藍了 眼了1 ike 
a  dead  sheep’s  head,  his  eyes 
have  turned  blue, — he  is  in  ex¬ 
treme  distress. 

紅羊钒  a  great  Calamity, 一 a 
phrase  first  used  by  Chang  Chu. 

[紅羊  is  said  to  have  been 
substituted  for  丁未  the  cy¬ 

clical  name  of  an  unlucky  year.] 

叱 石成羊  to  bid  stones' become  sheep, — as  黃初平 

Huang  Ch‘u-p‘ing  was  able  to 
do,  after  40  years  of  Taoist  en¬ 
lightenment. 

_ 撞籬笆 ，進 退兩難 
like  a  sheep  stuck  in  a  wattle 

fence,  advance  and  retreat  equal¬ 
ly  difficult. 

羊有塊 汍之恩  lambs 
have  the  grace  to  suck  kneeling. 

羊羔美 酒，- 賞三軍 
lamb  and  fine  wine,  to  feast  the 
(victorious)  army. 

檐 鲴牽羊  to  carry  wine  and 
lead  in  sheep, 一 used  of  liberal 
hospitality. 

牽 酒搶羊  to  lead  in  wine 
and  carry  sheep, — an  ironical 
form  of  the  above. 

羊:
 

12,842 

IJ 

12,843 

R- 陽 

W.  ziae^yat 

See 

Even  Lower. 

羊質 虎皮功 不就 
a  sheep’s  body  in  a  tiger’s  skin achieves  no  successes. 

一羊難 敵衆犬  a  single 
sheep  can’t  stand  against  a  lot 
of  dogs, — used  abusively. 

攤 （w 赶） 棉羊 t。 throw dice. 

羊脂玉  white  jade. 
白羊  name  of  an  ancient  Turkic state.  Also,  silver  dollars. 

羊城  Ram  City, — Canton;  so called  from  five  immortals  who 

rode  into  Canton,  under  the  Chou 

dynasty,  upon  five  rams.  The 
rams  were  turned  into  stone, 

and  may  be  seen  to  this  day. 

羊躑躅  Rhododendron  sinense, 
Sw. 

羊齒  a  large  fern  {Pteris  sp.), 

羊奶子  Elxagnus  glabra, Thunb. 

羊蹄  dock  (Rumex  crispus,  L.). 

羊鹿  the  spotted  deer  {Cervus mantchuricus  or  C,  mandarinus). 

盤羊  the  argali  {Ovis  jubata^ 
Pet.). 

靑羊 《  Aniilope  caudata,  A.  M.- Edw. 

黃羊  Antilope  gutturosay  Pall, found  in  Mongolia. 

黃 羊砘竈  to  offer  mutton  to the  kitchen-god. - 

駝羊。 r 封羊  the  humped 
goat  of  Kansuh. 

To  feign to  pretend. 

佯笑  to  pretend  to  laugh. 

佯狂  to  feign  madness. 

佯醉  to  feign  drunkenness. 

佯善  to  pretend  to  be  good. 

佯 爲不知  to  pretend  not  to 
know. 

此爲善 詐 佯者也 this man  is  very  skilful  at  deceiving. 

有^向  to  look  blank;  a  vacant look. 

12.844 

^ •陽 

See  2^. 

Even  Lower. 

徉1
 

12.845 

R ■陽 

W.  ziae^yat 

See 
Even  Lower. 

单‘
 

7tS> 
12.846 

R •漾 

Y.yong^ 

See# 

Sinking 

Lower. 

An  elf  ；  a  sprite.  See 

3542. 

镇坤  a  clay  sheep  buried  with 
the  dead.  [Correct  3542.] 

w 

12,847 

R •陽 

See 羊 

Even  Lower- 

To  ramble；  to  stray. 
See  419,  3439. 

A  worm,  which  eats 
lien’s  hearts  ；  hence  無 恙 

meant  originally  “  I  have  no 

worms;  I  am  well.”  Illness ； 
indisposition.  [To  be  dis 
tinguished  from  黑 5940.] 

貴恙。 1 ■尊 恙  your  cftmplaint. 

賤恙  my  complaint. 

抱恙  t。 be  ill- 

有 恙在身 he  is  iU. 
別 來無恙 have  yQU  been 
quite  well  since  we  parted? 

奈恙何  I  fear  it  is  all  up  with him, — of  a  patient. 

The  ocean ；  vast；  extoa 

sive.  That  which  comes 

from ^over  tlfe  sea；  foreign. 

洋 面  7^  the  expanse  of 
the  ocean  ；  open  sea. 

一片紅 洋大海 an 
expanse  of  ocean, — e.g.  of  an inundation. 

外洋  outer  seas  beyond  those familiar  to  the  Chinese ;  foreign 

parts. 洋 夕 [^beyond  the  seas. 
登 舟放洋 tqr  g。 on  b°ard and  put  to  sea. 

出洋  to  go  abroad. 
望 洋自歎  look  at  the  sea and  sigh, — from  a  sense  of  one’s own  insignificance. 

遠渉重 洋  to  travel 
to  a  distance  across  many  a  sea 

遠隔重 〜 洋  far  sepa¬ 
rated  by  many  a  sea. 
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洋1
 12,847 

東洋  the  eastern  sea;  Japan. 

河 水洋洋  the  waters  of  the Ho,  wide  and  deep.  See  12,760. 

牧 野洋洋  the  wilderness  of； Mu  extended  far  and  wide. 

盡皆洋 洋走開 a11  the 
people  took  themselves  clean  off. 

洋洋乎  swelling,  as  water. 
Also,  as  music. 

名 聲洋溢 乎中國 his 
fame  overspread  the  Middle 
Kingdom. 

洋 務  matters  in  which  foreign¬ ers  are  concerned. 

洋 務委員  a  deputy  appoint¬ 
ed  by  a  Tiwt‘ai  to  act  as  a  kind 
of  buffer  between  himself  and 

foreign  o 伍 cials. 

事 關洋塲  the  matter  is  one 
involving  foreign  interests, 

foreign  glassware. 

洋貨  foreign  goods  in  general. 

洋  土  各貨  foreign  and  native 
goods. 

{J^  foreign  lamps, 

foreign  drill. 

洋 _  洋銀 •洋錢 foreign  coin;  Mexican  dollars. 

洋例銀  the  local  currency  at 
Hankow  (1  Haikuan  tael  =  local tael  1.0875). 

洋 葱、 foreign  onions. 

洋藥局  an  opium  likin  office 

洋廣局  an  office  where  likin 
on  foreign  and  Canton  goods 
is  collected. 

洋  Maritime  Customs’  duties 

洋行  {hang1)  a  foreign  hong  or firm. 

洋東  the  head  of  a  foreign  hong 

洋商  foreign  merchants. 

洋人。 r 西洋 人 foreigners 
[The  term  西 洋, with  picture 

of  European  foreigners,  is  given 

in  the 異域 國志。 f  the 
14th  cent.] 

洋官  foreign  authorities. 

洋 文  foreign  writing. 

洋信  foreign  correspondence. 

洋毯  a  foreign  rug. 

12,847 

炜 
12.848 

w 

12.849 1 養陽 

C.  yong H..  yong 

¥.zyong^isiong W  •少沉 

N.  yang 
P.  M.  I 

Y.Sz. 卜町 

K.yaug 

]»yd^  sho 

A.  Wong 

Rising  and 

Even  Lower. 

蛘 
12,85。 

洋 式船隻  foreign-type  ves¬ 
sels. 

洋漆  lacquer- 洋 棉鈔。 r  洋  #  cotton  yarn. [The  latter  is  also  used  for  cotton 

muslin.]  < 

洋布  piece  goods  in  general, — 
shirtings. 

洋標。 r 洋 相布 T-cloths. 

坪 紅花布  Turkey-red  shirt¬ 
ings. 

洋紅素 布  Turkey-red  cloths- 

洋 紅手巾 red  handker- 
chiefs. 

7^  ^  long-tailed  tit ( Orites  glaucogularis). 

w 

12.853 

R. 漾 

See 樣 

Sinking 

Lower. 

m 

12.854 

R •漾 

C.  yong 

F；  \  yong 

N.  yang 

Same  as  1 2,879. 

To 

m 
12,851 

r. 漾 

see 樣 

A  sore  ；  an  ulcer, 
itch;  see  12,859. 

舊 枝禎痒  his  old  craving came  on  him  again. 

痒诞流  his  bowels  itched 
and  his  mouth  watered  for  it. 

Read  yang^.  To  be  ill ; see  10,073. 

_  稿卒  _
  husbandry 

 is  all 

in  an  evil  plight. 

Same  as  1 2,888. 

A  rising  of  water. 

江 之藥矣  the  rising  of  the 
river. 

Sinking 

Lower. 

儀
 4 

12,852 

R •漾 

See 樣 

Sinking 

Lower. 

To  sway,  as  trees ;  to 

fidget. 

yang 

P. 

M. 

Y. 

Sz.  I 

K.yang" 

K.jang 
Sinking 

Lower. 

A  model  ；  a  pattern. 
12,854. See 

12,855 

R •漾 

See 樣 

Sinking 

广  Lower. 

A  pattern  ；  a  sample；  a 

kind；  a  sort；  a  style.  See 

4937 - 
樣子。 r 樣式。 r 模樣 

a  pattern;  a  muster. 

不 是樣子  it  is  not  correct; 
it  is  not  “the  thing.” 

樣式房  models  of  houses  to 
be  built  according  to  design. 

H 胃胃#  do  it  in  the  same  way 

別走樣  don’t  deviate  from  the 
pattern. 

樣册子  a  tailor’s  pattern-book. 

新樣  new-fashioned. 

這樣打 扮 this  fashion  of 
dress. 

樣制甚 樸 ve7  simple  in 
form,  or  style, — as  a  vase. 

捐了 甚麽花 樣 whatdass 
(of  official  post)  has  he  bought? 

花 樣太多  he  has  too  many 
patterns  for  flowers, 一 he  is  too 
full  of  plans  or  suggestions. 

— *  樣。 r  — *  個樣 — same 
kind;  alike. 

—樣大  the  same  size, 一 as 
something  else, 

— 樣三張  in  triplicate. 

都是 • 一《 •樣  all  are  the  same 
kind. 

樣樣  all  kinds;  each  kind. 

怎樣 怎麽樣 h<3Wi>  in 

what  way? 

裝模#  樣  t。 put  on  
airs;  t。 

be  affected. 

有 樣兒了  smart ;  fashion¬ 

able. 

Waves  ;  ripples  ；  rapids. 
Name  of  one  of  the  head 

waters  of  the  漢  Han  river. 

^  ̂   to  stir  up  waves,— as  the 
wind: 

輕 漾微風 sma11  waves  and 
a  light  breeze. 



C.yong 

f.'  \y°ns 
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P,  j 

y.  \yans 
si  ) 

K. yang 

hy 石 
k.  png  Jang 

Rising  and 
Sinking 
Lower. 

are 

漾出來  to  overflow. 

河水濛 到岸上 the  river 
has  overflowed  its  banks. 

、考  ̂  the  rippling  of  water as  under  a  gentle  breeze. 

漾波  rippling  waves. 

To  bear,  as  children  ；  to 

nourish  ；  to  rear  ；  to  pro¬ 

vide  for  {see  1352)；  to  sup¬ 

port  ； to  maintain. 

養兒。 r 養子  to  give  birth 
to  a  son;  to  rear  a  son.  [The 

second  is  also  “to  adopt  a 
stranger/ '  See  966.] 

養兒 防備老  children 
reared  to  be  a  support  in  old 

age. 

未有 學養子 而穆嫁 
者也  there  is  no  such  thing 
as  girls  learning  to  have  children 
before  they  are  married. 

養了一 個孩子 she  has had  a  child. 

養 育嬰孩  to  give  birth  to a  child. 

養下來  to  give  birth  to. 

鬼 通養的  you  son  of  a  she- devil. 

養娘  a  foster-mother. 
生 養  t0  give  birth  to;  to  rear; 

to  bring  up. 

生 兒養女 t。  bear  sons  and 
daughters. 

他女 人不 生養 心 
wife  is  barren.  ‘ 

那個 人不會 _ 生 that 
pan  can’t  earn  a  living.  Also, 
is  immoderate  in  drinking, 
smoking,  etc. 

作養生  to  be  a  “brought  up”， 
— of  a  girl  who  is  sent  when 
very  young  to  be  brought  up 
in  the  family  of  her  future  hus¬ 
band. 

something  worth  bringing 

up,  or  worth  its  keep. 

養活 t。  keep  alive;  to  support. 

養 活精神  t。 take  ca’re  Qf one’s  mental  energies. 

這 個烏我 養不活 
I  can’t  keep  thi?  bird  alive. 

那些 個人你 養活不 

養
 S 

【2,856 
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you  can't  afford  to  support 

so  many  persons  as  that. 

不建 5  unable  to  keep, — as an  expensive  servant. 

養 不過來  unable  to  support, —as  a  large  family. 

養 成樹木  to  grow  trees. 

養不成  unable  to  rear. 
養不住  unable  to  keep  at 
home, — of  persons  or  animals 

養花果 t0  produce  flowers  and fruit, — the  oxidation  of  metals 

and  pottery,  referring  to  the  iri¬ 
descence  seen  on  bronzes  and 

pieces  of  pottery  which  have  lain 
long  underground. 

教養  to  nourish  and  educate; to  bring  up. 

奉養 局堂 t0  take  care  of one’s  father  and  mother. 

唯女 子與小 人爲難 
girls  and  servants  are  the 

most  difficult  to  have  in  the 
house, — to  behave  to. 

養狗  to  keep  a  dog. 
養熟  to  tame, — as  birds  and animals. 

養兵  to  keep  up  an  army. 

養 贍家口  to'  provide  for  a 
family. 

養 家之曹  family  expenses 
何必 月費多 金養此 

小輪船 why  spend  a  large sum  every  month  in  keeping  up 
this  small  steamer  ? 

養身  to  take  care  of  one’s  health. 

養 身工夫  a  kind  of  “move- ment  cure”  practised  by  the Chinese. 

養 眼神兒 tQ  take  care  of one’s  sight, 一 by  remaining  so 
many  hours  a  day  with  the  eyes 
closed. 

回 家養老  to  go  home  (from public  life)  and  take  care  of 
one’s  remaining  years. 

養病  to  nurse  one’s  health. 

養病院  a  hospital. 
養傷  to  be  under  medical  treat¬ ment  for  injuries. 

養榮湯  a  restorative  or  tonic draught. 

to  live  in  retirement,. 

養:
 

12,856 

I； 

..養 

See 

^-j'ong 

Rising  Lower. 

1 

M 

R. 養 

cw， 

siong1 

秦養  to  reject  nourishment, to  die. 

養移體  rearing  changes  the body,— -as  the  twig  is  bent,  the tree’s  inclined. 

養命  to  support  life. 
養小叔  to  intrigue  with  a  hus 
band’s  brother. 

養漢子  to  keep  a  man  as  a paramour. 

養 漢老婆  a  woman  who 
supports  her  husband  by  selling her  virtue. 

姑 息養奸  by  ignoring  {e.g. small  faults)  to  educate  to  crime. 

養 尊處優  to  occupy  a  dig¬ 
nified  position. 

中心 養養  distressed  in 

mind. 

Readj)/^^-4.  To  nourish 
See  3574.  Also  with  歸， 

迎， etc. 供養  jw  6572. 
今 之孝者 ，是 謂能養 
the  filial  piety  of  the  present  day 

means  mere  provision  of  food, 

一 instead  of  the  deeper  senti¬ 
ment. 

告終養 (colloquially  yangs)  to apply  to  retire  from  public  life 
in  order  to  attend  upon  aged 

parents. 

j 寺  to  attend  to  the  wants  or 

To  long  for.  Used  with 12,859. 

心 愼難橈  the  itchings  of  th( mind  are  hard  to  scratch, 一 it 

is  difficult  to  satisfy  one’s  long¬ ings. 

徒心 煩而枝 懷 in  _ my  heart  grieves  and  my  ability 
itches,— to  be  able  to  show  it¬ 
self.  See  12,859. 

Same  as  1 2,855. 

To  itch  ；  see  1 2,849. 

癢 酥酥的  to  itch  terribly. 

超發擾 癢起來 began  t。 
itch  more  than  ever. 



碟 
3 

m 
12,859 

W.  -yae See 養 

A.jang 

Rising  Lower. 

1598 

R. 
2,860 

陽 
C.yong 

ll,  yang 

Y,yong 

,yae 
^.yang^ 

giafig P. 

M. 

y.  yans
 Sz. 

K.  ang 

J.5，W 
A.  ong^  ang 

Even  Upper. 

忍 痛易， 忍癢難 &itis 
easier  to  bear  pain  than  itching, 

— great  trials  than  small  ones. 

痛 癢相關  pains  and  itches 
matters  of  sympathy, 一 of  close 
friends  who  sympathise  with  each 

other’s  troubles.  See  8439. 

不 知痛癢  not  sensitive  to 
pains  and  itches ;  numb. 

沒 癢難橈 the  itchins of 
ability  is  hard  to  scratch, re¬ 
ferring  to  the  feeling  of  irritation 

experienced  by  one  who  is  con¬ 
scious  of  his  power  but  is 

not  given  the  opportunity.  See 
12,857. 

彈癢癢  to  scratch  an  itch 

素 .  4 生 觸 ■擾  naturally  very 
ticklish. 

个白擾 花  the  sensitive  plant  (你 •• mosa  pudica、 L.). 

似 倩 、麻姑 癢處搔 as 
though  engaging  the  goddess  Ma- 
ku  to  come  and  scratch  one’s 
itches !  [Biog.  Did,  1476]. 

The  middle;  see  2875. 

To  beg  ；  to  entreat  ；  see 

6622.  [To  be  distinguishec 

from  央 6327.] 

中央  -the  middle;  the  centre. 

夜未央  it  is  not  yet  midnight. 

時亦猶 其未央 while  the 
hour  is  not  yet  late. 

未央宮  name  of  a  famous 
pavilion  at  Ch(ang-an 

under  the  Han  dynasty,  the  scene 

of  much  nocturnal  revelry.  Por¬ 
traits  of  heroes  were  hung  on  its 
walls. 

未 央之術  method  of  nour¬ 
ishing  vitality, — as  practised  'by Taoists. 

樂 無央耶 the ㈣ then  did 
not  come  too  late,  eh  ? — slightly 
sarcastic. 

央請 央求。 1 •央晚 
央及。 r 央託。 r 央 告。 r 

央煩  to  solicit;  to  entreatv 

我 就央別 人去說 then 
I  will  ask  some  one  else  to  go 
and  say  so. 

央中  to  request  a  middleman. 

央媒  to  engage  a  go-between 

央央  ample;  vast;  extensive 
splendid;  musical. 

P 身
1
 

i2,86i 

R •陽 

See 

A.  an、 ortg 

Even  Upper. 

坱1
 

12,862 

R •陽養 See 秩 

Even  Upper. 

12,863 

R •漾 

See 秧 

Sinking 

Upper. 

A  sound  ；  an  echo.  Used 
with  1 2,860. 

映咽  water  stopped  in  its  course. 

Read  yang\  To  vomit. 

映奶  to  throw  up  milt—  as babies  from  overfeeding. 

Fine  dust.  To  fill. 

塵坱  dust;  sand. 

氣狹 然太虛  chH  (1064) fills  the  empyrean. 

boundless,  as  space ;  in 

scrutable. 

Discontented ;  dissatis¬ 
fied.  Used  with  1 2,869. 

每懷 ■快  whenever  he  fe
lt low-spirited,.... 

塞其 怏怏心  to  pacify  his discontent. 

實 深怏怏  very  much  dis¬ 
satisfied  with. 

12,864 

R •養 

Le 秧 

Rising  Upper. 

w 
12,865 

R. 陽 

See 秧 

Even  Upper. 

To  whip  ；  to  beat. 

come 

A  misfortune；  a  calamity 

retribution.  See  10,447.  ̂  

departed  spirit,  especially 
of  a  father. 

遭挟  to  suffer  misfortune 

碱 及 ’于身 evil  has upon  me. 

庶免 爲池魚 之硤及 

也  so  as  to  avoid  the  evil  suffer¬ 
ed  by  the  .fish  in  the  moat, — 
which  were  all  killed  when  the 

city  walls  took  fire,  the  water 
in  the  moat  being  taken  to  ex 

tinguish  the  fire.  Another  ex¬ 
planation  is  that  a  man,  named 

Pond  Fish,Nwas  burnt  to  death 
when  a  city-gate  caught  fire,  and 
that  the  saying  arose  as  a  play 
on  his  name. 

硤 及嬰兒  to  cause  injury  to 
a  little  girl. 

w 

12,865 

12,866 

R •陽 

，秩'
 

Even  Upper. 

12.867 

秧1
 

12.868 

R •陽 

C.  yong 

㈡ 
yong 

作不善 降之百 硤1- who  does  evil  will  suffer  all 
kinds  of  evil. 

殃 盡必昌  when  the  retri¬ 
bution  (due  to  the  wickedness 

of  one’s  ancestors)  has  been  ex¬ 
hausted,  prosperity  will  come 

again. 

^  ̂   to  i
njure. 

災 硤。 r 殃禍 殃咎 a  calamity. 

以 除疾硤  in  order  to  get rid  of  the  plague  of  sickness. 

出硤  to  get  rid  of  the  death 
atmosphere,  as  by  burying  a 

corpse.  Used  abusively  to  child¬ ren  who  are  always  gadding 

away  from  home. 

块榜  a  notice  of  death,  with particulars  of  age,  illness,  etc. 
affixed  to  the  front  of  a  coffin 

when  carried  out  for  burial. 

Also,  a  pass  for  a  corpse  to  be 
carried  through  the  Aty  gates 
at  Peking.  See  12,883. 

避硤 t。  avoid  offending  the spirit -as  when  choosing  a  grave, 

找 我的扶 tQ  seek  to  victi- 
mise  me. 

^N.yae 

N.  yang 

P. 
M. 

Y#  yan
s 

Sz. 

K.ang 

J •妒 A.  ong 

Even  Upper. 

Expansive. 

^  ̂   ̂its  waters  are  w
ide 

and  deep. 

雲 山泱泱  the  clouds  roll 
round  the  mountains. 

Read  yangz.  Disturbed 

agitated. 

決  the  appearance  of  expanse 
See  7670. 

Same  as  12,865. 

Young  shoots  of  grain 

秧苗  sprouting  grain. 

稻秩。 1 ■禾秩  nce-shoots. 
插秧 t。  transplant  young  shoots. 

秧種  to  plant. 秧田  fields  where  rice  is  sown and  kept  for  transplanting. 

瓜秩  melon-sprouts. 
勒^子  shoots;  sprouts :  a  wealthy person’s  child. 
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秧1
 

12,868 

12,869 

R •養 

See 秧 

Rising  Upper. 

m 

12.870 

R. 陽 
See 秩 

Even  Upper. 

12.871 

R. 陽 
See 秩 

Even  Upper. 

氤 
12.872 

阳 
12.873 

募 
12,874 

R •陽 
See 

Even  Lower. 

狗 起秧子  the  bitch  is  on 
heat. 

秧歌  songs  sung  at  the  trans¬ 
planting  of  young  grain.  Also, 

songs  sung  at  processions,  etc. 

by  men  on  stilts. 

魚秧  young  fishes ;  small  fry. 

這是念 秧兒， 要工錢 

的意思  this  was  a  hint  that 
he  wanted  his  wages. 

A  martingale  ；  a  halter. 

Used  with  1 2,863. 

牛鞅子  a  cow’s  tether. 
鞅掌  harassed;  perplexed.  [Chu 
Hsi  says  = 失容 •] 

鞅  yang1  罔  having  nothing  to 
depend  on;  without  resources. 

鞅 鞅憤死  died,  of  mortifi¬ 
cation. 

A  kind  of  sheat  fish 

[P seudobagrus  fulvtdraco、、 

known  as  峽自 L， peculiar 
to  China. 

The  hen  of  the  a  man¬ 

darin  duck.”  See  13,719. 

Same  as  12,883. 

Same  as  12,883. 

To  expand；  to  open  out： 

glorious. 

暢 
2 

12,875 

R. 陽 

See. 羊 

Even  Lower. 

W 
12,876 

R •陽 

See 

Even  Lower. 

A  mountain  in  Shensi, 

known  as  首  ||J 暴， where  伯 

夷  P。 I  and  叔齊  Shu  Ch‘i 
(12th  century  b.c.)  starved 
themselves  to  death  rather 

than  support  life  with  the 

“grain  of  Chou,” 

To  raise；  to  hold  up ；  to 

spread  ；  to  extend  ；  to  dis¬ 

play.  To  praise.  To  scat¬ 
ter；  to  winnow.  A  battle- 
axe.  A  high  forehead.  [To 

be  distinguished  from  楊 
10,984.] 

揚 不起來  cannot  lift  up, — one’s  arms. 

揚旗  to  hold  up  a  banner. 

楊鞭  to  flourish  a  whip. 
to  raise  the  bridle ;  to  jerk 

the  rein. 

胃  to  raise  a  dust. 

海 不楊波  the  sea  raised  no waves, — in  the  Golden  Age. 

楊帆  t。 set  sail. 揚聲  to  cry  out;  to  spread  a 
report. 

止 步楊聲  stop  here  and  call out, 一 to  announce  the  presence 
of  a  stranger. 

^  ̂   happy-looking;  rising; spreading,  as  tones  or  pleasant 
smells. 

揚 揚得意  self-satisfied； elated  by  what  one  has  achieved ; 

see  4868. 

揚名  to  become  famous. 

楊 于王庭  his  fame  reached the  king’s  palace. 

言楊 行舉  to  advance  a  man for  his  words  and  deeds. 

楊 淸激濁  to  advance  the pure  and  get  rid  of  the  evil. 

楊眉。 r 楊目  to  open  the  eyes wide, -in  asfonishment.  See  7714. 

揚氣  to  be  high-spirited. 

飛楊  to  soar, 一 as  a  bird. 

時維 鷹楊1 ike  an  eagle  on 
the  wing.  、 

楊 之水不 流東薪 
rippling  water  will  not  float 
away  a  faggot. 

揚!
 

12,876 

暘2
 

12,877 

R •陽 

See Even  Lower. 

楊 2
 

12,878 

R •陽 

^.yang^  v. nyang 

See 羊 

Even  Lower. 

勿 任遠揚  d。 nQt  allow  it  to spread  abroad;  do  not  allow  him 

to  get  away  to  a  distance. 

張揚 a 宣揚。 r 傳揚 
to  spread  about, — as  a  report. 

隱意# 而楊善 conceal 
what  is  evil  and  make  known 
what  is  good. 

發揚  to  expand;  to  relax. ― •神 一 *  楊  now  low， now 
high, 一 of  musical  cadence. 

聲 音揚抑  his  voice  now  rose 
and  now  fell. 

且勿 楊之而 先抑之 

幸甚  please  do  not  praise until  you  have  blamed. 

讃楊。 r 頌楊。 r 稱揚 t。 eulogise. 

游 楊  to  sing  praises  everywhere. 

掌  to  clap  the  hands;  to 
applaud.  See  421. 

不可 以簸揚  it  cannot  be 
used  as  a  sieve. 

楊場  a  winnowing-ground. 

揚塲 (or  長） 去  to  go  off  ab- 

ruptly. 

battle-axes,  small  and  large. 丨 

淸 楊婉兮  lovely>  with  clear eyes  and  fine  forehead. 

拜識 淸揚1  have  the  honour 
of  your  friendship. 

其 貌不楊  not  having  gotKi 
features. 

揚州府  a  Prefecture  in  Kiang- 
su.  . 

揚子江  the  river  Yang-tsze. 
The  rising  sun ;  sunshine  •’ 

fair  weather. 

陽谷  the  Bright  Valley,— or  val¬ ley  of  sunshine  in  the  extreme  east 
of  the  empire  under  Yao,  where 

an  official  was  stationed  to  verify 

the  accuracy  of  the  calendar. 

雨 暘時若  rain  and  sunshine 
alternating. 

The  poplar  ；  the  willow  ； 
the  aspen. 

白楊  (in  N.  China)  the  white poplar  {Populns  alba,  L.);  (in 
central  China)  the  aspen  {Po- 
pulus  tremula， L.).  Also,  a 
sword. 
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大葉楊  p°puius  aib^  l- 

【2,878 小 葉揚。 r 靑楊 PoPulus 
suavcokns、 Fischer. 

楊柳  the  willow  {Salix  baby、 
Ionic  a、 L.). 

楊柳兒 靑放空 鐘 when the  willows  are  green  it  is  the 

time  to  play  “Siabolo.”  See 
i596,  6595* 

楊  f 卯腰  a  willow  (”  slim) waist. 

楊柳 小蠻腰 the  willow 
waist  of  Hsiao-man. 

穿 楊  to  pierce  a  willow  leaf,— with  an  arrow  from  a  great 

I  distance,  as  ̂   ̂   ̂   Yang 
Yu-chi  could  do. 

楊 子  willow  planks, 一 ch(eap 
coffins  for  the  poor. 

楊枝水  water  in  which  willow- 
twigs  have  been  soaked, — used 
by  Buddhist  priests  for  healing 

purposes. 

^4  ̂   an  old  man  marry¬ 

ing  a  young  wife. 

楊梅  see  7705. 

楊梅瘡  a  syphilitic  rash. 

楊 梅瘇子  a  venereal  ulcer. 

楊 梅結毒  to  be  infected  with 
syphilitic  virus. 

楊桃  (in  S.  China)  Av  err  ho  a 
carambola^  L.;  (in  central  China) 
Actinidici  chmensis^  PI. 

赤; 楊 I  (in  Japan)  Z Inus  maritime^ 
Nutt. 

黃喘木  boxwood 、Buxus  sem- 
pervirens、 L.). 

楊^  Cornus  incur ophylla、 Wall. 

vb 日 2  To  roast  ；  to  heat  at  the 
fire  -  to  fuse. 

12,879  R 

R •陽漾 to  roast;  to  toast. 

See  羊  丨 火昜金  t0  fuse  met
als. 

'  Even  Lower.  暴  impetuous;  ardent. 

瘍:
 i2,88o 

陽 
See 痒 

Even  Lower. 

An  ulcer  ；  a  sore. 

火 関頭瘍  a  head  covered  with sores. 

12.881 

.陽 

See 

Even  Lower. 

鍚
 2 

12.882 

R •陽 

See 

Even  Lower. 

m 

12,883. 

R. 陽 7a. 

See 羊 

Even  Lower. 

To  exorcise  demons  \  to 

drive  out  evil  influences, 

especially  at  the  New  Year. 

Ornaments  or  bells  on 

the  headstall  of  a  horse’s 

bridle.  [To  be  distinguish- ed  from  錫 41 57.] 

High  and  bright  ；  the 

sun  ；  heat,  as  opposed  to 

cold  ；  the  principle  of  light 

and  life  •,  hence,  of  or  be¬ 
longing  to  this  world ;  upper 

or  front,  as  opposed  to  under 

or  back.  The  male  or  po¬ 

sitive  principle  in  nature,  as 

opposed  to 陰  1 3,224  *,  re¬ 
presented  in  geomancy  by 

龍 —  dragon.  Alkali,  as 
opposed  to  acid.  The  south 

of  a-  hill  ；  the  north  of  a 
river.  The  i  oth  moon. 

See  3969,  5455,  10,406, 1 1，544 ‘ 

陽德。 r 太陽。 r 老陽 心 
sun. 

沒太陽  sunset. 
太陽無 時不照 the  sun never  sets  on, 一 e.g.  the  British 

Empire. 

兩太陽 the  ten：p.les- 

夕陽。 1 ■斜陽 where  it  is bright  in  the  evening, — sc.  the 

western  slopes ’of  hills;  similarly 

朝陽  the  eastern  slopes  of  hills. 

陽 4島  sun  birds,  —  wild  geese, which  travel  southwards  in  sum¬ 
mer  and  northwards  in  winter. 

雲陽  the  spiritual  essence  which informs  trees,  etc.,  and  enables 

them  to  speak  with  the  human 
voice. 

孔陽  very  brilliant, — of  colour. 

陰陽  w  13,224. 

陰盛 陽衰〗 s  the  in - creases,  the  Yang  decreases. 

w 
12,883 

陽氣  the  male  or  positive  prin¬ ciple  in  nature,  which  was  de¬ 
veloped,  simultaneously  with  the 

陰  female  or  negative  principle, 
from  the  太 極  Gieat  Monad, 

and  by  the  interaction  of  which 

all  things  are  produced  and  cos¬ 
mic  harmony  is  preserved. 

陽精  the  male  element  of  a substance. 

B 爲 陽之賴 
the  sun  is  the 

concrete  essence  of  the  male 

principle. 

陽 九  the  nine  calamitous  years which  occur  at  certain  intervals 
and  are  due  to  some  irregularity 

of  the  yang  principle.  [There 
are  other  siipilar  periods  of  7, 

5,  and  3  years,  nine  in  all,  of 
which  five  {yang)  are  charact¬ 
erised  by  drought  and  four  (yin 

13,224)  by  excess  of  moisture.] 

丁陽九  to  have  reached  the yang  chiu  period, 一 the  extreme 
limit  of  misery.  [丁  =遘.] 

陽春  or  .  靑陽  spring-time. 

陽 春有聊  spring-time  on 
feet  or  a  walking  spring, 一 said 

of  the  virtuous  Sung 

Ching  of  the  T4ang  dynasty,  re¬ 
ferring  to  his  benign  influence. 

十 月小陽 春 the  i  oth  moon 
is  like  a  little  spring.  Cf.  St. 
Luke’s  summer. 

陽  衫； the  hairy  Chinese  car- 
domum  [A  mo  mum  villosum, 

Lour.). 

春 日載陽  the  spring  days lengthen  out. 

集重  ch^ung1  |^r  the  void  of | ether;  the  sky. 

重  r/’‘/叫2 陽節  the  9th  of  the 
9th  moon. 

端陽  the  5th  of  the  5th  moon. 

陽事。 r 赴陽臺 sexual  in- 
tercourse. 

陽物  the  membrum  virile. 

壯 陽  to  strengthen  one’s  virile powers, 一 as  by  nourishing  food; 

also,  by  aphrodisiacs. 

元陽  ot  眞陽  chastity,-^. 
of  a  priest. 

陽世。 r 陽間 the  world  of light,  as  opposed  to  the  nether world. 

陽 間地獄  a  hell  upon  earth. 
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12,883 

1^,884 

r •陽漾 
See 

Even  Lower. 

陽箅  years  of  life. 

陽 壽  long  life;  life  on  earth. 

你今陽 壽該終 y°uir  life 
on  earth  must  now  cease. 

弟 陽人也 ，我 皆陰鬼 
you,  sir,  are  a  living  man,  while 
we  are  all  disembodied  spirits. 

辭陽  to  depart  this  life. 

陽報  a  recompense  in  this  world 

陽榜  the  death  certificate  which 
has  to  be  shown  before  a  corpse 

can  pass  out  of  the  city  gates 
at  Peking.  See  12,865. 

陽文。 r 释字 characters carved  in  relief. 

陽剛  bold;  vigorous,  as  hand¬ writing. 

陽面  the  upper  face,  as  of  a 
leaf;  the  front,  as  of  a  fan. 

平陽  a  plain. 

南 山之陽  on  the  south  side 
of  the  southern  hill. 

渭陽  north  of  the  river  Wei. 

天 子當陽  the  Emperor  faces 
the  south. 

VP  陽 r  facing  due  south. 

正 陽門 咖  name  of  the  south 
gate  at  Peking,  popularly  known 

as  the 前門. 

向 陽門第 a  house  facing 
southwards. 

陽月  the  10th  moon. 

歲 亦陽止  the  year  will  be  in 
the  10th  moon, — by  the  time  we 
return. 

君 子陽陽  my  husband  looks full  of  satisfaction. 

To  be  tossed  about,  as  by 

wind  or  wave；  to  fly.  See 

12,924.  Read  jang%  in 
Peking. 

舟遙遙 以輕颺 1Jshtly> 
lightly,  speeds  my  boat  along. 

飛腾  to  fly  aloft. 

鷹飽 則碑去 when  the  fal - con  has  satisfied  its  hunger,  away 
it  flies. 

遁 跡遠颺  to  flee  far  away. 

m 12,884 

仰
 3 

12,885 

R •養 

C.  yong H.  ngiong、 

， (ngiong 

F.  ngiong 

W.  ngiae 
N.  ngiang 

m.  I 
 y°ns 

Y.  niang 

Sz.  yang K.  ang 

]-go^gio 
A.  ngiing 

Rising  Upper. 

稽首颺 W 曰.  he  prostrated 
himself  and  said  in  a  loud  and 

rapid  voice. 

颺場 a  place  for  winnowing 

grain. 
To  look  up ;  to  look  up 

to  with  respect,  as  opposed 

to 俯 3683  ；  used  by  cour¬ 
tesy  to  inferiors.  Face  up¬ 

wards,  as  opposed  to  >[| 

3740  ；  hence,  to  swallow. 

仲 而思之 to  iook  up  and think;  to  muse. 

仲頭  to  raise  the  head;  to  look 

up  to. 

仲天  to  look  up  to  heaven. 

仰之彌 高 the  mc>re  1  lo°ked up  at  them,  the  more  lofty  they 

appeared,  —  of  the  Confucian 
doctrines. 

屋  t0  rernain  idly  at  home. 

仲 屋而居  to  live  in  idleness, to  look  up  to  in  hope. 

仲 仗。1 ■仲 賴。 r 仰託 to trust  to;  to  rely  upon. 

常 仲中國  they  look  to  Chi¬ na, — for  tea. 

仰沐。 r  仲蒙  t。 be  indebted to, — for  acts  of  kindness. 

仲慕 企仰  to  look  up  to with  respectful  regard. 

人 所素仲  he  was  much  res¬ 
pected. 

仲息他 to  fawn  upon others, — for  aid. 

仰遵  to  obey. 仲 求 仲祈。 r 仲懇 t。 
implore. 

仲鹘  to  respectfully  sympathise with. 

仲見  to  look  up  to;  to  respect¬ 
fully  observe. 

to  respectfully  invite. 

仲酬  a  respectful  return  for, 一 kindness. 

久仲  see  2273. 
f 中面  the  front  of  the  body

.  See 

3947. 仲臥。 r 偃仲- •仲八 脚 to  lie  on  the  back. 

仰
 3 

12,885 

m 

12.886 

r •漾 

See  f 中 

Sinking 

Lower. 

m 

12.887 

R 江 

See 月央 

A.  ong 

Even  Upper. 

w 

12.888 

R. 陽 

See 

Even  Lower. 

要‘
 

12,889 

R._  _ 

C.iu Yi.yau 
F.  yet^^  Ju 

W.  yde ^.yoa 

P. ) 

M. 

Sz. 

\  yau 

~ ' 仲  一"*  合 one  below  and 
one  on  the  top  of  it, — as  one 
inverted  bowl  on  the  top  of 
another  bowl.  See  1737. 

爲  weik  此票仲  I  have  there¬ fore  to  issue  this  warrant  in 
structing  you . 

仲卽遵 照辦理 y。11  wil1 
therefore  be  so  good  as  to  act 

in  accordance  with  these  in¬ 
structions. 

右 仲知悉 oblige  by  making yourselves  acquainted  with  what 
is  on  the  right, — i.c.  with  the 
text  of  this  Proclamation. 

仰成 而已1  only  hope  that you  will  be  able  to  do  it  for  me. 

仲  to  swallow  medicine, -from the  throwing  back  of  the  head. 

仲 藥而死  to  drink  poison 
and  die. 

乃仰 阿芙蓉 thfer  result 
being  that  he  swallowed  some 

opium, 一 and  committed  suicide. 

To  cease,  as  sound  ；  to 

stop  talking. 

A  stubborn  dog.  Sfe 

3846. 

The  mantis. 

Read  mi\  The  black 

weevil  in  rice,  known  as 

强崢 • To  want  ；  to  need  ；  to 

require  from  [see  414)；  to 

be  about  to.  Necessary; 

important ;  essential.  [To 
be  distinguished  from  耍 10,103.] 

要不要  do  you  want  it  or  not? In  Ssllch‘uan  =  occasionally. 

201 
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12,889 

Y.  yea 
K.yo 

J •少 J 
A.  yeu 
Sinking  and 
Even  Upper. 

f 

r. 

^  ®  what  do  you  want? 

要 錢  to  want  money;  avarice ; 

greed. 

to  want  rice, — to  be  a 

beggar.  
| 

^  ̂   ̂   to  be  on  the  po
int  of 

becoming  a  beggar. 

人要要 臉 a  man  must  be 
careful  to  have  face,  —  to  do 
nothing  disreputable. 

shameless;  disrepu¬ 
table. 

要 1  主  a  purchaser. 

等有要 主 來 wait  till  some 
one  comes  who  wants,  —  the 
article. 

莫 要 莫 要 please  don’t ! 
要 ̂ 後期  begged  her  to  make 
an  appointment  with  him. 

定^ ̂ 如此  it  must  be  in  this way. 

你 要給我 買東西 d。 
you  buy  things  for  me. 

向他 要回來 .get  it:  back 
from  him. 

不要  not  to  want;  probably; 
perhaps. 

不 要  ®  probably ;  perhaps. 

不要命 的人。 ne  wh。 is 
reckless  of  his  life ;  a  desperado. 

要 .是我 辦  if  1  am  t0  manage it, . 

要死  likely  to  die. 

並不 是要死 he  won’t  die. 

要活  likely  to  live. 

天可就 要晴1 sky is 
"clearing;  it  is  going  to  be  fine. 

將 ，要 _ 天津 I  ai6  just 
Agoing  to  Tientsin.  Also,  just  on 

tb^- point  of  arriving  at  Tientsin. 

輯族 走了  I  am  going;  I'm 0^. 

要緊。 r  ' 緊要  important. 
至 要  very  important. 

要事。 r  要務  important  busi¬ ness. 

马 法有要 W  there  is  an 
N  .important  saying  in  the  Art  of 

War  •… 

非 要而何  that  isn’t  being 
important,  what  is  it? 

12,889 
要 故  a  cogent  reason, essential  points. 

不切 實要^  they  do  not  deal with  real  needs, 一 as  academic teachings. 

要地 or 要 區 important 
ground. 

引 私冬 居要地 to  place one’s  friends  in  important  posts. 

^  an  important  strategical 
point;  the  key  to  a  position. 

要路  the  fair-way, 一 as  of  a  river. 

See  yaox. a  much-used  thoroughfare; 

important  doctrines. 

此之 謂要道 this  is  called an  important  rule  of  conduct. 

信  an  important  letter. 
人  an  important  person ;  a 

personage. 

才喜 見要人 I  don’t  like 
meeting  “lions.” 

才巳  a  dangerous  criminal; 
an  important  administra¬ 

tive  measure. 

時來  作。 n  important  busi¬ 
ness. 

擇  to  choose  out  the  most 
important  points. 

揮  to  grasp  or  hold  on  to  the 
essential  points. 

要 在  the  grand  object  is  to.... 

要在, 處留心 the  main point  is  to  be  on  the  look-out 
for  anything, — however  trivial. 

其 要  說  in  what  does  its importance  consist  ? 一 of  a  book. 

豈非 後生必 讀之要 

哉  is  it  not  such  (poetry)  that 
students  should  make  a  point of  reading  ? 

/J、 the  junction  of  coffin  and lid. 

_  a  point  of  divergence;  a 
common  meeting-point. 

^  to  sum  up. 

Read  少 似1.  To  meet.  To 

complete  ；  to  gather  to¬ 

gether.  To  seek  for.  To 

intercept.  To  force  ;  to 

coerce.  To  make  an  agree- 

12,889 

r 

ment.  The  waist  ；  old  form 

of  12,893.  Used  with 12,895. 

to  meet  together.  [  Yao 

is  the  final  account  at  the  end 
of  the  month,  hui  of  the  year.] 

要我乎 上 宮 she  will  meet 
me  in  Shang-kung. 

倡 予要女 (= 汝>’) give 
us  the  first  note  and  we  will 

complete  the  song. 

要譽 於鄕黨 t。 seek  the praise  of  one’s  neighbours. 

以 要人爵 with  a  view  to 
obtain  human  ennoblement. 

使數 人要於 路咖 t several  men  to  intercept  him. 

遣一 旅要路 篡取之 
sent  a  battalion  to  intercept  him 
on  the  road  and  seize  him.  See 

yaox. 

要 •其有 酒食㈣ 者 t。 intercept  those  who  had  wine 
and  food. 

雖曰 不要君 though  it may  be  said  he  was  not  coercing his  sovereign. 

皇太后 固要上 the  Em- 
press  Dowager  brought  pressure 
to  bear  upon  the  Emperor. 

要率。 r 要挾。 r 要勒 1。 be  importunate  ]  to  insist  on 
having;  to  demand  with  threats; 
to  exact. 

胃  extortionate. 
窃 石而要 之 hedeterinmed 
to  steal  the  stone, 

之歸  he  made  him  go  home 
with  him. 

而不 敢要之 but  does  not 
venture  to  constrain  him. 

要 之以禮  t0  force  by  cou.r- 

tesy. 

盟 可*  线巳  an  extorted  treaty may  be  violated. 

要 齡 J  to  make  an  agreement. 

久 要不忘  don’t  forget  the 
old  agreement. 

^ •服  the  domain  of  restraint, — an  outer  zone  of  territory  set 

apart  by  the  Great  Yu  for  ba¬ nished  criminals. 

全 要  keep  a  whole  skin; takfe  care  of  yourself. 
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12,889 
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12.890 

篠 
See 要 

Rising  Upper. 

P 要
1
 12.891 

R •蕭 

See 要 

Even  Upper. 

嫂3
 

12.892 R .條 
See 

Rising  Upper. 

盈要  to  fill  the  waistband, — 
with  perfumes. 

錐… •要…  although  ....  after 
all ...  • 

雖不 在聖要 爲大賢 
although  not  one  of  the  inspired, 
still  he  was  a  great  sage. 

Small-waisted  ；  agile. 

12,893 
R •蕭 

See 要 
Even  Upper. 

The  chirping  of  grass¬ 

hoppers  and  other  insects. 

嘆喂 耳舌耳  the  chirping  noise 
is  enough  to  deafen  one. 

嚶喝  the  buzzing  of  mosquitoes. 

Slender  ；  slim. 

嫂嫋  graceful;  supple. 

The  loins ；  the  waist;  the 

middle.  See  6751. 

腰部  the  loins  or  central  por¬ 
tion  of  the  body. 

腰骨  the  waist. 

腰眼  the  small  of  the  back. 

腰背  the  lower  part  of  the  back, 

弓腰  bending  back  so  as  to 
touch  the  ground  with  the  head 

閃； T 腰 a 忸了腰 
strain  the  back, — as  by  lifting 
too  heavy  weights,  etc. 

腰 帶子。 r 圍腰 a  waist- 
band;  a  girdle. 

細腰 w 柳腰。 r 織腰 
a  small  waist.  See  12,878. 

細腰 的可愛 having  a  love- 
ly  small  waist. 

細腰者  slender  waists, -wasps. 
腰圓  stout  in  the  waist ;  in  good 

condition. 

腰圓式  waist-round  shape,- — oval. 

m 
12,893 

?! 

12,894 r •蕭嘯 
See 要 

Even  Upper. 

腰  沒  no  money  at  his waist, -as  carried  by  the  Chinese. 

自拔腰 t。  pay  for  anything oneself. 

腰刀  a  short  sword;  a  dagger. 

腰牌  a  soldier’s  belt-ticket  or certificate  of  authority. 

腰 也難伸  it  will  even  be difficult  to  straighten  the  waist, 
— to  stand  upright. 

析腰  to  bend  the  loins;  to  make obeisance. 

不 爲五斗 米析腰 _ to  bend  the  back  for  five  bushels 

of  rice, — the  allowance  of  a  ma¬ 
gistrate  in  early  times.  Said  by 

陶淵明  T4ao  Yuan-ming (a.d.  365-427)  on  resigning  office 

after  only  eighty-three  days.  See 

559. 
彎  hunchbacked. 

胃 "JC  g  to  bend  the  waist;  to stoop  down. 

直不 _ 腰來  not  to  b
e  able to  straighten  the  back, — as  when 

doubled  up  with  laughing. 

黙 頭娘腰 w  the  head and  bend  the  back, — in  saluta¬ tion. 

抱狻腰  to  clasp  round  the v/aist  from  behind. 

電 腰風脚  of  the  lightning loins  and  the  wind-speed  foot, 

— eulogistic  of  a  fleet  horse. 

腰疼 w 腰痛 pain  in  the 
loins. 

腰子  the  kidneys  of  animals 

腰站  intermediate  stations. 

山  half-way  up  a  hill. 

腰截  to  chop  in  two  at  the middle. 

牟中腰  midway;  at  the  middle. 

P olygala  tenuif olia、 
Willd”  and  P.  sibirica^  L., 

the  root  of  which  is  usee 

for  coughs. 

四 月秀葵 the  Polygala blooms  in  the  4th  moon, 

luxuriant. 

12,895 

R •蕭 

/nn 

See 要 

Even  Upper. 

12.896 

R •篠 

See 

cf •嫂 

Rising  Upper. 

凹 
12.897 

m 
12.898 

r 。蕭 

/TTn 

s 押要 

Even  Upper. 

釣 

12,899 

A  fold；  a  pleat. 

裙稷  the  pleats  in  a  skirt. 

壓稷  to  make  folds  or  pleats. 

裤稷帶  the  waistband. 

Name  of  a  fabulous  horse, 

專 要直， which  could  travel 10,000  li  a  day. 

See  1 2,429. 

To  meet;  to  invite；  to 

request  ；  to  engage.；  to 

require  ；  to  demand.  See 12,049. 

邀截  to  intercept. 邀 接 的  invite  and  go  to  receive. 

邀請。 『相、 邀  to  invite. 
邀明月  to  invite  the  moon  to 
come  out  and  join  her  presence, 
— as  when  one  feels  lonely. 

邀賓。 r  邀客  t0  invite  guests Used  of  the  second  invitation 
to  remind ;  see  10,330. 

邀他來  invite  him  to  come, 
邀會  to  invite  a  person  to  join 一 as  in  a  consultation,  etc. 

虛邀  to  invite  in  a  conventional 
way, — not  wishing  the  invita¬ tion  to  be  accepted. 

邀福  to  invite  blessings, 一 as  by worshipping  the  gods,  etc. 

邀約 t。  invite ;  to  request  to 

邀 買人心  to  court  populari¬ 

ty- 

邀令  t6  desire  one  to. 
邀集  to  invite  to  meet  together. 

不敢仰 邀獎叙 Idc)n()t 
venture  to  ask  for  any  express, 
ion  of  commendation. 

邀 功生事  to  make  trouble 
through  a  desire  for  glory. 

See  1 3,349 - 
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葯 
12,900 

夭 
12,901 

蕭篠 
皓 

C.  yiu 
H.yau 

yeu W.  yde 
N.  yoa P. 

R. 

M. 

yau 
Sz. 

Y.  yoa 
K.  yo J.' 

A.yeu 

Even  Upper. 

Same  as  12,958. 

Fresh-looking  ；  young  ; 

tender,  A  calamity.  [To 

be  distinguished  from  天 

11,208.] 

夭 之沃沃  the  glossiness  of| 
tender  beauty. 

桃 之夭夭  the  peach-tree  is 
young  and  beautiful. 

夕 ̂  ̂ 台之  seductive  coun¬ tenance. 

天 夭是樣  God  is  pounding them  with  calamities. 

舒 夭貂兮  oh,  to  have  the 
chains  of  my  mind  relaxed ! 

Readjv^8.  To  die  young； 
used  with  12,904. 

五十 不爲夭 fifty  cannot  be 
reckoned  young, 一 for  death. 

壽  premature  death  and  old 
age. 

夭亡  to  die  young. 

森然無 一夭考 nct 
single、 one  (of  the  babies)  died. 

未 嫁而夭 she  died  11 married. 

憤 悒夭逝  to  die  prematurely 
from  vexation  of  spirit. 

夭虫喬  curling  and  straightening, 
— as  a  snake’s  tail.  Used  of 

天魔  Mara-  See  7973- 

12,902 R •肴 

See 物 

Even  Upper. 

12,903 
R. 蕭 

See 夭 
Even  Upper. 

Discordant  sounds. 

p 夭 p 乍  the  yelping  of  a  pack  of 
dogs. 

un- 

Supernatural  ;  magical  ； 

strange  ；  bewitching 

canny.  See  12,901. 

妖怪。 r 妖魔。 r 妖孽。 r 
你異  a  bogy；  an  imp；  a  go¬ 
blin;  a  supernatural  manifest¬ 
ation. 

妖氣 ot 妖氛  an  evil  atmo¬ 
sphere, 一 ue.  a  general  sense  of 
evil  beings  on  the  war-path. 

: r 

,9°3 

妖 3
 

12,9。4 

R •篠 

See 夭 

Rising  Upper. 

12,905 

R. 

ID 

See 夭 

Even  Upper. 

portents. 

势^; 巧  strange ;  weird. 

^  ̂   magical
  arts. 

妖人  a  magician;  a  wizard. 

妖賴  uncanny, — as  a  etc, 

妖書  books  of  magic* 

^  magical  spells,  etc. 

chiang^  ̂   a  descending  of 

the  bogies, — as  when  the  spirits 
manifest  themselves  at  a  seance. 

Read  hsiang1  yaox  =  to  van¬ 
quish  evil  spirits. 

/L 物反龠 則爲妖 every 
thing  that  deviates  from  its  nor¬ mal  condition  is  uncanny. 

土 木爲妖  the  baneful  in¬ fluence  of  earth  and  wood, — said 
of  the  materials  of  a  house  in 

which  there  are  frequent  deaths, 
bad  luck,  etc. 

妖姬  a  fascinating  woman,— a  bad  sense. 

妖  fascinating;  seductive. 

而不妖  and  yet  not  meretri¬ cious, — of  beauty. 

To  die  prematurely ； 

used  with  1 2,901.  To  kill. 

妖命  an  untimely  fate. 

妖 妖析 t。  die  prema¬ 
turely. 

妖 壽不葳 nc>t  t。 bother about  premature  death  or  long 

life, — but  to  cultivate  virtue  and 
leave  the  rest  to  God,  is  the  true 

interpretation  of  the  word  wdest- 

iny.” 

不妖夭  do  not  kill  the  new¬ born,— of  animals. 

Calamities  caused  by  ter 

restrial  disturbances,  as  op 

posed  to 災  1 1,487.  [To 

be  distinguished  from 

4477-] 

祅孽  supernatural  manifest¬ ations  ceased. 

芙 5
 

12,906 

R. 皓 

See 換 

Rising  Upper. 

A  thistle  {Cnicus  chinen 

sis、 Max.  and  other  species: 

known  as 夠芙。 1 •苦 芙， 
found  in  Kiangsu. 

12,907 

R •蕭 

C.iu H,yau 

F.  ngieu 
W.  ngia 

N.  ngioa,  nyioa 
P. ) 

M.\y
°u 

Y.  yoa 
Sz,yau 

Y^.yo 

[•  kiu^giu 

A.  ngieu 

Even  Lower. 

12,908 

R •蕭 

See 堯 

Even  Lower. 

岳 
12,9。9 

备 
12,910 

R •尤蕭 

由遙 S.jieu^ju 

Even  Lower. 

傜 
12)911 

p
#
 

12.912 

R .蕭 

See 遙 

Even  Lower. 

12.913 

R •蕭 

See 遙 

Even  Lower. 

徭1
 

I2,9i4 

R •蕭 

See 遙 

Even  Lower. 

Lofty  ；  eminent.  Name of  the  legendary  Emperor 

唐帝焉  T‘ang  Ti  Yao, 
whose  reign  (b.c.  2357- 

2255)  coupled  with  that  of the  Emperor  Shun  (10,155) 

is  representative  of  China's Golden  Age.  See  1498, 

11,652. 

堯 譲天下 於許由 Ya。 offered  the  empire  to  Hsu  Yu. 

Lofty  \  eminent. 

See  13,366. 

A  jar；  a  pitcher. 

Same  as  12,914. 

Joyful  \  merry. 

H andsome.  To  sport  ； 

to  make  fun. 

姑搖  the  name  of  a  mountain, taken  from  that  of  a  princess 

who  at  death  was  changed  into 

the  ̂   flower  (Cuscuta). 

The  duty  of  a  vassal ; 
work  done  for  the  State； 
forced  labour. 

搖殺 official  corvies、 一 
military  service  as  weli 

-including 

military  service  as  well  as  labour 

upon  public  works. 



徭
 2 差 A— 徭  to  be  employed  upon 

public  works；  to  collect  the  land- 
12,914  tax. 

徭粮  rations  supplied  to  those 
employed  on  public  works. 

無 it 避征搖 n。 胃 of 
escaping  from  one’s  service  as 
vassal,  —  commonly  applied  to 

payment  of  the  land-tax. 

W 

12,916 

Distressed  in  mind. 
12,915 

R •蕭 
See 遙 
Even  Lower. 

恪亂  perturbed ;  flurried. 

心 中 distressed. 

w 

12,916 

R •萧嗛 
See 遙 
Even  Lower. 

To  shake；  to  move ;  to 

be  agitated  ；  to  sway  ；  to 

waver.  從曳 5475,  9485. 

搖動  to  move;  to  shake;  to 
wave;  to  be  disturbed. 

搖榥  to  joggle. 
to  wave  the  hand, 一 as  the 

Chinese  do,  from  side  to  side, 

the  fingers  pointing  upwards  and 
the  palms  turned  away  from  them, 

in  token  of  reassurance,  dissent 
etc. 

搖手 道 ，列位 .休驚 
waved  his  hand  and  said  Gentle- 

meo,  be  not  afraid ! 

搖頭。 1 •搖首  to  shake  the head. 

榷頭 不箅， 勲頭箅 
shaking  the  head  means  no, 

nodding  the  head  means'  yes. 

榷頭擺 屌  shaking  the  head 
and  wagging  the  tail, — originally 
used  of  the  movement  of  fishes. 

檁尾  to  humble  oneself. 

搖 首不飮  shook  his  head, 
declining  to  drink. 

搖鈴兒  to  shake  a  bell, — as 
a  hawker  of  thread,  etc. 

搖鼓兒  to  shake  a  drum, — as 
the  calico-seller. 

搖鐘  to  shake  a  bell. 

搖船。 r 搖櫓  to  scull  a  boat, 
— from  the  stern ;  to  “yuloh.” 

搖  shaking  and  apportioning, 
— a  game  with  dice. 

輪 髙則榷  if  the  wheels  are 
high,  (the  cart)  will  jolt. 

w 12.917 

R •蕭 

See 遙 

Even  Lower. 

瑤 2
 

12.918 

R •蕭 

See 遙 

Even  Lower. 

[ 1605  ] 

搖車  a  swinging  cot;  a  ham¬ mock. 

才產搖  to  shake  up；  vacillating. 

搖搖擺 擺的。 r 大搖 

大擺的  swaggering  along. 

摇搖欲 墜  shaking  as  if  about to  fall. 

風雨 所漂搖 rocked  by wind  and  rain, — as  a  nest. 

搖散  to  scatter, 一 as  flowers  etc. 
搖席 t。  disturb  the  company. 

搖蕩  to  move；  to  disturb. 

搖旗  to  wave  a  flag. 

飛 鳴行摇  singing  when  fly- ing  and  wagging  when  walking, — the  wagtail. 

才產 惑  to  perturb;  irresolute ; wavering. 

意 似搖然  he  seemed  to  va¬ 
cillate. 

心始摇 they  began  to  waver. 

搏扶 檁而上  it  mounts upon  a  typhoon, — of  the  rukh. See  3613. 

招  1^。 give  °neselfairs and  humbug  people.  See  466. 

招 搖無忌 t。  give  oneself  un¬ bearable  airs. 

太招搖  too  flashy  or  “toud.” 

A  jackal.  See  7990. 

徭民  a  tribe  of  aborigines  in¬ habiting  the  Department  of  連 

Lien  Chou. 

A  beautiful  stone  or  gem, 

next  in  value  to  jade;  green 

jasper. 

遙萎。 r  瑞面  your  “valued favour;’’  your  letter. 

瑞陛  the  Imperial  throne;  a name  for  Peking. 

瑞池  a  lake  in  the  mysterious 
country  of  西王毋  the  Wes¬ 
tern  Royal  Mother  (see  8067); 
a  name  for  Peking. 

駕 返瑶池  her  chariot  has returned  to  the  lake  (above), — 
she  is  dead. 

瑤臺  a  beautiful  terrace  near 

瑤
 2 

12,918 
瑞池 (above);  a  name  for Peking;  your  wife. 

瑤琴  a  lute  with  jasper  mount¬ 
ings. 

瑤光  the  star  m  Benetnach  in 
the  Dipper. 

12,919 

R •蕾 See 遙 

Even  Lower. 

A  brick-kiln  ；  a  furnace 
for  burning  pottery  ；  por¬ 
celain.  A  brothel. 

燒窑  a  furnace  or  kiln. 瓦  a  kiln  for  making  tiles  or 
pottery  ；  a  breeder  of  many 
daughters. 

官響  a  government  porcelain 
furnace. 

霧  porcelain  with  a  variegated 

glaze. 
定 審  porcelain  from  Ting^-chou. 

審 匠  a  potter;  a  brick-burner. 

審工  potter’s  work. 
審  ̂   pottery ;  earthenware ;  a prostitute. 

審印  the  furnace  stamp  on pottery. 

審桶子  a  coal  mine  (Peking). 

審黑兒  a  miner. 
迹審子  to  visit  brothels. A  ballad  ；  to  sing.  A 

false  report ；  a  rumour；  a 
canard.  See  2405. 

謠歌。 r 謠言歌 Earustic 

ditty. 

Even  Lower. 

童  shepherd  songs;  ditties. 

謠 頌 = 咸集  bc)th  ballads  and eulogistic  songs, — were  made  in 

his  praise. 

我歌 且謠1  play and  _• 

謠 言 謠傳  false  reports. t0  make  up  false  sto¬ 
ries, — and  spread^  them. 

謠識山  a  mountam  of  lies, — 
a  big  lia 

m 

12,921 

R •蕾 See 遙 

Even  Lower. 

To  leap  ；  to  skip. 



m 
12,922. 

遙,
 12,923 R •蕭 

C.yiu 

H^yau 
Y.yeu 
W •少办 

^,yoa 

[ 1606  ] 

yau 

•  1 

Y.yoa Sz.  
yau 

f;  |  ^ k.jUu 
Even  Lower. 

12,924 R •蕭 

See 遙 

Even  Lower. 

m 
12,925 

Same  as  12,963. 

Distant；  remote.  See 

4303- 

遙 望  to  gaze  afar  off. 

遙遠  far  off;  distant ;  long. 

路遙 知馬力 忖  a  long  jour¬ 
ney  one  can  gauge  the  strength 
of  a  horse ;  see  4562,  A. 

遙 遙無期  at  a  far  distant 
date, — e.g.  I  cannot  say  when. 

遙亙  extending ;  stretching  out 

遙臨  approaching  from  a  dis- , tance. 

To  float  about；  to  drift 

with  the  wind. 

飄觀。 r  翻颺  t<:>  flQatab<)ut; 
to  wander  at  random. 

縱 步飄飆  to  wander  about without  any  fixed  object. 

R.*
 

See 遙 

Even  Lower. 

12,926 
R •蕭嘯 

F.  yeu^y  \tyohy % 遙耀 
Even  and 
Sinking 
Lower* 

餐,
 12,927 R •蕭 

See 遙 

Even  Lower. 

R. 

C. H. 
F. 

W.  oa 
^.yoa 
M.  i 

Y.  jistoa 
Sz.  hsiau 

K.  hio 

].kd 

A.  hau 
Even  Lower. 

Th  每  flying-fish. 
12,640. 

See 

A  term  including  kites， 

sparrowhawks,  harriers， etc 

A  paper  kite. 

鶴應  a  kite  {Milvus  govinda、. 

鷹 鼻鷂眼 不可交 don’t be  friendly  with  a  falcon-nosed 
kite-eyed  man. 

鷂子  a  sparrowhawk. 

放鶴子  to  fly  kites. 

海鶴魚  the  sting-ray, — sup 
posed  to  be  transformed  from 
the  fish-hawk. 

To  hum  an  air. 

爻,
 

12,928 

肴 

rtgdu 

hsiau 

肴 12.929 

m 12.930 

R •肴 

See 肴 

Even  Lower. 

殽1
 

12,931 

R •肴 

See 

Even  Lower. 

淆,
 

12,932 

R. 肴 

See 肴 

Even  Lower. 

To  intertwine  crosswise. 

To  change.  Radical  89. 

Correctly  read  hsiao% . 

^  the  six  lines  of  a  Diagram ; 

f  卦 6311. 

^f]  ̂   the  lowest  of  the  s
ix  lines of  a  Diagram. 

上爻  the  highest  line  of Diagram. 

卦爻  the  sixty-four  Diagrams attributed  to  伏羲 Fu  Hsi 

multiplied  by  six,  thus  yielding 
a  total  of  384  Diagrams. 

世爻  the  Diagrams  which  refer to  oneself, - when  arranging  them 
for  divination. 

應爻  the  Diagrams  which  refer to  others. 

爻亂  confusion;  complications. 

See  4332. 

N  ame  of  some  mountains 
in  Honan. 

崤 画之固  the  strongholds  of  | Yao  and  Shun. 

崤函關  name  of  a  pass  in Honan. 

To  eat;  to  use  as  food ; 

viands  ；  used  with  4333. 

Mixed;  confused；  used 

with  12,932.  Also  read 

hsiao^. 

其 實之锻  the  fruit  may  be used  as  food. 

嘉殺  dainty  viands. 
殽列  set  out;  arranged,  as dishes  at  a  feast. 

殽雜  mixed;  miscellaneous. in  confusion. 

Mixed  •,  confused  \  see 

1 2,931.  Name  of  an  afflu¬ ent  of  the  Yellow  River  in 
Shansi.  See  7913. 

淆亂  in  confusion ;  complica¬ tions. 

淸. 濁混淆  the  pure  and  the 
dirty  mixed  up  together. 

12.933 

佻 
12.934 

姚2
 

12.935 

R •蕭 

/TP1 
C.yiu 
YL.yau 

F.  yeu 

W •少办 

N.  yoa 

\yau
 

Y.  yoa Sz.  yau 

f：\^ 

k.jteu Even  Lower. 

珧1
 

12.936 

R. 蕭 

拎姚 

Even  Lower. 

937 

w 

。嘯 

See 姚 

Sinking 

Lower. 

m 12.938 

See 姚 

Sinking 

Lower. 

咬 8
 

12.939 R. 巧肴 

H.  1 
 ngdu 

F.  ngau、
 
ngeu^

 

y.  kay 

【卜 a 

yau 

ML  au^yau 

Y.  oa、 orh 

Sz.  yau 

K.yo 

J.  kd,  kid 

A.  giau 
Rising  Lower. 

See  4333. 

See  1 1,072. 

Handsome  ；  elegant.  A 

Department  in  Yunnan. 

姚治  fascinating. Read  tiao' .  Undisciplined 

楚 師輕姚  the  troops  of  Chcu 
were  wanting  in  steadiness. 

Read  yao、 

票 w 嫖。 ̂ 剽} 姚  a  military 
title  under  the  Han  dynasty. 

Mother-ot-pearl. 

江  J 兆0 r  玉  J 兆  shells  contain- 
ing  mother-of-pearl,  found  in  the 

Yang-tsze.  、 

The  laths  over  rafters,  on 

which；  the  tiles  of  a  roof 
are  laid. 

A  large  boat. 

對脱  cargo 
Read  PiaoK. 

1,083. Used  with 

To  bite；  to  gnaw. 

― •  p  to  take  a  bite. 

賊 咬一口 ，入 骨三分 
the  bite  of  a  thief  goes  three- 
tenths  into  the  bone, — alluding 

to  the  mischief  of  a  bad  man’s accusation  even  of  an  innocent 

person. ~ •  P  P^.  stick  to  what 

one  says. 

咬傷  to  be  bitten, 一 as  by  a  dog. 遑 個梨硬 ，我咬 ，不罈 

this  pear  is  so  hard  I  can’t  bite  it 



M. 似 , liu 
Y.  orf^ 

Sz.  au 
K.yo 

J •凡 5 A.  cau Rising  and 

SinkingUpper. 

舀 3
 

h,943 

K.yo 

J.， 必 

Rising 

Irregular. 

么 12.944 

么1
 

12.945 

R •蕭 

See 要 

'Even  Upper. 

qr 
12,946 

R •蕭 

See 要 

Even  Upper. 

[607 

Y 八 O 

把船 裏頭的 水舀出 

去  bale  the  water  out  of  the 
boat. 

水舀子  a  ladle. 

Same  as  12,945. 

Small  ；  diminutive  ；  ten¬ 
der.  Radical  52. 

么 、麽 or  么小  tiny;  minute, 
the  ace  or  “one”  of  dice. 

二 三 one,  two,  three, — a 
term  in  dice-playing. 

么和㈣ ’)  a  “one”  and  a  “three” at  dominoes. 

六么 曲  name  of  a  tune  which was  first  called  錄要， and 

subsequently  corrupted  into  緑 

腰 and 六么. 

么豚  the  last  of  a  litter  of  pigs. 

To  cry  goods,  as  a  street 
hawker. 

H 么 呼。 r 哎喚 ■  to  cry  goods. 

H 么 喚甚麽  what  is  he  crying? 

吆暍  to  scold;  to  rate. 

二  三  bawling;  clamour- 
ing. 

To  pull  ；  to  drag.  To 
break;  to  snap  off.  Also 

read  niu%. 

拗辯  to  contradict. 
拗不過  unable  to.  override. 

拗 出禍來  to  bring  trouble on  oneself. 

拗轉說  to  speak  in  a  round¬ 
about  way. 

轉) 斷。 r  糊析 break 
in  two. 

拗碎  to  break  to  pieces. 
Read  ao4  or  niu\  Ob¬ 

stinate  ； perverse. 

拗性。 r 拗頸 OT 拗張 
or 

w 

12,947 

R. 

_
3
 

12.948 

篠有 
See 

Rising  Upper. 

窈 
3 

12.949 

R. 篠 

C.  imiu、Hu 

H. 三  liau F.  Zieu,  yeu 

W.  cyde 

N.  cyoa 

P.  yau、 miau M.  miau 

Yi.yo 

]-yd  r 

K.yeu^ 

Rising 

Irregular. 

m 12.950 

r. 効 

See 軸夭 

SinkingUpper. 

就 12.951 

R -效 

S« 糊夭 

SinkingUpper. 

m 12. 952 

嶽 

12.953 

拗執 w 拗氣 w 拗當 
obstinate  ；  pig-headed. 

人 拗損財 ，牛 拗損力 
an  obstinate  man  wastes  his 

money,  an  obstinate  ox  wastes its  strength. 

拗子  an  obstinate  fellow. 

拗煞  perverse  ；  untoward. 
~ *  不 构^身 ̂  the  majority  must 

prevail. 

Deep  ；  abstruse  ;  *  sunken 
eyes,  Used  with  1 2,962. 

淸思 _  lost  in  thought. 
二目 mm  two  sunken  eyes. 

Secluded;  profound. 

Refined ;  attractive.  Also 
read  miao\ 

幽  ̂   retired;  secluded. 

窈窕  see  11,066. 舒窈 w4 糾兮  oh,  to  have my  deep  longings  for  her  re¬ lieved  ! 

The  leg  or  gaiter  part  of 
a  high  boot.  See  4837. 

To  contradict. 

Same  as  1 2,950. 

See  13,367. 

咬 4
 

1 2,939 

12,940 

搜 
12.941 

杳 
12.942 

舀 3
 

1 2,943 

R 篠 
C.  Syh 

H.  cyau 
Y,yeu^  iu 

W.  hvai、 cyife 
N.  ̂ yoa^  oa 
P.  wai^yau 

yau 
Y.  yoa 

Sz.  wai^yau 

杷 這條繩 子咬開 bite 
this  string  in  two. 

那 條狗咬  A  that  dog  bites. 

狗咬 下我一 個指頭 
去了  the  dog  has  bitten  off 
one  of  my  fingers. 

蝎螫 狗咬當 日之 

災  a  scorpion’s  sting  and  a 
dog’s  bite  are  the  (pre-ordained) 
misfortunes  of  the  day  on  which 

they  occur. 

老崴 把帶子 咬斷了 
the  rat  has  bitten  my  girdle  in 
two.  •. 

破 01 ■咬穿  t0  bite  through ; 
to  bite  to  pieces. 

牙  to  grind  the  teeth. 

咬 着牙馬  to  curse  with 
clenched  teeth. 

咬 着牙說  to  force  oneself  to 
say, 一 something  unpalatable. 

咬着舌  to  clip  one’s  words  in 
speaking. 

咬着字  to  pronounce  words 
strictly  according  to  their  proper 
sounds. 

咬嚼 t。  chew;  to  masticate;  to 
backbite. 

咬 文嚼字  to  talk  pedanti- ‘ cally. 

証 供咬實  the  evidence  of 
the  witnesses  fully  convicts  him. 

Same  as  12,939. 

Same  as  12,947. 

See  7868. 

To  bale  out.  Also  read 

wai%. 

g 酒  to  ladle  out  spirits. 

舀 一大碗  ladle  out  a  bowl¬ ful. 

舀不乾  (kan1)  you,  can*t  bale it  dry. 

拏 碗杷水 S 過來 bale 
the  water  in  with  a  bowl. 



Y-A.O 

[ i6o8 

曜 
Az 

12,954 

R. 

See 耀 
Sinking 

Lower. 

耀 
【2,955 

m 
12,956 

R.| 

C.yu 

Yi.yau 

Y.yeu 
^N.yde N •少 

F.yau^  yue 
lA.yatc 

Y.yoa 

Sz.  yau 

]-yo 
A.jieu 

Sinking 

Lower. 

樂 
I2,957 

12,958 

K.l 

C.  yok 

f/  j  M W.ya 

V.yo^^yau* M •少 0 

Y.  yak 
Sz.  yo 

Yi.yak 

].yaku 
A.jok 

Entering 
Lower. 

Bright,  as  the  sun  ；  to 

dazzle  ；  illustrious.  Also 

read  yueh\ 

日曜  the  rays  of  the  sun. 

照曜  dazzling;  bright. 

七曜  the  seven  brightnesses, 一 
the  sun,  moon,  and  five  planets. 

金 光曜眼  the  brightness  of| 
the  gilding  dazzles  the  eyes. 

顯曜 于人間 t。 become 
illustrious  among  men. 

Same  as  1 2,956.  See 

5504. 

To  shine  brightly  ；  glor¬ 
ious.  Used  with  12,954. 

A  Department  in  Shensi. 

光耀  bright;  brilliant. 
illustrious;  glorious. 

榮 宗耀祖 tQ  shed  lustre 
upon  one’s  ancestors. 

耀武  to  make  a  show  of  military 
prowess, 一 sometimes  in  order  to 
frighten  the  enemy. 

耀 眼 dazzling;  glittering. 

誇 耀里黨 t。 “show  off”  in 
one’s  village. 

See  7331, 

Medicinal  herbs ;  medi¬ 

cines  ； drugs  ；  poison.  To 
administer  medicine.  A 

lake  in  Kiangsi.  Also  read 

yo^  and  yueh^\  See  2854, 
5380， 6633. 

官藥  officinal  remedies, 一 t.e. 
those  mentioned  in  the  本 草 

Herbal.  
f  -F- 

medicinal  simples, 一 those 

used  locally,  like  our  “herbs，， 
by  herbalists. 

藥材。 r  藥料  ingredients ; 
drugs. 

藥 石  drugs  and  acupuncture. 

多 蒙藥石  I  have  received 
much  wholesome  advice  from 

you. 

12,958 

pre- 

藥鋪。 1 ■藥 局。 r 藥店 an 
apothecary’s  shop. 

藥方。 f 藥單兒 
scription. 

^  to  write  a  prescription, 

藥 不執方 ，合 宜而用 
take  medicines  not  by  prescrip 

tion  but  as  required. 

or  服  to  take  medi¬ 
cine. 

:， 一 as 

喫藥不 忌口  to  take  medi¬ cine  without  dieting, 一 is  useless. 

服 藥有靈  the  medicine  I take  produces  wonderful  effects, 

一 服藥 — 劑藥。 r  一 

||^  ̂   a  dose  of  medicine, made  up  from  a  prescription. 

藥引 子/(11^  added  to  com¬ pound  prescriptions  in  the  sense 
of  vehicles,  to  convey  the  medi¬ 
cine  to  that  region  of  the  body 
in  which  it  is  to  take  effect. 

Hence,  a  disguise. 

配藥。 r 合 _  or 抓藥 to 
make  up  prescriptions 

打藥  to  buy  drugs ;  a  purgative. 

打打藥  to  buy  a  purgative. 
頁藥。 1 ■妙 藥。 r 聖藥 an efficacious  remedy. 

藥九 pills- 
水  medicine  in  liquid  form 

餅  medicine  in  solid  form. 

藥油  ointment. 
藥粉。 1 ■藥末 w 藥散 

{sanz)  a  powder. 

和藥 and 猛藥  milder  and more  drastic  remedies, — given 
in  the  earlier  and  later  stages 

(i.e.  towards  convalescence)  of 
an  illness,  respectively. 

資  expenses  of  medicines. 
死  to  poison;  to  drug. 

飲藥 而死  took  poison  and 
died. 

藥酒  medicated  spirits,  i.e.  spirits 
in  which  drugs  have  been  boiled. 

藥沙鍋  a  medicine  kettle, — a  kept  mistress,  q.d.  a  “minister- 

ing  angel”  in  sickness. 

藥書  medical  works. 

藥 性發作  the  medicine  be- 1 gan  to  take  effect. 

m i2,958 

若 

!2,959 

R. 
12,96c 

藥 

P.  yau3 

See 虐 

Entering 

Lower. 

藥性 有君臣  drugs  are 
classified  as  “prince”  and  “min 
ister.”  See  3269. 

藥 灌滿腸  to  fill  one’s  belly 

with  drugs. 

藥 之不藥 when  they  gave 
him  medicine  he  refused  to 
take  it. 

甫 疾屬藥  it  is  easy  to  cure 
a  disease  at  the  beginning. 

勿 藥  requiring  no  drugs;  con¬ valescent. 

喜占勿 藥  happily  medicines 
are  not  necessary, 

行藥 t。  walk  after  taking  me dicine. 

大 藥  the  elixir  of  life; 你  io,6i8 Also,  opium. 

藥  medicine  affinity, -of  drugs which  will  cure  certain  persons 
but  not  necessarily  others. 

藥醫 有釋人 medicine 
cures  the  patient  for  whom  it has  an  affinity. 

不可 5^  藥  medicine  won’t 

save  him. 

雖有 神藥不 如少年 
there  is  no  medicine  like  youth 

師 王  Vaidurya  Buddha.  See 
7244. 

黑  black  hair-dye. 

火 藥  gunpowder. 火藥庫  a  powder-magazine 

洋藥  opium. 
生藥  raw  opium. 
熟 藥  prepared  opium. 
藥 花  dried  opened  flowers  of  saf¬ flower  ( Carthamus  tinctorius、 L.). 

白 藥子。 r 黃藥子 Wrts (not  identified)  used  as  drugs. 

藥 the  Jaxartes. See  5644. 

Fevers  of  various  kinds.  | 

Also  read  mo4*. 

瘧疾  intermittent  or  remittent  I 
fevers. 

寒瘧。 r 牝瘧  the  cold  stage  j 
of  a  fever. 

牲瘧  the  hot  stage  of  a  fever.  I 
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m  ‘ 12,960 

鑰
 4 

12,961 
R •藥 

C.yok 
Yi.yok^ 

F.yoh w. 外 
^•ya/i 

V.yau^yo^ M.yo 
Y.〆 

Si.  yo 

Yi.yak 

\yaku 

A.jok 
Entering 
Lower 

Irregular. 

R. 

12,962 

1 

H.  cmiau 

F.  mieu、yeu 

See 

Rising 

Irregular. 

軺
，
 

12,963 

R •蕭 
F.  situ 

S66 遙韶 
Even  Lower. 

樣 
r  2,964 

R. 篠 

See 遙 

Rising  Lower. 

^  to  have  fever  and  ague 

鬼瘧  malignant  fever. 
杜陵 隹句堪 已瘧也 
the  lovely  phrasing  of  Tu  Fu’; 
poems  is  positively  a  cure  for 
malarial  fever. 

A  lock  ；  a  key.  See  9941. 

Also  read  yo4*. 

鎗匙 a  key- 

唤 鐵匠對 了匙鑰 — 
ing  called  in  a  blacksmith  to 
fit  a  key  to  a  lock. 

二姑娥 帶鑰匙 ，當家 

不 能主事  like  a  daughter 
carrying  the  keys:  though  house¬ 
keeper,  she  has  no  real  power. 

投鑰  to  put  a  key  in  a  lock 

闆鶴  to  break  through  locks, - 
to  force  one’s  way  in.  , 

北門 之管鑰  the  key  of  the 
north  gate, — used  of  any  power 
ful  official  who  guards  the  north 
ern  frontier. 

諸 門扃鑰  all  the  doors barred  and  bolted. 

>  were 

Sunken  eyes ；  deep. 

Used  with  12,948. 

眘一目  blind  of  one  eye. 

曠眘  wide；  extensive. 

Read  mietv1. 

眘 然喪其 天下焉 the 
empire  existed  for  him  no  more， 

— ^of  the  Emperor  Yao,  when  his 
eyes  had  been  opened  to  the 

vanity  of  all  human  things. 

Distant.  A  cart  open  on 
all  four  sides. 

星軺 the  travelling  carriage  of| 
an  Imperial  Envoy. 

Boundless. 

窯 12.965 

12.966 

R •篠 

C.  ^miu 
H. 三 yau 

F.  yeu 
W.  ̂ yoe»  玉 chide 
N.  cyoa K.yo 

J. 少〒 

A^jieu、 nieu 

Rising 

Irregular. 

m 12.967 

嘯 

■7lW See 糴 

Sinking 

Lower. 

桄 
12.968 

m 
12.969 

Same  as  1 2,919. 

S- 熬 

A.  ngicu Sinking 

Lower. 

夜左
 

i2,97o 

•祕 

C.  ye }i.ya 

Y.ya^ye 
W •少； 

N.  ye^yn 

)，e 

X.yei 
^z.ye 

\ya
 

A.  giaja 
Sinking 

Lower. 

The 、cry  of  the  hen 

pheasant. 

有 騭雉趙  there  is  the  note of  the  hen  pheasant. 

To  run  away. . 

神 騰鬼趙 (enough  to  make) angels  fly  away  and  demons  dis¬ 

appear, 一 from^fright. 

Same  as  .  1 2,943. 

A  rough  road.  Also  read 

nao^. 

虚 充喬充  irksome;  difficult. 

YESKC. 

Night  ；  darkness.  [Ori¬ 

ginally  meant  to  relax 
hence  the  time  when  all 

the  world  relaxes,  the 

(X[xo\y^  of  Homer.]  See 

4602,  10,012. 

夜間 夜中 Qr 夜上 

夜裏  iri  the  night. 

主夜中  the  favourite  concu- bine, — of  an  Emperor. 

夜腕。 ■•夜 深。 1 •半 夜。 r 

夜分  late  in  the  night. 

夜得 毋深乎  it’s  very  late, 
isn’t  it? 

夜將半  nearly  midnight. 

夜 *
 

12,97。 

or 

to 

睡  着 {c^ao1)  unabre 
to  sleep  half  the  night. 

夜 半鐘聲 到客船 & sound  of  the  midnight  bell  reach¬ 
es  the  traveller’s  boat. 

奔 夜碑牟 啼 nightly  it  cries 

in  the  night. 

夜 來之事  affairs  or  events 
of  the  previous  night. 

夜 分乃寐  went  to  bed  only at  midnight  or  very  late. 

入 夜  evening;  dusk. 

黑  a  dark  night. 

月夜  a  moonlit  night. 居歡惜 夜促， 在慼怨 

宵長  in  happiness  we  grieve that  the  night  is  short,  in  misery 

we  complain  that  it  is  lqpg. 

夜靜  the  stillness  of  night. 

夜終 成夜  the  whole  night 坐夜 t。  sit  up  all  night, — the eve  of  burial. 

夜行  to  travel  by  night;  thieves 
巡夜。 r 查夜。 r 下夜 

keep  night-watch. 

分 義 查夜局  to  establish 
night-watch  stations  at  various 

points. 五 夜  the  five  night-watches under  the  Han  dynasty,  known 
as 甲 ，乙 ，丙， 十， 也 

The  first  was  devoted  by  the 

Emperor  to  public  affairs;  the 
second  to  study.  See  5341. 

犯夜  to  be  out  late  at  night. 

禁 夜  to  prohibit  persons  from being  out  late  at  night, 

pecially  without  a  light. 

放夜  to  keep  the  city  gates  open all  night, — as  on  the  15  th  of  the 
i st  moon. 

夜票  a  permit  to  work  a  vessel at  night.  . 

夜冷  an  auction. 
夜 冷出投  an  auction  sale. 
夜郧  name  of  an  aboriginal tribe,  under  the  Han  dynasty, 

occupying  the  frontier  of  Ssti- ch‘uan  and  Yunnan. 

夜 郧自大  as  cheeky  as  a Yeh-lang  (chief), — who  consider¬ 
ed  himself  the  equal  of  the  Son 

of  Heaven. 

202 
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夜 
12,97。 

A, 

m 
12,97] R •祕 

S« 夜 

夜 奔咚賊  nightly  guard against  thieves. 

夜 不閉戶  the  doors  were  not 
closed  at  night, — in  the  Golden 

Age. 

夜 不收步  not  halting  by 
night. 

夜景  scenery  by  night. 

夜臺 ot 夜室  the  grave. 

長夜  the.  long  night  (of  the 
grave);  the  interval  between  the 
earthly  lives  of  a  human  creature; 
the  interval  between  the  dis¬ 

appearance  of  one  Buddha  and 
the  arrival  of  the  next. 

夜壺 a  chamber  utensil. 

夜 壺梁兒  the  handle  of  a 
pot  de  chambre\  unshaven  hair 

left  front  and  back  on  a  child’s 
head  and  resembling  the  bridge- 
like  handle  of  a  Chin  utensil. 

夜草  fodder  for  the  night. 

不分 • 畫  ̂  to  make  no  distinc¬ 
tion  between  day  and  night. 

夜 以繼日  to  lengthen  the 
day  by  taking  in  the  night. 

以 日爲夜  making  day  into 
night, — by  sleeping. 

子夜  midnight.  A  term  for 
“songs,”  from  the  name  of  a 
poet  of  the  Chin  dynasty. 

不 能隔夜  it  won’t  keep  over¬ night. 

牀 上夜叉 a  shrew.  See  186. 

夜來香  Pergularia  odoratis- 
sima,  Smith. 

夜合  Albizzia  Julibrissin、 Du- 
razz.  and  A.  Lebbek、 Bth. 

夜合花  Magnolia  pumila、 Andr. 

夜合資  brothel  fees. 

夜 落金錢  Pentapetes  pha- nice  a  y  L. 

夜光  the  glow-worm. 

The  cry  of  birds  at  night. 

水# 夜 II 夜  the  waterfowl  cry at  night. 

Sinking 

Lower. 

掖*
 

12,972 

R. 陌 

H. 少", yet 

See 液 

Entering 

Lower. 

腋於
 

12,973 

R •陌 

See 液 

Entering 

Lower. 

耶1
 

12,974 

R •麻 

C,  ye 

H.  j 

F.  ra 

W.i N.  ye 

p •少 ，，少 

To  support  under  the 

arms.  Side  apartments  in 

the  palace.  Used  with 12, 973 - 

扶掖  to  support;  to  uphold. 

誘掖  to  lead  and  support, — a person  in  a  given  course. 

左 右掖門  side  gates  on  the right  and  lef^ — of  the  principal 

gate. 

掖庭  side  rooms  in  the  palace； 
a  prison  for  ladies  of  the  court 

(see  4292);  Imperial  concubines. 

選 入掖庭 爲貴人 was chosen  to  be  a  lady  of  the 

Imperial  seraglio. 

朝 廷將 選頁家 

女 充液廷  the  Court  was about  to  make  choice  of  some 

girls  of  good  family  reputation 

to  be  Imperial  concubines. 

李自成 據宮掖 Li  Tzii- ch‘eng  seized  the  palace. 

掖垣  the  wall  round  the  palace.  I 

Read  yek1.  To  tuck  or 
stick  in.  See  1 2,999. 

Read  yi^.  Name  of  a 
District  in  Shantung. 

The  arm-pits ;  the  part 

under  the  forelegs  of  ani¬ 
mals. 

胺下  under  the  arm-pit. 
腋臭  the  smell  of  the  arm-pits. 

兩腋 生淸風  light-hearted. 
集 腋成裘  to  collect  (bits  of| fur  from)  under,  the  forelegs  to 

make  a  robe, -to  make  a  “mickle” 

by  means  of  many  a  “little.” 

千 羊之皮 i 如一狐 
之腋 a  thousand  sheepskins 
are  not  worth  one  fox’s  ych. 

A  vulgar  form  of  邪 4395 

in  its  sense  as  a  particle 

implying  doubt.  A  father  ； 

see  12,977.  ̂ ee  8090. 

何耶  what  is  it?  what  does  it 
mean? 

是耶 _耶  is  it  so  or  not? 
whether  it  may  be  so  or  not. 

耶1
 

12,974 

Y.c^ 

Sz.  ye、 ya 

K.  I 

A.ja 

Even  Lower. 

揶1
 

12,975 

R .麻 

Even  Lower. 

w 

2,97.6 

R •麻 

C.ye 

H. ) 
F •卜 

W.i 

N.  ye^  v.  djia 

M.I. Sz. ) 

A.  ta Even  Lower. 

天 耶人耶  is  this  the  work 
of  God  or  man? 

其 信然耶 咖 this  be 

lieved  ? 

大丈夫 不當 如是耶 
ought  not  a  hero  to  be  (treated) 
thus? 

果 不樂耶 is  it  not  happiness? 

耶婆提  Yava  Dwipa, — Java. 
耶穌  Jesus.  See  10,315. 

耶悉茗  Jasm^num  officinale、 

L. 

耶維。 r 耶旬 the  cremation of  a  priest. 

耳 [J  father  and  mother. 

To  gesticulate；  to  posture. 

椰楡  to  make  game  of ;  to  ridi¬ 
cule. 

爲 《/«•«  鬼挪愉  made  sport 
of  by  devils. 

市人皆 大笑， 舉手 

椰檎之  the  people  in  the 
market-place  all  burst  out  laugh¬ 

ing,  and  pointing  their  fingers 
at  him,  made  sport  of  him,— 

of  王 霸 f  Wang  Pa  when  he 
went  to  raise  recruits  for  ̂  

武  the  Emperor  Kuang  Wu of  the  After  Han  dynasty. 

The  cocoa-nut  tree  (Cocos 
nucifera、 L.). 

柙子  the  cocoa-nut, —  said  to have  been  transformed  from  the 

head  of  a  king  of  Annam,  whose 

eyes  can  stttl  be  seen  on  it. 

揶 •^瓢  a  ladle  of  cocoa-nut 
shell. 

揶肉  the  flesh  of  the  cocoa-nut. 

揶殼  the  shell  of  the  cocoa-nut. 

揶 葉無陰  the  leaves  of  the 
cocoa-nut  tree  give  no  shade, 
— they  are  too  high  up. 

柙花酒  arrack. 构 P  衣  rain-clothes  made  from the  coir  of  the  cocoa-nut  tree. 

神茱  a  Savoy  cabbage. 
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爺
 2 

12,977 
R •麻 
C.  ye 
U.ya 

¥.ye 
W.# 

N.ya 

Li- 

Y.yn 
K. ) 

j.  ra
 

Even  Lower. 

A  father；  a  term  of  re 

spect  applied  to  officials 

since  the  T‘ang  dynasty  ； 

a  gentleman.  Also  aper- 

sons，”  including  females,  i 
the  eldest  of  the  group  is 

a  man.  See  7752,  8241. 

爺娥  father  and  mother.  See 
8241. 

家爺 father - 

老爺 w  6783. 

老爺子 my  father. 

像 了 他的爺 老子㈣ 
like  his  father, — in  character 

愼 勿頑愚 似汝爺 take 
care  .not  to  be  such  a  fool  as 

your  father. 

爺爺  a  grandfather;  used  in 
som^.  parts  for  “father;”  your Honour. 

重〜 ^爺爺  a  great  grand¬ 
father. 

爺爺兒  her  husband. 

爺兒倆  ^ther  and  son.  Also, 
two  persons  in  all;  e.g.  a  brother 

and  his  younger  sister. 

爺們。 1 ■爺 兒們 men， as 
opposed  to  women.  See  8241 

老天爺  God.  Also,  the  moon 

大  grandfather ;  father’s  elder 
brother;  the  “young  master. 

大爺爺  your  Honour. 
t  your  Worship,  as  when 

speaking  to  a  District  Magis¬ 

trate  (read  faix  ych)\  a  term  of 
respect  to  an  old  gentleman  (read 

faiK  yeh1). 

老太爺  a  polite  term  lor  a father. 

王爺  an  Imperial  prince;  your 
Highness. 

自 永 ，爺九 傳至於 
曆  from  the  Emperor 

Yung  Lo  to  the  Emperor  Wan 
Li  there  were  nine  generations. 

我 •們爺 oiy /naster,  the  Prince. 

我的爺  my  grandfather. 

師爺俯 9.9。9. 
二爺  a  title  given  to  head  o 伍 cial 

servants,  such  as  the  gate-keeper. 

爺
 2 

i2,977 

頁
逆
 

12,978 

R •屑 

C.  hyP<yJPl 

F.  hiek、、 hiak^ 

N •少 M 

P.〆 Y •外 

J.  kttsz、 gechi 
A.  hiety 

Entering 

Irregular. 

sr i2,979 

R •屑 

C.  ̂ 4,  hytr 

H.  ket0 

F.  kieka 

w.a 

gieh^^yeh 
P.  ihsie 
M.  hsie、 chie 
Y.  chieh 

Sz.  hsie、 chie 
K.  hdl、hil 
[•  ketsz、 gechi 
A.  hiety 

Entering 

Irregular. 

噎 
12,980 

R •屑 

C*^o 

n.yit 

F.  yek^y^ 

W •少  i° 
N.M 

P.〆 

Sz.  yi 

K.yol 

\%.yetsz^yechi 
A,,  yet Entering 

Upper. 

三爺  a  title  given  to  the  servants 
of  the  above. 

七爺  and  八爺  the  tall  and short  demon  messengers  of  ̂  

王  Pluto,  respectively. 

The  head.  A  leaf  or 

page  of  a  book；  see  9220. 
A  leaf  of  a  door.  A  lobe 

of  the  liver.  Radical  181. 

頁 卽首字  yeh  is  really  the character  shou  10,014. 

第五員 後四行 (hang^) leaf  5,  verso  1  column  4, 一 refer¬ 
ence  in  a  book.  [Recto  is  ̂  

風 翻書頁  the  wind  blows open  the  pages  of  the  book. 

照竭號 查頁數 turn  up the  page  corresponding  to  the 
number  attached, — and  you  will 
find  what  you  want. 

一 頁 白摺子 a  page  of white  paper. 

百頁窗  a  Venetian  blind. 

To  take  up  ；  to  collect. 
Also  read  chiefs  and  hsiehK 

尋 芳欏秀  to  seek  for  scent¬ ed  and  gather  lovely, —— flowers. 

or 

To  choke. 

P 鲁  the  throat  obstructed ; choking. 

噎隔 （Qr 厢）。 1 ■嘻住 

嘻 塞 or 嘻食  to  choke ; unable  to  swallow  food. 

0 壹住  了  stuck  fast. 

因 噎廢食  to  be  off  one’s 
food  frqm  inability  to  swallow  ； 

on  account  of  a  slight  obstacle 

give  up  the  entire  enterprise. 

中心 如噎  as  though  my heart  were  choking, — with  grief. 

噎 
12,980 

咽 
12.981 

釾 
12.982 

挪 
12.983 

梛 
12.984 

w 
12.985 

R •麻 

C,ye 

F.  ya 
lyi 

K.  ya 

A.ja 

Even  Lower. 

劍 T 

12.986 

r. 麻 

See  J  邪 

Even  Lower. 

呆 
12.987 

也
*
 

12.988 

R. 馬 

c. H.  ya 
F. 

W. » 

N. 少 ，，少 a 

P. 
M.  ye 

Sz.. 

Y.ye^yae^  ae 

K
>
 

A»ja 

Rising  Lower. 

流水鳴 聲幽噎  the  water 
sounds  as  though  obstructed  in 
its  flow. 

Ready 々 气  To  swallow 
Used  with  13,028. 

食 不下噎 i  cannot  swallow 
my  food. 

See  13,028. 

Same  as  12,986. 

Same  as  12,975. 

Same  as  12,976. 

Name  of  part  of  Shan 
tung.  See  6765. 

The  name  of  a  famous 
sword.  See  7996. 

See  10,545. 

A  particle  which,  when 
used  at  the  end  of  a  sen¬ 

tence,  imparts  a  subtle  sense 

of  finality,  but  often  seems 

to  belong  rather  to  the 

province  of  punctuation 
Its  force  is  sometimes  ex¬ 

clamatory,  when  it  may  be 

rendered  by  a  simple  e!” 
An  interrogative  force  has 
also  been  claimed  for  this 



野 
12,989 

也
5
 

12,988 

particle  ；  but  there  appear 

to  be  no  genuine  instances, 

unsupported  by  some  such 

interrogative  as 何.  It  oc¬ 

curs  in  the  middle  of  sen¬ 
tences  or  verses  as  a  kind  of 

pause  which  helps  to  bring5 
out  the  meaning,  strengthen 

the  effect,  6tc.  Also;  even ; 

besides  \  likewise  ；  still. 

德 者本也  virtue  is  the  root. 

未 之有也  there  never  has 
been,r— such  a  principle. 

大不 可也  ’rf  cannot  possibly 
be  so;  it  is  highly  irregular  or 
improper. 

無異也 or  —也 all  the 
same;  identical. 

_ 然 而帝也  she  appears like  a  goddess ! 

也 已 （final)  indeed;  see  5464. 

%  &  $  g  that  
man  is  not 

good. 

其爲人 也孝弟 (rt4)thGse who  are  filial  and  fraternal . 

看他行 也不行 see  if  he 
will  do  or  not, 一 as  a  servant. 

立也立 不起來 ，怎生 

走踢  : can’t  even  stand,  still less  walk. 

着 驚也無  aren’t  you  afraid  ? 

也就罷  and  that’s  all  about 
it!  and  there’s  an  end  of  it! 

也就  and  then  …; (logically) 
and  so. 

也  perhaps  ；  possibly ;  very 
possibly. 

也 未可定  neither  can  it  yet 
be  decided, — of  some  point  just 
ment^nea. 

也 不說， 也不亭 he  wiu neither  speak  nor  write. 

一點 也 不錯 there  is  not even  the  slightest  error. 

頭皮紅 也不紅 the  skin 
of  his  head  was  not  even  red, — 
after  a  tjlow. 

他也1 戒可 如何  he  has  no alternative. 

也曾 來過  he  too  has 
come.  Also,  I  have  been  here 
before. 

也
4
 

12,988 

12,989 

R. 馬 

C,  ye 

H.  I 

F.  I  ̂ 

W.  ci 

P.  \ 

M.  i 
 ye 

Y.yei
 Sz.  ye 

jK'i- 

K.gia^ja 

Rising  Lower. 

這樣 也 下得去 this 胃 will  also  do. 

也好 ot 也行 ot 也可。 r 

也可以  that  will  do  equally well. 

也里旬 "温  erkhehoun、 — a Mongol  word  used  to  designate 

Christian、 priests,  and  supposed 
to  be  a  corruption  of  the  Greek 

茲 PX 亂 

Waste  land;  wilderness ； 

prairie;  uncultivated ；  the 

country  \  rustic  ；  wild;  sa¬ 
vage  •,  disorderly  [see  3557, 

7644)， 

野外  out  in  the  wilderness. 

野地  uncultivated  land. 

朝 野詠歌  at  Court  and  in the  country  his  praises  are  sung. 

野人  a  savage;  a  rustic. 

野水  a  prairie  fire;  awill-o’-the 
wisp.  See  5326. 

or  野蔓  wild  vegetation. 

野  wild  animals.  S^e  9866. 

野羊  the  wild  sheep. 
野干  the  jackal.  See  5052. 

野猪  a  wild  boar. 

野鹿  wild  deer. 

野蠶絲  wild  raw  silk- 

野 粗 絲  wild  and  coarse  silk. 

野 蜂釀蜜  wild  uncleaned 

honey. 

野奚每  wild  bird ;  a  pheasant ;  one 
who  indulges  in  promiscuous 

amours;  one  who  belongs  to  no 
trade  guild. 

打野鷄 t。  shoot  pheasants ;  to 
ply  the  trade  of  a  courtesan;  to 
visit  a  low-class  brothel. 

野 鷄小工  cooli?s  wh。 work individually  and  not  in  a  gang. 

野 鷄輪船  a  steamer  belong¬ ing  to  a  company  which  only 
owns  a  single  vessel  or  so. 

野  game, — served  as  food. 

野史  a  non-official  history ;  wild 
stories;  fiction.  ̂  

才卜野  simple ;  rustic. 
^  rustic  felicity. 

野  /)、 子  a  rough  country  youth 

狼 子野心  savage  in  disposi¬ 
tion,  like  a  wolf, — which  cannot be  tamed. 

野性  of  a  wild  disposition. 
撒野  to  behave  in  a  disorderly 

way. 

粗野。 1 •俗野  unrefined. 

野種。 1 •野子  a  bastard. 

野夫  the  father  of  an  adulterous child. 

野 合 an  immoral  or  irregular connection. 

野意  wild  or  unbridled  thoughts — as  of  an  unfaithful  wife. 

野意見 米 rice  specially 
selected  for  the  Imperial  table. 

分野 that  portion  of  the  sky which  is  above  any  given  coun¬ 

try. 

四野  the  four  points  of  the 
compass. 

野  _  蜜  iasmine  (Pers*)* 
To  smelt；  to  fuse.  To 

fascinate ;  seductive.  [To 
be  distinguished  from  治 

i845.] 

銷冶。 1 ■銘冶  t。 smelt;  t。 fuse. 

^  匠  a  foundry  
man. 

冶 容  a  bewitching  countenance. 

yjp^  ^  sedu
ctive  looks 

incite  to  wantonness. 

冶冶。 ■■艷 笮。 r 妖冶 
fascinating ;  bewitching. 

靑裙錦 帶 ，、冶 游人心 skirts  and  embroidered  belts 
fascinate  the  passers-by. 

舉止間  vb  in  demea
nour 

quite  self-possessed. 

治城 an  old  name  of  Nanking. 

Patrimony；  landed  estate； 

property  ；  see  360.  Calling; 

trade ;  occupation ;  function. 

Instruction  ；  see  5540.  Al¬ 

ready.  Partly  finished ;  see 
ti./iiqj  To  feel  in  peril. 
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i2,99i 

V.y^ 
M. ) 

Y.  \ye Sz. ) 
K.op 

A.  ttgiep 

Entering 
Lower. 

board  of  a  bell-stand.  See 

915^5 -  
★ 

業 廣惟勤  a  patrimony  is 
enlarged  only  by  diligence. 

家業  family  property. 

業主。 r 業戶。  wner  oflanded 
property,  as  opposed  to 産 主 
a  householder. 

椎業者  the  seller  or  late  owner. 

管業者 the  buyer 
or  new 

owner. 

業 歸原主  the  property  to 
revert  to  its  original  owner. 

臺駘能 業其官 T‘ai  T‘ai 
inherited  his  (father’s)  office. 

功業  services. 
事 業  affairs;  occupation. 

本業  original  calling  or  profess¬ ion. 

7F  one’s  proper  calling.  See 
12,790. 

玫 從正業  to  return  to  honest 
courses. 

身 業不善  of  disreputable life. 

無 業游民  tramps. 

學業  to  learn  a  trade. 

藝業  an  art  or  handicraft. 

業 賴于勤  the  essential  in 
any  art  is  diligence. 

工人 數變業 則失其 
丁  an  artisan  who  often  changes 
his  trade  will  not  become  skilful. 

勸業所  Industrial  Office, - 
established  in  every  provincial 

capital  for  the  protection  of  in¬ 
dustries. 

操 業不雅  to  be  engaged  in 
the  unrefined  calling,  sc.  in  trade. 

業等  we,  the  tradesmen, — in  a 
petition. 

振 典航業  to  develop  the 
shipping  industry. 

毁 ，火之 f 也  to  destroy  is the  functioir  of  fire. 

圖大業  to  aim  at  becoming 
Emperor. 

隋 大業末  at  the  close  of  the 
Sui  dynasty. 

業 
12,991 

鄴 
4? 

12,992 

R •葉洽 See 業 

Entering 

Lower. 

12,993 

R •葉 

See Entering 

Lower. 

非 故業也  this  is  not  the  old style, 一 of  doing  things. 

願受業 於門1  wish  to  re- ceive  instruction  from  you. 

孔 子問業 于老氏 c。1" fucius  sought  instruction  from 
Lao  Tztt. 

請業始 至師所 on|y when  he  wanted  instruction  did 

he  go  to  the  teacher’s  room. 

業卽 5  a  tutor. 傳業  to  transmit  or  hand  on one’s  learning. 

畢業。 r 卒業  on  the  comple¬ tion  of  his  course, — of  study. 

三  the  mouth,  the  body,  and 
the  mind, 一 the  three  instruments 

by  which  karma  operates. 

罪 retribution  for  past  sins. 

業 已去了  he  had  already 

gone. 
業 經-說 過  1  have  already said  so. 

業業  to  be  feartul;  to  feel  in 
peril;  cautiously;  to  be  strong. 

有震且 業  there  wasl  time of  shaking  and  peril. 

The  capital  of  the 齊 

Ch‘i  State,  built  by  Duke 

Huan,  now  臨潭府  in 

Honan.  Name  of  a  small 

principality  of  old,  the^  mo¬ 

dern  彰德府 in  Honan. 

鄹架  a  book-case, ― so  called 

from  李泌  Li  Pi  of  the  T‘ang 
dynasty,  who  was  created 

Marquis  of  Yeh,  and  had  a 

vast  library  on  30,000  shelves. 

嗒書 如鄴侯  to  love  books like  Yeh  Hou. 

A  flat  piece  of  wood；  a 

slip ;  a  tablet； 

12.994 

K •葉 

See 

A.  diep'jiep 
Entering 

Lower. 

揲 

12.995 

R •葉 

See 葉 

Entering 

Lower. 

霞 12.996 

R •葉 

See 葉 

Entering 

I^ower. 

12.997 

R •葉  i6. 

匕 yp 

Yi.  yap 

Y.yek^  v.  nioh 

W.yg 

^.yeh 

V.ye^ 

M. 

Y. Sz. 
K.  ydp^  nydp 

byd 

K.jUp 

Entering 

Lower. 

Gay  ；  lightsome. 
with  1 2,998. Used 

A  window.  The  classical 

word  for  a  plate \  see  11^12^. 

Used  with  12,993'， 1 2^997* 

A  thin  plate  of  metal. 

A  leaf,  of  a  tree  or  book； 

a  slip ；  a  card；  a  hinge ;  a 

lobe  j  a  plate.  An  age  ；  a 

period  -  a  generation.  Post¬ 
erity  ； daughters;  see  1875. 

樹葉子  the  leaves  of  trees. 

放葉子  to  put  forth  leaves ; 
to  sprout. 

木差  _  脫  the  trees  have  l
ost 

all  their  leaves* 

葉 落歸秋  falling  leaves 
herald  autumn. 

秋葉 —  autumn  leaf;  a  jade 
earring. 

急風 掃秋葉  a  sharp  breeze sweeps  along  the  autumn  leaves. 

方知紅 葉是茛 媒_ I  know  that  a  red  leaf  may  be 

a  good  go-between.  See  Biog. 
Diet.  629. 

葉筋兒  the  midribs  of  leaves.  I 

大樹飄 一葉1 ike  a  leaf 
blown  from  a  tree, — it  will  not 
be  missed. 

花 好還得 w 葉扶着 
even  the  best  flowers  must  have 

leaves  to  support  them,— to 
set  them  off  to  advantage. 

恐怕樹 葉砸着  afraid  of| being  crushed  by  leaves, — of  a 
man  who  shirks  responsibility. 
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,997 

僳好
 12,998 R •葉 

See 葉 
Entering 

Lower. 

葉行 二十 i  page  25. 

荷葉  a  lily  leaf;  the  hinge  of  a 
door. 

駕 一葉之 扁舟 he 糾 
into  a  skiff. 

葉子菸  tobacco  in  leaf. 

葉子 ^  ot 葉袼 playine- cards. 

出葉乎 to  produce  a  pack  of cards/ 

簧， 笙中 金葉也  the  huang 
(5129)  is  the  metal  tongue  in 
the  shcng  (9869). 

輪葉 a  “float”  of  a  paddle- 
wheel;  a  “blade”  of  a  propeller. 

舟它 有少損 一 ■命葉 a 
blade  of  the  propeller  was  slightly 

injured. 

自 明中葉  from  the  middle of  the  Ming  dynasty. 

末葉 &  latter  period  or  last 
days  of. 

狻葉。 r 奕葉  posterity. 

開 枝散葉  to  have  numerous 
sons  and  daughters. 

君長 萬葉， 必儒心 于 

素 王  even  though  your  Majes¬ 
ty  has  10,000  descendants,  their 
hearts  must  be  given  to  the 
Throneless  King*  See  10,348. 

垂 之萬葉  handed  it  down 
for  10,000  generations. ' 

萬葉集  tjie  collection  of  all 
the  ages, 一 a  Japanese  anthology, 
the  Manyoshu. 

Read  she^' 
-  s 

葉縣 a  District  city  in  Honan 
葉公 間孔子 於子路 

the  Duke  of  She  asked  Tzti-lti 
about  Confucius. 

葉  7K  化6  river  Shash,  Tash- kend, 

葉護  Jabgu, — a  Turkish  title  = 
king  or  chieftain. 

Handsome；  light-hearted 
Used  with  12,994. 

攝 {葉  puckered;  crumpled ;  ill 
at  ease. 

微風 蕩兮烟 f 葉彳葉 心 
gentle  breeze  curls  the  smoke 
about. 

12,999 

R •葉 

% 葉靨 

Yi.ydp 

Entering 

Upper 
and  Lower. 

雷 

i3,ooo 

R. 琰葉 See 厭 

Rising  and Entering 

Upper. 

謙 

i3,ooi 

賜 

13,002 

R 黠曷 

不杌 
K.al 

J.  gatsz 

A. ngat 
Entering 

Lower. 

浥 i3,oo3 

A 口务
 

IE 
13,004 

R •緝洽 Sec 邑 

Bantering 

Upper. 

To  put  under  or  into；  to 
stow  away.  See  12,972. 

擊在懷 中 t。 Put  int。 the bosom. 

擘起來  to  put  away. 

藏 藏擊攀  stealthily ;  in  a hole-and-corner  way. 

The  jaws ；  the  cheeks; 
to  smile. 

靨 輔奇牙 ，宜 笑嗎只 
jaws  full  of  fine  teeth,  just  the 
thing  for  smiling. 

Read  yen%.  A  mole  or 
spot  on  the  face. 

痕靨  a  pockmark. 
See  13,136. 

Fragments  \  shards  ；  .orts 

齒靨 a  gap  in  the  teeth. 

器盤 a  broken  vessel. 

罂缺  tattered ;  defective. 

See  5484. 

per. 】3,005 

R •月易 

F.  hak^  heik^ 

hiok) 
See 謁 

K.  aly  v.  kal 
Entering 

Upper. 

Name  of  a  fish. 

Also  read  yz4*. 

To  s^tt. 

Sunstroke ；  heat  apo 

plexy. 

碣 

i3,oo6 

刍 IT 

p 塚 

i3,oo7 

R. 月 

Wo H •少 // 

F.  hiok lye 

N.  ah 

P.〆 

M.  ye 

Y.yeh 

Sz.  ye 

K.  al 

•  yeUz、 yechi 
K.  yet 

Entering 

Upper. 

杲 kr 

13,009 

r •曷屑 

See 繫 

Enttring 

Lower. 

m 

13,010 m 

13,011 

13,012 

See  1457. 

To  visit  a  superior；  used 

conventionally  of  visits  in 
general.  See  5537. 

拜藹  t。 visit. 

專 誡拜譯 ，不作 別用 
for  ceremonial  visits  only, — a 

phrase  written  on  the  back  of 
visiting-cards. 

均先藹 各領事 a11  (the 
above-mentioned  Viceroys)  used 

to  make  the  first  call  on  the 
Consuls. 

藹見  to  have  an  audience  of. 

報謅  to  announce  a  visitor. 

謁舍  a  reception-room  for  guests, 

含 典言 ®  矣  able  to  arrange  the 
interviews  of  visitors, — as  the 
eldest  son  does  on  behalf  of  his father. 

請韻  to  request  an  interview; 
to  call  on. 

幸 得膾藹  I  am  glad  to  meet 

you. 

晉藹  to  wait  upon, — as  is  done periodically  by  subordinate  offi- 

、 cials. 

迎謁  to  receive  a  visitor. 

藹選  to  present  oneself  as  a 
candidate. 

See  8278. 

High;  lofty. 

Same  as  8282. 

Same  as  8283. 

See  8282. 
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w 
13,014 

R •肩 

8 -閣 

A.  JHet 

Entering 

A  stake；  a  post；  to  stick 

a  post  in  the  ground. 

Dangerous. 

13,019 

ir 

13,020 

r •葉合 
c.yp0、ypr f •外 
w.w? 
^.yihr P.〆 

K.  ydp 

]-yd 
A.  hap Up 

Entering 
Lower. 

13,021 
R •葉 

A.  vicp 

Entering 

Irregular. 

埜 
13,022 

See  8283. 

凹 See  12,429. 

泄 See  5526. 

13,016 

拽 See  5476. 

i3,oi7 

射 See  9793. 

13,018 

揠 See  12,833. 

To  carry  food  to  labou¬ 
rers  in  the  fields. 

館彼 声畝1  carry  food  to them  in  the  south-lying  acres. 

夫耕 妻;^  the  husband  tills and  the  wife  brings  his  food. 

Bright  light；  a  flash,  as 

of  lightning. 

Same  as  12,989. 

13*023 

R •物 

See 懲 

Entering 

Upper.  • 

I 必 

13,024 

R •棄 

See 厭 
cf •火奄 

A.  yem)
 

Enterin
g 

Upper.
 

㈢ 13.02$ 

R 元 

C.yn 

H.  ngien F.  ngiong 
Vf.yg 

^.yen 

V,yen^\,  yuan 
M.  I 

Sz.|^ 

Y.yei 
K.yon 

}-g^gon 
A.  rrgien、 

ngoun 
Even  Lower. 

Black  with  stripes 

Faded  ；  stained.  Read  yuK 
in  K‘ang  Hsi. 

衣服 皆敖驄  the  clothes have  had  the  colour  taken  out, 

— by  the  rain. 

淚 、沾 紅釉醜 tears  have taken  the  colour  out  of  her  red 

sleeve.  - 

驄損  thumbed  and  torn. 

A  smouldering  fire. 

Words；  language  ；  dis¬ 
course  ； talk  ；  the  cry  of 

animals  (poet.).  To  speak ; 

to  express  ；  to  mean.  An 

initial  particle,  by  some 

considered  to  be  the  pro¬ 

noun  ttI.”  Radical  1491.  See 

1858,  2880, 12,401,  12,920, 

13.557,  10,075  (Lao  Tzu). 

人之所 以爲 人者曹 

也  that  which  makes  man  (and 
•not  a  brute)  is  speech. 

言語 故 13.626. 
一 曹半語  a  word  or  two. 

三 言兩語  in  a  few  words. 

言差語 錯  disagreement ;  un- pleasantness.  ^ 

言辭。1 曹詞  words;  lan¬ 
guage. 
^  big  talk;  boasting;  hyper¬ bole. 

大" 晉 不傅 f  shamelessly  brag- 
ging- 

口 出大言  to  boast;  to  brag. 不得 不大言 以開足 

下之惑  I  must  speak  plain¬ ly,  in  order  to  dispel  your  doubts. 

>J、 meiosis. 

t=t 

12,025 

?e. 

花 晉  flowery  language;  exag¬ 

geration. 

甚曹  severe  languagi 
^  sanz  导  desultory  talk. 

敷言  words  to  fill  up  with 
“padding.” 

不 符前言  not  to  keep  one’s 
word. 

曹者 以舞言 scandal-mon 

gers  took  it  as  a  theme. 

不 足言富  not.  enough  to  be 
regarded  as  wealth. 

匪  improper  words. 

流言  a  current  saying, 
失  to  make  a  mi》 tatement, 

or  slip  of  the  tongue. 

曹 之有理  what  you  say  is very  true. 

言 多必失  too  much  talking 
leads  tc  error.  See  10,075. 

無 多曹， 多 言多崴 d。 not  talk  much,  for  many  words 

mean  many  disasters. 

—言 以蔽之  a  single  word will  cover  {i,e,  express)  the  >vhole. 

外  beyond  the  actual  words Or  text. 

讀者 當於言 外求之 
the  reader  must  seek  (the  mean¬ 

ing)  between  the  lines. 

言 簡意深  its  language  is 
terse  and  its  meaning  obscure. 

設、 曹立意  to  give  an  idea， eg.  of  what  one  wants  said  or 
done. 

言行  相 顧  wordsainj 
actions  corresponding, 一 to  be 

as  good  as  one’s  word. 

曹 不及行  (JisingV)  all  very well  in  theory,  but  it  won’t  <io 

in  practice. 

言貌  speech  and  deportment. 

眞  words  used  as  charms  and incantations.  • 

-巧 导" cunning  talk;  specious 
words. 

造寶  to  concoct  stories. 
忘 曹  not  to  have  words  to  ex¬ 
press;  unspeakable. 

設 若之曹  the  language  of 
hypothesis. 

醒 世之曹  language  to 
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awaken  the  world, — to  a  sense 
of  its  wickedness. 

枚 乘以前 無五曹 
before  Mei  Sheng  there  was  no 

5-character  (poetry).  See  13,258. 

上 聞黃藥 言 above  is  heard 
the  cry  of  the  yellow  crane. 

有 W 在先 (。> •前)  to  have 
already  said  that;  having  pre¬ 
viously  pledged  his  word. 

胃  f  prophecy. 
百  ̂   to  talk.  Sec  below. 

晉人晉  to  plagiarise. 
人  men’s  words；  used  for 
“aqenic”  in  reference  to  the 
composition  of  the  first  character in 信石二 

人 之爲言  what  men  say,— 
do  not  readily  believe. 

知者 不言， W 者不知 
those  who  know  (TAO)  do  not 
tell,  those  who  tell  do  not  know. 

W 盡於此  I  have  no  more  to say. 

夫 複何言  what  more  is  there to  be  said  ? 

一 言難盡  a  mere  word  will 
not  exhaust  it〆 •名. the  expression 
of  my  gratitude. 

不 好開言  I  feel  diffident  in 
beginning  what  I  have  to  say. 

開 w 路  to  lead  up  to  in  con 
versation,  as  a  help  to  another 

person；  to  open  the  way  to  free¬ 
dom  of  speech  on  the  part  of 
Censors,  as  has  been  done  in 
recent  dynasties. 

吞官。 r  敢晉  a  Censor.  See 13/45 .一 

藥石晉  medicine:language,— 
wholesome  advice. 

吞心聲 ，書心 畫  spoken 
words  are  the.  music  of  the  mind, 
written  words  are  its  pictures. 

曹乎  to  be  said  of;  in  reference 
to;  to  refer  to. 

W 談  conversation. 
無以言  not  fit  to  converse 

with. 

言 聽計從  to  listen  to  the 
words  and  follow  the  plans, — 
of  advisers. 

言誤 to  speak  inaccurately. 

退 有狻言  to  speak  different- 
ly  behind  a  person's  back  from 
what  One  has  just  said  to  his  face. 

自1
 

13,025 
曹道。 r 曹說 t。 say. 

自… •者  W  之  speaking  from the  point  of  view  of.... 

寻其  to  mean  to  say with reference  to  .... 

言其 多事， 故責之 he said  he  punished  him  for  being too  meddlesome. 

萬 餘 、石 吾 其多也 (the phrase)  a  10,000  piculs  and  more’’ is  meant  to  express  “a  great 

quantity,” 

言其大 ，不 甚大  in  point of  bulk,  it  is  not  very  large. 

言 過其實  to  exaggerate. 
^  severe  language;  impress¬ 
ive  words. 

言宣  to  express. 
言明  to  state  clearly. 

言定。 1 •言訂  to  settle. 
言狀  to  express  the  character 

or.  nature  of. 

言 和意順  words  and  ideas in  sympathy, — of  close  friends 

w 下大悟  to  be  converted under  a  man’s  words,  i,e.  while *he  is  speaking. 

異 言  language  other  than  that of  the  locality. 

w 之非難 ，行 之惟艱 
the  difficulty  is  not  in  saying：  it, 

but  in  doing  it.  。 

直 W 無隱  speak  out  without concealment. 

曹 及於此  when  he  reached this  point  in  his  speech. 

前 人未嘗 W 及此者 
no  one  has  hitherfo  called  atten¬ 
tion  to  this. 

W  不應口  nc)t  t。 speak  the truth. 

W 同， 意不同 t。 agree  in words  but  not  in  feelings,— out¬ 
wardly  but  not  inwardly. 

與余成 W  he  has  come  to an  agreement  with  me. 

言 告師氏 i  have  told  the ^matron. 

借季路 ~ ■言 tc>  borrow  a word  from  Chi  Lu, — a  worthy 
whose  single  word  wasxonsider- 

ed  in  the  Ch(u  State  as  worth 
one  hundred  ounces  of  silver： 

- - -A 
^3,025 

唁
头
 

13,026 

R •霰翰 

C. 三 yn 

H.  ngan 
F.  ngieng、 

ngang 

W.  ngiang 

W",  yue 

N.  nyien 
P.  M.  Sz.  yttt 

Y.yei K.  an、 on 

]-g^g^gon A.  ngan、 ” gien 

Sinking 

Lower. 

蕾*
 

13.027 

R-7t 

See 言 

Even  Lower. 

咽 4
 

13,028 
先霰 

屑 
H.  ye  yet 

F.  yeng、 yek 

W.ye 

N.  ytH'ih 

P.  yen^  ye* 

认 •  yen、 ye 

Y.  yeuyeh Sz.  yen^ye  . 
K.yo/i^  yol 

\  yen^yetsz 
K.  ye  tt^  yet 
Even  linking 

and  Entering 

Upper. 

sc.  to  get  a  person  to  speak  in one’s  behalf. 

官晉  lofty,  as  city  walls.  See 
above. 

To  condole  with, 

p 言甲  to  condole  with. 

咸 致電弔 P 言 必  forwarded 
telegrams  of  condolence. 

唁 失國者  to  condole  with 
one  who  has  lost  his  kingdom, 

不入 唁我  without  enterinjg 
to  condole  with  me. 

R. 

A  large  kind  of  flute.  See 

4321- 
To  swallow. 

咽不下 去  unable  to  swallow. 半鍾 酒我也 咽不下 
I  can't  swallow  even  half  a  glass of  wine. 

咽 一 ■大口  to  swallow  a  great mouthful. 

咽氣 t。  swallow  the  breath, — to  breathe  no  more;  to  die. 

三咽  to  swallow  three  mouth- 
fuls， 一  as  陳伸子  did  of  a 

worm-eaten  plum,  thereupon  re¬ 
covering  his  sight  and  hearing 

which  had  left  him  through  starv¬ ation. 

Read  yeh^.  To  swallow  7 
used  with  12,980.  To  block 

up;  to  stop. 

雲霞充 咽則奪 B 月 

之明  glowing  clouds  inter¬ vene,  and  obscure  the  brightness 
of  sun  and  moon. 

泉 聲咽微 卜危） 石 
a  small  stone  has  checked  the 
bubble  of  the  spring. 

Read  yen'.  The  throat. 
The  roll  of  drums. 

咽喉 the  windpipe ;  see  4007. 
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咽
‘
 

13,028 

烟
1
 

13,029 

凡先 
C.yn 
H.  yen 
F.， 饮，， ing, 

houng、 

yong 
lye 

yen P. 

M.  yen 
Sz. 

Y.yei 
K.  yon 
J •少你 
A.  nydn、 yen 

Even  Upper. 

咽喉地 方  a  throat  place; — 
an  important  strategical  point  or 

“key.” 

往印 度咽喉 之路 & 
throat-road  or  key  to  the  road 

to  India, — the  Suez  Canal. 

好 /W 飲徒無 咽可澆 
a  toper,  though  without  a 

throat,  can  still  wet  his  whistle, 

,  一 of  a  man  who  had  a  wine-cup 
placed  in  his  poffin. 

鼓  00  the  drums  emit  their 
•deep  sound. 

烏  R0  birds  sing. 

Smoke  ；  hence  tobacco 

and  opium  ；  mist  ；  vapour. 

M  /  to  let  off  fireworks. 

姻 筒  a  stove-pipe;  a  chimney; 
a  tobacco-pipe. 

姻壤 〒 12,205. 

烟 煤  bituminous  coal. 

姻  _  子  a  poker. 
冒姻  to  smoke.  See  7699. 

^  t0  continue  the 
perfumed  smoke, 一 to  keep  up 
the  family  reputation. 

烟 熏 火 燦  smoked  and  burnt; 
singed. 

一溜 烟去了 。 ■•一 道 

柏 5 走 出  he  went  off  like 
smoke,  sc.  quickly. 

~ *  片  a  cloud  of  smoke. 

烟塵  smoke  and  dust;  rebel¬ 
lion;  the  signs  of  a  battle-field. 

死灰  烟  dead  ashes  pro¬ 
ducing  smoke, — a  matter  which 
has  been  settled  giving  trouble 

again. 

人 姻稠密 density  of  men 
and  smoke  (i.e.  of  chimneys), 一 
densely  populated. 

烟 戶  the  population. 

似 有烟火  appearing  to  be 
inhabited. 

烟  the  tobacco-plant 、Nico- 
/tana  tabacum.  L.,  and  N、 rus- 

tica,  L.);  le^’ tobacco. 

烟絲  PrePared  tobacco. 

两 姻  a  greenish  tobacco  from 

蘭州府  in  Kansuh,  used  for 
water-pipes. 

烟
1
 

13>o^9 姻 捲兒。 r 呂朱姻 cigars 

汙 （0I ■瑪） 姑姻  cigarettes. 

明姻  excellent  tobacco. 
姻  tobacco  for  water-pipes^ 

旱 烟  tobacco  for  ordinary  pipes. 

裝烟  t。 fill  a  pipe. 
喋姻。 r 抽姻 a 吸烟 

to  smoke, 一 tobacco  of  opium. 

姻袋 a  pipe- 
烟包 兒。1 •姻 荷包 a  t。- - bacco-pouch. 

鼻 烟 snuff, 鼻姻壺 兒  a  snuflf-bottle. 

聞姻  to  take  snuff. 
/J、 姻  tobacco,  as  opposed  to 

opium;  locally-grown  tobacco. 

洋姻。 r 大 烟土。 r 

j 島 烟 opium.  [First  mention¬ ed  under  the  name  of  ying  s、u 
in  a.d.  963;  see  13,315.] 

呑姻  to  take  a  dose  of  opium internally. 

姻  an  opium-couch. 

姻  an  opium-pipe. 
姻 斗  the  bowl  of  an  opium-pipe. 

熟姻  prepared  opium. 

姻尿剛  refuse  OP—- 
烟 膏  a  paste  made  from  refuse 
opium. 

姻  ̂   an  opium-smoking  house; an  opium  den. 

姻 人  an  opium-smoker. 
姻癮  the  craving  for  opium. 

以子 墮姻瘴 because  her son  had  taken  to  opium-smoking. 

姻  a  Malarious  dis¬ trict. 

衙門叫 我忌烟 i 加 ordered  by  the  yamin  to  give 

up  opium-smoking.  See  5367. 

烟 氣  smoke;  the  dull  complexion of  an  opium-smoker. 

隨姻 氣上下 Passed  away in  smoke. 

他臉 所帶了 烟氣了 
see  how  dull-looking  his  face  is 

from  opium-smoking ! 

烟盤兒  a  pipe-tray,  for  opium- 
smoking. 

m 13,029 

13,030 

r. 先 

See 烟 

Even  Upper. 

厭
‘
 

13,031 

R •鹽琰 

艷葉 

C.ym,apo, 

〜 yp。 H.  yam^  ap 

Y,  yeng^yek 

W.  cye、y^\a) N.,? 牙, ah 
P •少 饥， cya， 〆 

M.  {  yen.yi^ 

Sz.  i  ye^ya 

Y.  yei^  yaah 
yom^yop 

\.yen^yd 

A.  ycm、ap 

All  4  tones . Upper. 

烟傢 伙 opiun>smoking  requi¬ sites. 

姻頭  a  man’s  daily  allowance  of 

opium. 

姻 花柳巷 opium-shops  and 
brothels. 

燒 姻之事  the  affair  of  the 
destruction  of  opium, —by  Lin 

Tse-hsu.  See  Biog.  Diet. 

姻雲。 1 ■烟 霞。 r 姻霧。 r 

濕姻  mist ;  vapour. 

姻景  scenery. 
姻  the  smoke  of  the  evening 

(meal);  hence,  the  evening. 

姻鳥 棲初定 the  evening 
birds  have  begun  to  go  to  roost. 

得意 在烟波 he  bved  the 
raist  and  the  waves, — i.e.  an 

angler’s  life. 

蘭烟 墨  scented  ink. 

姻  Chef。。. Rouge  ；  cosmetics  ；  see 

1 792.  The  throat  5  see 

13,028. 

月因粉  roug*  and  powder. 

黙胭脂 tQ  rQUge. 
胭脂虎  a  painted  tiger,  — a 
shrew. 

脳 月旨花  MiraMis  jalapay  L, 

胞脂 豆  ̂ ase^a  rubra,  L. 

月因 喉  the  throat;  the.  “key”  to 
a  position. 
To  take  exception  to  ；  to 

dislike；  to  hate；  to  loathe ； 
to  be  bored  with  {see  3147)； 

to  be  satiated；  to  be  repug¬ 
nant  to  {see  5624). 

可  disagreeable；  hateful. 

厭惡  _(w«4) 。1 ■憎厭  t。 hate. 

討人厭  to  incur  odium. 
distaste  for；  objectionable. 

那 脑人厭 氣得狠 _ man  is  very  objectionable. 

厭棄  to  reject  with  loathing. 

^  Mi  t0  hate  to  s
ee. 

_  事  to  have  a  disinclination  to business. 

2Q3 
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厭‘
 13,。31 

厭煩。 r 厭悶  to  annoy;  to 
be  bothersome.  > 

衣 服器用 多厭嫌 vei7 
fussy  about  her  clothes  and  fur¬ 
niture. 

泰山不 厭土， 所以成 

其髙  Mt.  T‘ai  had  no  object¬ 
ion  to  mud  in  any  quantity,  and 

so  attained  its  great  height.  See 

9663. 

厭物 a  bore. 

我 龜旣厭  our  tortoises  are 
wearied, —  and  will  yield  no 
omens. 

有厭  to  have  enough;  to  be 
satisfied. 

貪 釋無厭  to  be  insatiably avaricious. 

甸 厭之有 how  can  he  ever 
be  satisfied? 

不 知厭足  not  to  know  when 
one  has  had  enough. 

不厭  A  望  not  t0 
people’s  expectations. 

未厭有 識之情 也)- 
have  no*t  satisfied  my  estimate 
of  you. 

舊 書不厭 百回讀 — 
can  read  the  old  books  a  hun¬ 

dred  times  over  without  being 
tired  of  them. 

學 而不厭  to  study  without satiety. 

厭浥  to  be  wet.  Also  read^M4*. 

Read  yen1. 

厭厭  to  be  tranquil  and  serene. 
厭 厭夜飮 ，不 醉無歸 
happily  and  long  into  the  night 
we  drink,  not  going  home  un 
less  drunk. 

Read  yen\  To  conceal. 

厭然  the  appearance  of  con¬ cealing. 

厭目  to  shade  the  eyes. 

Read  yeh\  To  repress. 

欲 以厭勝 衆兵 
wishing  thereby  to  keep  the  sol¬ 
diery  in  order. 

使人造 諸厭勝 to  set 
men  to  perform-  services  to  avert evil. 

M 
13,031 

m 
13,032 

r •鹽豔 

葉 

s -厭 

Even  Sinking Entering 

Upper. 

Iff 
13,033 

R. 琰 

See 厭 

Rising  Upper. 

懕1
 

13,034 

R •鹽葉 
s- 厭 

Even 
Entering  and 
SinkingUpper. 

m 13.03s 

r •琰 

S« 厭 

Rising  Upper. 

Read  yal*.  Used  with 
12,828. 

天 屬^之  may  the  sky  fall  and crush  me ! — if  I  have  done  any 
wrong. 

Amiable  ；  lovable. 

A  breast-plate  or  cuirass. 

Satiated  ；  glutted. 

飲 狻思恝  one  feels  satisfied "(with  life)  after  drinking. 

m 
i3.°36 

R •琰 

See 厭 

Rising  Upper. 

13,037 

R •殘艷 
See 厭 

Rising  and 

SinkingUpper. 

The  wild  mulberry-tree 
[Morus  alba^  L.). 

榮絲 a  kind  of  silk  made  from 
the  above,  used  for  guitar-strings, etc. 

The  scar  of  a  wound  or 
sore. 

To  pray  to  the  gods. 

KP  to  pray  for  blessings. 

w 
13,038 

R •艷鹽 

See 掩 

Even  and 

Sinking 

' Upper. 

I3,039 

R •琰葉 

See 厭 

Rising  and 
Entering 

Upper. 

13,040 

R •琐赚 

See 厭 

K.ydm、 am 
Rising  Upper. 

13,041 

R •琰 

See 厭 

Rising  Upper. 

焉1
 

i3,042 

尺先 

C.  cyn,syn 
H.  syen 

F.  cy°ns^yoni 

w.c^ 

^.yen 

To  eat  to  repletion； 

satiated. 

嚳飽。 r 馨飲  satisfied  with 
food. 

無嚳  never  satisfied. 
饜 口。 r 嚳腹  agreeable  to the  palate. 

食 皆饜口  he  likes  all  kinds 
of  food, — he  is  not  dainty. 

not  to  be  satisfied 

without  snatching  all. 

終 B 營營以 求有饜 

— *  身  I  work  hard  all  day in  order  to  make  enough  to  live 

upon. 

綺語 不馨靈  fine  phrases 
do  not  satisfy  the  soul.  See 

13,690. 

余得而 .霉 .親之 1  gotit， 
and  studied  it  over  and  over 

again, 一- of  a  book. 

Nightmare  ；  bad  dreams. 

夢覺。 1 •睡 覺。 r 發覺 t。 have  nightmare. 

覺魔  the  nightmare  demon. 

你 作覺爾 y。11  have  w 
nightmare. 

Black  spots  on  the  bod^  ； 

moles;  pimples;  scars. OSK 

黨 卩  black-mouthed, — as  a  i- 
mals. 

十 驟九黧 of  ten  mules  ni’、e 
are  black-mouthed. 

The  part  below  the  belly 

of  a  crab.  • 

螺翬  the  castings  of  snails. 

螺臀  ̂ ^the  round  plate  (oper¬ culum)  with  which  a  snail  blocks 
the  entrance  to  its  shell. 

How?  why?  where ? 

焉敢  how  should  one  dare  to....? 

焉知  how  should  one  know....? 

焉有此 理  does  such  a  prin¬ 
ciple  exist  ? 

焉用殺 他 _ kil1  him? 
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13,042 

•  k 
Y.£W 
Sz.  cyen K.  on 

A.\ 
yen 

Even  Upper 
and  Lower. 

焉 得富貴  how  can  one  se¬ cure  riches  and  honours  ? 

焉能  how  can  one....? 

焉 能從之  how  can  he  follow him? 

其人 焉在  Where  are  the men?  s 

Read  yen2.  A  final  par¬ 
ticle.  A  particle  marking 

the  end  of  the  protasis 

or  subject.  A  particle  of 

euphony.  Used  as  a  per¬ 
sonal  pronoun  (3rd  person) 

instead  of  於是  denoting 

some  thing, 於之  some 

person,  and  於此  some 

place.  Also,  as  a  compa¬ 

rative.  Also  = 之  as  a  pro¬ 
noun.  See  13,678,  13, 522 

S 從於  13,5工5: 

不 尙息焉  who 、 would  not 
wish  to  rest?  —  under  this  tree. 

胡得 焉  how  will  they  succeed? 

亦 已焉哉  and  now  it  is  all 
over. 

道 不傳焉  the  truth  makes 
no  progress. 

心不 在竭， iiil 而不見 
when  the  mind  is  not  present, 
we  look  but  do  not  see. 

朱 能一焉  I  cannot  dirfttne, 
— of  the  following  things. 

有人焉  there  is  a  man  there. 
有人 於此] 

有烏 焉兩頭  there  are 
birds  there  with  two  heads. 

朕有 厚望焉 WE  truly 
hope  it, 一 that  such  may  be  the 

case.  * 

女〆 得人 焉耳乎 have 
you  got  any  good  men  there  ? 
[Legge  says  the  3  particles  mark 
the  slowness  with  which  Con¬ 
fucius  spoke.] 

晉 國天下 莫强焉 
the  Chin  State  the  empire  has 
none  more  »9werful. 

樂莫大 gcf  pleasures  there 
is  no  greater. 

衆惡㈣ 之岭 察焉 when 
all  hate  a  man,  it  is  necessary  to 
examine  him. 

i3,042 

13,043 

R .先 

See 焉 

Even  Upper. 

嫣
1
 

i3>°44 

R. 先 

See 焉 

Even  Upper: 

13,045 

R 問 

See 標 

A.  ̂ eu 
SinkingUpper. 

i 爵 

13.046 

R •先 

See 焉 

Even  Upper. 

鄢
1
 

13.047 
R- 先阮 See 焉 

Even  Upper. 

王 室惠焉 (and)  the  king  be- stowed  favours  on  him. 

吾 將老焉  I  mean  to  spend 
my  old  age  there.  、 
當怨 者不怨 則德焉 

者可知  if  a  person  has  just cause  for  resentment  against  any 

one  yet  does  not  harbour  resent¬ 
ment,  you  may  judge  what  would 
have  been  the  case  if  the  latter 
had  treated  him  with  kindness. 

初焉頗 覺不便  at  first,  we ， found  it  rather  inconvenient. 

心 焉忉忉  my  heart  is  full of  sorrow； 

焉 支 （0I ■耆） Karashar,  in Turkestan. 

To  act  as  broker.  See 

13,047. 

偏  names  of  two  deities  men¬ 
tioned  by  楊子  Yang  Tzii. 

Winning；  charming；  fas¬ cinating. 

嫣 然一笑 ，傾 國傾城 
the  captivating  smile  of  a  woman 
has  overthrown  States  and  cities. 

嫣紅 crimson. 

To  pare  ；  to  trim.  To 
measure  out,  as  grain. 

Plants  fading；  to  decay ； 

to  rot. 

色 薦  the  colour  has  faded. 

蕩 舊 old;  wanting  in  freshness. 

^  rotten ;  stinking. 

Name  of  a  District,  鄢 

陵縣  Yen-ling  Hsien,  in Honan.  [Written  偏陵 

under  the  Former  Han 

dynasty.]  ̂ 

燕
‘
 

13,048 

R •夫霞 See 胭 

Even  and 

Sinking 

Upper. 

The  swallow;  the  martin. 

To  feast  •,  to  be  feasted. 
To  soothe；  to  give  rest  to; 

to  please. 

燕子  a  swallow. 土燕。 r 沙蒜 the  sandmartii! ( Co  tile  riparia), 

the  red-throated  or  red- 

bosomed  swallow,  also  called  the 

越  swallow  of  Yu^h. 

石  the  crag-martin  ( Cotile  ru:' pestris). 

石蕪飛  the  crag-martins  are on  the  wing, ― a  sign  of  rain. 

蕪尾  swallow-tail,  —  a  form  of woman’s  head-dress.  Also,  a  three- 
cornered  iron  on  an  arrow,  used 

.to  increase  the  velocity. 

燕剪  a  swallow’s  tail, 一 from  its resemblance  to  a  pair  of  Chinese 
scissors. 

燕裔  a  swallow’s  nest;  edible 
birds’-nests.  See  6341. 

雙蒜裔 塚 the  grave  of  a  girl 
who  is  buried  with  her  betrothed. 

巢于幕  like;  a  swallow’s 
nest  in  a  tent, — insecure. 

蒜語  swallow-twittering ;  the chatter  of  women. 

自去自 來 梁上燕 the swallow  fluttering  to  and  from 

the  beam, — in  the  house  where 
it  builds  its  nest. 

薛 蒜于飛 th〖 swallows  go flying  about. 

薛子 啷坭， 一塲空 阪 the  swallow  carrying  mud  in  its 

beak:  all  to  no  purpose, — its  nest 
not  being  a  permanent  home. 

蕪 頷虎頭  swallow’s  beak 
and  tiger’s  head, — said  by  a  phy¬ 

siognomist  of  Pan  Ch‘ao, 
as  one  marked  out  for  military 
achievements. 

夜薜  a  name  for  the  bat. 

野蕪  the  swift  ( Cypselus  pekin- 

ensis). 

胡薜  the  Mongolian  swallow. 

燕雀兒  the  mountain  finch *  [Fringilla  mojitifringilla). 

蓀 八哥兒  the  eastern  star¬ 
ling  (StUrnus  cineraceus).  See 

6045. 
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狼 
13,048 

嚥 
i3>°49 

月燕 
i3,°5° 

蓀 纔舞羽 the  swallow  be¬ 
ginning  to  flap  its  wings, — of  a 
man  who  begins  to  feel  his 

powers. 

燕舞  the  swallow  motions, — of dancing  girls. 

燕婿 (〜  4)  undress;  niglige\ see 
11,386. 

to  kick  the  shuttlecock, — 

a  common  game  in  the  north. 

麥  wild  oats  (Avena  fatuay  L.) 

燕饗  a  banquet. 
燕毛  feast  hair, — the  order  of 
precedence  at  a  banquet  deter¬ 
mined  by  the  colour  of  the  hair, 
black  or  gray.  See  7679. 

燕 笑語兮 as  we  feast， we 
laugh  and  talk. 

飲薛  t。 feast. 
燕器  vessels  for  private,  as  op¬ 
posed  to  sacrificial,  use. 

薛安  peaceful;  at  rest. 
居  to  live  at  ease. 

編  to  be  at  ease;  pleased- looking. 

薛婉  to  be  pleasant  and  genial. 

以 蕪天子  to  give  pleasure  to the  Son  of  Heaven. 

燕好 (/w)  to  be  very  fond  of. 

薛興  harmonious  affection. 

Read  yen1.  Name  of  a 
feudal  State.  A  surname. 

薛 京。 r  _ 市。 r 燕都 Peking. 

燕人。 r 薛産  a  Pekingese. 

以 蕪伐薛  to  smite  one  Yen 
State  by  means  of  another, — 
as  tyrannical  as  itself,  referring 

to  the  齊  Ch‘i  State.  Used 

the  sense  of  “pot  and  kettle.’ 

燕脂 支） 菜  a  trailing 
pot  herb,  which  grew  in  the  State 

of  Yen,  the  purple  berries  of 
which  are  used  for  painting 

women’s  faces.  See  8447  yen1. 

Same  as  13,028. 

Same  as  13,030. 

m 

13,0s1 

.1 

I^,OK2 

R. 鹽谈 

Ss6 淹掩 

Even  and 
Rising  Upper. 

m 
13,053 

埯
 3 

13,054 

R.J 炎 
See 掩 

Rising  Upper. 

Same  as  13,125.  See 

6952. 

Ere  long;  anon.  To 

stop;  to  remain;  used  with 

131O59 -  See  4983. 

奄 觀絰艾  anon  we  shall  see 
the  sickles  at  work. 

氣息奄 奄欲絶  gasping for  breath;  at  the  point  of  death. 

權奄肄  the  hold  over  the 
people  grew  weak. 

卷备、 隨物化 but  s_， tD_ gether  with  all  creatures,  we 
pass  away. 

仲視浮 雲馳， 奄忽互 

相踰1  look  up  at  the  floating clouds  which  rapidly  pass  from view. 

奄留  to  remain  a  long  time. 

度不久 奄人世  I  guessed he  was  not  long  for  this  world. 

奄蔡  the  Massagetae. 
Read  yeri^.  Entirely. Grandly. 

奄 有四海  (Shun)  obtained 
all  within  the  Four  Seas. 

奄 匈萬姓  entirely  to  rule over  the  myriad  people. 

Same  as  1 3,063. 

nx 

鹽 

See 掩 

Even  Upper. 

掩
 5 

i3.°S7 

【•琰 藶 

C.  ym,  em 
H.  jaw,  v. 

ngip 

W,  ang 

. /.  ye 

v.  ein 

J 

R 

P. 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 

― •  yen 

K.  dm,  a 

A.yem 
Rising  UppeF. 

崦 
13 

13，。55 

R •鹽琰 

See 

掩 
Even  and 

Rising  Upper. 

To  cover  with  earth. 

埯埋  to  bury. 
土 埯墳山  to  raise  a  mound oyer  a  grave. 

水 來土埯  if  water  comes,  I will  dam  it  with  earth,— used  in 
the  sense  of  a  Roland  for  an 
Oliver. 

埯藏  to  conceal  by  burying. 

A  mountain  in  the  west, 

named  由 奄 山 兹， into  a  cave 
on  which  the  sun  sinks  at 

night. 

望崦 Hi 兹而勿 迫 gazingat Yen-tzli  and  hoping  that  the 
sun  would  not  set. 

Pleased  ；  joyful. 

To  cover；  to  conceal;  to 

close；  to  shut.  To  take  at 
a  disadvantage  ；  to  surprise  ； 
to  seize.  See  5043. 

掩蔽。 r 掩蓋。 》 ■掩遮 ot 

掩藏  to  conceal. 
杷土  掩上了 he  to(>k  _e 
earth  and  covered  it  up. 

掩埋  to  cover  up;  to  bury. 

此地 來掩關 may  1  come to  this  place  for  burial, — when I  die. 

靑泥 掩甲繂  black  mud 

covered  both  its  wings, 

to  hide  the  face. 

掩口  to  cover  the  mouth  with the  hand;  a  moustache. 

_  鼻  to  stop  the 
 nose. 

掩耳  to  shut  ohe’s  ears. 

掩 目捕雀  vain  hypocrisy. 難將 一人手 掩得天 

下目  ̂tis  hard  with  one  man’s 
hands  to  blind  the  eyes  of  all 
mankind. 

掩釉 。■: 掩袂  to  cover  the 
face  with  the  sleeve. 

掩涙  to  conceal  tears. 

掩飾  to  gloss  over. 掩醜。 r 掩惡。 1 •掩其 

不善  to  conceal,  or  gloss  over, faults. 

瑕 不掩瑜 ，瑜 不掩琅 
his  defects  do  not  conceal  his 

good  points,  nor  his  good  points his  defects. 

掩跡  to  cover  up  tracks. 

髮； ̂   her  hair  hung  over  her neck. 

奔敷  to  apply,— as  ointment. 

^ 門。 r 掩扉  to  shut  a  door. [The  second  is  also  to  close  a 
fan;  see  9669.] 

那門却 丈掩著 the  d(5OT 
however  was  shut. 
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掩
 3 13,。57 

瞭 
i3»°58 

R •琐 J 

s« 暗奄 
Rising  Upper. 

▲: L 

13,059 
R. 鹽 

See 掩 

Even  Upper. 

門掩着  the  d。。1"  is  aiar 
(Peking)r 

雙 扉虛掩  the  two  leaves  ofl 
the  door  were  ajar. 

掩不住  it  won’t  shut. 

半掩  half  shut. 

掩閉  to  shut, — as  a  door. 

掩卷  to  close  a  book. 

掩入  t。 steal  in. 

掩捕  to  arrest. 

掩執  to  seize. 

爲 夫掩之 she  was 
caught  by  her  husband. 

忽;^ 軍掩之  suddenly  the 
soldiers  were  upon  them. 

掩殺  to  fall  upon  and  slay. 

Obscured  ；  hidden  from 

sight；  to  screen. 

晻眛  obscured;  dimmed. 

日晻晻 而下頹 the  sun 
is  sinking  out  of  sight. 

晦晦而 沒于世 he  lies 
hidden  among  mankind  in  gene¬ 

ral, — as  a  genius  who  has  no 
opportunity  of  pushing  to  the 
front. 

To  soak  ；  to  steep  ；  to 

overflow.  To  delay ;  to 

tarry  ；  see  13,052  yen'. 

淹 死。 r 淹黯。 r 淹沒 

淹溺  to  drown. 

淹 死我了  lam  being  drown¬ ed. 

淹敢  damaged  by  water. 

淹消  to  be  dissolved, — as  by the  action  of  water. 

淹浸  t。 flood- 

淹貫  to  permeate ;  to  under¬ stand. 

淹 貫百家  to  familiarise  one¬ 
self  with  the  works  of  miscel¬ 
laneous  writers. 

最淹識 wel1  informed  or 
educated. 

chronic, 一 as  a  disease. 

淹滅  to  cover;  to  hide  under. 

淹久  long  delayed. 

13,059 

m 
13,069 

R .琰 

See 奄 

Rising  Upper, 

掩
 3 

13,061 

R. 琰 

See 奄 

Rising  Upper. 

13,062 

R 鹽 

C.y?n,ypQ 

H.  yap 、 
F.  w,  v. . 

sieng3 
W.JV,  V •少， 2* N.  ytn^  v.  S.yen 

Y.c— 

Sz.  cyen 

K.  dm 

J  •少 m 
A.  yem Even  Upper 

Irregular. 

i3,o63 

R •鹽 

See 掩 

Even  Upper. 

淹留  to  remain  a  long  time. 

歲 月淹留  the  months  and years  drag  along. 

日月忽 其不淹 4  the days  and  months  do  not  tarry, 
一 they  fly  fast. 

'淹 hindered;  hampered. 

淹遲。 r 淹褰  to  linger  ；  to 
tarry. 

功 名淹蹇  to  be  behindhand in  taking  one’s  degree,  or  in 
one’s  official  career. 

淹淹 — ■息  at  the  last  gasp, See  13,052. 

淹 上 隔 子  cl。％  the  partition; 
俯  13，。57 •、- 

Boarding  over  the  eaves 

of  a  house,  to  prevent  birds 
from  building. 

The  selvedge  of  cloth. 

Read  yen1. 

孕奄  leather  bucket  for  horses to  drink  from. 

To  salt;  to  fickle. 

_  to  salt；  to  pickle. 

^  to  salt  meat. 

醃魚  salt  fish. 
用鹽 醃起來  to  pickle  with 

salt. 

To  castrate.  [Collo¬ 

quially  read  yenz.] 

閹割  to  castrate. 
閹猪  to  castrate  a  pig. 
rt 宦。 r 內 閹。1 r 閹人 a  eunuch. 

^  閱  a  natural  eunuch, — fr
om 

birth.  • 

閹鷄 a  capon. 

煙 
13.064 

菸1
 

i3,o65 

R 魚先 
% 於姻 

Even  Upper. 

Same as  13,029. 

3 

13,066 

R •.琰 

See 

Y.  yaa 

Rising  Upper. 

拚 13,067 

渰 

13,068 

炎
 2 

13,069 

R •鹽覃 

see 簷 

A.  viem 
Even  Lower. 

Same  as  13,029.  Also 

read  yir.  To  fade;  to  rot 

To  cover  over；  to  hide. 

The  narrow  neck  of  a  vase 

弇蓋  to  put  a  cover  over. 

蔽 雲弇日  thick  clouds  ob¬ 
scure  the  sun. 

繁文 滋禮以 弇其質 
have  plenty  of  ornament  and 
ceremonial  in  order  to  conceal 
matters, 一 i.e.  keep  the  people 

amused  with  show  and  cere¬ 

mony  to  prevent  them  from 
thinking  of  more  dangerous  to¬ 

pics.  [Panem  et  Circenses.] 

弇中  in  a  narrow  pass  or  defile. 

Same  as  13,057. 

Same  as  13,059. 

To  flame  ；  to  blaze  ；  hot; 

brilliant. 

火炎  a  blaze  of  fire. 

炎 上  to  flare  up. 
炎炎 -赫赫 giowing hot； fierce,  as  a  fire. 

炎風  a  ifet  wind. 炎天 hot  weather*^ 
天氣炎 暑 O 熱) & weather  is  very  hot. 

炎 凉世態 hQt  and  cc)ld  is the  way  of  the  world, — with  you 

in  prosperity,  in  adversity  gone. 

趨 炎附勢  to  hurry  to  the 
brilliant  and  hang  on  to  the 

influential, — to  go  where  there 
is  anything  to  be  got. 

恐落炎 崑之禍 faring 
lest  he  should  be  involved  in 

the  fire  on  the  K‘un  mountains, 
一 in  which .  geras  and  coarse 
stones  perished  together. 
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YE3I«* 炎 2
 13,069 

剡
 3 13,070 

R •琰艷 
See 簷 

Rising  and 
Sinking 

Lower. 

炎帝  the  dynastic  title  of  神 

農  Shen  Nung,  b.c.  2838. 

炎朱  the  Yen  Sung  dynasty, 
a.d.  960 — 1260.  [Explained  as 

宋以 火德王  wang*  故 
稱炎  the  Sung  dynasty  ruled 

& i3,°7S R 鍋先 
See 克 

Rising  and 

Even  Lower. 

under  the  guiding. influence  of 

fire'  hence  it  was  called  Yen.] 
See  10,462. 

Read  tan1  or  t^ar^.  To 

deal  with  in  argument. 

大  W  炎炎  great  speech  is 
universal, — covering  the  whole 
ground  in  question. 

Sharp;  pointed；  to 

sharpen. 

剡銳  sharp-pointed. 

剡 木爲矢  he  sharpened  a stick  for  a  dart. 

沿 
13,076 

R. 先 

C.yiin YU.  yen 
F.  yong 
W.  ye 

N.  yen 
P.  yen^yuan^ 

y.  yen’ 

VLyen、 yuan 

Y.  yei 
Sz.  yen^  yuan 

K.  yon 

hy 执 
K.jueti Even  Lower. 

剡剡 u  appearance  of  bright¬ 
ness,  and  also  of  arising;  sharp; 

quick  of  apprehension. 

炎 剡起  _  he  quickly  rose  up. 

剡浮  Jambu-Dvipa;  see  13,153. 

濫 列剡章  to  file  a  recom- \  mendatory  report  recklessly. 

13,071 R •玲 

See 

The  upright  bar  which 

keeps  shut  the  two  leaves 

of  a  door,  known  as  Urn 

Rising  Lower. 

焱 
13,072 

Same  as  13,152. 

琰,
 13,073 

The  lustre  of  gems.  Used 
for  13,151. 

R 韻 28. See 掩 

K.  yifm 
k.jicm 
Rising  Lower. 

琐圭  an  ensign  of  royalty  used 
by  the  sovereign  and  pointed  at 

the  top,  as  expressive  of  sharp 
severity  against  evil.  See  13,724. 

m 
13,074 

The  modern  form  of 

1 3)°73i  altered  to  avoid 

the  personal  name  of  the 

Emperor  Chia.  Ch^ng.  See 

5217. 

marsh  at  the  foot  of 

沿 
2 

I3»o7<5 

歷 代沾革  the  conservatism 
and  reforms  of  successive  dy¬ 
nasties. 

沿 
i3»°77 

迫 
i3»°78 

鉛 
.13,079 

I3,o8o 

R. 先 

C.ytt 

F.  yong 

W.  ̂  

N •少成 

P.  I 

M.  S  ̂ 

Y.yei 

Sz.  yen 

K.  yon 

J •少 

h.jien Even  Lower. 

Same  as  13,076. 

Same  as  13,076. 

See  1732. 

To  drag  out  (see  171 1)； 

to  protract;  to  delay；  to 

be  dilatory  ；  to  lengthen. 
To  invite；  to  engage.  [To 
be  distinguished  from  廷 
1 1,284.] 

延櫊。 r 延緩。 r 延桂。 r 
延宕  to  delay;  to  put  off;  to dawdle. 

索 賠延 櫊貿 易銀兩 
to  claim  damages  for  delay  in 
business. 

A 

hills. 

To  follow  along  a  given 

course；  to  coast.  To  hand 

down ;  to  continue. 

to  follow  the  course  of  a| 

river;  along  the  river  (sc.  the 

Yang-tsze);  the  banks  of  a  river. 

泠 江人民  the  riverine  po-l 
pulation. 

沿 途。 r 飧路  to  follow  a  I road;  along  a  road. 

泠 途乞化  to  beg  one’s  way.  I 

沿 途子口  the  barriers  en  I route, 

泠 途私賣  to  illegally  sell  I 
(goods)  in  transitu. 

沿途情 形  events  on  the  road; the  entries  in  a  ship’s  log. 

泠 途州縣  the  Departments  I and  Districts  en  route. 

沿城  running  alongside  the  cityl 
wall, — as  a  road. 

泠河  to  follow  the  course  of  a river. 

河泠 ㈣  yenx)  river  banks. 

沿海江 巡查 to  cruise along  coast  and  river. 

沿 海各處  the  various  places on  the  coast. 

泠海一 帶地方  the  whole coast  region. 

增沿 (or 〆) 上  on  the  side  of 
the  steps. 

沿邊 a  border ;  an  edge.  See\ 13,737. 

畧 有泠訛  is  rather  mislead¬ ing,—^.  as  a  bad  likeness  of 

a  person. 相飧 to  hand  down;  by  long familiarity. 

相 泠未改  handed  down  un¬ 
altered. 

風 俗相泠  customs  are  hand¬ ed  down. 

相 泠已久  thus  it  has  been long  customary.  See  13,080. 

索賠 延撋卸 載銀兩 
to  claim  demurrage. 

延 未緻銀  t。 delay  payment. 

遷 延歲月 to  delay  f°r 
months  and  years. 

以免藉 会時日 t。 Pre- 
vent  (them)  from  causing  long 
delays  on  (various)  pretexts. 

毋 任辱 延  do  not  let  (the  evil) 
spread. 

延 于本月 十六日 he dragged  on  (in  illness)  until  the 1 6th  inst. 

不 可延遲 let  there  be  no 

delay. 

延長 or  延久  for  a  long  time; long  delay. 

延纏  protracted;  dragging  on, as  an  illness. 

延至  to  arrive  at  after  a  long interval, — a  time  or  an  age. 

延 駐  to  stay  long  at. 

俗 •延 已 久  the  custom  has been  in  force  a  long  time.  See 

13,076. 

忍 苦苟延 tQ  bcar  one’s  grief 
and  live  on, — instead  of  dying. 
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YES3NT 
延
1
 

I3,o8o 

埏 
2 

i3,o8i 

苟 延殘喘  to  manage  to  live 
out  one’&.  (allotted)  span. 

延壽 or 延 年 to  lengthen 
life;  advanced  in  years. 

上 帝命延 壽半紀 
ordered  his  life  to  be  prolonged 

for  six  years. 

延祺 t。  prolong  one’s  happi¬ 

筵 
2 

!3，。83 

R .秃 

See 

Even  Lower. 

ness. 

See 

Even  Lower. 

涎 
13,082 

永 延帝神  may  (the  gods) 
prolong  your  Majesty^  reign ! 

有延而 赤若， there  was  a 
long  red  mark. 

延鈉  to  take  in;  to  receive. 

延 祥納福  may  you  get  all 
happiness ! 

延聘  to  engage;  to  invite  the 
services  of. 

延師 t。  engage  a  teacher. 

延富  to  invite  guests. 

延 請  to  invite. 

延 A 內庭  to  invite  into  the 
private  apartments. 

延 及他人  to  implicate 
others. 

屢 遭延火  continually  invol 
ved  in  misfortune  originating 

elsewhere, 

延州  the  old  name  of  延安 

府  in  Shansi. 

延胡索  Corydalis  ambigua、 
Cham,  and  Schl. 

延齢客  the  chrysanthemum, 
— referring  to  the  wine  drunk 

on  9th  of  9th  moon.  See  10,858. 

A  boundary  ；  a  limit.  See 

10,858. ^ 

九垓 八埏  the  nine  divisions 
of  the  empire  anA  the  eight 

principal  points  of  the  compass； 

墓垅  the  road  up  to  a  grave 

遐垅 a  distant  boundary ;  the 
horizon. 

See  45.08. 

我2
 

延 
i3,°84 

R •先霰 

See 
Even  Lower. 

s 

R •先 

See 

Even  Lower. 

3,086 See 
Even  Lower. 

13,0^7 

^先 

See 

Even  Lower. 

13,088 

R •鹽 

C.  ym 

H.  ngiam F.  ngieng 

W.  rtgie 

N.  ngi、 ngien 
P. 

M.  yen 

Sz. 

A  bamboo  mat  spread  on 

the  ground  for  sitting  upon  ； 

hence,  a  feast  ；  a  banquet. 

A  hall. 

初  on  first  coming  to  the 
mats, 一 i.e.  to  the  feast. 

筵 *  Qir 酒筵。 1 ■筵宴 a  banquet. 

3^  your  sumptuous  feast. 

設筵。 1 •擺筵  to  prepare  a feast. 

自 據中筵  took  the  middle place  himself. 

_  _  the  hall  where  
the  Em¬ 

peror  studies,  or  hears  the  Con- 
fucian  Canon  expounded,  etc 

瑤筵 the  jasper  hall,  —  of temple. 

Trailing  and  climbing 

plants. 

蔓  to  spread  about,  as  creep¬ 
ers;  interminable ;  endless. 

A  kind  of  harmless  cen¬ 

tipede.  See  13,410. 

Strings  or  tassels  to  which 
were  attached  the  gems  on 

an  ancient  cap  of  state  or 
coronet. 

The  name  of  a  place  in 

the  State  of  鄭  Cheng,  and 

of  another  in  the  State  of 

楚  Ch‘u. 
Majestic;  dignified  ； 

severe  ；  stern,  as  opposed 

to 慈  12  ,406  ；  strict ;  strin¬ gent,  as  opposed  to  % 

6382;  rigorous  ；  effectual  *, 
extreme  ；  very.  To  treat 
with  respect. 

嚴肅。 1 •威嚴 dignified. 

嚴 

i3,o88 

X.yei 

K.  im、 dm 

J.  gert^  kati 
A.  ngiem 
Even  Lower. 

有 嚴天子  the  Son  of  Heav¬ 
en  looked  majestic. 

十目 所視， 十手所 

指 ，其嚴 乎 what  many eyes  behold  and  what  many 

hands  point  to,  is  to  be  regarded 
with  reverence. 

嚴親  the  stern  relative, -a  father. 

家嚴。 t 嚴义  my  father. 

孝莫大 於嚴义 there  is 
nothing  more  important,  in  filial 

■  piety  than*  respecting  one’s  father. 

嚴君  a  father;  (rarely)  a  mother. 

尊嚴  qi ■嚴君  yQUir  father- 

先嚴  my  late  father. 

嚴恃下  my  father  is  alive. 
嚴辦  W  deal  with  severely. 

辦嚴  to  pack  up  baggage. 

嚴嚴的 severely- 嚴禁  to  stringently  prohibit. 

嚴行  to  be  stringent  in. 

嚴論  to  strictly  order. 

嚴拏。 r 嚴枸  to  rigorously arrest. 

嚴切。 T 嚴緊  closely;  rigor¬ 

ously;  strict.  
' 

嚴勒  to  force  one  to. 嚴東  to  be  strict  in  restraining. 

嚴刻  severe. 
嚴追  to  pursue  stringently. 

嚴傳  to  rigorously  summon. 

嚴令。 r  嚴命 t0  St?ictly  order. 

嚴明  positive;  peremptory. 

嚴察  to  examine  closely  into. 

嚴 加逐察  to  subject  to  strict 
and  detailed  examination. 

嚴 加告誡  t。 give  stHct  in- junctions  against. 

嚴 防 偷漏。 r 嚴查漏 

稅  to  take  stringent  measures to  prevent  smuggling. 

嚴  t0  take  stringent  measures, — for  the  defence  of  a  city. 

解嚴。 1 •餘嚴  t。 relax' the above,— when  no  longer  neces¬ 

sary. 

嚴比 捕役  to  deal  strictly 
with  the  police,-/. 么  punish  them 
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嚴 
i3,o88 

13,089 

R 琰 
C 

ytn
 

H cngiam 

F 

W 
»gtc 

N V.， 咖 
P ) 
M 

>  yen  ̂  
Y 

yci
 

Sz 

yen
 

K 
hn、 om 

A 
ngtem 

Rising  Lower. 

at  intervals  until  property  is 
recovered,  thieves  caught,  etc. 

I  嚴議 (of  the  Boards)  to  propose 
the  full  extent  of  the  penalty 

!  allowed  by  law. 

隊 伍嚴整  troops  under  strict 
discipline. 

! 嚴密  with  great  secrecy.  See 
I  10,722.  一 

嚴 飾  magnificently  adorned 

丨嚴麗  stately;  elegant. 

:嚴敬  respectful. 

:嚴寒  very  cdd. 
嚴  ̂   treated  him  with  mark¬ 

ed  respect. 

夜嚴  the  night-watches.  See 

599°- 樓鼓 一 ，嚴  t0  strike  the  drum 
of  the  night-watches. 

嚴州府  a  Prefecture  in  Cheh kiang. 

Read  chuang' •  A  sur¬ 

name.  [Thus  used  under 

the  Han  dynasty,  as  a  sub 

stitute  for  莊  chuang'  which 
was  the  personal  name  of 

the  Emp.  明帝  Ming-  Ti. 

'Dignified-looking. ;  stern  ； 
respectful. 

備然  dignified;  stem. 

備然  一 1  色 of  just  the  same colour. 

回 看則封 金儼然 
looking  back,  the  packet  of 
money  was  there  as  before, — 
untouched.  - 

儼若  very  like;  resembling. 

備若宿 知  as  thQugh  already 
long  acquainted  with  it. 

此觀之 古儼如  the  anti- 
quity  of  this  monastery  is  like 
that  of — 

on 

巖5
 

A  precipice；  a  cliff；  steep； 

,3,090  idan^crous-  
A  gro«o. 

K .咸 

:巖茶  tea  grown  °n  heights. 

不立腐 牆之下 don’t 
!  stilnd  under  a  dangerous  wall. 

I  a  mount^in  gorge. 

W. ，t《a 

N.  n^aah 

P.  yen 

嚴 
13,090 

M.  yen^  v.  yai 
Y.yei 

Sz.  yen 
K.  am 

hga? 

A.  Hi  am Even  Lower. 

嚴 

13, 

R .鹽 

s- 嚴 

Even  Lower. 

西 IT 

賺 ! 
I3,°92 

R •艷 

N.  yen 
See  ̂  

Sinking 

Lower. 

13，。93 

砦 13,094 

岩 

乳巖  an  indurated  milk-duct； a  hard  cancerous  swelling  in  the breast. 

巖 穴之士  a  hermit  scholar. 

13,095 

M 

13,096 

r. 鹽 

C.  ym,  shytn、 

v.  yem 
H.yam 
F.  sieng、v, 

si»g 

W.yg 

N.ygn 
P. 

yen
 

M. 

Sz. 

Y.  yei K.X  v. 
ch、ihn 

]-)'en 

A  ,jUm、 f'iem Even  Lower. 

A  fence  ；  a  palisade. 

Strong,  as  a  decoction ; 

heavy ;  rich. 

這個 茶太釀 this  tea  is  t。。 
strong. 

Same  as  13,090. 

Same  as  13,090. 

Same as  13,090. 

簷1
 

i3.°96 

m 

13,097 

檐 
I3>°o8 

妍,
 

I3.°99 

先 

See 研 

Even  Lower. 

The  eaves  of  a  house. 

Name  of  a  star. 

簷頭。 1 ■房詹 w 簷口  the eaves. 

beneath  the  eaves. 

^ 在矮 詹下， 怎敢不 

低頭  standing  under  low- pitched  eaves,  how  should  one 
venture  not  to  bend  his  head? 

方 臥 ，詹 腐之下 he  had just  lain  down  in  the  verandah。 

飛簷  the  turned-up  corners  of 
a  roof;  the  side  awnings  to  a cart. 

茅詹  a  thatch,  roof. 

雕釋 and 彩詹 carved  and painted  eaves. . 

詹鐵 。> •詹 前鐵馬 abe» with  metal  ornaments  suspended 
round  it,  hung  at  the  eaves  to 
tinkle  in  the  wind. 

13,100 

R.： 

See 研 

Sinking 

Lower. 

m 

13.101 

m
l
 

13.102 

r •先霰 

C.  yn、 ngan 
H.  rtgiort、 

ngan 

cngieng, 

cngieng^ 

r  ing 

詹 前風憂 竹聲乾 the dull  sound  is  heard  of  bamboos 
in  the  wind  tapping  upon  the 
eaves. 

詹條  a  strip  of  leather  inside a  shoe. 

中園詹  the  brim  of  a  hat.. 

詹編幅 &  ’ 兒 bats  of  all 
kinds. 

Same  as  13,096. 

Same  as  13,096.  Also 

read  tan、、 used  for  10,624. 

Beautiful  ；  elegant  ；  hand¬ 
some. 

^jFf  beautiful. 鮮妍 •  fresh  and  pretty. 
如^  to  strive  for  the  palm  of 

beauty. 

妍 媸立見  the  beauty  of  the 
one  and  the  ugliness  of  the  other 
will  be  at  once  seen.  See  195 

妍皮不 裹癡骨  a  fair  skin 
does  not  cover  stupid  bones. 

不求 妍於時 he  did  not  lay himself  out  to  please  his  gener¬ ation. 

A  hound  used  for  hunting 

tigers. 

F. 

w. 

N.  tiieh 

Same  as  1 3,100. 

To  grind  ；  to  rub  to  a 
powder.  To  calender. 

$ff  ̂   ̂   to  grind  to  powder. 

研磨  to  grind  in  a  mill. 
硏船  an  iron  mortar  in  which drugs  are  pounded. 

硏細  to  pound  fine. 墨  to  rub  ink, — on  an  ink- 
slab. 
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13,102 
Y.yei 

Sz,yen 

K.yort 

J.  ken 
A.  ngien 

Even  Lower. 

寧 
i3,io3 

綠 
工3，104 

閏 

W 

13,106 
R •霰 
F.  ngieng 

See 諺 
Sinking 
Lower. 

修 
13.107 

m 

13.108 

w 
13.109 

R •霰 
C,yn 

H. ngan 

F-  ngieng 
W.  ngi 

N.  nyien 
P. 

yen
 

硏究。 r 研訊。 r 研審。 r 

窮硏  to  investigate  thorough 
]y,  —  as  though  grinding  to 

powder. 

兒 童研究  a  systematic  edu 
cation  for  boys. 

研諸 研 鞫  to  question closely. 

Same  as  13, 102. 

M. 

Sz. 

Y.yei 

K.  on 

•  g^n,got 
A.  ngien^  ngan 

Sinking 
Lower. 

See  13,737. 

Same  as  13,153, 

Elegant  ；  accomplished. 

%  之  兮  he  is  the  ornamen
t 

of  the  country. 

俊彥。 1 •美彥  elegant;  refin- ed. 

彥士  a  refined  scholar. 

頓 彥  grandly  accomplished, 
as  by  soirle  celebrity  of  great 
learning  and  virtue. 

Same  as  13,138. 

Same  as  13,026. 

A  common  saying  ；  a 

proverb. 

俗諺  common  sayings； 

諺云。 r 諺有 之云 

諺所謂  the  proverb  says.... 

故諺 有之曰 the.  dd  pr<> 
verb  says.... 

但  rustic  sayings. 

京師 以政諺 it  became  a 
saying  at  the  capital. 

a  term  applied  by  the 

Koreans  to  their  own  written 

language,  as  opposed  to  Chinese 

characters'. 

or 

顔!
 

i3,iio 

R. 删 

H.  I 
 nSan 

F.  ngang
 

W.  nga 

N.  yen^  ngaah 

m.  I
  yen 

\.yaa 

Sz.  yen 
K.  an 

].gan^gen 
A.  nyan 

Even  Lower. 

w 

13, ⑴ 

R •删 

See 顔 

Even  Lower. 

I3，II2 
R. 釀  i^a. 

Y.yeng^sicng 

W.^ 

N.yen 
P. 

Colour；  to  stain；  to  dye. 

The  face；  the  countenance 
See  2540. 

顔色  colour. 
dyeing  materials. 

顔面。 r 容顔  the  counten ance. 

_  a  rosy  face. 

忿顔 or  犯顔  an  angry  face, 

和 顔悦色  an  amiable  and pleasing  face. 

顔貌 ~ 生 前一般 心 expression  was  precisely  as  if  he 
were  still  alive. 

首*  破  turned  his  head and  broke  into  a  laugh. 

無 顔相見 i  have  not  the face  to  call  on  him. 

顔 之厚矣  (the  skin  of)  his face  is  thick, 一 he  is  without shame. 

有意掃 其顔面 with  the 
intention  of  insulting  him. 

不會 尊顔已 經數載 
I  have  not  seen  you,  Sir,  for 

many  years. 

beauty ;  the  time  when  the 

complexion  is  fresh,  sc.  youth 

紅 is 女子多 _ 命 
pretty  women  have  mostly  in¬ different  luck  in  life. 

誤 認顔標  to  mistake  Yen Piao, — for  a  descendant  of  the 

famous  顔眞卿  Yen  Chen- 
ch‘ing,  as  was  done  by  one  鄭 

熏  Cheng  Hsiin  at  an  examin ation. 

M. 

Sz. 

yen
 

To  wrangle. 

Salt. . 

生鹽  natural  brine；  rock-salt. 

熟鹽  salt  obtained  by  evapora¬ tion. 

>J、 salt  made  from  salj^  land 

and  not  from  the  sea.  [Its  ma¬ 
nufacture  is  forbidden,  but  is 
extensively  carried  on.] 

白 鹽  table-salt. 

13,112 
Y.yei 

K.  yom 

A.jiem Even  Lower. 

^  ̂   coarse,  uncleaned  salt. 

8 西 鹽  t0  make  salt  by  evapora¬ 
tion. 

鹽店  a  licensed  salt-depot. 

胃  duty-paid  salt. 私 鹽  smuggled  salt.  See  below, 

鹽 觀、。 r 鹽灘  salt-pans, — 
where  一 salt  is  obtained  by  eva 

poration, 

轉  ̂   salt-wells, — as  in  Y unnan 

鹽廠  a  salt  factory  or  yard. 
轉 salt-merchants. 

鹽 jt  bricks  of  salt. 

鹽馬  a  salt-stack. 

靑鹽 soda- 
鹽田。 r 鹽地  nitrous  soil. 

鹽滷  lye  in  block. 鹽梅  salted  prunes.  / 

鹽 魚  salt  fish. 
鹽茱  salted  vegetables;  rations issued  to  troops. 

鹽料  salt  pickles. 鹽務。 r 鹽政 the  salt  ga belle, 一 salt  being  a  government 
monopoly. 

鹽 蓮使司  Salt  Comptroller 
or  Commissioner  of  the  revenue 

derived  from  the  provincial  ga. 
belle. 

鹽課 司大使 a  Receiver  of 
the  Salt  Department. 

_  @  _  the  salt,  tea,  and  grain
 

revenues. 

稱  Intendants  of  the  salt and  tea  revenues; 

鹽票  salt  permits. 鹽法  he  salt  regulations. 

鹽照  the  salt  manifest. 
打私鹽  to  be  involved  in  a case  of  salt-smuggling. 

鹽驢子  dealer  in  smuggled salt. 

鹽者百 肴之將 —  is  & 
“general”  of  foods.  See  10,646. 

閨 女大了 似 私鹽包 

a  grown-up  daughter'  is  like  a package  of  smuggled  salt,  —  a 

dangerous  possession. 

鹹 魚船上 莫打鹽 —’t 
add  salt  to  a  boat-load  of  salt  fish. 

204 
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Rising  Lower. 

蜇 
i3,H4 

兗3
 I3,H5 R •鋼 

C.  cyn 

H.  yam) Y.^ye W.^ 

^.yeh 
P.  M.  yen 

\.yei 

Sz.  yen 

K.  y'dm 

K,juen^ Rising 

Irregular. 

撒鹽  to  snow. 無鹽  the  name  of  an  ugly  wo- 
'  man  of  old. 

鹽麩子  Rhus  semi-alata、 Mur¬ 
ray.  See  8807. 

狄鹽  tartar  salt  or  sal  ammo-| 
niac.  See  8163. 

Abundant ;  overflowing  •’ 
to  spread  out；  to  amplify. 
To  be  dissolute. 

蕃 衍盈升  large  enough  to 
. fill  a  pint. 

有衍  in  abundance. 
繁 好亍  numerous,  as  progeny. 

椎 衍聖德  to  make  widely 
known  his  perfect  virtue. 

敷衍 w  3638.  Also  used  by 
superiors  to  subordinates  who 

neglect  their  duty;  procrastin¬ 
ation. 

敷 桁其詞  to  gloss;  to  inter¬ 
polate. 

不 字疑衍  the  “not”  is  pro¬ 
bably  a  gloss. 

今奸  self-indulgent. 

日在道 轅游術 he  was 
daily  loafing  at  the  TaoCai’s 

ya?nen. 

大衍  great  extension, 一 a  rule 
for  the  resolution  of  indeter¬ 

minate  problems. 

年 逾夫衍  past  the  grand 
climacteric, — fifty  years  of  age. 

衔聖在  the  Holy  Duke,  — a 
title  conferred  in  a.d.  1055  on 
the  lineal  descendant  of  Con¬ 
fucius  and  still  in  use. 

.K， 

Same  as  13,085. 

To  establish.  One  of  the 

Nine  Divisions  of  the  empire 

established  by  the  Great 
Yii.  Name  of  a  Prefecture 

充州府  in  Shantung, 
known  under  the  Han  dy¬ 
nasty  郎 東郡. 

M
3
 

13,116 

See 蝦 

Rising  Upper. 

偃 3
 

R. 阮 

See 螺 

Rising  Upper. 

M 

13,118 

r •霰願 

阮 

“0、cy» 

c. 

H.y  , 

F.  Seng 
w.ye 

P.  yen’ 

M.  Qyert 

Y.yeP K.  on 

J.  A.  yen Sinking  Upper 

Irregular. ' 

To  hide-  to  keep  back ； 

to  repress. 

興 文匮武  to  stimulate  the civilian  and  repress  the  military. See  13,117. 

To  bend  ；  to  lie  down ; 

to  cease；  to  desist.  The 

tapir. 

草上之 風必偃 the  grass {sc.  the  inferior  man)  must  bend 
when  the  wind  (sc.  the  superior 

man)  blows  across  it. 

其廠 如偃月 the  end  (of  the polo  club)  was  shaped  like  the 
crescent  moon. 

偃仆  to  fall  down  flat,* — as  from 

a  push. 

偃息 to  take  rest. 

偃 旗息鼓  to  fold  standards and  silence  the  drums, 一 as  when 
on  a  secret  expedition. 

偃臥  to  lie  down. 
偃伏烏  the  bird  before  which all  others  bow  down, -the  phoenix, 

frustrated;  disappointed; 

irresolute ;  arrogant;  attitudini¬ 
sing.  Also  used  in  the  senses 

委曲  ； see  12,557. . 

中 歲偃蹇  stranded  in  middle 
life. 

偃 武修文 t0  give  UP  the sword  for  the  pen.  See  13,116. 

能偃水  able  t。 g。 under  water. 
偃 鼠飲河 ，不 過滿腹 

the  tapir  drinks  from  the  river, 

but  only  enough  to  slake  its 
thirst. 

偃囊字  characters  in  intaglio; see  9928. 

An  embankment  of 
earth.  To  dam  up. 

石堰  a  stone  embankment;  a 
bund. 

古撮 an  old  dyke. 
堰泗水  to  dam  up  the  R.  Sstt. 

m 13,119 

R. 阮 

C.yn 

H.  yen Y.yeng^y. 

x  hi  eng 

W
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K.  
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J.  A.  yen Rising  Upper. 

m 
13,120 

r. 阮 

See. 螺 

Rising  Upper. 

郾 3
 

13,121 

R •阮願 
See 蝦 

Rising  Upper. 

m 
I3，I22 

R. 阮 

See 繼 

Rising  Upper. 

鷗
 3 

13,123 

R •阮 

P •少你 
3 

See 螺 

Rising  Upper. 

13,124 

R •阮 

F.  v.  ichteng 

N •少说 

P.  yen 

See 螺 

Rising  Upper. 

A  lizard,  known  as^[g  ̂  

which  changes  its 

colour.  A  chameleon.  A 

crested  cicada. 

Name  of  a  District  匿 (5 

城縣  in  Honan. 

A  collar  or  band  on  the 

neck  of  a  robe. 

The  mud-fish  or  bull¬ 
head. 

匪縫鯉 之爲美 ，美人 

之貝台  it  is  not  the  mud-fish and  r  the  carp  which  are  nice, 
but  that  they  are  the  gift  of  a 

nice  person. 

The  hen  phoenix. 

The  tapir.  See  13,117. 

The  mole  [Scaptochinus moschatus). 
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貧 
13,125 

To  feast；  to  entertain. 

Rest;  repose.  Used  with 

【3,048， 13,051. 

宴 爾新昏  you  feast  with 
your  »ew  wife. 

^ 君 子維宴  O  king,  enjoy  the pper.  
feast! 

設宴  to  give  a  banquet.  See 
S163. 

宴會  to  assemble  at  a  banquet. 

宴賀  a  congratulatory  banquet; 
to  be  just  dead, 一 of  an  Emperor. 

賜宴 f  bestow  a  banquet, — as 
the  Emperor  does  upon  distin¬ 
guished  personages. 

賜 邊林宴 .an  Imperial  ban¬ 
quet  bestowed  upon  進士 

graduates  of  the  3rd  degree. 

恩榮宴 u  Imperial  banquet 
given  to  the  Han-lin  graduates. 

鹿鳴睾 and 鷹楊宴 ban 
quets  given  by  the  provincial 
authorities  to  civil  and  military 

舉人  graduates  of  the  2nd 
degree,  respectively. 

宴 樂嘉賓  to  entertain  dis¬ 
tinguished  guests  at  a  banquet. 

宴飮 t。  entertain  at  a  banquet 
etc. 

宴安  rest;  repose. 

宴 坐  to  sit  at  ease. 

宴息  to  live  m;  to  reside  daily 
in.... 

13,126 

R •諫 
C.  an 

H.  on 

F,  ang 

W.a\ca 
N.  yeH、 aan 
P.  yen 
Y.yaa 

K.  an 

A： 
an、 yen 

Sinking 

Upper. 

鷄 13,127 

m 

r •諫 

C.  an H.  on 
F.  ang 

K.  an 

J.  an、 yen 
A.  an 

SinkingUpper. 

the  years  have  passed  and  it  is too  late. 

晏起  to  get  up  late  in  the  mor¬ 
ning. 

Same  as  13,128. 

A  small  brown  speckled 
bird  like  the  quail. 

以效 鶴之不 木處安 
and  thus  imitate  the  quail  which 
never  lights  on  trees. 

R 

眼 
3 

i3,I29 

■潸 

C.  ngan^  v. 

cngan 

H.  cngan 
F.  ngang^  

v. ngeing^ 

ngiang 
V^.nga 

N.  yen,  tigaan 

p-  I 

\yen
 

Sz. ) 

yaa
 

K.  an 

r.  gan、 kon 

A. nyan
 

Risin
g  

Lower
. 

IS 

宴履  supers. 

A  clear  sky  ；  bright 
splendid.  Late. 

黑 裘晏兮 how  splendid  i 
his  lamb’s  fur! 

河 淸海晏  the  rivers  clear 
a?d  the  seas  quiet, 一 as  in  the 
piping  times  of  peace. 

晏晏  in  harmony. 

晏駕  the  death  of  an  Emperor. 

早晏  morning  and  evening; 
early  and  late. 

何晏也  why  so  later* 

今 日晏間 to-day  I  am  at 
leisure. 

及年歲 之未晏 兮 We 

The  eye,  see  8080  ；  an 

eyelet  ；  a  hole :  the  finger- hole  of  a  flute  ；  an  opening  ；  a 

space ;  a  coign  of  vantage. 
Numerative  of  wells,  need¬ 
les,  etc.  See  4^72,  4^10. 

5852， 6869， 8990， 1 1,263, 
11,301,  11,418. 

— •隻 眼。 ne  eye. 

一 個眼的  a  ohe-eyed  man. 

眼睛。 r 眼目  the  eyes.  The! 
second  is  also  “key:note,”  as  to 
a  poem,  etc.;  see  below、 

眼 睛娘娘  the  Goddess  of| Eyesight.  See  8114. 

眼鸣珠  the  ball  of  the  eye; the  iris.  Also,  the  pupil.  See 2S49 - 

有 眼無珠  to  have  eyes  with¬ out  pupils, 一 used  as  “eyes  have 

they,  but  they  see  not.” 

眼眶  the  socket  of  the  eye. 

好大眼 眶于1 arge  eye- sockets, 一 supercilious. 

眼陽  the  space  between  the  eye¬ brows. 

眼角 or  眼普  the  canthus  or corner  of  the  eye. 

眼眉  the  eyebrows. 

眼毛  the  eyelashes. 
眼皮。 r 眼铨。 r 眼胞 

眼蘐  the  eyelids.  See~i66ia. 
眼皮 子淺。 r 眼皮子 

covetous;  wishing  for  every- 

or 

thing  one  sees. 

眼
 3 

13,129 眼跳 the  eye  twitching. 

害火眼  to  have  bloodshot  | 

eyes. 眼單兒  a  blind  for  the  eyes ;  | blinkers. 

眼涙  tears. 
眼挂 B  (ch^ueh^)  a  stye  on  the! lower  eyelid ;  see  below, 

斜眼。 1 ■逗眼  squinting. 

鷄眼 corns. 
闘 鷄" 曝 園眼 cross-eyed.  I 
雌雄瞧  eyes  of  different  sizes. 
眼科  treatment  of  the  eyes  byj an  oculist. 

獨 步眼科  specially  devoting  I 
oneself  to  treatment  of  the  eye,  f _ as  an  oculist. 

目民  ̂   spectacles.  See  21,  2170, 
- 

眼鏡套  a  spectacle-case. 
眼鏡銀  spectacle  dollars,— I worn  through  by  persistent  f 
“chopping.” 

木 頭眼鏡 瞧不遂 like wooden  spectacles,  you  can’t  see  | 
through  them,— unintelligible.  I 

眼每波  _  eyes  bright  as  I 
waves. 

眼波  a  ray  from  the  eye :  aj 

glance. 

眼 賴手快  keen  of  eye  andl quick  of  hand  [尖 occurs  fori 

精]. 

眼毒  keen-sighted. 眼 轉如電  the  glance  of  his| eye  is  like  lightning. 

雙瞎眼  blind  of  both  eyes. 
槐眼0 r  控眼  to  gouge  out  I the  eyes. 

四 眼的人  a  pregnant  wo¬ man;  a  person  in  spectacles. 

四 眼狗  a  dog  with  spots  J above  its  eyes. 

眼 見。 r 眼看 t。 see  with  j 
the  eye  ；  on  the  poirt  of;  in  a| minute. 

眼 見只是 s。 far  as  one  a see,  he  is  only . 

眼 見活見 m 目 賭眼 

見  seen  with  ope’s  veiy  eyes. 
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衆眼所 看 seen  by al1- 

搭眼  to  shut  the  eyes. 

目艮  to  obstruct  the  view. 

昧 目艮  to  have  something  in  one’s 
eye. 

目艮  to  have  “dust  thrown  in 
one’s  eyes.” 

害 目 R  to  have  something  the 
matter  with  one’s  eyes. 

我 從前不 曾害眼 
I  have  'never  had  anything  the 
matter  with  my  eyes  before. 

眼 下  at  the  moment. 

眼前 °r 眼面前 before  the 
eyes;  what  is  present;  common； 
ordinary. . 

0^  11^1  the  joys  of  the  present. 

世人只 顴眼前 ，不思 
日 mankind  thinks  only  of 

the  present  and  not  of  the  future. 

光 棍不 吃 眼前虧 bul- 
lies  will  not  face  the  risk  of 

present  loss,  i.e.  they  are  cowards, 
and  will  always  run  rather  than 
fight  when  fairly  matched. 

眼面 前的話 common  or 
ordinary  talk. 

轉 眼乏間  in  the  twinkling of  an  eye. 

二 p  古隻眼  the  only  eye  (i.e. 
person)  in  all  antiquity, — to  per¬ 
ceive  it. 

眼 色  discrimination；  judgment. 

輸眼 色  t0  misjudge  the  value of. 

遞眼 色於人 t。 办 a  person 
the  wink. 

了  he  has  made  a  mistake. 

不帶 眼睛麽 haven't  you got  any  eyes? 

總要帶 雙眼睛 you  must 
keep  both  eyes  open. 

眼裏 插棒植 t。 stick  a 
washerman’s  baton  in  a  person’s 
ey?> — to  give  evident  proof  of. 

不 懂 目艮兒 not  to  understand 
eyes， 一 not  to  be  able  to  take  a 

hint.  ̂  

擠眼。 r 弄眼。 r 飛眼 t。 
make  signs  with  the  eyes. 

鳳  S^phcenix  eye, -a  long-shaped 
eye  attributed  to  the  God  of  War. 

蓄島眼  hawk-eyed. 

13,129 若 着得破 許爾具 一 * 
隻 目艮  you  can  see  through  it 
“with  half  an  eye •” 

白 目艮看  to  look  at  a  person with  the  whites  of  the  eyes,  i.e. 

coldly  or  superciliously. 

受人 白 目艮 to  be  treated 
coldly. 

白 目民  to  turn  up  the  whites ’of  the  eyes, — to  look  stupid. 

靑目艮  to  look  at  with  the  iris, i.e.  kindly. 

他從 不拏正 眼瞧我 
he  doesn’t  look  me  straight  in the  face. 

另眼相  ^ 寺  he  treated  him  in a  different  manner, — -  from  his 
previous  treatment. 

另 目艮看  to  treat  in  a  dif¬ ferent  manner  from  the  general 

public, — with  special  favour. 

橫眉竪 眼。 r 眼堅眉 

+黃  to  put  on  a  fierce  or  deitr- mined  look. 

，眼 ，熟  t0  know  by  sight. 

眼 錯不見  tQ  take  one，s  eyes off;  to  lose  sight  of. 

直  了眼了  he  kept  his  eyes fixed, — as  on  some  unexpected 
sight. 

眼 巴巴的  Poking  earnestly for. 

眼暈 dizzy. 目艮同  to  view  together；  in  the 
presence  of  each  other. 

眼 同閲着  t0  join  in  inspect¬ 

ing. 

餓 藍了眼  the,  eyes  turning blue  with  hunger..  [“Blue”  is 
also  used  of  the  colour  of  the 

eyes  after  death.] 

眼熱 01 ■眼紅  hot-eyed  or red-eyed, — envious. 

仇 人見面 ，分 办4 外眼 when  enemies  meet,  their 

eyes  get  redder  than  ever, — with 
hate. 

仇 人一見 ，分 外眼明 
the  eye  grows  extraordinarily 
bright  at  the  sight  of  an  enemy. 

目艮頭  in  tbe  sight  of;  within view. 

眼力  strength  of  sight ;  per¬ 
ception. 

眼 3
 

13,129 

眼力 （or 眼神） 好 his  sight 
is  good. 

眼力見 兒  judgment;  percep- 
tion.  ! 

眼 3  to  have  the  eye  of  a 
•connoisseur. 

輸眼力  to  be  mistaken ;  to misjudge  the  value  of. 

沒有 往後看 的眼力 
he  has  no  eye  to  the  future. 

目艮花  dim  of  sight.  See  5002. 

眼發亂  the  eye  confused, — as by  a  crowd,  etc. 

眼 空四海 t。 have  a  Pr(> 
found  contempt  for. 

眼中 無人。 r 眼裏沒 
人  to  have  no  respect  for  people. 

眼中釘  a  nail  in  the  eye, — a person  to  whom  one  has  an 

objection. 

俱從 道士眼 中寫出 
all  this  is  described  from  the 

point  of  view  of  the  Taoist  priest. 

不 在眼裏  nQt  in  one's  eye, 
一 of  no  account.  Used  of  per¬ 
sons  and  things. 

目艮界 a  broad  or  liberal  view 
of  things. 

放開 眼 界看事 take  a 
broad  view  of  matters.  ! 

眼 孔已大 he  had  already begun  upon  a  grand  scale. 

眼線  a  detective.  . , 

你這個 眼兒， 還要玩 

wan- 薦  with  an  eye  like  yours, 

to  want  to  fly  falcons ! — referring 
to  a  one-eyed  man,  named  陳 

一  Ch ‘会 n  Erh,  who  flew  his  fal¬ 
con  after  a  crow. 

過眼  to  pass  before  the  eye ;  to have  experience  of.  See  6622. 

提 眉吊眼  to  raise  the  brows  . and  drop  the  eyes, 一 in  order  to look  fierce. 

閉 眉合眼  contracted  eye- 
brows  and  closed  eyes, — of  a 

person  out  of  luck. 

目民  almond-shaped  eyes. 

大 目民  large  eyes, 一 a  sign  of  in¬ 
telligence.  1 

笑眼  laughing  eyes. 

鼠眼  rat-eyed,— crafty. 
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勢利眼  an  eye  to  the  maink 
chance. 

結果眼  an  eye  to  results.  j| 
虎眼  tiger-eyed,— fierce. 

馬眼 夜眼  the  callosities  I 

[ 1629  ] 

貓道眼  a  hole  in  a  door  for a  cat  to  run  in  and  out. 

13,129 錢眼  the  _  in  a  — . 
撗 

心眼  the  holes  in  the  heart. 
See  4562  for  farther  entries,  and 
10,280. 

inside  the  legs  of  horses,  with 
which  they  are  supposed  to  be 
able  to  see  at  night.  The  first 
is  also  the  mouth  of  the  urethra 
in  a  man. 

睜眉露 w 眼 t。  stare,  as 
when  pretending  not  to  know 

a  person. 

睁開眼  to  open  the  eyes  wide ; 
to  take  a  wide  and  proper  view 
of  things. 

以開 眼思。 r 開一開 
眼  in  order  to  enlarge  one’s  out- 1 
look  and  improve  one’s  mind, — 
as  by  travelling. 

默 子無心 眼 a  fQQl  has  n。 heart-eyes, — no  intelligence. 

小心 眼兒  very  little  intelli¬ 
gence. 

他的心 眼兒好  his  heart is  in  the  right  place ;  he  is  a 

good  fellow. 

前船是 後船眼 the  boat ahead  guides  the  boat  behind. 

又好 作眼 去尋賊 he will  also  serve  to  guide  us  in 
our  search  for  the  thief. 

後悔不 設狻眼 t。 repent but  to  have  no  eye  to  the  future. 

YES3NT 

演兵 or 演隊。 r 操演 to 
drill  troops. 

演繪  gun  or  spear  drillv. 

演武  to  practise  military  exer¬ cises. 

to  practise  boxing  and 

quarter-staff. 

慢慢演 將大來  gradually 
began  to  extend, — his  business. 

演 文  Pleonasm；  repetition  of the  same  idea  in  other  terms. 

演 義  t0  extend  or  elaborate  the meaning  of;  *to  popularise. 

三國 志渾義 popular  orro- 
man  tic  version  of  the  History 
of  the  Three  States. 

演說  to  narrate ;  a  modern  term  I for  lectures  (see  13,407). 

演劇  the  drama. 喫 下眼食  to  eat  food  under 
the  eyes, — of  the  person  who  is 
paying  for  it. 

眼發黑  to  see  black, 一 from hate. 

腰眼  lollows  on  the  back  over 
the  kidneys. 

腰眼 子不硬  his  kidney- 
hollows  are  not  hard,  he  has 
no  money,  which  is  carried  at 
the  waist. 

天眼  the  all-seeing  eye,  一  ofl 
Buddha. 

鑽天眼  piercing  the  eye  ofl 
heaven 广 of  reckless  talk. 

打眼 t。  bore  a  hole,  as  with  a  I 
gimlet;  to  take  off  one’s  atten- 
tio  o  overreach;  to  cheat. 

那 111 眼兒你 別打通 

了  don’t  make  that  hole  right 
through. 

實眼 a  true  eye, — a  term  used! 
in  wei-chH  (12,529)  to  denote  a 
space  on  the  board  which  cannot 
be  broken  into  by  attack  upon 
the  individual  pips  by  which  it 
is  formed. 

虛眼  the  opposite  of  the  above.  I 

無故 混祧眼  to  causelessly! 
find  fault. 

祭 人填海 眼 to  fill  up  the  sea 
with  a  person, 一 to  sacrifice  him. 

轍眼  a  cart-rut.  || 
道眼  the  channel  made  by  I 
heavy  rain  in  the  mud  of  a  road. 

字眼财 I2,324 - 
板眼  castanet  eye, 一 skilled  use of  castanets. 

做事 ，說話 ，沒 板眼 
in  action  and  in  speech  alike deficient. 

傢伙眼  the  skilled  use  of  tools. 
窻戶眼  a  hole  in  a  (paper) window. 

鐵眼 心  eye  of  a  needle;  (read 
chert1  yen)  a.  stye  in  the  eye. a  needle. 

一眼井 a  welL 
當以 遠謀二 字作眼 

the  two  words  fore  and  thought 
must  be  regarded  as  the  key¬ 
note, 一 to  the  essay. 

此詩 眼目在  the  key-note  | to  this  poem  lies  in..... 

眼子  a  person  who  is  often  | 
being  cheated. 

光 着眼子  stark  naked. 

肉 眼凡胎  a  term  of  abuse  =  I you  don’t  know  right  from  wrong ! 

P 光娘娘  the  Goddess  ofl Eyesight.  See  ad  init. 

Wide ;  extensive.  To 

practise;  to  drill；  to  per¬ 
form.  Used  with  13,113. 

椎 演聖德  to  make  the  Im-| perial  virtue  widely  known* 

擂 
3 

i3,i3o 

R. 勉 

C.(yn 

See 衍 

Rising  Lower. 

演習  to  practise. 

黯
 3 

I3J3I 

R •赚遽 

See 暗 

Rising  and 
Even  Upper. 

演 試  to  rehearse  (plays,  etc.); to  make  tdal  df. 

演  musical  entertainments. 

演戲  to  perform  plays. 

'演 奏  to  practise  music. 
Black;  dark.  See  2143. 

深黯  very  dark as  the  sky. 

雲 山黯淡  mountains  of 
black  clouds. 

色黯淡  dark-complexioned ; 

pale. 

— 然消魂 overcome  with  a deadly  grief, — at  parting. 

追至— 離而還 pursued them  until  dark  and  then  re- 
tiirned. 

暖 
3 

13,132 

R •鹽 

See 嚴 

Even  Lower. 

The  ipovement  of  a  fish's 
mouth  at  the  surface  of  the 
water.  See  13,500. 

R. 艷 

C»ym 

H.  yam W.  ngie 

N.  n'gien 

To  examine；  to  hold, an 

inquest.  To  verify；  to  come 

true；  to  be  fulfilled. 

查驗。 r 驗問 t。  examine 
into. 

驗看。 r 驗視 t。 inspect. M.  lien、 yen 

Y.  yei 

驗明。 r 考驗 明白 
examine  closely;  to  verify. 

to 
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13,133 

Sz.  ftien、 yen 

K.  dm,  hom 

J.  ken A.  ngiem 
Sinking 
Lower. 

驗 明斤兩 t0  verify  the 
weight  of. 

1 驗 試事由  the  details  of  an investigation. 

無 ，驗者  a  man  without  a  cer¬ tificate  of  identity  or  passport. 

辱命  t0  examine  and  receive. 

驗船  to  examine  or  survey  a ship. 

驗貨  to  examine  goods, — at  the 
Customs. 

^  a  Customs,  examina¬ tion-shed. 

驗貨手  a  Customs’  examiner. 

辱負 言乞  the  examination  finished; 
“examined.” 

驗 估核稅  to  assess  duties 
according  to  value；  to  charge 

duty  ad  valorem, 

i 單  a  duty  memo  or  debit-note 

- for  duties  to  be  paid,  issued  after 
the  examination  of  goods  and 

hence  called  “examination  bill.’’ 

‘驗  examination  dues;  duties, 
to  examine  and  release, — 

goods. 

相 驗。 r 驗尸 oi •驗 

屍  or  檢驗  to  hold  an  in¬ 
quest. 

覆 驗明確  to  place  beyond 
doubt  by  a  second  inquest. 

調  tiao^  辱兔  to  appoint  an  officer from  another  District  to  hold  an 

inquest. 

駿傷 examine  wounds. 

效驗 4349 - 

欲 驗其事  he  wished  to  test 
the  matter, — to  see  if  it  would 
turn  out  as  predicted. 

何 以爲驗 what  shall  be  the 
sign  ? — of  fulfilment. 

應驗了  it  has  come  true. 

駿河  the  river  of  verification, — 
the  Indus. 

君 W  III 矣  your  words  have come  true. 

言 無不驗  whatever  he  said 
came  true. 

何異 自患沉 疴而怨 

巫醫之 無驗也  is  it  not 
the  same  as  getting  a  bad  dis¬ 
ease  and  blaming  the  doctor  for 

m 13,133 

騐 I3,i34 

I3,i35 R 阮銷 

C.  cyn,  chyn 

See0 

F.  -ngiong^ 

hiong) 

W.  
hie) 

niert
* 

K.  on 

]，gen、gon A.  : ngien 

Rising 

Irregular. 

w 

13,136 

R .霰屑 

AtL 

观 
C.  hyt^ 

H.  hen^ 

F.  ngieng^ 

hioiig3^ 

ngiek-^ 
W.  hsi^ 

N.  nyien P.  niert^  yen^ 

yf 

M.  lien、lie0 

Y.  hsiei 
K.  dn^  dl 

].gen,getsz A.  ngien、 ngiet 
Sinking  and Entering 

Lower 

Irregular. 

not  being  able  to  cure  it?  See 

1845. 

占驗  to  divine  by  means  of  the 
Diagrams  and  characters, — res¬ 
pectively. 

驗夢了  the  dream  has  come true. 

往 往有驗  there  were  fre¬ quent  responses, — to  prayers. 

驗箕斗  to  verify  the  lines  on " a  man’s  fingers, — in  connection 
with  the  impression  cn  a  deed, etc. 

Same  as  13,133. 

The  top  of  a  mountain. 

陟 則在巇 he  ascend¬ ed  to  the  hill-tops. 

繼 山形似 读， means  a mountain  shaped  like  a  caldron 

To  decide  judicially. 

Also  read  yeh^. 

議^語 ■  a  sentence  in  a  criminal case. 

以成信 _  so  as  to  arrive  at a  sentence  which  inspires  con¬ fidence. 

成  an  already-existing  sen¬ 
tence, 一 i.e.  a  precedent. 

識獄  t。 sentence  to  imprison¬ ment. 

廷辦 識木逆 the  magistrate 
convicted  him  of  extremely  un- 
filial  conduct. 

the  statutes  which  govern 

the  disposition  of  criminal  cases. 

秋鼸  the  autumnal  clearing-off 
of  all  pending  criminal  cases ; 
the  autumn  assize. 

識局  a  subsidiary  court,  presided 
over  by  a  deputy,  to  relieve  the 
regular  court  of  press  of  business. 

負  the  presiding  deputy,  as 
above;  the  magistrate  of  the 
Mixed  Court. 

teg
" 

雁 

!3>137 

R. 諫 

H.  
I  
"San 

F.  ngang 

W.  nga 

^,yen 

P.  yen 

yen、 an 
Y.  yaa Sz.  yen 
K.  a?i 

gen
 

A.  nyart 

Sinking 

Lower. 

A  term  for  wild  geese 

[A user  segetum、 etc.).  See 

689,  11,205. 

雁鵝。 r  水雁  a  wild  goose. 
天雁 a  wild  goose;  a  comet. 

家雁  a  domestic  goose. 
雁陣  the  flight  of  wild  geeie, which  is  either  in  the  form  of 

the  character  — •  one,  or  in  that 
of  man. 

雁 陣驚寒  flights  of  geese 
herald  the  approach  of  cold weather. 

Zhang'1)  walking  like  geese, 

— one  behind  the  other.  See 

9786. 

雁行 之析翼  the  breaking 
of  a  column  in  a  flight  of  geese, 

一 used  of  the  separation  of 
brothers. 

雁 影分飛  separation,— as 

above. 

所嗟人 異雁， 不作一 
^  the  pity  that  men  are not  as  geese,  they  do  not  come 

back  in  a  line, — i、e.  for  certain, 
once  a  year. 

in  a  column, — used  of  sol- 
diers. 

鴻  ifS  于征 心  wild  geese  are 
migrating. 

鴻 雁來賓  the  “guest”  geese 
have  come, 一 i.e.  those  which 
arrive  latest,  in  the  9th  moon. 

鴻 雁梢書  the  goose  has 
brought  a  letter, — referring  to 

the  letter  of  蘇武 Su  Wu， 

brought  from  Tartary  by  a  wild 

goose  to  whose  foot  it  had  been tied. 

新秋 雁帶來 wild  geese 
bring  in  the  autumn. 

雁來  a  name  for  the  9th  moon 

雁來  A mara?iius gangeticusy L.  Also,  Plumbago  zeylanica^ 
L.， and  Vinca  roseay  L. 

嫁雁  the  wedding  goose.  Set 

33i8. 

沉魚 落 雁之容 beauty 
that  makes  fishes  dive  and  geese 
settle, — from  envy. 

魚 雁往來  fishes  and  geese passing  to  and  fro, —  epistol¬ 
ary  communications.  See  3600, 
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m 
13,137 

13,138 r. 諫 
^ 雁 
A.  Hyan、 ngan 

Sinking 
Lower. 

m 
i3，！39 

i3，Mo 

R. 徵 29. 
H.  cyam 
see 簷 
K.  ydm 

Sinking 
Lower. 

雁帛  a  letter. 

雁 過拔根  毛  to  pluck  a 
feather  from  every  passing  goose, 

一 to  get  something  out  of  every¬ 

body.  
、 

雁臣  hostages  from  the  N.  bar 
barians  {temp.  N.  Wei  dynasty), 
who  were  allowed  on  account 

of  the  heat  to  go  home  in  spring 
and  come  back  in  autumn. 

False;  fraudulent； 
counterfeit  ；  spurious.  See 

13,140. 

今 人眞廣 ■莫辦 prevent ing  people  from  distinguishing 

genuine  from  false.  
一  。 

廣僞  false;  fraudulent. 
作贋 t。  act  falsely;  to  play  the 

hypocrite. 

贋製 t。  make  counterfeit  goods, 
etc. 

贋手 the  hand  of  the  forger，- 
in  glosses,  interpolations  in  a 
text,  etc. 

皆 贋本也  all  are  forgeries, 
一 of  pictures. 

圖 外贋析 ，失 內眞愉 
he  who  puts  on  an  outward  ap¬ 
pearance  of  joy,  sacrifices  his 
inward  lightness  of  heart. 

麗鼎  the  spurious  tripod, -given 
up  by  the  魯  Lu  State  to  the 

Ch‘i  State.  Used  in  the 

sense  of  to  counterfeit,  as  trade¬ 
marks,  etc. 

Same  as  13,137. 

Correct  form  of.  13,138. 

Beautiful;  winsome; 
seductive. 

黯 絶  very  beautiful. 

豔女  a  beautiful  woman. 

豐羞  pretty  maid-servants. 

美而豔  how  beautiful  she  is! 

ii  妻 通方處  the  beautiful 
wife  blazes,  now  in  possession 
of  her  place. 

黯 色 動人 beauty  excites  men. 

i3，！4i 

13,142 

I3,i43 

I3,i44 

R. 

See 
Sinking 

Lower. 

w 
13,145 

R. 霰 

C,yn 

H.  ngieng^ 
F.  ngan 

.y He ̂   ngie 

N.  ngi、 ngien 

.1 

yen 

Y.  yei Sz.  yen 

K.  yon 
J.  ken、 gen 
A.  ngien Sinking 

Lower. 

i3>i46 

羣罗  _  黯  masses  of  flo
wers 

vying  with  one  another  in  love¬ 
liness 

與 如子遞 喫其豔 
handed  it  to  the  concubine  that 

she  might  smell  its  delicious 

perfume. 

嬌 黯  charming;  fascinating. 

黯 未 t  handsomely  dressed. 

光黯  gorgeous;  dazzling. 

黯 陽  bright;  fine,  as  weather. 

淫  seductive;  wanton. 

黯曲  a  love-song. 

黯  口爲繭  a  Plausible  tongue is  a  curse. 

il  慕  t0  admire;  to  long  for. 

豔魄  a  woman’s  spirit. 

Same  as  13,141. 

Same  as  13,141. 

The  rolling  and  tossing 
of  billows.  See  7144. 

The  slab  of  stone  on 

which  ink  is  rubbed.  See 

12,138. 

硯臺  an  inkslab. 視水盒 壺)。 r 視滴 
a  little  fancy  jar  for  holding 
water  to  be  used  on  the  inkslab. 

耕硯田  to  plough  the  fields  of  | 
inkslab, 一 i.e,  of  literature. 

同 硯。 r 視兄。 r 硯友 
fellow-students. 

鐵 硯磨穿  to  rub  a  hole through  an  iron  inkslab, — ex¬ 
cessive  study. 

古硯微 凹聚 墨多 m 
old  inkslab,  being  slightly  worn 

away,  holds  more  ink. 

Same  as  4508. 

阽 2
 

13.147 

R_- 鹽 

See 鹽 

Even  Lower. 

广
忍
 

R 

I3J5I 

f 炎
 

H.  cyam^  yam^ 

See 掩 

K.  ydm K.jiem 

Sinking 

Lower. 

A  wall  just  ready  to  fall 

dangerous. 

阽 於死亡  in  danger  of  death 阽 余身而 危死兮 
I  have  been  in  danger  of  death 

阽危  untenable, 一 as  a  position in  war. 

國 家阽危  the  State  in  ex¬ 
treme  danger. 

阽 危之聲  a  horrible  sound 

A  roof；  a  shelter.  Radi¬ 

cal  53， described  in  com 

].gen^gon K.yem 

Rising  Lower. 

mon  parlance  as  偏 上兒. 

掃 
Same  as  1 3,04.5. 

i3,M9 

銥 
Same  as  1 732. 

13^5° 

Blazing  ；  bright  *,  brilliant. 

燄 
IS2 

火焰  the  blaze  of  fire. 

靑焰  a  blue  flame. 
烈焰  a  roaring  blaze. 

燈 光碧焰  the  flame  of  the lamp  is  very  bright. 

焰光值 冲霄 漢 the  flames 
shot  up  to  the  Milky  Way. 

狂 焰日長  (c/iangz)  the  wild 
flames  (e.g.  of  sedition)  spread 

daily. 

放焰口  to  say  masses  of  inter¬ cession  for  the  dead, — as  is  al¬ 
ways  done  soon  after  death,  and 
also  on  the  15th  of  the  7  th  moon 

for  the  souls  of  those  who  have 

failed  to  receive  a-proper  burial. 

文焰  literary  fame. 
遠焰  wide-spread  reputation. 
氣焰  their  breathblazes  up;  hon¬ our  and  respect. 

Same  as  13,151. 
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13^53 R •鹽 

F.  ngieng 

N.  figirn See 詹 
Even  Lower. 

壹 
13.155 

擭 
13.156 

乙 

13.158 R •質 

See 乙 

Entering 

Upper. 

The  gate  to  a  village；  a 
hamlet. 

間閻。 1 •里閻  a  village；  a 
hamlet;  the  first  the  people; 
the  nation. 

食間  to  counsel;  to  advise；  to 
stimulate. 

閻浮樹  a  fabulous  tree,  the 
leaves  of  which  are  said  to  be 

triangular.  Sanskrit :  jambu. 

閻浮州  Jambu-dvipa, — the  is¬ 
land  of  rose-apples,  sc.  India; 
the  world. 

閻 羅王。 r 閻王。 r 閻君 

。> ■閭 摩羅社  the  ruler  of 
Purgatory；  the  Chinese  Pluto; 
the  Yama  of  the  Hindus. 

七十三 八十四 ，閻王 

不叫， 自己死  if  at  73  or 
84  a  man  is  not  summoned  七 y 
Yen  Wang,  he  will  die  of  himself. 

閻王 飴蕭子 咖 Yen 
Wang’s  fan, — he  has  a  陰面 
black  face,  i.e.  he  is  treacherous. 

見閻王  to  see  Yen  Wang, 
to  die. 

閻 王好見 ，小 鬼難纏 
to  interview  Yen  Wang  is  a 

trifle:  ’tis  his  satellites  who  give the  trouble. 

!3，159 

r •物 

C.  nget 

F.  ngeik W.  hsiai》 

細;， ngo^ 
N.  nyih 

P.^° 

M.yt 

Y.heh 

Sz.  yi^  chH 
K.  tl,  hil 

J.  giisz、 gochi A.  nget Entering 

Irregular. 

13,160 

R#l 

C.  nget 

Y.  ngeik 

W.  ng'6  f 

ngwah 

?.yi3' 

M.  chH 

Y.  heh 

Sz •少 chH 
K.  i7,  hil 
A.w"  • 

Entering 

Lower. 

mAf: 

Same  as  13,151. 

Y3L 

Same  as  5342. 

R. 

13,162 陌 

See 益 

Entering 

Upper. 

Same 
as  539 尖 

See  5341. 

A  black  bird  {see  5341 
for  original  form)；  a  martin. 

吞 I 乙 卵而孕  pregnant j 
through  swallowing  a  martini 
egg.  (P^tillon,  Al.  lit.  p,  501). 

湓 
I3>i<53 

M 
13.164 

rr 
13.165 

.陌 

% 益 

Entering 

Upper. 

Strong  ；  valiant. 

^  ̂   strong,  as  walls  of  a  for¬ tress  ; valiant;  the  appearance 
of  a  ship  tossed  by  waves. 

仡 仡勇夫  that  dashing  brave  I officer. 

吃然  suddenly;  unexpectedly. 

揖 

i3,l66 

13,167 

W 13,169 

R •輯 

See 邑 

A  mountain  peak. 

Entering 

Upper. 

B 邑， 

To  breathe  short  and 

吃峰  grand;  imposing. 13,170 quick,  as  an  asthmatic 

吃相同  very  much  alike. 

r •緝合 

person. 

See 揖 

心卩邑  palpitation  of  the  heart. 

Strong. 

俋 俋乎耕 而不顧  vigor- 1 ously  ploughing  on  without  look¬ 

ing  back. 

See  5485. 

The  throat.  Used  with 

13,028. 
終 日號 ^ 而卩益 不嗄 
to  cry  all  day  long  without  be 
coming  hoarse. 

P 益 不容粒  unable  to  swallow even  a  grain. 

•  Read  0^.  Sound  of 

laughter. 

See  5486. 

Entering 

Upper. 

滔 
13.171 

w 

13.172 

R •辑 

See 

Entering 

Upper. 

See  5489. 

w 

I3,i74 

R-陌 • 

See 亦 

A.jik 

Eotering 

Lower. 

The  first  stomach  of  a 

deer.  To  chew  the  cud. 
Entering 

Lower. 

See  5484. 

A  satchel  for  books；  a| 

bag  to  hold  perfume.  Tot 
enwrap. 

See  5395. 

A  disease. 

/• 

解  Y 亦  a  slow  and  irregular  pulse.  I 
食你  to  eat  voraciously  and  yeti 
get  thin;  the  “wolf”  disease. 

A  small  tent;  an  awning ;| 

a  cover  for  a.  coffin. 

油  r|J to  spread  a  tarpaulin,! 
— over  the  polo  ground,  to  keep| 

it  dry. . 
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1633 

Entering 
Lower. 

I 各 

i3,m 
R •陌 

See 易 

Entering 
Lower. 

圍
私
 

13,178 

See 
易 

Entering 
Lower. 

繹 
.i3，!79 

譯 
i3，i8o 

m 
i3，iSi 

13.182 

w 
13.183 

陌錫 
w 易錫 

[•  yeki、 seki 
A.  tik 

Entering 

Upper 
and  Lower. 

億 
13.184 

To  play  at  wei-chH\  see 

1 2,529.  [To  be  distinguish- 
ed  from  类 5396.] 

弈之 爲數， 小數也 & 
art  of  playing  wei-chH  is  but  a 
small  art, 一 yet  it  demands  great 
concentration. 

弈秋  wei-chH  _ Ch‘iu， 一  a  man 
who  earned  this  name  by  his 

skill  at  the  game;  the  “Morphy’ 
of  China. 

二 叟對弈  two  old  men  play¬ 
ing  wei-chH. 

To  spy  out.  To  lead  on. 

[Under  Radical  目  109.] 

睾睾  lively ;  joyful. 

Mist  rolling  upwards. 

See  5494. 

See  5495. 

See  5496. 

See  -5497. 

A  blaze ;  ’  a  bright  light. 
Withered  ；  dried  up. 

mr 13,185 

r •職寘 

F.ei
° 

See 意億 

Sinking  and Entering 

Upper. 

13.186 

R .職 

See 億 

Entering 

Upper. 

w 
13.187 

R •陌犬 

See 

垡骰 

Entering  and 

Even  Lower. 

役 
I3，i88 

疫 13.189 

I  7er. 

M 
I3J91 

See  5368. 

[逆 
I3J92 

K .職 

Entering 

Lower. 

Name  of  a  tree  =  杻 

8351.  Also  =  牛筋〃 

dera  glauca、 Bl. 

檍 次于柘  the  yi  is  next  best to  the  silkworm-oak  (562), 一 for 

making  bows  and  arrows. 

The  leather  binding  of  a 
shoe. 

The  door  of  a  kiln  or 

furnace. 

See  5520,  and  add  : 一 

紅殺  runners  on  the  official  staff 
of  a  yavidn. 

白殺  unofficial  runners,  paid  for 
odd  jobs. 

See  5521. 

An  incense  -  burner  ;  a 

caldron. 

See  5507. 

A  small  river  in  Honan, 

one  of  .the  headwaters  of 

the  推  Huai. 

i3，！93 

R. 質‘ 

See 逸 

Entering 

Lower. 

w 
13,194 

R •質屑 

C.  yet 

F.  tiek 

W.  yai 

N.yih 

P. 

Y.yik 

K.  //,  ckdl 

J.  itsz、 tetsz 

K

,

 

j

e

t

 
Entering 
Lower. 

w: 

13,19s 

R. 質 

See 溢 

A.,  jet 

Entering 

Upper. 

繼 
I3J96 

錫 

C.yikr 

F.  ngak^  v. 
ngauk) 

See 為 

K.  yok^  ik 

. keki、 kiaku 
A.  ngik Entering 

Lower. 

R. 

To  overflow.  Used  with 

5486.  Also  read  chih、 • 

_  &  overflowing
. 淫 決  lewdness  and  dissipation 

決陽  a  fabulous  animal  with leopard’s  head  and  a  horse’s  tail 
Also,  the  name  of  a  god  or  spirit. 

To  rush  forth  ；  to  come 

out  from  behind.  To  excel  ； 

to  jut  out  ；  extraordinary 
Used  with  11,116. 

木軼驚 鳧  in  water， rushins 
"'like  startled  teal, 一 of  a  swift horse.  See  7432. 

侵軼  to  attack  unawares. 懼其 侵 軼我也 
they  will  fall  upon  us  suddenly. 

散軼  to  scatter;  to  disperse. 

書亂 誰能軼 my  books  are 
disturbed  (by  the  wind):  who 

shall  put  them  in  order  ? 

整齊 而軼之 t。 Put  in 
order. 

起軼 古人之 所未到 
to  strike  out  some  original  line 
not  already  reached  by  the  men 
of  old. 

To  add  to  ；  to  fill  up,  as 

the  saliva  fills  the  mouth  ； 

saliva. 、 

A  fish-hawk.  Used  with 

5490...  [Figured  like  Falco 

aeso/on.] 

六鵷退 _ 過朱都 
fish-hawks  flew  backwards  past 

the  capital  of  Sung. 

鴻鶴  the  tiger-bittern  or  chest¬ 
nut  heron  {Gorsachius  goisakt), 

found  in  Formosa. 

205 



m 
13397 

齊錫 
See 岛 愧 

Even  and 

Entering 
Lower. 

R. 

R. 

13,198 

錫 
C.  yik^ 
F.  eik0 

Se^l 

1634 

YUNT 

Same  as  13,196.  Also, 

the  cackling  of  geese. 

惡_' 用是貌 睨者爲 
哉  what  is  the  use  of  all  this 
cackling  ? 

The  medallion  pheasant 

( Tragopan  satyr  us).  Used 
for  13,199. 

► 

3,206 

R. 職 

See 翊 

Entering 

Lower. 

Entering 

Lower. 

w 
Identified  by  the  Japan- 

13,199* 
R •陌 ese  with  Spiranthes  austra- 

lis、 Ldl.， a  common  orchid See 碑 

JEntering 
Lower. 

throughout  China. 

m 

13.200 
IT 

13.201 

Same  as  13,183. 

R 洽合 

J.5 A. haps 
Entering 

Upper. 

The  shrill  note  of  a  flute. 

See  5342. 

I3,202 

戈 
13)203 

Same  as  5342. 

w Women  whose  duty  it 

i3x2°4 was,  under  the  Northern R. 職 
Chou  dynasty,  to  conduct 

See 翊 the  worship  of  the  Goddess 
Entering 
Lower. 

of  Silkworms. 

， A  post  for  tethering 

13,205  ̂ 

animals. 
R. 職- 

C.  yik^  v.  tek 石 木又  a  boundary-stone. See 翊 

植竹 以爲代 Planted  bam- 
Entering 

Lower； 
boos  as  a  fence.  、 

The  (  ears  or  side-orna¬ 
ments  of  a  tripod. 

i3,207 

R. 職 

See 翊 

Entering 
' Lower. 

W 

13,208 

R •職 

See 翊 

Entering 

Lower. 

音1
 

13,209 

R. 侵 

See 陰 

Even  Upper. 

The  broken  husks  of 

wheat  ；  chaff. 
1 

麥? 麥^子  chopped  straw  which is  mixed  with  lime  to  make 

mortar. 

Black.  Used  with  5343. 

Sound,  as  opposed  to 響 

noise  (4263)  ；  a  musical 

note  •’  tone  •’  pronunciation 

(see  4279)  ；  rhyme；  the  voice 

[see  9207).  An  initial  sound 
in  the  Chinese  system  of 

spelling  [see  13,843).  Used 

for  13,229.  Radical  180. 

音聲  sound ;  noise. 

聲 成’文 II . 之音 modu- lated  noise  is  sound. 

淸音  gonging  and  drumming (in  honour  of  a  joss). 

牙音  a  dental  sound. sounds  and  meanings,- 

of  characters,  as  given  for  stu 

dents. 

音號  a  musical  note. 
五音  the  five  musical  notes,  viz. 

宮 ，商 ，角 ，徵  (chih%  and 

^5 .  See  9883. . 

七音  the  seven  initials  intro duced  by  the  Budd.  priest 

温  Shou  Wen  of  西 域  Turke 
stan. 

八  the  eight  sounds  employed 
in  music,  viz;  those  produced 

by  silk,  bamboo,  metal,  stone 

音1
 

13,2。9 

a  mu 

wood,  earth,  leather,,  and  the 

gourd  or  calabash. 

八音琴 （or 盒) a  musical 
box. 

八音1  班 f  a  band  of  music. 
九音 the  9  classes  of  spoken sounds, — palatals,  labials,  etc, 

音 藥 (yo**)  musical  instruments； 
music. 

音樂 w 合作  a  full  band. 音  musical  pitch,  according to  the  12  bamboo  pitch-pipes. 
See  7548. 

不 闇音律 not  to  be 
sician. 

通 於音律  to  understand 
music. 

知音  to  have  a  musical  ear;  to be  a  connoisseur.  See  752 

999S- 
自 相知音  mutual  recog¬ 
nition  as  musical  connoisseurs, 

一 used  of  a  close  friendship. 

知音 世所希  in  this  world, 
sympathetic  friends  are  few. 

餘 音繞梁  the  dying  sounds cling  round  the  beams. 

先衆音  to  lead  a  choir. 鳳仙從 來金玉 其音， 

不 敢相勞  Feng-hsien  al¬ 
ways  gold-jade’s  her  singing  (i.e, makes  a  great  favour  of  singing), 

so  we  won’t  trouble  her.  See 2032. 

音歌  ballads;  songs 

唱南音  to  sing  southern  bal¬ 
lads. 

古曰音 今曰韻 心 oW term  (for  rhyme)  was  yin,  the modern  is  yun. 

音語  language. 隹音  sweet  sounds;  kind  words. 

失音  to  be  speechless. 

回音  an  answer;  an  echo. 

祈卽賜 一回音  please 
send  an  answer. 

敬候 住音  I  respectfully 
await  your  reply. 

音*  news;  tidings. 

音信不 相聞間 t。 have 
no  news  of  one  another. 

_  胃 胃  nothing 
 has  been 

heard  of  him. 
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曰 
13,209 

喑1
 

13,210 

R •侵沁 
See  : 

Even  and 

Sinking 

Upper. 

愔1
 

13,211 

R •侵 
See 陰 

Even  Upper. 

痏1
 

13,212 

R •侵 
See 陰 
Even  Upper. 

數年 以來絶 無音信 
for  some  years  past  there  had 
been  no  sound, — of  such  a  thing； 
that  she  would  have  a  child, 

音聞  report ;  rumour. 
P  音  pronunciation；  accent. 

正音  correct  sound  or  pronun 
ciation. 

京音  the  Peking  sound  or  pro 
nunciation. 

土  胃  local,  pronunciation.  See 
1272. 

八里 不同音  eight  li  away, 
and  the  pronunciation  is  no 
longer  the  same. 

音尾  a  drawl  in  speaking. 

音韻  pronunciation. 

音 韻淸楚  having  a  clear 
articiflate  pronunciation. 

字音  initial  sounds;  spoken 
words. 

音毋  the  letters  of  an  alphabet 

協音  having  the  same  sound  as 

環 音協還  huari1  (3^)  ̂as 
the  same  sound  as  huan% 、 ). 

鹿死 不擇音 (JV*'«4)  the deer  driven  to  death  does  not 

choose  the  best  place  to  take 

shelter  in, — but  any  place. 

The  sobbing  of  infants. 

To  be  dumb.  See  13,212. 

暗瘤 dumb. 

暗不 肖爸冒 unable  to  speak, 
. ― as  from  paralysis. 

Read  yeh^. 

喑想  (wu3)  boiling  with  rage. 

Quiet;  peaceful;  solemn. 

⑽ 4 度日  to  pass 
one’s  days  in  peace. 

Dumb.  See  13,210. 

deaf  and  dumb. 

口瘡  dumb;  unable  to  speak. 

窨 
13,213 

R 沁 

F.  eing 

See Sinking 

Upper. 

醅1
 

13,214 

R •侵 

See 陰 

Even  Upper, 

因1
 

R 

13,215 

眞 
C.  yen 
H.  yin 

ing 

^ ,  yang 

N.  ing 

P. 

M. . . 

y.  \y
,n 

Sz. 

K. in 

A.  nyon^  nyen 

Even  Upper. 

A  cellar；  a  store-room. 

酒窨  a  wine-cellar. 
眷 室  the  dark  room  where  silk¬ 
worms  are  kept. 

有井眷 — •眼 he  had  a  dry well, 一 for  storing  vegetables,  etc. 

Drunk. 

Read  yin^.  To  preserve 
in  vessels  closed  to  the  air. 
A  kind  of  stinking  sauce 
prepared  by  the 南蠻子 

savages  of  the  south. 

蔷醋 捅幾世 _  we  have had  yin  in  our  family  for  many 
generations,  —  we  have  always been  well  off. 

A  cause  ；  a  reason  ；  be 

cause ；  taking  occasion  from； 
having  regard  to  ；  proport 
ionate  to ;  means  of；  taking 
advantage  of.  Then  ；  there 

fore.  To  rely  on.  To  fol¬ 

low  ； to  succeed  ；  train  o 
thought；  by  and  by；  along 
To  multiply  by  a  single 
number.  See  770. 

因厚。 r 因由  a  cause ;  an origin；  a  reason. 

有因  there  is  a  reason.  " 
見他言 語有因 seeing that  there  was  really  something 
in  what  he  said. 

未 必無因  there  must  be  a reason. 

no 

所言未 必無因 there must  be  some  grounds  for  this 
statement., 

願見相 君無因  I  wished to  s^e  His  Ex”  but  had  no  ex¬ 
cuse  for  so  doing. 

無因 会坎郯 I  had means  of  letting  you  know. 

因緣  cause ;  reason ;  the  cause 
which  produces  effects  in  another 
state  of  existence. 

因 綠而起  arising  from  some cause. 

除 峙因緣  unless  for  some urgent  reason. 

因1
 

i3,2i5 

十 二因綠  the  twelve  niddnas 
or  causes  of  existence. 

勝因 夙所宗  a  happy  stroke 
of  destiny  reserved  for  me  in 

some  previous  life. 

把珠 寶做因 頭 she  made 
the  Jewels  a  pretext, 一 for  goinp. 

因爲 (_’》)  because;  on  acco”‘,it /of. 

因爲 甚 麽 why?  for 
what  reason  ? 

因 爲 _4 你  on  your  account. 

何因。 r 因何  why?  where 
fore? 

因 何綠由  for  what  reason? 因此  on  this  account；  therefore ; 
thereby. 

因 此識彼  to  irrpr  that  from 
this. 

丙  ̂   because  of  public  business 

同 風收口  t。 put  into  port 
in  a  storm. 

因事故 而拆革 t。 be  dis* 
missed  from  o 伍 ce  on  account 
of  certain  matters. 

因別故  for  other  reasons. 

非 西鼓鑄  is  not  the  reason 
for  which  it  was  cast. 

因 小失大  to  lose  the  greater 
for  the  less. 

因 W  he  then  said.... 因病  from  illness ;  on  account of  sickness. 

因而  thus;  thereby；  on  which account  he..,. 

碥鹫 伸而通  he  obtained 

access  through  Fei  Chung. 

因才施 sive  instruction 
proportionate  to  ability. 

因 時制宜  to  do  what  is  sui¬ 
table  to  the  occasion. 

因 地因時  according  to  the requirements  of  time  and  place. 

因之  he  result  or  consequence. 
of;  inferring  from  this;  availing 
myself  of  this；  thereby ;  on  this 
account. 

因果  ause  and  effect  ̂ 6627. 
正因 a  M  karma )  a  good 

destiny. 

來生 未了因  the  unaccom¬ 
plished  karjna  for  future  life. 



因 
i3)2iS 

欲卻# 世因， 今生受 

者是  if  you  want  to  know  how 
you  behaved  in  your  previous 
state  of  existence,  you  can  tell 

from  your  fate  in'  this. 

因心 财友  in  his  heart  he  was full  of  brotherly  duty. 

因 以其伯  and  to  preside over  them  as  their  chief. 

若民則 無恒産 ，因無 

恒心 as  to  the  people,  if  they 
have  not  a  certain  livelihood 

then  they  will  not  have  a  fixed 
heart. 

誰因  on  whom  should  I  rely? 

因 人成事  to  accomplish 
matter  through  the  aid  of  others. 

囚不 失其親 t。  rely  upon 
fitting  persons. 

因 糧於敵  forage  on  the eneray. 

周因 於殷禮  the  Chou  dy 
nasty  followed  the  regulations  of 
the  Yin  dynasty. 

因仍  to  continue  as  of  old. 

秦 留韓非 因殺之 & 
Ch‘ins  kept.  Han  Fei  prisoner 
and  by  and  by  put  him  to  death 

因 循怠緩  to  leisurely  follow 
a  routine, — without  regard  to 
exigencies. 

因 循 下來  he  fell  in  with, the  suggestion. 

因 循了  事  t。 be  per- functory. 

我欲 因此鳥 i  would  like 
to  avail  myself  of  the  medium 

of  these  birds, 一 as  messengers, 

因其 自然而 求之吨 
get  what  you  want  by  letting 

things  take  their '  own  natura’ course. 

相因  following  one  from  the 
othgr;  in  connexion. 

此又 內篇相 因之理 
也  such  is  the  rationale  of  the 
connexion  between  the  “inner 

chapters,” 一 referring  to  the  first 
seven  chapters  of  Chuang  Tztt’s work. 

各 不相因  each  one  being 
separate  and  distinct, --^-from  the 
others. 

太滄 之粟陳 陳相因 
the  grain  in  the  Imperial  grana¬ 
ries  grew  stale  year  by  year, 

因1
 

i3,2I5 

姻1
 

i3, 216 眞 

See 因 

Even  Upper. 

R. 

金元 明因之 the  Chin， 
Yuan,  and  Ming  dynasties  fol¬ 
lowed  suit, 一 in  using  a  certain term. 

因 桓是來  they  came  along the  river  Huan. 

因城 以爲 臺 者舊矣 
built  out  from  the  city  wall  there 

was  a  tower,  which  had  been 
there  for  years. 

因跎羅  Indra. 因制  an  imitation  of  the  word 〖‘inch.” 

等因故 10,877. 

莊子因  the  train  of  thought n  Chuang  Tzti, — title  of  a  book *  . 

A  bride.  Relationship  by 

marriage.  See  5223. 

結姻。 1 ■締姻  t。 contract  a 
marriage. 

姻戚。 t 姻親  a  wife’s  rela tives,  as  spoken  of  by  the  hus¬ band. 

姻家  the  families  of  a  husband and  wife, — referring  only  to  the elders. 

姻兄弟  a  term  used  in  the relationship  between  the  respect 

ive  grandfathers,  fathers,  and 
uncles  of  a  man  and  his  wife 

姻侍生  a  term  used  by  and of  the  elder  as  compared  with 

the  younger  generations  above 

姻 聣生。 r 姻愚娃  a  term used  by  and  of  the  younger  as 

compared  with  the  elder  gen¬ erations  above. 

姻再 腕。1 •姻 愚娃孫 
a  term  used  as  above  by  and 

of  a  generation  a  degree  lower. 

姻翁  the  fathers  of  a  husband and  wife,  as  Spoken  of  by  the 

younger  generation. 

姻 亞  see  12,813. 
姻  marriage  affinity,— a  bond 
supposed  to  exist,  from  birth 

upwards^. between  couples  who 
become  husband  and  wife. 

好姻緣 a  capital  match. 

姻 綠有分  (fhiS)  marriages are  made  in  heaven. 

各有 姻緣， 莫羨人 
each  one  has  his  own  marriage 

destiny,  so  do  not  covet  that  of others. 

姻1
 

13,216 

W 
13,217 

眞 

See 因 

A.  nyen. 
Even  Upper. 

R. 

絪 

13.218 

茵1
 

13.219  , 

•眞 

See 因 

A.  nydn 

Even  Upper. 

m 

13,220 

r. 眞 

See 因 

Even  l/pper. 

13.221 m 

13.222 

r. 眞 

•See  因 

Even  Upper. 

嘉姻。 r 茛’姻  a  happy  mar- 1 
riage. 

姻緣艇  pleasure-boats  (Can-| 

ton). 

姻蕃 love. 
The  generative  influen¬ ces  of  heaven  and  earth,  by 

which  all  things  in  nature 

are  constantly  reproduced. 

See  13,826.  1 

Same  as  13,2 1 7.  S 

A  doubled  mat  or  cush¬ 
ion  for  a  carriage. 

文茵 a  tiger-skin, — used  in  a | 

carriage.. 

細 轉如茵  fine  grass  like  a 

cushion. 

笞茴  a  cushion  of  moss.  I 

屋古 布笞茵 a  layer  of  moss 
covers  the  old  house- 

乘  ch^eng 1  茵  to  sit  on  a  cushion 
carried  by  four  men, 一 :as  the inferior  women  of  the  palace, 

under  the  Han  dynasty, -wbUe 

the  Empress  and  Imperial  con¬ cubines  rode  in  carriages. 

荷 竿  Skimmia  Fortund,  M.T.M. 

茵 陳嵩  Artemisia  capillarisy 
Thunb. 

A  mat  or  mattress；  see 

5689.  Underclothes. 

拂铟  to  sweep  the  mat^— as  be¬ 
fore  sitting  dcfwn. 

累 猢而坐 ，列 鼎而食 
to  sit  on  double  cushions  and 
to  eat  from  an  array  of  dishes, 一 of  the  rich. 

Same  as  13,220, 

Iron-grey,  as  a  horse. 
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麕 
13,223 

R •眞 

See 因 

Even  Upper. 

陰1
 

13)224 

R. 侵 
C,yem 

Vf,yang 

P. 

■  ceine 

yi
n 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 

K.  'im 

].in 
A.  em 

Even  Upper. 

A  female  deer  ；  a  doe. 

The  female  or  negative 

principle  in  nature,  as  op¬ 

posed  to  陽  1 2,883  {g.v.)^ 

represented  in  geomancy 

by  虎  the  tiger.  Shadow  ； 

shade,  see  13,229  ；  dark ; 

cloudy,  as  opposed  to 晴 

2 1 86  ;  cold  ；  mysterious  ； 

secret  ；  supernatural.  [The 

concealment  implied  is  inhe¬ 

rent  ； it  is  the  unseen,  which 

never  can  be  seen.  See 

3,276.]  The  south  of  a 
river  and  the  north  of  a 

hill.  See  10,845. 

陰 陽  the  F"/  and  the  Yang，- 
the  primeval  forces,  developed 

from — i  the  Great  Monad, 

by  the  interaction  of  which  the 

whole  universe  has  been  pro¬ 

duced.  Expressed  thus  by 

the  Chinese ;  the  dark  half  being 

—the  yin  or  female  principle,  the 

light  half  the  yang  or  male  prin¬ 
ciple.  Also,  magic ;  sorcery.  See 
io,343. 

陰陽失 _ 所致 caused  by 
the  yin  and  yang  not  being  in 

due  proportions. 

其陰陽 之審度 〜故 
— •  — .  the  yin  and  the 

yang  calculated  in  due  propor- 

tions,  so  that  heat  and  cold  alter¬ 
nate.  See  9851. 

陰 陽相反 the  >  and  the 
yang  are  opposites,— a  dream 
of  life  means  death,  and  vice 
versd. 

陰陽。 r 陰陽生 a  _ 
who  writes  out  death-certificates, 

to  be  exhibited  at  the  gates  of 

Peking  before  a  corpse  can  be 
passed  out.  See  12,865,  12,883 
Also,  an  hermaphrodite. 

陰陽家 a  magician;  a  necro¬ mancer. 

轉 信障陽 tc)  be  a  firm  be- liever  in  magic,  etc. 

陰1
 

13,224 陰 陽術數 magical  arts. 

陰陽水  cold  and  hot  water mixed. 

陰 陽老爺  the  person  (usual¬ ly  a  Taoist  priest)  who  arranges 

the  corpse  in  the  coffin. 

陰陽 榫 、兒 mortice  and tenon. 

桑棗柘 梨槐， 不造陰 

陽  the  mulberry,  the  jujube, 
the  cM  (562),  the  pear,  and  the 

huai  (5028),  are  not  used  for 
making  coffins. 

有 陰有陽  to  be  an  herma¬ 
phrodite. 

陰氣  the  negative  or  female  ele¬ ment. 

太陰  the  moon.  
* a  \a.rge  memdrum  virile, 

陰物乃 男子也 thegener - ative  organ  was  that  of  a  male. 

陰戶。 r 陰門 。1 •下陰 the  female  organ. 

陰蓋  the  os  pubis  of  a  woman. 
female  etiquette. 

陰 文  incised  characters,  as  op¬ posed  to  those  cut  in  relief, 

陰寒  an  internal  chill. 

陰 影 shade. 光陰  Ught  and  shade;  time. 

寸 陰是競  ev«ry  inch  6f  sha¬ dow  (on  the  sun-dial,  sc.  of  time: 
should  be  contested. 

惜分》 陰  to  be  sparing  of every  fraction  of  time. 

樹倒 無陰  a  fallen  tree casts  no  shade. 

陰凉兒  shady  and  cool. 
西 陰凉兒 下來了  & 
cool  shades  of  evening  have 

fallen.  y 

種樹 圖陰凉 trees  _ planted  with  a  view  to  shade 

無心 桷柳， 柳成陰 the 
chance-planted  willow-twig  be¬ 

comes  a  shady  willow-tree. 

陰陰的  very  dark. 
陰  gloomy;  obscure. 

陰  black  clouds. 
陰  ̂   a  dark  or  cloudy  day. 

陰1
 

I3)224 
陰天間  idle  on  cloudy  days, 一 a  sun-dial. 

陰天樂 {lox*)  happy  on  dark days’ 一 an  albino. 

連陰了 幾天 it  has  been 
cloudy  for  several  days. 

天 陰沉了  the  sky  has  be- 
come  heavily  overcast. 

陰雨  dark  and  rainy;  abundant! and  fertilising  rain. 

陰符  a  secret  tally  or  charm.  I 

陰符經  the  name  of  a  Taoist  I su/ra,  said  to  be  over  4,000  years 

old  but  really  of  modern  origin. 

陰毒  to  secretly  injure. 

陰事  secret  affairs. 陰報  a  secret  recompense. 

陰 secretly ;  underhand. 

陰功  secret  merits. 

天下陰 受其禍 the  era- 
pire  suffers  these  calamities  with¬ out  knowing  how  they  came 

about. 

薄  secret  hostility. 

陰謀  to  secretly  plan. 

陰內  to  hide;  to  conceal. 

陰邪  dark  and  deflected, — of 
actions;  sc.  evil. 

陰間。 r 陰世。 r 陰府 
the  nether  world ;  Hades. 

陰司。 r 陰曹  the  judge  in Hades. 

過陰  to  visit  Hades;  to  consult the  spirits;  to  act  as  a  medium. 

陰魂  a  dead  man’s  spirit. 

陰狀  a  dying  man’s  declaration. Also,  a  plaint  filed  in  the  next world. 

陰溝  a  covered  drain. 向陰  facing  the  north.  See  8774. 
城陰  on  the  north  of  the  city,  j 

陰沉  hard- wood. 陰行草  Siphonostegia  ch  inert-  \ sis， Bth. 

Read  yin^.  To  over¬ shadow  ； to  do  good  to. 

旣之陰 女 （= 汝口  g。 to lielp  you. 
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i3,224 

Read  yungz. 
house. 

An  ice- 

三之日 鈉 于凌陰 inthe 
days  of  the  3rd  (moon)  they 

convey  (the  ice)  to  the  ice¬ houses. 

Read  an1.  A  hut,  called 

餘陰， at  the  tombs  of  Em¬ 
perors,  used  for  purposes  of 
meditation. 

Same  as  1 3,224. 

Same  as  13,224. 

Same  as  13,224. 

Same  as  13,229. 

Shade ；  shady  ；  shadow  ； 

to  overshadow,  to  shelter; 

to  protect. 

樹成 蔭而衆 鳥息焉 
the  tree  makes  a  shade  and  birds 
come  to  rest  in  it. 

茂樹蔭  yin、 蔚  the  trees  are covered  with  a  dense  foliage. 

Jttg  t0  protect. 

蔭棚子  a  scaffolding  matted 
over  at  the  top. 

總 集福蔭  may  all  blessings 
gather  here ! 

盾[ hereditary  official  rank  be¬ 
stowed  upon  the  sons,  grandsons, 

younger  brothers,  or  nephews,  of 
distinguished  public  servants. 

難 蔭  hereditary  distinction  con¬ 
ferred  as  a  reward  for  suffering 
in  the  public  service. 

蔭  a  holder  of  hereditary 
rank,  as  above. 

蔭 生 具外  a  second-class 
Secretary  to  a  Board,  appointed 
in  recognition  of  the  services  of 
a  deceased  relative. 

用父 蔭補官 t。 °btain 
office  by  virtue  of  his  father’s services. 

：63B  ] 

m 
IP30 

See 嘗 

SinkingUpper. 

13,231 

R 眞 

See 因 

A.  ftydn,  nyen 

Even  Upper. 

13^32 

澉 !3,233 

R .眞 

See 因 

A.  yen、 nion Even  Upper. 

13,234 

See 
因 

K.yen^  nion 
Even  Upper. 

A  disease  of  the  heart. 

Used  for  13,278. 

To 各 top  up  ；  to  lead  or 
change  the  direction  of,  as 
water. 

鯀 塱供水 K‘un  dammed  up the  waters  of  the  flood, — instead 
of  draining  them  off,  as  his  son, 
the  Great  Yu,  did, 

距聖  a  mound  raided  alongside a  wall  in  order  to  scale  it. 

Same  as  13,231. 

To  sink  in  water；  to  be 

submerged,  as  opposed  to 

浮 3600  ；  to  soak  \  to  stain ; 
to  spread,  as  liquid  on  urv 

glazed  paper.  Also  read 
yen1  and  used  with  13,231. 

煙 沒  to  be  drowned  ;  to  be  lost in  v  obscurity. 

湮 沒不彰  in  obscurity  and unable  to  make  oneself  known. 

煙倫 毁棄1 ^  in  ̂ ater - broken,  or  thrown  away,  - — of 
antiques. 

秦 之世所 以湮滅 

disappeared  under  the  Ch‘in 
dynasty, — of  Buddhist  books. 

、淫 、濕  soaked  through. 

雨 i 透衣服  the .  rain  has soaked  through  my  clothes. 

油煙了  紙  the .  Q.il  has  run 
into  the  paper. 

墨  ink  stains. 
爲之樂 v 以 宣其湮 
yen'  gave  them  music  in 

order  to  dissipate  their  melan¬ 
choly. 

The  name  of  a  sacrifice, 

offered  with  purity  and 
reverence. 

jj^  ̂   ̂   he  sacrificed  pure¬ ly  to  the  six  honoured  ones, — 
the  seasons,  cold  and  heat,  the 

sun,  the  moon,  the  stars,  and 
drought. 

*1 

13.235 

R 眞 

See 因 

Even  Upper. 

闉1
 

13.236 

R •眞 

See 因 

A.  yen、 nibr、 

nion 
Evenypper. 

m 
13,237 

13,238 

R. 女删 

C.yen 

H.  yin 

F.  ung 

Vf  .yang 

N.  ing 

M. 

Y •少 

Sz*  yin 
K.  in 

],in、on 

A.  en 
Even  Upper. 

To  respect  ；  to  reverence. 

The  wall  which  encloses 

a  city  gate  as  a  further 

protection  against  enemies. 

To  stop .  up  ；  to  block. 

闇門  the  gate  in  the  above  wall. 

出其 閻闇㈣ 〉 1  went  out 
by^  the  tower  on  the  covering 

- wall. 
閻 遮各路  to  block  up  all  the 
roads. 

窮 困閫厄  in  great  straits. Same  as  13,231. 

Many；  flourishing ；  abund¬ 
ant.  Great.  To  determine 

exactly ;  to  regulate ;  middle. 
A  dark  red  colour.  Name 
of  a  dynasty. 

士與女 ，殷其 盈矣_ and  women  appear  in  crowds. 

繁  multitudinous;  see  10,092 

殷 實  having  ample  means;  rich; substantial. 

殷富。 r 殷戶  wealthy;  rich 
殷盛  affluent ;  abundant;  flour¬ 

ishing, 

殷渥  very  gracious. 
其不 殷# 非 天之罪 

if  there  is  not  enough  of  it,  that 

is  not  God’s  fault. 

閣下殷 拳照拂 yQU  have 
treated  me,  sir,  with  great  cor¬ 

diality. 

情殷  kindness. 

殷勤  diligent.. 殷然  with  all  one’s  heart. 

憂心 殷殷  with  my  heart  full  I 
of  sorrow.  1 

翼 殷不舉 though  having 
large  wings,  it  does  not  fly  away 

以 殷伸秋  in  order  to  deter， 
mine  mid-autumn. 

s 陰 I 氖| 廏 rl 蔭 c
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殷1
 

13.238 

懲1
 

13,239 
R. 文 

See 殷 
Even  Upper. 

R. 

13,240 

文吻 
See 殷 

Even  and 

Rising,  Upper. 

m 
I3|24I 

餘 
13*242 

m 
i3>243 •侵 

See 淫 

Even  Lower. 

淫 
2 

血殷  (yen1)  the  colour  of  dry 
blood. 

殷朝  (ch^ao1)  the  Yin  dynasty, 
一 as  the  Shang  dynasty  was 
called  from  b.c.  1401,  in  con¬ 

sequence  of  the  removal*  of  the 
capital  to  Yin,  in  modern  Honan. 

殷人  the  founder  of  the  Yin 
dynasty. 

殷 當盛世  in  the  prosperous 
days  of  the  Yin  dynasty. 

殷璧匪 遙  a  warning  exam- 
pie  not  far  off.  See  1644. 

Read  yin\  The  roll  o 

thunder.  See  13 ,240. 

殷其蠶  grandly  rolls  the  thun¬ 
der. 

袍 聲殷地  the  noise  of  their 
artillery  shook  the  earth,— of  the 
Feringhees  in  1520. 

Anxious  ；  disquieted  ；  sad. 

盤心  anxious. 

盤戀 M  2。98. 

The  sound  of  thunder. 

搬搬霹 靂 dap  upQn  dap 
of  thunder. 

13)244 

R. 便 
C.  yem 
H.  yim 

Same  as  13,216. 

See  5617. 

Obscene  ；  lewd, 
with  13,244. 

Used 

To  go  to  excess  ；  to  be 

dissolute  ；  licentious  ；  lewd  ; 
vicious  ；  lawless ;  bad  ；  see 

1 80.  To  be  covetous.  To 

overflow  {see  3490).  To 

W 13,244 

ing 

W.  yang l^.ying 

P*  j 

M.  yin 
Sz.  \ 
Tying 

K.  im 

J.  in 

A.jem 
Even  Lower. 

usurp.  For  a  long  time 
Great ;  excessive  ；  very. 

始淫 爲劓則 were  the  first to  go  to  excess  in  cutting  off 
noses  and  ears. 

罔 淫于樂 m  do  not  go  to . excess  in  pleasure. 

s/iao%  而淫酒 he  was  a 
drunkard  in  his  youth. 

淫 啤無福  imProper  worship brings  no  blessings. 

淫風  the  fashion  of  dissipation. 

萬惡 淫爲首  of  all  vices 
lewdness  is  the  worst.  See  4334. 

朋 淫于家  lie  introduced licentious  associates  into  his 
family. , 

淫朋  lawless  confederacies. 

鄭聲淫 the  songs  of  the  Cheng State  are  licentious. 

麗以淫 .beautiful  because  of its  abandon, — of  poetry  which 
flows  naturally  from  the  heart. 
Sec  6911. 

淫舉。 r 淫 浪 or 淫蕩 
profligate ;  debauched. 

―糖  wanton；  lewd. 

淫書。 r  淫文 obscene  books. 

淫談  indecent  talk. 
、淫  venereal  ulcers. 

淫水  water  flowing  at  random  ； 
semen. 

飽暖 思淫慾 repletion  and warmth  beget  lustful  desires. 

淫 4^、 desire ;  lewdness. 

淫婦。 5 淫 縱女子 a  lewd woman. 

、淫  obscene;  filthy. 

淫 、濫 outrageously  indecent. 

白 畫  、淫 openly  immoral, without  "'oncealment. 

禁 止淫戲 obscene  plays  are forbidden  here,— a  theatre  notice. 

淫氣  a  “vicious  force,”  which in  the  rainbow  is.  supposed  to  be 
the  vicious  interaction  of  heaven 
and  earth. 

淫鬼  the  demon  of  lust. 

淫传  impure;  vile. 
淫夫  the  father  of  an  illegiti¬ mate  child. 

淫 
2 

13.244 

霪 
13.245 

R •侵 

See 淫 

Even  Lower. 

13,246 
眞支 

See 引 

Even  Lower. 

淫博0 r  淫 色  debauchery. 
淫 溢  flooded;  exaggerated;  ex 

cessive. 

何爲 久滯淫 咖 should  I 
linger  long? 

天 道福善 而禍淫 God blesses  the  virtuous  and  sends 
misfortune  on  the  profligate. 

淫 詩  very  fond  of  poetry. 

日 淫于書  daily  devoted  to 
books. 

旣 有淫威 adorned  with 
great  dignity. 

淫羊藿  Epimedium  sagitta- 
turn、 Baker. 

Heavy  rain 

霧 雨連線 heavy  rain  in 
strings, 一 i.e.  not  falling  by  drops 
but  as  it  were  in  cords. 

連 靈 雨  continuous  and  heavy 
rain. 

incessant  rain  day 

晝夜霪 霧; 
and  night. 

To  revere;  to  show  re¬ 

verence  ； reverently.  The 

third  of  the  地支  calenda 

ric  branch  characters;  the 

Gemini  ；  see  Tables  VcL 

夙 夜惟寅 morning  and night  you  must  be  respectful. 

^  reverential  and  fearful. 

寅亮天 地』 o  reverently  dis¬ play  (the  powers)  of  heaven  and earth. 

寅恭  to  treat  respectfully； i 

寅賓 &  show  respect  to  a  guest. 

寅念  to  reverently  consider. 

寅 承. tC)/  respectfully  receive. 

寅時。 r 寅刻 3  t。 5  a.m. 

寅月  the  i st  moon. 

斗 柄回寅  the  handle  of  the Dipper  again  in  yin, 一 spring. 

同寅  or  寅  in  the  same branch  or  department, — of  offi¬ 
cials.  [The  first  is  also,  to  show 
a  common  reverence  for.] 

同 寅團拜  the  banquet  at 
which  the  principal  officials  in 

the  public  offices  meet  at  the 
New  Year. 
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戰
 3 13.247 

R._ 鋼 
See 引 

Rising  Lower. 

縯1
 

13.248 致鍋 

See 演 

Rising  Lower. 

蟥 
13.249 

夤:
 13,250 

R •眞支 
See 引 
A.， 

Even  Lower. 

13.251 R •較 

See 引 

Rising  Lower, 

垠
 2 13.252 

R •眞文 
Y.ngung^v. 

See 銀 

Even  Lower. 

銀 2
 13,253 R •眞 

C.  ngen 
H.  ngyin 
F.  ngung 

W.  ngiang 
N. ngying 

P*  ] 
M. ( 

Y.  I- Sz. ] 
yin

 

A  long  spear. 

Readyu3.  A  long  shield. 

矛莫 锁陷.  spears  did  not rattle  against  shields, — /.<?.  times 

of  peace. 

To  “run5*  a  seam  in  sew¬ 
ing. 

先 縯後緝  first  run  and  then 
fell. 

Same  as  1 3,266. 

To  respect  ；  to  advance. 
To  be  connected  with  ；  a 

girdle. 

夤夜  the  dead  of  night. 
夤緣  to  creep  around  (似  1550); 

to  climb ;  bribery ;  intrigue. 

夤緣 若縣蘿  to  climb  up 
or  rely  upon,  as  creepers, — round a  tree. 

八 貴  the  eight  regions  beyond 
thi  limits  of  the  九州  Nine 
Chou,,  or  China  as  known  to  the 
ancient  Chinese. 

Water- courses  running 

underground. 

A  bank  ；  a  boundary. 

垠岸  a  shore;  a  beach. 

一 望無垠  no  limit  to  the view. 

九  the  boundaries  of  the  Nine 
Heavens. 

Silver  (explained  as  the  良 

obstinate  metal,  because  so 
difficult  to  findin  China) ； 
silver  bullion  ；  money  (see 

5047);  treasure  -  wealth. 

前古 無言錤 in  ancient 
times  there  was  no  word  of  sil¬ 

ver, —— as  money.， 

百物皆 取銀爲 準 dm 

13,253 

K.  in 

]-g^A 

A.  ngen 

Even  Lower. 

became  the  measure  of  value 

for  all  things,— under  the  Ming 
dynasty. 

銀礦。 r 鋇六  a  silver  mine. 

銀子。 r  銀兩  silver  bullion； 
money. 

三 兩銀子  three  ounces  of 
silver;  Tls.  3. 

紋銀。 r 十足 紋銀。 '•細 
B  Pure  silver;  sycee,  so 

called  because  under  the  action 
of  heat  it  can  be  drawn  into 

’  fine  threads. 

銀錐  ingots  of  silver. 

銀錠兒  dovetails, 一 in  carpen： tering；  so  called  from  their 
resemblance  in  shape  to  silvSf 

ingots. 

銀銳相  dovetailed. small  silver  ingots;  “shoes” 
of  silver. 

銀 錢  silver  money  in  general. 

洋  ̂   foreign  silver  coins. 
鋇洋  taels  (i.e.  silver  bullion) and  dollars. 

兌 換銀洋  taels  and  dollars changed  here. 

薦銀  eagle  silver,  —  Mexican dollars. 

銀圓  silver  coins. 銀  a  sum  of  money. 
銅 銀  silver  mixed  with  copper; 
copper  or  counterfeit  dollars. 

潮銀子  alloyed  silver. 

頂銀  sham  silver. 
電 渡銀的  electroplated. 

辨銀  to  shroff  silver. 

碎銀  broken  silver. 
燒 埋之銀  a  sum  of  Tls.  10, paid  to  the  relatives  of  a  man 
killed  by  accident,  in  addition 

to  the  legal  punishment. 

祭 銀  paper  ingots  used  in  wor¬ 
ship. 

銀箔  silver  leaf. 銀線。 1 ■銀絲 {see  883)  silver 
wire;  silver  thread. 

鋇樓  a  shop  for  the  sale  of  head ornaments. 

銀牌  a  silver  medal. 

牌鋇攤  the  form  oi  “fan-ian” 

銀1
 

I3P53 

{see  3383)  in  which  $  1.00  is  the lowest  stake. 

銀匠  an  assayer  of  silver;  a silversmith. 

銀匠不 偷銀， 餓死一 
家人  if  an  assayer  were  not to  filch  silver,  his  family  would starve. 

銀  a  mint;  a  bank. 

銀師  a  shroff. 銀色  the  quality  or  “touch”  ofj 
silver. 

銀灰色  silver-grey ;  lavender 
colour. 

鋇紅色  rose  colour. 銀 治、 hang”  ot  銀號  a  bank. 

儲 蔷銀行  a  Savings*  Bank. 

銀店  small  banks. 
銀單。 r 銀票。 r 銀行 
hang1  bank  notes ;  bank  bills； 

money  orders ;  cheques. 

銀櫃 銀箱 a  safe. 
銀項。 r 銀欵  an  amount;  an item. 

銀鄕  a  silver  locket  with  a  mo¬ vable  drop  of  iron,  etc.,  inside ; 
a  silver  bell. 

銀庫房  the  treasure-room  of 
a  house. 

銀魚  the  silver-fish  decoration. 
See  13,510. 

銀靑  Silver  and  Blue, 一 allud¬ ing  to  a  token  of  Imperial  favour given  by  the  Emperor  太宗 

T‘ai  Tsung  of  the  唐  T'angdy- 
nasty  to  his  minister  李泌 

Li  Pi,  when  obliged  to  send 

hftn  to  hold  temporarily  a  sub¬ 
ordinate  office. 

銀缸 lamps. 

銀床  a  well-frame. 
銀兜子  a  purse  or  money, 

wallet, 

銀信  a  letter  of  advice  of  re¬ 
mittances. 

銀盤  the  silver  abacus,  —  the value  of  silver;  the  rate  of  silver ; exchange. 

銀花 == 金銀花  see  2032. 

銀花紙  silver-flowered  paper. 

銀硃  vermilion. 
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銀1
 

i3,253 

13.254 

W 
13.255 

R •眞轸 
吻 

See 銀 
Even  and 

Rising  Lower. 

13,256 

R 眞文 
銀離 

Even  Lower. 

I3,257 

R.4
 

See 銀 
Sinking 
Lower. 

銀鼠  the  ermine “  the  white 
squirrel. 

水銀  quicksilver. 

銀河  the  Milky  Way. 

銀燭  the  silver  candle,  —  the moon. 

銀鈎  the  silver  sickle, — the  new 
moon. 

銀山  a  hill  of  silver  paper,  burnt 
for  the  dead. 

銀 、海  the  silver  sea,—  the  eye 

銀 樹開花  like  a  silver  tree 
blossoming, — impossible. 

有筆無 .銀 ，僅 屬虛文 
a  good  literary  style,  without 
money,  attracts  no  attention. 

拏 着銀碗 討飯喫 beg- 
ging  with  a  silver  bowl, 一 refer- 

t。 嚴嵩  Yen  Sung,  a  cor- 
Xupt  minister  under  the  Ming 

dynasty,  whom  the  Emperor 

靖  Chia  Ching  punished  by 
making  him  beg  his  food  with 
a  silver  bowl,  the  result  being 

that  no  one  gave  anything  and 
he  starved  to  death. 

銀黃  silver  and  gold  whips, 一 
the  highest  offices  of  State. . 

See  ̂ 985. 

To  open  the  mouth  wide. 
Used  as  a  contraction  of 

11,299. 

听 然而笑  he  roared  with 
laughter. 

The  gums.  [Distinguish- 
ed  from  斷  12,149.] 

漸漸  quarrelling;  fighting.  See 
*13.263. 

Slime  ；  mud  ；  dregs. 

吟
2
 

i3,2S8 

R. 侵 

C,yem 

H.  nyim F.  nging 

W.  Tfgiang 
N.  nying 

u.\y
in 

Y  •  ying 

Sz.  yin 
K.  im 

].gin^gon 

Even  Lower. 

睑*
 

13.259 
R •侵寢 See 吟 

Even  Lower. 

蛊1
 

i3,2(5o 

R. 侵 

See 

Even  Lower. 

i3,26l 

To  mutter  ；  to  sigh  ；  to 

moan  ；  to  hum  over  ；  to 

chant；  to  intone. 

倚 樹而昤  to  lean  against  a tree  and  mutter,— as  a  soi-disant 
philosopher  when  pretending  to 

'  think  out  some  abstruse  problem. 

水 底龍昤  the  dragon  moans at  the  bottom  of  the  pool. 

鸞 昤鳳舞  the  birds  of  para¬ dise  call  and  the  phoenixes  play 

吟 風弄 月 to  .sing  in  the breeze  and  sport  beneath  the 
moon. 

咚秋  to  sing  to  the  autumn,  as 
birds  and  insects;  to  make  son¬ 
nets  to  autumn. 

the  chirping  of  cicadas. 

沉時  to  hum  to  oneself;  to 
ponder;  to  hum  and  haw. 

昤詩  to  hum  verses,— as  when composing. 

昤 詩作賦  to  hum  verses  ard write  poetry, 一 to  be  very  busy writing. 

昤成五 個字， 用破一 
生心  the  arrangement  of  5 
characters  (in  a  line  of  poetry) 

will  break  one  human  heart, — 

by  the  difficulty. 

吟 咚  tittering;  giggling. 

笑口  昤  smiling  and  titter¬ 

ing.* 

Used  for  13,258. 

Read  chinz.  To  close  ； 

to  shut. 

High  ridges  of  cliffs. 

Same  as  13,200. 

转1
 

13.263 

R •文眞 See 銀 

Even  Lower. 

闇*
 

13.264 

R •文眞 See 銀 

Even  Lower. 

引 13,265 

R. 較 

C,  yen 

H.ym 

F.  ing 

W.  yang 

N.  ying 

P.  \  . 

M. 卜彷
 

^•ying 

Sz.  yin K. ( . 

>  m 

A.jen 

Rising  Lower. 

A  fish-like  insect  [JLepis- 

ma)  which  destroys  books, 
clothes,  etc. 

Read  Aszn1.  To  wriggle. 

The  snarling  of  dogs. 

猛 犬猬猬 以迎吠 
a  fierce  dog  received  him  with 
loud  barking. 

To  speak  gently. 

闇 闇如也  so  bland  and  cour¬ 

teous. 

m 闇 謇謇匪 石可轉 

softly  and  pleadingly  speak,  and 
»if  he  is  not  of  stone  you  will 
turn  him  round. 

To，draw  out；  to  stretch ； 

to  prolong  ；  see  1 1,018.  To 
lead  ；  to  lead  on  ；  to  lead 

up  to  ；  to  guide  {see  7763); 

to  introduce  ；  an  introduc¬ 
tion  to  a  book ;  to  quote. 

A  measure  of  100 尺  feet, 

used  under  the  Han  dy¬ 

nasty  •,  a  weight  of  2 斤, 

pounds  ；  a  lot  of  8  bags  of 

salt,  weighing  6|  piculs  net. 

引弓  to  draw  a  bow.  See  6599. 

引  to  crane  the  neck.  See 

1392. 

伏而 引 領望見 he  lay 
down  and  stretched  out  his  neck 

to  look, — into  a  well. 

引 而伸之  to  carry  out;  to develop ;  to  expand,  as  a  prin¬ 

ciple  into  a  system. 

職兄  huang-  斯引  prolong¬ 
ing  my  anxious  sorrow. 

引近  to  bring  near. 

領引 or 引進 to  lead  in. 發引。 r 執引。 r 引柩 
to  escort  a  coffin  to  th.e  grave. 

引布  the.  strips  of  white  cloth or  paper  attached  to  the  front of  a  bier  and  held  by  friends, 

as  though  helping  to  convey  the 

body  to  the  grave. 
i 
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come  to  Peking  to  have  audience 
of  the  Emperor. 

引就。 r 引至  to  introduce  to.  | 

此引出 兩 個古人 this (passage)  introduces  two  of  the 
men  of  old, — to  the  reader. 薦引  see  1680.  J 

弓  I  書  to  quote  books,  especially the  Classics. 

引 據書目  list  of  books (authorities)  quoted. 

引得來  quoted;  adduced.  | 

引典故  to  make  an  historical .or  mythological  allusion. 

引 經據典  to  make  classical 
quotations. 

引證 t。  adduce  as  proof.  j 

引今 ■通古 to  adduce  the present  in  explanation  of  the  past. 

幷引論  together  with  intro¬ ductory  remarks, 一 as  when  edit¬ 

ing  a  poem  or  essay. 

/j、 引 .the  “argument”  of  a  book or  chapter. 

曲引  the  argument  or  gist  ofl a  song, 

引子  the  gist;  the  purport.  Alsol 
dry  yeast. 

藥引子  an  ingredient  added  to  I a  medicine  for  the  purpose  of 

introducing  the  other  compo¬ 
nents  to  the  organ  which  they 
are  intended  to  affect.  Hence, 
that  which  leads  up  to  a  situation, 

as  in  a  novel.  \ 

引藥  to  act  as  a  vehicle  for  a  I 
drug,  as  honey. 

指引  to  point  out;  to  elucidate,  j 

弓 I  火  to  strike  a  light. 

性 易引火  inflammable. 引  the  certificate  for  a  certain 
quantity  of  salt. 

引働  the  tax  on  salt. 
引賣  to  offer  for  sale. 
引地  to  sub-let  a  fief  or  landl 
held  in  fee-simple. 

引枕  a  pillow.  I 

引滿  to  fill  a  cup  and  drink  it  I 
to  the  dregs.  \ 

~ *  引遂 盡  he  drank  it  oflf  at a  draught.  See  13,269. 

'TTusr 

The  earthworm.  See 
2312, 7644. 

娃翻白 出濶, 蝴屈紫 

之長  a  frog  on  itu  back  is  like a  broad  white  出，  a  wriggling 

worm  is  like  an  elongated  red 

之 

Same  as  13,276. 

Breast  harness  for  horses. 
Reins 

體 寒失晖 I  being  cold,  he  let 
drop  the  reins. 

To  drink  ；  to  swallow. 

飮食  to  eat  and  drink;  food and  drink;  food  in  general.  See below  • 

飮 食無味 havins  no  appe¬ 
tite. 

飮 食之銀  maintenance  ex¬ 
penses. 

飲 食之人  a  gourmand ;  a 
bon  vivant. 

飮啜  (something)  to  jeat  and 
drink. 

々似 4 飲  good  to  drink. 

^  ̂   to  drink  water.
 

飲 水知源  by  drinking  the  I 
water  we  know  the  spring, 一 

whether  it  is  good  or  bad. 

飲湯  to  take  soup.  j| 

飮酒  to  drink  jsvine;  to  feast.  I 

飮 新娘酒  to  attend  a  wed-j ding  feast. 

飲器 a  slop-pot  for  receiving  I 
dregs  of  wine. 

飲典 {hsing^)  the  exhilaration of  wine. 

飲饌 。> •飲宴 t。 feast. 
飲福 。> ■飲祕  to  meet  and  I dine  together  to  discuss  business, 
— of  guilds. 

勸 人節飮  to  urge  people  to  I 
be  temperate. 

飲 不自節  to  drink  without! 
knowing  when  to  stop. 

m 

13,266 

R •夥 

See 引 

Rising  Lower. 

13,267 

m 

13.268 

R. 轸 

See 引 

Rising  Lower. 

飮
 3 

13.269 

队寢泌 

C.yim 

H.yim F.  ing、 ting 

^ ,  yang 

N.  ing 

P.  j 

M. . 

Y •卜 Sz. ) 

K.  tm 

J.  in、 on A.  em Rising  and 
Sinking 

Upper. 

YI3NT 

引 3
 i3,265 

引  to  lead  on. 

導 引  to  breathe  in  a  particular 
way,  as  the  Taoists  do,  with  a 
view  to  long  life. 

避 世引年  to  retire  from  the 
world,  and  prolong  one’s  life. 

引去  he  drew  off  his  forces. 

便欲引 還  he  accordingly 
wished  to  draw  off  his  troops. 

引  t。 lead  the  way. 

引道 or 引路 to  show  the 
road.  [The  second  is  used  of 

Chinese  “finger-posts.”] 

引誘。 r 勻引。 r 引惑 t。 
lead  astray;  to  beguile. 

引錯  to  mislead. 
引頭  a  leader;  one  who  heads 
a  subscription,  etc. 

引線  to  furnish  a  clue;  a  guide; a  spy. 

引水 t。  lead  water,  as  in  irri¬ 
gation;  to  pilot. 

引 水人。 r 引港 的 a  pilot. 

引 水董事  a  senior  pilot. 

引 水船 a  pilot-boat. 

引 水  '章程 Pilotage  regula¬ tions. 

引 水字據  a  pilot’s  license. 
引 費  Pilotage  fees. 

引務  P^otage  business. 

引 祭0 r  引獲  to  lead  to  the 
apprehension  of. 

引 嫌悉卻 名  lest  it  should 
" lead  to  ill  feeling,  he  rejected 
all, 一 the  presents. 

引 喩失義  to  fail  in  duty  by 
attention  to  petty  scruples. 

互 相牽引  each  involving  the 
other. 

呼朋 引類 t。  form  cliques. 
引動  to  influence；  to  urge  on. 

引 爲己過  to  acknowledge  as 
one’s  own  fault. 

汲引  to  raise  or  draw, — as  water 
from  a  well. 

引見  to  introduce  to  the  Em¬ 
peror;  to  have  audience,  as  offi¬ 
cials  from  the  4th  grade  upwards； 
see  8952. 

進京引 見來了  he  has 

r
-
 
 
5
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飮
 3 

13.269 

尹 3
 

13,270 

R •轸 

Vf-yung、 
cy^ng 

% 允 

便推: r 飲  he  excused  him¬ 
self  from  drinking  any  more. 

濫飲。 r 痛飲。 r 豪飲 
to  drink  deeply. 

痛飲- ■•塲  to  have  a  heavy 
bout  of  drinking. 

痛飮翻 能損壽 hard 
drinking  shortens  life. 

古人 笑不飲  the  ancients 
laughed  at  tho^e  who  did  not 
drink. 

遇 三林飲 ，飲 三林 
when  you  get  a  chance  of  drink 

ing  three  glasses,  drink  them,— 
carpe  die?n  ! 

禮飮  ceremonial  drinking, — 
three  cups  only. 

一 飲而盡  emptied  it  at  a 
draught.  See  13,265. 

飮恨  to  harbour  h 绎 te  in  one’s heart. 

飮泣  to  swallow  tears, — to  sob 
without  tears  falling. 

漢 武飲羽 Wu  Ti  of  the  Han 
was  hit  by  arrow. 

飲 章  anonymous  writings •[飮 
= 隱] 

Read  yin1.  To  give  to 
drink  ；  to  water  [= 與之 

飲也] - 

具飲食  说々4 之 how  shall 
I  supply  him  with  drink  and 
food? 

不飫 w 酒而 喜以飲 
w 人  not  to  drink  wine,  but 

to  like  making  others  drink. 

飲 馬投錢  he  watered  his 
horse  and  threw  some  money, 
— in  the  river.  Such  was  the 

scrupulous  honesty  of  項伸 

山  Hsiang  Chung-shan. 
to  water  sheep,  i%e.  to  give 

them  quantities  of  water  in  order 

to  make  them  weigh  heavier^ 
sc.  to  cheat. 

To  direct；  to  rule.  See 

7199. 

庶产。 r 豳尹。 r 百尹 
ancient  “heads  of  departments,’’ 

府尹  Governor  of  the  Prefec- 
_  of 順天  Shun-t‘ien,  in 

尹3
 

13,270 

P.  yin VLyun 

Y. ( . 

sz.  \y
tn 

Rising  Lower. 

m 

13.271 

R 吻 

See 隱 

Rising  Upp^. 

m 

13.272 

R •吻 

See  M 

Rising  Upper. 

13,273 

R 問 

See 隱 

SinkingUpper. 

線 
I3>274 

13,275 

R 吻 

See 隱 

Rising  Upper. 

which  Peking  is  situated.  Some¬ 
times  called  the  Mayor  of  Pe 

king.  Also,  the  Civil  Governor 
at  Moukden. 

兼尹  co-Governor  with、 the 
above,  appointed  from  among 
the  Presidents  and  Vice  Pre¬ 
sidents  of  Boards. 

六尹 and 蕺尹 and 三尹 literary  designations  of  a  District 
Magistrate,  an  Assistant  M.,  and 

a  Deputy  A.  M.,  respectively. 

少尹  designation  of  a  District Police  Master  (see  11,177);  also 

of  am  Assistant  Supervisor  of 
Inst^ction. 

To  take  an  interest  in 

to  care  for. 

Mountainous. 

隱:
 

R 
13,276 

吻 
C.ycn 

H.  yutt 

Ei  ung 

^  .yang 
N.  ing 

P. 
M.  . Y. 

Sz. 

The  ridge-pole  of  a  roof. 

Same  as  13,248. 

The  rumbling  of  carts 4 

To  conceal  ；  to  hide ;  to 

keep  out  of  sight.  [The 

concealment  implied  is  ac¬ 

cidental  ； it  is  the  converse 

of  陽  but  may  at  any  time 
become  yang.  See  13,224.] 

Retired  ；  obscure  ；  dark  ； 

secret  ̂   to  keep  secret. 

Small;  minute.  To  lean  on. 

m: 

13, ̂ 76 
K.  in 

J.  in、 an 
A.  ett Rising  Upper, 

Painful  ；  sore.  See  10,803. 

吾無隱 乎爾1  c°?ceai nothing  from  you, — said  Con¬ fucius  to  his  disciples. 

薦惡 # 而 揚善 t。 conceal 
the  evil  and  make  known  the 

good. 將石字 兒隱了  keptthe 
word  stone  in  the  background, 
ceased  to  be  known  by  it. 

隱身法  the  method  of  becom¬ ing  in  visible, : — as  claimed  by  the Taoists. 

使一個 隱身法 made himselfjavisible. 

隱蔽  to  cover  over;  to  hide,  as faults. 

隱瞞  to  conceal  from ;  to  de¬ ceive. 

隱去  concealed ;  hidden. 

.隱 藏。 r 隱匿  to  conceal；  to 
hide. 

隱 匿干咎 to  be  guilty  of 
concealment. 

隱逸。 r 隱避 or 隱遁 to hide  oneself；  to  abscond. 

隱諱  to  avoid  the  mention  of, 一 a  forbidden  name. 

以 求隱諱 其劣迹 mas 
to  induce  him  to  conceal  all 
traces  of  his  misdeeds. 

隱漏  to  conceal  (facts,  etc.)  and 
evade  payment  of  duties. 

隱躍  hiding  and  leaping  up,- now  hidden,  now  seen. 

隱僻  remote ;  out  of  the  way. 

_伏  to  lie  concealed. 
隱名  to  conceal  one’s  identity 

—士。 r 隱者 a  scholar  who 
lives  in  retirement. 

歸隱  to  return  to  private  life. 

隱沒  unknown  to  fame. 
隱-情  hidden  feelings;  some¬ thing  concealed  beneath  what 

is  expressed. 

隱語  elliptical  language;  some¬ 
thing  implied  but  not  express¬ 
ed;  innuendo ;  cryptograms  and 
word-puzzles  of  various  Jcinds. 

是 中 國之未 肯照賠 
兵費 ，已隱 然於曹 

外矣  which  means,  reading 
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If； 
13,276 

m 

between  the  lines,  that  China 

will  not  pay  the  military  indem¬ 
nity  demanded. 

隱惜  to  keep  to  oneself ;  to  keep secret. 

隱 禍  misfortune  which  has  not 
.yet  developed. 

隱憂  a  secret  grief;  a  painful wound. 

生 隱心- •生 隱遊之 
必、 to  become  melancholy  or 
contemplative. 

惻 隱之心  feelings  of  com¬ miseration. 

隱忍  to  patiently  bear. 

隱民  the  suffering  people. 

隱微  minute ;  infinitesimal ;  ab¬ struse. 

費而隱  to  reach  wide  and  far, 
and  yet  be  secret, 一 as  the 
Way  of  the  superior  man. 

莫見  .hsien、  乎隱  there  is 
nothing  more  visible  than  what 
is  secret. 

儷 _  an  appearance  ox  grief  or 
of  fullness.  Also,  scarcely  visi¬ 
ble  or  audible. 

雷隱隱  boom,  boom  goes  the distant  thunder. 

Read  yin\  To  lean  on. 

隱 几而臥  to  lean  on  a  table 
and  sleep. - 

倭 13.279 

媵 

13.280 

孕 
13, 泛 8i 

印
‘
 

13,282 震 
C.yen 
H.yin F.  eing^ing 

W.  yang ^•ying 
P. 

13,277 R •吻 

See 陰 

Rising  Upper. 

癮3
 

13.27? R 吻 

C.  ryen 
F.  iingy  v. 

ngieng^^ 
cmdng 

N.  ing^  v. 

nyieh See 隱 

Rising 

Irregular. 

A  measuring-frame,  or 

bevel,  called  屢 括， used 

by  carpenters  for  making 
angles  fn  the  framework  of 
walls,  etc.  To  bend  wood 

ty  fire  or  steam. 

屬 栝古今  to  collate  ancient and  modern  (documents). 

A  rash  -  an  eruption, 
craving,  as  for  drink  or 

opium,  implying  that  the 

habit  in  question  has  gained 
a  firm  hold. 

癒參  an  eruption  on  the  body. 

有廳。 r 上廳 tQ  have  the 
“craving,”一 for  opium. 

咳上了  ̂   he  has  got  into  a 
regular  habit  of  taking  it, — i,e、 
he  cannot  do  without  it. 

13,278 

R. 

yin , 

M. 
Sz. 

ly'ing 

K. 
. 

A.  en 
Sinking 

JJpper. 

犯癮。 r 起癮。 1 •發癮 t。 
have  the  “craving”  upon  one, — 
referring  to  its  periodicity. 

過癮  the  craving  satisfied. 

戒癮  to  break  off  the  habit. 

茶癮  an  over-fondness,  for,  or slavery  to,  tea. 

Same  as  13,343. 

See  13,343- 

See  1^,846. 

An  official  seal  ；  a  stamp  ； 

to  sea] ;  to  print  ；  a  mark. 

印璽  seals  in  general. 
— 1  顆印 or —口印  a  seal- 

官印  an  official  seal;  a  person’s 

(.名  7940)  official  name. 
印官  an  official  holding  U  seal, — as  opposed  to  a  委員 deputy 

charged  with  non-territorial  du¬ ties. 

印委  seal-holding  officials  and deputies,  respectively. 

正印  W  w  687.. 
歸印  to  return  one’s  seal;  ,  to 
resign. 

民憑 筆據， 官憑印 & 
people  trust  to  written  docu¬ 
ments,  officials  trust  to  seals,- 
all  official  despatched,  etc.  being 
sealed. 

印盒。 r 印箱  a  box  for  hold¬ ing  a  seal. 

印綬  the  ribbon  of  a  seal. 

印把〆 子  the  handle  of 
seal. 

篕印。 r 打印。 r 用印 t。 seal;  to  stamp. 

打印子  to  put  a  seal  on;  to stamp.  , 

倒用印  to  put  a  seal  on  upside down.  (See  Biog.  Diet.  2082.) 

加印  to  add  a  seal, 一 as  when one  document  is  sealed  by  two 
or  more  officials. 

13,282 

see  1001. 

昌 以 印章繆 爲己筆 
falsely  stamped  (the  drawings) 

as  though  they  were  his  own 
work. 

印信  a  seal;  credentials.  See 

12,744. 

印信告 示&  proclamation 
bearing  a  seal. 

監印  an  official  in  charge  ofl the  seal. 

騎縫 々v 印 

印色  the  red  colouring  used  for seals. 

猜  a  department  in  a  Manchu 
yamen  specially  devoted  to  affix¬ 
ing  the  official  seal  to  documents as  required. 

印君 tide  of  a 掌印  keeper 
of  the  seal, — head  of  a  depart ment.  See  421. 

印務  the  business  of  sealing documents. 

印 務恭領  a  Manchu  Ad-| 
. jutant-General 

_  務章京  a  Manchu  Ad- 

jutant,  who  conducts  the  civil 
correspondence 

 
of  the  Banner. 

惟印 組爲務 tQ  trouble only  about  seals  arid  tassels, 一 i.e.  about  place  and  power. 

卸印  to  hand  over  seals  of  office, 

接印  to  take  over  seals  of  office. 

拜印  to  perform  certain  cere¬ 
monies  in  connexion  with  the 
above. 

封印  to  close  the  seals, 一 to  shut the  public  offices,  as  is  usual 
for  a  month  at  the  New  Year, 

開印  to  resume  business  in  the 
public  offices. 

印發  to  seal  and  issue, 一 a  docu¬ 
ment. 

紐帥印  to  be  appointed generalissimo, 

桂卜 印總兵  a  Brigade  General 
in  a  •province  where  there  is  no 
Commander-in-chief. 

佩六國 _  hsian^  held 
a  seal  as  Minister  under  the  Six States  {see  6609). 

佛心印 or  ‘印 the 
vastika、  See  12,485. 

印結 a  stamped  certificate. 

印牒  a  sealed  document ;  a license;  a  diploma. 
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Y33VT 
印
 』 

13,282 

印照  a  stamped  pass;  a  pass 
port；  a  deed;  a  bond  certificate ; 
a  printed  form;  a  certificate;  a 
diploma. 

印收  stamped  receipt. 

印票  a  cheque. 

印簿  books  containing  dupli¬ 
cates  of  documents  sealed. 

印 契  a  stamped  deed. 

印花  the  seal:mark  of  a  stamp 
or  seal. 

印花稅  stamp  duty. 

印子  a  seal-mark.  Also  used 
for  small  loans  for  short  periods 

at  excessive* rates  of  interest. 

放印子  to  lend  money  as 
above. 

印字。 r 刷印  to  print. 

印字館  a  printing-o 伍 ce. 

印 字機器  a  printi!!g-press. 

印 字之殺  a  printing-office 
employe. 

印書  to  print  books. 
這部 書是印 板的是 
寫的  is  this  book  printed  or 
written  by  "hand? 

付印  in  the  press. 

待印  to  be  printed, — later  on. 

耵 帖子。 r 印片 t。 have 
cards  printed. 

二口  花布  Printed  cotton  cloth ; 
chintzes ;  cotton  prints. 

花 袭裟布 jaconets; 
cambrics ;  lawns;  muslins. 

月 印萬川  the  moon  is  print 
ed  on  many  a  stream. 

石印  lithography, 
以 原本付 之石印 
had  the  original  edition  photo- 
lithographed. 

火印  a  brand,  as  used  for 
animals. 

烙印  to  brand. 

脚印  foot-prints. 
印跡  the  /hkrk  of  a  seal  or 
stamp. 

油 跡印開  the  oil-stain  has 
spread. 

這個紙 太薄， 一寫就 

印
‘
 

13.282 

靄1
 

!3.283 

R •眞 

See 銀 

K.  on 

Even  Lower. 

fP  this,  paper  is  too  thin,  it  blots 
when  you  write  on  it. 

指印  the  seal  on  deeds,  etc. 
made  by  dipping  the  finger  or 
hand  in  ink  and  pressing  it  on 

the  paper  so  as  to  show  the 
lines  of  the  finger.  See  179. 

色不印  the  colour  does  not come  off, — on  the  finger. 

印 堂  the  space  between  the 
eyebrows. 

印度。 r 印度 丹。 r 印都 

^  Hindustan. 

印度洋  th^  Indian  ocean. 

印 度牛黃  Indian  cow  be 
zoar. 

鄞!
 

13,284 

R •眞文 

C.  ngen W.  djang 
N.  nying 

P.M. ( . 

y.sz.  \yt
n 

K.  un 

J.gin^gon A.  ngen 

Even  Lower. 

Insincere. 

文頑毋  II  (Shun’s)  father was  perverse  and  his  mother 
was  insincere. 

_ 訟可乎  he  is  insincere and  quarrelsome,  can  such 
man  do  ? 

3,285 

R •轸 

C.  yen N.  ying P. 

The  District  in  which 

stands  the  city  of  Ningpo 

P.ytn 

A,  Jen 

Rising 

Lower 

if 

13,286 

r •庚 

See 帶 

k.jing 

Even  Upper. 

To  move  forwards.  Radi, 
cal  54. 

To  cut  down  ；  to  fell. 

胤 4
 

13,287 

R .震 

C.  yen 
H.  yin 

F.  eing 

W.  yatig 

^.ying 

M.Ui
n 

lying 

Sz.  yin 

K.  yun 

J.  in 

A. 三 jbt 

Sinking 

Lower. 

13,288 

R •震 

% 胤 

Sinking 

Lower. 

ir 
13,289, 

R. 震、 

F.  ngdiing' 

kdiing, 

ngoung^ 

N.  nying 
lying 

K. 

A.  ngen 

Sinking 

Lower. 

m 

13,290 

ir 

To  inherit  ；  an  heir  ；  toi 

follow  after  ；  posterity.  Seel 
5217.  Used  with  13,844.( 

罔 非天胤 _  one  (of  your ancestors)  but  was  a  divinely-! 

appointed  heir, — to  the  throne,  f 

肺胤  posterity;  jw  11,581. 

其 胤維何  how  as  to  your  j posterity  ? 

廉 吏血胤  the  descendant  of| 
an  honest  official. 

承胤  to  continue  the  succession.  | 
乃胤 文武安 天下之 

道  I  have  followed  the  system  I 
of  Wen  Wang  and  Wu  W^ngl 

in  pacifying  the  empire. 

Read  yun^A. 
車胤  Ch ‘咨  Yto -  See  I3>3°3* 

To  rinse  out  the  mouth  | 
with  wine. 

To  enquire  ；  to  ask  re¬ 

spectfully.  Moreover.  To  I 
force  oneself  to  do  a  thing. 

To  be  satisfied.  A  disjunc-j 

tive  particle. 

不愁遺 一 *  老  and  moreover  J (God)  has  not  left-  me  my  aged  | 

minister, 一 said  by  duke  亩  at| 

4  I 
the  death  of  Confucius.  Also,  I 

he  could  not  bring  himself  to  I 

leave  a  single  minister. 

雨軍 之士皆 未怒也 _ 
the  soldiers  of  our  two  armies  I 

are  qpt  yet  satisfied, — but  want! more  fighting.  Also  expl.  as| 

“have  suffered  no  losses.” 

愁使 吾君聞 but  let  my| master  hear  •… 

Same  as  13,289. 
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13,29! 
R •庚敬 
C.ying 

H.  ngiang 
F.  ̂ iging^ 

三  ngiang、 

ngeing- W.  ngiang 
N.  nging 
^•ying 

M.  yiti 

Sz'.|^ K.  yong 

J.  kui、 kid 
A.  nging 

Even  and 
Sinking 
T  〜 ver. 

YI3NTC3-. 

To  go  out  to  meet,  as 

opposed  to 送  10,463  ；  to 

receive  ；  to  welcome.  See 

2616,  7715.  
1 

不 迎不送  neither  meeting 
nor  escorting, 一 Let  treating  un¬ 
ceremoniously. 

迎新 送舊。 r 送往迎 
來  to  welcome  the  coming  and 
speed  the  parting  (guest). 

迎謁。 r 迎接 to  g。 out  t。 
meet;  to  receive. 

迎 接上憲  t。 receive  a  su- 
perior  official. 

迎 合上意  t。 fal1  in  with  the 
wishes  of  one’s  superiors. 

迎 于道左 and 郊迎 to receive  on  the  left  of  the  road 

and  to  receive  in  the  suburbs, 一 
phrases  of  respect  to  superiors. 

免被 催迎使 t。 av<〕id  the 
perpetual  calls  of  official  routine. 

迎 t0  await  a  guest. 

親迎0 r 迎娶 t0  go  t0  meet 
a  bride.  See  yi?ig%. 

^  to  welcome  a  bride  to  her 
new  home. 

迎  to  receive  the  trousseau. 

本號 歡迎。 ur  firm  be 
pleased  to  welcome  you,  —  as 
customers. 

逢迎  to  receive ;  to  entertain, 
See  3569. 

迪 上 司  t。 entertain  supe¬ 
rior  officers, — so  as  to  gain  their 
favour. 

迎神。 r 迎會 t。 meet  the 
god, 一 in  the  procession  in  hon¬ 
our  of  him. 

遺太監 迎佛牙 sent  a 
eunuch  (to  Ceylon)  to  obtain  a 
tooth  of  Buddha. 

失迎  to  fail  in  meeting, —  as 
when  not  at  home  to  meet  a 
guest,  or  when  not  going  to  the 
door  to  meet  a  guest. 

昨天我 失迎1  am  sc)rry  I 
was  out  when  you  called  yester¬ day. 

j  未 得遠迎  r  did  not  go  t0  a 

迎
 2 

i3,29i 

盈 
I&292 

R •庚 

C.ymg 

Yi.  yin 

F.  ing' 

V^.ya
ng 

P. 卜 

VI.  yin 

si\y^ 

K.  yong 

]-y^yo 
k.jing 

Even  Lower. 

distance  to  welcome  you, — apo¬ 
logetically.  1 

置 酒迎塵 prepared  wine against  the  dust, 一 of  his  journey, 
sc.  for  his  refreshment  on  arrival. 

^  went  up  to  him. 

迎着頭 兒來了  he  met me  face  to  face. 

面  meeting  the  view. 

迎敵。 1 ■迎擊  to  encounter in  fight. 

迎  to  meet  luck;  may  you 
be  fortunate ! 

_  旨  to  meet  one*s  wishes  or
 orders. . 

迎 風而去 t0  proceed  against the  wind. 

迎風待 月  to  dally  with  girls. 
迎  to  take  charge  of  a  parent. 

迎春 w  2854. 
Hi  _  ̂!^Jasm^num  nudiflorum、 Lindl.  Also,  flower-buds  of  Mag¬ 
nolia  conspicua， Salisb. 

Read  ying^.  To  go  to meet. 

親迎 于谓 he  met  her  in . person  on  the  Wei.  See  ying1. 

To  fill  ；  to  be  full,  as 

opposed  to 腐 6484；  over¬ 

flowing  ； abundant  ；  to  ex¬ 

ceed  *,  surplus.  See  13,238. V 

維鳩 盈之. the  d°ve'  fills  it， 一 q.d.  the  nest  of  a  magpie,  as 

is  said  to  be  the  case  in  China. 

盈臈。 r 盈虛。 r 盈絀 & 

盈缺。 r  盈縮  abundant  and deficient ;  waxing  and  waning ; 

profit  and  loss. 

月有 盈 腐 the  moon  waxes 
and  wanes. 

數有盈  the  amounts  are too  much  in  one  place  and  too 
little  in  another. 

罪惡一 貫盈 the  measure of  his  iniquity  is  full. 

器:小 易盈  the  vessel  is  small and  easy  to  fill, — his  capacity 
is  small. 

盈杷  a  handful. 盈尺  full  a  foot  deep, 一 as  snow, 
etc.  [In  this  sense is  some- 

盈 
13,292 

m 

13.293 

R •庚 

See 盈 

Even  Lower. 

m 
13.294 

R •蒸徑 

See  jfV 

F.  ing、 einf 

Even  and 

Sinking 

Upper. 

times  used  without  chlih ;  see 

11,230.]  Also,  of  any  measure¬ 
ment. 

盈 譽  full;  abundant. 
盈滿  full  up;  self-satisfied.  j 

民 之靡盈  when  the. people 
are  not  full  of  themselves. 

虛而爲 盈  empty-headed  and 
yet  full  of  himself. 

^  竭我 盈  they  were  exhaust- 
ed,  while  we  were  full, — of  ar¬ 

dour.  
j 

盈餘  a  surplus. 盈 溢  excessive;  intense. 

盈 盈  immeasurable, — of  dis¬ tances,  horizons,  etc. 

丰 神情態 ，盈 盈獨立 
for  fascinating  manners  she  was v/ithout  a  peer.  j 

盈盈 _ 上女 a  lovely  wo- 
man  up  at  the  window. 

盈 庫 大使  a  treasury-keeper. 盈 川  name  of  an  ancient  city in  Chehkiang. 

盈 月丙  a  kind  of  proportion, 
where  the  required  sum  is  ob¬ 
tained  through  the  relative  ratios 
of  the  remainder  or  deficiency 
of  two  series. 

A  pillar;  a  column.  j 

奠在兩 樨之間 he  poured 
out  a  libation  between  the  co¬ 
lumns. 

橋帖  scrolls  pasted  on  door¬ 

posts. 
樹 稍  upright  posts  and  rafters. 

辕概  slippery;  greasy. 

Right  ；  proper  ；.  fitting  ； 

suitable  ；  ought  ；  must. 

不 應  the  comprehensive  law under  which  persons  are  punish¬ 
ed  for  doing  what  they  “ought 
not,”  when  the  crime  does  not 
fall  under  any  stated  heading. 

應該。 r 應當。 r 應須。 r 

應 分 (/〜） 。1應 宜。 ught; should ;  must;  it  is  fitting,  etc. 

應 當如此  k  is  riSht  that 
should  be  thus. 

我應當 應分， 的 
I  ought  to;  it  is  my  place  to. 
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* 

我應分 /况 去的 it  is  my 
place  to  go. 

應斬死  liable  to  decapitation. 

應得 ought  to  get;  due;  pay- 
able  to. 

需  necessary;  in  need  of. 

腾 否 ought  or  not;  whether  or 
not  it  is  fitting . 

i®  否免？ S  whether  duty  
free 

or  not. 

應 行 ought  to  do;  ought  to 
proceed  to;  (ying1  hang1)  to  do 

one’s  proper  business. 

應行免 稅。1 ■應免 duty free. 

應稅。 1 •應征 OT 應徵。 r 

應完 QI ■應鈉 dutiable. 

應完 稅之貨 dutiable 
goods. 

應値  liable  to  be  valued  at. 
一" *  the  whole  lot;  all. 

― •應俱 全  everything  needed 
Is  fully  supplied. 

■:應 身象不 淸之人 including  all  those  who  were 

not  of  pure  descent, 一 e.g.  whose 
fathers  or  grandfathers  had  been 
barbers  or  actors. 

應承  to  acquiesce. 

應給  due  to;  liable  to  be  paid. 

應卽  therefore  proceeds  to；  or, 
immediately  to ••… 

應 卽照會  it  is  therefore  my 
duty  at  once  to  send  a  despatch 
to“》* 

應令传 泊  it  is  his  duty  t0 make  them  anchor. 

應用  the  requisite.  See  ying、, 

應 用各物 the  various  ne- 
cessaries  or  requisites. 

應仍  still  open  to  himj;  still  at 
liberty  to. 

應 仍舊章  it:  wil1  be  ne^es- 
sary  to  abide  by  the  old  regu¬ 
lations. 

應 由  it  will  be  for  the....;  will 
be  (done,  etc^ by.... 

應知 何酌量 in  what 
ner  the  question  is  to  be  con¬ 
sidered. 

^  is  to  be.  referred  to. 
.  -3 

啦 1 

m 13.294 
應活 ought  to  live.  Also,  to 
undertake  a  job. 

應 劫 ~an  epoch  of  evil. 
應 國  name  of  a  small  ancient 

State  in  Honan. 

Read  ying^.  *To  answer  ； 
to  echo；  to  correspond  to; 

to  fulfil；  to  be  fulfilled,  as 

a  prophecy-  See  1480. 

答應。 r 應對 t。 ：wer; to 
reply  favourably;  to  consent. 

-他應 答不錯 he  answered 
correctly, 一 in  accordance  with 
the  questions  and  not  at  random. 

^  to  respond  like  an echo, — used  of  the  efficacy  of 

drugs,  charms^  etc. — 

應 聲  responding  sound ;  echo^ 
to  conseni. 

應 聲間 、曰  following  on,  or taking  up  the  parable,  asked, 
saying . 

同聲 .相應  like  sounds  .res- pond  to  like, 一 birds  of  a  feather 
flock  together. 

心 手 暗相應 unconscious co-ordination  of  juind  and  hand. 

秋字 應白露 the  ward “autumn”  echoes  (responds  to) 
the  “white  dew,” 一 of  a  preceding 
line  in  the  stanza. 

裏 應外合  traitors  in  the camp  corresponding  with  theif 
frieirds  outside. 

全 然不應  wouldn，t  answej (the  helm)  at  all.  乂  ■ 

應天順 人 Qbey G()d  and be  in  harmony  with  man. - 

應天府 old  name  of  Nanking. 如  receive,  as  guests;  to 
entertain.  See  2508. 

應試  to  respond  to  (the  an- 
nouncement  of)  the  public  exa¬ 
minations, 一 by  entering  as  a 

candidate.  !• 

應 舉不第  t。 compete  for  the chu  jen  degree  and  fail. 

應 考 i  to  agree  to  uadertake. 
供應  to  furnish;  to  supply. 

有求必 應  ask  and  ye ，sha11 receive ! 

叫; 到 應爲止 to  call  out  un- 
Cil  the  prayer  is  granted. 

fife1
 

13,294 

應門  name  of  the  chief  gate  to 
the  Imperial  palace  under  the Chou  dynasty. 

應門之 童  a  servant-boy. 
應過來  to  come  when  called. 

時  seasonable;  in  vogue. 

應 時對景 .^ionable. 
應世 .文学  <i'*tyle  of  writing 

in  vogue. 

^  Y  應  口  ncu  to  sp
eak  the 

truth ;  not  fit  to  be  spoken. 

應 急  enough：  for  one’s  wants; to  meet  the  crisis. 

應  turn  out  as  was  said. 

時天 說的今 天應了 it  has  turned  out  as  I  predicted. 

應驗頁 方  a  wonderfully  effi- 
cacious  prescription. 

付  tq  honour  a  draft. _  hereditary, 一 of  ottices,  etc. 

應 to  suitable  or  adapted 
to  the  hand;  under  the  blow. 

材料 不應手 materials  not 
ready  to  hand.  f 

to  fulfil  one’s  office. 

後主 立而神 終之應 

也 [this  predfction]  was  ful- , filled  by  the  end  to  which  the 

reign  of  Hou  Ghu  came. 

應 務之才  readiness  for  all emergencies. 

用  to  meet  one’s  wants.  See 
' ying\  \ 

應  t0  render  assistance. 

應 一 • 差  to  undertake  some duty. 

例有 輪夫應 差 acewding 
to  regulations,  he  had  chair- 
coolies  to  attend  upon  him.  : 

那個工 程是 誰應的 
who  has  undertaken  that  job? 

I®  to  meet  in  a  hostile  way. 

應物  to  adapt  oneself  to  the natural  properties  of  things. 

Thus,  a  man  can  "learn  from  a book,  but  he  must  not  expect 
the  book  to  teach  him. 

瑞 應  a  favourable  sign  or  token, 
from  the  gods. 

t 
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13,295 

r.M 
TrSr 

See 

Even  Upper. 

The  breast  ；  ornaments 
on  the  breast  of  a  horse. 

To  oppose  ；  to  undertake  ； 
to  receive.  Used  with 

13,294.  See  9178. 

膺胸  the  breast ;  the  bosom. 

! 寧 拳服膺  to  clasp  firmly,  as 
I  if  wearing  on  the  breast, 一 of 

i  good  principles. 

t 撫膺  to  beat  the  breast, 
i 膺親  to  do  personally. 
戎狄 是膺  to  oppose  the 

tribes  of  the  west  and  north. 

膺壅  to  block  up;  to  stop. 

鹰受  to  receive. 

膺天命  to  receive  the  divine 
appointment, 一 as  Emperor. 

莫 之敢膺 n。  one  ventured 
to  undertake  it. 

難 鹰民社 nc)t  &  the 
duties  of  magistrate. 

To  answer;  to  respond 
to  a  call. 

w 
13,296 

•  徑  I  聾門  t0  answer  a  door, — when See  英  a  visitor  calls. 
Even  and 

SinkingUpper. 

m 
x3,297 R •蒸 

See 

K.  tng 

•T.j5,5 
A.  ing 

(Even  Upper. 

An  eagle ；  a  falcon;  a 

hawk；  a  kite.  See  12,926. 

the  eagle  soars, 一 of  a  too 

powerful  official. 

時維鷹 楊 he  was  Uke  an 
eagle  on  the  wing, — full  of  mar¬ 
tial  ardour. 

騰 爪  hawks’  talons;  thief-takers; 
Artabotrys  odoratissiinus^  R.  Br. 

應犬  falcons  and  .dogs;  hired 
bravos. 

調應  to  train  falcons. 

鷹杷式  a  falconer. 
; 放鷹 ； 於蔡上 t。 hunt 
!  with  falcon  and  dog  on  the  plains 

I  of  Ts^ai,— happiness.  See  3888. 

I 玩 7 訓1 鷹 oi •放鷹 如 fly falcons.  [The  second  phrase  is 
applied  to  the  trick  of  passing 
off  a  wife  as  a  sister  and  selling 
her  into  another  family,  from 
which  she  soon  runs  away,  ta¬ 
king  with  her  as  much  portable 

property  as  possible.] 

13,297 

塋 
1 

I3.298 

R. 庚 

H.cyiny^yin^ 

v.ym3 

\W.yung 

See 盈 

Even  Lower. - 

熒1
 

13.299  - 

R •庚 

See 

Even  Upper. 

熒 
13.300 

瑩 

罃 
13,302 

元 宗臂厲 the  emperor Hsiian  Tsung  went  a-hawking. 

你這 個兒烏 眼還要 

玩 兒鷹哪  with  an  eye  like yours  to  want  to  fly  falcons, — 
referring  to  a  one-eyed  man, 

named  陳  二  Chlen  Erh,  and 
used  of  persons  who  try  things 

beyond  their  capacities. 

鷹 飽 不攀费  a  falcon  with a  full  crop  won't  c^tch  hares. 

鷹 眼猴手  a  hawk’s  eye  and a  monkey’s  hand, 一 sharp;  clever. 

白 屬 如  gerfalcon  (Falco  sacer). 

神鷹  the  golden  eagle. : 

角鷹  the  harpy  eagJe- 
麻鷹。 1 •魚鷹  an  osprey ;  a fish-hawk, 

貓 兒頭鷹  the  cat-headed hawk,— the  common  owl. 

鷹銀。 1 •鷹洋 a 鷹捧 

銀  eagle  money, — Mexican dollars. 

夜食鷹  the  horned  owl  (Bubo viaximus). 

A  grave  •,  a  burying-place. 

塋墳 塋 穴。 r 奎窟 
a  grave. 

塋地  a  cemetery. 
祖塋  one’s  family  tombs. 

寶  ̂   y°ur  family  tombs. 

開塋域  to  clear  the  ground for  a  grave. 

A  careful  demeanour. 

Good. 

榮姨  a  young  woman. 

See  5744. 

See  5742. 

Same  as  13,315. 

m 
1 3.303 

R •靑 

M. 

N.  yung 

See 炎 

Even  Lower. 

aw 

13,304 

r •庚 

C^ng 

n.en 

F.  eing 

W.  yartg'ae 

N.  ang 

See 

Yi-eng 

J.?，f 

A.  aing'  waing 
Even  Upper. 

A  glow-worm；  a  firefly ； 

any  luminous  insect.  See 

5504,  95oS. 

螢蛆  a  glow-worm. 飛螢。 r 螢火虫  a  firefly. 
See  7174. 

腐草 化爲筆 rotting  plants 
are  transformed  into  fireflies. 

腐草 之螢光 怎敵天 

之唯月  how  can  2t  firefly  pit its  light  against  the  bright  moon? 

囊螢  to  put  fireflies  in  a  bag, 

-貼 車引 (w 胤 ) Ch‘S  Yin 
of  the  晉  Chin  dynasty  did,  to 
enable  him  to  study  at  night. 

酱聰 雪 案  ̂Te^y  window  and 
snQW  table, 一 referring  to  means 

of  reading  by  night  without  the 
expense  of  lamp  or  candle,  viz, 
(i)  as  above,  and  (2 /  by  the 
reflection  from  snow. 

螢 案枯死  to  wear  out  one’s 
life  over  the  midnight  oil. 

The  mango-bird；  the 

oriole  [Oriolus  ckinensis). 

營 啼燕語  mango-bird  notes 
and  swallow  words, — the  bird¬ 

like  sound  of  a  woman’s  voice. See  2712. 

騖蓀  orioles  and  swallows,- singing  and  dancing  girls;  cour¬ tesans. 

騖花  a  courtesan. 鶯歌  the  songs  of  a  courtesan. 

_侣 騖儔  the  swallow  pair¬ 
ing  and  the  mango-bird  mating, 
一 used  in  reference  to  marriages.

 

營梭 織柳絲  the  mango- 
bird  acts  as  shuttle  to  the  thread¬ 

like  twigs  of  the  willow, — 
flits  backwards  and  forwards 
across  them. 

有 騖其羽  with  variegated 

wings. 

昔營  the  oriole. 

騖 遷喬木  the  oriole  flies  to 
the  tall  tree. 

幾 時騖遷 when  d。 _ 
“flit?” 
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營5
 

於3,3。5 
R. 庚 

H,yang^yin 

"V^.yung 
See 葡 till. 

Even  Lower. 

To  regulate  ；  to  attenc 

to；  to  ntanage；  to  define 

to  found ;  to  plan,  as 

building  ；  to  build.  An 

encampment ;  barracks 

battalion;  military. 

經營  to  carry  through,  as  a 
work;  to  attend  to  from  first  to 

last;  to  calculate  ways  and  means; 

to  plan;  to  trade ;  to  do  business 
See  2122I 

營葬  to  manage  a  funeral. 

營備  io'provide;  to  furnish. 

營生- •營業  to  get  a  living； 
business  occupations ;  work 

營業 不正  to  carry  on  an  ini 
proper  business. 

素 營酒商  followed  the  trade 
of  a  wine-merchant. 

出 門皆有  營  every  grade has  its  cares. 

省營爲  to  save  oneself  trouble 
or  annoyapce, — by  contentment 

營 營逐逐  buzzing  about; 
restless  ;  the  turmoil  of  life. 

營私 to  derive  advantages  from; 
to  make  money  bf  (dealings  with 

public  monfey);  to  practise  smugg 

ling.  , " 

營謀  to  plan；  to  scheme. 

營 名營利 to  struggle  for 
fame  and  wealth. 

召 伯營之  the  Earl  of  Shao 
built  it. 

營造  to  build；  to  construct. 

營造司  the  O 伍 ce  of  Works, 
a  sub-department  of  the  Imperial 
household;  a  civil  engineer. 

營 造尺量  the  official  mea 
sure  of  the  Board  of  Works. 

營室  to  build  a  house;  a  star 
near  Aquila. 

營窟  artificial  caves, 

營子。 1 •營 寨。 r 營盤 a  camp. 

安 營下寨  to  encamp. 
拔營 t。  bi^Oi  up  a  camp. 

偷 營软寨  to  surprise  andj 
， plunder  a  camp. 

房  cantonments ;  barracks, 

營中  in  barracks. 

營
 2 

1士3。5 

m 

13,306 

R. 庚 

See 營 

Even  Lower. 

t4. 

I3,307 

R •敬 

C.  cying、 cyong H.  cyang 

F.  yong、 yang 

'W^yang 

N.  ing 

P •丨 

M.  .  3 

Y. 齊 

►Sz.  I 
y'ong 

\.yci^yo 

A.  aing 
Sinking 

Upper. 

行  ̂   a  temporary  or  flying  camp. 

營汍 an  outpost；  a  guardhouse； 
a  coast-guard  station. 

營衛  a  garrison. 口 肖  a  patrol;  a  division  of  a battalion. 

營兵 or  營伍 soldiers；  troops. 
petty  military  officials. 

緑營  Chinese  (not  Banner) forces. 

營員  officers  of  the  above、 

營總  Commandant, -a  title  given to  officers  in  command  of  special 

bodies  of  troops  or  勇  “braves. 

營官  regimental  officers. 
^|J  military  discipline. 

投營。 r 人營 t。 enlist. 

營務  military  matters. the  six  divisions  of  a  Go¬ 
vernor^  brigade,  viz,  前 ，狻， 

左 ，右， 中， and  ̂  兵 
body-guard. 

營縣  military  and  civil  districts. 

營子 or  營口  the  port  of Newchwang. 

營實  a  wild  species  of  rose {Rosa  multiflora、 Thbg.) 

A  brook；  a  rivulet. 

澴曆 an  eddy;  a  whirlpool. 

Brightness  ；  the  light  of 

tjie  setting  sun ;  shining ; 
dazzling.  See  ̂   474. 

决任  bright  sunlight;  the  fig. 

映日作 碎冰紋 held  UP to  the  light  (the  paper)  shows 
a  watermark. 

日映  the  rays  of  the  declining 
sun. 

映照  aright;  shining. . 
掩映 _  disappearing,  now 
appearing. 

决眼  dazzling  to  the  eye. 

13,307 

英1
 

12,3。8 

•庚 

H.  yin 

F.  ying 

W.  w 

‘•  I 
 yins 

M.  yin 

Y.ying 

Sz.  ying、 yin 

Yi.ydng 

A.  aing 

Even  Upper. 

後先輝 映  creditable  from 
first  to  last. 

映雪  the  white  glare  of  snow, 

映紅  the  ruby.  [Sans,  padm raga.  Manchu  batmaga\ 

映靑  the  sapphire.  [Sans,  vat- durya.  Manchu  beiduri\\ 

映山紅 and 映山黃 red and  yellov,  azaleas  (Rhodo.den 
dron  Sweet,  and  R 

sinense、 Sweet),  respectively. 

A .  flower  ；  a  blossom  ；  a 

red  feather  ornament  bn  a 

spear.  Superior  ；  eminent 
heroic.  Used  for  Englanc 

接英  to  pluck  flowers. 如 I  beautiful  as  a  flower. 

顔  舜英  her  face  is  like  the 
hibiscus-flower. 

吸 露餐英  to  drink  dew  and eat  flowers, 一 as  a  Taoist  “Im 

mortal.” 秋菊 Zm 英伤 e  fallen 
petals  -of  autumn  chrysanthe¬ mums. 

玉 英  the  beauty  or  glory  of  jade. 

英 英白雲  the  fleecy  white 
clouds. 

得天 下英才  to  secure  the 
talent  of  the  empire. 

英雄。 r 英豪 a  n^an  of  a lofty  noble  character;  a  hero. 

溷得 出便是 英雄 he 
who  comes  successfully  out,  is 

the  hero, 一 nothing  succeeds  like 

不要使 .盡 了英雄  don’t try  a  good  man’s  patience  too 

far. , 

對 英主言 ，自 當如此 
just  the  language  to  be  used  to 
.a  brave  ruler. 

英 生 英子 heroes  beget 
heroes. 

英氣  noble  spirit,  heroism. 

英威  majestic;  dignified, 
英 偉  great;  commanding. 

英  ̂   a  military  hero. 
soldiers  and  scholars. 

英明。 r  英銳  clever;  shrewd 
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snow-flakes. 

an  auspicious  fall  of  snow, 

sleet. 

Snow-flakes. 

嬰1
 

13.318 

R •庚 

F.  ing、 eing 

See 

Even  Upper. 

英畏 w 英物  a  fortunate 
thing  or  person ;  a  conventional 

term  for  a  person’s  son. 

效英皇 1。  imitate  Ying  and 
Huang  (v^ith  舜  Shun), 一 .of  two 
sisters  marrying  the  same  man. 

英年  yoiHig. 
陸英  Sambucus  javanica、 Bl. 

白英  Solarium  dulcamara,  L., 
var,  lyratum、 

白石英  a  fine  quartz  crystal. 

英石  blue  limestone, 一 from 

德縣  _  Canton. 
英國 or 英吉利 England. 

英政府  the  British  Govern¬ ment. 

英民  British  subjects. 

英 德兩商  both  British  and German  meichants. 

英文  the  English  written  lan¬ 
guage  ; the  English  text. 

英海軍 已 抵吳松 
a  British  naval  force  has  already 
reached  Wu-sung.  See  3767. 

Same  as  13,307. 

观 I3,3i3 

R. 蒸 

jin
 

H.  yin F.  sin 
W.  yang 

N.  jing 

yi,  yin、 cyin Y.  jing 
Sz.  ying 

K.  ing^  v.  sin 

i-yo 

K.giang 

Even  Lowe 

Irregular. 

as  gems  ；  a Lustrous, 

crystal. 

紫石瑛  amethystine  quartz  ； 
rose  quartz. 

玉 瑛仁寶 ，不 斲自成 
quartz  crystals  and  the  jewel  of 

goodness  of  heart  require  no 

working  but  become  what  they 
are  of  themselves. 

The  jingling  of  bells. 

賜1
 

i3,3H 

r .庚  r  , 

See 

Even  and 

SinkingUpper. 

嬰1
 

i3,3iS 

R •庚 

H.  
I  
anS 

F.  ing 

W.  yang 
N.  ang 

See 

K 參 mg 

]o,yd 

A.  aing 

Even  Upper. 

罌 
i3,3i6 

13,317 

英1
 

13.308 

暎 
13.309 

13.310 R •庚 

See 

Even  Upper. 

I3,3H R 庚 

See 

Even  Upper. 

m 
13,312 r •庚 

See 

Even  Upper. 

1650 

YiNca- 
A  fly. 

蠅子 
or 
蒼屬。 r 烏蠅 a  housefly.  See  11,597. 

碰虎。 1 ■蠅 幢。1 r 蠅約 
a  spider. 

蠅如子  a  fly-brush. 
蠅 頭微利  a  trifling  profit  no 
bigger  than  a  fly’s  head. 

虫 萌頭楷  writing  in  very  small character^, -as  seen  on  paintings. 

^ they  buzz  about, 

the  blue  flies. 

誤 筆成蠅  to  make  a  fly  out of  a  blot, — as  曹不 興  Ts‘a。 

Pu-hsing,  the  artist,  did. 

拔 劍逐蠅  to  draw  a  sword and  chase  a  fly,  —  as  ffl. 

Wang  Ssti  did.
  ~~ 

Pearls  or  shells  strung 

together. 

A  squat  earthenware  jar, 

with  lip  and  one  ear ;  a 

•pot ;  a  pitcher ;  a  tub. 

水嬰  a  water-jar. 
嬰粟。 r 罌子菓  the  opium 
poppy  {Pafave?-  somniferutn^  L.), 
一 so  called  from  the  jarlike  shape 

of  its  capsules.  See  13,029. 

木 嬰渡軍  he  carried  his army  across  the  river  in  tubs, 

一 a  feat  performed  by  the  fa¬ 

mous  信  Han  Hsin  who 
flourished  during  the  early  years 
of  the  Han  dynasty. 

Same  as  13,315. 

Same  as  13,304. 

A  baby,  especially  of 
girls.  To  add  to.  To  run 

up  against.  To  surround. 
To  attend  to. 

嬰兒。 r 嬰孩 a  baby. 
少嬰  when  a  child  (of  HoHsiin). 

嬰1
 

I3,3i8 

嚶1
 

工3,319 

R. 庚 

See 

Even  Upper. 

13,320 m 
13,321 

R •庚 

See 
Even  Upper. 

櫻1
 

I3,322 

R •庚 

F.  eing 

See 
Sz.  in、 eng^ 

yins 

又 p 太太產 育嬰孩 

_  男  i  he  furthe
r  knew 

that  her  ladyship  had  had  a  baby, 
but  not  whether  it  was  a  boy 
or  a  girl. 

抱嬰  to  carry  a  baby  in  arms. 

育嬰堂  a  foundling  hospital. 

保嬰曹 •  (。1 •局） society  for  the 
prevention  of  female  infanticide. 

嬰兒病  infantine  diseases. 
嬰疾  to  be  overtaken  by  illness. 

世網 嬰吾身  the  net  of  the 
world  enwraps  my  body. 

嬰 城固守  to  closely  invest 

a  city. 

不以職 務自嬰 制 not 
attend  to  his  official  business. 

不以 王 芦嬰心 did  not 
attend  to  his  sovereign’s  affairs. 

The  sound  of  birds  call¬ 

ing  to  one  another. 

P 英 其鳴矣  is  its  cry，- referring  to  a  bird. 

I1 嬰的一 聲飛下 flew  down with  a  buzz, — of  a  fly. 

Same  as  13,318. 

To  oppose；  to  run  coun¬ 
ter  to. 

虎負嘴 ，莫 之敢摟 & tiger  got  its  back  to  a  hill,  and 
no  one  dared  attack  it. 

汝愼無 櫻人心 be  me- 
ful  not  to  run  counter  to  the 

natural  disposition  of  men’s hearts. 

櫻其蜂  to  rush  upon  the spears,— of  the  enemy. 

'櫻鱗  to  stroke  a  fish’s  scales the  wrong  way, — to  ruffle  a  per¬ 
son^  feathers.  Specially  of  re¬ 
monstrating  with  the  Emperor. 

The  cherry.  See  3818, 

櫻桃  Prunus  fseudoctrasus^ Lindl. 

櫻桃 樊素口  I^an-su’s  lips 
were  cherry,  red. 

癩蛤 蟆上不 了櫻桃 

I 英 
s 

雾 

雪
祥
霰
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^INGr 

櫻1
 

13,322 
K •啊 

J. 
Even  Upper. 

15.323 

R-庚 

See 

Even  Upper. 

瘿 1
3 

13.324 

R •梗庚 
C.  jing 
F 

P.  ying 

K,ydng 

J •夕 
A.  caing 

Rising  and 
Even 

Irregular. 

I3,325 

R 庚 
See 英 

Even  Upper. 

樹  a  toad  cannot  climb  a  cherry- 
tree, — keep  in  your  own  class. 

山櫻桃  Prunus  tomentosa^ Thbg. 

乐樱  a  red  cherry. 

臘樱  a  white-heart  cherry. 

楼口。 r  楼唇  cherfy  lips. 

乐楼 ： 屆 C  her  ruby  lips  half 
open. 

金櫻子  the  fruit  of  Rosa  lx 
vigata、 Michx. 

A  gem」 a  jewel. 

瓔珞  a  necklace. 

A  goitre；  a  swelling  on 

the  neck；  a  knob  or  growth 

on  a  tree.  [Colloquially 

癭袋  a  goitre. 
氣癭  swelling  of  the  neck 
glands,  from  anger. 

态癭  to  swell  the-  neck  with 
anger, — of  a  fighting  cock. 

癭瘤  a  tumour  on  the  neck. 

A  capstring,  especially 

of  an  o 伍 cial  hat.  A  tassel ; 

fringe. 

量 起絶縷  trouble  arising 
from  snapping  a  capstring.  [King 

Chuang  of^^Ch‘u  was  giv¬ 
ing  a  feast,  when  the  lights  went 

out.  A  guest  then  took  liber¬ 

ties  with  a  美 人1 _，  who 

broke  his  capstring,  and  shouted 

to  the  king  that  she  was  being 

insulted  by  a  guest  who  would 

be  known  by  his  broken  cap¬ 

string.  The  •  king  thereupon 
called  upon  all  his  guests  to  break 
their  capstrings  before  the  lights 
came,  fo^  he  said  he  could  not 

sacrifice  a  gentleman  to  a  wo¬ 

man's  reputation.] 

纓帽 w 紅纓帽  a  red-tassel 
(official)  hat. 

馬纓  ornaments  on  a  horse’s bridle. 

纓1
 

i3>325 

13,326 

R. 庚 

See 
Even  Upper. 

鸚1
 

R •庚 

C.  v.  ang 

H.  V.  en F.  v.  eing (N.  v.  ang 

See 
K.  eng 

J.  d^yd 
A.  aing 

Even  Upper. 

鳳 

13.328 

R. 庚 

‘盈 

Even  Lower. 

13,329 

R •庚 

See 盈 

Even  Lower. 

門 前一樹 馬纓花  before her  door  was  a  Judas  tree.  See 
2157. 

請纓  to  request  a  capstriog, 
as  was  done  by  終 軍  Chung 

Chun  of  the  Han  dynasty,  in 

order  to  bind  the  king  of 南 

越  (old  name  for  Kuangtung) 
-meaning  that  he  would  win  him 
over  without  violence. 

賊縷  a  silk  tassel. 鎗  spears  hung  with  tassels 
for  festive  occasions, 

縷絡  fringe. 
衣縷 名族 an  official,  or 
aristocratic,  family. 

A  kind  of  wild  grape¬ 

vine  ( Vitis  labrusca^  L.)， 

known  as  嬰菌， which 

produces  an  edible  fruit. 
Used  with  13,322. 

A  parrot；  a  cockatoo 

(4845). 

鸚鴻。 1 ■鸚鷄 a  parrot. 

白鸚鵡  a  cockatoo. 
鷄起螺  a  nautilus  shell. 

鷄哥 I  緑  Parrot  g^en. 

嬰 I 哥島鼻  an  aquiline  nose 鸚架  a  frame  for  squeezing  the 
fingers  of  criminals 

Full  ;  a  surplus  ；  used 

with  1 3,292.  To  open  out; 

to  produce. 

嬴滿  to  fill  up. 夏爲長 chan^  M develops  things. 

summer 

The  ocean.  An  old  name 

for  潮州府  in  Kuangtung. 
See  5041. 

瀛海  the  ocean.  Also,  an  old 
name  for  河間  chien^  府  in 

Chihli,  whence  come  m(5st  of  the 
Palace  eunuchs. 

洲  the  Isles  of  the  Blest  (see 
8902);  fairy-land;  a  pame  for 
Peking.  A  r.olleee  founded  in 

i3,329 

i3,33o 

R. 庚 

See 盈 

Even  Lower. 

13,331 

R •庚 

See 盈 

Even  Lower. 

A.D.  620  and  consisting  of  18 

well-known  scholars.  The  Han- lin  College. 

十 八學士 登瀛洲 
eighteen  scholar^  entered  the 
college. . 

東 濃  Formosa.  Also 少  Japan. 

A  tube  to  hold  chop¬ 
sticks. 

13,332 

r •庚 

see 盈 

Even  Lower. 

凝 
i3,333 

A  surplus  ；  gain  ；  profit. 

To  win,  as  in  gaming.  See 

53；8°* 

赢 餘  a  surplus;  abundance. 

赢 餘積項  a  reserve  fund. 

贏熟 。胃 -ripe- 萬 五千里 而贏。 ver 
15,000  li. 西北贏 g 千里 拂霖 

也 4,ooo  h\^ote  to  the  north¬ west  is  Fu-lin, — i.e.  from  Persia. 

昭假 W 無赢 you  have  re- verently  done  all  you  could  to 

advance, — the  right  cati^e. 

贏利  gain;  profit. 

操 其奇赢  to  engross  the 
whole  trade, — as  a  large  capi¬ 
talist  who  does  business  on  a 
vast  scale. 

輸胃  to  lose  and  to  win,，to 

gamble. 

我 赢了他  I  have  beaten  him. 

赢錢  to  win  money. 

赢東  win  a  bet  in  which 
the  loser  has  to  stand  treat. 

A  strong-box；  a  safe. 

黃 金滿籯  a  safe  full  of  gold. 古云 金一籯 不如遺 
— r-  the  ancients  said,  Better 

than  a  safe  of  gold  is  to  leave 
behind  some  book. 

See  8339. 
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YINC3- 
郢 3

 13.334 R. 梗 

C.  cchHng， 
F.  Wing 

W.  yang 么 
N.P.  Lying 

yi,  yin 

Y.  Sz.  ying 

K.  y'dng 

J •少 《 •，妒 A.  -jing 
Rising 

Irregular. 

莆 
13.335 

潁
 3 13.336 R. 梗 

See 潁 
K.  yong 

J  •少" ，少泛 
A •力 ’叹 
Rising  Lower. 

ir 
工3,337 R •槱 

wing^ 

^N.yang^- N.iy/^ 
p.  }x 

K.  y'dng J •少 

Rising 

Irregular. 

穎 
l3>3^ 

Name  of  -  the  capital  of 

the 楚  Ch‘u  State. 

郢州 r  old  name  for  武昌 
Wu-chfang  Fu,  the  capital 

of  Hupeh. 

See  13,450. 

Name  of  a  Prefecture 

潁州府  in  Anhui,  an¬ 
ciently  known  as  潁川 

Ying-ch‘uan. 

領 川郡人  a  man  whose  sur¬ 
name  is  陳  Ch‘6  n,  so  called  from 
the  large  clan  of  that  name  oc- 

. cupying  the  region  in  question. 

懷箕 類之志 t。 harbour 
thoughts  of  Chi  (hill)  and  of  Ying 

(stream), 一 to  wish  for  solitudes, 
as  Ch‘ao  Fu  and  Hsu  Yu  did. 

An  ear  of  grain  bent 

down  by  its  own  weight  ； 

a  sharp  point ;  a  writing¬ 
brush.  Used  with  13,336. 

[Common  form  of  13,^38, 
under  Radical  頁 •] 

禾頴  the  awn  of  grain. 
聰頴。 r 頴悟。 r 頴慧 

clever  ；  sharp. 

韦頴  a  hair  pencil  or  writing- brush. 

處 囊便 當脫頴 
(like  an  awl)  in  a  bag,  the  point 
of  which  is  sure  to  come  through, 
— such  is  real  talent,  bound  to 
come  to  the  front.  Said  by  毛 

遂  Mao  Sui  of  the  Chao 
State. 、 

脫 頴而出  the  sharp  point 
has  come  out, — as  above. 

幼頴異  extremely  precocious. 

Correct  form  of  13,337, 
under  Radical  禾. 

影
 3 

i3,339 

R •掘 

H.  yang 

F.  ing^  v.  oung 

See A.  aing 

Rising  Upper. 

Shadow,  as  opposed  to 

形 4617；  a  shadowy  form 
or  semblatice；  a  reflection, 

as  in  a  mirror  ；  a  silhou¬ 
ette.  See  2143  9461. 

影隨形  the  shadow  follows  the form. 

隨 之若影 Allowed  him about  like  his  shadow. 

視 影不如 察形 seeing  the shadow  is  not  so  good  as  exa¬ 
mining  the  substance. 

shadow  and  echo;  tidings. 

Also,  results;  after-effects;  con¬ 

sequences. 

影 響之言  mere  rumour. 

有 一 "黙; ̂   響  there  arp  some slight  traces  (e.g.  of  missing  men); 
there  is  some  prospect  {e.g.  of 
an  affair  being  accomplished). 

猶 影響也  are  like  shadow and  echo, 一 immediate  results. 

勢必 無法籌 補於財 

政 大有影 響 _  beirig able  to  devise  any  means  for 

making  up  the  financial  deficit 
will  entail  very  serious  conse¬ 

quences. 

影之守 人也審 the  re_ 
lation  between  a  man  and  his 
shadow  is  determinate. 

處  chluz  陰 以休影 
in  the  shade  in  order  to  get  rid 
of  one’s  shadow. 

日  shadows  thrown  by  the  sun. 

景多  there  is  some  sign  of  it. 
沒影 兒了。 r 摸不着 

影 兒^連 影兒也 

沒有  not  a  trace  to  be  found. 
照； ̂   to  reflect  the  image  of, — as  a  mirror  or  water. 

影壁  8956. 
影戲  figures  reflected  on  a screen. 

影本 OT 影格  copy-slips.  See 
6029. 

射影  to  dart  a  shadow,  as  the 
sun  apparently  does  into  a  room. 
Also；  used  of  a  fabulous  creature, 

called  , which  is  said  to 

injure  people  by  spirting  sand 
on  their  shadows. 

影 射簾 內 the  shadow  is 

影^
 

i3,339 

璟 
i3,34o 

W 

13,341 

R •敬 

C.  I 

H.  I 叫 ⑽
尽 

F.  ngaing 

W.  ngae 

N.  ngeng^ 

ngahg
 

^•ying 

M.  ngin 
Y.  ngeng^  in 

Sz.  ngen 

K.yon
g^  

v. 

kyong 

J.  kd 

A.  ngaing Sinking 

Lower. 

thrown  within  the  blind, — of  the 
rays  of  the  sun  throwing  the 

shadow  of  a  bamboo  blind  in¬ 
side 

room. 

as 

影射。 r 影射 朦混。 

盈戈 (kai^)  to  make  false  repre¬ sentations;  to  mislead;  to  delude. 

傲 造影射  the  cheat  of  ma 
king  like, — as  imitations  of  goods, 
trademarks,  etc. 

打影子 t。  be  afraid  of. 
是 黛玉夭 亡影子 ^ 
the  foreshadowing  of  Tai-yu's 
early  death. 

影像  portraits  of  dead  people. See  12,128. 

有 sincere;  straightforward. 

顧 影自憐 t。 be  vain- 樓 台倒影 入池塘 
shadow  of  the  tower  had  turned 

about  and  gone  into  the  pond, 一 with  the  setting  sun. 

影 影縛縛  indistinct  (of 
vision);  blurred ;  dimly  se^n. 

仄影  a  fan  made  from  the 
feathers  of  a  red  stork. 

影袋  a  goitre.  .See  13,324. 
See  2142. 

Hard,  as  opposed  to  軟 

5712;  strong ;  unyielding  ； 
obstinate.  See  10,629. 

石頭硬  hard  as  a  stone. 
5 更  hard  or  anthracite  coal 

硬木  hard  wood. 
堅硬  hard ;  inflexible. 
石更驾 1  stiff-necked ;  proud. 
硬心  hard-hearted;  uaimpress-j ionable. 

心 硬如鐵  his  heart  is  like 

iron. 

硬掙  firm;  unbending. 

硬壯 or 硬期  hale；  strong, 

你向 來是‘ 硬 you  have 
always  been  an  obstinate  fellow. 

5 更  hard-handed, — of  a  person who  hits  hard  blows. 

書貴 瘦硬， 方通神 in writing,  aim  at  fine  and  firm 
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YO 

m 
工3,341 

J3>342 

strokes  as  necessary  to  excite 
admiration. 

說硬語  to  speak  obstinately; 
to  stick  to  an  opinion. 

硬 欲實鑿  to  persevere  ob¬ 
stinately  in  fathoming. 

硬直  stiff  and  straight ;  straight 
forward. 

硬氣  positive;  peremptory. 

硬 用趣子 by  sheer  use  of money. 

發硬  to  become  hard  or  clumsy 

硬强  forcibly;  by  force. 

硬槍去  to  snatch  away. 

硬對兒  a  good  match  for. 

硬逼着  to  compel ;  to  force  to. 

硬留  to  insist  on  keeping. 

輕磨硬  the  soft  wears  away 
the  hard. 

硬弓  a  bow  used  to  test  the 
strength  of  military  students. 

Same  as  13,341. 

瑣 13.347 

13.348 

R •藥 

See 輸 

Entering 

Lower. 

經 r3,349 R .藥嘯 

C,yok 

f.*  j  y°k 

W.ya 

N.yak P.  J°->  c  少⑽， 

片 M.  yo 

Y.yak 

yo 

"K,  yak 

\],yaku A.  ok Entering 

Upper. 

Same as  2142. 

YO. 

m 
The  maid-servant  who 

13,343 accompanies  a  bridet|o  her 
R •徑 new  home  ；  a  concubine. 
C.  yen 
F.  eihg 

To  escort. 

N.  ying 

P.  1  yin 勝婢。 r  滕婦  a  bride’s  lady's- 
^•ying 

maid^ 

K.  ing 

].yd 勝妾  a  concubine. 
jing、jdng、 

g^n 
Sinking 
Lower. 

儒 
13,344 

瞻 fm 

13,34s 

W 
13.346 •现 

% 影景 
Ljing 

Rising  Upper. 

滕 觚于賓  to  hand  a  goblet] 
of  wine  to.  a  guest. 

Same  as  13,343. 

Same  as  9891.  Used| 
also  with  13,343. 

The  year^opening  bright- 1 

y. 
;{^  name  of  a  bridge  in  | 

Kiangsu.  « 

Annual  worship  in  the 
ancestral  temple  of  the| 
Imperial  family. 

To  bind  ；  to  be  bound  ； 
to  restrain.  To  divide  by 
abstract  numbers,  or  where 
a  number  is  divided  into 

several  equal  parts.  Seel 

2638,6419.  To  be  "sparing；  j economical  ；  scant  ；  com¬ 

pendious.  Important.  Anl 

agreement  ；  a  compact.) 

Also  read  yue/t1*,  and  (Pe- 

king)  yao^  to  weigh.  [Com¬ 
monly  written  as  below.] 

約栺 一雙銀  a  pair  of  silver  j finger-rings.  See  1791. 

約束  to  restrain  ；  to  keep  in order. 

以擎語 爲約東 thfe  ad-| ministration  of  government  was  I 
oral, 一 for  want  of  a  script.  ! 

約 之以禮  to  keep  oneself! within  the  bounds  of  propriety. [ 

以約， 失之者 备 

矣  the  cautious  seldom  err. 

貧約  P°or；  needy. 
處  ch‘uz  約  to  be  in  straitened  I circumstances. 

約 而爲泰  straitened  and  yeti affecting  to  be  at  ease. 

淸系勺  pure  and  economical, — as  I an  honest  official. 

約曹  an  epitome；  an  abstract.| 

辞子  W  the  superior 
is  sparing  of  his  words. 

儉無  frugal;  thrifty.. 

約 南 ，焚舟 ，宜服 scant| food,  a  burning  ship,  and  poor  I 
clothes, 一 said  by  墨子 M。 

Tzti  to  be  the  worst  of  human! ills. 

man  I 

釣 
J3,349 

以 圖省約  in  order  to  savej 
trouble. 

約而備  concise  but  complete. 
守約  to  attend  to  that  whichl is  of  most  importance. 

約同。 r 約與  to  agree  to  goj or  act  with. 

約了 我 同他去 he| arranged  for  me  to  go  with  him. 

不 約而同  to  do  the  samel thing  without  previous  arrange- 1 

ment.  1 

約請  to  invite. 約會  to  arrange  to  meet. 

定_ 約會兒  to  make  an| 
appoi'ntmenj:. 

你 去概他 約出來 1 
him  tp  Come,; — I  have  something! 
to  P 

失 約 M 未 如約。 r 爽約 not  to  keep  an  appointment.  | 

約 定他來  fix  upon  a  certain! 
time  for  him  to  come.  |j 

約期  to  propose  a  time  ；  ada^el 
agreed  upon.  I 

約單。 1 •約 據。 r 約字。 r| 

約契  an.  agreement；  a  con¬ 
tract. 

私約 a  secret  agreement;  an 
intrigue ;  a  liaison % 

約薄  to  ridicule;  to  chaff. 

和約。 r  條  _  約  a  treaty  ofl 

peace. 系勺條 欺)  the  clauses  of  a| treaty.  f 

約章。 r  約規  treaty  regula-j 
tions. 

約外  not  in  the  treaty. 
約盟 01 ■約 誓  a  sworn  com  j 

pact. 

約合  to  make  peace. 
立約。 r 立合約  to  make  a  I treaty  or  agreement.  : 

符約  to  be  in  accordance  with! 
the  treaty. 

背約 t。  violate  the  treaty. 
退約  to  withdraw  from  a  treaty. 

潮 如有約  the  tide  comes  up  | as  if  it  had  an  engagement  to  I 
do  so. 

約信  an  engagement;  a  promise. 
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15.349 

葯 
!3)350 

樂 

藥 
13.352 

喔 
13.353 

幌 
!3,354 

握 
!3,355 

渥 
13,356 

龌 
!3>357 

龠 
!3.358 

約 價  to  estimate  the  price. 

尖 ̂  •約 畧。 r 約摸 
most  probably;  so  far  as  one 
can  judge. 

走 f 头 :約麽 着十五 
里  he  had  travelled  about  fif¬ 
teen  li. 

約 畧之詞  mere  guesswork. 

隱約  obscure;  dim. 

講約 。* '講鄕 約 t。 read  out the  Sacred  Edict  on  the  1  stand 

15th  of  each  month. 

系勺 正 or  須5 約  Hterati  chosen 
to  read  the  Sacred  Edict ;  a  head- 
borough  or  beadle  elected  by  the 

people. 

Same  as  12,958. 

See  7331. 

See  12,958. 

See  12,740. 

See  12,741. 

See  1 2,742. 

See  12,743. 

Same  as  12,693. 

A  flute.  A  measure 

R •藤  ；of， 1,200  grains  of  millet. 
Entering  ,Radical

  21 4. Lower 

Irregular. 

m 13:3S9 

R._ 

See 
Entering 

Lower. 

丈 r 

13.360 

R •藥 

See Entering 

Lower, 

13,361 

Y.  yak 

Sz.  yo 

K.  yak 

]. yaku 

K.j'dk 

Entering 

Lower 

Irregular. 

鑰 
13,3^3 

To  boil  ；  to  wash  ；  to 

cleanse  ；  to  soak. 

汝 齋戒疏 瀹而心  purge 
your  heart  by  fasting  and  disci¬ 

pline. 

潭治  moving;  agitated. 

Bright  ；  fiery. 

13,364 

R •遇藥 

C.yok^ 

H.  yok) 
F.  yok^ 

Same  as  13,348. 

A  vertical  bamboo  flute 

open  at  both  ends,  with 
three  holes  (some  say  six)， 

formerly  used  by  dancers 
but  in  later  times  replaced 

by  a  short  stick.  It  was 
held  in  the  left  hand,  and 

formed  part  of  the  double 
flute,  the  of  ancient 

Greece,  being  the  avXig 

7.uvatxv7iog  or  treble,  as  op¬ 
posed  to  the  霍 (correctly 

笛） which  was  held  in  the 
right  hand  and  was  the 

ocv$pYjiog  or  bass.  [Cor¬ rect  the  entry  under  霍 

241.]  A  tube  ；  a  case. 
Used  for  12,961. 

以 營 不 {曾  dancing  to  their 
flutes  without  error. 

啓 籥見書  to  open  the  bam¬ boo  tube  and  inspect  the  writings, 

一 given  in  response  to  divination. 

天籥  a  group  of  seven  stars  near the  Dipper. 

See  12,961. 

To  pray  to  ；  to  invoke  ； 

to  implore.  To  select. 

Also  read  yii^. 

顯禱  t。 Pray  t0. 
_  to  cry  out  to. 

13,364 

lya) 

N •少於 

Y.yiie3 

K.jyu 

J.  yu,  yaku 
Entering  and 

Sinking  Lower 

Irregular. 

13.365 

w 

13.366 

R •覺 

C.  H.  ngok 

F.  ngouk 

W.  ngo 

N.  ngoh 
V.yo\yan\ 

yue* 

yi.yo 

Y.yak 

Sz.  yo 

K.  ak 

]*gaku 

A.  ttiak 

Entering 

Lower. 

UU|  ^ 

m 
13.367 

r.s 

.yo：i^yi?^yui> 

See-fe 

Entering 

Lower. 

鳥 

i3»368 

R •覺 

See 岳 

Entering 

Lower. 

顧 懇 顧求 tQ  imPlore- 
無 辜龥天  the  innocent  cry 
to  God. 

闢 門龥俊  the  door  is  now 
open  for  the  selection  of  men 

of  talent, 一 a  notice  pasted  on 

the  gate  of  the  hall  at  the  exa¬ 
mination  for  S： 人  the  2nd 

degree. 

Same  as  13,364. 

Same  as  13,367.  Spe¬ 

cially  used  in  reference  to 

a  wife’s  parents  since  the 
T‘ang  dynasty.  See  9663 

五岳朝  ch^ao1  天  the  five  toes pointing  upwards, — of  a  fall. 

岳夂 岳丈  a  wife’s  father. 

岳毋  a  wife’s  mother. 
岳州府  name  of  a  Prefecture 
in  Hunan. 

防岳  the  Isles  of  the  Blest ;  see S902,  13,329- 

A  lofty  mountain  peak. 

賴 高維攀  grandly  lofty  are 
the  mountains. 

五嶽  the  five  sacred  mountains, 

viz. — 東嶽  or  jXj  in  Shantung. 

南” ，，衡  ，， „  Hunan. 

西 ，， ，，華  ，， ，， Shensi. 
北” ，， ，， ”  Chihli. 

中 ” ，，嵩  „  ,， Honan. 

封東 嶽時令  the  season  for 
the  sacrifices  on  Mt.  T‘ai.  See 

3S82- 

東嶽廟  a  temple  dedicated  to the  deity  of  Mt.  T‘ai. 

A  kind  of  large  duck 
with  red  eyes,  called  麗 

繁， which  appeared  at  the 
triumphant  establishment  of 
the  Chou  dynasty. 
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虐 
13.369 

擴 
13.370 

m 
13.371 

R •藥錫 
C.y'dk 
H.  yok) 
F.yok 
W •少 a 
N.^cz^ 

P.  yau^^ 
〆 

M.»yo 

Y.yak^  yo(^ 
Sz,yo 

K.yak 

],yaku 
A.joM. 

Entering 
Lower 

Irregular. 

13,372 

M 

13,374 

'  4? 

i3,375 

R.j 

cf.  3 

Entering 
Lower. 

See  8343. 

See  1 2,960. 

To  skip  ；  to  leap  ；  to 

dance  \  to  frisk.  To  kick, 

as  a  football.  See  10,892, 

I3i456 - 

躍馬  to  jump  on  a  horse. 

魚 躍于淵  the  fishes  leap  in 
the  deep. 

魚 躍龍門 the  fish  Wing 
the  dragon  gate, — success  at  the 
public  examinations.  See  6883. 

不 .滕 sMng' 雀躍 I  am 
obliged  to  hop  about  like  a  bird， 
— for  joy. 

超躍  to  excel;  to  surpass. 

躍然  Plainly- 

躍 鞠高及 ，塔 t。 kick  a 
football  half  as  high  as  a  pagoda. 

靴 尖躍倒  to  kick  over  with 
the  toe  of  orie’s  boot. 

Read 

躍躍  swiftly,  as  a  hare  or  an 
arrow ;  merrily,  as  grasshoppers 
skipping  about. 

Same  as  1 3,371. 

See.  12,956. 

See  5644. 

The  bubbling  of  water. 

有 
13,376 

R. 有 2$. 
C.yau 

H.yiu 
F.  /«,  v.  ou^ 

iu 

"W.yau 

N.  yiu 

M.  you、 yu 

Sz. 

Y.yeo K,yu 

J.  /«*,  u A.  hiu 
Rising  Lower. 

YXT. 

To  have  or  to  exist,  as 

opposed  to 無  12,753 

and  sometimes  to 不 9456. 

Here!  Ad  sum !  See  沒 

8oi6. 

有呢  there  is ;  there  are, — in reply. 

有了  there  are  some;  I  have found  it;  here  it  is;  sufficient; 
that  will  do. 

沒有  I  have  not;  it  is  not. 

有沒有 有麽。 r 有了 
麽  have  you  it  (or  any)  or  not? is  it  here  or  not? 

有 事沒事  with  or  without 
reason. 

有 要沒緊  of  no  great  im¬ portance  either  way. 

敢不有 一於此 也 there 。 is  no  one  to  be  compared  with 

him, -of  Wu  Tao-tzil,  the  painter. 

有的。 > ■有之  I  have  it;  it is  here ;  there  are  some. 

你去 問明白 有的沒 

有的  go  and  find  out  if  it  is so  or  not. 

有 的道:  some  said .•…
 

又 有的道  others  said.... 

太 爺有了  here  is  his  Wor¬ ship  !  we  have  found  his  Wor¬ 

ship  ! 

中國 之不如 外國有 

之  there  are  some  points  in 
which  China  is  not  equal  to 

foreign  nations. 

蓋 有人事 則有之 細 
wherever  there  are  human  affairs, 

there  they  (pottery  and  iron 

ware)  will  be  found. 

有 則曹有  if  you  have  it  (or it  is  so),  then  say  so. 

天 下少有  there  are  few  of| them  in  the  world. 

何 難之有  what  difficulty  is there  in  it? 

有 花色布 dyed  fiSured piece-goods. 
there  are  certain 

有 
13.376 

since 

所有  whatever  there  are •…; all. 

儘 其所有  exhausted  all  he 

had. 

有^  日  there  is  a  day  or  time  fixed for  it;,  some  day. 

有^  — »  天 on  a  certain  day..... 

有年了  a  long  time  ago. 時  there  are  times;  sometimes, 

自 有生以 來 ever  si 

birth. 

大有  the  14th  Diagram 

大 有之年  an  abundant  year. 

大有 爲之君 a  man  of  great 

ability. 

有 爲有守  (a  man)  of  ability 
and  self-restraint. 

有作爲  a  man  of  energy. 

着 此有人 if  he  has 
virtue,  he  will  have  the  people, — of  a  ruler. 

有意  on  purpose ;  to  intend Also,  a  rational  being.  Sans¬ krit:  manuchya, 

有意來  to  come  on  purpose 

有 意爲之  he  did  it  inten¬ 

tionally. 

有濟  to  be  of  assistance. 

有如 J  5668. 
有請  to  have  something  to  ask for;  some  one  is  enquiring  for 

you. 

有用  useful. 
肴話請 說 if  y。11  have  any- 
thing  to  say,  please  say  it. 

有才  clever. ^  ̂   cour
ageous. 有仇  to  be  at  enmity. 

有分  、fdnS)  not  to  be  wanting in;  to  have  a  share. 

有 案  there  is  a  case;  it  is  on record. 

有 關 of  importance  to;  affecting. 

有天 沒日的  (of  language) terrible ;  awful. 
to  hold  conversation；  to 

speak. 

有 條有理  all  in  order. 氣  to  be  angry ;  to  be  breath¬ 

ing. 
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!3,377 R •看 

See 右 

K,yu 

Sinking 

Lower. 

囿 
13.378'

 R 宥屋 See 右 
Sinking 
Lower. 

有圍  to  have  seen  service  in 
the  Hunting  Camp. 

有兵  to  have  seen  service. 
有  ̂   an  answer  after  請坐 

take  a  seat. 

談 空  to disciissythe base¬ 
less  and  the  real,~phi^sophi§ing. 

有我 fe 此  here  I  am；  I  am here. 

有 望  to  have  hope；  there  is  hope； 
hopeful；  promising. 

有行  (hslfig1)  to  be  practised; 
to  be  usual. 

有罪 i  have  to  apologise, 

有憑有  I 廉  can  be  proved  and demonstrated. 

富有  greatly  possessed  of, 一 as 
wealth  or  learning. 

一 切有部  (the  (Buddhist) 
school  which  held  the  reality  of 
all  objective  phenomena.  Sans¬ 
krit：  sarvdstivdddh, 

有 晉  during  the  sway  of  the 
Chin  dynasty. 

Read  Plus；  addit¬ 
ional. 

八十有  二  eighty  plus  two,- 
eighty-two. 

To  press  to  eat  ；  to  urge 
to  stimulate. 

以 妥以侑 we  seat  _  re- 
preseijtatives  of  the  dead,  at  a 
sacrifice)  and  invite  them  to  eat 
― to  make  them  feel  at  ease. 

侑 食尊客  to  press  honoured 
guests  to  eat. 

奏 樂侑食  to  have  music  as 
an  accompaniment  to  food. 

侑酒  to  press  a  guest  to  drink 

悄雇。 1 ■惰 坐之器 a  vessel 
^9  contain  wine,  which  was  hung 
；n  such  a  way  that  when  too  full 
it  would  capsize,  thus  warning 
against  excess. 

A  park ;  a  garden.  To 
inclose  ；  to  limit. 

鹿囿  a  cker-park. 
囿 苑。 r 園 _  a  park  or  garden. 
禁  Kil  a  park, 一 i.e.  re¬ 
served  for  Imperial  use. 

囿 于風俗  constrained  by custom. 

囿 *
 

r3,378 
囿于見 聞不廣  hamper¬ ed  by  want  of  experience. 

淺囿  shallow  and  limited, 

as 

a  man  of  small  learning. 

w J3,379 

To  assist.  A  pair  ；  a 

宥 couple. 

6右 

Sinking 

Lower. 

w 

13,380 

清 26. 

To  forgive；  to  show 
leniency.  To  be  deep,  as 

in  plans. 

6右 

寬宥 01 •恕清 ^ ■赦盾 or Sinking 

原肴  to  pardon;  to  be  lenient. Lower. 

祈爲 原看1  beg  you  to  par- 

13,381. 

it 
H.  Lyu 

^油 

K.u 

A.  iu 
Even  Upper. 

don  me. 

宥罪  to  forgive  a  crime. 
宥過 無大， 刑故無 小 

forgive  unintentional  faults,  how- 
ever  great :  punish  wilful  errors, however  small. 

三窄  three  cases  for  leniency, 
-7々 •不 識 如⑽脱， 過失 

- inadvertence,  and  遺忘  forget¬ fulness. 

三 細不清  three  things  which cannot  be  pardoned,  however 
trifling, -each  particular  violation 
may  be;  viz.  treason,  breach  of 
natural  laws,  and  injury  to  pu¬ 

blic  morals.  1 

法 所難肴  something  the  law cannot  pardon. 

賄宥  to  obtain  pardon  by  bribe¬ ry* 

基 命宥密  he  enlarged  its foundations  by  his  deep  and  silent 
virtue. 

有坐  variant 倩坐； jw 

Sad;  grieved;  sorrowful ； 
melancholy  ；  anxious  ；  in 
mourning  for  parents. 

憂心 ■憂 愁。1 ■憂 傷。 r 
憂悶。 i •憂患  sad;  grieved; distressed. 

憂勞  anxiety；  worry. 
憂慮  care  and  anxiety  ；  to 

grieve. 

w 
13,381 

憂  I 置  fears;  misgivings. 
心 之憂危  a  state  of  fearful  | 
anxiety.  * 

憂思  to  think  anxiously  about.  | 

勤  anxious  diligence. 

憂恤  to  sympathise  with. 
勸憂  to  exhort  in  a  direction  | 
which  will  lead  from  sorrow. 

解 憂。1 ■慰憂  to  console  grief.  | 

消憂  to  dissipate  grief. to  commit  one’s  sorrows | 

to  writing, 一 as  a  poet. 

不知憂  free  from  care. 
憂民之 憂者， 民亦憂 1 

其憂  if  a  ruler  grieves  at  the  I sorrows  of  his  people,  they  also) 

will  grieve  at  his  sorrow. 

忘憂草  the  plant  of  forget- 1 
fulness.  See  4811,  4818. 

省 得在家 憂茱米 it| will  save  one  from  staying  at  I 

home  fretting  over  the  daily  fuel! 
and  rice. 

先 天下之 憂而憂 ，狻 

天 下之樂 而樂歟 be| ahead  of  the  world  in  its  sorrows，! 
and  behind  it  in  its  joys. 

人無百 年身， 常懷千 I 

歲 憂  man  does  not  live  a  I hundred  years,  yet  he  has  sorrows! 
enough  for  a  thousand. 

不憂不 好  be  not  anxious  I lest  they  be  not  good. 

采 薪之憂  the  sorrow  ofj gathering  firewood, 一 which  was  I the  business  of  children  of  the! 

poor.  Used  in  the  sense  of  “a| 

trifling  sickness.” 

埋 憂地下  to  bury  sorrows | in  the  grave. 

內 顴無憂  no  anxiety  about! 
home  affairs, — when  on  a  jour-| 

ney,  etc.  
" 丁  _  or 居憂 ot 宅憂 to| be  in  mourning  for  parents.  5^1 

IJ：，253_  .  ‘  f 

居夂憂  to  be  in  mourning  for| 
a  father.  See  9565. 

無憂國  an  old  name  for  Cey¬ 
lon. 

無憂樹  the  asoka  tree  (Saraca\ 
indie  a  ̂  L.). 
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優1
 

13.382 

R-^： 
U.Lyu 

See 

Even  Upper. 

Excellent,  as  opposed  to 

劣  7104.  ;  distinguished  ； 
abundant ；  plenty ；  many; 

more  than  enough.  A 

theatrical  performer  [see 

430- 

優 長  great ;  abundant" 

優格  wealthy ;  liberal. 

優厚  liberal.  • 

優  great  praise. 

優加  extremely. 

從優  exceptionally. 

常 優容之  always  made  al¬ lowances  for  him. 

優免  privileged  exemption. 

優貢  a  special  class  of  b.a.’s chosen  for  merit. 

優 劣宜分  the  good  and  the 
b*ad  (or  the  talented  and  the 
stupid)  must  be  distinguished. 

^  the  best  class. 

居優  to  be  in  the  front 
rank;  among  the  best. 

明年可 得優等  next  year 
he  may  he  among  the  first  on 
the  list. 

優先股  Preference， as  opposed 
to  ordinary  shares ;  see  9513. 

優先 股滿額 when  a11  the 
preference  shares  have  been 

taken  up, . ' 

優給  an  extra;  a  present. 

以 示優異 in  order  to  mark 
the  very  extraordinary  charac¬ 

ter, — of  the  event. 

優待。 1 •優 禮相待 t。 
treat  with,  exceptional  courtesy. 

優 渥  great  kindness, —like  that 
of  rain  to  parched  ground. 

未 見所優  I  have  not  seen 
anything  remarkable  in  him, 

維其 _ 矣 _y  indeed. 

養尊處  ch{uz  to  stand 
upon  •one’s  dignity  and  keep aloof. 

憂游  t0  wa^^er  at  will. 

仕而 優則學  the  official,  in 
his  leisure,  should  study. 

於 義頗優  it  fits  in  with  *the 
general  tenor, — of  the  paragraph. 

優1
 

13,382 

嚷1
 

i3>383 

See 

Even  Upper. 

懷
 2 

i3,384 
R 有尤 

See 憂 

Rising  and 

Even  Upper. 

工3,385 

it 

See
  — 

Even  Upper. 

R. 

優 優有餘  too  much;  in  ex¬ 
cess. 

優 優大哉  all  complete  is  its 
greatness! 

敷政 優優  gently  he  spread his  instructions  abroad. 

優人 優伶。 r 俳優。 r 

倡優  actors;  performers. 

優伶 _ 語  gag  or  topical 
remarks  introduced  by  actors. 
[Prohibited  a.d.  1145.] 

優 孟衣冠  the  dress  and  cap of  the  actor  Meng, — mentioned in  the 史記 • 

優婆  an  actress. 
優婆夷  Buddhist  lay-sisters. Sanskrit :  upasika、 

優婆塞  Buddhist  laymen.  I Sanskrit :  upas  aka* 

優 婆提舍 and 優 
陀那  udana,  two  of  the  12 divisions  of  the  Buddhist  Scrip 
tures.  See  819^. 

優 曇鉢羅  a  term  applied  tol^；^ 
banyans  and  to  the  common  I J. 
fig.  Sanskrit :  udwhbara,  I A 

To  hesitate  in  speech  ;| 

to  stammer.  To  sigh.  To  I 
be,  hoarse. 

m 
13,38s 

擾 

1 3,386 

w 
^3,3^7 

尤 

See 憂 

Even  Upper.. 

攸1
 

13/388 

C.  Lyau 

H. ( 

F. 

W.  cyau 

l\ 

M. 
Sz； ) 

yu
 

•ju 

Even 

Irregular. 

Sorrow; 

3,381. 

grief.  Used  fori 

A  rake  for  drawing  earth  I 

over  newly-sown  #seed. 

翊 糧  hoeing  and  raking, --agri- 1 culture. 

深 其耕而 熟趫之 put| the  plough  in  deep  and  cover  | 
well  the  seed. 

耰 而不輟  he  went  on  cover- 1 ing  the  seed  without  stopping,! 

— to  pay  any  more  attention  | 

to  the  enquiry  of  子路 Tzii 
Lu  as  to  the  whereabouts  of  the  | 
ford. 

耰鋤 有德色  to  take  great! 
credit  for  (lending)  a  rake,— to  I 
make  a  fuss  about  lending  the! 
merest  trifle. . 

Same ,  as  13,385.. 

Name  of  a  place  iri| 

Hupeh  belonging  to  the： 鄭’ Tfeng  St^te. 

A  place  ；  the  place  where! or  which.  That  which 

whereby.  Some.  To  movel 

water  - .to  swim.  An  ex- 1 
pletive.  .Distant；  used  with  J 13.389*  : 

相  hsiangK  攸  to  choose  a  home,  j 

M 水攸同  the  waters  of  the| Feng  gathered  in  the  same  place. 

萬福攸 同  may  a11  happiness  I 
gather  there ! 

福 祿攸歸  may  happiness  J and  emolument  be  yours ! 

福 有攸歸  happiness  will  I thereby  accrue  to  vou, — for  eoodl 
deeds.  <k'Caol  uicciu,  etc. 

利有攸 往  therebyl 
accrue, 

各有 攸當  each  had  his  due;  j ‘ each  found  its  proper  place. 

水 利攸關 ，不准 ■侵璜 1 
there  shall  be  no  encroachment! 

upon  or  filling  up  of  (the  fore- 1 
shore)  so  as  to  injure  the  water | supply. 

與 命情攸 關 affecting  tom- 
'  mercial  interests. 

君 子攸行  that  which  thej superior  man  does. 

攸但之 民  to  whatever  people  I •  he  went, . 

淮 夷攸眼 the  Huai  tribes  | submit  in  consequence. 

嘉言罔 攸决 gQQd  words| . will  nowhere  be  hidden. 

罔 弯攸蔽  y。11  .wil1  find  no| forgiveness. 

有攸 不爲臣  there  were  I 
some  who  would  not  become  | 

subjects. 

208 
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攸1
 13.388 

悠1
 13.389 R. 允 

See 攸 

Even 

Irregular. 

!3,39° R. 充 
See 攸 

Even 

Irregular. 

幽1
 i3,39i R •尤 

K.syu 

F. chiu See 油 

A.  u 

Even  Upper. 

攸 然而逝  it  darted  away,- as  a  fish. 

攸 攸外寓  to  live  far  from home. 

. To  be  distant  ；  far-reach¬ 

ing.  Used  with  13,388. 

於窗 1 平/ ̂ 悠哉 ah!  far- reaching  indeed,— were  his  plans. 

思 服悠哉  he  thought  of  her 
long  and  anxiously. 

悠 悠我思  long,  long,  do  I 
think  of  him! 

悠. 悠我里  distant  far  is  my village. 

您 愈之論  common  talk； 
rumour. 

悠 悠楊揚 SQft  and  loud; 
piano  and  forte. 

山 川悠遠 ，維 其勞矣 
over  such  a  distance  of  hills 
and  streams,  how  toilsome  is  the 
march ! 

悠譲  foolish;  silly. 

The  appearance  of  water 

flowing  rapidly.  Used  with 

I3,389. 

Dark;  gloomy  ；  retired  ； 
lonely  ；  secret ;  hidden  ； 
subtle. 

幽暗  dark;  gloomy. 
幽 靜  retired;  lonely. 
幽深  dark  and  deep, 
幽 僻  secluded；  lonely. 

幽曠  -a  wild  or  desolate  spot. 

幽隱  in  retirement. 
幽人  a  hermit；  a  recluse. 
幽居  to  live  in  retirement. 

孝 武幽崩  when  the  Emperor 
Hsiao  Wu  mysteriously  died, — 
he  was  strangled. 

無幽 不悉  no  mystery  which 
he  did  not  comprehend. 

幽憂  melancholy;  hypochon¬ dria. 

i3,39i 

磨1
 

13.392 

R^c 

H.  Syu 

See 

K.« 

A.  iu 
Even  Upper. 

幼 ▲
 

13.393 

R •宥 

C.yau 
H,yu 

F.  tu 

W.  yau 

N. ) 

P. ， 

M. ) 

\.yeo 

iW 

J •少 5，少《 
A.  hi 

Sinking 

Upper. 

幽思  contemplative. 

九幽。 r 幽冥 Hades. 
超幽  to  deliver  souls  by  masses 

幽 魂  the  soul. 幽門  the  gate  of  Hades;  the 

pylorus. 

幽 释  spirits;  devils. 幽明  the  dead  and  the  living. 
黜陟 幽明。 r 黜退其 

幽 ，升 進其明 t。 degrade the  undeserving  and  to  promote 
； the  intelligent. 

幽  ̂   to  confine;  secluded.  Also, 
to  spay  women. 

_ 讀 or 幽囚 or 幽困 to imprison. 

執仁恭 而幽之 seized [Liu]  Jen-kung  and  put  him  in 

prison. 

幽雅  secluded  and  refined. 
幽閒  reserved, — as  a  maiden. 

幽 微  minute;  subtle. 
幽 幽  sombre, — as  a  distant  hill 

幽州  a  Department  in  Chihli. 

幽蕪  {yenx)  a  name  for  Peking. 

知幽莫 •如顯  for  realising 
darkness  there  is  nothing  like 
light.  See  40,280. 

A  female  deer  ；  a  doe. 

Young,  as  opposed  to 長 
change  450  and  杏 6783； 
immature  ；  tender  ；  delicate. 

長  change  幼之節 the  eti- 9uette  between  seniors  and  jun¬ iors. 

幼不學 ，老 何爲 if  you do  not  learn  when  young,  what 
good  will  you  be  when  old? 

幼少。 r 知 >J、 or 幼年 of tender  years. 

年 幼無知  young  and  inex¬ perienced. 

幼 4
 

13,393 

呦1
 

13.394 

R. 尤 

H.c， 

See 幽 

Even  Upper. 

w 
13.395 

See 幽 

A.  au^  u 

Even  
Upper. 

13.396 

R •有蕭 

See 憂天 

Rising  and 
Even  Upper. 

幼子  a  son；  my  little  boy. 
幼女  a  daughter;  my  little  girl 

幼兒。 1* 幼孩 children. 

幼童  a  boy；  a  lad. 
幼弟  a  young  brother. 

幼婦  a  young  wife. 
幼主  a  youthful  monarch. 慈幼  to  be  kind  to  the  young, 

幼者聽 而不問 little 
children  should  be  seen  and  not 
heard. 

幼吾 幼以及 人之幼 
treat  with  the  kindness  due  to 

youth  the  young  in  your  own 
family,  so  that  the  young  in 
the  families  of  others  shall  be 

similarly  treated. 

子 媳俱幼 his  S()n  and 
daughter-in-law  were  both  young 

無弱 孤有幼  do  not  make 
little  of  the  helpless  and  the 

young. 

幼視  to  regard  as  juvenile. 

棄爾幼 _  put  aside  your 

childish  spirit. 

幼嫩  young  and  tender  ；  deli¬ 
cate. 

幼細  delicate;  fine,  as  work. 

Read  yao4. 
subtle. 

Abstruse  ； 

The  sound  of  deer  bleat¬ 

ing. 

_  吻 鹿鳴  ̂   w  go the  deer 

Sulky;  morose. 

A  small  yellowish-black fish,  known  as  黃 齡?) 魚， 

with  a  forked  tail,  large 

head,  wide  mouth,  and 

sharp  dorsal  spines. 
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13>397 
R 有 
C.  nau,  yau^ 

v.  a 

H.yu3 F.  iu、 au 
N.iu 

P.  M,you 
K,yu 
J •少 《，《 
A.  au 

Rising  Upper. 

酉 
13, 398 R .肴 

See 有 
A.jiu^ju 

Rising  Lower. 

m 

I3>399 

R •充肴 
See 有 
A.jeu 

Even  and 

Rising  Lower. 

栖 
13.400 

寳 
13.401 

it 
See 油 

A.jeu 
Even  Lower. 

R 

Black;  dark-coloured  ； 

“invisible”  blue  or  green. 

塗 黝其面  he  blackened  his face. 

晒 的起黝  very  much  sun 
burnt. 

黝堊  to  colour  a  wall  black. 

To  make  new  spirits  or 
wine  in  the  8th  moon  when 

the  millet  is  ripe.  Com¬ 

plete  ； finished  ；  ripe.  One 
of  the  Twelve  Branches, 
see  Tables  Vd\  5  to  7  p.m. 

Radical  164.  [To  be  dis¬ 

tinguished  from  西 4031 

and  曾 2257.] 

酉時 5  t。 7  P-m. 
請你 說個子 午卯酉 
please  tell  me  in  detail. 

大 酉  and  yj、 酉  two  hills  in 
Hunan,  in  which  vast  stores  of 
books  were  said  to  be  concealed. 

書 探二酉  his  library  was 
very  extensive. 

二 酉 堂 （or  ) a  fancT  name 
for  a  book-shop. 

五 酉  a  goblin  said  to  have  been 
seen  by  Confucius. 

酉水  a  branch  of  the  元河 
Yuan  river  in  Hunan. 

To  rot  ；  to  decay  ；  to 
smell  offensively. 

木 I 臭  rotten  wood  stinks. 

牛夜 —則磨 an  ox  that 
lows  at  night  has  rank  flesh. 

Same  as  13,401. 

To  lay  in  stores  of  fire¬ 
wood. 

薪  之典  examinations. 

猷 
2 

13,402 

?ee 油 

Even  Lower. 

茜 
13,403 

R  -^:  M 

See 

A.ju 
Even  Lower. 

13,404 

R •尤 

See 油 

Even  Lower. 

W 
13)405 

R •尤宥 See 油 

A» 

Even  Lower. 

To  plan  ；  to  deliberate  ； 
to  take  counsel.  The  pro¬ 
per  course  to  adopt.  An 
exclamation.  See  4805. 

献詢 兹黃髪 to  take counsel  with  the  yellow-haired, — with  the  old. 

嘉献  a  wise  plan. 
有猷  to  be  wise  in  counsel. 

周么 •之 献訓 the  teachings of  Chou  Kung. 

轶 秩大献  wisely  arranged are  the  great  plans. 

升 于大猷  to  advance  to  a great  degree  of  excellence, 一 of 
the  people  when  properly  go 
verned. 

君子 有徽猷 if  the  sover eign  has  right  ways, — the  people 
will  follow  them. 

克 愼厥献 yQu  are  able  t。 take  heed  to  your  ways. 

宣 猷布化  to  make  known the  directions  and  to  spread 

the  reforming  influence, 一 of  the 

Emperor. 

王若 曰猷  the  king  spoke 
to  the  following  effect : 一 “Ho  !•• 

A  water-plant,  considered 

by  the  本草  Herbal  to  be the  same  as  13,406. 

Read  仰1 *  To  strain 
wine. 

A  light  carriage  ；  light  ； trifling. 

輸軒  a  light  carriage. 

臺 北輸軒  the  “boss”  of North  Formosa, — referring  to  an 
energetic  Governor. 

德_ 如毛  virtue  is  light  as a  hair. 

銷儀  my  trifling  present  to  you. 

鰌褻  poor  fare. Still;  notwithstanding  ； 

yet  ；  even  ；  while  still  ；  see 

4839,  8282.  Again  ；  still 
ore ;  especially.  As  ；  as 

though  ；  to  be  as ;  like  ； 

similar;  eqn^l  to.  To 

m J3)4os 
scheme  ；  plans  ；  see  61 15. 
Principles.  To  go  along. 

猶 可說也  there  is  still  some¬ 
thing  to  be  said, 一 by  way  of 
excuse. 

猶 來無止  that  he  may  still come  back  and  not  remain  away. 

其 猶病諸  they  were  still 
. solicitous  about  this. 

二吾 猶不足  even  with  two (tenths)  I  have  not  enough. 

猶未定  still  undecided. 
猶複  to  still  continue  to . 

此 事猶可  this  matter  will  do (or  can  pass), 一 as  compared  with another  which  will  not. 

此 等寄+ 猶見也 this 

sort  of  thing  is  cropping  up  again, 

— as  a  discredited  superstition. 

宣讀 上諭猶 帶眼鏡 
to  read  out  an  Imp.  Edict  while 

still  wearing  spectacles, 一 a,  mark 
of  disrespect. 

猶 且  stM;  further. 營 伸且猶 不可召 ，而 
况  if  Kuan  Chung  might  not 
be  summoned,  how  much  less....? 

猶有  there  is  still  ；  still  more 

兹猶不 草寧 now  espe- 
daily  they  did  not  indulge  in 
constant  repose. 

猶冀  hopes  however . 猶求  as  though  asking  for ... . 

外 猶俱轉  (chuan%)  to  the 
outsider  it  was  as  though  both 
revolved. 

視予 猶夂也  he  regarded 
me  as  a  father. 

視人事 猶己事  to  regard 
others’  interests  as  one’s  own 

猶子  like  a  son, — a  nephew. 

其 德不猶  his  virtue  was  not 
like  this. 

如猶。 r 猶若。 1 •猶然 ㈣ 
555i)  as  if;  just  like. 

猶 然無恙  just  as  usual  and nothing  the  matter  with  him. 

mz  and  similarly. 

猶言  as  though  one  said；  “qj •” 

冩字吾 猶人也 in  hand- 
writing,  l  am  like  ordinary  people. 
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m 
13,406 R •允 

See 油 

Even  Lower. 

由 
13.407 

^ 油 
A» 

Even  Lower. 

予 猶及見  no  sooner  did  I 
•  see . (than  I  knew  it  to  be,  etc.) 

無 相猶矣  let  there  be  no 
schemings  against  one  another. 

不 我告猶  (the  tortoise,  sc, 
divination)  will  not  tell  us  any¬ 
thing  about  the  plans. 

匪大猶 是經  not  by  great principles  do  they  regulate, 一 
their  plans. 

猶與 猶豫 猶疑 
doubtful;  hesitating;  suspicious, 

—from  the  names  of  two  animals, 
said  to  be  very  suspicious  of  each 
other. 

心 猶豫而 狐疑兮 
a  yu  yii  mind,  and  suspicious  as 
a  fox. 

作 事猶豫  wanting  in  de¬ cision. 

三人猶 豫未决 the  three 
men  could  not  make  up  their 

minds, — to  do  it. 

五猶  the  worst  kind  of  soil. 

君子蓋 猶猶爾 & 
superior  man  preserves  a  mean 
between  slowness  and  haste. 

A  water-plant  with  a  foul 

smell,  identified  by  the 

Japanese  with  Caryopteris 

divaricata、 Max. 

薰 蕕不同 器而處 
{chluz)  do  not  put  fragrant  and 
stinking  things  in  the  same  vessel. 

一薰 一猶十 年尙猶 

有臭  if  fragrant  and  stinking 
plants  are  mixed,  after  ten  years 

they  will  still  stink. 

Cause  ；  means  (see  3941)； 

instrument ；  motive；  source; 

origin.  From ；  by;  by  way 

of*,  because  of;  proceeding 
from.  To  follow  ；  to  walk 

in  -  to  allow.  Used  with 

猶  1 3,405.  [To  be  distin¬ 
guished  from  田  1 1,236.] 

由頭。 r 所由。 r 由來。 r 
來由  (see  6679)  cause ;  means; 
source. 

觀 其所由  mark  a  man’s  mo¬ tives. 

由 2
 

13,407 

as 

其所 由者邪 Mvh。 is  the cause  of  this  (phenomenon)? 

事 有由來 w 因由) 
things  have  their  causes. 

至其屍 所由來 則 as  t0 the  origin  of  the  corpse, 

(where  it  came  from,  etc.) 

事由 來已久 this  has been  so  for  a  long  time. 

七 戰由來 七獲捷 
the  result  of  seven  battles  we 

have  gained  seven  victories. 

怎 麽來由  how  did  it  come 
about  ? 

沒 有來由  there  was  no  cause for  it.  1 

開 ，有由 （this)  was  the 
origin  of  the  crime. 

詢得 玉之由  he  asked  how the  jade  had  been  obtained 

匪 由勿語 do  not  sPeak without  cause. 

不 知其由  I  do  not  know  its 
cause. 

道 無由。 r 無可 由之 
no  way  or  means. 

假 以尋某 人爲由 
under  pretext  of  looking  for somebody. 

皲 劫情由  the  details  as  to how.  he  had  been  robbed. 

^  _  the  chief  points  in  a  case，- as  opposed  to  a  detailed  state¬ ment. 

由於  arising  from;  caused  by. 
雖死由 於趺， 而致跦 

之由則  though  the  cause  of death  was  a  fall;  yet  the  cause 
of  that  fall  was . 

由 淺入深 from  shallow  to deep;  gradually. 

所必由  the  only  available road. 

誰能出 不由戶 wh。 can go  out  but  by  the  door? 

由 此門進  go  in  by  this  door. 

由 京而來  I  came  from  the capital. 

由水道 by  water. 

由陸路 by  land. 由是  from  there ;  thence.  See 6363. 

由 1
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由 厦至漢  from  Amoy  to 
Hankow. 

由 天而降  to  come  down 
from  heaven. 

由天 不由人  it  depends  on 
God,  not  on  man. 

不 由人算  not  within  the 
calculations  of  mortals, 一 as  life, death,  etc. 

由打 他死後 from  the  time 
of  his  death  onward. 

而莫 由也… and  s。 1  was 
unable  to. 

由驛  by  post;  by  courier. 

由 領事官 飭該商 the 
Consul  to  instruct  the  merchants. 

先 由委員 申 報司道 
the  Deputy  first  to  report  to  the 

high  provincial  authorities. 

不 由正道  not  to  follow  the 
true  path. 

率 由典常  follow  and  observe 
the  proper  statutes. 

不由 己。1 ■不 由的 ^ 
luntarily. 

事不 由 己 心 matter  beyond 
one’s  own  control. 

由着  although ;  as  you  wish; 
let  it  be! 

由着性  as  one  likes;  at  will. 

由着 他的性  letting  him 

have  his  own  way. 

由着嘴  to  give  free  play  to 
one’s  tongue. 

由他 去作1 et  him  go  and  do 

it. 

那事由 我 that’s  my  b”  siness. 

由 我自去  let  me  go  myself. 

由他 i 去罷了 imustlet 

it  slide. 

外口 由自取 blame 
brought  on  oneself. 

不 還好來 ，由自 
they  do  not  return  good  {sc.  are 

not  gratefi.I)  that  is  their  own business. 

無 由自達  no  means  of| bringing  oneself  forward. 

我腿不 由我作 主叫 
legs  won’t  let  me,— go  any  further. 

由我  _  课  to  suit
  my  _ 

convenience. 
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非 由于我  it  is  not  due  to  me.  I 

鈴你 錢由你 收 I  will  give 
you  (a  string  of)  cash,  and  you 
can  help  yourself. 

自由  of  one’s  own  initiative ;  I 
free;  independent.  See  2526. 

[Read  tz^  yu.]  See  9310. 

自 由自在  independent  and! 
happy. 

自 由之理  freedom  in  the  I 
abstract. 

事到頭 不自由 when 
matters  come  to  a  head,  there 

is  no  freedom  of  action ;  necess¬ 
ity  knows  no  law. 

設一自 由結 婚演說 
會  established  a  society  fori 
lectures  on  the  arrangement  of 

marriages  by  the  parties  con¬ 
cerned. 

去不 去由你 you  can  g。 
or  not,  as  you  like. 

由不 得人的  it  does  not! 
depend  on  (is  beyond  the  power 

of)  man. 

由不 得一 笑說道 
couldn’t  help  laughing  and  said. 

不 由不信  unable  to  dis¬ believe. 

不 由分說  without  allowing 
one  to  speak. 

身不 由 主  helpless;  inca¬ pable  of  resistance. 

等由  see  10,877.  ! 

無 易由言  he  does  not  speak 
lightly. 

由醉之  ̂ ifyouspfeak,  drunk 
as  you  are, . 

由由然 at  his  ease- 

由藝  sprouts,— from  a  felled  tree. 

由旬 01 ■由延 an  Indian 
measure  of  distance,  said  by 
some  to  be  about  four  times  the 

distance  at  which  a  bull’s  bellow¬ 
ing  can  be  heard,  or  seven  to 
eight  miles  :  by  others,  to  be  a 

day’s  march.  Sanskrit :  yojana. 

由迪  to  correct;  to  reproach. 

由跋  Arisen  a  ringens^  Schott. 

相 
‘ 

i3,4o8 

R •宥屋 

C.  yau^  chuk W.yiu^  y.  po^ 

ch、uk 

F.  tuk 

W.  yau^  v. 
dziu 

N •少 

djuoh 

P.  Ul,  you 

Y.  yeo 
Sz.  you 

K.  yu、 ch、uk 
J.  yu^  少 djiku A.  ih’iu、 truk 
Sinking  and Entering 

Lower. 

油 
2 

13,409 

C.  yau 
H.  ytu F.  yu 

W •少  aw N. 

p.  
1 

M.  >  yu^you 

Sz. ) 

Y.  yeo K.yu 

]-y^yu A.ju 

Even  Lower. 

The  pumelo  [Citrus  de- 
cum  ana、 L.). 

Read  chu 气  The  cylinder 

containing  the  threads  of 

the  warp.  See  261 1. 

Oil  ；  fat ;  grease. 

油鹽 醬醋。 u， salt， s°y， and 
vinegar, 一 condiments  generally. 

油斤  oil  in  bulk.  : 

^  ̂   '/ft  sesamum-seed  oil. 

蔴 子油。 r 大蔴 子油 
castor  oil. 

油蔴子  linseed. 出油  to  give  out  oil  under  | 
pressure;  to  be  “squeezed •” 

壓爲油  to  crush  for  the  oil. 

香油  sweet  (or  sesamum-seed) 
oil;  scented  oil. 

淸油 ot 亮油  clear  oil, 一 i.e. 
without  土  子， which  are  used 
to  make  it  dry  quickly. 

靑油  oil  made  from  the  tallow- tree. 

石 油。 r 煤油  petroleum； kerosene. 

猛火油  naphtha. 

桐油  wood  oil. 
桐 油灰。 r 油灰 Putty- 

油作  {tsox)  a  glazier’s  shop  or trade. 

油草  grass  used  when  making 
oil. 

油漆  oil  paint ;  varnish. 

油漆匠  painters;  varnishers. 

油 漆畫。 il  paintings. 
油光  varnish;  glossy;  bright. 

上油。 r 加油。 r 罩油 t0  oil; 
to  varnish;  to  paint. 

油2
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油 頭粉面  oiled  head  and powdered  face, 一 a  prostitute. 

油房  an  oil  factory. 

油脚  oil  dregs. 油簍  a  wicker  jar  with  a  narrow 
neck;  an  oil-basket. 

油鍋  an  oil  caldron ;  one  of  the punishments  in  Purgatory. 

油紙 oiled  paper,— for  packing. 

油布  oil-cloth. 油毡  oiled  felt, 一 for  soles  of 
shoes. 

油革 |匕  boots  for  wet  weather. 

油膠  p°made- 油跡  stains  from  oil. 

油泥  grease ;  scurf. 

油包  oil  wrappers. 油滑。 r 油似 滑的 • 

Pery. 

油 嘴滑舌  talkative ;  glib. 

潑 油救火  to  throw  on  oil  to put  out  fire. 

油葫 蘆  a  kind  of  cricket  which sings  during  winter  in  stoves. 

油蚱鬼  twisted  fritters  cooked in  oil. 

油面  actors  of  tragic  parts. 

夭油 然作雲  the  clouds 
collect  densely  in  the  sky. 

賣油郧  a  favoured  lover.  See 

今古奇 觀- 

油油  happy-looking ;  the  ap¬ pearance  of  dense  clouds,  and 
of  luxuriant  crops. 

油茱  Chinese  rape  ̂ rassiav 
juncea、 Hk.  f.  &  T.,  and  B.  cam- 
pestris、 L.). 

油刺  acne；  blackheads. 

蚰、
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R .允 

See 油 

Even  Lower. 

A  harmless  kind  of  centi¬ 

pede,  called 础艇 or 触 

蜇 
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ir 
13,411 

R •宥 

See 柏 

Sinking 

Lower. 

13.412 
R. 宥 
See 右 

A.  cb'iu 
Sinking 

Lower. 

尤 2
 13.413 

R. 允  IIa. 
See 油 

K.  u 

A.  v、.u Even  Lower. 

Glossy  ；  the  glaze  on  por¬ 
celain.  Also  written  V 幼. 

釉水  licluid  glaze* 

The  North-China  polecat 

[Putorius  Fonianierii)  ；  the 

Siberian  weasel  [Putorius 

sidiricus). 

An  evil  ；  a  calamity.  A 

fault.  To  murmur；  to 

grudge；  to  blame.  More ； 

still  more  ；  furthermore  ； 

particularly  ；  extraordinary. 

See  1950.  [To  be  distin¬ 
guished  from  犬 3192.] 

俾 無尤兮  deliver  us  from 
evil !  See  13,416. 

報以庶 .光  it  will  be  recom¬ pensed  with  many  evils. 

莫 斯其尤  I  know  not  whose fault  it  is. 

畜 君何允  what  fault  is  it  to 
restrain  one’s  prince  ? 

則寡尤  then  you  will  afford 
few  occasions  for  blame. 

防悔允  to  guard  against  any¬ 
thing  which  will  give  cause  for 
repentance. 

效尤  see  4349. 
允 而效之 ，罪 又甚焉 
were  I  to  imitate  them  in  their 

wrong-doing,  my  offence  would 
be  greater  than  theirs. 

允失 反在子  the  fault,  sir, is  rather  with  you. 

我 民罔允 .違 no  murmur- ing  or  disobedience  among  the 

people. 

尤焉  O  prince,  do  not blame  them ! 

無 我有光  do  not  blame  me. 

王允之  Wang  blamed  him,  ' 
不允人  I  do  not  blame  man¬ kind. 

京 允子， 衛嘴子  Peking 

尤 2
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m 

R .尤 

See 允 

Even  Lower. 

people  are  haters,  Tientsin  men 
are  wranglers. 

止有 相好而 無相尤 
only  friendship,  and  no  cause 
for  enmity,  between  us. 

懷怨 尤之念  to  bear  an  old grudge. 

尤甚。 >■ 尤加  still  more. 

尤可怪  still  more  extraordi¬ 

nary. 

尤 爲緊要  still  more  impor¬ tant. 

尤異  more  strange. 

尤隹  better  still. 

尤 不足觀 sti11  mc>re  un - worthy  to  be  looked  at. 

尤 其不可 sti】l  less  can  this be  so. 

尤非  besides,  if  I  don’t . 
unless  I . 

尤深 於易禮  going  speci¬ ally  deeply  into  the  Changes  and Rites, 

允  to  set  an  extreme  value  on. 
權勢 不尤則 夸者悲 

if  his  power  and  influence  do  not 
increase,  the  boaster  will  repine. 

予 獨何尤  how  am  I  worse off  than  the  others  ? 

姝允 之才  remarkable  talents. 

‘ 之尤者 禍之府 the 
rarity  of  things  is  a  store-house of  misfortune. 

一 ■  _  之本者 the  rarest (painter)  of  his  age. 

尤物  the  bewitching  face  of  a woman. 

尤 物害人  lovely  woman  is  a  j curse  to  man. 

A  swelling ;  a  tumour. See  10,554. 

皮 上結疣  an  external  swel¬ ling  or  tumour. 

彎疣 不猶愈 於死乎 is  not  having  a  tumour  better 

than  death  ? — under  an  operation 
for  its  removal. 

賛懸现  a  hanging-on  tumour, 一 a  son-in-law  who  lives  on  his 
wife’s  family. 

彼以 生爲附 贅懸规 
they  regard  life  as  a  tumour 
attached  to  them, — from  which 
death  sets  them  free. 

脒 13.415 

rAivg 
m 

13.416 

r 尤 

See  尤. 

Even  Lower. 

m 13.417 

See 尤 

Even  Lower. 

% 

13.418 

R •充侵 

^ 猶淫 

Even  Lower. 

牛 

i3,4W 

‘方字 

2 

13.420 
 - 

See 油 

Even  Lower. 

w 

13.421 

See 油 

Even  Lower. 

Same  as  13,414. 

To  be  in  error.  Usee with  13,413. 

我 思古人 ，俾 無訧兮 
I  think  of  the  ancients,  that  I 

may  be  kept  from  doing  wrong. 

The  cuttle-fish. 

Doubtful. 

龙 豫不决  undecided  h?w  to act;  unable  to  come  to  a  deci sion.  See  13,405. 

Read  yin^.  To  move  on. 

See  8346. 

A  streamer  or  pennant. 

The  do^-tGpth  bordering  to a*  flag.  See  1 2,797. 

To  wander  about  ；  to 

ramble  for  pleasure  ;  to 

travel?  To  swim；  to  float. Used  with  13,42 3. 

游民  wandering  or  homeless 

people. 

游人  a  wanderer. 游手  an  idler;  a  vagabond. 

游手好 閒  a  loafer  fond 

of^dling. 

漢有游  _  by the  Han  are 

girls  rambling  about. 

游惰  to  loaf  about  in  idleness. 

游 衍  wanderings  and  indulgen¬ 
ces. 

倦 ’游  tired  of  wandering. 

游逛  to  stroll;  to  travel. 

游學  to  travel  for  information. 
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游賞  to  saunter  about. 

游玩  to  go  for  a  ramble;  to 
travel  for  pleasure. 

微服野 (。! ■治） 游 t。 r_ about  in  mufti. 

'游蕩  dissipated;  profligate. 

以游碎 得罪 was  Punished for  profligacy. 

游歷  to  travel. 

游侶  a  travelling-companion. 

游說 (shui^)  to  travel  about  and 
advise  (princes), — to  be  a  politi¬ 
cal  adventurer.  See  10,164. 

游 說之士  wandering  politi¬ 
cians,  as  above. 

宦 游四方  to  serve  as  an 
official  in  various  parts  of  the 

empire. 

游方僧  an  itinerant  priest. 

游 矚 or 游 琴 to  go  to  see; to  visit. 

游獵  to  go  out  shooting. 

游魂  a  wandering  or  unburied 
ghost. 

菩薩 lii 游  a  god  carried  in 
procession. 

飭差 等柙王 游街三 
Q  bade  his  runners  lead  Wang 

in  custody  through  the  streets 

for  three  days, 一 as  a  convicted 
criminal. 

游子思 親  the  wandering  son 
thinks  of  his  parents. 

游移 t。  vary  from;  to  depart 
from. 

游 移兩可  to  go  backwards 
and  forwards  between  two  poss¬ 
ible  methods. 

游於藝  to  find  recreation  in 
the  polite  arts. 

游戲  to  stroll  about  and  amuse 
oneself 

游 戲人間  to  take  amuse¬ 
ment  among  mankind, —  as  the 
gods  sometimes  do. 

遡游  to  swim  down  a  stream. 

若 游大川  as  though  floating 
on  a  great  stream. 

游水  to  swim  ；  to  go  to  a  water 
picnic. 

習 水善游  to  be  a  practised 
swimmer. 

游 2
 

i3,42i 

m 
13,422 

反‘: it 

See 油 

Even  
Lower. 

13423 
See 油 

Even  Lower. 

善 游者溺  good  swimmers are  the  ones  who  are  drowned. 
See  1001. 

游湖  to  go  boating  on  a  lake. 

游山  to  ramble  over  hills. 

游波  a  name  tor  the  petrel, 

上下游  both  up  and  down stream ;  everywhere. 

上游 and 下游  up  stream and  down  stream ;  the  higher 

and  lower  waters ;  superiors  and 
inferiors. 

師船創 據上游 the  war- junks  having .  obtained  the  up¬ 
stream, — {cft  weather-gage)  posi¬ 
tion. 

無怪上 游器重 
der  that  your  superiors  think  so 
much  of  you. 

游約  to  put  off;  to  shilly-shally. 

游 楊  t。 extol- 游環  slip  rings, — on  harness. 

游胡  same  as  3406. P0h^anum  orientale^  L. 

Water-flies.  See  3602. 

no  won 

To  ramble  ；  to  travel  ； 

used  with  13,42 1  {g.v.  for 

further  entries).  Friendly. 

遊刃有 餘  room  for  the  blade to  move,  and  to  spare, — refer¬ 

ring  to  a  butcher’s  knife  which 
was  so  sharp  and  so  well  handled 
that  it  easily  went  through  an 
articulation.  Used  of  a  person 

whose  work  is  mere  child’s-play to  him. 

交遊  a  friend;  a  chum. 
遊擊。 r 遊府。 r 遊戎 a 
major  in  the  Chinese  forces. 

[The  first  is  also  applied  to 
bodies  of  troops  in  the  sense  of “flying.”] 

遊牧  nomad  tribes  in  Man¬ churia;  the  herdsmen  tribes  of 

Mongolia. 

遊 牧正尉 (》 ehief  suPer- intendent  of  nomads. 

繇
 2 

13,424 

K-itW 

宥 
F.  v.  ikieu 

See 遙 

Even  Lower. 

w 13.425 

R. 尤讀 

s=e 油遙 

Even  Lower. 

郵
 2 

13.426 

See 允 

K.« 
A.  viu Even  Lower. 

尤 13.427 

13.428 

R •宥 

F.  y.pou^ 

N.  y.yi^ 

See 告 

SinkingLower. 

Cause  ；  means,  etc.  ；  used 

with  13,407  {ff.v.  for  en¬ 
tries).  Used  also  with 
12,920,  13,405. 

Read  chou^  or  yu^.  The 
oracular  responses  of  pro 

fessional  diviners；  also  writ 

ten  ̂   (2479).  The  inter¬ pretations  of  the  Diagrams, 

as  being  auspicious  or  other¬ wise,  are  called  鶴辭. 

Luxuriant  vegetation. 

厥 草惟鶴  that  grass  grows 
rank  and  thick. 

A  post-house,  where  hor¬ 
ses  are  kept  for  government 
couriers.  To  err.  Used  for 

13,413.  See  1852,  11,202. 

垂 post  stations. 
垂 the  postmaster’s  house. 

郵政局  a  post-office. 郵筒  a  letter  case;  a  pillar  post¬ box.  See  12,292. 

垂 P  呈  to  address  a  superior  by 

post. 

极  postage;  see  8731. 
垂 postage  stamps. 

郵亭  a  watch-house  for  the  petty official  whose  duty  it  was,  in 

ancient  times,  to  superintend 

agriculture.  , 

火車路 之郵亭 a  railway 

' station. 

而况魯 之君 子迷之 

垂 者  how  much  more  then may  not  the  sage  of  Lu  (Con¬ 
fucius)  be  madly  in  error  ? 

See  13,844. 

Further；  in  addition  to; 
still  more;  moreover;  also; 

again  ；  ditto  ；  idem.  Radi¬ 
cal  29. 

况又。 r 且又。 r 又搭上 

w 又兼  furthermore;  more¬ 
over. 
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又是如 此 it  is  the  same 
again, 一 as  it  was  before. 

又  more  than  ever. 

^  there  are  other . ;  there 
is  still . 

又 有客來  another  guest  has come. 

內中也 有大的 ，內中 

又有圓 的 _e  among 
them  are  large,  and  others  are 
round. 

又子  a  son  other  than  the  eldest 
or  youngest. 

^  5Ar^n  a  series. 

不能 又不可 I  neither  can 
nor  ought  to. 

又 來了  he  has  come  again. 

又多 — •番  still  one  more; 
yet  another. 

又及  the  “P.S.”  of  a  letter. 

^  ̂   another  name  being.  ....； 
also  called . 

又復 審訊1  have  again  held 
an  investigation. 

又 經札覆  1  have  again  sent 
instructions  in  reply, 一 to  a 
report. 

馬又打  t0  abuse  and  also  beat. 

問 過又問  he  asked  and  then 
asked  again.  | 

又要出 門  he  wants  to  goout 
again. 

得 而又失 t0  get  and  then lose. 

又換 一 ■個 生手 we  have 
got  another  new  hand. 

又要馬 兒好， 又要馬 

兒不咳 草 he  wants  his 
horse  to  be  fit,  and  yet  wants 
it  not  to  eat. 

坐 又不安  neither  was  he  at 
ease  in  a  sitting  position. 

又次。 r 又 其次也 still 
lower  in  quality  or  degree. 

一 天一天 又一天 a 
day,  a  day,  and  then  another 
day, — so  time  flies. 

友
’
 

i3,429 

R. 有 

See 有 

Rising  Lower 

A  friend  of  the  same 
class  as  oneself  同 類戈; 

友； friendly  ；  an  associate 
a  companion  [see  9963:. 

A  group  of  two  ；  see  羣 

3304.  See  朋 88y8  for 
further  entries. 

同志爲 友 a  common  bent makes  people  friends.  Cf.  Idem 
velle  atque  idem  nolle,  etc. 

友人。 1 ■朋友 a  friend. 

老友 or  舊友  an  old  friend. 

酒 友  a  boon-companion. 
同年友  friends  who  graduated in  the  same  year. 

忘年友  fiends  who  forget  (the 
disparity  of  their)  years. 

好友。 ■•頁 友。1 •益友 a 
good  friend. 

皆予 執友也 are  all  inti- mate  friends  of  mine. 

狐 朋狗友  evil  associates. 
會*  友  a  fellow-member, 一 of  a 

society. 

奉^友  a  fellow-convert,  —  to Christianity. 

股友  a  shareholder;  see  12,248. 

交 友  to  make  friends. 

廣 交賢友  to  extend  one’s 
circle  of  desirable  friends. 

相友  mutual  friendship. 

無友不 如己者 have  no friends  not  equal  to  yourself. 

不知 其子， 視其友 k 
you  do  not  know ’your  son,  look 
at  his  friends, — noscitur  a  socio, 

友啜  affection  of  friends. 

不友 于弟  not  to  be  kind  to a  younger  brother.  See  2848. 

友于之  U  fraternal  affection, — from  elder  to  younger. 

友趙  friendly  feeling. 
三曼  friendly  to  TAO;  loving 

“the  doctrine’’  or  “the  Truth，， 
of  Confucius).  Also,  the “way”  of  friendship. 

友 也者友 其德也 - attachment  of  a  friend  is  for  the 

virtue  of  the  person  to  whom  he is  attached. 

13,429 

、
夜
 

13.430 

R. 宥 

See 清 

Sinking 

Lower. 

羑 
13.431 

R. 有 

iyu 

F.  iu,  kiu 

W ,  y
au) 

P.〆 

See 有 

Y.  cyeo 

A..ju 

Rising  Lower 
Irregular. 

m 
13.432 

友直， 友諒， 友 多聞, 

益 矣  friendship  with  the  up¬ 
right,  friendship  with  the  sincere, 
and  friendship  with  the  man  of 

much  learning,— are  profitable friendships. 

尙友古 人 tC)  g。 baek  and 
make  friends  with  the  men  of  old. 

友邦  a  friendly  State. 
友 善  to  be  friends  with  the  good. 

弗友  not  friendly;  disobedient. 

仙友  the  cassia-flower. 
隹 友  the  chrysanthemum. 

淸友 the  pli)m. 名友  the  cherry-apple. 

浮友  the  lily. 

雅友  the  jasmine. 姝友 心 端香 ⑺. 

韻友  782I.  ! 

黯友  the  peony. 
jjjjp  友  the  gardenia.  [The  above  | 

ten  names  were  given  by  曾 错  | 

Tseng  Ts‘ao  of  the  12th  cent.]! 

The  shaking  of  old  age  I 

or  palsy  ；  the  shivering  fit| 
of  ague. 

To  lead；  used  with! i3,435.  ! 

^  name  of  a  place  where  I 王  Wen  Wang  was  imprisoned,  I 

now  湯陰 縣  T‘ang-yinHsien| in  Honan.  I 

See  4676. 
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w 
13)433 

R. 有
 

H.  siu) 
See 誘 

k,jiu 

Rising  Lower. 

m 
I3,434 

R •看肴 
See 有秀 
k.jcu 

Rising  and 

Sinking  Lower 

and  Upper. 

m 
I3A35 

R •有 

C. 三  yau 

H,yu° F.  Uu 

V/.yau2- 

N. 三 yiu 

I  cyou^  yot^ Y.  yeo 

Sz.  you^yu
 

K.yu 

Rising 

Irregular. 

A  gramineous  weed 
found  in  cornfields  (Setaria- 

viridis 、 Beauv.).  Weeds 

tares  [see  6767)  ；  evil,  as 

opposed  to 頁 7017. 

莠似苗 而非苗 the  #  is 
like  grain-shoots  but  is  not  the 
same. 

若苗之 有夢1 ike  weeds 
among  the  springing  grain. 

維 蒸騎騎  weeds  will  only 
grow  luxuriantly, — if  you  culti¬ 
vate  too  large  fields. 

除齊安 .頁  t。 get  rid  °f  the evil  and  give  peace  to  the  good 

頁 蒸不齊 good  and  bad 
without  uniformity, — mixed  to-, 

gether. 

莠 w 自口  their  evil  words 
are  from  the  lips, — not  from  the 
heart. 

莠民  disloyal  or  disaffected 
people. 

^  Pollinia  japonica、 Miq. 

A  short-lived  fly,  like  the 
silkworm  moth. 

〆  To  lead  on  ；  to  allure  ； 

to  decoy  ；  to  entice  ；  to 

seduce. 、 [Colloquially  read 

，'l 

^  _  t^lead;  to  guide. 

善  ̂   人  good  at  leading  men 
on, — said  of  Confucius. 

弓  I  to  lead, ― visually  astray. 
引 誘他 走到: 好路上 
lead  him  into  the  right  path. 

誘人  to  tempt  people. 

日 爾爲 人誘賭 was 
recently  enticed  into  gambling. 

誘惑  to  beguile. 

誘獲  to  inveigle. 

誘柺 w 誘匿  to  kidnap;  to 
abduct. 

二右 3 
m 13,435 

右
‘
 

13.436 

r •宥有 

C,yau H.yu 

F.  eu、yu 

V^yau 
N.  yu,  w.jing 

p- ) 

M.  >  yu^you 

Sz. ) 

Y.yeo 

K.u 

yu
 

A. 三 hiu
 

Sin
kin

g  

and
 

Ris
ing

  

Low
er.

 

哄誘  to  fool;  to  hoax. 

貪者可 誘以利 & covetous  can  be  allured  by  gain. 

誘 敵  to  draw  out  an  enemy) 
so  as  to  cut  him  off.  See  8699. 

誘射 t。  teach  archery. 

The  ,  right,  as  opposed  to 

左  1  !,753  (，汉 •  for  further 
entries)  ；  the  place  of  hon 
our  until  the  Ming  dynas 

ty,  a.d.  1368  ；  the  title  o 

the  junior  of  two  officials 

堂  io,76o.  Used  for 
the  west  in  Chinese  topo 

graphy.  To  » honour  ；  to 

assist.  The  spearman  on 

the  right  of  the  charioteer 

右邊 a 右首  the  right  side on  the  right;  the  side  of  a  thing 

opposite  to  the  right  hind  of  the 

speaker. 

右手  the  right  hand. 
右 翼  the  right  wing  of  an  army 

男 左女右  men  to  the  left, women  to  the  right, 一 a  notice 
seen  in  temples. 

道路婦 人由右 °n  the road,  women  pass  to  the  right. 

右旋  turning  round  to  the  right 一 as  the  whorls  of  a  shell;  s 
Buddhist  diagram  of  good  augury. 
Sanskrit :  nanddvartaya. 

開 列于右  they  are  stated  or enumerated  to  the  right  of  this 

{Anglice  above). 

右照  the  above  certificate. 

右 月钱會  the  above  despatch. 
右*  the  above-mentioned 

goods. 
右 仲知悉  take  careful  note of  the  above. 

在 我座右  to  the  right  of  my seat, 一 as  a  guest  .should  be. 

天子所 右寡君 _ 亦右 

之  whomsoever  the  Son  of 
Heaven  honours， my  ruler  (of 

a  feudal  State)  also  honours. 

位在 廉廣右 he  ranked before  Lien  P‘o. 

二語 可當座 右之銘 

右
 4 

i3,436 

工3,437 

•场 

See 右 

Sinking 

Lower. 

；tr 工 3,438 

.宥 

See 右 

Sinking 

Lower. 

牖4
 

工3,439 

R. 有 

See 誘 

A. 三> 

Rising  Lower. 

these  two  sentences  should  be 

“written  in  letters  of  gold.” 

無 出其右  do  one  came  out 
on  his  right, — no  one  excelled 

him.  Hence  無右  peerless. 

右侍頁 junior  Vice  President 
of  a  Board. 

齊右  west  of  the  Ch‘i  State. 

山右  west  of  the  hills, — Shansi 

江右  Kiangsi. 亦 右文毋  also  (sacrifice)  in 
honour  of  my  accomplished 
mother. 

一 朝右之  all  the  morning will  I  honour  him. 

右文  to  honour  literature. 

保右  to  preserve  and  help. 
象  a  blusterer;  a  bully. 

右僧  a  Buddhist  nun. 
To  help  ；  to  protect Used  with  1 3,438. 

佑賢  德  show  favour  to  the 
worthy  and  aid  the  virtuous. 

皇天眷 佑有商 A1mighty God  has  graciously  favoured  the House  of  Shang. 

上 天手 佑下民 God truly  protects  the  people. 

To  protect；  to  care  for. Used  with  13,437. 

神 靈庇祐  may  the  gods  pro¬ 
tect  you ! 

神 恩默祐  may  the  grace  of 
the  gods  silently  protect  you! 

受 天之祐  to  be  under  God’s protection. 

天 祐我皇  Gc)d  save  the  kins ! 一 a  Hongkong  version. 

A  window;  see  12,677. 

To  enlighten. 

牖戶  windows  and  doors. 

開牖 通光。 Pen  the  window 
and  let  in  some  light. 

自 牖 執其手 tc>  grasp a hand  through  a  window. 

209 
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牖
』
 13,439 

r 
13,440 R. 有 

See 油 

A.,jeu 

Rising  Lower. 

M
1
 

13441 

See 

Even  Lower. 

瞳 
13.442 

r 
13.443 R. 歌 

Seeift 

Even  Lower. 

圖 
13x444 

詭 
13,445 

13.446 R. 宥 

See  7^ 

K.jeUyju Sinking 
Lower. 

M 
13.447 

an  11  n- 
有業屨 於牖上 

finished  pair  of  sandals  lay  on 
the  window-sill. 

牖下  beneath  the  window 

天之牖 民_  God  enlightens 
the  people. 

A  medium-sized  goblet 

or  jar  for  containing  spirits. 

The  appearance  of 

breathing.  An  old  form 

of  13,407. 

遛爾  smiling. 

遒然  pleased. 

Same  as  13,388. 

To  decoy  ；  to  inveigle. 

To  change  -  used  with  5001. 

Also  read  o2. 

鳥団 &囵子  a  decoy-bird. 
作园人  one  who  decoys  others; 

a  tout. 

群 類囲育  a11  living  species 
are  produced  and  nourished. 

聞謗 而怒者 讒之囵 
he  who  is  annoyed  by  censure 
invites  calumny. 

Same  as  13,443. . 

Same  as  13,435. 

Name  of  an  animal.  See 

9894,  1'3,741- 

Same  as  13,446. 

w 
13,448 

R. 宥 

A.  zb'iu 

Sinking
 

Lower. 

用 

4, 

13)449 

R •朱 

h.  I  yuns 

F.  dung、 iing 

W.  yuoa 

y^ng 

Y.  )  yung 

Sz. 

K. 

]-yo 

k.jwtg 
Sinking 

Lower. 

Full  dress.  The  appear¬ 
ance  of  grain  springing  up. 

襃 如充耳  notwithstanding your  full 1  fobes,  your  ears  are 
stopped， Ajlso  =  laughing  im¬ moderately. 

Read  hsiu4" • a  sleeve. 

The  cuff  of 

^STTJlSrC3rm 

To  use；  to  employ;  use¬ 
ful.  Substance  ；  the  oper¬ 
ation  of  any  power;  prac¬ 

tical,  as  opposed  to 體 

1,025,  q.v.  To；  so  as  to  ； 

thereby  -  therefore；  thereon. 
Radical  ioi.  See  1832, 
2875，I2,294,  I3i294(jV^ 

and  ying^). 

正用  the  proper  or  lawful  use. 

無用。 r 不中用 useless.  See 
2875  chung、 

用去了  it  is  used  up  or  spent or  worn  out. 

不彀用  not  sufficieiit  for  use. 

不勝用  more  than  can  pos¬ 
sibly  be  used. 

用不着  (chao^)  I  have  no  use for  it. 

用不得  it  is  of  no  use, — as when  spoilt. 

用 不了。 r 用 不完。 r 用 

之不竭  can’t  be  used  up, 一 as  a  large  quantity. 

用不憤  unaccustomed  to  use. 
用 i。1 •用 頭。1 •用法 use; service. 

如果確 有效用  if  it  turns out  to  be  really  of  any  practical value.  See  4344. 

用人  to  employ  people;  (readl 
yungK  jen)  a  servant.  See  5423. 

正在用 人之際  just  at  the moment  when  men  were  needed. 

不 曉用人  not  to  know  how to  treat  inferiors. 

用錢  to  spend  money;  (read 
yung^  chlien)  expenditure;  com¬ mission. 

用 4
 

W,449 

or 

他的 錢就用 完上來 

了  his  money  was  beginning  to be  all  used  up. 

用掉  to  spend  the  whole  of ;  to 
expend. 

用度 費用。 r 使用 

用項 01 ■轉 用㈣ 扣2 outlay；  expenditure. 

用要  necessaries  of  life. 

節用。 r 儉用  frugal;  thrifty. 
用工  to  work；  to  take  trouble, 一 as  an  artisan. 

用功  to  put  forth  effort, — as  a student  or  an  official. 

用 心。 r 用意  to  give  one’s 
attention. 

用力  to  use  strength. 

用 力攻城  to  make  an  effort 
to  take  the  city. 

用武  to  use  violence. 用飯  to  take  a  meal.  See  3422 

焉， 《i 用佞  what  is  the  use of  being  too  ready  the 
tongue  ? 

用計  to  contrive.. 
用 刀殺人  to  kill  a  person 
with  a  knife. 

以一知 禾十用  to  make 
knowledge  in  one  direction  serve in  ten. 

女 人動用 的東西 
articles  in  ordinary  use  among 
women. 

利用  advantageous  for  use 

器用  vessels  for  use. 

用物  utensils. 
績用  work  that  should  have 
been  done. 

受用  to  keep  for  one’s  own  use; fit  for  use;  useful;  (read  shouK 

yung)  comfortable;  at  ease. 

這 _ 筆受魚 this  pen  is 

good. 

這椅 子坐着 狠受用 
(shoux  yung)  this  chair  is  very comfortable  to  sit  in. 

用事  to  perform  sacrifices;  to be  a  Minister  of  State. 

師過 泰山而 不用事 
the  army  passed  Mt.  T‘ai  without sacrificing.  See  10,596. 
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王安 石用事  when  Wang 
An-shih  was  in  power. 

試用  to  make  trial  of;  on  pro¬ 
bation,  as  o 伍 cials. 

以道員 升用1 et  him  be. 
promoted  to  be  Tao-t(ai. 

大 才小用  great  abilities 
employed  in  a  humble  sphere, — 
used  ironically. 

好 便當用  convenient  and 
useful. 

妄用  improper  use  of, — as  of  a 
phrase  or  thing. 

權 爲敷用  to  use  as  a  make¬ shift. 

用印  to  seal；  to  stamp.  See 
13,282. 

用寶  to  use  the  Imperial  seal. 

用訊  to  declare  the  truth. 

用罪  a  criminal. 

用德 a  well-doer. 

有財 此有用  possessing 
wealth,  (a  ruler)  will  have  re¬ 
sources  for  expenditure. 

間 時豫備 忙時用 辦 
things  ready  at  leisure  to  be  used 
when  wanted. 

作 爲何用  of  what  use  is  it 
(or  he)? 

義 信用他  I  employ  him  with 
confidence. 

子美之 不見用  Tzti-mei’s 
not  getting^employment  (is  like, 
etc.). 

天地無 全功， 萬物無 

全用  heaven  and  earth  are 
not  always  deserving  of  praise 

(e.g.  in  times  of  drought),  and 
all  things  are  not  of  universal 

use  (/ >.  each  thing  has  its  own 
function). 

足 用爲善  he  is  quite  capable 
of  doing  the  right  thing. 

不 用其行  they  do  not  keep 
to  their  proper  paths. 

何用 .不臧  what  does  he  do that  is  not  good? 

無所用 其錮護 he  can 
have  no  motive  for  partiality. 

用資  to  the  end  that  provision 
be  made  for；  with  a  view  to. 

用特1  therefore  specially .... 

用臻  and  thus  reach, 一 a  state 
of  things. 

13,45° 

R •腫 

C.  H.  ̂ yung 
F.  iing 

W.  cyuoa^ 

^yuoa 

N.P. 
) 

M.  Y.  J yung 
Sz. ) 

K.  yong J •严 

P^-jung 

Rising  Upper, 

用 4
 

13,449 

1 

俑 3
 

i3»4Si 

R •腫 

F.  (ung,  dung 

See  
_ 

Rising  Upper. 

诵 
3 

i3,452 

R •腫 

See 畜 

Rising  Upper. 

恿， 

13,453 

R •腫 

See 畜 

Rising  L(>wer 

兹用  it  is  hereby  that;  where¬ fore. 

用是  wherefore .... 

用 下敬上  for  inferiors  to respect  superiors . 

To  burst  forth.  A  mea¬ 

sure  of  ten  斗 (i  1,427). 

Name  of  the  river  at 

Ningpo. 

畜 東  Ningpo 各 一referring  strictly 
to  that  part  on  the  east  bank  of 
the  river. 

1 道  a  screened  path  for  the 
Emperor;  a  main  thoroughfare. 

絶 其畐道  cut  off  their  means of  obtaining  supplies. 

Wooden  figures  of  men 

and  women,  buried  with  the 

dead,  and  by  some  internal 
mechanism  able  to  move 

about,  like  clockwork  dolls. 
Used  for  1 2,291. 

始作 俑者其 無狻乎 
was  he  not  without  posterity 

who  first  made  figures  for  burying 

with  the  dead? 一 because  this 

custom  gave  rise  to  the  practice 

of  burying  living  persons. 

爲芻靈 者善， 爲俑者 

不仁  it  is  good  to  make  straw 
e 伍 gies， but  to  make  wooden 
figures  is  not  in  accordance  with 

right  feeling, 一 so  Confucius  is 
reported  to  have  said. 

作俑  to  originate, — always  of something  bad. 

A  raised  path. 

To  urge  ；  to  encourage. 

理宜 m 客  it  is  right  to  urge guests  to  eat, 一 but  within  prope 
limits. 

慫恿  to  incite;  to  egg  on. 

m 

13.454 

r •腫 

See 鬲 

Rising  Upper. 

偷 
13.455 

M 
13,4s6 

R •腫 

F.  ciing,  biing^ 

See 鬲 

Rising  Upper. 

勇
 3 

13,457 

R •腫 

C.  Syung H.  cyung 

W.  ̂ yuoa 

N.  cyung 

A, 

See  I 

分叹， 

*jung 

Rising 

Irregular. 

The  chrysalis  of  the  silk¬ 

worm  ； also  applied  to  the 

pupae  of  other  insects. 

土蛹  a  grub  found  in  rotten  trees. 

Same  as  13,452. 

To  jump;  to  skip.  To 
have  one’s  toes  cut  off  as 

a  punishment  5  see  13,696. 

踊躍 01 ■跳踊  to  jump  about,- for  joy,  etc.  [The  second  also 
, means  a  rise  in  prices；  to  get 

on；  to  be  promoted.] 

一 *  踊過河  he  cleared  the river  at  one  bound. 

辟踊  to  beat  the  breast  and stamp, -with  grief,  as  at  the  death 

of  a  parent. 

踊 貴屨賤  shoes  for  toeless 
people  were  dear  while  ordinary 

shoes  were  cheap, — such  was 
the  demand  for  the  former  in 

consequence  of  the  cruelty  of 

景公  Duke  Ching  of  old. 

Moral  and  physical  cour¬ 

age  ； brave;  daring ；  bold. 
Irregular  troops,  commonly 

known  as  “braves”  from 

wearing-  this  character  on 
their  backs. 

見 義不写 ，無勇 也 tc> 
see  what  is  right  anil  not  to  do 
it  .is  want  of  courage. 

無 寧無勇  without  strength 
or  courage. 

勇敢。 r  勇 猛  daring;  intrepid: 

胃  +  or  ̂   ̂   a  brave  man. 
勇將 [chiang、、  a  brave  general. 

haox  ̂   fond  of  performing 

daring  exploits. 

仁者 必有勇  all  good  men (see  5627)  are  brave. 

勇往  resolute ;  determined. 

奮 勇向前  to  pluck  up  cou¬ rage  and  advance. 

小  勇  petty  valour, — as  of  a 
brawler. 
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w 
i3,4S7 

湧
 3 13.458 

腫 
F.  diing’、 ^ung See 畜 

Rising  Upper. 

螭 
13.459 

涌 
13.460 

’血 氣之勇  the  valour  that  is called  forth  by  petty  or  personal 
motives. 

或 W 其勇使 酒難近 
some  one  said  he  took  so  much 

liquor  that  it  was  unpleasant  to 
be  near  him. 

勇力  immense  strength. 

勇 號  a  diploma  or  title  bestowed 
for  bravery. 

勇夫  a  brave  officer;  a  “brave.” 

胃  irregulars;  “braves •” 

勇目  a  petty  officer  of  irregulars. 

招勇  to  levy  irregulars. 

撒勇  to  disband  irregulars. 

勇 殺  soldiers  and^^w 而  runners. 

勇丁  police;  gendarmerie. 

勇 廊 ̂  a  police-station. 

To  flow  rapidly；  to  rise, 
as  water. 

潮湧  the  tide  is  flowing. 

~ *  湧而 進  wkh  one  gush  (the 
water)  came  in. 

、湧 至  to  burst  upon  or  break  in,- 
as  a  ctowd. 

湧  phlegm  rising  in  the  throat. 

有 _ 人 t 勇出 於地 
a  spiritual  being  came  up  in  a 
flood  of  water  from  the  earth. 

月 湧大江 流 此 moonlight 
rushes  along  with  the  flow  of  the 

Great  River  (Yang-tsze), -/.<?.  the 
rippling  of  the  waves  makes  it 

appear  as  though  the  moonlight 
was  moving, along  with  the  water. 

淚 如泉湧  her  tears*  welled up  like  a  spring. 

妙 緖泉湧  he  artfully  told  a 
fluent  tale, ， 

湧泉穴  the  hollow  in  the  sole 
of  the  foot,  which  is  considered 
to  be  the  extreme  point  reached 
by  the  blood. 

湧激  strong, 一 as  a  current. 

Same as  J3>454. 

Same  as  13,458. 

慂 
i3,46i 

庸 
i3,462 

R •冬 

See 

?.yung^zyung 

Y.  cyung 

Same  as  13,453. 

To  use  ；  to  employ ;  to 

display.  Use;  course.  Or¬ 

dinary  ； simple.  To  be  en¬ 
gaged  in  service.  Merit ; 

services  ；  tribute  of  silk,  in 

lieu  of  service,  under  the 
Even  Lower.  T'ang  dynasty.  How?  Used 

with  13,449,  13,466. 

靜言庸 違  when  unemployed he  talks  (about  what  he  will  do) 

’  but  when  employed  he  acts  other wise. 

汝 能庸命  you  can  carry  out 
my  orders. 

弗 克庸帝  he  would  not  take God’s  warning,— referring  to 

Chieh,  the  last  Emperor  of  the 

夏  Hsia  dynasty. 

毋庸遠 慮  do  not  worry  about the  distant  future. 

庸庸 多後福 simple  people get  the  most  happiness.  See  8958. 

胃  to  employ  those  who  are  fit. 

庸 敬在兄  ordinarily,  my respect  is  rendered  to  my  elder brother. 

庸常。 r 平庸。 r 凡庸 
ordinary ;  common. 

_  ̂   servants;  simple  people. 

庸1  人  simple,  ordinary  people. 

醫  a  quack  doctor. 

庸才  mediocre  ability. 

庸碌。 r  庸劣 ordinary；  with¬ 
out  ability.  • 

庸懦無 能之輩 a  worth - less,  incompetent  lot. 

庸民  the  masses. 
愚庸。 r 庸愚 simple  and stupid;  the  masses. 

至 道非庸 衆所知 the Great  Tao  is  not  understood  by 
the  masses. 

非俊 疑傑兮 固庸態 

也  to  slander  the  eminent  and 
raise  suspicion  about  heroes  is 
the  behaviour  of  the  vulgar 

crowd.  、 

若 據 庸俗所 說 g°  by what  ignorant  people  say, . 

庸1
 

13,4^2 

墉 
13,464 

R •冬 

P-  jung 

See 

Even  Lower. 

鄘1
 

13,465 

R •冬 

P.  jung 

See 容 

Even  Lower. 

庸 耳俗目  unrefined  in  ear 
and  eye,-uncultured;  underbred. 

以 作爾庸  and  thus  display your  merit. 

自庸  to  seek  one’s  merit  in. 

利之 而不庸 when  he 
benefits  them,  they  do  not  think 
of  his  merit. 

何庸。 i ■安庸  in  what  way? 
how? 

庸非蔵 干 had  they  not 
different  intentions?  * 

汝庸知  how  dost  thou  know? 

中庸 w  287S* 
To  engage  for  hire 

Just;  impartial. 

傭工  to  engage  labour ;  work¬ men;  servants. 

傭 人  labourers;  workmen. 

傭役  hired  attendants, 一 as  for an  official  procession. 

傭保  shopmen. 傭婦  women-servants. 
家傭  domestic  servants. 傭率 旣高雇 主必少 
if  wages  are  high,  employers  will 
be  few. 

昊  f  不傭  Almighty 
 God  is 

unjust. 

A  wall;  a  fortified  wall. 

何以 穿我墉 hw  cc)uid 
(the  rat)  bore  through  my  wall? —if  it  had  no  teeth. 

in  order  to  attack 
the  walls  of  Cheung.  [  Cheung yung 
also  means  high  walls.] 

塾  city  wall  and  moat. 

我墉宮  name  of  a  palace  builtl by  Wu  Ti  of  the  Han dynasty. 

Name  of  a  small  feudal 
State  in  Honan. 
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13,466 
R •冬 

P.  ̂ ung 
See 容 

Even  Lower. 

13,467 
R. 冬 

Seek 
Even  Lower. 

AX 

A  large  bell  ；  especially 

the  one  in  Confucian  tem¬ 

ples  which  is  tolled  at  the 

beginning  and  end  of  the 
services. 

爾 
13,468 

R •冬朱 

h.  I  yuns F.  ung 
W. 
N. 

m.  )yun
^ 

Y. 

Sz. 
K.  ong 

]-y^yu 
A.  ung 

Even  Upper. 

m 

13,471 

r •腫 

F.  aiing0 

See 論 

Rising  Upper. 

A  kind  of  tench,  common 
at  Canton. 

m 

13,469 
R, 冬 

% 雍 
Even  Upper. 

壅
 3 

I3.47Q  , 

R •腫朱 
冬 

yuo<f  v 

F.  eiing3 See 雍 
Rising  and 
Sinking 

Upper. 

To  be  harmonious. 

言乃雍  when  he  spoke,  his 
words  were  full  of  harmony. 

雍和。 r 雍熙  in  harmony;  at 
peace. 

雍容  mild;  peaceful, 一 of  poetry. 
See  3874. 

雍容 下間乃 爲樘悌 

之  mildness  in  enquiring  of 
one’s  subordinates  is  a  mark  of 
true  amiability. 

雍睦 與人交 makinS 
friends  by  his  pleasant  dispo 
sition. 

辟雍  the  Imperial  school-room. 
雍州  the  largest  of  the  九州 

nine  divisions  of  the  Great  Yu. 

To  choke.  The  cry  of 
birds.、 

怒氣 H 雍喉 choking  with 
anger. 

卩雍 卩雍  the  sound  of  birds  singing 

To  stop  up；  to  dam；  to 

obstruct  a  passage. 

壅塞  to  stop  up;  to  block. 

壅滯  stopped ;  blocked , - 
circulation,  promotion,  etc. 

塞  to  bank  up, 一 as  the  roots 
of  plants. 

奸 臣壅蔽  a  bad  minister 
keeps  things  back, — from  his 
sovereign’s  knowledge. 

壅上 or 壅 于上 _  t0  keeP 
from  the  knowledge  of  one’s 
superiors. 

as 

To  crowd  ；  to  press;  to 

hug.  To  conceal. 

{yunSv  in  Peking)  to 

crowd;  to  crush. 

擁擠 不透 an  impassable crowd. 

槪上前  to  crowd  forwards. 

蜂 擁而前  pressed  forward 
m  swarms. 

W 

13.472 

R •腫朱 
See 塞 

Rising  and 
SinkingUpper. 

臃
 3 

13.473 
R .冬腫 

See 雍 

Even  and 
Rising  Upper. 

m 13*474 

R •冬 

See 雍 

Even  Upper. 

擁 倒  pushed  down, -by  a  crowd. 
~ with  one  rush, - as  a  crowd. 

前呼後 _  those  in  front  call out,  and  those  behind  crowd  up. 

^  to  push  into. 

才骨 〜擁  to  squeeze  or  wriggle in  or  through. 

擁護  to  escort;  to  protect. 

擁抱  to  hug;  to  clasp. 

擁諸懷  took  him  on  her  lap. 

擁 兒而睡  she  took  the  child in  her  arms  and  went  to  sleep. 

擁 聾掃門  to  ply  the  broom and  sweep  the  house, -for  guests. 

樹擁  _  聲  the  hugging 
 trees 

moan  like  the  sea. 

擁面  to  conceal  the  face. 

擁被  to  wrap  oneself  in  the bedclothes.  See  8769. 

A  sluice  by  which  the 
water  of  a  river  is  diverted 

from  the  main  channel. 

To  swell；  to  bulge  out. 

發臃  {yungx)  to  swell. 
藤腫  Pot-bellied;  corpulent. 

臃 腫聾噴  corPulent,  deaf， and  blind, - of  old  age. 
the  three  infirmities 5207,  12,449 

Ipomcea  aquatica、 Forsk, 

cultivated  as  a  garden  vege¬ 
table. 

13.475 

R •冬 

See 雍 

Even  Upper. 

m 

13.476 

r •冬 

See 雍 

Even  Upper. 

邕 
13.477 

唯 
13.478 

m 

13.479 

R •冬 

See 雍 

Even  Upper, 

13.480 

13.481 

13.482 

R. 冬 

See 雍 

Even  Upper. 

滎 
13.483 

yC 

13.484 

The  leg  of  a  high  boot. 

The  first  meal；  breakfast. 
See  9898,  10,437. 

另齡  breakfast  and  supper. 

饔人  a  cook. 

'囊  dead  and  living  animals, 
一 a  present  from  a  prince  to  an 

envoy. 

Same  as  13,468. 

Same  as  13,469. 

A  marsh  ；  a  pool. 

于 彼西難  in  that  western 
marsh. 

難 難  harmonious,  as  the  notes of  birds;  tinkling,  as  bells;  shrill, 
as  the  cry  of  wild  geese. 

Readjv^^-3.  To  obscure. 

維 塵難兮  the  dust  will  only 
becloud  you. 

Same  as  13,479. 

Same  as  13,472. 

An  ulcer  ；  an  abscess. 

癱瘡  an  abscess. 

癱疽  cancer. 背  a  carbuncle. 

奶癱。 r 乳癱  cancer  in  the 
breast. 

See  5741. 

5^  5744. 
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73, 
13.485 R •敬 cf .僉 

K.  yong 

}-y^?yd A.  ving 

Sinking 

Lower. 

m 

13.486 

螢 
13.487 

酉 
13.488 R •庚敬 

See 詠榮 
Sinking  and 
Even  Lower. 

滎 
13,4^9 

13,49° R 庚 

See 

Even  Lower. 

瑩 
13.491 

tr 
13.492 R •徑 

See 
擘 

A*  wing 

Sinking 

Doubtful. 

容 
13.493 

喀 
13494 R •腫 

See 胃 

Rising  Lower. 

A  sacrifice  to  the  gods  in 

times  of  national  calamity. 

See  .5743- 

See  13,303. 

To  get  tipsy. 

See  5740. 

A  dark-coloured  spotted 
lizard  found  in  damp  places, 

known  a5 蝶頓 or 虫 第 虫元. 

See  5742. 

To  dislike. 

打 "”名 4 十整  to  hate.  Read 
fing'1  ying、 to  fail  to  secure one’s  object. 

See  5754- 

To  retch；  to  choke. 

哺 嘧欲吐 而難道 
struggling  to  say  it  out  but 
unable  to  speak. 

榕 13.495 

溶 
13.496 

蓉 13.497 

鎔 
13.498 

1 3,499 

喁1
 

13,5。0 

R •冬虞 

C.yung^yii 

H.  ngiung、 ngi 

F.  ngiing^  ngii 
^N.yung^gii 

N.  ngiung、 ngii 
P. 

M. 

y.  yu^y^
 

Sz. 
K,.ong}  u 

].kid^gu A.  ngung、 ngu 

Even  and 

Rising  Lower. 

13ySOl 

R. 冬 

F.  ngung 

SeeP  禺 

K.  ong 

J.  kid 

A.  ngung 

Even  Lower. 

融 
i3,502 

13,503 

R •東 

See 融 

Even  Lower. 

See  5756. 

See  5757- 

see  5759 - 

See  5760. 

Same  as  13,467. 

The  mouth  turned 

upwards,  as  that  of  a  fish  at 
the  surface  of  water.  The 

sound  of  drawing  in  breath  ； 

gasping.  Siee  13,132. 

水濁 則魚啤 when  the water  is  muddy  the  fishes  put 
their  mouths  above  the  surface. 

延 頸舉踵 喁喁然 
stretching  his  neck  and  standing 
on  tiptoe  with  his  mouth  upwards. 

Read  yii2. . 

前者 唱子而 隨者唱 

卩馬  the  first  (blast)  whistles  shrilly 
and  the  next  one  deep. 

A  large  head.  To  look 

up  to. 

其 大有顒  (the  horses)  had large  heads. 

願—你 你  ful1  &  dignity  and majesty  are  they. 

See  5762. 

Wide  ；  expansive,  as  a 
vast  sheet  of  water. 

永 
3 

i3,504 

R •榧 

C.  wing 

H,yun 

F-  tng 

Vf.yung 
N.  cyung 

P.  yung 

M..  yiin 
Y.  yung 

Sz.  yun K.  yong A.  ving 

Rising  Lower. 

Long  ；  long-continued  ； 

perpetual ;  perennial  ；  for 

ever;  far-reaching;  distant. 

江之 永矣  the  length  of  the 
River  (Yang-tsze). 

0  ̂  the  day  is  at  its  longest 

永 畫  long  (summer)  days. 

永壽  a  long  life. 
壽不 永矣  he  won’t  last  long. 

永世 bng  ages；  all  one’s  life. 

永^  世 無 璧  for  ever  and  ever 
without  end. 

氺生。 r 有永之 年  eternal 
life；  immortality. 

以永終 舉  t。 perpetuate  one’s 

fame. 

永 不叙用  never  again  to  be 
entered  for  employment, — as  a 
cashiered  official. 

他永 •不 許  he  will  never  allow 

it. 

永 遠 永久  for  ever;  eter¬ 

nally. 

永 遠不死  never  to  die. 
享永福  to  enjoy  eternal  bliss. 

永常  continually. 

I  垂！ ̂   ；j?"0  to  te  handed 

down  for  ever, — as  a  record. 

^  ̂   perpetual  lease  or  rent. 

永夜  all  night. 
永止 不復發 tQ  _  Per- 
manently,  so  that  it  will  not| 
recur. — as  a  disease. 

禁  to  prohibit  for  ever. 

永 行弗替  to  be  always  ini 
force  without  change. 

氷 ji 下  everlasting  gratitude! 
is  with  me, ― my  parents  are  both| dead. 

永念  to  be  constantly  mindful  I of;  to  think  of  what  is  longj 
distant. 

永固 m 永定  permanently  I 

fixed. 

永定河  the  Hun  river,  near  I 

Peking. 

永 爲定式  t。 be  a  Permanentj 
standard. 
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13,5。5 
R •敬 

H.  ̂ yun 
F.  eing 

Sinking 
Lower. 

1  jx 、 n 

U 

i3.S°6 
R.  Vulgar. 

C.  v.  cwing、 

Jng 
H.  v.  wartg) cf •扔 

Irregular. 

w 

13.507 
R •敬 

See 标 

Sinking 
Lower. 

: i3,5°8 

nr 
' 13,509 
r •東 

% 域 
Even  Lower. 

魚 
2 

i3,510 

R •.魚 6. 
C.yu 
H.  ng^  i 

To  sing ；  to  intone；  to 

hum  over.  [Colloquially 

read  yung^.] 

唱标  t。 sing. 
歌  hymns  and  chants, — to  be 
sung  by  Buddhist  choristers  at 

public  sacrifices.  Sanskrit:  Sama- 
veda. 

明 <  歸  to  return  home  singing. 

_  _  to  croon  verses, — as  when 

reading  over  compositions  in  a 

sing-song  voice. 

物  to  treat  of  things  (as  op¬ 
posed  to  man)  in  poetry. 

~ *  咏 三  one  song  and 

three  sighs, 一 referring  to  the 
recitation  of  pathetic  verse. 

一 '篇  一  ̂   every  leaf,  (nay) 
every  poem . 

To  throw  aside. 

To  dive.  [Colloquially 

read  yungz\ 

漢之 廣矣不 可泳思 
the  breadth  of  the  Han  cannot 
be  dived  across. 

就其 淺矣泳 之游之 
where  it  was  shallow,  I  dived  or 
swam  across  it. 

Same  as  13,505. 

To  sacrifice  on  two  days 
in  succession. 

月 多魚氏  a  concubine  of  the 
Yellow  Emperor. 

Yxir- 

Fish.  Radical  195.  See 
6824. 

一 條魚。 r  一頭 魚沉一 

尾魚 a  fish- 

魚 
2 

i3,5!o 
F.  ngu 
W.  ngii,  m、 

ngiio 
P.  \ 

M. 、  •• 

y.  \y
u 

Sz. ) 

K.^ 

]-Sio 

^ngi 

Even  Lower. 

捕魚。 1 ■打魚  tQ  catch  fish with  a  net.  See  9654. 

急本 好捕 it 
flowing  water  is  good  for  fishing. 

釣魚  to  angle. 

魚網  a  fishing-net. 

魚竿  a  fishing-rod. 

^  a  fish-hook. 
魚食  bait  for  fishes;  to  consider 
only  fit  for  food,  as  fish  {sc.  to 

oppress). 

魚絲。 1 ■魚線  a  fishing-line. 

魚漂  a  fishing-float. 

魚池  a  fish-pond. 魚頭  a  fish’s  head;  a  bore；  a nuisance.  See  below. 

魚  a  fish’s  tail;  “crows’-i'eet” on  the  face;  the  stock  of  a  gun. 

魚廉  a  sword. 
魚鱗  fishes， scales. 
魚鱗册  a  kind  °f  Domesday Book,  instituted  by  first  Emp. 

of  the  Mings；  a  register  of  houses. 

魚子 (碰)  or 畲 橘 fish-roe. 

魚苗。 r 魚秧 sma11  fry. 

魚  pj  a  fish’s  mouth;  an  open 
syphilitic  bubo. 

魚眼  fishes’  eyes;  warts. 

魚  or  魚 翼  fishes’  fins.  The -first  is  used  for  “sharks’  fins.” 

魚月土  (^3)  fish-maws. 
飽江 魚之腹 t。 become food  for  fishes. 

胃皮  fish-skins. 
魚皮  子  the  Ghiliaks  or fish-skin  Tartars. 

^  ̂   fish-skin  clothes. 

魚鼈鰕 蟹 fish>  turtles> shrimps,  and  crabs,  —  marine 
animals. 

魚肉  fish,  as  food. 

視 爲魚肉 to  treat  as  the flesh  of  fishes, — to  batten  on; 

to  oppress. 

^  Jr1  ̂   fillets  of
  fish. 

魚膠  fish-glue;  isinglass. 

魚组  a  fish-globe. 

魚欄  a  fish-trap. 

魚 
£ 

13, 510 

白 魚  all  forms  of  the  genus 
Culter,  a  fish  peculiar  to  China. 

See  1343. 

白飯 魚。1 ■麵長 — 條 

子） 魚  whitebait  (so  called) ; 
see  6475,  [The  latter  is  a  gelatin¬ 
ous,  structureless  fish,  two  or 
three  inches  long,  of  a  clear 

colour,  and  with  tiny  black  eyes. 

Hogg：] 

#  fish  and  shell-fish. 

_ 魚。 r 壁魚。 1 •衣魚 the 
insect  known  as  a  “swift”  or 
“silver-fish,”  which  attacks  books 
and  clothes.  ； 

坐魚 給魚 a  frog. 
脚魚  a  fish  with  feet, — a  tortoise. 

雀 r  中之魚  like  a  fish  in  the pot, — all  hope  gone. 

魚  the  fish-pendant,— a  de¬ coration  granted  under  former 
dynasties,  and  made  of  jade, 

gold,  or  silver,  according  to  rank. 
A  tortoise  was  substituted  by 

^  jg  the  Empress  Wu;  see 8832. 

魚  之 3^  a  land  where  fishes are  as  plentiful  as  grains  of  rice, 
— a  land  of  milk  and  honey. 

魚  an  emblem  of  marriage, 
fishes  being  supposed  to  swim 

in  pairs. 

木 魚  a  hollow  wooden  fish,  the emblem  of  sleeplessness,  u 從 d 

in  temples  for  beating  the  night- 
watchesr  etc.  The  ̂   (see 

100)  is  a  similar  instrument. 

木魚  pamphlets  on  street stalls.  i 

唱木魚  t0  sing  street  songs， as  blind  women  do  in  Canton. 

走魚 是木的 the  fish  that 
gets  away  is  always  a  large  one, 
— used  satirically  of  the  exag¬ 

geration  with  which  chances 
missed,  things  lost,  etc.,  are 

described. 

魚不 盈尺不 上俎也 
no  fish  less  than  a  foot  in  length 

to  go  to  the  cooking-pot. 

魚 貪而入  coming  in,  like fishes,  one  behind  the  other. 

魚水。 r 如 魚得水 like water  to  fishes, ― congenial. 

魚 水和譜 agreeing  like fishes  and  water, 一 of  married harmony. 
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魚!
 i3，S10 

m 
i3,5H R •魚 

See 魚 

Even  Lower. 

漁 2
 R •魚 

See 魚 

Even  Lower. 

魚 還得水  like  fishes  getting 
back  into  the  water, 一 is  our  joy 
at  meeting. 

魚書。 1 魚函。 r 魚素 
letter, — from  an  old  legend  of 
letter  conveyed  in  the  belly  of 
a  carp.  See  6883. 

烹 魚得書 t。 bdl  a  fish  and 
get  a  letter. 

魚 雁往來  fish  and  geese 
passing  backwards  and  forwards, 

一 epistolary  correspondence 

此信 竟爲魚 沈雁杳 
this  letter  must  have  been  fish 

sunk  or  goose  disappeared,- 
without  delivering  it;  sc,  lost 
■See  13,137- 

魚 龍變化  the  change  from 
a  fish  (carp)  into  a  dragon.  See 6883. 

得免其 魚之歎 —St。 
escape  anxiety  about  becoming 
a  fish.  See  12,586. 

臨川 b •淵） 羨 魚不如 

退 而結網  to  linger  by 
stream  and  long  for  fish,  is  not 

so  good  as  going  home  and 
making  a  net. 

魚雷  a  fish  torpedo.  See  11,291. 

胃頭參  th.e  fish-headed 
genera,lx— rthe  dnruntless  魯 

道^  Lu  Tsung-tao,  so  called  from 
the  composition  of  his  surname. 

魚狗 魚虎 ot 魚師 
a  species  of  kingfisher  {Alcedo 
bengale?isis), 

魚鷹子  the  common*  tern 
(Sterna  kirundo). 

魚腥茱  Houttuynia  cordata、 Thbg. 

魚毒  Daphne  Genkwa^^t  &  Z. 

To  fish. 

畋 魷逸樂  to'  enjoy  oneself in  hunting  and  fishing. 

To  fish ;  to  seize  on. 

漁翁。 1 •漁 夫。 r 漁父。 r 
漁戶  a  fisherman. 

漁婆  a  fishwife. 

漁 樵耕讀  fishermen,  forest- 
ers,- farmers,  and  scholars. 

漁 5
 

13, S12 

13>5^3 

R •魚 

See 魚 

Even  Lower, 

戯 
13>5!4 

於 2
 

i3,5iS 

R •魚虞 

H,  /,  u 

F*  
) 

W.  u 

N. ) 

P. ) 

M.  J  yii^  iyu^ 
Y.  (  wu 
Sz.  I 
K.  e,o 
J. 凡 

A.  i',  ou 
Even  Upper. 

漁船  a  fishing-boat. 

竭 澤而漁  t0  drain  the  pool and  catch  the  fish,— to  kill  the 
goose  that  lays  the  golden  eggs. 

漁 、其  ̂|]  he  seeks  his  own  profit. 

以爲漁 利之計  a  trick  by which  he  could  make  some  profit. 

漁取  to  seize  upon. 
漁色  inordinate  lust, 一 like  that of  the  fisherman  for  fishes  of  all 

kinds,  great  or  small. 

漁陽  an  old  name  for  薊州 
in  Chihli. 

A.  horse  with  white  rings 
round  its  eyes. 

Same  as  13,512. 

In,  of  time  or  place ；  at; 

on ;  among  ；  in  reference 
to.  To  ；  for.  From  ;  by ; 

through.  Than  ；  compared with.  See.  13,537. 

於同 治三年  in  the  third  | 
year  of  T‘ung  Chih. 

於 二 i  內  within  three  years. 
於後  afterwards;  as  follows. 

於參革 後身故 he  died after  he  had  been  deprived  of 
his  rank. 

臨 御以來 ，於 兹七載 
ever  since  We  came  to  the  throne, 〆 
now  seven  years  ago. 

於今  at  present ;  now. 

於那時  at  that  time. 

於進 口之時 at  the  time of  entering  port. 

於洋 船未經 進口之 

前  before  foreign  ships  had 
come  into  the  port. 

於到 甯之日  on  arrival  at| 
Ningpo. 

於是  at  that;  thereupon. 

於是日 on  that  day. 

於 2
 

13^5 

於畢 乎黛玉 坪 矣 andl 
thus  it  was  that  Tai-yu  died. 

止 於 至善 t0  rest  in  thel highest  virtue. 

於此。 r 於斯  at  this;  here. I 前於 我而家 於此者 
those  who  lived  here  before  me. 

於斯三 者何先  which  is  j the  first  of  these  three  ? 

於 傳有之  it  is  said  in  the  j 

( Tso)  Chuan. 

於該處  at  the  said  place. 

於滇  in  Yunnan. 於左  on  the  left；  below. 

於條 約之內 in  the  Treaty.! 

於硷 收處所  at  the  placesj where  the  crop  was  gathered. 

於税餉 無甚出 it| makes  no  great  difference  in  the  I revenue. 

於商 人有便  convenient! 
for  the  merchant. 

有 益於君  of  advantage  to| 
the  sovereign. 

不肯失 爭於親 unwilling| 
to  break  faith  with  his  relatives.  I 

於 意云何  what  is  the  mean- 1 ing  or  purport? 

不 求於人  not  to  ask  from  I 
others. 

間於我  he  learnt  it  from  me.  I 外 得於人 ，內 -於己 
the  external  is  obtained  from  I 

others,  the  internal  from  oneself.  I 

於衣 秧間取 出解手 

刀  he  drew  a  pocket-knife  outl from  his  coat. 

異 於常年  different  from| 
ordinary  years. 

無異 h 良民 nQt  to  be| 
distinguished  from  respectable  | 
citizens.  | 

難於慮 始  k  is  difficult  to  I 
make  prudent  arrangements  for| 

beginning  a  work. 

易 於圖終  it  is  easy  to  make! 
plans  for  the  completion,  —  of| what  is  already  begun. 

易 於消化 easy  to  digest. 

易於 上岸 easy  to  land. 

不 足於耕  •not  sufficient  fori 
cultivation. 
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i3,5i6
’ 

淤 
13,5^7 

tr 
13,518 R •御 

See 齡 

Sinking 

Upper. 

死 之於刀 he  died  by the 
sword. 

殺 於其夂  he  was  killed  by 
his  father. 

於以見  whereby  it  appears ; 
as  a  means  of  showing. 

行遲 於天耳  to  travel  more 
slowly  than  the  (revolving)  sky. 

莫 大於天  there  is  nothing 
greater  than  the  sky. 

詩經 無大於  the  Canon  ofj 
Poetry  does  not  contain  yii  in 

full, 一 but  于  . See  12,573. 

今日 客莫遠 於閣下 
of  my  guests  to-day,  none  have 

come  father,  sir,  than  you. 

旗中 之利莫 大於銅 
of  the  resources  jof  Yunnan, 

none  is  of  more  importance  than 

copper. 

水高於 岸  the  water  is  higher 
than  the  b^pjc. 

貴於銀  more  valuable  than silver. 

心相於  hearts  in  sympathy. 

於邑  see  5481. 

Read  wul.  An  interjec¬ 

tion.  [This  was  the  ori¬ 

ginal  use  of  於， the  pre¬ 

position  yii  being  expressed 

by 于] 

於乎 (= 烏 呼）。 h! 

黎 民於變  lo!  the  black- 
haired  people  were  transformed. 

樊於期  Fan  Wu-ch‘i,  — a 
general  of  the  State. 

Same  as  13,515. 

Same  as  13,5 19. 

A  tray  with  long  hand¬ 

les,  for  carrying  sacrificial 
meats. 

m 
13,519 

R •御魚 

C,  yii* 

H.  cwu F-  ̂   cU 

p. 

M. 
Y. 

Sz. 

cy^ 

V 
Sinking  and 
Even  Upper. 

瘀1
 

13.520 

R •御 

C.6ii 

H •少 W 

F.  01?^  ou^ 

See  M  飲 

SinkingUpper. 

与 
13.521 

工3, 522 

R •魚語 

御 
H.jyi 

F.  u 
W. 

N. 

Y. 

Sz. 
K.W，〆 

]-y° Even,  Rising Sinking 

Lower. 

To  silt  up,  as  a  stream  ； 

to  be  blocked.  Mud；  mire. 

Used  for  13,690. 

齡漲。 r  7 於積 to  silt  UP- 

了河  the  river  has  silted 
up. 

淤 塞不通  the  channel  is blocked, 一 as  by  a  sandbank. 

以防淤 塞之患 s。 't。 guard  against  the  danger  of  its 

being  altogether  blocked. 

奈 河淤平  the  river  Styx  is blocked, — with  sinners. 

開溶 系淺  t0  deepen  shal- 
lows, ― by  dredging. 

muddy;  turbid. 

出齡泥 而不染 k  rises from  the  mire  but  is  not  stained 

thereby,- of  a  water-lily. 

偷淤  to  fertilise  (one's  land)  by stealth. 

Extravasated  blood. 

形銷鐵 而癖傷 
emaciated  and  worn  by  long 
disease. 

根^肉  proud  or  gangrenous  flesh. 

去 瘀生新  to  remove  the  old flesh  and  let  new  grow. 

Same  as  13,522. 

To  give  to;  used  like  the 

colloquial  給  kei%  927.  See 

3,572.  To  allow；  to  ap¬ 

prove  of.  To  wait  for.  To 

be  with ;  to  associate  with. 

With;  by；  in  the  case  of; 

than;  or;  and.  Used  with 

於  i3,515  and  予  13,671. 

諸言與 者皆斬 名 a11 those  who  voted  for  giving  it, 

fie  beheaded. 

欲勿與  he  didn’t  wish  to  give. 

心內欲 不與他 in  his heart  he  wished  not  to  give  it 
to  him. 

與人物  to  give  a  person  some¬ 
thing. 

13, 522 

天與之  God  gave  it. 求之與  抑與 # 之 

與  (yii1)  does  he  ask,  or  is  it given  to  him  ?  See  yuA  below, 

則王與 之乎/  would  the 
king  then  grant  it?  , 

欲取之 故舉之  do  ut  des. 

誓不與 之俱生 swMe that  they  could  not  both  live, — one  must  die. 

不樂 w 與 家人知 did not  wish  the  servants  to  know. 

See  y0  below. 

交與  to  give  or  hand  over  to. 

尙 誰與乎  who  is  there  left to  give  to? 

誰  with  whom  can  I  dwell  ? 

不私與  not  to  give  secretly, or  for  private  ends. 

與 _  to  yield  to. 

賣 與  ̂   to  sell  to  Mr.  Li. 

苟 亦無與 d。 not  readily 
approve, — whatever  people  say. 

雖 無德與 Jcou  3)  although 
I  have  no  virtue  to  give  you. 

吾與女  (Ju3)  I  grant  you 

that "  .n. 

吾與黙 也  I  give  my  approval 
to  Tien. 

歲 不我與  the  years  do  not 
wait  for  us. 

不我與  she  would  not  allow 
us  to  be  with  her. 

必 有與也  they  must  have 
allies. 

與及  as  also;  together  with. 

約與國  Xo  form  alliances  with 
States. 

與龠獸 奚擇哉  between 
him  and  a  brute  what  difference 

is  there? 

與 原議不 符 not  in  acco
rd- 

ance  with  the  original  agreement. 

與良 民無異 nQt  tc>  be 
distinguished  from  respectable 

people. 

與平 日不同  not  as  usual. 

逼國 課有關  affecting  the 
revenue. 

我 與你走  I’ll  go  with  you. 

容— 與商之 let  rae  g° 
back  and  consult  with  him. 

210 
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與 他何干  what  business  is it  of  his? 

於竓 乎何與  what  has  it 
to  do  with  you,  old  woman  ? 

與人則 •... 與烏 則…. 
the  case  of  human  beings  . 
in  that  of  birds •  ••• . 

黨 與甚衆  his  associates  are many. 

二 人相與  the  two  men  are 
on  friendly  terms. 

其應 者必其 人之所 

與也  those  who  agreed  in  my 
praises  (of  him)  were  always 
persons  whose  interest  it  was  to 

agree. 

中 國之馬 弗與也 
Chipese  cavalry  cannot  compare 
with  them. 

其 孰能與 於此邪 * 
can  compare  with  him  in  this? 

與其 . 不如 (or 何如 

孰若  or  ningh) . as 
compared  with .  there 

nothing  eqaal  to . 

與其梅 之於終 ，不如 

愼 之於始  repentance  at 
the  end  is  not  so  good  as  caution 
at  the. beginning. 

與 其 遲到不 如不到 
better  not  come  at  all  than  come 
late. 

喪與 其易也 寧心？ 戚 
in  mourning,  it  is  better  to  show 
deep  sorrow  than  punctilious¬ ness. 

甲與乙 轨美0 f  A.  and  B. 

輿 
3 

r3,522 

客有 歸與嘆  the  traveller  j gives  way  to  sighs. 

我 黍與與  our  millet  is  I 
abundant  See  13,528. 

與 與如也  (Confucius)  wasl grave  but  self-possessed, — in  the 
presence  of  his  prince. 

Readjy^4.  To  be  present 

at;  to  share  in;  to  be  con¬ 
cerned  about. 

吾不 與祭， 如不祭 if  i not  present  at  the  sacrifices 
it  is  as  though  I  did  not  sacrifice 一 said  Confucius. 

從 與享之  to  share  in  the enjoyment,-— of  sacrificial  offer ings. 

阿袒一 名與焉  among others  a  man  named  A-t‘an. 

有 天下而 不與焉 t。 wield  the  rod  of  the  empire  as 
though  it  were  a  mere  nothing, 
- 一 to  be  taken  up  or  laid  down 
in  accordance  with  duty.  Said 
of  Shun  and  the  Great  Yu.. 

不樂 V 家人與 知 he did  not  wish  the  servants  to  in¬ 
termeddle.  See  yii}  above. 

以爲與 ，爾 等無與 
{y^)  regarding  it  as  no  concern 

of  yours. 

人 之有所 不得與 士 something  in  which  man  cannot 
interfere. 

久不 與人事  he  had  long 
taken  no  part  in  human  affr  'rs 一 as  a  hermit. 

歟 2
 

I3，S25 
豈得 之難而 失之易 

how  was  it  that  acquisition  | 

was  so  hard  and  loss  so  easy? 

豈 非天雖  how  is  it  other  j than  the  act  of  God? 

嗟嫩  alack!  alas! 也嫩 = 也哉 (but  softer). 

也歟哉  expresses  regret  orl reluctance,  with  a  touch  of  sur-| prise.  j 

號 百丈歟  he  was  called  Po-j 

chang.
  " 

m 

t3>S26 

R •語 

See 

Rising  Lower. 

w 
I3,527 

•御 

See 與 

Sinking 

Lower. 

稹1
 

A  precious 

3387. 

stone.  Seel 

is 

13, S28 

R •語御 

See 與 

Rising  Lower. 

不知 堯與妬 unable  to  tell 嶼 
[the  Emp.]  Yao  from  [Robber] 
Chih.  . 

r3,523 

見 與不見 ，權 在令公 

與
 3 

whether  I  am  to  see  him  or  not 

is  for  your  Highness  to  decide. !3,524 

Read  yil1.  A  particle, 

R •語魚 

used  interrogatively  (see 

see 與 

abovi)、 and  also  to  express 
Rising  Lower. 

doubt  or  surprise.  [See 

r3,525  for  further  entries.] 

歟 
2 

可 得聞與 may  I  hear  it? 
I3»525 

何不信 之與有 why  then 

K. 魚 

disbelieve  me? 
See  M 

骑與 郡與  hQW  admirable ! 
〆、 • 

Even  Lower. 

how  complete ! 

See  4762. 

To  walk  fast. 

譽 
2 

i3,529 

魚御 

See 
Even  and 

Sinking 

Lower. 

趨步 m 愚  he  hastened  his| 
steps. 

A  particle,  used  inter¬ 

rogatively,  and  also  to  ex¬ 

press  doubt  and  surprise. 

與 〆  13,522  for  fur¬ ther  entries.] 

誰鳅知  who  knows  ? 

A  white  ore  of  arsenic! 
found  in  Hupeh. 

鐵石鼠 食則死 ，蠶食 1 

則肥  arsenic  poisons  rats  but| fattens  silkworms. 

Luxuriant  growth  ofl 
crops.  Used  with  13,522( 

yii1. 

我 黎碘稱  our  millet  isl 
abundant. 

To  praise；  to  flatter;  to | 
celebrate ;  to  extol. 

面譽  to  praise  to  one’s  face. 
好“ 、 面擧人 者亦好 1 

haox  背 而毁之  those  who  j 
are  fond  of  praising  people  tol 

their  faces  are  also  fond  oT  de-| 

crying  them  behind  their  backs. I 

譽 之不喜  he  takes  no  plea-| 
sure  in  being  praised. 

稱譽。 r  揚; ̂   t。 praise;  to| 
extol. 

Read  yii*.  Praise  ；  credit ;  | fame.  See  7940. 

沽 名釣譽  to  buy  fame  and| 
fish  for  praise. 

有碍緝 尹名擧  it  reflectsl 

upon  the  fair  fame  of  the  revenue| officials. 
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擧2
 

i3,53o R •魚 
See 余 

A.ju 
Even  Lower. 

譽 
!3,53i 

m 

13,532 

令 聞廣嚳  a  good  and  far- 
reaching -reputation. 

幼 有淸譽  when  young  he 
had  a  reputation  for  purity. 

處  fame  and  prosperity. 

^  層; name  of  an  auspicious  star. 

The  eastern  jackdaw 

[Lycos  dauricus). 

R 
•魚 

See 與 

Even  Lower. 

輿
 2 

13,533 
R •魚 
See 

Even  Lower. 

Same  as  13,530. 

A  flag  emblazoned  with 

falcons,  displayed  from  the 

chariots  of  high  officials  in 
feudal  times.  A  natural 

curl  in  the  hair. 

孑 孑干旃  conspicuously 
rise  the  staffs  with  their  falcon- 
banners. 

匪 伊卷之 ，髪 則有塽 
it  was  not  .that  they  curled  it,  but 
that  their  hair  curled  naturally. 

The  bottom  of  a  carriage  ； 

a  chariot  ；  a  sedan-chair  ； 

to  carry.  To  contain ;  to 

hold ;  hence,  the  earth  ； 

territory  ；  the  people  ；  the 

public.  See  5854. 

輿馬  carriages  and  horses. 

輿人  a  carriage-maker ;  (arch.) 
managers  of  the  ice  depots.  Also, 

many  people. 

乘  cAcengk  輿已 駕 the  horses 
have  already  been  put  to  the 
carriage. 

乘〜 輿  conveyances ;  carn¬ 
ages;  the  Imperial  chair. 

阜  the  Imperial  carriage.  Also, 
the  Imperial  domain ;  China. 

肩輿  a  ̂dan-chair  for  two bearers. 

又以 輿來  he  again  sent  a chair. 

攔輿 呼寃㈣ 告狀) t。 

M2
 

13,533 

13,534 

13,535 

R 物 

C.  wet 

H.yut F.  ouk 

W.— 

^.yuth^yuoh 

P •少  ii3 

M.  yu 

Y.  yuik^  yuth 
Sz.  yii^you 

K.  ul 

J.  utsz 
A.  wet Entering 

Upper. 

stop  an  official’s  chair  to  present 

a  petition. 

敬禮 之輿也 reverence  is the  vehicle  of  propriety. 

令名德 之輿也 a  g。。11 reputation  is  the  vehicle  by  which 
virtue  is  carried  abroad. 

籃輿  a  basket  or  litter  carried 
on  a  pole  between  two  coolies. 

輿 僵之鬼  a  menial  devil. 
輿疾  bearing  up  against  his illness. 

百 人輿瓢 而趨 ahundrecj men  hurrying  along  with  gourds. 

輿宅  the  public  home, — the 

grave. 

地輿圖  a  map  of  the  world. 
輿地  topography ;  geography. 

輿 論沸騰  public  °pinipn  is in  a  very  disturbed  state. . 

洞 察輿情  to  make  oneselfl thoroughly  acquainted  with  po¬ 
pular  feeling. 

俯 順輿情  to  bow  to  public 
opinion. 

不 承權輿 nQt  to  continue  as one  h^.s  begun. 

扶輿  to  spread  out;  to  expand ; 
a  pleasant  expression. 

Same  as  13,535. 

To  be  thickly  wooded. 

Anxious；  irritated ；  grieved ； 

see  5481.  Prunus  japonica、 Thbg. 

葱、 dense,  as  vegetation. 

戀陶  anxiously. 鬱氣  rising  vapours ;  pent-up feelings. 

鬱悶。 r 鬱結  melancholy; 
depressed. 

鬱 成一病  became  ill  from 

grief. 戀 戀而亡 died 。£  srief- 

父親 病戀而 死 my  father died  of  a  broken  heart. 

抑 戀不伸 oppressed  without 
remedy. 

肝鬱 不舒  the  liver  is  slug¬ 

gish. 

i3,S3S 

13.536 

于 2
 

13.537 

R. 虞 

See 於 

A.  vu 
Even  Upper 

and  Lower. 

吁 
13.538 

圩1
 

13.539 

R. 虞 

See 

Even  Lower. 

宇
 3 

. i3,54o 

R. 囊 

See 雨 

A.  vo 

Rising  Lower. 

Curcuma  longa、 L.,  var. 

macrophylla.、 Miq. 

鬱金香  a  plant  from  western 
Asia,  with  fragrant  flowers.  Not 
identified.  Used  for  scenting  wine. 

蘭 陵美酒 鬱金善 fine 
Lan-ling  wine  with  a  sprig  of 
“borage”  in  it. 

鬱林州  a  Department  in 

Kuangsi. 

戀 塵  see  12,114. , Same  as  13, 535 - 

In  ;  on  ;  at ;  to  ；  from  ； 
than  ；  used  with  於  13,515 

[q.v.  for  all  entries),  although 
in  certain  cases  a  distinction 

is  made.  An  expletive  par¬ 

ticle.  To  proceed  -  to  go 

forward.  5^  思  10,271  sat1. 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

千  1725  and  干 5814. 
Originally  亏； changed  to 

于  in  the  隸  script.] 
See  4733- 

An  embankment  ；  a  dyke. 

Used  for  4713.  [Used  in 

Shanghai  for  a  lot  of  land, 
the  subdivision  of  a  圖 
12,128.] 

好岸  an  embankment. 圩田  fields  protected  by  dykes. 

灸于 長  an  overseer  of  dykes. 

蕩平鹿 ̂   J 于  to  level  the  strong¬ 
holds  of  robbers. 

J 于  a  depression  on  the  nead, such  as  Confucius  is  s〆  Uo  have 
had. 

Space  infinite  ；  the  ̂cano¬ 

py  of  heaven ；  territory；  to 
cover  ；  to  shelter.  The  sides 
of  a  house  under  the  eaves  ； 
a  house.  See  3088,  7867, 

1 1,991  tsung'  • 有實 而無乎 處者宇 
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宇 '
 13,540 

杆 2
 i3,54i R. 虞 

See 雨 

A.  VU 
Even  Lower. 

13.542 

也， 有長而 無乎剽 

者宙也  extension  without 
localisation  is  space,  continuity 

without  starting^pdint  is  time. 

字 i  宙  space  and  time, 一 the 
. universe ;  the  world. 

芒 芒宇宙 誰知我 wh。 
in  this  great  world  knows  me? 

宇宙 之垂不 朽者有 
there  are  three  things  which 
continue  in  this  world  without 

decay, —  事功  great  deeds, 

氣節  loftiness  of  character, 

_ 文章  fine  writings. 

匡扶宇 宙之才  talents  fit 
for  putting  the  universe  in  order. 

宇下。 r 宇內  within  the  uni¬ 
verse  ; under  heaven. 

多年  he  ruled  the empire  many  years. 

+  territory. 

爾何懷 乎故宇 why  s。 
attached  to  your  fatherland  ? 

託 人宇下 to  be  in  the  em- 
ployment  or  under  the  protection of. 

多蒙 p 宇庇蔭 1  am greatly  indebted  for  your  kind 

protection. 

今 接芝宇  your  visit  of  to¬ day. 

器 宇不凡  (his  appearance) 
is  very  striking,  and  not  common¬ 

place. 

喜 溢眉宇 ㈣ suffused  his face. 

八 月在宇  in  the  8th  moon 
(the  locust)  is  under  the  eaves. 

結宇  to  make  a  hut, — as  aher- 
mit’s. 

A  tub.  Used  with  13,543. 

杆方 而水方 if  the  tub  is 
square,  the  water  in  it  will  be 

square. 

衧衧  self-satisfied. 

See  1 2,716. 

i3,S43 

R. 虞 

See 竽 

Even  Lower. 

竿 13,544 

R •虞 

See 

A.  vu 
Even  Lower. 

紆1
 

13,545 

R •厲 

C.  h  'du 

H.  hi 

F.  ku 
W.  ii 

N.« 

P. 

yu^  hsu
 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 
K. 

j. 
" 

A.  vu 
Even  Upper. 

芋
 ' 

13.546 

R •遇虞 

H.  i 

F.  wo 
V/.yii N.  ngu 

A  basin  ；  a  cup.  Used 

with  13,541.  See  78. 

盤盂  dishes  and  bowls. 

漱口孟  a  cup  for  rinsing  out the  mouth. 

盂鉢  basins  and  bowls. 

視水孟  a  cup  to  hold  water for  using  on  the  inkslab. 

淡 .盂  a  spittoon. 

盂 蘭盆會  the  festival  for  the deliverance  of  “hungry  ghosts,” 
often  spoken  of  as  the  Chinese 

“All  Souls’  Day,”  held  on  the 
15th  of  the  7th  moon.  [Sanskrit 
ullambhana  deliverance,  or  ul- lambita  suspended.] 

盂縣  a  District  in  Shansi. 

A  musical  instrument 

consisting  of  36  reed  pipes. 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

竿 583o.] 

盜竽  sources  of  crime. — i.e. certain  forms  of  vice  which  lead 

crime  in  the  same  way  that  the 

yu  leads  the  band.  Also  expl.  as 

“to  set  an  example  as  a  robber.” 

濫竽 充數。 r 濫厠吹 

学  a  sham  performer  on  the 
yu， 一 one  who  pretends  to  do 
what  he  is  unable  to  do.  See  6728. 

To  twist  ；  to  bend  ；  to 
distort. 

寃結 紆轸兮  his  wrongs had  become  knots  of  grievance 

within  him, — of  屈  Ch*ii 

奸操金 紫  Wring  the  golden (seal)  and  purple  (ribbon)  of office. 

無紆曲  not  crooked  or  dis¬ torted, — of  language. 

The  taro,  and  other  edi¬ 
ble  tubers.  To  flourish. 

竿頭  Colocasia  antiquorum 、 Schott. 

痕羊頭  Alocasia  odor  a  y  C. Koch. 

番^  Alocasia  cucullata'  Schott. 

芋
 4 

13.546 

P.  
1 

L! 

K.  hu、u 

A. ; 

Sinking 

Lower. 

i3,S47 

R •厲 

C.  h'du 

H.  hi 

F.u 

W.) 

N.  ! 

p. 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. K. 

A.  vu 
Even  Upper. 

fir 

13.548 

r •處 

See 竽 

Even  Lower. 

海竽  Alocasia  macror kizay Schott. 

雀 羊  an  araceous  plant.  (?) 

麻羊。 i •鬼羊  Amorphophal- 
/us  Rivieri、 H.  f. 

洋 羊。1 ■陽羊 the  potato {Sclanum  tuberosum、 L.). 

蛇羊  one  or  two  species  of 
Ariscema. 

春 及草芋  when  spring 
comes  vegetation  flourishes. 

Read  hsux.  Great. 

君 子攸竽  a  grand  dwelling 
for  a  prince. 

Distant  ；  excessive.  To 
make  crooked. 

迀 遠而闊 于事情 w practicable  and  inapplicable  to 
affairs— said  by  矣惠主 

King  Hui  of  Liang  of  the 
teachings  of  Mencius. 

言之 若迀 ，其 效甚近 
what  he  says  seems  wide  of  the 
mark,  but  it  comes  out  very 
close  in  the  end. 

子之迁 也 you  are  wide  of 
the  mark,  sir! 

^  for  a  long  time. 

此 說頁迀  this  talk  is  over¬ 
good  or  “goody-goody." 

^4*  of  guileless  disposition. 

迁滯。 1 ■迁腐  stuPid;  do,tish_ 得無厭 其爲迀 乎 
you  not  disgusted  with  this  stu¬ 

pidity?  . ’ 
迁 构  precise ;  punctilious. 

恐人 年乃心 i  fear  that 

men  will  pervert  your  minds. 

迁 見  a  distorted  view;  prejudice, 

道!  a  rouildabout  road. 
迀廻  to  wind, 一 as  a  river. 

Name  of  a  small  prin¬ 

cipality  of  feudal  times. 
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13,549 

盖 
13,55。 

雩2
 

i3,55i 
R •虞 

See 雨 

A.  vu 

Even  Lower. 

w 
r3,SS2 

R* 
N.  cifii^  cdii,  /ii 
P.  yu^  ou 
Y.Jo^o 
K.  ku 

J-w 
A •左 ‘M 
Rising  Upper. 

R. 嫗 
4 13.553 

遇矍 

C.yii
3 

H.  reu^ 

F.  hiHi) 
W.  cau:au 

N.  coa 

P.  ou^yii3 
Y.yi^ 
K. «,  v.  ku 

J-u 
A.  Ju, 

Rising  and 
Sinking 

Irregular. 

區 
13.554 

R •處 

8 -紆 
Eren  Upper. 

Same  as  13,515. 

Same  as  13,543. 

The  summer  sacrifice  for 

rain.  Distant. 

龍見而 零  at  the  appearance 
of  the  dragon  (the  6th  moon 

under  the  Chou  dynasty)  is  the 
sacrifice  for  rain. 

雩雨  to  pray  for  rain. 

不雩而 雨 tQget  rain  without 
praying  for  it. 

雩  _  縣  a  District  in  Kiangsi. 

Hunchbacked. 

偃者 不袒  a  hunchback 
should  not  strip, 一 in  public. 

偃者 使辛塗  employ  a 
hunchback  in  sweeping,  —  for 
which  he  is  naturally  fitted. 

一 ■命 而僂， 命而 

偃 ，三命 而俯  on  his  first 
appointment,  he  walked  with  his 
head  bowed  down :  at  his  second, 
his  shoulders  were  bent:  at  his 

third,  his  whole  body  was  bent, 

— his  humility  increased  in  pro¬ 
portion  to  his  rank.  Said  of 

正考戈  Cheng  K‘ao-fu. 

皆龜 胷偃僂 a 
hunchbacks. 

were 

An  old  woman. 

巫嫗  a  witch. 

萬石嫗  the  lady  of  10,000 
piculs  of  grain, — referring  to  a 
lady  of  the  Han  dynasty,  named 

嚴  Yen,  who  had  five  sons  each 
of  high  rank  and  entitled  to  2,000 

piculs  of  grain  as  salary. 

M  M  y&l 覆育萬 物 to 
warm  and  nurse,  and  cover  and 

produce  all  things, — as  Heaven 
and  Earth,  respectively. 

A  cave；  a  hole. 

餵 
^.sss 

禺 2
 

13.556 

R •虞冬 
See 愚 

A. ngu、  ngung 

Even  Lower. 

13,557 

R 遇 

C.jyu 

^ngi 

F.  ngdu 

W.  ngue 
N.  ngii,  nyu 

P. 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 
K.u 

]-gu 

A.  ngu 
Sinking 

Lower. 

Same  as  13,690. 

A  term  for  quadruman- 

ous  animals  like  spider- 

monkeys.  To  begin.  Used 
for  13,608. 

端禺 origin;  beginning;  incept¬ ion. 

禺中  the  sun  in  巳， 一9  to  II a.m. 

禺 淵。 r  禺谷  the  place  where the  sun  sets, -reached  by 

K‘ua  Fu  in  his  chase  after  the 

•  departing  orb  of  day.  See  6316. 

To  dwell；  to  reside;  to 

sojourn ;  to  be  present  in. 

To  quarter  upon.  Allegory. 

寓居。 r 寄寓。 r 僑寓 t。 reside  at. 

暫寓。 r 小寓  to  reside  tem¬ porarily. 

流寓  to  reside  at  a  place  which 
is  not  one’s  home. 

寓所。 r 寓處  a  lodging;  a dwelling. 

_ 寓。1 店寓。 1 旅寓 an 
inn. 

安 寓客商  comfortable  lodg¬ ings  for  travelling  merchants. 

尊寓 何處  where  are  you 
staying  ? 

移 寓別處  to  change  one’s 
residence. 

借寓 t。  borrow  (e.g.  a  night’s) lodging. 

留寓  to  take  in  to  lodge. 

天地寓 声 物 the  universe is  the  lodging-house  of  all  things. 

無寓人 於我室 d。 M lodge  any  persons  in  my  house. 

寓 兵于民  to  quarter  troops on  the  people. 

請寓秦 (ch^ng*)  asked  to  be taken  into  the  chariot. 

寓之  AH、 矣  he  has  put  thought into  it, — of  a  painting. 

靜 中寓動  in  the  repose  lies latent  a  sense  of  movement. 

寓懷  in  one’s  mind  or  thoughts. 

寓
 4 

J3,557 

i3,S58 

R.  i 
See 愚 

A.  ngu、 ngung 

Even  Lower. 

懋 2
 

13,559 

R. 虞 

C.yii 

H.  ngi 

F.  ngu 

W.  ftgii,  ngue N.  nyu 

u.) .. 

Y. 「 “ 

Sz. ) 

K.  u h 
A.  ngu 

Even  Lower. 

寓意  to  entertain  a  thought. 

寓目  to  have  a  view  of. 

得 臣與# 寓目 焉 I  will 
be  there  to  see  you. 

願 得寓目  wanted  to  see 

them. 

寓 戒 ⑺  carry  with  it,  or  suggest, 
a  moral  or  prohibition. 

弯勘 卽寓酌 改之意 investigation  carries  with  it  the 
idea  of  coming  alteration. 

以 紙寓錢  to  use  paper instead  of  cash, — for  sacrifices 
etc. 

寓言者 ，本無 此人此 
事， 從盜摹 撰出來 
in  allegory,  the  personages  and 
events  have  no  real  existence, 

but  are  drawn  from  the  imagi¬ nation. 

此 • 取 以 自寓也 this 
is  an  allegorical  allusion  to  him¬ 
self. 

多借友 以寓國  frequent- j 
ly  uses  “friend”  figuratively  for 
“native  land.” 

A  mountain  region. 

m 夷  the  most  eastern  point  of 
the  empire  under  堯  Yao, 

variously  identified  as  Yesso  and 
the  Shantung  promontory. 

員 喁死守  to  get  one’s  back 

to  a  hill  and  defend  oneself  to 
the  death.  See  13,321. 

Simple  ；  stupid  ；  doltish  ； 

rude;  clownish. 

or 

愚濁。 r 愚拙。 1 ■愚蒙 

愚寧 ot 愚笨。 1 ■愚昧 Qr 
愚 _  01 ■愚鋪 卿 id; foolish. 

愚民  the  simple  or  ignorant masses. 

愚夫  a  foolish  fellow. 
須 5 愚  country  bumpkins. 

愚魯 人  a  stupid  ignorant  man. 

愚商  unlettered  tradesmen. 

愚弟  your  foolish  younger  bro¬ ther, — a  conventional  phrase  of 

self-depreciation.  Used  also  with 

兄 ，姐， and 妹. 
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Ytir 

愚 2
 !3,559 

脶 
i3,S6° 

蝸!
 13.561 

R. 處 
See 愚 

Even  Lower. 

遇 
13.562 

R •遇 7. 

F.  ngd  i  'i N.  ngii、 yii See 寓 

A.  ngou 
Sinking 

Lower. 

愚下  used  as  the  above  for  “I.’ 

愚見  ‘  my  humble  opinion. 

愚忠  simple  but  loyal. 

愚孝  simple  but  dutiful. 

愚狂  braggadocio. 

愚弄人  to  deceive,  or  delude. 

大 智若愚  great  wisdom  is 
akin  to  folly, 一 said  Lao  Tzli. 

靡 哲不愚  there  is  no  wise man  who  is  not  a  fool. 

知其 愚者非 大愚也 
he  who  knows  that  he  is  a  fool 

is  not  a  big  fool. 

學以 愈愚  to  study  in  order 
to  cure  stupidity. 

夸愚 適备秦 t。 procla：im 
oneself  a  fool  only  adds  to  one’s 
troubles.  See  1784. 

Same  as  13,565. 

A  water-beetle.  See 

12,209. 

To  meet*  to  fall  in  with； 

to  happen  ；  to  occur  ；  to 

behave  towards  [see  2900). 

See  542,  3151. 

遇見。 r 遇着  {chao1)  to  meet. 

恐怕 遇不着  {ckao1)  I  fear you  will  not  meet  him. 

不 約而遇  to  meet  by  acci¬ dent. 

遇人  to  meet  a  person. 

每遇  whenever . 

遇諸途  to  meet  on  the  road. 

遇難  yjian^)  to  meet  with  mis¬ fortune. 

隆遇 w 寵遇。 r 奇遇。 r 
姝遇  to  meet  with  kindness 
at  the  hands  of. 

遇我厚  he  treated  me  kindly. 

遇險  in  danger. 

百 年不遇  not  to  be  met  with in  a  century.. 

遇 
13,5心 

m2
 

納 13.563 

虞 

See 愚 

Even  Lower. 

m 
13.564 

R.j 
See 禺 

Even  Lower. 

遇豐年  to  light  upon  an abundant  year, 

遇卡  to  reach  a  Custom 会’  bar¬ 
rier. 

遇事  when  something  happens. 

遇事 則迷  wanting  in  pre¬ 
sence  of  mind.  • 

遇 事生風  to  make  mischief. 

遇有事  in  the  event  of  having 
business;  in  the  event  of  any¬ 
thing  happening. 

遇 有缺出  in  the  event  of  a 
vacancy. 

遇 缺卽補  to  be  appointed when  a  vacancy  shall  occur. 

遇 合難期  ’tis  hard  to  say when  we  shall  meet  again. 

遇時  to  hit  on  the  time;  to  be lucky.  See  3743. 

生 不遇時  born  in  a  wrong age, — as  Confucius. 

嘆己之 不遇也 t。 Sigh over  one’s  non-success  in  life. 

西 施之遇  the  success  in  life of  Hsi  Shih, — i.e.  her  rise  from 
obscurity  to  fame  and  place. 

未 爲不遇  he  was  not  a  failure in  life. 

遇 大霧時  in  the  eveiit  of very  foggy  weather. 

遇緣  to  meet  with  one’s  affin¬ ity;  to  get  a.  good  chance. 

不相遇  they  do  not  agree. 

An  awl.  See  3046 

A  corner  ；  an  angle  ；  a 
nook.  See  2547. 

角隅  a  corner;  an  angle. 
方隅  a  right  angle;  a  residence. 

侯我 於城隅  she  waits  for me  at  a  corner  of  the  city  wall. 

向隅  facing  a  corner;  “left  out 
in  the  cold.” 

滿 堂飲酒 ，有 一人向 

隅而  VJl  in  the  hall  full  of revellers,  there  is  one  who  weeps 
in  a  oorner. 

13,564 

獬 !3,565 

R •有虞 See|^| 

K.  u 

J •抑 《 

A.  ngu 

Rising  and 

Even  Lower. 

齲:
 

13.566 
虞 

F.  ngeuy  v. 

ngau 

N.  v.  goii 

K：u 

i-gOyg1* 

A.  ngu 

Even  Lower. 

13.567 

C.yii 

F. 

W. 

N. 

P. 

M. 

Y. 

Sz. 

yi
i 

向 隅獨抱  no  have  no  other 
course  but  to  suffer  the  injustice. 

未免抱 向隅之 6  wiu surely  complain  that  they  have 

been  “left  out  in  the  cold.” 

M  隅  to  get  one’s  back  to  a 
corner;  a  place  of  safety;  a 
harbour  of  refuge.  See  13,558. 

童 子隅坐 而執燭 the 
boys  sat  in  the  corners,  holding 
candles, — when  曾子  Tseng 

Tzti  was  ill.  
“  4 

樞 衣趨隅  to  raise  the  skirts and  take  one’s  seat, -at  a  banquet 

廉 隅自厲  to  polish  up  one’s 

moral  character. 

一 隅之地  a  small  plot  ofl 
land. 

舉一隅 ，不以 三隅反 
if  I  give  a  man  one  comer  of  a 

subject  and  he  cannot  infer  from 
that  the  other  three, — I  teach 
him  no  more,  said  Confucius. 

豈恃一 隅之見  why  rely upon  a  one-sided  view? 

海隅  a  bay;  a  cove. 

The  clavicle  ；  the  collar¬ bone. 

Uneven  teeth ；  irregular; 
confused. 

齲差  (tz^u1)  in  disorder;  dis¬ crepant  ； irreconcilable. 

To  answer  in  the  affirm¬ 

ative；  to  reply  as  a  maid¬ servant  ； see  12,594. 

帝曰俞 ，予聞  the  Emperor 
said,  Yes,  I  have  heard  of  him. 

如 蒙‘允  if  y°u  kindly 
accede  to  my  request. 

上竟 兪其議  the  Emperorj 
finally  adopted  his  suggestion, 
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13,567 
K.yu 

Even  Lower. 

m 

13.568 

13.569 

r •處遇 
See 俞 

Even  and 

Sinking 
Lower. 

Read  yii4. 

俞兪  a**  quiet  and  respectful  air, 

Read  sAu1.  Name  of  a 

principality  under  the  Han 

dynasty. 

雖通 如俞兒  even  though 
as  accomplished  as  Shu  Erh, 

a  famous  gastronome  of  old. 

Same  as  13,595. 

To  instruct.  To  under¬ 

stand  ； to  be  conversant 

with.  To  illustrate  ；  meta¬ 

phor.  Used  with  1 3,585. 

See  2711. 

教喩  to  instruct. 

能 喻諸 人者。 ne  who  is 
able  to  instruct  others. 

吗體不 言而喷 the  four 
limbs  understand  (how  to  move) 
without  being  .told. 

此不 言而喻 之事也 
that  goes  without  saying. 

君子 喩於義  the  superior 
man  is  conversant  with  his  duty 
towards  his  neighbour. 

小人 喷於利 the  mean 
man  is  conversant  with  self-ag¬ 
grandisement. 

喩其意  he  perceived  her 
thoughts. 

請  戰 喩  let  me  take  an illustration  from  war. 

借喩  to  use  by  way  of  illustra¬ tion. 

晉  metaphor. 

譬喩- "it 喩  as  an  illustrat¬ ion,  . for  instance, . 

假 物自喩  to  make  some¬ 
thing  the  subject  of  allusions 

which  really  refer  to  oneself. 

此以 芙# 自 喩也 & 
“hibiscus”’  is  here  used  (by  the 
writer)  figuratively  of  himself. 

醜 不可喩  indescribably 
ugly. 

w 
13.570 

R •虞 

See 命 

Even  Lower. 

w 

13.571 

R .處尤 
see 命 

Even  Lower. 

工 3,572 

R •爨 

F.  cii 

See 諭 

Rising 

Trregular. 

A  grave；  a  grave-mound 

To  slight.  To  enjoy  ； 
used  with  13,573. 

晉未 可输也 the  Chin State  must  not  be  slighted. 

將從 俗富貴 以输生 

乎  shall  I  pass  my  life  in  the 
enjoyment  of  wealth  and  riches? 

Read  t(ou l.  Improper; 

irregular.  Used  with ii,444: 

齊君 之語輸 the  words  of 丨 the  prince  of  Ch^  are  artful. 

女俞居 幸 生 to  fortunately sneak  off  with  life, — as  when 
life  ought  to  be  given  up  rather 

than  purchased  with  loss  of  self- 
respect. 

鍮命取 ~ 容  to  improperly 
obtain  the  protection  of, — invol¬ 

ving  loss  of  self-respect  as  above 

不 敢踰生  I  could  not  ven¬ ture  to  escape  with  life,  —  as 
above. 

More  ；  further  ；  to  be 

superior  ；  to  exceed  ；  to  in¬ 
crease.  To  be  better  ；  used 
with  13,578. 

愈加 Q1 ■愈添 ^ •愈甚 sti11 
more;  further. 

更 愈於生  more  so  than  in real  life. 

愈 久愈好 the  longer  the better. 

愈多愈 不朔足  the  more he  has,  the  more  dissatisfied 

與人， 己愈有 心 more  they  gave  to  others,  the 

more  they  had  themselves. 

此 愈于彼  this  is  better  than that. 

反不 印 不寫 爲愈也 it  woula  have  been  better  not 

to  have  written  at  all. 

愈 多不亂  however  much  (he drank),  he  did  not  get  tipsy. 

i3,572 

w 

!3,573 

R •虞 

See 命 

Even  Lower. 

楡 
2 

13,574 

虞 

See 兪 

Even  Lower. 

憂心 愈愈  the  sorrow  of  my 
heart  becomes  greater. 

孰愈  who  is  the  better  man? 

猶愈 於已乎 k  is  at  any 
rate  better  than  having  none  at 

all.  
* 

愈疏  to  increase  the  estrange ment, — as  between  parent  and child. 

今 病小愈 to-day  he  is 
little  better. 

痊 愈受謝  for  complete  cure 
a  fee  will  be  received. 

栺之言 傘卽愈 ifhe 
pointed  at  (a  sick  man)  and  saic 

“Be  thou  ir^de  whole  !”  he  was made  whole, -r-of  孫傅吣 

v  Po  of  the  Sung  dynasty. 

1  1  ... 

.. To  enjoy；  to  be  happy 

他 人是愉  another  person 
will  enjoy  them, —— the  things  you 

now  possess， when  you  are  dead 

愉色  a  pleased  or  happy  look 

愉 愉如也  how  happy  they are ! 

us 

楡!
 

i3,S75 

虞 

Sce 命 

. yu,  to^ 

Kv^n  Lower. 

穆將愉 兮上皇 
begin  with  reverence  to  give 

pleasure  to  God. 

To  draw  out.  To  extol. 

See  8556,  12,975.  [To  be 
distinguished  from 才俞  1613, 

where  it  is  wrongly  ub  ：d 
in  both  entries.] 

t0  recornmend;  to  extol. 

Read  t、oi^ • 

揄來甲 出此目 he  lifted 
up  his  painted  rod  and  drew  out 
a  sole. 

截髪掄 _：  with  streaming 
hair  and  flapping  sleeves. 

Read  yu2.  To  scoop  ou 

as  grain  from  a  mortnr. 

The  elm  [Ulmus  cam、 

pestris、 L.,  and  U  macro- 

car  pa  ̂   Hance.) 

搁 5 Ulmus  parvifolia、 Jacq. 

刺输  Memiptclea  Davidianay 
Planch. 
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y-ct 

楡 
2 13,575 

渝 2
 ^3,57^ R. 虞 

H..y^ 
See 爾 

K •少 v.  tKu 

)-yu^o 
Even  Lower. 

地榆  Poterium  officinale t  Bth 
&  H.  f.  Also  =  2487. 

紫地榆  Geranium  nepalense， 
Sw. 

榆葉梅  JPrunus  triloba、 Ldl. 

榆英。 i ■榆錢  elm-seeds. 
峻榆  to  take  a  decoction  of  elm- 
seeds,  as  a  soporific. 

皮  elm-bark, — used  as  a  tonic. 
失 之東隅 ，收 之桑榆 
what  you  lost  in  the  east  (the 

morning),  you  recovered  in  the 

west  (the  evening), 一 said  by  the 

Emperor  光武  Kuang  Wu  ofi 

the  Han  dynasty  to  his  famous 

general  馮異  Feng  I.  See 

9566.  Used  in  the  sense  of 

compensation  in  old  age  for 
the  misfortunes  of  earlier  years. 

[The  mulberry  and  elm  were 

planted  on  the  west '  side  of  a 
garden  ；  hence  the  sunset  of  life, 
etc.] 

可 作桑 输之補 as  _ 
pensation. 

决 起但搶 榆 with  a  struggle 
only  to  reach  an  elm, — in  flight. 
Of  a  cicada ;  see  3442. 

白榆 a  star  which  guides  the 
husbandman  in  planting. 

Name  of  a  river  near  the 

east  end  of  the  Great  Wall； 
hence  used  for  Shan-hai 

Kuan.  To  change  ；  to  re¬ 

pudiate. 

舍 命不論  he  rests  in  his  lot 
and  will  not  change. 

敬 天之渝  revere  the  chang¬ 
ing  moods  of  God. 

東山 之志始 末不渝 
he  never  lost  his  love  for  Tung- 
shan,— of  Hsieh  An. 

年耙 尨遠而 色不淪 
not  losing  its  colour  even  after 
the  lapse  of  many  years, — of  a 
painting. 

至 死不偷 其所守 up  to 
death  he  would  not  flinch  from 
his  resolution；  he  would  rather 
die  than,  etc.  etc. 

淪州 u  old  name  for  重 慶 
Ch(ung-ch(ing  (Chungking). 

淪 盟肆衅  the  repudiation  of 
a  compact  and  commencement 
of  hostilities. 

瑜 
2 

r3,S77 

R. 虞 

U.yi^ 

See 偷 

Even  Lower. 

癒 
13,578 

S 虞 

See 愈 

Rising 

Irregular. 
窬 2

 

13>S79 

R •虞 

See .喻 

Even  Lower. 

Z 

m 

13.58° 

r. 虞 

See 兪 

Even  Lower. 

Wi 
13.581 

R .虞 

See 俞 

Even  Lower. 

Lustre  of  gems ;  a  pre 

cious  stone  found  in  Persia 

excellences  ；  virtues. 

瑾 瑜匿瑕  the  finest  gems have  flaws. 

懷 瑙握瑜  full  of  fine  quali ties, 一 of  persons. 

瑕 不掩瑜  his  defects  do  not hide  his  virtues. 

瑕 瑜互見  his  bad  and  good qualities  alternate, — of  a  person 
who  possesses  both  bad  and  good 

qualities. 

被 褐懷瑜  he  has  a  virtuous ， heart,  under  his  coat  of  serge. 

淪瑜 j 部  the  Yoga  or  Tantra school  of  Buddhism. 

To  be  cured  ；  con  vales 

cent;  see  13,572.  To  be 
in  distress. 

癒  convalescent;  recovered, 

尙 未見瘉  not  yet  convales¬ 
cent. 

夂 母生我 ，胡 俾我瘉 
ye  parents  who  gave  me  birth ! 
was  it  to  make  me  suffer  this 

pain  ? 不 介兄弟 ，交 相爲瘉 the  intercourse  of  brothers  who 

are  not  worthy  is  marked  by 
troubles. 

Read  jyu2.  Worthy. 

孰爲瘉  who  among  them  is 
worthy  ? 

A  hole  in  a  wall  ；  a  small 

door  or  window. 

穿窗。 1 ■箭牆  t。 make  a  hoie in  a  wall, — as  burglars  do. 

A  black  ram. 

A  wild  plant  [Eutrema 
Washabi、 Max.)， called  山 

箭菜， found  in  Honan. 

蘇庇 = 木耳 8。77. 

蝓1
 

13.582 

R •虞 

See 俞 

Even  Lower. 

褕
 2 

r3>583 

R •蕭虞 
Ss6 遙命 

Even  Lower. 

覦
 2 

13.584 

R •虞遇 See 俞 

Even  and 
Sinking 

Lower. 

m< 

R  _ 

F. 

See  ‘ 

Sinking 

Lower. 

A  snail.  See  5546. 

Clothes  trimmed  with 

feathers  -v  fine  ；  beautiful. 

秘 衣甘食  fine  clothes  and 
rich  food. 

To  long  for；  see  957. 

To  spy  upon. 

無親心 not、  covetous. 窺覦  to  spy；  to  reconnoitre. 

敵 人覦我  my  enemy  is 
watching  me. 

To  issue  orders :  instruc- 

tions ;  to  proclaim  ；  to  no 

tify.  To  apprehend. 

諭令。 r 諭飭。 》 ■諭仲 t。 order. 

諭 飭遵辦  to  give  orders 
for  the  guidance, 一 of  these  con 
cerned. 

誦 f  遵  to  order  obedience  to, the  decree  of  a  court. 

上 諭。1 ■聖諭  an  Imperia edict.  [The  second  is  usually 

、 applied  to  the  “Sacred  Edict” 
or  sixteen  maxims  of  the  Em¬ 
peror  K*ang  Hsi.] 

諭旨  an  Imperial  rescript. 

劄諭  orders ;  instructions. 

論單。 r 諭帖  a  paper  of  in¬ 
structions;  a  manifesto. 

諭委  to  delegate. 
手諭。 r 來諭  your  com¬ mands, 一 your  letter. 

曉諭  to  publicly  notify. 
諭示  to  notify  by  proclamation. 

諭禁  to  publicly  prohibit. 
諭 知  to  inform  by  proclamation, 

右諭 通知 the  above  pro¬ 
clamation  is  to  inform  the  public. 

諭止  to  issue  order$  for  the 
stoppage  of. 
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i3,585 

R 

w 

13.586 •麻 

See 命 

Rising  Lower, 

逾2
 

13.587 R. 虞 
See 命 

(In  Peking 
often  read 
Sinking) 

Even  Lower. 

諭阻  to  issue  orders  to  prevent. 

諭導  to  announce  for  the  guid¬ ance  of. 

我已諭 爾之意 i  already 
understand  your  meaning. 

不 言而諭  to  understand 
without  explanation.  See  13,569. 

An  animal  with  a  voice 

like  a  child’s:  The  star  y 
in  Pegasus. 

爹原输  a  porcupine.  See  3874. 

To  cross  over；  to  pass, 

of  time  or  space  ；  to  exceed  ； 

to  transgress.  Distant. 

逾垣牆  to  jump  over  enclos¬ ures  and  walls. 

逾城  to  pass  over  the  city  wall. 

逾于  to  cross  over  to;  to  exceed. 

逾 于五年  to  exceed  five 
years. 

逾月  at  the  expiration  of  a 
month. 

連 J  時  to  pass  the  time. 

不逾時 而果得  before 
long  he  had  actually  obtained.... 

日 月逾邁 ，若 弗云來 
the  days  and  months  pass  away, 

as  if  they  would  not  come  again. 

逾過  to  pass  beyond ;  to  exceed. 

逾限  to  exceed  the  limit. 

Pass  a  festival ;  to  over¬ 

step  the  bounds  of  etiquette. 

逾分  {fen^)  to  exceed  one’s duties,  functions,  etc. 

地 險水深 ，無 逾此處 
the  ground  is  nowhere  more 

dangerous  nor  the  water  deeper 
than  in  this  place. , 

昏逾  to  blindly  transgress, orders. 

巧 逾於古  in  ingenuity  he 
surpassed  the  ancients. 

餒白逾 於水晶 clearer 
than  crystal. 

踰 
13.588 

閤
 2 

13.589 

。虞 

See 命 

Even  Lower. 

飈
 2 

13.59° 

See 命 

EVen  Lower. 

锨
 2 

工3,59工 

R •虞 

See 命 

Even  Lower. 

麻
 2 

i3,592 

R •諸虞 
See 命 

Even  Lower. 

!3,593 

臾=
 

13,594 
R •寘虞 

se: 簀諛 

Sinking  and 

Even  Lower. 

Same  as  13,587. 

踰輪  piebald,  —  one  of  Mu Wang’s  famous  steeds. 

To  spy;  to  peep. 

關鬮門 內  he  PeePed  at  her 
from  behind  the  door. 

A  hurricane.  See  62. 

To  clap  the  hands.  A song. 

To  ridicule. 

:3,574. 

Used  with 

庾 4
 

.13,595 

See 命 

Even  and 

Rising  Lower. 

邪廠 t。  mock  or  point  at  with the  finger. 

Same  as  13,574. 

A  moment  ；  a  little  while. 

不可須 臾離也 (Ae  rfght 
path)  must  not  be  quitted  for an  instant. 

Read  k‘uei\  A  basket. 

Used  for  65 1 2. 

Read  yung% •  To  excite. Used  for  13,453. 

A  stack  of  grain.  A 

measure  of  16 斗 (i  1,427). 

我 庾維億  our  stacks  can  be counted  fey  tens  of  myriads. 

.天庾  the  Imperial  granaries. 

大庾嶺  a  ran8e  of  moun" tains  lying  between  Kuangtung, 

Kuangsi,  and  Hunan. 

E 

13. 596 

怏
 2 

13.597 

R •虞 

See 命 

Even  Lower. 

m 

13.598 

狹 r3>599  ■ 

R. 虞 S 
See 命 

Even  and 

Rising  Lower. 

疢 

13,600 

R •囊 

See# 

Rising  Lower. 

腴 
2 

13,6oi 

R .虞 

See 俞 

Even  Lower. 

Same  as  13,595. 

Sorrowful  ；  grieved. 

心怏  sick  at  heart. 

憂怏  sad;  sorrowful. 
Same  as  13,595- 

A  tree  like  the  Catalpa、 

not  yet  identified. 

To  be  sick  from  morti¬ 

fication  of  spirit.  To  die 

in  prison  of  cold  and  hun¬ 

ger；  a  disease  of  prisoners. Used  with  13,578.  [To 

be  distinguished  from  瘦 
10,02  i.] 

身瘐瘐 而未起 weak  and 
unable  to  get  up. 

換 駿  to  cause  death  by  ill  treat¬ 
ment. 

The  fat  below  the  belly 

of  animals.  Pigs’  chitter¬ lings. 

君子 不食國  huanx  
the 

superior  man  does  not  eat  “in- 

wards.” 膏 峽  rich;  fertile. 
映濃  rich;  luscious. 

味 道之峽  to  taste  the  ex - 
cellence  of  TAO. 

Jf,  ̂   haoK  ̂   not  fond  of extravagance. 

萸
 2 

1^602 

R •虞 

See 命 

Even  Lower. 

A  medicinal  plant. 

2553- 

See 
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M 
13.603 

m
1
 13.604 r. 虞 

See 命 

Even  Lower. 

慠 
13,^05 

R.> 

C.  ̂ yu 
H. ingu 

F. 三” gU 

See 

Same  as  13,602. 

To  flatter.  See  355. 

不擇 是非而 言謂之 

談  to  applaud  a  person,  right 
or  wrong,  is  flattery. 

孝子 不談其 親 afilialson 
does  not  flatter  his  parents. 

富貴 多談言 the  rich  and 
great  hear  much  flattery. 

面 談  to  flatter  to  one’s  face. 

僕臣諛 ，厥 后自聖 
when  courtiers  flatter,  the  prince 
begins  to  think  himself  divine. 

何 晉之談  'vfiy  these  flatter¬ 
ing  worlds  ? 

談 色、 a  toadying  expression. 

A.  n. 

Rising  Lower. 

m 

13.606 
R ■虞 

H.  figti 
W.  ?tg 

See 愚 

Even  Lower. 

Large-featured  ；  big. 

頭人  f 吳懊  with  my  portly 
figure. 

To  rejoice;  to  give  plea¬ 
sure. 

歡娛  to  rejoice;  to  be  pleased 

自娛  to  enjoy  oneself. 

以釋 墨自娱 he  wrote  (or 
painted)  only  for  his  own  amu¬ 
sement. 

極娛  excessive  joy;  overjoyed. 

I  戲 彩嫂親  by  dressing  up an(l  acting,  he  amused  his  pa¬ 
rents, 一 as  was  clone  by  老萊 

子  I,ao  Lai  Tzu  (one  of  the 
U'wenty-four  Kilid  Sons)  at  the age  of  seventy. 

娛順  courteously  accommodat¬ 
ing  or  obliging. 

【3,6。7 
R. 

C.  yu 
H.  ngu 
F.  ̂ iigu 

W.  ttgiie 
N.  ngii 

P.  M. ) .. 
Y.SZ. 

K.  u 

J

.

 

f

"

 

A.  ng'i^  jigou1- Rising  Lower 

虞1
 

I3,6o8 R. 虞 7. 

C.  yit 
H.ngi 

F.  ngtl  ' 

W.  vgiie N.  nyu P. 

M. 
Y. 

Sz. 

K

.

 

u

 

A.  ngu 

Even  Lower. 

A  stag  ；  a  buck.  To  herd 

費 費  herding  together  in  num 
bers. 

有 囊  the  Emperor  舜  Shun. 

To  estimate；  to  reckon; 

to  consider；  to  provide  for. To  be  anxious  [see  3365) ； 
annoyance  [see  2474).  A 

fabulous  beast  •’  see  1 1,812. 
The  name  of  a  State.  See 

5055 - 

出 . A 自 爾師 .虞 in  all things,  seek  the  opinion  of  the 

people. 

^吾有 虞於子 at  first  I made  you  my  model. 

昊天 上命則 不我虞 
God  in  heaven  has  no  care  for  me. 

以戒 (Qr 備） 不虞 in  order to  be  prepared  for  unforeseen 
.dangers. 

四 方無虞  through  the  four quarters  of  the  empire  there  is 
no  occasion  for  anxiety. 

防 虞  guarding  against  dangers. 

搁 淺之虞 the  danger  of 
stranding. 

以免凍 鞍之處 s。 as  t。 avoid  the  dangers  of  cold  arid 
hunger. 

不無性 命之虞  not  with¬ out  certain  risk  to  life. 

豈 虞  why  this  hurry?— to  get 
away. 

疎虞  remiss ;  lax. 

虞人  a  forester. 

虞 候  attendants. 虞氏。 r 虞舜 the  Emperor Shun. 

虞淵  the  place  where  the  sun sets. 

入了  虞淵  he  is  dead. 
虞美人  Papavcr  Rhoeas,  L. 

葬曰虞  a  sacrifice  performed on  return  from  a  burial. 

噱 i3,6o9 

m 

13,61。 

r •虞 

See 虞 

Even  Lower. 

驥 

13.611 

余:
 

13.612 

R 魚 

Sce 餘 

Even  Lower. 

畲*
 

I3,6i3 

R •魚麻 

See 

Even  Lower. 

雑,
 

13.614 

R 魚 

See  flH 

Even  Lower. 

w 
13.615 

R 魚 

See  J^L 

Even  Lower. 

Same  as  13,607. 

A  rivulet  running  be 

tween  two  high  banks. 

Same  as  13,608. 

I  ;  myself  ；  we.  Used 
with  予  I3,67i. 

洚 水警余  the  waters  (of  the 
inundation)  in  their  wild  course warned  me. 

其 如余何  what  (harm)  can they  do  me? 

余 一 人。 r 余小子 I， the 
Emperor. 

余一 人所聞  this  is  what 
J  have  heard. 

此余  a  head-ornament. 
Read 

chcoul  ̂   name  of  a  mountain 
in  Mongolia. 

Fields  in  the  third  year 

of  cultivation. 

如 何新羞  how  (to  manage] 
the  new  fields  and  those  of  the 
third  year. 

畲客  Cantonese  settlers  found 

in 金華府  Chin-hua  Fu  in 
Chehkiang. 

A  chicken  just  out  of  the 
shell. 

Remainder  ；  surplus  ；  ex 

cess  ；  balance. 

餘剩 OT 緖餘 surplus;  re- 
mainder. 

餘者  the  rest, — of  persons  or 

things. 
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餘 2
 

1 3.6 1 5 

其餘  the  rest ;  the  balance. 

有餘  there  is  a  balance  or 
surplus. 

你不是 什麽 有餘的 

人  you  are  not  a.  man  who  has 
anything  to  spare. 

餘力  spare  strength  or  energy. 
See  6980. 

行 有餘力  whatever  energy 
one  may  have  after  performing 

(these  duties), ...... 

才 有餘， 不足 he  has 
plenty  of  ability  but  not  enough 

principle. 

無餘刑  all  kinds  (no  end)  of 
punishments. 

槍 椋無餘  they  looted  (the 
vessel)  to  the  very  last  stick. 

餘言不 盡 I  have  not  said 
all  I  have  got  to  say, — a  con¬ 

ventional  letter-phrase. 

語 之餘也  an  expletive. 

盈餘  extra;  over  and  above. 

狠覺敷 餘  felt  that  he  had 
a  good  surplus  or  balance, — 
that  he  was  well  off. 

餘錢。 ■•餘 銀。 r 餘財。 r 
餘欵  surplus  money;  spare 
cash;  savings. 

餘利  profit;  earnings. 

餘 詳木部  for  further  infor¬ 
mation,  see  under  Radical  wood, 

餘  the  last  drops, -of  a  shower. 

餘黨  the  rest  of  the  banditti. 

餘暇。 1 ■餘閒  leisure;  spare time. 

餘地  spare  ground.  See  7254. 

餘鹽  refuse  salt. 
— 餘  three  things  one  dan  have 
too  much  of, 一 night,  winter,  and 

rain.  Also  expl.  as  “the  three 

surpluses,”  night  being  the  sur¬ 
plus  of  day,  rain  of  fine  weather, 
and  winter  of  the  year. 

餘物 盡浮雲  other  things 
(or  matters)  are  but  floating 

clouds, — of  npf  importance. 

餘波不  j  the  swell  after  a 
storm.  Used  of  misfortunes  fol¬ 

lowing  one  upon  another,  like 
waves. 

棒 讀之餘  on  reading  it, . 

餘 
i3,6!5 

2  I 

舁 2
 

i3>6r6 

R •魚御 

語 

chi
) 

^與舉 

Rising,  Even, 

Sinking  Lower 

and  Upper. 

i3,6i7 

R •爨 

See 雨 

A.  VO 

Rising  Lower. 

悲 悼之餘  in  the  midst  of| 
my  grief. 

親戚 或餘悲  relatives  may perhaps  grieve  for  me  a  little. 

运 在查辦 之餘1  was  just attending  to  the  matter,  when.. 

以 待年餘  and  thus  await  the end  of  my  life. 

虎 口餘生  to  get  away  alive from  a  tiger’s  mouth, — to  escape 

by  the  skin  of  one's  teeth. 

未 丁之夫 曰餘子 
persons  who  are  not  adults  are 

called  yil  tzH  =  youths. 

餘姚  name  of  a'  District  in 
Chehkiang. 

To  raise  ；  to  lift  up  ；  to 

carry.  [Distinguished  from 

畀  s*.] 

舁拱。 r 舁舉  to  raise  up，- as  when  offering  anything. 

二 人  异  two  men  carried  it. 

舁扛  to  carry  on  a  pole. 

舁夫  a  porter;  a  carrying-coolie 

舁 送其家  conveyed  him  to his  home, — of  a  wounded  man. 

Feathers；  wings;  plurhes. 

Wool.  The  fifth  note  in 

the  Chinese  musical  scale. 

Radical  1 24. 

羽族。 r 羽頫  feathered  tribes; birds. 

整羽 严拂羽  to  preen  the 
feathers.  See  7679,  10,100. 

羽翼  wings;  helpers. 

泄 泄其羽  lazily  moving  its wings. 

羽扇  feather  fans. 

有 i 多黨羽 hc)w  _y accomplices  have  you? 

羽化 而登仙  took  flight and  ascended  to  the  Immortals, 

一  of  the  death  of  a  Taoist  priest. 
See  4790. 

詢之 乃知已 羽化矣 
on  enquiry,  it  was  found  that 
he  was  already  dead. 

羽士。 r 羽客  a  Taoist  priest. 

羽儀  imposing;  grand. 

I3»6i7 

:羽 儀王朝 （成仰 ”  to  be  em- 
^  ̂   j  ployed  at  Court. 

羽林軍  the  Imperial  body- 

I  guard. 

I 羽 林天軍  a  group  of  thirty- 

five  stars  in  Aquarius. 

羽纖  crape  lastings. 

羽綢  camlets ;  bom- 
bazettes. 

羽  rs；  camlets  in  general. 
羽 毛耖。 r 羽耖 

pq  rv»  1  c 

羽 毛級。 r 羽 Du)ch camlets;  lastings. 

羽  woollen  lastings. 

羽布  unting. 羽書。 ■•羽 激  h, from  the  feather  attached  to  the 

cover,  urging  speed. 

禹 3
 

13,618 

R. 覺 

See 命 

K. ( 

J •卜 

A.  vo、 vu 

Rising  Lower. 

The  name  of  the  reputed 

founder  of  the  夏  Hsia 

dynasty,  b.c.  2205,  known 

as 大禹  the  Great  Yli  or 
神禹  the  Divine  Yii,  by 
whose  wondrous  engineer- 

ing  skill  the  empire  had 

been  previously  drained 
from  an  overwhelming  dood 
and  divided  into  the  qf  州 

Nine  Provinces.  A  De¬ 

partment  in  Honan.  See 

12,586. 

禹六  name  of  a  defile  in  the 

巫山  Wu  mountains,  which gives  a  passage  to  the  waters 
of  the  Yang-tsze.  [Said  to  be 
(i) 蜀之石 泉禹生 

之地  at  Shih-ch‘Qan  in  Shu (Ssiich‘uan)  where  the  Great  Yu 

was  born;  (2) 紹 典會稽 

乃 s 所也  at  Kuei-chi  in 
Shao-hsing  Fu,  where  he  was 

buried.] 

禹惡 旨酒 而好/ 
善言  Yu  hated  good  wine  but loved  good  words. 

禹餘糧  the  remnants  of  Yiirs 
rations, — supposed  to  have  been 
thrown  into  the  water  and  to 
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禹3
 【3,6i8 

榣 3
 13.619 R •邊 

See 命 

Rising  Lower. 

瑀 3
 13.620 

R. 薨 

Seel 

A.  vo 

Rising  Lower. 

萬 
13.621 

禹 r 
13.622 

r. 養 
〜 禹 

Rising  Lower. 

雨 3
 13.623 

? .黌遇 

C.  y'u 
H,yi

 

F.  yii^  oii 

W.  yi'i^  wii N. 
P. 

M. 
V. 

Sz. 
K.  \ 

j.  \
u 

A.  vu^  vo 

Rising  and 
Sinking 

Lower. 

have  produced  a  waterplant  now 

known  as  麥門冬  see  12,246 

禹步  with  shuffling  gait, 一 like that  of  the  Great  Yii  after  his 

labours.  [Some  expl.  as  “bare- 
foot.”] 

塗 之人可 以爲禹 
one  {see  12,1 13)  can  become  a 

Great  Yii, -in  the  sense  of  “every 
soldier  has  a  field-marshars  baton 

in  his  knapsack.” 

Name  of  a  tree. 

A  kind  of  agate  or  cor¬ 
nelian. 

yn
 

Same  as  13,619. 

Name  of  a  small  feudal 

State. 

Rain.  Radical  1 73.  See 

雲  I3,8i2. 

着  chao1  雨  to  be  caught  in  the rain. 

下雨。 r 落雨 t。 rain.  See below. 

缺雨  rain  is  wanted. 
雨水  rain-water;  (correctly^4) 
name  of  the  solar  term  which 
falls  about  the  20th  February. 

雨雪  rain  and  snow.  Sec  below. 

雨 雪交加  raining  and  snow¬ 
ing  together. 

雨 露之恩 the  bounty  of 
' ra^n  arxi  dew,  —  of  Imperial favours. 

雨師  a  magician  who  can  cause 
min  to  fall, 一 such  as  赤松 

雨 3
 

I3>623 
子  Ch‘ih  Sung  Tzil  under  the Emperor  Shen  Nung.  See  5382. 

雨 師肄虐  the  Rain-God  is 
violent. 

祈雨。 > •求 雨。1 ■禱劲 t。 
pray  for  rain. 

避 A 〃雨  to  take  shelter  from rain. 

密 雨 ot 微絲雨 Qr 牛毛 

雨  fine  rain. 
雨 不破瑰  rain  which  does not  break  clods, — the  gentle  rain 
of  the  Golden  Age. 

苦雨  destructive  rains. 

時雨。 1 ■甘雨  seasonable rain. 

過雲雨  a  passing  shower. 
暴雨 01 ■疾雨  heavy  rain. 
大勲 子雨打 下來了 

big  drops  of  rain  have  begun  to 

fall.  
、 

雨 議  continuous  rain. 

帖雨  a  Scotch  mist. 
止雨  to  stop  the  rain, — as  a  god; see  9803. 

雨太 多以乐 絲縈社 

十周  when  the  rain  is  exces¬ 
sive,  they  bind  the"  god  of  the soil  ten  times  round  with  a  red 
cord. 

舊雨來 ，今 雨不來 
before  when  it  rained  he  came, 

now  when  it  rains  he  doesn’t. 

舊雨  an  old  friend, 一 from  the above. 

今雨  a  new  friend. 
pjf  clouds  and  rain. 

雨 衣  rain-coats  j  waterproofs. 

雨布  waterproof  doth. 

雨  or  雨具  ar  umbrella. 

命持雨 具 [Confiu  ius]  order- e(l  them  to  bring  umbrellas. 

雨遮  a  paper  umbrella;  a  kitty- sol. 

雨靴 (= 油靴)  rain  如 oU. 

:雨搭  screen  or  blind  for  doors or  windows. 

雨纓 心  summer  hat  tassel  of 
dyed  hair. 

iii 難風雨 故人來 m 

雨
 3 

13,623 

圓 
13.624 

rain 

difficult  as  to  secure  the  visit  of 

an  old  friend  in  stormy  weather. 

風 雨不更  no  change  (of| date)  either  for  rain  or  wind. 

春雨貴 似油  spring  rain  is 
as  valuable  as  oil. 

花 子預傰 下雨粮 心 beggar  provides  for  a  rainy  day, 

紅雨  red  rain, —falling  peach blossoms. 

雲 行雨施  when  clouds  col 
lect,  it  rains. 

雨 收雲散 when  the 
stops,  the  clouds  disperse. 

未雨 先綢繆 (油 *)  make 
hay  while  the  sun  shines. 

五 風十雨  wind  every  five (days),  rain  every  ten, — in  the 
Golden  Age. 

Read  yii*.  To  rain.  See 2186,  1 1,845. 

六有 欲雨不 雨之勢 it  has  a  threatening  appearance of  rain. 

元統 二年春 正月庚 
寅 朔雨血 於汴梁 

著 衣皆赤 in  A.D.  x334,  in 
the  first  moon  in  spring,  on  the 

king  yin  day,  it  rained  blood 
at  Pien-liang,  and  all  clothes 
were  reddened. 

吾 不能春 風 /w 風 
人， 夏雨 雨； 

人吾 窮必矣 i  cannot, 
as  the  spring  breezes  do,  bring 

air  to  men,  nor  can  I,  like  sum¬ 
mer  rains,  give  them  moisture : 
I  stop  short  of  that. 

天 爲雨粟 ，鬼 爲夜哭 
the  sky  rained  grain,  and  devils 

wept  by  night, — when  writing was  invented. 

雨 金三日  it  rained  gold  for three  days,  —  in  the  reign  of 

伏養  Fu  Hsi， b.c.  2953. 

矢 石雨下  darts  and  stones 
rained  down. 

天乃雨  whereupon  God  sent 
down  rain. 

雨  to  snow.  See  above. 

See  1  2,702. 
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W 

!  13,625 
R •語 PR 

See 語 

Rising  Lower. 

部 
3 flO 

13,626 

R •語 6. 

御 6. F.  ngoi  V- 
W.  ngu 

See 御 

Rising  and 
Sinking 

j  Lower. 

An  instrument  used  to 

mark  the  end  of  the  music 

at  the  Confucian  services, 

shaped  like  a  wooden  tiger, 

with  57  teeth  along  its  back. 

To  discourse  ；  to  talk  ; 

words  ；  speech  ；  language. 

See  6869， 7464， 13,615. 

^  a  phrase;  an  expression ; 

speech. 

語 言粗俗  vul§ar  in  sPeech. 

字 之未造 ，語 賈先之 
speech  preceded  script. 

晉  words;  language ;  con¬ 
versation.  See  13,025,  13,349. 

愼 言語  be  careful  what  you say. 

言 語支離  his  talk  was  irrel¬ 
evant,  or  prevaricating. 

言語 者君子 之樞機 
language  is  the  controlling  power 

of  the  perfect  man. 

言語半 半落落 n(3t  t。 
speak  out  clearly ;  to  speak  in 
hints. 

不 言不語 not  uttering  a 
word. 

爲何自 W 自 語咖1* 
talking  to  himself? 

言 三語四 t。 reiterate. 

多 語損氣  tQQ  much  talkin8 
injures  the  vital  powers. 

~ *  語道! with  one  word  he 
disposed  of  (or  explained)  it. 

不能答 一 '語 he  could  not 
make  any  answer. 

無一 語不新 not  a  phrase 
which  was  not  new,  —  off  the 
stereotyped  lines. 

傾 蓋而語 終日— 
lowered  their  umbrellas  (a  sign 

of  respect)  and  chatted  the  whole day. 

于時 (= 是） 語語 here  he 
held  his  deliberations. 

Wi  mentioned  this  in 
conversation. 

交 頭接語  t。 PUt  heads  t0- 
gether  and  talk, — prohibited  in 
the  old  examination-hall. 

部 
3 

口  o 

13,626 

explicit  words ;  whispered 
words. 

鏡  the  response  of  an  oracle. 

若相 語以雨 as  th。， talking  about  the  rain, — of  cows 
in  a  picture. 

轉  g®-  sentences  which  may  be 
turned  to  mean  the  contrary, 一 

^ •民 非水火 不生活 
. but  for  fire  and  water  the  people could  not  live, 民 非土夫 

^  but  for  fire  and water  the  people  would  not  die. 

起 語  to  begin  to  say;  an  ex¬ ordium. 

收語  to  finish  off  a  speech;  a 
peroration. 

起 語高超 ，收 語鬆懈 
to  begin  a  speech  with  brag¬ 
gadocio,  and  to  end  .it  with 
flabbiness, 一 to  come  in  like  a 

lion  and  go  out  like  a  lamb. 

月它  ready-made  expressions  ； 
phrases  faites, 

绍 1  語*  synonymous  or  interchan¬ geable  expressions. 
a  common  saying ;  a 

proverb. 
the  proverb  says, . 

不得 舍飯語 dm’t  sPeak with  your  mouth  full.  • 

/]、 語  whispered  words. 
語 小  to  speak  of  anything  in 
reference  to  its  (relative)  small¬ 
ness. 

隱 語  dark  or  mysterious  say¬ ings. 

語  admonitions.  Also  applied 
to  phraseology  of  the  Buddhist 
church. 

語 ■  to  convey  a  message. 

語 辭  a  word;  2!  particle;  see 
33^6,  12,402. 

語氣  wording. 語‘句  the  text  of  a  document. 

語'  聲  the  sound  of  a  voice. 

_ [胃花  the  lotus-flower. 

Read  yii4.  To  tell  to. 

語人  to  tell  a  person. 

葉在語 孔子曰 DukeShs said  to  Confucius, . 

部 
3 

口  o 

i3,6、26 

m 13.627 

r •語魚 

虞 C.  ̂ yu 
H.  ̂ -ngi 

F.  ingu 

W.  ing 

N.  s.ngu 

P.  U.yii. 

Y.  Swu 

Sz.  yu 

K./ J.  kio、go A.  ngi 

Rising  Lower. 

女 

13.628 

13.629 

R 纽 

KP 卩 

H.  Sngi 
W.  ing 

See 語 

A.  ngi^ 
Rising  Lower. 

玉 
i3.63c 

R. 沃 

C.yuk 

H.  ngiuk 

居 吾語汝 sit  down  and  I 
will  tell  you. 

中 人以下 ，不 可以語 

Jt  也  to  those  who  are  belo
w mediocrity,  the  highest  subjects 

cannot  be  mentioned. 

Irregular  teeth.  See  2982. 

端督 與領事 小齟龉 
slight  friction  between  Viceroy 
Tuan  and  the  Consular  body. 

Read  no2.  The  jagged 

appearance  of  mountain 
tops.  \ 

See  8419. 

The  frontier  •’  the  border. 

A  horse-boy  or  groom.  An 

instrument  to  give  the  sig¬ 

nal  for  stopping*  a  band. 
Used  for  12,702  and  13,625. 

疆 (or  强) 圉  the  frontier.  Also, 
the  astrological  name  of  "T* , 

see  11,253. 

守 圉  to  guard  the  frontier. 
圉 人  stable-boys;  grooms. 

使馬圉 往說之 sent  a 
groom  to  explain  the  matter  to liira. 

誰本干  圉  who  would  guard 
the  cattle  and  the  horses  ? 

圉 圉  embarrassed;  flurried. 
Read  yu^.  To  coerce  •, 

to  restrain. 

其來不 可圉， 其去不 

可 止  y°u  cannot  prevent  its approach,  nor  hinder  its  depar¬ 
ture, 一 of  life. 

The  gem  par  excellence  ； 

jadeite  or  nephrite,  known 

as  jade,  the  green  and  white 
varieties  of  which  are  highly 

prized.  It  possesses  five 
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玉私
 i3,63° 

F.  ngiik^ 

ngwoh 
W.  yuo 
N.  nguoh 

P.jtt3 M.  yi?^  you 

Y.  yiik 
Sz.  yi? 

K.  ok 

]%gioku A.  ngok 
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Lower. 

virtues,  as  follows : — 仁 

義智 勇禁. Hence,  pre- 
cious;  valuable;  beautiful. 
Jsed  conventionally  for 

“your •”  A  son-in-law.  See 

2404,  2707:  6555,  7913, 

9277.  Radical  96.  1 

jade-stone. 

玉石俱 (Qr 同） 焚 jade  and 
stone  {ix*  the  good  and  the  bad) 
perishing  together.  \ 

種玉田 w 藍 6732. 

1  奖 不  uncut  jade. 

靑玉 or 碧玉 green  jade. 

水 玉  quartz  crystal. 

君子 比徳於 玉 the  ̂ uper- ior  man  competes  in  virtue  with 

jade. 
白  white  jade.  See  1892. 

明 日 以白玉 Qn  the  follow' 
ing  day  be  informed  (-^  Sung) 

色^  blue-green  shades. 

玉 器  jade  ware* 

玉碗。 1 ■玉林 Jade  6uPs* 

3 &  a  jade、 belt. 
a  stone  from  Japan,  said 

to  be  cold  in  summer  and  hot 
in  winter. 

憂玉 音難盡 if  y。11  taP 
jade,  the  note  will  take  a  long 
time  to  die  away. 

玉 "0^  jade  pendants  to  a  girdle. 

不 華 1  the  Imperial  seal. 

玉 昆  a  pair  of  jade  ornaments, 
— used  of  worthy  brothers. 

漢 3E  jade  ornaments  obtained 
from  old  graves. 

有 ，眼 不識 荆山玉 
having  eyes  yet  not  recognising 

the  jade  of  Mt.  Ching, — alluding 
to  the  story  of  Pien  Ho.  See 
Biog.  Diet. 

玉 筋  jade  chopsticks;  tears. 

雙垂玉 筋 a  pair  of  jade 
. chopsticks  coming  down, — refer¬ 
ring  (i)  to  tears  falling,  and 
(2)  to  the  brains  of  a  Buddhist 
priest  which  are  supposed；  if  he 

has  led  a  pure  life,  to  issue  from 
his  nostrils  after  death  in  two 
clear  columns. 

•~K  衣  fine  clothes. 

r  4  4：
： 

玉 
13.63° 

rich  viands ;  food  for  the 

Emperor;  hence,  the  revenues 
of  the  empire. 

韦 人  a  beautiful  woman.  Also 

=  3£  工  a  worker  in  jade. 
[Used  at  Amoy  and  Swatow  for 
“boatmen”  in  foreign  employ, 

from  the  local  pronunciation  of 

玉㈣ =gig.] 

36 面  a  lovely  face. 不 fine  houses;  heaven. 

金  口玉言  the  Emperor’s speech. 

~K  房  a  lady’s  bedchamber.  A 
name  for  the  “bridge”  on  mu¬ sical  instruments. 

3E  肋  the  inner  ribs  of  a  junk, 
an  Imperial  concubine. 

玉 堂  a  wealthy  establishment  ; 
a  term  applied  to  members  of 
the  Han-lin  College. 

玉魚 f 〃魚佩 
cinnamon, 

帝 *  or  3S  皇^  the  “Jade  Em- peror,” 一 a  Taoist  god  occupying 
the  position  of  supreme  ruler  in 
the  unseen  world.  Used  in  anti- 

Christian  literature  for  “God  the 

Father.”  [The  term  first  appears 
in  history  in  a.d.  1017.] 

玉  the  shoulders. 

赴 召玉樓 to  go  t。 Hades; to  die. 

玉戲 ot 玉屑 snow-  , 

天公 鬪玉龍 G°d  is  fight_ ing  his  jade  dragons, — it  is  snow¬ 

ing. 

玉鏡。 r 玉盤 the  moon. 

35  jJ-l  傾  reason  totter¬ ed, ― from  wine. . 

玉 體  y°ur  Person* 

3S  女  your  daughter.
 

堆 不  a  dead  friend. 

王 欲玉女 (>3= 汝） the king  wishes  to  value  you  like 

jade. 望其移 玉 I  hope  you  will transfer  your  jade, 一 I  hope  you will  come.  See  7194. 

望 爲玉展 （°r 披） kindly open  (this  letter)  yourself. 

望 賜 3S  kindly  send  a reply.  See  2032,  13,209. 

玉 
i3,63° 

13.631 

r. 沃 

See 

Entering 

Lower. 

sr 
13.632 

R. 沃 

See 
Entering 

Lower. 

13.633 

r •沃 

F.  nguk^ 

ngwoh 

See 

M. ( 

Sz.' ，，— 

A.  nguk 

Entering 

Lower. 

務祈玉 成方隹 i  _ 
you  will  be  able  to  make  (the 

rough  stone)  into  jade, —accom¬ 
plish  the  matter. 

逢意变 欲玉成 u  is  als。 
your  wish  that  this  arrangement 
should  be  made. 

玉 律回春  the  beginning  of 
spring. 

玉律司 中 the  15th  of  the 
8th  moon. 

玉  士皆  a  name  for  Peking. 

玉  a  name  for  maize. 
玉  the  rhizome  of  Polygona- 
tum  officinale^  L.  il 

玉 眷花 （in  central  China) Funkia  ovata、 Spreng. ;  (at  Can¬ 

ton)  Polianthes  tuberosa^  L. 

玉 版  paper；  bamboo-shoots;  the peony. 

玉版魚  the  sturgeon  {Acipen- 
ser  mantchuricus). 

玉關 ot 玉門關 the  modern 

沙州  Sha  Chou  in  Kansuh. 

Pure  gold  ；  precious. 

A  water-fowl.  See 

10,060. 

A  trial  at  law  ；  strife ; 

litigation.  A  prison. 

雖速我 獄  although  you  have 
forced  me  to  trial. 

獄 之雨辭 the  pleas 。£  both parties  to  a  case. 

_  獄  OT  斷獄  t。 decide  a 

case. 

片 言析獄 tQ  de6de  a  case 
with  a  word. 

訟獄  litigation. 獄牢。 1 •監獄 a  Prison- 
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Irregular. 

獄中 or 坐獄 in  prison. 
w 

13.636 

Blaze  of  fire  ；  bright  ； 

w 

l3,639 

收獄  to~Put  in  Prison. 
shining.  Abundant. 

胃猜 ̂   a  gaol  warden  of  a  Pro- 

R. 屋 

媪耀  giori°us- 
vincial  Judge  or  Prefect. 

獄吏。 r 嶽卒 a  gaoler. 

See 翌 

Entering 

管紙晖 想  pipes  and  stringed instruments  without  number. 

^  the  ox-headed 

Irregular. 

銘、
 

gaolers, -- in  Purgatory. nr 

13,637 

i3,64Q.、 

官  public  prisons. 

R •沃 

獄官  gaol  officials. A  gully  ；  a  ravine.  See 

See 欲 

有  官  a  District  Magistrate. 

r. 汉 

1158.  / 

Entering 

Lower. 

管獄宫 a 典 史 明。1  warden. 

See 欲 

to  break  out  of  prison. 

the  Taoist-Buddhist  Pur- 

Entering 

Lower. 
谷 r 

13.641 

r .沃 

gatory  or  hell,  to  which  departed 
spirits  are  sent  for  determination w To  bathe. 

洗洛。 r 沐浴 tQ  bathe- 

澡身 洛德 bathe  Qne’s 

of  their  future  careers  on  earth 

or  otherwise.  Sanskrit :  naraka. 

九重 w 胃 ^ 地獄 hell  with 
its  nine  abysses. 

13,638 

R. 沃 

h.  
i  
yuk 

see 欲 

Entering 

Lower. 

十八 層地獄 的苦鬼 
a  miserable  devil  in  the  hell  of 

F.  ilk 
^N.jo^yiio 

yuok^ 

body  and  cleanse  one’s  morals. 

江 中日洛  the  sun  bathing  in 
w 

eighteen  abysses. 
ttguoh 

P.fu3 

you 

the  river, — at  noon. 13,642 

地 獄無門 自己尋 heI1 
洛佛命 w  3589. 

R. 沃 

has  no  gate,  you  make  one  for 

yourself.  See  11,208* 

眞是現 在地獄 truly  ’tis a  hell  upon  earth ! 

Y.yu/i 

you^yu 

K.  yok.
 

J.  yoku 
A.juk 

洛 堂 or  潘 室  a  public  bath¬ house. 

洛 盆。1 ■洛组  a  bath-tub. iCr.  1  yuk 

F.  ilk 

yuo 

N.  yiioh 

活*  猜 t  eighjt  dark  hells,  where  a 

Entering 

Lower. 

F.yu0 

you 

sinner  who  dies  in  the  first  is  ini- S2.  yu、 you,  yti 

mediately  reborn  in  the  second, 
and  so  on. w Abundant  ；  plenty  ；  to 

enrich  :  generous;  see 

Y.  yuk 

K.  yok 

J.  yoku 

a  term  used  by  the  Roman 

Catholics  for  “Purgatory.” 

13.639 

R 1 1,220. 
K.juk 

Entering 

Lower. 

年  everlastingdamnation, 

See 論 

A.ju 

S  .king 

L  jwer. 

豐： 豬^  abundant, 一 as  crops. 一 of  wicked  men  for  whom  the 
“turn  of  the  wheel”  will  hever 足  abundant ;  ample. 
bring  (Buddhist)  redemption. 

布 施優裕  t。 distribute  (as alms)  in  abundance. 
See  13,367. 

有裕 and  to  spare  = 有餘， 

豬 i  國 便民 t0  enrich  the  State 

j 

and  be  convenient  for  the  people 
at  large. 

光于前 ，裕 于後 toglorify one’s  ancestors  and  enrich  one’s 

Bright  light. posterity. 

競 尙富絡  t。 esteem  wealth 日 昱乎畫 ，月 昱乎夜 above  all  things. 

the  sun  rules  the  day,  the  moon 
rules  the  night. 

Il 貭 理則裕  act  in  accordance with  eternal  principles,  and  you 

will  prosper. 

寛) open-handed;  generous. 

垂  to  transmit  a  generous 
•  . example. 

爾曷 不忱裕 之于爾 

多方  why  do  you  not  show 
sincere  and  generous  obedience 

in  your  many  regions  ? 

A  poker  to  stir  coals  in 
a  furnace.  To  file. 

胃  to  rub  and  file, — as  money in  order  to  get  the  filings. 

The  mynah. 

6149, 8504. 

See  3087, 

To  wish;  to  desire.  To 

be  about  to  ；  on  the  point 
of.  Used  with  13,643.  [The 

phonetic  is  谷知 3 .  valley  ； see  2231.] 

欲 前不前  wishing  to  ad¬ 
vance  and  yet  not  advancing. 

欲求  to  wish  to. 
欲安 '所歸 乎 in  what  di rection  will  you  turn?-for  safety, 

欲要  to  want  to;  if  I  want  to  " . 
我欲 曹死者 無知也 

if  I  say  the  dead  are  not  con¬ 

scious,  . 

欲圖  t。 intend. 欲 往欲來  undecided  as  to 
going. 

隨心 所欲  in  accordance 
with  one’s  wishes. 

口欲 受而心 頌辭 心 mouth  accepts  bi^t  the  heart 

rejects. 

私欲。 r 物欲  private  or  im¬ 
proper  aims. 

士物欲 蘇住了  blinded by  covetousness. 

欲 速不達  if  you  wish  to  go fast,  you  will  not  reach  the  goal. 

欲待  to  feel  half  inclined  to. 

人之 大欲  the  ruling  passions 
of  mankind. 



]-g^yg° A.  ngi Sinking 

Lower. 

To  wait  on  ；  an  atten¬ 
dant；  to  set  before,  as  food； 

to  present  to.  To  provide 

against.  To  have  at  one’s side.  To  drive  a  chariot  ； 

a  charioteer.  To  manage  ； 

to  superintend.  Of  or  be¬ 

longing  to  the  Emperor  •’ 
Imperial  {see  8720).  Used 
with  1 3,646.  See  7165. 

侍御  to  wait  upon.  See  9915. 

督御  an  attendant. 

傅御  a  principal  officer. 

飲  yin^  御諸友  to  entertain friends. 

御冬  a  provision  against  the winter. 

琴 瑟在御  your  lute  by  your side  {or  in  your  hands). 

御車  to  drive  a  cart. 
御 J  driving,  as  an  art. 

駕御有 .方  there  is  a  right 
way  of  driving  (or  governing). 

若梅 窄之 御六馬 刪 driving  six  horses  with  rotten 
reins. 

乘六 馬御婦 人以出 
took  his  wife  out  for  a  drive  in 

a  six-in-hand  chariot,— as  was 

done  by  Duke  景*  Ching,  6th 

cent.  b.c.  … 

御 輪而歸  t0  bring  a  bride’s carriage  home. 

仙御。 r 鶴御  to  die;  death. 
御事  to  manage  affairs;  title of  an  official  under  the  Chou 

dynasty. 

御馬  to  manage  or  break  in horses. 

御女  to  have  connexion  with a  woman. 

梅 P  駿  to  sail  a  boat. 

御衆 以寬  to  rule  the  masses with  leniency. 

御萬若 一 1  t0  manage  ten thousand  as  one, 一 to  master  the 
details  of  a  complicated  subject. 

御史  members  of  the  都察 

院  , known  as  Censors,  whose 
duty  it  is  to  keep  the  Emperor 
informed  on  all  matters  of  public 

御 13,^45 importance.  Their  institution 

dates  from  the  周  dyn.  See  760. 

御史台  the  Censorate,  as 
above. 

掏 J  to  exercise  universal  sway. 

御 地 ̂mperial  ground. 
御名  an  Emperor’s  personal 
name. 

御賜  Imperially  granted  or bestowed. 

御用  for  Imperial  use. 

御棍  the  Imperial  baton  or sceptre. 

f 却  an  Imperial  banquet. 

御枇  an  Imperial  rescript. 

御筆 m 御書  the  Imperial 
handwriting;  written  by  the 

Emperor. 

御 筆 批准  sanctioned  by  the Emperor. 

御覽  for  the  Emperor's  in¬ spection. 

御前  in  the  Imperial  presence. 

御 前大臣  a  Grand  Chamber- 

lain. 

御駕  the  Imperial  carriage ;  the 

Emperor.  
、‘， 御 服。1 ■御衣  ImPerial  robes - 

御醫  an  Imperial  physician. 

御路  an  Imperial  highway. 

御妻  an  Imperial  concubine  of the  5th  grade. 

御極  to  ascend  the  throne. 

失御  to  lose  the  throne. 

御免  an  Imperial  catamite. 
御河  the  Grand  Canal;  a  city 

moat. 

御 苑。 r 御街。 > •御園 

Peking. 

此公主 所常御 this  is  a 
(handkerchief)  the  princess  is constantly  using. 

天 子御手 俾起 the  Em- 
peror  raised  him  with  his  own hand. 

Wi  Pen^c^ar^a  spicata、 Willd. 

Read  ya^.  To  meet;  to 
invoke. 

W 

13,642 

慾 
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草木無 欲壽不 踰歲， 
人 多情欲 壽至於 

百  the  vegetable  world  has  no 
desires,  yet  plants  often  .  die 
within  the  year,  whereas  man, 
with  all  his  passions,  often  lives 
to  100. 

欲惡  (wu^)  likes  and  dislikes. 

欲 不可從  (fsjmg*)  desires 
may  not  be  yielded  to. 

膽& 大 ，心欲 小 a  man- 
should  be  brave  but  cautious. 

欲絶  about  to  die, — to  the  last 
degree. 

天 性欲絶  very  unscrupul¬ ous. 

頗有辦 雨之意 k  lcx3ks like  rain. 

將欲去  just  on  the  point  of 
going. 

Desire  ；  lust;  passion. 

慾情。 1 •慾 心讲 慾事1 ust- 

慾想 &慾念 want°n 
thoughts. 

the  fire  of  lust. 

慾 火焚身  the  fire  of  lust 
consumes  the  body. 

慾海  the  sea  of  passion. 

無 厭慾壑  the  never-satisfied 
gulf  of  lust. 

嗜 •慾  to  desire;  to  lust  for. 
to  cleanse  oneself  from  lust. 

六慾  same  as  六塵 ; 661. 

The  name,  in  the  楚 

Chlu  State,  for  the  bam 
boo  or  wooden  pen  \  see  筆 

8979.  To  narrate  ;  to  de 

dare.  To  obey；  to  follow 
Thereon  ；  therefore  ；  sud 

denly.  Used  with  臼 

13,772.  Radical  1 29. 

率求兀 聖  then  I  sought  fo 
the  great  sage. 

歲举其  莫  the  year  isdrawin： to  a  close. 

我 征聿至 suddenly  we  arri\ 
ed  from  the  expedition. 

武 騎孝皇  the  war-horse rushed  on. 
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卷 r 

13,646 

R. 語 pn 

F.  cngi* 

See 御 

Rising  Lower. 

i3,647 

R 御語 
See 御 

Sinking 
Lower. 

13.648 

屋 
See 菌 

Entering 

Upper. 

w 
13,649 

屋 
See 菌 

Entering 

Upper. 

澳 
i3»65° 

To  oppose  ；  to  resist;  to 

stop；  to tiinder.  A  match 

an  opponent.  Used  with 

i3,645. 

防禦。 1 •抵 禦。 ■■杆 禦 t。 
oppose. 

孰 能彎之 wh。 can  witlv stand  him? 

莫之 敢禦也  no  one  dares 
oppose  him. 

禦寇  to  oppose  rebels. 

禦止  to  stop;  to  hinder. 

禦饑  to  keep  off  hunger. 

以鐵寒 氣  in  order  t0  keeP 
out  the  cold. 

以 禁不祥 in  order  to 
counteract  evil  influences. 

禦侮  to  resist  insult. 

—人 以口給 aw '屢 

僧於人  to  meet  people  with 
smartness  of  speech  is  sure  to 
make  one  disliked. 

弓量  strong  oppressors. 

To  stretch  a  rope  along 

the  street  when  the  Em¬ 

peror  is  about  to  pass,  to 

keep  off  the  crowd.  A 
bamboo  enclosure  in  which 

fishes  are  reared. 

To  groan  with  sorrow  or 

anguish. 

噢 # 伊。 r 噢； P 休  to  moan, 

A  hot  sun  ；  warmth  ；  heat. 

Also  read  ao^. 

_  cold  and  heat. 

噢密^  intensely  hot. 

B 奥休  sounds  of  sorrow.  See 

13,648. 

See  1 14. 

燠 
i3»6si 

腴衫
 

13,652 

rM 

See 郁 

Entering 

Upper. 

13.653 

R. 屋 

C.  Y\»yuk 

F.  duk 

W.yti 

N.  yudh 

Po'f M.  you 

Y.yuk 
Sz.  yu 

K.uk 

J.  iku、 oku 
A.  uk Entering 

Upper. 

尉 13.^54 

尉 13.655 

慰 
13.656 

熨 i3»6S7 

i3>658 

育 !3,659 

屋 H.  yuk^ 

W •外 See 故 

K.  yuk 
J.  iku,  yoku Entering 

Lower. 

R. 

Same  as  13,649. 

The  crop  of  a  bird. 

A  wild  grape-vine  i^Vitis 
labr^isca^  L.).  See  13,326 

See  1 2,620. 

See  12,621. 

See  1 2,622. 

Same  as  1 2,620. 

See  12,625. 

To  bear  children；  to 

bring  forth  ；  to  nourish 
The  means  of  living. 

何以 能育 hQW  can  they expect  to  have  children  ? 

斷 育十年  had  had  no  child¬ ren  for  ten  years. 

發 育萬物  to  produce  and nourish  all  things. 

孕 育伊顔  he  embodied  in himself  I  (Yin)  and  Yen  (Hui). 

生育。 r 產育  to  give  birbh to  a  child;  to  breed. 

w 

j3>659 

4* 

R. 清 

I3,66o 
屋 

See 育 

Entering 

Lower. 

虫 r 

13,66k 

R. 屋 

^ 育 

Entering 

Lower. 

從 未生育  had  never  had  a 
child. 

養 育  to  nourish;  to  rear. 

育蠶  to  rear  silkworms. 
覆育  to  protect  and  shelter. 
育才  to  foster  talent.  See  8433. 

育德  to  nourish  one’s  virtue. 

昔育 恐育鞠 formerly,  I 
was  afraid  our  means  might  be 
exhausted. 

育嬰堂  a  foundling  hospital. 

育 獲之儔  the  compeers  of| 夏育 Hsia  Yfl  and 烏獲 
Wu  Huo, 一 brave ;  strong. 

奔 育之倫 ％  88心 

昔 通教育  a  general  educa¬ 
tion；  see  6089, 

實 業教育  an  industrial  edu¬ 

cation.  ' 

其家 庭教育 已可槪 

見^  you  can  see  from  this  what his  bringing-up  had  been  like. 

爲教 骨顧間 to  be  an  ad 
viser，一 to  a  Viceroy. 

育 王 掲:疾  when  Asoka  {see 
fell  ill,— he  built  many  pagodas 

Name  of  one  of  the  head- 
waters  of  an  affluent  of  the 

river  漢  Han  in  -Honan. 

13,662 

R 職 

C.  wik 
H.  wet 

F.  mik 

W.  yue 

N.  yiioh 

P.  yu^ 

U.yii 

Y.  yuik^  yuch 

Sz,^« 

The  larvae  of  the  cicada, 
called 復蝻 

A  frontier;  a  boundary ； 

a  limit  ；  a  country. 

兆域  the  boundary  of  a  grave. 

岭 域悉化  a11  lines  of  de_ 
marcation  obliterated, 一 of  har¬ 
monious  relations. 

聖域  the  tomb  of  Confucius. 

域 中之土 地甚廣 the extent  of  the  country  is  very  wide. 
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13,662 

. yok 

ycku^  iki 
A.  vik 

Entering 

Lower. 

13)663 

屋 
See 菌 

Entering 

Upper. 

13.664 R. 職 

See 閾 

A.  v'iky Entering Lower. 

w 

13.665 R__ 

Sss 洫 閾 
Entering 

Upper 
and  Lower. 

絶域  far  distant  lands. 

出 征絶域  to  war  in  distant lands. 

身 居異域  to  dwell  in  a  for¬ 
eign  land. 

西域  western  regions ;  foreign 
countries. 

自域  to  limit  oneself. 

Elegant  *,  accomplished. 

R. 

See 閾 

Read  yi^.  Rich 
colour ;  brilliant. 

喊 
13,666 

m 

13.667 R 職 
See_ 

Entering 

Lower. 

A  small  spinous  tree  with 
a  red  fruit.  A  kind  of  oak. 

in 

m 

13,668 R •職 
See 閾 

Entering 

Lower. 

To  flow  rapidly  ；  a  swift 
current.  A  moat. 

稷域 j 從 4192. 

一  Si 隨域 如飛  (the  boat) 
sailed  along  with  the  current  as 
though  flying. 

海水 或铖則  when  the  sea 
is  at  ebb  tide,  then . 

築 城伊诫  he  repaired  the 
walls  along  the  moat. 

Same  as  1 3,662. 

A  seam. 

素絲五 絲  five  seams  wrought with  white  silk. 

A  drag-net  with  a  fine 
mesh. 

九歲  a  net  made  with  nine  bags 
or  compartments  for  catching 
fish.  [Illustrated  in  Ink- Cakes 
II,  26.] 

蜮 
13.669 

Entering 

Lower. 

r 
.13,670 

r •職 

C.  wik H.  wet 

F.  mik 
^N.yue 

N.yiiok 

yu
 

Y.  yiiik,  yiceh Sz.  yu 

K,yok 

\.  yoku^  iki 

A.  vik) 

Entering 

Lower. 

予 
13,671 

k •魚語 

伃 
13. 672 

w 13.673 

R •魚 

See 

Even  Lower. 

A  creature  said  to  lie 

concealed  in  the  sand  at 

the  bottom  of  a  stream, 
and  when  the  shadow  of 

any  person  on  the  bank 
appears  in  the  water,  to 

spirt  sand  at  it,  after  which 

the  person  is  sure  to  die. 
See  4956,  9793. 

爲 鬼爲喊  were  an  imp or  3.yu, — you  could  not  be  got  at. 

鬼  _ ̂ 之人  a  treacherous  and malicious  man. 

A  door-sill  ；  a  threshold. 

行 不履閾  (Confucius)  did not  step  on  the  door-sill, — when 
passing  in  and  out  of  the  palace. 

婦 人送迎 不出門 ，見 

兄弟 不踰閾 a  woman in  escorting  or  receiving  visitors 
does  not  go  beyond  the  door, 
nor  when  she  sees  her  brothers 

does  she  cross  the  threshold. 

思不出 乎門閾  not  to  let one’s  thoughts  go  beyond  the 

threshold, — to  mind  one’s  own business* 

Original  meaning  (=^ ) 

to  give  or  yield  up:  Used 

with  ffi  yuz  13,522.  Also 

with  余  13,61 2  =  I；  me. 
To  be  distinguished  from 

矛 7688  and  子  12,317.] 

悉予之  all  (the  things  they asked  for)  were  given  them. 

友求能 予卽予 ，勿言 

來  Q  于*  if  a  friend  asks  and you  can  give,  then  give,  do  not 
say  I  will  give  some  other  day 

僧 靳 而不予 the  priest positively  refused  to  part  with  it 

Same  as  13,673. 

忏 13.674 

預 
*3,675 

13.676 

•御 

See 預 

Sinking 

Lower. 

蕷 
13.677 

R. 御 

See 預 

Sinking 

Lower. 

Fair；  handsome.  See 

484.  [To  be  distinguished 
from  好 3889.] 

R. I3,678 
御 

H.  yi 
F.  ou^  u 

W.  \ 

I' .. 

Sz. ] 

K.  yo^  ye 

A./i 

Sinking 

Lower. 

ytj 

Same  as  13,678. 

Same  as  13,678. 

Name  of  a  tributary  of 
the  Yang-tsze,  the 、遭 &范 I 

水， in  Ssuch'uan. 

The  yam  =  山藥  9663. 

See  10,068. 

To  be  comfortable  ；  to 

)e  at  ease ;  to  be  pleased  ； 

satisfied ；  pleasure;  dissipa¬ 
tion.  To  make  an  excursion. 

To  prepare  beforehand  ；  to 

be  ready.  The  16th  Dia¬ 

gram,  referring  to  thunder. 

The  province  of  Honan. 
Name  of  a  tree. 

王有 疾弗豫 &  king  was 
sick  and  ill  at  ease, 

逸 豫無期  enjoying  oneself! 
without  end. 

無敢戲 豫 dQ  nQt  ven_  t。 
indulge  in  dissipation. 

若有不 豫色然 as  the 
countenance  of  one  who  is  dis¬ satisfied. 

gratified ;  pleased. 

秋豫  an  autumn  excursion  jj 

豫防  to  be  prepared  against.  I 豫備  to  make  ready.  | 

早些 豫備下  get  it  ready! 
a  little  earlier. 

全 是豫 備 現成的 
everything  had  been  got  ready 

beforehand.  1 

豫定  to  settle  beforehand.  [j 

豫先。 r 豫早  beforehand.  I 

豫 先備辦  to  keep  ready, 一 I 
as  documents  for  issue.  j 
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豫 
i3,678 

豫 來傳信  to  come  on  ahead 
to  give  notice. 

豫泐  to  write  beforehand. 

不 便豫聞  it  is  not  desirable 
for  me  to  hear  anything  about  it, 

— I  will  have  nothing  to  do  with 
the  matter. 

籌  to  plan  beforehand. 

豫估  to  estimate, 一 as  in  a 
Budget. 

豫戒  to  caution  against. 

豫禁  to  prohibit  beforehand. 

豫候  to  be  waiting  beforehand. 

豫言  to  predict. 

豫兆  a  presage. 

千豫  to  take  part  in;  to  affect. 

强豫 人家事 to  forcibly 
interfere  in  others’  family  affairs. 

則行 嫁一婦 人豫焉 
and  sure  enough  the  case  of  the 
woman  who  was  remarrying  was 

among  them, — i.e.  among  the 
cases  enumerated. 

豫儲  to  provide;  to  procure. 

豫桩  to  anticipate  objections. 

豫付  to  pay  in  advance. 

豫 豫 先支使 t。 take 
an  advance, — of  wages. 

長 支豫使  to  take  in  excess 
(of  what  is  due)  and  spend  be 

fore  the  proper  date, — practices 
which  are  usually  barred  in 

Chinese  articles  of  partnership. 

豫 于程期  to  anticipate  the 
date  of  one’s  return, -of  a  longing heart. 

似無豫 于大戰 d<)es  n。1 
seem  to  be  of  much  use  in  serious 
warfare. 

豫卜  to  divine  beforehand. 

豫於次  before  one’s  turn 

豫安  quite  ready. 

凡事 豫則立 in  all  things, 
success  depends  upon  previous 

preparation. 

不 豫則廢  without  prepara¬ 
tion,  failure. 

勿 謂言之 不豫也 d。 
not  say  you  were  not  told  before¬ 
hand. 

豫 行知會 
notice. 

to  give  official 

w 

13.678 

番 

u 
lut 

13,679 

R 質 

C. 
H. 

F.  iik 

'SN.yue 

iieh 

P.  yii),  S.hsue Y.  Iik 

K.yu/ 

J.  itsz 
A..jwei Entering 

Lower. 

13,680 

R •質 

See 鷄 

Entering 

Irregular. 

纖 
13.681 

R 質 

C.  lut、 

See_ 

Entering 

Irregular. . 

露 

13.682 

R •質 

C, 

See 孬 

Y.  Iik 
Entering 

Irregular. 

豫 爲言明  to  declare  clearly  | beforehand. 

猶豫  JW  13,405. 
豫州  one  of  the  Nine  Provinces  i 

of  the  Great  Yu;  now  used  for 
Honan. 

^  胃  the  literary  name  of Kiangsi. 

不  the  first  stage  in  a  fatal 
malady.  See  1629  chien'， 7254. 

To  bore  through  with  an 

awl.  Overflowing.  Clouds 
of  three  colours.  To  shew 

signs  of  fear. 

裔 商皇皇  the  sounds  and appearances  of  things  growing in  spring. 

棒讀  _  雲  I  have  respectfully read  your  valued  favour. 

遙瞻  _  采  far  off  I  long  to gaze  upon  your  face. 

裔 座  your  house. 鳳 以爲畜 ，故 烏不蟊 
with  a  phoenix  to  protect  them, 

- the  birds  are  not  afraid. 

Dangerous.  The  note  of 
a  bird. 

A  well-rope. 

To  transmit  the  ways  of； 

to  follow  the  example  of. 

今民 將在祇 通乃文 

考  now  the  (welfare  of)  people 
will  depend  on  your  reverently 

following  your  father  Wen. 

通 j  皇^  to  and  fro. Read  shu 气  To  be  per¬ 
verse；  to  be  bad. 

謀 猶回通  his  counsels  and plans  are  crooked  and  bad. 

13.683 

R •質 

See 商 

Entering 

Irregular. 

m 

13.684 

r •質 

See  宇: 

Entering 

Lower. 

ir 

13.6B5 

R ■質 

C.  wet^ 

H.  lut、、 kit) 

F.  uk^ 

W •少以 kue^ 

^,yueh 

Y.  Iik 

K. 少 《/,  hiul 

J.  itsz^  icki 

A.,jwet 

Entering 

Lower 

Irregular. 

M 

13.686 疫 
13.687 

鑛 

13.688 

R •虞 

See 儒 

Even  Lower. 

都#
 

13,689 

R. 屋 

See 菌 

Entering 

Upper. W 

13, 占 9。 

K •御遇 

C.yii 

H.〆 

F.  hou^  bii^  nou 

Clouds  of  three  colours. See  13,679. 

A  smdll  slender  fish 

found  in  Kuangtung,  and 

eaten  as  whitebait. 

The  small  turquoise 

kingfisher  {Halcyon  smyrn- 
ensis). 

翠鹬  the  turquoise  kingfisher. 

冠鷄  a  variety  of  kingfisher;  to wear  a  cap  of  kingfisher  feathers. 

鷄冠  a  cap  as  above,  worn  by astrologers. 

鷄蛛 '相持 浓 8647. 

Same  as  1 3,645. 

6^5521. 

Flames  of  fire. 

靑赤需  blue  iumes. 

Elegant  ；  refined. 

郁郁 乎文哉  how  complete 
and  elegant  are  the  regulations ! 
— of  the  Chou  dynasty ;  said  by 

Confucius. 

郁 李  Prunus  japonicay  Thbg. 

To  eat  or  drink  to  re¬ 

pletion  ； to  sajtisfy.  To 
bestow. 

飲酒之 妖  to  drink  one’s  fill 
of  wine. 
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13,69。 
W.^ 
N.w 
P. ) 

M. 

Y. 

Sz.  I 

K.e 

]-y°^yo 

K.'i 
Sinking 

Lower. 

yu
 

菀 
13,691 

13,692 
R- 物 
see_ 

Entering 

Upper. 

毓 
!3,693 

m 

13.694 
R. 語囊 
C.yii 

F.  ii. 

W.  u°
 N.jy  私 

Y.  Au° K.yu 

yu 
Rising  Lower 

Irregular. 

A  noise  in  the  throat；  a 

guttural  sound. 

%x 

13.695 R. 質 

C.lut 

F.  uk 

W.yue 

N.  yueh 
Y.  Uk 

K.yul' 
J.  itsz 
h.jwet 

Enteiing 

Lower. 

食到飫  to  eat  to  repletion. 

立 飫坐宴  to  stand  up  and 
eat  is  yuK  (an  ancient  custom, 
when  there  was  business  to  be 

transacted):  to  sit  down  and  eat 

is  yen、 (i.e.  an  ordinary  banquet). 

飫 甘饜肥  to  live  in  clover. 

俗物不 飫目  vulgar  things 
do  not  satisfy  the  eye. 〜 13,038. 

亦 已飫聞  it  is  also  stale news. 

飫賜  to  confer;  to  bestow. 

See  12,474. 

Same  as  13,659. 

Dirty  ；  having  a  flaw. 

Weak;  powerless. 

器 皆不苦 U  the  vessels 
made  (at :河濱  Ho-pin  by  the 

Emperor  Shun)  were  all  without flaw. 

窳厳  worthless. 

呰 a  see  12,326. 

手足 彳 售廳 ̂  my  hands  and  feet 
have  no  power  in  them. 

赛  yaK  an  ox-like  beast  with 
the  face  of  a  man  and  the  legs 

of  a  horse, — applied  to  rapacious 
officials.  See  1562. 

To  swoop,  as  a  falcon. 

島穴 彼晨風  swift  flies  the falcon. 

fMi 

13,696 

R •屋 

C.yukr 

H.yuk^ F.  iiky 

W •少 f 

N.  yiiohj、 M.  you 

Y.  yuk 
Sz,yu 

K.  yuk 

J.  iku 

A.  jukr Entering 

Irregular. 

13.697 

R. 屋 

Sa 禿育 

Entering 

Upper and  Lower. 

.13,698 

R •沃 

See 玉 

Entering 

Lower. 

m: 
13,699 

仅 .質 

See  70 

Yi,yul 
Entering 

Upper. 

原2
 

i3>7°o 

R 元 

C.  yun 
YJngwong 

W.  ngue 

N.  rtgiien,  ngu 

P.  I  .. 

m.  i  
yuan 

Y,  yuci S^,yiian 

K.  won 

To  sell.  To  nourish 

(also  read  chii^)  ；  to  bea  r 
children  ；  used  with  13,659. 

鬻踊者  sellers  of  shoes  for persons  who  had  been  punished 

by  having  their  toes  cut  off.  See 

i3»456* 

胃 鬻  to  sell  oneself.  See  47.)7. 

鬻 女  to  sell  one’s  daughters. 

賣官鬻 爵  t。 sell  appoint¬ 
ments  and  trade  in  titles. 

操 舟鬻渡  earned  his  living 
as  a  ferryman. 

天 鬻  heavenly  or  divine  food; ambrosia. 

Read  chu^.  Used  with 

粥 2456  q.v. 

To  sell  ；  to  hawk  about 
for  sale. 

The  jewel  of  the  body  ； 

vitality  ；  virility. 

鲁寶注  jewel  drops.  Same  as 

玉節  i3,63。- 

A  gale  of  V'ind. 

雷霆 逼颶颶 thunder-claps urge  on  the  gale. 

A  high  level  {see  897) ； 

a  plateau  ；  a  plain  [see  7704, 

??zez2).  Origin  ；  source  5  be¬ 
ginning  ； cause;  see  4539. 
To  forgive. 

南 方之原  the  southern 
plains. 

原 亦有意  his  level  ground was  also  rather  good, -of  a  painter. 

原始  at  the  beginning. 

原!
 

13,700 ]^gcn^gwan A.  ngicen Even  Lower. 

原本。 j 艮原 root;  origin; source ;  original  capital. 

原 本就該 the  real  way  is 

to ••… 

原原 本本的 都說了 
he  told  the  whole  story. 

原泉  a  spring  of  water. 九原  the  next  world ;  Hades;  a 
cemetery.  See  2140  yiian%. 

客主 皆九原  guests  and 
host  all  dead  and  gone. 

原  original  vitality ;  con¬ 
stitution. 

還原㈣ 8846  or) 歸原。 r 複 

原  to  get  back  to  one’s  normal health, 一 after  an  illness. 

即 時還原  it  immediately 
became  whole  again, -of  a  broken 
bowl  restored  by  magic. 

原 人  the  original  or  proper  man. 

原所以  the  original  or  true 
reason. 

原 由  circumstances;  particulars. 

原主  the  rightful  ownc.. 

原 思康  the  stolen  property. 

原包  the  original  package, — i»e. 
undisturbed. 

原貨  the  original  goods. 

原  f 胃  the  prime  cost. 
原審  the  original  or  first  ex¬ 
amination  or  trial. 

原任 the  late  (i.e.  deceased) incumbent. 

原職 one’s  former  post. 

原稿。 1 ■原摺 the 。邮⑽1 
draft. 

原照  the  original  certificate. 

原保  the  original  guarantor. 

原報  originally  declared,— at 
the  Customs. 

原 訂 originally  fixed  upon. 

原 勘地方  the  site  first  in- 
spected. 

原  the  beginning  and  end; the  ins  and  outs;  circumstances; 
details.  See  10,681. 

窮 原竟委 t(>  back- 
wards  to  the  source  and  forwards 

to  the  completion, — as  of  the 
operation  of  a  principle. 

椎原 ％  12,185. 
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13,700 

原告  the  prosecutor.  See  5952 

原 意 original  intention;  motive 

.原籍 w  899. 

原酉巳  the  first  wife. 

復診須 帶原方 &  W 
further  consultation  (of  a  doctor), 

the  original  prescription  must  be 

produced. 

原底子 原起。 r 原起 

根兒 01*iginally;  at  first. 
原來  originally；  as  a  matter  of 

face；  the  fact  is.  See  2759,8514 

pa、.
 原 來如此  it  was  so  at  first; 

it  has  always  been  thus. 

原 來是你  why,  it’s  you  ! — to 
an  unexpected  arrival. 

原 來去了  why,  he  has  gone! 
一 contrary  to  my  advice. 

原 不想作  I  had  not  intended 
to  do  it. 

原 不該作  strictly  speaking, 
I  ought  net  to  do  it. 

原非一 人所爲 it  is  not to  be  accomplished  by  one  mail. 

原 無此理  no  such  principle 
exists. 

原 因他故  it  was  really  for 
other  reasons. 

此弱 種之極 大原因 
也  this  is  the  chief  cause  of  the 
decadence  of  the  race. 

原是  is  really ;  has  always. 

原 是我的  it  really  is  mine. 

原舊  as  before;  as  of  old. 

原先 m 原早  already;  prior 
to  this. 

原已  previously  ；  a!i  ̂ ady. 

原布  plain  cotton  cloth ;  shirt- 
ings. 

原色布  unbleached  and  un- 
dyed  cotton  piece-goods；  grey 
shirtings. 

原粗布  sheetings. 

原細 斜紋布 jeans  and 
twills. 

原相布  T-cloths. 

原中  middlemen. 
中原  Honan ;  now  used  for 
“China.”  See  7434. 

原 2
 

i3.7°o 

w 
13,701 R. 

& 願 

Sinking 

Lower. 

嫄 2
 

i3.7°2 

R •元 

See 原 

Even  Lower. 

m: 

13.703 

r. 願 

See 願 

Sinking 

Lower. 

w: 
13.704 

R •元 

s -原 

Even  Lower. 

or 

原州  an  old  name  for  濟源 

縣  in  Honan. 原宥。 r 原恕。 r 原諒 

原鑒  to  forgive;  to  excuse. 

情 有可原 there  are  ex¬ tenuating  circumstances. 

— 1  線可原  there  is  some 
slight  excuse. 

言于帝 故得原 he  in- formed  the  Emperor  and  so  ob¬ 
tained  pardon. 

Read  yiian^.  Used  with 

愿  13,7。3' 

鄕原 ，德 之賊也 y。1^ 
goody-goody  people  are  the thieves  of  virtue. 

An  unprincipled  and  curi 

ning  man. 

The  Princess  Consort  of 

the  Emperor  嚳  K4u,  b.c. 
2256,  and  mother  of  后稷 

Hou  Chi,  her  full  name 

being  姜嫩  Chiang  Yiian. 

Reverent ;  good  ；  virtu¬ 
ous.  Used  (frequently)  with 

1 3,708， and  (rarely)  with 

13,700. 

A  spring  of  water  ；  a 

source.  Used  with  13,700. 

See  8011. 

泉源  a  spring. 
水源頭  the  source  or  head¬ waters  of  a  river. 

星源  the  source  of  the  Yellow River. 

萬派 g 源  all  the  branches
 (of  a  river)  come  from  the  same source. 

同 源異流  they  come  from the  same  source  but  flow  in 

源
 2 

i3>704 

m 13,70s 

r. 夹 

^ 謗 

Even  Upper. 

羱
 2 

13,7。6 

R •元寒 

See 原 

Even  Lower. 

m 13.707 

r. 元 

See 原 

Even  Lower. 

m: 
13.708 

願 4 

C,  yiin 

H.  ngien 
F.  ngwong 

W.  ngiie 

N.  ngiien 
P •丨 .. 

M.\yu
au 

Y.  yuei Sz.  yuan K.  won 
\gwan^gen, 

ken 

A.  ?iguen 

Sinking 

Lower. 

different  channels, — as  R.  Catho¬ 
licism  and  Protestantism. 

源流  the  source  and  history  of; the  source  and  the  products. 

飮 水思源  when  you  drink 
of  the  water,  think  of  its  source, 

—when  you  enjoy  any  advantage, 

do  not  be  forgetful  of  the  means 

by  which  you  obtained  it. 

財源  a  source  of  wealth. 

源 源而來 (or 不絶) ^ cessantly  coming, — as  a  stream 

of  people. 

來源  source ;  origin. 

Orange-coloured  silk. 

R. 

The  wild  sheep  or  Argali 

[Oris  jubata). 

A  silkworm,  called  生原 

霞 ， which  produces  silk 
very  late  and  only  once  in 
a  season.  Used  for  13,748. 

To  wish  ；  to  be  willing  ； 

to  desire  ；  used  as  an  intro 
duction  to  a  toast；  to  think 

longingly  upon.  A  vow. See  1 1,320. 

願欲  to  wish;  to  desire. 
願意  (colloquially  yuan  i1)  or 

情願。 f 甘願  to  be  willing. 

他自 己願意 it  is  his  own 

wish. 

我 情願死 i  am  willing  to  die. 兩相* '情願 bQth  sides  willin§； 
mutual  agreement. 

願從  to  be  willing  to  comply. 

不願 從者聽 let 
those  who  are  unwilling  to  comply 

consult  their  own  convenience. 

俯 從人願  to  comply  with people’s  wishes. 
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【3,7。8 

13,709 R .元 

See 原 

Everi  Lower. 

冒 
i3,7io R ‘先 

C.  Syiin 

H.  ̂yen 
F.  cyong 
W.  lye 

N.  cyuen 

願望  to  hope  for;  to  look  for. 
願我 弟百年 長壽 

I  hope  that  you,  my  young  friend, 
will  live  many  years. 

願 已至足  he  had  got  all  he wanted. 

_  ̂ ̂ 矣  in  that  case,  I  shall have  got  my  wish. 

完了心 願  my  heart’s  desire will  be  fulfilled. 

夙 願已酧  my  long-cherished wish  is  thus  fulfilled. 

天 隨人願  God  is  carrying 
out  the  wishes  of  man, when 

rain  puts  an  end  to  drought. 

問 娃願何 she  asked  her 
nephew  what  he  would  like, — 
her  to  play. 

願聞  Pray  continue !  pray  speak ! 

願得  would  that . ! 

願 者上鈎  the  willing  take 
the  hook， 一 referring  to  the  fishes 
which  voluntarily  swallowed  the 
barbless  hook  of  ̂ jjj^  么 

Chiang  T‘ai  Kung  of  old;  hence, 
to  do  of  one’s  own  free  will;  a 
voluntary  act. 

遂願  favourable  to  one’s  wishes; as  one.  likes;  to  effect  a  purpose ; 
to  do  as  one  wishes- 

願 W 思子  I  think  longingly 
of  those  two  youths. 

大願  a  great  vow. 

許願  to  register  a  vow. 

還願。 r  了願  to  fulfil  a  vow, 

燒 香了願  to  burn  incense and  fulfil  a  vow. 

發願績 道德經 made  a 
vow  to  study  the  Tao  Tt  Ching. 

A  bay  horse,  black¬ 
maned,  with  a  white  belly. 

A  kite  [Milvus  govinda) 

惠飛 ■戻天  the  kite  flies  UP  t0 heaven.  ^ 

烏鳶 之卵不 毁而後 

鳳凰集  d。 not  destroy  the 

w 
13,710 

p. 

M.  ̂ yuan 

Sz： 

Y.  cyuei K.  yon 

] •  yen 

k.jien^juen 
Even 

Irregular. 

13J12 

R •先 

s- 淵 

Even  Upper. 

淵1
 

13,713 

R •先 

yiin 

yen 

F.  yong 

^,yuen 
P.  I  •• 

M. 卜⑽ 

Y.  yuei Sz.  yuan 
K.  yon 

hy ⑺ 

A.  yuen Even  Upper. 

m 

!3,7l 

R •先 

eggs  of  kites,  and  by  and  by  See  淵 

attracted  by  the  immunity  en¬ 
joyed  by  the  humbler  species. 

感琴知 烏薦  afraid  of  being 
buried  in  kites.  Cf.  “Vultures， 

living  tombs.” 

木 奮  a  wooden  kite-  which  was 
made  by  墨子  Mo  (Mih)  Tzti 
and  which  by  the  end  of  three 
years  was  able  to  fly. 

風 B。* ■紙鳶  a  paper  kite. Used  in  warfare  by  Chang  P‘ei a.d.  781. 

載〜鳴 1  to  fly  the  scream¬ ing-kite  banner, 一 as  was  done 

to  give  notice  of  a  dust-storm 

ahead  on  the  Emperor’s  route. 

: i 尾  Iris  fee torum.  Max. 

Same  as  1 3,710. 

phoenixes  will  gather  there, 
•  Even  Upper. 

ocean. 

13.715 

R. 阮 

See 營 

Rising  Upper. 

夕 r 

13.716 

R ■願 

C.  yun 
H,  yen 

F.  wong 

W •少如 

N.  yuen 

M. 卜細
 

]-yen 

The  curvature  of  a  bow 

near  its  ends. 

A  gulf；  a  pool  [see  1739)； 

an  abyss.  To  be  deep.  See 

9541. 
深淵  the  deep  abyss. 
戰 戰兢兢 ，如 臨深淵 

be  apprehensive  and  careful,  as 
though  on  the  brink  of  a  deep 

gulf. 

天 淵相隔  as  far  apart  as  sky 
and  sea. 

淵海 & 
魂上天 ，魄 入淵. the  — goes  up  to  heaven,  the plo  enters the  abyss.  See  5244. 

淵藪  a  refuge ;  an  asylum ; depths,  for  fishes ;  thickets,  for 
birds. 

淵博  extensive, — of  learning. 

伐 鼓淵淵 deep rdled  the sound  of  his  drums. 

The  roll  of  drums. 

Y.  yuei 
Sz. 
K. 

'yuan 

won 

A. wan 
Sinking 

Upper. 

To  turn  over  in  bed. 

To  repine  ；  to  murmur 

against;  resentment；  ill  will； 
hatred  ；  grievance  ；  wrong. 
See  7603， 8419. 

怨貧  to  repine  at  poverty. 

怨命  to  grumble  at  fate. 
怨天  to  murmur  against  God. 

何怨乎 f 道 why  rail 
•against  the  will  of  God? 

使我怨  you  cause  me  to  repine. 

怨恨  to  hate>  to  abhor. 

結怨 w 斂怨  to  contract 

hatred. 

招怨  to  incur  odium. 

無作怨  do  not  make  enemies, 

不 怨之怨 怨深哉 心 resentment  which  appears  to  be 

non-resentment  is  deep  resent¬ ment. 

放 於 利而行 ，多 

怨  to  be  always  seeking  one’s own  profit  is  the  way  to  incur 
much  odium. 

怨  ill  will  for  wrongs;  a  grudge 

怨慕  dissatisfied  and  full  ofl 
earnest  desire. 

怨毒  injury;  malicious  wrong, 

怨 晉  spiteful  words. 
相 怨  mutual  recriminations. 

怨 痛  very  indignant  inwardly. 

怨氣 or 怨情  resentment; spite. 

怨  to  fall  in  with  one’s  resent¬ ment, — as  an  evil  which  has  be¬ 
fallen  an  enemy  ；  “served  him 

right!” 

色  an  expression  of  hatred. 

頓 足埋怨  stamping  with  the foot  and  nursing  one’s  wrath. 
See  7603. 

抱怨㈣ 8  709)  01 ■懷 怨 t0 cherish  enmity  against. 

報怨 w  g73i- 
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怨
 4 

I3»7i6 

眢 
13.717 

R •寒元 
Sfi6 怨碗 
Even  Upper. 

苑
，
 

*3.7i8 
R. 晚 

C.cun 
H.〆 

F.  cwong 
W.  ̂ yue 
^l.cyuen 
V.^uan, 

yuar^y  yt^ 
U.viian^ 
Y.  y&ei 
K.  won 

J,  yen、 on、 otsi 

A.  ̂ yuen 
Rising  and 
Entering 

Upper, 

以 痺報怨  to  do  good  for evil. 

不 避嫌怨 nc>t  t<j  avoid 
incurring  odium, — as  a  moral 
coward  does. 

怨尤  to  find  fault. 

辉 得 他哭呢  no  wonder  he is  crying ! 

怨不 釋他去 you  can’t blame  him  for  going；  no  wonder 
he  went. 

怨 不在大  grievances  need 
not  be  great, — to  be  grievances  ； 

e.g.  one’s  amour propre  will  often make  trifles  unbearable. 

前 怨頓釋  the  old  enmity  is 
at  an  end. 

婦 怨無終  womans  resent¬ 
ment  is  undying.  [‘‘Revenge  is 

sweet, 一 especially  to  women.’’] 

怨烏  the  goatsucker. 

A  lack-lustre  eye； empty； 
vacant. 

眢井  an  old  and  dry  well. 

A  place  for  rearing  beasts 

and  birds；  a  park.  A  term 

used  for  collections  of  au¬ 

thors  or  of  extracts  from 

their  works.  [Colloquially 

read  yiian4.  Distinguished 

from  宛  12,465.] 

翔鱗苑  a  Zoological  Garden, 
— under  the  T‘ang  dynasty. 

內苑  the  Imperial  parks. 

翰苑  the  Han-lin  College. 

古文苑  name  of  a  collection 
of  ancient  and  modern  extracts, 
ranging  from  seven  or  eight 
centuries  b.c.  to  the  5th  cen¬ 
tury  A.D. 

天苑 a  group  of  nine  stars  in 
Eridanus. 

苑風  a  tornado.  [The  term  is 
used  allegorically  by  Chuang TzlL] 

Read  yii4*. 

有苑  to  be  beautiful  or  elegant. 

鴛 13,719 

R. 元 

See 怨 

A.  wart^  yiien 

Even  Upper. 

13,720 

婉 3
 

i3»72i 

R. 晚 

See 宛 

Rising  Upper, 

The  drake  of  the  man¬ 

darin  duck  {Anas  galeri- etc  lata). 

當 驚  the  mandarin  duck,  male 
and  female,  used  as  emblems 
of  conjugal  fidelity. 

土當鴦  the  Brahminy  duck ( Casarca  rutila). 

鴛鴦枕  a  double  pillow  for married  people. 

鴛鴦衾  the  nuptial  coverletj (sc.  bed). 

鴛鴦劍  two  swords  in  one sheath. 

兄之 恩活我 鴛鴦厚 

矣  your  kindness  has  greatly 
contributed  to  save  the  lives  of 

us,  husband  and  wife. 

鵲 好 ^ 外反 ，鴛好 

內思  the  magpie  is  un¬ faithful,  while  the  mandarin 

duck  will  pine  (to  death  for  the 
loss  of  its  mate). 

鴛偶  a  faithful  spouse. 

See  12^465. 

Lovely  ；  beautiful. 

婉 春  young  and  delicate. 
Read  wan% .  Pleasant; 

genial  ；  kind.  Used  with 12,479. 

婉容  a  pleasant  face. 
順  accommodating;  obliging. 

婉 轉奏請  kindly  convey  my request  to  His  Majesty. 

唯貴 領事其 婉辭之 
it  only  remains  for  the  honour¬ 
able  Consul  to  excuse  me. 

燕婉之 求1  pleasant  genial mate  she  sought. 

婉示  your  condescending  in¬ structions. 

婉言 qi ■婉詞  pleading  lan¬ 
guage;  entreaties. 

經戚 友_勸  relatives  and 
friends  .tried  to  make  peace 
between  them. 

商  dilatory  discussion. 

婉約  mature  deliberation. 

懸 
13,722 

R 元 

See 營 

K.yiien 

Even  Upper. 

!3>723 

R. 翰 

See 碗 

A.  wan 

Sinking 

Upper. 

m 13,724 

r. 阮 

s- 鴛 

RisiDg  Upper, 

m 

1^.725 

r •阮願 

s- 鴛 

Rising  Upper. 

【3,7 

m 13,727 

K •寒阮 

Se9 眢 

A.  wan、 yuen 

Even  and 

Rising  Upper. 

To  bear  a  grudge  for  a 

wrong ；  used  with  13,729. 

A  small  hole. 

Alarmed  ;  surprised  ；  an¬ 

noyed  ； disappointed.  Also 

read  wan%. 

不 勝惋惜 i  am  exceedingly 
grieved. 

殊堪 惋惜  greatly  to  be 
lamented, — as  the  death  of  an 
eminent  official. 

由是 惋惜之 意見於 

顔色  from  this  time  forth  he wore  a  disappointed  look. 

十宛 pathetic;  sad. 

嗟  t 宛  what  a  Dity  tha
t . 

An  ensign  of  royalty, 

called  天 宛 圭 ， used  by  the 

sovereign  and  rounded  as 

expressive  of  gentle  mea¬ 
sures  towards  the  loyal,  and 

desire  to  cultivate  friendly 
relations.  See  13,073. 

A  large  field.  Name  of 
the  father  of  a  concubine 

to  the  last  Emperor  of  the 

Ming  dynasty. 

See  12,474. 

The  movement  of  a 

snake  ；  the  stealthy  ap¬ 

proach  of  an  animal  ；  the 

creeping  of  plants. 

幡婉  to  wriggle. 
由宛 由延  tortuous,  as  the  motion of  a  snake ;  undulating,  as  the 

ridge  of  a  mountain  chain.  * 

有 樹未可 艇蜿而 
生  with  trees  for  them  (the 
parasitic  plants)  to  creep  up. 
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霧 
13,728 R. 元 

See 巧 

A.  yiien 

E'  en  Upper. 

13?729 R •元 
See 怨 

A.  wan 

Even  Upper. 

A  bird,  called  鶏鷄， 

spoken  of  by  莊子  Chuang 
Tzu  in  the  same  terms  as 

the  phcenix. 

bureaucracy. 

Oppression;  injustice ； 

wrong ;  grievance.  See  869, 

383。 

寃抑  to  oppress. 

寃枉 寃屈  wrong;  griev¬ ance；  to  wrong. 

寃 有頭， 有主 every 
wrong  has  its  cause,  every  debt 
its  creditor.  See  below. 

訴寃。 鳴寃  to  state  one’s wrongs. 

無 寃無仇  without  any  ill 
feeling；  on  good  terms. 

寃苦  grieving  over  wrongs. 

含寃  to  have  a  grievance. 

報寃  to  avenge  a  wrong. 

寃 寃相報  to  take  vengeance 
in  a  similar  manner, — to  the 
wrong  done. 

結寃  to  raise  a  grievance,— as 
between  two  persons,  one  of 

whom  injures  the  other. 

洗寃。 r 雪寃。 r 解寃。 r 

伸寃  to  right  wrongs. 
寃情  the  details  of  a  wrong. 

寃讎  enmity;  hatred. 
作寃 t。  behave  as  an  enemy, 

in  a  hostile  manner. 

不白 之寃。 r 寃莫白 
a  wrong  which  has  not  been 

righted. 

覆 盆之寃  a  bowl-covered 
wrong, —— an  unknown  or  un 
suspected  -wrong；  from  the  line 

覆 盆徒望  日  by  the  poet 

璐富王  Lo  Pin-wang. 
寃單  a  statement  of  grievances. 
寃鬼  the  spirit  of  one  who  has 

suffered  a  wrong  which  has  not 
been  righted. 

寃血  innocent  blood. 

天 下寃之  the  whole  empire 
thought  he  had  been  wronged. 

寃1
 

i3,729 

寃 
13,73° 

w 
13.731 

R 

s- 淵 

Even  Upper. 

捐 
13.732 

l=>  i 貝 
13.733 

R •先文 

問 

See 圓 

Even  Lower. 

寃孽  vengeance ;  retribution. See  9300. 

寃— 爲莊也  what  a  shame to  call  this  (stuff)  Chuang  Tzti’s ! 

你想 寃我麽  are  you  trying to  wrong  me? 

我不受 你的寃 1  won’t 
stand  being  wronged  by  you. 

寃家  the  doer  of  a  wrong；  an 
enemy  ；  a  term  used  by  a  wife 
of  her  husband ;  lovers. 

寃家 離眼睛  my  enemy  is out  of  my  sight, — so  I  am  happy. 

寃 家“寒  the  road  of  a wrong-doer  is  narrow, -he  is  sure 
to  be  foutid  out. 

寃 有寃家 ，倩 有債主 
in  wrongs  there  are  the  wrong¬ 
doers,  just  as  in  debts  there  are 
creditors, 一 it  has  nothing  to  do 
with  us. 

撒寃。 ■•花 寃錢  to  spend money  recklessly. 

寃 大頭。 r 寃大腦 袋 

寃種  (chung^)  a  spendthrift. 

Correct  form  of  1.3,729. 

A  small  worm.  To  twist. 

To  surround.  Empty. 

See  3129. 

An  official ；  see  1 2,557. 

An  outer  border.  Used  for 

13,734  (vulgarly,  in  the 

sense  of  “dollar”). 

官員  officials  generally. 

大員  a  high  official. 
員弁  officers,  both  civil  and 
military. 

能单 °r 幹員 a  caPable 
official. 

廢員  a  cashiered  official. 

缺 少員多  more  men  than 
vacancies. 

半 負  a  graduate  of  the  1st degree. 

員 

i3,73. 

13.734 

R •先 

C,yun 

W.  yen 

F.  wong、 yeng 

W.yiie 

N.  yuen P. 

M.  yuan Sz. 

Y.  yiiei 
K.  won 

]-yen 

A.  vien 
Even  Lower. 

員外郞 a  second  secretary  of a  Board.  [First  used  under  the 

Han  dyn.] 

備負  to  fill  a  post  without accomplishing  anything. 

景  M  維河  Ching  has  the  Ho 
for  its  outer  border. 

幅員  the  area  of  a  country. 

Read  yiin%.  To  be  of 
use  to.  A  final  particle. 

員 f 爾亭畐 (0I ■輔 w  3627) 
to  give  assistance  to  the  spokes 

of  the  wheel. 

聊 樂我員 she  is  my ㈣！ 
Round;  circular  {see 

3435)；  spherical.  See  5324. 

圓 形  round  in  shape. 

圓毬  a  =ound  ball, 

溜圓  perfectly  round. 

方圓  square  and  round. 

長圓。 val- 
圓圈  a  ring;  a  circle. 

圓扁  round  and  flat. 
圓梁木  round  timber ;  poles, 

圓心 血析  ringed,  red  wood, 
一 -for  fine  co 伍 ns. 

圓徑  the  diameter  of  a  circle 

圓徑作 爲方芦 to  con- 
vert  round  measure  into  square 

measure, — as  of  timber. 

月圓  the  full  moon. 
圓月兒  the  15th  of  the  8th 
moon.  Used  of  the  reunion  of 
families. 

盂 圓而水 ，圓  if  the  bowl  is
 

round,  the  water  will  be  round. 

圓頂  a  ball-shaped  top,— to 
anything, 

圓子  small  round  biscuits. 

圓明園  round  bright  garden, 
— Y  uan-ming-yuan,  n^ar  Peking. 

[The  Shanghai  road  of  this  name 
is  commonly  writteo  for  chit- 

coolies  o 明 oo 

圓全  round  and  complete, 一 thorough ;  not  wanting  in  any 

particular. 

撒謊撒 的圓全 mtella 
good  round  lie, — while  one  is about  it. 
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圓1
 

13.734 

揉 
13.735 

R 霰先 
See 緣 

Sinking  and 
Even  Lower. 

圓足  rounded  off;  complete. 

圓就  to  come  to  terms  about; 
to  agree  about. 

圓通  capable ;  tactful;  accom 
modating,  —  of  persons.  Also 
(Buddh.)  to  understand  fully. 

圓轉  to  turn  round  like  a  top； 
spherical. 

圓轉 如金丹  round  like  the 
philosopher’s  stone. 

圓眼。 1 ■桂圓 lungans. 

圓光  to  act  as  a  medium. 

會圓光  to  have  the  gift  of! 
second  sight. 

圓光兒  a  nimbus  or  aureole. 

圓寂  the  death  of  a  priest. 

圓滿  complete;  finished. 

圓夢  to  interpret  dreams； 

— UJ  three  dollars. 

圓 1 子  a  detective. 

圓 柏  Juniperus  chinensis^  L.  f 

. Because  ；  connecting.  An 

official  holding  a  substan 

tive  post.  Numerative  of 
huts. 

市梂  a  market-place  official. 

三語梂  a  three-word  official, - 
referring  t。 阮瞻 •王戎 

asked  if  Confucianism  and 

Taoism  were  different  in  scope. 

“Hardly  the  same,”  said  Yuan, 
who  was  a  Taoist.  Wang  Jung 

thought  awhile  and  then  gave 
him  a  post. 

詔授戶 曹榜 appointed  by the  Emperor  to  the  Board  of 
Revenue. 

河 邊有幾 榨茅屋 by 
the  riverside  there  were  several 
huts. 

Read  ck^uan1.  To  drive 
away. 

梂其妻  sent：  off  his  wife  (= 
divorce). 

m 
13.736 

r •羌 

See 緣 

Even  Lower. 

m I3J37 
R •先霰 

C.yiin 

Yi.yen 

F.  yong^  v. 

siong^ 

yue 

yiien 

j  yuan 

Y.  yuei 
Sz.  yuan 

K.  yon 

W. 

N. 

P. 

M. 

yen
 

“jiiet 
Even  Lower. 

The  young  of  locuscs 
before  their  wings  have 

grown  ；  the  pupae  of  a 

large  kind  of  ant. 

蠢蟓 仆柱梁  wood-grubs can  lay  low  pillars  and  beams, 

by  slowly  eating  into  them,  as 
water  goes  through  stone. 

The  hem  or  selvedge  o 

a  garment.  Cause  ；  con¬ 
nexion  ； affinity ；  ties；  luck 

see  1 2,958,  13,216.  To  fol¬ 
low  [see  12,057);  to  climb 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

緑 7544-] 

緣(? 泠) 袖口  the  border  of  a sleeve.  Read  yen1  in  Peking 

綠起 origin. 
緣故  cause;  reason. 

緣故昵  pray  tell  me  why ! 

說了 這個緣 故 he  related the  above  circumstances. 

緣由  origin ;  details ;  steps; 
measures;  two  words  often  added 
after  a  passage  quoted  by 

superior  from  the  document  of 
a  subordinate. 

緣 由前定  the  connexion (by  marriage)  was  pre-ordained. 

並將 遵行緣 由具文 

報查  and  report  the  steps  I have  taken  in  accordance  with 

your  orders. 

緣何  why?  wherefore ? 

緣此  for  this  reason. 

因緣  see  13,215. 
猶緣 木求魚 Hke  seeking  a fish  from  a  tree, 一 waste  of  time. 

[緣木  has  now  tht  sense  of 
“to  climb  a  tree.’’] 

緣城  to  scale  a  rampart. 
有緣， 千里 來相會 
having  affinity,  people  come  to¬ 
gether  from  a  thousand  lu 

無緣， 對面 不相逢 
without  affinity,  though  face  to 

face/ they  never  meet. 

緣分 （//«*)  appointed  lot  or  fate by  which  people  are  brought 

together;  affinity. 

綠
 2 

13,737 

R, 

m 
13.738 

先 
N.  v.  loim 

See 緣 

Even  Lower. 

13.739 

R .元 

See 轅 

Even  Lower. 

緣分  淺  their  affinity  was 
shallow, 一 as  of  a  husband  and 
wife  who  have  separated. 

分 //»* 淺緣薄 my  luck  is bad. 

爲僧 者萬 綠都罷 fc>r 
him  who  is  a  Buddhist  priest,  all 
ties  are  broken. 

說著錢 ，便 無綠 if  the 
question  is  money,  away  go  all ties. 

前 緣  fated  in  the  previous  life to  meet  in  this. 

後綠 fated  in  this  life  to  meet in  the  next. 

夙 （°r  宿） 緣  fated  to  meet  ( friends),  or  to  marry. 

天 緣凑巧 destined  to  occ 
at  the  right  moment;  just  at tl 

very  moment  when  wanted. 

茛綠  a  happy  marriage. 
投  to  suit  one  another, — as friends. 

有人綠  to  be  popular;  to 

please. 

緣薄  a  register;  a  subscription- 
list. 

緣飾 以儒術 t。 put  on  the 
dress  of  a  man  of  letters, — used 

of  ignorant  pretenders. 

夤緣 游 13,25。. 
蔓延 性緣不 能自舉 

of  a  straggling,  climbing  nature, 

but  unable  to.  raise  itself, — 
without  a  frame.  Of  the  grape 

A  name  of  several  spe¬ 
cies  of  trees.  See  6140. 

香櫞。 1 •橘櫞  the  Chinese citron,  —  a  variety  of  Citrus 
medic  a  ̂  L. 

野香櫞  a  tree  resembling  a Eugenia、 found  in  Yunnan. 

A  long  robe. 

213 
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I 
13,740 R •元 

C.  yun 
W.yen 

F.  hwong 

\N.yiie 

N.yiien 
P. 

M.  yuan 
Sz. 

K.  won 

\.ytn^  on 

A,  vien 

Even  Lower. 

m 

13.741 r 元 

See 轅 

Even  Lower. 

or 

an 

An  enclosure；  a  garden ； 

an  orchard;  a  term  applied 

to  theatres,  tea-houses,  etc. 

See  6888,  10,807. 

園子  a  garden.  Used  for  圓 

明園； w  ^3, 734 - 

花園  a  flower-garden. 

茱園  a  vegetable-garden. 

園夫 園丁 。> ■園工 

園頭  a、 gardener. 

何 人不起 故園思 what 
man  is  there  who  never  thinks 

of  his  old  home? 

樂園  a  foreign  term  for  paradise, 

園亭  garden  and  kiosque, — 
places  of  recreation;  a  summer¬ 
house. 

目 不窺園  no  time  to  look 
at  the  garden, — as  one  immersed 
in  study. 

園地。 r 田園  see  11,236. 

園陵 寢園。 1 •文園 
Imperial  mausoleum.  The  last 

is  also  the  Han-lin  College. 

園 妾  concubines  living  at 
mausoleum. 

梁園  the  pleasaunce  built  by 

孝王  of  the  Liang  State. 

動物園  a  zoological  garden. 

The  gibbon  or  tailless 

ape  ；  it  has  a  voice  much 

like  man’s  at  a  distance- 

a  peculiar  wailing  note  anc 

a  double  call  [hoo-lock) 
See  8790 

烏猿  the  black  gibbon.  .  • 

猿 ，秋 兮， 狖夜鳴 the gibbon  and  the  jt/  (13,446)  howl 
around  me  at  night. 

猿 鳴三聲 涙沾裳 three 
cries  from  a  gibbon  will  drench 

the  clothes  with  tears,— /tis  so 
mournful. 

通臂猿 w  879°- 

心 猿意馬  gibbon  heart  and 
horse  ideas,  一  unsettled  p.nd 
wandering. 

i3>742 

R •元 

C.yiin 
H.  yen F.  wong^  v. 

ngwong 

W.  yue 

^,yuen 

yuan 

P, M. 

Sz. 

Y.yiiei K.  won 

]-yin 

A.  vien 
Even  Lower, 

遠1
 

13,743 
R •阮願 

C.yiin F.  cwong^  v. 

hwong2- 
^  .yue 

p-  j 

M.  [  yuan 

Sz.  \ 

Y.yuei 
K.  won 

J  •少你 

A.  ven、 vien 

Rising  Lower. 

The  pole  of  a  chariot  ； 
the  shafts  of  a  cart  ；  the 

luge  palisade-like  railing  in 

•ront  of  a  yamen,  a  survi¬ 
val  of  nomad  days  when 

the  carts  tilted  up  on  end 

were  used  to  barricade 

an  encampment  ；  hence,  a 

yamht， especially  that  of 

the  提台  provincial  Com- 
mander-in-chief. 

轅木  shafts. 

1 
in  the  shafts;  in  thtyam^n 

(or  under  the  jurisdiction)  of. 

赐 促如 轄下輸 under restraint,  like  a  colt  in  the  shafts. 

攀 轅遮道  holding  on  to  the shafts  and  blocking  the  road,— 

not  wishing  a  popular  official  to 

depart. 

南 轅北轍  southern  shafts and  northern  ruts, — referring  to 
the  wanderings  of  Confucius. 

Also,  shafts  pointing  south  and 

ruts  going  north, 一 incompatible; 
far  separated  as  friends ;  very 

busy;  rushing  in  all  directions. 

轅門  the  gates  leading  through 
the  palisade  before  a  yam^n. 

轅門 報 the  provincial  Gazette. 

赴 轅聽調  t0  proceed  to  the Commander-in-chief  s%"// 打  and 
await  appointment  to  a  post. 

來 轅禀見  to  come  to  the yam^n  and  petition  for  an  inter¬ view. 

the  headquarters  of  an 

o 伍 cial  temporarily  absent  from 
his  actual  post/ 

Far  off,  of  place  or  time  ； 

distant  *,  remote,  as  opposed 
to 近 202  1  and  逼 7679. 

遠遙  distant;  far  off. 
遠近  far  and  near;  distance 
aerial  perspective.  See  2021. 

遠近傳 爲盛事 far  and wide  it  was  reported  as  a  写 rand 

affair, — having  four  at  a  birth. 

這垦 遠近都 知道的 
this  is  known  to  all,  far  ami  near 

遠 近不 艮 the  distance  is  not the  same. 

遠
 3 

13,743 

返 複有三 里遠近 three U  there  and  back. 

親戚 有遠近 relatives  may 
be  either  near  or  distant. 

遠親  a  distant  relative. 

遠男 而近女 avoiding  men and  taking  up  with  women. 

|Jt|  遠楊  to  spread  a  rumour 
far  and  wide. 

遠見  to  see  from  afar. 

遠來  to  come  from  afar. 

遠走  to  go  to  a  distance. 

遠 走高飛 to  stan  on  awild 
or  adventurous  expedition. 

^  to  travel  far. 

不大遠  not  very  far  off. 

遠 大的話  very  important 

words. 

差 得 遠  very  far  removed  from; very  different. 

離 知 遠  far  separated. 

山高 皇帝遠 hills  are  high 
and  the  Emperor  is  far  distant, 
一 used  as  the  Indian  ryot’s  cry, 
“God  is  great,  but  he  is  too  far 

off!” 

遠成美  distance  lends  en¬ 
chantment. 

遠 在邊外  far  away  beyond 
the  frontier. 

深遠  deep ;  profound ;  abstruse. 
遠到  to  reach  a  good  position; 
to  get  along. 

遠戍 in  distant  exile. 

遠道。 r  遠路  at> 011  from> a 
distance.  • 

遠族  a  distant  connexion. 

說遠話  to  speak  distantly, 
not  cordially. 

遠光  far-sighted, 一 of  concave 
spectacle-glasses. 

_  shoots ;  buds. 

遠步  to  wander  far. 
遠 •渉  far  travelled. 

老遠。 r 威遠  very  far  off. 

遠 方就醫  to  come  from  a 
great  distance  to  be  treated  for 
a  complaii>t. 

遠客。 t 遠人  persons  from 
afar;  strangers. 
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違
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13,743 
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13,744 

R •元  i3. 
C.  yun 
H.  ngten 

F.  ngwong 

W.  ngue 

N,  nguen^ 

yueh 

m.  I 
 yuan 

Y.yiiei 
Sz.  yuan 
K.  wort 

J.  gwan^gen 
A.  ngucn 

Even  Lower. 

遠着人  avoiding  society. 

遠謀  far-sighted  in  planning. 

遠 念  thoughts  during  separation. 

遠避  to  go  to  a  distance  to  avoid. 

出遠門  to  go  on  a  long  journey. 

遠 山眉黛  eyebrows  arched 
like  two  distant  hills;  distant 

hills  outlined  like  arching  brows. 

遠 望弗及  gazing  from  afar 
but  unable  to  reach. 

遠 遠跟隨  following  from 
afar. 

不 遠千里  not  considering 
1,000  li  as  far. 

非遠 古時物  it  is  not  a  very 
ancient  article. 

難以經 舉 hardly  last 
long, — as  an  ill-assorted  friend¬ 
ship. 

遠志  far-reaching  ambition;  a 
wide  point  of  view.  Polygala 
sibirica、 L.,  and  P.  tenuifolia, 
Willd. 

First  ；  beginning  ；  head ; 

original  ；  principal;  primary； 

eldest.  The  Absolute  ；  see 

太極  859.  Also  used  of  I 
Taoism,,  and  of  speculative 

philosophy,  and  of  the  Book 

of  Changes,  the  last  being 

the  correct  usage;  see  4790. 

Large ;  great.  Good.  A 

dollar •’  used  for  13,734 

Used  with  原  13,700,  ?  id 
for  the  tabooed  character 

衣 4790.  See  506,  5454 

元始  the  very  beginning. 

元 元本本 from  the  very 
beginning.  See  below. 

一 元後始  the  beginning  has 
come  again, — a  phrase  seen  on 

doors  at  the  New  Year.  [  — • 兀 

also  means  a  period  of  129,600 

years.] 

元- 亨利貞 the  first  four 
characters  of  the  易經  Canon 

of  Changes、 used  for  1,  2,  3,  4, 
or  i st,  2nd,  3rd,  4th. 

元年  the  first  year  of  a  reign. 

玫元  to  change  the  year-title,- 

元 2
 

13,744 
from  惠 文王，  Prince  Hui 

Wen  of  the  秦  Ch‘in  State,  who 

changed  his  14th  year  into  an¬ 

other  兀  first  year. 

建元  to  fix  upon  a  style  for  a reign. 

建兀 曰 更始 called  the  first- year  of  his  reign  King  Shih. 

元月  the  first  moop  of  a  year. 

元旦。 r 元 B  New  Year’s  day. 
元宵  the  15th  of  the  1st  moon  ; 
small  rice-flour  balls  boiled  in  a 

sweet  soup  and  eaten  on  this  day. 

上 元 and 中元 and 下元 
the  15th  of  the  2nd,  7th,  and 
10th  moons,  respectively. 

元機  the  scheme  of  creation. 
元化 之始不 知其始 

故 曰無始  the  beginning of  the  beginning  of  all  things 

not  being  known  is  called  Wu 

shih  “without  beginning.” 

談元理  to  discuss  the  prin¬ ciples  of  origin, 一 the  origin  of 
the  universe,  the  beginnings  of 
life,  etc. 

元祖  the  first  ancestor; 盤古 
P‘an  Ku,  see  8620. 

元祀  see  10,286. 
元號  No.  i;  the  first. 

元帥  a  generalissimo. 元  士  scholars  of  the  first  class, 
— under  the  Chou  dynasty. 

元首  or  元后  the  Emperor; the  sovereign. 

在 德元  at  the  head  of  virtue, 一 surpassing  others. 

栺 出其元  showed  where  his head  was  to  be  found. 

勇士 不忘 喪其元 & 
brave  officer  never  forgets  that 

he  may  lose  his  head. 

元服  a  cap.  See  below. 
貢元 the  fii ■[: t  ofthe 拔貢生 

a 優貢生  see  6560. 
案元  the  first  of  the  秀才 

解  chiehK  the.  first  of  the 

舉一人 ' 
榜元  the  6th  of  the  above. 

殿元  the  last  of  the  above, 一 the wooden  spoon. 

元1
 

13*744 ^  jq  the  first  of  the  ̂   士. 

I 元魁  first  on  the  list, — of  either 
of  the  last  two  cl'sses. 

狀元 the  first  at  the 殿試 
Palace  examination. 

三 兀  three  firsts, 一 (1)  used  of  a candidate  who  h^s  taken  thf 

three  highest  ' places,  as  above. 
[Only  one  under  thxS  dynasty, 

叙 錢傑 •]  Also  of  the  first 
three  candidates  at  the  Palace examination,  viz.  狀元 ，榜 

眼， _ 探花.  (2)  The  Taoist Trinity  the  three  primordial 

powers,  Heaven,  Earth,  and  Man. 

(3)  Three  great  periods  of  time, covering  24,192,000  years. 

連中 chung、 三 元 taking three  successive  firsts,  as  above. 

Used  optatively  as  an .  inscrip¬ 
tion  on  childrens  toys,  etc. 

三元 及第  takinS three  firsts» -but  not  necessarily  in  succession 
(t.e.  without  any  interval),,  as 
above. 

四元  a  graduate  who  has  been 
貢 ，解， 會， and 狀 （元) . 
[Only  one  under  this  dynasty, 

■viz. 陳繼昌  in  the  reign  of Chia  Ch‘ing.] 

副元  ̂ce  3705. 元形  the  original  form, — before metamorphosis. 

兀  色  original  colour, 一 as  of 
undyed  cloth.  Also  (=  4790), 

black. 

元 票  the  original  warrant. 

元氣。 r 元神  constitution ; health. 

元 氣不足  his  constitution  is 
not  sound. 

少 年人 不要弄 

弱 了元氣  young  people 
should  not  weaken  their  con¬ 
stitutions. 

大 傷元氣 has  gmtly  in jured  the  original  state  of  things, 
一 the  situation  has  got  much 

worse. 

復元  to  recover  one’s  health. 

元子  eldest  son. 元 孫  great-great-grandson. 
元命  the  great  appointment, — to  the  throne. 
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1 加元服  to  be  crowned, — as 
sovereign. 

元頁  the  Heir  Apparent. 

元良  greatly  good. 

元吉  great  joy. 

兀  great  distinction. 

元 戎十乘  (chleng^)  ten  large war-chariots. 

天元  algebra.  ■  ..... 

元老  very  old. 

允元  give  your  confidence  to 
the  good. 

八元  the  eight  virtuous, — des 
cendants  of  帝嚳  the  Emperor 

K‘u  who  assisted  舜  Shun  in 

government.  
u 

本 無元學  he  had  previously 
made  no  study  of  the  Book  of 
Changes,  or  of  the  Absolute. 

尤善兀  W  k  was  veiT  good 
at  talking  about  the  Absolute; 
also,  about  the  Book  of  Changes. 

,~i  7C  three  dollars.  See  above 

元駒  black  colts, — ants. 

兀寶  a  “shoe”  of  sycee  =  50 
oz*  of  silver.  [First  made  under 

the- Yuan  dynasty,  in  1276；  hence the  name.] 

元錁  a  small  shoe  of  about 
10  oz. 

;元 朝 （成伽 2>  the  Yuan  or 
Mongol  dynasty. 

元元  or  黎元  the  masses.  See above. 

憂濟 在元元 （the  gMd 
man’s)  care  is  for  the  welfare 
of  the  people, — not  for  his  own 

子 惠元元  to  be  kind  to  the 
people  as  though  one’s  children 

元元五 千之文 the 如 及  Ching,  so  called  from  the 
5,000  and  odd  characters  which 
it  contains. 

元參  Scrophularia  Oldhami, 
Oliv. 

元胡 = 延胡索  13,080. 
元烏  a  jackdaw  ( Coleus  mone- du/a). 

1 

13.74s 

r .元 

See 元 

Even  Lower. 

13.746 

R •元 

See 元 

Even  Lower. 

兀 13.747 

R •元 

See 元 

Even  Lower. 

13,748 

R .元 

See 充 

Even  Lower. 

w 
13.749 

R.= 

See 院 

>inki 
Low 

阮 

Sinking 

Lower. 

m 
13,751 

r 元 

C,yun 

H. ngan 
F.  ngivong 

W.  ngue 

N.  nguen 

P.  cyiian 
M.  yuan 

Y.  yuei 
Sz.  yuan 
K.  won 

]-g^gwan A.  nguen 
Even  Lower. 

A、 tall  tree  with  a  thick 

red  bitter  bark,  found  in 

Kiangsi.  Used  for  6737 

Name  of  a  large  river  in 
the  west  of  Hunan. 

Daphne  genkwa,  S.  &  Z., 
the  flowers  of  which  when 

boiled  and  thrown  into 

water  are  said  to  stupefy fish. 

^  靑  a  '  eetle  found  on  the above  plant,  dried  and  used  as 
a  medicine. 

coriander  {Coriandrum 
sativum^  L.). 

A  small  venomous  snake. 
See  13,490. 

龍 蟠於泥 ，杬 其肄矣 
when  the  dragon  curls  up  in  the 

mud,  the  snakes  disport  them¬ 
selves,- — when  the  cat’s  away, the  mice  will  play. 

Musicians.  See  3853. 

See  5713. 

The  sea  turtle,  called 

竈鼈. 
兀爾  the  king  of  the  Chelonians. 

老鼂  a  familiar  term  for  turtle 
or  tortoise,  used  also  as  a  terra 
of  abuse. 

鼋 鼉蚊龍  mythological 
monsters. 

】3,7S2 

R •霰 

C.  yun W.yett 

F.  w 

» yiie N.  yueh 
P. ( .. 

m.  \yuan 

Y.  yuei Sz.  yuan 
K.  won 

J.  yen、in 
A.  vim 

Sinking 

Lower. 

C.  tin 

H,yen 

F.  wong 

.yue 
N.  yueh 

P. 

yuan
 

M. Sz. 

V.  yiiii 

K.  won 

饥 

A.  vim  ' 

Even  Lower. 

A  court-yard  ；  a  hall 

used  of  various  public  build 

ings,  and  of  themselves  by 
certain  officials. 

院子。 r  院落  a  court-yard. 

冰 上院落  a  skating  rink, 
of  ice. 

一宅兮 爲雨院 t<j  divide 
one  residence  into  two  court¬ 

yards, 一 into  two  separate  esta¬ blishments. 

residences ;  premises. 

院 宇深大  very  extensive premises. 

寺 Buddhist  monasteries. 

一 所佛院  a  Buddhist  mon¬ 

astery. 

a  college;  a  library. 

養濟院  a  beggar’s  home. 
貢院 au  examination-halL 
學院  a  college ;  the  Literary Chancellor. 

院考。 r  _  _  the  third  and 

last  examination  before  the 

Literary  Chancellor,  for  the  1st 

degree. 

養老院  a  refuge;  a  work- 

house. 

畫 院  an  Academy  of  Painting founded  by  the  Emperor  Hui 

Tsiing?  about  a.d.  iioi. 

無一 筆院體 not  a  single Academic  stroke, — in  his  paint¬ 
ings. 

本院 i  the  Governor. 
To  lead  on  to;  a  conjunc 

tion  =  thereupon ;  and  so 

on  until ;  and  so  then.  An 
untranslatable  particle. 

^  ̂   down  to;  as  far  asj  by 
the  date  of.  See  956. 

爱求 序於余  and  accord¬ 
ingly  he  asked  me  to  write  a 
preface,— for  his  book. 

俾 爱齊侯 to  cause  the prince  of  Ch‘i. 。 •… 

綏 爰有衆  he  soothed  the 

multitudes. 

爱旣  and  thereupon. 

爰 於日前  and  accordingly 
I  have  already . 
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爰 
13,753 

w 
13,754 

R •霰元 
See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

we 

援 2
 

2,755 R •元霰 
F.  wongy 

wongL See 爱 
Even  Lower. 

爱 居爰處 (^3)  here 
stay,  here  we  stop. 

爰居  a  Persian  term  for  the 
emu.  See  11,359. 

爱 及我朝 t  {chiad1')  down  to the  present  dynasty. 

爱書 &  “record”  of  a  serious 
criminal  case,  as  transmitted 

from  the  Magistrate  to  the  Pre¬ 
fect. 

定爰書  to  complete  the 
“record”  of  a  case. 

爱爰  to  be  slow  and  cautious. 

A  beauty;  beauty ；  beau¬ 
tiful. 

邦 之媛也  the  (greatest) 
beauty  in  the  kingdom. 

昔媛之 +、 雙者也 h of  the  beauties  of  old  could  be 

compared  with  her. 

名媛  a  famous  beauty. 

淑媛  chaste  and  beautiful；  title 
of  an  Imperial  concubine. 

英媛  talented  and  beautiful. 

令媛  your  daughter. 
昨自 修媛椎 爲美人 
yesterday  beautiful  for  herself 

alone,  but  now  the  cynosure  of 
all  eyes. 

Read  yuan1.  Attractive. 

嬋媛  to  drag  along ;  embarrass¬ 
ed,  as  the  mind  by  anxieties. 

To  lay  hold  of  (see  8790)； 

to  cling  to  ；  to  hold  fast. 

To  draw,  as  a  bow；  to  pull 

out；  to  rescue;  to  assist. 

To  lead  on.  To  put  for¬ 

ward  ； to  quote  ；  to  argue 

by  analogy. 

援筆  to  grasp  a  pen, — in  order 
to  write. 

钩  hooked  grapplers, -scaling 
ladders. 

畔援  to  reject  and  to  cling  to, 
respectively. 

援 而止之  to  press  a  person to  remain. 

在下位 不援上 in  a  sub- ordinate  position,  he  does  not 
court  the  favour  of  his  superiors. 

援 2
 

13,755 

猨 
13.756 

m 
13.757 

R.： 

See 爱 

Sinking 

Lower. 

m 

13,758 

援拔  t。 pull  out. 
援溺  to  rescue  from  drowning. 

嫂 溺不援  not  to  pull  out  a drowning  sister-in-law, — is  the 
act  of  a  brute,  said  Mencius, 

referring  to  the  rule  against 
men  and  women  touching  each 

other’s  hands. 

援 之以手 pull  out  with the  hand. 

援 之以藥  to  rescue  with medicine. 

报援  to  drag  up;  to  help  up. 

助  to  aid;  to  help. 

援繫  to  aid  in  arranging  mar¬ riage. 

救援  to  rescue;  to  come  to  the relief  of,  as  troops. 

援兵  troops  for  relief. 

舉 賢援能  to  promote  the worthy  and  bring  forward  the 

capable. 

引  to  lead  on;  to  urge  and 
guide;  to  make  a  precedent  of; 

to  quote. 

援爲  to  bring  it  forward  as". ; 
to  quote  as.  ‘  • 

援 以爲例  to  quote  (an instance)  as  a  precedent. 

援案  to  bring  forward  a  case; 
to  quote  as  a  precedent. 

援 照成案  according  to  pre¬ cedent. 

援免 t。  apply  (an  exceptional rule)  to  the  exemption  (of  goods 

from  payment  of  duty) ;  to  claim 
exemption. 

Same  as  13,741. 

A  large  ring  of  jade, 

used  in  Court  ceremonial. 

Same  as  13,741. 

R. 

See 

複 
i3,759 

爰 
Sinking 

Lower. 

m 

13,76。 

r •元 

See 爱 

Even  Lower. 

曰 

13.761 ft - *  2. 
te 

13.762 

r. 元 

See 轅 

Even  Lower. 

~ *■  2 

m 13.763 

r •元寒 

See 轅 

Even  Lower. 

A  girdle  to  hang  orna¬ 
ments  upon. 

A  bird,  called  爱 |Jg|， 

which  frequents  the  sea¬ shore. 

See  13,025. 

A  wall.  [Distinguished 
from  坦  10,703.] 

耳屬  chux*  于垣  ears  are laid  against  walls, — wallr  have ears. 

井垣  the  low  wall  round  a  well, 

城垣  a  city  wall. 
女垣  battlements.  • 

大師維  栢  the  multitudes  0 the  people  are  a  wall. 

踰垣 而避之  he  leapt  over 
the  wall  to  avoid  meeting, — his prince;  referring  to  段千木 

Tuan-kan  Mu,  when  he  was 
wanted  to  take  office. 

垣縣  an 。1(1  name  for  垣曲 

縣  in  Shansi. 塞 栢  the  Great  Wall. 
垣衣  moss;  see  3375. 

諫垣  the  Censorate. 
省垣  a  provincial  capital. 

蘇垣  Soochow. 
規  capital  of  Hupeh, 一 Wu- 

ch‘ang. 

天市垣  the  space  bounded  by Serpens,  comprising  Hercules, 

the  upper  part  of  Ophiuchus, etc.  See  12,329,  12,586. 

A  small  branch  of  the 

river  棺  Wei  in  Honan. 

泥洹  Nirvana. . 
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眩 
13-764 

扰
 3 13.765 R •先 

See 泣 

Even  Lower. 

鉛 
13.766 

鉉 
13,7幻 

n
A
 

13, 768 
R.  6. 

Q..yut 

Yi.yet 

F.  tigwok 
W：/  .. , 

N.  1  — M. ) 

Y.  !  yueh Sz •丨 

K.  wol 

J .  getsz^  gwatsz 

A.  ngi'iet 
Entering 
Lower. 

See  4795 - 

An  ancient  name  for  the 

濟  Chi  river  in  Honan. 
Used  for  13,115. 

See  1732. 

Same  as  1732. 

> 

YtiTESH- 

The  moon;  see  2186, 

4480,6795,  12,256, 12,509, 

1 3,630.  A  lunation  ;  a  lu¬ 

nar  month  ；  see  Tables  Vc. 

Radical  74.  See  1686,  4110. 

月? the  disc  of  the  moon. 

月輪  the  moon  is  high, — 
the  night  is  late. 

月半則 爲弦 ，全乃 

成 望  the  half-moon  is  Asuan 
(4480)， the  full  moon  is  wang 

(12,509).  See  below. 

月亮  the  moon;  moonlight.  \ 

半個月 亮  a  half-moon;  any 
stage  of  the  moon  between  new 
and  full. 

好殺 的月 亮 不如白 
日  the  best  moonlight  is  not 
equal  to  daylight.  See  9412. 

月 明。 r 月 色。 r 月光 
moonlight.  ; 

三 分明月 中人也 th^ 
tenths  of  tLe  moon,— not  bad- 
looking.  1 

畫  ~ '  個月 光  to  draw  a  pic- ture  of  the  moon. 

月滿。 r 月望。 r 月盈。 r 

月圓  the  full  moon. 

西 悽望月 幾回圓 how 
many  times,  from  my  western 
balcony,  shall  I  see  the  moon 
round, —before  you  come  ? 

月
*
 

13.768 

三五月 正圓。 n  the  ”比 
day  the  moon  is  at  its  full. 

月  the  moon’s  quarters. 

月芽 QI ■峨 眉月 the  new moon. 

月初 生 時 at  new  moon. 

初 月出不 高 the  new  moon does  not  rise  high. 

月 闌  月暈  a  lunar  hal。. 
月食。 r  月蝕  a  lunar  eclipse. 
月夕  a  moonlight  night;  also, 

the  end  of  a  month, 

月 白 布  a  very  light  blue  cloth. 

月黑天  a  moonless  night, 
月 下  beneath  the  moon  ；  at 

night. 

玩月。 r 賞月 to  enjoy  the moonlight.  • 

帶月 採茶 t。 pick  tea  by moonlight. 

步月  to  walk  in  moonlight. 

水月  the  moon  on  water. 

莫賀月 華 明 do  not  waste the  brightness  of  the  moon, — 
avail  yourself  of  the  opportunity. 

月倩*  the  moon  is  radiant. 

迎素月  to  greet  the  silver 
moon, 

月 淡星豨 the  mo°n  besan to  pale  and  the  stars  to  dwindle, — at  dawn. 

今人 不見古 時月， 4 
月曾 咐 經 照古人 
the  men  of  to-day  cannot  see  the 
moon  of  old,  yet  the  moon  of 

to-day  lighted  the  men  of  old. 

小時不 識^ 月 in  child¬ hood,  one  doesfi’t  notice  the moon. 

新 月換驚 .魚 the  new  moon needlessly  frightens  the  fishes, 一 
they  think  it  is  a  hook. 

月琴  a  moon-shaped  guitar. 
月貌  a  moon-shaped  face. 

文選 明明如 月一解 to  make  selections  from  litera¬ 

ture  (and  present)  them  clearly 
as  the  phases  of  the  moon. 

掏水 为在手 a  handful  6f water  and  the  (reflection  of  the) 
moon  is  in  your  hand. 

月老*  the  old  man  of  the  moon, 

月
‘
 

13.768 

― who  unites  by  an  invisible! 
red  thread  persons  destined  to  I 
be  married.  | 

月  a  stone  platform  in  the  I 
Confucian  temple.  I 

月餅  a  cake  eaten  on  the  15th! 
of  the  8th  moon.  1 

自來月  an  electric  lamp.  | 
~ • 個月  a  moon;  a  month.  1 

三 個月。 1 ■三月 日 {arch,\ three  months.  I 

三 月  the  third  month.  | 

半脑月  half  a  month,  I 
月半兒  the  15  th  of  the  moon,  1 

月月 or 每月 monthly. 上月 or 前月0 r 先個月 
last  month. 

下月  next  month.  1 
木 月  the  current  month.  1 

累 月不出  ^or  months  at  a| time  he  did  not  go  out.  f 

月 大  the  moon  has  30  days.  I 
月  the  moon  has  29  days.  I 

滿月  the  full  moon ;  the  tirnel of  full  moon;  at  the  end  of  a| 

month  (especially  of  the  first  | 
month  after  childbirth);  a  bowl 
pulled  to  the  full.  | 

面 如滿月  face  like  the  fullj 
moon.  

1 

做滿月  to  keep  the  birthday! of  a  month-old  child. 

輪月  to  take  monthly  turns,  j] 

按月。 r 按 着月分 (/W) 

or  論月  by  the  months  1 

月分  //〃4 牌  an  almanac.  j 
月日  the  date  of ;  a  month  (arcA.)l 
月官  the  officers  for  the  month,  | 
一 appointed  at  the  monthly! 
drawings  of  the  Board  of  CiviM Office,  

|j 

月官卷  the  statements  of  offi-| dal  antecedents  handed  in  byl 
the  above.  I 

月初  the  beginning  of  the  I month.  1 

月底  the  end  of  the  month.  S 

期月  after  one  month. 月  monthly  allowances.  j 

月例  monthly  allowances  to  de-| pendants.  I 
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13,768 

nr 
13.769 

r ■月黯 
sm 滅 

].gwatsz 
A.  ngiief 

Entering 
Lower. 

13.77° 
R •月 

See 月 
Entering 
Lower, 

m 

月可 奉晨昏 month  by 
month  I  shall  be  able  fo  provide 

(my  parents)  with  their  daily 
food. 

月令  the  seasons. 

月經。 1 •月水 月事。 r 

月信  the  menses. 

月 子的病  weakness,  etc 
supervening  upon  childbirth. 

坐月 子的東 西 the  things 
required  by  a  woman  during  the 
month  of  confinement. 

大月氏  {chiKx)  or  月支。 r 
月窟  {see  6276)  a  nomadic 
nation  which  originally  occupied 
the  western  half  of  modern  Kan- 

suh.  They  were  driven  away 

by  the  Hsiung-nu  in  a.d.  165, 
at  first  to  the  valley  of  I-li,  and 

later  *0  the  banks  of  the  Oxus, 

where  they  founded  the  so-called 

Indo-Scythian  or  Ephthalite  do¬ 
minions  of  the  Panjabf  Sec  7025 

月  0^  the  first  of  the  moon,— 
used  in  the  sense  of  “to  criti 

cise,#,  in  reference  to  a  person 

age,  named  許劭 Hsu  Shao, 

of  the  Han  dynasty,  who  always 
devoted  that  day  to  criticism  of 

people  and  their  general  conduct, 

恣其月  旦  to  amuse  oneself 
with  criticisms,  as  above. 

月 月紅。 r 月季花 the 
monthly  rose  {Rosa  indica}  L.). 

To  cut  off  the  feet,  an 

ancient  punishment, 

兩 則其足 he  cut  off  both 
his  feet 

刖 辟疑赦  in  doubtful  cases, 
let  the  maiming  punishment  be 
remitted. 

To  bend. 

才 月過來 t。  bend  a  thing  over. 

獅了  bent  and  broke  it; 
broke  it  in  bending. 

杷 木相彎  to  bend  a  piece 
of  wood  int0  a  curve. 

Same  as  13,769. 

，於 

13,772 

R •月 

C.yiit^y'dk 
H. F.  wak、 wok 

W.  yue^  iyae、 

^yae 

H.yiioh 

P.c— 

M.yiie 

Y.  ya^yuaah^ 

yiieh 

Sz.yiie 
K.  wal 

J.  etsz、 wal sz A.  viet、 viet， Entering 

Lower. 

汩 X3,773 

R •質 

C.yet M.yi 

K.  ul itsz 

k.jwU 
E 
Entering 

Upper. 

IT 

13.774 

R. 月
 

See 越 

Entering 

Lower. 

噱 13.775 

13.776 

R ■屑 

F.  yok^  v.  yoh 

Seei^ 

Entering 

Lower. 

To  speak; 'to  say；  called 

designated;  that  is  to  say 

as  follows.  An  expletive 

Radical  73.  [To  be  distin¬ 
guished  from  日 5642.]  See 

h，74i. 

子曰  the  Master  said, ...... 

詩曰  it  is  said  in  the  Odes、 
— 1  曰 one  authority  says, •… 

對曰。 r 答曰  to  say  in  reply. 

若曰  as  though  it  were  said, 
e.g.  by  Confucius. 

不曰 如之何 a  man  dc)es not  say  “what  shall  I  think  of 
this?’’ 一 i.e\  give  a  subject  due 
consideration. 

居 則曰不 吾知也 
ordinary  life  you  are  always 

saying,  “we  are  not  known  ' 

旣曰得 止 since  t}iis 
done, . 

曰 —曰歸  when  sha11  we return  ?  when  shall  we  return  ? 

To  flow  on,  as  a  stream. 

[To  be  distinguished  from 

汨 6249.] 

奔汩  to  rush, 一 as  a  torrent. 

、归 越  bright;  lustrous. 

拂汩  the  bubbling  up  of  a spring. 

was 

A  small  land-crab. 

See  5210. 

To  be  pleased  ；  gratified  ； 

to  assent.  To  please；  to 

give  pleasure  to 

^  displeased. 

悦悅  v«y  glad- 

喜悦  to  rejoice. 

13.776 

說 【3,77& 

閿 
13,777 

R •屑 

Q..yut 
Vi.  yet 

P.  yok^yck^' 

M. ) 

Y.  }  yiieh 

Sz. ) 

K.yo/ 
etsz 

Pi..juet 

Entering 

Lower. 

宸七 、大悅  the  Emperor greatly  rejoiced. 

悦從。 r 悦服  to  cheerfully acquiesce  in,  —  a  decision,  or 
terms. 

爲容 1 兌  fQr  the  sake  of  a  per¬ 
son^  countenance  and  favour. 

不 得不可 以爲悦 if unable  to  get  (what  they  want), 

they  cannot  have  the  feeling  of 

pleasure. 悦乎 我之心 則愛之 
if  a  man  pleases  my  heart,  I  love him. 

1 兌」 匕 、的  pleasing;  acceptable. 

悦目 to  please  the  eye. 

取悦 於衆目 恤 is  t。 
please  the  eye  of  the  public, - 
not  to  appeal  to  its  intellect. 

Of  popular  painting. 

悦口  to  please  the  taste. 

無 圖悦聽  do  not  seek  to  say (or  to  hear)  pleasant  things. 

See  10,164. 

To  look  at；  to  peruse ；  to 

inspect  ；  to  review ;  to  pass through. 

閱 看 Qr 閲 視 t。 view;  t。 

survey. 

閲核。 r 閲騐  to  examine；  to 

peruse. 披閱  to  look  through,— a  book. 

閲卷  to  examine  essays. 
評閱  to  examine  critically. 

頃 閱來函  I  have  just  read your  letter. 

封 還不閱  to  return  a  letter 
unread. 

閱悉  to  thoroughly  acquaint oneself  with. 

閱 實其罪  to  carefully  deter¬ 
mine  a  crime. 

閲 之不謬  I  found  on  inspec¬ 
tion  that  it  was  as  had  been 
stated. 

間 歷  to  see  ahd  go  through; | 
experience. 
人 之 閲歷老 則愈深 
experience  increases  with  age. 
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閿*
 13,777 

戊 
i3>778 

縱 !3.779 R. 月 
See 鉞 

Entering 
Lower 

僕之閱 人多矣 1  have 
had  experience  of  many  men. 

B 經九 閱月矣 
nine 

months  have  already  elapsed, 一 
since  then. 

閱 過書目  works  used  in  the 
preparation  of  a  book;  ̂ autho¬ 

rities  consulted.” 

閱簡  to  superintend. 

閱邊  to  inspect  the  frontier. 

閱遍  to  make  a  provincial  tour, 
一 as  a  Viceroy. 

閱演  to  inspect, 一 as  forts. 

閲射  to  review  archers. 

閲 兵  to  review  troops. 

我 躬不閱 ，惶 恤我後 
if  my  suit  is  rejected,  I  care  not 

what  becomes  of  me.  [閱 = 

容] 
掘閱  to  break  irom  its  hole,— 

as  an  insect. 

Same  as  13,780.  [Dis- 
tinguished  from  戍 4375, 

戎 5746， 戍  10,083， 戊 
12,792.] 

To  scamper  away,  as  a 
terrified  animal. 

麟 以爲畜 ，故 獸不狨 
if  you  keep  a  tame  unicorn  other 
beasts  will  not  be  afraid. 

A  halberd  with  a  cres¬ 

cent-shaped  blade.  The  star 

j.-?  in  Gemini.  See  362 1. 

秉金 戌  to  grasp  a  halberd. 
不怒 而民威 于鈇鉞 
(the  superior  man)  shows  no 

anger， yet  the  people  are  more 
: awed  than  by  hatchets  and  hal- 

j  herds. : 錐 斧  halberds  and  battle-axes. 

越

#

 

13-781 

R- 月曷 See 鉞 

Entering 

Lower. 

To  pass  over；  to  over¬ 
step  ； to  encroach  on  ;  to 

exceed  ；  to  transgress  -  see 

6952,  1 3,842.  To  give  out 
orders.  To  assault  violent¬ 

ly.  Used  as  a  conjunctive 

particle  ；  thereon  ；  so  that  ； 

in  the  case  of；  moreover. 

The  sound-holes  of  a  ch'in  ； 

see  2109.  Name  of  a  feudal 
State.  Used  with  13,793 

in  the  sense  of  the  Two 

Kuang， sometimes  of 

Kuangtung  only.  Annam. 

越過  to  pass  over;  to  crpss. 

越牆  to  get  over  a  wall. 

越席  to  leave  one’s  place  at table， 一 for  a  higher  one. 

越獄  to  break  out  of  prison. 

越級  to  skip  grades, — in  pro¬ motion. 

越訴  to  appeal  at  once  to  the 
highest  court,  skipping  the  inter¬ 
mediate  courts  through  which  a 

case  passes  by  ordinary  rt>utine. 

越禮  to  overstep  propriety  ； 
rude ;  discourteous. 

遂 致越禮  the  ■ result  being that  there  was  misconduct,— on 
the  part  of  the  man  and  the 
woman. 

越 些 禮辦  tQ  skip  part  of  the ceremonial. 

越理  beyond  all  bounds  of 
*  reason. 

^  ̂   to  go  out  of  one’s  way  ; gratuitously. 

風不 越而殺  the  winds  go abroad  as  they  ought  not  to  do, 

and  carry  death  with  them, 

越界。 r 越境  to  encroach. 

越踰  to  trespass  on. 

踰越節  a  foreign  term  for  the Passover. 

越臼  to  skip  a  day;  next  day 
but  one. 

攙越  to  interfere. 
越宿 to  pass  a  night. 

越 宿不候 I  will  not  wait more  than  one  night. 

我不聞 越宿之 WIwiu 

越

必

 

i3,78t 

i3>7^2 

R. 月 

See 鉞 

Entering 

Lower. 

not  hear  anything  you  may  have 

to  say  to-morrow, 一 now  or  never. 

起越。 1 •卓越 t。  surpass;  to excel. 

越哉  too  much! 越 多越好 the  _e  the 
better. 

越 說越氣  the  more  he  said, 
the  angrier  he  got. 

越 .不 敢回家 was  sti11  mMe 
afraid  of  going  home. 

越 發好了  it  is  still  better. 
越人術  the  art  ofYueh-jen,— 
otherwise  known  as  扁鵲 pien 

Ch^iaOj  sc,  of  healing.  Seegiys, 

亦越  and  moreover. 越以。 r 越若來 thereupon, 

越明 年  and  then  next  year . 

於 我楚越 he  and  1  are]ike the  States  of  Ch4u  and  Yiieh 
—  at  daggers  drawn. 

吳越  modern  Kiangsu  and  part of  Chehkiang. 

関^ §  modern  Fuhkien  and  part 
of  Chehkiang. 

南越  the  old  kingdom  of  ̂  

趾， which  in  a.d.  222  was 
divided  into  Chiao-chou  or  Ton- 

quin  and  what  is  now  the 
area  covered  by  Kuangtung  and 

Kua'ngsi.  [The  above  three  were 

called  三越] 

越國  old  name  for  Fuhkien  and 
Chehkiang. 

東越 a  name  for  Shao-hsing  Fu in  Chehkiang. 

兩越  Kuangtung  and  Fuhkien. 

越南  Annara. 
越王鳥  the  royal  bird  of  An- 

n am, —the  hornbill  (Buccros). 

越石見 （如⑺4)  the  Yueh 
stone  is  visible,  —  referring  to 
a  fabulous  stone  said  to  appear 

only  to  incorrupt  officials. 

越  _  a  partridge. The  shade  of  trees. 

設燎 相屬道 樾爲枯 
so  many  torches  were  burnt 

along  the  road  that  the  trees  on 
both  sides  were  scorched. 
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曜 
*3.783 

娜 
13.784 

13,785 

蹯 
13,7^6 

耀 
i3»787 

岳 
13.788 

嶽 
13.789 

約 
13,79° 

釣 
i3,79i 

蘇 
r3»792 

聲 
13,793 

R. 月 
'N.yue^yu 

See 鉞 
Entering 
Lower. 

See  I2，p54. 

Same  as  1 2,956. 

Same  as  13,371. 

See  13,371. 

See  1 2,956. 

See  13,366. 

See  13,367. 

See  13,348 

See  13,349. 

Same  as  12,958. 

To  speak.  An  initial 

particle'  suggesting  serious 
thought  ；  ah!  used  with 

3,772.  The  provinces  of 

Kuangtung  and  Kuangsi 

{see  13,781).  [To  be  dis¬ 
tinguished  from  奧  109.] 

粤 若稽古  examining  into 
antiquity, 一 we  find,  etc, 

粤東  Kuangtung. 

粵西  Kuangsi. 

粵海關  the  ̂lanton  Customs. 

粤 海關部  the  Customs*  Su¬ 
perintendent,  or  Hoppo,  at  Can¬ 
ton. 

粤匪  the  Nien-fei  rebels;  see 
8266. 

軏“
 

13.794 

R. 月 

C. «/,  nget 
知杌 雜 

J.  g^z 

A.  ttgii 

tigout 
Entering 

Lower. 

m 
木 13.795 

藥 
13.796 

输 13.797 

13.798 

簿 13.799 

鑰 

13, Boo 

逾 
13.801 

服 V
 

13.802 

The  cross-bar  at  the  enc 

of  the  pole  of  a  carriage 

小 車無軏 ，其 何以行 

之哉  if  a  light  carriage  have 
no  cross-bar,  how  can  it  get 

along  ? 

See  7331. 

See  1 2,958. 

See  13,359. 

Same  as  13,348. 

See  13,362. 

See  12,961. 

See  13,587. 

A  stiff  joint;  paralysis  of 
a  limb. 

A.  ngou 
Even  Upper. 

13.803 

R 屑 

See 决 

Entering 

Upper. 

0T 

13.804 

r •屋 

Sec 奧 

Entering 

Upper. 

The  space  between  the 

eyes  and  eyebrows. 

Read  chueh^.  Beautiful 

To  vomit;  to  belch. 

13.805 

R. 苳
 

C.  Ivin 
Yi.yun 

F.  ung^  v.  hung 

^N.yung 

^,yiing 

P. ( .. 

m.  \
y,m 

yiiirtg Sz.yun 

K.  I 
>  tin 

A.  ven 
Even  Lower. 

YtiroNr. 
An 

To  say  ；  to  speak, 

expletive. 

書 云孝乎  what  says  the 
Canon  of  History  on  filial  piety  ? 

子*  云*  the  Master  said, . 
一云  one  authority  says ;  one 
name  for  it  is. 

13,806 

R. 吻
 

See 云 

Rising  Lower. 

13,806^ 
文 

See 雲 

Even  Lower. 

云昔  it  is  said  that  formerly . . 

有 云 or  所云  there  is  a  saying that;  it  is  stated. 

古胃  ̂   the  old  saying  has  it, … 

云然  as  they  say;  as  it  is  said 

人云 我亦云 what  others say,  I  will  also  say. 

云 云  all  the  rest;  “etc.”  Often used  in  the  sense  of  “you  know 

what  I  mean,”  when  it  is  undesir¬ 
able  to  be  explicit. 

如 此云云  etc.,  etc.,  as  above. 萬物 云云各 復其根 
let  all  things  revert  to  their 

original  constitution. 

按金 史 太宗本 紀石* - the  same  account  will  be 

found  in  the  Personal .  Record 

of  the  Emp.  T‘ai  Tsung  in  the 
Hist,  pf  the  Chin  dynasty. 

in  this  way:  thus. 

有 皇上帝 ，伊 誰云僧 
there  is  Almighty  God,  does  he 
hate  any  one ? 「 ^ .] 

易 云其還 when  sha11  i 
return  ?  ， 

云 何吁矣  oh,  how  great  is 
my  sorrow ! 

To  lose；  to  be  vanquish¬ ed. 

To  rush  past,  as  flowing 

water.  Used  with  13,808. 

214 
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1706 

転 
13.807 

心 一  2 m 

13.808 
r ‘女 
see 云 
Even  Lower.. 

fe 

13.809 

R. 芩
 

See’ 云 

Even  Lower. 

芸1
 

i3,8io 

R
.
&
 

See 云 

Even  Lower. 

搏
 4 13,811 R 問 

See 蓮 

Sinking 

Lower.' 

雲 2
 i3，Si2 

R •文 

C.  7i'eu 
ll.  y  11/1 

F.  hu?ig 

W.  yun^ 

)
 ' 

M.,  >  yitn S/.  \ 

K.  / 

A.  TV/. 

i'vcn  I  ,n\vc 

Same  as  13,809. 

Ravelled  ；  tangled. 

粉転; in  confusion. 

To  weed. 

不 戰而耘 ，利 莫大焉 
to  get  rid  of  him  without  fight¬ 
ing  is  certainly  most  advantage¬ 
ous, — said  by  the  Emperor  when 

the  people  of  the  閩越 Min 

Yueh  State  killed  their  prince 

to  prevent  him  from  rebelling 
and  involving  their  lives  and 
interests. . 

Name  of  a  fragrant  plant. 

To  be  of  a  deep,  rich  colour. 

To  weed  ；  used  with  13,809. 

罢臺。 i •芸牕 a  study;  a student. 

芸其黃 矣 (flowers)  of  a  deep 
yellow. 

芸香  rue  {Ruta  grave。 lens ,  L.), 
Also,  a  kind  of  resin. 

芸生  the  people. 

A  bird,  called  违日， 
said  to  eat  snakes.  Same 

as  6 1 1 . 

Clouds.  The  music  of 

I  the  Yellow  Emperor.  See 

白 8556,  8588. 

雲彩  clouds. 一朶雲 彩。1^  一片雲 
，彩 。1 ■雲頭  a  cloud. 

按 下雲頭  to  stop  a  cloud 
-7-0 f  a  god  or  magician  when 
riding  on  one. 

1  魚鱗雲  a  mackerel  sky. 

浮 .雲  a  passing  cloud. 

浮 雲的人  a  “rolling  stone.1 

m 

13,812 

雲從龍  clouds  come  with  the dragon, 一 i.e.  with  the  positive 

or  good  current  in  nature, 

陰陽 聚爲雲  the  coming together  of  the  Yin  and  Yang 
causes  clouds. 

雲師 the  spirit  of  the  clouds. 

雲 開見月  the  clouds  break and  let  the  moon  be  seen. 

雲 出無心  the  clouds  rise without  intention. 

锡 [ the  clouds  disperse. 

風流雲 散  tC)  disperse,— as  a 
crowd. 

雲 收雨止  when  the  clouds disappear,  the  rain  stops. 

雲^  雨  clouds  and  rain;  used  for sexual  intercourse. 

梶 雨  sexual  intercourse. 

雲 雨難忘 日月新 he could  not  forget  his  love  for  her, 
which  was  daily  and  nightly 

renewed，一 of  Ming  Huang  and 

Yang  Kuei-fei. 

萬里無 雲  a  cloudless  sky. 

雲漢  the  Milky  Way. 

祥雩。 r 卿雲。 1 ■慶雲 an auspicious  cloud. 

飛在雲 眼去了  it  has flown  up  into  the  clouds. 

clouds  collecting,— gather¬ 

ing  together. 

靑雲在 目’前  success  is  of 
no  account  in  his  eyes.  See  10,990. 

上 天同雲  the  heavens  over- head  are  one  arch  of  clouds, 

cloud-puffs,— the  hair  of  a 

woman’s  headdress  when  dressed 

in  flat  puffs  at  each  side  of  the 
face. 

雪 毫  the  gallery  set  apart  by  the 
Emp •明帝 of  the  Han  dynasty 
to  contain  the  portraits  of  the 
28  commanders  who  aided  in 

establishing  the  Eastern  Hans 

萬 頃雲芦  a  vast  exPanse  of 
abundant  ripe  crops. 

高 與雲會 as  high  as  the clouds. 

雲游僧  cloud-wandering priests, — having  no  fixed  home 

雲衣  a  priest^  robes. 
狼 •心  子  the  ornamental  design on  shoes. 

13,812 

漂 
I3.8i3 

See 云 

Even  Lower, 

雲霧 w 雲姻。 r 雲氣 mist; 

fog, 

雲 消霧散  clouds  melted， 
mist  dissolved,  —  of  difficulties 
which  have  at  length  disappeared* 

雲屯霧 聚  gathering  together like  clouds, — in  dense  masses. 

雲 合霧集 in  vast  multitudes; (of  things)  vast  piles  of. 

雲 山霧罩  like  mountains 
seen  through  mist;  vague;  mys¬ 

terious  ; exaggerated. 

雲來霧 去的話 yams; travellers’  tales. 

噴雲吐 霧  puffing  out  clouds, 
— of  an  opium-smoker. 

不欲出 山之雲 ■  who 
will  not  go  into  public  life. 

雲霞  see  4201. 雲馬  the  wild  goose. 

雲磨響  a  moaning  in  the  air, 
— as  of  a  coming  storm. 

雲梯  a  scaling-ladder. 
雲孫  a  great-g.-g.-g.-g.-g.-grand- 

son. 

肩  a  scarf  or  cape  worn  by 
w6men. 

雲南  the  province  of  Yunnan. 

雲南靑  the. shrike  (Lanins 
sphenocercus、、 

雲石  marble  from  Yunnan. 

雲毋石 1 夂 雲毋殼  mother-of-pearl。 實  Ccesalpitiia  sefiaria、 Roxb. 
v —  ■ 

Euptelea polyandra、 S.&Z. 

雲和  name  of  a  place  which produces  wood  suitable  for  gui¬ 
tars  ； hence,  a  guitar  or  lute. 

雲來  the  Isles  of  the  Blest;  seel 

8902. 

High  waves. 
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13.814 

See 云 

Even  Lower. 

惲
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i3»8i5 

R 吻 

F.  curtg 
(usually 
Sinking) 

See  }审 

A.  k^wen^  
wen 

Rising 
Irregular. 

13,816 

R •間 

See 

Sinking 
Lower. 

m： 
r.w 
C.  wen 

H.  ytiff 
F.  oung 

\^.yung 

N.  yung 

P •丨 .. 
M •卜 

\,yiing 

Sz.  yun 
K.  I  一 

Sinking 
Lower. 

A  vegetable,  called  雲 

臺 菜， found  in  Hupeh,  the 
stalks  of  which  are  eaten 

and  the  seeds  furnish  oil. 

To  deliberate；  to  plan. 

To  be  giddy  ；  dizzy.  A 

halo  ；  a  mist ;  vapour. 

暈啤。 r 最海。 i ■暈浪  to  be seasick. 

晕 审  to  feel  the  motion  of  a  cart 

暈 死複甦  to  faint  and  come 
round  again. 

頭暈。 r 暈忽  to  feel  dizzy ; 
vertigo. 

頭暈 登登的 my  head 
swims  horribly. 

暈頭  a  half-witted  creature. 

暈過去  she  fainted  away. 

月暈  a  halo  round  the  moon 

最氣  fog;  mist. 

朦 暈姝甚  the  weather 
very  thick. 

is 

To  turn  round  (used  with 

3,816)  ；  to  revolve ;  to 

make  to  ̂ go  round  ；  a  turn 
or  revolution  of  destiny；  a 

circuit  or  period  of  time. 

To  transport,  as  goods.  See 

2493,  573 l 

蓮轉  to  turn  round;  a  change 
of  luck.  .  See  below. 

天其 蓮乎， 地其處 
chlul  the  sky.  turns  round, 

the  earth  贫 &nds  still. 

日 月蓮行  the  sun  and  moon 
move  in  their  orbits. 

有蓮 者必有 以蓮之 

者  whatever  goes  round  must 

運‘
 

i3,8l7 

have  something  which  makes  it 

go  round. 

奉 天承蓮  to  succeed  under God’s  orders  to  the  throne. . 

天 下可蓮 於掌上 
the  empire  may  be  nlade  to  go 

round  in  your  palm,— may  be 

easily  governed. 

帝 繞廣蓮 the  Emperor's virtue  is  great  and  incessant. 

蓮用  to  make  use  of;  to  apply. 

蓮動  to  .go  round  and  be  in 
motion;  to  influence  a  person, — 

as  by  bribes. 

蓮動會  an  athletic  sports’ meeting,  or  society. 

蓮氣。 r 蓮數。 1 •時蓮 OT 
命蓮  luck ;  fortune.  [The  first is  also  a  medical  term  =  the 
system.] 

憑各人 的蓮氣 tQ  take one’s  chance. 

家 蓮典旺  the  family  luck is  very  good. 

時 來蓮到  fortune  is  smiling. 倒〜 S 蓮。1 ■蓮 不隹。 r 蓮 

去  (see  S38°)  bad  luck. 

走背蓮  to  have  bad  luck. 

蓮 轉過來  to  have  a  change in  .luck. 

入  or  ̂   turning-P0int in  one’s  luck. 

應 蓮而起 t0  rise  up  (*•， come  forth)  in  response  to  some 

auspicious  turn  in  affairs. 

the  luck  of  a  site. 

蓮  ̂   great  prosperity. 

行 大  to  have  a  run  of  good luck. 

流年 _ 蓮限 yeare  as  they pass  bring  both  good  and  bad 
luck. 

文蓮  the  literary  bent, 一 of  a 

place. 官蓮  official  luck, 一 in  getting 
promoted. 

歷 蓮有年  for  many  years 

past. 蓮出  to  export 

蓮 徨出口  to  re-export. 

蓮入  to  import. 
蓮往。 r 蓮赴。 1 •蓮送 t。 
carry  to . ;  to  export  to . 

運‘
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問 

See 

Sinking 

Lower. 

M 

R. 問 

See 蓮 

Sinking 

Lower. 

考軍
 

I3>820 

蓮 用東西  to  import  things. 
缝 I  the  grain  transport  admin¬ 

istration. 

蓮丁  government  grain  junk¬ 
men. 

蓮學  name  for  the  -  學宮 

public  schools.  • 

蓮司 a 蓮臺  a  Salt  Comp 
troller. 

蓮判  sub-Assistant  Salt  Comp¬ 
troller. 

蓮庫  the  gabelle  treasury. 

蓮照  a  transit  certificate. 

蓮米執 照  a  special  certi- 
ficate  for  the  transport  of  rice. 

蓮粮 t。  transport  grain. 

蓮河  the  Grand  Canal. 

蓮 到地土  imported  into  the 

locality. 

蓮 抵口岸  conveyed  to  or arrived  at  the  port, — of  (destin¬ ation. 

蓮回  to  convey  back. 

蓮帶  to  convey;  to  carry. 

運 貨之人  a  supercargo. 

蓮脚 w 蓮費  cost  of  trans¬ port;  freight. 

海蓮  to  transport  by  sea.  Also= 

海氣動 • 蓮柩  to  forward  a  coffin. 
五  the  interaction  of  the  five elements.  See  6116. 

Name  of  an  ancient  city 

of  the  魯  Lu  State,  now 

郡城縣  in  Shantung. 

A  worker  in  leather. 

鞸人 爲皐陶  the  leather- 
dresser  makes  the  wooden  part 

of  drums.  〜 

Same  as  13,819. 
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■'STtTONr 

s R •雩 
C.  wen 

H.  yun 
F.  img 

W.  yung 
^.yuing p- 

) 

M.  [  yun Sz.  \ 

Y. yung 

K.  yun 

J.  in 
A,Jiven^  vin 

Even  Lower. 

R •眞 
See, 

A.jwe/i 
Even  I^ower. 

M 

M R. 眞 

F.  -YtnS^ 

See  ̂  
A.  vin 

Even  Upper 
and  Lower. 

Equal  ；  in  equal  parts  ； 

even  ；  alike.  [To  be  dis¬ 
tinguished  from  勺 9767.] 

勻分  to  divide  equally. 

分 臓不勻 t<3  divide  the 
plunder  unequally. 

大小要 ̂   句  the  large  and  small 
must  be  equally  distributed. 

勻 期限還  to  be  paid  by  re¬ gular  instalments. 

骨 肉停句  bones  and  flesh 
well  proportioned. 

勻和  equal；  even. 

調勻。 r 攜勻 to  mix  tho 
roughly；  to  blend. 

^  ̂   to  rub  on  unevenly, — 

as  rouge  an  a  woman’s  face； 

勾不開  cannot  divide  equally; 
cannot  spare,  as  something  one 
is  using;  cannot  be  spared,  as 
for  a  holiday. 

勻出  to  portion  off;  to  devote 
part  to...... 

勻着空  (々‘ ?/"〆） to  give  part 
of  one’s  leisure. 

_ 、 溜着  flowing  evenly;  fluid. 

緑 柳纔 黃 牟未勻 when 
the  willows  just  begin  to  turn 

yellow, — in  early  spring. 

Land  reclaimed  for  culti¬ 
vation. 

Same  as  13,843. 

The  skin  of  the  bamboo. 

See  2616. 

靑揭  bamboo-peel. 

辟藍  bamboo-splint  baskets. 
筠冲  a  name  for  Arabia  under 
the  兀  Yuan  dynasty. 

mx
 

^331 

13,825 

R •眞 

See 

A,jwen Even  Lower. 

M 

r •文 

C.  wen 
H.  win y  fin 
F.  ung 

W.  yung 
N.  yung 

?.yun 

M.  j 

Y.  } 

K.  on 

wen 

A.  Invert 
Even  Upper. 

M 
r 文皓 

P.  v.  yun* 
Y.  v.  7ven° 

s« 溫氲 

熨 Even  Upper. 

m 

r •文眞 

^ 箄 

J.  un^  in 
Even  Upper. 

R •問 

See  fS. 

Sinking 

Upper. 

R •元吻 

Sce 溫氳 

F.yiin
3 

Y.  wen3 

A.  oun、 wen 
Even  and 

Rising  Upper. 

Gold. 

The  aura  or  breath  of 
nature. 

^  the  generative  influences of  heaven  and  earth,  by  which 

all  things  in  nature  are  constantly 

reproduced. 

氛氲  the  appearance  of  abun¬ dance  ; dense;  heavily  laden,  as 

with  perfume. 

桑麻 靑氛氳  the  mulberry and  hemp  are  densely  green, — with  foliage. 

辱氲  ||  索  densely  a
nd  i 

silence, — falls  the  snow. 111 

To  smooth  out；  to  iron. 

Used  with  13,833.  See 

12,620. 

媼斗  a  flat-iron. 
媼衣服  to  iron  clothes. 

煺黃了  you  have  scorched  it 
in  ironing. 

To  wriggle,  as  a  snake. 

Fermented  liquor  ；  wine. 

內醞  wine  from  the  palace. 

家 傳良醞  old  family  wine. 
媪酒 01 ■醒釀 t0  ferment 

liquor. 

藉自持  to  be  reserved  and self-possessed. 

An  orange  colour  ；  red. 
To  enclose  ；  see  12,059. 

包轆  to  hold;  to  contain. 

輕秘  to  conceal;  to  secrete. 

石 觀玉而 山輝 if  the stones  contain  gems,  the  hills 
will  sparkle. 

3 •左 

【3，》3 

M 

r •間元 

^ 慍温 

Sinking  and 

Even  Upper. 

稱1
 

R •文問 

元 
H.  cwen 

F.  cung 

See 血 

A.  wht、 oun 

Rising  and 

Sinking 

Upper. 
I3,»33 

R •問吻 

% 媪 

Sinking 

Upper. 

屬 

知石而 不知 齟 玉也 
he  sees  the  stones  but  does  not 
see  that  they  contain  gems. 

才 華 內  has  great  talent 
in  him. 

Name  of  an  aquatic  plant, 

the  leaves  of  which  grow 

from  the  joints. 

溫藤  Hifpuris  ox  mare’s-tail. 

Vague；  confused；  misty. See  13,833. 

abundant;  confused;  misty. 

系因媪 = 氤氳  see  13,217, 

13^26. 
Read  Quilted  with 

hemp,  as  a  poor  garment 

Read  wen}.  An  orange 
colour. 

To  collect；  to  bring 

together.  See  1470， 5551. 
Used  with  12,465,  13,716, 

13,832.  Also  read  wen4. 

蘊利  hoarded  wealth, 

藐 隆辱蟲  concentrated  and 
violent  is  the  hot  air. 

蘊 積如堆  brought  together  j 
like  a  heap. 

萬物 盡然而 以是相 
{yii*)  the  universe  may  pass 

away,  yet  by  this  very  fact  he 

(the  perfect  man)  will  be  con¬ solidated. 

舍蘊 蘊蔷  contained within  ；  repressed,  一 

底 蘊莫知  not  to  know  the 
origin  of. 

诲蕴 a  kind  of  seaweed. 

蘊藉  modest；  cultivated;  refined. 
藐 釀  taking  time;  not  hurrying. 

則無 餘蘊矣 and  ̂  
there  will  be  no  further  doubt. 

Zoster  a  marina}  L. 

See  13,733 - 
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■^tirisr 

Jf 
R
.
^
 See 云 

Even  Lower. 

m 
13,836 

R •較 

See 云 

Rising  Lower. 

3,837 
R. 冬
 

See 云 

Even  Lower. 

r3，》3 

I3'»»39 R. 文 
See 

A.  hwen 

Even  Lower. 

II 

M 
R •芩
 

See 云 

Even  Lower. 

M 
r# 

Sec 云 
often  read 
as 員 

Rising  Lower. 

To  be  grieved  ；  sad. 

懷 損莫啡  to  be  full  of  grief 
and  unable  to  allay  it. 

心 憤如結  the  heart  grieved 
as  though  tied  in  a  knot. 

To  die；  to  perish.  Used 

with  13,842. 

瑣命  to  die;  to  perish. 

壽瑣  to  die  at  a  good  old  age. 

未曾  ts^ngx  身嶺  (though 
wounded,)  he  is  not  yet  dead. 

全 家殒滅  the  whole  family 
perished. 

A  small  branch  of  the 

river  漢  Han  in-  Hupeh. 
See  173. 

Same  as  13,842. 

A  large  variety  of  bam¬ 

boo,  known  as  莨管- 

Same  as  13,809. 

Name  of  a  small  feudal 

State  in  Hupeh. 

To  fall  to  the  ground  ；  to 

let  fall.  See  10,120. 

其 黃而隕 （the  ieaves) 
become  yellow  and  fall. 

涕旣 隕 .之 my  tears  are falling. 

隕落  to  fall  to  the  ground. 

星 膜如雨  stars  fell  like  rain, 
— of  the  Leonids. 

m
s
 

13,842 

w 
13)843 

R 間 

See 
Sinking 

Lower. 

忽 聞令先 君星隕 
I  have  just  heard  that  your  father 
is  dead. 

隕石  meteorites. 膜 墮  to  fall  in  ruins;  to  collapse. 

隈 于深淵  to  fall  into  a  deep abyss. 

從 高隕下  to  fall  from  a height. 

不 隕厥間  he  did  not  let  fall (Le.  injure)  his  own  reputation 

隕越  to  fall  or  lapse  into;  to commit  some  disastrous  error 

膜越遺 羞  to  commit  an  error and  leave  a  cause  for  shame, 

as  to  the  Emperor  or  to  ope’s 

parents. 

Read  yiian2.  An  outer border ；  see  13,733. 

Harmony  of  sound  or 

form  ；  rhyme  ；  expression. 
A  “final”  in  the  spelling 

system,  as  opp.  to  “initial 
(12,324)；  see  ̂   pj  under 

3413,  and  also  13,209.  See 
1661， 7301， 9819， 9883, 

9953， 11,102， 13,209. 

松 風之韻  the  soughing  of| the  breeze  in  the  firs. 

風 發韻流  the  wind  brings forth  harmonious  sounds, — e.g. 

when  blowing  through  trees. 

韻脚  a  rhyme. 押韻  to  make  to  rhyme,— of lines  in  poetical  compositions 

which  have  to  be  made  to  rhyme 

with  a  given  character,  usually 

taken  from  the  題目  theme. 

叶韻  see  4402. 韻 士。 r 詩人韻 士  a  poet. 

倒  to  make  a  false  rhyme, 
— from  an  error  of  tone ;  e.g.  to 

make  結  rhyme  with  階. 

出韻  to  use  a  word  as  rhyme which  does  not  belong  to  the 

proper  family, — e.g.  to  make rhyme  with  松. 

rhyming,  as  above. 

起句 不入韻 the  first  line does  not  rhyme. 

韻‘
 

13.843 

C.  wen 

H.yun 

F.  iing 

y 从 ng 

H.yurtg 

P. 

M.  1 

y.  \y
un 

Sz. 

官韻  the  word  chosen  for  the rhyme  to  be  used  ih  a  compo 

sition  on  a  given  theme. 

不 拘韻。 r 不限韻 rhyme optional, — instead  of  above. 
得 (q.) 膏字五 言六韻 
the  rhyme  to  be  (etg.)  kao、 and 

(the  poem)  to  be  of  six  couplets of  five  characters  to  e^ch  line, 

[The  alternate  lines  rhyme,  be 

ginning  with  the  second.] 

以協韻  in  order  to  make  (one line)  rhyme  (with  another). 

中 與宮韻  Chung  rhymes 

with  Kung. 

北德爲 韻户 《’and  ̂  rhyme 

五 言八韻  a  16-line  stanza with  5  characters  to  each  line. 

韻語  rhyming  composition verses  and  irregular  composition 

having  rhymes  at  intervals;  poe¬ 

try  (but  only  in  a  limited  sense). 

和原韻  to  use  the  same  rhyme, in  verses  sent  in  reply  to 

verses  received. 

次 韻奉答  I  replied,  using the  same  rhyme, 一 used  in  the 
verses  addressed  to  me. 

the  classification  of  rhymes, 

*  — under  106  standard  characters, 

according  to  the  Imp,  Dictionary 
of  K‘ang  Hsi. 

韻 書  rhyming  dictionaries. 

風 韻之人  a  man  of  refine¬ 
ment. 

人 當作韻 事 a  _’s  Pur- 
suits  should  be  refined. 

rhythmic  vitality,— the  first 
of  the  Six  Canons  in  painting. 

最有神 韻^^  expressive, — 
of  birds  or  flowers  in  a  painting. 

形姻 而失韻 the  f_  was 
like  but  the  expression  was  weak, 
— of  a  portrait. 

聲  tones  and  finals, 一 of  the spelling  system ;  see  3413. 

To  believe  ；  to  put  con¬ fidence  in.  Sincere  ；  true  ； 

loyal  ；  fitting.  To  promise  ； 
to  sanction  ；  to  agree  ；  to 

assent.  See  5  2 1  卜  Used 
for  13,287. 

允元  give  your  coi  fidence  to the  good. 

恭  sincerely  court*  ous. 



YtJ3NT 

7IQ 

Yxjpsr 
允 3

 13.844 
K.  yun 

J.  in ̂  yen 

A.  j  70  a  ft 

Rising  Lower. 

yQ  to  secure  sincere  sub¬ mission. 

_  entirely  sincere. 

如 朕言允  if  what  WE  say, 
•is  the  fact . 

允 孰厥中  to  sincerely  hold 
fast  the  golden  mean. 

終 焉允臧  the  issue  has  been 
truly  satisfactory. 

顯 允君子  distinguished  and 
true  are  these  princes. 

允 文和武  truly civil  and 
truly  military,— of  an  official  who 
is  distinguished  in  both  lines. 

允洽。 r  # 當  (^ang*)  satis¬ factorily  ； justly;  suitable ;  fit. 

允誡  true;  good- - 

^  right  and  jusi. 

允 宜 one  must  immediately..... 

允准。 r 允行  to  authorise. 

允諸。 1 ■應 允。 r 允肯。 r 
允從。 r 允許。 r 允服 tQ 
assent. 

蒙允  to  have  the  honour  of 
receiving  the  assent  of. 

允可  assent. 

允 3
 

i3>844 

3»«4S 

艰, ytmg 

See 允 

Rising  Lower, 
孕4
 

R •震徑 

Q,  yen 

H.yin 

F.  etng 

允定  to  authorise  the  adoption 
of, — e.g.  rules. 

强姦 不允  made  an  un¬ successful  attempt  at  rape. 

本無 窮兵黷 武之心 ， 

# 協字小 睦鄰之 it  was  not  that  we  wished 

to  be  constantly  fighting:  we 

siiiiply  wished  to  carry  out  the 

principle  of  protecting  a  weaker 
State  and  cultivating  friendship 
with  our  neighbours. 

允州 an  old  name  of 懷遠 

縣  in  Kuangsi* 

皆祖 考之允 are  a11  des- cendants  of  the  family  ancestors. 

A  tribe  of  Scythian 
nomads,  known  as  玀犹， 

which  gave  great  trouble 
under  the  Chou  dynasty. 

Pregnant.  See  1 3,696. 

懷孕  to  be  with  child. 

孕婦  a  pregnant  woman. 
孕育  to  conceive  and  give  birth 
to,— as  women  or  animals. 

13.846 

W.  yang 

N.  yiing 

P.  yiin^yin 

M.yiin 

Y.— g 

Sz.  yiln 

K.  in、 ing 

J •少⑽ 

Sinking 

Lower. 

M 

M 

r .其 

% 氯 

j.  w 

K.yuen 
Even  Upper. 

孕而不 粥片 w  she  conceived 
but  did  not  bring,  forth. 

受孕  to  conceive. 
孕胎  a  pregnant  womb. 

孕十月  ten  months*  gestation 
曾  tsUng1  有六 個月孕 

already  six  months  gone  with child. 

計其 年六十 餘矣而 

能有孕  to  be  able  t。 bear a  child  at  over  sixty, — as  1 

姫  Hsia  Chi  did 

牲 孕弗食  pregnant  animals 
should  not  be  eaten. 

四 胎怪孕  giving  birth  to 
monstrosities  four  times  in  suc¬ 

cession. 

Same  as  12,620. 

Vast；  profound ；  deep. 

■  ■如 淵  vast 
 as  the  abyss 

of  ocean. 



ERRATA 

No.  26.  For  R.  read  R.  . 

”  342.  „  瞻1  赠  ' 
Page  62， col.  1.  For  windmill  read  winnowing  milf. 

No.  606.  For  (3,  v  read  y,  (3,  ̂  

77i-  » 邵霞 ̂ 紹. 

Page  99,  col.  1.  For  Laurus  read  Taurus, 

»  ”  ，，  ” 
”  103， ，，  ” 

，， ，，  ，，  3  • 
，， 265， 7)  2. 

，， 2325  read  6566. 

，， sliced  pork  dumplings  read  silver  strips  (of  meat)  minced  together. 

” 激濁 激觸. 

”  i3,505  read  13i3^5- 

”  349， „  i.  „  cheekbone  read  jawbone. 

No.  2975.  Dele  2nd  entry  (from  Williams). 

”  3413,  last  entry.  For  ̂   read  ̂  . 

”  3542.  For  the  genius,  etc.  read  a  clay  sheep  buried  with  the  dead. 

Page  453,  col.  3.  Dele  傅會- 

No.  4128.  For  rhinoceros  read  fabulous  bovine  animal. 

„  5870.  „  second  read  sixth. 

„  6141.  „  西狗  read  細狗- 

Page  1151,  col.  1.  For  ̂   ̂   read  理屬， and  add  海軍  Admiralty. 

\JV.jB.  Boards  suggested  (April,  1912)  under  the  Republic  :外交  Foreign,  民政  Home, 

財政 or 理財 Finance, 司法 Judicial, 教育  Education,  交通 c  ommu- 

nications,  軍事  War, 實業  Industries, 殖務  Development  of  Resources. 
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